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Motor Cycle and Sidecar, with Screen and Tools . . -

Spare Wheel and Tyre -,-
Fully equipped with Electric Lighting Outfit, Hood, Horn, and

Speedometer----- --

£154.

£6.

£185.

Demonstration Models will shortly be available for inspection in most

important centres, and it will be advisable for all intending purchasers to place

their orders early to ensure delivery in time for next Season's riding.

H. COLLIER & SONS, LTD., 44-45, Plumstead Road, Plumstead, London, S.E.I 8.
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In aniirerinff this arivertlsement U U desirable Co mention " The Mulor Cycle."
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The Scottish Trials.

WE
are glad to- be able to announce that

the Scottish Trials, the most sporting of

all tests, is to be revived this year, and
will take place on -July 3ist-26th in-

clusive. The decision is apparently

somewhat sudden and the time for preparation

short, but this is unavoidable, as it is most de-

sirable that trials, which include long distances

(approximating 200 miles on certain days), should

be held before the evenings begin to close in at

all early.

The Scottish Trials have been so popular in

the past with every class of rider that, we may
be sure, many will make great efforts to have

their machines ready and in good trim by tlie

opening day. The regulations will be found else-

where in this issue, and it will be noticed that

the promoters have not thought it necessary to

depart, except in occasional, small details, from

the pre-war conditions or route.

The Scottish Trials are hardly suitable to the

butterfly rider, but to the real motor cyclist who
uses his machine- day by day the whole year

round they have in the; past proved most enjoy-

able, and doubtless will do so again, for in spite

of the fact that they form so strenuous a test of

man and machine, the absence of irksome regu-

lations has caused them to be looked upon by

the hardy rider as something in. the nature of a

joy ride.

What is a Scooter ?

NOW that provision is being made for the

inclusion of motor scooters in competi-

tions, the need for some official definition

which would clearly show the line of de-

marcation between the scooter and the

miniature motor cycle becomes apparent. We
contend that the question of accommodation is

the easiest and truest point to be considered in

this direction. The term " scooter " was applied

to the pre-w-ar platform machines' by TJie Motor

Cycle, because they- resembled the pavement toy

so popular with the younger generation. A
scooter., however sm'all, can no longer -be re-

garded as such if it is provided with a seat.

Obviously it is an open-frame miniature .-motKJr

bicycle; therefore, we think, when the governing

body sit to define the scooter, as soon it must,

a suitable definition may be arrived at which

will meet the views of the majority.

Lightweights in Trial.

ALTHOUGH it is true that lightweight motor

cycles have received a certain amount of

encouragement in the trials of the past,

w^e think that rather more might be done

to aid the development of these little

machines and make them more suitable for

serious touring. We are not thmking of machines

having engines with a capacity in the neighbour-

hood of 300 -e.c. and more: these have long

since proved their capabilities for' practically

any service which, may be demanded of them.

Rather we have in mind the really small and

light machine with an engine capacity of not

more than 225 c.c. and weighing about 100 lb.,

or a little more, completely fitted for the road.

Motor cycles of this type are often bought simply

as runabouts for use on short journeys oiiiy, but,

though they are not to be compared with heavier

and more powerful mounts in the matters of

comfort and speed on long journeys, they are

really capable of much more than this.

In the past it has been customaiy to cut out

one or two of the worst hills in a trial in the

case of the smaller machines. This policy, carried

a little further, would enable a "baby" to com-

pete with success in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials

and to prove its usefulness, though perhaps not

its equality, to its larger brother. The develop-

ment and perfection of the spring frame to which,

as our readers know, we have given much
encouragement, will be another factor in ulti-

mately fitting the lightweight for more serious

work than that on which it has been hitherto

employed. -, c— ,'

An index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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THE 1920
CLYNO ON THE

ROAD.
A Lengthy Test of the'

Latest 8 h.p. Sidecar
Outlit.

THE motor cycling fraternity

had seen little, if anything,

of this post-war production

of tiie Wolverhampton firm until

its ajjpearance in the recent Lon-
don-Edinburgh Trial, when Mr.

Hugh Gibson drove it through

without mishap, but the interest

which it aroused at Highgate and
en route was evidence that its fame
had preceded it.

A member of The Motor Cycle

staff was able to sample its power
and comfort on an extensive trip recently, which

was really a preliminary canter for the bigger event

on the Great North Road.
The new Clyno was fully described in our issue of

February 20th, and it is only necessary to say that

very few minor alterations have taken place since.

The V twin engine is 76 mm. bore x 102 mm. stroke,

giving 925 c.c. ; the transmission is by totally en-

closed chain through a specially designed three-

speed countershaft gear, to a sprung rear wheel ; the

sidecar wheel is also sprung.

Our journey started from the works at Wolver-

hampton, and the first fifteen miles were a horrible

dream, as regards road surface ; if anything worse

exists than this road through Walsall to the suburbs

of Birmingham, then a tank is the only suitable

vehicle to traverse it. Had there been any defects

in the springing system this section would have shown

them up, without doubt, but it is quite true to say

that not one really bad jolt was experienced by pas-

senger or rider; the average speed over this section

of the road was about seventeen miles per hour, and

fast enough, in all conscience.

The run was continued via Dunchurch and Dun-
stable to London, thence up the North Road to the

neighbourhood of York ; here we turned south through

Derby to 'Wolverhampton again—a round trip of

nearly 400 miles.

Hills are unimportant on the earlier part of this

route, and the machine simply hummed along at an

even " bat " somewhere around 30 m.p.h. in the

smoothest possible manner ; it appeared possible to

continue indefinitely.

A Comfortable Sidecar.

Both the sidecar passenger and the driver had, in

Army parlance, a decidedly " cushy " job. The
springing system, coupled with the unusually roomy
sidecar, gave comfort, the like of which used to be

found only on a good car; it was quite possible to

write fairly legibly, and later, during the run, which
was continuous over some twenty-two hours, the pas-
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Mr. Frank Smith, with The Motor Cycle representative, aboard one of the new 8 h.p. Clyno

sidecar outfits.

senger slept soundly for a time. The almost silent

running will satisfy the most fastidious—it may be

compared to the ticking of a sewing machine. So

pronounced is this point that, when the first change

from low to top gear was made, we thought the

engine had stopped accidentally.

On the return journey one or two fairly steep hills

were encountered in the neighbourhood of Notting-

ham ; on one of these one might quite reasonably ex-

pect to change down to second gear with any modern

touring outfit. The Clyno took it on top. and, more

than that, it was slowed and accelerated again several

times with perfect ease ; the average speed on this

hill, for a little over a quarter of a mile, was about

25 m.p.h. The throttle was never quite fully open,

and the load was a good touring standard. It was not

an exacting hill, but sufficient to demonstrate the ex-

cellent hill-climbing powers of this new Clyno engine.

The Transmission.
More than a passing word in praise is due to the

transmission ; snatch is entirely absent, the clutch

operating very smoothly.

Lubrication occasioned no worries ; . there are two
systems. One is a mechanically-driven pump, forcing

oil through a sight feed, and the other is the ordinary

plunger pump. They may be used together or apart.

On a run of 400 miles one finds time to pick out

faults if they exist, but our chief difficulty seems to

be to describe impartially whilst keeping a curb on

the superlatives. Without doubt we retain a definite

impression of one of the best passenger mounts which

will come before the public this year.

Difficulties still lie in the way of the production of

this machine in large quantities ; it is partly the Clyno
company's reward for doing their war aero engine work
so well that a considerable portion of their energies

is still engaged in this direction : hence the delay

in motor cycle work. Progress is improving, and

when the fortunate purchasers of the new model take

delivery they will, we feel, agree with our restrained

eulogy.
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Pardonable.

ET is not ,^Itogether surprising that certain motor
firms are unable to supply replacements from
stock. When a new model is put on the market,

a certain percentage of spare parts in reserve is speci-
fied by any decent works manager. To take an
imaginary example : he may order 500 cylinders and
5,000 kick-starter pinions to be made and put into
store, as a surplus to the quantities required for the
output which he has planned for the year. It is, of
course, impossible for the complete supply to be in
the bins, by January ist of the year in which the new
machine is introduced. In practice, the full quantity
of several parts may be binned by the end of January,
while the output of machines may be retarded or
reduced because he cannot procure the production
quantity of another part, let alone put aside a surplus
for replacement orders. Thus January 31st may see

some bins full, whilst December 31st may find other
bins still ernpty. In 1914, many firms introduced new
models, or at any rate machines embodying small
modifications from previous patterns. War broke out
in August, 19 14, before the specified stocks of surplus

parts could be completed. Since then few factories

have had any chance of replenishing empty bins, and
the drain upon such stocks of replacements as were
completed has been excessive. No rider can, therefore,

nourish a very ferocious resentment if his order for

a pre-war replacement part elicits a polite apology,
plus .the information " that we are putting through a
further supply of these spares as fast as possible."

Unpardonable.

UNFORTUNATELY, as our correspondence
columns indicate, and as private information

amply confirms, quite a large number of British

factories grudge the small expenditure requisite to

pacify customers who are pardonably anxious to get

their machines into running order ; and the culprits

are by no means confined to the back-street, one-

machine-per-month type of maker. Here is a case
which is not at all extreme. A working man uses his

1914 machine to travel daily to a job seven miles
way. Early in April he broke a weak part of his

machine ; the corresponding parts of sister machines
had begun to collapse early in 1914, so that the makers
must have been aware that a demand was certain.

He put his order for spares through the local agent,

and as he was compelled to use a push bicycle over
steep, rough roads, great Avas his glee when the first

Aveek in May brought a -pro forma invoice and a re-

quest for cash from the firm concerned. The cash
was sent by return. Since that date neither owner

nor agent has heard so much as a whisper from the

factory, except for an official receipt. Repeated
letters, finally culminating in a reply paid wire, have
failed to stir the lethargy of this factory. Needless

to say, its " goodwill " in that particular district has

long since evaporated, and will not easily be regained.

As the ancients said, " Quc?n Deiis vult ferdere friiis

demeniai." There is no excuse for such conduct.

The concern in question is spending hundreds on ad-

vertisement. Had it engaged a demobilised adjutant,

an ex-Wlritehall flapper, and an Hotel Boio Brownie
(to dictate letters, stenograph, and enquire at the

storekeeper's respectively), it would have enjoyed an

advertisement worth far more than it has spent since

the Armistice. In lieu of this, it apparently engaged
one clerk to circulate a Roneo-ed letter, " We are

putting this in hand right away," and left it at that.

It is quite fair to point out that American factories

have never been so pushed as to exhaust or mislay
their pre-war spares, or even as to leave empty bins

unfilled indefinitely ; it is also fair to add that no
American firm would treat its humblest and most re-

mote customer in such callous and unbusinesslike

fashion.

Honourable Exceptions.

FAR be it from me to imply that such misconduct
is typical. I know another firm which was caught
napping by the war. It was in process of re-

organising and rebuilding to meet a sudden boom in

its wares, and it possessed neither spares, store room,
nor storekeeper. During the war it was swollen by
Government demands into a concern of first-class im'

portance ; and since its duties were largely of an ex-

perimental kind, its growing shops were almost buried

under junk and dud and litter of every imaginable

kind. Suddenly the war ended. I doubt whether the

fii-m had a hundred motor cycles on the roads of the

world, and with its new reputation as an asset, vistas

of unimaginable wealth must have opened before the

eyes of the three partners. Under such circumstances

many men would have washed their hands of the hand-

ful of 1914 customers, scattered thinly over two
hemispheres. Not a bit of it. The trio met in solemn
conclave. " The best advertisement is^ a contented

customer," was the order of the day. One of the three

directors was set free to organise a proper spare parts

service for those miserable ninety odd 1914 clients, or

whatever the exact number was. If he cannot always

send you a new engine by return of post, at least you

get a graceful explanation, and the guarantee that his

men are busy making what you need. That firm is

going to rake in the shekels, and deserves them.
B5
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COMMENTS, WISE AND OTHERWISE, ON
PRESENT-DAY SIDECAR OUTFIT.

THE

I

BY "CAR DRIVER."

TT is probable that many motor
cyclists owning sidecar outfits

'may take exception to the

wording at the head of this article,

and condemn me for either a

coward or a heretic in that I state,

or at least imply, that a sidecar

outfit is a two-seater. It would
appear to the observant traveller that, although
t%ough some foolish whim of the designer a com-
bination may be, as it were, condemned to bear abroad
a mere two, such condemnable niggardliness of mind
carries no weight with clients, and that from three
upwards is the average number carried on most side-

._ car outfits.

As a car driver by birth and upbringing, so to speak,
I have been reared on the creed of one seat one
occupant, but since I have taken to doing my motoring
on a sidecar I perceive with all humility how unsociable
I have been in the past, and to be in the mode I must
have a couple of passengers in the body of the sidecar
and at least one on what I understand the most highly
initiated of the cult term the "flapper bracket."

But to our story.

Being released from the toils of the Army, my first

thought was a car. Unfortunately, an intensive study
of the markets revealed all makers in possession of a
metaphorical queue, yclept a "waiting list," each
clamouring its loudest for Jelivery of the goods.
Standing in a queue is ever a waste of time, so I

did not.

The Super Second-best.

There remained the second-hand car market, un-
attractive at all times to my mind. I soon discovered
that to pick up a good second-hand car at even twice

its apparent value required more time for investigation

than could be spared conveniently. There are no
second-hands to be bought, I was often told. A small

advt. in The Autocar brought many replies, but each
letter appeared to be written by " Get-rich-quick

Wallingford, " or a blood relation. The second-hand
alternative seemed equally off the map with the new
car theory. It was most annoying, for the amiable
Messrs. Cox had most obligingly cajoled some three

liundred odd of the best out of the reluctant Treasury
in the shape of War Gratuity, and it seems a hard
world when something on four wheels cannot be
acquired for three hundred Bradburys. Something
worth while, of course. But no luck anywhere could

be found among cars.

However, Easter loomed near

and benzole was acquired, but there

was nowhere for it to lay its head
•—no tank, that is. Bright thought,

a sidecar ! As a matter of fact

finding a good sidecar outfit was
not the easiest thing in the world,

but, put briefly, it was done, and
just before Easter I found myself with a very ex-

cellent outfit, consisting of a famous single-cylinder

machine, and attached to it a sidecar by one of the

most eminent members of the sidecar making craft.

Since then I have covered close on fifteen hundred miles

without an involuntary stop or the need for a single

adjustment ; therefore I will say right here and now
that I consider that, as far as rdiabiliiy goes, a

good sidecar outfit is equal in the matter of reliability

to a motor car. •-

Evolution.

Now for a few observations. It is some years since

I rode motor cycles : years ago, from 1902 onwards,

I owned dozens, and accumulated a total mileage of

many tens of thousands of miles. So I know some-

thing of the ways of the two-wheeler.

I have not ridden a motor cycle since 1913. Since

then I have used cars whenever the war has let me.

Frankly, I am astounded at the improvement in the

engines of the present day over, say, those of 1912-13 :

far more power and flexibility, easier starting, and
better balance.

Sittings and gadgets generally have vastly improved :

the perfecting of electric lighting alone lifts sidecaring

from a terror by night to its being a matter of indiffer-

ence whether daylight is available or not. The almost

universal little Klaxon makes one far happier than

the horrible old pip-squeaks that formerly went by
the name of horns. Mudguarding is better, and is

apparently still improving. Transmission details are

far stronger and better carried out. General controll-

ability is on a higher plane than before the war.

Chain case.s are now perfected.

So far all is to the good.

There is another side to the question

While the passenger is well looked after, the comfort

—as opposed to the convenience—of the driver is not

any better studied than in 191 2. Only a few firms

appear to be resolutely tackling the question of rear

suspension of the motor bicycle itself.

It seems to me it is too easily said that rear springing

renders proper attachment of the sidecar difiicult. I
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The Cheapsst Motoring for Two.—
cannot agree. It has been done, and it can be done,
and what is more it must be done.

There are, in my opinion, three main problems
which must .be tackled very quickly. First and
foremost the question of springing, second provision

of detachable wheels, and third, some well-thought-out
plan of carrying a reasonable amount of luggage for

two on the sprung portions of the outfit. There is

nothing impossible or unreasonable in such demands.
Everyone who sidecars wants these,- and when everyone
wants anything it is generally obtainable.

One can obtam all the points, and has long been
able to obtain them, in the smallest and cheapest cars :

I had almost written cycle cars.

I sincerely trust that Olympia will be bristling with
outfits so equipped, next November.

The Motor Cycle was the pow.er in the land that

got us multi-speed gears for motor cycles. Is it too
much to hope that it will use its great influence to

educate the public to demand and urge the manufac-
turers to supply sprung rear frames? It ought to be
as .rare a thing to see a powerful outfit minus rear

springing and detachable wheels in 1921 as it is now
uncommon to lencounter such nccessilies. Really such

fitments are due in 1920, but one desires to be reason-

able, and to give manufacturers a chance to perfect

such devices.

Given such an outfit, I really cannot see that a

cycle car of moderate price has much advantage over

a sidecar. It has certain disadvantages ; it will always

cost more to run a four-wheeled veliicle than one with

three wheels. The cycle-car will lose in hill-climbing,

petrol consumption, speed, first cost, taxation, and in

difficulties of garaging. But on present-day design,

it is a big winner on comfort. There is no mechanical

reason why it should be so, and as a carist and motor

cyclist, 1 consider I have a right to a great deal more
comfort and convenience on a sidecar outfit than I

get at the moment.

Four Wheels or Three ?

It seems possible diat manufacturers are living in

a rather dangerous time. Before the war, the cycle

car attack on .the sidecar position, though promising

to be formidable, eventually wilted and came to nought.

Things have progressed somewhat since that time, and

when the cycle cars make their massed attacks on the

sidecars next time, they will not be beaten off so

easily. What will save the sidecar combination now,

then, and always, will be its sale at jC^o less

1 than the cheapest four-wheeler, and by it offer-

ing at least equal comfort to that proffered by

its rival.

Otherwise—but we will not assume that so

excellent an institution as ihe modern sidecar

combination would be allowed by those respon-

sible for its welfare to neglect any chance of

keeping in front of a rival which even >now is

getting its second wind.

Sidecar outfit designers must not be lulled

into a false sense of security, and must move
with the times, otherwise

—

[The Motor Cycle campaign for spring frames

is bearing good fruit, and at the next Olympia
Show there will be many machines fitted with

rear springing devices.

—

Ed.]

On South Harting hill during
the Jxinior Car Club hill-climb trial

on the 21 si ult.

(Top) D. B. Macaskie (8 h.p.

A.V.).

(Bottom) F. G. Layzell (8 h.p.

Morgan), making a fast ascent.

B7
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THE MOTOR MACHINE GUNS.
An Aftracfive Service Now Open for Recruits.

IT was quite a happy thought on the
part of the individual who invited
the Motor Machine Gun Batteries to

participate in the Bristol rally. The
four companies which paraded on that
occasion created a very favourable im-
pression, and we were struck by the
very apparent enthusiasm of the men.
During the gymkhana, arranged by the
Bristol M.C.C., some of the officers and
men competed in most of the events,
and the camaraderie which existed be-
tween officers and men was clearly
apparent. In the procession, and later
in the gymkhana events, great skill was

displayed by the drivers, Lt. Bradshaw
in particular shining when it came to

"stunt" performances.
We understand that this unit has

authority, and is prepared, to accept
suitable motor cyclist recruits. The
corps is recommended to any motor
cyclist or would-be— motor cyclist who
is at a "loose end" and who would
appreciate membership of what is, to all

intents and purposes, an up-to-date

motor cycle club, with all found and
no subscriptions to pay.
Major B. Arthur, D.S.O., informed

us that there is a certain amount of

Four companies of the 1st Motor Battalion M.G.C. at Bristol, where they have been

stationed since their return from Overseas.

Maj. B. Arthur, D.S.O., on a military Clyno

outfit, passing through the archway entrance

of Ashton Court, Clifton, on the occasion

of the recent Bristol M.C.C. Rally.

light duty, but plenty of leave and
liberal pay, a most excellent combina-
tion of duty, business, and pleasure.

Any- aspirants should apply personally

to the Headquarter Orderly Room at the

White City, Ashton Gate, Bristol.

Our readers will recall that The Motor
Cycle played a prominent part in the
formation of the popular Motor Machine
Gun Service, obtaining over 10,000 re-

cruits among readers of this journal at

a time when their services were urgently
wanted. At the present moment bat-

teries of sidecar machine guns are
scattered all over the world, doing
yeoman service in guarding British in-

terests in our overseas possessions.

Begularly 9ur postbag contains letters

from these men stationed in the most
unexpected—and sometimes' unheard of

—

places. The famous Tank Corps—whose
deeds played such a big part in win-
ning the war—was, in the first place,
manned largely by motor cyclists drafted
from the ranks of the M.M.G.S. Their
brave deeds will live in history for all

time.

A.C.U
Peteol Licence EEB.\rE.—Since the

removal of restrictions on the sale of

petrol, the Auto-Cycle Union has been
actively assisting members to obtain the
rebate on paid-up licences to wliich

thej' are now entitled.

Motor Cycle CojirETiTOEs' Certifi-
cates.—The Auto-Cycle Union desires to
impress upon intending competitors in
open motor cycle competitions tliat it is

essential for them to obtain the Union's
competitor's certificate. Various delays
and inconveniences have been caused in

connection with recent competitions by
riders neglecting to do this. These certi-

ficates can be obtained onlv from the
Auto-Cycle Union, 83, Pajl Mall, London,
S.W.I, and the ne^'essary application

bS

. NOTES (Officially Communica
forms and particulars regarding them
will be forwarded to intending competition
riders on request.

Motor Cyclists Insuring.—A large

number of motor cyclists are insuring

themselves and their machines through
the special policy prepared for their

benefit by the Auto-Cycle Union. -This
policy is, of course, only issued to A.C.U.
members, but it is in itself a sufScient

inducement to every thoughtful motor
cyclist to join the Union.
A Boom in Motor Cycle TottRiNG.

—

Motor cycle touring has already sui'passed

its pre-war popularity. Just before Whit-
sun the Auto-Cycle Union received an
enormous number of requests from
members to supply them with routes and

ted).

other touring information. The A.C.U.
Touring Department worked at high pres-

sure in meeting the varied demands
made upon it.

Buying Second-hand Motor Cycles.—
Owing to trade exigencies new motor
cycles are almost unobtainable at present.
This a good many enthusiasts have
found to their disappointment, but there
has been practical consolation for those
who are members of the Auto-Cycle
Union. These have taken full advantage
of the free technical advice in the pur-
chase of second-hand machines, to which
they are entitled, and many prospective
riders have had likely purchases examined
by the A.C.U. Engineer under the mod-
est scale of charges provided for members.
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A SIMPLE FOUR-SPEED GEAR.

IN our issue for May 22ncl we illustrated

the Rigby selective clutch two-speed

gear intended for old-type machines
with pedalling gear. The inventor aad
patentee, Mr. E. J. Rigby, of Prescot

Road, St. Helens, Lanes., has designed

a modification of this gear, embodying a

Bimple countershaft gear box, which, com-
bined with the two .selective clutches of

the two-speed device, gives four ratios.

The Rigby gear, which

combines tworselective clutches

and dog clutch gear box, pro-

viding four ratios, two direct

and two indirect.

gear pedal) in place of the one on the

inside, a second direct ratio is provided;
while if the far side gear wheel is con-

nected to the main shaft by the sliding

dog clutch, the drive will be from one or

the other, chain sprocket clutch through
the main shaft and two far side gear
wheels, hence through the near side spur

wheel on the layshaft to the gear on the

inside and the small driving sprocket.

The ratios provided are 4, 6, 8, andllj
to 1, with two neutral positions, and the

device allows the pedal starter to be used
with the back wheel on the ground.

As will be seen from the illustration,

two chains alternatively convey the drive

from the engine to the countershaft, pro-

viding two ratios equally dii'ect—that is,

without driving through the spur gears

in the gear box. This latter part of the

unit approximates to a conventional dog
clutch gear box providing two ratios,

therefore, two " indirect " ratios. The
top gear is obtained when the inside diain

wheel is clutched to the main shaft by
depressing the high gear pedal, which
moves the dog clutch in the gear box to

lock the larger of the two spur wheels on
the main shaft. The driving sprocket of

the rear chain is connected to this spare

wheel, consequently, by clutching it to

the main shaft the drive is direct to the

rear wheel, the spnr gears running idly.

Obviously, if the outside sprocket is

clutched to the main shaft (by the low

Thus, four ratios are obtained, the 4 to

1 and 8 to 1 being direct.

To start the engine by the pedal starter

the dog clutch in the gear box is placed

in the neutral position, as shown in the

illustration, and the pinion wheel, meshing
with the segment in the starting crank,

transmits the motion through the main
shaft to whichever of the two chain

sprockets is clutched to it.

two passengers ; one seated in the large
front sea<t, and the other, sufficiently

large to seat a juvenile up to fourteen
years of age, located at the rear.

The bulbous two-seater illustrated

carries its passengers in the reverse way.
The adjustable bucket seat in front of

the seat proper is provided at each side

with a bracket suspended from bolts on
the inside of the car, and is held in

position by a folding leg hinged to the

underside of the seat. When the seat

is not required the whole fitting is

rotated forward, providing a comfortable
footrest for the passenger in the rear

seat. A spacious recess is provided in

the back of the sidecar for the storage

of a petrol tin or luggage, access to which
is given by the hinged backrest.
Another two-seater sidecar is ^eing

produced, fitted with a flat seat located

in front of the main seat, additional

comfort being provided by a backrest.

TWO-SEATER SIDECARS.
GREATER sidecar accommodation has,

for a considerable time, begn de-

mand^.d by many motor cyclists

with families, and, to meet this call for

a second seat, the Venus Sidecar Com-
pany, 6 and 8, Gourley Street, S.

Tottenham, London, N., have recently

introduced several new sidecar designs.

One model, known as "The Taivk,"

is a large and comfortable sidecar

with a " square " body somewhat resem-

bling a Tanli, which amply accomroodatef-

AIRCRAFT PLUGS.
MANY of our readers have displayed

keenness to try the special plugs

which were used in the British

aircraft engines.

The aircraft plug considered to be in

widest use during the war was the Lodge
aeroplug (Model KR3), and the makers,

Messrs. Lodge Sparking Plug Co., Ltd.,

The Lodge aero plug,

model KR3.

of Rugby, have received a large number
of applications for them from motor
cyclists. Until quite recently, however,

Messrs. Lodge were not permitted to

supply the plug except through the Air

Board; but, we understand, the makers
are now released, and a quantity of this

model KRo plug is available for general

use at a cost of 8s. 6d- each. The manu-
facture of the plug is not being pro-

ceeded with at the present time, and the

plugs offered by the makers are those

actually made for use by the R.A F,

Two of the Venus tandem-seated sidecars described above.

BII
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THERE is one fundamental point in connection

with the question of hot induction which I

have not yet seen mentioned. I refer to the

matter of vapour pressures.

Before going further an explanation of the term

might not be amiss. If a small quantity of any pure

liquid be introduced into the Torricellian vacuum of

a mercurial barometer (I do not recommend playing

around with respectable pendant instruments, however),

it will be observed that the liquid evaporates and the

mercury drops a certain distance. If the addition of

liquid be continued, there will come a point at which

the mercury level remains stationary despite any

further additions. The difference in levels is due to

the pressure of the vapour driving the mercury down,

and is known as the vapour pressure of the liquid at

the temperature of the experiment. If, however, the

barometer be heated, it will be observed that the

vapour pressure increases, and, if the boiling point

be reached, the mercury sinks to the level of the

reservoir and the vapour pressure is exactly one

atmosphere.

The Significance of the Vapour
Pressure.

All this does not seem to have much
bearing on petrol engines as yet, but

the important point is that the amount
of vapour in any closed space that is

saturated with it can be found if we
know the vapour pressure of the liquid

at the particular temperature. It is

given by the expression :

Vapour pressure at given temperature
-.fvio/

Atmospheric pressure at time

Now, imagine a cylinder saturated

with inflammable vapour. A certain

percentage of the vapour is essential

before we can get an explosion. The
percentage actually there can be found
from the above expression, provided we know the

vapour pressure of the liquid for a number of tem-

peratures. Possibly the cylinder is too cold for the

saturated vapour to be explosive : heating the liquid

will raise the vapour pressure and raise the percentage

of vapour present till it does constitute an explosive

mixture. From this it is clearly seen that the necessity

for hot induction in a fetrol motor will depend entirely

on whether the vafour -pressure of the fuel is

sufficiently great to yield an explosive tnixture with air.
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HOT GR COLD
INDUCTION ?

THE THEORY OF PETROL
CARBURATION.

Having thus stated my case, I trust the reader will

forgive my introductory diatribe. Being unable to

gain access to any published data '?>n the vapour

pressures of various fuels, I had perforce to determine

them myself, using standard samples of the fuels

quoted. The experiments were carefully done, and,

although not academically accurate, are nevertheless

sufficiently accurate for the present purpose. Fig. i

shows the results in graphical form. The wide
difference between the three grades of petrol and
paraffin is at once apparent.

Explosive Mixtures.

Now the heavier a fuel is (in the same class of

fuels, of course) the more air it will take for complete'

combustion per one volume of vapour.

Thus a c.c. of petrol vapour would require from

40 to 50 c.c. of air, while paraffin vapour would
need twice as much. True, weaker mixtures than these

will certainly explode, but it is more economical to

get complete combustion, and we will concern ourselves

exclusively with the temperatures of induction needful

to get the proper mixture.

It is an easy matter to calculate from chemical

principles the volume of air required by various fuels

(assuming a definite mixture of typical compounds for

each, according to . its . density and
range of boiling point), and, without

bothering the reader with details, I

give the actual figures :

Petrol No. I.

„ No. II.

„ No. III.

Paraffin

(By pure vapour is meant vapour
such as would be obtained by boiling

the fuel unmixed with air.)

50 Volumes of

bU
75

air per one
volume of

UU J pure vapour.

L."
IQ. JQ. 3Q. 4Q. 50. g(,. 7J. g(j. gj. ,j(j,

TEMPERATURE (CENTIGRADE) _
Graph showing the vapour pressures

of various fuels.

The "Attenuation Theory."
" But if we heat the induction we

expand the gas, and less will enter,

entailing less fuel per stroke, and so

less power," I hear many readers say.

Well, let us discuss the matter

systematically.

The curve at the top of fig. 2 has been obtained

by considering a vessel of 1,000 c.c. capacity and
working out how much air would actually be con-

tained therein at various pre-determined temperatures,

its contents at any temperature being cooled to 0° centi-

e ajid measured.

For instance, if the cylinder were filled at 0° C,
and then heated to 60° C, some air would escape,

and the remainder, if a'gain cooled, would occupy
820 c.c.
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Hot or Cold Induction ?

Now, this 820 c.c. might be saturated with vapour,

and the amount present is determined by the ex-

pression already given. (Scientific readers will say

at first, " But it is the 1,000 c.c. that are to be
saturated." Strictly speaking, it is, but a little thought
will show that by taking the reduced |-|ooo

volume we co-ordinate vapour volume
and weight of fuel.)

From the data furnished by my
vapour pressure experiments I calcu-

lated this quantity for various fuels

at successive temperatures, obtaining

thereby the three lower curves of fig. 2.

Herein lies the discomfiture of the
" attenuation theory " per se. It is

strikingly plain that, instead of getting

less, the volume of fuel in the cylinder

increases enormously with increasing ^^"^

temperature.

Hot or Cold ? ta
'"'°

So now for the great question ! With ^
what fuels is hot induction needed and ^ ^""

with what is it superfluous? In the

curves of fig. 2 we have all our data.

From the quantities mentioned above
we find that a litre of explosive mixture
containing paraffin vapour and air

should have 10 c.c. of paraffin vapour.
On fig. 2 we therefore draw a hori-

zontal line at 10 c.c. It cuts the curve
at a poinf indicating about 20° C.
Now, if we have air at less than 20°

it cannot pick up enough vapour to reach the explosive
limit, so here, in the case of farafin, induction heating
is necessary.

PETKOL-
LIMIT^

0° 10* 20' 30- 40- 50- 60" 70"L
Showing degree of saturation of various

fuels at different temperatures.

But now for the three petrols ! Petrol No. I.

requires most vapour in the litre space—20 c.c, in

fact. Let us draw a similar line at 20 c.c. and see

what happens. The line does not cut the petrol curves

at any reasonable temperature. Even Petrol No. III.

—that anathematised bugbear of weary kick startists

and handle-swingers—comes nowhere
near it.

But it may be argued that these results

are only theoretical, and need modifica-

tion according to the type of carburetter

used. Let us examine this problem.

Throughout the foregoing it has been

assumed that all the air passing the

throttle gets saturated with vapour. In

the case of a wick carburetter or the

old-fashioned surface instrument this

is the case. But a modern jet type

supplies a suspension of tiny drops

which evaporate in transit, either in the

induction pipe or on contact with the

hot cylinder walls. In such a case

once the engine is hot the vapour

becomes supersaturated at the throttle

and undersaturated in the cylinder, and

better results would be obtained than

the foregoing results would show.

If the jet happens to be partially

stopped up, however, or too small, the

air will not even be saturated at the

throttle. This is not the fault of the

theory, but of the carburetter, which
merely needs scientific adjustment.

Summing up, the only fuel which
needs induction heating is paraffin, or, more generally,

any fuel above specific gravity 0.800 in the petrol-

paraffin series. H. J. Poole, Int.B.Sc.

_. _- - .- „ .- _- 90- b
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THE HANDLE-BAR DECOMPRESSOR.
A Simple and Convenient Auxiliary Means of Control.

LONG experience as a Scott rider has taught me
the value of a decompressor which, though not

intended to be used as a means of stopping the

engine, is nevertheless sufficient to enable one to

_ reduce the compression to the very merest burble, thus

eliminating all knock or fierceness in the pulling during
brief intervals of stress. As every rider of a Scott

machine knows, the decompressor on this machine is

used not only for starting, but also as a means of

control when under way—as, for example, when chang-
ing from low gear to high, so that the engine does not

race while the gear goes gradually home and obtains

its full grip. In traffic it is endlessly useful, for on
running slowly on top the .slightest pressure on the

decompressor lever prevents any tendency in the direc-

tion of knocking, and enables the engine to turn over

to an easy, steady tune instead of labouring harshly.

Variable Compression.
A petrol engine required to pull hard over a wide

range of speeds should, theoretically, possess variable

compression, but as it is an engine is turned out to

attain a certain speed at a certain load, and the com-
pression ratio is fixed to obtain this result.

The same ratio, therefore, is not correct when it

comes to much lower speeds at approximately the

same load. In other words, the compression of a

motor cycle engine is not the best that might be given

were we riding eternally in traffic, and it is for this

reason that some means of varying the compression
to suit the emergencies of the moment is advantageous.
The simple means of allowing a part of the charge

to escape may be wasteful, but it saves the engine, and
though certainly I do not recommend the use of the

exhaust valve lifter as a means of control, it may be

pointed out that the only objection to this system is

that it is rough on the exhaust valve.

When turning from a Scott to some other make I

miss the h.b. decompressor more than anything, for,

even tUough full use be made of the throttle lever and
the gears, there are times when the pressure of the

finger on this little instrument would add much to the

comfort of both rider and engine.

Chinook.

[Incidentally, a recent two-stroke design reviewed in

The Motor Cycle embodied a device to obtain the

choice of three compression ratios at will.

—

Ed.]

BIS
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NO AGE LIMIT.
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A Selection of Letters from "Youn^-old" Riders who are in the "Sixties."

IN last week's issue and that preceding
it we gave letters from "young-old"
motor cyclists who responded to our

invitation to send us their experiences.
So far we have published communications
from seven riders whose total ages amount
to 508 years, or an average of over
seventy-two.
Below we give a selection of letters from

readers who are riders over sixty years
of a"e, to which grade of veteran and
to all old-young riders we repeat our
invitation to send photographs and com-
ments. This series of experiences is not
published exclusively to find the oldest
motor cyclist, but to show that there is

no age limit where the motor cycle is con-
cerned, and experiences from men of

A 69 year old Scottish rider who has two

motor cycles in use.

mature years may go far to remove any
doubt which at present may exist in the

minds of many old-young readers who
are hesitating about joining the ranks of

motor cyclists. With present-day reli-

ability, ease of starting, and con-

trollability, there is no reason why the

average man over sixty years of age
should not enjoy the pleasures of the

open road with his sons and grandsons.

A Long Reeord.

Mr. Robert Gumming, of 71, Broad
Street, Aberdeen, who is in his sixty-ninth

year, regularly uses two machines—twins
he calls them—a Baby Levis and a Baby
Triumph. He gives his record below :

"At the age of seventeen," he writes,
'

' I commenced cycling on a ' bone-
shaker.' Then came the 50in. Spider,
followed by the Kangaroo, a Crypto
gear, and then a safety bicycle with cross

frame and gate hinge neck weighing
about 70 lb. Afterwards came the Swift
with spring forks, not unlike the present
Druid. My first Swift had cushion tyres,

but when the Dunlop tyres came along I

had them solutioned on to the rims.
'

' My first motor cycle, obtained in 1905,
was an Ormonde, with 2| h.p. Kelecom
engine, placed underneath the seat, with
a. short belt drive. The sparking plug
was on the right side, projecting out-

wards, so that when pedalling the leg

came in contact, with the result that the
trousers got warm, and the rider often
got a shock !

" I had the first sidecar in this town,
and when learning to drive it had the
usual experiences of getting into the ditch.

B16

" My next mount was a Clement-
Garrard with round belt drive and jockey
pulley—a beautiful little lightweight.
Since then I have had numerous other
makes, and now, in my sixty-ninth year,
have ' twins '

!—a Baby Levis and a Baby
Triumph. The former I use mostly in
town, as I find it even easier than an
ordinary push bicycle when going through
traffic.

" In conclusion, I can recommend a
lightweight to any old cyclist who is

thinking of taking the 'plunge.' He will

manage it iirst go."
Another reader, Mr. H. J. Hodder,

of Taunton, sends us news of a sixty-
six year old veteran who is too modest
to do this himself. He writes :

"Mr. Sibley is between sixty-five and
sixty-six years of age, and two years
ago had never touched a motor cycle of
any description. Having many public
duties to perform, and the train service
being bad, I offered to teach him to
ride.^ He purchased a Dayton light-

weight, and within a half-hour of
leaving the house he started off on a
ten-mile trip by himself. He has since
purchased two 2| h.p. Allon two-strokes,
and went for a fifty-mile trip even as
recently as last week, also a fifty-mile

run the previous week with the club
now formed in this town.

An "All-weather" Rider.

" Although he has been riding con-
stantly in all weathers, Mr. Sibley has
never been in any difficulty, and obtains
the keenest enjoyment from his runs.
I may say that Mr. Sibley is not of a
mechanical turn of mind, and has not
been accustomed to machines of any
description, and started two years ago
as a pure novice."
Mr. S. Walker, of Sale, Cheshire, who

is sixty-five years of age, writes as
follows :

" I shall be sixty-five in a mO|nth or
so, and purchased a Junior Triumph in

March last. Since then I have had a
number of short trips, and on Tuesday
last went thirty-four miles in 2^ hours

;

not excessive speed for a young man,
but just as fast as I care to go. I am
looking forward to

having some nice

runs this year. The
machine runs beauti-

fully, and I have not

had any trouble."

We have also received

a letter from Mr. A. J.

Hicks, of Clapton, who
is sixty-three years of

age, and thinks nothing
of riding a hundred
miks in the evening
after being " at the
bench " on aircraft work
for nine hours. He com-
menced cycling at the
age of ten on a hobby-
horse.

Several of our " old
young" readers are
clergymen, who find
their machines of great
utility in connection The Rev.

with their work in scattered parishes. The
Rev. H. G. Stembridge, of Keysoe, St.

Neots, did not commence motoring until

sixty-two years of age. He writes :

" 1 began my career of motor cycling

on my sixty-second birthday. I then
bought, on February 27th, a second-

hand 3^ h.p. Triumph and eane sidecar.

The engine is a 1908 one, and the motor
cycle was fitted with a Sturmey-Archer
three-speed hub and clutch a year or
two later.

" For this, my beginners' outfit, I

paid £35—and I think it was a good .

investment.

A Sidecar Enthusiast.

" I am a country Nonconformist
minister, living ten miles from any-
where, and have a big district to look
after, and I find the sidecar an ad-
mirable help for my wife in our visita-

tion, and for town and station work.
" At first I had plug trouble, and

did not know what was the matter

;

and then the magneto, with worn-out
platinum points and a gap of nearer a
quarter of an inch than an eighth, often
refused to spark at all, but after new
points were fitted and adjusted all went
well for a time.

' Then I traced my second, magneto
trouble to a dirty carbon brush and high-
tension cable connection, and in finding
these things my education was advanced.
Experientia docet.

" Next, with the aid of my youngest
boy, I took down the engine, decar-
bonised it, fitted up new valve springs
with proper lift to the valves, ground
these in, and got a new bush turned up
for the big end of the connecting rod.
"After a few short trips, on one of

which I ran against a farm cart, and
on another brought the ' chair ' over
on the top of me going round a corner,
both without much damage being done,
I undertook a journey to Luton and
back, thirty miles each way.
"The outward journey was done in

good style, and I felt rather proud of
myself and the ancient mount.

" I am a regular reader of The Motor
Cycle, and much enjoy and profit by it."

. H. G. Stembridge, of St. Neots (age 67).
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Scottish Six Days Open Reliability Trial
Popular Scottish Event to be held July 21st to July 26lh.

PROBABLY 110 motor cycling- event
,
of pre-war days

appealed more strongly to the sporting rider tkan
the Scottish Six Days Open Trial, and it is with
much pleasure that we announce tliat our Edinburgh

friends have decided, at the eleventh horn-, as it were, to
hold this fascinating event again this year. The trial will
take place on July 21st to 26th, and' the route and con-
ditions of the trial are practically the same as those which
obtained in 1914. We give all the information available
up to the time of going to press. Slight re-adjustments
and improvements are liable to be made, more particularly,
however, as regards matters Avhich do not concern the
competitor. There may also be slight diversions as concerns
the route, much of which has not been visited since 1914,
but it is probable that no alteration will be made in the
observed test Hills. Messrs. Campbell ^McGregor and D. A.
^IcKay, of 6, Castle Terrace Edinburgh, the headquarters
of the Edinburgh Jlotor Club. Ltd., have the administration
of the trial in hand, and to them all communications should
be addressed. - Hotel coupons, by which competitors and
others doing the round of the trials are relieved of all

responsibility en route, are again to be provided. Entrants
havmg unused coupons will be refunded their face yalue,

provided application is made within a week.

Roufe.
First D.4.V.—Edinburgh, Stirling, Crieff, Amulree, Ken-

more, Aberfeldy, Trinafour, Daluacardoch, Pitlochry,
Tullymet, Dunbeld, Perth. 157 miles approximately. j

Second D.^t.—Perth, Coupar Angus, Forfar, Brechin,
EdzeU, Cairn o' jMount, Ballater, Crathie, Cockbridge,
Tomintoul, Grantown, Inverness. 168 miles approximately.
Third D.vr.—Inverness, Abriachan, Beauly, Braemore

I^odge, Dundohnell, Gairloch, Garve, Inverness. 179 miles
approximately.
FouilTH D.iT.—Inverness to Applecross, returning by

Auchnashellach, Kinlochewe, to Inverness. 179 miles
approximately.
Fifth D.^y.—Inverness, approach Beauly

,,_ by Abriachan,
Drumnadrochit, to Cluanie, returning by Tomdown, Inver-
garry, Glendoe, Craggie Inn, Grantown. 145 miles approxi-
mately.
Sixth Day.—Grantown, by Tomintoul, Braemar, to Pit-

lochry, Ballinluig, Kenmore, Crieff, Stirling, Edinburgh.
185 miles approximately.
Total distance, approximately, 1,013 miles.

Regulations.
Machines, of course, must be in touring order, i.e., fitted

with stand and carrier, two independent brakes, an efficient

silencer, standard mudguards, tyres, tool-box, and lamps, and
conform in every way to the Motor Car Act, 1903.

The following spare parts only may be carried : Tyre
repair outfit, sparking plugs, magneto parts, belts, chains,

tyres, inner tubes, valves, and a selection of nuts and
washers. A competitor desiring to carry some fui'ther spare
parts must submit them to the officials for approval befoje
the trial.

The following is the scale of entry fees :

Manufacturers nominating a non-member to ride ... £8
,, ,, ,, member ,, ,, ... £7

Agent non-members or nominating a non-member ... £6
„ members ,, ,, ,, member £5

Private owners, non-members £3
,, „ members ... £2

To qualify for a first-class award a competitor must lose

no marks on reliability, climb all observed hills (seven in

number), and lose not more than twenty marks on the final

condition of his machine. The system of marking wiU be
worked out on the basis of

—

(a) Reliability,

(h) Hill-climbuig, and
(c) Condition of machine.

Thus a second-class award will be given to all who
(1) Fulfil (a) and (b), but lose more than twenty marks

under fcj; or

(2) Lose up to sixty marks on reliability, climb five or

more hills, and lose not more than twenty marks under con-
dition of machine heading.

Third-class awards will be given to all who comply with
the conditions, but fail to qualify for first and second-class
awards.

Reliability takes precedence, and although one mark will be
lost for each failure on an observed hill, a competitor who
loses no marks on reliability but fails on two hills will be
placed before an entrant who is two minutes late on time
and climbs all hills. This applies, of course, only to second
and third-class awards.

Balloting and Starting.
All entries received prior to July 5th will be included in

the first ballot, occupying the numbers from 1 onwards,
subsequent ballots being held till July 11th.

Entrants must present their machines at Croall's Garage,
Castle Terrace, Edinburgh, on July 20th. Specific instruc-

EDINBOKPUGH

Route for the Scottish Six Days Trial (approximately 1 ,000 miles).

tions will be sent to entrants notifying them as to the time

their machines are to be presented. Each machine, on being

handed over, must be prepared with a piece of sixteen gauge
copper wire passing round each cylinder, and thence to a

frame member in such a manner that a seal can be affixed,

the removal of a cylinder necessitating the breakage of this

seal.

Protests must be written, and must be accompanied by a
deposit of one guinea, which will be forfeited in the event

of the protest being considered frivolous. Entrants who claim

that they have been baulked must be prepared to assist the

officials by taking the number of the competitor who baulked
them.
Under the heading of condition of machine it is impossible.,

for a competitor to earn marks ; he can merely lose marks
for defects. For breakage of frame, forks, or handle-bars
a competitor must retire immediately.
Ten marks will be lost for each of the following defects

:

Broken carriers and leaking tanks. Five marks will be lost

lor each broken front wheel stand, broken rear stand, broken
or disconnected control wires, broken mudguards, broken
petrol pipe, front or back brake out of order, broken or loose

chain cases, and damaged silencer. One mark will be lost

for each broken spoke, and marks up to ten may be lost

for any other breakage.

No secret checks are to be included.

Big
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A Sporting Two-stroke
Lightweight.

JULY 3rd, jgig-

A Neat and Good Class Solo

Mount at a Moderate Price.

WITH one or two exceptions, two-
stroke lightweights are so much
alike that any break away from

the conventional black enamel finish at

once attracts attention. Without looking
at all "freakish," the 1919 Ivy, with its

disc wheels and framework of khaki-grey,
and a tank of the same colour, with a
black panel and picked out viJith black
and gold lines, immediately stands out
as a good class proposition.

It IS a handsome little machine, and,
as will be noticed in the illustrations,

the lines are good and give a sporting
appearance.
Added strength is given to the heavy

gauge steel tube frame by the duplex
.construction of the front down tubes.

These firmly support the Ivy 224 c.c.

engine, rated at 2^ h.p., which is

practically identical with the engine which
made such a good showing in the 1914
Junior T.T.
We recently had the opportunity of

sampling the "I.O.M. " sporting model,
as it is called, which we took on a forty
mile run. As the engine had not been
run in, we did not, of course, expect too
much in the way of speed, but we were
favourably impressed by its smooth run-
ning and pulling power. The machine fs

exceedingly comfortable to ride, due to

the exceUent saddle and Ivy spring forks,

combined with the convenient "set of the
bars. Proof of the good steering was
afforded by the fact that we were able

to ride considerable distances without

The Ivy sporting model, 224 c.c. engine, disc wheels, weight 1301b.

touching the bars, despite the in-

equalities of the road surface.

A little extra air inlet is provided on the
induction pipe which helps in the cool

running considerably, and doubtless re-

duces the petrol consumption. Pulling
power is not in any way lacking, as we
proved by slowing down on hills of no
mean gradient and running at about 10
m.p.h. to the top. We also tested the
accelerating powers of the engine by
throttling dovfn to 7 or 8 m.p.h. and
suddenly opening the throttle, when the
machine would quickly pick up speed
without a sign of four-stroking, A speed
of a Uttle over 30 m.p.h. on the flat was

obtained, which would doubtless be in-

creased when the engine was properly

run in.

Other details are tank capacity one
gallon, tyres 26 x 2iin. black celluloid-

covered bars with a special extension for

the attachment of a lamp. The magneto
fitted is an E.I.C., and Albion two-speed
gear box is an option. The weight of

the machine is 130 lb., and price

£48 7s. 6d.

Messrs. Newman and Sons, m'hose works
are at Aston Cross, Birmingham, arfe con-

centrating on these two models, and, as

the war-time contracts are completed, hope
to turn them out in increasing numbers.

THE first important motor cycle road
race since the war was held
recently near Rome, over a course

of 255 kilometres. Although only fourteen

entries, the greatest enthusiasm was dis-

played. With the exception of the Frera
team, all competitors were amateurs.
Prohibition of imports accounted for the

small field.

Racing in Italy.
The fastest time in the first lap was

made by Eanaboldi (Motosacoche), closely

followed by Tuccimei (Triumph) and
^ Acerboni (Frera) ; but in the next lap
Acerboni took the lead, and kept at the
front. Many competitors suffered from
tyre trouble.

The winner rode one of the new model
Frera machines—a single-cylinder of

500 c.c, bore and stroke 85x88 mm.
The front fork of this new model resembles
closely the Triumph, but has two springs
instead of one—the second being to check
rebound. The results were as follow :

1. Acerboni (Frera) .. .. 3.36 hours*
2. Tuccimei (Triumph) .. .. 3.55 „
3. Ranaboldi (Motosacoche) .. 4.16 „
4. Galluppi (Rudge) .. .. 4.21 „

• Equals 41 m.p.h.

jof.^

(Left) Mario Acerboni (Frera), the winner of the Italian T.T. (Right) Tuccimei (Triumph) going well at one ot the bends.
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Notice to Club Secretaries.

Club news and fixtures for this page
should reach the editor by Friday morn-
ing preceding date of issue. We ask
club officials to advise ns immediaieli/
in cases where an event is postponed.

Troedyrhiw and District M.C.
A hill-cliinb has been arranged to be

held to-day (Thursday, July 5rd) at Llan-
fabou, when three events will be run. (1)
solo and (2) sidecars on A.C.U. formula,
(3) flexibility, one gear only ; no clutches
to be used. Weighing will commence at
the quarry weighbridge, Merthyr Vale,,
at 4 p.m.

The Douglas Club (Nottingham).

This new club, which is confined to
riders of Douglas motor cycles, is offering
a prize, open to any Douglas owner from
any district for. the smartest machine
of that make at the Nottingham club
rally at Dovedale on July 6th. The
age of the machine will be taken into
consideration.

Beading and District M.C.C.

There now appears to be a general
desire in Reading for the activities of

the Reading and District M.C.C. to be
resumed. Mr. F. 0. Mosley, Whernside,

I Basingstoke Road, Reading, the hon.
secretary in 1914, is anxious to arrange
a meeting for discussion of the posi-

tion. Interested oiotor cyclists are asked
to communicate with him at the address
mentioned.

N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds).

The Leeds branch of the National
Motor Cyclists' Fuel Union recently held
a slow hill-climb at Garrowby Hill, which
attracted fourteen entries. The donor of

the first prize was F. G. Toze, who also

made the best performance. Results :

113. 8.

P. n. Toze (A.J.S. sc.) 13
p. W. Wilkinson (New Hudson sc.) .. 10 22
T. H. Clarke 1A.J.S. sri.l .. ..10 *
H. Pattinson 12% Re-vere) .... 9 10

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

Ten members competed in the recent

trial for the Craddy cup. The results

are as foUow :

Esti-

Competitor and Make oi mate of Actual Error.
Motor. Speed. Speed.

m.p.h. m.p.h. m.p.h.
1. C.J. Dingle (2j Douglas). 24.0 2.^.0 None.
2, J. Gilchrist (6 A.J.S. sc.) . 21.5 21.8 3
3, C. Close (3l Singer) 18.0 1S.6 .6

4. H. Williams (7-9 Indbn) . 25.0 24.0 l.o
A. Blackburn (8 Bat-Jap). 20.0 21.2 1.2
W. Wesson (7-9 Indian) .

.

2I.S 23.

1

1.6
W. Ryan (7-9 Indian) . .

.

27.0 28.8 - 1.8
G. Blackburn (SBatJap) . 20.5 23.2 2.7
A. Young (Morgan) ig.o 21.8 2.8
H. Broadbent (f) Matchless) 1^5 22.2 3-7

jFuturc £vetit5.
July 3.—Cumberland County M.C.C, Carlisle. Hill-

i limb at U'arncll Fell.
July 3.~Taunton and District M.C.C. JtcliabiUty

Trial.
July 3.—TrocdyrJiiw and District M.C. Jlill-clivib

at Llanfabon.
JULY I AND 5.~ARrsUTHNOT TTIOTHY TWO

DAYS TRIAL. PLIMOOTH DISTRICT.
July 5.—M.C.C. Hill-climb.
July 5.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Tour.
July 5.—Strcatham and District M.C.C. Members'

Reliability Trial.
July 5.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Jlalj-day Reli-

ability Trial.
July 6.~Woolivich, Plumstead and District M.C.

Picnic Run to Toy's Hill.
July 6.

—

Cumberland County M.C.C, Carlisle.
Social Run.

July 6.—Western M.C.C, Glasgow, Run. to
Clovenjords.

July 6.—Nottinifham and District M.C.C. Rally
at Dovedale.

JULY 6.—OLDHAM AND DISTRICT M.C. -RE-
LIABILITY TRIAL.

JULY li.-LlVERPOOL M.C. RACES AT COL-
WYN BAY.

July IS.—Public Schools M.C-C. " Touch Nothing "

Run.
July 1!.—Western M.C.C. Team Trial.
July IB.—Motor Cycling Club. Hill-climb.
July 13.—WolvcrJiampton M.C.C Social Run to

Stratjord-on-A con.
July U.—Troedyrhiw and District M.C "Dis-

arranging " Comvetition.
JULY U-U.—M.C.V. OF IRELAND; ULSTER

CENTRE. ZBISH END-TO-END RELI-
ABILITY RUN.

July 16.—Yorl^ and District M.C Reliability
Trial.

July 19.—Middlesbrough and District M.CC Side-
oar Competition.

JULY IS.—SUTTON COLDFIELU AND MID-
WARWICKSHIRE A.C OPEN HILL-
CLIMB .IT .STILE COP, NEAR RVGELEY.

JULY li.~BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. MIDLAND
CUP TRI.AL.

July 19-iO.—Cumberland County M.CC, Carlisle.
HeliabilHii Trial to .Aberdeen and Back.

July SO.—Nottingham and District M.C.C. Run
to Donington.

JULY 21-S6.—SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIAL.
JULY S3.—ESSEX M.C SPEED TRIALS AT

SOUTHEND.
JULY S6.—SUTTON COLDFIELD AND MID-

WARWICKSHIRE A.C. LIGHTWEIGHT
TRI.iL FOR CALTHORPE CUP.

July S7.~Strcatham and District M.C.C. Picnic
Run to Ashdown Forest.

July 27.—Troedyrhiw and District M.C Reliability
Run.

AUG. 16.-S.E. COUNTIES INTER TEAM.
TRIAL.

AUG. 16.—SOUTH BIRMINGHAM 31.C.C. OPEN
TRIAL.

-AUG. 36.—WOLVERHAMPTON M.CC OPEN
RELIABILITY TRIAL.

SEPT. 5.—M.C.C TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE
MOTOR CYCLE" CUP.

SEPT. IS-Sn.-A.CU. SIX DAYS RELIABILITY
TRIA LS.

Orkney M.C.

The Orkney M C. has been reformed,
and now consists of motor cyclists only.

An attractive programme of events is

being arranged.

North Birmingham A.C.

This club is holding a members'
reliability trial and speed-judging com-
petition "on the 26th inst Three prizes

will be awarded. The annual reliability

trial for the .Shell cup will be held early

in September. Hon secretary is Mr
A. W. Thrush, 34, Reservoir Road, Erd-

ington.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

Mr. F. W. Finnemore, 122, Colmore
Row, Birmingham, the secretary and
treasurer of the above club, wishes to leam
the present address of H. Graham-Dixon,
a well-known competition rider before the
war, and who is the present holder of the
Muratti Ariston trophy.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The second paper-chase will be held by
this club on Saturday next, the 5th inst.,

starting from Davenport Road, Coventry,
at 2 p.m. sharp. A speed-judging com-
petition will be incorporated with the
run, and prizes will be awarded to the
winners. Hon. sec, Mr. M. F. W.
Sampson, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Leven and East of Fife M.C.C.

An open speed contest under the
auspices of the above club will be held
on the West Sands, St, Andrews, on
Saturday, the 5th inst., commencing at

twelve o'clock noon, under the rules and
regulations of the S. A.C.U. Entry forms
to be had on application to the hon.
secretary, Mr. Jas Robertson, 5, Lemon
Terrace, Leven, and Messrs. Christie

Bros., motor agents, St. Andrews.

Ealing and District M.C.C.
This club was formed long before the

w-ar, and is affiliated to the A.C.U.
The Ealing district has large numbers of

keen motor cvclists; and the hon. sec,
Mr. S. P. L. Brown, 25, Ormiston Road,
Shepherd's Bush, W 12, would be glad to

hear from them with a view to their join-

ing the club, the officers of which are as

follow : President, JIajor A. M. Low,
R.A.F , A.C.G.I., D.Sc, etc.; captain,

K. V. Chidley ; hon. treasurer, L. Pul-
ham; official timekeeper, D. Jtfiies.

Public Schools M.C.C.

The recent surprise competition proved
to be a most amusing event and included
several unconventional items. The first

competition consisted of starting within

a distance of twelve yards. The best per-

formance was made by P- Davey (4 h.p.

Norton). Then, without warning, the com-
petitors were all asked the bore and stroke

of the 4 h.p. Triumph and, strange to say,

nobody could answer this question accu-
rately. The next test, a figure 8, was
most neatly executed by Davey (Norton),

followed by Tweedie (Black Demon).
The last test was a speed burst in pairs

over a distance of 120 yards. Here, again,

the Norton was victorious. Re-^uUs ;

1. P. Davey (4 Norton), winner oi silver cup.
B. Garland (6 Bat).
K. Tweedie (6 Black Demon).
C. D. Wright (7 Harlsv-DaTidson).
E. M. P. Boilr?ao I3[i. Sunbeam).

6. D. W. Brett (31',. Rover).

The next competition is a week-end
"touch-nothing" run on the 12th.
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BURMAN GEAR ASSEMBLIES.
Two Little Known but Well Tried Gear Boxes.

Chain drive heavyweight three-speed

model weighing only 30 lb.

R
EALLY substantial gear assemblies are few and far
between at the present time, so that motor cycle
manufacturers as a whole will welcome the appearance
on the open market of the Burman gear units, made

by Messrs. Burman and Son, Ltd., Ryland Road, Birmingham.
These are by no means new propositions. Before the war the
email gear box was very popular with several makers of light-

weight motor cycles, and during hostilities the larger one
has been supplied in considerable quantities to the makers of

the 8 h.p. New Imperial, on which machine it has given every
satisfaction. Unfortunately, at present, the output is some-
what restricted, and Messrs. Burman are not able to cope
with the existing orders, a state of affairs it is hoped will not
obtain for long.

The two principal models are a two-speed and clutch light-

weight box with kick-starter, and a three-speed box with,

clutch kick-starter and sliock-absorber for machines of

4 h.p. and over.

The Lightweight Model.
For machines up to 4 h.p. the smaller unit is an attractive

proposition. It provides two ratios (1.0 and 1.85), a large sized

clutch, and fool-proof kick-starter. As in the larger box, all

the gears and shafts axe made of the well-known Kayser
Ellison steel adequately heat treated. Both lay gears are on a
common sleeve internally bushed to run on the solid layshaft,

which is securely anchored at both ends. Ball bearings,
however, are provided' for the hollow main shaft which sup-
ports the two gears, and is splined for the double sliding

dogs. On« of the bearings is designed to take the end thrust
when the clutch is operated, the operating rod passing
through the shaft.

There are several features which point to much thought
jn designing the clutch. This unit, which is on the end of

the main shaft, consists of three plates carrying cork or

The neat and ample proportions of the

heavier three-speed box are shown in this

sectional view.

Ferodo inserts interposed between plain steel plates, against

which they are held by the pressure of five light spiral springs

disposed round the circular aluminium clutch cover, the

pressure being transmitted by a number of small pins to the

edge of the outside steel plate. As a big frictional surface

is employed, • combined with light springs, the clutch operation

is extremely easy and smooth.

Lightweight two-speed and clutch assembly

for chain-cum-belt drive.

Another excellent feature is the novel shock-absorbing

arrangement. The chain sprocket is drilled with a number of

holes into which thick rubber bushes are forced. Through
these are fitted steel pegs, the ends of which terminate in

metal discs on either side of the chain wheel ; these in turn

are attached to the flanges on the main shaft.

A Larger Model.
The three-speed box suitable for machines of from 4 to

8 h.p. is very similar to the smaller one in all respects

except that the sliding dogs on the mainshaft have another
pinion integral with them, which engages a corresponding
gear on the layshaft, providing the middle speed and giving

altogether ratios of 1.0, 1.89, and 2.82. Naturally, the clutch

is proportionally larger, having two concentric rings of

inserts instead of one—one on each plate. The kick-starter

Section through the

two-speed gear box and

clutch, which gives a good

idea of the mechanism
and method of operation.

is of similar design on each box, and consists of a good strong
lever connected to a toothed quadi'ant, which engages with a

gear wheel having ratchet teeth on its side. These latter

engage in turn with a ratchet on the gearshaft, which is

held up to it by a light coil spring. The lever itself is

retained in position by a strong clock spring,- which, together

with the quadrant, is enclosed by a neat metal cover.
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THE TRIALS EPIDEMIC.
Well-known Manufacturers Organiss a "Slaff " Event. Sutton Coldlield A.C. Lightweight Trial.

BEFOEE the war there was a feeling

that the popularity of motor cycle

competitions was on the wane, but,

since the Armistice, there has been quite

an epidemic of trials—open and club
events—which shows that competitions
are more popular than ever. Provided
some novelty is introduced and irritating

time factors eliminated, there is no
reason to believe that trials and tests of

all kinds will fail to attract entries.

The Humber Staff Trial.

This year "staff" trials may Toecome

a feature in. the competition field. Two
weeks ago. The Motor Oycle staff held

a private event, and on the 12th inst.

the Humber staff is holding a trial over
an eighty mile course, which will include

stoppmg and restarting, braking and
slow running tests. A silver cup will

be awarded for the best performance,

and there will be a number of other

prizes for the respective classes.

Although entries are only accepted

from actual Humber employees, there

is no bar to the make or power of

machine that may be entered, so that,

even though it is an exclusive trial, it

is, so far as motor cycles and cars are
concerned, an open one, and is, we
believe, the first of its kind promoted
by any motor manufacturing firm in the
country. It is the intention of Humber,
Ltd., to continue these events in the
future, which is a step in the direction
of creating that feeling of united interest

in engineering progress amongst a com-
munity of workers and directors which is

so desirable.

Sutton Coldfield A.C. Trial for

Lightweights,

This open reliability trial, which will

be held on the 25th inst., will start from
the " George in the Tree " at Berkswell,
and the turning point of the course is at

Banburj-. Entries will be coniined to

lightweights and scooters with engines
not exceeding 230 c.c.

There will be a stopping and restarting

test on Sunrising, and a fast time test on
Edge Hill, and competitors will be
penalised on time only if they are more
than thiee minutes late or early at the
end of the outward and return journeys.
This rule should do much to remove the
annoyance caused by timing the com-

petitors' time to split seconds. A lower

schedule average per hour will be worked
out for scooters.

The winner of the trial will be awarded
the Caltliorpe trophy (value one hundred
guineas), together with a replica (value

ten guineas).

In addition there will be gold medals
as second and third prizes, a special gold

medal for the best scooter performance,

and silver medals to all those making non-

stop runs and obtaining full marks. Mr.
F. W. Finnemore, 122, Colmore Row,
Birmingham, is the organising secretary.

South Birmingham M.C.C. Open Trial

Postponed.

The committee of the South Birming-
ham M.C.C. have decided to postpone
their open trial, which was originally

arranged for July 12th, until August
15th. A really sporting course has been
chosen, which will not endanger the

machine or the driver, and the aim ot

the committee is to eliminate one or two
weak points that still exist in the modern
machine. All communications should be
addressed to Mr. E. Boydell, 93, John
Bright Street, Birmingham.

THE ARBUTHNOT TROPHY TRIAL.
A Sporting Naval Two-day Event on Friday and Saturday next in the Plymouth District.

ALTHOUGH the entries in the Arbuth-
not Trophy trial, which is being

held under the auspices of the

A.C.TJ. on Friday ^ and Saturday next,

will not be so numerous as in an open
trial, the event is bound to create a great

deal of interest on account of its nature

—

the fact that it is confined to officers of

His iSIajesty's Navy, and because the

trophy was subscribed for by the motor

cvcle public to perpetuate the memory
of the late Rear-Admiral Sir Robert Keith

Arbuthnot. Bart., K.C.B., M.V.O., who
lost his life at the Battle of Jutland.

Friday's course will be 120 miles in

length, and on Saturday 116 miles will

be covered. The maximum speeds for

different sections vary from 15 to 20

m.p.h., and a consistent driving test will

be held on a hill which the competitors

will have to ascend each day. The hill

will be divided into two parts, the first

part to be climbed at an average speed

of not more than 10 m.p.h., and the

second at an average speed of not ,
less

than 15 m.p.h. The difference between
the time taken by a competitor to climb

the slow and the fast parts of the hill

respectively will be iroted each day, and
the competitor who most nearly repeats

his performance of the first day will be
adjudged the winner of this test.

If no competitor succeeds in completing
the trial according to the regulations

the rider who makes the lowest number
of involuntary stops will hold the trophy,
or if two or more competitors make the
same number of stops, then, of these com-
petitors, the one who makes the best
performance in the consistent driving test

will be awarded the trophy..

The Route—First Day.
The course will be marked by red

arrows on a white ground on the portion
to be covered during the morning, and
by black arrows on yellow ground on the
afternoon section.

Time
of Inter-

First mediate Total
Com- Speed. Dis- Dis-

petit'r. tance. tance.

Non-stop Section
No. I.

9.0 Plymouth (Central

Hotel)
9.12 Crownhill (310! mile-

stone from Ply-
mouth) 15 3 3

10.52 Tavistock 20 12 15
10.7 Merrivale Bridge .

.

Non-stop Section
No. 2.

Consistent Driv-

20 4* 19*

10.10 ing Iest. —
k 20

10.20 Two Bridges 20 3 23
10.34
10.50

4
4|-

27
31:}Holne (check) 18

11.9 Dart Bridge 16 5^ 37i
11.44 Widecombe 20 lOi 48
12.10 Moretonhampstead 20 8 56
12.52 Exeter (Rougeraont

NoN-STOiP Section
No. 3.

20 I2i 68i

2.30 Exeter —
2-55 Tedbum St. Mary . 20 7 75J
3-20 Moretonhampstead iS 7"^ 831
3.35
3-44

18 ii
Main Road (Exeter-

Tavistock) 18 2I 9oi

4.14 Two Bridges 20 9 99i
4-34 Dousland 20 6 105
5.3 Cornwood (Church) 20 8: Il4i
5-14 Smithaleigh 20 3 Il7t
5-30 Longbridge Rebeck) 20 5 1^2*

5-42 Plvmouth (Central
Hotel) 15 3 125i

The Route—Second Day.

The course -will be marked by black
arrows on yellow ground for the morning
section, and by green arrows on white
ground for the afternoon portion.

Time
of

First

Com-
petit'r,

g.o

9-12

9-36
9-57
10.15
10.39
II. II

11.47
12.2
12.20

2.0
2.14
2.55
4.12

4-15
4.24
5.3
5-15

Non-stop Section
No. I.

Plymouth (Central
Hotel)

Crownhill (3rd mile-

stone from Ply-
mouth)

Denham Bridge . .

.

Gunnislake
Caliington (on right)
Tideford
Looe (bridge)

St. Veep (Church) .

Lostwithiel
Bodmin (Royal

Hotel)

Non-stop Section
No. 2.

Bodmin
Launceston (on left)

Tavistock
Merrivale Bridge .

.

Consistent Driv-
ing Test.

Princetown
Crownhill (check) .

Plymouth

Speed.

Inter-

mediate
Dis-
tance.

15
20
20
20
20
20
18
20

3

7
6%

5l

l\

4*

20 51

20 22
20 12J
20 5

.-
2i

20 11}
15 3

Total
Dis-
tance"

10
l6i
2ii
29
38J

49i
53}

59i

8ll
93}
98}

99i
loii
113*
li6,V

The ti'ial is of a real sporting nature,

and one such as will appeal to motor
cyclists in the Navy. No doubt every
competitor will take the event more seri-

ously than is usual in trials of this nature,
as the winning of the trophy will be a
disUnctive honour for the rider.
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THE RUNBAKEN LIGHTWEIGHT MAGNETO.
A 3i lb. Magneto incorporating Novel Features.

MOTOR cycle ignition has settled down
into two standard forms of mag-
neto—the usual high-tension

instrument—and that working on the
polar inductor principle as exemplified
by the Dixie. The former type differs

so little from the earliest Bosch magnetos
that we welcome the novel features

introduced by the Runbaken Magneto
Co. Ltd., of Cheetwood Lane, Derby
Street, Manchester, in their latest models.

Messrs. Runbaken, vA'hose output has
been until lately entirely consumed by
war requirements, are about to market
a complete range of ignition instruments,
from the largest car type to the miniature
model forming the subject of this

description, which will without doubt
meet a growing demand for a small
ignition instrument suitable for the
several auxiliary engines, scooters, and
small lightweights, the manufacturers
of which have been handicapped for lack

of this type of magneto.
Type W.L.I, is intended for use with

single-cylinder engines up to- 2J h.p. and
weighs no more than 3^ lb., its overall

The Runbaken 3J lb. magneto.

dimensions being: Length 4iin., width
2|in., and height 4iin. Externally,

perhaps the most striking features beside

the size are the position of the high-

tension terminal and the apparent

absence of any contact-breaker.

On closer examination, however, it is

found that the armature unit includes

a condenser at the driven end and a

contact-breaker of the face cam type at

the opposite end.

On removing the end plate by means
of a knurled nut, the contact-breaker

is revealed, and the adjustment of the

platinum points
is extremely
simple, as there
is plenty of room
for the adjusting
spanner—a point
which is too
often overlooked
in the more nor-

mal design.

A slip ring, as

such, is entirely
dispensed with,
and the carbon
collector brush
beds up against
a brass plug con-
nected, of course,
to the secondary
winding and
lying inside an
insulated exten-
sion of the arma-
ture spindle.

HTTerminal

Platinum Points

Pari of the contact

breaker revealed. Note
the unconventional posi-

tion of the high-tension

terminal.

The standard magneto has fixed point
ignition, but, if variable spark timing
is required, a very simple method of
altering the position of the cam ring has
been devised, which enables the firing
point to be varied through the maximum
practicable range.
The actual details of construction

include so many interesting features as
to merit description. The first point of
importance is that the face cam and
ring for the contact-breaker is formed of
non-magnetic steel, an alloy of steel with
chromium and nickel in certain pro-
portions which has the peculiar property of
being non-magnetic.
The ball races which carry the arma-

ture are insulated from their housing,
for it has been found
that the current return-
ing through greasy bear-
ings has an electrolytic
effect, which causes
more wear than that
involved by mechanical
and frictional reasons.
The bearings, it may be
mentioned, are packed
with a special grease
which does not melt
under running condi-
tions, and do not re-

quire any further
lubrication.

The makers have
found that the most The contact-breaker
suitable aluminium is of the face cam
alloy for the end plates type.

by experiment

and carcass is not ideal for die cast-

ings, but, though die castings are not
used, a special method has been devised
by means of which very smooth, clean

results are obtained. Incidentally, the
pole shoes are constructed as a unit with
the carcass and the driven end plate,

the armature unit being easily withdraw-
able from the opposite end.

The armature unit comprises, besides
the windings, which are built up to a
special formula, a condenser, spark gap,
earth brush, contact-breaker, and high-
tension collector.

During a walk round the very com-
pact and self-contained factory, which,
though it was only completed in Septem-
ber, is to be almost doubled in size at an
earW date, we were able to examine a
W.L.I, magneto which was undergoing
bench tests.

The results were extraordinary for so

small an instrument. A, spark passing
the standard ball gap at a speed well
below that at which any ordinary motor
cycle engine will run, while, by means
of a rotary spark gap, we were able to
check the regularity of each spark at over
3,000 r.p.m.

The Runbaken Magneto Co. will market
a slightly larger instrument for 5^ h.p.

engines, and, by modifying the contact-
breaker and high-tension collector, both
types can be made suitable for twins.

Detail work has been as carefully

studied as design, and the works are
entirely self-contained, even the mould-
ing being carried out on the premises.
With the coming of the ultra-lightweight
motor cycle, Messrs. The Runbaken
Magneto Co., Ltd., are to be congratu-
lated on producing so light and satis-

factory an ignition unit.

Longitudinal section showing

how the usual slip ring is

entirely dispensed with.

M
As the Motor Cycling Club is one of

the largest in this country, a good
entry is expected for the members'

hill-climb on the 12th inst. This event
will be more interesting than the usual

hill-climb, as the aim of the regulations

is to provide a flexibility test. The hill

will be divided into two sections

:

The first section has to be covered
without stoppage, and without the .feet

of the rider touching the ground, at as

C4

C.C. MEMBERS' HILL-CLIMB
slow a pace as possible, from a " flying

"

start; the machine to be brought to a

standstill after crossing the finishing line

of the first section, and before reaching
the starting line of the second section.

The second section to be traversed at as

fast a pace as possible from a standing

start. The order of merit in all classes

will be determined by the figure obtained

by subtracting the time for the fast section

from the time for the slow section.

Motor cycles, sidecaiSj and cars must be
standard touring types as usually sold to

the public, fully equipped for the road.

Classes

:

(1.) sidecar macbinea not exceeding 600 e.0.

(2.) Sidecar machines exceeding 600 c.c.

(3.) Solo motor cycles not exceeding 350 c.c.

(4.) Solo motor cycles not exceeding 600 cc.

(5.) Solo motor -cycles exceeding 600 c.c.

(6.) Cycle cara conforming to the A.C.TT. definition.

(7.) For cars (which must be standard touring
types) no limit.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be adlresseii to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

PROFITEERING.
Sir,—We beg to say that we have had several complaints

from riders of our Radco motor cycles to the effect that agents
have be«n selling our machines at a premium, although we
advertise in all the leading motor cycling papers our retail

prices to the public. Under the circumstances, we wish to

warn purchasers against any overcharges by these profiteers.

E. A. RADNALL AND CO.
BENZOLE. --

Sir,—With reference to a letter from one of your corre-

spondents recently regarding benzole, the following may be
of interest.

During the past . week-end, on a 34 h.p. Rudge-Multi,
1919 model, I covered a total distance of 244 miles (eighty miles
with a passenger on the caiTier) on a tankful of benzole (two
gallons). On test my machine covered 135 miles on one gallon
of the same fuel. I have tried petrol (No. 1), but riding with
the spark advanced as for benzole the engine knocked badly
on hills and when going slowly on " top."

Surely such economical fuel consumption as above consti-

tutes almost a record for a 3^ h.p. ? E.M.
London.

A QUESTION.
Sir,—1 do not know if you think the following difficulty

worth putting lefore your readers.

JMachine : 1912 Triumph with senspray carburetter.
Symptoms : Misfiring at all speeds. Temporary cure :

" Tickling " the float.

1 rode like this nine miles, and then dismantled the
carburetter and found all in order, i.e., pipe free, needle
not sticking, passage to jet and jet clear, no water in fuel.

On reassembling the trouble had not disappeared. I there-
upon took out the plug and found the central electrode
broken off short, leaving a gap of ^in. or rather more. I

put in a new plug and the trouble was gone. Why should
flooding the carburetter stop misfiring from a faultv plug?

(Rev.) J. M. PHILPOTT.
PILLION RIDING.

Sir,—As a regular reader of your paper and a keen devotee
to the pastime of motor cycling for many years, I regret to
hear that the Town Council of Oswestry has sent a petition to
Parliament begging it to make the practice of pillion riding
illegal, on account of the accidents caused thereby.

I should like to ask why this practice should not continue?
Is it not dangerous to cross the streets of London where there
is no refuge? Then make it illegal to do so, except where
there is one ! Are not boating accidents frequent occurrences ?

Tlien why not make it an offence to boat unless one rows
oneself ?

What a boon the pillion seat is ! Whether to take one's
friends for rides or to give an acquaintance a lift to the
station, or it may even be used to take a stranded motorist
home.
And now it is suggested that motor cyclists "should be

compelled to become selfish individuals, content with their
own company, unless they are burdened with a sidecar.
But who will take a sidecar? The owner of a low-powered

machine will not, and the average person just " demobbed "

certainly will not. He is a sportsman out and out. He has
fought as such, and has been catered for as such. His mount
is a 3^ h.p. single or a "big twin" geared very high, and

with no consolation prizes such as gears or kick starters

;

in short a " sportsman's mount," which is not suitable for
sidecar work. He wishes to take a passenger, and yet he is

expected to ride alone or give up his machine for a " double
purpose mount," consisting of gadgets and etceteras, with a
power unit tucked away as though it were only a useful
adjunct to the whole.
Since Easter I have ridden over 2,000 miles with sixteen

difl^erent passengers on the carrier without even a near shave,
and I have exceeded 50 m.p.h.

I can honestly say that I have never seen an accident occur
to a person on the carrier of a motor bicycle, though I have
seen accidents to persons on the step of a push bicycle, in-

cluding accidents to my own person and that of the passenger
on my own step.

A REGULAR PLYING OFFICER (PILOT).
Chobham.

PULLEY GRIP.
Sir,—I note the letter from Messrs. Grado, Ltd., in your

issue of May 1st. I should like to draw their attention to

the fact that I never disputed the fact that the " belt does
actually puU the pulley flange inwards (due to the curved
slot)." On my gear this action is so powerful that, when
lowering the gear with the throttle well open, I have to

switch off momentarily, otherwise the gear handle cannot be
moved. What I did dispute was the claim that this action

increased the grip on the belt. I pointed out that it really

only resulted in a greater thrust on the control ring, and not

on the belt. I effected a vast improvement on my own gear,

first, by fitting two ball races—one each side of the control

ring—and, secondly, by drilling -j^in. holes to a depth of about
^in. in the pulley flanges. I did not drill right through, for

fear of weakening the flanges. Provided these holes are
cleaned out periodically the belt shows no sign of slip, even
in the lowest gear and the bottom part of the belt nearlv on
the ground. GRADUATE.

GOVERNMENT MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—With reference to the motor cycles being offered for

sale at the Agricultural Hall, I think it my duty to point

out the difference in the catalogue description now being
made, as compared with the description for the previous lots.

Originally the machines were described as new, and were
understood by the buying public to be this, but now we find

that they are described as "unissued." An an example of

a machine I recently bought, I would like to point out that

the front tube is second-hand, having some eleven patclies

thereon, and, unfortunately, is badly perished. The majority
of the tyres, even if new. are always so badly perished that

they are unfit for more than a hundred miles running, whilst

such things as magneto, mudguards, etc., are likewise badly
second-hand.. In faot, I frankly believe that, without any
means of confirming this, the whole of these machines are
all second-hand, and are being sold after overhaul. Con-
sidering that the Government were supposed to be putting
an end to profiteering, is it quite reasonable that they should
be allowed to mislead the public, with the result tliat they
are paying between sixty-three to seventy guineas for second-
hand 1914, 1915, and 1916 Douglas machines? A close

examination of any of the models that have recently been
offered at the Agricultural Hall will verifv these statements.
London, W. RE'tYRED HURT.
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For instance, we note
mysteriously disappeared."
genuine and truthful reason

REASONS FOR RETIREMENT.
Sir,—Jlay I make a suggestion tlxrough your journal? In

big competitions like the IM.C.C. Edinburgh and similar

events every competitor who falls out of the run should be
compelled to state a definite reason as to the cause of his

failure to the club, and this to be published in the official

club report and the press.
"

'
' the recent run, " So and so

This ought not to be, but a
should be stated, so that the

public can draw its own conclusions as to the qualities of

.

the various makes of machine under test.

May I take this opportunity of congratulating the com-
mittee of the Motor Cycling Club on the excellent organisa-
tion of the recent run, and the enthusiasm it displays on
behalf of the movement. A. C. ROBBINS.

A HEAVY TWIN AS A SOLO MOUNT.
Sir,—I have, ridden the road from Acton to Uxbridge

several times on a solo Harley-Davidson with a passeiiger on
the bracket. Your correspondent must be very solicitous for

the welfare of his 'bus if he gets off to push it over the
bumps. I will say, though, that the last time I rode it I

brought a sidecar back with me, and the fearful bumps broke
the rear connection. I had to ride it side-saddle then to

prevent my leg being pinched under which circumstances the
hand clutch came in particularly useful. (I sent the pias-

senger on by train.)

I have ridden over bad roads round Uxbridge with three
up solo (one on the tank), and even with the dead jars one
gets on striking a 12in. feole I have not seen anything give
way so far. I rode from Coventry to Uxbridge last week
in two and a half hours solo.

The only trouble with a heavy twin is lifting it on to
the rear stand. Two small wheels to let down from the
footboards seem to me to be the thing needful, and I do
not think that they should come under the head of unneces-
sary gadgets. H. IBBOTSON, Lt. E.A.F. -

A 'VARSITY T.T.

Sir,—I read, with great interest, Mv. Millett's letter in

which he proposed that a 'Varsity T.T. should be inaugurated.
He makes specific mention of Oxford and Cambridge, but,

I take it, entry vfould be open to students of all the British
'Varsities. We might be able to judge, from the results, as

to whether or not a Cambridge medical degree equals that of

Glasgow, etc. !

Be the date : I do not know how they work things in

England, but we, up hers (Glasgow), have degree examina-
tions in September, so that I suggest the end of July or
beginning of August (preferably the former) would be more
appropriate.

Could not this brilliant scheme be carried still further, and
let us have a " 'Varsity Scottish championship " similar to the
Scottish championship of pre-war days, which was "run off"
annually on the sands of St. Andrews? And, I earnestly ask,

is it too late or too difficult to organise this this year?
JOHN W. WALKER.

Sir,—I have no doubt that the suggestion of your corre-

spondent, Mr. H. Millett that an Oxford v. Cambridge motor
cycle speed event should be inaugurated will be widely
welcomed.
Probably both Universities would enthusiastically support

such an event, and it might eventually become an annual
fixture on a par with the Oxford v. Cambridge boat race.

By that time records might be so far reduced that the contest
would have evolved into a track event. A road race approach-
ing the condition of the T.T. would probably be too ambitious

- for exclusively amateur riders, but there should be no doubt
of the success of a contest restricted to two laps of the I.O.M.

^ course, and run under the auspices of the A.C.U.
I am .glad to see that Mr. Loughborough favours the pro-

posal, and considers it practicable to promote the initial

event during the long vacation next year. Probably a good
many who are not usually interested in motor cycle racing
would be glad to see this sport included in the annual inter-

'Varsity contests.

As Mr. Millett suggests, the event would certainly bear
the hall mark of sporting amateurism ; and, being unique in
its way, might provide a stimulus to amateur sport generally.

OSCAR E. SEYD.
C8

THE ARBUTHNOT TROPHY.
Sir,—May I remark on the rules of the Arbuthnot Trophy,

which appeared in The Motor Cycle of June 5th ?

It would seem that the most sporting elements of motor

cycling—^the fixed geared machines—are washed out by the

slow hill climb.

A fixed engined 4i to 1 cannot beat a 15 to 1 bottom

gear and clutch on a slow climb. Also it would appear

that the other sporting effort in fast climbs—the speedy

jump start—has no advantage with the slow climb comiixg

first.

Cannot these already handicapped athletes be given a

better chance ; or must we spend our prize money on a

hundred guinea three-speeder ?

I feel sure that the gallant officer, whose name the trial

commemorates, would think but ill of such regulations.

Cambridge. FIXED ENGINE.

INFORMATION WANTED. :

Sir,—With reference to Mr. Guthrie's letter and Mesopo-

tamia, there is plenty of business to be done there with the

Arabs, but, if he intends going up ciountry, let him -make

the journey by one of the many_ river boats. He will be

able then to make the journey in comparative comfort, be

able to drink his iced soda water on ,deck and under an

electric fan, and thank his lucky stars that he is not one of

the engineers down below.

I have only just returned 4rom the land of the three D.'s,

viz., dates, dust, and dysentery, and it was then 102°, and this

year it is predicted to be another 1916_, so, with luck, the-

thermometer will show 132° again. It is not worth paymg
freight out on a motor cycle considering the little time and

distance one can use it. Get to know an Arab, and, for a

little cash, he will supply a motor cycle, or anything eke,

and relieve you of it the next night

!

Mr. Kelk is quite right about the ten-day river trip from

Basra to Baghdad on the average steamer, but what about

the General's "Bint," which does the trip against the stream

in thirty-five hours and down river trip m thirty hours, and

uses on an average two dozen sparking plugs?

Wandsworth Common. W.F.D.

atii^ l^A^^*^^^X^kv

AN EXTRAORDINARY ROAD OBSTACLE.

Recently a Triumph rider " picked up " a length of ^in. round

iron which once had formed the handle support of a perambulator.

This caught in the spokes and wound round the hub as shown
above, but did not unseat the motor cyclist, and only broke

one spoke.
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PRICES AND PRINCIPLE.
Sir,—-Maiiutactureis are surely tightening the cord around

the neck of the goose that lays the golden eggs.
Every one knows that the high priced machines are good

'buses, but the leading makers are losing sight of the fact
that most machines on the market to-day are excellent goods,
and any maker of the lower priced machines who can resist
the almost overpowering impulse to raise prices because for
the moment the motor cycle purchasing public has sun-stroke
will in the end reap inestimable advantage.

I believe the A. B.C. will be a great machine, and I ordered
one early on at £70. I withdrew at £85, t/ioii</h I could
afford to pay it. I then ordered a 2| h.p. Douglas at £62,
stuck the advance to £65, but now withdraw at £72, Jlore-
over, my agent informs me that this machine at £72 is still

only the W.D. model, and the price of the 1919 when it does
appear will shock motor cycle buyers.
The Englishman is a peculiar breed ; he will remember

this season.

When I recently asked a respectable Birmingham agent
why he did not advertise the A.B.C. and get deposits on it,

he replied, " Because there can be none on the market for
two or three months yet." I commend his reply to some of
the advertisers of to-day.
There are good machines at reasonable prices ;

' there are
agents out for respectable business. Let us stand by these
and help to rescue the motor cycle trade from deserving the
name for which it is fast qualifying.
The above two mentioned machines have been consistently

and de-iervtdly praised by The Motor Cycle, and we are
prepared to pay too much for them, but the makers must
not ask " three much." A BUYER.

MERCURY AS AN AID TO COOLING.
Sir,—One frequently sees in your paper reference to

attempts to use copper or aluminium jackets or rings as
air-cooling, but difficulty is experienced owing to the
unequal expansion of different metals under heat. Though
I know very little about the
subject, it has occurred to

me that the jacket with rings
might be made a loose

tit, clearance, say, about
jj'jin., and the space filled in

with mercury, which will

allow for expansion and yet
make a first-class conductor
of heat.

Conductivity of heat of cast
iron = 507, conductivity of
heat of aluminilam = 966, con-
ductivity of heat of copper =
2,085.

Water vaporises at 212°
Pahr., mercury vaporises at
674° Fahr.

Therefore with fonr times
the heat conductivity of. cast
iron rings, even allowing for
three times the heat, the
mercury should not vaporise.
I do not know, but I hardly think that electrolitic, etc.,
action between mercury and copper or aluminium would be
serious.

On the score of expense, so little mercury would be used
in the s'jin. clearance that it would not be out of the way.
Can any reader tell me if it is feasible or has been tried?

G. MADGE, iMajor, R.E.
AN ECONOMICAL AMAC.

Sir,—From time to time I have been very much interested
in the various devices tried by readers of The Motor Cycle
in order to attain an economical consumption of petrol, and
one which particularly took my fancy was a simple idea
described by Mr. J. W. G. Brooker in the issue of April 6th,
1916. By inserting pins in the holes of his Amac he obtained
115 m.p.g. on a 3^ h.p. Rover. I have recently tried the
same device and obtained 120 m.p.g. on a 3^ h.p. Alldays-
Matchless, with sidecar attached. In my Amac there are
five small holes above the jet, and in the three centre ones
I placed ordinary pins, head downwards, and bent over at
the top, cut off sufficiently to allow the carburetter slides to
close. On Monday, May 5th, I travelled from Lincoln-
shire to West Hartlepool, a distance of 120 miles, with

SPACE FILLED

WITH MERCURY —I

A suggested method of

usmg mercury as an aid to

the, coohng of engines. (See

letter G. Madge.)

sidecar load of sbout fiv'e stones of luggage, and a slight

rear wind. On pi'evicus occasions in the same journey, when
riding solo, I u.-iually refilled with petrol after doing about
eighty miles, but on the last occasion I was agreeably sur-

prised to^ finish the whole distance on one tankful of fuel.

My tank is small, holding slightly under one gallon, and the
fuel used was a mixture of benzole and No. 1 petrol (half

and half). Owing to the bumpy surface of the roads in

many parts, and several short halts for refreshment, I

travelled at a moderate speed ; my average for the whole
journey worked out at 18 m.p.h. I foiiiid no difficulty in

starting, and the only difference in driving was that, whereas
I usually drove with air lever fully opened, on this trip it

required to be only partly open on the level and closed a little

on the gradients. My machine is a 1912 make, with the
Roc two-speed hub gear, and I might mention that, in spite

of its seven years' wear and tear, it runs as well as ever,

though, naturally, not quite so silently. It is somewhat
antiquated in many respects, but it still has the fascination

to me of an old and well worn suit. What consumption it

will give when used solo I have not yet tried, but I quite

expect 140 m.p.g. S. F. BRAY.

MOTOR CYCLE TRIALS.
Sir,—The M.C. and A.C. deserve every encouragement in

its attempt to evolve a method that will " find a winner," and
undoubtedly the rules the club formulated for its trial on
the 28th ult. will«enable the club to dispose of its awards
without difficulty, but whether satisfactorily remains to

be seen.

The deciding factor apparently is to be the flexibility test,

somewhat on the same lines as adopted by the A.C.U. in the
1913 Six Days Trial.

Our criticism of this method is that it will not in practice

enable a satisfactory comparison to be made between the
different machines. For instance, if we have read the regu-
lations correctly the following performances will be bracketed
equal

:

' Slow portion. Fast portion. Figure of merit.

1 m.p.h 20 m.p.h 20
2 m.p.h. 40 m.p.h 20
3 m.p.h 60 m.p.h 20
4 m.p.h 80 m.p.h 20

We take it that nobody would consider these performances
equal in merit, and suggest that, as 4 m.p.h., or at most
3 m.p.h., is slow enough for all ordinary purposes, one or

the other of these speeds should be takeii as the " lowest
possible " for the slow portion.

A further criticism is in regard to the method of equalising
the figures of merit for the dift'erent classes. What we have
in mind is that in Class A you may have a collection of real

good machines all obtaining high figures of merit, whilst in

Class B the majority make bad performances, with one out-

standing exception. The ultimate figure of merit obtained
by the winner in Class B will, under these circumstances, be
much higher than that obtained by the winner of Class A,
although the latter may be using a, smaller engine, and may
actually have put up a better individual pei'formance.

A solution of this difficulty, is not easy; but, in any case,

would it not be wise to adopt a rule stipulating that a
premier award will not be aw-arded to a machine if its

individual performance shows a lower figure of merit than a
machine in a smaller class? Another suggestion is that the
average figure of merit should be based on the three best
performances in each class. GODFREYS, LTD.

/ Useful Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists. (

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. Price By f
Eng:land and Wales, Scotland. London ne:. post. ^
{showing roads into and out of London and avoid- f
ing London). Mounted on linc-n. Set of three, •

complete in case . . .. .. .. ..4/6 4/10 J
"HINTS & TIP5 FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

'

Full of useful "wrinkles " and little items of sound J
advice on the management, repair, equipment, and f
general care of a motcr cycle. It will be found «
invaluable to all those who are thinking of over- i
hauling their machine;. Sixlh vJilwii izud ifprint) 2/- 2/3 J

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from i

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. 20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, !
or of leading Bookiellers and Railway Bookstalls.

^
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T^imes to TClgbt TCantps.
Sdmmeb Time.

July 3rd . . ... 9.48 p.m.'

„ 5th 9.47 „
„ 7th 9.46 „
„ 9th 9.45 „

Purchase o£ Motor Cycles by War Office.

Referring to the paragraph on page 649

in our last issue, Major A. J. Palmer of

the Tank CJorps points out that the 5th

Battery of the M.M.G.S. (recruited from
Coventry) were supplied with eighteen

Enfield sidecar outfits, and that other

batteries were supplied with Scotts.

Col. Lindsay Lloyd.

Congratulations to Colonel Lindsay
Lloyd, C.M.G., on his appointment to

the important and responsible post of

Assistant-Commissioner for Disposals in

France. Colonel Lindsay Lloyd was
well-known before the war to all who
visited Brooklands, and did valuable

work as Assistant-Director of Transport,

Mobilisation and Embarkation Area,
M.T., at Bulford, during the war.

Police Traps.

One of our readers informs us that he
was caught in a police trap at Beulah
Hill, Upper Norwood (Metropolitan police

district) and also at Findon (Sussex) in

the ten-mile limit.

We have also been informed that the
police are woi'king a trap just before
reaching Tally Hoi Corner, Whetstone,
mainly in connection with the use of

cut-outs, number plates not being clearly

visible, obscured, or dirty, and also

examining the brakes.

The " Trader " trophy presented by the

proprietors of our contemporary, The Cycle

and Motor Cycle Trader, for the best perform-

ance on any solo machine of over 350c.c. m
the M.C. and A.C. Trial.

Our Hero Motor Cyclists.

A memorial service in oommemoration
of those gallant motor cyclists who gave

their lives for their country during the

war wOl be held at 3.30 p.m. on Friday,

the 11th inst., at St. James's, Piccadilly,

London, W.l. The service will be taken

by the Rev. E. P. Greenhill. The Rev.

B. H. Davies and the Rev. E. Hassard
Short have been invited to assist.

The Edinburgh M.C. Hill-climb.

The Edinburgh and District M.C. is

holding a hill-climb on Saturday next

on Redstone Rigg, near GifEord. Ten
classes have been arranged, six being

handicap events and four scratch, so that

almost every type of machine is being

catered for. Hill-climbs have always

been very popular among Scottish riders,

and tbis event should attract a good
entry. Messrs. S. L. Aitken and A.
Bruce Lindsey, 6, Castle Terrace, Edin-

burgh, are the organisers.

To Promote Research.

The Research Association of British

Motor- and Allied Manufacturers is now
practically assured. Promises of support

have been received from a large number
of the leading firms in the industry.

This Association is the first approved

body of its kind to represent any section

of the engineering industry, and will be

governed by a council assisted by a com-

mittee of research men possessing high

qualifications. The work of the Associa-

tion naturally will fall under two heads,

i.e., research proper and the collection

and organisation of scientific information

bearing upon all questions which may
subsequently become the subjects of

research.

Open Hill' Climb at Stile Cop.

There will be sixteen classes as follows

:

Motor cycles : 1, up to 230 c.c. ; 2,

230 c.c. to 275 c.c. ; 3, 275 c.c. to 300

c.c. ; 4, 300 c.c. to 350 c.c. ; 5, 350 c.c.

to 500 c.c; 6, 500 c.c. to 600 c.c. ; 7,

over 60O c.c.

Sidecar machines : 1, Up to 400 c.c.

;

2, 400 to 600 c.c. ; 3, over 600 c.c.

Light cars: Under 1,100 c.c.

Scooters.

Three-wheelers.

In addition to the above classes there

will be classes open to members of the

club only for

—

Light cars : From 1,100 c.c. to 1,500 c.c.

Motor cars (internal combustion) : Open
to any member who has never won a prize

in any hill-climb.

Special 3^eaturcs,
THE CHEAPEST MOTORING FOR TWO.

HOT OR COLD INDUCTION.
NEW SCOOTER DESIGNS.

A Floral Carnival.

Wolverhampton is to hold a floral

fete on the 9th and 10th inst. with events

for motor cycles, both solo and with
sidecars.

I.O.M. Customs.
Motor cyclist visitors to the Island are

advised that they are required to take
their machine registration papers, the

receipt obtained on purchase of the motor
cycle, and, if Customs Duty has been
paid in England, a receipt for that also,

as the Manx Customs authorities require

to be satisfied that the machine was in

England prior to its arrival in the Island,

or that, if of foreign manufacture, the

Import duty payable has been paid in

England.

The Mont Ventoux Hill-climb.

The famous climb up the road to the

summit of Mont Ventoux, organised by
the Marseilles Motor Club, took place on
Sunday last.

There was a fairly representative entry
among the motor cyclists, many of them
being French riders of British motor
cycles, such as the New Hudson, Indian,
Triumph, B.S.A., etc. The climb is a
true test of power and reliability, as the
hill has several hairpin bends, and is

about nine miles long, with a culminating
grade of about 1 in 4 covered with loose

stones.

The M.C. and A.C. Premier trophy presented

by Mr. C. F. Dawes (O.K. motor cycles), for

the best performance, irrespective of class, in

their 200 Mile Trial last Saturday.
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The Br;sto Rally.

Winners of prizes in the recent Bristol
gymkhana should send their addresses to

Sir. H. Smith, 6, Brynland Avenue,
Bristol. • ^

The Gjers Cup Trial.

A 200 mile day trial in the Lake
District was organised by the Middles-
brough and District M.C.C. to take place
yesterday, the 2nd inst., a feature of which
was a one hour's interval at mid-day.
The first competitor was due to start at
7.30 a.m.

Arbuthnot Trophy.

The following additional entries for the
Arbuthnot Trophy have been received :

No. 18, Lt. H. C. Dairns, E.il., 4 h.p.

Triumph; No 19, Acting-Lt. A. G.
Elliott, 4 h.p. Douglas; No. 20, Lt. D.
F. E. Thompson, 3^ h.p. P. and M. ; No.
21, Lt. J. S. Bethell, 2| h.p. AUon.

A New Two-stroke.
We are informed that the Calthorpe

equipped with the new Precision two-
sti'oke, lately described in our pages,
which made its appearance in the Mid-
land C. and A.C. trial om Saturday last,

is being produced in quantity, and will

be ready for delivery shortlj'.

Another Italian Race.
On the 23rd ult., an Italian event

called Le Circuit d'Orbassano was held
by the Turin M.C.C. over a distance of
sixty-two miles. In the 350 c.c. class,

B. Felice {2| h.p. Douglas) was first in
Ih. 27m l|s. The second man rode a
Maffeis, and was 16s. slower than the
winner ; the third rode a Douglas.
The Maffeis made the fastest lap in

11m. 55|s.—about 46 m.p.h. In the
500 c.c. class, B. Pietro (Motosacoche)
won in Ih. 6m. 50|s. A Delia Ferrera
started, but retired in the first lap. - The
regularity prize was won by Gianiolo
(Fongri).

Speed Trials at Weston-super-Mare.

Capt. Philip Grout, of the Bristol

M.C.C, informs us that application has
been made to the A.C.TJ. for a permit
to hold their postponed open speed trials

on August 30th at Weston-super-ilare.

To Welcome Home D.R.'s.

A movement is afoot in the Midlands
to give a real welcome home to motor
cycle despatch riders. A meeting is being
held at the White Horse Hotel, Congreve
Street, Birmingham, on Friday, the 11th,

at 7.30, when representative heads of the
trade, together with prominent motor
cyclists, will discuss the question.

Government Motor Cycles.

A large number of new 2J h.p. Douglas
motor cycles were sold at the tliree

Government sales held last week at the
Agricultural Hall, Islington, London, N.
The prices realised for these machines

at the sale on - Wednesday, June 25th,
remained at approximately the same
figures as at the previous sales, averaging
sixty-eight guineas. At the following sale
the auctioneer stated that there were only
a limited number of unissued Douglas
machines available, and hoped the pro-
spective buyers would make their bids
with this fact in mind. The prices
obtained for these machines rose to ap-
proximately seventy and seventy-one
guineas.

The lowest price, however, paid for one
of these mounts was in the vicinity of
sixty-three guineas, quite a fair price for
war-stored machines. The sales of W.D.
pattern 4 h.p. Triumph motor cycles were
continued. First-class machines were
bought, after considerable competition,
foran average price of forty-two guineas,
whilst the second-class motor cycles of the
same make were knocked down for thirty
guineas. Fourteen guineas was the
amount paid for the third-class Triumphs,
which was quite a good price in view of
the appallingly bad condition.

MIDLAND CYCLE AND ATHLETIC CLUB'S TRIAL IN WALES.
Capt. 1. L. Stocks (6-7 h.p. Ariel sidecar) on the lower portion ol Alt-y-Bady.

(See pages 22 to 24.)

Atlantic Flight Hero and A.C.U.

Capt. Sir John Alcock, the Atlantic

flight hero, wired to Bristol on the occa-

sion of the recent "rally"': "Wish every

success to the A.C.U. As an old member,
I consider every motor cyclist in the

country should join."

Hill-climb at Garrowby.

The York and District M.C.C. held a

successful hill-climb at Garrowby on
Wednesday of last week, when C. S.

Russell (Si h.p. Norton) made fastest

time. A. G. Kilner (2| h.p. Douglas)
won the lightweight class, with two
Coulson B machines second and third.

Officially Conducted Tests.

The Auto Cycle Union is now able and
willing to undertake special trials and
tests under its certified trial scheme, and
invites applications from manufacturers
who are desirous of submitting new
models to officially conducted tests.

Stolen Motor Cycle.

Motor cycle thieves are still very active.

A report reaches us that a B.S.A. sidecar

outfit was stolen in Oxford last week. The
machine is a 1919 Model K, engine Xo.

29043, frame No. 29152, with JliUford

sidecar and Easting windscreen fitted.

Any information should be sent to the

Chief Constable of Oxford.

Southend Speed Trials.

Arrangements are now being completed

for this meeting, and that it will be a

successful one is practically assured.
^
A

very large number of entries is antici-

pated, the "motor cycle classes both

being largely supported. In response to

numerous applications, it has been

decided to include classes for motor
cycles, with a cylinder capacity not

exceeding 250 c.c. in the kilometre races

for both standing and flying starts, and,

subject to the number of entries being

sufficient, a class for motor scooters of

any size will be included. Entries

positively close on July 8th by first post.

Additional entry forms and full par-

ticulars may be obtained from the hon.

organising secretary, Mr. Harold Fuller,

51, Pulteney Road, South Woodford, E18.

The £100 Runabout.

An innovation of direct interest to the

sidecar enthusiast is promised for the

autumn in the " Aero-car," a Bristol pro-

duction which is a serious attempt to pro-

duce a runabout embodying the low
weight, simplicity, and operation of a

motor cycle.

We are given to understand that this

miniature is to be built as a three-wheeler

and a four-wheeler, and transmission will

be by means of a belt or chain.

The power unit, it is expected, will be a

horizontally opposed twin engine, 5-7 h.p.,

and the drive will be transmitted through
a motor cycle type clutch to a small gear
box. Two important novelties are intro-

duced, the cooling being by means of a

fan and cone in front of the bonnet, and
the engine will be mounted on helical

springs with the intention of eliminating

vibration. The body is provided with side

by side seats. It is hoped the " Aero-car"
will be offered at £95 for the three-wheeler
and £105 for the four-wheeler. The con-
cessionnaires are the Beaufort Jlotor

Agency, 26, St. Nicholas Street, Bristol.
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"LONG DAY"
TRIAL.

Successful 200 Mile Event
organised by the Midland
Cycle and Athletic Club.

PROBABLY the most searching day
trial helcf this year was the 200 mile

event organised and successfully run
last Saturday by the Midland Cycle and
Athletic Club. Although comparatively

new to the motor cycle competition field,

the M.C. and A.C. is one of the strongest

clubs in this country, and has the support

of all the leading enthusiasts of road
vehicles. A strong club is in the position

to organise and carry out a motor cycle

trial of an ambitious character, because
it is sure of willing and capable helpers

to act as ofiicials. Hence the success of

the first big trial of the M.C. and A.C,
for the organisation, the arrowing of the

course, and the conditions of the trial

were all that could tfe desired. There was
no confusion at any point, either on the

part of officials or competitors ; every

observer had his duties clearly defined,

and the working of the conditions elimi-

nated the chance of misunderstanding on
the part of the competitors. The riders

were warned fifty yards before each test

by prominent placards, and one mile from
each check similar signs were displayed.

The first of the seventy-one competitors

started at 6 a.m. from Griffin's Hill, Selly

Oak. About five miles from the start, it

came evident that considerable driving

Scene in Llangollen cattle market, used to park the competitors' machines during the

breakfast and luncheon intervals.

skill would be required. Thg first tests

were a couple of hairpin turns, the second

of which presented read difficulties to both
solo and sidecar riders. It consisted of

a steep droj), followed by a turn to the

left, and an immediate rise of 1 in 8 or

so to the top of the hill. This corner

would never be taken in the ordinary

course of things, tor the two roads were
joined by a curve overlooking the corner,

and making an excellent place from which
to view the attempts of the competitors.

The turn being to the left increased the

difficulties of the sidecar drivers, and
more than one overturned, while the

rough road and the sharp corner made

R. C. Atcherley (4 h.p. Triumph) pickini

and the farm horses, which caused some
critical moment.

g his way up Alt-y-Bady. Note the surface

excitement by appearing on the hill at a

it difficult for the soloists to keep their

feet off the ground. No marks were lost

here, but two extra were given for a suc-

cessful turn, and many riders performed
excellently, H. B. Denley (8 Morgan),
E. AVilliams (2| A.J.S.), holder of the

Junior T.T., and J. Allday (3^ James)
being conspicuous.

A few miles through narrow lanes

brought the competitors to Hagley Wood
hiU, where the fast and slow test was
held. The road was little more than a

cart track, very loose with dust and
stones, and the test took place- near the

top of the hill after a certain amount of

climbing had been done. About a mile
along a track on the hillside, where it

was often better to leave the so-called

road and ride on the grass, brought the
competitors tirthe "stop and start" test.

This was almost on the summit of Clent
Hills, where the gradient was somewhere

. in the neighbourhood of 1 in 6, the sur-

face consisting, for the most part, of loose

earth and grass. Several failed owing to

wheel slip, but many good performances
were made. E. Williams (2| A.J.S.) and
H. B. Denley (Morgan) were again excel-

lent, as were also J. Doherty, jun. (4

Triumph), G. E. Stobart (4^ James), and
H. J. Stretton Ward (4 Triumph).

Eighty Miles before Breakfast.

After these tests the competitors turned
their wheels to Llangollen, where break-
fast awaited them, through Bridgnorth
and Shrewsbury.
The first competitor, after covering

eighty miles of the course, reached Llan-
gollen at ten o'clock, where excellent

arrangements had been provided for the
parking of the machines in the cattle

market adjacent to the Town Hall—the

official breakfast room.
Here, an interval of an hour was m-

cluded, but, before the last competitor

had arrived at one gate, the earlier mem-
bers were being despatched from another.

An examination of the check sheets
_
re-

vealed that eleven competitors had failed

to reach Llangollen.

The second so.ction of the trial was the

most strenuous, and several long steep

gradients had to be negotiated, including

i6c
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F. Stevens (6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar) entering the Llangollen control.

Pentredwr, Tan-y-Bwlch, and AH-y-Bady
Hills. Tan-y-Bwlch is a long, rough, and
narrow lane, with several awkward bends.
It did not present any great diflRculty

to modern machines, and even the little

two-strokes, after over two miles of grind-

ing low gear work, surmounted the crest

without signs of undue fatigue. The
descent on the other side of the hill was
e.xceedingly rough, and as narrow as, and
steeper than, Jacob's Ladder, in the last

English Six Days' Trial.

The Brake Test.

The only point in the whole trial which
we are constrained to criticise is the

brake test. Towards the bottom of this

Welsh "Jacob's Ladder," the competitors
were called upon to stop their machines
io a given distance. Failure to pass this

test entailed absolute disqualification from
the trial. In the rules and regulations,

it was stated that this test would be
imposed upon a descent dangerous to

poorly braked machines, and, having
traversed the descent ourselves, we know
that the hill was of the nature mentioned.
We think the test should have been made
on the top portion of the hill, as any
machine which could safely descend to

the officials already had proved the

efficiency of its brakes. A machine in-

adequately braked would not have
reached the testing place undamaged.
The hill had a river bed surface ; locked

wheels produced landslides, and a brake
test at the bottom of the hill is

tantamount to locking the garage door
after the motor cycle has been stolen.

It testifies as to the quality of the brakes

. BIT the machines that only two competi-

tors failed in the tests.

Two miles beyond this hill the com-
petitors were faced with the 'pik.ce de
resistance, of the trial—Alt-y-Bady—a long

rough th'ing hill with a surprise corner,

upon rounding which the riders found a

bundled yards of about 1 in Z^. The hill

it this point is fairly wide, but exceedingly
rough, and, owing to the slate and rock-

strewn sm-face, practically unclimbable
in wet weather. Probably it is the
" worst

'

' hill' ever included in a day trial

—

in fact, we cannot call to mind any trials

hill in England which is quite so bad.

Before the war the inclusion of such a hill

probably would have brought^ forth

vigorous protests, and on examining the

hill one at first thought that it should

be placed in the category of freak hills

;

but when one considers that there are

dwellings which can only be reached by
this hill, and that it is the direct road

from Llangollen to Glyn Ceiriog, and saves

a twelve-mile detour, one agrees that such

hills are quite justified.

As was to be expected, a large crowd of

spectators had assembled to witness the

climbs of the competitors, and until the

first dozen riders had ascended it seemed

23

that no sidecars would succeed in climbing

Alt-y-Bady.
In reviewing the performances of the

riders, it is interesting to classify them
according to the power of their maichines,

dividing the machines into three classes.

(1.) Lightweights (under 350 c.c), (2)

other solo machines, and (3) sidecars.

Lightweight Performances.

It is perhaps scarcely fair to compare
the respective performances of 350 c.c.

singles and twins with those of 200 c.c.

two-strokes, but, since some of the latter

came near to equalling the performance

of the larger type, it may be permissible

to include them all under one heading.

The only lightweight rider to make a

clean ascent was Eric Williams on his

1913 2| A.J.S. (a similar machine to that

upon which he won the 1914 Junior T.T.).

Kuhn (2^ Levis) touched the ground with

one foot. This did not appear necessary,

however, and he soared to the top in the

usual Levis way. H. Newey, the other

Levis rider, helped with his feet, but

otherwise made a good ascent.

Hall (2^ O.K.), Bown (2^ Bown-Villiers),

Clulee (2^ New Imperial), Taylor (2^ New
Imperial), Phillips (2^ Allon), HoUyoak
(2\ Kadco), Greaves (Calthorpe-Precision),

and Gibb (2| Douglas) all elected to run

beside their machines, while Newman {2\

Ivy), Johnson (2^ Allon), Hartwright (2i

New Imperial), Abbott (2^ Diamond),

Vale (2| Douglas), and Ford (2i Diamond)
stopped. Abbott, however, made a really

good climb up the worst portion of the

hill, failing within sight of success. Gibb

chose the looser side of the road, and hit

two rooks in quick succession which
stopped his engine.

Solo Performances.

In the larger solo class, the majority

succeeded in negotiating the hill without

assistance. Dowler (3^ Sunbeam), Sealey

]. E. Greenwood (8 h.p. Sunbeam sidecar) making the fastest sidecar ascent of Alt-y-Bady

17c
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A " Long Day " Trial.—

(4i B.S.A.), Enticknapp (4 Blackburne),
Dance (3^ Sunbeam), Strange (5-6 James),
Choldcroft (4 A.J.S.), Stobart (4i James),
Peck (3i Ariel), J. A. Newman (3-^ Sun-
beam), Doherty (4 Triumph), Stretton
Ward (4 Triumph), and Dudley (3^ Sun-
beam) all made clean ascents.

Stobart ran into the bank, but made
a splendid recovery. Doherty made what
was probably the fastest ascent ; in fact,

he made a consistently good performance
throughout the trial, and had the hard
luck to burst a tyre ten miles from the
finish.

Just before the last of the competitors
ascended the hill, some excitement was
created by the presence of six farm
horses appearing at a critical moment.
Stretton Ward skilfully threaded his way
through them and earned the applause
of the spectators.

Watson-Bourne (4 Blackburne), Atcher-
ley (4 Triumph), and Jackson (6 L.M.C.)
used their feet, the last named probably
on account of having to avoid another
competitor who had stopped.
Minton (4 Norton) and Boynton (5-6

James) stopped, the former in avoiding
a stranded competitor ran into the bank,
while Boynton was brought to a stand-
still with his wheel spinning. He made
a successful restart on the worst part of

the hiU.

Duke (4 Triumph) was a victim to

over caution. He carefully picked his

way up the hill, but took too wide a
sweep in avoiding one particularly loose

patch, and skidded and fell.

The Sidecars on Alt-y-Bady.

Giles (6 A.J.S. sc.) was the first sidecar

to make a clean ascent. Frank Smith's
new 8 spring frame Clyno made a steady
3limb, with ample reserve of power, as did

Capt. J. L. Stocks's 6-7 Ariel. J. E. Green-
wood (8 Sunbeam) made the fastest side-

car ascent, and Denley's Morgan climbed

Glasgow
Western M.C.C.
Slow Hill-climb.

An Impromplu Test.

THE Western Club of Glasgow were due
to hold an old crock nill-climb on
Saturday last, but owing to the noiv

appearance of the old crock the members
of the club present at the rendezvous ran
off an impromptu slow climb instead.
There was quite a large turnout of

members, and several good ascents were
made, the most notable being E. M. While
(6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.) and I. Barclay (6 h.p.
A.J.S. so.).

Owing to the small number of solo riders
present, a solo class was not run off. J.
Connal on a 2 h.p. Victoria-Precision put
up a very fine performance.
The reason of the non-appearance of

the old crock was due to the fact that
when about to kave for the venue the
engine refused to start, although the
previous evening everything was going
well. In all probabil'ity, however, the
event will be run off later in the season.
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steadily. Amongst the sidecar machines
probably the most praiseworthy per-

formances were those of Oreton and L.
Newey on 3^ Ariel sidecars. These two
machines, with engines of only 500 c.c,
made excellent climbs. Watson on a
similar machine also ascended the hill in
good form, but on the 1 in 3^ portion
his belt broke. Oreton and Newey were
the only riders of single-cylinder sidecars

successfully to negotiate the hilL Wood-
cock (5-6 Ariel sc), Dalby (4 Triumph
sc), and Arch (8 New Imperial) were
brought to a standstill with spinning rear
wheels, while Cutler (4 Norton' sc).
Heather (4^ B.S.A. sc), Norris (8 Royal
Ruby), Bird (4^ B.S.A. sc), W. Urry
(4i B.S.A. sc), and Grinton (8 Harley-
Davidson sc.) also stopped. Grinton's
Harley-Davidson had the sidecar on the
right side of the machine, American
fashion, and, as it happened, this would
have favoured him on the hill as the very
loose patches had to be traversed by the
driving wheel of the conventional sidecar.

After this hill the competitors had to
descend a very severe gradient into
Glyn Ceiriog, which was very rough and
trying to men, machines and sidecar
chassis. A further thirteen miles and the
riders were back again in the market yard
for the luncheon interval of one and a
half hours.

Seventy Miles on Main Roads.

At 3.30 the first competitor was due to
start in the third and last section of the
trial—a straightforward main road run of
seventy miles to the finishing point at
"The Parson and Clerk," Streetly, where
forty-nine survivors of the hard day's
gruelling were checked in.

It was an excellent trial, and we heard
many competitors congratulate the officials

upon its sporting nature. We, too, con-
gratnlate Mr. P. J. Urry, the hon. trials
secretary, and his many willing officials

on the manner in which the trial was run.

The following handed in their cards at
the finish :

A.
L.
A.
N.
J.
H.
P.
G.
D.
H.
G.
G.
F.
W.
Fr;
P.
O.
F.
C.
J.
W.
L.
P.
C.
A.
W.

•E.
G.
H.
L.
H,
J.
E.
P.
G.
H.
G.
J.
T.
S.

T.
J.
B.
J.
J.
H.
6,
H.
H.
R.
W,

J. Dowler (3V-. Sunbeam)
L. Sealey (414 B.S.A.)
S. Ward (6 Enfleld sc.)
Hall (21/2 O.K.)
A. Watson-Bourne (4 Blackburne)
P. Cutler (4 Norton sc.)

J. Enticknapp (4 Blackburne)
Dance (SV^ Sunbeam)
S. Heather" (4"A B.S.A. sc.)
Newey (2y Levis)
N. Norris (8 Hoval Ruby sc.)

Kuhn (21/., Levis)
W. Giles (6 A.J.S.)
A. B. Bown (21/2 Bown-Villiers)

ank Smitll (8 Clyno sc.)

Newman (2V' Ivy)
Hollyoak (2% Radco)
Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.)

Hartwright (2-^4 New Imperial)
Dudley (3V2 Sunbeam)
Woodcock (5-6 Ariel sc.)

E. Clulee (2V, AUon)
L. Taylor \2y-> New Imperial)
Oreton (S^A Ariel sc.)

H. Johnson (2i/, AUon)
. Jackson (6 L.M.C.)
Arch (8 New Imperial)
A. Strange {5-6 James)
'Minton (4 Norton)
Newey (31/. Ariel sc.) .

Phillips (2% Allon)
E. Greenwood (8 Sunbeam) -

W. Choldcroft (4 A.J.S.)
J. Watson (3V. Ariel sc.)

B. Stobart (4% James)
B. Denley (8 Morgan)
A. Dalby (4 Triumph sc.)

A. Newman (3V" Sunbeam)
Peck (31/2 Ariel)
T. Abbotts (2V- Diamond)
B. Vale (2% Douglas)
G. Orford (2V> New Imperial)
Williams (2% A.J.S.)
AUday (3V' James)
L. Stocks (6-7 Ariel EC:)

Boynton (5-6 James)
Grinton (7 Harley-Davidson sc.)

Greaves (3V> Calthorpe-Precision)
J. Stretton 'Ward (4 Triumph)
C. Atcherlev (4 Triumph)
B. Gibb (2% Douglas)

A Passenger Machine Trial

on Touring Lines.

The Birmingham M.C.C. will run the

Midland cup trial on touring lines. Freak
hills, speed-judging, and flexibility tests

will be excluded. We are informed that

the conditions will provide for eventuali-

ties which usually occur on a tour.

-^^•••>^

Glasgow Western M.C.C. slow hill-climb at Cult Brae. J. Henderson, 4 h.p. A.J.S. and
sidecar, starting the climb.
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A selection of questions of general interest receiied from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The MotorCycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whethei intended for publication or not must bs ascoinpanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Raised Fiices.

I ordered a new motor cycle

from an agent, and was promised
delivery in four.jor five weeks.
I now have a letter from the
agent saying the price is raised

by £7, and enquiring if I will confirm
the order. Is. it the practice of the

trade to raise the price of a motor
cycle after it is ordered at a certain

price and past the date of delivery?

—

W.B.
Deliveries are so uncertain at the present
time, and it is frequently necessary for

prices to be advanced on account of the
fluctuations of the raw material market.
Whether you will have to pay the in-

creased price depends on whether you
have a definite written quotation from
the agent. If so, you can hold him to

that price.

Misfliing.

I have a 1914 8 h.p. Rex sc.

^ outfit. (1.) The front cylinder mis-

> fires about once in every four re-

-SJ volutions when travelling at slow
and high speeds. When travelling

at about 20 m.p.h. this does not appear
to occur. The plugs are clean, as are also

the carbon brushes, and the make and
break are quite efficient. What is the
cause of the misfiring? (2.) I have a

B. and B. carburetter which chokes the
engine when the throttle is opened more
than half-way. Please tell me the cause
and remedy. (3.) The oiling system is

by pump and semi-automatic drip feed,

but I cannot get the oil to drip. The
only way to feed oil to the engine is by
means of the hand pump, which is in-

corporated with the oiler. The crank
case has a breather pipe, which I have
stopped up, thinking that this would
give me suction in the crank case and
thereby draw the oil down. Instead of

suction the crank case seems to be blow-
ing out. Should there be a valve in the
union joining the oil pipe to the crank
case, and is it necessary to have a
breather in the crank case, as oil .is

thrown all over the machine? I have
thoroughly cleaned the pump and all

the parts of the oil system but still can-
not get the oil to drip.—F.J.W.

(1.) The trouble may be due to air leaks
at the carburetter or induction pipe
unions, or to the tappets requiring adjust-
ing. Perhaps the jet is partially choked.
(2.) Bad carburetter adjustment. Try
fitting jets of different sizes. (3.) The oil

will not feed to the engine unless the
pump incorporated with the oiler is put
into action. You would serve no useful
purpose by stopping up the breather pipe.

There should be no valve in the union.

The object of the breather is to release

the crank case compression, and prevent
oil being thrown out through the bearings.

Loss of Compression.

The compression on my 2J' h.p.

Douglas is not good, and on
turning the flywheel by hand
when cold there is a hissing
noise as of air escaping. It

improves when hot. I presume new
piston rings are necessary, but do not
want the bother of fitting them just
now. (1.) Does it harm the engine to
run in tliis condition? (2.) Is petrol
consumption of about one hundred miles
to the gallon satisfactory? My weight
is 9 stone 10 lb.—G.J.B.

(1.) We do not think it will harm the
machine at all to run it in this condition.
The engine is a low compression one, and
depends upon its high engine speed for
its power. The leak may not be at the
piston rings, but may be at the valves or
valve caps. Also make sure that the
tappets are adjusted correctly, and see
that the valves are closing properly. (2.)

The petrol consumption is highly satis-

factory.

F.N. Parts.

I should be extremely obliged

if you would be good enough to

inform me where I can obtain

spare parts for a 2| h.p. F.N.
two-speed motor cycle.—E.W.W.

Write F.N. (England), Ltd., Kimberley
Road, WiUesden Lane, Kilburn, London,
N.W.6.

Deposit Refund.
After having paid a deposit of

£20 on a second-hand motor
cycle, I find myself unable to

obtain the other money necessary

to complete the purchase. Can I

claim my deposit back whole, or would
the dealer be in order in selling the
machine for less than I was going to

pay for it, and deducting the difference

from my deposit, or would I be com-
pelled to have £20 worth of goods from
him?—H.E.D.

You will either have to complete your
purchase, or otherwise you are liable to
pay damages. You could be sued for the
balance of purchase money, or the owner
could resell and deduct the difference in

price (plus any expenses in connection
with the resale) from the deposit.

Mr. E. B. Ware (A.C.U. Committee member) on the 2} h.p. Douglas he won for 10/- at

the recent Bristol Rally.
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Magneto Trouble.

I should be obliged if you
could help me out of the following
trouble with a 2^ h.p. two-stroke
Ixion-Villiers. I cannot get it

to start. It will fire the mixture
when pushed along with the compres-
sion release open (a good blue flame),
but will not do so with the release
valve shut. Carburetter, Amac, 29 jet,

taken down and thoroughly cleaned out.
Petroil lubrication, 16 to 1 (mixture
taken from the tank of a similar
machine, which runs well on it). Ports
clean, compression good. Tried va.riou3

good plugs. Magneto, Dixie, taken to
pieces and properly cleaned, contacts
clean and square, and correctly ad-
justed. Tried various plug gaps and
different .timing (fixed) from T.D.C. to

fin. before T.D.C. By pulling the
back wheel over smartly I can only get
a spark -^^Mx. long from the end of the
high-tension wire. The magneto con-
denser seems all right, as the points do
not get burnt. There is no high-
tension brush or collector ring on this
magneto. The pinion wheel is bronze.
How can I test the magnets to know
if they require remagnetising? Do you
consider this magneto a first-class one?
—H.E.N.

Without examining your machine, we
should say that the magneto current was
too weak to provide the spark under com-
pression, and we should advise you to
submit the magneto to an expert. There
is no easy method of testing the magnets.
The magneto is quite good of its type
and should give no trouble, particularly
as you have a bronze sprocket.

Improving Old Machine.

I have bought an old 3^ h.p.

^1 single-cylinder Minerva. (1.) Will
> this engine take a lightweight
-iJ carburetter? (2.) The total height

of the engine is 17in. Could this

be built into a lightweight frame? (3.)

Could a pair of Druid forks be fitted to
the present Minerva "frame? If so,

what measurements would be required?
(4.) In the bottom frame there is a
bracket with a spindle similar to a pedal
cycle. No very long cranks could be
fitted, as there is very little clearance.

What was> this probably used for? (5.)

The engine is believed to be a 1913 one.
How can I know for certain? (6.) The
height from the top of the saddle to

the ground is 33in. Would this> be
termed high) medium, or low? (7.) The
B. and B. carbirretter has a pipe
screwed on the chamber where the slides

are in. What is this for, and should
the carburetter be pushed home on the
induction pipe or just fastened on the

IJ^OT^ILl

end?—W.S.

(1.) The carburetter should be one made
for a 34 h.p. engine, otherwise you will

not get full efficiency. In any case, we
dto not think the induction pipe union
would be large enough on the Ughtweight
carburetter. (2.) Ihere is no fixed defi-

nition of a lightweight frame. The frames
for various lightweights differ in many
particulars, and the only way to judge

• whether youi" engine could be utilised m
such a frame is to measure the height, and
the distance between the plates at the

bottom bracket. (3.) You could fit Druid
forks. Measurements will be diameter of

wheels and length of steering head. You
should also give weight of the machine.
(4.) The bracket in the frame may have
been used for footrests. (5.) There was
no Minerva engine made in 1913. The
engine was made on the Continent, and
there are no British agents, so that you
will have some difficulty in determining
its age. (6.) The saddle height is

decidedly high. (7.) The pipe to which
you refer may be intended to improve
carburation by making use of the inertia

of the gases. In fitting the carbu-
retter, care should be taken that no air

gets in the induction pipe joint. This
should therefore be fitted on as far as
possible and well tightened up.

EXPERIENCE WANTED.
"B.W.C." (Chelsea).—3i h.p. Brough.

Speed, . reliability, consumption, etc.

" Scottite " (Eltham).—The substitution
of the petroil system of lubrication for
the standard oiling arrangement.

READEES' REPLIES.

The Low-tension Magneto.

I notice a correspondent in your issue

dated May 5th is in trouble owing to

the difficult starting of his N.S.TJ., which
is fitted with a low-tension Eisemann
magneto. As I have had, in the past,

some years on the road with these
machines I may be able to help him.
His trouble is undoubtedly due to glaze
on the carbon brush of the magneto. If

he takes off the fibre cover on the left

hand side of the magneto, he will find

a flat spring about l^in. long which can
be moved upwards ; under this spring,

at the end furthest away from the centre,

will be found the carbon brush ; this

sliould be taken out and rubbed up with
a piece of emery paper. When replacing,
care should be taken to see that the
tongue on the end of the spring is fitted

into the slot on the end of the carbon
brush. I have often found that these
machines will go through a long ruu
perfectly, but, after being allowed to

stand a few minutes, will require the
brush to be cleaned before a restart can
be made. It may interest your corre-

spondent to know that Messrs. Eagles
and Co., of Acton Hill, London, W., can
probably supply spares for these machines.
I have always found the above firm most
courteous, they do their best to satisfy

the most exacting requirements. I have
no interest in the above firm otherwise
than that of a satisfied customer.—H. E.
Pokier.

In reply to "A.W.G.M.'s" query in

your issue of June 12th, 1919, I beg to

give my opinion. We D.R. 's use all

kind of oils in our Triumphs, but the

smell referred to is that of castor oil,

which we use when we can get it. It

is the best oil we can get for summer
use, but we have to thin it down in., the

winter with a very thin oil which- is

issued to us as winter oil. Most D.R. 's

were unable to get castor oil except

'

those who were well in with some of the

R.A.F. During the last eighteen months
I was attached to the Tank Corps, there-

fore I was able to get a good supply of

castor oil, which I used most of the

JULY jrd, igig-

time and found it quite Al. The tubing
mentioned makes the finest grips for

Triumph handle-bars. I may add that ,

1 specially brought two pieces of this Ij

tubing home with me for use on my own 1
bicycle. I have it now fitted to my 1919

Triumph.—W. J. CoorER.

Difficult Starting.

I notice in your issue of June 19th a
question asked by "O.T.H." re difficult

starting of his 5-6 h.p. Indian. It is

possible for him to get high-tension cuiTent

with the system he has mentioned, with

the exception that he should have a small

resistance in series with the battery, so

as to prevent a dead short on the battery

when the contact breaker was closed.

The fact of the magneto being alternating

has no bearing on the matter, as the high-

tension current depends on the interrup-

tion of "the primary circuit in series with

the battery through the make and break
of the contact breaker. This system is

used on the Maxwell cars, and is termed
"plain duplex."—AS 174609.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Middlesbrough to Makyport.—J.L.

Middlesbrough, Stocktoa, Darlington,

Barnard Castle, Brough, Appleby, Pen-
rith, Penruddock, Keswick, Cockermouth,
Maryport. Approximately 115 miles.

BlRMINGH.\M TO C.4.MEB,IDGE.—J.P.
Birmingham, Coventry, Daventry,

Dunchurch, Northampton, Bedford,

Eaton Socon, St. Neot's, Eltisley,

Cambridge.

New-castle to Exeter.—T.W.R.
By the route previously given as far as

Stamford, then through Kettering, North-
ampton, Brackley, Oxford, Faringdon,
Swindon, Wootton Bassett, Chippenham,
Bath, Radstock, Wells, Glastonbury, Dur-
ston, Taunton, Wellington, CuUompton,
Exeter. Approximately 393 miles.

Bristol to Edinburgh.—P.V.J.
Bristol, Stone, Gloucester, Tewkes-

bury, Worcester, Kidderminster, Bridg-

north, Wellington, Whitchurch,
Tarporley, Warrington, Wigan, Preston,

Garstang, Lancaster, Kendal, Penrithj

Carlisle, Longtown, Langholm, Hawick,
Galashiels, Stow, Edinburgh. Approxi-

mately 350 miles.

Bristol to Alwinton".—P.V.J.
By the route we have given above as

far as Penrith, then branch off through
Alston, Haydon Bridge, Hexham, Hams-
haugh, Wark, Bellingham, Yellow House
Inn, Otterburn, Elsdon, Alwinton. Ap-
proximately 320 miles.

Ramsey (Hunts) to Llandudno and
Bangor.—R.W.W.

Ramsey, St. Mary's, Holme, Rtilton,

Norman Cross, Chesterton, Water New-
ton, Wansford, Duddington, Glaston,

Uppingham, Leicester, ABhby-de-la-Zduch,
Burton, Uttoxeter, Stone, ' Pipe Gate,

Audlem, Whitchurch,
,

Overton, Ruabon,
Corwen, Cen-ig-y-Druidion, Bettws-y-Coed,

Llanrwst, Llandudno Junction, Llandudno.
For Bangor branch off at Bettws-y-Coed
for Capel Curig, Nant Francon Pass,

Bangor.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Spares ; engine and gear box repairs ; tirorar^

deliverv-—Cvril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-
verhampton. T.A. : Parts. [1089

4Ildays.

ALLON.—Caffyna, Ltd., Eastbourne, for deliTery
shortly. [0017

ALLDAYS-VILLIERS, 191-4, 2S/4h.p.; 30 gns.—290,
Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [5306

GEORGE SMITH has 1919 Allon latest model in

stock.—268, Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction.

"Id 16 AUon, as new, little used; 48 gns.— George
i-^y Smith, opposite Arding and Hobbs, Clapham
Junction. [4009

-| Q19 AUon 2-stroke, just delivered, at cost; £70/19.
S.U —C. Burlingham, Rossyvera, Evesham. [X5116

ALLOW, 2-strote, 2-speed, new piston, belt, and tvres

;

perfect; £49; after 6.—Parritt, 14, Stanhope
Gardens. Hig-hgate. [4792

ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS 1914 2-stroke, S^h.p.,
splendid running order; £32.-104, Plough Rd.,

Eattersea, S.W. [5474

1 Q16 Allon, 2 speeds, speedometer, horn, pump, tools;
J-*^ condition perfect throughout; £45.—Howard,
11, Ruskin Av., Kew. [X4794

1 Q17 Allon, 2-stroke, new rear tyre, horn, tools; inLU splendid condition; stored 2 years; £50, cash.—
11. Melrose Ed., Gainsborough. [X5081

JONES' Garage, special agents for AUdays Allon,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade. North Finchley. - [2931

ALLDAYS Allon.—Orders booked now will ensure
early delivery.—W. R. Sanders and Co., Ltd.,

Sanders* Garage, Buxton. [X3645

ALLDAYS 1914 Zl4h.x). Matchless, 2-speed, Binks,
Bosch, good condition; 48 gns. After 6 p.m.

—

16, Alfred Gardens, Southall.
'

[5121

1 Q17 Alldaya-Allon, 2s,ih.p., 2-speed, H.C.C., perfect
J-v condition, head, tail lamps, spedometer, mechani-
cal horn; trial; £55.—Jenkins, Shenley, Bletchlev.
Bucks.

,
[X4994

"|Q19 Allon 2-speed, like new, and grey coach side-
-l-«7car, £72, separate; 3^h.p. Ivy-Precision 2-speed,
engine overhauled makers, £37.—Box 4,219, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [X4935

ALLDAYS Combination, 4h.p., 2-speed rock gear,
handle start, with coachbuilt step pattern side-

car, needs repairs; as it stands, £55.—Marlboro'
Motors, St. Albins. 'Phone : 159. [5359

ALLON 1919 23/4h.p., clutch model, leg shields, 2
speed, free engine, averages 108 to 112 m.p.g.,

good climber, mileage about 500, will take a light side-
car; price £60.—E. J. Melsome, Arden, Nether St.,

North Finchley, N.12. [X5071

Antoine.
ANTOINE-Motor Cycle, twin engine, and winker side-

car, Bosch mag.; £25.—Box L2,337, c/o The Motor
Cycle. - [4875

ANTOINE 5-6h.p., Amac, Bosch, wicker sidecar, run
ning order, mechanically sound; trial; £35; will

separate; evenings.—108, Leslie Rd., E. Finchlev, N.2.
[5031

Ariel.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford —Ariel agents since
1913. 1919 deliveries have begun. [5299

JONES Garage, special agents for Ariels, Broad
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2929

ARIEL, 3V2h.p. and 6-7h.p. : early deliveries.—
F'

Speakman, Ariel Expert, 7. Rochdale 'Rd..
Harpurhey, Manchester. [5269

ARIEL, 1914, SVoh.p., new tyres and belt, with
horn and lamps, excellent condition; £55.

—

Vincent Jackson, Helpston, near Peterlaorough. [5078

ARIEL, sy^h.p., new heavy Dunlop tyres and belt,
needs tuning up and one or two small repairs;

£32.—Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans. Tel. : 159. [5371

3ih.p. Ariel, accumulator ignition, running order,
2 spare accumulator; £15, nearest offer; must

sell; disabled.—Hutchings, 14, Eenbow St., Devonport.
[5126

1 QIS 3l4h.p. Ariel Combination. 3-speed, in good
Xt? running order; £65. Seen after 7, and all day
Sunday.—E. Harling, 6, Toulmiu Sb.» Boro', London,
S.E. [5331

5-6h.p. Ariel, July, 1915, in excellent condition,
light roomy sidecar, 3-speed countershaft, all ac-

cessories, numerous spares; 90 gns.—Nott, Briars,
Tennyson Rd., Harpenden. [X4988

31h.p. Ariel Combination, 3 speeds, decompre.-^sor,
2 horn, tools, head lamp, apron, etc., 2 new tyres,

in flrst-class running order; first cheque £65.—Scott.
90, Brooms Ed., Dumfries, N.B, [X4930
~IQ15 SVah-p. Ariel, 3-speed countershaft gear and kioli
J-«^ starter, coachbuilt sidecar, lamp sets and horn,
in good order; £95.—Walbro Motor Cycle Works
SafEron Walden, Essex. 'Phono 45. [X4875

ARIEL Combination 1917, 3-speed countershaft, eleC'
trie lighting, horn, speedometer, 2 spare tyres and

tubes, splendid condition; £96.—Osbourne House, 5,
Willoughby Lane, Park Lane, Tottenham. [4884

OUTSTANDING
FEATURES

OF THE

LONDON-
EDINBURGH

RUN
The Magnificent

Performance
of

A.B.C.

Blackburne

Indian
and

Levis
Motor Cycles.

Each supreme in its

special class.

Each gaining golden
opinions on the

road.

Each gaining Gold
Medals.

Each worth waiting

for, and all

Represented by the
Premier London

Agents :

GODFREY'S
LIMriED,

208, Great Portland

Street, London, W.l.
1 ele one : 7091 Mayfair (2 Unesl

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL 1916 5-6h.p. Combination, Swan sidecar,
countershaft, 3-speed clutch, overhauled at

makers March, as new, accessories, lamps, etc.j any
trial, any time; £120.—Card, The Green, Godstone,
Surrey. - [5076

AEIEL 1914 3Vih.j>. Combination, S-speed, clutch,

hick start, decorapressoT, Bates and Hutchinson
tyres, Pedley belt, Phcenix cane torpedo sidecar, Chater-
Lea chassis leaf and coil eprinfjs, weight 95 lb. with
heavy Kempshall tyre, luggage carrier, trip cyclometer,
2 horns, lamps; 84 m.p.g. ; enamel not scratched: in
perfect condition: owner bought car; £70.—Grafton,
Norman Ed., Sutton. . [X4819

Arno.

AE.NO, S'Ab.p., clutch model, new Dunlop back,
rido away; nearest £40.-1, Rectory Lane,

Tooting. [5082
A.S.L.

1014 4%h.p. A.S.L., Precision, B. and B.. Bosch
J-tf waterproof, h.b.c, new belt, tyres good, very fast:

ride away; best ofter oyer £30.-Eiohardson, Park St.,

Uttoscter, Staffs. ['•873

Auto-Wheels.

WALLS Auto-Wheel, in perfect condition, not run

600 miles; £11.-53, Sun St., Hitchin. [4761

AUTO-WHEEL, Wall, tyre and engine good; £12/12.

—24, Townley Ed., B. Dulwioh. [5417

AUTO-WHEEL, almost new; what oflersP-H. Nel-

son-Ward, Wicken, Stony Stratford, Northante.

AUTO-WHEEL, good condition, in perfect running

order; £13/10.—Cowan, 32, Fitzroy Sq.,
Y5223

WALL Auto-Wheel, pulls tandem splendidly: £13;

after 6.-Arundel House, Mam Ed., New Eltl«m,

Kent. L^Bbf

AUTO-WHEEL, Wall, complete with all fitting, in

good order; £12.-Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans.

Tel.: 169.
'""'^

WALL Auto-wheel, recently overhanlsd by makers,

easy starter; £12/12.-Vincent, Cerne Abbas

Dorchester.
Loa^t

AUTO-WHEEL, Wall, splendid condition, little

used; evenings; 12 gns.-ial. East Hill, Dart-

lord, Kent. ^
^^°'^^

AUTO-WHEEL fitted to fine bike, ill perfect order,

oil bath, marvellous cUmber; £24.-Lcngport Motor

Co., Stoke-on-Trent.
X45bu

WALL Auto-Wheel, perfect ™°]i??;,?!,<l«'';„'l%*m;
not used during restrictions; £10/10.-193, UpiHir

Tooting Ed., S.W.
1*^^'^

Avus.

AVUS 2%hp., 1917 model, splendid condition, littlo

mining, any trial; first clieaue, £46.-Coombs

Junr., Farnborough, Nr. Bath. LS-^-io

Blackburne.

/SeOW Bros.. High St., Guildford, are old Black-

O burne ageits, and can give early dehveries. [5300

BLAOKBUENE.-Sole agents. Book now 1°^ s"'?

delivery.-Chandler, Eeyre and Williams, Sun St^.

Hitchin.

TONES' Garage, special agents tor Blackburnes

J Broadwa?, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. '-''^'^

I

Black Prince.

BLACK Prince.-2%h.p. specification now ready;

price 45 gns.; 2-speed; ',<, deposit with order,

balance delivery, or B.P. of £3/2 per month. Lists now

I open; delivery 3 weeks.-Black Prince Motors, Aekerm

Blumfield.

BLOOMFIELD Combination. 4h.p. twin, 4.speed

gear bo:r, clutch and kick starter, underslung

cker sidecar; £70.-Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans^

'Phone : 169. [5360

B

B^

B^

Bown.

OWN 3h.p. 2-stroke, as new, good machine; £50,

best ofler.-E.G.S., 39, Bulwer Ed., Leytonstone
L4obl

Bradbury.

BEADBURT Agents.-Bright and Hayles, 78, Church

St., Oamberwell, London. [6423

EADBURT 4h.p., 2-speed, accessories; £39.—
Conner, 86, Victoria Ed., Stroud Green, N.4.

[S4844
EADBURT Combination 4i4h.p., countershaft gear,

lamps, screen, etc. ; £55.—Sargent, 4, Whitehill

Ed., Crayford. [5233

BRADBUET. N.S.U. 2-speed, light Watsonian side-

car, splendid condition; £50.-603, Lord St.,

Southport. [314998

BRADBURY.—For earlv deliveries of 1919 model,
write W. R. Sanders and Co., Ltd., Sanders'

Garage, Buxton. X3646

4h p. 3-speed Countershaft Bradbury, coachbuilt side-

car- £75.—Particulars. PLatts, 602, King's Ed.,

Fnlham, S.W.6. [5239

"I Q19 Bradbury, 6h.p., Milford sidecar, fully equitired

;

JLtf not run 200 miles; £150 lowest.—H. Wareing.
182, Portland St., Southport. [X4555

AH letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. C25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BRADBURY, 4h.p., ready for anywhere; trial 2 up;
bargain, £36.—Apply mornings, Box Villa, May-

bant Rd., South Woodford, E.18. [4837

4h.p. 1912 BradbuTT, einble-apeed, any trial, very
powerful and reliable; £35.—Tom Batt, Tumden

Farm, Bethereden, A£hford, Kent. £4997

BRADBURY and Sidecar, 4h.p., 2-speed P.E.,
Bosch ; seen running ; £54.—Speechley, 1,

Gnnnersbury Lane Acton, Lrfjndon. [5287

BEADBURT 1914 4h.p., 2-speed, coaclibnilt side-
car, P.H. lamp set, splendid condition ; ride away

;

£65 cash: after 6.-93, Vernon Ed., Stratford. [4896

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 1912. N.S.U. 2-speed gear,
lamps, generator, horn, new tyres, in good order;

£42/10.-Marlboro' Motors. St. Albans. Tel.: 159.
[5377

1 Q14 4h.p. Bradbury, Armstrong Mark VI. gear and
-L*^ clutch, machine nearly new, good tyres, every-
tbing guaranteed perfect; £75, or best ofEer.—Day, Oke-
hampton. [5338

BRADBURY 4h.p.. Grade gear, kict start, re-
enamelled and plated, horn, new tyre, low, fast,

reliable machine; £38/10.-16, Hoddesden Rd., Bel-
yedere. [5136

"I Q 14 Bradbury 4h.p., 2-8peed, clutch, wicker side-
J-v car, stored 2y2 years, splendid condition and run-
ning order; £66 ; "without sidecar £50.—Homestead,
Birchington. [5184

BRADBURY 4i^h.p., Boscb, Senspray, good tyres
and belt, horn, toolbag, very fast machine: es-

change for cycle car, or sell £42, or nearest offei.—
The Stores, lieaden Roding, Dunmow, Essex. [5193

41.h.p. Bradbury, N.S.U. 2-3peed, Bosch enclosed, ball
4 bearing engine, new piston gudgeon and con-

necting rod bushes; ride away; £35; after 6 p.m.—J.

Norman, 1 87, Snowdrop Rd. , Lodge Lane, Welling.
[4756

Brough.

BROUGH 6h.p. Twin, 3-speed, Binks, Bosch, Ivy
C.B. sidecar, wind screen, good condition; -VOO.

—B. Thorpe, Swadlincote. [X4970

BROUGH.—South Lancashire. North Cheshire, and
Isle of Manj buyers order now from Official

dealers, J. Blake and Co., Liverpool-Manchester.
[X4465

BROUGH, T.T., single-cyl.. ^dh.V-, low, light frame.
fiKcd engine. Miller's lamps, very fast; £37/10,

or exchange.—Bunting, Mason's Av., Wealdstone.
[5156

BROUGH, 1916 horizontally opposed twin-cyl. com-
bination, with Canoelet sidecar, good condition;

£80.—Lindhurst, 4, Petlierton Rd., Highbury, N.
[5469

Brown.
3ih.p. Brown, in good order, hand clutch, tyres good

;

2 £30.—T. Best, Leiston. [5238

BROWN 3V"h.v., 1913, new tyres; £35; after 6.-16.
Madrid Ed., Barnes, S.W.13. [5199

BROWN SYsh-V- B.S.A., new Dixie, re-enamelled;
£23.-9, Albert Rd., Bromley Common, Kent.

[5096
BROWN SVsh.p., adjustable pulley, Simms-Bosch

mag., B. and B., in good condition, ride away;
£30.-106, East Barnet Rd., New Barnet, Herts.

[5320

B.S.A.

B.S.A. Combination, nearly new, fitted speedometer,
etc.—Lambert, Goose Yard, St. John St., Angel,

E.C.I. [5457

B.S.A. Combination, 2-speed hub gear, wicker side-

car; £55.—Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans.
•Phone : 159. [5394

B.S.A. 4^h.p. Combination, chain dme, 1916 pat-

tern, perfect condition,—Irwin, Robertsbridge
Station, Sussex. [4769

JONES' Garage, special agents for B.S.A., Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [2919

-| Ol'* 3Voh.p. B.S.A., T.T., lamp, horn, knee grips,

Lt/ new back tyre, yery fast; £48.—Agnew, Wel-
lington, Salop. [X4944

B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, S.A., F.E., splendid

condition, ride away; £70.-320, High St.,

Poplar, E. [5140

T.T. B.S.A., perfect condition, spares, tools, lamps

;

' 60 m.p.h. guaranteed; £65.—Dounes, Home Place,

Molt, Norfolk. [X4553

BS A ,
4i^h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, kick start,

lamps, etc.; done about 1^000 miles; £90.— Davij^.

30, Paraxon, Bath. [X5084

B.S.A. SVoh.p., 2 speeds and free engine, just re-

paiTed,~and in good order; price 55 gns.— Urowu,
Eirbymoorside, Yorks. [X4843

B.S.A., 1919, with brand new Burbury sidecar, lamps
and horn, splendid turnout; £120.—Jagger, Clauph-

ton St., Kidderminster. [5342

B.S.A. 1916 Combination, C.B. eidecar, 414b. p. 3-

speed countershaft, first-rate condition; 95 gns., no
ofeers.--17, King St.. Watford. [4897

"|"Q 16 4^^h.p. B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, connter-
J-*7 shaft, clutch, all accessories, good condition;
£90.—Tebb, Church St., Epsom. [5051

REGISTERED

SPECiALITIES!

Genuine

Dry

Hellesen

Batteries

45 volt. "FLASH," 6Jin. high x 2J x 4i, 13 /6 each.

Delivery from Stock.

Carrying Cases for Batteries or Accumulators

Fig. 386. Fig. 387.
Fig. 383 For fixing to saddle down tube,

„ 287 „ „ back carrier ...

Delivery from Stock.

H.A.H. Wiring Sundries.

11/-
11/-

Fig. 255.
Set "A" for Solo Machines ... 4/3.

6 yds.single lighting wire,tape, clips,ring terminals, etc.
Set "B" for Sidecar Combinations, 6/6.

12yds. singlelighting wire, tape.clips, ring terminals, etc.

Delivery from Stock.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.
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B

Fig. 245.

Sparking Plug Cover
Fig. 245 2; in. ... 7.!d.

Fig. 246 Ijin. ... 6d.

Delivery from Stock,
JLvdb

Fig.S4S Valve Lifter 2 /6 ea,

Delivery from Stock.

A. H. HUNT, 115-117, Cannon St.
LONDON, E.C.4.

17 B.S.A. 4i^h.p., 3-speed countershaft: £75;
with coach sidecar, £90; good condition.—

Cairns, Castlefin, Co. Donegal. 1X5003

B.S.A. 3-speed Model H., diain, Mills-Fulford, coach,
hood, screen, Jones. P.R.S. ; £120.—Allen, 12,

Eydon Crescent, St. John St., London. [5195

1Q19 4V2h.p. E.S.A., Millford sidecar, only ridden
J-i7 250 miles, guaranteed perfect, as newj £135,
or nearest offer.—Black Lion, Stotfold, Beds. [5203

S.A. Combination, late model, 4l^h.p., 3-speed boi,
all-chain, E.S., perfect condition; any trial: £96.

-Parldnson, 73, Clayton St., Wigan, Lanes. [X5073

B.S.A., single gear, alL ready ride away; £40, or
offer; also Tan Sad, Grado, kick start; after 6

p.m.—163, High St., Hampton Hill, Middlesex. [5072

B.S.A., 1913 model, not run 5,000 miles, and in new
condition, 2-speed, a motor cycle to be proud ol;

price 55 gns.—Bo.\ L2,330, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4849

B.S.A. 1914 4i^h.p., all-chain, 3-spe6d countershaft,
kick starter, new tyres, enamel unscratcbed; £6B.

—Eamsay, Lyndhiust Terrace, Barking Ed., East Ham.
[4982

B.S.A. 1916 4i4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, lamps,
liorn, etc., stored 2 years, condition and order

perfect; £90.—Smith and Co., Glengall Ed., Millwall,
B. [4809

B.S.A. 4^^b.p. Combination, 1919 model, tools, lamps,
Triple wind screen, etc., new condition ; £120

;

any time after 6 p.m.—Garrett, 88, Bisect Ed., Luton,
Beds. [5021

B.S.A. 1914 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, all-chain
drive, Lucas lamps, Watford speedometer, -little

used : ^70 gns. ; alter 7 p.m.— Gilby, Wixoe, Bickley,
Kent. (Near Station.) [5401

B.S.A., 1914, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, clutch,
and kick start, and coachbuilt sidecar, as new;

£73.—J. Knight, 64, Walton Buildings, Mount St.,

Bethnal Green, E.2. ^ [5080

B.S.A. 4h.p., 1914, with coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed,
countershaft gear, chain-cum-belt, lamps, and

horn, tyres and belt good; £87. After 4.30.—Nune-
ham, Cranborne Ed., Barking. [5132

B.S.A.. 4',4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, chain drive,
kick start, good Dunlops, lamps, generator, horn,

trip speedometer, complete kit tools; any trial; £65.
—21, Cumberland Park, Acton, W.3. (After 5.30.)

[5273
"I 019 B.S.A., 3-speed, model K, maker's guarantee;
-L*? Burberry sidecar to match; all accessories, lovely
outfit, any trial; 115 gns, lowest, or sell macbine alone.
—Hynard, Draper, 116, Askew Ed., Shepherd's Bush.

[X5034
B.S.A., 1917, 3-speed all-chain coach Combination,

Cameo wind screen, speedometer, head lamp,
Klaxon, and other accessories, excellent order; £110.
Seen after 6.—Morgan, 80, Horsham Av., North
Finchley. [5118

B.S.A., 4idh.p., 1914, all-chain countershaft, P. and
H, headlamps, Lucas rear, horn, speedometer, spare

valve set, - ]i.S.A. sidecar, luggage grid, windscreen,
stormproof apron; mileage under 4,000; complete, £90.
—65, Osborue Ed., Forest Gate, E.7. [5296

B.S..^.. 1914 3Vi;h.p. Combination, sporting Canoelet,
3-speed, kick starter, chain-cum-belt, lamps,

horn, Binks, tools, spares, stored 3 years, absolutely
perfect condition guaranteed; £85 lowest.—Maw, 1,

Grosvenor Ed., Manningham, Bradford. - [5197

B.S.A.—The Birmingham City agents and specialists
who confine their business absolutely to B.S.A.

manufactures always holds the most complete stock ol

motor cycles, sidecars, bicycles, etc., and can give imme-
diate delivery of all replacements.—The County Cycle
and Motor Co., 307-8, Broad St 'Phone : Midland
733. [7250

B.S.A., 3Vyb.p., C.B. sidecar, 3-speed, countershaft,
chain-cum-belt, 3 new Dunlops, P. and H.

lamps, Gloriaphone speedometer, wind screen, apron,
luggage grid, done 4,000 miles, excellent condition;
expert examination invited; ready ride away; write
appointment; 87 gns.—55. Glemvood Av., Westcliff-on-
Sea. [5208

Calcott,

«

3JLh.p. Calcott, Senspray carburetter, Bosch, spare
a tyre; £29.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

[X4954
33.h.p. Calcott, 3 speeds, in excellent order, very
4 little used, new in 1915; 52 gns.-Pater, 14,

Bromham Ed., Bedford. [X5052

CALCOTT, 2V2b.p., waterproof Bosch mag., B.B. car-
buretter, lamps, generator, horn, nice condition;

^38.—Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans. Tel. : 159. [5373

Caltliorpe.

CALTHOEPE Junior, 1915, new in 1917, 2-Epeed;
£34.—Jenkins, 46, Eugby Ed., Leamington. [X5031

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1916, 2%h.p., Enfield gears;
splendid condition; £41.-33, Talfonrd Av., Eeading.

[4780
CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 1915 23ih.p. 4-stroke, Enfield

2-speed gear, original tyres; £50.—Pope, Staple-

hurst. [4924

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916, 23/ih.p., tapered tank,
Enfield 2-speed gear; £43.—Marlboro' Motors, St.

Albans. Tel. : 159. [5372

C26 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

ROYAL Enfield 6h.p. Combination, hood, lamps,
guaranteed as new throtaghout; £130.—Lucas,

23, Thornton Ed., Barnet. [5088

3h p. Enfield Twin, 1915, in first-class order, will

take sidecar, 2-speed, Lucas lamps; £45.—Box
4,204, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [X4817

-| Q17 6h.p. Enfleld Combination, perfect condition, 3

X*/ lamps, horn, speedometer, wind screen; any trial;

£135.-14, Denmark Ed., Kingston. [4885

6h.p. Enfield and Coachbuilt Sidecar, good tyres,

tamps; £85, or offer; would take solo part pay-
ment.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. • [X4955

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1918, Lucas dynamo
lighting set, perfect condition; £160.—Flat 6,

6, Ashburn Place, Gloucester Ed., S.W. [5226

17 6h.p. Enfield Combination, hood, screen, 3
lamps, speedometer, horn, and mirror, new con-

dition; fl45.-Walter, Bridge St., Pinner. [3:5026

LATE 1915 eh.p. Enfield Combination, speedometer,
screen, lamps, horn, etc., in new condition, very

fast; nearest £125.—Pearse, Melrose, Brighton Park,

Worcester. [X5044

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 3 Lucas lamps.
Cameo, wind screen, storm apron, grand outfit,

completely overhauled; £145, no offers.— 125, High
St., Woolwich. [X3861

ENFIELD de Luxe Combination, Lucas dynamo,
hood, screen, 2 horns, 8h.p. ; best ofler over 156

gns.—Harold Powell, Grey Friars, Portsmouth Ed.,

Kingston-upon-Tbamea. [X4885

ENFIELD 1917 6h.p. 2-speed Combination, £135;
1917 2yh.p. 2-speed 2-stroke, £56; both include

lamps, etc., and in excellent condition.—Arthur G.

Daw, 114, Brixton Hill. S.W.2. [5335

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1914 or 1915, speed-

ometer, lamps, horn, Enfield green wicker side-

car, enamel and plate good; £105.—Marlboro' Motors,

Pt. Albans. Phone : 149. [5361

ENFIELD, 1918. 3h.p. twin, Enfield 2-speed, kick

starter, Stuart mechanical horn, Cowey speedo-

meter, Lucas lamps, generator, complete with kit of

tools, new condition; £85.—Marlboro' Motors, St.

Albans. Tel. : 159. [5376

ENFIELD eh.p. Combination, 1917, with double-

seated sidecar, complete with all lamps, .condi-

tion perfect; 135 gns.—Longman Bros., Bond St.,

Ealing, and 387, Uxbridge Ed., Acton, W. Tel.

:

1578 Chiswick. [5436

1 017 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, kick start, lamps,
XtJ tools, horn, and Klaxon, Watford speedometer,

stored 12 months, just overhauled, perfect running
order, owner purchasing car; £75, no offers; seen

after 6, or by appointment.-Sawtell, Long St., Sher-

bonrne, Dorset. [X5095

ENFIELD 3h.p. (1914), in first-class order, engine
just overhauled and rebushed where necessary, new

pistons, 2-speed gear, perfect, tyres in excellent condi-

tion, very fast and powerful, petrol and oil consumption
exceptionally good ; this machine has been well treated

and carefully used: £55.—Box 4,233, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X5117

Excelsior.

AMERICAN Excelsior 8-lOh.p., T.T., 1914, Bosch,
clutch, stored 3 years, very fast; 76 gns.—Apply,

Gray's Garage, Child's Hill, Hampstead. [5265

AMEEIOAN EXCELSIOR. — Lancashire, Cheshire,
North Wales, Isle of Man; residents order now.

—

J. Blake and Co., Olficial Dealers, Liverpool-Manches-
ter. [X4464

-| Q16 7-9h.p. American Excelsior, 3-speed, kick start,

Jl*J clutch, and coachbuiit sidecar, for sale, or would
exchange for lower power, cash adjustment either way.

—Phillips, New Inn Farm, Staines. [4879

EXCELSIOE, i!-speed, hand clutch, 2-stroke, light-

weit'ht, lamps, horn, only ridden 800 miles, per-

fect- best offer over 46 gns.-Harold Powell, Grey Friars,

Portsmouth Ed., Kingston-on-Thames. [X4886

AMERICAN Excelsior Coachbuilt Underslung Com-
bination, 7-9h.p. twin, 1917, dynamo model,

electric lighting, 3-speed, countershaft, kick start,
etc., luxurious fast combination; guaranteed; £152.
—R., 5, Victoria Av., Surbiton. [5046

1Q18 Excelsior 3h.p.. special sidecar model, all
X*? chain drive, 2-speed countershaft, hand-con-
trolled clutch, mileage not 500, Amac, E.I.C., Brooks
B. 170, Dunlop heavys, P. and H. large lighting sets,

condition as new, expert examination invited; highest
cash offer; seen after 8 p.m.—Threlfell, South View,
Timperler. Che-shire. [X5014

Fafnir

FAFNIR S'yjh.p, Combination, splendid condition,
any trial; £33.-24, Townley Ed., E. Dulwioh.

[5416

F.N.

F.N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., 2-speed; 47 gns—Nurton, 29,
Montpelier Vale, Blaokheath, S.E. [5229

5-6h.p. P.N.. Bosch, B.B, ; exchange 2-stroke, or sell
£22.-141, Broadway, Cricklewood. [5237

F.N., 1913, 4-cvliuder, in excellent condition, new
tyres; £70.—Williams Bros., 110, Wardour St.,

W. [4904

E=

TYRES
SPECIAL

Clearance Lines
All g^oods sent on seven
days' approval against
remittance.
A 3/. OUTFIT is presented
Free of Charge to all pur-
chasers o-f Covers and Tubes
as advertised on orders
exceeding^ £1.

COVERS.
Our

Price.

-. List

Price.

55/-
45/2
50/-
55/-

HUTCHINSON—
26X2i passenger heavy rubber

studded
26X2} Tourist Trophy

,

26X2|X2i „ „

700x75 Light oar
(to fit 650X65 rims)

700x75 Heavy small car
(to fit 650x65 rims)

FIBESTOIME—
Rubber non-skid

(For Auto-Wheels.)

GOODYEAR—
29X2J oversize for 28X2jriin,

rubber studded .. 42/-

LEYLAND—
26 X 2J extra heavy, 3-ribbed 37/6 57/6
26 X 2f (oversize for 2^ rims) 50/- 85/-

49/6
39/6
43/6
49/6

59 /6 65 /6 [ill

17/6 28/-

PALMER—
700 X 80 Heavy 4-pJy labric 6S/- 79/-

TUBES.
Bates, Goodyear, Firestone, etc

26X5|.. 8/- III- 28X2^.
26X2J....9/6 31/6
Firestone Tubes for Auto-Wheels,

.9/6 12/6

4/6 6/6

m BELTS.
fS, AH makes in Stock at special prices.

yjjj BestEnglishmake6ft:lengthsby|in:1 /I perlt:

5ft. lengths by Jin. 1 /I per ft.

(HD W can supply odd lengths to make up two-

piece belts, lo any required lengths.

Z RETREADING. §
H Owing to removal of petrol restric-

QH] tions largely increasing our orders,
H we respectfully claim the indul-
mi gence ofour customers. Ordersare
|UiJ being executed in strict rotation
fl as quickly as possible.

Ill Vaaxhall Bridge Road,s.266
Victoria,

w.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

"U'.N. 6h.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed nnd clutch, been rebored
-•- and new pistons fitted, dropped frame ; £35,—74,
Onslow Ed., Endclifle, Sheffield. [XSOIS

F.N., 4-cy]., 2-speed, shaft drive, perfect, Donlop
tyres. Amac carburetter; £35; seen after 6

p.m.—25 Lushingt6n Rd.. Harlesden. [5101

F.N., 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed, free engine, iust over-

hauled, splendid condition, ride away; £45;
before 2 p.m.—12. Courtlands Av., Lee, S.E. [5286

F.N. 2%h.p,, clutch, 2-speed, shaft drive, Bosch
B. and B., top feed, new Dunlop 26x2 back; new

condition; £38.-24, Whitmore St., Maidstone. [4752

F.N., 2')ih,p„ 2-speed, F.E.. clutch, Amac carbu-
retter, just overhauled, excellent running order;

£33/10; after 5.— 17, King Henry's Ed., Chalk Farm,
N.W.3. 15075

F.N., 2V>h.p., just thoroughly overhauled and re-

enamelled, new Michelin cover, Am<ac carburetter,

Fischner magneto, new Duulup belt; bargain, £25;
call any time after 6.30 p.m.—42, Lancaster Rd..

Stroud Green, N. [5162

F.N , 4-cyl., 1913, dropped (r.ame, shaft drive, 2-«peea

gear, h.h.c. clutch, upright Bosch mag., 2 brakes

B and B. 1919 carburetter, lamps, tyres, horn, and
enamel like new; starts walking; £50, no offers.—Smith,

27, Prince's Av.. Hull. [X4793

FN 4-cyl. 5-6Ii.p., Bosch, Amac, dropped frame, T.T.'s,

shaft drive, mechanically sound, overhauled, re-

enamelled, new front cover, back tube; £45; consider

near offer: ride away; photo.-Sparks, 31. Broadwater

Daun, Tunbridge AVells. [5191

FN latest 6-6h.p. model ever turned out by makers,

complete combination, 4-cyl., waterproof Bosch, 2

speeds, multi disc clutch, kick starter, enclosed shaft

drive, dropped frame, lamps, speedometer; any severe

trial • only 85 gns., worth 145 gns.-'rt andsworth Motor

E.xchange, Ebncr St., Wandsworth. 'Phone Battersea

327.
144S4

Grandex.

GEANDEX Combination, believe 1914. 4h.p. J.A.P.

enoine, 2-speed Enfield gear, handle start, ]ust

been ove°rhauled, with coachbuilt step pattern sidecar,

repainted and varnished; £75.-Marlboro Motors, St.

Albans. 'Phcne : 159. [5353

Harley-Davidson.

HARLET-DAVIDSON 191S 7-9h.p., T/T^ ''"'' „|"
speed, electiio, as new; £100.-McEwan 47,

Storey Sq., Barrow-in-Furness. L498a

HARLET-DAVIDSON 1917 7-9Ii..p. Combination,

perfect condition; £125.-Eobinson, E"uda e,

Midleton Ed., Guildford. - [X5015

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915 electric

model, in good order, ready to ride away; *130---

6, Clarendon Rd., Horrow. l^ais

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, 7-9hp,
3-6peea, windsore«n, electric lights and horn ;

£125

-156, Browning Ed., East Ham. E. [5295

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, 7-9h.p.,

owner too nervous to drive; sacrifice, £110;

garaged.—462, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton. [5456

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915-16, 3

speeds, electric model, fast and powerful; £125
—39, Wingfield Ed., Walthamstow, E.17. [5159

HD Twin, 1918, electric, S C. model, imported N.Y.
'

last week, perfect condition, mileage 1,500 ;
offer.

—Vale, 21, Westhampnett Rd., Chichester. (X4863

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1916-17 Combination, electric-

ally equipiKd, tyres, cnomel excellent; £150, no

offers.—Kermode, Wekiva, Bluudell Av., Birkdale, Lanes.
[A4561

HAELEY-DAVIDSON. 1915, electric model, 3

speeds, new Dunlops, powerful, good condition,

£110 lowest; also T.T. bars for same; after 5.--767

Fulham Ed., S.W.6. C5215

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination 7-9h.p., 1915.

just overhauled bv Hnrlevs, not done more than

6 000 miles- what offers?-Martin, Weybreak House,

Harlestou. Norfolk. [X4S54

HAELEY'-Di^VIDSON 1919 Electric Combination,

dickey seat iu bulbous back, unscratched. only

ridden 400 miles; best offer over 245 gns.-Harold

Powell. Grey Friars, Portsmouth Ed., Kingstou-on-

Thame's. [X4887

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1915 electric, L9664K, Mills-

Fullford sidecar, 2 new tyres, one spare can be

retreaded electric sidecar lamp, absolutely sound me-
chanically: trial after 6; £125 cash; no offers.—5, Hnyla

Rd., Maidstone. [5403

T Q19 Harley-Dnvidson, fittefl with Indian Model de
XU Luxe sidecar and luggage carrier, wind screen,

hood, electric head light, rear and sidecor lamps, battery

ignition Corbin-Brown rear drive speedometer. Klaxon
horn- £215.—Horswill. 42, Bridge St., Chester. 'Phone

943.
'

[5194

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 1916 Combination, 4h.p., 3-

speed countershaft, fully equipped, speedometer,

etc. mechanically perfect; £90.-1, Priory Rd., Kew
Green. (5269

All lettei-s relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, nnd the date of the issue. C2r
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hazlewood.

5-6h.p. Hazlewood-Jap Combinalion, chain-cnm-belt,
3-speed, kiet start. Auto drip feed, duplex lighting

Bet, cut-out, and mirror on handle-bar, Bosch magneto,
Fillion seat and footreet, family sidecar, 2 windscreens^
cape cart hood and side curtains, tyre carriers and
spare tyre on side of sidecar, all parts plated and re-
enamelled, and sidecar painted last February ; stand any
©lamination, condition practically as new, engine taken
down and thoroughly overhauled last week ; horn, spare
belt, tube, and all necessary tools; only wants seeing
£135.—Snlsbury, 5, Jessbn St., Coyentry, [X5040

Henderson.

NEW 1919 Henderson, 4-cyl., mileage 400, equipped
fine pillion, splendid S.O. machine; ofEers.—Stuliba.

Westhampnett, Chichester. [X4862

1 015-16 4-cyl. Henderson, large Henderson sidecai,
J-t/ lamps, numerous spares, little used, and In almost
new condition ; 125 gns.—Johnson, Newhall, Stocks-
bridge, Sheffield. [X5068

1 Q15 Henderson, 4-cyl., disc wheels, electric lights,
J-*/ handle starter, guaranteed perlect; £100.—P,
and A. Edwards, 25 and 27, The Burroughs, Station
Rd., Hendon, N.W.9. 1:5248

HENDERSON .lOh.p., 1915 model, 2-speed, with
Canoeist sidecar, very powerful; £115, or exchange

lower power.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.
'Phone Hammersmith 80. [5153

fiobart.

HOBART 1915 2V'li.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed gear; ^£43
Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans. Tel. : 159. [5382

1 Q15 Hobart, 2-stroke, 2i/^h.p., take 2 anywhere, any
J-t/ trial; £31.—Salmon, Hairdresser, Ashford, Kent.

[4998
HOBART, 3V2h-P- twin, 3-speed hub gear, clutch,

pedal start, new tyres'; £43.—Marlboro' Motors,
St. Albans. Tel. : 159. [5379

HOBART, 1916, 2iAh.p., 2-strote, perfect condition
throughout; £37/10.-2, Oak Villas, Station Rd.,

West Byfleet, Surrey. [4903

HOBART, 1915, 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, just as new, small
mileage, a real beauty; £45, or best ofler.—T. M.

Pearce, Bishop's Castle, Salop. [X5083

HOBART, 1919, 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, complete with
lamps and horn, very little used; owner bought

oar; £62.—Beastall, Somercotes, Alfreton. [4801

Humber.
TJMBER, 2^4hp. twin; £48.—Marlboro' Motors, St.
Albans. Tel. : 159. [5381

3ih.p. Humber, condition like new, very reliable and
4 powerful; £25.-1, Godington Rd., Ashford,

Kent. [5000

HUMBER 3iAh.p., RoG 2-spe6d gear, free engine,
Bosch mag., handle starter, good order; £35.—

Moss, Wem. [X5055
3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, handle start; £40; trial by

2 owner after' 6 or week-end.—Webb, Sandycroft,
near Chester. [S4960

1 Q 14 Humber, 3%h.p., 2Hspeed, handle start, clutch,
J-«^ tyres and belt good; £37.-48, Prince George
Rd., Dalston. [5480

HUMBER, 3Mi-4h.p., 2-speed, Bosch, repairs needed;
£52, offers.—Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane,

Acton, London. [5288

3ih.p. Humber Combination, 2-speed, handle start,
2 just overhauled; £36.-1, Egerton Rd., S. Nor-

wood, London. [5274

HUMBER 2h.p., good order and condition, good
tyres and belt; £24,—Ward, 13, Forfield Place,

Leamington Spa. [X5123

HUMBER, 31/^h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, free,
accessories, excellent condition; £59.-36, David

Lane, Shadwell, E. [5180

1Q15 Humber 3^/^h.p., 3-speed, kick start, coach com-
Jiiy bination, condition as new; £80.-106, Millais
Rd., I/cytonstone. . [5039

HUMBER, 3V2h.p., and coachbuilt sidecar, 2 speeds,
handle start; £45.—Apply, West Brothers' Garage,

Cranbrook Rd., Ilford. rX4812

HUMBER Lightweight, 2^h.p., Bosch, Grade gear,
lamps, horn, etc., apeudid condition ; £30 ; after

6.30.-45, Ashen Grove, Wimbledon Park. [5067

3ih.p. Humber, Roc 2-sped gear, bandle start, tyres
2 perfect ; fullest particulars ; £30.—Ellingworth,

a, Hampden Av., Hampden Park, Eastbourne. [5091

HUMBER, 2%h.p., twin, 3-speed hub gear, clutch,
lamps, speedometer, etc., m nice condition; '££52.

—Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans. Tel. : 159. [5380

HUMBER 3y2h.p., 1913, 2-speed, clutch, excellent
condition and appearance, lamp, horn, and tools

;

£45.—Niuiiny, 210, Whippendell Rd., Watford. [X5054

3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, handle start, Bosch mag.,
2 plating and enamel as new; good tyres; in per-

fect running order ; £35.—S. F. Darby, Mill House,
Ely Rd., Sutton, Cambs. [X4815

HUMBER 3V2h.p., 2-speed, free engine, adjustable
pulley, coachbuilt sidecar, new belt, all new tyjes,

carefully stored 2 years, just overhauled, splendid con-
dition- private owner; £55.—Hooker. 53. King Edward
Ed.. Rugby. [X4933'

The Clydesdale

Supply Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE:

6, Bridge St., Glasgow.
The House for Motor Cycle Service.

AGENTS FOR
Roycil Ruby, Radco, Ixion,

Hobart Bird, and B.S.A.
EARLY DELIVERIES.

A few in Stock at present.

We can supply all and every Motor
Cycle Accessory. Write us, stating

your requirements, and we wiU reply

by return.

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES

IN STOCK:
P. & M. Combination, 4 h.p £88
RUDGE-MULTI, 3* h.p £76
INDIAN, 7-9Ii.p £80
VICTORIA, 4i li.p £45

WANTED,

Second-hand Machines
Any make, SOLO or COMBINATION,

FOR CASH.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID.

Write, giving full particulars, descrip-

tion, date, make, etc., to our Head
Office.

The Clydesdale

Supply Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE:

6, Bridge St., Glasgow.
Telephone : South 1517.

Telegrams :
" Clysup," Glasgow.

BRANCHES AT
40, Stockwell Street, Glasgow.
184, St, George's Road, Glasgow.
58, Nicolson Street, Edmburgh.
102, Quarry Street, Hamilton.
149, High Street, Falkirk.

7, Moss Street, Paisley.

37, Cathcart Street, Greenock.
145, Main Street, Coatbridge.

19

2
19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Imperial.

19 Imperial-Jap 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed gear
box, clutch and kick starter, large coachbuilt

sidecar, locker in back, spare wheel, run about 1,000
miles, fine combination; £155.—Marlboro" Motors, Bt.
Albans. 'Phone : 159. [5368

Indian,
3.h.p. Indian; £26; ride away, after 7 p.m.—15, Glyn-
4 field Ed., Harlesden. [-^960

14 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, countershaft; £58.—
170, Stapleton Rd., Bristol. [X4691

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 2-speed Solo: £65; exchange lower
power.—49, High St., Xingston-on-Thamea. [X4820

INDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch model. 1913, perfect in every
detail: trial; £48/10.-215, BUgh St., Lewisham.

[4922
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., spring frame, 2-speed, Swan

sidecar: £85.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-
Bow. [5310

T-9h.'p. Indian, 1914, coachbuilt sidecar, clutch and
2-spe6d, just overhauled; 98 gns.—McGildowny

Storrington. [4846

TWIN 5-6h.p. Indian, believed 1916, 3 speeds, mile-
age about 2,000; £87/10.—Leather, 2, Queen

St. South, Barnsley. [5O50

1 Q13 Indian 7h.p., clutch, model, mechanical horn,
-L «/ good tyres ; bargain, £48, or near.—Agnew,
Wellington, Salop. [X494S

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., sporting sidecar, very fast,

splendid condition ; £85.—Johnson, Darenth House,
Cotts.. Eynsford, Kent. [4856

INDIAN Combination, 1916, 5-6h.p., 3-Bpeed, clutch,

new condition; £120; exchange for SVah.p., good
make.—Fox, Walton, Peterborough. [4843

INDIAN, 1916, 3-speeds, 7-9h.p., electric lighting,

new coach sidecar, lovely order; £125; guaran-
teed.—R., 5, Victoria Av., Surbiton. {.5044

1 Q14 Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, etc., in good
X.*J condition, been stored, overhauled; £55 ; seen

any time.—Atlantic Hotel, Exmouth. £4880

INDIAN. 1915, chitch model, 7-9h.p. Model D. road
racer, disc wheels, perfect order and condition;

£80.—Iggulden, 46, Vale Rd., Tonbridge, Kent. [4950

1 Q15 Indian 3V2h.p., 5-speed, clutch, kick start, stored
Ji*y 31/2 years, beautiful condition; 75 gns., or ex-
change good combination,—Milner, Ha'Wes, ' Torkshire.

[514961

LATE 1914 7-9h.p. Indian, 2 speeds, clutch, kick
start, lamps, horn, tools, etc., excellent condition,

l>een stored- £69.-436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath,
S.E. [5253

SIPECIAL 3V2h.p. T.T. Indian Twin, 3-speed, hand
'' clutch, good order, speedometer, and lamps; bar-

gain, 65 gns.—Lindfield, Post Office Rd., Crawley,

Sussex. [5149

1 15 Indian, 7-9h.p., spring frame, 3 speeds, kick
-LJ7 start, clutch; 77 gns., or exchange with good
Douglas 4p.h. combination.—^Hartfall, 63, Copnor Rd.,
Portsmouth. [X5016

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 2-spded, clutch, coachbuilt sidecar,
electric lighting, splendid condition throughout.—

Mebes and Mebes, Motor Cycle Dept., 154-6, Gt. Port-
land St., W.l. [5423

INDIAN, 5h.p., 1916, 3-speed, clutch, with Canoelet
4-point sporting sidecar, excellent running order,

50/- insurance just paid; £90.—Penlee, Palmer's
Av., Grays, Essex. [5161 I

1 Q 15-16 Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, all

X«7 accessories, just overhauled, as new; £85, no
offers ; seen after 8 or by appointment.—33, Granville,

Rd., Stroud Green, N.4. [5170

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1916, clutch model, lamps, in Tery -

good condition througiiout, very fast, and easy to
start, long copper exhaust pipes; £68.—Watson, 132,
High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [5092

"I Q 15-16 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds,

,

JL J/ Swan sidecar, electrical equipment, been re-

plated and enamelled, smart outfit; £135; no dealers.

—11, Bramshot Av., Charlton, S.E.7. [5160

1 Q15 7-9h.D. Indian, 3 speeds, spring frame, Mbnt-
X «/ gomery coachbuilt spring frame sidecar, all In

very nice order; £135.—Walbro Motor Cycle Works,'
Saflron Walden, Essex. 'Phone 45. [X4876

INDIAN, 1915, 5-6h.p., -nith very comfoiiable coach-
built sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, speedo-

meter, excellent condition; price £llO; seen week-
ends.—17, Frognal, Hampstead, N.W.3. [5466 i

POWERPLUS 7-9h.p. Indian 1917 Combination, Eallji
diecs, new 3iu. Dunlops, Lucas lamps, 3 speeds,

hand and foot clutch, new condition; £140, no offers;

after 6.30.-274, Green St., Forest Gate. [4991

1

POWERPLDS Indian, late 1916 model, 7-9h.p., 3-

speed, clutch, kick start, lamps, horn, speed-

ometer, tools, etc., in very fine condition all round;'.

£100.—Box L2,333, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4871

1Q16 Powerplus Indian Combination, hood and f

JLif wind screen, 3-speed, hand and loot clutch,

kick starter, speedometer, and spares, fully equipped;
£130.—Turnell, 93, St. Andr.ew's St., Lincoln. [5281

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 3-speed, late model, with Millford
co^if'hbuilt sidecar, excellent condition.; 100 gns.,

or exchange lightweight and cash. — Newuliani, 223,

HaiiimersmiTh Rd., 'V. 'Phoue Hammersmith 80. [5151

C30 All letters relatin;! to advertisements should qudte the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro.

METKO-TTLEE. — Sole aesnts for Heittoidshiie,
Cliandler. Reyre and Williams, Sun St., Hitohin.

[0998
METEO-TTLEB 1918 Bed 2-stroke, 2-spe6d, discs,

long exliaast, Tery good condition; £58.—'Plione
888 Hammersmith, [5257

1 Q19 Metro-Tyler, single si)eed, horn, OTer 40 m.p.h.,
.1-*^ just overhauled makers, guaranteed perfect; £49.
-JS'eill, 15, Bolton Ed., Ohiswick. VfA. [4919

1Q19 Metro-Tyler 2\^jh.p., 2-speed, disc wheels, longJ-f exhaust, lamps and horn, and lightweight sidecar
to match, practically new; this is the sportiest machine;
£90 cash, or near offer.—68, Union St., Torquay.

[X4846

Minerva.
MINERVA, 3V2h.p., old model, as it stands, mag.;

£16.-Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans. Teh: 159.
[5387

MINERVA, B. and B.. good tyres; £12; after 6.-
Arundel House, Main Ed., New Eltham, Kent.

[4858
MINEETA, S'/jh.p., B, and B., m.o.T., less magneto,

perfect condition, bargain; £8.-40, Wilmot St.,
Dilby. [X4893

MUTEETA, 2%h.p., less magneto, carburetter; low
frame, good engine; £10.—Hull, Confectioner,

lluckingham. [X4747
3ih.p. Minerva, Sosch, Druids, good condition, less

2 exhaust bos; £25.—Goodall, Copthorne, Chase
Ed., Eysom, Surrey. [5053

MINERVA, 3V2h.p., variable gear, accumulator, tyres
and engine in good condition; £25.—Cuba, Stan-

tonbury, Bucks. [X4811

MINERVA, fast, powerful, , m.o.v. ; £19; lequirea
little attention.—Bird, 13. Coleridge Rd., St.

Thomas, Exeter. [X4907

MINERVA, about 2i;^h.p., new 20-amp. accumula-
tor, 2 new inner tubes, m.o.v., re-enamelled,

brakes require attention; £12.—15, Mount Rd., Hen-
don, N.W. [5070

MINERVA, SVzh.p., Bosch magneto, B. and B.
carburetter, semi-automatic drip feed, oil pump,

lamps, generator, adjustable pulley, tools, pump, horn;
first cheque £40, or part exchange good lightweight.
Over-Dale, Bletchiogley, Surrey. [5086

Morris.

THE Morris, SVbh.p. M.M.C. engine, new tyres, belt
basket sidecar, splendid condition; £25; accumu-

lator and coil.—Fogden, St. Aldate's, Oxford. [X4799

Moto-Reve
MOTO Reve, 2^ih.p. twin; 20 gns., ciieap.—290,

Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [5305

O iLh-p. Lightweight Moto-Reve, Bosch, spring forks ;** £26.-453, Wandsworth Ed., Clapham. [4972

MOTO-REVE 2i/2h.p., Bosch, Amac, fair condition;
£8. I'LlVrs,—Andrews, Folly l-'arm, Alkham, Dover.M(6146OTO-REVE, lightweight, twin, fast, reliable; £20,
ofl'ers.—liarfte'.d, Belmont, Fairfax Ed., Harnpton-

wiok. [X4821
MOTO-REVE twin 3h.p., just overhauled, new Dun-

lop bslt, tyres good; £25 4, Orbel St., Bat-
teraea, S.W.ll. [5230

MOTO-REVE 2',ih.p., mag., Druids, Amac, and
enamelled; wants slight attention.—Bailey, Frome

Rd., Trowbridge. [X4973

Motosacoctie.
MOTOSACOOHB 2>,4h.p., mag., Druids; £10.-T. W.

Shaw, Wellington, Salop. [X4952

MOTOSACOOHE, Bosch, now Amac; running order;
£15, or nearest.—A. Neville, Acrefair, Nr. Euabon.

[X4813
MOTOSACOCHE, just overhauled, new belt, Bosch

inasjneto, in running order; £22.—Fish, 28, Bond
St., Wiuuingtou, Northwich. fX5007
MOTOSACOCHE, lightweight, Bosch magneto, spring

forks; just been overliauled.—Apply, Bower,
llaliol House, Guuthorpe St., Aldgate, E.l, London.

[X4754
"\T0TOSAC0CHE 2V2h.p., change speed, lead lamp,
.^•J- liorn. Brooks saddle, patent e.xhaust valve, cyclo-
meter, excellent condition, unused 4 years; £35.-839,
Harrow Rd., WiUesden Junction. [X4701

LADY'S Motosacoche, 2h.p., bought new March,
1914, not done 300 miles, free engine, variable

gear, plating and enamel as new; £35, no offers.

—

Jackson, Jeweller, Fleet, Hants. [5210

New Hudsou.
2.3 h. p. New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch, new tyres;
4 £38, offer.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxiord. [X4956

1Q1S. 2yjh.p„ 2-stroke, 2-speed, New Hudson; £40,L^ or offers.—46, Percival St., Goswell Rd., E.C.I.
[5177NEW Hudson Combination. 1914, 4h.p., 3 speeds,

K.S. ; £72, or.near.-113, Rodney Rd., Walworth,
S.E. [4936
"1013 New Hudson-Jap . 2%li. p., 3-speed hub, loot-]
-»-•- boards fitted, good condition; £25.—Box 4,226,'
c/o The Motor CyoV. [X5003

I

eflsreRN

DELIVERIES.
We regret that as it is quite im-

possible for us to obtain definite

information from manufacturers
regarding supplies of motor cycles,

we in turn are unable to give our
clients more tlian approximate
delivery dates.

It foUows, however, that quite apart

from our desire to fulfil the wishes of

our customers, we are most anxious,

for our own benefit, to obtain new
machines, and are therefore using
every endeavour to get deUveries on
the contracts we have placed.

Our arrangements were made in good
time with the manufacturers, and we
offer you the advantage in delivery

that this entitles us to. The machines
enumerated below are those for

which we hold agencies or have
placed contracts, and we shall be
pleased to give prompt attention to

j'our enquiries concerning them.

MOTOR CYCLES.
ALLON
A.B.C.
ARIEL
BLACKBURNE
BROUGH
B.S.A.
GLYNO
DIAMOND
JAMES
MATCHLESS
METRO-TYL€R
NEW IMPERIAL
NORTON
N.U.T.
OMEGA
ROVER
ROYAL ENFIELD
RUDGE

TRIUMPH
ZENITH

SIDECARS.
CANOELET
COMFY
EMPIRE
GLORIA
MILLFORD
SWAN

LIGHT CARS.
G.W.K. two-seater.

G.W.K. four-seater.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

EASTERN GARA6EG°
Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.,

418, ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone : ,190 East Ham.
Telegrams :

" Egaraco. London."

N^-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

IW Hudaon, 3%li.p., 3 speeds, new tyre*, J.A.P.
engine; good condition; £46.—T. W. Anstin, 32,

Wyclifle Ed., Battersoa, S.W. [5314

33h.p. New Hudson, clutch, 3-sp«6d, J.A.P. engine,

J B.B. carburetter, fully equipped; £62.—Apply,
Liyett, 249, High St., Borough, S.B.I. [4901

NEW HUDSON 1914 Combination, 4i^h.p., Bosch

mag., 3-speed, recently overliauled, any trial;

what oSersP-Apply, 329, High St. North, Bast Ham^^

3ib.p. New Hudson and Sidecar, 3-8pe8d, clutch, ei-

2 cellent running order and appearance; £75: alter

5 o'clock, or appointment.-George, Brookside, Brom-

ham Rd., Bedford. [X.5046

3ih.p. New Hudson, 1916, almost new. and runs to

2 perfection, upkeep almost nil, for a last,

thoroughly reliable mount this cannot be excelled;

will accept 38 gns., no offers, first money order secures.

—West Sussex Motor Co., 41, Chapel Kd., Worthing.^

NEW Hudson Big Sii, 1915, little n»ed (not 2,000),

3-speed Armstrong, kick start, new Dunlops,

lamps, horn, yery powerful machine, perfect condition,

with comfortable coachbuilt sidecar; would eicliange

for good 3%h.p. or 4h.p. combination and cash adjust-

ment.—Box 4,225, c/o The Motor CyoU. [X4996

New Imperial.

CROW Bros., High St., Gnildord, inyite enquiries

for latest New Imperials. [4006

N'BW Imperial.—Oaffyns, Ltd., Eastbonrn, are book-

ing orders lor deliyeiy shortly. [0018

NBW Imperial-Jap, 1914, 2 speeds, free engine. vejT

last; £41.—Fison, St. John St., Sehsbury. [4959

EW Imperial 2%h.p., 1916, 2 speeds, wide bars,

fast; £50.—Railway Garage, Staines. 'Phone 139^

EW Imperial-J.A.P., 1916, T.T., 2-Bpeed, Klaxon,

lamps; 45 gns.—Box L2,411, c/o TU Motor CycU
[5450

EW Imperial 254h.p., 2-speed, perfect condition:

£38 —Birch, Littlecot, Sutton-at-Hone, near Dart-

ford. WS'IS

NEW Imperial 2y2h.p., 2 speeds, almost as new:
£49(10.—Collier's llotoiies. Union Bt. South,

Halifax. [5=5^

NEW Imperial 1916 2%h.p., 2 speeds, tools, lamps,

horn excellent condition : £42 ; Friday after 5

p.m.—167, Camberwell Grove, S.B.5. [487?

NEW IMPERIALS. Call and inspect the latest

models.—Sole London agents. Beys, 173, Oreat

Portland St. 'Phone: Mayfair 879. [9677

NEW Imperial, 1914, 23,ih.p., 2-speed, new piston

and connecting rod, and new gears ; any trial ;
£38.—

Atkinson, Crosslande, Endmoor, Kendal. [X4797

EW Imperial-Jap, 2^ih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, new
J- 1 tyres lamps, horn, perfect condition ; £45.—New-

land, 248, Alderminster Rd., Bermondsey, S.E.I. [5142

NEW Imperial, 1916, 2%h.p., 2-8pe6dfi, eemi-'T.T.,

new tyres and belt, lamps. Klaxon, etc. ; condition

good, recently OTerhauled; ride away; £42.—Lt. Parry,

Seaplane Base, Westgate, Eeut. [5299

1 Q19 T.T. Model New Imperial J.A.P., 2%h.p. Jap
-L«? engine, 2-speed countershaft ge»r, knee grips

and horn, unscratched, only ridden a few miles: £55.

-62, Huron Rd., Baltam, S.W. [X5018

NEW Imperial, 2y2h.p., 2-3peeds, free engine, clutch,

kick etart, with trade side box attachment to

carry 2 cwt. • guaranteed perfect running order
;

first

ofler over £70.—Capt. Salmon, Waltham St. Laurence,

Berks. [X4782

NEW Imperial, 2i/2h.p., perfect order, just oyer-

hauled; £35.-28, West Side, Clapham Common,
alter 8 p.m. week-days, 2 p.m. Saturdays. [5054

w
w

New Ryder.

,TEW Ryder 2-speed, Br,nnd new, 1919 models actually

N in stock; price £60 nett.—Stevens, 184, Penton-i^ in stock: price

villa Ed., King's Cross. [5249

Norton.

JACK HEALT, Cork.—Norton official agent tor the

South of Ireland. [Xe335

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, Norton agents: let

us reserve you one. [5501

B IG Four, 1912, Norton combination, in iplendid
condition, 2 speeds, lamps; £55.—Backhouse, Vic-

A\., Thirsk. [5318

D^
toria Av., Thirsk.

,AN BRADBURY. 224, London Rd., Sheffield, the
' well-known Norton exponent and agent, will give

you earliest possible delivery of Nortons. [7269

NORTON 1916 S'Mi.p.. T.T.. Philipson puUe.v. and
adjustable pulley, knee pads, very fast, just fitted

pair 26x3 Dunlop cover and tube; £78.—Mason Motms,
Letchworth, Herts. [5186

NORTONS — We are now booking orders for the

latest model Norton solo and sidecar ontflts; £5
deposit: deliveries in strictest rotation.—Maudes'. 100,

Gt Portland St.. London. W.l. [5675

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at ttie end. of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B25
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

NOETON" SVsli-P., B.E.S., believed 1914, Bram-pton
Tariable gear, tyres good, new Dnulop belt, iwr-

fect condition; any trial nr exnuiiniitioii, makes mile-
stones look like a churchyard; £65, or part exchange
for a good combination,—Back 647, Atterclitt'e Kd.,
Sheffield. [4977

IQIS (Wo. 37,200) T.T. Norton, drilled piston, ad-
JL *^ instable pulley, John Bull tyres and belt.
Triumph horn; overhauled, re-enamelled (grey), and
lebushed; mag. Simms; B.E., spare valve, tube, mag.,
chain; whole in excellent order, and exceptionally fast;
best over £42 (K.S. lightweight) considered.—26, Eipon
Gardens, Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [X4741

N.S.U.

N.S.IT. 1914 6h.p. O.B. Combination, in good condi-
tion; £75; seen aft-er 7 p.m.—73, Ardgowan Ed.,

Catford. [5008

Sih.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, free engine, B. and B., good
2 tyrce; ride away; £25; after 6 o'clock.—47.

Charlton Ed., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [4764

3.3h.p. N.S.F., 2-speed, F.E., Bosch, m.o.i.v. epring
4 frame and fork, lamp, horn, pmup; splendid

condition; £35; after 6.-9, Gibson Sq., N.l. [X475R

N.S.U., wants slight attention, overhead inlets, 2-
speed, free engine, handle start, make fine bike

;

£26, quick sale.—Longport Motor Co., Stoke-on-Trent.
rX4S59

Xr.S.XT. 4-5h.p. Twin, 2-speed, clutch, and Millford
•^* wicker sidecar (nearly new), 2 new tyres just
fitted, in very fine condition throughout, ready to
ride away; £45.—Watson, 132, High St., Aldeburgh,
Suffolk. [5094

O.K.

"Id 17 2V''h.p. 2-speed O.K., perfect throughout, and
Xt/like new; £40.—Lindfield, Post Office Ed., Craw-
ley, SuMOi. [5146

O.K. Lightweight, late 1916, 2-speed gear box, 4-

stroke, good order ana appearance ; £48.-7,
The Vale, Acton, W.3. rX5080

JONES' Garage, special agents foi; O.K. machines,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. [2922

1 Q17 25.4h.p. O.K. M.A.G. engine, overhead inlet
-i-i' valve, lamp, new tyres; as new, very fast; £50.—
Pamphlett, Gillingham, Dorset. [X4576

1Q1S O.K. 2i4h.p. 2-stroke, single speed, ridden 30Xf miles only, tools and pump; only £35, no
offers.—Farmer, 73, Union St., Torquay. , [4825

O.K., 2i^h.p., 2 speeds, countershaft, Diuids, Amac,
lamps, horn, T.T, bars

;
perfect condition and run-

ning order; £38; after 6 p.m.—135, Cavendish Drive,
Leytoastone. [4785

O.K., 2-stroke, 2-speed, countersliaft gear, chain and
belt drive, aluminimn footboards; in good running

condition; £40; South Lancashire District.—Box 4,200,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [S4752

O.K., 2-speed, countershaft gears, under 500 mileage,
as new, bought new this year, perfect everywhere;

£50; very reliable, original Dunlop tyres, new Luca.s
lamps, aluminium footboards, spare belt, plug, tools,

and bag; owner buying combination.—Wingrove Boot
Stores, Fleet, Hants. [5211

Omega.
OMEGA-J.A.P., the king of lightweight motor cycles,

2^4h.p., 2-speed, 54 gns. We can deliver these
famous machines uow. Send for specifications.-Sole
district agents, C.M.D. Motor Cycle Garase, 5, Tavistock
St.. Leamington Spa. [X2250

P. and M.

P.
and IL 2V2h.p., chain drive, 2 speeds; 30 gns.—
Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South, Hali-

fax. [5350

31.h.p. Phelon and Moore, nice machine, 2-Epeed;
2 £50; bargain.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

London. [5245

P.
AND M., 3h.p., 2-speed, handle start, very good
condition ; £37, no offers ; owner has car.—Apply,

Flemming, 15, Felday Ed., Catford. [3486

"IQ19 P.M. Combination, oversize tyres, accessories;
Xt7 cost £135; exchange late Enfield, or sell.—Palmer,
61, Commercial Ed., Waterloo, S.E.I. [4937

1Q14 P. and M.. new Mills-Fulford combination, 2-
XJJ speed, horn, tools, spare inner tube, smart turn-
out, good hill-climber; £95, or near ofler.-Jones. 131a,
Bioad St., Coventry. [X4965

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT-N.S.U., 5-6h.p., low, sporty, comfortable;
£32, cash.- 5, Benares Ed., Plumstead. [X4882

PEUGEOT 5-6h.p., Druids, less tyres, mag., Amac,
enamel good; £30.—Seen Wall, Wellhouse Lane,

Bnrnet. [4844

3ih.p. B.B. Peugeot, Palmers, mag., Chater-Lea,
2 lamps, fast, reliable; £26, ofEers.—R^ev. Foreman,

Cheshunt, Herts. [4909

PEUGEOT Tfldn 5-7h.p., Bosch, B.B., tyres, tubes
new, fine condition; £38; after 6.-294, South-

ampton St., I'eckham, S.E. [4943

The joys of motor
cycling are manifold

—

but they are always

associated with freedom

from mechanical trouble.

From the grateful mah-
ner in which hundreds
have written thahking

us for the prompt and
thorough way we have
repaired their

Sturmey-Archer
or

Armstrong Gear

We are justly conscious

that we have done our

part well.

RECOMMENDED BY

STURMEY-ARCHER Co

We regret, however,

through heavy pressure

on our works at the

present time, we cannot

undertake repairs at

short notice, but you

can rest assured that

orders will be executed

in strict rotation.

County Engineering Co.

64. STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,
I. ON DON, m.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Peugeot.

PEUGEOT Combination, 61i*.p., new tyres, lamps, etc.
SO-mile trial run given if required; price £65.-

Buckland, 28, Bartholomew's Rd., Heading. [5469

PEUGEOT 61i.p. Twin Coach Combination, tyre
good, clutch, lamp, horn, apron, spare valves

£70 f.o.r.; no offers,—Bobson, 27, Peel St., Sunder'
land. [X501:

1

P.P.
7-9h,p. P.F. Twin Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed

Bosch, B. and B., Chater-Lea sidecar; bargain
£45; trial London district.—Box L2,402, c/o Th
Motor Cycle. [544

Precision.
33.h.p. Precision Combination, . E.S.A. 2-speed, kici

4 starter, perfect condition; £63.-52, Hazellevill
Kd., Hoinsey Hd., N. [500

PRECISION, 4h.p., Bosclf magneto, B.B., Bramptoi
variable gear, belt and tyres nearly new, T.T

bars, lamp and generator, etc.; £50, offers.—158b
Norwood Kd., West Norwood. [616',

Premier.
3ib.p. Premier, 1910, fixed engine, in running order

2 £25.—Brake, Southfarm Ed., Worthing. [501:

PREMIER, 2V.h.p., 1914, splendid condition, rids

away; £37.-129, Widniore Rd., Bromley, Kent
Tel. : 351. [433f

PREMIER, 3V'h.p., 1913, clutch model, rebnshcd
ride away; £35; after 6.30.—13, Stuart Rd.,

Acton, W.3. [481E

PREMIER 2V2h.p., Bosch, variable gear, new Palmer
£25.—Reeve, Roswell, Sauirrels Heath Av., Gidei

Park, Romford. [493C

PREMIER, 4h.p., thoroughly overhauled, and ic

splendid condition, good tyres; £35.—Jackson,
Jeweller, Fleet, Hants. [520S

3 ill. p. Premier, 1913, with sidecar, pedal start,

2 3-speed, clutch, ride away; £54.-48, Prince
George Rd., Dalston. [5478

3ih.p. 1912 Premier, wicker sidecar, Grado pulley,

2 lamps, etc., ready to ride away, stored during war;
£40.-223, Archway Rd., N.6. [54867

PREMIER, 1916, 4h.p., 3-sp«ed, countershaft; K.8.,
coach sidecar, all accessories, as new; £95, oi

offer; seen any time.-C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3,
[5062

rC|14 Premier SVoh.p., countershaft, 3-speed, hand-
^ some coachbuilt sidecar, lamp.s, horn, etc.,

turnout absolutely as new; £90.—Palmer, Nurseries,
Worcester. [X5042

,

PREMIER, 1914, Bosch, 3-speed, clutch, lamps, all

accessories, fine condition, including tyres, little

used; £54.-23, Crockerton Rd., Wandsworth Com-
mon, S.W. [5473

PREMIER 1914 SVah.p., 2-speed C.S., complete with|

lamp and horn, original tyres, kick starter, very

little used, beautiful condition ; 55 gns., lowest.—Jenkins,

27, Gt. Darkgate St., Aberystwyth. [X5057

PREMIER 1914 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed counter-

shaft gears, kick start, 2 new tyres, lamps, horn,

2-seater coachbuilt Bowser sidecar, seat 2 adults ctiiii-

fortabiy ; £90.—Dykes, Laxfield, Eramlingham, Suifolk.

;

[X5020
PREMIER 1914 4h.p., 2 speeds, cane torpedo side-

car, perfect condition, stored during war, brand
new tyres and belt, complete with lamps and all ac-|

cessories; £75.—Oakes, Park View, Willow Grove,;

Chislehurst. [SllOj

EW December, 1918, 3y2-4h.p. Premier, W.D. '.

— - model, 3-speed gear box, kick start, plate clutch,

2iAin. Dunlops, mechanical horn, ridden 300 miles,

and exceptional high-class Bramble coachbuilt side-

car, 4-point attachment, real first-class turnout; £110;
bike £86.-40, Thorn St., Preston, Lancashire. [X4983

,

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 3>/i.h.p., Bosch, good running order, re-

liable- £20.—T. W. Shaw, Wellington, Salop.
[X4953 I

QUADRANT, Bosch magneto. Whittle belt, ready to

ride away, 3V'h.p.; £30.—Godfrey, 7, Canal Rd.,

'

Mile End Rd., E.
'

[6073

1 tfcl4 4V--h.p. 3-speed Quadrant, just completely over-

jLO hauled, splendid condition ; any trial ; £55, or

,

best ofEer.—Day, Okehampton. [5339,

3ih.p. Quadrant, B. and B., new Bosch, very fast,

2 ready to ride away; £35.—W.T., 2,. Lime Cot-

tages, High St., Alpeiton, Middlesex. [4981

QUADRANT 1914 W.D. Model, 4y2h.p., 3-speed,

clutch, T.T. speedometer, red, fast, sporty, splen-

did condition; £50, offers.—158b, Norwood Rd.,

West Norwood. [5166

,

Radco.

RADCO 2i,4h.p. 2-stroke, 1916, perfect order; £34.—
124, St. Alban's Rd., Dartford, Kent. [5136

JONES' Garage, special agents for Radco, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [^923

RADCO, 1916, 2-Btroke, good condition; ride away
after 7 p.m.; £30.-2, Eastbourne Rd., St. Ann's

Rd., Tottenham. [5163

N^

E26 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

ypEIUMPH 3i/2h.p., 2-speed, F.E. clutch, splendid oon-
J- dition; 38gns.—27. Bruce Grove, Watford. [5015

TEimiPH. 1913, 3-speed, splendid condition, ivell
equipped; £60.-1, I'riory Rd., Kew Green. [5270

£40 —Triumph, 3%h.p., clutch, good condition.-3,'*' Devonshire Emv Mews, Portland Place, W.l.
[4898

TRIUMPH, 1913, clutch, excellent condition; 40 gns,
-Cory and Grundy, 384, Wandsworth Ed., S.W.

TRIUMPH Combination, nearly new : what oHers ?
—59, Town Rd., Edmonton (not Thursday).

1 Q 13 Clutch Model Triumph, in flrst-class condition.LtJ -Mitchell, 5, Cross St., Farnhoiough, Hants.

1Q11 Triumph, clutch model, SVah.p., good condi-
J-t/ tion; £35.—Box 4,227, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X5004
1Q15 4h.p, Countershaft Triumph motor cycle.—C.J-«^ Kitchiugman, 58, Garfleld Ed., Lavender Hill,
''"- [4812
3ih.p. Triumph, good tyres, front and rear lamps,

2 nice condition; £35, King, Egrove Farm, Ox-
ford- [X4957
TRIUMPH.—Triumph spare parts supplied by

Coventry Motor Mart. Ltd., London Rd
Coventry. [S0613
'T'RIUMPH, 4h.p., 1916, 3-speed, C.S., all acces-
J- sones; 65 gns, near offer.-21, Glendale Ed.,
Erith. - [5052
JOKES' Garage, special agents for Triumphs, Broad-
„ „"'^'.- Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,
Worth Finchley. [2927

TRIUMPH, clutch, Bosch, guaranteed perfect con-
dition; £50, first cheque.—Box 4,203, c/o The

Motor Cycle. tX4S15
"1 Q14 W.D. 3'/2h.p. Clutch Model Triumph, very fast,
J-O" ready to ride nway; £50.-King, Builder, Gordon
Ed., Camberley. [4962
Oih.p. Triumph, Grado gear, Bosch mag., perfect^2 order; £25, no offers.-?. Diss St., Hackney Ed.,
London, E.2. [4916
rPEIUMPH 2-speed, countershaft gears, Bosch mag.,
-•• lamps, good order; £55.-10, Paget Ed., Lord-
ship Park, N. [5332
rpEIUMPH 3VJi.p., 2-speed, free engine, excellent con-
-l dition; £50.-:Yells, 55, Old Dover Ed., Black-
heath, S.B. [4892
£35.—Triumph, running order, Bosch mag., good^ ,.'5^''^;,4;°sle speed.—Hazell, 127, Bedlord Rd.,
Clapham, S.W. [5112

4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Triumph, condition as
new; accept 90 gns.—88, Eedcliffe Gardens. Ken-

sington, S.W. CX5019
qiRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, adjustable pulley, fine
-- order; £45; any examination.—Badcock, High
St., Masham. [X4992
rpRIUMPH. 31/ih.p., 1915 renewals, 2-speed, clutch,^ kick start; £45.-2, Linden Villas, Princes Rd.,
Weybridge. [5204
fpRIUMPH, Bosch, B. and B., Lucas lamp set, in
-- very good running order; 36 gns.—65, Station
Rd., Brixton, S.W. [5127

£30.—Triumph, S'/jh.p., Bosch, new tyres, lamps, belt;
riile away.—Shaw, 186, Trundleys Ed., Deptford,

b.E.8: after seven. [4762
fTlRIUMPH, 1914, 3V2h.p. engine, combination, coach-
J- built, good order; £88.—Hill, 4, Shrivenham
Rd., Stratton; Wilts. [4842

"I
Oil Triumph, Siih.p., clutch, and N.S.U. 2-specd,

J-«^ lamps; £45; after seven.—Elizabeth Lodge,
Parkway, Gidea Park, Essex. [4765

rpRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed hub gear, clutch, needs
-l repairs; as it stands, £53—Marlboro' Motors,
St. Albans. Phone; 159. [5392
"jQ12 Triumph, SVjh.p., clutch, Boaoh magneto, new
fr.. ^r'^ °n hack; £35.-MadEwick, Biltmoro, Bram-
snott Chase, Hindhead, Surrey. [5175
31h,p. Triumph, clutch model, new tyres, engine

2 overhauled, lamps; £39/10; must selL—27,
Durham Ed., East Finchley. [6117

TRIUMPH 1919 Countershaft, ridden 300 miles: 115
gns., lowest.—Harold Powell, Grey Friars, Ports-

mouth Ed,, Kingston-on-Thames. [X4889

J Q12 Triumph, SVjh.p., clutch model, flue going order,J-*' seen any time, any trial; £38.—Tom Batt. Tarn-
den Farm, Bethersden, Ashford, Kent. [4996
T^EIUMPH Baby, new, lamps, generator, horn, num-
-^ ber plates, tools; £60, lowest cash; seen Balham-Box L2,412, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6451
'T'EIUMPH 1912 Clutch Model, good condition, new
J. tyres; may be seen any time; £40.-E. SwindeU,
Ine Callow, Ashbourne, Derbyshire. [X4697
"|Q13i/_. Triumph, SVzh.p., 3-speed, clutch model,
•f-" speedometer, all accessories, stored during war-
£40.-160, Herbert Gardens, Willesden. [5111
'T'EIUMPH, coach combination, clutch, pedal start
J- splendid condition, all lamps, etc.- £60., or offer-
S^n any time.-C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. [5063

AT LAST
WE CAN
DELIVER
FROM STOCK
NEW

5-6 h.p. James - £130
3| h.p. Sunbeam £125
2| h.p. Douglas £78-80

READY TO
RIDE AWAY
As supplies from the manufacturers'
are practically unobtainable, we
havepurchased the abovemachines
at an increased price from an
Allied Government, and con-
sequently cannot offer at list prices.

The machines are standard to

makers' specification, and are
offered subject to being unsold.
Limited number only available.

We wish to make clear to all con-
cerned that machines obtainable
by us direct from the manufacturers
are being sold at LIST Price in

rotation to customers on our
waiting list.

15-16, Bishopgate Ave.,

Camomile Street/ E.C.3.

Telephone—Avenue 5548.

Telegrams—"Elcemoeyca, London.*'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
Triumph.

lOll Triumph, nlitteli, brand new; horn, lamiw, Kelt,
'-^^ tuhes, tlioroughly overhnuled, pei'l'ect couditinii

;

42 gns.—Rose Villa, Neai5den Lnne, \yillesden, [4799

TEITTMPH, December 1914, 3-3ijeed, scarcely used,
uiechanicnlly new, new Dunlop belt, 68 gns. ; nn-

other, 66 gns.—16, Hefiper Mews, Earl's Court. [4913

TRIUMPH, SVali-P.f wicter sidecar, new condition,
2 3i>eed, accessories, nice outfit; best over £45.—

Cadel, Ivydene, Nonvich Rd., Thornton Heath. [4758

TEIUjVII'H SVijh.p., 2-speed, iviclcer sidernr, P. and
H. lamps, horn, comprehensive insuriince, new

belt and tyres; bargain, £60.-5, Headstone Ed., Harrow.
[4895

TRIUMPH 3!;h,p., clutch model, enamel, plating,
and whole condition as new ; £48. After 5.—

H.E.H., 14, Campbell St., Edgware Rd., Paddington.
[5328

TRIUMPH 3>/:.h.p., 1913, clutch model, lamps, lioiii.

tools, tyres nearly new, very little used, in ex-
cellent condition; £45.—Rhodes, Allandale, Altrinchinii.

[4P94

~l
Q19 Triumph, Millford combination (May), 1,300

J-«/ mileage, Klaxon, W'atford speedometer, £145

;

trial -with owner.- Gnlt, Steyno Cottage, The Esplanade,
Bognor. [X4685

1 Q14 3V2I1.P. Triumph Pat. Engine, Amnc carbur-
-L*' etter, sloping liack frame, Druid forks, less hei'd
and saddle, oil as new; £12.-3, Milford Mill Ed

,

Salisbury. [4855

3ih.p. Triumph, 2-8peed, free engine, countershaft,
2 with Watsonian sidecar, modernised by Triumph

Co. 1918; accept £48, bargain.—Rowe, 89, Well Hall
Rd., S.E.9. [X506]

3ih.p. Triumph, coachbnilt combination, 3-speed, 1914,
2 accessories, drip-feed, luggage carrier, unused

2 years, splendid condition; £79.-36, David Lane.
Shadwell, E. [5173

TRIUMPH, 1912-13, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, lamps,
speedometer, horn, new belt, good tyres, accessories,

spares with coachbuilt cane sidecar ; £52/10.—Moss,
Arlington, Cambs. [X5024

LATE 1913 SVsh.p. Triumph Combination, coach-
built, 3-8peed, in fine condition, new belt, and 2

new outer covers on bite, all complete, for £75.—Letters
to 29, Norfolk St.* Coventry. [X4967

TRIUMPH, S^A'h-P-r Grado mnlti gear, free engine,
heavy Dnnlops, front, rear, both almost new, Bosch,

new Dunlop belt, all accessories, spares; trial ; £39.—
Chesher, Rosedene, Forty Hill, Enfield. [X4777

4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, Gloria sidecar, spring
wheel, lamps, horn, watch, luggage grid, tools

;

the whole as new and untouched, perfect ; 145 gns.—
Pater, 14, Bromham Rd., Bedford. [X5050

TRIUMPH, 3M!b.p., clutch model, pedal start, clutch
rod taken ofl, footboards substituted, new car-

buretter, new piston, good tyres, pulls well, reliable;

£33.—Cairns, Castlefin, Co. Donegal. [X4551

TRIUMPH, 1916, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick
starter, with coachbuilt sidecar, perfect condition

and ready to ride away; any trial given; best offer se-

cures.—Box 4,228, c/o T/te Motor Cycle. [X5005

BRAND new 1919 model 4h.p. Triumph, fitted with
Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, with screen, just

taken out of crate; best offer over £140.—Charles
Moxhara and Co., 32, Torwood St., Torquay. [5307

TRIUMPH sysh.p., clutch late 1912, first-class con-

dition throughout, unused during war, same owner-
ship since 1912, -horn, spares; after 5.30 ; £45.—
Crutchfield, San Jouli, Coombe Lane, Eingston Hill.

[5411
TRIUMPH Combination, 1916 4h.p., countershaft

gears, kick start, 3 speeds, has been thoroughly
overhauled, engine guaranteed in perfect condition;

£110, or nearest offer.—Bos L2,375, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4934

TRIUMPH Combination, 1913, N. S. U. gea r, ex-
cellent POlo mount, tyres practically new, perfect

running order; first 38 gns. in cash rides away; owner
buying lieht car.—Schoolmaster, The Mount, Grayswood,
Haslemere. rX4818

TRIUMPH Combination, splendid condition, guaran-
teed perfect running order, new tyres, lamp, horn,

speedometer; ride away; £55.—Budd-Budd and Fo^deu,
Siifiolk Hou.se, Lawrence Pountney Hill, E.0.4. Tel.:

City 8111. [4885

T.T. Trinmph, late 1914, clutch model, 4h.p., one of
a special class, P. and H. lamps, etc.; been

stored two years, owner with H.M. Forces; as new;
£60- seen any time after 6 p.m..—Eodda, Oakland»
Cottage, Oxshott, Surrey. [X457^

TRIUMPH Combination, late 1914, 3 speeds, Cnnolet
de Luxe sidecar, Lucas lamps and horn, spate

tyre, belt, and all acceespries; condition perfeut, any
examination; price 85 gns., or nearest.— F. A. firuiidv,

Newhall St., Willenhall, Staffs. [X5030

3i.h.p. Triumph Combination, clutch, new Grado
2 gear, brand new tyre and tube, new C.B. side-

car, enamel and plating ai new, lamps, horn, and
pump, excellent running order, just overhauled; £75.
—Ormerod, 7, Lancaster Rd., Pendleton, Manchester.

[X4993
TRIUMPH, December, 1912, stored August, 1914,

March 1919, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed hub, clutch,
new tyres, tubes, belt, engine perfect, reliable sound
proposition; £52/10.—Ciacknell, ?8, St. Thomas Rd..
Brentwood. [5099

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B29
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TEIUMPH Junior 2\ih.-Q., 2-stroke, 2-speed counter-
flhaft, new 1916, ami Btored 2 yetiie, .ibsolutely

perfect, and appearance like new, 2^in. tyres ; open to
•Xpert examination.; best offer ovef 57 gns., or ex-
change witli little cash tor hite model 4h.p. Tiininph
or Sunbeam; Lincoln district.—Box 4,208, c/o The Motm-
Cyeh. [X4906

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914. 3-speed and clutch,
decompressor, perlect condition, coachbuilt side-

ear, Lucas lamps, speedometer, and tyres, as new, laid
op during war; expert examination invited; £70; may
be seen at 21, Coronation Terrace, Clitheroe, or write
for further particulars to J. Harrison, c/o Mrs. Mason,
63, Ptoses St., Dingle, Liverpool. ' [4954

TRIUSrPH Combination, 4h.p., late 1914, free
engine, 3-speed, recently overhauled by Triumph

Co., Gloria spring wheel sidecar, luggage carrier, 3
Lncas lamps, separate generators, spi^edometer. horn,
mirror, tools, spares, tyres value £6; price £90. Seen
Tuesday or Tnursday alter 5.30, Saturday 2 p.m.—
r»rrand, 364. Goldhawk Rd., W, [5324

^Velocette

1 Q19 model Velocette, 2-speed, mileage 400, fitted
J^nJ with lamp set; £53.—Charles Moxham and Co.,
32, Torwood St., Torquay. [5308

VELOCETTE, 1915, 2-speed, chain, accessories, spring
seat; trial: £42, cash; alter 6 p.m., not Sunday.—

69, Auckland Ed, llford. [5294

Villiers.

T Q15 Villiers 2-stroke, single speed, 2V'ti.p., condi-
Xtl tion 83 new; £40.—B. Roberts, 22, Woodland
8t, Smethwlck [4865

"\riLLIERS 2-stroke. Bosch. Amar, fairly new Avon
V front, new Dunlop heavy rear, good belt, new
P. and H. lamp set, Pedley grips, semi-T.T. bars,
pump, in perfect condition; 39 gns.—65, Station Rd.,
Brixton, S.W. [5128

Vindec.
5-6h.p. Vindec Combination, 2-speed, Bosch mag-

neto; £35.-29. St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-
Bow. [5311

v.s.

K-6h,p. Twin V.S., 3-Bpeed, -complete; ^45.—Hewett,O 315, High Rd, Chiswick. [4984

V.S. Combination, 3V2h.p., Bosch, Amac, N.S.tf. 2''

speed gear, wicker sidecar, all good order, ride
away; £38; after 3.30.-137, Fawe Park Rd,, Putney.

[5284

Wanderer.
WANDERER 5-6lLp. Combination, 2 speeds, free

engine; £47, quick sale.—33, Stoimont Rd.,
LaYender Hill, S.W. [4990

WANDEEER 3h.p. Twin Motor cycle, mag., spring
frame, in good mechanical and ruuning order, a

oomfortable and htindy machine; £23; alter 6 p.m.—
Bharp, 39, Langdon Ed., Highgatc, K.19. [5011

Williamson.

FOR Sale, S-lOii.p. Williamson and Millford sidecar,

just overhauled by makers; what offers?—Lama-
ciaft. Dunster, Somerset. - [4864

WILLIAMSON Combination, a.c. 8h,p. Douglas
engine, 2 speeds, canoelet coachbuilt sidecar,

hood, wind screen, lamps, horn, in lovely condition;
B115.—Marlboro' Motors, St. Albans. 'Phone: 159.

[5395
WILLIAMSOISr 1914 8-lOh.p. Combination, water-

cooled, hood, screen, 3 lamps, speedometer, spar©
tTi«^ tools, etc.

I
stored throughout war, total mileage

S,eOOi perfect order, trial by appointment; 105 gns.

lowflst.—Friaby, Broadway, Sandhurst, Berks. [X4571
^ Wl iT.T.TAMRnTT Combination, O.B., 8-lOli.p., water-
VV cool«d, 2-speed, clutch, bought new late 1914,

stored Klnc« 1916, recently overhauled, splendid con-
dition, too last for cnvner; best offer over £115.—
Vicarage, St Leonard's, Tring, Herts. [5:4574

WoH
WOLF 1917 2-speed 2-stroke, lamps and horn, tyres

and bolt as new, done very small mileage; £42.
—Watson. High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [5093

Wooler.

JONES' Garage, special agents for Woolers, Broad-
way, Mnswell Hill, N.iO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2928

EIOEPTIONAL Bargain.—Wooler 2^.ih.p. 2-stroke

[late 19151, variable gears, front and rear sprung
frame, brand new condition, and perfect, stored 2V2 years,

fully equipped, ready to ride away ; first cheque £57
Kecures.-11, May St., Newport, Men. [5032

Zenith.

3ih.p Zenith Combination ; would separate: £45,
2 lowest.-462. High Ed., Leyton, E. i:X4985

ZENITH Combination, SV^b-P., Tariable gear; £50,
offers.-35, Courthill Rd, Lewisham. [5061

ZENITH T.T: 5h.p. Twin, overhead Talves, J.A.P.
engine, Gradua gear, 2-gaL tank, excellent order;

£68.—Slade, Penn, Bucks. [5220

SXb.p. Zenith-Gradua, J.A.P., good condition, take
2 sidecar, new Dunlop; after 6; £35.—Brooks, 47,

Eoval Oak Ed., Woking. [5036

SHEFFIEL.O.

G. W^. Wilkin & Co.

SHEFFIELD'S LARGEST DEALERS

HUNTER'S BAR,
SHEFFIELD,

Can give earliest deliveries of
Norton, Zenith, Rover, Ixion, Omega, Brough,

Levis, Number, Cliater Lea, Calthorpe, Rex
Motor Cycles.

Montgomery
Watsonian

Henderson
Sidecars.

H.F.G. M.B. Joweti Light Cars.

ACCESSORIES IN ABUNDANCE.

Chains, valves, piston rings, belts, tyres, aprons
speedometers, plugs, windscreens, mudshleld?,

etc., etc., etc.

2/6 per RENZOL BO gal
eal. ^Cl^AiV^I- drums.

DELIVERED FREE.
Per etll

Vacuum Oil in 5 gall. Drums, "TT" 6/-

„ .. .. .. "BB=- 5/
Castrol " C" in 5 gall. Drums ,. „ 6/

TCI CPHONE: 261, BROOMHILL.
IgRAMS: "accelerate, SHEFFIELD."

Biggest Light Car and

Motor Cycle Dealer

in the South

Can ofTep some of the follow-

ing for early delivery:

A.J.S., A.B.G., B.S.A.,

P. & M., TRIUMPH, ARIEL,

ENFIELD, MATCHLESS,

ZENITH, NEW IMPERIAL,

LEVIS, ROYAL RUBY.

JULIAN,^klS;-M^*:
'Phone I 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH-GRADTTA, 41i.p., military model, diso
wheels, lardly used; 60 gns.—Matthews, 60, Red-

elifle Ed,, Soutli Kensington. [4750

"(Q19 Zenitli, 8b.p., twin Jap, with Mills-FuHord
j-L*^ sidecar, in perfect condition, done 500 miles;

140 gn.s.—36, Newport, Lincoln. [4768
\

"I 014 Zenith-Gradua Combination, 6-8h.p., clutch,'
-i*^ kick start, accessories, powerful machine; £85,
or best offer.—Len, 33, Manthorpe Kd., S.E,18. [X4808

ZEJS^ITH, 4h.p. J.A.P., Gradua gear, B. and B.
Pilot, new lamps, torn, 2 belts, sporty, bars perfect;

£45 for quick sale.—Lockey, Red Lion, Salisbury.
1X4851

1 Q15 Zenith-Gradua Sporting Combination, 8-lOh.p.,
J-t/ lamps, horn, and new belt, good condition: £100.
—418, Hertford Rd., Enfield Highway, Middlesex.

[5005
ZENITH-GRADUA 1916 5-6h.p. twin, countershaft,

clutch, excellent condition, lamps, tools, and
spares-; £78.—Write, Gordon, 193, Tulse Hill, S.W.2.

[5115
6h.p. Zenith Twin Jap Combination, Mills-Fulford

coachbuilt sidecar, tyre good, and lamps ; ready to
ride away; trial; £105.—Green, Green End, Whitchurch,
Salop. [S4564

"I
Q14 Zenith, 90 bore, sporting C.B. sidecar, tyrea

'*-*^ (2),„ belt as new, speedometer, lamps, firc;t-cla88

condition throughout, very fast; £90.-20, Rowland St.,

Skipton. [S4902

ZENITH-GRADUA 3y2"4h.p., good condition, new
heavy tyres, lamps and horn, new belt; ride away;

£55, or near offer.—Biflen, 61, Bridge Av., Hammer-
smith. [4888

ZENITH 4h,p. Twin, Grado gear, 1914, lamps,,
generator horn, fast solo mount, in nice condi-

j

tion; £70.—JMarlboro' Motors, St. Albans. 'Phone : :

159. [5393 .

ZENITH-GRADUA, believed 1914, Bh.p. combination,
large coachbuilt sidecar, luggage carrier, horn; in

splendid condition; bargain, 85 gns.—Newell, 184, High
St., Tooting. [X4756

ZENITH, 8h.p., T.T., late model, exceptionally fa^t,

good tyres, belt, and spares, electric lights, knee
grips, etc.; splendid condition; 70 gns.—573, High Rd.,
Tottenham. [5303

RECENT -Model 6h.p. Zenith Combination, counter- ;,

shaft, clutch, K.S., speedometer, Uimps, etc.,

splendid order; £97.~Nichol3on, Hinstock, Market i

Drayton, Shropshire. [5343

ZENITH Countershaft 8h.p., just won gold meda!
London-Edinburgh, sidecar rough ; best o:ffer over

125 gns.—HaroId Powell, Grey Eriars, Portsmouth Rd.,
Kingstou-on-Thames. [X4890

ZENITH Combination, Gradua gear, J.A.P. twin 6h.p.,

just been overhauled, coach sidecar, excellent con-

dition; £80.—H. Smith, Bungalow, 1, Market Cham-
bers. Enfield Town. [4969

ZENITH 1915 4-5h.p. Twin, J.A.P., drip feed, tyres

and belt as new, excellent order throughout, re-

cently overhauled; £90 ; seen any time.—25, Chase,
Clapham Common, S.W. [5470

ZENITH 6h.p , countershaft, clutch, and kick start,

Milhord sidecar, with hood and screen, new tyres,

ab.iOlJitely perlVci;: £130.—Newnhara, 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W. 'Pho.'io Hammersmith 80. [5152

FOR Sale, Zenith-Gradua motor cycle, with Mills-

Eulford sidecar, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, condition na

new, tyres new. spare belt, tools, lamps, speedometer,
etc.; bargain, £100.—W. L. Reedman, Sowerby, Thirsk.

[4881
31h.p. Zenith-Gradua C.B. Combination (1917), wai

2 model, taken out of crat&' two months, tyrea

one new, two practically, powerful, perfect everywhere,
ride away; lowest £70.—Box 4,187 do The Motor Cycle.

X4503
ZENITH-GRADUA, 1914, 6h.p., with sporting cane

torpedo sidecar, Bosch magneto, B. and B. car-

buretter ; this machine has been stored during the war,
and has new tyres and tubes fited.—Darby, Wickford,
Esses. 'Phone: Wickford 3. [4912

ZENITH, 6h.p., T.T., with brand new Swan stream-
line sidecar, grey, disc wheels, all accessories,

very sporting and smart turn-out; £118.—'Phone or

write appointment after 7.15, Hill, 40, Queen's At.,
Muswell Hill, N.IO. 'Phone : Hornsey 1780. [4831

ZENITH 6h.p. Combination, 1917, Gloria underslung
coach sidecar, as new. The above is complete

with large head lamps, speedometer, knee^rips, etc.,

had little use, tyres like new, petrol consumption 80
m.p.g., must sell immediately; would separate; £115.—
49, Althorp Rd.. Wandsworth Common, S.W. [5471

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

DOUGLAS (lady's), 2-speed, kick, clutch, splendid
condition; expert examination; £65.

—

2, Linden
Villas, Princes Rd., Weybridge. [5205

LADY'S Douglas, Nov. " 1913, 2 speeds * and tici
starter; has been thoroughly overhauled throughout]

best offer over £46.—Jones-Anfleld, Mold, N. Wales, t

[X4801
PREMIER 3V2h.p., lady'a model, 3-speed, ready foi

the road, complete with Mills-Fulford coachbuili

'sidecar: can be seen at 18, King's Mews, Theobald'!
1R4., W.C; trial given; price £70. [539£l

E30 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
HTTMBEKETTE, 1914, A.C., acetylene lamps, speedo-

meter, smart; £145.—Railway Garage, Staines.
'Phone: 139. [4741

FOE Sale.—Morgan, Grand Prix, lOh.p., overhead
valve, J.A.P. ; £170.—Lieut. Ivens, Horton Win

[4947

numbers,C.A.V. lighting, Coau

Hospital, Epaom.

A.V. Monocar,
etc. ; seen V

The Motor Cycle.

A.V. Light Cars.—Lancashire
Cheshire; residents enquire.-

Llverpool-Manchester.

MORGAN. J.A.P.. 1915, hood, screen, newlr painted,
very fast: £170. or nearest offer.—Marsh. 38,

[5433

(except Fylde),
J. Blake and Co.,

[X4463

very fast; £170,
Ferrers Ed., Oswestry.

-Marsh, 38,
[X5074

MORGAN 1915, complete with hood, screen, lamps,
etc.: £155.—Newuham, 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.

'Phnne HniL'm.ersiuith SO. [5154

CARDEN Mouocar, discs, J.A.P., Einks, Eosch, 1915,
electric lighting, horn, tools, etc. ; excellent con-

dition; 95 gns.—Trench. 34, Milner St., Upper Chelsea.
[4949

MORGANS.—We have severa,! second-hand Morgans
in stock ; late Morgans ; Morgan agents.-Elce

and Co., 15, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St., E.G.
[0552

A.O. 2-seater, splendid condition ; any tiial given

;

price £80, or near offer; no dealers.—Apply to A.
.Anthony, Friends Farm, Yelling, St. Noots, Hnnts.
.„ [X4575
Tj^AST Cycle Car, Sh.p., tandf-ni 6eats„ 90° air-cooled,
J- perfect running order, excellent springing, ohain-
cum-bftlt, 6 speeds; offers over £70.—Write, Crowe,
Ingleholme, Erockley Yiew, S.E.23. [4505

GARDEN Monocar, Sh.p. twin, Jap. water^oof
Bosch, Biuks, aero screen, disc wheels, lamps,

Klaxon; exchange combination.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ehner St., Wandsworth (Town-Station).

[5234
"1015 Premier Motorette 3-wheeler, twin rear tyres,
-«- 1' 5-6h,p., single-cyl

. water-cooled, Bosch water-
tight, Binks carburetter, recently overhauled, fast,
good hill climber, 2-speed, economical, seen evenings;
£75.—Mackay, 107a, Wood St., Barnet, [5047

GLOBE 2-seater, 8-'10h.p., Aster water-cooled, Claudel
Hobson, dual ignition, 2-si:feed, reverse, tyres and

tubes in first-class condition (1 new cover). Stepney,
lamp, horn, hood, screen, overhauled last month, splen-
did mechanical condition and appearance; believed to
be 1913 model; really a bargain, £125.—Allen. Excise,
Keith, Scotland. [X4402

GARDEN Monocars.—1919 models; deliveries daily;
the Railway Garage, Staines ('phone 139), sole

concessionnaires. Specification Sh.p. J.A.P. engine in
front, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer gear box, seat kick
starter, removable scuttle ; 105 gns. ; accessories,
tandem seat extra; delivery in strict rotation. Call
and take trial run. [5460

MORGAN 6-8h.p., Jap a.c, U.H., B. and B. pilot,
new rings, valves, tyres, tubes and chains ; hood,

screen, tool boxes, newly coach-paint-ed purple, spares,
2 tubes, 2 chains, jack, plugs; been standing 3 years,
stamp, photo, any trial, delivered any distance; half
exnenses. Also 4-cyl. Thomson-Bennett, as new- offers.
—Payne. Bryn Hafod, Llandudno. - [X4755

ENGINES.
5-6h.p. Twin, good condition; £6/10.-3, Vant Rd .

Tooting, S.W. [5035

3ih.p. Brown Engine, brand new, mag. platform,
2 and drive complete; £10/10.-9, Grand Parade,

Strefitham Ed., Mitcham. [50S7

3ih.p. Rex Engine, a.i.v., B. and B., little use, 60/--
2 trembler coil, 14/-.—4, Jubilee Crescent,

Thrupp, Stroud. [X4948
6h.p. Auto Engine, with brass radiator; perfect order,

suitable for cycle car; £8/10.—Mugleston, Over-
weal, Nr. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. [X4694
4h.p. J.A.P. Engine, Bosch, in good condition, com-

plete unit off 1912 Zenith; £18.—Hodkinson, 4,
Devonshire St., Dalton-in-Furness. [X4980

ROVER 3y2h.p. Engine, guaranteed order, m.o.v.,
£6; Hamilton engine, 4h.p., £5.—Butterworth's

Garage, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill, S.W. [5355

VTWIN 6h.p. Peugeot Engine, B. and B. carburetter.
£10: with Bosf^h magneto, £15 ' " ' —

Gracethurch St., London. Tel. ; L.W.
perfect—32,

6336. [4781

6-8h p. Rover Car Engine,
etter,

-
. -

-

3JLh.p. Ariel Engine, thorough condition, £6/10-
2 new E.I.C. magneto, single, £4/10.—R. Hibbert,

55, Fontarabia Rd., Clapham Common, S.W. 11. [4839

„ _. 4 speeds, Bosch, carbur-
.
cardan, back axle, differential complete, 4

wheels, steering complete; £15, offers.-Andrews, Folly
Farm, Alkham, Dover. [5143
4h.p. 90° Twin, with outside flywheel, even firing,

66XS0, 54S c.c, practically unused, with carbur-
etter, spare cylinder, crankshaft, connecting rod, cam-
shaft, tappets, valves, etc. ; £50.—Box 4,238, e/o TJte
Motor Cycle. [X5126

ENGINES.—Brand new 4h.p. twin M.A.G., with mag.
£34, without mag. £28; 4h.p. twin J.A.P., less

luaR-., £23: also n quantity of cycle car parts, such as
buck axle, radiator, gear box, etc.-Enquiries invited
to Mnudes', 100, Gt. Portland St., W.l. 'Phone-
Museum 557. [0019

a

Brand New 2J h.p. DOUGLASES in Stock,
patent spring buffers fitted, immediate
delivery.

SOLO MACHINES.

2| h.p. twin N.U.T., overhead valves,

Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear,

clutch, kick-starter, lot of accessories.

Condition as new £95
1914 2-J h.p. DOUGLAS, shop-soiled only £60
1917 2i h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.Pv

2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, access. £50

COMBINATIONS.

1918 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combina-
tion, 3-sp., clutch, kick-starter, gas
cylinder lighting. Very good con-
dition £150

1918 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination,

fi5 worth of accessories £145

CARS.

T913 G.W.K., in splendid condition . . £150
1915 G.W.K., detachable wheels, spare

wheel, discs fitted all round ; just

been repainted, and in very good
condition £210

J. snniTH & CO.,
\Q, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, H.W. 1

(end of Tottenham Court Rd.)

Telephone Number - Museum 3419.

QHQQaaEiEiBaQHHatiniiaQQQaQcimEiEB

JONES' GARAGE.
Immediate Delivery from Stocl(

—OF

—

W.D. 2f H.P. DOUGLASES,
£75 to £79 each.

Also a good Selection of Overhauled

SECOND-HAND MOUNTS, a few of

which we list below :

19J6 TRIUMPH, 3-speed.

igi5 TRIUMPH, 3-speed.

(Several 1914 now being overhauled.)

1913 ENFIELD Combination.

1914 6b.p. CAMPION-J.A.P. Combination.

1913 4la.p. BRADBURY, 3-speed.

1914 ELSWICK, 2-stroke, 3-speed.

1916 DIAMOND-J.A.P., 2-speed.

1915 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed.

1915 7-9 b.p. INDIAN and Sidecar, 3-speed.

1914 7-9 h.p. INDIAN solo, 2-speed.

1914 7-9 h.p. INDIAN solo, 2-speed.

1915 2 J h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed.

1914 IVY-PRECISION, 3i h.p., 3-speed.

Several others.

JONES' GARAGE,
I1 The Broadway, Muswell Hill|

and at Woodside Parade,
North Finchiey, N.IO.

ENGINES.
BRAND New 6h.p. Up-to-date Twln-cyl. Jap En-

gines, complete with mag., drlTtne iprockets,
valve lifting mechanism, union nnts lor Binansfc pipes,
induction pipes, compression taps, nut and bey lor
engine sprockets, 2 oil feed unions, adjnBtabl* tapyeto,
special eet of spanners with each eneiaftj pric« £42/10.—
'Waucliope's, 9, Sho6 Lane, Fleet St., London. 15244

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMEE'S Garaeo, Tooting.—The auction sale to-day.

Unprecedented bargains.

T^IFTY Cars Offered.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.~15-20h.p. 1916 Ford,
4-seater, like new; £200.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—1 7h.p. Delaunny-Belle-

ville, 5-seater, excellent condition ; £375.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—18-221i.p. Maxwell 4-

seater, new tyres; £275.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—15. 9h.p. Shelsley Cross-
ley chassis, new tyres; £550.

PALMEE'S Gnrage, Tooting.—15.9h.p. Crossley
chatidis, detachable wheels ; £400.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—20-25h. p. "^ochel^
Schneider 2-seater, new tyres; £500.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—20h.p. Cadillac 5-seater,
hood, screen, detachable rims; £275.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—25h.p. Withers landau-
let, Aster engine, fast, powerful; £425.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—30h.p. Vauxhall cab-
riolet, 6-eyl., wire wheels; £750.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—15-20h.p. Ford delivery
Tan, excellent condition; £170.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-17-24h.p. 1915 Unio
% landaulet, overhauled; £725.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-12-18h.p. 1914 Unic
torpedo 4-seater; £675.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—14-1 6h.p. Belaize cab
landaulet, recently overhauled ; £150.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.- 18-25h. p. 6-cyl. Im-
perial touring car ; £425.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-1 6h. p. Oryx coure,
dynamo lighting; £350.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—15h. p. Corre De Dioc
touring car; £185.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—5-6h.p. A.O. trada>
man's carrier, reauires attention ; £20.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—16-20h.p. Humber Ian
danlet, requires a little attention; £150.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—1 Sh.p. Cadillac landau-
let, artillery wheels, good tyres; £250.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—40h.p. Crossley delivery
van, twin solids back; £175.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—35h.p. Gobron-Brillie
delivery van, reauires slight attention; £80.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—20-2Sh.p. Milnea-
Daimler delivery van, new Orleans engine; £200.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—16-20h.p. Zedel tour-
ing car, good tyres; £150.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 10-12h.p. Spyker, 4-crL
monobloc engine; £275.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—20-25h. p. 3-ton De
Dion lorry; £225.

PAI/MEE'S Garage, Tooting.—24-30h.p. Wolseley
lorry, W.D. body, beautiful order; £600.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Two 26-35h.p. Kelley
lorries, W.D. bodies; each £350.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Three 30-401i.p. Belsize
lorries, W.D. bodies; each £375. [5467

ROVER, single-cyl., mag., good running order; £50.
—3, Park St., Wellington. Salop. [X4950

FOE Sale, White petrol motor car, 20-30h.p., in per-

feet running order.—Particulars on application to

Box L2,334, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4872

HUMBER 2-seater, 8-lOh.p., 2-cyI., hood, screen.
speedometer, - 5 detachable wheels, gate change

:

95gns.-51, Gilpin Av., East Sheen, S.W,14. [4829

BENZ 12h.p. Car, Bosch mag., Claudel-Hobson car-

buretter, 3-speed, reverse. Stepney, 6 lamps, tyres,

engine in splendid condition; £96.—Cuba, Stantonbury,
Bucks. [X4810

FLANDERS 16-20h.p., latest 5-seated flush-side body,
dual ignition, good ordc^r, ready drive anv distance,

hood, screen, lamps; £160.—T. W. Shaw, Wellington,
Salop. [X4949
"1 Q13 Ford, doctor*? 2-senter, barely used during war,
J-t/ splendid condition; electric headlights, detach-
able wheels, shock absorber fitted, and oil gauges, etc.

;

£200.—Dr. Billings, Folkestone. [4771

1 Q16 Sporting 2-seater Crescent, 8-lOh.p., condition
J- 1? as new, not done 2,000 miles, torpedo body,
electric lighting, spare wheel, speedometer; will take
good combination in part exchange; price £200.-1,
Leylon Ed., Stratford, E, [5481

STUDEBAKER, 6-ryl., 1913. goes and looks like
new, not a scratch on paintwork, 7-seater, leather

upholstery, just the car for touring and hire work:
295 gns., no offers.—West Sussex Motor Co., 41.
Chapel Rd.. Worthing. Phone : 272. [4352

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B33
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CARS FOR SALE.
SALE. For sale. All for sale. And such bargaiiiE.

Mine is not an iron yard, but ultra modern sale;
depot with a staff of 40 real first-class mechanics, ex-

,

perts all, to do anything that wants doing. Fair!
description and every date advertised guaranteei]

'

accurate. 5-6h.p, F.N. sidecar combination, 2-Epeed, '

clutch, 4-cyl,, ^60; 6h.p. 19145/i Warrick box auto-,
carrier, £60; 12h.p. Wolseley-Siddeley light lorry, twin

j

monobloc, live axle, £85; 8h.p. De Dion 4-seater, side
entrance, 3-speed, runs well, £95; 8h.p. Phanomobil^;

'

vanette, nice condition and runs splendidly, genuine
funny mobile, £115; nippy little 15h.p. 15-cwt. Dar-
racq lorry, solid tvres, spring wheels, ferocious clutch
£120; A.C. streamline cycle car, 4-wheel, £125; 12h.p.
Swift 2-seater, gate, £135; 12h.p. 4-cyl. Star chassa;^.

live axle, gate, 4-speed,' £145; 14-16h.p. Darracq
lorry, cab, £145; 12-18h.p. Riley van, detachable
wheels. Zenith, £150; 12h.p. Unic lorry, £165; 15.9
h.p. 1911 Darracq 4-seater, Coronation type, suit peace
night for burning (friend suggests), £165; 18h.i).
Vivinus torpedo 3-seater, £185 ; lOh.p. Delahaye 10-
cwt. van, enclosed valves, 4-speed gate, £185; 16-20h.p.
Sunbeam van, ,£195.—Cox (below).

HIRE Merchants' Opportunity.—15h. p. Charron lan-
daulet, roomy, 2 drop seats, 4-cyl. monobloc,

£200- 18h.p. Maxwell van. Ford type, gate change,
mag., monobloc, enclosed valves, £225; lOh.p. Hurtu
2-seater light car, scuttle dash, 4-cyl. monobloc, en-
closed valves, gate, £235 ; 20-30h.p. Florentia chassi'^.

live axle, 4-speed gate, runs nicely, £250; lOh.p.
Lagonda light car, coupe 2-seater, dynamo lightiiiij:

set, 4-cyl. monobloc, worm drive, Sankey detachable
wheels, smart, £275; 11.9h.p. Briton torpedo, detach-
able wheels, enclosed valves. £295; 15h.p. 4-cyl. Buick
torpedo, late type, gate, £315; particularly posh little

15h.p. 4-cyl. Standard torpedo, streamline dash, taper,
bonnet. Zenith, gate, £325; ll.Gh.p. Colibri streamline
torpedo, 4-cyl. monobloc, gate, detachables, £325

;

20-30h.p. Brouhot racer, 70 m.p.h., wide 3-seat. tout-
ing body, streamline. £335 ; 1917V2 18h.p. MaxwelJ
streamline torpedo, dynamo lighting, electric engine
wangler, monobloc, gate, detachables, azure, particu-
larly posh, £335; 1915 Studebaker torpedo, £350;
1915 Hupmobile Model K chassis, £375; 12-15h.p.
Panhard landaulet, 4-cyl, monobloc, cloth interior, side

doors, overhauled, £385; 15.9h.p. Standard 3-seater.

dickey, monobloc, enclosed valves, \Yorm drive, Sanke\
wheels, £385; 15.9h.p. Arrol-Johnston torpedo, en
closed valves, Sankey wheels, 4-speed gate; £385; 12-1(

h.p. Sunbeam landaulet, detachable wheels, encloset

valves, 4-speed, £450,—Cox (below).

ULTRA Swish Little 11.9h.p. Baby Knight Daimlt?i

Coupe, low and sporty, dickey. 4-cyl. monoblcc
sleeve valve engine, worm, detachables, £485; 15h.p.
Knight Daimler % landaulet, misfit body, detachable
wheels, worm, £485; 12-16h.p. 1913 Sunbeam chassis,

monobloc, enclosed valves, detachable wheels, £500;
14h.p. De Dion super taxi, pass Scotland Yard, splen
did thing, £575; 1913V2 14-20h.p. Leon-Bollee torpedo
luxurious Connaught body, detachable wire wheels, en-

closed valves, 4-speed gate, particularly smart, £585:
1914 Knight Deasy chassis, worm, cantilever, over-

hauled, £650 ; exceptionally nice little 12-1 5h. p.

igiS^^ F.I.A.T. limousine-landaulet. round back, curved
roof, monobloc, enclosed valves, Brainsby coachwork,
£685; 1915 16-22h.p. Napier chassis, £700; 1917
15-20h.p. F.LA.T. chassis, dynamo, £750; 1915 20h.p.
Knight Daimler chassis, cantilever springs, thoroughly
overhauled, £900.-Cox (below).

COMMERCIALS. Heavy commercials. Seventeen
for sale, with twin solid tyres, 25 cwt. to 4 ton ;

£150 to £750; list free.—Cox (below).

RIVER Boys.—I have a nice little riverside bungalow
plot on Thames at Sunbury; price £100 freehold;

might consider car in exchange, but good value neces-

Eary, cash adjustment considered.—Cox (below).

DOUGLAS S. COX, the absolutely straight motor
man. 6c, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, S.E.,

has all the above actually in stock. Please call, hours
8 to 6.30. including Saturdays, no business Sundays.
Established 1902. [5279

RAILWAY Garage, Staines ('phone 139) offer

tourers: Martini, £85: Ford Gordon landaulet,

£300. Two-seaters : Argyll, ISh.p., £150 ; Sizaire,

£145; Humberette, £145; Bayard, £275; Whiting-
Grant, £275; King coupe, £700; Vauxhall 20-30h.p.,

£750; Calthorpe Minor racing monocar, £475; Car-

den monocars, 1919 models, 105 gns. Call and in-

»pect, weekdays only, 7.30 p.m. [5461

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
4-CYL. Magneto, good fat spark; £7.-9, Wilson St.,

Battersea, S.W. [5476

,I.C. Single, as new; £3/10, or offer.—145, Lenndcr
Bd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [4968

MAGNETO, Bosch twin, clock, powerful; £5.— J.

Panes, Hyde Place, Llanhilleth, Mon. [X484S

^^S your magneto out of order? Send it along to theX Small Parts Engineering Co., Golborne. [5188

E.I.C. Magneto, 50°, anti-clock, as new; £6/10.—
Baxter, Motor Engineer, Berry St., Coventry.

[X4778
BIRKENHEAD.-Evans and Wheeler, 29, Argyle St..

magneto repairs jjromptlv and ekilfully executed.
[5012

SINGLE-CYLINDER Magneto, sparks, but want^
looking over; first 37/6 secures.—Hull, Confectioner,

Bt -kingham. [X4748

MAGNETO, Thomeou-Bennett watertight, suit 180°
twin or single, as new; £5.—Ross, Moorfield Av.,

Carleton, Paulton-le-Fylde. [S47S0

THELEAblNa
Mmi^NL HOUSE!
r- MOTOR CYCLE

*

E

Sole Distributinit Airents for the
Counties of Warwicks. Worcs.,
Staffs., Salop, and Leics., for America's
best Motor Cycles, the world-famous

HENDERSON "4"
AND

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR
Book your order now to ensure eariiest

possible delivery.

THE PREmiER
WIOTOR COSVIPANY,
ASTON RD. BgRMINGHAM.

Motor Houses and Cycle Sheds.

Built in five sizes, the three largest sizes made in
sections which are mortised and tenoned together,
a method of manufacturing which few makers adopt,
but it will be evident to anyone that this method
is infinitely superior to any other specification.

Specification : Built throughout from Jin. selected
tongued and grooved and V jointed matcI:boards in
sections as described, to bolt together. Strong double
doors, full width of end-hung on extra strong hinges
and provided with lock and key and Tower bolts
for holding door in position, also handle to door.
Range of fi.\ed framed "windows in either side, com-
plete with glass, extra strong roof covered with best
felt and battened down. Wide barge' boards on each
end of roof. Sloping platform in front of door to
allow of easy access of Cycle or Motor.

Sizes: No. x, 6ft. long, 5ft. wide, 64ft. high, 172 /6,
floor 35 /-; No. 2, 8ft. long, 6ft. wide, 7ft. high, 245 /-,

floor 56/-; No. 3, loft. long, 8ft. wide, gft. high
405/-, floor 100/-; No. 4,15ft. long, lolt. wide,
g.Vft. high, 660/-, floor 210/-; No. 5, 2oft. long, 12ft.

wide, lift, high, 890/-, floor 300/-, All carriage
paid to nearest Station. Prompt despatch guaranteed.
Inch boards 20 per cent, extra. See booklet for
further particulars.

THORNBER BROS.,
NEW HOUSE PPLIANCE WORKS,

MYTHOLMROYD. YORKS.
'Phone: 47 Lnddenden Fort.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
SPLITDORF Magneto, single, anti, £4/10; also Boscl]

Z.E.I, contact breaker, £1/5; both brand ne^.-
Pegrom, 70, Blythe Kd., Coventry. [S49e6

SPROCKETS for Magnetos in any metal, size, screw-
ing, or tapei', from 5/6; terms bo trade.—Val-

hugh, 6, Temple Kow, Birmingham. [S1131

TWIN Splitdorf Magneto with brackets for Indiaii
twin, Dixie complete; £4/15; approval deposit'

-Hole, 129, Park Lane. Carfthalton. [5243

THE Euston Ignition Co.'b 12-hour repair service;
guaranteed repairs to all types of magnetos; re-

winding, remagnetising.—335, Euston Rd., N.W.l.
[8383

BRAND New Weatherproof Magnetos, beat make,
singles and twins, 50°, anti-clockwise; limited

number at greatly reduced prices; approval.—EootU'g
itfotoriea, Halifax. [S5126

BOSCH Magneto, in new condition, for sale, suit
3V2h.p. machine; also SV^.h.p. N.S.U. engine, B.

and B. carburetter, in excellent order,—Offer to Wise
421, N. Tidworth, Andover. [^^876

MAGNETOS.—Quick, efficient repairs at moderate
oharges; rewinding and lemagnetising,—The Wal-

lace Magneto Repairing Co., 186, Walworth Ed., Lon-
don, S.E.17. 'Phone Hop. 3506. [4953

THE Reliance Magneto Works.—Quick and efficient
repair service to all types of magnetos, spares,

etc.; satisfaction and quickness guaranteed.—15,i
Nelson Terrace, City Rd., London, N.l. [4006J

K A° Splitdorf L.H., 45° Dixie R.H., twin mognetosii
t* vF brand new, £8/10; 180° L.H. C.A.V., £5; 509
R.H. U.H., £."1/10: guaranteed overhauled and perleet;—
Euston Ignition Co., 335, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [4979

SOTJLTON Magnetos can now be supplied from stock
2^..ih.p, 75/-, 5'/oh.p. 85/-, carriage paid, fully guar-

anteed. Send postcard for illustrations.—Boulton Myg-,
iietos, Ltd., Wolverhampton. 'I'hone 214. T.A. Sparks.

[X5119.
CONTACTS for magnetos, etc Sydium, the super/

metal, lasts indefinitely. Customers' own screws*
or blades fitted, 3/6 each, post free; returned same^
day.—Silverdaie Mfg. Co., Vittoria St., Birmintrli;")i.

"

[X2359
DIXIE Twin Magnttos, suitable for vertical or V

twin engines, any angle ;
perfectly new, guavan-

teed, immediate delivery, £7/10 ; E.I.C. for Douglas,
£7/10.-415, Bury New Ed., Hr. Broughton, Maa-
chester. [X4760

MAGNETOS.—If your magneto is not working eatis-

factorily, do not delay, but send it to us at
once ; all work guaranteed and done by skilled workmen.
—Craddoek Bros., 21, Keogh Ed., Maryland Point,
Loudon, E.]5.

^
[9693

LOVELAND Magneto Repair Service for magnetos,
repairs, spare parts ; remagnetising by special prio-

ress ; dynamo lighting equipments. Established 1900.
'Phone ; Streatham 1390.—Crescent Magneto Works,
Norbury, London, S.W. 9322

MAGNETO Repairs.—Send your magneto to Pal-
mer's Garage, Tooting. Reply paid; quotation

telegraphed on receipt. Quick, efficient repair guaran-
teed in from 2 to 6 days, usually within 24 hours.—
Palmei'a Garage, Tooting. {4570

BIRMINGHAM.—Magneto repairs, rewinding, re-

magnetising, and overhauling promptly execi .rd;

moderate charges.—The Electrical Trades Supply, Ltd.,

•M, GL Charles St., Birmingham. T.A. : Motors, Bir-

mingham. Tel.: No. 1601 Central, [1721

CHEAPEST House in the trade for quick and reli-

able repairs to all types of magnetos, dynamos,
coils, etc. Spare parts supplied. Nothing too big.

and nothing too small. Remagnetising, rewinding, aud
overhauling carried out by skilled workmen in shortest
possible time. All work strictly guaranteed. We have a

lew single and 2-cyl. magnetos in stock. Wrie for esti-

mates, reply sent per return.—Reliance Magneto Woi'ks,

15. Nelson Terlace, City Rd., London, N.l. [5426

THE Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., Estab-
lished 1912. Manager S. T- Boon, late Irom the

Busch works.—Magneto Repairs of every descriptijn.

All repairs at lowest possible prices, and strictly guaiau-
teed. We can mostly return them within 24 hours.
We have several new and second-hand single and 2-cyl,

magnetos in stock, all guaranteed.—Please note ne^v

address: The Magneto Repairing and Winding Co., 78,

Hampstead Ed., Euston Ed., London, N.W.I. 'Phone:
Museum 1158. T.A. : Kumnguelec, Eusroad, London

[1035

TANKS.
TANKS Made and Repaired, re-enamelled from 10/6

—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell.
[5422

TANKS.—Tanks any shape to order, repairs,, or

enamelled; discs for motor wheels, lists free.—

Attwoods, 86, Rosebery Av., E.C. Tel. : Central
12445. [2286

TYRES.

TTEES.—See Bnncroftian Advertisement under Mis-

cellaneous. Stelastic, Pedley, Kempshall, Hutchin-
son ; extraordinary prices. [0845

JOB Line.—N€W Beldam Bulldog tyr«s, 26x% and \k
50/-; others from 21/-; studded, 40/-; approval

deposit.-Hicks, 17, High St., Epsom, [4755

Q/*x2iA Quality-make New Rubber-studded Beaded-
/^O edge Tyres, 25/6; bargains; carriage paid; ap-

proval.—Arthur, 10, Hamilton St., Paisley. [X4242

B34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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WANTED.
SPEEDOMETERS and Parts, ^ny condition; send or

write.—97, Latchinere Rd., Battersea. [3127

WANTED, ffood sound combination and solo machine

;

full particulars.—Chasten, Blackwood, Mon. [4205

WANTED, Auto-Wleel, in good order, for cash,

9, Lovelinch St., Canterbury Ed., S.E. [4963

DOUGI/AS or similar mate wanted at once.— " Lbu-
Tant," Manorgate Kd., Kinffston-on-Thamea. [4810

CYtlNDEB, front, wanted for 2^h.p. Centaur twin.—
J.D., 102, Dalberg.Ed,, Brixton, S.W.2.. [4806

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2-speed or clutch, good running
order.—Greetham, Millom, Cumberland. [X4783

N.S.U. or similar gear to fit S^h.p. Triumph, with
clutch.—Bilby, Hill Top, Cwmbran, Mon. [4833

N.S.U. 2-8peed Gear, in good order, to suit 1907 Tii-
umph._BoX 4,218, o/o 2'fte Motor Cycle. [X4900

WANTED, good motor cycle or combination ; spot
cash.-C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. [5064

TRIUMPH, or other good make, late date, any dis-
tance.—95, Glengarry Rd., East Dulwich. [5414

SCOTT Combination wanted, new.-^Eider, 37, Sutton
Rd., Erdington, Birmingham. Letter only. [5283

MAGNETO Wanted, also N.S.U. gear or gear box,
cheap.—Box L2,401, o/o The Motor Cycle. (5440

OLD 2-seater Car, battery ignition will do, about
£25.—Box L2,413, c/o The Motor Cijclc. [5452

MORGAN, or first-class Combination, any distance.
—13, Mount Pleasant Rd., Lewisham, S.E.

[5415
TRIUMPH, 1919, single-speed, wanted, new or

nearly new.—Schafer, Cheadle Heath. Stockport.
[X4053

TRIUMPH, 3-Epced counterehaft, 1919, or a late
model.—Schaier, Cheadle Heath, Stockport.

[X4055
T.A.C. Cylinder, for 60x60 4-cyl. engine, a.i.T.—

Whianerah, Field Broughton, Grange-oyer-Sanda.
[4964

PHILIPSON Pulley, flanges hardly worn, suit Tri-
umph or Eudge; iE4.—57, High Epi, Illord, Essex.

[5119
WANTED, pair front forks, suitable for 2i4ii.p. En-

fleld.—MacDougall, Trees, Barrhead, Scotland.
. rX4859
CflNGLSL.Cylinder Magneto required; also 2 Douglas
K.-' magnetos.-47, Barrington Ed., Crouch End, N.P[4814ISTON and Gudgeon Pin wanted for 25Sh.p. 1914

Precision.—Box L2,319, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[4817
WANTED, 1917 Scott, or Triumph combination, or

Ford car.—Stebbinga, Attleborough, Norfolk.
[X4579

TTTANTED, inlet dome for front cylinder, 5/6-V Indian.—AshfOld, Grange, Broseley, Salop.

..^ [X4699
TXOUGLAS Parts.—1910 crankshaft, connecting rod,
-L' piston, wanted.—Watts, Garage, Lvdney, Glos.

[4824
TTTANTED at Once, cylinder for 1914 Singer, bore
VV 88 mm.—Mason, 47, Brunswick St., Leicester.

[X4792
XT.S.U. Gear, fit 1911 Triumph; good price if really
Ll good condition.—Ridler, Surveyor, Tewkesbury. (D}

[X6078
- "07"ANTED, modern crock or old-timer, cash waiting.
. »' —Reply, Box L2,404, c/o The Motor Cycle.W[5443ANTED, first-class combination or light car.—Par-

ticulars, Veryard, 2, Newport Rd., Barnes, S.W.— [5413
WANTED, rear cylinder lor 5-6h.p. clutch model

Indian, bore 70 mm.—Drye, High St., Marlow.
[5276

WANTED, good motor cycle, lightweight or com-
bination; "spot cash.—36, Dayid Lane, Shadwell,

E. [5181

BEDELIA Cycle Car, 1915 model, 8-lOh.p., good
order; cash.—E,ailway Garage, Staines. 'Phone:

139. [4742

WANTED, 3-speed gear pinion for 1915 7-9h.p.
Indian.-Bird, Craven House, Paddock, Hudders-

fiald. [X5008

WANTED, James 3-speed gear box for big single,
,tny condition if shell is sound.-7, The Vale,

Acton, W.3. [X5079

WANTED, names of firms manufacturing motor cycle
frames, tanks, and accessories.-Box 4,222, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [X5065

AUCAES, 14, Fernbank Ay.. Harrow, purchase sound
combinations, A.J.S., Enfield, Matchless, etc., 1915

6nwards. [X5048

WANTED, 2J4h.p. F.N. engine, good price given.—
Southern, 635, Sixth St., Trnflord Park, Man-

chester. [X6039

WALL Auto-Wheel, good order, and reasonable price.
—Particulars, Platts, 602, King's Ed., Fulham,

S.W.6. [5240

WANTED, pulley side flywheel for 3h.p. Bex, Bee-
hive silencer.—Brocklebank, Newby Bridge. Ulver-

ston. [X6010

MOTOR Cj-cle, about £26, kick start preferred, and
approval; deposit,-Box L2,373, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [4932

Worth Waiting
For.

SPEED, FLEXIBILITY,
CLIMBING POWER,
COMFORT,
CONTROLABILITY,

IN FACT

ROAD WORTHINESS
IT'S THE

3 h.p. /^•D«\><
you're reading about

VICTOR HORSMAN LTD.,

Parr Street, Slater Street,

LIVERPOOL.
Telephone No.: Royal H25.

THE (|)TOR

^°MPANY LlM'"'"^''

Grams : " AICHSEMOTO, Swiss,' London."
Phone :.i63i Hampstead.

At time of going to Press we
have a large stock of lightweight
and other machines in stock at-
bargain prices.

SELECTIONS BELOW.

1914 2|h.p. Hobart, Just overhauled,
a splendid hill-climber . . . . £28

1914 2Jh. p. deLuxe 2-stroke, 2-speed,
in excellent order .

.

.. ,. £38
3 h.p. twin N.S.U. in fine condition£38.

2i h.p. 4-stroke single-speed Torpedo,
fast machine .

.

.

.

. . £3.8

4 h.p. W.D. 3-speed countershaft
Premier with coachbuilt sidecar, and
spare parts of every description
(valued at £25) . . .. £100 the lot.

4J h.p. Hurst engine in Chater Lea
frame, N.S.U. gear .

.

. . £29.

347, FINCHLEY ROAD, N.W.3.

WANTED.
WANTED. Enfield, Hnrley, or Indian combinatiou,

or similar; spot cash.-C.S., 14, Swatou Ed.,
Bow, E.3. [6065

WAI-JTED, water-cooled engine, SV^ to 6h.p., any
date: state condition and price.—Friary Garage,

Southsca. [X4690

WANTED, engine, Jap twin 2%, 3%, or 6h.p.,

sound condition.—Moon, Harewood Grove, Dnr
lington. [34650

WANTED, Sidecar body to fit 4h.p. James chassis;
good condition essential.—Whiteside's Garnge.

Clitheroe. [X4684

WANTED, A.J.S. interchangeable wheel, with or
without tyre.—Grange, Kainhall Ed., Barnnl*!--

wick. [4962

WANTED, good combination or light car.—rnrticu-
lars and time to view, 436, Whitehorse Kd., Thorn-

ton Heath, S.E. [5252

WANTED, motor cycle, 1912 upwards, condition im-
material. — Chaplin, 19, Winstanley Crescent,

[5227

WANTED, SVjh.p. combination. 1914 or later, En-
field or similar: no rubbish.—Devona, Salt Hill,

Slough. [5171

N.S.U. or other 2-speea gear wanted, fit B.S.A. 3'!.

h.p. small engine shaft.—Griggs, Folly Ay., St.

Albans. [6098

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination wanted, not
earlier than 1916.-25, Malpas Rd., Newport.

Mon. [5345

GOOD Solo Machine wanted, 1915 or later, sound
condition.—Loweth. 6, JMount Pleasant Rd..

Ealing. [5271

CLTNO Kick-starter Pedal wanted lor 6h.p. 1915
model; approval.—Stokes, 19, Claremout St., Glas-

gow. [S403S

1AA Motor Cycles Wanted tor cash.— Wandswoitii
y.\J\J Motor Escliange, Elmer St., Wandsworth [T<iwti

Stationl. . [B582

WANTED, single-cyl. magneto, anti-clock, any make;
cheap for cash.—Beale, Blagdon, Cranborne,

Salisbury. [4865

WANTED, 3h.p. Enfield.—State year, condition,

and lowest price to Pearce, 144, Victoria St.,

St. .Albans. [X4775

WANTED, good H.T. magneto, antl-cloekwise.—Price

etc., to W. Watt, 44, 'Charlotte St., Fraserburgh,

Aberdeenshire. [4941

WANTED, Lukin c.nrburetter adapter, for Scott

motor cycle.—Harris, 51, Upton lane. Forest Gate,

London-, E.7. [5298

£40 Offered, lightw-eight Enfield, Triumph, or other

well-known make.—Fullest particulars, 125, Higu
St., Woolwich. [X3864

WANTED, Sprockets for American Excelsior;

Douglas parts for sale.—Motorist, 7, Waterloo

Kd., Ipswich. [5058

WANTED W.D. pattern handle-bars; lin. stem oli

Triumph or Eover would suit.—Curtis, West
Parade, Lincoln. [4763

WANTED, Bosch magneto, ball bearing type, for

SVih.p. single; also 180° twin.—Lloyd, 19, Essex
St., Norwich. [X4670

WANTED, 4-cyl. F.N.'s, T.A.C.'s, T.M.C.'b, Hender-
sons.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth, S.W. [5235

DOUGLAS, late model, T.T. preferred, must be in

good order; no fancy price.—Schafer, Cheadle
Heath, Stockport. [X4056

£2,000 Waiting.—Wanted, motor cycles, any make;
good prices given ; offers made unseen.—Booth i

Motorics. H^lilix. [X612?

WANTED, fast combination, Hailey, Indian, Hender-
son, Clyno preferred; good price given.—Else,

Dimple, Matlock. [X4991

N.S.U., 6V>h.p. twin, less engine, or with engine need-

ing repairs.—E. C. Eedshaw, Hallsannery Cottage,

Bideford, N. Devon, [5002

COUNTERSHAFT Model Triumph, with or without
sidecar, would consider 2-seater car.—65, Kinfauns

Ed., Goodmayes, Essex. [X4106

WANTED, Triumph spring forks, complete, magneto,
single, anti; sy.h.p. or 6h.p. engine.—Lee, 9a,

Ada Ed.. Camberwell. [4944

WANTED, clutch, bearings, and sprockets complete,

for 1913 T.T. Indian.—West, Plumtree House,
Draycott, Derbyshire. [X4565

WANTED, 6h.p. twin combination, any make; must
be cheap, for cash.—Eoberts, 26, Clarence Ed.,

Leighton Buzzard, Beds. [X4995

WANTED, 3-speed gear box, with kick start and
back hub complete, for 8h.p. Clyno.— 149, Eock-

iugham Kd., Kettering. rX4973

£100 given for 1918 Sli.p. Enfield Combinatiou, A.J.S.

.

or Zenith, fuUy cnnipped and perfect.—Apply, 23,

Victoria Ed., South Shields. [X5001

CXLINDER, V Piston, w.auted for Kerry motor, 2''4

h.p. a.o.i.v. ; c.^sh waiting.- 64, Burnley E'l..

DoUis Hill, N.W.IO. [4766

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b,^7
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WANTED.
WANTED, vulcanising plant, minor or multi press

;

state particulars and price.—Box L2,332, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [4870

TT7"ANTED, crankshaft iox^Vi^-P^- F.N., shalt drive
or complete engine.

Rd.. Twickenham.
Upper Grotto

[X4776

LIGHT Torpedo Sidecar, wicker 01 very light ooaeh-
hiiilt

;
good condition.—Wandck, Wireless Saundron,

\7oiti)y Down, Wincliester, [X4689

AUTO-WHEEL. Wall, B.S.A., good order, im casb.
—Letters only. Hall, Estate Agent, Tallv Ho

Corner, i-incb!ey, N.12. [490Y

ENGINE, 7 9b. p. or 8-lOh.p. twin, good condition,
and complet-e, any make, m.o.v., and cheap.—3^os

fl,206, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4852

WANTED, really good late model Grand Prix Mor
gan; good price paid for good machine.

tt, Saffron Walden, Esses.

F.N.

49, HinL
[X4880

cycle, or old nn-
Proprie-

[4899

WANTED, cylinder for 4-cyl. _ . _ _.

usable machine, this make, purchased,
t^r, 9, Raglan Rd., Dublin.

WANTED, Douglas, U.S.A., or any known make,
not earlier than 1915; cash waiting.—E.T., 3,

Ilm-st St., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [4939

combination,
2, Gardnor

[5301

WANTED, privately, good 2-seater
reasonable lor cash.—Richardson,

Rd., Hampstead.

WANTED, magneto ior 1916 Douglas, C.A.V. or
Bosch waterproof preferred.—22, Crabtree Lane,

Fulham, S.W.6. [5304

privately, motor cycle, lightweight, twin
ed, modern.—Batchelor, 15, Prince's Av.,

Churc|i End, Finchley. [5263

WANTED, 2-stroke, 2-speed, with footboards; price
not over £30.—Mines, Brightholme, Little

Sutton, Cheshire. [5337

WANTED Immediately, B.S.A. or Imperial-J.A.P.,
new or not earlier 1917, cluix;h.—Landquist,

[5406

1916 Powerplus Indian com
spring frame, electric lighting
Berks. [5089

WANTED,
prelerred, modern.-

Danbury, Essex. (D)

WANTED imraefliately
bination

-Capt.
3-speed,

Hay, Caokhom,

BLACKBURNE, single geared, condition immaterial,
Scarlet Runner type preferred.-Burney, Craig-~"

' [X4753

Bradbury; good
Ross, Moorfield

[X4751

moant, Inverkeithing, Fifeshire.

WANTED, e.B. Sidecar for 31/oh.p.

price given, no rubbish wanted.

-

Av., Carleton, Paulton-le-Fylde.

WANTED, 5h.p. twin engine {complete unit} for cash
or 3y,h.p. Singer, on- approval; full particukrrs.—

" Units," 28, Gratton Rd., Bedford. [X4562

WANTED, Bosch magneto, single-cyl., new orjecond-
hand.—State lowest casn price to Wright.

[X416]

Slack,
[X4883

Harbour Rd., Killteel, Co. Down.

ENGINE. 5-6h.p. or 7-9h.p. twin, or 4h.p.
clienp; slight attention no objection.—H,

Market Place, Chapel-en-le-Frith.

PRIVATE Purchaser (London) requires combination
or solo, not under 3V''h.p., must be cheap.—Box

„., ,, . „ ,
j-g^gg

coachbuilt.
-Particulars

[5037

WANTED. 3h.p.
clutch Douglas,

L2,414, c/o The Motor Cycle.

SIDECAR Wanted for Harley-Davidson,
and enamelled French grey essential,

to Burrell, 5, Lawn View, Sidmouth.

TRIUMPH or B.S.A. wanted, new or nearly new, witli

or without sidecar ; view in London,—State price
to Advertiser, 6, Oliver Av.. S.E.25. [5069

Enfield twin 2-speed, 2-^/4h.p.

or A.J.S., recent date.—Particu-
lars. Tiffin, Oxen Park, Ulverston. (D) [5333

COMBINATION, C.B., over SV^h.p., not earlier 1914,
good condition; call after 5.3"0, and Saturdav after-

noon, Sunday.—39, Handley St., Sleaford. [X4743

WANTED, high-class 4Vih.p. or 5-6h.p. combination,
1916 or later, excellent condition; no dealers.—

Heathfield, Lowther Hill, Forest Hill, S.E.23. [4866

WANTED for 8h.p. Bat-Jap, spring forks complete,
eitbf-r new or second-hand, lay-shaft, dogs, piston.

—Hud.-on, 14, Conway Rd., Plumstead London. [X4761

WANTED, one crankshaft and flywheel for 8h.p.
Williamson (Douglas engine), must be dead

true; deposit.—Scothern, Grantham, Sevenoaks. [4825

£70 to £80 for the best P. and M. or Triumph coach-
built comViiaation, must be countershaft gears; no

dealer«.-Box 4,205, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [X4847

WANTED a 5-6h.p. Bat, 3-v^peed, clutch, K.S. model,
not earlier than 1913-14, must be reliable:

about £40.—Box L2,374, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4933

WANTED, cylinder and piston for 2Vah.p. Precision
engine, or engine with these parts.—.tames Wilson,

Lake View, Castleblayney, Co. Monaghan, Irehnnd. [4911

or 2-speed gear box,
1912 model.-Write.

Haslani, 2, Clifton Place, Fulham Rd., S.W. [4925

CYLINDER for 434h.p. Precision, bore 88mm,
price paid. Sell Bosoh magneto,

LOW Gear Drum and Sprocketi
complete, for 6h.p. Clyno, 1912 model,

goo<^l

, Triumph adjust-
able pulley.—Stuart, 12, Elstow Rd., Bedford. [X4932

SUNBEAM, Sy^h.p., or A.J.S., 6h.p. solo, must be new
machine, or late model in perfect condition; cash.

—Wolverson, Horseley Field.^, Wolverhampton. [X5025

See these
Forks ?W

They take

ALL
the shocks

because they're

SAXONS
Saxon Spring Forks
are the embodiment
of all that is neces-

sary to absorb the
vibration on YOUR
machine. No others

are exactly like

them, nor quite so

good, because Saxons
are the only anti-

vibratory spring
forks that

Take ALL
the Shocks
Send postcard to-day for full particulars.

S. R. RIDGWAY,
Digbeth, BIRMINGHAM.

YOUR LUBRICATION
TROUBLES A.E ENDED
IF YOU USE OUR

MOTOR OIL
-for your Motor Cycle.

To Garages and all those interested in

the wise lubrication of a Motor Vehicle of

any description we invite your enquiries.

ARTHUR LUMB & SON,
Atlas Oil Works,

HAUIPAX, Yot-lcs.
LEEDS. PARIS.

TO THE GARAGES (TR*DE).—If
you don't already stock it, we
should advise you to SEE TO IT.

WANTED.
ADVEETISER requires good motor cycle, 1914 or

later, known make; immediate cash; state full
particulars.—Cyclist. 142, Corbyu St., Finsbury Park.

[4201
COilBINATION, late model A.J.S., Sunbeam, Hailey,

must be first-class outfit; bring, or send parti-
culars.—Eustou Ignition Co., 335, Euston Ed., N.W.I.

[4980
REASONABLE Cash Price -vraiting for good late

combination, Enfield or similar.—Write full par-

.

ticulars to 8, St. James' Ed., Kingston-on-Thames.
[4811

COMBINATION, 1915 or later, A.J.S., Sunbeam,
Eniield, or other good chuin drives.—Full parti-

culars, W., 77, Baynton Ed., Enflejd Wash, Middlesex.
[5023

SPORTING Mount required immediately, Triumph,
Rudge, Matchless, Norton, etc., cash; also 50°

magneto, anti-clock.—164, Eroadfield Ed., Catford.
[5412

WANTED, engine or complete po-n-er unit, also
spring forks. Sin. stem, or motor cycle, condition

immaterial.-Maxwell, 4, Cambridge Place, Kilburn,
London. [4973

WANTED, one or two motor cycles, any condition

;

also pistons, piston rods, and crankshaft for
1910 Douglas, 2^h.p.—Hughes, Waterworks, Whitby,
Cheshire. [4773

WANTED, clearance and bankrupt parcels of motor
cycle accessories ; whole stocks purchased : nmst

be cheap.—Harris. 51, Upton Lane, Forest Gate, Lon-
don. E.7. [9719

IF You Want to sell your cycle, motor cycle, magneto,
or parts, we can quickly find you a custwner at

your own price.—The Mart. 151, Caledonian Rd.. icing's

Cross, London. [1689

SUNBEAM or similar Countershaft, solo or comb.,
for cash, reasonable price, fullest details ; or call

after 7.30.—Ford, 12, Wroughton Ed., Claptam Com-
mon, S.W. (D) [4796

WANTED, Sturmey-Archer or Armstrong hub gear,

8h.p. model; also brake for same; bottom gear
for Smith speedometer: approval.—Argall, Old Bridge
St., Truro, Cornwall. [4823

33.h.p. or 3V'h.p. Green Engine wanted, with mag-
4 neto and carburetter, perfect condition.—Write,

F.J.P., Petersham Rd., Ham Common, Eichmond, or

phone Kingston 1663. [4B54

WILL Any Private Person sell ma their combinji-

tion ? I am not particular to make, but must
be reliable, will pay iS60-i£120.—Salveson, 136, Dal-

mally Rd., Croydon. [3846

WANTED, frame, in sound condition, for Douglas
motor cycle, lady's model, 1912, or Douglas lady's

model not earlier than 1912, in good order.-Muirhcad.
Alma House, North Shields. [X4144

WANTED, combination, good mechanical condi-

tion, A.J.S., Douglas, Scott, or James preferred;

not earlier than 1914: f36-£40 for best ofier.—Hunt,
85, Derby Ed., Birdholme, Chesterfield. [X5033

ADVERTISER, with 10 years' experience, is re-

commencing business, and is open to offers of

frame, chassis, wheel building, or machines complete.

—

Apply, Box L2,398, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5437

OPOT Cash for Triumphs. Douglas. A J.S.. EnRelds.
O Brough. Nortons. Heudersons. Sunbeam, Zenith,

Hurley-Davidson. Write, call, or 'Phone Bolborn 5777.

-Wanchope's, 9. Shoe Lone. London. [5415

MODERN Combinations, motor cycles, and light cars;

distance no object : cash waiting 'Phone, write,

)r call —Moores' Presto Motor Works, Ltd., Tamworth
Ud West Croydon. Surrey Est. 1881 Croydon 1545.

[2223

WANTED, sidecar, suit P. and M..—Buckler, 160,
Worksop Ed., Handsworth, Sheffield. [X4986

i> or 3-speed Gear Box and clutch, suit Indian all-chain

;

/v cheap lor casl.—Olney, 102, Porthkerry Ed., Barry,

Glam. [XS035

WE are Wanting several solo machii-es and com-
binations. Send full particulars of anything you

iiave for sale ,and our representative will call with cash

nnd bring away if suitable.-Bunting, Mason's Av.-,

Ilarrow. [5158

DOUGLAS. Douglas. Douglas.—Best prices paid for

second-hand machines and spare parts.—Vivian
Hardie. Ltd., Douglas Experts, 24, Woodstock St.,

off Oxford St., Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone : May-
Pair 6559. [0985

PEECT and Co. require at least 100 second-hand

motor cycles and combinations. Please offer us

vour mount. We offer exceptional high prices. We
pay you cash on sight. I'ercy and Co., 337, Euston
Ed., London. [0925

WANTED. Indians. B.S.A.'s. Sunbeams, Triumphs,
Enfields, Harleys, A.J.S.'s, Matchless, Douglases,

Zeniths ; spot cash. Send particulars and price. -r

\N'andsworth Motor Exchange. Ebner St.. Wandsworth
Town Station! [2524

WANTED, sidecar for Sh.p. Zenith, cane or coach-
built, side entrance, lockers, Mills-Fulford pre-

ferred, must be reasonably good condition and ready
for road.—Creighton, Beckett's Bank, Kirby Moorside,
Yorkshire. (D) [X4800

WE purchase for cash any make of motor cycle,

late models preferred; high prices offered, cash
on, sight; no risks in dealing with us. 'Phone:
Avenue 6548.—Elce and Co., 15, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St., E.G. [0492

E38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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EPAIRS
ENEWALS
ENOVATIONS

Any make CYCLE or CAR.

"BAT"
MOTOR CYCLES

A SPECIALITY.
Year^ Experience in BAT iVorl^s.

Clifton Motor Garage
(A. E. Cook, Proprietor)*

45, CLIFTON ROAD, SOUTH
NORWOOD, LONDON, S.E.

MOTOR
OILCANS, PETROL FUNNELS, FEEDERS

and GENERAL TINWARE,
Builders and General Trad'^rs Company

Head 0!iice, 8C, Colmore Row, BIRMINGIIAM.

Telegraphic Address "' Gentradco,*' Birmingham.
Telephone, Central 2836.

WANTED
High-Class Combinations, Motorcycles, LIglit

Cars, and Landaulets.
When writing, quote lull details, year, and lowest prici.

'phone, write, or call.

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd.,
TamwortK Road, West Croydon, Surrey.

Eitablished 1881, 'Phone: Croydon 1545.

50

73

MISCELLANEOUS.
ROO ,2-speed, all controls, 26X2V2 wheel, belt drive,

handle start, splendid order; £8.-5, Salisbury Ed..
Sheffield.' [5070

SPRING Buck Motor Cycle Head Lamp and gener-
ator, in very good condition ; £1.—Brown, Sher-

burn, York. [X4855

MOTOB Cycle for sale, incomplete, £7; also SVsh.p.
Bat engine, £4.-51, Katcliflo St., Levenshulme,

Manchester. [X4556
NUTS, Screws, Washers fnssorted), 2/6, post
free; send for liet.—Erio Meadows, Bankfield

Lane, Soutliport. [8928

CO^VIBINATION Electric Lighting Set, as new, £4;
Exida accumulator, cost £3 ; A.H.H. head lamp.—

Lee, Grasmere. [X4868
SPRING Washers, 3-16 to ^A, 1/6; 36 castle
nuts, V4 to V". 1/6; carriage paid.— Wood, 38,

Tithebarn St., Preston. [X4156

LUCAS Handle-bar Mirror, 9/-; Luoas Cyclorn, No.
60, 12-/6 ; splendid condition.-H.S., 20, Cedar

Rd., Northampton. [X4959

FOEECAR Attachment, complete, less tyres, internal
expansion brakes on wheels; £2/10.—Hewett, 515,

High Ed., Ohiswick. [4985
INDIAN 1914 Gear Boi Case and Spares, 15/-; clutch,

30/-: heavy Dunlop cover, 28x3, 70/-.—Hepworth's,
Market Place, Wigan. • [5266

WICKER Sidenar Body, 25/-; Miller lamp set (new)
47/6; Bndrick decompressor, 4/-.—Hanson,

Walton-le-Dale, Preston. [4807

1 Q19 Binks Carburetter, suit Douglas, 70/-; Triumph
-i-*' adjustable pulley, 2 Triumph valves coroplete.
—41, Highgate Av., Preston. [X4982

1PAIE Lucas Brass (Autolette, No. 594L) Gas
Lamps (car), complete, as new; £10, or nearest

oHer.—Sims, Longfield, Kent. [5409

MOTOR Hovse, new, 7ft. 9in. X 6ft X 7ft. high,
sections, double doors, floor, window; £10/10/0.—

Anderson, North Rd., Spennymoor. [4797

large
. . .. _ . 40/-.

Hull, Confectioner, Buckingham. [X4749

complete,
-Tweddell.
[X4856

SPEEDOMETER, all fittings complete. 50/-;
P. and H. lamp set, complete with bracket

;

MABON Variable Gear, good condition,
except control lever, suit 3V>h.p. ; 70/-.-

86, South Parade, West Hartlepool.

OWING to large number of orders received, we regret
being unable to give usual prompt delivery for

next 7 days.—Capacity Tool Co.. Broeeley. [X2291

O-SPEED Gear Bos, SV^h.p. Humber, straight through
^ type, controls and two nickelled sprockets, perfect]
£6/15.—Bond, Leaze, Chepstow, Mon. [5010

4h.p. Douglas Parts, cylinders, pistons, connecting rods,

crankshafts, frames, tanks.-Please write,
"

1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Hill, London.
Speechley

[5290

SPARE Parts.—We supply any part for any machine
in a few days^ Send old part to Spare Parts Manu-

facturing Co., 8, Cowper Rd., Honwell, W.7. [4965

TRY the Aslatt tyre stopping, the £ s. d. saver in tyre
bills; HXV2 per tube, post free.—The Aslatt Co.,

Midanbury Lane, Bitterne Park, Southampton. [X2516

DISCS, aluminium, seamless, 26x2% wheels only, set

four 3 gns. ; packing, carriage extra ; lightest,

smartest.—Railway Garage, Staines. 'Phone 139. [4005

ALBION 2-speed gear, with control, unused, £7,
pinions and dog for Indian, 2-6peed; particulars;

stamp.—Elliott, Highfleld Farm, Godley, Cheshire.
[X4757

BELT-DRIVEN Cycle Car Chassis, £7/10; three
26X2V2 tyres, £2; Oppermann 2-fipeed clutch

gear bos, £2/10.—Booth, 8, Powlett St., Wolverhampton.
[X4554

8h.p. J.A.P. Front Cylinder and Piston, complete with
gudgeon and rings, just received from makers

:

921; carnage, box estra.—30, Middlewood Rd., Sheffteld.
[X5064

B.B. Carburetter, brand new, variable jet, complete,
£2/10; Senspray carburetter, new, iVsr complete,

£2.—Coleman, 14, Elderberry Rd., Well Hall, S.E.9.
[X5062

1 e'/^ SCREWS, nuts, washers, set screws, and studs,
jLt>\J' 2/6; 144 bright screws, 2/-; 72 bright hexa-
gon nuts, 2/-

ton.
; carriage paid.- Wood, Tithbarn St., Pres-

[X4155

LUCAS Dynamo Lighting Set, complete with 3 lamps,
switchbox, accumulators, wiring, in new condition,

and fittings for Royal Enfield; 19 gns.—47, Broadway.
Coventry. [X4899

TRIUMPH Spare Parts and Repairs.—We are the
promptest firms, and can supply practically every

part per return.—Forfleld Motors, Forfield Place, Leam-
ington Spa. [5124

BINKS Auto Damping S-Jet Carburetter, with 6
spare jets, key, and controls, off 2^h.p. Douglas,

only used 3 months; 55/-.—Wood, Hague Bar, Strines,
Stockport. [S4884

CASTINGS.—Brass, gun-metal, phosphor bronze,
and aluminium to customers' patterns; quick

delivery.—Cattermole and Maybury, 65, Montague Rd.,
Smethwick. [X0189

NUMBER Plates, aluminium, poliBhed and enamelled

;

cars 13/6, motor cycles 10/6 ; foot plates, various
patterns, from 12/-, carriage extra.—Bye Bros., Small-
thorne, Staffs. [X4867

SUTCLIFFE'S 'S,%l%lV^n^lSQ^

Leneth. Width. Heifilit to ric ge. Price. Floor extra.
ft. 6ft. cift. £ a £2 9

e ft. Sit. 6itL £1015 £3 4
10 ft. 7ft. 8ft. £17 £5 10
U t. eft 9ft. £21 10 £700
16ft. Wit. 10ft £36 £14
2uCt. 12ft. 10ft. £46 £18

An sent carnage paid in sections.

Sutdiffs's Motor Sheds are the stronpeat built, test desisned
motor Sheds you can get at nnything like the price; don't be
temi'ted to buy weakly constructefl Shedy, they are most ex.

pensive in the end. Study Sutcliffe's Construction:— Sides,
ends, roofs built on 3-iuch best match boards, rocf also covered
with extra heavy fell, rainproof, fiamework of tremendous
stienpth. All floors are double strenRth. will carry a ton or
more weieht easily. All houses erected and bored before dea-

piitch. all bolts supplied free. If any client is not perfectly
satisfied, simply return slicd and we refund purchase price.

Full details in free booklet. Lan rail any eize in 2 10 G days.

F. & H. BUTCLIFFE, 44. Wood Top, Hebden
Bridge, Yorks. 'Phone :~58, Hebden Bridge.

MANCHESTER.
WflV l^^ve house and home turned" ** * into an Auction, dealing with
numerous ''probable" buyers, when your Light
Car or Motor Cycle can be sold en commission at
ojr Show rooms ?

Upon receipt of a Post card our representative
will call for your car or machine, and in due
course a cheque for full amount, less our small
commission, will be forwarded to you.

LEECH & TAYLOR,
MOTOR ENGINEERS,

4, Caieaton St. (opposite Marketplace)
MANCHESTER.

Telephone : Central, 2526.

ENGINES
overhauled, re-bushed, repaired.
Obsolete parts made to patterns.
Our bushes are to '001. All our

labour IS FULLY SKILLED.

Phipps & Co., Engineers,
17, Cambridge St., Walsall.

PUL.L.EYS for any motor.
Adjustable, Sin. diameter, 14/6, Plated.

Fixed, to Sin. diameter, 7/6.

Supplied in size 3in. to Sin. diameter.
WELL-KNOWN IMAKES IN STOCK.

Guaranteed. Post Free.

J. PERKINS, LBYTON
455. HIGH ROAD

2AS. WaJthamsloip.

TINS 1/6
""

OWENBROS.^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B41
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CHAIRMAN RHYMES.

Not once, nor twice

In Britain's story,

The path of Sport

Has led to glory.

So when I've learned

To drive the jigger

As fast as fire

Responds to trigger,

I'll smoke my Chairman

From the case

My bike has won

In some big race

5|d. for 10 everywhere.

R. J. Lea, Ltd. Manchester.

Armstrong and Sturmey Archer Hub Gears.
We regret to announce that owinj to the pressure of

work we are unable to repair the above gears with our
usual promptness. We can only undertake repairs in

strict rotation. Dou^iah G..r Box Parts stocked.
Sturmey Archer Countersaal Gear Parts stocked and

repaired.

When sending wheeh kindly remove all outside axle

fittings and label clearly wifh nwnei^s and out address.

The CROMWELL ENGINEERING CO.,
327, Putney BridseRoad, London, S W 15

'Phone: IGOl Putney. L & s, \v. Ely. Pntiiey Station.
Please note we do not reimir pnsli-cycle years

Tanks, any
shape; to order.
Repairsand re.

enamelling
irom io;e.

1^ Booklet tree.

GREEN

Auxiliary g
taults, with
filler, tap, T
piece, pipint:,

clips, com.
plete, ahvays
in stock.

Water St., Blackfriars, Manchester.
».nilllllilllllll4inn[iiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiniiniiiii.iiiinnmi^

10/6
each,

postage y^.

ENDRICK
ENG. CO.'S

DECOMPRESSOR
for Easy Starting and Slow
Running. Fits into valve
cap orspareS.P. hole. Valve
caps screwed, 1 /6 each.

93/95, High St , CRAWLEY,
SUSSEX,

All Agents can supply it.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BROWN Armj- Canvas Shoes, leather soles. 2/-, 2/6;

Canadian white canvas shoes, leather soles. 3/ 6,

476; army boots, 9/-: catalogue free.—Gould. 47, Abbey
I'lace. Plymouth. [1995

ROC 2-speed Wheel, 26x2V2, with controls, fit .pedal
start, perfect, 95/-, or exchange Roc wheel 26x

2',i, handle start, perfect,—Smith, 24, Florence Place,
Grifflthstown, Mon. pCSOSS

DOUGLAS Valves, 2 exhaust complete, set of cams,
levers, 2 connecting rods (1 new, 1 second-hand),

1 2-speed countershaft.—Write, H. Martin, 24, Mars-
den St., London, N.W. [5139

TARPAULINS for sale, repaired and redressed, S.H.
railway truck sheets. London works; alao few new

waterproof sheets.—For particulars write Johnston, 12,
Broughton Rd., Croydon. [3098

ZENITH-GRADUA, splendid condition, cheap; also
Triumph, drop back; also Bowden 2-speed gear,

kick start, less plunger ; 5 . gus.—Brown, Rangemoor
Village, Burton-on-Trent. [X4968

TWO-SPEED Gear Box and Clutch, complete and
perfect, Indian, £lO; 28x3 Dunlop covers and

tubes, new, 60/-; 2 new chains, 1x^,4, 30/-.^Box
4,221, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X5059

C HATER-LEA, less engine, suit 4h.p. or twin, belt
rim, neaily all new parts, late pattern, and nearly

complete; £15/10: seen mornings, or Write Lightioot,
314, Gray's luu Rtl., London. [4921

MODEL Aerorlanes, Sin. twin screw model; ^^-mile
flight signed guarantee, packs in small parcel;

8/6; ^en([ stamp for list.—Morane^Smith Aviation Co.,
21, Moring Rd., Tooting, S.W.17. [X4786

DOUGLAS Spare Cylinder, for 2S,.ih.p. 30/-, and 4h.p.
35/-; cylinders. 12/6; frame for 2^*yi.p, £7/10,

4h.p. £10; a]l parts for 2^4h.p. and 4h.p. engines.—Haw-
kins, 455, York Rd., Wandsworth. [4987

FLINTS for Lighters, 1/^3 dozen. 10/6 gross; wheels
4d., standards 5d., wickholders 8d., screws,

springs, wicks, Id. each; best reliable, post free.-II.
Dunster, 3, Mylne St., London, E.C.I [4249

3ih.p. Triumph, good going order, Grado variable
2 gear, free engine. £35; .IV^h.p. Clement engine,

frame, tank, belt, £4/10; pair wheels, 26 x2,_ Clincher
tyres, £3.-55, Stanway Rd., Coventry. [X5090

TRIUilPH 4h.p. Engines, 1915-16. complete or parts,
Sturmey-Archer countershaft 3-speed gears, complete

or parts, fijimes, tanks, etc.—Please write, Speeohley
1, Gunuerc-bury Lane. Acton Hill, London. [5289

1 A A.COO Shop-soiled and Secondhand Files 6in.
J~\f\F 16in., genuine salvage stock, all guaranteed
luable. Send 12/6 for 3 dozen assorted, carriage paid;,
approval.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting, S.W. [1629

STEWART Speedometer for 2 Sin. wheel, trip, season
mileage, 50/-; Matchless detachable wheel, 16/-;

wicker sidecar, complete, £4/4; accumulator, 6/-.
Stocker, 49, Riverside, Kingston-on-Thames. [X5094

DISCS for motor wheels gre our speciality. We make
them for the rider who values the clean built sport-

ing appearance they give to a machine, and is fed up
with barking his knuckles cleaning a myriad spokes.

DISCS of Enamelled Sheet Metal supplied ready to fit
any make of machine, with all necessary fittings,

35/- per set for two wheels, extra 17/6 for combination
We can supply for Triumph. Douglas, Indian, etc., from
stock, and for any other machine in 3 days.

DISCS of Polished Aluminimn. One word explains
the appearance they give to a machine—dinky. 60/-

per set, for any machine, carriage paid.—The Auto Sheet
Metal Co.. 2a, Maygrove Bd.. Erondesbury, N W 6
(opposite Kilburn Met. Station). [4636

TRIUMPH Cylinder, 4h.p., complete with valves,
caps, gudgeon, rings, ete., £3/10; also Minerva

engine, pair wheels, with covers, frame, forks, belt
rim, £5.-75, Venner Rd., Sydenham, S.W. [5190

SUIT Heavy Waterproof Overalls, 35/-; exhaust
' whistle, 3/-; Lucas mirror, 9/-; College mudshield,

15/-; pillion seat. 8/-: Mabon clutch, inner flange dam-
aged. ^5/-.-55, Watling St.. Wellington, Salop. [X4897
"DRAND Xew 26x21,4 {£2/7/3} Dunlop, accept £2;
-»-• new 26x2 Dunlop, various tubes, Douglas spares;
28x3 (£3/10) heavy Dunlop, 57/6; numerous acces-
soTies; state want^.-Lord, Mountfield, Prestwich.

rX4788
CHEONOQB.^PH Watch, used racing purpose, fly-

b.ick action, registers independently to filth of
sei^ond, splendid timekeeper, perfect order, accept 90/ —
Wood, 22, Woodbine St., Greenheys, Manchester. (D|

1X1688RICHMOND Motor Cyclists, look 1—I have a large
stock oi tyres, belts, horns, lighting sets, etc., at

Srices that will surprise you. Give me a call.

—

Bennett's Accessories, 7, Lower George St., Richmond
[5319

T3AIB lin. T.T. bars and grips, 7/6; motor cycle
J- free wheels, 3/6 each; Triumph front wheel,
15/-; speedometer wheel, 1/6; Dunlop belt, lin.x
7ft. 6in., 3/6.-35, Annesley Av., Hendon, N.W.9.

[5104
PAIE of 50x3 tyres, very good, 25/-: 2 Splitdorf

armatures, 30/-; Indian, 7/9; cylinder heads,
15/-, back only; 26x2K back wheel cover and tube,
no spindle, 30/-.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshaiton.

[5242

A i=tEAU GM30D KNOCKABOUl
WATCH FOR IVIOTOR CYCLISTS

The

"Mentor"

Watch.

GENUINE AMERICAN LEVER MOVEMENT,
MADE BY THE ANSONIA CLOCK CO.

H I N DO
24c, King St., Hammersmith, W.6
Telephone : Hammersmith 197. Established 1856

Or from our shops at Clapham Junction, Woolwich
Southampton, Lewisham, Reading, Hammersmith

ChathEma, and Wood Green.

Magneto
REPAIRS

and spare parts
We are well qualified to undertake the repair

of Magnetos of all makes, and to supply

Spare parts, being, as we are, one of the most

experienced firms manufacturing Magnetos

SIMMS MOTOR UNITS, Ltd.,
Percy Buildings, Gresse Street, London. W.i.

I

-MIDLAND SIDECARS.-
Before deciding on a sidecar write for illustration and

specificafion of the finest car offered at the piice

-18 srns.
Beautifully finished body of graceful design. Well
upholstered with spring back and cushion and lino mat.
Sirong tubular chassis with Palmer tyre. Limited
delivery in about 7 days. All sidecar requirements at

MIDLAND SIDECAR WORKS,
Stratford Street, Upper Stoke, COVENTRY.

New 2| W.D. Douglases,
Surplus Government Machines.

A limited number* of theee splendid
machines in makers' crates fop cash or*

exchange.

Halifax Motor Exchange,
Union Street South, HALIFAX.

B42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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to remember
EARLY DELIVERY
OF ALL THE BEST MAKES
CAN BE SECURED BY BOOKING

YOUR ORDER WITH US.

DON 'TWASTcTHIS SUMMER
We can supply, some from stock,

A.B.C., ALLON, CLYNO,
ENFIELD, JAMES,

LEVIS, P. & M., NEW
HUDSON, ROVER, and

SUNBEAM Motor Cycles.

Also the famous

A.B.C. LIGHT CAR.

^5 deposit with order, return-

able at customer's option if

we cannot deliver at date
promised.

MARTIN
GREENCATE

MITCHELLlis
. STAFFORD JLS

LONDON—EDINBURGH.
4 h.p. " MABON " and Sidecar fitted with

MABON VARIABLE GEAR
AWARDED GOLD MEDAL.

MABON MOTOR WORKS,
Woodside Gardens, Bruce GroTe, Tottenham, N.lT

2t H.P.
PETROL ENGINES.
For Farm or other station
ary work. Hopper cooled.
Macneco fRnition. Port-
able. Easy to start.

Weight 8 cwL Sent ont
comolete with petrol tank.
and mounted on wood
skids ready for rnnninp.

Send for List.
Deliver]! from, Stock.

Booth's JMotoriea, Portland Place. HaJlfax.

3-PLY WOODf^or
SIDECARS, CARS, Etc. LIST AND PRICES ON

APPLICATION.

Builders & General Traders Co.,

83, Colmore Row, BIRMINGHAM.
'Plione : Central, 2836. 'Grams :

" Gentradco," B'ham.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A_/i_ Cycle Rims, 50/-; J.A.P. cylinder, with overhead
rt^ valves, 85x95, 16/6; 3ft. 6in. %x%in. Eeuold
chain, 10/-; Sturmey counterahaft brackets, 10/-; No. 90
emery, 20/- cwt. ; atamp, reply.—Millard, Motors, Belve-
dere. [4957

HOLAX Petrolproof Bright Black Enamel gives a
finish equal to stove enamellins ; 1 /- per jar,

1/10 per tin, postage 3d. extra; trade supplied.

—

C. A. Holland and Co., 36, Giesbach Rd., London,
N.19. [5468

SPEEDOMETERS. - Stewart, 84/-; Watford, 79/-.

Indian semi-T.T. bars complete, 95/-; Lucas lamp
Gets, 75/-; horns, 19/- and 12/6; Klaxon, 30/-; F.R.S.,
19/-; 6-volt accumulator, 39/-.—T. Stoner, 113, Cleve-
land St., W. , [X4798

SMITH'S Speedometer, good, order, 50/-; E.S.A new
parts, front wheel, handle-bar, mudguards, stand

clips, engine valves; Sunbeam . front mudguards, 12/6;
exhaust pipe, 5/-: toolbag, 7/6; one Bosch magneto, £5.
-Moss, Wem. [X5056

ACETYLENE Lucas Big King of the Road, No. 462,
complete, condition new, £4/4; Lucas (big) horn.

No. 38, practically new. 39/6^; Lucas brackets, gener-

ator. No. 58, 39/6.—Richardson, Guildhall Buildings.
Navigation St., Birmingham. 1.5003

GARAGES.—We can supply timber for building, cut
to any lengths. Price list on receipt of stamped

addressed envelope. We are also importers of plywood
suitable tor coachbuiiding.—The City Road Timlier Yard
227, City Rd.v London. E.C.I. ri965

OFFICE Furniture.—Reliance Co. hold one of the
biggest stocks of genuine second-hand office fur-

niture in the city. The price is right every time.
Call; it will save time and money.—Reliance House,
Tram Terminus, Holborn, E.G. [4003

TTfTHEELS. Wheels, Wheels.—Cycle and motor cycle
VV wheels built to order; back wheels from 45/-,

front wheels from 25/-; cycle and motor cycle frame
repairs; stamp enquiries.—Pendleton, 28, Lonsdale
Sq., Liverpool Rd., London, N.-l. [5109

UP-TO-DATE 3y2h.p. Frame, forks, etc., all new
condition, just enamelled, ready for engine and

wheels, £9/10; Matchless rear frame, plain counter-
shaft and chain case, £2/10; B. and L., new, large,

£1.—Box 4,230, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4958

PULLEY Flanges Refaced ; cones, spindles, bushes,
tappets, and guide valves reseated, etc. ; promptly

executed. Motor cycles thoroughly overhauled and
repaired. All^mall parts by return post.— 1, Hillside,

Stonebridge Park, Harlesden, N.W.IO. [5356

INDIAN 5h.p., 1915.—Pair connecting rods, 25/-; 2

pistons, 20/-; carburetter, 30/-; front cylinder,

45/-; front inlet dome, 3/-; sprockets, 39 teeth, rear,

20/-- 18 teeth, engine, 5/-; all good condition; before
6.—14, The Ridgeway, Wimbledon, S.W. [X5013

TRANSFER Lines for motors, gold or coloilr, from
40ft. for 1 /- ; lines for cycles, complete set.

panelled, gold or colour, 1/3; send stamp for list,

samples, and instructions.—Transfer Specialist, 13,

R-iversdale. Glebelands Rd., Ashton-on-Mersey. [X2253

HANDLK-BAR Muffs.—Keen your hands warm
The finest value obtsicable, waterproof and

warmly lined, 7/6 pair; approval against cash.—
MannfaHurers, The Para Rubber Co., 27, 29, John
Bright St., and 99. Station St., Birmingham. [X9935

CROWN Adjustable Pulleys, 5.in. 12/-, plated 14/-.
postage 9d. ; Triumph, B.S.A., Precision, Brad-

bury, Humber, Premier from stock, other models to

order ; Douglas pistons complete, 23/6; rings, 1 / 4

;

gudgeons, 2/-.—Ridington's, 204, Southampton St.,

Camberwell. [3568

D^SCS, Discs, Discs.—Best enamelled steel, light,

strong, for 26in. motor cycle wheels, complete sets

33/-, for 2 wheels; sidecar wheel only, 16/6; carriage

paid. AH kinds of tinplate work undertaken ; terras for

quantities.-Acme Cycle Co., 4, Copinger St., Green-
beys, Manchester. [4335

5,000,000 New Bright Steel Engineer's Hexagon
Bolts, nuts, studs, metal screws available. Send

10/- for parcel of 250 assorted, useful sizes. Whitworth
metric, B.S.F., B.A. threads, guaranteed perfect goods;
sent carriage paid. Write for full catalogue.—Palmer's
Garage, Tooting. [91 8P

4h.p. J.A.P., Bosch magneto, Amac, £15; Campion
frame, tank, Druids, Roc 2-speed ( incomplete)

,

£7/10; Brooks 104, 17/6; front wheel, 12/6; handle-
bar front brake, 17/6; S^^Ii-P. dropped frame, £3/5;
back hub and free-wheel, 15/-.—S. Whitehead, Braun-
stone Gate, Leicester. [X4938

CYCLE Car, 3-wheeler, chain drive, requires
assembling, 2-speed, 8h.p. w.c. engine, Bosch

mag., B. and B., £30; 3h.p. De Dion engine, adjust-
able pulley, Bosch ZAl. E. and B., £8; 2y->h.p. engine,
B. and B., 50/-; Amac carburetter, 20/-; twin, 22/6.
—145, Lowe St., Wolverhampton. [X5093

KLAXON Motor Cycle Horns, special purchase, 50/-

eaeh; Powell and Hanmer lamp and generator,
120 H.B., 40/- each; ditto. 125H.B., 55/-; motor cyck-
gloves, unlined, 10/6, lined 12/6; Cnraeo wind screens,

60/- each; alt good brand new.—Wolbro Motor Cych^
Works, Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone 45. [X4879

BRITINOL.—British-made Tinol, past solder with
flux combined. Place in position while cold,

apply heat, and a perfect soldered ioint ig tbo result.

No mess, no trouble, no tools reauired. Tins 3/3, post

free. Free booklet on soldering with each tin.—Bi-
Metala, Ltd., 57, Lant St., Southwark. London, S.T^.l

[3298J

Clean Hands

!

You can keep your hands clean and free from grime

and dirt, wlien on the road or m the garage, if you
use our washable ANTI-DUST GLOVES. The
cleanliness obtained will add 50 per cent, more
pleasure to the sport.

Single Pair 8d., post free.
Three Pairs 7d. per pair,

post free.
P.O. or cheques should be crossed and addressed to

—

NIBLETT & AUSTIN,
Walworth Place, Kast Street. -

Walworth. London, S.E.17.

MAGNETO REPAIRS&SPARES
for every known make and type
We absolutely cnarantee to despatcli to yon your repaired

machine within lour davs of receipt by us.

We also in ever*- case Rend an cstimsite before proc°edin{[

with the repair, and wdl return you cash ia lu'l if you are

not perfectly satisfied.

What li9tter cnarantee can yon hare ?

H. ARROWSMITH & CO.. 8. STEWART
STREET. DEANSGATE. MANCHESTER.

WATTS BROS.
For—NEW MACHINES, TYRES, ACCESSORIES,
REPAIRS, OVERHAULS, COMPLETE RENOVA-
TIONS, EXPERT TUNING FOR COMPETITIONS.

135, MOTTRAM ROAD,

STAB.YBRIDGE.

ORTO WINDSCREENS,
HOODS, AND APRONS.
The ORTOraatic Windscreen: No fumbling about
with fixings when your passenger wishes to

alight. You open the door, the Orto does the rest.

ATKINSONS, 306, Uxbridg^e Road,
Shepherd's Bush, W.12.

rhone : Hammersmith 140.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B43
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CABEIAGE PA D.

PRATTEN'S

Motor and
CycleHouses

TENANTS'
^ FIXTURES.
""^ Exceptional Low

Offer.
Strong

Floor, extra-

£1 14
2 5
3 1

3 10
4 5

Lena Wide High Price

8ft. 5 ft. riit. £11 11

9 ,. 7„ 7i „ 12 15
10 ,. 8 ,. 8 ,. . 15 5
« ,. 8 „ 8 „ 16 IS
14 „ 8 „ 8i „ 19

These hoaaes are made in sections and bolted together, eaaily

etBOted on UTlval, oonstrncted of weli-^easoned imported S"
iuDgned and giooTed matcliboard proof covered in addition witli

bast quality felt, windowto open, doors wilh Ijolte, lock and key
aooiplete. Any other sizes quoted on application.

Write for Free lijnstrnted Catalogue

—

F. PRATTEN & CO., Midsomer Norton. BATH.

MOTOR and CYCLE HOUSES
of every descrip-
tion. Made in com-
plete sections of
best quality
material only.

7ft.X 5ft. £8 10
gft.xSft. £12
ioft.X7£t. £15

Complete with
floor, bolts, etc.

These houses can be supplied with double doors atao /-

extra. Write for list of other houses Estimates free.

Henoway & Co., 457 - 459 Brixton Road.
LONDON. S.W.9.

MBTAI nlQfiQ '°r Wire Wheels loinCiMk UtOMO suit Triumphs, Hanev
Davidson^. AUons, Indians. Morgans, Fords, etc

Sportlne Sidecars for 1914 Triumphs.
EARLY DELIVTJRIES.

OWEN DAViES ENGINEERING Co., Lid.
(E. Owen Davies, iManaging Director);

SdUarcJi Lub, noar Tolly Ho Corner, FINCHLEV.
Thone: Flnchlerli.

MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES,
Ready-Built Series.

Splendidly made of selected
materials, guaranteed weather-
proof. Immediate delivery.

Prices from £7 108.
Get particulars.

P. WHITE, Staines Road,
Laleham, Staines.

Worfci ! Klnetton Ril., Staines. Established to Years.

Engines and Gear Boxes Promptly
Overhauled and Repaired.

No Job too laree. No job too small.

H. TERRY,
16, GROVE PARADE,

HIGH ROAD, EAST FINCHLEY, N.2.

#^^S^Bl«a&.
Oreadnought Motor Policies at Lloyd's
Lovl^miums payableYearly.Quarterlyoi'Monthly

^ .' ROYS LTD
T70'GreatPortland Street-London-W- 1

MISCELLANEOUS.
T> ELIANCE Company, the Typewriter people, buy,
-tV sell, hire, and exchange all kinds of typewriters;
they trade in reliable goods only, and have built their
extensive business on the small profit and quick turn-
over basis. Machines sent on approval, get list. —
Reliance House, Tram Terminus, Holborn. 'Phone

:

2388. [3999

DOTJGIiAS 2-speed Gear Eos, clutch, and kick
staiier. No. 3196, complete with clutch pedal and

rod (no gear lever), only done 1,200, just returned troni
makers, been overhauled, fitted new gears, bearings, and
maiushaft, kick starter, and clutch, practictiUy unused,
perfect, absolutely as new ; flO/lO; good reason sell-

ing.—Write, Spoor, The Hydro, Bristol. [X4892

FEONT Wheel, 26X2V2, wired, 12r6: big new heavy
Dunlop cover for above, 35/-, easy fitting ; 6ft. %in.

A.C. chain, 15/-; 5ft. Eenold VsX^^ chain, 10/6; A.C.
valves, 2/6 eaob; two 6h.p. J.A.P. valves, and one guide,
new, and slightly used, 10/-; good wide drop back tank,
£1 ; 6V'ft. Lycett Y4 or % belt, 3/6; new starting handle,
6/6.—Letters only, 314, Gray's Inn Ed., London. [4955

1Q15 4h.p. DonsIaB Cylinders only, 30/- each;
J-*' Doxiglas T.T. bars, 20/- ; Stewart horn, new,
30/-; 26x21,4 Triumph back wheel, 25/-; twin a.i.v.

engine, 80/-; 1911 SVsh-P. Triumph power unit, all

complete and perfect, £18; Top half 1914 B.S.A. chain
case, 10/-; 3ft. of iy2in. exhaust tube, new, 6/-; quan-
tity other items.—Chalkley, The Broadway, New South-
gate. [5138

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p. Spares.—T.T. bars, £3; 4 to 1

rear sprocket, 7/6; 4 used exhaust valves, 3/9 each
2 new inlets, 2/6 each; rear chain, 15/-; box spare
chain links, 3/6; box spare nuts, valve springs, etc.,

15/-; 5 12 c.p. electric lamps, 1/6 each; one 2 c.p.,

1/-; mechanical horn, 15/-; inner tubes, 2 Kemp-
shalls, used, 7/6 each; 1 new Dunlop, 13/9.—Logette,
5, Ashworth Mansions, Elgin Av., London. [5134

B.AEGAINS. — Lookl Corbin Brown speedometer,
brand new, with all fittings for 28x3in. wheel;

70/-; euit Indian or Harley-Davidson. Latest pattern
B.S.A. variable jet carburetter IVs outlet, nearly new,
35/-; 1914 pattern Indian tick starter, with chain,
15/-; rear sprocket, 1914 Indian, 27 tooth, new, 15/-:
front and rear light, with brackets, 20/- pair; deposit
system.—Price, Bridge, Canterbury, Kent. (D) [S4896

ZENITH Carburetter, £3; 1913 Triumph piston,
concave, fitted with gudgeon pin and rings,

25/-; Thomson-Bennett naagneto, turn 180, £5/10;
4-cyl. Splitdorf, brand new, £9; 1912 Triumph cylin-
der, £2; two electric car lamps, new, £3/10; one
Dixie twin, £5; one 8h.p, J^.P. cylinder, 1913,
£1/10; pair of Chater-Lea 8h.p. spring forks, £3.—
118, Raddle Barn Rd., Selly Oak, Birmingham. [X4947

TRIUMPH Engines, 1915 £12/10, 1914 £10; frames,
1914 £7/10, 1915 £9; tanks, 1914 £2, 1914 £2/10;

back hubs 10/6, front 7/6; belt rims, 7/6; foot brake,
complete, 17/-; spring forks, £2/10; front stands 7/6,
back 10/-- carrier, complete, £1/2; 3-speed hubs, £6;
all parts lor 1914 and 1915 engine, and all parts for
3-fipeed hubs.—Hawkins, 455, York Rd., Wandsworth.

[4986
TYPEWRITER Repairs.—Reliance Co.'s repair de-

partment is speeding up; all repair work is dealt
with very promptly. If it can be done, Reliance can
do it. Having on their staff a number of highly
skilled mechanics learned in the actual factories that
built the machines, the best possible work is put into
all repairs and overhauls.—Ring up Holborn 2388, or
rail to Reliance House, Tram Terminus, Holborn, E.G.

[4002
TYPEWRITERS! For the one-man business Blick

typewriters are very suitable, the writing is

visible, the machine is portable and quite easy to
manipulate, being overstocked with this make. We
are pricing these at 20% below market value for the
nest 7 days. Get list.—Reliance Co., the Typewriter
People, Tram Terminus, Holborn, 'Phone : 2388.

[4000
SMALL 3-speed Oppermann gear bos, suit 6 or 8h.p.,

£5/10; new modern 8h.p. Jap W.C. rear cylinder,
£3/10 (perfect): eet of fine oil lamps, light car, £3;
8h,p. water pump, 12/6; 90° twin Jap contact breaker,
6/-; new condition 4-eyl. car trembler coil, £2/10; an-
other, 2-Gyl., £1; complete sheet steel cradle for 8hp.
Jap, 12/6 ; 8h.p. old pattern Jap A.C. rear cylinder,
small flaw welded, 15/-.—Ranee 81, Digby St., Scun-
thorpe, Lines. [S4785

TYPEWRITERS th»t turn out satisfactory work at
all prices : Denamore's, 7 gns. ; Early Reming-

ton's, 7 gns.; Remington at 12 gna.; Smith Premiers,
12 gns.; Oliver'a Visible, 16 gns.; together with a fine

lot of the latest models all priced proportionately
reasonable. On view in the windows and spacious
showrooms, or sent on approval, ol Reliance House,
Tram Terminus, Holborn. [4001

KLAXONS.—60 still left, 36/-; Bowden carburetter
levers, 12/6, motor cycle hubs, 16/- pair; light-

weight Bowden inverted lever front brakes, 12/6 ; in-
verted lever exhaust lifts, 9/-; new Driiid forks, for 2in.
tyre, 9in, stem, not enamelled, 40/-; motor cycle chain
wheel and cranks, 7/6 ; De Dion engines, 8b. p. £8,
aVah.p. £6; heaps other goods; list.—Harris, 51, Upton
Lane. Forest Gate, London, E.7. [5297

1 Oift. Renold Chain, ^sX^/s, 2/- foot; 6i/.ft. Cov-
-L/C2 entry, %X7-16, 3/- foot; e^Aft. Erarap-ton, "fix
7-16, 31- foot ; tricar back wheel, 2 sprockets. 650 x
65, 7/6: pair front wheels, axles, steering bends, 26x
21/1. 7/6; gear change countershaft, with 3 sproi:-kets,

10?-: 6-8h.p. vertical twin w.c. engine, almost finished,
£1; silencer, 5/-; two bucket seats, 5/- each; pedals.
2/-.— 3, Cornwall Parade, Finchley, N.3. [5402

NOT
A Record

But the usual result

of advertising in

" The Motor Cycle."

The following is an unsolicited

letter from Lt. iS. B. Potter, R.A.F.,
Peebles, Scotland.

I

HAVE, on more than one
occasion, seen references to
the value of your publication
as an advertising medium.
My own experience may be
of interest to you ; in fact, I

should imagine it would almost
constitute a record, even in these
days of keen competition for motor
vehicles.

In your issue of June nth I

inserted an advertisement of a
standard 3J h.p. dutch model
Rover for sale, giving my home
address (Essex) for purpose of

communications.

The same evening as"The Motor
Cycle " appeared (Thursday) I

received the following wire from
my parents, whom I had just

informed of the fact that the
machine was sold

—

" Inundated telegrams, letters,

callers re Rover. Query hoax.

Explain."

I wired instructions re ack-
nowledgments, etc., since when I

have had forwarded all the
correspondence from prospective
purchasers. ^.

It consists of some dozen
telegrams (mostly reply paid) and
nearly sixty letters and post-

cards from allparts of thekingdom.

So many people called person-
ally that my parents were finally

compelled to afiix a notice outside

the house

—

Re Rover Motor Cycle

THE MACHINE HAS
BEEN SOLD

The majority of the telegrams
were despatched^ between 9 and
9.30 on thejjjorjMKg of publication,

i.e., immediately the post offices

were open.

Two gentlemen called in a car

before noon, to take the machine
away with them.

Several wires said "hold
machine, am coming over now."

Comment on the whole affair

seems quite uncalled for.

B44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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H. F. EDWARDS,
7, Exhibition Road,

SOUTH KENSINGTON,
beg 10 announce they have

opened showrooms at above

address, and have in stock

23 h.p. DousrlaStNew Enfield Combinatioiis,

latest Models. 1915 4 h.p. Triumph,

1914 4 h-p. Triumph.

For any make and h.p. fit Juckes' Patent,

COUNTERSHAFT GEARS
;latchania K. Starter 2-Sh p. 2 speeds, 8i.Sll.p. and 5.8h.p.

3 speeds, 2-3 lx.p. plain 2 speeds.

;he efficient motor & engineering CO.,
:ast End Works, Bilston Road, WOLVERHAMPTON.

We are continually having

O E Li I V E R I ES
of some of the following Motor Cycles :

i.S.A., Rudge, P. & M., New Hudson, James,
ilyno, Sunbeam, Sun, Velocette, Radco.

Before buying, write

SAIVS HEARO, I.TD.,
50, Higher Eanam, Blackburn

Motor Car Houses
AND

Portable Buildings
of every description.

ILLUSTRATED LIST FKEE.

SOUTH-WESTERN APPLIANCE CO.,
Feleham Road, Putney, London, S.W.

#1 For the man (or woman) who
^ :: :: looks after the car. :: !

' THE ~
MAINTENANCE

AND REPAIR
OF MOTOR CARS

by EaiC W. WALFOBD.

Price 3/- net. By post, 3/4.
Home or abroaol,

From ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 22, Tudor St.
London, E.C.4 ; and Leading Booksellers.

TRANSFERS
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Write for specimens and quotations
N.B.—We cannot supply makers'
own transfers to individuals.

pe & Sons Ltd., sled^w-Coventry

MISCELLANEOUS.
DOUGLAS Spares, brand new.—Footboarda. 24^

pair; footrests, 15/- pair; upturned and semi
T.T. bars, %in. and 15-16th in. stem, 17/6; head clip.

7/6; mudguards, touring rear 18/6, front 12/6; T.T.
type rear 12/6, front 11)/-; number plates, 3/6; back
stand 14/6, front 7/6; ball bearings, gear box, 12/6;
lubricating glasses, 1/9; front stand clip, 1/6;
rear, 2/-; 2 and 3-speed gears; kick start bolts, 6/6;
springs, round 9d., flat 1/-; 1914-15 clutcb spares;
bub axles, 1913 5/6, 1914 5/6: cups, 3/9; lock ring,
2/6; petrol and drain taps, 4/6; armoured toolbags
12/6; toolrolls, 5/^; with tools, 30/-; front brakes,
27/6; front shoes with pads, 5/6 pair; pads only, 1/-
pair : rear, 2 /- ; foot brake spring, 1 /- ; spokes and
nipples, 2d.; Douglas front wheel, 40/-; rear wheel with
belt drum, 55/-; belt drum only, 15/6; rims, 8/6;
exhaust wire, 1/6: outer Bheaths, 3/-: grease
injectors, 3/-; valve lifters, 2/-; Duco, 4/6-
pulleys, fixed 11/6, adjustable 17/6: Douglas
pattern forks, complete, £3/15; fork; springs,
3/6; links, 1/6; spindles, 1/6; tank caps, 2/6; glasses
only, 6d. : magneto spanners, 9d. ; exhaust ditto,
21- ; Benolds chain, 9/6; spare links, 6d. ; stud extrac-
tors, 5 / 6 ; long exhaust pipes, 15 /- pair ; magneto,
C.A.V., £8/5; Thomson-Bennett, £717/6; packing and
postage extra.—Robinson's (below).

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. Engine Spares. — Cylinders,
1912-18, 30/-; pistons, complete, 1912-16, 17/6;

rings, 1/9; gudgeon, 2/-; copper ends, 2d.; connecting
rods, 25/-; big end bushes, 5/6 set; small bush, 3/9;
valves, inlet - and exhaust, 4 /- ; springs, 6d. ; collars
9d.; cotters, 2d.; valve guides, 4/6; tappets, complete.
4/6 ; tappet guides, 4/6 ; spanners, 6d. ; crankshaft
ball bearmgs, 25/6 and 15/6; flywheel, 30/-; chain
sprocket. 4/6; locking pinte, 3/-: magneto wheel, 8/6;
cam wheel, 30/-; crankshaft pinion, 8/6; compression
taps, 4/6; jointings, asbestos washers, all sizes, for
Douglas, 2d.—Robinson's (below).

AMAC Douglas Carburetters, 70/-; throttle and air
valves, 9/- pair; floats, 2/-; needles, 2/-; springs,

6d.
;

jets, 6d. ; caps, 2/-; gauzes, 1/-; handle-bar con-
trol, 17/6; wires, inner and outer, per pair 9/-.—Robin-
son's (bslow).

TBIUMrH Pattern Pistons, gudgeon and rings, 35/9;
gudgeons only, 4/-; rings, 2/6; bushes, large 4/-,

small 31- ; valves, inlet and exhaust, 1910-19, 676; valve
springs, both sizes, 7d. each; filler caps, 2/6; spokes and
nipples, 2d.; extra heavy covers, 35/-; tubes, 2/6;
also large assortment second-hand Triumph spares.

—

Robinson's (below).

PREMIER Pistons, 3i/ih.p., gudgeon and rings, new,
in stock; 55/-, plus postage.—Robinson's (below).

SIDECAR Mudguards, enamelled, with stays, strong,
12/6, postage 1/-; College mudshields, 16/6 each,

32/6, 36/6, plus postage.—Robinson's (below).

RENOLDS Chains, A.J.S., Sunbeam, 96-101 links,

3Xi, 24/7; ditto, 56 links, 12/8; B.S.A., 88
links. %x'i, 20/7: 54 links ditto, 12/9; Ronolds stud
extractors, 5 / 6.—Robinson's (below)

.

OVERALL Summer Suits, complete, dustwear, 27/6;
lined gauntlet gloves, 25/6, 24/6, 17/6; postage

extra.—Robinson's (below).

TYRES lor Douglas and Triumph, studded extra
heavy covers, sizes 26x2% 30/-, 2% 34/-, 2^/2

36/-: inner tubes, 9/6; guaranteed. Try one sample.
-Robinson's (below).

PISTON Rings, high tensile east iron, Douglas,
Triumph, Sunbeam, Rover, A.J.S., Indian, J.A.P.,

Premier, Humber, Enfield, B.S.A., P. and M., 2/6
each; correct sizes in stock; no waiting.—^Robinson's
(below).

DOUGLAS Handbooks, either 4h.p. or 2%h.p., de-
scriptive illustrations your own repairs, 1/3 each.

—Robinson's (below).

DOUGLAS Gear Boxes overhauled and repaired; ali

spares in stock, including secondary shafts.—
Bobinson's (below).

4h.p. Douglas Spares.-Cylinders, 45/-; pistons com-
plete, 26/-; gudgeon pins, 2/6; rings, 2/6; con-

necting rods, 27/6; small end bushes, 3/6; crank-
shafts, 61/-; flywheels, 44/-; flywheel sprockets, 5/6;
valves, 7 / 6 ; springs, 8d. ; collars, 9d. ; cotters, 2d.

;

valve caps, 6/6; asbestos washers (exhaust), 7d.

;

valve cap, 4d. ; Renolds chains, 17 / 3 ; links, 1 / -

;

brake pad complete, 5/-; pads only, 2/-; head clips,

11/6; extra heavy covers for 4h.p. Douglas, 36/

;

postage extra.—Robinson's (below).

DD Bushes, any size, any make, by return; send
old samples when ordering.—Robinson's (below).O

HANDLE-BARS, semi-T.T. Douglas pattern, %in
tops, lin. stem, also touring pattern, 17/6; post-

age extra.—Robinson's, below.

DOUGLAS Accessories, reliable quality, latest B175
Brooks saddles. 45/-; B170, 35/-; springs, 2/6;

handle grips, 2/6; knee grips, 14/6; rubber grips,
4/3, Dunlop heavy covers, 47/3; inner tubes, 10/3;
belts, 11/5; belt fasteners, 1/6; belt punches, 2/-;
Dunlop outfits, 3/- and 4/6; solution, 9d.; Lodge
plugs, 5/-; weatherproof, 7/6; Sphinx plugs, 4/-;
Bluemel''! tyre pump, 7/-; pump connection, 1/3;
good horn, 21/-; three tyre levers, 1/6; valve lifters.

2/-; grease iujectora, 3/-; Lucas wrenches, 7in., 9/6;
King Dick wrenches, 5/6; Rangraphine, 1/6 and 6d.

:

oil cans, 2/9; goggles, 3/-; Price's gear lubricant, 1 /fi

funnels, 1/9 and 2 / 9.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35

,

Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 388. T.A. : Bicycles,
Cambridge. [543.^

F.R.S. LAMPS
ELECTRIC

5Hn. 45/6
6m. . 52/-
7 in. . 60/.
each with bulb.

'
6iti. and 7in. bulb and holde Clin be taken out
while still lit and used fo inspeotlou lamp.

Set lit from masnetoi two lamps, 84/6,
Send for details.

F.R.S. LAMPS, ' Beam " Works,
Pershore Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

THE REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD FIT

The "ADVANCE"
ADJUSTABLE
PULLEY

are its

Simplicity o( Action,

Absolute Reliability,

Gear Variation,

Lasts for years.

Fits any machine.

Particulars and prices

from—

The ADVANCE
MOTOR MFG.

CO., LTD.,
Kingsthorpe Road,

NORTHAMPTON.

WINSTANHENNEY MOTOR CO.
63, South End, CROYDON.

Large Stock of Second-hand Motor
Cycles and Combinations.

Part Exchange on any IHachine. Repairs a Speciality

SIDECAR BODIES.
We are Specialists in all classes of Sidecar Bodies

FEATHKRWEIGHTS AND
COACH BUILT.

Trade and Retail nquiries solicited.

THE WHITHAM SIDECAR CO.,
5, Chamber Road, OLDHAM.

REPAIRS
or RcnovELtions of any Kind.

Welding, Etc., Promptly and Thoroughly
Dealt with by

R. & A. EDWARDS,
25 & 27, The Burroughs, Hendon.
'Phone : Finchley, 102S.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B4S
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MISCELLANEOUS.
KLAX0:N" ^lechanical Horn 25/-: Lucas largest

lamp sea!, cost £4/10, unused, SO/-; oontiict
breakers, new Bosch standard, 15/- each; second-hand
carburetters, SensprB.y, B. and B., Amac, from .20/-
to 50 /-, some really new ; Druid forks, lightweight,
50/-; ball races, all sizes, very cheap ; dozens of other
parts

; stamp for list ; anything scarce quickly ob-
tained; write me your requirements, I'll satisfy them;
lowest price always.—Jack Lucas, 110, Willows Rd.,
Cannon Hill, Birmingham. [X5125

WE Specialise in Discs for motor cycles. Our patent
Phybro discs are more suitable than metal, one-

third the weight, and do not rust nor rattle. Our Phybro
is specially made for discs, and w© enamel them any
colour, with a finish eaual to metal. Prices. £1 per
wheel. Grade 1. Pbrbro; 15/- per wheel, Grade 2 Phybro,
finished black, any other colour 2/6 per wheel extra,
lined, 2/6 per wheel extra, gold lined 3/6 per 'wheel
extra ; carriage paid. We have made discs for every
type of motor cycle. Special sets for Rudge Multi,wheels
2 / 6 extra,—Hill and Co. , Disc Speciahsts, 1 and 3

,

Walmersley Rd., Bury, Lancashire. [X4908

CHEAP Lots.—Set of discs for Douglas 2^/^.v., beauti-
fully made, stove enamelled aluminium and blue

to match tank, look gorgeous, ready to fit, 45/-; Jones
speedometer, 26in., up to 60 and total mileage, as new,
small bevel lost, 50/-; Indian semi T.T bars, with con-
trols, bent slightly, 20/-: 6ft. Sin. Dunlop lin. belt, not
worn, with fastener, 15/-; three Hutchinson tyres. 26x
2. studded, beaded edge, 10/- each, two tnbea, as new,
26x2, 8/6 each; head lamp, plated, 4in. reflector, 10/-;
rear lamp. Sin. glass, 3/6; another Lucas, 2/6; A.K.
knee-grips, 10/-; Douglas pulley, 8/6- Eobi handle-bar
mufEs, waterproof and lined, 3/6; saddle pillar, % stem,
2/6; stamped envelope for reply.—Kiora, Eaton Ed.,
Coventry. [X5085

THE Cheapest House in the Trad© for Accessoriea.—
Powell and Hanmer lamp sets, 44/6; College

mudshieids, 16/6 and 36/6; wheei discs, 45/- per
set ; Bowden levers, 5 / 3 ; sidecar shackles, 3/6,
4 /- pair ; T.A.P. petrol pouiers, 2/3 ; double pur-
pose petrol cans, Va gallon 4/6, 1 quart 3/-; black
oilskin suits, 21/3; Fawn waterproof leggings, 13/6
pair; seatless trousers, 21/-; T.T. handle-bars, 3
patterns, 14/6; Lucas lamp sets, 90/-; F.R.S., 97/6;
brass foot pumps, 20 in. xl Vain., 10/6; lightweight
pan seats, 26/6; Bowden mag. controls, 17/6 and 19/6;
piston rings, various eizes, 1/4, 1/5 ; oilskin jackets,
23/6; and oilskin leggings, 14/6; motor cycle maps, in
case, 4/6; Amac, B. and B.. and Binks carburetters,
67/-, 72/-, 87/9; P. and H. generators, 11/9 and 18/6;
handle-bar control for Philipson pulleys, 27/6; fawn
waterproof suits, 57/6; coachouilt sidecar bodies, 135/-
and 165/-: F.R.S. big lamp set, 97/-; Splitdorf mag-
netos, £6/6; belt rims, 11/3; tanks made to order;
Bowden single levers. No. 403 8/-, No 430 14/6, No.
434 10/9, No. 432 10/9, 426 14/6; valves 3/8 and
4/-. Accessories value £4 or over supplied on gradual
payments. — M. Dept., Metropolitan Machinists' Co.,
Ltd., 248, Blshopsgate, London, E.G. [1069

THE

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEER

A Technical Journal devoted to

the theory and practice of

Automobile Construction.

PUBLISHED in the
interests of

motor engineers,
manufacturers,
designers ,draughts -

men, etc., and indis-
pensable to all who
are interested in the
design and construction
ofmotor vehicles , whether
:: light or heavy. ::

Monthly One Shilling
{Second Thursday) Nei.

Subscriptwn Ra-e : Hotnc and Abroad i6 1-

Canada 13/6 jyer annum,

PUBLISHERS :

ILIFFE & SONS LTD,. 20; Tudor Street.

LoDdODj E.G. 4:

MISCELLANEOUS.
CYLINDERS, valves, guides, bushes, tappets, pisto

'gear box parts, etc., to euit Coventry Prem
motor cycles: also 6;000 piston rings; heavy frarn
£4/15: Druid pattern forlrs to suit, £2/15; Bars,- 15
flywheels; Bowden cjible, 6d. per foot; brake bloc
5d. ; oil gauges, 3/6; 24iu. guards, 7/6 pair; 24X2
rims, 5/6 pair; belt rims, stands, connecting rods, et
turning done lor the trade; stamped addressed envelc
for reply.—108, Coleshill St., Birmineham. [3(1

3h.p. Bradbury Engine and Frame, forks, stan
mudguard, less magneto, 30/- to clear; Trium

piston, 84 mm., new, complete, 15/-; cylinder, 19i

slightly scored, wants boring out, otherwise good, 9.
Triumph ad]"ustable pulley, 1909, 10/6; uptun
handle-bars, lin. stem and top. Triumph patte
wants plating, 4/-; J.A.P. piston, only 4/-, vi

slightly damaged; % Whittle belt, 7ft. 6in., 6
Wanted, N.S.U. gear to fit J.A.P. Sh.p., 1912, cylim
and piston for 1906 Triumph.—Davis's, Bufford, On
kirk. Tel.: 12 Ruiford. [X5C

ANOTHER Huge Purchase has come to our sto
rooms. We hold a large quantity of A.J.S. p

tern gear boxes, 2-speed, complete with clutch a

kick start, chain-cum-belt, all brand new, £9/10; <

Albion 2-speed countershaft gear box, sEG/lO; one C
thorpe 2-speed ditto, £6; one brand new E.I.C. m
neto, £4/17/6; one Splitdorf twin, 50°, £5/19/6;*
Bosch -waterproof, clockwise, £4/19/6; one Bosch, si

able for stationary engine, £2/15; one lightweight m
neto, 2/19/6; one Bosch twin, 180°, £6/10; one C.A
twin, 180°, £5/5; one E-I.C. twin, 50°, £7/10; <

Binks carburetter, as new, £3/7/6; 150 sidecar nn
complete, 10/6 each; 200 large pan-seated sadd
£1/2/6 each, list price £1/10; one only 4V4b.p. I

cision cylinder, £4; grand line in sidecars. 1919 mod
coach painted, and luxuriously upholstered,
profiteering dodges with us. these are being retailed
£10 each, our price is £6/10, delivery from stc

limited number; car lighting dynamo, as new, i

Stepney spare wheel, tyre and tube, cover damag
£2/10 the lot; 80 pairs mudguards, 12/6 the pi

new delivery of footboards, with substantial 1:

pieces, aluminium, 14in. long, 4Voin. wide, 15/6 pt
17in. long, 4V2m- wide, 17/6 pair; 500 toolkits,

price 15/-, our price 7/6; 1,000 armoured pannier V
bags,, listed 18/- pair, our price 9/6 pair; hatii

bars, 14/6; exhaust pipes, curved for all stand
engines, 3/- each plated, 2/- unplated; tail pipes, 1

length, 2/- foot. And now for something really gc
250 famous T.D.O. engines, highly eulogised by t

eminent authority Dr. Low in his treatise on 2-5trol

We are prepared, owing to scarcity of othermater
to sacrifice these engines for the pre-war price of
each, including exhaust pipe, silencer, magneto p
form, and a variable gear pulley. This price is

paralleled, and engines can be secured on instalme

if so desired. Send for official report and illustrati

Takes a sidecar anywhere. All carriage must be \

when ordering. Send stamped envelope for replies.

Sunday business.—Note address, Motoralities, 1

Sweetman St., Wolverhampton. [5^

A Coloured Contoured Map of London
and the Home Counties.

c

c
c

Sectional Road Map
of

Souths East England
Quite as useful to the motor
cyclist as to the motorist.

,
Prices

:

In stout waterproof envelope
In leather case, transparent front -

Published by ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.
Obtainable direct (remittance with Order), and from leading Booksellers.

c

Tb'is map will be found invaluable to those
whose travelling: is confined mainly to ihe
Home Counties, and especially useful to
motor cyclists and car owners resident in
or near London. By Its aid a large number
of interesting short tours, or week-end
trips, can be arranged.

It consists of eight separate sections, on
strong card (size lOin, X 7iin.), with a map
giving an index to the sections on the back
of each card.

The scale is four miles to the inch. Main
and other first-class roads are distinctly
marked in red, and the distances between
towns are clearly shown. The contours of

altitude are indicated in colours on each
section.

The area covered by this map embraces
Aylesbury, Luton, and Colchester on the
North; Portsmouth, Brighton, and East-
bourne on the South; Oxford and Win-
chester on the West : and Walton-on-the
INaze and Broadstairs on the Bast.

3/6 net, by post 3/10
15/- net, by post 15/6
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The Transport Bill.

WE
rejoice to notice that at last the failings

of the Tran.sport Bill, which proposes

to place the roads of this country under

the control of a man whose interest is

admittedly in the railway's, are becoming
apparent to the general public. The Autocar and
The Motor Cycle have pointed out the iniquities

of this Bill with no uncertain voice more than

once. Without going into the questions of the

docks and the nationalisation of the railways,

which subjects do not directly concern us, we
may point out that motor transport, not only of

goods but of the individual, has been important

in the past, and is likely to become more im-

portant in the future, and that, without good
roads, this transport is unnecessarily difficult,

and in some cases impossible. Good roads, tlieri,

are of paramount importance, but we are doubt-

ful whether the proposed Ministry of Ways and
Communications will give them the considera-

tion that is their due.

Pillion Riding.

THOUGH we do not consider that the taking

of a passenger on a solo motor cycle

carrier is either desirable or particularly

safe, we cannot agree with the policy tif

several district councils in asking die

Government to make carrier riding an offence

under the Motor Car Acts.

As soon as the matter was announced in the

press, we realised at once that the answer to

the request was obvious, and were not surprised

when the Ministry of Ways and Communications
stated that it did not think that the carrying

of a passenger on the carrier of a motor bicycle

was a matter upon which legislation could be

proposed at the present time.

^ To render this method of taking a passenger

illegal would be distinctly interfering with the

liberty of the subject. A motor cycle is a piivate

vehicle, and there is no law to compel a passenger

to ride on the saddle only. He or she is equally

well entitled to ride on the tank, top tube, or

handle-bar. Carrier riding, on a solo machine is

not a particularly safe method of progression,

since, with a passenger on the carrier, the

steering of the machine is slightly affected, and
additional care should be taken by the driver,

as a collision or sideslip rhay result in serious

injury. On good roads, when reasonable care

is exercised, the danger may be considered neg-

ligible, though the presc.nce of a passenger may
make a difference in a sudden emergency.

The Supply of Spare Parts.

SINCE our remarks upon the subject of spare

parts three months ago we have had so

many letters referring to this question that

we feel compelled to return, albeit some-
what reluctantly, to the great importance

of this branch of the motor cycle manufacturers'

bu.siness. It is important, nbf to the rider only,

but also to the manufacturer, that no machine
should be laid up weeks (or months) for the want

of some .small item. A motor cycle running well

on the road is a fine advertisement for its maker.
A machine confined to its shed for want, say,

of a valve rocker or some other trivial part, is

very much the reverse. Moreover, the discon-

tented owner is apt to make his voice heard in

no uncertain manner amongst his friends and
clubmates.

Many of the letters received are in praise of

one firm or another for the prompt attention

which they have given to small matters, but in

the main we regret to say the letters are far from
complimentary. This is not as it might oe, for

even with depleted staffs it should not be t)eyond

the bounds of possibility to send a reply ;o a

pre-paid telegram.

Competition will presently be keen in the

motor cycle world, and then the firms who have
earned a good reputation for the' way in which
they treat their customers, and for the excellence

of their spare parts organisation, will reap a just

reward.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the nage facing the back cover.
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To Prevent Oil Spraying.

1AM the owner of a 1912 Triumph, and
for some time was much troubled by
oil spraying from the crank case

release in the centre of the pulley. When
one usually wears bi-own shoes this is most
annoying. However, I cured the trouble
in the following manner: Prom an old
aluminium number plate I cut a piece of
metal and shaped it as sketch, drilling a
hole in one end A to allow it to be screwed
on to the footrest. The metal shield was
of such a length that the end B came
exactly in front of the centre of the pulley.
The oil now sprays on to the plate, and

A shield for preventing oil spray

from the crank case.

finally drops on to the road. The fitment,

being of aluminium, looks quite smart, and
has been much admired by many of my
motor cycling friends.

—

John A. Hall,
Selly Oak.

Valve Stem Lubricator.

A SIMPLE method of lubricating the
inlet valve .stem to prevent squeak-
ing and undue wear is by fitting an

ordinary screw-down lubricator as fol-

lows. Procure the brass grease cup
and a short length of iron tube. Bend
the latter to a, right angle, and screw

Lubricating the valve stem.

both ends. Drill and tap a hole in the
valve guide to take one end of the tube,
and screw the lubricator on the free end.
The lubricant used is a dense mixture of
oil and powdered graphite.—E. W. Flint,
Birmingham.

A26

Wheel Discs at Low Cost-

THE sketch shown illustrates how
I made very effective discs for my
3^ h.p. Premier motor cycle at

an extremely low cost. Some sheet zinc

was obtained and a circle cut and holes

I
'3

Illustrating method of making wheel discs.

drilled, as shown in the diagram. The
piping in fig. 3 is brought to a hole in

the disc to simplify oiling. On the belt

rim side a small disc was made between
the belt rim and the hub.

—

Metro.

Carburetter Air Filter.

AN easier method of fitting a gauze
strainer to the carburetter air

intake than making a cone is sug-

gested by Mr. Buckley, of Stoke-on-Trent.
His method is to saw off a piece of light

gauge tubing, which will fit tightly over

An easily made
air filter.

the air tube, at an angle, and so obtain
a. larger area over which to solder the
gauze. Moreover, this arrangement does
not reduce the effective diameter of the
pipe. This method has also the ad-
vantage of neatness, particularly if the
attachment is plated.

Curing Air Leak in the

Induction Pipe.

EVERY motor cyclist knows how annoy-

ing It 15 to have an air leak between

the induction pipe- and cylinder.

Insulating tape does not last long, but

a satisfactory substitute is an elastic

sleeve, either end of which has a rubber
band fixed to it. Thus one end fits

tightly, on to the induction pipe, and,
having screwed up the union nut as

tightly as necessary, pull the other end of

the sleeve over by stretching it, and then

IMSE EUStKSjm

Preventing air leak in induction pipe.

put it so that it grips the cylinder part
tightly. This would stop any air leak,
and even vibration would not make any
difference;—A. E. Vickees, Mid. R.N. ,

Fixing the Wheel Spindle.

MR. R. F. MAYNE, of Harringay,
makes the following suggestion for
the benefit of those users of three-

speed hubs who are troubled with the
axle nuts working loose. The sketch
makes clear the arrangement, which con-

sists of a plate cut from sheet steel or
brass to fit over the hexagon head of the
axle nut. This is kept in position by the
bolt which holds the carrier stays, and- is -

usually adjacent to the wheel spindle.

Anchor plate for three-speed hub spindle.
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BY IKIQ/I'

COMt\TJ^T6
Balls and Reliefs for Me.

THIS paragraph is intended to demonstrate the un-
suitab'ility of phosphor bronze bearings for sale
to the general pubHc. The other day I set off

on a trip of exactly fourteen miles out and home:
twenty-eight miles in all. My brain being occupied
with affairs of state, I neglected to verify the contents
of my tanks. After seven or eight miles it cfCcurred

to me to glance at the sight-feed oiler. As every
reader knows, this process entails {a) dismounting;
{b) carefully dismantling a complex fitting constructed
mostly of soft brass, with due care not to tear the
stub unions in half; (c) wiping out the congealed filth

from a glass Jube withi one'"? onfy pocket handkerchief

;

{d) praying for a "miracle, i.e., the reassembly of a
brittle glass tube between two metal holders in such
wise that there shall be an unbroken glass equipped
with two large oil-tight Joints; and («) getting a peep
at the rate of drip before the glass fouls itself once
more. For once I performed the quintuple operation
with success. There was no drip! I investigated the

oil tank; -contents nil! I, opened the crank case
drain : there was no oil, except for a faint greenery-

yallery smear on the entrails of the engine

!

I cheered my timid soul with the reflection that I

could purchase oil at the fourteenth milestone. Arrived
thereat, I found the garage closed and all the staff

off joy-riding to a cattle show or some such local bean-
feast. Problem : Should I engage a bed, and wait
till the morrow, or chance twenty-eight miles with a
dry crank case? Considering that (jiere was not a single

plain bush in my engine, I completed the trip without
oil, and, so far from doing any harm, the engine

positively enjoyed it.

Solos, Sidecars, and Gear Boxes.

nT would be very interesting to know how far the side--

car is responsible for the universal adoption of

change-speed gears. From the point at issue be-

tween "Veteran" and "Sunbinks," it is fairly clear that

the sidecar must answer for the low bottom ratios

fitted to machines of 500 c.c. and over. There is no
English hill—excluding the haunts of the precipice-

questers—which a good rider on a good 3^4 h.p. cannot

make sure of with a bottom gear of 7j^ to i, but the

emergency gears of standard 500 c.c. machines usually

yrm into double figures ; I myself have a four-speeder

with a second gear of 9^ to i. No doubt these freak

ratios are partly a concession to the d.uffer type of

solo rider, and may partly be in.spired by the motive

of affording an easy start from rest on the clutch.

Nevertheless, one might argue that if the sidecar had
never been invented, or had early been swamped by
sound cycle cars, the average motor bicycle would
liave had a bottom gear of at most 8 or 9 to i. Inci-

ilentally, it would certainly have weighed a great deal

less. Until sidecars ^came into, general use, 200 lb.

was regarded as rather absurdly heavy; and I do not

think the trade would have produced, or the pubhc

have accepted, machines scaling 3]^ cwt. or more but

for the needs of passenger traffic. If there is any

sense in this argument, the sidecar has been a very

powerful factor in the evolution of the motor bicycle;

it first evoked emergency gears of almost infinite reduc-

tion ; it led to serious weight increases ; and, finally,

double-figure gears converted undue weight into a

question of secondary importance.

Tlie Importance of Being Earnest.

THE term " earnest " as applied to a motor cyclist

includes nightly attention to every bolt and nut

on the machine, according to Cocker {i.e.,

" Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them "). I was

never " earnest " in this sense, being born with an

irresponsible instinct for chancing tiresome details.

So it fell on a day that the industry was almost relieved

of the impertinences of this giddy scribe. What with

being demobbed, and the sun shining, and having just

got over being jilted by Araminta in favour of a bloated

munitioner, I w-as driving a trifle bluer than my wont:

in fact, I was indulging in what might be termed a

spiritual T.T. and seeing how little time I could waste

round corners. The particular corner which nearly

created a vacancy for' a mail' of push' and go 'on the

staff of this journal approximated in plan to the eleva-

tion of a church steeple, and was fortified by an e.x-

tremely forbidding stone wall. I roared up to it at

full revs., arid at the fifty-ninth minute of the eleventh

hour I shut my throttle lever and stood on my brake.

The engine maintaihed fiill revs., and ate up the brake

as if it had been tissue paper. "With great presence

of mind I Kfted the exhaust valve lifter:' The engine

maintained full revs, very cheerily. By this time my
front mudguard extension was within a few 'millimetres

of the above-mentioned- stone wall, arid the pace was
terrific. Another 'brain' vvave— I Stood heavily on the

clutch pedal, having no switch, and applied the front

brake with vim and vigour. The machine did a sort

of shirnmy-shake skid, and twisted itself round the

corner fearsomely. ' I stopped the ^rigine by turning

off the petrol. Item: the throttle wife was looping the

loop outside its casing, instead of going home to bed.

Item: the exhaust valve lifter had shed two weeny
screws into the road. Item: the clutch control de-

pended on two microscopic nuts apparently intended

to secure a sewing machine needle to its holder, and

the sole sur^vivor of the pair was hiinging on the last

whorl of its thread. I must have been born to be

hanged.

Draw the inevitable moral, gentle reader. Motor
cyclists should be " earnest" at all times, and inspect

all nuts and "control connections daily. It is even

more important to be earnest when you receive your

discharge and return home to bestride a ne2;leete'd "bus

in somewhat Hght-hearted fashion. A tuft of grey

now distinguishes my raven forelock.
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WITHOUT doubt there exists a certain demand
for a sidecar alternative, and many manufac-
turers appreciate this. It may be said that

for some time they have realised there is room in the

world of motoring for a vehicle as efficient as the side-

car, but providing equal protection from the elements

for driver and passenger. There are quite a large

number of experimental machines on the road—every

A privately constructed runabout with a 3J ii.p. Triumph
engine^-a machine which approximates in cost, weight, and

performance to a 3J h.p. sidecar. Mr. H. T. Lloyd, who built

the machine, is at the wheel.

week news comes of a new design by a motor cycle

Jirm or by a newcomer to the ranks of makers
graduating from the aircraft sundries industry. The
Motor Cycle has illustrated and described many of

them, and in the Editor's private diary there are refer-

ences to many more ; but in summarising impressions

of the situation, a strong doubt exists as to whether

the real sidecar alternative is yet in sight as a market-

able proposition likely to menace the present popularity

of the sidecar.

Often has the writer heard the opinion expressed

that the sidecar, sooner or later, will have to give way
to the reborn cycle car; as an enthusiast where both

types are concerned—a keen builder of cycle cars and

a buyer of sidecars-^I see no signs that this will ever

happen.
With very few exceptions the machines which are

promised are not sidecar alternatives, but go one stage

further, and help to bridge the gap between sidecar

and light car, and are just as much alternatives to

the car as to the sidecar. In short, they form an

intermediate class catering for an almost new class

of buyer.

Not until a runabout is produced as good, as effi-

cient, as compact, and at the same price as the side-

car will it menace the latter's popularity, and this, in

the opinion of many designers, is impossible.

As there are at least three types of sidecars, accord-

ing to their power, there must be three types of runabouts

28a •

—(i) the first approximating in weight, power, and cost

to the popular 3j^-4 h.p. single-cylinder machine of

to-day; (2) a machine lining up with the 5-6 h.p. twin;

and another (3) with big twin engines with the same
reserve of power as the 8 h.p. British and Arrierican

machines.
"

If the weight of a three or four-wheeler cannot be
brought down to that of the sidecar, then the latter,

power for power, will always score on petrol consump-
tion, hill-climbing ability, and flexibility.

If a 5-6 h.p. cycle car can only give the same overall

efficiency as a 3^^ h.p. sidecar, and cost as much to

run as an 8 h.p. sidecar, then the sideca-r will retain

its place as the leader in economical motoring.

No Revolutionary Designs.
But is it not possible to obtain a/Z the "advantages

of the sidecar plus the advantages of the runabout ?

Is it reasonable to expect these results ? The answer
is in the affi.rmative in both cases, for this is an age

of progress, and nothing has yet been done which can'

not be improved. It is possible, but, for some time
to come, very improbable. So far, no revolutionary

designs are in sight as the production article. Most of

the new_designs which will be offered as sidecar alterna-

tives are not of this class. Rather are they vehicles

forming a step from the sidecar towards the car proper,

and as such will find a large market awaiting them.

The present price for a ftrst-class sidecar outfit is about
;^r5o. The prices of the runabouts average about
_;^2oo. It is a doubiful point whether some of them
are not light cars. If they are, then they represent the

bottom of one class while the luxurious sidecar is at

the top of another.

Everything else being equal, the runabout of the

immediate future will cost more than the sidecar, and
for that reason can be regarded as a sidecar alternative

only by those who can afford the extra price.

The Scott Sociable atongsid& a sidecar, showing how they compare
in size.
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The Sidecar Alternative.—

A study of three-wheeler designs, which are niostly

nttempts to improve upon the Morgan, will show that

there appears to be a tendency to over-develop the type.

Mr. H. F. S. Morgan, in designing his well-tried

runabout, knew that, to produce his machine at a
price approximating to that of the sidecar, simplicity

must be the keynote of design. If the reader will

compare the Morgan chassis with the motor cycle and
sidecar (without body), he will find that the former is

very much more simple than the latter. In fact, it is

practically certain that, produced under identical con-

ditions on a quantity basis, the Morgan could be sold

at a lower figure than a

sidecar outfit of the same \

power.

Not so, however, with

the " improved " three-
wheelers now being intro-

duced to the public. Three
speeds and reverse gear box,

pressed steel chassir, and
such items of specification

considerably increase the
cost, and, while they may
be more refined mechanically
than either the Morgan or

the sidecar, to all intents

and purposes they are three-wheeled light cars, and
it is a questionable point whether the motor cyclist

looking for a sidecar alternative requires a three-

wheeled light car.

An Alternative to the 3i h.p. Sidecar.

Perhaps the nearest approach in cycle cars to the

3}/2 h.p. sidecar is the Lloyd runalDOut illustrated.

This was built by a Triumph jj^ h.p. enthusiast

several years ago, and is still in service. I have watched
the performance of this little four-wheeler over a con-

siderable period, and without doubt its general per-

formance is equal to that of the 3J^ h.p. outfit. At a
recent trial in the Midlands T was able to compare its

running with a 3J/2 h.p. sidecar of the same power.
On Edge Hill the driver changed down to second at

the same spot as a 35-3 h.p. sidecar of well-known
make, and to bottom even later.

The machine has a wooden chassis, a 3^^ h.p.

Triumph engine, Sturmey-Afcher three-speed gear

box, and belt drive to one wheel. Mr.
Lloyd tells me that the runabout has

one fault—the single driving wheel has

a, tendency t o

^•^'J ^ spin on steep
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The latest Morgan Runabout,

alive the interest in

greasy surface. This is due to insufficient weight over

the back axle. Otherwise, Mr. Lloyd's machine can

be said to be the tme alternative to the 3^ h.p.

sidecar.

Others have endeavoured to make sidecar alterna-

tives, of which the Scott Sociable is probably the

best known. Although so far it has not been offered to

the public, the time is not far distant when it will be

put on the market in an improved form. In this con-

struction we have an entirely redesigned sidecar

machine with two-stroke twin engine, shaft drive, and

a triangulated foian of framework.

A Mr. Johnston, of Torquay, was another who
made a well-thought-out at-

tempt to provide a sidecar

alternative. This designer

used a triangular frame and

placed the engine further

aft than is usual, thus ob-

viating the long primary

drive chain which is never

a desirable feature on a

cycle car. This brings the

engine nearer the centre of

the inachine, and altogether

the layout is similar to the

sidecar in this direction.

In an article on this topic,

it would not be fair to omit reference to the G.N.

—

the only survivor of the earlier four-wheelers. In

this light vehicle, with its shaft-cum-chain transmis-

sion, there Is very little motor cycl& practice '' em-

bodied. The engine is an 8-10 h.p, go° air-cooled

twin, but beyond that the designers appear to have

deliberately avoided both sidecar and car practice,

and followed their own line of thought, and it there-

fore becomes one of the several attractive machines
representing a stepping stone between the two.

There is one other little four-wheeler of which more
may be heard, since its production is in the hands
of a company capable of making a good showing in

the industry. I refer to the Bleriot-Whippet, which

follows cycle car practice with its expanding pulley

gear. This feature, however, differs from the acknow-
ledged failures of the past in so far that the pulleys

are of ample size and are used in conjunction with a

clutch. In the Old cycle car the belts and expanding

pulleys were called upon to function as a clutch and
change speed gear, and in the days when belts were

not so good as they are to-day, it was asking too

much. There appears no reason why the little Bleriot

Whippet should not be suc-

cessful as a sidecar alterna-

tive. Vedette.

the machine which has kept

sidecar alternatives.

The new Bleriot Whippet, a light tour-whee'er embodying molo.

cycle practice. The Johnston runabout chassis. Note the position ot the engine.

A-9
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THE LATEST OLEO PLUGS.
OLEO plugs are now manufactured in

England, a fact whicb should be
noted as these plugs have been long

associated with our French allies, having
first of all been produced exclusively in

their country.

Th» latest pattern Oleo plug is exceed-

ingly light in construction, as can be seen

The Oleo motor
cycle plug.

from the illustration, while the electrodes
are substantial, and the plug should be
reliable and free from sooting troubles.
We were to have used a pair of these

plugs in the London-Edinburgh run but
were unable to do so as, owing to the
position of the hexagon, they could not
be got into the cylinder. There is no
doubt, however, that they will fit

practically any standard motor cycle.

USEFUL ACCESSORIES.
WE lately inspected a useful little

tail lamp on the occasion of a visit

to the showrooms of Mr. A. H.
Hunt, 115, Cannon Street, London,
E.C.4. The tail lamp is well made, and
is attached in the centre and at the top

A tall lamp and switch marketed by
Hunts, of Cannon Street, E.G.

of the number plate. A slot is cut in
the base of the body of the lamp which
allows the light to shine on the number,
while a good size red bull's-eye shows
the correct red light to the rear. The
lamp is of the two-terminal variety, and
is provided ^with a switoh and a locking
device.

Hunt's spring lamp
bracket.

We also saw an extremely neat and
useful spring lamp bracket for the rear
lamp, which should do much to prevent
breaking of the bulb in an electric, or
the jarring out of an acetylene lamp.
One of the most interesting features of

the bracket is the method of securing it.

The detachable portion is bent to fit over
the fixed portion, which renders the
fixing quite secure and necessitates the
use of one bolt only.

A FIRE EXTINGUISHER.
NO motor cyclist should be without a

fire extinguishef of some sort in his

motor cycle shed. Whenever petrol

is present, there is always danger of fire,

and, owing to the inflammable nature of

petrol, it is quite easy for the shed and
motor bicycle to be consumed in a very

short spa;oe of time. It is not only neces-

' The Pyrene fire extinguisher.

sary to insure the machine ; insurance
sounds very well, as the insured naturally
thinks that Iiis policy will entitle him
to a new machine if his own is completely

" destroyed by fire, but, while the Insur-

ance Company will pay the cost of

damage, it will not undertake to procure
a , new motor bicycle, as machines are
practically unobtainable at the preser.t

time. A good fire

extinguisher is a neces-

sity.

i'he solo machine
cannot very well be
protected by a fire

extinguisher, owing to

the limited space for

one, but on a sidecar

machine there is

ample room for this,

and it is not difficult

to attach it by means
of a special bracket,
such as, is provideii
witli the Pyrene
which we are about to

describe, on to a con-
venient frame tube.

The Pyrene extinguisher is an ingenious
form of pump, which consists of a couple
of valves free to swing about the central

tube, and so designed that one of the
valves is always immersed- in liquid,

whether the device is held horizontally,

downwards, or upwards. After the first

two strokes, the liquid is ejected from
the extinguisher at every stroke. Now,
in the case of a small fire, one squirt o\

liquid is usually sufficient. On the liquid

being subjected to a temperature of 200°

Fahr. and over, it is instantly transformed
into a heavy, non-poisonous . gas, which, '

by excluding the air, puts out the fire.

_ We may add that the liquid is non-
poisonous and -non-corrosive.

These devices are made, by the Pyrenfl

Co., Ltd., 19-21, Great Queen Street,

iondon, W.C.2. ,

NOVEL SPARKING PLUG.

A SPARKING plug in which several

novel features are introduced is the
B.P., manufactured by Messrs.

Barraclough, Parker, Ltd., Thornton,
Bradford. , The plug is of the mica
variety and, externally, it does not show -J

much departure from standard practice,

except that it possesses a hemispherical
solid nickel ^electrode. The centre portion
is insulated by several wrappings of mica,
over which is pressed a brass tube .on
which threads are afterwards chased.
Washers of mica are then slipped over
the whole and are compressed as tightly

as possible.

A gauge is supplied which can be
inserted between the central electrode

_

and the plug body, so that before the"
gland nut is secured the correct spark
gap can be obtained. , These gauges are
made in various sizes, so that any gap
from a millimetre downwards may be
made.
The B.P. plug is well finished and

designed, and the following claims are
made for it., TKe central electrode teing'
a" solid nickel steel forging gives an inten-
sified spark, and provides an ample
volume of metal to prevent incandescence,
rendering the' plug especially suitable for

, two-stroke engines. As the dome head"
is of larger diameter than the body of
the plug it thus prevents the hot gases
and oil from gaining access to the insulation.-
The plug can be detached and re-
assembled in two minutes, with the
certainty that the spark gap is correct.
After tiie plug has been fuUy tested it

is guaranteed for twelve months.

Hanganesp

plug in section, parts, and external view.

A39
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A FRONT WHEEL DRIVEN RUNABOUT.
The Trident Cycle Gar, a French Design to be Produced in this Country.

33

A THREE-WHEELED, two-seater run-

about of unusual design has re-

cently arrived in this country from
Paris, which, in the course of six months
or so, will be placed ' on the English

market bv the Federated Exporters, Ltd.,

11, Hayraarket, London, S.W.I.

The tandem-seated Trident tront-driven runabout.

suspension. This consists of four semi-
elliptic laminated springs, two on each
side of the chassis. The front springs,

which are bolted to a shackle pin on the
gear box and crank case casting . respec-
tively, are attached, through a double
shackle at their rear ends, to a pivoted
arm which rotates upon a shaft bolted
to the longitudinal chassis member. The
rear springs are arranged in a similar
manner.
A shock-absorbing device is provided

by means of two spiral springs attached
at their upper ends to each extremity of
the pivoted arm, and the lower ends to

bolts protruding from beneath the longi-

tudinal .member of the chassis. The
centre of each leaf spring is attached to

the frame^ by means of two -" U " bolts,

providing in all a six-point suspension,
which, it is claimed, distributes the
weight of the car evenly over all four
springs.

The driving wheel is provided with a

form of universal joint, which allows the
steering arm of the irreversible gear,

The Trident cycle car, showing the

twin-tyred front driving-wheel and the

arrangement of the engme, gear box and

magneto.

Tire design and construction of this

little car are Cjuite unique so far as three-
wheelers are concerned. The complete
power unit, transmission gear, steering

apparatus and road wheel drive are in

one unit, and contained beneath the
tapered bonnet in front of the driver's

seat. A monohloc two-cylinder engine,
with cylinders 65 x 110 mm., is located
on the near side of a twin-tyred wheel,
ihe flywheel being enclosed. The power
is transmitted from the crankshaft through
a sleeve in the driving wlieel to the gear
box, returning again to the road wheel
through bevel pinions.' The posifiojr of

the magneto is somewhat unconventional,
for it IS bolted to, and 'driven from, the
gear box,

ilany interesting features are incor-
porated in the construction of the
Trident car, notably the "Cantilever"

?ttaehed to the hub of the wheel, to move
it horizontally about its centre axis.

Should the tyres of the single ' diriving

wheel require to be removed, the com-
plete engine unit, being pivoted on a bear-

ing on the near side chassis member, can
be swung round, and drawn away from
the wheel, allowing-the tyres to be easily

removed. A starting device, somewhat
similar to a motor cycle kick-starter, is

employed.
The radiator on this cycle car is di-

vided into two sections, and carried on
either side of the dashboard. This de-

sign, however, may be improved.
Both front and rear brakes are pro-

vided, the former consisting of an ex-
ternal contracting band operating on the
hub of the front driving wheel ; the
latter, however, adheres to the strictly

conventional practice, being an internal
expanding brake, as fitted to many
standard motor cars.

This cycle car will be manufactured by
Messrs. Vickers, Ltd., and will be placed
on the market at £160.

Showing the curious situation ol the vertical iwin engine.

A3
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NO AGE LIMIT.
A Fourth Selection of Letters from Riders of Mature Years.

*
I 'mERU is now ample evidence to show
1 that no age limit exists where motor

cyclists are concerned and that

modern machines fulfil the requirements

oi all who desire to use them. In previous

issues we have published letters from a
dozen old-young readers, .varying in age

from sixty-three to seventy-seven, and
the oldest motor cyclist, to our knowledge,
is Mr. Robins, of Barnstaple, who is

eighty-one years of age. Mr. W. -Bray,

of the Apex Cycle Works, Barns&ple,
advises us that Mr. Robins rides an old

3^ h.p. single-geared Rex. which he
manages without trouble. We have heard
of other riders of. mature years who are

in the eighties, but until definite informa-
tion concerning them reaches us, Mr.
Robins stands as the oldest practical

motor cyclist.

Perhaps other old-young readers who
are riders will allow us to place their

experiences on recordj and we repeat our
invitation to all riders who are approach-
ing, or have passed, the sixty-year mark.

A 79-year-old <:!orresppndeut.

Writing from Stretham, Ely, Cambs.,
the Rev. J. Parnell says

:

" I think I can compete with the old-

young motor cyclist, as I was born in

1840, and if I live till the 18th of August
I shall enter my eightieth year.

Mr. George J. Bragg,
of Ipswich, is only fifty-

five, and, therefore, a

comparatively young
man. There are many
riders between fifty and
sixty, but there are also

a large number of hesi-

tating would-be motor
cyclists about this age
who consider that they
are too old to commence.
Mr. Bragg has just
taken up the pastime,
and his remarks may
assist others to come to
a decision. He writes :

" I am in my fifty-

fifth year, and I am
fully aware I am not the
oldest motor cyclist on
the road. It is quite
surprising how soon one
can get efficient in driv-
ing at my age ; I had

Rev. J. Parnell (age 79).

" I did not ride a bicycle till I was over

seventy, and in 1912 I bought a, motor
cycle and sidecar to take out my invalid

wife, and have used it more or less each
year since, 'the best ride being during
last June."

Mr. John Watson, of Burnley, is sixty-

one years of age, and is a motor cyclist

with a long experience.
" I have been a motorist many years,"

he writes, " my first mount being an old

chain-driven Humber, accumulator igni-

tion, with which I had some stirring times,

including a trip to Lakeland, with my
youngest son on the carrier. This machine
cost me the fabulous sum of £6 10s. My
next mount was a 3 h.p. Rex, to which
I attached a sidecar. I think I owe my
vigour and health to this combination,
for I used to slip off the saddle and run
alongside on hills until I b&came quite a

sprinter. IMy next mount was a good old
Lincoln Elk and sidecar, with which I

have toured Wales several times."
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Young-old riders whose letters have
already been published :

Mr. R. Wolstenholme, 45 h.p. Excelsior ... age 77

„ Jas. Scott, 2th.p. Calcoft „ 75

Bev. E. W. Wilmott, 3i h.p. Sunieam sc. „ 72

"An Irish Canon," 4 h.p. Trin'mph sc... „ 72

Mr. J. R. Marsh, 4i h.p. B.SA. sc. ... ., 70

„ R. Gumming, Baby Levis and Baby
Triumph „ 69

„ F. G. Hillyer, 6 h.p. EnBeld sc ,68
Rev. A. G.Stembridge,3ib.p, Triumph sc. „ 67

Mr. W. Croolce, 3J h.p. Rover "Sc 87

„ Sibley, 2J h.p. AUon ...
'.

, 65

„ S. Walker, Baby Triumph „ 65

„ A. J. Hicks, Baby Triumph „ 6S

not ridden or even ex-

amined a motor cycle

until I received my
B.S.A. and sidecar just

under a month ago, since

when I have driven it

over 400 mQes. •

" Like many others,

we have suffered a ter-

- rible bereavement during
the war, having lost our
two sons—all our family
consisted of.

"I felt that my wife

and I needed a change
to take us from our soli-

tary home, and, in this

short time, we find it a

_ great pleasure and com-
fort to lis." .'

America, too, has her
old-young riders—the
photograph we reproduce
depicts two veterans
whose combined ages
total 147. They are
Capt. H. C. HoUenbeck
and J. E. Jones, of Saw-
tell, California. They
were old comrades in

the American Civil War.
in company on comparatively
journeys. Mr. Jones has used a

Mr. George Bragg, a A.S.A. rider

(age 53).

private workshop for passing his leisure

time in motor cycle engineering.

Building a Motor Cycle.

From time to time we have heard of

quite a number of young-old men who,
having retired from business between
the age of fifty and sixty, have been

at a " loose end " for lack of a hobby
to occupy their time and mind. One
reader, who retired from the Civil

Service at the age of sixty, advises us

that, with the aid of a small workshop,
he. has built a motor cycle from second-

hand parts and derived great pleasure

from the work. Having built the

machine, he sold it at a profit.

Without any tuition other than a close

study of " i'lotor Cycles and How to

long
motor

cycle for three years, and maintains a

Two American veterans who are owners of Cleveland two-strokes,

and now travel Manage Them" and the weekly numbers
of T]iR Motor CycU, this " man of mature

- years " not only built this machine but
learned to ride it.
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Motor 7 Cycles.

Revised Prices.

Solo Machines,

3ih.p. 3-SPEED - - £90

5-6 h.p. or 6-7 h.p. 3-SPEED £105

Sidecar Combinations.

3i h.p. COMBINATION - £120
{Coachbuilt Sidecar).

5-6 h.p. or 6-7 h.p. Combination £135
{Coachbuilt Sidecar).

ARIEL WORKS LTD., 3, BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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B2 In answerinrj this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Biimingham M.C.C.

L. Baker (4^ B.S.A. so.) has to be

included in the list of competitors

bracketed as equal winners of the Lycett
Trophy.

Ilkeston and District M.C.C.

Mr. W. D. Thornley, No. 1, Station

Road, Ilkeston, has been elected secretary

of the above club, with Mr. Trueman,
Middleton Lodge, Ilkeston, assistant

secretary.

Public Schools M.C.C.

The above club will hold a " touch
nothing " competition on Saturday nest,

starting from Barnet at 2 p.m.. The desti-

nation for the night will . be at Newport
Pagnell, the return being made on the

following day.

Liverpool M.C.

Mr. S. W. Phillpott, president of the
above club, recently organised a very
successful afternoon series of impromptu
competitions, which were held at Frods-
ham.

First event.—Petrol consumption trial.

In this competition competitors were
allowed to fill their carburetters, and then
had to turn off the petrol tap from the

tank. They were then started up a hill,

and had to remain where they stopped,
the competitor riding the greatest distance
being the winner. Solo machines, sixL

competitors : 1,. N. C. Sclater (2|
Douglas); 2, S. Parker (2| Coulson B.).

Sidecars, ten competitors : 1, H. T.

Williams (6 A.J.S.) ; 2, E. L. Boston (3^
Sunbeam).

Second event.—Slow hill-climb. The
riders had to remain in one gear,' and
were not allowed to use the clutch. This
event was run in heats, riders being side

by side, moving start. Solo machines,
six competitors : 1, T. Harben (3^ P. and
M.); 2, S. Parker (2| Coulson B.).

Sidecars on middle gear : 1, W. Brindle

(3i Triumph); 2, E. H. W. Brown (6

A.J.S.).

The third event took the form of a

competition uphill on a J.B. motor
scooter, lent by Messrs. J. Blake and Co.,

the rider travelling the farthest to be thp
winner. Result: 1, E. H. Boston; 2,

Noel H. Brown.

The results of the first club trial are

now announced as under

:

FiRST-CXASS AWAEDS.
H. p. Sutcliffe (6 A.J.S.), H. G. Hague (Stellite

car), J. B. Wilkins (31/2 Sunbeam), R. H. W.
Broivn (6 A.J.S.), E. L. Boston (JVa Snnbeam),
S. B. Keece (9.5 Stellite), G. Honeyman (4 A.J.S. ),

J. H. Bagnall, and G. S. Boston (11.9 Morris-
Cowley).

Retired.
J. C. Ansonia {2^ii Metro-Tyler), H. Larkin

(4l/i Triumph), Vim. Cottle (2%i Oalthorpe-Jap),
R. Ro£e," T. J. Lane, L. Matthews, and E. Rose.

Tfulurd Events.
luhj IS.— Western M.C.C. Team Trial.

July IS.—Motor Cycling Club. liill-cliinb.

July 12.—York and District M.C. Week-end Run
to Tjuke District

July 22.—N.M.C.F. v., Portsviouth. Run to Lee-on-
thc-Solcnt.

July 13.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Social Run to

Stratford-on-Avon.
July 13.—Taunton and District M.C.C. Run to

Lyme Regis.
July 13.—Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Competition jor the Mayor of Taunton's Cup.
July 13.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to witness

sunrise on Hindhead; start at 3 a.m.
July 13.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Edioinstowe.
July 13.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to tVcsterJta'm.
July 11,.—Troedyrhiic and District M.C. " Dis-

arranging " Competition.
JULY li-IS.—M.C.a. OF IRELAND. ULSTER

CENTRE. IRISH ENDTO-END RELI-
ABILITY RVN.

July IS.—York and District M.C. Reliability
Trial.

July 17.—Taunton and District M.C.C. SOO Miles
Reliability Trial.

July 19.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Side-
car Competition.

JULY 19.—SUTTON COIDFIELU AND MID-
WARWICKSfllRE A.C. OPEN HILL-
CLIMB AT STILE COP, NEAR RUG'ELEY.

JULY It.-BIRMINOHAM M.C.C. MIDLAND
CUP TRIAL.

July 19.—Western M.C.C, Glasgow. W-eek-end Run
to Lake District.

July 19.—Manchester M.C. Hill-climb.
July 19.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Race Meet-

ing at Lanark.
July 19.—N.M.0.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to

Hunsdon.
July 19-20.—Cumberland County M.C.C, Carlisle.

Reliability Trial to Aberdeen and Back.
July 19-20.—N.M.C.F.U., Coventry. Week-end Run

through Wye Valley.
July 19.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Side-

to Donington.
July 20.—Woolwich, Plumstcad, and District M.C.

Run to Brighton.
July 20.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C

Secretary's Surprise Run.
July SO.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to Cor-

hampton Doivns.
JULY 21-26.—SeOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIAL.
July 21.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Reliability

Trial.
July 21.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Run tO\ Whitstable. .

JULY 23.—ESSEX M.C. SPEED TRIALS AT
SOUTHEND.

July 13.—N.M.C.F.V,, Portsmouth. Run to Blind-
worth Downs.

July 21,.—Taunton and District M.C.C Treasure
Hunt.

JULY 25-26.—LIVERPOOL M.C. TWENTY-FOUR
HOUR OPEN TRIAL.

JULY 2r,.—SUTTON COLDFIELD AND MID-
WARWICKSHIRE A.C. LICIHTWEIGHT
TRIAL FOR CALTHORPE CVP.

July 26.—Western M.C.C, Glasgow. Run to Luke
of Monteith.

July SS.—N.M.CF.U., Portsmouth. Run to Poole
Park and New Forest.

July 26.—Public Schools M.C.C. Six Hours Night
Reliability Run.

July 26-27.—Wolverhampton M.C.C Reliability
Trial to .4bcryst\ryth for Stevens Cup.

"July S7.~Streathain and District M.C.C. Picnic
Run to Ashdoicn Forest.

July 27.—-Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

^lalrern.
Aug. 3.—Cumberland Gountt/ M.C.C Social Run.
AUG. L—YORK AND DISTRICT M.C. OPEN

. RELIABILITY TRI.iL TO EDINBURGH
. AND BACK.

AUG. le.-S.E COUNTIES INTER -TEAM
TRIA L.

AUG. 16.-S0UTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. OPEN
TRIAL.

AUG. 30.—BRISTOL M.C. SPEED TRIALS AT
WESTON-SUPER-MARE.

AUG. 30.-WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C. OPEN
RELIABILITY TRIAL.

SEPT. S.—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE
MOTOR CYCLE" CUP.

SEPT. U-iO.-A.CU. SIX DAYS RELIABILITY
TRIALS.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

An open hill-climb is being arranged

by the above club to take place in August.

Nottingham M.C.

Tne winner of the Dennis Bayley
challenge cup in the recent trial has been
declared as S. S. Debenham (8 Campion),

R. McPherson (Rudge_. Multi) being

second.

Kidderminster M.C.C.

This club has now been revived, and
there was a good muster of members for

the recent opening run. Local motor
cyclists wishing to join the club should

communicate with the hon. sec, Mr. C.

Brown, 12, Stourport Road, Kidder-

minster.

The Douglas Club (Nottingham).

The secretary of this club, Mr. Martin
J. Wright, invites Douglas owners to join

the Douglas club. He hopes to obtain

a membership of forty or fifty. The sub-

scription is only a nominal amount, the

object being to form a sporting club for

riders of Douglas machines.

A Motor Cycling Club for East Berks.

Motor cyclists residing in the districts

round Reading, Maidenhead, and in East
Berkshire who are interested in the

formation of a motor cycling club in that

part are asked to communicate with
Capt. J. V. Hay, Coruisk, Cookham,
Berks, who would like to hear from as

many motor cyclists as possible.

York and District M.C.

The reliability trial through Whitby,
Saltburn, etc., arranged for Wednesday,
the 16th inst., is over a course covering

some of the finest moorland, coastal, and
dale scenery in Yorkshire.

Several prizes are being offered. Silver

cups of different sizes are being given as

first, second, and third prizes.

The trial will be open to motor cycles,

- sidecars, and cars, on equal terms.

The entry fee, 3s., must be sent not

later than Saturday, the 12th inst., to Mr.
G. A. Reed, hon. sec, 6, Blake Street,

York.

Motor Cycle Club of France.

The , Paris-Eheims trial, organised by
the Motor Cycle Club of France, was
held on the 6th inst., over a distance

- of 182 miles. Twenty-eight competitors

were entered, among them riders of

Douglas, Rover, A.J.S., Harley-Davidson,
and Excelsior motor cycles. Among the

British competitors were Ball, Jloftat,

and Davis (jmir.). The Rover riders

were all of French nationality. F. G.
Ball and P. W. Moffat rode the Douglas
machines on which they competed in the

London-Edinburgh run.
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A Folding Sidecar Chassis.
Sidecars for the Suburbanite with Restric'ed

Passage Way.

The. Hop' ey sidecar, the body of which can be quickly detached from the chassis, the latter

being of the folding type.

VERY Uttle has been heard of folding
'

sidecars since the revival of the

pastime, and considering the

acknowledged difficulty in
_
obtaining

garage accommodation, this is perhaps

surprising. Usually, folding sidecars are

not so pleasing to the eye as to make a

strong appeal to the average motor cyclist,

but the folding attachment illustrated

certainly does not suffer on this score.

It is made by Frederick Hopley, of 38,

Upper Highgate Street, Birmingham, and,

as will be seen, the body is good design,

and is made conveniently to lift off the

folding chassis.

It is claimed that the body may be

attached or removed in jive seconds, and

the chassis folds so that the machine and

chassis are only 28in. wide. No nuts,

bolts, or screws are used, the body being

mounted on a rectangular 'frame having

four vertical members which fit into

sockets on the folding chassis, and by so

doing lock it. The price, £25, is moder-

ate, compared with the cost of sidecars

to-day ; or chassis only, less tyre, £12 123.

The Family Sidecar.
A Handsome Multi-seated Attachment accommodating an Adult and Two Children.

A FAMILY sidecar was recently demon-
strated to us by Mr. W. J. Barker,

A.M. I. A. E., which has been built

by Messrs. Patey and Co., Ltd., Aero-

nautical and Motor Engineers, of 45,

Horseferry Road, Westminster, London,

S.W.I.
The body is specially designed for those

who wi|h to take a passenger and two
childreii in the sidecar. It has been built

specially wide so as to allow plenty of

room, and the seats will fold neatly

awayj and may be quickly placed in

position. When both the small seats are

occupied the passenger in the back seat

has ample leg room, and Mr. Barker

A family side-

car designed to

accommodate
three passengers

very comfortably

informs us that several very long journeys

have been taken with the sidecar fully

loaded. The motor bicycle to which the

sidecar is fitted is an 8 h.p. Zenith with
spring frame, which is quite satisfactory

with the heavy load.

Interior of the family sidecar. The two

small seats are easily removed, thus allowing

plenty of luggage . room inside the body

when travelling with one passenger.

READERS in the Newcastle and Hex-
ham districts inform us that the

roads towards the Lake District

and Carlisle are, with few exceptions, in

vei-y good condition. Newcastle to Hed-
don-on-the-Wall is bumpy and poor. From

B4

READERS' ROAD REPORTS.
Heddon to Hexham is good ; from Hexam
to Alston fairly good, with some loose

stones in parts; from Alston to Penrith

good, with one or two short stretches of

loose stones; from Penrith to Keswick,

good ; Keswick to Windermere and

throughout the district, in first-class

order ; from Keswick to Carlisle and

Dumfries, good most of the way; Annan
to Longtown, fair; Longtown to Bramp-
ton, Haltwhistle, Bardon Mill, Haydon
Bridge to Hexham, in first-class order.
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>
A WEEK-END TRIAL TO WALES.
LAST week-end the Wolverhampton

M.C.C. held a trial to Llandrillo,

returning the following day.^ The
start xjn each day was in the afternoon.

THE MOTOR CYCWNG CLUB

AS previously announced, the W.C.C.
hill-climb is to be held on Saturday
next, the 12th inst. Competitors

should arrive at "The Buckingham Arms,"
Princes Risborough, at two o'clock. The
timekeepers will be Messrs. F. T. Bidlake,

A. V. Ebblewhite, and F. Straight. The
bjest road from London is via Rickmans-
worth, Araersham, and Missenden.

THE LANARK RAGES.

THE Edinburgh and District M.C. is

organising a race meeting at Lanark
Racecourse on the 19th inst. Five

motor cycle races are included, as follow :

Five miles scratch race for machines up

to 400 c.c.

Five miles scratch race for machines up
to 600 c.c.

Five miles scratch race for machines up
to 1,000 c.c.

Five miles scratch race for sidecars up
to 1,000 c.c. -

• Five miles novice handicap for all

classes of motor cycles,' confined to

Lanarkshire riders.

Three prizes will be given in each

event. Full particulars and entry forms
may be obtained from Mr. J. Watt

,Anderson, 6, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh.

AN IRISH TWENTY-FOUR HOUR
TRIAL.

THE Dublin and District JMotor Cycling
Club held its 1919 twenty-four hour
reliability trial on Friday and

Saturday, the 27th and 28th ult. An
entry of twenty-nine was obtained, and
mcluded the well-known cross-Channel
riders, Hugh Gibson and A." G. Cocks,
both of whom were mounted on 1919
model Clynos. The following twenty-
seven competitors were despatched from
Drumcondra Bridge at 8 p.m. :

W. H. Freeman (7-9 Indian sc.)

Maj. A. Waters (214 Triumph).
nene Allen (3V2 Norton).
G. Mayne (7-9 Indian).
T. Browne (2-^i Douglafi).
H. Gibson (8 Clyno sc.)

S. J. Kedinond (7-9 Indian sc.)

T. "Woods (41/4 B.S.A.)
E. B. Kussell (4 Triumph).
M. T. Doyle (7-9 Indian).
O. S. Kettle (4i/S B.S.A.)
J. P. Smith (7-9 Indian sc.)

A. G. Cocks (2'A Clyno).
W. J. Chambers (4I/I B.S.A. sc),
J. P. Fro.st (2% Douglas).
J. A. Sliohan (4i,4 Campion).
C. W. Johnstone (7-9 Indian).
P. McDonngh (414 B.S.A.)
A. Carton (7-9 Indian sc.)

H. McAllester (4 Triumph sc.)

B. O'Brien (214 James).
T. Healy (414 B.S.A.)
T. Redmond (7-9 Indian).
— Grimes (5'^.> Norton).
.T. Wliite (4 Triumph).
T. Carton (2^ Douglas).
W. J. Barney (6 Enfield sc.)

The course roughly included the
northern half of Ireland, the route fol-

lowed being via Dundalk, Belfast, Derry,
Glengesh HOI, Donegal, and Cavan.
During the Belfast-Derry portion of the
run terrific weather was encountered, rain

and gusts of wind alternating during the

midnight hours. Many of the entrants

went completely off the course, and
arrived late (if at all) at the checks.

McAllister (Triumph sc.) and T. Red-
mond (Indian) were among the unfor-

tunates, while T. Carton had the bad
luck to injure his controls.

Eighteen competitors arrived on time
at Glengesh Hill—the crucial test of the

trial—nine making clean ascents, Allen
(Norton) and Chambers (B.S.A.) being
particularly prominent.
Thirteen competitors checked in on

time at Cavan, and the same thirteen

signed in at Castleknock, Dublin. They
were as follow :

Maj. A. Waters [2Vi Triumph).
Dene Allen (sy^ Norton).
T. Browne (25^4 Douglas).
H. Gibson (S Clyno so.)

W. J. Cliambers (414 B.S.A. sc./

S. J. Redmond [7-9 Indian 6C.)

T. Woods" (414 B.S.A.)
E. B. Russell (4 Tiiumph).
M. T. Doyle (7-9 Indian).
A. G. Cocks {2'/2 Clyno).
J. P. Frost (2% Douglas).
T. Healy (414 B.S.A.)
"W. J. Burney (S Enfleld sc.)

THE YORK M.C. OPEN TRIAL.

THE first annual open trial organised
by the York and District M.C. will

take place on August 4th, when a
start wUl be made from York at mid-
night, and a retur'n to York the following
evening. Competitors will start in pairs

at half-minute intervals. Particulars and
entry forms may be obtained from the

hon. sec, Mr. G. A. Reed, 6, Blake
Street, York.

''«*

^
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In America the sporting side of motor cycling is more Irequently centred in track racing than in trials such as we hold. Pure speeo

work fascinates the Americans more than reliability, hence the numerous racing tracks in that country. The photograph gives a good

impression of a sidecar race held recently in Wheeling, W. Va.
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THE PRECISION
"BIG" TWINS.

Three New Models: ;

Air-cooled 8 h.p., 83 x 83 mm., 964 c.c,

Air-cooled 10 h.p., 83 x 96 mm., 1,096 c.c.

Water-cooled 10 h.p., 83 x 96 mm. 1,096 c.c

THEEE new models of V twin engines,

which will interest manufacturers of

high-powered motor cycles and, of

cycle cars, have been introduced by
filessrs. F. ,E. Baker, Ltd., makers of the

well-known Precision engine units.

Two of the engines are intended for

light passenger machines of the runabout
type, but the water-cooled 10 h.p. model
should be quite suitable for "light " cars,

Section through cylinder and crank case

of the cycle car model, showing the magneto
drive by bevel gear.

while the smaller i.nit no doubt will be
found on many full-powered motor cycles

when the Precision factory once more gets

into full swing.
Excepting in size, cooling systems, and

the magneto drive, the three engines are

identical, and embody an entirely re-

designed timing gear. Instead of the
two cam wheels of the earlier designs, a
single gear wheel is employed, which "is

integral with the three cams and shaft.

One cam operates both exhaust tappets,
the inlet valves being served by separate
cams.

- A Simplified Timing Gear.

Four rocker levers of sturdy design are
used. The two exhaust levers, which are

-carried on a shaft directly above the cam
wheel, give an increase of movement to

the tappet over that given by the cam,
but the inlets have a direct lift. All
rockers have semi-cylindrical ends where
they meet the cams.

e8

The exhaust valve lift-

ing mechanism is en-

closed in the case, and
consists of two small
cams, which operate on
the undersides of the
rockers. These cams are
connected by means of

levers and a long link,

shown in one of the
illustrations. The oper-
ation is by means of a
plunger, which passes
through the timing case,
and which bears upon a
lever actuated by a Bow-
den wire.

Particularly heavy flywheels are used

—

a desirable feature in cycle car engines

—

carried on shafts of ample dimensions.
A Skefko radial bearing supports the
driving side shaft, while a double row
roller bearing is fitted in the tjming side.
The big end bearing, too, is of the latter
type, employing two rows of rollers
supporting the forked connecting rod,
upon which the other connecting rod
works on a phosphor-bronze bearing of
good width.

Ail Leaks Eliminated.

_As on the majority of previous Pre-
cision engines, the cylinders of the air-

cooled models have radiatmg fins cast
square instead of concentric, which is

more general practice. The valves are
large and the pockets give an easy sweep
for both incoming gas and the exhaust.
A feature which will greatly facilitate

easy starting and slow running is the
"stuffing box" device on the intake
valve stems. This consists of a cup having
a flange at its upper end and a hole at
the base through which the valve stem

The new Precision 85 X 85 mm. twin engine.

works. This is slipped on to the valve
guide, and is held in position by the
spring which bears against the flange

mentioned. Between the lower end of

The induction pipe with the V sectioned

rubber ring which makes an airtight

connection.

Valve lifter mechanism and timing gear.

the valve guide and the bottom of the
cup there is a space which is filled with
astestos string to prevent air leaks.

EfEective Crank Case Release.

On the cycle car engines, the magneto
drive is by means of a bevel gear on the
half-time shaft, the magneto being carried
on a platform which is cast integral with
the timing case cover. The motor cycle
model employs chain drive and the plat-

form is also integral with the cover, and
is further supported by a. bracket which
is part of the crank case casting.

Lubrication is by splash system, and
the crank case is fitted with a simple
form of "breather," which consists of

a small port, between the crank case
and timing case. This is covered, on
the upstrokes of the pistons, by a leather

disc held in position by a light single

leaf spring. The timing case cover has
an oil vent which carries superfluous oil

clear of the engine.

The indtiction pipe is quite short, and
by means of slotted holes in the flanges
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The Precision "Big" Twins.

—

may easily be removed. The induction

pipe is a casting, having an extension

for the carburetter, whicli curves up-

wards, and the horizontal portion is made
in two pieces, one telescoping into the

other, an air-tight joint being made by
a V-sectioned rubber ring, which fits into

the diagonally cut walls of the pipe, and
is held by a hose pipe tension ring. This
feature allows the two flanges to be
drawn up tightly against those on the
cylinders, and air-tight joints can thus be
made, which, with the inlet valve guide
packings, secure an entire absence of air

Tl.e half-time wheel with three cams and

shaft integral.

leaks seldom attained on V twin engines

;

easy starting and slow running are con-

sequently assured.

There is little of a startling nature in

these new model Precision engines, but,

produced as they are by a firm of the

widest experience, they impress us as

being of sound commensense design, and

of such construction that there is every

promise of great satisfaction on the part

of the user. We understand that several

manufacturers are interested in the engine,

and that shortly Precision-engined "big

twins," cycle cars, and motor cycles will

be offered to the public.

Open Reliability Trial for Miniatures.
A Midland Trial for Motor Cycles of Le^s than 230 c.c.

SINCE a Levis of less than 200 c.c.

capacity accomplished everything re-

quired of all competitors in the
Victory Cup Trial, which included such
hills as Rising Sun (Gamble's Lane), near
Cheltenham, one may expect little differ-

ence in the course chosen for a lightweight -

..trial and that planned for all types of

machines. The Sutton Coldfield A.C. is

organising a lightweight trial to take
place on the 26th inst. for the Calthorpe
Motor Cyclette trophy, valued at one
hundred guineas. The course, which is

not at all severe, will start at the George

in the Tree Hotel, Berkswell, at 2 p.m.,

and will include Keuilworth, Warwick,
and Sunrising Hill to Banbnry. The
return journey will inclcde Edge Hill.

On Sunrising there will be a stopping and
restaituig test on the outward journey,
and competitors will be timed on Edge
Hill on the homeward route. 2C0 marks
will be credited to each competitor at the
start, and deductions will be made for i.

stops en roulR and failures on tests. The
schedule time will be worked out at 20
m.p.h. for the orthodox machines ; 15

m.p.h. for scooters, if such machines are

entered. In addition to the premier

award, gold medals will be awarded as

second and third prizes, and to all making

non-stop runs and obtaining full marks.

A special gold medal will be awarded for

the best performance on a scooter, if two

or more enter. The entry fees are 21s.

and 10s. 6d. for non-members and

members pf the Sutton Coldfield club re-

spectively, and the entries of all com-

petitors must reach the secretary, jNIr. F.

W. Finnemore, A.C.A., 122, Colmore

Row, Birmingham, before Monday, the

21st inst.

Novelty in Competition.
ON the 25th and 26th inst. the Liver-

pool il.C. will hold an open twenty-
four hour trial, starting from three

points, i.e., Liverpool, London, and the
.Slidlands. The route will include War-
rington, Acton, Tarporley, Whitchurch.,
Newport, Weston, Brownhills, Castle
Bromwich, Stonebridge, Coventry, Daven-
try, Weedon, Towcester, Fenny Stratford,
Dunstable, St. Albans, Chipping Barnet,
Oldgate House, Highgate.
Competitors stai'ting from Liverpool

will ride via Stonebridge to London and
back to Liverpool. Midland competitors

will start from Stonebridge and ride to

Liverpool, then to London, and return to

Stonebridge, and the London entrants to

Liverpool and back to Highgate, their

starting point.

Different coloured number cards will

be issued at each starting point to pre-

vent confusion. White for the Liverpool
entrants, red London, and yellow Stone-
bridge. Checks will be at Liverpool,
Stonebridge, and London only, but com-
petitors may be timed en route; any rider

found fifteen minutes ahead of his schedule
time will be disqualified.

The timing will be done on the competi-

tors' own watches, which will be sealed,

and a start will be made at 9 a.m. from

St. George's Hall, Liverpool, Stonebridge

Hotel, on the Coventry-Birmingham
Road, and the Oldgate Hotel, Highgate.

A 20 m.p.h. schedule will be arranged,

due allowances being made for the various

10 m.p.h. speed limits to be met with on

the route.

Entries close on the 18th inst., and
forms may be obtained from the organis-

ing secretary, Mr. L. V. Barton, Shaftes-

bury Hotel, Liverpool.

IF only because it is the first important
open hill-climb to he held in the Mid-
lands since the signing of the Armi-

stice, the Sutton Coldfield A.C.'s event on
Saturday, the 19th, should attract a good
entry. The venue, as before the war, will

be Stile Cop, near Rugeley, Staffordshire,

and seventeen classes will be catered for

as under :

Class 1.—Singles and twins nn to 230 CO.
„ 2.—Singles and twins 230 to 275 c.c.

„ 3.—Singles and twins 275 to 300 c.o.

HILL-CLIMB AT STILE COP.
Class 4.—Singles and twins 300 to 350 c.c.

5.—Singles and twins 350 to 600 CO.
„ 6.—Singles and twins 500 to 600 c.c.

„ 7.—Singles and twins over 600 c.c.

„ 8.—Scooters.
„ 9.—Sidecars an to 400 c.c.

„ 10.—Sidecars 400 to 600 c.c.

„ 11 —Sidecars over 600 c.c.

„ 12.—Tliree-wheelers.
„ 14.—Light cars~under 1,100 c.c.

„ 15.—Light cars 1,100 c.c. to 1,500 c.c.

„ 16.—Cars. Open to any memher -who has
never won a prize in any hill-climb
promoted by a clnb.

„ 17.—Unlimited motor cars.

A competitor may only enter one

machine in each class.

The formula used will be as follows :

Weight
Cubical capacity x (time)-

Entry fees for Classe's 1 to 12 : 7s. 6d.

non-members, 5s. members ; Classes 14 to

17 : 21s. non-members, 15s. members.
Entiy forms may be obtained from j\Ir.

F. W. Finnemore, A.C.A., 122, Colmore
Row, Birmingham.

COAL— ITS WASTE AND POSSIBILITIES.

THE Automobile Association Fuel De-
partment, combined with Messrs.

Gaumont and Co., etc., have pro-

duced, and shortly will display publicly,

a film illustrating most admirably the

possibilities of coal if used scientifically.

The film opens with a series of pictures

of the e-xtravagant, wasteful methods

now in general use, then step by step

follows, out the manufacture of the by-

products from coal. Benzole, tar, fuel

oil, manure, .saccharine, carbolic acid,

ammonia, and coke are recovered ; from
them other things, such as pig-iron and
steel, come ; and the whole series is illus-

trated by pictures of battle cruisers.

M.L.'s, destroyers, bridges, buildings,

and lastly the motor car and motor cycle

using benzole. Incidental to the latter

is shown the first-aid motor cycle and
box sidecar used by the A..\. for taking

repair kit to stranded cars. Another
scene portrays the scout helping a motorist

to find his way in difficult country.
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Olmes to TLlg^t TLamps.
Summer Ttme.

July 10th '. 9.44 p.m.

„ 12th 9.42 „

„ 14th 9.41 ,,
'

,, 16th 9.39 „

U.S. War-worn Motor Cycles.

A report from Washington, U.S.A.,
states that very few, if any, motor cycles
will be sold by the U.S. War Department
at public sales.

Police Trap.

We have received information oi a
police trap worked as late as 9.30 p.m.,
at Cobham, on the road from Wisley
Hut leading to the top of Pains Hill.

This is the first trap we have heard of

worked by' the Surrey police for many
years.

For Meritorious Service.

Congratulations to R. Bownass—ex-

competition rider, who has been awarded
the Meritorious Service Medal. Bownass
was best known as a rider of Matchless
and N.U.T. machines. He joined up in

1915 as artificer, through The. Motor -

VycU, in the Motor Machine Gun Service,
and was with the No. 8 Battery,
M.M.G.S. For two and a half years he
has been a motor cyclist at Headquarters,
Boulogne.

Two Hundred A.A. Road Patrols Wanted.

The Automobile Association has im-
mediate vacancies for 200 additional road
patrols. Preference will be given to ex-

Service men with knowledge of first aid,

ability to effect small roadside repairs to

cars or motor cycles, and experience in

removing and replacing motor tyres.

Applicants should write in the first

instance to the Road Manager, A.A. and
M.U., Fanum House, Whitcomb Street,
Jjondon, W.C.2, stating age, married or
single, and previous experience.
The services of the patrols are widely

appreciated. At the present time they are
rendering valuable assistance in recovering
stolen cars%nd motor cycles.

The patrols carry " first aid " outfits,

and frequently render " first aid " services
to the public. One patrol recently saw
a child floating down a swiftly running
river. He obtained the necessary assist-

ance for rescuing the child, who was
brought out of the water unconscious. He
then utilised his knowledge of first aid,

with the result that the patient was ulti-

mately handed over to her parents little

"the worse for her adventure.

Trial Regulations on a Postcard.

The York and District M.C. has
followed the example set by The Motor
Cycle staff in the recent private trial, in

having the regulations and route card
printed for its trial on a card not larger
than a postcard.

From an Exile.'

The trials secretary of the Birmingham
M.C.C. has just received an entry form
for the Easter Victory Cup trial from
Cpl. Bourke, D.C.M., M.M., who is exiled
in Batoum. Before the war -Bourke was
a competition rider, and he sent the entry
form, together with entry fee (fifty

kopecks) "just to keep his hand in."

Ferry Charges.

Our books department have been re-

cently revising a list of ferry charges and
tolls in connection with a new edition of

The Motor Cycle Route Book guide.. It

is interesting to note that the Southamp-
ton, Isle of Wight, and South of England
Royal Mail Steam Packet Co., Ltd., of
Southampton, in revising their post-war
charges for the carriage of motor cycles
from Southampton to Cowes (I. of W.),
charge five shillings for a sidecar with
one seat, and ten shillings for a sidecar
with two seats, the pre-war charge for
a sidecar being one shilling and one
shilling for a motor cycle. The revised
charges will probably be of interest to
tourists who may be contemplating a trip

in the Isle of Wight this summer.

THE SIDECAR ON THE FILM.
Mr. Thomas Hudson, of the Garric

Film Co., Surbiton, with his leadine

lady. Miss Ena Beaumont, and the 8 h.p

Blackburne sidecar, wliich plays an im

A portant part in their latest production
" Patricia Brent, Spinster."

Special JFeatures,

THE SIDECAR ALTERNATIVE.

THE ARBUTHNOT TROPHY TRIAL.

THE CROSS-HEAD PISTON.

Midland Fire.

The Premier Motor Co.'s premises at ,
B.rmingham were burnt out last week.

French Import Tariffs.

The following import tariffs for motor
cycles and bicycles have been fixed by the
French Customs Authorities : Vehicles
under 500 kilos (9 cwt. 3 qrs. 8 lb.)

emanating frorn Europe (exclusive of the
enemy countries—Germany, Austria-
Huiigary, and^ Bulgaria)—220 francs per
100 kilos (about 9d. per pound), plus 15%
ad valorem. From U.S.A., 250 francs
per 100 kilos (about lOd. per pound), plus
15% ad valorem.

Eleven Hundred Firms Supplying Benzole.

The Fuel Department of the Automo-
bile Association and Motor Union have
issued a decidedly useful handbook, giving
the names and addresses of 1,100 firms
stocking benzole. It is classified in

geographical sections to facilitate quick
reference, and will be appreciated by
touring motor cyclists who desire to en
courage the production of home-produced
fuel. This can be obtained from the A.A.
and M.U., Fanum House, WhitcomU
Street, W.C.2.
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Surrey M.C.C. Reiormed.
The above club has been amalgamated

with the Famham and District iM.C.C.
The opening run will be a reliability trial,

Guildford to Exeter, when the Triumph
• cup for the best performance by a single-

cylinder machine will be awarded. The
joint secretaries are Messrs. R. W. Watts
and A. F. Bateman, Ai'undel Fairfield,

Famham.

A Redditch Opea Trial

The Redditch and District M.C.C. are
'organising an open trial to take place on
August 23rd, when the B.S.A. challenge-
cup (value £75) will be the premier
award. The Enfield Co.'s inter team cup,
to be won outright, and the Terry cup
will also be among the awards. The
hon. trials sec. is Mr. F. W. Viles, Head-
less Cross, Redditch.

Scottish Six Days Tiial.

The following— entries have been re-

ceived for the Scottish Sis Days Trial

first ballot :

'J. A. NewiQnn (3'/2 Sunbeam)
^

Jas. Eeck (3V2 Suubenin)
A. H. Alexander (

)

H, Macrae (7-9 Harlev-Davidson)
C. S. Burner (

)

J. Shepherd (5-6 Campion)
H. Alexander (

)

T. O. lie la Hay (31/2 Sunbeaui)
J. Dudley (3V2 Sunbeam)
J. R. Alexander (

)

D. S. Milne (3V. B.S.A.)
E. Spence (414 B.S.A.)
D. S. Alexander (

)

Hugh Gibson (8 Clvno)
Franl: Smith (8 Clyno)
J. W. Willis (

)

A. G. Cocks (Clyno)
A. F. Knight (Clyno)
J. Robertson-Eroivn (10 Henderson)
H. Gold ( )

J. S. Holroyd (Blackburne)
P. J. Enticknapp (Blaokburne)
T. Lennie ( )

L. B. C. Cunningham (10 Morgan)
J. A. W. Beaton (

)

O. Duncan (2^i Douglas)
F. J. Hutchison ( )

fj^^(JciLE
Appropriate.

All who knew the late Sir Robert
Arbuthnot, Bart., K.C.B., M.V.O., agree
that last week's trial was one such as

would have delighted the sporting ad-

miral. Moreover, the trophy has been
won on one of his favourite mounts.

Indian Prices.

We are in receipt of a leaflet referring

to the latest model Indian , Powerplus
sidecar. In it the prices for 1919 are

given ; motor cycle only, £128 ; with
sidecar, £158 ; sidecar only, 30 gns. The
Hendee Manufacturing Company state

that they hope to be able to maintain
these prices throughout the season, but
it must be understood that orders are

only accepted subject to machines find

sidecars being supplied at prices ruling

at the time of delivery.

Irish Twenty-£our Hours Trial.

The Committee of the Dublin and Dis-
trict M.C.C. has made the following
awards in connection with its twenty-four
hours trial mentioned on page 37 :

Special Gold Medals.—J. Brown (2|
Douglas), Hugh Gibson (8 Clyno sc. ), T.^
Woods (4i B.S.A.), E. B. Russell (4

Triumph), and J. Healy (4^ B.S.A.).
Clde Gold Medal.—W. J. Chambers

(4i B.S.A. sc).

Silveb Medals.—Dene Allen (3^ Nor-
ton), J. P. Frost (1% Douglas), S. J.

Redmond (7-9 Indian sc,), and A. G.
Cocks (21 Clyno).

Special Awards.—Unlimited sidecar
prize : Hugh Gibson (8 Clyno), Hutchin-
son gold medal. Lightweight prize :

Maj. A. H. Waters (Baby Trirunph),
club gold medal. Passenger machine
under 600 c.c. : W. J. Chambers (4i

B.S.A. sc). Team prize : B.S.A. team
(Messrs. Woods, Healy, and Chambers).

Edinburgh M.C. open hill-climb at Reastone Rigg on Saturday. A. H. Alexander (7 h.p.

Indian), who made fastest climb of the day.
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Speed Judging.

The Coventry and Warwickshire Club
held a paperchase and speed judging
competition last Saturday in which twelve
riders competed. The first prize in the
solo class was awarded to G. White (4

Triumph) ; sidecar class, H. Nelson
(Rudge sc.) ; car class, M. Anderson (10

Humber).

Fire in Motor Cycle Works.
We learn that, in spite of the fire (see

previous page) at the Premier Motor Co.'s

premises recently, no delay will occur in

the delivery of new machines to those
who have booked orders. Spare parts,

however, cannot at present be supplied
for Rex-Jap machines, nor any repairs

undertaken.

The War Motors Association.

In the issue of the 25th ult. we gave
some particulars regarding the War
Motors Association, 240, High Holborn,
London, W.C.2, and we now learn that
Sir. A. Armitage, a member of the com-
mittee of the R.A.C., and a gentleman
who has long been connected with the
automobile movement, has accepted the
chairmanship of the Executive Committee
of tills body. Mr. Armitage is also the
Chairman of the Central Committee for

the Employment of Discharged Soldiers
and Sailors, a. body working in connection
with the War Motors Association.
We talked over the work of the War

Motors Association with Mr. Armitage
recently, and he told us that the Associa-
tion was doing an exceedingly good work,
in that it was seeing that discharged
service men could get motor vehicles
necessary for their businesses at extremely
moderate prices. The ordinary reader
knows well enough the difBculty of pur-
chasing a motor bicycle at the present
time, and any scheme which will help
the ex-service man to purchase a mount
at a reasonable figure is deserving of
every encouragement. The difficulty at
the present time seems to be that of per-
suading the authorities to get on with
the repairs of Army motor cycles with
the utmost possible sj-oed, as the demand
for them is quite extraordinary. Until
recently, some 2,000 applications had
been received through the A.C.U. from
ex-service men for Government machines.

So far, the authorities have decided to
allot 25% of the vehicles at their disposal
tn the War Service Association, and under
this arrangement the demand consider-
ably exceeds the supply. The scheme,
however, is an excellent one, becaufe it

enables tl]£ Government to get rid of its

numerou3®unwanted motor cycles in a
simple manner, and at small expense, as
the cost of an auction and the cost of

printing numerous catalogues and exten-
sive advertising is saved.
We were told by Mr. Armitage that the

machines are sold jit their present ordi-

nary value, not the inflated present
market value, and only a small commis-
sion (2^%) is charged for administration
expenses.

A Side Show.

Last Saturday the A.C.U. officials at

the Arbuthnot Trophy Trial were shown
over a submarine by Lieut. G. P. Glen
-Kidston, R.N., one of the competitors,

who, during the war, served in this class

of vessel.

B15
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THE

ARBUTHNOT
TROPHY TRIAL.
First A.C.U. Two Cays' Naval

Event a Success.

FIRST DAY.—Circular Run irom
Plymouth, 125J Miles.

Plymouth, July ],lh, 1919.

THE Arbuthnot Trophy, a statuette of

the late Rear Admiral Sir R. K.
Arbuthnot, Bart., executed by Lady

Scott, is put up for competition amongst
naval officers by the Auto-Cycle Union
as a memorial of his gallant death in

the face of a vastly superior force of the
enemy in H.M.S. Defence during the
early stages of the Jutland battle. The
holding of this competition was first

suggested by a member of the staff of

T/ie Motor Cycle. This is, of course, the

first occasion of this trial being run, and
it seems rather disappointing that, from
the hundreds .of officers ot the Royal
Navy, only twenty-two figured in the
programme. The reasons for this are

several. For some cause or other the

nature of the trial does not appear to

have been fully realised by naval officers.

The mention oi the trial in Admiralty
orders was a trifle late, the holding of

the trial so near to the signing of peacb
caused some difficulty in getting leave.

Of the competitors, Major W. P. Arbuth-
not, R.M.L.I., was a cousin of the late

Sir Robert, and entered, so he told us,

for the "honour of the family." Lieut.

Terence Back, R.N., was nephew of the
ISte Captain Back, R.N., who perished

in II.M.S. Natal owing to an internal

explosion with all on board. Sub-
lieut. C. P. Glen-Kidston, R.N,, served

F

Lt. W. Derek-Stephens (2f h.p. Douglas) and Sub.-Lt. C. L. Laurie (P. and M.) on a hill

near Huccaby

with Sir Robert in H.M.S. Orion, as a
midshipman. There were six non-starters,

and of these I.-"ut. H; C. Dains, R.N.,
had & fall on tii^ way down to Plymouth
on Thursday, and was too much shaken
to ride;

The Start.

The start, at one-minute intervals, com-
menced at 9 a.m. from Andrews's Garage
in perfect weather, and a different order
of starting was instituted after lunch the
first day, next morning, and after lunch
the second day. The first early stage of

the trial presented no difficulties, and start-

Sub-Lt. R. N. Everett (4 h.p. Triumph) in the consistent driving test on Dartmoor.

ing early on a new make ot two-stroke,
complete with clutch and kick-starter, the
2| h.p. Villiers engined Ruffles, we made
a good run to Merrivale, wherewe stopped
each competitor and gave him his instruc-
tions as to the consistent driving test.

Each man had, to descend from this point
to Mr. Loughborough, who sent him off
when the road was clear. His time was
taken from the crest of Merrivale Bridge,
and his speed to a certain tarred line some
way up the hill had not to exceed 10 m.p.h.,
while the remainder of- the course, up to
a flag almost on the summit, had to be
covered at a speed of not less than 15
m.p.h. The same procedure is followed
to-morrow, and the competitor who most
nearly repeats his previous day's perform-
ance will be adjudged to be the winner.
Even at this early stage of the trial some
incidents had taken place.

Lt. Marriott (Norton) arrived with his
face bespattered with oil, as he had for-
gotten to screw up the oil tank filler cap
Early among the competitors there arrived
the Rev. E. P. Greenhill in one of the 1S20
Matchless sidecar outfits, with C. E. Cuffe
(a pre-war trials competitor) as passenger.
Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, who was a passen-
ger in Mr. Loughborough's Morgan, took
the times.

Across the Moors.

Beyond Two Bridges ths course' followed
was towards Ashburton and On to
Hexworthy (Huccaby in the jDrogramme),
where three moor gates had to be
opened. Plenty of slieep and cattle were
encountered on different parts of the
course, and near the last-mentioned point.
Immediately after, followed one of the
trickiest parts of the coui'se, which was
encountered in the Holne Chase district.

Tliis was a V bend, followed by a pitch
of 1 in 6, which spoiled the hitherto clean
sheets of several of the competitors.

Near Bovey, Sub-Lt. Pollock (Harley-

Davidson) completely smashed up his

mount on a down . grade through the
brakes failing to act. Fortunately, he
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son's AUon fired very promptly, whila

Sub-Lt. Everett's Triumph started at the

second kick. This officer, who looked,

and probably was, the youngest com-
petitor in the trial, stood a good chance
in the early slages of having a clean

sheet, as he rode consistently and well,

but he made one mistake to-day ; he took
a corner too fast, and ran into the bank.
Sub-Lt. Glen-Kidston (Sunbeam), a hot
favourite, made a good start, as did

Sub-Lt. Laurie (P. and M.). These two
were notable as the only officers to

ride in uniform. Lt. Terence Back
(Triumph), the third favourite, started

his engine after about the third attempt.
Acting-Lt. A. C. Elliot (4 Douglas) re-

turned to the garage a few minutes after

he had started. The fibre shoe of his

back brake swelled, and locking the back
wheel on two occasions caused a couple
of violent skids. This occasioned his

retirement.

m<-^ ^Hl'%x.

An involuntary stop on the maors near Hoine.

«/

escaped without injury. This news was
brought by Rex Mundy, who was driving
a Matchless outfit, and was supervising

the arrowing of the course. Onwards from
Moretonhampstead to the luncheon stop

at Exeter all was plain sailing.

After lunch the road was rough and
rutty, and there was an exceedingly-

tricky section between Tedburn St. Mary
and Moretonhampstead. This consisted

of Brook Hill, which necessitated the

negotiation ol a watersplash, a long steep

ascent from Clifford Bridge, and a pre-

cipitous and very tricky descent with very
rough surface before the main road was
reached.

At Two Bridges we found Lt. Hamilton
(Levis) in trouble with his rear tyre, while

it. Thompson (P and M.) reported that

lie had retired owing to. lubrication diffi-

culties. More hilly country was en-

countered near Chagford, while the road
near Lee Moor Clay Works was distinctly

/.'greasy. Here Lt. Derek-Stephens (3^ h.p.

spring frame Douglas) had a bad side-slip,

which was hard luck, as he damaged his

footrest. This he was allowed to have
made usable.

The following are the first day's results :

1. Sub-Lt. G. S. M. Pollock, R.N. (7-9 Harley-
Davidsoii), retired, brake failure.

2. Maj. Vlf. P. Arbuthnot, K.M.L.I. (6 Enfield).
^ retired, lost way.

3. Sub-Lt. B. N. Everett, R.N. (4 Triumpli), one^
stop.

4. Lt. Slarriott, R.N. (4 Norton), one stop,
failed Merrivale.

10. Lt. H. T. Back, R.N. (4 Triumph), non-stop.
. U. Lt. C. J. M. Hamilton, R.N. (2% Levis), re-

tired, puncture.
12. Lt. W. W. Jacomb, R.N. (5-6 James), 36m.

late.

13. Sub-Lt. W. S. Jameson, R.N. (2% Diamond)
one stop.

14. Lt. E. S. K. Evans-Creaves. R.N. (4 Triumph),
non-stop.

iWa. Sub-Lt. C. P. Glen-Kidston, R.N. (3% Sun-
"? beam),A non-stop.
16 U. W. Derek-Stephens, E.N. (31,4 Douglas),

two stops.
17. Sub-Lt. C. L Laurie, R.N. (3'/o P. and St.),

two stops.
19. Acting-Lt. A. O. Elliot, R.N. (4 Douglas),

four stops.
20. Lt. D. S. E. Thompson, R.N. (3',!, P. and M.),

retired, left route.
21. Lt. J. S. Bethell, B.N. (21/2 Allon), retired,

4 broken chain.
22 Engr.-Lt. B. ColUnson, R.N. (2i/, Allon), nine

stops.

SECOND DAY.
This morning we waited to see the

start, which was worth while, as for the
first time in an A.C.U. trial the com-
petitors were not allowed to run their

engines before starting the day's run ;

consequently it was interesting to see how
they would behave. Sub-Lt. Jameson's
J.A.P.-engined Diamond started very
easily. One of the favourites, Lt. E. S.

K. Evans-Greaves, started with a very
soft rear tyre, which had to remain soft

till the end of the run. His engine was
very stiff, but fired after a few attempts
with the starter pedal. Eng.-Lt. CoUin-

.

Stifi Gradients.

The gem of the morning proved to be
Deiiham Bridge, a steep hill with a fairly

good surface and a gradient of about
1 in 4^. It was somewhat like the Clif-

ford Bridge Hill in yesterday's run.

Most of the survivors made good ascents.

The next portion of the journey in-

cluded the ascent of Gunnislake Hill, on
the main Bodmin road. This is an in-

teresting ascent^ .and it is probably the
longest on any main road in England,
and is as steep as 1 in 5-6 on the stift-

est portion. Needless to say, it caused
no trouble to the survivors' machines,
as it is well within the capabilities of
the modern motor bicycle. Near Looe
some steep hills had to be climbed ; their

surface was good, but on the summit of
one there was a short patch of real grease,
which fetched Laurie off his machine

—

his second fall that morning.

Sub.-Lt. G. P. Glen-Kidston (3.^ h.p. Sunbeam), snapped on a pretty section of the course

between Two Bridges and Huccaby.

BI7
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The Arbuthaot Trophy Trial.

At Junch at the Royal Hotel, Bodmin,
it was certain that the trophy would go
to one of the two Triumph riders. Greaves
or Back, and, provided neither had a

stop, the award rested on the perform-
ance of the two in the consistent driving
test. This afternoon's route lay over
easy country, and only one tricky little

hill was encountered out of Tavistock.

After a splendid run from Bodmin we
came upon the leaders, and were almost
within hale of Merrivale, where the decid-

ing test was to be held, when just on the
moors our petrol supply gave out, but
just afterwards a good Samaritan came
along in a pony

,
cart and asked our

trouble. On hearing of our empty tank
he volunteered to drive home and get the
much-needed fuel, and in half an hour
he returned mounted . on the pony and
with a two-gallon tin of benzole slung
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round his neck. We then set out for

Plymouth through Horrabridge, and met
the competitors again at Yelverton,
whence they proceeded to the last check
after a long down-hill run.

So ended one of the best and most
sporting trials ever organised, a trial

which was highly appreciated by the com-
petitors and organisers The former, as

one would anticipate, vfere the best sports-

men it was possible to find. Several were
complete novices, and yet not one of them
complained of the task set him—a task
which was harder perhaps than was
reasonable. Still, tne survivors have the
satisfaction of having come through a trial

worthy of the most skilled experts.
The consistent driving test worked well,

and is a happy solution of the difficulty of

finding a winner It- is fairer than the
objectionable secret check, which is un-
English. It was exceedingly difficult for

a competitor to repeat his performance

on the second occasion.

-

Results.

1. U. B. S. K. Evans-Greaves, R.N. (4 Triumphl.
winner of Arbuthnot Troiihy, silver medal,

and specrial award offered by the M.C.C, no
stops and fifth best performance in the

CD.T.*
2. Lt, Terence Back, R.N. (4 Triumph), silver

medal, no stops and seventh best periormance
in CD.T.

3. Snb-Lt. R. N. Everett, R.N. (4 Triumph), one
stop and best performance in CD.T.

4. Lt. Marriott, R.N. (4 Norton), one stop and
second best performance in C.D:T.

5. Sub-Lt. G. P. Glen-Kidston, R.N. (3'/> Sun-
beam), one stop and ninth best performance
in CD.T.

, ,

6. Lt. W. Derek-Stephens, R.N. (31/2 Douglas),
two stops and third -best performance m
CD.T.

7 Snb-Lt W. S. Jameson, R.N, (2% Diamond).
three stops and sixth best periormance in

CD.T
8. Snb-Lt. C L. Laurie, R.N. [Z'k P- and M.).

four stops and eighth best performance in

CD.T.
3. Lt. W. W. .Jacomb, R.N. (5-6 James), two

stops and fourth best performance in C.D.T.,
but 36m. late in on Friday.

*CD.T.—consistent driving test.

->—•«> <

Glasgow M.C.C. Open Twelve Hours' Trial.

FOR their twelve hours' open trial, last

held in 1914, the Glasgow club
originally intended to go further

afield than usual, and include in the route

a part of the course to be covered by
competitors in the forthcoming Scottish

Six Days. It was ultimately decided,

however, to revert to the 1914 course.

Whether it was due to the holiday

season, or the counter attraction of the
Edinburgh M.C. hill-climb, is hard to say,

but only the very poor entry of fifteen,

including a lady di'ivtr of a sidecar outfit,

had been received by the secretary up to

the time of starting.

The first part of the journey was com-
paratively easy, and the majority checked
in at Arrochar to time. B. R. Parsons,
who essayed to take a 2| Douglas sc.

A Disappointing Event.
round the route, had a mi.x-up with a
hay cart in Bonhill and retired.'

Mrs. D. Bell (6 A.J.S.) put up a good
show, and handled her machine with skill

on the hairpin.

Just after leaving Otter Ferry all the
riders left in the event \yent off the
course, and found themselves in a farm-
yard. After losing valuable time, they
regained the correct route, and proceeded
to Dunoon.- Needless to say, the road
for the last few miles to this check was
fast, but none of the riders checked in

to time. Nine competitors arrived at this

point, and complained of the lack of

arrowing, etc.

AU interest had completely evaporated,
and several of the riders decided to go
no further, preferring the joys of Dunoon

Glasgow iV4.C.C open twelve hours reliability trial on Saturday last. Mrs. Bell (6 h.p.

A.J.S.), only lady competitor, checking in at Dunoon. She was one of the four competitors to

finish and ^ade a very, good performance.

Bi8

to the more strenuous work of the trial.

Of the six riders who left after the lunch
interval, the following checked in at the

finish : W. Deans (3^ Ariel), D. S.

Alexander (8 Enfield sc), Mrs. D. Bell

(6 A.J.S. sc.)^ and I. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.)

M C. and A.C. "Long Day"
Trial, June 26tli.

REStJLTS.

~ThE JoEDISON TeOI'HY for P.\SS1!NGER
M.iCHiNES.—L. Newey (4^ Ariel).

Gold MEDi^xs in Passknrer M.^chine
Section.—F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S.), J.

Stevens (6 A.J.S ), L. Newey (4| Ariel),

and H. B. Denley (8 Morgan).
SiLvrai Medals.—F. Smith (8 Clyno),

95 marks ; J. E. Greenwood (8 Sunbeam),
92 marks; F. J. Watson (3J Ariel), 90
marks ; and J. L Stocks (6-7 Ariel), 92
marks.

" The Tr^»der " Trophy in ' Solo
Section over 350 c.c—G. E. Stobart (4i
James).
Gold Medals in Solo Section over

350 c c —G. A. Strange (S-6 James) and ,

H. Stretton Ward (4 Triumph). ^
Silver Medals.—A. J. Dowler (3^

Sunbeam), 95 marks ,- J. A. Watson
Bourne (4 Blackburne), 90 marks ; J.

Dud^ley (1^ Sunbeam), 97 marks; H.
Minton (4 Norton), 92 marks ; J. A. New-
man (3^ Sunbeam), 92 marks ; T. Peck
(3-^ Ariel), 92 marks ; and G. Dance (3,^

Sunbeam). 98 marks.
Glui) Prize.—T. Peck (3i Ariel), 92'

marks.
TnK "B.N." Bowl for Lightweights

~

350 c.c and Under.—Eric Williams (21

A.J.S.)=

Silver Medals.—H. Newey (2^ Levis),

90 marks: A. H. Johnson (2| Allon), 90.i
marks; and W. R. Gibb (2a Douglas), 92.

marks.
Special Prize for Lightweight

iVlACHiNE under 275 c.c.—H. Newey (2^
Levis), 90 marks.
The winner of the premier award—the

M.C. and A.C. trophy— for the best per- -^

formance of the day has not yet been
decided.
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The Crosshead
Piston and

the Motor Cycle
Engine.

An Epoch in the Progress towards the Ideal Machine.

PRACTICE has conclusively confirmed the theory

on which the design of the Ricardo crosshead

piston is founded, so that there is no need to

labour the latter side of the question. It will suffice

to summarise the points in which the great advantage

is found before considering the applicability of the

device to the engine of the motor cycle. The general

idea may be outlined as follows:

In place of the usual combined piston and guide

(ordinarily the " skirt "), a piston

head is constructed of just sufficient

depth to take the rings. This is

attached to a stem of much smaller

diameter, which pins it to the cross-

head Qj guide. The crosshead

normally works

—

i.e^ , reciprocates

—

in a sleeve, and so keeps the head
in line and prevents any side pres-

sure on the cylinder walls. Advant-
ages directly accruing from this are

great reduction in internal friction

(piston side pressure causes 80% of

the internal friction with the ordinary
forms of piston), better cooling and
lubrication. These facts have been
demonstrated over and over again,
and the idea is decidedly not new.
Automobile engines with crosshead
pistons have been successfully used
for tanks and other purposes, so

'that the theory is fully borne out in

practice. Why then is not this type
of piston more generally used—par-
ticularly with regard to motor cycle
engines? The answer may be found
in several reasons. First, the
crosshead piston is of necessity
longer than the ordinary type, which,
of course, means a taller engine;
secondly, the advantages may not be
fully realised by designers who have become so used to
the old type which gives a reasonable amount of satis-
faction, besides which they fear problems of weight,
balance, and complexity; and, lastly, the neces-
sary radical alteradon in the designs of years
which would be inevitable, and is not favoured by
the makers.

Fortunately all these objections can be overcome,
although practically the process may be a long one.
and at present we need a bold pioneer who will put
conventional methods and ideas aside, and give the
proposition a proper trial

Being 10 scale, this section gives some
idea 01 the proportions of a crosshead-

pistoned engine.

On paper, at all events, there appears to be every

prospect of successfor the pioneer.

* Comparative Size.

An ordinary 3^ h.p. air-cooled four-stroke motor

cycle engine with an outside flywheel measures approxi-

mately 2oin. from the base of the crank case to the

top of the cylinder casting. An engine constructed

with the Ricardo piston and an outside flywheel, with

a stroke of 88 mm., would only be

22in. from the flywheel rim to the

top of the cylinder

We see then that the crosshead

piston necessitates an engine but

slightly longer than one with the

skirted piston. Th5 engine could,

of course, be inclined similarly to the

P. and M. power unit, and in such a

position it should not at all detract

from the appearance of the machine
as a whole, or accommodated simi-

larly to the 750 c.c. Rudge. This

latter engine, vvith enclosed flywheels,

is 2ft.. over all.

Reciprocating Weight.

. By far the greatest majority of

crosshead pistons constructed 'so far

have been of aluminium,- and it is

rather surprising to know that they

are actually lighter than the ordinary

trunk piston, so that they cannot be
condemned on the score of excessive

weight. At the same time it must
be recalled that the principal reason
why a heavy piston entails low mecha-
nical efficiency is not, as is so often

supposed by the non-technical

reader, due to the increased loading
on the connecting rod bearing, wtiich

is relatively light, since a large proportion of the
inertia stresses never reach this bearing. As a

matter of fact, it is the inertia forces which "con-

stitute a very great deal of the loading of the piston
on the cylinder walls, and therefore of piston friction.

In the crosshead piston, of course, this loading is

transferred from the piston head to the amply propor-
tioned crosshead, which works under ideal conditions
of temperature and lubrication. The swept portion
of the cylinder, and the piston head too, are adequately
lubricated and internally cooled, so that deposit of
carbon is practically impossible.
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The Crosshead Piston and the Motor Cycle Engine.—
A comparison of the piston weights is given in the

following table, taking the three types of piston in

aluminium, and the ordinary cast iron piston.

i AIu-
miTiium
Slipper
Piston.

Aluminium
Crosshead
Piston.

Alu-
minium
Trunk
Piston.

Light
Cast-iron
Piston."

Weight, with gudgeon pin.

rings, .nnd crosshead sleeve . 0.7 lb. I.olb. 0.95 lb. I. 65 lb.

Weight of total reciprocating
mass i.olb. 1

.
3 lb. 1.35 lb. Z.05 lb.

Weight of total reciprocating
mass per sq, in. of piston

0.079 lb. 0.102 lb. 0.107 lb. . 1 63 lb.

The figures are taken from actual samples in use,

and are not theoretical. Of course, the weight of

the piston, alone is immaterial. It is the weight of

the total reciprocating mass which has to be taken

into account, and here the crosshead piston scores.

A short floating gudgeon pin is used, and as the load

is transmitted at points as close together as possible,

the tendency to bend the gudgeon pin is reduced,- and

a shorter and smaller connecting rod small end bear-

ing and gudgeon pin can be used with consequent

weight economy.

What \<^ill most interest the motor cyclist, how-,

ever, is a statement of the advantages of this type

of engine over the ordinary kinds. First of all, the

engine is much smootljer running, and is so well cooled

internally that overheating and seizing up should be

impossible. This would "apparently point to the

engine being one of the slogging hard-pulling type,

most suitable for sidecar work. By the lubrication

system great economy of oil is obtained. As stated

previously, the mechanical losses are much reduced,

which means more power at the road wheel, and

should result in a reduction iij the fuel consumption.

A great point in favour of the adoption of the cross-

head piston is that it is a 'mechanically sound job.

which should appeal to the idealist, then the great

mechanical saving should recommend -it to the en-

gineer, even when the slight extra cost is taken into

account. The more one thinks of the advantages of

this piston, the more-does one become convinced that

the day of the old piston is gone if the motor cycle of

the future is to be a truly mechanical job. Mascot.

A Design Eliminating Bicycle Practice.
A Simple Single-track Machine on "Car" Lines.

THROUGHOUT the evolution of the motor cycle

many attempts have been made to design a

single-track machine following car rather than

cycle lines. We have from time to time illustrated

several examples of such vehicles produced or designed

-in, this country and the United States.

The accompanying
illustration depicts
another British design,

patented by Mr. L.

Graeme Roberts, of

Lewes, Sussex, which,

it is claimed, gives the

rider complete protec-

tection all weathers, by

means of an " apron "

formed by a double

steering arm.

It is proposed to

construct the frame of

two side members of channel steel running from axle

to axle, both wheels being sprung. The front wheel

has a pivotal hub on a fixed solid axle, and is moved

by two steering arms shown in the drawing.

The front Kub which is pivotal

at the centre of a fixed solid axle.

An original idea iri mDtor cycle frame design patented by

Mr. L. Graeme Roberts, of Lewes.

Obviously the illustrations ar^ not drawn to scale,

and we think that with wheels of conventional size,

the wheelbase would be unduly long. The steering,

too, might be difficult to get accustomed to. However,

the design is interesting as an attempt to get away

from ordinary - bicycle practice, but only an actual

demonstration can decide its practicability.

THE PARI

THE fifteenth International Paris Automobile

Show will be held from .October 9th to 19th,

this year, under the presidency of Baron Charles

Petiet. At this exhibition there are usually a number

of motor cycle exhibits, which are conveniently stalled,

owing to the enormous accommodation of the Grand

Palais, under the same roof as the cars.

Certain regulations have been added to those of

previous years, which forbid the reception of exhibits

by enemy countries, while it is pointed out that ex-

B22 ,

S SHOW.
hibitors of allied nations or nations associated with

France during the war will be received on the same

terms as those of French nationality if they have

already taken part in three Paris shows, and provided

the Customs duty in, their comitry on French vehicles

before August ist, 1914, was" not above 15% ad

valorem, or the equivalent value. It is also pointed

out that the cost of stands, suitably furnished, will

be considerably raised. The Commissary-General is^

M. H. Cezanne, 51, Rue Pergolese, Paris.
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AU letters shaull

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents,
be aUrasjsil to the EJitor, "The Meljr Cycle," HertferJ jtraet, Coventry, ani muil be ascempinied by the writei

THE £100 RUNABOUT.
Sir,—Our attention has been drawn to the fact that the

suggested name for the lightweight car designed by Mr. G.
Slater Booth, of St. Alban's Road, Bristol, and for which
we are the sole concesSTonnaires, has already been pro-

tected by the Aero-Car Engineering Co. We hasten to

inform your readers that the name shall be changed forth-

with, and we gladly express our regrets to the Aero-Car
Engineering Co. for the oversight.

BEAUFORT MOTOR AGENCY.
(Frank Bolwell.)

GOVERNMENT MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—I notice amongst j'our chat paragraphs on June 26th

(page 649) reference to the number of motor cycles purchased
by the Government during the war.
These figures appear very aliort of the actual numbers,

despite the official source. In our case alone, it is quite

accurate to say that the number of Douglases supplied to the

War Office and Admiralty was over 25,000 ; in fact,- consider-

ably more than the total of all makes, according to the

figures in your paragraph. DOUGLAS MOTORS, LTD.

AGENTS CHARGING FOR CRATES.
Sir,—You recently published some correspondence relative

to agents charging for crates when selling new motor bicycles.

We, as Douglas agents, have- consistently charged for

crates. In the first place they are non-returnable, and,
secondly, the figure at which they are charged to us is very
high indeed, and we consider we are justified in our action.

Furthermore, in order to know exactly our position, we
wrote Messrs. Douglas, Ltd., and they informed us that

not only were we absolutely in order in charging for the

crate, in addition to the price of the new machine, but we
were also in order in charging carriage from Bristol to Cam-
bridge. ROBINSON'S GARAGE,

H. Robinson.

writer's name aol addrejj

THE PETROL RING AGAIN.
Sir,—A few days ago the Press were good enough to publish

a letter from me, stating __that the National Benzole Asso-

ciation had informed the Automobile Association and Motor
Union that the price of benzole conforming to the specifica-

tion approved of by the A. A. and M.U. was 2s. 9d. per

gallon in two-gallon tins, and 2s. 8d.' per gallon in fifty-

gallon drums in England and Wales.
This letter has brought up once more the way in which

the motoring community is being treated by petrol interests.

Letters are being received from all parts of the country,

showing that the petrol companies who are distributing a

product called "benzole" are charging a price that only

enables it to be retailed at 3s. per gallon.

This "benzole" bears no guarantee whatever that it

complies with the specification approved by the Association.

One is led to ask, how do petrol companies concerned
justify the price of 4d. per gallon more for a fuel that is

certainly no better, and often inferior to an article which
is recognised as absolutely satisfactory.

The Automobile Association is giving all possible support
to the National Benzole Company, which has been formed
by the producers themselves, to distribute real benzole. It

lia« been instrumental in getting the benzole company ts

fix- a lower- price than has hitherto ruled. It has every
hope that this price will be still further reduced, and it

now begs all motorists to help that company by insisting

on getting benzole which is supplied by the N.B.A.
In order to help motorists to do this, 'the Automobile

Association has prepared a complete list of firms supply-
ing benzole, in which list are clearly marked those firais

which supply benzole of approved specification. The
Association is prepared, in the interests of the motoring
community as a whole, to distribute this list to all motor-
ists, whether belonging to it or not. -

STENSON COOKE, Secretary,
The Automobile Association and Motor Union.

: . -^ . _^ _ 1

First and second in the Arbuthnot Trophy (rial. (Left) Lt. E. S. K. Evans-Greaves (4 h.p. Triumph), the winner of the trophy.

(Right) Lt. H. Terence Back (4' h.p Triumph), who made the second best performance.
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SPARE PARTS.
Sir,—A few days ago I had the misfortune to find the

primary screw insulating bush on my E.I.C. magneto broken.
I wrote to the maimers explaining that I used the machine
every day, and asked them to send me a new one per return.
By return of post I received a letter from them stating that
they had forwarded a new contact breaker and asking me
to return the one on my machine. Also there was no charge.

Liverpool. BROADGREEN.

Sir,—With reference to the recent complaints as to the.

difficulty in getting spare parts, may ^I suggest that the
next time you publish a "Buyers' Guide" that you classify

the makers as to their methods of supplying spare parts.

No doubt a good many firms would be Al, but, unfortu-
nately, the makers of my machine are C3 in this respect.

I recently wrote to the makei's of my machine for a
starting handle, having lost mine. As I received no reply
after fourteen days, I wrote again, when I received my
letter back which had been written on in pencil : " Write
to the makers of the gear box, Messrs. , and next
time send a stamped addressed envelope." The latter request
was borne out by their reply being insufficiently stamped.

If intending purchasers knew those firms who consider
their liability has ceased when they have been paid, it would
be a great help to your readers. F.L.M.
London, W.

AVERAGE SPEEDS.
Sir,—I was delighted to see Miss E.' Manvell's very

sensible letter in your issue of May 22nd. Like her, I

have a 2| Colonial model Douglas, and, without special
tuning, the highest speed has been 46 m.p.h. , I have gone
from Londonderry, through Coleraine, Ballycastle, and round
the coast road to Larne—a distance, of ninety miles'—in

exactly three hours—average 30 m.p.h. To do that time,
I was going 40 m.p.h. and sometimes over that speed on
every possible occasion, and, of course, on this route we
have many opportunities for speed bursts—stretches of

straight road and very little traffic. I should be keenly
interested to read a few more experiences of your contributors
on the same subject. GLENGESH.
Londonderry.

THE YOUTHFUL MOTOR CYCLIST.
Sir,—I have read with interest " Considerate's " criticism

of the article headed " The Youthful Motor Cyclist."
In this letter "Considerate" states that your correspon-

dent advocates fitting a noisy exhaust system. This is not
the case. In that article the writer said that he fitted to his
first machine a large copper exhaust pipe ; but he does not
aih-ociitc the idea.

Secondly, "Considerate" condemns "tinkering," show-
ing that he is not blessed with a "mechanical mind" and
the love of machinery. He has, therefore; no conception of

the amusement that can be derived from " getting inside
"

a motor cycle engine.
Lastly, in no part of " The Youthful Motor Cyclist " does

the writer state that he wears " racing helmets and other
ludicrous atrocities," as " Considerate " describes. " Con-
siderate " should not condemn other people's views simply
because he differs , he does not represent the whole motor
cycling public. J.M.S.

Edinburgh.

FLAT FOURS.
Sir,—It has occurred to me that a four-cylindered h.o.

engine resembling, for example, a duplicated Douglas, might
be practicable.

I am at present engaged on the preliminary experiments
of such a model, but am not yet able to give any details as
to its possibilities. So far, however, it seems to be favourably
progressing.

Jly idea is to have the four cylinders arranged in two
pairs, thoce in each pair being superimposed one above the
ot'ier, or side by side; but while the former design would
prob:ibly be more suitable for motor cycles the latter would
b? convenient for light cars, of course with the usual
n;ortifications.

I have not heard of this design being built, and so far have
yet to discover the reason of the inventor's laxity in this
.lircetion. Looking at the matter from a general point of

v'ew, there is no apparent obstacle to its construction.

JULY loth, igig.

An engine of this design would, with four cylinders, de-

velop, under ordinary circumstances, approximately 6-10 h.p.,

which would be quite ample for passenger work.

I shall be glad to see readers' criticisms on this matter.

Woodford. R.F.C.

[Engines of the type R.F.C. describes have .
already been

shown in Tht Motor Cycle. The Foresti is an example of

a foui'-cylinder engine, and was fully described on May
9th, 1918.—Ed.]

A DANGEROUS HILL.
Sir,—I should like to draw your attention to Hickleton

Hill, on the main road between Barnsley and Doncaster.

In the centre of this hill there is a very bad blind corner,

where numerous accidents have -occurred between cyclists

and motorists. Recently a really bad accident occurred here,

and I think if the matter was mentioned it might do some

good- E. SAYLES.

TWIST-GRIP CONTROL.
Sir,—In your issue of iMay 15th, " Ixion ',' states: "I

wish I knew exactly why a large percentage of big twin
buyers in this country prefer Yankee stuff." To my- mind
the answer is clear, the twist of the wrist control is the

secret ; I rode American big twins for four years before the

war simply on account of this delightful method of control.

If any well-known British makers of big twins decide to

adopt this twist control, I am certain thev will find a big

market. . CAPTAIN, R.H.A.
Egyptian Ex. Force.

SCOOTERS.
Sh,—A correspondent in your June 26th issue (and a very

good number, too) tells us 'his scooter averages 5 m.p.h.

"over vile roads." Yourselves, in your recent trials, found
top speed to be about 15 m.p.h. While realising that the

scooter is not meant for high speeds or great distances, ihe
question of whether this is good enough {at the price) is

rather obtrusive. I would remind you that :

1. A good walker does 4 m.p.h. for hours and hours on
nothing but boots and beer.

2. A very moderate cyclist averages 10 m.p.h. (I myself,

a motor cyclist since the beginning, and hating push-cycles

like poison, can do it.)

Cycles cost £10 to £12, and only require moderate exertion,

whereas holding on to a scooter on a bad road on a dark
evening would be a considerable test of fortitude.

Let us have the skooter, scooter, skoota, or anything else

that by running, rolling, skipping, or hopping with us on its

back gets us to our destination, and, incidentally, causes us
pleasure, but it looks very much as if the scooter is going to

be merely a weapon of amusement. That is to say, one can
do on a push-cycle a great deal more than on a scooter ; and
if speed is required we must get a real motor cycle.

The powers that be warn us against luxuries, and it looks
as if the scooter is going to prove one.

Good luck to the cycle and motor cycle makers, and to the
scooter makerSj too, if they can plant their product on the
foreigner, but it looks very much as if the scooter is just
one more damfool luxury—and those of us who are not
grocers or munition makers are not buying luxuries now.
Because the Americans started scooters, must we ? They

have a President Wilson, a Meat Trust, and " dry " legis-

lation, too. Do we want .them ? I f/on'J think. 'T.H.C.
Inston.

The above snapshot was sent by the owner of a 4 h.p. Sunbeam,
who recently toured North Wales carrying the camp kit on the

carrier of the machine.
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Sir,—In 77/ e Motor Cycle of June 25th there is a printer's
error in my letter describing the ' home-made scooter. The
average speed is quoted at 5 m.p.h., and should have read
15 m.p.h. B. H. BAYLISS.

SIZE OF TWO-STROKE ENGINES.
Sir,—Having ridden a number of two-stroke motor cycles,

with engines ranging from 211 c.c. up to 339 c.c, I "have
come to the conclusion that anything under 339 c.c. is

somewhat under-powered for fast and liard riding. I have
ridden three different machines fitted with Villiers engines,
all of which gave great satisfaction considering their size.

Now, what I am waiting for is a Villiers engine of 2J h.p.,
about 350 c.c, fitted with a detachable head and also a
phosphor-bronze bush in the small end. I should welcome
the opinions of other riders regarding two-stroke engines of

this size, as I think they are ideal for long distance work.
Now, just a word regarding gears to suit such an engine.

I consider a two-^eed countershaft clutch and kick starter
is required, geared 4^ to 1 and 7^ to 1 ;

present-day machines
are geared much too low. With a gear of 4^ to 1 you could
get a good speed without having to use full throttle, and,
having an engine of fair power, you could climb some really

bad hills on top gear, and, if for some reason you have to

use low gear, you are not running your engine to bits as

when you are using a low gear of 10 to 1. I consider a

kick starter is required because plenty of riders, having
done their bit in the war, are no longer able to run and
jump on. My ideal lightweight is a 2f h.p. two-stroke
engine with chain-cum-belt drive, and fitted with a tank
that holds one and half gallons of petrol and half a gallon

of oil. I might add that I have no connection with the

Villiers Company. SPEEDY TWO-STROKE.
Sheffield.

VALVE OPERATION.
Sir,—Your correspondent, Jlr. R. G. R. Pritcliard, is

tliinking, I presume, of the Beaidmore system of valve

operation in his letter. The Curtiss system, which he

mentions, employs two cams, two tappet rods and two vah-p*

rockers, but the system is interesting, as it is, as tar as I

know, unique in having two
distinct springs for each inlet

valve, the usual spiral spring
of medium strength on the

valve stem itself and another
stronger spring on the pull rod,

which, when the valve is re-

quired to open, is allowed to

come into play by the negative

inlet cam. In other words, the

inlet valve opens when the Hat
side of the cam face meets the

pull rod, which is forced down
by the stronger of the two
springs. The exhaust valve is

opened in the usual manner by
a comparatively small section

push rod running up inside the
inlet pull rod. I hope the sketch'will make the system clear.

In practice it worked most satisfactorily, especially as far

as silence was concerned. REVS.

PILLION RIDING.
Sir,—I was grieved, nay! disgusted, to read thpt the

chief men of a township in the West of England had gathered
themselves together into an inner room, and had there decided
to send a petition to Parliament begging them to put a
ban on the practice of carrying passengers on the carriers
of motor cycles.

I sincerely hope that the men and women of England
have not become so decadent that they are unable to take
care of themselves. I have yet to hear of the motor cyclist

who has compelled a passenger (whether male or female)
to ride on his carrier.. Since men and women do this of
their own free will, surely it is not necessary for a law
to be passed to interfere with this pleasant mode of loco-
motion merely because a few old men (who probably do not
know the difference between an Auto-wheel and a motor
cycle) think it dangerous. iMany years ago, when I was
at school, I frequently had it drummed into me that England
was a free country. I now think I was being imposed upon.

The Curtiss

ystem oi valve

operation men-
t i o n e d by
" Revs."

I will not discuss the case of the sportsman on a 3^ h.p.
sporting single. Tliat speaks for itself. Let us, however,
think for a moment of the family man. Owing to the expense;
and discomfort of travelling in trains in these palmy days of
" reconstruction," many men have taken their families for
their summer holidays by means of a motor cycle. His wife
and one child -sit in the sidecar, > while the second child sits

on the carrier.

Wherefore I feel it my duty to request you to summon a
meeting of sporting motor cyclists (of the super class), and
to bear down upon this offending city from north, south,
east, and west, and to seize the chief men of that city, and,
before they have time to twirl their moustachios, to plant
them firmly on the carrier and take them for a jaunt into
the country. This, undoubtedly, would be a case of kill

or cure. If, as they assert, it is a dangerous practice, they
M'ill be killed before they return, but if, as I think (and
there are many who will agree with me), it is a safe and
pleasant means of conveyance, they will be over-joyed and
cured of their idiotic fancies. In the meantime, let us hope
that there are enough sportsmen in Parliament- to quash this

ridiculous petition. BELLEROPHON.
Chobhani.

GEAR RATIOS IN TRIALS.
Sir,—I am flattered that a rider of the calibre of your

inimitable " Ixion " has not considered my suggestions re-

garding the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials beneath his notice.

May I trespass on your space and briefly deal with
" Ixion's " well-meant criticisms?

I contend that it is an open question as to whether two
trials would not be preferable to one, and I think the
early future will decide this point.

As regards the vital question of " finishing condition,"

I considered that it was unnecessary to mention this,

as I believe "finishing condition" already figures largely

in the comi^etition.

The chief point, however, is the condemnation of my
suggestion that a low gear limit should be fixed. I cannot
quite follow " Ixion's " chain of reasonnig'! He condemns
very low gears, such as 18 to 1, as absurdities! He
prophesies tree-climbing on gears of 30 to 1, and yet does
not see that a minipium low gear ratio would put a stop

to all this trouble.

I entirely agree when he says that the public need nothing
better than an ascent of a hill like Sutton Bank at 20 ni.p.h.

on the last day of the trial, but I should not like t'o do
this on an 18 to 1 gear.

My letter was purely from a rider's point of view. I

contend that for a non-standard machine to gain a "gold "

in a trial is no guarantee that the standard machine could

do the same.
Nine out of ten riders never enter a competition, and

they want a trial of standard machines. Then they know
where to get their new mounts !

The remark that should my suggestion of minimum low
gear ratios be adopted in any trial, the entire entry would
be at the mercy of incompetent committees, is hardly
relevant. I referred only to the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

Surely the A.C.U. Committee cannot be regarded as in-

competent !

I can say without hesitation, and with little fear of con-
tradiction, that a strenuous trial for standard machines
would do more for the pastime than a spectacular trial

on freak machines. C. J. LEATHERBARROW.

/ Useful Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Enjiifland and Wales, Scotland, London
[showing roads into and out of London and avoid-
ing London). Mounted on linen. Set of three,

complete in case . .

"HINTS & TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Full of usef.il "wrinkles " and little items of sound
advice on the management, repair, equipment, and
general care of a motor cycle- It will be found
invaluable to all those who are thinking of over-
hauling their machines. Sixth cd'tion {2nd tcpniit)

Price
nei.

By
DOSt

1/6 4 no

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. 20, Tudor ftreat, London. E C.4
or of leading Booksellers and Railway Boottslalls.
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THE M-L MOTOR CYCLE MAGNETO.
A Successful Exponenf of a Great Brilisli Industry.

The M-L magneto as constructed tor motor cydes, with driving end plate removed. Note the safety spark gap terminal projecting over

the slip ring, the aluminiimi extension forming the top of the armature tunnel and the unusual depth of the slip ring insulation. In the

second illustration the cam ring is removed to show the design of the cam, which is formed by making an indentation in the one-piece ring

of metal. The small upper photograph shows the condenser of the M-L magneto in its casing—the end plate of the armature.

THE improvements which British

manufacturers have originated and
adopted during the war have been

of considerable importance and effect in

increasing the electrical efficiency and
the reliability of this type of ignition

apparatus.
Among the firms which have during the

war taken part in establishing a great

British industry and in assisting towards
the final victory of the Allies, by producing
magnetos in immense quantities for aero-
planes and other war purposes, is the M-L
Magneto Syndicate, Ltd., Coventry.
The improvements which have been

embodied in the M-L machines daring the
war are included, so far as they are ap-
plicable, in the new K type machine for

motor cycles. This machine is made for

one, two, and V cylinder engines, the
accompanying illustrations showing the
single-cylinder type. Its smooth exterior

will appeal to the user, for this feature
should render cleaning a far simpler
process than of yore.

Aluminium enters very largely into its

construction, for the body consists of two
castings of that alloy. . The main piece

forms the base plate, the contact breaker
end, and an extension of the latter which
serves to enclose the armature. The
driving end plate is the other unit, and
this encloses the slip ring and supports
the armature at that end in a ball bearing.
The sHp ring is notable for the depth

of its flanges, which have been increased
in diameter so as to prevent the current
shorting to earth at this point.

The Condenser.

Two of the most important improve-
ments consist of laminated pole pieces—in

place of cast iron shoes—and the M-L
patent condenser, which, incidentally, has
been used with unqualified success in

something like 20,000 aeroplane engine
magnetos turned out by this firm.

The advantage of laminated pole shoes
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is that the eddy currents are considerably
reduced, and this has the effect of increas-

ing the electrical efficiency. As a result,

a smaller and lighter machine as a whole
will give a better spark than the pre-war
German machine. The new M-L magneto
will, it is claimed, give an intense igni-

tion spark at armature speeds as low as
50 r.p.m., as compared with 100 r.p.m.
with solid pole shoes.
The condenser, as designed by Bosch,

and adopted almost generally by magneto
manufacturers the world over, has been
the cause of more magneto failures than
probably any other part, but the weak-
nesses of the Bosch system have been
eliminated in the M-L condenser, which
does not, like the original, depend upon a
packing of flexible insulating material to

retain it in position and insulate it as a
whole from its metal casing. It consists

of alternate layers of tinfoil and mica, and
while this is also the case in other con-
densers, the method of construction differs

entirely.

Improved Insulation.

Square pieces of mica are used, some
eighty in all, but each successive strip

of tinfoil is laid at right angles to the
preceding one, the strips being of such
length that the ends project beyond the
mica squares. One pair of opposing ends
is secured in metal clips, while the other
pair is pressed into a _ metal carrier.

When the magneto is assembled in its

casing the clips are in metallic contact
with it, but the carrier is insulated by
two simple washers of special material.

The whole unit is a thoroughly mechani-
cal proposition, and the risk of bad insu-

lation due to error in assembly is elimi-

nated. In the contact breaker are several

special points, one being the fact that
the cam is ground to a carefully calcu-

lated profile on the interior surface of a

continuous ring of metal ; thus, there is

no fear of the cam becoming loose. Its

outline is such as to prevent that violent

outward flinging of the rocker arm which
results in the hammering of the points,^

and has been known to cause the breaking
of the arm itself. The machine can be
run at speeds from 4,000 to 5,000 r.p.m.

for long periods without appreciable wear
of the platinum points.

The rocking lever is supported in a bush
of insulating material which is unaffected

by water or a damp atmosphere, so that

the trouble which motor cyclists have only

too often experienced with magnetos will

not occur with this machine. We refer 1

to the sticking of the arm owing to a

swollen bush.

Absolutely Waterproof.

The contact breaker lever is secured to

the cam ring in such a manner as to be

adjustable to suit the coupling rods and i

levers, while an anchorage and screw for

a Bowden control are provided.

The machine as a whole is made water-

proof without the use of felt packing and
without depending upon the fit of the

.magnet.
The high-tension terminal is an ebonite

moulding screwing down on to a conical

watertight seating in the end cover. In

the socket of the moulding is an outwardly
projecting threaded pin, on to which the

high-tension cable can be screwed, during
which process the rubber insulation is

expanded within the socket, thus forming

a watertight and secure fixing.

One other detail may be mentioned, and
that is the safety spark gap, which con-

sists of a bronze spring secured to the

aluminium body and bent over the slip

ring at right angles. When the end cover

is assembled this spring is pressed down
by the hore of the end cover itself, so

that the correct gap between the tip of

the spring and the slip ring is assured.

When the end cover is removed the spring

stands up clear of the slip ring flanges,

and the armature can be readily removed.
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n. selection of questions of geaeral interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,

'

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whethei intended for publication or not must bs ascnmpaniail by a slampsil addressed envelojie for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side .of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinc ^ from questions bearing on technical subject«.

About Sparking Plugs.

(1.) Is an Aero sparking plug

?'
I

suitable for a motor cycle? (2.)

Would the presence of oil on a
-S-l sparking plug be sufficient cause

for it not sparking?—A.H.B.
(1.) Yes, most Aero plugs are suitable for
motor cycles. (2.) Certainly an excess of
oil will prevent the plug from sparking.

Slow Euafiing.

I would be glad if you could^ let me know the cause of the

? trouble with my 8 h.p. J=A.P.
-^ If I go slower than IS m.p.h.

the engine starts jerking. Some
hills it takes on top. but going over
the same hiU again I have to drop into
low. I may say I have an adjust-

able jet. I cannot shut it off any mere
or else the engine stops It does about
40 m.p.g.—A.G.W.

The cause of your trouble is rather

obscure, but it would seem that either

the magneto timing is too far retarded
or the valve timing is wrong. Either of

these would account for a high petroi

consumption. The spark should occur in

the rear cylinder, wlren the piston is

about tV'u. down the firing stroke witl";.

the spark lever fully retarded.

Unsatisfactory Running.

I have a 2J h.p. Douglas which
^ri is not working properly, and I

> should be glad if you could

^ -LI suggest what is wrong, and tell

me how it may be remedied.

The niachiiie is not a new one, and I

do not know the date—I think probably
1912 or 1913. It seems in very good
condition except that the rear cylinder

does not work. Thij sparking plug is

in order, and the valve caps are screwed
down tightly. I think there is loss of

compression, but cannot find just where.
In. starting (in which there is no diffi-

culty) only the front cylinder works,
but when some speed is attained the

rear one begins to work. When climb-

ing, however, the rear cylinder ceaies

to fire, and I cannot reach the top of

a moderately steep hill. It seems that
when the machine is moving at a con-

siderable speed the cylinder works
before the mixture has time to escape,

whereas when the machine is moving
slowly the mixture escapes before it

has time to work the piston.—F.A.R.
You had better look at the carbon brush
leading to the rear cylinder plug. Remove
it, see that it is working freely and pro-

perly connected to the li.t. cable. Glean
the magneto slip ring with a piece of

clean rag moistened with petrol. See

that your sparking plug gap is not too

small, and that there are no air leaks at

the rear cylinder induction pipe union.

Examine your valve tappets, and note
that the clearance when the engine is

warm" is equal to the thickness of the
blue cover of The. Motor CmcIr.

Registration.

I owned a 2J h.p. two-stroke,

which I bought from a firm in

London in April of this year, and,

so that I could ride the machine
home, I paid 10s. for numbers to

the firm. I have since sold the machine
and have bought another one. Am I

entitled to use the numbers on this

machine, or must I get others?—F.P.

The machine you have bought must be
I'egistered, unless it is already registered,

when, if the number has not been can-

celled, it may be transferred to your name
for the sum of Is. Your present numbers
cannot be used.

Magneto Mystery.

I have a Bosch magneto fitted

g^\ to the engine of a cycle car which
> either refuses to spark altogether
-LJ or only occasionally gives a poor

spark. When the magneto is

taken off the engine it sparks perfectly,

but directly it is fitted on and the crank-
shaft turned it acts as stated above. It

has been thoroughly overhauled twice

by an e.xpert firm, but no defect can
be traced. It occurred to me that it

might be caused by a defective high-

tension return (viz , via the cylinder

crank case, bracket, etc.), and suggested
taking a lead (high-tension) direct from
the body of the plug back to the base
of the magneto ; but I understand this

lias been tried and failed.—E.T.P.

The solution to your problem is very
difficult to determine without actually

examining the magneto, etc. A,pparently,

the magneto itself is in quite good order,

but does not spark when in position on
the machine. Two things may cause this.

One, as you suggest, a break in the

circuit, or else a short. The attacliing

sa'ews are not likely to be so long as to

come in contact with the armature, so

that the other .point is the armature
spindle. There may be a leak between
the collector ring and the spindle through
the vulcanite ring, or the wire from the
secondary winding to the collector ring

may be shorting. See that there is no
foreign matter in the armature tunnel and
none of the wires exposed. Farther than
this, we can only advise you to submit the
magneto to a magneto expert.

Does not take Top Gear.

I have a new P. and M.
]jr] After I have changed from low'" gear into top, the engine jolts

_LI for a certain distance. Would
you kindly suggest any reason

for this? I have had the carburetter

down, and cleaned it.—G.H.

Probably you change up too soon ; allow

the machine to acquire a fair speed

first. Also, you would find the engine

would run more smoothly if you retarded

the spark until the requisite speed has

been attained.

An Auxiliary Exhaust Valve.

(1.) I have a 3^ h.p. Premier

and there is an extra exhaust pipe

leading from the cylinder direct,

which is integral with what I

presume is an extra air valve.

What is the object of this? (2.) If I

dispensed with this part, and made the

hole in the cylinder a blank, would it

affect the efficiency of the engine?

—

J.W.B.

(1.) The valve is the extra exhaust valvej

designed to allow the exhaust gases to

escape*, when the piston descends below

the 'level pf the valve port. (2.) No
useful end would be attained by removing

the valve. If you did remove it and

left the hole bare you would lose a cer-

tain amount of oil, and the exhaust noise

would be appreciably increased. By
stopping up this orifice you might inter-

fere with the efficiency of the engine

slightly.

Starting a Two-stroke.

I have purchased a 2| h.p.

T.D.C. two-stroke. It suits me
splendidly, but has the following

drawback. It is a fixed engine,

and as I have been wounded in

the left knee, I am unable to jump on

from the left side, and I am not used

to the right side. It starts easily

enough with a run, but I was thinking

that It may be possible to paddle it off.

A free engine hub would solve the

problem. I have tried the makers for

one, but they have discontinued making.

Is there anything in the way of a

decompressor suitable for a two-stroke ?

The frame is too short for a gear box.

—W.B.
We do not quite see why you require a

clutch, as you should be able to start the

machine qtiite easily by paddling off with

the release valve open, dropping it when
in motion. This is quite feasible if the

machine is in good tune, and a clutch

would only permit of your keeping the

engine running while standing.
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Using Benzole.

Last month I bought a new
^ 1919 W.D. model Triumph, and,

^ without altering the carburetter
-^ or fitting an extra air valve, ran

it entirely on benzole. After 800
miles I took the engine down and de-

carbonised it, though this was found to

be really unnecessary, because both
cylinder and piston were not thickly
coated with deposit. In France I broke
in four new Triumphs on W.D. spirit,

and on each occasion found that the
over-oiling, when new, made decarboni-
sation absolutely necessary after the
first 500 miles'. Popular opinion states
emphatically that- benzole is diity stuff,

and soots up in no time. (1.) Is this a
popular fallacy? (2.) If not, where is

my experience misleading? T am run-
ning on Gargoyle T.T. oil.—D.M.W.

Yes ; this is a popular fallacy. Given the
correct mixture, benzole is just as satis-

lactoory as petrol, though we prefer a mix-
ture of the two spirits.

The Local Taxation Licence.

I am writing to ask for your

?'
I

valuable assistance. I had a 2^
h.p. New Hudson two-stroke,

-IJ which I registered at Norwich,
and for which I have paid

the £1 tax. In April last I decided
to sell my 2^- h.p. two-stroke and bought
a 3i h.p. New Hudson. I paid the
5s. fee and had the registered number
transferred to the 3^ h.p. machine, and
also changed my registeied address from
Thetford to London. Now the local
taxation authorities in London have
given me notice that I must take out a
licence for the 3^ machine. Will you
please inform me if I am liable for the

. £1 tax, or should the licence I took out
for the 21 hold good for the 3J, ?—
R.E.R.

This is quite incorrect. The same local
taxation- will do, provided, of course, it

has no.t expired, and that you did not
keep and use both machines at the same
time.

Two-stroke Lubrication and Timing.

I have a Sun-Villiers two-stroke
machine, and should be obliged
if you would give me your opinion
on the following points : (1.)

Using the petroil system of lubri-
cating the engine, what is the correct
amount of oil to mix with a gallon of
spirit ? (2.) • The machine runs satis- -

factorily up to 25 m.p.h. If I open,
out further it runs well for a mile or
so, then ceases to fire, but picks up
before stopping, then fires in bursts of

a hundred yards or so, as though petrol
supply were failing. This latter, how-
ever, is quite in order, my carburetter
being an Amac in good condition. The
jet IS not choking. (3.) How should
the magneto be timed to spark ? This
works satisfactorily, but as fully re-

tarded, the spark occurs ^in. before
top of stroke, it occurs to me that the
timing may be a little out, though at

20 m.pji. I can use Ijill advance.—S.V.,
YOEK.

(1.) Half a pint of oil to one gallon of

petrol is the correct proportion. (2.)

The trouble is dife to pre-ignition, pro-
bably caused by the use of an unsuitable
plug. This would account for the symp-
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toms described. (3.) The magneto should
be timed in the following way for vari-

able ignition. Place the pision exactly

on top of the compression stroke and
connect up the magneto with the points
just broken and the ignition lever fully

retarded.

Leaky Accumulator.

I use a twelve-volt accumulator
— I for lighting my motor cycle, but
> lately I have been troubled with
-!J the terminals of the cells break-

ing off, through the effects of

corrosive green crystals forming over
the terminals. Can you please tell me
how to prevent this ? What is the
cause of these crystals forming on the
terminals, as I have had this cell for

nearly a year, and it is only lately that
this has happened?—H.A.McQ.

The cell material must have cracked
round the terminals, allowing the acid to

creep on to the metal of Ihe terminal
studs. The remedy is to have new ter-

minals fitted and the cell properly
cemented up and made acid-tight.

Magneto Timing.

Would you kindly help me in

the following matter? My Scott

cycle, up to a month ago, ran
evenly without mishap. I have
just dismantled the gear box,

and, on replacing in frame, I cannot
get a single explosion from the engine.

I have fitted new plugs, one of which
gives a good spark, the other an inter-

mittent one. Compression is good and
carburetter floods freely. On turning
the back wheel the result is nil. Is it

the timing that is wrong? I have ex-

perimented with the wheel in different

positions, biit all to no purpose.—F.S.

You should certainly check the spark
timing. The contact should be about to

break when the jiiston is on top dead
centre with the advance lever in midway
position. Are you quite sure the weak
sparking plug is sound?

Silencing a Two-stroke.

I want to silence down my
2^ h.p. two-stroke if possible. (1.)

Will the fitting of bafHe plates

in the silencer be likely to cause
any loss of engine efficiency? (2.)

If not, how many j)lates would it be
advisable to fit in each of the two
silencers, and would thin aluminium

_

sheet be suitable for the purpose ? (3.

)

The machine is a new one and has now
been ridden about 400 miles, and, until

recently, has given no trouble, but
after three or four miles now the crank
case becomes very hot ; that is, too hot

to touch with the fingers. Can you tell

me the probable cause and remedy? I

have used plenty of oil of the brands
recommended by the engine makers.

(4.) About how many miles should
such a machine run before decarbon-
ising is necessary?—E.A.

(1.) Yes, you would undoubtedly get loss

of efficiency and back pressure. The
silencing of a two-stroke is a matter
which has puzzled engineers for a long
time, and no satisfactory solution has yet

been found. (2.) Thin aluminium would
not be suitable, as it would be liable to

disintegrate under heat. (3.) The prob-
able cause is the conduction of heat from

the cylinder, but unless the engine loses

power you need not worry about it. (4.)

About 1,000 miles.

Removing Tar.

^^ (1.) What is the best way to

^^ clean tar off the frame of a

^ motor cycle? (2.) Is it in any
-iJ way detrimental to the enamel

to use paraffin for cleaning pur-

poses ?—J.G.

(1.) All you can do is to attack the

tar' with grease. before it is dry. If it

is left on to dry it wiU take the enamel
-off when an attempt is made to remove
it. (2.) It is not detrimental to enamel
to use paraffin for cleaning purposes.

' EXPERIENCE WANTED.
" G.F." (Rotherham).—4i h.p. Nortom

Reliability, tyre wear, and.m.p.g. for both

petrol and oil when ridden solo.

"L.P." (Catterick).—Grado gear fitted

to a, 1912 Triumph.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Dekby 10 Rhyl.^G.A.C.
Derby, Ashbourne, Leek, Congleton,

Middlewich, Over, Kelsall, Chester,

Mold, St. Asaph, Bliuddlan, Rhyl.

Rhyl to Blackpool.—6.A.C.
Rhyl, Rhuddlan, St. Asaph, Mold,

Chester, Warrington, Newton-le-Willows,

Wigan, Preston, Kirkham, Blackpool.

Blackpool 10 Derby.—G.A.C.
Blackpool, Preston, Wigan, Warring-

ton, then through Knutsford, Holmes
Chapel, Congleton, Leek, Ashbourne,
Derby.

BUDLEIGH SaLIERTON TO BeTCHWORTH.—
R.W.B.

Budleigh Salterton, Colyford, Lyme
Regis, Charmouth, Bridport, Dorchester,

Wimborne, Ringwood, Cadnam, Romsey,
Winchester, Alresford, Alton, Farnham, 'a
Guildford, Gomshall, Dorking, Betch- .^
worth.

Bedford to Margate.—F.E.H.
Bedford, Shefford, Henlow, Baldocl,

Buntingford, Bishop Stortford, Harlow,
High Ongar, Brentwood, East Horndon,
Tilbury, by ferry to Gravesend, Roches-
ter, Chatham, Sittingbourne, Sarre, Mar-
gate.

London to Helston.—H.A.C.
London, Kingston, Esher, Cobham,

Ripley, Guildford, Hog's Back, Farnltam,
Alton, Alresford, Winchester, Ropisey,

Cadnam, Wimborne, Bexe Regis, Dor-
chester, Bridport, Lyme Regis, Char-
mouth, Colyford, Exeter, Okehampton,^
Launceston, Bodmm, Goss Moor, Ladock,
Truro, Perranwell, Polgreen, Helston.

Glasgow to Northampton.-—P.S.McK.
Glasgow, Hamilton, Lesmahagow,

Abington, Beattock, -Lockerbie, Eccle-

fechan, Gretna Green, Longtown, Bramp-
ton, Alston, Middleton - in - Teesdale,
Barnard Castle, Scotch Corner, Leeming
Lane, Boroughbridge, Wetherby, Aber-
ford, Ferrybridge, Doncaster, Bawtry^-
Retford, Tuxford, Newark, Grantham,
Stamford, Kettering, Northampton. Ap-
proximately 330 miles. i
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THE BADGE.

WHAT IT MEANS AND SECURES TO MOTOR CYCLISTS.
The A.A. badge was originally adopted by the

Automobile Association as an addilional protection

against malicious police persecution, and was the

first symbol of its kind carried by motorists.

Since its adoption the Association has con-

tinuously widened its scope of activities, and every

member—car, light car, or motor cycle—now enjoys

the following privileges :

—

Free Service of the. A.A. Patrols, who
will be found on nearly every main road in England,

and render assistance to rnembers in case of break-

down; obtain petrol, tyres, or other replacements ;

render first aid ; give warning of roads under repair

;

indicate alternate routes, and are always at the service

of members.
Roadside Telephones, which are installed

in patrols sentry boxes all over the country and can

be used for all purposes, including messages to trome

or ofEce, to hotels for accommodation or meals, and
to garages for replacements or assistance.

"First Aid" Motor Cycles, driven by
expert mechanics who, in the event of a breakdown,

render assistance to enable members to continue

their journeys.

Free Legal Advice on any matter connected

with motoring.

Free Legal Defence in any police court in the

United Kingdom to answer charges under the Motor
Car Act.

Free Touring Information, including

specially prepared routes for business or holiday

tours, showing the best roads to any part of the

United Kingdom-

Free Touring Assistance to members going

abroad with car or cycle, including crating and shipping

of vehicle, the supply of routes, necessary triptyques,

and olher documents.

Other privileges include Engineering Assistance,

Special Insurance Facilities, Officially Appointed

Agents and Flepairers, A.A. Hotels, etc., etc.

Full particulars of the benefits which the

Automobile Association extends to its members are

contained in the booklet, "The Key to the Open
Road," a copy of which can be obtained, post free,

from the Secretary, A.A. & M.U., 21, Fanum House,

Whitcomb Street, London, W.G.2. Send a postcard

to-day. Motor cyclists in London who wish to join the

Association without delay are invited to call at Head-
quarters, where a staff of experts is always in attendance

ready to give information on -any question relatirig^

to Motoring.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

addicional word. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discount?, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on

application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in paymentfor

advertisements should be made payable__-.2-^
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed,..—*
Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All adverajemenis m tiiis section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

m which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

|or printers' errors, although every care is talten

[to avoid mistakes.

!
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

j
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

larldressed to numbers at "The Motor Xycle" Of&ce.

;VVhen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

iwords Box ooo, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only tlie number
'will appear in the advertisement. All replies should b-e

'addressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

jE.C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing

\umUtances sJwuld be sent by registered post.

In the case of motor cycles offered £or sale under a box

number, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advercisements

some mention o£ the district in which the car offered

|may be seen and tried.

I

2»^I>EPOSIT SYSTEM.
! Persons who hesitate to send money taimknown persons

!may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

iDeposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
iMotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

i
The time -allowed for a decision after receipt of the

i;oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

lamage one way. For all transactions exceeding £iq m
\^ue, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged; when under
f;io the fee is is. Ah deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4, ^od cheques and money
arders should be made payable to llifie & Sons Limited.

I

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisemenWis an

i

ndication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself oi

Ithe Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

iiesirous, but have not advised us to that eflect.

I SPECIAL NOTE.
i

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

inswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

lilence as an indication that the goods advertised have

ilready been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so

nany enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
;)De by post.
I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

4.B.C.

A.B.C.—Caffyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, distributers for
Su-^sex, are booking orders for earliest deliveries.

[0016
JONES* Garage, special agents for A.B:C., Broad-

way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,
North Finchley. [2930

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, hnve contractei
largely for the new A.B.O. Order now toi

earliest delivery. [5296

LIVERPOOL and District Agents for A.B-.O. Place
order.s now to senure early delivery.—Victor Hors

man. Ltd.. 9. Parr St.. Liverpool [OCO?

A -B.O. Distributors for Radnorshire. Book your
*^ orders now to ensure early delivery.— Owens.
Baveno Garage, Llandrindod Wells. [X5550

A.B.C.—Sole agents for tiiese famong rnacijiiH-'-i

Orders booked now for early delivery.— Cliini'll pi

Lleyre, and Williams, 6un St.. Hitcliiu. [039fc

Sole London Agents for A.J.S. and BRITISH B
EXCELSIORS. n

Terry's Folding Spanners:
Midget'size 1/6
Cycle size , , 2/6
Motor size 5 /-

(Postage, 4d.)

Tsrry's One-minute Tyre Levers, 3 in one
Set .-. . price 1 /6
Strong Single Tyre Levers, Gin 7d.
Ditto, 9m 1/2
Ditto, i3in 1/6

(Postage, 3d.)

Spanners :

4in, King Dick, genuine 4/6
6in. ditto 7/6
4in. King Dick pattern 3/6
6in. ditto 4/9
Gin. Billings, genuine 6 /-
7in. Billings, pattern 2/5
iiin. ditto 6/9
Lucas Girder 4/6
Nut-grip Pliers i_ „ 3/3

(Postage, 4d.)

Cameo Windscreens,
light, strong, easily
fixed, celluloid panel,
nickel-plated fittings,

price 65 /- ; or com-
plete with side cur-
tains made in stout

.vaterproof khaki ,

Showrooms :

Wholesale :

Lodge Sparking Plugs 5 /-
K.L.G. Sparkuig Plugs 5/-
Spnrking Plug and Magneto Cleaning

Brushes 9d.
(Postage, 3d.)

Dunlop and Pedley Belts in Stock.

Motor Cycle Tool Kits.
Comprising one 4in. adjustable Wrench, Com-
bination Pliers, Screwdriver, Tyre Levers,
Nut-grip Pliers, Belt Punch, Steel Pin Punch,
and Oilcan. In strong canvas case.

Price, complete 21/6
(Carriage paid.)

Leather Racing Helmets :

Lined - 11/6
Unlined 10/6

GLOVES.

Tan Leather Gauntlet, lined
fleece 17/6

Ditto, with wool wrists, less
gauntlet 13/9

Tan Leather Driving Gloves,
very durable 8/3

Cotton washable Cleaning
Gloves, per pair ... 1 /--

Ditto, with leather
facings 1/9

3/9
(Postage, 3d.) "^'

H. TAYLOR& CO., LTD.
21a, STORE STREET, W.C.1.

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.1.

M Garnce: Tottenham Court Itoail.'Plione—Museum. 1240, Q— Teleyrama
—

"Uvnainatro, U'esCcent, LonJoii." m

insBassBBasaaaagBBBaHaMHHBsl
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

13 T.T. A.B.C., 2 speeds, chain drire, a real

gem : best offer, or exchange with cash for

car.—Rigby, 5, Eckersley St., Kirkhall Lane, Leigh.
[X5826

A .E.C-—Distributors for Scotland. Bock youi ordei

now to ensure reasonable date for delivery.—Edin-
burgh Pioneer Motors, Ltd., 50, Grindlay St.. Edin-
burgh. ' rX8301
FANCOTJET'S Garage, Stamford, tor A.BC.'s; sole

distributing agent for Soke of Peterboro' and
County of Rutland; particulars and illustrations on
request. rX9724
ORIGINAL A.B.C. and Racing Sidecar, not been

used for 4 years, just overhauled, and in per-

fect order; £80.—Stanley Russell, High St., Newport,
I.O.W. [6105

A.B.O. — Book early and prevent disappointment
Specification and full particulars will be sent on

:ipp]icatioD.—The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd., Spalding,
fli.stributiug agents for Lincolnshire. rX6969

1Q14 S'Ab-.p. A.B.C. Racing Model, overhead Talvei,
-i-U long e.xhausts, special frames, 4-gallon tank,

tyres as new, foct-operated oil pump, very fast; bar-

gain, £65.—Seen Central Garage, Reading. [6022

A .E.G.-Early position on our waiting lists occasion-
ii ally become -vacant again owing to clients pre-

fering immediate delivery of other makes ;
probably it

is well worth your writing ns ; large July deliveries

expected; 200 A.B.C. 's due this - season.-Duuwell'j

Garage, Wigan. [X4664
Abingdon.

ABINGDON, King Dick, 3VJh.p., 1913, 2K tyres,

mechanical horn; 34 gns.—5, Eglon Mews, Prim-
rose Hill, N.W.

.

.
,

[5889

ABINGDON King Dick, 1914, SVsh.p., 2-Bpeed, hand
controlled clutch, good condition; ride away; £42,

—Keable, Upper Bowden Farm, Pangboume. [X5669

ABINGDON K.D., 1915, just fitted with new 4h.p.

Triumph engine, clutch model, variable pulley,

Bosch mag., in splendid condition; £52.-2, Fielding

Terrace, Ealing Common, W. [5579

DEPOSITS ::

SPECIAL NOTICE.
I he attention oi Advertisers is ca.led m '.he

tad that Deposits are now dealt witl r

20, Tudor St, London, E.C.4,

to which address ali communications relatm-'

to deposits should be directed

A'

Adler.

ADLER, 1918, 2-speed, like new, perfect order.—16,
Southdean Gardens, Soutlifields. [6024

A.J.S

J.S. Specialists and Agents; The Walsall Garage,
WalsaU. TeL: 444. [5601

JACK HEALY, Cork.— Official A.J.S. agent.-Oaraue
and works, Drinan St [X8336

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.S. agents
since 1912.—Deliveries have begun. [4083

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, S-epeed, clutch, ex-
cellent eondition; £125.-74, Philip St., Bed-

minster, BristoL [5874

A.J.S. 1914 C.B. Combination, hood, screen, Klaxon,
2 generators; £100. — Pugh, 171, East Barnet

Rd.. New Barnet. [6114

A.J.S. 4h.p. Combination, 1915, absolutely as new,
accessories complet-e sacriflc© £130.-139, St.

Michael's Hill, Bristol.
__

[5948

A.J.S. Combination, splendid condition, speedometer,
lamps, accessories; £90.—Holloway, 31, Commer-

cial Rd., Hereford. [X5692

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1915, hood, screen, lamps,
tools, in splendid going order; £145.—Robert-

son, 55, Broad St.,' Peterborough, 6079

A.J.S. 1914 234h.p., 2-speed, H.B. clutch, recently
overhauled, in splendid condition throughout;

55 gns.—11, Crescent Rd., Ramsgate. [X5646

A.J.S., 2^/4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, Klaxon,
lamps, as new; £85.—Walter, Willow Bank, London

Rd., Bromley, Kent. 'Phone: 1041. [6136

A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, Lucas accessories,
discs all wheels, delivered May, 1919; what

otEers.—Eveson, The Dingle, Stourbridge. [5728

1 Q 15-16 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel,
-i-iy hood, screen; £135; accept 2^.i-3';'2h,p. Sunbeam
and cash.—2a, Queen St., Fenton, Stalfs. [X5709

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1914, 6h.p., 3-Eiieed, all accessories, excellent
condition; seen after 6 p.m. Monday; 80 gns

Apps, 12, Stanley Gardens, Hampstead, N.W.

A.J.S.—Exeter Mntor Cycle and Liglit Car Co.
Bath Rd.. Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., Ply-

[6050

Ltd

lUOUtll.

hveries
Sole agents. Now booting for earliest de-

[000^

A.J.S. 1913 Combination. 3 detachable wheels, steel

sidecar, wind screen, Lucas dynamo set, splendid
condition; £130; Wovcestex'shire.-
jMotor Cycle.

-Box 4.281. c/o The
[X565t)

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late 1914, 3-speed, clutch,
kick starter, excellent, condition, little used,

lamp, horn, tools; £110.—Myrtle Cottage, Leint-
wardine, Herefordshire. [X5693

LATE 1916 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 2-seater side-
car, spare wheel, light car tyres, hood, screen,

just overhauled, new frame, uuscratched, in perfect
condition, ready ride away; best offer over £165.—Box
4,245, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X5188

A.J.S. Combination, 1916, 6h.p., 3-speed, kick start,

hand clutch, de liixe sidecar, spare wheel, speedo-
meter, lamps, luxurious outfit, mechanically perfect,

good api^earance; bargain, £128; consider Douglas
part; after 7.—20, Treen Av., Hogger's Corner, Barnes.

[5639
23.h.p. A.J.S., 1915, 2-speed countershaft, kick-start,
4 hana ciutoh, ali-enclosed chain drive, lamps,

horn, tools, etc., tyres as ilew, Unussd for 3 years dur-
ing war, like new throughout, perfect, any trial; £65.
—Bond, Church Farm, Sutton Benger, Chippenham,
Wilts. [5924

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1915 Combination de Luxe, wind screen,

hood, curtain, apron, lamps, horn, tools, spare
wheel (interchangeable), 3 speeds, hand clutch, kick
starter, mileage 2,000, excellent condition; Southport
district; price £160.—Box L2,593, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [6221

A.J.S., 1919, 6h.p., peace model, 3-speed, inter-

changeable wheels, spare wheel, A.J.S. sidecar,-

hood, screen, side curtains, purchased from makers
this month (July, 1919), ridden only 10 miles; best
offer taken; -^een here any time.—29, St. Leonard's
St., Bromley-by-Bow. [6088

.. \ ,J.S. 1916 Combination de Luxe, screen, hood and
-ii side curtains, Lucas dynamo, electric and mechani-
cal horn, luggage grid. Tan Sad seat, spare wheels and
new Dunlop, 700x80, spring seat pillar, speedometer,
spare clutch, chains, valves, absolutely perfect; Rhyl;
160 gns.—Box 4,244, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X5201

.J.S., 1914, 6h.p., 1915 sidecar, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, spare wheel, Lucas dynamo
lighting outfit, Cowey speedometer, full set spares

and tools, stored throughout war, condition perfect;

best offer over £140.—Lieut.-Commander Phillips. R.N..
Grove End House, Highgate Rd., London, N.W. 5.

'Phone: Hampstead 710. [X550a

6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, late 1918, all black, spare
wheel fouce used}_, 700x80 extra heavy Dunlope all

round, adjustable wind screen, perfect lighting sefc,

namely. Miller light car generator with shaking grid,

attached to sidecar, supplying 2 Lucas head lights

and rear light (connected by copper and armoured
rubber tubing, combination as new, owner bought car

;

£185.—F. Major, Cliolmon'deston, Winsford. [X497V

A.J.S. Spares; engine and gear box repairs; promiii

delivery.-Cvril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot. Wo!

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

A-

very
Terhampton. T.A. ; Parts. [1089

A LLON.-Cnflyna.
Mldays.

Ltd., Eastbourne, delivery
shortly. " [001''

GEOEGE SMITH h.is 1919 Allon latest model in

stock.—268, Lavender Hill, Claphafu Junction

IQ16 Allon, as new, little used; 48 gns.— George
Jiiy Smith, opposite Arding and Hobbs, Clnph.Tin

Junction. [<!009

1 Q18 Allon 2»ih.p., mileage 400, perfect; 49 gns.—
-It? 4, Stockwell Park Crescent, S.W. [X5743

1 t|19 Allon 2-stroke, just delivered, at cost; £70/19.
-Lt/ C. Burliugham, Rossyvera, Evesham. [S5212

ALLON.—AH models : exceptionally gnod deliveries.—
Enquire' approximate dates, I'arker's, Bradshaw-

eate, Bolton. i_6766

ALLDAYS Allon, 2^^h.p., 2-sneed, 2-str6ke, in (rood

condition ; £45.—Ellistoa and Fell, Perry Vale,
Forest Hill, S.E. [6137

JONES' Garage, special agents for Alldays Allon,'

Broadway, Miiswell Hill, N.l'O, and Woodside
Parade. North Finchley. [2931

A LLON 2-stroke, 2-sneed. top-hole condition, ready
J^ to ride a,way; £55.—Smith; 268, Lavender Hill,

Clapham Junctien, S.W.ll. [6205

ALLON, 1916, 2-stroke, 2-,=peed, new belt, piston,

tyresj perfect, spare belt, horn.— 316, Hornsey
Ed., Upper Holloway, N. [6145

"I Q19 Alldays Allon, new, with lamps; what offers?
-Ltl owner cannot .ride same owing to wounds.-
Grilliths, Southfleld, Hinckley. [5543

TO 16 -Mldays 2^4b.p. 2-speed 2-stroke, new heavy
-Lt/ tyres and belt, lamp set, horn, etc, "smart

[6152machine; £50.-475, Green Lanes, N.4.

1Q18 2"';'ih.p. Alldays--411on, 2-speed and clutch,

JLt' E.I.C. ma£., lamps and horn, to ride away;
£58.-56, ' Silverleigh Rd., Thornton Heath, Surrey.

[5551

*We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fix solution. We guarantee
them to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. This process of fixing is exactly

the same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One o( the

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof.

Full mstructions given with eacfi pair of

soles.

PRICES:
Gents'.

Size.

lo-II

8-9

6-7

Size.

6-7

4-5
2-3

Ladies',

Per. Pair.

S/6
3/3
3/-

Per Pair

2/8
2/4
2/-

Size.

4--5

2-3

I-I3

Size.

1-13

II-I2

g-io

Boys' and Youths'.

Childs' (Light).

Per Pair.

3/-

2/10
2/8

Per Pair.

1/6
1/3
1/-

Sol-fix Solution:
In Tins, 8d., 1 ^3, 2 /6, and 4 ;6. An 8d. tin is

suflicient for 2 pairs of soles.

Solution Brush, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded.

ELITE

RUBBER
Co., Ltd. (Dept. A),
264 266, Vanxball Bridge Roa4

VICTORIA. S.W.I.
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MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays

ALLON 2-stroke, 1919, single speed, just received
irora works; best oifer accepted.—Daws Timber

Yard, adjoining tram sheds, Thornton Heath, S.E.
[5787

ALLDAYS 23^h.p., following brand new-saddle, lielt,

heavy studded tyres, rebushed; caibiiretter, Di^iw
niag'., txibe, inudguardB, periect; £26, no oflers.— 69,

Old Church Hill. South Chingford. [5980

ALLDAYS Alien, 1919, brand new, just delivere.l,

2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, splendid high-class solu

moant; list price £70, what offers? seen after 6 p.iu.

—Saunders, 1, Grand Parade, 2hd Floor, High SL,
Teddington. [5745

ALLDAYS, Matchless 2-stroke Motor Cycle, le-^

magneto, 22; Triumph 3h.p,, less magneto and
carburetter, £8/10; Advance engine, frame, wheel ^.

and tyres, £4; large head- lamp and- generator, com-
plete, £2; speedometer tor 26in., £2/5.—Doe, Ayh' -

ford, Kent. [5935
Ariel,

ARIEL 3Voh,p., Rood rntming order; £25; aft^er 7
p.m.—30, Eoseberry riace, Dalston. [5883

19 3V>h.p. Ariel, new, 3-speed, countershaft; £90.
—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. [5706

CROW Bros.. Hipir St., Guildfoni. -Ariel agents sinre
1913. 1919 deliveries, have hegun. [5299

ARIEL 3V'.h.p., 1913, Dunlops, good condition; £3df
, —R. A. Matthews, Culverdene, Tower Rd., Worth-

ing. [5681

ARIEL, 3'/.h.p., 1912, perfect order, stored since'

June, 1915; £35.—Husband, New Rd., Skewen,
Glam. [X5517

3ih.p. Ariel, new tyres, tubes, belt, adjustable
2' pulley, fixed gear; £<25.—Patmon, Priory St.,

Hastings. [X5433

3 ill. p. Ariel, nearly new cylinder and piston, mag-
a ueto.. believe 1912 or 1913; £24.—Ihbett. South

St., St. Neots. [5510-

ARIEL 31/jh.p., Dixie mag., B. and B. carburetter,
sound condition; £22.-75, The Vineyard, Rich-

mond, Surrey, [5662

JONES ^JiaFSge, special, agents lor Ariels,' Broad-.
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, aud Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2929

A BIEL. 3V']i.p. iiad 6-7h.p.: early deiiveriee.—F.
ix. Speakmau, Ariel Expert. 7. Rochdale RiL,,

Harpurhey Manchester. [5269.

LATE Ariel, 4h.p., 3-speed, eountershait gear, take
sidecar^ excellent condition ; bargain, £68.—1,.

Wastdale Rd., Forest Hill- S^E. [6096

ARIEL 3'/2h.p., 3-speed, dutch, lamps, horn, etc. ^ new
tvres and belt, in periect order; ride away; bargairii '

£5 8.-Churchill, The Grove, Dorchester. [5898

ARIEL, 1914. 3'^h.p., 3-speed, kick st«,rter, decom-
l>ressor, coachbuilt sidecar, good condition,, ride-

awav; 65 gns.—Jones, 121. LewishaJii Rd., Lewisham,
S.E:13. [X5486

'

ARIEL 3V'h.p. Solo Machine, drip feed, spring seat
pillion/ new tyree- and belt, lamp, horn, in

'

splendid condition ; bargain, £ 36.—Butterworth 'i r

Gara^^e, Mill Lane, BrixLon Hill. [58BS

-

ARIEL Combination, 1914, 3-speed countershaft,
clutch, kick start, coachbuilt sidecar, smart turn-

'

out, spare belt, tools, tube; nearest offer to £80 ac--

,

cepted.—393, Wakefield Rd., Bradford. [X5562

3ih.p. Ariel, 3-'speed, clutch, decompressor, lainps,

2 horn, brand new Dunlop tyre and tube, fast;
'

excellent condition, take sidecar anywhere; £65.-3,
Otway House, Venn St., Clapnam Common, S.W. [6249

Arno-

ARNO, 4h.p., Bosch, B. ami B., powerfid solo mount;
aceppt £30 quick sale.-53, Rnssell Rd., St. Anir'is-

'

Rd., Tottenham. [613y-i

41i.p. Arno, T.T., 2-speed, Indian red, perfect condi- 1

tion, lamps. Klaxon, real sporting 'bus; £44.—
;

Hyde. Burnside, Shere, Surrey. [5804

4ih.p. Arno, racing model, very fast. T.T.. Se.-ispray, !;

4 Bosch mag,, speedometer, naw tyre, tube, belt,

splendid running order; £45. -Goodman, SO, Bower !

St., Bedford. [5885

Auto=\VheeIs

AUTO-WHEEL, in good condition; £l0.—Jones,
Garage, Droitwich. [X5178 .

WALL Auto-whe,-l, perfect condition, run 500; £10.
"'

—A. Jones, Ouibury. Salop. [S5359

!
A UTO-WHEEL, 1914, in perfect order; £12.-66,

xi- Diihiieny At., Norbury, S.W.16. [5661

AUTO-WHEEL, modele de luxe, good running order;
first m.o, £10; no offers.—-Witts, Royston, Herts. -

[X5203 ^

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914 modsl, complete; £12. un-
used.—Motor Garage, Albert St., Idle, Yorkshir.^.

[X5691
AUTO-WHEEL', esceDtionally good condition, very

little used; 15 gns.—Bos L2,543, do- The Motor-
Cycle. [5608

AUTO-WHEEL for Sale, model de luxe, in excellent
(ondition; £14.—Doctor, 53, Shoot Up Hill.

N.W. 2. [5737

O Auto Wheels.-Wall, £7; B.S.A., £9; both in, fine

^ condition.—Garner, The Common, Saffron Walden.
Es;,ex. [6074

a:i& ah letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto-VVheels

AtJTO-WHEEIi, splendid order; £14.—Hall, Hock-
man Cottage, next to Green Man Hotel, Whet-

stone, near Finchley, N.12. [6026

WALL Auto-Wheel, powerful, just been thoroughly
overhauled, splendid condition; £11, carriage

jiaid.—Gollins, Mount Pleasant, Fleet, Hants. [5488

WALL Auto-wheel, perfect condition, jnst over-
hauled by reliable firm; £15, carriage paid.—

Watton, Chapel House, Pentre, Baschurch, Salop.
[X5694

ATJTO-WHEEL, B.S.A., first-class order throughout,
on Triumph cycle, 26in. frame; £24, or near

affer for quick =?ale.—Beard, 22a, South. Bar, Banbury.
[X5707

AUTO-WHEEL and Dingwall-Witham Invalid Car-
riage, 2-speed gear, and free neutral position, both

as new, and in excellent order ; £50.—Hucklebridge,
133, Sloane St., London, S.W.I. [X5187

Bat.

BAT, 4h.p., good tyres, overhauled, perfect condi-
tion; £25.-271, Beckenham Rd., Beckenham.

[5512
B.A.T.-J.A.P.' 5-6h.p., and green coach sidecar, chain

drive, 2-speed, and clutch; £76.-75, St. Clem-
ent's, Oxford. [X5786

BAT-J.A.r., 1914,. 6h.p,, 3 speeds, lamps, horn, sfjeed-

ometer, in splendid, condition
;

price £80.—Frost,
^'otefield, Heath Ed., Leightou Buxzard,. Beds. [6055

FIRST-CLASS 8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, engine
ne-.v 1917, fittings, etc., new 1919, 2-speed, Bosch,

Amac; any trial; offers invited.—Box 4,283, c/o The
Motor Cycle. _ [X5685

B.A.T.-J.A.P., 1914, 8h.p., countershaft, chain
drive, new heavv tyres, new Bosch, less gear box,

out temporarily fitted for. belt; £55.—Hill, 21, Marl-
borough Crescent, Chiswick, W. [X5739

Blackburne.

CROW Bros.. Hi^h St., Guildford, are old Blnck
burn© agents, and con give early deliveries. [5300

STANLEY RUSSELL. Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent for Blackburne motors; early delivery.

[6104
BLACKBURNE.—Sole agents. Book now for early

delivery.—Chandler, Reyre and Williams, Sun St...

Hitchin. [0999

JONES' Garage, special agents for Blackburnes,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade. North Finchley. [2932

ADVERTISER had on order some months 8h.p.
Elankhurne combination, now gnanmteed delivery

Tiilv; what offers aver £125? just bought o-ar.-Box
4,256, c/0 The Motor Cycle. _ [X5353

Black Prince.

BLACK Prince Motors.—See displayed advert, on
page —Black Prince Motors, Askern, Don-

3ast6r. [X555B
Bown.

BOWN 3h.p. 2-stroke, as new, good machine; £50,
or best offer.-R.G.S., 39, Eulwer Rd., Leytonstone.

[4861

Bradbury.
BRADBURY 4h.p., single genr, good condition; £32.

—59, London Kd., Coventry. [X5635

BRADBURY Agents.—Lists free.-Bright and Havles.
78, Church St., Camberwell, London. [5971

BRADBURY, 4h.p., splendid condition; £38.—
Ransome. 2, Willow Grove, Chislehurst. [5742

BRADBURY.-For the -enrliei:t possible deliveries of
1919 models.—The WaUall Garage, Wolverhamp-

ton St., "Walsall. Tel.: 444. [5606

1 Q14 Bradbury, semi-T.T., thoroughly overhauled,
J~^ sound throughout; 43 gns.—Gummerson, 9,

Caxton Rd.. Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [6127

41h.p. Bradbury, Bosch: mag., B. and B. carburetter,
4 3-8peed, clnteh, lamps, horn, etc.; 38 gns.— 69,

King's Av., Watford. (Evening after 5.) [X5701

BRADBURY SVib.p., engine lately overhauled, general
condition exceptionally good ; first £39 secures.

-Lt. Norman, R.A.F., Goodleigh, Barnstaple. [5555

BRADBURY 4h.p. Clutch Model, in splendid con-
dition, good tyre'^, P.H. lamp, all accessories;

price £30.—Lambeshurst, Priory Av., Southend-on-
3ea. [5626

4h.p. Bradbury, coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, free
engine, perfect; £60.-335, Bethnal Green Rd..

.E.2. [5819

BRADBURY, 4i4h.p., Sturmey-Archer Snspeed and
cbitch, in perfect running order and condition-

!£50; after 7 p.m.—235, Beresford St., Camberwell Rd.,
S.E.5. [5947

1 Q14 4h.p. Bradbury Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed
J-*^ countershaft, free .engine, kick start, splendid con-
lition and running order; £58.—Virgo, 156, High St.,
Hounslow. tX5754
1013 (late) 4h.p, Bradbury coachbuilt Combination,
--^ 3-speed Sturmey Archer, J.S., clutch, two new
tyres and tubes fitted, unused for 3H years, over-
liauled and. in splendid condition; will accept ^65. or
lightweight in part exchange.—593, Foleshill Rd.,
ICoventry. [X5546

IBSfllgBI IHSBIHE

TYRES i
SPECIAL "

Clearance Lines §
All goods sent on seven

j^days' approval against ^
remittance. H
A 3/. OUTFIT is presented d
Free of Charge to all ^jur- B
chasers of Covers and Tubes M
as advertised on orders
exceeding £1. U^

H— —
BID

COVERS. H
Out List IP

Price. Price, rrm

HUTCHINSON— n
26-X2i passenger heavy. rubber nrn

studded 49/6 55/- ^
25X2} Tourist Trophy 39/6 4.5/3 H
26X2jX2i „ .. «3/6 50/- [U
760x75 Light car 49/6 55/- n

(to St 650x65 rims, J™
700 X 75 Heavy small car 59 /6 63 /6 ^

(to fit 650X65 rims) H
FIRESTONE—
Rubber non-sliid

(For Auto-Wheeis.)
17/6 28/-

GOODYEAR—
20 X 24 oversize for 23X2jrim»

rubber studded ' .. 42/-

LEYLAND—
2 J X 2i extra heavy, 3-ribbed 37/6 57/6

PAUIVIER—
700x80 Heavy 4-pjyiabric 65;- 79/- 9

TUBES.
oaics, taouGvear^ Firestone, etc

26x-?| 8'- 11/ -8x2j... .9/6 J2/6
16 ^ai. .

" 9/6 31/6

Firestone 'lubes for Auto-Wheets, 4/6 6/6

IH

BELTS.
All make- in Stock at special piicea.

best Englisb make 6ft :lengths by Jin: 1 /I per U;
5ft.Jengthsby ^m.1 /I pertt.

\V can -*upply odd lengths to make up two-

piece belts, to any required lengths.

RETREADING. g
Owin^ to removal of petrol restric-
tions largely increasing^ our orders, _ _

we respect-fully claim the indul-
|]|]]

gence ofourcustomers. Ordersare —
being executed in strict rctation
as iquickly as possible

B
19
B
B
B

III Vaaxhall Bridge Road.sw.
Victoria,

mmmg

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BRADBURY 4li.p., 1913, Bosch mag., Binks 3-iet
carburetter, new lamps, tyres and belt, will take

sidecar, in excellent condition; trial; bargain, £47.—
16, Trinity Sa., Brixton, S.W. [6245

BRADBURY, 4h.p., in excellent condition, with 2-

speed, free engine, Bosch, B. and B. carbu-
retter, horn, lamps, speedometer, just been overhauled;
highest offer over £50.—Davies, Central Building,
Skewen. Glam. [X5515

BRADBURY 1913 3i/^li.p._ Combination, 2-speed,
B. and B., Bosch, decompressor, lamps, genera-

tors, accessories, roomy sidecar, perfect condition,
stored during war; £85, offers.-Rev. Kenny, Sharn-
brook, Beds. [5590

Brough.

BROUGH eh.p. Twin Combination, Mabon clutch,
B. and B., ride away; £45; after 6 o'clock.—A.W.

9, VicaragQ Lane, Stratford, E.15. [5735

BROUGH,—South Lancashire, North Cheshire, and
Isle of Man ; buyers order now from Official

dealers, J. Blake and Co., Liverpool-Manchester.
[X4465

Brown.
3ih.p. Brown, magneto, B. and B., Avons; 20 gns,

2 —7, Gibson Square, Islington. [5815

BROWN, 3V»h.p., good condition, engine, tyres, belt

good.— Ofliera to Duly, Ewburst, Surrey. rX5362

BROWN, ai^h.p. ; exchange 2^,i-3y'.'h.p., sell nearest
i45.-66, EUerton Rd., Totworfh, Surbiton.

[69S7
BROWN Combination, SV^h.p.. variable gear. Lu^uii,

Binks, new belt and tyres; £25,-39, rark^ate
Rd,, Watford. [5975

B.S.A.

S.A.—Book now with Turner Bros,, 134, Upper
Thames St., London, E.G. [5750

16 B.S.A., B. and C. drive, 3-speed; £66.—Ross,
86, High Rd.. Lee, S.E. [5707

,S.A. 3>2h.p, Combination, N.S.U. 2-speed; £55.—
Keene, Clyde Wharf, E.16. [X5543

.S.A. 3>^h.p., clutch model ; £45. After 6.-21,
Avenue Rd-, North Finchlay. [6016

S.A., 1914, 3'^h.p., clutch, excellent condition;
60 gns.—33, The Vale, Golder's Green. [5616

B.S.A. Sole District Agents; book now.—The Walsall
Garage, Wolverhampton St., WalsalL TeL : 444.

[5602

B.S.A.—Enquire prospects of delivery, solo or com-
binations.—Parker's, 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X5765
B.S.A. Motor Cycle for sale, excellent running

order, owner buying car.—Catliff, 1, Queen St.,

jMaidenhead. [5931

JONES' Garage, special agents for B.S.A,, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2919

1 Q13 3V'li-P- B.S.A., electric lighting, ride away;
JlU after 6.30 p.m.; £43.-4, Craven Rd., Harles-
den, N.W.IO. [X5717

B.S.A. SV^h.p., singlp gear, good tyres, accessories,
perfect, trial; £30.-60, Palewell Park, Eapt

Sheen, S.W. _ [5563

B.S.'A., all chain drive, with B.S.A. sidecar, in per-
fect order; any trial; £110.—A, Rossie. Wey Hill,

Hafilemere. [5772

1 Q14 B.S.A., Mabon clutch, in real sound condi-
-Lt/ tion; £47.—Gummerson, 9, Caxton Rd., Shep-
herd's Bush. W.12. [6126

B.S.A. 3V2h.p., clutch model, Bosch mag.. B. and B.,

any trial, ready to ride away; £43.—Burnett,
Rowsley, Derbyshire. [X5189

B.S.A. 1916 Model, 3-speed countershaft, sporting
sidecar; seen and tested any time.—Dolphin

Hotel, Faversham. [5570

B.S.A., 3-speed S.A., sporting C.B. sidecar, acces-

sories, sijleifdid condition; £70.-36, Mildenhnll

Rd., Lower Clapton.
"

[5922

B.S.A., 1915, 4i^h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed
countershaft gear, splendid condition; 80 gns., no

offers.—27, Park Av.. Ilkeston. [X5440

BS.A. Combination, 4i4h.p., 1917, chain-cum-belt,
Canoelet sidecar, splendid outfit; £100; S.E.—

Box L2,600, C/o The Motor Cycle. [6228

-| Q16 B.S.A. Combination, 3-siieed ccuntershnft, lamp,
JLnJ horn, speedometer, und^r 3,000, just overhauled;
£96.-Box 4,290, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5964

B.S.A, 4i.^h.p. Combination, 2-speed, clutch, kick
start, coachbuilt sidecar, caster wheel; £75; any

trial.—Smy lie, 82, Godstone Rd., Whyteleafe, Surrey.
[5740

4h.i). E.S.A., 2-speed, all chain drive, perfect condi-
tion ; £75.—Hardie, 24, Woodstock St. (ofl Oxford

St.), Bond St„ London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559.
[6179

B.S.A. 4Vth.p. Combination, chain drive, lamps,
horn, Dec, 1917. little used, stored 1 year^ very

good order, lot of spares; £130; any trial.—P.. Fair
View, Tonbridge. [X5505

1 Q 13-14 B.S.A., all-chain, 2-speed, Millford C.B.
X*/ sidecar, stored 2 years, lamps, speedometer.
accessories, etc., mileage under '7,000; bargain, 71 gns.;

ride away.—Harrison, 15, Albion St., Tarn worth.
[X5539

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

Oill.r- B.SA., 2-speed, P. and H., Comfy OB. sidecar,^ 2 Uunlops, lieavilv upholstered, topping condition

;

expert inspection; £80, ox neiir.-Bowerniau, «ardc(i
bubuiD, Leicester. L-i.5779

1016 B.S.A. 4l^.p. coachbnilt Combination,
J-t' countershaft S-spesd, kick-start, chain drive,
spares, new tyres, periect condition; SfSO; no ofters.—
Frost, South St., Bridport. [X6S49
"D.S.A. Combination, 1914,- S'/ah.p., 2-speed, kick
J-* start, new coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories,
splendid condition; £70; bargain.—Apply, after 6
p.m., Ingram, 195 D, Munster Rd„ Fulham, S.W.
»v o . ^ [X5784
TJ.S.A. Siih.p., coachbuilt sidecar, Brampton vari-
.*-'. able gear, Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,
Luca3 lamps, Cowey speedometer, pump, tools. 80
m.p.g., owner going abroad; £65. After 5.30 trial.—
101, Lonsdale At., Wembley, Middlesex. [6018

B.S.A. 4l4h.p., all-chain, and E.S..\. conchbuilt side-
car, perfect condition, mileage 4,500, oversize Pal-

mer tyres, Autoclipse lamp, Lucas born, Jones speed-
ometer, spare tyre (neir) ; £110. lowest; appointment.—
?achett. Oak Grove, Tlieydon Bois. [X5453

4ih.p. B.S.A. Coach Combination, 3-speed, counter-
4 shaft, kick start, all-chain driven, 1919 engine,

spares, fully equipped, in fine tune, climb anything;
cash offers invited, or prefer exchange, cash adjusts
ment, reasonably modern light 2-seater car, mutual
severe trial by appointment.—Sfationmaster, Sinning-
ton, Yorkshire. [X5812

Calcott.
Qlh.p. Caleott', Boseh mas., Sensprny carburetter-^2 £23.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford. [X5697
CALCOTT, 3V::h.p., Bosch, B. and B., new condition,

warranted sound, go' anywhere; 36 gns.—136,
Harrington Rd., Norwood Junction. [5531

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE Junior, Precision, 2-speed, P.E., nearly

new condition, lide away any time.—87, Truro
Rd., Wood Green. [5752

CALTHORPE 2V2h.p., J.A.P.<n'gine, Enfield 2-speed,
in new condition; take £45.—P. Sumner, Wren-

bury, Nantwich. [5673

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed; £24. Ride away or
carriage passenger train paid.—H.R., 21, N^orfolk

Rd., Littlehamptbn, Sussex. [6017

/frJLh.p. 1914 Calthorpe Coml^inatibn, ^ Precision en-
"i4: gine, variable gear, new tyres and tubes;- £58.—
391, Lordship Lane, Dulwich. [5834

CALTHORPB-J.A.P., .1916, 234h.p.,. 2-speed, Dun-
lops, accessories, spare tyres; £45.—Neat, 35,

.\lfriston Rd., Clapham Common, [5724

CALTHORPE 2-stroke, 2%h.p., Enfield gear, tamps,
horn, uiileometer, delivered in January; £50, no

offers.- Durrington Lodge, Crescent, Surbiton. [5880

BRAND New TJnused 1919 Oalthorpe 2%h.p. 2-

stroke, 2-speed, Enfield gear, lamps, horn, acces-
sories; what offers.^Davis, Crowthorne, Berks. [5687

CALTHORPE 2i/2H,p. 'Lightweight, 2-speed gear,
spring forks stand carrier, nearly new; £40.

—

Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Ho^boru.
[X5565

CALTHORPE, 1913 or 1914, 2-stroke,' good condi-
tion, no accessories; £26, or nearest offer; "highest

cheque received secures.—Box L2,581, c/o 3'Ac Motor
Cucle. [6209

CAtTHORPE-J.A.P. Late 1918 4-5h.p. Twin, coach
built sidecar, lamps, speedometer, horn, perfect

condition, very little used; £110.—Duncan, Richmond
Farm, Orford, Suffolk. [6508

CALTHORPE, 1915, 2V2h.p. J.A.P,, Enfield gear,
Binks, 2 new oversize Hutchinsons, new belt.

Miller lamps, horn, pump, all tools and spares; any
trial; £40.-60, Morehall Av., Folkestone. [X5696

C.\LTHORPB-PRECISION 3%h.p., 1911-12, new
cylinder recently fitted, . 2-speed countershaft, good

tvres, new belt, Mills-FuLford chassis, C.B, sidecar, en-
gine No. 2349; £55.—A.'IV., c/0 50, Bedlam- -Lane,
I'oleshill, Coventry. [S5634

Campion
CAMPION 21/ih.p., 2;speed, good tyres and belt,

ride ' away; £30.-6, Hemstal Rd., West Hamp-
stead. [X5804

CAMPION, 1915, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, good tyres and
belt, ride away; £34.-6, Hemstal Rd'., West

Hampstcad. [X5217

I'QiS 4%h;P. Campion-Precision, single, Bosch, B.
XJ/

, and B., splendid running order; £38.—Blood-
worth, 28. Austerby Rd., Bourne, Lines. [X5705

1 Q 14 Campion-Jap, 6h.p., 2-speed, chain drive, first-
XJ/ class cdndition, not used duriUg war. splendid
side-ar machine; £85.—jVliller, Scotby, Carlisle. [X5544

Cetitaur.

CENTAUR, 5-6h.p., 1913, 2-speed N.S.U., Bosch,
B. and B., new belt, good tyres, good goer; £38.

—

12, Temple Sheen Rd., Mortlake, S.W.14. [X5184

Chater-I'adiir.

CHATBR-FAFXIR 3h.p., Bflsch mag., "B. and B.
carburetter, in good running order.— Gentry, 59.

Jldenhiim St., St. Pancras, N.W.I. [5901

Si <

Here is further unsolicited

proof of how we sati fy

oiir clients— just a few
extracts taken at random
from the many testi-

monials we have recently
received :

—
"/ must fake this opportunity

of informing you hou) vjell satis-

fied I am with the machine, as

I have done over 2,700 miles

without five minutes' engine

trouble, which I think ^^ ^

credit to you, and shouis the

very efficient manner in which

you look "fler your customers."

" The machine ran very nicely,

and did not give the slightest

trouble. Thanking you for the

straightforward business-like

way in which you treated me."

"fust a line to say that the

31 h.p. Motor Cycle I bought

off you second-hand is funning

Well in etiery respect. I am
perfectly satisfied with it, also

the straightforward way in

which you treated me. Have
found every word of yours

correct concerning the machine,

as I have given it a fair run

before writing you."

"
. .'. all the same, your word

is sufficient as to the machine's

worth—the reputation of Lay-
ton s for fair dealing ' extends

beyond Bicester."

" Let me take this opportunity

of thanking you for the business-

like and courteous way in y)hich

you have dealt with me."

" Again thanking you for your

straightforward dealing,"

And if YOU too would
guarantee a thoroughly
satisfactory purchase and
a service personal, courte-
ous and reliable, then get
in touch with us NOW.
We invite enquiries re

A.B.C., Ariel, Blacltburne,
Enfield, Ivy, New Imperial,
Norton, Sparkbrook, and
Triumph Motor Cycles, and
Hillman, Standard, Singer,
and Dawson Light Cars!

m

\m

<-J£.

The LAYTON GARAGES,
London Rd., BICESTER,
and 90, High St., OXFORD.

Telephone: No. Z',, Bicesler.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Chatei'*Le£i = Fafnir.

CH.ATER-LEA, Fatnir S-Vah.p., coil ignition, adjust,
abie pulley. B. and B., requires new accumulator;

£9, spares included, . carriage paid, no offers.—
Hammond, Whitstone Bd., Shepton Mallet. [X543E

Chaier-Lea-.tao

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P. 4h.p., 2 speeds, F:e., Bosch
B. and B.; £50: ;i(ter 6.30, Saturdays 2.—Goodcv.

Brightview, Hadley Rd., New Barnet. [58:15

CHATER-LEA, 3y2-4h.p. Jap engine, Bosch, g(

tyres, lamps; only 29 gns.—Wandsworth Motor
E.\change, Ebner" St., Wandsworth (Town Station)..

[6111
CHATEB-J.A.P. 4h,p., Armstrong 3-speed, B.B., U.H.

mag., perfect running order, new back tyre and
belt : £35.—Cooper, Brazier's Cottages, Ipsden, neill

Wallingford, Oxon. [5867

CHATER-LB-4., 8h.p. J.A.P. , round drop tank, semi-
T.T. bare, disc wheels, long exhaust, pannier tori-

bags, Lycett saddle, new Dnnlop tyres and belt, electric

lamps, horn, tools, enamelled grey, fa«t, sporting; £70.
—The Ferns, Adelaide Grove, E. Cowes. ' [X5176

CHATER-J.A.P. 1915 6h.p. coachbuilt Combina
tion, countershaft, 2-speed, handle start, all

chain drive, 3 lamps, 2 generators, speedometer, Gloia-
phone, recently overfiauled, any trial to prospective
buyer, seen by appointment, private owner; price 100
gns.—5, Murray Rd., Eccksall, ShefBeld. iX5eoS

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. 5h.p. Twin, 1915, T.T. bare,

free engine, clutch, Bosch magneto, B. and B.,

pilot jet, Druids, carrier, stand; lamps (Lucas King ci

Road), brand new tyres (Dunlop ribbed
,
front and

tubes, steel-studde4 Michelin back), footboards, in

splendid condition; £63.—Royal Hart Garage, Ash-
ford, Middlese-\. [5':92

Chiiter-lea

CHATER-LEA 3'Jh.p., splendid condition, rid;
away; £35.—Meaner Farm, North Cray, Sidcup.

[X5740

CHATER-LEA.—South Lancashire residents. Book
orders with J. Blake and Co., Liverpool-Manches-

ter. [X4466

CHATER-LEA 8-l6h.p., 3-speed, clutch, sidecar,

lamps, good condition; best offer.—17, High St.,

Camden Town. [5891

3ih.p. Chater-Lea, Bosch, new belt, good condition,
2 wants tuning and adjusting; £18.-38, Grove

' Av., Twickenham. [5888

CHAlER-LEA 4h.p., Bosch, B. and B., new tyre,

new belt, in going order; a bargain, £30.—Cook,
Broad St., March, Cambs. [X5870

CHATEE-LBA No. 7 Combination, excellent condi-

tion, ready and fit lor any journey ; seen 'between

6 and 7.-117, McLecd Rd., Plumstead. [5830

CHATER-LEA, 3M;h!p., and coachbuilt sidecar. White
and' Poppe free engine, Mabon variable gear, Bosch

mag., 'fine condition; £50.—" Athlone," Stanwell Ed.,

Ashford, Middlesex. [5656

8h.p. Chater Combination, Tsrand new, all oversize

Palmers. -700 x 80, 3'Speed,- free engine, handle

start, coachbuilt body, Lucas tamp sets, splendid-i

machine, ready for the road; £160, no oHers.—

Motorist, 136, St. Ann's Rd., Tottenham. (X6514 1

CHATEE-LBA and Sidecar, 8h.p., 3 speeds, , and I

clutch handle start, in perfect running order,

-tyres almost new, Bosch, Bihks (new), drip feed, large

cbachbuilt sidecar; £75/10; seen any time; trial her«.

-Afex. Jackson, Station Rd., Steeton, Keigbley, Yorks:
[X53.67;

Chater-Lea-Villiers.

IQie Chater-Lea, Villiers 2-stroke, 2-speed, P. .and '

X t/ H. lamp and generator, horn, splendid order

,

£40.—Barton, Roc]t House, Chipping Sodbtiry, Glos^
[X5542

Chater-Precision.

41h.p. Chater-Precision. N.S.U., Bosch, Dunlops';.

4 £48.-42 Prince's Ed., Holland Park. [6078

Clement.

CLEMENT 2h.p. Lightweight, outside flywheel, over-

head valves, Sturmey-Archer, new Hutchinsons,
Bosch, Brooks, B. and B., overhauled, enamelled, like

liew; cash offers; stamp.—Middleton, William' St.,

Blackwood, Mon. [X5724
Clyde.

CLYDE 3h.p., F.H. mag., B. and B., Saxon forks,

good tyres; ride away; £16.-17,' Ongar Ed.,.
Addlestone. [596S

CLYDE, 3h.p., 4-stroke engine, M.L. magneto, Amac
carburetter. Druid forks, T.T. bars, splendid

running order, smart appearance;" £28.—Bramlea,
Charlton Rd., Shepperton-on-Thames. [5939

Clyno.

LATE 1914 6h.p. 3-speed Clyno Combination; £95."
Wiiin, Stainiorth, Settle.

- [X5560

GEOVER, Smith, and Williii, Basingstoke, Clyna
Agents.—Deliveries in strict rotation; order now.-

[57.78

3ih.p. Clyno, tree engine. 2-speed, good order; £32.
2 —Webber, Radley Rd., Abingdon, Berks.

[X58e5
CLYNO Combination, 6h.p.,' 1913, C.B., 2-speed,

K.S., lamps, horn, new tyres, T.T. bars, ride

away; £85, or offers.—35, Trewsbury Rd., Sydenham.
[5623

A38 All letters relating to adveitiseni<\r"ts should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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, MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Clyno.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, Wcsti Surrey
agents for tlie new^ Clyno.—Order now for early

deliyery. [4084

CLYNO 1915 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand clutch, scarcely
seratclied, stored 2^/2 years ; 44 gns.—Gelding.

Bishops Cannings, Devizes. [6054

CLYNO 1914 6h.p. coachbuilt Sidecar, 3-speed,
clutch, kick-starter, spare wheel, lamps, speed-

ometer; £110.-103, Clifton Ed., South Norwood.
[5823

1 Q12 Clyno Combination, 5-61i.p., 2-speed, wicker
JLi/ sidecar: best offer over £40; ready to drive
away. — Leysdown, Upper Hnghenden Rd., High
Wycombe, Bucks. [6073
6h.p, Twin Clyno Coach Combination, countershaft

gears, kick start, good condition, fully equipped,
lamp, horn, spares, tools; bargain; £67.—43a, Arrow
Rd., Devons Rd., Bow, E.3. [6252

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt, hood, screen,
3 lamps, generators, new spare tyre, tools, foot

pump, kick start, just overhauled, ride away; £75.—
Birks, 702, Holloway Ed.. London, N.19. [6118

5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speeds, countershaft,
kick-start,

,
interchangeable wheels, new tyres,

spare wheel, tyres, tubes, lamps, horn, tools, reason for
selling; £130.—Brown, 30, Hopwood St., Warrington.

[X5806
Connaught.

CONNAUGHT, 1916. 251h.p., 2-speed, perfect cond
tion: £35.-101. Bath Hd.. Swindon. r.RS9[5524

Qlh.p. 1915 Connaught 2-stroke, 2-speed, lately
/W2 fitted new tyres (Dunlops), unpuuctured, allm good condition; £42.—G. Tavlor, Fruiter's Arms.
Crockenhtll.

, [5946
Coventry Eagle.

"in 17-18 Coventry Eagle, Villiers 2%h.p. 2-stroke
-*-«/ engine, 2-speed gear, excellent condition; £55.—
F. Cliatterton, Stockwell Gate, Mansfield, Notts.

[X5496
Coventry Victor.

SMARTEST 'Bus on the Road; 6h.p. Coventry Vic-
tor, horizontal twin, TJ.H. mag.. Brown ,nnd B;ii-

low, 3-speed, K.S., Brampton forks, special wide tank,
650 tyres, T.T. model, enamelled French grey, builtm January, 1919, done 900 miles, eaual to new every-
where, ideal mount for sportsman; first £70.-36,
Winchester St., Coventry. [X5877

Dayton.
pjAYTON 2-stroke Lightweight, requires new carbu-
-^ retter, in running order, U.H. magneto, new belt
and studded Dunlop back tyre; £15, no offers —
Seen, 125, St. Asaph Rd., Bro.'kle.v, S.E.4. [5634

l)e Dion.
31h.i^ De Dion, magneto, good order; £20.-7,

-5 Gibson Souare; Islington. r.t^qifiSquare;^ Islington

Diamond.
[6316

rjIAUONn. 1919 model, 2;Jr.B. J.A.P., Enfleld 2
speed, free engine, lamps, generators, and Kla.\onnew last iVIarch, only ridden 500 miles, excellent

condition: £60.—St. Valery, Uplands Park, Enfield
[5793

Dot
JQIS T.T. 2JJh.p. Dot-Jap, 2-speed countershaft
-^Y gear, new tyres, horn, and spare belt, condition
perfect; £36.-89, Brock St., Macclesfield. [X5750

Douglas.
^?''i;P- Douglas, new tyres, perfect order; £26—31'V4 Stockdale Rd., Battersea, S.W. [5535

D°?'^S,-^^'^, ^'-ili-P-. 2-speea, Dunlops, never used.-•-' 4, The Grove, Golders Green, W. [S6459
TJOUGL.AS, 23/ai p.. 2-speed, good condition; £40."^ —14, Church Hill, Leamington. [X5557

1 Q'-5„*'!P- Douglas, little used.—Apply, SB, Gar-^if field Rd., Lavender HiU, S.-W. [5683
Oih.p. Douglas, new 'W.D. model, in crate; 75 Ens

-

*^'* 31, King's Av., Maiden, S.W. [5782
TJODGLAS, 23/,h.p.. new tyres and belt, guaranteed-' perfect: £30.-49, Medway Rd., Bow. [5439
pjOUGLAS 254h.p., ride away, suit learner; £30;A-' after 7.—80, York Rd., Battersea, S.W. [6036

JO 18 4h.p. 3-speed Douglas Combination: £105 —
'-'^ 29. St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [6091
r)OUGLAS 2?4h.p., W.D., new, Klaxon; 75 gns.; after
»-' 5. Saturdays 12.—54, Riverdale Rd., Erith. [6201

Pf^Xo^'^^'il''''
^'^- rionel=>s, in crate: best offer over

>•' £72.—R. Winup, Fishmonger, Luton, Beds. [5833
rjOUGLAS 2%h.p. New Sporting Combination: 89-' gns.—52, Thornhill Ed., Barnsbury, N.l. [5596

19'^,,??2"S„'4l' 2%h.p., 2-speed, £58; also ditto,«" 1915, £53.—Ross, 86, High Kd., Lee, S.E. [5708
r\OUGLAS 2''-4h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition:
'-' £45 cash, ride away.—67, The Vale, Acton. [589^

n°??J"*-S. ^''^i'P- 1914, now Dunlops, lamps, horn--' £42.—Hamilton, Burchitts, Ockley, Surrey. [5680

n°.¥'¥'f^vr^? ="? "^°"f^ O'" best for deliveries.--^ MoHat, Douglas Agent, Yeovil. 'Phnn». i^n nmi
QOUGLAS

Phone: 50. [1103
ZVih.V; excellent condition; £55.—

bilverstone, 75, High St.. Gorseinon, South Wales
[X5439 I

The Clydesdale

Supply Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE:

6, Bridge St., Glasgow.
The House for Motor Cycle Service.

AGENTS FOR
Royal Ruby, Radco, Ixion,

Hobart Bird, and B.S.A.
EARLY DELIVERIES.

A few in Stock at present.

We can supply all and every Motor
Cycle Accessory. Write us, stating
your requirements, and we will reply

by return.

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES

IN STOCK:
P. & M. Combination, 4 h.p £88
RUDGE-MULTI, 3i h.p £76
INDIAN, 7-9h.p.. .". £80
VICTORIA, A\ h.p £45

WANTED,

Second-hand Machines
Any make, SOLO or COMBINATION,

FOR CASH.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID.

Write, giving full particulars, descrip-
tion, date, make, etc.

Office

to our Head

The Clydesdale

Supply Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE:

6, Bridge St., Glasgow.
Telephone : South 1517.

Telegrams :
'* Clysnp." Glasgow,

BRANCHES AT
40, Stockwell Street, Glasgow.
184, St, George's Road, Glasgow.
58, Nicolson Street, Edinburgh.
102, Quarry Street, Hamilton.
149, High Street, Falkirk.

7, Moss Street, Paisley.

37, Cathcart Street, Greenock,
145, Main Street, Coatbridge.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2%h.p., T.T., 2 speeds, accesEories.

fast, powerful; £60.~5, Victoria At., Surbiton.
[X5684

DOTJGI/AS, 25/,h.p., just OTerhauled, lide inv.iy ; £27.
—53, Eussell Bd.. St. Ann's Ed., Tottenham.

[6133
DOUGLAS.—All models. Book now for future 1919-

1920 deliveries.—Parker's, Bradsbawgate. Boltfm.
r.v5757

lill.p. Douglas, W.D., iust uncrated, seen after 7;
4 77 gns.—Danetree, Dagmar Av., Wembley.

[X5594
2
DOUGLAS, 2«ib.p., W.D. model, recently uncrated

£78.—Robertson, 55, Broad St., Peterborough.
[6082

DOUGLAS, 1911. extra good order; £26; after 6

o'clock.—64, Forthbridge Kd., Clapham Common

clutch, T.T..
[5851

smart;

1 Q16 Douglas Combination.
LU order; £110.- " '' ""
W.l.

Oilip. Douglas,

D^

DOUGLAS 2=Jh.p., 2-speed.
£38.-62, Plashet Rd., Upton Park, E.13.

[5835
3-speed, in good running

., Gt. Titchfield St., Oxford Circus,
[5831

1914, 2-speed, excellent tyres, very

good running order; £68.-Ghyll, Orowborough,

jussex. ,

[X546a

OUGLAS 2?ih.p., W.D. model, just delivered from

makers; £80.-143, Petherton Rd., Highbury,
N.5. [5790

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., 3-speed, horn, speedometer;

£40. Seen 10 to 5.—Knapton, 4, Millbank,

S.W.I. [5756.

1 Q19 Douglas Combination, 300 miles only, perfect:

i-fJ best over £130.-23, Broadway Ed.. Bishopston,

Bristol. [S°^8

NEW Douglas 4h.p. 1919 Combination, fitted out

completely; £160, cash.—4, Hillside Mansions,

Highgate, N.6. [X5198

DOUGLAS, 2i-ih.p., 1919, W.D. model, done undei

300 miles; £85.—A. J. Janett, 75, Mayor's Walk,

Peterborough. [X5366

33h.p. Douglas, 1912, stored during war. exoellenf

4 condition; ride away; £35.-27, The Gardens, E.

Dulwich, S.E. [5873

1 019 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, delivery May,
JiV splendid machine; offers.—12, Dalmeny Av.,

Camden Ed., N.7. [5585

DOUGLAS, 2';4h.p., just been thoroughly overhauled

and in excellent condition; price £35.—Bates,
Riverside, Chertsey. [5644

1 Q 19 2^/4h.p. W.D. Douglas, new June 2ath, ridden
AU 10 miles; 79 gns. cash.—Rathmell, Heathgate,

Golder's Green- [5618

Bosch, ride away; £27
116, Thurlow Park

Rd., W. Dulwioh. [5836

DOUGLAS 2Kh.p., 1912,
cash. After 6.30.—North,

DOUGLAS 2"}4h.p., late model, practically new, per-

fect order; sacrifice, 55 gns.; bargain.—21, New-
ton Av., Acton, W. [6255

1Q15 Douglas, 231h.p., 2-spe«d, lamps, horn, £4 of

-Li/ 6pares, as new; £57, or near oSer.—Smith, Staines

Ed., Bedfont, Middlesex. [5657

23hp Donslas, new. done 100 miles, head lamp and
4 Klaxon: best ofler over £83.—Janes and Adams,

High Rd., E. Fincbley. [6072

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., 1914, and racing sidecar dyriamo

lighting, 2-speed; £60.—Apply, King s Lynn,

Ness Ed., Shoebujyness. [5534

-j Qll 25Ah.p._ Douglas, 2-speed, ^open^ frame model,

good condition, Lucas horn; lowest, £24.—Bann,
Penfold St., Macclesfield. [X5676

DOUGLAS, 1912, single gear, 2%h.p., engine jnsi

overhauled; £35.-H.H., 104, Leigham Court.

Ed., Streatham, S.W.16.- [614Q

DOUGLAS 23.1h.p., late 1914, 2-sEeed, free engine,
' perfect condition; £45; any trial.—Lambton.l'ern

House, Corley, near Coventry. [X5638

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1919, brand new, in

perfect condition; £155.-126, Nightingale Lane,
Wandsworth Common, S.W. [X5574

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., brand new out of crate, W.D.
model, lamps, horn, etc.'; 60 gns.-14, Cyprus St.,

Globe Rd., Old Ford Ed., N.B. [6251.

DOUGLAS, 1911 or 12, perfect running order, tyres

and belt good, also enamel and plate.—Ward. 13,

Forfield Place, Leamington Spa. [X5639

"1 Q13 Douglas, T.T. model, just been thoroughly over-

X.Xj hauled, now in splendid condition, and very fast;

£38.-257, Cavendish Ed., Balham, S.W. [5879

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, brand new, splendid

condition, model W.D.; £80; no offers.—20,

Wynndale Rd., South Woodford, Essex. [5734

DOUGLAS, T.T., 2.speed, late model, just over-

hauled, excellent condition; £65.-88, Redcliffe

Gardens, W. (near Earl's Court Stn). (5853

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1914, 2-speed, clutch, lamp, a

new tyres, speedometer, good condition; £40.—
Jaokman, 46, Normandy St, Alton, Hants. [5587

DOUGLAS brand new W.D. models (2Jih.p.) actu-

ally in stock.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
Btow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green, N. [6840

DOUGLAS 2?ih.p. 2-speed, Bosch, Binks, new Dun-
lops. very fast; seen by appointment.-Lt H. W.

White, igth Lines.,' Rugeley Camp, Staffs.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new June 20th, 1919,
guaranteed perfect; best offer over £140 secures.

-Bynorth, 2, Toniuay Ed., Xe\\ton Abbot .. [5584

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2^'4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch mode],
speedomeLer, generator, and lamp, a nutty little

mount; £4&.—37, High St., Eltham, S.E. [5825

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-Ppeed, excellent -condition,

new cyls.. pistons, and big ends in 1916, lamjis

and accessories ; £50^— Stiirt'on, HolbeaCh: [5726

DOUGLAS 2";.ih.p., 2-3peed, lamps, horn, and spares,
good condition, stored during war;, £45, or near

offer.—Fames, 5, Park Lane, Ashtead, Surrey. [5786

DOUGLAS 2^h.p., single-spssd, 1911, exc.llent bill-

climber, tyrds good, spare belt and tube, too^s;

nearest 28 ens.—Marriott, Haines Hill, Tannton.
[X5767

4h.p. Douglas, in extra good condition; any trial;

£90; lightweight! parfr entertained,—Gaydon,
Upper Norwood, S.E.19. "Phone: Sydenham 182.

[5490
DOUGLAS 4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, coachT5uilt sidecar,

splendid condition throu3:hont.—Mebes 'and jVIeliOP

Motor Cycle Dept.j 154'-6,- Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[5427

T.Qr9 Douglas 2^.ih.p. W.T). model, P. and H. lamps
XJ/ ani generator. Klaxon horn; 80 gns.—Douglas.
Omra, Regent's Park Rd., Church End; Finchley, N.3,

[5546
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, T.T., Binks, knee grips,

very fast, stored 4 years,, condition excellent;

£55; no offeis.—Write, 270, Barry Rd., E. Duhvi.h.
[6151

£33.—Douglas 2-74h.p., Bosch, just overhauled, re

bushed, and. re-enamelled as new, aluminium
footboards, ride away.—Gray.~57, Queen's Rd.. Wat
ford. [X5598

1 ttl4' Douglas, 2%h.p., good cbnditicni clutch. 2-

-Lt/ speed, ki^'.fc start. hoTii; £55; aUer 10 a.m.—
~

'is, 18, St. Thomas Rd., Finsbury Park, Loridnn,

N".4. t5S61

DOUGLAS, ribont l'9ll', onlS* lidaeh abont lOO nii!e

since re-enamelling, etc., new tyres and bi^lt . Vie-.l

offer; stamp for reply.—142, Napier' Rd., Ginint:Ii:tiii

Kent, 'SSI''

DOUGLAS 1915 2S,ib.p., 3-speed model, reoently over

hauled, and new mudguarSB fitted, electric 'li^htiiig.

—Parker's, 245; Deansgat*, Manchester; Bradshnwgate,
Bolton.

' 1X575?

DOUGLAS 2%h:p., T.T., late 1914, lamps, Klason,
and all- acJcessories, nearly riew condition; 57

gns.; no offers.—E.A., 21, Market Place, Kiug.ston,
Surrey. ^_ [6156

"I C|13-14 Douglas, splendid condition, 2-speed, foot-

-LtF boards, long copper exhaust. T.T., lamps, take
two anywhere; £45.—Parker, School House, Crom-
tord, Matlock. [X5484

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combination, nevr conuition.
been overhauled; any trial; £90, or hear offer foi

quick sale.—244, Mount Pleasant Rd., Tottenham, Lon-
don, N.17. [6192

IQIS Douglas 2Wiii'.v., running order, but wants over-
-i-^y haaling, 2-speed, good tyres," lamp, horn, etc.

;

first £20 secures.—Gordon Barker, 35, Grange Ed,,
tuton, Beds.

'

[588;

DOUGLAS 1914 234h.p., 2-speed, engine perfect, ex-
cellent condition, as new, new tyres, 2 lamps and

gsn orator. Klaxon; 59 gns.—18, Chesilton Rd., Ful-
ham, S.W.6. [5925

Q 3.h.p, Dougla.s, 1915, speedometer, mechanical- horn,
/W4 splendid order; 65 gns.—Hardie, 24, Woodstock
St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone:
Maylair 6559. [6178

DOUGLAS 2"'4h.p.,- 1914, T.T., engine and machine
just overhaiiled, footboards, new tyre, tubes, and

bel!-.; £60; seen by appointment^—Birdj Connau-ght
Lodge, Chingford. [5581

DOUGLAS, T.T., 2Vih.p.. late 1914, stored during
war, 2-speed, long exhaust, Stewart warning

signal, footboards, etc., excellent condition; £55.—
Box 4,280, clo The Motor Cycle. [X5647

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919, recently de-
livered from makers, aluminiiim disc wheels,

Klaxon, P.H. laiHps, generator, spare tyre; £150.—Box
L2,603, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6231

DOUGLAS 2^uh.p., carefully .stored during war,
tyres, pltiting, enamel, etc., all very good, owner

now unablfe to ride; £29, first cash secures; no offers.

-Box L2,564, c'o The Motor CycH. [5679

DOUGLAS, 2":ih.p., 2-speed, 1916 T.T., thoroughly
overhauled, new C.A.V. magneto, in fine going

order; £60.—Smith's, 10-16. Kaversto^k Hill (oppo-
site Chalk Farm TuTae Station), N.W. [5599

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Solo, 1919, prnntically new, only
nzed lew miles, iiicludinp: acces.^ories ; £110.—

Hardie, 24, Woodstock St. iofl Oxford StJ, Bond St,,

London, W.l. 'Phone: Mnyfair 6559. [6177

DOUGLAS 2-yih.p., 1914, with Watsonian sidecar;
£75, or ejtchange, with Clyno 2-speed, clutL-h.

et"., for good 61i.p. iiombiuation, or sell lot, £110,
quick sale.—Hardwick, Brockenton, Belmont, Surrey.

[5564

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
no stock, but v/e are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-
ijvery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
Rd., Bristol. f0966

REGISTERED

SPECIALITIES

H.A.H. Accumulators.
Fig. 1162 4 volt, 40 amps.
„ 1166 4 „ 60 „
,( 1182 6 „ 40 „

Many other sizes

Price.

31/-

41/6
48/6

^..'"'-T

Fig. 390. Fig. i2::o.

H.A.H. Crossbars. H.A.H. Bulb Box.
Fig. ?90 1" tubing 7/6 each. Price 4(1 each.

.. 391 g" . 7/6 „

Fig. 150.

0-7 volts

0-15 volts

ai-15 amps.
0^25 „

12/-
12;-
12/.
12;-

395.

Rouse Card Holder.

Price 6/- each.

H.A.H. Wiring Sundries.

F'g- 255-
Set "A" for Solo Machines 4/3.

6 yds.single lighting wire,tape,clips,ring teFhiinals, etc.

Set "B" for Sidecar Combinations,. 6/6.

12yds. single lighting wire,tape,clips,ring terminals, etc,
'

Delivery from Stock.

Note. -^Postage extra: on all the above.
Write for latest Catalogue of H.A.H. Complete

Electric Lighting Sets.

, A. H. HUNT, 115-117, Cannon St,
LONDON, E.C.4.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"I 019 4h.p. Douglas Combination, just delivered from
J-*' makers, splendid machine, fully equipped, any
trial with owner; Hampshire district; price £150; no
Offers.—Box L2,518, do^hc Motor Cycle. [6541

T\OUGLAS.—We have several new a^^h.p. W.D.mJ models in stock, 2-speed, T.T., at £78 and £80
each; carriage paid to any part of England.—Elce and
jCo., 15, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0551

33.h.p. Douglases.—We are not at present accepting
4' further orders until such a time as we can

obtain a sufficient number of 2^h;p. Douglas machines.
We shall still be ijleased to send- illustrations and in-

formation likely to help our many customers.-^Robin--
son's Garage.

4h.p. Douglases.—We are not al present accepting?
further orders until such a time as we can ob-

tain a sufficient nurabei of these outfits. We shall
_

still be' pleased to send illustrations and information'"
likely to help our many customers.—Robinson's'

I

Garage, 32-35, Green St. Tel.: 383. T.A. : Bicycles.
[5432

DOUGLAS, March, 1917, 2-speed. buEFer springs,
Lucas lighting set' and" mechanical ho;ns, tyres

and belt excellent, eags of starting, slo'w runnirlg-,

speed and hilhclimbing demonstrated; £58.-5, Eglon
Mews, Primross Hill, N.W. [5890^

COLONIAL Dous^lns. \i\\p 1915, 23;h.n... T.T-. 3-speed,
discs; long exhaust, speedometer, mechanical horn,

tyres practically new, 2 Ijiiiips, generators, tuols, spares,
new chain and spior-kets; any inspection; £63.— Bailey,
juii., Ivydene, Tichboine St., Leicester; [5875

D.OUGLAS 1914 3-speed 2"?4h.p., Bnsch ZA2 mag.,
adjuitaidf piilK'y, ele;'tiir- ligLtinsz- set, Lucas acety-

lene generatnr, Stewnit iiia^^nf^tic trip speedometer, tools,

enamelling and plating not scratched, mileage 1,800,
made np to owner's speciiicatioQ ;" £74/10.-27, Melrose
Gardens. Hammersmith. [6190

DOUGLAS; Douglas-—Onr exnerieiiie and ndvice
are- ;it the dtsuosal of all Douglne owners. 2^h.p.

W.D. model, pri^^e £72; 41i.p. combination, price £120.
If you are interested, call and see us.—"Vivian Hardie
and Lane,' Ltd., Douglas Spei-'idlists, 24, Woodstock
St. i.ti Oxford St.), Bond St, London, W.l: 'Phone: '

Mayfaii 6559. . [6169
Bdmund.

I 'Q 19 Edmund-Jap, 2Vih.p., spring frame. Enfield
-»-*? 2-speed, Avons, Al.L., lamp, horn, fine /condi-
tion'; £56.—Seen, Market Harborough M6tor Co. [5635

LATE 1916 2S4I1.P: Edmund-Jap. Enfield 2-speed,
chain drive, Tinly run 600 miles, like new, in

pcrfe-.^t running order, reliable, economical;' what offers.^

—Stephens, Bi-'et'ord. - [5767
Elswick-

ELSWiCK, 2V:;h.p., single spesd. Precision, Bosch, per-
fect condition, good as new; what offers?—Wio-

;to:ie, Cirencester, Glos. [X5470
Enfield.

16 6h.p. Enfield Combination; £120.—Ross, 86,
High Rd., Lee. S.E. [5709

OYAL ENFIELD 6i-h.p., sidecar, just overhauled.
—P. Sumner, Wrenbury, Nantwich. [5674

EOYAL ENFIELD Twin, 3h.p., chain drive, per-

feet order; £45.-Hill, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow.
[5497

ENFIELD 1916 6h. p. Combination; £130; seen any
time.—29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow.

[6089
"I Q59 6h.p. Combination, New Enfield; owner boughtXU car; £160.—Box 4,289, c/o The Motor Cycle.

' [X5696
rl.i[|13-14 3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, kick starter, good
Xt/ running order; £45.—Box 4,254, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X5438
iQ,h.p. Enfield 1917^ Combination, hood and screen,
jo condition perfect; £175.-'-Sawyer, Wrentham,
.;3uh"olk. [5515

'if>'3.h.p. Enfield, being broken up; write, stating re-

;'^4 quirements and offers:—White, Wireless School,
Oarnarvon. [X5579

E^TFIELD 6-8h. p. Combinations, 3h.p. solD, 2i^h.p.

lightweight models.—En ffu ire ^ Parker's, Bradshaw-
gnte, Bolton. [X5758

JONES' Garage, special agents for Enfields, Broad-
way. Musweli Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley: [2920

ENFIELD 2^/4h.p. Twin, single gear, needs slight
repairs; £18, or nearest oHer.—Jesse Hall, Music

Steller, -Louth. [5696

1 Q16 T.T, Enfield Twin, 3h.p., 2-speed, f.e., lamps,
J-t/ excellent condition, fast; £76.-48, Berkshire
Gardens, Bowes Park, N.22. [5930

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, good conditicn,
wind screen, speedometer, etc.; £110.-43, Wick-

ham Rd., Brockley, S.E. [5848

EiNFIELD 1919 6h.p. Combination, new, perfect con-
dition giiaranteed; best offer accepted.—Box

L2,583, c/o The. Motor Cycle. [6211

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1914, screen, lamjis,
luggage carrier; condition as new; £110.-54,

Ashburnham Rd., Belvedere, Kent. [X5180

ENFIELD 3h.p,, 1913, 2-speed, excellent condition
and running order, horn and few spares; £35.

—

Smiley, NeWlyn, Tutshill, Chepstow. [5701

Oih.p. Twin Enfield, good condition, belt, new tubes
^4 cover, not done 4,000 miles; £20, lowest.—242,
Sandweli Rd., Handsworth, Birmingham, [X5660
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Finding a Winner.
pOW that club secretaries and others up and

down the country are giving their attention

to the problem of finding a winner in

reliability trials, it should not be long

before a satisfactory solution is discovered,

though, as one of our contributors justly points

out, it is an open question whether a single

valuable award should be made in a" reliability

trial where sO' little separates the first few

competitors. Of course, we get the same kind

of thing in other sports; for instance, the winner

of the King's Prize at , Bisley gets ^250, a

gold medal, and a gold badge, w4iile the second
man, who may be only one point behind, that

is about y3%, gets ^60 only. In a case like

this, however, it is possible to say definitely

that one man's score is better than the other's,

but, in a reliability trial, it is very difficult to

decide which of a dozen or more performances
is the most meritorious.

A fast and slow test on a hill or level ground
can be used, but it is obvious that in this case

the figure of merit should not be obtained by
dividing the fast time into the slow, as was done
at the Midland C. and A. C. trial recently.

This, as was pointed out in our correspondence
columns, gives the same figure to performances
of very different merit. Subtracting the fast

time from the slow is open to the same objec-

tion, and while encouraging the embodiment of

four-speed gear boxes with a very low emergency
gear, which is a feature advocated by many
riders, it also tempts a manufacturer to fit a non-

standard gear box in his competition machines.

As a matter of fact, the winner of the premier

award in the trial mentioned above had four

speeds on a machine normally having two.

We think entries in such trials should be confined

to machines conforming to the makers' catalogue

specification, or, in the case of experimental

iriodels, the public should be advised that such
machines are not to standard specification. We
suggest, as a simple means of obtaining a very

satisfactory result, that double the slow speed

should be subtracted from the fast speed. The
formula would then be F—2S (F being the fast

speed and S the slow).

Another method was used in the Arbuthnot

Trophy. This was a test of consistency, not

of flexibility, and it had much to recommend it,

but the latter might be allowed to count in the

event of the tie in the former, e.g., a com-

petitor whose speeds are 5 and 20 m.p.h. on

each trial should be adjudged superior to one

who was able only to do 8 and 16 m.p.h.

The brake test, to be used in the Midland Cup
Trial (vide our " Correspondence " columns), has

also much to, recommend it. The conditions are

simple and effective. But we do not think that

this test should be used as a means of finding

a winner, except in the case of a tie on all other

points.

The Weight Factor.

SINCE events like the Six Days Trials have
become rather an item of manufacturers'

propaganda than mere sporting contests,

we think that greater insistence should be
placed upon the comparative weights of

the competing machines, especially as regards

sidecars, and that this question, in common with
" finishing condition," should be made to bear

upon the allocation of awards.

Thus, if two machines of equal capacity and
similar spegification survive a modern trial with-

out penalisation, surely the designer of the lighter

one deserves the encouragemeht of the premier

a-ward in so far as he has evolved, by economy
and choice of material and skilful planning, a

design inherently strong rather than One de-

pendent upon sheer weight of metal.

We strongly urge Mr. Loughborough to ascer-

tain (and make public) the weight of each
machine, complete with spares and equipment,

entered in the forthcoming Six Days Trial ; such
publication, we feel sure, will form an interesting

comparison with " catalogue weights."

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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NEW SCOOTER DESIGNS.
Lightweight Motor Cycle Features

THE L.A.D. SCOOTER.

WITH the main object of converting Auto-wheels

into motor scooters, a new company, L.A.D.

Scooters, has been formed, with works

at Lower Bourne, Farnham. As will be seen from the

illustration, the frame, which is registered, is of the

open type with platform, and is fitted with a small

wheel at the front, but in future models a larger size

embodied in the Latest Models.

Petrol and oil tanks are carried above the engine,

and at the rear the frame supports long rubber-covered

footboards, which are only a few inches • from . the

ground. The whole is enclosed by a cover, which has

convenient doors to give access to the engine, etc.

16 X 3in. disc wheels are fitted.

The gear ratio is 5 >4! to i ; hence it approximates

to a conventional two-stroke motor cycle in respect of

power and speed, but weighs only 50 lb. It is the

intention of the designer to embody a sinall dynamo
for lighting front and rear lights, and the suggested

price is ;£35.

A 50 lb. MOTOR CYCLE.

The designer of the machine depicted below evi-

dently believes in the ultra-lightweight motor cycle, and

The Wynne scooter,

- fitted with a two-

stroke engine of

2| h.p.

The L.A.D. scooter, embodying an Auto-wheel.

wheel will be fitted, probably of the saine size as the

rear Auto-wheel. The standard frame of the Auto-

wheel appears to be used, but a rim brake is fitted to-

the wheel rim. The price for the complete scooter is

_;^39. Fitted with a thoroughly overhauled second-

hand Auto-wheel, the figure is £,2<,. The company is

prepared to build up customers' own Auto-wheels.

THE WYNNE SCOOTER.

The interest in -scooters shows no signs of diminish-

ing, and every day we hear of

new propositions, designed,

made, or projected. There
is a decided tendency now for

designers to embody a seat

and so develop the machine
into the miniature motor cycle

as we have forecasted. The
latest machine to be brought

to our notice is the "Wynne"
scooter, the design of Mr. J.

W. Oates, Mona Terrace,

Douglas, I.O.M., which ap-

pears to embody many desir-

able features.

A light pressed steel frame

carries a 2^;; h.p. two-stroke

engine at its fore end which

drives a countershaft clutch,

by chain, at the rear, whence
another chain transmits the

drive to the rear wheel. The
machine is sprung fore and

aft, the forks by coil

springs, the rear wheel by

leaf springs ; and both wheels

are efficiently guarded by

aluminium covers made in two

halves to facilitate rem val.

does
up"

The 50 lb lightweight motor cycle m embryo.

not deem either the " sit down " or the "stand

type of scooter as covering his requirements. It-is

obvious, too, that the auxiliary power as supplied

by an Auto-wheel did not
.
exactly meet his

approval. It is clear that this constructor—Mr.

S. Powell, of Luton—wanted something which

is not yet marketed; an ultra-lightweight motor

cycle on which l.p.a. would

be impossible, even if it were

necessary. So he combined
his pedal cycle with his Auto-

wheel, and the result is by no
means displeasing.

It will be seen that the

pedalling gear of the cycle has

been removed and a pair of

footrests substituted, and the

conventional back wheel was

jettisoned in favour of the complete Auto-wheel unit,

with the rear brake made to operate on the flywheel.

We are infoi-med that the machine is quite road-

worthy, and capable of 25 m.p.h. under normal con-

ditions.

ESSEX M.C. SPEED TRIALS.

In addition to the classes already announced to com-

pete at Southend on the 23rd inst., it has been decided

to include events for any standard touring motor cycle

under 250 c.c. and for motor scooters of any engine

capacity.
"
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cccuyloruxl-

THe Cautiows Boyerv

nHAVE received a number of letters from would-be
motor cyclists of the impecunious type. Transport:

necessities impel them violently towards purchase,

but they are very "windy" about depreciation. As
several of them shrewdly perceive, there are three

special factors (if not four) which make depreciation,

rather a problem at the present moment, namely:
(i.) Machines made between 19 13 and 19 16 will

cease to be worth from ^50 to ^75 as soon as the

present famine terminates.

(2.) Machines turned out this year may depreciate

at an unusual rate if Olympia produces a bevy of sen-

sational new models.

(3.) Prices may come down With a run in the

course of a year or two, if industry and finance settle

down.

(4.) With so many new firms and production on a
larger scale, an excessive number *of machines may be
manufactured during 1920-1921, and the less popular
makes may ultimately be dumped on the market at a

cut price, and pull down all second-hand values.
" Consequently, people who command just sufficient

capital to buy a machine and do not wish to drop too

much when they sell are a little worried.

Some Possibilities.

T, is, of course, certain that machines constructed be-
i tween 1913 and 19 16 will depreciate very heavily

next year. No sane man will buy such mounts at the

fancy figures usually demanded nowadays unless he

can afford a real loss, and faces this certainty in his

eagerness^ to get on the road at once. A friend of

mine has just disposed of a 1913 machine for £fi more
than it originally cost him :-it is as nearas no matter

worn out, and was something of a dud when it was
new ; its purchaser will drop at least fifty per cent, if

he resells next spring, nor does he expect any happier

fate. So far as the second factor in my last para-

graph is concerned, I do not believe that second-hand
prices will suffer by reason of revolutions in design.

Manufacturers are very slow to injure their old clients

by introducing sensational new models, which throw all

previous patterns out of date and cause a slump in their

market value. Moreover, the " newsters " have yet

to beat the " oldsters." On the whole I see no reason

why a genuine 191 9 model should depreciate more
heavily in 1920 than a 1 911 model did in 1912.

Over-prodaction ?

FROM an amateur's standpoint a year of over-

production would be a glorious lark. Over-

production means cut-throat competition by the

traders concerned. Once upon a time there was serious

over-production by the steamer companies who convey

tourists to the Isle of Man ; and the rate-cutting grew so

fast and furious that towards the finish one company
took you over for, nothing and gave you a fizz lunch on

board, whilst the other—mindful of choppy seas and

queasy tummies—took you over for nothing, and gave

you a fizz lunch the day after your arrival (or words to

that effect). If such a situation ever developed in the

motor cycle trade, we might get brand new 6 h.p. side-

car outfits for ^10, plus a free insurance policy and a

ticket in a draw for a year's petrol. But it won't. The

slogan, " Our works are organised for mass production

at the rate of 100 machines per day," is not pure hot

air..; the stated quantity could be produced, and would

be produced if the agents' orders at Olympia indicated

that 30,000 machines could be disposed of. But every

sales manager can estimate his year's output to a

nicety when Olympia closes. If his machine is quite

superbly good, or wins the T.T., he. may be a

few hundreds out, but not more. The trade is not so

silly as some owners imagine. If it makes 250,000

machines during 1920, it will h^ assured a very rosy

prospect of. placing every one of, then?. So we shall

not see makers dumping hundreds or thousands of

machines on the market at cost price or at a very heavy

loss; and we need not fear that second-hand prices

will be cut to slivers by such a catastrophe.

No Depreciation Till You Sell.

THE timorous ones need reminding that there is

a difference between mechanical depreciation and

pecuniary depreciation. Mechanical depreciation

is like a temperature graph—it undulates. The line

goes up as you run the machine in; down again as

the valves pit and carbon crusts form ; up again when
you decarbonise; down again as the bushes begin

to go; but it need show no permanent mechanical

depreciation in ten years. And if a machine is bought

for US&-, it is running depreciation which matters

;

given proper maintenance, this type of depreciation

may be ignorefd. On the other hand, pecuniary

depreciation is remorseless and inevitable, being based

on the passage of time. But it is like a tooth : it

is bound to bother 'you some day, but you need not

worry till it starts. Thus, if I buy a ^100 machine

for prolonged, use, its money depreciation does not

worry me. I intend to keep it ten years. If I have

to give it to the dustman at the end of the tenth year,

depreciation has cost me £10 per year, or just under

4s. a week. Why wear myself to fiddle strings at the

thought that in its third year it may only be worth

;^40, when I have no intention of selling it till it is

ten years old?

The "Wisest Plan.
' TT AM tackling this topic at some length because I

Ji cherish a considerable sympathy for that silent

army of riders who never enter a competition, and

have to put off their weddings for two years if they

buy a machine. They must buy to keep, for

every resale implies a loss, unless one is prepared to

prey upon fools. They must buy a real good machine,

for the duds will not last ten years. They must buy
from a firm which has a reputation for stocking obsolete

spares. If the sport is tackled on these lines, the

financial aspects- admit a pretty close reckoning.

A31
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Is Ihe 20 m.p.h. Average Too Low ?

The Navy revises its Opinion.

IN I'
The Green Curve " Ole Luk Die tells how the

issue of a battle - turned on a' general's know-
ledge of the mind of his opponent. I do

not doubt that the lieutenants who contested the

Arbuthnot Trophy were iip to all the wiles of Jerry,

and could deduce volumes from the cock of a peri-

scope. The trouble was that on the morning of the

first day they failed to realise that Von Hipper and
Von Scheer were babies compared to Secretary Lough-
borough, and that the modern reliability trial is founded
•on the strategic principles of Clausewitz. Thus, at, the

start, some of them complained bitterly that they were
strictly limited to a schedule of 20 m.p.h. maximum.
They informed sundry armletted officials that in naval

motor-cycling circles legal limit riding simply is not

done. Mr. Loughborough spread a pair of grimy and
deprecating palms, and spoke vaguely of the law.

Slaughter of the Innocents.

Fuming but helpless, the " sporty boys," as W. H.
Berry would term them, fidgeted along at twenty for

an hour and a half along main roads. By this time
Loughborough had accomplished his fiendish purpose.

He had hoodwinked the innocents into fancying that

a reliability trial was a tea party. So he now pro-

ceeded to switch them down an innocuous-looking little

turn near Huccaby, and for the next 150 minutes all

the riders were risking their necks in order to keep
inside maximum time ; and maximum time spelt no
higher average than a measly 18 m.p.h. Even at this

some of them were slow in tumbling to the situation.

After a prolonged spasm of goat tracks, cat-crawls,

chicken ladders, moor gates, river beds, and greasy

nideu beneath arching trees, they emerged into lanes

—

By B. H. DAVIES.

well, quite 8ft. broad, with occasional straights of;

—

well, quite sixty yards at a time.

Quotli the greenhorns to themselves, the arch-

devil who planned this sportuig course must have just

about exhausted his supply of freak hills
;

presently

I shall emerge into lovely main roads, when I will

blind some, and catch up the twenty minutes I have

dropped on schedule time. But the relentless minutes

passed, and still the arrows led on down twisty lanes,

and around blind corners, obsessed with carts of hay

and eke of timber, with army corps of frisky lambs,

and giant stallions and nervous bullocks. Finally, real

anxiety was begotten, caution was thrown to the winds,

and alarmed competitors commenced the usual A.C.U.
T.T. stunt, widi frenzied accelerations down every

trumpery straight of a hundred yards, and crashing on

of brakes at the next corner. Then Secretary Lough-
borough produced the ace and king of trumps, in the

form of tempting straights leading up to unostentatious

arrows which hauled us back round V corners to face

vertical ascents loosely covered with metal, road,

assorted, unrolled, samples. By lunch rime the entire

entry" had conceived profound suspicions of the man
Loughborough. AH of them knew what the seasoned

competition rider learnt under the same astute tuition

years ago. Which precious knowledge may be summed
up somewhat as follows

:

1. Do 36 m.p.h. average while you can : roa'ds are

coming where no man may exceed 12 m.p.h. and live.

2. Blessed is the man who can drop from 50 m.p.h.

to 3 m.p.h. in eight yards.

3. A quick gear change, yea from top to bottom,

secureth a gold medal : but he of clumsy hands must
be content with a parchment certificate.
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4. The valley roads are pleasant; but their sides

are fringed with fearsome precipices ; and thither the

next arrow will assuredly point.

5. Good going never lasts in an A.C.U. trial^

6. Despise not the short straight ; along it thou

canst save seconds wliich may hereafter be precious.

7. But bear in mind that the next corner turneth

back upon itself; and around it lurketh danger.

The Consistent Driving Test.

Secretary Loughborough received many congratu-

lations on his patent method of finding a winner.

As already reported, it consisted of setting a man
to climb part of a hill on the first day at, say,

10 m.p.h., and another part of the same hill at, say,

15 m.p.h. and repeating the two stunts on the same
hill during the following day ; the non-stopper whose
first and second day performances,, were most con-

sistent was to lift the cup. This is a good system.

It tests the rider, for he must be dexterous to

climb to an exact speedometer reading. It tests

the machine, for ..it is required to be delicately

controllable, and must maintain its facility

throughout the trial. Fur-
thermore, the dodge throws
the minimum of bother on
the officials, and occasions

the least possible delay in

running off the event. It is

obviously a long way ahead
of secret checks and split-

second timing, whilst it does
not spoil the , ride for the

competitors, nor entail delay

and organisation which a

long series of driving tests

demand. It is doubtful
whether anything better can
be devised. On the other

hand, it need not damp
secretaries who are still

exercising their brains. In
ordinary riding, no man at-

tempts slow climbs to a set'

speedometer speed any more than a golfer takes his

brassey on the greens. Moreover, the difference

between the winner of the trophy and the best gold

medal may not be more than one second. This is

grossly unfair. I question whether the justification of

valuable single awards to individual riders in reliability

trials can be maintained nowadays.

The Value of Test Hills.

Incidentally, the trial threw into high relief the

climbing powers of the modern machine. So far as

gradients of good surface were concerned, the ^% h.p.

models usually stormed up fast on second gear. One
rider on a four-speeder never required more than
one-third throttle on his second gear, whilst one of

the official sidecar outfits (a Matchless) was almost
equally oblivious of its bottom ratio. It does not
follow that hours of freak hill-cHmbing have ceased
to serve any useful purpose. They test everything
about the machine. Bad lubrication systems tend to

oil up plugs during long descents. The rough going,
inseparable from freak hills, shakes loose any part

wliich is not properly fitted. The high engine revs,

form a substitute for extra mileage, Avhich considera-

tions of time would otherwise exclude. Moreover,

as this trial, contested so largely by comparatively

inexperienced riders, sufficiently demonstrated, freak

hills test the rider.

There was not much really bad going in the event.

The two gems were the rough hairpins at the bottom
of Brook Hill and just over Denham Bridge. In

each case a sharpish corner of stiff gradient was
carpeted with soft loam and rough stone. Speed
was impossible, and ' the best machine takes some
handling w-hen its back wheel is alternately spinning

in soft mud or kicking and plunging on a miniature

moraine. A tiny watersplaslr at the foot of Brook
Hill proved rather severe .on belts. For this reason

watersplashes should figure in non-stop sections on all

important reliability trials. If the belt is to survive,

it must be developed to hold its own under all con-

ditions w-here a chain gives no trouble.

In one respect the trial

was especially interesting.

It was run from begimiing

to end on the non-stop prin-

ciple. The officers and
'gentlemen who formed the

competitors were trusted to

report their own stoppages
on signed cards. Last

week's report showed how
completely the absolute non-
stop eliminates most of the

entry, even in 250 miles ; on
the other hand, it must be
remembered that a more ex-

peiienced entry, including

the usual percentage of trade

experts, would have suffered

far fewer stops.

A Chater-Lea sidecar combination with the body removed, being

used to carry a back axle of a motor lorry. The weight is about

7 cwt., and shows again the utilitarian value of the motor cycle.

The Object of Trials.

Regarded as an exercise

canter for the A.C.U. Six

Days at Llandrindod Wells
next September, the trial

must have given the Competitions Committee plenty
to think about. The main function of an A.C.U.
trial in these days is not to advertise the sport,- as once
it was : the sport no longer requires advertisement.

Nor is its function to distinguish between good and
bad riders : broadly speaking, the British pubUc is

not interested to know that Jack Smith can scrabble

up six stony hairpins, whereas Georgie Brown comes
a cropper on three of them. T/ie Six Days are

expected to classify diferent types of machine in order

of merit, it being taken for granted that all the riders

reach a certain standard of ability. It will be very

difficult to safeguard this function in 1919. A thousand
miles is the maximum distance which is practicable;
and, since the absolute non-stop cannot be adopted
with a giant entry of mixed riders, a very indiff'erent

machine can scramble through without dropping re-

liability marks. A stiff course is no longer a satis-

factory eliminator ; if the going is good, gradient will

never stop a third-rate engine aided by a good gear
box. If plenty of bad going, especially on hills, is

included, the trial becomes a tett of riders, and ceases

B3
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to be a test of machines. It seems evident that two
principles, singly or in combination, can alone avail

to safeguard the real function of the trial and con-
centrate its effort on the testing of machines. One
is marking by teams instead of by individuals : the

other is contrasting finishing condition with starting

condition. In the past, teams have been limited to

three machines, because manufacturers cannot furnish

more than three riders whom they unreservedly trust

;

and teams of three are too small. The problem of

awards by finishing condition is still more complex.
Fundamentally, it requires a complete mechanical
examination by a trained engineer: with perhaps 150
entries, such an examination is not practicable.

Finishing Condition.

On the other hand, some modification of Mr. Lough-
borough's Arbuthnot trophy system would constitute

a test of finishing condition. If all the machines were
subjected to a series of rather severe tests on the first

day, and again on the last day, loss of tune would be
shown up to soriie extent, especially if the tests con-

sisted, for example, of a flying mile on Brooklands
and a fast ascent of the Brooklands test hill. In con-

junction with the reservation of the premier awards

for teams of six riders—three trade and three amateur

—we should get a real test of the machines, whilst a

not-too-freakish route would save the trial from de-

generating into a test of riders. Sporting rides should

be reserved for amateur club fixtures and for the

T.T. ; the A.C.U. Six Days is as mucha technical,

event as if it were held on the bench at Faraday House.

I sincerely hope Mr. Loughborough will publish a

pamphlet embodying a map and route-finding direc-

tions for the Arbuthnot course. Many of our sporting 'i

riders travel west every summer looking for hills. The
scenery is gorgeous to a degree, the route provides a

magnificent practice ground for young riders who wish

to complete their competitional education, and no man
could find the way on his own.

In conclusion, such a sporting fixture deserves ex-

tension. I should like to see Oxford v. Cambridge

and the Army v.. the Navy over similar courses, whilst

any couple of provincial clubs would thoroughly enjoy

an inter-club event under similar conditions. I com-

mend the idea -to club secretaries, with the reminder

that sporting courses can be found almost anywhere.

The signed non-stop card is probably fundamental in

a 250 miles event of this kind.

THE FAMILY SIDECAR.
A 1919 8 h.p. Machine to Accommodate a Family of Six.

USUALLY the family man first buys his sidecar

and then proceeds to find accommodation for

' his passengers. Judging from the number of

crowded outfits on the road at the present time, the

motor cycling pater-
_

familias overcomes !~

his difficulties with a j

fair measure of suc-

cess, although in '

some cases the side-

carist who travels
fairly Hght may con-

sider that the ma-
chine is overloaded.

A Stevenage reader
considered his pro-

blems before placing

his order for his new
machine, and the

result certainly is a

recommendation to

other family men to

give greater attention

to the comfort of their

passengers by a little

foresight. The cycle

chosen was a 1919
8 h.p. Enfield with

the tandem sidecar

fitted with a flood

and screens. A Bradley piUion seat was fixed to the

carrier, and, to protect the young occupant from
draught, an apron was made which runs under the

seat, behind the passenger's legs, and buttons up.

The front seat of the sidecar supplied with the

machine was discarded, and in its place two small

B4.

seats were placed in a staggered position, which per-

mitted the adult passenger to enter or leave the vehicle

without disturbing the children. 'The rearmost, of

the two front seats is on the side nearest the motor

_ _j^^__ cycle, which allows

Where the sidecar scores over the runabout. With a little ingenuity, Mr. H.
Woollard, of Stevenage, has adapted his sidecar outht to carry in compile
comfort a family of six. Such accommodation is impossible on any other

vehicle with the exception of a large car.

a long side screen

to be fitted without

fouling the handle-

bar. This seat is

about 2in. higher than

its companion, and
both have back rests

and arm rests which
caiv be removed in

a . few minutes, and,

incidentally, prevent,

the children opening
the door when under-

way. .•

To protect the rear

passenger, the stan-

dard Enfield wind-
screen has been
moved further back
than the usual posi-

tion, and the front,

screens are perma-
nently fixed at an
obtuse angle. The
triangular space in/

front of the latter is covered in by waterproof twill,
'

and the complete screen is made to fold down on to

the fore " deck " of the body.

Our correspondent states that he has not found the

load too much for the 8 h.p. Enfield, and that he

attains speeds of 30 to 35 m.p.h.
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The

Tester

MEN BEHIND
S.A.MotorBicycle

Write for

1919
B.S.A. Motor -Bicycle

Catalogue.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL
ARMS COMPANY LIMITED,
SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM

THE strenuous road tests for reliability to

which each individual B.S.A. Motor

Bicycle is subject before delivery form

ORC of the strongest points in maintaining the

quality of B.S.A. Motor Bicycles.

Every machine is taken out on the road by

an expert (ester, and subjected to strains and

stresses far above the maximums required in

ordinary mo;or cycling. The slightest defect

is carefully adjusted, and the accuracy and

efficiency of every part is under close supervision

throughout theseexhaustive trials, thereby main-

taining the high standard for which B.S.A.

Motor Bicycles are justly famous.

MOTOR

For Sol<T\. ^^^^^^& Sidecar

In answeri?>(j this adccrtiscmcnt it is ilcsiiablc to mention "The Motor Ci/cle." B5
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M4L Wm
8 h.p. Combination.

Price £135 (plus 10% advance) nctt cash.

THE LAST WORD IN MOTOR CYCLING LUXURY, including strcngtheaing stays to front down tube
and from scat tube to gear bracket. Specially designed head. Eccentric adjustment for chains, giving
a forward and backward movement. Patent silencer. Adjustable footboards, etc., etc.

THE RUBY CYCLE CO., LTD.,
Telegrams: Manufacturers & Patentees of Royal Ruby Motor Cycles, Cycles, and Sidecars,

Machines, Manchester. CANNEL STREET, ANGOATS. MANCHESTER.
Telephones:

City 3818,^ Central 1570

e6 !n answering ilicse aclvcrllscincnts it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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THE T.T., THE TRADE,
AND THE USER.

By CAPTAIN WILFRED GORDON ASTON, R.A.F.

ONE feels a little dififident about opening a dis-

cussion on the advisability or otherwise of the

Tourist Trophy Race because it is one which
is more or less perennial, and the best part of all

that can be said either for or against it has already

been said before, not once but many times. It may
be, however, that a new point of view can be found
from which to review the various ^rox and cons, but

if one fails in this endeavour, at least it can be

claimed that the war which has altered all things has

had its effect, ' though possibly an indirect influence,

on the T.T.

Who pays? It is quite commonly asserted by the

parsimonious motor cyclist, who can see no further

than pottering, that the T.T., together with all other

races and competitions whatever, costs a great deal

of money, which eventually comes out of his, the

user's, pocket, and he is unable to see that, inasmuch
as the T.T. tends above everything else to develop

speed capabilities, which do not appeal to him, that

he is getting any value for his money. This argument
does not quite justify the epithet " fallacious," but

from an economic standpoint it is, to say the least

of it, unsound, since the cost of all schemes of this

nature, especially when entry into them is a matter of

choice on tlie part of the manufacturer, falls upon
the people as a whole and not upon any particular

section of them. Motor cycles are a commodity the

value of which bears a definite relationship to that

of other commodities, and an amount of money spent

upon developing the practice of motor cycling must
therefore influence all other commodities.

The T.T. as a Teacher.
Again, supposing that, a manufacturer elects to sup-

port the race, and sets aside a certain appropriation

for this purpose, such appropriation either comes out

of his profits and is expended upon the T.T. as upon
any other kind of investment, or else it has to be
spread over all the machines which he turns out, so

that any possible loss is recouped directly. In this

case it is obvious that a firm of motor cycle makers
which never went in for any competition work of any
kind ought to be able to sell its productions at a less

cost than its rival which year after year went bald-

headed for the T,T. Everybody, however, knows that

this state of affairs does not exist, and it is therefore

quite clear that if there are disadvantages there must
Ibe rebutting advantages. And so indeed there are.

iFirst of all there is the very large volume of informa-
jtion which is obtained, and which renders 'the Isle of

!Man an extraordinarily efficient research laboratory.
Secondly, there is the important advertisement, not
necessarily for the manufacturers of the winning
machine, but for the whole n.otor cycling movement.

This is where our friend the potterer comes in. He
derives a distinct benefit from the T.T., no matter

what kind of machine he rides, because the T.T. tends

to expand the motor cycling movement and to increase

the number of motor cyclists and the number of

machines turne'd out, and it is only by such expansion

that he can ever hope to obtain better and cheaper

machines.

Benefits for the Winner—and the Rest.

Even if one single firm won the race year after year

and the others never had a " look in," the above
economic conditions are by no means vitiated, or

indeed altered in the least, for so strong an advertise-

ment for this lucky firm must necessarily and inevitably

be a gigantic inducement to the less fortunate firms

to obtain a similar advantage by other means. Whether
the T.T. is won by luck or by merit makes not the

slightest difference. So long as one firm gets a lead

on the others, even though it may be temporary only,

the rest must strive to show that they have as much,
or more, merit, though they may have less luck.

Hence they must, infallibly, endeavour to increase their

merit in the eyes of the buying public, and this they

can do only by developing and improving their designs

in what the public is pleased to consider the desired

direction.

I do not think it is necessary to continue this part

of the argument because enough has been said to show
that any form of competition which makes one a

winner and another a loser must have a vitalising

influence. Such being the case, I am myself strongly

in favour of carrying them on— I had nearly said at

all costs.

The Waste of Time,

The argument enlarged above, being.r on an
economical basis, postulates a certain economic uni-

formity in conditions which, I would be the last to

pretend, we are enjoying at the present time, and I am
not at all surprised to find many persons who in the

past have been all for the Isle of Man Race, Scottish

Trials, and so forth, now opposing the holding of any
competitions on the grounds that these things involve

~

an interference with the ordinary routine of produc-

tion, and an expenditure of time on the part of motor
cycle manufacturers which could be more effectively

devoted to other and possibly more important matters.

This is, of course, a mere accident arising out of the

war, and in normal times would be very rarely

advanced as a serious objection. As far as I can see

this argument holds no water at all. If the T.T. is

justified in normal times it is even more justified at the

present time when organisation for large production

has scarcely had a chance to get " run in." Having
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Tho T.T., the Trade and the User.—

made little or no practice-tested progress in tlie last

four and a half years, there is all the more need to

push forward development at the highest possible rate

and to compress the maximum amount of experimenta-
tion into the shortest possible time. Now no private

experimental work can ever be so searching or so com-
plete as. a public speed competition. One may easily-

satisfy oneself . about the excellence of one's own
design, but it is quite, another thing to satisfy Mr. J.

R. Nesbit that one is legitimately " First past the

post." Long may that excellent sportsman live to dis-

charge his judicial functions

!

But tlfere is another important point. Either a

manufacturer enters a, completely new design for the

race, or else he goes in with a specially tuned up and
very slightly altered " standard '-model such as he is

in the habit of selling in fair numbers to his customers.

In the former case the amount of time he has got to

devote to the T.T. is a mere trifle compared to the

total time he oiighl to devote to necessary experiments

and tests. In the latter case, to get a motor cycle

ready, if it is really to be what it claims to be, will

take up very little time indeed.

But in any case, if his works cannot spare a manag-

ing director, the designer and a tester or two for a

week or ten days, he can reckon that his organisation

is so bad that he is bound to go " broke " anyhow,

and a holiday in the Isle of Man will at least put him

in good fettle to face a meeting of creditors.

Startling Deparlures.

I assume for the purpose of the above argument

that when a startling departure from previous prac-

tice is made the object is primarily to try out a design

which it is hoped to standardise for the following

season rather than merely to win with a freak. It

is a fortunate and a significant fart that freaks never

do win the T.T., and rarely anything else; so that

the title of " Tourist

Trophy " is still not

a misnomer. If a

maker ' produces a

freak merely for the

.race, having no in- -

tention of utilising

the design after-

wards, he is clearly

a luhatisc, for, how-

e V e r outre the

machine may be,

the mere fact that

it won will give rise

to a demand which

it is, or ought to be,

his pleasure to

s a t i s f ^f'. If the

machine doesnt win

it merely shows that

the freak merchant
is a fool, because

he could have got

more reclame bv

losing the race on
something l"ss

freakish. This is

where the value of

bS
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A cheerful owner and passenger on a

Norton " Big Four." In spite of

protests occasionally fieard against

pillion riding, this form ofpassenger

carrying is still popular.

the T.T. shows itself so admirably. It encourages
progress on reasonable lines, it is intolerant of

stagnation, it severely punishes _ retrogression, and.

it puts a crown of glory on the combination of

brilliance and reason in originality. For myself,

there is only one way in which I think that the race

could be improved. I would like to see a special

class, .which could run in both Junior and Senior

events, reserved for machines guaranteed by the manu-
facturers and tested and certified by the officials to

be absolutely standard in all respects as offered to the

public in the ordinary way of business. To -measure

and inspect them w-ould not be at all' difficult, and
they could be allowed to run either complete \yith all

touring equipment or at the discretion of ' the race

organisers ; they could be stripped in the usualmanner.
My opinion is that this scheme would add consider-'

able interest to the event, and that manufacturers
would learn a great deal from it. They would not

be expected to win, but they could at least show that

their ordinary machine \yas capable of standing up.

to a bucketing,^ and the mere fact of. their entering a

perfectly standard -model, free of all reinforcements

and special gadgets, would shovv that they were not

lacking in confidence in their own products.

Minor Advantages of the T.T. Races.
As to the other advantages of the Tourist Trophy,

these are many and various. It is, to start with, a

magnificent spectacle, well worth a journey twice

as far. It is a form cf combining- business with
pleasure for the manufacturer, which has everything
in its favour, especially in that it brings friends into •

rivalry and makes rivals friends. As a health resort,-!,

the Isle of Man at T.T. time is ideal, and the race

makes it a stimulant to enterprise as well as a stimu-

lant to lungs or digestion. It gives the' industry

in general a " guid conceit" of itself, and sends it

back to smoky Birmingham and relaxing Coventry
with a better grip

on things and a

determination to get i

on with the job.

.

Of course, it costs

'

money-^but then all

experience is costly,,

and experience'
gained in the.I.Q.M.
costs less than - the

failures of inexperi-

ence for which some-
times the public pay
highly. In the Isle

of Man the
_ maker

comes directly in

touch with the fail-

ings of, others' de-

signs as well as his

own, and they warn
him where to be
careful in future.

Finally, it is a

veritable picnic for

the people who write

ibout it. Lots of

hard work, but lots

of interest

!
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MR. C. K. SHEPHERD, of Birming-
'ham, has evidently expended a

great deal of thought upon the flat

twin two-stroke, of which a vertical sec-

tion is shown in fig. 1. The cranks are

set at 180°, so that both cylinders fire

simultaneously, and, as the pistons move
inwards, they compress a charge of gas

already admitted into the crank case by
a rotary valve. This valve is located

vertically above the crank case, and is

operated by worm gearing, the driving

member consisting of teeth machined on
the disc of the central crank web ,- dogs
in an extension of the valve sleeve are

utilised to drive the magneto. Many of

the minor details of the engine are inter-

esting. Each cylinder is integral with
half of the crank case. The details of

the crank.shaft compression caps, and for

taking thrust and wear of the rotary

valve, deserve attention. The transfer

a
i

S) ® y

passage is unconventional, and the inset

drawing indicates how the cylinder wall

is ribbed within the passage to steady the
piston rings. Fig. la indicates how the
contour of the cylinder head co-operates
with the deflector on the piston in

scavenging out the exhaust. The rotary
valve and its gearing are wholly enclosed

in the crank case, and the exhaust stubs
form the lower means of attachment to

the frame.
This patent is only one of many inven-

tions concerning flat twin two strokes

which have been brought to my knowledge
recently. Designers of such engines appear
to be more unanimous now as regards
simultaneous firing, which show's they ap-
preciate that mechanical balance is more
important than splitting up the intervals

of tiring impulses.

Eliminating the Connecting Rod.

Capt. R. A. Yearsley (fig. 2) eliminates
the usual connecting rod by using a tnink
piston with a crosshead at its lower end :

a block sliding on the crosshead provides
a bearing for the crank pin. JIany appli-

cations of this principle are practicable,

and some of them are, of course, already
patented ; the inventor's claim is an

Fig. 1.—Part
section and part

elevation of C.

K. Shepherd's

flat twin two-

stroke. For the

sake of clearness

the rotary valve

IS shown in fully

open position,

and one of the

pistons at the

bottom of the

stroke (Inset)

Part cross sec-

tion of one of

the cylinders.

No. 15,205.
26/6/14.

arrangement under which a second piston
may be fitted inside the trunk of the
first piston. The following advantages
are claimed :

1. Owing to the absence of gudgeon
pin bosses, the interior of the piston can
be machined, or the piston may even be
formed of light steel tube.

2. Tlie crankshaft can be mouiited
close up to the cylinder, and the overall

height of the engine reduced.

Fig. 1a.—C. K. Shepherd's flat twin engine. Partly sectional plan view with magneto

removed.

Fig. 2.—R. A. Yearsley s arrangement of

opposed pistons and sliding big end device.

No. 124,229. 22/11/17.

3. The thrust is taken " end on " by
the trunk of the piston, and side strain

is recjuced.

As some readers may not be familiar

with the crosshead and sliding crank pin

bearing, this principle is illustrated in

pei'spective. Fig. 2a shows the main
piston and its connection to the crank pin
in a series of diagrams, and how a second
piston may be mounted inside the first

piston, and coupled to a pair of narrow
subsidiary crank pins {on the same crank-
shaft) by similar crossheads and sliding

blocks. The basic principle is obviously
applicable either to two-strokes or four-

strokes, and to engines with horizontally

opposed cylinders or of the "line ahead "

type. The inner piston may be sta-

tionary, in which case the space between
the two heads would serve as a compres-
sion chamber, the explosion occurring
between crown of the top piston and the

cylinder head : or the inner piston may
^be a working piston; or, again, the inner

piston may be utilised to control the valve

ports.

A Fonr-speed Gear.

The four-speed gear shown in fig. 3 is

the invention of Messrs. Bagley and Bran-
som, who also protect modifications of a
similar principle providing either two or

three ratios. It forms rather a wide gear

box, but this point is of no real import-
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Fig. 2a.—R. A. Yearsley's pistons and cranlcs in perspective

No. 124,229. 22/11/17

ancg, as the drive is always taken from
a sprock^et or pulley attached to the left-

hand pinion on the main or upper shaft.

The strong points of the design are that

the gears are always in mesh, and all

gear changes are eifected by sliding the

broad gear X : moreover, in any change,
only one set of dogs is engaging -or dis-

engaging at a time. The various ratios

are obtained as follows :

Top (direct) via X (moved to the left)

and A. 2nd, via X (moved to the right),

B, C, and A. 3rd, via X (moved further

to the right), D, E, F, C, and A. 4th,

via X (moved still further to the right),

B, G, D, E, F, C, and A.
Note that the gear X is broad enough

to engage with B in all its positions, and
that the two dog clutches, H and J, on
the layshaft are connected to the gear X,
and always move with it. A suitable

kick starter is included in the patent.

little imagination is re-

quired to see that a

kick-starter which waves
its pedal without invita-

tion is a sad nuisance.
The salient features of

the Veloce safeguard are
the shoulder A on a
rotatable disc which
interacts with the rollers

of the free-wheel, and
the fixed shoulder B in

the stationary cover of

the starter.

Springing the Rear Wheel.

Many designers of

spring rear frames for

motor cycles have puzzled
over the problem of

springing the rear wheel
in such a fashion that

its dips and rises do not
affect the tension of the
rear chain. The accom-
panying drawing (fig. 6)

,
shows a solution pro-

pounded by the Coventry
Acme Motor Co. and

Mr, W. ,1. Robb- The system embodies
a three-step drive : a countershaft fitted

behind the gear box forms the hinge on

Fig. 4.-P. J.

Goodman and
Veloce, Ltd. Kick-

starter. No.124,339.

15/6/18.

A Kick-starting Device.

Messrs Veloce, Ltd. (fig. 4), in conjunc-
tion with Mr. P. J. Goodman, have de-
vised a kick-starter, which appears to be
simple, well protected, and reliable. It

incorporates a free-wheel, which has often
proved unsatisfactory on such devices in

the past, as ordinary free-wheels occasion-
ally convert themselves into fixed wheels :

Fig. 5.—Gjventry Acme Motor Co., Ltd., and W. Robb, patent spring trame.

No. 124.094. 25/4/18.

Fig. 3.- -Bagley and Branson's variable speed gear.

in/4/18.

which the radius rods, carrying the back
wheel, are hinged. The other details are
self-explanatory, though two minor points
deserve attention One is that this firm
avoids the commo.a blunder of making
two chains share a single adjuster; the
.gear box is horizontally adjustable on an

L shaped bracket, and
this bracket is vertically

adjustable on the crank
case, thereby affording
independent tension for
the chain' from the gear
box to. the countershaft.
The other feature is that
since no gear reduction
is necessary in the rear
chain, a neat and com-
pact chain case is prac-
ticable. The springs and
radius rods come outside
the rigid rear triangle
of the frame, and their
freedom of upward
movement is limited only
by the stiffness of the
springs and not by ex-
ternal considerations.

A HOME-MADE SIDECARS
LUGGAGE CARRIER.

THE sidecar luggage carrier,, shown in. i

the accompanying sketch, can be -

easily made at home.! Two pieces of

wood about 2ft. 6in. ' long are bolted to
two shorter pieces about 12in. long, de-

pending on the distance between the two
parallel tubes of the sidecar chassis. On
this wooden extension of the chassis are
screwed wood cross pieces to make the

No. 124,602.

A suggestion for a home-made grid.

platform for the luggage. It is an ad-
vantage to cut slots in the two outei
pieces of wood forming the platform,
through which straps to hold on tha

age can be threaded.
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Wee
BIRMINGHAM TO BUILTH

Some Delights of (he Road
into Wales.

BIRMINGHAM is fortunate in being situated within

such easy reach of the most delightful kinds of

country ; whether it be to Central Wales, on the

one hand, or the great Midland regions on- the other

;

while, of course, the Shakespeare country—that region
which is the real true England—lies at its very door.

But I iTave no space for a disquisition at length

upon these advantages; and will set forth at once
upon this selected short trip to the gates of Wales.
The tourist can do it comfortably in a day. You should

start from Birmingham with pleasant anticipations,

for the way out of the city is by Paradise Street and
Easy Row ; and if this does not quite look the

paradise it is named, at any rate, the name, with that

of Easy Row itself, is of favourable augury. I am
not out to describe the Hagley Road, nor Beech Lanes,

nor Quinton, and the little town of Halesowen does

not, in fact, greatly appeal to me, even though the poet

Shenstone lies in the churchyard; for he was the

melancholy versifier who wrote believing that the

mercenary welcome of hotels was the warmest recep-

tion the traveller was ever

likely to meet:
" Whoe'er has travelled

life's dull round,
Where'er his stages may
have been

;

May sigh to think how
oft he found

The warmest welcome
—at an inn."

I think perhaps Shen-

stone painted uncon-
sciously a portrait of

himself there. I picture

a desolating, crabbed
sort of person, who, when
his friends perceived him
approach, exclaiined,

"D—n! Here's that

perisher again"; or

eighteenth century lan-

guage equivaient.

And so we proceed
to Kidderminster, not, I

The picturesque old bridge spanning the river Teme at Ludlow.

think, for Kidderminster's own sweet sake, but for

Wribbenhall, where w-e cross the Severn at a pic-

turesque spot, and come into Bewdley. All around
spreads the so-called " Forest " of Wyre, a region of

scrub-woods rather than of stately trees : a district

which those who originally named Bewdley considered

to be exceptionally beautiful ; for the present name is

a corruption of the French "Beau lieu." So our

remote forbears had an appreciation of scenery ; for

not only Bewdley, but Beaulieu in Hampshire ; Beau-
desert, Staffordshire; Beaumaris, Anglesey; and
Boscobel, Shropshire are named from the same love

of their situation.

Bewdley town will strike a Birmingham man as a
"has been" among towns. Its broad, empty street,

with the parish church at the top of the rise, is empty
enough as a rule to echo to the sound of the passing

motor cyclist ; and to afford a quiet spot in which a

sleepy dog may go to sleep on -a- sunny afternoon. I

daresay there may .be busy times. at Bewdley—oiily

never have I happened upon them ; and the stately

old mansions seem to me
— full of memories and

ghosts.
'

It is a long, long con-

tinuous rise out of Bewd-
ley, up Gallow Hill ; and
even then you have by no
means done with it,

whichever way you elect

to proceed to Ludlow,,
whitlier we are now
bound. At the road
fork, you keep right for

the way by Cleobury
Mortimer, and left for

that through Mamble and
Tenbury. To the right

is the shorter route by

4% miles, but you have
to go down and then up ;

very much up, past the

village of Cleobury Mor-
timer, climbing to

C3

The Narrows and Buttercross, Ludlow.
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Day Trips and Week-ends.—
Hopton Bank, which is verj' near the highest point of

Titterstone Clee, that vast stony hill of basalt from
which is quarried the " dhu stone " so largely used
for " macadamising " roads. Plentiful evidences of

that industry are seen on that stark and grim hill-top,

as you pass. It is not a lovely spot. But you get it

all back in the glorious run down Angel Bank, which
brings you within two miles of Ludlow.
As for the other way (which I prefer), you must

needs go over the crest of that other considerable

eminence, Clowes Top, down to Mamble. Having
done so, the pretty valley of the River Teme is reached,

where the hop gardens are, and Tenbury on the other

side of the river, looking at a distance much more
beautiful than it really is. I could write something
eloquent on places that look at a remove more lovely

than they are, but I refrain.

Anyway, we don't go into Tenbury, arid so run no
risk of disappointment. Away on the left, the church

tower of Burford is soon seen: a lovely little churclT,

with the monument and heart-

shrine of Edmund Cornwall, who,
dying at Cologne in the reign of

Henry VI., wished his heart sent

to England. Here is also the

monumental effigy of the Princess

Elizabeth, sister of Henry IV.

Passing Little Hereford, which is

so little that it is scarce to be
noticed, and then Wooferton
Junction, you reach Ludlow in a

further four miles.

You come into Ludlow over

the Teme, at Ludford ; that tiny

village with the old manor-house
of the Charltons, the pretty old

parish church with its red-robed
effigy of Sir Job Charlton, Judge and sometime Speaker
of the Houscof Commons, and the " Charlton Arms."
Halt awhile on Ludford 's ancient bridge and look up
and down the river, with its foaming weirs.

The Marches of Wales.
Ludlow town lies displayed before you : the approach

up Broadgate, with the old arch and .gateway, sur-

viving from the days when Ludlow, as well as its great
castle, was provided with fortress walls; and, cresting

the highest' point in the town, the great church of St.

Lawrence, of almost a cathedral dignity.

Under the archway, and up the Broad Street 'to the
Buttercross, and you are in the centre of Ludlow,
at the extremely cramped centre aptly called " The
Narrows." The Buttercross, as seen by the accom-
panying illustration, is not a cross but an eighteenth
century market building. Most of the streets just

here are, more exactly, alleys. It is by an alley you
come to the church, well worth a visit, with its noble
choir, rich ancient stained-glass, and the quaint carv-
ings of its miserere seats : one of them representing,

with much humour, a man drawing beer from a cask.

Ludlow, of course, was of old the seat of govern-
ment of the Marches, or borderlands, of Wales.
Hence its stately aspect : hence also the old "Feathers"
inn, in Corve Street. The castle, in ruins, stands on
its wooded height at Dinham, overlooking the Teme,
C4

Dyserth, a village in name only, now consisting

simply of a church and a solitary house.

rather secluded from the streets, and silent, save for

the cawing rooks, making gobbling and choking noises

up in the branches of the tall wych-elms.

Dames of the Civil War.

Down Corve Street and to the left, for Brdmfield,

and thence along pleasant byways to the quaint village

of Leintwardine (" Lantardine " locally), on the River

Clun. Less than three miles beyond it is -Brampton

Bryan. I confess greatly to liking the name of the

place. It sounds forceful : try it ! And at least one

forceful person lived there, at a comparatively late

period. A lady, too ; the famous Lady Brilliana

Harley : one of those remarkable combatant dames
who, in the Civil War between Charles I. and his

Parliament, defended on one side or the other their

absent husbands' castles better perhaps than could

have been done had they been at home. She for a

long while withstood a siege of Brampton Bryan castle,

but had at last to surrender to the Royalists. The ivy-

clad ruins remain in the park, readily accessible

from the road.

At Knighton, some five miles

on, we enter Radnorshire. It is

a little town, of some amazingly

steep streets; the "Norton Arms "

Hotel, where anglers and golfers

foregather; and the remains of

Offa's Dyke on the hillside.' If

you have a mind for quaint places

and ruined castles, Clun, worth

seeing, is seven miles to the right.

But straight ahead for Builth, by
the grand and good ^mountain
road past Monachty, Bleddfa,

Llanvihangel - rhyd - Ithon, and

Penybont. At Cross Gates, a left

turn leads past Llanbadarn Fawr,

into Llandrindod Wells, at this season of the year

coming into its own, as the chief health, golfing, and
motoring place of Central Wales. ~

Really "and truly,- the typical Welsh villages are not

beautiful. But Llandrindod long, since ceased -to be

a village, and what there was of the little old-time

place has vanished in the growth and rebuilding of

the present town. There is scenery even in the very

midst of Llandrindod ; in the Rock Park, and at the

craggv spot on the River Ithon called "Lover's Leap";
while all around are the mountains and the tiny villages.

There, for example, is Dyserth, so tiny indeed that

it is not even a village. Just a church and a house

;

and there are many others, which the explorer with

a day or two to spare will discover for himself. And,
high above the town, past the hillside lake and the

old church, which is the only ancient thing in Llan-

drindod, are the golf links.

Not quite eight miles beyond the town, we reach the

smaller and older town of Builth, which stands at a

junction of roads vvhence you branch off for anywhere.

But, probably, having reached that dull little place,

you will feel inclined to return those eight miles to

the brightness and cheerfulness of Llandrindod, to

stay the niglit.

The chief distances are : Birmingham to Kidder-

minster, 17 miles; Bewdley, 20; Ludlow, A?>}i >

Knighton, 60; Llandrindod Wells, 78^^ ; Builth, 85^.
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A TWO DAYS' JAUNT TO
THE

LAKES.
A Sentimental Journey on

Sporting Mounts.

WE planned it many
moons ago : in the
dim days of Arma-
geddon, when four

thousand miles separated us.

It was to be the celebration
of our reunion ; a dash to the
Lakes

!

I was surprised one evening
by a visitor who drifted into
the garage familiarly, and I

turned, doubting. There,
bronzed by the sun of the
East, he stood—rJdhn !

What about a 'bus? What
about thg- Lakes? What about
it—generally?
Despite the shortage, we

hoped. The local paper built
our hope: "1913 T.T.
Triumph," etc. We .rushed, we viewed, we bartered, and
bought it

!

"When? Whitsuntide! Where from? Leeds."
"How long? Two days! ..."
We started over the old familiar Otley Road. What a

gay morning! On the moors by Claphani and the rising
height of Ingleborough the Triumph burbled alongside.

I ve been longmg for these cool grey-greens of the Pen-
nmes after India's eternal glare," called my companion.
•^J^rom Kendal to Windermere we took " the main road
thi'ough Stayeley, and found it infested with motor chars-a-
bancs : positive dangers on these narrow lanes.
Through Bowness we had quieter paths,

photographed the inevitable Newby Bridge,
then to Coniston, where I, perforce, did
lurid cornering to catch and warn my friend
of a sorrowfully remembered gate on a
twisting hill. After gaining the lead I was"
"ponking" slowly upwards in a manner
delightfully peculiar to my long-stroke
Norton, with its Phillipson pulley, I heard
a "blacksmith's song" from behind, and
the call, " Either go on or let me !

" I
drew aside, and the Triumph accelerated :

my warning was vain : he found the gate

!

Newby Bridge, on the borders of Lancashire.

We cooled our ardour in a stream, then trickled side by
side sedately via Grasmere into Ambleside.
" Shall we stay the night here? " I called.

Attractions on the side walk not peculiar to this district

decided us.

We stayed !

• The lake and mountains shimmered in the haze of the

evening sun, but the idyllic calm was shattered by
_
the

brazen music of a travelling show, a repertoire of one item

being repeated continuously from seven till eleven I

However, Ambleside had' its compensations, and the morn-

ing found us with light hearts. Rain had fallen, and
mist rested on the hills

when we left Ambleside
- , .at 8.35. Passing Winder-

mere and Bowness, we
dashed at the two-mile

climb to Crook, and at

full throttle thundered
up side by side, the ex-

hausts blending at times

in a single harmonic note

delightful to hear.

With the clock on nine

we entered Kendal, and
thereafter, sacrificing
average speed for com-

fort, we toured down to

Leeds in time for lunch.

Whabfedale.

(I) The road approaching Giniston Old Man. (2) The Hawkshead Ferrv. Windermere.

(3) Windermere, from Storr's Hall.

Ct
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ISlmes to TLlgbt TLamps.
Summer Time.

July 17th 9.38 p.m.

„ 19th ... ... 9.36 „
„ 21st 9.33 „
„ 23rd 9.30 „

Crippled Children's Outing.

A hundred and forty-five sidecars, runa-
bouts, and cars recently conveyed 500
crippled children from Manchester to

Sabley Park, Knutsford.

Scottish Six Days.

The ascent of Applecross is much
better than in 1914, owing to the fact

that the large tufts of grass, which so
deadened the effect of the engine, have
been removed. The competitors will en-

counter many stretches where the roads
have been cut up by tractors hauling
timber. These patches are almost impos-
sible for the solo rider, and necessitate

.

miles of low gear work, possibly with a

toss or so into the ditch.

A High Average Speed.

An instance in which the speed and
reliability of the motor cycle, in the hands
of an expert, was employed in the service
of the illustrated press is recorded in

connection with the rapid publication of

the Versailles Treaty photographs by a
Scottish paper.
The plates were brought from Paris to

London by aeroplane, and then carried
to Glasgow by A. J. Sproston on a Lea-
Francis. The journey was made with
only two replenishment stops, and his

average speed is reported to have exceeded
40 ni.p.h.

Imports and Exports.

The Board of Trade returns for June
show that motor cycles and parts to the
value of £5,316 were imported during the
month. For the most part, this repre-
sented parts and accessories, the value
of the complete machines l)eing only £365.
The value of machines, parts, and acces-
sories imported during June last year was
£109.

EXPOKTS.
Fewer motor cycles were exported

during June than was the case in the
corresponding month in either 1917 or
1918. The 1917 June returns show that
50% more machines were sent overseas,
although export values remain pretty
much the same as this year.

1917 1918 1919
Number of machines 1,088 1,037 678
Motor cycles, parts
and accessories .. £80;957 £92,759 X79,070

C8

Stolen Machines.

The theft of motor cycles is now so

prevalent that we are becoming quite

accustomed to a weekly batch of com-
plaints. The following have been re-

ported during the last few days :

B.S.A., 4^ h.p., chain-cum-belt, 1919
model, registered number AW 4605, engine
No. 28,606, frame No. 28,587, Dunlop
non-skids, P. and H. lamps, oil filler cap
of gear box missing. Information wanted
by the Superintendent, Salop County
Police, Shrewsbury.
Triumph, 1919, 4 h.p. solo, registration

PA 3923, engine No. 62,313, frame No.
289,839, magneto No. 32,557. Was stolen

from a closed yard at the Royal School
of Mines, South Kensington. Information
to the Editor.

B.S.A., 4j h.p., type K, registration

BY 3851, engine No. 30,021, frame No.
30,393, with sidecar. £10 reward offered

by Premier Motor Policies, Ltd., New
Broad Street, E.C.2.
A 5 h.p. three-speed, ,chain-driven

A.J.S. and sidecar, 1919 model, regis-

tered DA 3416, but no engine number,
was stolen from Wolverhampton on July
2nd. Mr. 'Stevens, the owner, offers £10
for information leading to its recovery.
The engine has - extra long cylinder
barrels and valve stems ; the machine has
a, celluloid folding screen, Dunlop tyres,
and Lucas dynamo lighting set.

A 1914 clutch model Douglas was
stolen from the Royal Aircraft establish-
ment, South Famborough, recently. The
registration number was. AA 5827, engine
No. 15,690. Any reader ^offered the
machine should communicate with the
police or the owner, Mr. W. Hopgood,
High Street, Hartley Wintney, Hants.

This unwelcome interest in the unfor-
tunate owners' machines should act as a
warning to all uninsured riders to cover
themselves fully against similar losses.

A challenge cup

presented by the

B.S.A. Co., Ltd., as

the premier award in

the Redditch and

District Motor Cycle

Club Reliability Trial,

an event which takes

place on Aug. 23rd.

Special 'yaatures.

THE T.T., THE TRADE, AND THE
USER.

DAY TRIPS AND WEEK ENDS.

Government Sales at Birmingham.
Surplus W.D. machines have brought

in as high prices when sold in the heart
of the trade as elsewhere. The sale of

used and unused motor cycles at Bir-

mingham, on the 8th inst., was attended
by some two thousand persons, and as

the machines were sold singly the bidding
was keen. The sale realised, a total

of £8,250. - Unused Douglas 2| h.p.

machines averaged £71 each, and ac-

counted for £3,350 of the total ; while
" unfit " Triumphs averaged £21 each.

Edinburgh and District M.C.

The following are the results of the
open hill-climb at Redstone Rigg :

Class 1.

—

Handicap for Lightweights with
Engines not exceeding 400 c.c.

Time,
Sees.

1. A. H. Alexander (2J Douglas) . 41

2. C. R. Duncan (2} Douglas) ... 46.2 .

3. A. L. Downie (2J A.J.S.) 43

Class 2.

—

Handicap for Machines with Engines
FROM 401 c.c. TO 600 c.c.

1. A. J. C. Lindsay (3J Rover) . . 39.8
2. Jas. Beck (U Sunbeam) 46.2
3. G. L. Stark (3i Rudge) 60

Class 3.

—

-Handicap for Machines,
Engines.

Figure
of Merit.
2.8893
2.8320
2,8019

.. 2.8432

.. 2.7774

. . 2.7168

Unlimited

, r J. R. Alexander (2J Douglas) 44.8

l A. J. C. Lindsay (3i Rover) . 39.8
2.3451
2.8451
2.7690Geo. Grinton (7-9 H.-Davidson) 37

Class 4.^Handicap f6r Passenger Machines up
TO 1,100 c.c.

1. A. T. Br.ash (7-9 H,-Davidson) 44.6 .. 2.8279

2. A. U. R. Downie (5-6 Ariel) , . 47.8 .. 2.8006

3. Geo. Grinton (7-9 H.-Davidson) 45.4 .. 2.7754

Class 5.

—

Handicap for Private Owners.
1. A. L. Downie (2J A.J.S.) 42.4 .. 2.8099

2. C. R. Duncan (2J Douglas) .. . 48.4 .. 2.8068

3. Jas. Beck (3i Sunbeam) ....... 46.4 .. 2.7729

Class 6.

—

Handicap for Riders under 18 Years
OF Age.

1. Allan Fairley (2i Douglas) ... 50. 4 .. —
2. T. R. Bonnar (SJ Triumph) ... 62 .2 . . —
Class 7,

—

Scratch for Lightweights with Engines
not exceeding 400. c.c.

1. .\. IL Alexander (3J Douglas) .30 . . —
2. A. L. Downie {2^ A.J.S.) 44 . . —
3. C. R. Duncan (2J Douglas) .. . 48.4 .. —
Class S.—Scratch for Machines with Engines

FROM 400 c.c. TO 600 c.c.

1. A. J. C. Lindsay (3.1 Rover). . . 40.4
2. W. R. Fenwick (4 Triumph) . . 45.4
3. Jas. Beck (3* Sunbeam) 45.8

Class 9.

—

Scratch (Unlimited)
1. A. H. Alexander (7 Indian) ... 33

2. R. Boyack (8 Bat) -. 35.2

3. A. T. Brash (7-9 H.-Davidson) 38.2

Class 10.~Scratch for Passenger Machines up
to 1,100 c.c.

1. A. H. Alexander (7 Indian) .. . 39.8 .. —
2. A. T. Brash (7-9 H.-Davidson) 44.2 . . —
3. Geo. Grinton (7-}) H.-Davidson) 44.4 .. —
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The Motor Cycle to the Fore. .

When B34 landed at Mineolaj Maj.
Pritchard was the first to reach the
ground to give instructions to the landing
party. He was taken to headquarters in

a motor cycle and sidecar.

Prize Draw for Motor Cycle.

A grand prize draw is being organised
in aid of the Eavensthorpe Division of

the St. John Ambulance Brigade, the sole

prize being a 2^ h.p. Metro-Tyler motor
cycle. The lion. sec. is Mr. W. Ledgard,
42, Broomer Street, Eavensthorpe, Dews-
bury, Yorks.

Paris-Bheims-Paris Trial.

The following are the results of the
recent Paris-Eheims-Paris trial, which are
based on time errors at a secret check :

Solo.—350 c.c. Class.
1. Colombel ODouglas), lull marks.
2, Favart (Douglae), lost 19 marks.

Solo.—500 c.c. Class.
1. Meuiot (P. and M.), full marks,
n fBarthelemy (Rover), full marks.

lEuet (Ro-ver), full marks.

. . Solo.—750 c.c. Class.
1. Delabre (Rover), fuU marks.
2. Isody (B.S.A.), full marks.
3. Bernard (Indian), full marks. _
4. Mangis (Douglas), lost 1 mark.
5. Martiney (Triumph), lost 2 marks.

Sidecars.—750 c.c. Class.
1. Le Pen (G.L. sc), full marks,
2. Lacour. (G.L. so.), full marks.
3. Detruche (G.L. sc), full marks.
4. DelaunS (B.S.A. sc), full marks.
5. P6an (Peugeot sc), full marks.
6. Fascia (A.j.S. sc), lost 6 marks.
7. Roger (G.L. sc), lost 9 marks.

SiDECAKS.—1,000 c.c. Class.
1. Courelli (Indian sc), full marks.

Memorial Service to Fallen Motor
Cyclists.

A memorial service in memory of those
motor cyclists who gave their lives in the
great war 1914-19 was held at St! James's,
Piccadilly, on Friday of last week. The
service was taken by the Vicar of St.

James's Church, and the short service
was followed by an address by the Rev.
E. P. GreenhiU, M.A., Temporary Chaplain
to the Forces. Among those present were
Ool. A. E. Davidson, D.S.O., one of the
vice-presidents of the Auto Cycle Union;
Mr. James Nisbet, chairman ; Major T.

j

W. Loughborough, secretary ; Major
I Dixon Spain, assistant secretary ; Messrs.

I

H. P. E. Harding, E. M. P. Boileau, and
Alec Eoss, members of the committee.
Among the congregation were numerous

\ despatch riders in uniform.

I

The Arbuthnot Trophy.

i

A fitting termination to a unique and
splendid trial was the small dinner given
by the Auto Cycle Union to the winner
of the trophy and the Motor Cycling
Club's special prize at the Eoyal Auto-
mobile Club on Friday night. There
were present Lt. E. S. S. Evans-Greaves,
E.N., the winner; Mr. A. W. Torking-
ton, a vice-chairman of the A.C.U. com-
mittee; the Rev. E. P. GreenhiU,
chairman of the A.C.U. Competitions
Committee ; Maj. T. W. Loughborough,
secretary of the A.C.U., Mr. A. V.
Ebblewhite; timekeeper; Mr. E. M. P.
Boileau, The. Motor Cycle., the originator
of the suggestion for commemorating the

fallant death of the late Rear-Admiral
y means of a trophy, representing the

Motor Cycling Club, and Mr. Selby.
,' The table was tastefully decorated, and
Jiady Scott's excellent statuette of the

Admiral was the centre piece. The pro-
ceedings were quite informal, and the
only toast was that of His Majesty tlie

King. In the course of the evening,
Lt. Evans-Greaves, the winner of the.

trophy, said he would like to present two
small cups, one to Lt. H. T. Back, who
came in second, and one to Sub-Lt.
Everett, who performed so well in the
consistent driving test. The latter was a
real novice, and the Triumph he rode was
his first mount. This was very keenly
appreciated by the A.C.U. An excellent
suggestion was made that in subsequent
years the winners of previous Arbuthnot
Trophy Trials should be invited to the
dinner, which would Ije an annual affair.-

Official Results of Midland C. and A.C.
Motor Cycle "Long Day" Trial.

Chief Award eor Best Performance of the
Day (M.C. and A.C. Trophy).—H. B. Denley (3
Morgan), flexibility figure of merit 2.78.
Award for Best Passenger Performance

(Jordison Trophy and gold medal).—H. B. Denley
(8 Morgan).
Gold Medals in Passenger Class.—F. W.

Giles (6 A.J.S. ), 102 marks; J. Stevens (6 A.J.S.),
102 marks: L- Nevvey {4i/i Ariel), 102 marks.
Silver Medals in Passenger Class.—D. S.

Heather (414 B.S.A.). 92 marks; F. Smith (8
Clyno), 95 marks r J. E. Greenwood (8 Sunbeam),
92 marks; F. J. Watson (3'A Ariel), 90 marks; J.
L. Stocks (6-7 Ariel), 92 marks.
Award for Best Solo Performance over 350

CO. (Trader Trophy and gold medal).—G. E.
Stobart (414 James), flexibility figure of merit
1.38.
Gold Medals in Heavy Solo Class.—L. L.

Sealey (4i/4 B.S.A.), 102 marks; G. A. Strange
(5-6 James), 102 marks; H. J. Stretton-Ward (4
Triumph), 100 marks.
Silver Medals in Heavy Solo Class.—A. J.

Dewier (3V:> Sunbeam), 95 marks; J. A. Watson
Bourne (4 Blackburne), 90 mai-ks; G. Dance (3Vj
Sunbeam), 98 marks; J. Dudley (3Vi Sunbeam),
97 marks; H. Mintou (4 Norton), 92 marks; J.
A. Newman (S'A Sunbeam), 92 marks; T. Peck (3i/'

Ariel), 92 marks.
Chief Award for Best Solo Performance.

350 c.c. and under (CiV. Bowl and gold medal).—
E. Williams {2^^ A.J.S.), flexibility figure of merit
2.429.
Silver Medals in Lightweight Class.—H.

Newey (2l/[ Levis), 90 marks; A. H. Johnson (2^4
Allon), 90 marks; W. B. Gibb (2% Douglas), 92
marks.
Winner of Special Prize for Lightweights

OF 275 c.c. OR UNDER.-H. Newey (2^4 Levis), 90
marks.
Winner of Special Prize fob Private

Owner.—H. B. Denley (8 Morgan), 102 marks.
WiNNEir OF Special Prize for Best Club Per-

formance.—T. Peck (3y> Ariel), 92 marks.

Sheffield Trial.

The Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
are holding a trial next Saturday for the
Stacey Cup over a course including
Sutton Bank. Secret checks have been
eliminated, and awards will be made on
a system of marking designed to find the
best performance entirely on merit and
efficiency.

Ho Welcome Home Demobilised Motor
Cyclists.

A meeting of prominent Midland motor
cyclists was held last Friday evening in

Birmingham to consider the question of

organising some form of welcome home
for the many motor cyclists who had
joined the Forces. Sir William Bowater
was in the chair, supported by Messrs.
E. Humphries and G. Williams. A
strong committee was formed, with Mr.
Humphries as chairman, and Sir William
Bowater was elected president, and no
doubt a successful event will be organised.

Scottish Six Days Trial (July 21st to 26th).

Additional entries, subsequent to the
first ballot, are as under noted :

W. Deans (31/0 Ariel)
B. Alan Hill (Morgan)
W. Westwood (4 Triumph)
R. Hendry (5 Indian)
W. Strettell Miller (31,4 P. and M.)
H. Moir (3y. Sunbeam)
J. L. Stocks (6-7 Ariel sc)
L. L. Sealey (41/4 B.S.A.)
George Wray (8 Clyno sc.)

Vivian Olsson (4 Douglas)
Geo. Grinton (Harley-Davidson)
A. L. Downie (6 A.J.S.)
A. Downie (6 A.J.S.)
A. Downie (5-6 Ariel)
J. Emej-son (3 A.B.C.)
Walter Young (4 Triumph)
Jesse Baker (3^/i Scott)
Mrs. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.)

D. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.)

L. S. Fisher (3i<, Norton)
W. Hoyland (3'/.. Norton)
Capt. Hay-Will (6 A.J.S. sc.)

R. Carfrae (6 Bradbury sc.)

D. Wright (31A B.S.A.)
R. Clark (4 Douglas)
H. E. Fairley (4>4 B.S.A.)
— . Choldcroft f—^)
D. Balloch (8 Matchless sc.)
— Parsons (8 Enfield sc.)

Lt. Jamieson ( )

F. Jeynes (3^ h.p. Humber) restart.ng on Edge Hill in tlie Humbcr Co.'

staff trial last Saturday. (See page 69.)
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THE 1920 MATCHLESS.
Coil Spring Suspension, Kick-starter and Automatically Operated Exhaust Valve Lifter.

OUR last experience with a> IMatchless

sidecar outfit was in the spring of

1918, when a military model, of the
type ordered by the Russian Government,
was placed at our disposal by Messrs.
Collier and Sons, Ltd., Plumstead Road,
Woolwich. The 1920 outfit is a very
different proposition," and though it has
still a "war finish" and a sidecar body
which is not standard, it is a vastly
superior affair. It possesses three very
notable innovations—the spring frame,
the 'kick starter-operated exhaust lift, and
a single-lever carburetter, all very im-
portant features in motor cycle construe-
tion. It is the first motor cycle we have
driven since 1903 which has not had an
.exhaust lifter on the handle-bar. The
engine is , coiitroUed by the throttle

spark alone, and the exhaust valves are
raised for starting by means of a cam on
the inner side of the kick starter quad-
rant, which, on the pedal being depressed,
comes in contact with a trip on the
exhaust lifter arm, which is hinged on
a bolt at the base of the gear box. The
valves remain raised during one-third of

the quadrant's travel, the trip then slips

off the cam, and the valves are dropped
just at the correct moment. Also the
engine may be stopped by depressing the
pedal.

The 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine only departs
from standard in one special feature, and
that is the leading of an oil pipe directly
from the J.A.P. automatic oiling system
to the clutch bearing. The Claudel-
Hobson single-lever carburetter renders
the engine delightfully flexible and gives
ample power. There is an item in the
construction of the frame whicli is worthy
of mention. The saddle tube is extended
below the level of the bottom bracket
and terminates in a lug from which runs
a short stay to steady the forward chain
case, while the other side of the lug
serves to hold one of the six sidecar
connections.
As regards the springing of the frame,

this is particularly well carried out. To
explain it briefly, the sprung portion
forms practically a triangle, and, what
is most important, it includes the luggage
carrier, while the unsprung portion forms
practically a rectangle, the base form-

The spring frame Matchless fitted with 8 h.p. J.A.P. engme.

ing the chain stays, • which are hinged

at their forward ends. The rear vertical

members are hinged top and bottom,
and are braced by a tube across their

(Left) The kick-starter showing the auto-

matic exhaust valve lifting mechanism.
(Right) The clutch pedal,

top ends, the inner one of which ter-
minates in a joint for the rear diagonal
sidecar stay. Vertical coil springs take
the road shocks between the " sprung
and unsprung portions of the frame.
Every joint in the spring frame is pro-
vided with lubricators situated at con-
venient points, and the tubes are' drilled
to conduct the oil directly to the bearings.

1 i.e new IVlatch.ess sidecar is roomy

Control, as previously stated, is carried

out nifiinly by the throttle, which, with

the front brake lever, are the only two

on the handle-bar. There is a spark-

lever on the tank. The clutch is actuated

by a rocking pedal, whicli is peculiar^

to Matchless motor cycles, while the

excellent internal- expanding brake is-

oontroUed by two pedals' conveniently

place'd one on each of the two spacious

and comfortable footboards. In our
opinion, it would be Very much better

to separate these two pedals, and arrange

for the near sid^ one to withdraw the

clutch. The clutch is smooth in action

and requires no effort, and, being in-

destructible, can be freely used.

A very comfortable 175 Brooks saddle

is fitted, the forward, end of which is

linked to the top tube, while the rear

end is suspended on coil springs, the
lower ends of which are attached to the
frame.

It is almost unnecessary to say that the
~

sidecar wheel is also sprung, and that'

a coil spring- is -employed. The wheel
. is carried in -horizontal forks hinged at

. both" ends; while lubricators are supplied
to all moving -parts.

The front forks follow Messrs. Collier

and Sons' usual design, but are improved .

by the fitting of adjusting nuts for taking .

up any side -play which , may develop
through wear. •

.

A Lucas combined magneto and dynamo
is fitted, and we can say from experience
that it works excellently in its dual
capacity. We took- the machine for it^

first drive in the dark, and the lamps gave
a splendid light. The controlling switch,
however, is not very conveniently placed..

It is quite easy to reach, but is attached
to the inaide of the tank in just the posi-'

tion. where the rider's knees grip.

On the whole, however, we are im- '

mensely 'pleased with' the latest Matchless-
production, which is the result of the
labours of two practical motor cyclists.

We hope to say more about our road
experienees with this superb outfit at an
early date; but the short drive" in the
dark to which we have referred gave us
an excellent idea of its springing, flexi-

bility, and speed.
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A NOVICES' TRIAL IN THE MIDLANDS.
Successful Event organised by Motor Cycle Firm for Employees.

ON Saturday last the Humber Co., ^ . . ~ ^ , . -

Coventry, held the first of what
may be many trials organised by

large manufacturers to encourage their

workmen to become motor cyclists and

to foster goodwill between employer and
employee. Such events should have far-

reaching effects, for they bring the men,
who actually make motor cycles, into

direct touch with the conditions under
which they are developed.
We commend the excellent idea to other

large employers of labour, and such events

need not be confined to manufacturers of

motor cycles.

The organisers of the Humber trial,

three of them (Messrs. . M. Anderson, J.

P. Crundall, and S. Wright) old competi-

tion riders themselves, took into full con-

sideration the fact that the majority of

the entrants were absolute novices, hence
nothing in the nature of freak hills or

other strenuous tests were imposed.
Although the stopping and restarting test

on Edge Hill may have been considered a

trying manceuvre by some of the novices.

Sixty Competitors.

Fifty motor cycles and ten cars com-
peted, the latter driven by officials of the

company, Col. Cole, the managing direc-

tor, competing on ihe new 15.9 h.p. model
Humber. Of the fifty motor cycles thirty-

seven were of Humber make, and included

several machines of the old 3i h.p. single

two-speed type, but the majority were
all-black 3^ h.p. flat twins. , Several

other makes were included, however. We
noticed a Rejuvenated single-cylinder Rex
looking very smart in its all- black finish

and _gold lines, a 1919 3^ h.p. Sunbeam,
several Triumphs, countershaft, three-

speed hub, and single gear models, and a

3 h.p. Enfield.

The course was seventy-seven miles in

length, and included Edge, Priors Marston,

The start of the Humber staff trial on Saturday, last. Mr. Alec Ross sending away
the first of the sixty competitors.

and Newnham Hills. The start and finish

were at the Humber works, where the
officials were entertained to lunch, Sir

Arthur Whitten-Brown, one of the Atlan-
tic flight heroes, also being a guest. The
tea stop was at Newnham, to which place
the Humber band was sent in a lorry to

render musical selections on the village

green. .

^

As was to be expected, the majority of

the competitors failed, through inexperi-

ence, in the stopping and restarting test

on Edge Hill, but it was pleasing to see

the sporting spirit prevailing among both
officials and riders. Amona; the several

I"

F. Yates (32 h.p. Humber sidecar) in the stopping and restarting test.

excellent restarts we witnessed may be
mentioned Sharp, E. V. Gilliatt, and
F. C. Brown on 3^ h.p. Humbers, and C.

Horsfield on a 6 h.p. water-cooled model.
Among the sidecars F. Yates, S. G. King,
and W. H. Turner on the 3^- h.p. model,
and A. Whittaker on the 6 h.p. Humber
all did well.

Several competitors were already out
of the trial by the time they reached
Edge, but finished the course.

Irom Edge, the competitors were
taken via Warmington and Avon Dassett
to Priors Marston, where a surprise hill

had been included to test the com-
petitors' skill in gear-changing; but the
great majority performed quite creditably.

A further nine miles brought them to
Newnham for 1^ hours interval.

The thirty-mfle run to the finishing
point commenced with the ascent of

Newnham Hill, which most of the solo

competitors climbed steadily on middle
gear. The riders' of older type of single

gear machines were among the excep-
tions, although F. W. Baker, on the
modern three-speeder, made a good ascent
on his top gear. A. H. Bagley, on a
1912 two-speed single-cylinder Humber,
also made a good climb, as did P. White
on a slightly more modern machine of

the same type.

Sidecars on Newnham.

A. Whittaker (6 h.p. Humber sc.) made
a fast climb, but J. A. Gill on an old type
single-cylinder sidecar decided to relieve

the machine of his weight. A. Tutchings,
S. G. King, J. Idiens, W. H. Turner, and
F. Griffin, all on 3i h.p. flat twin Humber
sidecars, did well, as did A. Edwards on
a 4 h.p. Triumph sc.

Altogether it was a good trial, upon
which we congratulate Mr. H. L. Davey,
the chief organiser. We also congratulate
the motor cyclist element of the Humber
works for such an excellent entry.

CIJ
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Four-cylinder Motor Cycle Construction.
Some Particulars of the Latest 10 h.p. Henderson.

OUR experiences of the four-cylinder

Henderson motor bicycle of the 1914
and 1915 models have been so

delightful that it was with considerable
pleasure that we heard that the first

batch of 1919 models had arrived in this

country, and were to be seen at Messrs.
Robertson's, 157b, Great Portland Street,

London, W.l. The Henderson stands
almost alone ; it is the first real novelty
in motor cycle design which has come over
from America. It is so fast that when the
rider suddenly opens the throttle he has
to grip the handle-bars tightly to stop

himself from shooting off the back of the
saddle, and yet it is so docile that it

can be driven with comfort in the thickest

London traffic.

Ignition and Lighting.

The new model is of extremely attractive

design, being finished in khaki and having
little plating work about it. As regards
novel details mention must be made of the
excellent spring forks, which are provided

The model Z2 electrically-equipped Henderson.

with a ^triple crown of immense strength.
The B'erling ignition system is quite
separate from the dynamo lighting set.

The former is compact in design, and
carries a cut-out switch on the contact
breaker cover. The lighting equipment is

a direct current dynamo manufactured by
the General Electric Co. The dynamo is

driven from a timing 'gearshaft and
generates from two to four amperes at 20
to 35 m.p.h. The commutator is mounted
on a iin. shaft running on ball bearings,
which can be removed by taking out two
screws, and the storage battery is carried
in a neat case under the saddle, which can
be swung sideways to allow the engine to

be removed from the frame without dis-

turbing the electrical equipment or dis-

connecting the battery switches or wires.

The battery is of the well-known Exide
pattern. A genuine Klaxon horn and an
ammeter complete the equipment.
Most of the detail work is extremely

good ; for instance, the overhead inlet

valve rockers are provided with spring

clips, over the lubricators, ensuring ade-

quate lubrication and preventing dust
ajid mud from reaching them through the

oil holes.

A much larger flywheel with a multiple-

disc clutch built into it running in oil

is now fitted, and the three-speed gear
box is integral with the crank case. The
change-speed gear is provided with an
interlocking device, which prevents the
lever from being moved until the clutch

is disconnected—a very common practice

on American motor cycles. The interest-

ing part of the arrangement is that the

clutch lever, the longer of the two, when
moved farther than is necessary .to with-

draw the clutch, applies the internal-

expanding brake. The clutch can also

be operated by a pedal on the left, but
this has no effect upon the brake.
Another pedal on the right brings the
external-contracting rear brake into

action. The frame is of great strength,

and is provided with substantial lugs for

sidecar attachment.

CI4

Scene at the start of the Paris-Rheims-Paris reliability trial organised by the Motor Cycle Club ot France. British motor cycles figured
prommently, carrymg off nme of the ten awards in the solo class, the remaining one being taken by an Indian.
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M.C. and A.C. Trial.

The name of L. L. Sealej^ (4i B.S.A.)
has to be added to the new gold medal
winners in the recent M.C. and A.C.
Long Day Trial.

Redditch and District m.C.C.

The results of the recent speed trial

are as follow :

Expert Solo Class.
1. H. Poole (414 B.S.A.I
i. L. L. Scaler (3i/, B.S.A.)
3. — Bicknell (3 Enfield).

General Solo Class.
1. W. G. Woodfleld (4 James).
2: S. Bright (2i,i Enfield).
3. W. B. Smith (O.K. Junior).

Expert Sidecar Class.
1. F. W. Viles (414 B.S.A.)
2. J. Doshier (6 Enfield).
3. H. T. Guise (8 Enfield).

General Sidecar Class.
1. .T. Shenpard (6 Enfleld sc.)

2. L. George (4^4 B.S.A. sc.)

- Fastest times in the solo and sidecar
classes wer§ made by H. Poole (4^ B.S.A.)

.

and F. W. Wiles (4^ B.S.A. sc.) respec-

tively.

North Cheshire M.C.C.

Despite the very unfavourable weather
there was a very good attendance at the
opening run of the above club. The run
to Rudyard was a great success. After
tea the sporting members of the club
organised a hill-climb, which was won
by W. E. Sadington on his 7-9 h.p.

Indian. The slow hill-climb also pro-

vided much amusementr T. Lawton
won this event on a very smart Triumph.

'

-The chairman's prize for the smartest
turn-out on the run was won by 0.
E. G. Carter on his well-known A. B.C.
There were twenty-seven machines pre-

sent, which, considering the bad weather,
was a very good turn out. The member-
ship of the club is now very large, but
there are a few more members to be
enrolled yet. Those desirous of member-
ship should communicate with Mr. W. R.
Eadington, hon. secretary, London Road,
Alderley Edge. Further events will be
announced in these columns.

Abersychan and District M.C.C.

This club is now re-formed, and in-

terested motor cyclists in this district who
desire to join the club should communicate
with Mr. W. Gist, 169, Manor Road,
Abersychan, Mon.
The above club recently held a success-

ful speed-judging competition over a
distance of seven and a half miles, which
had to be covered at an average speed
of 15i ra.p.h. The winner proved to be
0. Williams (2J New Imperial), whose
time error was only 15s. Watches and
speedometers were not allowed. The
second prize winner was G. Oliver, 30s.

error; W. Griffin, 45s. error, was third.

A slow hill-climb has been arranged
for to-day, Thursday.
The secretary of the club is Mr. Walter

Gist, 169, Manor Eoad, Abersychan, Mon.

future Cvents.
July 17.—Abersychan and District M.C.C, Slow

Hill-climb.
July 17.—Taunton and District M.C.C. 100 Miles

Reliability Trial.
July 19.—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. Side-

car Competition.
JULY 19.—SUTTON COLDFIELU AND MID-

WARWICKSHIUE A.C. OPEN HILL-
CLIMB AT STILE COP, NEAR RVGELEY.

JULY U.-BIRMINQHAM M.C.C. MIDLAND
CUP TRIAL.

J-uly 19.—Western M.C.C, Glasgow. Week-end Run
to Lake District.

J-uly 19.—Manchester M.C. Hill-climb.
July 19.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Race Meet-

ing at Lanark.
July 19.—N.M.C.F. v., Portsmouth. Run to

Hunsdon.
July 19-20.—Cumberland County M.C.C, Carlisle.

Reliability Trial to Aberdeen and Back.
July 19-S0.—N.M.C.F.n., Coventry. Week-end Run

through Wye Valley.
July 19.—Middlesb rough 'and District M.C.C. Side-

car Competition.
July 20.— Woolwich, Plumstcad, and District M.C.

Run to Brighton.
July 20.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Secretary's Surprise Run. '

July SO.—N.M.C.F. v., Portsmouth. Run to Cor-
hampton Downs.

July 20.—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Run to Beckett's
Hospital; Soldiers' Outing.

JULY Sl-ie.-SCOTTlSH SIX DAYS TRIAL.
July 21.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Reliability

Trial.
July 21.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to Whitstable.
JULY 23.—ESSEX M.C SPEED TRULS AT

SOUTHEND. '^

.July 23.—N.M.CF.U., Portsmouth. Run to Blind-
worth Downs.

July 2i.~N.M.C.F.V., Leeds. General Meeting,
Green Dragon Hotel.

July 2^.—Taunton and District M.C.C. Treasure
Hunt.

JULY 25-26.—LIVERPOOL M.C. TWENTY-FOUR
HOUR OPEN TRIAL.

JULY SS.-SUTTON COLDFIELD AND MID-
WARWICKSHIRE A.C. LIGHTWEIGHT
TRIAL FOR C.ihTHORPE CUP.

July 26.—Western M.C.C, Glasgow. Run to Lake
of Monteith.

July 26.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to Poole
Park and New Forest.

July 26.—Public Schools M.C.C. Six Hours Night
Reliability Run.

July 26.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to War-
sash.

July !6-27.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Reliability
Trial to Aberystwyth jar Stevens Cup.

July S7.—Strcatham and District M.C.C. Picnic
Run to Ashdown Forest.

July 27.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to
Malvern.

July 'J7.—Troedyrhiw and District M.C Reliability
Run

July 27.—N.M.CF.U., Leeds. Run to Malton and
Castle Howard.

July 27.—Woolwich, Plumstead. and District M.C.
^'ice-captain's Surprise Run.

July 27.—Birmingham M.C.C, Social Run and
Picnic.

July 29.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C
Inter-club Meet with Woolwich and Streatham
Clubs.

AUG. i.—YORK AND DISTRICT M.C OPEN
RELIABILITY TRIAL TO EDINBURGH
AND BACK.

Aug, 10.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run to
Monsal Dale.

AUG. 16. — S.E. COUNTIES INTER -TEAM
TRIAL.

AUG. IC.-SOUTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C OPEN
TRIAL.

Aug. 16-17.—Wolverhampton M.C.C Reliability
Trial to Barmouth for the Eric Williams
Shield.

AUG. 23.—BIRMINGHAM M.C.C OPEN HILL-
CLIMB.

AUG. 30.-BRISTOL M.C SPEED TRIALS AT
WESTON-SUPER-MA RE.

AUG. 30.-WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C OPEN
RELIABILITY TRl.lL.

Aug. 31.—Birmingham M.C.C Social Run,
SEPT. 5.—M.CC. TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE

MOTOR CYCLE" CUP.
Sept. 6.—Birmi7igham M.C.C Reliability Trial for

Songster Cup.
SEPT. IS-lO.-A.Ca. SIX DAYS RELIABILITY

TRIALS.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

The results of the reliability trial to
LlandrQlo are as follow :

1. W. O. Ford (21/, Diamond), 12lAm. error.
2. SL Eroatch (4^ Matchless), I4m. error.
3. Miss Manley (2i;^ Diamond), 16V2m. error.
4. A. Mee (2y2 Diamond), 17m. error.
5. H. Taylor (10 Matchless), 19^1in. error.

N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds).

Nearly 200 members have promised to
turn out on the 20th inst., when the
Leeds branch of the N.M.C.F.U. will

give an outing to the wounded soldiers
at Beckett's Park Hospital. It is pro-
posed to parade in the centre of the
City, and after picking up the guests,

to proceed to Harrogate, where tea wUl
be provided. The cost will be borne
by each member, and the secretary, Mr.
S. W. Lancaster, 7, Evelyn Street, Leeds,
will be glad to hear of other Leeds motor
cyclists who will help.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

A meet of motor cyclists has been ar-

ranged to take place at Wellington Monu-
ment on Thursday afternoon, the 24th
inst., at which it is hoped all motor
cyclists from Somerset and Devon will

make an effort to attend. Given fine

weather, the view from this elevated
- position is superb. The Monument is a

well-known landmark, and can be reached
from Taunton via Blagdon or Leigh hills,

from Wellington by the direct road or
Wrangway, from Hemyock direct, or from
Exeter via Beambridge and Wrangway
or by Culmstock. It is hoped that the

Exeter, Sidmouth and Yeovil clubs will

be well represented. It is proposed to

hold an impromptu hill-climb and other

sports.

Leven and East Fife M.C.C.

The results of the open speed trials

recently held on St. Andrews Sands are

as follows :
,

Class I., not Exceeding 350 c.o.

1. O. G. Braid (Christie-Jap).
2. J. W. Hewitt (2% Douglas).
3. Lt. Jones {2% Douglas).

(Ten-mile race.)

Class II., 350 c.o. to 600 c.o.

1. J. W. Adamson aV„ Triumph).
2. Lt. Eonksley (3y« Norton).
3. Capt. Wallier (31/2 Triumph).

(Sis-mile race.)

Class IV., 600 c.c. to 1,000 c.o.

1. G. L. Sawer (American Excelsior).
2. R. J. Braid (Zenith).
3. A. J. Carlow (Zenith).

(Ten-mile race.)

Class V., Two Mile Flying Start.
1. J. W. Adamson (3iA Triumph).
2. I/t. Eonltsley (314 Norton).
3. Capt. Walker (3% Triumph).

Class VI., Two Mile Flying Start.

Ant Machine above 600 c.c, and not
Exceeding 1,000 c.c.

1. G. L. Sawer (American Excelsior).

2. E. J. Braid (Zenith).

Relay Race, Six Miles.

Leven and East Fife M.C.C. v. CraU
E.A.F., which was won by the former

by A. J. Carlow (Zenith).

C17
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All letters should be addressed to the Editor. "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

FINDING A WINNER.
Sir,—I am pleased to learn that the Open Passenger Trial

for the Midland Cup on July 19th, organised by the
B.M.G.C., is to be run in a manner that will certainly
minimise the only objection to a non-stop trial, that is, the
possibility of a machine being disqualified owing to tyre
trouble—largely a matter of luck, so-called. The course
will be divided into sections, each of which will be under
observation by patrols, whose duty it will be to investigate
each stop. If this be due to a puncture, it will, as far as
practicable, be repaired under observation, and the com-
petitor be given a time allowance at the next check. Com-
petition rules permitting stops anywhere, and for any purpose,
are a farce so far as reliability trials go, even as it is unfair
for the accident of a puncture to cause a machine to be
designated unreliable. Brake tests form part of the Midland
Cup Trial, but whilst brake tests are useful, the relative
retarding effect of the brakes of various machines is not
determined by asking competitors merely to stop between
tapes : speed of approach to the point of application of brakes
and distance required in which to pull up should be taken
into account when determining brake efficiency,,and a method
devised by Mr. Eggington—the club's secretary—appears to
do this in a very simple and effective manner.
A hill will be descended with gears in neutral, clutch

out, and engine idle. The time of descent over a distance
between two tapes will be taken, at the second tape brakes
will be applied, and the distance required for the machine
to come to a standstill will be measured. (To simplify
matters, the road for a short distance past the tape will be
spaced out.) The number of feet or yards required for de-
celeration, added to the time in seconds taken over the free
running section, will be the figure of merit, the smallest
figure representing the best performance. Not a scientifically

perfect test, perhaps, but a step in the right direction.

JAS. L. NOETON.
BRAKE TESTS AND ALT-Y-BADY.

Sir,-^In your very excellent report of the M.C. and A.C.
trial of June 28th, you mention that the braking test was
on the lower portion of the hill. Perhaps it would be well
to exglafn that the objective of the committee in printing
the drastic rule, that failures on the brake test would dis-

qualify, was not with a view to knocking competitors out,

but with the distinct object of impressing upon- every com-
petitor the necessity of seeing that his brakes were rather
above the average in power and control.

After going down Bache-Canal and Glyn-Ceiriog hills, the
competitors would, no doubt, be feeling glad that we had
hammered on the brake qualification so emphatically.
Perhaps it would have been better to have taken the

brake test higher up the hill. As a matter of fact, the
official in charge of that section was rather tender-hearted,

and wanted to give the competitors as good a chance as"

possible. He felt, and the committee agree with him, that
the original object had been already achieved, and com-
petitors had been driven thoroughly to test and inspect
their brakes before starting.

Another point in your report. I am inclined to agree
with you that if there is a worse hill in England and Wales
than Alt-y-Bady, it must be indeed a bad one.

We feel grateful for your frank ruling that the hill was
a justifiable inclusion, because it m a main road hill, steep

as it is. The Michelin Guide-book describes it as " impossible
to motors," so the twenty competitors who climbed on June
28th have the gratification of knowing that they have
achieved the impossible-

Cl8

But, in common with many others, you have laid down
the dictum that the hill would be miclimbable in wet
weather. Strange to say, the surface of this hill is not
so affected by wet as one would_ suppose. - The material of

the surface is so vastly different from that of, say, Porlock
(wet upon Porlock makes deep sticky mire). I have only
seen Alt-y-Bady on one wet day, and on that occasion the
wet appeared to run off as from a slate roof, streaking away
at once in rivulets in the gutters on the extreme side of

the road.
As a matter of fact, what, perhaps, was the first climb

of this hill, by a motor bicycle, was .on a drizzly summer
day, seven years ago, in 1912, by a Douglas.
Whilst on this subject, may I respectfully suggest that

any motor cyclists, whether as individuals or as clubs in

a competition, who should at any time be tempted to try
- Alt-y-Bady, will show the utmost consideration for the
authorities and inhabitants of Llangollen and its neighbour-
hood? The M.C. and A.C. were on the friendliest terms, and
approval of the arrangements was expressed by the police,

by members of the local council, and by the inhabitants
generally. But any blind rushing up the hill by parties of

machines, without marshals and without arrangements for
removing the debris, will run the risk of causing trouble, and
most particularly should any Sunday attempts be avoided
in view of the strict Sabbatarian views of the Welsh people
(a point that many English people cannot understand after
the more lax observance in their own districts).

FRANK WHITWORTH.

The Autoglider, a new scooter manufactured by Townsend and
Co., Birmingham, seen at the charity sports in that city last week.

i
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PROFITEERING.
Sir,—I note with satisfaction in your Correspondence

columns in July 3rd issue that at least one firm is taking
steps to prevent its agents charging more than the pirblished

retail prices of its goods.
Unfortunately, however, as the following experience of

mine will show, " there are others."
I was desirous of obtaining a certain sidecar which was

stocked by a local agent. Imagine my surprise and disgust
when this agent asked five guineas more than the makers'
published price for that particular model.

I wrote to the makers about the matter, but although they
were " sorry " they could do nothing, not even supply me
direct.

'

Why does such a firm publish the retail prices of its goods
at all, when it allows its agents to "profiteer" to this

extent? DISGUSTED.
Ipswich.

A RIDER'S DESIGN.
Sir,—The photograph I send is of a sidecar outfit I built

myself some time ago. The lamp also is an example of

'aluminium metal beating, fed by a copper- pipe running
.

under the floor of the sidecar to a gas generator. The
machine is a 1913 Bat-Jap. I noticed in a recent issue that
mention was made of the 1919 big twins, Clvno and Enfield,

A sidecar designed and built by its owner, H. C. Barwick.

etc., running silently at 28 m.p.h. Allow me one word for
the Bat-Jap. Mine is a 1913 model with same engine, val\;es,

etc., as were put on the machine, absolutely nothing new
since that date. I guarantee that usual conversation is quite
easy at 30 m.p.h. There is a lot in driving a macliine ; some
drive noisier than others-, and on the throttle. I shall be
glad if you will insert the letter just to give an impression
that quiet running was in " vogue " six years ago.

Norwich. H. C. BARWICK.
PILLION RIDING.

Sir,—I quite agree with "Regular Flying Officer's" views
on'making the practice of pillion riding illegal. I frequently

. take a passenger on the carrier of my motor cycle and have
never had the slightest difficulty in controlling the machine.
I do not think pillion riding is more dangerous than flying.
Why not make flying illegal? Perhaps our "windy" town
councils will tackle this next.

Personally, I have never seen an accident to a pillion
rider, although I have heard of such : but accidents happen
to sidecar and solo machines.
One should certainly be more cautious with a passenger

on the carrier, and make sure that dresses, etc., cannot be
caught in the wheel. QUIRK.

Sleaford.

Sir,—In your issue of July 3rd " Pilot " remarks that the
average man "demobbed " certainly will not make use of a
sidecar. '

I have motor cycled for nine years, and find most people
pass through the big-twin-solo-stage, and " Pilot " will find

that craze will pass with youth when he is no longer so

" full of beans "
!

Personally, it seems the rest and comparatively easy

handling of a sidecar combination is mostly what will appeal

to the average man "demobbed."
By driving and sitting in the sidecar alternately, much

ground can be covered by two people with a minimum of

fatigue.

Pillion riding is safe for tliose wJio really understand what
they are about, but of what percentage of present day
riders could that be said. PILOT '15—'19.

Edinburgh.

Sir,—I should like to add a word or so to endorse the

views, given in a letter signed " A Regular Flying Officer,"

on the safety of pillion riding. As one of the thousands of

ardent motor cyclists who have not made a substantial pile out

of the war—and who, in these days, cannot afford the £25-£30
now asked for sidecars by the leading makers—I recently

took up a pillion passenger as a necessity and experiment

;

"experiment" no longer, but a joy. There are thousands

like me—so pillion riding is now booming—of course, with

the attendant critics—people, in the most part, I firmly

believe, who speak from absolute lack of practical experi-

ence. May I place my experience, under three headings ?

1. Danger.—My wife and self have travelled many
hundreds of miles in this way, and I have no hesitation in

saying there is no greater element of danger present than in

practically any other outdoor sport, whether riding through
towns or on the open road. Careful driving at all times

is the secret, as compared with reckless driving and rank
carelessness which are solely responsible for the pillion riding

accidents apparently now troubling a few town councils

throughout the country, which causes are the characteristics

of the majority of fatal accidents on the roads and elsewhere.

2. Comfort.—Make up a nice soft seat on a substantial

carrier, and, for a young person, where is the discomfort?
Also, we have found it much easier to converse with- one
another in this way than from bicycle to sidecar.

3. Nccc-isity.—(Sidecar prices swollen from £25 upwards,
and indefinite deliveries at that. The price now asked for

the solo mount ,alone leaves the poor middle-class man no
balance for the additional cost of a sidecar ; and, after all,

motor cycle enthusiasts know well the truth of the old

maxim, "Two's company."
I trust some of your other readers will give us their real

unbiased views on this matter, and let us trust the petitions

which a few town councils are thinking of presenting to

Parliament on the great " danger " of this pastime will meet
with consideration in the hands of some authority who has
really studied this matter from experience, and will not
condemn such a delightful, joyous pastime, because of a
few fatal accidents, caused solely by reckless and careless

driving. A.R.H.
Portsmouth.

Sir,—I have just read the letter signed " Regular Flying
Officer (Pilot) " in your issue of 3rd inst.

While I agree that pillion riding is very convenient when
taking a friend to the station, or a partner to the golf

course, I am afraid that "-R.F.O. (P.)'s'- arguments in

favour of its continuance are somewhat weak.
Passing over the remarks regarding the " sporting de-

mobbed," high gears, and big twins, your correspondent's
statement that he has exceeded 50 m.p.h. with a passenger
astern appears to be a very strong argument against the
practice. Fortunately, I do not think this sort of thing is

common.
Then, does your correspondent suggest that riding on the

step of a push bicycle is more dangerous than pillion riding ?

Surely not

!

Personally, I had a serious sidecar accident recently. I

have never had an accident when driving with a passenger
behind. Therefore, following "R.F.O. (P.)'s" reasoning,
sidecaring is more dangerous than pillion riding. As it

happens, I know the contrary to be the case.

1 believe most motor cyclists will agree that, occasionally,
whether owing to carelessness on the part of the " other
fellow," or through some other combination of circumstances,
even the most careful driver finds himself in a tight corner.
Anyone, therefore, who makes a practice of exceeding 50
m.p.h. with a passenger astern, is asking for trouble,
with everything in fa\our of his finding it.

Glasgow. DEMOBBED.
C2I
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TB'E AUBVTHNOT TROPHY.
Sir,—May I be permitted to address a few remarks with

reference to the Arbuthnot Trophy. Could it not have been
possible for the trial to have been open to both officers and
men of the Royal Navy? The sight of a sailor astride a
motor cycle is not often witnessed I know, but amongst the
hundreds of men in the Service there are many who are
interested in the pastime, and to whom, I am sure, the event
would have greatly appealed. "Perhaps it may be found
possible for the motor cycle men of the R.N. to compete
next time. If so, I myself hope to take part, provided the
" exigencies of the Service permit." B.P.O.F.

MOTOR CYCLE ENGINE AS STATIONARY POWER
,VNIT.

Sir,—Replying to your correspondent "C.E.C." (France),
who Tequests experience of a motor cycle engine used as a
source of power for stationary purposes, I have used with
success an old air-cooled engine for this purpose.

A ten-year-olcl 2i h.p. Kerry engine used as the power unit to

drive lathe and drilling machine. (See letter B. Richardson
Billings.) ^

The power unit drives the various appliances in my work-
Bhop. (I would here mention that I am a mere ahiateur
mechanic.) The engine is an old "Kerry" 2j h.p., at
least ten years old. It drives by means of a cycle chain an
intermediate shaft, which carries a fifty-two teeth chain wheel
at one end and a 3in. Ford fan pulley at the other. From
the latter is taken an inch Balata belt to the overhead
countershaft. From this countershaft I can run belts to

lathe, drilling machine, and grinder.

The reason why an intermediate shaft was adopted was to

reduce the pulley speed, and also to give more facility to
alter the gear ratio whenever I wish to.

As it is so geared, it is easily started by pulling on the
Balata belt, giving, I should estimate, about ten revolutions
to an average pull.

The whole unit is so made as to be self-contained, and is

ordinarily bolted to the cement floor of the workshop. But
I propose using it occasionally next winter for some pumping
that will doubtless have to be done, for, I regret to say, my
inspection pit acts as a drain for miles around ! .

As the machine seems to have an easy load," and is never
all out, I have not fitted a fan, but will probably do so later

on. There is provision made, if need be, from a small pulley
the other side of the chain wheel. •

Anyway, the labour spent on this has been much better

than that of treadling a lathe.

B. RICHARDSON BILLINGS.
SECOND-HAND PRICES.

Sir,—In your weekly budget of high second-hand prices, it

is refreshing to find one man who sets his face against the
practice. This is the advertiser who asks anything over
£257 for a 1919 Harley-Davidson combination.
The price of the 1919 solo Harley-Davidson is £140 from

the Harley-Davidson agents, Newman Street, London. The

C22

machine advertised, having done 400 miles, should be worth
quite £130 in these times, so in letting the bulbous-backed
sidecar go for a mere £127 I think Mr. P. is neglecting
his own interests.,

I have often wondered at queues in different parts, but ]

now understand that it must be through people eager to maki
bargains, such as the above, in these profiteering times.

H. IBBOTSON.
HOT. OR COLD INDUCTION?

Sir,—Your contrilutor, H. J. Poole, Int.B.Sc, does not
appear to realise the great difference between his laboratory
experiments and the actual working conditions.

In an engine running at 2,000 r.p.m. the vaporisation of

_the charge, if it is to -occur before entering the cylinder,

miist be completed in ^^^n^ th part of -a minute.
If Mr. Poole will'taae into . account the latent heat the

fuelmust absorb in this very short time 'in order to vaporise,

he would probably alter his conclusions,, at least in regard
to No. 5 petrol. /

If it is argued that vaporisation may be completed inside
the cylinder, it would, of course,- apply equally to paraffin.

M. GLEGHORN.
PRICES AND PRINCIPLE.

Sir,—In reference to the, letter from your correspondent
" A Buyer " in July 3rd issue of The Motor Cycle, we should
like t» observe that, in the first place, the A.B.C. motor
cycle was never offered to the public at any other than its

present price, namely, £85.
j

Speaking for ourselves, we should very much like to make
the A.B.G. machine to selLfor £70, and only regret that,'

owing to circumstances outside our control—the aspirations

of labour, for instance, and the depreciation of the value of

currency—we are unable to do so. - At the same time we are

perfectly aware that" at £70 it would have more purchasers
than at £85. ' Our policy is to set up a new standard in

motor cycle excellence, which cannot be pursued by effecting

retrenchments either in workmanship or material. We be-

lieve that this policy is one with which the bulk of riders

are in entire agreement, and we also believe that the majority
of them will realise the present-day difficulties in the fixing

of a price for a revolutionary new design, especially wben
it has been adopted with a view to providing a more com-
plete and efficient machine than has ever been produced.
We.realise, and sympathise with, " A Buyer's " disappoint-

ment. He would, however, hardly have taken the action

he did without some sufficient reason, which, we assume,
was grounded upon knowledge of the conditions of motor!

cycle manufacture. Such being the case, we hope he will

accept an invitation to coine" to our works, and thoroughly
investigate the manner in which the A.B.-C. is made. It he
will then indicate any direction in which practical steps can
be taken to reduce the selling price of -our motor cycle; we
shall very gratefully adopt them, and not scrniple to accord

him the public credit he deserves.

May we remark, in conclusion, that our prices are first,

last, and all the time based exclusively upon the cost of

labour and material, and aire not, nor are they likely to be,

influenced by the price Of other motor cycles?

We jregret to conclude, on carefully, reading your corre-

spondent's letter, that, so far as new machines are concerned,

he proposes to renounce motor cycling altogether.
.

THE SOPWITH AVIATION AND ENGINEERING
. CO., LTD.

Al.4n R. Fenn,' Sales Manager.

Useful Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS-. Price By

England and Wales, Scotland, London ne:. oost

(showing roads into and out of London and avoid-
ing London). Mounted on linen. Set of three,

complete in case . . 4/6 4 /I >

"HINTS & TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Full of useful "wrinkles" and little items of sound
advice on the management, repair, equipment, and
general care of a motor cycle. It will be found
invaluable to all those who are thinking of over-
hauling their machines. Sixth editkrfl (2nd reprint) 2/- 2/^

Obtainable by post (remittance with orderj from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, Undon, E.C.4.

or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls.

1
i
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A SIDECAR CINEMA.
THE sidecar has been used for many

purposes from mounting macliine-
guns to moving furniture, but it is

not often that one hears of a sidecar
travelling cinema. The drawing below
depicts the sidecar used by Mr. Harold
T. Towner for this purpose during an
eight months' "tour" in

the summer of 1916 along
the banks of the Suez
Canal.
The sidecar chassis was

of the conventional light

type, which had to be re-

inforced with Sin. x lin.

channel section iron to

give it the required
stability. The cinema
machine was a Baby
Gaumont, mounted in such
a position that it could be
operated from the saddle
of the machinej or in-

stantly removed from the
machine altogether. Al-
though the cinema machine
was quite small, I\lr.

Towner advises us that it

was possible to get a pic-

ture about 10ft. square
The accumu-
mounted be-

cinema, and
little from

l^ra'i^iLE

chain-cum-belt model, which, our corre-

spondent says, did excellent work, and
had to pull the " whole thing " through
any amount of sand and over tracks up
the sides of hills, and. in some cases, over
wire netting laid on the soft sand.

While travelling from camp to camp a

linen cover was fitted over the equipment.

THE UTILITARIAN

SIDECAR

PUT TO A
NOVEL USE.

quite easily,

lators were
neath the
suffered very
the road shocks. These
also supplied current for
the head light, which
served as a " hall light

"

while the films were being
changed. A front stand
was found necessary to

steady the apparatus when
showing, and the back, too, was gener-

ally shored with an empty box or timber
when procurable. The screen \fas carried
in the operator's kit, and the frame, com-
posed of short rods which fitted together,

was strapped to the chassis. The whole
outfit was attached to a 1916 B.S.A.,

Complete cinema outfit mounted on a chassis. The lamp is

18 volt 3 amp., with a 100 c.p. metallic filament bulb. The film

box is shown above the axle and beneath the operator's blanket

and kit. Empty spools, rewmding gear, and the 18 volt 80 amp.

accumulators are also shown.

No doubt this novel cinema brought many
pleasant evenings to those who were on
the ever scorching desert defending the
frontiers of the Empire.
This illustrates how universally the war

called in all forms of industrial a-ctivity,

automobilism not least among them.

! i

MOTOR CYCLES AS A GRANDSTAND.
French soldiers put their Triumphs to a novel use on the arrival of the Plenipotentiaries at

Versailles to lign the Peace Treaty.
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A NOVEL PLUG TESTER.
CONSIDERABLE inconvenience is fre-

quently caused when applying some
kind of tool in order to determine if

the cause of a sudden breakdown is due
to a faulty plug.

To obviate tliis practice Messrs. Leo
Ripault and Co., 1. King's Road, St.

Pancras, London, N.W.I, nave produced
a simple device, marketed at 2s. 6d.,

consisting of' two flat terminals screwed

A plug tester marketed by Messrs. Leo
Ripault and Co.

to a fibre holder, which, when applied to

the plug terminal and any part of its metal
body, will, if the plug is functioning cor-
rectly, produce a spark between the two
electrodes contained in the centre.

A FOLDING PILLION SEAT.
WE have received preliminary details

of a useful folding pillion seat
which is to be sold by J. H. M.

Pollock, 22, SuiTcy Street, Strand,
London, W.C.S.
The seat possesses the advantage of

having a comfortable back, and is

suspended on a U spring with a spiral
spring at the rear. A protected leg rest

,
The-PoUock folding pillion.

is also fitted, which should be extremely
useful in the event of the seat being used
by a lady, adequately protecting the dress
from the spokes of the rear wheel. When
out of use the seat folds neath' away, and
the leg rest, folding over the top of the
whole, forms a luggage platform.

BI3
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The Latest Everest Carburetter.
Multiple Je!s, Automatic Action. Additional Air Lever Fitted.

HITHERTO the Everest carburetter

has been known as an automatic
instrument having a single lever.

In common, however, with most motor
cycle carburetters (even those which are

fully automatic in operation), it has been
found desirable to provide a means of

admitting extra air for temperature com-
pensations as is sometimes necessary on
occasion, therefore, while the former
attribute remains, a second lever has
been added for starting purposes and
for the occasional control of the air

Exterior of

the latest pattern

Everest automatic

carburetter, the jet

of which consists

of an upright tube

pierced with tiny

holes.

supply. As before, the jet consists of an
upright cylinder having a number of tiny

holes in it. These holes used to be placed
in a vertical line facing the engine, but
it was found that their position with
regard to the engine was a matter of small
importance, and they are now placed in a

spiral at equal distances, so that it does

not matter what position the jet takes up
when screwed home. Tliis tends to ease

in fitting. The holes are bored with a

i%n\. drill until they are nearly through
the cylinder wall, and then finished to

measure 3-(nRi>n- The object of Uiis

method of boring is to give a very shallow
hole which cannot possibly retain any
solid matter and so become choked.

Inside the throttle barrel is a loose

sleeve, which covers all the holes when
the throttle is closed and opens them one
by one as the throttle is raised. As this

sleeve is a loose fit, a certain amount of

suction is felt by the hole which is next
to be uncovered. Thus petrol is drawn
from it to a gradually increasing extent as

the sleeve rises until the hole is un-
covered.

Effective Adjustments.

The inflow of air is straight through the

carburetter, but the opening where the

throttle works has vertical sides, so that a
certain movement of the throttle lever

corresponds"to practically the same amount
of throttle opening whatever may be _ its

position.

Adjustment to suit any particular engine
can be carried out by varying the size of

the holes, e.g., at small throttle openings
they may be- reduced to a minimum,
and the upper holes enlarged for speed and
power. Further adjustment can be made
by removing or adding washers below the

jet, thus altering the height of the holes

so that they come into action sooner or

later with reference to the throttle

opening, and so vary the strength of the

mixture. The air slide works in a sepa-

rate cylinder. This and all other details of

its construction can be plainly seen in the

accompanying illustrations.

In use the carburetter is most effective,

but we hope to have more to say on this

point later. Tlie maker is Mr. E. P.

Everest, Newport, Salop.

General assembly ot the Everest

carburetter, the small inset showing

how jet is drilled to prevent clogging.

-5—•••—«-

Standardisation of Chains.
THE unprecedented demands of the

Allied Governments for driving
chains for all purposes during the

period of the war made it necessary for

the British driving chain manufacturers to

collaborate in order to use the whole of
their resources to the best advantage.
-4.3 a result, the needs were met, both as
regards quantity of production and <)uality

of product. The benefits accruing from
co-operation were so marked that a per-
i.-ianent association has now been formed.
The main object of the association is to

foster and develop the use and application
of chain gearing. In view of competition
with other forms of transmission, it is the
policy of the association to keep down the
cost of chain driving to the user. This
v/ill he attained by :

(1.) Standardisation of chains, wheels,
r.nd chain wheel cutters to ensure inter-
changeability. (2.) Elimination of un-
1 ecessary sizes of chains, which have been
a source ot confusion and difficulty to the
user. (3.) The increase in output resulting
from the above. (4.) The more compre-

made possible by co-

and their customers, to secure a, larger

share of Overseas business than hitherto.

Tire following firms are co-operating

:

Alfred Appleby Chain Co., Ltd., Tilton

Road, Birmingham ; Brampton Bros.

,

Ltd., Oliver Street Works, Birmingham;
"The Coventry" Chain Co., Ltd., Spon
E:id Works, Coventry ; and Hans Rcnold,

Ltd., Didsbury, Manchester.
The offices of the Association of British

Driving Chain Manufacturei's are at

Bassishaw House, Basinghall Street,

London, E C 2.

hensive research
operation.

Further, it is

that the policy
confidently anticipated

ot the association will

Miable British driving chain manufacturers

A little monocar built chiefly

from motor cycle parts by an

American boy of fifteen years

of age. The wheelbase is 6ft.

ni4
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The Tankette "Scooter" now a Tricar.
An Ambitious "All-weather" Design.

Steel-strip Frame and Hand Starter.

REFERENCE has already been made in

these pages to the Tankette, and we
were recently enabled to see a rough

preliminary model of this extremely un-
conventional vehicle at the works of

Messrs. Ronald Trist and Ck)., Ltd., 229,
High Street, Watford.
The frame is of peculiar design, being

built up of mild steel strips bolted together
with a cradle for the engine in front.

The forks are of the spring variety,
employing laminated springs, but in future
models the more conventional type of

motor cycle fork will be employed.
The engine is a 2| h.p. Union two-

stroke (70 mm. x85 mm.) situated weir in

front of the frame. The drive- is by chain
to two cone clutches on the countershaft,
thence by two chains to the rear wheel.
The disc wheels are 20in. x 2in. The
twin rear wheel is carried on quarter-
elliptical springs, while radius rods are
fitted, enabling the chain length to be
kept constant. The hub is proviaed with
a hollow spindle, so that it is easily
withdrawable.

An Experimenta' Mode;.

As we have said before, the present
Tankette is a rough model, and this
accounts for certain crudities in its

appearance. We are given to understand,
however, that the final model will be
consideVably improved in many details.

For instance, a cylindrical form of petrol
tank will be employed, and a hood and
screen will be fitted, while the method ol

Side v.ew ot the Tankette. A hand starter is pfovided, and on future models a hoc J

and screen will be fitted

miidguarding will be altered tor the
better.

The vehicle showed itself to ie quite a

good hill-climber. Its performance up
Bushey Hill, near Watford, though slow,
was extremely sure, and its behaviour on
rough roads quite satisfactory. We drove

the machine for a short distance, and
found that it steered well at low speeds.

Though it can be accelerated to 25 m.p.h.,
the engine vibration was noticeable after

about 17 m.p.h. had been reached, on
account of the gear ratio being, of

necessity, somewhat low.

->-•••-<-

The Sicam Runabout.
New French Belt-driven Cycle Car with 300 c.c. Two-sfroke Engine.

IT may be remembered that M. Violet,

, of Pantin, France, competed in the
pre-war cycle car Grand Prix on a

Violet-Bogey. This designer haa now
ii!troduced a new vehicle of the runabout
type, which is known as the Sicam, and
which is fitted with a 7 h.p. two-cylinder
two-stroke engine, having cylinders 65 X
75 mm. = 500 c.c. Both air and water-
cooled models will be marketed, the
former having a fan which forces a
draught of air through a tunnel which,
encloses the cylinders.

A clutch is mounted on the engine-
shaft, and the power is transmitted to a
transverse countershaft by means of a
propeller-shaft and bevel gear. The
countershaft carries two variable pulkys.
The front suspension is similar to that of

the IMorgan Runabout, while at the rear
a transverse leaf spring is used.

The Sicam runabout manufactured by M. Violet, Paris,

fitted with vertical twin two-stroke engine.

The two-cylinder two-stroke

engine used on the Sicam
runabout

AT a meeting of motorists and others

interested in motor transport, held by
the Automobile Association at Luton

on the 7th inst., a resolution was passed
calling on the Government to stimulate

the use of the home-produced fuels

—

power alcohol and benzole—by immedi-

THE PRICE OF PETROL.
ately giving effect to the Departmental
Committee's recommendations on the
utilisation of power alcohol, and also the
Fuel Research Committee's recommenda-
t'ons on gas standards, providing that
all gas companies be required to e.xtract

the whole of the benzole from their gases.

Mr. Hughes Cumberland,
said that fuels as good as, and
cheaper than petrol could be
in this country which would
cause financial benefit, but be of

mportance otherwise to the
indnstrv

presiding,

infinitely

produced
not only
enormous
motoring

BI7
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A seiection ot questions ot general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not mast be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing lega'

cuestions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelooe, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Rising Prices.

I ordered a 3^ h.p. motor cycle

some weeks ago. Delivery was
promised in July, and 1 was in-

formed that the price was 95 gns.

I received a letter recently stating
that the makers had raised the price

to 105 gns., and that if I did not want
to pay the extra they had another
customer who would do so. Am I

liable to pay this extra amount ?—C.F.
New machines are mostly being sold at
prices ruling at time of delivery, and un-
less you had a definite contract to supply
at the lower figure we fear that you will

have to pay the increased price if you
desire the machine.

Valve Timing.

I recently bought a 3^ h.p.

Brown engine, which I fitted into

a Kex motor cycle, two-speed
frame. This engine has been re-

bushed and new rings fitted, and
compression is good. (1.) Un taking the
machine on the road a speed of 20 m.p.h.
is attained, and this seems the limit.

After travelling four miles the machine
overheats and comes to a stop. I have
oiled freely, and set the points to break,
viz., piston on top dead centre two-thirds
retarded. (2.) When the crank case was
dismantled it was necessary to take off

the small timing pinion which drives the
valve gear. The shaft carrying this

pinion has one key and the pinion two
slots set parallel to each other. This
allows the pinion to be placed in two
positions. (3.) I cannot get the machine __

to fire in any of the marked positions,

and am absolutely beaten with it. (4.) I

might add that 1 hav« fitted two new
springs to the valves, and these seem a
little longer than the old ones, but the
valves are receiving their correct lift.

—

G.R.P.
As your timing seems all mixed up, the
best thing to do is to retime entirely both
valves and ignition. Leave the main
pinion on the engine-shaft and remove
the other two. Revolve the engine till the
piston is about I'gin. down the stroke,

and replace the exhaust cam so that the
e.xhaust valve has just closed. Replace
the inlet valve cam so that the inlet valve
is commencing to open, j'.fr. , the valve is

very lightly eased off its seat.- This is a
good average timing, and may require to

be adjusted a tooth either way. Then turn
the engine-shaft till the piston is about
T^jin. down the firing stroke, with the lever

fully retarded, and the magneto points

about to break Overheating may be
caused by too rich a mixture, too high a

gear, or an obstructed silencer.

Gear Ratios.

Jly machine is a 1913 4 h.p.

J. A. P. engined Matchless with
P. and M. two-speed gear and
cane sidecar. The gear ratios at

present are 6 to 1 and 8^ to 1.

(1.) Do you think these are too high for

riding with a passenger in the sidecar

and an e.\tra passenger on the pillion?

(2.) The engine does not pull as it

should. Would the fitting of, new valve
springs make an appreciable difference?

(3.) Would you give me the most suit-

able valve and ignition timing for

passenger work as above, hill-climbing

being the most important consideration?
—S.H.B.

(1.) The gear ratios seem to be about
correct, and certainly not too high. (2.)

The fitting of new valve springs would
effect an improvement. (3.) The engine
should be timed as follows : Valves : Set
the exhaust valve to close just after the
completion of the exhaust stroke. It will

then commence to open when the piston
is about one-seventh of the length of the
stroke from the bottom of the firing stroke.
The inlet should commence to open as the
exhaust closes, and remain open for rather
more than one complete stroke of the
piston, or while the flywheels turn through
about 200° Igniticu : Remove the com-
pression tap. Rotate the engine slowly
until the piston is within a quarter of an
inch of the top of the compression stroke.
(This point can be found by inserting a
pencil or piece of wire through the com-
pression tap opening.) This is the posi-

tion the piston should be in when the
igniting spark passes, which in turn takes
place when the contact breaker points on
the magneto just separate. It remains,
therefoie. to arrange that both these

The trophy presented by the Palmer Tyre
Ltd., which was competed for in the Irish

End-to-end Reliability Run on the 14th

and 15th inst

operations synchronise. Loosen the mag-
neto sprocket, which is usually held on

to a taper spindle by a threaded screw.

Rotate the magneto armature in its proper

direction until the contact points just

separate. Take note that the piston is

still in its proper position. Now fix the

sprocket tightly, taking care not to move
the armature in doing so, and again verify

the position. In the case of magnetos
which give a variable point for ignition,

the lever should be set in the fully

advanced position prior to timing.

Carburetter Extension. Pipe.

(1.) I have a 1919 Triumph.
I am told that if the cap on tlie|

carburetter air port is cut off, and-'

a piece of metal tubing (or

funnel) is fastened on instead, it

increases the suction, and hence^ gives

better m.p.g. and higher speed. Do
you recommend this? (2.) Where can
I buy petrol in bulk (not cans), so as

to get it cheaper?—J.C.
n.) An increase in speed as a result of

fitting an extension to the air port of the

carburetter is problematical, but no doubt
some slight improvement in petrol con-

sumption will result. (2.) Unless you
are a large consumer and have special

facilities for storage, we cannot recom-
mend the purchase of petrol in bulk.

A Loose Ball Bearing.

I have the same gear box
trouble as " Ixion's " corre-

spondents (in T!i-e Motor Cycle of

May 8th, page 457)—a ball race
loose in its housing. Will you

plea-se let me know (1) whether it is

safe to use the machine at all while
this is loose? Is it possible for the race
to leave its housing altogether and foul
with the gear box mechanism (in which
case the danger would be very real, of
course)? (2.) Please tell me exactly
how to "tin the outside of the ball
racf-, as " Ixion ' suggests. I have
no tinning plant. The machine is a
James 4^ 'h.p single three-speed.^
A.L.M.

(1.) You had better secure the ball bear-
ing as soon as possible, as it might cause
trouble, though this is not very likely.

(2.) If the tall Hearing is free on the
shaft it is easy to take it up in the hous-
ing with a thin sheet of paper, which
should wedge it in position quite satisfac-

tonr, We expect iie means to run a
little j-older on the outside of the ball

race, so as to increase the thickness
thereof, and wedge it more securely in the
housing, but the method we have sug-
gested should be good enough.



JULY IJill, Jgig.

Use of Benzole.

I am expecting delivery of a

^] 8 h.p. Campion-Jap in a few
> days, and, as I am to use the
-iJ turnout for pleasure, I do not

wish to spoil the appearance for

a few coppers saving on the running
expenses. (1.) Will the use of benzole
mixture (half petrol, half benzole,

which, I suppose, improves the running)
injure the appearance of the enamel if

splashed on to the tank, etc.? (2.) Best
plugs to carry for spares for the above
machine? (3.) How long will the F.R.S.
battery last with three lights burning

;

also, after newly charging, without
lighting? (4.) One charge of oil to start,

how far to travel with heavy or light

load before oiling aeain ? (5.) Will
benzole mixture injure'the inside of the
tank or any other working parts of
machine? (5.) The best insurance
company that will insure against acci-

dents, damages, fire, burglary ; also to

include the A.A. and the M.U.—a.V.F.
(1.) The benzole mixture is very satisfac-

tory, but will attack the enamel if care-
lessly splashed about. (2.) Any plugs of
first-class manufacture will be satisfactory
on your machine. (3.) If you are speak-
ing of an accumulator, the lighting dura-
tion will depend upon its capacity and the
lamps . used. The outfits normally sup-
plied give about ten hours' light. Accu-
miilators, when not in use, should be
regularly recharged about every six
weeks. (4.) One charge of oil evei-y six
or eight miles according to load and speed.
If engine smokes continuously, cut down
oil supply slightly. (5.) Benzole will not
injure the tank internally. (6.) If you
desire your insurance to include A.A. and
JI.U. membership, write to the secretary,
21, Fanum House, Whitcombe Street,
London, W.C.2.

Army Huts as Garages.

From time to time in your
?pape'r there are advertisements

for the sale of wooden huts, to
-2-1 be used as motor garages. One

of these I have ordered—general
Aimy hut, 40ft. x 20ft., with the altera-

tion of double doors at one end, suit-

able for holding four light cars or taxis,

and to be situated on the main road
4ft. fi-om the wall alongside footpath,
and at least 40tt. to 50ft. from any
surrounding property. On submitting
my plans at the Borough Surveyor's
Office, Town Hall, Bradford, for per-

mission to erect this, I am informed
that such cannot be used as a motor
garage unless it be lined both inside
and outside with asbestos and alsb has
a concrete floor, the cost of which would
be as much as, if not more than, a
proper brick building. Can the vendors
claim anything from me,, or should they
refund my money in full, delivery not
being promised for about another week
or more?—C.S.

Our legal adviser writes as follows :
" I

understand that, strictly speaking, a
council is not bound to allow a hut to be
used for garage pui'poses. If, however, a
council does allow it to be used it can
insist on such alterations as it thinks
proper, and no doubt these would vary
somewhat throughout the country. In
Bomff instances, it might be regarded as
sufficient to have asbestos outside the hut,

while in others both inside and outside
would be insisted on. I am informed that,
in the case of a hut similar to that de-
scribed by your correspondent, and to be
utilised for lour cars or taxis, it would
be very advisable to have asbestos both
inside and out as well as a concrete floor,

and these stipulations could not be re-

garded as unreasonable. I presume
asbestos is required on the outside because
there is no brickwork. Probably corru-
gated iron, would be sufficient, but that
would be expensive and more difficult to
obtain. Your correspondent has no power
to cancel the order, and the vendors can
either send on the hut or they can resell

it and deduct any deficiency in price and
let your correspondent have the balance.
I do not think that delay in delivery tor

a few days would make any diiference
unless immediate delivery was stipulated
for."

READERS' REPLIES.

Loss of Compression.

Having just read "G.J.B.'s" letter
in your issue of July 3rd re loss of com-
pression on his Douglas, I may state that,
on first possessing one, I was mystified
by the hiss of escaping air he describes.
Very soon, however, my natural (or un-
natural) curiosity prompted me to seek
its c^use. I find that the lubrication of
the valve operating gear is effected by
an oilway drilled in centre of mainshaft
pinion, through which oil is blown by
crank case compression as the pistons
"descend." When turning flywheel by
hand he can probably hear the air hissing
through this oilway, and, if the inspection
cover is taken off, it can be felt with the
hand.—C.W.F.

Lubrication.

Several readers who complain of exces-
sive oil consumption troubles may find
help in the following remedy, which
I have carried out and found very suc-
cessful to more than one 4 h.p. W.D.
Douglas : Between ptimp and branch
union (to drip feed and crank case supply)
place an ordinary petrol tap, so that m
its on position it faces down (to obviate

TOCEANK ij

CASE— P

DlilP FEED

TAP FITTED

HERE

Illustrating "Ex-D.R. Tiffy's" reply to

L. W.'s query on the lubrication of a 4 h.p.

Douglas.

closing with vibration). By this method
it will be seen that the supply can be
regulated very easily, and when correct
lubrication is obtained, can be fixed if de-
sired, or even, by fitting a lever (foot

operated), can be varied according to
load.—Ex D.R. Tipft.

79

Magneto Ignition.

,1 notice H. E. Porter says, in reply
to a correspondent who has trouble with
a low-tension magneto fitted to an N.S.U.,
that the glazing of the carbon brush is

part of the trouble. I always under-
stood that the glazing of all carbon
brushes on a magneto machine was bad
and that the surface should not be
allowed to become too much glazed. Then
I attended a paper read at the Coventry
Technical Institute by Mr. A. P. Young.
A.M.I.E.E., and an expert technical

manager at the B.T.H. Co., Coventry,
who said that the ^laze on a carbon
brush did not affect the correct function-

ing of the magneto machine. No explan-

ation of the reason was, so far as I

recollect, given tor this, but Mr. Young,
I know, upset one of two more cherished

theories in the same paper ; one being

the opinion that a loud "snappy" spark

meant a more effective one for exploding

the charge. He proved, by actual ex-

periment at the lecture table, that a

very " crackly " spark could be produced
by a very low voltage machine, and that

the most effective magneto spark could

be, and was, practically noiseless—the

degree of heat is the thing, not the

volume of sound.—B.S.A.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Liverpool to Norwich.—G.W.

Liverpool, Widnes, Nortbwich, Congle-

ton, Leek, Ashbourne, Derby, Notting-

ham, Grantham, Donington, Liang Sutton,

Kings Lynn, Swaffham, Dereham, Nor-
wich. Approximately 140 miles.

Cheltenham to IMiddlesbrohgh.—C.H.
Cheltenham, Winchcomb, Broadway,

Stratford-on-Avon, Warwick, Hinckley,

Ibstock, Cole Orton, Castle Donington,
Nottingham, Mansfield, Worksop, Don-
caster, Ferrybridge, Aberford, Wetherby,
Boroughbridge, Topcliffe, Thirsk, Stokes-

ley, Middlesbrough.

London to Tokquay.—H.B.
London, Kingston, Esher, Cobham,

Ripley, Guildford, Hog's Back, Farnham,
Alton, Alresford, Winchester, Romsey,
Wimborne, Bere Regis, Dorchester, Brid-

port, Lyme Regis, Charmouth, Colyford,

Exeter, Chudleigh, Kingsteignton,

Torquay.

Benwick (near JIarch) to Weston-
super-Mare.—A.R.A.

Benwick, Ramsey, Huntingdon, Spald-

wick, Higham Ferrers, Wellingborough,
Northampton, Canons Ashby, Banbury,
Chipping Norton, Burford, Cirencester,

Tetbury, Bristol, Long Ashton, Congres-
bury, Weston-super-Mare. Approximately
185 miles.

Weston-supDr-JIare . to Benwick (nb.vii

March), via Gloucester, Shrews-
bury, AND Birmingham.—A.R.A.

Back to Bristol, Thombury, Hardwick,
Gloucester, Worcester, Kidderminster,
Bridgnorth, Shrewsbury. To reach Bir-

mingham, go through Bridgnorth, Stour-

bridge, Halesowen, Birmingham,
continiling through Coventry, Rugby,
Market Sarborough, Kettering, Thrap*-
ton, Huntingdon, Ramsey, Benwick.
Appro.ximately 580 miles.
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Following Famous Brother.

Percy Newman, who made his dehut
in competitions in the M.C. and A.C.
" Long Day " Tiial on an Ivy, is a
brother of Howard C. Newman, the well-

known Precision exponent before the war.

Extensions.

We learn that the Owen Davies Engi-
neering Co., Ltd., is extending its motor
body building, sidecar, and sheet metal
departments, having moved into larger
premises at Ballards Lane, near Tally Ho
Corner, North Finchley, London, N.12.

The £100 Runabout.
The three-wheeled and four-vpheeled

runabouts, which will shortly be offered
to the public by the Beaufort Motor
Agency, of Bristol, will not be known as

the Aero-car, as has been announced.
This name is the property of the Aero
Car Engineering Co., and a new title will

be found for the Bristol production.

Catalogues Received.

Messrs. Tuck and Blakemore, Coventry.
A comprehensive list of tools suitable for

motor work and adjustment.

Messrs. Leo Ripault and Co., 1, King's
Road, St. Pancras, London N.W.I, have
issued a descriptive list illustrating their
various types of Oleo plugs.

The Vowels Engineering Co., of Mount
Street, Coventry, has issued a booklet
concerning the Warner spring frame
attachment, by which rigid machines can
be converted into spring frame mounts.

A neat and very useful booklet has

i'ust been Lssued by the makers of the.
)alm engine dealing with running in-

structions. The book also contains a
revised list of spare parts. Owners of
Dalm engines should write for a copy
from Messrs. J. C. Dalman and Sons,
River Street, Birmingham.

We have received a copy of the latest
catalogue published by the Etablisse-

. ments Hutchinson, 70, Basinghall Street,
London, E.C., which includes a useful
table showing the types of Hutchinson
tyres recommended for various makes of
machines. Advice is given for solo

machines up to 350 c.c, and for passen-

ger and solo machines up to 500 c.c,

750 c.c, and 1,000 c-c. Special mention

is made of the three-ribbed pattern

Hutchinson tyre for motor cycles fitted

with voiturette rims and for light cars.

Air Force Cross for Competition Rider.

Lt. J. L. Stocks, late of the R.A.F.,

the travelling representative for the Ariel

Co. and a keen competition rider, has

been awarded the Air Force Cross for

distinguished' services rendered during

the war.

The New Home of the B.L.I.C. Magneto.

The British Lighting and Ignition Co.,

Limited, who, - during the war were
established at 20.4, Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.l, have now removed their

head office and works to Cheston Road,

Aston, Birmingham, and will in future

be known as the B.L.I.C. Works.

Direct Factory Representatives Overseas.

We have frequently referred to the

necessity for motor cycle manufacturers to

be directly represented Overseas, and
several firms are now making arrange-

ments on these lines. The Clyno Co. has

appointed Capt. B. C. Woodward (who has

contributed articles on Overseas trade to

The Motor Cycle] to be their resident

factory representative in South Africa, and
his temporary address is P.O., Box 124,

Germiston, Transvaal. The Clyno Co. has

also appointed representatives covering

Scandinavia, Holland and Belgium, and the

Indian Empire, and are endeavouring to

find suitable representatives to act in ._ a

like capacity in Australia and Southern

America. This is indeed a step in the

right direction.

JULY. i7lh,-inig.

Change of Name
Messrs. Alfred Wiseman, Ltd., Glover

Street, Birmingham, inform us that the

motor cycle manufactured by them is to a
be known as the Verus, and not thejB
Sirrah Verus, as has been mentioned. 'a

Aero Plugs for Motor Cyclists

Capt. Gathergood, the winner of the ,

Aerial Derby, used K.L.G. plugs, as did

the second and third prize winners^ and

also Capt. Sir John Alcock in. his Trans-

atlantic flight. ^

A London Repair Shop.

Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., the

London agents for the Douglas, have
opened a well equipped repair shop for

the repair and maintenance of Douglas
machines.

Reviews.

Touring Atlas of the British Isles : J.

G. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S., . John Bar-

tholomew and Co., The Geographical i

Institute, Duncan Street, ^Edinburgh, j
2s. 6d. net. This convenient pocket size

touring atlas is divided into eighty-nine

sections, one of which is printed in con-

tour colours on each double page. First,

second, and third-class roads are repre--

sented by suitable conventional lines.

One hundred selected routes are given.at

the end of this book, with distances from

the starting point recorded in miles. The
highest points of the road and of some
selected towns in the British Isles are to

be found at the beginning of the book,

the colouring of which corresponds to

that of the contour colouring in the

section maps of the atlas.

Gasoline and Kerosene Carburetters

:

V. H. Page, M.S.A.E., The N.W. Henley
Publishing Company of New York, and
Crosby Lockwood and Son, 7, Stationers'

Hall Court, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4,
in the United Kingdom. The principles

of carburation are thoroughly dealt with
;

numerous illustrations portray the con-

struction and mechanism of the principal

American and British carburetters. The
undeveloped subject of the use of the

heavier grade petx'ol or " kerosene " forms
an instructive chapter, and supplies both

practical and theoretical information,

AMERICAN DESIGN.

WHILE at- Wauchope's the other day
we came across an American motor
cycle which is quite unknown in

this country. It is known as the Limited,
and is manufactured by the Felbach
Motor Co., of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
The particular model is stated to h£v6
been used by the Milwaukee police.

In general appearance the machine is

exceptionally American. It is fitted with
a Schebler carburetter, neatly stowed
away between the two cylinders, has
overhead mechanically operated inlet

valves, and a camshaft for each pair of

valves. The raising of the exhaust foj*

the purpose of releasing the engine com-
pression is effected by a rotating cam-
shaft through the twist handle and rod
control. The machine is Btted with
pedals, which are used for starting the
engine. No details of this machine are
available at the present time in this

country. '"Tie Limited big twin, an American machine at present very little known in this country
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Peace Motoring
Peace of Mind follows A.A. Membership.

It signifies protection—freedom. It is the Key to the Open Road,
unlocking the barriers to pleasure motoring.

A. A. membership gives you peace of mind on the road. The
great Army of Road Scouts is always at your command to render

every possible assistance.

A.A. Roadside Telephone Service is available day
and night, ridding you of the fear of getting stranded
or losing touch with home or business.

A. A. Free Legal Defence takes a load off your
mind should you be threatened with proceedings
under the Motor Gar Act.

A. A. Hotels relieve you of the anxiety of finding

satisfactory accommodation when touring.

A.A. Engineering Department takes from you
the fear of buying a faked second-hand car.

In fact, in a hundred and one ways, A.A. mem-
bership relieves you of motoring worries.

Join the A. A. now and motor in peace.

Write to-day for a free copy of " The Key to the Open Road " and
learn for yourself the advantages which follow A.A. membership.

Applications should be addressed to the Secretary, A.A. & M.U.,

21, Fanuni House, Whitcomb Street, London, W.C.2.

In ansivering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. foreverj

additional word. Eacli paragrapii is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on

application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in paymentfor

advertisements should be made payable_^j-r--£^
to ILIBi?'E & SONS Ltd., and crossed_^

—

^—

'

Treasury Notes, bein^ untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All adverase.Tients m tnis section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

AH, letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes!

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box. ooo, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number'
will appear in the advertisement. Ail replies should be

addressed No. ooo, c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudoi Street,

E.G. 4. Replies to Box Number advettisemeiiis containing

remittances should be sent by registered post.

In the case of motor cycles ottered for sale under a box
number, as it is unusual lor these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

some mention ol the district in which the car offered

may be seen and tried.

3)*- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

*may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit Svstem. If the money bo deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the .transaction pays

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £ro in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged \ when under

£10, the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A.B.C.—CaHyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, distributers^ lor
Su'-ses, are booking orders for earliest deliveries.

[0016
JONES' Garage, special agents lor A. B.C., Broad-

way. Muswell Hill, N.IO. and Woodside Parade,
North Finchley. [2930

CROW Bros., Hi^'li St.. Guildford, have contracted
ljirEre).v for tiie uew A.B C Order now for

enrliest delivery [5298

LIVEBl'OOL and llistrict Aseuts tor A.B.C. Place
ordeia now to seruie e;itly delivery.—Victor Hors-

innn. Ltd., 9. Parr "St., LiTerijool [0C03

A.B.C —Distributors lor Scotland. Book your ordei
now to en.siire rensnn.nMe d;ite for delivery.—Edin-

I'urph Pioneer Motors. Ltd.. .5n. firinrllny St. Kdin-
''urs'i [XS301

M
AUDE'S
OTOR
ART

Accessories for
Immediate Delivery

PILLION SEATS.

Tan-Sad Saddle , . 33 /-

(Post, 2/-).

ACCUMULATORS.

4 volt 20 amp., in tin case 17/6
(Post, i/-).

HEAD LAMPS.

Lucas' King of the Road Head Lamp and
Generator, khaki model £4 10

(Post, 1/6).

HORNS.

Motor Cycle Mechanical Horn 36 /-

(Post, r/-V

SPEEDOMETERS.
Smiths', for 26X28in. wheels .. . . ; 84/-
Bonniksen, for 26 xaSin. wheels 95/-

(Post, i/-).

PLUGS.

K.L.G., 5/-; Lodge, 5 /-and 8/6; Apollo. 6/-.
(Post, 3d.)

TOOLS.

King Dick Spanner, No. o, 3/-; No. 2, 7/6
(Post, 3d.)

Set of Tubular Spaimers, 3 /- ; in case 4/6
Toolkit, fine set in roll - 17/6
Ditto, superior set 29/6

(Post, 1/-),

WINDSCREENS.

Easting £4 10$.
(Post, 2/6).

WADERS.
Water-tight, with leather soles 24 /-

, ENGINES.

M.A.G., 4 h.p. twin, vidthout magneto .... £28
Ditto, with magneto £34
J.A.P., twin, 50*, without magneto £23

These are new engines.

Celluloid Footpumps (motor cyclel 7 6/6
(Post, 3d.)

Patchquick Outfits (post, 3d.) 3 /_
Mascots—Mechanical Policeman (post 6d.) 16/6
Dixie Magneto, 45° twin, new £4 los.

(Post, 2 16).

Dissolved Acetylene Cylinder, with gau^e
and clips complete £3*168. 8d.

100, Great Portland St.,

LONDON W.I
Telegrams : " Abdicate,

Wesdo, London."

Telephone: Museum S57.

and at
100, Paris St.,

EXETER.
1 elegrams : " Combustion.

Exeter.'
Telephone : Exeter 933.

MOTOR

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A-B.C.—Solo ngents for these ffimou? machines.
Orders booked new for early delivery.—Chandler,

Reyre. and WilliMOis. Sun St.. Hiteliin. [0996

FANCOtJTlT'S Garage, Stamford, for A.B.C. 's; sole

distributing agent for Soke of Peterboro' and
County of Rutland; particulars and illustrations on
request. _ [X9724

ORIGINAL A.B.C. and Racing Sidecar, not been
used for 4 years, just overhauled, and in per-

fect order; £80.—Stanley Russell, High St., Newport,,
I.O.W. [eios

A.B.C — Book early and prevent disappointment.
Specification and full particulars will he sent on

application.—The Spalding Motor Co.. Ltd., Spalding,
distributing agents lor Lincohisliire. [X6969

A.B.C—Early position on our waiting lists occasion-
ally become vac-ant again owing to clients pre-

fering immediate delivery of other makes; probably it

is well worth your writing us ; large July deliveries

expected; 200 A.B.C. 's due thiy .seaeon.-Dunwell's
Garage. Wigan. - [X4664

ADingdon.
4h.p. Abingdon King Dick, perfect running order;

£50, or near offer.—Godly, 18, Crewy's Rd., Child's
Hill, London, N.W. [6560

ABINGDON King Dick 3V>h.p., clutch, pedal start,

ride away, £27/10; also wicker sidecar, £2/18;
after 6.-S. Tite, 113. Lavender Hill. S.W.ll. [6703

ABINGDON King Dick 3V>h.p.. 2-speed, clutch,

handle starter, new heavy Dunlops, lamps, spares,

good sidecar machine, splendid condition ; 50 gns.—
14a. Wingford Rd., Brixton Hill, London, S.W. [6900

:: DEPOSITS ::

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The atteniion oi Advertisers is ca.led ^o che

fact that Deposits axe now dealt with j.t

20,Tudor St^ London, E.C.4,

to which address a.\\ communicatioas rclaun->

to deposits should be directed

b22

^L OF SATlSfl

All letters relating to advertisements should atiote the number at the end of ench

A.J.S.

A.J.S. 8i>ecialist3 and Agents: The Walsall Garage,
Walsall. Tel.: 444. [5601

JACK HEALY, Cork.-Official A.J.S. agent.-Garage
and works. Drinan St [X8336

1 Ol9 A.J.S., new, delivered July 6th ; best offer.—
-L«/ 65, Ablewell St., Walsall. [X6423

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.S. agents
since 1912.—Deliveries have begun. [4083

'

0.3.b.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, clutch, engine overhauled; i!

1^4= £55.-33, The Parade, Golders Green, N.W.
[6717 1

"Id 17 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, hood, screen, lampSj
1

JL«/ perfect order, recently overhauled; £140.—Davies,
Photographer, Stafford. [X6425

1Q19 AJ.S. 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, wind
Xt7 screen, etc., 3 Lucas lamps, electric horn, out-

fit fully insured, delivered last mouth; £185.—-Alhn,
Ledbury. [X6258

A.J.S.—E.xeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd.,

Both Rd.^ Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.. Ply-

njoutb. Sole agents,
liveries.

Now booking for earliest

[0007

33.h.p. A.J.S., 3-;Speed countershaft, kick start, hand-
4 controlled clutch, chain drive, perfect order,

lamps, horn; £60.—9a, West St., Prittlewell, South-
end.

-

[6737

1Q15 ^%h.p A.J.S., 2-speed, entirely rebuilt at a
--*' coet of £30, not run last 3 years, all new tyres,

machine is like new; best offer over £65.—F. Ridley,
Addiughaui, near Ilkley. [X6311

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1916 Combination de Luse, hood,
wind screen, spare wheel, Lucas lamps and horn,

luggage carrier, in excellent condition; 145 gns.—
Arnold, 4, Myrtle Ter., Sidmouth. [X6221

A.J.S-, 6h.p., 2-speed, with 2-peater hooded Sociable
siderar, and fittings for driving from sidecar ii

deeired, engine rebushed, geiirs perfect; any expert ex-
amination; 97 gns.—Box L2,696, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[6337

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. C.B. Combination, hood, screen,
3 lamps, splendid condition; seen any time

Thursday; best otEer over 100 gns. gets it.—Green, 1.

Hollingbourne Gardens, Ealing, close to terminus of

105 'bus. [6772

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late 1913. 3-speed counter-
shaft gear box, speedometer, wind screen, acces-

sories, overhauled throughout, plated and enamelled
like new; 100 gns.; seen any time.—69, Gladstone Av.,
East Ham, Essex. [7001

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Campion.

AMPION-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, late 1916, Jar-
dine 4-speed, hood, wind screen, lamps, speed-

eter, pillon seat, Klaxon horn, in new condition;
28; seen after 6.—119, Benares Rd., Plumstead.

[68S6
C.C.R.

ti.p. C.C.R. and Sidecar, 2-speed and free, p:ood con-
dition, £38 : cycle car chassis, S-speed and reverse

r, wire wheels, irheel steering, and 12h.p. engine,
3; four F.N. cylinders and new pistons, £5.—Wade,
St. Leonard's St., Stamford, Lines. [X6380

Centaur.
ENTAUR, 4h.p., clutch model, excellent condition;
£40.-41, Heath Gardens, Twickenham. [6948

d.p. Centaur, less timing wheels and wants ac:serabling,
good engine; £10.—B. Copping, Millfield Terrace,

tham. Ksses. [S6371

ih.p. Centaur, Bosch, 2-speed, lamps, horn, mirror,
3 carrier, real good tyres; bargain, £32; Druid
ks.—152, Camberwell Grove, Camberwell, S.E. [6650

ENTAtJR, Sy^hip., "splendid condition, ^ overhauled,
new tyres and tube; £32; between 6 and 9 p.m.—

Coveut Gardens, Windmill jp-d., South Ealing, W.5.
[6633

^ Chater-Lea
31). p. Chater-Lea, accumulator ignition, perfect order,
4 ride away; £18/10.—Savill. Shenfield Rd., Brent-
)d. [X5977
DUTH Lancashire Only.—Chater-Lea enquirie.^.—J.

Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man-
ster.

*
[7040

914 Chater-Lea Combination. 8h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed
gear box, clutch, chain diive, Bosch, Binks, new

es and tul«s on bicycle, B.S.A. sidecar; £95.-5.
!en Lane, Peterboro'. [Z6299
HATER-LEA 8h.p. Twin Combination, coachbuilt,
?speed count-ershaft, handle starter, pillion seat,

ips, etc., all in top-hole condition; 78 gns,—34, Cass-
d Rd.. South Hackney, London, N.E. [7024

912 4h.p. Engine and Chater-Lea Frame (Colonial
mode'), tank to suit (2 gallon capacity), Druid

ing forks, carrier, stand, and wheels; the above
table for building up T.T. n;odel (low saddle posi-
n) : best offer secures.—Box 4,325. c/o The Motor
3?c. [X6355

Chater=Lea'Antoine.
HATER-LEA, Antoine 3'/oh.p.. Druids, U.H., B. and

B., new bronzes, pii^ton, gudgeon, rings; £21.—
ihopp, Dry Hill Park, Tonbridge. [X6172

Chaler''Lea>JaD
,(HATER-LEA-J.A.P., SVoh.p., 2-speed pfS.U. gear;
' £40.—Robertson, 55, Broad St., Peterborough.

' [6623
h.p. 1914 Chater-Lea-Jap, fitted with Mead and

Deakin sidecar de luxe, kick start, 2 speeds,
0x80 tyres, speedometer, lamp, horn, luggage
rrier, spare cover, 2 spare valves, condition per-
:t; 100 gns.—Anchorage, Billet Lane, Walthamstow.

i

-

'

[6920
Clyde.

fiLYDE 2%h.p. Lightweight, Dixie, B. and B.

;

^ £25.—64a, Murray Rd., South Ealing. [6764

Clyno.
tROYER, Smith,'" and Willis, Basingstoke, Clyno
T Agents.-Deliveries in strict rotation; order now.

[5778
^ROW Bros., High St.. Guildtord, West Surrey
'' agents for the new Clyno.—Order now for early
:!ivery. [4084

1LYN0, 6h.p., 3-si)eed, detachable wheels, speedo-
-' metev, Gloria coach sidecar; £95.-2, Montrea'
1.. IlfoFd. [S6464
"(LYNO Combination, as new, 6h.p., 3-speed detach-
f able wheels; £130.—Johnston, 216, Rodney Hut,
ayford. Kent. [X6487
1LYN0 6h.p., 3-speed, kick-start, 4, detachable
-^ wheels and sidecar ; £95, any time.—29, St.
?onard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [6688

^LYNO, 1915, 6h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, kick
v/ start, 4 interchangeable wheels, hood, screen,
mps, horn, Al condition; £125.—Watson, Hartford
jdge, Bexley.

^ [X6527

'h.p. Clyno Combination, coach pideoar, kick starter,
* 2 siieoda and free, all chain drive, extra heavy
aalops, watertight Bosch; 80 gne.—Ray Reader, Apple-
n Farm, Frittenden, Kent. [X6293
"SLYNO Combinations and Lightweights. Write,
^ 'phone, or call for particulars of deliveries.

—

ays, 8, Bond St., and 116-122, Pitshanger Lane,
Aling. 'Phone : 553 Ealing. [7084

^LTNO 1915 2-stroke. 2 speeds, hand clutch, a de
-' light tally flexible mount, practically unscratched,
I accessories: £48; any trial willingly.- 175, Camber-
?U Grove. 'Phone Brixton 286. [6666

"1LYN0 6h.p. twin coachbuilt Combination, kick-
-^ start, 2-3peeds, double chain drive, Bosch mag.,
w tyres, excellent condition; £65-—Turner, Wheel-
eight, Standish, near Wigan. [X6235
*h.p. Clyno C.B. Combination, countershaft, 3-speed,
• K.S., clutch, spare wheel, lamps, horn, etc., just
erhauled and enamelled, in perfect condition, 5 up
lywhere; 100 gns.—Briscoe. Lucerne Terrace, Hadley
'lop, [X6413

THE BIRNJINQHAM HOUSE

FOR MOTOR CYCLES « LIQHT CARS
5

THREE
GOOD POINTS

THE MACHINE.
In selecting a new

mount, you require one that
will fully meet your demands.

Being able to offer a
varied choice, from light-

weights to high - powered
sidecar combinations of the
best mai<es, I am in a unique
position to give you every
satisfaction.

PRICE.

All machines are sold

at manufacturers' advertised
prices.

DELIVERY.
A limited number of

orders are now being booked
for September.

BLACKBURNE, INDIAN, ENFIELD
NORTON, TRIUMPH, EDMUND,
CALTHORPE, ROVER, ZENITH,
NEW IMPERIAL, JAMES, A.J.S.,

ENFIELD, etc.

You can get these
"THREE GOOD POINTS" \H ONE,
by doing business with me.

Write, 'phone, or call

—

'Grams

;

87-91, "Lytcar.B'ham."

JOHN BRIGHT ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO 1914 Combination, excellent condition, water-
proofs, cape, wind screen, spare wheel, and full

equipment : 130 gns. ; at present with makers.—42.
Castlelord Ed.. Sparkliill, Birmingham. - [X6187

CLTNO 6h.p. O.B. Combination, July, 1914, 3-speed,

kick starter, snare wheel, cover, and tubes, chains,
valves, etc.. Miller lighting set, Stewart speedometer:
£105, no oflers.—Broomfield, 322, Whitehorse Rd

,

Croydon. (6297
Connaught.

CONI^AUGHT, 2%h.p., good tvres and belt: £29.-
170, Chaaning St., Hillebro", Sheffield. [6627

jih.p. Connaught, 2-5peed. 2-stroke model; £35,
/^4 "Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6938

CONNAUGHT 2-stroke, 1916, 2y,h.p., top-hole con-
dition: 36 gns.-51, Montholme Ed., S.W.ll.

[6586
CONNAUGHT- 2-stroke. 1915, excellent machine,

-powerful and remarkably reliable; £39.—Widdi-
combe, Shepton Mallet, Somerset. [X6403

GONNAUQHT, 1914, 3-speed, clutch. Palmer front.

Britannic oversize rear, Dunlop belt, all new, P.

and H. lamp, horn, pump, tools, etc., perfect condition

throughout, unused 3 years; £40; insurance policy

transferred if desired-— 122, Kilmartin Av., Norbury,
S.W.16. [6802

Coulson.

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of Man
Only.—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,

Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7041

Coventry Eagle.

16 Coventry E.agle, Viliiers 2-stroke, like new;
£34, or exchange bigger power-—Crabtree. Boot-

maker, Hebden Bridge, Yorke. [X6461

COVENTRY Eagle, 1919. 2?ih.p. J.A.P, engine, 2-

speed countershaft, free engineT aluminium foot-

boards, unscratched and little used; any trial; £58, no

offers- Wood, private owner ; machine stored at Brent-

ham Garage, 26. The Mews, Pittshanger. Ealing, u.
[X6416

Dayton.
ATTON Lightweight, 2h.p., splendid order; £26.—

50, Parkfield Ed., South Harrow. [6341

ATTON 2-stroke, new condition, perfect running
'

der" £30.-Apply, 31", Alderbrook Ed., Balhani.

S.W.
'

[6654

DAYTON Lightweight, 2-stroke, top-hole condition

;

£37.—Deppe, Ridley Villa, New Ed., Hillingdon

Heath, near Oxbridge. ["000

AYTON, l'A-2h-p., 2-stroke, real lightweight, ap-

pearance as new, guaranteed good order,^ new tyres

belt; £26.-ElUs, Cecil Ed., Swanage. (7017

19^

D'
B'

B'
and

Dot

DOT 7-9h p Twin Combination, clutch, chain-curn-

belt tree engine, kick starter, Bosch, overhauled,

enamelled, excellent condition, stored Manchester,

owner on tour; best offer over £70; letters only.—

-Kilfoy, Younger Generation Company, Opera nouse,

Northampton. [X6445
Douglas.

NEW 2%ih.p. Douglas, in stock: 75 gns.—Edwards
and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd.. S.VV.7. [7078

DOUGLAS 2%h.p.. 2-speed. brand new, in crate: 70

gns., or best offer.-Kelham, Bourne. [X63S1

.OUGLAS 1915 2?ih.p., 2-speed, in excellent con-

dition: £58.-42, Eacton ltd., lulham. (6660

nUGLAS 2y4h.p., 2 speeds brand new; £74-1
Melrose Rd., Merton Park, S.W.19. [6701

EW Douglas Motor Cycle, War OiBce model, 2%h.p-

—Clifford's Garage, Sidcup. 'Phone : 4. [7076

OUGLAS —We are doing our best for deliveries.—

MoSat, Douglas Agent, Yeovil. 'Phone; 50. [1103

.ODGLAS 2%h.p., single speed, fixed engine, good

'order? £30 -3, Vant Rd." Tooting, S.W. 17. [6606

hp Douglas 1916 Combination, splendid order;

£95.—Griffith and Son, 6, Gipsy Hill, S.E.19-
[6441

DOUGLAS 2-yjh.p , 2-speed. excellent condition: £60

-D. A. Weeks, 10, Gap Ed.. Wmlbledon, SA\ 19

23hp Douglas, new, and new sidecar; 89 gns., or

4 separate.-52, Thornhill Rd., Barosbury, N.
[70 oD

DOUGLAS 1916 2%h.p., 2-speed, T.T., accessories,

fast powerlul; £59.-5, Victoria Av., Surbiton.
' - (6867

O '1 h p W.D. Douglas, 2-speed model, as new

;

/4<t £67/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

DOUGLA&,-'23ih.p., 1915. 2-sp=ed, speedometer, horn,

lamp- £52 Johnsen, Vale House, Tonbridge.
(6861

DOUGLAS 2''ih.p., 2-spced, good condition; £39; 10.

ride away.—78, Springbank Rd., Hither Green.

S-E. (6972

D0UG1,-\S-—.All models. Book now lor future

1919-20 deliveries — Parker's, Bradsbawgate.

Bolton. (X6475

"I 018 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

X-i/ kick stiUt, new condition, 3 lumps, t^peeilometer

:

£105. no deiilers.-JeHive-i. 32. Felsted Rd.. Wansteiid
[6437

D
D
N
D
D
4
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SIOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOTJGIAS.
2?ih.p.; £75.—Tie

-I Q15 4h.p.
J-U dition; £100

1919, _W.D. type, 2-3peed, brand new.
Layton Garages, Bicester,

Oion.. [7035

BEAND New (nnnsed) 2%h.p. Douglas, W.D., still

in crata; best offer over £70.—Tyson, Easington,
Dtirham. [X6'463

Douglas Combination, beautifnl con-
£100.-18, Wis's Lane, Lavender Hill,

a.W. [6853

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 1914 (late), T.T., 2-speed, lamps,
born, new Dunlops; 46 gns.—Green, Grocer,

Keigate. [6904

-1 Q19 2%h.p. W.!!. Douglas, buffer springs, under 50
J-I' miles,, perfect; 76 gns.—Tebb, The Old . Lodge,
Epsom. [6844

DOUGLAS 2=4b.p., 1915, colonial model, in first-

class condition; £65.—R. Alexander, Hill View;
Hnngerlord. [6324

33.b.p. Douglas, 2-speed, free engine, new tyres,
i splendid condition; 7 p.m.—79, Seymour

Gardens, Ilford. [6394

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 2-Epeed, foot clutch. Boscli mag.
good tyres; £28.-12, Lower ,

Charles St,
^-^"John
[6680

"I QU Douglas, in excellent^ condition, can be seen
X*J at any time ^

"
'

' "

Hitchin, Herts.
£23.—Plowright, 52, Bancroft

[X6253

unning order, requires induction
- - - "•"•

Hill,
[6996

-I Q19 4h.p.±0 months; £120^

3.3h.p. Douglas. „ ---,-

4 pip3; only £18.—Cartwright, Highwood Hill

Mill Hill, N.W.7.
'"""'

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, clutch, k.s., good appear
' ancc; £56; after 12 o'clock.—48.- Prince George

Rd.. Diiston. N. [7073

Douglas, perfect condition, ridden 2
nearest oSer.—Vickers,

Heighington, Lincoln. [X6242

4h p. Douglas Combination, new, first delivery, un-
used; what offers; letters only.—G. White, 31. Gt.

James St., W.C.I. [6968

1 Q 1 5 Douglas Motor Cycle, 3-Bpeed, plutch, kick start,

J-I7 very good x:onditio» ; price £58.—Canty, Crocken-

hill, Swanby, Kent. [6830

DOUGLAS 2»,ih.p., 1914-15, .2-speed,- lamps, horn,
speedometer: anv test; 58 gns.—Andrews,-67, High-

gate Hill, London. N> - [6296

] Q14 2?4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, kici-start, clutch,
-LtJ etc.; 55 gns. After 6.—Browne, 90, Park St.,

Camden Town, N.W.I. [6322

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%li.p.., 2-spsed, splendid _con-

dition; best offer over £48.-16, Lydhurst Av.
Streatham Hill, S.W. [6735

DOUGLAS 1914 T.T., 2-speed, 2?4h.p., splendid con-
dition, new Dunlop back; £57/10.—Ceilings, -.7.

St. Matthew's St., Rugby. [X6531

WAR Office Crate, 2%h.p. Dpuglos, 2-speea: £75, or
exchange oombinatfon, cash either way.— 35,- Rose-

mary Rd., Clacton-on-Sea. [6814

DOUGLAS 1914 2^ih.-p.. condition as nev(; price
£80.—Apply. Priors, Windmill Lane, Cheshunt.

Thone : 163 Waltham Cross. [6331

DOUGLAS S'/oh.p., 2-spe«xl, 1914-15-niodel, complete
with lamps and tools; best offer over 70 gns.— 69,

Eing Edward Rd,, Rugby. [X6419

DOUGLAS" 2?4h.p,, 1914 T.T.; overhauled, new tyres,

lamps, excellent condition 55€ns.—D. P. Hev-
[6807bourn. 7, East Rd., Maidenhead.

DOUGLAS 2?-4h.p., 1914, 2-speed, in good running
order, new tyres on back wheel; £46.—Box

L2,705, c/o The Motor Cycle.. [6390

"I Q17 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick starter, almost new,
-Lt/ guaranteed perfect: £95.—Can be seen 2a, Sis-

tovs Rd., Be<lford Hill, Balham.-. [7081

£30.—4h.p. Douglas, 3-spe^d,- countershaft, rusty
condition, incomplete.—Speechley, 1^ Gunnersbury

Lane, Acton Hill, London, W.3. [699i

GIBB, The Douglas Expert, Gloucester ('Phone: 852;.
regrets to inform his numerous clients he cannot

accept orders for early deliveries. [6340

"I Q15 Douglas, 4h.p., 3-speed, T.T.; and Swan eport-
-L »/ ing sidecar, unused 3 years, excellent condition

;

£90.—Smerdon, Petersham, Surrey. [6285

DOUGLAS 2%lh.p., 2-speed, W.D. type, good tyres,
re-enamelled, perfect throughout; 55 gns.—1,

Russell Rd., near Olympia, W.14. [6977

LATE 1915 Douglas 2'ih.p,, No. 25000, original
tyres, whole in beautiful condition;, 60 gns.

—

Barclay, 7, Greville Place, Kilburn. [6446

DOUGLAS 2';4h.p, 1915, T.T. bars, 2-speea, clutch
lamps, mechanical boin

offer.-Fereday
ride away

;

Bridgtown, Cannock.
£69, neai

[X6518

DOUGLAS W.T). Model 25<h.p., 2-speed, delivered
this week, in crate, £75; exchange combination.

—Stratton, Evesham St., Redditch. [6495

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1914 model, very fast and power
[ul, engine just overhauled; £85, or offer

"

M., Long Marstcn, Stratford-on-Avon.

DOUGLAS. 2?'ih.p.. believe 1911, Bosch
ning order; £23; stored during war

Capt.
[6400

believe 1911, Bosch, good run-
_ _

"
'

_ ;een after

Plater, Wellington St., Thame, Oxon. [6744

The Clydesdale

Supply Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE!

6, Bridge St., Glasgow.
The House for Motor Cycle Service.

AGENTS FOR

Royal Ruby, Radco, Ixion,

Hobart Bird, and B.S.A.
EARLY DELIVERIES.

A few in Stock at present

We can supply all and every Motor
Cycle Accessory. Write us,- stating

your requirements, and we will reply

by return..

SECOND-HAND
MACHINES

IN STOCK.:
P. & M. Combination, 4 h.p. £88

RUDGE-MULTI, 3| h.p £76

INDIAN, 7-9 h.p £80

VICTORIA, 4i h.p £45

WANTED,

Second-hand Machines
Any make, SOLO or COMBINATION,

FOR CASH.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID:

Write, giving full particulars, descrip-

tion, date, makfe, etc., to our Head
Office.

The Clydesdale

Supply Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE:

6 J Bridge St., Glasgow.
Telephone,: South 1517.

Telegrams :
*' Clysup," Glasgow.

BRANCHES AT
40, Stockwell Street, Glasgow.
184, St. George's Road, Glasgow
58, Nicolson Street, Edinburgh.

102, Quarry Street, Hamilton,

149, High Street, Falkirk.

7, Moss Street, Paisley.

37, Cathcart Street, Greenock
145, Main Street, Coatbridge.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.-

£21. — 2^4h.p. . Donglas, running, order, good tyr
needs big ends taking up, otherwise perfect.—

;

Wilcox Ed., South Lambeth, London, S.W.8. [69

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, clutch mod
speedometer, generator, and lamp, a nutty lit

mount; £45.-37, High St., Eltham, 8.E. [58

BRAND New 234h.p. Douglas, W.D. Model, pate
"spring buSer torlrs : immedinta delivery; £78.-

Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Bd., N.Wrl. [69

DOUGLAS, 1914, W.D., 2"ih.p., 2-speed, new tyr

lamps, liorn, etc., excellent condition; 55 gns
The Haven, 120, Sutherland Kd., West Croydon. [65

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919, brand new, l

'done 100 miles,, with aoi^e-ssories ; best offer 0'

£160.-13, Claremont Gardens, Enibiton, Surrey. [X61

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, hand clutch, kick starter; be
renovated, as new, wants assembling: £35,

offers.—John Burns, 103,^ Holioway Rd., London.
[69

DOUGLAS, 254h.p.. perfect condition; £40; genni;
• —Apply, Harnett, Floor Manager, Skating Kii

Xorbury, S.W., between 2.30-5 p.m. and 6.30-10 p.m.
[64

i>3.h.p. Douglas, 1915j speedometer, mechanical ho;

1^4: splendid order; 65 gns.—Hardie, 24, Woodstt
St. (ofl Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phon
Mayfair 6559. [61

T.T. 1914 Douglas, just overhauled, new pistons a

connecting rods -fitted, lamp, horn, speedomefr

£75, or oilers : -seen any time.— 99, Summer La:

iVombwell,, Yorks. [S61

1Q14 Douglas 2?4h.p. Twin,, .a-speed, clutch, kl

X t/ start, excellent - running , order, good appe;

ance; £55.—Powell and Jones, Furnishers, Brynmai
South Wales. [X65

DOUGLAS 2Kh.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick-start, jl

come from overhaulers, enamelled and plati

b3tter than new, light sidecar 1915; £60.-46, N«
ick Rd., Clapton. [68

j Q 19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, 2 _lainpa,f 2 ge:

-»- *y rators, horn, new tyres on machine, spare CO'

and tube, tools,- etc.; £130.—Jensen, 108, Victoria,

i

Cliltonville, Margate. [X63

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 19i5 model, 2-sp6ed, clutch, coa>

built sidecar, splendid- condition throughout
llebes and Mabes,. Motor Cycle Depot, 154-6, Gt. Ft
land St., W.l. [70

DOUGLAS Combination, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutt

kick starter, accessories,- ejfcellent conditi*

sidecar n«w; £105; seen London.—Box E2,787,' c

The Motor Cycle: [70

1 Qll 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, T.T., enamel, ingc
-fl-J^ order, new Clincher, lamp, horn, pump, toe

plendid .
machine and , exceptionally fast; 53 gns

Homestead, Birchington. [66

jjiih^p. Douglas, 1913, 2 spaeds, free engine, sel

1^4; T.T. bars, lamps, generator, horn, etc., Ic

xhaust pipe, ride away; first i£47/10.—21, Stati

Rd., WaHhamstow, E.17.- [fi'

ALL Red Douglas, lined black, disc wheels, polisl

aluminium centres, 1913 T.T. special engi

racing cams, fast sporty machine; best offer over £'•

Roberts,- Upperdale, Hawarden. [A.6fli

19 4h.p. Douglas and Burbury 4-point Silspenaii;

Sidecar, scarcely used, Lucas lamps and ho,

White Cross comprehensive insurance policy; £140.

Duncan, 94, Ca-pe Hill, Smethwiok. [AOBi

3h.p. Douglas, -W.D-, delivered Feb., 1919, speoio

4 tuned engine, long exahust, rubber handle-l-s

19'

3_ „ - ,

and knee grips, extra air, 55 m.p.h. ; can be a

E»her; £75.—McGregor, "Kraal," Esher. [62

DOUGLAS 2Jih.p., 1916, 2--Speed, brand new
received from Government sale at Ishngtc

owner haying purchased car will sell at cost pni

£80.-—B. H. Wiggins, Watlington, Oxon. [61

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Solo, 1919, practically new,

u=ed few miles, including, accessories; £11C

Bardie, 24, "Woodstock St. (oft Oxford St.), Bond 1

London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 65S9. [61

33.I1.P. Douglas, T.T., 2-speed, late 1915, just th

* oughly overhauled, all accessories, new hei

nunlop and belt, excellent condition; £60.—WaltE
Oakflelds, Brampton Rd., Bexley Heath. [a62

DOUGLAS S^ih.p., brand new W.D. bought in cri

last Friday, No. 3a955,'40039, with Klax^jn hU

Oivner cannot ride; any day including Sunday up U
p.m.—Photo, 46, New Kent Rd. Elephant. [63

DOUGLAS, W.D., 1915, 2^ri:ced, overhauled,

enamelled, fitted new Amac, 1919, new tj

iicavy), new belt, horn, lamp set : trial : £55, genuiaf

-Ford, Royal Air Force, Taugmete, Chichester. [X6;

I Q 19 W.D. Douglas 2i'ih.p., engine No. 401i

-Lt/ delivered April, Smith's speedometer, Klax
iTunt's electric lighting, spare valves, chain, pi;

Louis, and tyre repair outfit complete, run 1,500 mi

perfect throughout; £80.—Philpott, St, Michael. L

bury. [X6<

COMBINATION. 4h.p. Douglas, 1914, fino cot

tion, Mills-FuUord sidecar good as new, tyres

i-'llent, Watford speedometer, 3 lamps, good
_

h

-.pare tools, sidecar cover, all champion conditl'

-90 any trial.—Roy Williams, "Victoria St., Cim
ford, Glos. [Xe:

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

kOHGLAS, 1911, needs retiming, engine, frame,
"' enamel, belt excellent condition, tyres good, P.

d H. head lamp, semi T.T. bars; £25; after 6 p.m.

\,6, Fairfax Ed. (Swiss Cottage Stn.), South Hamp-
jad. [X6325

]r Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
] no stock, but we are giving deliveries- to the early

dsi Place your order at once if you want de-

lai-y.— Eli Olark. Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
.. Bristol [0966

1q15 Douglas 2^4h.p., 2-speed, T.T., Lucas lamps
it/ and horn, long exhaust, footboards, etc., mecha-
;ally perfect, nickel new, good appearance, been
i.red; £57.—P, E- Weller, 4, Mount St., Betlinal
een. E.l. [6903

\OtTGLAS 2?^.p., 1914-15, all on, stored during
j' most of war, new tyres, 2-speed, and not made
[

Government, willing ride anywhere to buyer,
tilers invited; £65, lowest.—Newman, Natal, Dyke
[1., Brighton.

"
[X6400

iuOUGLAS, 2^ih,p., 1919 T.T., W.D. [blue and alu-
.'* minium}, heavy Clincher tyre<=, speedometer,
laps, and Lorn, mileng? ^bout 250, like new ; seen

\y time; 75 gns.—M., Batchworth Heath House,
ickmausworth, Herts. (Northwood Station}. [6280

3.h.p. Douglases;—We are not at present accepting
14 further orders until such a time as we can
Itain a sufficient number of 2%h.p. Douglas machines.
e shall still be pleased to send Illustrations and in-

mation likely to help our many customers.—Robin-
a's Garage.

h.p. Douglases.—We are not at present accepting
further orders until such a time as we can ob-

in a sufficient numbe. of these outfits. We shall
11 be pleased to send illustrations and information
ely to help ou> many customers.—Robinson's
rage, 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 388.
4.: Bicycles. [7032

h.p. Douglas Combination, Colonial fnodel, July,
1915, run 11,000 miles, 3-speeds, clutch, kick-

- rter. Stewart trip speedometer, Lucas lamps, extra
rtin, bait, many other spares, tyres almost new, S3en

I

appointment; 102 gns.-Dr . Livingstone, Mount
!dge, Worplesdon, Surrey [6312

)OUGLAS. Dougliis—Our exiierienre -and jifhit-e

are at the disposal of all Douglae owners. 2%h.p.
i.D. model, price £72; 4h,p. comijiiiiition, inice £120.
i you are interested, call and see ns.—Vivian Hnrdie
id Lane, Ltd., Douglas Simrialists, 24, Woodstock
!. [off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phont;.
|ayfnjr 6559. [6169

Edmund.
lih.p, Pdmnnd-Jap for sale, about 1914, in goud
' 2 condition ; ofEers.—Apply, A. Lane, The Peak.
I'dsiill, Wolverhampton. [X5946

Elswick.
fLSWICK 1914 4h.p. Motor Cycle and C.B. Sidecar,
-J V twin Precision engine, Armstrong 3-speed hub
d clutch, K.S., lamps, horn, speedometer, first-class
ndition; £90.—F. J. Fuller, Alwyne, Braintree,
!£ex. [6753

EnBeld.
j^NFIELD 6h.p. Combmation, hood, screen; £125.
J —29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [6690

tOTAL ENFIELD Twin, Sh.p., fin6 condition; £36.
—3, Devousiie Row Mews, Portland Place. [6812

PNFIELD 6h.p.. new 1916. stored since; £140.-F.
J D. Adams, 12, Kelvin Av., Bowes Park, N.22.

[X6192
917 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, perfect condi-

tion; £60.—T.S.P., 7, Sea View Terrace, Rve,
[S6379

'ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, hood and screen;
-J £125; after 6.-95, Bridge St., Burdett Rd., Mil:
ad. [6687
lOYAL ENFIELD twin, 2-speeds; £38. After 7.^
iV H. Wilder, 10, Stockwell Park Rd., Claphara,
W. [6677

I SPLENDID Royal Enfield 3h.p., in perfect con-
»- -dition, ready ride away; £65.-14, High St.,

ictoria, S.W. [6524

j^NFIELD 6-8h.p. Combinations, 3h.p. solo, 2i4h.p
-i lightweight models.—Enquire Parker's, Brndsiunv-
ite, Bolton. [X6476
TONES' Garage, special agents for Enflelds, Broad

way, Muswell Hill, N.IO. and Wocdbide Parade.
orth Finchley. [2920

ATE 1917 2%h.p. 2-speed Enfield, now over-
-J hauled ; £46.—Moore, Anson Lodge, Southtown.
reat Yarmouth. [6377

(ENFIELD Twin 2J^.p.. Araac, just overhauled, in
J excallent condition; £28.—Hastings, Rottingd^an
ihool, Sussex. [6462

^NFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, plating and enamel
-i good; £45; after 6 p.m.-13, Mount Pleasant Rd..
3wishain, S.E. [6800

>OYAL ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p., 1916 model,
-*> in splendid condition throughout; £120.—Dominy
3d Co., Winchester. [6511

^NFIELD, 2';ih.p. twin, 2-s]peed. excellent condition
-^ throughout, very fast, with lamps; 40 gns.—77,
uildford St., Chertsey . [6770

^NFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-spDed. chain drive, very
J little used, practirallv as nev/ ; bargain, £50.—
nith, 21, Castle- St., Dover. [6773

-©@©

Tyy^ TELLS 01

" XX our excep-

tional ability

to supply the

Motor Cyclist with

parking plugs, belt

fasteners, and other

accessories that will

give him long and satis-

factory service^ It des-

cribes and pictures vari-

ous types of plugs that

give the best results with

different kinds of engines,

and tells him of our other

manufactures which pro-

mote his comfort and his

safety on the road.

A post-card will bring

vou copy by return ^

THE FORWARD
SPARKING PLUG CO.

SniEiner Row,

BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 1915 3h.p., with light oanoelet sidecar, -

vsry little used, in perfect condition; £60.—L.,

56, Eton Av., Hampstead, N.W.3. [6397

8 h.p. Enfield Combination, new April last, com-
plete with lamps, horn, etc: 145 gns.—Edwards

.ind Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7077

fINFIELD 2%'ih.E. Twin, 2 speeds, chain ariye, Bosch
J mag, B. and B., nice order; £35.-23, Park Ed.,

Golborne, Newton-le-Williows, Lanes. [6782

1 0)19 Royal Enfield 3h.p. V Twin, delivered April,
i-iy with accessories; selling as buying light car; 75
,-us.-234, Eomford Rd., Forest Gate. [6422

EJN^FIELD 3h.p., 1916, 2 speeds, kick start, new
tyres, lamps, etc., complete; f58.—Davies, 23, John

it., Cwmcarn, Cross Keys, Newport, Mou. [X6417

Oilh.P- Enflold, in tip-top condition; £55, or close
'W4 ofler.—Hardie, 24. Woodstock St. (off Oxford
3t.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559

[6175
EffFIELD 1916 Combination, fully enuipped, nearly

£20 worth accessories, fine condition; any .trial

here: £125, no offere.—Howells, Gam Ed., Blaenavon.
[X6152

ENFIBLn Combination. 6h.p., 1916, condition like

new, perfect condition, lamps, horn, tools, etc.

:

bargain, £115.—Shaw, 20, Fisher St., Workington.
(X5969

ENFIELD Combination, 1913-14, 6h.p., good tyres,

Binks carburetter, new chains, perfect condi-

tion; £95.—Myrtle Cottage, Redbridge, Southampton.
[X6576a

EiMFIELD 1914 Twin, 3h.p., 2-speed, chain drive.

Bosch, Amac, lamps, excellent order; £42; after

12 o'clock.-48, Prince George Rd., Dalston, N.
[7071

-| QIB (December) 3h.p. Twin Enfield, 2 speeds, kirk
J-t' start, lamps, horn, spare valve, all accessories,

condition like new ; 82 gns.—ShirreS, Whitley, neai

Melksham, Wilts. [6833

3 1916 Koyal Enfield' gear spindles for combination,
electric rear lamp, 2 4-volt £0 amp. accumulators,

new, Tricord horn new; oflers.—Kirkland, Middleton-.

Cheney, Banbury. • [X6174

6 h.p. Enfield Comt)ination, 1914, recently overhauled,

excellent condition throughout, £2 unexpired in-

surance; about £94.—Dr. Blackett, Southstoke Ed.,

Oombe-Down, Bath. [X6432

LATE 1914 Enfield 3h.p;, Lucas head lamp. Service

horn, speedometer, new tyre and tube on back
wheel, perfect condition; any trial; £58.—Mellett,
Wooburn Green, Bucks. [6909

ENFIELD 1916 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, kick start,

Bosch, Amac, horn, electric lamps, speedometer,
splendid condition; £60, or nearest.—161, Hertford
Rd., Enfield Wash, Middlesex. [6916

ROYAL ENFIELD 1917 2-stroke 2'Ah.p., 2-speed,

almost new, 2 lamps, 2 generators, £50; also

Tiiomson-Bennett mag., new hand starter, £4/10.-8,
Effra Parade, Brixton, S.W. [6353

ROYAL ENFIELD. Combination, 8h.p.. 1916. com-
plete with lamps, horn, speedometer, and very

neat wind screen, everything in perfect condition: £125.

—Longland, Broadway, Crowland. LinCti. [6440

ENFIELD 3h.p., 2-speed. 1915 model, hardly used,
enamel perfect; good combination or Morgan

wanted, or sell, £65.—Newnham. ^23, Hammersmith
Rd., W. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [6707

OYAL ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., J.A.P. en-

gine, electric lighting, speedometer, luggage car-

rier horn, mirror, in splendid condition throughout;
.ei49.— 1, Melrose Rd., Merton Park, S.W. 19. [6700

"DOYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, new
S\t November, 1917, Easting wind screen, speed-

ometer Lucas lamps, splendid condition; best over

£145 secures.—25, Oanarvon St., Hollinwood. [X6281

3h p. Enfield, 1916, 2-specd. kick start, P. and H.
lamp, Stuart horn, excellent condition; £68, oi

exchange machine of same year; 5-6h.p. Indian pre-

itried.—24, Cossington Rd., WestcliJie-on-Sea, Essex.
[6547

1 Q14 6h.p. EnfigTd Combination, Bosch, Senspray,
jLtJ lamps just been overhauled, perfect order;

£95.—M.M.. c/o J. Hutchins, 7, Davies St., Berkeley

Sq.. W.l., or appointment by 'phone, Mayfair 4359.
[6442

ENFIELD Combination 6h.p. J.A.P., August, 1914,

excellent condition, just overhauled, 2 extra

seats, speedometer, 3 lamps, generator, horn, tools,

spares; best offer over £150.—Fox, Norwood, Leigh,

Lancashire. lo959

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, delivered June, 1916,

stored over 2 years, condition as new, fitted com-

plete with- lamps, meclmnical horn, wind screen and

hood, spares, genuine ; £130, no oSers.— 36, Pitcroft Ed .

North End. I'ortsmouth. [6303

ENFIELD Combination. 6h.p., 1916, doable-seated

=!idecar, complete with lamps, horn, etc., new
condition, stored for 18 months; expert examination

invited; £130.—Conigan, Grocer, Lane Ends, Whiston.

near Prescot, Lancashire. [X645S

19 Enfield, 6h.p. (April), only ridden 200 miki;
latest showroom model, fully equipped, 3 m-w

lamp sets, horn, etc.; pull anything, an engine seldoTT.

met with, giving up riding through doctor's orders;

best offer over £150.—Chadwick. Grocer, t, Byroni

Parade, Barlow Rd., Leveushulmo, Aranchester. [bS40

w

I'y
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

'

"I
Q18 Enfield 61i.p. Combination; Hammersmith:

J-*' bought new April, D.A. lighting, overBize Palmer
Cords, ni?w spare inner tubes, Elason and bulb borne,
spare chain, luggage ciirrier, complete accessories; £160.
—Box L2,695, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6336

ROYAL ENFIELD (gu.iiantee'l) 1918 81>.p. Com-
bination, mileage under 2,000, original 700x80

Palmers, lamps, spaies, too] kit; trial with pleasure;
£145.-175. The Grote, Denmark Hill (2 mins. Den-
mark Hill Station). 'Phone Brixton 286. [6665

ENFIELD Combination 6h.p., 1917, low mileage,
hood, ivind screen, apro.n, Lucas dvnamo lighting,

Biuks carburetter. Klaxon horn, speedometer, back
tyre studded, S^^in. Dunlop, other wheels original tyres,
in splendid condition, has been driven br careful owner,
looks almost new, mechanism perlect; 145 gns.

—

Poppleton, The Cedars, St. Catherine's, Lincoln.3(X5952
ll.p. Enfield, 2-speed, 1914, just thoroughly over-

,
hauled, enamel and plating in splendid condition

;

this machine has been carefully treated and parts re-
newed where necessary as follows—new pistons, front
cylinder (new pattern), and front mudguard; very fast
and economical (118 m.p.g,), won hill-climb (see page
636, Motor Cycle," June 26th) -,'ie55.—Box 4,327, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X6456

Excelsior.
EXCELSIOR 3',ih.p., U.H. mag., B. and B., tyres

and belt nearly new; £30.-22, Park St., Slough.

3- ,, [6794
ih.p. Excelsior, good condition; £35. Seen Satur-
2 day, 3 to 5.—Mander, 77, Victoria Ed., Stroud

Green. [6461

J Ql9 British Excelsior, Ixon, Omega, Wolf, Car-
-•-" field, Enfield lightweights in stock.—Clifford
Motorics, Eastwood, Notts. [6263

LANCASHIKE, Cheshire, North Wales, Isle of Man
Only.—American Excelsior ; enquiries.—J. Blake

and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7038

AMERICAN Excelsior Combination 1916 7-9h.p.,
Hercules coachbuilf car, dynamo lighting, elec-

tric horn, 3-spseds, clutch, kick-start, chain drive

;

£130.—Punter, Wote St., Basingstoke. [6497

AMERICAN Excelsior Coachbuilt Combination, 7-9
h.p., 1917, Bosch, B. and B.. lamps, spare valves,

etc., Chater-Lea spring wheel sidecar, excellent order;
bargain, £95.-63, Woodstock Ed., Oxford. [X6520

EXCELSIOR 3l-2h.p., in splendid condition, ^rice
£46: also Chater-Lea frame, wheels, "tank, mud-

guards, handle-bars, all in good condition; price £6/10.
—Tully, Bathing House, Howick, Lesbury, Northum-
berland. [X6145

EXCELSIOR 7-9h.p. Combination, late model, splen-
did condition, paint hardly scratched, engine

overhauled, and in perfect condition, tyres almost new,
excellent sidecar, 2-seater, screen, extremely good out-
fit, fitted with electric lights; £120.—Write or call,

aiter 6 p.m., F. W. Mace, Pendinnes, Highfield Rd.,
Purley, Surrey. [6557

Fafnir

3ih.p. Fafnir, 2-speed; £16.—Bird, 7, Skipton St.,

2 London Rd., S.B.I. [6638

FAFNIR SVjh.p., C.A.V., mag., h.b. controlled, B.
and B., compression splendid, can be seen

running; £25.-10, Paget Rd., Lordship Park, N.16.
[7069

F.N.
3jlh.p. F.N., in good order, less mag. and carbu-
4 rctter; £12.—PrOut, Canon St., Taunton.

[X6577a

r.N. 5h.p. 4-cyl., fixed gear, Bosch; ride away; £30:
after 7 o'clock.—Kenmuir, Gt. Noiih Rd., High-

gate. [6806

~|Q12 4-cyl. F.N., 2-speed, free engine, broken cylin-
J-tf der; £20.—Ajidrews, Grange, Attleborough, Nor-
folk.

'
'

- ~ [6653

F.N., 4-cyl., 2-speed gear, re-enamelled grey; bar-
gain, £45; sidecar to suit; £10. — Earl.

Athenjeum Works, The Vale, Hampstead, N.W. [6941

SPEEDY Sporty 4-cyl. F.N., 5-6h.p., Bosch, Amac,
Brooks, wide bars, new P.H. lamp set, Indian red,

and good plate; £45, cash.—8, Hatherley Rd., Read-
ing. [6502

F.N., 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., late type, Bosch mag., shaft
drive, splendid condition, i'ide away; £40; after

6 p.m.—136, Stebondala St., Cubitt Town, Poplar,
E.14. [6987

F.N., 4-cyl., shaft drive, B.B., T.T., Bosch, foot-

boards, overhauled, new Dunlop back, sound
throrrgliout ; £38, lowest, genuine bargain.—Rosslyn.
5, Clifiord Rd., Blackpool.

,

[6776

23.h.p. F.N., sporting type, low and fast, Thomson-
4 Bennett mag., new 2Viin. Dunlop tyres, just over-

hauled and re-enamelled Matchless buff, lined green 'and

gold; £32.—H. Conder, Cherryhinton, Cambs. [6589

F.N. Lightweight, 2-speed, shaft drive, T.T. handles,
free engine, clutch, usual accessories, including

spare valve parts, very little irsed, in splendid con-
dition; £35.—Cambridge Settlement, 43, Jamaica Rd.,
Bermondsey, London. [6647

Gamage.
GAMAGB 2?4h.p., about 1914, Sturmey-Archer 3-

speed gear, good tyres, good mechanicil conditio;

throughout: £33.—Butler, Bootmaker, Bracknell. [X649i

Here is further
u n solicited

" proof " of how
we satisfy our

clients— just a few
extracts taken at

random from the
many testimonials we

have recently received :

" / musl take this opportunity

of informing you how well

satisfied I am with the machine,

as I have done over 2,700 miles

without five minutes, engine trouble,

which I think, is a credit to you, and

shows the very efficient manner in

which you look after your customers.

" The machine ran very nicely, and did

not give the slightest trouble. Thanking

you for the straightforward business-like

way in which you treated me."

"fust a line to say that the 3i h.p.

Motor Cycle I bought off you second-hand

is running well in every respect. 1 am
perfectly satisfied with it, also the straight-

forward way in which you treated me.

Have found every word of yours correct

concerning the machine, as I have given

it a fair run before writing you."

"... all the same, your word is

sufficient as to the machine's worth—the

reputation of Laylons for fair dealing

extends beyond Bicester."

" Let me take this opportunity of thank-

ing you for the business-like and courteous

way in which you have dealt with me."

" Again thanking you for your straight-

forward dealing,"

AnH if YOU too wonlJ guarantee a

thoroughly Fatisfac'orv pu-chase

and a s- rv ce personal, courteous,

a d rel-able. then get in louch

wi hu-i NOW.
We invite enquiries re A.B.C.,

Ariel, Blackburne, Enfield,

Ivy, New Imperial, Norton,

Sparkbrook, and Triumph
Motor Cycles, and Hillman,
Standard, Singer, and
Dawson Light Cars.

Layton Garages

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALEi
Griffon.

rj-RIFPON-ZEDEL, 5-6h.p., clutch, Bosch, Ama
'-" 30-gns; seen after seven.—10, Burney St,, Gra
wich. tea

Harley-Davidson
1Q16 Electric Model Harley and Sidecar, litiJ-" mileage.—J. C. Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsburj

[67:

HARLEY-DAVIDSON; electric model, late 191
perfect running order; £89.—Guynne, phol

grapher, 24, Orion Rd., Weymouth. [68;

HARLEY-DAVIDSON CombinationT 1916, 7-9h.i
electric model, excellent condition, fast ai

powerful; £135-—Dupont, 23a, Bramber Rd., Fulhai
W.14. [66.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916,, Boa
magneto, all usual accessories; £120 lowest.—

Canterbury Mansions, Lvmington Rd., Hampstea
N.W.6. [67'

HABLEY-DAVIDSON Electric Combination; 191
de luxe sidecar, lamps, horn, not done 3,00

guaranteed- good condition; £130.-35, Alfred- E(
Acton, W.

, [66;

"I Q17 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Electric Sporting Coi
-i-tf bination, wind screen, 760x90 car tyres; wante
light ear, or sell; what offers?—28, Bushey Ed., Ha
lington, Middlesex. [65^

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, electr

light model, with lamps, eleotric horn, new tyre

just overhauled, excellent, condition; £140.—Buslu
View, Hampton Wick. [X633

HARLEY-DAVIDSON,, 1915, with sidecar chase

only, electric lamps, mechaiiical horn, got,

tyres; £98,-B,, c/o Bromley Motor Works. Bromle;
Kent. 'Phone ; 961. [699

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson Combination, Swan sideca
-L«7 electrically equipped, 3-spee~d, kick start an

clutch, in running order; £130.—A. Bristow, 102, Wes
Green Rd., South Tottenham. (671

"I
015 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Motor Cycle, electri

-L«7 model, run less than 2,000 miles, recently ove:

hauled, and in first-class order ; seen and tried any dnv

£93.-11, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2-. [641

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p. Solo, dis

. wheels, electric lamps, Klaxon horn, perfec

"jrder, stored 2 years; £100, no offers; seen evening
after 7 p.m.—1, Caroline Place, Queen's Rd., Bay:
water, W. [707

|

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p. Motor Cycle an
new sidecar, 3-speed countershaft, kick star!

Bosch mag. ignition, all tyres new, lamps, etc., a fin

lot, in good condition; no offers; £125.—E. Hurlock

63, Denmark Hill, S.B.5. (651:

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Electric, Lighting Model

thoroughly overhauled, stored during wai

luxurious sidecar, accommodating 2 persons;, hood

first-class outfit,—Seen Bedford Engineering worki

East Finchley; best~oHer over £145. [561

Hazlevvood

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Combination, coach

built siderar. Cape cart hood, wind screens, 3

speed, kiek start, Bosch, auto, drip feed, electric light

lately replated and enamelled, perfect order; any exaiu

ination: what offers?-Salsbury, 5, Jesson St., Covext-v
[X6351

Henderson,

HENDERSON, 1916, 4-cyl.. 2-speed, elntch, perfecl

running order; £105.—Lewis, Charlestown, Wey
mouth. [6151

HENDERSON Combination, 1915, all accessories

wants tutimg up; £130.—Earl, Athenjcan
Works, The Vale, Hampstead, N.W. [69ili-

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle <f.

Man.—EnQuiries for Henderson 4-K;yl. invited,—

J

Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester.-
[703f

Hobart.

HOBAET, 23/4h.p. Clement engine. Bosch, B. and B,

wants connecting rod; £15; after 7.-133, Fawii

brake Av., Heme Hill, S.E.24. [665!

HOBART Motor Cycle, 2%h.p., Bosch mag., 4,

stroke, pedal start, good tyres, front new, splefl.

did condition; £32/10:—Chelwood, Ellesmere, Salop,
' [X64ti8

number.
3ih.p. Humber. coil ignition, less front tyre: £12:

2 bargain,—Prout, Canon St., Taunton. [X657!

3 ih.p. Humbsr, coil, good running order; any trial;

2 £10.—Rugby House, North Malvern, Worcestc^
shire. [X645S

3ih.p. Humber, chain drive, just overhauled, ride

2 awav; £27/10.—Seen Friday, 42, Beechhill Rd..

Eltham, S.E.9, - [6736

"I 012 3V''h.p. Humber, 2-speed, new tyres and belt,

J-«7 sound condition; £36/10.—Ed^vards, Sotwell,

Wallingford.
' [6726

HUMBER SVah.p.. 2 speeds, free engine, handle

starter, gobd running order; £35.-5, St. Hilda

Rd., Folkestone.
~ - [X6S35

HUMBER 2i/lh.p., Bosch, B. and B., practically

new. perfect; £39; after 6, not Sunday.—101.

Croxted Rd., S.E.21. [6911

COMBINATION Humber, 4h.p,, 3 speeds, 191S

sporting model sidecar, in perfect condition ;
£V^

-Hoyle, 10, Duke St., Reading. [6415

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should yuote the number at the end of each advertisement, arid the date of the issue.
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The Scottish Trials.

FROM the point of view of the Edinburgh

M.C., it was unfortunate that, at the

eleventh hour, the "trade" decided to

withdraw their entries for the Scottish

Trials, as, with only private riders com-

peting, the six days' event now taking place

over the famous Scottish test hills is robbed of

some of its interest. No doubt the news of the

withdrawal of trade support will come as a sur-

prise to many, but, everything considered, it is

really only what could be expected in view of

the many' manufacturing difficulties confronting

the trade which require such attention that it

is necessary to concentrate solely upon produc-

tion. The preparation of competition machines

diverts energy which, at the present time, can

better be devoted ta output. Also, several

manufacturers have not yet rearranged their

affairs and got into full swing in producing their

new motor cycles.

It was due to a misunderstanding that several

makers entered riders for the Scottish Trials, but,

in fairness to their contemporaries, who had not

done so because of a long-standing and pro-

bably forgotten tacit agreement among iiranu-

facturers to recoma:ence post-war competitions

with the Six Days' Trials, they withdrew their

entries.

The Edinburgh Club did not give much time

for the matter t-o be considered by the trade ; in

fact, we believe that the entries had been closed

before a meeting of members of the Union could

be arranged. This took place last week, and,

we understand, the feeling was unanimous that

the A.C.U. trial in September should be the

first event recognised by the trade.

Nevertheless, there is no reason to believe

that the Scottish Trial will not be a great success,

even with its reduced entry. The trade element,

moreover, by no means formed the majority of

the entries, and there still remain many first-

class riders on representative machines. Unlike

any other "big" trial held since the signing

of the Armistice, this year's Scottish Six Days'

is confined almost entirely to private owners.

L

Weights in Trials.
AST week we touched biiefly upon the

weights of the motor cycles which take

part in such trials as the A.C.U. Six Days',

and again urged the desirability of pubhsh-

ing weights. We pubUsh elsewhere in

this issue the preliminary regulations for the

Auto Cycle Union's thirteenth annual Six Days'

Reliability Trial, which is to be held on

September i5tli-2oth, with Llandrindod Wells as

a centre. From these regulations we gather that

minimum weights are to be imposed upon each

class—solo and passenger—and the actual

weights in each case published. -Fixing minimum

weights will have a good effect in one direction-

it will prevent unduly weak; and consequently

dangerous, machines from being entered in an

arduous trial, and thus minimise the risk of

accident. But does it go far enough? We are

inclined to think not. Maximum weights should

also be fixed. It is a simple matter to add weight

to any machine. The designers' real problem

so far as the weight question is concerned, is to

combine lightness with strength. The average

man does not want a machine which, owmg_ to

its excessive weight, combined possibly
^

with

small capacity, will show up well in hill-climbs,

and might, under the old formula, be regarded

as a certain winner. What he wants is a motor

cycle in which strength and lightness have

received their proper consideradon. All machines

which nearly approach the A.C.U. minima and

get through the trial creditably may be con-

sidered to have achieved this_ ideal, for the

weights cannot be called excessive.

Minimum tyre sizes are als9 fixed, but these

are, in our opinion, too low, and vfe should

regard any machine so equipped as being under-

tyred, except for racing purposes. We are pleased

to note that gear ratios—always interesting—are

to be published this year.

An Index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

JULY 24th, igig.

The Suggestion of a Compact Set suitable for a Solo Motor Cycle.

IT
is not generally thought that the system of electric
lighting; at present in use on solo motor cycles will be
adopted to any great extent. The objection seems to me
to be that motor cycle manufacturers, instead of design-

ing a cheaper and lighter set for motor cycles, have, with
few exceptions, adopted the type used on cars, with unfor-
tunate results to their popularity.
The disadvantages of the present type are : (1.) Far too

heavy. (2.) Not simple enough for a novice to handle. (3.)
Invariably fixed in a dirty position. (4.) Not of a suitable
design to enhance the appearance of a machine but rather to
detract from it. (5.) Cost.

In the opinion of the writer electric lighting will never be
successful until the novice, can fix the; equipment on with the
same amount of ease with which he at present puts on a new

horn, and at a price which would
enable every two-stroke owner to
purchase. Also manufacturers are
at present fitting a generator which
is almost identical in size with
that used on a car, not taking into
consideration the relative amount
of work to be done on a six-lamp
car, and, say, a three-lamp com-
bination. Therefore, I would sug-
gest an ideal set which would be
as follows :

Generator.—A generator which
I would propose should take the
form of a neat head light and
generator combined with a drive on
the same principle as that of a

speedometer, the whole to be mounted on the lamp bracket or
handle-bars, and connected to a gear wheel fitted to the hub.
Such a generator is shown in the accompanying sketch.
Accumulator.—The accumulators should be fixed as if

these belonged to the machine and were not put on as an
afterthought. For a new machine, I would suggest two com-

partments in the main tank on each side of the frame tube,

suitably padded, where a standard battery would fit in a

standard sized compartment.
Switchboard.—The accumulator compartment would be

fitted with "two neat covering lids, carrying all switches and
a small ammeter and voltmeter. In this position the switch

would be easy to observe, and would have ample protection

afforded bj' the frame tube.

'*^aKG-|—[^

Accumulator and switch

box contamed m the tank.

TO ACGUMULATORS
-FLEXIBLE DRIVE

'-^^(SPEEDOnETER TYPE)

Combined lamp and dynamo driven by fiexib !e shalt.

Wiring, etc.—The beauty of the machine depends to a

large extent on its clean, clear cut lines, and its freedom
from projecting pieces of wire, cable, etc. I would suggest,

therefore, that wherever possible the wiring should run
•through the jrame tubes, and where this is not feasible it

should be brass armoured wire, which looks well.

R. Baker Whittiok, Lt. R.A.F.

KICK-START OPERATED VALVE LIFTER.
A Device to Facilitate Starting, and to Reduce the Handle-bar Equipment by One Lever.

THE modern three and four-speed machine, being no
longer dependent on the exhaust valve lifter as a

means of control and merely requiring the device

to facilitate starting, has introduced a distinct

tendency on the part of designers so to arrange the valve

lifter that it is operated by the initial movement of the

kick-starter pedal.

Such a mechanism is now before us in the design patented
by G. C. Alexander, 27, Cranbourne Avenue, Birkenhead,

and after the correct length of travel the catch moves past
the end of the rocking .arm, thus allowing the valve to
drop suddenly. :

Several alternatives and simplifications are suggested,
perhaps the most interesting being a method of operating
the Bowden control by means of an eccentric instead of a
cam on the starter spindle.

Trip lever arrangement of the Alexander automatic exhaust lifter.

who has adopted an ingenious trip lever to secure the
necessary quick drop of the exhaust valve at the correct
moment.
A lever, pivoted on the gear box, operates the Bowden

wire of the valve litter through the action of a cam formed
by milling a fl.it on the starter-pedal spindle.
The lifting device proper consists of a bell crank lever

pivoted on a plate attached to the crank case ; the shorter
end, of the lever carries a small -rocking arm, one end of
which lies under the valve tappet and the other under a
catch on a small trip lever also attached to the bell crank.
The same movement which raises the valve also causes

the lower end of the trip lever to slide along an inclined
plane forming part of the crank case attachment plate,

A26
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startmg crank.
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Another Unicycle.
CCORDING to La Science et La Vie, a French

in^entor is busied upon anotlier unicycle. It

,

is equipped with two gyroscopes. One of them
revolves horizontally and keeps the machine upright.
The other is placed vertically, and can be tilted
liy the rider, for steering purposes. The unfortunate
rider is perched in a wicker chair on the top of the
shigle wheel, which is apparently about 3ft. in

diameter. The snag on which this ingenious inventor
\vill probably be impaled is the problem of getting an
engine of rational size to drive both his gyroscopes at
a sufficient speed, and also to propel the machine.
Ifhe succeeds in this preliminai7 detail, he will cer-
tainly have .to guarantee an oiltight crank case and
transmission; for his horizontal gyroscope would dis-
tribute any leakages far and wide.'

Out with a New 'Bos.

THE other day I had a chance to make e.\tendei,l

tests of one of the machines which are as truly
modern as the Bolsheviks, and not merely refined

reincarnations of our oldest friends. It was all that
it has been called, so far as pace and performance
were concerned, but two pin-points of my experience
underline its intrinsic novelty. For one thing, I kept
stalling myself with sooted plugs. I knew the engine
was super-cooled, as compared with most of mv pre-
yiousmounts; and eke that there were no plain' bear-
ings in its anatomy; technically, it followed that it

should run world without end on a smear of oil

;

but habit is stronger than intellect, and, after wiping
up a bevy of friends for speed or mopping up a pet
test-hill with the flywheel camouflaged into a grey
blur, I could not believe that an invisible and odourless
exhaust was O.K. Consequendy I fed her with oil,

most of which the outraged pistons promptly spat up
in green and liquid form on to the plug points.
Secondly, the most virile thing about the machine
was its acceleration, which I demonstrated frequent
and free to sundry enthusiastic spectators for several
days. The tread of my back tyre not unnaturally
"displayed resentment; when you bang open the throttle
of a wiUing engine on a 10 to i gear on a i in 10
hill with a surface resembling those nice little white
chips some mourners sprinkle inside grave kerbs, some-
thing has got to slip; and after your cush drive has
wound itself up solid, there is not much slip in a
chain. Which leads me to wonder whether what we
win at_ the Aunt Sally we spend on the roundabouts

:

or, being interpreted, what we are in pocket through
jettisoning spare belts, punches, fasteners, etc., we are
out of pocket in renewing our back covers. I had the
impudence to tease Mr. Grahame-White for spreading
his ajgis over a buckboard which used its back tyre
as a c4utch; but, gadzooks and oddsboddikins, if we
accelerate some of the 1919 machines as they deserve,

. we shall all be treating our back tyres as cush drives.

Sealed Toolbag Trials.

CLUB secretaries are eamesdy discussing the revival

of the start-to-finish non-stop principle, demon-

strated so successfully in the ride for the

Arbuthnot Trophy. I see little sense in the contention

that only men of some social standing can be set to

ride under such conditions. Black sheep dwell in

eveiy fold, as W. S. Gilbert had it, but, as far as

that' goes, there is no need to depend on the personal

honour of the entrants. Any club can easily run a

non-stop trial with a mere handful of officials. It is

only necessary to

(r.) Obser\-e the awkward corners of the route.

(2.) Seal the toolbags at the start;

(3.) Make the riders empty their pockets at the

start.

Machines now show a degree of reliability which

should render non-stop trials quite practicable. It

should not be very long before the A.C.U. adopts this

procedure, though the length of its route and the

frequency of garages in a populous district create

problems. which do not arise in one-day trials over

sporting courses. Moreover, the sealed toolbag trial

is always extremely instructive. To cite a single

illustration, how many forms of o.h.v. can cover r,ooo

miles without developing an absurd tappet clearance ?

Nemesis.

FATE is just. I curled. a scornful lip as I read
" Chinook " and " Spring " on the value of ad-

justing your clutch. Why not, mused I, purchase

a decent jigger like my old , which is delivered

with its clutch in perfect adjustment, and so continues?

While ascending one of the i in 6 bits with which my
vicinity bristles as I thus mused, I became aware that

the revs, sounded somewhat excessive for the throttle

opening. Two gay calves on the next hairpin dis-

tracted me, and the dour mood passed. Next time I

travelled that way there was no doubt about it ; my
favourite old perennial clutch was slipping. Came a

wet day, and I threaded one leg under the gear box
and the other through the spokes of the back wheel

to investigate. Various unpleasant discoveries fol-

lowed, since the old 'bus has received no more atten-

tion than a door-sCraper during the great war. By
the time I had synchronised the hand and foot controls

of the abominable contraption, and made several

special tools with which to coax the watch-like in-

testines of the vital fittings, it became clear that (a)

the clutch was slipping
; (l>) the clutch spring had

wilted through age ;
(r) there was no even approxi-

mately similar spring within fifty miles
; {d) packing

up the old spring with washers'was the only immediate
hope ; and (e) to get at the old spring implied the

possession of one of those rubber-neck, triple-uni-

versally-jointed box spanr.ers which used to be adver-

tised in the good old days. Having no spare 'bus

[Realli/, Ixion!

—

Ed.]
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A "RUFFELLS" ON THE ROAD.
strenuous Test of New Two-stroke with Villiers Engine and Burman Gear.

ANEW motor bicycle, unknown to the
motor cycle public, came unex-
pectedly into our hands at Plymouth

on the occasion of the Arbuthnot trophy.
This is known as the Euffells, and is sold

by the RuffeUs Imperial Bioscope Syndi-
cate, Ltd., 8-9, Long Acre, W.C.2. It

is fitted with a 2| h.p. Villiers engine
and a Burman two-speed gear box, incor-

porating a clutch and kick starter of the
type described in The Motor Cycle of the
3rd inst. The machine was absolutely
brand new and not run in, and to expect
it to follow so strenuous a course as that
chosen for the Arbuthnot Trophy Trial
was asking a great deal.

On tte Steep HiUs.

When we left Plymouth on the first

da^'s run the Euffells suffered very
B»riously from its new condition, a com-
plaint from which it rapidly recovered
after careful driving and plenty of lubri-
cating oil—in fact, it ran better and
better every mile, and by the afternoon
it ran extremely well. After lunch it

was called upon to climb the exception-
ally steep and rough ascent between
Moretonhampstead and Tedburn St.
Mary. This entailed a hairpin corner
almost at the very foot, a gradient of 1
in 4 or worse, and an exceptionally loose
surface. It failed the first time, but the
second time it got up quite well, and the
hill near Clifford Bridge, which formed
part of the course, was taken in really
excellent style.

On the next day the little Euffells
acquitted itself most creditably. Its main
work was over average roads, such as are

The Ruftells, the ;atesi newcomer among two-strokes.

encountered during every-day touring,

although the main road hills taken were
often extremely long, and such as might
be expected to tire an engine pretty

severely. The worst task it had to per-

form during the day was to climb out of

Lostwithiel over the old coast road, a

straightaway ascent with a good surface,

and of considerable length. One could

get no run at it, and it had to be climbed
on the low gear practically the whole
way, and this the machine did very satis-

factorily till within a few yards of the

top, when, after about three minutes' rest,

it restarted and finished up in excellent

style. The last trick hill on the course

out of Tavistock on to the golf links was ::

taken without a falter.

We cannot speak too highly of the
Burman two-speed gear and clutch, which
took up the drive smoothly and effec-

tively, and several times restarted the

machine on the most appalling gradients.

The little engine ran well, and the

machine was quite comfortable. The
chief criticisms we have to make refer

to the smallness of the petrol tank, and
the fact that the heel brake pedal is too

near the clutch spindle. Otherwise the

Euffells pleased us extremely well, and
satisfactorily accomplished the difficult

task it was asked to perform.

MECHANICAL FIRST AID.
THE Automobile Association has stranded with broken-down motor cars

initiated a unique service for or motor cycles. These machines have
motorists by equipping first aid been specially designed to carry a very

lidecars which will assist members complete equipment, enabling light re-

Cne ol the sidecars used by the A.A. to assist members in distress.

pairs to be done " on the road," thereby
avoiding the inconvenience and delay
involved in towage to garages for repairs

or obtaining assistance from distant re-

pairing establishments. In addition to

tools, a large assortment of small but
important accessories and supplies enable
the drivers of these machines, all of
whom are competent mechanics, to carry

out tyre repairs and to make replacements
of faulty connections, wires, etc., causing
breakdowns.
The services of these machines and

their drivers are entirely free to members
of the A.A.
The carrier is divided into two main

compartments. The front portion carries

the large items, such as petrol, benzole,

oil, water, car jack, and the tyre in-

flator, all ingeniously clipped or strapped
in place. At the rear are two drawers
divided into small compartments of

various dimensions, and fitted with
clipped-on covers in which the small

articles in the equipment are carefully

and compactly arranged to enable the
driver-mechanic to find what he requires

expeditiously. The side-carriers are

painted with the familiar A.A. yellow,

and indicate their "mission" to stranded
members by the prominent description
" Mechanical First Aid," supplemented
by a large A.A. badge.

A2a.
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AN

UNCONVENTIONAL
DESIGN.

Pressed SJeel Frame, Rear
Springing by Volute Springs,

Mechanical Units Enclosed,

Shaft Drive, and Opposed
Two - stroke Engine with

Common Combustion Space. The bevel drive of the shaft transmission. Note the consiruction of the

disc wheel.

THERE have been many attempts on
the part of designers of motor cycles

to break away from the conven-
tional " diamond " frame, and for some
time past there has been a decided
tendency for more thought to be given
to the great possibilities of pressed steel.

Usually, however, such designs have been
from the board of more or less pseudo
designers who have aimed at the ideal

without much regard to the commercial
aspect. In addition, we know of several
manufacturers who are experimenting with
machines which reduce as much as possible
the use of steel tubing, as it is thought
that pressed steel construction will greatly
assist in overcoming several inherent faults

of the conventional motor cycle, by enclos-
ing the engine and gear box as in a car,

and so removing the possibility of oil

reaching the driver. By enclosing the
" machinery " it is also possible to produce
a machine which can be washed down by
a hose, thus reducing the amount of work
necessary to keep a machine in first-rate

condition.

A Built-up Frame.
One of the most interesting designs on

these lines which we have seen recently
is that of the Black Prince motor cycle,
which Mr. E. W. Cameron, of Askern,
Doncaster, advises us that he hopes to
produce shortly as a marketable pro-
position. The machine, however, departs
so much from the conventional that several
manufacturing difficulties are likely to be
encountered which will tend to retard its

production on a large scale without
special facilities.

As will be seen from the illustrations,

the machine, while unconventional, is by
no means " freakish " in design, and when

given an " all black " finish, wliich, we
presume, is the intention to be in keeping
with the«.name, the appearance should be
quite pleasing. The frame is _composed
of two side panels of pressed steel con-
nected by means of a sub-frame, the steer-
ing head and the tank, which latter be-
comes part of the frame construction in-

Cross section of the engine, showing the

automatic valve for transfer of gas.

stead of an "accessory." Two transverse
members pass through the engine plates
and hold the frame rigid. These cross
members carry an undershield, the crank
case, engine plates, and gear box.

The Black Prmce motor cycle, a design in which all mechanism is enclosed.

In addition to the ordinary mudguards,
there are wide wing pieces at the front of

the side panels with a camber forward
which induces a draught into the centre

part of the macliine and should assist in

cooling the engine.

The rear si^ringing is quite simple, and
should be less expensive to manufacture
than the average leaf spring device. 1 he
wheel is carried in a substantial fork

hinged at its inner end, and volute

springs attached at their wider ends to

the rear extension of the frame bear upon
bosses on the rear ends of the lower stays.

The front wheel springing, too, is

simple.

Not the least interesting feature of the
design is the type of disc wheel used. As
will be observed from the drawing, wire
spokes are dispensed with, and in their

place two dished discs are used which,
with a centre rim piece, form the wheel.

Roller bearings carry the wheels, knock-
out spindles will be used, and it is in-

tended to fit internal expanding brakes
on both hubs.
The steering head is of the usual

tubular construction, with two substantial

lugs for the bolts, which secure it to the
pressed steel members and the tank.

The Transmission.

FoUoAving the ideas of many '-'advance"

thinkers, Mr. Cameron lias included slfaft

drive in the specification. The primary
transmission is by chain to the gear box,

whence the drive is taken by cardan-shaft

to the rear wheel through bevel gears.

.The centre of the driving member of

the gear box coincides with the hinged
rear wheel frame. No particulars are yet
available regarding the gear box, but we
understand that this is to have two
speeds, a clutch, and pedal starter.

O.P.T. Engine.
^ Equally interesting as the framework
is the flat twin two-stroke engine, which
is the first of a new type wliich may
become to be known as the O.P.T., i.e.,

one plug twin. This is to say that,

although the cylinders are opposed, they
have a common combustion space, there-

fore one plug fires both cylinders with,
of course, perfect synchronism, the im-
pulse effect and the mechanical balance
being the same as in a four-stroke
opposed twin.

By this form of construction long induc-
tion pipes are obviated, and as the new
gas enters at the centre of the combustion
space and exhausts at the bottom of the

stroke, a straight through flow is pro-
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An Unconventional Design.—

vided, which ensures that no dead gases
remain near the sparlcing plug on the
following power stroke.

As will be appreciated, there is con-
siderably more radiating area on the com-
bustion chamber than in any other type
of engine, and in an air-cooled engine o£

the two-stroke type this may be found
a very desirable feature. In a water-
cooled type, however, it may be found
that such an engine would not show up
to great advantage, as in all probability
it would be over-cooled.

To Eliminate Four-stroking.
From the crank case the new gases

enter the combustion space through an
automatic valve directly opposite the
plug, therefore four-stroking, even at low
speeds, should be almost, if not entirely,

eliminated.

The overall length of a 60 x 61 mm.
engine of this type is only 15jin., and we

are informed that

4,000 r.p.m. have
been attained.

It is also in-

tended to market
a model fitted

with a single-

cylinder two-
stroke engine, and
for this model the
Union engine,
made by Messrs.

Josiah Parkes, of

Wiflenhall, may
be chosen.
Without doubt

the Black Prince
is a most interest-

ing design, and at
a later date we
may be able to record our impressions
of its performance on the road. In the

meantime we congratulate the designers

in producing on paper what is a really

An "O.P.T." engine -a flat twin two-stroke with common combustion

space.

serious attempt to attain a machine which
so many have prophesied to be the typo"

of the future—a weatherproof motor
cycle at a low cost.

THE 1919 "P.V.
»»

Pioneer Spring Frame Machine in a New Guise.

THE P.V. motor bicycle is famous as

being one of the first motor bicycles

made with a spring frame. Its

makers, Messrs. Elliston and Fell, Perry
Vale, Forest Hill, S.E., may therefore

be regarded as among the pioneers so far

as spring frames are concerned. Their
latest pattern P.V. is a, nice looking, well

fitted up, and thorouglily practical little

mount.
At the present moment it is made in

the form of a lightweight, and is

equipped with a 2| li.p. Villiers engine

and a Chater-Lea two-speed gear box,

transmission being by combined belt and
chain. The spring frame has been con-

siderably improved in detail since ilessrs.

Elliston and Fell have returned from
serving their country in the army.
We may remind our readers that the

system of springing con.sists of carrying

the rear wheel in a sort of auxiliary pair

of forks, which terminate in triangular
malleable castings, and are carried on
substantial bearings running through
the main back fork ends. -The forward
end of the forks terminates ' in a peg
secured to a fibre collar passing through a
slot in the saddle tube. This fibre collar
works between two coil springs in the
saddle tube. The lower spring is secured
by an adjustable plug, which can be
moved by means of a spanner, 'thus allow-
ing the tension of the spring to be altered
so as to suit the weight of the rider.
The peg referred to runs through a damp-
ing box consisting of a shoe lined with
leather and kept in tension by a light
spring. This serves also to cover up the
slot in which the sprung portion of the
frame is free to move, thus excluding
any mud and grit.' The saddle tube in
which the springs are to be found is
packed with grease when the machine is

delivered, and no further attention is

needed for a very long time.

Points of convenience have been well

studied in the P.V. There is a small

pyramid of gauze above the petrol outlet,

so that no dirt can reach the carburetter.

The rear brake spindle is mounted eccen-

trically, and if the nut by which it is

secured to the frame be loosened and a
peg inserted in the hole conveniently

provided, the adjustment of the brake

is an extremely simple matter.

The machine is suspended in front on
Brampton biflex forks, an extra heavy
chain is fitted, and the handle-bars are

wide and comfortable. We tried the

machine on the road, and found the

springing to be excellent in every respect.

There is no possibility of side play, the

wheel is the only unsprung weight, and
there is no doubt that it satisfactorily

absorbs all serious road shocks.

The Villiers-englned lightweight P.V. with spring (rame
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THERE is a very important distinction between

the snob and the man who likes to ride a little

above the common flotsam and jetsam of the

multitude. There is nothing more hateful and despic-

able than snobbishness, but, at the same time, there

are many excellent men, hail-fellow-well-met in every

sense of the word,, who hate to be one of a crowd.

Considering the cosmopolitan nature of the brother-

hood of motor cyclists, this is particularly so in that

community.

It is not because the motor cycling fraternity has its

objectionable element that many riders want machines

out of the ordinary. It is not at all in a spirit of snob-

bishness. We have heard enough about Rolls-Royce

owners who look down with a sneer on the drivers of

Fords. Personally I know more than one Rolls-Royce

owner who keep, in addition, a veritable stud of Fords

^not because they enjoy driving Fords, but because

Fords are endlessly useful. They will go anywhere

and -do anything within the power of the Rolls-Royce,

their initial cost is but a flea bite—why then- does the

Rolls-Royce exist?

I have seen the same question applied to motor

cycles. If a well-powered three-speed machine can

be bought for ninety guineas, who will pay a hundred

and ten for a mount that can do very little more ?

The answer is—scores ! Not because they want to

spread themselves and pose as a little above the

rest, but because, with the most kindly feelings on

earth, they desire to ride a shade above the crowd.

A Market Exists.

It has been pointed out that the motor cycle is the

poor man's mount, being the cheapest of self-propelled

vehicles, but there are scores of men who ride motor

cycles not because they are cheap, but because they

afford the most sporting and attractive means of

traveUing. The matter of price does not enter into

the question at all. If the best motor cycle made were

double its present price they would ride it all the

same, and if there were one machine, the finish, run-

ning, and beauty of which warranted the expenditure

of an additional twenty guineas over the common run

of motor cycles, then there are scores who would buy

it for the pleasure of possessing a mount which would

be a source of comment among their friends and an

additional pleasure to handle. TJiey would not buy

it because it was dear, but because for the additional

twenty guineas or. so they obtained a Rolls-Royce

among motor cycles—a standard of refinement and
finish for which the man of the multitude did not think

it worth while to pay. I am certain that if some firm of

modest output concentrated their energies on the pro-

duction of a solo mount de luxe, which would inevitably

appeal to the sporting rider to whom initial cost was

not of much consequence, they would only have to

exhibit at the^proper season and at the proper place in

order to obtain all the orders they required.

Some Necessary Points. •

The manufacturer may know that certain features

are desirable, but ordinarily he is prevented from in-

cluding them on account of the question of cost. In

the production of the machine de luxe this is just the

spirit that must be avoided. If the purchaser of this

type of machine regards a certain feature as desirable,

then give him the opportunity of having it and he will

not grumble at the cost.

An earnest effort must be made, however, at keep-"'

ing down the weight. Hitherto the British manufac-
turer's idea of turning out ^ modele de luxe has been

to add a whole chaos of weighty gadgets to a standard

model. That is quite the wrong principle. We do
not want gadgets. A spring frame may be all right,

but it must be light and simple. Chain cases we can

do without so long as we have efficient chain shields,

though, of course, we would prefer an enclosed shaft

drive with phosphor bronze to steel plate clutch in-

tegral with the gear box.

The type of engine is one the manufacturer must

choose in accordance with his own ideas in order to

produce a harmonious mount, but it must be silent,

capable of a slow tick over, arid of terrific revs., and

of even torque. It would seem to rest between the

four-cylinder and the flat twin, though it is to be hoped
someone will have a shot at the three-cylinder two-

stroke. The machine must be nippy and handy on

corners, and the adjustable bars should possess a

sufficient range to appeal to eveiy class of rider. The
country potterer does not mind a machine capable of

T.T. effects so long as it is docile, but the sportsman
will not look at a machine designed throughout for the

countiy potterer.

Let us have good, strong, ample tool cases, and
special provision for carrying a complete set of spares,

safely and securely in some out of the way corner of the

machine. These little points go a very long way in

influencing the practical man, and should not be set

down as unimportant side issues.

Lifihter Weight.

One thing that everyone will be demanding
soon is a lighting dynamo, and here the question of

weight again enters. It is possible now to make
motor cycle engines much lighter -than was thought

advisable in 19 14, but if we are to economise in weight

we must have magneto-and-lighting flywheels. Think
what we save ! A flywheel of this kind need be very

little, if any, heavier than an ordinar)' flywheel, which
means that we dispense straight away with the magneto
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The Machine—Not for the Multitude.
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atjd -dynamo. Numbers of electricians are bringing

their brains to bear on motor cycle and dynamo con-

struction, while others are concentrating all their

energies on the magneto, but where is the firm that

bids fair to appropriate the business of the two by
placing on the market two or three different sizes of

magneto dynamos of the outside flywheel variety ? The
problem is far from being a really difficult one, and
the demand for the right instrument will be great.

A Small Market, but Select.

Needless to say, the finish of the Rolls-Royce of
motor cycles would have to be of superlative quality.

It would not be wise to eliminate plated parts, but only

those parts which could easily be cleaned should be
plated. A horn is always necessary, so why not braze

lugs on the handle-bars for it, also for the speedo-

meter, the machine being turned out with all the best

of ordinaiT fittings, permanently attached instead of

being left to dangle in attitudes of distress at the end
of 2,000 miles of riding.

But silence, sweet running, and cleanliness are

perhaps the three most important points-—especially

mechanical silence. Everyone hates an engine that

/ULY 24ih, igig.

clatters, and personally I vote for side-by-side valves,

since what one gains in actual revs, with over-

head valves one loses in other ways. A well-tuned

side-by-side valve engine is nearly as fast as—runs ..

slower and pulls harder, and is less irritable to handle

than—one which may obtain higher .volumetric efficiency

by means of overhead valves.

Anticipation.

So much, then, by way of a rough summary. We
all have our own pet features, and it is impossible

entirely to satisfy everyone, but the above are just a

few fairly obvious and commonsense points of

which probably all will approve. It is to be hoped

someone will go to work on the lines suggested, for

there are scores of riders who are hoping to be able

to obtain something quite out of the ordinary a little

later on. A firm of real engineering ability aiming at

thoroughness—mechanical and superficial—is the firm

to take it up rather than one aiming at gigantic output,

and one has only to recall the splendid reputation

enjoyed by one or two smaller firms who have followed

these lines to understand that the demand for some-,

thing " very good " Is just as insistent as for another

article at a lower price. Chinook.

A Three-cylinder Radial.
Small Aeroplane Engine with Motor Cycle Cylinders.

IT
will be remembered by many of our readers that

, A. V. Roe's early flights were attained with an
aeroplane fitted with a J.A.P. motor cycle engine.

The illustration given here shows a three-

cylinder engine built up for an aeroplane,
chiefly from Harley-Davidson engine parts.

It will be noted that three " right-hand "

cylinders have been used. The exhaust
pipes are short and bent back to allow

free exhaust, but the induction pipes are

long, and the American enthusiast who
built the engine recommends that they

be made of aluminium tubing.

A three-cylinder magneto is

used, and the firing order of

the cylinders is one, three,

two, the nearest cylinder being

passed over.

The ordinary motor cycle

engine crankshaft can be used,

but the crank pin has to be
larger to allow placing the

third connecting rod in posi-

tion. This is accomplished by
making two of the connecting

rods thinner than usual and
placing them inside the forked

A three-cylinder engine constructed from ordinary cylinders

taken from Harley-Davidson engines, the crank case being, of

course, specially designed.

rod, which should be slightly wider at the fork.

Obviously a special crank case is necessary. An engine

of this character is said to be capable of developing

27 to 30 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m., the propeller

used being 5ft. 6in. diameter, 3ft. 6in. pitch.

It would not be surprising if this type of

engine were developed for use in motor

cycles. Already two well-known motor car

firms are introducing light cars fitted with

radial engines, and a lightweight motor

cycle, embodying a diminutive three-cylinder

radial, is promised shortly. The engine

illustrated above would not be

suitable for a motor cycle, but

a similar engine fitted with

cylinders half the capacity,

i.e., 250 c.c, would be quite

conipact; and, while a frame

design departing from the

accepted diamond pattern may
be necessar)', there should be

no insurmountable difficulties

preventing the accommodation

of the engine as the power
plant of a motor cycle, and a

light and unusually efficient

machine should result.

ROAD WARNING SIGNS.

DURING a recent long cross-country run, the writer

was very forcibly impressed by the absurdity

of the totally unnecessary overlapping of

"danger" notice activities of the various associations

which safeguard the tourist's interests. It is a moot
point whether any real system prevails in the allocation

of'these signs, for, while a gentle bend may be adorned
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with a red triangle, the black and yellow A. A. sign,

and an ancient C.T.C. board, one comes to innumer-

able blind turnings with no warning at all! Surely

this is a point on which the bodies concerned might

amicably combine : as it is, we are apt to grow a

little careless of the possible danger indicated.

Wharfedale.
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M.C. & AC. 200 MILES RELIABILITY TRIAL.
"A trial which really is a test."

RESULTS

6 ENTERED-6 FINISHED
IN "THE BEST TRIAL OF THE YEAR."

GOLD MEDAL
SILVER MEDAL
SILVER MEDAL
SILVER MEDAL

ANI

SPECIAL PRIZE
AND

L. NEWEY,
SINGLE-CYL. COMBINATION,

F. J. WATSON,
SINGLE-CYL. COMBINATION.

LIEUT. J. L. STOCKS,
TWIN-CYL. COMBINATION.

T. PECK, 3i h.p. SOLO,

FOR BEST PERFORMANCE
BY CLUB MEMBER.

THE ONLY Single-cylinder Combinations to secure

GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS
OR AN AWARD OF ANY DESCRIPTION.

ARIEL WORKS, LTD., 3, BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM-

/n answerinq this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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The A.C.U. Six Days' Trial, Sept. 15th to 20th.
Extracts from the Preliminary Regulations of tlie Thirteenth Annual Event

organised by the Auto Cycle Union.
Minimnm weigMs and tyre sizes imposed. All machines to be weighed and the weights with details of specification to be

published. Tests of reliability, silence, hill-climbing, acceleration, maintenance of efficiency, and petrol consumption. . Starting
and finishing point each day will be at Llandrindod Wells. Entries close August 23rd ; at double fees on August 30th.

Ck)MPETiT0HS Eligible.—Every competitor must be on the
competitors' register of the Union, or of the Scottish Auto
t.ycle Union, or of the Motor Union of Ireland, or of any

WT n'^r
recognised by the Union, or of any club in the

i.l.O.M. other than the national clubs of Germany and
Austi-ia.

T) n*^'?f
'""-^"'"^^ ™'^^ ^^- received by the Union, at 83,

rail Mall, London, S.W.I, up to mid-day, Saturday, August
.^.ird at ordinary fees. Late entries will be received up to
mid-day August 50th, at double fees. Entries must be made
upon the ofScial form, and must be accompanied by a
remittance m- payment of entry fee.
Entry Fees.—Entries from manufacturers or agents and

tor riders in their employ, ten guineas each entry. Other
entrants: Five guineas each entry, or, if members of an
aihliated club, four guineas each entry.

If in the opinion of the Union sufficient entries are not
received no trial will be held. The entrance fee may be
returned in full if no trial be held, but under no other
circumstances will it be returnable.

Classification and Equipment.
Uefinition.—A motor bicycle is defined as a vehicle com-

prising a frame, two wheels, and suitable engine. Motor
vehicles with three wheels are included within the term
motor cycle.

Classification.—All motor cycles taking part in these trials
must conform to, and will be classified under, the following
divisions and classes.

DIVISION I.

Motor Bicycles.

Cylinder Capacity not
Exceeding.

MiDmium Weight
without

Oil or Fuel.

IVIinimum Diameter of Tyre
(Cover and Inner Tube

Separate and Detachable).

Class A, 250 c.c

,. B, 350 „
„ C, 500 „
., -D. 750 „
,, E, 1,000 ,,

40 kilo.;; (88 lb.)

50 „ (no lb.)

60 „ (132 lb.)

70 „ (154 lb.)

80 ,. _ (176 lb.)

45 mm. (ijin.) „ „ -S

50 „ (2in.) s;-5iJ

55 „ (2}in.)f !3m>
60 „ (2iin.) ^=3
65 „ (2 in.)P=«g'

DIVISION II.
Motor Bicycles with Sidecars and Three-wheeled Cars.

Cylinder Capacity not
Exceeding.

Class F, 350 c.c

„ G, 500 „
H, 750 ,

,, K, 1,000 ,

,, L, Any capacity \
Above 1,000 c.c. /

Minimum Weight
without

Oil or Fuel.

80 kilos (176 lb.)

100 „ (220 lb.)

no „ (242 lb.)

120 „ (264 lb.)

175 (385 lb.)

Minimum Diameter of Tyre
(Cover and Inner Tube

Separate and Detachable).

Sidecars must be fitted with recognised touring bodies,
and must be upholstered and finished with due regard to
the comfort of the passenger.
Weights of Co.mpetitors, etc.—The minimum werght

of each competitor or passenger is fixed at 60 kilos. (132
Ib.)^. Weight must, if nepessary, be made up with ballast.
Equipment.—All competing motor cycles must be

equipped as follows : Two_ independent brakes, a set of
tools and receptacle therefor, mudguards projecting at least
10 mm. (T^in.) on each side of the tyres, one or more petrol
tanks with a minimum capacity of 5 litres (8.8 pts.), one
or more oil tanks with a minimum capacity of 1 litre

(1.76 pt.), and a complete set of lamps as required by law,
In addition to the above, motor bicycles must be fitted

with a stand and a carrier, the latter having an available
surface of at least 500 square centimetres (93 square inches).
Spare Wheels.—Spare wheels may be used on any com-

peting motor cycle if carried throughout the whole trial.

In the event of a spare wheel being used, the original
wheel . for , which such spare wheel has been substituted
must be carried throughout the remainder of the trial.

Weighing, etc., of Machines.—All competing motor
cycles will be weighed, and the weights published. The
frames, engines, and gear boxes will be sealed.

Ge.4r Katio.—The diameter of the driving wheels and
the gear ratios of every motor cycle shall be stated on the

entry form and will be published. Should the ratios be

indefinite, as in the case of motor cycles fitted with adjust-
able pulleys, the highest and lowest ratios obtainable shall

be stated. A misstatement as to the gear ratios may
involve disqualification.

Schedule Times.—The schedule time will be calculated
on a basis of 20 m.p.h., but extra time will be given when
reduced speed limits and the like have to be covered. Any
competitor passing any point of the route ten or more
minutes in advance of his schedule time for that point
shall be penalised one mark per niiiiute or part of a minute
in excess of the said ten minutes. Further, any competitor
passing any point of the route twelve or more minutes
later than his schedule time for that point shall be penalised
one mark per minute or part of a minute in excess of the
said twelve minutes, provided that competitors in classes

A, F, G, and H, shall not be penalised unless they are
fifteen or more minutes behind schedule.

The route card that will be handed to the competitor
each day will state various points on the route, and the
schedule time set for arrival at these points. Competitors
will- be started each day and restarted after the luncheon
interval at their schedule time for the day, and competitors
late in starting in the morning or after the luncheon interval

will lose one mark for every minute or part of a minute
that they are so late. In any one day the maximum loss

of marks due to deviation from schedule shall be limited

to 30.

Any competitor more than one hour late at the conclusion

of the day's luin shall be deemed to have retired.

Drivkhs.—Every competing machine shall be driven by
the same person throughout the trial, unless before starting

on any day's run after the first he shall be physically in-

capacitated, when his place may be taken by a substitute

on notice being given to the secretary at least thirty minutes
before the time the first competitor is due to start.

Eeple-VIShments.—No cleaning, repairing, or adjustment
may be effected in controls. Replenishmenxs of petrol, oil,

and water may be made only at the official starting depot
or during the luncheon interval.

Special Tests and Awards.

Nature of Test.

I\Iark=

Credited at
Commence-
ment of

Trial.

How Tested. Penalties.

Rsliability
Silence ....

50
10

30
20

20
10
10

50

Adherence to schedule
Special apparatus _. .

.

Non-stop sections .

*Fast and slow climb .

.

I mark per minute
or part of minute
over allowance.

Max. penalty, 30
per day.

4 marks per stop.
Maximum loss, 20.

Hill climbing
Acceleration
Maintenance of effi-

Brakes

Maximum loss, 50.

Total 200

On one half-day's run of the trial the coiisumption of petrol may be recorded.
Minimum number of marks required to gain awards :

Gold. Silver. Bronze.
{Class A 150 . . 135 . . no

,, B. C 180 .

.

165 . . 140
,, D. E 185 .. 170 .. 145

{,, F 150 .. 135 .

.

no
,, G 160 .

.

145 .

.

120

,, H, K, L . .. J180 .. J65 .. 140
* Particulars of these special tests will be published in the final ins,tructions.
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tJlntits to Clgljt Camps.
Sdmmer Time.

July 24th 9.29 p.m.

„ 26th 9.25 „

„ 28th 9.24 „
., SOth 9.21 „

Imfortant Notice.

Owing to the Aui^ust Holidays, the
issue of The Motor Cycle for August 7th
must be closed for press earlier than
usual. All copy and instructions for

Miscellaneous Advertisements in that
issue must, therefore, be m the hands of

our publishers not later than first post
on Thursday, July 31st.

Falling Prices at Government Sale.

Lower prices were the general rule at

the Government sale of motor cycles held
last week at the Agricultural Hall,

Islington. "Bargain" 2| h.p. Douglas
motor cycles were sold for the low figure

of 8^ gns., whilst 4 h.p. models of that

make realised an average price of 18 gns.

Peace Day Decorations.

Messrs. The Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd.,

48, Holborn Viaduct, E.C., on Peace Day,
when the Victory March passed their

showroom, had on view a suitable display

demonstrating a feeling of loyalty and
respect for those who, previously under
their employ, have fallen in the war.

Their names, numbering 200; were draped
with both the American and British flags,

and suspended over one of the Enfield

motor cycles, which was decorated with
the colours of the British Empire.

A Prominent Director Retires.

We learn that Mr. M. J. Schulte, for

many years a director of the Triumph
Cycle Co., of Coventry, has resigned

his position and will retire into private

life. Thus an excellent sportsman
retires from the motor cycle world, and
he will be greatly missed, for he was
a prominent figure in the leading com-
petitions, particularly the Tourist

Trophy Race, in which event he annually

took the keenest possible interest. Mr.
Schulte's faith in the future piossibili-

ties of the motor cycle never wavered,
and he and his company proved a tower
of strength in and around the dark
period of 1904 and 1905, when the

industry was tottering owing to the pro-

duction of heavy high-framed machines,
which were unpopular ; moreover, the un-

informed daily press did its utmost to

kill the pastime for ever by the pub-
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lication of damaging articles. At a later

period, but long before the war, Mr.
Schulte recognised in the high-tension

magneto the solution of ignition troubles,

which were a real source of dissatis-

faction with motor cyqjes in the early

stages of their development,, and en-

deavoured to establish manufacturing
facilities in this country, but in this he
met with little encouragement.

The Motor Cycling Club Team Trial.

The inter-club team trial for the fifty

guinea cup presented by The Motor Oyele

will be held by the Motor Cycling Club
on September 6th, starting probably from
Oxford. A notice has already appeared .

in the press inviting clubs interested to

send in their names to the secretary, Mr.
Southcomb May, 24, Gower Place, London,
W.C, and so far favourable replies have
been received from the following clubs

:

The Nottingham and District M.C.C., the
Ealing and District M.C.C., the Essex
Motor Club, the Middlesex M.C.C., the

Woolwich and District M.C.C., and the
PubUo Schools M.C.C. We are asked to

state that full particulars will be sent to

the various clubs at an early date, and
that, so far as is possible, the original

rules will undergo very little alteration.

This year it is proposed that each - team
should consist of three solo and three
sidecar drivers.

Special TFitaturas.

SCOTTISH TRIALS.

A.C,U. SIX DAYS' REGULATIONS.
AN UNCONVENTIONAL DESIGN.

Broken Glass on Roads.

The Automobile Association offers a

reward of one guinea for information and
evidence necessary for prosecuting persons

deliberately placing broken bottles, etc.,

on the roads. For a considerable time

motorists have suffered from this

dangerous practice, and numerous cases

have been reported by the Automobile
Association to the police, but complete
evidence has not always been possible.

Carburetter Patents.

An interesting decision relative to car-

buretter patents was made by the Acting '

Controller of Patents, on the 15th inst.

An opposition was lodged against the
sealing of letters patent, applied -for by
Mr. Arthur Cox, in respect of the Cox-
Atmos carburetter by Messrs. Chas. H.
Pugh, Ltd., and Mr. G. F. Bull, on the
ground that certain features were anti-

cipated in the Senspray carburetter.
The opposition was dismissed as it was
held that Mr. Cox's claims are clearly

limited, and had not been claimed for

the Senspray.

In nearly every city the motor cycle played a prominent part on Peace Day. The picture

shows a happy party of London motor cyclist sightseers
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The Repeated Successes of the

prove the consistent reliability and service

of this machine for solo and sidecar work.

DUBLIN MOTOR CYCLE CLUB
24 HOURS' RELIABILITY TRIAL

(June 27th-28th, 1919).

B.S.A. TEAM
THE ONLY TEAM TO FINISH

OUT OF FIVE.
Gained 598 marks out of 600, securing

TEAM PRIZE
ALSO

5 GOLD MEDALS
(2 Special Gold Medals. 1 Club Gold Medal)

ONE SPECIAL AWARD
B.S.A. 4| h.p. Single with Sidecar made a clean ascent

of GLENGESH HILL, the crucial point of the Trial.

The Birmingham. Small Arms Co., Ltd.,

Small Heath, : Birmingham.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' BS
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During the first years of the war, the Allied Goverumeats
demanded all our facilities for the production of CI,Y-NO

Sidecar Outfits for service on the various fighting fronts—later, in

addition, our facilities were urgently requisitioned for the manufacture

of complete Aero Engines, and even to-day we are not wholly

through with our commitments in this direction.

Hitherto, "our written word" was all the evidence which we could ofifer, but

to-day we've more convincing proof, in the form of a factory illustration

reproduced from a photograph taken in the CLYNO Works, which are still

uery largely—in fact almost solely—employed on this concentrated effort

Why yott benefit.

Experience—a widened, more comprehensive experience in the building of the

Internal Combustion Engine—has brought with it a greater knowledge of the

possibilities of this wonderful source of power, and our staff are certainly more
capable to-day of turning out an even better CLYNO than that which earned

so enviable a reputation in the pre-war period.

But you benefit, too, in the fact that, while mass production has so far been

impossible, every vital feature in the design of both our 1920 8 h.p. Model
and The Aristocrat of the Lightweights—the 2 J h.p. CLYNO—has been

finally tested and approved, and that the Machines themselves in the

several trials in which they have been entered have proved beyond
refute their absolute reliability.

\'qu wait, but to-day we can assure you not tor long.

CLYNO ENGINEERING Co.,

Pelham Street, Wolverhampton.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Police Traps.

Police traps are in operation in the

neighbourhood of Solihull and Knowle.

Begistiation Numbers.
Following the example of London and

other places, Wiltshire and Coventry have
had other index marks assigned to them,
viz., HR and HP, in addition to the
existing letter AM and DU respectively.

The Humber Staff Trial.

The results of the "staff" trial

organised by the Humber Co., and
described in last week's issue, are as

follow : Silver cup for the best per-

formance, E. C. Gilliard (3^' twin
Humber). Gold medals : F. C. Brown
(34 twin Humber), F. Yates {3^ twin
Humber sc), and E. M. Powell (15.9

Humber car). Silver medal : W. H.
Turner (3^ Humber sc). Sixty riders

competed, of which fifty were motor
cyclists on machines of various makes.

Budge Prices Raised.

. Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., announce a

further advance of prices to take effect

from August 1st.

The retail figures stated below will

apply to orders in hand, which will be
invoiced at prit;es ruling at time of

delivery :

£ s. d.

3i h.p. Rudge-Multi roadster... 90

3i h.p. ,, „ T.T. roadster 90
5-6 h.p. „ „ 98

Rudge sidecar 33 10

The increase only amounts to slightly

over 50% on pre-war prices.

Benzole and the Scott—a Warning.

Riders of Scott machines should bear
in mind that iudiarubber is soluble in

benzole. One- of our readers who uses a

Scott was recently much mystified by his

engine refusing to pull, with periods of

bad misfiring, - when travelling slowly.

He had been using benzole, finding it to

give better results than petroL for side-

car haulage ; but, now, taking his engine
adrift, he was surprised to find that the
rubber compression rings between the
cylinders and the crank case were com-
pletely dissolved, all that remained of

them being a suggestion of rubber solu-

tion adhering to the joints. The machine
had run less than 1,000 miles on benzole,

so other Scott riders Should beware.

Army Sale of Motor Cycle Tyres.

During recent Government sales at the
Agricultural Hall, Islington, a large
number of second-hand motor cycle covers
were offered for sale.

The majority of the lots, each consisting
of a bundle of twenty "bargain" covers,
for which it was evident there was a great
demand, were knocked down for £4, the
buyer then having the option of purchas-
ing the next five consecutive lots at the
same figure.

A large number of motor cycles were
also offered for sale ; the prices realised,
however, remained at approximately the
same figures as at the previous sales.

The organisation of the dates and nature
of future sales has been improved.
Definite sales are now arranged for 6 p.m.
on Mondays, 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. on
Wednesdays, and 6 p.m. on Fridays.

|j^^(^ILE
An American Record Broken.

The "three-flag record" (in which the
rider starts in Canada, crosses America,
and enters Mexico) was recently lowered
by "Hap" Scherer riding a sports model
Harley-Davidson flat twin. His time for

the distance of 1,715 miles was 64h. 58m.,
the average speed for the run being
25.4 m.p.h.

Open Trial, York-Edinburgh-York.

The York and District M.C. is running
an open reliability trial for all types of

motor cycles and cars on August Bank
Holiday. The start will be at midnight
on August 3rd. The course is an easy
one from York to Edinburgh and back.
Entries close on Monday next. The
secretary is Mr. G. A. Reed, 6, Blake
Street, York.

Motor Cyclist Airman.

, Mr. Trevor T. Laker, the ex-com-
petition rider, whose photograph we gave
alongside his aeroplane in our issue for
June 5th, advises us that the general

• public is quite keen to take flights. Mr.
Laker is located at Nuneaton, from which
place he made over seventy flights during
one week. Mr. Laker is associated with
a private company which will shortly
have aeroplanes at several seaside resorts.

State Sales.

The Ministry of Munitions (Disposal

Board) has realised, up-to-date, over
£152,000,000 as a result of the sales of

surplus war stores.

In many cases, as for instance in the
sales of machinery, much of the material
was sold at higher prices than cost ; while
during last month alone £300,000 was
taken in the sales of mechanical transport
at Kempton Park and the Agricultural
Hall, Islington.

9i

The Six Days' Trial.

The Auto Cycle Union intends that

the machines in the forthcoming Six Days'
(which will be held from September 15th

to 20th) will be subjected to an adequate
test without resort to freak routes or

regulations.

A.C.U. and the Arbuthnot Trophy Trial.

The committee of the Auto Cycle Union
announce that valuable information was
obtained in the competition for the

Arbuthnot Trophy, and that this will

be of much assistance in the promotion
of other trials.

Unique Test.

To show that evidence often given in

law cases where the speed- at which a

car or motor cycle is travelling is not

to be relied upon, the Sheffield Club
recently organised a speed-judging com-
petition at which the general public were
asked to estimate the speed of the com-
petitors. The general results were in

every way satisfactory, as proving that
the average person has not the slightest

idea of the speed at which a machine
approaches him. A simQar event is being

held later when the police will be invited.

Obstructing the Police.

Recently a Hailsham motor cyclist was
summoned at Enfield for exceeding the

speed limit and for obstructing the police,

the evidence being that after being timed
and stopped he returned into the trap and
warned other motorists to slow down. He
was defended by the solicitor of the A. A.,
and, while admitting the speed oft'ence,

the case of obstruction was resisted, a
previous judgment of the Lord Chief
Justice being quoted. The defendant was
fined three guineas for exceeding the speed
limit and the charge of obstruction was
dismissed.

A new use for a three-wheeler. An
enterprising refreshment caterer converts
an A.C. carrier mto a mobile " bar."
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Days' Route.

NOTES ON, THE COURSE OF THIS WEEK'S BIG TRIAL.

IT
is no discourtesy to tlie A.C.U. to say tliat tlie

hardest riders in England enjoy tlie Scottish Trials

as they enjoy no other jaunt. It is not merely that

they provide us with a thorough change, though every-

thing is new, from the joy of hearing a man pronounce
-Rudge as though it began with eighteen " r's " to

defying the ridiculous ten-mile limits which bestrew

the north of Tweed. It is simply that in England we
have neither the hills nor the scenery which Scotland

can furnish. No country can furnish a more sporting

course, and no committee could run an official trial in

a more sporting spirit than the Edinburgh and Dis-

trict M.C. If the event has a solitary defect, it is that

tyre troubles are apt to bulk too largely in its history.

On the first day the

route is from Edin-

burgh to Perth : forty

miles as the crow flies,

and 157 miles by the

official route. The
cream of the run is our

old friend Amulree,
which commences with

a long bumpy climb on
the straight, and sud-

denly culminates in an
evil double hairpin.

Its gradient should

not bother any modern
machine : the trouble

is that the surface sets

a machine plunging on
the lower corner, and
it is not easy to regain

control in time to steer

wide round the upper
twist. Although a

non-stop is insisted

upon, this hill should

not unsaddle any prac-

tised rider. Yet it

b8

On the second bend of Kenmore Hill,

of the six days in

must be remembered that the Scottish event always

attracts a strong amateur element, and that their corner

work is usually weak for the first day or two.

Tuesday confronts the entry with 168 miles, Inver-

ness being reached by a big detour to the north-east.

There is plenty of bad going along this stretch, and,

if the roads are wet, timekeeping will be a prime con-

sideration. Cairn o' Mount and Cockbridge are the

two non-stop hills of the day. Cairn o' Mount is really

an " engine hill," for none of its three corners are

terrifying to modern machines. It is supposed to

average about i in 9 for nearly two miles, but can only

create real anxiety if its surface is patchy. The Scot

puts up with any old surface on his by-roads until

news comes along that

a horse and cart have
foundered in a soft

patch. Then he
sends up several
waggon-loads of stone,

and dumps them in the

hole. Campbell Mac-
GregO:r hears of it,

and includes the road
in his next trial. The
last time I went up
Cairn o' Mount, none
of the entry kept their

saddles, thanks to a

hundred yards of slush

interspersed with

chunks of granite.

After four years of war
there may not have
been time to patch the

holes. If the weather
is fine, the hill should

be simple : if rain is

teeming down, it might

to be ascended next Saturday, the last
be U n r i d e a b 1 e in

the Scottish trials. ,

patches. Cockbndge,
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MOTO CYCLES

WITH PERFECT POWER TRANSMISSION,

London-Edinburgh Trial.

Nine Gold Medals.

The "Auto Cycle" says:
—"As

was to be expected, Sunbeams ran

with the regularity of a train."

Liverpool Club North Wales Trial.

The only 3I h.p. and sidecar to

climb all Hills and finish the

course was a Sunbeam.

3 1 h.p 105 guineas.

8 h.p 130

No. 1 Sidecar
for 3i h.p. ..30 „

No. 2 Sidecar
for 8 h.p. . . 38

JOHN MARSTON, LIMITED.
11, Sunbeamland, Wolverhampton.

London : 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I.
157 & 158, Sloane Street, S.W.I

WOOD-MILNE, LTD.
(Amalgamated with George
Spencer,Moulton & Co., Ltd.)

London: 42, Wigmore St., W.

leJephone : Mayfair 735, 6789, 6790.
Wires :

' Wudmiln, Wesdo. Londoa.'

Manchester, Birmingham. Belfast.
Bristol, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeia,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

If you would know what it is to be absolutely free

from tyre trouble, to be able to negotiate the
" toughest " piece of road without wondering " what

is going to happen next "—or finding out, then fit the

new Wood-Milne " Keygrip " Tyre.

These tyres are made on the most generous lines, and

the very heavy tread gives a degree of comfort

hitherto unknown

With "Keygrips" on, it is good-bye to aches Jrom

jarred wrists and back.

Write for our Latest List

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The Scottish Six Days' Route.—

the second non-stop hill of the day, is of quite another

type. It is a narrow track with hard surface, twisting

up through a wood on to the moors with some fierce

gradient at the bottom, and no really wild corners;

it offers no terrors to a low bottom gear.

Inverness as a Cenire.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights are all

spent at Inverness: a- pleasant innovation which per-

mits riders to arrange for a change of clothing after

wet or sultry days. On Wednesday Abriachan will

probably be the non-stop hill. This is a "rider's

hill," with some extremely rough going and sharp

corners. The sidecar men must show prowess here,

and the solo rider who keeps clear of his rivals will

still find the full width of the road useful on two of

the corners. The scenery all day is gorgeous, but

there is sO' much atrocious surface tliat timekeeping

will be strenuous work, and nobody will have much
leisure to look about him.

To-day (Thursday) the competitors tackle the famous,

or infamous, Applecross-Tornapress dumb, of which
no contour book can picture the terrors adequately.

Within ten miles the route ascends from sea level to

over 2,000ft., and comes right down again. This is only

an average of i in 25, but no Scottish hills resemble

inclined planes : they are engineered on the ladder

and landing principle. These twin hills include

gradients and hairpins galore', but neither will vex the

well-handled solo mount seriously. The real trouble

is the surface, which shakes up a rigid frame terribly.

I usually dismount several times during touring

descents, simply to rest my aching body and tired

wrists. The summit is often veiled in thick fog ; but

when the atmosphere is clear, the outlook is gorgeously

beautiful. On misty days ceaseless vigilance is neces-

sary,- for the hairpins spring up suddenly, and a care- -

less rider may not see where the road has gone to in

time to lug a sidecar outfit round the worst bends.

Engines tend to get veiy hot on the chmb, since the

surface suggests low gearing where the gradient would

accept top. Everybody will be tired when this day's

run is over.

Ths Tit=bit of the Trial.

On Friday, Glendoe is the official

precipice. This is another "' en-

gine hill," and modern machines
ought to scamper up it : it has

often been slaughtered by single

gears. The Spittal of Glenshee is

thrown in as a makeweight, and
there is any amount of rank bad
going.

On the last day, the number of

gold medals is whittled down, as

usual, by the inclusion of the

"back stair" road up the Ken-
more side of Amulree, which re-

mains the piece de resistance of the

Scottish week, no research having
elicited anything more trying. It

is one of those hills which nobody
' has climbed until he is up it. To
my mind, the danger point comes

about a third of the way up at a left-hand bend of fair

acuteness. A reef of solid rock constitutes the majority

of the road surface at this point, and the twist reduces

the pace to moderation. Then the back wheel gets-

on the reef, and in the resultant plunge the rider very

possibly lets his engine conk out. If he keeps his

engine going, he may either plunge off the track or

let his back wheel lose its grip. So he has to wriggle

through three perils almost simultaneously, and some
will certainly fail. It is a case for wary path choosing

at a crawl on bottom gear : the rider who wants to

show off r.p.m. on such a hill will come to grief.

It must not be fancied that the seven official non-

stop hills by any means exhaust the climbs of the trip :

the whole route is freely littered with awkward places.

The gist of the Scottish week is that it gives an engine

very little rest: the ronte is too severe for those long,

trickles with the throttle closed down on a high gear.

Incessant gear clianges, incessant low gear work
due to gradient or surface or corners, render the

nominal 1,000 miles equivalent to 2,000 miles of

average English going. In the A.C.U. trials we are

accustomed to make up our week's mileage by a good
deal of main road work between the wild patches.

In Scotland they drive us hard nearly all the week.

A Fe'W Words of Advice.

Caution is advisable in corner work alike on the

moor tracks and on those stretches which tempt one
to catch up a few lost minutes. The character of the

surface is always changing in tlie difficult pieces.

Within a single mile of twisty road tlirough foot hills

and pines one may meet hard speed bits,- soft mud,
loose stone, deep ruts, and unexpected comers.

Plenty of tyre spares and_a bulging repair kit are

wise precautions, but if the rider fits a really stout

back cover, the trip may be trouble free.

In some of the remoter districts petrol is almost
unobtainable, unless the promoters of the trial manage
to send a lorry full on ahead. It is, therefore, wise to

carry enough for at least half the daily trip, and
100 m.p.g. consumptions are rarely recorded in such
roudi riding. B. H. Davies.

The notorious hairpin on Amulree, one of the hills encountered by competitors on Mondav
last, the first day of the trials.
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THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.
72 Competitors enter in this Week's Sporting Six Days' Trial ; 50 started.'

ALTHOUGH the Edinburgh M.C. did
not expect a large trade entry for
their first post-war Six Days' Trials,

there is no doubt that the officials were
disappointed when the dozen riders who
had been entered were suddenly with-
drawn in accordance with the decision
of the Manufacturers' Union, to which
we refer in a leaderette on the first page
of this issue. The trial this year was
organised more or less as a reunion after
four blank years during which everyone
concerned has been scattered all over
the world, and the Scottish riders, who
form the major portion of the private-
owner element, and the officials of the
Club were looking forward to meeting
once again those trade experts who have
so keenly appreciated the sporting nature
of past trials and the treatment they
have always received at the hands of
the sporting Scotchmen. We know that
every withdrawn trade rider—together
with many who were not entered—was
also disappointed, for this trial has
always been a popular event, to be re-

garded as a strenuous but enjoyable
holiday.

We think, however, that had longer
notice been given, a representative trade
entry might have been forthcoming. It
was because it was not representative
that it was withdrawn altogether. Un-
fortunately, the date of the trial was
nutomatically fixed by conditions over
which the organisers had no control.
First, this week was the only con-
venient date when the many officials

are on holiday. Secondly, it was utterly
impossible to secure hotel accommodation
in August.

Large Trade Entry Not Expected.

The decision of the Edinburgh M.C.
to hold the trial was communicated to the

Some of the officials of the Edinburgh M.C, the organisers of the trial: Messrs.

W. Fraser, W. M. Smellie, R. R White, A. G. Ballantine, Campbell McGregor (centre),

R. Dixson, J. Beaton, and Donald McKay (assistant secretary.)

Manufacturers' Union but three weeks
before the event. Team entries were not
expected, Campbell McGregor, the secre-

tary, informed us, and a single competitor
from each of the large manufacturers
would have satisfied the club. This short
notice, unfortunately, was not sufficient

to enable the Union to arrange a meeting
of manufacturers, who made their decision
only four days before the start of the
trial. This delay, although unavoidable,
caused the club a great deal of worry,
as, until the last moment, they could

J. W. Wills (6 h.p. Rover), who led the

competi tors on the first day of the trial.

not estimate the number of entries,

which made the catering negotiations

somewhere difficult. In the meantime, a

round dozen of trade riders were entered,

and to have these withdrawn at the
eleventh hour, as it were, was distinctly

hard on them. However, the Scotchmen
fully appreciate the difficulties under
which manufacturei's just now are work-
ing, and have taken the Union's decision

in true sporting spirit. This year, they
say,' the trial will be an amateurs' and -

shamateurs' event, and the results will .

show how such owners can negotiate the 1

Scottish hills on present-day machines.

Preparations.

Edineukgh, Sunday Morning.
" Pleasures are like poppies spread,'' -

said the immortal Bobby Burns, and
Edinburgh this morning bore something
of the spirit that inspired the lineS
Saturday found Edinburgh festive till

the small hours, but this morning the
stately streets of Scotland's capital,

always inspiring a sense of profound
respectability on Sunday mornings, are

enveloped also in an atmosphere suggestive
of "the morning after." One or two of

the members of the Edinburgh Club
baptised themselves with glory at Lanark
races yesterday, but this morning the
ofiicials of the great Scottish event, which
starts to-morrow, bear expressions of

languid boredom, and refuse to be i

harassed.
As a matter of fact Croall's garage is '

deadly dull, save for the usual frenzied

debut, and the sudden withdrawal of the'^

number of new riders are making their
'

eleventh-hour preparations. A fair,-

trade, it is pleasing to observe, accounts
for only eleven gaps, in the list of '
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The Scottish Trials.

The Scottish Six Days' this year presents

an aspect wiiich, at any rate, is unique
in its interest. The cracli trade rider is

ruled out, and this most sporting event
is, for the first, and we hope for the last,

time confined to the amateur and
shamateur. Many of our readers will

therefore view the event with special

interest, the works-tuned mount being,
for once, conspicuous by its absence.

The Machines.

The competing machines which are
still assembling at Croalls presented
very few features of special interest.

George Wray, cheerfully optimistic in'

his profession of complete indifference
as to the results of the whole event,
is riding a 1914 Clyno, which is probably
more business-like than it looks. The
sole A. B.C. entry is equipped with a
very neat Lucas lighting unit set,

packed away in a tunnel, which is part
of the gear unit, and E, W. Chold-
croft's 4 A.J.S. is provided with a
Low generator and Autoclipse head
lamp—otherwise the lighting sets are of
a most unpretentious order. Alan Hill's
Morgan is one of the smartest little

machines yet present, finished dark
crimson, save for one bright blue bolt
in the right wing, which. Hill asserts,

is to remind him which way to turn on
Applecross.
By the official programme, Newman's

3i Sunbeam is entered as fitted with
gears lower than standard, but, as a
matter of fact, they are higher, the top
being 4.6 and the two lower ratios in

proportion. This rider anticipated carry-
ing a lady passenger through the trial

on his carrier, but has, happily, aban-
doned the idea. Baker's Scott is one of

the most interesting and attractive
machines present. It is fitted with disc
wheels of his own making, and a special

oiling system of unusal layout.

Two Douglas entrants, Vivian Olsson and R. B. Clark.

Mrs. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.) is the only lady
competitor, and G. G. Stead's A.C. is the
only light car entry. We noticed that

Carfrae had shed the chain cases of his

Bradbury, while another Bradbury rider

rStired last night with stripped gears.

Judging from the machines, the mascot
craze is coming to a dead end, and Brash,
who carries a rabbit's foot as a mascot,
is the only interesting exception.
Macrae is carryins; a small fishing rod
lashed to the hanclle-bars of his Harley,
with' which, presumably, to while away
idle moments en route.

The most harrowing and hair-raising
reports keep dribbling through as regards
the condition of the roads. The few good
patches which existed in 1914 are now,
it is said, as bad as the worst of the

e Runciman " (Mrs. Bell), the only

lady competitor.

less frequented roads, being completely

smashed up by timber haulage. Wednes-
day's route from Inverness to Beauly and
Braemore encompasses a new hill which
we are all learning to pronounce. It is

spelt Aultnaharie, and correctly pro-

nounced only as McGregor and his satel-

lites pronounce it. It is on everybody's
lips, in several translations, and some
idea as to the ferocity of the gradient

can be judged by the special clause in

the rules :
" In the event of 90% of the

competitors starting that day failing on
Aultnaharie Hill, failure on this hill will

not disqualify a competitor from gaining

a gold medal, but competitors who make
a clean ascent will be awarded some form
of recognition for their performance,"
Another observed hill may be substituted

in the occurrence of many failures.

From all accounts the hill has so far

been climbed only by an A.C. light car,

a 2§ A.J.S., and a Douglas. It is said

that the riders go round three sides of

a cottage, and, on the third " leg," look

down its chimney.
At Croall's Garage the Triumph,

Douglas, and Sunbeam riders stand idly

by their machines. Cool and soft-voiced

officials proceed with the work of sealing.

Wills, who will lead the competitors,

anticipates a world of trouble. He has
a hole in his crank case stuffed with
solder.

A Blackburne and an A. B.C. have just

ticked quietly into their places on the tan

floor of the official garage, which, under
ordmary conditions, is a horse repository.

By the time these notes appear in print

three of the six days will have gone. The
following are the courses for the last three
days : 'Thursdav, July 24th.—Inverness,

Beauly, Marybank, Garve, Auchnasheen,
Auchnashellach, Applecross (lunch) Jean-
'town, Auchnasheen, Garve, Inverness.

FiuD.iY. — Inverness, Drumnadrochit,
Glendoe, Craggie Inn, Grantown (lunch),

Cockbridge, Braemar, Bridge of Cally,

Perth. S.\Tt!ED.\Y, — I'ertfi, Dalguise,

Kenmore, Crieff, Falkirk, Linlithgow,

Edinburgh.
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The Entrants.
*J. Dudley (3V' Sunbeam)
J. W. Wills (6 Hover)
Claude Duncan (4 Douglas)
•Hugh Gibson (8 Clyno so.)

*P. J. Bnticknapp (4 Blackburne)
D. S. Milne (4V4 B.S.A.)
K. Sneacc (414 B.S.A.)
H. Macrae (7-9 Ilarley-Davidson so.)

H. Alexander (8 Enfield sc.)

C. S. Burney (4 Blackburne)
F. J. Hutchison (4 Douglas so.)

N. Black (4 Triumph)
J. Emerson (3 A.B.C.)
B. W. Choldcroft (4 A.J.S.I
W. Hoyland (4 Norton)
E. Hay-Will (6 A.J.S. sc.)

A. P. Selby (4 Blackbutne)
G. Grinton (7 HarleyDavidson sol
" Georgie Runciman ' {6 A.J.S. sc.)

R. B. Clark (4 Douglas)
•L. Newey (4% Ariel)
Duncan Bell (5-6 James sc.)

G. Wray (5-6 Clyno)
R. Carfrae (6 Bradbury sc.)

»J. L. Stocks (6-7 Ariel sc.)

H. Moir (31/2 Sunbeam)
A. Downie (6 A.J.S. sc.)

D. Wright (3'/, B.S.A.)
W. Deans (31/, Ariel)
•Frank Smith (8 Clyno sc.)

J. Robertson Brown (10 Henderson)
T. Rutherford (31/. Sunbeam)
D. S. Alexander (8 Enfield sc.)

G. C. Stead (10 A.C.)
•T. C. de la Hay (SiA Sunbeam)
W. Westwood (4 Triumph),
B. Hendry (5 Indian)
W. S. Jameson (2V' Diamond)
H. E. Pairley (41/i B.S.A.)
B. Alan Hill (8 Morgan)
A. L. Downie (2% A.J.S.)
L. L. Sealey (4'/i B.S.A.)
Vivian Olsson (4 Douglas)
A. H. Alexander (4 Douglas sc.)

J. A. Newman (3V2 Sunbeam)
J. R. Alexander (7-9 Indian sc.)

J- Shepherd (5-6 Campion)
*J. S. Holroyd (8 Blackburne sc.)

H. G. Cassie (4 Douglas)
E. R. Troward ( )

J. A. W. Beaton (8 Matchless sc.)

Jas. Beck (3y< Sunbeam)
*A. O. Cocks (2V, Clyno) -

•A. F. Knight (8" Clyno sc.)

J. A. JeHerys (5-6 A.J.S.)
L. B. C. Cunningham (8 Morgan)
W. Young (4 Triumph)
P. Brady (3"/. Douglas)
L. S. Fisher 131/2 Norton)
D. Balloch (8 Matchless sc.)

J. Baker (3'!4 Scott)
W. Strettell Miller (31/2 P. and M.)
D. M. Brash (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.)

B. J. Tunbridge (5-S A.J.S. sc.)

A. Downie (5-6 Ariel)
Jas Balloch (6 Bradbury sc.)

*T. Peck (31/, Ariel)
G. Taylor ( )

W. C. Sutherland (4 Triumph)
*Trade entrants withdrawn.

Edinburgh, Monday.
As a strong contrast to the weather of

yesterday, the sun shone brilliantly, as,

under perfect conditions, J. W. Wills (5

Rover) led the fifty competitors from
Croall's Garage at nine o'clock this morn-

Lt. B. Alan Hill and Mrs. Hill aboard their new Morgan,

ing. In addition to the " trade " en-

trants, which were withdrawn, there were

several other non-starters through various

causes, but chiefly due to the non-delivery

of new machines, several of which .were

held up by the railway strike. As the

competitors went away in pairs and singly,

disappointed entrants learnt from the

newspapers that the strike had been

settled. It lent a touch of irony that the

settlement should come a few hours too

late to benefit them, so far as riding in

the trial is concerned.
Capt. C. S. Burney (4 Blackburne), L.

S. Fisher (3^ Norton), D. Ballock (8

Matchless sc), Eobertson Brown (10

Henderson), T. Rutherford (3i Sunbeam),
and W. C. Sutherland (4 Triumph) all

failed to face the starter. The greatest

enthusiasm prevailed, and as the lastman
disappeared round Princes Street, Gardens
The Motor Oyclt recorder of facts and
failures mounted his Scott and followed,

with the staff photographer on his

Victory Matchless in pursuit.

A detailed description of the trial, with
photographs, by our own representa-
tives, will appear in the next issue of

'The Motor Cycle."

Incidentally.

This year Alan Hill takes his wife as a

passenger on his new red Morgan. In the
1914 trial he drove a Humberette with
his mother as his companion.

Two Morgan entrants represent the run-
about class and an A.C. is the only light

car. Where was the Harding and
Summers cycle car which competed in

the 1913 and 1914 trials?

Newman did well to reconsider his

intention to take his wife as a pillion

passenger.

Georgie Runciman, who figured in the
official programme is none other than Mrs.
Bell—-the only lady competitor this year.

It was hard to realise that five years
had rolled by since the last Six Days' in

Scotland when Lieut. McGregor was
seen in mufti. The McGregor presents
a fine figure in his kilts.

Will Harry Macrae succeed in getting
his " bit of ^fishing " ? He carries a fish-

ing rod as part of his equipment, and
intends to "blind" in places to steal

the time out of his schedule.

Captain J. A. Jefferys, who is riding
a 6 A.J.S. solo, is an Australian. It is

his first competition, and he wishes to

take back a "gold" when he returns to

the Antipodes shortly.

The Clyno firm, with one of the most
up-to-date machines on the market, is

represented by one machine—an appar-
ently much-worn 1914 model.

Although Army motor cycles were not
allotted a place in the Peace Procession
at Edinburgh last Saturday, they were
doing a great deal of running about at

speeds which would make the Edinburgh
police look severe in normal times.

finishing touches. The Brothers Brash take a final look round their Harley-Davidson

Aultnaharie is the " tit-bit " in this

year's trial. To return to civilisation, it

is necessary to climb it. Riders who fail

to do this may have to wait a month for

a ferry.

BI4
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Midland Passenger Machine Trial.
Peace Day Event in Unfavourable Weather.

THE passenger machine trial organised

by the Birmingham ]\'I.C.C. was ar-

ranged to take place on "Peace
Day," and as the English climate usually

justifies its reputation for changeability

on public holidays the coincidence was
unfortunate. ,

The meeting point was the Swan's Nest
Hotel, Stratford-on-Avon, and, although
the signs were by no means promising,

the subsequent downpours were scarcely

foretold.

Starting arrangements were in the hands
of Mr. T. Silver, and everything was
very smoothly carried out, the riders' own
watches sealed, and the machines mar-
shalled into order and- started with the
minimiim of fuss. Starting was arranged
at minute intervals, and competitors were
not allowed to " warm up " their engines.

Only one competitor (on an American
machine) had any difficulty in getting off.

Most of the engines, indeed, responded
to the first or second kick—probably the
quickest in getting away was Kickham
(Sunbeam), but there was really little to
choose between the majority of starters.

The first test to be encountered was
the stop and restart on Edge Hill

;

most of the machines performed well, and
the greater part of the failures were,
apparently, more the result of misunder-
standing the instructions than inability
of the engines and clutches to deal with
3: restart on this gradient.

Eveson (New Imperial sc.) and Birch
(B.S.A. sc.) stopped before getting be-
tween the tapes. Dalby (Triumph sc.)

evidently m.isjudged the stopping point
but made a good restart, while Weaver
(Harley-Davidson sc), whose mount did
not seem to be quite in the best of
humours, ran back to the roadside, thus
slightly baulking Kickham (Sunbeam sc).
Descending Sunrising several competi-

tors lost their way near Tysoe and by
some means got on a round-about track

A decorated James at the Midland Cup Trial on " Peace Day."

and came up Tysoe again—Minton (Nor-
ton sc.) complained that he was quite
familiar with Tysoe, having climbed it

three times in his efforts to find the
proper route !

Some bitter remarks were made about
the blue-print tracing of the map sup-
plied to competitors, but we think that
the trouble was due to follow-my-leader
tactics, and, as " no arrowing " was
distinctly stated on the map, entrants
would have done well to verify the route
on the ordnance map. Beyond Chipping
Camden, the rain began to fall, and.

Competitors in last Saturday's Midland Cup Trial discussing the course which they had
lost. The group includes Minton (Norton), Vale (Douglas), Weaver (Harley-Davidson),

and Kickham (Sunbeam).

at Broadway, the roads were very slimy
and bumpy.
Several were disqualified for restarting

their engines after the lunch stop at

Cheltenham before the starter's signal,

while the acceleration test on Sunrising
largely decided the fate of many. Stretton
Ward (Triumph sc) and Benley (Morgan)
made exceptional performances here.

By the time Edge Hill was reached
on the homeward journey the entry was
very considerably thinned, and rain fell

in torrents during the last hour or so.

The brake test made here was some-
thing of a fiasco—indeed we cannot
imagine any "more impossible task than
that of pulling up a machine in about
two lengths after running more than
half way down Edge in neutral, as the
conditions required ; indeed, . it is pro-
bably fortruiate for the lives of the riders
that it was raining so heavily, for the
locked back wheels which resulted from
the sudden application of brakes simply
skidded down the hill, whereas, had the
road been dry, there appeared to be every
chance of ripping off a cover, if nothing
worse happened.

Most of the competitors who were left

in the run flashed over the tapes at
about 30 m.p.h., and on applying their
brakes those who were able to stop at
all overshot the mark by eighteen to
thirty yards, while the others merely con-
tinued down the hill with locked wheels.
This test could not be described as fair

either to the machines and riders or safe
to any of the general public who might
be using the hill at. the time.
No one amongst the- eleven finishers

succeeded in qualifying for either a cup
or gold medal, but the team prize will

probably go to the three New Imperial
riders who finished.

Big
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HILL-CLIMB AT STILE COP„
SuUon Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire AC. Closed Compstition.

f-a-gi* i—'S* J

, ,M\iH<»

Autoglider, ridden by C, R. Townsend,,
made an excellent ascent in 102.6 sec. Its

formula figure was, however, low.

In comparison with the motor cycles;-

the cars which competed in Classes 14, 15,;,

16, and 17 seemed slow, L. Hands (25 h. p.'

Talbot) alone approaching the speed of the

fastest motor cycles. His time was 54.4s.-

(47.6 m.p.h.). H. R. Godfrey (10 h.p.

G.N.) came up alone in 75.2s. (^4.4 m.p.h.)..

The formula used was that long recom--

W
mended by y/ie Motor Cycle, viz., -^ -^

L/ X t
'

but the results were not passed at the time.,

of going to pre^s.
FASTEST TIMES.

Classes 1 and 2.—W. A. Jacobs (IVa Singer), 654s.

Class 3.—N. Hall (2'A O.K.), 75Ss.
Class 4.—G. Kuhn (2;4 Levis). 51s.
Classes 5 and 6.—J. Smith (3V'' Tiiumpli), 49s.
Class 7.—H. Taylor (8-10 Matchless), 49|s., aid :

H. Petty (31/2 Norton) 493s.
,

Class 8.—C. E. Townsend (2% Autoglider), 102is.:
Classes 9, 10, and 11.—J. Emerson' (3 A.B.O.),

78is. -

-'

Caes.
Classes 14 and 15.—H. R. Godfrey (10 G.N.),

75;.s.

Classes 16 and 17.—L. Hands (25 Talbot), 54?s.

H. Smethurst (3^ h.p. Norton) making a fast ascent ot Stile Cop

STILE Cop is a safe hill, but hardly
steep enough to test the ' capabilities

of the modern motor cycle. The part
of the hill used for the competition
measures nearly threequarters of a mile
in length (about 1,250 yards), and rises

about 270 feet, giving an average gradient
of 1 in 14, but the steeper portion near
the top is 1 in 9. The hill is part of the
road from Rugeley to Beaudesert, and is

two miles from the former place. The
surface was somewhat loose and very
dusty until heavy rain began to fall ; this

commenced towards the end of the com-
petition, and continued throughout the
evening.

Considering that the hill-climb took
place on " Peace Day," there was a good
muster of competitors, and spectators
were quite numerous. As usual, the
smaller machines started first, and on
this occasion some of the classes had to

be combined owing to lack of entries.

Some excellent times were accom-
plished, though the record for the hill

of forty-five seconds made in 1914 was
not beaten. This was, however, made
over a slightly shorter portion of the
hill, so a fair comparison is not possible.

It was often noticeable that the amateur
riders were not so fast as their trade
competitors, though many of them rode
well. A lady was to have competed in

Class 6, but, unfortunately, she met
with an accident on her way to Stile

Cop, and did not put in an appearance.
Amongst the small machines, the Levis

was very prominent, as were the Norton
and Triumph in the larger classes. The
fastest time of the day was 49s. by
J. Smith (3^ Triumph) (nearly 53 m.p.h. j,

but perhaps the most remarkable per-
formance was made by G. Kuhn on a

2J Levis, who came up in 51s. (51 m.p.h.).
Other riders who completed the climb
in less than 50s. were H. Petty (3i Nor-
ton) and H. Taylor (8-10 Matchless), whose
times were 49.6 and 49.4 respectively.
The new 3 A.B.C. made its debut in a

public hill-climb, the same machine that
was used in our iStaff Trial at Edge Hill
being ridden by J. Emerson, and
acquitted itself with credit, but Emerson
told us that he was previously un-
acquainted with the hill and, expecting
something much more severe, had geared
the machine too low, viz., 6| to 1 on top.

He ascended the hill in 56.4s. (nearly

46 m.p.h.) in Class 7, but- perhaps his

best performance was in the sidecar
class, where he made fastest time,
78.6s. (over 33 m.p.h.) against a 4
Douglas, 106.2s., and an 8 Enfield, 88.8s.

Only one scooter presented itself for

competition in Class 8, and this, a 2| h.p.

A SPORTING SOCIAL RUN.
THE first social run of the Westmor-'

land M.C.C. since August, 1914,:;

took place on the 13th of July, 1919."

Hostilities haying ceased, many of the

members have now been demobilised,
with the result that about twenty-five ^

members journeyed to Honister Pass.-,

The climb was commenced at 3 p.m., and;

most of the machines reached the summit.
The star performance of the day was

made by C. Whiteside (2^ Velocette),

w-ho made the only clean ascent from the

Buttermere side. A smile went round
before the Velocette commenced the climb,

but its magnificent performance surprised

most of the members.

C. Whiteside (Velocette) on Honister Pass during the Westmorland M.C.C. sporting social

run last week. Note the rough surface.
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SIR JOHN ALCOCKS' ADVICE
TO ALL MOTOR CYCLISTS

JOIN THE A.C.U.

%m. ^>^i3^^^
•tlB-

- \

Telegram from Captain Sir John A Icock to

motor cyclists assembled at the Bristol A.C.U.
Rally. Sir John advises " every motor
cyclist in the country" to join.

Fill up this form and JOIN THE A.C.U. TO-DAY.
To the SECRETARY, AUTO-CYCLE UNION, 83, PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.I . Date 19

Sir,—I desire to become a Member of the Auto-Cycle Union, and I enclose remittance as stated below in full payment of my
subscription for the next twelve months and for the A.C.U. Badge.

*SUB3CRIPTION, for twelve months

MACHINE BADGE, complete with handle-bar clip ... - price 4/6 each

Quantity
10

„ „ complete with front mudguord clip ... price 4/6 each

„ ,, complete with number plate clip ... - price 4/6 each

BUTTON-HOLE BADGE ........ price 1/6 each

/ Total \

V Enclosed/

... 1

AODRFSS (Xn wKirli rpneint anri Viarltrp arp tn lip *ipnt^ .... . .

Life Membership may be applied for, in which case a single subscription of is for Full Life Membership becomes payable.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B2I
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LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN
1919

both A.B.C. Solo

Mounts and A.B.C.

Combination gained

GOLD MEDAL AWARDS.

THE

TALBOT
GARAGE,^
STOCKPORT,

Are the sole distributing

Agents for Lancashire and
Cheshire for the famous

i
I'

Best
Motor C^cla

Greatest engine efhciency and power tor

all purposes by air-cooled, flat twin

power unit.

15% reduction in fuel consumption

Luxurious ridino comfort by scientific

leaf spnnajino;. Greater resiliency by

30% hgfiter frame construction, witti

100% greater strength. Four-speed

gear box. Automatic lubrication

Send tor particulars and early delivery

dates and secure your mount lor this

season's tiding

'Phone ; 500, Stockport.

Grams: "Talbot Garage
sitockport.

'

Let the other chap

chew the dust,

"

says the powerful sweet-running

Speed—the power to take prece-

dence of all other machines on

the road when you will is part

of the joy of Norton ownership.

NORTON Motors Ltd.,

ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

Motorists Heimeij

Supplied in black
or tan l(a,ther.

Lined wool.
Waterproof.

Teie^rams :
'* Semloh,"

Telephone : City, 4432.

olmeS
The famous

"All-Weather Suit."

Protects your health
a.nd your clothes^

Complete Immunity trom all

Elements. Designed and made
by experts. Most comfortable.
The fabric is proofed to latest

Government Specification and
Guaranteed Waterproof. Send
for List and Pattern.

THREE STOCK SIZES.

oIZE 1 !>IZE 2 SIZE 3

for for for

SH. 3in. jfl. Tin. SH llln.

to to to

Stt. Gin. sr.. lOin. 6fl. 2in.

Price 80/- complete.
Cash with Order, Post Free,

Money returned if not approved.

Sizes I and 2 are made to fit

average figures, and are usually
in stock. Size 3, owing to small
iemand, is made to order.

Read this unsolicited
testimonial:

"AU-Weatber Motor Suit No. 2
arrived this morning. I am very
iileased with same ami my cusiomer is

tieliRhtetl and says be intends recom-
raemling lo all his motorint; friends.
Tliauking' you for i>rompt attention' to
my order."

Hf)I MP^ HBAD OFFICE: 38. Albert St. \

7 cftS SHOWROOraS : 1, 3, 5, 5vTiii St. West i MANCHESTER.
fie MIW FACTORY: 74-78, Hardman St, )

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.'*
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Bradford M.C. and LCC.
The above club is again resunling its

activities, and has under consideration
various competitions, including a speed
trial, a hill-climb, and a reliability trial

between Bradford and Edinburgh.

Carmarthen M.C. and C.C.C.

The Carmarthen Motor Cycle and
Cycle Car Club are holding a climb at
a well-known local hill on August Bank
Holiday. Five classes will be decided on
formula, and a special prize awarded for
fastest time. The joint secretaries are
Messrs. J. C. Evans and J. Jenkins,
Nelson Hotel, Carmarthen.

Cumberland M.C.C.

Eesults of hiH-clim.b at Warnell Fell :

Clnss I.-l, T. Stordr (2% A.J.S.)
Class II.— 1, E. Drinknll (4 Triumph).

2, W. G. Harrison (4 Triumph).
Class III.— 1, W. G. Hariison M Triumph).

2, B. Driakall (4 Triumph).
Class lY.—l, B. DrinlraU (4 Triumph so.)

Fast3=t time of the day: H. Prescott (Harley-
DnvidsGU).

York and District M.C.

A reliability trial was held by the York
and District Motor Club last week on a
course over moors in North-east York-
shire. The roads to Whitby were in fine

condition, and the run was thoroughly
enjoyed. A stopping and restarting test

at Saltburn on a hairpin bend was ^ un-
expectedly introduced, but the results

cannot yet be announced, owing to the
check sheets being held up by the railway
strike.

Ealing and District M.C.C.
At a re-inaugural meeting of this club,

held in the Broadway Cinema, Ealing,
many new ideas and suggestions were
forthcoming. The social side of the club
life was strongly advanced, and the sug-

I
gestion of J. J. Hilyer, to form a limited
company with the object of providing a
country club house, was enthusiastically
received. The club secretary is Mr. S.

P. Lissant-Brown, "The Laurels,"
Ormiston Road, London, W.12.

N.M.C.F.U. Gymkhana (Birmingham).

The Birmingham branch of the
N.M.C.F.U. is holding an open gym-
khana on July 26th at the Red Lion Hotel
sports ground, Knowle (on the iiiain Bir-
mingham-Warwick road). The six events
(open to any motor cyclist) include slow

1
race, obstacle race, ladies' driving contest,
plug removing race, musical chairs, etc.

The first event starts at three o'clock,
and the proceedings will terminate in

time for everyone to get home before
lighting-up time. There will be two
prizes in each event, entrance fees being
one shilling. The secretary is Mr. F.
Murray, Strathmore, Wharfdale Road,
Acocks Green, Birmingham.

future Cvents.
July 31,.—N.M.C.F. v., Leeds. General Meeting,

Green Dragon Hotel.
July 2i.~-Taunton and District M.C.C. Treasure

Hunt.
JULY S5-16.—LIVERPOOL M.C. TWBNTY-FOVJl

HOUR OPEN TltlAL.
July S6.—N.M.C.F.n. (Birmingham). Open Gym-

khana.
JVLY Se.-SVTTON COLDFIELD .4ND MID-

W.iRWICKSHlRE .A.C. LIGHTWEIGHT
TRIAL FOR OALTHORPE CUP.

July 3S.—Western M.C.C. , Glasgow. Run to Lake
of Montcitk.

July SO.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to Poole
Park and New Forest.

July Sa.—Public Schools M.C.C. Six Hours Night
Reliability Run.

July 16.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to War-
sash.

July 26--2T.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Reliability
Trial to Aberystwyth for Stevens Cup.

July S7.—Streatham and District M.C.C. Picnic
Run to Ashdown Forest.

July 37.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to
Malvern.

July 27.—Troedyrhiw and District M.C. Reliability
Run

July 17.—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Run to Malton and
Castle Howard.

July 27.—Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.
Vice-captain's Surprise Run.

July 27.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run and
Picnic.

July 29.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
Inter-club Meet with Woolwich and Streatham
Clubs.

AUG. i.-YORK AND DISTRICT M.C. OPEN
RELIABILITY TRIAL TO EDINBURGH
AND BACK.

Aug. i.

—

Carmarthen. M.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. 10.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run to

Monsal Dale.
AUG. 16.—S.E. COUNTIES INTER-CLUB TEAM

I RIAL.
AUG. K.—SOUTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. OPEN

TRIAL FOR THE PALMER CVP.
Aug. 16-17.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Reliability

Trial to Barmouth for the Eric Williams
Shield.

Aug. S2-g.l—Essex M.C. Annual Bun Woodford to
York and back.

AUG. gS.-BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. OPEN HILL-
CLIMB.

AUG. 30.—BRISTOL M.C. SPEED TRIALS AT
WESTON-SUPER-MA RE.

AUG. SO.—WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C. OPEN
RELIABILITY TRIAL.

Aug. 31.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run.
SEPT. 5.—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR " THE

MOTOR CYCLE" CUP.
Sept. 6.—Birmingham M.C.C. Reliability Trial for

Songster Curt.
SEPT, n-SO.—A.C.U. SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY

TRIALS
Sept. 19.—Essex M.C. Gymkhana.

South Eastern Counties Inter-club Team
Trials.

The competition for the Woolwich,
Plumstead, and District M.C. Trophy
will be held on August 15th, and is open
to teams of six from any club. . Any
type of vehicle under A.C.U. regulations
may be entered. Gold medals will be
awarded to members of the winning
team, and an additional medal to the
competitor making the best performance
outside the cup winners. Previous holders
of the cup are : Brookdale Motor Club,
1912 ; Woolwich, Plumstead, and District
M.C, 1913. Entries close on August 8th,
and secretaries wishing to nominate teams
should communicate with Mr. F. J. Ellis.

3, Nightingale Place, Woolwich, S.E.18.

Southport A.C.

The Southport Automobile Club held

a meeting recently for the purpose of

electing officials for the ensuing year.

The club promises to become one of the

largest in the North, and prospective
members should note that the address of

the honorary secretary (pro tem.), Mr.
Harry Dobson, is 3, York Avenue, South-
port.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

A reliability trial to Aberystwyth and
back is being run by the Wolverhampton
M.C.C. on Saturday next, returning the
following day. The chief award is the

Stevens Cup. No route cards will be
issued, and timing will be by competitors'

own sealed watches.
The start will be from West Park

entrance, at 2.30. The trials secretary is

Mr. J. E. Greenwood, 1, Stubbs Road,
Wolverhampton.

North Cheshire M.C.C.

At the reliability run held last week,
T. C. Lawton on a 4 h.p. Triumph
arrived in nearest on time, thereby
gaining the Mather cup. Oliver Jessop,
also on a 4 h.p. Triumph, ran second.

A picnic on the river Dee (Chester)
has been arranged for July 27th. The
club will meet at the Trafford Arms
Hotel, Alderley, at 2 p.m. All are

cordially invited, and should communicate
with the hon. sec, Mr. W. R. Eadington,
London Road, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.

A Works Club.

The staff and employees of the Cosmos
Engineering Co., Ltd., Bristol, have re-

cently formed a club of fifty members,
and ran off a very successful reli-

ability trial, including a fast hill-climb

on Wimley Hill. The President's chal- -

lenge cup for reliability was won by G.
Powlesland (3J Scott combination), the
runner-up being J. Brownsey (7-9 Match-
less combination).
The club has an excellent programme,

and is affiliated to the A.C.U. The
secretary is JNIr. H. Smallwood, Cosmos
Engineering Co., Ltd., Fishponds, Bristol.

Ealing and District M.C.C.

A social run from Kew Bridge to
Ripley was attended by over forty
members, and after tea a fault-finding

competition was held, the machine being
a 1919 5-6 h.p. Rover, lent by Mr. F. A.
Longman. The following "faults" were
arranged. 1. Paper between platinum
points. 2. Plug points hammered to-

gether. 3. Cardboard between inlel

valve and tappet. The winner was S.

A. Lees, who eliminated the three faults

in 3 niin. 25 fees., the remaining com-
petitors all exceeded the time limit with
out tracing the three faults.

B2^
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and most lie accompanied by the writer's name and address.

PLEASE QUOTE PRICES.
Sir,—With reference to "Sussex's" letter in a recent

issue, " Please Quote Prices," I might say I quite agree
with him that all manufacturers should give prices in the
advertisements of their goods, but perhaps he would like to
know that some firms who advertise in your paper have not
even sufficient courtesy to .rcplij when one makes enquiries
about their goods, and sends stamped addressed envelope for
a reply.

I think it only fair to your readers that you should stipu-
late in your rules re advertisements that no advertisement
can be inserted without the prices of such goods mentioned
in the advertisement being quoted. It would save your
readers much time, paper, and postage.

1 hope you will be able to take this matter up strongly
with manufacturers. H. F. BARTLETT.

BENZOLE.
Sir,—I notice in The Motor Cycle of June 19th a letter

from the secretary of the A. A. and M.U. stating that the
price of benzole is now 2s. 9d. per gallon. Motor cyclists
are also continually being urged to use benzole as it is a
home-produced product. Petrol can be obtained in Scotland
at from 2s. 6d. to 3s. per gallon, so, while I agree that it
is highly desirable to support home industries, it seems rather
ridiculous to suppose that benzole can seriously compete with
petrol when the present high prices are charged for it.

Benzole used alone makes the average engine run very
dry and, from my experience, certainly does not give 15%
extra mileage as stated in the above-mentioned letter. It
certainly does prevent knocking, but I think it is generally
agreed that good petrol is superior in almost every way.
Let the National Benzole Association place benzole on the
market at, say, 2s. per gallon, and then they would get
support from the motoring public; but, while the present
price is charged, I cannot see what advantage there is in
using it. -

'
- A.F.S.

Edinburgh.

FOUR-STROKE V. TWO-STROKE.
Sir,—Riders of two-stroke machines will hardly feel disposed

to accept "R.N.'s" terse summing up of the pros and cons
of two-strokes and four-strokes. In the first place, the oil

consumption of two-strokes fitted with good drip feed lubrica-
tion systems (as most of the well-known makes are) is not
bad, or, at any rate, not worse than that of equivalent four-
strokes.

Secondly, the "consumption of plugs" of "average two-
strokes" is not "absolutely abnormal." Possibly the number
of types of plugs that can be depended upon to work satis-

factorily under any conditions is more limited than in the
case of four-strokes ; but once the best type of plug has been
found (merely a 'matter of a little experiment) any tested
specimen of that type will stand up to its woi-k quite as long
as any four-stroke plug would.

Personally, I ask for a four-stroke every time, but not a
2^ h.p. tour-stroke. In the small sizes the good two-stroke
always more than holds its own. What has led to a certain
amount of prejudice against the two-stroke is that some
" cycle and gramophone " experts, whose capabilities of work-
manship (not to mention design) did not rise to the manu-
facture of a four-stroke engine lor their assembled motor cycle,

considered the two-stroke an easy solution of the difficulty,

especially as the cost of production was considerably lessened
thereby. The old indictments of the two-stroke hold less and
less every day. KEVS.
B24

Sir,—As a two-stroke enthusiast, I feel bound to reply

to "R.N.'s" letter in The Motor Cycle of June 5th. A
good two-stroke does not require decarbonising until after

1,000 miles. Owing to its simplicity, a two-stroke can be

taken down and decarbonised in a far shorter time and with
greater ease than a four-stroke.

In my opinion, a two-stroke scores over a four-stroke in

every point except as regards maximum speed, fuel con-

sumption, and mileage before decarbonisation is necessary.

Its far superior hill-climbing capacity, much greater sim-

plicity, smoother running (which results in less wear and
tear for the transmission and tyres, and greater comfort
for the rider), and lower cost more than make up for these

disadvantages.
As regards overheating, "R.N." has ridden nine miles

at an average of 31 m.p.h. on a 2| h.p. four-stroke. A fort-

night ago I rode from Woburn Sands to Dunstable (eleven

and a half miles) in twenty minutes (an average of 34^
m.p.h.) on a 2^ h.p. Levis two-stroke. From Dunstable to

St. Albans I kept up an average of over 30 m.p.h. There.,

were no signs of overheating. D.B.C.
Newport Pagnell.

Sir,—In a recent issue there appears a letter over 1>1

initials of "R.N.," wherein the writer seeks to compare tl
merits and demerits of the four-stroke and the two-stroa

motor cycle, and concludes by adding that the average persq
would pay £5 extra for a four-stroke.

Now, in reply to this letter, I should like to state that

have been a motor cyclist for a number of years, during"
which time I have ridden numerous makes, both four and
two-strokes, and I am of the opinion that the choice depends
upon the purpose for which one requires the machine.
With reference to " R.N.'s" analysis, I am prepared to take

his statement, so far as four-strokes are concerned, as being

correct, and will, therefore, only deal with the two-stroke.

R.N.
Maximum speed 35-40.
Reliability Reliable.

Fuel consumption .... 80-110.
Oil consumption Bad.
Simplicity Very simple.

Carbon deposit Decarbonise every
600 miles.

Starting Easy to start.

Overheating Overheats very
easily.

Hill-climbing ........ Very good.
Consumption of plugs . Abnormal.

Self.

38-42.

Very reliable.

100-120.

Good with B. & L. drip-feed.

Very simple.

Quite equal to a four-stroke.

I have ridden my machine
since 1915, and only had
cylinder down once.

Easy to start.

Does not overheat, in spite of

severe tests. I have had
no trouble in this respect.

, Very good.
No' different to four-stroke. I

have two plugs ; one in

use and one spare—both
Having been in use since

1915.

"R.N." also says that if one drive at over 25 m.p.h. any
length of time the average two-stroke shows signs of tired-

ness, whereas his 2^ h.p. J.A.P. can do nine miles at 31 m.p.h.

without distress. I might add I have done 38-42 m.p.h. for

five miles without causing my engine any apparent distress,

and, further, have ridden from Barrow, Lincolnshire, starting

4.30 p.m., stopping at Brigg for petrol, and arrived in Lincoln

at 5.45 p.m., distance thirty-eight miles, returning the same
evening.
With regard to the extra price for a four-stroke, I would

not have one at any price having now tried a two-stroke,

except it be a 6 or 8 h.p. twin for touring with sidecar.

I am not in the trade nor in any way connected with the

makers of my machine, which is a Sun-Villiers.

EAST YORKS.
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Yours very satisfied.
^ • • « ft3 • •

THIS is the strain in wKicK all our customers testify tKeir apprecia-

tion of Hutchinson's Tyres. It is an absolute certainty that, if

you have not already done so, you will express your opinion in

the same style when you have tried them.

Read what our correspondent says

:

.... Edgbaston.
".

. . . I fitted one of ycur covers 26 x2i to

my back wheel on my combination, and I have

pleasure to state that I have now covered

OVER 5,000 MILES
without having had any trouble whatever.

"I think that it is an exceptional perform-

ance when taking into account the bad condition

of the roads to-day.

"I need hardly say that I don't expect a

similar performance again, but I shall continue
' to use Hutchinson.

"Yours very satisfied,

"C . . . S . . .
."

"C. S." makes an error when he gives up hope of repeating this

performance—by choosing the correct type of Hutchinson Tyre for

your particular purpose you will be

SATISFIED ALWAYS.

HUTCHINSON TYRES,
70, Basinghall Street, E.C.2.

ESTABLISHED 1850.-

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. B25
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muL amy Zi h.p. 2-stroke.

Lightweight. - -

Price £40 (plus 10% advance) Hctt cash.

Maximum Service at minimum cost is provided for Royal Ruby Lightweight
riders. Fitted with Villiers 2^ h.p. 2-stroke engine, Dunlop motor cyclette 26 x 2in.

B.E. tyres, Dunlop belt, and Brooks saddle, and with the Royal Ruby special

frame and patent safety stays, it is indisputably the best value on the market.

RUBY CYCLE CO., LIMITED, CANNEL STREET, ANCOATS, MANCHESTER.
MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES OF ROYAL RUBY CYCLES, MOTOR CYCLES, AND SIDECARS

Telephones—City 3818, Cerdral 1570. Telegrams: "Machines, Manchester.

The G.N. Engine.

Messrs. The G.N. , Ltd.,

Etna Works, Albert Road,

HENDON, N.W.4.

The G.N. Engine

is an outstanding

example of the

vibrationless and

successful air-

cooled engine.
It is, moreover,

unique in its

supreme accessi-

bility. Its efficiency is

shown by its hill-climbing

successes and by its use for

special purposes during the

war, during which time

several minor improvements

were embodied.

B26 In answtrini] these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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1 QUESTION.
Sir,—The answer to the Rev. J. M. Philpott is simple.

ICickling the float gave a richer mixture, which the weak
iipark would fire. I had the same trouble in the Birmingham-
Land's End trial. F.J.W.

nEKCVRY AS AN AID TO COOLING.
Sir,—I read with interest the letter of ilajor G. Madge,

R.E., in Tfie Motor Cycle of July 3rd. He suggests using

nercury, cased in with copper or aluminium jackets, for

;ooling ; the effect of mercury on aluminium is to form an

jxide of aluminium, and on copper mercury forms an

iraalgam.
Mercury has little or no effect on cast iron. CO. P.

Newcastle-on-Xyne.

THE THEORY OF PETROL CARBURATION.
Sir,—I am no chemist, but a mere engineer, and would

'reatly appreciate it if your contributor on the above subject,

Mr. H. J. Poole, would say if the values he calculates for the

atio of volumes of air to vapour for the various fuels are for

tn explosive mixture in each case or simply the air theoreti-

;ally necessary for complete combustion.

Also, if he has the figures handy, could he state the

lensity of the various vapours at N.T.P. in grams per litre

)r otherwise? AKGUS LOVE.

1 SIMPLE CYCLE CAR.

Sir^— It may possibly be of interest to " W.A.M.," whose

etter appeared on May 8th (and to other readers), to know
ihat there is a cycle car, built by Breach of this -town, on

;he lines he suggests and illustrates, already on the road.

[ enclose photograph of the machine. The engine shown

i
A lightweight cycle car fitted with a 2| h.p. flat twin engine.

s, as will be seen, a 2| h.p. air-cooled, fitted with three-speed
;ear and clutch. An extremely simple and ingenious differ-

ential is, I believe, being incorporated, which, it is claimed,
will not add one ounce to the present weight, which cannot
be more than that of a medium weight sidecar outfit.

Sidmouth. GARTHGOGO.

?ILLION RIDING.
Sir,—I just want to endorse what "A Regular Flying

Officer " said in T/ie Motor Cycle of July 3rd re pillion riding.
I think it would be a great shame if pillion riding was

Drohibited, because it would mean disappointment for

thousands of motorists who take their friends for a ride in

/he fresh air, and whose means will not allow them to sport
I sidecar. If pillion riding has its dangers and is to be
itopped, why not stop step riding on push bicycles ? Surely
t is as dangerous? In my opinion, there is no danger pro-
vided one is careful at cross roads and always prepared to

itop. I have ridden over 1,000 miles with passenger, on the

'

3ack through towns and villages and everywhere, and never
lad a spill. In the accidents that have occurred how many
;an be proved that it was solely due to the passenger being
)n the back? I should like to hear what other motorists have
:o say ?-e pillion riding. FAIR PLAY.

Sir,—I beg to disagree in every respect with " A Regular
Flying Officer (Pilot)."

Motor cycle pillion riding is most dangerous, and acknow-
edged as such by those who indulge in this practice. I never
»ive anyone a ride on my carrier if I can, in any way, get
Dut of it. Every machine at various times gets into a tight
corner, and the chances of escape are lessened if a passenger
is on the back. The balance of the machine is totally upset,

bigger swerves have to be taken, tramlines at acuter.^angles,

the steering is slower, it is unresponsive to the brakes, and
the driver's attention is constantly being taken (especially

if the passenger is a new flapper).

On straight roads it may be safe enough, but at the slightest

risk the chances of accident are, according to insurance com-

panies, more than doubled. A, C. BOBBINS.

Sir,—The remarks of the general press, and even a portion

of the motor cycle press, on pillion riding make me tired.

In spite of three years' active service as an aeroplane

pilot—with some success— I had regarded myself as a normal
every-day man, who gets "cold feet" at times, and over-

comes the feeling when he can. Now, liowever, on reading

a contemporary on pillion riding, I discover that I am nothing

more nor less than a brave, dashing, fearless young hero,

for have I not, since the age of fifteen, dauntlessly carried

flappers, relations, broken down motorists, etc., galore for

some thousands of miles without turning a hair, or even

pausing to hesitate, in spite of the dread risk I was taking?

Do let us come down to commonsense. Pillion riding, with

a novice steering, may be a trifle more I'isky than solo, but
certainly not nearly so dangerous as the novice on a sidecar

outfit, even though experienced in solo riding. I have never

seen an accident due to pillion riding, though I have been
with many in their first attempt ; but I have seen—and been
in—several with experienced drivers, due to the sidecar

lifting when a sharper turn than anticipated was necessary,

while with learners on sidecars accidents are legion. I have
seen many due to the sidecar lifting, and one due to the

driver forgetting existence of the sidecar, and trying to

dodge through a 3ft. space in traffic! Yet no one runs down
the sidecar as risky, so why try to interfere with the many
thousands who find the carrier so useful and inexpensive?

Let every man decide for himself as to whether anything
he wishes to do is risky or not.

Luton. LIVE AND LET LIVE.

THE BIG POOR.
Sir,—May we through the courtesy of your columns Call

attention to the misuse of the words "Big Four."
When some eight or ten years ago we first introduced the

big single as a class apart from usual 500 c.c, we hit upon
the terra " Big Four " as a distinctive name for our parti-

cular engine. The term caught on, and, since then, "Big
Four " has been understood to mean the Norton big single.

Now that we are no longer alone in the manufacture of

this most useful size of engine, there is a tendency to

designate all singles over 50O c.c. "big fours." This we
consider not quite fair to us; "big four" type if you will,

but there is only one "Big Four"—the Norton—and the

term is one of our exclusive trade marks.
We wish to draw attention to this in order to avoid any

misunderstanding or possible unpleasantness in the future.

NORTON MOTORS, LTD.

THE CHEAPEST MOTORING FOR TWO.
Sir,—Your contributor, "Gar Driver," is rather sweeping

in his comparisons between cycle cars and sidecar outfits.

He can know very little of cycle cars when he says that

they " well lose in hill-climbing, petrol consumption, speed,

first cost, taxation, and in difficulties of garaging." In only
one particular is he correct, viz., taxation, and then only

if his cycle car is a four-wheeler.

As a motor cyclist of five years' standing, I have only

recently "discovered" the cycle car, and, when I look

back on those " overalled, disreputable, up to one's eyes in

dust or mud" days of motor cycling, I curse myself for a

prejudiced ass.

What sidecar outfit can beat the G.N.'s performances at

South Harting ? Which one of equal h.p. can better its

petrol consumption on the London-Edinburgh run ? It is

cheaper than a sidecar outfit just put on the market by
exactly £17 10s., with exactly the same equipment; and,

whereas on the one you could ride (as driver) 150 miles on

a wet day and get out in the same state of cleanliness as

you got in, on the other you would have to get yourself up
like an arctic explorer or a sewer man.

Until I can get my G.N., I am content with my present

"animated bathchair," despite its tendency to fall to pi^es
in detail and to bark my knuckles when the (so-called)

starting handle slips, and wild horses would not drag me
back to the best sidecar outfit ever dreamed of.

London. PRIVATE OWNER.
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IN PRAISE OF THE HEAVY TWIN AS SOLO.
Sir,—Is not the pendulum swinging too much in favour

of lightweiglits? I have ridden all sorts since the early

Minerva days, and have never before experienced such road
pleasures as with a recently purchased 8 h.p. Zenith. Its

comparative silence—a purr instead of a chug-chug—its elas-

ticity and acceleratiori, its hold of the road, and, above all,

a charming sense of power in reserve for use on hills, and
—should you cai'e for that sort of diversion—dust-ups are
pleasing points.

I have had its weight against me too, due to a short, which
I 'ould not diagnose. Pushing to a garage made one's fore-

head wet. Still, for the greater glory of its stride over lighter
and less powerful mounts one is prepared to endure a good
deal. The usual disclaimer.

'

PA 4416.
Kingston-on-Thames.

A LESSON WANTED
Sir,—In a recent issue of the "Blue Un " a reader,

John Scoble, says he takes himself, his wife, and two
daughters, on his 3^ h.p. Sunbeam and sidecar; the machine
being five years old. Again, I have sometimes read
in your account of a test or trial, that the winner "managed
his macliine very cleverly."
Perhaps John Scoble, or some experienced rider, would

be good enough, for the benefit of novices like myself, to
give as accurate a lesson as possible how to get "all out"
of a machine without damaging the bearings., etc.

For my part, I found a 3^ h.p. too low-powered to
travel in comfort, without serious damage, such as loose
bearings, and threatened seizure, loose fork head bearings,
and even cracked cylinders (at the exhaust valve seat), and
distortion of cylinder and piston, and I attempted only to
take my wife—without any further passenger—less tha)i
twenty stone altogether, over average roads.

If these accounts are correct, what a bad driver I am,
and what a lot I have to learn. I am perfectly serious in
my wish to learn the best manner to drive a machine, say,
over average roads, against a fifteen mile an hour wind,
loaded up with rider, passenger, and luggage. Can the
lesson be put in plain " figures," as it were ? Can the
amount of oil necessary, the exact gears, etc., be given?
One person travels further up a hill than another on the

same scooter; how does he do it ? I rush a hill—is this
necessary or advisable ?

My 3i h.p. used to "konk"—why does Mr. Scoble's not
do the same ? TOP HEAVY.

HOT OR COLD INDUCTION?
Sir,—Our thanks are due to Mr. H. J. Poole for his clear

and well reasoned showing of the need for heating paraffin

carburetters, as based upon consideration of the vapour tension
of petrol and paraffin.

May I, however, call attention to the prime importance of

knowing the temperature involved when applying Jlr. Poole's
results to the conditions of the engine ? It is very easy to be
misled into the idea that if' we start up an engine " all cold,"

say, at 16° Centigrade (about 60° Fahr.), tliat will be the
temperature of the gas entering the cylinder, whereas, in

point of fact, the temperature will be very much lawer, except
in the case of paraffin, which scarcely volatilises at all at this

temperature. It is true enough that during the compression
period in the cylinder the temperature may rise high enough
to ensure theoretically complete volatilisation ; but if the
cylinder has been supplied' with fuel that is only partly
volatilised the time involved during compression is not enough
to -admit of complete conversion of liquid into gas, or it may
be to admit of thorough mixing of air and gaseous fuel.

The result is misfiring or failure to fire at all.

The case of benzole is not mentioned by Mr. Poole, and it

is interesting because it comes between petrol and paraffin as

regards volatility, and, as might be expected, does require

induction heating in very cold weathea:, and is all the better

for it at ordinary temperatures.
It would be of considerable interest to know the temperature

of the gases in the induction pipe when No. 3 petrol is being
used, for it appears to me to be highly probable that this

would show, on Mr. Poole's results, the advisability of in-

duction heating at cold or fairly cool atmospheric tempera-
tures. One cannot help being impressed by the coldness of

the induction pipe of the average engine, warmed though it

generally is by conducted heat from the engine.

We know, as a fact, that it is much more difficult to get
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satisfactory starting in cold weather with the lower (less

volatile) grades of petrol, and this can only, I think, be

accounted for, with Mr. Poole's tables before us, on the

assumption that the heat absorbed during evaporation so

greatly reduces the temperature as to prevent anything like

complete volatilisation.

I am sending you this note .without any attempt to criticise

Mr. Poole's observations, but as an attempt to show one of

the limitations upon his results, which must be observed,

when it comes to the consideration of the less volatile fuels

when used in cold weather.
What I want to emphasise is the great amount of heat

which must be continually supplied to the fuel by some means
or other to ensure complete conversion from the liquid to. the

gaseous state. J. H. LF.STER.

ADVICE WANTED.
Sir,— I have been working all through the war, ui con-

junction with another lady, with a canteen of my own, and
now that it is no longer required I am anxious- to make
use of it, and it struck me, if I could find a district

in one of the Southern counties, which is much frequented

by motor cyclists and motorists, that I might be of some
service in providing general refreshments. Perhaps your
readers would aid me by giving advice in this matter as to

the locality where this might be required, as I am very
anxious to start at once. A. JI. HUME.

CHEAPER FUEL.
Sir,— I have been reading with no small interest recent

articles which have appeared in the press on the qualities of

benzole and other motor fuels ; their cheapness and efficacy

as compared with patrol itself, and I think that tlie following

may be of interest to your many readers.

I am the first individual who ever succeeded in amal-
gamating petrol and paraffin. In August, 1916, I was
granted a patent for a motor fuel which consisted of petrol

.and paraffin- and other ingredients which, when properly

blended, resulted in a perfectly homogeneous and harmonic
substance capable of performing the best duties of pure
petrol with less deteriorating effects on mechanism, and at

a considerably lower cost. The fuel invented by me can

be manufactured and sold much below the cost which you
state is being charged for other petrol substitutes. The
eificacy of my fuel is, I claim, unequalled. This patent ha?
been eulogised and certified by the chairman and secretary

of the Irish Automobile Club and other large users of petrol

in this country, and I hold documentary proof of this fact.

Owing, however, to the restrictions imposed on the use of

the materials which were required for the manufacture of

my patent by war conditions, I have been debarred till

now from placing this important and revolutionising in-

vention before the public^

Any of your readers who may require further particulars

for the purpose of comparison with other advertised fuels

will be gladly accommodated bv applying to

JOHN HANNIN, J.P.

30, Leinster Road,' Rathmines, Co. Dublin.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Messrs. Burney and Blackburne, Ltd., of 166-168, Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W.l, will be pleased to hear from

Sgt. A. G. Gripper, late 20th Divisional Signals, R.E.,

B.E.F., France, as they have something of interest to com-
municate to him.

l Useful Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists. \

THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. Price

Eng:Iand and Wales, Scotland, London ne;.

(showing roads into and out of London and avoid-

ing London). Mounted on linen. Set of three,

complete in case . . . . . . . . . . . . ^ /6

'HINTS & TIP5 FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Full of usef.il "wrinkles " and little items of sound
advice on the management, repair, equipment, and
genera! care of a motor cycle. It will be found
invaluable to all those who axe thinking of over-

hauling their machines. Sixth edition iand reprinl) zf-

By
post

4/13

2/.^

Obtainable by post (remittance with order> from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4,

or of leading Booksellers and Railway Borkstalls.
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fA PROVED TWO -STROKE
POWERFUL RELIABLE. ECONOMICAL

SCIENTIFICALLY CORRECT AND THE HIGHEST
CLASS OF MATERIALS—WORKMANSHIP—AND FINISH IN EVERY
COMPONENT. MANUFACTURED BY MODERN METHODS— IN A

MODERN WORKS—AND UNDER THE CLOSEST INSPECTION

—

125 MILES

PER QALION.

DELIVERIES

IMMEDIATE

NOTE !

Plenty of

Reserve Power.

ANY HILL

ANY SPEED.

NO
OVERHEATINC.

THE 'UNION' ENGIHE
MANUFACTURED UNDER WHALEY PATENTED DESIGNS.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE TO THE TRADE A TWO-SPEED
KICK-STARTER GEAR BOX of our exclusive and fool-

proof DESIGN. WRITE FOR BOOKLET, &c.

JOSIAH PARKES & SONS, Ltd.,

DEPT. W., UNION WORKS, WILLENHALL, STAFFS.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B29
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A comfortable
hiindred-and-forty

in the day is easy work for the

ZENITH
with the GRADUA GEAR.
That is the machine R.H.B, was on, and the thing

that evidently attracted Ah Sin's notice was

—

the ZENITH Rear Number Plate.

Catalogue of current models, etc., on request.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,
HAMPTON COURT, ENG.

A Journey Northward.
" I took myself by the metaphorical scruff of the neck last week-

end, saying ' No, you don't go down south. Fresh fields and
pastures new for you. This is the way, up the Piuchley Road.'
So that is how we were bubbling through Barnet at ten-thirty on
a Sunday morning, ' admiring how the world was made ' north
of the Thames. ....

" Considering how very excellent (for these days) is the condition of

the Great North Road, I wonder more motor cycUsts don't use it.

The day was a Uttle overcast, it was true, and there was a westerly
wind that would have ripped -the teeth out of a power saw

'

' Slipping along towards B aldock, I became aware of a slight singing

noise that didn't oughter be there. It kept worrying me, though I

peeped all over the machine, until I thought to glance behind me,
when I saw a saffron skinned young Celestial—in fact a Chinese^
mounted on a little I thought it was up to me to give the

something to do, so we slipped along in nice style for ten or

fifteen miles, respecting the ten-mile limits religiously, for the police

coffers seem to stand in need of filling hereabouts. Wonderful how
this little 'bus stuck to my tail, and I must say that Ah Sin was a devil -

on corners. The rain did not permit of our really hitting it up. . . .

"At Royston our ways parted, and Iran on alone over the Cam
bridgeshire flats, a raging typhoon of a wind trying to pick the
machine up from under me, and jolly near succeeding. A lunch at

a country pub near the town, and I slid into the clean streets of

Cambridge. . . . The sun gleamed fitfully, but a gathering storm,

looking very grim, and grey to the south' ard warned me that I had
better not linger. . . But this dodging storms is rather fun, and an
appealing feature about the motor cycle.

" I evaded this one, and got back to Hatfield, where quite a few
drivers were out. ...

"The first notification I got that we had been a hundred and forty

miles was that the big engine spat and coughed in an under-

nourished maimer near the Swiss Cottage." R. H. B.

" Aiitocycle lUusirated."

WHEN YOU HAVE INSURED YOUR
MOTOR WITH US YOU ARE SHREWD,
BUT WISDOM DEMANDS—

The Pool

Comprehensive Family Polioy

for your HOME.

The Pool

Comprehensive Family Polioy

for your TRADE.

The Licenses& General
Insurance Co., Ltd.,

24, Moorgate Street, E.C.2. Motor Cycle Overalls.

No. 3 .. 17/- each.

No. 4 .. 16/- each.

REGD.

MOTOR CYCLE SUITS
made of Government Water-
proof Heavy Twill and Light
Twill, as supplied to the

Allied Army Service Corps.

No. 1 . Heavy Brown Twill,
' double-breasted with belt,

seated trousers, tailor finish,

; patenfclasps for fastening

I
trousers, guaranteed water-
proof.

Sizes. Chest 36in., 38in.,

42in., or 44in.

i Price, £4 4 per Suit.
Coat only, 57 /-

No. 2. Light Brown Twill,

double-breasted with belt,

seatless trousers, finish and
sizes as above.

Price, £3 7 6 per Suit.

Coat only, 41 /-

Lishl Motor Cycle Dusl Suits with
seatless trousers, any size, 24/- Suit.

Postage, I/- extra.
Rach Suit is guaranteed, and we can
ieiiver all sizes from stock. See that

•he LEOSCO Trade Mark is stamped
m every Suit, as without this they are

not genuine.

Of all our Agents, or from

-' LEO SWAIN & CO.,
Motor & Motor Cycle Accessory M'frs.

237 & 239, DEANSGATE,
MANC H ES TER.

Please ask Joy List and Fattems.

B.^o In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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A selection oi questions of general interest leceived from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a siampeil addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write cleaily and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be keot distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Completing a Purchase.

Recently I viewed a motor cycle

I

and also had a trial run. I de-
posited £1 on the machine with

-iJ a view to purchase. Since then
I have seen another machine,

which I think of purchasing. How do
I stand in regard to the first machine?
Am I bound to purchase it, or simply
lose my deposit ?^F.W.Z.

laving paid a deposit on the machine,
lie vendor might lawfully insist upon you
ompleting the purchase, but if you
xplain your inability to do so he might
Drego this. . He will be justified in retain-
iig'your deposit.

B.S.A. Adjustments.

(1.) The clutch of my 1914^ B.S.A. is too stiff, and will not

> give a proper free engine when
-IJ out. How and where is this

adjusted? (2.) The machine will

not take full throttle and air, although
it runs well on full air and half or

threequarters throttle. (3.) The
machine is fitted with a Best and Lloyd
drip feed lubricator, and I cannot get
this to work properly. I have had it

out and cleaned it thoroughly, fitted a

new washer to the plunger also, put
new packing in the adjusting screw
and pump rod, but still it goes down
practically as soon as it is pulled up
with the valve closed. (4.) Will you
explain the working of this pump, as

I do not understand the principle? (5.)

Sometimes the oil fills up the glass, and
does not get away. What is the cause?
(5.) Are the B.S.A. valves interchange-
able? (7.) What kind of bearings have
the engine-shaft big end and gear box
main shaft?—R.P.

1.) A multiple-plate metal clutch needs
;hin oil to secure freedom. You will
Tiid the adjustment consists of a right
d left-hand screwed sleeve on the

'lutch rod. (2.) Try varying the size

)f the jet by means of the adjusting screw
jetween the throttle and air barrels on
he top of the carburetter. (3.) You
lave apparently reassembled the oil pump
)f the drip feed wrongly, i.e., with the
pring above the washer, instead of below
.. (4.) The pump is operated by de-

pressing the plunger, which is returned
3y the spring beneath it, at the same
ime forcing oil through the drip feed
.'alve. (5.) Probably the oil pipe is

;hoked. If clear, make sure that the
rank case release valve through the
;ngine-shaft is working. (6.) The valves
ire interchangeable. (7.) The 1914
IS.S.A. bearings are as follows: Engine
inain-shaft, ball ; engine big end, plain.

Gear box main shaft, ball (plain bearing

in driven sprocket only operates on lower

gears).

Timing 4 h.p. Douglas.

I have a 4 h.p. 1915 Douglas

f_| combination, and would be much
> obliged if you would answer the
-iJ following questions. (1.) What

is the correct timing for this

machine, and should it be slightly

advanced for speed work, solo ? (2.)

I use Castrol C oil, and I find my
filter and sump covered with hard
black ashes, and still there is plenty of

oil in the sump—how is this? (3.) I

find I cannot exceed 40 m.p.h., solo,

with this machine. I have a 29 jet;

would a larger jet improve the speed ?

(4.) I have a C.A.V. magneto, type
3U2, on this machine, and it has
become loose on its base. Where are

the screws situated which secure it, as

I do not wish to disturb it unless ab-

solutelj' necessary ?—H.T.B.

(1.) In timing your 4 h.p. Douglas,
rotate the engine until the piston is

8 mm. from tihe top of the compression
stroke. Advance the ignition control

fully and connect up the magneto drive

when the contact breaker points are

just about to separate. Fully advance
the spark when travelling at speed. (2.)

If the_ oil has been iiT the sump any
length of time, it is advisable to clean
it out. Reduce oil supply to front

cylinder slightly. (3.) If the machine
is not in very good tune, you will have
difficulty in exceeding 40 m.p.h. Attend

to above points, also grind in the exhaust

valves, if pitted, - adjust the tappets, de-

carbonise, and fit a slightly larger jet,

say 31. (4.) The screws securing the

magnets to the base-plate of the C.A.V.
magneto are underneath—it is advisable

to tighten these at once and to do this

will necessitate removing the magneto
from the engine.

Faulty Three-speed Hub.

I have a New Hudson com-^ bination, fitted with three-speed" hub. When I get the engine

-D running, putting in the clutch

stops it immediately. The gears

have not acted properly since I had
them ; the spindle which controls the

gear has broken twice, and is at the

present time broken. (1.) Is there

any gear you can recommend, that

I can have fitted ? I must admit I am
quite disappointed with hub gears. (2.)

Will you give me your opinion about
the Grado Multi gear advertised in

your columns, and if you think it would
be a suitable gear ?—A.D.H.

The fact that your engine stops when
you engage the clutch is possibly due to

your attempting to start with the high
gear in operation. As the gear seems
completely out of adjustment, you should
submit it to a competent repairer or to

one of the firms who specialise on hub
gear repairs. (1.) You could not fit any
other gear without considerable structural

alterations to your machine. (2.) In a

fairly level district the Grado gear might
suit your purpose.

''^-'*-«93>*S---'''

A new Sunbeam owned by E. Kickham, the Bristo Sunbeam agent. A new type ot

spring fork is fitted to this moda.

B31
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Speed Gear for Old Machine.

I have an old type Chater-Lea
—

I

motor cycle frame, which has a
> round bottom bracket, and I find

-2J it difficult to purchase a two or

three-speed gear box to fit it. (1.)

Can I purchase a gear box to suit above
frame? If so, what make ? (2.) Will
the Philipson pulley fit a 6 h.p. J.A.P.
engine? (3.) Will above pulley act

satisfactorily with sidecar and passen-

ger, using above engine?—W.H.P.
(1.) The Bowden two-speed countershaft
gear was made in a special model to suit

the Chater-Lea type of bottom bracket.

The makers' address is Messrs. Bowden
Wire, Ltd., Victoria Road, Willesden
Junction, London, N.W.IO. (2.) The
Philipson pulley would be quite suitable

on a 6 h.p. J.A.P. engine. (3.) The
pulley will be satisfactory for passenger
work if you specified -a heavy governor
for this purpose when ordering.

Indian Carburetter.

I have a 5 h.p. Indian, and
g^\ shall be glad to receive infor-

^ mation as to the following. (1.)

-S-l On opening' the throttle the en-
gine chokes, sometimes picking

up again and at other times stopping,
however slowly I open out. I have
decarbonised, and there are no air-

leaks ; it starts on pilot jet, first kick.

(2.) I should like to know how to ad-
just the level of the Indian carburetter;
I see no other means than bending down
the two arms which support the float.

—

G.T.

(1.) The diificulty you experience with
your Indian carburetter is, apparently,
due to the mixture being too rich when
S<5t opening on to the main jet. Try
a further opening of the extra air inlet,

•or reduce the jet (fit a smaller one if

necessary. (2.) The method you suggest
is quite a practical way of varying the
level.

Choice o{ a Gear.

(1.) I am overhauling a 1912
3^ h.p. fixed gear Rex, and
should like to know something
of the following gears : Mabon,
N.S.U., and Philipson. Would

they be satisfactory on my machine,
and, as I believe them to be all of
variable pulley action, is the belt in
tension on all gears ? Also what are
their ratio limits 1 (2.) Is it a fact
that Binks carburetters give less petrol
consumption, also less speed and power ?

Would B. and B., Amac, or Senspray
suit my engine better ? (3.) With a
good carburetter, what mileage should
I get to the gallon, also what range
of speed ?—M.S.

(1.) Presuming that you intend your

3i h.p. Rex for solo work, any of the
gears will be satisfactory. The N.S.U.
is a two-speed epicyclic gear with free
engine, and will give ratios of 5 to 1

top, and 7^ to 1 low ; the Mabon gear
will involve more alteration in fitting,

but gives a wider range, about 4^ down
to 8 to 1. The belt is always in tension
with this gear by virtue of the movement
c£ the countershaft concentrically with
the engine shaft, so tightening the belt

on the lower gears. The Philipson pulley

is automatically variable, with a range
of 4^ to 6 to 1, and is a ve*y flexible

form of gearing. (2.) The Binks car-
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buretter gives satisfactory petrol con-

sumption, and may also be adjusted to

give maximum power with very little

sacrifice of economy. All the other car-

buretters you name are excellent, but
varying results may ,be obtained from
them according to the. manner in which
they are tuned and their suitability for

your particular engine. When ordering
a carburetter you should give dimensions
of your engine to the makers. (3.) Solo,

about 80-90 m.p.g., 8-45 m.p.h. on the
level.

READERS' REPLIES.

Magneto Trouble.

I notice in The Motor Cycle of July
3rd that your correspondent "H.E.N."
has trouble with his Dixie magneto. I

have had some experience of this mag-
neto on charging, etc., and motor cycles,

and I think it possible that "H.E.N.'s"
magneto is playing the same' trick that
I have suffered from in the past. This
consists in sparking across from the
(stationary) secondary winding on to the
field magnets. It is a very elusive fault,

but easy to ^ cure by pressing or tapping
the windings so that they stand as far

away from the magnets as possible. It

I remember rightly, this_ fault could be
induced by careless erection of the mag-
neto, and also, presumably, by damp or

faulty insulation. If the magneto has
a switch-wire terminal, as I think some
patterns have, it would be worth while
suspecting it as an alternative. The in-

sulation is not always perfect, which
allows the primary current to leak. An-
other failing from which I have suffered

on Dixies is the platinum points not

opening cleanly in one jump. Sometimes
(when the mechanism is worn) they open
about -rerrin. or less, stay like that for

a degree or two of rotation, and then
open properly. This means that the
primary current sparks across the points.

Remedy, adjust points the -reo'"- closer

together.—W. Whately Smith.

Misfiring.

Referring to the query from "F.J.W.,"
in the issue for July 3rd, relative to

misfiring of his 8 h.p. Rex. Having
ridden all models of this make, I think
I can put him right. (1.) This is a

common defect in 1914 twin models, which
are fitted with U. H. magnetos, and is

partly due to leakage of magnetism. In
my case I was compelled to get a new
magneto. (2.) If the carburetter is of

the needle variable jet type, it may be
due to the throttle control wire having
stretched. (3.) The oil pipe should have
a non-return valve fitted in the union
at the base, which, if working properly

and the sight feed dome and all joints

are air-tight, enables the oil to drip auto-

matically. The breather pipe, which
should also have a non-return valve,

must be kept wide open—in fact, better

and cleaner crank cases result from fitting

two of these.—^L.V.B.

Questions for D;E.'s

I notice in your issue of 3rd inst., a

reply from "D.R." to "A.W.G.M.'s"
query about castor oil, and I should like

to supplement his remarks in case it

should be thought that the use of castor

oil was generally approved by D.R.'s.

I think most of us who gave the oil a
careful trial will agree that its use is

JULY 24111, igig.

doubtful in a motor cycle engine. Much,
of course, depends on the quality of the

oil with which it is mixed, and, while

-the impression in some cases was that

an improvement in the staying power of

the engine had been effected, as a rule

engines, I fancy, ran hotter where a

large proportion of castor oil was used.

Bearings almost invariably were found

ultimately to have suffered. (Of course,

material was very poor latterly.)

If "A.W.G.M." wants to try it, he

will find a mixture of one part pure

castor oil to from five to seven parts of

good lubricating oil quite a high enough

mixture—assuming that a mixture is

effected. This will secure the required

smell, but he will need a file with which
to clean his crank case, etc.

As regards respirator tubing for grips,

this also is open to objection. It re-

tains the wet, and helps to keep the

fingers cold. 'The canvas wears and the

appearance is ragged. It necessitates

removing the makers' grips, usually by

putting a match to them, and it is rather

thick for some hands. On greasy roads

it "i^annot compare with a strip of old

inner tube wrapped puttee-fashion round

the grips.

These items were both regular D.R.
ideas, and remind me of aeroplane plugs,

1914 footrests, cranked kick-starters to

accommodate straight exhaust pipes, aero-

plane elastic and rubber buffers in the

forks, hub discs, etc., and the smile of

the man with the old Bosch magneto.

What times we had!—D.N.H.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Oxford to Wallasey.—J.H.W.
Oxford, Banbury, Warmington, War-

wick, Kenilworth, Stonebridge, Coleshill,

Lichfield, Armitage, Rugeley, Stone,

Woore, Nantwich, Tarporley, Chester,

Birkenhead, Wallasey.

York to Guildford.—E.D.C.R.
York, Tadcaster, Ferrybridge, Don-

caster, Bawtry, Retford, Tuxford, Grant-

ham, Stamford, Norman Cross, Alcoii-

bury, Eaton Socon, Biggleswade, Bal-

dock, Hitchin, Luton, Dunstable- Tring,

Chesham, Amersham, Slough, Windsor,
Staines, Chertsey, Guildford.

Newcastle to Peteriiorot;g;h.—T.W.R.
Neiwcastie, Chester-le-Street, Nevilles

Cross, Darlington, Northallerton, Borough-
bridge, Wetherby, Aberford, Ferrybridge,
Doncaster, Bawtry, Retford, Tuxford,
Newark, Grantham, Colsterworth, Stam-
ford, Wansford, Peterborough. Approxi-
mately 200 miles.

Tatjnton to Dumfries.—T.Bf.
Taunton, Bridgwater, Highbridge, Red-

hill, Bristol, Stone, Gloucester, Tewkes-
bury, Worcester, Kidderminster, Bridg-
north, Hodnet, Whitchurch, Tarporley,
Warrington, Ashton-in-Makerfield,
Wigan, Preston, Garstang, Lancaster,
Kendal, Penrith, Carlisle, Annan,
Dumfries.

Chatham to Bristol.—F.G.D.
Chatham, Aylestord, Leybourne, Ight-

ham. Seal, Westerham, Godstone, -Redliill,

Reigate, Dorking, Guildford, Farnham,
Odiham, Hook, Basingstoke, Kings-
clere, Newbury, Hungerford, Marl-
borough, Calne, Chippenham, Box, Bath,
Bristol. Approximately 155 miles.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES,

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

addiaonal word. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on

application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable__—r-g^
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^-—*
Treasury Notes, being untraceable ii lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements m this section should be

aeeompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the ofnces ol

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4.), by the first post on Friday

mornin; previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at (he end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

Wiien this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added

to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only tne number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

addressed No. ooo, c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street.

E.C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisements cotitainhig

remittances should be sent by registered post, but in all.srtcJt

cases it is advisable Uo make use of the Deposit System.

In the case of motor cycles offered for sale under a lox

number, as it Is unusual for these to be sold without Ilrsl

being inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

some mention of the district in which the car offered

may be seen and tried.

JW DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves ol our

Deposit Svstem. If the money be deposited with " TLc
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is efiected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

cirriage one way. For all transactions up to £10, a

deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over £ro

and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and iinder£75. 5 /-

;

over i75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions

over £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

eacii one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4. B.C.

A .B.C.—Caffvns, Ltd., Eastbourne, distributers lor
Suf-ses, are hooking orders for earliest deliveries.

(0016
JONES' Garage, special agents for A, B.C., Broaa

way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,
North Finchley. [2930

CROW Ero3., High St., Guildford, have contracted
largely for the new A.B.O. Order now foi

enrlieil delivery [5298

A.B.C. Distributors for Radnorshire. Book your
orders now to ensure early delivery.— Owens,

Enveno Garage, Llimdrindod Wells. [7863

LIVERPOOL anil District Agents for A.B.C. I'liice

orders now to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors-
man, Ltd., 9. Parr St., LiverpooL [0003

Sole London Agents for

A.J.S. and BRITISH EXCELSIORS.

PILLION SEATS STOCK.

The Tan-Sad Spring Seat, dish-shaped,

easily fitted, No. i 33 /-

Extras.—Cushion and Grips, No. 8 5 /-

Terry's Spring Pillion Seat, leather-covered.

Price 45-/-

V.M,, with spring cushion and back-rest . . 43/-

Ditto, with dress-guard and footrest .... 70 /-

LEATHER RACING
HELMETS,

with Ear-rolls.

Lined 11/6

Unlined .... 10/6

(Post 3d.)

Cameo Wind-
screen .... 55 /-

Ditto, with
valance . . 60 /-

(Post tree.)

SPARE PARTS.

Piston Rings for the following engines in stock :

Diameter. Depth. Price.

H.P. nun. in. Each.
2^ Levis pattern 62 .

.

i .

.

1 /G

2 i Villiers pattern 70 .. J .

.

1 /6

mm.
2} Douglas pattern 60 .

.

4 .

.

1/3
4 Douglas pattern 75 .

.

5 .

.

1/6
3^ P. (Si M. pattern 82.5 .. 6 .. 1/9
4 Precision Single pat-

|

tern I 85 .

.

6 .

.

1/9
8 Precision Twin pat-

j

tern }

2j A.J.S. pattern 74 .

.

5.V . . 1/6
6 A.J.S. pattern 7+ .. 5* . 1/6
2} J.A.P. pattern 70 .

.

5* . . 1/9
4 and 8 J.A.P. pattern . 83 .. 5* . . 2/-
6 J.A.P. pattern 76 .. 4.75.. 2/-

3 J Triumph pattern ... 85 .. 6 .. 2/-
(Postage 3d. extra.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A .E.O.—Sole agents for these famous mtichii]
-'^ Orders booked now for early delivery.—Ohnn(l!
Keyre. and Williams, Sun St.. Hitciin. [09

TfANCOCET'S Garage, Stamford, for A-BC'e; 1
J- distriliutinR agent for Soke of Peterboro* e
County of Rutland; particulars and illustrotioTla
renuest. [X95 ;

/~kRlGINAL A.B.C. and Racing Sidecar, not h
^-' used for 4 years, just overhauled, and !u p
feet order; «. . ^ ,. --. . ....

I.O.W,
£80.—Stanley Russell, High St., Newpe

16!

A.B.O. — Book early and prevent disappointrae
,

Specification and full particulars will be sent
application.—The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd.. Spaldi
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. [X6S

A.B.C—Early position on our waiting lists occaai ,

ally become vacant again owing to clients i

fering immediate delivery of other makes; probably
is well -worth your writing us; large July delivei

expected; 200 A.B.O. 's due this setieon.—Duji¥c
Garage, Wigan. [X4f

;

Abingdon.
A BLNGDON King Dick 3V'b.p., 1913, aVjin. tjl

'

- - ~. Mews, ft;

'

B!

-iA mechanical horn; 34 gns.—5, Eglon \

rose Hill, N.W.I.

ABINGDON K.D. Sl^h.p, new Dunlop tyre and bi

Amac, Bosch, accessories, good condition; £
or offers.—23, Essex Rd., Islington, N.l. [X6i

LATE 1914 Abingdon King Dick, 4h.p., 2-sj)e

clutch, like new, stored during war, will p
sidecar anywhere; £50.—2, Appian Rd,, Roman E
Bow, London. [7'

ABINGDON King Dick 3',2h.p. Combination,
speeds, clutch, Watsonian coachbuilt sid«

lamps, horn, tools, in fine touring condition; pho

£64; would separate.-20, Frankfort St., Binninghl
PI

ACETYLENE REAR LAMPS.

Special consignment, illuminates number
plate. Price 5/6

(Post 3d.)

THE DELUGE TRIPLE PROOF GOAT, D.B.

Special protection for back and shoulders,

seatless overalls, shaped to lit legs.

Finest value offered Price 60 /-

(Post paid.)

H. TAYLOR& CO., LTD. S
Showrooms :

Wholesale

:

21a, STORE STREET,

38, ALFRED PLACE,

W.C.I.

W.C.1.

GarnKc: Tottenham Court Road.'Phone—Mnaeum. 12J0.

'leleBrams
—

"Uynainetro, Weatcent, London."

DEPOSITS
SPECIAL NOTICE.

The attention 01 Advertisers is cabled :o tile

fact that Deposits are now dealt witli at

20, Tudor St,London, E.C.4,

to which address all communications relating

to deposits should b^ directed

A.J.S. Specialists and Agents:
Walsall. Tel.: 444.

A.J.S.
'

The Walsall Gail

[51

JACK HEALS, Cork.-Offleial A.J.S. agent-Gat-
and works. Drinan St. [X&»

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.S. age

since 1912.—Deliveries have Ijegun. [41

A .J.S. 6b.p. Combrnation, recently overhauled, ti

ci- good; £110.-214, Kew Rd., Richmond. 'Phor.

780. ['

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1914, first-class turno
^

£135.-768, Manchester Rd., Castleton,
^

Rochdale.

A .J.S." 6h.p.

;

(7i

Combination, late 19T4, excellent t

dition, little -used, all accessories; £125.-1

Corve St., Ludlow. - [XS

A J S. Combination, 6h.p., hood and wind sen

1915-16, in good condition; £135.—Robertson,
Broad St., Peterborough. [X6

1 O 14 2=/ih.p. A.J.S., 2 speeds, kick starter, haO'

-Li/ bar controlled clutch, in good running ore

£50.—Bellwood, Victoria Rd., Scarborough. [7

LIGHTWEIGHT A_J.S. Motor Cycle, 2-speed, i
'

clutch, chain drive, like new, both in

and mechanically; fS5.—Moss, Station Ed.,

A J S —Eseter Motor Cycle and Light Car Oo,, I

BMi Rd., Exeter, ' "" " '""'" "and
NowSole agents.

Coachbuilt Combination

appeal

lipl"

I!

28, Tavistock Ei, 1

booking for earliestmouth.
Iiveri

2.£peed, 1

„_, horn, nlir

good tyres', ready to ride away; 90 gns.—Alter 7 i;

69, Higham Hill Rd., Walthamstow. l-

t 017 A.J.S., 4h.p., with coachbiult sidecar, in

JLt/ condition, complete Lucas head aiid tail In

in" jet and horn; what offer over £130.—Smith »
Haulage Contractors, Pencombe. Worcester. lAo

J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, complete ^vith scr

luggage carrier, apron, and 3 lamps, etc., 70l».

nearly new tyres on machine, little used, nparl^^i

being stored 3 years, good condition;

408, Wyl(fli Lane, Worcester. Tel. 44.

A.J.S. eh.p.
start, clutch, speedometer, lamps

A-^

A34

BBBBaaaaBHBaBaBBBSH i

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

£120.-Sle
[X6
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4.J.S.

S. 1918 Combination, 6h.p., spare wheel, wind
creen, luggage grid, speedometer, electric light,

horn and mirror, 700x80 extra heavy Dunlop
all round, new spare valves and springs, comp]et3
:its, a splendid and luxurious outfit in perfect
mical condition, any trial, buying light car;
or bsst offer over ; wire appointment.—Pearce.

nville, South Heath, Great Missenden. G.C. and
Railways, [7150

ti. Spores; engine and gear bos repairs; promiii
delivery.—Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-
toptOD. T.A. : Parts. [1089

! 4ndays.
'ON.—Caffyos, Ltd., Eastbourne, for delivery
shortly. [001 '^

.DAYS Allon, 2-speed, clutch; 58 gns.—Smith,
^68, Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction, S.W.
l| [7540
[-ON.—All models, exceptionally good deliveries;
'anquire approximate dates.-Parker's, Deansgate,
hester. [X7117
i.DAYS-MATCHLESS 2^h.v. 2-stroke, new con-
ilition; £35, or near offer.—172, Greenvale Rd.,
|in. S.E.9. [7587
.'.DAYS Allon, 234h.p., 1915, fine condition, ride
jftway

; £35.—Halewood Nurseries, Sandycombe
ilew Gardens. [7376

bON 19X9 25^h.p., lamps. Klaxon, tools, mileage
';00; 60 gns.—Scott, 65, Hopton Rd., Streatham.
, 'Phone: 1575. [7479

jES' Garage, special agents for Alldays Allon.
;3roadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside
2. North Finchley. [2931

I.DAYS-MATCHLESS, 1913, S^Ali.p., 2-speed,
'perfect condition; fine sidecar machine; £55.—
mia Inn, Brigg. [7454

;-0N 2^}ih.p. 2-stroke, countershaft, fast, recently
i>verhauled, good condition ; £43 ; after 6.-1,
!.!e Rd.. Clapton Common, N.16. [7527

.ON, 2h.p., 1919 model, 3 weeks since left works;
all accessories; £70, no offers ; buying car.—
iigs, Dolanog, Pensarn, N. Wales. [X6798
'lON, 2'^i.p., 2-speed, 1916, covers nearly new,
both lamps, pump, horn, etc. ; £50 ; evenings

I 6, Siiturdav afternoon.—" Upcote," Hammer's
I
Mill Hill, N.W.7. [7566

14 Alldays Matchless, 2-stroke VilUers, Sevpray,
mag. just overhauled, plating, belt, tyres tmd

'jince good, splendid climber; £34.—Noble, Fern-
Dlnpham Rd., Bedford. _ [X7027
f.DAYS Matchless 2V2h.p. 2-stroke, new 1919
jv^illiers engine, new tyres, everything in perfect
and condition, accessories; 40 gns.—115, Hazel-
'Rd., Silver St., Edmonton. N. [7857

9 Allon 2^/ih.p., 2-speed, clutch model, as new,
not done 500 miles, Lucns lamps and horn, acces-

, £75: owner giving np riding.-Glover, 127, Mid
.^d., Wellingborough, Northauts. [7559

ON, 1916, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, new tyres, Lucas
lamps, mechanical horn, condition, appearance,
ent; ride away; £44 cash, a bargain; owner
abroad.—Uphill, White Horse, Norton Heath

[X680S
LDAYS Combination, twin 2-stroke, 6h.p., 1918,
'3 speeds, kick starter, C.A.V. dynamo lighting!
ps, low canoelet sidecar, disc wheels, detachable
pare luggage grid; painted dark red, top-hole
lion; price 140 gns.—Apply, Capt. MacDonald,
peer Garage, Croydon. [7091

[
Antoinette.

rOINETTE 3i/2h.p., also sidecar if required),
Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter, ready for the
£25, or near offer.—Apply, 104, Camberwell New
;3.E.5. [7247
\ ArleL
bw Bros., High St., Guildford.-Ariel agents since
il913. 1919 deliveries have begun. [5299
'.p. Ariel, 1912, excellent condition; any trial;
: £28.—Empson, Gamlingay, Cambs. [7744
::EL S'A'h.p., Bimms, B. and B. variable gear, P E •

,€40.—Storham, 6, Newton Rd., Faversham. [7794
i.p. Ariel Combination, 1918, complete lamps, horn
£120.-Eve3on, The Dingle, Stourbridge. [X6947

).6 (late) Ariel, 3-speed countershaft gear, in good
condition; bargain, £55.-1, Waatdale Rd., Forest

[7805
E8 Garage, special agents tor Ariels, Broad-
way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade
Fmchley.

n

;EI,. 3V2I1.P. and 6-7h.p.

;

SreakuinD, Ariel Expert,
irliev Manchester,

[2929

early deliveries.—
l"

7, Eochdale Ed.
[526?

RL Combination, 3V2h.p., variable gear, free en-
|,'inc. lami>s. etc., splendid condition; £S0; after 7
-96b, Dawlish Rd., Leyton. [7173

,
Ariel Twin Combination, 3-spced countershaft,

.J-i'*"'' '''' '"™ sidecar; bargain, £105-
im (iVIotcrs), King George St., Greenwich. [7834
EL 4h.i<. Combination, 3-speed, clutch, lamps,

f-lcciiic horn, Bosch. B. and B.. speedometer; £65.
fiJdalf Moor Crescent, King's Cross, N.l. [7430

GARAGt

The following is a list of Motor
Cycles, etc., for which we are

contracting agents.

Your enquiries concerning them
will receive our immediate and
courteous attention.

MOTOR CYCLES.
A.B.G.
ALLON

BLACKBURNE
BROUGH
B.S.A.
CLYNO
DIAMOND
INDIAN
JAMES

MATCHLESS
METRO.TYLER
NEW IMPERIAL

NORTON
N.U.T.
OMEGA
ROVER

ROYAL ENFIELD
RUDGE
SUN

TRIUMPH
ZENITH

SIDECARS.
CANOELET
COMFY
EMPIRE
GLORIA
MILLFORD
SWAN

LIGHT CARS.
G.W.K. two-seater.

G.W.K. four-seater.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

Full market value paid for First-
class Second - hand Motor-cycles

and Combinations.

0.

Hi

EASTERN fiARAfiEC
Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.,

418, ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone : 490 East Ham.
Telegrams :

" Egaraco. London.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL 1916 Combination for Sale, 3-speed, kick
start, countershaft, in splendid condition; bt^sL

offers over £85.—Kemp, The Villa, Radford, Coventry.
[X7134

"I
Q19 Ariel 5-6h.p. Twin, new May Isfc, excellent

J-t? condition, spare belt and valves, for disposal
about July 31st; £98.—W.T., 43, Leeds Old Rd.,
Thornbury, Bradford. [X6950

ARIEL Combination, 1915, SV^h.p., C.B. Millford.
eseelleut condition, 3-speed countershaft. Dunlops.

Lucas lamps, speedometer : £82/10 ; mileage 4,000

:

aftfr 5 p:m.-89, Durlstou Rd., Upper Clapton. [7429

ARIEL 4h.p. C.B. Underslung Combination, 1915,
3 speeds, decompressor, electric lights, spring

; frame, B. and B., Bosch mag., guaranteed mechani-
i cally sound; £80 ;

private owner.—19, Upper Park
! Rd., Belsize Park, London, W. [7328

Arno.
4h.p. Arno, T.T.. Indian red, 2-speed, very fast;

£40.—Hyde, Burnside, Shere, Surrey. £7532

ARNO 3V2h.p., Druids, adjustable pulley, B. and B
Eisemann mag., splendid running order

151, Kingston Rd., Teddington.
£35.-
[7639

1 Qie Arno SVi-h.p., fixed engine, front and rear lamps
J-^ and generators, and stands, speedometer, horn.
good brakes and tyres, recently overhauled, perfect* 45
gns.-Reed, 12, Kentish Town Rd., N.W.5. [7500

A.S.L. 4Uh.p.,
waterproof Bosch, Senspray,

A.S.L.

1914, Precision engine, 2-speed.
Hutchinson tyres,

sprung frame, stored during war, fast and powerful;
£36.—Grantham, Bootmaker, Southborough. [7702

Auto-Wheel3
TTTALL Auto-Wheel, good running order; 9 gns

Bacon, St. Peter's, Canterbury. [7682

FOR Sale, Wall Auto-Wheel, in perfect running order;
£11.—A. J. Hempstead, Ltd., West Mersea, Essex.

[7733
AUTO-WHEEL, requires little overhauling ; £ 9.-

Smith, 268, Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction,
S.W. [V542

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. model de luxe, new, as re

ceived from makers; price £15.—Bunner, Mont-
gomery. [7756

I Q14 B.S.A. Auto-wheel de Luxe, perfect condition.
Jl«:/ done 500 miles, £15; also, wanted, coach com-
bination, cheap for cash.—Laysdown, Upper Hughen-
den Rd., High Wycombe. [7599

AUTO-WHEEL. 1914, l^;4h-P-. fast, powerful, with
low bike, good Dunlops, £14; or alone, £10; or

exchange with cash for sound lightweight with mag.
ignition.—27, Winchester St., Acton, Middlesex. [7514

Bat.

5-6h.p. T.T. Bat, overhead valve engine, single speed;
a fine mount for sporty boy; £50.—Cross, Agent.

Rotherham. [X6666

4h.p. Bat. spring frame, Mabon clutch; £21; quick
sale.—Boot Stores, 121, Acton Lane, Chiswick.

London, W.
AT-J.A.P. 1912,

hauled

:

Battersea, S.W,

B AT-J.A.P. 1912, Sh.p. Combination,
hauled: £50.-4, Kedsley Mews, Bridge Rd.,

[7715

lately over-
Rd.,

[7436

BAT, 4h.p., about 1912, Bosch, Amac, Grado gear.

new tyres, in good running order; £40, or nearest.
[7824—Box L2,9"29, c/o The Motor Cycle.

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p., new coachbuilt sidecar,

sprung frame, lovely condition, lamps, spares ; 80
gns.—F. Wastell, 29, Athelstane Rd., Bow. [X6998

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—1912-13, 6-8h.p. Bat
and coachbuilt sidecar, N.S.U. 2-speed, fine order;

£67/10.-9, Royal Parade, London Rd., Croydon. [7864

BAT.-J.A.P., 1915, Sh.p., overhead valves, Bosch,
Amac, excellent condition, fast and sporty; £55;

any trial.—Thirkwell, 26, Whittington Rd., Bowea Park.
N.22. [7434

BAT. 4h.p., Bosch, Amac, heavy Dunlops, ride away:
first M.O. £20, lowest; take 2Vr3Voh.p. complete

unit part. Wanted, tnnk, 26x7^^, faulty will do.—
Whatley, 1, Mayville Rd., Leytonstone, B". [7256

B AT-J.A.P., M.M.C. 3689, old timer, in good run-
ning order, any trial, strong built brass tank,

Bosch mag., single speed, 3'Ah.p., good tyres; £25,
or offer.—30, William St., Heme Bay. [7179

6h.p. Bat-Jap and Wilton Sidecar, 2-speed, chain drive,
kick starter, mechanically perfect, good appear-

ance, milenge 7,000, unused during war, complete with
F.R.S. lamps, horn, tools, and spare parts; £95.—Seen
at Wade's, Chapel Rd., Worthing. [7250

B AT-J.A.P. Combination. 6-8h.p., Bosch mag., 2

speeds, clutch, kick start, drip feed, Lucas horn,
lamps, tyres, excellent coachbuilt sidecar, splendid
condition; £85; view after 6.30 p.m.—K., 5, Bishop:-
Grove, Balls Pond Rd., Islington, Nil. [7847

BAT 1913 5-6h.p. Twin. Blumfield engine, Bosch
mag., B. and B. carburetter, lately overhaued,

tyres very good, grey torpedo tank, Druid pattern
forks, single gear with adjustable pulley, fast and
powerful, needs re-enamelling; seen Brighton; £60, or

I oilers.-Box 2,361, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X69G6

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

BAT-J.A.P., 5-615.P., June, 1914, engine No. 38944,
Goachbuilt sidecar, Armstrong 3-speed hub gear,

kick starter, Bosch mfig-., new heavy Dunlop tyres all

loimcl, hood, screen. Klaxon, electric lamps complete,
tools, spares, excellent conditioD, mechanically perfect,

Ginart appearance, and speedy ; t«al given ; £100> no
oflferfi ; private owner.—Seen, 237, London Bd., West-
cliffi-on-Sea. [X6&26

Blackburne.

C5OW BroB.. High St., Guildford, are old Black
bnrne agents, and can give early deliveries. [5300

STANLEY RXJSSELL. Newport, sole Isle, of Wight
agent ior Blaciburne motors; early delivery.

[6104
BLACKBURNE.—Sole agents. Booh now for earlr

delivery.—Chandler. Reyre and Williams, Sun St.,

Hitchin. [0999

JONES' Garage, special agents for Blackburnes,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade. North Finchley. [2932

BLACKBURN SJ^h.p., T.T., 1916, stored during
war, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear,

Hunts electric lighting s^t, exceptional engine, take
sidecar easily, condition like new; £85.—Box L2,889,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [7219

Bradbury.
BRADBURY Cycle, sidecar, 2-speed, excellent condi-

tion; £65.—Skipworth, Maresfield, Sussex. [7501

BRADBURY 4h.p., splendid machine; £32.~Bond,
Box Villa, Maybank Rd., South Woodford. [7296

BRADBURY Clutch Model, late 1914, low, powerful,
new condition.—52, Maryon Rd., Charlton, S.E.7.

__ [7803
J>RADBURY 3Kh.p., Mabon clutch, Bosch mag.,
-L* B.B., in good condition, ride away; £25.-138,
Rodney Rd., Walworth, S.E. [7132

BRADBURY.—For the earliest possible deliveries of
1919 models.—The Walsall Garage, Wolverhamp-

ton St., Walsall. Tel.: 444. [5606

BRADBURY 6h.p. Combiijation, 1914, little used,
new condition, commodious sidecar; £130.—32,

Fairbourne Rd., Levenshulme. [X7097

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 3-speed, free engine, lamps,
horn, tyres perfect; any trial; £55.—Ward, 12,

Pond Ed., Thorpe Lea, Egham. [7628

"I Q12 4h.p. Bradbury, single-speed, guaranteed in
-L'tr good order, any trial; £35.—Tom Batt, Turn-
dcn Farm, Bethersden, Ashford, Kent. [7152

BRADBURY, 4Vili-P-. C.B. combination, 2-speed
N.S.U., Bosch, lamps, new belt, good condition;

ride away; nearest £65.-98, Longley Rd., Tooting,
S.W. [7457

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, Boach, Brown and
Barlows, 2-speed, F.E. K.S., accessories, ride

away; £65.—Smith, 60, Chubworthy St., New Cross,
S.E. [7716

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 1913, new cyl. and piston, new
heavy Dunlops and belt, Bosph mag,, lamps, horn,

splendid condition; £50.—Solly, West Heath, Congleton,
Cheshire. [X7085

4ih.p. Bradbury, T.T., variable pulley, new back
4 tyre and tube, excellent working order, fast and

powerful, acceesories; £34; after 6.30 p.m.—83, King's
Rd., Leytonstono. [7439

4h.p. Bradbury, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, excellent
condition, and coachbuilt sidecar; £60, or ex-

change for lightweight, with cash adjustment.—20^
Grafton St., Coventry. [X7164

BRADBURY, 4h.p„ and coachbuilt sidecar, Itick
start, 2-speed, clutch, free engine, excellent

running order, lamps, horn, speedoineter; £45.

—

Macdojaald, 5,4, Lower Rd., Rotherhithe. [7413

BRADBURY Combination, 4l<h.p., 2-speeds, clutch,
all chain drive, iuat overhauled, and in perfect

condition, 2 lamps, horn, ready for road; £65.—
Thomas, Aston Dining Rooms, Broad Lane, Totten-
ham. [7350

"I
QIO 4i4h-P- Bradbury Combination, N.S.U. gear,

-Lv nearly new, Bosch, B. and B., engine overhauled
by makers, done 56 miles since, wonderful machine, climlj
anytliing; £52,—Henshaw, 35, Old Dover Rd., Canter-
bury, Kent. t7799
BRADBURY, late 1915 6h.p, twin, 3-speed, chain

countersKaft, Terry's spring links, Bosch, Swan
sporting model red torpedo coachbuilt sidecar, lamps,
mechanical horn, spares, splendid condition; very
jporty; any trial after 6 p.m.; buying car; what
oHers ?-P. Council, 9 Elm St., Parnworth, Nr.
Bolton. [X6841

Brough.
3_lh.p. 2-3reed Brough, D.R. bars, etc.; snip, £62;

2 property of a cheat.—Clapham (Motors], King
ijeprge St., Greenwich, [7832

BROUGH 4h.p. Racing Model, lamp, horn, spare
tyres and belt, good order ; £42, or offers.

—

[ledges Farm, Pinner, Middlesex.- [7516

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of
Man Only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,

iitTiLinl Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7039

4h.p. Brough Twin, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
speedometer, lamp and generator, tyres good, ex-

cellent condition; £70, or oBers.—Hedges Farm, Pin-
ner, Middlesex. [7517

'

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

"Elite Holdtite Rivetless Soles.'

We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fix solution. We guarantee
them to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. This process of fixing is exactly

the same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become alisolutely waterproof.

Full instructions given with each pair of

K
Gents'.

Size. Per Pair.

lO-II .. .. 3/6
8-9 .. . . 3/3
6-7 .. .. - .. 3/.

tallies'.

Size. Per Pail

6-7 .. .. .. 2/8
4-5 .. 2/4
2-3 •• .. 2/-

Boys' and Youths'. ^
Size. Per Pair.

4-5 .. 3/-
2-3 .. 2/10
1-13 .. .. 2/8

Childs' (Light).
Size. Per Pair.

I-I3 .. .. .. 1/6
II-I2 .. .. .. 1/3
9-10 .. v-

fflli

Sol-fix Solution:
lo Tide, 8d., 1 ;3, 2 /6, and 4/6. AnSd. tin is

sufficient for 2 pairs of soles.

Solution Brnsh, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded.

ELITE

RUBBER
Co., Ltd. (Dept. A),
264 266, Vauxball Bridge Road

VICTORIA. S.W.I.

! MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Brough.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.^l91?. SVah^p, Ei<
3-speed Sturmey countershaft, i^eenanjill^d

i

plated; 487/10.— 9, Eo/al Parad_e, Loadon ltd., (

don. ['

BROUGH Combination, 1919. deli-vered last i I

5-6h,p. liorizontal: twin engine, Stiirmey-Ai
3-8peed geaj box, kick st-arter and hand-contiolledvcli I

TlionipsoB-B^nnett mag., Amac, carbuietter, B
I'orka, Dunlop Toiturette heavy tyres, lovely coach
sidecar with spring cu^ion and bulbous back, n;

locker space, all tools, just the thing lor the hoiii

very fast and powerful; 140 gns.,_ or highest oflei- 1

car head lamps and Lucas generator extra; no "dea
'

—Box 4,357, c/o The Mofor Cycle. IX'i !'

Brown.
BROWN, 3i4h.p., Bosch, in ne-w condition, eil

perlect; £33.—Sha-rp, 39, Langdon Rd., Highj
N.

'

"-
,

6-8I1.P. Twin Brown, kick start, coa.chbuilt side
'

speedometer, etc.; £45; alter 6 o'clockj- \

Colvestone Crescent, Dalston, E.8. p !

BROWN, 3y2h.p,, Bosch mag., Saxoij spring lo

B.B. carburetter; good running order, coiqJ

able machine; price £26 or near offer.—A. J, PeJi

333, Katherine Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [X?

B.S.A.

RS.A., 2-speed, free, engine, rebushed, underel
--^idecar; £65.-45, Avignon R4., Brockley. [%

B.S.A., 4i/4h.p., 1915, S'-speed, countershaft, in 1
'

good order; £60.-200, High St., Tooting, S
117 .

B.S.A. Sole District Agents.; boot now.~The Wai
Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. Tel,: i

[5

B.S.A., 2-speed, all accessories; £45; or with 8t3i

£50; seen after 5.30.-36, Albert Rd., Hety
I [7

B.S.A. 41/ih.p. Combination, Isiie modeh—Write p;

and particulairs to Calder, 175, Otley Rd., Bi
ford. tX7'

B.S.A., solo or combinations; pjcospeota of &
delivery.—Enquire, Parker's, Dea-nsgate, M

Chester. fX?

JONES' Garage, special agents lor B.S.A., Bra
way, Muswell Hill, N.iO, and Woodside Para

North" Pinchley. [S)

B.S.A., 41/ih.p., Model K, new C.B. sidecai, f

registered Sept., 1918; iEllO; smart lot.—Mot
Printer, Reading. [7'

3Xh.p. 1914 B.S.A., in good condition, new cylijic

2 piston, and gudgeon pin; £45.-27; Ldwer CI

ton Rd.,, London, E,B. [7!

B.S.A.. SV^b.p., 2-sp6ed, free engine, clnloh, pc

start, Bosch, lamps, horn, etc. ; ^660,—23-, 1

Grove, Hammersmith, w.6. [7J

'-t Q19 B.S.A., 41/ili-p.. Model K, 3_ speeds, brand E

:X«^ condition, accessories; after 5 p.m.; £95.—
Valley Rd., Streatham, S.W.16. [7't

B,.S.A. 1919, Srspeed, just delivered, very latest mw
makers! guarantee; best ofEen^Smith, 36, J^oi

;ampt<)n Rd., Addiscombe, E. Croydon. [1i

ALLEN-BENNETT' Motor Co.-1915 41/ih.p. B.Sl

and coachbuilt sidecar, splendid condition ; £lQii.

9, Rpyal. Parade, London Rd., Croydon. [7£

B.S.A., Model; H, delivered fortnight ago, miJei

200, fully equipped ; price £ llOi—Apply, 2'

Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S.W.I, after 5 p.m. [75

1 (QIS B.S.A. sy^h.p., 2-8peed, E. start, all-ohain, JS,

JLJ/ ford, C.B. sidecaXi speedometer, lamps, etc., gt

<3ondition.—Hanispn, Albion St., Tamwortli. [X7I3

4h.p. B.S.A., 2-3p6ed, all chain drive, perfect con

tion; £75.—Hardie, 24, Woodstock St. (off Osf(
StJ, Bond St., London, W.l. 'Pho^e:. Mayfajr 651

[61

B.S.A. 1913 T.T., N.S.U. 2-speed gear and clutt

lamps, horn, knee-grips, spares, excellent coq

tion- £50.—Arthur, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, 1(

don. [X70

B.S.A. Combination, ^^h.-p., all chain drive, Coro?
sidecar, wind screen, speed, new Aug., 1917, li^

used; best ofEer over £125.—W. Owens, 151, Bnmswi
Rd., Buckley. [3C69<

B.S.A. The Birmingham City Agents and B.S..

Specialists, County Cycle and Motor Co., 51

and 308, Brqad St. All replacements in stock. Tel

Comocyco, Birmingham. [631

B.S:A., single-speed, gocd tyres, new inner tub(

lamp, horn, enclosed Bosch mag. ; exceptipn

condition, capable of good hard work; 37 gns. or off(

—57, Gt. George St., Liverpool. [X66I

1 019 B.S.A. 4Vih.p., chain-cum-belt, practical

Jitf new, don,e 300 miles, C.B. sidecar, horn, speed

meter, Lucas acetylene lamps; 140 gns., lov7est;alt

6.30 IViday.—Rudd, 23, Mornington Rd., Wanstea
[72:

B,S,A. Late 1917 4i4h.p., chain-belt, coachbuilt sid

car, hood, screen, luggage carrier, speedomefe

lamps, horn, spare cover, 2 inner tubes, overlianled 1

cently. under 4,000: £105; after 7 p.m.-Ground Plcn

5. Guildford St., W.O. [Xefll

A^6 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

B.S.A.

?.A. 1916 4Mh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, new
engine and gear box just fitted, 3-apeed, K.8,,
xcessories; £110, or offer; seen any time.—C.3,,
3waton Rd., Bow, E.3. C7595

%.A. 1915-16 Combination, chain-cum-belt, 3-speed,

i

wind screen, luggage grid, dynamo lighting, tools,

Ispares, condition almost as new, been stored 21/0

\', £120; owner buying faster machine; seen after
Villsmore, 46, Cromwell Ed., Luton, Beds. [7668

rlB B.S.A., SVih-V-, clutch, stored 2% years, big

I

P. and H. front lamp, Lucas back, separate
ptors, Stewart trip epeedometer, Lucaa horn,
.ler Cord tyres, in splendid condition throughout

;

cneh, no offers, ride away.—Davis, 82, Worplo Ed.,
bledon. [X7041

16 B.S.A. 4Vih.p., chain-belt, 3-speed counter-
shaft, clutph, kick starter, E.I.C. mag., nearly

;. heavy Dunlops, MlUs-Fulford coachbuilt touring
ar (dark green), luggage grid, lamps, hooter,
r spares, low mileage, excellent condition through-
105 gns.—63, Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W. [7326

Cnlcott
XCOTT 2y2h.p., nearly new, all accessories; £38.
—80, Corrance Ed., Brixton, S.W. 2. [7720

Calthorpe.
LTHORPE-J.A.P., 2%ih.p., Enfield 2-speed, 1915;
£40.—Mill Hall, Sonthall. [7776

LTHOEPE 1915, 2-speed, F.E., new condition:
42 gns.—320, High St., Poplar. [7386

h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 1915, Enfield gear, splendid
condition; £45.-53, Hawks Rd., Kingston-on-

ttes. [7659

LTHORPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 1916, Enfield gear, P.
and H. lamps, as new; £45; after 7.-3, Har-
lon Sa., N.W.I. [7358

115 2^;4h.p. Calthorpe 2-strok6, mechanical horn,
I splendid condition, ride away; 36 gns.—Butler,
H. James Ed., Derby. [X7042
;LTHORPE Junior 2h.p., 2-speed, about 1914,
! good tyres and belt, will climb anything; £36.—
in, Upcroft, Chorley Wood. [X7114

LTHOEPE 2-strok6, 1916, 2-speed, lamps, horn,
^recently overhauled, good tyres and belt- £48 —
i. 23, Tictoria Ed., Bedford. ' [X6914
h.p. Calthorpe-Preoision. 2-speed countershaft

gear, with clutch, powerful machine, in good
b; £45.-Pannett, High St., Lewes. [7567

p. Calthorpe-Precision, 2 speeds, engine recently
overhauled, easy starter; climb anything; £30

lIers.-;-28, Methuen St., Vickerstown, Barrow.
rYfiocp

IiTHOEPE Junior, 2V2h.p. Precision, 2-speed
F.E., good order, ready to ride away; first chegne
24 sccures.-E.C.B., 76, South Baling Ed., Ealing.

[7193
LTHORPE, 3iih.p. T.T., good tyres, new belt,
Bosch mag., new platinum points, lamp, horn,

class condition, sporty; £38 or offer.—57 Gt
ge St., Liverpool. [X6684
LTHOBPE Junior, 2-speed ge.nr. Precision engine,
adjustnble pulley, Dunlop tyres, splendid machine,
tion nearly new, all accessories: a bargain, £40
rdner, Woodridings, Cumnor Ed,, Sutton. [7732
LTHOEPE. 1917, 254h,p. J.A.P. engine, Enfield

,

2-speea and clutch. Palmer Cord and Avon; tyres,
jilete with head lamp, rear lamp, and horn, just
lauled, excellent condition; £48; exchanges —E D
7. Thuudersley, Essex. [7489

Calt"n.
LTON 3Kh.p., Chater-Lca frame, Bosch, new
tyres, going order; £20.-12, Brewer St., Pimlico.

[7613
Campion.

MPION-J.A.P. 4h.p., new countershaft gear, car-
iburetter and tyres, all chain, lamps; £48; uphol-
d sprung pillion seat, 25/-.—Grocer, 69, North
Plaistow Broadway. [7181
fl4 Campion-Jap Combination, 6h.p. twin, Bosch
; mag., 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar, Dunlop com-
l.ion steel-studded tyres nearly new, perfect run-
) order, excellent condition : seen by appointment •

1-Doubleday, Corby, Grantham. [7637
MPION Twin J.A.P., 1915 6h.p., free engine,
;
coachbuilt sidecar, only done 3.000 miles, speedo-
c, all accessories, perfect running order, trial
(reason sale, owner buying car; £130; no offers
linnell, Chemist, Northampton. [7713

I

Centaur.
NTAUR 6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, mechanical valves
I .y i^*''

lubrication, splendid sidecar machine
p49, Well St., Hackuey. [7797

Cfiater-Lea
mi Lancashire Only.—Chater-Lea enquiries.—

J

iBlake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man-
°'^-

[7040
(ATER-LEA 8h.p. Combination, handle starting,
clutrh, 3 speds, Cham drive, 2-seater coachbuilt
io= "4 screen, spring wheel, first-class condi-£85.—Pryce Trow, 230, Oxford St., Swansea.

[7697

M^^BgHSHSH^BlBlBISB^HI

1

I

TYRES I

SPECIAL
Clearance Lines

m All soods sent on seven UU^

days' approval aeainstH
W remittance. ^S A 3/- OUTFIT is presented B

Free of Charee to all pur.
j||

p chasers of Covers and Tubes [p
as advertised on orders g|

^ exceedjne £1. M

COVERS.
Our

Price,

HUTCHINSON—
26X2i passenger heavy rubber

studded 49/6
26x23 Tourist Trophy 39/6

26X2iX2i „ „ *3/6
700x75 Light car 49/6

(to fit 650 X 65 rims)

700 X 75 Heavy small car 59 /6

(to fit 650x65 rims)

List

Price.

55/-
43/-
50/-
55/-

65/6 \E

FIRESTONE—
Rubber non-skid

(For Auto-Wheels).
17/6

GOODYEAR—
29X2J oversize for 2SX2l

rubber studded
28 X 2.V diamond stud

42/-
45/-

PALMER—
700x80 Heavy 4-ply fabric

28x3
65/-
65/-

79/-

79/9

TUBES.
Bates, Goodyear, Firestone, etc.

26x25 8/- 11/- 28 2.i 9/6 12/6
.6.2* 9/6 ii/o 650x65 .. 10/- 12/6
Firestone Tubes for AuEo-.vneeis, 4/6 6/6

BELTS.
j

All makes in Stock at spec:al pricc:^
j

Best Englishmake6ft:length5by|in:1 /I perit; 1

5ft.lengthsby Jin. 1 /I pent.
-'

We can supply odd lengths to make up two 1

p ece belts, to airy required lengths.

We have purchased a large con-
signment o-F Government second-
hand covers in perfect condition

;Dunlop. Clincher, Hutchinson* etc,
and can o-IFe'r same in 26X28 extra
heavy at 17 /6 each ; money returned
i-f not approved.

Ill Vanxtaail Bridge Road,sw
Victoria, i

*

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lea.

LUXURIOUS Cliater-Lea Combination, coaclibailt,
nearly new, delivered 1917, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine,

3 speeds, clxitch, fully equipped 'with screen, luggage
grid, Lucas electric lighting, oversize Palmer cord tvres;
£145.-72. The Chase, Clapham. S.W.4. [7642

Chater-Lea=Fafnir.
CHATER-LEA, S'/ah-p. Falnir, accumulator igni-

tion, B.B., excellent condition; ride away; £25;
after 6.— 1, Eastwood St., Mitclmm Lane, gtreatham.

[7432
CHATER-LEA-FAFNIR SVoh.p.. Bosch, new tyres

and belt throughout. Iam"p3, etc., first-class condi-
tion; £38, or ofEer.— 4, St. James' Terrace, Peel ltd..

Woodford. [7565
Chater-Lea-Jap.

6 h.p. Chater-Jap, semi T.T, bars, last, Jn splendid con-
dition; £55.-17, TamwQTth Park, Mitcham. [7390

6 h.p. Chater-Jap, coachbuilt sidecar, good condition;
what offers.—98, Chestnut Grove, Maiden, Surrey.

[7170
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 4h.p., Bosch mag., E. and 13.

carburetter, Kempshalls; £28.—Brown, 23, Rams-
gate Rd., Margate. [7293

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 4h.p., 2-speed, F.E., Bosch,
B. and B., lamps, horn, tools, good condition;

£60; after 6.—206, Cricklewcod Lane, N.W.2. [7280

8 h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, Bosch, Binks, adjnstable pulley,
fixed engine, with MiUford spring wheel cane side-

car : £60 ; good condition.—Kiddell, H.M. Customs,
Folkestone. [7190

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P.. Sh.p., a.i.7., U.H. mag., new
back tyre and belt, 30 gns.; 2%Yi.p. Douglas

engine, mag., and flywheel (fixed), £6/10.—Collins,
21, Pulford St., Pimlico. [7461

1 Q 14 8h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, T;T., new Sturmey-
-M- *^ Archer 3-speed hub, new tyres, front and rear
Tamps, re-enamelled, splendid condition, very fast,
sporting mount; £65.—Agnew, Wellington, Salop.

[X6895
CHATER-LEA, J.A.P. engine, N.S.U. 2-speed gear,

set of lamps, horn, front brake in absolutely
perfect condition; ready to go touring at once; price
£38.—Williams, 38, Thrale Rd., Streatham Park,
London, S.W. [X6799 '

Chater-Lea'Minerva. >

CHATER-LEA-MINERVA, 3V.'h.p., Grado mnltl-
|

gear, new J.B. belt, new Palmer corded tyre and
tube on back, new ring.s, bushes, also spare rings, Dixie
mag., ii. and B.. ride away; reasons given; £38/10, no
offers.-P., 51, Corporation Rd., Gillingham, Kent.

[7187
Chater-Lea- Peugeot.

CHATER-LEA-PEUGEOT, 3i^-4h.p., 2-speed, C.B.
sidecar, mechanically sound, not used since 1914;

£47.—2a, Ladbroke Grove, Holland Park Av., W.ll.
[7856

Chater'Peugeot.

3 h.p. Twin Chater-reugeot, thoroughly overhauled,
fitted new ma ' '

...
£35.-

and tyre, very smart machine;
-S. Butcher, Dunmow. [7717

Clyno.
IGROVER, Smith, and Willis, Baeingstoke, Clvno

Agents.-Deliveries in strict rotation; order now.'
[5778,

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey'
agents for the new Clyno.—Order now for early

delivery. [4084

CLYNO Combination, late 1913, good running order,
wind screen and hood; £75, lowest.—P., 21, Glen-

shiel Rd., Eltham, S.E. [7433

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, all chain gear, mechani-
cfilly perfect; 60 gns.; any trial; after 7.—True

Form Boot Co., Broadway, Wimbledon. [7249

CLYNO 1917 Combination, complete spare wheel,
^

electric lamps, speedometer: £130; in excellent
condition.—Short. 485, Upper Richmond Rd., East
Sheen, [7779

,

CLYNO 6h.p. 1913 Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, requires new cyls., pistons, connect-'

ing rods, and general overhaul; what ofllers?—B., 25,
Woodhurst Rd., Acton. [X7135

CLYNO Combinations and Lightweights. Write,'
'phone, or call for particulars of deliveries.—

,

Kays,
Eal-ng

,
Bond St., and 116-122, Pitshanger Lane.

'Phone: 553 Ealing. [70841

CLYNO Combination, 1916, 5-6h.p., twin-cyl., 3-1
speed gear, complete with spare wheel, speedo-

meter, clock, mirror, lamp, horn, etc.; £125.—Apply,
Martin's Motor Works, Sidmouth. [X6352

CLYNO 1912 6h.p. 2-speed Combination. Advertiser
requires front cylinder, piston, and gudgeon pin. If

unobtainable, combination will be broken up. Offers for
parts invited.—White, Wireless School, Carnarvon.

^^ [X6966
/iLYNO 5-6h.p. 2-speed coachbuilt Amao, Bosch,
^^ horn, new Dunlop back, mechanically O.K., ap-
pearance rotten, touring until 22nd, then seen after
6 p.m-, no dealers, no offt'rs; £90 cash.—12, Victoria
Rd., Fallings Park, Wolverhampton. [7194

CLYNO Coachbuilt Underslung Combination, 6h.p.,
3-speed countershaft, kick start, interchangeablo

wheels, spare wheel, all new tyres, lamps, horn, tools,
speedometer, only wants seeing; any trial; bargain,
£110.—E.B., 68, Corporation St., Statord. [X6815
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLTN"© 6h.p. Conibinntion, Saxe blue, Bosch, new
B. and B., countersbajt, double chain drive, 2-

speed clutch, K. start, engine just overhauled. Stewart
speedometer. Klaxon, electric Uehting set, new Palmer
cords, Etorni apron, nice condition ; highest offer secures-;
eTeningfi.—331, Hertford Ed., Pender's End. [X6997

Coulson.
SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle oj Man

Only.—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,
Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7041

Coventry Eagle.

"I Q 16 Coventry Eagle 2-stroke, eaual to new; £40.—
-L«/ —Perkins, 455, High Rd., Leyton, London.

[7683
Dulm

1 Q13 3h.p. Dalm, 2-stroke, 2-speed, splendid con-
-Lt' dition; £50.-467, Green Lanes, Harringay.

[7119

Dayton.
DAYTON 2-stroke, splendid condition and running

order, with lamps and horn; seen week-ends;
£27/10.—Guy, Queen's Kd., Thame, Oxon. [7465

De Dion.
f>ilh.E. De Dion, mag., new Palmer; bargain, i;22;i0,
'-^4 or ofl'er.-157, St. James' Bd., Croydon. [7333

Diamond.
"IQIS 23i;h.p. Diamond, 2-speed, kick start, clutch,
-*-*^ good condition throughout; JE40.—13, New St.,
^Yellington, Salop, [S7107

IQle Diamond-Villiers 2-stroke 2^. p., tools, horn.
M-O smart machine; £38; ride away; a snip.— 5.
iVindmill Cottages, Littlehampton. [X6969

Dot.

D.OT-J^.A.P. 1913 5-6h.p. Twin and wicker sidecar.
V.S. 2-speed gear, handle starting, B. and B. 2-

iet carburetter, good tyres, Lucas lamp, horn, etc., ex-
"ellent condition: £65, no offers.-Vectis, Woodlca Ed.,
Worthing. [7796

Douglas.
DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., 2-speed; £52.-9. Church

Ed., Willesden, N.W. [7661

1Q17 4h.p. Douglas, beautiful condition.—18, Wix's
--*/ Lane, Lavender Hill, S.W. [7536

Oiih.P. Douglas.—Several W.D. models tor immediate
-^4 delivery from stock; £62-£72.

A LSO 4h.p. Models, solos and combinations; £75 up-^^ wards; first callers eecure.—Clapham (Motors)
il9, King George St., Greenwich. [7835

DOUGLAS 1914-15 2%h.p., condition as new; £60.
—Martin Motors, Sidmouth. [7360

NEW 2%;h.p. Douglas, in stock; 75 gns.-Edwa.nl.-
and Co., 7. Exhibition Ed.. S.VV.7. [7078

DOUGLAS old twin, only wants belt; bargain, £20
—12, Cheshire St., Bsthnal Green, E. [7137

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., single speed, splendid running
order; £32.-113, High St., Putney. [7191

DOUGLAS 41i.p. Combination, brand new first
cheque £140.—H. Eock, Cradley, Staffs. [X7096

DOUGLAS.—"We are doing our best for deliveries —
Moffat, Douglas Agent, Yeovil. 'Phone: 50. [1103

^3.h.p. Douglas, new, and new sidecar; 89 gns., or
^4= separate.—52, Thornhill Rd., Barnsbury, N.

[7066
DOUGLAS.—All models, book nov; for future 1919-20

deliveries.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton
[X711S

DOUGLAS, 1914-15, clutch, kick start, perfect con-
dition; £56.-48, Prince George Rd., Dalston

>*. [7845
DOUGLAS. 1915, T.T., 2-speed, perfect condition,

new tyres; £55.-60, Kenwood Ed., Edmonton,
>''.9. [7577

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., good running order and con-
dition; £32/10.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-

by-Bow. [7590
DOUGLAS 23yih.p., old -type, in running order, but

slight repair needed; £17.-184, Pentonville Rd.,
King's Cross. [7613

DOUGLAS, 1914,' 2-speed, thoroughly reliable,
spares; £50.—Davis, Roseleigh, Pelbam Ed..

Bexleybeath. [7462

1Q19 2^/4h.p. Douglas, all accessories; owner going
JLU abroad ; seen any time ; 73 gns.—92, Station
Ed.. Hendon. p859
DOUGLAS, 1911, oyerhaulsa, enamelled, Bosch,

Douglas, carburetter, ride away; £30.—Manna
Mead, Grove, Coulsdon. [X6840

DOUGLAS, 2';4h.p., 2-speed, 1911, just overhauled
and re-euamelled, good running order; £25.—

Plmne: Uromley 1930. [7497
"|Q15 Douglas, 2%h.p., first-class order, many new
-L«-' spares: £55.—Write, Legg, Chartlands Cottoee.
I'^'roikham Hill, Kent. [7487

1Q16 4h.p. 3-speed Douglas Combination, just over-
-^f hauled, splendid condition; £115.-53, Hawks
Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [7662

REGISTERED

ELECTRIC REAR LAMP
LIGHTING SETS.

Fig. 572.
Complete with fixing bolts, inspection lamp,

switch and bulb—totally insulated. The latest

and best rear lamp obtainnble.
NICKEL OR BLACK PLATED IS/6 each

complete.

Fig. 573.
Adjustable in any direction, for any fixing, lights

number plate, and shows red danger signal.

Complete with aluminium body, bulb, and wire.

Price, 8/6 complete.

DRY
CLEAN

Price,

ALWAYS
RE.ADY.

13 /e.

'Flash" 4^ volt. Genuine Hellesens Dry
Battery .. 13/6.

Fig. 386. Fig. 387.
iMetfal Carrying Case Metal Carrying Case

for same, 11 /- for same, 11 /-

Delivery of all above from Stock.

Note.— Postage extra on all the above.
Write for latest Catalogue of H.A.H. Complete

Electric Lighting Sets.

A. H. HUNT, 115-117, Cannon St,
LONDON, E.C.4.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor CO.-1915 2?Jh.p. Di
las, exceptionally line condition; £63.-9, Ei

I'arade, London Rd., Croydon..

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—1916 2%ih.p., very gm
running order; £56.— 9, Eoyal Parade, London Ed

Oroydon.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor C0.-1915 2';ih.p., spleodi
condition; £57/10.— 9, Eoyal Parade, London EJ

Croydon.
\

ALLEN-BENNETT- Motor 00.-1915 2%h.p., sjlei

di«l condition; £57/10,-9, Koyal Parade, Loado
Rd., Croydon. [786

GIBB, The Douglas Expert, Gloucester ('Phone; 862
regrets to inform his numerous clients he canmi

accept orders for early deliveries, [634'

£30.—4h.p, Douglas, countershaft 3-speed model, Idc

start, incomplete.-Speechley, 1, Gunnerebur
Lane, Acton Hill, London. W.S. [749

3.3h.p. Douglas, 1913, tyres, belt, almost new, CD

4 gine wants tuning; £22, or nearest oHer.-

Taylor, 30, Ridge Rd., Todmorden. [X699:

Q.3h.p. Douglas, brand new, owner bought sideca

/W4 combination; £85, or near- offer; seen evening
alter 6.—Soper, 1, Elm Place. S.W.7. [768:

DOUGLAS 1914 2Mh.p., 2-speed, newly plateil

enamelled, overhauled, fast, ride away; 50 gns.-

Alexander, 2<J, Northampton Park, N.l. [720;

DOUGLAS, 2';ih.p., clutch, kick start, 2-speed, tyres

belt as new; £60 or near offer.—Priddin, Park

adds, MinshuU Vernon, Middlewich. [X677'

3,h.p. Douglas only ridden 60 miles, brand nev

1^4: out of crate, W.D. model, perfect; first oHe

£63.-71, High St., South Norwood, S.E. [784;

DOUGLAS 1914 2»4h.p., 2-speed, iir very good ran

ning grder; £50.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstocl

Hill (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [780!

FOR Sale, 2}ih.p. 2-speed Douglas motor cycle, 1914

in excellent orde-; price £50.— ^pply, VV. Warn
Motor Engineers, Shalford, near Guildford. [713!

Q3.h.p. Douglas, 1914, 2-speed, good condition, eaij

/W4 starter, complete with lamps and tools; £55, oi

best offer.—Box 2,359, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X6S2!

lOlS 2%h.p. Douglas. 2-speed, P.E., spare belt, niu

Xt7 chariic.Tl horn and lamps, perfect condition; £52

-W. Hawkins, 10, Albert Terrace, Staflord. [X696;

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new 15th July, lampi

horn, insurance, owner ordered abroad; S.E. dis

trict; £150.—Box 4,361, c/o Tlie Motor Ciicle. [X71J(

DOUGLAS, 1912-13, 254h.p., 2-speed, clutch, Binks

110 m.p.g., very fast, Lodge aero pings, ^aillei

lamps, horn, spares; £45.—Mcllroy, Newbury. [766i

33.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, free engine, clutch, Iiicl

4 start, Bosch mag., speedometer, lamp, etc.

in perfect order; £S0.—Gems JBros.. Church St., Wey

bridge. [X6B0i

DOUGLAS 2-)4h.p., 2-speed, new tyres and belt, lon^

exhaust and spare silencer, footboards, beat

lamp, horn; £45.—The Ferns, Adelaide Grove, Easl

Cowes. ['=1'

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1914, lamps, speedometer, tore

and all accessories, - in good running older; £55.

no offers.-H. W. Hodge. Norbury View. Highlands M,
Leatherhead. l"'^'

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., 2-speed, complete »ltb

lamps, etc., in fine running order; £55.—bmiJtfla,

10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk Farm 'Tube

Station). [780!

DOUGLAS 4h.p. S-speed Combination, 1917, all K-

cessories, has had little use, tyres, etc.. pcrleet;

any trial to 'genuine buyer; £112.-23, Oroekerton E4,

Upper Tooting. 1.74ZI!

Oilh.p. Dougla.s, 1915, speedometer, mechanical horn,

a54 splendid order; 65 gns.-Hardie, 24, \^ oodstof

K

St. (ofl Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'PhOM;

Mayfair 6559. [ol"

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1915 model, 2-speed, clutch, coach-

built sidecar, splendid condition -throuehont-

Mebes and Mebes. Motor Cycle Depot, 164-6, Gt. Fort-

land St., W.l. ['022

1 Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, 2 lamps,' 2 ge

Xi/ rotors, horn, new tyres on machine, spare oovei

and tube, tools, etc.; £130.-Jens6n, 108. Victoria At.,

Cliftonville, Margate. [X6377

Id 16 2')4h.p. T.T. Douglas, 2-specd, electric lighting,

-Ltf speedometer, mechanical horn, only done few

thousand miles, eaual to any 1919 model; £65.-7, St.

Matthew's St., Rugby. [738S

3h.p. Douglas, W.D. model, brand new, just on-

/^4 crated, all complete and ready for the road:

£80.—Hall Green Motors, Ltd., Stratford Rdy^Hwj
Green, Birmingham. [X7l

DOUGLAS 2SAh.p., single speed, new Hutcbintoii

tyres, footboards, recently overharded and enam-

elled, good running order; £35; photo.—The Cedar?,

Long Lawford, Rugby. [X691e

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you hava

no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the earls

birds. Place your order at once if you want de

livery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
Rd.. Bristol. [096«

A3,S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

GLAS 23-ih.p., 1910, P. and H. lighting set,

orn, good tyres, Bosch magneto, recently over-

,
splendid running order; £29.—A.G.D., 242.

.-ell Hall Rd., Ipswich. [7195

'GLAS 4h.p. 1917 Combination, coachbuilfc side-

ir, in splendid condition, 3 lamps. Klaxon horn,

meter, and accessories; best ofier over £115.

—

; Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [7213

rGLAS, 4h.p., W.D. combination, new April
1919, screen, lamp, horn, spare tyre; delivery

,uly; best offer over £145 secures.—Parker, 36,

Lheen Av., London, S.W.14. [X6786

!GLAS 4h.p. Solo, 1919, practically new, only

ised few miles, including accessories ; £110.

—

I. 24, "Woodstock St. (ofE Oxford St.), Bond St.,

\, Vr.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [6177

!
Douglas Combination, delivered July 1919 from
lakers; lamps, horn, Stewart speedometer, com-
spares, transferable insurance ; £ 160, cash.—
- 10, Bolton Gardens, London, S.W. [X6979

JGLAS, 2%h.p. lady's model, in stock; very
ilittie used, almost new condition; 65 gns.

;

|e bargain.—Hardie and Lane, 24, Woodstock
:w Bond St. 'Phone : 6559 Mayfair. [7286

') Douglas, new, delivered last week, 4 h.p., 3
speed, sidecar, £140 cash secures; also^ new

i
Multi, Mills-Fulford coach sidecar; a-ccept

-21, Cornwall Terrace Mews (adjoins Baker St.

„). [7382

ji 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
imechanically perfect, footboards, disc wheels,
shaust, etc., appearance as new; 80 gns.—64,
, Buildings, Mount St., Bethnal Green, London,

[7511

Douglas, 1914, 2-speedj clutch, kick start,
!och mag., knee grips, very fast and powerful,
ly stored 3 years, only done 1,500, practically
guaranteed in perfect order; price £90.—3,
St. Catherine's, Cambridge. [X7016

'i 2%h.p. Colonial Model Douglas, 2-speed, clutch,
lamp, horn, spares, Terry's links, just over-

. new valves, tappets, guides, etc., fitted, £58;
';ht wicker Montgomery sidecar, with apron and
;3.—Cox, Station Hill, Eastleigh. [7687

GLAS 2%h.p. 1913, stored 3 years, in splendid
;ondition, dark blue, disc wheels ; a real sporting

;; just overhauled; new valves, rings, etc., lamps,
j£53 cash, no ofcEers.-Lt. List, 2, Gipsy Lane,
i-, London. 'Phone : Putney 2008. [X6804

'RT Sporting Combination, 4h.p. Douglas, flat

vin Bradbury, 3-speed countershaft, kick start,
iutch, all-chain drive, lamp sets, Klaxon, special
[t coachlmilt underslung torpedo sidecar, disc
'jlate model, heavy Dunlops, excellent condition;
!!30, Burdett Rd., Limehouse. [7633

/GLAS, 2^^h.p., 1915, 2-speed, enamel and paint
' new. Undermentioned articles new : 2 lamps,
tor, pulley, belt, rings, mag. control, mudguard,
jir-platcs, tool bags, tools, and roll; engine over-
I', perfect machine ; - £ 63 ; letters only.—Lieut.
^Addington Park Hospital, Croydon. [X6306

IfGLAS. Douglas.~Our experience and advice
|re at the disposal of all Douglas owners. 2%h.p.
bodel, price £72; 4h.p. combination, price £120.
I'
are interested, call and see us.—Vivian Hardie

-ane, Ltd., Douglas Specialists, 24, Woodstock
:! Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone.
iir 6559. [61G9

a Douglas Combination, picked engine, carefully
.
ridden about 600 miles, trip speeds and acces-

f costing £12. extra tools and spares; honestly
lid about best Douglas combination running; full
,| Delivery late August or earlier by arrange-
! offers over £140 (all in); letters only.—Emley,
oucester Place, London. [X66a5

Edmund.
'tUND, 1917, spring frame, 2y2h.p. Jap^ Enfield
'-speed, as new; £58.—52a, Burghley Rd,, near
'1 Park Tube. [7850

[9 Edmund, 2%h.p., spring frame, 2 speeds, free
.'engine, P. and H, lamps, large horn, tools, etc.;
oout 500 miles, exceptionally powerful; £66.—
Gate Inn, Winsford, Cheshire. [X6783

Elswick.
ICK 2';4h.p.,' 1916, good condition, fast; £36,

|r offer; seen evenings; any trial.—Windmill, 17,
bnburgh Rd., Fulham Palace Rd., Fulham, W.6.

[7721

EnOeld.
AL ENFIELD Twin, 2-speed, F.E.; £50.—
20, High St., Poplar. [7365

AL ENFIELD, 1914, 2-speed, F.E., new coach-
iiilt S.C; £85.-320, High St., Poplar. [7384

' lET.D, 3h.p. twin, lamps, Amac, ride avi^y;
S(i4.—48, Prince George Rd., Dalston. N. [7844

I'lELD 8h.p. Combination, brand new; first
ibeque; £l65.—H. Rock, Cradley, Staffs. [X7095
(lELD 1919 2-stroke, brand new, lauma and horn
|i)mptete.—Box 4,344, c/o The Motor Cycle.
1 [X6964
MELD 1919 2-stroke, 2-speed, brand new, not
iuden; whiit offers P—Box L2,904, c/o The Motor

( [7273

Here it is—lots

of it—proof of

our oft-repeated
.

claims for a Motor
Cycle Service, satis-

factory, personal,
courteous, reliable 1

Glance through these

letters :

—

" Your business method
is most courteous and friendly

^

and we are very pleased and
satisfied. It is the personal

element that you put into the

thing that makes dealing with you
a pleasured
" / am pleased to say that / have

safely received machine and must say
Iww pleased I am with it, and I am
sure I have got a bargain. I thank you
for the straightforward way you have
dealt with me and I will do the same to

you, and will always recommend yotrr

firm to my friends.'^

"In connection with the Comhination
which I recently purchased from you, 1

have now had it long enough and used it

sufficiently to express an opinion on its

value. I can oi^ ^y say that for the money
which I gave for it I am quite satisfied

and shall have no hesitation in recom-
mending any of my friends to deal
with you.''

" / wish to record my great appreci-
ation of the hind and courteous way in
which you carried the business through,
and I shall feel bound, if any friend of
mine wishes to purchase a machine, to

recommend them to Messrs. Laytons."
" The machine in question has

been very satisfactory, and I shall

always be pleased to recommend
you to my friends.'''

Now don't you think we could
help YOU? We KNOW we
could

!

Wii'e us reparding A.B.C,, AfL'],
lUackbiirn, lCi;fijlcl, Ivi-. New
Impe. ial. Norton, Sparkb'ook,
and Triumib Motor Cycles, and
1 iilman. Stai claid Sjnser, anj
Dawson LiHht Cars Wa
cortlially inviie enquiries.

The Layton Garages,
London Rd. Bicester.

and 90,
High St.. Oxford
Phcne 35 Bicester

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Enfield.

ENFIELD, 1919 2i/4h.ii. model. luUy equipped, new
condition throughout.—Parker's, Biadshawgate,

Bolton. [X7119

I 014 Enfield Combination, hood, screen, lamps, etc.,
J-«J' perfect condition: £97/10.—H. Wright, Arlesey,
Beds. [7556

ENFIELD, 6h.p. Combination, condition like new;
135 gas.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury Rd., West

Kilburn, N.W.6. [7455

JONES' Garage, special agents for Enfields, Broad-
way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Pinchley. [2920

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, Klaxon and accessories,
new; £55, or near offer.—172, Greenvale Rd.,

Eltham, S.E.9. [7588

ENFIELD eh.p. Combination, hood, screen; £118,
or exchange lightweight, cash.—29, St. Leonard's

St., Bromley-by-Bow. [7592

I[INFIELD Combination, 1917, dynamo lighting,
-i hood and screen; £152/10.-15, The Mansions,

HiUfield Rd., West Hampstead. [7852

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-19l6 8h.p. Enfield
combination, dynamo lighting; £155.-9, Royal

Parade, London Kd., Croydon.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-1915 3h.p. Enfield.
M.A.G. engine, practically uuscratched; £65.-9,

Royal Parade. London Rd., Croydon. [7868

1Q19 Royal Enfield 6h.p. Combination, screen and
-fl-t/ belt, delivered last month; £148; CoTentry dis-

trict.-Box 4.356, The Motor Cycle. [X7021

8h.p. Enfield Combination, new April last, com-
plete with lamps, horn, etc; 145 gns.—Edwards

and Co., 7, Exhibition Rd., S.W.7. [7077

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, excellent condition,
Bosch mag. ; seen anv time by appointment.—

Beverley, Endlebury Ed., Chingford, E.4. [7388

1Q16 8h.p. Enfield Combination, new tyres, new
-i-*? chain, wind screen; bargain, £105; no offers.—

Sturgess, 165, Queen's Rd., Peckham, S.E. [7615

23.h.p. Enfield, in tip-top condition; £55, or close

4 ofler.—Hardie, 24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford
St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559

[6175
1Q16 Enfield Combination, fastest turnout on the
-fl-tf road, in splendid condition throughout; £130;
a very close offer considered.—64a, Highbury Grove, N.5.

[7267

1 Q 14 6h.p. Enfield Combination, tyres perfect, all
-Lt/ new chains, 2 new sprockets, shock absorber,
spare chains, etc. ; £90.~Griffiths, Bilson, Cinderford.

[S5510
"j Q17 Royal Enfield 8h.p. Combination, as new,
-*-t/ good lamps, horn, complete, perfect.—Thompson,
Potato Merchant, 40a, Old Cattle Market, Ipswich.

[7605

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p._.Coachbuilt Combination, good
condition, wind screen, speedometer, lamps, £98.

—Madgwick, Biltmors, Bramshott Chase, Hindhead,
Surrey. [7323

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1917 5-6h.p. Enfield, twin
J.A.P, and sidecar, faultless condition ; any trial

or examination, Lucas head lamp, horn, tail lamp, and
tools; £130. [X7046

ENFIELD eh.p. Combination, 1914, 1915 C.G. side-

car), speedometer, screen, lamps, horn, etc.. like

new; £115, or nearest.—32, Suburban Rd., Cabbage
Hall, Liverpool. [X6846

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., just overhauled and
rebushed, sidecar reupholstered and enamelled, all

accessories: nearest £90.-61, Grantham Kd., Spark-
brook, Birmingham. [S6961

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916, electric and
gas lighting, hood, wind screen, speedometer,

Klaxon, new Palmer back, fine condition; £150.-274,
Green St., Forest Gate. [7530

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 8h.p., hood, screen,

lamps, tools, excellent condition, and very fast;

£135, lowest; any trial or examination.— 5, Devonshire
Terrace, East Dulwich Ed., S-E. J7621
ENFIELD 2^/ih.p., 2-speed, twin-cyl., in first-class

running order, plating and enamelling hardly
scratched; seen any time; £32, a bargain.—Knowles,
Park Farm, Bewdley, Worcester. [X6922

1 Q 17 3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, K.S., all-chain drive,
JL*/ fine light sidecar machine, and fast; perfect
order, new tyres, accessories: best offer.—Smith, 27,
Broomfield Rd., Earlsdon, Coventry. [X6977

1 Q19 Enfield (May) 6h.p. Combination, Lucas large
X ^ horn, hood, Cameo wind screen, spare tube,
registration and full insurante policy transferred to
purchaser.—23, Hamilton Rd., Reading. [7569

6h.p. Royal Enfield C.B. Combination, condition as
new, 65 miles to gallon, wind screen, and all

accessories, roomy sidecar; anv trial; perfect condition;
£115.-53, St. Anns' Rd., Harrow. [7477

ENFIELD Combination, late 1915, 6h.p., C.B. side-

car, in perfect condition, ready ride away; bar-

gain, 125 gns.—Smith, 268, Lavender Hill (opposite

ArdiuE and Hobbs), Olapham Junction, S.W. [7539

ROYAL ENFIELD, 6h.p.. November, 1916. combina-
tion, electric lights. 3in. back Dunlop. Palmers

side and front, screen, luggage grid; Lucas horn,

quantity of spares, absolutely as new; £135.—Whomes.
Sidcup. [7469

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

6b. p. Enfield CombiuatioD. 1916-17, mi)eat?e under
800, praetioally new, wind screen, lamps, liom,

rood spares; anv tvinl; privatelv owned; seen any time;
£135.-Da-¥is, 36, Hall St., ofE King St., Alfreton.
Dert-yeliiTe. [7630

"BQ16 3h.p. Knfleld, fiee engine, 3*need gear, kiik
J-*^ start, T.T. handle-bars, Pedley grips, electric
lighting, new heavy Dunlop and inner tube, recently
overhauled, splendid condition; highest offer over 65
gns.— 9, Elgin Drive, Wallasey, Cheshire. [X7051

ENFIELD, 2S/ih.p., 2-speed, stored throughout the
war, perfect condition, runs beautifully; first

reasonable offer accepted.—Hardie and Lane, 24,
Woodstock St., New Bond St. 'Phone: 6559.Mavfair.

[7289

Excelsior
3J.h.p. Excelsior, U.H. mag., B.B. carburetter, good

2 condition; £30.—A. Salsbury, 22, Charles St.,
Kettering. [X6886

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales. Isle of Man
Only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blake

and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7038

EXCELSIOR, Peco 1916 2-stroke, 234h.p., Jardine
2-speed countershaft, hand clutch, all chain, per-

fect condition throughout; £45.-39, Clodeshall Rd.,
Saltley, Birmingham. [X6830

EXCELSIOR {American), latest model, 7-9h.ii.,
dynamo lighting, 3-speed oountershait, coach side-

car, practically new; £155; good sidecar part exchange.
-R., 5. Victoria Av., Strcatham. [7882

1 Q 15 4%h.p. Coventry Excelsior Combination,
At^ Viceroy sidecar, 650x65 tyres, 3-speed, clutch,
and kick, take 3 anywhere, stored 2 years, good order;
£80, no offers.—Can be seen, 32, High St., Rusthall,
Kent. [7750

AMERICAN Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed,
including lamps, horn, pillion, speedometer, hood,

screen, spare tubes, tyres, chains, tools, etc., tip-top
condition; what offers over £100.—Barber, 440, Fore
St., Edmonton. '

[7311

5-6h.p. British Excelsior Combination, C.B. sidecar,
new April, 1915, countershaft, 3 speeds, K.S.,

lamps, hora. speedometer, Amac, spares, tools, etc., mile-
age 3.500, splendid coudrtion; best over £85.-13, Vic-
toria St.^ Woh-erton. i:X7011

A MERICAN Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p., 1916,
-^ 3-speed, clutch, kick start, Phcenix sidecar, tyres,
and general condition as new, run 2,000 miles only,
guaranteed perfect; £130.—Watson, 132, High St.,

Aldebur^, Suflolk. [7365

"I
017 American Excelsior Combination, dynamo

-i-iy lighting, overhauled, re-enamelled and plated,
new tyres all round, large sidecar, hood, screen, 2
Icckers, spare tyre and chains; £140.—Ellis, 59, Hugh
Kd., Stoke, Coventry. tX7131

Fafnir
FAFNIR 3V$h.p. U-H. mag., B. and B. carburetter,

2-speed; ride away; £23.—Stokes, Burgfield Com-
mon, Berks. [7791

6-8h.p. Fafnir, w.c. engine, with clutch and gear
box, and carburetter off cycle car; £25.—Reply,

Box 2,358, c/o The Motor Cycle,. [X6849

F
F

F.N.
.N. 5-6h.p., perfect condition; £28.-150, Hermitage

Rd., Finsbury Park. [7155

X. 4-cyL, any trial; £28/10.—Payne, 109, St.

Leonard's Rd., Mortlake, [X6821

F.N. 4-cyl. 5-6h.p., 2-speed and free engine; 39 gns.—
Nurton, 29, Montpelier Vale, Blackheath. [7131

F.N. 1914 Sporting Model, fair condition, offers, any
evening.—G. E. Childs, Parsonage Mill, Dorking.

[7302

F.N., 4-cyl., Bosch, B. and B., dropped frame, over-
hauled, fast; best offer accepted.—58a, Tustiu St.,

Old Kent Rd.. S.E. [7475

F.N., 4-cyl., 1914, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, clutch, with wicker
sidecar; oft'era over £55; Worcestershire.-Box

4,341, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X6903

F.N. 5-6h.p. Combination, coachbnilt. 2 speeds, lamps.
Klaxon, splendid condition; £48.-65, Eecleston

Rd., West Ealing. (Call after 5 p.m.) [7629

F.N., 4-cyl., 2-speed, clutch, kick start, semi T.T.,
large wide tank, low frame, re-bored, new pistons

fitted; £69; worth £90.-633, Abbeydale Rd., Shef-
field.

- [7545

F.N., 5-6h.p.. 4-cyl., shaft drive, 2-speed gear, Bosch
mag., 2 band brakes, 1919 B. and B. carburetter,

lamps, tyres, and enamel as new, sound, and in tip-top
order, starts walking; £58.—Sargeant, Silsey, Boston,
Lines. [7401

F.N., 4-cyl., fast, model combination, 2-speed, multi
disc clutch, Bosch, shaft drive, kick starter, elec-

tric lighting, many improvements, special tools, semi
T.T. bars, all in good cemdition; £70.—Lieut. Nicolas,
Kippington Court, Sevenoaks. [7228

F.N. latest 5-6h.p model ever turned out by makers,
. complete, exceedingly smart combination, 4-cyl.,

waterproof Bosch, 2 speeds, multi-diec clutch, kick
flarfer, enclosed shaft drive, dropped frame, lamps,
speedometer; any severe trial; only 95 gns., worth 150
pns. ; lightweight part exchange.—99, Shaftesbury Rd.,
Hammersmith. [7364
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The Victorious

was introduced in

1908
was practically unbeaten in open

competition for the three years

1911

1912

1913
winning over 200 medals, 5 cups, and

2 A.C.U. Certificates, Srd in Junior

T.T. (1913), and 1st Single Cylinder

Home. In

1914
still victorious. Smallest two-stroke

to survive T.T. Course, averaging

over 30 m.p.h. "Motor Cycling"

said, "The Best Performance of the

two-strokes in Junior T.T." In

1915
competition suspended. The
machines on the road winning golden

opinions everywhere. And in

1916

1917

1918
our factory was solely devoted to

war work. In

1919
manufacture resumed, unanimously

voted the best two-stroke on the

market.

1920

WAIT AND SEE.

S. A. NEWMAN,
LTD.,

ASTON CROSS,

BIRMINGHAM.
THE

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

JMsfocMr!
I OF ITSTYPE

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Gamage.

Oih.p. Gamage, 3-speed, clutch, Bcsoh mag., spte^ 2 ometei, lamps, and (generator and horn, ruuniD
condition; 48 gns.—Eos -4,359, c/o The Motor Cvdr.

[X70G
Grandex.

33.h.p. Graudex-Precision, B, and B. carbm
4 magneto; -annsed last 4 years; perfect i."

ride away; 29 gns.—Fowler, Stonham, Suffolk. [X693

Harley-Davidson.
HARLET 7-9h.p. Khaki Combination, bought 19I(

£130, or exchange light car.—1, Kenlor Ed., Toe
lug. [764

ALLEN-BEJJNETT Motor - Co.-1916 Harley-rtjiii.
son combination,. l>eantifnl condition; £145,-!

Royal Parade, London Ed., Croydon. [78o

HARLEY 7-9h.p. Special Brooklands Model K, onl

one other in England, speed over 80 m.p.k
£110.—52a, Burghley Rd., near Tufnell Park Tube.

[78i1

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1917, combination, mag
stored 1918, just had £20 overhaul, sparei

£135 cash.—Lt. Bayley, The Orchard, Eastcote, Middl
sex. [757

HARLEY-DAVIDSON" 1915 Electric Model, r

enamelled, condition as new; 110 gns.; «idecnr
required.—Broom, 77, Marylebone Lane (1st floor ftal

near Bond St. Tube, W.l. [731

rQ18 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, in esc(
i' lent condition, lamps, spare chain, tools, tk

fast and powerlul outfit; £160.—Williams, The Hnllie

118, High St., Connah'e Quay, near Chester. [X58i

HARLEY-DAVIDSON (1919 electric model), fittf

40 gn. sidecar, smartest turnout on the row
owner had delivery of car; no offers, £250.—Rogei
Carrisbrooke House, Smethwick, Birmingham. [X66f

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 1917, standaj

mag. model, bulbous back sidecar, acetylei

lamps, good Dunlop extra heavy tyres, done very lilt

work; £130;' trial here.—Hammond, Gammersgi
Middleham, Yorks. [X70;

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 2-speed 1914 Model, Mill

Fullord sidecar, fully equipped, ready to ri(

away, very powerful, go anywhere; any trial given; ra

be inspected at any time; £135.—Arnold, Higli 8'

Gillingham, Dorset. [^67!

1 Q 15 Sept. mag. Model 7-9h.p. Harlej^-Davida
-1-*^ Combination, head and sidecar lamps, hofl

screen in splendid condition, re-enamelled, umist'il t

2 years during war; 138 gns.—Ford, 132, Lillie Ri

Fulham, London, S.W. [71'

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1915 Combinatio
Ijerfect condition, spare chains, speedometer, 4

accessories, very powerful, for .?ale 27th July, 1

moving", no accommodation; £130; a bargain; go fti

whe'-e.- Blackburn, 2, Dudley Rd., Huddersfield.
[X68;

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1916,
speed, clutch hand and foot, electric light ai

horn, speedometer, luggage carrier, hood, screen, tyi

perfect, looks like new, runs better ; must be so

quick; 150 gns.—251, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.E.
[X68

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., 191

magneto model, hood, screen, speedometer, acel

lene lamps, luggage grid, spare valves, chain, tul

etc., splendid condition, just overhauled; 110 gns.,;

offers.—F., 28, Holmwood Gardens, Finchley, .

Phone : Finchley 1667. l^J

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., electrically eauij

model, Tiith special chassis for HarleyJlavidson
|

body, complete with Easting wind screen, electric .''

tail, and sidecar lamus. electrii' horn, guaranteed T

new; delivery Saturday; best offer.-Bingham, 6, :

Mews South, Maida Vale. [76

"I Q15 Harley-Davidson, 3-speed and kick start*

X«7 with Swan sidecar, electric head, tail, ft'

sidecar lights, new Clincher tyre on back, and G(X

year on sidecar wheels, new chains, speedometer; ovi

hauled and greased 12 months ago, not run since; c

be seen and tried any time; £125.—Mr. S. Keel*

Moor Rd., Rushden. [X67

HARLEY-DAVIDSON", 1915, 7-9h.p., perfect mefiba

cal condition, with 1917 double sprung MontgoiiK

sidecar, wind screen, mudshields. Klaxon horn, Joi

trip speedometer, clock, 2 V. and H. lamps, and iM
rear light fed by small car generator, spare cover, toc

accessories, and spare parts, special large luggage cnn

and Bwag bag, stored 2 years: highest ofier.—30, Do'

ton Av., Streathaui Hill, S.W.2. [73

Hazlewood.
T Q17 Hazlewood Combination. 6h.p., 3-speed, a

X.^ clutch, K.S., complete with tools and lamps

24, New Borough, Wimborne. ["il

5-6h.p. Hazlewood and Sidecar, Jap engine, B<W

B. and B., 3-speed, kick start, nearly new ; £15

—295, Whitehorse Ed., Croydon. [7»

Henderson.

HENDERSON 1916 8-lOh.p., 4-cyl., 2 speeds, clufc

Ciinoelet sidecar, accessories; 150 gns.— 5, Victo

Av., Surbiton. 1"^

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Iste

Man.—Enquiries for' Henderson 4-oyl. invited.-

BlaV.© and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchest*
1711

A40 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oj the issue.
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Advertising and Publishing Offices:

20, Tudor Street, Londoa, E.C.4.

Editorial Offices :

Hertford Street, Coventry.
Northern Offices!

199, Deansgate, Manchester.
Telegrams : "Cyclist, Fleet. Iioadon." Tele^jrains : " Mijcorcycle. Coventry." Telegrams. : " Iliffe, Manoli^stSTt''

2'eiep/to«e ; 2646 City (five linesi. Telephone: 10 Coveniry iflve linesJ. Telephone: 620 City,

Subscriptioa Rates : Home, 17s, 4i«; all countries abroad, 233. 10<J* per annum.
Tho Foreign racda quoted above apply also to men in the Servicet: abroad.

CoLONiAi, AND Foreign Agents:
TTiriTED St iTE3—The International News Agency. New York. Cvnada—Turonu) News Co., Ltd.. Toronto ; Montreal News Co., Ltd., Montreal; Winnipe?

New3 Co.. Winnipsg; British Colu-nbia Nows '^i ,
Vancauvar; Gordon A: Gotoh. Ltd.. 132. Bay Street, Toronto.

Australia—Gordon AiGotah, Ltd., Ms'.bourna (Viccoria). Sydney (:^-3.W.), Briiba-ng (Qaoenatand). Adelaide (3. A.). Perth (W.A.), and Launceston rTasraania'.

NEW Zealand—Gordon & Gutch, Lt.i.. Wellin^Co-i, Auiikland, Chtiatchariili. and Dun-ilin. India—A. H. Wheeler & Co.. Bombay, Allahabad, and Calcutta.

Sooth A.pniCA—Central News Xsancy, Ltd. .Paris-Sm^th s Encrlish Librarv. 248 Rue Rivoii.

Tariffs.

AT
present there is an ad valorem duty of

331/3%- on all motor vehicles brought into

this country. The object of this duty is

two-fold : tO' help pay for the war and to

protect British trade. The latter is suffer-

ing from the effects of the titanic struggle of the

last' five years, from the difficulty of getting

material, and from the disinclination to work,

which is resultant from the past years of

strenuous effort on the part of those who helped

,

to win the war at home.. The British motor

cycle trade has not yet- settled down to pro-

duction, and until it has it would be obviously

unfair to allow foreign countries, which have not

suffered from the war as we have, to capture

our home markets. Whether or not it is ad-

visable to tax the importation on all foreign-

made vehicles for all time is not for us to say,

as this journal is not political. The question

whether this 335'^% duty should remain in force

till 1920 has recently been discussed in Parlia-

ment, although Mr. Austen Chamberlain, in in-

troducing the Finance Bill, proposed that the

present prohibition on the importation of motor

vehicles should come to an end in September next.

After a long debate, however, it was decided that

the existing tariff should continue till May ist

next year. Several points of view were argued.

The free traders moved the amendment to abolish

the tariff this year; others, to improve foreign

exchange, sought to prohibit the importation of

foreign-made motor vehicles altogether; while

tlie tariff reformers thought .that the tariff should

remain. As matters stand now, the importation

of motor cycles made abroad will be free in the

spring of next year, unless the Board of Trade,

as it has power to do, prohibits foreign-made

motor cycles from entering the country ; and

before May next year the Chancellor of the

Exchequer may have something to say regarding

the matter. It is evident then that the position

is not certain; and, at the conclusion of the

recent debate on the subject in the House, Sir

Donald Maclean said :

'

' The issue is left in a

very muddled condition." We entirely agree,

and the sad part of it all is that the British

manufacturer, who needs all the help and pro-

.tection he cancel until his house is in order, is

left unable to formulate a definite plan of cam-
paign until the Government decides what it is

really going tO' do.

Scooters—Trials and Definitions.

THERE is no doubt that great interest will

be takeri ira the open scooter trial which

the Auto Cycle Union has decided to pro-

mote in October next. This will be the

first oflicial trial of the newest form of

motor vehicle, and it will take place in the

London di.strict. Scooters have not figured in

competition to- any great extent so far. There

were three in our Staff Trial on Edge Hill, and

one put in an appearance at Stile Cop.

Last week's trial for lightweights, which was to

have included a class for scooters over a some-

what ambitious course, did not take place ; and,

in the opinion of many good judges, a scooter

must be more powerful than is desirable, and be

possessed of a change-speed gear.

Therefore, since scooters are beginning to

make their appearance in competition, a limit-

ing definition becomes desirable, and the A.C.U.
proposes the following : A" motor scooter is a

motor cycle having : («) 'A platform not more

than six inches from the ground, the centre

portion of which platform shall, for not less than

twelve inches in length, be the uppermost por-

tion of tlie frame
;

{b) an engine, the cylinder

capacity of which shall not exceed 200 c.c.

;

{c) no pedals for propulsion; and {d) a maxi-

mum weight, not including fuel, oil, or water,

of 60 lb.

A scooter,

construction,

horse-power.

then, is limited in three ways: in

in engine size and consequently

and in weight. The question of

fitting a saddle or not is left widn the designer.

An index to the advertisements in tinis issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.

EI.^
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THE ITALIAN GRAND PRIX.
British Machine wins the Junior Race of Sixty-two Miles.

malies Fastest Lap Time.

FOR the second time a Douglas 2J h.p. machine won the
?,50 c.c. race in the recent Italian Grand Prix, while
the fastest lap in the 500 c.c. class was also accomplished
by a flat twin. The Douglas was ridden by B.^j. Badino,

who rode a similar machine in the last T.T., and, in' addition

to the Turin Municipality Trophy, is awarded the regularity
prize by having a minimum difference of time between
each lap. ^
The winner of the 500 c.c. class was Bordino, who rode a

Motosaooche, alid the regularity prize goes to Gianoglio on
a Fongri, who also made the fastest lap time. The Fongri
machine is an opposed twin of Italian manufacture, hav-
ing a cubic capacity of 575 c.c. on the standard models

;

it has side-by-side valves placed on the top of the cylinders

and 'operated by a single camshaft.
Several other new Italian machines were in the race, . in-

cluding the twin-cylindered Delia Ferrera, with a 500 c.c.

engine having cylinders 68 mm. bore and stroke, and the

Bianchi, with a V twin of 60x88 mm.
The results are as follow :

Italian Fiat Twin

500 c.c. Glass.

1. Bordino (Motosacoche) . Ih. 6m. 50|s

2. Acerboni (Frera) . Ih. 17m. 30|s

3. Gianoglio (Fongri)

350 c.c. Class.

. Ih. 21m. 53is

1. Baj. Badino (Douglas) . Ih. 27m. Ifs

2. Maffeis (Maffeis) . Ih. 27m. 17fs
3. Bonasso (Douglas) . Ih. 43m. 2is
4. Antoniazzi (Douglas) . Ih. 47m. 39s.

The Biella^Oropa Hill=climb.
Another Italian classic motor cycle event is the Biella-

Oropa, seven mile hill-climb, which was held recently between
Biella (the Italian Man-
chester) and the convent at

Oropa, a hill 3,870 feet

Meldi (Borgo), who made
fastest time of the day at the

Biella-Oropa event.

'\ J

Acerboni (Frera), winner ot

the 500 CO class, Biella-

Oropa hill-chmb.

above sea level, the length being seven miles. The results

of the various classes were as follows :

350 CO. Solo.

1. Maffeis (Maffeis) ' ... 14m. Is.

2. Bonasso (Douglas) 16m. 37|s.

3. Saino (Douglas) 18m. 571s.

4. Minetti (Douglas) 28m. 53|s.

4

Maffeis, winner of the 350 c.c. class at the Italian hill-climb

500 C.C. Solo.

1. Acerboni (Frera) ...^ '...

2. Carughi (Frera)

3. *Della Ferrera (Delia Ferrera)

4. Crosa (Triumph)

' 750 c.c.

Meldi (Borgo)
Dogo (Delia Ferrera) ..

Berutto (Triumph)

Solo.

1,000 c.c. Sidecar.

Merlo (Frera) ..

Galloni (Frera) ..

Cremona (Frera)

13m. O^s.

14m. 39|s.

16m. 32|3.

17m. 5s.

12m. 12is.
14m. 40s.

16m. 56fs.

15m. 22^3.

17m. 31|s.

19m. 9s.

*Fell at start.

The best time of the day was made by Meldi (Borgo), inj

12m. 12|s., which, however, does not beat his previous recordi
(made in 1914) of 11m. ISfs. .«

Some New Machines.
The Maffeis machine, winner of the 350 c.c. class, has a1

J.A.P. V twin racing engine, with overhead valves, and a^
chain-cum-belt drive through an Albion two-speed gear.'

The engine dimensions are 60x60 mm. bore and stroke.

The Frera is a standard 3^ h.p. model, single-cylinder,

85x88 mm., side-by-side valves, and chain drive througli

countershaft three-speed gear.

The machine, however, which is most eagerly awaited by
the buying public is the Fongri. This is a 4 h.p. flat twin
following the lines of the Douglas engine, equipped with three-

speed gear, enclosed chain transmission, hand-controlled
clutch, and kick-starter. The frame and spring forks, how-
ever, are not in accordance with English ideas, since the
former is constructed of bent tubes and the latter are the
usual Italian pattern.

ITALIAN ROAD RACING.
In the report of the first important post-war road race in

Italy which appeared in our issue of July 3rd the second
man's time was stated to be 3h. 56m. for the course of 225
kilometres, but we are now advised from Rome that Tuccimei
(Triumph) actually completed the distance -in 3h. 45m., being

j

thus only 9m. behind the winner.
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COMMENTS
Profiteering by Amateurs.

THE riders who' denounce rampant profiteering

should not forget that it is by no means confined
to agents and people in the trade. For example,

I hear of a 191 9 Morgan, which has already changed
hands four times, and on each occasion at an increased
price. Moreover, another private owner of a post-war
Morgan unloaded his bargain at a profit of ^^55 after

a fortnight's ownership. We cannot suspend the

eternal laws of supply and demand.

Pillion Riding.

EAM perhaps a little biassed against pillion riding for

two special reasons. The first is that I have seen
some good friends seriously hurt by the practice.

It is a horrid spectacle, for when balance is lost in an
emergency, the driver loses control very suddenly and
very completely. He is instantaneously overmastered
by the misplaced centre .of gravity, and cannot save
himself, but is hurled helplessly across the road. His
passenger is in even worse case, and usually hits the

road hard with the back of his or her skull. Few
people who have seen such smashes—and I have seen-
three at close quarters—would wish to continue the

practice. My second bias arises from the fact that the

flapper bracket is not, and never has been, my sole

means of taking a companion on my rum. If I never
enjoyed the use of a cycle car, sidecar, or light car,

it is conceivable that I might face the risks of putting

a companion in peril. Quite apart from this, frank
bias, I should wish to see pillion riding prohibited.

It is technically absurd. A doubly-laden two-wheeler
handles quite nicely under normal circumstances ; but
its centre of gravity is hopelessly and dangerously mis-

placed, and the results are patent in any imbrogho.
When the machine skids or bumps badly, or has to

be twisted sharply in a tight corner, or braked abruptly,

trouble looms up quickly; and the false balance may
convert what should be nothing more than a minor
anxiety into acute danger. Secondly, the pillion rider

does not merely risk his own neck : machines so laden
are peculiarly uncontrollable when balance is once
lost, and an innocent motorist passing by may be bur-
dened through life with the memory of having killed

a fellow creature.' On two occasions pillion riders have
crashed almost immediately beneath my head lamp,
and I have narrowly escaped running into them. In
one of tliese incidents, the pair skidded on a greasy
patch just ahead of me at ten miles an hour; in the

other incident, thev were scrapping at an illegal speed
to overhaul my machine, and fell over just as they had
passed me. To' quote other examples, I know of such
nders coming over on meeting a traction. engine un-
expectedly in narrow lanes, and upsetting whilst over-
taking a motor char-a-banc on second-class roads. The
solo rider usually retains some control of direction

when a fall or collision of some kind has become

BY

"IXIOW

inevitable. The pillion riders often lose control com-
pletely when things go wrong. These are substantial

reasons in favour of the abolitionist case. I am just

at the age when one suspects one's self of grand-

motherly tendencies ; but surely there is not one solitary

word to be said in favour of flapper-bracketing except

that it is unconnnonly cheap while it lasts.

Wanted, a Waterproof Glove?

D
LUNCHED the other day at a popular hotel on a

favourite motoring road. The morning had been,

stormy, and numerous riders sought shelter and

a meal. Their riding attire was grossly unsuitable

in many cases, probably because the morning had
opened with sunshine, and they had been caught

napping. But I noticed particularly that there was
not a single pair of waterproof gloves between the lot

of us. Of course, this is a perennial problem. Prior

to the war, I knew exactly two makes of gloves which
woul-d keep out a drencher. One was the Continental

rubber type (of Hun manufacture, one imagines?). A
good glove, dear to buy, not over warm in December,
'and apt to perish rapidly if oil attacked it. The
other was the Asbestol, made of hide too thick for the

delicate control of a motor cycle. If anybody knows
of another, many readers will be interested.

The Fouling of Sight Feeds.

THE other week I described in exaggerated and
quasi-humorous fashion the difficulties of watch-
ing the oil drip through the average sight feed

glass. There are, of course, three main causes for

this trouble. If the device leaks at any joint, oil is

apt to film the outside of the glass, dust settles on the

oil film, and periodic cleansing is the obvious remedy.

Secondly, if a full charge is rushed through the glass

by opening the drip and pushing down the handle

of the force pump, the whole interior surface of the

glass becomes oily, and perhaps capillary attraction

encourages the fouling under certain conditions.

Thirdly, and most common of all, the blow-back from
the crank case spurts oil over the interior surface. A
reader has cured the last tendency on several machines

.

by enlarging the release valve which is intended to

relieve the crank case compressions. This may be
done by fitting a larger valve, or by adding a second

standard valve. Alternatively, it might be possible to

obviate the nuisance by fitting a very light check valve

between the drip feed and the crank case, ,in which

case the valve should be so light that the weight of

a few drops of oil would open it. The consequences

of a stuck check valve might become so serious that

an effective crank case release valve is certainly pre-

ferable. The fact that many manufacturers ignore so

simple a remedy indicates how carelessly some
machines are designed, or perhaps that few people take

drip feeds seriously.
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THE IRISH END-TO-END TRIAL,
Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre) holds Successlul Two Days' Trial.

THE decision of the Ulster Centre of the
M.C.U. of Ireland to make the End-
to-end trial a tv/o-day event was

generally appreciated. The course is

upwards of 500 miles, and to cover this
distance without a rest, especially on Irish
roads, is by no means a holiday.

Thirty-two riders entered for the event,
including many competitors from England,
and the spirit of camaraderie, displayed
by motor cyclists from the North and
South of Ireland^ and from the sister island
of Great Britain was a very pleasant
feature of the competition.

The entries included the following :

W. J. Chambers (6 A..I.S. so.)

T. J. Woods (414 B.S.A.)
T. T. Murpliy (7 MatclilMs sc.l
Piank McDonagli {W B.S.A.)
W, J. Lake (3% Scott).

Jas. Browne (2>i Douglas).
Geoffrey Boyton [4 Douglas se.)

D. O'Connor [4 Douglas sc.)

Tom Mallon (31/2 Sunbeam).
Wm. Downling (3y» Eoyer).
Jas. Stewnrt (3iA Douglas).
T. C. de la Have (31/2 Sunbeam).
A. Carton [7-9 Indian sc.)

A. G. Cocks (21/2 Olyno).
Thos. Hall (414 is.S.A. so.)

Maj. A. H. Waters (2V, Triumph).
P. A. Newell (?.% Douglas).
E. S. Eus«ell (2% Sunbeam).
Thos. Stewart (4 Douglas sc.)

Jack Healy I31/2 Norton).
" Sou'-Wester " (31/2 Douglas).
Jas. Boston (31/2 B.S.A.)
J. Dias (31/2 P. and M.
W. Wilhelmij (8 Matchless).
W. B: Gibb (21^ Douglas).
F. Ball (21A Douglas).
E. W. Moffatt (3'/> Douglas).
E. Clarke (4 Douglas sc.)

T. E. Pojiham (6 Enfield sc.)

8. J. Eedmond (7-9 Indian sc.)

M. J. Doyle [7-9 Indian sc.)

E. Jones (4i/j B.S.A.)

Only three competitors tailed to start

from Rock Island coastguard station on
the first day of the trial. These were
Lake, Eedmond, and Wilhelmij.
Although cold and dull, the weather
was dry when the first competitor started -

oil' for the opposite end of Ireland. The
route lay by the way of Kenmare and
Killarney, where there was a breakfast
stop of threequarters of an hour. By this

time the weather had broken, and from
Glengarriff the run was in a regular down-
pour. Gowlane, the test hill of the day,
did not prove too severe for the majority
of the competitors, including Maj. Waters
on his Baby Triumph.
Between Killarney and Rathkeale the

roads were very bad, and the trouble with

straying horses, cows, and pigs, not to

mention hens and other fowl, was con-
sidei-able. At Abbeyfeale the weather
cleared, and the remainder of the run to
Dublin was uiider better conditions. The
luncheon stop was at Cashel.

The following did not check in on time
at Inchicore at the end of the first day:

Geoffrey Boyton [4 Douglas sc.)

D. O Connor (4 Douglas sc.)

A. Carton (7-9 Indian sc.)

Jack Healy (3'/, Norton).

Jas. Boston (31/2 B.S.A.)

J. Dias (31/2 P. and W.)

T. E. Popham (6 Enfleld sc.)

M. J. Doyle [7-9 Indian sc.)

The Second Day.

The second stage of the trial began at

6.30 next morning, the route taking in

Swords, Balbriggan, Drogheda, Dunleer,
Castlebellingham, Dundalk, Newry, Ban-
bridge, Moira, Crumlin, Larne to Fort
William Park.
On Iscar Hill was held a flexibility test,

the first section being a slow climb, the

second fast, and the third a non-stop run
to the top. Of the twenty competitors to

reach the foot of the hill onlv six made a

clean ascent. These included Chambers,
de la Haye, Cocks, Gibb, and Moffatt.
The following competitors finished the

run :

W. J. Cliambers (6 A.J.S. sc.)

T. J. Woods (414 B.S.A.)
Tom Mallon {ZYz Sunbeam).
Wm. Downling (31/0 Eoyer).
T. C. de la Haye (3ii Sunbeam).
A. G. Cocks (2V, Clyno).
Jas. Stewart (31,4 Douglas).
F. A. Newell (2.ji Douglas).
E. S. Eussell [2% Sunbeam).
Maj. A. H. Waters (2^1 Triumph).
Thos. Stewart (4 Douglas sc.)
" Sou'-Wester " (3Vo Douglas).
W. B. Gibb (21/2 Douglas).
T. V . Murphy (7 Matchless sc.)

M. J. Dnyle (7-9 Indian sc.)

E. Jones (414 B.S.A.)
Jas. lirowue [2.>4 Douglas).
Thos. Hall (414 B.S.A. sc.)

E. W, Moffatt (31A Douglas).
Frank MeDonagh ("414 B.S.A.)
F. Ball (2";4 Douglas).

Results.

Although not yet confirmed by the
committee, the following may be taken
as the probable prize winners :

Palmer Trophy.—W. J. Chambers (6 A.J.S. so.)

Second Prize.—T. W. MoHatt (31/2 Douglas).
Third Prize.—W. B. Gibb (2% Douglas).
Fourth Prize.—De la Haye (3V2 Sunbeam).
Team Prize.—Douglas team (No. 1) ; Moffatt,

Ball, and Gibb.

L-.,

Scene at the finish of the Irish End-to-end trial last week. Eight Douglas riders between them

secured the team prize, the Lindsey special prize, two cups, and four silver medals.

Automobile Association General Meeting.
THE fourteenth annual general meeting

of the Automobile Association and
Jlotor Union was held on the 23rd

inst. at the Savoy Hotel, London.
In moving the adoption of the annual

report, the president, Mr. W. Joynson-
Hicks, M.P., reminded members that this

was the first report after the conclusion
of the great war, and would foreshadow
the future expansion of the Association's
activities.

He went on to say that nearly the whole
of the patrols were on the road again,
and, in addition, the road telephone
system was being greatly extended ; also

the special mechanical first-aid sidecar

B16

outfits would be made increasingly

available.

Membership was going up by leaps and
bounds, the record week in their history

being one during last month, when 1,753
new members were elected. Every hope
could be entertained of attaining a six

figure membership by the end of the year,

and to keep this membership it was
realised that value for money must be
given.
The question of home-produced fuel was

receiving great attention, and a special

sub-section had been formed to encourage
the production of benzole at the gasworks
throughout the country.

The Ways and Communications Bill,

now before the House of Lords, had also

been watched with attention, and 1)6

believed that, when the Bill went through,

the road organisations and users would

not find that they had been ignored.

The report was unanimously accepted,

and Mr. McWhirter, chairman of tha

Finance Committee, thereupon moved the

adoption of the accounts. The balance-

sheet and report for the past financial year

showed a surplus of income of £7,420,

which compares with the previous year

of £24,374, the additional activities

Toughly representing in cost the difference

between these two amounts.
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SOME USEFUL HINTS TO
COMPETITION RIDERS.

THERE is no doubt that many clubs

could obtain very useful lessons

from the cheery sportsmen asso-

liated with the Edinburgh M.C. Camp-
bell McGregor, the secretary, who or-

ganised the Scottish Six Days', leaves

nothing to chance, _and instiaictions to

officials are always clearly set forth in

a four-page leaflet as are the duties of

observers from start to finish. In ad-

dition, McGregor gives each competitor

a letter setting forth his " fourteen

points," and the phraseology of these

illustrates the spirit of the trial which
makes the Scottish event so enjoyable.

These are as follow :

Read before Destroying.

All judges and observers act in an
honorary capacity. You can help them by

1. Eeniemberiiig that when an official

iisks you to remove your machine to a

certain place, he is riot doing so for

practice.

2. Remembering that checkers' watches
do not always agree—we know that as

well as you do.

3. Remembering clerical errors some-
times arise, and when the mistake is

ours it will be rectified.

4. Remembering that this year there
will be an official investigation of all

complaints—an "O.C. Complaints," who
will

,
have his instructions from the

judges.- If the fault is ours, we rectify

it ; if the fault is yours, we do not.

You will have a right, of course, to

insist- on seeing the judges, but, if the
case is adversely reported on, we think
you will be wasting the judges' time by
insisting on seeing them. The judges
do not mind wasting their time, but they
would hate to think that they were
wasting yours.

5. By remembering that before you
can put in a complaint, you must fill up
a form. We will give you as many forms
as you wish.

6. By remembering that if you are
baulked on a hill, the failure does not
count against you if you can restart.

Your complaint is of no avail unless you
produce evidence. We like to know the
names of these baulkers (they exist in

every trial), and they will start last.

7. By remembering that we do our
best as regards arrowing. That's all !

8. By remembering that if you are
not ready to start at the appointed
hour, you are late. You may curse the
hotel porter, but please - do not curse
us

!

9. By remembering that this is a sport-
ing event. The rules will be adhered to.

If there has been a direct contravention
of the rules, such as failing on a hill, not
even your silkiest tones will help you.

10. By remembering that oui' organisa-
tion can quite easily cope with any irre-

levant or unnecessary complaints.

11. By remembering that we have no
desire unjustly to do you in for your gold
medal. If you win it, good and well. If

you lose it—well, the fault is yours.

12. By remembering that you are only
one per cent, of the total competitors.
The other ninety and nine are entitled to

consideration. They will have ours. Give

them yours also.

13. By remembering that each check

stands by itself.

14. By remembering that it is easier to

check the cards when you run to the time
stated on your card, and try and keep the

card legible.

HILL-CLIMBING IN SOUTH
AFRICA.

PARTICULARS are just to hand of a

successful hill-climbing contest organ-
ised by the Natal Motor Cycle Club

on May 31st. The Inchanga Bank Hill-

climb for the Shimwell Trophy attracted

a good entry, and it is encouraging to

note that in the solo classes none other

than British machines were entered.

The Inchanga Bank is about 30 miles

from Durban on the Durban-Maritzburg
Road ; it rises 700 feet in 1,800 yards and
has six bad corners.

The sidecar class was won by Dales
(Harley-Davidson) in 1 min, 52 sees.

On formula, the solo class proved, a

scoop for the 2| h.p. Douglas, riders

F. A. R. Zurchar (2ih.p. Douglas) winning

the Shimwell Trophy at the recent Natal

hill-climb,

of this mount taking first, third, fourth,

fifth, and sixth prizes. The second place

and fastest time went to a big four

Norton.

The formula positions and times were

as follows

:

M. S.

1. F. A. R. Zuichar (2''4 Douglas) 1 461
Shimwell Trophy.

2. A. Morcom (4 Norton) 1 563
Morcom Trophy.

3. C. Dowse (2% Douglas) 1 56
4. A. J. S. Ford (2^,1 Douglas) ... 1 54
5. P. Riequeburg (2% Douglas) ... 1 54
6. T, Handley (2';i Douglas) ... 1 58
7. R. Shuzor (Rudge) 1 47|
8. Young (Triumph) 1 41
9. Harris (Triumph) 1 43}

10. Kenion (Rudge) ... , 1 50

Twenty started and fifteen finished.

There were numerous tumbles on one
particularly bad corner. The winning
Douglas is a well-known mount several
years old which has been successful in

many past events, and continues to give
excellent service.

CO-OPERATION IN OVER-
SEAS TRADE.

FOR several years we have advocated
. that British manufacturers appoint
direct representatives abroad, and

more than once have suggested that a
practicable scheme might be arranged by
which several firms with non-competing
goods could co-operate. We now learn
with pleasure that a number of Midland
accessory manufacturers have combined
to form the Associated British ilanufac-
turers' Syndicate, with the idea of

developing trade in Canada and North
America. These firms include the Sphinx
Manufacturing Co., Powell and Hanmer,
Terrys of Redditch, Accles and Pollock,
Benton and Stone, Ltd,, Abingdon-
Ecco, Ltd., W, and A. Bates, Rotherham
and Sons, and the makers of the Amac
carburetter.

Capt. S. A. Rowlandson, late R.A.S.C.,
has been appointed to the important posi-

tion of general manager, and will shortly
sail for Canada, where wholesale depots
will be opened in some of the leading
cities, such as Montreal, Toronto, Detroit,
and possibly Vancouver.

Capt. Rowlandson is well known in the
motor cycle world, and before the war
was seen in all the important competitions
on a Rudge motor cycle. We recently
had the pleasure of a chat with him, and
learned that he is as keen as ever about
motor cycles and their future prospects.
He intends to take a machine with him to

Canada.

READERS' ROAD REPORTS
THE following report of road conditions

in the North of England and Scotland
forwarded by readers will doubtless

be of mterest to other motor cyclists

:

Southport to Preston : Good.
Preston to Carnforth : Excellent.

Carnforth, via Kendal and Shap, to

Penrith : Good,
Pem-ith to Carlisle : Excellent,

Carlisle, via Langholm, to Hawick

:

Good.
Galashiels to Edinburgh : Excellent.

Hawick, via Selkirk, to Galashiels

:

Good.
Stirling to Crieff, via Dunblane : Good.
Dunblane x'la Amulree Hotel, to Dun-

keld : Good, except near Amulree, this

being rather rough.
Edinburgh to Stirling : Excellent, except

through Linlithgow and Falkirk ; very
bumpy.
Dunkeld, via Pitlochry, to Killiecrankie :

Excellent.

Killiecrankie to Kingu.ssie : Poor ; very
bad, loose stones Blair Atholl to Dal-
whinnie.

Kingussie. to Inverness: Fair.

Inverness to John-o'-Groat's, via Ding-
wall, Bonar Bridge, Helmsdale, and Wick :

Very good, except for five-mile stretch
near Bonar Bridge spoilt by timber-
hauling.

John-o'-Groat's to Thurso : Very good,
Thurso, i-i'a Forsinard, to Helmsdale

:

Bad ; many stretches of loose and sharp
stones. "

Inverness to Fort William, via Fort
Augustus : Fair, with several bad stretches

of about five miles each, these being bumpy
through timber-hauling.

Crianlarich, via Tarbet, to Dumbarton :

Fair ; bumpy in places.
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

Luggage
Grids.

One of the greatest difficulties in sidecar

touriiig lies in finding a suitably-sprung

position for the necessary luggage, and
particularly does this apply to the Overseas sidecarist,

as, in addition to the personal equipment of himself
and his passenger, it is generally necessary for him to

carry something in the way of a tiffin basket, etc.

Moreover, he is likely to encounter far rougher going
than the tourist in the Old Country, so that his luggage
grid,, whatever form it may take, is of Httle use unless

it be . effectively sprung.

The most obvious position for the luggage grid is

to attach it protruding from the back of the sidecar

body, but this method presents difficulties, particularly

if heavy burdens, including a tin of petrol, are to be
carried. The sidecar springing, unless very much on
the stiff side, will not stand the additional load, so

placed that it obtains considerable leverage on the

springs, and at all events the comfort of the passenger

is likely to be upset by the limitation of the springing

being reached when bad jolts are encountered. In

other words, if heavy loads are to be carried on the

grid, the springing of the body must be designed for

that purpose, in which case it is probably too rigid

for comfort when no additional load is carried.

We would further point out that serious accidents

have occurred owing to the overloading of grids at-

tached to sidecar bodies, the springing of which was
never intended for that purpose. The additional weight

at the back throws undue strain on the front points

of attachment of the body, particularly during rapid

acceleration, and
should the front

connections give
'

way the body is apt
i

to turn completely

over in a backward
direction, pivoting

on Its
shackles,

passenger

spring
and the

meeting

the ground head-

first and in a most
unenviable position.

It is, all things

considered, unwise

to . attach grids to

sidecar bodies that

were never intended

for that purpose,

foi' though the

One would imagine a tiny Pacific island to be the last place in which to hnd
motor cycles and keen motor cyclists. But in the island of Suva, of the

Fijian group, there is quite a live little club. The photograph sent to us by

Mr. H. Lanyon shows with their owners an Ariel, Rudge, American Excelsior,

and three Harley-Davidsons.

danger of serious accident may be remote, it is very

doubtful whether the springs will stand the strain, and

the arrangement seldom proves satisfactory.

In the case of one or two luxurious outfits, grids

attached to the body are provided, and endlessly use-

ful they prove, but we have found very few sidecar

manufacturers at all anxious to fall in with a request

to equip their standard models in this way. In the

case of mediuih weight outfits, some system of adjust-

able springing might be arrived at, the act of unfold-

ing the grid bringing into action simultaneously

some form of supplementary spring to take up

the additional load, but even this suggests com-

plications.
Cj] Cj! ($3

Independently- A GOOD many experiments have been
sprung tried with luggage grids having their

Luggage own independent springing systems,

Grids. which are attached to the rigid chassis ;

but here again we are up against diffi-

culties. It is difficult to design a system of springing

of this kind having a sufficient range of movement.
Even if the range be sufficient, the rebound is generally

so rapid that the luggage thus mounted receives a

worse jolting and shaking than if it were on a rigid

carrier. For a spring carrier "of this kind to work
well under a dead weight friction springing is neces-

sary to damp out the rebound, all of which means
additional expense and weight.

These facts .point to the further desirability of

springing the sidecar wheel, in which ca.se a good
grid, sufficient for

all requirements,

could be attached to

the chassis in the

obvious way.

Some sidecars are

provided with a box
or boot behind the

upholstered back-
rest of the seat,, and
sych ' provision is

.highly desirable for

the Overseas vehicle.

In fact, the Over-

seas rider is grate-

ful for any addi-

tional carrying room
the ingenuity of the

manufacturer can
provide.
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A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered al! over the World.

Current Prices in India.

"A BojiEAY Rider," a Douglas enthusiast, writes: " Y-OU
may be interested to know how things are developing in Bombay.
The only new British machines to reach us so far have been
W.D. Triumphs, six of which arrived last month, and were
snapped up immediately, although the price was fairly stiff,

being £120. I examined one carefully, and although I am
not a lover of the ' single,' could not help admiring this

beautiful specimen of its class—a sturdy Britisher all through.
1 consider (and so do many others here) that the one thnig

requii-ed to make the Triumph perfect is a decent system of

lubrication, instead of a crude hand pump, as at present. A
di'ip feed preferably, with a dome-shaped indicator on the

tank (like the New. Hudson and Norton) would be a great

improvement. With a hand pump even experiencedi riders

sometimes have a sneaky feeling that the lubrication is being
neglected.

" American machines—Indians and Harley-Davidsons—are

expected this month. The agents for the latter tell me that

we shall not see the Harley-Davidson flat twin this year, as

the production is not sufficient to meet the demand in

Ameritfa. Another machine we are all dying to see i.s the

A.B.C. PersonaTly, I am patiently waiting for my old pal

the 2f h.p. Douglas.
.

" Wishing you the best of luck."

The Motor Cycle and Japanese Competition.

Lt. E. C. Hill; writing from Lahore, India, prophesies

that the Japanese will soon be competitors in the motor cycle

held. " With further reference to two or three letters published

in Tilt Motor Cycle, dated January 23rd, referring to the

inflated prices of motor cycles,, I wonder if any of your readers

at home, and manufacturers, too, have considered the lot of

the motor cyclists abroad? The prices asked for 1919

machines are almost impossible, and are only possible to the

favoured who have made good on the war. Before the war
I was resident in Malaya, and then paid iff70 for a solo 3^ h.p.

James new (fixed engine and gear). To-day, in India, this

is the average price for a second-hand machine, and added to

this hardship it is very difficult to obtain spares, and when
obtainable the prices are such as to make one disgusted with

motor cycling. There are thousands out here who would
indulge in motor cycling, but that it is beyond a joke—the

second-hand machine is too expensive to buy, and the spares

required for such are indeed numerous, and, when obtainable,

make you think twice before buying them. If this, then, is

the case with second-hand machines, what is the lot of the

new? Nobody wants them; they are beyond the reach of

thousands of likely riders. In the principal cities one can

count the number of new machines to be seen in six months
on one band. ' The Buyers' Guide,' published in the issue

referred to above, is disheartening. From the figures pub-

lished, the new machine is going to cost nothing less than

£1100 for a. 3^ h.p. solo. We know that labour, fuel, and
material have all gone up, but do not forget that those abroad

have.(/o< to pay freight, insurance, and increased rates due to

shortage of tonnage, etc., in addition to the make-hay-while-

the-sun-shines-at-home prices. ^

" In conclusion, I may add that American machines are

pretty plentiful out here, and possibly we shall not be very

long before the enterprising Japanese step into the breach, as

they appear to have done in most lines. Motor cycle manu-
facturers at home are cutting their o'Wn throats by neglecting

Overseas trade in this manner. The firm that first establishes

itself out here with a good machine at a fair price would beat

all comers. There are new fields of enterprise, too, of

which India may be considered the hub, and what could be

better than an established motor cycle business to compete
with it?"

The M.C.C. of South Australia.

Mr. Alfred JIoylb, writing from West Australia, says :

'The Motor Cycle Club of South Australia intends next

season to carry out a programme of events that will keep

the po.ssibihties of the motor cycle well before the public,

as, in spite of the splendid work they have performed at the

Front, motors are still spoken of as a nuisance by a certain

section.
" About three years ago we discovered a fine racing track,

about three miles long, on a beach known as Sellick's, where.

with a suitable tide, after a competition of forty events, with

inevitable trial runs, the surface is still perfect. This

hardness of surface is accounted for by the sand (about 6in.

deSp) jljving for its bed a layer of pebbles, which has an

eft'ect simTlaT to i:oncrete. At low tide there is width enough

to race three cars atraagt
" Our best times on this tock up Jj)

date are (electrically

timed): Half-mile solo, E. Fergusffii (8 Ti.p. Ilidiank 20|s.
;

passenger, E. Ferguson (8 h.p. Indian sc), 22|s. ; otlS XO^e,

solo, E. Ferguson (8 h.p. Indian), 38|s. ;
passenger, E. Fergu-

son (8 h.p. Indian sc). 45is. The standard touring model
passenger one mile is held by A. Smith (Excelsior sc.),-49|s.

All flying starts.
" This beach is thirty-five miles South of Adelaide, so much

of the day is taken up' by travelling to and from the scene of

action. For our long distance events of 100 and 200 miles,

which we hold once a year, we have to travel 138 miles by

road, or fifty miles by" steamer and twenty miles by road.

We are obliged to travel these long distances because .the

councils who 'control the roads near Adelaide will not grant

us permission for their use, and this permission must be

rece.ived before we are allowed to break the speed limits which

are arranged in all districts.
" We recently held our annual 100 and 200 miles race at

Winlaton, Yorke's Peninsula. The 200 miles was run by

C. W. A. Korner (Powerplus Indian) in 3h. 50m. 9s., E. C.

Wagener (Harley-Davidson) ~being second in 4h. 12m. 9s.

The 100 miles was won by A. Smith (Excelsior sc.) in 2h. 16m..

12|s., C. C. Souter (Harley-Davidson sc.) being second in

2h. 24m. 28|s.

"It will be noted that all these wins are on Ameri(>an

machines, the reason being that American machines are at

present all we have to choose from, the British machines still

in use being too old for competition work ; but we are

anxiously looking forward to the time when our Triumphs,

J.A.P.'s, Precisions, or other British brands shall appear and

show what can be done after four years' experience of war
work.
"As far as Colonial models are required here in Sopth

Australia, I am certain that if a special heavy model, with

high clearance, were put on the market it would be turned

down by our riders, because the locally built machines are

practically on the same lines as the Triumph, with perhafis

larger tyres (2^in.) and Chater-Lea or Druid forks; and if

more clearance and the number of so-called ^improvements

advocated for a Colonial model are required we should have

had them in our locally built machines long ago."

A Home-made Three-wheeler.

D. S. Ramsav, writing from Middelburg, South Africa,

says :
" I have been a reader of The Motor Cycle for some

years now, and look forward to its arrival like a child

does to a new toy. Formerly, I had a sin.gle-cylinder

Indian (single speed), which I ran solo until I got married.

Then I made a sidecar, and, although the machine pulled

the sidecar all right, I did not like the sidecar idea, so I

put on my thinking cap, and a three-wheeler containing the

Indian parts is the result.

"The car is composed of the motor cycle with the front

wheel and forks, and the handle-bars taken off. A frame

was made in the shape of a triangle, and clamped on the

machine at the sidecar lugs. The front axle is sprung, no

springs being fitted at the back as it is my intention to

put a spring frame 7-9 Indian in place of the old machine.

As no English ash was obtainable in this out of the way

place, common deal was used for the frame and stayed

up aeroplane fashion to stand the strain. Steering at

present is direct, but I am only wanting a chance of get-

ting a cable, then I shall fit up bobbin and cable steering.

The 4 h.p. engine, geared 5i to 1, pulls wonderfully for its

siie, but I am sure the makers would not recognise the

eni'ine now—sonje e.xperiments with the cams, timing,

and one thing and another, have knocked a good few more

revs, out of the old engine. I have been runinng the

machine five weeks now over very rough roads. I have

never bumped the crank case against anytliing yet, but

when I tell you that my wife, myself, and a baby two

months old ride in the car you will understand that the

construction is quite sound. Being the first car with three

wheels seen in Middelburg, it is a great attraction,''
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A MEDIUM WEIGHT TWO-STROKE.
The Alecto—Another New Two-sfroke in the 330 c.c. Class.

The latest two-stroke to be introduced, the Alecto, which has a 76 X 76 mm. engme nommally rated as 3^ h.p.

A NEWCOMER in the motor cycle

world is the 3^ h.p. Alecto, quite

an interesting mount, the engine, of

which is manufactured by the makers of

the machine, Messrs. Cashmore Brothers,

Hildreth Road, Balham, London, S.W.
The engine possesses several novel

features, and is constructed on the three-

port system. There is a spacious transfer

port, in which -there is a plug l^in. in

quite efficient, and it is composed of cast

iron in accordance with A.I.D. specifica-

tion. The crankshaft is made of 52 ton
tensile steel, and the connecting rods are
made of tlie same material, while the fly-

wheel is a mild^ steel stamping. The
piston is of an aluminium alloy, known
as Magnalium, and possesses two rings,

a compression ring and a scraper ring.

, Ball B9aring Mainsha^t.

Turning to the crank case, the size of

the ball bearings is extremely noticeable.

These are of the double row Skefko pat-
tern, and the crankshaft journals also run
in white metal bearings in bronze hous-
ingsj- which enables the crank case com-
pression to be retained. It is also inter-

esting to note that the connecting rod
big end bearing is of the split variety,
and is white metal lined, not a very usual
feature in motor cycle con.=truction.

The metric system is employed through-
out in the dimensions of the engine parts.

The compression release, which passes the
gas into the twin exhaust pipes.

diameter, and when this plug is removed
it allows easy access to the ports for
cleaning. The e.^haust port has a twin
outlet, each outlet being l^in. in diameter,
and it exhausts into a silencer 5in. in
diameter and 9in. long, three times the
capacity of the cylinder, the exhaust
finally passing into the air through a long
tail pipe l^in. in diamster. The release
valve exhausts directly into the twin
exhaust pipe union, and when the com-
pression is released there is complete
absence of sound. This does away with
one of the most objectionable features
of many two-stroke engines.

The cylinder itself is provided with
deep fins, so that the cooling should be

Another noteworthy feature of the
Alecto is the substantial cradle, which is

used for supporting not only the engine,
but also the silencer and footboards. So
far as the rest of the machine is con-

cerned, the frame illustrated is not the
final model, which will be provided with
a straight top tube and an oil tank carried
under the saddle. The machine is fitted

with a Brooks saddle and a Juckes two-
speed gear and kick starter ; the final

model will be equipped with Brampton
forks.

It is interesting to find that at last the
two-stroke engine is attracting designers
who are willing to incorporate the results
of the latest researches, in construction,
and to get away from the tendency to
copy one or two successful and conven-
tional designs.

The Alecto motor bicycle is one of great
promise, and we look forward with much
pleasure to some experience with it on
the road. .

Cylinder and crank case

or the Alecto engine.
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The Essex Motor Club Open Speed Trials.
A Well-atfended Meeting. Arrangements Marred by Showers.

J. R. Pattinson, 4-i B.S.A. sidecar, who won first prize in Event XVI.

THE best supported event since trials motor cycle events that the competitors in several vehicles in which this journal is

were restarted was the Essex Motor the latter had plenty of time to return to interested, were run on handicap.
Club's speed test run off at Southend the starting point to be ready to take part Among the competitors w« were

on Wednesday, last w-eek, with the help in the next event. But the weather pleased to see Major Jack Woodhonse,
cf the Southend and District Automobile entirely upset the programme. A strong D.S.O., who did such magnificent work
Club. Numerous well-known motorists westerly breeze blew down, the course in in the war, Sgt. Milner, the inseparables

took part in the organisation. The {avour of the competitors, but rain fell W. A. Jacobs and J. P. Le Grand, and
stewards were JMajor A. M. Low, R.A., just after the start, lightly at first, and that fiiie old sportsman F. W. Applebee.
Mr. S. G-r Cummings, and Mr. R. J. then in torrents. In a few moments the E. J. Bass, lately returned from Germany,
Wilson. Mr. A. G. Reynolds, lately re- course was unsuitable for solo motor was clerk of the course,

covered from a dangerous illness, was, we cycles, so the car classes were run off, and The results of the motor cycle events
are gladTto say, able to act as one of the thereafter some confusion and a good deal were as follows :

judges. Messrs. A. V . Ebblewhite and of delay followed. Later the weather EVENT I.

T. D. Button were the timekeepers, while cleared up, but to the spectator the event Slandard Touring Machines, '250 c.c—First prize,

JIajor Loughborough, R.G.A., the brother developed into an intermittent and mean- gold medal; second prize, silver medal,

of the secretary of the A.C.U., occupied ingless procession of motor vehicles, as no . ^'
Si!p!h'.

the post of timekeepers' auditor, and classes, were announced and few times -i. F.Thorpe, 2J Douglas (standing start) 46^ = 47.82

assisted by Mr. S. C. Westall and were published. 2. A. Milner, 2J Diamond (standing start) 47I = 47.21

Sgt.-Maj. Summer, R.G.A., undertook the 3- G. Mcintosh, 2* Singer (standing start) 49!= 45.11

laying of the field telephone, which proved Many WeU-known Competitors. ^ event 11.

c Til J.1 ii • L \^ 1 m, . , Touring Cars, -i,100 c.c.—First prize, bronze medal,
far more reliable than these mstruments The competitors' numbers were in- i. w. D. Hawkes, 10 G.N. standard (scr.) 56 = 39 .-96

usually are during motor cycle events. effective, and, being mostly illegible, 3. R. O. Lowe, 8 A.V.Monocar (4s. start) 56I = 39.41
The hon. sec. of the meeting was Mi\ were a source of much trouble to the EVENT IV.

Harold Fuller. timekeepers' helpers at the finish. -Standard Touring Machines, 1,000 c.c—First prize.

Altogether there were 237 motor cycle Barker (Henderson) had a spill early in
,, ^^t.^^nlS'lS^^it.^LS''^:!'^"^^ 6r.4S

and ninety car entries, and prizes to the the afternoon, but was able to continue 2. H. Pefty, 3* Norton 37f=59-5i
value of £200 were offered. The Essex to compete in other events. 3. S. Marks, 7 Harley-Davidson 37l=59-2o
Motor Club put forward strenuous efforts The motor cycle events were run in EVENT V.

to run the tests with clocklike precision. classes, and the results were based on Standard Touring Machines, 250 c.c—First prize.

They started punctually to time at 2 p.m., the times made over the kilometre course,
j, T-^vTprStwich, 2i Diamond-Jap .... 37 = 39.23

and so sandwiched in the car with the but the car events, which included 2! w. A. Tacobs, is Singer 65^ = 33.79

A. Milner (2| shaft-chain-drive Diamond), J. V. Prestwich (2-| Diamond-Jap), and A. E. Wills (2| Douglas) about to start in Event XXL,
the 350 c.c. solo race.
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EVENT VI.
Cycle Car Handicap.—First prize,

silver medal. _ Time, Speed,
sec. m.p.h.

1. E. B. Ware, 8 Morgan (afs. start) 53J = 41.59
2. W. D. Hawkes, 8 Morgan (2:^5. start) . 55 = 40.68

EVENT VU.
Standard Touring Machines, 500 c.c.—First prize,

gold medal ; second prize, silver medal ; third prize,

bronze medal.
1. H. Le Vack, 3^ Edmund-M.A.Gv 47 = 47.61
2. A. Miltier, z% Diamond 47S = 47.21
3. F. G. Pluck, 3^ Primus 48 =46.62'

EVENT VII f.

Any Sidkcar Machine, 1,000 c.c.—First prize, silver

medal ; second prize, bronze medal.
I. B. Houlding, ' Ha rley-Davidson 4ii = 5 + .31

EVENT IX.
Touring Cars, 1,500 c.c. (Members).—First prize.

silver medal
; second prize, bronze medal.

1. R. O. Lowe, 8 A.V. Monoca'r (6s. start) 48J = 45.85
2. W.D.Hdwkes, ioG.N.st'nd'rd(2s.st.) 54^= 40.99

EVENT X.
Standard Touring Machines, 750 c.c.—First prize,

gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.
1. L. A. Cushman, 6 Zenith 50^ = 44-58
2. F. Thorpe, 4 Douglas SSJ = 38 .06

EVENT Xr.
Any Solo Machine, 350 c.c.—First prize, gold medal

;

second prize, silver medal ; third prize, bronze
medal.

1. E. Kickham, 2* Douglas 37f = 60.16
2. G. Mcintosh, 2I Singer 42I = 52 77

/ A. Milner, 2I Diamond
\ ,,2 _ r, 803'1 R. C. Watkins, 2j Douglas /
43g-5i-oo

EVENT XI [.

Cars of Any Description, 1,000 c.c.—First prize,

gold medal (presented by Mr. S. G. Cummings)

;

second prize, gold medal ; third prize, silver medal.
1. F. M. Avey, 5 A.V.Monoc*ir(iis.start) 54^= 40 -99
2. W. L. Harris, 8 Marlborough (gjs. start) 54f = 41.13
3. Capt Nash, 10 G.N. (scratch) 45 =49-73

EVENT XIV.
Standard Touring Machines, 1,000 c.c.—First prize,

gold medal ; second prize, silver medal ; third

prize, bronze medal. .

1. Capt. G. Watkins, 8 Henderson 42J = 52,77
2, L. A. Cushman, 6 Zenith 48g — 46.05

EVENT XV.
Cycle Car Handicap (Open).—First prize, 'Silver

medal ; second prize, bronze riiedal.

1. W. D. Ha\vkes,8 Morgan (zjs. start) . 53^ = 42.07
2. E. B. Ware, 8 Morgan (2 Js. start) .... 54^ = 41 -29

3. E. Longden, 8 Morgan (2^5. start) ... 56J = 39.8-

EVENT XVI.
Touring Sidecar Machines, 750 c.c.—First -prize,

bronze medal.
I. J. R. Pattins'on, 4} B.S.A 646= 34-86

EVENT XVII.
Any Solo Machine, 500 c.c.— First prize, gold medal

:

second prize, silvermedal; third prize, bronze medal.
1. J. W. Draper, 3J Triumph 36^ = 61 . 13
2. A. H. Beach, 3^ i^orton 37i =60.16
/E. Kickham, z\ Douglas \ „o _ c-b ss

^- lit. G. A. Vanderveil, 3^ Norton . . . / ^° ^
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EVENT XIX.
TouRirro Sidecar Machines, 1,000 c.c.—First prize,

silver medal ; second prize, bronze medal.
Time, Speed.
sec. m.p.h.

1. W. J. Barker, 8 Henderson -.53 =42.22
2. H. Dobsoa, 8 Zenith 56 =39.96
3. H. Stewart, 6 Enfield 56^ = 38.82

EVENT XX.
Any Solo Machine, Unlimited.—First prize, 'gold

medal ; second prize, silver medal ; third prize,

bronze medal.
I. Capt. O. Baldwin, 8 Matchless 32 = 69.92

^ /H. R. Harveyson, 7 Indian \ _^j _ fi^, ^.,

^•JE. Remington, 8 N.U.T / 3-J - t>9-07

EVENT XXI.
Any Solo Machine, 350 c.c.^First prize, gold medal

;

- second prize, silver medal ; third prize, bronze Imedal
1. E. Kickham, 2I Douglfis 43^ = 51.33
2. A. Milner, 2J Diamond 47I = 47.42
3. R. C. Watkins, 2'\ Douglas 47I = 47.21

EVENT XXII.
Motor Scooters.—Special award, value £2 los.

;

secondi prize, bronze medal.

1. H.H. Burrows, 1^ A.B.C. Skootamota i2i§=t8.5
2. C. Keddie, li A.B.C. Skootamota . . 138 = 16.21

EVENT XXIV.
Any Solo Machine, 500 c.c.—First prize, gold medal

;

second prize, silver medal; third prize, bronze medal
1. E. Kickham, 2 J Douglas , - 43 =52.04
2. A. H. Beach, 3^ Norton 44^ = 50.51-

3. J. W. Draper, 3J Triumph 44!^ = 50. io

EVENT XXV.
Standard Touring Machines, 250 c.c.—First prize.

silver medal.
1. W. A. Jacobs, li Singer 45 =49.73
2. J. V. Prestwich, 2] Diamond-Jap .... 49J = 44.9 1

EVENT XXVL
Any Solo Machine, 750 c.c.—First prize, silver medal

second prize, bronze medal.
I. J. W. Draper, 3} Triumph 43 = 52.0^

EVENT XXVIII.
Any Sidecar Machine, 730 c.c.—First prize, silver

medal ; second prize, bronze medal.
I. Capt. Charlesworth, 5 Zenith ....... 44 =50.86

EVENT XXIX.
Any Solo Machine, 1,000 c.c. {Standing Start).

—

First prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal

;

third prize, bronze medal.

1. Capt. 0. Baldwin, 8 Matchless 40> = 54-8^
2. A. J. Winstanley, S^enith 41 = 54-5^
3. H. R. Harveyson, 7 Indian 41 j-= 54.31

EVENT XXX.
Cars of Any Description, 1,500 c.c.—Special prize,

value 5 guineas, presented by the Southend and
District A.C. ; second prize, gold medal ; third

prize, silver medal.

1. H. G- Severn, 5 A.V. Monocar{ii5. St.) 4i§ = 53-7?
2. F. M. Avey, 5 A.V. Monocar(iis. start) 42 =^3.23

EVENT XXXI.
Any Solo Machine, 750 c,c.—First prize, silver medal

;

. second prize, bronze medal.

1. Capt. Charlesworth, 5 Zenith 37i = 60.47

2. Major T.Woodhouse.D.S.O., 35 Norton 39 = 57-35

3. H. Petty, 3i Norton 39^= 5d- 50

EVENT XXXII.
Any Solo Machine, Unlimited.—First prize, silver

cup presented by Mr. H. H. Burrows ; second
prize, gold medal; third prize, silver medal;
fourth prize, bronze medal. Time, Speed,

sec. m.p.h.
1. Capt. O. Baldwin, 8 Matchless 42?= 52-77
2. E. C. Baragvvanath, 8 Zenith 42^ = 52-29
3. Capt. Watson, 8 Henderson 43^ = 51-33
4. Maj. J. Woodhouse, D.S.O., i\ Norton 44I = 50.18

EVENT XXXIV.
Touring Sidecar Machines, 1,000 c.c.—First prize,

silver medal ; second prize, bronze medal.
1. B. Houlding, 7 Harley-Davidson 39 = 57-35
2. F. R. Hardinge, 7 Indian 48^ = 46.24
3. H. Stewart, 6 Enfield 48I = 45-85-

EVENT XXXVII.
Any Solo Machine, 1,000 c.c.—Special prize, value

5 guineas, presented by Messrs. Godfreys, Ltd.

;

second prize, gold medal ; third prize, silver

medal ; fourth prize, bronze medal.
1. E. Remington. 8 N.U.T 3i§ = 7o.8i
2. Capt. O. Baldwin, 8 Matchless 32 = 69.92

'

3. E. Baragwanath, 3 Zenith 3+§ = 64.68,

4. S. F. Garrett, 7 Indian 35 = 63.9 ,

EVENT XXXVIII.
Touring Sidecar Machines, 750 c.c. (Flying Start).

—

First prize, silver medal ; second prize, bronze
medal.

1. Capt. Charlesworth, 5 Zenith 44^ = 50. 54
2. J. R. Pattison, 4J B.S.A 52!= 42-71

,

EVENT XXXIX.
Any Sidecar Machine, 500 c.c. (Standing Start).-

First prize, silver medal.
r. F. W. Applebec, 4j B.S.A 785 = 28.51

EVENT XLI.
Standard Touring Machines, 750 c.c.—First prize

gold medal ; second prize, silver medal. '

, fH. Petty, 3,V Norton \ ,n _ -n rr
'

^- JR. Charlesworth, 5 Zenith ] ^^ - sS.SS..

3. J. BoNall, 5 Indian 43l = 51-05

EVENT XLIII.
Standard Touring Machines, 500 c.c.—First prize

gold medal; second prize, silver medal; third prize

bronze medal.
1. H. Petty, 3\ Norton '41^ = 5t-og
2. A. Milner, 2% Diamond 42? = 52.7;

3. L. G. Brown, 3V Rover 43 = 52-0

1

EVENTS XLIV and XLVI.
Any Sidecar Machine, 1,000 c.c.^—First prize, silv*

medal ; second prize, bronze medal. ' ,

I. W. J. Barker, 8 Henderson 58- = 33-5V,

EVENT XLV.
Standard Touring Machines, 350 c.c—First priz^

gold medal ; second prize, silver medal. T
1. G. J. Mcintosh, 2.^ Singer 42^ = 53'0^
2. J. V. Prestwich, 2I Diamond-Jap .... 44 = 50. 8E
3. Miss V. Wyatt, 2 J Douglas 49? = 45 • ^ 'k

For the Palmer Cup a silver rose bowl, value £30. 1

was presented by the Palmer Tyre, Ltd., to the winnet'

of the largest number of motor cycle events. Theri
were three ties : Capt. Charlesworth, 5 Zenith, 3 wins-,

E. Kickham, 2 J Douglas, 3 wins ; and Capt. Baldwin 1

8 Matchless. 3 wias.

- ~^.

H. Le Vack {3^ Edmund-M.A.G.). first in Event VII., and Major J. Woodhouse, D.S.O.. M.C. 0\ Norton), second In Evenf XXXI
B24
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Incidsnts Day by Day.

"5

Hi^hility

Severity of Road and WeaJher Conditions account
for Many Wiifidrawals.

In last week's issue illustrations were published of, competitors and their machines, to^ettier with details of the route.

Pehth, JIo-Vday.

WE left Edinburgh this morning
under ideal weather conditions,

and the run to the first check at

Stirling was without incident—save that,

if facts were obtainable, it might stand

out as the greatest blind in history.

Dead straight, dead hard main roads

the whole of the way—pot-holes? Yes,

assuredly, but for the most part the

road was tarred, and the occasional

moth-eaten .patches did not prevent a

high average.
Lunch was at Crieff, not at Aber-

feldy as the official programme would
lead one to believe, and on the way one

or two things happened. We came
across Wills, busily shedding the last

remaining relic of the. chain case of

his 6 Rover, and complaining of an
elusive rattle. On arriving at the

lunch control, we were told that Spence

had fallen out, and was getting a new
wheel axle turned up for his 4^ B.S.A.
It was said that he intended to continue,

but we have not seen him since. We
also heard that Hugh Gibson and Frank
Smith, not to be deprived of at least

seeing some of the fun of this classic

event, liad turned up on a new Clyno.

Amulres.

Somewhere between Crieff and Aniulree,

J. Shepherd (5 Campion) fell out for

good, owing, it is said, to magneto
transmission troubles. . Not a murmur of

tyre' troubles yet.

We were on the famous hill in good
time to obtain a seat. A very fair show
of spectators were present, the weather
being glorious.

Wills, dead on -time, came up behind
us and made a clean ascent, though he
found that the removal of the chain case
had not removed his rattle which is

worrying him.
The first bit of excitement was caused

by Cunningham's Morgan. At the sound

onlookers. H. Alexander (8 Enfield)

failed, and, when finally Cunningham
restarted and got away, he did so at the
expense of his clatch, and was compelled
to retire.

Beck (3i- Sunbeam) struck his footrests

with a crash at the first corner, but

At the start from Croall's Garage, Edinburgh. J. Alexander (7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar),

J. Shepherd (3-6 h.p. Campion), and a Morgan

of his exhaust, the spectators stood
clear. He stormed the first bend in fine

style, but the second was too much for

him. He slowly, but surely, came to a

stop. ^ Newman, who was directly

following, rode skilfully round on his

3^ Sunbeam, and was cheered by the

D. S. Alexander (8 h.p. Enfield sidecar) and F. J. Hutchison (4 h.p. Douglas sidecar)

passing through Falkirk.

managed to ricochet out of it. On the
second corner he ran into the loose sand,
charged the bank, and, of course, failed.

J. R. Alexander on his 7-9 Indian outfit

made an excellent ascent, and Hutchison
(4 Douglas sc.) negotiated both corners
well, then, for some reason, konked out
within five yards of the finish of. the hiU.

Douglas Alexander (8 Enfield sc.) tame
up much too fast, skidded round the first

corner, and stopped on the second owing
to his sidecar lifting. G. C. Stead (10

A.C.), the only light car entry, took the
corners in fine style and climbed well.

H. Hendry (5 Indian) stopped. A. L.
Downie (2| A.J.S.) skidded badly on the
first corner, but managed to recover. By
means of repeated clutch slip he success-

fully negotiated the second, and proceeded
up the hill in fits and starts, the engine
alternatively racing and konking. His
ascent, however, was clean.

Competitors Handicapped by Storm.

The glorious weather was now inter-

rupted by one of those unexpected deluges

reminiscent of every Scottish Six Days up
to date. Fair spectators, clad in summer
cottons, looked round hopelessly for

shelter, and decided there was nothing

for it but to go through with the business.

The rain came down in torrents for

perhaps fifteen minutes, but it was rather

more refreshing than otherwise, and the

BJ7
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sunlight and cloud effect turned the
mountainous panorama into a jie-saw of
oontrapts. Moreover, the remaining com-
petitors had not only sadly deteriorated
road surface to contend with, but also
they were facing blinding rain
Duncan (4 h.p. Douglas) made a clever

climb, and Olsson (4 h.p. Douglas) kicked
and skidded his way round. The storm now
became almost, blinding, and Fairley (4^
h.p. B.S.A.) took the second corner too
fast, failed, and could not restart. Alan
Hill, on his crimson Blorgan, made a fine
climb, as also did iSlacrae (Harley-David-
son sc.) and George Wray on his old Clyno.
Baker, whose Scott is the smartest machine
in the trial, came, up with a regular T.T.
roar, but, unfortunately, the rocks at the
first corner jolted his throttle closed. He
started with an immense reserve, and
climbed easily, and similarly Fisher's
Norton went up with power in hand.
Mrs. Bell made one of the cleanest and

smartest climbs of the day, and was
enthusiastically cheered, as she deserved
to be. W. Young (4 h.p. Triumph)
failed in no remarkable manner.
Grinton (7 h.p. Harley-Davidson sc),

Selby (4 h.p. Blackburne), and Miller (3^
h.p. P. and M.) took the hill by storm,
and Tunbridge (6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.) and
Downie (5 h.p. Ariel sc), running neck
and neck, forthwith made slow, cautious,
and skilful ascents ; the A.B.G. also
climbed with ample reserve of power.
The condition of Amulree was about the

same as usual, and, as usual, the short,

steep, but unobserved rise beyond the
hill, caused many forcible remarks.

On to Perth.

The weather now cleared, and the play
of sunlight and cloud effect tempted one
to dally on the hill-tops. The descent was
a veritable nightmare, and we are tempted
to think there will be many failures here
on the return, owing to the appalling
combination of loose sand and bedroaks
that comprise the road.

We now kept to the rear, prepared to

cheer up the cripples, but mile after mile
was reeled off without a glimpse of a
stranded roadfarer. Here and there we
were shunted on to by-roads of appalling
surface, but still no tyre troubles—those
will come later. A good average was easily

held to Perth, about eleven miles outside
which city we found Miller repairing his
rear tyre. A pointed stone had punched
a hole clean through cover and tube.
Marks Lost on Time.—Hendry, 21.

Marks Lost on Amulree.—H'. Alexaiv
der, X; F. J. Hutchison, 1; J. Beck, 1;
Cunningham, 1 ; D. S. Alexander, 1

;

H. Hendry, 1; D. Wright, 1; W. Young,
- ; ISnker, i.

Competitors outside the

Stirling check on the first

day of the trial.

SECOND DAY.
Inverness, Tuesday.

Driving mist, stinging rain, diagonal
draining gutters looming unexpectedly
from the chaos of rocks and fog, unending
miles of wet, shifting sand, of deep, slimy
mud, of half wild mountain sheep minus
decision of purpose or the strength of

character to carry their intentions into

effect ; add to that house-side gradients

and roads, which appear to liave been
designed by a tipsy corkscrew manufac-
turer, and one has a dim impression of

to-day's riding. Those who have been
associated with the trial from the first

say they do not recall a day when weather
and road conditions combined with such
unity to annihilate' the prospective gold

medallist. Now and then we emerged
below the clouds to catch glimpses of

majestic salmon rivers or of deep, rich

glens between the mountains—mere
glimp:-es to help one to realise what the
ride might have been. We have bumped
and jolted and skidded for endless miles

through rain we could not face, or peered
anxiously through drifting highland mists

in search of the next protruding rock or

deeply washed water guUey calculated to

break our frames, and for once the side-

carists were better able to stick the pace
than the solo mounts. Immediately one
attempted an acceleration one plunged,
into a sea of water or slime, rising

suddenly from out of the mist, and im-

mediately proceeded to give an excellent

representation of a frog on a buttered

plate.

Anyway, here we are, with the bag- '

pipes wailing without—^waiting for ti;e

tail end of the dripping officials to come '

m with their clammy wet papers.

The Devil's Elbow.

Last night Alan Hill and Harry Macrae
protested, and both protests were ac-

cepted. . They had fallen, it seems, into .

the common error of imagining that

"extra time" was allowed over and
above schedule time, instead of included ,

therein. Quite a number of green cards '.

have gone out for to-night, but the

tribunal results are not yet cbtainable. •

The Devil's Elbow was in bad shape, and '

after that there followed, as one rider put '

it, "forty miles of concentrated hill!" ;;

But to deal with the hill. Harry
\

Macrae (7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson sc.) -,

Douglas Alexander (8 h.p. Enfield sidecar) ascended Amulree at so high a speed that he collided

with the bank on the second bend, nearly baulking Westwood (4 h.p. Triumph)
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' GeorgJe Runciman" (Mrs. Bell) made ons oE the cleanest

climbs of the day, and was enthusiastically cheered.

climbed well, and changed into middle
directly after the second bend. Capt.
Hay-Will (6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.) was badly
baulked, and forced into the heather on
the extreme left of the second bend. He
kept up a good speed in spite of jolts, re-

gained his grip, and recovered well,
making an excellent performance. W.
Young (4 h.p. Triumph) fell at the first

corner, and the succeeding ten miles were
too much for him. He checked in at
Inverness very late. Downie (6 h.p.
A.J.S. sc.) changed too late, and all but
got into difficulties. Hill took the climb
on his Morgan fast, with superb judgment.
The Scott, the Norton, and the A. B.C. all

made light work of the corners, and
changed up immediately after the second
bend. Wills (6 h.p. Rover), Milne (4i h.p.
B.S.A.), Jameson (2^ h.p. Diamond), and
Olsson (4 h.p. Douglas) all made excellent
climbs, but, undoubtedly, the thrill of the
morning was put up by Fairley (4^ h.p.
B.S.A.), who was behind time, and
stormed the first corner at tremendous
speed. Thereafter he skidded broadside
about ten yards, turned a complete circle,

and fell.

not mentioned all sot upCompetitoi'g
successfully.

Cockbridge Ladder.
Lunch was at Braemar, and the second

observed hill of the day was Cockbridge
Ladder. The surface consists of wet
yellow mud on solid bedrock. The first

corner is easy, the second is a right angle
on a gradient of about 1 in 3 with the
road sloping the wrong way, then after
about half a mile of stiff collar work there
comes a second right angle, succeeded by
miles of middle gear jolting, skidding, and
grinding, so that skill alone did not suffice

to assure clean ascents.

^^tt;^-

It waa raining heavily when tlie fixst

little batch of solo riders came along, but
all got up well. Mrs. Bell (6 h.p. A.J.S.
sc.) was the first sideearist to arrive, and
failed from wheel spin, baulking Jloir (3^
h.p. Sunbeam), who rode round cleverly

and made a very clean ascent. The
driving mist now became a deluge. Miller

(3i h.p. V. and M:) rode up well, and
Downie (5-6 h.p. Ariel) made a good climb
in spite of wheel spin. George Wray (5-6

h.p. Clyno sc.) was apparently overgeared.
He tackled the steeper side to get out of

the slime, konked, and ran backwards, aU
but ejecting his passenger.
Milne (4J- h.p. B.S.A.) failed from belt

slip due to the wet, which was hard luck,
as he was riding well. Carfrae (6 h.p.

Bradbury sc.) muddled his gear at the
bottom, but came up well. Macrae (7-9

h.p. Harley-Davidson sc.) made a good
climb, and A. H. Alexander (4 h.p. Doug-
las sc.) kept going in spite of wheel spin.

The surface was now awful, the churn-
ing wheels cutting deeply into the mud,
60 that the gradient consisted of scores
of wheel ruts, each one filled with a rivulet

of trickling water. J. R. Alexander (7-9

h.p. Indian sc.) failed from wheel spin,

but is, we understand, protesting, while

D. S. Alexander (8 h.p. Enfield so.) made
a good climb. A. H. Alexander was
baulked by Hutchison (4 h.p. Douglas
sc), but rode well, while Hutchison
asserts that his failure was caused by an
effort to avoid baulking Alexander.

TIME.

J. Baker (3%i Scott)
Hutchison (4 Douglas sc.)

Tunbridge (6-6 A.J.S, sc.)

Carfrae {6 Bradbury sc.)

Wray (5-6 Clyno)
Jameson {2V2 Diamond)
A. Downie (5-6 Ariel)
H. Alexander (8 Enfield sc.)

Claud Duncan (4 Douglas)
Hendry (5 Indian) retired.

Marks
lost.

.. 3

.. 6

.. 7
9

.. 15

.. 22

.. 25

.. 29

.. 83

-"
-"^i

i

A. Downie (6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar) and
Alan Hill (8 h.p.-Morgan) on the notorious

hairpin bends of Amulree. Note the very
loose and rough surface.

HILLS. Marls
COOKEBIDGE— lost.

D. S. Milne (4'/i B.S.A.)
Hutchison (4 Douglas sc.)

J. R. Ale.^ander (7-9 Indian sc.)
Mrs. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.)
Cassie (4 Douglas)
Wray (5-6 Clyno)

Devil's Elbow—
D. S. Alexander (3 Enfleld sc.)
Fairley (414 B.S.A.)

About half are out for gold medals.

B3l
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Scottish Six Days Reliability Trials.—

TfflRD DAY.
Inverness, Wednesday.

To-day has reduced the number of
potential gold medallists to the merest
smattering. The weather has been fine

for the most part in the valleys, but
practically all day we have been riding
in the clouds through banks of driving
mist over roads treacherous with wet
clay, boulders, and shingle. The old
hands among the competitors are unani-
mous in the opinion that this is the most
difficult trial that has yet taken place.

In 1914 solo competitors were allowed
ten minutes' and passenger machines
fifteen minutes' latitude of schedule time

;

this year all alike are allowed but four
minutes. Added to this is the abnormal
condition of road surfaces—factors which
reduce the event to one prolonged T.T.
Mrs. Bell and others are complaining
of over-fatigue, and the number of

starters to-morrow will depend largely

upon the hearing of to-day's protest.

Nine miles out of Inverness a whole
bunch missed an arrow and went nine
or ten miles out of their way. Two did
the thirty-five miles over freak hills and
freak surfaces in the time allowed for

the thirty-mile check, and a massed
protest of the others is pending. The
attempt to rectify the error over the
appalling roads led to numerous mishaps,
including Emerson (3 A.B.C.), who broke
his frame and retired towards the end
of the day. J. E. Alexander (7-9 Indian
sc.) had a day of punctures, but, taking
great risks, lost no marks on time
over two-thirds of the journey when
the tread came clean off his rear tyre,

. and he has now joined the ever-growing
band of " tail-enders," for whom a
bronze is the only possible award. Hut-
chison (4 Douglas sc), after a clever

JULY jis/j /p/p.

climb of Aultnaharie, broke his sidecar
chassis and retired. George Wray (5-5

Clyno sc.) broke a coupling on the out-
ward journey when travelling at speed,
and experienced a bad smash mounting
an eight-foot bank and colliding with a
telegraph pole. Luckily, neither ie nor
his passenger suffered injuries. Macrae
(7-9 Harley sc.) also broke a sidecar con-

nection and retired. Twelve different

competitors have had more or less serious
falls during the day, and tyre troubles
have been unending.
We descended Aultnaharie through

driving mist, took lunch at the foot, where
there was just room to stack the^machines
at the loch margin, and later ascended.

The Ascent o! Aultnaharie.

Neai'ly everyone was out of petrol and
a motor boat was despatched for a fresh

supply. The hill is about one and a half

miles long, the gradient varying from 1

in 2.8. The surface consists of jagged
rocks, boulders, sand, and shingle. The
first three solos came up successfully.

Macrae (7-9 Indian sc), the first side-

carist rider, failed, as also did the surviv-

ing Morgan, both unable to obtain wheel
grip. Hill's gold medal, therefore, is

gone, which is hard lines, as he has a good
machine, and drives it magnificently. The
A.C. also failed. A. H. Alexander (4

Douglas sc.) made a superb ascent, and
D. S. Alexander (8 Enfield ec.) passed
us nearing the summit at high speed.

J. R. Alexander (7-9 Indian sc.) made a

marvellous climb, but- H. Alexander (8

Enfield sc.) failed on the first corner,

overheated owing to wheel spin, and was
compelled to shed his passenger. J.

Beck (3^ Sunbeam) went over the edge,

rolling with his machine for twenty or

thirty feet. Downie took the corner well

without his passenger performing acro-

batic feats Emerson (3 A.B.C.) purred

MILES

l,OOD

J—^^-r

,» 1 1 L

—

LJirsi

His first trial. Captain Jeffreys (6 h.p. A.J.S.), who had heard so much of the Scottish

Trials, although he had not competed in any event before, elected to make a tour of

Scotland under the auspices of the Edinburgh M.C.

Wednesday's and Thursday's test hills.

Contours of Aultnaharie and Applecross

Hills taken from the Contour Road Book of

Scotland.

up comfortably, but broke his chain

midway. Moir (3i^ Sunbeam) crashed i

among the rocks. Miller (3^ P. and
;

M.), Wills (6 Rover), and Selby (4 •

Blackburne) all climbed skilfully. There
were sixteen failures on the hill.

MARKS LOST -AFTER TO-bAY'S APPEALS.
Marks
lost. .

'

Jeffreys (6 A.J.S.) ... 1 " '

Stead (10 A.O.) 1
Hill (8 Morgan) 1
Bell (5-6 James sc.) 1
Moir (31/0 Sunbeam) 1

Beck (3V2 Sunbeam) 2
Baker (3%- Scott) 4 i

Mrs. Bell (5 A.J.S. sc.) 11
Downie (5-6 Ariel) 34
Tunbridge (6 A.J.S. sc.) 43
J. R. Alexander (7-9 Indian sc.)-... 78
H. Alexander (8 Enfield sc.) ... 86
Duncan (4 Douglas) 167 1

Milne (4V4 B.S.A.) 225

RETIRED.
Spence (4i,i B-S.A.)
Macrae (7-9 Harley sc.)

Cunningham (8 Morgan).
Wriglit (31/2 B.S.A.)
Hendry (5 Indian). ,

Hoyland (4 Norton).
Wray (5-6 Clyno).
Carfrae (5-6 Bradbury sc.)

Young (4 Triumph)
Emerson (3 A.B.O.)
Shepherd (5-6 Campion).
Hutchison (4 Douglas sc.)

Despite the gruelling, eighteen com-
petitors still have clean sheets.

FOURTH DAY.

Inverness, Thursday.

The most remarkable news item of

to-day is that it has not rained. We
seem to have been ricochetting over '

mountain tracks, through drifting cloud

banks, since trials began, but to-day

brought a glorious relief in the way of

almost uninterrupted sunshine, good
roads, and an entire lack of exciting

wayside incidents. J. R. Alexander's
appalhng luck as regards the tyres of

his Indian held out. T>. S. Alexander
(8 Enfield sc.) broke a wheel spindle

and retired. Moir (3^ Sunbeam) also

has retired owing to tyre troubles.

Applecross was, of course, the event -of

the ride. We ourselves rode out just

ahead of the competitors, and made the
long trying ascent with a following
breeze in a stagnant atmosphere, the

sun seeming to concentrate his rays on
the hard-worked engine, yet the new 3^
Douglas, which we were now riding,

took the interminable gradient witii

the greatest ease. We were, however,

B32
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Scottish Six Days' Reliability Trials.—

glad to be mounted on a spring frame
machine.
Halfway up we found McGregor making

a restart, owing to the petrol having
fallen to the back of his tank.
The Alexander Ford (he is driving

with some of the lesser officials, and
endless baggage in the toijneau) deserves
a special award, as it has covered the
entire route and climbed every hill so
far, excepting Aultnaharie. Alluding
to officials, we feel that special comment
should be made concerning the kindly
treatment that has been shown by the
judges ; no reasonable protest has been
turned down, none have been refused

a hearing. A sporting event conducted
by sportsmen is a true description of the
Scottish Six Days.
Ye gods ! What a gruelling they are

giving us, perched on a pinnacle com-
manding the three hairpins, the scene that
lay below was in itself worthy of the
ascent.

Overlooking the island-studded rock-

dotted loch, with range after range of

rugged indigo fading into the distance,

the. highest peaks were cloud wreathed,
some indeed still carrying snow, and a
fairy-like effect of light and shade played
on the whole scene.

Newman (3J Siinbeam) and Black
(4 Triumph) went up in their usual

good form. The last named, alter 50,000
miles riding in France, is qualifying for

the next T.T., and his reckless dash is

paralleled only by his fine judgment.
Stretton Miller (S^ P. and M.) is a
superb reliability rider. This being only
his third competition, he is a probable gold

medallist, and this will make his third
premier award. The Morgan climbed
well : a cascade of shingle flying from the
rear wheel, steam issuing with volcanic
vigour from the radiator, it was certainly

a fearsome machine, and the flying stones

were dangerous to approach.
Baker (3j h.p. Scott), whose gear seems

to grip with dog-clutch fierceness, took the

first corners O.K., but over-ran, and
crashed into the ditch at the second ; he
also had "got steam up."

R. B. Clarke (4 h.p. Douglas) on Aultnaharie. Observe the slippery surface of the hill.

A. H. Alexander (4 Douglas sc.) hit

the wall at the bottom corner with his

sidecar wheel, otherwise he made a fine

ascent. He, with Mrs. Alexander as a
very plucky and skilful passenger, is

piloting his little mount with an able
hand. The pluck of the lady passengers
and of the sole lady competitor is really

inspiring. If Mrs. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.) gets

her bronze medal she wiU have triumphed
over conditions which have tried out all

but the topmost cream of the male com-
petitors. Brash (7-9 Harley sc.) climbed
well, and it may be added that this very
able rider accomplished the impossible
later in the day by changing the rear

cover of his Harley-Davidson between
checks in twejve minutes. The A.C.
climbed with vim, and the Blackburne,

as usual, was remarkable for its effortless

ascent. Duncan (4 Douglas) was stopped
on an easy part of the gradient by a

boulder, the size of a man's two fists,

jamming in his front forks.

It is rather remarkable that, with the
exception of two failures, neither of

which was due to lack of power, the

competitors climbed the famous hill with-

out effort, thanks mainly to the weather.
We partook of an excellent outdoor
lunch at the loch margin at Apple~
cross, amidst scenery certainly hard to

beat, returning by the same route. For
romantic grandeur and absolute loneliness

to-day's and yesterday's routes beat
everything one reads of. Miles and verit-

able leagues with never a sign of

human habitation ! For hours one sees

SSC-?^

E. W. Choldcroft (4 h.p. A.J.S.) at the summit ot Aultnaharie, agreed to be the most severe climb
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A halt outside Garve.

only a shepherd ox' a wandering tribe of

half-wild gipsies. There is nothing but
rock and heather, crags and clouds, and
many of the competitors were quite dis-

tressed by the utter loneliness of the
riding. The roads are made of splintered

boulders, covered with earth and left for

the rabbits to tread in.

All the schools are liberated to see J,he

competitors, the children lined up, and
encouraged to cheer us on our way.
Bonny Scotland is the land of un-
paralleled scenery, unparalleled whisky.

and the worst roads that the ingenuity
and cussedness of a man sporting a

sporran (in war-time) could devise.

The question of the evening is :
" Who

killed the blue Persian cat?

Marks lost to-day :

Duncan (4 Douglas)
J. R. Alexander {7-9 Indian sc.)

E. J. Tunbridge (6 A.J.S. so.)

60
46

Hutchison (4 Douglas sc.) got home
yesterday by strapping up his broken
chassis with dog collars. It is reported
that it took him two hours to make

JULY jisi, ipip.

friends with sufficient dogs to enable him
to complete the repair.

The Diamond, which was running
magnificently, experienced a broken valve
and seven punctures, yesterday; the

preyious day it ran out of petrol, ran
some miles on paraffin, during which it

was compelled to tackle a test-hill, with
the result of a red-hot engine.

Thanks to the Vacuum man, who, of

his own account yesterday, drove his car

over the appalling route to Aultuaharie,
Jameson, the Diamond rider, and several

other competitors were helped out of

oil shortage difficulties, which otherwise
might have compelled abandonment of

the trial.

FIFTH DAY.

Inverness, FniD-iT.

Leaving Inverness at eight o'clock—all

that was left of us—we followed the
Caledonian Canal and Loch Ness to Fort
Augustus, the weather being perfect, and,
therefore, the glorious mountain scenery
at its best. Thence we climbed Glendoe,
the test hill of the day, and away over
good roads for the most part to Grantown,
where: an excellent lunch was provided
at the Grant Arms Hotel. The quality of

the meal and the reasonable charge made
for it wero both an appreciable relief after

the tip top prices and rock bottom returns
we have experienced at Inverness.
From Grantown onward the route was

the same as traversed on Tuesday (Tom-'
intoul, Cockbridge, Braemar, and Perth),
save that, though the road remains the
worst in the entire route, we were spared
the discomfort and difficulties experienced i

on the northward journey.
In Glendoe the road winds along the^

course of the Glen, the verdant, pretty^i

scenery being quite a contrast after thejS

lonely grandeur of the mountain tops
which have characterised the last few days.
The observed portion of the hill is about

.

four miles in length, undulating, but chiefly"

hard collar work, ending with two bad''!

hairpins on a gradient of about 1 in 4, |

J. R. Alexander (7-9 h.p. Indian sidecar) had a very useful passenger. On the slippery surface of Aultnaharle she provided the necessary

extra weight to cause road adhesion of the back wheel.

C4
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"THE TIMES'* said
on 24th of June, 1919:—

Altog;e<.her the Rudge "'Mirili' is a thorongWy
practical and hard-wearing mtrtor-fyde of reasonable

I -weight, yith an ingenious gear that eoiiblea the ridpr
F?',to get the Best out of the engine under all condi-

^fi ptions of service, and there is no q^esMon that its
'° itppularity- is deservedly increaBing.

Write for illustrated catalogue and ''Rudge Wrinkles " to—

Rudgc-Whitworth, ltd

(Dept. 600),

COVENTRY.

LONDON DEPOT:
230, Tottenham

Court Road, W.l
(Oxford St end).

'> I V

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle." C5
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COUNTERSHAFT GEAR.
Long tested ^ by civilians

then through the whole 4j
years of war when it was

reserved entirely for the

dispatch riders, and now at

the command of the public

again. When you can get

what those whose lives

depended upon it swear by,

why have anything else?

STURMEY = ARCHER
GEARS, LTD., NOTTINGHAM.

Goggles. Lamps
Oilskins. Leggings.

M^'oi" Cloihing.

Wind Screens,

Generaiors, Grids.
Sidecars.

Horns and Whistles
Speed Indicators.

Voltmeters,
Accumulators,
Batteries.

Lodge Plugs- etc.

Switches.
Valises.

Tooi Kits.

Repair Kits.

Soldering Outfits.

Motor Oils.

Belts, etc
Vulcanisers.

Etc.. Etc,

^MoTor-cycle
-and Dunliilli

IT
is all very well to picture that whirl through the

countryside as one long spell of unbroken pleasure,

but it is more practical to reflect on th6 possibilities of

mishap and to anticipate the troubles that may arise.

It is still more practical to arm yourself with all those
" Motorities" which add to the joy and enable you to

deal promptly and effectively, with "troubles." It is not

good to find yourself in difficulty just as the shades oE

night are falling and you at a spot "miles from any-

where." Be a "road-wise" motorist and equip yourself

fully and efficiently at Dunhills.

i)rol> us a cars as lo wluu you require, ana

fe mil send vou Particulars aitd quotations.

Dunhills MTEo

LONDON-359-361, Euston Road, N.W.I
Telephones -3405 and 3406 North.

GLASGOW—72, St Vincent Street
felephon=-7649 Central.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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In the glens between the rain storms. Vivian Olsson (4 h.p. Douglas) near Contin, and Mrs. Bell (6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar) nearing Inverness.
aher four days' hard riding.

and a surface of deep dust intermingled
with stones. In spite of a late start and
belt troubles en route we managed to
arrive well ahead of the competitors, and
took our seat overlooking the hairpins,
accompanied by Donald McKay (the
assistant secretary) and others.

! Westwood, on his Triumphj was the
' first to arrive, and made his usual steady

I

climb. He is one of, the few surviving
I veterans who have competed in every

; Scottish Six Days' Trial, and his

j
riding and timekeeping are superb.

I
Choldcrott (4 A.J.S.) wobbled somewhat,

j' but kept going. He has made an ex-

I

cellent performance so far. Grinton

I

(7-9 Harley-Davidson- sc.) went up very
fast, as also did Alan Hill, stones and

j
steam shooting in all directions from the

; Morgan wheels and radiator. Mrs.
I Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.) experienced con-

siderable front wheel banking, but got

I up all right.- She deserves a gold, _ what-
1 ever she is awarded, and all the lady

passengers deserve awards of some sort.

Most of them, it is to be feared, are

j
pretty near the end of their tether.

[Duncan Bell (5-6 James sc.) made a

j steady climb. We noticed a squashed

[
petrol tin jammed under his sidecar

i body ;
perhaps it had arrived there by

accident, but it must have relieved the

springs, of considerable strain on the

rough portions of the road. The P. and
M. and the Blackburne knocked slightly,

the first hill on which they have shown
such symptons, but, while the P. and M.
'got out easily, the Blackburne, to our

complete surprise, all but failed. Baker's
Scott was missing fire j he sUpped his

gear on the first corner, but, safely round,
the gear gripped suddenly, and he konked
out. He has since experienced consider-

able magneto trouble and retired.

SiiSrZSSfflKE^SiL^S-I

Yorkshire's representatives. J. Baker

(3J h.p. Scott) and W. Strettell Miller

(3i h.p. P. and M.) near Contin.

The A.C. light car failed from clutch
slip. A. H. Alexander's Douglas was
missing fire owing to contact-breaker
troubles, and, unfortunately, konked out,
thus depriving him of his probable gold.
J. R. Alexander's (7-9 Indian sc.) was also
missing fire, and again his high gear
ratios proved his undoing.

-A.S soon as Beck (3^ Sunbeam) appeared
all the spectators got up the bank, but on
this occasion he stuck to the road, though
riding much faster than was necessary.
Newman's Sunbeam probably made the
star performance, though Jeifreys, riding
the big A.J.S. solo, also did well. This
Australian officer is to be congratulated
on his success ; he entered the trial with
no knowledge of fuch things, and merely
as a means of seeing Scotland. A. L.
Downie has put up a good show on his
little 2J A.J.S., and his brother, A. F.
Dowiiie (6 A.J.S. sc.) is one of the star
performers of the trial. E. J. Tunbridge
(6 A.J.S. sc.) konked out, and all those
unnamed made clean ascents.

On the execrable roads succeeding Gran-
town, on which it was noticeable that
many machines were misfiring, owing to

the awful gruelling they have undergone,
the first really regrettable accident
occurred. Deans (3^ Ariel), who had a

clean sheet hitherto, fell, and. was run
into by Grinton (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
Deans's shoulder was slightly injured.
while his Ariel was badly crumpled. The
rear wheel of the Harley was buckled,
but Grinton is continuing.
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Duncan Bell (5-6 h.p. James sidecar) on Glendoe.

Alan Hill got his first puncture at

Corgaff, and averaged 27 m.p.h. for nine

miles over the most appalling portion of

the whole route. The most exciting sprint

of the whole trial was put up yesterday
by D. Alexander (8 Enfield sc), who did

39^ miles over truly atrocious roads in

one hour

!

MARKS LOST TO-DAY.
On Time.

Hill (8 Morgan) 7

Retihed.
Baker (3% Scott).
Deans (31/2 Ariel).

THE LAST DAY.
Edinburgh, Saturday.

Midway in the week we would have
prophesied that the first-class awards
this year would be counted on the

fingers of one hand ; but, since then,

florious weather has favoured us, and,

uring such brief spells enjoyed in the

Highlands, the most impossible hills

became possible and the roughest tracks

moderately rideable. As the trial nears

its end, we have learnt how to make up
the time over boulder-strewn and shift-

ing 9«rtaces. We have learnt to ignore

our machines and our native instincts of

self-preser\'ation and to blind all out

down steep gradients.

To-day's "pimple" was Kenmore on
the north side of Amulree. When we
descended this hill on Monday, it

appeared a far more perilous gradient

than Amulree itself, which we had just

mounted, for the difficulties of Kenmore
are enhanced by the jagged outcrops of

rock which form slanting steps, as it

were, at the worst hairpins. The
gradient is, of cdnrse, terrific, but ex-

perience gained during the trial, com-
bined with the fact that the road was
at its best, were factors which prevented
the hill from claiming its toll from the

probable gold medal winners.

We had a glorious "blind" to the foot

of the hill, and on the wav we noticed

that the rear wheel of one of the sidecars,

which was badly buckled when the com-

petitors checked in yesterday evening,

had mysteriously straightened itself

during the night. Selby (4 Bl,ackburne)

experienced an aggravating piece of bad
:

luck. On the way out, he broke a chain

link His spares had gone d=tiay, and

G. Grinton (7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson)

near Muir of Ord. Observe that the

sidecar is fitted on the right side of the

motor cycle in the American fashion.

he was riding the Blackburne without'

spares of any kind, so was compelled to

retire. He had a clean sheet thereto,

though we noticed yesterday that his

engine had suddenly developed a mys-
terious overheating. Douglas. Alexander

(8 Enfield sc.) again had chain trouble,

and once more put up some marvellous

stunts.

On the hill. Black's Triumph exhibited

its usual reserve of power, Hill (8 Morgan)
1

came up very fast and took the second i

I

<* 1

er»ti.i«

D. S. Milne (4J h.p. B.S.A.) passing through the gateway on Glendoe.

C8
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Seottish Six Days' ReliabUity Trials.—

hairpin on two wheels in real Gordon-
Bennett style, Tunbridge (6 A.J.S. sc.)

failed on the first hairpin, and A. L.

Downie (2| A.J.S.) is reported by the

observer to have tailed, thus losing his

first mark. Downie, however, protests

that his ascent was clean, and his protest
^

P|pnr«^iLil r23

From rugged heights to peaceful valleys—

the scenery is always changmg in the course

of the Scottish Trials.

was eventually upheld. Douglas Alexan-

der (8 Enfieid sc.) broke both engine

chains within five yards of the end of the

observed stretch, and all other competitors

hiade clean ascents, thus bringing to an

J. A. Newman Oj h.p. Sunbeam) on Kenmore.

end the last of the difficulties of what has
probably been the most strenuous British
six-day trial on record.

Impressions.

Aultnaharie ridden cold was undoubtedly
the worst hill of the trial, and, con-
sequently, claimed the most victims,
though Glendoe and Amulree also took
their toll. Amulree is the first hill of

the trial, and a good many competitors
invariably fail through stage fright.

Thursday was the most strenuous day,
the roads on both sides of Cockbridge
being terrible at any time, and near upon
impossible in driving mist and r4in such
as we encountered.

Wednesday also will live long in the

memory of many of the riders, vile

weather adding no Uttle to the endless
desolation of the route and the natural

difficulties of the nioorland tracks.

The special award has gone to trade

rider A. F. Downie, who has put up an
excellent performance on his A.J.S. side-

car. The solo riding gold medallists have
run so close together in the uniform
excellence of their performances that it

is impossible to set down one as better

than another. A. L. Downie (2J A.J.S.)
probably overcame the greatest difficul-

ties, as he had no power to play with,

and climbed the various precipices only
by delicate fingering of his clutch.

^^^'i:Si:^^^~\ .-.S,5;^i».-.^''W^fc-'..>!

The lunch check at Grantown on the fifth day of the trial
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AULTNAHARIE—The most severe hill of the Scottish Trials. Incidentally. .

The Motor Cycle representative rode
;

one of the new 3^ h.p. spring frame
;

Douglases. He covered tHe entire route, ,

and observed every competitor on every :

hill—a feat which would probably have
been impossible, owing to fatigue, on a-=

rigid frame machine.

Every wheel cf Downie's A.J.S. outfit
'

is perfect, no side shake, and no broken 1

spokes—the only time he has experienced

such immunity in a Scottish Six Days', -i

He puts it down to larger wheels and
tyres.

The lesson of the Scottish Six Days'

:

" Go canny with unknown hairpins."

Macrae got his bit of fishing. Two fine

trout on Friday and one on Saturday.

One competitor uncertain of the route

eventually found a dead cat in the middle

of the road and further on a dead rabbit.

He was then sure he was right. Curiously

enough McGregor's Ford was the only
'

vehicle that preceded him.

There were sixteen failures on Aultna-

harie, on Amuh-ee only twelve.

J. W. Wills (5-6 h.p. Rover-Jap), who started first and rode well, winning a gold medal.

Of the new riders, J. W. Wills {b-o

Eover-Jap) rode well. He is given to

"stunting," but is cautious where caution

is needed. Experience will teach him to

cut out the theatricals. Black's (4

Triumph) particular temperament is better

adapted to the T.T. than a Scottish Six

Days, but he is blessed with excellent

judgment. Capt. W. Strettell Miller has
a good head, and rode throughout in the

most praiseworthy manner. G. H. Cassie

(4 Douglas) takes his hairpins too fast,

but, being a Highlander, he probably
likes that sort of thing. Fairley (4^

B.S.A.) is only nineteen years of age, and
had not ridden a. B.S.A. till the day be-

fore the trial, so his performance reflects

credit both upon its makers and himself.

Of the silver medallists. Hill's (8 Mor-
gan) judgment and the pluck of Mrs.

Hill, his passenger, deserve special com-

ment, while Mrs. Bell (A.J.S.) has, of

course, put up a wonderful performance.

A. H. Alexander (4 Douglas sc.) lost his

gold medal only by his contact points

working loose at the top of Glendoe, but

he has achieved his purpose, in that he

has proved the 4 h.p. Douglas as capable

as a sidecar machine of climbing the

worst hills in Scotland under the most
strenuous conditions. Milne (4^ B.S.A.)

also is a steady rider. Among the third-

class awards, Claude Duncan (4 Douglas)

was "priceless." Eight punctures a day

have been his average, and his gold

and silver medals gone, leaving him with

two hours to play with at every check ; he

instituted a system of tea parties and fish-

ing expeditions, which were a source of

endless merriment to the tale-end officials.

The organisation and arrowing have

been perfect, and the true sporting spirit

of the event in every way upheld.

McGregor, in his Ford, has covered the

entire route and climbed every hill with

the competitors—a most praiseworthy

•performance.

C12

The pictures of the Scottish Trials are iy

"The Motor Cycle" photographer. Copies of

prints published may be obtained from our^

Photographic Department, 20, Tudor Street,

E.C. Half plate prints, lj6 unmounted;

whole plate, 2 16 unmounted, postage extra.

A competitor, after a day of tyre

,

troubles, went into a shop to buy a collar,

and when questioned as to the size de-

manded 26 X 2^.

Emerson was a late starter, and mid-

way on a mountain road ran out of petrok

A sporting car driver, thinking it was a'

race, rushed up to him, and insisted on
instantly filling his tank, refusing pay-

ment, and urging him on in pursuit of

the others.

Baker's Scott simply bristled with

gadgets, which are the subjects of patents.

Claude Duncan (4 h.p. Douglas) ascending Kenmore,
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Scottish Six Days Reliability Trials.—

The Results.
First-class Awards.

J. W. Wills (S-6 Rover-Jap).
N. Black (4 Triumph).
J. A. Newman (3V' Sunbeam).
W. Westrfood (4 Triumph).
H. E. Fairley (414 B.S.A.)
Vivian Olsson (4 Douglas).
E. W. Choldcrolt (4 A.J.S.)
Capt. Hiv-Will (6 A.J.S. so.)

R. B. Clark (4 Douglas).
H. G. Cassia {4 Douglas).
A. Downie (6 A.J.S. so.)

Special Awards.
Capt. Strettell MiUer (31/0 P. and M.)
D. M. Brash (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.)

A. P. Downie t6 A.J.S. sc.)

Second-class Awards.
D. S. Milne [VA B.S.A.)
A. H. Alexander (4 Douglas sc.)

Jas. Beck (3V' Sunbeam).
J. A. JeHreys" (6 A.J.S.)
G. C. Stead (A.C. Light Car).
Alan Hill (8 Morgan).
A. L. Downie (2^4 A.J.S.)
Mrs. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.)

Duncan Bell {5-6 James sc.)

A. Downie (6 A.J.S. sc.)

Third-class Awards.
Claude Duncan (4 Douglas)
D. S; Alexander (8 Enfield sc.)

E. J. Tunbridge (6 A.J.S. sc.)

Summary.
To summarise the results, the solo

machines are in the majority where gold

medals are concerned on account of their

larger entry, but the proportion oi

awards is very little higher than in the

sidecar class.

r

This year's starters included twenty-nine
solos, eighteen sidecars, two Morgans, and
one light car. Of the solo machines nine

secured gold medals, one special award,
four silver medals, one bronze medal, and
fourteen retired.

The sidecars secured two gold medals,

one special award, four silver and two
bronze medals, and eight retired. One
ilorgan obtained a silver medal, as did

the only light car in the trial.

Retirements in the solo class represented
nearly 50% .of the starters, while in the

sidecar class the proportion was a little

over 55%.

Only those who have driven a sidecar

through a Scottish Trial can appreciate

A Motor Cycle Club for Cardiff.

Motor cyclists residing in and near
Cardifi who are interested in the form-
ation of a motor cycling club for that

district, are requested to communicate
with Mr. R. 13. Williams, Gowerton,
Sully, near Cardiff.

Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Reading and district motor cyclists

and lightcarists are reorganising the local

club, and the hon. secretary (pro tern.),

Mr. T. L. Morley, 40, King's Road,
Reading, would be glad to hear from any
prospective members in the locality.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Owing to the action of the Traders'
Union withdrawing its support of open
events until the English Six Days, the
B.M.C.C. has been compelled to make the
hUl-climb of August 23rd a closed event.

J. A. Newman (3J h.p. Sunbeam) near Glendoe. He obtained a first-class award.

the difficulties to be overcome, and the
latter results, therefore, compare very
favourably.

The withdrawal of the trade entries

appeared to be a somewhat risky experi-

ment, as most of the manufacturers were
represented in the trials by sporting
amateurs, and it must be a source of

great satisfaction to most makers that
these entrants liave succeeded in riding to

victory in a trial which is the most severe
of any Six Days event to be organised.

Road and climatic conditions added to the
severity of the gradients made the winning
of an award an achievement of which to be
proud, and we congratulate the competi-
tors, especiaUy those who are newcomers
to the competition field, upon their

performances.

There were no single-cylinder sidecar

machines in this year's trial. In 1914

there were several, but Applecross
proved their Waterloo. Hugh Gibson
still retains the honour of being the only

single-cylinder exponent to take a single-

cylinder sidecar machine over Applecross

in a Scottish Trial. This was in 1913,

when he drove a 4 h.p. Bradbury.

Overheard at the Trials.

" What was yhond went up like

yhond ?

"

"A Ford."
" It wa'na Ford. It were a wee

Indian."

There can be no doubt that if the
makers would now interview the competi-
tors who rode their macliines—especially

those who were compelled to retire—some
very valuable lessons could be learned.

English Competitor :
" What is the

going like between B and A ? Is it as

bad as reported ?
"

Old Scot Competitor :
" It's no easy

mon, but—well, it's a road."

CLUB NEWS.
Ilkeston and District M.C.C.

A sixty-five minutes' non-stop trial run
was arranged by the Ilkeston and District

M.C.C. last week, and three awards were
made to the competitors doing the whole
course nearest to schedule time.

1. (Gold medal.)—G. A. Calder (4'/i Campion
sc). 65m. 5s.

2. (Silver medal.)—F. Trueman (3V2 Premier
sc). 65m. 10s.

3. (Silver medal.)—F. Johnson (SVa Eudge).
66m. 5s.

Abersychan and District M.C.C.

Twenty riders competed in the slow
hill-climb recently held. There were two
classes, solo and sidecar, the former being

won by H. Plaister (2| Juno-Villiers),

with E. Woolley (4i B.S.A.) second, while

the first and second places in the sidecar

class were gained respectively by W. H.
Oliver and F. William, both riding 4^
B.S.A. sidecars.

" Spring frames for next year's Si.x Days.'

Newcastle and District M.C.

A week-end " go-as-you-please " run to

Keswick is being arranged for the August
Bank Holiday by the Newcastle and
District Motor Club. A non-stop section

from Keswiclv to Kirkstone will be in-

corporated, and also a 20 m.p.h. hill-climb

on the return journey. Competition work
in the North is being greatly hampered by
scarcity of new machines.

N.M.CF.U. (Leeds).

The run organised recently by the

N.M.CF.U. (Leeds) for the benefit of

limbless soldiers still remaining in the

local military hospitals was quite a success,

despite the weather, and about seventy

were taken out to Harrogate and Knares-

borough. The intention is to repeat the

outing next month for the benefit of those

who could not be taken on tlie iii'st

occasion.
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A SIMPLE
RUNABOUT.

J. A.P. Engine. 83.3 x 83 mm..
976 c.c. Friction Drive.

Chain Transmission.

BUILT on original lines, and of com-
paratively small dimensions, the
8 h.p. Richardson has several in-

teresting features, particularly in con-
nection with the body and framework.
Although the track and wheelbase are

only 3ft. lOin. and 6ft. 9in. respectively,

and the total weight is under 6 cwt.,

the vehicle is reasonably roomy for the
normal pair of occupants, and has an
excellent turn of speed where gradients
are concerned, as we learned on a recent
trial run in the hilly districts round
Sheffield.

The engine is an air-cooled J.A.P. V
type twin-cylinder with a bore and stroke
pf 85.5 and 85 mm. respectively (976 c.c.)

and side-by-side valves. It is supported
by four cradle plates across the frame,
and, immediately in front of the crank
case, the magneto is mounted on a small
platform and driven by enclosed bevel
wheels from the valve timing gear.

The carburetter is an Amac, con-

trolled by air and throttle levers in the
centre of the steering wheel, and gravity-
fed from a petrol tank of 4g gallons

capacity housed immediately under the
dashboard cowling. Lubrication is by
semi-automatic pump and. sight drip-feed

from an oil tank under the bonnet and
next to the petrol tank.

The Transmission Described.

Transmission from the engine to the
rear wheels is taken through a friction

gear located under the seat. Im-
mediately behind the engine is a large

fabric-type universal joint connected
to a shaft which rotates the driving
friction wheel at its rear extremity. In
front of this disc, the shaft is supported
by a self-aligning ball bearing in a
hinged cross bracket, which, on being
moved by the clutch pedal, causes the
shaft to move forward and brings the
driving disc out of engagement with the
driven friction disc mounted on a cross

shaft immediately behind it. The forward
anovement of the driving disc and shaft
is taken up by the universal joint behind
the engine.
The driven disc, when alterations of

gear ratios are required, is moved on its

keyways on the cross shaft by a fork
engaging with a collar on the friction

wheel and connected by a right-angle

JULY 3isi, igig.

The Richardson runabout,

which has an 8 h.p. J.A.P.

engme, with friction and chain

transmission.

lever and links to the gear control lever

on the right-hand side of the body.
Adjustable stops are provided for con-

trolling the maximum movement of both
the clutch and brake controls, the former
having a special heel pedal to allow of

extra pressure being exerted between the
two friction discs on abnormally steep
hills.

The friction wheels are 13in. in dia-
meter, and four speeds and reverse are

Front view of the Richardson runabout.

provided, the top gear ratio being 4 to
1. A |in. roller chain transmits the drive
from the driven disc cross-shaft to a
sprocket on the back axle, which has no
differential and is supported in large ball
bearings mounted in sleeves above the
rear underslung springs.
Some original features are shown in

the construction of the framework and

Ci6

The skeleton assembly of the combined body and chassis main frame.

body. The frame proper consists of a

length of angle steel, bent in the form
of a V,.with the rounded corner at the

front. On this angle steel construction

is assembled the ash framework of the

body, as shown in the sketch, and it is

built permanently in position in order

that the wood and angle steel shall re-

inforce each other and form one complete
unit. By this method it has been pos-

sible to produce a light, but strong and
flexible, frame, while, at the same-
time, the accessibility of the engine and
transmission is not seriously interfered

with, since the framework of the body
is built comparatively low to enable the
driver and passenger to step over it into

their seats. The body is strengthened
laterally by metal cross pieces between
the angle steel side members and by
wooden cross members imder the dash-
board cowling, while the ash side frames
of the body and rear locker are covered
by three-ply wood.

Novel Bodywork.

This built-up combination of chassis

and body goes far to eliminate innumei";^-

able loose parts and fixing bolts such a,i'\

are usually found, while the absenca

of doors likewise makes for lightness^';

rigidity, and freedom from rattle. f
Semi-elliptic springs are fitted fore and\i

aft, the front springs being bolted a* an

angle on the tubular axle in line with
the converging side members of the

frame, while the rear springs are of the

underslung type.

With a lightweight vehicle of this

description the direct steering gear fitted

to the Bichardson should be satisfactory.

Spring clips are employed at the front

of the body to enable the dummy radiator

and bonnet roof to be detached when
attending to the engine. An internal ex-

panding brake is mounted in the hub of

each rear wheel, one brake being operated

by the hand brake lever and the other

by a pedal.
The price of the runabout is provision-

ally fixed at £175 by the manufacturers,
Messrs. C. E. Richardson and Co., Ltd.,

Finbat Works, Aizlewood Road, Sheffield,

and arrangements are being made for

deliveries to begin within the next few
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Olmes to Clgbt TLamps.
Summer Time.

July 31st ... ... 9.19 p.m,

Aug. 2nd 9.16 „
„ 4th 9.12 „
„ 6th 9.9 „

N.E.A.A.

The Motor Cycle Board of the North-

Easteru Automobile Association is mak-
ing arrangements for holding a gymkhana
near Newcastle during August.

York-Edinburgh-York Trial.

It has been decided to award a silver

cup to all successful competitors (rather

than the customary gold medals) in the

York and District Motor Club's open

trial to Edinburgh and back.

Surplus Motor Cycles from France.

A shipload of motor material from

France is on its way to Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, when it will be sold by auction

by Messrs. Cooper, auctioneers, at the

Aircraft Acceptance Park, Town Moor,

on July 30th. The consignment includes

sixty-eightt motor waggons or cars, a,nd

a number of motor cycles and pedal

cycles.

Sidecars as Taxis.

Our Paris correspondent writes :
"Some

months ago, when taxi drivers became

smitten with the prevalent mania for

making excessive profits, permission was

given to owners of sidecars to ply for

hire. It was thought that Paris would

be over-run with public sidecars, but

none appeared, and we had forgotten all

about them untU. one was put on the

streets a few days ago. This is a Triumph
machine driven by its owner. The side-

car is equipped with hood and screen.

The lack of enterprise on the part of

sidecar owners is very curious, for there

ought to be plenty doing amongst that

large class of business men who would

be glad to use these machines for getting

about rapidly, and probably cheaply, for

the sidecar owner can well afford to cut

his taxi rival, who has become a modern
knight of the road. There is quite a

large number of English sidecars driven

by French owners in Paris. There have
never been so many on the streets. The
iine work done by these little vehicles

during the war has made them very
popular amongst the French, and the

great majority of those in use are not
reformed military machines, but are

brand new."

From "The Gazette."

Maj. Brev. Lt.-Col. A. E. Davidson,

D.S.O., E.E., was mentioned in Sii"

Douglas Haig's last despatch. Col.

Davidson is a vice-president of the Auto
Cycle Union. '

Motoi^ CTycles in Canada.

A correspondent from Vancouver writes :

" I have just bought a 1912 model Triumph
for £21, and it runs like a charm. There
should be a good sale for English motor
cycles over here. There is a 1919 model
B.S.A. and sidecar coming soon, which is

the first ^ince the war started, I think."

Motorclub Zuid Holland.

During the mobilisation of the Dutch
Army, the Belgian sportsman. Count J.

du Monceau de Bergendal, promised a

cup for a long distance competition

through Holland. About twenty-five

motorists took part in this match, over

a distance of 522 miles, which had to

be covered at an average speed of 21

m.p.h. for lightweights, and 24 m.p.h.

for heavy machines. The competitors,

who mostly used American machines,

were started from The Hague.

Special JPeaturds.

INCIDENTS OF THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.

A SIMPLE RUNABOUT.
SOUTHEND SPEED TRIALS.

Flying Ground Wanted.

An airman reader of The Motor Cycle

wishes td obtain the use of a ground near

Coventry conforming to Air Ministry

requirements, as follows : To be at least

300 yards square, reasonably good surface,

and free from obstructions in the vicinity,

such as large trees, etc.

The Scott Sociable.

During the war period three experi-

mental models of the Scott Sociable have
been made and tested, and a new
company, the Scott Autocar Co., Ltd.,

Clayton Road, Lidget Green, Bradford,

has been formed to manufacture the

completed machine. This company has

no interest in the Scott motor cycle,

which will continue to be produced at

Saltaire, by the Scott Motor Cycle Co.,

Ltd., which, with an issued capital of

£80,000, has taken over the business of

the Scott Engineering Co., Ltd.
Incidentally, Mr. Alfred A. Scott being

now devoted entirely to experimental

work in connection with the Sociable, he
has no longer any interest in the manu-
facture of the Scott motor cycle, eithet

in a financial or advisory capacity.

The preliminary pamphlet describing the

Scott Sociable now before us contains many
interesting and unconventional details.

A smart Scott ridden by J. Baker in last week's Scottish Trials. This machme has a specia

lubricating system by which the flow of oil to the two cylinders is separately controlled.
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London-Liverpool-London Trial.

This trial, which was to have been
organised by the Liverpool Club to take
place last Saturday, has been postponed.-N

Open Event Cancelled.

Owing to the withdrawal of trade
entries from competitions, the Sutton
Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire A.C.
motocyclette trial for the Calthorpe Cup
was postponed.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The hon. secretary of the Coventry
M.C. (Mr. M. Sampson, 19, Hertford
Street, Coventry) would be glad if

members who desire to obtain a place

in the clul) team for the M.C.C. Team
Trials, to be held in September, will

kindly send in their names, together with
the makes of the motor cycles they ride

(solo or sc), to him. In the event
of a number desiring to take part, an

eliminattng trifti will be arranged.

Sales ol Surplus Government Property.

The latest official figures of sales of

surplus Government property show that

the sum realised is now over £141,000,000.

Of the amounts received in one week,
the following are noteworthy : Mechanical
transport, £272,096 ; ferrous metals,

£131,582,- non-ferrous metals, £722,760;
and chemicals and explosives, £204,476.

The sales of motor cars, lorries, and
motor cycles at the Agricultural Hall
and Kempton Park are being largely

attended. The total mechanical transport

sales to date amount to £1,739,000.

Alcohol as Motor Fuel.

Recently, in the House of Commons,
Mr. Manville asked the Prime Minister

if he would state what action, if any,

had been taken to give effect to the re-

commendations of the Inter-departmental

Committee on alcohol motor fuel, that an

official organisation, permanent in char-

acter and provided with the necessary

funds, should be established forthwith

by the Government to encourage and
develop the production and utilisation of

power alcohol as an alternative to petrol.

Mr. Bonar Law repUed that the matter
was now being considered by the Scien-

tific and Industrial Research Authority,
with special reference to the recom-

mendations. ,

Welcome Home for Midland Riders.

Previous reference has been made to a

proposal suggesting some form of "wel-
come " for the' returned despatcli riders

and motor cyclists of the Birmingham
district. A committee has now been
formed with the object of arranging a

dinner and entertainment worthy of the

occasion, and Sir William Bowater has
kindly accepted the presidency. An appeal
for additional subscriptions for this pur-

pose is being made, and in the event of a

sufficient amount being forthcoming it is •

intended that suitable mementoes shall be
presented to the parents of those who have
fallen and those whose presence is pre-

vented by injuries oi' military duties.

Subscriptions will be gladly received by
the foUowiiig, who will act as the financial

committee : Alex S. Ross, 95, Wheel-
wright Road, Birmingham ; Charles F.

Dawes, Hall Green Works, Birmingham
;

Norman T. Downs, 43, Princip Street,
Birmingham.
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The 1920 Paris-Nice Trial.

The popular trial from Paris to Nice
is to be organised in 1920 by M. G.
Sweerts, editor of Moioci/clisme, 1, Cit«
Paradis (Xe), Paris, France. It is likely
that the trial will include the Esterel
Road, which is picturesque. Entries from
British riders will be heartily welcomed

;

American, Belgian, Swiss, and Italian
teams are also expected to compete.

Improved Roads as War Memorials.
An excellent idea is that put forward

in a pamphlet reproduced from T/ie
King's Hicjliwajj, and circulated by The
Roads of Remembrance Association. It
is to improve the roads by removing
dangerous corners, building bridges, the
construction of "ring" roads round im-
portant towns, and the widening and
beautifying of existing roads—all this

to be done in memory of those who fell

valiantly in the war, and suitable in-

scriptions to be set ujj recording the facts.

Steel Supply of B.S.A. Co.

We understand that the B.S.A. Co.

has proposed to purchase the issued
shares of William Jessop and Sons,
Brightside Works, Sheffield ; the latter

firm has supplied the Birmingham Small
Arms Co. vpith all its steel during the

last seven years. The Sheffield firm would
remain a separate company in the same
way as the Daimler Co., of Coventry
(which is also allied with the B.S.A.),

and would be responsible for the supply
of raw material used in the associated

buinesses.

'Sf *^
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8 h.p. Opposed Twin Light Car.

Readers who have leanings towards thi

light four-wheeler will be interested -u

the description of 'the H.F.G. desigi

which appeared in last week's issue o

r/ie Autocar. This vehicle is quite pi

cycle car lines, and comprises flat -twli

engine (85 X 110 mm.), aluminium pistons

overhead valves, copper-plated steel cylui

ders with cast iron heads, and has !

tubular chassis construction and frictiqj

drive.

Petrol Licence Refunds.

The Automobile Association urgentlj

advises motorists who have not yel

applied to the Association for refunds ii

respect of unexpired petrol licences to dl
so without delay. Unexpired licences

with a short request for refund of dutj
paid in respect of unused vouchers luaj

be addressed to the Secretary, A.A. ana
M.U., Fanum House, Whitcomb Stre^
London, W.C.2, up to August 2nd.

Capl. W.Streltell Miller (3i h.p. P. and_M),
awarded a special prize in the Scottish Trials!

STILE COP HILL-CLIMB.
Official Results.

THE following are the official figures

of Sutton Coldfield and Mid-War-
wickshire A.C. hill-climb on the

19th inst. The fastest times were for the
most part given in our last issue.

Classes i and 2.

—

For Solo Machines (Singles^
AND Twins) up to 275 c-c. Time

in
.

Formula. Sees.

1. Newey, H. {2j Levis, 198 C.C.) ..... 3.167 .. 67
2. ButterfieId,W.H.(2i Levis 19S c.c.) 3.088 .. 70I

Class 3.

—

For Solo Machimes (Singles and"Twins)
FROM 275 c.c.—300 C.C-

r. Pugh. R. E. (2}- Levis, 293 c.c.) 2.202 .. 65*
2. Hali, N. (2J O.K.-Junior, 292 c.c.) .. 2.144 •- 75i

Class 4.

—

For Solo Machines (Singles and TwinsI
FRoai 300 c.c. to 350 c.c.

r. Kuhii, G. (2J Levis, 349 c.c.) . .- 3.172 . , 51
.?. Fidgeon. B. (2^ N.U.T., 347 c.c.) ... 2.660 .. 6o|

Classes 5 and 6.

—

For Solo Machines (Singles
AND Twins) from 350 c.c. to 600 c.c.

r. Smitb, J. (ji.Triumph, 499 c.c.) 3.136 .. 49
2. Petty, H. (3^ Norton, 490 c.c.) 2.900 ,. 50I
3. Riddell, H. (3^ Norton, 490 C.C.; ... . 2.795 • 52I

Class 7.

—

For Solo Machines (Singles_and TwiNsi^
Unlimited Capautv.

Up to 300 c.c.

On tormula

;

I. Butterfield, \V. H. (2I Levis. 1980.0.) 3.195 .. 6gi
On time

:

t. Mclntoab, G. J. (2J Singer, 299 c.c.^ . 2.629 • 6o|

Over 500 c.c.

On torraula :

[. Harveyson.H. R. (6Matchrs»77oc.c.) 2.196 .. sof
On time :

I. H. Taylor (8-to Matciiless, 964 C.C.) . 1.573 '.. 49I

300 C.C. TO 500 c.c,

Od formula

:

i; Emerson J. (3 A.B.C., 398 cc) .... 3.001 ,. jfif

.2. Smith,,] (sKInumph, 499 c.c.) . , . . 3.964 .. 50!
'\. Petty, H, (3I Norton, 490 c.c.) 2.877 - 4g|

On time

:

1. Petty, H. {i\ Norton, 490 c.c.) .,.-.. 2.877 .. 49S
2. Smitb, J. (3^ Triumph, 499 c.c.) .... 2.964 . . 5o|

Class 8.

—

Scooters.

Sldnner, J G (2^ Autoglider,j269 c.c.) . .997 . .102I

Classes* .g iq, and 11.

—

Sidecar Machines of
Unlimited Capacity.

I. Emerson, J. (3'A.B.C., 39^ c.c.) 2.603 7^\

Classes 14 and 15.

—

Light Cars under 1,500 c.c.

I. Godfrey, H. R. (10 G.N.) 1.376 .. •}h\

z. Underwood, H. (10 Calthorpe) 1.225 --loi-fc

Class 16.

—

Motor Cars {Internal Combustion).

I. Underwood, H. (10 Calthorpe) i-"463 .. 928-

Class 17.

—

Unlimited Motor Cars (Internal
,

Combustion).

1

.

Hands, L. (25 Talbot) 3 . 250 . . 54!
2. Machliii, N. (10 Eric Campbell) 1.852 .. 75^
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SPARE PAHTS.
! '_ Sir,—One hears so much these days of discourtesy and

indifference in regard to the supply of spare parts that I
think, in the interest of motor cyclists generally, you should
publish from time to time the names of those firms who treat
their customers well. Two firms I can speak well of, e.g.,

the Enfield Co. and the Watford speedometer pepple. It
is a pleasure to deal with either. Usual disclaimer.

Bristol. SATISFIED.

BENZOLEIAND PETROL.
Sir,—For some considerable time past I have been running

my motor cycle on locally produced benzole, and had made
up my mind that I could in future depend on a home
product, and so do without a very good old friend—petrol.
It has recently been brought home to me, however, that
to drive out petrol is to depend entirely while travelling,
either by rail or road, on coal or benzole derived from the
same source. .At the present moment motor vehicles are
the only means of transit, in certain extensive held-up dis-

tricts of Yorkshire, and people are gladly availing themselves
of the use of various motors to relieve an otherwise im-
possible situation ; the obvious moral is to encourage both
industries and have two strings to your bow.
Wakefield. LOOKING AHEAD.

PILLION RIDING.
Sir,—^I should indeed like to endorse every word quoted by

"Live and Let Live" in The Motor Cycle of July 24th re

pillion riding. '

I have ridden a 5-6 h.p. Indian with my wife on the pillion

carrier for many, many miles, and I am confident that the
risk is very small and not nearly so dangerous as combination
riding (I have driven combinations), and I am certain there

is more sport and pleasure in pillion riding than combination
work. It appears to me that the man who shouts " Down
with pillion riding " has never taken part in the pleasure, and
has no desire for " good sport." In any case, if there is any
danger in pillion riding the risk is only run by the riders.

Is it not dangerous to fly, walk, ride in trams, trains, etc.,

and will not some busybody try to stop these privileges and
pleasures also in time to come ?

'

Harpenden. REASONABLE.

Sir,—A good deal of correspondence has appeared in the

press lately condemning pillion riding on motor cycles. No
doubt there is some reason for condemning recUcss pillion

tiding, but why condemn it wholesale when there are those

who seek to make it as safe and, in dry weather, even less

dangerous than riding in a sidecar ? I take it for granted

that no sensible person would dream of taking a passenger

on wet and greasy roads. My wife has ridden pillion

thousands of miles without accident. Once, in particular,

when on a journey, if our sidecar had been attached we
should have had a serious accident, through no fault of our
own, but, as my wife was riding jjillion, I was able to take

the pavement, and so avert it, which would have been im-

possible with a sidecar. Of course, I have taken every

precaution to make pillion riding safe and comfortable,
having fixed a special dress guard and Tan Sad spring seat

with foot and back rests. I would suggest that one way
of lessening reckless pillion riding would be for those who
wish to ride in this way to hold a pillion riding licence,

which would be forfeited for reckless riding. This licence

should be connected with one particular motor cycle, and
only the person thus registered would be able to ride. This
would prevent inexperienced and reckless persons being taken

for the opinions of his correspondents.
Cini'.r/ an! muii ba aoiJn.oiaisl by Ihs writer's nam3 :saJ adJisii.

as i^assengers. If this mode of riding is prohibited alto-

gether, it will come as a great disappointment to many
careful and competent pillion riders. MOTOR CYCLIST.
Porthleven.

ENGINE DESIGN.
Sir,—I recently read an article on motor cycle design, and,

dealing with the question of inside and outside flywheels, au
assertion was made that the balance of advantage of the

outside flywheel over the other type is " overwhelming."
I am not an engineer, but as a motor cyclist of long stand-

ing I have ridden every type of machine, including a Black-

bua-ne, which, I believe, is the only four-stroke single with

outside flywheel in existence.

Personally, I have my own opinions on the subject, and it

would be a difficult matter to convince me that the Triumph
and Norton singles are less smooth running than the Black-

burne, and, in power and speed that they are not infinitely

superior. However, my object in writing is, if possible, to

elicit from experts in the matter some technical and scientific

arguments for and against the two types of engine, as I

think your readers will agree that it would make very
interesting reading. And if the designers themselves of these

three engines could be induced to give us their views from
the point of view of balance, speed, power, durability, and
accessibility it would serve a useful pui'pose.

London, E.G. ENTENTE.

A Harley-Davidson descending a steep hill in a counti-y village in

Spain Note the pave.
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TO HILL-CUMBERS.
Sir,—May I recommend a new "freak hill." I refer to

the track from Ewden Bottom to Bolsterstone, in the
Ewden Valley, near Sheffield.

R. W. WILKINSON, Sec.-Lt., R.E.

MERCURY AS AN AID TO COOLING.
Sir,—G. JMadge, Major, R.E., does not think the action

between Hg and Cu or Al would be serious 1 Well it all

depends on one's idea of what constitutes a joke.
Joke or no joke, I think it would be well to warn the

unwary that a small application of mercury to copper or
aluminium would render it rotten, especially at high
temperatures. W. H. C. BOURCHIER.

PASSAGE TO THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
Sir,—I notice your reference, on page 40 of July 10th, to

the ferry charges to the Isle of Wight.

.

During the last fortnight I have crossed to the island
twice via Portsmouth Harbour and Eyde with an Enfield
combination. The particulars may be of interest to. your
readers, because no details could be obtained beforehand
from the office of the superintendent of the line at Waterloo.
There are plenty of joint railways steam packet boats, and
there is no cause for delay beyond emptying the petrol.
The crossing takes about thirty minutes. The charges are :

Motor cycle Is. 6d., sidecar Is". 6d., and toll for both on
Ryde Pier Is.

Ryde Pier is. rather long, but the officials are kind, and, if

one remembers to " hae a wee drappie " put aside, no diffi-

culties are presented. ^ DP 1061.
Twyford.

IGNITION TIMING.
Sir,—I am writing in the hope that any two-stroke owner

who chances upon this letter, and who has noticed any
unaccountable loss of power in his mount, may benefit by
my experience.

My machine (a Calthorpe two-stroke) was recently over-
hauled at a garage,' and the ignition was so re-timed that,
with spark fully advanced, the platina were just separating
when the piston was at top dead centre. This timing is,

of coarse, too late for a two-stroke. The result was great
weakness, and refusal to run with spark other -than fully

adv<inced.

Ijpon re-timing correctly (platina just separating with
piston on tpp dead centre, and spark fully retarded), the
engine regained its normal vivacity.

Although this is a very elengientary trouble, it is quite
probable that it is one from which two-stroke owners will

long suffer ; for it is remarkable how many mechanics are

ignorant of the correct timing for two-strokes.

H. M. SAYERS.
PETROL CONSUMPTION.

Sir,—I would like to bring to the notice of other readers
my experience of economy in petrol consumption.
My machine is a 1914 T.T. 2| h.p. Douglas with Amac car-

bm'etter. I have fitted up the hot air jacket, and, as I

wanted to try benzole, which I understood required more
air, fitted an ordinary petrol drain tap in the induction pipe

just beyond the carburetter. After trying various mixtures
I decided that half petrol and half benzole was the best all-

round fuel. The machine also ran better with a smaller jet

on the mixture than that employed with "pure" petrol.

With this mixture and a 27 jet in the carburetter I recently

got the following astounding results.

I had my tank, which holds just a gallon, full when I set

out from Finchley to Godalming in Surrey. The return
journey was made a few days later. On measuring the re-

mainder in the tank I found that there was still half a gallon

left. I am not sure of the mileage of this journey (via

Willesden, Acton, Kew, Tlichmond, etc.), but it is certainly

forty miles each' way, giving what seems an impossible con-

sumption of 160 miles to the gallon. The journey was done
at a reasonable speed, the outward time being Ih. 45m., and
the return lli. 65m.
At any speed over 25-28 the engine will take the extra air

tap in the induction pipe fully open. It is also a great asset

for hill-climbing, as, once the throttle is opened over a cer-

tain amount, the carburetter does not supply enough air.

The movement of the control is, therefore, opposite to the

JULY 31st, igig.

usual method where the air usually requires to be cut down
a little on hills. Naturally, the engine is in fairly good

tune as regards valves, compression, etc.

I have no interest in any of the firms mentioned beyond

that of a satisfied customer.
Apologising for the length of this letter, with which-.

I

would not have troubled you had it not been for the hope

that the tip might prove useful to other riders who pay

attention to the amount of petrol consumed by their mounts,

Finchley. A.A.B.

HOT OR COLD INDUCTION?
Sir,—In refereiice to Mr. Gleghorn's letter in your issue.

of July 17th, may I burden your colunms with an extensiOT

and defence of my article on " Hot or Cold Induction,'

published on July 3rd?
. ,_ -

In the first place, I should point out that space prohibited!

a complete exposition of the matter. The exact mathematical,

and thermodynamical treatment alone would probably filt

one issue, and, I am sure, would only interest a few.
\

Perhaps Mr. Gleghorn was justified in assuming that the;

experiments quoted were the sole basis for the opinions ex-

pressed, but may I take this opportunity of correcting that

idea? Experience, by close contact with a fleet .of forty

odd motor lorries (principally Seldens), with cars, motor

cycles, and an experimental stationary engine of my own,

confirmed my conclusions.

I am quite aware that heat hais to be supplied to vaporise

the fuel, heat obtained almost entirely from the induced air,

lowering its temperature thereby. But I doubt whether the

air in any carburetter in Mr. Gleghorn's possession ever

sinks to the temperature indicated by the intersection of the

petrol No. 3 curve (exterpolated) and the horizontal explo-

sion line.

With regard to the question of working speed and gas

velocity, I should like to point out that the rapidity of -dis-

sipation of the petrol cloud depends on the fineness of the

drops, which is itself roughly proportional to the air speed

over the jet (the higher the speed the finer the cloud). As
I mentioned in the article, whether the air becomes saturated

or not, in passing the jet, is the carburetter manufacturer's

business. My results merely indicate the physical limit

beyond which lies the miraculous. H. J. POOLE.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
G. R. Martin writes to say that while he was in trouble

with a tricar, a motor cyclist offered assistance and finally

. left his bag behind. This will be restored to him if he

will send his name and address, together with particulars of

the ban:

* r.-ijvn'^i.'*

A new lubrication system on the Scott ndden by J.fiakerin the

Scottish trials. A Best and Lloyd drip feed works in conjunction

with an R.W.S. two-drip sight-feed. When the B. and L. diip is

screwed down oil is sucked by the engine past the plunger and

Into the R.W.S. drips. By unscrewing the former the whole ot

the charge passes to the gear.
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Cycle—as our machines are entirely new models,

•which we are particularly desirous of testing under

ofTicial observation.

Past years have clearly shown that we are

always ready to put our products to the severest

tests, and we shall do so again as and where

circumstances permit.

Meanwhile we have decided to put the above

machines—1920 models, mark you—to an even

greater test. "With this object, our Mr. Frank

Smith, and Mr. H. Gibson and Mr. A. F. Knight,

are at this moment testing these machines over

a course of more than 2,000 miles of even worse

roads than the classic competition would have

oflered.

The Clyno Engineering G<?

WOLVERHAMPTON/

In answering this advertisement it is desirabU tu mention " I'/ie Jlatur i.'ijrU. <--'5
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LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN
1919

both A.B.C. Solo

Mounts and A.B.C.

Combination gained

GOLD MEDAL AWARDS.

THE

TALBOT

STOCKPORT,

Are the sole distributing

Agents for Lancashire and
Cheshire for the famous

orld's

Dest
Motor wcle

eatesc engine erficiency and power toi

ail purposes by air-cooied. flat twin

power unit.

Grea

1S% reduction in tiiei consumption.

Luxurious ridins; comtort by scientific

leat spnngino;. Greater resiliency by

30% 'ighter trame construction, with

100% greater strength Four -speed

gear box. Automatic lubrication

Send tor particulars and early delivery

dates, and secure your mount tor this

season's riding

'PJione. 500, Stockport.

Grams: "Talbot Garage
Stockport.'

We worked at our trade

all through the war.

j
PISTON RINGS.

I= Unlike many firms our Works were not turned =
= outside-in to make something foreign to our =
= ordinary business. ~.

= We made Piston Rings for Aircraft and Land and =:;
= Water Transport all through the war period. S~
= To-day we know more about Piston Rings than S-= before; our staff is larger and more efficient; =
= our facilities -for manufacturing are six times =
= larger than in 1914.

'

_ =
= There is no "getting back " to pre-war ~
= trade with us. Your orders for Piston =
~ Rings, Shackle Bolts, Gudgeon Pins, —
— and Greasers can be executed practi- .S
S cally off the shelf and on the exact S
=: date you specify. Will that suit you ? ' S
= It'tite now for our new Price Lis' H ~
= THE =
I BRITISH «=?Sg« PISTON RING Co., Ltd. |= HOLBROOK LANE, COVENTRY. =

Telegrams :

Pislorings, Coventry.'
Telephotie

:

Coventry 1214-121';

^lilllllllllllliillilllllliililllllllllllllilililllllllilllllllllllllllllliiiijiliiii]?

TWO" Grains of Salt

wanted here ! ! !

Wiseacres will assure you that every advertised

statement should be taken with "a grain of

salt." That implies a need for caution. The
Wiseacre will say " Always doubt until you have
proved." We agree. In fact, we suggest two

grains ot salt, i.e., a ^oM&te dose of caution. Our

31 h.p. Model with 3-speed

Countershaft Gear
can stand even three grains if you like. You'll

think so too if you study the Photos of this

model in our New Catalogue. Illustrations and

full descriptions of all our igig models. Copy
free.

THE COVENTRY-EAGLE Cycle & Motor Co.,

COVENTRY.

C26 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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A selection ot questions ot general interest leceived from readers and cur replies thereto. All guestions should be addressed to the Editor, ''The Motor Cycle,

'

20, Tudor Street, London. EC. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

are urged to write cleaily and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

quescions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be keot distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Magneto Voltage.

I should be glad if you will

1^1 kin-dly let me know the highest

j
> approximate voltage of the high-
l-^ tension and low-tension currents

in an ordinary motor cycle

magneto.—V.P.
The primary voltage of a magneto rises

to about 24 volts. The voltage of the
secondary winding at the plug points
under normal conditions is 3,000 to 5,000
volts, but it is quite possible to exceed
10,000 volts.

m

For Tropical Use.

My brother, a Government
official in Kedah, F.M. States, is

requiring a motor cycle out
there to answer the following
specifications, as nearly as pos-

sible ; can you suggest one? 2| h.p. two-
'

stroke, two-speed gear box, T.T. bars,

foot levers on leftiand side (owing to

stiff right leg), footboards, Sjin. tyres,

all enamel, no plating, discs to wheels
perhaps, and spring frame ; steel tool-

boxes, no leather.—S.W.
Several makers of two-stroke machines
have a specification very close to the one
you require, but there are certain thinos

which would have to be fitted specially

for you. We do not know of any light-

weight two-stroke at present on the
market which has a spring frame.

Your best course is to write to several

of the leading makers stating your
requirements in the ' hopes of getting

some alteration from the standard models.

Scott Queries.

I have a Scott motor cycle,

and should be pleased if you will

answer the following; (1.) Why
does the engine overheat so much
as to stop it? (2.) Are both

gear chains running whilst on one gear,

i.e.. when in low gear both the low
and high gears are running? Should
the high gear be stationary whilst in

low gear?—E.S.S.

(1.) The overheating of your engine is

probably due to excessive carbon deposit.
Other contributory causes may be unsuit-
able plugs, choked-up and dirty cylinders,
and defective operation of air valve dash-
pot (if Scott carburetter). (2.) Both
high and low gear chains run continually.
When the high gear is in operation the-
low gear drum runs freely on the gearshaft
and vice versa. If you consider the
action, you will see that it is necessary
fm the high gear to be continually run-
ning, since the magneto is also driven
from it.

Fitting a Gear.

X have a 1913 single gear^ Triumph, and would like to know
% if it is possible to fit a Sturmey-
-S-i Archer three-speed gear, W.D.

model as fitted to 1919 Triumphs.
The chief point is whether the chain
sprocket would fit the crankshaft and
yet allow the belt to run true. If this

is not suitable, which of the following

would you advise and the order of

suitability : (1.) N.S.U. two-speed
gear. (2.) Sturmey-Archer three-speed

(3.) Armstrong three-speed

(4.) The Rigby gear.

?

ing:

hub gear,

hub gear,

—C.H.S.

It may be possible to convert your
Triumph to countershaft drive, but you
would require special rear stays and
other fittings. Probably the expense
would prove greater than selling the
machine and buying a new countershaft
model. Of the gears you mention, the
N.S.U. may be fitted without alterations.

The Sturmey-Archer and Armstrong
three-speed " hubs involve considerable

structural alterations to the machine.

The Rigby gear is made to fit Triumph
machines, amongst others.

Dry Battery Lighting.

Referring to the dry battery

lighting sets advertised in The
Motor Cycle, I am contemplating

purchasing one, but, before doing

so, should like to know the foUow-

(1.) Does the head lamp give as

good a light as an average acetylene

lamp? (2.) Does the light, "keep up"
after, say, two hours' continuous -use?

(3.) Do the lamp filaments stand the

vibrations and bumps on poor roads?

—E.S.

(1.) With four-volt dry battery lighting

the illuminating power is not so great as

with the large acetylene lamps, but is

quite satisfactory at ordinary speeds. (2.)

They are more convenient and suitable fo.r

short and intermittent journeys than for

runs extending over two hours. (3.) Good
quality lamps will stand an enormous
amount of vibration without filameht

breakages.

I. Emerson (3 h.p. A.B.C.), who put up a good perlormanc^ at the. recent Stile Cop hill-

climb and was in Edinburgh next day for the Scottish Six Days' Trials on the latest A.B.C.
Standing is Mr. F. S. Whitworth.
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Tyre Wear ani Brakes.

To settle an argument, could
you tell me whether a brake—
other than a tyre brake—has any
wearing effect on the tyre, pro-

vided the tyre does not drag,
i.e., provided the wheel continues to

revolve?—A.J.C.

Since a rapid acceleration tends to wear
the tyres, it follows thiit braking, which
is merely a negative acceleration, will

have a corresponding effect, even though
you do not skid the 'wheel.

Two-stroke Queries.

Having purchased a Connaught

I

two-stroke cycle, I .should be
pleased if you would advise me— -I if the projection on the piston
top goes to the . inlet ports or

, outlet ports ; also the best way to time
it.—F.B.

The deflector on the piston top should be
nearest the transfer ports. Its object is

to direct the incoming gases to the
cylinder head and prevent them mingling
and escaping with the exhaust. Time the
ignition as follows : Contact breaker
points just breaking, piston on top dead
centra, and magneto control lever almost
fully retarded.

Belt Slip.

Would you please be good
enough to let me know what you
consider a good preparation to

put on a belt to stop belt-slip?

Is Belticum any use, and if so

could you tell me where I could pur-

chase it? I want it for sand racing

purposes, where one has to go through
watei-splashes, etc. Is it any use to

drill holes in the pulley, say ^in. deep
all round?—R.W.

Probably the preparation you require ia

Belticum, which is sold by the Service

Co., Ltd., High Holborn, London, W.C.l.
It is quite an effective preparation for

use on leather belts, but we have no
per.sonal experience of it on rubber
belts. For racing purposes it will

certainly be of some small advantage to

drill the pulley as you suggest ; you must
take care, however, that the holes are

" not left with sharp edges, otherwise

they will ruin your belts. Under the

?

conditions you -describe, it will be
necessary to have the belt adjustment
exceedingly tight and protected, other-

wise you will not be able to avoid slip.

Brakes and the Law.
_" The other day a country police-

^n man pulled me up for my driving

V licence ; after inspecting my
-2J speedometer drive, he asked me

how that brake worked. I

enlightened him ! I explained that

I had two independent brakes, hand
and foot, fitted to the rear' wheel
(5-5 h.p. F.N.). He told me, that

I must have brakes fitted to hoth

wheels. How am I fi.xed in this

matter ? Both my brakes are in perfect

order.—CM. 328.

The law states that two independent
brakes must Tdb provided, but there is

no mention of them having to be on the
two wheels. You are perfectly in order
with both brakes on one wheel.

Misrepresentation.

A few weeks ago I advertised^ in The Motor OycU for a
> Sturmey-Archer three-speed
-ij wheel, and subsequently- bought

one for ten guineas, described as

in perfect condition, asj indeed, it

looked when I received it, and I wrote
the seller to this effect. Being very
busy, five weeks elapsed before I

touched the wheel, which was to replace

a free engine wheel in a Triumph frame.

Now the Sturmey-Archer will not fit

a free engine frame, so not being able

to put it in I opened out the gear in

my spare time and discovered all the

gears broken or stripped, the cages

broken, the springs missing from the
clutch, but no broken bits inside the

hub. I wrote and told the- seller, who
at once disclaimed responsibrlity, blam-
ing either the railway or myself. The
railway labels are still on the wheel.

Would I have a good claim on -the

seller to either make it good or to re-

fund the money?—R.J.

If you can pi'ove your statements you
have very good grounds for a claim
against the seller. The Motor Cycle de-

posit system was introduced to avoid
such cases.

JULY jisi, igig.

.READERS' REPLIES.

Fetroil on a Scott.

In reply to "Scottite," who enquires
in the issue of July 3rd, I should like

to tell hini that I have now driven my
Scott for several hundred niiles . on a

petroil mixture of one quart of oil in

three gallons of spirit, and intend con->
tinuing with it, as I obtain very satis-

factory running.—T.W.

Scott Timing.

In my opinion, and I have had rtiuch-

experience of Scotts, it is best to tirae.-

the ignition with the piston dead on top :

and the points just breaking when the;

lever is fully retarded.—H;M.B.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Grimsby id Cl.4.tdon (Suffolk).—H.W.j
Grimsby, . Louth, Spilsby, Bo'stOD.jS^

Sutterton, Fosdyke, Holbeach Ploughs
Lor»g Sutton, Kings' Lynn, Stoke FerryJ
Mnndford, Thetford, Ixworth, Stow^
market, Needham Market, Claydon.

BrBKENITEAD TO BRIGHTON.—F.C.

Birkenhead, Chester, WhitchuTclt|
Hodnet, Wellington, Bridgnorth, Kiddet
minster, Worcester, Tewkesbury, Cheltenl
ham, Cirencester, Lechlade, FaringdonS
Wantage, Streatley, Pangbourne, ReadinM
Wokingham, Bracknell, Bagshot, Bislej^
Guildford, Horsham, Brighton. Approxi|
mately 24,0 miles.

Peckham (London) to HTODERSFiELD.ra|
N.E.

Peckham, Camberwell Green, Kenniugj
ton, . Vauxhall Bridge, Vauxhall Bridge
Road, Grosvenor Place, Park Lanej
Marble Arch, turn right down Oxford
Street, turn left 'for Baker Streetl
Wellington Road, Finchley Road, whicfl

follow through Barnet on to the GreaS
North Road, and proceed through Hat^
field, Welwyn, Stevenage, BaldockJ
Biggleswade, Eaton Socon, Stilton, Stam.^
ford, Grantham, Newark, Tu.xford, Ret-S
ford, Bawtry, Doncaster, Barnsley, Flocks-

ton, Huddersfield. Approximately. 200i
miles. >

M
'j;

f^'-ttf

y
i

|:

"'wwWilS^y'"''

The Biella-Oropa hill-climb. The interest of the Italian public is manifest, and no doubt, as in this country, the potential demand for motor
cycles has greatly increased since the war. (See page 106.) ^

C2*
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I WAS FINED £2 and COSTS

AND LICENCE ENDORSED.
That was bad enough, for I am fully convinced
that, if my Solicitor had possessed a thorough
know^ledge of Motor Car Law, the charge would
have failed and I should have had a clean licence.

It was irritating to have a stiff solicitor's bill,

a big railway fare, and a day's business loss.

But what annoyed me most was my own neglect

in not joining the Automobile Association, for I

find that one of the many services the A.A. renders
motorists is a strong FREE LEGAL DEFENCE.

They conduct motor cases in any police court

in the Kingdom—that would have saved my
railway fare and prevented a cj y being wasted ;

and they are experts in Motor Car Law.

And all for a small yearly subscription !

Free Legal Defence and Advice is but one
advantage of A.A. membership. Other privileges

include Free Service of A.A. patrols. Roadside
Telephones, Home and Foreign Touring Assist-

ance, etc., etc.

// you are not a member of the

A.A., send a postcard to-day to the

Secretary, A.A. & M.U.,21,Fanum
House, Whitcomb Street, London,

W.C.2, for a free copy of " The Key
to the Open Road," and learn how
to motor in comfort and security.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First Vi words or less 2/-, and 2d. for everj

addidoual woid. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on

application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in paymentfor
advertisements should be made payable.,.—STco^
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^—-*

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advercisemeais m this section should be

aceorapaniei with remittance, and be addressee

to the omeesof "The Motor Cycle," Hertlorc

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letter;

should be posted in time to reach the offices 0.

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (SiO,

Tudor St., E.C.4.), by the llrst post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Box 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only theuumbei
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should bt

addressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street

E.C.+. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing

remittances should be sent by registered post, but in all sucli

cases it is advisablc^o make use of the Deposit System

In the case of motor cyeles offered for sale under a bo>

number, as It is unusual for these to be sold without Drst

helng inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

taeilitate business by embodying In their advertisement;

some mention of the district in which the car oflered

may be seen and tried.

J»- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persoiii

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit Svstein. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit llic

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

carriage one way. For all transactions up to {,10, a

deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over £10
and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over foo and tmderf75. 5 /-

;

over £75 and under :fioo, 7/6; and on all transactions

over £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and monej
orders should be made payable to Iliffe S: Sons Limited

Tlie letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indicition that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed oL Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

eaelj one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.X.

A.B.C.—Cafiyns. Ltd.. Eastbourne, distributers for
Su'-ses, are booking orders for earliest deliveries.

_ [0016
TONES' Oarage, special agents for A.B.C.. Broad-O way. Muswell Hill, N.lo, and Woodside Parade,
North Firichley. [2930

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, hove contracteil
largely for the new A.E.O. Order now for

earliest delivery. [5298,

LIVERPOOL and District Agents for A.B.O.
, , Place:

orders now to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors-
man. Ltd.. 9. Parr St.,' Liverpool [0003

M
AUDE'S
OTOR
ART

READY FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY FOR BANK HOLIDAY.
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., W.D. Model £70
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., W.D. Model «65
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 'W.D. Model £75
DOUGLAS, 25 h.p., W.D. Model £80
As the Government Surplus Property Disposal
Board give no guarantee with these machines,
we are unable ourselves to do this, and the

machines aie sold on this understanding.

Butwe^doput all machines in good running

order beiore dejivery. the machines are com-
plete with toolbage, but no tools, lamps, or horn.

SCOTT, W.D. Model ;.. £75
SUNBEAM, 2| h p., W.D. Model £84
JAMES, 3J h.p., Twin, W.D. Model £70
IVY, 4 h.p., Twin. 1916, 3-speed £85
ARIEL, 3i h.p., igfi, Comb., 3-speed £115
HARLEY-DAVIDSO'N, 7-9 h.p., igig.Comb.,

as new £230
HABLEY-DAVIDS0N,7-9h.p., i9i6,Comb.£15l)
DOUGLAS, 2% h.p., 1913, Standard £55
ZENITH, 6 h.p., rgiO, Torpedo Sidecar . .£135

W.D. Models sent on approval against cash,

provided carriage is paid both ways.

MOTOR MART
100,Gt.PortlandSt.,

London, W.l.

Telephone : Museum 557.

Telegrams : " Abdicate,

Wesdo, London.'

MOTOR

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the August Holidays,

the issue of " The Motor Cycle "

for August 7th must be closed
for press earlier than usual.
All copy and instructions for
Miscellaneous Advertisements in

that issue must, therefore, be in

our hands not later than first post
on Thursday, July 31st.

MOTOR CYCLES FOB SALE.
A. B.C.

A.B.C. Distributors for Radnorshire. Book your
orders now to., ensure early delivery.—Owens,

Eaveno Garage, Llandrindod 'Wells. [7863

A-B.C.—Sole agents for these famous machines.
Orders booked uow for early delivery.—Gbandler,

Reyre, and Williams. Sun St., Hitchin. [0996

FANCOTJET'S Garage, Stamford, lor A.B.C.'s; sola

distributing agent for Soke ot Peterboro' and
County of Rutland: particulare and illuatrations on
reaueat. [X9724

A.B.O. — Book early and prevent disappointmeat
Specification and full particulars will t>e sent on

application.—The Spaldins Motor Co.. Ltd.. Spaldiai,
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. [X6969

A .B.C.—Early position on our waiting lists occasion.
^*. ally become vacant again owing to clients pre*
fering immediate delivery of other makes; probably it

ia well worth your wjiting ua; large July deliveries
expected; 200 A.B.C.'s due this season.-Cimwell'i
Garage, Wigan. [X4664

4'bingdoa.
ABINGDON King Dick, y/jh.p., Grado MuWi flutdi,

pedal starter, modern, and in good condition ; £45.
—Dykes, Mooiiiaik, Steveuston, Ayrshire. [8148

ABINGDON King Dick, 4h.p. B.S.A.J 2.speed, free

engine, Bosch, Senspray, ride away; £48: after

6 p.m.—27, Cecil Av., Enfield, Middlesex. [8437

ABINGDON King Dick, SVah-p., 2-speed, clutch,

handle starter, good condition, suitable for sidecar;

seen by appointment ; £37.—Maryland, Bulstiude '\^^ay,

Gerrard's Orosi [X7700

DEPOSITS ::

SPECIAL NOTICE,
The attention oi Advertisers is caied so the

fact that D^osits are now dealt witb J.t

20.Tudor St., London, E.C.4,

to which address all communications relatia';

to deposits should be directed

i\

M
'^^i'i OF SAIlSfl

3ih.p. Abingdon King Dick, clutch, new conditior
2 throughout, all accessories; £42, near offer.-

'Phone : Streatham 1390. Crescent Magneto Works
Norbury, 8.W. [8684

ABINGDON King Dick Oombiuatino, 1914, 2 speeds
cliain and belt drive, free engine, clutch, lamps

Lorn, juechanically perfect; £55; after 6.—101, Tallonn
Bd., Peckh,ani, S.E. [793!

ABINGDON K.D., 1915; -just fitted new 4h.p.

Triumph engine, variable gear, K.S., free engine
Bosch mag., speedometer, perfect order; £43.—2, Field

ing Terrace, Ealing Common, 'W. [789i

A.J.S.

A.J.S. Specialists and Agents: The Walaall Garaee
Walsall. Tel.: 444. [5601

JACK HEALY, Cork.-Offlcial A.J.S. agenJ.-Garagi
and works, Drinan St. [xa33(

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.S. ageal:

since 1912.—Deliveries have begun. [408;

A.J.S. Combination, July, new, all complete; near

est offer to f200.—TownhiU, 49, Cope St, Bari;s

ley.. - [791i

A.J.S., 6h.p., 2-speed, just rebushed, gears perfect

ride away ; 79 gns.—Major, Chalfont, Harpeoden
Herts. - [8531

A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., late 1914, splendid con

dition, all acceeaories; £115.-13, St. James Bd.

Kingston, Surrey. [833;

030 .All letters reLtting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

A. Modele de Luxe Auto-Wheel, nearly new
condition; £17.-8, Netherton Grove, Fulham
S.W.IO. [8027

L4 B.S.A. Si/^h.p., clutch, tick starter, as new;
oflers over £55; after 7 -p.m.—37, High St.,

m, Kent. [8090

,,p. B.S.A., hub clutch, disc wheels, all accessories,

perfect condition, sporting machine; £58.—Wallis,
ligh Ed., Ilfoid. [8460

.A. , 3 V^h.p. , 2-speed, free engine, clutch, pedal
start. Bosch, lamps, horn, etc.; ^60.-23, The
:, Hammersmith, W.6. [7572

9 B.S.A. Model K Combination, fully equipped,
mileage 600; £120; Hammersmith.—Box L3,069,

'he Motor Cycle. [3110

.A., 1913 (about), 2-speed, clutch, BoscB". lamps,
?cod tvres, running well ; £45.—80, Kinveachv
DS, Charlton, S.E.7. [X7403

.A. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 1915. chain drive,
:;ountershaft gears, in good reliable order; 78
47, Hamilton Rd., Reading: [8026

JEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-1915 4i4h.p. B.S.A.
and coachbuilt sidecar, splendid condition; £105.—
yal Parade, London Rd., Croydon. [7866

. B.S.A., 2-3p6ed, all chain drive, perfect condi-
:ion; £75.—Hardie, 24, Woodstock St. (ofE Oxford
Bond St., Loudon, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559.

,A. sy^h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, clutch, with hand
md loot control, will take sidecar anywhere ;

price
-E.E.A., 85, Clifford St., Newcastle-on-Tyne.

rX-7678
A. Cpmbination,-1919, April, 3-speed, belt, Lucas
lamps, special sidecar, spares; best over £l40;
5 odIv.—Franklyn, Faircroft, MiU Hill, N.W.7.

[8310
A., 1919, Model H, brand new, cot ridden, chain
drive, 4V,h.p,, 3-si.eed couut-ershaft gear, kick
r; what otters?—Box- L3,055, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[8002
.A, C.B. Combination, 2-speed, SVoh.p., chain
drive. K.S., lamps, screen, speedometer, tools, and
;. splendid condition: £95.— Clifl, Well Hall Par-
Sltham. [7957

.A., 1912-13, 4h.p;, clutch model, good condi-
tion, tyres as new. lamps, C.B. sidecar, very

£60, or separate.—Pritchett, AUbrook, near
iigh. [8413

.A. 1914 ^V-ih-V- Motor Cycle, wicker torpedo side-
car, chain drive, 2-speed, kick starter, Bosch
5ories, good condition; £65.—F., 29, de Beauvoir
Reading. [8165

.A. The Birmingham City Agents and B.S.A.
Specialists, County Cycle and Motor Co., 307
SOS, Broad St. All replacements in stock. Te!.

:

cyco, Birmingham. . [6311

-A. 191'6 4V:jh.p., C.B. sidecar, K.S., good condi-
tion, ride away; £92; reason for selling, owner
med, unable to operate left foot brake.—7, Graf-
Rd., Bedford. [8492

16 B.S.A. 4^h.p. Chain-cum-belt C-ombination
Cooper sidecar, guaranteed perfect running,

; any trial; £110.—Gee, 21, Flora Rd., South
ley, Birmingham. [X7737

l.A. S'/i-h.p. 1912 Combination, Watsonian light-

weight sidecar, 2 speeds, lamps, horn, etc., splen-
;ondition; any trial; £50.—Southgate, St. Mildred's
!;e. Westgate-on-Sea. [8526

'l.A., 1919. 3-sreed C.S., "with 1917 'coachbuilt
I
sidecar, delivered this moiitli, guaranteed not done

!
than 200 miles, unscratched, bought car; bargain,

; after 6 p.m.—93, Broad Lane, Tottenham. [7936

i.A. 1916 4i4h.p., .all-chain drive, coachbuilt side-
car, 3-3peed, lamps, etc., splendid condition, not
5,000 miles, practically new Dunlop rubber-studded

'; £100.—Taborn, 9, Church Drive, Daybrook. Not-
am. [S7833
15-16 B.S.A. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, chain-

I cum-belt, recently overhauled, new cylinder, pis-
belt, chain, tyres, equal new machine, lamp, horn,
.built sidecar, smart appearance; £95.-11, South-
St., Gloucester. [8143

'.-.A. Combination, 1916, 4*Ah.p.. 3-speed, chain-cum-
belt, kick starter, mechanical horn, speedometer,

, Oanoelet sidecar with hood, screen, and luggage
'•I. 3 lamps, good spares and tools; £100.—Major
nson, P/W. Camp, Felixstowe. [8478

E B.S.A. Motor Cycle for sale, 4Wh.p., and side-
car, everything complete, lamps on both ; reason for
?, going in for small car; still one month's guar-

,!
with firm; price £150, or near offer.—E. Pout,

p
Kite Farm, SwalediHe, Whitstable. [X7465

l.A. 1916 4'/ih.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, chain drive, kick start, good tyres,
horn, accessories, spare chain and valve, splen-

lOndition, very little used during war; 85 gns., or
St.—Capt. Sumner, Waverley, West Bay, Bridport,
:-t. [7887

Caeco.
t.p. Caeco, 1912, 3-speed. clutch, excellent con-
dition, last, reliable, £37/10; 3V2h.p. 1912

^aph, semi T.T., fixed engine, extremely sound
lt^ustwor^hy, £38.—Patterson, Sawston, Cambs.

[8438

THE BIRfv)iNQHAM HOUSE:

FOR MOTOR CYCLES S LIGHT CARS

I
HAVE YOU 7

i Ordered your New Mount

MY AGENCIES INCLUDE the
following machines, for" which
a limited number of orders
can be accepted for delivery
during September or October

BLACKBURNE,
INDIAN,

ENFIELD,
NORTON,
TRIUMPH,
EDMUND,
ROVER,
JAMES,
ZENITH,

GALTHORPE,
NEW

IMPERIAL.

Thinking: of Buying^

You cannot do better than
consult me before coming to
a decision.

Write, call or 'phone

PboQe: 'Grams:
Mid. 662. 87-91, "Lytcap.B'ham.

JOHN BRflGHT ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calcott

/"^ALCOTT, 2V-h. p., nearly new; bargain, £30, or near
Vy offer.—Oswell, Hadley", Salop. [X7707

Calthorpe.
"j Q16 Calthorpe-Jap 2^^4h.p.. Enfield 2-speed. lamps.
J-t/ etc., in good condition; £^5.—Boorer, Horsham,

rX7523
CALTHORPE, 2-speed, new Dunlops, splendid run-

ning, £31; also Auto-Wlieel, £9.—Doe, Ayles-
lord, Kent. . [8107

CALTHORPE Juaior, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, excellent
condition ; 32 gns. ; atter 7.—10, Baronsmead

Rd., Barnes. [3259

"I Q15 Calthorpe-Jap, 2^i.h.p., 2 speeds, Enfield gear,
-L*? as new; oft'ors over £45; after 7 p.m.—37, Hipb
St., Eltham, Kent. [8091

"1 (G|l6 Cnlthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, excellent running order,
--«-' good appenranc-e, little used; £45.—G. Letts, jun!,
Semer Lodge, Ipswich. [7963

CALTHORPE, 1915. 2%h.p., 2-speed gear, with
lamps, in perfect condition.—F. G. Dixon, The

Forge, Swingfield, Dover. [8275

1 Q16 Calthorpe-Jnp, 2 speeds, lamps, overhauled week
-L*? ago, splendid condition; 42 gns.—Budd, 20. Cathe-
rine's Cross. Darlaston, Staffs. [X7416

1 Ol5 2'/2h.p. Caltborpe-Jap, 2 speed, quite new con-
-i-*^ dition, little used; £46.—Walbro Motor Cycle
Works, Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [X7548

33.h.p. Calthorp^-Precision, 2-speed countershaft
4 gear, with clutch, powerful machine, in good

order; £45.—Pannett, High St., Lewes. [7567

1Q14 Calthorpe Precision SVzh.p. 4-stroke, 2-speed,
it? stored 4 years, new condition, footboards tools,

lamps; £39, near.—39, Chesilton Rd., Fulham, S.W.
[7893

IQIS Calthorpe 2^h.p. 2-5troke, Enfield 2-speed,
J-tF splendid condition, ride away; bought highei
power; £50.-84, Shaftesbury Rd., Crouch Hill, N.19.

[8503
CALTHORPE Junior, Precision 2-stroke, 2-spetd,

free engine, B. and E., variable pulley, good run-
ning order; £35.—Day, Brereton Rd., Rugeley, Staffs.

[S:7756
CALTHORPE Combination, 4Mli-P-. variable gear,

F.E., new tyres, tubes; £48; good solo mount
considered part exchange.—391, Lordship Lane, Dul-
wich, E. [7896

CALTHORPE-PRECISION, 2%h.p., 2-speed, free

engine, heavy new Dunlop, splendid runner,
guaranteed absolutely perfect; 28 gns.; bankers' refer-

ences given,—Bee, 31, The Pavement, Clapham
Common. [8118

CALTHORPE-PRECISIOX Combination, 6h.p., 2-

speed, free engine, kick start, Binks carburetter,
coachbuilt sidecar, iii good condition, working everr
day and ready to ride away; £90.—Beaidmore, Foxholes
Farm, AVerringtou, Stokt^on-Tient. [X7367

Campion.
CAMPION 2-stroke, Villiers engine, not done 200

miles, pood as new; any trial here; £35.—Ham-
mond, Saltfleetby, Lines. [8495

6-8h.p. Cnrapion-Jap Combination, 3-speed gear and
clutch, Bocyh mag., wicker sidecar, powerful outfit;

£75.—Waite, Axbridge, Somerset. [X7323

1 C|14 4h.p. C*Tmpiou-Jap Coachbuilt Combination, 2-

JlU ppe)?d, clutch, tyres excellent, perfect running
order; £55.-1, Othello St., Liverpool. [8074

1 Q13 4%h.p. Campion-Precision, single, Bosch, B
Jl«J' and B., excellent running order; what oflers?—
Bloodwoith, 28, Austerly, Bourne, Lanes. [X7338

1 Q12 4h.p. Campion-Jap, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed,
J-t7 clutch, Bosch mag., tyres new. Miller lamps,
stored 3 years; £45.—Edwards, Sotwell, Wallingford.

[8648

"I
Q16 Campion-Jap 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt

-L«-' sidecar, with Jardine 4 speeds, luggage grid,
speedometer, P. and H. lamps, horn, windscreen, and
few spares, tyres as new. in perfect condition; any
trial; £125.—Speechley, 33, St. Catherine's Grove, Lin-
coln. [8290

C.C.R.

C.C.R. Twin 5-6h.p. Combination, C.B. sidecar, 3-

speed Sturmey.—G. Bowles, 24, Glentworth Rd.,
Nottingham. tX7584

Centaur.
2h.p. Centaur Lightweight, in good rnnning order;

£22; owner bought higher power.-W. Pepper, 89.
Mill Kd., Lincoln. rX7813

Chater-Lea
SOUTH Lancashire Only.—Chater-Lea enquiries.—J,

Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man-
chester. [7040

1Q13 Chater-Lea No. 7 Combination, best cane
J-v sidecar, 3-speed, countershaft, good condition;
any trial or inspection; offers.—Chapel House, Blendon.
Bexley. Kent. [8512

CHATER-LEA, Bh.p.. and sidecar, 2 speeds, lamps,
horn, splendid climber; £50 ; after 6 p.m.—1.

Russell Rd., Walton-on-Thames. [8159

£75.—8h.p. Chater-Lea combination, 3-speed counter-
shaft, all-chain drive, lamps, speedometer, etc.,

coachbuilt sidecar; seen any time.—1, Vale Rd.. Tun-
bridge Wells. [X7887

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chatei'-Lea<4ntoine.

CHATER-LEA Antoine 6h.p. TwiD, free engine;
£25: ride away.—49, Parish Lane, Penge. S.E.

[X7540

Chater-Lea-Fafnir.
3ib.p. Cliati?r-Lea-Fnfnir, E. ' and B., mag., good

2 tyres, belt, good i"unuiner orderi re-euamelled ; £16.
—A.D.. 29, Nelson Ed., Chellnsloid. [8469

CHATEE-LEA-FAFNIE, Bosch, B.B., excellent con-
dition; ride away; £30, or offer.— Gentry, 59,

Aldenham St., St. Pancras, N.W.I. [8368

Chater-Lea-Jao

CHATER-LEA 5-61i.p.. twin J.A.P., powerlul, suit
sidecar; bargain, £47/10.—32, Akerman Ed.,

Brixton, S.W. [8701

CHATER-LEA No. 7, Coachbuilt Combination, Sh.n.
twin, J.A.P. engine, 3-speed countershaft clntcn,

any trial; £95.-67, Gordon Ed., Wanstead, E.ll.
[8033

ff?55.—4h.p. Jap-Chater-Lea, in good condition, new^ tyres, very fast and powerful, climb anything at
40; trial.—T. Coleman, 14, Elderberry Ed., Well Hall,
S.E.9. [X7732

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. No. 7 C.B. Combination, Sh.p.
J.A.P. engine, 3-speed countershaft, clutch,

Epiendid condition ; £95.— Littlecot, Sutton-at-Hove,
Dartford, Kent. [7973

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-

speed countershaft, all-chain, handle start, 650x
65 tyres, stored 2 years, mileage 7,000, lamps, horn.
^Iteedometer, etc.; ^680.-D.E., c/o The Lodge, Great
Holland. Kirby Cross, Essex. [8580

Chater.Lea-Re.\.

CHATBE-LEA-EEX, Bi/oh.p., Bosch, strong, power-
tnllv lixiilt, ready to ride away: £35.—Sheldon,

Wljciitley, -Oxen. ' (7900

Chatei-.LeaT.D.C.
CHATER-LEA-T.D.C. 1914. 4h.p., Bosch, Diuiils,

B. and B., adiiistable puUev, low, fast; bargain,
£29;i0.— 16, Oaten Hill Place, Canterbnry. [X7568

Chatev'Lea-White and Poppe.
CHATEE-LEA, Sy.h.p. White and Poppe engine,

U.H. mag., wheel discs, new tyres and belt; £28.
— Knight, 4, Pavement, Coulsdon, Surrey. [8123

c
Clyno.

LYNO Combination, 6h.p. tTrin, 1915, fiist-nlnss

condition.— 39, Paikside, Cambridge.' [X7499

GKOVER, Smith, ;ind Willis, BfiRin^stoIre, Clyno
Agents.—Deliveries in strict rotation; order now.

[5778
CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey

agents for the new Clyno.—Order now for early
delivery. [4084

6h.p. 3-speed Clyno Combination, detachable wheels,
spare wheel; £85.-29, St. Leonards St., Bromley-

by-Bow. [8351

^-6h.p. Clyno. 2-speed, Bosch mag., tyres extra good,
^ splendid condition nearest £60 eeeures.—Box
L3,016, do The Motor Cycle. [7994

CLYNO, 2-stroke, 21^1. p., 2 speeds, and clutch, very
good nieelianicnl condition; £50.—After 6 p.m,,

int 10, Chester Rd.. East Ham. [8328

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, condition as new,
stored during war; best offer over £100.—C/o 113,

Kingston Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19. [8054

CLYNO 1912, coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, 6h.p., kick
start, in good condition ; £60 ; seen after 5.—

Hatcher, Bisley Old Rd., Stroud, Glos.. [X7670

1 Q15 Clyno. 3-speed, interchange wheels, large tyres,
J-«7 clutch, bulbous back sidecar, lamps, horn; after
6.30; 95 gns.—126, Perry Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.

[8506
6h.p. Clyno Combination, 1917 model, in excellent

condition, just overhauled: £120, or best otter.-
Captain Langley, The Cottage, St. Thomas Bridge,
Salisbury. [S64o

CLYNO, 6h.p., 1914, 3-speed, kick, combination,
spare wheel, interchangeable, in splendid condi-

tion, ready for anywhere, smart a^-pearance; £100.

~

Oswell, Hadley, Salop. [X7706

CLYNO Combinations and Lightweights. Write,
'phone, or call lor particulars of deliveries.—

Kay=, 8, Bond St., and 116122, Pitshanger Lane,
Ealng. 'Phone: 553 Ealing. [7084

CLYNO Combination, 3-speed countershaft clutch,
K.S., detachable wheels, enclosed chain drive.

appearance like new, genuine, first-class outfit; 100
gns.; bargain.—21, Newton Av., Acton, W. [8706

"ICfclS Clyno Sh.p. 3-speed Combination, chain drive,
jLiJ kick, dctncliable wheels, one spare and tyre, lamp,
iinni, and tools, condition as new; £115; too stron? for
lidci.-Ward, West Common, Redbourn, Herts. [8099

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., 2-speed countershaft,
-all-fhain, dutch, kick starter, Clyno coachbuilt

sidecar, good tyres, good running order, lamps, and
horn; £75.-209, Broadway, West Hendon, N.W. [8295

REGISTERED

SREOIAkfiTIES.
H.A.H. ELECTRIC HAND LAMP.

H.A.H. WIRING
SUNDRIES
Complate
Sets as

illustration.

Fig. 1040.

Fig. yo5.
Set "A" for Solo Machines ... 4/3.

6yi's. Kiii«le ilKlitiiiK wive, tiipe t--l\n?i, tine teimina's, etc.

Set " B " for Sidscar Comtinations, 6 /G.

ISyils.s ngleliglituig wire, tap3, cli^a. riiit' terminals, etc.

oi) ——jt-—

'^ Fig. 545.
/alve Litter, 2/6 each.

Fig.55j."MIXA FAN
Kits induction pipe

Fig. 395. ^-lin. Increased power,
ROUTE CARD HOLDESi Decreased consumption.

Price 6/- each. 1/6 each.

Delivery of ail above from Stock.
Note.—Postage extra on all the above.

Write for latest Catalogue of H.A.H. Compieit
Electric LighUhg Sets. "

A. H. HUNT, 113-117, Cannon St.,

LONDON, E.C.4^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO 1914 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3' ^
countershaft, interchangeable wheels and . spj

lamps and horn; £98, or exchange solo and 5"3rsl^;
]

vate owner.—Seen at 462, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyt
E.IO. [8:

CLYNO 1914 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-Pr
countershaft, quick detachable interchauR'tyible vh

all-enclosed chairf. drive, kick starter, clutch. Bob
Amac, Jones speedometer trip and maximum, Klast
Lucas lamps, fully ensured, many gadgets fitted; £l—Apply, after 6 p.m., 16, Iffley Rd., Hammersmith,

[7!

Connaught
HOVE Engineering Works, Daviirrtor Ed.— Sole <

trict Connaught agents; deliveries from stock;
accessories and repairs. [7!

1 Q14 Connaught, 2-Epeed, very fast, good o.onditi
M-iJ lamps and horn, complete, stored during t?

£40.—Keates, 12, Newport St., Burslem. [;

Coventry Victor.

COVENTRY Victor, 1919, 6h.p., 3-speed, kici st!

mileage 900, too powerful solo; first cheaWe o

£90- secures; seen appointment.—Head, Moody Terrs
Consleton. Cheshire.

Coulson.
SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of1

Only.—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and (

Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7(

D
Dayton.

AYTON 2-stroke, good climber; £28;
Allison, Church Ed., Acton, W.

no ofler

[81

D
De Dion

E DION SVsh.p., mag., ride away; £27.-16.
Mary Abbott's Terrace, Kensington, W. [Bi

3 Sh.p. 1)3 Dion, B. and B. carburetter, C.A.V. m:
4 in good running order;- £30; seen after 6 p.n

2, Wolseley Gardens, Chiswicli. [fi;

3ih.p. De Dion (nuts only missing), carburet
2 • Chater-Lea frame, tank, controls, pump, han

bar, coil; lot £6, oHers.—14, Park Rd., Wallasey. [S7.

33^h.p. Douglas.—Several W.D. models for imme'1:
4 dr-

Douglas
_ . _ .. eral W.D.
4 delivery from stock; £62-£72,

ALSO 4h.p. Models, solos and combinations; £75
wards; firi-t callers secure.—Clapham (Mote

119, King George St., Greenwich. [?;

DOUGLAS, 1914. T.T., 2-speed, splendid conditi
£48.-32, High St., Reigate. [8'

DOUGLAS. 1911, 2%h,p., good order; first £1'

B. Walshe, Glin, Co. Limerick. [X7.'

p3h.p. 1915 Douglas T.T.. 2-speed; £55.-35, R
'V 4 mond Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [8

DOUGLAS as^h.p., 1915, 2-speed, nerfect conditi.

£46.-36, David Lane, Shadwell - [8

DOUGLAS 2^/ih.p., 2-speed, delivered last week;
gns.— 7, Cannon St., St. Albans. [X7"

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, new condition, ride away; £
—Allison, Ciiurch Rd., Acton, W. [8

1Ql7'4h.p. douglas, beautiful condition: cheaiLU ra, Wi.\-s Lane, Lavender Hill, S.W. i|
Q3.h.p. 1914 Douglas, 2-speed, in good going m
/^4 £45.-371, High St., Lewisham, S.E. ^^
4h.p. Douglas, 1917, 3-speed, clutch, kick afei

new; 90 gns.^2a, Sistova Kd., Balham. iC?

DOUGLAS 4h.p. combination, late 1916 W.D. ilfo

£95.-9, Church Rd., Willesden, N.W. ;|fl

DOUGLAS.—We are doing our best for doHverw
Moflat, Douglas Agent, Yeovil. 'Phone: SO. [1

23.h.p. Douglas, new, and new sidecar; 89 gi«|.,

4 separate.—52, Thornhill Rd., Barnsbury,J
33.h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, Bosch, accessories, sDl
4 condition; £58.-1, McBean Bd., WolverhaH

OUGLAS 2'/4h.p.- good condition, new Danl{^
belt;- £35.—Allison, Church Rd., Actoni|

OR Sale, new 4h.p. Douglas combination.—4,^
side Mansions, Jackson's Lane, Highgate, '.

OUGLAS, 2%h.p., single, good running ordeL
tyres; ^25; after 7.—82a, Bedford Rd„ Cl^g

OUGLAS, new, 254h.p., W.D., in crate; £7.2;,
ings after 8.—35, Sydney Rd., Richmond,-;

2^.4h.p.
-'

St.

Twin, very fast ; any
Leonards St., Bromley'

ly 11

I«

DOUGLAS
;e27/10.—29;

1 019 Douglas 2^ih.p., new, Lucas lamps and i<

X*/ best offer over £82.—Eveson, The DinBle,.'Bt

bridge. .."tf

W.D, 254h.p. Douglas, patent buffer forks,

ridden, No. 33628; 62 gns.—Grainger,
Row. I*

D,OUGLAS 2%h.p., single speed, about 1911 i^i!

Waygood, Pinewood Villas, Ninemile Ride, 1^
ham. Ia?

B34 '^11 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnQeld.

17 3h.p. Enfield Twin, 2-speed, clutch, perfect
condition, fully equipped, spare tyre, mileage

r 1,000; £70; no offers.—Rowe, Alexton, Upping-
Rutland. [X7564

16 Enfield Twin, 2-speexi, kick starter, mechanical
horn, all accessories, splendid condition; any trial

: £58: after 6.-2. Couthurst Ed., Charlton Ed.,
iheath, S.E. [8176

FIELD 3h.p., July, 1915. 2-speed. kick start.
Binks carburetter and Watsonian sidecar, per-
unning order; 65 gns.—40, Saicott Ed., Clapham
tion, S.W. [8494

14 6b. p. Enfield Combination, in first-class con-
dition, mileage 7.500, stored during restriction':,

eer owned; price £115; S.E. district.—Box 4,407,
'lie Motor Cycle. [X7818

YAL ENFIELD 2%h.p. Twin 2-speed, lamps,
bulb and mechanical horns, plating as new, per-
order, been stored; £45.—13h, Peabody Estate,
ey Ed., Walworth. [8271

rAL ENFIELD 6h.p. C.B. Combination, late
1913, perfect running order, Bosch mag., J.A.P.
>, speedometer, lamps; £95, or best offer.— 8,
Ed., Waterfoot, near Manchester. [S7558

CAL ENFIELD, twin lightweight, waterproof
Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter, engine, etc.,
luled last month .ind re-enamelled ; ride away

;

e31.-Bos L3,052, c.'o The Motor Cycle. [7999

6 6h.p. Enfield Combination, perfect condition,
5 lamps and generators, speedometer, child s

n sidecar, pinion out, watch, muffs, tools; £l20.
Farm, Windrush, Burford, Oxfordshire. [X7509

''lELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, chain drive, Bosch
nag.. Amac carburetter, just overhauled, new front
lorn, and lamps ; ride away ; 60 gns.—The Kiug's
Upper Tooting Ed., S.W.17. (Seen after 7 p.m )

[8156
6 Enfield Combination, Gh.p., good mechanical
condition, accumulator lighting. Klaxon, speedo-
(less cable), mirror, tools; £ll2.—Buck, 2, Ivy

;es, Stoughton St., Leicester. Evenings after 6.

[X7726
RAND New 2-5trobe, 2^spced 2>/ih.p. Enfield,
918 model, not run 100 miles, in perfect con-
fitted with electric light attachment : £55

;

by appointment.—Pinner Wood House, Pinner,
sex. [8181

9 Enfield (Easter) 8h.p., Combination, owner's
electric lighting, ample spares, enormous
ready for holidays; offers over 160 gns.-

' for appointment, 20, Temple, Fortune Hill.

I. [8434

I'AL ENFIELD Combination, late 1916, litt'.e

sed. Lucas dynamo lighting, electric horn and
-ion lamp, oversize tyres, Klaxon horn, trip speed-
'. and mirror, hood, screen, apron, new spare tyre
i')e3, full tool kit. chains, all spares, etc., the
;iii new and perfect condition, a luxuricais out-
165.-168 Church Hill Ed., Hand^^oitu, Bir-
nai. .[Xvaeg

j

Excelsior.
>p. Excelsior, Bosch, B. and E., good condition;
!£35.-32, Marquis Ed., Finsbury Park. [8140

CASHIER, Cheshire, North Wales, Isle of Man
I'nly.-American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blake
J., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7033

:;EICAN Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p , Gradua
Sar, powerful machine, in splendid condition;
ns, — Seen, 160, Ordnance Ed., Enfield Lock,
|sex. [8281

[p. American Excelsior Combination, late 1916,
,Vnamo lighting, 3-speed, speedometer,' Millford
|, in splendid condition; £120 cash.—Gay,
1-combe. Som. [X7650
jELSIOE (American), latest model, 7-9h.p.,
(riuiMio lighting, S-sneed countershaft, coach side-
acticaily new; £155; good solo part exchange.

', Victoria Av., Surbiton. [7882

EICAN Excelsior Motor Cycles.—Sole, distribu-
Ta for tlie counties of Wanvicks., Worcs., Staffs.,
and Leics. Place your order now to secure
delivery.—The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Rd..

gham. [7931

ELSIOE. American, 1916-17. 7-9h.p., T.T. 3
)eeds, clutch, kick start, racing metal sidecar,
id and rear lighting, speedometer, horn, spares.
lot, perfect order; any trial; £120.—Broad's,
er, 7c. Hornsey Rise. Holloway, London. N.

[8016
' Lxc*l8ior 3h.p., 2-stroke, special siderar model,
2-8peed countershaft, all-chain drive, hand con-
ciutch, Amac,* E.I.C.. Brooks B170. Dunlop
V. and H. large lighting sets, horn, tools, inile-

Jer 500, new condition; owner badly wounded:
r nearest offer.-Lient.. 26. Tictoria St. Scar-
' [8034

Fafnir.
). Fafnir, everything ^complete, in running
order, frame broken; £3.— 13h. Peabody Estate,
Rd., Walworth. [8272

!!—Fafnir, 3V^h.\)., clutch, B. and B.. mai.,
igine perfect, fast, reliable; auv trial; £2?!

27. Netting Hill Gate. London. [8270

Sole London Agents toi

A.iy.S. and BRITISH EXCELSIORS.

Here are some aids
to motoring: com-
fort. We can deliver
immediately from
stock.

MOTORING GLOVES.

Black Asbe?toI Gauntlet.

13/6.

Tan Leather Gauntlet,

21/-.

(Postage, 3d.)

SIDECAR or LIGHT CAR JACKS.
Will lift 5ny u-eight up to 5 cut., yet weighs
only li lb., and, when closed, measures only
Sin. high. By far the cheapest and most
efficient jack on the market to-day.

Price 4/6 (postage, 6d.)

HANS RENOLD CHAIN.

-Size iin. xjin Price, per ft. 2/10

RIVET EXTRACTORS (or Self-centring
Punchss).

J y. Jin., i X Jin., J x f/m Price 5 /-

g-^iin., gx-fjin., ixjin , J >; -ffcin.,

2 X ^in Price 6 /-

PILLION SEATS.

The Tan-Sad Spring Seat, dish-shaped, and
easy to St 33 /-

Spring^veU Seats, strongly upholstered, and
fitted with box springs Price 17/6

Postage on pillion seats, 8d. extra.

GOGGLES.
Schneil Collapsible (clear or smoked).

Price 3 /6. (Postage, 3d.)

Mica Shields, 3 /-, plus 3d. postage.

T.W.R. TAIL LAMPS.
ILlectric.completewith bulb. 9/11 (postage 4ri.)

ONE-MINUTE TYRE LEVERS.
Three to the set. 1 /6. (Postage, sd.l

ACETYLENE REAR LAIVIP3.

Inexpensive and very efficient.

Price 5/6, or, by post, 5/9.

DISC WHEELS,
for A.J.S. Motor Cycles.

There is nothing to equal disc wheels
for enhancing the appearance of a Motor
Cycle, or simplifying the task of clean-
ing. Price per wheel 22/6

(Postage, I'/- extra.)

H. Taylor& Co., Ltd.

Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.I.

Wholesale: 38, ALFRED PL.ACE, W.C.I.

Gnrnce : Tottenham Court IloaJ. * P hone—Mngonm,
1^40. Tel'ii^rami

—
"Dynametro. Westceiit, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

ride away ; £25.-p3.h.p. F.N. : ride away; £25.-22. Park Ed., Enfiplrl^t ^^nsh. [S7664

F.N.. 2?<h.p., 2-speed, Bosch; £20.—Vegan, Mil! St..
Dockhead. S.E. [8452

F.N. Combination, 5-6h.p., 4-cvl., 2-spGed, over-
hauled; £40. — Sunnyticld Lodge, \Vest Heath,

Hampstead. [8289

F.N. 2^4h.p., overhauled, re-enalnelled, T.T., water-
tight mag.; £24.-85, Galbraith St., Cubitt Town,

Poplar, E.14. [7531

F.N., 2'/^h.p., 2-speed, perfect order, accessories; £35.
—8, Halt Moon Lane, Heme Hill, S.E. 'Phone

;

Brixton 1964. [8569

2jlh.p. F.N., shaft drive, 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, B.
4: and B., perfect condition; £26.—231, Lordship

Lane, Wood Green, E. (8468

F.N. 2i^h.p., shaft drive, 2-speed, clutch, perfect
condition, as new; offers.—Elger, 65, Mulberry

St., Hulme, Manchester. [X7645

F.N. 25ib.p., Bosch, B. and B., Druids. Lyeett, Mil-

lers, all perfect, running order; £22.-24, Lower
Park Fields, Putney, S.W. [8204

F.N., 4-cyl., Shalt drive.- Bosch, Senspray, nnnsed 4
years, good order throughout : genuine bargain,

£28 cash.—Nicholson, 53, Oxford St., Stoke-on-Trent.
[X7489

31,L.p. F.N. Lightweight, shaft drive, 2-sEeed gear,
2 plate clutch, good tyres, ready to ride away ; lowest

£28.— Beesley, 106. Barlow Moor Ed-, West Didshury,

Manchester. [X7592

F.N., 2i^h.p., Dunlop tyres and belt, wants mag.,

splendid condition; £10, or exchange C3. side-

car (fit Rex), letters only.—Simonds, Pimlico, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts. [8449

FN 4V,-5h.p., 4-cvl., 2-speed, handle-bar dutch, en-

gine thoroughly overhauled, late Amac, Bosch com-

bined mag. and distributer, dropped frame, lamp, horn

;

£38/10. Iowest,-75, St Dunstan's descent, Worcester.
[X7276

F.N., 5h.p., 4 cyls., 2 speeds, clutch, kick start, late

model, in new condition, lamps, Stewart warnmg
signal, speedometer; £75; consider good single part

exchange.—Bramlea, Charlton Rd., SheppertonKjn-

Thames. [8283

FN 4-cyl 7h p , 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, F.R.S.

lamp set, Cowey speedometer, tools and spares.

This is their last model, with mechanical inlets, late

1914-15, stored 4 years, new condition; 100 gns., or

offer.-Walters, 20, Park Rd., Enfleld .Wash, Middle-

sex. .

18043

FN 4-cvl. 5-6h.p., dropped frame. 1913, lootboard.s,

2-sreed. clutch, Bosch mag., kick staiter, new P.

and H. head and tail lamps, stored 2 years, jnst tliOr-

oughlv overhauled, all worn parts renewed re-enameUed

and plated, onlv done 100 miles since, £45; also low-

built sidecar. 2-seater. coach body, just delivered, never

used, new tvrc, £20 ;
private owner.-17, Southend Av

Darlington. li.7b/a

HarleyDavidson.
1 017 Harlev-Davidson Combination, as new; oHers.

XV _J Capps, Papermakers Arms, St. Leonard

St., Bow, E. [8501

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor CO.-1916 Harley-David-

son combination, beautiful condition; £145.-9,

Eoyal Parade, London Ed., Croydon. L78ea

HAELEY 7-9h.p., short-couple racing model, fast-

est Havley in England; 93 gns.—Baragwanatll,

9, Bartholomew Rd., Kentish Town, N. [8704

HAELF.Y-DAVIDSON, 1915, T.T.. Klaxon, speedo-

meter lamp set, just overhauled, a red-hot solo

mount; £95.-A. Alston, 96, West Hill, Sydenhain, S.E.
[X7555

HARLEY-D.4.VIDS0N and Co.achbuilt Sidecar, 1915
modf-l lamps. Klaxon, new tyres, hood, ecreen,

in excellent condition; £115.—Black Bull, 192, High
St., Stoke Ncwington. [8246

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Combination, good con-

dition, acetylene lighting, Orto v ind scieen.

Klaxonettc; *130 lor quick sale.-Fanthorpe, High

St., Dereham, Norfolk. L-v.bb2

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Combination. 1915,

new hood and tank re-enamelled, engine over-

hauled; owner too nervous to drive; 120 gns.—Lambert,

Goose Yard, St. John. St., Angel, E.C.I. [8688

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Electric Model, just

re-enamelled and overhauled by Harley-David-

con ^-sneed kick: 110 gns.. or best offer.—13, bey-

r^Jir Mews Wigmore St. Oxford St., W. [8316

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, late 1916. 4Vih.p., 3 speeds,

kink starter, clutch, hand and foot control, Inraps,

horn etc.. genuine, reliable, fast: 80 gns. ; no offers,-

Smith, 2, Ford St., St. Mary. Nottingham. 1X7836

7-9h p. Harley-Davidson and Bramble Sidecar, Nov.,

1915. condition almost as new, just thoroughly
overauled, painted khaki, almost unscratched; best

offer over £130-—Bell Motor Works, Hendon, N.W.
[8128

1019 Harley, mag. model, latest luxurious Harley
J.«7 coachbuilt siderar, hood and screen, lamps, trip

-peedometer, mudshields. tool kit, all accessories, per-

fect condition, mileage 1.000; £220, or best offer

secures; appointment.—Wells, 20, Red Liwa Sq., Hol-
born. [8182

AIL letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Henderson.

SOLE Midland Distributers, The Premier Motor Co.,
,
Aston Rd., Birmingham.

HENDERSON 4-cyl., the aristocrat oi motor cycles;
orders now booking for delivery in rotation.—Sole

ilistiiljuters lor the counties of W.'u wicks., Worcs.,
Staffs., Salop, and Leics., The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7982

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle of
Man.—Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. inyited.— J,

Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liyerpool-Mauchester,
[7036

TTENDERSON 1914 Solo, gears, clutch, Claudel, new
-fi-X tyre and chain, disc wheels, sporting appearance,
and very fast; .£85, no oHera.—93, Sydney Rd., Wimble-
don. [8554

Hobart.
"1 Q 15 Hobart 2V2h.p. 2-stroke, used few weeks only,Xtf perfect condition; 45 gns.—Johns, 27, St.
Gabriel s Rd., Cricklewood, N.W. [8625

1Q16 Hobart-Villiers Lightweight 2-stroke, 2-speed,
-Lt/ counter-shaft, new condition: £45.—31, Rich-
mond Park Rd.. Kingiton-on-Thames. [8190

HOBART 1916 Combination, Sh.p., 2-6peed, F.E.,
disc wheels, smart sporty outfit, lamp set",- etc.

;

£68, offers; eveuings.—87, Truro Rd.. Wood Green.
[8330

HOBART-J.A.P. 1916 Combination, 6h.p. twin,
eouutersh.nft 3-speed, kick start, splendid condi- -^

tion, lamps and Klaxon; a bargain, £110.—Coventry
Motor Mart, Ltd., London Rd., Coventry. [X7767 |r—

number. [I

3ih.p. Humber, 2 speeds; £34.-35, Richmond Rd., '0
2 Kingston-on-Thames. [8388 I

riviBER 2h.p., M.L., Amac, new condition; £25.— IR

73. IJcrweut Rd., I'almer's Green, N.13. [8133 J

IHgBgBiagBiB

H
19
3

15 Humber, 3-speed, kick start, new condition.—
!

223, Lloyd St., Moss Side, Manchester. [8035

3.h.p. Twin Humber for sale, excellent condition

;

4 £44.—Apply, 16, Meadow St., Coventry. [X7742

HUMBER Lightweight, unused 4 years, as new ; £32.
—Wfiujbridge, 43, Riverside, Kingston-on-Thamea.

[X7419
HUMBER Lightweight, good running coudition;,

£23.-Apply (eveninge), 41, Gresley Ed., N.19. 1

[7924
HUMBER. 3hi/o.p., 2ispeed, 1912, like new, with

or without C.B. sidecar; offers.—Webb, Warmlev,

'

Bristol.
-^ [S7752

HUMBER, 4h.p., 2-speed, handle start; £50, or
nearest.— 30, Vernon Terrace, Long Lane, East!

-I'inchiey. [8623
3ih.p. Hiimhpr, good coudition ; ride owav; seen even-

1

2 ings; £25, or offer.—42, Beechhill Rd., Eltham,
3.E.9. [8489

3Xh.p. Humber, Roc 2-speed, niuning order; £35;'
2 write, or call after 6.30 p.m.—J. W. Bennett. !

Scotter. Lincolnshire. [8378
''

HUMBER, 3>^h.p., believed 1915, gears and K.S.,
semi-T.T., excellent order; first £45-.—c/o Wallis,

Church St., Rugby. [8450

HUMBER Lightweight, nearlv ueiv tyres, esrpllent
condition ; £28/10.—Armstrong, 17, Goldhiiwk

Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London. £8076

HUMBER 2'f4h.p. Twin, T.T., 3-speed, clutch, abso-

1

lutely perfect, new heavy cover, tube, and belt;
JO gng.—9, Mecklenburgh St., Holborn. [8299

,

HUMBER-3V2h.p., 1911, running order, tyres, etc..
1

good; £33, for quick sale; first m.o. secures.—
Rherwood, Kelsale, Saxmundham, Suffolk. [8021

HUMBER 3Vjh.p., Bosch, B. and B., good tyres, !

in running order, free engine; £30, or good offer.
,

-J. JoJmstone, Pica, Distington, Cumberland. [X7560
\

HUMBER 1913 2h.p. Motor Cycle, single-speed, good
tyres, Bosch mag., splendid order and condition;

£30, or offer.-Dewdney, 34, Magdala Rd., N.19. [8570

BRAND New 1919 Flat Twin 3y2h.r. Humber, fully
equipped, lamps, horn, etc.;'best offer over £llO;

owner disabled.—Dawe, 26, Hobart Rd., Cambridge.
[X7888

HUMBER Motor Cycle. 2 speeds, froe engine, every-
thing in perfect mechanical order, ready to ride i

nwav; £32.—Bennett, "E" Block, R.A.S.C., Grove'
Paik, S.E.12. [7934 i'

3ih.p. Humber. 2-speed, free engine, handle start,
,

2 good running order, lamp, horn, new tyre, j'

trial ; owner buying lightweight ; £45.—Cathedral '

House, Ely, Cambs. [7971
;j

1 Q14 3V2h.p. Humber Combination. 2-speed, clutch, f,

-*-«-' adjustable pulley, almost new Canoelet sidecar,
[j

ready for the road; v.orth writing for particulars;
£65.—Tho^-. Smith. 18, Glebe Rd., Kilmarnock. [8160

UNIQUE Sporting Featherweight Combination, 2^4
h.p. twin Hmnber, 60x60, very low and fast,

^leci.nllv tuned enirine, lonf: exhaust, T.T. bars, rubber
grips, 3-6peed, clutch, fitted AVatsouion Model E side-
v'dv, ail tyres and tubes recently new, unpunctured.
aetylene and electric lighting, most reliable and ecouo-
mrcnl to run, splendid condition; cash £75: after 6
p.m.—Wilson, 35. Shakespeare Rd., Acton, W.3. [8321

Imp.
IMP-J.A.P., 1914, 2!2h.p., 2-speed, perfect order, all

accessories; £48.-8, Half Moon Lune, Heme Hill.
S.E 'Phone; Brixton 1964. [8568

HOxME

BOOT
REPAIRING

"Elite Holdtite Rivetless Soles.'

Soles STUCK ON.-

We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fix solution. We guarantee
them to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. This process of fixing is exactly

the same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof .

Full mstructions given with each pair of

soles

PRICES :

Gents'.
bize.

tO-II

8-9

6-7

Size.

6-7

4-5
2-3

Size.

4-5

2-3

I-I3

Per Pan

3/6
3/3
3/-

Ladies'.

2/B
2/4
2/-

Boys' and Youths'.

Size.

I-I3

II-I2

g-io

ChildS' (Ligfit).

Per Pair

3/-

2/10
2/8

Per Pair

t/6

1/3
1/-

Sol-fix Solution:
m Tin?, 8d., 1 <3, 2/6, and 4/6. An 8d. tin i^

sufficient for 2 pairs of soles.

Solution Brush, 4d.

Please remit 6d- to covet cost of
postage. Any excesF will be refunded,

EUTE

RUBBER
COm Ltd. (Dept A),
264-266, Vanxball Bridge Road

VICTORIA. S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

24h.p. Indian; £25, or offers; after 7 p.m.—15, G
4 field Rd., Harlesden. [f

-91i.p. Indian, clutch model, 1914;
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. -

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Twin Clutch Combination, C.B.
gna.; will separate.—176, South Ealing Rd., 1

[fi

INDIAN Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
start, Gloria car; oiler.—12, Bridge St., C

bridge. [X7

INDIAN Combination, late 1915, T.T., sporting t

car, fast; £95.-30, Kiggindale Rd., Streath
S.W.16.

.
bb •

j.^

5-6h.p. Indian, semi-T.T., good throughout, I

geared, sporting; 90 gns.—17, Elmwood Gard
Acton Hill, W.3. -

. [8

INDIAN, 1916, 5-6h.p., 3-8peed, clutch, kick b1

electric lighting set, and horn ; £115.-39, P
flide, Cambridge. [X?

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, disc wheels.
fast, good condition; ^£68.-29, St. Leonards

Bromley-by-Bow. ^8

"1 Q14 Indian, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, good condition, I
4-^ stored, overhauled; £65; ride away.—ApnJ]
iStrand, Exmouth. , [X?

7-9h.p. Indian, T.T., 1914, clutch, fi^ne lamps,
machine, good order ; £60, Quick sale.—Saw

.Long St., Sherborne. [X7

INDIAN 1916 T.T. Coachbuilt Conlbination. 3 ape
kick, clutch; 105 gns. ; aftei^--6. — 449, Full

r.nlace Rd.. S.W.6. '
, [8

INDIAN, late 1915, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, g
condition; £80.~S. Floaete, 10, Downs Rd., 1

mont, Sutton, Surrey. [8

1 Q15 T.T. Indian, 7-9h.p., clutch, perfect condit
-1-^ fast, ride awav; £70.—Humphries, 8, Tlie
lage, Old Cliarlton, S.E.7. [8

7-9h.p. Indian, clutch, spring frame, and pillion s

overhauled, believed 1915; £65.—Taie Coti
South Alkham, near Dover. [8

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1914, T.T., clutch, torpedo sidet

£90; good condition, storsd 3 years.—After 6,"

Ranelagh Rd., South Ealing. [fi

1 Q 15 5-6h.p. Red Indian Combination, 3-sp
-a-*7 clutch, torpedo sidecar, good condition ; £7
Chapman, 10, Norris St., Lincoln, [X7

"I
Q16 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, clutch, 3-8p

A«7 electric light, Indian sidecar; £105.—Taylor,
Rosetield St,, near Waterloo Station: [8

JNDIAN 1914 Combination, spring frame, 7-91

2-speed, clutch; 75 gns., or near offer.— 13, J

mour Mews, Wigmore, Oxford St., W. [fi

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 2-Bpeed, kick starter, ami sid(

electric lamps, accumulator, in splendid condit

£100.—Longman, Fisherton, Salisbury. [i

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds;
jJLtJ tyres, and in sound order; £115.—Walbro M

Cycle Works, Saffron Walden. 'Phone: 45. [M
INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1914, clutch model, the best <^

road, disc wheels, plated and enamelled, a real 4

mount.—Albyns, 872, Forest Rd., Walthamstow. [i

'

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 1914, 2 speeds, fi

with handsome coachouilt sidecar; £,1.

Waucliope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.('

[1

INDIAN Combination. 1915, 3-speed, clutch, S

starter. Millford eoachbuilt sidecar, in good C'

tion.—Bathing House, Howick, Lesbury, Northw
land. [X

INDIAN 1915 5h.p. 3-speed Combination, except
condition, Lucas horn, and 3 lamps; any (

nearest to £125 secures.~141, Morton Rd., Wii
don. [

1 Q 15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, si

-i-t/ frame, electric lamps, horn, screen, hood,

gage grid; £105.-27, Southfields Rd., Wandsw
S.W. [X

INDIAN 1915 Spring Frame Combination, 7-9li.]

speed. K.S., lamps, horn, tools, perfect ordor;

bought car; 95 gns., or offer.—Fox, 17, Clomuel
Fulham. t

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 7-9b.p.. 3-rih-^-1,

condition, recently overhauled, electric ligi

tools, etc.; £100; after 7.30 p.m.—1, Christchiu\:li

Ilford, Essex. I

INDIAN, eQual to new, not scratched, fast, a ,

and sound, 3 speeds, clutch,- kick start ; c?

seen by appointment; no offers; £100.-Clarke, ^
'^;

Hill, Bromsgrove. [^ •'

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Road Racer, clutch. lamp.s, f

"

ometer, not used from December, 1916, til! '^

ory, 1919, in good running order; £55.—Louj ''

Fisherton, Salisbury. I

'^

1 Q14 7-9b.p. Indian Combination, 2 speeds,
-Lt/ lamps, speedometer, new tyres, spare tubes,-

sories. etc., stored; £90, near offer; after 6.30 p.i

Tennyson Rd., Stratford, E.

INDIAN, 1915-16, 7-9h.p., 3-8peed, new heavy
lops, brand new C.B. sidecar, red, 3 tooU

splendid condition, fast; £120, or near.—53, DraKi

Rd , N.19. 'Phone: Hornsey 1012.

B38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
I Matchless.
\TCHLESS-J.A.P. Sli.p., Binks carburetter, 2-

speed, top-hole condition; first £52/10 secures.

—

Rosendale Bd., West Dulwich, S.E.21. [8029

^TC'IILESS Combination, 8h.p. M.A.G. engine,
complete with spares, lamps, etc., in excellent
tion; seiSS.—32, Balfour Hd., Derby. [XTTIO

tTCHLESS Combination, perfect condition, counter-
,
shaft 3-speed, all accessories; £125, or near.— 124,

tt's Ed,, Finsbury Park. 'Phone North 2827. [8232

.12 6h.p. Twin Matchless-Jap, enamel shabby,
otherwise sound, new tyres, very fast; £47.

—

ro Motor Cycle Works, Saflron Walden. 'Phone

:

i >, . , , , [X7547
ip. Matchless-Jap Coachbuilt Combination, 2-
speed, free engine; ready to ride away; 72 gns.

;

,iealers.— 11, Brook St., Northumberland Heath,
,' [8419
IITCHLESS-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination. 1913, 2-
.
speed hub, powerful, good running order; trial
cheap; bought car.—89, Hartshill Bd., Stoke-on-

it. [8049

IV'TOHLESS 1919 Victory Model, 8h.p. combina-
J
tion, new as delivered, used for a few miles only,

;s accessories, spare wheel, etc.; best offer.—Faith,
Esse.x Rd., N. [8497
iJBTINO eh.p. 7-speed Matchless, 1913 model,
,
mechanical condition perfect, good tyes and
very fast and well balanced engine; £63.—Port-
Lodge, Lyme Regis. [8151

ATCftLESS Combination, 8h.p., as new, including
lamps, horn, luggage grid, interchangeable wheels
spare, tools, etc.; any trial; 160 gns.—Seen 18,

i'
Av., Golder's Green, N.W. [818S

ilS Matchless Combination, 8h.p., 3-speed, inter-
changeable wheels, spare wheel, Lucas lamps,

,

spares, new back tyre; £150; magnificent out-
Mawson, Draper, Morecambe. [X6988

•S.TCHLESS-J.A.P. 7-9h.p., 7-speed variable gear,
' electric lights, splendid condition, fitted with
ibuilt .sidecar, climb anything; nearest oiler £120 —
s, \Heoton Row, Bingley, Yorks. [X7834

ilTOHLESS Sh.p. 2-speed Combination, just over-
hauled, tank re-enamelled, frame painted, coach-
sidecar varnished, in escelhnt running order-

.—12, Cornwall Rd., Dorchester. [8491

,p. Miitchless-Jap Combination, 2-speed, free en-
gine, kick start, all .iceessoriea, guaranteed perfect

.ition; expert examination invited; 110 gns., or
ofler.-70, Arlington Rd., Teddington. [8241

19 Victory Model Sh.p. Matchless Combination
as new, interchangeable wheels, and tools,

m ^y^^^' hardly used; examination welcomed:
c.^Iompsett, The Moors, Harden, Kent. [7897

ATCHLESS Victory Combination, 8h.p., Dnnloi)
car tyre on back wheel, .spare wheel, extra tyre

.:ou horn, Lucas head light, perfect condition, care-
run in; 160 gns.-24, Esplanade Terrace, Joppa,

iburgh. [X7476
'ATCHLESS Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., recently

J

overhauled, njw tyres, 2-speed, free engine, com
; lamps, horn, flue coachbuilt sidecar; £98, oi
fs'-jMi. 115. Green Lanes, Palmer's Green
Ion, N. [8126

i-ATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8h.p. Victory Model Combina-
tion, as new, 3-speed countershaft gear, 4 inter-

.igeable wheels, complete Lucas lighting ; approval •

gns.—Harrison, 2, Marlborough Rd., Buxton',
Jyshire.

><i^^

[X7840

ATCHLESS 8B. Combination, 1915, M.A.G. 7-9
li.p., 3-8peed, Silent chain drive. Palmer cord liplit

tyres, Stewart trip speedometer, F.R.S. 1.000 and
jrator, splendid condition: il05.—Bibby, Mill Lane,
.tley. Cheshire. [X7692

ATCHLESS 1919 Sh.p. Combination. C.B. sidecar,
' new end of April, complete with 3 lamps, horn,
i screen, spare wheel, all tools; £175; seen by ap-
tment at Chelmsford.—Jones, Rosemount, Dan-
', Essex. [8067

113 Sh.p. 2-speed Matchless, coachbuilt sidecar.
' perfect condition, not used during war, low
age, lamps, spares, luggage and petrol carrier.
S perfect, 3in. on back wheel; £S5. .— Merstham
tge. Merstham. L8547

ATCHLESS New Model H. sprinK frame, Sh.p
I J.A.P. engine. Write at once and book for earliest
i/ery

. Lucas dynamo outfit at option, 5% on
' deposit. Decide now and order the best com
^tion.-J Tassell. la Bloomfield Rd , Plumstead

[4791
'ANS and Dunn, 93, Mason's Hill, Bromley. Kent.
placed a good contract long ago for Matchless

binations, and are now booking orders stricbly in
tion for earliest possible delivery; be early on our
(ing list, satisfaction assured. 'Phone : Bromley

[4068

ATCHLESS 1914 T.T. Frnme, with 3h.p. twin
J, A, P. engine, Amac carburetter, Dixie mag.,

ttle belt. 2y;.in. Palmer cord tvres. T.T. bars Ped-
sripd Klaxon, 2V2 gallon ovnl tank, separate oil
, A.K. knee-grips, only ridden 600 miles, as new,
very Bmait appearance; wants seeing; £70; seen

,' 7 p-.m.-89, Chesnut Rd., Plumstead. S.E.I 8. [8643

The ]oys en motor
cycling are manifold

—

buf they are always
associated with freedom
from mechanical trouble.

From the grateful man-
ner in which hundreds
have written thanking

us for the thorough way
we have repaired their

Sturmey-Archer
or

Armstrong Gear

We are justly conscious

that we have done our

part well.

R ECOM M E N p ED BY

STURMEY-ARCHER Co

We regret, however,
through heavy pressure

on our works at the

present time, we cannot

undertake repairs at

short notice, but you
can rest assured that

orders will be executed

as promptly as possible,

while we are now in a

position to undertake

the immediate repair oi

Sturmey - Archer ' J.S.'

Hubs.

COUNTY Engineering Co.

64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,
LO N DO N, WW.

Advertisements. 53

motor cycles for sale.
Matcbless.

LATE 1913 SV'h.P. Matchless, just overhauled, 2
speeds, B. and B. pilot, adjustable pulley. Whittle

belt, P. and H. lamps, C.B. Coronet sidecar, wind
screen, extra tyre, spares, and overhauls; any reason-
able test; 55 gns.; any time alter 6.—Gooding, 38,
St. Luke's Kd., Westbourne Park [8065

Metro,

METEO-TYLBn. - Sole agents foi Hertfordsliire,
Chandler, Reyre and Williams, Snu St., Hitchin

10998
ALLEN-BENNETT Motor CO.-1919 model, Metro-

Tyler, disc wheels, very iiot; £57/10.-9, Royal
Parade, London Rd., Croydon. [7874

"I Q19 Metro-Tyler, fised. complete, delivered and in-
-Ltf sured April; £48: after 6.O.—Benstead, 36, Uray-
don Rd., Stamford Hill, N. [8088

METEO-TyLER, 1919, done 300 miles, like new.
2-speed, disc wheels, long exhaust; £60, no

offer.—Scotfs Dental Surgerv, 433, Brixton Rd., S.W.
[8562

Minerva.
MINERVA, 3V'h.p., m.o.v., low, in good condition;

£14.—Stallard, 109a, Albion Hill, Brighton.
[8404

MINERVA, less magneto, £4/5 ; twin connecting
rods and pistons 39/-.-Robinson, Sandy, Bed-

fordshire. [8456

£14, or nearest.—2i/jh.p. Minerva, mag., mechanical
valves, perfect running order very low.—Young.

46, King St., Bedworth. [X7741

31.h.p Minerva, Bosch, Druids, new belt, stand,
2 carrier: any trial; £25, or good offer.—Goodall.

" Capthorne," Chase Ed., Epsom. [7921

6h.p. Minerva Combination, 2-speed gear, fre« engine
Bosch mag., Amac carburetter, wicker torpedc-

sidecar; first £45.-Tyler, Axbridge, Somerset. [X732S

Montgomery.
/?h.p. Montgomery Conil)iuation. fitted with Coventry
O Victoi liorizontnl twin, U.H. mag., B B. carbur-

etter, 3-speed. K.S., special wide tank, built January.
1919; a bargain, £85, no offers-— 175, Sovereign Rd.
Coventry [X746?

Moor.
4h.p. Moor, 1911, overhauled and re-enamelled, spleT,

did condition, Bosch, B. and B., Cowey, tyre."-

new; .£35.—Call alter 6 p.m., M. Bland, 137, Park
dale Rd.. Plumstead [8560

MotO'Reve
MOTO-EEVE, spring fork, 2<4h.p., good condition

£24.-Allison, Church Rd., Acton, W. [S05S

MOTO-EEVE Twin Lightweight, mag., Druids, good
condition, ride away; £25.—Henson, Melton Ed-

Oatham. [X7665

MOTO-EEVE 2'!4h.p. Twin, spring forks, Hutchin
son tyres, mag. requires adjustment; £15.—Mann

Hollywood, Grove Hill Rd., Harrow. [7976

Motosacoche,

MOTOS-\COCHE 2lAh.p., 1914, new back tyre, leathei

belt in good condition: ride away; £25.—Freflli

Mndd, Eoyal Hospital, Richmond, Surrey. [8080

MOTOSACOCHE 2h.p. Lightweight, Bosch mag., B
and B., nearly new tyres, in runnings order; bar-

gain 10 gns.-Clark, Brickworks, Crowle Wharfe, Don-
caster [X749a

MOTOSACOCHE Combination, C.B. Bramble, twiy
M.A.G,, 2-speed, clutch, all-chain drive, shaft

driven Bosch, excellent condition: £65, or offer.—

Mountbell, Ladywell Bridge, S.E. [8170

MOTOSACOCHE and Middleton Sidecar, Bosch, fret

engine, clutch, Amac. I'almer cord tyres, speed-

ometer, carrier, pannier bags, stand, etc. ; sacrifice

£32 • ride awav.—Ben. 152a, Swaby Rd., Earlsfield,

(8230
New Hudson.

3ih.p New Hudson, semi T.T., single, fast; £35.—
2 Shand, 14, Brandrnm Rd.. Lee, S-E. [81 6f

NEW HUDSON.—Early delivery all models. Book
orders now.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X7789
NEW HUDSON S'/^h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3

speed, in splendid condition,—Oakleigh, Charier-

town, Weymouth [827&

NEW HUDSON, late 1916, C.B., 4h.p., countershaft
3-speed, K.S., lamp etc., like new; £95; seen

any time.—C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. [841 j

-j QIS New Hudson, 2"f'jh.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-specd
l-t7 hub, good tyres, running order, out reijuirej

tunin'^' .£17/10 cash no offers.—Cairns. Castlefin, C<i.

Doneg°al, [X77I2

NEW HUDSON Combination. J.A.P. engine, 4h.p., 3

speeds. Bosch, B. and B., in excellent running
order: £45. or neare.it.— 176. Gerrard St., Lozells^ Bii-

mingham [X7676

ATEW HUDSON Hip Six Combination, 3-speed
1^ countershaft, excellenl coachbuill sidecar, good
condition and running nrdoi, accessories: £95.—Bournei,
Horsmouden. Kent [8600

NEW HUDSON, 1915, very fast 2-stroke, excellenl
condition, spare liell, tool case complete, nev

lamps and horn; £47; at Bayswat*!. Loudon.—Bos
L3 015 c/o The Motor Cyclt [7993

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue n
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New tiudsoti.

NEW HUDS0:N" 1913-14 3i/.l].p. Coach Coinbimttion,
3-speed, clutch, smart, excellent caondition, \xicn

stored 4 years, spares; auy trial; 65 pus.— 108, Q.ueens-

wood Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.23. [8484

BIQ 6h.p. New Hudson 1914 Combination, 3-speed,
clutch, kick start, coachbuilb sidecar, Easting

wind screen, luggage grid, lamps, horn, etc. ; any
trial; £125.—Bristow, 11, Richmond St., Brighton.

[X7333
4h.p. New Hudson, 1914, coachbirilt sidecar, 3-speed.

clutch, kick start, Jones speedometer, P. and H.
lamp set, rear lamp, Bosch, new sidecar tyre, good
condition: £75.—Newton, 23, London Ed., Bognor.

[8531

NEW HUDSON, 4.'4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick
start, clutch, coach sidecar, lighting set, speedo-

meter; this machine has only done 3,000 miles; smart
turnout; first £90, or sell solo.—152, Camberwell
Grove, Camberwell.

'

[8582

1-Q14 S'/jh.p. New Hudsou-Jap Combination, 3-speed,
JLi/ clutch, lamps, £75; two cycle car chassis, in-

complete, £55; £125 the whole, lowest; appointment
by letters only.—Lieut. Hall, Oulton, 52, Pretoria Rd.,
Streatham, S.W.16. [8233

NEW HUltSON 41i.p.. 1914. 3 speeds, Armstrong
hub gear, clutch, handle start, electric li^'ht, new

set tools, new horn, good tvres, tirbes all round, wicker
sidecar, splendid order, ready to ride away; what offers
over £75 : seen after 6 p.m.—Gilliland, 4, Clnremont
Place. Uckfield, Susses. [X7530

New Imperial.

NEW Imperial.—Caffyns, Ltd.. Eastbourne, are book-
ing orders tor delivery shortly. [0018

1 Q19 New Imperial-Jap 2V2b.p.. 2-speed; £65.—
-^*y —Chapman, 239, Liverpool Rd., Islington, N.

[7885
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1914, 2-speed, good condi-

tion; £40.—Bucka, " Shenfield," Nuns' Clofie,

Hitohin. [X7331

NEW II\IPERIAL 1919 Model Lightweight, new,
unused; what offers ?—Bos L3,075 c/o The

Motor Cycle. [8400

NEW IMPERIAL 2i/.h.p., 2-speed, in good condi-
tion; 40 gns,—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill

(opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [7807

NEW IMPERIALS. Call and inspect the latest

models.—Sole London agents, Rey's. 173, Great
Portland St. "Phone : Mayfair 879. [9677

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., Bh.p., 3 ^.peeds, and
clutch, and K.S., all enclosed chain drive, with

C.B. sidecar, all brand new; £150.—Raynham, Saffron
Walden. [8360

1 Q 1"* S'/oh-p. New Imperial, 2-speed countershaft,
-i-*y Bo>i^ch, mechanical horn, juet overhauled, ride
away; 38 s'us.-Newnham, Thornedene, Homesdale Rd.,
Bromley, Kent. [8356

NEW IMPERIAL Lightweight, 2^^h.v. J.A.P., 2-

speed, fa.st, reliable, ride away.—George Smith's
(opposite Arding and Hobbs), Lavender Hill, Clap-
ham Junction, S.W. [8395

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2^4h.p., as new, 2-speed
countershait gear, E.I.C., Ainac, disc wheels,

Stewart speedometer, ride away; £52.—Fairbairn, Boot-
maker, Station Approach, Sidcup, Kent. [8257

NEW IMPERIAL-J.AP., 23/4h.p., 2-speed; kick
starter, hand clutch, new December, 1917, done

about 800, eoual to new; £57; owner buying combina-
tion.—Murphy, 4, Caroline Place, Aberdeen. [X7326

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Combination, 8h.p., late

1918, 3-speed countershaft gear, clutch, kick
start, coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, etc.. a splendid
machine; £145.—Bristow, 11, Richmond St., Brighton.

[X7332

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 234h.p., 2-speed couuter-
shaft, new tyree, new belt, complete lamp set,

horn, tools, etc.; £46, or Auto-wheel part payment.—
18, Bellevue Gardens, Clapham Rd., S.AV.9 [2, mins.
" Swan," Stockwell). [8595;

-| Q15 2H11-P- New Imperial-Jap (No. 8957), 2-speed,
itf E.I.C. magneto, B.and B. carburetter, lamps,,

Stewart speedometer, tyres good, running excellently,

not used during restrictions; after 7 p.m.; £47/10,
lowest.—Glamnire, Higbfield Av., Aldershot. [8214

Norton.

JACK HEALY, Cork.—Norton official agent for the
South of Ireland. [X8335

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford. Norton agents: let

us reserve you one. [ 530

1

FOR"^Sale, fourth place on waiting list for Nortons;
what offers.—Box 4,398, c/o The Motor Cvcle.

[X7510
NORTON.—Delivery commenced; enquire for avail-

able machines; sporting models.—Parker's, Brad-
shawgate, Bolton. [X7793

NORTON 3"(/'h.p., 1916. T.T. model, Philipson. Bosch,
h b.c, very fast, like uew; £65.—Chapman, Gt.

Broughton, Stokesley, Yorks. [X7677

NORTON 1916 Big Four Combination, all chain,
condition as new, longest journey 25 miles;

£120.—R. Oakes, Ivy Cottage, High St., Winsford,
Cheshire. [8442

NORTONS — We are now booking orders for the
latest model Norton solo and sidecar outfits; £5

deposit; deliveries in' strictest rotation.—Maudes'. 100,

Ut Poitland St.. London. W.l. [5675

LANCASHIRE
HENDERSON "FOUR"

The Aristocrat of

Motor Cycles

The Perfect Balance and won-
derful Reserve of Power charac-
teristic of the 4-cylinder Engine
are most evident in this Model.

THE MACHINE WITH
70 CUBIC INCHES OF

POtVER PLANT.
Enquiries invited from Prospective Purchasers

ill Lamashire, Cheshire, North Wales, and
Isle of l\^an Districts only.

Write to us for Descriptive Booklet.

We can also book your order now for Rotation
Delivery of the COULSON-B . BROUGH,
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR. B S.A., CHATER-
LEA, and J E.S. ATTACHMENTS, and the

A.V. LIGHT CARS.

J.BlakS0M3s^
tUMC^aiimA mnwicAUtoMowig o

Our Agencies

GOOD ONES ONLY.

MOTOR CYCLES.

INDIAN.
A.B.C.

NORTON.
HAZLEWOOD.
VELOCETTE.
QUADRANT.

LIGHT CARS.

DAY-LEEDS. G.N.

VICTOR HOESMAN LTD.,

Parr Street, Slater Street,

LIVERPOOL.
Telephone No.: Royal 1125.

MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

"I Ol7 Sj.ih.'p. Norton, B.S. engine, aluminmm ('

J- «-' 2 lamps, generator, horn, all spares, iijjl

kit, Binks, genuinely second-hand and ec^ual to
;

£80.—Hill Cottage, Farnborough, Kent. [i

NORTON Big Four, coachbnilt sidecar, Stu^
Archer 3-speed gear, speedometer, lamps, . x

wind screen, excellent condition; seen hy app'blntri
£80.-16, Golden Mews, near Lancaster Rd., Noj
Hill, W.ll.

-
t

1 QI6V2 Norton, SVah.p., T.T. roadster model, PJ
J-*-' son pulley, tyres excellent condition, neW'i
cover, spare inner, new belt and spare, comx^lete
good lighting set, large generator, mechanical ..]

etc., laid up one year, guaranteed in perfect coudJ
\ery fast; ^75.—Hayues, 19, Princes At., Liverpc

N
N.S.U.

S.U. liightweiKlit, economical
: good

42, Piiace's Bd., Holland Park.

[X'

N

adtr; £
i

Sih.p. N.S.U., good maL'hine; £25, or near ofl

2 Rev. Wilson, Abdon, Craven Arms, Salop,
ti

N.S.U. 2h.p., splendid condition,, ready to ride i

easily handled, fast; £35.—Reeves, High St.,

ley. [

N.S.U. 6h.p., running order, 2-spe6d, F.E. ; £
Monty, 6, Hicliissou Rd., PeckhanL Rye. ,

dealers.) [

N.S.U. SV^h.p., new mag and tyres, in running oi

£25; after 6.—12, Palace Rd., Crouch End, i
sey, N.. [

S.U. 3h.p., variable gear and free, light mac!
overhauled, good appearance,—Lewis, Cha

town, Weymouth. [

N.S.U. 4V2h.p,, 2-speed, free engine, tivin, with
car, good condition, very powerful; £35.-13

Portland Place, Hull. [

"I ni3 N.S.tT, SVah.p., 2-speed, F.E., new tvres,XU mileage 5.000, £38; with C.B. sidecar, £
167, Holland Rd., Shepherd's Bush.

]

N.S.U., 1914, ai/Jjh.p,, T.T., 2-speed, free, o.]

Palmer tyres, good condition; after 6.30;
or nearest.—27, Burlington Av., Kew Gardens.- I

6h.p. N.S.U. Combination, N.S.U. gear, new Pfl

cord on back, other tyres good condition,
regularly; £53.-59, Church HilU Rd., Waltham

MOTOR Cycle, N.S.U. 4h.p. twin, low frame, 3

mag., Senspray carburetter, lamps, horn, 1

spring forks, 2 brakes, fast, smart appearance; '

after 6.-146, Broadway,, West Hendon, N.W.9.
I

33.h.p. N.S.U. and Coachbuilt Sidecar. Bosch, B
4 E. carburetter, 2-speed, free engine, uew

tube, sidecar, wants slight attention ; first lettet

tainiug £20, sent carriage paid.—Baker, 49, US.

St., York. [X
N.U.T.

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle oi"\
agent for N.U.T.-J.A.P. motor cycles;

delivery.
|

N.U.T.—Sole agents for Staffordshire. For pa
lars of -prices and deliveries, watch futur*

nouncements.—Tbe Walsall Garage, Wolveihamntoi
Walsall. Tel.: 444.

|

N.U.T. 1915 2%h.p. Twin, overhead valve J.

perfect order, original enamel good, front'

rear lamp sets, T.T. bars, fixed gear; £80, no ,<i

appointment only.—Cam ei-on, Old Ship House, B
don, Hants.

|

N.U.T.—We have been appointed district Lc
agents for N.U.T. motor cycles. We hope §1:

to be in a position to give full particulars of tHe
models and approximate dates of delivery.—

V

Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (off

St.), -Bond St., London. W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6£

3.3h.p. O.K. 4-stroke, 1915, 2 speeds, T.T., as
4 43 gns.—^Langley House, Surbiton.

|

JONES' Garage, special agents for O.K. maol
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Wop

Parade, North Finchley. *|

O.K. Lightweight 2-stioke, T.T. bore; bargain, i
Geo. Smith's Motor Cycle Depot (opposite &

and Hobbs), Clapham Junction. 1

"I 014 O.K. T.T. 4-stroke Lightweight, 2-speed <

X«7 tershait, brand new tyre and tube, lamp, g

ator, horn, spares, little used; £36.—Batcheloi'
Prince's Av., Church End, Finchley, N. I

Omega
TANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of

J|

agent for Omega-Jap motor cycles; early d61iS
OMEGA-J.A.P., 1916, 2%h.p., 2-Epeed, new '

lamps, horn, and accessories; £46.-26,
Rd., Woking. I

OMEGA Sli.p. 2-stroke 2-speed Combination,
derson sidecar, good climber; 66 gns.; 'S

separate.—Chew House, Paragon Ed., Weston-J

Mare. '

Overseas.

t Q 14 SV^li.p. Overseas, top-tole condition, tike

At/ caT 'anywhere, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, B
handle start, clutch; seen after 5 p.m., 1 on a

days ; £50.—Gibson, Rose Cottage, Stretcholt rm
near Bridgwater, Somerset. - --rl

B42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOron CYCLES FOH SALE,
rtudge.

9 Rudge Multi sy^b.p. Combination, lamps,
horn tools, hood to sideca:r; £118.—Chester,

d, Hugby. [X7323

4 Rudge Multi, SV^ih-P.. all ncnessories, splendid
cundition, ;£63; or ivith sidecar £70.-58, Old
d Ed., Luton. [8658
3GE, 3V:ih.p., nev Hutchinson T.T. cover, mag.,
IS u«w, overhauled; cost £3/10; £30.—Hughes.
Dnivel," Llaarwst. [57810
EN-BENNETT Motor CO.-1914 Eudge, clutch
tOi\e\, very fine condition; £47/10.-9, Royal Vnr-
ondon Rd., Croydon. [7878
1Gb Mniti, I.O.M., completely equipped, anc!
ibsoluteJy as new, 88 gns. ; sidecar 12 gns.—A.
Ecclestou, Chester. [X759S

IGE Multi. late 1917, lamp, speedometer. Klaxon,
erfect condition, unscratched, little used £80 —
igh St., Wimbledon. [X7436
IGE, 3i,i,h.p., clutch, lamps, horn, re-enamelled,
ood condition, fast; £40.—Harbour View, Fair
Rd., \Vyke, Weymouth. [X7772
iGE 3;.Jh.p. C.B. Combination, Mabon clntch,
mps and generator; £50, or best offer-14
lourne Rd., Islington, N.l. [8545
IGE Multi SVoh.p., hand clutch, all accessories,
ccellent condition: any trials; £55.—Potter Htse-
3ottages. Priory Ed.. Ascot. [X7413
GE-MULTI, 1914, 3!^h.p., very fast, jast ov;r-
auled. tyies good, lamps. Klaxon; after 7.—Fox
eld, Cecil Rd., Ohean, Surrey. [8448*

1. Eudge Multi, tyres and belt nearly new, 2
lamps, top-nole condition; any trial- £60 —
s, 2, Island Villas, Mayfleld, Sussex. ' [X7498
GE Sy^h.p., 1914, T.T., adjustable pulley, long
pper exhaust, lamps, horn, verv fast; £50 or
ler,—Duff, St. Austell, Belmont, Surrey. [8686
GE Multi, 1914, 3>,t,h.p., very last, heavy Dun-
p on back, belt good, lamps. Klaxon; after 7-
i.-Pox, Northfleld, Cecil Rd.. Cheam, Surrey'.

. T.T. Eudge, almost like new, very fa«t
ichme, too powerful for owner; £60. Wanted
ight.—Lindfield, Post Office Rd., Crawley.

Eudge Multi, 5-6h.p.. with wicker sidecar, not
lions 5,000 miles, splendid engine; 70 gns or
lier.-Edwords, Heathfield, Llandrindod Weils.

|3E T.T., recently overhauled, enamelled, stored
14, fast; bargain, £37, first ohetiue secures-
Barrow Green, Teynham, Sittingbourne, Kent.

Model Rudge Multi Combination, in i.ertwt
condition tliroughout; price £95 —Hardie 24
icli St. ,'cff Oxford St.l. Boud St.. London 'w I

:
Mayfair 6559 1617''

5E Combination, 1913, 2-speed and FE re-
atly overhauled, good reliable outfit.—First en-and best offers near £60 to Lt. Evans Bar-
•andycroft, Chester. [X7566
.:E S'/jh.p., 1914, T.T., single gear, CAV
)g.. Senspray carburetter, wide tank, excep-
fast, and in splendid condition: £45.-Watson,
gh St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [8O10
IE, 1914 (latel, just Iwen overhauled, rebushedw rings, new Senspray carburetter, new belt andd tnl.e3,_ clutch, all m good condition £45 anv
owe, flyberton, Boston, Lines. [S'7495
3',!,h.p. Rudge, countershaft, 2-speed, clutch

mst overhauled, enamelled, plated, lamps, etc
'

^ilent condition, exchange higher iiower- sell'
ones, Dee Rd., Connah's Quay, Chester. '

iF,„W,*iT'''?*5'<'°' ^91=' 3'/:.'h.r...'^hln'it
atroUed clutch, 3 lamps, pump, horn, tools
ccessories, new tyres, Canoelct sidecar, excel-
ndition; £85.-Currington, 4, Byron Place
bead, Surrey. [7974

'^y^t^^''^'''^''-^-. 1915, idontgomery sporting
chbui It sidecar Lucas lamps, horn, speedometermer heavy, others new condition, spare tube
lerlect condition

; £ao.-Fowler, 1, Triangle'
th. Woking.

fg|70
T.T. RudB3 Multi, fitted with clutch, Purcell'summmm sport_ing sidecar, Watford speedo

Motor Houses and Cycle Sheds,

Built m five sizes, the three largest sizes made m
sections which arc mortised and tenoned together,
a method of manufacturing which few makers adopt]
but it will be evident to anyone that this method
is infinitely superior to any other specification.

Specification : Built throughout from ^in. selected
tongued and grooved and V jointed matchboards in
sections as described, to bolt together. Strong^double
doors, full width of end-hung on extra strong 'hinges
and provided with lock and key and Tower bolts
for holding door in position, also handle to door.
Range of fixed framed windows in either side, com-
plete with glass, extra strong roof covered with best
felt and battened down. Wide Large boards on each
end of roof. Sloping pJatform in front of door to
allow of easy access o( Cycle or Motor.

Sizes: No. r, Mt. long, ^ft. wide, 6.!ft. high, 172/ j,
floor 35/-; No. 2,8ft. long, 6ft. wide.'/ft. high, 245/-,
floor 56/-; No. 3, loPJ. long, 8ft. wide, 9ft. high
405/-, floor 100/-: No. 4,1'h. long, lolt. wide,
gilt, high, 660/-, floor 210/-; No. s, =oft. long.i^ft
wide, lift, high, 8 JO/-, floor 300/-. All cirri.ige
paid to nearest Station Prompt d,^spatch guaranteed.
Inch boards 20 per cent. cxtr;,. See booklet tor
further particulars.

THORNBER BROS.,
N«iW HOUSE APPLIANCE WORKS.

MYTHOLMROYD, YORKS.
'Phone: 47 r.miiiencie'i Fo't.

— ^HEFFIEI.D.

WILKINS & GO.

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT, 1915. 2-speed and kick, lamps new, and
horn

; £55.—L. Williams, 55, Beckenham Lane.
Shortlands. Kent. [8538

SCOTT, 1915, T.T., little used, in excellent condi-
tion throughout: £63.—Langley, 15, The Man-

sions, HiUfield Rd., West Hampstead. [8702

SCOTT, brand new, W.D. model, in perfect condi-
tion: best offer over 70 gns.; after 6.—Rosedale,

Francis Rd., Stechford, Birmingham. [X7881

SCOTT, very good condition, kick start, free engine.
2-sp3ed, water-cooled, owner getting 1919 Scott;

£53.—Williamson, 3, Southend Villas, Tredegar. [8301

SPECI-4.L Scott, sporting model, discs, T.T. bars,

fitUv eriuipped, like new, ready to ride anywhere,
vary fast; £80.-32, Hartley St., Ulverston. [X7780

SCOTT 1912. semi T.T., and cane torpedo sidecar, disc

wheels, speedometer, niechanicnl horn, F.R.S. lamp

;

£50, no offers.- 1. Chandos Ed., Tottenham. [8485
SCOTT T*in Water-cooled 2-stroke, Bosch magneto.

Amac carburetter, new driving sprocket and
chains, complete with coachbuilt sidecar, new lamp
sets, horns, tools, tyres as new, recently overhauled;
snip, 70 gns.-29, Alderbrook Rd., Balham, S.W.12.

[8601
Singer.

SINGER 2')ih.p., in good running order; £35.—Apply.
C. Tredwell, Tingewick, Buckingham. [8014

SINGER, 1914, 3>^h.p., single-speed, B. and B..
Bosch, ride away; 33 gns.—30. Constance St..

New North Rd., N.l. [8217

SINGER 4h.p. Combination, 1914. Dunlop tyres,
Bosch mag., 2-speed countershaft, new belt, tool:.

"vtr
-. -. .amps; £65.—Reve, Wyboston, St. Neots. [8353

SINGER, 4y2h.p., 1914, chain drive, 2-sreed. free
engine, excellent order; £50; new driving chain

just fitted.—25, Derby St., Burton-on-Trent. [X7316

"I Q 13-14 Singer, 3V2h.p., Villiers clutch model, foot
JLJ7 boards, recently overhauled, good order and
appearance; £39.
Lanes.

-37. Powis Rd., Ashton, Preston.
[X7743

SINGER Motor Cycle, 3Mll.p.. clutch model, just

overhauled, complete, lamps, horn, trial invited

:

ready to ride away
Wellingborough.

£40.—Barnes, Midland Rd..
[8237

"I Q14 Singer 4i,^h-p., 2 speeds, countershaft. ped;i!

J-*' start, foot clutch, torpedo cane sidecar, new tyre...

and belt, lamps, horn, etc., in excellent condition : trial

given; £65.-16, Century Ed., Waltliamstow. [X7682

Sparkbrook.
23.h.p. Sparkbrook 2-stroke. 1916. 2-speed counter-

•* shaft good, brakes, tyres, belt, chain, starts

walking, pull anywhere, perfect mechanical order; £45.
or verv near offer.—R. Ramuz, 427, London Rd., West-
cliff. " [8276

Sun.

SLTN 2Kh p . V.T.S. engine, excellent condition.—

25 Fishpond Ed., Hitchin. Herts. [X7820

I
CUN-'VILLIEES 2 stroke, good going order; £40.-

THE HOUSE for BARGAINc; "^ 205, south crofted Ed,, Duiwich. [S226

I 1016 Sun-Villiers. stored 18 months; £45. or neni
-Lf/ ofler.— Gaterell, Easton Lodge, Dunmow. Essex,

[X766T
-1016 Sun V,T.S. 2i,(,h.p.. 2-speed, clutch, K.S., ex-
X*/ cellent condition; £42; call or write.—Jackson.
Glapthorn, Oundle. [X7561

A LLBN-BENNETT Mofor.-1915 2yoh.p. Sun, 2

speed, excellent condition; £49/10.-9, Eoyal Pai-

ucas King of Road lamp 'and horn, iifeage
nd:tion as new; best offer over £100, "'
lakdenne. Castle St., Luton." '~'""'[X774"4"

r^n^a^^!"^'^^ }^\^l "."'^ "sht coachbuilt 'side-

,r,l„l !L '-','^Jf
detachable 4.point connection,

speed gear, h.b.c., stored 3 years, ridden 7,000
i.V'v!,'??*

condition, complete with spares- ac-t-t.li.a., 17. Shaftesbury Crescent, Derli'y.

inaHon^V^T." '^^'« ''^••'•P- Coachbui/t^Com-

rfvT„'„°°'
oiler, pedal start, sidecar andirly now, speedometer, horn, mirror, 3 lampsspare tyres, waterproof sidecar cover, enginehauled, new bearings and piston ring fitted;

S;„Jt !?,'„'' Avenue Close, Poplars Av.. Wil-reen, N.W.2, 'Phone : Willesden 692. [7906

._„ „ Ruriles.
lib -Two-speed lisbtweiglit

;

K. 2-speed gear box, thi
ht; price £60, or £65

delivery from
martest and fastest

., i,,,t,: i^au or xtib with lamps ready for
tt. Grimes, c/o 18, Brutou Place, New 'Bond

[2107

HUNTER'S BAR,
SHEFFIELD.

Agents -for the following Motor
Cycles and Light Cars :

B.R.O.U.G.H.

\iorton, Levis (The Cream of Two-strokes)
Zenith, Rover, Chater Lea, Calthorpe, Ixion
Kumber Omega, and the

Model 77 Rex.

LIGHT CARS,
Deemster, H.F.G. and

All British

M.B.

SIDECARS.
Montgomery. Watsonian.
Henderson. Mead & Deakin.

M.O.N.E.Y.
W.aiting to purchase second-hand Motor
Cycles and Sidecars. Any make. Market

value given.

Writs Wire or 'Phone.

TELF
PHONE: 261, BROOMHILL
GRAMS: 'ACCELERATE, SHEFFIELD.'

ii
ade, London Ed., Croydon. [7879

SUN-VILLIERS 2%h.p., perfect condition, lamps,
horn, and tools; any trial here; £32/10.—Taylor,

5, Gladstone Place, Sandy Lane, Camp Hill, Birming-
h,am. [X7633

Sunbeam
1 Q19 8h.p. Sunbeam, ridden 30 miles only; offers.—
-*-^ Pickering. Mardol. Shrewsbury. [8549

SUNBEAM Combination, 1914, 6h.p., lamps, and
horn; £140.-21, Park Vale Ed., Leicester. [7724

OUNBEAM Conlliination, 3'/::h.p., new 1919.—Pnrticii-
t^ lars on application, Simpson, Ohemist, Ibstock.

[783:
SUNBEAM 1919 Models, several done few hundred

miles only.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X779r

1019 Sunbeam, 3',{,h.p., Iiardiv used, perfect, acces-
-t-t7 sories; £130, or near offer.—Horn, " Trefusis."
Dunstable. [8657

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.-lSlS Sunbeam and
Swan sporting sidecar, very sporting outfit;

£117/10. [788ri

BRAND New 1919 3'/L.h.p. Sunbeam, black and gold;
accept 1913 or Inter Triumph part.—278, Bolto i

Rd.. Ashton-iu-ainkerflcld. [X777:^

"j Q19 3V_,h.p. Sunbeam. French military model, and^*^ Sunbeam sidecar, equal new; offers.—A. C.
Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [8550

SUNBEAM, 1919, S^lrp., just delivered, best Lun.'is
fittiuKs, _ not _used: £130. or best offer.-Hex

L3,085, fin The Motor Cycle. [8672

J'
ATE 1916 Sunbeam 3'/dip.. 3-speed, with Ciinoelet

-J sidecar, spares .-indtot h. iierlect couditiou ; £^5:'

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot

-I'iue Cottage, Heath Ed., \Veybiidge.

each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

[8379

B45
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM SVah.p., 1919, new, Lucas lamps and
horn, accessories; price £120; owner going abroad.

Write, F.E.I., 27, Wathen Rd., Dorking. [8051

1 Q19 8b.p. Snnbenm Combination, deliveied April,
-M.i7 wind ecreen, all Ininps, mirror, -watch, horn, and
Gpiire?; £180,—Eaton, 129, St. Vincent St., Glasgow.

[57557
"1014 6h.p. Sunheiim Combination, speedometer,
-LiJ lamps, horn, 2 apare covers, perfect condition, and
exceptionally fast; £120.-27, Heathfield Ed., Cardiff.

[X7835
SUNBEAM Combination, SV^b-P-. 1916, little used,

perfect order, all accessories and si>ares; any
trial ; best offer.—The Limes, Rickmansworth, Herts.

[;8559

~| Q19 31/^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, cnly ridden
X«/ 200 miles, 3 lamps, horn, all n/.'.essories ; best
offer over £150.—Peper, Landcross, I-tideTc-rd, Drvon.

[X7 651
"IQl? SVih.p. Sunbeam, perfect; photo and full par-
A «/ ticulars on application ; exchange for monocar
considered.—McGowan, " Dolavon," Bala, N. Wales.

[X7308

3-SPEED Sunbeam, 4h.p., done 1,500 miles only
(solo), new gidecar just fitted; £135, separate, or

exchange entertained.—185, Bright<m Bd., South Croy-
don. [X7486

SUNBEAM, 1916, SVoh.p., countershaft, splendid
condition, tools, speedometer, lamps, mirror,

Klaxon, spared; £110, no offers.—Lieut. Dunford, Park
Rd., New Barnet. [8678

1Q19 SVsh.p. Black and Gold Sunbeam, Millford
X«7 sidecar, Lucas lamps and horn, as new; offers

over £160.—Holland, Common Rd., Ely, Cambs; seen
London by appointment. . [8040.

"I
019 Sunbeam, 3V2h.p., 'green. Army model, Lucas

Jl«/ acetylene back and front, Klaxon, not done 200,
perfect running and appearance: £110; seen Tidworth.
-Box L3,051. c/o TJie Motor Cycle. [7998

"jQ14 S^Ah.p. Sunbeam, 2-speed, chain drive, excel-
J-t? lent "condition, readv to drive away; price £100.
-Hardie, 24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St.,

London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559.
.

[6173

K-Sti.p. Sunbeam-Jap, with Gloria sidecar, 1913-14,
t> tyres almost new, rear wheel with Palmer light

car cord studed, front Palmer heavy motor cycle;

genuine; state price.—Paul, NinSeld, Battle. [7898

SUNBEAM 4h.p., late 1917, genuine 3-speed counter-

shnft, coach sidecar, electrically equipped, hand
clutch, all green model, chain drive, oil bath, excellent

condition; £145.-11., 5, Victoria Av., Surbiton. [7883

1 Q18 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, khaki model, all-

J-*y chain drive, 28 x Sin. interchangeable disc wheels,

spare wheel, luggage grid, mechanically perfect, all tyres

as new; £160.—Stratton, Evesham St., Redditch. [8082

"IQ15 Sunbwim, 2^/ih.p,, 2-flpeed countershaft, hand-
-B-?7 controlled clutch, kick fitarter, oil bath gear case,

lamps, accessories, perfect condition in every way, equal

to new; any trial; £65.—Durose, Scropton Farm,
Foston, Derby. [8661

SUNBEAM, 1915, 6h,p., 3-speed, countershaft, K.S.,
Sunbeam C.B. sidecar, for disposal after August

Bank Holiday ; £150 ; folding grid screen and all

accessories ; used only by proprietor.—H. B. Lee, Kenley
Motor Cycle Works, Kenley, Surrey. [X7819

SUNBEAM, 8h.p. M.A.G. engine, 1916-17 combina-
tion, 3-speed, kick starter, hand clutch, condition

as new. 700X80 new Dunlops; any expert examination;
any trial: Lucas lamps, horn, etc.; price 167 gna., no
offeiG —Reeves, AA'arrington Ed., Aahton-in-Makerfield.

Lanes. fX7779

"I Q15 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, fitted with- Sun-
X«J beam engine. No. S. 8021, interchangeable voi-

turette wheels, including spare wheel, nearly new Dun-
lop tyres, large Sunleam sidei'ar fitted with hood, wind
screen, and locker, spare coupliiig, etc., accessories,

Cowey speedometer. sp-ires, tools: £170, or near ofEer.—

Box 4,403, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7777

Swift,

1Q14 Swift Combination, 3-speed countersjbaft, C.B.

sidecar,
Lewisham, S.E,

with screen; £75.-371, High St,

[8524

31.h.p. Swift, 2-8peed, free engine, Bosch mag., run-

2 ning order
" ' _ . -^ _.2

-Haywnrd,

Wr

nflers; also eh. p. 2-seater RoTer car

Hawkstone Bd,, Eotherhithe, S.E.16.
[8487

T.D.C.
£34

:

Bic«ster, Oxod. [X747i
LUXE T.D.C 2-steoke, excellent condition

ide away.—Hilton's,

T.D.C. De Luxe, Z'Ah.p., 1914-15, Hutoliinson tyres,

new Pedley belt, Amae, Miller's lighting set;

ready to lide iway; £35.—Budding, Linden Cottage,

Park Rd., Uxbridge, Middlesex. [X7807

T.M.C.

I 014 T.M.C. 7h.p. Combination, 3-speed counter-
-If shaft, kick starter; stamp lor photo or particu-

lars.—Baiham, 24, Broad St, Truro, Cornwall. 1X7411

Triumph.
3ih p. Triumph, sound, any trial; £29.—Robinson,

2 Sandy, Bedfordshire. [8455

top-hole; £59.—Clap-
[7833

J ^. ^„ .lutch model; best offer over £30.—
Wright, 27, Larcom St., Walworth Rd. [8684

Sandy,

1014 Triumph, 3-speed model,
i.V ham, 119, King Georee St., Greenwich.

O Ih.p. Triumph

E MOUSE FOR fVIOTOR
CYCLE SEHViCE.

WANTED,

Second-hand Machines
Any make, SOLO or COMBINATION,

FOR CASH.

HIGHEST PRICES PAID.
Write, giving full particulars, description, date, make,

etc., to our Head Office.

AGENTS FOR
Royal Ruby, Radco, Ixion,

Hobart Bird, and B.S.A.

EARLY DELIVERIES.

A few in stock at present.

We can supply all and every Motor Cycle Accessory.

Write us,' stating your requirements, and we will

reply by return.

THE

Clydesdale Supply Co.,
LTD.

HEAD OFFICE:

6, Bridge Street, Glasgow.
Tele. :Soulh 1517. Tele : "Clysup," G'asKow.

BRANCHES AT

40, Stookwell Street, Glasgow. 184, St. George's Road,

Glasgow. 58, Nioolson Street, Edinburgh. 102, Quairy

Street, Hamilton. 149, High Street, Falkirk. 7, Moss-

Street, Paisley. 37, Catheart Street, Greenock.

145, Main Street, Coatbridge.

COVENTRY
MOTOR MART, Ltd.,

London Road. COVENTRY.
Telegrams ". Selection. Coventry.

Don't place your name on a hopeless waiting list for

THIS SEASON'S
MOTOR CYCLES.

Make some selections from oup extensive
range, and we will candidly tell you the pros-

pects. Let the following encourage you.
" *' I wish to thank you for your promptitude.

You have been most business like throughout,

and your courteous letters are refreshidg in

these days of commercial s. ss 1

Signed (W.H.P.)
Edinburgh, ist July, igig.

m STOCK : ALLDAYS ALLON,
CAL THORPE, IVY, METRO-TYLER.

Quickest deliveries of

BRADBURY, CALTHORPE, CLYNO,
CONNAUGHT, NUMBER, IVY, JAMES,
LM.C, NEW IMPERIAL, P. & M.,

METRO-TYLER, NUT, SCOTT,
SUN-VITESSE. WOOLER, ZENITH.

SECOND'HAND MACHINES, SOlO and
combina.tion, e.S:

James, Triumph, Rex, Hobart-Jap.

SIDECARS : GRINDLAY, RALLY, AND
"THREE SPiRES."

STOCKISTS Of DUNLOP, PALMER, and
CLINCHER TYRES.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Trlumpb^

iT^ItlUMPH S'/ijli.p., 2-speed, free engine, Lamps, e

:lny trial

T^RIUMPH,
£50.-36, Mineral St., rinmstead. [7!

~I am riding this every day; come {

try it; £25.—^Hammond, Saltfieetby, Lines. [8'

1 Qll Triumph, clutch model, running order; £
^*^ no offers.—Cairns, Castlefin, Co. Donegal.

[XV
TEIUMPH 3V2h.r., 1911, clutch model; £40; a;

6.—12, Buckland Crescent, -Swiss Cottage, N
(81

TRIUMPH.—To secure 1919-20 models, order noi

Enquire delivery, Parker's, Bradshawgate, Boll
[XT'

TEIUMPH 41i.p., countershaft S-speed, clutch, per
condition; £75.-53, Pelham St., S. KensingI

te:

TEIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-SEeed, late 1914, practically n

do 60; nearest £75.-5, Syr. Dayid'a Av., Car(

[8,

"I Q19 Triumph and Gloria Sidecar, mileage 3
i-if £140.-6. Martin, 10, West Chapel St., V

[8

TRIUMPH 1915 SVih.p:. 3-speed, clutch, lamp„jl
machine; £67.-48, Prince George Rd., Dalaf

N. [S

1 Q12 sy-h.p. T.T. Triumph, clutch, accessories; S
itf —Wembleydene, Wembley Park Drive, Miff

sex. [X7

TEIUMPH 3i,yi.p., 2 speeds, F.E., clutch; fSS.-VI
good, l^inewood Villas, Ninemile Ride, Wot

ham. - rX76

IQ 16-17 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, heantifuri
-i-«? dition; cheap.—18, Wix's Lane, Lavender I

S.W. [8

TEIUMPH Coachhuilt Combination, 3-speed, cllH

accessories; £65.-30, Kingsdown Rd., Leffl

stone. w
TEIUMPH aiAh.p. T.T., -iirst-clnss condition;":!

cheque near £41.-M., 18, Malvern Ed., -I

don, E.8. [«

1 019 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed countershaft, etc.,-.

i-O unpacked (unridden) ; £110.-Durose ," Foi:

[8

parts supplied
Ltd., London ]

[XO

Derby.

TRIUMPH.—Triumph spare
Coventry Motor Mart,

Coventry.

3-speed eouiiterfihaft, 1

78 g-ns.—2o, Sjstova ]

Balaam.
' "'.

[8

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3ust . overhauled, new piston. J

best offer over £40.—Hicks, Thrintoft, No:

allerton.
,

[8

EW 3-speed Triurapi, delivered Julv 22nd;

bigbest bidder over £110.—Bos L3,056, cM_
Motor Cf/cJe.

TRIUMPH, 4li.p., countershaft, late model,
tion nearly new; 83 ^s.—274, High Rd,

ham, S.W.12.

4h.p. Triumph, Bosch, good tvres, belt, engine 19
ride away; i40.— 695, Moselle Gardens, Hi^

Tottenham. ^U
TONES* Garage, special agents for Triumphs,^r

4h.p. Triumph, 1917,
staiterj nearly new

;

N^

and Woodside Par
|2

(f

U way, Muswell Hill, N.IO.
North Finchley.

TEIUMPH, 1911, single gear, excellent condil

perfect working order, ride away; £35.-jHi

Fairford, Glos. I?''

TRIUMPH, 3y.h.p., 3-speed, clutch, lamps, k

tools, tyres good; i£40.—329, Hertford Rd.,

tham Cross.

TEIUMPH, 1912, 3>/2h.p., - running, but needs '

hauling; £28, or near otter.-Lusher, 48, I

St., JSTorwich. I'

TEIUMPH, F.E., clutch, torpedo sidecar, just t

hauled; 55 gns.—43, High St., Colliers w
Morton, S.W. 19, W

£28—1914 3.«peed Triumph, incomplete

damaged.-Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, A
Hill, London, W.3. I'

TRIUMPH, very late, t.T., 1913, clutch model,

• hole condition; £47.-9, Bartholomew
Kentish Town, N. ,

!

TRIUMPH 4h.p., countershaft model, almost e

to new; accept £85 cash.—24,' Grosvenor

East Sheen, S.W. 14. V

TEIUMPH, genuine 1919 model, just deliverwl

guaranteed unused; £155.-2, Albert »t

Albert Bridge Ed., S.W.ll. V

31hp Triumph, clutch, Bosch mag., perfect rno

2 order, with lamps; £45.-Ohemist, 4, htr»-

Bd., Marines Kd., W.8.

LATE 1914 Triumph, with Gloria sidecar. 3-^1

clutch model, lamps, etc.; iE79.—Moss, 68, I

Ed., Stoke, Coventry.

TEIUMPH 3Voh.p., 2-speed, oversize tyres. I'l

ready to ride away; £50, no offers.-^"'

House, North Malvern. l^

1919, 2-Bpeed, brand new, t'BABY Triumph,
car; 65 gns for immediate sale.- .Belmont, 1

ston Lane, Teddington.

Ih.p.
2 t. .

Emhden Grove,

3 Ih.p. Triumph, P.E., clutch, Bosch, B.B.,

2 tyres, thorough order; £36/10.-Hansoli,
,

B.)6 ,111 letters relating to advertisement.s should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph

UMPH, 2%h.p.. in running order, footboards
lew belt, rings, etc., coil ignition; £16, or nearest.
Chapel St., Swindon.

,
[X7652

[BINATION, 3-Bpeed Triumph, ocressoiies, spores,

leifect throug'hout, privately ovned; eSgns.— 154,
jt Lnne, Cfitford, S.E. [863S

UMPH, 1911, mechari-ically sound, Bcsch, Lucas
amp and horn; call after 6; £35.-50, Chester
^o;thwood, Middlesex. [8206

[JMPH, 3-speed, free engine, overhauled and
enovated as new. less mag : £48.-262, Black'
Lane, Walthamstow. [X7657

UMPH, late 1913. clutch, 2-speed, and sideonr,
omplete. stored during war; £70.—Palmer, 16,
lam Ed., Siilisbury. [X7668

CTMPH SM-'h-p., lamps, 3-speed Armstrong, belt
rive, new oonch sidecar, spares; ride away; £70.—
nrenee St., Gorton. [X7803
CTMPH, 1912, clutch model, 2 speeds, enamel,
ickel, etc.. as new, sound throughout; £55.-66,
ia Rd., Dorking. [8205
JMPH, 3y2h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed. variable pulley,
ew Amac. in good condition : f35.^Hughe8,
Dawel," Llanrwst. [X7809
EN-BENNETX Motor Co.— 1914 Triumph 4h.p.,
-speed, very flue condition; £60.-9, Koyal Pur-
Condon Rd., Croydon.

BN-BEK"NETT Motor Co.-1914 Triumph 4h.p..
speed, excellent condition; £60.-9, Royal Par-
sndon Rd., Croydon.

EN-BENNETT Motor Co -1917 Tri^imph 4h.p..
.S. model, unscratched ; £90.-9. Royal Parade,
I Ed., Croydon. [7881

TMPH Motor Cycle and Coach Sidecar, 1913.
-speed, free engine, perfect order; £55, no offer.
cGratli, Bridge St., Strabane. [7100

^MPH SVoh.p., perfect running order and con-
tion, free engine, clutch model; £42, or near.—
leyn Rd., Forest Giiti, E.i. (8104
TMPH. 3!.^h.p., 1913. fixed g?ar. an absolutelv
sliabls mount, good trial allowed; £43.—C. 27.
llemew Rd., Kentish Town. [8215

). Triumph and Sidecar. 2-sp3ed free engin3
good tyres, all on, ride awfiy; ^70. or nearest
\2, Penan Rd., Tulse Hill. [8578

'MPH 4h.p., 1914, 3-9peed and clutch. T.T.
odel. new cover and belt, in splendid condition :

-on^man, Eisherton, Salisbury. [8634

r Triumph, new 16th June, done 250 miles,
IDscratchetl; seen London by appointment; what
.-Bo.'c L3,053, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8000

;

SV^h.p. Triumph, fixed engine, new DunFon belt
ind pulley, lamps complete, good running order;

I. Willshtie, Preston, ^Yeymouth. [X74e4
Triumph, T.T. Roadster model, 1914-15 en-

ne, 3-speed, accessories, splendid condition

;

,£70.-36, South-wark Park Rd., S.E. [8130

MPH 2-stroke Motor Cycle, 2-speed gear, 1915
ode), perfect condition; £55, near offer.—H.,
iLndge. St. Andrew's JJrive, Skegness. [X7440
/MPH Combination, 3-speed, 1913, 3V'h.p.,
iimb any\vhere, carefully, used; any trial; £65.
'2, Birchington Rd., Hampstead, N.W. [8200

,
4h.p. Triumph and Sidecar, coaohbuilt. excel-

?nt condition, special engine; complete with lamps
;3l8; £85.-55, North St., Guildford. [X7470
h Triumph Combination, 3-speed, nearly new
tyres, enamel plate and engine perfect; near-
',3.—54, King Richard St.. Coventry. [X7386
MPH SVih.p. Combination Machine (without
lecar), 3-speed. clutch, free, grand machine;

ij
, £58.-6, Cavendish Rd., Merton, S.W. [X7552

ii Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed. clutch, in absoluts
lierfect condition, Bosch mag., new tyres, lamps,
Itc. ; £68.—Robinson, Eulbourne, Cambs. [8078

.JMPH, 3'^h.p., late 1913, ivicker sidecar, 3-
ired, new tyros and belt, in perfect order; £65.
derson, Bldon, Bishop Auckland, Durham.

\ [X7553
i| MPH, 1913, and Swan sidecar, in nearly new
iidition, 3 speeds, good tyres, P. and H. lamp
0.—Findon, Church Hill, Becley, near Redditr-h.

' [8490
I Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, Mills-Fulford side-
'ar, witn child's seat, sreen, etc., complete;
.) offers.—Box 4,400, c/o The Motor Cycle.
- [X7639
MPH, 4h.p., 3-speed, kick start, overhauled and
lovated, like new, incomplete, tew parts miss-
18.—262, Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow.

rX7657a
MPH, 1913, clutch model, T.T. bars, very faat
d powerful, fully ennipped, with accessories;
iO, no offers.-Box L3,057, c/o The Motor C>tcle.

[8004
MPH 3Vjh.p. Coachbuilt Cvmbination, 2-spced,
:)d condition, first £60'' secures; Stewart's
eter, perfect, 70/-.~26, Bath St., Rugbv.

[X7714
4h.n. Triumph with Gloria sidecar, wind pcreen.
pee<iometer, lamps, horn, mirror, nnd spares, all

j

£140.-Eaton. 129, St. Vincent St., Glasgow.
[X7556

THE

'Mpany LlMl'T^^
have the following Second-Land and Nevy
Machines in stock at the date of sending in this
ad\'ertisement (24/7/19). All guaranteed over-
hauled and perfect.

247 B.S.A., rgi2. 3^ h.p.,sin3to-sp3ed.T.T. model
good order . . . .

'
. . . . 49 Gns.

243 Chater-Jap 1914. h. p., 2-speed N.S.U., very
fast machine, ju^t overhaiiled . . 45 Gns.

179 Done- Precision. 1^14. 4 h.p.„3-speed, chitch,
as new throughout . . 55 Gns.

173 Diamond, 1919, 2}. h.p. new machine, single
speed, T.T 45 Gns.

248 Douglas. 1914,23 h.p..T^T.modeI, 2-speed, jus*
overhauled, very fast, special engine 45 Gns.

246 Hobart, 1913. 2^ h.p. single speed, just over-
hauled 37 Gns.
Ivy, 1919. 2i h.p., 2-speed,T.T. model, delivery
in August .

.

List Price

Exchanoes. Macltme:> bought for cash. Machines
sold on commission. Sidecars. Accessories. Any
new machine supplied. Sportine car conversions.

©TORTHE

'•^pany limit

347, FINCHLEY ROAD, N.W.3.
•-iraras: " AlCHSEMOTU, Swiss. Loudor.'

Vhone : iO^i Hampstead,

THE LEAMINGTON
Patent PILLION SEAT.
Chilli's size.

With guard

and extra

straps to

lioldchildin

34/-
Full size

40/-
Complete
with Hair-

stuffed

cushion

Spring

cushion

6/- extra.

Spring Cushion for Carrier Kiding

With 2 Clips and

Under-plate, 12/6

Spring Cushions for Sidecai made fro o''der from 10 /6a
Send paper pattern, shape and size oi seat.

60. Highdown Road,
Sir, Hove, Sussex.
Very pleased to receive early delivery of Pillion

Seat with Spring Cushion. It is proving most
sati-factory. I Iind the curved padded sides and
iow seating are a great comfort to .the passenger and
an advantage which effects per:ect balance. Shall
be pleased to recommend same.

Yours faithfully,

U. C. HOUCH-.N.
W. J BRADLEY, laientee and Manufacturer,

69, Regent Street, LEAMINGTON SPA.

MOTOR CYCLIiS TOR SAM:.
Triumph-

1014 3i;h.p. Triumph, T.T.. P. and H. lamps,
-*-«-' mirror, good tvres, mechanically perfect, appear
ance as nsw; £65.—R.. 153. Murray Rd., Rugby.

[8527
TRIUMPH Solo 3i/.]i.p., clutch model, per.ec.y

tuned, new belt. Dunlops; a bargain, £55.—
Geo. Smith's Motor Cycle Depot, Clapham Juncti'-n

TRIUMPH, clutch model, N.S.U. 2-speed. believtrd
1912. engine No. 10341, in real good condition;

£42: p.fter 6 p.m.—45* Luna Rd.. Thornton Heath.
Surrey. -

; [3^9^

1 16 4h.p. New Triumph, engine, decomprepsor,
J-*' brand new, sloping frame, together with wheels
and tyres; £2o.—Hardy, Maldon Lodge. Maldon Rd.,
Wallington. [3516

JUNIOR Triumph. 1916, unused for 2 years, like-
new, with lamps, horn, tools, and speedometer;

55 gns.— 13, Bevan Rd.. near Borstal Hill, Plumstead,
S.E. [7970

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., kick start, clutch, 3-speed, de-
compressor, perfect, new P. and H. lighting stt.

horn, etc.; £65, no offers.—Raby, Linton, Burton-on-
Trent. [X7715

TRIUMPH, 3Vjh.p., 1912, N.S.U. gear, speedometer,
new C.B. sidecar, wind screen and apron, .splendid

condition; £70.—Matthews. Station Parade, GerrnrdV
Cross, [79E6

TRIUMPH. 1914 engine, Bosch ZEl, new Triumph
carburetter. Phillipson, new condition; trial by

appointment; £38.—Pov/er, White House, Tatsfield.
Surrey. [X7642

TRIUMPH, S^h.p.. clutch, psdal start, new tvres,

. ride away; £42.-S. Ball, 53. Milton Av., East
Ham, E. [8585

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, Bosch mag., new
belt and saddle, in very good condition; £60.—

Smith's. 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station). ' [7810

1 Q16 Triumph, 3-speed, kick starter. 4h.p., top-hole
X«/ condition, enamel and plating perfect, the
whole machine as new; £75.-262. Blackhorse Lane,
Walthamstow, E. [X6386

1012 Triumph 3Voh.p., N S U. 2-speed, free engine.
Xt/ new lin. belt, tvres good, lamps, generator, horn;
nnv tri:il: £35.—R. Richards, C9, Egeiton Rd., Bishops-
ton, Bristol. '' [X74.

2

3ih.p. Triumph, done nn by makers, guaranteed good
2 running order, fast, fine condition and nppeJir-

nnce, ndju.^table pidley, powerful ; £40.-43, HenleaKe
Av., Bristol. [X7325

TRIUMPH, 4h.p. counter*5haft model, 3-ispeed, very
recent diite, approximate mileage 1,000, enamel

and plating iinscrntehed.-27, Langley Rd., Small Heath,
Birmingham. [X7765

TRIUMPH. 3-sp3ed, clutch, C.B. sidecar, carefully

stored during war, in perfect condition, very
little u.'^^ed. £10 worth snares; i,90.—Bonfield, Victoria
Grove. Bridport. [8345

TRIUMPH 3V^h.p., e.'cceilent condition, tyres and
belt, as new, adjustable pulley, speedometer.

lamps, pump, etc.; £45.—AUcock, Shirburn, Belmont.
Sutton, Surrey. [B333

TRIUMPH, 4h.p.. 3-speed countershaft, and dual-

puri>0!?e sidecar, new February, 1917. engine over-

hauled bv Triumphs; best offer near £95.—Kiiby. 16.

The Mount, Reading. [8557

Qlh.p. Triumph, kick start, lamps, horn, epeedo-
o' 2 meter, mileage indicator, new condition ; first

sh 55 gns,; bargain; Co. Durham.—Eos 4,397, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [X7478

I QIS 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed countershaft, hand
Xt' elutidi model, tool?, and horn, not done 200 miles;
B(^nrneumnth district: price £112.-Reply, Bos 4.394,

o The Motor Cycle. [X7355

TRIUMPH, 1914, semi-T.T., 4h.p., 3 speeds, equal
new, £72; also 1913, 3 speeds ,

pedal t^ta rt , re-

plated ond enamelled, £62.—Coventry Motor Mart, Ltd..

London Rd., Coventrv. [X7769

10 19 Triumph, 3-spe6d countershaft, clutch, and
Xi/ Gloria sidecar, in splendid condition, only done
500 miles: first £144 secures.—RUosha Motor Co..

Mawneys Rd., Romford. [8594

TRIUMVit. 1914, 3 speeds and clutch, £48; also

1913 Triuuipli. 3 speeds, and clutch, £43: 1912
S'/'.li.p. Triumph, free engine modt'l, £34.—Hole. 129.

Pa'rk Lane. Carslmlton. [X7317

TRIUMPH. 1914, 3-speed, Lucas lao-ips, horn, new
extra heavy Dunlops, trip spsedom^'er. Mdls-

Fulford sidecar, splendid condition; ^(»2.- Ashby. 13.

Owlstone Rd., Cambridge. [X'. 663

TRIUMPH, 1913. 3'Ah.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed,

clutch, Bosch, heavy Dunlops. all accessories,

spares, in excelbnt condition; £62.—Capt. Jones. 13,

De La Warr Rd.. East Grinstead. [8545

1 Q19 Triumph. 4h.p.. 3-speed, countershaft, Mont-
Xt/ gomerv coachbuilt sidecar, very little us'd, per-

fect condition"; £130, no otters.-Reynolds. Gunnersburv
Park Gardens, Acton, W.3. [8564

TRIUMPH 1913 3i'.h.p., wicker sidecar, tools,

speedometer, lamps, spare tyres and tube; £48,
or ofter.—Apply, after 5, Wright, 10, Moncrioff St..

live Lane, Pcckham, London. ' [3503

All lettsrs relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eacli advertisetnent. and the date of the issue n^y
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 1913, clutch, new Gindo pulley, new
Uunlop tyres, tubes imd belt, with good coaeh-

Bnilt eideear, nearly uew; £80; iitter 6.30 r-iu-— 25,
Ablett St., near S. Beriuondsey Station. [X7760

1014 Triumph, S-speed, clutch, completely over-
J-*^ hauled and guaranteed in perfect running order;
^65, or with new coachbuilt sidecar £85.—Yates, 101,
Tubbs Rd., Willesden Junction, N.W.IO. [8372

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, 3-speed, belt, horn,
lamp, generator, speedometer, good covers, com-

pletely overhauled March, 1919, Bramble coachbiult
sidecar; £80.—Bentley, Stocklake, Aylesbury. [X7644

TRIUxMPH, late 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed. splendid con-
dition and running, coachbuilt Gloria sidecar,

spring suspension, new extra heavy Dunlops ;' £90

;

seen after 7.-13, Middlewich Rd., Northwich. [X7597

TRIUMPH 1914 Combination, 4h.p., Sturniey-Aicher
3-sijeed. Bosch, coachbuilt sidecar, not nin ior 5

years; owner in l-'ram^e ; just overhauled by Triumphs,
as uew ; otters, post.—Baker, 1,6, Lavington Rd., Ealing.

[8100

"IQ19 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Triumph and lisht
-l-t-' wicker sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer, extra
tools, spares, overalls, carrier-bag and straps, 6 months'
insurance ; £95.—Booth's Garage, Henlev-ou-Thames.

[X7761
TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed and clutch, Phoenix

sidecar, spare inlet and exhaust valves complete,
splendid condition; £85; seen any time, preferably
after 7 p.m.—62, Sunningfields Rd., Hendon, N.W.4.

[8105
TRIUMPH 4h.p., W.D. model, 3-speed countershaft,

Sturmey-Archer gear, perfect condition through-
out, date on tank 16/3/19; first offer over £80 se-

cures.—Asquith, c/o Peacock Garage, Broad St.. Read-
ing. [X7647

TRIUMPH, late 1913, 3h.p., all-black model, 2-speed
N.S.U.. Bosch, B. and B., good tyres, excellent

condition, ideal sidecar machine, guaranteed perfect
runnmg order; ^42.-209, Broadway, West Hendon,
N.W. [8294

TRIUMPH 5-speed 1914 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combina-
tipn, iust overhauled, splendid condition, tyres

nearly new, lamps, mechanical horu ; £90, or near
offeK; after 6 p.m.—Morgan, 17, Atherfold Rd,. S.W.9,
near Clapham Rd. Tube. [8285

3ih.p. Triumph Combination. 1913, 2-speed, kick,
2 clutch, new oversize tyres and belt. Binks, wicker

car, raised toe. felt-lined, and apron, beautiful condition;
any inspection; 4-45 m.p.h. ; £70.—Linford, 53, River-
view Grove. Chiswick, W.4. [8369

TRIUMPH. 3^/oh.p., 1913, 3-speed, coachbuilt side-
car, screen, spare cover, belt, lamps, whole

outfit recently overhauled and enamelled, and in
excellent condition; £70, or exchange big twin solo.—
322, Shobnall St., Burton-on-Trent. [X7815

TRIUMPH fl910i,{,) 3y.h.p., adjustable pulley, frame
stove enamelled, uew belt, outer covers and tubes,

tank renovated, T.T. bars, will do over 55 easily, spares,
etc.; trial run given; price £40. or very near offer;
unused for 4 years.-Webb. Barkingside, near Ilford.

[8093
TRIUMPH Combination, S'/oh.p., N.S.U. 2-speed B

and B., large wicker sidecar, lighting set, horn,
accessories, flrst-class running order and appearance-
trial ; nearest £50.—Theobald, 49, Winslow Rd , Ham-
mersmith, W.6. [8209

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. late 1914, stored during vmv, abso-
lute tip-top condition, T.T. bars, lamps, generator,

and horn, 3-speed and clutch, spare tube and belt
case, spare belt, tools, pump, extra petrol tank; also
Triumph engine, complete, less rine:s and B. and B
carburetter; £85 the lot, no offers.—Fisher. 26, Water
Lane, Watford. [8171

1 Q19 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Triumph, with sport-
J-tf mg model Burbury C.B. sidecar, equipped with
D.R. handle-bars, Cameo wind screen, 3 lamps, disc
wlieels, mechanical horn, whole outfit in excellent con-
dition; price £160; consider exchange Grand Prix Mor-
gan or G.N.. cash adjustment either way.—Write
Reoil'rey Humble, 41, Kingsway, Goole, Yorks. (11) '

[8485rpRIUMPH. clutch model, Nov.. 1911, fitted uew- Binks, hot air intake, new Philipson, new big and
sinall end bushes, new main bearing ball raccB. new inch
Pedley belt, discs, long copper exhaust, enamelled ludian
Jed. special wide handle-bars, P. and H. head and rear
lamp, tyres good, good reliable bike with accessories, been
stored last 3 years ; £50.—Castle House, Nunney, Frome.

[8633

Trump.
4h.p. Trump-Jap, Bosch mag., tyres new, also belt,

Chater-Lea fittings, requires new big end bush,
otherwise perfect; £33.—Edwards, Sotwell, Walling-
foid- [8649

Velocette
VELOCETTE 2-stroke 2-speed, new 1916, uqw mag. I

fitted last month, lamps, and horn, mechanical I

oiling, enamel perfect; best offer over £30.-275, Hills
Rd., Cambridge. [8115

|

VELOCETTE. late 1915. 2V4h.p.. 2-speed, all-chain.'
E.I.C, Senspray, Lucas lamps, horn, tools, just

,

thoroughly overhauled, guaranteed absolutely perfect

'

every detail.—2, Cranes Park, Surbiton, after 5. [8291 i

HALIFAX MOTOR
EXCHANGE,

""TouVh?" halifax.
MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.

1915 (Dec.) 22 h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS .... £52 10

1914 3-speed F.E. ROVER £67 10

2* h.p., 2-speed, Lightweight P. & M £34 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
MATCHLESS, 1918 (Nov.), 8 h.p., 3-speed 175 gns.

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, ahiiost as new 118 gns.

DOUGLAS, 4 h.^., 3-speed, fine condition. . 112 gnS.

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, good order... 105 gns.

ROVER, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, free engine, and
new coach sidecar .

.' 80 gns.

SURPLUS W.D. MACHINES
Requiring repairs. Come and inspect

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-specd, coiuitershaft . . £35
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub £17 10

DOUGLAS, 1917, 2} h.p., 2-speed £19 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub £18 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub £20
RUDGE, 3I li.p., spring forlis £19 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed liub £27 tO

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub £21,

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub £26 10

B.S.A., 4j h.p., 1915 frame, forks and
engine, less cylinder and piston £9 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft .. £17 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft £27 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft . . £35

Also a few UNISSUED 2| h.p. W.D. DOUGLASES
(surplus Government stock) in makers' crates.

triumph Parts for 4 ii.p. models : Wheels, Frames
Forks, Tanks, and Engines "from Stock.

Cameo Screens. £3 ; Easting Screens, £4 10;
" Perfection " Coach Sidecars, £16 16 ;

" Perlection"
Coach Bodies. £73.

See these
Forks ? iV

They take

ALL
the shocks

because they're

SAXONS
Saxon Spring Forks
are the embodiment
of all that is neces-

sary to absorb the

vibration on YOUR
machine. No others

are exactly like

them, nor quite so

good, because Saxons
are the only anti-

vibratory spring
forks that

Take ALL
the Shocks
Send postcard to-day tor full particulars.

S. R. RIDGWAY,
Digbeth, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Vllliers.

VILLIERS 1915 2-stroke, Bosc>, Amac, P. anc
lamp set, semi T.T. bars, Pedley grips, p

and mechanical horn, in perfect condition; 39 gi

Stored at Wood's, 76, Stockwell Rd., Stockwell. I

[f

Vlndec.

6 h.p. Vindec, Bosch mag., 2-speed, engine w
assembling; £15.-5, Newlands, Ilminster. [X'

8 h.p. Zenith, countershaft, kick starter model; £J
Clapham, 119, Kiug George St., Greeuwich.

33.h.p. 2-stroke Vindec, 2-speed, free engine, lai

4 in perfect condition; £38.-51, Chapel
Addlestone, Surrey. [f

VINDEC Spe(;ial 6h.p., Bosch mag., wicker sidt

in going order, single speed; £35.—H. T. Bai
24, New St., Bideford, N. Devon. [i

VINDEO 1916 2-stroke, 2-speed, Amac, Dun
Lucas lamps, horu, Jones speedomete]', spring

:

boards, tiue condition ; geuufne ; £47.-43, Choi
Ed., Kilburn. [i

VINDEX, special 5-6h.p. twin, Bosch. B. and
2-speed N.S.U., free engine, clutch, coachl

sidecar, tyres and condition equal new ; £55.-
Hoddesden Rd., Belvedere. [i

V.S.

V.S. Motor Cycle and Sidecar, 6h.p^ twin. 2-51

free engine, lever change, Bosch, B. and B., n
ride away; ^48, or near, or part exchange .^mall

,

treadle lathe; trial, apii-ointment.—24, Favershnm
Catford. [I

Werner.
ERNEB 2^,h.-p., good going order, fast macli
£10 secures.—Bartlett, Miltord-on-Sea, Hani

['

White and Poppe.
31.h.p. White and Poppe, Bosch, B. and B. ; ,

2 Baugh, Green St. Green, Orpington. [I

Williamson
8]i.p. Water-cooled Williamson Coaoh Comhina

jiood, Tviud screen, lamps, etc., topping r-oudii

£110.-28, aiitcham Rd., Tooting, London, S.W. [i

8 h.p. Williamson and Canoelet Car, Stewart sp(

meter, F.R.S, lamps, "hood, screen, luggage
tier; £95, or offer.—Hollinghurst, 74, Burnt Ash
Lee, S.E.12.

"

[X

WILLIAMSON 1914 8-lOh.p., water-cooled, 2-s]

foot clutch, roomy C:B. sidecar with screen

cently repainted; £110.-158, Rosendale Rd.» j
Dulwich, S.E.21. [

WILLIAMSON 8-lOh.p. Combination, 1916. W
cooled, 2-speed, clutch, very fine .sidecar. 1

screen, lamps, new tyres; best offer over £105.-

Seymour Mews, Wigmore St., Oxford St., W. [

WILLIAMSON.—1915 Sh.p. water-ccoled Don
coachbuilt combination, just overhauled, pei

tyres nearly new, fu 1 ly equipped ; £115, or i^

A. E. Hull, 10, Cademan St., Whitwick, Leicr'

W

19^16 Williamson Combination, 8-lOh.p,
cooled, lamps, generator, horn,

wind screeTJ, machine stored 2 years, done 950.

as new; bargain, £130. or exchange for low6r .p

—Smith, 3, Parade, Staines Rd., Bedfont, Middl

WILLIAMSON 8h.p. Combination, 1914.^ y,

cooled, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, lamp
speedometer, tools, spares, etc.,. luxurious roach

car, pillion seat with back rest, mechanically pei

and absolutely new condition, new heavy tyre

round, stored S'/t years, finest outfit on th^)
£135.—Martin, 8, Grenville St., Brunswick Sq.?™

WoIS
4h.p. Wolf-Jap, 3-speed, kick start, clutch, in

condition; £65.—Harris, Jeweller, Parrbdli;

Gravesend.

WOLF 2V>h.p., 2-speed countershaft, just pnrcl

as new, speedometer : £47.-36, David
Shadwell, E.l.

-| Q16 Wolf-Jap 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft,'
-Lt/ start, free engine, hand clutch, all chain^J
lamp, Watford speedometer. Bates tyres; £60.-4
Warmwell, Dorset. »

WOLF 1917 2%h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, free, ;h

and horn, tyres and belt as new, and is in

feet condition throughout; £39.—Watson, 132,

St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. _ I

WOLF-J.A.P. 4h.p. [494 c.c), modern comhim
3-speed countershaft, kick starter, hand coiit

rlutL'h, B. and B. carburetter, Splitdorf mag., all-

drive. Xl'all saddle, aluminium footboards, sidecar

coachbuilt body, all new tyres, heavy Palmer cord)

extra heavy Dunlop \)ack (both 2i,^n.), heavy p
sidecLir, with pump, toolbag, and spares, privntely o

good running- order ; ,>£85: view and trial BecK^

[by appointment).—Box L3,070, c/o The Motor C

Wooler.

JONES' Garage, special agents for Woolers. E,j

wav, Mnswell Hill, N.IO, and WoodsJde P* fi

North Finchley. >

B48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and .the date of the issue.
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WOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

TH, 4h.p., good condition; 3628/10.-176, South
iling Kd., W.6. [8555

6h.p. Zenitli; 96 gns. : delivery Augxist.—Motor-
sts' Advisory Agency, Ltd.. 89. Wigmore St.. W.

[8639
TH-GEADUA 8h.p., J.A.P. engine, fine con-
tion; £60.—F. Hardy, Peacock, Market Place,
on. [X7637

TH-GBADTTA, 4h.p., T.T. model, in fins condi-
on, all accessories; £60, no ofiers.—20, Spencer's
awley. Susses. [7925

TH-GEADUA, 1914, 6h.p., 1919 co.ichbuilt
lecar, new Dunlops, all accessories, stored during
1 gns.-13, Bute St., Luton. [8083

TH-GEADUA-J.A.P. 41i.p. 1914 Combination,-
ndition Al; £60, or best oHer.-Bobbins, 15,
ver Rd., Newington Green, N. [7888

-14 8h.p. Zenitli-Gradua and coacbbuilt sidecar,
luteli and kick starter, in good condition; £85,
rest.—44, Cavendish St., Barrow-in-Furness.

[X7533
TH Combination 6h.p., long drive countershaft,
>od, screen, and lamp set, powerful, any test;
ter 6 p.m.; £98.—Menote, 196, Browning Ed.,
am. [7979

TH-GRADUA Coachbuilt Combination, splendid
ndition; £75; evenings.—14, Pembroke, Rd.,
mstow. [X7822
TH-GKADTJA 1915-16, 5-6h.p., discs, one of the
lartest and fastest machines on road, as new,
etc.; £85.-Eussell, Olutha, Malton. [X7830

Zenith Combination, counter-shaft gear, kick
.art, 3 lamps, mechanical horn, first-class con-
any trial; £125.-198, Kins St., Hammersmith.

[8427TH 1915 Sh.p., clutch, Gloria sidecar, 2 new
rea, spare cover, new spare Dunlop tube, spare
goggles, lamps; £90.-61, Brcugliam Terrace,

lartlepool. [7966
Zenith-Gradua Combination, fine running

ler, Canoelet C.B. sidecar, new tyre and belt,
just been overhauled; £85.—McClelland,

ly Ed., Glenluce. [7917

5-6h.p. Zenith Combination, countershaft,
lick starter, speedometer, lamps, horn, perfect
n, not done 200 miles; £155.-40, Goldsr's
Drive, Golder's Green, IS.W. [8277

TH;GEADXJA, 4h.p. J.A.P., 1914 T.T., B. and
,
Pilot, 2 new belts, tyres excellent, accessories,

cnme, splendid condition; any trial; 55 gns.. no
Saivtell, Long St., Sherborne. [X7673

-17 4-5h.p. Zenith Sporting Combination, in
splendid condition, ready to drive away; price
Hardie, 24, Wooa.<itock St. (off O-xtord St.),
t., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [6174

t. Zenith-Gradua and sidecar, 1914, mechanical
ondition perfect, appearance good; fast and
;; all accessories, spare belt, tube, tools, tyres
676.-Hill Oottage, Farnborough, Kent. [8238

TH 1914, 90 bore, o.h.v., twin, special racing
lOde!, special engine parts and special lubrica-
lis exhausts, enamel and plating excellent- £95
ode, Wekira," Blundell Av., Birkdale, Lanca.

mi ^^,,, -r . „ [X7342
in, 3'iiti.p. J.A.P. engine, Bosch mag., coach-
iiit sidecar, newly overhauled, Gradua gear,o ride away; call any time after 6 p.m.- no
i-W.W., 63, Ealph St., Borough, S.E.I, Lon-

[X7551
TH Sh.p. Combination, Gradua variable gear,
:illa-Fu!ford 4-point attachment sidecar, Bosch
Vmac carburetter, lamp, horn, tools, spares, etc
n given; price 75 gns.—Webb, Barkingside, near

[8092

I
8h.p. 90 Bore Counter-shaft Zenith with Mil-

ford Empress coach -sidecar, Hutchinson tyres,
belt, mechanical horn, Lucas lamps, Tan-Sad

!
seat; £90.—Bateson, 5, Poynter Rd., Hove,

n. [844^
TH Nearly New 5-6h.p. Countershaft C.B
imbination, lamp, horn, speedometer, a real
I'Utfit; expert examination and trial invited;
|)r offer; seen any time.—C.S., 14, Swaton Ed.,
.5. [8412

95h.p. Counter-shaft Zenith Combination,
k.s., clutch, bulbous back underslung sidecar
ckers rear and Under seat, luggage and petroJL
'.

^'5'''"° I'Slits, etc.
; £150.—Top Flat, 17,

;1 Rd., west Hampstead. [8429

'p. Zenith-Jap, competition model, 90x77y.,,
I. v., 650x65 tyres, first-class condition through-
ups, 2 carburetters, 2 belts, numerous epaies,
g cover, tube, small torpedo racing tank, valves
)5.—A. Maskenzie Cott, Ashby Magna, Luttei-

[X7485
TH-nUADUA, 4h.p. J.A.P. engine, completely
prlinnled and rebusbed, enamel fine. Klaxon,
>iiniLiers, tools, new Hutehinson front tyre, spare

5'
;
cane sidecar, upholstered to match, spare

,: gns.; whole in fine touring condition.—Bos
(
c/o The Molar Cycle. . [8667

IN STOCK.
Cash Credit Exchange

SOLO.

I9I4 2} h.p. DOUGLAS 1917 3I h.p. RUDGS-
MULTI; 4 h.p. ZENITH GRADUA; 6 h.p
3-speed CAMPION - J.A.P. ; 1914 3-speed
TRIUMPH ; 2-speed CALTHORPE - J.A.P.

;

3 h.p. NUMBER, clutch; 1913 KERRY-
ABINGDON, single-speed

; 3i h.p. clutch
TRIUMPH; 3J h.p. 3-speed NUMBER twin;
3i h.p. single-speed HUDSOIM ; 3.I h.p. 3-speed
HUDSON; 3} h.p. RUDGE-MULTI ; new

3^ h.p. 3-speed ARIEL.

COMBINATIONS,

1916 6 h.p. READING STANDARD
; 5 h.p.

ZENITH-GRADUA; 8 h.p. WILLIAiVISON,
w.-c. ; 1915 HARLEY, dvnarao, 2-seater
Sidecar; I9r5 INDIAN, 3-speed; HAZLE-
WOOD-J.A.P., 6 b.p.

; g h.p. HENDERSON;
7-9 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed

; 7-9 h.p. INDIAN,
spring frame, disc wheels, electric lighting

;

igr/ 3J h.p. SUNBEAM ; 6 h.p. CLYNO ;

1914 ROVER r9r5 5-6 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed.

NEW (Exchanges Only).

RUDGE-MULTI: RUBY, 2-stroke ; ALLON,
zstroke; CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke; COVEN-
TRY EAGLE ; DIAMOND - J.A.P. : Baby

TRIUMPH, 2-5troke.

Full details sent on application, stating
requirements.

- Ill"

292 SL 95-96, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

'Hbone : 6430 Holborn.

YOUR LUBRICATION
TROUBLES ARE EKDEO
IF YOU USE OUR

MOTOR OIL
for your Motor Cycle.

To Garages and ail thosa
interested in the wise lubri-
cation of a Motor Vehicle of
any description we invite
your enquiries.

Arthur Lumb h Sc^n
Atlas Oil Works,

HAUIFAK, Yoi-lcs.
LEEDS. PARIS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith

"I Q 16 Zenith-Gradua 6h.p., with luxurious Milford
-*-*' sidecar, clutch, kick starter, electric lighting,
only 2,500 miles, aljsolutely perfect condition, too
powerful for owner; would sacrifice, £120, or con-
sider exchange V/^.\>. Triumph, B.S.A., or similar
late model.—W.H., The Post Ofiice, Desborough.

[X7635

Ladles' Motor Cycles.

MOTO-EEVB, lady's, 2y2h.p., Bosch mag., Grado
gear, in good condition.—Reeve, Wyboston, St.

Neots. [8352

ROYAL RUBY 2%h.p., 2-speed, speedometer, etc.,

lady's machine, nearly new.—Thomas Beechcroft,
Balcombe, Susses. [8062

CONNAUGHT Motor Cycle tor Sale, 2"!4h.p., good
running condition, lady's 1916 model.—Apply,

Box L3,049, 0/0 r/ie Molor Cycle.
-

[7996

DOUGLAS ayih.p. Lady's Model, 1914, not driven
5,000 milee, in perfect condition throughout; 70

gns.—Hardie, 24, Woodstock St. (ofl 0-xfoid St.), Bond
St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [6176

DOUGLAS, lady's model, late 1915, very little used,
3 speeds, clutch, kick start, lamps, horn, new

condition throughout; 70 gns., or nearest offer.—
Noalces, Coventry House, Farnboro' Rd., Farnborough,
Hants. [7907

Miscellaneous.

THE H.C. Motor Co. have the following machines
for disposal

:

KERRY Abingdon, 1913, 2-speea, clutch, 4l4h.p.,

in excellent condition; £42.

KERRY Abingdon, 1913, clutch model, 4'4h.p.,

perfect; £39.

LE'VIS Popular, 1919, as new, ridden about 60
miles; 48 gns.

npWIN N.S.U. 3h.p., 1913, in excellent order; 36 gns

TORPEDO Precision 2%h.p., 1913, in good order;

£36.

IMPERIAL Hobday, 1913, 2-6troke, 2-speed, 2%b.p.;

£32.

THE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.
'Phone: Hampstead 4631. Open afternoons :ind

Sundays. [6258

23.h.p. Motor Cycle, a.i.v. Simms, B.B., tyres good,

4. in good running order; £22.—Higholere, Ken-
ley, Surrey. [7918

TRIUMPH SVoh.p., £30; Minerva S'/Jl.p,, £\S: -.iiii-

erva SV-h.p. engine, £5/10; all good order.-46.

Chapel St., Maiylebone. [X7596

NSU. Combination, twin, single-speed; Quadrant

tricar, battery ignition; 4-cyl. F.N., old pattern;

offers.—Browne, Dolphin, Thetford. \p^.vi

£15/10 for-2y,h.p. Machine, mag Senspray car-

buretter, sprung forks, wants attention.-O/o 27,

Church St., Seaham Harbour, Durham. lX7b48

SPUR 1916 23/ih.p. 2-speed ,2.stroke, £40; N.S.U.

lOl'^ twin, Bosch, good sidecar machine. £20.--

54, Pritchard's Rd., Hackney Rd., London [8421

CALL, at Heppelthwaite's tor combination or motor

cycles; cannot advertise makes as they are usually

sold by time advert is out.- Wilcox Rd., South Lam-

beth, S.W.8. [8303

MOTOR Cycle and Sidecar, 6h.p. 1913 Rex engine,

2-8pecd, free engine, handle start good runmng

order and condition: £45,-100, St. John's Rfl-. Eed-

hill, Surrey. '''^^'^

£26 Secures Motor Cycle, about 3h.p.,, Bosch water-

proof mag., B.B. carburetter engine rebushed,

new horn; a great bargain.-12, Stewart St., Seahain

Harbour, Durham. lA7648a

MOTOR Cycles; any make new machine supplied on

best torma: auick delivery secured; second-hand

bargains in motor cycles and oombinations.-The Mart,

151, Caledonian Rd., King's Cross, London. [7408

23hp Douglas, now tyres, ride away, £30; 4yoh.p.

4 M'nerva combination, free engine, new wicker

car £60- 6i/,h.p. N.S.U. combination, free speed, ride

awav, spare covers, £45.-Morley, 8. Andover Gardens,

-1<3 Ho'nsev Rd., Holloway. 'Phone: 2257 Horn-
is. no.i .V

[il^Z

I 014 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, clutch, eleo-

L" trie lighting set, very little used, in high-class

condition, £95; New Hudson 2%h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

kick start £44; P.N., in good running order, mag.,

£16—Cook Bros., Cam Motor Works, Newmarket Rd.,

Cambridge. - (X7358

CLAPHAM (Motors), Greenwich.—We are receiving

delivery of new models, therefore to make room
offer some exceptional bargains in second-band solos

and combinations; call and secure a snip; also inspect

sidecar stock.—Note address, 119, Kmg George St

Cioom's Hill, Greenwich, S.E. [7836

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.

RAYBECK Invalids' Hand-propelled Tricycles.

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear. Dunlop tyres;

catalogue free -Harry Kayner. 10 and 12. George

St., Blackpool (eSIS

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o( the issue. B49
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"DAMCO Bodies; nothin;

BODIES.
finer produced at any price.

BAMCO.—The very best investment offering, now
" Joy Loan " is •witlidra\vn.

BAMCO.—Make present, as well as future, provision
for your comfort and enjoyment; save all further

charges for years by getting a

T>AMCO Body Fitted to your Outfit.

BAMCOS.—Built to special design^, with any ultra
refinement you fancy, but they won't surpass our

standard models.

BAMCOS.—Can be inspected from the raw material
to the finished article in our workshops.

Ltd., Gros-
Wiiiesden Green, N.W.IO.

Tel.: Willesden 872. [8152

VENU8.—Singles, tandems, stepped, and undersiung;
cheapest in trade.

VENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesmen's; repairs, re-

painting ; exchanges.

EN US.—The sidecar body experts. Bodies, any de-

ign, in the rough if desired.

VENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to user; save

money; lists ready, write.

THE Birch Aircraft Manufacturing Co.,
venor Works, High Rd., " "

yi

Sidecar Co., 6-8, Gourlej St., S. Totten-
[6754

The real goods at the right

VENDS
ham.

SIDECAR Body Co.
price Actual manufacturer

SIDECAR Body Co.
high-class finish

100 coachbuilt bodies in stock,

ana latest designs. Come and

Co Specialists -n high-class body

Repairs,

SIDECAR Body
building.

SIDECAR Body Co. Hoods and aprons,

repjunting, and reufjholstering.

SIDECAR Body Co. Trade supplied, any quantity,

Enquiries invited.

SIDECAR Body Co., 25, Tipper Clapton Rd., E.5.

'Phone: Dalston 2057. [3701

SIDECAR Body, C.B., new, light sporting pattern;
£8.-13, County Grove, Camberwell. [8188

CAMBER Coach Bodies, tandem, undersiung and
stepped, made to order from £6; lists free.^

Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell. [7624

COACH Bodies, special for lightweights, 28 lb., fit

any chassis, any colour, strong, sporty ; cheap.—
Venus Sidecar Co.. 6-8, Gourley St., S. Tottenham.

[1358
BASTONE'S for Sidecar Bodies, coachbuilt. latest de-

signs; about 200 in stock; prices right.—228,
I'entonville Ed., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. 2481
Xorth. [6203

PERFECIIOSI Coach Bodies, undersiung and light-

weight step pattern,
liveries.—Halifax Jlotor
Halifax.

prices from £713; prompt de-
Exchange, Union St. South,

[8095

Increasing
Demand

—

for the DRUID SPRING FORK
renders it impossible for us to

execute orders promptly at pre-

sent, but we ace doing
our utmost to expedite

.

delivery, and ask mean-
while the indulgence
of customers who
may experience
delay.

A. DREW,
& Co., Ltd.,

Leopold St.,

B*HAM.

SIDECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work-
ing-, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

lieaigns, also working drawings, full-sized or to scale.—
Cooper's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers to
the coach trade for over 80 years. Consult us when d©
eigning new ideas.—20, Tudor St.. London, E.G. 4. [0810

SANDUM Sidecar Bodies.—We are the largest sidecar
body builders in the country. We have manu-

factured to date, over 8,000 bodies; 200 bodies always
on -hand, completed or in the course of completion—
3-seaters, 2-seaters, single-seaters, welded metal pro-
iectiles, and feather veight. You can get what you
want and rely on a superfine finish at the Sandham
Eneineering Co.. 336. Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.
'Phone: Holborn 933. [0022

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies.—Don't he misled by garret
and cellar body building manufacturers, who ex-

ploit their wares at tempting prices, which are built
up from egg and bacon boxes and the commonest
material throughout. We are actual manufacturers of
complete bodies and comxwnent parts. We have
stock for actual delivery hundreds of every type body
desired, and can give immediate delivery. If possible;
call and interview our works manager, Mr. George
Lyall, or send for list.—Rennoc Sidecars, Body Build-
ing Dept.. 155, Marlborough Rd., Hornsey Rd., N.
phone : Hornsey 850. [8603

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
CAMBER Hoods, 55/-: screens, 27/6.—Brigbt and

Ilayles, 78, Churcli St., Camberwell. [7625

RENNOC Sidecar Co. are actual manufacturers of
hoods, wind screens, etc.; hoods fitted whilst you

wait from £2/16/3; screens from £1/9/6; immediate
delivpries to fit any make sidecar guaranteed. We also
supply hood sticks, motor tv?ill, and all hood and
^^reen sundries.—Rennoc Sidecar Works, 86, Victoria
Rd., Stroud Green, N., and Progress Works, 155,
Marlborough Rd., Hornsey Rd., N. Our list with 200
illustrations upon application. [8604

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
"jyriDDLETON'S.

MIDDLETON'S Sidecars; all winners and sti

prices.

MIDDLETON'S Bulbous Bill, a really rooDij
called by vulgar persons, a posh lot; £2'

MIDDLETON'S Bulbous Coach Minor, term)
softs with monocle and spats an awfully

^

thing; price to softs, £25; men, £19.

MIDDLETON'S Flier, a mustard pot, a winner
time; the sidecar that made the coppers

near Highgate; price £18; sold only io prol

riders.

"jiTIDDLETON'S Sidecars; special models for sec

MIDDLETON'S Super Caravan Sidecar, tast

decorated, central heating, bedroom well si

wine cellar, toolhouse at rear, usual offices, ins^

by agents; strong recommended; price not fixec

you later.

MIDDLETON'S, the makers of the famous sid

that are sold only to good-looking peopliE

Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4. 'Phone:
sey 1584.

SIDECAR, in good condition, wicker
Church Bd., Acton, W.

SIDECAR, wicker, good condition;
High St., Billericay, Essex. ';

COACHBUILT Sidecar, suit 4h.p. Douglas; j

215, High St., Lewisham. ]

TRADESMAN'S Sidecar, £8, suit 3y2b.p.—Ba
Baker, Woodcliurch, Kent.

WATSONIAN Sidecar for sale, as new; £22
42, Perran Rd., Tulse Hill.

„. and Chassis, 26x2^4 wheel,

cheap.-138, Rodney Rd., Walworth.

O £? GN Empire Sidecar, new condition : what t

OtJ —Brookes, Grosvenor School, Nottingham.

ENFIELD Sidecar, without chassis, 3"st repai

£9._Wilson, Marke, and Noble, Taunton.

£5.-Al

£4.-1

Motor-Cycle
Enamelling

Getting Best Results.

IF YOU WANT to get the best results in

enamelling your motor cycle, wrife to

Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd., M.C. .Dept.,

Robbialac Works, Stratford. London, E.15,

for a free copy of their leaflet "Instructions

for amateurs to enamel motor cycles and

sidecars," and buy a tin of Robbialac.

Black or colours from your local cycle

agent.

B
SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

ASTOXE'S for Sidecars at low prices.

BASTOKE'S
slung:, torpedos. step pattern.

f^ .B. Sidecar

"lORONET Sidecars. Send lor illustrated cata

Booth's Motories. Portland Place, Ualila

Sidecars for B.S.A.. Triumph, H
c
COHONET „ ,, ., 1

Davidson, Phelon-Moore.—Booth 9 Motones,

far.

OACHBUILT Sidecar, enamelled chr(c'ate. Itc grip, hardly been used; iei9.—Oswell, Hadley,

Sidecar, spring luggage and petrol Cl

Yi wheel; £6.—X6, Bei-esford Ed., OhmCANE S:

26X2

DELIVERY from stock, Empire de Luxe sid«

Janes and Adams, E. Finchlcy. 'Phone
:
Fs

510. P

INDIAN Sidecar, 1919 model, unscratched;

ofier ?—19 Uppe>- Park Rd., Belsize Park, I

!stead.

CLYNO Coachbuilt Sidecar, 6-8h.p., 2-speed',

lutely perfect.—16, Southdean Gardens, ^

fields.

CONVERT your old sidecar to coach, prices froi

—Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., C«

welh

COACHBTJIIT Sidecar, almost new, all access

seen alter 6 o'clock; iE16.—50, Dukes At.,

well Hill.

ILLFORD Sidecar, white cane body and.

£18; seen after 7.30.—SO, Castelnau, B
S.W.13.

LIGHTWEIGHT CB, Sidecar, wind screeq^
good tyre tube; £7.-33, Gateley Bd., 9H

S.W.9.
f]

SIDECAR, quite new, green, coaohbuiHr,_

Clincher; £19, or offer.—Lusher, 48,

NorwicJr.

CANE Sidecar, chain pattern, ofl TriumpJ
chassis and wheel; 4.—Laurustme, Cottesv

Tewkesbury.

CATALOGUE of Sandum Sidecars is at laj

If you are interested in smart sidecars, "
write for one.

SANDITM Featherweight Streamline Body, smiii

' racy, weight 18 lbs., looker in back and

seat- when without passenger, seat back hinges foi

and 'neat co-veraU encloses the whole; price era

£4117/6. -A^

ANDUM Sidecars.-Write for our new list 'v''!

M^

Eisj

S^
ANDUM Sidecars.—Bodies^ in welded metal and)

hody.
IS %uiYtT Sways 100 in stock ; prices to suit

Sold by all Cycle Agents.
for Sidecar Bodies, coachbuilt, nnder-

ittern. liRhtweitrhts. etc.. in

itock at clearance prices; inspection invited.— 228, Pen-
tonville It.l., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel.: 2481
North. [6202

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue,

SANDUM Sidecars.—2-seater8 to suit HallW
Indians. Ask to see our super-soater, whlOl 8

two 6-foot passengers.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Wholesale manufacturer

coachbuilt bodies, chassis, hoods, screens, a

etc.

ANDUM Sidecars.-Most noted body hnilda»«
country. Every workman an expert. ' ';

ANDHAM Engineering Co., 336. Gray's ISS

W.0.1. 'Phone: Holborn 933. U

S^

s^

B50
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UDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
LET Sidecar complete with wheel and tyre,

aew: £15.—Jones, Moelilor, Llanrhystyd.

hire. [8511

DTION Coach Sidecars: £16/16; prompt de-

ies.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St.,

ilifax. [8096

JB Chassis, underslung, also conchbnilt body,
i a little atte ion: JSl2/10.-Hol6. 129. l^ark

shalton. [X7316

Racing Sidecar, grey Dunlop tyre, splendid
dition, very light; 10 gns.—Lieut. Denman,
Sussex.

.
[8629

I. Sociable, hood, all fittings, driving tiller

control pedals ; 12 gns. — Major, Chalfont.
3, Herts. [8537

ficker Sidecar, 3-point, complete, side door.
1, upholstered green, tyre 26x21/1; £7/10,
Wye Kent. [57594

lills-Fulfoid Wicker Sidecar, new 2\i Dunlop
e; £4/10.—Lt. Owen-iiJvans, 1st Manchesters.
1, Aldershot. [7890

X Sporting Cane Torpedo Sidecar, 4-point
hment; £10.^Seen, Nunu's Cycle Shop,
Rd. Surbiton. [8336

Delivery Sidecar. C.E., box 3ft. 6in.x2ft.,
op studded, 26x214, heavy, as new; £10.—
[romaonger, Ripon, Yorks. [X7496
C Sidecars "are manufactured at the Rennoc
r Sidecar and Engineering Works. 86. Vic-
Stroud Green, London, N,4.

C Sidecars.— We supply lugs, rims, spokes.
Isteriug material, tuoing, springs, and all

or any make sidecar.

C Sidecar Bodies, hoods, screens, wheel discs,
actual manufacturers, wholesale, retail, and

C Sidecars.—We specialise in frame repairs to
r cycles and sidecars.

C Sidecars.—Special department for sidecar*
repairs, repainting, upholstering, lining, etc.

S Sidecars.—The Rennoc Co. can supply all
3 and undertake repairs for this make.

3 Sidecars.— 14 models to fit

:ms a speciality
all motors;

3 Sidecars.—We can give immediate delivery
:ist models.

2 Sidecars to suit Harley. Tale, Indian, Ex
r. Pope, and all American models.

3 Sidecars have always in stock second-hand
clearance sidecars; special list.

ID Sidecars have in stock 17 different de
bodies to suit old and new pattern chassis.

C! Sidecars advise you to place your present
ir with us to be overhauled, we nave a
lartment.

D Sidecar Works, 86, Victoria Rd,, Tolling-
'ark, Stroud Creen, London, N.4. (George C.
\Ianaging Director), and Progress Body
rlborough Rd. N 'Phone : Hornsey 850.

[8605
e, 10 sidecar bodies, roomy, well upholstered,
,g seat, spring back; £6; write for list,—New
idecar Co., 28, Sefton St., Southport. [X7774
R, light, 3-point, wicker upholstered body,
'le 2^4-3i^h.p., run 100 miles, as new; bar-

;
Buflolk.—Box L3,050, e/o The Motor Cycle.

[7997
S Cene Sidecar, torpedo, raised back, lug-
locker, new Dunlop tyre, 26x2i4; bargain,

;:e8, Park View, Willow Grove, Chislehurst.
[8472

t Coachbuilt Sidecar, enamelled green, 26in.
, nearly new cover, strong, roomy, comfort-
i/lC—Barnes, Flat 2, 388, Finchley Rd.,

[8710

-ET, coachbuilt, with apron, luggage grid,
il good condition; £16/16; carriage paid in
3en any time.—Burdett, 15, Waldemar Av..
13. [8117
New Montgomery Sidecar Chassis, suitable
h.p. Douglas; immediate deliverj; C14;
stock.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead

ri-n, N.W.I. [8609

^^ESS Coachbuilt Sidecar, suit Matchless or
y. £16; Canoelet sporty model, 4-point at-
bargain, £15/10.—Clapham, King George

tjvich, S.E. [8180
New Wicker Sidecar, upholstered green,

I.ind couplings, Michelin tyre, £8; also pillion
Pwith back and foot rests, 25/-.—Deacon, 13,
id., Brighton. [X7575
'h, 2-seater. Humber green, coachbuilt, just
Pile for 1919 B.S.A., never used, complete
screen, lugpage grid and apron; £40.—Cliff,
Parade. Eltham. [7956

,
brand new Canoelet sporting model, £17-

3 1919 2%h.p. (not the black model), just
oin makers, £78.—Address, Box 5,112, c/o
, Fleet St., E.C.4. [8069

jjNew Sidecar in stock, immediate delivery;
oiiurbery sidecar, almost new; brand new
iecars m stock.-J. Smith and Co., 16,

^ Kd., London, N.W.I. [8610

NO GERMAN SHODDY

!

Brit isli tlirouflliOHt,

STANLEY BELTS
AND FASTENERS

MILLIONS ordered and in nse by
H.M: war office and onr ALLIES.

A
BOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete

belt equipment outfit— tiie best and
clieapest Insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road. It contains:

The STANLEY FASTENtK with tile BEND tliat

NEVER BREAKS, tlie BEST at any price
Hardened & tempered hook and flanged pins

1/

The STANLEY SPARE LINK, which is the best
belt length adjusteryet invented. Saves time,
trouble & money. Savesthecost of anewbelt.

The STANL€Y SHl^ku wnicn protects the belt
fastener, prevents wear of the pulley, and
conserves power. Specially designed for use
with the Phllipson Pulley. 9d.

CTANLEY ADJUSTING HOOKS, for adjusting the
length of youpbeltlnonesecond. SetofSSd

' Ncvet be wUhoui jt Box ot iiianlev Spares."
Pricd 3 /3 posl /ra:. Ssi^sizedf dt wlien ordering.

The LION FASTENER guaranteed fop 5.000
miles—9d.

I ur Goods are WorlO-renovvnedfor their Reliabiliiv.

A STANLEY Faslene; free with each bolt.

Send f'.Q. lor two inisresUrt° booklets.

Stanley Motor Belts& Fasteners
STANLEY WEBB, inventor ol th: Original noo,t

Beli Fastensr and other Practical Bell Aiils

BROMLEY, KENT.

Have you been look'

ing for the Cover,

alls that really

keep the wet
out?

Then get

this book'

SEND A\ \
CARD TO
IRVINE SMITH,

BUTTERSHA TV, BRADFORD.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR Bodies, coachbuilt, well uptiolstered and

finished, from £5; several in stock. Bodies re-
paired, repainted, upholstered, etc. Pillion seats conch-
ftiiislied, oomplete, 27/6.—Allen's, Marler Ud., Forest
Hill, London. [7978

CLAPHAM (Motors I, Greenwich can supply most
leading makes ot new sidecars from stock, daily

consignments owing to the exceptional demand; call

to secure; larse selection new and seLond-hand roach
bodies in stock; inspect any time, Sundays incliided.—
119, King George St., Greenwich, S.E. [7837

SUPERB 1919 Coachbuilt Sidecar, enamelled black.
lined gold, royal blue panel, round top, upholstered

blue leather, fitted up regardless of cost with electrn.'

light, switcliej flush with dash, locker, hood, side cur-

tains, storm apron, has only run 10 miles, specially

sjiitable for Sunbeam or any 3V'h.p, mount: no dealers:

appointment— S. W.C.I)., Chase House, Kingswood, Tad-
worth. Surrey. Tel. Burgh Heath 233. r809£

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN, 1914, J.A.P.. lamps, perfect condition;

£145._Cross, 16, Broad St., Pendleton. [8342

A.C. Sociable, hood and wind screen, first-class con
dition; £90.-203, Hillgate, Stockport. [X6380

HUMBERETTE 1914, hood, screen, etc.. excellent

condition': £140; or offer.—Kerr, 15, ^yickham Rd..

Brockley. [8515

9 h.p. Arden, 1913, 2 cyls., Bosch, 2-seater, £120,
for combination and c-ash,—Hurst, Newbury St..

Wantage. tX7889

D.E.W. Monocar, 8h.p. Precision, very fast; £100,
or nearest ofler; photo.—E. Jenkins, H^nllfp..

Cardiganshire. [X7341

MORGAN, 1915, water-cooled, sporting, hood, screen,

speedometer, Lucas lamps, perfect; £150.-17, Tani-
worth Park. Mitcham. [8431

DUO Cycle Car, 8h.p., 2-seater, J.A.P. engine, hood.
screen, lamps, horn, in good condition; £97/10.—

12, Bridge St, Cambridge. [X7502

A.V. Monocar, 1919, not done 300, 5-6h.p. J.A.P..
Zenith c<arburetter; best ofEer over £115.—J. D.

King, Broom, Biggleswade, Beds. [X7315

A.C. Sociable, 1911 model, run under 6,000 miles,
hood, side and back lamps, wind screen, etc.—

Write. Lucas, Holmbush, Ide, Exeter. [8235

THREE-WHEELED Runabout, 4i^h.p., w.c. Aster
engine, 3 speeds and clutch, hand and foot brake;

£26.—Deacon, 13, Ewhurst Rd., Brighton. [X7574

LANCASHIRE (except Fylde) and Cheshire Only.--
A.V. monocar; enqui ies invited.—J. Blake and

Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7057

A.C. Sociable, hood, new tyres, tubes, good condi-
tion; £85, or exchange combination or solo and

cash. -Long, 134, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon. [8587

jQlS Garden Monocar. 6h.p. J.A.P., Bosch, Zenith.
-Ltf 4-speed; low price for quick sale; stamp for par-

ticulars.—Barham, 24, Broad St, Truro, Cornvrali.
[X7412

CYCLE Car 2-seater, new body, gear box, live axle,

twin engine, wire wheels, wants fitting up, a few
parts missing; £20, or will sell in parts.—Bristow, 11,
Richmond St., Brighton. [X7335

MOEGAN-J.A.P., A.C, bought before the war, but
has been carefully stored most of time, just been

repainted and engine overhauled, splendid running con-
dition, complete with hood, screen, lamps, 3 electric

and 1 powerful acetylene head light, took, spares, etc.

;

£125.—Ex-Chaplain, Hyde Vicarage, Winchester.
[X7366

FOR Immediate Sale, 8h.p. 1916 Morgan runabout.
De Luxe Model, J.A.P. air-cooled engine, late'y

overhauled and tuned up, the whole in first-rate condi-
tion, including tvres : first offer of £175 secures.—An-
ply to J. D. Stobart, 1, Durham Place, Smith St .

Chelsea. [8622

GARDEN (Monocars. 1919 models, 8h.p. J.A.l'. en-
gine in front. Stnrmey-Areher 3-speed jrear box.

seat, kick starter, weight 3-cwt., consumption 80 m.p.g.,
admirable for business or pleasure; 120 gns.—Sole Con-
cessionnaires. The Railway Garage, Staines. 'Phon-
139. Call and take trial run. [8264

MORGAN G.P., water-cooled J.A.P. engine, hood,
screen, spares, valves, tappets, dynamo lighting,

with inspection lamp, electric horn, speedometer, tyres
700x80 oversize, all in good condition with one new
spare, good running order; would give a 50 miles trial

run, or would consider a good lightweight in part ex-

change; price £175, or close offer.— 2, Meynck St..

Pembroke Dock. South Wales. [8022

CARS FOR SALE.
PHCENIX lOh.p.. 2-cvL, 4-3eater, smart; £150.-Rail-

way Garage, Staines. 'Phone 139. [3266

6 h.p. Peugeot 2-seater, less tvres and mag., good
engine; price £50.-123, Woodstock Rd., Oxford.

[X7425
PILOT Car, 8h.p., thoroughly reliable, engine

running order, accessories; £100.-36, Napier
Av., Hurlingham. [8676

1 rf^li-P- Twin 2-seater Light Car. Blumfield engine,
J-" w.c, electric side and tail; nearest £150.-
Hiirs Garage, Woodford Wells. Esses. [8675

9 h.p. Renault 4 eeater, 2-cyl., 3 speeds, revenue, live

axle, hood, screen, running order; £70,—Mnrra>
57a, Charles St., Hattou Gardeu, HoUiorn.

n letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o£ each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

[X7542
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CARS FOR SALE.
2-SEATEIl Car, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P. engine, Bosch mag.,

B. and B. carbniir'tter, splendid condition, ie:idy
to drive away; trial run given; £150.—W.H.C., 256,
Fore St., Edmonton. [8329

SWIFT 7-9h.p. Baby, staggered seats, 3 speeds and
reverse, live axle, hood, screen, lamps, just been

overhauled and repainted; £190.-158, Rosendale Rd.,
West Dulwich, S.E.21. [8030

8h.p, Morgan.. 1914, J.A.P., complete trith hcod,
screen, lamps, front and rear, 2 spare fbains, in

perfect running order ; first cheque secures, £165.—
The Sidney Motor and Cycle Depot, 29, Green St., Gam-
bridge. [8141

DOUGLAS S. COX, The Absolutely Straight Motor
Man, 6c, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, S.E.,

has all the following actually in stock. Please call.
Hours : 9 to 6.30, including Saturdays. I^o business
Sundays.—Below.

8h.p. De Dion Chassis, 2-speed reverse. £25: 9h.p.
chassis, single-cyl., running order, £50; 6h.p. De

Dion 2-seater, magneto, Solex, £65; 16-20h.p. Sun-
beam chassis, 4-speed, gate, £75; 12h.p. Minerva
van, magneto, 3-speed, £85; 12h.p. Darracq traveller's
brougham, £ 90 ; 12h.p. Darrack 4-seater torpedo,
smart, £95; 16-20h.p. Clement van. Zenith, magneto,
£100; ,12-18h.p. Riley van, detachable wheels. Zenith,
£100; 18-24h.p. Deasy chassis, monobloc, enclosed
valves, £125; 14-16h.p. Darracq traveller's 'bus, mono-
bloc, £150; 10-1 4h.p. Renault chassis, late type.
£150; 18h.p. Vivinus torpedo 3-seater, £150; 12h.p.
Unic lorry, Zenith, magneto, good, £150; 24h,p.
Wolseley chassis, gate, dual, £l75; 20h.p. Cadillac
2-seater, gate, £185; 20-28h.p. Darracq van, 4-speed,
gate, £185; 12h.p. Dnic taxicab landaulet, £195;
15h.p. Charron landaulet, repainted, £200; lOh.p.
2-cyl. De Dion 2-seater, dickey, £225; 20h.p. live
ixle Daimler lorry. Zenith, £225; 12-16h.p. Mors
chassis, monobloc, gate, £250; 15h.p. Charron ^/^

landaulet, pointed radiator, £250; 13.9h.p. Jackson
torpedo, Chapuis-Dornier, £285; 14-16h.p. Fiat van,
monobloc, gate, £285; 11.9h.p. Briton torpedo, de-
tachable wheels, enclosed valves, £295; 15-18h.p.
Buick torpedo, gate, detachable rims, £315; lOh.p.
191o Singer streamline 2-seater, £315: 11.9h.p.
Colibri streamline torpedo, £325; lOh.p. 1914 Singer,
dynamo, detachable wheels, £325; 1915 Studebater
4-seater, streamline, £350; 30h.i>. Brouhot 2-seater,
70 m.p.h., racer, £350; 15-9h.p. Arrol-Johnston 2-

seater, detachables, £385; 13.9li.p. Sperber streamline
torpedo, £385; 1-ton Clydesdale lorry, 1915, £385;
eOh.p. Napier tourer, live axle, £450; 16-20h.p. 1915
Wolseley chassis, £500; 14h.p. De Dion super taxi,
1913%, pass S.Y., £550; 12h.p. Knight-Daimler
Coupe, 4-cyl., dickey, £550; Rolls-Rovce sporting 2-

seater, 20h.p., 4-cyl., £575; 12-15h.p. igiS'/^, Fiat ^4
landaulet, £585; 1914 Sunbeam 12-16h.p. chassis,
overhauled, £600; 1914 18-24h.p. Siddeley-Deasy
chassis, £650; 1915 16-22h.p. Napier chassis, £700;
1914 Sunbeam 12-16h.p. torpedo, almost new, £775;
Prince Henry Vauxhall sports 4-seater, £850; 1915
Sunbeam torpedo, high radiator, underslung, £875

;

1916 20h.p. Knight-Daimler chassis, cantilever, £900;
1914^4 20b. p. Daimler interior drive saloon, £1,325.

COMMERCIALS (twin solid tyres).—2-ton Milnes-
Daimler van, Zenith, 4-speed, £90; 1-ton Laore

van, magneto, gate, £175; l^^-ton Berliet lorry,
18-24h.p., Zenith, £185; 3-ton De Dion chassis, worm
drive, late, £200; 3-ton Milnes-Daimler -chassis,
L.G.O.C. engine, £250; 3-ton De Dion lorry, worm;
enclosed valves, £295; 3-ton 1914 Seabrook lorry,
£385; 3-ton 1915 Seabrook, enclosed valves, gate,
£450; ditto, overhauled and all new tyres, £525; zy^-
ton 1914 Karrier platform lorry, O.H., £550, 30-cwt.
Dennis lorry, latest type, £550; 2-ton 1915 Burford
lorry, overhauled, £585; 3-ton 1916 Vinot lorry,
worm, monobloc, £625; 3y2-ton 1914 Napier, over-
hauled, new tyres, ^685; 4-ton Scout workshop lorry,
worm, £850.

ABOVE are all absolute bargains, some completely
overhauled and almost equal new. Call and

you're sure to find -what you want.—Douglas S. Cox
(above). [8587

-j /ih.p. Morris-Oxford 1914 De Luxe Model, fully
-L" equipped with hood, screen, speedometer, watch,
original paint, in nice condition ; £350 : motor cycle
and sidecar, or motor f.ycle taken as part payment.—
Wauchope'8, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [8621

DE DION 8h.p. Single-cyl. 2-seater, with platform
behind for luggage or passengers, 3 speeds and

reverse, quadrant gear change, leather hood and
apron, lamps, speedometer, tools. Stepney, all good
tyres; ready for any journey ; £90, or exchange.

—

Bunting, Masons Av., Wealdst^one. [8656

"I
/Ih.p. Alldays Light Car, small 4-seater body, 2-cyl.

J-" engine, 3 speeds, reverse, complete, and guaran-
teed in good running order, £95: also lOh.p. Napier,
4-cyl., mag.,* Zenith, small covered van body, suit
traveller, or light trade, guaranteed in perfect order; any
trial, £140.—Yates, 101, Tubbs Rd., Willesden Junc-
tion, N.W.IO. [8371

RAILWAY Garage, Stains ('Phone 139), offer: 4-
seaters—Pbwnix £150, Swift 7-9h.p. parcels van

£195; 2-seaters—smart Sizaire. lOh.p.. niiiet, .-PI 45:
smart Whiting-Grant, electric starting, lighting, dickev,
£275; Vauxhall 25-30h.p,, de luxe Jmtel te-tder. £750.
Dearest; Garden monocars, 1919 models, 120 gns.; call
and inspect, week-days only; close 7.30. Cars Itought-

[8265

ENGINES.

8 h.p. 1917 Second-hand Twin J.A.P. ; £25.-
141 New Kent Rd., S.E.

-Brookes,
[7933

For the Summer Holidays.
SIDECARS from £20 to £32.

Lamps sets Erora 32/6. Horns from 12/6.
Tools, every description.

Spares for

A J S.j Morg:a.n, J.A.P., B.S.A.

EASTING WINDSCREEN, 90/-

Racing Helmets, post tree, It/- Solid
leather belts, post free, 3/ 9.

Tyres, all makes and sizes. Belts, all makes
and sizes. Chains, all makes and sizes.

At to-day's Usi: price,

-'oar every requirement at

YOUNGS
2, 3, & 5, The Parade,
KILBURN, LONDON, N W.6.
Phon'*: 48U7 Hampstead.
Ttjlegrams: "Yuparkil. Ki b., London. '

MOTORSUITS
HIGHEST QUALITY- HEAVY TWILL

Ask for
MOTOR,

TYRE LIST

Field&SLArER
3I,RENSHAW ST.

LIVERPOOL.
Ue/ep/io/^e C^oyar34-67.

6

M

ENGINES.
li.p. A.J.S. Engine, mag., silencer; £15.—Miti

Haneon St.. Great Harwood.

FAFNIR Engine, 15h.p., m.o.i.T., and clutch; ,

-:2, ni&siger Rd.. Peuge, S.K.

INEftVA 3'/->h.p., m.o.v., mag. ignition, i

order; £5.-23, Jupiter Terrace, Eltham,

JAMES 3V_'li.p. Unit Complete, engine. Bo:
and B., splendid condition; £15-—Perrin.

Miscellaneous.)

BRAND New 6h.p. Antoine Twin Engine, 45
neto platform; first wire £14.-36, Win

St., Coventry.

TRIUMPH 411. p., £12/10; Douglas 4h.p.

£19/19; 2"i;ili.p., £12/10.—Halifax Motor Ex
Union St. South, Halifax.

T Q15 B.S.A. Engine, £l4; frame lor same,
J-v Indian g^ear box case, 10/-; Indian bad
der, £1.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.

ENGINES.-Brand new 4h.p. twin M.A.G., wil

£34. without mag. £28.-Maudes', 100 Gl

land St.pLondon, W.l. 'Phone: Museum 557,

QUICK Delivery.— lV^2h. p. 2-8troke motor c;

gines and 2-speed . gear boxes to snit, fl;

quality, proved efficiency.—Box L3,076, c/o tin
Cycle.

KERRY 2% Power Unit, complete with all c

B. and Si. lightweight, odjusti^ble pulley, i

and platform ready for boltiug in frame; £8.—J.
Melrose,, Argoed, Mbn.

DOUGLA.^, 4h.p., complete with mag., carbi

and gear box, 2-speed, and kick start, rt

fit in frame; £60.—W., 2, Sylvan Rd., Foresi

E.7. After 6 p.m.

1(ai2 4h.p. J.A.P. Engine, with Zenith-Giadiia
-JL*/ magneto platform and chain cover, B.
carburetter, in good condition ; £12.—Hodkini
Devonshire St., Dalton-in-Fumesa. . J

1Q16 Douglas 4h.p. Engine and gear bo!

X*y plete, £20; 1915 Douglas 4b. p. engii

gear box, less kick starter and part clutch, £17
Triumph engine, £11; 1916 Triumph eogine

1917 Triumph engine, £16.—18, Wix's Lane, U
Hill, S.W.

6 h.p. 1919 Twin-cyl. J..A.P. Engines, brand ne

plete with magneto driving sprockets, val

ing mechanism, union nuts for exhaust pipes,

tion pipes complete, compression taps, also.n
key for engine sprocket, and 2 oil feed unionsi
able tappets, and special set of spanners lo

engine; £42/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, J

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
CHARLES PARKER and Co. make a

feature of guaranteed magneto repairs.

CHARLES PARKER and' Co. suggest -th

send that magneto to them by first pe

train, observing these instructions re despatch

REMOVE every possible item, such as lou
sprocket, fixing screws, etc. 'S

AFFIX label to magneto bearing type ana
of ;ame, together with your address, j

PACK in strong wooden bos, address H
printed characters.

IMPRINT upon the label: Electrical goode, I

Despatch of magneto will then be made »
days ordinarily, but inside 48 hours wherg"
stances permit. " J
CHARLES PARKER and Co., Magneto M

75, Park Rd. North, Acton, LondM
Chiswick 1518. T.A. : Agparkeros, 'Phon»
3 mins. from South Acton (District ajitt

Railways).

U.H. Magnetos.—We have a special departm
the repair of U.H. magnetos, but regrfit

ability at the moment to issue spare parts ifi

machines.

CHARLES PARKER and Co., Magneto Si*
75, Park Rd. North, Acton, London.\,

DIXIE Twin, 50°, anti-clock, unused; JCt
19, Ann St., Hillhead, Glasgow.

BOSCH Magneto, watertight, absolutely a

£6. bargain.—152a, Swaby Rd., Earlsfiew

BOSCH, clockwise, 50°. D.A., sell; £4iifl

clock, 50°, wanted.—Gosnold, Draper, FoU

41-VOLT Brand New Dry Batteries, fully

2 teed; 12/9. post free.—Palmer's Garage,

DIXIE Twin Magneto suit Indian; £5,
single- anti-clock.—Hole, 129, Park

shalton.

BOSCH, watertight, single, never bee

cycle, clock; £7/10.—Bristow, 11, Ri

Brighton.

1 QA° Clockwise Dixie, suit Douglas, et>'

J_o" cyl. waterproof new magnetos i-

Thomhill Edge, Dewsbury.

SPROCKETS for Magnetos in any metal.

ing, or taper, from 5/6; terms to

hugh, 6, Temple Row, Birmingham.

or e:'"

Lar
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The Importance of Research
Work.

TE have previously urged the great desir-

ability of the formation of a communal
research laboratory, and pointed out

how, if manufacturers, or at least the

most prominent firms, combined in this

matter. Government assistance might be obtained,

and very great results reached at a minimum
of cost.

In the first place, the great advances whicli

.have been made in metallurgy have given the

designer a great • variety of most excellent

materials suitable for every part. By varying

the heat treatment, the same piece of steel can

be made to give very different results, and its

tensile strength altered accordingly. In conse-

quence, by choosing far every separate part that

material most suitable to withstand the strains

to which it is subjected, a great saving in weight

can be secured in the whole engine. This is

desirable, not only for itself, but because light-

ness in the moving parts, the reciprocating parts

in particular, removes a large amount of stress

from the bearings, which are at present far too

small in most motor cycle engines for the loads

they have to carry. Light __ reciprocating parts

also mean great powers of rapid acceleration.

So much for strength and lightness I Secondly,
very greatly improved cooling will result from
a wi.se choice~of those metals,which are best able

to conduct the heat quicKly to the outside of the

engine, where it can be dissipated into the sur-

rounding atmosphere. In this respect, copper
and aluminium (with its alloys) are vastly superior

to cast iron. Moreover, the latter can, weight

for weight, be made very much thicker, this in
itself aiding considerably in the rapid conduction
of heat.

In thus sketching briefly a few of the advant-
ages which will naturally follow the formation
of a research laboratory, we do not for a moment
suggest that we have exhausted its possibilities,

but merely touched their fringe.

Water^cooling.

A
WRITER recently contributed a few
practical notes on the subject of water-
cooling, which in these days of efficiency

and change is one we should not entirely

overlook. Our own experience of water-
cooled motor cycles—and we believe the experi-

ence of most of our readers acquainted witti

them—has been highly satisfa-" ory, and there

is one side to the question which should not be
ignored, viz., the matter of economy.
A water-cooled engine can be run normally at

a much wider throttle opening than can an air-

cooled engine, which means a higher output of

power per c.c. Thus a small water-cooled
engine, running at threequarter throttle, main-
tains the same power output over a given dis-

tance as, say, a 700 c.c. running at quarter

throttle, and the question arises as to whether
the small engine is sufficient for the needs of a

certain class of rider who desires reliability and
economy above all other merits. In car prac-

tice we have comparatively small wafer-cooled
engines running normally at almost their full

power output ; when a gradient is encountered
the gears are utilised, and owing to the " rev-

ving " capabilities of modern engines very little

time is lost. - In motor cycle practice we have
large engines, which normally run on a much
lower gear than is necessary in order that hills

may be taken without changing gear. This is

very pleasant, just as it is pleasant to possess a

high-powered car which has sufficient reserve to

ascend all normal gradients on top gear, but the

expense of maintaining such a car is enormous 1

We incline to the opinion that there still

remains some opening for a light, water-cooled

sidecar outfit, designed essentially for economy,
and having a sufficient range of gears tO' enable

it to compete successfully with, say, the 10 h.p.

light car as regards road speed. There is no
reason why such an outfit should not be capable

of an average petrol consumption of 120-150

m.p.g., and great economy in oil.

An Index to the advertisements in tllis Issue wiii be found on 'he oage facing the bacl< cover.
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ANZANI
MOTOR CYCLE

ENGINES.
New French Designs.

ANZANI, the Franco-Italian one-time

motor cyclist, later an aviator, and
now an engine designer, is respon-

sible for an interesting motor cycle engine,

in which the engine and two-speed gear

box form a complete unit. The engine

has two cylinders, 60 mm. x 90 mm.,
508 CO., and is said to develop 5-6 h.p.,

and in order to secure even torque both

pistons are arranged to rise and fall

together, the crank
throws being side by
side with the prim-

ary gear wheels
between them

ppnfm(^iLE AUGUST 7th, igig.

<-J M.Anzani's uncon-
ventional V twin with

cylinders set at 30°.

Plan view of the

gear box, which is

integral with the crank

case.

Cross section of

Anzani's unit, showing

the main drive pinions

integral with the main-

shaft.

There are two internal flywheels run-

ning on ball bearings, with the low
and high-speed pinions cut out of the

solid on the short crankshaft midway
between the two cylinders. The two
sliding pinions are mounted on the

secondary shaft, which also runs on ball

bearings. At one end of the hollow
countershaft is the clutch, upon which
the driving pulley is mounted. Overhead
valves are worked from a camshaft, the

valve mechanism following aviation
practice.

A V Twin.

M. Anzani is also producing a V
engine for a cycle car, but the angle at

which they are set is an extremely small
one, the object of which is to reduce the

irregularity of the firing intervals as

much as possible, and to simplify the

ignition. The cylinders are staggered,
consequently forked connecting rods are

not necessary, and better cooling should
result when the engine is placed with its

crankshaft across the frame. The bore
and stroke are 75 mm. x 125 mm. respec-

tively, and the capacity 1,104 c.c. , while
the power developed is stated to be 12-15

h.p. The lubrication is by pump.

In view of the success of Anzani with"

his aviation engines, it is reasonable to ,

suppose his motor cycle engines will be i

well finished and efKcient.

Diagrammatic

side elevation of

the Anzani
engine gear unit.

A Thief-proof Lock for Gear Levers.
THE device shown in the illustrations

is principally intended for sidecar

combinations, and is designed to fit

on the quadrant bracket and secure the

gear lever in a "neutral" position, so

rendering the machine unusable under

its own power except to an authorised

person.
The attachment consists of three pieces

of hard steel or phosphor-bronze, which,

on being fitted together, lock the gear

lever immovably on the quadrant bracket.

A forked link is slipped over the gear

lever in a horizontal position until it

The locking members of the Dewar device

A28

engages with a stout metal block attached
to the arc of the quadrant bracket. A
pin of substantial proportions is then
passed through slots both in the link and
block, and secured by a padlock to pre-

vent removal.

This device can readily be fitted to

machines where the gear lever has to be
moved sideways into a slot in the bracket :

on shifting from any gear to "neutral,"
as when the lever is locked by the forked
link, no transfer from neutral to any
gear can be negotiated, since the lever

cannot be moved sideways. In the case of

motor cycles fitted with gear levers

having a straight run through from one
gear position or another to neutral with
no lateral movement, then the block to

which the link is held in tjje locking pro-

cess is either brazed or riveted to the
quadrant bracket.

Arrangements are being made by the

makers, the Dewar Manufacturing Co., 7,

Houndsditch, London, E.l, for this

attachment to be adaptable to most
makes of machines at a moderate price.

For medium or heavyweight sidecar com-
binations, which are not easily stolen at

a moment's notice, the device should be

very useful, and it has the advantage at

the same time of being very handy and

convenient to operate.

%

Gear lever locked to the quadrant bracket I
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Dismountable Plugs.

DN 1914 every motor cyclist's junk corner was piled

high with dud sparking plugs. This was not alto-

gether the fault of the rider or of the sparking
plug manufacturer. If riders devoted insufficient at-

tention to accurate lubrication, and if manufacturers

designed plugs Avhich could only be cleaned by stew-

ing them in vitriol, it must be conceded that the

average motor cycle engine did not possess a lubri-

cation " system "
: in lieu of that necessity, it was

usually disfigured with an oil tank, a hand pump, and
a flywheel bath. It was hoped that within the near

future all motor cycle engines would be equipped with

a systematic lubrication ; and I am still sanguine

enough to cherish such dreams, believing that oil-

cooling is no longer a necessity, that the .demerits of

colossal piston friction are being recognised, and that

ball or roller bearings will oust the quondam phosphor
bronze bush of insufficient area. Be that as it may,
certain sparking plug makers are coming tO' our rescue

with plugs which can be taken to pieces and cleaned

by any duffer in two minutes
; yes, and refitted with

a pukka gas-tight joint at the first attempt. Needless

to say, any rider afflicted with an oily engine or care-

less lubricating habits should confine' his custom to

such plugs.

Running to Time.

I

NE of the first essentials of transport is that it

shall be punctual. Some of us admittedly use

our motor cycles for pleasure, and can put up
with roadside delays of half an hour or so on occasions.

Others again employ machines on business, but the

duties are not super-urgent, and the user's time is not

necessarily spaced out in minutes, so that delays are

not unpardonable. But a third class of motor cyclist

rides under conditions resembling those of a six days
trial, when a quarter of an hour spent on tyre repairs

may prove very serious and even expensive. Manu-
facturers have already eliminated the risk of grave
mechanical trouble. On the modern machine we ex-

pect to ride out and home in one piece, with two
conceivable exceptions. The first exception is of a

trivial nature, and relates to the momentary stoppage
required to tighten a nut, adjust a belt, or change a

plug. The second exception is of a graver character,

and consists of the risk of tyre troubles. Tyres, as

they are now constructed and fitted, are the Achilles

heel of the modern motor cycle. They are responsible

for our chief anxieties on urgent rides. They are to

blame for our late arrivals or alternatively for those

absurdly early starts by which a canny rider ensures

himself against failure to keep an appointment.

"
I X 1 O N "

For Example.

DT is, of course, true that any pracUsed rider can

mend an ordinary puncture in a quarter of an hour

with the modern quick-drying solutions of the

holdfast type. It is also true that a standard tyre may
stall a clever motor cyclist indefinitely without the least

warning. Only last week a member of our staff was

held up on the road because the valve patch of his

rear tyre peeled clean off the inner tube, and his repair

kit (like most .such outfits) contained no patch large

enough for the tricky job which resulted. Or, again,

a tyre valve may rip clean out of a tube if a large

puncture is sustained at speed. Or a broken bottle may

gash a cover across from bead to bead. Or a hidden

flaw in a casing may cause part of the bead to come

away from the wall. Or a speed puncture may prac-

tically destroy a new inner tube. Such catastrophes

are not of daily occurrence, and some riders have been

on the roads for years- without once encountering such

a Waterioo. On the other hand, there are few veterans

who cannot cite several occasions on which they have

been absolutely and completely stalled for several

hours by tyre trouble of the more serious type. Such

trouble may attack any of us without warning. In the

long run no regular road user can escape it.

Pfovision Against a Tyre Hold-up.

THE only motor cyclists who enjoy absolute im-

munity from a tyre hold-up are those sidecar

merchants who use detachable wheels, and always

can7 a spare cover and tube complete. The rest of

LS are perennially at the mercy of our understandings.

Manufacturers do not trouble to equip our machines

against such contingencies. The new machine, cost-

ing perhaps over ;£ioo in these days, is not provided

with a spare tube. Its repair outfit must often be

bought separately, none being included in the purchase

price. When bought, the repair outfit seldom contains

a valve patch : spare valve tubing is quite criminally

omitted from many kits: the supply of French chalk is

only, adequate for one good-sized repair;- and the

largest patch is only sufficient for a half-inch tear,

and quite useless for a bad nip, blow-out, burst, long

gash, or irregular tear caused by running off the im-

petus after a puncture at high speed.

Some Possibilities.

nT is clear that existing tyre conditions are grossly

unsatisfactory from the standpoint of a rider who
wants to keep time. They compare unfavourably

with the insurance against long stops provided on every

first-class sidecar, cycle car, and motor car. It is

thinkable that Mr. Rapson may presently furnish us

A2Q
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Occasional Comments.

—

with unpuncturable tyres. If he disappoints us, what
remains to be done ? The following suggestions are

the commonplaces of six days trial work, and should
be adopted by all motor cyclists who ride for business

purposes

:

1. Always carry a properly stored inner tube in

reserve.

2. Supplement the standard repair kit by an. extra

supply of very large patches, valve tubing, a large

gaiter for protecting damaged parts of the cover, and
a big tin of French chalk, carefully packed.

3. If the riding be done over really bad roads in

lonely districts, a spare cover should be carried (light

covers may be rolled round the tank to serve as knee
grips).

These precautions are doubly necessary in the

present day, when it is far from certain that even a big

garage can produce either tubes or covers in any desired

size.

Jointed Inner Tubes.

THE above precautions furnish no guarantee against

prolonged roadside delays when a peAiliarly

wicked tyre stop is encountered ; they merely

ensure the continuance of the journey after a greater

or less delay. What we need is insurance against

lengthy delays of any kind. In other words, we need
one of three alternatives :

1. An unpuncturable tyre.

2. A drop-out back wheel.

3. Jointed inner tubes.

The first remedy is still pi-oblematical. The second

is less common than it was a few years ago, when belt

drive plus a T.T. type of rear spindle enabled a duffer

to clear his back wheel, fit a new endless tube, and take

the road again, all within ten minutes. Some of the

modern knock-out spindles and drop-out wheels are

extremely ingenious, but they are neither foolproof nor
universal. I have known a rider spend ten minute*
in getting such a wheel out, and another ten minutes
in getting it back. Only the other day I had to change
a rear inner tube on a modern machine which was not
fitted with a drop-out wheel} I got the wheel cleared

in about ninety seconds, but it took me a quarter of an
hour to get it back, since four hands were really needed
for the job. In other words, there is still a great

opening for detachable inner tubes. None have been
advertised since the Armistice. In pre-war days I

searched in vain for the perfect jointed tube. The
Rich, with its continuous air chamber, was excellent

;

but its joint was apt to leak when the caulking of

castile jelly had perished with age and heat; the caulk-

ing was easily renewable, but riders dislike carrying

a squashy tube of dope in their toolbags, or being

stopped on a pleasant run to airproof a tube which is

not punctured. The butt-jointed pattern of tube has

never proved as reliable as the endless type. I have
had excellent service from some of them ; but sooner

or later the butts chafed into a leak of some kind.

We have quite enough trouble with the endless tube,

and do not want a tube which contains extra possi-

bilities of annoyance. It is for this.reason, presumably,

that motor cycle makers continue to fit endless tubes,

instead of delivering each machine with three jointed

tubes. I submit tjiat every rider should carry, three

tubes as a precaution : two in his covers and one in

reserve. If his rear wheel is not of the drop-out

type, these tubes should be jointed. It is up to the

tyre trade to produce either an unpuncturable cover

or a genuinely reliable jointed tube. The standard of

reliability and timekeeping has stiffened. Motor cycles

must compete with vehicles which can run to time.

They require absolute insurance against prolonged tyre

stoppages.

The interest of the public in motor cycle matters in Holland is very keen, judging trom the photograph above, which shovfs a rider

arriving at Scheveningen on the occasion of a long-distance competition for a cup presented by Count J. du Monceau de Bergendal.

This trial was referred to in last week's issue on page 1 27.
—Li^ Auto.

M
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Shortcomings of

Motor Cycle Engines,

Some Impressions and Deductions derived from a S(udy of Aero Engines

SINCE the introduction of ttie liigii-tension magneto, the motor cycle industry is sadly
remarkably little improvement has taken place " shake-iip."

in motor "cycle design. It is true that detail

directions,

Part I.

need of

improvements have been made in many
Avhich have contributed to the general reliability and

(in some cases) efficiency of present day machines,

but with the exception of these details there is little

difference betueen such machines as, let~ us say, the

Triumph of 1907 and the present day single-cylinder.

This stagnation in design is caused to a large extent

by the factjhat motor cycle manufacturers (with one or

two notable exceptions) have not kept up with the ad-

vances made by modern internal combustion engineers,

steel manufacturers, etc., and, in brief, have con-

tented themselves with turning out good selling models

without worrying about the mechanical possibilities of

the future. Commercially this may have been all very

well in the past,^but with the spread of engineering

knowledge amongst the buying public it is not likely to

be a successful policy in the future.

The war has taught us many things, and anyone who
has been intimately connected with aero engines during

the last five years will admit that he has learned more
in that time than in any previous period.

Undoubtedly the experience gained from aero

engines is going to have a great effect on motor cycle

engines, not perhaps immediateiy, but as soon as manu-
facturers have adapted themselves to altered conditions.

The most outstanding evils of motor cycle engine

construction are : reciprocating parts of approximately

twice the necessary weight ; totally inadequate bearing

surfaces, especially big end bearings ; absence of lubri-

cation system ; and bad distribution of cooling surfaces :

and these evils are mainly due to the fact that designers

have insufficient knowledge of the subjects or are con-

tent to turn out " something that will work."
Experimental testing plants, or at any rate testing

plants from which really accurate data are obtainable,

are vitally neces-

sary, and yet such

plants are probably
confined to one or

two firms whose
.goods are of world
wide repute.

I am aware that

the foregoing re-

marks may sound
unduly critical to The aluminium The Zephyr steel

some ears, but it is
slipper type intro- piston. Modifica-

hoped that they i^"/ ^"^ ^- ''°"^ p' 'l^'^

'*f
'S"

„ - , 1 ^ ,
' Kicardo. have been produced

.Will he taken in
both in aluminium

? g O O d part, for and cast iron.

Experimental WorK.
An enormous amount of experimental work has been

carried out during the war, old ground has been
covered and re-covered, with the result that some old

theories have been confirmed and others have been
exploded. Much new ground has. been ploughed and
many interesting possibilities have been brought to

light. Some of the information obtained has been pub-
lished—much more will be

.
published—and un-

fortunately a small proportion will probably be kept
secret, and remain in the hands of one or two firms for

some time to come.
Yet in spite of all the work which has been done,

an ever growing wall of research work appears to be
necessary—the more that is known the more there is

that needs to be known. I hold the Utopian idea that

one of these days a laboratory will be instituted for

research work on internal combustion .engines (which

will be supported by the State or by manufacturers),

and that the results obtained from this laboratory will

be published for the use of every one concerned, or

at least for the use of such firms ~as support the

institution. [This has already been advocated in The
Motor Cycle.—Ed.] If such an advance were ever

brotjght about motor cycle manufacturers would have
not only to support it vigorously, but also to Insist

that experiments suitable to their requirements be
carried out.

And here comes a word of warning : remember that

a feature' which may be eminently suitable for aero
engine work is notnecessarily suitable for motor cycle

work. The experiments carried out for the benefit of

aero engines are almost invariably on engines having
considerably greater volume per cylinder than is the

case in motor cycle engines, and though this in itself

is an advantage
rather than other-

wise, the conditions

under which an
aero engine runs (as

regards cooling, con-

stant speed, etc.)

are very different

from ^those obtain-

ing in motor cycle

work.

As an instance of

the need for this

warning, a rumour
obtained currency

A sktleton piston,

the design o( which
originated in the

U.S.A.,^ the " Pon-

deleck."

The ultra shori

type of aluminium

piston as used on

some war aero

engines.
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The Shortcomings of Motor Cycle Engines.—

not long ago that a certain motor cycle firm was
experimenting with a cylinder which was a copy
in miniature of the cylinders used on a well-
known and eminently satisfactory rotary engine.
Now the construction of this cylinder is curious,

and is suitable only for a rotary engine owing
to the fact that, though the cylinder barrel is admir-
ably cooled, the cylinder head relies for its cooling 07t

the speed with which it passes through the air, whereas
it has been definitely confirmed that for high efficiency

engines the temperature of the cylinder barrels is un-
important (within very wide ranges), though it is of
the utmost importance that the cylinder head should
be kept cool. Instances could be multiplied, but the

above is sufficient to show that it is useless to copy
promiscuously without a proper knowledge of " the

reason why."
Failing the idea of a communal research works,

each manufacturer who has the future of the firm and
the motor cycling public at heart will have to lay out
at some expense a small research department which
will very soon repay its initial cost. For, apart from
improvements in design and material, it is possible to

carry out endurance tests in a week in a properly

equipped shop which would take months (and then

be inconclusive) if carried out on the road.

Let us turn our thoughts to some of the most blatant

faults of the average motor cycle and see what can
be done to improve matters.

Reciprocating Parts.

Though strictly speaking valves and tappets come
under this heading, valve gear is such an important
item that it deserves to be dealt with separately,

therefore I int?nd to include only piston, gudgeon pin,

and connecting rod. Compared to aero engine work,
the piston of a motor cycle engine is usually a horror

to be gazed at with wonder and disgust, and, though
bearing surfaces cannot be cut to the same degree that

is possible in war aero engine practice, where long life

is not of primary importance, a little careful study

will show that a great deal of weight can be saved
by reasonable design. For instance, I have seen a

piston from a 60 mm. bore motor cycle engine, the

skirt of which was just double the thickness used in

the skirt of an air-cooled aero engine of over 100 mm.
bore, and both were made of cast iron.

Aluminium will do much to rectify the weight ques-

tion, and will also improve piston cooling, but some
research will still be needed before the most suitable

alloy and satisfactory clearance are decided.

An important departure in connection with piston

design has been introduced by Mr. Ricardo with bis

slipper type piston, which has much to recommend it,

as it reduces weight and piston friction to a very large

degree, and permits the use of a very much lighter

and stiffer gudgeon pin. It has also other advantages
with regard to lubrication which need not be discussed

at this juncture. There is, however, a point to be

watched, in that the' contact area between piston and
cylinder is so much reduced that the cooling of the

piston may be affected on hot-running air-cooled

engines. This, however, is a debatable point, and, be

it as it may, there is certainly very much unnecessary

metal and friction surface in most motor cycle pistons.

Narrow, deep piston rings have come much into

A32
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favour, especially with aluminium pistons, where they , i

are used partly for constructional reasons and partly
j

for the excellent results obtained from this type.

If care be taken to support the gudgeon pin

adequately and a suitable steel is used for this part, a
\

considerable amount of weight can be saved by using
,|

hollow pins. (Half an ounce is of great importance ;

in reciprocating parts of a high speed engine.)
j

Connecting Rod Design.
It is, however, when we get to the connecting rod

j

that the most curious growths appear, and, oddly -

enough, some of the best known firms are the worst

offenders in this irespect. Large flat lumps of un-

suitable steel are used, and in certain particularly

vicious cases are fantastically shaped at certain points,

the shapes having no relation to the strains imposed.

Even before the war racing car manufacturers were ;

well ahead of motor cycle practice in this respect,
.j

and nowadays, with special steel, wonderfully light ~

;

section rods can be used. A certain car of 88 mm. s

bore is fitted with tubular rods of 141^ in. centres,

^in. O.D. tube, i mm. thick in the wall. Another j

engine of loo mm. bore has a connecting rod of iiin.
j

centres of H section, and is only 2 mm. thick in the
]

web ; and yet many motor cycle engines of infinitely
\

less power per cyHnder are content to stagger around ]

with solid lumps of ^in. steel just where an ounce .:

or two saved would make an enormous difference to

efficiency, smooth running, and bearing wear. I can .

almost see the "Satisfied owner" rise against me in •

his wrath while -4he manufacturer says words to the ^)

effect that "your bicycles will cost you more." To '.

the former I would say, " You may be satisfied with '',

the results obtained, but that is no reason why they ";

should not be improved." To the latter, the answer .1

is, " Possibly, but it's worth it." J

It is not suggested that the designs need be carried ^
to extremes, except in racing machines ; but a study ''

of metallurgy^ and contemporary design will enable

great improvements to be made at little cost.

It should be realised that a few ounces saved in

the piston and connecting rod of a high-speed engine

will have a very beneficial effect on the wear of bear-

ings, etc., owing to the decreased reciprocating loads.

(To be continued.)

The P. and M. in Mesopotamia The photograph was taken

600 miles up the Tigris by B. J. Hands, who "speaks of the

splendid work performed by these machines under most trying

circumstances and in terrific heat.

X
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A Searching Test of Ihe New 3|h.p. Mechanically -lubricated Model
during the Scottish Six Days' Trials.

IF
ever a favourable opportunity existed _ for trying

out a new spring frame machine, it "was in tire

recent Scottish Six Days' Trials, and I doubt
whether any British spring frame has been put through

a more complete gruelling than the new 3]^ h.p.

Douglas w'ith which this article deals. The machine
was kindly lent for the event by Messrs. Alexander
and Co., of Edinburgh, and was Alfred Alexander's
property : the identical machine on which he won the

speed contest at Lanark the Saturday previous to

the trial.

Anyohe who has ridden in the classic Highland
event knows the nature of tlie roads traversed : knows,
toO', the difficulty and hardship of keeping to schedule

time over the appalling surfaces, while one has only to

glance at tlie records of the trial to appreciate the

fact that it is as much a test of frames as it is of

engines and transmissions : in fact, there were this

year, and usually are, more retirements from frame
breakage than from engine defects. A frame that will

stand up to the gruelling our machines were given is

undoubtedly a sound proposition, so far as strength

and durability are concerned; and, since the only

competing spring frame Dc::g]as fell out for reasons in

no way reflecting on the machine, it may be as well

to set down the exact nature of tlie test to which my
particular mount was put.

The WorK to be done.

Up in the morning with the competitors; and if

there were a check between the starting point and the
first' test hill, I usually rode along with the early

starters, averaging about 30 m.p.h. to the check, where

it was possible to steal a lead of ten minutes or so

on the first starter, who had to await his time. This

enabled one to scale the precipice, note the most likely

spot for failures, and observe the various performances

till the last man, who was often very late, had passed.

If the hill were tackled in the morning, one was

usually able to catch up with the crowd at the lunch

control, where all the bits of news are picked up.

After lunch one fared the same as the competitors.

The Method Thereof.

In this W'ay, then, tlie entire route was covered,

and every competitor was observed on every non-stop

hill. True there was no need to make up time by

blinding at considerable personal risk over impossible

roads, but the little Douglas was kept hard at it the

whole of the time, maintaining an average above the

l&gal limit, covering the actual course in less running

time than the competitors were allowed. It made a

clean ascent of each of the observed hills, ticked round

the hairpins at the merest crawl, and picked up with

a roar on the stiffest parts of tlie gradients.

No troubles at all, outside tyre troubles, were experi-

enced, and it' goes without saying that only on the very

best machine is it possible to keep in such close touch

with the competitors. It must be easy to handle,

gentle with its rider, capable of terrific revs, and able

to accomplish climbing feats sufficient to tax the skill

of an antelope—to all of which the new Douglas
aspired. The fact that this particular rider is any-

thing but a " crack '_'—is, in fact, a very average type

of jockey who hates personal risk of any kind—reflects

further on the merits of the machine: in fact, I believe

B3
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A Spring Frame Douglas on the Scottish"Hills.—

anyone with an atom of experience in competition

riding could have gained a gold on this superb little

'bus.

The Rear Springing.

As regards the springing, never again will this

scribe tackle a six days' trial on a rijjid frame. The
springing of the Douglas saved one from all those

fatiguing spine jolts which make the Scottish Six Days,

in particular, so tiring an affair for most of the

performers. On several occasions the competitors

complained of the roughness of the roads, and were

seen holding their backs when evening came, and I

do not recall having „
ridden in any
strenuous trial with-

o u t experiencing

spinal fatigue. In

this event, however,

the Douglas simply
glided over the pot-

holes, and many
times the only

thing that drew
attention to the
roughness of the

surface was the

clanking of the

front forks.

Saddle soreness

was certainly ex-

perienced after the

fourth day, as the

machine was fitted

with a miniature

stiff-spring saddle

of the racing type, affording about as much com-
fort as the top of an Applecross pinnacle. Had
the frame been

, rigid, the discomfort would have _

been awful, and I should have retired after

Amulree. My experience of spring frames is that even
a machine so fitted requires every bit as efficient a

saddle as does a rigid frame, and for this reason: The
springing must be stiff, otherwise the machine floats

and is an impossible proposition on hairpins. All that _

is required of the frame springing is to_ absorb the

shocks, and road vibration, therefore, must be absorbed
by the saddle. Since the saddle is spared all spring-

breaking jolts, it can advantageously be fitted with

even lighter springs than usual.

A Practical Rider's Requirements.
In my opinion, a spring frame that is floating the

whole time is a mistake for a solo 'bus. It upsets the

steering where .guch delicacy is required as. in the

Scottish Six Days. A good present-day saddle is per-

fectly capable of absorbing roa^l vibration ; where it

falls short is in absorbing the big jumps. Therefore,

let the springing be set as it is in the Douglas, the

machine riding like a rigid frame until such jolts are

encountered as are 'beyond the shock absorbing capa-
bilities of the saddle, and which the frame auto-

matically takes up. Even then it will be found that

the frame springs are seldom. idle for more than a

few seconds, and that the worst array of pot-holes is

passed unnoticed.

B4
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At the end of the trial I tested the rear wheel
'

for rigidity in every direction. There was no sugges-

tion of play anywhere, and Alexander tells me that
;

for weeks past he has been using this machine for
-j

running in and out from business—between thirty and i

forty miles per day—with a sidecar and pillion paS;__J

senger. One day I carried a petrol tin tied on with ?

a bit of string ; it never moved from its moorings, and
even the shaving soap in the bag on the carrier

'

retained its original rotundity of shape.

The writer aboard the 3J h.p. spring frame Douglas,

Steering.

My particular style of wobbling round corners never

did suit the Douglas, and perhaps the fact that 1 am '

accustomed to a *

Scott accounts for _.;

my clumsiness with

other mounts. It

must be admitted ..

that I have ridden <;

machines easier to >

steer than the new .^

Douglas, but it is
;

probably well up to :''

the average. The '

4 h.p. Douglas J

riders did not seem
to experience much \

difficulty with their

corners, and the

ji h.p. is certainly -

easier to steer than :

the 4 h.p.—though
less easy to steer

than a Scott.

The engine is an

absolute gem. It .

hummed away like a little dynamo, and'~seemed to

improve as the days passed—no vibration, no noise,

just a faint hissing purr, which changed to a deep

roar when the throttle was yanked open. Some tre-

mendous averages were put up over long distances

and bad roads with perfect ease and comfort—in fact,

I have never ridden a machine in which time could

be made up with such absolute effortlessness. One.

merely opened the throttle a shade and was floated

along till the crowd hove in view. It is faster than

the 4 h.p., though perhaps a shade less powerful.

The Lubrication System.
The mechanical oihng system is foolproof. Otii

merely needs to set the drip and leave it there. The^

hand pump can be resorted to if desired, but it never

seemed necessary, and the engine ran the whole time

with that silken smoothness that indicates perfect

lubrication. The only improvement one might suggest

is that the hand pump be entirely separate from the

mechanical system, so that it is not necessary to reset

the drip after using ^the hand feed. The engine

required an absolute minimum of oil, and, in spite of

the atrocious, conditions, petrol consumption usually

averaged out at about 55 m.p.g.

On the last day of the trial the engine was flooded

with oil to see what would happen, as Alexander

claimed that it was impossible to " oil her up.'-' Oil

streamed from the overflow ere the exhaust became

blue, and the plugs remained dry. This is due to the

s
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A Spring Frame Douglas on the Scottish Hills.—

arrangement of the lower piston ring, which acts as

a scraper, preventing oil reaching the cylinder head,

as shown in the sketch. The oil banks up behind the

bottom ring, and is returned to the inside of the piston

by way of the small holes provided for that purpose.

Thus one is given latitude on either si'de

for error in oiling, and when once the crank
' case is charged the engine will run perfectly

for twenty or thirty miles without drying up.

A Criticism.

The spring frame Douglas is a distinctly

fast mount, and this is perhaps why the

unsuitability of the present position of the

brake pedal is brought home with such
stunning force. It is tucked under the car-

buretter forward of the right footboard,

and if it were under tlie tank it could not
enjoy greater immunity from the foot of
the rider. I was annoyed with that brake

to the end. One simply had to grope blindly for

it, curling one's right leg into serpentine attitudes,

and when wanted in a hurry it was never there. Also,

_
in wet weather, when eventually found, it was apt to

jam the rear wheel when applied unless the block was
kept greased, which was bad for the belt.

This is the only point I would criticise in a per-

fectly delightful machine. The brake of the 4 h.p.

Douglas occupies a proper position accessible to the

heel of the rider. The kick starter of the 3^ h.p.

gets in the way on the right-hand side, but there is

no reason why the brake should not be carried to the

left side, occupying the same relative position.

It is sincerely to be hoped that next year this model
will be available to the public by the score. This is

no journalistic puff, and I candidly admit that it was
fully intended to break Alexander's springs during
the event, then point out the weakness which he
claimed not to exist. But there was no breaking any-
thing, for we floated through the trial from beginning
to end—the very best 'bus for the job one could wish

for ! The hand clutch is delightful, and the

new model will fill the "bill for practically

every rider, from the elderly potterer in

search of maximum comfort and docility to

the speed merdiant who wants something
that will hold the road and " rev." like

nothing he has ever tried before.

Tyres and Transmission.
As regards belt and tyre wear, this trial

can be set down as equivalent to at least

2,500 miles ordinary touring, vet the

Hutchinson studded tyres of the Douglas
still carried perfect treads at the end of
the event, the front tyre being imperceptibly

ilOlES IHKOUlirl 10 PISTON RING-

Section of 3J h.p.

Douglas, piston showing

holes for return of surplus

oil from cylinder walls.

worn, while the back had only two slight scratches.

Aultnaharie stretched the belt, which had to be taken

up, but some of the chain-driven machines experi-

enced continual transmission breakages.

Finally, let me say that on previous strenuous trials,

when a strange machine has been picked up at the

eleventh hour, I have vowed e'\-ery time never to do so

again. One's own mount is the best for long rides,

but this time the eleventh hour choice far surpassed

anything previously tried. After all, what can anyone
desire more than a properly insulated seat and an
engine which "revs." gigantically or puUs as well at

50 m.p.h. as at 10 m.p.h. ? JNIoreover, the "new

Douglas is foolproof. It seems automatic, asking

practically nothing of the rider. Chikook.

a ^\3^>.. 3M."ai

The course oi the Scoltish Six Days is through some of the most magnificent scenery in Great Britain, although rarely can the entrants

appreciate it to the full, being too engrossed in piloting the machine over the "roads." The above photograph, taken near Glendoe,
conveys a slight idea of the beauty of the route. By
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AUCTION SALE AT OLYMPIA.
B.S.A.'s, Clynos, Rudges, and Sunbeams Realise Good Prices.

Several Rolls-Royce cars were driven up to the rostrum at the first Government auction sale at Olympla. A similar demonstration ol the

" running order " of motor cycles no doubt would have been appreciated by the bidders for machines.

THE first Government auction sale at

Olympia took place under the
auspices of the Surplus Government

Property Disposal Board on Tuesday, July
29th, the auctioneer being Mr. J. Trevor,

F.A.I. Than Olympia, no building is

better suited for this purpose, since the

tiers of seats rightly belonging to the

tournament are still there, the auctioneer's

rostrum being placed conveniently in the

centre of the arena. A large crowd
assembled early, and waited patiently to

obtain motor cycles while thousands' of

guineas changed hands for lorries and
cars. Th-e machines, for the most part
B.S.A., Rudge, or Clyno, were badly
painted, it is true, but were apparently
in good order and certainly complete.
Some had coloured tanks, some were all

black, and some preserved still the
Government green. To several of the
Clynos an ammunition carrier sidecar
was fitted; one B.S.A. still had a carrier
cushion seat, and several appeared to
have been fitted with new cylinders.
There were very few sidecars, and those

present were not in good order, as oni

would expect after hard Service usage.

So far as prices are concerned, th<

following are the highest and lowesi

figures obtained during the sale by th(

various makes offered : B.S.A. , lowesk

price 50 gns., highest price 50 gnl)

average price 55 gns. ; Sunbeam, . lowesi

price 50 gns., highest price 77^ gns.

average price 55 gns. ; Clyno, lowest pric('

107^ gns., highest price 115 gns., averagi

price 110 gns. ; Budge, prices ranged froK

50 gns. to 55 gns.

e8
A few of the Clynos and B.S.A.'s that were sold at very good prices. Although the bidding was good, buyers showed more caution than— they did at sales four or five months ago.

i.
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Oimes to "Xlg^t "Xamps,
SnMMER Time.

Auo-. 7th ... 9.8 p.m
9fh ' ... 9.4 „
11th ;.. ... 9.0 „
13th ... 8.57 „

Eight Hundred Miles Trial in Italy.

A trial run from Genoa to Trento and
Trieste, over a course of 800 miles, was
recently organised by the Genoa Army
Command, and was open only to men
\\4io had served in the Italian Army.
Sixty-six competitors participated.

Sidecars as Taxis.

Recently the Edinburgh magistrates
had before theai the question ot licensing
motor cycles and sidecars under the
Hacls-ney Carriage Acts, and decided that
these were not suitable subjects for such
licences. We should like to know the
grounds upon which this decision was
made.

The Tanks Journal.

One of the best and largest service
papers we have seen is The Tank Corps
Journal, published monthly by the Tank
Corps Training Centre, ^Vool. As its title

suggests, the organ is devoted to those
who make and man the tanks, and it is

the official organ of the Tanks Associa-
tion. The contents are of a more serious
nature than the majority of semi-service
papers, and it includes as a serial a short
history of Tanks in the Great War issued
by the War Office. The subscription is

5s. per annum post free, or 3d. per copy,
4^d. by post.

A Brain Wave.
Oiie of our readers hit upon the

brilliant idea of removing -the long tappet
rod from the overhead inlet valve mecha-
nism of his 34 h.p. Rudge-Multi with
the object of preventing a motor cycle
thief from driving away the machine.
Having had an exceedingly good tea,

and being of a forgetful disposition, he
drove the macliine straight away home.
After having discovered what he had
done, he forthwith penned a letter to the
Editor, asking how - it was that the
machme had arrived at its destination -

without any visible means of operating
inlet valve. Had our friend been as long
acquainted with motor cycles as our-
selves, and been a motor cyclist in the
days when automatic inlet valves were
the rule and mechanical valves the excep-
tion, the letter referred to would not have
been written.

Life Membership of the A.A.
The rules of the Automobile Association

limit the number of life members. That
limit has now been reached, but it has
been decided to accept 1,000 additional
A.A. life memberships at an increased
compounded subscription of twenty
guineas.

Stolen Machine.

Five pounds reward is offered by
-Mr. E. R. Gibbons, 102, Disraeli Road,
Putney, S.W.15, for information leading
to the recovery of his 2J h.p. three-
speed Douglas, registered No. PA
2684, engine No. 20974, frame K"o.

20671. The machine was stolen on the
25th of July.

Special Motoring Facilities for the Army
of Occupation.

In view of the recent Order whereby
officers in France, Belgium, and the Rhine
Army of Occupation are permitted ^*
liave their motor cars and motor cycles
for their own use, the Automobile Asso-
ciation has placed the services of its

Foreign Touring Department at the dis-

posal of all officers serving in these
countries.

Ihe Association offers to supply inter-
national passes, which entitle the holder .

to drive his car in practically any country

THE FAMILY
SIDECAR.

Special Jf^eatures.

SHORTCOMINGS OF MOTOR CYCLE
ENGINES.

IMPRESSIONS OF THE SCOTTISH
SIX DAYS.

FROM WAR TO PEACE.

of Europe, and triptyques to pass cars
and motor cycles through the Customs of

France and Belgium on the same terms
on which these papers are supplied to its

members. This means that, instead of

depositing the amount of duty with the
Association or with the foreign Customs,
the officer need only give the Association
a banker's undertaking to indemnify it

against any loss it may incur through his
failure to comply with the Customs regu-
lations of foreign countries.
The A.A. Touring Department will also

make all the necessary shipping arrange-
ments.

The Setting of Plug Points.

A reader sends us a cutting from the
motor and cycle column of the North Star,
in which we find the following :

" The reason for this particular' case of
misfiring was that the points were too far
apart. The correct width of the gap
should be about the width of a postcard."
(ItaKcs are ours.^)

A well-designed sidecar, very distinctly ot the " family " variety, was seen at the
Stile Cop hill-climb on Peace Day. Apparently each of the live people on the outfit are
accommodated in tolerable comfort. The machine is a Williamson 8 h.p. horizontal twin,
and certainly for such a load no smaller power would be satisfactory.
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Motor Cycles, Ltd.

A PROSPECTUS, inviting the public
to subscribe tor shares in the above
company recently appeared in

several London and provincial papers.

We feel it our duty to point out that,

as we were unable to approve of the
business methods of Messrs. Rider
Troward and Co., Ltd., whose business,

Motor-Cycles, Ltd., is acquiring, we
recently found it necessary to refuse the

advertisements of that company. The
prospectus in question was, presumably
on that account, not offered to TM
Motor Cycle, but, had it been so offered,

it V'jould not have been accepted by
this journal. The highly speculative

nature of the investment, to use a mild
expression, is apparent from the pros-

pectus. No certificate is given showmg
the tangible assets to be acquired by the

new company, and the only profit figures

given show the gross profits derived from
the first four months of trading in each

of the last four years. If the remaining
portion of each year was as favourable

as the first four months, it is difficult to

understand the object of withholding the

total gross profits of each year.

Then again, the profits shown are gross

profits lonly. The term gross profits is

one which has no exact meaning, and it

may refer in this instance to the differ-

ence between the cost of ^he machines
purchased and the amount for which

they were sold, in which case therewould
be a charge against the gross profits of

the whole of the expenses of working
the business, which might quite easily

be greater than the amount of the gross

profits disclosed.

Mr. Erie Rider Troward, who is

apparently responsible for the company,
states that it is estimated that during
the first year of the incorporation of the

new company, at least 5,000 new motor
bicycles and lights cars willbe disposed

of, at a profit of £75,000. There is no
apparent reason why he did not make
the figure £750,000. Indeed, Mr.
Troward says that the only limit to the

profits of the company is the difficulty

of obtaining machines fast enough from
the makers, and in order to alleviate any
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anxiety upon that point he stated that
he has placed orders for over 4,000
machines, which have been "accepted
by the manufacturers."
Mr. Ronald C. Power, the chairman

of the new company, is, it is stated,
managing diiector of the British and
General Aviation Co., Ltd.

Scottish Six Days' Trial.

The official results are as follows :

PIEST CLASS AWARDS.
J. W. Wills (5-6 Rover)
N. Black (4. Triumph)
J. A. Newman (SVs Sunbeam)
D. Westwood (4 Triumph)
H. B. Fairley (414 B.S.A.)
V. Olsson (4 Douglas)
E. W. Choldcroft (4 A.J.S.i
Capt. Hay-Will (6 A.J.S. sc.)

G. Gi-inton (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
B. B. Clark (4 Doiiglas)
H. G. Cassie (4 Doiglas)
A. P. Downie (6 A.J.S. sc.)

A. L. Downie (2% A.J.S.)
W. Strettell-Miller (31/, P and IVl.)

D. M. Brash (7-9 Harley-Davidson)

SPECIAL AWARD.
A. P. Downie (6 A.J.S. sc.)

SECOND CLASS AWARDS.
D. S. Milne (41/4 B.S.A.)
A. H. Alexander (4 Douglas sc.)

J. Beck (3'/' Sunbeam)
J. A. Jeffreys (6 A.J.S.)
G. O. Stead (A.C. light car)
B. Alan Hill (8 Morgan)
A. Downie (5-6 Ariel)
Mrs. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc.)

Duncan Bell (5-6 James sc.) y

THIRD CLASS AWARDS
Claude Duncan (4 Douglas)
D. S. Alexander (8 Enfield sc.)

E. J. Tunbridge (5-6 A.J.S. sc.)

Coventry and Warwickshire Hill-climb.

This year the Coventry and Warwick-
shire Club's hill-climb, which, before

the war, was one of the classic events,

'^fhay be for members only. Provided
suitable arrangements can be made re-

garding the hill, the event will take place

on August 23rd. Applications for mem-
bership to the club should be made to

the lion, secretary, Capt. M. Sampson,
19, Hertford Street, Coventry. As in the

case of several other clubs, the latest

decision of the Manufacturers' tJnion

regarding competitions may cause the

Coventry club to make the event an

open one.

1
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Miss Hough (A.B.C. SkoOtamota), who, in the North Birmingham A.C. Trial, won the

premier award, the Bayliss trophy, also gained gold medal and special award for best fixed

gear performance.

Important Appointment.

We have pleasure in announcing the"

appointment of Major H.' R. Watling
as general manager of the Cycle and
Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders'
Union. Major Watling is succeeding
Mr. Alf. Bednell, who has so capably
filled the position since the formation of

the Union in 1910, but who is now re-

tiring from active connection with the

management.

A Stolen Motor Cycle.

Last jveek a new 6 h.p. standai'd

Zenith motor bicycle (no clutch and
kick-starter) disappeared from the Zenith

Co.'s works. The machine had red

panels on the tank and red lining to

the mudguards, which is contrary to

Messrs., Zenith Motors' usual practice of

grey panels and lining. The frame
number is stamped on the head lug just

above the crown race, and is 5253, and
_the engine number is 55697.

Obstructing the Police.

In the paragraph which appeared on
page 91 of the issue of the 24th ult.,

deahng with a case of alleged obstruction

at Enfield, it was stated that the motor
cyclist was defended by the A.A. solicitor

We are asked to state that he was de-

fended by Mr. G. D. Dean, who is

solicitor to the Royal Automobile Club,
and the Auto-Cycle Union.

The Circuit de I'Eure.

The Circuit de I'Eure will be held
near Vernon on August 15th and 17th.

The weighing and sealing of the com-
peting machines will take place on the

15th inst. at Vernon. On the first day
of the race, sidecars and cycle cars only
will run, while on the 17th inst. the
motor cycle events will take place.

Among the entrants we notice an
Indian and a Morgan, to be driven
by Darmont, formerly a Zenith rider in

France. On the occasion of the last

Circuit de I'Eure, a good many English
competitors took part. Entries should
be sent to The Moto-Cycle Club de
France, 94, Boulevard Richard Lenoir
Paris.

Trade Support of Trials.

An important decision was made
week by the Motor Cycle Section of tl

Manufacturers' Union concerning trai

support of competitions. The resoluti(
responsible for the withdrawal of competj
tors in the Scottish Six Days' and othl"

events has been rescinded, and the mei
bers have now agreed to support twel.
events between August 1st an(3 Novemk
30th. Ten of these competitions have beei

decided, and the remaining two will
settled during the next few days. '&
doubt this decision will effect several oluF
announcements referred to in this issue.

The ten events selected are as follow : ,

Aug. 16.-^North Birmingliam M.C.C. Open Relia>>
bility Trial

Aug. 23.—Birmingham M.C.O. Open Hill-climb. ',

Aug. 23.—Eedditch and D. M.C.O. Open EeliabUllJ
Trial.

Aug. 30.—Bristol M.C. Open Speed Trials at Wastuic
super-Mare.

Sept. 6.—York and Dis. M.O. Open Hill-climb
Sept. 15-20.-A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.

Sept. 27.—Wolverhampton Open Hill-climb. ^
Date not vet arranged.—Sutton Coldfield Eelia!'ilitr

Trial (Oalthorpe Cup).
Date not yet arranged.— Liverpool. Rirminghala. 4liltl

London 24 Hour Olieii ReliaMlitv Trial. -"'^•

Date not yet arranged.—Coventry Hill-climb.
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SEARCHING
MAGNETO
TEST.

Engines Running in Two Feet

of Wafer. " Shower-proof-

ness" Demonstrated.

ON Thursday last a very interesting

demonstration was given of the

waterproof qualities of the E.I.C.
magneto by a number of B.S.A. testers,

these machines being now equipped with

this make of magneto as a standard fitment.

In the first place, the idea of"^riviiig

and "stimting" in a deep- watersplash Avas

quite unofficially conceived by the testers

for their own sport, and coming to the

ears of Mr. Bryan, the B.S.A. publicity

manager, he at once suggested to the

makers of the E.I.C. magneto that a

special display of this nature would be a

very thorough demonstration of the im- .

munity of the machines from ignition

troubles due to moisture, even moisture
in excess.

A Thorough Testing.

Mr. W. T. Turner, managing director of

E.I.C. Magnetos. Ltd., was even a little

doubtful of the success of the experiment,
the company never haviug claimed more
than the ordinary degree of .shower-

proofness for their instruments. However,
at his invitation, several interested meni-
l)ers of the firms concerned, together with
representatives of the press, foregathered
in Redditch at the B.S.A. works.
After lunch, under glorious weather

conditions, the party were led to the chosen

B.S.A. testers in the watersplash. No magneto trouble was experienced atter aboui

an hour's thorough testing.

watersplash by a group of testers mounted
on standard B.S.A. machines, which were
subsequently driven through at depths
varying fi'om a few inches up to 2ft.

The machines were also driven up and
down a steep bank in and out of the
Water, and pillion passengers were also
taken ; several stops and restarts were
made in the water, and one machine,
with no pa*t of the engine unit out of
the water except the cylinder and carbu-
retter, was kept running for two minutes
tintil it stopped from back pressure set
up- by exhausting under water. On being
wheeled fo the bank after one or two pre-
liminary kicks to eject- the water which
spouted from the silencer and crank case

release in great quantities it started up
without difficulty. Indeed, none of the
machines were put out of action, despite

the fact that no special preparations were
made, other than in one or two cases

only, a coating of. grease had been applied

to the carbon brush holder.

For an hour the machines were splash-

ing their way through the water, and at

the end of that time they were all run-
ning perfectly and no misfiring was
evident.

Any^magneto manufacturer might well

be proud of this demonstration of water-
proofness. After all, the test waa in

every way more searching than would be
found in ordinary ridhig conditions.

For Motor Cycles Only.

E.I.C. ilagnetos, Ltd., are indeed to

be congratulated, and their specialisa-

tion on motor cycle types is meeting with
great success, the following firms having
already commenced to fit this make, so

we are informed : B.S.A., P. and M.,
Levis, Douglas, Allou, Kover, Sunbeam,
and Morgan.
Referring to the flat twin magnetos, we

were informed that much greater accu-

,racy in the angle of the cams is required
than in the Y twin machine, and in the
case of the magnetos made for the
Douglas engine, certain of the dimen-
sions are worked to a finer limit than
even A.I.D. reqniremejits demand.
We were satisfied tliat the makers

are using every endeavour to place the
E.I.C. magneto in the front rank.

Running a machine with the magneto totally submerged-

Road Locomotion.
the average boy loves to imitate any

new form of- road locomotion, and adopt?
ingenious methods. The other day we
saw a youth mounted on a pair of roller

skates, balancing on his feet a large suit

case, the motive power being provided

by another boy. who pnshed behind.

Apparently the idea was to imit-ate a

scooter.
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M.C.C. Team Trial for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.
Rules and Regulations for the Club Championship Event on Saturday, Sept. 6th.

THE twelfth M.O.C. Team Trial will

be held at a place within easy access

of London on Saturday, September
6th. Already promises of entries have been
received from several important motor
cycle clubs. The competition is run for

The Motor Cycle, challenge cup, which,
up to 1914, was competed for annu-
ally since 1904 by teams of six riders.

This year three will drive solo motor
bicycles and three passenger machines.
The M.C.C. presents a gold medal to

each rider of the winning team, and a
silver medal to the winners of -the teams
making a full score. The following is a

list of the clubs which have held the
trophy :

1904. Coventry M.C.C.
3 905. Motor Cycling Club (walk-over).
1906. Motor Cycling Club.
1907. Coventry M.C.
190Q Coventry M.U. (who won the old trophy

outright).
iaU3. i\lotor Cycling Club.
1910. Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
1911. Derby and District M.C.C.
1912. Nottingham and District M.C.C.
1913. Sheii5eld and Hallamshire Club.
1914. Motor Cycling Club.

The following are the conditions for

this year's trial which, as hitherto, will

be run under the competition rules of

the A. CXI.
1. This cup is a challenge trophy,

entitled Tim Motor Cycle Challenge Cup,
of which the Motor Cycling Club is

trustee and administrator.
2. It is to be awarded in a competi-

tion between teams of riders, members of

and nominated by recognised automobile
and motor cycling clubs. In case of doubt
as to whether any entrant is or is not a
recognised club the ilotor Cycling Club
shall adjudicate. No club may enter more
than one team.

3. If the cup be won three times, not
necessarily in succession, by the team
representing any one club, it shall become
the absolute property of that club.

4. Each team shall consist of six riders,

three of whom shall drive solo and three
passenger machines, such as tricar, side-

car, or three-wheeled cycle car. A
passenger must be carried. The joint

weight of passenger and driver shall not
be less than 20 stone. Passengers for the
passenger machines must be provided by
the entrants. A passenger shall not leave
his or her seat during any part of the
competition, excepting at the tea halt, and
shall not assist the driver in any way
whatsoever. Pedalling or assisting with
the feet for the purpose of propulsion
shall count as a stop. To qualify for
starting each team shall provide an addi-
tional rider (and machine) to act as an
observer, who shall be at the disposal of
th,e Motor Cycling Club during the pro-
gress of the competition. Lady drivers
will not be permitted.

5. The competition shall consist of a
non-stop course to be covered three times.
Total distance, 100 miles.

6. A competitor covering each of the
three circuits at 20 m.p.h. will gain the
maximum number of marks.

7. Sufficient fuel and oil must- be
carried for the whole of the trial. Com-

, petitors may replenish from a metal
receptacle carried by them, provided such
replenishment is effected by the driver

Bi6

while the machine is in motion. Such fuel

or oil must be carried from the start and
not taken up after starting.

8. The number of miles accomplished
by each rider of each team' without stop-

page, other than stoppages due to exigen-
cies of traffic, will be added together, and
the team scoring the highest mileage thus
arrived at shall be the winner, but in the
event of more than one team making a

The Motor Cycle Fifty Guinea
Challenge Cup.

full score iu mileage the award will be
given to the team making the best per-
formance in the consistent driving test.

Unavoidable stoppages due to traffic must
be reported, but will not count against
the i-ider. No adjustments are permissible
during any such stop.

9. A consistent driving test will be
held on a hill, wliich will be ascended on
each circuit during the trial. It will be
divided into two sections, of which the
first part must be climbed at an average
speed of not more than 10 m.p.h., and
the second part at an average speed of

not less than 15 m.p.h. The times taken

by a. competitor wiU be noted on two
occasions, and the team of riders who
most closely repeat their performance of

the first ascent on the second occasion

will be adjudged to be the winners, in

the event of more than one team making
a non-stop run.

10. Competitors must carry two
numbers, and those who complete the

course, after filling in details of their

performances, such as non-stop or tha-

number of stops and their cause, must
hand these numbers to the captains of

their teams. The captains or their

deputies shall place them in the order

of the programme, and hand them in at

headquarters within half an hour of tli».

completion of the competition.
11. The competition wiU start at

1 p.m.
12 The entry fee shall be two guineas

per team up to the first post August 23rd,_

when the entries close.

13. Clubs must send the special entry
form duly -filled in, together with the

entrance fee, to Mr. Southcomb May, 34,

Gower Place, London, W.C.I.
14. The judges shall _ be three in

number, one nominated by the donors,
one by the Motor Cycling Club, and one
by the Auto Cycle Union. The judges'
decision shall be absolute, and without
appeal.

15. The ilotor Cycling Club reserve

the right to refuse any entry.

16. Any organised assistance will dis-

qualify the whole team.
17. ~ Should it be deemed advisable, in

the interests of the competition, these
regulations may be revised or added to

by the Motor Cycling Club.
18. The Motor Cycling Club shall not

be held liable for any damages, caused
accidentally or otherwise, to the com-
petitors' machines whilst in charge of the
officials of the club.

The following clubs are likely entrants
for the M.C.C. Inter-team Trial for TliA

Motor Cycle challenge cup : The Motor
Cycling Club, the Ealing and District

M.C.C, the Essex Motor Club, the
Middlesex M.C.C, the Nottingham and
District M.C.C, the Woolwich, Plum-
stead, and District M.C.C, the Birming-
ham M.C.C, the Coventry and
Warwickshire Motor Club, and the Public
Schools M.C.C.
Club secretaries are invited to bring

the trial to the notice of their committees
with a view to selecting a team to repre-

sent them in this club championship
event.

BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.

The open hill climb arranged for August
23rd has been cancelled, and a club event

will be held in its stead. In order to

cater for sporting amateurs who are not

members of the club, it has been decided
that they may become members of the

club for the current year on payment of

entry fee of 5s. and a reduced subscrip-

tion of 3s. 6d. Entries should be ad-

dressed to the hon. sec, Mr. W. H.
Egginton, 75, Earlsbury Gardens, Birch-

fields, Birmingham.
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HAA^ING been passed as " unfit for further ser-

vice "- by the medical board, and sent off' on~
" indefinite leave pending discharge," some-

thing had to be done to make the most of the leave.

With pleasant recollections of glorious times spent

during four previous Scottish trials, I decided that

the 1919 Scottish Six Da)'s was the very holiday I

needed. Accordingly, at the last minute almost, I

entered my long-waited-for G.P. Morgan, and hoped
that the delayed delivery would materialise in time

for me to reach Edinburgh for the start. It was
Thursday prior to the start of the trial before I suc-

ceeded in getting time to visit the Morgan works at

Malvern, where, to my great delight, I found the

machine finished with the exception of a few details.

After a short run round Malvern, including the

ascent of the Old Wyche and the notorious -Beacon
Hill, I' left on the run North. My wife, who had
decided to come as my passenger, met me at Birming-
ham, and on Friday morning the real journey to the

Northern capital was started in earnest. It was a

quite uneventful and very pleasant run, the roads for

the most part being in wonderfully good condition.

We put up for P'riday night at Penrith. The little

car had run throughout the day in a delightful manner,
showing a considerable turn of speed, and its ascent

of Shap on top gear augured well for the future.

On filling up for the second stage of the journey,

I was pleasantly surprised to find that we had been
averaging nearly 60 m.p.g. During the trial this mile-

age dropped to. 50 m.p.g. average for the week, which
was not surprising in view of the condition of the

roads, the length of the hills, and the high speed which

it was- necessary to maintain practically the whole time

in order to average 20 m.p.h. and adhere to schedule

time.

For the second stage of the run, I decided to

proceed via Moffat and the " Devil's Beef Tub," this

route being to my knowledge in good order, very pretty,

and also able to provide me with some idea of the

car's capabilities on long pulls. At Carlisle I had to

enquire the way, and, when asking for Gretna Green,

the genial policeman smiled as he directed us. Whether

or not he thought the Morgan, with its pile of bags,

etc., on the carrier was the modern equipage for flights

to the historic blacksmith's shop, I cannot say;_ any-

-how, he was most courteous, and his brogue indicated

that we were fast nearing the border.

We an-ived at Edinburgh in time to get thoroughly

mixed up in the wild "Peace Day" celebrations,

which at the time of our arrival had developed into

a violent firework bombardment in the streets. Having

arrived at our hotel, with no worse injuries than one

torn stocking, a scratched shin, and a bruised ankle,

we decided to continue our admiration of the firework

display from the upper windows.

Sunday morning found us at Croall's garage making

our final adjustments, fixing number-plates, filling in

numerous forms as to starting condition, etc.

It was a most pleasant day, for as the time went on

and other competitors began to report, the meeting

of old friends and rivals of many a pre-war trial passed

the time rapidly away. With the arrival of the others

came very disquieting mmours of the condition of the

route, roads which were never noted for their excellent

surface were now reduced to the like of nothing on

[B17
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Impressions of the Scottish Six Days.—

earth by the haulage of timber. Perusal of the official

programme did not improve one's spirits, especially

when one was looking forward to a nice quiet tour

!

for, instead of the allowance of ten minutes either side

of mean time and a further allowance of five minutes

for passenger machines which had rendered previous

Scottish trials so peaceful for the man with a machine
which gave no real trouble, four minutes only early or

late was the total allowed for error this year; also the

programme indicated that checks would be placed

every twenty miles or thereabouts. In the old days

every fifty miles was nearer the mark, and so from the

very start it was easy to see that this was to be no
"joy ride" even for a solo rider_, and that if any
passenger machine got through and qualified for a

first class award, its perfonnance would be one of

which to be truly proud.

Monday morning's ride from Edinburgh to Crieff

over excellent roads dispelled to a great extent the

qualm^s caused by Sunday's rumours. Lunch at Crieff

at 4s! per iiead was an indication which was aftei-wards

proved that another attraction of pre-war Scottish trials

was likely to be missing this year, i.e., the excellent,

well-served and comprehensive meals at a low cost..

The first twenty miles after lunch through the delight-

ful scenery of the Sma' Glen lost some of its charm
»owing to the near

approach of the first '

non-stop observed
I

hill—Amulree.
;

Amulree.
Although I have

ascended this hill

on six occasions,

once in the A.C.U.
End-to-end trial and
five times in Scottish

trials—and on each

occasion made a

clean ascent, my
mounts having two,

three, and ' four

wheels, my respect

for this hill in no
way decreases. This
year it , was un-

doubtedly in its best

fojm to ensure the

loss of "golds."
Loose stones,
boulders, and grass,

with a moist surface

all combined to

make the really

severe gradient and acute hairpins even worse than they

were. However, determined not to be outed
oji the first day, we went at it with grim determina-
tion ; as the hairpins loomed in ^'iew we clenched our
teeth, shut our eyes (I think), opened the throttle

wide, gave the steering wheel two violent wrenches
ill alternate directions, and as someone in the little

knot of spectators shouted, " Well done. Air Force,"
I realised we had succeeded in negotiating the corners

—the only really fatal part of the ascent—and the

little 'bus made light work of the remainder of the

D18
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climb. We even had to wait outside the check at the

top, as I was more than my four minutes ahead of

schedule.

Rain was falling quite heavily now, and the descent

of Kenmore and the covering of the succeeding ten

miles to the Aberfeldy check was an absolute night-

mare owing to the terrible road surface, which hurled

the poor little Morgan about like a -cork on a' rough
sea. At the night control at Perth it was seen that

the first day's run—an easy one in comparison with

some to come, had claimed not a few victims—at any
rate, so far as first-class awards were concerned.

The Devil's Elbow.
Tuesday's run from Perth to Inverness via the

Devil's Elbow, Braemar, Tomintoul, to Inverness, over

the highest road in Great Britain, I believe, was un-

doubtedly the stiffest day's run; and the weird blind-

ing which had to be indulged in to keep anywhere
near schedule time was simply appalling. Undoubtedly
this section, with its awful surface, was the prime cause

. of a good many of the broken frames and sidecar

chassis. Rain had made Corgaff, or Cockbridge
Ladder, the second non-stop test hill of -the day, slimy

to the last degree. We were among the first com-
petitors to ascend, and we roared up over the loose

slimy surface hurling the stones and earth in ever)' direc-

tion, leaving deep:ep,|

indf

The Grand Prix MorgarL going well on Aultnaharie,

slimy ruts beh
us. I was not sur-

prised to hear that

numerous failures

were recorded-

among the later

arri\-als.

It was curious to

note that at the foot'

of this hill com
petitors were direc-^

ted round an acute]

hairpin, while « dis

vised road with a^
grass-grown surface

"

led straight up the-~'

hill. This was
cause of an amusing:|

incident and the;'

filling in of a green.,

protest form at the'

end of the day,,

Brady, the rider of;

a Douglas, resides^

at the foot of the3

hill. He knew it"

like the palm of his^

hand, and with great

confidence took it at speed, in spite of the surface.

It appears that, instead of taking the bottom hairpin,;^^

he rode straight up the steep grass. bank at the bottom,.,

and so direct on to the hill, and at the end of the day's'

run was much sui-prised to see that he had lost marks:;

on his pet hill. When told of his error in failing

to take the hairpin, he was sui-prised, as it appears;

that when a -boy he had actually assisted in making
the road round the bend, as the direct road was too

severe for the horses. He naturally concluded the

officials v'ould not choose the easier route. ",
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Impressions of the Scottish Six Days.—

This trial is the first long trial my wife has been
through, and this second day's run finally decided her
that all of us who rode through the Scottish trials

and enjoyed it must be mad, and that this was her
last trial. I must say at the time I was inclined to

agree with her, but now we are safely back home and
look back on the incidents and scenery I am, and
my wife is, inclined to look forward to next year's

event with as much relish as before.

Aultnaharie.
The third day was only exciting, so far as 1 am

personally concerned, owing to the now famous
Aultnaharie hill. We were introduced to this acclivity

by easy stages, first by descending it with the full

knowledge that if we failed to reclimb it our fate

was to remain there for ever or until son:e kindly
steamer or ferry or something chose to remove us.

However, in spite of the fact that this hill was the

-cause of my first lost marks,~ in company with thirteen

or fourteen others I was much disappointed in the hill

as a whole. The only really difficult part being the

first twenty yards or so, in which distance the road
climbed some thirty or forty feet and turned two
right-angle bends, the road (I beg its pardon, I mean
river bed I) was only about eight feet wide with a high

- bank on one side and a sheer drop to the beach on the

other, and the surface consisted of huge boulders.

The way in which we slithered rapidly down this

portion with locked wheel had caused us to have great

respect for the surface and gradient of this last piece.

The one and a half hours' wait in drizzling rain,

during which time we all walked up the hill and made
mental notes on the best course to steer, did not do
anyone any good, and I must admit that by the time
it came to make a start the majority of us had keen
" wind up."
My first difficulty was to get away at the foot, the

non-stop section commencing within five yards of the

starting point. It was wet grass, and my wheel flew"

merrily round for some seconds before I even moved
an inch. I then covered the distance to the first corner
with much wheel slip, and here the front wheel rested

against a substantial boulder, leaving the back wheel
nothing to do but spin wildly. After some heaving,

with the assistance of several spectators we got the

wheels on to a reasonable track, and made a restart.

We sailed to the top in excellent style, the gradient

past the bends being more or less easy. The know-
ledge that our " gold " had at last slipped beyond
our grasp did not give me such regrets as it might,

Is I was in most excellent company, for, as was only

to- he expected, the great majority of passenger

machines failed at this point, and, in my opinion, it

was almost miraculous that any two-track machines
were able to overcome the boulders on the lower

stretches at all. Running to schedule was not such a

difficult matter as on previous days, as the roads,

though only tracks, had quite decent surface.

Applecross.
The piece dt resistance of the fourth day'^s -run was

the ascent of Applecross, or, to be more correct, Torna-
press, as it was this side of the hill \^hich had to be
ciimbed non-stop. The run out was over good sur-

faces for the most part, with the exception of one
stretch near Auchnashellach of about five miles, where

the road had been torn to pieces through timber
-hauling.

In the early part of the day's run there was no
difficulty in finding the way, for, apart from the excel-

lent arrowing, the route was strewn with dead live-

stock, apparently the unfortunate victims of the earlier

members. The list included a rabbit, bird, chicken,

and, finally, a black cat. Speculation was rife as to

which of the various unfortunates in that day's casualty

list was the culprit of this deed 6f ill-omen.

Compared to previous years it seemed to me that

Applecross was in better condition, and it was quite a

significant fact that this dreaded hill only accounted

for two failures, and one of these was due to a stone

fouling between the wheel and mudguard. In previous

years the majority of failures have been due to over-

heating. Whether the absence of this trouble this

year was due to more efficient engines, three-speed

gears, or to the fact that the condition of the hill had
improved, would be interesting to know. My only

difficulty here was to average 20 m.p.h., as the hill

was too steep for high gear and not steep enough for

low, and to average 20 m.p.h. for five miles on a 10

to I gear was a somewhat trying undertaking. How-
ever, apart from somewhat violent boiling, no difficulty

was experienced. The Auchnashellach check was

missing, and^at Jeantown, some ten miles further on,

Downie, on the A.J.S. sidecar, presented a somewhat
comic spectacle, careering along, wildly shouting for

the check; he evidently had "some" fright, for his was
one of the very few passenger machines still in for a

"gold." The last two days were practically the first two

days' routes reversed, the only improvement being

that fine weather prevailed- Many cases of hard luck

occurred as usual during these two days ; for instance,

A. H. Alexander (Douglas and sidecar), who up to this

point had a clean sheet (a marvellous performance for

a 4 h.p. and sidecair), failed on Glendoe owing to the

contact screw working loose. An even harder case was
that of Dean on the Ariel, who fell, and before he could

get out of the way a Harley-Davidson and sidecar had
run into his machine, putting it out of action.

Few Tools and Spares.

My only troubles in the last two days were a puncture
in the Tomintoul-Cockbridge section. A broken
high gear chain in the last section completed my list ol

troubles, but I fitted a new link in eight minutes.

It was fortunate for me that my troubles were so few,

for never before have I ridden through so arduous a

trial with so few spares and tools. My tool-kit consisted

of one spanner (adjustable), wire screwdriver, hammer,
three tyre levers, a chain punch, and tyre pump. As
the hills gradually faded away in the blue distance when
we neared Edinburgh again I found myself feeling re-

lieved that the strain of driving to so strict a schedule

over such trying routes was over.

A few hours spent in preparation for the homewart!
trip, wJiich was started on Sunday morning : two days'

glorious blind without fear of checks, and we find our
selves at the end of, on looking back, a most pleasani

holiday.

The Morgan weighed 8 cwt. 3 i]r. 14 lb. complete
with passengers, luggage, spare petrol, oil, water, etc.,

as ridden in the trial. It caused much aniusemeni
among the Scottish children, and was generally desig

nated as " The wee red 'un." B. Alan Hill.
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Bristol M.C.C.

The Bristol Motor Cycle Club wUl hold
a members' hill-dlimb at Blagdon. There
will be eleven classes, ranging from minia-
tures to light cars, which will be run
off in pairs, as the hill is wide and safe.

The Dunheved (Launceston) and
District M.C.C.

The Launceston district not being
provided for in the shape of a motor
cycling club, several leading riders re-

cently foregathered and inaugurated the
above, appointing Mr. Maurice Erout as

secretary.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and Distiiet M.C.

Members and friends of the above club
are invited to assist in the marshalling
and marking of the course for the South-
eastern Counties Inter-team Trial on
Saturday, August 15th, 1919.

All communications to be made to the

hon. sec, Mr. F. 3. Ellis, 3, Nightingale
Place, Woolwich, S.E.18.

Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

The first run of the newly formed
Reading Club was held on July 27th,

and an attendance of twenty-five was
recorded. Alms Hill was the venue,
and, the surface being excellent, several

made good climbs.

Ballymena and District M.C.C.

A novel competition was recently

arranged by the Ballymena and District

Motor Cycle Club, with a view to demon-
strating the advantage of benzole in the

matter of consumption. The course was
accurately measured, and to secure con-

sistent driving a speed judging test was
included, the first circuit of twenty-
three miles being covered on petrol and
the second on benzole. All the com-
petitors found decreased consumption
with benzole, in one case the rider ob-
taining a 50% better mileage per gallon,

the average increase of mileage being 30%.

THE closed reliability trial held by the

North Birmingham Motor Cycle
Club on Saturday, July 25th, was

one of the most successful half-day events

yet held in this district. The course was
a secret one, and the route cards supplied

at the start were not marked by any
names of places, but had been drawn up
very clearly, and gave directions such as
" Turn right at stone cottage, over brook
bridge, first turn left," and so on. Of
course, this meant that the careless un-
observant rider very soon lost his way.
The start was from headquarters, the
Acorn Hotel, Erdington, where twenty
competitors faced the starter. Among
then was Miss N. Hough on a Skoota-
mota, the only scooter entry. The speed
allotted to the motor cyclists " was 18^
m.p.h., but the officials made a special

concession for the scooter to run at 13^.

The course ran through Sutton Coldfield

on to Lichfield. Here tne non-stop section

commenced.
Leaving Lichfield, and getting into the

by-lanes, competitors soon realised the

nature of the trial—a steep, rutty hill,

under observation, soon hove in sight. No

CLUB NEWS.
"yuture Events.

Aug. 9.—Bristol M.C.C. Members' Hill'Climb at
Blagdon.

Aug. 10.—East Midlands Associated Clubs. Social
Run, Monsal Dale.

Aug. 10.—Reading and District M.G. and L.C.C.
Run to Burnham Beeches.

Aug. 10.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run to
Monsal Dale.

Aug. W.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
Secretary's .Surprise Run.

Aug. 16.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
Competition for Woohcich. Cup.

AUG. M.—S.E. COUNTIES INTER-CLUB TEAM
TRIAL.

AUG. W.^SOUTH BIRMIKGJIAU'M.C.C. OPEN
TRIAL FOR THE PALMER CUP.

Aug. lG-17.—Oldham and District M.C. Reliability
Trial jor Bradbury Cup.

.iug. 10-17.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Reliability
Trial to Barmouth Jor the Eric IVilliams
Shield.

Aug. 17.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
Run to Heme Bay.

Aug. 11-13.—Essex M.C. Annual Run, IVooilford to
I'ork and Back.

Aug. 23.—Birmingham M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. 2i.

—

Rochester, Cluttham, and District M.C.

'

Run to Wateringbury.
AUG. 30.—WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C. OPEN

RELIABILITY TRIAL.
Aug. 31.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run.
Aug. 31.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to llawlchvrst.
Aug. 31.—WooUcich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Picnic and Gymkhana at Brasted Hill.
SEPT. 5.—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR " THE

MOTOR CYCLE " CUP.
Sept. 6.—Birmingham M.C.C. Reliability Trial jor

Songster Cup,
SEPT. IS-m.-A.CU, SIX DAY.S' RELIABILITY

TRIALS,
Sept, 19.—Essex M.C. Gymkhana.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The recent trial of the above club for
the Stacey Cup from Sheffield to Pickering
and back via Thirsk and Sutton Bank
proved very interesting, in so far as

eight of the fourteen entries were unsuc-
cessful in climbing the famous hill at the
first attempt. Only three competitors
checked in on time at the top of Sutton,
these being D. Kaye (4 Triumph), S.

Sawyer (4 Norton sc), aiid A. Flint
(8-10 Morgan), and as they all finished
without trouble the cup winner is amongst
them, but the check sheets are not yet in.
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The PubUc Schorfs M.C.C.

At a recent committee meeting twenty-

three new members were elected. A lull

programme has been arranged for the

month of August, so as to give public

school boys on then- holidays a. chance

to take part in these competitions, and

to mak«'the acquaintance of their fellow-

members. The events decided upon are

the follow-ing :

August 16th.—Surprise competition.

Meet at Purley Corner 2 p.m. Entries

close August 12th.

August 23rd.—Day run to Alms Hill.;

^Novel hiE-climbing competition.

August 30th.—Hill-climb. Entries close

August 12th. The usual classes will be

run, and a special prize is offered to riders

of two-stroke motor. cycles if at least five

entries are received of this class. ^

Ealing and District M.C.C.

Major Low's Petrol Consumption Trial

will be held on Saturday, 15th August, at

3 p.m. The venue will be oh the Ports-

mouth Eoad, 1 mile before the Hut
Hotel, Wisley (at the corner of the by-

road on the left travelling from London).

A li mile course will be taken by com-

petitors. Horse-pow-er, weight, age of

machine, and Avindage will be taken into

consideration in determining resrdts.

After the trial a ticket will be given to

each competitor, showing the consump-

tion of his machine. Competitors will

choose their own speed up to legal limit.

Major Low will act as one of the judges

and is presenting a Thermos flask to the

winner. The trial is open to- members
at an entrance fee of 2s." 6d. , but all

riders are invited to come and witness

this interesting event.

Major Low's special apparatus, which

up to the time of the signing of Peace

was a jealously guarded .secret, will be

used for the first time in a public, trial.

The event will be closed by a social run

and tea at a near-by hostelrv.

A SPORTING HALF-DAY TRIAL.
one appears to know the name of this hill,

but" quite a few will respect it in future.

Gentleshaw Hill was the next iteha.

The gradient here is 1 in 7, but the surface
very bad. Here the official reported that
the tiny scooter scored over the others.

The watersplash (which was fairly deep
in places) presented no difficulties to the
scooter, which reached the other side with-

out any mishap. Other competitors who
were still in the running got across well,

some charging it at speed, and others

using more discretion. Two more rough
hills and the brake test followed. The
hills knocked out one or two more riders,

and the brake test was rather severe. A
warning of thirty-five yards was given, but
this was not sufficient for some. J. R.

Brock did not pullup his big combination
until fifty yax'ds past the tape. J. R.
Roberts (2J Douglas) shot past and pulled

up in thirty-five yards.

Several competitors approached from
the bottom of the hill, having lost their

way, and naturally, wondered what the
tapes were for. Every competitor had
commenced the run with a hundred marks
to his credit, and the penalty here was

a. mark for every foot past the tapes.

The last obser\ed hill followed innnedi-

atelv, and was in the neighbourhood

of Stile Cop, Rugeley; this hill was in

better condition than the previous climbs.

At the start of the trial each man had

received a sealed envelope with instrnc-

tions not to open unless hopelessly lost.

One or two men who had lost no marks

on the course had lost their envelopes, sc

were disqualified.

The chief award for best performaij

of the day went to Miss N. Hough,
A.B.C. Skootamota, who climbed

hills, passed the hairpin, waterspL^

and brake tests satisfactorily and wii

out loss of marks, and finished with

Im. 24s. of her allotted time schedule-.J

13^ m.p.h. This lady, therefore, tafe^

the Bayliss Trophy, club gold medal, atfO

also the special prize for best perfoKO.'

ance by a fi.xed gear machine.
The second prize, together with clul

silver medal, goes to Seymour Smith (2;

h.p. Ivy two-stroke).

Third prize, and club bronze medal

was won by F. Southern on an 8 h.p

Morgan.
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FROM WAR
TO PEACE.
A Visit (o the Slough

Motor Depot.

iA
\
-

(Left) Overhauling engine at the

Slough motor cycle repair shops.

(Right) Inspectors examining work.

SO much has been heard of the
Slough Motor Depot scandal
that it is somewhat refresh-

ing to be able to give a short
account of the work carried on
there.

Few at "our readers have ever
had any inkling that a large
number of motor cycles of all

kinds are overhauled at the
Slough Motor Depot. At the
present time some 200 machiiies
per week are turned out, but the
output is shortly to be increased
to 250 to 300 per week. AH
machines to be repaired are
mounted on special benches 2ft. high, so
that the men can work upon them con-
veniently. A^ special depot is set aside
for the

_
repair of " magnetos, while the

vulcanising of tyres is also carried out.
A sound job is made of all the repaired
machines, but no attempt is made to
finish them artistically.

We were shown over a whole shopful of
repaired motor cycles ready for disposal.
Among them were a number of J.A.P.-
engined Clyno sidecar outfits, provided
with special carriers for ammunition.
'These are in some cases being used for
the transport of milkcans, and in other

cases they are being removed altogether
so that any sort of box body may be fitted.

War Motors Association.

In view of what has been written lately

concerning the War Motors Association,
we had a long conversation with Col.

Holbrook on this subject, and the informa-
tion he gave us did not exactly agree with
that given to us by the Association.

According to Col. Holbrook, the machines
will not be sold on application through
the A.C.U. to the War Motors Association

at a reasonable price, but at full market

value, less some trivial sum of, say, 2^%.
The Disposal Board is openly out to obtain
the best possible prices for Government
stores, consequently the discharged soldier

will have merely the privilege of buying
direct and not through an auction, and
very little reduction in price will come
his way.

This information will no doubt be
received by our ex-Service readersv with
considerable disappointment, and we
regret that there seems little likelihood

of any special consideration being given.

The machine on the left is a Clyno fitted as an ammunition carrier, and that on the right a rejuvenated passenger outfit. Several o( the
ammunition carriers have been sold as they are for carri'ing milk cans. E25
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must b3 accompanied by the writer's name and address.

AN EMERGENCY TUBE.
Sir,—I recently got stranded with a burst tube on my

Harley-Davidson machine, and was unable to get another.
An idea suddenly struck ipe that perhaps 'I could manage

to use a "push" bicycle tube 28in. xliin. in my 28in. x3in.
cover. This I did quite satisfactorily, and put enough wind
in the tube to make the tyre quite hard, and rode a further
sixty miles, non-stoj), to my destination. My machine is a

very heavy one. C. P. BES\YICK.

SMART WORK.
Sir,—It was my misfortuue to break the chain-stay con-

nection of my combination last Saturday, between Reading
and Basingstoke (and I noticed that I was not the only one
with that complaint, owing t-o the shockiug state of the
roads). But I write this in praise of the manner in which
Messrs. Grover and Smith, of Basingstoke, tackled a very
nasty repair, notwithstanding the works being closed for the
holiday. Mr. Grover. himself, undertook the case, and
turned me out a really "top-hole" job at an extremely
moderate price, in double quick time. It is refreshing,

after being "told off" recently by five repairers in Clacton
for quite a simple matter, to find a quick and willing man.

Saffron Walden. H.K. 4441.

FINDING A WINNER.
Sir,—In your issue of July 17th y«u publish a letter

" from Mr. J. L. Norton setting' forth certain tests to be
embodied in the Birmingham motor cycle open passenger

trial. This letter was most unfortunate on the eve of the

trial, and was likely to mislead competitors as to what they
had to do, the allowances to be made, and the method of

carrying out the tests.

. Mr. T. Silver and myself were joint hon. trials secretaries

for this trial, and if publication affecting it were left to

the officials appointed by the club, conflicting statements
would be avoided.
The details given by Mr. Norton were discussed at a

meeting, but the trial printing w-as then already out. How-
ever, I hope the "Stable" information did not upset the

riders, and that for tlie future those responsible shall be
the ones to rush into print. S.-KEMPSON JONES.

AMATEURS IN COMPETITION.
Sir,^I should like to call the attention of particularly the

various club officials and committees to the present position

of the genuine amateur in competitions, especially hill-

climbs, which, I am afraid, is far from satisfactory, and could

do welLwith reform.
To begin with, why is it that in all competitions the " pro-

fessional" rider, or one who is interested directly or indirectly

with the manufacturer, is allowed to compete with the

amateur on the same level when the former has such a huge
and unsporting advantage over the latter? Or, to put it more
fully, is it fair for a genuine amateur who can only make a

few minor adjustments to his machine in his spare time, prior

to entering for a hill-climb, to compete against a man whose
work it is to know every particle of his machine and how
\i is made, who is given by the makers a machine in abso-

lutely tip-top trim both mechanically and in every other con-

ceivable detail (and this absolutely regardless of time and
expense), and who in some cases actually brings his machine
to the venue of the climb on a convevance from the works?

And yet the?e two are asked to compete against each other
on the very same footing. It cannot for one moment be con-

tended that the unfortunate amateur has the slightest chance
against the " pro," and to overcome this unfairness why can-

not there be a class or classes for amateurs only, and, if only
one class, for the result to be worked out on formula?
Again, even in a reliability trial, the "pro." who has

ridden in so very many of thefse, and whose finn wall -spend
plenty of money on new tyres, etc., has an undoubted advant-
age over the amateur who takes his motor cycle just as it is

for the sport of the thing.

I think it would be a really good move for the club officials

and committees to reform their usual arrangements in this

respect, as the tendency now is without doubt for the real

amateur, however keen and however sportuig, to give up all

hope of taking part in competitions under the - present

arrangements. C.L.W.
Malvern Wells.

SERVICE.
Sir,—While the question of service is receiving attention

in your columns, may I draw' attention to the habit of

some manufacturers of making promises of despatch which'

they have no intention of keeping.
Their promise of despatch in a few days tempts one to

keep an engine running with a makeshift device. When
the part eventually does arrive it is found the makeshi^
has caused serious wear or damage. *

JIanufacturers would be better advised to state a dat^

by Avhich they will despatch rather than "promise." One
-could then make adequate arrangements.

A purchaser feels satisfaction when goods arrive on or

before the specified date, l^ut his feelings are the reverse

wlien he has sent cash with order and waits several weeks
after the promised date.

Manufacturers should realise that their advertisements

carry no weight when one of their customers advises one

not to deal, and also that inotor cyclists do compare ex-

periences with one another. DAMAGED PULLEY.
Co. Meath, Ireland.

THE CHEAPEST MOTORING FOR TWO.
Sir,—In TJte Motor Cyrlt of July 24th, I notice a letter

by "Private Owner" on the subject of "Cheapest ilotoring

for Two." I have been a motor cycle enthusiasts for about

four years, commencing with the smallest of lightweight?

and eliding with a 5 h.p. sidecar outfit, sampling various types

of machines in the interim up to that horse-power. I fully

appreciate "Private Owner's" point when he says :
" 'over-

ailed, disreputable, up to one's eyes in dust or mud ' days

of motor cycling.
'

I am now in possession of a runabout, and, without doubt,

for those who want a private motor vehicle with jjrotection

from the elements and efficiency, and yet who cannot afford

a car proper, a runabout type of machine is certainly " the

goods." In short, two persons can travel enjoying the com-

fort of a car and with the speed of a sidecar outfit, and, in

some cases, possibly faster. These miniature cars, moveover,

have amongst their ranks excellent hill-climber£. Petrol

consumption may be slightly heavier, but surely that is not

a great fault. Expensive sidecar outfits have a 'serious

rival in cycle cars, for, over a three-wheeled runabout;" ti

sidecar outfit has no points to commend it.

Chatham. SPEED AND COMFORT.
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SPARE PARTS.
Sir,—I had the uisfortune to be run into by another motor

cyclist who came round a corner on his wrong side. The
two bottom shackles and the back bottom spindle of my front
forks were rendered useless. That same afternoon I wrote
to Messrs. Eobinson's, of Green Street, Cambridge, asking
them to forward me the parts by letter, post, and enclosing
an amount which I was certain would easily cover the cost.

The parts ' arrived by return of post.

Egglescliffe. HIGHLY SATISFIED.

Sir,—In these days when repair's seem to take such a time
to be done, it is most gi-atifying to find a firm who not only
have spare parts available for early models, but, futhermore,
give immediate attention to the needs of their customers. I

refer to Messrs. Chater-Lea, Ltd., of Banner Street, E.G.
Having some trouble with the clutch on a second-hand

machme of their make I took it to London and had it dis-

mantled, the necessary new parts supplied and fitted, and the
whole thing reassembled and adjusted in under ninety
minutes, and received from everyone with whom I came into~
contact at the works both courtesy and interest of a type
which must not only ensure old customers remaining satisfied

but make new ones.

I am not interested in the firm in any other way than as a
private rider of a Chater-Lea machine, who appreciates treat-

ment of this description, and trust you will find space in your
paper to publish the foregoing. E.M.
Worthing.

Sir,—I see by the letters from the .readers of Tfie Motor
Cycle that there is a large amount of negligence in regard to

the supply of spares to second-hand machines. I have had
a similar occurrence myself, and it will probably save many
people a good deal of inconvenience if it was published.
Fifteen weeks ago I sent an Armstrong gear to a firm near
London, who were advertising repairs to any gear inside
twenty-four hours. A week later the invoice arrived asking
for it to be settled at once so as to get the repairs in hand.
The cash was sent by the following post, and three weeks
later I received the wheel, but as it was very unsatisfactory
and could not- -be used I had to return it again to th,6

repairers.

Since then they have not acknowledged the receipt of the
wheel, or answered any letters written to them about it.

Recently I wrote asking them to return the wheel repaired
or otherwise, but again they refuse to acknowledge the letter.

I should be very pleased to give the name of the firm to

,
anyone interested, or who may have hub gears to repair,

jito prevent any similar occurrence. H. HAWES.

TWIST GRIP CONTROL.
Sir,—^May I add a word in support of the letter of

"Captain, R.H.A.," in your issue of July 10th with regard
to what " Ixion " calls "Yankee stuff"?
The superiority of the twist grip over the ordinary system

of control is incontestable both as regards reliability and easy
working. I only know of two cases of breakage in three
[years' experience of pre-war Indian motor cycles. Other
'advantages 0% this American twin which come to memory
lare : A smoother running and more accessible engine,
stronger wheels and, last but not least, the great civility
shown by the manufacturer to the private owner in small
matters. I ran a 1913 6 h.p. twin fitted with what was
popularly supposed to be the best British engine of its type

;
for a year, but cannot say that, either in reliability or
workmanship, it came up to what I hoped after the
"Yankee stuff," but,, of course, I may have been unfor-
tunate. CAPTAIN, R.E.
France.

THE VALUE OF THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATIONS.
Sir,—I have noticed correspondence in your journal from

motorists who criticise the motoring bodies, and assert that
they are merely receivers of subscriptions, giving nothing
of value in return.

I am a member of the A.A. On the^'lGth June I reported
the theft of my motor cycle combination to the Association,
md they immediately circulated among the A.A. road patrols
1 description of the machine. On the 19th I was agreeably
surprised to learn by telephone that a patrol had found my
iiachine in a country garage sixty miles from my house.

' Within three hours I identified it as mine !

Others may belittle the advantages of membership of the
A.A. and doubt the efficiency of and necessity for A.A.
patrols. Personally I never had any doubts on the matter,
and now I have had an experience of their value.

E. POLITL
SPEED JUDGING.

- Sir,—I was very pleased to see in Tfie Motor Cycle dated
July 24th that the Sheffield Club intend organising a speed-

judging competition, when the police will be invited.

I was recently stopped, and subsequently fined,, for driving

a motor cycle to the public danger. The uniformed repre-

-sentative of law and order who stopped me informed me in

a very authoritative tone that I was travelling at 40 m.p.h.
Of course, it is not always wise to argue with " Eobert,"
so I let the remark pass by, saying my speedometer never-

told lies. As a matter of fact, I was travelling at 28 m.p.h.

according to my speedometer, which was perhaps above the

limit at the spot where I was stopped.

However, the above incident goes to prove that the

pedestrian generally has~very little notion of speed-judging.

Abergele. A SPEED MERCHANT.

PLEASE QUOTE PRICES.'

Sir,—I feel that a statement made by H. T. Bartlett in

in your issue of the 24th of July should not be allowed to

pass unchallenged.
While expressing his opinion on the question of tha

inclusion of prices in manufacturers' advertisements appear-
' ing in your columns, he refers to the lack of courtesy shown
by some firms through failure to answer enquiries even

when stamped addressed envelopes are enclosed.

The statement is wholy illogical, since failure to reply to

a communication may be due to a number of causes, dis-

courtesy being the least likely of any.

The most prevalent reason is that the resources of nina

out of every ten firms are, owing to the changing over from

war to peace-time production, hopelessly overtaxed, with

the result that both works and offices are congested to a

degree never known before. Add to this the unprecedented

number of enquiries for machines, engines, and parts due

to five years' "famine," and it will be seen that the manu-
facturers are not so black as painted by your correspondent.

R. W. PAUL.

Sir,—^I have been a subscriber to The Motor Cycle since

1906, and, as far as I can remember, regularly, every year

the same complaint has appeared about the lack of informa-

tion contained in the advertisements. Many advertisers seem

to be quite indifferent to the fact that The Motor Cycle

penetrates into many inaccessible parts of the world. Take

my own case, for example. By the time The Motor Cycli

has managed to get through the barrage of postal and trans-

port officials up to the North Dvina front about six weeks

have gone. Having at last received my paper, I eagerly

turn to the Scott advertisement, as I am very much attracted

by this machine, but what do I find? Not a word as to

the. price or date of delivery ; not the name of a single agent.

Personally, I feel very much inclined to bother no further

about this machine ; I "have picked out the case that interests

me most, but many other
firms are just as bad.

H.E.R.
H.M.S. MS5.

Deans (3^ h.p. Ariel), who competed m the Scottish Six Days

Trial, had a clean sheet until the fifth day, when he fell in front

of another competitor, receiving slight injuries to himself and

having his machine badly damaged.

B2g
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MERCURY AS AN AID TO COOLING.
Sir,—The letter of " CO.P." will by now have caused a

tremendous stir in all chemical and metallurgical circles.

Here we find announced a most epoch-making discovery,
I.e., that mercury Hg in contact with aluminium Al in

a confined space so reacts as to form aluminium oxide.

This constitutes getting something from nothing, or,,

rather, oxygen from two other elements, upsets the whole
atomic theory, and should revolutionise modern chemistry,
giving grounds for new processes for the manufacture of

oxygen, corundum, alundum, and many other substances.
Perhaps " CO.P." will be kind enough to give us a tew
details of his brain-wave, or, at any rate, the equation by
which he gets his reaction. Failing that, he might perhaps
give us a few tips on perpetual motion, which comes in

more or less in the same street. F.M.
Aylesbury.

THE MUDGUARDING PROBLEM.
Sir,—I wonder why motor cyclists, especiaUy those who

use motor cycles in all weathers for business piu'poses, do
not exercise a little ingenuity and provide themselves with
front mudshields. Even in fine weather the town rider has
to ride over watered roads, and the front wheel invariably

sprays his legs with muddy liquid.

1 have used a solo machine for occasional professional
journeys since 1911, and I soon found that overalls did not
enhance my appearance on such occasions. The remedy was
simple, and so easily applied that I have not ridden without
a shield for at least seven years-

iUy method was to take a sheet of three-ply wood, about
18in. wide and long enough to reach from the top of the
tank to near the bottom of the crank case. ~

the tank, a square hole to adnrit air to

the cylinder, and clip to the down tube
by two fiat iron strips, about fin. wide,
one bent to go half round the tube, the
other flat on the back of the shield. Drill

the strips and shield for two bolts, and
secure with wing nuts.

The bottom of the shield needs some
staying-. If the silencer does not prevent,
an easy way is to drill the engine plates,

and push a fin. rod through to engage
with fin. screwed eyes on the bai ' 1

the shield. Distance pieces of hard m
screwed to the shield to carry
the eyes make a better job,

and may be utilised to carry
a backward extension of the
shield under the crank case.

The comfort of the arrange-
ment has to be experienced
to be believed. Your feet and
legs escape' all mud, and
may be garbed to taste, provided your engine is not of the
oil-slinging breed ; also most of the draught is kept off your
legs. The engine, and all parts from the steering head to

the back mudguard, keep much cleaner.

For wet weather, wear leather leggings to keep the rain

out, and to protect from tlie knee upwards there is nothing
to beat a good length Burberry {not the motor cycling

design, which is too short). Take a full length coat which
has a long slit behind. Attach press buttons to front edges
of coat (inside) and to back of slcirts (outside) in such posi-

tions (found best by experiment) that, when sitting with the
tails brought between the legs and turned each side over
the thigh and vnder the edge of coat and press-button
fastened, the pair of loose knickers so formed reach well
over the knees. You can "paddle off" without opening
the fasteners, and, if you do get caught up on any jDrojec-

tion, the fasteners ojien to a pull and relieve the strain.

As to appearance, the dress looks quite "Christian"
either on or off the machine—undo the press buttons before
you call on your rich aunt !—and the shield is certainly not
unsightly. The best disguise for the shield, if of wood, is

a coat of ilead black paint.
Tlie most effective and best-looking of proprietary shields

that I have seen is a moulded {papier mache, I think) shield
which is supjjlied as an extra with the "James" big single.

I used one on a sidecar outfit for two years in all weathers
doing special police duty, and never wore overalls ;

yet

BjO

A design for a mud shield by
" Anti-overalls."

the spotless condition of my black boots and leggings

(black was "regulation") in bad weather always roused

comment.
A mudshield is certainly worth while, but, to be satis-

factory, it needs to be designed for the macliine, and if the

manufacturer of your particular "iron" does not specialise

a siiield to fit I should say "make one yourself." But-
anchor it firmly, or the rattle vriil drive you crazy.

As to windage and inadequate cooling, I know a solo with

2| h.p. (75 mm. x75 mm.) engine of about 1908 vintage,

fitted with shield as above described, which will touch 40

m.p.h. and keep up 30 m.p.h. indefinitely without any signs

of overheating, which isn't bad for an "old 'un."-

ANTI-OVEEALLS.
PILLION RIDING.

Sir,—Mr. A. C. Robbins's remarks on pillion riding make me
feel more sorry for him than anything else. If the passenger

on the carrier site well forward and the rider assumes a semi-

T.T. position, the resultant centre of gravity oi the two bodies

works out at practically the same position as the rider who
uses touring bars and sits bolt upright. For instructional

purposes. I always sit on the carrier with people riding their

first motor bicycle, and find it a simple matter to balance the

machine. I have ridden many thousands of miles with various

passengers on the canrier, and have ridden on the carrier for

many more. I have, incidentally, tried several sidecars, and

have, on each occasion, come to grief. On more than one

occasion I have travelled at speed with two people on the

carrier, and have never had any accident. Y.C.
H.M.S. Barham.

Sir,—I have been interested in the opinions expresed in

recent issues regarding the dangers of pillion riding.

My own experience on all the machines which I have

owned or ridden is that the danger is almost entirely due

to weight distribution on the machine, and not to careless-

ness or lack of skill on the part of the driver.

With a heavy person" in the saddle and a lighter one on

the carrier, very little difference is noticed in steering or

control, but, when the positions are reversed, the machine

immediately becomes unmanageable and dangerous.

Bramcote'. F.W.H..

Sir,—I should like to endorse the statements of "Regular
Flying Oflacer (Pilot) " on the above subject.

Though my machine is capable of taking a sidecar, I do

not care to pay the exorbitant prices now in vogue. Also,

I have not, as a demobilised officer, the -means of afford-

ing even a cheap one. Therefore, if I want to take a

passenger my carrier must do the work.

I cannot agree with your correspondent, Mr. A. C Rob-

bins, in your issue of the 24th ult., wherein he points

out that "motor cycle pillion riding is most dangerous,

and acknowledged as such by those who induhje in this prttf-

tice."
~ Surely those who consider it a dangerous pastime

should be the very people to abstain from indulging in it.

Of course they may be, and probably have been, carelessly

unfortunate—history does not record.

There certainly is no necessity for a spill, when propei

care is observed through villages, past turnings, etc.

Many will agree that, when once pillion riding has been

made an offence, motor cycling as a sport will lose a greaf

deal of its charm, and the stranded rider will be without

that friendly lift, which is part of the courtesy of the road.

Stevenage. RUDGE MULTI.

I Useful Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROAD MAP5. Price By

Enjriand and Wales, Scotland. London "e.. oost

(showing roads into and out of London and avoid-

ing London). Mounted on linen. Set of three,

complete in case . . .. .. .. .. .. 4/6 < !^^

"HINTS & TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Full of useful "wrinkles " and little items of sound

advice on the management, repair, equipment, and
general care of a motor cycle. It will be found
invaluable to all those who are thinking of over-

hauling their machines. Sixth edit ion {2nd reprint) 2 /- g f^

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20. Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bockstalls.

i>-^<i^i>'<il'
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A New Dynamo Lighting Set.
A Compact Generating Unit. Minimum of External Wiring.

The Mortley motor cycle dynamo set fitted up in 1913 to a

1904 Quadrant and still working satisfactorily. In this case the

generator supplies current for the ignition as well as the lamps.

MOTOR cyclists will be interested in a dynamo
Jighting set suitable for solo machines which
Messrs. G.~ E. Mortley and Co., Nelson Road,

Tunbridge Wells (now engaged upon aircraft wireless

generators), hope to manufacture in quantity in time
:or the next lighting season.

The set is very neat in appearance, and is well

iinished, the equipment comprising the dynamo, which
incorporates the governing device, and an automatic
oattery switch ; a compact battery specially designed
to stand vibration ; a light but robust head lamp, with

3nclosed focussing lamp holder and a well made re-

flector; a cast aluminium tail lamp, the holder with-

drawable for use as an inspection lamp; and a com-
bined switch, battery, and meter' box designed to be
fitted to the top tube.

Tested Since 1913.

The automatic switch referred to above is operated

by centrifugal force, which renders the whole of the

bldctrical output of the generator available for lighting.

A noteworthy feature of the outfit is the extreme sim-

plicity of the wiring. The whole equipment requires

but three leads radiating from the switch box : one to

the generator, one to the head lamp, and one to the

rear lamp. This has been made possible by the simple

system of switch gear, details of which are not avail-

able for publication at the moment.

One of the illustrations shows an outfit fitted in

1913 to a 1904 Quadrant, one of the earliest dynamo
lighting sets fitted to a motor bicycle. In this case,

the dynamo supplies current for the ignition as well

as for the lamps and horn.

The dynamo has a normal output of 20 watts, a

voltage of 5 volts (15 volts open circuit), the battery

weighs approximately 5 lb., the head lamp 2 lb. 3 oz.,

the tail lamp 4 oz., the Popular type of switch 9 oz.,

while the total wiring weighs 7 oz.

Two sets are to be supplied to the public : one

known as the Popular, and the other as the De Luxe.

The dynamo set in question is on view at the British

Scientific Products Exhibition, Westminster Hall,

London, S.W.i.

' >.•

A dynamo lighting set fitted to a 3J h.p. Triumph.

Note the ammeter on the handle-bars.

The Mortley dynamo and ammeter showing the pulley for

attachment to the engine shaft.

LIGHTING REGULATIONS.

FOR the benefit of those who are not au fait with

the requirements of the authorities for England,

Scotland, and Wales, the Automobile Association

has issued the following simple digest of the lighting

regulations

:

Between half an hour after sunset and half an hour before

sunrise every motor car and motor cycle with sidecar attached
must carry

:

(A.) Two front lamps displaying white lights—on« on the
extreme offside and the other on the extreme near side of the
vehicle.

(B.) Rear lamp displaying a red light to the rear on the
offside of the vehicle.

Don't have an electric lamp exceeding or giving greater
candle-power than twenty-four watts.

Don't have an acetylene lamp consuming more than
twenty-one litres (or threequarter cubic foot) per hour. If
these powers are exceeded or the diameter of the front glass
exceeds Sin., obscure (with a thickness of white tissue paper,
or other material of similar obscuring effect), the whole of

the front glasses of electric or acetylene lamps.

A33
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The Scale 350 c.c. Two-stroke.

A Two-speed Lighlweighi with Aufomalic Lubrication,

The improved Scale two-speed two-stroke model, fitted with a 350 c.c. engine and automatic lubrication.

THE Scale two-stroke motor cycles

enjoyed quite a good reputation for

sturdy construction before war re-

quirements compelled their temporary
withdrawal from public notice.

The makers, Roberts and Hibbs, Bank
Street Works, Droylesden, Manchester,
are now re-entering the field with a much
improved model embodying the "Pre-
cision" 350 c.c. two-stroke engine which
we described in our issue of Mav 29tli

last. This engine, as our readers are no
doubt aware, is automatically lubricated
from the sump, the ' magneto driving
chain being used as the oil distributing
agent.

-Tw© types are being made, a plain two-
speed model and a two-speed, clutch and
kick-start model, listed at 65 and 70
guineas respectively.

Frame construction is on standard
lines, and special attention has been paid

to securing comfort for the rider by :

corporating Brampton Bifiex Jorks a

an XL'All saddle. The tank tap(

slightly to the rear, and has a large pet

capacity, since all the oil is carried

the engine. 26x25in. tyres are fitt(

and T.B. magneto and Amac carburet
complete the specification. The gene
appearance of the machine is very goi

being finished in deep crimson, liri

black and gold with grey panelled taj

The S.U. Single Lever Carburetter.
IT is exceedingly gratifying to note that

several firms, who have studied the
question of carburation for years,

and have made their names by supply-
ing carburetters to high-class motor cars,

are -at last turning their attention to
developing an efficient one-lever car-

buretter for motor cycles.

The S.U. Carburetter Co., 154, Prince
of Wales's Road, Kentish Town, London,
N.W.6, are hardly new-comers into the
motor cycle world, as they made quite
an efiicient little carburetter for motor
cycles in 1914, and, with one of these,
which worked on the well-known S.U.
atmospheric principle, we gained a gold
medal in the Edinburgh R,un in that
year on a 2| h.p. Douglas. The later

model, however, no longer employs the
atmospheric method.
The carburetter works in the following

manner. In the vaporising chamber there
is a barrel which is moved up and down
by means of a Bowden wire controlled by
a lever on the handle-bars. In this barrel
there is screwed a tapered needle
holder, and the tapered needle held in this
passea up and down- the jet orifice. In the
closed position, the jet is completely cut
off, and the air is also shut off, and it will

be seen that the throttle barrel has the
dual capacity of air and throttle control,
with the result that we get the simplest

A34

form of carburetter known, namely, the
straight-through pattern. The~tapered
needle holder is screwed into the barrel,
and can be controlled from the exterior of
the carburetter by means of a small milled
nut, the spring shown in the illustration
serving to prevent the nut from turning
througli vibration. As the throttle is

opened, more petrol and_ more air, in
correct proportions, are admitted to the
engine.

A new car-

bur e 1 1 e r of .ex-

ceptionally simple

design.

ThB external adjustment allows -1

driver to thin down the mixture so f
he may run at ordinary touring sp'j

as economically as possible, and whefl
wishes to huiTy or arrives in a M
district half a turn of the milled nut^l
enable him to get the full power ou|
his engine. Vi

One of the chief advantages of the Si

motor cycle carburetter is that it

extremely simple, and that there are oj

about ten moving pat

It vi'orks on the w
known S.U. princif

except that in this c

the control is mechani
and not atmosphei

It must be underati

that this carburetter
not intended to be s

denly opened, and it

necessary, therefore,

open the throttle gra

ally, when excel!

acceleration, with pie

of power, will be
tained. The slow r

ning is perfect, as it

-possible, to do a lig

8 in the road on
gear with the enf

firing slowly and le

larly.
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A selection ofquestions ot general interest leceived from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to tne liditoi, • Ihe Motor .-yCie,"
20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not musl tiB accompanied by a Skampeil addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write cleaily and on one side oi the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be keot distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Knocking.

My countershaft 3^ h.p. Rover
^ motor cycle goes well ' on the

>| level, but knocks and stops on
IJ a slight incline. I have tried

a new carburetter without any
aprovement. The M-L magneto
Lves a good spark. A'^alves timed as
illows : exhaust closes dead on top of
diaust stroke. Inlet opens immediately
:terwards. Ignition platinum points
pen with piston dead on top of com-
ression stroke, lever two-thirds re-

irded. I have lowered compression
V inserting cardboard washer (iV'"-)
stween cylinder and crank case.—M. J. J.

adjustments and timing of your
|:hine appear to be quite in order. ' We
therefore inclined to think that the

'ine' needs decarbonising, probably
the valves require grinding, and,

.her, it may be that the sparking plug
insuitable for tlie engine. Try a plug
;ing stouter electrodes, as the knocking
y be caused by the plug points ba-
iling overheated and incandescent
iir a certain amount of running.

Converting Single-speed Rudge.

I have a 3^ h.p. Eudge motor

?' cycle, single gear, clutch, which
I want to convert into a sidecar

^ mount. (1.) What change-gear
apparatus can I have fitted, and

Aat firms can supply this? (2.) I

iave been advised that variable pulley
ears are unduly severe on belts. Is
hat information con-ect? (5.) Any
urther advice re above not included in
ly questions will be appreciated.

—

fI.F.W.

If your clutch is the Rudge engine-
^ft clutch, you might possibly obtain
Albion countershaft gear for chain

I belt drive—the makers of which,
ssrs. The Albion Engineering Co.,
!.,- Upper Highgate Street, Birming-
a, had a special model for free engine
ige machnes. (2.) Expanding pulley
rs are harsh on belts if used im-
perly, t.g.; by making rapid and
reme gear changes when running the
line "all-out." The correct method of
Inging is to work the gear lever notch
notch according to the road and en-
3 speeds, when the belt wear will be
te normal. (3.), Your engine-shaft
xh precludes the adaptation of an
ine-shatt gear, and the multi-gear
lid require structural alterations to
laie and engine. If the Albion gear
I is unobtainable, you would be well
ised to sell your present machine and
one designed for sidecar work.

Choosing a Lightweight.

I hope to purchase a lightweight
^n motor cycle when the prices go
> down, probably a second-hand
-2J one. (1.) Do you advise a four-

stroke or a two-stroke? I should
not be able to give more than about £40
to £45. I saw a letter in Thz Motor
Cjjde a week or so ago putting forth

the merits and demerits of two and four-

strokes, but am rather prejudiced in my
opinion, having only ridden four-strokes.

(2') Is the petroil system on a two-stroke
a serious drawback? (3.) Surely, if a

petroil mixture is correct for level roads,

when going up hill the engine requires

more oil, and such a mixture would
allow it to overheat? (4.) Is it a fact

or merely an imagination that the prices

of second-hand motor cycles are going
down? (5.) Will the price of new as

well as second-hand motor cycles go
down when the American machines come
in after November?—R.H.H.

(1.) Perhaps the general standard of four-

stroke lightweights is higher, since they
are mostly higher in price, but you would
certainly have no cause for complaint in

any of the better class two-strokes. (2.)

The petroil system is declining in favour,

but is by no means a drawback as

you suggest. (3.) When ascending a hill

you are correct in supposing that the

engine requires a greater quantity of oil,

but as the oil is supplied in proportion to

the petrol consumed the larger throttle

opening necessitated in hill-climbing allows

for this proportionate increase. (4.) There
appears to be a slight downward tendency
in the price of second-hand machines at

the present time. The American imports,

when available, will probably be insuffi-

cient seriously to affect the prices.

Magneto for Lighting.

I have a Bosch magneto^ marked type 32. It is just the

^ size of an ordinary motor cycle
-ij magneto. (1.) Can you teU me

whether it is a high or low-

tension? (2.) Were there ever any
Bosch high-tension magnetos made
without a contact-breaker? (3.) If it

is low-tension, could it be used for

lighting purposes?—A.L.

(1.) Your magneto is probably of the
low-tension variety. (2.) We do not
think that any Bosch high-tension

magnetos were made without contact-

breakers. (3.) It could no doubt be used
for lighting purposes, but, if you wish
to use four-volt bulbs, it will be neces-

sary for you to have a choking coil in

the -system. You could obtain a lighting

set to run from a high-tension magneto
from F.R.S. Lamps, Pershore St., B'ham.

A Paris taxi sidecar, the first to be placed on t

stieets of that city. Evidently the Paris authorities

are broader-minded^ than are the authorities at

Edinburgh, where permission for sidecars to ply (or

hire was recently refused.

A TRIUMPH ON

TAXI SERVICE

(N THE FRENCH

CAPITAL

A1.S
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Hub Gears.

I have recently purchased a
B.S.A. two-speed and free engine
hub gear (I believe it is a 1913
model), and although it gives top ,

gear and free engine quite well

the low gear clutch slips badly when
the low gear is engaged. How can I

adjust this clutch? The clutch consists

of a steel cone acting against a phos-

phor-bronze one, which is very thick;

presumably to allow for wear. As the

phosphor-bronze cone is still about -|%in.

thick, I do not think that it can be

badly worn, especially as the rest of

the gear is in excellent cojidition.

—

H.V.P.

'J'he adjustment of the low gear clutch

in the B.S.A. two-speed hub is effected

by tightening the adjusting screw in the

centre of the quick thread lever on the

near side of the axle. If the push-rod
in the axle is worn, of course it may
require renewing, and also it may be
necessary slightly to shorten the pedal

control rod.

Drip Feed Lubricator.

My 1916 B.S.A. was recently

decarbonised. Now, when run-

ning, oil accumulates in tlie drip

feed glass at speeds over 15 m.p.h.

As the compression was poor, I

thought the gas was getting by the rings

and, blowing the oil back. New piston

rings were fitted, and when run in com-
pression was excellent. Oil, however,
still accumulates in the sight glass, and
does not get to the engine at speeds

over 15 m.p.li. There is no stoppage

in the pipe, as oil runs through freely

to the crank case when the engine is not
running. Can you suggest a cause?

—

C.R.T.

We think the trouble lies in the drip feed

lublicator of your machine. Immediately

behind the oil pump plunger you will find

a small set-screw. On removing this you
will find a small ball and spring. This is

a vacuum valve, and should be quite clear

and free from grit, etc. ; also, beneath

the drip feed body__ itself is another non-

return valve, operated by a small pen steel

disc. See that this is clean also ; and, if

your trouble still continues, try the effect

of replacing this latter disc with a small

&teel ball.

Question of Taxation.

I should be glad if you could
advise me in the following case.

I paid £1 Revenue tax on No. 1

machine in February. No. 1

broke down and I could not get
renewals, so I purchased and use a
second machine. The Revenue people
say I have failed to pay the tax on No.
2 and will probably summon me, while
I maintain the tax already paid when
No. 1 was running will suffice.—T.S.

Unless you used No. 1 machine after

purchasing No. 2 you are not liable for

a licence, though attempts are sometimes
made to exact double payment. We
should advise you to join the A.C.U.,
or the A. A. and obtain its help.

Spark Timing.

I have had occasion to take
down my 6 h.p. N.S.TJ. twin
and do not know how to retime
it. The wheels are clearly

marked for time of valves but not
for spark. The magneto gear wheel is

fitted on a chamfered or taper shaft

without any key, and held on by a nut.

Will you please let me know the way to

do this?—H.M.O.

(1.) The spark timing is as follows :

Set ignition control two-thirds retard,

revolve the engine until piston is at the
top of the compression stroke, set the
contact-breaker so that the points are

just breaking, and connect the magneto
drive, taking care that none of the parts

move from their positions. The magneto
gear wheel is fitted on a taper shaft,

and is not usually held by a key.

READERS' REPLIES.

Petroil on Scotts.

In a recent issue I noticed a corre-

spondent, " Scottite," Eltham, asking for

information re petroil system on a Scott

machine. I have owned several Scott

machines, and have often had some diffi-

culty in oiling, owing to the very small

outlet nipples becoming choked with fluff,

cork, etc. On my last machine I dis-

carded the oiling system and relied

entirely on petroil, which gave absolute

satisfaction in every way. Proportion of

oil used, threequarters of a pint to a tank
full of petrol.

—

Chas Hakby.

Magneto Mystery.

Perhaps my remedy of a similar tro

may be of service to "E.T.P."
period of maximum density occurred
of the limits of travel of the cam rinj

moved the cam on its ring to embrace
period. This had Hhe desired effect.

G. Seeakman.

With reference to the above ques

by " E.T.P. ," I had similar trouble'
a stationary unit. I found the caus

be a breakdown on the insulation in

armature, by testing with a Bri
Meggis. The reasons for the mag,
sparking correctly on the bench, I th

are : (1.) Firing under ordinary ati

pheric pressure. (2.) The earth rei

from the plug to the magneto practic

becomes an insulated return, hence
spark. When the magneto is refittec

the engine, the fram.e is an easier
|

for the current than the spark gap, i

I think, to the above-mentioned br

down.—H. E. Singleton.

In attempting to solve a similar (

culty quite recently, I found that
magneto was unconsciously held by
contact breaker cover whilst turning
armature by hand. On the engine tl

was no such support, and thiT cam rii

fitted with arm for variable ignitit

had worn so slack that it dropped sc

what and thus allowed too much varia

in the opening and closing of the platii

points. A new cam ring was the cur

F.G.L.E.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
SuiTON-ijj-AsHriELD TO HuTTON Ru:—H.W.

Sutton-in-Ashfield, Mansfield, W
sop, Doncaster, Selby, York, EasingI

Thirsk, Osmotherly, HuttOn Rudby.

Sutton Coldfield to Rhyl.—J.E.B.
Sutton Coldfield, Brownhills, Gai

Crackley Bank, Newport, Hiiist

Whitchurch, Wrexham, Jlold, Treffii

St. Asaph, Rhuddlan,-Rhyl.

Blackbusn (Lancs.) to Pontypool (1'

motjthshiee).—T.R.
Chorley, Wigan, Warrington, Tarpoi

Whitchurch, Shrewsbury, Church P

ton, Craven Arms, Ludlow, Leomiiit

Hereford, Monmouth, Usk, Pontypoi

London (Herne Hill) to Malvbb
D.O.A.H.

Herne Hill, Effra Road, Stock

Road, South Lambeth Road, Vau.s

Bridge Road, Vauxhall Bridge, Grosv
Place, Park Lane, Lancaster Gate,

along the Oxford Road via Sheplit

Bush, Ealing, Uxbridge, Beacouel

High Wycombe, West Wycombe, 1

worth, Wheatley, Islip, Bletchinj:

Enstone, Chipping Norton, MoretOl

the-Marsh, Broadway, Evesham, .i

shore, Upton, Malvern.

Start of the first run ol the Cambridge University Motor Cycle Club, which has

recently been reformed. Judging from the enthusiasm shown by members, the club has

every prospect of growing into a successful and important body.

Birmingham to Edinburgh.—J.N.

Birmingham, Walsall, Gailey, jB

ridge, Stafford, Stone, Newcastle, HS
Chapel, Knutsford, Warrington, IiS("°

le-Willows, Aston-in-Makerfield, -1
Preston, Lancaster, Kendal, ShapS'i

rith, Carlisle, Longtown, Langao
Teviothead, Hawick, Selkirk, Galashi

Stow, Gorebridge, Edinburgh. Appi

mately 220 miles.
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GODFREY'S
HAVE NOW IN THEIR SHOWROOMS

THE 1919 BIG POWERPLUS

Indian
Motocycle

AND WILL BE PLEASED IF Indian riders or others interested

will call and inspect.

SOLO £136

COMBINATION £166

PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS SHOULD PLEASE NOTE THAT WE ARE
UNABLE TO GIVE ANY DEFINITE DELIVERY DATES FOR ORDERS
RECEIVED NOW, AS WE ALREADY HAVE A LONG WAITING LIST.

AS SUPPLIES IMPROVE WE HOPE TO EXECUTE ORDERS WITH
LITTLE OR NO DELAY, BUT AT PRESENT CAN ONLY PROMISE
THAT ALL ORDERS RECEIVED WILL BE EXECUTED IN STRICT
ROTATION.

Godfreys Ltd.,
208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.l.

'PHONE

:

7091
MAYFAIR
(2 LINES).

S!

ii
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24 Hours' Service.

LEST YOl
The A.A. Patrol was the FIRST ever seen on the roai

Instituted in 1905 he typified the FIRST determined effort I

fight police persecution. It cost thousands of pounds and yea

of effort to establish his right to remain on the road ; he is no'

the best known and most popular figure on British highways.

The FIRST and only Roadside Telephone Service w<

originated by the Automobile Association over seven yeai

ago. A.II A.A. patrols' sentry boxes are now equipped wit

Telephones and the service is being extended so that it will t

available to every member both day and night.

The FIRST and -Ow/3' "mechanical first-aid" mot(

cycles were another A.A. innovation. These outfits (drive

by A.A. khaki-clad mechanics) carry a complete equipmei

enabling light repairs to be done "on the road" so that ll

member can continue his journey after a breakdown and avoi

being towed home.

The FIRST Village Signs were erected by tl

Automobile Association, and their number now exceeds 6,00'

PLYMOUTH 34 \ They make touring easy in any part of Great Britain and t(

you " where you are."

The A. A. was the FIRST to inspect and classify. hot(

on a star basis. This system of Appointed Hotels exten

throughout England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales. Inspectc

are always on the road to see that the hotels conform to tl

official classification.

The Automobile Association is FIRST in Power (Largl

Motoring Membership in the World), Financial Resouri

(obtained without sacrifice of Efficient Road Service), Imagii

tion, Initiative, and Efficiency.
Hotel Lamp.

A38 In answering l?us advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cijele."

Mechanical First Aid.

CHUDLEIGH
EXETER 10
LONDON 179

SAFETY FIRST

Village Sign,
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Seats on Scooters.

THE
success of a seat type scooter in a recent

lightweight trial in the Midlands should

give designers of such vehicles matter for

serious thought. The course was over

forty miles of indifferent roads, and in-

cluded several test hills and a water-splash; and

it is obvious that it would .be almost a physical

impossibility for a competitor standing on a plat-

form to cover the course. This will be appre-

ciated by anyone who has attempted more than

a few miles in a standing position. Clearly

then the seated scooter is in a different class from
the stand-up type, and has a wider range of action.

In effect the scooter with a comfortable pan
seat is nothing more than a miniature motor
bicycle, and only limited in its range of action

by the absence of a change-speed gear. The
machine which won tlie short distance event in

the Midlands was, of course, geared extremely

low—approximately i6 to i—and averaged i^yi
miles per hour.

Manufacturers and Com-
petitions.

AS
announced in last week's issue, the
" trade " has decided to support twelve

competitions during August, September.

October, and November.^ This decision,

coming as it did immediately following a

resolution which was responsible for the with-

drawal of trade entrants in the Scottish Trials

and the abandonment of many open competi-

tions, no doubt will cause several club com-
mittees to rearrange their programmes. The
reversal of opinion concerning trials may have
caused some surprise, but it appears that,

although the manufacturers will experience con-

siderable inconvenience, they realise that the

motor cycle organisations are desirous of trade

support, and have decided to accord support to

no less than twelve open events before November
30th. The decision is wise—albeit rather over-

done—for, to withhold support from important

events encourages the pseudo-private rider, which
is very undesirable : at least from the trade point

of view, since it leaves the way open for the more
"enterprising'' of the makers unofficially to par-

ticipate in any trials that they may desire, and
so obtain an advantage over their contemporaries,
who may adhere strictly to the ruling of the Union.

Incidentally, the concession acknowledges the

value of trials at the present time, and is a prac-
tical recognition of the- good work of the clubs

in the past in helping to develop the motor cycle

to its present reliable stage.

Unrestricted Lighting.

THERE is now in print a Home Office Order
published revoking the vehicle lighting

Orders issued during the war. At first sight

it may seem that this is good news for

motorists ; head lamps may be of unre-

stricted size, any strength of light may be em-
ployed, and it would appear that everything is

to be restored as it was in the good old days
before the war. If, however, a little thought is

given to the matter, it will be seen that motorists

will have to put up with the insufficient lighting

of bicycles and horse-drawn vehicles which
(iaused many accidents in pre-war days. Now
pedal cyclists are once more to be allowed to be
the most unfettered user of the highway, and to

ride an almost invisible machine by night with

no rear lamp, and the same remarks apply to the

user of the horse-drawn vehicle.

There is yet another objection, and that is

that the new Order will withdraw the necessity

for using a lamp on the sidecar to show the full

width of the outfit, and if this is done it involves

anotlier hardship on the careful road user, who
may find himself responsible for an accident

which, if the said lighting regulations had been
in force, would never have happened. We can
only hope that in the near future legislation

covering the whole question will be revised, and
that the present reversion to pre-war conditions

will be of short duration.

An index to the advertisements in tiiis issue wiii be found on the page facing the baci< cover.
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A home - made

scooter weighing

64 lb. A seat has

lately been added

by its owner.

BUILDING A MOTOR SCOOTER.
An Amateur Built Machine and How it was Constructed.

suit the size of the front wheel. At the top and bottom

of the fork spindle or steering-pillar, ball races are

fitted to take the weight off the steering. These thrust

races, forks, and collar, can all be bought ready to

fit,-, being standard bicycle fittings. The handle-bars

are joined to the fork spindle by a length of ^in.

tubing. This passes into the spindle, and is pegged

in two places with %'m. iron pegs put in through

the two tubes at right angles, the ends of the pegs

being filled quite flush on the outside.. At the handle-

bar end the joining tube goes over the handle-bar tube,

and is clipped tightly by a steel band clip.

A forging, or lug, which holds the two main tubes

to the collar, may have to be specially made, as it is

a job far beyond most amateurs, but probably Messrs.

Chater-Lea or the Metropolitan Machinists could

supply.

The front wheel is of the, type used jon^ bath-chairs,

having a 13 x 2i4in. tyre. It runs on two ball

bearings. The whole spindle, ball bearings, and nut

may be purchased ready to fit.

The back wheel is part of the Auto-wheel unit.

It has a 20 X i^in, tyre.

The Engine.

This unit is simply an Auto-wheel, purchased second

hand, and with a little adjustment it has. given every

satisfaction. Recently a man weighing 12 stone ran

215 miles on this scooter in one week, and no repairs

of any sort were needed, no m.p.g. is the petrol

consumption; and one filling of oil is sufficient for

eighty miles. To clip the Auto-wheel to the frame four

steel bands were made of ij^in. x y&m. sheet. These

clips are just strips of steel bent up and bolted at the

two ends. The tubes of tlie frame pass under the tubes

of the Auto-wheel, and the clips go round both.

ii^ \ 'HE Hawk" came into being when a motor
I cycle burnt up under me. After four years'
* daily experience with all types of cars, I got

delivery of a little 2^4 solo bicycle of my own; it was
good while it lasted, but after three weeks ownership

it caught fire and was totally destroyed. The 2^4^ had
been used chiefly for short runs, shopping, business

calls, etc., and was almost essential for my work. A
new one was altogether out of the question. I thought

,
it over for a long time, then sold the wreckage, and as

the problem of building a motor cycle was beyond me,
I started the scooter.

I carried out experiments on various details, and, un-
heeding the advice of friends, eventually designed
"The Hawk." It has been an unqualified success.

Scooting is one of the easiest things in the world to

learn. The motor starts after a single push with the
foot; the maximum speed reached on the level is 25
m.p.h., while in hill-climbing it is excellent. With its

gear ratio of 8 to i steep hills may be easily negotiated.

The Frame.
No special apparatus is needed by the amateur, as

the frame is of the very simplest construction. It is

constructed of two 3ft. lengths of ordinary %in. steel

cycle tubing running from the forging at the fork head
to the motor unit.

Bending the front end is not very diffi.cult work.
It was foundjthat by heating the tube until practically

white-hot, it could be easily brought to shape. It was
not filled with sand, and no wrinkles occurred. First

of all the length of tube was marked with chalk at the

place where it was intended to be bent. It is a good
plan to insert a cork into the end that is placed in the

fire. This prevents the air circulating inside. Then,
having heated the tube, water was carefully poured
over the red metal until only about three inches re-

mained red-hot at the place where it was to be^bent.
By applying a gende pressure on the ends, the bend
was made quite easily.

The collar which holds the steering-pillar and forks

is an ordinary cycle head piece, which may be obtained

for a few pence at almost any second-hand cycle shop.

It is advisable to obtain a collar without the cycle

lugs fitted, as, of course, these are quite unsuitable

for use on a scooter. The forks are those used on
an ordinary bicycle cut down with a hack saw to
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Details.

The footboard was sawn out of strong birch, iiin.

wide. It is shaped to the tubes, as is shown in the

illustration, and has the effect of taking all " whip "

out of the frame ; bolts and clips hold it in place.'-

The top is covered with rubber sheet.

Having settled to my own satisfaction the vexed

question, " To sit or not to sit? " I set about design-

ing a seat, which, subsequent to the accompanying
photograph being taken, has been fitted with great

success. A brake has also been added, and is worked
by a pedal on the footboard. It is, however, rarely

necessary to use this brake, as the compression of

the engine is generally sufficient. A larger wheel at

the front is now fitted.

The total weight of the machine is 64 lb. loaded

with petrol and oil. It can easily be carried about,

and is quite simple to handle. The total length is

only 4ft. gm. The placing of the engine on one side

has no ill-effect on the balance when running, and

anyone can mount the scooter and ride it perfectly

in a few minutes. It will be seen that the whole is

quite simple and cheap to construct, and is well within

the powers of an amateur. J. F. Leeming.
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Why Not Standardised Controls?

n
THOUGHT I was -too old a bird to be caught
napping by the throttle lever which opens in an
unaccustomed direction. Indeed, in pre-war days

I rather scoffed at a mild clamour in favour of stan-

dardised controls which was raided in this journal.

I am wiser now. In those days, like most motor
cycling journalists, I rode two or three different

machines in the course of a week, and my ganglia never
lulled themselves into the false belief that all handle-

bar throttles open clockwise. During the war I have
perforce been loyal to a single mount for 99% of my
riding, and I can now view the matter from the stand-

point of the " one mount " man. I took delivery of a

191 9 machine last week, and its throttle opened anti-

clockwise. In the first petty emergency—a mildi.sh

corner following upon the sort of hill on which one
tries to break the speedometer—I opened the throttle

to the vei7 limit when I meant to shut it dead. Grace-
ful parabola over the handle-bars. Abraded hips,

elbows, knuckles, ears. Footrests indicating five and
seven o'clock. Front number plate trying a side-

loop. Front mudguard mistaking its functions and
acting as a spoon brake. Oaths. .Blood. Sticking

plaster. Finally—these ripe reflections !

Chaos Supreme.

E
SUPPOSE the throtrie is the only control which
should be standardised in the interests of safety,

but several others might be considered with an
eye to convenience. Car owners will stand no non-

sense in the location of those controls on which safety

depends : if a firm produced a car with the clutch pedal
on the right and the brake pedal on the left, the inno-

vation would not do it a bit of good. Ford is the only

car designer who is allowed to be a law to himself in such
matters, and he has only acquired freedom by appeal-

ing to the public with the cheapness of his car. But
motor cyclists meekly take whatever the trade hands
out to them. So I find that on one of my machines the

brake is on the left, the clutch on the right : I buy a
new machine, and the pedals are reversed. So when
I want to make a lightning dab change up from third

to fourth at high speed, I stamp on my foot brake and'

slam my gear lever over, or commit some such par-

donable but disastrous httise. When I take over a
new machine, I may not be able to tell which way the
spark advances without uncovering the contact breaker,
or describing airy circles with my forefinger to work
out the direction in which the magneto sprocket runs.

A little latitude in gear changing " gates " and
quadrants is comparatively pardonable. But it is high
time that brake and throttle controls were standardised
as thoroughly as trade organisation permits.

The A.C.U. Six Days.

EDO not know whether I am suffering at all, but

I am immensely tickled at the A.C.U. regulations

in respect of the weight of machines entered for

its September trial. It carefully specifies minimum
weights, and sets them at impossible limits. A 250 c.c.

solo mount is not to weigh less than 88 Ibv, for

example, nor a 3^ h.p. solo' less than 132 lb. Shades

of John Bunney ! These weights might have been

doubled without much danger of enthusiastic makers

getting inside, them. Surely the A.C.U. bigwigs are

aware that the trade dare not enter featherweight alu-

minium " specials," for the simple reason that the

usual A.C.U. olla podrida ol rough going, and a

20 m.p.h. schedule inclusive of tyre repairs, compels

every entrant to be sturdy to a degree. On the other

hand, no maximum weights are specified. Now, I

am in a position to enter two machines rated at the

same nominal horse-power, and scaling respectively

200 lb. and 320 lb. If they should encounter equal

luck, and reproduce their normal behaviour, both

should put up identical performances to within a mark
or two. But the weight policy adopted by the Union
would apparently fail to credit the 1919 model with

the hundredweight reducrion which it shows upon the

1914 model. The omission to inflict any penalty for

dirtiness not ascribable to the roads is equally obvious

in the rules. Is it too late to list penalties for leaky

cr^k cases, tappet guides, gear boxes, etc. ?

Relative Values.

THE A.C.U. scale of penalties could not be ex-

pected to evoke universal approval in a sport

wherein every participant is more or less of a

faddist. None the less it merits consideration. The
Union ranks the merits or demerits of a motor cycle

as follows :

Prtm.\bt.
? Marks.

Reliability 60

Finishing conditioa 50

Secondaby.
Silence 10

Tertiary.
Acceleration ... ... ... ... ... ... 20
Maintenance of tune 20

QiTAT—something (I forget my Latin).

Brakes ... 10

Mudguards 10

I remarked in the last paragraph that the average

owner would rank low weight and mechanical cleanli-

ness at least as high as some of the official desiderata

{e.g., silence and mudguarding). The few men who
are familiar vnth good spring frames will note with'

quiet amusement that the super-primary question of
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Occasional Comments.—

comfort is entirely ignored : perhaps for trade reasons,
perhaps because of tlie equally practical difficulty of
devising a simple comparative test of two rival spring-
ing systems. Apart from omissions, there are some
astounding points in die selected awards. That silence

should be graded as equal to brake power and main-
tenance of tune is obviously a sop thrown to the

non-motoring public. Noise is a controversial ques-
tion, and I admit that the A.C.U. has a strong case,

though I disagree with it. I wonder if its audiometer
will distinguish betv^'een mechanical noise and exhaust
noise? Is not the best ideal a machine which is (a)

mechanically silent, and {b) has a controllable silencer,

capable of great silence on demand and of a reasonable
noise when required ? Acceleration interests the-

sportsman and the engineer, but five riders- out of ten

care nothing about it. It will be very difficult to esti-

mate the worth of standard mudguards to a mark or

two, and I do not envy the judges this part of their

job. In the meantime it is excellent to see that a

single tyre stop at an awkward moment, or a sooted

plug, will not rob a good machine of its gold medal.

The trial will be very strenuous, and for a variety of

reasons it will completely fail to identify some of the

fundamental differences between an absolutely first-

class machine and a machine ' which is crude and
. rough, but sturdy and reliable.

That Empty Toolbag.

THE list price of a medium-powered 1919 machine
is as near ;£ioo as no matter. This figure does

not usually include affixing numbers, a hooter,

a pair of lamps, or a speedometer. For these omissions

there are plausible excuses, e.g., that such equipment

costs anything up to ;^io, and many prefer their

own selection. But my gorge rises at the t'ool-

bags. One is full, the other empty. The full bag
contains a tool kit. In a few cases it contains a " de-

signed " tool roll, fitted with cute little gadgets for all

the tricky jobs which every machine sooner orVlater

presents

—

e.g., a thin open-ended spanner for the front

wheel cones, a pair

of duplicate span- f"

'

ners for tappet ad-

justments, a pair of

miniature spanners

for the Bowden ad-

justers, a valve
spring remover, and
other delights. In

the majority of

cases the tool roll is

planned by a Shef-

field toolmaker who
has never seen the

machine in question,

has possibly never

ridden a motor cycle

of any kind, and
generally drives a

Rolls-Royce. The
bag contains (I

quote from a sample
on my desk) a 6in.

wrehrli (second-class

quality), a tube

THE MOST WESTERLY POINT OF ENGLAND.
A B.S.A. sidecar in a region noted for its fine coastal sceneiy. The motor cycle has

never been more fully appreciated than it has in the days of strikes, the most
beautilul districts—often difficult of access by rail even in normal times—being

open to devotees without any transport worry.

spanner (which fits nothing but the rear spindle nuts),

a screwdriver (too large for the magneto screws and

too weak for other service), a pair of pli^s (too

clumsy for extracting split pins and not likely to be

require for anything else), and a valve cap wrench.

The latter is the only weapon of real value, except the

magneto spanner, which is a free gift from another

firm. I turn with beaUng heart to investigate the

remaining tool pannier. What will it contain ? I

dream. Doubtless a handbook on management. A
tyre repair kit. Some spare chain bits. A- sparking

plug'in an armour-plated casing. Spare valves, suitably

protected. Spare valve springs^ rgady compressed for

immediate fitting when required. A few screws, bolts

and nuts. I open the pannier. A vacuum. Nature

abhors a vacuum, and I am' a natural man. But I had

forgotten. The machine only cost _£\ 00 !

Wliy Keep, the Pash-cycle Saddle?

gfi/f^WEN JOHN," the famous Autocar causeur,

\ij,' aims some winged words at us motor cyclists

and our peculiarities in the issue of that

journal for June 14th; and amongst other humorous

impertinences he wants to know why we continue to

sit on push-cycle pattern saddles when we have almost

universally discarded the pedalling gear for which those

abominations were . originally invented. I imagine
" Owen John " is not a motor cyclist, or he would know
better. To my mind, the push-cycle saddle is one of the

most miraculous inventions in history. Hard, tiny, and

all but springless "though it be, it will carry a pedallist

in comfort for a hundred miles or so per diem, with

his leg muscles using it as a combination between a

fulcrum and a bearing all day long. In its larger and

more padded form, as applied to motor bicycles, it

supports us in comparative idleness for as much as '

four hundred miles in a day ; and I have yert to find
i

a " pan seat" or driving chair to beat it on the rigid -.

frames. The one-point suspension afforded by the super

push-cycle type of saddle is almost ideal. I even go so

far as to tell " Owen John " that the weight-carrying

pordons of my anatomy are usually far less weary after.-

three hundred miles 4

,^ ,^

"'
on a motor cycle

saddle than after a

similar distance in

a • very luxurious

car. If one has

got to be bumped,
one may as well

oscillate on a kind

of hook : such a'

swaying motion is

at least i m ro u n'e

from rude- shocks..

But even the per-

fectly sprung frame

will rightly retain

the familiar saddle

for some time to

come. " Owen
John " cannot know
how little one
" feels " a well-

designed saddle on

a sunset to sunrise

jaunt.
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A Test of the 3-6 h.p. Model on the Edge Hills.

SOME motor cycles are so well and conveniently

arranged in the matter of their controls that one

may mount them and at once ride away with a

feeling of familiarity. Such a mount is the Rover,

the latest twin-cylinder specimea of which we lately

had the pleasure of^lesting on the road. The 5-6 h.p.

twin Rover- Jap is a wartime creation—it was origin-

ally produced to satisfy war demands, and right well

it acquitted itself. Now that examples of the machine
are available for private riders, it is, perhaps, not

surprising, in view of the times in which w€ live, to

learn that the order list is extremely lengthy. The
machine to which we refer possesses no claim to novelty

or even originality ; it is the embodiment of well tried

practice \n motor cycle design, and to many makes a

particularly strong appeal on that account. We tested

the Rover with the standard sidecar attachment and
a ten stone passenger. From the first starting was an
extremely simple matter ; no surprise in that, perhaps,

for we had
already learned

to respect the care

with which Rover'

products are ex-

amined and tested

before issue from
the works. Away
we went through
Warwick and Bar-

- ford to our
favourite - testing

ground — the
_, , J, •

J ,

Edge Hill range.
Ihe change speed lever is carried throug.. T<-ppnincr nn a livp
Ae tank, leaving the sides quite smooth

i^eepmg up a live-

Glass-lopped filler taps are used 'y Pace thrQUgh

Kineton straight to the foot of Edge, we at once

opened out and swept round the bend at a crackling

pace. The second gear of 9 to i sufficed until well

round the second bend, when a drop to low (17 to i)

was necessary on the i in 6 stretch. But on this ratio

the engine naturally raced away and had to be throttled

down ; it was abundantly clear that with a slightly

lower ratio for the middle gear, the lowest gear would
never have been requisitioned. A second ascent con-

firmed this opinion. Observant readers well know
that a favourite testof ours is stopping and restarting

in the middle of a steep Kill. It brings to light many
things—good or bad—about a motor cycle. First,

the brakes have to he first rate to hold the machine on

the gradient; secondly, the engine must be properly

adjusted and controllable ; and thirdly, the clutch

must be of such a material and of such dimensions that

it is well capable

of starting the

not inconsiderable

sidecar load on
single figure

This

Rover

a

gradient,

new I 9 I

9

answered every-

one of those re-

quirements ; we
repeated the oper-

ation tliree times
" just to make
sure," and on
each occasion the

machine per-

formed consist-

ently well.

Provision (or adjustment of the rear chain

on the Rover is by the draw bolts and

serrated washers shown.

AZ7
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The Twin Rover.—
Double purpose

twins are not as

numerous as they

might be. Manu-
facturers who
favour sidecar at-

tachments seem
gradually to drift

toward an 8 h.p.

mount of a

luxurious type
fitted only for pas-

senger work. In
the case- of a twin
of the Rover type—whose J. A. P.

engine of 70 x 85
mm. bore and stroke has a capacity of 654 c.c.—the

machine is highly suitable and equally attractive to

many as a solo or sidecar machi-ne, for it is of medium
weight as chain-driven three-speeders go, and conse-
quently not a burden to handle. Smoothness of
running is one of its virtues, and the silent running

J. A. P. largely contributed to this happy state of
affairs, for its valve gear was noticeably quiet. The
gear box is exceptionally sturdy and apparently well

up to its work, whilst the chain cases are a sound

fj^OT^OLS

The 5 h.p. twin Rover, the engine of which is 70 x 85 mm. (654 cc.)- The clean

and workmanlike design of this model at once commends itself both to the

sidecarist and solo rider.
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job and devoid of

rattle. Our trip was

purely a run of

pleasure, for jio

untoward incident

occurred, the Rover
responding to every

call. Toward the

conclusion of- the

run one noticed a

scraping sound
w h e n bounding
over Ihe pot-holes

due to the new
chain having
stretched and foul-_

ing 'the casing. i|

->-»e»--<^

This experience only served to bring home the handi- -

ness of the special chain adjustment provided, which ,

soon set matters right. The device, which deserves

.

to be better known, is illustrated. First the spindle -

nuts are loosened and then the draw bolts used to ten-

sion the chain correctly. The serrated washers are

then placed in correspopding positions on the pegs on?
each side of the fork end to ensure the w'heel remain-

irig central With the frame, thus taking all strain off :';•

the chain adjusters themselves. ''.

An Exhaustive Benzole Test.
A Long-distance Trial arranged by (he Automobile Association to ascertain the

Eltecis of Benzole on thej^ngine.

EVEN at the present stage of automobile history

there are innumerable people who do not con-
sider benzole to be a suitable fuel for their

machines. Many are so filled with doubts and fears

for the mechanical condition of their engines that they
steadfastly refuse to give the home-produced spirit

- a trial, despite the assurances of those of us" who
have used it for many years before war conditions
gave it greater prominence as an alternative source of

motive power.
Although it has become generally known that good

quality benzole, such as that conforming to the speci-

fication of the National Benzole Association, has no
deleterious effect on the engine, either as regards ex-

cessive wear on the bearings or corrosion of working
or other surfaces with which it comes into contact, this

freedom from attendant mechanical disadvantages
accruing from its use has yet to be proved by thoroughly
exhaustive and authoritative tests carried out by some-
one who has the motorist's, rather than the producer's,

interests at heart.

An Unbiassed Trial.

Such a demonstration will be undertaken in the near
future by the Automobile Association as a result of

suggestions lately put forward in The Autocar, and,

though primarily of interest to car owners, it will like-

wise provide material of much practical value to all

users of internal combustion engines.

Briefly, the trials will be arranged on the following

lines, the preliminary arrangements having been
planiied in conjunction with various suggestions

A28

ernanating from the editorial staff of The Autocar.

A new five-seated touring car of some popular make
will be selected, and after it has been tuned up on

petrol, the engine will be entirely dismantled and
cleaned, after which a very thorough examination of

all wearing parts will be made, the condition of all

surfaces noted, and all bearing, sliding, and tappet

clearances carefully recorded. After reassembling, the

car will be used over all classes of roads oh a tour

extending .to about ten thousand miles.

Observations to be Tabulated.

During the tour every observation will be^ made to

enable a minute report to be given on the performance
and consistency of running, average consuniption, and

'

deterioration of lubricating oil.' Afterwards, the engine

will be again taken down, and comparative measure-

'

ments and observations made, also any adverse effects

on carburetter, tank, or connections will be noted.

If at all possible, it is intended to include bench
tests, and in every way to compile complete data

with .the idea of disposing of all debatable points

attending the use of benzole. We regret that the

.

experiment does not deal also with the motor cycle;

still, the final observations will be of interest to all
•

motor u.sers.

Certainly the result of this trial will be looked for
.

with keen anticipation by all who are interested in--

furthering the use of benzole, either from the stand-'

point of those connected with the industry or purely

from the natural desire for the complete development
of our national assets.

I
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THE 1920 8 H.P. BRITISH EXCELSIOR.
A Big Twin Sidecar designed for the Family Man.

The new twin British Excelsior is fitted with an 8 h.p. J.A.P. 85'5 X 83 mm. engine, Sturmey-Archer gear box, and all-chain transmission

DESIGNED as a family sidecar, the new
8 h.p. British Excelsior is one which
will appeal to many motor cyclists

who have found the average medium-
powered machine too small tor their re-

quirements. While there is nothing in the
machine which departs from the conven-
tional.Jhe new model strikes one as being

a " clean " design, in which accessibility

has been well considered. Provision is

made for fitting a dynamo between the
" seat " tube and the rear mudguard, and
the gear box bracket is upswept in. order
that the ground clearance shall be suitable

for Overseas requirements. This is no
less than 6in. at the lowest jjoint, yet,

The Excelsior sidecar is designed to accommodate a juvenile on a sliding adjustable seat.

IN the House of Commons recently Mr.
Shortt, the Home Secretary, replying

to ? question by Capt. R. Terrell about

"summer time," said that latterly very

fev.' criticisms had reached the Home
Office and it is believed that the general

DAYLIGHT SAVING.
feeling is strongly in favour of the con-

tinuance of the system. If any further

representations on the subject are sub-

mitted, they will, of course, receive care-

ful consideration by the Government, but

as at present advised- there seems no

with the 28 x Sin. tyres, th'e power and

gear units do not appear to be unduly high.

The engine is the 8 h.p. J.A.P. pro-

vided with B. and B. pilot jet carburetter

and M-L magneto, and driving through

a Sturmey-Archer gear box by chains

throughout. The cylinders are readily

detachable without disturbing the rest of

the engine, and well-made and easily

removable cases enclose the chains.

Included in the general equipment of

the cycle portion of the outfit are Druid

Mark II. forks, aluminium footboards,

front and rear stands, American type rims,

and detachable wheels. Although not

shown in the illustrations, it is intended

that the sidecar lugs shall be integral

with the frame.

The Sidecar.

Appreciating the requirements of the

average user of big twin sidecars, the

makers of the British Excelsior are

standardising an extra large sidecar body
which, when desired, will be supplied with

an adjustable seat for a juvenile. This

seat slides on two-slotted metal guides

fixed to the side and the door of the body.

The price of the machine with sidecar

is £150, or, with hood screen and additional

seat, £152. A dynamo lighting set with

electric horn costs a further £25, while a

spare wheel with tyre is catalogued at £8.

occasion for a further enquiry. This

is good news, and it is sincerely to

be hoped that summer time wiU_ be

continued from year to year, as the long

,=ummer evenings are greatly appreciated

by those who take their pleasures awheeL

A31
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THE M.C.Ce
TEAM TRIAL.

A Brief History of the Classic
Inter-club Event for " The

Motor Cycle " Cup;

Some of the competitors in the 1913 team trials at Chipping Norton, where no less than

forty-one teams assembled.

IN 1904 The Motor Ct/ch, then, and
for over six years, the only journal

devoted to the development of the

machines now so popular, presented a fifty-

guinea cup to the Motor Cycling Club for

competition among teams representing
clubs of Great Britain. From the start

the competition was a great success, as

was to be expected, since the winning of

the trophy is regarded as an honour for

the club securing it by the prowess of its

chosen members against the picked riders

of contemporary clubs.

The fi.rst team trial for the cup was held
in August, 1904, and the conditions called

for teams riding four solo and two
passenger machines, the course being 100
miles of main roads between Bicester,
Aynho, and Deddington, Oxon.
In referring to the course, the Rev.

B. H. Davies, in The Motor Cycle for

August 1st, 1904, says

:

" A twenty-five miles out and home
course was originally fixed upon, to be
covered twice. Bfowever, as in the
team trials a checker to each mile will

be necessary, since each rider is to

score one mark for every mile covered
without a stoppage, it became clear

that a twelve and a half miles out
and home course would be ample

;

even for this short stretch about a
score of reliable marshals wiU be
requisitioned."

The above will be read with amusement
by present-day motor cyclists ; but it

illustrates the rapid progress made by
motor cycle designers since these early
days of only fifteen years ago.

The profile of this course, too, is

interesthig, and reveals that it included
"hills" of 1 in 23, 1 in 12, 1 in 14, and
1 in 18.

A3 2

Five teams competed, i.e., the M.C.C.,
the Coventry IM.C.C., the Guildford C.

and M.C., the Peterborough and District

M.C., and the Southern M.C. The first-

mentioned team included such well-known
riders as F. Hulbert (3i Hulbert-Bramley
with Minerva engine), now works
manager of the Triumph Co., and W. H.
Wells (2| Vindec), manager of the Heridee

Co. in England. The Coventry club's

team included R. W. Ayton, the original

patentee of aluminium cylinders with
liners, who rode a 2| Triumph, S.

Wright (3^ Excelsior and trailer), and
Bert Yates (3^ Humber tricar). The two
last named have been connected with the
Humber concern for many years. A. W.
Wall, the inventor of the Roc gear and
the Auto-wheel, drove a 3^ Roc and
trailer in the Guildford team.
Most of the passenger machines were

either trailers or tricars—only one sidecar

being entered, while at least one of the
trailers, S. Wright's Excelsior, had only

a single-gear ratio, but to assist the
engine as much as possible on the
gradients an exhaust cut-out was fitted,

and operated by a lanyard from the
trailer seat.

The following were the results of the
first event

:

1. Coventry M.C.C.
2. M.O.C
3. Eetsrboroiagh and District M.C.
4. Guildford C. and M.C
5. Southern M.C. ......
In 1905 the competition was not held,

the only team turning out being the
M.C.C, who thus had a walk-over. In
1906, however, the M.C.C. won the
trophy in competition against representa-
tive teams.
The Coventry club regained the cup in

1907 in the main road trial against the
M.C.C, the Birmingham M.C.C, the

485 marlts
ZSV/o „
2451/-. „
187 ..

1011/.

Southern M.C, and the Great Yarmoutn
Club.
In 1908 the Coventry club won the

event outright, and a new trophy was
presented to the M.C.C by The Motor
Cycle. .

In this event the majority of passenger

machines (of which two were included

in each team of six) were tricars or

trailers, but three sidecars were entered,

and showed up very favourably.

No fewer than seventeen clubs were

.

represented in the 1909 event, and the

majority of passenger machines were side-

cars. The M.C.C won this year with

full marks (600), the second and third

teams being respectively the Coventry
and Warwickshire M.C. (578) and the

Oxford M.C.C. (535).

Eighteen teams competed in the 1910

trial, and by this time the tricar had
fallen out of favour, as each team in-

cluded one sidecar. Again the Coventry
club won, with 100% marks, but the

Northampton club also secured full marks,
and the award was made on time errors.

The Bristol team, too, did well,

The eighth annual trial attracted

twenty teams, of which the Derby and
District M.C.C. had the least time error;'

but the following year (1912) there were
twenty-five clubs competing, each team
being made up of five solo riders and one

sidecar. The event was won by the Not-',

tingham and District M.C, the secoad
and third teams being those representing
the Bedford and South Birmingham
clubs. Several of the clubs lost their

_

chance of the premier award by the :

failure of their sidecar representatives tfi >

make a non-stop run ; but, taken on the

whole, the passenger machine did well

compared with previous team trials.

The 1913 team trials attracted forty-

one teams—the record entry, representidg

246 competitors, 82 passengers, and ov^r
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The M.C.C. Team Trial.

100 reserve riders. The honour of
winning this great event fell to the Shef-
iield and Hallamshire M.C.C. So repre-
sentative of the whole of Great Britain
was the trial that eleven teams travelled
no fewer than two hundred miles to reach
the start, which amply demonstrates the
great interest in the event.

Only thirty-one clubs entered for the
1914 event. The teams were made up of

four solo riders and two sidecar drivers.

The course for this trial included two
stiff hills, Tysoe and Sunrising, which
were responsible for many stoppages.
The event was won by the M.C.C. team.
For this year the composition of the

teams has again been altered, and each

competing club will be represented by
three solo' and three passenger machines,
which shows that sidecars are now re-

garded as reliable as solo mounts.
The 1919 team trial will be held on

September 6th, and clubs wishing to nomi-
nate a team should communicate at once
with Mr. Southcomb May, 34, Gower
Place, London, W.C.I.

THE UNIT SYSTEM.
A Designer's Suggestions for Single and Two-cylinder Engines with Gear Boxes Integral.

A Simple Four-speed Gear Box Described.

'

I
'HE unit system of construction

—

i.e.,

1 the building of engine and gear box
integral—has been almost an obses-

sion with many designers for several j'^ars.

In the drawing offices of most motor cycle
manufacturers there are filed away the
drawings of " engine gear " units which, for
Eome unknown reason, have been " turned

-Smgle-cylinder engine and gear

box designed as a smgle unit.

down " by the powers that be. True, a
lew machines embodying this feature have
appeared on the market, notably the
Diamond, Singer, Precision lightweight,
and the Villiers four-stroke, but, excepting
the first-named, the models now offered
to the public do not include such machines.
Advantages are so apparent from both

the riders' and the manufacturers' points
of views that one is constrained to wonder
why, in these days of advanced design, the
unit system has not been more seriously
adopted.

The Villiers unit was most succe-'sful,
although the engine was only 74 X 80 mm.
bore and stroke respectively. The first

one made covered the distance betweei:i

wE have received the following road
reports from one of our readers :

Kingston to Guildford.—Very
good.

Farnham to Basingstoke.—Loose, rather
rough.

Salisbury, Shaftesbury, Yeovil, Chard,
Exeter, Okehampton, and Launceston.

—

Excellent.

St. Ives, Newquay, Padstow, Tintagel,
Bosca.stle, Bude. Clovelly, Bidefo'rd,
Westward Ho! Barnstaple, and Ilfra-
combe.—Excellent.

Wolverhampton and London at an average

speed of 27 m.p.h., and was capable -of

53 m.p.h., at which speed the revolutions

of the engine were 3,400 r.p.m.

The weight of the engine and gear com-
biiied was practically the same as that of

aiiother engine and separate gear box ;

but as the flywheels were larger in the

former, everything being equal, there

would be a saving in weight by utilising

the unit system.

Various Useful Types.

Fig. 1 shows a more or less conventional

5i h.p. engine combined with a two or

three-speed gear box. The latter is of the

sliding gear type, driven by a silent

chain from the mainshaft of the engine.

Silent chains when working under ideal

. conditions do not need adjustments, and
inside a gear box such conditions are

obtained.

A twin engine of about 800 c.c. built

integral with a four-speed gear box and
intended for sidecar work is depicted in

Fig. 2.—A compact unit consisting of

twin engine and gear box.

the second illustration. The gear box,
which is shown in fig. 3, has sliding gears
which are always in mesh. The plate
clutch is outside the gear box proper, a
desirable point, in view of the fact that
such a clutch requires thin oil, which is

not suitable for gears.

The mainshaft has the gear wheels A
and D sliding on a splined portion. The
-wheels F and H are free to rotate upon

READERS' ROAD REPORTS.
Bodmin, Redruth, Camborne, Penzance,

and Land's End.—Good, but rough in

parts.

The coast road from Ilfracombe to

Combe Martin is closed owing to a

landslip.

Porlock.—The private road is in a dis-

graceful condition, and positively dan-
gerous. The notice at the top, stating

that the road is " under repair," is wholly
misleading : it appears to have had
nothing whatever done to it in the way
of repair.

Fig. 3.—A simple four-speed gear box
designed by the author.

the shaft, and the gear wheel F is fixed
to the driving pulley member. On the
secondary shaft, gears C and G are as part
of the shaft, while B and E are idler

wheels, both free to rotate separately on
the sliaft, but held laterally together by a
forked operating lever.

To obtain the four speeds the following
combinations are used, and operated- by
means of an ordinary gate change such as
follows best car practice :

First speed.—B to left, A drives B, G
drives F.

Second speed.—E to right, D drives E,
G drives F.
Third speed.—A to left, H drives C,

G drives F.

Fourth speed.—D to right, direct drive
Stanmar.

Ilfracombe, Lynton, and Lynmouth.—

•

Excellent.
Countisbury Hill is very loose and

rough for the first three or four hundred
yards; afterwards it is much better, but
verj' rough.

iMinehead, Taunton, Langport, Wincau-
ton, and Jlere.—Very good.

i\lere to Amesbury.—Very loose and
flinty.

Amesbury to Andover.—Rough.
The Andover-Salisbury I'oute is much

superior to the Andover-Amesbury road.
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A seatless scooter, with

two - stroke engine.

Note the large silencer

and manner in which

the power unit is

enclosed.

THE
KINGSBURY
SCOOTER.

A Design Planned (o

Promote Cleanliness and

Obviate Oil-slinging.

MESSRS. the Kingsbury Aviation Co.,

Kingsbury, London, N.W., pro-

pose, at no distant date, to place
on the market a motor scooter of the
original "stand up" type. A 1\ h.p. two-
stroke engine, carrying a detachable com-
bustion head, is employed, while the
cylinder and crank case form one casting.

The crankshaft, carrying an external steel

flywheel on the near side, runs in phosphor-
bronze bearings, and a cast iron piston is

at present employed, but may at a later

date be replaced by an aluminium one
fitted with cast iron rings. The- weight
of the power unit, less the C.A.V". mag-
neto and standard Amac carburetter, is

under 15 lb. The transmission gear
employed is of a substantial nature, the

drive being taken by a chain from th»

engine sprocket to a baU bearing counter-

shaft situated directly in front of the rear

wheel, and thence by another chain to the

gear redncing sprocket enclosed in a case

on the rear wheel. The gear ratio ia

7 tol.

A Chassis of Flat Steel.

The chassis is of flat steel throughout,
the flexible qualities of which provide
sufficient springing to absorb the smaller

road shocks. Un the top, of the chassis a

wide footboard is bolted, and is laterally

held by moans of long- bolts, two of which
hold the engine, which is situated du-ecth'

behind the front wheel. Solid disc wheels
are fitted, the front one being sprung by
two vertically opposed compensating coil

springs, the _ outer ends of which are

attached to a steel frame, the lower half

being bolted to the front forks, whilst

the inner ends of the springs are attached,
through a central slide, to the front hub
spindle. Two brakes are provided—one
hand and the other foot controlled—inde-

pendently actuating the two external con-

tracting brake bands on the rear wheel.
A shield placed in the rear of the magneto,
which is housed directly behind the
engine, and extending from the wide toot-

board to the lower end of the petrol tank,
adequately protects the rider, an especially

important point to a lady. In addition
to the gauze covering the o£f side of the
engine, the petrol tank, conforming to the
shape of the frame, practically encloses
the complete engine unit. A substantial
silencer is fitted and housed beneath the
chassis.

The manufacturers of this scooter, who
have previously been employed in the con-

struction of aircraft engines, will be able
to begin deliveries in large quantities
within a short time.

->-=3<>C=—<-

R.A.C. SERVICE SCHEME.
Additional Benefits for A.C U, Members.

EVER anxious to move with the times,

the Rcyal Automobile Club recently

inaugurated a new peace-time service

scheme, which will directly benefit motor
cyclists who are members of the Auto
Cycle Union.
This venture will generally co-ordinate

and enhance the working of the existing

R.A.C. organisations. Its benefits will

particularly apply to A.C.U. members,
in virtue of the fact that they are associate

members of the R.A.C. A.C.U. members
will thus be offered additional practical

advantages in the way of assistance on the
road, insurance faciUties, and in other
directions.

E.Ktending the Scheme.
It has been arranged to administer the

new service scheme by means of R.A.C.
repairer agents, who are now being speci-

ally appomted throughout the country,
and the Clijb anticipates thai within a
very short time motor cyclists will be able

to receive the additional advantages of the
new scheme, should they desire these, in

any city or town in England and Wales.
Already several thousands of new

R.A.C. repairer agents have been arranged
for, and the Club is endeavouring to

appoint suitable garages and other busi-
nesses to maintain tne new scheme in
every locality. The R.A.C. agent will be
readily distinguished by the new agent's
sign, which we illustrate below, displayed
outside his premises

The R.A.C. "Official Agent" sign.
*' Get-you-home " service is available

wherever it is exhibited.

The R.A.C. repairer agent, with garage

facilities approved by the committee, will

prove a very useful person to A.C.U.
merab;rs. One of the principal objects of

his appointment is to render motor cyclists

service in connection with the well-known
" Get-you-home " scheme. Once the scheme

is in full working order, wherever an A.C.C
member may meet with a breakdown or

accident on the road he ought to be sure

of obtaining practical assistance from an

R.A.C. repairer agent. On receipt of the

A.C.U. official "Assistance required"

voucher the R.A.C. repairer agent will

send a relief car to convey him and his

passenger home, or to a railway station,

within the limits of distance prescribed

by the scheme. The " Get-you-home

"

scheme is one of the most widely appre-

ciated of the many advantages of A.C.U.
membership, and, augmented by the neiv

facilities of the repairer agent service, it

will prove of still more practical service

to motor cyclists than hitherto. Wherevev
the A.C.U. member sees the R.A.C,

repairer agent's official sign there he may
be sure of read}' and adequate assistance

to cope with every kind of accident oi'

,

breakdown on the road.
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THIS is a round of 91 J^ miles from tlie University

City and back;, visiting some interesting country,

and including a few byways not often explored.

Making a start from Carfax in the centre of Oxford,

the way out lies along Cornmarket and St. Giles's

(" the Giler," according to University slang), and so

along the well-worn route to Woodstock. The explorer

probably will not want at the opening of his run,_ in

eight miles, to turn aside in Woodstock town to. visit

Blenheim Park and Palace, which, together with the

parish church, are found along a more or less obscure

byway on the left of the main street. For the rest,

Woodstock is a decayed old market town, which by

ISO means realises the promise of its pretty name. • We
> leave it without regret, and so through Over Kidding-

ton and Road Enstone. It is a road characteristic of

most Oxfordshire main roads : forthright and a little

bare and grim. A left-hand fork in a further three

miles leads direct to

;
Chipping Norton. Let
us, however, ignore this,

and proceed into that

town by the cross roads

in another mile : this for

the sake of seeing all that

i
remains of " Chapel
House," marked on the

half-inch maps. Truth
to tell, the actual sight is

!

not inspiring : just a

i

long range of farm-like

;
buildings and a private

house ; but the place has
an interesting history, for

here was the " Chapel
House " Inn, one of the

best country hostelries in

coaching times. Every-

^Mij

The old-timbered buildings of

town one of the most

Insiahncnt No. I.—Birmingham to Buillh—appeared iit " The Motor Cycle"

oj July i/lh.

II.—Oxford to Evesham, Tewkesbury,
and Stow-on-the-Wold.

one knew it by that name, 'and so it is rather difScult

to come by its real sign, which was the " Shakespeare's

Head." The name " Chapel House," which sounds a

good deal more devotional than we might reasonably

expect of a house of entertainment for travellers, arose

from the site having once been that of a wayside

oratory and guest-house on what was then a lonely

road. So it was not altogether a wrench from that

ancient association when an inn was built here. Not

a wrench, only a development. It was at " Chapel

House Inn" that Doctor Johnson in 1776 held forth

to the admiring Boswell upon the excellence of inns

in general, concluding with an emphatic " No, sn-,

there is nothing which has yet been contrived by man

by which so much happiness is provided as by a good

tavern or inn."

A Puzzling Route.

Chipping Norton is a curiously half-decayed and

half-revyived kind of a place on an awkward site and

a still more awkward branch railway. I do not think

it can possibly interest anyone very much. But to

-get out of it, that is something of a puzzle for the

motorist in a hurry, who has come' in by the route

detailed above, and who wants to get away on the road

for Moreton-in-the-Marsh. The way out is, in fact,

opposite the Town Hall, into New Street, which has

every appearance of being an obscure alley leading

nowhere in particular. But it is the main road, which

presently broadens out and goes pleasantly enough past

" Cross Hands " Inn. At one mile beyond that land-

mark. Little Compton is on the right, and on the left,

one mile, is Chastleton House, the great mansion

built about 1610 by one Walter Jones. There the

RoyaUst, Capt. Arthur Jones, was successfully hidden,

although the Parliamentary soldiers sought the place

diligently for him. His

hiding hole, and, another,

are there to this day, and^

so are many ancient

relics.

We come into Moreton-

in-the-Marsh past a tall

stone pillar on the right.

It bears no inscription

nor any indication of its

purpose, but it is the
" Four Shire Stone," and

marks where Oxford-

shire, Warwickshire,

Gloucestershire, and
Worcestershire meet.
Moreton is not in a

_ ^ marsh, nor ever was.

Tewkesbury, which .o to malTe'the^" The name means ''More-

picturesque in the Midlands. ton-on-the-border, or in
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the march : a veiy different thing from " marsh."

The term survives in the " Marches of \Vales," the

borders between England and that Principality, and is

hidden in the title of " Marquis," a marquis having

been originally a Lord Marcher. The small town is

remarkable for little else' than its .long broad street,

for the imposing modern Town Hall, and for a small

curfew turret surmount-

ing an old lock-up for

petty offenders. But if

you care for the trouble,^

of seeking the Cottage

Hospital, there will be

vfound in it a relic

scarcely to be expected

in such a place. It is

the chair in which
Charles I. sat during his

trial. One further item

about Moreton. It is

situated on the ancient

Fosse Way : a road
crossing at right angles

to our route.

Two miles out, on the

way to Broadway, begins the long, heavy rise past

Bourton-on-the-Hill, to 940ft., which marks the

summit of the road over Broadway Hill. Away to the

left, Broadway Tower, a modern building, marks a

height of some Soft. more. Just where a road goes

off on the right to Chipping Campden, note the ancient

signpost with seventeenth century iron arms, giving

the mileages to various places, all wrong. Correct

enough in its day, road alterations have now rendered

it hopelessly at fault. Incidentally, it is the oldest

signpost in England. The pretty little " Fish " Inn

stands beside the road just before it goes down, steeply

and lengthily, into Broadway. Beneath the picture of

a trout (if it is a trout) are the quaint lines :

"The Fish, at the top of the Hill,

But how it came there is more wor|derful still."

Broadway is the show village of Worcestershire : a

little too much so now to be quite natural. The
beauties of it began to be appreciated some twenty-

five years ago, when Mary
Anderson married and became
Madame de Navarro, thus

making it something of a pil-

grimage for Americans. A little

earlier the American artists,

Millet and Edwin Abbey, had
settled there, and about that

time the fine old " Lygon
Arms " Inn, built about 1620,

and long known as the " White
Hart," began to be restored

and brought back to the beauty

and the stateliness from which it had fallen when
railways caused the traffic of the roads to decay. To-
day it is one of the finest country hostelries in England.
Brqadway is a combination of beautiful antiquity and
of exceeding modern neatness. The long broad street

has here and there little selvedges of grass in front

of the cottages: little strips all kept in the. perfection

of well-mown tidiness. Much could be said of Broad-

n the Cotswold village of Stow-on-the-Wold.

A group ot old-world buildings in thi

Eynsham.

way if space permitted, which it does not. A church

built in 1840 serves to save the inhabitants the walk

of one mile to the old parish church; but it is a

beautiful walk, and the modern church, as may readily

be supposed, has neither the beauty nor the interest'

of the old one, which, by the way, -contains a

memorial brass to the innkeeper of the " White Hart,'.'

John Trevis, who largely remodelled the house in r620,.

In less than five miles

we reach Bengeworth, a

suburb of Evesham, on

this side of the Avon.

To explore the town,

cross the fine bridge and

up the High Street./

I'o-day Evesham lives

for and on fruit. It is

the great centre of

Worcestershire fruit-
grqwing, particularly of

plums. But in the old

days it was a great reli-

gious community. Here

was one of the stateliest

abbeys in the kingdom,

but of it there is almost

nothing left, except the fine Bell Tower, the quaint

little entry called " Abbey Gateway," and the old

building known as the Almonry.

Retracing the High Street, and crossing the bridge,

we turn south along a level road through Sedgeberrow

to Teddington Cross Hands.

Our return journey begins here. It is 15-)^ miles

to Stow-on-the-Wold, and a hilly road, climbing to the

Cotswolds up Stanway Hill, and past the little inn,

the " Plough," at Ford; every way you come up into

hilltop Stow, and it is a meeting place of many

roads. We leave it by the Burford Road, branching

off in 3^ miles, to the left, for the pleasant byways

through Westcote, Idbury, Fifield, and Shipton-under-

Wychwood, an old-world village with an equally old-

world inn, the "Crown." Thence to Leafield, wherei

are situated the nine lofty masts of the Marconi wire-

1

less station, which have been visible for miles. Those-

tourists who take these winding byways will find them-

selves repaid in interest for

doing so, and they bring you

out by preference from Lea-

field, in three miles to Minster

Lovel, where the great ruins of

the ancient manor house of the.

Lovels stand by the river Wind
rush and the old church of St.

;

Kenelm. Here the by-road
|

cotnes tip to the ^reat Oxford

and Gloucester road. Reach-;

ing it, we turn left and come in

less than three miles to Witney,

famous for blankets, with its quaint old butter cross,

and stately church situated at the fiirther extremity of

an unexpected cul-de-sac.

And so home to Oxford, in another iii- miles, past

the village and toll-bridge of Eynsham. From Eyn-

.sham, most of the way into Oxford, the road has lately

fallen into an abominable condition.

Ijis/nlmcnl No. Ill 7viU deal tntJi Oxford to Circncc^li'r anJ Cfielh-nliaiH.

illa« ot
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Shortcomings of

Motor Cycle Engines,
'^u

Some Impressions and DeducUons derived from a Stjdy of Aero Engines. Part II.

iConiinued fi-oin page 138, August yth.)

TUST at first there will probably be but little change
-

I
from the standard side-by-side valve position, but

J I am convinced that, as soon as the great British

public can be convinced that overhead valves can be
made practically unbreakable, there will be a great

change, and the overhead type will become as uni-

versal as the present arrangement of side-by-side valves.

The reasons in favour of overhead valves are so

overwhelming that they cannot be denied. Increased

tfticiency, which means, among other things, improved
fuel consumption and better cooling for the head, are

the first items to be considered.

It has been conclusively proved that a good design

of cylinder head with overhead valves is indispensable

for real efficiency. Aero engine research has proved
that it is possible to obtain with well-designed air-

cooled cylinders better m.e.p.'s than those obtained

before the war on even water-cooled racing car en-

gines.'' This has been brought about almost entirely

'by improved designs of cylinder head and valve ports,

in conjunction with improved cooling due tO' the use

of special materials for cylinder head construction.

The cooling is important, but for such small cylinders

as those used in normal motor cycle construction, the

cooling of a cast iron head, if properly designed, will

probably be 'sufficient for all normal purposes.

Cooling Problems.
A great deal of thought may -well be expended

•advantageously on the subject of cooling. Why is it,

for instance, that many (probably most) motor cycle

designers turn out engines with less cooling surface on
the head and valve ports than round the cylinder, i.e.,

reduced cooling surface just where it is most needed ?

Possibly this is due partly to the look of the thing

and partly to the fact that deep fins round the exhaust

port of the average side by side valve 500 c.c. cylinder

would be apt to burn the rider's trousers. Well, these

two objections no longer hold good in the case of o.h.v.

engines, and it is possible to arrange deep fins round
the head and exhaust valve, ports without any detri-

mental effects. Even the shape of the cooling ribs is

important, and there is a tendency to err in the direc-

tion of super-thin rib roots when cast iron cylinders and
deep ribs are involved. The use of aluminium cylinder

heads is obviously desirable, owing to the improved
cooling which this material provides, but its adoption be-

comes a question of construction and production rather

than desirability, and though the .ultimate inclusion of

aluminium heads in all first class specifications is almost
a certainty, there are one or two manufacturing diffi-

culties yet to be cleared up.

To return to the question of valve gear, which is

intimately connected with cylinder head design, two
difficulties arise in connection with overhead valves

—

great overall height (in the case of a vertical single-

cylinder) and noise. These are real troubles, but

neither is insuperable. In the first case, provided

the engine can be got into a reasonable frame (a

matter which presents little difficulty unless a very

long stroke is used), a detachable head will solve

any difficulty with regard to accessibility. The second

case requires more con.sideration, especially if high

efficiency cams are to be used. At the same time, it

will be found that if ample bearing surfaces are em-
ployed for the rocker arms and special arrangements

are made for their lubrication, there will not be any

undue clatter. Added to this, it, is a comparatively

easy matter to enclose even overhead valve gear in such

a way as to ensure adequate protection.

Lubrication.
Lubrication has been a vexed question for a long

time in this country. Most designers have avoided the

question as far as possible by introducing ball or roller

bearings whenever there is room for them and leaving

the cylinder and gudgeon pin to be lubricated by
"hope," or whenever the rider feels inclined. This

system, for some mysterious reason, has worked
fairly well (probably because motor cyclists as a whole
are enthusiasts who take the trouble to learn enough
about their mounts to know when oil is required). At
the best, however, this is a hit and miss system, even

the drip feed oil supply requiring considerable skill

in regulation if it is to be really satisfactory under
varied conditions. The latest innovations in the way
of tlirottle controlled oil pumps are a step in the right

direction, and when properly carried out are as near

perfection as possible with any system which relies

merely on the amount of oil fed in, but if an oil pump
is to be used, why not have ~a proper lubrication

system ? 'A small gear pump of sufficient capacity for

the average motor cycle engine is an absolutely fool-

proof device, and its cost would easily be saved by
the absence of ball bearings. By the use of a forced

lubrication system a proper supply of oil could be
ensured for all bearings, and if it were considered desir-

able, the relief valve spring tension could be con-

trolled in conjunction with the throttle, .so that when
the engine is under load oil would be delivered at

higher pressure than is normally the case. A simple

system of forced lubrication is a blessing beyond words,

and, provided that the filtering arrangements are pro-

perly carried out, there need be absolutely no fear on

the score of ijnreliability.
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So long as inside flywheels are used on motor ej'cles,

so long will there be trouble in the lubrication of

plain big end beari)igs, unless forced lubrication is em-
ployed. Several ingenious devices have been pro-

duced to alleviate this trouble (J.A.P., Abingdon, etc.),

but even these depend to a degree on the regularity

with which the engine is supplied with oil.

Conclusion.
Tlie merits of the single, V twin, flat twin, four-

cylinder, and two-stroke have already been much dis-

cussed., and each will undoubtedly have its own ad-

mirers. All, however, can be improved, and it is with

the idea of destroying the rut into which motor cycle

design has been running for some years that this article

has been written.

Engineering is a specialised profession, and the

science of the internal combustion engine is becoming

raMC@€iui AUGUST 14111, igig.

more and more specialised day by day. Wonderful

things have been accomplished by motor cycles in the

past. Let us hope that our hobby (and business) may
rise above the rather crude stage which it has now
attained. A few far-seeing manufacturers have given

us a lead, and ,a few have disappeared (sad to relate)

on account of the " lack of conventionality " of their

mounts. It is not an easy matter to educate -the public,

but now, if ever, is the great opportunity, when the

world is full of new ideas. Possibly these notes will

draw forth a cloud of abuse from some of the more

conservative amongst both manufacturers and public.

However, the suggestions may be taken in the spirit

in which they are meant, for it is high time that " hit

and miss " methods should be discarded, and that

specialisation should take place, not only in materials,

but in all other departments of this modern industry.

A.M.I. A. E.

A Scottish panorama. A Morgan on a hill near Contm between Eeauly and Braemore, north ot the GJedonian Ginal, in the Inverness district.

>—•••—«

IRISH TWO-DAY RELIABILITY TRIAL.
THE Dublin and District M.C.C. held its annual two-day

reliability trial to Glengarriff and back on the 2nd and
4th August, the total distance covejed during the run
being 446 miles. The first day's rout# was through

Kildare, Cashel, Lismore, Cork, and Macroom, the mileage
being 225. The ne.xt day was given.over to sight-seeing, and
on Monday the return journey via Killarney, Limerick,
Roscrea, and Maryborough was commenced, the distance
being 221 miles.

Twenty-two competitors were started by the timekeeper, Mr.
S. L. Hutchinson", on the Saturday morning, these being

:

W. H. Freeman (7-9 Indian sc.)

P. 11. Hurse 141/1 B..S.A.)
T. Woods (4Vi B.8.A.)
Waj. Waters (2i/l Baby Triumph)
J. Browne (2^^ Doutjlas)
H. McAllister (4 Triumph sc.)

Mai. v. Farrell (6 A.J.S. sc.)
Dene Allen (3V. Norton)
A. Carton (7:9 Indian sc.)

O. Grimes (2>i Douglas)
W. J. -Burner (8 Enfield sc.)

Eoiy Smith (7-9

J. P. O'Brien (7-9 Indian sc.)

Randall Walsh (8 Matchless sc.)

G. Kilrov (31/. Sunbeam sc.)

W. J. Chambers (6 A.J.S. sc;)

J. Adair (2»'4 New Hudson)
C. W. Johnstone (3>A Sunbeam)
C. S. Kettle (li/j B.STA.)
S. Redmond (5 Indian)

, F. McDonagh (4V4 B.S.A.)
S. Smith (4 Triumph)
J. Skehan (4 Campion)

Indian sc.) did not start.

During the earlier part of the trial the weatlVer conditiori

were ideal, but later there were heavy showers which becani^

prevalent. -

"'

Allen (Norton) suffered a leaking tank, and the following

stopped on Crowlane Hill : Grimes (Doughs), Freeman (India^

sc). Chambers (A.J.S. sc), Walsh (Matchless sc), an*
O'Brien (Indian sc.)

Major Waters (Baby Triumph) climbed -all hills, includiiig'

Crowlane. •
-

.'

At the final check at Inchicore, the following arrived to

time on Monday evening :

p. H. Hurse (41/4 B.S.A.)
T. Woods (41,5 B.S.A.)
Maj. Waters _(2ii Baby Triumph)
J. Browne (2-^ Douglas)
H. McAllister (4 Triumph £C.)

Mai. V. Farrell (6 A.J.S. sc)
A. Carton (7-9 Indian sc.)

W. J. Burney (8 Enfield sc)

The probable team prize winners are Smith, McAllister, j

Waters, wlio"^ were mounted on Triumphs.

Randall Walsh (8 Matchless ^\
W. J. Chambers (6 A.J.S. sc.)

C. W. Johnstona (31/. Sunbeam)
0. S. Kettle (414 B.S.A.)
S. Redmond (5 Indian)
F. McDonagh (4% B.S.A.)
S. Smith (4 Triumph)

i
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A SHREWD and judgmatical man of forty figures

as my most recent convert to motor cycling

(all good motor cyclists are missionaries).

With: Ms conversion I combined an experiment in taste.

He possessed a sturdy prejudice against motor cycling,

based on what he had seen and heard ; and I thought
his unprejudiced opinion on our old 1914 ideals and
their modern successors might be interesting. By way
of a decisive test he was to cover thirty miles of care-

fully selected road twice, using a 1914 machine on the

first occasion, and a 191 9 specification on the second
trip. The value of a fresh judgment is shown by the

fact that his verdict surprised such an old stager as

myself in several quite important respects.

The two machines were carefully selected. The
1914 model was a single-cylinder of excellent quality,

with one of the very best spring forks and smoothest
transmissions. The up-to-date mount had a flat twin

engine, automatic carburetter, and a fully sprung frame.

I should add that a middle-aged rider was utilised as

the arbitrator because the future of the industry does
not depend upon youthful opinion, as is often

fallaciously supposed : the older men have more money
at their command, they " embrace " women psycho-

,;
logically if not physically, and they are often too fat

' and lazy to cycle. • These three factors lend weight to

their judgment as to the saleability of a given model.

1914.
The rider, who shall henceforward be designated

as "Jones," made his first thirty mile trip on the

1 914 model without incident. At the end of it he
waxed extremely talkative. I gathered that he would
only purchase a sister machine on the grounds that

'his dimensions precluded push-cycling, whilst his means
did not run to a car. On the other hand, he had
enjoyed the speed and the fresh air. Asked to- specify

.the disagreeables in his novel experience, he identified

the following defects with much fluency and little

, hesitation

:

1. Weight.—His discarded push-bicycle weighed
22 lb. It was absurd to ask him to lug about a monster
scaling 2^^ cwt. He made picturesque references to

hauling it through the small pedestrian gate at a hvel
crossing

2. Vibration.—He objected to feeling the engine
in every nerve of his body, and said that when he
wanted electric massage he knew where to get it good.
But his language on this point paled its ineffectual
fires when he started on road vibration. (In actual

1914 V. 1919.
The Experiences of a Middle-aged

Novice.

RECORDED BY VETERAN.

fact, the road was excellent as roads go, and the

spring fork quite admirable ; he can have sustained

no road ^dbration except that emanating from the back
wheel; anyhow, he said that " the road kept hammer-
ing his backbone.")

3. Carburetter.—This was of the two-lever " sensi-

tive " type. It is not abnormally sensitive, but the

air must be shut off for picking up from a crawl, and
it requires frequent adjustment if the speed is varied

over a wide range.

1919.
When Jones had blown off ^team on the subject

of the 1 9 14 model, he was despatched over the same
road on a 1919 machine. I innocently expected him
to be enthusiastic at the end of this jaunt, and. did not

suppose he would have any criticisms at all to offer.

Quite obviously, he had enjoyed the second trip more
than the first, and his conversion was complete when
he dismounted. To edit his praises first, the items in

order of mention were

:

1. Carburetter.—The 1919 vaporiser was of the

single-lever type, and the simplicity of this control

appealed to him enormously. He did not allude

specifically to several restarts, a tricky little hill, and
several awkward comers along the route ; but spoke

rather of the general comfort engendered by a simple

control which "always did what you wanted."
2. Comfort.—He enlarged on the complete absence

of vibration, and marvelled that anybody still troubled

to make or ride such liver-joggling mounts as the

rigid frame single-cylinder. (I doubt if he could

distinguish between road and engine vibration : both

were present on the 191 4 model, neither on that of

3. Conking.—He enquired quite angrily why the

older machine sounded as if it were breaking in half

round a bad corner Avhilst the new one slid round
right angles like a pushcycle. (I blamed his driving;

but only a clever rider can coax this particular 1914
engine round a really sharp corner on top gear without

getting an anvil exhibition.)

Gear Changing.
Now come my surprises. He denounced two points

in the up-to-date specification with unmeasured
ferocity. The first was the gear box. Against this

he had two plaints. The more violent was that you
had to do so many things at the same time {i.e., set

the throttle, declutch, and move the gear lever)

;

whereas, on the older machine, gear changing was as

simple as "giving the new fellow more gas" (the 1914
mount had a foolproof gear change, independent of

clutch or throttle work). "Jones" would evidently

applaud Henry Ford's judgment in giving the general

public a gear change which can neither be missed
nor scrunched. It would appear that Jones's tribula-

3
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1914 V. 1919.—

tions mostly occurred on the only real hill along his

route, where he forgot his steering in the effort to

char.ge down, and succeeded in missing gears, all but
ramming a bank, and finally commenced to slide back-
wards and toppled over. But he also described, with

some bitterness, how he had dropped from top to

bottom when he \yanted second, and how the machine
had nearly stopped, and he had nearly gone on without
it. I draw the attention of designers to Jones's opinion
about complex gear changes. Hardly less pronounced
were his views on the frequency of gear changes. I

do not think these are quitfe to the point, seeing that

a flat twin of 3^/^ h.p. need not demand more gear
changes than a single of the same power; but the

1 919 tj-pe employed does not climb trees on its top

gear, and, as explained above, Jones had a great

distaste for its gears at the best x>f times.

Secondly, he denounced its weight very violently,

and made hopeful enquiries about a scooter. Possibly

this criticism should be classed with others in respect

of which any novice's opinion is unsound. For

example, Jones is not qualified to pronounce upon
accessibihty, cleanliness, lubrication, sideslip, and

various other vital topics, on two of which the single-

cylinder probably scores quite heavily. The contrast

between a 22 lb. pushcycle and even a scooter at

perhaps 75 lb. actual is sure to be felt at first; it is

quite possible that the change from 22 lb. to, say,

175 lb. would not be noticed more materially. In

neither case did Jones have the luck to enjoy an

automatic lubrication system. He did not complain
about the hand pump :When challenged, he merely said,

" Oh, that did not bother me ; it was easy to remember
a pumpful at X (the halfway house, going and
coming) and at Y (the turning point) " ; but I should

argue from his strong dislike of two-lever carburetters

that a hand pump would annoy him on a long journey.

To sum up, this particular novice set a high value

on comfort and on foolproof controls of his engine and
gears. I fancy most novices would continue to endorse'

these points as their experience ripened. He further

regarded our standard weights as ridiculous : on this

question experience might modify his judgment.

A Scooter with Pressed Steel Frame.
PRIVATELY constructed motor scooters

are becoming as numerous as the home-
made cycle cars of 1911 and 1912. In

fact, there is greater promise of larger numbers
of miniature single trackers than the larger

machines, because they are comparatively simple

and cheap to make.
The illustration of the G.A.B., reproduced

on this page, is one of the many to reach us,

and is the design of Mr. G. A. Bray, an East
Ham enthusiast, at present

in the R.A.F.
As will be seen a pressed

steel frame is employed,
the transmission is enclosed,

and disc wheels are fitted.

The last mentioned are

i6in. in diameter. The
engine fitted '&

3. 2% 'h.p.

two-stroke, placed diagon- The G.A.B. scooter fitted with 1\ h.p.

ally in the frame, and drives a countershaft by

a short belt. The final transmission is by chain.

The platform is well above the wheel centre,

which is a distinct departure from usual practice,

as generally it is the aim of designers to place

the footboards as low as possible.

Mr. Bray advises us that he contemplates

marketing a similar machine with all

chain drive, which, it is expected, will

! be sold at a figure in the neighbour-

hood of £,2'^. Several new
features may be embodied,

including a mechanical

hand starter, a band brake

on the rear wheel, an im-

1

proved spring fork, ancl{(

16 X 2^in. tyres. Twisfe

grip controls are also under;

consideration, as they arei

two-stroke engine. better suited to short bars.;

REFINEMENTS IN

A MACHINE equipped with wheel discs is regarded in

some quarters . as being ultra-fashionable, but there
is another reason, however, why their present popu-
larity may increase instead of diminish. This is the

point of convenience in cleaning. To clean a wire wheel is

a long and irksome task, and for this reason one or two firms
have experimented with artillery wheels, which, we under-
stand, were found too rigid. It would appear, therefore,
that wheel discs will retain their popularity for some time
to come, and it is not surprising to find several firms seriously
entertaining the production of them on proper engineering
lines. It is not sufficient to cut out discs with a pair of
hand shears, and fix them by ugly nuts and bolts. Nothing
looks so unfinished as some of the wheel discs at present on
the road, which are generally "hoiVie" produced.

One of the firms entering this field with a neatly and cor-
rectly constructed disc is the Chelsea Aviation Co., Ltd.,
30, Whiteheads Grove, Chelsea, S.W.3.

The discs may be had in either black enamelled steel or
polished aluminium. They are held together by five
bolts midway between the hub and the rim, and have the
merit that they will neither rattle nor work loose. The
C4

WHEEL DISCS.
bolts are completely encased, and access to the valve is

obtained by means of a slide-
.

We noticed a Douglas outfit in the London-Edinburgh
run which was equipped with these discs, and we were very
favourably impressed by their smart appearance.

$3==S3J,

The Chelsea wheel disc secured by five bolts in recesses.
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1,768 Miles in

Twelve Days.

Photographing the Scottish

Six Days Trial on a Victory

Model Matchless.

BY 'THE MOTOR CYCLE"
PHOTOGRAPHER.

STAFF

PHOTOGRAPHING the Scottish Six

Days always means ten or twelve

days of hard riding, and, after fol-

lowing the 19 13 and 19 14 events on a solo

machine, I decided that a sidecar is better

to accommodate the heavy paraphernalia

which it is necessary to carry in order to

obtain a good selection of photographs

representative of the riders, the machines,

and the course.

This year the event, for me, was a very

rushed affair. I was away on holidays at the time the

Editor decided- that my fingers should press the

button. I was recalled from the coast by wire, and
had thirty-six hours in which thoroughly to overhaul

the machine and fit new tyres. My mount is an 8 h.p.

Victory Matchless with many thousands of miles to

its credit, so I made my way straight to Messrs.

Colliers at Woolwich, arriving at noon on the Wednes-
day prior to the trial. A few words with C R.

Collier to explain matters were sufficient for this sport-

ing manufacturer. He helped to dismantle the machine
himself, and very soon the engine, gear box, and
wheels were out for overhaul. In the afternoon he

turned his men on to the job, and by 6 p.m. I left

the works with the machine in trim for the strenuous

week's work.

With the same good-hearted sportsmanship as dis-

played by the Collier finn, the Palmer Tyre, Ltd., fitted

a new set of tyres, and by midday on Thursday I was
ready for the Northern trip. With the exception of a

stop to rectify the timing, which had slipped, the

run tcr the Scottish capital was without incident other

than running into a very bad thunderstorm a few miles

The Motor Cycle photographer aboard his 8 h.p. Matchless outfit.

from my destination. The actual running time was
sixteen hours—25 m.p.h. average.

During the trial, with one exception, the machine
gave no trouble, and climbed every hill but Aultna-

harie, which I did not trouble to descend, since the

competitors were returning up the hill almost imme-
diately. The little trouble experienced was concerned
with the magiieto. The fibre brush on the contact

breaker arm is evidently soft, and twice wore down,
the result being th:jt tl.e points failed to break. It

would be interesting to know if any readers have had
similar trouble.

I left Edinburgh on the day following the con-

clusion of the trial and cruised back to London at an
easy speed, arriving on Tuesday morning. The
Victory Matchless is fitted with an 8 h.p. J.A.P-.

engine and an Amac carburetter, and my petrol con-

sumption works out at over 60 m.p.g., but under less

strenuous conditions I frequently obtain 70 m.p.g.

despite the heavy loads I usually carri^.

My total mileage to provide readers of The Motor
Cycle with a photographic record of the 1919 Scottish

trials is 1,768—covered in twelve days.

Home Produced Petroleum.
English Pe!roI in Abundance. Norfolk Deposits said to be the Richest in the World.

NOT the least important phase of the war is the

manner in which our home resources have been

1

developed. A country such as ours, which
(made no pretence of being self-supporting in many of

jits most vital requirements, might have found itself

im even graver difficulties than we experienced, but our
|natural possibilities were" explored in every way, and
jwe emerged from the crisis in a position of much
greater potential strength than ever before.

\
It has long been taken as a matter of course that

[Qur petrol supplies should come from the recognised
jail-well districts of the world, but to-day we know that

geologists consider the oil-bearing shales of Norfolk,

hitherto of hazy existence to the man in the street, to

be the richest in the world.

The credit for the discovery of the value of these

deposits is due to Dr. Forbes Leslie, F.G.S., who
estimates that two-thousand million tons of shale lie

ready for mining, and that a yield of 200,000,000 tons

of petroleum products may be expected ; the value of

this is apparent when our yearly consumption is only

1,500,000 tons.

The workings are already in hand, and one distillery

is now in operation, so that in the near future we may
hope to have abundant supplies of petrol produced
within our own boundaries. '

C7
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NO AGE LIMIT.
A Further Selection of Letters from Riders of Mature Years

IN our issues for June 26th and July
3rd and 10th we published several

letters from motor cyclists of advanc-
ing years, all of whom testified that there

is practically no age limit where the

motor cycle is concerned.

The following is a list of some of these

riders, their ages, and the machines
they use":

Age.
Mr. Robins (31/2 Rex) 81
Rev. J. Parnell (sidecar) 79
Mr. R. Wolstenholme {4V' Excelsior) .. ,.77
Mr. Jas. Scott (21/2 Calcott) 75
Capt. H. C. Hollenbeck (Cleveland lightweight) 73
Mr. J. E. Jones (Cleveland lightweight) .. ..72
Rev. E. W. Wilmott (3V2 Sunbeam sc.) .. ..72
"An Irish Canon" (4 Triumph sc.) .. .. 72
Mr. J. B. Marsh (41/4 B.S.A. sc.) .. .. .. 70
Mr. R. Gumming (Baby Levis and Triumph

Junior) 69
Mr. F. G. Hillyer (6 Enfield sc.) 68
Rev. A. G. Stembridge (sy™ Triumph sc.) .. 67
Mr. W. Crooke (SV- Rover sc.) 67
Mr. Sibley (2% Allon) 65
Mr. S. Walker (Triumph Junior) 65
Mr. A. J. Hicks (Triumph Junior) .. ,. 63
Mr. John Watson (4 Lincoln Elk sc.) .. ..61
Mr. Geo. J. Bragg (4J/1 B.S.A. sc.) 55

This week we are able to give another
selection of letters, and, incidentally, one
is from an eighty-three-year-old reader, who
so far heads the list, and until a rider is

found who exceeds him in age, may be
regarded as Britain's oldest motor
cyclist. This rider is Mr. EUas Black-
burn, of Redcar, who has been a reader
of The Motor Cycle since No. 1. He
writes as follows :

"Seeing that you have been publishing
particulars of aged people who ride

motor cycles, I send you my picture, as

I can take the lead of any published up
to date. My age is eighty-three, and I

have ridden almost every make of bicycle
from the dandy-horse seventy years ago.
My motor cycles include L.M.C., Premier,
and several others, which I have always
ridden solo, and nothing would give me
greater pleasure than to meet other motor
cyclists who, like myself, are getting on
in years.

" I must add that, from a health point
of view, the effects of motor cycling have
been decidedly beneficial."

Another young-old rider of seventy-
seven summers is Mr. W. H. Marshall, of

Mr. Elias Blackburn, age 83 years.

J. L. Norton, the designer o( the record-

breaking Norton motor cycle, is a rider of

long experience, having few compeers as a

driver. It may be said that the Norton has

been developed on the road experience of its

designer and those associated with him.

York, who uses a 2| h.p. New Imperial-

Jap with a light sidecar, in which- he
carries a camping outfit. Mr. Marshall

took up the motor cycle after a lapse

of fifteen years, so

he was one of the

pioneers. He ob-

tained his machine
last ' Easter, and
advises us that,

after three or four
attempts to start

it, he rode four-

teen miles without
any trouble. After
a few short runs, . . ._, „ . . , .,

he ventured upon Mr. W. H. Marshall,

a hundred - mile *S« '' y^^""^-

trip. Although he has ridden the machine
solo, Mr. Blarshall prefers the sidecar,

and is now planning a camping tour. Last
year this young-old reader rode from
York to London and back on a pedal
cycle with tent and kit, camping on
the way.
Here is another example, proving, with-

out question, that motor cycling is a

pastime for all ages.

Mr. R. Parnell.

Mr. C. Knapp.

Another rider,

sixty-seven years
of age, who hails

from Launces-
t o n , is Mr.
Kichard Parnell.

For several years
he used a light-

weight fixed gear
machine, and de-

rived much en-

joyment from it.

Of late he has
used a two-speed
geared model, and naturally finds it mu
easier to manipulate.

A sixty-seven year old rider, who ui

his machine regularly, is Mr. Cornwa

Knapp, St. Helen's Cottage,
"

whose remarks we quote :

" I was born on 5th June, 1852, a

am just- on sixty-seven.

" I still use my
motor cycle daily,

and up to 1914

made long tours

lasting up to three

weeks, occasion-

ally riding over
three hundred ^
miles in the day,
and propose to

make some long
tours this summer.
"As an engi-

neer by profession^ I naturally took )

motoring as soon as I saw its possibili s

(about 1900). Have toured over pra

cally the whole of this country, :i

parts of France. In recent years I he

used a Zenith with 4^. h.p. Precis fi

engine for heavy touring, and a twin p

2^ h.p. for light work."
If any other readers of mature yiis

care to place their experiences on reci),

we shall be pleased to hear from themp

In the meantime, we conclude that r.

Elias Blackburn, of Redcar, is the olit

motor cyclist, and until we hear fronin

older rider claiming this distinction, it

readers, like ourselves, will look upon is

Yorkshire veteran as heading the lisil

young-old motor cyclists who prove ( t,

so far as the pastime is concerned, t re

is no age limit.

TWENTY-FOUR HOURS
TRIAL.

On the 22nd and 23rd inst. the t?i

Motor Club will hold its twenty-four liw

ride from Woodford to York and Ik.

starting from "The Eagle Hotel," Sn»
brook at 7 p.m. i

In addition to the cup presented bjps

Triumph Cycle Co., and gold, silver,

M

bronze medals, several special awp>

have also been offered, namely, a sk'

challenge cup, and a special prize wite

presented by the Hendee Manufacti '8

Co. for the best performance by a pr t«

owner.
Entries (15s.) should be sent to

Douglas Kapadia, Holme Villa, A
Road, Loughton^, Essex. The compe M
is confined to club members only.

c8
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P-R. Merit.
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N.M.C.F.U. (Sheffield).

The aoovo branch of the N.M.C.F.U.
will hold a sports meeting on the 16th,

at Cordwell Valley.

Eidderminstei M.C.C.

The results of the recent petrol con-

sumption test are as follow :

1. J. S. Nickson CiHz Rudge) .

.

2. L. Naylor (6 A.J.S. sc)
3. A. W. Lucas (4 Triumph sc.)

N-M-CJ-U. (Berby).

A national inter-meet will be held in

the centre of Newtown Linford, near
Bradeate Park, Leicester, on the 24th inst.

at 2.30 p.m. It is anticipated that the
record of Stratford (700) will be easily

passed.

; Oxford M.C.
; The membership of the club is fast in-

creasing, and local motor -cyclists inter-

ested in competitions and other club
events should first communicate with the
Hon. sec, Mr. A. Morton Bailey, 43,
Cornmarket Street, Oxford.

; North Derbyshire M.C.C.

The above club will hold a hill-

climb on the 20th inst., for members
I only. Five classes are arranged : 350 c.c.

and 600 c.c. solo on formula, 600 c.c. and
' unlimited on time, and 600 c.c. and un-
!
limited passenger machines on formula.

j

Entries close on Monday, the 18th inst.

I

Birmingbaiu M.C.C.

[ The results of the Midland Cup trial

fare as follow : T. Stevens (43 James sc.)

and H. Denley (8 Morgan), equal holders
of the Midland Cup ; team prize, New
[Imperial team (Messrs. Taylor, Arch, and
,
Sollis). No other competitors qualified

J!

for awards.

' Southport A.C.

This newly formed club has made a good
start with a successful opening run, which,
idespite the inclement weather, attracted
a good muster of members. The head-
quarters of the club are the Queen's Hotel,
Southport. Any interested local motor
cyclist should communicate with the secre-
tary, Mr. H. Dobson, 5, York Avenue,
Birkdale, Southport.

i.
N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds).

\

A rally of motor cyclists is being
[organised by the Leeds branch of the
i
National Motoi- Cyclists' Fuel Union on
the 31st. Members will assemble at
1 p.m. at the City Square, and will
entertain the limbless soldiers with an
outing and tea at Knaresborough. All
offers of motor cycles should be forwarded
to the hon. sec, Mr. T. W. Lancaster,
7, Evelyn Street, Chapeltown Road,

! Lends.

^utur<t Cvents.

Aua. 16.—NM.C.F.U., Fortsmo-uth. Run to Set-
bourne.

Aug. 16.—N.M.C.F.V., Sheffield. Victoru Sports,
Cordwell.

Aug. It).—Woolwich, Plumstcad, and District M.C.C.
Inter-team Trial.

A' f^. 16.—Glasgotu M.C.C. "Run to Lake of Monteith.
Atj. 16.—Public Schools M.C.C. Speed Trial.
.Aug. 16.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Comp^ition for Woolwicjb Cup.
AUG. le.—S.E. COONTIES INTER-CLUB TE.-LM

TRIAL.
AUa. 10.—SOUTH BIRMINOn.iM M.C.C. OPEN

TRIAL FOR THE P.iLMER CVP.
Aug. 16-17.—Cumberland County M.C.C. Reliability

Run into Scotland.
Aug. 16-17.—Oldham and Di&trict M.C. Reliability

Trial jor Bradbury Cup.
Aug. 16-17.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Reliability

Trial to Barmouth for the Eric Williams
Shield.

Aug. 17.—Western. M.C.C. (Glasgow). Picnic in the
Trossachs.

Aug. 17.—Nottingham and District M.C.C. Run to
Matlock.

Aug. 17.—NJU.0.F.U., Coventry. Bun. tslUatlock.
Aug. 17.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run tc

Castleton.
Aug. n.—N.M.C.F.V., Portsmouth. Run to

Arundel.
Aug. 17.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Run to Haselor.
Aug. 17.—N.M.C.F.D.. Leeds. Sports, Birstall:
Aug. n.—N.M.C.F.V., ShcfUeld, Run to Woodhead.
Aug. 17.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to Herne Bau.
Aug. 30.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to West-

bourne.
Ana. SO.—N. Derbyshire M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. £S-23.—Essex M.C. 2^ Hours' Ride to York and

Back.
Aug. S3.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Run to Stratford-

on-Avon.
Aug. 13.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to S.

Haylino.
AUG. S.l—BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. OPEN HILL-

CLIMB.
Aug. 23.—Glasgow M.C.C. Reliability Trial.

Aug. 2i.
—N.M.C.F.U. Inter-meet at Newtown

Linford.
Aug.-^lt.—Manch'^ster M.C. Gymkhana.
Aug. ii.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Run to Lincoln.
Aug. 3!f.

—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to Epsom
Downs.

A'lg. 2!f.
—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Run to Grassington

and Buckdrn.
.4ug. 3i.

—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
Run to M'fitriiviihTirn.

AUG. SO.—WOLVEItllAMPTON 3I.C.C. OPEN
RELI.iBlLITY TRIAL.

Aug. 30.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. 30.—N.M.C.F.O., Sheffield. Week-end Run to

Boston,
Aug. 30.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Hkh to Hal-

naker.
AUG. 30.—BRISTOL M.C. .SPEED TRIALS AT

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
Aug. 31.—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Soldiers' Outing.
Aug. 31.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Matlock.
Aug. 31.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to Hayling

Island.
Aug. 31.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run.
Aug. 31.—Rochester, Chalhan^, and District M.C.

Run to HawkhUTSt. ^
Aug. 31.—Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Picnic and Gymkhana at Brastcd Tlill.

SEPT. S.—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR " THE
MOTOR CYCLE" GUP.

Sept. 6.—Birmingham M.C.C. Reliability Trial for
Songster Cup.

SEPT. 6.—YORK AND DISTRICT M.C. OPEN
HILL-CLIMB AT SUTTON BANK.

SEPT. IS-SO.—A.C.U. SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY
TRULS.

Sept. 19.—Essex M.C. Gymkhana.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

The entries for the above club's open
trial on the 16th inst. close to-dav, Thurs-
day, the 14th.

Middlesex M.C.C.

The Middlesex M.C.C. is being re-

formed, and a special meeting is to be
held at the Great Eastern Hotel, room
136, Liverpool Street, on Friday,
August 15th, at 7.30 p.m. All members
are urgently requested to attend, as well

as all motor cj'clists who are interested.

The secretary is S. A. McCarthy, Essex
Lodge, 2, Nightingale Road, Lower
Clapton, London, N.E.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

During the past few months strong

and successful efforts have been made to

re-establish this well-known sporting club,

which lost many of its leading members
during the war.
A reliability run will be held oa the

16th and 17th inst., leaving Carlisle at

1.30 on Saturday, the 16th, riding to

Crieff rm Lanark, Stirling, Bridge-of-
Allan, Dunblane, Greenloaming, and reach-

ing Crieff at 8.36. On the following day
the competitors will proceed via the Sma'
Glen, Amulree, Kenmore, Loch Tay, and
Rumbling Bridge The ties resulting

from Whit-Monday run will be decided
in this run. Over twenty-five members
have already entered. The organising
sec. is Mr. T. Rutherford, 15, Blackfriars

Street, Carlisle.

York and District M.C.

Thirty-eight competitors started in this

club's open two-day trial to Edinburgh
and back on August Bank Holiday, which
was a very successful event. Twenty-
five competitors qualified for awards.
The following are the results :

G. Jefferson (4 Triumph), cup.
G. A. Reed- (2% Coulson B.), cup.
E. Wasting (224 Ckiulson B.), retired. Controls

gave way.
W. Atkinson (4 A.J.S. ), retired. Broken saddle.
G. Walktr (4 Triumph), cup.
G. H. Eastwood (4-5 Zenith), retired.
W. N. Tetley [i\:. Sunbeam), cup.
B. F. D. Baker (4 Triumph), cup.
A. Kirk (4 TriumiDh), cup.
R. A. Bonner {2% Douglas), cup.
W. A. Porter (Omesa-Jap), retired. Lamp

troubles.
H. Barton (6 Sunbeam), cup.
B. Hogson (414 B.S.A.), retired.
J. Oliver (7-9 Harley-Davidson), cup.
W. R. Eadington (3','. Sunbeam), cup
A. Roberts (8 Zenith'), cup.
J. Williamson (4 Triumph), cup.
Jas. J. A. Dias (3',!. P. and M.), cup.
P. rr. Ingham (3'/, Rover), retired.
N. B. Shulders (4 Blackburne). retired.

J.' Procter {2\i Triumph Junior), cup.
A. Procter (2'^ Triumph Junior), cup.
II. Pattinson (4 Triunn^h), retired.
G. Hill (214 Triumph Junior), cup.
F. U. Mundy (2ii Ruffells), retired. Belt rim

adrift.
R. L. Richardson (4>'i B.S.A. sc), retired.
Rex Mundv (8 Matchless sc), cup.
H. G. Uzzell (41/4 B.S.A. sc), cup.
W. G. Harrison (6-7 Ariel sc), cup.
J. S. Wilson (7-9 Yale sc). cup.
D. Mill (6 A.J.S. sc), retired.
D. Bradbury (4 Norton sc), cup.
W. Hovland (4 Norton sc), retired.

S. S. Pishei- (31/. Norton sc), retired.
A. Dover (6 Enfield sc), cup.
T. O. Ellis (10 G.N.), cup.
C. Pinch (10 G.N.), cud.

CII
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"Dimes to TLlgbt Camps.
Summer Time

Aug. 14th 8.55 p.m
16th >•• 8.bU
18th 8.47

j> 20th 8.43 ii

Belies of a Former Life.

Many of the competitors in the recent
Scottish Trials wore their tunics with
pips and shoulder straps removed, while
field boots, British warms, or trench
coats were the common order.

Scooters in the North.

The North-Eastern Automobile Associa-

tion contemplates the inclusion of a

scooter event in the programme of its

gymkhana, to be held near Newcastle in

September, but to date the motor scooter

epidemic has not reached the North. The
present expectation that scooters will

swarm like bees by September eeems
to be based on slender foundations.

A "Consolation" Prize.

Three prizes were offered by the New-
castle and District Motor Club for its

August Bank Holiday run to Keswick. It

is whispered that there wae the keenest

scrapping for the third prize, although the

first and second were substantial acces-

sories. The mystery is explained by the

fact that- the third prize was a bottle of

'Black and White" whisky!

A Swiss Reliability Trial.

A reliability trial took place on the

3rd and 4th inst. , passing through such
well-known Swiss towns as Lausanne,
Neuchatel, Basle, Zurich, Berne, Freiburg,
etc., the total distance being 330 miles.

A Scott on Scottish Hills.

During a holiday in the Highlands Mr.
W. H. Dovener, secretary of the ' Scott

Motor Cycle Company, Limited, amused
himself by trying his Scott and sidecar up
most of the hills included in the recent

Scottish Six Days. It speaks well for the

climbing abilities of the Scott that his

efforts resulted in clean ascents of most
of the hills without shedding his 12 stone

passenger. Mr. Dovener proposes making
a sporting attempt with his sidecax outfit

at the next Scottish Six Days.

French Road Race.

The Moto Club of France is organising

the Circuit de I'Eure on the 16th and 17th

inst. On the 16th a race will take place

over a course measuring about fifteen

miles, and will be confined to sidecars

and <;yclB cars. On the 17th the motor
bicyclists will- race over the same course,

but instead of covering twelve laps they

will do fifteen. Two or three new two-

stroke- machines are entered. Among them
are the Moto-SolCi and the Bi-Temps. An
Indian will represent America in the side-

car class, and a Morgan will uphold

England in the cycle car class.

r

Special "yealures.

HOW TO BUILD A MOTOR SCOOTER.
THE M.CC. TEAM TRIAL.

NEW MODELS DESCRIBED.

A motor cycle club has just been formed at Basingstoke, the first run being to Lee-on-the-Solent,

when, as shown by the photojraph, a very enjoyable day was Epe.it picnicking by the sea.

>
Aeroplane v. Train.

Mr. Trevor T. Laker, the ex-competitio

rider, who is giving aeroplane pass6ng(

flights in the Midlands, recently demoi

strated the advantages of the aeroplai

over train service by carrying a busine

man from Coventry to Nottingham at

back in less time than the single journ<

could have been made by train.

Helpers Wanted for A.C.t. Trials..

The Auto Cycle Union requires .3

services of expert observers for offici

duties in connection with the Six Da;

Trials on September 15th to 20t

Substantial expenses will be paid to eai

of ten experienced motor cyclists,

large number of voluntary helpers are al

' required. Those interested should coi

munlcate with the secretary, A.C.U., 8

Pall Mall, London, S.W.I, stating fu!

their qualifications and experience.

W D. Machines at Newcastle.

Recently thirty-five battle-scarred mot

cycles were sold by Mr. James Coopf

auctioneer, at the Gosforth Aerodroir

near Newcastle. The gross total realised w

1,177 guineas—an average of 33^ guina

each. The top price was 71 guineas f

a 4 h.p. A.J.S. and sidecar. Othi

machines included Douglas, Triumj^

Royal Ruby, and Invicta.

The Story of a Badge.

How an Auto Cycle Union handle-h

badge saved a valuable sidecar out

forms an interesting story. Ari A.Jj

combination' was discovered at RednaJ.,

the Worcestershire police, and, their /fll

picioHs being_ aroused, they got thj

detective instincts to work. An A.C.^

badge on the handle-bars had apparent

been overlooked by the person wh(

they suspected had appropriated {

machine, or had been left on so that

,

might enjoy the facilities available 1

motor cyclists displaying it. AccordiiJf

the police took the nunaber of the badj

and communicated with the Auto Cy
Union, asking for the name and addn
of the member to whom the badge v

issued. The information was immediati

forthcoming, the member was approacl

by the police, and the machine was foa

to be stolen, and at once returned to 1

owner. Since all identification marks 1

been obliterated or destroyed, thebao
alone offered a clue as to the right

owner. /

M
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Scottish Open Trial.

The Glasgow M.C.C. is holding a 100-

mile open trial on the 23rd inst., for

which entries should be sent to Mr.
Frank MOler, 282, Woodlands Eoad,
Glasgow, before Tuesday, next.

Dhe A.C.U. Six Days Tiial.

The first three entries for the A.C.U.
Six Days Trial, September 15th to 20th,

have been received. These are from
Gather Cooke (4 Triumph), private owner,
and two trade entrants, J. Dosher and D.
Guise (8 Enfield scs.) , -

Petrol Imports.

Petrol in big quantities reached this

country in July last, the number of

gallons imported being 14,419,829. The
figures for the corresponding month in

1917 and 1918 were 12,346,846 gallons and
20,584,831 gallons respectively.

Stolen Motor Cycles.

On Wednesday, July 3Gth, a motor
cycle was stolen from outside the
Engineering Laboratories, Cambridge.
It IS a 1915 Harley-Davidson, engine No.
M1286, enamelled grey, with discs and
sidecar to match ; blue upholstery with
green cushion. Information that might
lead to its recovery would be gratefully
received by Mr. W. A. Fell-Smith, Mag
dalene College, Cambridge.
A 1915 B.S.A. chain-driven machine,

with sidecar, was stolen from the premises
of Mr. W. Pascal, of 51, Cambridge Road,
Hammersmith, London, W.6, on August
let, and £20 reward is offered for in-

formation leading to its recovery. Engine
No. 10448, frame No. 10438, registration

LH298. The sidecar is a Douglas
pattern, green body, coach-built, and
uiiderslung.

The Raleigh challenge trophy. East Midland Centre challenge trophy, and other awards

.n the tests organised by the Nottingham M.C.C. at Monsal Dale The sidecar outfit is an

8 h.p. Campion originally designed as an ambulance.

Open Trial by Redditch Club.

The Eedditch and District M.C.C. is

holding an open trial on the 23rd inst.,

which is one of the events to be officially

supported by the trade, and will include

flexibility, brake, restarting, and " condi-

tion " tests.

Entries close to-morrow, the 15th inst.,

and should be sent to F. W. Viles, Head-
less Cross, Redditch.

<»«

A 1919 Indian, one ol the first to arrive in England, ridden to the club meet at Monsa Dait

by Noel H. Brown (hon. sec. Liverpool M.C.C.)

Speed Trials at Weston-super-Mare.

As foretold in last week's issue, the

recent decision of the manufacturers to

support certain open competitions has

brought alterations in the programmes
of several clubs. In addition to the Bir

mingham M.C.C. hill-climb, mentioned on
page 182, there are other events which
will be open, instead of confined to

members, and certain abandoned competi-
tions have been revived. Among the

latter is the Bristol M.C.C, who will

hold their open speed trials at Weston-
super-Mare on the 30th inst. Trials en-

tries close on the 23rd inst., and should
be sent to Capt. Philip Grout, Keynsham, .

Somerset. The solo events include classes

for 275 c.c, 350 c.c, 500 c.c, 600 c.c,
and unlimited machines, and the sidecars

350 c.c, 500 c.c, and 60O c.c.

Imports and Exports.

The Board of Trade returns for July
show that twenty-seven motor cycles were
imported during that month, valued at

£1,445. The importations of accessories,

however, were of greater value than of

motor cycles, being £3,008. During July
last year the total value of both machines
and parts was £171.

Exports.
The value oi machines as apart from

accessories exported in July this year was
£33,521. This is actually £1,000 less

value than was exported in July, 1917.

The number of completed machines sent
out of the country, as will be seen by the
table below, is actually 160 less than in

the corre.sponding month of 1917. It must
be admitted that these export returns are
poor, and although there are many justifi-

able cau.ses for such a poor showing, they
will not hearten Overseas readers who are

anxiously awaiting new British models.
1917. 1913. 1919.

No. of machines .. 661 245 501
Value of machines .. £34,786 £14,224 £33.521
Total value of
machines, tyres, and
accessories .. .. £73,437 £66,984 £62,663
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Club Rally at

Monsal Dale,
A Well-attended Meet of East
Midland Riders in the Peak
District of Derbyshire.

FAVOURED by one oi the brightest

and wannest days we have had this

year, the social run to Monsal Dale

on the 10th inst., organised by the Not-

tingham and District Motor Cycle Club,

associated with other clubs in the East-

Midland centre, was attended b.y motor
cyclists from all parts of the Midlands
and surrounding districts.

Many had arrived by ten o'clock in the

morning, and were soon at work with

luncheon baskets and Primus stoves ; at

mid-day the riders from more distant

places were coming in thick and fast,

and either parked their machines at the

Dale Head, br_in the large field reserved

for the various clubs.

The Nottingham and Liverpool bodies

were undoubtedly the best represented,

biit the Sheffield, North Derbyshire, Bir-

mingham, Manchester, and Lincolnshire

Clubs all turned up in force.

A Goodly Show.

Independent riders from Leeds and
other places in West Yorkshire were also

noticed, while from the South many had
travelled from the Coventry district, all

of which goes to show that these social

meets, where a great variety of new
machines may be seen and experiences

exchanged, are very attractive to the un-

attached rider, as well as to the clubman.
The machines, as well as the splendid

view from Jlonsal Dale Head, received

much attention ;
' indeed, one is led to

believe that the average motor cyclist is

keener to observe his neighbour's mount
than the beauties of the landscape, and
every model, whether new or old, came
in for a critical examination.
Almost every class of machine was

present, sidecars being in the majority,

At Monsal Dale ; a part of the assembly of machines and riders on the -social run of the

associated East Midland dubs. Over 300 machines were present.

and, while new models were fairly pre-

valent, only a few new designs were seen.

The Skootamota, however, driven down
by Dan Bradbury, of Sheffield, erstwhile
exponent of big single-cylinder outfits,

was a centre of much interest.

After the various clubs had all

assembled a move was made for Eiver
Bridge, Ashford, were a competition for

the Raleigh challenge trophy (held by the
Nottingham Club) was held. The tests

consisted of easy starting, slow running
(free engine), silent running (free engine),
and acceleration test (up-hill). Six classes

were arranged, so that every machine
entered could compete with an equal

chance of securing the premier award,

the Raleigh trophy, valued at 100 guineas,

going to the rider gaining the lai-gest

aggregate of marks in the various teats.

Other prizes were also offered for lady

members and cycle car drivers.

Homewards.
Various hill-climbing stunts were after-

wards attempted on the rough and grassy

Monsal Bank, . and so the affair came to

a conclusion and the riders dispersed in

groups, and, one by one, in a dust cloud,

the like of which could only be raised on

the roads of Derbyshire with their finely

powdered coating of white 'limestone.

Members of the Nottingham M.C.C. at Monsal Dale last week end.

Cl6
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THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON FLAT TWIN.
A 6 h.p. Engina, 70 mm. x 76 mm., 384 c.c.

The Harley-Davidson fiat twin, from the transmission side, showing the enclosed single low speed chain, and the protected flywheel.

IN the new Harley-Davidson flat twin

—

the sport model, as its makers call it

—we have a distinctly original motor
bicycle, the popularity of which seems
certain. It is not a lightweight, as it

turns the scales at 257 lb., but is a handy
two-purpose mount, which has sidecar
lugs built in the frame, so it is evident
that the manufacturers intend it to take
two people if desired, while, being well
balanced and not too heavy, it should

mamm^im^mj^mM

make a comfortable and tractable solo

mount.

A Warmed Induction Pipe.

There are several attractive features

about the engine. In the first place, both
engine and gear box form a single unit,

the latter being above the crank case,

while another interesting point is the
heated "twin-cast" manifold, which
means that inlet and exhaust pipes form

"The Harley-Davidson flat twin, carburetter side, showing the "twin cast " intake and

exhaust manifold.

a single casting, a startling departure
from standard motor cycle practice. The
casting is held on to the engine by two
nuts, and so may be easily removed, while
the branch from the main inlet pipe to

the carburetter is exhaust jacketed. It

is this branch which is most liable to

condensation, and as the jacket is of

ample size and has a wide outlet pipe it

should perform its intended function in

a highly satisfactory manner.
The carburetter is a Schebler, improved

by the addition of a cylindrical air filter-

ing device, and gives excellent accelera-

tion and slow running.
Roller bearings are employed through-

out in the engine, those in the big ends
being of large dimensions, and the crank-
shaft is counterweighted.

Side-by-side valves are employed, and
these are staggered so that each set may
be actuated by a common camshaft. The
valve caps are provided with large cooling
fine. At first sight the engine appears to

be somewhat inaccessible, but really this

is not the case, as the valves may be
ground in without removing the power
unit from the frame, and it is possible to

remove the cylinders when decarbonising
is necessary, though there is a stay to sup-
port the footboards in front of the engine,
which would, at first glance, seem to pre-
vent the removal of the front cylinder.

Lubrication Details.

, The lubrication of engine and trans-

mission is effected by means of a plunger
pump, which may be adjusted to feed
more or less oil by lengthening or shorten-

ing its stroke by means of an adjusting
screw,- while a hand pump is also pro-
vided. This mechanical pump delivers oil

directly to the transmission gearing, the
clutch, and the crank case. Since the
gear box has an open base leading into

the crank case, the rotating crankshaft

C17
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Transmission
;

and

- crankshaft'

assembly .

The kick-starter and- pinion with its protecting shield.

keeps the gears within bearings well sup-

plied with lubricant. Oil reaches the
timing gear case in the form of a mist
through a rotary breather valve, formed
by .drilling ports in the secondary gear

journal and the bearing in which it

rotates. The breather pipe leads from the

top of the spiral gear case direct to the

chain case.

We now come to the transmission A
multiple-disc clutch, consisting

of thirteen plates, is emjjloyed,

which is designed to run in oil,

and of these every other plate

possesses composition inserts. Its

adjustment is effected by removing
a screw in the gear cover, which
renders each adjustment screw

for tightening a spring accessible

in turn.

The gear box gives three speeds,

which nave the following ratios :

top 5 to 1, second speed 8.33 to 1,

and bottom gear 13.87 to 1. On
one^ side of the power unit are

the usual timing gear wheels,
which work the valve gear, the
Berling magneto, and clutch,

while on the other side are spiral

gears through which the trans-

mission is conveyed. The whole
idea is . most ingenious and care-

fully thought out, as it allows the
power to be transmitted to the
rear wheel by means of a single
low-speed chain entirely enclosed.
Another excellent feature is the
total enclosure of the flywheel,
which is built up of steel plates,

and it is consequently impossible

the Harley-David-
flywheel . to sling

.

mud, an objection often
levelled against motor
cycle engines fitted with
wheels.
The kick starter quadrant engages a

pinion on the raainshaft behind the fly-

wheel, and when at rest reposes in a
special protecting shield secure from mud

outside fly-

The Harley-Davidson

front cylinder, show-
ing the air-cooled

caps, the

staggered valves, and
the removable stay

supporting the foot-

boards ; when the

stay is removed the

cylinder is free to be

withdrawn

and dust The starting crank is on the

left side of the machine.

Frame and Forks.

The frame is of the usual diamond
pattern ; we say usual, as this is the

most common type of motor cycle

frame, but it is unusual when a

flat twin engine is employed. A
shield or shelf is placed between
the bottom of the down tube and
the saddle tube, on which the

power unit may be rested when
assembled by one man. There is

a road clearance of S^in.

A single brake is fitted on the

rear wheel and is of the contract-

ing type. Tin. in diameter.

The front fork is strongly con-

structed of round seamless steel

tubing, and is of the castor type.

Points of convenience have been

carefully studied. The, tank holds

three American gallons of petrol,

and two quarts of oil ; the mud-
guards are Sin. wide, and the reari

one has a removable section t(j;

facilitale tyre repair, and a speciajjj

tool box is located behind thwlj

saddle tube.

Unfortunately, the Harleyj

Davidson Jlotor Co., Harleysof
House, Newman Street, Oxford

Street, London, W., is at present

unable to make any statement as

regards prices or deliveries.

^-=>Oi=-<-

The Birmingham M.C. Open Hill-climb.
THE Bii-mingham iM.C.C. hill-climb on

the 23rd inst. will be an open event
after all. The decision of the trade

to support twelve events, of which this

is one, has resulted in this change of

programme. The following classes are
included :

Class 1. Singles and Twins (Solo), up to 230
c.c.—Expert and general.

Class 2. Singles and Twins (Solo) up to 230
c.c.—Expert barred.

Class 3. Singles and Twins (Solo) from 231
c.c. to 300 c.c.—Expert and general.

Class 4. Singles and Twins (Solo) from 231
c.c. to 300 c.c.—Expert barred.

Class 5. Singles and Twins (Solo) from 301
c.c. to 350 c.c.—Expert and general.

Class 6. Singles and Twins (Solo) from 301
c.c. to 350 c.c—Expert barred.

Class 7. Singles and Twins (Solo) Irom 351
c.c. to 500 c.c.—Expert and general.

Class 8. Singles and Twins (Solo) from 351
c.c. to 500 c.c.—Expert barred.

Class 9. Singles and Twins (Solo) from 501
c.c. to 650 c.c.—Expert and general.

Class 10. Singles and Twins (Solo) from 501
c.c. to 650 c.c.—Expert barred.

Class 11. Singles and Twins (Solo), open.—
Expert and general.

Class 12. Scooters.
Class 13. Sidecar Machines up to 400 c.c—

Expert and general.
Class 14. Sidecar Machines from 401 c.c. to

650 c.c.—Expert and general.
Cla«s 15. Sidecar Machines over 650 c.c—Ex-

pert and general.
Class 16. Three-wheelers.-Expert and general.

Awards include a special prize for the
fastest time of the day, and for the best
performance on formula, irrespective of

class. In each class there will also h%i

prizes for the fastest and the second,!

fastest times, and for the best and second?

best performances on formula. An ac-i

celeration climb on formula only will be)

a feature of the programme, and wUlbei
open to all entra.nts without extra entry

fee.

The entry fee in each class is 5s., and •

entries, which should be sent to Mr. T.

Silver, Frederick Road, Stechford, Bir-,i

mingham, close on Monday next, thei

18th.

W
The formula will be : rz—

•„
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A ROOMY SPORTING SIDECAR.
New Type of Sidecar by a Competition Rider.

A COMPETITION rider who has
always been keen regarding the
smart appearance of his machines

is Mr. E. Kickham, the Bristol agent for
Sunbeams and other well-known machines,
who has for several years been developing
a sporting sidecar on attractive lines,

and giving a greater degree of comfort
than the average small passenger attach-
ment. This he has now introduced as
the Dinky sidecar, and during the past
few months quite a number have been
seen attached to Douglas and Sunbeam
machines in reliability trials.

A Practical Design.

As wUI be seen from the illustrations,

the Dinky is very distinctive. The body
is made of the best three-ply wood on an
ash frame ; the only metal panel used is

that of the hinged dash. Streamline
shapes have been carefully studied, and
the result is proving remarkably effective.

By placing the seat low in the body and
providing good upholstery in the back
and sides, really cosy and yet spacious
accommodation is obtained. The tail

contains a capacious locker, with ample
room for two tins of petrol and other
necessaries. No door is needed, as the
passenger gets in from behind by a step
placed between the motor ^cle and the
body. The curving dash is hinged so as
to turn forward over the forepart of the
body until the passenger is seated, when
it can be turned back and locked in posi-
tion; the resulting protection for the
occupant is undoubted. Side pockets,
footrest, and a thick foot mat are included
in the specification.

The springing, by standard type of
leaf springs, is very good. In the outfit

illustrated the chassis is a Watsonian,
with rear springing only. Ths body may
be fitted easily to several different makes
of sidecar chassis. ,

Four-point suspension will be standard.

A removable hood can be fitted as an
extra; with this addition the passenger

is completely protected, and yet his vision

is not obstructed to any great degree.

To prevent the hood_from damaging the

eoachwork when folded back a neat rest

and strap are provided in the lid of the

back locker.

A good range of colours is available :

black or royal blue, with gold lining in

either case, Indian red, and primrose
yellow, as the one illustrated ; the coach-

painter's work is excellent.

This sidecar presents so many attrac-

tive aspects that one finds no particular
point to criticise. Mr. Kickham, as may
be expected, is experiencing a big de-
mand. The price is not definitely fixed,

and is likely to increase, but at present
it is in the neighbourhood of £30.
The de luxe outfit illustrated, which

aroused great interest at the recent
Bristol Club Rally, is a specially finished

1920 Sunbeam and Dinky sidecar. The
disc wheel covers match the sidecar, and
the whole makes a very fine piece of

work.
The new -Sunbeam front fork, with

laminated springing, is incorporated in

this machine. This feature is being tested
for the 1920 models.

The Dinky sidecar, fitted to E. Kickham's 3J h.p. Sunbeam.

A New Sidecar Screen.
THE Robinson sidecar screen consists

of a wooden frame hinged in front
of the sidecar door and curved

upwards in any manner desired. In
the back portion is a celluloid or glass

A Millford sidecar fitted with the Robinson
screen described on this page.

window. The whole can be tilted for-

wards in a moment to allow the passen-
ger to enter the sidecar, and, when
fixed in jDosition by the usual locking
screw, it in no way impedes the movp-

ments of the driver. A patent (No.
14,133, 1919) has been taken out for

this screen by Mr. F. T. Robinson, 29,

Bramble Street, Coventry. Oui- illus-

tration shows it fitted to a Millford side-

car attached to a 4 h.p. 1919 Triumph,
and it will be seen that it harmonises very
well with the conventional coachbuilt type
of body, while if fitted in conjunction
with a hood, complete protection from
the weather should be achieved.

TAXI SIDECARS IN PARIS.

OUR contemporary L'Auto states that
the much-talked-of Paris taxi side-

cars have actually come into being.

There is at the present moment one of

these on the road—a 4 h.p. Triumph. As
this is classed as a luxury vehicle it lias

no taximeter. It is fitted with a hood
and screen, and the body is yellow with
red lining. The owner-driver is, we are
informed, amiable and courteous, and our
contemporary says that " this novelty
alone will assure him the best of

success
"
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents^
AD letters must he aidressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied By tlie writer's name and address.

A MOTOR CYCLE CLUB FOR THE ROYAL NAVY.
Sir,—I have been asked to. undertake the organisation of

a motor cycle and cycle car club for the Royal Navy, and
should be pleased to' hear from any naval officer or rating
interested. I shall welcome suggestions and offers from
officers or men who are willing to give their services as club
officials. It has been suggested that, in order to cater for
all classes, the subscription to the club should be in propor-
tion to the pay of the member.

E. S. K. EVANS-GREAVES, Lt. R.N.
DESIRABLE TESTS.

Sir,—I take it from an announcement of the Scott in
your issue of Jfay 1st, that the makers of this machine
emphasise, more than anything else, the cool running and
accelerating powers of their engine by ascending and
descending Sutton Bank ICO times in 7^ hours.
Why do the other makers, such as Triumph, Norton,

Eudge, Rex, Brough, A.B.C., etc., not follow their example
and try to do it in a shorter time? An engine which
could keep cool throughout this test is most suitable for
the tropics. This test should be done by sidecar combin-
ations as well as by solo machines.
Another interesting test would be a road race (as was

done in November, 1917, between the Triumph and British
Excelsior combinations) between the following makes :

Norton and Triumph, Harley and Blackburne, Indian and
Clyno, American Excelsior and British Excelsior, and so on.

Selangor, F.M.S. LOO YEW HOI.

THE ARBUTHNOT TROPHY.
Sir,—May I make use of your columns to express my

gratitude to all concerned with the origin, development, and
organisation of the Arbuthnot Trophy Trial? The committee
of the A.C.U. are to be complimented on the way the trial

was run, and on the lightning rapidity with which the
results were made known. The whole trial was conducted
on sporting lines, and, although many competitors had very
bad luck, I never heard a grumble from anyone, even when
the clerk of the weather was inconsiderate enough to drench
us all on the first day.

May I also thank the manufacturers and motor cycling
public who so generously subscribed for the trophy, and
the magnanimity of the Motor Cycling Club in presenting a
special prize?

I see the question has been raised as to whether the trial

should be confined to officers only. This is a point which
certainly deserves notice. I rather hesitate to express my
own opinion without longer consideration, but I am sure the

A.C.U. would be pleased to hear views on the matter.
In conclusion, may I urge all naval officer motor cyclists

to support the trial next year? They will not find a more
enjoyable way of spending two days.

E. S. K. EVANS-GREAVES, Lt., R.N.

Sir,—In view of the great success of the Arbuthnot
Trophy competition, may I suggest that the A.C.U. organise
a somewhat similar event for ex-D.R.'s? It might be made
open to all N.C.O.'s and men who have been CR.'s in any
theatre of war. I think a one or two-day trial, held, pre-
ferably, at one of the holiday seasons, would attract a
very good entry, and would be some recognition of the
services of the motor cyclists in the war. From a social

point of view, too, it should be a success, and many friend-

ships formed in the mud of Flanders or on the sands of the
desert might be renewed. If it is too late to organise such
an event this year, it might be fixed for next spring.

I might add that I was one of the motor cyclists recruited

by T/ie Motor Cycle for the M.M.G.S., and hope soon to be

demobbed, get a new 'bus, and send in my entry for the

trial I have suggested. C. MANSFIELD (Pte.),

Calais. ^ R.A.-S.C, M.T.

BAKING THE SPARKING PLUG.
Sir,—In reply to " Ixion's " comment on the tip of heating

the sparking plug to get an easy start in cold weather—issue
_

of June 12th. I cannot claim to have reinvented the idea,

but I owe it to the kindness of Mr. J. L. Norton, who is

never dumb to an appeal for help. The reason for its

efficacy, surely, is that when the bloDS of unvaporised spirit

are drawn pa'st the inlet valve, they hit the hot plug and
give gas just at the place wheie it is wanted.

(REV.) J. M. PHILPOTT.

"A KNIGHT ON WHEELS."
Sir,—I was a witness recently of a remarkable instance

of how a motor cycle and sidecar were of invaluable assist-

ance to a heavily- loaded car in distress.

A brand new 6 h.p. A.J.S. combination was descending

Kirkstone Pass towards Patterdale when it was overtaken

by a Ford car—seven up—out of control, as its brakes were
ineffective.

The car driver vainly endeavoured to avoid a crash

with the A.J.S., but ran into the back of the bicycle, the.

near side front wheel of the Ford being between the side-

car and the cycle.

With great presence of mind the cyclist maintained his-

positiou on the road, and by gradually and forcibly apply-

ing his brakes succeeded in checking the runaway, finally

reducing its speed sufficiently to permit of it being run

into the bank.
Too much praise cannot be given to the cyclist—and his

machine^for his courage and skill in such an emergency.
Nothing would have been easier than for him to put on^

speed and have left the car to a certain fatal smash, as.

only by some miracle could such a result have been avoided. |!

The A.J.S. subsequently continued its joui'ney, and when^l
I left the scene the Ford was being made serviceable by'
its owner.

-
J. D. N. FOREMAN.

SPARE PARTS.
Sir,—It is with deep regret that I feel it my duty to

make it known that, although we have returned to times of

peace, certain firms are shockingly careless about their supply,

of spare parts, and well-known makers at that.

I have a 4 b.p. motor cycle. On May 25th, one of the

connecting rods came adrift, and punched a hole in the top

of the crank case. My agent at once sent away to the makers •

for new parts ; they were invoiced and paid for by June
2nd. On June 20th, the parts arrived, but the wrong part

of crank case was sent (the magneto base). There was really

no excuse for this error, as the makers had the damaged
part itself to go by. The wrong part was at once returned,

and the error explained. Since then neither my agent nor

myself has been able to get a word from the makers^
although we have both made repeated enquiries by letter

and telegram.
My machine has now been " in dock " for ten weeks,

owing, as far as I can make out, to the carelessness of the

firm concerned. I am now stranded here, waiting to go

south on the machine, and stiU not a word from the makers.

I have appealed to the A.A^ and I am sure it will do its

best for me.
Newport, Salop. EX-SERVICE MAN.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Sir^—When I say I was extremely interested in Lt. R. B.

Whittick's suggestion of a complete set suitable for electric-

ally lighting a motor cycle, I am sure I am voicing the
opinion of hundreds. I hope " Ixion " or some of his useful
sort will not let it rest till it is an accomplished fact.

If some arrangement could be incorporated whereby the
drive could be temporarily thrown out of gear when not
required, I think it would be an advantage.

Stoke-on-Trent. W.H.M.

SPRUNG LUGGAGE GRIDS.
Su-,—On reading your Overseas Section of July 31st, page

110, we note the desirability of a well sprung luggage grid.

May we point out to you how this is obtained on the Rudge
sidec-ar? An ftngle-steel sub-chassis is bolted to the main
body supports, and carries a luggage grid at its rear end,
which therefore enjoys the same amount of springing as the
body itself, and the luggage rises and falls with the body.
Eggs have been carried on this carrier without damage.
Going to the other e.rtreme, three full tins of petrol and
several suit cases have also been carried without overtaxing
the springs, or detracting from the comfort of the passenger.
The mudguard is also attached to this -sprung sub-chassis,
and in consequence the absence of mudguard rattle and
luggage grid vibration is very noticeable, and much appreci-
ated by thofe who use the Eudge sidecar.

RUDGE-WHITWORTH, LTD.
ENGINE DESIGN.

'^

Sir,—I read with interest " Entente's " remarks on inside
and outside flywheels in your issue for July 31st. I also
refuse to accept the blind assertion of the superiority of the
outside flywheel.

A large diameter outside flywheel with its weight concen-
trated in the rim would score, in point of weight, for the
same flywheel effect. But the diameter is limited by the allow-
able over all height of the engine and the necessary ground

^ clearance. The latter should be greater owing to the off

centre position of the flywheel. The rim must also be kept
narrow owing to its position. Add to this the disadvantage
of the rapidly rotating disc in the vicinity of one's trousers,
with its oil and mud-throwing properties, and the overhung
weight on the engine main bearing, and the outside flywheel
has little to recommend it.

The real reason for its adoption on two-strokes is obvious.
It is the only means of keeping the crank case volume small
enough to get the necessary compression pressure. Simple
calculation, or inspection of the interior of, say, a Scott
crank case, will verify this.

In the case of the flat twin similar reasoning applies. The

A SCREEN ON A
SOLO MACHINE Although it cannot be said that a windscreen

on the handle-bar of a solo machine enhances its

appearance, no doubt such a device as the Easting
windscreen, fitted as shown on the Royal Ruby,
adds to the comfort of the rider if he be a
potterer. Obviously such a fitting on a solo

machine could not be used in very high winds.

necessity of keeping down the over all length of, in any case,

a long engine, and the accommodation of a two-throw crank,

makes an inside flywheel impossible.

Erdington. TWO-STROKE.

Sir,—Again we have some discussion on flywheels

!

"Entente's" idea is excellent, and if the makers of a well-

known 8 h.p. outside flywheel engine could be induced to

explain why they key a flywheel to the crankshaft and then
drive from the flywheel, thus throwing the whole strain of the

drive on the small key, it would no doubt be of great interest

to owners of these machines.
Personally, I have had endless trouble with keys on outside

flywheels and none with inside flywheels.

JAMES MAXWELL.
THE FOUR-SPEED MORGAN.

Sir,—Some doubts have been expressed as to whether
the four-speed Morgan, which, driven by a private owner,
won all the premier awards in the M.C. and A.C. trial ("the
greatest trial of the year"), was a standard type.

There is no question about it. The four-speed model has

been included in our catalogues, and, although through
stress of work at the present time we are compelled to

confine ourselves as far as possible to the manufacture of the

simpler models, it will certainly appear again in our cata-

logues and advertisements. There are a considerable

number of these machines on the road—probably more than
the number of standard machines of some other makers.
For ordinary purposes we consider two speeds amply suffi-

cient, but some of our riders require more, and we have
endeavoured to meet their requirements by a simple device
which duplicates the gears.

MORGAN MOTOR CO., LTD.

VARIABLE GEARS AND BELT WEAR.
Sir,—At the present time, people who have never given

motoring a thought, and others I know who have gone so

far as to condemn it, are rushing intb the motor cycle agents
and also buying privately every class of machine on the
market, and asking all kinds of strange questions, especially

regarding the Gradua and multi gears on Zenith and Rudge
machines. I was told by many old riders when buying my .

latest mount—a 1919 Rudge—to think of the belt wear, and
many other things. But (why the belt wear? I have in
the past covered many thousands of miles 'on a 6 h.p.

Zenith with sidecar, 4-5 h.p. solo, and 5-5 h.p. Rudge, and
have never found this trouble of 500 miles on a belt. A
6 h.p. Zenith and sidecar with Pedley belt will last a good
4,000 miles if the ^ear is used m the wa;^ the makers advise.
Solo on 4-5 h.p., fused two belts only in 11,000 miles, and
when the first one was put aside it still had lite in it for

a spare, and the machine was sold with
the second one still going strong. So if

anyone is considering buying a variable

gear machine, do not let belt wear
trouble him, and also remember it is

only the belt which has any serious wear
which can be replaced at small cost. I have
a friend who did a much greater mileage
than the above, and .he is a man that

moves " some " on the road, and has
climbed many hills in Wales and Devon
with a sidecar.

I was at " Wisley Hut" some Sun-
days ago, and noted a Zenith rider doing
his best to wear out a new belt, by get-

ting into the saddle and top gear at the
same time. - Evidently he had not
studied the makers' handbooks.
This year looks like being the greatest

motoring year we have yet seen, and I

hope something will be done quickly
with the bad roads, for which the motor-
ing public pay so much to keep in

repair ; also that the police will not try
to pay for this war out of fines by un-
necessary trapping ; they are starting

their old tricks in many fresh places

already, and the year is still young. It

is up to all motor, cyclists to join the
A.C.U. or A. A. for the protection which
only combined action can ensure.

London. RUDGE-MULTI.
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PILLION RIDING.

Sir,—Mr. A, C. Eobbins's spasm in- your issue of 24th ult.

is instructive to the last degree, but possibly he would be
interested to hear the opinion of an expert " flapper
bracket" merchant of many years' standing.

A friend of mine was unfortunate enough to smash his

machine up the other day, and for three weeks I have had
to take him to business on my carrier in all weathers, as he
lives some miles out of Birmingham. As far as tramlines
are concerned, I find that a pillion passenger considerably
stabilises the machine. I can take the lines at the finest

angle and even ride in them. As far as steering goes I can
ride "hands off." My brakes act far better, and there is

not nearly so much liability to skidding when suddenly
applied on "a greasy road. "A.C.R.'s" sweeping remarks
about pillion pilots acknowledging the danger of such a prac-

tice are unfounded as far as my acquaintance of the motor
cycling pillion pilots goes.

If your esteemed correspondent wUl meet me on the
Bristol road one day I will undertake to drive him along
as many tramlines as he likes, just, to show him how it's

done !

In conclusion, I, should like to mention a little episode on
the Ashford-Cantferbury road in July, 1914, when I came
across the Bishop of Croydon, whose two-stroke had given
up the ghost miles froni anywhere, and I had the honour of

taking him some eight miles to his destination, where he had
an important engagement—on my deadly " fla^-per bracket.'.'

Birmingham. - NEPHELOS.

Sir,—I have read two paragraphs in the Daily Mail of

July 29th with reference to the above, giving particulars

of the violent deaths of two human beings. May I ask when
this senseless and criminally dangerous practice will be
prohibited ? HAROLD KARSLAKE.

Sir,—I have read with much interest the articles and
letters in The. Motor Cycle re pillion riding. My husband
and I have covered some hundreds of miles in this manner
without the slightest mishap, and the whole secret of

"safe" pillion riding lies in the fact that the passenger
sits astride. Side saddle seating is not safe—it upsets the

steering and distracts the driver. By sitting astride a per-

fect balance is maintained, ai»d there is no need to clutch

the driver by the waist.

Many people cannot afford a sidecar outfit, or the garage
for one, and should pillion riding be stopped, because a
few "would-be speed merchants" and absurdly dressed
"flappers" have met with mishap, it will constitute a real

hardship for those who understand the art of pillion riding.

IVY BRODIE.

Sir,—Your correspondent A. C._ Robbins, in his letter re

pillion riding, is talking through his hat. I do not wish
to be rude, but opinions like these make me sick.

By his own letter, he does no passenger-carrying himself, as

he goes by the words of a lot of old insurance fogies, who have
probably never ridden (I nearly said " seen "

!) a motor cycle.

Wherefore then does he use such sweeping expressions as

"most dangerous" on a subject he knows nothing about?
Let us take his points.

(1.) "The balance of the machine is totally upset." This is

utter bunkum. The balance is not upset to anything like the

extent that it is in the average sidecar. We hear no outcries

to-day against the sidecar, though we did umpteen years ago,

and, umpteen years hence, A.C.E. and Co. will have come
to tlieir senses regarding pillion riding and be exerting their

restrictive eft'orts on some other branch of the sport, probably
aeroplanes 1 f

(2.) "The steering is slower." I do not understand what he S

means. f

(3.) " Tramlines at acuter angles." What has the pillion S

passenger to do with tramlines? The angle at which one can f
cross tramlines depends only and entirely on the amount of •

traflSc about. f
(4.)

" It is unresponsive to brakes." Just the reverse. One S

can put the brake on a great deal harder with a passenger f
on, without skidding the back wheel, and more than com- S

pensate for the extra weight. f
(5.) Re. the "flapper." I will suppress, the -obvious retort. •

I have never yet seen a sound theoretical or practical reason f

why .pillion riding should be " e.xtremely dangerous." I have g|-
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seen and heard of any number of sidecar accidents, but have, •

never seen and j'arely . heard -of _ an accident directly due to ar .'

pillion passenger. '
, "

.

' -
i\

If A.C.R. objects to pillion riding he ought to come to -.

;

Cambridge and see 8. h.p. solo machines burbling around the 1

town with a fellow on the tank, another on the saddle, and two
^^

on the carrier. (How they all stick on puzzles me!) S

I do not think anyone minds sensible discussion, however j!

extreme, but letters like A.C.R.'s are "calculated to be S

prejudicial to the allied cause"—in English, to encourage a"

narrow-minded -Government to heap still further restrictive
;

legislation on the finest but most oppressed pastime going.,,',;

There is no law compelling A.C.R. to carry a passenger •

on his pillion if he does not want to, and for him to encourage

a prospective law—which would spoil the sport for thousands .'

of othei-s—for purely theoretical reasons, is pure and criminal X

selfishness.

I may say I do not often carry a pillion passenger myseM,
'

but, when I do, I do not find it upsets the control of the

machme to any appreciable extent. '

I hope A.C.R. has read the letter printed after his,

signed with an extremely true and appropriate motto, "Live -

and let Live." DUGGIE. ;

Cambridge.

SIGHT FEED LUBRICATORS.
Sir,—Referring to the article by.'/Ixion" on the fouling

of sight feeds, I would point out that the detachable dome

lubricator made by Messrs. Benton and Stone, which you

see fitted to various well-known machines, : is a perfectly .'

satisfactory article. When the glass dome gets discoloured

or dirty it can be taken out in a moment and wiped perfectly

clean inside, when it is equal to new again, and the drip-

ping from this dome can be seen practically in any position.

The merits of this device seem so obvious that it is difficult-

to see why it does not become universal. C. BINKS.

THE SCOOTER DEFINITION.
Sir,—I have read the A.C.U. definition of a scooter, and

cannot for the life of me understand what is meant. It

says " the centre portion of which platform shall, for not less

than twelve inches in length, be the uppermost portion

of' the frame." If by "centre portion" is meant-the

footboard on which one stands, or rests one's feet ; if fitted

with a seat, surely this cannot possibly be the uppermost

portion of the frame? What about the supports of the

motor, tank, and is not the steering post part of the frame?

Is Uie saddle post (if a saddle is fitted) to be under the
-

"centre portion"?
_ ; ,

I think everyone interested agrees with you that a limit-

ing definition "become_s desirable, but for goodness sake let

us have no mere conglomeration of words which "no fellah

can understand."
I have failed to come across a single man who has not

failed to explain to me what is intended to be the mean-

ing of the words I have referred to. Perhaps the A.C.U. -

will oblige by explaining.

The other portions of the A.C.U. definition seem very ,.,

reasonable, but I certainly think it should be more con- .

cise as to the frame^ PUZZLED.
London, N.

[We understand the definition to mean that for a length •

of twelve inches no part of the frame may be above
_
the ,'_

footboard ; in front and behind this there is no height -

limit.

—

Ed.]

i Useful Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.

•THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland, London
{siiowing roads into and out o£ London and avoid-

mg London). Mounted on linen. Set of three,

complete in case .

.

'HINTS & TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Full of usef-il "wrinkles " and little items of sound

advice on the management, repair, equipment, and

general care of a motor cycle. It will be found

invaluable to all those who are thinking of over-

hauling their machines. Sixth edition Iznd reprint)

By
t)OSt

4/6 4/13

2/.'^

Obtainable by post (remrtt?nce with order) from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., '20. Tudor Street, London. E.C.4.

or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bockstalls.
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A selection of questions of general interest received
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper
questions should be marked '' Legal " in the left-hand

Peugeot Engine.

I have an old machine with

Q automatic inlet and am requiring

^ a new piston for replacement.
Unfortunately, there is no name
on it as to make or place of

origin, except that it has P.F. cast
on the Crank case. Do these letters

convey anything to you?—E.F.D.
The engine in your machine is a
Peugeot. We doubt whether j'ou would
be able to obtain spares, but it is likely
that a piston can be turned to suit your
cylinder. Any good local garage should

from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'*

for publication or not must b3 accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

be able to do this for you.

A Road Race.

I intend to organise a motor
cycle race on a local holiday,
but I scarcely know how or
where to start. (1.) There are
plenty of machines in the district,

but of all makes and horse-power,
and some rather ancient. Can you give
me some idea as to handicap? (2.)

Can you tell me what steps to take
to satisfy the authorities?—W.B.

We fear it will be impossible for you to
organise a motor cycle road race, as,

under no circumstances do the police

authorities permit this kind of event in

England.

The Scott Two-stroke.

I have just purchased a new
\n\ Spott motor cycle and find it

I > rather a novelty after fourteen
LsJ years of single and twin four-

stroke machines. An article

appeared in your valuable publication
by a Scott owner some considerable
time ago, and I would be indebted to

you if you could give me the date
and number of issue in which this
article appeared. You might possibly
refer me also to other information
which has appeared in T?ie Motor Cycle
which would be useful to me. I

have back numbers since 1905.—W.J.S.

As you say, the Scott is certainly a
novelty after long experience of more
ordinary types of machines. We do not
know exactly to which article you refer,
but various notes on the running of
recent Scott machines appeared in the
following issues of T!ie Motor Cycle :

September 14th, 1916, page 223 ; February
22nd, 1917, page 173; March 1st, 1917,
page 200; May 10th, 1.917, page 430.
Earlier references to the Scott machine
would probably be of very little use to
you, as the carburation and lubricating
arrangements of the llat«st type of
Scott are quite different from previous
models.

Lack of Power.

I have a 2J h.p. Sun-Villiers

two-stroke which seems to have
lost all its power ; as I start up
the engine runs fairly _v/e\l, but
directly I put my weight on the

machine it pulls up. The sparking
seems to be quite all right. I have just

had the magneto overhauled. I might
mention that I have lately had the
engine down and cleaned it, also that
blue smoke is puffed out through the

carburetter.—F.W.
Since you appear to have decarbonised
and generally overhauled your engine, it

is rather difficult to diagnose your trouble.

Possibly the eiigine is suffering from lack

of oil, spark insufficiently advanced, or

maybe the piston rings are tight in

their grooves. Very often, after dis-

mantling and reassembling an engine,

for the first few miles the power is

noticeably less than normal, but it gener-

ally returns after a little running. Of
course, we assume that the piston has
been replaced correctly, i.e., with the

deflector nearest the transfer port.

Automatic Inlet Valves.

I have recently purchased a^ 6 h.p. twin Eex, automatic
> inlet valves, and it is very diffi-

-LJ cult to start. It goes about a

couple of miles, then, after a series

of misfires, it conks out. It has a B.

and B. carburetter, Bosch magneto,
the jet in the former being No. 25.

I should like your advice as to what
might be the trouble; there is also

a continuous spraying of petrol from
the air intake of tne carburetter.

—

J.H.C.
It is very probable that your machine
falls off in power after a certain distance
through the petrol level being too low
or to a partial stoppage in the petrol

supply. We suggest that you verify

these points. For easier starting, try

fitting a larger jet, also eliminate all

air leaks between carburetter and in-

duction pipe. The blow-back through
the carburetter is common to old type
automatic inlet valve engines. You
might effect a partial cure by fitting

stronger inlet valve springs.

AT THE OLD SMITHY, COCKINGTON VILLAGE.
Paignton was the venue of the opening social run of the Plymouth and District M.C.

Club. In spite of showery weather a number of members made the run, returning through

some of the old world Devonshire villages.
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Tubing for Exhaust Pipe.

I should be much obliged if

you could tell me where I can
obtain exhaust piping for motor
cycle.—G.A.S.

Any good cycle agent or local garage
should be able to supply you with light
gauge weldless steel tubing, suitable for
an exhaust pipe.

Broken Connecting Kod.

^_^ Having had the misfortune t-o

1^ break the connecting rod of my
I
> 1914 2^ h.p. Sunbeam, I have

L-i-J ordered a new connecting rod
and crank pin, with rollers, from

the makers, but find they cannot
supply 'for some time. Is it safe to
trust a repairer to make new parts?

—

E.S.K.
You might have the broken connecting
rod welded if it is a clean break not
affecting the bearing parts. We should
advise you to submit it to one of the
first-class welding firms who advertise
in 27(6 Motor Cijch.

Piston Ring Trouble.

The compression of my engine
— I varies—sometimes it is very

> good, and sometimes very bad.
-2J The valve tappets are adjusted

correctly. (1.) Do you think that
the piston rings work round till the
slots ai-e opposite? Then compression
is bad until they have worked further
round again. (2.) If the rings were
too loose in the grooves, would this

cause them to work round easily ? I
might mention that after running about
six miles I cannot bear my hand on the
crank case for heat.—A.J.R.

(1 ) It is most probable that the piston
rings are working round so that the slots

come opposite each other. (2 ) The
above seems more than likely, since you
state that the crank case becomes ab-
normally hot. We should advise you to
obtain oversize rings from the makers.

Fitting a Magneto,

(i.) I recently bought a 2|^ h.p. Kerry, which, I fancy, was
> originally a battery machine, but
-i-l fitted by its late owner with a

Thomson-Bennett twin magneto.
One of the segments was ground off

to suit a single cylinder. Could you
kindly inform me if there is any ad-
vantage in connecting one of the high-
tension cables to the frame ? Could
not this cable and brush be removed ?

(2. ) I recently fitted a cut-out from the
magneto to the handle-bar switch, with
the desired result. Is there any injury
to the magneto from this, say, if the
machine be wheeled backwards, as I

have heard such is the case?—A.S.

(1.) If one of the segments is completely
removed from the contact breaker, there

is no necessity to connect the correspond-
ing high-tension cable to the frame of

the machine, and consequently the carbon
brush could well be removed. (2.) If

the magneto switch is properly fitted,

i.e., to the special terminal provided on
the contact breaker cover, no damage
whatever can result to the magneto it-

self, although indiscriminate use of the
switch as a means of control when run-

ning is apt to throw sudden and severe

strains upon the engine and transmission.

C3

Valve Cams.

(1.) What is the valve setting

^1 for 4j h.p. Calcott engine, 1913

> model ? (2.) The valve cams are
-2-1 not alike in this engine. Qne

cam is sharper tlian the other.

Which is the inlet ?—A.J.L.
(1.) The valve setting for your engine is

as follows : With the piston on top dead
centre, set the exhaust cam so that the
valve is just closing, and the inlet valve
just about to open. (2.) Of the two cams
you describe, the one with the sharper
profile is the inlet cam ; the one with the
flat top is the exhaust.

Two-stroke Rattle.

I have a two-stroke which

? makes an annoying rattle at
fairly high speeds; but when I

-2J open it "all out" the rattle

gradually stops, aiid only the
deep hum of the exhaust remains. I

have recently cleaned the engine. I

may say that the rattle is not regular,
but comes and goes, now louder, now
more sUent. I am sure that the sound
comes from the engine, yet the engine
always has a good healthy note, apa,rt

from the rattle. Cou!d you tell me the
cause and cure of this?^-D.J.

The rattling noise of which you complain
in your two-stroke engine is common to

the type. No satisfactory explanation
has yet been discovered, and if the engine
runs well we do not think there is any
cause to worry about it. If the noise be-
comes excessive, however, and is accom-
panied by unpleasant vibration, especially

when running fast down hiU, we should
advise you to examine the bearings, more
especially the big end of the connect-
ing rod, and have this taken up if at

all slack.

A Damaged Fork End.

I was rather unfortunate
the other day in losing a nut off

the back spindle of my 4 h.p.
Bradbury ; the consequence was
the cones seized, and the *?hole

spindle revolved inside the back lugs,
wearing the spindle nearly through,
and also one of the lugs of the frame
was worn upwards about a quarter of

an inch. I have had a new spindle
fitted. I have been to two different
motor firms ; one said it was unsafe to
ride, and the other said I had nothing
to fear, as the lug simply held the
wheel in position and there was prac-
tically no weight on it, also that it

had not worn so very much. (1.)

Will you please tell rae whether it is

dangerous to ride it in this condition,
as I nearly always take a child passen-
ger on the badv? (2.) If it is fairly

rideable, but weak there? (3.) Could
you give me any suggestion in regard
to strengthening it or the repair of it?

—A.F.

(1.) We do not think that the machine
is actually dangerous to ride in the con-
dition you describe, but, of course, we
cannot speak very definitely on this point,

not having the machine before us. (2.)

It is certainly much weaker than it was
before. (3.) There is apparently no way
of- strengtlieuing -the worn part, and the
only -satisfactory repair would be a
renewal of the lug, but large washers on
the spindle might be temporarily effective.
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Balance.

My motor cycle, a 1914 6 h.p.

model, has always vibrated

badly, so much so that 1 always

feel upset after a run of any
length. I have dismantled the

engine,' and tried the balance as

per "Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them." I followed the in-

structions most carefully, and I find

that, in addition to weight equal to

half of the reciprocating masses (which

is 1 lb. 14 oz.), I require to add another
2 lb., which practically means that the

balance is just suitable for rotating

masses only, and nothing
,

seems to

have been aDowed for the pistons,

gudgeon pin,-and small end of connect-

ing rod. Please advise me what to do?

1 took off the connecting rods, and
" tried the flywheels and crank pin alone.

This took ^ lb. hung on to the crank

piri to balance, which equals the large

ends of the connecting rods. I hesitate

to alter the flywheels to the extent of

2 lb, without advice, so I hope yon will

oblige. I am quite satisfied with the

machine in every way, except for this

vibration.—E.R.
For a 50P V twin engine the balance

weights on the flywheels may be ai-rived'at

by taking one and two-thirds -the weight

of one piston and rod, and adding this

to the combined weight of both the big

ends and the crank piii. It therefore

appears from your figures that at least

I5 lb. extra weight is Jieeded. We should

advise you to take up this matter with

the makers.

READEE'S REPLY.
Faulty Three-speed Hub.

If your correspondent "A.D.H." can

once get his gear in order, and, better

still, learn to take it apart himself {as

the planet pinions want renewing occa-

sionally), he should have no trouble if

he uses a low top gear. I found 5^ best

for my 1913 Triumph ; also cheek control

lever rod occasionally, and, most im-

portant of all, lubricate with sperm oil

every time you use the machine.—H.L.C.

. RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Oswestry to Sotjthwold.—E.A.J.

Oswestry, Shrewsbury, Atcham, Wat-
ling Street (skirting Wellington) to Faze-

ley (near Tamworth), Atherstone, Clay-

brook, AUesthorpe, Lutterworth, Market
Harborough, Kettering, Thrapston, Hunt-
ingdon, St. Ives, Earith Bridge, Ely,

Soham, Mildenhall, Thetford, Rushfard,
Garboldisham, Diss, Harleston, Metfield,

Halesworth, Southwold.

Weston to Colwyn and Oldham.—
L.E.O.

Weston, Congresbury, Clifton, ovei

Clifton Down to Filton, Alveston, right-

hand fork to Stone, Cambridge, Glou

cester, Tewkesbm-y, Worcester, Kidder-

minster, Bridgnorth, Much Wenlock;
Shrewsbury, Ellesmei-e, Wrexham, Caer-

gwrle, Mold, St. Asaph,. Abergele,

Colwyn.
For Oldham, turn off at Kidderminsto!

for Stourbridge, Wolverhampton, Gailej

Stafford, Stone, Newcastle, Kidsgrove

Congleton, - Alderley Edge, . Cheadli

Hulme, Manchester, Oldham.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
A.J.S.

.J.S. Spares: engine and gear bos repairs; prompt
u delivery.—Cyril Willieiius. Gliapel Ash Depot. Wol-
hampton. T.A. : Parts. [1089

.J.S. eh.p.f 1914, C.B. sidecar. coimtershaH, 3-

L speed, speedometer, lamp, and tools; best offer

it £90.—la. ColUngwood St., S.E.I. [9701

.J.S. Bh.y. Combination, 1918, S-speed, 3 lamps.
L electric, speedometer, horn, spare wheel, lug

88, good condition: £170 gns.—Bos L3,299, c/o The
•tor Cycle. - [9301

.J.S. 4h.p. Coach Combination, 3-speed, couut3T-
>. shaft, 1916, apion, screen, Iiipgage grid, inter-
mgeal>l6 wheels, tvres eood; £120.—Havman, Higli

, Sidiaouth.
"

_ [9662

.J.S. Combination. 1917, as'new, 2 new 700x85
L covers, wind screen, speedometer. Tan Sad, lamps,
ire wheel, valves, tubes, and chain; £185.—Lee,
sketh Kd.. Southport. [X8906

.J.S. 1916 4-5h.p. Combination, coachbuilt sidecar.
L screen, lamps, good running order, new chain
:ed, new spare cover, toots; £120, no ofiers.—Ci'ad-
:k, Tool Dealer, Wresham. [9137

915 A.J.S. 6h.p., 3-speed combination, fully
equipped with lamps, speedometer, screen,

ron, pillion and child's seat, recently overhauled;
30, no offers, first cash secures bargain.—Below.

3.h.p. A.J.S., 1916, 2-speed, kick start, hand clutch,
4 lamps, horn and tools, P.H,, splendid condi-
n; first 60 gns. secures.—Rainey, 18, Loxleigh Av..
idgwater, Somerset. [9978

,J.S. 4h.p. Twin, C.B. sidecar, 3-speed. enclosed
L chain drive, gear box, recently overhauled, Binks
rburetter, Lucas lighting set, speedometer, watch
5e, in good condition; any test; price £145.—Shep-
rdoon, 4. Grafton Rd., Morecambe. [X8951

.J.S. 1915 6h.p. Combination, fitted with wind
L. screen, hood, curtain, apron, lamps, horn, tools,

ire wheel lin'terchangeable), 3 speeds, hand clutch,
k starter, excellent condition; Liverpool district;

40.—Box L3,340. c/o The Motor Cycle. [9540

.J.S. 1919 6h.p. Combination, delivered brand new
I. 2 weeks ago, with spare wheel and tyre, luggage
d with locker attached, pillion seat, large Lucas
bting set, rear and sidecar lamp with separate
lerators, Lucas horn, mirror, watch, tools, etc., side-
• ha= wind screen (3*sided), splendid outfit ; what
^rs; se3n anv time.—C.S., 14, Svvaton Rd., Bow, E.3
1.: 3155. [9652

. 41ldavs
LLON.—Caflyns. Ltd.. Eastbourne, for delivers

. Rliortly. rooi"

LLDAYS Allon. 2^h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed; £48/10.
k. —75, Venner Rd., Sydenham. [9156

SNIP.—SV^h.p. Alklnys; 1914, 2-sDeed, condition
>- perfect; £45.—'Phone Bromley 1930. [9180

LLDAYS Matchless 4h.p., good order; £50.—D.
L Alexander, Hill View, Huugerford, Berks.

[X9097
LLON.—All raodels, exceptionally good deliveries,

k. inqv.ire approximate dates.-Parker's, Deansgate
inchester.

.
[X9026

917 AUdays Allon, 2?ih.p., recently overhauled, in
excellent condition throughout; £40.—Newman,

.tUeton, Chester. tX8507
! LLDAYS-TILLIEES 2l^h.p., 2-stroke, no lamio.
^ excellent running order; £25.—E. A., 65, Norfolk
I., East Ham. [9210

I

LLON, 2-speed, hand-controlled clutch, delivered
>- Ans. 3rd: near £65.-59. Broad Ed., Acook's
ken. Birmingham. [X8922

[Q15 Alldays 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
1*^ splendid condition; £42.—St. Briar, Broad Lane,
(loberley, Co-veutry.

.

[X9053

LLON 1918 2''ih.p. 2-3troke, 2-speed, hand clutch,
all accessories, privately owned; £55.—580.

.mdsworth Rd., S.W.S [9612

ONES' Garage, special agents for AUdays Allon.
', Broadwav, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside
Irade North Finchiey. [2931

[
LLDAYS Matchless 1915 3VL'h.r. Wicker Combina-

tion, 3-Bpeed, clutch, good condition; £66.—Strike,
luehwarton, King's Lj-nn. tX9018
'ih.p. Allon, 2-stroke, 1917, C.S., new condition.
(4 mechanically perfect, accessories ; any trial ; 52
.-Luroof'k, 44, Boston Rd., Hanwell, W.7. [9952

Ih.p. Alldays Matchless, 1914, coachbuilt sidecar,
' 2 all accessories, good tyres, absolute bargain

;

It cheque £60.—Skinner, 6, North Parade, Bath.
1

[9827
LLON 1915. 2-3peed, lamps, accessories, spare belt.

- tyres nearly new, oversize on back, not used for 3
rs; £45.-Morgaii, 50, Eleuwood Ed., Stretford. Man-
ster. [X9045
LLON 2-stroke, 2"^4h.p., 3-speed Armstrong gear,
very little ridden ; reason lor sale, owner pur-

sed large combination; price £45.—Box 108, c/o
Motor Cycle. [X8935

119 AlUhiya Allon, 2";4h.p., 2-speed, clutch model.
' fully equipped, lamps never been lit, new horn,
8, only run 30 miles: owner bought higher power;
o.—Harvey, New Rd., Eythorne, Dover. [9376

Godfrey'
have now in their

Showrooms

—

The 1919

Powerplus

Motocycle

and will be pleased if

Indian riders or others

interested will call and
inspect.

PRICES :- Electrically

Equipped

Solo - - S.13G
Sidecar

Combination £ 16B
Prospective customers
should please note that

we are unable to give any
definite delivery dates for

orders received now, as

we already have a long

waiting list.

As supplies improve, we
hope to execute orders

with little or no delay,

but at present can only

promise that all orders

received will be executed
in strict rotation.

.^vw "L^-W-VW

GODFREY'S
LIMITED,

208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.I.
Telephone; Mayfair 7091 (2 Ibes).

'Grams: "Gofrabike. Wesdo. London.'

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. de Lu.'ce. just overLau ed. 10

Kns.. ivith bicycle 16 ens.-Gieetliiuu, Saltliousa

Ed., Millom, Cumberland. lX90ta

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. EI3

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

41i.p. AUdara Matchless, late 1913. 2.siiee(l Roc gear.
Bosch mn?., low, racy, T.T. bars, stored 4 years,

completely oYerhanled, re-enanielled, lamp, born, tools

;

£48.—A. W. Curlinc, Murston, Sittiugbourne, Kent.
[X8852

"I
Q18 Alldays Allon 2>4h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed. P. and

-Lt/ H. lamps, mechanical horn, new condition,
mileage about 800, perfect running order; £50; owner
buying combination.—Harrison, 48, Liverpool Ed.,
London, N.l. rX8533

ALLDAYS Comliinatioii, twin, 2-strcl;e. 6h.p., 1919,
5 speeds, kick starter, dynamo lighting, 2 horns,

lew caiioelet sidecar, disc wheels, detachable and spare,

Iuat;ai:e crid. painted dark red, top-hole condition :
price

140 gns.—Hed IJeer Garage, S. Croydon. [1044

ALLDAYS Combination, twin, 2-stroke, 6h.p., 1918, 3
speeds, kick starter, dynamo lighting, 2 horns, low

Cancelet sidecar, disc wheels, detachable and spare, lug-

gage grid, painted dark red, top-hole condition ;
price

140 gns.—Bed Deer Garage, S. Croydon. [9351

Antoine.

ANTOINE, 6h.p., single gear, a.i.v., runiring order;
£29, or nearest offer; no dealers.—Bennett, 58b,

Crawford St., W.l. [9144

ANTOINE 1914 41/ib.p., dropped frame, stored 3
years, excellent appearance, ride away; £39/10.

5, Addison Av.. Holland- Park. [9706

<\rlel

CKOW Bros,, High St. Guildford —Ariel agents since

1913 1919 deliveries have begun. [6299

AEIEL 3'Ah.p., excellent condition; no accommoda-
tion : 30"gns., offers.—Haskell, Kingston Rd., South-

ampton. [X8862

JONES Oarage, special agents for Ariels, Broad-
wav. Musw.ell Hill, N.IO. and Woodside Parade,

N'orth Finchley. [2929

ARIEL. 3'Ah.p. and 6-7h.p. : early deliveries.-F
Speakman, Ariel Espert. 7. Rochdale Kd..

Harpirrhey Manchester. [5269

3 lb. p. Ariel Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed, clutch,

2 fully equipped, lamps, born, etc.; £70.-24, Pal-

merston Rd., Walthamstow. [9254

ARIEL, 3V2I1.P., multi-gear, lamps, horn, new Dnn-
lons, excellent running condition ; £42.—Willcox,

12, Nottingham Rd., Melton Mowbray. (9818

ARIEL No. 2, coil ignition, engine overhauled in

good running order; a bargain for beginner; £12.
-Parker, 93, Tapton Hill Rd., Sheffield. [XB940

ARIEL 1914 S'Ah.p., 3-3peed clutch, splendid run-

ning order, good tyres; first offer £55 secures.—

Bailey, 3, Whitehorse St., Brandon, Suffolk. [9641

3ih.p. Ariel Combination, almost new condition. 3
2 speeds, clutch, de£ompressor, lamps, tools, spares:

£70.—Dimkley, Postman, Brackley, Northants. [1009

ARIEL 6-7h.p.,Tvith Dunhill sidecar, new April, 1919,

run about 3,000 miles: for immediate sale: price

with lamps, horn, tools. £145.-Eeply, Beechtcld, Hay-
wards Heath. >

[9364

ARIEL, 1916. 3i/>li.p., Ariel sidecar, little used,

enamel and plating unscratched, perfect turn-

out, new Dunlop tyres; £100; Midlands.—Box L3,369,

do Tlie Motor Cycle. [1027

1 Q19 5-6h.p. Ariel Combination, Milford sidecar,

J-t/ special body. Easting screen, speedometer,

mechanical horn, mirror, 3 lamps and batteries, dona

600 miles; £ 170.-Marlow, 3. Crouch Hall Rd.,

Crouch End, N.8. [X8639

101s 6h.p. Ariel Combination, perfect condition.

-L«i electrically equipped, aluminium discs, luggage

carrier, new tyres, belt, trip speedometer, 2 spare

tvres, over £30 of accessories; best offer over JtloO.—

Avoca, Orpington, Kent. [9621

3ihp. Ariel Combination, 1915, C.B. Milford car.

2 excellent condition, stored Z'A years, B. and

B Dunlops, Lucas lamps, countershaft gear, 3- speed,

and speedometer: sacrifice, £32.—Edgell Cottage, High
Rd., East Finchley (opposite St. Pancras Cemetery).

Arno.

AENO 1914-15, 3Vi>b.p., Amac and Berlins (both

new), engine new tnrougliout. nearly ne«- tyres,

new belt; £50, no offers.—Humphrey, 107, Cr?™l|
Hill, Birmingham. [X87Sf)

Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL, as new, perfect order: £15, or offer.

—Hornminster, Hornchurch, Essex. [9454

AUTO-WIIEEL, good running order, good tyre; £12.

—Coleby. Fairlie Cottage, Leatherhead. [9317

ATJTO-WHEEL, iust overhauled, and B.S.A. cycle;

£26-Nicoli; 31, Alfred Place West, S.W.7. [9712

WALL Auto-Wheel, good condition and running

order; £10.-Shield. Tattenhall, Chester. [X8S27

AUTO-WHEEL, little used, just overhauled, perfect

going order; best offer.-H. Wilkinson, _« a vs....-- going ,

Green. Winsford, Cheshire [X8982
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
/^uto-Wheels

AUTO-WHEEL (Wall), complete with all fixtures,

excellent running condition, recently overhauled,
new heavy Dunlop tyre fitted; £12.—Thompson,
Asylum, Arlesey. [9546

AtTTO-WHEEL. flttjd to sprin" frame bicycle, -5-

speed Armstrong gear, in daily use, ready to ride

away or carriage free, pulls well; ^14.—Frank ^Bom-
tord, Broughton, Pershorc. [X8625

Rat.

8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, Bosch mag., B. and B.,

kick starter, clutch, trial; £90.—Hurst, Newbury
St., Wantage. [9980

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p., 2-3peed, coachbuilt sidecar, good
condition, new tyres; £68.—W. Wood, 16, St.

Paul's Av., Cricklewood, N.W.2. [9824

B.A.T.-J.A.P. 8h.p., countershaft gear box, all chain
drive, K.S., lamps, etc., any trial; £65, or offer;

seen any time.—C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel.:

3155. [9653

5-6h.p. Bnt-Jap, 2 speeds, countershaft, clutch, chain

drive, kick starter, Kood tvres, Bosch waterproof,

splendid running order, £60; sidecir chassis for same,

£4.-19, Wood Lane, Shepherd's Bush, W. [9927

6h p. T.T. Bat-Jap, 3 speeds, starter, enamelled red,

high-backed spring upholstered projectile sidecar,

fast, sporting, lovely turnout, enamel plating as new;
any trial: £95; consider good SVah.p. part exchange.

—7, Cowdray Rd., Wimbledon, S.W. [9524

BAT Sh.p., good condition, tools, lamp, tyres, etc.,

recently overhauled by makers, exceedingly fast,

second to Indian in world's mile championship, 1914,

93 4 mp.h.' reallv good value: £105, or near offer.—

Write E. Weaver-Adams, Slough, Bucks. [9225

Blackburne.

CEOW Bros.. High St.. Guildford, arc old Black
burne agents, .nud can give early deliveries. [5300

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent for Blackburna motors; early delivery.

[6104
BLACKBURNE.— Sole agents. Book now for early

delivery.-Chandler, Eeyre and Williams, Sun St..

Hitchin. ^
(0999

JONES' Garage, special agents for Blackburnes,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. [2932

BLACKBURN 1919 4h.p., single-cyl., 3-speed,
counter-shaft, clutch, and kick starter, used for

a" few miles only.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
At., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0552

Bradbury.
BRADBURY, 4h.p., 2-specd, kick start, good condi-

tion; £45.-26. Ossian Rd.. Stroud Green. [X8561

BRADBURY 1919 6h.p. Model, brand new. solo or
combination.—Parker's, Bradshawgate. Bolton.

[X9039
BRADBUBY 4h.p., Armstrong 3-speed gear, lamps,

horn, tyres nearly new; £42/10.—Tucker. High-
liridgc. [X8674

BRADBURY.—For the earliest possible deliveries of
1919 models.-The Wnl&all Garage, Wolverhamp.

[5606lOD St.. WnlsnlL Tel.: 444.

BRADBURY", 4'/ih.p., Bosch waterproof, B. and B.,
excellent sidecar machine, running order; £36.

—

85, Powerscroft Rd., Claoton, E.5. [9442

BRADBURY 4h.p., Pliilipson pulley, splendid condi
tion, including tyres, fast and rehable : £42.—

Keable, Upper Bowden. Pangbourne. [519067

4h.p. Bradbury, single speed, Senspray, Brooks,
speedometer, good condition ; ride away ; £25.—

Chalkley, 54. Ponthill Rd., Finsbury Park. [9165

BRADBURY 1915 6h.p. Combination, 3 speed, h.b.
clutch, speedometer. l.Tmns, sparer, and tools;

£85, no oflers.—27, Nile Ed., Gillingham, Kenfl [X9086

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 1913, Bosch mag., in excellent
condition, new tyres and belt, pedal start, free

engine, and spares ; £40.—23, Essex Rd., Barking.
[9311

4ib.p. Bradbury, Bosch, B. and B.. fcotboards, per-
4 feet running order, Philipson pulley: £28: ex-

change for lightweight.—Jarvis, Coates, Cirencester.
[X9094

BRADBUEY, 4</ih.p., B. and B,. Bosch, lighting
set. good condition, ride away: nearest £35; after

6 p.m.—E. G. Wilkin, 6, Summerhill Ed., West Green
Ed., Tottenham, N.15. [9452

"I
Q14 Bradbury Combination, 4Vjh.p., 2-speed N.S.U.,

At/ free engine, clutch, good tyres, tubes, and con-
dition, climb any hill; £42/10.—The Farm, Hoddes-
den Ed., Belvedere. , [X8946

FOR Sale, 1916 Bradbury motor cjele and coachlmilt
sidecar, in good running order,, just been over-

hauled; £80. or nearest offer,—J. C. Austin, Hillview
House, Kidderminster. [X7600

BRADBURY 4i.ih.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2
gears (Armstrong and N.S.U.), speedometer, and

accessories, perfect, as new; £60.-14, Dongola St..

Harford St., Stepney, E.l. [9597

BEADBUEY 1913 4h,p. Combination, N.S.U. 2-

speed, free engine hub with kick start, perfect

condition ; £60, or exchange 2-strok6 and cash.—Long.
134, Cherry Orchard Ed., Croydon. • [9823

CI4 All letters relating to advertisements

M
AUDE'S
OTOR
ART

READY FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., W.D. Model £70
DOUGLAS, ^J h.p. W.D. Model £65
DOUGLAS, ai h.p., W.D. Model £75
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., W.D. Model £80

As the Government Surplus Pronerty Disposal

Board give no guarantee with these machines,

we are unable ourselves to do Ihls, and the

machines are sold on this undeistanding.

But we do put all machines in good running

order before delivery. The machines are com-

cletew'th toolbags, but no tools, lamps oi horn,

BRADBURY, ror3,3ih.p single speed ... £35
RUDGE MULTI, 1914, 3I h.p.. Comb £95
ENFIELD, t9r3, 6 h.p., J.A.P., Comb. . £93
INDIAN, rgte, 7-9 h.p., power plus Comb. £130

SUNBEAM, 2j h p.. W.D. Model £84

JAMES, 3i h.p. Twin, W.D. Model £70

IVY, 4 h.p.. Twin. 1016, 3-speed 185

ARIEL, 3^ h.p. .1915, Comb., 3-speed £115
HARLEY-DAVIDSON,7-9h.p., ipig.Comb.

as new £239
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p. 1913, Standard £55

ZENITH, 6 h.p.. r9i6, Torpedo Sidecar ..£135

VV.D. Models sent on approval against cash
provided carriage is paid hotb wavs.

MAUDE'S

MOTOR MART
lCO,Gt.PortlandSt.,

London, W.l.

Telecnone : Museum 557.

Telegrams : " Abdica '-

Wesdo London."

'(MOTOR'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BRADBURY, 1914, 4b.p., 3-speed countershaft, c

drive, complete with speedometer and coachl
sidecar, hood, screen, and child's seat.—A. Peck.
Royd Garage, Hebden Bridge, Yorlis. [Xi

BRADBURY Standard 2-speed Kick Start Coull
tion, cane sidecar, Lucas lamp set. Jones b]

ometer, mirror, etc., unused last 3 years; £50.—
Blackhorse Rd., Waltbamstow. [!

BRADBURY 4i.ah.p., 1914, cork clutch, 2-si

chain drive, Bosch, 2-seater sidecar, Lucas 1

and hern, new tyres and tubzs, Dunlops, excellent
dition; £65; trial.—Bii-chall, Hbsier, Tyldesiey, ]

Chester. [X.

BEADBtTRY 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination. I
lamps. Jones speedometer. Klaxon horn and he

N.S.U. gears, tyres, including spare, as new, whole
class condition; £65; seen Loiidon.— 204, Thorold
Dford. !

BRADBURY, 1914, 2 speeds, hand-contr
clutch, kick starter, new tank, in iirst-class 01

bargain, £55; tyres and tubes, chain and belt, m
new.—W. P. C. Jones, Post Office, Cwmavon, Gla
ganshire. [

~| Q13 4h.p. Bradbury, Simms-BoscTi mag.. B. an
it/ carburetter, re-overhauled. Clincher heavy
Dunlop tyres, with lamps, horn, tools complete

splendid condition ; £35 -secures.—Mason, Thomas
King's Lynn. [

BRADBURY 1914 4h.p., S-speed countershaft,

clutch, kick starter, chain drive, Mills-Pn

coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, mechanical horn, Inj

grid, tyres and chains good, appearance excellent

gns. ; after 5 p.m.—26, Bryanstono Ed., Crcueh
N.8. (Near Broadway.) I

Brough
SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Ui

Man Only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and
Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. I

BROUGH 3\i.h.p. Twin, 2-speed. Model H., new
and tube, speedometer, lamps, etc., splendid

ehanieal condition, £65; also SV^h.p. Rudge, <

model, excellent condition throughout, tyres gcod.

—Carter, 17, Albeit Ed.,_Tre3sillian Rd., Brockley. [

Brown.
3ih.p. Brown, spring forks, mag., gcod rut

2 order; £25.—Brotherton, Postman, Chorie

BROWN, 3h.p.. 3 speeds, roost reliable, perfect

gns.; appointment only.—Miss D. Mimia,

Mayall Rd., S.E.24. I

BROWN 3h.p., good condition; £18; ride awa
exchange lightweight; cash adjustment.—t

ford. Clarendon Rd., Borehamwood. [X

BROWN, sy-h.p., all accessories, Bosch, Bow*
-. si>eed, kick start, new heavy Dunlop rear, t

sidecar; £35, or near offer.-Parker, Olifte^it

Kent. I

6-8h.p. Brown Combination, coach, underslung,

drive, 2-speed and free, good condition; seei

trial evenings after 8 o'clock.—Agate, 31, Ave
Rd., Palmer's Green, N.13.

ROWN, SV^h.p., 1914, stored 4 years, now— hauled an'd in good condition and running '

Bosch, B. and B., tyres good, pulley adjustable, 1

horn, complete; Kensington; £36.—Box L3,36«

The Motor Cycle.

EOWN-VINDEC Combination. 6h.p. J.A.P.,

1916, Stnrmey-Archer 3-spe€d gear, kiek

hand clutch, drip feed, Amac carburetter, coat

sidecar, hood, screen, luggage cairier, lamps,

speedometer, full kit of tools, spares, used one f

laid up throngh war, in perfect condition; £120;

biiyiug car.-^J.W.T., Islip House. Boreham "Uiv".

(Eistree Station, Midland.)

B.S.A.

S.A. Motor Cycle, SV^h.p., in running crdi

wants magneto; £2S.-£1. High St., Dovp

S.A. Sole District Agents; book now.—Tlie \-

Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. Tel. '

S A.—Secure your order now ; second-hand ma
in stock,—Parker's, Deansgate, Mancbest

SA. 41/ih.p., 1915, 3-speed countershaft gears

excellent order; £75.-200, High St, I

«!f
^^L or SATlSfl

should Quote the number at the end oi each

B^

B^

B
B
B
B
S.W

B.S A. 4J/Sh.r., 3-specd countershaft, all-chain

"

condition; any trial: £85.-10, Orowborous j'

Tooting. I

B.S,A. 4Uh.p., 1914, 2-speed, F.E., lamps,

ride away; £57/10, or offer.—9a, The

Baling, W.

BS A. 1916 4^^h.p., all-chain drive, S-sri^^ -

shaft, kick start, fine condition: SSti -

Eeaconsfield.

JONES' Gajage, special agents for B.S, .!...

way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside 1

North Finchley.

BS.A. 3V2h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, i

chain-driven, in fihe condition; 63 gns.—8«

herd's Bush Rd., W.

advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 2^;ih.p.. 2-3peed, good condition ; £35.—
' 42, Linden Ed., Dewsbury Ed., Leeds. [X9009

DOUGLAS 2?.lh.p., W.D., brand new, just delivered;
.S78.—Lee, Hesketh Rd., Southport. [X8907

IQ18 Douglas 2»ih.p., clutch, kick start, as new;
L«/ £70.—Wood, Midhouse, Eendall, Orkney. [9645

DOUGLAS.—We ate doing our Oest for deliveries.

-

Moilat. Doutflcis Agent, Yeovil. 'Phone: 50. [1103

rjOUGLAS 25ih.p., W.D. mcdel. brand new. splendid
b' condition; iV2.-Pehrsou, Kincraig, Chisleliurst.

rj.OUGLA,S 2~;ih.p., 1915, smart machine, runniue^ order; £47/10,' bargaiu.-21. iS-e»ton Av.,^itou

I

Q16 4h.p. Douglas, dSSO; also 1917 ditto; both newLf condition.— 18, Wi.\;'s Lane, Lavender Hill, S.W.
[9S43ryOUGLAS, real gem, perfect, 2"'ih.p. ; anv trial- L

t-' gns.-Jones, Crossway House, Coleford, Batli.

iSh.p. Douglas, 2 .spseds, buffer head .'prings, 'brandJ4 new; *75.-l, Melrose Hd., Meitou Pai°k, S.W.

)3h.p. Douglas, just overhauled, perfect condition,I* ride away; £60.—Snelling. Hare Hall, Romford.
r"f9022^OUGLAS.—All m:dels. Bock now for future' 19ii,

-' 20 dehvenes.—Parker's, Bradahawgate, Bolton.

rvOUGLAS, 2%hp., 1919, W.D., 1,000 miles^??li'
-' hauled, perfect. -Trendell, Boughton, Faversham

-iOUOLAS 2-4I, p 2.3peed, late model, smartf fisV:
-> £52.-60, Uallingtord Av., N. Kensington.

-ibUGLAS 2?ih.p., all complete, ready to ride away*-J i,35; no offers.—Box; 109, c/o Me Motor CvcU.

ni9 4h.p. Douglas Combination, little used- dei2u
«^ or offer.—Macdonald, 86, St. Vincent St., Glas-

^^"'
[9562

-JOUGLAS 1914 2s4h.p. T.T.. 2-spced, splendid
-' running order; £49.—Ford, Watchmaker, Red-
'" ^ [9798

5|-''''i;i?°°l-'°?V?"*''*^'''
'•'ndle start; best offer over

, ,

/32.-E;mght, 10, Three Grown Sa., Boro'
lartet.

j3gg2
Q14 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps, speedometer,
;"..^''=-; *42.—Cooke, Eversleigh, Belsize Rd
,'ortbing. |-gj3^
")OUGLAS 1911,. 2-Bpeed, overhauled and rebuslied,
-' splendid condition; £25.-0. Fisher, Bush Hotel
arnliam,

[9174
"JOUGLAS 1911, good condition, new tyres- aftei,-^7; bargain, £28.-6, Cavendish Ed., Merton,"•^^-

[X8988

[^^\P?^^^^hF»^-^- 2-speed, good running order,

l^or ^c. ^**' ^"S---B°=^ 13,366, c% J^K^
PHREB Douglas, 2?4h.p., 1915 models, nearly new
d K,n'l''V°r'

*'^° <>^'>li-Stevens, 184 Pentonviae
.d.. Kings Cross. [gjgy

0°H2J''^®' 2%h-P-. T.T., new tyres, belt, guaranteed
Yo^KL'S'"^ °"*<='^: *.28.-29, St. LeSnards St.™mley-by-Bo».

. [9529

D'^Yn^^^ ^''•'"P"
'^-'r^^'

K.S., P. and H. lamps,
\f„ Of" ^'^^fsones perfect; £58.-Greenhalgh, Bald^
|in St., Bolton. [X9105
Q16 4h.p. Douglas Combination, guaranteed good

,-„„.f''™'*'J,',?'''
*11°' ^ bargain.-53. Hawk's Rd.,

^lngston-on-'i'hames. [9334
rVOUGLAS, 2|4h.p., 2-speed, delivered last week, very
r

'^st; bought whilst on leave; 72 gns.—The White
louse, Radlett, Herts.

. b = j.uc_£^ua,e

^OUOLAS 2%h,p, single, horn, footboards, new
d,, New Maiden, Surrey. [X9085
~\OUGLAS, 4h.B., 1915-16 model, engine No 4762-'nearly new condition; 5690.—Stevens, 184, Pen-
jnviUe Ed., King's Cross. [9289
"^OUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D., just unpacked, complete
-' eqiuipment, spares, Lucaa lamp, horn; £66—87
ancaster St., Birmingham. [X895d
,~)OyGLAS Combination, late 1915, 4h.p., 3-speed

^ tT„„ Tj-i^'t"?',^?'
condition; £87/10.-Hutton,'

!ett Lion Hill, East Finchlcy. [S8918
Q 18 (not W.p.) Douglas 2?ih.p., just overhauled,
•;y little used, splendid condition, any trial —unner, 6, North Parade, Bath. ' [9829
^OUGLAS IJih.p., 1914, countershaft single gear

uusf°°Fol^.°?-n*'°n' *1°' ''"* offer.-Lines, Union
,ouse, ioleshill, Coventry. [X8876

)°W^^^ ¥*"*" '^^- **°"J'=1. "16, 2-speed, new
^ 53 't?^ t°" "'^*-''- tested; £78.-672, Commer-al Ed., Limehouse, E.14. [9848

)°Fv';^^^l
2-/4h p., 1915, 2-.<peed, clutch, kick start.^excellent condition; ie58;-owner needs cash.—Box

471, c/o the Motor Oi/cle. [X8610

J^Frdf;^^' ^F?' ^'-i^'P- 2-speed, good running

:» 4%': iro\'^fkftir'a\'.}l
''"°' ^''- ^^'^9-!

i)OUOLAS, 2y,h.p.. W.D., 2-speed, unissued, in crate •

k'.:^
or elose oHcr; Saturdays by appomtment.-

1, Sidney Rd., Richmond, S.W. [9903

"The 'Mobile Pup'
can truthfully be des-

cribedas an engineer's

job from first to last,

and is one of the

nearest approaches to

our own ideas of the

true scooter.'

Thus say " Mstor Cycling " in

their issue of July 30th, and the

keeif" enthusiasm evoked every-

where by

THE
"MOBILE PUP^'
Motor Scooter

is striking proof of the public's

appreciation of this truly efificient

"engineer's job." We are

Sole Distributors

Berkshire, Buckinghamshire

and Oxfordshire

and invite enquiries over that area from
Traders interested regarding sub-agencies
covering: a period from present date until

end of I92J season.

We also welcome enquiries from prospec-
tive private buyers who can, whenever
6ub-agencies are arranged, eventually be
supplied through their Local Agent.
The " Mobile Pup " is the outcome of a
concentrated and prolonged experience
and, amongst many other feats, has de-

monstrated its utility and reliaoility by
easily climbing Sunrising Hill with its I

in 6 gradient.
Note a few actual details

—

Engine.—Bore 55 mm., Stroke 60 mm.
Air couled, overhead valves, detachable
cylinder head, oil retaining. Easily
accessible.

Carburetter.—Single lever. Twist grip
control.

Ignition.—Magneto.
Transmission.—Front wheel drire with

shock absorbers.
Wheels.—Steel disc type 18 x 2i.

Tyres.—Palmer Cord.
Control.—By twist grips on control

column which folds down when not in use.
Mudguarding.—EKceptionally efficient

with deep valances.
Finish.—French Grey Stove Enamel.
Road Speed.—Up to 20 m.p h.

Petrol Consumption.—About 125 m.p.g.
Weight—68Ib. only.

PRICE.—30 GUINEAS, complete, in-

cluding front and rear electric lamps,
Tyie Inflator, Bell. Tool Kit, Number
Plates, and ready for the road. The
price also includes a 12 months' free
comprehensive Insurance Policy.

Deliveries commence in about 2 weeks'
time, and all orders will be executed m
exact rotation as received.

Remember Layton Garages' reputation for

courteous, personal and reliable service and
send YOU R enquiry through without delay.

NOTE.- After carejitl examination and
efCended trial ws ihoroitghly approve the
geneial ietails of the ' Mobile Pup"

LAYION GARAGES,
London Rd., BICESTER,
& 90, High St.,OXFORD.
Telephore : 35, Bicesler.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
Douglas.

/?<IEE, The noii^Ias Expert. Gloucester ('Phone: 852),
^-" regrrts to inform his imnierous clients he canriot
accept orders for early deliveries. [6340
T^OtTGLAS, 1916, 2-speed, with 2 spare covers and
•*--' tubes, belt, valves, etc. ; bargain, £67, no offers.—
89, Upper Tooting Rd., S.\V.17. [9194

"TiOUGLAS, 2^!ih.p., 1911, just been overhauled, new^ tyres, etc., in splendid running order: £30.—Lneey,
37, Victoria Rd., Addlestone, Surrey , [9918

35.h.p. Douglas, mechanically perfect, requires fly-* wheel nut; best oHer over £24.—Cartv/right,
Highwood Hill, Mill Hill, N.W.7. [9594
T~XOUGLAS, 25/lh.p., W.D. model, recently uncratsd,
->-' done 100 miles, good es nevp; £75.—Robertson,
North, 55, Broad St., Peterborough. [9367

"r|OUGLAS 4b.p. Combination, W.D. model, peric-t
J-' condition, accessories: £115, or nearest.—K., 14,
Cromwell Ed., Stretford, Manchester. [X88e9

BRAND New Douglas, 2%h.p.. crated, a few more
available from stock; 74 gns.—Qnetton, 3, New

Oxford St. (entrance High Holborn), W.C. [S131

I'\OUGLAS 1914 2i4h.p., 2-speed, in very good run-
---' ning order; £50.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock
i-IiU (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [9025

DOUGLAS, 244h.p., single speed, Bosch, Klaxon, P.
Jind H. lamps, fine conditiou; 35 gns.— 129,

Tliornbury Rd., Osterley Park, near District Rly. [9815

1Q16 4h,p. Douglas Combination, overhauled and
-i-t/ in perfecfc order; £110.—Smith's, 10-16 Haver-
stock: Hill (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [9027

I Q18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, W.D. model, per-
i»^ feet condition, lamps, hoin, etc., good tyres; any
trial; £120.—Haines, 12, High East St., Dorchester.

[X8645
LATE 1913 Douglae, 2-8peed, footboards, semi-T.T.

bars, tools, horn, etc., enamelled grey, and in grand
order; nearest £60.—Jamea Pollard, Wragby, Lines.

[9839
OUh.p. Douglas's, W.D. Models, brand new, in crates,^4 only four left; apply early for this famous little

bike.—453, Bearwood Rd., Smethwic"k, Birmingham.
[9658

4h.p. Combination, Douglas, W.D., Binks, spare tyres,
M.O. insurance, perfect condition, ridden 600

miles; £145.—S., 24, Coleherne Rd., Earl's Court, S.W.
[X8868

DOUGLAS. 1915, 2-speGd, T.T. bars, fitted with
lamps, etc., in perlect running order; £53, first

cheque secures.—L. Bull, 44, Hill's Rd., Cambridge.
[9833

DOUGLAS 1915 4h.p., 2 speeds, Bosch mag., splen-
did compression, power, speed, built for sidecaj;,

£85.—Lieut. Evans, Moore Park Camp, Kilworth, Co.
Cork. [X8352

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., 2-speed, complete with
lamps, etc., in fine running order; £55.—Smith's,

10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk Farm Tube
Station). [9024

DOUGLAS 2'j4h.p. W.D., unused, new tyres and
tubes .(cost £7) replacing those perished during

storage; first over £75.—Skinner, 6, North Parade,
Bath. [9823

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 1914, just overhauled, painted
and plated, horn, lamps, stored 1915-1919, good

as new; best offers over £65.—Livesey, Dunboyne, Sea
View, LO.W. [9765

DOUGLAS, 1914, 25,4h.p., 2-speed, recently over-
hauled, lamps, horn, tyres good, fast, powerful,

sporty; £55.~Fergusson, 15, Ulundi Rd., Blackheath,
S.E.3. [9283

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, as new; also
25/ih.p. W.D. model Douglas, 1916, 2-speed, good

condition; £55.-697, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottenham,
N.15. [X8947

LATEST W.D. Model Douglas, quite new, fitted with
lamp, generator, tail lamp, registered, can be

ridden away; 75 gns.—18, South Bruton Mews, Bond
St., W. [9525

23,b,p. Douglas, Bosqh, footboards, Hutchinsons back,
4 meclianieiil born, Dunlop belt, all new, lamps,

tools, good condition; £35, no ofi!ers.—43, Cliiton Rd.,*
South Norwood. [9959

D,OUGLAS 2^;.i.h.p., clutch model, electric lights, just
overhauled, T.T. bars, fast machine, new tyres,

otc. : first ofler £54; seen any time.— Dolphin Hotel,
Faversham.

,
[9482

DOUGLAS Combination, 1915,.4h.p.j 3-speed, clutch,
K.S., accessories, very gocd condition; owner going

abroad; £105. — WhyLe, 145, Jerningham Rd., New
Cross, S.E. [1014

03.h.p. Douglas's.—Write for pamphlets, with specifl-
/W 4 cation and price. It is just possible we may be able
to deliver, and we solicit your enquiries.—Robinson's,
below.

4h.p. Douglas's.—Write for pamphlets with specifica-
tion and price. It is just possible we may be able

to deliver, and we solicit your enquiries.—Robinson's
Garage, 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995 (2
lines). T.A. : Bicycles. [9999

DOUGLAS 2>4h.p., W.D. model, very fine specimen,
purchased new July, mileage under 200, perfect

condition; £75.—The Layton Garages, London Rd.,
Bicester. [X9058

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adverl-ise-ment. and ihe date of the issue. B17
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—Apply, Brooks' Motor Garage, Eiugfiton Rd.,
Park, S.W.19 (near Station}.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE;
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps, generator,
horn, tools; price £52/10; can be seen and

tried in London, S.W, district.—Box L3,372, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [1030

1Q14 2^/41i.p. Douglas, 2-speed, new tyres, £45; also
At/ S^^h.p. ^-speed Rover, excellent condition, £50

;

Trill ride 50 miles to purchaser ; no ofEeis.—69, King-
ston Rd., New Maiden. [9363

"I Q17 4h.p. 3-speed Douglas, in perfect mechanical
-l-t' condition; £75; garaged at St. John's Wood;
appointment to view {by letter only).—47, Barrington
Rd., Crouch End, N.8. [9945

3.h.p. Douglas, 1915,- S-speed; ju'.t OTerhanted, Amae
-^4 cai'buretter, good tyres, privately owned; 58 gns.

~"
' - '

'' Ravnes
[9189

1 Q16 4h.p. Douglas and Sidecar, mileage 2,000,
JLU lamps, speedometer, spares, stored 2 years

;

£112/10. or exchange 7h.p. F.N.~B. Taylor, Lodge
Farm, Grimston, Lynn, Noriolk. [X8784

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, 3-sp3ed, clutch,

kick-startsr, Lucas lamps, horn, tools; disposing

owing to wounded leg, Brighton district; £118.

—

Box L3,359, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9730

4h.p. Douglas Combination, as new, with all acces-

sories, a smart siiorty turnout; £110; exchange
with cash for higher power or Morgan.—175, Camber-
well Grove. 'Phone : Brixton 286. [9141

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, brand new,
guaranteed ready for delivery to-day; best offer

received by noon, the 16th inst., accepted; South Mid-
lands.—Box 116, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9079

4h.p. Doifglaa Combination, 1919, bought June, 3

lamps, numerous spares, small mileag'e^ condition

as new- trial bv appointoieut: £155, ^or nea;r offer.-

Long, 10, Park Rd., Staple Hill, Bristol. [X8832

-| Q19 Douglas Combination, delivered makers June,
JL*/ carefully driven about 150 miles, complete 3 un-

used lamps. Klaxon horn, all tools: first offer over £140
secures.—J. Lloyd, c/o G.P.O., AVinchester. [9747

DOUGLAS, 1913 or 1914, 23^h.p., 2 speeds, lamps,
speedometer, perfect order ; bargain, £50 ; ex-

change with cash powerful combination.—25, Burling-

ton Rd., Lansdowne Rd., Tottenham, N.18. [9398

4h.p. 1919 Douglas Combination, new spares, com-
plete tool kits, perfect mechanical condition, un-

Bcratched; an^ trial; £150; offers over £140 considered;

seen Perth.—Box L3,337, >e/o The Motor Cycle. [9458

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1914, 2-speed, recently over-

hauled, 2 lamp sets, speedometer, etc., new tyre

and tube front wheel, long exhaust pipes : £55 ; after

7 p.m.—parnell, 12, Porchester Rd., Bayswater. [9932

lOUGLAS, 2^^h.p., 1915 model, thOTOUghly_over-D^ hauled, periec-t condition; £65.—Vivian Hardi©
and Lane. Ltd., 24. Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.),

Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [9426

D.OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919, apron, wind
sci'een, full lamp sets for combination, perfect

order, and exceptionally good hill-climber; £126.—H.
J. Lynam, 80, Wombwell Mains, near Barnsley. [9378

D.OUGLAS 1914-15, 2-speed, Bosch mag., speed-

ometer, lamp set, long exhaust, very fast, guaran-
teed in perfect order; £60, or close offer.- tioss, 71,

South Side, Clapham Commoir, S.W.4. 'Phone 322
Brixton. [9360

DOUGLAS, 1915, 234h.p., 3 speeds, Colonial model,
cork clutch not used, tyres in good condition,

T.T. bars, machine hardly used since 1915; £68,
lowest.—30, Bellevue Rd., Wandsworth Common,
S.W.17. [9899

4h.p. 1919 Douglas Combination, as new, Stewart
trip speedometer, Klaxon horn, 6in. head lamp,

rear and sidecar lamp, handle-bar mirror, ete., all new
and perfect; beet offer over £130.—Calcutt, Peter-

borough. rX18466

DOUGLAS 2%h.p. Sporting Model, 2-speed, disc

wheels, long exhaust pipes, Lucas lighting set,

large born, new extra heavy covers, line machine; any
trial or examination ; 60 gne., lowest.—Crown Garage,

Chingford. [9244

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when yon have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-

livery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
Rd.. Bristol. [0966

TO 19 '^^P- Douglas Combination, new June, not
X«/ W.D., unseratched, perfect tune, lamps, gene-

rators, horn, tools, spare tyre, belt, plugs, etc. ; £140,
lowest; aiter 6 p.m.—Owner, Park View, Kenilworth
Rd., Ealing, W.5. [9920

SILENT 2%h.p. Douglas, makers' colours, and prac-

tically new, a particularly attractive mount; ex-

change with cash for late combination, or accept reason-

able cash offer.-175, The Grove, Denmark Hill, S.E.5.

'Phone : Brixton 286. [9140

| Q19 Douglas Combination, with Easting screen,

Xt? horn, Miller head and tail lamns, spare tube,

spare parts and tools, tyres as new; £132 delivered,

or highest offer.-Thompson, Sunnybrow, Woodlands
Rd., Middlesbrough. [9591

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 2-speed. T.T., November, 1918,
very little ridden, perfect condition, plated disc

flvwheel, P. and H. lighting outfit. Lm-as horn, and
:ir:^essories- price £70.—W. Burch, 117, West Wycombe
Rd.. High Wycombe, Bufks. [9483

REGISTERED

ELECTRIC BEAR LIGHTING SETS.
GENUINE HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES.

DRY,

CLEAN,

Price

ALWAYS

READY.

13/6.

" Flash " 4S-volt Genuine Hellesen Dry
Battery ... 13/6.

Fig. 386.—Metal Case for "Flash " Battery.

11/- each.

Fig. 387.—Metal Case for " Flash " Battery.

11/- each.

Fig. 376.

Leather Case
for

"Mignon."

Filce 3 6.

H.A.H. REAR LAMPS.

.8^

Complete \v',i th
msulated holder,
svpitch bulb, clip

and wiring.
14/6 each.

Fig. 573.

Adjustable in any direction, for any fixing, lights

number plate, and shows red danger signal.

Complete with aluminium body, bulb, and wife.

Price, 8/6 complete.

Delivery of all above from stock.

Note.—Postage extra on all the above.

Write tor latest Catalogue of H.A.H. Complete

Electric Lighting Sets.

A.H.HUryT, 115-117. Cannon St,

LONDON, E.C.4.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, *2^^h.p., brand new, speci<^l buffer sprii

W.D. mo'del, electric horn and rear lamp, i

set of tools, numbers on and ready to ride awnv; £i

no offers.—Chinn, White Hart Hotel, 231, Loirer CV,

ton Rd., E.5. 'Phone: 1248 iJalston. £92

"I iQig Douglas 4h.p. Combination, picked engine, cn
J-ti' fully ridden under 1,000 miles, cost in June £1'.

plus £15 accessories, periect running condition: £14
owner needs casb ; full trial by arrangement, letter

'phone, eTening, Ken. 3067.—Emley, 84, Queen's Gfi

S.W. [92

DOFGLAS-WILLIAMSON Sh.p. Twin eomhiHati.
hood, wind screen, lamps, horn, splendid con

tion, £115; O.K. lightweight fran:e, tank, Druid spr:

forks, pedals, Brooks saddle, wheels, tyre^:, handi"e-l)

[all new), £20, bargain.—Trinder and Osborne, B
bury. 'Phone: 146. [X8£

"jQ19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, engine No. 79'

Xtf delivered May, wind screen, electric and carl>

lighting, spare new cover and tube, valve complete ,"€.>:

tools, locker tor spares: any trial genuine buyer; in

able Augu.st 22nd; best offer over 120 gus.— Lungii
H.M.3. Undaunted, Chatham. rS8(

-jQlS 2'j4h.p. 2-&peed T.T. Douglas, enaitte!
J-*^ Matchless grey, tank- Service grey, panelled bl

aluminium disc wheels, nearly new Dunlop-tyres, eng
a beauty, absolutely like new, special exhaust pii

new Amar-Douglas carburetter, exceptional machi
and one of the smartest and fastest Douglas on
road; £80.—Below.
1 Q14 2%h.p. Douglas, clutch, kick stait, 2-sp(
-M-iJ enamelled black, tank aluminium and blu^,
gine overhauled and perfect, this machine cannot
told frton uew ; £85.^-Below.

THE A-bove Machines want to be seeu to be api
ciated.—Moss, Son, and Bros., Liphook, Hants^

-[9;

DOUGLAS, Douglas.-Our experience and advice
at the disoosal of all Douglas owners. 2%)

solo, price £72 ; 4h.p. combination, with new t

clutch, price £123. If you are interested call i

see us.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodfit

St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phoi

Mayfair 6559. [0

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919 model, i

' about 300 miles only, condition as new,, fl

with polished aluminium wheel discs to all trtK

lamps, etc., exceptionally handsome combinatioiu- f|

to drive away; price £145.—Vivian Hardie and'L
Ltd.. 24. Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.), BoM
London, W.l. 'Phone; Mayfair 6559. p
DOUGLAS 4h.p. W.D. Model, six for sale, T<

to build no, complete with carburetter, mag. ^

six ready to ride away shortly, absolutely perfect:

far the lowest price.; on the market; book imiuedia

All repairs started on same day as brought iu; ni

repairs done while you wait. All work lirst-da;

Beaumont and Gnmlin, 6, Williams Mews, DevoDi
St. (off Gt. Portland St.), W. [!

Edmund.
EDMUND, 1916, spring fnnne, 350c.c. L?vis cn

Enfield 2-sTieed gear, spares, arcessories, sen

used, new condition; £60.—The Limes, St. Mi

Grove, Richmond, Surrey. [

Enfield. ^
-|Q19 Lightweight Enfield, all chain; £773|
JLJ/ Warrington - Bd., Ashton-in-Makerfield,

"'^

ENFIELD Coach Combinntion. liite 1913. nKS
series: £85.-41, luvicta Ed., BlackheatP

ENFIELD 1914 Combination, fine turnout; 1

over 110 gns.^Broom, 77, Marylebone Latt

GTJAEANTBED Eoval Bnfiplcl, as new; cheapji
lor debt,—OfEevs to 32, Cliolmeley Ed.. Bq^

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1915, hood,
^115.-29, St. Leonalrds St., Brcfiiley-by-I

ROYAL ENFIELD 3h.p., 2-speed model, in 3

condition; £55.—Brook Bros., Bnrnhanpo

ENFIELD 1915 3Ii.p., with liRht sidecar, eooffi

tion ;
£60,— 127a, Victor Ed., Harrow Bit J

den, N.W.

ENFIELD 6-8h.p. Combination, 3 h.p. solo. 2'
"

lightweight models.—Inquire, Parker's, Brae!

gate, Bolton. [^

8 h.p. EoTOl Enfleld Sidecar combination, 1916, Ig

speedometer; £125.—Winson, Ham Common, '

mond, Surrey. — ^

JONES' Garage, special agents tor Enflelds, I '

way, Maswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Pit

North Finchley, f

33.h,p. Enfleld, M.A.G. engine, speedometer,
J J

4 a-speed gear, perfect in every way; «48e
George St., Hove. !'

LIGHTWEIGHT Enfleld, 2>^h.p. twin, sinde >
Rood running order; £18/10.-Hutton, Eeflf?

Hill, East Finchley,
' P"

1 016 2i4h,p. Eoyal Bntield 2-stroke, tyres as
f!XO Klaxon, in ftood condition; £48.—WestW,-

Weetgate Buildings, B.ith. P '

>,t8 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
)
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

ii 7-9.p. Indian, clutch model, very last ; 60 gns.—
53, Hawk's Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [9335

IAN, 5-6h.p. twin, T.T., clutch, disc wheel!

:

E85.—Post Office, Linton, Skiptoa, Torks.^ [9319

i.p. Indian, 1915 model, good condition; best
offer over £70.—Bartlett, Gondhurst, Kent. [1045

-P. T.T. Indian, Bosch, good order; £38; would
jKChange for lightweight.—Day, Broomfield, Chelms-

1

[9493

IAN 1915 7-9h.r. T.T. Clutch Model, ffood order,
'

5t; lowest, £63.—Clarke, Queen St., Louth,
e: 64. [9656

IAN 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed. ex-
-ellent order; £75.—Hntton, Eed Lion Hill. East
ley. [X8917

IAN 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, late model;
ide away; £95.—Stevens, 184, Pentonville Rd.,
s Cross. [9289

IAN, 7-9h.p., Colonial model, 1917, 3-speed, over-
tauled. perfect, speedometer; cash ^110.—'Phone :

ngton 5956. [9403

IAN, 7-9h.p.. 1915, sporting clutch model, lamps, ^

lorn, in new condition; £85.—Green Man,
lam Abbey. [9282

IAN, 1912. 3V2h.p., clutch, Amac, nearly new
res and chain, very fast; £35.—6, Prince's Rd..
rd. Middlesex.

'
[X8944

IAN 3'/2h.p., twin engine, 3-speed model clutch,
mplete with lamps, horn, and tools: £65.—Brook
Burnham-on-Sea. [9642

.p. Indian, 1914, clutch model, just been over-
jauled. very fast; £55 lor quick sale.—W. Newberv,
ng Farm, Misterton. [9466

IAN Combination, 2 speeds, clutch, perfect con-
ition : best offer over 75 gns.—Broom,- 77, Marvle-
Lauo, Oxford St., W.l. [9418

-P. Red Indian, clutch model, thoroughly over-
auled and enamelled, new rings, etc.; first cheque
secures.-Drye, Marlow. [9395

IAN. 7-9h.p.. 1914, clutch, good as new, Zenith
arburttter, very fast; £70.—Robertson, North, 55,
St., Peterborough. ' [9368

I.AN 1913 Red Combination. 2-speed, kick, ccncli
sidecar, smart, fast: first cash £69, no cffers.- 24.
al Ed., East Dulwioh. [9374

-P. Indian Combination, 1915. 3-5pBed, clutch,
sporting sidecar, perfect condition; £98.—Gehrke.
WiUesden Lane, N.W.6. . [9409

'IAN 7-9h.p. Comvrination, 1915 flate). 3 speeds,
spring frame, perfect condition; £110.-26, Lower
Rd-, Peckham, London. [X907_7

16 Indian Combination, 3-speed, kick start, excel-
lent condition ; £130, near offer.—Povey, Wood-

Eel Pie Island, Twickenham. [9618

16 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, clutch, 3-speed,
elentric light. Indian sidecar; £105.—Taylor. 68.

ell St., near Waterloo Station, i:8221

^VEEPLirs Indian, rigid frame, T.T. model, 3
speeds, clutch, fine sporting -mount ; 100 gns.—
ti,'6. Mount Pleasant Ed., Ealing. [9187
r.p. Indian Combination, 2-speed, K.S., acces-
sories, spares, stored 4 years; £65; after 6.—
vVallwood Ed., Leytonstone, E. [9673
TE 1915 Indian, 7-S^.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick
start, stored 3 years, lovelv condition • bargain.
-Brynmaer, Throwley Ed., Suttoa, Surrey. [9342

16 Indian, 7-9h.p., T.T., clutch., all accessories,
long copper exhaust pipes, verv fast, excellent

itwn; £75.-43, Sh Mattnew's St., Ipswich. [9949

5IAN, 1915, 3 speeds, 7-9h.p., in splendid condi-
tion, Binks carburetter, and new Phoenix sidecar;
£130.—A, B. Higgs, Chemist, Horley, Surrev.

1 , ,. - [X8449
(i.p. Indian, 2 speeils, sprung frame, clutch, elec.
trie lamps and horn, mechanicallv perfect, condi-

as new; £70.—Offer, Rustington, Litfclehampton.
[9432

il5 Green Indian, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, hand and loot
clutch, lamp, horn, tools, fast and reliable,

trial; 80 gns.—22, Fort St., Bishopsgate, E.l.

,„,-,. [9680
14 5-6fa.p, Indian, 3-speed, kick start, electric

1 horn, lights, speedometer, splendid condition;
or near offer.—Steer, Race Hill, Launceston.

r> T J- „ , .
[X9005

.U Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, and horn; ride away;
iin. £65.-209, Broadway, West Hendon, N.W.

[9405HAN 7-9h.p. 1915 T.T. Clutch Model, lamp, etc.,
laranteed perfect, v^ry fast; £75, or offer; seen
time.-O.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3. Tel. :

[9649

)14 7-9h.p. liidian Combination, 2-speed, engine just
i

overhauled, splendid condition: offer over £98.—
rt. Gate Farm, Sutton Benger, near Chippenham.

(9359
HAN Combination, late 1915, S-speed, kick start,
loroughly overhauled, excellent condition; £105-
ctay 2 o'clock.-Chandler, 63, Cliveden Rd., Wim-
"• S.»

.

[X8908

The following is a list of Motor

Cycles, etc., for which we are

contracting agents.

Your enquiries concerning them
will receive our immediate and
courteous attention.

MOTOR CYCLES.
A.B.C.
ALLON
ARIEL

BLACKBURNE
BROUGH
B.S.A.
CLYNO
DIAMOND
INDIAN
JAMES

MATCHLESS
METRO-TYLER
NEW IMPERIAL

NORTON
N.U.T.
OMEGA
ROVER

ROYAL ENFIELD
RUDGE
SUN

TRIUMPH
ZENITH

SIDECARS.
CANOELET
COMFY
EMPIRE
GLORIA
MILLFORD
SWAN

LIGHT CARS.
G.W.K. two-seater.

G.W.K. four-seater.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

Full market value paid -For First-
class Second-hand Motorcycles

and Combinations.

i

I

EASTERN GARAGE Go.
Ofl&cial Repairers to

R.A.C.. A.C.U.. A.A. & M.U..

418,R0HF0BD ROAD, FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone : ^qo East Ham.
Telegrams: "Egaraco. London.

I

MOTOR CYCLHS FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN. 7-9h.p.. 1915, 3 speeds, clutch, K.S., spring
frame, new chains, piston rings, etc., tyres good;

seen alter 6 p.m. ; 75 gns.—Hatchlord Hill Cottages,
Cobham, Surrey. [9570

1 Q15 7-9h.p. T.T. Indian, clutch model, in good going
-LiJ order; too fast for present; £80, or exchange for
lower power and cash, or IMorsan runabout.—.\pply.
Indian, 977 Company, Newmarket. [X8671

1 Q15 5-61i.r. T.T. Indian and Watsoninn sidecar. 3-

-»-«^ speed, Einl^s horizontal jet, clutch, complete
tools and spares, e.xcellent condition; £100; after 6.—
Cowell, 14, Shaftesbury Ed., Hammersmith. [X8450a

7-9h.p. T.T. Indian, late 1915, clutch model, sprockets

for solo or sidecar, just liad Godfrey overhaul,
perfect condition, Dunlops, very fast, rliiiib anytliing;

£75.-3, Iclrenham Close, Enislip, Middlesex. [X8523

INDI-iN 7-9h.r. 1916 Combination, dynamo lighting

set, speedometer, luggage carrier, 2 liorns, Mont-
gomery coachbuilt sidecar, in Ijcaiitiful condition
througliout; £145—Eowe, 140, Chuich Ed., Hove,
Brighton. [X8853

SILENT 7-9h.r. Indian Combination, with brand new
iMontgomery sidecar, in excellent running order:

cash offer, or exchange lower power; trial with
pleasure.—175, The Grove," Denmarlc Hill. 'Phone :

Brixton 286. [9142

IY-9h.p. Indian C.E. Combination, splendid condition,
I late 1914, 2-speed, K.S., new chains and sprocket,

fitted with lamps, speedometer. Klaxon, spring frame
model, enameUing as new; any trial; £135, offers.—

Ford, iun.. North Moreton, near Wallingford, Berks.
[X9071

Invicta.

1 Q18 (late) Invicta, 3y2h.p. Abingdon K(,ng Dick, 3-

X«7 speed Sturmey-Arcner countershaft, K.S., H.B.
clutch, Brampton latest forks, run 500 miles, perfect

condition; £75, no offers.—Bray, 33, Brewery St.,

Dudley. .
[9566

Ivy
23.h.p. Ivy 2-stroke, 2-3peed countershaft gear, very

4, reliable; big snip, 42 gns.-30, Talbot St.,

Burnley. [XS499

IVY.—For the earliest possible deliveries, book your

order now.—The Walsall Garage, Wolverliampton

St, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [5603

"I Ol^ Ivy-Jap, 2';4h.p., new tyres and belt, long ex-

-IJj' haust, smart little 'bus; nearest £33.—E. Swin-

nard. Brook, Ashford, Kent. [9522

H. G. HENLY and Co. are sole London Agents for

the popular Ivy 2-stroke.—91, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. 'Phone; Mayfair 4084. [0023

TTY-PEECISIOiSr, late 1914 4lih.p., T.T., Bosch
-L water-tight mag., good tyres back, new, very fast,

good condition; £50.—Wainwright, 95, Wardour St.,

^Y. [X8615

1 Q15 3'/2h.p. Ivy-Precision Twin, low sporting model,
J-t/ U.H. mag., overhead valves, tvres, belt, as new,

splendid condition; £65.—E. Saltmarsh, Sunnyside, The
Moor, Staines. [9475

.lames.

JAMES 1918 2r/lh.p., 2 speeds; ride away; £50.-21,
Hamilton Ed., pford. [9218

JAMES.—Sole agents for Hertfordshire. 1919 ma-
chines in stock.—Chandler. Eeyre and Williams.

Sun St.. Hitchin, [099 r

41h p. James Combination, all chain drive, new
4 model, bought July, 1919; £135; done about

500 miles.-E. Shanks, Chatteris. [1055

JAMES, S'/zh.p. twin, 1917, solo, in good running
order, complete with lamps, etc.; £65.—Wild, 60,

Holly Lane, Erdington, Birmingham. [X8967

JAMES 1919 4yh.p. Big Single Combination, new
May, Lucas lamps, horn, Cowey speedometer splen-

did condition; £140.-'Phon6 Gerrard 4227. [X8968

JAMES 1916 Coachbuilt Combination, big single, 4V'i

h.p.. 3-speed, clutch, speedometer, chain, counter-

shaft; £100, no offers.—48, Piince George Ed., Dalstou,

f^
' [1068

JAMES 4ilh.p. Big Single Countershaft Combina-
tion, Lucas lamps, horn, and wind screen, in

excellent condition; £90.-151, Globe Ed., Mile End,
London. [9778

JAMES, 3-speed, clutch and kick start, wicker side-

car, perfect order, enamel and plating good, tank
unscratched, big single engine; 65 gns.-Ward, 13,

Forfield Place, Leamington Spa, [X899B

JAMES 1916 41/ih.p. Combination, 3-speed, C.S. kick

starter, 3 lamps, 2 generators, horn, speedometer,

mirror, leg shields, new tyres, sound outJit ; 92 gns.—
48, llerwentivater Ed., Acton, W. [9749

JAMES, 1915-16 (uncertain), 2-stroke, 2-speed, en-

closed flywheel, all-weather finish, lamps, horn,
etc., easy starter, has been ridden bv a one-legged

rider; ie67.—Watts, 65, High St., Hounslow. [X8805

JAMES 4ijh.p. (late 1915), stored ZV; years, 3-speed,

all-'chnin drive (new chains), clutch, kick start,

with Millford coachbuilt sidecar, screen, hood ; 85 gns.

-S., Flat 6, 38, Chester St., Keunington Ed., S.E.ll.
[9953

JAMES, 1916, 31/i.h.p., T.T. twin, perfect condition,
laid up 2Vj years, 3-siieed countershaft, chain

drive, lamps, hctfn, and all accessories; a bargain. £105.
or nearest offer.—Briggs, Carisbrook, Hes.*le Common,
Hull. ,

[X8846

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. B2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
James. '

JAllIES ^V^h.j). Combination, 1914, all chain, counter-.
shaft 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter, new leiir chain

and sprockets, new gears, unpunctured Dunlops, spare
cover, enamel and plating excellent, unused 3 ye;ns
and good as new, tools, lamps, etc.; lowest £80.-29,
St. Albans Ed., Harleaden, N.W.IO. [X8912

.LA.P,

J.A.P., 4h.p., Canoelet C.B,, 3-speed. clutch, Bosch;
£65.-89, Weetcombe Hill, Blackheath. (After

7 p.m.) [9444

4h.p. T.T. JA.P., clutch, new tyres and belt, fasf
and smart, in perfect condition; nearest £45.—

Bannister, West St., Midhurst. [9733

1 Q14 J.A.P. Racer, 4h.p., overhead valves, 60 m.p.h.,Av good tyres, nice condition, perfect; £55.—Payne,
109, St. Leonard's Ed., Mortlake. [S8776

"I
Q17 5h.p. J.A.P., new frame and 3-speed Arm-

X*./ strong, kick start, Bosch, B. and B., practically
new; £70, or exchange combination.—Turner, Halton,
Spilsby.

-

[9847

J.A.P. 4h.p., T.T., adjustable pulley, Bosch, B. ami
E., Hutcliinson and llunlop tyre-s, Lucas acces-

&<wies, good running order, fast and reliable; £55; call
after 6 -p.m.— 9, Hamilton Gardens, St. John's Wood.
N.W.8. [9937

J.E.S.

LANCASHIRE and Cheshire Only.—J.E.S. motor
cyclette and attachment sets ; enquiries invited.

—

J. Blake and Co., Liverpool-Manchester. [7042

J.H.

J.H. 23^.h.p, 3-speed 2-stroke, light canoelet sidecar
fitted, excellent condition, any trial ; £ 50--

Parker's, Bolton, [X9041
Kelecom.

KELECOM, 3y2h.p., 2 speeds, free, Bosch mag.,
Amac carburetter, lamps, horn, good running

order; £25; stamp, photo.—Bramlea, Charlton Ed.,
Shepperton-oon-Thames. [9805

Kerry
KERET-ABINGDON, Si/sh.p. King Dick, 1911, fixed

engine, little used, wicker torp^o sidecar; £40;
fTOuld separate.-MacKenzie, A-LD., 4, Stores Depot,
finislip. 'Phone; Usbridge 240, Extension 108. [8832

Lea'Francis.

1Q19 Lea-Francis, new July, exquisite machine,
it/ Phccnix coachbuilt sidecar; 130 gns.; deposit.
—Davies, Girtford Manor, Sandy, Beds. [9525

LEA-FRANCIS, 1919, 6 weeks old, unscratched,
electric lights and horn; offers over £125, not

worth more than £500.—47, Hamilton Ed., Reading.
[9904

LEA-FRANCIS, 1919. Place your name on our
waiting list tor delivery of these aristocratic

mounts.—A. J. Sproston, 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[6612

LEA-FRANCIS ISiS 4h.p. Twin J.A.P. Coach Com-
bination, 3-5peed countershaft, K.S., chain drive,

speedometer, lamps, perfect condition; £127.—R., 5,

Victoria Av., Surbiton, [9178

LEA-FRANCIS 1914 4h.p. twin J.A.P., 2-speed
countershaft, clutch, long exhaust, accessories,

splendid throughout; £85. After 6.—Grindey,- 46.
Morningtou Crescent (Hampstead Tubs), N.W.I. [9742

LEA-FRANCIS, 1914, 3V2h.p. twin J.A.P., 2-speed
countershaft, clutch, kick start, chain drive,

Basily detachable disc wheels, lamps, etc., very sporty
machine: £78.-3, Oakland Terrace, Ross, Hereford-
shire. [X8781

Levis.

LEVIS, 1919. new, fully equipped.—40, Upper Wim-
pole Mews, Devonshire St., W.l. [9761

LEVIS Popular, good condition, fast, accessories; £55
—38, Payne St., Deptford, S.E.8. [9271

LEVIS 2^4h.p., powerful, fast, excellent condition;

£36; lamps.— 8, Netheravon Ed., Chiswick. [9227

HOVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Rd., are execut-

ing Levis orders in strict rotation ; all accessories

and repairs. [7962

2ih.p. Levis, 1914 model, lamps, good tyres, running
4 ordsr; £33.—Northern Motor Exchange, Marion

St., Sunderland. [X8970a

LEVIS, smart, powerful, late model, fully equipped;
£37.—Crouch, 10, Sydney ViUas, Blyth Rd.,

Hayes, Middlesex. [9600

LEVIS, late 1915, just overhauled, disc wheels, lamps,
horn; £36; evenings.—Denning, 40, Marmora

Rd., Honor Oak, S.E. [9669

LEVIS 2V^h.p. Model E. countershaft drive, all, ac
cessorj'es, as new; £45.-41, Southview Rd..

Nightingale Lane, Hornsey. [9692

LEVIS Popular, the finest 2-stroke in the world;
book now for earlv. delivery and super-service.—

ri.e Wnkall Garnge, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [5604

B Q18 Popular Levis. 2i4h-P-. perfect condition, lamps,
LtF Stewart horn; expert examination; nearest £50
secures.—Nene Farm, Wollac^ton, Wellingboro'. [S8911

LEVIS 2Vih.p., 1916, lamps, horn, very little used,

perfect condition; price £37. near offer; seen

after 6.—Simpson, Union Brewery, Wandsworth. S.W.
[X9004

^•22 All letters relatini! to advertisements s

HOME

I BOOT
REPAIRING

"Elite Holdiite Rivetless Soles.'

We are now placing on themarket an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fix solution. We guarantee

them to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. This process of fixing is exactly

the same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof .

Full instructions given with each pair of

soles

PRICES ;

Gents'.
Size. Per Pair

lO-II .

.

.. 3/6
8-g . . • • .. 3/3
6-7 .

.

.. -3/-

Ladies'.
Size. Per Pair

6-7 2/3

4-5 •• .. •• 2/4
2-3 2/-

Boys' and Youths'.
size.

-' Per Pair.

4-5 3/-
2-3 .. .. .. 2/10
I-I3 .. .. .. 2/8

Childs' (Light).
Size. Per Pair.

I-I3 .. .. .. 1/6
II-I2 1/3
9-IO 1/-

Sol-fix Solution:
In Tins, 8d., 1 /3, 2 /6, and 4/6. An 8d. tin ii

suificient for 2 pairs of soles.

Solution Brush, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded.

ELITE

RUBBER
Co., Ltd. (Dept. A),
264-266, VaaxbaU Bridge Road

VICTORIA. S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis,

T EVIS 2V2I1.P., all-chain driTC, driven onlr 200
:

-*-J £62; also Henderson featherweight sidtoar,
both new last week.—Tomlin. Cardigan Ed., Eichj

LEVIS Popular 2l/ih.p., 1915, stored during
lamps, pump, set of tools, etc., new tubes

tyres, recently overhauled, perfect conditiDn; £40
Norfolk Rd., Maidenhead.

j

LEVIS, 2^.4h.p. Popular model, splendid confl
painted grey; £35, first cash secures.—

T

H.irdie and Lane, ltd.. 24, Woodstock St. (ofl
St.), Hond St;, London, W.I. 'Phone: Mayfaii 6

"1 Q16 Levis Popular, ju.st oyerhauled by ma
J-^ Lucas lamps and hooter, tools, pump ; any
mechanical inspection; all iu perfect condition;
away; ^38, or near offer.—68, Kerry Rd., New (
S.E.14.

I

LEVIS. Levis. Levis.—We can offer best deh'
of Levis 2-strok6 Popular model.—Vivian B

and Lane, Ltd., Authorised Levis Agents, 24, \
stock St. [off Oxford St.), Bond St., London,
'Phone: Maylair 6559.

[

LincoIn'Elk.

LINCOLN ELK, 1916, 2-speed, free eng;jie, B.
B., little used, new" condition; £50. — G.R.

Atlantic Bd., Brixton, S.W.
|

Ojlh.p. Lincoln-Elk, waterproof Bosch, SPlendid c

./W4 £34; at present running sidecar.—Nenl, I

smith, North Hykeham, Lincoln. [S

L.MC.
4h.r. L.M.C. 3-3peed, Bosch, Senspray, excellent

ning order; £39.—Atkins, Crowborough. 1

L.M.C. Si/ih-p., Bosch, B.B., lamps, running o
£25.-117, Walm Lane, Cricklewocd. N.W.

(

T tM.C, 3V2h.p., Bosch. B- and B. ; seen ran
-L* £25.—Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane. Acton
London. W.3.

I

L.M.C. Motor Cycles. — The motor cycle with
-comforts of a cai. All models available Eh(

demonstration model now in stock.—The sole

tributing agents for London and the Home Cou)
Mebss and Mebes. the. Original Light Car Specis

144. 154-e, Gt. Portland St.. W.l. I

M.A.O.

M.A.G. Combination, 5-6h.p. twin, 3 speeds,

start, clutch, automatic carburetter, internal b
lamps, horn, coach sidecar. Easting wind screen,

1918, perfect condition; £100.—Thompson, 58^ '

mont lUl., Smethwick, Birmingham. [3

Matchless.
TirATCHLESS-J.A.P, 8h.p. C.B,

' Eastholme,"
Combinatiolh

Sleaford, Lines.

OJLh.p. Twin Matchless... T.T., splendid con(

thronghout ; -£40.—IT. Wright, Arlesey, B

MATCHXESS-J.A.P. Combination, coachbuilt

car; £90.-697, Seven Sisters Rd., Tottci

N.15. i>

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 6h.p. twin, T.T.; £75;
5 p.m.—Tyser, 113, Mallinson Rd;, Olapham

tion. .

MATCHLESS. To insure delivery new M
models order now.—Parker's, BradsMl

Bolton. SJ

ATCHLESS, late 1913, 6h.p. Villiers freei

clutch, good Older; £55.-45, Audley Bfl
Chester

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 6h.E., e-speed, Ama^
Gloria Projectile sidecar; nearest £95.-

Wembley.

HOW Bros., High St.. Guildford, WcsK-S
agents for the new Matchless.—Order

early delivery.

ONES' Garage, special agents for Matchless^
way. MuEwell Hill, N.IO, and WoodsidSB

North Findiley. _>

100, no offers.—8h.p. chain drive MatcBS
Gloria sidecar, like new.—5^ Rainham RdfeJ

Green, N.W.IO.

MATCHLESS, 1915, 8h.p., 3^t>eed hub
lent condition; £76.-72, Woodside ParM

Finchley, N.12.

MATCHLESS 7-9h.p. M.A.G. Combiiiation,';

speed countershaft, perfect condition: '3

Robertson, North, 55, Broad St., Peterborongh,)^

MATCHLESS Combination, J.A.P. eh.p., 'I

Archer 3-speed gear, and neiv MiddlctonJ

£100, or near offer.-Brewer. 1. Inman Ed., ^
M.A.G.

ches'

M
Wen

earl

Nov

Th.p. Matchless Combination, __

speed countershaft gear and kick-startt

condition, very reliable; gift, 115 gns.-

Burnley.

ATCHLESS 6h.p. Twin, splendid order,,*!

£70; or exchange 4h.p. Douglas w^

Triumph; cash adjustment either side.—23tjJ

Sti., W.l.

houl<i oKote the number at the enU of e.ich advertisement, and the date of the tssua;
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.XT.T., 3-speed, overhead valve, Lucas
ller lamps, only done 2,000, and trial;

Faber, Egglesoliffe Village,
'
Co, Durham. [X8452

U.T.—Sole agents for Staflordshire. ' For particu-
lars of prices and deliveries, watch future an-

cements.—The Waleall Garage, Wolverhampton St.,

all. Tel.: 144. [5605

U.T. 1914-15 2%h.p. Twin, overhead valve, J.A.P.,
perfect order, fast, original' enamel go,pd, front
rear lamp sets, T.T. bars, .horn: fixed sear; £65;
ffers.—Cameron, Old Ship House, Bursledon, Hants.

19604
[J.T.-J.A.P. 1914 Siih.p. Twin, 3 speeds, clutch,
kick start, semi T.T. bars, all accessories, tyres
ew. fast and powerful, sourid .'order throughout;
; £60.—Wharton, High St.; Kirkby Stephen.

[X9024
J.T.

—
"We have been appoiiited district London

agents for N.U.T. motor, cycles. We hope shortly
: in a position to give full

'
particulars of the new

ils and approximate dates of . delivery.—"Vivian
lie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford
Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone : Mayfair 6559.

[0026
O.K.

t.. 4h.p., just overhauled, enamelled, and plated

;

£40.-234, Brixton Ed., S.W.9. [9909

li.p. O.K., 4-stroke, 1915, 2-speed, T.T., perfect,
new Dunlops ; 42 gns.—Langley House, Langley
Surbiton. [9966

x. Junior, June, 1916, countershaft, Biflex, cord,
de- luxe, extra tank, tools, spares ; £45.—Knight,

i^est St., Dorking. '[X8457

\. T.T. 25/ih.p., 1917, good as new, accessories,
sporty; £40.—Phillipps, 37, Sarre Ed., Mill

, Cricklewood. N.W. . [9694

^ES' Garage, special agents for O.K. machines,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside
le. North Finchley. [2922

16 O.K. 2yih.p., 2-speed. tyres as new, lamps and
horn, splendid condition, £45 ; also 3y.>h.p. com-

ion, £35.—Apply, 20, Derby Ed., Croydon. [9280

15 O.K., 4-stroke, absolutely perfect condition,
overhauled, 2-speed countershaft, - lamp, spare

etc.; £40.-G., 2, Fredrick Place, Olilton, Bristol.
[X9013

15 O.K. Lightweight, 2-speed countershaft, chain-
cum-belt, easy starting, good condition through-

£42.—Clamp, Watchmaker, Bitterne Park, South-
™. [9258
;. Lightweight, 1914, 4-stroke, T.T., Sensprav,
Druids, new Dunlops, 2-speed, F.E.; any trial;
after 6 evenings, 2 till 4 Saturday; £38.-60,
r Ed., Eichmond, Surrey. [9852

Omega
VNLEY EUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent for Omega-Jap motor cycles ; early delivery.

[6106
'19 2%h.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,

Bramptons, Dunlops, absolutely perfect order,
|it a week ago; f86.-Thorncot, -Hove, Plymouth.
''„ [X8823
[EGA, 2%;h.p. J.A.P. engine, Albion 2-speed C.S.
gear, only run a few miles, delivered from works
month

;_ best offer over £55.—Eoberts, 60.' Mostyn
Llandudn [X8617

P. and M.
and M., 1915, 2^ipeed, SVoh-p., K.S.

;

86, High Ed., Lee.

h.p. P. and M. 2-speed
Ed.. New Cross, S.E.

£64.—Boss,
[9277

£45.-Hart, 27, Walpole
[9575

114-1915 P. and M., 3i/2h.p., with Millford sidecar;
£80.-51, King Eichard St., Coventry. [X8834

jl9 S'/ih.p. P. and M. Combination, Lucas lamps
I
and horn; £135.-H. Eock, Cradley, Staffs. [S8817
AND M., 1915, all accessories, and good condi-
tion; £60.-The Bungalow, North Town, Alderahot.

19 Si/oh.p. P. and M., and coachbuilt sidecar, Lucas
lamps, horn, complete, practically new; £125 —

phdl, Taunton. [X8981
and M., p/jh.p, 1919, lamps, horn, tools, several
spare parts; £95.-K. Thornton, Burleigh, Stoney-
Av., Leicester. [X8960
and M.—Assured early delivery, inquire our
approximate dates.-Agents : Parker's, Brad-
jate, Bolton. [X9030
and M. 3i,i.h.p. 2-speed Combination, complete,
latest model ; best offer over £95.—46a, Greenleaf
Walthamstow, E.17. [9361
ii.p. P. and M. believed 1914 F.E., 2-speed, splen-

1

did condition £50; after 7.-1, Mobwell Ter-
;|Ot. Missenden, Bucks. [9395
ind M 4h.p., 2-speed gear, enclosed chain drive
unrougliout; first cheQue £60 secures; a bargain.

106, c/o Tie Motor Cycle. [X8933
uid M. 31/oh.p., 2-speed, just overhauled, re-enam-
elleil and plated, as new; £65.-W.H., 104,-Leig-
Court Ed., Streatham, S.W.16. [1011
:ind M. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, clutch
~ooa^tyres,^climh anything; gift, £55; first chemie

Montpelier St., Brighton. [9185-P. North, 41,

Miimnm i ni i i iiui iriini^li ll im p iimm lllim imiimmm

ALLEN-BENNErn
. MOTOR CO
Offer the foUomng Motor Cycles, all guaranteed in

-^ good running order.

We also guarantee all dates quoted to be accurate.

If your machine is a 19.14 model, or later, we wilt

take it in exchange lor anj^ hi stock.

To safeguard country clients, we are prepared to

send any machine on " The Motor Cycle " Deposit
System.

£86

SOLOS.
SUNBEAM, 1918, 3; h.p., black and gold

finish, leg shields, indistinguishable
.^from new, superb solo mount. ..... £130

TRIUMPH, 1918, 4 h.p., 3-speed c/s, splen-

did condition, and long exhaust pipe,

very fast, semi-T.T. bars £88
TRIUMPH, 1917, 4 h.p., 3-speed c/s, semi

T.T. bars
TRIUMPH, 1916, 4 h.p., 3-speed -c/s, very

good order ." £85
ENFIELD, ,1915, 3 h.p., 2-speed, late

property of an engineer, beautiful
condition £63 0^

DOUGLAS, igi6, 2|- h.p., 2-speed, as new £66
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2i h.p., 2-speed, top-hole

condition .--» £65
DOUGLAS, 1-914, 2j h.p., touring model,

side valances on mudguards £59
SUN VILLIERS, 1915, 2J h.p., 4-stroke,

2-speed, clutch, splendid condition,
ideal solo mount -...;. £49

SUN VILLIERS, 1915, afh.p., 2-speed,
2-stroke, splendid condition throughout £48

HUMBER, 1914, 2,J h.p. -twin, 3-speed,
clutch, exceptionally fine condition

;

the best Humber twin we have ever
had £49

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9 h.p., clutch model racer,

enamel and engine perfect £75
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., clutch and model,

splendid condition £67 10
TRIUMPH^ igT4, 4 h.p., 3-speed, black and

gold finish, W.D., T.T. bars, very smart £66
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed, over-

hauled, tank re-enamelled, semi-T.T.
bars £63

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed, over-
hauled ; very smart appearance . . £63

TRIUMPH, igrg, brand new, and Gloria
Sidecar £168

TRIUMPH, 1919, unscratched, all acces-
sories ; could be sold as new £145

P. & M., I9i4,'3i h.p., 2-speed, bargain . . £85
A.J.S., 1915, 2^ h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and

kick-starter, Canoelet sporting Side-

car ; very hot £97 1

LIGHT CARS.
1915 MORGAN, Grand Prix, 8-10 h.p.,

enamelled red and black, disc wheels
all round, very smart £185

TRIUMPH, rc)i4, 4 h.p., 3-speed, as good
as the best. Trusty £63

TRIUMPH, 1914, ,4 h.p., 3-speed, and yet
another £63

B.S.A., 1914, 4i h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and
kick-starter, all-enclosed chain drive

;

manv would call this a 1915 model . . £70
MATCHLESS, 1913. 5-6 h.p._, 3-speed, T.T.

model, countershaft drive, very care-

fully used £70
COMBINATIONS.

YALE, 7-9 h.p., practically brand new,
dynamo lighting, 2-seater Sidecar,
very handsome outfit '. £170 D

MATCHLESS, 7-9 h.p., M.A.G. engine,
3-speed, dynamo lighting, engine
perfect, enamel rough £150

r9i4 SINGER, 10 h.p., 2-seater, electric

side lamps, very smart £295
1914 DELTA, ID h.p., 2-seater, overhauled £195
1919 MORGAN, M.A.G. engine, de luxe . . £210

WANTED.
We are shortly taking additional premises, and
are particularly anxious to be well stocked with
Second-hand Motor Cycles. Will you offer us

yours. We will allow you full market value.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO.,

9, Royal Parade, London Rd., Croydon
Telegrams :

Alben Croydon.
2 mins. West Croydon
Station. L.B. & S.C.R.

aa••«••• vaaaaBaaaasafl

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

1 Qig p. oud M. 3i/:?h.p. De Luxe Combination, pur-
-i-t' chased last June, 5 lamps, Klaxon, etc.; £130
or near ofier.—Matthews, 3, Old Tiverton Rd.', Exeter.

''
' [9516

"I Q19 P. and M., brand new, thoroughly equipped,
J~*^ lots of new accessories: cost over ^100, Best
quickest offer secures ; owner buving car.—15, - Foster
St., Wallington. -, - [X8782

1 019 P. and M. Si^h.p. and Miliord Coachbuilt Side-
J-*J car, new Jnne, fully insured; unscratched,
Lucas lamps, unused, horn, tools; offers near £130.—
B.N., 56, Gordon Rd., West Bridgford, Nottingham.

, . [9657
"j Q13 P. and M., Si^h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, all
-L«-' chains, ne\v mudguards and chain case, canti-
lever sidecar chassis, with coachbuilt commercial body
and wicker interchangeable for pleasure; nearest 70
gns., all in.—Bullock, Mill Lane, Blackburn. [X8509

Pope.

POPE 7-9h.p. Twin, clutch model, enamelling good,
^nickeling indifferent, engine perfect, covers good;

offers over £55.-139, Gt. Dover St., S.E.I. [9831

POPE 7-9h.p. American Big Twin, clutch, ' pedal
starter, overhead valves, spring frame; best offer

over £65.-24, Micheldever Rd., Lee, S.E.12. [9631

3 h.p. Pope, new in 1914, stored 2 years, free engine,
automatic carburetter, excellent condition, and

ready to ride away; £40; alter 6 p.m.-*Lingfield, West-
bury Rd., New Maiden. [9529

Frecision,

PRECISION, 4Vih.p., 3-speed, complete with coach-
built sidecar.—A. Peckover, Royd Garage, Hebden

Bridge, Yoika. -
, , .

[X8512a

Premier.
PREMIER 3y'h.p., 3-speed, 1915. countershaft model;

, £56.-Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee.
,

[9274

PREMIER, 1914, 2y-.h.n., a smart little machine;
^32.-517, Wandsworth Rd., S.W.8. [9159

PREMIUM Lightweight, as new; £40.-4, Upper
Wimpole Mews, Devonshire St., W.l. [9760

PREMIER 3V>h.p., Phihpson pulley: £35, or ex-
change.—141, Broadway, Cricklewood, N.W. [9373

3ih.p. Premier and Wicker Sidecar, good condition ;

2 5637/10.-20, Forrest St., Latchford, Warring-
ton. [9390

PREMIER SV'li.P-r 3-speed, clutch, sidecar, good
running order; £52.-48, Prince George Rd., 1 tid-

ston, N.

.

[10V1

1 Q14 Premier SV^h.p. Combination, .Bosch, B. and
-M.U B., kick-start, fast, 3-speed; £55.—Gower,
Beaconsfield. • [9849

PREMIER, 4h.p., 2-speed countershaft,' kick start,

as new, unscratched, perfect; nearest £85^-27.
Notting Hill Gate. [9722

PREMIER, 2V'>h.p., Bosch, B.B., exceptionally good
roudition; £28/10.—Warwick, RingAVOod, Stnn-

nope Rd., St. Albans. [9915

PREMIER, 1914, 4h.p., 3^peed, clutch, Bosch, Eink?,
unpunctured Dunlops, perfect order; £55.—Bndder-

ley. The Cottage, Southwold. - [9812

PREMIER 3y2h.p.. with sidecar chassis and delivery

liodv, good working order, Bosch mag., new cylin-

der; £45.-30, High St., Margate. [94S9

"I Q 14 4h.p. Premier coach-built Combination, 3-

X«7 speed countershaft, kick-start, stored 3 years;

£85.—Banks, 7, Westgate St., Ipswich. [9866

PREMIER 7-9h.p. Twin, countershaft 3-speed, elec-

tric lamps, GloTia_conchlniilt_ sidecar; £97; after

6 o'clock.-4. Pinfold Rd., Streatham. [9933

PREMIER, 2y2h.p., watertight Bosch, B. and B.

carburetter, nearly new tvres, not much used; any
trial; £35, ofler.-207. Well Hall Rd., Eltham. [1062

PREMIER 4h.p., clutch, kick stnrt, powerful, fast,

smart, no fault; ride away; 1913, hardly used:
£55.—Jones, Croesway House, Coleford, Bath. [K9100

PREMIER S^/^h.p., perfect condition, new tyres, new
Mabon clutch, gas and electric lights; £40.-83,

Wellington Rd., Wanstead, E.ll. After 7 p.m. [9596

3ih.p. Premier, 1914, 3-speed, K.S., Montgomery
2 sidecar, new Dunlops, lamps, generator, horn,

spares, luggage and petrol carrier, excellent running
condition; first £90 secures.—A. Longworth, Wood-
stock, Oxon. [9893

T Q14-15 Premier 41i.p.,' countershaft, fitted spring
-L*y footboards, special metal discs, head lights, rillion

seat, mechanical horn, nearly new Dunlops, powerful
band brake; any trial; £78. or offer; with sporting side-

car £88.-Trulocke, 7, Com St., Witney, Oxon. [XS676

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 1914 Canoelet Combination, 3-specd,

electric lights, as new; £85.-56, High St., Toot-
ing. [9672

1 d 14 4V2h.p. Quadrant, 3 speeds, clutch, Canoelet
XJ/ coachbuilt sidecar, long horn, lamps and acces-

sories; £70; also 1916 4h.p. Douglas.—W. E. Richard-
son, 8, Croydon Rd., Elmers End. Beckenhiun. [9792

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

STAKTLET EUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle oi "Wight
agent lor Radco motor cycles; delivery com-

menced. [6107

JONES' Garage, special agents for Radco, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Fiuchley. [2923

1Q15 Radco, perfect, recently overhauled by moteis;
J-t/ seen week-ends; £30.—Taylor, Rose Villa, Wych-
bold, Droitwich, Worcs. , [X8979

RADCO 234h,p. 2-stroke, perfect condition, just over-
hauled, guaranteed; £34/10.—Sibley, 106, Market

Place, Romford. Closed 1 o'clock Thursday. [9719

Readlns:-3tandard.
READING-STANDARD 7-9h.p. 1916 Combination

3-speed; £120.-Ross. 86, High Rd., Lee. [92V6

READING-STANDARD 1917 Combination, 9-llh.p,,
3 speeds, kick starter, hand also foot operated

clutch, lovely sidecar, sheet steel covered, Orto wind
screen with side wings, Orto hood, side curtains, new
spare Kempshalls tyre and holders, new spare driving
chain, new Dnnlop tyre and tube on car, original tyre
on ficnt wheel, splendid turnout; price £138.—Robbins.
9. Steep Hill, Lincoln. [X9066

Rex
REX, SVoh.p., Senspray carburetter, new, good mn-

ning order; £15.-256, Division Rd., Hull. [9926

3ih.p. Rex. single, iu perfect running order; quick
2 sale £28.~Winsor. 40, Southern Terrace, Mutley,

Plymouth [9416

REX Combination, 1913, 2-speed, handle start,
coachbuilt sidecar, good running order.—18, Brook

St., Lancaster. [X8840

REX 1912 6.p. Combination, handle start, splendid
condition and goes well; £48.-29, St. Leonards

St., Bromley-by-Bow. [9628
( Q13 Res Combination. 6-8h.p., latest B. and B.,
-*-»/ Bosch, smart turnout; offers.—14, Egerton Mews,
Bromptou Rd., S.W. ^ [9973

I>EX De Luxe 3V2h.p. 2-speed Combination, splendid
l* condition; £80; seen after 7 p.m.—114, Wan-

stead Park Rd., Ilford. (9697

5-6h.p. Rex. Senspray, Bosch, Whittle belt, very fast;
first £38 secures ; owner going away.—24, St.

John's Grove, Croydon. [9552-

REX SVoh.p,, good running order, Bosch, lamps, de-
compressor, good byres; £25.—Keene, Jordan's

Farm, Crawley, Sussex. [9848

REX 6h.p. C.B. Combination, 2-speed, free engine,
kick start, Bosch mas'., speedometer; £55.-21, St

Peter's Rd., Lower Edmonton. [9861

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, Stunney-Archer 3^ speeds, B. and
B. carburetter, Mabon clutch; £30.-54. Cam-

bridge St., Moorthorpe, St. Elmsall.
54. Cam-

[9494

3ih.p. Rex and C.B. Sidecar, 2-speed, Senspray, new
2 piston, rings, and gudgeon pin; £40, or near

offer.—32, Second Av., Walthamstow. C9869

REX Combination, 5-6h.p., 2-speed gear, Boech; bar-
gain, £48: privately owned.—Apply, 20, Thornton

Ed., Thornton Heath Pond, near Croydon. [9265

6h.p. Rex Twin, hand clutch, adjustable pulley, handle
starter, lamps, tools, B.E., good running order;

£27.—The Nook, Westover Rd.. Fleet, Hants. [9171

REX 6h.p. Combination, lat© 1913. B.B., Bosch, 2-
speed, spares, etc., good condition; what offers-

after 6.30 p.m.—124, Emscote Ed., Warwick. [X8621

1 Q13 6h.p. Twin Rex, overhead valves, powerful and
-M~%f fast machine, in splendid order; trial anywhere;
£50.-142, Whippendell Rd., Watford, Herts. [Xa972

6h.p. Twin Rex Combination, lamps, pillion, etc.,
takes four easily, Grado gear, plating and paint

as new; £65.—Conforth, Fairfield, Stockton-on-Tees.
[X9002

REX 3y2h.p., 1912-13, Bosch, B.E.. one new tvre,
other decent. T.T.. very fast, F.E. ; £30 —Mar-

shall, 10, Cornfield Terrace, Millwood, Todmorden.
[X9001

MOTOR Cycle, Rex 1912 6-8h.p., twin, Bosch mag.,
free engine, B.B. carburetter, new tyres, sidecar,

good condition ; £35.—C. Fenner, Hurstwood, Buxted,
Sussex. [9172

REX 1913 Combination, 8h.p. twin, handle start, 2
speeds, fine cane sidecar, upholstered red leather,

excellent condition all round; £70, or exchange for
lower ptfwer or piano.—Bunting, Masons Av., -Weald-
stone. - [1043

1 Q13 Rex Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p., 2 speeds.
J-*J hood, wind screen, lamps, horn, good condition;
any trial; £70.—Jenkins, 4, Glamorgan Terrace,
Swansea. [9313

REX, late 1915 6h.p., coachbuilt sidecar. 2-specd,
mechanically sound, and in good condition, original

tyres still on; what oflers?—Thomson, Ironmonger. Wig-
town, N.B. [S8649

REX 1912 6h.p., 2-speed, O.B. sidecar with steering
connection, Bosch mag., good lamps, tyres, and

heit, unused 1914-1919; £65.-Comer, West St., Bridg-
water, Som. [9206

REX, 3h,p., overhauled, Bosch, Amac smart appear-
ance; £25. or excliange higher power, any condi-

tion, F.N. preferred.—Monk, Hawes Hill Cottages. Holy-
port, nr. Maidenhead, [X8859

YOUR LUBRIGATION
TROUBLES AR. ENDED
IF YOU USE OUR

MOTOR OIL
for your Motor Cycle.

To Garages and all those
interested in the wise lubri-
cation of a Motor Vehicle of
any description we invrte
your enquiries.

Arthur Lumb & Son
Atlas Oil Works,

HAUIPA}f, Yorks.
LEEDS. PARIS.

THE LEAMINGTON
Patent PILLION SEAT.
Child's size,-

With guard

and extra

straps to

holdcliildin-

34/-
Full size,

40/-
Complete
with Hair-

stufted

cushion.

Spring

cushion,

6/- extra.

Spring Cashion for Carrier Hiding

With 2 Chps and

Under-plate, 12/6

spring Cushions for Sidecar made to order trom 10 /6.
Send paper pattern, shape and size of seat

Monmouth House,, Biaenavon, Mon.
Dear Sir, July 22nd, 1919.

PiUion Seat duly to hand. I have given same
a good test, having passenger seated for 6J hours
on a 120 miles run. I find it very comfortable,
safe, and very stylish. may say I am mote than
delighted with it.

Yours faithfully,

REED JONES,
W. J. BRADLEV Pntenlee iMannfactorer,

69, Regent Street, LEAMINGTONSP*.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

REX T.T. 6h.p. De liuse, o.m.i.v., B. and B.
jet, Boech, S-speed, elutch, new tyres, oomp!

ouerhauled, perfect; MS; very hot—Wellington,
Eosboro' Park. Harrow. [:

REX 1914 8h.p., coachbuilt sidecar,- clutch mi
2 lamps, 2 generators, handle starter, tal

up anywhere, in splendid condition; £79, no offe

8, Effra Parade, Brixton. 1'

B^

RES Twin, 6h.p., sidecar, Bosch, B. and B., Wl
belt, 3 lamps, horn, Mabon clutch, wants pi

now Sxed, good puller; £40, near offer; trial.—Ti
11, Buxton Ed., East Sheen, S.W.14. [X!

5-6h.p. Bex Coachbuilt Combination, 2-Bpecd, lit

starter, drip feed, lamps, tools, spares, apron;
away ; £70 : after 7.30 week-ends, 3 Saturday.-Vi<
Estate, 4, Oyster Lane, Eytieet, Surrey. ['

ARGAIN.—Guaranteed sound Rex 1913 '

coachbuilfc combination, 2 speeds, just been

bored and rebusHed, new tyres, lamps, and horn;
cheque £45.—Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. I'-

-I Ol3 6h.p. Res Combination, 2-speed, handle s

-«-•/ Boach, Amac. canoelet coachbuilt sidecar,

plete with lamps and mechanical horn, whole outfi

cently overhauled and re-enamelled, new beai

throughout, tyres good; £65.-107, Walton Rd., A
buiy. _

^'

REX, late 1913 6-8h.p. twin, coachbuilt combinni

iust been thoroughly overhauled, B. and is.

buretter, Roc 2-sreed gear, lamps, horn, wiurt soi

uew tyre, spare tube, everything in flrst-class eoaim.

any trial and expert e.'tamination invited ; £9=-~f^
Barnwell, Peterborough. 1^

REX 3i/.h.p., new mag., B.B. carburetter, 2

brakes, horn, new cover on rear wheel, jiist o

hauled, ready to ride awav: also 5-7h.p. twin 1 eug

new Thomson-Bennett mag'., horn, carrier, etc reaji

tuning; both in good condition; Saturday, after *
any evening by appointuient.— 25, Stanmore St., L

doniau Ed., N. 1"

Rex-Jap.

TJBX-J.A.-P. Combin!ition,_6h.p., 3-speed, E.S. ; f8

Ross. 86, High Rd., Lee.

"tow Eex-Jap. 6h.p., C.B.. hood, screen.

XJ/ best over £86.—2a, Horusey Rise, Upper H(

way, N.

[92

lam
H(
19

T ttl6 6h.p. Rei-Jap Coachbuilt Combination,

-Liy speed, all enclosed chain drive, 3 Lucas im
and horn. Tan Sad, genuine, reliable, and any f

given; £110; no offers.—Eardley, Marchwiel, Wj

ham. 1*

Riley.

RILEY. 2Vih.p., Boseh, nearly new tyres and tu

good running order and appearance; tnal; I

M.O. over 32 gns. secures.-40, Washington St., Kil

minster. 1°

Roc

ROG 4h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, low frt

running order; £30.-12, St. Johns Rd., g
don. L^,

£33.-4h.p. Roc and sidecar, 2-8pced, F.E., I
storting, spring lorks and sent-piUnr, Brookr,-

hoards, Bosch, Amac, low. comfnrtable. stored 3_j

ride away.—Box 4,479, do The Motor Crjcie.

Roe 3V.h.p., 2.speed, free engine, handle st&

and'B., Bosch, good tyres, 26x2% rear,."
throughout war, in good running order, triaa^^

away bargain, £25.—Broadley, Henley's Downi,

field, Sussex. L

Rover
31h.p. T.T. Rover, 1916, Philipson pulley. J

2 condition; £75; no dealers.—Holmes, IT'.O

Derby.

ROVER Lightweight. J>«le mag., N.S.U- JL^
gear, good tyres; accept £22.—E., 277. Cm;

well Rd., S.E.5. >ff

JONES' Rarage. special agents lor Rovers, _

way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside l^-
North Finchley. !

ROVER 1914. 3-spe6d, clutch, in fine conditio^

very reliable; £56; after 7 p.m., or appomW
-4, Byron Av., Suttoti. Surrey^

ROVER 1914 S'Ah'.p., 3-specd, clutch, Mills-K

sidecar, speedoliieter. excellent condition;^

48, Prince George Rd., Dalston, N.

LATE 1913 3-speed Rover. Bosch, new belt^

new tyres, tools, lamp, speedometer, s**

years; £50.—Finch. Castle Lane, Hedingham,

3ih.p. Rover, 1916, as new, 3-speed counters

2 clutcfi, lamps, horn, etc.. spare .tube;

nearest offer.—125, De Beauvoir Ed.. Kim

ROVER 3iAh.p., countershaft 3-speed, late 1915,

fec-t condition, little used, complete with 18

£'80.—Fastledge. Hyde Heath, ,
Ammhorn, tools

lincks.

OVER. 3iAh.p.. witli Canoelet, clutch, and oov

sliaft 3 speeds. 1918 combination, horn,, U

etc., ride away; £90, or best— Palace, Erdingto^
mingham.

™
ROVER, 1913, 3Y2h.p.. iirst overhauled. W

speed gear fitted, stored 3 years, new belt,

as new, coach sidecar; £70.—Box L3,373. G'/(0

Motor Cycle. ~ I

A34 Al! letters relating to advertlsemeuts should quote the number at tlic end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Torpedo

i.p. Torpedo, 2-speed countershaft gear and kick-
starter, nice condition; 40 gns.—30, Talbot St.,

ley. [XS500

Trent.
). Trent, Bosch mag., Amac handle-bar controlled
carburetter. Brooks saddle, spring forks, 26x2^4
Dunlop non-skid, Dunlop belt. Triumph handle-
low, powerful, nice condition, all accessories

;

in, £18.-45, Charles St., Stepney, N. [9770

Triumph.
:UMPH SVih.p., splendid condition; £38.-619,
Garraft Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W. v [9195

UMPH SV^h.p., 2-speed, free engine ; bargain,
£40.-16, Gascoign Kd., Barking. [9417

:UMPH Junior, 2-speed, 1917, as n«w; JB45, bar-
gain.—36, David Lane, Shadwell, E. (9412
UMPH Junior, perfect, new tyres ; £43.—Honnor,
t'airliolme, Holland Ed., Maidstone. (9971
t-'MPH 1912 3iAh.p., perfect: £42, or «fer.—
Hadfield, Dentist, East Grinstead . (9841

UMPH, 1911, in good condition: £40.-4, Upper
Wimpole Mews, Devonshire St., W.l. [9758

UMPH 3y2h.p., 2-speed, F.E., perfect running
jrder; £45.—9a, The Mall, Ealing, W. (9884
^Y Triumph, 1914, Lucas, horn, lamps, Dunlops

;

;45.—Eversley, Castle Ed., Salisbury. (9170

. Triumph, countershaft 3-speed, condition as
lew; £75.-53, Pelham St., S. Kensington. [9163

2 3y„h.p. Triumph, T.T., drop frame, splendid
ondition; £38.—H. Wright, Arlesey, Beds. [9345

UMPH SVoh.p., splendid condition, as new; £48
i7, Kenbury St., Coldharbour Lane, S.E. -(X9129
3 Triumph, clutch, and basket sidecar: go any-
where; £52.—King, Egrove Farm, Oxford.

(X8455
UMPH 3y2li.p., engine recently overhauled : £38.
-2, Greta Ed., Headstone^ Drive, Wealdstone.

(9169
9 Triumph, better than new, accessories. Klaxon,
insurance; £100.-16, Bride St., Barnsbury, N.

[9763
(JMrH, 1914, 3-speed, 4h.p., clutch, in splendio
ondition; bargain, £65.-33, Sun St., Hitrhin.

(9582UMPH 1919 2l,ih.p. Lightweight Model, run few
miles only.—Parker's, Deansgate, Manchester.

UMPH S'/ah.p., 1913, clutch model, in excellent
ondition; £45.—Barryhurst, Queen's Kd.. Thame.

UMPH, 1914, 3^peed, clutch, lamps, etc., good
3rder; £64.-72, Bonham Ed., Brixton Hill, S W.

[9534UMPH 1913 Combination, 3-speed, clutch nev
Ounlops; offers.-Stone House, ^Yi^'ord. Alcester

|UMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, nice .nppeai
,-nce; £60.-48, Prince George Ed., Dalston, N
|p. Triumph, Bosch, B. and B. carburetter, tyre
good; ride away; £30.—152a, Swaby Ed., Earls

! [934(

;1 Triumph, clutch model, Philipson pulley, lamps
porn, good condition; £35/10.—Oswell, Hadlev

[X892E
UMPH.—Order now. Secures your 1919-20 mode'
-Inquire deliveries, Parker's, Bradshawgate
;' [X903^
UlrfPH, 1913, 3-speed, clutch, large P. and Hamp set; ride away; £55.-King, Egi-ove Farm
f- (X906E
PMPHS.-Several 1914 4h.p. 3-speed models, a!
uaranteed; trial given; £58.—Eoss, 86, High Ed
?'' [927;
Ip. Triumph, Bosch, T.T., new tyre, other pcr-
pct; bargain, £40.-152, Camberwell Grove, Cam-
r (9199
UMPH, 3y2h.p., 1912, Just tuned, perfect condi
ion; £40; after 6 p.m.— 106, Sydney Ed., Eaynei

[992,'^

ijMPH, T.T., not done 5,000 miles ; bargain price
il ie43.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Berkeley Sq

[9e7£
tJMPH Combination, 3y,h.p.. 2-speed, 1912
tow tyres; £55, bargainT-Tye, Barnby Moor
? [X9ob;
? 31/jli.p, Triumph, clutch model, in splendi.
condition; £42.-T. Sandry, Eumford, St. Issej
'" (996!

) 4h.p. Triumph T.T. Eoadster. new from work
JJuly 30th; oflers wanted.-Kobson, Helmdnr
;-'' [993.-

1 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, as new, with all acce«
jBorics, very fast; £95.-Eossiter. Haglev, nea
."^e"- ; "(X887;
JMPH. Grade, Bosch, B. and B.-; new tyre' 3.nv
:elt; £27, a bargain.-Gregory, 10, Lorna 'Ed.
'°"eh. -[X9056
Tnnniph, 4h.p., 3 speedB, countershaft, kicl

n\ excellent order; £75.-200, High St.

(920E

Ai'idKcl-JIfiisli^^;)^

litarter,

., S.W.

JONES' GARAGE,
IN STOCK AT T»IHE OF ;GOmG TO PRESS.

I Jig NEW IMPEililAL, 2-speed, K.S., ccmpieie
with all lamps, new.

1919 2-speed VILLI ERSj 2 -stroke.

2\ h.p. DOUGLAS, complete with lamps
hom, etc.

1916 B.S.A. Combination, all lamps, horn, etc

igi6 2| h.p. DOUGLAS, as new (3 in stock).

1916 2j h.p. DIAMOND-J.A.P.. 2-speed.

1916 7-g h.p. INDIAN Powerplus Combination

1916 TRIUMPH, 3-speed countershaft gear.

1915 TRIUMPH, 3-speed countershaft gear.

19^5 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Combination, 2-speed

1914 7-g h.p. INDIAN, solo, 3-speed.

1914 TRIUMPH, 3-speed (6), now being over

hauled.

1913 TRIUMPH, clutch model {3), now being
overhauled.

We have a large selection of Second-hand Motor
Cycles in addition to the above.

Also SidecarS; new and second-hand jTradasnen's

Sidecar Bodies, new ; and Sidecar Bodies, new.

JONES' GARAGE,
I1 The Broadway, Muswell Hell,

and at Woodside Parade,
North Finchlcy, N.10
Phone : Hornsey 2562

Finchley 2334

New Sidecars IN 3T03K.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1 Q19 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, Gloria sidecar, hood,
J-«/ screen, electric light outfit, horn, speedometsr,
leg guards, ridden 500 miles.—Jones, Westdean, Peaks
Hill, Purley. [9581

TRIUMPH 3y2h.p., 3 speeds, clutoh, running order
£40; after 6 p.m.— Goodger, 115, Rodney Rd.,

Walworth, S.E. [9246
3ih.p. Triumph, Bosch, good heavy Dunlops, running

2 order; ride away; bargain, 28 gns.—Rippon, The
Gorse, Sleaford. [X8835

TRIUMPH Sy^h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, lamps, etc., ex-
cellent condition; £45.-24, Green End Rd., Bed-

ford Park, W. [£763

JONES' Garage, special agents for Triumphs, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. - [2927

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed, late 1914, perfect order;
65 gns.—After 6 p.m., Davidson, Acacia, Centre

Av., Acton Vale. [9164

TRIUMPH Junior, new 16th June, not done 500
miles, unscratched; what offers.—Bos L3,344. c/o

The Motor Cycle. [:9638

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p., Philipson, very fast, as new,
stored 3 years, speedometer, lamps. Klaxon; £70.—

4, High St., Ealing. [X8826

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle. 3H'h-p., in good running
order ; seen any time ; what offers?—Hinton.

Southrop, Lechlade. [9505

TRIUMPH, 1912, clutch model, N.S.U. gear, enamel,
nickel, etc., as new, sound throughout; £50.-66,

Victoria Rd., Barking. [9132

1917 ditto.
Wix'S Lane.

[9942

-j Q15 4h.p. Triumph, £.75; 1916 and
J-*/ £80; all in new condition.—18,
Lavender Hill, S.W.

TRIUMPH, 3V2h.p., clutch model, adjustable pulley,
verv nowerful. excellent conditionvery

Queen St.,

powerful,
Gloucester.

£45.-10,
rX8487

1 Q13 Triumph 3V2h.p., clutch, fast, excellent condi-
J-«^ tion, accessories, stored last 3 years; £49.

—

accessories.
26, The Brent, Dartford, [9862

TRIUMPH Junior, new condition, lamps, generators,
speedometer, horn, accessories; £50: after 3.-18,

Cloncurrv St., Fulham. [9356

LATE 1914 Triumph, Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, lamp,
horn, speedometer; £85 ; ready to ride awav.—

Pentlow, Repton, Derby. [X9007

3ih.p. Triumph, Bosch, lamps, horn, tools, excellent
2 running order; any trial; 38 gns.-Howell. Brag-

bury End, near Stevenage. [9353

TRIUMPH Sy^h.p., 3-speed, 1913 model, lamps,
horn, ready ride away; best offer over £40.—

21, Koptcn Rd., Streatham. [9611

1 Q 19 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, in crate, un-
-»-«^ used; offers over £110; London district.—Box
L3,361, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1019

"IQ14 Triumph Combination, 3-speed, clutch, lamps,
J- %f horn, splendid condition ; £ 75.-15, Blundell
St., Caledonian Rd., Barnsbury. [9679

tf* 60.—Triumph combination, splendid condition, me-
•^ chanically perfect, all on : must sell ; seen any
time.—42, Perran Bd., Tulse Hill. [1072

1 Q19 4h.p. Triumph and Sidecar, lamps and Klaxon,
J-tf not ridden 1.000 miles; £130, or near offer.—8,
Musgrove Rd., New Cross, S.E [9614

J Q14 4h.p. Triumph, in beautiful condition, Philip-
J-*^ son pulley, lamps, horn, clutch model; £60.

—

56, Whitton Rd., Twickenham. [9889

TRIUMPH, 1911 Bosch, B.B., good condition, new
Dunlop belt, lamps, accessories; £35.—Whntlev,

4, Grovely Rd., Wilton, Salisbury. [X9092

TRIUMPH 1916 Countershaft Combination, excel-
lent condition and running order; £100, or

nearest.—18, Saffron Rd., Biggleswade. [9133

TRIUMPH. 4h.p., 1916, 3-speed countershaft, £70;
also 1914 3-speed huh gear model, £52/10.—

Hutton, Red Lion Hill, East Finchley. [X8920

BRAND New 1919 Countershaft 4h.p. Triumph, de-
livered August, accessories; beet over £110.—D.

Burn, Pembroke College, Cambridge. [9469

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, W.D. model,
mechanically perfect and api^earance as new; 80

gns.—20, Church Walk, Hampstead", N.W. [9887

TRIUMPH T.T., delivered 1914, 4h.p., new tyres,
lamps, horn, tools, very fast ; approval, cash

;

£48.—Box 105, c/o The Motor-Cycle. [X8932

TRIUMPH 3'/jh.p., 1913, clutch, adjustable pulley,
excellent condition; £45.—Keable, Upper Bow-

den St., Pangbourne, Reading, Berks. [X8943

rC|14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, lamps, ncces-
*y sories, seldom used, new appearance; offerr; over

£55.—Anuells, 28, Haslar St., Gosport. [X8851

rilRIUMPH 3y.h.p., 1913, chit.-h model, just over-
J- hauled. goo<:l tyres, oonipleta with nrcessories : £50.
—Clarke, Gallipoli. King's Ride, Camberley. [9754

TRIUMPH, Sy^h.p.. T.T.. 1914, Bosnh, lamps, tvres,
appearance and condition fine: offers over £40.—

22, Oppidans Rd., Chalk Farm, N.W.3. [1057

TRIUMPH 3V^h.p., new piston and belt, lamps, horn,
completely overhauled; £39/10; ride away.— 169,

Bathurst Gardens, Ilarlesden, N.W. 10. [98S1

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumpb.

TRIUMrH SV^li.p., fixed engine, E. and E.. Bosch
mng., new Hntchinsons ;ride away ; £25; nfter

6.30— I'arkyn, 644, rulham Kd., Fiilham. [9220

TItlUMrH, 1914, C.B. eanoelet sidecar, 3-speed, hr-

cessories, spares, in perfect condition ; £80.~45.
South I'ark Parade. Seven Kings, Ilford. [S8853

1 Q19 Trinuiph 2^^h.p,, 2-stroke, 2-spee(:l, as new, only
-L«? ridden 100 miles; call any evening 7 p.iu.—Mnri-
lon, 15, Churtih Crescent, Mnswell Hill, N. [9530

TRIUMPH Combination, 1914, 4h,p., S-speed, clutch,
new Mills-Fnlt'ord C.E. sidecar, complete; £80.—

20, SandTingluim Pd., Tue Brook, Liverpool. [X8547

1 Q19 Baby Triumph, perfect, aijcl as new, lamp set,
it? liorn, spnie new tube, 2 special plugs, tools, extra
belt; £75.-West. Popeswood. Binfiekl, Berks. [1085

TRIUMPH Junior, under 4,000, speedometer, lamps,
horn, spares; £50, or £44 without accessories.— 4,

Vincent Av., Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester. [9806

1 Q19 (May) 4h.p. Countershaft Triumph and Cooper
-i-«-' Sidecar, Lucas lamps, horn, mirror, in new con-
dition; £125.—Barnsley, Iverley, Stourbridge. [X8678

TRIUMPH, late 1913, coaehbuilt combination, 3-

speed, clutch, engine rebushed, tyres and lielt per-
fect; bargain, £65.—Mattock Motor Co., Ealing. [9666

TRIUMPHS, choice of two, 1919, delivery this
month, offers; 1918, countershaft, indistinguish-

able from new. £86-~37, Arlington Rd,, Surbiton. [9913

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., T.T. model, mechanically per-
fect, lamps and tools, Bosch mag:., adjustable

pulley, drip feed.—Heather, London Rd., Bromley, Kent.
[9188

TRIUMPH 3\l.h.p., new Amac carburetter, speed-
ometer, mirror, lamps, good mechanical order;

first £25 secures.—Goddard, -East St., Farnham, S'nrrev.

[9430
TRIUMPH 4h.p. "W.D. Model, 3 speeds, Bosch, de-

compressor, good running order, very powerful*
bargain, £62; after 4 p.m.—30, Arsenar Rd., Well Hall,

[9268
TRIUMPH Combination, 3V2h.p., 2 speeds, free en

gine, Bosch mag., new tyres, belt, lamps, etc.

overhauled ; £48,—Layzell, 10, Byrne Rd., Balham.
[9147

"1 Q13 Triumph 3'/^h.p., clutch model, Bosch mag.,
-M-*y new Dunlop tyre and belt, adjustable pulley, lamps,
horn, and accessories; £40.-105, Macoma Rd., Plum-
stead. [9196

TRIUMPH, 1913, clutcli, variable pulley, tyres, belt
nearly new, lamps, speedometer, tools, etc., well

feepfc machine; £49.—Dr. Warren, 175, Enfield High-
way. [X8628

TRIUMPH SVah.p., clutch model, free engine, engine
new, carburetter new, pulley wheel new, tyres good,

new belt, and lamps; £50.—IJay, Brereton Rd.. Rugeley,
Stafis. [X8991

1 Q15 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft, new C.A.V. mag.,
JLiy new B. and B. carburetter, complete, ride away;
£65; no offers.-Smith, 34, Waltham Rd., Southall,
Middlesex. [9526

TRIUMPH 1913, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, lamp, horn
etc., splendid machine; £55 ; would take good

lightweight and cash.—Moseley, 129, King Rirhard'.s

Rd., Leicester. [X9046

TRIUMPH Combination, variable gear, pedal start,

in thorough good order, take 3 up ei'sily: trial

given : £55, or nearest.—46, Cromwell Rd., Wnltliam-
fltow, E.17. [9753

"I Q 14 Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, fast and powerful
-Lt' machine, in excellent running order, accessories,
no lamps; £60, first cheque secures.—Box 4,472, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [XS560

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed, Bosch mag., new
belt and saddle, in very good condition; £60.—

Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill {opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station). [9026

4h.p. T.T. Trump-Jap, good condition, re-enamelled,
new Dunlops and belt, large tank, long exhaust;

any trial; £35.—Ford, jun., North Moreton, near
Wallingiord, Berks.

'

[X9072

1Q13 Triumph Motor Cycle and coaehbuilt sporting
Xt? sidecar, S.A. 3 speeds, clutch, good running*
order; £65.—" Pevensey," Bury Farm Estate, Bury
St., Edmonton. N.9. [9446

1 Q14 S^Ah-p. Triumph, 2 speeds, countershaft, coachLU built combination, Cully eanipped, speedometer;
£75; will sell bike, £62.-3, Wellington Rd., East
Ham, Eseex, E.C. [9989

1014 Triumph, 3-speed, and Watsonian C.B. sidecar,
J-*y fine condition, lamps, horn, wind screen, and set
of tools, readv to ride away; 80 gus.-Seen at 178, High
Bt, Egham, Surrey. [9931

TRIUMPH, November, 1911, fixed, 'just overhauled,
new piston complete and bearingS; tyres and belt

good, sound, smart machine for any journey; £35,
Vinnell, Wix, Essex. [9589

TRIUMPH, 1914. and Cannelet. 3-siieed, clutch,
lamps, spares, rr -ently overhauled with new parts,

perfect order, tyres good ; £75.—Snuire. Carpenters'
Arms, Sunninghill, Ascot. [9191

TRIUMPH Combination, 1913 late, stored 3 years,
3-speed clutch, thoroughly overhauled, lamps,

horn, accessories, any trial after 5; 70 gns.—Harris,
59, Whitworth Rd.. Plumstead. [9368

Our Agencies

GOOD ONES ONLY.

MOTOR CYCLES.
INDIAN.
A.B.C.

NORTON.
HAZLEWOOD.
VELOCETTE.
QUADRANT.

LIGHT CARS.
DAY-LEEDS. G.N.

LAGONDA.

VICTOR HORSMAN LTD.,

Parr Street, Slater Street,

LIVERPOOL.
Telephone No.: Royal 1125

^'//e who
Hesitates

is Lost ^^

THOUSANDS have

learned the bitter

lesson this year. The
only way to avoid it next

year is to order early.

We are now takmg orders

for 1920 Machines, and

can give earliest possible

delivery.

ORDER NOW.

JULIAN,^eWn^-
Biggest Dealer in the South,

'Phone: 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, practically new condition, very
model, 3-speed countershaft, hand operr

clutch, kick starter, new covers and tubes; 77 gr
56, Gibbon Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [9

3ili.p. Triuriipb, 1912, T.T. bars, tyres and tubei
2 new, in perfect running order, £32 ; side

Avicker, for above, complete, not used since new, £5
— I/iicey, 37, Victoria Rd., Addleston, Surrey. [9

TRIUMPH, S^/oh.v., clutch, lamp, horn, speedoim
Philipson pulley new, recently overhauled mo

at cost of £20, tyres nearly new, perfect ; 50 gr
Colclough, Fir Cottage, Bignall End, Staffs. rX8

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, Eosch, new li

ing set, horn, all tools and ncressories, spIei

condition, only defect enamelling on tank triflS" w(
65 gns., no offers.—Sawtell, Long St., Sherborne. [S8

LATE 1913 Triumph, Sturmey-Archer 3-ep
clutch, Bosch, tyres good, everything beaut

condition, all accessories, spares; sacrifice, SSJ/a gr

Skinner, 75, Cheltenham St., Barrow-in-Furness.
tX8

TEIWMPH 1919 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, flud

gn. coach sidecar, complete with all lamps, i

better than new; 100 miles trial given; best o(

week-end only.—Hall, 54, Maygrove Rd., Brondesli

[9

1Q16-17 4h.p. Triumph, 3^speed countershaft, 1

-I- •7 stiut, handle-bar clutcbi Klaxon, Bosch n
long copper exhaust, just overhauled and enamel
75 gns.—Knight, Hut 15; R.A.E., Pinehurst Barra
Farnboro*, Hants. fXS

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 1919, countershaft 3-speed rrio

with Triumph Gloria sidecar, combination
;

chased new, July, little used, perfect order, no ac

sories; highest offer accepted; Midland district.—
U7. c/o The Motor Cycle. [XS

TRIUMPH, 1914 (July), 4h.p., .3 speeds, cln

stored all war, mileage 1,000, and 1919 Cane
Minor sideo^ir, 3 lamps, all tools, mechanical Ii

perfect combination ; 90 gnfi, ; after 6.-20, Svi

Mews, FuUiam Rd., S. Kensington. [S

fQl4 Triwnph Combination, Montgomery sidecfl
jLiJ h.p-, 3-speed, clutch, wind screerrj Bosch n

decompressor, speedometer, P.H. ' lamps, Biaks 1

carburetter, in excellent condition ; bargain, £90,
offers.—H.B., 157, Thomes Lane, Wakefield, Torki

[i

TRIUMPH, late 1913. 3-speed, and sidecar, Bi
decompressor, hand and loot controlled cln

speedometer, lamps, horn, spa-res, ready for ixiQD

ate tour, absolutely sound throughout; includinj
surance policy, 60 gns.—85, Selborne Rd., Paffi

Green, N ^j,f!

4h.p. Triumph Combination, late 1913, spbl

w'cker sidecar, 3-speed hub, engine, gears ent
renewed, new front spring, pulley, and belt, etc.

ceipts ^25' shown), all accessories, perfect condll
£60, or near offer.--Scott, 22, Templesheen "' "

Sheen, S.W. 14.

TRIUMPH 1913 SVab.p., clutch model, engine'
24108, recently, overhauled, Bosch, jnst oveHl!

at works, nunlops, extra heavy, John Bull belt, I

lamp and horn, re-enamelled, complete, top-bole c

tion. readv to ride anv distance: £50.—FnmeiB,
Church St.. Broseley, Salop. (X

1 Q13 Triumph 3y2h.p., handle start, 3-speed cli

J,*J Miller lamps" nearly new tyres (I3unlop
Hutchinson), Bosch mag., 10 months' insurance, si

during war, excellent condition, take sidecar anyw
privately owned; seen and tried Chelmsford; '£

Box L3',34^, c/o The Motor Cycle. IJ

31.h.p. Motor Cycle, Triumiih throughout, nei

'

2 and belt, little used, Bosch mag., got

machine, inspection. £40, near offers; also 31.

Dion, good strong machine, engine as new, gooi

new belt, less mag., £12. ofters.—Percy Grioi

pools, Netherseal, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

TRIUMPHS. Triumphs. Triumphs.—4h.p.
shaft models, kick starters, complete and!

Come and book your machine ; several rea
shortly; cheapest on market by for. All repail

any make of motor cycle ; no waiting
; your iL--

started on same day as brought ; minor repaiiii

while you wait. All accessories. Triumph flpsaj

All c-ar lepairs. All work first-class.-Beatml

'

Gamlin, 6, Williams Mews, Devonshire St (off L_
land St.). W. ' '^

Villiers. ^
3iih.p. Villiers 2-stroke; ride away; first chegufii

4 —90, Burton Rd.. Lincoln. ^
VILLIERS, brand new 2-8trok6 2-Bpeed, B

studded tyres; £60.-154, Blaekhorse Kd^^
thamstow.

-| Q16 Villiers 2-stroke. 2V''b-p., single, with lattp
JlU horn etc.; £35, bargain.—B. Roberts, 22, i

land St., Smethwick.

Vindec.

VINDEC Special Combination, 5-6h.p., in p ^

running order; a bargain, £50.~-Cromp6on
Central Motor Garage, Ashton-in-Makerfield, I

1Q19 Vindec,' 2^b.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, Tbo
X J/ Bennett mag., Amac carburetter, Dunlops, in

Miller ligliting set, born, pump, and accessories, m ^

under 150- having bought combination", will accer '

for quick sale.—Apply, 12, Granville Rd., SevSnoi

A38 All letters relating to advei^tisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issuO#
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
v.s.

Cx)achbuilt Combination, &-speed, F.E., B. and
., Splitdorf, for sale, in running order; cheap.

—

an, 15a, Pavilion Terrace, Wood Lane, Shep-
Bush. [9167

Wells.

L'JiS-JTA.P., 254IJ.P-, excellent appearance .ind

condition, decompressor, silent, powerful ; 40 gns.

1,'Crossway House. Coleford, Bath. [X9101

White and Poppe.
p.. White and Poppe, Bosch mag., Binks carbu-
retter, [oothoards, etc.; 27 gns.—30. Talbot St.,

y. [X8501

Williamson
.LIAi\ISON Combination, 8h.p., 1914, coach-
tjuilt sidecar; £110.—202a, Hammersmith Rd.

11034
.LIAMSON 8h.p. Wotor-cooled iCombinntion,
piendid condition.- 34, Raleigh Ed., Hornsev.,

19433
.LIAMSON 1916 Coach Combination, electric
light, speedometer, scarcely used; £120, offer.—
osvenor Ed., Southport. [9788

,LIAMSON, 8-lOh.p. Douglas water-cooled en-
gine. Bosch, excellent C.B. sidecar, tyres goad

:

offer to 90 gas.—Scothern, Grantham, Seven-
rel. 300. [9490

.LIAMSON Bh.p. w.c. Combination, 700x80
Dniilops, 2-seater sidecar, hood, screen, lamps
5 illustrated in " M.C. " as family sidecar on
it.—48. Rectory Lane, Tooting [X8987
.p. Williamson Douglas Water-cooled, 2-speea
Itch, new tyres, excellent roomy sidecar, screen,
iiggage carrier, perfect, expert examination or
A'hat offers; part exchange considered; stamps,
''engate,! Peterborough. [9647
LIAMSON 8-lOh.p. Water-cooled Combination,
ck start, clutch, 2-speed gearbox, special acety-
:hting set, large Williamson sidecar, wind screen
od, very comfortable, and machine is silent, and
'ie four anywhere; best offer over £140 secures.
)4, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X8931
LIAMSON 1914 8h.p., -water-cooled, 2-spced,
iiti'h, kick starter, hood, screen, and side cur-
amps and tools, oversixe tvres, spare petrol can
SO luggage grid, take 4 anywhere, running daily
: month; owner bought Morgan; after 5 p.m.:
Opt. Britten, Broomflelds, Hale Crescent, Hale,
Ideishct. [9743

Wolf.
JF 1915 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
good conaition; £40.-31, PoweU Kd., Clapton,

[1074
IL.E, 2V2h.p., 2-3peed, speedometer, just purchased,
ardly soiled; £45.-36, David Lane, Shadwell,

[9411
;^P-VILLIERS 2-stroke, 2-speed countershaft,
fst delivered; list price.—Eaynham, Saffron
'^- (8360
'GAIN.—Wolf 214h.p., brand new, 1919, a-speed
[luntershalt, free engine, speedometer: 47 ens.—
apel House St., Millwall, E.14. [9886
LP 1917 25411.P. 2-itroke, 2-speed and free,
amps and horn, tyres and belt as new, and is in
condition throughout; £39.—Watson, 132, High
dehurgh, Suffolk. [9154

^
Wooler.

?S' Garage, special agents lor Woolers, Broad
y.. Muswell Hill. N.IO. and Woodside Parade,
tmchley. [2928

Zedel.

^Jk\ 2^'*-P-. minus accumulator; £12, or offer.
-'Phone: North 17392. [X8910
p. Zedel, B. and B. carburetter, mag., lamps,
etc.. good condition; £25.-20, Melrose Av.,

^:wood, N.W. [9727

Zenitb.
ITH-GRADUA, 1914, 6h.p., 1919 coachbuilt
aecar, new tyres, accessories; 69 gns.—183
St., Luton. [9383
Zenith, 90x77'/., all in perfect condition; any
lal; £90.—Canham, 8, Bradbourne St., Parson's
W.6. Alter 6.30. [9896

ITHGRADUA-J.A.P. Combination, 4h.p., lamp,
'in, B, and B., good condition; £58.-113, May
M., Sandersteaol, Surrey. [9967

UTH-GEADIJA Combination, 1917, Bh.p., sport-
:g model, electric horn, lighting, ready to ride
£115.-23, Albert Ed., Luton. [1004

1 Zenith 6h.p., electric lighting, Jcnes speed-
ometer, Klaxon; £ll5, or best offer over.-
iser, 26, Malcolm St., Camberwell. [9592

3 Zenith Combination, 6h.p., countershaft, kick
starter, Lucas Iprnps, speedometer, etc.- separate,
£105.—Nevols, Longdon, Wellington, Salop.

(X8518
ttlH Combination, 1917, 4-5h.p., 1919 coach-
;iilt sidecar, fully equipped, in excellent condi-
£100.— Dolley, Back Green, Hereham, Surrey.

[9219

Getting Best Results.

IF YOU WANT to get the best results in

enamelling your motor cycle, write to

Jenson and Nicholson, Ltd., M.C. Dept.,

Robbialac Works, Stratford, London, E.15,

tor a free copy of their leaflet "Instructions

for amateurs to enamel motor cycles and

sidecars," and buy a tin of Robbialac

Black or colours from your local cycle

agent.

Motor-Cycle
Enamelling

Sold by all Cycle Agents.

AT LAST !

!

A LIVE FIRM IN THE NORTH.

THE

Brook Motor &Eng. Go.

308,DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER.
'Phone: 3861 Cenlra,

Motor Cycles and Accessories actually

in stock.

Prompt delivery of the following
new Models :

—

METRO-TYLER,
NEW RYDER,

COVENTRY EAGLE,
HENDERSON,

EXCELSIOR,
HUMBER,

BROUGH,
^

and otKers to follow.

Oar second-hand stock is too exten-

sive to advertise. Every one a
bargain and guaranteed. Let as

know your requirements.

LAMPS. LAMPS. LAMPS.
Mechanical Horns. Everything for

the Motor Cycle.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith

ZENITH-GRADUA 8h.p. Coach Comhinntion. connter-
sh.Tlt. kick starter, lamps, splendid condition, very

fast: nearest £120.-156, Browning Ed., East Ham.
[9663

1Q17 4h.p. Zenith-Gr.adua, as new, not ridden 500
J-tf miles, lamps, kit spares, etc.; expert examin.ation
invited: after 7; £75.-43, Umfiiville Ed., Hariingay.
N. [1007

TJQ13 Zenith-Gradua Combination, white cnne side-

Jtt/ car, perfect running order, 2 new tyr&=, he t,

spare belt, lamps; £70.—Tjeysdown, Hugheuden Kd.,

High Wycombe. [9916

ZENITH 6-8h.p. Combination, all complete, very
fast and powerful, must be sold by 16th, owner

going abroad: first cheaue £85 secures; bargain.—Box
107, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [X8934

ZENITH Combination, 6-8h.p. J.A.P., late 1914,
Middleton racing sidecar, Triplex wind screen,

speedometer, lamps, etc.; £90, lowest.-Spicer, 20,

Bower Place, M,;idstone. [9670

ZEjSTITH-GEADTJA 6h.p.. sporting sidecar, 1914, per-

fect mechanical condition and appearance, lamps,

horn, etc., stored during war; 85 gns.—Sandford House,

The Green, Soiithcate, N.14. [X9q54
Tj Q19 Zenith 8h.p., twin-cyl., Gradua gear, ndden
Xe/ 500 miles only, too fast for present owner; what
offers.—Apply, Fogden and Butler, 18, London Rd.,

Southend-on-Sea. 'Phone: 106. [9501

ZENITH-GEADUA 6-8h.p., just overhauled, very

fast and powerful, smart, sporting mount, huge
head lamp- 83 gns.; seen after 6.30 Friday.-22.
B.nskerville Ed., Wandsworth Common. [1084

ZENITH-GEADTJ.A. and Sidecar, 6h.p., 1914, stored

during war, disc wheels, very fast and sporty, 3

practically new tyres, spares, lamps, etc.; £85. orjiearest.

—J.M., 122, Bromyard Ed.. Worcester. fX9C69\

ZENITH-GRADUA. 6h.p., 1914, perfect running
order throughout, enamelling and plating excellent,

new tyres and belt recently fitted, little used, stored

2 years, lamp, horn, etc.; 70 gns.— 1, Angles Ed.,

Stroathom. [9667

ZENITH, 1915, W.D., SVoh.p single, appearance very

fair, tyres and mechanical condition excellent.

£55; nearly new Canoelet sidecjir to fit, £18 extra.-

Garage. 52a, Burghley Ed., near Kentish Town Tube.

(Also Enfield.) 11066

ZEMTH 8h p. 1915 Coachbuilt Combination, clutch,

countershaft, speedometer, lamps, etc., very good

order; will exchange for Morgan or other good make
runabout or cycle car (or sell £100); no dealers.—Eogers,

123, Bishop's Ed., Chelmsford. [9800

6h.p Zenith-Gradua, Gloria C.B. combination, very

fine condition, tyres, belt as new, all acc&ssones;

sole reason selling owner buying car ; first cheque

secures- £125, or close offer.-Y.. 103, Balham Park

Ed, Wandswort'i Common, S.W.12. [9671

All letteis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue, A39

Ladies' Motor Cycles

CONNAUGHT, Stnrmev-Archer 3-speed, perfect, all

accessories; £45.—Thwaites, Fornham Ed., Burv

St. Edmund's. [9507

ROYAL RITBY 1916 25ih.p. Model, J-A.P. engine,

2-speed, kick start, hand clutch, excellent con-

dition; £60.—Parker's, Boltop. [X9042

1017-18 Lady's Douglas Motor Cycle, 3-speed, with
i.'J kick starter, Watford speedometer, etc., mileaee

1 200, excellent condition; price £80, or nearest offer;

no dealers.—Vicar, Moukleigh, Devon. [X.9050

ZENITH-GEADUA Combination, 4h.p. J.A.P..

Bosch, B.B., wicker sidecar, lamps; £55, or very

near offer; after 6 p.m. only, Saturday after 2 p.m.—

69, Leopold Buildings, Columbia Ed., Hackney, E.2.

IVilscellaneous

"V'OUR attention please ! !

IF your address is within two hours of London and
ycu want to sell your car or motor cycle privately,

we can find you a purchaser for a very small com-

mission. Send a P.O. for our terms, and you will

be satisfied. No dealers.

WE also invite anyone who wants to purchase a

second-hand car or motor cycle privately to

come and see our list of private sellers, which is now
extensive. All who have been to see us go away
pleased with our new method o! putting private

purchasers in touch with private sellers.

E are only three minutes' walk from South Ken-
sington and Brompton Road Tube Station.

WE can only reply to intending sellers, who
should write to Box 1, c/o The Lennox Cycle

and Motor Co , 32, Fulham Rd., S.W.3. [8183

LIGHTWEIGHT 2V-h.D., new mng.. runuing order:

£18.-42, Princes Rd., HqHoikI Park. [9974

23h.p. Motor Cycle, less mag., needs several repairs;

4. £10.-30, Talbot St., Burnley. [X8502

Oilh.p. Motor Cycle, minus magneto, going cheap;
tC 4. £12. or nearest offer; after 6 p.m.—163, Albert

Rd., Peckham, [1013

MOTOR Cycle for sale, Minerva engine. 2-speed, B;

and B., Bosch. Druids, just overhauled; £25— Ivv

Cottage, Warminster Ed., "Beckington, Somerset. [X8562

W^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. *

Miscellaneous.

THE H.C. Motor Co. have the following machines
for disposal

:

KERRY Abingdon, 1913, 2-speed, clutch, 4'4h.p.,
in excellent condition: £42.

KERRY Abingdon, 1913, clutch model, 4',^h.p.,
perlect; £39.

LEVI.S Popular, 1919, as new, ridden about 60
miles; 48 gns.

rpWIN N.S.U. 3h.p., 1913. in excellent order; 36 gns.

mOBPEDO Precision 2%li.p., 1913, in good order;
J- £36.

IMPERIAL Hobday, 1913, 2-stroke, 2-speed, 2%h.p.;
£32.

THE H.C. Motor Co., 347, Finchley Rd., N.W.3.
'Phone: Hampstead 4631. Open afternoons and

Sundays. [6258

PERCY have the following motor cycles actually
in stock for immediate delivery :

1019 Scott 3%ih.p.. 2 speeds.

1019 B.3.A. 4%h.p., 3 speeds.

-|Q19 Rudge MuHi Sith.p.

1019 Lea-Francis sy^h.p. Twin, 3 speeds.

1019 Lea-Francis el.p. Twin, 3 speeds.

1Q19 Calthorpe-Jap 2y2h.p., 2 speeds.

1019 Calthorpe 2-stroke, 2y2h.p., 2 speeds.

O ~l 19 Campion-Jap, 2 speeds.

"1Q19 Sparkbrook, 2 speeds.

"I 019 Douglas 4h.p. Combination.

TO 19 Douglas S^h.p., 2 speeds.

1019 James 4J4h.p., 3 speeds.

TO 19 Omega 2y3h.p.

19 ^^""^^ 2V2h.p., 2 speeda.

"1 019 Levis 2V2I1.P.

"I 019 Sparkbrook, single speed.

~IC|19 Diamond, 2 speeds.

"I019 Diamond, single speed.

/* Brand New Sidecars in Stock.

A .J.S. 1916 6h.p. Twin Combination, 4 wheeli.

A .J.S. 1914 6h.p. Twin Combination.

OCOTT 1914 Combination.

PRECISION-CHATER-LBA 1914 6h.p. Twin Com-
bination, 4 speeds.

"pvOXTGLAS 4h.p. Combination, almost new.

DT7DGE Multi, 1914, in good order.

"W'.IJ.T. 1914 T.T., overhead J.A.P. twin.

TVLA.MOND, 1916, 2 tpeeds, as new.

^ALTHOBPE, 1915, 2 speeds, J.A.P.

.J.S. 1914 2%h.p., 3 speeds.

EAL, 8h.p. twin J.A.P.,
wheels.

seats 2, hand starter, 3s
TITORGAN 1917 G.P., in nice condition.

TLTORGAN 3 915 G.P.. in nice condition.

MOTOR Cycle Klaxon Horns, 35/-; Brook's saddles,
B150, 30/-; motor cycle tool bags, large, 8/6;

sidecar and light jacks, 5/6; Bluemei's foot pumps,
S/-; special prices lor dozen lots.—Percy and Co., 319,
321, 337, 374, Euston Rd., London. £1001

B.S.A. Auto-wheel, new, £22; also motor cycle, 2-

speed, N.S.U. clutch, Fafnir engine, absolutely
perfect; nearest £35.-3, Canonbury Park South, N.l.

[9702
MOTOR Cycle, ay^h.p., 2-speed and free, N.S.U.

engine, good tyiea, new belt, E.I.O. mag., running
order; flrat M.O. £18 eecures.—QA, East St., Bridport.

[9451
3ih.p. Roc, 2 speed, free engine, repainted, trial,

2 £35, offers; SVah.p. Minerva. £15;_3i^h.p. Cen-
lanr engine, mag.,
Dartlord.

-Whiting, 28. Westgate Rd.,-

[9602

LANCASHIRE

Practical and Reliable
— the Patent Sprung
Frame makes this the
most comfortable of

ail Mounts.

Enquiries invited from South
Lancashire, North Cheshire
and Isle ofMan Districts only.

£75

Zfittedwiththeblackburne2L

Motor Houses and Cycle Sheds.

Built m five sizes, the three largest sizes made in

sections which arc mortised and tenoned together,

a method of manufacturing which few makers adopt,
but it will be evident to anyone that this method
is infinitely superior to any other specification.

Specification : Built throughout from fin. selected
tongued and grooved and V jointed matchboards in

sections as described, to boltTogether. Strong double
doors, full width of end-bung on extra strong hinges
and provided with lock and key and Tower bolts

for holding door in position, also handle to door.
Range of fixed framed windows in either side, com-
plete with glass, extra strong roof covered with best

felt and battened down. Wide barge boards on each
end of roof. Sloping platform in front of door to

allow of easy access of Cycle or Motor.
Sizes: No. r, 6ft. long, 5ft. wide, 6Jft. high, 172 /S.

floor 35 /-; No. 2, 8ft. long, 6ft. wide, 7ft. high, 245 /-,

floor 56/-; No. 3, loft. long, 8ft. wide, gft. high
405/-. floor 100/-; No. 4. rsft- long, loft. wide,
9^ft. high, 660/-, floor 210/-; No. 5, 20ft. long, 12ft.

wide, lift, high, 890/-, floor 300/-. All carriage

paid to nearest Station. Prompt despatch guaranteed.
Inch boards 20 per cent, extra. See booklet for

further particulars.

THORNBER BROS..
NETO^ HOUSB APPLIANCE WORKS.

MYTHOLMROYD. YORKS.
'Phone; 47 Lnddenclen Font.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
. Miscellaneous.

4iii.p. Motor Cyclo, Triumph engine, mag., 3-
4 hand clutch, decompressor, lamps, Lora,

nearest.— Georgebelt good; ride away; £45
Kirton-in-I/indsey, [2

HUMBER SVah.p., 2-sp6ed, mag.,
£35; Premier, 3y2h.p., cou

3h.p. Motor Cycle, Chater frame, coil ignitic.
quires assembUng only, good chance for (

ehanic to make decent mount; nearest £10 sect
15, Alexandra Rd., TTsbridge.

MOTOR Cycles; any make new machine supplit
best terms ; quick delivery secured ; second

bargains in uiotor cycles and combinations—The
151, Caledonian Rd., King's Cross, London.

CliAPHAM (Motorfi), Greenwich, have general
h.nud a good motor cycle or combination. <

to stock jihvays changing, impossible to advertise
vidual machines: call any time, Sundays inclu
119, King George St, Greenwich.

„ , etc., perfect

y-^-V-' countershaft 2-\

Bosch watertight, very low, T.T., £42 / 10 ; Can
Jap, 3V.h.p., 3-speed, coach combination, new
£55; other motors, etc.—W. Burrows, 97, Sheffield
Barnsley. [3

INDIAN, 5-6h.p., T.T. clutch model, £56: Clyno
combination, unused 3 -years, 3 speeds, kiok

in splendid condition, £120; Premier, 7-9h.p.,
2 speeds, handle starter, stored 3 years, not done
miles, in new condition, £110; Rudge, clutch i

pedal start, very fast, 1914, £42.—Apply, Vat
Minster, Thanet.

MOTOR Cycles.—Cheapest house in the
Why ? Because we know when and how ti

and are satisfied with a small margin of profit
runners and ^ any trial willingly. The following
list of machines in stock at time of going to \.

Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus, £75 ; Douglas 4!i.p.

3-speed combination, £110; Rudge, syoh.p., cl

£45; Rudge, 3V2h.p., £45; Douglas, TsiS, 2''!

2-Rpeed, £55; Douglas, 1915, 2^,01. p., 2-speed-,
Douglas, 1915, 25/,h.p., 2-speed, £50.—H. L. S(
and Co., 184, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, Lon

MOTOR SCOOTER.
AMERICAN Motor Scooter for sale, iu good

electric lights, 2V2h.p., speed 25 miles, all m
accessories, second-hand ; £70.—R., Woodville, Gi
Scotland. [3

TRICARS FOR SALE.

HUMBER Tricar, 5-6h.p. twin engine, nearly
chain drive, Amac clutch; £30.-82, Hig

St., Sydenham.
TRICAR; £20; w.c, magneto, B:B., folding fo:

after 6 p.m., 1 Saturdays; no letters ansv
'bus from Bromley.—MuUiner, Tatsfield, Surrey.

TRICAR 4h.p., Trent engine, 2 speeds, accumi
ignition, coachbuilt forecarriage, in splendi

dition; first cheaue over £42 secures; bargain.—

I

Glenthorpe, Bromsgrove.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
TRICYCLE ffolding), 2M.h.p. J.A.P.; £20.-

c/o Longmans, 35, New Oxford St., W.C.:

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
RAYBECK Invalids' Hand-propelled Tr|e

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear, Dunlop :

catalogue free. " "
St., Blackpool.

-Harry Rayner. 10 and

BODIES.

1

/CAMBER Lightweight Bodies, £6.

r^AMBER Step Bodies, £6/16.

p*AMBER Tandem Bodies, £10/10.

/CAMBER de Luxe Bodies, £8/15.

i^AMBER Underslung Bodies, £6/15.

CAMBER Repairs, npholstering estimates^'^^

Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.. Cainl^
* "1;

VENUS.—Singles, tandems, stepped, and undftt

cheapest in trade.

VENUS.—Touring, sporting, tradesmen's; repfi'

painting ; exchanges.

VENUS.—The sidecar body experts. Bodies, a ^

?ign, in the rough it desired. I

VENUS.—Bodies direct from factory to users

money ; lists ready, write. 1

ENUS Sidecar Co., 6-8. Gourley St., Si IJ
ham.

side?"TOURING Body, 7rt. X 2ft. Sin., hooa, ,™~,
5-eater; *10.—53, Hawk's fed., Kingst"

Thames. f'

COACHBTTILT Sidecar Bodies from 6 gns., w Ij

islied.—Stock, 107, Ooningham Ed., Bnef
Bush, W.12.

COACH Bodies, special for lightweights, 381!

any chassis, any colour, strong, sporty ; c P

Venus Sidecar Co., 6-8, Gourley St., S. Totten J

A40 All letters relatiiij! to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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BODIES.
DECAR Body Co lliK real goods at the right

price Actual manufacturers.

DECAR Body Co. 100 coachbuilt bodies in storifc,

high-class finish ana latest designs. Come and
them.

DECAR Body Co SpecialistE -u high-class body
building.

DECAR Body Co. Hoods and aprons. Repairs,
repainting, and reupholstering.

DECAR Body Co. Trade supplied, any quantity,
Enquiries invited.

Rd., B.5
(3701

i.STONB'S for Sidecar Bodies, coachbuilt, latest de-
signs; about 200 in stock; prices right.— 228,

:0Dvill6 Ed., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. 2481
b. - [6203
!BFECTIO^f Coach Bodies, underslung and light-
weight step pattern, prices from £7/3 ; prompt de-

ies.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union - St. South,
fax. - [8095
LMOO Bodies.-See under " Sidecar Attachments "
for your own -information and profit. Watch our
wmdows.—The Birch Aircraft Manufacturing Co.,

. Grosyenor Works, High Rd., Willesden Green,
•l"- [9305
3E0AE Bodies, coachbuilt, well upholstered and
finished, from £5; sereral in stock. Bodies
a, repainted, upholstered, etc. Pillion seats, coach
red, complete, 27/6.-Allen's, Marler Ed., Forest
London. [9381

3ECAR Body Designs for the trade only. Work
ing, coloured, pencil, or line drawings of original

„nSj also working drawings, lull sized or to scale.-
lers Vehicle Journal, Ltd., established designers to
:oach trade lor over SO years. Consult us when de
ng new ideas.-20. Tudor St.. London, E.C.4. fOSlc
NDUM Sidecar Bodies.—We are the largest sidecar
body builders m the country. We have manu
reo to date over 8,000 bodies; 200 bodies always
and, completed or in the course of completion
ters, 2-seater8, single-seaters, welded metal

and feather-veight. You can get what

DECAR Body Co., 25, Upper Clapton
Pbone : Dalston 2057.

pro-—o— *".. ..".. &^» r-^cii, you
and rely on a superfine finish at the Sandham

Gray's Inn Rd.. London, W.C.
[0022

;NN0C Sidecar Bodies.—Don't be misled by garret
and cellar body building manufacturers, who ex-
tneir wares at tempting prices, which are built

? .^^^ ¥"" bacon boxes and the commonest
rial throughout. We are actual manufacturers of
icte bodies and component parts. We have in
lor actual delivery hundreds- of every type body

ea, and can give immediate delivery. If possible,
and interview our works manager, Mr. George
h^S send for list —Rennoc Sidecars, Body Build-
Uept. 155, Marlborough Rd., Hornsey Rd., N.
oe: Hornsey 850. [8603

HOODS,

Qeering Co.. 336.
oe: Holborn 933.

STING Wind Screen, brand new;Mormg Rd., Tooting, S.W.17.

WIND SCREENS, ETC.
^£3/10. — 21,

[9858MER Hoods, 55/-; screens, 27/6.—Brieht andHayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell. [9962

'^J?/'?*' A.?'i"'^ -,??,'*% ."^ received from maker:i!4/5.-N6ale, 219, Staines Ed.. Sunbury, Middle-
[9467

'^ctal^'*;-S5l'^"''-l'=™°='
a''Jminium and Triplev

fS ti^nl?^
sidecars and sporting cars, brand

teto rref™?*'"!-'.*^
gns cach.-Hardmond. 41b.neim Lrescsnt. Nottmg Hill, W.ll. [948f

hMd?S ' ^- ^l^ "5-'°='' manufacturers o,

ftSm 'fP/iB/?'''™"' "^"-j ''™'^= fi"=<i "bilst you
"lisffnfit o'^'

'iCK™!, '""^ *l/9/6; immediat^
Iv Lo,l .K v'^

""*! sidecar guaranteed. We also

™ .„^^ ^'"'^'' '°°''"' '"'"• ^'^^ all tood and
S roud''"r7«^'"°,a°

Sidecar Works, 86. Victoria

borough 1& "& ^- ^Si Proeress Works, 155,

raK ,,?''" Hornsey Rd., N, Our list with 200rations upon application. [8604

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
DDLETON'S.

iK!.''°'*'®
Sidecars; all winners and starting

called by vulgar persons, a posh lot; £24

I nrVrf^ monocle and spats an awfully dinky
, price to softs, £25; men, £19.

"lui-y

?ime^'^?^'®-J""'\°"^='"'' pot, a winner every
the^ sidecar _that made the coppers jump

sold only to proficient

GOOD SERVICE
As Usual.

" Good Service
"

Windproof and
Waterproof Suits.

Light Weight Suits,

39/6

Special make with
Belt, 45/-

Heavy make. Very
Durable, 75/-

Best Value
Obtainable.

DUST SUITS.
In Cream and other light shades of

Holland and other Fabrics as illustrated

above,

18/6 21/- 25/- 27/6 30/-

Caps and Helmets ; Cream and various

shades, 5/6.- Leather, 9/6.

White Canvas and Leather Gauntlet Gloves, 3/6

Cream and Tan Gauntlet Gloves, 9/6, 10/6, 15/6

Black &Tan Brooks' Sprmg Leggings, 17/6, to29/6

289 - 293. HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
TJASTONE'S for Sidecars at low prices.

BASTONE'S for Sidecar Bodies, coachbuilt, vundep-
slung, torpedos, step pattern, lightweights, etc., 1h

stock at clearance prices; inspection invited.-228, Pes-
tonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.l. Tel. : 2481
North- [6202
1 017 -A.J-S. Chassis, les^ wheel, new, tmcratedj_ £10.

Pring, Midleton, Cork.

^ANE Sidecar, reupholstered, etc.,

£8.—Fairweather, Clitheroe.\J

[X881t
equal to new;

[X8B57

SIDECAR, wicker upholstered body, suit Sy^h-p. ; £9.
—Graves, Chesterton, Leamington. [X865.i

rpWO-SEATER _Sldecar Body, JVillowbrook, Jiearly
new; £10.-30, Talbot St., Burnley. [X8604

Uighgate; price £18;

for acooters.
DDLETON'S Sidecars; special models

!?S^?J°/'® ?"P,",- Caravan Sidecar, tastelully'
decorated, central heating, bedroom well sprung,

,ent?''ir^"'™"'=
=" ""5' ."="^1 °ffl'=6s, inspectedrents, strong recommended; price not fi.^ed; see

°iSt'^J,«'^'^i'.a''''"=,™^''"'"'=
"f ''><' famous sideca:nat are sold^pnly to good-looking people.

1919
Models
Delivery September:

REX
LEVIS
RADCO

-TRiunnpM
VELOCETXE

IVIETRO-TYI.ER.

Now in stock fop immedlatt
delivery—new model " Canoeiet,"

"Montgomery," "Gloria," and
" Mills - Fulford" Sidecars—Prices

from £15 to £35.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams : Primus, Birmingham.

Telephone: Cenlral 4310.

GLORIA Sidecar, model No. 5, new deliTerv from
stock; £42.—Eobbins, CJarage, Rugby. [58758

LARGE Modern Wicker Body; photo; £3/10.—Lieut.
L.G.B., 9 Mess, Frees Heath, Salop. [S8660

SIDECAR, new shape in wicker, upholstered, re-
leathered, cha(=sis re-enamelled; £10/10 ; also

SIDECAR, O.B., nice condition: £12/10.-Payne, 109.
St. Leonard's Rd., Mortlake. [X8775

CCORONET Sidecars. Send [or illustrated catalogue.
^ —Booth's Motoriea, Portland Place, Halifax.

r^ORONET Sidecars for B.S.A.. Triumph, Harley
v-/ Davidson. Phelon-Mcore.—Booth's Motorics, Hali-
fax. - [7394

MILLFOED-SCOTT Sidecar Chassis, good Atou tvre;
£3/10.—Jacques Court, Elham, Canterbury. [9958

WATSONXAlSr Sidecar (25^h.p. Douglas feather-
weight), as new; £10.-93, East St., Epsom.

[9677
SIDECAR, Montgomery, wicker, spring wheel ; seen

anv time; £7, offers.—England, Dixon St., Feather-
stone, Torks. {X8768

CATALOtlUE of Sandum Sidecars is at last ready.
If you are interested in smart sidecars, be snre to

write for one.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart and
racy, weight 1 S lbs. , locker in back and under

seat ; when without passenger, seat back hinges forward,
and neat covernll encloses the whole ; price complete
£4/17/6.

OANDUM Sidecars.-Write for our new list.

SANDUM Sidecars.—Bodies in welded metal and ooanh-
built; always 100 in stock; prices to suit every-

tiody.

SANDUM Sidecars.-2-senter8 to suit Harleys and
Indians. Aak to see our super-seater, which carries

two 6-foot passengers.

^ANDUM Sidecars.-Wholesale manufacturers of
coachbuilt bodies, ciiassis. hoods, screens, aprons.

etc.

QANDUM Sidecars.
country.

Moat noted body builders in the
Every workman an expert.

SANDHAM Engineering Co., '336. Gray's Inn Rd.,
W.C.I. 'Phone: Holborn 933. [S1012

CLYNO Coachbuilt Sidecar, £14; 2%h.p. Royal En-
field, £35.—Job, 186, Putney Bridge Rd., Putney,

COACHBUILT Sidecar, 10 gns.- motor cycle, incom-
plete, £8; appointment.—77, Acre Lane, 3.W.2.

[9907
D,OUQLAS Chassis, new coachbuilt sidecar, good tyre

and 'tube; 17 gns.-35, The Cresc-ent, Croydon.
[9808

OIDECAR, Phoenix coachbuilt torpedo, 4-point, prac-O tically as new; £19.-27, Netting Hill Gate.
[9724

SUNBEAM Sidecar, luxurious 30-gn. mbdel, brand
new, in, crate; best over £30.—Took, Adrian St.,

Dover. [9577

SIDECAR Body, 2-seater, upholstered red pegamoid,
brand new; £9.-142, Whippendell Rd., Watford.

Herts. [X8973

BAMCO.-The Birch Aircraft
I/td., Grosvenor Works,

Green, N.W.IO.

Manufacturing Co..
High Rd., Willesden

I
Greeb Rd.. Finsbury Park, i^A,

oa4,
'Phone :

27
Hfirr
[8646 a

BAMCO.—Our new design sidecar chassis' now in
courfje of manufacture. Get on our waiting list

for a complete

"DAMCO Outfit, Watch our show windows

BAMCO Sidecar Outfits, the finest ever produced
Watch our show vrindows.

BAMCO Outfits.-Bodies all ash-framed, sprung backs,
fibre stuffed, upholstered in Pegamoid, rigid.

roomy, comfortable, light, exceptional finish. Watch
our show' windows.

BAlViCO Chassis, entirely new design, light, yet very
strong ; built for hard use. Watch our show win-

dows. -

BAMCO Outfits, built by aircraft engineers. Watch
our windows.

BAMCO Sidecarfl, the last word in design, workman-
ship, and finish. Watch our show windows,

THE 3J,A.M. Co., Ltd.. Grosvenor Works,
Hitrh Rd., AVillesden Green, N.W.lO.

Willesden 872. T.A. : Ibbircraf, Wiligreen.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the i

169-171.
'Phone

:

[9306

A^I
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
SIDECAR, w1c6er body, and upholstery good condi-

tion, all couplings; £2/10.—Clegg, 49, Dale St.,

Milnrow. [9560

PERFECTION Coach Sidecars; £16/16; prompt de-
liveries.—Halifax Motor Exchange, 'Duion St.,

South, Halifax. [8096

FOLDING Sidecar, complete, eoaehbuilt body, un-
used, suit adult and child; bargain at £20.-74,

Malpas Ed., S.E. [9414

TJ.S.A. Coachbuill Sidecar; complete with apron, wheel
J-* tyre, conneotions, new condition; 16gns.—35, The
Crescent, Croydon. [9807

RENNOC Sidecars are manufactured at the Rennoo
Motor Sidecar and Enfiineering Works, 86, Vic-

toria Rd., Stroud Green, London, N.4.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We supply lugs, rims, spokes,
upholstering, material, tuoing, springs, and all

fitments for any make sidecar,

RENNOC Sidecar Bodies, hoods, screens, wheel discs,
etc., actual manufacturers, wholesale, retail, and

e.vport.

RENNGC Sidecars.—We specialise in frame repairs to
motor cycles and sidecars.

RENNOC Sidecars.—Special department for sidecar
body repaiis, repainting, upholstering, lining, etc.

PEiCENIX Sidecars.—The Rennoc Co. can supply all

spares and undertake repairs for this make.

RENNOC Sidecars.— 14 models to fib all motors;
tandems a speciality

RENNOC Sidecars.—We can give immediate deUvery
of most models.

TJENNOC Sidecars to suit Harley, Yale, Indian, Ex"
XlL celsior. Pope, and all American models.

RENNOC Sidecars have always in stock second-hand
and clearance sidecars; special list.

T>ENNOO Sidecars have in stock 17 different de
-L'b sign bodies to suit old and new pattern chassis.

RENNOC Sidecars advise you to p|ace your present
sidecar with us -to be overhauled^ we have a

epecial department.

RENNOC Sidecar Works, 86, Victoria Rd., Tolling
ton Park, Stroud Green, London. N.4. (George C-

Conner, Managing Director), and Progress Body
Works, Marlborough Rd. N 'Phone : Hornsey 850.

PHCENIX Sidecar, torpedo, eoaehbuilt, recently re-
painted ; £20,—Wells, Carlton Villa, Anson Rd.,

Victoria Park, Manchester. [9424

WATSONIAN Lightweight Wicker Sidecar, good con-
dition, fair cover and tube; £5, or best offer.—

Box L3.22g, c/o The Motor Cycle, [9070

LIGHTW^EIGHT Si^decar, Henderson Model A., coach-
built, used once, perfect condition; 15 gns.—Clark,

1, Chatsworth Gardens, Acton, W. [9782

COACH Sidecar, complete, new body ; bargain, ^14.
Also new bodies fitted iu place of wickers.—21

Champion Hill, Denmark Hill, Camberwell. [9209

SIDECAR, 1919 Canoelet, brand new, just arrived
from works; £28/10; first one secures.—^Wilkins,

Simpson and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London.
[9635

HOPLEY eoaehbuilt Underslung- Sidecar, with door,
well sprung, roomy, comfortable, new condition

;

price 16 gns.—136, Harrington Rd., Norwood Junction.
[9752

BURBERRY Model de Luxe Sidecar, fitted with
dickey seat, hood, and wind screen, step, etc.,

upholstered Bedford cord; 28 gns,—3, Parker Lane,
Burnley, [X8503

SIDECAR Body, Willowbrooke make, brand new.
green, apron complete; can't get delivery of cycle

for it: cost £15, accept £10.—No. 1, Walsingham St.

WalsaU. [X8989

SIDECAR, large cane, upholstered red, large locker
at back and apron, new condition, smart appear

a.nce; £9; after 6.—20, Sydney Mews, Fulham Rd.
South Kensington. [9544

SIDECARS.—Immediate delivery of brand new -side-

cars, Montgomery chassis. Aero coach bodies;
price £26/10 each.—H. L. Stevens and Co., 184, Pen-
tonville Rd., King's Cross. [9284

JUNK for Sale.—Wicker sidecar, less springs and
tyre, 35/-; another, eoaehbuilt, needs assembling,

£3: carburetters. Triumph 15/-, B. and B 12/6, Binks
35/-; few Douglas 1912 parts.—30, Canning Crescent,
Wood Green, [9330

CLAPHAM (Motors), Greenwich.—August holidavs.
Complete stock of new sidecars sold out : further

consignments now due : Comfy, Hendersons, Grindlays,
Willowbrooks; call early to secure.— 119, King George
St., Greenwich. [1060

SIDECARS, second-hand, in stock, with new coach-
built bodies, prices from £16/10 each; coach

bodies, £7110 each; chassis from £.6 each; second-hand
cane sidecar bodies, £1 each.—Stevens, 184, Penton-
ville Rd.. King's Cross. [9285

PHCENIX Double Seater C.B. Sidecar, only done 100
miles, as new, 20 gns., or best offer; Phcenix

cigar-shaped sporting sidecar, new condition, 15 gns.;
Harley-Davidson sidecar, 28in. wheel, new tyre, fit

right-hand side, £lO, or offer.—13, Seymour Mews,
Wigmore St., Oxford St., W. [8318

HALIFAX MOTOR
EXGHANCE,

UNION STREET
SOUTH, HALIFAX.
MOTOR CYCLES iN STOCK.

I9i5 2ih.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £52 10

1919 4i h.p. 3-speed B.S.A. and sidecar,

head and tail lamps, almost as new £120

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
CLYNO, 6 h.p., 3-speed 85 gns.

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, almost as new 105 gns.

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, fine condition. . 110 gns.

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, good order ... 95 gns.

SURPLUS W.D. MACHINES
Requiring repairs Come and inspect.

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, countershait . . £35
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub £27 ia

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed . £39 ID

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub £24 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub £22 la

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., countershaft £2T 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub £21

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., countershaft £37 10
TRIUMPH, less engine and gear £12 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft .. £29 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft £2? 10

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft . £35

SIDECAR LAMPS, black Post free 9 /- I

REAR LAMPS, black , „ 7/9
REAR LAMPS, aluminium „ „ 9/6

Triumph Parts for 4 h.p. models : Wheels, Frames
Forks, Taniis, and Engines from Stock.

Gameo Screens, £3 ; Easting Screens, £4 10;
" Perfection " Coach Sidecars, £16 16 ;

" Perlection"

Coach Bodies. £7 3.

COVENTRY
MOTOR MART, Ltd.,

London Road. COVENTRY.
Telegrams : Selection, Coventry.

Don't place your name on a hopeless waiting list for

THIS SEA.SON'S
MOTOR CYCLES.

Make some selections fporn our extensive
range, and we wil! candidly tell you the pros-
pects. Let the following encourage you.

'* I wish to thank you for your promptitude.
You have been mostbusiness like throughout,
and your courteous letters are refreshing in

these days of commercial s ss !

Signed (W.H.P.)
Edinburgh, ist July, iprg.

IN STOCK: ALLDAYS ALLON,
CALTHORPE, IVY, METRO-TYLER.

Quickest deliveries of

BRADBURY, CALTHORPE, CLYNO,
CONNAUGHT, HUMBER, IVY, JAMES,
L.M.C., NEW IMPERIAL, P. & M.,
METRO-TYLER, NUT. SCOTT,
SUN-VITESSE, WOOLER, ZENITH.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES, Solo and
combina-tion, e.g:.,

James, Triumph, Rex, Hohart-Jap

SIDECARS : GRINDLAY, RALLY, AND
"THREE SPIRES."

STOCKISTS of DUNLOP, PALMER, and
CLINCHER TYRES-

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CANOELET Sidecar, roomy eoaehbuilt body, finished

red and black, heavy Dunlop tyre, disc wheel,
apron, mat, fittings for any machine, whole as new;
£28 ; Lucas King of Road head light, Cameo wind
screen, luggage carrier, extra, if required; seen ftiiy

time.—S., 26, Lime Hill ltd., Tunbridg© Wells. [9241

SIDECARS. Sidecars. Sidecars.—Here you are

Immediate delivery from stock, of brand nev
sidecars, £26/10 each, real posh cots; second-hand
sidecars, with brand new bodies, £16/10 each

;

bodies, £7/10; chassis, new and second-hand, in ftocfc.

—H. L. Stevens and Co., 184, Pentonville Rd., King's

Cross, London. [9851

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CARS.
A.C. Box Carrier, wants fitting up; £25.—Johnson,

172, Avenue Rd.» Acton. [95M

BABY Peugeot, single-cyl., mng., small van body, per-

fect order; £35.-B., 367, New North Ed.. N.
[9394

FORD, semi van body, £30 iust spent on overhaul.
receipt shown; £140.-55, Bonnerhill Rd., Kings,

ton, Surrey. [9606-

8h.p. De Dion Tan, T.B., mag., wire wheels, 3-speed,

reverse, engine just been rebushed ; bargain, £40.
—152. Camberwell Grove, Camberwell. [9217

TRADESMAN'S Carrier lor sale, an excellent sidft

car chassis with carrier box mounted, specialft
constructed for bakers' and confectioners' use, bdt
uitable for other goods; price £15.—The Eastern
Garage Co., 418, Romford Ed., Forest Gate, E.7.

[8853

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN Sporting, 1916; £145; ready to dritft

away.—Cordon. Cleobury, Mortimer, Salop. CKS677

A.C. Sociable, hood, screen, engine overhauled, emart;
£75, exchange.—24, Beauval Rd., East Dulwieiu

[9375
SPORTING Cycle Car, 9h.p., late De Dion engiu*;

£100.-26, Brambleberry Rd., Plumstead, S.E.I8.

[9880
GENUINE 1914 Morgan, beautiful condition, lamps,

complete; first 130 gns. secures.—Belletti, Deputy
Mayor, Falmouth. [-9820

MORGAN, 1915, M.A.G. engine', perfeet condition,
with hood, wind screen, lamps, etc. ; £160.—

Grose, 255, Holloway Rd., N. [9548

LANCASHIRE (except Fylde) and Cheshire Only.-
A.V. monocar ; enqui ies invited.—J. Blake and

Co., Official Xlealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7037

KENDAL 2-seater Cycle Car, 4 wheels, smart, 8h.p.

2-cyl. J.A.P., Stepney, hood, screen, perfect; seen

any time; £105.-18, Malvern Rd., Dalston, E.8.
[9224

MERRAL-BROWN.—For assured early delivery of

the best three-wheeler.—Sole agents : Parlrar'f,

Bradshawgate, Bolton: Deansgate, Manchester.
X9043

GARDEN Monocar, 1919, just delivered from niabora,

as new, fully iuHured, not been 100 miles; £125;

any trial.—Maekaskie, The Folly, Laleham, Middlese-T.

[X8656

MORGAN de Luxe,- 1914. a.c. J.A.P., electric lamps,

repainted, perfect condition; £150.—Write or

call after 6. Morrison, Sutherland House, London St.,

Paddington. [9192

A.C. Sociable, fully equipped, hood, screen, acetylene

lighting set, 700x80 tyres (unpunctured), splen-

did running order; £100.—Toyer, 76, Cromwell R(!.,

Luton. [9597

1 Q19 Garden Monocar, disc wheels; delivery expecteJ
J-t/ every day; best ofCer over £130; owner got de^

livery bigger car.—Loydj Cranboume Lodge, Winkfield,

Windsor. [948£

CYCLE Car Chassis, chain ddve, 4 wheels, tyre*

tubes, 3 speeds, reverse, chains, radiator, etc.

wants engine and body; £27.—Stoneleigh Hard Lane

St. Helena. [929^

6 h.p. Premier Motorette, a.c. type, water-coo!e(
engine, hood, screen, electric light, new tyie^

Eerfect, fast and reliable; £85.—Ashburnham, Litrli

eld Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [937!

MORGAN, December, 1916, foot accelerator, howl

screen, side curtains, electric and acetylen'

lighting, clock, speedometer, Klaxon, tools, jack, spar

tube, coach painted recently; £200.—Davies, 73, Pansi

Lane. Penge. [9201

GARDEN Monocar, 1919, recently delivered tin

practically new. Miller head lamps and mno
extras: any trial; must sell immediately; nearest chetui

to £129 secures.—Hunt, The Wellings, Claverley, ,

neii

Wolverhampton. [5866

MORGAN. 1917, M.A.a. (a.c.) 8-10h,p.. disc Trlieel

hood, complete with lamps and all accesaoritj

.spaie chain and tyre, splendid condition thronghout, an

mechanically perfect; £180.—Ireland, 19, Bownesa R^

,
Barrow-in-Furness. [X86c

G.P. Morgan, overhead valved, water-cooled lOh i

J.A.P., rebushed and perfect, hood, screei

lamps, good tyres, new chains, dogs, and sprocket

streamline tail, extremely fast racing model, goc

appearance; £175, or offer.—Coleridge, Matlock Hous

Torquay. [''"^

,
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Oil from Unsealed Cans.

GOOD lubricating oil is almost as essential to tlie

well-being of a motor cjxle engine as good
worlcmanship and good material. If every

motor cyclist fully realised this, we should

hear less of engines being damaged by the

use of inferior and unsuitable oil. At the present

time the price of the best oils is liigh,' andlhere
is, therefore, more than the usual temptation to

the unscrupulous deale'r to palm off an inferior

and cheaper grade upon the unwary. • This is

false economy, both from the point of view of

the dealer, who should be zealous tO' retain the

custom of his clients—even the occasional ones

—and from the point of view of the rider whose
repair bill will probably amount to shillings for

every penny saved.

While upon the subject of lubrication, it may
be desirable to mention another aspect, i.e., the

wisdom of following the maker's advice in the

matter of engine oil. He has probably experi-

mented with all the best oils on the market, and
.should, therefore, know what oil and what par-

ticular brand of that oil suits his engine best.

The kind of oil employed has a greater import-

ance than many imagine. We can recall a case

where a change of oil from one type to another,

namely, the substitution of a compound for a

mineral oil, caused a very great improvement in

the running of an engine. Both these oils were
first-rate examples of their own classes, but one
suited the engine, a little twin, much better than

the other. If, then, a very real improvement
can result in the substitution of one good oil

for another, it will be readily "understood that an

inferior brand can be very harmful to the best

of engines, and there is every danger of seriously

damaging one's engine by the incautious purchase
of even a single tankful of unnamed lubricant.

Our advice is: Decide on 'a first-class oil,

preferably that recommended by the maker of

the engine, who has no axe to- grind in this

matter, and, when purchasing it, insist on receiv-

ing it in a sealed tin or drum.

Benzole.

THE
test of benzole shortly to be carried out

by the Automobile Association should be
of the utmost value to motorists, but, inas-

much as the test is to be made in a water-

cooled car engine, we should very much
like to see a second test in the air-cooled engine
of a motor cycle. Thts test should be one of

considerable duration extending into the winter,

and the report should take note of ease of start-

ing at various temperatures and liability to freeze

in the tank or carburetter, as well as the more
obvious- points. Perhaps the Auto Cycle Union
will undertake such a test, and also make an
exact comparison of the m.p.g. obtained in the

same engine and under the same conditions from
petrol, benzole, and a mixture of the two in

varying proportions.

It is known that benzole will give better con-

sumption figures than petrol, but some misappre-
hension exists as to the extent of this improve-
ment. In a trial recently carried out in Ireland
one rider found that benzole gave him an im-
proved mileage of 50% as compared with petrol.

This is, of course, absurd, and only shows that

his carburetter must have been very badly ad-
justed when petrol was employed, and that

proper adjustment would have increased his

m.p.g. very largely without any change of fuel.

Similarly, when we hear of any extraordinaiT
improvement resulting from the fitting of an
extra air valve (or economiser, as it is some-
times called), we know that the fuel must pre-

viously have been used in a very wasteful manner,
and that a considerable improvement might have
been effected from a simple adjustment alone.

A gallon of fuel contains a certain number of

heat units, and no device on earth can obtain
more from it.

Benzole requires more air than petrol to give

the best explosion. It is, however, better to

decrease the size of the jet than to increase the

air supply if the best all-round results in economy
and satisfactory running are to be obtained.

An Index to the advertisements In this issue will be found on the page facing the back
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THE S.U. AIR-LEAK
PREVENThR.

AS we often tell our readers in the
"Answers to Correfpondents," the
mutit, frequent cause of difficult

starting is due to air leaks at the carbu-
retter or induction pipe unions. There
is yet another source from whicli air can
enter the combustion chamber and so
far attenuate the mixture as to render
starting difficult and slow running im-
possible, and that is through a worn inlet
vaive guide.

The S.U. Co., Ltd., Shipton. Works,
. Prince of Wales Eoad, Kentish Tpwn,
London, N.W.5, have brought out a

simple device which
goes far towards im-
proving the running
of second-hand ma-
chines which have
had a certain amount
of wear. It consists
of a small tapered
brass collar contaim-
ing a number of com-
pressed felt washers
specially treated,
which abut against
the end of the valve
guide and through
which the valve stem

__^^__ passes.. The whole is

3jyr El kept in, place by
A device for pre- means of a light

venting air leak spring inside the

through the inlet '"^'i" inlet valve
valve guide. spring. If a drop of

oil is placed on the
washers this renders the valve stem self-
lubricating, as the oil-soaked washers
retain their lubricating properties for
some considerable time.
The device is, of course, only useful for

-preventing air leaks v'm the inlet valve
guide; but in the case of ani engine in
which both valve guides are worn it is

beneficial in stopping rattle in the case
of a worn exhaust valve guide.

LEATHER KNEE GRIPS.
ANEW tvpe of knee grip has been intro-

duced recently by the Midland Gear
Case Co., of Birmingham, and is

illustrated below. As will be seen, the

A new type of knee grip marketed by the
Midland Gear Case Co., Birmingham.

grips consist of flat strips of leather,
shaped to receive the knee, through which
two straps are threaded on to leather
bases which bear upon the tank. The
grips are very neat and smart looking.

A.24

THROTTLE-CONTROLLED
OIL feUPPLY.

IN our issue for March 13th, we
described the Nash throttle-controlled
lubricating device, in which the

suction at the intake of the carburetter
was made to supply oil to the engine in

proportion to the opening of the throttle.

Since the date mentioned, the Nash
lubricator has undergone considerable
experiment, and, in consequence, has been
altered somewhat to render its manu-
facture more simple.

The original lubricator had an adjust-
able oil jet and a glass sight-feed was
fitted. These are not embodied in the
latest type. The former, it has been
found, lends itself to undesirable
alterations on the part of the novice,

,

and the second is not necessary.

In place of the adjustable orifice, jets

of various sizes, as in the case of the
majority of carburetters, are supplied,

and, when it has been decided which
is the most desirable size, the range of

supply over the varying throttle open-
ings remains unaltered.

The new device is illustrated in

section, and from the drawing it will

be seen that the lubricator consists ot

a float actuating a ball valve, which

The Nash lubricator in its improved form.

keeps the oil at a constant level ' in the

jet extension tube from which the suction

at the intake pipe draws the oil to a

level at which it overflows to the delivery

pipe.

Recently, we were afforded a demon-
stration of this device fitted to a single-

cylinder James. A glass tube was
fitted as part ot the delivery piping,

which was convenient to watch from the
sidecar seat. At the smallest throttle
openings the flow of oil was constant,

and immediately more gas was given to

the engine, the flov/ of oil was accel-

lerated, and it was plain that at all times
the supply of oil was proportionate to

the load.

The device is the invention of Mr.
Robert J. Nash, Herald Chambers,
Martineau Street, Birmingham, and we
understand from him that several manu-
facturers are interested in it, and are
experimenting with a view to including
it in the specification of their 19a)
machines.

SPARE TUBE CARRIER.
MANY tourists wrap a reserve inne

tube round their handle-bars, and
to ensure the safety of a spar

carried in this way, the Midland Gea
Case Co. supply a suitable protector.

A handy spare tube

carrier.

The case is approximately round, havinj

a small hole to take the valve. It ii

fitted over the tube, previously coilec

round the bar, and then locked in positiiwi

A HANDY VALVE LIFTER

To change a valve without adequati

tools is an undertaking fraught witl

many difiiculties, and many moto
cyclists do not appreciate this sufficientl;

to induce them to buy a valve lifte

until experience has taught them th-

full value of such an accessory.

A small and very handy tool, suitabl

for carrying in the toolbag, is .marketei

by D. ia. Jenks, 352, Shaftmoor Lane

Hall Green, Birmingham, and has th

One of the simplest and
most effective forms of a

valve lifter.

advantage that it will suit any type 1

engine. It consists of a lever, a hot

and a chain, by means of vvhich the to

is made adjustable to suit differe:

lengths ot cylinders. The hook part

the tool holds down the valve when tl

lever is operated, while the chain folio >

the radius of the cylinder fins shou

these be extra wide. '
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Three Types of Steering.

©URING a certain week in July I rode four separate
machines. One of them—a 191 9-1 920 model

—

steered beautifully at all speeds from five to sixty
miles an hour. A 1914 machine handled perfectly at
low and moderate speeds, but took a lot of holding
when fully accelerated. Another mount, which was a
resurrected 1914 type bearing current date, was prone
to jump about until legal limit was left far behind, but
was as steady as a rock at racing speeds. A fourth
machine, which shall be nameless, behaved indifferently
over the whole of its speed gamut. As I reflected on
these contrasts, I began to wonder whether the un-
satisfactory patches in the steering of the second and
third machines were deliberately located by the de-
•iigners concerned, since No. 2 -was a stolid type of
'bus selling chiefly to frankly utilitarian owners, and
No. 3 was something of a speed-iron by reputation.
Anyhow, No. i convinced me that it, is possible to
Jesign frame and fork so that steering shall be good
It any speed. I commend the contrast to the attention
>f designers.

Riding Position.

SIMILAR contrasts became evident in the other
aspects of riding comfort, and I spent some
hours expeiimenting with various adjustments in

irder to discover whether the riding position could be
suited to men of varying arm and leg reaches. Two
of the machines had T.T. bars of the semi-dropped
type. One of these happened to fit me like a glove at
the first essay. I got the extra leverage afforded by
the wide bar, and the extra weight on the front wheel
by which the drop bar aids steering in a tight comer •

/et the saddle was comfortable, and the wrists did not
ache through carrying too much of my weight. The
3ther T.T. machine was not pleasant, as delivered.
Ihere was far too much weight on the wrists, which
iched after quite a short spin ; moreover, any bump
vhich joggled up my body was apt to upset the steer-
ng momentarily, since I could not make a lightning
raasfer of the weight from the bar to the saddle. I
aised the bar a trifle, which improved matters muchly •

Jilt this made the footrests feel too far back, and set
ny boot sole at an awkward angle for the foot brake;
leither of these parts could be adjusted, so that an
deal position was not obtainable. The touring
nachmes intended to be sat with a straight back and
itted with raised bars brought well back at a compara-
ively narrow gap presented no real difficulties.
/Vanglmg the saddle about and raising or lowering the
)ar gave a good position for riders of very different
eaches. If I were a maker, I should be inclined to
iiuster selected members of my staff, ranging from
;ft. 6in. up to 6ft. 3in. in height, and see whether my
tandard range of adjustments provided them all with
t good riding position. Modem handle-bars and
addle-pillars have little range of adjustment: footrests
ind pedals often have none.

A Rolls-Royee Motor Bicycle.

KSEE the motor cycling correspondent oi The Times,

as well as
'

' Chinook '

' in The Motor Cycle, is

laying stress on a notion to which I devoted much
space some years ago : the demand for an ideally

luxurious motor bicycle, irrespective of cost. That
such a machine would sell freely does not admit of

doubt, and his outline specification is excellent, includ-

ing the maximum of comfort, cleanliness, and conveni-

ence. Nevertheless, it is surely far more desirable at

present that the trade as a whole should regard the

'

cheap, serviceable machine for the million as its ideal.

The designer who evolves a supremely perfect machine
to sell at, say, ;£2oo will rtlinister to the vanity and

self-indulgence of a handful of plutocratic youngsters,

and fill his own pockets. Neithe'r result interests me
appreciably. At the other end of the scale I see

thousands of existing owners yearning for fractionally

better machines at appreciably lower prices. Behind

them is a waiting army of people who want to motor
cycle, but cannot afford the outlay which the sport at

present demands. If modern methods of production,

modern elements of design, and the policy of generous

output by both capital and labour are united in an

attempt to furnish this bigger want, there is no reason

why 1921 should not bring us far better machines at

far lower prices. This event would have far-reaching

effects alike on national prosperity and national health.

Wherefore, I set it well in advance of the unquestion-
- able opening for a super machine de luxe.

Qttestion?

ET would be interesting to hear readers' opinions on
another judgment of The Times correspondent.

He states' that 75% of us remain faithful to the

two-wheeler, or desire to do so, when our incomes
have risen far enough to lift us into the car-owning

cla,ss. Oddly enough, one of our contributors sub-

mitted an article this week in which he took" a precisely

opposite view, holding that 75% of motor cyclists bade
farewell to the two-wheeler without regret as soon as

they became possessed of their first car. Personally,

I am a living witness to The Times theory. I have
owned and driven cars for years ; but I am first, fore-

most, and by emphasis a motor cyclist. Even in

winter, when roads are treacherous and the air is filled

with spume or snow or carries a razor edge, I never
take out a car for a solo jaunt. Most of my acquaint-
ance, motor cycling or otherwise, esteem me crazy on
the point. I offer no defence

—

de gusiibiis non
dispuiandiim. I have never analysed my invincible
preference for the motor cycle. It may be that I am
mean, and hate to bum four gallons of petrol when
one gallon will do. It may be that I am a coward, and
realise that the narrow two-wheeler can squeeze past
when the broad four-wheeler will concertina itself

upon the snout of the steam roller. It may be that I

am a sportsman, and love the bellowing streak up steep
hills which only a motor cycle can attain. Anyhow,
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Occasional Comments.—
there it is : wherever choice is practicable, out comes
the motor cycle for preference, though I grow elderly

and a rowing heart does not love exposure to low tem-
peratures for hours at a time. But for all my obstinacy

I have always regarded myself as a freak, a rara avis,

an eccentric, in this respect. And now I have it on
the authority of the Thunderer itself that I am that

dullest of all created things, an insignificant sheep-

like follower of the great majority. Is it so ?

Not-Iocks Still "Wanted.

[OTOR cyclists have always yearned for a good
nut-lock. We felt the need less in the old days,

for, after all, you can generally pinch a nut
from the gear box to secure a horn which is jazzing

along the handle-bar, and obtain a spare at the next,

garage along the road. But to-day we are charged
2i4d. for a ^in. Whitworth nut; and a careless

speedster may easily shed a pound's worth of oddments
along the road in one season at this price. In the

early days, when the finish of a machine was so bad
that we did not feel bound to treat it reverently, such
crude expedients as bashing the tip of a bolt with a

hammer, or painting the thread with some ropy sedi-

ment from an old paint pot, were good enough ; nowa-
days one shrinks from unnecessary disfigurement of a

machine which has cost a round ^loo or more. Yet
the roads are so bumpy that I have already shed quite

a host of twiddly bits this season, and am gradually

learning to safeguard the chief culprits. There are

quite a number of expedients. I apply my own patent,

wherever practicable. We all hate split pins, because

they are usually tiresome when removal is necessary,

particularly if they dwell under the tummy of a gear

box. I found some nice, soft, bendable wire on the

"Acme " labels of my fruit trees; much to the wrath
of my land girl, I scrounged her spare hank from the

potting shed, and found it a magnificent substitute

for split pins : it locks the nut just as firmly, and you
can always twitch it out in an instant, when required.

The Care of Laminated Springs.

[OW that spring frames are coming in, motor
cyclists will begin to learn what car drivers

have realised of late years—that laminated

springs soon lose their efficiency if they are not regu-

larly lubricated. The best car manufacturers are

commencing to fit leather grease-retaining covers to

their springs with an incredible increase in the pro-

longation of comfort. We can hardly expect that motor

cycle makers will yet follow suit, for they work to

tight cost limits ; nor can accessory dealers come to the

rescue until there are thousands of each type of spring

frame on the road. The simplest method of lubri-

cating the: springs of a cycle frame is to squirt a little

thickish oil round the tip of each leaf at the start of

every run : but the effects will only last for a couple

of hundred miles, and the machine becomes very

unsightly, since the oil collects dust, and motor cycle

springs are so prominently mounted. Home-made
coverings are easily devised when both ends of a

spring are anchored ; but if one end of the spring is a

sliding fit between rollers or the like, complete cover-

ing is impracticable, so that external oiling with its

accompanying mess must be relied upon.

-^-=<>c

1,714 MILES IN 59 HOURS 47 MINUTES.
From Vancouver (Canada) across the U.S.A. to Tia Juana (Mexico^

TUST as the End-to-end record in Great Britain was

I
at one time recognised as the Blue Riband of road

J records, American motor cyclists regard their

endurance runs across the American continent as their

classic event. This Transcontinental record is at pre-

sent held by Alan T. Bedell, who in 191 7 rode a four-

cylinder Henderson
the 3,296 miles in

seven days six-

teen hours sixteen

minutes, which beat

the record set

up in 1 914 by E. G.
Baker by over three

days.

This year Baker
made a plucky at-

tempt to recapture

the record, but failed

owing to the mud
encountered. This
Indian rider, how-
ever, has now
secured the " Three
Flag" record from
Canada to Mexico,
which in June this

year was secured by

A26

'Cannonball" Baker, who, on an Indian, secured the ''Three Flag " record

from Canada to Mexico, a distance of 1.714 miles.

H. C. Scherer on a Harley-Davidson flat twin. The

following^ shows the progress of the record since 1915-

August 27th, 1915.—E. G. Baker (Indian) ... 81h. ISnj.;

July 20th, 1917.—Rov Artlev (4-cyl. Henderson) ... 72h. 25m.i

August 26th, 1918.—Wells. Bennett (Excelsior) ... 701i. Om.

June 21st, 1919.—H. C. Scherer (Harlev-Davidson) 64h. 58m.

July 11th, 1919.—E. G. Baker (Indian) 59h. 47m.

The first section

of 137 miles between

-
j

Blaine (Canada) and

Seattle (U.S.A.) was

covered by Baker in

two hours fifty-five

minutes — nearly
T.T. average speed

—and over the

whole distance the

speed works out at

a fraction undet

30 m.p.h. It was

reported that the re-

cord breaker had

engine trouble which

delayed him for five

and a half hours;

this occurred, by a

strange coincidence,

at a town called

Bakersfield.
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A FOUR-SEATER MORGAN.

193

Solving (he Problem of Carrying Adciifonal Passengers on a Three-wheeler;

i^ _- .„^ j_:i^fs£;.2ss24

An 8 h.p.. Morgan constructed with a special bocty to carry four passengers. The owner, Mr. E. B. Ware^ who is head of the J.A.P.

experimental department, is shown aboard with Mrs. Ware and family.

is a common sight to observe side-

cars carrying three or four passengers.

This yea-r' especially sidecar owners
in to liave schemed their utmost to

onimodate all the family on their

asure outings, and they have succeeded

problem in a most satisfactory manner.
Ample room is provided for two adult
passengers in the e.^itra rear seat, the

addition of which has not detracted from,
the appearance to any great degree,

ilessrs. Morgan do not list this typeoof
body, but, as it has created a deal of

interest wherever it has been seen, pos-

sibly such an additional model would be
welcomed.

Mr. E. B. Ware, the owner of the

Morgan—incidentally he is an old Morgan
enthusiast—says that the additional two
seats make less difference than might be

imagined ; neither is the steering affected

by the additional weight on the rear

wheel.

Mr. Ware is associated with the J.4^.P.

engine fii-m, which accounts for the par-

ticular type of J. A. P. engine employed.
This is an e.xperimental model, of which
more may be heard anon. It will be
noted that the oil sump has been en-

larged, and a cleaner crank case obtained
by die instead of sand casting. Another
innovation is the jacket on the induction
pipe connected with the water-cooling
system, thus securing better vaporisation.

)verhead view o. the four-sealer IVIorgan.

ler than the majority of owners of
abouts' could hope to do. The owner
Uha Special Morgan which is illu«-
;ed on this page has, however, solved
3 extra passenger accommodation

The new 8 h.p. J.A.P. water-cool^ engine. An alteration immediately noticeable is the

fitting of a large oil sump.

A-7
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RECENT PATENTS.
REVIEWED BY B. H DAVIE 5.

A RAY of humour sometimes illumines

the path of a student of patents, as

he wades through arid wastes of

uninteresting specifications. Of recent

years the desire of. designers to apply
"roller bearings to the cranks of motor
cycle engines has provided niuch comic
relief. The chief problem, of course, is

to accommodate the bearings neatly

within narrow overall dimensions, and
this difficulty is enhanced when two bear-

Brough anl Poppe's roller bearing.

No. 126.927. 15/2/19.

ings have to be applied to the throws of

a flat twin crankshaft. Makers have
been scurrying to the Patent Office. The
(irstcomers probably hoped to obtain a

master patent, but it says volumes for

human ingenuity that there are now
numerous patents on this point, all of

them different and most of them excel-

lent. Messrs. Brough and Poppe have
devised the system shown herewith. The
inner race is formed by a path turned on
the crankshaft, and the outer race con-

sists of a hardened steel ring, threaded
into place. The rollers are inserted, one
at a time, through a recess machined
at one side of the cheek, and the split

big end is then bolted into place. As
shown, the inner periphery of the big
end is flanged on each side. The drawings
indicate how the same construction may
be applied to the centre journal of a
multi-cj'linder crankshaft.

A Spring Connecting Rod.

Strange as the notion may sound to the
average motorcyclist, "elastic" connect-
ing rods have attracted the brain waves
of several inventors, though the weight,
noisiness, and rapid wear have so far
assisted to protect our engines from such
a complication. A French engineer

working in slots, limits the range of

"elasticity." M. Schultz makes two
principal claims on behalf of this rod.

The first is that towards the end of the
exhaust stroke the coiled spring over-

comes the pressure of the burnt gases,

the stroke is lengthened, and the cylinder
is almost perfectly scavenged. Similarly,

the connecting rod will, he considers, be
fully extended at the commencement of

the induction stroke, and the suction on
the carburetter will be correspondingly
enhanced. But the peculiarity of his

invention rests in the air cushion between
the two parts of the telescopic rod.

During the explosion stroke the air is

compressed, and prevents too violent a
telescoping action. To avoid air leak-

ages, a spiral groove is rnachined round
the lower part of the rod, and an inlet

port admits more air if required when the
rod extends again. M. Schultz specially

recommends his rod for use on rotary
engines, as the lubricant flung outwards
by centrifugal force will help to seal _

the air chamber.

Laminated Fork Spring.

The new Sunbeam fork is sufficiently

explained in the accompanying sketch.

It embodies points of resemblalice with.

John Marston, Ltd., and

Greenwood's spring fork.

No. 125,868. 4/8/18.

Schultz's connecting rod. No. 1 18,41

1

named Schultz has now, however, pro-
duced such a rod specifically designed
for high speed engines. That part of the
rod wliich carries the small end terminates
in a sleeve which is a sliding fit over the
stump of the part which carries the big
end ; a coiled spring is housed between
the two parts of the rod, and a bolt,

several existing designs, but is original
in two main respects. In the first place,
it combines the not uncommon double
side links with a leaf spring. Secondly,
this leaf spring is horizontally arranged,
and its thick end is anchored to a web
uniting the two lower links of the fork.
The patent covers an alternative con-

struction, in which
the thin end of the
spring slides be-
tween rollers
fixed to the mud-
guard. Excellent
insulation should

10/5/17. t)e furnished by
this device.

A Non-distorting Piston.

Messrs. Kickham, and Frankham are
keeping an earnest watch on our old
bugbear, distortion, which is a more
insidious enemy than many people yet
understand, and is tackled "in a host of
forthcoming patents. Briefly, three

essentiiils are concerned. In the firsi

place, an even temperature of the cylindei

head is not desirable, seeing tliat if th(

inlet pocket were as hot as the exhausi

the charge would be unduly expandec
before entry. Secondly, distortion of th(

cylinder barrel is fatal. Thirdly, distor

tion of the piston is undesirable. Thi

sketch of the patentee's piston represetiti

the most thoroughgoing attempt I have yel

seen to conduct heat away from the crowi

^
Kickham and

Frankham's

piston.

No. 125,728.

16/9/18. .

(i.e., the hottest part of the piston) t(

the fringe of the- skirt (i.e., the cooles'

part), and so to equalise temperatun
throughout the piston as far as possible

The crypt-like fins extend as deeply inti

the interior of the piston as is compatibl

with the necessary clearance for the con

necting rod. It is claimed that th

cooling is sufficiently improved for alui

minium pistons to be given reduced

clearance in the cylinder, and that th

objectionable " slap " often experience
with cold pistons of this metal is thereb.

avoided.

Simple Plug Construction.

Mr. Barrows is anxious to provide

cheap mica plug of good quality. Mic

is extremely expen-
sive, and in cheap
plugs' the quantity

of mica is sometimes
reduced by fitting

a metal collar or

spigot at about the
centre of the insu-

lator. This device

is often clumsily
employed in three
respects—the collar

is so wide and shal-

low that the central

electrode is not
necessarily true;
the collar is ma-
chined from the
solid, and costs too
much ; and, finally,

it is so designed
that the inside of

the plug body is of

several different dia-

meters, and entails

a number of manu-
facturing processes.
Study of the sketch
will indicate that
Mr. Barrows has
dodged all these pitfalls. Dark hatcW'
indicates the mica portions,

Barrows *s sparkini

plug. No. 125,803)

29/5/18.
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Belt Tension Device.

Lt. Haggard and Lt.-Cmdr. Walker
ive apparently designed a hush-hush
(•cle car, as one or two of their notions

I that connection have recently been
itented. Their present specification

ivers a particular method of tensioning

U^^(^ILII

Haggard and Walker's method of tensioning

belts No. 125,700. 23/3/18.

iving belts, and the sketch is practically

If-explanatory. The rear ends of a pair

quarter-elliptic springs are secured as

cheated to long narrow spring pads or

ackets on the rear axle. When the

Its require adjustment, the pinching

:rew, shown on the top of the sketch,

i

slackened, the tension is corrected by
leans of the horizontal screw shown on

e right, and the pinching screw is then

htened down again till its tip enters a

cess in the top "leaf. The two eyes at

e lower extremities of the bracket form
arings for the camshaft and pivot pin

the brakes.

Dirt Excluding Hub.
The new Brampton hub embodies a

I'uble safeguard against the entry of

lit and water into its ball bearings.

Judy of either end of the section will

!ow. that an annular grease chamber is

jovided between the inner cups and the

ishers outside them; these washers

jtate with the hub shell. Outside these

jease
" chambers are secondary grease

will fiing grit or water outwards, whilst
the washers which close the ball chambers
will stop the dirt from creeping inwards.
This construction undoubtedly provides
a good seal.

An Unusual Method of Cooling.
An Irish wit once said that there were

four methods of cooling a petrol engine :

air-cooling, water-cooling, oil-cooling, and
not cooling it at all. M. Henri Debauge
propounds a fifth method. Taking his
stand on the fact that some 75% of the
total heat loss is radiated from the cylin-
der head and 25% from the barrel, he
provides separate jackets for each part.
He fills these jackets with fusible alloys.

For example, the barrel jacket may be
filled with an alloy containing 45 parts
of bismuth to 55 parts of tin, which melts
at, say, 150° C, while the head jacket
is packed with 9 parts of tin to 1 part
of lead, melting at 220° C. The jackets

bauee s mel

".'Brampton Bros.' improved hub

laces, closed by inturned washers
^;ured to the inner (or non-rotatiug)
i;es.' When all the grease chambers are

11 it' is impossible for foreign matter to

iter. Should the grease in the outer
limbers be exhausted, centrifugal action

No. 126,984. 30/5/16.

may be oi varying construction : e.i/.,

the barrel jacket may be formed with
hollow fins, and the head jacket may be
freely penetrated by air tubes. To
prevent bursting of either compartment
when the alloy fuses, an expansion air

tube, closed at the outer end, may be
mounted in each half of the jacket ; the
alloy will expand into this tube, and the

compressed air will

drive the alloy back
into the jacket as the
alloy begins to cool. A
fan may be employed
to furnish increased
draught. I should
have thought that air-

cooling would serve .our

turn in its improved
modern editions. M.
Debauge's system could
not be cheap to manu-

205. 20/12/8. facture.

Ingenious Clutch Design.

I think we may congratulate the

Douglas firm and Mr. S. L. Bailey on
the clutch shown in the accompanying
drawing. In the past,' many motor cycle

clutches suffered frorii three main defects,

'95

viz.—(1) they were harsh in action, due
to the difficulty of getting a reliable

drive from small contact surfaces without
using a ferocious spring

; (2) handle-bar
control was too stiff for nice finger

action, because of the aforesaid spring

;

(3) slip developed rather rapidly, owing
to insufficient contact area. The new
Douglas clutch is full of promise in all

three directions. Maximum contact area
is attained within compact dimensions
by excelling Dr. Hele-Shaw ; his

famous clutch has corrugated discs, and
the Douglas has a kind of dazzle disc

pinned between a pair of forked lightning
plates. The need for a three ton spring
is dodged by utilising leverage. The
modest coiled spring in the interior of

the gadget presses against a plunger,
which operates the long arms of three
levers which effect the pinching action

on the clutch discs, a multiplication of

about 9 to 1 being suggested, which
converts a weak ' spring into great
potency. The hand or foot control em-
ploys a two-to-one lever, which acts on
the plunger; so we get a minor miracle
in the form of a spring which is docile

under control, but a- Hercules in action.

A suitable kick-starter is' suggested for

Douglas Motors, Ltd.,

clutch. No. 127,009.

22/5/18.

use when the clutch is mounted on the

engine and not on the gear box ; the

former appears to be the intention.

[The date given is that of application

and not date of acceptance, which in

some cases is years after the former.

—

-Ed.]

MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE
MILLION.

"The Motor Cycle Ford" is laughed

at now, but " every ordinary cyclist is

a potential motor cyclist," says the

Daili/ Mail in a leader on the popularity

of the motor cycle. " A fortune awaits

the maker who considers this well and
builds a motor cycle at once cheap and
reliable." We have been saying this for

the past ten years, but are nevertheless

gratified to notice the ever growing interest

of the lay press in the motor cycle.

A2g
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DURING the last month or two I have been able

to sample three scooters of different makes on
the road, and the impressions gained in regard

to their scope and practical value may interest those

who have an eye to the establishment of these little

machines in the future.

At the moment, the scooter is subjected to a great

deal of criticism by various people. This invention

is a toy, they say, and as such cannot last very long.

On the other hand, a marked interest is being taken
in this type of machine by many others ; interest shown,
as I can testify in my own case, by the extraordinary
number of enquiries made while I had the- scooter

out and about on the road.

The hostile attitude first mentioned is probably
due to the supposition that the scooter has been
brought out -as a cheap substitute for the ordinary
lightweight motor cycle. Such a premise is somewhat
of a mistake when one considers the low average speed
and very small dimensions of the scooter.

As far as I can see the machine in question will,

automatically, find a class for itself between the

ordinary push-bicycle and the lightweight motor cycle.

It has all the advantages of the former in regard
to light weight and ease of handling, without the

weight of the latter.

Shall we Stand?
The question whether a rider should stand up or sit

down when using a scooter is undecided, but it is

almost certain that if the rider adopts the seated
attitude -the scooter will be no longer somewhat of a
freak, but will develop into the smallest and lightest

type of motor cycle on the road. If things happen as

in the latter case, then the term "scooter" will die

a natural death.

My own experiences with these ultra-lightweights,

particularly that type fitted with a saddle, incline me
to the opinion that they will provide an almost ideal

machine for three purposes: {a) As a utility vehicle

for providing an inexpensive and extremely handy
means for getting about in short excursions of neces-
sity, as in shopping expeditions or visiting by in-

spectors, surveys of land and property by farmers, and
in many other instances where short distance rounds
and more or less compulsory visits have to be made
from one spot to another, (p) Where people who do
not feel physically fit to ride an ordinary pusb-.bicycle

or motor cycle, but wish at various odd moiAents of
leisure to take short runs for pleasure purposes, either

into the town or out into the country, (c) As a handy
means for reaching golf courses or tennis grounds,
A30

when, at the same time, golf clubs, tennis racquets, and

such like, can be easily carried on the machine. For

these purposes the scooter provides a considerable

advantage over the ordinary motor bicycle, owing to

the facility and ease with which it can be handled in

restricted spaces, while the minimum of labour and

time is required in getting the machine on the road

ready for use.

Advantages of the Seat.

During actual tests with various types of " scooters,"

several points became manifest in the behaviour of

these machines on the roa.d. In the first place,, riding

a " scooter " provided with a saddle is infinitely

more enjoyable than undertaking a run, however

short, on a machine of the " stand-up " pattern. The
promoters of the latter type maintain that the standing

up attitude on these miniature machines is an advantage

where handling and manoeuvring are concerned. My
experience is the reverse, for, in the actual riding and

handling of a scooter fitted with a saddle, I found

that it was a good deal easier to control the machine

when seated than when in the "stand-up" posture,

whereas, in negotiating a " scooter " minus a saddle, I

found that if, by mischance, you shifted your position

an inch on the footboard, an uncomfortable wobble

became manifest in the steering and behaviour of thd

machine, but when seated any tendency for one's body

to be moved or jolted out of the normal riding position

is resisted^ by one's own weight on the saddle. ;

I have no wish to be prejudiced on the question ^l

riding position, as it may be possible for a person'

A

become accustomed to the vertical attitude after praa

tice, but it is almost certain that the rider will become
tired after a journey of, say, ten miles owing to th^

road vibration and weight on the legs. The questipB

of riding attitude brings one to the point that thf

greatest number of enquiries in regard to " scooters ^'

and their possibilities came from the ladyfolk, whoj

in almost every case, voted for the saddle. >'

Possibility of Road Vibration. <

It has been suggested that the rather diminutiift

wheels fitted to these machines would make tte

travelling rather more bumpy than in the case of tfii

ordinary motor bicycle. But. since one usually trav.#

at only ten miles an hour, it is a very easy matter t(

avoid the larger inequalities in the road surface, arici

the travelling can be far more comfortable than woufe

be generally expected. It is possible to travel alonga
twenty miles an hour, but unless one is in something O;

a hurry it is not wise to speed up a " scooter " to thii
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ites on Scooters.

—

ice, since it ia after all only designed for compara-
/ely moderate speeds.

With regard to running costs, I found that it was
I easy matter to accomplish fifty miles on three pints

petrol, or, in other words, ,a very good afternoon's

Drk in pottering about can be done at the cost of

le shilling. The consumption of oil is practically

!gligible, as the diminutive motor only requires a

lall pumpful at occasional intervals. In comparing

197

the " scooter " with the ordinary motor bicycle, this

litde machine is so light, and small that it seems

absurd to have to expend jQi in a licence; and, in

the event of the "scooter" becoming at. all populax

in the future, it will not> be just to tax it as _'a., motor

cycle. The charges for carriage of scooters in trains

will also require to be overhauled, for it is manifest

that some reduction from the charges usually made for

motor cycles will have to be arranged in view of the

small space occupied. H.R.M.

Comparative Tests of Petrol and Benzole.
Fuel Selection, viewed in (he Light of Open Road Experiences.

rHE following notes are not intended as an exact

enquiry into the theoretical values of two fuels,

but merely to collate various practical experi-

ces- and comparisons ; the tests have not even been
liberately planned, the observations being thrust

)me, perforce, owing to the different supplies^ avail-

le in various parts of the country.

Of late a highly efficient T.T. single has been the

iter's mount, and while ridden on short out and
me runs, with benzole always available, it was never
5pected to possess a " knock " until disillusionment

me one day on a long run into the Lake District,

aving run out of benzole a fill of No. i petrol was
tained, and, after

'ew miles running,

jreraarkable differ-

ice in the engine

te was observed

—

3 cleanliness and
arpness of the

j

n e being very

ticeable, as it was
io in a companion
ichine of similar

3e.

The presence of

j

ignition control

jio became appar-

^t, and the" engine,

'lich had previous-

I

been ' insensitive

: timing variations,

:jw betrayed the

jnost distress on the corners of " single-figure "hills.

]ie carburetter used was a special instrument faked
ijsuch. a way as. to be entirely autom3tic and no differ-

3:e in its action- was noticed.

iRunning on benzole the engine never showed signs

d tiring after a long day's running, but the use

^ petrol almost invariably resulted in a hot engine

Eid a tendency to knock at the end of a 150
:'iles fast run.

Consumption worked out at about 20 m^.g. increase

ij favour of benzole, and, generally, the running is so

rtich more flexible and less trying to the rider that it

i| almost painful to be compelled to use petrol—the

Lifortunate part being that in the more out of way
pices, such as Wales and the Lake country, where,
an irony of fate the hills and corners abound, ben-

-,e is very seldom obtainable.

The ' spirit of progress." A benzole distillery near Wellington, one of the many
which may hold the future key to the open roads, of Britain.

If the use of home-produced fuel is to be encour-

aged-, as it deserves to be on its merits, the distribuDon

should be very much more general and efficient th.ui

it is at present, and steps should also be taken to en-

courage its popularity amongst country garage pro-

prietors, who often betray most surprising ignorance of

its properties, and utterly out-of-date views on the re-

sultant ill-effects caused by its use.

An interesting practical demonstration of the in-

creased mileages obtained from benzole as compared
with petrol was recently arranged in the form of a

competition among.st members of an Irish motor cycle

club. A twenty-three mile course was chosen and the

competitors had to

make two circuits—

•

the awards being

to those running
nearest a given
speed, thus ensuring

uniformity of driv-

ing conditions.

The first circuit

was m3.de on petrol

and the second on
benzole, the quanti-

ties used in- each

case being accur-

ately measured. The
results, tabulated be-

low are rather sur-

prising, especially

in view of the fact

that no alterations

were made to the carburetters ; moreover, all the com-
petitors agreed on the easier driving and. smooth
running obtained with the native fuel.

Comparative tests of petrol and benzole in speed-

judging contest of the Ballymena M.C.C. :

Dr. Armstrong (Norton)
W. Cameron (Triumph)
J. Davis (Rex)

W-. Dornau (Triumph)
D. King (James)
R. H. Wright (Triumph)

Average increase, using benzole, 30 per cent.

In no case did a competitor fail to have an increase

of at least fifteen per cent.

Mileag 3 per gal. Increase

Petrol. Benzole. per cent.

96.3 110.9 15.1

91.5 124.0 35.5

104.5 149.3 42.8

124.0 149.3 20.4

63.6 96.3 51.4

93.8 116.1 23.6

Wharfedale.
*3i
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A TELESCOPIC TWO-SEATER SIDECAR.
An Adaptable Body quickly converted

from SinjSle to Double-seater at will.

The Torpedo, similar in shape to the telescopic two-seater mode The Sandum super two-seater Sidecar.

WE recently had the opportunity of

visiting the premises of an old-

established firm of sidecar manu-
facturers, the Sandham Engineering Co.,

336, Gray's Inn Road, London, who are
introducing a large number of new models
suitable for both the sporting lightweight
and the family touring machine. Ih'e

production of the latter, capable of carry-
ing two adult persons, will undoubtedly
satisfy the great existing demand for this

type of sidecar.

The new Sandum de Luxe No. 1 side-

car is a single-seated model, although of

medium weight, finely upholstered,
and fitted with a heavily sprung
backrest, which substitutes the
old hinged pattern for a sliding
one, is built as low as possible, /"^

and offers but little wind resist-

ance—a model that will appeal
to the speedy motor cyclist.

Ample space is provided for
carrying wraps and spares in the
locker located under the seat and
in the space concealed by the
backrest.

The new super-two-seater, y,
although only a few inches longer
than the single-seater, is capable
of carrying two adults. The
hinged front seat, when thrown
forward, enables the rear passenger to
enter through the rear door with ease. The
front seat, however, is cut away at the
forward door entrance, allowing of easy
access to the front compartment, while
the rear passenger's feet are accommodated
beaieath the front seat, and, consequently,

amount of comfort isthe maximum
attained.

The chassis, provided with three heavy
leaf springs, has been specially designed
for this model, and has a substantial tour-

point attachment.
Another smartly finished body is the

Sandum Bulbous Back, Model A, the

notable feature of which is the symmetrical
design of the upholstery. A test of the

comfort of the backrest proved the
makers' claim to be correct.

A super-lightweight, suitable for a low-

powered motor cycle, upon which Mr.

Blimp lightweight

model.

Sandham has for a considerable time con-

centrated his attention, iriay also be seen

at the factory.

The existing model, the' Sandum fly-

weight, constructed of three-ply wood
and lightly upholstered, is fitted with
a special underslung chassis, consequently

having a low riding position. Lock

accommodation is provided behind t

adjustable backrest. The two modi

at present under construction are t

Blimp lightweight, so-called because

its similarity to the small Blimp airshi

used during the war as submari

chasers, and the fully patented te

scopic projectile type sidecar.

The former, which, owing to its son

what unconventional design, offers mil

mum resistance to the wind, and wh
upholstered weighs under 20 lb. Tl

model will, when fitted with a specia,

designed chassis, be placed
_

the market within a short tin

The telescopic model, construct

of oxy-acetylene welded steel nc

and rear, will be capable of can

ing two. adults when expandi

and when contracted will form

small single-seater, suitable :

both racing and touring purpps

The front portion slides witl

the rear cylindrical portion, b<

being carried on supporting rai.

to which are attached lock]

bolts which pass through Ion

tudinal slots cut in the two hah

of the sidecar.

These bolts are fitted, on i

inside of the body, with wing no

which, when slackened, enable the fr<

half to be pulled out, and, when tighten

to hold the two halves to the chassis

A false seat and backrest are loca'

beneath the seat proper and rear ba

rest respectively, and can be adjusted

the forward position when required.

TO readers who propose touring Wales,
the Midlands, or Scotland, the follow-
ing reports from riders who have

covered the districts will prove useful

:

Shrewsbury, Oswestry, and Llangollen.
—Excellent except for a few stretches
near Llangollen.
Llangollen, Bala, and Dolgelly.—Very

fair, dusty near Corwen and Dolgelly.
Dolgelly, Machynlleth, and Aberyst-

wyth.—Poor; three miles each side of
iMachynlleth dangerous on account of
timber-hauling.

Aberystwyth to Rhayader.—Fair, very
loose surface.

Rhayader to Builth.—Excellent.
Builth to Talgarth.—Fair, many pot-

holes.

Monmouth, Ross, and Leominster.

—

Good generally, but careful driving is

necessary on account of deep pot-holes.

A32

READERS' ROAD REPORTS.
Raglan to Monmouth,—Perfect surface

throughout.
Talgarth, Abergavenny, and Mon-

mouth.—Good generally, but sonie very
bad stretches, notably one just west of

Abergavenny.
Leominster, Worcester, Stratford-on-

Avon, and Warwick.—Fair, with two or

three excellent stretches. Near Stratford
and Warwick, very bad.
Warwick to Banbury.—Mostly in fair

condition.

Banbury to Oxford.—Three miles each
end bad, middle section excellent.

Oxford to Reading via Pangbourne.

—

Very good.
Birmingham to the East Coast.—The

route via Coventry, Market Harborough,
Kettering, Thrapstone, Cambridge,- New-
market, Bury St. Edmund's, Ixworth,
Scole, and Beccles is throughout fairly

good ; in comparison with soma
roads, it might be described as exce
The bad patches are in and arojl

Coventry, between Desborough and '.

well and Kettering ('bus routes),-

manchester and Fenstanton, and pa
the road between Cambridge and
market.

Care should be exercised in follow

the route above mentioned at such poi

as Kettering (signposts very confush
between Botesdale and Earleston on <

Beccles road, and between Harleston :

'

Beccles to avoid Bungay. I

Through passengers for the East C(t

should avoid the narrow streets of C}
bridge by turning left on entering '

town and following the Victoria R

'

and Victoria Avenue to Maids Causevl
which is a continuation of the Nr
market Road.

'
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THROUGH
FEMININE
GOGGLES.

IT
is often a difficult matter

for the experienced rider

to decide whicli type of

machine to buy for the

season's riding: Kghtweight

or heavyweiglit, solo or side-

car combination. To the

beginner this is an even

greater problem. ^ Gears

and clutches are a name only

in the early history of the

motor cyclist, but later they

grow in importance to such
an extent that a machine
without them is -an unenter-

tainable proposition except

to the most sportively in-

clined. The lightweight solo

mount is designed for so en-

tirely different a purpose
from the sidecar outfit that,

where a lot of riding has to

be done, both types are

necessary if one's pocket can
run to the initial outlay.

The 2% h.p. to 3 h.p. is

ample for light solo work,

and will average a greater speed than one can safely

manage under all road conditions ; but when a pas-

senger or a great quantity of luggage has to be taken,

it is far better to buy a sidecar outfit than to make
any serious attempt at pillion carrying.

The tendency of manufacturers of late has been
to increase the horse-power of the engine for sidecar

work. The 3^^ h.p. Triumph and the Douglas side-

car machine have both merged into "fours." The
sidecar is a big drag, and doubtless the makers realise

that to have the little extra power is very much more
pleasant than to be continually feeling that one's outfit

is under-powered and must be well driven to be equal
Ito every emergency.'

The 4 h.p. Douglas in Civilian Hands.
I have recently had an opportunity of putting a 19 19

IDouglas combination under a number of fairly stringent

jtests. Most folk. are familiar with the smart appear-
[ance of these turnouts. This, together with the light-

jness and simplicity of control, will make a special

appeal to the feminine element.
It is always a simple matter to start the engine, and

the turn of speed would satisfy anyone with a weak-
ness for " blinding," but the point which appealed to

me most strongly was the gentle ticking over that

allowed a positive crawl when required, while the
climbing power of the engine is past reproach. Of
jourse, we expect all this in a 191 9 model, and in the
Douglas we are far from disappointed. If I might
make one suggestion, when fitting a new. belt, or

3uying a spare, one of an inch-width would give better

7py

WHAT SHALL
RIDE?

WE

A 4 h.p. Douglas outfit at the main entrance to Wobum Abbey,

near Hocklifle.

A Motor Cyclist's Views

on Various Practical

Topics.

results than the J'sin. fitted

by the manufacturers, and 1

observe that the pulley will

take the extra size. Speak-

ing of sidecars, the Douglas,

for a medium size, has a

wonderful amount of storage

room. The bulbous back is

one huge receptacle, and
sidecar designers probably

are aware by. this time that

a neat method of hiding

away packages has a special

appeal to the feminine pas-

senger. On a long run it is

tiring to have one's position

cramped by luggage hamper-
ing the feet.

Overloading.
If cruelty to engines were

punishable, as is cruelty to

-animals, I am afraid a fair

proportion of riders would
have the R.S.P.C.E. on their

tracks. Whether it is due to

the fact that " would-be " motor cyclists cannot obtain

delivery of machines, and are determined to ride

regardless of where or how, I do not know, but never

do I remember seeing so much abuse of sidecars as

during the recent fine weather. A most flagrant case

was the cargo of a Clyno combination. The turnout

was obvionsly some six or seven years old, and, besides

the driver and, presumably, his wife, three children

were strapped on in various parts, together with three

petrol cans tied under the sidecar, while sundry suit-

cases were roped to the back. When I first espied

them, the driver was struggling with a puncture in

the sidecar tyre, which was worn down to the canvas,

and, as he eventually restarted opposite my garden

gate, I could hear the engine labouring and knocking

up an incline of about i in 20.

Croclis on the Road.
Perhaps there Irave never been so many rediscovered

ancients on the road as at the present time, and in

this case, as in many others, I felt much grief for the

poor engine ; but the driver went cheerfully on, and
T wondered whether such as he possessed great pluck

or^merely unsurpassed ignorance. Personally, I dare

not have gone out of sight of home with such a heavy
load, yet who can say that the whole party were not

thoroughly enjoying themselves ? In the world every-

thing is a matter of comparison, arid no doubt it is fine

fun taking one's chances with an ancient mount if one

has not been previously spoilt by up-to-date models

and refinements.

May \Valker.

B3
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A 2i CWT. RUNABOUT.
A Light Two-speed Four-wheeler, incorporating

Gibbons Components.

THE Gibbons " cycle car " is not
altogether a new proposition, so far

as our readers are concerned. In
June and August, 1918, we gave par-
ticulars of the original model, which
promised great scope for development.
Further, the Gibbons Co. has been
advertising in The Motor Cycle for some
time working drawings of an improved
model to enable amateur constructors to

build runabouts for themselves. It has
been decided now, however, to market
the complete vehicle, in addition to sets

of materials for building privately.

Chief among the points of interest ni

this little vehicle is its extremely low
weight, which makes it a sidecar

alternative rather than a competitor of

the more conventional designs which form
a step between sidecar and light car.

Sidecar Alternative

Once before we described the Gibbons
vehicle as a passenger body with just

enough mechanical element to propel it,

instead of a more or less elaborate piece

The body is supported
on the axles by a pair

of coil springs at the
rear and a single spring
at the front, the latter

being carried on a form
of universal joint at

which the axle pivots.

The steering is con-

trolled by a wheel with
a horizonal column
and twin cables run
ning over pulleys.

As will be
from one of

illustrations, the
have been reduced

seen
the
mechanical elements

to a minimum, and
consist (a) of an engine, which in the

machine depicted is a 4 h.p. single-

cylinder J. A. P., and (b) of a countershaft

driven by chain from the engine and fitted

with a simple form of gear, which gives

a high gear drive on one wheel and a

low gear on the other, the ratios being

5 to 1 and U to 1. Each gear is pro-

vided with an independent disc clutch

Ihe Gibbons runabout which weighs but 21 cwt

by 4ft. 6in.and measures 8ft. 5in.

overall.

We understand that it is the intention

of the Gibbons Co. (who are located at

Station Road, Chadwell Heath, Essex)

to market the complete vehicle at ^98,

while a set of fittings, including hood,

Triplex screen, gas lamps, disc wheels,

tools and horn, will be listed at £28, the

total figure comparing most favourably

with the prices of a sidecar outfit.

Side elevation ot tlie Gibbons runabout.

of mechanism fitted with accommodation
for its passengers. There is a distinction

between the two, and this^ will be

appreciated by anyone examining the

accompanying drawings, in conjunction

with those of a motor cycle and sidecar

or a three-wheeler.
In this machine, the usual frame is

dispensed with, the body being built

strong enough to support the weight of

the propelhng machinery. The body
allows ample leg room and has a side

door, while behind the seat is arranged

a locker sufficiently large to accommodate
two medium-sized suit cases. The tanks

are arranged in front of the dashboard.

operated by ii

hand-lever. The
final drive is by
belt.

The engine is

supported on the
ends of two
transverse mem-
bers, which extend right across the body,
and the rear axle is provided with radius
rods which carry substantial brake shoes
working upon the belt rims.

Moderate Price.

.Ready for the road the machine, with
26in. x2iin. '

......

if

;.dt Vicw, ^.i.uw.ne Uic single-cylinder engine and countershah drive

The mechanical elements ot the Gibbons vehiclf

GOVERNMENT SALES.
The August issue of Surplus announces

that sales will be held in various provincial

centres, but no dates are given. These

must be obtained from the auctioneers,

and will no doubt be well advertised

locally in most cases.

Mechanical transport vehicles (motor

cycles are not specifically mentioned, but

are mostly included) will be sold at Man-
chester, Sheffield, Leeds, Halifax, Edin-

bugh, Glasgow, Dublin, Birmingham.
Colchester, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Liverpool,

Cardiflf, Southampton, Coventry, Bristol,

Spalding, Winchester, Portsmouth, Alder- ^
shot, and Middlesbrough. ; I
Some of our readers may be glad 'to |

know that there are some excellent motor

cycle accessories in one of the galleries

at the Agricultural Hall, which are sold

at fairly reasonable prices. These include

mechanical horns, lamps, and tool kits

for various well-known makes, and nearly

all are in first-class condition. The

articles are sold for cash at fixed prices,

and those who find a difficulty in obtain-

ing such items would do well to call.
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THE 1920 VELOCETTE.
67 mm. Bore, 78 mm. Slroke, 273 c.c. Capacity. Mechanical Lubrication.

it

Transmission side of the Velocette two-stroke, which has been entirely redesigned tor 1920.

PROBABLl" ot all two-strokes - the

Velocette is regarded as the most
economical, and, while there are

others with which over 100 m.p.g. are

regularly obtained, we do not recall

readers' reports of any one make with

[which extraordinarily low petrol con-

[Sumption has been so consistent. Some
months ago - we ran one of these

.miniatures and regularly obtained

[145 to 150 m.p.g. on short journeys,

iinder which conditions one naturally

lexpects higher consumption than on

(longer runs. This point alone—accounted

:tor by its mechanical lubrication—places

ilhe Velocette in a class almost by itself,

imd particulars of the 1920 models—
ffhich embody some of the war experience

bf their designers—cannot fail to interest

'.he followers of two-stroke evolution.

The three-port two-stroke is the most
simple type of engine it is possible to

make, and there has been a reluctance
on the part of designers to depart from
its extreme simplicity by introducing
mechanism which naturally increases its

cost. They have contended that its

extreme simplicity is the keynote of its

existence—that, by making it more com-
plicated and more costly to produce, it

becomes a direct competitor to the
four-stroke without the four-stroke's
advantages and economy. There are
others, however, who maintain that the
undoubted advantages of the two-stroke
make it worth while to develop it even
at the expense of added mechanism and
increased cost, and that, though it

embodies as many parts as the four-
stroke, such additions are justified, pro-

Steel cylinders may be a feature

of the 1920 Velocette. The
photograph shows two experi-

mental types which have been

undergoinsf tests

J

vided all-round efficiency is equal or in

excess of a four-stroke engine of the

same size and costing the same to

produce.
No one will disagree with this, as, if a

twin-cylinder impulse effect can be ob-

tained by a single-cylinder engine, and if

such an engine is so designed that its

consumption figure is as good as a four-

stroke, then additional mechanism is

justified; even if it does slightly exceed

the four-stroke single on this point, yet

it is less than a four-stroke twin.

In this latter school of engine designers

IS Mr. Percy Goodman, of the Velocette

firm, and his faith in the two-stroke

system is in no way governed by its

simplicity. Although his latest design,

which is illustrated, and will be tried

out in the A.C.U. Six Days Trial, is

extremely simple yet nothing' has been

sacrificed to gain this end.

A Large Crank Case, Outwardly.

Probably the most interesting departure

from usual practice is the crank case of

tlie new Velocette. This appears to be
extremely large as compared with the
average two-stroke engine crank case

;

in fact, it somewhat resembles the case

which would embody a gear unit. Of
course, the oil sump is responsible for

some of the bulk of this casting, the com-
partment containing the crank being ex-

tremely small. This takes the form of a
circular recess with a long plaui bearing

on one side, the single-sided crankshaft

being threaded through from the crank

case. When this is done the " big end
"

of the connecting rod can be placed on

the crank and held in position simply

by a. spring ring in a groove on the end
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Th3 1920 Velocette.

of the crank. Even this does not appear
to be necessary, as Mr. Goodman's own
machine has done several thousand miles
without a retaining ring. The crank has

^^(^LE

The new rteenng head design. Observe the

lubricator at the top of the tube.

a balance wheel riveted to it on its outer

side, so that the weight is more or less

on, the centre line of the cylinder.

Reducing the Compression Space.

In order to reduce the compression space

as much as possible, a cone member is

inserted in the annular chamber, and
positioned by a spigot shown in one of

the illustrations. An outer plate is then
screwed in by means of a special key,

which engages two of the series of holes

around the plate. This locks the cone
member securely in position.

The magneto drive is by means of gears,

and both magneto driving pinion and
main drive wheel are carried on the
flywheel boss. Thus by removing the nut
at this end of the shaft the crankshaft
may be withdrawn. Three wheels are

used in the magneto drive, the centre

one being of bronze, and carrying on its

shaft a slow worm engaging a worm wheel
on the vertical shaft of the mechanical
pump.

Variable mechanical Pump.
At the lower end of the shaft is a

plunger ^in. in diameter working in a

sleeve which acts as a valve. As the

vertical shaft revolves it rotates this

sleeve, and a port cut in its side registers

alternately with the intake and outlet

ports in an outer sleeve. A cross pin on
the shaft works through the sleeve on an
inclined plane on the stationary outer
sleeve, thus causing it to reciprocate as

well as rotate, the reciprocating motion
being governed by the adjustment of the
screw at the head of the shaft. Thus the
stroke of the pump plunger is variable.

It will be observed from the illustra-

tion that the plunger of the pump has a
truncated piston above it; this acts as a
second purap, which is used to lubricate
the vertical shaft and the worm gear.

b8

Drawing the oil through a strainer
from the sump, the pump forces it

through the main bearing into the big
end. Centrifugal action then throws the
oil on to the cylinder walls and small
end. By slackening a nut at the base of
the pump, the whole of the lubricating
device may be withdrawn without empty-
ing the oil in the sum]^.

This lubricating unit is an exceedingly
nice piece of work, and has the virtue
that when dismantled it cannot be re-

assembled except in the correct manner.
The fact that no ball or spring-operated
valves are used in its construction, and
also that the pump is always immersed in
oil, are points in its favour.
When the engine is running the head

of the pump-shaft, which protrudes from
the "crank case," can be seen rising and
falling as well as rotating, and it is

easily possible to ascertain the speed
of the engine by timing this move-
ment, since the
pump-shaft speed is

only 1 revolution to

75 of the flywheel.

Piston and Cylinder.

The ^ piston of

the new engine is

of aluminium alloy,

and inside the
head are cast a

number of radiat-

ing ribs. Two
very thin rings

are fitted. The
cylinder on the
model we examined The aluminium piston.

was of cast iron, Note the extremely
but many experi- narrow rings,
ments have been
and are being
made with steel cylinders, the results

of which give good promise for the

future. In all probability steel cylinders

will be fitted as standard on all 1920
models, but until this feature has been
proved, and the results are to the entire

satisfaction of the makers, nothing will

be decided.
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We saw several steel cylinders, and
learned many interesting details concern-
ing the results obtained from them. One
of the illustrations shows a cylinder which
is the forerunner of the design which may
make its dtbv,t in

the A.C.TJ. Six

Days Trial.

This cylinder
is turned from
the steel bar, and
has twenty-four
very thin fins.

The ports are
machined in a fin-

less portion of the
cylinder, thus
rendering it pos-
sible to

accurately

portioned
positioned
This part of the
cylinder is

circled with
aluminium
ber which em-
bodies the transfer
passage and in-

take and exhaust
ports, and has
a number of deep
radiating fins

obtain
pro-

an d

ports.

en-

an
mem-

The mechanical pump,
showing the oil channel

to main bearing.

This jacket is made in two pieces fitted

tightly against each other on one side

and with a certain clearance, when cold,

on the other to allow for expansion. At
the top and bottom the jacket is fixed by
the adjacent steel fins being spun over the

aluminium member. In all probability
the steel cylinder which will be used in

the Six Days Trial will have fins increas-.

ing in diameter as they approach the

head, while vertical ^ns may be used on
the head itself.

The Compression- Ratio.

So far, we understand, experiments
have proved that it is possible to carry

the compression to a higher point with
this type of cylinder than is usual. As
an example of this, in the old Velocette

A commendable feature of the Velocette engme is its accessibility. By removing the retaining

disc and withdrawing the compression plate the crank and big end are exposed, and, when

necessary, the crankshaft withdrawn.
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The 1920 Velocette.

engine, with a "capacity" of 220 c.c,
the volume of the combustion space was
52 CO., and, after deducting the useless

cylinder area (below the ports of a two-
strolie cylinder), the actual capacity of

the engine was 150 c.c. It will be seen
this is a ratio of "approximately 4 to 1.

With a steel._ cylinder, an engine has
been run with a combustion space as
small as 5 to 1 ratio, but this, naturally,
overheated, and may be taken as the
other extreme. However, during these
experiments, the cylinder head was red
hot, and the moving piston could be seen
through the glowing metal, but the alu-
minium fins at the base were sufficiently

cool to allow one to rest the hand upon
them. Mr. Goodman is now experiment-
ing to find the compression ratio most
suitable, and anticipates that he will

obtain increased efficiency through being
able to carry the compression to a point

PJ^OT(^IUI
not hitherto attained in air-cooled engines
of the two-stroke type.

The rear hub of the Velocette lightweight,

showing the internal expanding brake.

203

The new machine is very neat in
design. 24in. wheels are retained, but
the section of the tyres is increased to
2^in. The frame has a sloping top tube
and duplex front tubes, but, on the
whole, follows well-used' practice. The
details are good, especially the rear
expanding brake, the spring-up stand, and
the steering head. The last named is

provided with a large lubricating orifice

at the top of the steering tube.

As far as possible, black finish is used,
and, with its gold-lined tank, the little

Velocette looks very smart.
As hitherto, the Velocette for 1920

will be chain-driven and fitted with a
countershaft gear box. These will be of
both the two-speed and three-speed types,
with kick-starter and clutch optional.
Both gear boxes are exclusively of
Velocette design.

The equipment includes C.A..f^ ™ag-
neto and Brampton forks.

Another Expanding Pulley Gear.
Undergearing employed to obviate Small Pulley Diameter on Lower Ratios.

' J 'HEEE are many motor cyclists who
't are owners of single-geared motor

bicycles, and the fact of having only
one gear sooner or later causes dissatis-

faction, owing to the inconvenience in-

volved. A description, therefore, of a
simple form of expanding pulley gear
which can be adapted to practically any
model, no matter how old, is bound to

interest a large proportion of our readers.

The gear under consideration is the
production of the R. and P. Motor Acces-

Sectional views of the R. and P. expanding pulley.

series Co., 106, Shoe Lane, London,
E.G. 4. It is an adaptation of the under-
geared pulley such as was fitted on
certain models of the N.S.U. and Wan-
derer machines.
The pulley gear is mounted eccentrically

on the engine-shaft, and in most cases a

new shaft has to be fitted, so that suffi-

cient length of shaft is obtained. On the

shaft is mounted a small pinion which
meshes with an internally-toothed ring

inside the outer pulley flange. On part of

the inner shell a quick pitch
thread is cut, which en-

gages with a similar thread
cut upon the inner side of

the outer shell, which, as

wiU be seen from the illus-

tration, is provided with
a lai'ge ball bearing. Be-
tween the pulley flanges is

a loose ring, on which the
belt may run freely when
the flanges are fully ex-

panded. The outer shell

is coupled by suitable
links to the change speed
lever, and so arranged that
the expansion of the
flanges corresponds to the
swing of the pulley gear
about the shaft, and the
correct belt tension is

maintained, no matter

what gear happens to be in engagement.
The device is simple, should work well,

and there should be a ready demand for

it among a considerable section of our
readers. It was shown to us fitted to a
1905 model 3^ h.p. Triumph, and we
were informed that the experimental
control, which was somewhat crude, would
be considerably refined.

The R. and P. pulley is controlled by a long

lever on the side of the tank.

SOME unusual evidence was given at

a recent case which was heard
before the Southend justices, wherein

'a motor cyclist was charged on various
[counts, including that of riding to the
common danger.

' Apparently the defendant had been
!riding up and down the promenade, and
jwhen turning in the road was in some
llanger of colliding with the principal
(Witness, who seemed to lose his nerve on
,he approach of the machine. The motor
;yclist avoided the informant, who called
ipon him to stop, and, this being un-
jeededj witness made efforts to catch him

AN EXTRAORDINARY CASE.
with his walking stick. Being unable to

do so, on another occasion he revisited the
spot with the avowed intention of making
a further attempt to seize the rider, and
when the latter approached, witness,
to use his own words, "made a grab
at him." Again failing, he complained
to the police, and, despite the fact that
the. other witnesses estimated the motor
cyclist's speed at about 10 m.p.h., against
his allegation of "40 to 45 m.p.h. and
in his own mind faster" (whatever that
may mean !), the defendant was convicted
and fined £10 on the charge of driving to

the common danger.

The seriousness of the case, as far as

the motoring public is concerned, lies in

the fact that throughout the proceedings
there was no condemnation of the

witness's attempt to catch a rider who
had in no way injured him, nor repri-

mand for his second visit to the spot
with the preconceived plan of waylaying
and seizing the man. Furthermore, when
cross-examined as to his knowledge that
his actions might easily have resulted in

throwing and causing the death of the

motor cyclist, he cheerfully admitted that

to have effected this would have given

him great pleasure.

Bii
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Tjirms to TLlg^t TLamps.
StTMMEB Time.

Aug. 21st 9.11 p.m.

„ 23id 9.7 „
„ 25th 9.2 „
„ 27th 8.58 „

Lighting-up Time.

Now that the special lighting regula-

tions under D.O.R.A., which were in

force during the war, are rescinded, the

time to light up is one hour after sunset.

A Stolen Motor Cycle.

One of our readers, Mr. H. C. Lipper,
Egremont, 64, Croxted Road, Dulwich,
London, S.E.21, has had a Canadian War
Office model Indian stolen, registered

number T399. -The sidecar is fitted

with a hood and screen, but the door
is missing.

A Famous Lady Motor Cyclist.

Miss Toupie Lowther—who is a keeii

motor cyclist—and her companions are

now demobilised. This gallant lady
formed a unit of Englishwomen who took
part in the front line work of the French
Army during two and a half years of

hard fighting. She was given the rank
of lieutenant in the French Army, and
insisted upon working in the front lines.

She and her companions had to go into

a fighting unit with the French Army,
as they have no French Red Cross at the
extreme front. For four months Miss
Lowther's unit justified their existence

by carrying over 10,000 wounded.

Opportunity for Welsh Competition Riders.

A special prize of fifteen guineas is

being offered by Tom Norton, Ltd., the
well-known motor agents, of Llandrindod
Wells (around which place the Six Days
course wiU radiate), for the iest perform-
ance in the trials by any coinpetitor who
was born in Wales of Welsh parentage.

A Motoring Dog Lost.

A wire-haired terrier, black and tan
head, body mostly black, white spot in

rear, is missing. She is accustomed to

riding in a Harley-Davidson and Triumph
sidecar, and may attach herself to one of

these. She also comes to a police

whistle or motor horn, and answers to

the name of "Stodger. " A reward of

£10 will be paid for her recovery by her
owner, Mr. G. H. Buley, The Link,
Woodnesborough, Sandwich.

The Bicardo Slipper Piston.

We recently had an opportunity of

testing a 3 h.p. Enfield fitted with
Ricardo slipper pistons. These pistons
were first described in the issue of

March 15th, 1917, page 235. The pistons

are extremely light. There is practically

no skirt, except for the two slippers on
the sides which are subjected to thrust
owing to the angularity of the connecting
rods, and the gudgeon pin is carried by
ribs connected with the piston head
instead of being carried by the piston
walls. These slippers are drilled, and
this not only still further lightens the
piston, but, more important still, breaks
up the film of oil between the piston and

ecittl jFealures.

NOTES ON SCOOTERS.
NEW DESIGNS.

THROUGH FEMININE GOGGLES.

The start of one of the classes at the Bristol M.C. Club's Hill-climb at Blagdon.
The classes v/ere run off in pairs, and in both solo and sidecar events Douglases took

premier awaids.

cylinder walls, thereby greatly reducing
the shearing friction between the two.

In the later Ricardo piston the top is

of smaller diameter, and the slippers have
less clearance at the grooves which take
the rings. The machine ran extraordin-
arily smoothly, and was quite lively.

Warning to Six Days Trial Entrants.

The A.C.U. wishes to remind entrants

in the forthcoming Six Days event that

no motor cycles having any part of

German, Austrian, Bulgarian, or Turkish
origin or manufacture will be eligible to

compete. This also applies to any open
competition promoted by the Union,
except those of international character.

Machines or parts made previous to

August, 1914, are not included in this

ruling.

Motor Cycling in Italy and Switzerland.

In Italy at the present time there

are no special restrictions regarding the

_ use of motor cycles by foreigners, and
there is a general reversion to former
conditions. Tourists must be provided
with a sauf-conduit as well as tlieir pass-

port, which is issued by the Italian

ililitary Gendarmerie.
In Switzerland the same regulations

obtain, as regards customs, as before the

war. In nearly all cantons cut-outs are

forbidden. In villages and towns horns
giving a deep note are the only warning
signals permitted, and the speed must be

moderate ; in the open country twenty-
five mUes. an hour. Drivers must be at

least twenty years of age. Petrol is one

franc a litre, and tyres are scarce. Full

information can be obtained from the

Touring Club of Switzerland, 9, Boule-

vard du Theatre, Geneva.

Shortage of Motor Spirit.

According to a report from the A..\.,

tourists have recently experienced trouble

in obtaining fuel in various parts of the

country.
Many were specially fortunate in Scot-

land, and the A.A. immediately got in

touch with- the National Benzole Associa-

tion, who have taken urgent steps to

forward supplies to the affected districts.

Several motorists are hung up in Scot

land, and all travelling over the bordei

should carry supplies to ensure theii

return to the North of England.
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Kew Index Letters for London.
Despite the already long list of index

letters for motor vehicles registered in the
Ckjunty of London, it has been found
necessary to allot still another, the latest

addition being LY.

The A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

Up to the time of going to press the
following entries had been received for

the A.C.U. Six Days Trial : Gather Cooke
(4 Triumph), J. Dosher and D. Guise (8

Enfield sc), Godfreys, Ltd. (Indian),

Ernest Gross (Triumph), S. J. Watson
(Ariel), T. Rutherford (Sunbeam), and
Howard R. Lane (B.S.A.).

The National Roads Committee.
Thanks to the efforts of Sir William

Joynson-Hicks, M.P., Lord Montagu,
and the Motor Legislation Committee, a
National Roads Committee has been
formed within the Ministry of Transport
for the purpose of giving advice to the
Minister with respect to the roads and
the traffic thereon. This Committee will

consist of not less than eleven members,
five of whom shall represent highway
authorities five the users of horse and
mechanical road traffic, and one repre-

sentative of labour. It is important to
note that the appointment of the Roads
Committee will be obligatory upon the
Minister, and it will not be a Committee
of Ministerial nominees ; moreover, the
Committee's activities will not be limited
to matters referred to it by the Minister.
It will make its own regulations, meet as
often as it pleases, and elect its own
Chairman. The Minister will be called
upon to consult the Committee as well as

the local authorities with regard to the
classification of roads upon which grants
for roads so .largely depends.
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Rex Mundy piloting his Matchless in the S.E. Counties Inter-club Team Trial (see page 206 and 207).
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IMPORTANT DATES.
A.C.U. Six Days Trial,

Sept. 15th to 20th.

Paris Salon, Oct 9th to 19th.

Olympia Car Show,
Nov. 7th to 15th.

Olympia Motor Cycle Show,
Nov. 24th to 29th.

Brussels Show, Dec. 8th to 13th.

annnnDDDDDnDDnDnaDnaDaD
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On Saturday last the Hull and East Riding Autocycle Club were entertained by Major A. J

Atkinson at Elloyliton Dale, where sports, etc., were held. The photograph shows W. Jackson
(8 h.p. Sunbeam) in the potato race. He was awarded the cup for the smartest turnout.

The Open Trial of the Redditch and

District M.C.C.

We hear that the Redditch and District

Motor Cycle Club's open reliability trial,

to be held on Saturday, is to be over a

course that will test to the utmost both
riders and machines. There is talk of

including a hairpin bend on a gradient
of 1 in 3.

The Honours List.

In the honours list which appeared
recently the names of Sir William
Joyiison-Hicks, Bart., M.P., and Sir

Julian W. Orde appear. The public

services of the former are familiar to the

majority of readers, and his recent efforts

on behalf of motorists in connection with
the Transport Bill no doubt will be
recollected. Sir Julian, secretary of the

R.A.C., has been knighted chiefly for his

services in connection with the war.

The Motor Cycling Club Team Trial.

Promise of excellent support by the
clubs for the M.C.C. Team Trial for

The, Motor Cycle, Cup is evident. Up to

the present time, fifteen clubs have made
application for entry forms. These are :

The Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C,
the Eastbourne and District ]M.C.C.,

the Birmingham M.C.C, the Camberley
and District M.C.C, South Birmingham
M.C.C, the Oldham and District

M.C.C, the Woolwich, Plumstead and
District M.C.C, the Nottingham and
District M.C.C, the Public Schools

M.C.C, the Essex M.C, the Middlesex
M.C.C, the Ealing-and District M.C.C,
the Liverpool M.C., the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C, the Sutton Cold-

field and Mid-Warwiclishire JM.C.C, and
the Oxford M.C.C. An exceedingly

sporting course has been found which,
however, is somewhat complicated, and
will need careful arrowing ; consequently,

any motor cyclists who will act as marshals
should send in their names to the

secretary, l\Ir. Southcomb May, 34,

Gower Place, London, W.C.2. The
headquarters of the trial will be at

Truig, and the start will be close by
that town.
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The start of the South Eastern Counties Inter-club Team Trial on Saturday last.

FIVE teams assembled at the " Rose
and Crown," Green Street Green,
Orpington, Kent, on Sa.turday last,

August 15th, in readiness to start on the
sixty miles jnter-club reliability trial

organised by the Woolwich, Plumstead,
and District M.C.C.
A few minutes after 2 p.m. instructions

issued by Mr. F. J. Ellis, the officiating

secretary, brought the competitors into

line at the starting point. iNIany types of

machines were represented, although the

Woolwich team, with the exception of

one member astride a Sj Ariel, all rode
Matchless machines.
At the start we noticed a 2J Douglas,

ridden by J. Bateson (Streatham), which,
although many years old, subsequently
proved to be the only successful light-

weight entered. It made a splendid per-

formance throughout the trial, and the

rider, as one of the winning team, gained
one of the gold medals.
The teams were made up of six riders,

one team each being entered by the

Streatham, Woolwich, Brookdale,
Rochester, and Cambridge Motor Cycle
Clubs respectively, and twenty-eight
starters got away well. The trial route

lay within a comparatively small area,

and the arrowed route to be followed was
arranged to cover the necessary sixty

«

miles, which, at a speed of 20 m.p.h.,

had to be completed in three hours.

Narrow Roads.

From the start, the course led up one
of the narrow and closely-hedged roads,

familiar in the district, through the

village of Downe and Cudham, to

Westerham. With the last-named
village retiring into the distance, and
whilst still ascending, the competitors

set their teeth in preparedness for the

beginning of the real test of both
machine and rider, for ahead was the

first of the difficult hills included in

the run.

The only trouble reported on Chalk
Pit (Salt Box Hill), however, was that

the stony surface accounted for back
wheel spin with the heavier machines.
Leaving the arrowed route, which

next passed through Polsteeple, and,

taking a short cut in order to intercept

the riders at Cudham Hill, we soon found

that the bad surface of this hill would
probably cause no little difficulty.

The first rider round the awkward bend
near the summit was G. Jenner (4

Triumph), who made a good fast climb.

Not so successful as he, however, the

rider of a 2^ h.p. Levis, " konked out"
within a few yards of the top, but, by
a plucky effort, managed, with the aid

of his foot, to propel his machine to

the top, this procedure, however,

robbing him of an award.

H. A. Collier (8 Matchless sc.) made a

slow but steady climb, as did Glendenny
(A.J.S. so.). A fast ascent was accom-

plished by S. A. Ive (4 Triumph), who
skilfully passed A. Daw on a similar

mount, the latter by no means climbing

slowly.

The loose surface of the hill gave E.

Atkins (3^ Ariel sc.) a little trouble,

his lady passenger usefully applying her

weight in an attempt to hold the rear

The S.E. Counties
Inter-club Team
Trial.
wheel to the road. Ascending well, H.
V. Colver (8 Matchless sc.) had his two

boys as passengers, and their facea,

whilst climbing the worst part of the

gradient, did not portray a feeling of

great pleasure ; nevertheless, they appeared

thoroughly to enjoy the run.

Loose Surface on Hills.

The next observed hill to be encountered

was Crown Ash, and in spite of its steep

gradient and appallingly bad surface,

across which were many ruts formed^ by

the rain from the neighbouring hiUs,

many successful climbs were made.

G. Jenner (4 Triumph) made a fast climb.

His speed, however, was a little too CTeat

for the loose surface, but after wobbling

dangerously for several yards and eventu-

ally colliding with the bank, he pluckily

continued and reached the summit

successfullv.

The 2j Douglas, piloted by J. Bateson,

also made a fast climb.

An uncomfortable method of ascending

the hill was adopted by Rex Mundy
(Matciiless sc), who, owing to severe

wheel spin, was obliged to bump hi«.

saddle to retain a grip of the road.

Oije unfortunate victim- of the hill was

D. Jones (4 Triumph), who, after swerv-

ing across the track at a dangei'ous angle,

was obliged to stop.

After the ascent of the hill the route

lay along the Westerham Road, on the

right of which a beautiful valley, dotted

with a number of closely wooded areas,

stretched as far as the eye could .see,

whilst on the left the summit of the

ridge, along which the road wound its

snakelike course, was silhouetted against

. Bateson (Douglas) going well on one of the test hills

Bl6
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ianyWell-known Kentish Hills

icluded in a Sporting After- I

icon Trial

Lieut. E. S. K. Evans-Greaves, R.N. (Triumph), on Crown Ash Hil

C. R. &)llier on Brasted Hill. The machine

he rode was a new spring frame Matchless.

36 clear, blue sky. Passing through the
ncient valley of Hogtrough, the well-

nown Brasted Hill was descended, the

oad then straightening out into Sun-
ridge, and then to Knockholt.
A duplicate route was next followed
hrough Dunton Greeii and Sevenoaks,
eturning up Toy's Hill, a long and
teady climb, to Brasted Hill, descending
gain to the finishing line at the
'Three Horse Shoes" at Knockholt.

Most of the competitors ascanded
Brasted successfully, wheel slip again
being » general difficulty.

Success for the Streatbam Team.
G. F. Hunter (8 JMatchless sc), how-

ever, fell a victim to plug trouble,

but was the only member of the
Streatham team to retire, resulting in
an easy win for that club on the number
of non-stop finishers only, the errors in

time being totally ignored.
The runners-up, however, the Brook-

dale team, had a total error of 20m.
4js., whilst the winners, Streatham,
carried off both the Woolwich challenge
cup and the gold medals, and had a
total eror of 4m. 37§3. only, a decidedly
good performance.

The Club Teams.
STREATHAM TEAM (Winners ol Woolwi, h

Challenge Cup).
J. Bateson (2% Douglas), gold med-^l.
Res Mundy (6 Matchless scO, gold medal
W. S. Cooper (3V2 Triumph)^ gold nied:il-
G. F. Hunter (8 Matchless sc), retired \%iib

plug trouble.
A. Daw (4 Triumph), gold medal.
P. S. C. C. Paterson (4 B.S.A.), gold medal.

WOOLWICH TEAM.
G. D. Hardee (8 Matchless sc).
E. Atkins (3V> Ariel sc).
H. A. Collier (8 Matrhlcs« sc).
O. R. Collier (8 Mat. hless sc).
H. V. Colver (8 Matchless »c).
A. R. C. Ilsley (8 Matchless so.).

BROOKDAl.E TEAM.
Reg. Boxer (4 Triumph sc).
T. J. Ross (4 TriuniT'lil.
J. A. Hoult (8 Matchless sc).
B. J. Sims (4 Triitirph).
A. M. Dobson (4 Triumph).
S. A. I78 (4 Triumph),

ROCTjESTER TEAM.
G. Jenner (4 Triumph).
Gilmour Packman (8 Zenith).
Duncan Jones (4 Triumph).
L. C. Rumens (31/2 P. and M.). >

Leslie Skinner (4 Rover).
G. Skinner (4 Triumph).

CAMBRIDGE TEAM.
B. S. K. Evans-Greaves (31/2 Triumph).
T. F. H. Marriott (31/2 Norton).
—. Glendenny (A.J.S. twin sc).
W. A. Pell Smith (8 Blackburn* sc).
R. Hovenden (3Vo Norton), non-starter.
P. A. Knight (8 Zenith), non-starter.

A competitor passmg a less lortunate r.der on Crown Ash.

WELCOME HOME TO BIRMINGHAM
RIDERS.

In order to acknowledge suitably

the services rendered to their city and
country by local motor cyclists, Birming-
ham and district riders are making big
efforts to give them a welcorne home,
and a gathering will be held in Birming-
ham in the autumn, which will take the
form of a dinner and concert with,

possibly, presentations. It is hoped that

the scheme will be taken a step further,

and everything will be done to assist

those who have not yet settled to con-

genial employment. Any Birmingham
motor cyclist who has drawn service pay
since August 4th, 1914, is eligible, pro-

vided he was a motor cyclist prior to

that date or has served as a motor cyclist

since in any branch of H.M. Forces, and
the committee desire such men to send

their names to the hon. secretary, Mr.
R. H. Henderson, Midland Wheel Club,

Queen's College, Birmingham.

BI7
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A
French Machine
for the British

Market.
The 8 h.p. G. L. Sidecar,

embodying English Engine
, and Gears.

IT is not often one sees a French motor
cycle in England, but recently we had
an opportunity of examining the G.L.,

wMcb was brought round to our olfices

by M. Charles Sweerts, who is well-

known in the Midlands, and was formerly
with the Singer Co., Ltd.
The G.L. is, manufa<;tured by M.

Georges Levy, Rue Michel Carr^, Argen-
teuil, France, who, during the war, was
a manufacturer of seaplanes. The G.L.
is distinctive, in that it employs numerous
British parts, such as a J.A.P. engine,

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear, and
Amac carburetter. There are, however.

Threequarter view of the G.L. The-wheel spindles, can be removed without tools.

The detachable wheels are easily manipulated.

several interesting features concerning
the frame and its fittings.

The front forks deserve special mention,
being intensely strong and yet reasonably

Peculiarly shaped silencer and spacious footboards are noticeable

features of this French production.

light, and being a combination of the

Triumph pattern fork and the ordinary
pattern. Not only are the forks pivoted

at a point above the wheel, but an up
and down movement is imparted to them
through the vertical enclosed springs

contained in tubes running from links at

the top of the forks to a spindle running
a<;ross the fork crown at the bottom of

the steering post.

In the G.L. all wheels are detachable
and interchangeable, and no tools are

required t-o remove them, as each spindle
bolt is provided with
long arms so that it can
be undone easily by
hand and yet be suffi-

ciently tightened by the
same method so as not
to become loose.

So far as the rear sus-

pension is concerned,
this is effected by
mounting "the saddle pin
on a spring, the saddle
peak running and sliding

on a long rod attached
to a lug on the frame
top tube. The G.L. is

particularly well
equipped as regards
brakes, and of these one
is a distinct novelty, as
it is of the external
band variety applied to
a drum on the engine-
shaft and controlled by
a pedal within easy
reach of the rider's heel.
It is most effective in
action, and though the
braking stresses are
taken through the trans-
mission, in the event of

the failure of the trans-
mission the rider still

has a very powerful
means of stopping in the
internal expanding band

brake in the rear hub. Noteworthy
features of the G.L. are the wide and

comfortable handle-bars and the spacious

aluminium footboards.

The sidecar chassis is light but ol

great strength, while the body, which it

most comfortable, bears some resemblance

Details of the spring seat pillar.

to the boat body of a seaplane. The hood
folds neatly away, and when out ^-oi

action is protected by a cover. When
erected it forms ample protection for tht

passenger, as it fastens neatly over thf

The band brak&on

the engine-slWfe

top of the V shaped celluloid screen

The GX. is handled in this country b

Messrs. Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd.

24, Woodstock Street, Bond Street

London, W.I.-

Bl8
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Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The Coventry Club is holding a " go-

is-you-please " 100 mile trial on Saturday
lext, starting from Davenport Road,
Doventry^ at 1 p.m. Entries {2s. 6d.) close

x)-day (Thursday 21st).

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

The trial to Barmouth arranged for last

Saturday, was postponed owing to the
Droximity of the inter-club trial on
he 30th inst. , when it is hoped the
button Coldfield, Birmingham, and Here-
ord Clubs will combine with the Wolver-
lampton Club in a 100-mile trial over
lifficult cross-country roads.

Bristol M.C.C.

The annual speed trials (open and
:losed) will be held at Weston-super-Mare
m Saturday, August 20th. There will be
en open classes and seven reserved for

:lub members, and the course will be over
I one mile stretch on the sands.
Entry forms and full particulars of the

ivent may be had from Mr. P. Grout,
ieynsham, near Bristol. Entries close

m Saturday, August 23rd.
In the recent members' hill-climb, with

he exception of the 275 c.c. class, in
.vhich A. E. Tozer (2J- O.K. Junior) was
irst, all the solo classes were won by E.
iickham {2| Douglas), who thus gained
ive first places.

Three of the four sidecar awards like-

.vise went to S. L. Bailey (2| Douglas
ic), the remaining one being taken by
;H. Bradshaw (5 Clyno).

Liverpool M.C.

I

In connection with the meet at Monsal
!Dal6 on the 10th inst., the above
lamed club held a speed-judging com-
letition on the way back to Liverpool,
letween Buxton and Macclesfield. Com-
letitors were timed over an unknown
tretch by two concealed timekeepers,
nd were to average 20 m.p.h. The
esults were as follow :

SOLO CLASS.
Sees, error.

i
Ml. Rose (31/2 Rover), winner .. .. 2
Lt. Walker (2% Douglas) .. .. .. 3
Miss Cottrell (2% Caltliorpe) .. .. 11
Mr. Cottrell (Triumph) 15
Mr. Parker (254 Ooulson B.) .. .. 30«
Mr. Pox (4 B.S.A.) 30*
Mr. Hague (American Excelsior) .. 53
Mr. Wade (2';i Sun) 65

•Tie.

SIDECARS.
Mr. Lane (6 A.J.S.), winner
Mr. Jones (6 A.J.S.)
Mr. Honeyman (6 A.J.S.) ..

Mr. Meskuita (6 A.J.S.) ..

Mr. Raine (6 A.J.S.)..
Mr. N. Brown (Indian)
Mr. R. H. W. Brown (A.J.S.)
Mr. Wade (A.J.S.) ..

• Tie.

1

3

5
20
30
42*
42*
72

J^uture Cvents.
Avg. S2-23.—Essex M.C. 2k Rours Ride to i'orfc and

Back.
Aug. 23.—S. Birmingham M.C.C. Run to Stratford-

on-Avon.
Aug. S3.—N.M.C.F.V., Portsmouth. Eii?i to S.

Hayling.
Aug. S3.—Coventry and IVarwickskire M.C. " Go-

as-you-vlcase " Trial.
AUa. 23.—BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. OPEN HILL-

CLIMB.
Aug. 23.—Glasgow M.C.C. Reliability Trial.
Aug. Si.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Surprise Run.
Aug. 2k.

—Westmorland M.C.C. Reliability Run
for Triumph Gup.

Aug. 2k.—Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C. Speed Trial and
Hill-climb Jot Dawson Trophy-

Aug. 2k.—N.M.C.F.U. Inter-mcet at Newtown
Linjord.

Aug. 2f,.—Stalyhridge and District M.C. Run to
Matlock.

Aug. Slf.—Manchester M.C. Gymkhana.
Aug. Si.—N.M.C.F.V., Sheffield. Run to Lincoln.
Aug. 2l.—N.M.C.t'.U., Portsmouth. Run to Epsom

Downs.
Aug. 21,.

—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Run to Grassington
and Buckden.

Aug. 2k.
—Rochester^ Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to Wateringbury.
Aug. 2S.~Stalybridge and District M.C. General

Meeting at 7.30.

AUG. 30.-WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C. OPEN
RELIABILITY TRIAL.

Aug. 30.—iS. Birmingham M.C.C. Hill-elimb.
Aug. 30.—N.M.C.F.V., Sheffield. Week-end Run to

Boston.
Aug. 30.—N.M.C.F. v., Portsmouth. Run to Hal-

naker.
AVG. 30.—BRISTOL M.C. SPEED TRIALS AT

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
Aug. 30.—Wolverhampton. Sutton Coldfield, Bir-

mingham, Hcreiord M.C.C.'s Inter-club Trial.
Aug. 30.—Public Schools M.C.C. Hill-elimb.
Aug. 3L—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Soldiers' Outing.
Aug. 31.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Matlock.
Aug. 31.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to Hayling

Island.
Aug. 31.—Stalvbridge and District M.C. Run to

Rhyl.
Aug. 31.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run.
Aug. 31.— Rochester. Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to Hawkhvrst.
Aug. 31.—Woohrieh. Plumstead, and District M.C.

Picnic and Gymkhana at Brastrd Hill.

Aug. 31.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.
Run to Kon mil.

SEPT. a.—M.C.C. TE.-\M TRIAL FOR "THE
MOTOR CYCLE " CUP.

Sept. 0.—Birmingham M.C.C. Reliability Trial for
Songster Cup.

SEPT. 6.-Y0RK..AND DISTRICT M.C. OPEN
HltL-CLIMB AT SUTTON BANK.

SEPT. 15-20.—A.C.n. SIX DAYS RELIABILITY
TRl.ir.S.

Sept. 19.—Essex M C. Gymkhana.
Sept. 20.—Blackburn and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb on Waddington Fells.

Sept. 27.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Hill-
climb.

Sept. 27.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

N.M;.C.F.U. (Birmingham).

Members are asked to turn out in force

for the inter-meet at Newtown Linford.

Meet at Fox and Goose Hotel, Washwood
Heath, at 10.45 a.m., on August 24th.

Westmorland M.C.C.

A reliability run for the Triumph cup
and other prizes will be held on
the 24th inst., starting at 9.30 a.m. from
the Grammar School, Kendal. Route
cards will be sent on receipt of entry fee.

Is., which will be received up to-morrow,
the 22nd, or at the start at double fees.

Warrington M.C.

The Warrington and District Amateur
Motor Cycle Club has been re-formed and
re-named the Warrington Motor Club.
All motorists interested are invited to

communicate with Mr. H. Aldred, 58,

Church Street, Warrington, who is

occupying the post of secretary. The
club, which will hold a reliability trial

on August 24th, has met with excellent

support, but further members will be
heartily welcomed.

Public Schools M.C.C.

An enjoyable run was recently made by
members of this youn^ and growing club

to Hayling Island, where the party in-

dulged in a most enjoyable bathe. The
membership is increasing, and during this

month the club is making a special effort

to run competitions in which present
members of public schools may take part.

likley M.C. and L.C.C.

The old Ilkley and District M.C.C. has
been re-foi'med under the title of the

Ilkley Motor Cycle and Light Car Club,
with headquarters at the Crescent Hotel,

Ilkley. Mr. W. H. Sellers is the hon.
sec. Local motor cyclists who are inter-

ested should communicate with him at

Langley Avenue, Bingley. The results

of the recent reliability trial are as

follow :

Marks
lost.

1. W. R. Haggas (8 New Imperial), gold
medal S'/a

2. H. O. Wood (Scott), silver medal .. .. 12i,i

3. W. S. Crothers (4 Triumph sc), bronze
medal 17

4. W. Bradley (6 Royal Enfield sc.) .. .. IT'i
5. N. O. Vinter (Scott sc.) 25ii
6. S. Haigh (Scott) 44%

Blaciburn and District M.C.C.

The Blackburn Club is holding a hill-

climb on Saturday, September 20th, on
Waddington Fells, near Clitheroe, when
the following events will be run off,

cgmraencing at 1.30 p.m. :

Class 1.—Motor scooters.

Class 2.—Light cars up to 1,500 c.c.

Class 3.—Lightweights up to 270 c.c.

Class 4.—Lightweights up to 350 c.c.

Class 5.—Standard touring machines
up to 560 c.c.

Class 6.—Sporting machines up to

560 c.c.

Class 7.—Machines up to 750 c.c.

Class 8.—Unlimited.
Class 9.—Passenger class up to 560 c.c.

Class 10.—Passenger class (unlimit«d).

Further information, schedules, and
entry forms may be obtained on applica-

tion to the hon. sec, W. Geo. Guest, 9,

Exchange Street, Blackburn. Entries

close September 12th. Application for

membership should be made to the
secretary.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

TRE "BIG FOUR."
Sir,—We notice a letter in your issue of July 24th under _

the above heading. Reference to The Motor Cycle, file will
show that we were advertising in your columns a 4-^ h.p.
model (single) of our make as far back as 1907. That size
did not.become popular at the time, hence we did not push
it seriously, at any rate for the home markets.
As sidecars became more popular, we redesigned this model,

and exhibited types at the 1911 show, for the 1912 season;
you reviewed that model in your criticism of the 1911 show.
We have, in recent years, slightly enlarged this model,

and now style it 4^ h.p.
In view of the criticism appearing in your columns recently

with regai'd to some clear definition as regards horse-power,
it may interest you to know that even in 1912 we found the
usual definition of horse-power somewhat misleading, and
preferred to state the dimensions.
THE LLOYD MOTOE ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

THE SCOOTEIi DEFINITION.
Sir,—Referring to the letter appearing in your issue of

August 14th over the nom de. plmne "Puzzled," I feel that
your note clearly explains the definition to him. At the
same time, I should like to amplify this by giving the
reason of my Committee's decision on the matter of platform
space. It is felt that the scooter would defeat one of its

objects were it in any way difficult to mount or dismount

—

particularly in the case of lady riders, who would certainly
be wearing skirts for this form of locomotion. It seems
essential, therefore, that an entirely open frame should be
used, thus permitting -the rider to place either foot or, in
case of emergency, both feet on the ground without fear
of

'

' tripping ' over anything in the nature of a cross-
member, however low. Your correspondent will notice
the words " centre portion ''—indeed he quotes them—and
the object of this section of the preliminary definition was
to eliminate frames following the practice of ladies' motor
cycles or ladies' pedal cycles. It is considered that a clear
centre portion of twelve inches allows ample room for

standing', and provides no obstacles for mounting or dis-

mounting. T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH,
Secretary Aiito Cycle Union.

PLEASE QUOTE PRICES!
-. Sir,—Your correspondent R. W. Paul in the issue of

August 7th speaks of " illogical " statements regarding the
discourtesy shown by some fii'ms in the answering of

enquiries. Would not he be speaking more logically were
he to say :

" The Motor Cycle is a medium of information.

Its readers search its pages for detailed information, and
not for misleading or illusory matter. I will see that my
adverts, contain a clear account of my position to deal with
the would-be patron. In so doing, I shall eliminate un-

necessary correspondence, my clerical staff will not be
' hopelessly overtaxed,' I shall establish a true understand-
ing and so safeguard the reputation of my firm."

I think R. W. Paul and others would do well to adopt
this procedure. L. A. JOHNSON.

Sir,—Mr. R. W. Paul's letter, in j-our issue of August 7th,

offers no excuse whatever regarding, the statement in my
letter in your issue of July 24th, which is far from being
wholly illogical, since many manufactureis invite enquiries

in their advertisements. If they are overtaxed, and their

works and offices are congested, why invite enquiries? If they

cannot cope with them, the only reasonable solution is to word
advertisements in a different m,anner, whereby they could

still keep their names before the public without being

worried to any extent; or, on the other hand, many
thousands of demobilised soldiers who are walking the

streets in search of work would be pleased to deal with

manufacturers' correspondence were they given the chance.

It is well to acknowledge correspondence if a full reply

cannot be made at once ; thereby customers may be held for

a reasonable time. No acknowledgment sends customers

elsewhere. I still contend that prices should be quoted, with

details of machines or parts in all advertisements.

H. F. BARTLETT.

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—I would be glad if you would insert my experience

of a speed wobble I had the other day. I was trying a new

Rudge-JIulti I had never ridden before, and was doing

about 60 or 65 m.p.h., as I had full throttle and a

good wind behind me on a flat road, or, if anything, a slight

downward slope, with a top gear ratio of 3i to 1. As soon

as I felt the wobble I shut the throttle, and used all my
will power to hold the machine straight, but the wobble

increased until I had gone another hundred yards down the

road and got into some thick dust at the side, when the

front wheel skidded, and I was precipitated on to the road.

I should be very glad to hear a good theory on the cause

of speed wobble, and the best means to ovei-come it. I

might mention I did .not attempt to use brakes to pull

myself up, but just shut the throttle and hung on. G.E.S.

Sheffield.

ARMY HUTS.
Sir,—These are being extensively advertised for sale.

Some are useful for conversion into bungalows and garages,

but motorists who think of buying Army huts for storing

their cars or motor cycles in would be well advised to obtain

a copy of the local byelaws, and study the list therein of

exempted buildings.

Byelaws vary in different districts, but, generally speak-

(

ing, the question whether a building like an Army hut can.

;

be put up depends upon its size (length X width x height). I

and its positional proximity to existing buildings, andti
its owner's own property boundaries. Also, such a buildint

should not project beyond the general building line of houseB|

etc., without some precedent. "T

Applications for copies of the building byelaws should be

made to the engineer or surveyor to the local council. J

HENRY JAMES WISE, F.R.I.B.A.;>

THE VALUE OF THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATIONS.

Sir,—I have beerr reading with interest in your issue oi

August 7th the testimony of R. Politi to the value of tte

automobile associations. I also have heard these associatifms

criticised, and used to wonder whether they did give anyj

thing of value in return for the subscription. However,;!-

joined l,he A. A., and on Whit-Monday started southwaidw

on my first tour with a sidecar combination. We did UOJ

miles by 8.15 a.m., and then sat down on the roadside just

north of Bawtry for breakfast. On rising to resume the

journey I found my back tyre was flat. Almost before l

iiad time to lament the delay which this would involve, .a

quiet voice behind me enquired as to the trouble, and I

turned to find the A.A. patrol ready to assist. We passeoi

on to London, through Surrey, along the Thames valley, andi

back through the Midlands, and whenever trouble threatened i

or difficulties arose there was an ever-ready A.A. man at.

hand. Some may say I was fortunate, but I attributed my
sood fortune to the familiar badge carried on my handle-bar. <

(Rev.) F. A. RAINBOW.
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The sidecar lends itself admirably for fancy decoration, as will be seen by

the prettily decorated Douglas outfit which was present at a recent carnival

at Potter's Bar. *

TRE SIDECAU IN CARNIVAL.
Sir,—I am forwarding a photograpli of my sister's 4 h.p.

Douglas combination, decorated at a recent carnival at

Potter's Bar.
The base of the design was the Lord Mayor's coach, and

the flowers were supported on a cane canopy and by strings

around the car.

Readers may be interested in this photograph, as it shows
that a sidecar outfit can be made very gay without the use

of a single piece of bunting. Much of the beauty is, of

course, lost owing to the lack of colouring in the photograph.

CLIFFORD W. TINSON.
STEERING.

Sir,—With reference to " Chinook's " statement that he
has ridden machines easier to steer than the new Douglas,
does it not suggest, from the photograph accompanying his

article in The Motor Cycle of August 7th, that the apparent
weight on the carrier may have had something to do with
his finding? The machine I ride (a Sj h.p. single Rover), to

me, seems faulty in the steering, and I came to the conclu-

sion that the weight of engine, etc., is carried too far back.

The least downward tilt of the saddle at the rear, and
consequent removal of the rider's weight further back, seems
to make the front wheel light and render steering more
difficult.

The Scott, to my mind, and the P. .and M., with their
engine units in a forward position, counteract this front
wheel lightness, and make steering easier. Unfor-
tunately, ray opportunity of gaining practical proof or
otherwise of my theory is somewhat limited, and therefore
I should like to read " Chinook's " opinion of this, and also

that of P. and M. riders, as to whether they ever find

steering difficult. JANEY.
Bagshot.

ENGINE DESIGN.
Sir,—May I be permitted to endorse the opinions of your

contributor "Entente" on the subject of the inside or outside
flywheel?

The smooth running of outside flywheel engines of the type
exeraplifled by the A. B.C., Brough, Douglas, and Foresti is

well-known, but I am inclined to think that it is more due
to the nearly perfect mechanical balance of the reciprocating
parts and their disposition relatively to one another than to

the disposition of the flywheel.
When a piston is placed under firing stress E^transverse couple

I

is set up between its crank and the counterbalance weight of

the flywheel. (Naturally, the greater the number of cyhnders
the less the bad eft'ect of this couple upon the running of the
engine.) Now the greater the distance between the flywheel
and the crank in question the more detrimental will the couple
be to perfect running. This, I think, is one of the greatest

disadvantages of the outside flywheet engine.

Having regard to this, the best balance should be obtained
in an engine where the cylinders are opposed, the cranks at

180°, the flywheel inside, and as near as practicable to the
cranks, with a bearing on the side of the flywheel opposite

211

to the cranks. This reduces - the arm of the coupl*
and makes for great rigidity of the crankshaft unit.

I do not know if any such design exists, but it

wouid be interesting to know if any of the horizontal
twin manufacturers fiave experimented with such a

construction. S. LATOUR HORDLE.

HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR.
Sir,—The letters from correspondents appearing

from week to week in the motor cyclist's "Best"
give one the impression that far too many firms are
onfy out to rake in the cash, and have no intention
of giving efficient service.

Now and again someone strikes a first-rate firm, and
I feel bound to place on record in your widely read
and valuable journal that I have been fortunate in
finding such a firm in Messrs. AUdays and Onions,
Ltd. In short, my experience of this veteran firm
is that its attention to customers is beyond re-

proach ; also that its staff of experts are masters
of their work, and the nett result, as far as I am
concerned, is that it will not be necessary for me to
think a moment where to go—it will be just " All-
days " first, last, and all the time.

I must add the usual disclaimer, as I only render to
Caesar, etc. HB 659.
Aberdare.

COURTESY OF THE ROAD.
Sir,—I have seen by your correspondence columns that

soine appear to think that the freemasonry of the road is

dying, but I had an experience on July 19th, ten miles
outside Lincoln, which shows it is not yet dead by any means.
My Enfield gear became locked and wedged absolutely

tightly owing to free wheef lock nut working loose and
jamming the whole gear solid. I spent two hours trying
to loosen the lock nut on gear spindle, but owing to lack
of a hammer without any success. It was fortunate for me,
however, that a motor cyclist, on an 8 h.p. Zenith, came
on the scene. Although he was an entire stranger he under-
took the job and told me to sit down and rest. He took
the whole gear to pieces, taking no end of trouble to see
that everything was in perfect condition before replacing.
After three hours' hard work everything was ready, but he
was not yet satisfied ; he must accompany me ten or fifteen

miles to satisfy himself that the thing did not jam again.
However, it did not, so he ieft me after obstinately refusing
to be recompensed in any way for his time and trouble. I

need scarcely add thai I shall be a long time in forgetting
him.

I have been a motor cyclist for six years now, and that
breakdown at Saxilby (Lincoln) is the first real trouble I

have had. I rode a B.S.A. from 1913-1917, and that machine
was a marvel of reliability and efficiency, and I found the
B.S.A. firm most courteous and attentive.

Dewsbury. CONSTANT READER.

Another beautifully decorated sidecar. This outfit, owned by

Mr. A. Smith, took part in a carnival at Wolverhampton.
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PRICES AND PRINCIPLE.
Sir,—I read with interest the letter by "Buyer," also the

reply by the A.B.C. people.
I put an A.B.C. on order in January, risking a pig in a

poke, on the strength of the "approximate" price of £70.
At the fixing of the figure of £85, I wrote the S.A. Co.
suggesting that those who were sporty enough to risk buying
before seeing should have the machine at £70 or £75—

a

good approximate—and the "wait and see" buyers should
pay the advance. They, however, could not agree.

When I saw for a few weeks the - price of £85 deleted
from the advertisement, I thought it looked ominous, and
decided at once to cancel if any increase were made. In
any case, if, as " Buyer " says—and it was not contradicted
by Mr. Fenn—it will be three months before any deliveries
are made, I am not wanting a tour fixing up for Christmas,
and will declare off, and wait the advent of the £10 Ford,
plus tariff charges. V?M. TURNER.

BENZOLE AND THE SCOTT.
Sir,—^As an enthusiastic Scott rider and a strong believer

in benzole, perhaps you will allow me to differ with your
reader quoted in " Current Chat," who states that benzole
dissolves the rubber rings on the Scott cylinder joints.

Both before and since the war I have used practically
nothing but neat benzole, and never had any trouble on this

point. During the war, however, the Scott people supplied
rubber washers which used to dissolve after about 300 miles
running on petrol, or what passed for petrol. On remonstrat-
ing, the firm expressed their regret, said they knew they were
not suitable, but they were all that they coidd obtain in those
difficult times.

Since then they have supplied me with a new type of black
rubber washer, which appears to be as good when I de-

carbonised after 1,000 miles on neat benzole as when I

put them on.

I am convinced your correspondent has got hold of some
of the war-time substituted washers, and if he gets the new
washers from the Scott Co. this trouble will disappear.

I used to have some trouble with tenzole sooting up the
transfer port gauzes, but as it has not done so latterly I think
it was some temporary defect in carburation.

ERNEST CREIGHTON.

COST OF RUNNING A TWO-STROKE MOTOR CYCLE.
Sir,—Having been a constant reader of your valuable

paper for the last six years, I thought you might be
interested in my experiences with a Junior Triumph. 1
purchased it new from the makers in September, 1915, for

£42, and have ridden it solely by myself for twelve
months, ending September, 1916. I sold it in May, 1917,
for £33, so the depreciation shows £9; this seems fairly

great, bnt you will see I kept the machine the last six

months without using it.

Mr. Bertram Westall on his

unlor Triumph.

,. £1 16
12 6
9

,. 5 1 1

2 6
11 3
12 3
13 2

5
5

1

. 2

. 9

.£22 8 7

I have kept a very accurate account of all expenses, and
the running costs were as follows ;

Front lamp ...

Rear lamp
Horn
Petrol 43^ gallons
Paraffin 2 gallons
Oil 3| gallons
Sundries
Chain and belt

Registration -

Driving licence

Revenue
Insurance
Depreciation

Total

Total mileage covered, 4,942 miles.

This works out at 1.09d. per mile. Now I have seen

many riders' experiences from time to time in your paper,

but find them vary very much. If I had done a greater

mUeage, it would have reduced the cost per mile, but, for

the average rider, 5,000 miles will be as much as he will

care to do for pleasure only.
^

I will now give you a brief explanation of the running
of the machine. I think the Junior Triumph the finest

two-stroke on the road. It climbs hills with the greatest

ease on top gear, and I have not found a hill it will

not take on bottom gear—8J to 1. Most of my riding

has been done in Derbyshire and North Wales, so you will

see I have not .been in flat rural districts. The machine will

. average 25 m.p.h. on good roads. I have not the slightest

hesitation in recommending the Junior Triumph to any
reader of The Motor Cycle who contemplates the purchase
of a two-stroke. BERTRAM WESTALL.

PILLION RIDING.
Sir,—As a waiting customer for delivery of a motor

cycle, I have read with keen interest your paper and all

the expressions concerning pillion riding, particularly as I

am a keen front rider of a tandem cycle. Naturally I have
no actual experience of the addition of a "passenger" on
the balance of a motor cycle, but I have much experience
in tarideming, and I have been wondering wherein is the

difference—allowing for minor differences of set of handle-
bars and saddle position, of course. All cyclists know the

comparative safety of the tandem and its steadiness when
riders are accustomed to it; also given similar speeds {and

down some hills I can ride at between 30 and 40 m.p.h.
between milestones checked by cyclometer and timed), there
seems to me to be little difference. Can any of your readers
give experience as tandemists and pillion drivers ?

Again I wonder—in my ignorance, perhaps—what the
difference may be between a pillion passenger and some of

the heaped-up and heavy luggage one sees on the carriers

of some machines (at holiday times, etc.) Of course, the

falling off of luggage is no loss of life, but surely it does

not fall off with any frequency or else riders would not

carry it, and it cannot inconvenience them much apparently.

I trust that some reader can give information on this

also, as probably there are many prospective new-comers to

motor cycling who would be glad to use the experience
without getting the nasty knocks having it first hand would
entail. JOHN TREWAVAS, Jtra.

i

I

• -
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Oil-

Useful Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists. '

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS. Price By f
Engfland and Wales, Scotland. London "er, cost j
(showing roads into and out of London and avoid- f
jng London}- Mounted on linen. Set of three, 2
complete in case . . j /6 i- /I3 i

"HINTS & TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS," \
Full of useful "wrinkles " and little items of sound

|
advice on the managenjent, repair, equipment, and f
general care of a motor cycle. It will be found \
invaluable to all those who are thinking of over- |
hauling their machines. Sixth edition {2nd Teprint) 2/- 2/^ S

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from I

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4 ?
or of leading Booksellers and Railway Bookstalls. I
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rt selection olquestions ot general interest leceived from readers and our replies thereto. AU questions should De addressed to tne Editor, " flie Motor Jycie,
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondent!
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing le^i
uestions should be marked "Legal '^ in the left>hand corner of envelope, and should be keot distinct from questions bearing; on technical subjects-

When IS Ignition Advanced'
I have a 1915 3^ h.p. twin-

CT cylinder T-T. Indian, and I shall

I > j
be greatly obliged if you will

-^ answer the following questions:

(1.) How to time the ignition to

obtain best results (2-) How can I tell

whether the spark is advanced or re-

tarded? (3.) Is it advisable to send a

carburetter for overhaul, or obtain a

new one?—W.I. P.

(1.) Time ignition thus: Fully retard the
magneto control, revolve engine until

piston is at the top of the firing stroka, and
connect up the magneto with the contact
breaker points just separated. (2.) In

ascertaining which is the advanced posi-

tion, remove the contact breaker rover,

notice the direction in which the arn^ .lure

revolves, then operate the control until

the segments move as far as possible in

the opposite direction- This will be the
fully advanced position- (3-) If the carbu-
retter is not seriously deranged your local

repairer should be capable of tuning it

up for you

Knocking.

(1-) My machine is fitted with
a B- and B. carburetter- At the
base of the jet chamber is a small

lever which can be rotated in

either direction. What effect has
this? (2.) When travelling at about
17 m.p.h. my engine runs well, but on

opening up the throttle it develops a

loud knocking, which cannot be cured
by either reducing the air or retarding

the spark. What might cause this?

(3.) Should the crank case be periodi-

cally drained of oil, and-, it so, how
often? There is a small cock at the
bottom of the crank case, but I can get

no flow from it-— B.C.S.

(1.) The B. and B. carburetter to which
you refer- is the 1912-13 variable jet model.
On removing the float chamber, which also

combines the jet platform, you will find

that the small lever operates a cam-shaped
piece which covers and uncovers the jet

j
orifices. These should be fully open when

I the lever is in the forward and outward
I
position. (2.) The knocking in your

1 engine Is apparently due to pre-ignition.
! The cylinder and piston probably need
'; decarbonising, also you might try a spark-
ing plug with stouter electrodes. Tire
engine may require a little more oil. You
do not state the horse-power, but if it Is

a 3i h.p. single give one pumpful every
eight or ten miles. (3.) The crank case
.•should be drained of oil every 500 or 600
miles. Possibly the drain tap you speak
of is stopped up. In which case it will be
necessary to clear it with a piece of wire.

Removing Magneto Spiockei.

You kindly gave me your ad-

vice on my 1912 5-6 h.p. twin
Rex, and the machine now runs
well, but the blow -back through
the carburetter is just as bad in

spite of new springs and valves. I put
it down to overlapping of valves in

front cylinder, as both exhaust and
inlet valves are slightly open at the
same time. On attempting to rectify

this I could not remove the magneto
sprocket (Bosch), thus holding back
part of chain cover. (1.) Is this

sprocket a driving fit? (2.) How can
I remove it? (3.) Can I rectify this

overlapping of valves in the front
cylinder without upsetting the back
cylinder?—C-S.

(1.) The magneto sprocket is fitted on a
tapered shaft. , (2.) On some models of

the Rex, the lock-nut may be taken out,

reversed, and screwed into a recess at the
end of the sprocket, when it butts against
the shaft and withdraws the sprocket. If

yours is not of this type, remove the
lock-nut, and while pulling on the
sprocket give the end of the shaft a
smart blow, using a brass punch or a
piece of hard wood to protect the threads,

(3.) In the 1912 twin Rex, the valves are
both operated off the same cam ; therefore
it will be impossible for you to alter the
overlapping

An Early Scott.

Having an old type pump
without sight-feed on my Scott,

I find the oil in the tuVes con-

stantly pumping up out of the

filler cap, and have to run with
the automatic device cut off and use

"the pump as a hand feed only. I wrote
to the makers, but got a reply to the

effect that the trouble was inherent
with this type of pump I I could not

get a sight feed lubricator, so looked
Into the cause. It is this. Instead oi

the oil hole in crank case registering
with the pump when the maximum
suction occurs in the engine crank
case, it registers when the piston is

almost at the bottom ! Is it possible
for me to shift the outer main roller

race round to the correct position? I

had the crankshaft out once, but did
not touch this ring. How can it have
shifted round? Both crank cases are
alike.—S.A.R.

As the Scott Co- inform you that the
trouble is common with the type of oil

pump fitted to your machine, we scarcely
think you will be able to effect a com-
plete cure. The main roller race is

pressed into the crank case, and we
scarcely think it advisable for you to
attempt to move the position of this.

We suggest experimenting with petroil

lubrication as an alternative.

MOTOR CYCLE TESTERS.
The competition men in embryo. An every-day scene at the 1 rmmph Works

B29
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Overheated Two-stroke.

I should be very much obliged
to you if you could explain why

:

(1.) The crank case of my 2\ h.p.

Radco gets very hot, so hot, in

fact, that the timing chain, which
was heavily oiled, became absolutely dry
and fast when the engine cooled after

a thirty-mile run. (2.) What amount
of oil should there be in the crank case ?

I use one measure of oil to half a gallon
of petrol. (3.) The petrol consumption
is very heavy, about 34 m.p.g.—R.B.

(1.) Probably the piston rings of your
engine are carboned in their grooves. As
they will most probably break when
removing them, it will be necessary to fit

new ones. No doubt this is the cause of

your engine running so hot. (2.) You re-

quire one part of oil to si.xteen of petrol.

(3.) The heavy petrol consumption is no
doubt due to the engine being out of tune.

Overhaul the petrol system for leaking
joints, also reduce the level if necessary.

Speed liming.

Owing to the makers having
ignored my query, may I ask
you for information re the valve
timing of my 3^ h.p. horizontal
opposed o.h.v. twin? What is

the best timing for speed work? I had
occasion to take the engine down, and
the timing wheels are not marked.

—

H.F.

We suggest the following- timings for

your engine—the more suitable of the
two will need to be found by experi-
ment or by examination of the dwell of

your cams. Normal Setting.—Inlet opens
10° after top dead centre ; inlet closes
20° after bottom dead centre. Exhaust
opens 40° before bottom dead centre ; ex-

haust closes 10° after top dead centre.

Speed Setting.—Inlet opens 10° before
top dead centre ; inlet closes 10° after

bottom dead centre. Exhaust opens 55°

before bottom dead centre ; exhaust closes

on top dead centre. Ignition.—^FuUy ad-
vanced 9 mm. before top dead centre.

Standard and T.T. Models.

I should be glad if you would^ answer the following : (1.) Is

> there any difference in the engine
-iJ of the New Imperial 2| h.p.

motor cycle and the T.T. model
of the same make ? (2. ) What is the
speed of the T.T. model? (3.) What
is the capacity of oil and petrol in the
tank? (4.) Will this bicycle take a
light sidecar? (5.) Do you really re-

commend this machine for touring ?

—

G.W.L.

(1.) There is probably very little dif-

ference in the engines fitted to the New
Imperial standard and T.T. models, but
the latter no doubt receives special atten-

tion as regards tune. (2, ) The maximum
speed on the road should be somewhere
in the region of 45 m.p.h. (3.) The
capacity of the tank is about one and a
half gallons petrol and one quart oil.

(4.) This machine would take a light

sidecar, but we do not recommend these
small machines for serious sidecar work,
as it is altogether unfair to the engine
to expect it to undertake work for which
it was never designed. (5.) For solo

touring you would find this machine quite
satisfactory.

The Stormey Gear Box.

I have a 1919 Model H Triumph,
^T] two weeks old, which I have
^ ridden 800 miles solo. (1.) With
-2J the middle gear in position there

is at least lin. play between the

belt pulley and the chain sprocket on
the gear box before the drive is taken
up. This is sometimes felt when run-
ning on the road slowly on top. There
is about iin. play on top and bottom
gears. (2.) Is the following method o'f

descending long hills in any way detri-

mental to the transmission? Declutch
and slip into neutral. Run down hill

in neutral, and at the bottom, before
the machine has come to rest, restart

with the kick-starter, and bring the
gear lever into the middle or top accord-
ing to speed? (3.) Recentlj', after a run
of about seventy miles, with a total of

about 800, when coasting down hill in

this manner a most distressing inter-

mittent grinding and scraping noise pro-
ceeded from the gear box. I stopped
and ran the engine on the stand for a
few seconds with the gear lever in
neutral and the scraping noise was still

in evidence. I put about three pump-
fuls of oil in the gear box with the
squirt, though it seemed to be well
lubricated. What was the cause of this
noise? (4.) How often should the
Triumph gear box be lubricated? If

the oil runs through to tire clutch and
causes slipping, as, I understand, often
happens, should the clutch be taken
down and the plates dried? (5.) Can the
clutch be slipped pretty considerably
without harm?—E.L.S.M.

(1.) The play, or backlash, in your gear
box certainly appears slightly more than
normal, but we cannot fliink that there
is anything to worry about, as the design
of the gear wheels necessitates a fairly
large amount of play. (2.) ~Your method
of descending hills is not to be recom-
mended, since it is easily possible for the
gears to jump into engagement. (3.)

Possibly this happened (see No. 2). (4.)

Lubricate the gear box every 500 miles.
Should oil reach the clutch plates it may
be necessary to clean them, but this
trouble will not occur if the gear box is

not over-lubricated. (5.) The clutch may
be used freely in traffic or for descending
hills.

READERS' REPLIES.

Petroil- on Scotts.

Further to the letter by Mr. Chas.
Harby in the issue of August 7th, we
should like to say that we have known
many riders who use the petroil system
with success ; but we think that Mr.
Harby's quantity of oil is excessive.
The proportions giving the best results
vary slightly on individual machines,
but, as a rough guide, it will be found
that half a pint of oil to two gallons of

petrol (i.e., one tankful) as a maximum,
and quarter of a pint to two gallons as
a minimum, will be ample.

—

The Scott
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd. ; N. 0. Vinter,
Capt., Sales Manager.

Magneto Ignition.

Under the above heading, "B.S.A." is

in doubt with regard to the apparently
conflicting advice given to Mr. H. E.
Porter to remove the glaze from the

AUGUST 2isl, igigS

carbon brush on an N.S.U. low-tension
magneto, and that of Mr. A. P. Young,
who says that the glaze on a carbon bru.sh

does not affect the working of a magneto.
As a matter of fact, both are correct as

regards the machines to which they

allude. The magneto of an N.S.U. is

really a low voltage dynamo, supplying
current to" a coil—taking the place of an
accumulator, in fact. The voltage is

probably not more than 4 or 5 volts, and
the glaze (which more often than not is

composed of oil or grease and dirt) is

practically a non-conductor at this

pressure, and will not allow the current

to pass through it. It is quite conceiv-

able that either a glazed brush or a dirty

commutator will prevent such a machine
from generating enough current for the

coil. JMr. l''oung doubtless refers to the

high-tension brush of an ordinary mag-
neto, and he is, of course, correctr Here
one deals with an infinitesimal amount of

current and a very high voltage (nearer

4,000 than 5), and no amount of glaze

would affect it ; in fact, there is no need
for the high-tension brush to touch the

slip ring at all. When the primary circuit

is broken, the resultant high-tension cur-

rent will seek to complete its- circuit via

the brush, high-tension wire, and plug,

and, even if the brush is not touching,- it

will jump to it from the slip ring, pro-

vided the distance is less than that of the

safety gap. As a matter of fact, in some
American ignition systems the revolving

distributer is never actually in contact

with the high-tension wires at all, the

spark merely jumping across when the

contacts are opposite each other. At the

same time, of course, it is necessary to

keep the low-tension brush of a magneto
clean, as well as the platinum points, as

they are in the primary circuit, which
is comparatively heavy in current and
low in voltage.

—

Clevedonian.

- EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Can anyone give me his experiences

of the F.R.S. magneto lighting, set as

fitted to a Douglas (or other twin

machine), as regards (1) quality of light

given at fast and slow speeds
; (2) effects,

detrimental or otherwise, on spai^ki

at slow speeds, and on the magneto?-^'
W.H.S. :

'

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Leicester to Llandudno.—H.P.

Leicester, Hinckley, Atherstone, Fai_

ley, Brownhills, Wellington, Shrewsbu^
Oswestry, Llangollen, Oorwen, Pe
Voelas, Llanrwst, Llandudno. Appr^
mately 240 miles.

Coventry to Swanage.—L.J.
Coventry, Kenilworth, Warwick,

lesbourne, Ettington, Halford, MoretoK
in-the-Marsh, Stow-on-the-Wold, Bourtoil'

on-the-Water, Cirencester, Malmesbffii5|;i

Chippenham, Melksham, Westbury,
minster, Shaftesbury, Blandford,
ham, Swanage.

BoscoMBE TO Preston.—S.L.S.

Boscombe, Blandford, Shaftesbury

Bath, Stroud, Gloucester, Woreesteri

Kidderminster, Bridgnorth, Whitchursfc
Warrington, Wigan, Preston. Apprcffli

mately 270 miles. >
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

fkddiaonal word, Sach paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trada advertisers will be quoted on

application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment tor

idvertisements should be made payable._—T'coT
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed_^-*—

"

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements m this section should be

iccompanied with remittance, and be addressed

;p the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

ij^ould be posted in time to reach the offices oi

'The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

rudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday

norning previous to the day of issue.

AU letters relating to advertisements should

juote the number which is printed at the end of

mch advertisement, and the date of the issue

n which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

)r printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

ddressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

/hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

igistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
J the advertisement charge, which must include the
ords Box 000, c (o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
ill appear in the advertisement. AU replies should be
Idressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

;.C.4.. Replies to Box Number adveriisemefits containing

•.mittances should be sent by registered post, but in all suck
ises it is advisahle-4o inake use of the Deposit System.

lathe case ol motor cycles oSereil lor sale under a box
umber, as it Is unusual for these to be sold without Orst

aing Inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

iclUtate business by embodying in their advertisements
ime mention ot the district in whicli the car offered

1
Lay be seen and tried.

I a»- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
i Persons who hesitate to-send money to unknown persons
ay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

{eposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
otor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
lodsis three days, and ii a sale is effected we remit the
iaount to the seller, but. If not, we return the amount
the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
triage one way. For all transactions up to £io, a
:posit fee of i/-'is charged; on transactions over £io
id under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75,5/-;
'er £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
er £100, ^ %. All deposit matters are dealt with at
, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
iers should be made payable to IlifEe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
iication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
e Deposit System. Other advertisers may b6 equally
sirous, but have not advised us to that efiEect.

I

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

swer to their enquiries are requested to regard tbe
isnce as an indication that the goods advertised have
[ead; been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so
liny enquiries that it is quite impossible to lepl; to
[lb one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A B.O.-Caflyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, dlstribnters lor
^-* au'-sex. are booking orders for earliest deliveriea.

jfONES' Garage, special agents for A.B.C., Broad-
Ln,"^'- Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.
OTth Fmchley. [2930
NeOW Bros.. High St., Guildford, have contriiuted
^ largely lor the new A.B.O. Order now for
.Jrheat delivery. [5298

^ANCpUET'S Garage, Stamford, lor A.B.O.'!; eole
- distributing agent lor Soke of Peterboro' and
onntj of Eutland

; particulars and iUnstrntions on
Hineit. rX9724

1

WAUCHOPE'S,

9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, E.G.

FOR
SQUARE
DEALS
AND

VALUE.

We have the best stock of second-
hand machines in "London. New
machines offered for sale from stock.

The latest 1919

6 h.p. J.A.P. Twin
Cylinder Engines

1 ram stock, Trade Supplied, Terms on applica-
tion; these Include extras. 60 Engines for

Immediate delivery, £43 lOs, each.

Second-hand Engines taken in
part payment. GOOD PRICE

ALLOWED.
Makers' Guarantee.

Book your igig new machine
now, it is never too late. We
are City agents for all the best

makes of British Motor Cycles,

such as Triumphs, Douglas,

Enfield, Ariel, Royal Ruby,
Rover, Matchless, New
Imperial, Allon, A.J.S., Bat,

B.S.A., Calthorpe, Blackburne,

Bradbury, Chater Lea, Clyno,

Number, James, Levis, Norton,

Quadrant, Rex, Rudge, Singer,

Sunbeam, Williamson, Zenith,

etc.

Also book for 1920, when available.

Second-hand machines taken in part
payment and present market value
allowed. There is no responsibility

in booking a machine, you get the
opportunity of taking a machine
booked in turn when available.

Should delivery be too late, we then
offer it to the next in turn, and your
booking responsibility ceases.

In any transaction you will be
certain to get fair treatment from

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4

'Phone: Holborn, 5777.

Telegrams : Opiflcer, London.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED

WAUCHOPE'S invite enquiries
for particulars of their stock of

second-hand and new Light Cars,
Cycle Cars, and Motor Cycles.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

LIVERPOOL and District Agents for A.B.C. riaco
orders dow to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors-

man. Ltd.. 9. Parr St.. Liverpool 10003

A.B.O. Distributors for Radnorshire. Book your
orders now to ensure early delivery.—Owens,

Baveno Garage, Llandiindod Wells. [7863

A.B.O.—Sole agents for these famous machines.
Orders booked now for early delivery.—Chandler,

Beyre. and Williams, Sun St., Uitchin. [0996

A.B.O. — Book early and prevent disappointment.
Specification and full particulars will be sent on

application.—The Spalding Motor Co., Ltd.. Spalding,
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. [56969

A.B.C—Early position on our waiting lists occasion-
ally become vacant again owing to clients pre-

fering immediate delivery of other makes : probably it

is well worth your writing ua; large July deliveries
expected: 200 A.B.C.'s due this season.—DunweU'a
Garage, Wigau. 1X4664

Abingdon.
ABINGDON King Dick, S'Ah.p.. 1913; £32.-5,

Eglon Mews, Primrose Hill, N.W.I. [1641

ABINGDON King Dick Combination, 2-speed gear,
hand clutch, handle starter, chain-belt drive,

complete, lamps and horn; £45: apply after 6.—211,
Queen's Ed., Peckham, S.E. [1686

ABINGDON, King Dick, SVoh.p., 3 speeds, clutch,
top-hole condition, finished black and gold, all

accessories ; £53 ; lightweight part exchange.

—

Decourcy, Frankfort St., Birmingham. [1635

4h.p. Abingdon King Dick, clutch, free engine, good
tyres, tubes, and belt, all accessories, this machine

is in perfect mechanical order ; any trial ; ready for

your holiday tour; £44/10.—After 6, Taylor, 24, Mid-
land Terrace, Willesaen Junction, N.W.IO. [1252

DEPOSITS
SPECIAL NOTICE.

The attention oi Advertisers is ca.led ^o cbe

fact that Deposits are now dealt witl. -it

20,Tudor St, London, E.C.4,

to which address all communications relating

to deposits should be directed

4.J.S.

A.J.S. Specialists and Agents: The Walsall Garage,
Walsall. TeL: .444. [5601

JACK HEALY. Cork.— OfBelal A.J.S. agent—Garaue
and ^-orks. Dtinan St. [X8336

4h.p. A.J.S., Bosch, B. and B.. fust, 16gn3. ; offers.—
172, New Bain St., Plaistow. [X9452

(^ROW Bros.. High St., Guildford, A.J.S. agents
^ «ince 1912.— Deliveries have begun. [4085

1 013-14 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., splendid condition,
Ai' lamp, born, speedometer, etc.; f105.—Macinillnn.
King's Langley, Herts. ^ [X9317

A.J.S. 1919 6h.p. Military Model, newj in crate: best
offer over £135 secmes; seen any time.—29, St.

Leonard's St., Bromley-by-Bow. [1550

1 Q19 A.J.S. Combination, complete all accessories.
-I-*/ beautiful, perfect turnout; £185.-Robertr;, 8,

Pen-y-Bryn, Old Colwyn, N. Wales. [1165

A.J.S., 1915, 6h.p., sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, kirk
starter, just been overhauled and enamelled

;

£110.—Gilbertson, 13, Pishergate, York. [X9501

A.J.S., 1915, 2Yiii-V-, 3 speeds, kick start, hand
clutch, 2 lamps, norn, speedometer, perfect order;

£65.-21, Barmouth Rd., Wandsworth, S.W. [1116

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1913, excellent order and
running condition, electric horn, lamps, and

acetylene; what offers?-Holmes, Oatleys, Ledburv.
[X9195

A.J.S.—E.^eter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd ,

Bath Rd.. Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., Ply-
mouth. Sole agents. Now booking for earliest de-

hveries fonn?

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1915, inter-changeable
wheels; £140; want lower power combination.

P. and M., Douglas, Sunbeam, or offer.—R., 24, Fulliani
Rd., S.W.3. [X9720

A.J.S. 2^jlh.p.,- 1914-15, tyres new. overhauled, re-

enamelled, replated, speedometer, Lucas, acces-
sories; £65, offer.—Write, Smith, 27, Howlcy Place,
Paddington, W. [1497

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S., 3-speed^ chitch, C.B. sidecar, speedometer and
Meek hooter, just overhauled, enamelled, and

plated, tyres as new; a bargain, £100.-2, Schubert
Rd., E. Putney.

'

[1368

A.J.S., 2?;lh.p. XT., 2 spSeds, clutch model, just

been thoroughly OTerhauled, fipeedometer, lamps,
etc., good tvres; i55.—Premier Motor Garage, ll.i.

Stone St... Gravesend. [X9474

A.J.S. 1919 6h.p. Combination, complete, new 2

weeks ago, done 120 miles, Cowey speedometer.
Klaxon motor horn, tools, spares; £180, or offer.—41,
Vicarage Rd,, Eastbourne. [1700

\ .J.S. 1916 6h.p. Combination, hood, wind screen.
4i spare wheel, 3 new tyres, Lucas dynamo lighting

set, electric horn, speedometer; £150.—Shaw, St.

Mary's Camp, Dunwich, Suffolk. [1565

-A .J.S. Conibination, 1914, hood, screen, speedometer.
XX liiiups, IClaxon : £105. Also Harlev-Pavidson,
1914, overhauled, enamelled, and plated; £85.—Pugh.
East Bainet Bd., New Bainet. [1860

A.J.S. 1916 Combination, mileage under 5,000, fitted

hood, screen, extra seat, electric lights, speedometei.
4 detachable wheels, almost as new; £150, bought car.—
S., 95, Acre Laue, Bri.xton, S.W. [150E

A.J.S. Combination, 1919, just deliTered, spare
wheel, oversize tyres, screen, stormproof apron,

tools: best offer over £175; will drive outfit any-
ivhere.—Styles, Bloxwich, Walsall. [X9651

4h.p. A.J.S. C.B. Combination, 1916, insurance,
wind screen, lamps, spar'es, and tools, complete,

low mileage and exceptional condition throughout

;

London district; offers.—Box L3.523, o/o The Motor
Cycle. - . - [1348

LATE 1917. 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, lamps, horn,

new Easting wind screen. Tan-sad saddle, spare

rover and tube, absolutely as new, not done 1.000.

seen any time; best offer over £160.—Lee, Outfitter.

Axbridge.
. ,

[X.&74T

J Q19 K.3.S. Combination, delivered May 20th, only
1-^ done 800 miles, lamps, horn, etc., enamelled
black, glass screen, hood, cover, spare wheel, perfect

condition, does 65 m.p.g. ; combination at Staff College,

Camberley, Surrey; £180, or near offer.—Reply, Major
Cumberbatch, George Hotel, Buxton. [X9497

I Oig 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, delivery London.
i-tT fairly certain next week, front, rear, sidecar

lamp= Lucas horn, Watford speedometer, with special

V.J.S. hub flttiug, all new; insuranco; best offer over

£190, or part exchange unused 1919 2-!4 Douglas.—

Voung, The Great House, Lodsworth, Petworth, Sussex.

A J.S: Spares; engine and gear box repairs; iikmui.-

delivery.—Cvril Williams. Chapel Ash Depot, Wol
terhamptou. T.A. : Parts. 1108P

4Udays.

ALLON —Catfyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, tor deiiven
shortly. [001-

A LLON.—Quick delivery, single-speed models, limited^ number.—Parker's, Deausgate, Manchester.
[X9682

ALLON, 1919, 2^'ih.p., special model, accessories,

complete; 65 gns.—" Fairhaven," Wavertree Ed,
South Woodfoid. [1201

ALLDAYS -Mlon, 1916, 2%ih.p., excellent condition

and appearance accessories; £50-^1, Macoma
Terrace. Plumstead. [1625

ALLDAYS Alton Latest Model de Luxe.—Write, or

'phone. F. J. Atkin, Glenlea, Dulwich Common,
S.E.21. Sydenham 1664. (1298

JUNES' Garage, special agents, lor Alldays Allon.

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.iO, and Woodside
J>arade. North Finchley. [2931

1 C)19 Allon, perfect, electric horn. Miller head lamp;
M.U 55 gns.: buying combination.—Cole. Dentist. 65.

Broomwood Rd., Clapham Junction. [1626

1 015 Alldays-Matchless 2}<h.p. single-speed 2-stroke.

J-t^ excellent condition, stored 3 years: £38.-

Georg© and Dragon, Cosham, Hants. [1815

ALLON, lat« 1916, 2?4h.p., 2-speed, mechanically per

feet, expert examination, complete less gear box

;

fliean £40; seen Brentwood.—Box 152, c/o The Molot

Cycil
* [X9223

ALLDAYS Allon, 1919, 2-stroke, single-speed, brand

new, just arived, not ridden ; at makers' price,

£65- first one secures.—Wilkins, Simpson and Co.. 11.

Hammersmith Ed., London. [1285

ALLDAYS^Matchless 1916 3y2h.p., fitted with new
engine, condition as new, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, tools; £60, or offer; also sidecar, re-upholstered

and repainted; £8.-257, Cavendish Ed., Balham,
S.W. [1701

ALLON, 1919, very latest model, 2%h.p., 2-speed, free

eusine and chitch, fitted with electric liphting set

horn, all accessories complete: only done 25 miles. Sens-

pray and E.I.O., perfect condition and running order;

iide away bought car; 78 gns.—Harrop, Abergele. [1882

EASTERN
GARAGE
ON PRICES.

In pre-war times certain unscrupulous dealers,

having no business qualities to conamend

tl?em to the prospective, purchaser- of- a motor

cycle, resorted to the short-sighted policy of

secretly cutting prices.' In this way- they

obtained orders from misguided clients who

overlooked the fact that " ftrst co&t " is not

the most impoctant factor for coosideEation

when purchasing a motor cycle.

To-day, when the demand for machines ^o

much exceeds the number available, those

same dealers are practising the equally iniquit-

ous and suicidal policy of asking prices quite

absurd for almost useless crocks, and by de-.

manding enormous premiums for- the new

machines the/ are able to. obtain from the

manufacturers.

i3oth these practices ai« a distinct breach

ot faith with the manufacturers, and both

operate to the disadvantage of the retail pur-

chaser in different ways.

When an Ageut enters into a contract with

a manufacturer for the supply of motor cycles,

one of the most important clauses of the agree-

ment he signs is his undertaking to re-sell the

manufacturer's good:^ oaly at fixed li&t price...

In departing from this either by charging

less or more than list price, an Agent is t^uilty

of brealiing a solenm compact with the raan.i-

lactiurer, and in so doing, proclaims him-

ielf unworthy ot the confidence of the motorin;

public.

Throughout the whole ot the twelve years

Th: Eastern Garage Company have been

established, it has bee i their inaexible rule

to adhere strictly to List prices, and, whilst

in pre-war days they relied upon ' service

to customers " and not price cutting to secure

uusiness, the^ are now equally determin'^d

to maintain minimum list prices, and are able, i

'

itate that nof a single new motor cycle has

been sold by them at anything but fixed ret^a

price.

iJnder no circumstances will The Eastern

Garage Company depart from this policy

regarding prices, and they are equally deter-

mined to adhere to their rule of deliverin

machines to customers strictly in the rotation

m which their orders are placed..

[f you r-equire a new motor cycle, send- you.

inquiry to us. We are Agents for all the

desirable makes, and you can depend upon

receiving scrupulously fair treatment, both

in price and delivery.

Ariel

EIEL, 2^..Ui.p. Bosch mag., running order;

oft'er.— Flint's Garage, Grays;
£20. or
[1184A

CROW IJros., High St., Gnildford.—Ariel agents since

1913, 1919 aeliveries have begun. [5299

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & H.U.

4 l8,fiomfordRoad,ForcstGate,E.7
Telephone—490 East Ham.

Telegrams
—

" Egaraco London."

A34 All letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at the end ol each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ArieL

3jLh.p. Ariel Combination, in pood running order;
2 £65.-73, Lyndhurst Grore, Peckham, S.E. [1219

J0NE3 Garage, special agents lor Ariels, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. "
~

' [2929

AltlEL, 3V2h.p. and 6'71i.p. ; early deliveries.—P.
Speakman, ~ Ariel Expert. 7; " Rochdale Hi,

Harpurhey Manchester. [5269

ARIEL Combination, 4h.p., 3-speedj clutch, lamps,
splendid condition; ^£62/10.—Grant, 16, Manson

Mews, S. Kensington. [1440

AEIEL, 3y2h.p., 2-speed, Bosch, fine machine: bar-

gain, £28.—Speechley, 1, Guunersbury Lane,
Acton Hill, London, W.3. [1463

31h.p. Ariel C.B. Combination; £55;. 3-sp«6d and
2 kick sUghtly out of order.— 19, Wilcox Ed., South

Lambeth, London, S.W.S. [1429

AEIEL, 3h.p., splendid engine, Bosch, good tyrea,

less belt and mudguard, slight repairs; fiist

ehetiue, £11.—The Supply Stores, Strabane. [S9600

Q3.h.p. Ariel, coil, engine overhauled, good tyres, new
'VA brakes, hooter, battery; first M.O. *15j carnags
paid in England.—R.J., 330, St. Peter's St., IpsWich.

[X9205

ARIEL Combination, 1916, 6h.p., perfect condition,

valuable spares; £140, offer' considered.—No. 1,

Ashley Villas, Victoria Av., Grappenhall, Cheshire.
[S9489

OLD Type Ariel, mag., could be made good mount,

£1S, or cycle and cash; also old type Triumpa
engine and carburetter, no tank, *5, or lady's cycle.—

Murphy, Stationer, Blackridge. [X9193

BIEKENHEAD.-1919 3y2h.p Ariel, Sunbeam Mill^

lord sidecar, Lucas head Itimp, eleotrio tail,

Klaxon, spare tubes and tools, in fir^t-class order, new

April, under 2,000; trial; £135.-Box 145, cM The

Motor Cycle. [X9214

6-7h p Ariel 1919 Combination, purchased (makers)

end ot May, done about 1,000 miles, aocessones

include 3 lamps, horn. Cameo windscreens, luggage car-

rier to sidecar; any trial; oflers.-Mead, 2, Walton Kd.,

Lower Walton, Warrington. lAat/d

Q.ih.p Ariel, 3-sp6Gd countershaft, kick start, and
*>2 cane torpedo sidecar, just overhauled, rehushea,

and new cyl., sprockets chain, valves, springs, anil

cups and cones for wheels fitted.; any trial; 90 gn?.-?

G. George. Louvain, Duncombe Ed., Goldalming, Surj^.

ARIEL 4h.p. Combination, 1912, variable gear,^ 36-

compressor, Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,

new tyres and belt, himps, mechanical horn, speedo-

meter, spares, etc., stored 3% years, and just beet

overhauled; trial; £45; alter 6 30, or Saturaay a tor.

noon or Sunday.-Chidcock, 2, Cbase Bridge, Wh'ttQ^

Ed., Twickenham, Middlesex. Li.»'Uv

*rno

ARNO 1914 3i/>h.p., mileage under 500 miles, U
new, perfect; £50.—Tatham, 73, Westbouraf

Park Rd., W.2. 'Phone: Park 350. [179.

AEND 3V2h.p., 1914 T.T. model, racing cams, goot

running order, new lamps, everything complete

£33.—Perren, 6, Neeld Crescent, Hendon. -[1261

Auto- Wheels.

AUTO.WHEEL, splendid order: £14; seen running.---

93. High St., Northfleet, E;eut, [1121

AUTO-WHEELS, 3 models £12^^to. ^l^T,"^;, ?
Parkes and Co., 27, High St., Netting Hill Gfltt

Loudon. [IS"

WALL 1915 Model de Luxe, .splendid conditioo

with shock absorber; trial; seiS.-Whitche.

Pickworth, Stamford. [i.92U.

AUTO-WHEEL, model de luxe, and Premier oyole

£25; splendid condition, good hilUUmber :
Mi

gain.—Alderton, 10, West St., Beigate. - [115

AUTO-WHEEL de Luxe, used summer 1914 onl!

with or without lady's special bicycle, perfe;

condition.—Box L3,486, c/0- Thf Motor Cycle. tlM

Bat,

BAT-JAP 4h.p. Bosch, B. and B., pull anythini

rid4 away, £32; sidecar, £4/10.-Bajtlett, Milton

on-Sea, Hants. ^'"

BAT-J A.P. Combination, 8h.p., 2-speed, clutol

W P Bosch mag P. and il. lamps, spcei

ometer and spares; £80; perfect running order.-,

F.Hine Grove Gospel Oak, N.W.5. [14t|

Blackburne.

CEOW Bros., High St.. Guildford, are old bMsj
bume agents, and can givg early deliveries. .15SI|

STANLEY RUSSELL Newport, sole Isle 0! Wig
[

agent for Blackburne motors; early delivery

BLAOKBURNE.-Sole agents. Book now for eui

delivery.-Chandler. Eeyle, and WiUiaips, Smi t'

Flitchin.
^™

BLAOKBUENE, 1914, 4h.p., Sturmey-ArCher
speed gear box, chnin-cum-belt, accessories. Si

beam coach sidecar; oSers over f 100.—Eamni, d'

stone, Surrey. [*96J,

advertisement, and the date ol the iKue.
'^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

ONES' Garage, special agents for Blackburnes,
13road\vay, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

rade. North Finchley. [2932

iLACKBUKN 1919 4h.i)., sinsle-cyl., 3-speed,
counter-shalt, clutch, and kick starter, used for

few miles only.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
.. Camomile St., E.C.3. [0552

ILACKBUBNE, 1916, 3i,4h.p., 3-speed Sturmcr-
Archer countershaft gear, h.b. clutch, large Lucas

3P set, tail lamp. Lircas horn, tyres good, belt nnd
lin practically new, enamel and plating excellent,
^ry conceivable spare, completo tool kit. fitted with
19 Milllord sidecar. bon.!rht new fortnight ago- £100
h, no oflers.-W. Austen Fell-Smith, Deer I'ark,
luiton, Devon. [X9612

BlumSeld.
(LUMFIELD, 3yjh.p., fixed. 1912-13, semi-T T

,

» Simms luag., Hutchinsons, good running order;
:er 4; £35.^43, Lick-hill Ed.", Stourport. [X9713

Bradbury.
[RADBURY.—Order now for early delivery.—Agents.
\

Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell
^- [1759
h.p. Bradbury Comljination. 2-speed. kick start for

2-speed lightweight; sell £60.—Old Hall, Coton
ncaster. [X9805'

ih.p. 2-speed Free Engine Bradbury and Sidecar,
4 good coridition; trial; SS5, or near.-Boon,
itfield Peverel, Essex. [1386
h.p. Bradbury Motor Cycle, complete, less magnetoand carburetter: bargain, £12.-5, Oakland Ter-
j6, Koss. Merelordehire. [X9408
JEADUtTEY.-For the earliest possible deliveries of

J^'-?,,
moMs.-The Walsall Garage. Wolverhamp-

1 SI., Walsall. Tel.: 444. [6606
'EADBDRY.—Immediate delivery 1919, 6h.p.. hand

and foot controlled clutch, solo or combination
'arker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X9684
>RA.DBUKY, 4h.p., T.T., N.S.U. 2-speed, free en-

gine, new belt, tyres as new. Bosch mag.; £35,
ir offer.—Davy, 55, Newton Rd., Faversham. [1244

iRADBlTRY 4h.p. Coachbuilt Underslung Combina-
tion, 2-speed clutch, kick start, speedometer,

res; trial; £70; after 6 p.m.—15, Caird St., Queen's
rk, W.IO. [1797
|RADBURY, 4h.p., N.S.U. gear, wicker sidecar, new

Dunlop back tyre and belt, lamps, tools, and
res. iplendid condition; £48; ride awav.—66, Recrea-

[u Rd., Tilehurst, Reading. [1251

a 14 4h.p. Bradbury, S^ipeed, lamps, horn, also
I' coachbuilt sidebar, all in perfect condition; any

\'i\ r. S

"" J"l'ane« lightweight, cash adjustments.
1 71, Ciulson Ed., Coventry. [X9854
'rKADBURY 1913-14 4h.p., Brampton multi gear,
j' kick start, Bosch mag.. Dunlop studded tyres,
J|ips. horn, ftc, just overhauled, any trial; £47;
;
ker sidecar for same, £5; exchanges.—R. D. "Varty
indersley, Essex. [1574

': RADBUEY Late 1915 6h.p. C.B. CKjmbination, 3
2

speeds, free engine, kick start, countershaft, de-
IJUable back wheel, Binks carburetter. Bosch mag.,
s'^mps. renerators. foot pump, spares, thoroughly
ft hauled by makers this year, not run for 2 years;
It offer secures; war injury cause of sale.—4, Edgelev
la, Stockport. [X9794

J Broufih
IROUGH, 3-speed, in good running order, new belt
J, and back tyre, lamps, and horn; SsO.—Ball,
i>ire, Somerset. ' [X9739
tlUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of
*; Man Only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co..
LJial Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7039

JROUGH, S'/jh.p., horizontal twin, T.T., special en-
-\ gine. fast machine, for immediate sale, owner
t|ng delivery of new combination; £65. — Corner
ilise, Links Rd., Epsom. [1434

Brown.
J-h.p. 3-speed Brown, B. and B., Bosch, lamps;
*-f £40.-27, London Rd., St. Albans. [1821

IROWN. SVoh.p., perfect running condition ; £26,^ bargain.—Fox, o/o Charts, Fairgreen, Mitcham.
[1147

B.S.A.
S.A., 1919. chain-cum-belt. done 250 miles; £100 —
46, Cottingham Rd.. Hull. [X9204

ll9 B.S.A., Model E, ridden few miles; offers over
£90.—Hough, Lenmore, Walsall. [X9402

i-A. Sole District a-gents; book now.—The Walsall
Oarage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. Tel.: 444

J J. „ , [5602
3.A.—Order immediately, second-hand machines
in stock.—Parker's, Deansgate, Manchester.

''•^' 1917 Combination, all accessories, as new

;

£100; any time.—C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow, E.3.

Tl- A „,,. [1602
J-i';'^-V, = /2h.p., 2-speed. chain-cum-belt; £30.—Alter
''-I 6, E., 49. Orescent Place, Hackney Rd., London.

[X9201

The joys ot motor
cycling are manifold

—

but they are always

associated with freedom

from mechanical trouble.

From the grateful man-
ner in which hundreds

have written thanking

us for the thorough way
we have repaired their

Sturmey-Archer
or

Armstrong Gear

We are justly conscious

that we have done our

part well

R ECOMMENDED BY

STURMEY-ARCHER Co

We regret, however,
through heavy pressure

on our works at the

present time, we cannot

undertake repairs at

short notice, but you
can rest assured that

orders will be executed

as promptly as possible,

while we are now in a

position to undertake

the immediate repair o7

Sturmey-Archer 'J.S.'

Hubs.

County Engineering Co.

64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,
LONDON, W.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

4 ih.p. B.S.A. 2-6peed combiuatiou. 1913; £65; oil

4 on.—19, Wilcox Kd., South Lambeth, London,
S.W.8. [1423

B.S.A. Combination, 1913, 3V>b.p., fine appearance;
best offer over £70; after 6 p.m.—95, Kins St..

Maidenhead. [1817

B.S.A., 3Y-'ii.p., good condition, free engine, Bo.ech,
and B. and B.; £58.-143, Keston's Rd.. Ber-

mondsey. [X.9769

1Q15U B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft, faultless con-
i iJ dition ; 76 gns.—82, Sterndale Rd., Hammer-
smith, W. [1385

B.S.A. 1914 T.T. Model, lamns, horn, etc., verv
fast, spl-Bndid condition; £50.-1, The Rise,

Crayford, Kent. [1788

JONES' Garage, special agents for B.S.A., Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

N'orth, Finchley. [2919

T<ai7 B.S.A., 4i;h.p., model K, countershaft, fx-
-*-t^ cellent condition, what ofEera.—Tudor, Midlnnd
Bank. Carnarvon. CX9410

£65; 1915 B.S.A. Wih.p., countershaft 3-speed. K.S.,
clutch, perfect mechanical condition.—Gray, 57.

Queen's Rd., Watford. [X9809

T Q14 B.S.A., 3y2li-P-. recently overliauled, and in
J-*-' excellent condition; £^5, no offers.—Wood,
Station Rd., Okehampton. [1586

1Q14 T.T. B.S.A., new condition, mileage 3.600,
-i-*? Cowey, horn, tools; £65.—Harry Fielding.
Tobacconist, Hebden Bridge. [X9723

B.S.A.. 1917, 4i4h.p., model K. chain, belt. Millford
C-B. sidecar, lamps, etc., good condition; £95.-

Wells. Funells Wharf Rd., Rochester. [1128

B.S.A. 4^,ih.p., 1915, Campion coachbuilt sidecar,
3-speed, new chain, running order; Nottingham;

85 gns.—Box L3,512, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1834

B.S.A., 3i,L'h.p., 2-speed, clutch, pedal start, nearly
new tyres, lamps and horn; bargain, first £42

secures.—Kirby, North St., Bourne, Lines, [X9473

B.S.A., 1915. 414b. p., 3-speed, kick, countershaft, nil-

chain drive, lamps, tools, tyres and machine very
good; £70, no oflers.- 1, Kenlor Rd., Tooting. [1403

B.O.A., 19t*, fl'Ah.p., 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar,
good condition, ride awav; £75.—129, Widmore

Rd., Bromley, Kent. "Phone: 351 Bromley. [1110

B.S.A. 4^/4h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, chain and
beU, late model, perfect condition, everything as

new; best offer.—20, Valnay St., Tooting, S.W.
[1477

B.S.A:, 1914, Model K, ond wicker sidecar, 3-speed
countershaft, perfect condition ; £85, no offers

;

any time Sunday.—Harrison, 216, Drakefell Rd., Brock-
ley, S.E.4.

'

[1159

B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed, counter-
shaft, wind screen, lamps, speedometer, bought

March, 1915; £92; after 6 o'clock.-36, David Lane,
Shadwell. [1475

B.S.A. 1916-17 4Uh.p., 3-speed countershaft, over-
hauled, chain-cum-belt, excellent condition; £80.

—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk Farm
Tube Station). [1774

B.S.A. 1917 4i/,h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3
speeds, countershaft, head and rear lamps, horn,

excellent condition; Yorkshire; £115.—Box 169, c/o
The Motor Cycle.

,
[X9734

B.S.A., 1913, chain driven, 2-speed, free engine'; £65;
50 mile trial ride given ; also long goods carrier

to fit same chassis £2 extra.—F. Applebee, 9, Church
Hill, Walthamstow. [1511

B.S.A., Model K, ^V^h.-Q., 1916, equal nevr, unused 2
years, Canoelet sidecar. Cameo windscreen, 100 gns.,

no offers; seen after 6.—Tibbetts, Powko Lane, Black-
hentli, Birmingham. [1359

' .S.AT The Birmingham City Agents and B.S.A.
Specialists, County Cycle and Motor Co., 307

and 308. Broad St. All replacements in stock. Tel.

:

Comocyco, Birmingham. [6311

.S.A. 4^h.p. Motor Cycle Combination for imme-
diate delivery, new and never ridden; price £137.

—Apulv, Eraser, c/o Fmanuel and Sons, 13, Gt. GporRe
St., Manchester Sq., W. [1218

.S.A. 1916 4Vili.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, new tyres, lamps, mechanical horn,

many spares, excellent condition; £25; any trial.—225,
Nanbwich Ed., Crewe. [9955

1
16 B.S.A. Countershaft Combination, as new, fully
equipped, ^20 worth accessories, guaranteed

perfect ; any trial ; 105 gns., or nearest.—17, Marl-
borough Crescent, Bedford Park. [1273

IQ 15-16 B.S.A., Model K, enamelled, overhauled
JLtJ makers April, 1919, 1919 sidecar, wind screen,
lamps, speedometer, spares, new condition; £115.—
12, St. Michael's Terrace, Wood Green. [1302

.S.A. 414b. p. 1919, model K, Palmer cord tyres,
in perfect tune, done 500 miles.—Inspect any time

i\t School House. Stoke Bishop, Bristol, on Avonmouth
'bus route, alight Stoke Druid; or writo to J.O.8.

[S93124ih.p. B.S.A„ 1914, 3-speed C.S. gear, C.B. sidecar.
4 Jones, Lucas lamps, Stewart warner, tyres

sound; 75 gns.—Seen before 6 p.m., 25, Sedgwick Rd..
Leyton, E. ; after, 82, Fallow Court Av., Fiuchley, N.

[1604

advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. 1

B.S.A.

B.S.A., 41411. p., Millford sidecar, 3-speed countersTiaft
geaij all-chain drive, kick start, Stewart speedo-

meter, lamps, horn, new condition ; nearest oflsr to £130;
any evening' alter 6.—W. M., 69, St. Mary's Ed,, lltord.

ri392
B.S.A. 3V2I1.P., 1912, 2-speed, free engine clutch,

Bosch mag., heavy Dunlops, Watsonian light-
weight sidecar, lamps, tools, etc, a very reliable com-
bination; anv trial; £50.—Sgt. Salfe, Seaplane Base,
Westgate-on-Sea. [1691

B.S.A. 1914 4>4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, F.E.
kick-starter, all chain drive, head lamp, speed-

ometer, horn, watch, tools, good running order; 68 gns.
Selling reason obtaining new machine. Seen after
6.30.—43 Guildford Av., Siirbiton. [1446

B.S.A., 1916, 4i4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, C. and E.,
with Millford sporting cane sidecar, Cowey, new

tyres all wheels, spare belt in case; tube, valves, chain
links, sprocket, etc., excellent mechanical condition;
£100.—Barge, 24, Beaumont St,. Oxford. (Before 6.

or by appointment.) [1801

B.S.A. ^V-ih.-p., 1915, Canoelet coach, countershaft
combination, chain-cum-belt, 3-speed clutch, kick

start, 3 lamps, 2 generator.?, horn, mirror, speedo-
meter, - and extra carrier, mechanism, plating, and
enamel O.K., perfect running order; £94.-48, Prince
George Rd., Dalston, N. [1384

B.S.A., 4Vlh.p., 1917, chain-belt, lamps, horn," Wat-
ford speedometer, mirror, switch, knee grips,

watch, mileage 4.500. fitted with 1919 Mills-Fulford
Corvette coachbuilt sidecar, Easting wind screen, excel-

lent condition and order, tools, etc.; £126, lowest.

—

Seen after 7 p.m.. Drew, Instow, The Gardens, West
Harrow. [1312

CfiiCOtL

CALCOTT Lightweight, smart, fast machine, splendid
condition throughout, pl'ated liandles and rims,

lighting set, horn, tools; £40.—-Murphy, Eynesbnry,
St. Neots, Hunts. [X9643

Calthorpe.

CALTHOEPE Junior, 2-speea, good tyres and condi-
tion: accept £29/10.—B., 277, Camlwrwell Ed.,

S.E. _ [1782

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed', nice little machine;
£26, or offer.—-H. Deering, Forresfleld, by Calder-

cruix. [X9192

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914. 2h.I)., 2-speeds, easy
starter, olimb anything; £32.-^23, Victoria Ed.,

Bexley. [1307

33.h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, believed 1916, Enfield 2-speed
4 gear; £40: eood running order.—Eegords, Lcntb-^r

Merchants, Barnsley. [1439

CALTHORPE, 2h.p., Enfield 2-speed gear, lamps,
perfect condition; ie42/ 10.—Grant, 16, Manson

Mews, S. Kensington. [1441

CALTHORPE, 2Hh.p. Precision, 2-speed, free

engine, smirt appearance, fine running order:

£29.-16, Howard St., Loughborough, [X9705

CALTHORPE 2'/ih.p. 2-sp?ed 2-strolie, lamps, horn,

and all accessories; £45, or near offer.—Seen 7

to 8.30 p.m., 3, The Crescent, Surbiton. [1102

CALTHORPE-PEECISION 4-stroke, 2 speeds, B. and
B.. nearly new Dixie mag., slight adjustment

necasiarjf; £30.— 6, Bulstrode At., Hounslow. [1136

CALTHORPE Junior, 1915, 2-speed, F.E., splendid

condition, ride away; £35; accept gent's speed

cycle part exchange.—87, Trmo Rd., Wood Green
[1706

CALTHORPE, 2-strol;6, latest model, as new, not

ridden 100 miles, Enfield 2-speca, free engine;

first ofler over £50 accested; bargain.-47, Gipsy Hill,

S.E. [1178

fWrouD WECISTERED

CAtTHOEPE-J.A.P., J916, 2'/4h.p;, excellent condi-

tion, only done 500 miles; £40, or exchange for

Zenith combination and cash.- 9, Millbrook Ed.,

Brixton, S.W. [1160

1Q17 2%h.p. Calthorpe, with special J.A.P. "engine,

i«? 2-speed clutch, P. and H. lamps, horn, in splen-

did condition, extremely fast; £50.-85, Wiverton Ed.,

Sydenham, S.W. [1796

CALTHORPE, 1916, 2?4h.p. J.A.P. engine, Enfield

2-speed clutch. Palmer Cord and Avon tyres,

Hmps, and horn, excellent condition, just overhauled

;

£46; exchanges,—E. D. Varty, Tiundeisley, Essex.
[1575

Campion.
„„„j, , . illiers engine,
condition.-The Forge, Cross St., Farnborough

Hants. - ["16

CAMPION-J.A.P., 1914, 4h.p., waterproof Boscli, 3
speeds, accessories; £49, offer.-49, Well St.,

Hackney. [1812

CAMPION-J.A.P. 4h.p. 1917 Combination, 3-8peed

gear, countershaft, kick start, like new; £90.-231,
Coventry Ed., Eed Hill. Tardley, Binningham. [X9418

TO 17 Campion-Jap, 2V,h.p., 2-speed, chain-cum-belt,
JLt/ lamps, horn, like new; best offer over £40.—
Joseph Chappell, Marlboro' Rd., East Kirkby, Notts.

1 014 Campion-Jap 6h.p. Twin Combination, countcr-

Lu thaft, bplendid m.ichine, all en, any trial given,

only wants seeing, ready for any tour; 106 gns., near

offer considered.—7, Eichmond Ed., lltord. [1351

1Q16 Campion-, VillierB engin^e, lamPS, etc. ;^ perfect

I

SPECIALilTgES^
GENUBNE HEt.l.ESEN
DRY fi'ATTERIES.-

" Flash " 45 volt Fattery

Reduced Price from August 1st,
" Mignon " 4i volt Battery smaller

size, at Special Price due to concel-

lation of Government Contracts.

Rear

Lamps.

Bells.

Phones.

Clocks

&c.

12/6
each.

3/9
each.

H.AH. MEASU<1ING INSTRUMENTS.

Fig. 1 50

0/15 volts 1

0/15ampa.J

Fig. 150.

Dashboard Type.
Fig. 160 0/7 volts 0/1 5 volts 0/25 volts 15/6.

,, 161 .,amps- ,, amps. ,, amps. 15/6.

H A.H. INSPECTION L/HWPS.

c

s

Fig.313. H.A.H. on Syringe. Price 3/-,

Delivery of all above from stock.

Note.— Postage extra on all the above.

Wiite for latest Catalogue of H.A.H. Complete

Electric Lighting Sets.

A. H. HUNT, 115-117, Cannon St

LONDON, E.C.4.

A36 AU letters relating to advertisements shotild euote the number at the end ot each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Campion.

-\M;PI0N, twin J.A.P. 6h.p., 1915, free engine,
coachbuilt sidecar, only done 3,000 miles, perfect

running condition, speedouietor, all accessories; owu6I'
liuying car; £120, biirgain.—McKinnell, Wood Hilh*
Northampton. [X946a,

1 Q15 Campion-Jap 8h.p. Combination, unused during"
-Lt' war, all-chain drive, nearly new tyres (700X80^,.
siieedometer, 3 lamps, horn, etc., de luxe sidecar, hoo^i
srieen, etc.. smart, powerful outfit; £135.—Lead. 2.3'«

Wellclose Mount, Leeds. [X956»

CAMPIOiSr 6-8h.p. Twin CE. Combination, J.A.P.
engine, powertul countershaft gear and kick stiirt.

take 3 or 4 up any hill, enamelled cream, green leatlier

car, lighting set. excellent condition; £120.-30, AVim-h-
combe St., Cheltenham. [S9en

CAMPION-J.A.P. 1915 8h.p. Countershaft, kick
start, with Coronet coachbuilt sidecar, speedo-.

meter, P. and H, lighting set, horn, etc., tyrea in new
condition, very powerful machine; trial with owner;
£135.—Brodie, Felixstowe Beach .Station, 6 p.m.,

Thursday or Friday. 11539

Centaur.
33.h.p. Centaur Twin, perfect croidition, tyres nearly
4 new; *35.—.Sootlands, Manor Rd., Stoughton,

Guildford. [X9520'

CENTAUB 3y,h.p., fine condition, lamps, tyrd
almost new, all accessories'; £35.—Clifford, 119,

Villa St., Walworth, S.E. [1739

CENTAUR, 1914, 4h.p., 2 speeds, F.E., countershaft,
good condition, suitable for sidecar; bargain, ^38,

—8, Bishop's Park Rd., Fulham. [1249

' Chater-Jap.
CHATER-J.A.P., 4h.p., new cyl., piston,' rings, engiiia

rebushed, lamp, horn, etc.; condition perfect;

40 ens. ; carriage paid.—Cttrry, Brook St., Dundalk, Ire-

land. [S;9318

CHATER-J.A.P. Combination, 7-9h.p., 3.speed gear

box, spring frame, large family sidecar, in e.scel*

lent condition; will accept £87/10, or exchange part

payment car.—E., 277, Cambevwell Bd., S.E.5. [1784

Chater-I.ea

23.h.p. Chater-Lea, F.N. magneto, B. and B., rii»

4 away; £12/10.—Geo. Puidon, Girvan. [X9685

OUTH Lancashire Only.—Chater-Lea enquiri&s.—J;

Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man-
chester. [7040

CHATER-LEA 6h.p. Twin, good condition, needs

timing only; £30, or exchange lightweight.—Al'tei

6 p.m., 68, Orchard Rd., Doiking. [X9481

CHATER-LESr 1916, 8h.p., 3-6peed, kick start,

Bosch, Lucas horn, lamps, -siieedouieter, Mill«.

Fullord twin sidecar, perfect; £145.— S. Brewer, Pint

bury, O.xt'ord Bd., ClactOn-oii-aea. [X9401

3Xh.p. Chater-Lea Combination, Fafnir engine,

2 C.A.'V.^ mag., Auto carburetter. Millford radia.

C.B. sidecar, perfect running order; f 40. After 7 p.m.

—la, Einelagh Rd., Wembley, Middlssex. [144S

8h.p. Chater-Lea C.B. Combination, 3-speed, Boscl

mag., B.B. carburetter, 3 lamps, speedometer

new tubes, back tyres, steel stud, new, etc; no offers

after 7 p.m.—2, Crouden Stieet, Islington, N.l.
[X964;

Qih.p. Combination. Chater-Lea frame, J.A.P. engine

O2 Bosch mag., B. and B.. N.S.U. gear, tyres gofrii

good ninning order, ride away; as standing, £40 casli

alter 6 p.m.—Barkham, 1, Albeit Bd., Bomford, Esfei
[109:

Chater-Lea '.lap

CHATEB-EBA, 8h.p. J.A.P., Canoelet sidecar, 3.sp»

and clutch, handle start; £85.-5, Kossitcr »1
Balham, S.W.

;

['22'

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 2-seater sidecar, and pillior

ride away, like new; £115, quick sale.—38, Angel

Rd., Brixton Rd. ("^

4h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, in splendid condition, goo

tyres and appearance, very fast and powf™
£35.—The Firs, Broomfleld Rd., Chelmsford. [XSCt

Chater-Lea-Peugeot.

CHATEB-LBA-PEUGEOT 5-6h.p. Twin Coiubitt

tion, new tyres, Sturiuey-.Archer 3-3peed, Boaci

B. and 1)., coachbuilt sidecar, complete with lamji

hood, wind screen, horn, speedomeJ;er, ready tc rti

away; first 65 gns. seeuies.—Smith, 116, Pinhoe Kt

Exeter.
'

t^'^'

Clyno.

eLYNO 6-8h.p. Cembination, 1916 model; £116.

234, Brixton Bd., S.W.S. [16<

GROVER, Smith, and Willis, Basingstoke, Clyi

Agents.-Deliveries in strict rotation; older m
[57

CROW Bros., High St.. Guildford, West Sum
agents for the new Clyno.-Order now '"^

f'
delivery.

^"

31h.p. Clyno 2-stroke, 2-speed, H.B. clutch, lyi

2 and enamelling as new, lamps, horn, tool

£30.—J. Hebden and Son, St. James' St., Burnley

CLYNO Combinations and Lightweights. Wri

phone, or call lor particulars of delivcrieB

'Kavs 8, Bond St.. and 116-122, Pitshanger Lar

Baling. 'Phone; 553 Baling. ''^

advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

jYNO Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed counter-
shaft, clutch, kick start, lamps, £50 overhaul,

tiding new tyres, splendidly equipped; 75 gns.

—

nett, 11, TJmfreville Ed., Harringay. [1567

r.YNO Coachbuilt Combination, 1913-14, 6h.p., 3-

kick start, chain drive, interchangeable
els, stored 5V-> years, all perfect order, lamps, tools,

" " " "* Coulsdon,

GET IT AT

TAYLORS
spares; ^100.—Haworthia, Chase,

rey. or City 3917. [1606

Connaught
119 Connaught 2-stroke. 2%h.p., not done 300
' miles; ie45.—Taylor, Patmos, Todmorden. [1568

ONNAUGHT 2%h.p., absolutely as new, all acces-

sories; a bargain, £35.—Kinmel Park Garage,
r Rhyl. [1350

'OVE Engineering Works. Daviedor Rd.—Sole di»-

- trict Connaught agents ; deliveries in rotation ; all

jssories and repairs. [7961

Coulson.
3h.p. Coulion B in stock; £75.—J. Hebden and
* Son, St. James' St., Burnley. [1652

3UTH Lancashire, North Cheshu-e, and Isle of Man
Only.—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,

cial Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7041

Coventry Eagle.
3h.p. Coventry Eagle, 2-speed, Bosch, good condi-
4 tion,' £45.—Lynmead, Lattice Barn, Ipswich.

[1525
OVENTET EAGLE, 3%h.p. Villiers ; what offers?—
Ericholme, Neuhaw Ed., Addlestone, Surrey.

[1334
OVENTEY Eagle, 1913-1914, 2-speed, splendid con-

dition, will take sidecar anywhere; £40.—Lud-
:fc, Luston, Leominster. [X9765

Dalm
916 Dalm 3h.p. 2-speed 2-stroke, take two up

any hill ; £45.—Furniture Shop, 54, Pritchard's
., Hackney Kd., London. [1534

De Dion.

i,E DIOK, 2^,jh.r., Bosch.' good mechanical condition.
new Dunlop belt; £17, lowest.—Tugela, Warwick

, Olton, Birmingham, [X9545

lE DION, 4h.p., -S. and B., TJ.H. magneto, perfect
condition, speedy, ride away; £35; after 7.-232,

liadway, Bexleyheath, Kent. [1241

i

' Diamond.
iIAMOND 1919 2-stroke, complete with Lucas light-

ing set, Lucas horn, special footboards, only
e 200 miles, guaranteed perfect in every respect
I complete with tools; £55; Northumberland.-
: 171, c/o The Motor Cycle. [S9646

Dot.
,OT-J.A.P., lOh.p., 90 bore, 2-speca Jardine, clutch.

fastest solo 'bus iu London: £80.-5, Boulevard,
I'h Ed., Balham, S.W. [1223

Douglas.
4lh.p. DougUs, 1915, 2-speed; £50.-9, Church Ed.,
ft Willesdeh, N.W. [1667

TOUGLAS 1915 2?lh.p., 2-speed; £52.—Adams,
\ 8, Meadway, Golder's Green. [1409

B16
4h.p. Douglas; £80; new condition.—18, Wix's

,
Lane, Lavender Hill, S.W. [1612

1EW Douglas Motor Cycle. 2->4h.p.. readv for the
;

road; £70.-84, Tulse Hill, S.W.2. ' [1320

3!0UGLAS 2%h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, good condition;
£48.-11, Winifred Ed., Erith, Kent. [X9660

TOITGLAS, 2'!ih.p., 2 speeds; ride away; £45.—Hales,
^! 212, St. Paul's Ed., Highbury, N.5. [1864

TOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, tyres excellent; £53.—
-• S, Eglon Mews, Primrose Hill, N.W.I. [1642

p. Douglas Combination, 3-speei3, about 1918, as
new; £110.-7, Gibson Sq., Islington, N.l. [1795

i Douglas, new' condition, lamps, etc.; best offer
over £55.-10, West End Lane, Kilburn. [1617

4
liJlS Douglas, new'condition, Jamps, _etc. ; best offer

TOUGLAS 2')ih.p., 1915, 2-speed: £47.—Stevens,* 184, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, N.W.- [1482

13UGLAS Combination, 4h.p.,'1919, just delivered
otters.—Bo.x 159, c/o The Motor Cycle. [S9558

T3UGLAS, 1914, ZViM.V-. 2-speed, fast, complete;
* 50 gns., lowest—21, Fordel Ed., Catford. [1177

)UGLAS, 1915, 2%h.p., 2-speed, excellent condi-
tion; £60.-8, Bishop's Park Ed., Fulham. [1248

DUGLAS 2^fih.p., 2-speed, as new; 60 gns.; seen
after 7.-59, Blenheim Kd., Walthamstow. [1304

14 Douglas, 2->/th.p., 2-sp6ed, Bosch mag., splendid
condition; £69.-5, Station Ed., Shortlands, Kent.

[1294
19, May, 4h.p. Douglas combination; £125.—
la.N.C., Fair View, Coggeshall Ed., Braintree.

T 'UGLAS.—Now booking, all models for 1919-20^ deliveries.—Parker's, Bradshawgate. Bolton.
[X9685

BRAND NEW

6 h.p. Military Motor Cycles at

the manufacturer's fixed price

£110
No PREMIUM accepted.

We can give

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
of a limited number of these
machines, complete and ready
for the road (jamps and horn
excepted).

Every machine will carry with
it the maker's guarantee cover-
ing mechanical perfection but,

owing to the fact that the
machines have been stored by
the Government for some time,
responsibility is not accepted
for the tyres, enamel, etc.

Wire or telephone us if you
want to be sure of obtaining one
of Britain's best motor cycles at
rock-bottom price.

Here Is another example of
how the public can protect
themselves against profiteering

by dealing with

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 2rA, STORE STREET, W.C.i.

Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.i.

Garage : Tottenham Court RJ. Phone-Museum. 1240

Telegrams — " Dynametro. Westcent. London. •

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 QI5 254h.p. Douglas, T.T., disc wheels, perfect, last;
-Li/ 65 gns.—25, St. Alphonsus Ed., Clapham.

[1623
T^OUGLAS.—Now delivering new 1919 model 4h.p.
-•-' combination; £123.—Jloftat, Yeovil. 'Phone: 50.

2
[1103

ilh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamps, horn, tools; 70 gns.
* —J. Hebden and Son. St. James' St., Burnley.

' [1653
1 it>19 W.U. Model Douglas, 2nih.p., done under 20

I

-Lf miles; £9S.—Allen, 33, Huskisson St., Liver-
pool- [X9548

DOUGLAS 2^h.p., speeds, new; best offer over £70;
after 6.-22, Riseldine Ed., Honor Oak Park,

S.E. [1879

D,DUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, new July, per-
fect; £150.—Arthur James and Co., Queen Sg.,

Bristol. [X9319
T^,OUGLAS, 2%h.p., discs, long exhaust, just uncrated

;

•»-' :£75.—Eose and Young, Willow Ed., Hampstead,
^^'>^- [1399
piOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., 2-speed. lamp sets, horn,J-' etc.; £65.—W.. 23, Frant Ed., Thornton Heath,
Surrey. [1703

T\OUGLAS, 2?4h.p., E-speed, perfect; 40 gns.—After--' 6, Saturday 3, Bentley, 77, Lofting Ed., Barns-
bury, N. . [1636

T^OUGLAS, 1915, 2%h.p., 2-speed, smart running
--' order; £50, near olfer.—Acucia, Centre Av., Aoton
(side door). [1861

"IQ15 Douglas Combination, good condition, just
-1-t/ overhauled; £110.—2, Monknotte Ed., Crouch
End, N.8. [X9759
TVOUGLAS. 2?ih.p., 1912 model, iu perfect order, just
•»-' overhauled; £35, a bargain.—Apply, Anning, Forest
Vie\v, Chinglord. [1288

0.ah.p. Douglas, new W.D. model, run 50 miles,
^4, perfect, with horn; 73 gns.—54. Wharnoliffe
Kd., Loughborough. [X9722
piOUGLAS Late 1914 Sijh.p., 2-speed, in fine con-
-*-' dition, fast machine, ride away; £50.-4, Byron
Av., Sutton, Surrey. [1367
"TVOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, done under 100;
-^-^ offers.—Letters only, Mason, c/o 49, Worcester
Cross, Kidderminster. [X9738
pvpUGLAS. ZYih.V; 1913, sound machine, excellent
-L' condition, lamps, guards, spares.—Hewes, 8, Birch-
field Ed., Northampton. [X9211

Qilh.p. 1914 Douglas, kick start, clutch, Bosch, splen-^4 did condition, footrests, 2-speed; 50 gns.—Banes,
Rhosmore, Potton, Beds. [X9216

DOUGLAS 1915 2'4h.p., in excellent order; £55.—
Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk

Farm Tube Station). [1771

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed. T.T., in fine running
order; £55; first cheque secures.—L. M. Bull^

44, Hill's Rd.
cheque secures.-

Cambridge. [1688

^peed, excellent condi-
£52/10.-Hblker, 103,

[X9621

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2"!ih.p.,
tion, just overhauled

;

Hough Lane, Tyldesley. Lanes.

SEVERAL 2^;4h.p. Douglases, want attention, but
with mags, and carburetters; £35 each.—Hole,

129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [1531

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., good condition, good tyres, new
bush, pillion seat, ride away; £26.—Seen at 64.

Bellamy St., near Balham Hill. [1561

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, purchased 1914. brand new
tyres and belt, perfect condition; £52/10.—Wil-

cox, 1, King's Rd., St. Pancras. [1322

DOUGLAS 2%h.p 1913 T.T., just rebushed, very
fast, lamp, horn, must sell; 38 gns.; after 6

p.m.—Oaklands, Grove Park, S.E.12. [1362

1Q19 New 4h.p. Douglas Combination, done 500
Xt/ miles; l>est offer over £120.-Thomas, 127. Com-
mercial St., Maesteg, South Wales. [X9740

1 019 Douglas Sidecar Outfit, new from works, new
X*/ type clutch, delivered this week; £160.—Tanks,
16, Hesper Mews. Eari's Court, S.W. [1765

GET IT AT

TAYLORS

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.p., 2.«peed, lamps, all accessoriet*.

new tyres, in excellent condition: trial; bargain,
£48.-16, Trinity Sij., Brixton, S.W. [1416

LATE 1914 2-speea Dougla.s, run 200 since war, first-

class appearance and riiuning order; any trial:

£52/10.-51, Church St., Wolverton. [1813

DOUGLAS, 1919, 2^f4h.p., with complete new acces-
sories: best offer over £65; seen after 7 p.m.— 3.

Victoria Ed., Sidcup. 'Phone; 239. [1806

DPUGLAS, 2^;4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, new tyres; splen-
did oonditimi : £45. or near; seen any time.—Tl'e

Huven, 120, Sutherland Ed.. West Croydon. [1723

T\OUGLAS, 2'j4h.p., 1916, excellent machine, all

accessories, tyres, tubes new, very little used

;

£65.—Box L3,485, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1279

DOUGL.AS and Sidecar, 3l/.h.p., late 1914, hardlv
used during war, excellent condition.—Offere to

Bottomley, 34, Montalt Rd., Woodford Green. [1787

DOUGLAS, nearly new, 2';4h.p., Colonial model, 3
speeds, lamps. Klaxon, speedometer,' mileage 800

£60.-48, Prince George Ed., Dalston, N

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

DOUGLAS 1915 2">.',h.P-, 2-speed, semi T.T., all

black, good order; £50. or near offer; Midland
district.—Box 162, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9666

DOUGLAS 2^^h.p., 1914, countershaft, single-speed,

unused 3 yeais, splendid couditii'm ; l>est uHer mer
£35.—Lines, Union House, Folesliill, Coventry. [X9857

DOUGLAS 2^/ih.p. 2-speed, 1915, excellent condi-

tion, very last, 2 new tyres and tubes, lamps,

horn; £55.—Lndwick, Luston, Leomiut^ter. [X9764

IQlS Douglas 41i.p. Coiuliinntion, post-war finisb, new
XtF mid-July, run 400 miles; £150, or nearest offer.

—'Phone: Cioydon 496. Garage extension. [1295

GIBB, Douglas specinlist, Gloucester, solicits youi

enquiries for anything concerning Douglases; try

him for the part you require. 'Phone: 852. [6340

DOUGLAS, 2^:ih.p., single, running order, tyres nearly
new; £22/10; quick sale, bargain.— 82a, Bedl'ord

Ed.. S.W. (near Clapham Rd. Station). After 7. [1194

4h.p. Douglas, late model, 3-speed gear box, in ex-

cellent running condition; first cheque £75
secures.—15, Bristol Mews, Warwick Av., W.9. [1611

DOUGLAS 1914 2'?4h.p., Bosch, T.T., footboards,

£50; also stt of Douglas K.S. and clutch parts;
offers.—A.B., 70, King's Rd., Camden Town, N.W.I.

[1469
03.h-p. Douglas's.—Write for pamphlets, with specifi

/y 4 cationand price. It is just possible we may be able
to deliTer, aud we solicit your enquiries.-Robinson's,
below.

4h.p, Douglas's.—Write for pamphlets with specifiV'a-

tion and price. It is just possible we may be able
to deliver, and we solicit your enquiries.—Robinson's
Garage, 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995 (2

lines). T.A. ; Bicycles. [1769

D.OUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 Combination, just arrived, new
pattern clutch ; 146 gns., or close offer.—Write,

Hamilton. Smith's Bookstall, Ealing Common Station.
W.5. [X9570

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1915, perfect condition, with
Bosch mag.. Amac, and all Bowden controls

complete; best offer over £20.—E.B.. 13. Thomas St.,

E.14. [1726

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, over-
hauled and in fine running order; £100.—Smith's,

10-16, Haverstock Hill, (opposite Chalk Farm Tube
Station).

""

[1772

1JQ14 Douglas, 2'^,p., 2-speed, just enamelled and
-fl-*/ plated, new Dunlop, spare belt, valves and springs,
footboards; £48.-19, Woodlands Park Rd., HarringaT,
Loudon. [1554

DOUGLAS, 2^':ih.p., 1919, W.D. model, buffer spring's,
heavy tvres, spk"' hd running condition, prac-

tically new, with all acce??ories, plus many spare
parts; £80.—Boyd, Keble College, Oxford. [1571

DOUGLAS, 1914,, 2";4h.p., 2-5peed, in splendid
running order, Bosch magneto, fully equipped;

£45.-14, Leamington Av, Hoe St., Walthamsrow.
E.17. [13C0
DOUGLAS 4h.p. Comlunation, 1919, 2 weeks eld,

c^pecijiliy fast machine, lamps. Klaxon, etc.; best
otier over £160.-13, Claremont Gardens, Surbjton,
Surrey. [^9522

DOUGLAS, 2S/4h.p., 1911, Bosch mag., single speed,
recently overhauled, enamel good, economical

:

£26, no offers; ride away.—Lord. Rueliinge, Ashford^
Kent. rX9565
DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, as delivered by

makers end July, under 100 miles, perfect; owner
called away; £160, near offer.—46, Wyndham Rd
Salisbury. [X9190

1 Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, mileage 300, 2
-It' Kpare tubes, insurance, motor euit; £148 cash,
no offers: letters only.—Thompson, St. Marie's Hotpl,
Purley, Surrey. [1089

DOUGLAS, 2"?^h.p., W.D. model, brand new, 4 spare
valves, complete, belt and chain ; best offer over

£75.—Hall Green Motors, Ltd., SJratford Rd.. Hall
Green, Birmingham.

'

[X9602
DOUGLAS Combination, 1919, only done 500 miles,

lamps, horn, and extra tyre, also insurance; com-
plete, £155. bargain.—Apply, Barrett, 207, Shooters
Hill Rd., Blackheath, S.E. [X9438

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2S4h.p.. engine just overhauled, new-
tyres, racing bars, speedometer, all accessories;

stored during war, very fine machine; £60.—Smith, Eicli-
mond House, I'laistow, E.13. LA9555
DOUGLAS, 2"?ih.p., 1912, idle during war, rebored,

new pistons, rebushed, etc., bv makers, new tyres
runs perfectly; £35; letters only to view.—P. Charleston'
14, Elsham Ed., Kensington, W.14. [1426

DOUGLAS, 1919, 2^:lh.p., W.D., not ridden 500
miles, iierfect tune, a^s new, Lucas hoi'n, large

head lamp, tail lamp, Stewart speedometer, trip, spares;
£90.—Luyano, Old Rd., Faiuton-onSea. [1455

DOUGLAS, 1916, in new condition, 2-speed, free
engine, good tyres, belt, toolkit, speedometer,

generator, reflector mirror, all complete; a real good
'bus; 66 gns.—9, Park Fd., Enfield Wash, Middlesex.

[1633
DOUGLAS, 2')4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, tools, spare belt

and valves, long exhaust pipe, special mudguards,
perfect condition, carefully overhauled; £60; seen by
appojntnaent.—39, Wallingford Av., North Kensington,
W.IO. [1591

El IB^BgHiB

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

Eiite Holdtite Rivetless Soles.'

Soles STUCK ON.-

We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fix solution. We guarantee
ihem to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. This process o{ fixing is exactly

the same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof.

Full instructions given with each pair of

PRICES :

Gents'.
size. f'er Pair

ro-ii .. .. .. 3/6
8-9 3/3-

6-7 ... .. .. 3/-

Ladies'.
Size. Per Pair

6-7 2/8
4-5 2/4
2-3 2/-

m

Size.

4-5

2-3

'-I3

Size.

I-I3

II-I2

g-io

Boys' and Youths'.

Childs' (Light).

Per Pair.

3/-

2/10
2/8

l^er Pair

1/6
1/3
1/-

Sol-fix Solution:
in rim, 6d.,1 /3, 2/6, and 4/6. An 8rt.

sufficient for 2 pairs of soles

Solution Brush, id.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded.

ELITE

RUBBER
Co., Ltd. (Dept A),
264-266, Vanxhal! Bridge Road

VICTORIA. S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you ha
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to tlie eai

hirds. Place your order at once if yon want c

ivery.—Eli Olark, Douglas Agent. 196, Cheltenha
r;<l., Dristol. [09i

1 QI9 4h.p. Douglas W.D. Comhination, deliver
-Lt^ March, 3 lamps, P. and H., Klaxon born, spa
belt, new back tyre, perfect condition, good tools, i

surance; £140; can be seen any time.— Croebee, Digt:
near Lincoln. [X97

41r.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, m
Dunlop ^tyres, engine just overhauled and '

perfect condition, newly enamelled; best offer ov
£75; can be tested any time in London.—Box L3,52
c/o The Motor Cjfcle. (18'

DOUGLAS S^h.p., T.T., 3-speed, Bosch ZA2, a
instable pulley, Lucas lighting, Stewart magnet

trip speedometer, horn, tools, mileaee 2,500, whc
outfit unscratched; 75 gns.—Beak, 136, Sinclair R<
W. Kensington. (After 5.30.) [18!

DOUGLAS 1914 23'4h.p., 2-speed, ultra-smart T.
machinp, perfect condition, polished aluniiniu

disc wheels, aluminium number-p]at?s, very comply
ecLuipment and spares. Binks carburetter; £68.—Ho
Cottage, 52, North Hill, Highgate, N.6. [15!

DOUGLAS, 2^;ih.p., engine JS^o. 40843, brand ne
1919 W.D. Moilel, electric lights, aluuiininm di

wheels, complete tool sets, not run 10 miles, owner obUg
to take deUverv of previous order; £85.—Write or appl

F. Forward. Nunbolme, Springfield Ed.. BirUley, K«
[Hi

"jQ19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, engine No. 790
At/ delivered May, wind screen, electiic and caibi:

lighting, spare new cover and tube, valve complete, ext
tools, loeker tor spares; gnv trial genuine buyer; ava
able August 22nd; best ofl'er over 120 gns.—Langfoi
H.M.S. Undaunted, Chatham. rX86'

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Military Model, special sic

car, fully equipped with Lucas lamps, Watfo
trip speedometer, watch, and full complements of to(

and spares, used for holidays only, and ready for t
same purpose; nearest offer £130 secures at once.—!
Doggeft, The Lime^, Oxford Rd., Cambridge. [14;

DOUGLAS, Douglas.—Our experience and advice a
at the disposal of all Douglas owners. 2^/Ji.

solo, price £72; 4h.p. combination, with new ty]

clutch, price £123. If you are interested call ai

see us.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstoi
St. (off Oxford St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phon*
Mayfair 6559. [00:

Elswick.
16 Elswick 2-stroke, 2 speeds. Dixie, B.B.-, Stewa19 speedometer, horn, perfect condition; £3

after 6' p.m.—268a, Latimer Rd., North Kensingtc

EnBeld.
14 2%h.p. 2-speed Enfield, overliauled, fine ord(

£41.-41, Alexandra Rd., Stifford. [X84

13 (Late) Eufield, 3h.p., storefl 3 years; near-

*4S.-May, 220a, High Ed., Leyton. - [12

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p., new; highest off'

Midlands.-Box 164, c/o Tlie Moior Cycle. [X97

OYAL ENFIELD 3h.r., 2-speed model, in perfc

condition; £55.—Brook Bros., Burnham-on-S
[96

19
19

R
ENFIELD 1916 3h.p. Twin. 2-sDeed, kick start, lam

etc.; £40.-31, Colchester Rd., Walthamstow.
\U

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1917 Combination, as new; £i5C
Lambert. Goose Yard, St. John St., Angel, E.(

[1£

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1919, 2-stroke, 2-speed, bra

new; 59 gns.—116, Askew Rd., Shepherd's Bu

ENFIELIi Combination, 6h.p., smart turnout,: ]

vately owned; 100 gns.—21, Newton Av., Act
•:v, [i;

3h.p. Twin Enfield, 1917, in splendid oouditioit, !au

etc. i;G5, no dealers.-26, Holland Rd,, I

Ham. [II

ENFIELD 3h.p Combination, in good conditi

£ 100.— Xewnham, 223, JHammersmitb
Phone : 80. * !

,

ROYAL ENFIELD 2^4h.p. Twin, lamps, horn, si

cover and belt; £30.—E. Swlflin, Huntly On
Peterborough. ,X9

ENFIELD Twin 2%li.p., tyres as new, chain dr
£28; after 6.—Benstead, 81, Peterborough J

Fulham, S.W.6. [1

ENFIELD Coach Sidecar, 1916 pattern, nnciers)

;

chassis, complete; £14.-29, St. Leonard's -

Bromley-by-Bow, [I

JONES' Garage, special agents lor Enfields, lb

way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Pai;

.North Finchley. [2 r'

6h.p. Enfield Combination, as new; £125, ox* h;

lower power and cash.—Mosedale, 50, Canti^ili;

Rd.. Kilbnrn, N.W.6. H '

ENFIELD 1919 2i4h.p. Lightweight, 2-speed.
drive, indistinguishable '

"'

Bradshawgate, Bolton.
irpm new.—Pnrk -

33.h.p. Enfield Lightweight, twin, Bosch, new
4 and belt; any trial; £30, or near offer.- Mo

Sculptor. Portway, Frome.

A38 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

INriELD 1916V' 2V'h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, good
i tyres, stored 2 years": £49; aftec 7.—IB, Jjambton
I, Hornsey Rise, London. [1710

h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, in good condition, tyres as

new, lamps, hoi-n. complete: 60 gns.—J. Hebden
d Son, St. James' St., Burnley. [1654

INFIELD 1914 Combination, hood, screen, lamps,
i speedometer, mechanical horn, spares ; after 7 p.m.

;

10.-79, Clyde Bd., Wood Green. ~ [1401

lOlTAL ENFIELD 3h.p. Tivin, 3-speed, 1914 model,
I' very nice condition; £48.—Godfrey's Garage,
anbiook Ed.. Ilford. Tel.: Ilford 83. [1336

'NFIBLD 1913 6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, cane
i sidecar, accessaries; £85.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
shopsgate Av., Camomile' St., E.G. 3. [0551

'NFIELD, 6h.p. Combination, complete "vrith lamps,
' generator, horn, tools ; tlrst-rlass running order

:

7/10.-Viggers, 50, North Bar, Banbury. [X9541

INFIELD Twin, 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick, all chain,
I lamps, etc. ; £35 ;- evenings.—Beddoes, Hollydene.
Idwin's Lane, Hall Green, Birmingam. [X9768

INFIELD, sidecar, latest model, 3 lamps, oversize
I tyres, mat, apron, perfect order; 145 gns.—Ed-
rds, 7, Exhibition Kd., South Kensington. {1764

NFIELD, late 1915, 3h.p., 2-speed, good condition;
I 50 gns.; with lights sidecar, 55 gns.—Gloucester
use, Farnborough Rd., Farnborough, Hants., [1695

916 3h.p. Enfield Twin, 2-speed, kick starter, with
light coachbuilt sidecar; £84.—Blake, 4, Park

!scent Mews East, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1819

'NFIELD Combination, coach sidecar, wind screen,
' new tyres, lamps, mechanical horn; £100, or near
!r; bargain.—Cro-^ton, 234, Langsett Ed., Sheffield.

[X9745
NFIELD 3h.p. 1916 Twin, 2 speeds, kick start,
lamps, speedometer, horn, splendid condition,

;; «60.—Perrott, Cluntagh, Ryde, Isle of Wight.
[X9797

NFIELD-J.A.l'., 4h.p. twin, 1913-14, Enfield 2-

speed gear, chain drive, Dunlops, horn, good solo
ddeoar machine: £55.-14, Victoria St., Wolverhamp-

[X9587
NE 6h.p. Combination, 1914, or 1915, Enfield, con-
dition as new, with lamps, horn, and tools; price

.0.—A. Bonfield, 41, Victoria Grove, Bridport, Dor-
,

- [1798^

NFIELD 1916 3h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, kick start, fine
condition, little used, original tyres, . fully

ipped; £55; -after 2.-52, Durlston Rd., Upper
uHon.

. [1822

[116 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, splendid turnout,
I'

fine condition throughout, all lamps, speedo-
ler. etc.; £130.-2, King Edward's Gardens.
Insley. [1438

|"<FIELD 3h.p., 1916, perfect order and appeai-
\ ance, lamp tools, copper eKhaust, semi-T.T. bars,,
ii tyres; £65, or offer nearest.—Shepherd, North"
\
Havant, [1671

1117 6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, hood, screen,
y^ speedometer, horn, lamps, spares, all in first-class
"lition. mileage under 3,000; £125.-36, Madeira
1; Folcshill. [X947,I

[lyFIELD, 1919, 2y4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, all acces-

^i
series, 4 months old, tyres unpunctured, fine con-

1 )n; £60, or nearest offer.—40, Radnor Rd., Hands-
'h, Birmingham. • [1143

nl5 Royal Enfield Combination, as new, lamps,
^ speedometer, mechanical horn. Palmer cords,
ox etc.; £95, no offers; seen any time.—135, Plasket
!l Upton Park. [1151

ptFIELD Combination, 1917, 6h.p., hood, wind
•i screen, 2 lamps, good tyres, 1 new, beautiful
oition; trial; .^128, lowest; Lake district.—Box 147,
iThc Motor Ciide. [X9500

I

19 Royal Enfield 6h.p. Colonial Model Combina-
'-

'
tion, delivered June, mileage about 500; owner

u,ig car; £150'.—Harrison, Branksome Gate Hos-
it, Bournemouth. [X9762

RYAL ENFIELD 2?Jh.p. Twin 2-speed, lamps,

I'i IBgBgBI IHIBIBIBII

I TYRES i

SPECIAL

Clearance Lines
All £:oods sent on seven
days' approval against
remittance.

COVERS.
Our List

Price, Price.

HUTCHINSON—
26 X 2j passenger heavy rubber

studded 49/6 55/-
26x2} Tourist Ttophv 39/6 45 /-

26X2i „ „ rubber studded 39 /- 44/6
26x2* X2i „ ,. 43/6 50/-
700x75 Light, car 49/6 35/-

(to fit 650x65 rims)
700x75 Heavy small car 59/6 f5/6

(to fit 650x65 rims)
700 x 80 Heavy small car 62 /- 70 /-

FIRESTONE—
Rubber non-skid

(For Auto-Wheels).
17/6

GOODYEAR—
29 X 2% oversize for 2

rubber studded
28 X 2j diamond stud

42/-
45/-

PALMER—
28 X 3 heavy 4-pIy fabric 65/- 79/9

TUBES.
Bates, Goodyear, Firestone, etc.

26x2} 10/- ti/- 650x65 ..

-6<2i ., 9/6 II /o

Firestone Tubes for .'Vuto-Wheels.

10/- 12/6

4/6 6/6

bulb and mechanical horns, plating as new, per-
^Ciorder, been stored; £38.—13h, Peabody Estate,
tOjfy Rd., Walworth. [1476

1
117 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., hood, screen, side

•-' curtains, luggage carrier, dj'namo lighting, very
lot; price iei50.—Apply, Contractor's Yard, 9a,
on Rd., Bermondsey- [1324

Enfield Combination, late 1914 model. Lucas
tamps, horn, wind screen, tools, etc., 700x80 tyres,
^nt condition : owner-driven; 110 gns. ; after 5.30.
'hornbury Rd., Clapham, S.W.2. [1391

I'AL ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P. en-
;me. Rosch mag., speedometer, electric lighting,
le carrier, mirror, in splendid condition; £128.—
Irose Rd., Merton Park, S.W.19. [1751

lAL ENFIELD Combination,' late 1916 model,
3ri''edometer, lamps, horn, and luggage carrier,
nudition throughout; f 150.—Godfrey's Garage,
•ook Rd., Ilford, Tel.: Ilford 83. [1335

It? Enfield. 3h.p,, twin, 2-speed, clutch, K.S.,
tH, i''"! ^"^ '"'I"! t«'i''e|, fast, good climber, con-
[„,'';".»* n'ileise 1,000, any trial: 60 gns.-Mat-W 149. Chichester Ed., rnrt.smontli [X9404,

BELTS.
All makes fn Stock at special dcicc;

Rest English make 6ft: lengths by|in:i /I pent;
Wc can ^upply odd lengths to make up two
piece belts, to anycequirerl lengths.

We have purchased a largre con-
signment of Governntent second-
hand covers in perfect condition-
Dunlop. Clincher, Hutchinson, etc.!
and can offer same in iG'KT.i extra
heavyatl7 /6 each ; money re'turned
if not approved.

Ill Vauxhall Bridge Road, s.w.
Victoria,

8lBi ilQID

MOTOR CYCLLS FOR SALT.
EnSeld.

1 Q16 Sh.p. Eo}-nl Enfield Combination, screen, hood,At/ 3 Inmijs, [generator and electric, 4 spare tubes.
driving' chain, tools, stored 2 veors, perfect condition

:

£120.-Steer, Manor House, Shenley, Herta, [1421

pOYAL ENFIELD. 3h.p., late 1916, splendid con-
-i-»j dition, coiiipIetG with lamps and horn, 65 gns.

;

or would consider excliauge for good make combination
of recent date.—Fulford, Glen-Devon, Bideford. [X9409

ROYAL ENFIELD, late 1916, Bh.p. coachbuilt com-
bination, unused 2 years. Bosch, Amac, Palmer

cords, engineer owner, guaranteed absolutely perfect
in every detail.—Box 175, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1378

1 QlV {Intel Eoyal Enfield 61i.p. Combination, speci-
-- «/ ally designed, double sidei'ar, perfect condition.
little used, all accessories; any trial; £132/10.—Ogden
Smith's, 34, St. John's Hill, Clapham Junction. [1805

"I iQ19 Enfield, 2-speed, 2i4h.p., Lucas lamps, horn,
-L*' all black, I'almer tyres, delivered end July,
therefore as new, phenomenrd hill-climber, low consump-
tion

; best over £60.—Ernest Hartley, Walverdene, Nelson
St.. Kirkham Lanes. [X9583
1 Q16 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, Eofich mag., coach-
-L*/ l)nilt sidecar recently overhauled, ready for road,
700 X 80 light car tyres, back and side lamps, horn,
and luggage carrier, tools, excellent condition; £135.—
Bolton, Lord St., Rawtenstall, Lanes. [1424
ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p. twin, 1914. 2-speed,

wind screen, speedometer. Klaxon, lamps, spare
tyre, tools, spares, excellent order, very smart turn-
out; would ride out 50 miles to meet prospective
buyer,—Chas. S. Ives, Halesworth, Suffolk. [1606

1 Q16 Enfield, 6h.p., Enfield sidecar,- wind shield
-Lt/ and speedometer, mileage 2,000, good tyres,
spare covers, tube, and chain; any examination or
trial; price ;ei25. first cheque secures.—.fames S.
Lomax, Pleasant View, Blackwood, Stacksteads. [1099

ENFIELD 1917 8h.p. Combination, not done 1,000
miles, in perfect order, practically unscratclied,

complete with Lucas dynamo lighting, also acetylene
lighting, 2 head lamps, 2 sidecar lamps, rear lamp.
Klaxon horn, -speedometer, hood, and luggage grid,
spare Palmer Cord tyre, tools, etc.. only wants seeing,
anv trial; £148; exchanges.—R. D. Varty, Tliundersley,
Essex. [1579

Excelsior.

1 Q 19 2";4h.p. Excelsior-Jap, 2-speed ; 58 gns.—J.
-*-«7 Hebden and Son, St. James* St., Burnley. [1656

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, Isle of Man
Only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blake

and Co., Official Dealers. Liverpool-Manchester. [7038

AMERICAN Excelsior. 7-9h.p., latest dynamo,
countershaft, coachbuilt coihbinatior*, alraoet new:

£135; solo part.—" Blencathra," Highfield Rd., 'W'altoii-

on-Thame^.
'

[X9718

AMERICAN Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p. latest,

splendid condition, dynamo lighting, 3 speeds,
Stewart speedometer, horn, tools; best ofier over £120;
seen appointment-Chagnot, 85, Gracechurch St., E.C.3.

[1088
BRITISH Excelsior, 1919 model, '2'/2h.p., 2 speeds,

complete, speedometer, horn, spare tyre and inner
tube, luggage valise, U.K. contour road books, et<r. ; per-
fect condition, only ridden 500 miles; seen Edinburgh;
first cherjue £75 secures.-Box 140 c/o Thz Motor Cvclc.

[X941d
EXCELSIOR (American) 3-speed Motor Cycle, hand

and foot clutch control, electric light and horn,
speedometer, coachbuilt sidecar, in perfect condition,
ready to go anywhere at any time.—Can be seen at
Rawiinson's, 53, Brownlow Hill, Liverpool. What
offers? Call or write. [1273

Fafnir.

1 Q13 SVsh.p. Fafnir Chain-cum-belt 2-speed Com-
JL *7 bination, Bosch, wicker sidecar ; £40.—
Laurence Green, Norwood Hill, Horley. (Would meet
at Horley Station.) [1522

F.N.

F.N.. 5-6h.p., 2-speed, in splendid condition, reed
cane sidecar; £55.—Francis. 279, New Cross Rd..

S.E. [1245

5-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., Bosch, B. and B., running order,
good tyres; £35, or near offer.—E.H., 21, Dun-

stable Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [X9725

F.N., 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed, hand clutch, B. and
B., Bosch, speedometer, lamps, horn, and sidecar,

splendid condition ; 5655, or nearest.—23, Foord St.,

Rochester. [X9206

r.N. Lightweight, jockey pulley, just overhauled
and enamelled, lamp and generator, new Dun-

lops; first cheque £28.—Nobbs and Trotman, Durham
Yard, Union Rd., Cowes. [1371

F.N., 4-cyl., condition thorough, re-enamelled, new
tubes, front cover, drop frame, T.T., shaft drive,

very fast, great on hills: £35, near offer.—Particulars,
photo. Sparks, 31, Broadwater Down, Tunbridge Wells.

[1589

F.N. 5-6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, clutch, practi-

cally new, mileage 800 miles, original tyres still

on with spare new heavy Dunlop. lamps, tools,

accessories ; 85 gns.—Ledger, 48. Plough Lane, Hay-
don's Rd., South Wimbledon, S.W.19. [1535

Gamage.
GAMAGE-VILLIERS. 1919 model, 2^4h.p., 2-stroke,

2-3peed, Albion gear, Dunlops, ncoessories, ridden
100 miles; 60 gns. : after 6.30.-54, Clifton Rd,, Sqnirea
Lane, Finchley, N.3. [112?

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Givaudan.

Oili-P- Givaudan, good order, Dixie mag., B. and B.
'W 2 carburetter, good tyres.—Dorman, 25, Rosebery
Av., Gaywood, King's Lynn, Norfolk. [X9743

Harley-Davidson.

1 Q15 Harley-Din'idsoii Combiiintion, 3-8peed, clutch;
Xt/ bargaiu; £125.-198, King St., Hammersmith.

[X9588

"I
Q19 Harley-Davidson Combination, new condition:

-Lv £225.—Newnham, 225, Hammersmith Rd.
Phone : 80. [1660

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, guaran-
teed perfect; 120 gns., or best ofier.—Broom, 77,

Marylebone Lane, W.l. [1620

HARLEr-DAVinSON Combination, 1915, guaranteed
perfect; 128 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.,

Ealing. 1578 Chiswick. [1719

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p.;

a bargain, £120.—Lambert, Goose Yard, St.

John St., Angel, E.C. [1865

1Q15 Harley-Davidson, electric model combination,
J-t' in perfect condition; £125.— 5,. Boundary Me-ns,

Boundary Ed., Swiss Cottage, N.W.8. [1117

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1915, con-

dition perfect, lamps, horn, etc.; £100; ready
to drive away.—Scotland House, North Malvern.

[X9700

"I014 Harley-navidson Combination, luxurious sidecar,

XO machine just overhauled by makers; guaranteed

in good ninning order; £110.—Sharman, la, Marina Ot.

Bexhill. [1234

1015 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson and Sidecar, Easting
J-«7 windscreen, splendid condition, fast, powerful,

reliable: £110, no offers.-Williams, Emlyn House,
Brynmawr, Ereconshire. [1176

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, electric,

fine mechanical condition.—Can be seen and tried

at 6 and 7, Snow Hill, E.C.I, between 9.30 a.m. and
6 p.m. 'Phone: 896 City . [1449

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson G.B. Combination, 1916
electric model, engine and tyres splendid condi-

tion- £150; letters only to view.—P. Charleeton, 14,

Elsham Ed., Kensington, W.14. [1425

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, mag. model, enamel
and plating absolutely unscratched, disc wheels,

very fine lot; 145 gns.—Broom, 77, Marylebone Lane
(fii-st fioor flat), Oxford St., W.l. [1618

HAELET-DAVIDSON Combination, large roomy
coachbuilt sidecar, mag. model, 1916, tyres as

new all round, in lovely mechanical condition; £135.—
158, Rosendale Ed., W. Dulwich, S.E.21. [1175

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed,

mag. model, tandem sidecar, new back tyre, Itunps,

oto. ; excellent condition; 125 gns.—Apply, Sndeley

Garage, Dalmeny Rd., TufneU Park, N. [1390

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, perfect

running order, Bosch mag., 3 speeds, very fast,

larse 1919 coach sideciir, luggage grid, tools and spares;

£130; trial Invernesfi.-Box 143, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[X9309

£110.-Harley-Davidson, 1915, mag. model, Gloria
spring wheel sidecar to match, lamps, etc., new

tyre, almost new condition: first remittance secures,

or consider late 4h.p. part exchange.—Philpotts, Russell

St., Keighley. [X9793

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, 7-9h.p.,

perfect condition, thoroughly overhauled, very

powerful machine ; owner purchased car ; best offer over

£156.—Brindley, c/o Central Garage Co., King St.,

Leigh, Lancashire. [X9498

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1914 Combination, mech-
anically sound and in splendid condition, beau-

tiful coachbuilt sidecar with wind screen, any trial or

examination; £100.—Letters only, Hutchinson, 12,

Park Grove, York. [X9804

Hazlewood.
-| tf\14 4-5h.p. Hazlewood-Jap, 3 speeds, kick start,

X.tJ mechanical -horn and lamps; 75 gns.—Reeves,

Bath Cott., Beading Ed., Famborough, Hants. [1715

HAZLEWOOD, 5-6h.p., Bosch, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, 1915, and Bramble sidecar, cUmb any-

thing ; trial ; 90 gns.—Lewis, Newsagent, Owm, Mon.

1 Q15 Hazlewood, J.A.P. twin engine, 5-6h.p., Arm-
-L^ strong 3-speed, K.S., C.B. sidecar, Bosch, etc.;

*70 —w. Speakman, 6, Mayor St., Deane Ed., Bolton.
[X9601

Henderson.
LANCASHIRE, Cheshire. North Wales, and Isle of

Man.—Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. invited.-J.
Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester.

[7036

Hobart.
HOBART 3V.h.p., S-speed, and coachbuilt sidecar,

in ruiming order, 1912; £60.-29, Brndenell Ed.,
Leeds. [X9757

1 Q 15 Hobart-Villiers 2-stroke, only 2 months' use,
-Li/ perfect condition; offers.—Johns, 27, St.

Gabriel's Ed., Orioklewood, N.W. [1465

HOBAET 1915 Combination, 5-6h.p. twin J.A.P.. 3-

speed Sturmey. hand and loot clutch, Bramble
sidecar (minus cushion )with hood and screen; £110, or
near olter.-3, Thanet Ed., Erith, Kent. [1199

•

I
•
I
•

I

I
•

I

The Victorious

was introduced in

1908
was practically unbeaten in open

competition for the three years

1911

1912

1913
winning over 200 medals, 5 cups, and

2 A.C.U. Certificates, 3rd in junior
T.T. (1913), and 1st Single Cylinder

Home. In

1914
stiil victorious. Smallest two-stroke

to survive T.T. Course, averaging

over 30 m.p.h. "Motor Cycling"
said, "The Best Performcince of the

two-strokes in Junior T.Tt^' In

1915
competition suspended. The
machmes on the road winnmg golden

opmions everywhere. And in

1916

1917

1918
our factory was solely devoted to

war work. In

1919
manufacture resumed, unanimously

voted the best two-stroke on the

market.

1920

WAIT AND SEE.

S. A. NEWMAN,
LTD.,

ASTON CROSS,

BIRMINGHAM.

I OF ITSTYPE I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobart,

1Q19 Hobart. 2i/l,h.p. Villiers engine, single Bpei
-Lt/ done 700 miles, no lamps; £45.—Lees, i

Montague Place, Belle Vue, Shrewsbury. [X96

scratched; £58/10, loirest—Brayley, Wroxeter, Shie
bury. IX9S

Bumber.
3Jlh.p. Humber and Sidecar; 30 gns. : going ordei

2 Write, Cole, 7, Nile Ed., Plaistow, E.13. [12

3ih.p. Humber, spring forts, clutch, going ord<
2 £16; side door.—27, Princess ltd., "Nn est jiUbu

[IS
3ih.p. Humber. 2-speed, free engine, .handle sta

2 roomy sidecar; ^42-—Green, 13, Park Ed.. He
ford. [10

3ih.p. Humber, wicker sidecar, 2-speed, good c<

2 dition; £65.-418. Hertford Ed., Enfield Hii
way. [17

HDMBEE Lightweight, Bosch, B.B., adjustable p
ley, good condition; £25.-50, Strand St., Sal

wich, Kent. [18

31h.p. Humber, B. and B., chain drive, good C(

S dition; £25, or ofler.—42, Beech Hill B
Eltham, S.E.9. til

HUMBEE Combination, coach sidecar, 2.spei

Bosch mag., good tyres; accept £49/10.—
277, Camberwell Ed., S.E.5 [17

1 Q13 Humber, 2h.p., Bosch, B. and B. carbarett
JlJ? excellent condition; £20, or near offer

Harvie, Crossways, Wootton-Bassett, Wilts. [X93

1 013 3iAh.p, Humber, 2-speed, handle start, n
XtF Dunlop tyre and belt, perfect order; £43.

offer.—33. Tunley Ed., Craven Park, Willesden, N.W.)
[16

HUiMBEE 1914 2%h.p. Twin, 3-speed hub gel

clutch, Bosch, B- and B., new Palmer tyr

accessories, condition as new; 50 gns.—Cornwell, Ti

hurst, Susse;i. .
l""

HUMBEE 2%h.p. Twin, Armstrong Mark TI.

speed, clutch, Dunlops, hardly been used, in rea

line- condition; £48; after 7.-21, Leamington Garde:

Seven Kings, Essex. i-^'

BEAND New 1919 Si/jh.p. Plat Twin Humber, fu

equipped, lamps, horn, tools, etc., just been/

livcred from the makers; £105.-Eedhead, 9, Hemii

ford Ed., Cambridge. !»="'

HUMBEE Combination, 3y2h.p., handle start,

speed, good wicker sidecar, in good running orO

£45, or near ofler.-W. J. Withers, 127, Crosabrook I

Witham Cross, Herts. 11'

31h.p. Humber, 2-speed, free, good order; will «oi

2 flee £33 for quick sale, or £25 down and bala:

after delivery and trial.—Sherwood, Kose Cotts

Nelson, Sasmundham, Suffolk. il'

10ll4 Humber, 3-speed. kick starter, 3'/jh.p.,t;

XU and belt nearlv new, machine recently overlat

and in splendid condition; bargain; £55.—Oliver, 1

BoUo Bridse Ed., Acton, W.3. U.

HUMBEE 2h.p., 1914, splendid condition, eng

just overhauled at £6 cost, enamel and pW
practically as new, perfect running order; t26,

offers.—Allen, Barnwell, Peterborough. Li

HUMBEE, 1914, 3V2h.p., 3-speed hub gear, c.oi

built sidecar, absolutely new condition, eo

turnout, complete with lamps, and new tyres all too

£88.—Godfrey's Garage, Cranbrook Bd., Ilford. '1

Illord S3. [1

HUMBEE 2%h.p. Twin, late model, practically

condition, clutch, 3-speed, lamps, tools, spe

meter. Klaxon, everything perfect; £65; first m'
secures.-Thomson, Llangunnock House, Tretire, B-

on-Wye. ''

HUMBER (prices down) 6h.p. Plat twin, w»-

cooled, 3 speeds, countershaft, handle si

chain drive, coachbuilt sidecar, sweet running, po^

ful lot; £95.—Sidedoor, 211, Garratt Lane, Wa •

worth, S.W.18. L"

HUMBER 2?4h.p. Twin, T.T. model, exccptioi

'

low and fast, special ensine, long exhaust, si

did condition, 3-speed and clutch, tyres unpuiictt

.

electric and acetylene lamps complete. paddle-oB s .

most attractive sporting lightweight; worth «» .

any trial; accept £55 cash, no offers or dealers.-

Shakespeare Rd., Acton. W.3. !

Indian,

INDIAN, 1913, 7-9h.p., wicker sidecar; £70.-M;> '•

son, Ivydene, Atherstone. l-^

1Q15 Bed Indian, 7-9h.p., T.T., clutch, sparw,
'•

J-V feet.—10, Empress Av.. Hford. I

16 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, perfect c i-

tion; £65.—Stainer, High St., Ryde. I

INDIAN, 5-6h.p., 1915, 3 speeds; £68, oH"
Thomas, 83, Davenport Rd., Shepherds mi^

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1915, clutch model,_perfeot ;
;

Humphries, 8, The ViUage, Old Charlton,

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., spring frame clutch model

fast; £63, nearest.-Pasoan, WoodbndgeBd,

A40 All letters rtlatir.e to advertisement) should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

SfDIAJf, 7-9J1.P., clutch model, very fast, condition
as new: £75.—Eose and Toung, Willow Ed., Hamp-

ad. N.W.5. [1397

V'DIAX, 1914 T.T. model, stored 3 years; £75- new
torpedo sidecar to fit; £15.-17, Eanelagli Ed.

ith, Ealing.
'

[1858
^DIAN 5-6h.p. Clutch Model, Englisli controls;

first otter near £50; after 5.-6, Hemstal Rd.,
Hampstead. [1745

ih.p. Indian, twin, T.T., speedometer, lamps- ride
2 away: 2-speed, land clntcli ; f55.—Lindfleld,
iwley. Susses. _ [1738
<DIAN Combination, 1914, sporting sidecar, just
tlioroughly overhauled ; 80 gns.—Broom, 77 Alarv-

one Lane, W.l. [1621
9h.p. Indian, 1914, late, 2-speed, F.E., kick start,
condition as new, fully equipped; £73.-10, Em-

i Grove, Manchester. [1687
JDIAPJ 3',ih.p., twin engine, 3-sreed model clutch,
complete with lamps, horn, and tools; £65.—Brook
IS., Burnham-on-Sea. [9642
6h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds, K.S., discs,
sporting model, excellent condition; £116.-104,

K End, Bromley, Kent. [1494
WIAtI Combination, 1916, Powerplus, 3 speeds,
clutrh, hne sporting outfit; £120.—Loweth, 6,

lint Pleasant Ed., Ealing. [1451
;DUS, 7-9h.p. (1917 Powernlus), electric lightine

set, o-speed kick start; splendid outfit; price £150.
nttitlis, 8, Kmg St., Yeovil. [1365
115 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, clutch

Kick-start, as new, any trial; £95.—Adams, 6,
lond Rd., Wantage, Berks. [1564
91l.p. Indian Combination, spring frame, electric
lamps and horn, fine condition; £100.-J. Hebden
bsa, bt. .James' .St., Burnley. [1657

I-Jf^"' ^^^V: 1916, 3-speed, kick start, good con-
dition, lamps, and accessories; £85.-Rose

ng. Willow Ed., Hampstead, K" W ;ind

[1398
DIAS 7-9h.p., clutch, T.T., discs, 1915, lamps, horn,
tools, m very good condition; £75, or exchance

r pcwer.— 1, Kenlor Ed., Tooting. [1402
DIAN 7-9h.p., 2-speed, kick start model, -withoach sidecar to match; £85; solo, £65.—Stevens
Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, N.W. [1479

^^^^'^-''^i-JSlB model 3-speed, countershaft
ge.ii. tree engine, kick start, lamps; in splendid

lltion; price f 90.-Grifflths, 8, King St., Teovil!

i)15 Indiari 5-6h.p., 3-speed, kick' start, Ridle
coachbuilt sidecar, perfect running order; £85

iiyle, 132, Longwood Gate, Longwood, Hudders-
[X9724

lit'^h J,"6,
3-speed. K.S., new heavy Dunlops,

ITnf sr'n'^'''" 'r*"'iJ° splendid condition
',mo '~*^' ''""™™''= I''^- N-19- 'Phone: Horn-
^°'-^-

[1366

i"}'^J'' P^^ model, twin, 3-speed, clutch, kick
stnrter, lamps, mechanical horn, e.xcellent condition -

I

my time; £97, lowest.-Burdett, 15, Waldemar A?.!
pg, n.li.

|-J23e

Ptr^^J'%''-^- l^^?-
O'Wfl'l'uilt Combination, spring

tr.iiiie, 3-speed, kick, electric lamps and horn

ae KenV"""' "' *'' "'^"•-S. Park Ed, Sitt?n|;

I'^L ^?„'h ^°f^° "^.'"^'^ *f°'^«'' condition as
I

new, and just overhauled, lamps, mechanical

\virv w,i°''
"'^''"^st offer.—37, Ennismore Av.,

rVi^t^'F' J^J'"" Combination, 3-speed, clutch,

i. t, ,
^ti'rt' Swan sporting sidecar, lighting set

:
trial alter 7.30; £100.-27, Criflel Av., Strict-'"'" ^'^^^

[1087

r tio!,'^'',?- rJ'^'^i'"'
Road Racer, beautiful condi

- Sc hi.p.h., new chains, good tyres, acces

|ri,'L!fttli^^J?ti."=-^-
M^^"^-^-

•'"S^l^^i

l^Ml'^'lu- J-9'^'P-.T-T., clutch, overhauled, new
i-%?V;in '^'^ff°"l^'

«P=-l'es, etc., excellent con-

JaVa?e!'i?idot"w.'
^•'"-'^^'

^°''=''TX9?^1
'

'i™,™'^,'!,".'
1,^''^*°'; ^"^"^ combination, new tyres.

J'tiZ. K„ „,J'™'™L'"'™' "*" fomplete, excellent

ItoS'p^.o^Af-*''^ *^i.°,' ",?" offer; seen any timeiiton, 222, Mitcham Ed., Croydon. [1724

^iit^' s,?i!i'
7-Sh.p., racer, clutch, Lucas King of

i bean If,!™'''^,
'"""•

'V'" 'iProckets, valves.
., oeautiful condition, mileage 10,000
V 4, Orchard Rd., Ilfracombe.

i£55.-
[1323

jIAX, 5h.p., 1915, 3-speed. K.S., hand clutch

Z^^T,"'' •''^""S"*. condition, with Swan sde:
loort, windscreen, electric light; trial; £135, offerWestcombe Park Ed., Blackheath, [1243

Ji):''nJ^,'t^"•
Combination, 2-speed, clutch, elec

ti™ ,^A
'• cp^chbullt sidecar, tyres in good

T?°'„ ? "i??"'i? '" '^0°^ running order; £1on
Brownlow Ed., Harlesden, N.W.IO.
IA>f Powerplus, 1916,- special C.B. S.C
ccessoriai. sporty, excellent appearance; first

nrt n/ '^^™'^J ^"i'^e delivery cycle car.-37,na Kd., Thornton Lodge, Hudderstteld. [S9714

DRY
BATTERY

Lighting

Sets.
BRITISHMADE.

Voles Lighting Sets are the ideal, no-trouble
outfits for the Motor Cycle and Sidecar.
For over ten years they have been in use for
this service, and of recent vears, in consequence
of their dependency, the demand is constantly
increasing.
Dynamo Lighting Sets with Accumulators require
careful attention and owing to complications have
a tendency to go out of order. Accumulators
ii not regularly charged, whether in use or not,

sulphate and become useless.

VOLEX DRY BATTERY
LIGHTING SETS give no
trouble whatever. The Battery,
which is fitted in a metal con-
tainer with switchboard
mounted on top, lies conveni-
ently in the bottom of the side-

car and with ordinary care will

Jast, when in use, from sismonths
SIDE "^bJ*"' toeighteen months without renewal.

LAMP^iN'ew Battery can be fitted in a few
minutes at but little cost. The Battery

ase contains three separate Volex 4-voit

Aero Dry Cells, with separate connecting
boxes for the cables to Head, Side and Rear
Lamps. If one of the batteries becomes exhausted
it can be replaced independently of the others.

Unless specified, we always provide 4 volt Metal
Filament Bulbs to each lamp, l>ut 8 TOlt Bulb
for Head Lamp will be provided where desired.

Complete outQt (as illustration), including Head
Laaip. Ball Pattern Side and Tall Lamps. 3 Volex

Aero Dry Batteries in metal container with switch-

board, Metal Filament Bulbs, and Waterproof
Conducting Cords. - - Price £6/10.
Spare "Volex" Aero Batteries 15/-.

CA.UriON.—"'e would warn users that
th-y may be offered sub.^titutes for the
"Volex" Di.v Battery, Nootherlnttery
will arP'Oach in reliibility. durability,
o.' capacity the British Made "Volex '

List
W, 200,
Motcr
Cycle

Liehtin?,
free on

requast.

TAIL
I LAMP

BATTERIES IN CASES, complete with waterproof con
iucting cords to work inconiunction with own lamps.

Description. Price
:^ Voles "Aero" Batteries in metal container, with
switchboard mounted on top as illustrated ., .. 60/-

Ditto witha Volex" Aero" Batteries and Switchboard,
comprising 2 switches and connectors 44.

Ditto with 1 Voles "Aero" Battery, and switch and
connector

MANCHESTER

n letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A41

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

LATE 1916 Indian, 7-9h.p., T.T. clufljh model, disc
wheels, large P. and H. head light, extremely

fast and in excellent condition; £85.—Lt. P. D. Gibson,
R.A.M.C. Officers' Mess, McGiigor BarrackB, Alder-
ahot, [1543

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, spring frame,
only done 3,500 miles, like new, stored through-

out war; photo; what offers over £105? owner after
light car.—Thornton, Waterloo House, Whitby, York-
shire. [X9657

INDIAN 1916 7h.p. Powerplus Combination, electri-
cally cQuipped, electric born, speedometer, mirror,

coachbuilt sidecar, hood, windscreen, coverall, luggage
carrier; £160.—Bond (junr.) Shawes, Anderton. Nr,
Chorley, Lanes. [1231

1 017 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
At/ kick start, lamps, accessories, just been over-
hauled and repainted royal blue, new sporting body on
Ivlillford chassis, disc wheels; sGllO; owner going
abroad.—136, Main Ed., Sidcup. [1105

1 Q 16 7-9h.p, Indian, Powerplus model, 3-speed,
-L*/ clutch. K.S.. and lovely coachbuilt sidecar, 2
new tyres, mechanical horn, pump, tools, no lamps,
splendid order; £118.—L. Nicholson, Tattenhall House,
Kinstock, Market Drayton, Shropshire. [1566

1014 7-9h.p. Indian, and Mills-Fulford cane uuder-
A»^ slung sidecar, 2-speed, clutch, dynamo lighting
and electric starter, 3 lamps and electric horn, good
tvres ; £105, or nearest offer; after 4 p.m., Thursday.-^
Green, 1, Hollingbourne Gardens, Ealing, W.13 (close

to terminus of 105 'bus). [1396

INDIAN, 5-6h.p.. 1915, 3-speed, loot clutch, kick
starter. Klaxon, Empire petrol economiser, brand

new e.vtra heavy Dunlop back, good front, heaps cf

power, easily controlled, a real goer, in lovely mechani-
cal condition; owner bought car; £90; after 6 p.m.^
Allen, Suffolk House, Duppas Hill, Croydon. [1296

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1915 Coachbuilt Combination, 3-
speed, clutch, mag., electric equipment, 3 lamps,

horn, and charging dynamo, 2 accumulators, spring
frame, tools, and spares, extra heavy Durdops to all

wheels, tyres,, enamelling, and plating almost new con-
dition, a really good turnout; £125; trial given,—97,
High St., Wimbledon.' [X9521

INDIAN Combination, 1914, 7-9h.p., spring frame,
mileage 6,000, re-enamelled 1918 Harley colour,

3 lamps, speedometer, T.T. and touring handle-bars,
2-speed and new hand clv.tch K.S., new heavy Dun-
lops and tubes, MiUord sidecar, C.B., triplex wind
screen and spring grid, splendid condition; 90 gns.-
G. Salmon, 47, Grove Rd., Eastbourne. Tel. : 490.

[1297

VERY Sporting Indian Combination, 2-speed, handle-
bar clutch, large exhaust pipe, speedometer,

mechanical horn, complete set of box spanners, also
shifters, chain repair tool, spare chain and link, red
torpedo sidecar, disc wheel, handsome electric set,
large motor head, also side and tail, new 6-volt 60-
amp. hour accumulator in sidecar, with dashboard
containing voltmeter and ammeter, insurance policy
(third party. 8 months), excellent touring combination -

and in good order; 140 gns.; privately owned.—May
be seen Hedley's Garage, Gunnersbury, Chiswick, W.4.

[1694

Ivy.

IVY 2-stroke, 2i,4h.p., Senspray carburetter, condi-
tion good; £32.-23, Victoria Rd., Bexley. [1308

"I C1J.9 iTy 2-stroke, 2-speed Albion countershaft, de-
Xtf livered July; £55.-77, Craven St., Coventry.

[X9852
IVY.—For the earliest possible deUveries, tiooK your

order now—The Waknll Garage, Wolverhampton
St., Walsall. Tel.: 444. [5603

H. G. HENLY and Co. are sole London Agents for
the popular Ivv 2-stroke.—91, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. 'Phone: Maylair 4084. [0023

Oih.p. Ivy, had very little use, point, tyres, belt, etc.,^ 2 fust like new, must sell immediately ; best offer
over £38 ; lamps and spare t»elt with same.—Brown,
I'ennant View, Ithuallt, St. Asaph. [X9413

James.
JAMES.—Sole agents for Hertfordshire. 1919 ma-

chines in stock.—Chandler. Reyre and Williams.
Sun St.. Hitchin. [0997

JAMES Lightweight, 1915, 2-speed, overhauled with
makers 1918 splendid condition; £40.—Alton,

Little Eaton, Derby. [X9675

JAMES 1918 Combination, 3-speed, K.S., perfect,
fully equipped; £120, or nearest.—White Gates,

Mottram, Manchester. [X9754

A RELIABLE James 2-stroke, 2 epeeda, 1914-15,
countershaft, guaranteed sound, enamel poor; £45.

—Eeen, Broad St., Leominster. tX9569

JAMES 1914 4i4h.p. Combination, 3-speed. clutch,
lamps, horn, speedometer, hood, good condition;

£85.-5. Frederica Rd., Chmglord. [1677

JAMES, 4i.4h.p., clutch, new tyres, tubes, belt, enamel
ond plating good, excellent condition; £52.—Bad-

nell, 8, i'ore&ters Terrace, Alton, Hauts. [X946S

4ih.p. James, 1919, 3-speed, K.S., clutch, condition
4 perfect, not done 200 miles, comnlete Lucne set;

pri<.e £115.-Tarr, 10, Oyster Lane, Bytteet, Surrey.
[1544
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

X917 SVah.p. Twin, 3-speed,JAMES
meter, Klaxon,

£85, or nearest off^r.-

Twin, 3-speed, clutch, speedo-
lamp, spares, nearly new tyres

;

Lt. Larabourne, B.A.F., tTxbiidge.
[1354

1 017 James Combination, ^V^li-P-. complete witli all
Xt7 acce.S'iories, in first-claf^s condition, ready ride
away; price f115.—li.ol>€rt3, 8, Pen-v-Bryn, Old Colwyn,
N". Wales. [1166

JAIvrES Combination^ 4^/ili.p .big single, Armstrong
3-speed, F.E., P .and H. lamp, Bosch mag.. W.P.,

in perfect condit'.on; £75.-2,. Elaine Grove, Gospel
Oak, N.W.5. . . [1406

JAMES 1916 4Mh.p. Countershaft Coachbuilt Com-
bination, and accessories, 3-speed clutch, kick

start, smart turnout; £100.-48, Prince George Rd.,
Dalston, N. [1381

JAMES 5-6h.p. De Luxe Combination, new last month,
perfect condition, Lucas lamps, windscreen, leg

guards, luggage grid; £160.—Lee, Queenhill Manor,
Tewkesbury. [1751

1 019 James 5-6h.p., 3-speed, kick start, lamps,
A iy horn, tools, spares, delivery July ; £135 ; no
oHers; after 5.—Brown, c/o Thorne, 67, London St.,

Greenwich, S.E.
"

[1749

sidecar,
etc., cx-
Naletta
[1464

.1 Q18 5-6h.p. James Combination, 28x3 wheels, 3
J-t/ speeds, pedal clutch, lamps, accessories; £165;
Rc-arcely soiled, ridden only 200 miles; ownre's illness

reason for sitle.—Robinson, Sutterton, Boston. [X9534

1 Q14 4lih.p. James, 3-speed gear, kick start, clutch,
i-iy all enclosed chain drive, James coachbuilt side-
car, perfect condition; £125, or offer—Monro, 24,
York House, Highbury Crescent, N.l. Gerrard 4227.

[X9671

J Q19 James 4^4^. p. Big Single Combination, 3-speed,
JLiJ all-chain, Lucas horn, Orto wind screen,
coverall, spares, not run 500 miles; £150, no offers;

appointment.-71, Swinderby Rd., Wembley, Middle-
,^ex. [X9670

JAMES 1916 4idh.p. Big Single, with 1917 special

Campion sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, re-

csntly overhauled, mileage under 3,000, condition per-

f2Ct; any trial; £85.--Smith, 8a, Watling St., Welling-
ton, Salop. [X9792

JAMES 1915 C.B. Combination, 3V:'h.p. twin, 3-

speed, clutch, K.S., enclosed chains, sporting
sidecar, all accessories, stored 2 years, splendid con-

dition ; £82 / 10 ; after 6 p.m.—27, Cedars Rd.,
Chiswick, W.4. [1648

JAMES 1917 4>4h.p. Combination, C.B.
C.A.V. lighting set, electric horn, spares,

cellent condition; £120; seen after 5.—132,
Rd., Acton, W.3.

4ih.p. James with model de luxe sidecar, new
4 3 speeds, countershaft, lamps,

1916,
horn, speedometer,

tools and ' spares, excellent condition ; £90, or would
exchange for 2 (^peed solo maeliine with cash adjust-

ment.—H., 88, The Brent, Dartford. i [1216

JAMES Big Single Combination, 1916, 3-speed coun-
tershaft, clutch, kick starter, engine and machine

overhauled and necessary replacements made, tyres

good, excellent throughout, lamps, spares inclusive,

stored 2 years; 88 gns.;-aiiy trial and examination;
Midlands.—Box 166, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9781

J. A. P.

3ih.p. J.A.P., Bosch magneto.
2 best offer.-F. J. Webb, 8,

ford.

6h.p. Jap-Enfield,
cheap.—Brown.

Trent.

-| Q14 J.A.P.,
it/ as new ;

43, Osman Rd.,

in perfect condition

:

Queen's St., Chelms-
[X9638

splendid machine, about 1913

;

Riingemore Village, Buiion-on-
[X9707

8h.p., Indian red, very fast, condition
for Quick sale, £50.—Roberts, R.A.F.,
South Tottenham. [1431

4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch, all-chain, new tyres,

splendid sidecar machine; perfect condition; £48.
—Grocer, 69, North St., Plaistow, Broadway. [X9636

J .A.p., 1915, 23^. p., 2,-speed, thorough good running
order, nearly new, very fast; and also light sidecar;

the lot; £50.-J.A.B., 17, High Rd., Tottenham, X,15.
[1874

J .A.P., 4h.p., adjustable pulley, waterproof Bosch,
Senspray, Dunlop tyres, belt new. Miller lamps,

excellent condition, fast, reliable; £35.—After 6, 10,
Princes Parade, Church End, Finchley. [1647

3-speed, clutch, K.S..
. . uggage carrier, wind

screen, tools, touring model, excellent condition, heap
of spare parts; £80.—Cox, 23, Campbell Rd., Bow, E.
After 7 p.m. [1755

J.E.S.

LANCASHIRE and Cheshire Only.—J.E.S. motor
cyclette and attachment sets; enquiries invited.—

J. Blake and Co., Liverpool-Manchester. [7042

J.A.P. 5h.p. Twin. Bosch, B.B.
Canoelet sidecar, lamps.

K
Kerry

EEET, 2%|h.p. ; JB29,- good condition; flist cheque
secures.—Alderton, 10, West St., Eeigate. [1167

Lea-Francis.
LEA-FRANCIS, 1919. Place your name on our

waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
mounts.—A. J. Sproston, 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[6612

TWO BRAND NEW 3^ h.p. SUNBEAM
COMBINATIONS IN STOCK, WHAT OFFERS?

NEW 23h,p. W.D. DOUGLAS IN STOCK, £80.

COMBINATIONS.

1917 CLYNO Combination, 3 speeds, kick
starter £135

i9l8 6 h.p. ENrlELD Combination, con-
dition almost new £145

1919 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, very
good order £140

SOLOS.

1919 Brand New 4 h.p. TRIUMPH. What
offers ?

1918 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, splendid order ... £93
1917 4 h.p. TRIUMPH, „ £87
1916 4J h.p. B.S.A., all chain drive ... £e8
1919 4i h p. B.S.A. Combination, only

done a few miles. What offers ?

See our Accessory Bolumn (or Wonderful
Bargains,

J. SMITH & CO.,
Light Car and Motor Cycle

Specialists,

16, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDO.X. N W.l

'Phone: Museum 3419.

aaBBElEIElEIElEIElElEl Q H BBHQHSElHaHrE
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea-Francis.

LEA-FRANCIS, 3V2h.p., 1914, hand and foot dutch,
kick start, 2-speeoL excellent condition; £69, no

oflorB.— 3, Craven St., Coventry. [X9470
T EA-FRANCTS 4h.p. Twin Coarh Combination, late
J-J 1916, 3-speed countershaft, anr-essnrips, speedo-
meter, like neiv; £125, solo part.-E., 5. Victoria Av.,
Surbiton. [X9717

Levis.
T EVIS 2-stroke, all accessories, as new, been stored;
J-' £45.—Kinnear, 39, Marine Parade, Dover. [1692

LEVIS, 2i4h.p., excellent running' order; £24.-101,
Ijancaster Rd., Morecamhe, Lancashire. [59719

LEVIS, 2»4h.p., fine, fast, condition, lighting set;
£45.-Clark, 9, Monks Rd., Lijicoln. [X97a7

HOVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Rd., are execut-
ing Levis orders in strict rotiition; all accessories

and repairs.
, [7962

LEVIS 2^411. p., late model, new heavy Dunlops, all
in excellent condition; after 7 p.m.—Ill, Byine

Rd., Balham. [1447

LEVIS Popular, the finest 2-strok6 in the -world;
book now for early delivery and super-service.—

The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [5604

Lincoln-Hlk.

LINCOLN-ELK, 2V'h.p., perfect, Bosrh, B. and B.;
£30.~The Avon Motor Cycle Co., Southbridge Rd.,

South Croydon. [1183

2-speed, free, countershaft,
. ___ sidecar, powerful, fast, nice

£55.—Taylor, 637, Seven Sisters Rd., Lon-
[1380

S'/oh.p., Sturmey-ATcher 3-speed
Bosch, B. and B. adjustable jet;

35 gne.—Batten, Myrtle Cottage, Southington, Overton.
Hants. [X9S57

LINCOLN-ELK 4h.p..
underslung coach

condition
don,

LINCOLN-ELK,
and clutch,

4ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, hand-oontroUed clutch, Bosch, B,
4 and -

splendid
NfiWHik.

B., lamps, liorn, neiv trres and tubes;
'

machine ; £40.—Whate, Builder, Dunham,
[X9640

LINCOLN-ELK 3V2b.p.. 2-speed, Dunlop tyres, prU
vately owned for 12 months, changtd hands and

stored during war, now overhauled and in iirst-class.

condition
;

price £65.—Halse, West St., Ashburton.
[13613h.p. Lincoln-Elk. singlo gear, adjustable pulley,

Bosch, B. and B., T.T. bars, tyiea, belt nearly
tubeG new, engine in good order, reliable machine;

35 gns. ; after
ley, S.E. 4,

6 p.m.—Addicott, 71, Aricu Rd.,

L.M.C., 4h.p., in
£33 without.-:

L.M.C. Motor Cycles,
comforts of a car.

Biook-
[1212

L.M.C.
first-class order; £42 with sidecar,
-Rear of 90, Leyton High Ed.i

Stratford, E.15. [1340

L.M.C, 3',l;h.p., splendid order throughout, Bosch
mag.; £25.—Speeohley, 1, " Guunensbury Laue,

Acton Hill, London, W.3. [1461

- The motor cycle with the
All models available shortly;

demonstration model now in stock.—The sole dis-

tributing agents for Londo'n and the Home Counties,
Mebes and Mebes, the Original Light Car Specialists,
144. 154-6, Gt. Portland St. W.l. [3695

Matchless.
MATCHLESS. 1919-20 models; to ensure delivery

order immediately.—Parker's, JBradshawgate.
Bolton. [X9687

CHOW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey
agents for the new Matchless.—Order now for

early delivery. t[4085

JONES' Garage, special agents for Matchless, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. N.lO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. - [2921

MATCHLESS, 1913. 6h.p., C.B. sidecar. 2-speed, in

good running order; price £70.-199, Albert Bd„
Jarrow-on-Tyne. [X9667

.p. Matchless and Sidecar, hood, ivind screen,

speedometer, lamps, etc. : £100.-16, Bingstead
Rd., Catford. S.E. ^ [1457

6 h.p. Matchless Combination, chain drive, kick start,

2-speed, clutch, ride away; 85 gns.—Muggerid ge,

York Rd., Byfieet. [1538

Coachbuilt Combination,
any trial; sacrifice £90.—

[1556

8*

MATCHLESS 8h.p.
speeds," kick-starter.

mng., good run*

d'elof-k Friday.—
(1256

8h.p:, 2-Bpee(l,

£96,-
[1411

A42

Pepper,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement.

68, Bingham Rd., Croydon.

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 4h.p., Bosch
ning order; £43; apply ait^i 2

40, New 'St., Kemiington, S.E.

MATCKLESS-J.A.P. Combination,
chain drive, kick start, all accessorie's

;

10, Monmouth Rd., East Ham.

MATCHLESS 1915 ComWnation, M.A.G. engine,

Bosch, 3-ape«d, lamps; £125, no dHers.-Muirliead,

36, Grainger St., Newcastl<:-on-Tyne. [X94£I3

MATCHLESS-J.A.P 6h.p. C.B. Combination, 2-speed,

engine needs slight adjustment; £50.—Private
Garage, Christchurch Av., Brondesbury. [l^O'l

4h.p. Miitchless-Jap, T.T., Bosch, B.B., engine in good

condition : £40 ; a real Bportsman's mount.^1;
3, Gladstone Ed., Ashtead, Surrey.

and the date of the issue.

[1713
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The Rights of the Irate
Pedestrian.

IN
our last issue we referred to some extraordi-

nary evidence which canie to light in the

hearing of a case at, the Southend Police

Court, where a young motor cyclist was

charged witih driving to the common danger.

Unfortunately, the affair was somewhat pre-

judiced by the fact that he was unable to pro-

duce his licence when stopped by a constable,

and also had another charge against him in

respect of driving without li_^hts.

On the main charge, however, the evidence

was conflicting. The chief witness, at whose in-

stigation the proceedings were takei"], alleged that

the defendant's speed was from " 40 m.p.h. to

45 m.p.h., and, ..in my own mind, more"
—such a statement should discredit any evidence

—but other witnesses called stated, and we learn

. also from a person present who saw the proceed-

ings, that the motor cyclist was doing from

10 m.p.h; tO' 12 m.p.h.

The point we wish to raise, however, has

regard tO' the actions of this particularly malig-

nant witness. Feeling aggrieved by the manner
m' which the defendant was riding up and down
the road, he, according to, his own evidence,

endeavoured to honk him off the -machine, and,

not being successful, on a subsequent evening

again went to the same spot with the intention

of waylaying the offender, and stopping him.

Again failing in ' his utterly unlawful pro-

ject, he reported the matter to the police : a

thing which he would have been perfectly justi-

. fied' in doing in the first case if he considered

he had a proper cause for complaint; but surely

by no means excusable following ^on, and no

doubt in pique through, the failure of an assault.

We commend this case to the notice of the

various organisations, which protect the interests

of -the private motorist, for, despite the fact that

the pedestrian's conduct was such that, had he

achieved his object, he might easily have brought

about circumstances which would have resulted

in his own trial on a charge of manslaughter,

not one word of censure or reproof was addressed

to him by the Bench.
Motorists as a body have every right to de-

mand some explanation of this omission, other-

wise a precedent appears to be established

whereby anyone, believing himself to be

aggrieved, may deliberately waylay- the supposed
offender and assault him with malice prepense.

Imported Motor Cycles.

AT
the present moment a tariff of 33j'3% is

payable upon all motor cycles imported

into this country, and until September
1st next imports are restricted. After that

date the restrictions are to_ be removed,

but Mr. Lloyd George's speech and subsequent

amplifying statement did not make it perfectly

clear whether the tariff duty was to be retained

or not. In the case of " Unstable Key Indus-

tries," of which the most important, from the

motor cyclist's point of view, is the manufacture

of magnetos, it is clearly s'tated that a licence

fee will be charged which will be fixed " w-ith

regard in each case to the difference between
the price at which the article can be imported

and the price at which similar articles can be

sold in the United Kingdom." It may be neces-

sary for the Government to assist these " key
industries " for some years, but -care will be

taken that no undue profits are made at the

expense of the community.
Enquiry at the Home Office has elicited the

information that the 33^-^% import duty has

still to be paid on American motor cycles. This
duty was imposed during the war, primarily to

aid British manufacture and as a spur to the

nation generally in production. But, rather than

acting as a spur, it has had a neutralising effect,

or no effect at all, on the workers, for produc-
tion, as everyone knows, has lessened tc an
alarrtiing degree. Originally, it was proposed to

lift the 33^^^% embargo in September, 1920, the

date afterwards being altered to May.

An Index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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IDEAS : Useful and Ingenious. Cj(LtJ»j '^<J a-

A Sidecar Panfry.

A NORTH of England reader sends
particulars of the picnic pantry on
his sidecar. It will be seen that the

rear locker of the type of sidecar illus-

trated may readily be converted to meet
the requirements of the family party who
wisely take their meals in the open. The
lid of the locker is provided with a dust-

KWVES. FORKS

SPOONS Etc

INBfVEIfiPE

GUSS ja.eS
miH SCREW IDES

FOR MILK

_
TEA POT

.

. . .
-

An idea for sidecar picnickers. As will

be seen from the illustration, the equipment

is carried in the rear portion of the sidecar.

proof envelope, in which knives, forks,

spoons, etc., are carried, and a "lift-out"
rack accommodates cups, saucers, plates,

and teapot. The lower part of the locker
is utilised to carry water cans and tins

for foodstuffs.

A Philipson Pulley Conlrol

Brake.

THE Philipson governor pulley on many
machines may be very simply fitted

with a small foot control brake,
which can eithir be operated with the

heel, resting the toe on the footrest, or
with the toe only.

The sketches are practically self-

explanatory, the brake consisting of a
short length of flat steel twisted through
a right angle for half it? length, one end
being drilled with a gin. hole to accommo-
date the specially long bolt which replaces
the standard footrest-rubber bolt. The

on the engine and yet retards the
governor of the pulley sufficiently, and
the fitting may be just light enough on
the footrest to stay up if not required, or
it may rest lightly on the pulley.—H.
BltCrNSDEN.

An Improved Belt.

IN order to obtain belt fasteners suitable
for use on his privately constructed
8 h.p. cycle car, Mr. Duncan, a

Smethwick dental surgeon, made two
fastenei's from solid steel. The design
of these is depicted below, and may

A belt fastener made from the solid by
Mr A. J. Duncan for use on his cycle car.

appeal to other motor cyclists who re-
quire exceptionally strong belt fasteners
to be used in conjunction with
pulleys.

large

A Bowden Wire Repair.

THE value of this tip is possibly limited
in the case of home-country riders,
who are never very far distant from

garages and repair men, but coming from
an overseas correspondent, it casts an in-

An Improvised Bowden wire casing repair

other end of the steel has two iin.

countersunk holes to receive the Whit-
worth screws which secure the fibre pad.
Red fibre is used for the shoe, as it is

found to have the minimum braking effect

teresting side-light on the manner in

which quite simple replacements may ne-
cessitate the use of some makeshift until

a proper renewal can be made.
When a Bowden casing is damaged by

being squeezed, the inner wire generally

sticks, but a temporary
repair can be made by
unwinding the outer coil

for an inch or two, cut-

ting out this part and re-

placing it with a piece of

strip iron, bent and
slotted at the ends as
shown in the sketch

;

finally- pinching the saw

A device for retarding the governor on a Philipson pulley. '^"'•s together.—G.W.N.

Gear Box Lubrication.

IN order to provide a simple and ea

method of maintaining a coire

supply of lubricant in the gear^ b'

of an A.J.S. the apparatus here illi

trated was devised.

A brass T piece was first obtained ai

fitted between the elbow piece on the 1

An A.J.S. oil pum]

altered to enable-gea

box to be oiled whil

pump and the regulating cock on the pi

to the engine and a tap was -fixed ir

this and a copper pipe led therefrc

underneath the tank and down the sad(

tube of the frame to the gear box.

By closing one tap and opening 1

other a charge of oil may be passed

either engine or gears as desired.—

.

Reillt (U. R.A.F.)

A24

Tyre Valve Adapter fori

Disc Wheels.

AN adapter
which can
easily be fit-

ted to the tyre

valves of motor
cycles with disc

wheels consists of

an ordinary cycle

inflator connection,

one end of which
is screwed to the

valve and the
other let into the
disc, with the dust
cap on the out-

side. This allows

for inflating the

tyre without mov-
ing the sliding in-

spection liole
covers. (The usual
chain attached to

the dust cap can ... . . n -.j

be soldered on to A permanent mWo
the disc.)-J. connection for &a\

MuNCASTEK. wheels.

i
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Catering for the Duffer.

' the Rapson unpuncturable tyre prov&s to be all

' that is claimed for it, the last obstacle in the

; path of motor cycling for the million is removed.

\.—1 do not say " motor cycling for the

300,000,'"' which would imply an insurmountable

1 obstacle. Mechanical reliability has already

hed a high standard, if the ideal is still distant;

the certainty of punctures with existing types of

s has deterred the nervous from buying motor cycles,

en a puncture-proof tyre, the men and women who
he tinkering will be emboldened to buy. It follows

: controls will have to be simplified very consider-

,'. Take gears as an example. I am now riding

achine adorned with a gear box which is quite one

:he best I could have. It is possible to make an

olutely shockless change with- this box ; but it is

I possible by a feat of legerdemain. If I manipu-

the handle-bar valve lifter and clutch lever whilst

nging gear, the gears go in as a knife enters butter,

both the aforesaid levers are situated on the left-

id grip, I usually change gear on the valve lifter

ne, in which case the machine gives a convulsive

c, exactly as if a spring frame were passing over a

. boulder" or pot-hole. I have taught several athletic

mgsters to ride on this "machine. It is instructive

ride behind them when they have reached the stage

which they can'be trusted, out on main roads. They

'jays wobble wheit they change gear. I have also

id to teach one or two elderly men and several girls

ride this same machine. Such persons dare not

mge its gears until they have undisputed possession

a nice, wide, straight piece of road. I might write

a similar vein about the carburetter, the levers of

ich retjuire lightning and knowledgeable manipula- .

n when starting up, or rounding a sharp turn ; or

3ut the ignition, which, in conjunction with an

surdly high compression ratio, wants quite a lot of

raouring.

Cinqtjevalli Outclassed.

N fine, I do not think the trade realises, what

demands the conventional machines make on the

attention of unskilled riders. They are actually

tinctly more alarming to a novice than any car and

juire far more handling. In the forefront stands

; obvious fact that the learner has to balance the

ichine, 'whilst he performs actions as complex as

y car can call for. If he concentrates too exclusively

.

getting a perfect mixture or letting in the clutch

ntly or finding the right notch in the gate, the front

leel begins to wobble most fearsomely ; and, as his

iscles have yet to master the instinctive correction

steering errors, he is correspondingly perturbed.

the second place he must face all the early terrors

3ne, whereas, in learning to drive a car, he, has a

mpanion/who undertakes general responsibility, and
ows the pupil to concentrate on one point at a time

—

'eriiig, clutch work, throttle "work, brakes, or gear-

changing^but never all __ together. Thirdly, the caT

driver is always provided with an automatic carburetter

and a simple control for it. The motor cycling novice

has usually to wrestle with a two-lever carburetter,

which is often extremely sensitive, and a bad blunder

confronts him with the task which he probably dreads

above all others—that of restarting the engine.

Fourthlv, he must on no account forget to oil the

engine, ' Avhereas a car engine oils itself. Reviewing

these points of contrast, one is not surprising that

motor cyclists continue to be drawn almost exclusively

from the ranks of youth ancl sportsmanship. But,

given unpuncturable' tyres and a simplified
,

control

system, there is no reason why millions of duffers

should not share our pleasures and conveniences. If

the trade w^ould only see it, the scooter craze is a very

strong pointer in this direction. Its popularity is

partly accountei^ for by its low weight and cheapness

;

but, 'nevertheless, its supposed simplicity is a large

element in the craze, for the buying pubhc have yet

to learn that simphcity obtained by means of a single

gear and a tiny engine is not necessarily preferable

to sundry complications.

Our Smootli Qiain Drives. '

S I often grumble, I am bound to- raise my hat to

the trade when I find they have genuinely

floored an awkward antagonist. The drawbacks

of belt drive, like the quality of Government ale, have

always been obvious. When a few daring makers

began to coquet with the all-chain drive, especially

upon single-cylinder machines, I felt dubious. For

years we had been accustomed to ride in sublime

obhvion of our transmission for perhaps 75% of our

mileage. When we changed over to the chain, we

certainly bade farewell to such heart-breaking inter-

ludes as broken fasteners or chronic belt-slip implied.

On the other hand, the snatchy drive of the early

chains made Vis perennially conscious of our trans-

mission, as thudding vibrations had always made us

conscious of single-cylinder engines. Only with the

engine running fairly fast on a low gear ratio under

light load was the early chain drive at all comparable

to the belt. This week I have been driving a high-

campression single-cylinder mount with all-chain drive.

I say dehberately that its drive is as smooth as the

best belt, well run in and perfecdy adjusted. Even

if I make the engine baulk and conk on the pick-up,

after a fierce corner or on the foothills, I_ remairr

unconscious of the fact that I have a rigid drive

beneath me. This is very real progress. I do_ not

say that all chain systems are as good as the one I

own; but I do say that it is at least possible for a

machine fitted w-ith the roughest type of engine tp be

chain-driven and yet to feel as if it were belt-driven.

I must now eat my own words of long ago, and admit

that the function of the belt is just about fulfilled.

Spring drives and cush hubs are reaching a miraculous

efficiency.

A^5
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Low-powered Sidecar Touring.
A 3ih.p. Norton Outfit on Lakeland Hills. .

L
'<^*'t>~^»^v^ .tA^'iX*^ "' A ^ ---!.ji".'.- -a"^

A pretty peep by tKe shore of Derwentwater. The sidecar is a 3] h.p. Norton, on which a Lakeland tour was successhilly undertaken

THE outstanding feature of a record motor holiday

crowd in Lakeland has been the number of

comparatively low-powered sidecar outfits on

the road. One refers here to those with engines in the

vicinity of 3^ h.p. Of course, the bigger powers are

better for real hill work, but there has been plenty of

evidence that these

machines can get j

about successfully

amongst the hills

and dales of the

Lake District.

In this connec-

tion the writer had
an interesting talk

with Lt. L G.

Bethwaite, a north-

country sportsman
and competition

rider. His usual

mount, the b i g
Harley - Davidson,
is familiar in the

North, but as an

expert tuner he is

more enthusiastic

about the efficiency

of the 3-J h.p.

type. Ltr Beth-

waite achieved dis-

tinction in the war,

first as a despatch
rider and latterly

&26

Qimbine CastlerigK, a hili leadinsr from the Vale of Derwentwater on the road to Windermere-

in the Air Force as a fightirig pilot. On thi

occasions he was brought down " badly holed

"

twice his petrol tank and once himself. Along wi

Lt. C. R. White he has been recovering amongst t

Lakeland mountains, and the performances of th'

^% h.p. Norton have been worthy of note.

The remarkal
; petrol consumpti

of ninety-five mil

to- the gallon

the Norton
achieved throu]

careful valve tii

ing and carbureti

adjustment. Tl

exhaust val

spring is slight

stronger than t

inlet. Few ride

realise that we

takes place on -t

variable taper

needle for the
;

of the B. and ,

carburetter, a r

this causes faul

running. A nt

needle is easi

fitted, and tl

should be adjust

to give full conti

of the air leve

that is, to obta
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iif-powered Sidecar Touring.—

n^h an adjustment that when travelling on the road it

gjossible to bring the air lever back from fully open to

\
point where a proper mixture is obtained. The most

nortant detail is to adjust the petrol level to ykva.

)0W the top of the jet—this is the secret of the

(larkable petrol consumption. In the engine all

'rrings _are, in Lt. Bethwaite's words, a '' sloppy
"

but the magneto chain drive should be kept at

'per stretch by moving the magneto bodily forward

its bed. The Sturmey-Archer three-.speed gear box

gives splendid results if filled up systematically with

thick gear oil every 300 miles, finally, Lt. Bethwaite
believes in having everything throughout the machine
thoroughly lubricated ; oilers Oh forks, steering head,

arid wheels are not put on as markers.' ornaments. The
keen ear for the note of the engine, whether of the.

small land type or swift air-lighting type, is a gift of

inestimable value, but the few practical hints given

above may, during the coming days of_ peaceful motor-

ing, help those who wish to obtain the utmost horse-

power out of the moderate-powered sidecar outfit.

Climbing

''*HE mountain ^

p o p u larly
known to our

lerican confreres

'01dBaldy"(Mt.
1 Antonio) has re-

;dy been climbed

Jack Fletcher,

unted on a Har-
-Davidson sport-

':,
[ model of the

le - described on
je 181 (issue dated
gust 14th).

rhis model, in

country of its

gin, is referred to

the " litde"

chine, but as its

)acity is 584 c.c.

certainly cannot
isider it to be in

Motor Cycle Mountaineering,
a Mountain Two Miles Higli on a Harley-Davidson FlaHwin.

At the summit of "Old BaUy." J. Fletcher on a flat-twin Harley-Davidson
fitted with tractor rear wheel, which enabled him to achieve the first ascent by
motor cycle of Mt. San Antonio.

mechanical trouble

in actual riding time

of" 3h. 42m., i.e.,

after deducting the

tiriie spent in waiting

at various points for

recovery of breath,

and for the photo-

grapher and cine-

matographer who
followed the trail on

foot, driving three

mules which carried

their apparatus.

The first two miles

passed over a well-

defined track, after

which follows Hard
Scramble Ridge, ris-

ing 2,000ft. in one
mile, and higher still

on a section known
; lightweight class ; at the same time its performance
climbing a mountain two miles high speaks well

its power and controllability.

\ tractor rear wheel was fitted to. enable the machine
make progress over the loose shale and crumbling
inite, and. the climb was accomplishej without

as the Devil's Backbone, the trail is barely a foot wide,

sloping away at both sides in a drop on to loose stones

some 3,000ft. deep.

At an altitude of 8;oooft., the rarity of the atmos-

phere was particularly noticeable, and the engine

power fell off considerably.

Eccentrically Bored Cl^ain Wheels.
A Point for Consideration when adjusting Driving Cliains.

, FAULT occasionally to be found in chain-

y^ driven machines is inaccurate boring of chain-

sprockets. This causes the sprockets to be
entric, and the chains to be alternatively tight and
se, so that correct tensioning is not possible. The
uble is not confined tO' any one particular make,
tor cycles, which have recently come under our
;ice having this fault, include a couple of light-

ghts, a single, arid two twin sidecars. Obviously
s a matter for works' managers seriously to investi-

e. It m^y be found that war-worn machinerj' is re-

msible, and the difficulty of obtaining new plant.

: mention the point, as it is one that is not likely

enhance the reputation of motor cycle makers as

;iiieers, and because the demand for motor cycles at

the present may tempt a production manager to "pass"
faulty parts which under other conditions would be
" scrapped."

Eccentric chain wheels in the hands of those who
merely tighten their chains and take no measure to

ascertain if the tension is rnore ,or less correct at all

positions of the wheels, will also place undue strains

upon engine and gear units, and worn bearings will

result, besides incurring risks of chain, breakages, which
may bring into disfavour a system of transmission

that has so much to commend if only it be properly

applied.

Owners of chain-driven machines on adjusting their

chains should take care to note that there are no
"tight places."
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions:

Spring As a result of the notes which appeared
Luggage , in our last "Overseas Comments," urging
Grills. the need for better springing of the

luggage carrier on sidecars intended for

colonial roads, and yet avoiding the light type of grid

attached to the bodywork, several readers have sug-

gested a rear.ward extension of the body side-members
to form a platform, so that luggage would be insulated

from shocks by the springs which slipport the passenger.

One large firm has already perceived this advant-
age, Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., having adopted this

system on its sidecar, which was described on page

384 of Tlie Motor Cycle dated April 17th. As will

be remembered, in this design the springs carry a

large rectangular frame of angle steel of sufficient

size to support the body, and also to form a grid

and petrol can carrier ; the mudguard is also attached
thereto, so that nothing likely to suffer from vibration

is directly fixed to the chassis.

CJ] CS3 CS3

Lessons from The Scottish Six Days Reliability Trial
Trials. may be taken as the Overseas trial of the

British Isles, and the lessons to be
deduced from it should be contemplated by all who
are interested in Overseas trade. This year's Scottish

event brings home one or two old, old lessons, fore-

most among which, perhaps, is the desirability of

interchangable wheels—not only for sidecar machines,
but for solo mounts also.

To quote one single instance. A competitor on the

first day of the trial had the misfortune to encounter
a jagged rock with his rear wheel. It cut clean through
the outer cover, and punched a neat little hole in the

tube. There was no time between -the short checks
of that day to change the cover over to the fro'ht wheel,

so the competitor had to do the- -best he could by
means of patches and a gaiter.

As onlookers, we ourselves were sure that all

chances of an' award of any kind for this man were
gone, as he carried no spare cover, and was not,

according to the rules of the trial, allowed to buy one
after starting. It was distinctly hard lines, as the rider

and the machine were pretty sure of pulling through
had fortune favoured them, whereas it was now vastly

improbable that the tyre would hold out on the rear

wheel until a long blind to get ahead of time when
the going was favourable made it possible to change
the wheels. Later in the day the tyre gave out again,

and a frenzied repair enabled the competitor to check
in with about three seconds to spare.

That night he requested permission to buy a new
cover, explaining his misfortune, and the sporting Scots

A2S

—rather to our surprise—acceded to the reque

Luck favoured the competitor again, for he found

cover of the desired size at the very garage where t

machines were stored, and managing next day to
f

ahead of time, in spite of unending trouble with t

old cover, he succeeded in making the change,.. a:

finally gained a premier award.
,

Here, however, was a choice example of a premi

award hanging in the balance owing to no defect in t

machine as it stood—it was one of Britain's best

and owing to no fault of the rider. Had he, at t

first, been able to whip out his rear wheel, make i

best repair possible, then change his wheels over,

that the cut cover rode easily on the front wheel, wh

anxious moments would have been spared him ! T
cut cover would probably have lasted out the tri

with perfect safety on the front wheel, but fifty mil

on the rear wheel was sufficient to" aggravate the inju

so that the tyre became practically useless.

tj] [ji tj]

Economy in It is to be hoped that, ere long, ;

^ye machines will be fitted with interchanj
Purcha,se. able wheels, for; quite apart from tliecG

venience thus afforded, the addition mak
a considerable difference to one's tyre bill. Generally

rider buys , the best cover procurable for the re

wheel, while the front is shod with a cheaper ai

lighter production. Such a method is not economics

pnd it is f.nr better in eveiy way to buy heavy cove

for both wheels.- The thin cover, if transferred to ll

rear wheel when the latter begins to wear somewh.i

is seldom satisfactory. It soon proves itself not to 1

puncture proof, and very probably the canvas go

inside after quite a short mileage. ,Far better is it

tyre both wheels alike, and then one is certain of 1

punctures through the heavy tread of the front, ai

when the back cover wears down and it becomes nece

sary to reverse them, one still has the front whe

well shod and fit for many hundreds of miles, besid

possessing puncture-resisting properties at least equ

to a cheap tyre.

* * tj]

Strength of Broken frames are usually a veritab

Construction, epidemic in the Scottish Trials, but it

worthy of note that only one fran

breakage occurred this year, and that was due

pressure of time necessitating the use of .a brazed fittii

instead of standard solid forging for the particul

frame member which collapsed. TJiere were, of cours

several instances of broken sidecar couplisgs, and the

will probably be just as many in every such trial ti

spring sidecar wheels become the rule rather than tl
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eption. The" war has tended to stiffen up many
tish designs, and though this may be desirable so

as solo machines are concerned, too^much stiffening

sidecar design generally leads to breakage. Stiffen

r motor cycle frame so that it cannot break and

bably it will break your sidecar chassis ; stiffen

r sidecar chassis at its previously weak points and

bably you create new weakness, and if the stiffening

cess be carried too far, the point is reached at which

sidecar chassis will break the motor cycle frame,

ind so we go on piling on weight ad infiniium,

the weakness of the whole structure lies in its

dity, and the only way to neutralise this condition

o employ sprmg frames and spring sidecar wheels,
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whereupon the weight of the whole outfit can be cut

down to a minimum.
At the same time, it must be stated that most of the

sidecars competing which did not break their frames
were subjected to an extremely severe test—more severe

than would be meted out to them by the ordinary
tourist. Thirty-seven miles in the hour over mountain
roads—roads strewn with boulders and consisting of a
wild succession of pot-holes and fly-crawls—is what
more than one of the competing sidecars were
called upon to do, and they stood the awful gruelling

without so much as shaking loose a fitting. In fact,

those that succumbed were extraordinarily few, and
the breakages were in every Case traceable to some
acknowledged weakness in the design or workmanship.

It was notice-

able that the pas-

sengers in the
sidecar outfits

complained o f

fatigue even more
than the drivers

—a condition of
things that fur-

ther strengthens

the plea for
spring sidecar

wheels.
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This Scottish test

hill—^A ultnaharie—
conveys a slight idea of

the state of some of the

roads encountered during

the recen: Trials.
These stretches approxi-

mate to Colonial con-

ditions, and valuable

data may be gathered

during this strenuous

test by manufacturers

who cater for the

Overseas market.

A Seleciion of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

Handle-bar Ciutches.

New South Wales reader writes :
" Please tell the

lufacturei- in England to fit handle-bar controlled clutches
y time. Sometimes we have to negotiate stretches of
I with steep banks upon which it is impossible to ride
achine, and with a handle-bar clutch we can walk along
, allowing the engine to do the work."

Advertisers and Prices.

Besqoaxd," writing from Bombay, India, says :
" May

1 your columns, have a grouse that may eventually be a

to others interested in the pastime. Why is it that
ufacturers of electric lighting sets and electric conversion
never publish in their advertisements the two details a
most wishes to know, viz., (a) candle-power of bulb

(b) approximate life of the dry battery (if this is to supply
current) ?

Why do some manufacturers of engines take the trouble
t glass inspection windows to their crank cases so that
oil level can ' be seen at a glance ' when their booklets
lot state what the level should be? Let us peep into one
hese inspection windows, and what do we see? The oil

I? Not a bit of it. A reflection of one's eye, or of the
itry behind one's head is about" all. Is- the difficulty of

ig a sheet of bright metal a little distance from the

inside of the glass insurmountable ? The oil could be seen
against the metal instanter.

" I notice several manufacturers still refuse to publish prices.

Possibly all right for,home customers, but hopeless from the

Colonial customer's point of view."

Brakes.
" CoLONrAL ENGrNEER " discourses on braking systems in

general :
" As a Colonial engineer and a motor cycle rider of

some eight years' experience it has been most disappointing to

see the motor cycle industry (with one or two exceptions) back
to their old slogan, ' What is good enough on a push cycle

is good enough on a motor cycle.' I reter to the so-called
' new '

( ? ) models which are being placed on the market.

"One of the principal things which I object to is the in-

efficient braking system adopted at present—a more or less

efficient belt rim brake and a useless front rim brake. Now,
sir, you may reply the front brake is never used^ Perhaps
not every day, but some day it will be wanted, and wanted
badly.

" Some years ago, mounted on a first-grade English

machine, I was descending a long steep hill, using'my belt

rim brake and compression. Half-way down the belt snapped,

and I therefore applied the belt rim brake harder, and also

the front rim brake. A hundred yards further down the hill

the rubber came out of the shoe on the belt rim brake, leaving

A3I
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me^ at the mercy of the front brake, the Bowden wire of

which snapped under the unusual straui. The nett result
was one smashed machine and one smashed rider.

" Now, sir, with some few exceptions, the machines made
in this country iit this useless front rim brake, which, besides
being useless, scrapes off the enamel on the rims. Why do
the manufacturers do it? Personally, I will never ride another
machine unless it has band brakes.
" Again, why do the manufacturers fit coiled springs to

their forks? Any designer who knows the elements of

mechanics must be aware that an undamped coil spring only
slightly takes up the shock, and then tends to oscillate.

AUGUST 28th, igig.

whereas the fitting of leaf springs inherently damps these

vibrations. .

,
"Also, let us have no nickel, please. Enamel the inachine

all over. We wish to rkh the motor cycle, not clean it all

day, or have a rusty looking article. The control levels,

clutch, and brake pedals, migTit be the same on all machines.

One does not find a car with the clutch on the right and the

brake on the left.

" In conclusion, on.e word to the motor industry. We
prefer English machines to American, if suitable for our

needs; but if you will not give us good brakes, springing,

finish; and large wheels and rims, then the Americans will

prosper in the Colonies as they did during the war."

I

A New Dynamo Lighting Set.
Electro-magnetic Cut-out: Illuminated Ammeter Dial: Tail-lamp Tell-tale: Dimming

Arrangement for Lamps when Standing.

riie 40 watt 8 volt " Pema " generator.

THE war has been responsible for the postponement of

many designs of interest to motor cyclists; indeed,

while much experimental work was undertaken as a

result of the requirements of modern warfare, almost

as manythings were laid on one side forHhe same reason.

A device coming within the latter category is the Perna
electric, generator for motor
cycles, which has been
undergoing test privately

since 1914, and in con-

tinuous use has proved to

be thoroughly reliable.

-The set consists of the

dynamo, swltchbox, accu-

mulator, and the usual

three lamps, and follows

well-established practice in

its constructional details.

Considering the generator
first, the windings are ar-

ranged to give a continuous
output of forty watts at

eight volts, and will supply
a constant current of one
ampere above that taken
by two thirty-two candle-
power half-watt lamps and
one four candle-power tail

lamp when' running at a

normal speed of 3,C00
r.p.m., and it is impossible to overcharge the batteries, no
matter what speed is attained. The overall dimensions of

this part of the unit are quite modest, being '^-^m. outside
diameter x 5Jin. over the bearings.

Fuller block accumulators are employed, and the wiring
passes through a switch box arranged, for mounting on the
top tube of the motor cycle. The switch box has an ammeter

A3^
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The generator dismantled

Switch box showing ammeter on the lop

in the top, easily visible while driving either by day or night^
as when the lamps are switched on a small bulb beneath th3
dial, in circuit with the taiL light, ~Ts illumined,, therebyjl
acting as a tell-tale for the latter. .

^j]

Inside the switch box also is the electro-magnetic cut-out, 1

which automatically breaks the circuit when the genei-ator

speed drops to 800 r.p.m.,

thus preventing the batteries

discharging themselves
through the dynamo when

;
the voltage from the latter

;
falls.

i

Another feature is the

s half-voltage device, whereby

I
the lamps can be dimmed

i
while ' the machine is

i
stationary, or when riding

ihrough fog, where a yellow

1 undazzling light is so neces-

sary. By this arrangement
only a quarter of the

; current is consumed, con-

sequently a much smaller
battery may be used. '

Mechanically, the con-

struction of the whole outfit

is On sound lines, the

dynamo especially following
car practice, the armature
shaft being mounted on

large double-row self-aligning bearings, and being driven by
a fin. Wliittle belt, or by chain as required. The weight

is under 10 lb.

The makers, whose address is the Perna Engineering
Works, Castlegate, South Shore, Blackpool, are listing the

complete outfit at the moderate figure of eighteen guineas;

and they may introduce a cheaper set for two lamps only.
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A SPORTING SOLO SINGLE.
The "Buzmo"—a New " 3^' with Overhead Valves,

Outside Flywheel, and Mechanical Lubrication.

SINGLE-CYLINDER motor cycles of entirely new design

are few and far between, and to learn of a new

3i li.p. macliine with an engine differing in many
respects from general practice is always interesting.

The machine to which we refer is the 3^ h.p. "Buzmo,"
which at no distant date 4s to be placed on the market by
the Portable Tool and Engineering Co., Ltd., of Enfield

HighAvay, N. Having a "bore and stroke of 88.9 mm. and 76.2

mm. respectively, with
475 c.c.. capacity, the

cylinder is of cast iron,

and fitted with a de-

tachable head. The
latter is hemispherical,

and accommodates two
tungsten steel valves,

which are operated by
rockers oscillating in

bearings formed in two
lugs on the cylinder
head.
Two adjustable tappet

rods transmit the lift-

ing action from two
rockers operated by
a _ single cam wheel
which is mounted above
and meshes with the
pinion on the engine
shaft. Mounted on the
cam wheel shaft is the
chain sprocket which
drives the C.A.V. mag-
neto. The chain case

is cast integral with the
crank case. Below the
main shaft pinion, and
engaging with it on
its under side, is an-

other gear wheel of

equal size, which is

provided on the inner

side with an eccentric

on which ride two'steel plungers operating two oil pumps.

The function of these two pumps is to force the oil, contained

in the front end of the large petrol tank, through various

channels to the engine.

The oil passes down a pipe, coiled to offer a greater cool-

ing surface, to one of the delivery pumps located at the front

end of the timing gear case. This pump consists of a steel

plunger reciprocating in a brass cylinder, its forward end
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The milled and balanced crankshaft,

and the cast aluminium piston, which

has two unusually deep rings and

two oil retaining grooves.

Showing the combined timing and magneto gear cover removed.

The special teatjures of the "Buzmo " engine are its mechanical

lubrication, outside flywheel, and overhead valves. The cylinder

dimensions are 88"9 X 76"2 mm., giving 475 c.c.

resting on the eccentric, whilst the rear end rests against a
steel return spring. Two brass pipes, provided with unions,
are cast with the pump cylinder, each equipped with a ball

valve, the seatings for which, however, are located on oppo-
site sides to each other in order to operate the flow and
return of the oil forced through the pump.. The oil is

forced by the pump to a channel in the crank case, which
conducts it to the drilled crankshaft. Lubricating both the
roller bejiring on the pulley side and the plain bearing on
the other side, the oil then passes to the big-end and' is

forced by centrifugal force up a pipe mounted on the con-

necting rod to the floating gudgeon pin bush and the gudgeon
pin, and thence to the cylinder walls. The oil collected in

the sump of the crank case is drawn through a pipe to

the second pump, and is forced, through a sight-feed lubri-

cator, back to the tank, providing a continuous flow of oil.

An Aluminium Alloy Piston.

An aluminium alloy piston has two oast iron rings of

unusual depth, and is provided with two annular slots

around which a number of small holes are drilled. The
edges of these slots, nearest to the centre of the piston,

are cut at right angles, whilst the outer edges are bevelled ;

consequently, on the up and down strokes of the piston,

oil is collected by these bevelled edges and contained in

the slots, thereby distributing oil around the cylinder walls.

Fitted with the heavy pattern ' Druid spring forks, the

frame departs somewhat from the conventional, the engine-

supporting tubes being of the twin type. The wheels have
knock-out spindles, and are, therefore, quickly detachable,

while the rear wheel is equipped with an internal-expanding

brake in the hub and also a shoe brake acting in the belt

rim ; both are heel-operated and Ferodo-lined.

Both front and rear mudguards are of ample width, and
are fitted with side shields.

Negotiations for extensive premises are being made, and
it is confidently anticipated that the machine will be pro-

duced in quantities early next year at a price between

fifty and sixty guineas. A limited number, however, may
be available before the end of this year. The "Buzmo" is

designed as a simple solo single, and, as such, there should

be a brisk demand for it on the part of those who desire

a sporting machine for solo use.
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'":.. GlEENCESTER'and GHELTENHaM

Previous instalments appeared in "The Motor Cycle"
August 7th and ii^th.

WE leave Oxford along the most uninteresting

street in that city : Queen Street, which leads

to the railway stations. It is almost inevit-

able, I suppose, that streets to railway stations should
have that air of squalid modernity which is the mark
of Queen Street, Oxford ; but a very apt comparison
comes at once to my mind : that with the Hills Road,
Cambridge ; which, although it is the way to the station,

is a dignified, nay, almost a noble, street. However,
I have not set out here to draw invidious distinctions.

To Queen Street succeeds the long, straight length of

the road past Botley : the "Seven Bridges Road,"
as Oxford men know it. At the fork we bear left

and ascend to Cumnor, whose Norman church crests

the hill. In it you will find the tomb of Anthony
Forster, who died in 1572. He is commonly supposed
to have had a hand in the mysterious death of the

Countess of Leicester, Amy Robsart, who was found
with a broken neck at the foot of a staircase in Cumnor
Place. She stood in the

way of her husband's
ambition to marry Queen
Elizabeth. Those were
the times of an Italian

Renaissance feeling in

England, alike in art,

architecture, crooked
statesmanship, and lack

of private morals. "An
Italianate Englishman
is the very devil," said

some accurate observer

;

and the Earl of Lei-

cester was that. A
manuscript notice of the

interesting things i n
Cumnor church con-

cludes with the observa-

tion, " The future is

not yet." This, it will be admitted, bears of no con-

tradiction. It is the surest of things.

Past a beautiful avenue, we have on the right the

little church of Besselsleigh, and all that remains of
the old manor house^a stone pillar of one of the

entrance gates. Thus vanished the glory of the Besils

and that of the Fettiplace family who succeeded them.
Forward, past a junction of roads at the hamlet

b6

A Thames pastoral at Fairford.

The pld ruined abbey at Besselsleigh.

of Tubney, and through Fyfield and the quaintly-

named Kingston Bagpuize, the road goes fairly level,

and for nearly eight miles, into Faringdon, almost
lonely, save for sight of the little hamlets and villages

some distance off to the right. One of these. Buck-
land, four miles beyond Kingston Bagpuize, is inter-

esting, alike for its church and the vastly lengthy man-
sion adjoining, once a seat of the Warwickshire Throck-
mortons, and before them of the "Yate family, who

'

have left as relic of their race a monument, dated
ii548, to Sir Edward Yate and Lady Katherine.

" The Baronet particularly honoured for
Moral], economical and prudential merit.
The ladie reverenced for

Sanctimonious zeal, humble and constant patience,
Abundant charitie, and admirable justice.

Reader! Depart! Imitate!"
We depart, but we

cannot hope to compete.

Faringdon Clump, a
landmark of trees on a-

hill to the left, is visible

over many miles. The-
little town of Faringdon-";

itself lies in a hollow;'
a decayed place with a
market house missing its

market and now housing
the fire engine. At one

.

end is a little lock-up,
'

with the remains of a
hand pillory outside, by
which petty offenders'

were kept in durance,"
for the jeers of passers-.

by. The right-hand
road from the Market
to Buscot, beside thePlace is our way, and leads

Thames, which we cross to enter Lechlade, whose church .

spire is visible for miles. It is another of the little de-'
cayed towns of the upper Thames,^ with little life or
interest in it. Four miles beyond comes Fairford, of
much the same character, but \vith a church remarkable
for its complete set of ancient stained glass windows.
Church and windows alike were provided by John
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Tame, 1498, and by his son, London merchants and
natives of Fairford. The twentj'-eight windows are

of Flemish workmanship, and are famous ; especially

the great west window, displaying in vivid pictures

the rewards of the blest and the toiments of the lost

souls. Horrific imps
and devils are shown,

taking great delight in

the tormenting work.

There are two or three

especially engaging
impsj one strawberry-

coloured and covered

all_ over with pips, who
is beating a poor soul

with a spikey iron ball

at the end of a chain,

seems to _ be really en-

joying himself. And so

also will the tourist who
visits Fairford and
studies this window.

Cirencester, in a

further %\ miles, is

reached along a road of
no remarkable features

;

villages lie a little way
off, rather than upon it.

At Poulton an ingenious
Burford Priory, a fine old country seat.

blacksmith, it will be noticed, has made a w'ayside

trophy out of some thousands of old horseshoes accu-

mulated in his way of business. " Ciceter, " as

Shakespeare calls it, wears that air of aristocratic

dignity which sits so splendidly upon nearly all such

ancient stone-built towns ; and its great church forms
an effective centre, the lofty tower being the feature

of the town. Now that everyone can read, it is only
the very old-fashioned country folk and Lord Bathurst
and his county circle who call the town " Ciceter."

Everyone else styles it
'

' Cirencester.
'

' Who is,

or was, that siren (spelt

with a "c") after whom
the place was named ?

There never was one.

You can take your choice

of derivations ; from the

Roman " Corinium," or

from the Saxon " Ceorn-
ceaster," for in both of
those names that of the

river Churn is hidden.
The town is situated on
it. Near at hand are

the villages of North
and South Cerney,
which take their name
from the same source.

Our way out lies to

the right, round by the

church; a very narrow and obscure exit. In passing,

notice how the ambitious builders who reared that

mighty church tower in the first years of the sixteenth

century, or, it may be, the last of the fifteenth, grew

.

alarmed at their own daring, and, fearing lest the

foundations should give way, propped up the great

The Market House, Witney,

bulk with a buttress like a timber shore. Absolutely

ugly and by -no means architectural, it has at least

saved the beautiful tower from collapse.

It is a long straight road that takes you towards

Gloucester : ten miles of a forthright Roman way,

with nothmg m the st}le of villages to hinder full

speed ahead. Thus we
come to Birdlip, at the

crest of the famous
Birdlip Hill : that long,

dangerously crooked de-

scent into the vale of

Gloucester. The tourist

may, if he wishes, try

it, and turn to' right for

Cheltenham down
below ; or he may take

the right-hand turn at

top of the hill, and so

descend lengthily into

Cheltenham that way,
through Leckhampton :

six miles.

Rather than take the

main road all the way
home to Oxford, let us

make a detour. Leaving
Cheltenham past its

suburb of Charlton

Kings, and thence rising

past the reservoir, we turn off to the right at Dowdes-
well, coming in four miles to Withington. These
are byways, and pleasant ones, leading through Ched-
worth Woods. At two miles beyond AVithington,

another byway leads on the right to the famous Roman
villa discovered there, some fifty years ago. Straight

ahead, the road goes on until it reaches the Fosse Way
at Fosse Bridge. Here, turning left, and then right,

we follow the winding valley road beside the river

Coin, past Coin St. Denis, Coin Rogers, Winson,
-and Ablington, into
B i b u r y, charmingly
situated by the stream,

Avith the lovely old-

world hamlet of Arling-

ton on the other side.

Our way to Burford
lies past Aldsworth,
three and a half miles,

and six miles beyond.

It is all rather grim
Cotswold counfay, and,
reaching Burford, we
may be thankful for the

_j ___,., ^ _ _ homely wielcome of that

^^^^l^^^
~ "

-_ little town, lovely be-
_- ^ yond compare, in its

utter detachment from

^^
-_ the life of to-day.

Burford owes a good
deal of its quiet to

being situated on a slip road just down below the

great Oxford and Gloucester highway.
It is nineteen miles from here to Oxford through

Witney. Having reached Oxford, we have compassed
a circular tour of some ninety-seven miles.

(This scries will be continued in suhseaucni issues.)
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Tb^ Huge Potential Market for British Motor Cycles Abroad. How Readers have
Assisted " The Motor Cycle " Overseas Campaign.

CONSISTENTLY, and for several years, we have
endeavoured to bring before British motor
cycle manufacturers facts which would induce

them to make strenuous efforts to capture the ever-

increasing trade of the British Dominions and
Colonies. Our campaign has been largely assisted by
true Britons Overseas, whose informative communica-
tions have been published regularly. Useful sugges-

tions as to improvements and m®difications to existing

British models, which have been considered by Over-

seas riders as essential to the full enjoyment of the

pastime, have been widely read and studied.

British Overseas Models.

The fruit of that world-wide co-operation is

seen in the 19 19 Overseas models which several

manufacturers have produced. Many of these models
embody the most important of the improvements for

which our Overseas readers have asked, as well as

countless other modifications in construction which
are the direct result of the manufacturers' experience

with machines used under war conditions. These new
Overseas models are fit and worthy representatives of

the Mother Country. When once British manufacturers

have got down to quantity production and lowered costs

of manufacture, these models, quality for quality, will

enable them to defy foreign competition in any part

of the globe.

The question of price is just as important abroad

as it is at home, and although British machines have

had in the past, and still have, the benefit of pre-
' ferential import duties in most of the British Dominions
and Colonies, as well as the advantage of the Colonial

buyer's natural leaning towards British articles, prices

will have to be more on a level with those obtained

for the American product, otherwise pockets will be
considered before patriotism. Reduced prices are

brought about by organisation and increased output.

British makers are fully alive to that simple fact. The
: world's potential market for motor cycles has as yet

barely been touched. The idea of the United States

having five and a half million registered owners of

motor cars in 1919 would have been ridiculed ten years

ago, but it is now an accomplished fact, and we recom-

mend British motor cycle manufacturers to think, if not

in millions at present, at least in hundreds of thousands.

British Exports.

The number of motor cycles exported during 1913
from the United Kingdom to other parts of the British

Empire was 11,302, valued at _j£5oo,-768, and had not.

the war intervened the 1914 figures would have been

much larger, but we want to see the figures increased

tenfold before feeling satisfied that home manufacturers

are even beginning to approach the position in the

markets of the British Empire which they are rightly

entitled to occupy.

New Zealand. "

How popular the motor cycle has become in New
Zealand is perhaps hardly realised by many. The

climatic conditions of both islands are such that the

pastime can be followed practically throughout the

year. Many of the roads are as good as those in

Europe, and seldom impossible for riding, but- natur-

ally all kinds- of roads are to be found. During

the six years ended 191 7, New Zealand imported

13,606 motor cycles, or one for every eighty-one

inhabitants, white and aboriginal—truly a remarkable

proportion! Out of every hundred machines seventy-

five were British, but. this proportion has diminished

greatly, for, while in 191 3 the proportion of American

machines imported as compared with British was as

one is to twe'nty-five, in 1916 it had changed com-

pletely, British and American imports being practically

equal, and in 191 7 it was almost three to one against

the British. -^

Australia. j,

Motor cycling has made very good progress in the';

Commonwealth, particularly in New South Wales,;,

but" the proportion is a good way behind that of Nevf^

Zealand. One machine to every 224 inhabitants was|

the average in use throughout Australia in 191 8. Ini^i

19x7 America supplied 75% of the new motor cycles

imported by Australia. In addition to the good roads

in the principal cities of Australia and in the suburban

areas of such cities, there are many thousands of niiles

of tracks on the natural surface providing good going,

;

and to a large extent it is owing to this that motoring.;

is becoming so general in Australia.

British South Africa.

This wealth-producing country easily heads the list'i

of our Overseas Dominions so far as motor cycling is

concerned. Figures for the five years ended 1917 ]

show that motor cycles were imported into South''

Africa at the rate of one to every seventy-four of the .

white population. Our American friends have had aj

good picking of the South African market during th^
war, as their proportion of the trade in motor cycle^

and parts, which in 1913 was under 3%, rose steadilyf

year by year and reached 54% in 1917.^
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Are You Insu
The mishaps that may overtake the most careful of motorists

are numerous. It beho\es every rider to msure both

himself and his machine.

To encourage motor cychsts to take out a complete Pol icy under

Table 3, such policy holders are admitted to full membership

of the Auto-Cycle Union at one-half the usual subscription.

TTie A.C.U. Insurance Policy provides for every contingency,

and its terms bring it within the reach of everyone who can

run a motor cycle.

It is a straightforward contract, affording exceptionally

generous benefits. Its conditions are stated clearly and

without ambiguity ; and you are invited to compare it in

every particular with other policies.

The A.C.U. Policy is issued by the Law Accident Insurance

Society, Ltd., a company of the highest standing ; who have

agreed that in the rare event of a dispute between themselves

and a Member of the A.C.U., the decision of the A.C.U.
Committee shall be final.

THE AUTO-CYCLE UNION,
83, PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.I.
Telephone : Regent 5350.

T. W- Loughborough, A.M.I. A.E.
Secretary.

Write to-day for fuU.

particulars of A.C.U.
Insurance and Mem-
bership.—Fill in the

Coupon NOW.

In answering this adveTtisemerU it is dcsirahlc to mention " Tin: Motor Cijcle.
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The TOURING G.N.

ENGINE.—The engine is the
90" air-cooled twin which has
been fitted to the G.N. since

1912.

The G.N. engine is vibrationless,

the running balance is superior to the
balance of an ordinary four-cylinder

engine.

Its two cylinders, 84x93, give a capacity
of 1098 c.c, and the G.N. system of air-

coolinj, with deep cooling fins and arrange-
ment of inlet and exhaust valves, givei
excellent results. The engine is placed across

the frame, and the cylinder heads and exhaust ports are very thoroughly
cooled by the full and direct air draught.

A large external flywheel is taken throui;h only one chain at

fitted, and gives very steady
running and slow pulling.

The rockers operating the
overhead inlet valves are entirely

enclosed in a neat casing, cast
integral with the dome.

The cylinder heads are easily

detachable, and their extreme
accessibility enables carbon de-

posit to be removed in a few
minutes.

LUBRICATION.—G. N. system
of semi-automatic pump, deliver-

ing direct to crankshaft bearings,
air-cooled sump to crank case.

TRANSMISSION. — Through 3-

plate G.N. clutch to bevel-driven
cross-shaft, thence by Renold
roller chain to rear axle. Drive is

once, and all changes are made by
substantial hardened steel dog-
clutches.

SPRINGS. — G.N. semi-canti-
lever springs with radius rods.

STEERING. — A neat steering
gear box is fitted with bevel-
gearing.

WHEELS. — G.N. detachable
and interchangeable wire wheels,

650x65, with spare wheel and
bracket.

WHEELBASE.—Touring Sft.6in.,

track 3ft. 6in., overall length
lift, width 4ft. 2in., height
3ft. 4in., with screen 4ft. lin.

Ground clearance 9in. Weight
Touring, 6J cwt

The Standard TOURING G.N. With
detachable interchangeable wheels, but not equipped
with accessories - - - approximately £140

Fully equipped with hood, screen, dynamo lighting

set with head lamp, side and tail lamps, spare

detachable wheel with tyre, horn, pump, tool kit,

jack, and number plates approximately £167 10

G.N. LIMITED, ETNA WORKS.
ALBERT ROAD, HENDON. N.W.4.

York and District Motor Club, 4th

August. — York - Edinburgti and

back (406 miles — 23 hours) ;

2 G.N.'s entered, Mr. G. Finch on

a "Standard TOURING G.N."

1919, and Li. T. Gilmore-Ellis on

a Vitesse G.N. 1919, both qualified

for the highest award {The Silver

Victory Cup). Petrol Corisump-

tion : Standard TO U R IN G,

62 m.p.g.; VITESSE, 75| m^y.g.

Haymand.

in answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention '* 7'hc Motor Cycle,"
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A World-wide Outlook.—

India, Ceylon, and Malaya.
In these countries the demand for motor cycles

comes not only from the white papulation, but also

from the wealthy and educated natives, and represents

a potential market of great value. Over a period of

three years, from April, 1914, to March, 1917, British

India imported 5,504 motor cycles, American machines
making no headway until 1916-17, when 525 were
imported as against eight in 1913-14. Nearly 190,000
miles of roads are maintained by public authorities

throughout the country, a third of W'hich are metalled

and in fairly good condition.

The American share of the motor cycle imports into

Ceylon jumped from just over 10% in 1915 to 60%
in, 1917.

There were 1,130 motor cycles in use in the

Federated Malay States in 1916, which number has

undoubtedly increased by now.

Canada.
'

From the point of view of numbers of motor cyclists,

the Dominion of Canada is the most backward of all

the daughters of Britain. Canada has some of the

finest roads in the world, one motor car to every thirty

inhabitants, but only one motor cycle to every 916 !

Here is a splendid opportunity for enterprise on the

part of British manufacturers. There is no apparent

reason why motor cycles should not become as popular

as cars : on the contrary, many places are accessible to

a motor cycle that a car could never reach owing to

the width of track.

To those manufacturers who intend to make a serious

bid for Overseas trade, we would emphasise the im-

perative necessity of making adequate arrangements

for the holding of stocks of all spare parts at reason-

able prices and at convenient centres in all Overseas
countries.

We venture to suggest that if replacements of

broken and worn parts of foreign machines had been

as difficult and as costly to obtain as those of British

motor cycles, the large increase in the use of foreign

machines Overseas may not have taken place to the

extent it has done.

It is futile to expect the Colonial rider to lay up his

machine pending correspondence between the Colonial

agents and the British manufacturer, which in the

case of New Zealand would mean a minimum delay of

three months.

Advantages British Manufacturers Should
Offer.

The advantages which the British manufacturer must
be prepared to offer are : First, a machine embodying
all the chief requirements of the Overseas rider at' a

price equivalent to that of the foreign article ; secondly,

a guarantee that in the event of an accident necessitat-

ing replacement of any part of the machine, the buyer

will be supplied from stock, actually in the country,

with the necessary part at a reasonable cost; and,

thirdly, the feeling that when a sale has been effected,

the account is not closed, the manufacturer retaining a

paternal interest in the machine supplied.

Assisting Overseas Trade.
Our offer to the British motor cycle industry is to

do all in our power to assist them in their trade with

the Overseas Dominions and foreign countries—the

furtherance of which we look upon as a patriotic duty

—by placing at their disposal, upon request, informa-

tion we may possess concerning the possibilities of

trade and peculiar conditions in any particular part of

the world.

From our readers Overseas we welcome any par-

ticulars of the conditions relative to motor cycling,

which assist us in fostering the most fascinating type

of motor vehicle extant.

THE MOTOR CYCLE OVERSEAS. (I) Atypical New South Wales country highway. (2) At a tobacco farm, New England,
U.S.A. (3) A trial scene in South Africa. (4) Natives interested in D.R.'s machines in Egypt. (5) On a Venetian highway. (6) Motor
cyclists at a Government residence, Madras
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BIRMINGHAM TO LONDON BY SCOOTER.
A Highly Successful Demon-
sJrafion of a Spring Frame

Scooter minus Seat.

112 Miles in Six Hours'

Running Time.

WHICH is the more suitable—the
platform type of scooter or that
fitted with a seat—is still a subject

for argument whenever these miniature
motor cycles are discussed. There are

quite a number of people
who, at present, prefer the
idea of the |il;itform,

but so few scooturs have
been made and tried

that the question is only

iJecided on imagination
by the bulk of the '- •

scooters' critics. It is

therefore interesting to

meet a scooter rider who
claims to have ridden
over 3,000 miles on a

platform machine, and is ,

convinced that the seat

is not necessary. This
rider is Mr. C. R. Towns-
end, the designer of the

Autoglider illustrated on
this page, and, since it

would be simple to fit a
comfortable seat, that he
is not doing so is signi

ficant. ,

Most "stand up"
scooters we have tried are

not suitablo for anything
more than short-distance
trips, and even^ after

a mile we have experi-

enced certain ieg strains

which, at the end of the
run, suggested that it

was easier -to kneel than
to stand.

\

Absence of Vibration.

The Autoglider is different, however.
It has an efficient spring frame, and a

short test of its running revealed that
road vibration was to a very large extent
minimised, and it would therefore appear
that, as regards comfort (as apart from

cyclists and oarsmen after their

first ride or spell at the oars,

through muscles being brought
into play which normally are
latent. Once these muscles are
attuned to the work they are

called upon to do, autogliding

—

as Mr. Townsend terms it;

—

becomes less fatiguing than
riding a bicycle or walking.

The Frame Construction.

The smooth running of the',
Autoglider, as before mentioned,
is due to its spring "frame

and platform, but .the

machine would be robbed
of this comfort were it

not fitted with a smooth [

runniiig engine and its '.\

slipping clutch shock
j

absorber. '
1

The illustration shows 1

the design and construe- S

tion of the Autoglider
sufficiently to render a

lengthy description un-
necessary. It will be seen
from the drawing that
the frame is rectangular,
and is pivoted at its :

four corners in brackets ~

forming part of the _
front and rear fork '

members. Four lami-"',

nated leaf springs are
carried from this point,,,
and slide in a box,'
approximately in the '

niiddle of the frame..,,
Two heel-operated band '

brakes are fitted on the
rear wheel.
A 2| h.p. Union two-

stroke will, we under-
stand, be adopted", and

..3 the
_

price has been
provisionally fixed at
forty guineas.

A Long-distance Trial.

In order to prove -his^

the question of popularity), the ans\ver contentions, the maker arranged a pro-,;,

to the query "-to stand, or not to stand? " longed run on Thursday, the 21st inst: ?

may depend largely upon the design of Meeting at the works in Great Charles'

the scooter.
' Street, Birmingham, a commencement.":

We raised this point with Mr. Towns- was made, London being the objective. ^

end, but the designer of the Autoglider Two Autogliders started, one, of the,"

jc.^s.&*«ia!-

(Top) Initiating a lady in the art of " autogliding."

(Bottom) The Autogliders posed near the stocks in Dunchurch,

maintains that his machine opens a new
method of transport which is neither

scooting nor motor cycling—an idea in-

spired by the smooth and high speed run-

ning of the ' machine which suggests

gliding. At high speeds—and this

machine is capable of 30 m.p.h.—the

sensation certainly is different from riding

the average motor cycle or scooting.

This, of course, is due to the resilient

spring' frame, and a smooth running

engine geared 4 to 1 with 12in. wheels,

which is equal to 8 to 1 with the 24in.

wheels of a lightweight.

Mr. Townsend agrees

that at first one experi-

ences a certain stiffness

after the initial rides on
this machine, but main-

. . , , tains that this only
Showing the sprmging and general design ot the approximates to that

Autoglider frame. which is suffered by

latest type, with Union two-stroke';
engine, being driven by Mr. Skinner, •!

works manager of Messrs. Townsend
and Co. Mr. Skinner's task was to

'

demonstrate the possibility of a rider.'

covering 100 miles without undue fatigue..^

and so prove the redundancy of tha"n

saddle. The other machine was an early-
demonstration model, with over 3,000
miles to its credit, and was taken along '";

so that any of the pressmen, who

;

followed in Mr. Townsend's car, could J

sample and delights of autogliding.

Leaving Birmingham at 9.40 a.m., the'

party headed for Coventry, and, on the,

rough surface of Meriden Hill, near the

latter place, it was quite impressive to

notice the efficient mariner in which the

springing of the frame was operating.

Hereabout, the companion "hack"
machine began to shed the rubber off

its driving tvre, which had recently been
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retreaded, and a stop was made to re-

place the cover
,
with a new Palmer

cord. During the tyre-changing opera-

tions, which took exactly twenty-five
minutes, the test machine was demon-
strated to us and ridden by Mr. Stafford,

'

another seatless scooter manufacturer,
outside whose works, by a curious
coincidence, the contretemps occurred.

It was distinctly illuminating to

hear the views of these e.xponents of

the platform machine. Both, of course,
champion, the stand-up position, advanc-
ing, as arguments, that the unavoidable
vibration resulting from the short wheel-
base and small diameter wheels, even
when minimised by such a complete
system of frame springing as that of the
Autoglider, is transmitted directly to the
base of the spine when a seat is pro-
vided. When standing on a platform,
the vibration, it is urged, is not felt,

since it is absorbed by the natural spring
and poise of the rider's body and legs.

Incidentally, the jpoint of any vehicle
least affected by road vibrations is at its

centre, and, in the machine under test,

the rider stands midway upon the plat-
form.

35 m.p.h. Attained.

Having refitted the wheel, fast time
was made through Coventry to Tow-
cester ; in maiiy places a steady 25 to
30 m.p.h. was maintained, and, on one
particular stretch, the speedometer needle
of the car, which followed the two
scooters at a distance of about a hun-
dred yards, remained for three miles on
the 35 m.p.h. mark.

After Towcester the writer took over
the companion machine, and rode along-
side Mr. Skinner, who was going well,
having had no involuntary stops, and,
with half the journey covered, still ap-
peared to be perfectly fresh.

This is quite the fastest glider we have
sampled (the engine is a 2^ h.p. Villiers
two-stroke), but the • management was
found to be perfectly simple, steering and

and then made the crossing of London
quite easily, having only one traffic stop

in Farringdon Road. A crowd at «nce
assembled in Tudor Street as the

machines arrived outside the offices of

The Motor Cycle, and the cleanly appear-

ance was favourably noticed.

The Rider Quite Fresh.

Mr. Skinner, who had " glided " the

whole distance from _ Birmingham, was
remarkably fresh and fit, and, despite his

long standing, protested that he was not

tired. It is a fact that, throughout the

whole run, he had experienced no phyiscal

inconvenience other than that caused by
lack of goggles. His miniature mount
ran faultlessly throughout, without any
mechanical stop. The distance covered

by the accompanying car (by trip recorder)

was 112 miles, but the additional demon-
stration runs on the way would easily

bring the day's mileage of the glider up
to 120. A little over a gallon of spirit

was used on the " observed " machine.
This average of 20 m.p.h. compares

with a lightweight motor cycle perform-

ance, as, of course, it should do if one
considers the fact that a proved light-

weight two-stroke engine of 70 x70 mm.
was fitted. But the fact of such a

journey being possible of successful

accomplishment, and the machine more-
over able to finish in excellent mechanical
condition, must be ascribed to the excel-

lence of the springing system adopted.

With larger wheels (it is proposed to

replace the 12in. wheels by wheels of 16in.

diameter), the Autoglider will be much
improved both in comfort and by in-

(Top) The two Townsend Autogliders waiting to commence their journey horn Birmingham to

London. Mr. Skinner (in white coat) covered a distance of 120 miles in running time of six hours
(Centre) In North London ; refilling the tank of the Autoglider with petroil mixture.
(Bottom) Changing the front, cover on the old demonstration model on which members of the

party sampled the art of gliding.

steadiness at speed being quite as good creasing the ground clearance. As it is,

as experienced on a solo motor cycle. Mr. Townsend can be congratulated upon
Running down through Barnet we having made the most convincing de-

paused in the Finchley Road to fill up, monstration of a scooter up to date.

C3
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The Circuit de I'Eure.

A British Success in the Cycle Car Class. Several

New French Models make their Debut.

PEOBABLY what is the nearest French
approach to our Tourist Trophy
Race was held on a course in the

Eure district of France on the 15th and
16th inst.

There were classes for motor bicycles
with engines not exceeding 250 c.c,
350 c.c, and 500 c.c, and for sidecars
with engines not exceeding 500 c.c. The
cvcle car class was confined to engines
of 1,100 c.c
The event was divided into a two-

days race, the sidecar and cycle cal
classes competing over a distance of

178| miles on the 15th inst., and the
bicycles 223^ miles on the 16th inst.

All machines were sealed on the

cylinders, frame, hubs, steering head,
and change speed gear box, and com-
petitors had to bring their machines to

the weighing scale with the wires already
fixed, for receiving the lead seals. Every
machine had to carry a large circular

number plate, on both sides of the

machine attached either to the front or

rear forks, and a similar number plate

with smaller figures in front fastened to

the girder tubes of the fork.

A Hilly Course.

The course, which was a hilly one,

started from near Vernon and travelled

in an easterly direction towards Paris,

through Gasny, Bionval, Valcorbon, and
Herbecourt, to the finish near Vernon.
Among the machines that took part

may be mentioned the G.L. sidecaj.

Four outfits of this make took part in

the 750 c.c sidecar class, only one British

machine, a Rover, bein.g -pitted aga,inst

this formidable team. The Q-.L. is a twin-

cylinder machine, fitted with a M.A.Q.
engine. Two spare wheels were carried

One of the G.L. sidecars

that competed in the Circuit

de I 'Eure. The engme is

a 6h.p. V twin M.A.G. of

72x91 mm.= 742 c.c.T^,e
skeleton design of sidecar

"body" will be noted, also

the carrying of spare wheels,

at the bax:k of the racy-looking sidecar.

Details of this model were given last week.

New French Design.

The Peugeot team were mounted on
machines with . side-by-sida vertical twin-
cylinder engines, chain driven, change
speed gears, kick starters, Druid ^ps
spring forks, and outside flywheels. Two
separate exhaust pipes were carried for-

ward to one silencer. The engine
had four overhead valves to each cylinder,

these being inclined, and operated by
overhead camshafts rotating in dust-proof

casings, and sjiecially lubricated.

Th Motosacoche machines, which have
been greatly improved in general design,

had overhead valve M.A.G. engines, all

chain transmission gears, and Druid type
spring forks.

The Peugeot team in the 500 c.c. class, Pean, Pernn and Desvaux. The engine is a vertical

twin, with side by side cylinders having four overhead valves per cylinder and outside flywheel.

The transmission is all chain, and the front forks of Druid pattern.

The Results.

The results of the sidecar and cycle car

class are :

Sidecars vrth Engines not exceeding
750 c.c

Distance, 178| Miles.
H.

5
5

5
54.58

1. Huret (G.L.)
2. Le Pen (G.L.)
3. Delabre (Rover)
Winner's average speed

. M. S.

16 34i
37 20
52 58
km. =

33.9 m.p.h.
Sidecars with Engines not exceeding

1,000 c.c.

H. M. S.

1. MilUman (Harley-Davidson) 6 23 56
2. Oblin, (Enfield) 6 35 53|
Winner's average speed 45 km. = 27.9

m.p.h.
Cycle Cars.

1. P. Houel (Morgan M.A.G.)
2. Enders Jack (Enders-Jack)

H. M. s.

5 10 23|
5 24 151

Winner's average speed 55.67 km.
34.5 m.p.h.
Two or three other Morgans com-

peted, and Delabre's Rover made the

fastest lap, 22m. 10s., 65 km. = 40.3

m.p.h.

The Second Day's Race.

On the 16th the motor cycle classes

resulted as follow :

Engines not exceeding 250 0.0.

Distance, 178.8 Miles.
H. M. B.

1. Louis (Alcyon) 6 9 40
Winner's average speed, 46.74 km. =

29.02 m.p.h.
Engines not exceeding 350 0.0.

Distance, 223^ Miles.

1. Milland (Motosacoche)
2. Vulliamy (Alcyon)

3. Joly (Alcyon)

Winner's average speed,

40.6 m.p.h.
Engines not exceeding

H. M. 8.

... 5 28 59?

... 5 33 18

... 5 38 34
65.6 km. =

500 0.0.

a. M. s.

1. Pean (Peugeot) 5 35 50|

2. Perrin (Peugeot) 5 49 3|

Winner's average speed, 40 m.p.h.
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I3lntfts to "Xlgbt TLamps.
Summer Time.

Ang. 28th 8.56 p.m.
„ 50th 8.52 „

Sept. 1st 8.46 „
„ 3rd 8.41 „

Dumping.

_
The Government is to prevent " dump-

ing." Mr. Lloyd George said in the
House of Commons last week that pro-
polis would be submitted to stop im-
ports of goods at prices lower than the
pi-ices at which they were sold in the
country of their origin.

Second-hand Motor Cycles.

Manufacturers say it is very difficult

to stop profiteering in new motor cycles.
They cannot control second-hand prices
of machines, which have been turned into
"second-hand" after an hour's running
on the road, and it is the price of these
Aachines that sets the standard.

Lakeland Motor Road Refused.

The proposed new road suitable for
motor traffic over Sty Head Pass in the
Lake District is not to mature, as the
scheme for its construction has been
turned down by the Cumberland County
Council on a vote of thirty against eleven.
A sum amounting to nearly £10,000

was allotted to the furtherance of this
project by the Musgrave will, and as the
construction was to nave been commenced
within two years, there is every prospect
of the time limit being exceeded, and in
consequence the money will revert to

members of the testator's family.

The Prime Minister on Imports.

The 33^% import duty on motor cycles
is not to be removed on September 1st, as
some people imagine, but only the war-
time restrictions.

Motor Cycle Prices in ^outh Africa,

High prices for motor cycles are ruling
in South Africa at the present 'lime. The
Municipal Council of Johannesburg re-

cently invited tenders for a combination,
and was quoted £148 4s. for a B.S.A. and
sidecar, and £164 for a Triumph with
cane sidecar. If these figures were for

new machines the difference between
prices in South Africa and England is not
so great as might have been expected.

Cylinders.

How many years w-ill elapse before the
one-piece cast iroii cylinder will be obso-
lete on motor cycles?

A Cool Request.

In, these days of reliability one does
not see many motor cyclists who have
difficulty in starting. We saw a light-

weight owner the other day with a girl

on the carrier who had enlisted the
sympathy of a passer-by to give him a
start. The pusher was stout, and the
temperature about 80° in the shade, and
he was requested to push machine, rider,

and passenger until the engine fired. We
watched them out of sight round a corner
and forgot all about them. Soon after

the trio returned, and we were astonished
at the coolness of the rider, who, turning
to the stout pusher, said, "You want to

give it a good, long, strong push and
run ; it won't start at walking speed !

"

Members of the Reading and District Motor Cycle Club at the start of their club run to
Newlands Corner last week Among the machines assembled are Scott, B.S.A., Norton,
Rudge, and Bat

Special JP^eatures.

LOW-POWERED SIDECAR TOURING.

A FRENCH T.T.

OVERSEAS SECTION.

For Meritorious Service.

Mr. "Jack" Healv, who rode a B.S.A.
in the 1914 T.T. (finishing 19th), has

been awarded the Meritorious Service

Medal. He joined up as a despatch

rider in 1914.

Major Walter Hyde (son of Mr. C. A. Hyde
of the B.S.A. Company) has been appointed

to take charge of all commercial and technical

matters of the B.SA. motor cycles. No
doubt the energy and initiative which his

fine war record shows will prove of great

value to the company

Police Traps.

A police trap is in operation On Half
Moon Lane between Hune Hill and
Diilwich ; cut-outs and number plates are

examined.
We are infornied that a police trap

is working in the ten-mile limit through
Deganwy village, near Llandudno, and
another, where brakes are examined,
between Warrington and Wigan.

An Absence of Signposts.

A rider who has just visited the Isle

of Wight informs us that on landing he
was struck by the almost complete
absence of signposts. On reaching Ryde
there is no direction post showing the
way to Sandown, Shanklin, or Ventnor
until the outskirts of the town are
reached, right on the top of a hill. We
sincerely hope that the motoring institu-

tions will take notice of this deficiency.

C7
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M.C.C. Team Trial,

The latest addition to the list of teams
entered for the M.C.C. Team Trial for
TKt Motor Cycle, cup is that which will
represent the Ilkley and District M.C.C.

Postponed Trials.

The wavering of the Manufacturers'
Union on the subject of supporting com-
petitions was the cause of the lack of
entries and consequent abandonment of
the South Birmingham M.C.C. open
trial for the Palmer cup on the 16th
inst. The Essex Club's two days run to
York and back, which was to have taken
place last Saturday and Sunday, was a!so
abandoned.

Police Trap.

On the London-Southend road, just
before entering Leieh-on-Sea, a police
trap is in operation, but, we believe, only
over the week-ends.

Motor Cycle v. Aeioplane and Car.
E. Kickham, who is to ride a 2| h.p.

Douglas in the Bristol M.C. speed trials
at Weston-super-IMare on Saturday, will
be matched against A. H. R. Fedden
(15 h.p. Straker-Squire) and Capt. A. N.
Appleford (110 h.p. Le Rhone Avro).
The course will be a mile in length, and
a cup is being presented by the
Hutchinson Tyre Co.

British Excelsior Developments.
Coventry is to lose one of its manu-

facturers of motor cycles. Messrs.
Bayliss, Thomas and Co. (Excelsior
Motor Co., Ltd.) are moving to
Tyseley, Birmingham. . Having manu-
facturing interests in Birmingham with
space to extend, the makers of the
British Excelsior decided to utilise this
land and works for the manufacture of
their motor cycles, and, with the
facilities available, it is expected that an
output of 100 motor cycles will be
possible within the next three months.
Mr. W. H Carson, who has been con-
nected with the firm for so long, and
who has done so much to demonstrate
the capabilities of the machines in
sensational hill-climbing expeditions and
reliability trials, continues as general
business manager. From September
1st, the address of the company will be
Excelsior Works, King's Road, Tyseley,
Birmingham.

R. H. Lochhead, 3J Scott, one of the gold medallists in the Glasgow M.C.C. Trial

last week end (see page 237).

although rated at only 2| h.p., is extremely
efficient, and by skilful designing of the
inlet pipe, etc., blow-back is very well

prevented and great economy obtained.

Some of the best figures are given here-

with :

Mr. Chidley (2% Wooler) .. 311 m.p.g.
Mr. Douglas (3% Sunbeam sc.).. 162 „

. Mr. Hudson (4 Triumph) -- .. 146 „

IMPORTANT DATES.
A.C.U. Six Days Trial Sept. 15th to 20th.

Paris Salon ,
- Oct 9lh to 19th.

Olympia Car Show - Nov. 7th to 15lh.

Olympia Molcr Cycle Show.
Nov. 24th to 29th.

Brussels Show Dec. 8lh to 13th.

Novel Consumption Test,

The Ealing and District M.C.C. held a
petrol consumption test recently, when
some remarkable figures were credited to

the winners. Since each machine had a
graduated glass tube on the tank,
designed by Dr. Low, the performances
should admit of no doubt. The distance
traversed, however, was too short to

enable figures to be given, which form a
real guide to the comparative consump-
tions of various machines.
The star performance of the day was

credited to a Wooler flat twin, which,

American Three Flag Record.

The "Three Flag" record from Canada
to Mexico for the third time this year has^l

been broken, this time by Wells Bennettj
on an Excelsior, who covered the 1,716^
miles in 53h. 28m., an average speed of-J

32.09 m.p.h. The history of this Ameri-*
can "classic" is as follows:

Aug. 24-27, 1915.—K G. Baker (Indian), 81h. ISn.'S
July 17-20, 1917.—Boy Artley (Henderson), 72hi

25m.
Aug. 23-26, 1918.—Wells Bennett (Eicelsiot),<

70h. ,

Jnno 18-21, 1919.—H. C. Sherer (Harley-DaTid»ll!l
flat twin), 64h. 58m.

July 9-11, 1919.—G. G. Baker (Indian), 59h. 47nu.i
July 23-25, 1919.—Wells Bennett (Exoclsfor), 68h. i

28m.

TO the lists of entries for the Auto
Cycle Union Six Days Reliability
Trial, September 15th to 20th, we

are now able to add the following

:

E. W. Choldcrolt (A.J.S.)
V, Ilorsman (Norton)
H. P. B. Motor Co.—P. J. H. Plase (Dot-Jap)
H. P. S. Morgan (Morgan)
J. Marston, Ltd.—G. Dance (Sunbeam), J. Dudley

(Sunbeam), and De la Haye (Sunbeam)
G. B. Hardee (Matchless)
J. A, Newman (Sunbeam)
E. H. Baxter (Radco)
Rex Mundy ( )

New Rover Cycle Co.—W. Danskin (Rover), D. H.
Noble (BoTi ' - - -
(BoTer)

A.C.U. Six Days' Trial Entrants.

Noble (Rover), and C. Featherstonhaugh

Lt. Lauri de Aranzo (Harley-Davidson)
F. S. Jonu ( )

Dot Motors, Ltd.—H. Reed (Dot)
P. C. Townshend (Sunbeam)
J. A. Watson-Bourne (Blackbnrne)
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.—Three machines
Capt. Lindsay (Norton)
P. Pike (Levle)

P. C. McClasham (Matchless)
T. B. G. Vale (Ariel)
R. C. Davies (Chater-Lea)
W. A. Pell Smith (Harley-Davidson)
B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd.—P. Turbey, jun. (B.S.A.), W.

J. Chambers (B.8.A.), H. T. Edwards (B.S.A.),
L. L. Sealey (B.S.A.), P. W. Applebee (B.S.A.),
and A. E. Wood (B.S.A.)

Zenith Motors.-H. Jepson (Zenith) and S. Bourne
(Zenith)

S. W. James (Morgan)
W. R. Hoggas (New Imperial)
J. Baker (Scott)
J. A. Hoult (Matchless)
C. Collins (A.J.S.)
H. Greaves (Morgan)
James Cycle CJo.—J. Lidstone (James), G. A.

Strange (James), G. 3. Stobart (James), and
T. Stevens (James)

A. V. Sumner (Zenith)
V. Kershaw (Verus)
Scott Engineering Co.—W. Leslie, O. T. Wood, and

H. O. Wood
A. Don (Zenith)
Lt. B. Alan Hill (Scott)
H. Pattin=rtn (Triumph)
S. Sawer (Morgan)

C. R. Oilier (Matchless)
Phelon and Moore, Ltd.—W. Drake (P. and M.),:

C. 8. Chidley (P. and M.), and R. LewU (P."

and M.)
A.B.C. Motors.—H. Pairley and J. Emerson
Eric Williams (A.J.S.) . ^

Enfield Cycle Co.—D. Alexander (Enfleld)

A. J. Stevens, Ltd.—S. W.. Giles (A.J.S,) and H.
C. Heath (A.J.S.)

W. J. Baker (Henderson)
Ariel Works, Ltd.-J. L. Stocks (Ariel)

T. Peck (Ariel)
C. W. Smith (Ariel)
Clyno Engineering Co.—Hugh Gibson (Clyno)
J. W. Phillips (Sunbeam)
Vivian Hardie and Lane.-P. Thorpe (G.L.) andi

G. Levey (G.L.)
P. J. Enticknapp (Blackburne)
J. 3. Holroyd (Blackburne)
Veloce, Ltd.—D. 3. Goodman (Veloce)
J. W. Wills ( )

New Imperial Cycles.—Two machlnee
Oswald Wade (A.J.S.)

Entries close (at double fees) on Satur-

day next, the 30th.
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Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Members of the Reading club recently
had , an enjoyable run to Wisley Hut
and Newland's Corner, and hope that on
the next outing, to Kop Hill, on August
31st, all local motorists interested will

join them at the start from Cork Street,
Reading, at 10.30 a.m.

Wolverhampton M.C;C.

The Wolverhampton Motor Cycling
Club holds its inter-club reliability

trial on Saturday next, this being open
to members of the Wolverhampton,
Birmingham, Coventry and Warwick-
shire, Sutton Coldfield, and Hereford
clubs. Hill-climbing, brake, and accelera-
tion tests will be included.

N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton).
All members of the Wolverhampton

branch of the N.M.C.F.U. are requested
to joui in the paperchase to be held on
Saturday. The entrance fee is only six-

pence, and prizes, in the form of

useful accessories, will be awarded ; the
secretary is Mr. W. J. Saunders, 223, .

Dunstall Road, Wolverhampton.

Open Hill-climb at Sutton Bank.
The York and District M.C. will hold

an open liill-climb at Sutton Bank on
Saturday, September 5th. This event is

one of those supported by the Motor Cycle
Manufacturers' Union, and classes for

motor cycles, sidecars, cycle cars, and
scooters will be included. Entries close

on Saturday, August 30th, and forms may
be had from the hon. sec, Mr. G. A.
Reed, 6, Blake Street, York.

The Junior Car Club.

The above club holds its annual
general efficiency trial on Saturday,
September 6th, 1919, and classes are
arranged for monocars, cycle cars, and
light cars. The test^ consist of a sixty
mile reliability trial, an acceleration
test at the' start, a timed hill-climb,

stopping and restarting tests, and a
secret test. Full particulars may be
obtained from the hon. organising secre-

tary, Mr. G. N. Higgs, 30, Prince of
Wales's Mansions, London, S.W.ll.

Aberdare and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb on novel lines was recently
held amongst members of the Aberdare
M.C.C. This took place on th* Graig
Momrtain road, and six or seven hun-
dred spectators were present. The first

150 yards had to be covered as slowly
• as possible, and the remainder of the
climb (almost a mile) was taken fast.

Owing to war conditions, the road has
been neglected, and, on the 1 in 7
corners, the surface was very loose and
dusty The results on formula are not
yet worked out.

Tulure TEvcRts.
Aug. S8.—Stall/bridge and District M.C. General

Meeting at 7.30.

AUG. SO.—WOLVEBHAMPrON M.C.C. OPEN
RELIABILITY TRIAL.

Aug. 30.~-S. Birmingham M.C.C. Hill-climb.
Aug. 30.—N.M.C.F.U., Sheffield. Week-end Run to

Boston.
Aug. 30.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to Hal-

naker.
AUG. 30.—BRISTOL M.C. SPEED TRIALS AT

WESTON-SUPER-MARE.
Aug. 30.—Public Schools M.C.C. lUll-cUmb.
Aug. 30.—Wolverhampton M.C.C' Inter-club Reli-

ability Trial.
Aug. 30.—N.M.C.F.U.' (Wolverhampton). Paper-

Aug. 31.—N.M.C.F.U., Leeds. Soldiers' Outing.
Aug. 31.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Matlock.
Aug. 31.—N.M.C.F.U., Portsmouth. Run to llayling

Island.
Aug. 31.—Stall/bridge and District M.C, Run to

Rhi/l.
Aug. 31.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run.
Aug. 31.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Run to Ilawkhurst.
Aug. 31.— Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

Picnic and Gymkhana at Brasted Hill.
Aug. 31.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to Kop Hill.
Aug. 31.—Eastern Counties M.C. Run to Thaxted.
Sept. /i.

—Carmarthen M.C. and O.G.G. Speed Trials
at Pendine Sands.

Sept. 6.—Junior Car Club. General Efficiency
Trial.

SEPT. I!.—M.C.C. TEAM TRl.iL FOB 'f THE
MOTOR CYCLE' CUP.

SEPT. 6.—YORK AND DI.STRICT M.C. OPEN
BILLCLIMB AT SUTTON BANK.

Sept. 13.—N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton). Run. to
Rudi/ard. Lake.

Sept. 13.—Lincolnshire A.C. Tlill-ctimb.
Sept. 13.—Luton and S. Beds. A.C. Open Speed

Trials at Luton Hoo.
Sept. 11,.

—Manchester M.C. Speed Trials.
SEPT. U-20.—A.C.U. SIX DAYS RELIABILITY

TRl.-lLS.
Sept. 19.—Essex M.C. Gymkhana.
Sept. SO.—Blackburn and District M.C.C. Hill'

.climb on Waddington Fells.

Sept. 27.—Coventry and Warvnckshire M.C. Hill-
climb.

Sept. 27.—Wolnrrhampton M.C.C. Open HiU-el.imb.
Sept. IS.—N.M.C.F.U. (Wolrcrhampton). Run to

Crackley Bank, Wellington.
Sept. 28.—Manchester M.C. Closing Run. -

Oct. i.—Essex M.C. Hill-climb.

Middlesex M.C.C.

The Middlesex Club recently held a
very successful evening at the Gr-eat

Eastern Hotel, and it v;as decided that

no entrance fee should be required of new
members. The subscription is 15s. per
annum, and motor cyclists joining now
will be entitled to membership until the
end of the 1920 season. A team is being
entered in the M.C.C. Trial for The
Motor Cycle Cup.

Essex M.C.

The annual outing for crippled children,
oi'ganised by the above club, will be
arranged some time in September. The
organiser, Mr. E. J. Bass, 18, Market
Square, Bishop's Stortford, will be' glad
to have the loan of vehicles for the
journey, to Epping Forest, or to receive
subscriptions to defray the cost.

A hill-climb is being organised by the
Essex M.C, and the venue and full par-

ticulars will be announced at a later

date.

Public Schools M.C.C.
On Saturday, the above club will meet

at Purley Corner at 2 p.m. for a fifty

mile non-stop competition, including

brake and acceleration tests.

Sangster Cup Trial Postponed.

The secretary of the Birmingham
M.C.C. advises us that the Sangster cup
reliability trial has been postponed owing
to its clashing with the inter-team trial

for The Motor Cycle cup on Sept. 6th.

Open Speed Trials at Luton.

On September 13th the Luton and
South Bedfordshire Automobile Club will

again hold its open speed trials in Luton
Hoo Park, Luton, commencing at one
o'clock. The course is over a kilometre

(flying start), and there are ten classes

for motor cycles, scooters, sidecars, and
three-wheelers.
Admission to the park will cost 2s. 6d.,

and the whole amount thus taken will be
handed to a charity nominated by Lady
Wernher, by whose kind permission the
event is being held in the park.

Entries cannot be received later tlian

Wednesday, September 3i'd. The address
of the secretary, Mr. J. Simpson, is 440,

Hitchin Road, Lutou.

Hull and East Riding M.C. and L.C.C.

The members of the Hull and East
Riding Motor Cycle and Light Car Club
were recently invited to a rally at the

residence of its vice-president, Major
A. J. Atkinson, who is an enthusiastic

motorist of long standing. His garage
contains a collection of pictures of motors
he has used, and forms an almost com-
plete history of automobilism, and he
was induced to give a short lecture

thereon. Tea was provided by the host

and hostess, and afterwards a gymkhana
was held and several handsome prizes,

including a cup for the smartest outfit,

were given by Major Atkinson, to whom
the club members express their gratitude.

Carmarthen M.C. and C.C.C.

The above club recently held a success-

ful hill climb, the results of which are

as follow

:

Class 1.—Up to 350 c.c. : J. Haggard
(2^ Union two-stroke). Class 2.—Up to

557 c.c. : Dr. Lindsay (3^ Norton). Class
3.—Unlimited sidecars : A. Lewis (5

Rover sc.) Class 4.—Cycle cars: J. 0.
Smith (8 Morgan). Fastest time of the
day, Dr. Lindsay (3^ Norton).

'This club intends holding a series of

speed trials on Pendine Sands, on Sep-
tember 4th. The classes will include

350 c.c. and 557 c.c. solos and sidecars.

Visitors may become members for the
the purpose of competing on payment of

2s. 6d. Entries will be received up to

the day of the event.
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A Well-organised
One Day Trial.

Redditch and District M.C.C;
Open Reliability Run over a
Stiff Course. Some New
Hills Included.

THE committee of the Redditch and
District M.C.C. is indeed fortunate

in having at its service such an

excellent band of helpers as those who
assisted in the organisation and running

of the 150-inile reliability trial on Satur-

day. The arrangements were carried out

without a hitch, and at every hill there

was no lack of marshals and observers,

so that every competitor had the know-

ledge that his efforts would not be thrown
away through confusion or misunder-

standing.
Starting from Church Street, Redditch,

the first man got away promptly at 8

a.m., and, taking the Alvechuroh Road
in a few miles, was switched into a grassy

lane, which deteriorated on rounding a

right-angle bend into a track of loose

stones and shingle on a fairly steep grade.

This was Gravel Pit Lane, Rowney
Green, and coming early in the run,

before the riders had got into the swing
of things, it caused a little trouble,

though not actually a severe gradient.

B. Kershaw on a 2^ Verus came up very

steadily, and Dosher (8 Enfield so.) picked

a winding course. The spectators at the

top were scattered by W. E. Smith (4

Triumph), who evidently knew the hill,

for he rode from one side to the other,

following the grassy footpath at the edge.

The little Enfield two-strokes were run-

ning very well, and S. Bright made a
remarkably steady climb, whereas South-
well, on a "Big Four" Norton, dashed
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M
H. L. Hanks, 2J Enfield two-strote and L. Southwell, 4i Norton, in the stopping and starting

test on Saintsbury Hill.

up much too fast and skidded right

round, finishing up in the bushes at the

side.

Brown (3j^ Sunbeam sc.) came up well,

but in very theatrical manner, bouncing
on the saddle like one possessed

;

his sidecar was a very light affair, and
the lady passenger gave much assistance

in throwing weight on the back wheel
when needed.
W. N. Bowkett (3| Sunbeam) appeared

to be nervous, as, although he did not

R. C. Atcherley, 4 Triumph, and T. H. Weaver, 2\ Verus, on Willersey during

the brake test.

actually use his feetj he was continually
putting out first one foot and then the
other; his moimt was fitted with a sprmg
frame.
Passing through Bidford and Wix-

ford into the Broadway district, a
stoppmg and restarting test was held
on Saintsbury.
The smaller machines, of course, did

not make such clean restarts as the heavy-
weights. Bright (2i Enfield) had to use
his feet, and H. Greaves, on the new
350 c.c. Calthorpe-Precision two-stroke,
although making an excellent restart
vvith such a small engine, had to give a
little foot assistance.

Descending from the top of Saintsbia
by way of Willersey Hill, the brake tei

was reached. This was a practical trial •u.,,

braking power under conditions such ^'i
would occur in actual touring.

*"

The competitors were stopped somei'
little distance away from the' observer
and instructed to engage high gear and
release brakes ; they then ran down the
hill a matter of fifty yards and were
signalled to stop, the performance being
judged by their ability to pull up within
a ten-yard space marked on the road.
Dudley (3^ Sunbeam sc), W. Jackson

(6 L.M.C.), and Minton (4| Norton) were
all very smart in pulling up, and the
inevitable Denley brought his well-known
Morgan to a standstill in an exceptional
manner. The brake of H. L. Hanks's 2i
Enfield gave a shriek and clatter aa

though the machine would fall to pieces,

but nothing serious happened and heu,

stopped quite well. •sm\

Better going followed from Broadvrayr)
through Winchcomb to Cheltenham, but,

beyond the latter, detour was made
to reach Upton St. Leonards, in order to

climb tortway.
Eagle Hill, turning abruptlj^ off the

, main road, was the last acclivity, after

which the time check was entered, aad
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The lunch check at Stroud.

the lunch stop at Stroud for the time

being put an end to the competitors'

troubles. Only four men failed to check

in at the lunch stop.

Terrible rumours were floating around

as to the terrors of the new hill which

had been included, and it proved to be

quite up to its reputation.

Commencing at Brimscombe, with a

right angle bend off the main Stroud-

Cirencester Road, it is known as Quar-

house Lane,' and has a gradually increas-

ing gradient, and another right angle bend,

crossed by a step or ridge of stones ; the

rise here is quite 1 in 3. A little easier

stretch follows, then, sharply to the left,

the riders were confronted by a narrow
defile ascending the hillside with a

gradient of about 1 in 5 for about 2Cfl

yards. There was- some doubt as to the

ability of the Morgans to get through
this passage, so narrow was it.

Poole (4i B.S.A.) came up well, but

his handle-bars became loose and he had
to stop.

Bicknell on one of the 8 Enfield

sidecars (which were fitted with extra

large sprockets to obtain low gears)

made a fine recovery, and H. Boynton
(5-6 James sc.) likewise all but came over
and righted the machine adroitly. W.
E. Smith (4 Triumph) came up quite

fast, hit the projecting stones, and
jumped in the air; and Southwell also

came up at speed, making frantic jabs

at the gear lever of his Norton ; he ended
on the bank, and would no doubt have
made a better climb had he cut down the

pace. B. Brown on the yellow disc-

wheeled Sunbeam sidecar came up
beautifully, the severity of the climb
not leaving him an opportunity for the

customary lieroics which otherwise rather
minimise his excellent performance.

Greaves brought up the Calthorpe two-
stroke very steadily, and H. R. Lane (4^
B.S.A.) took the corner well. Bowkett
(Sunbeam) had to use his feet, and was

apparently unhappy. R. C. Atcherley

probably made the finest ascent of the

day, riding at a moderate pace, picking

his way, and keeping his Triumph engine

turning over with a splendid beat.

NichoUs, driving i B.S.A. sidecar, is

something of a demon driver, and invari-

ably scatters the spectators—he kept up
an appalling pace, but displayed excellent

judgment. To drive a machine up a road

of this description with a -flat front tyre

is a feat of no mean order, and this was
done by F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S. sc), who
simply wrenched his outfit round.
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Denley and Alan HUI (on Morgans)
both came round steadily and with great
skill, but the latter unfortunately failed

on the next climb. Nap Hill, near Bus-
sage, which followed almost immediately
after Quarhouse. Mundy also failed here
through wheel slip.

Good running followed these stiff tests,

and Birdlip, the main road hill, caused
no trouble, although Dosher (8 Enfield sc.)

only just succeeded in surmounting the
crest.

Through Alcester a roundabout route
was taken so as to include the watersphish
on the Beoley Koad into Eedditch, but
this only accounted for one failure.

Altogether the trial was thoroughly
satisfactory from every point of view, and
the competitors freely praised the excel-

lent arrangements, alike as regards route
marking, number of officials, and preven-
tion of baulking on hills ; indeed, the
organisation was such that it might well
be copied by many older and more experi-
enced clubs.

Results.
B.S.A. CUP AND GOLD MEDAL.

J. Dudley (31/2 Sunbeam sc.)

TBRRy CUP AND MEDAL.
W. B. Gibb (25i DoUElas)

CLUB GOLD MEDAL.
J. A. Newman (3V2 Sunbeam)
H. B. Denley >8 Morgan)
J. W. Wills (5-5 James)
G. E. Stobart (5-6 James)

special gold medal (750 co. sldecae
Class).

H. Boynton (5-6 James)
CLUB SILVER MEDALS.

B. Kersbaw (2V> Verus)
H. Poole (414 B.S.A.)
C. Atcberley (4 Triumpb)
W. Jacltson (6 L.M.C.)
H. Minton (4 Norton)

MEMBERS' PRIZES.
350 CO. Solo.

H. L. Hanks (21,4 Enfield)

OvEK 350 CO. Solo.
H. Poole (4ii B.S.A.)

Sidecar.
E. H. NicboUs (4li B.S.A.)

. THE ENFIELD CUP.
Tbe Sunbeam Team (Messrs. R. Brown, J.

Dudley, and J. A. Newman)

H. Boynton, 3-6 James sidecar on Quarhouse Hill.

CI3
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HIGH SPEEDS AT STILE KOP.
Remarkable Performances of Sunbeam Riders in the Birmingham M.C.C* Open Hill-climb.

A l?acing Morgan, Fastest of the Passenger Machines.

THERE was something of the old Horsman, of Liverpool, had a Singer sport, upon which the many willing

enthusiasm prevalent at the hill- tun<^d to perfection in Class "VI. (solo mounts officials of the Birmingham Motor XDycle

climb last Saturday, organised by up to 600 c.c). He rode magnificently, Club are to be congratulated,

the Birmingham M.C.C. at Stile Kop, and led this big class on time until the ijjjg
Results.

near Kugeley. A sprinkling of trade men asceiit of the last man; it happened to
class I.-Singles aud Twins (Solo) up 10 230 c.c.

certamly provided all the sensational be Dance ! The open event perhaps Figure

ascents, but the performances of that naturally attracted the most entries, J. Time. of

coterie were something to marvel at. W. Woodhouse being among them on „„„„».« M Levis^ ^^i A?

'

The record for the hilT must have been his 8 Zenith-Jap. An entry of a 3i rButterMd (ij liviT . .

.

". ^ ^ : ^ l^i
'' "9

broken on several occasions, and the " Draper " proved to he a 1910 Triumph o. E. Carter (ai Levis) 92* . . 140

exhibition of G. Dance, a comparatively with an extraordinary cylinder touching G. Denley (2i Velocette) 93 162

unknown rider from the Sunbeam factory, the top tube. It is owned, by A. D. Class II.—Singles and Twins (Solo) up to 273 c.c.

earned for him constant applause from Draper, a clever and enthusiastic amateur, A. Butterfield (2i Levis) 74| • 230

the spectators, most of whom congregated who, as an engineer, delights in experi- ^-^ w'TSln^*
^™' m "

Itl
on the natural terrace at the hill summit. mental work. His machine had, too, a ^ ,''*^ "' 1 ;'' ,^ " -l^
No matter whether he rode his special variable pulley and scoops collecting air Class IIL-Singles and Twins (Solo) up to 300 c.c.

overhead valve 2J Sunbeam or a 34 for the main and extra air supplies of his
fv.H.Bu'ttirleU (2? llevisj :::::: 76 '' ^5^

of the same brand, the result was the old pattern B. and B. carburetter, and q j^ Haggard (2i Haden Union) . . 85 . . 146

same-an easy win. we were assured that the machine wiU
. class IV.-Single and Twins (Solo) up to 350 c.c. .j

No less wonderful was the performance touch 8() m.p.h. when in perfect condi-
q Dance (2^1 Sunbeam) ... 49* .. 370

of that fine old sportsman J. E. Green- tion- Several Norton riders did well, e. Kickham (2} Douglas) 56* .. 255

wood—the Sunbeam designer—who, pilot- traveJhng at a rare pace on the straight, G. Kuhn (2^ Levis) S7i 252 ..,1

ing a 4 sino-le-cylinder Sunbeam steep stretch ; but they, as many others, As showing the- value of the formula^

sidecar, streaked up the Kill in 57|s. = were handicapped at the .stai-t by the recommended by The Motor Cycle, aadr

44.2 m.p.h.—thus knocking a second off absence of a gear and clutch. We timed now almost universally adopted, it maS
his 1915 record. The Sunbeams, it might several riders to lose four seconds in the >je noted that the positions on time aftl

here be stated were splendidly worlanan- ^^^t 120 yards. One or two American big formula were identical in the case of th|

like special two-speeders with nothing twins provided variety, but, monotonous first three in this class as well as thl

freakish. They had Dunlop tyres and as it may seem, these and all the other following :

Amac carburetters. Each of them shot '^'S machines were haiidsomely beaten
class V.-Singles and Twins (Solo) up to 500 c.c.

off the starting tape like a catapult, and
I'.y

^^^^ 2| Sunbeam,, Dance up, whose Figure!

accepted top gear at a good 40 m.p.h. t™e was 48is., which pfirforraanoe at the Tme. ot rl

within. sixty yards of the starting point, --« tune gave fe^ider the highest
^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

Sec. .
.
Ment..

gathering speed to a mile a mmute. f j
'"'=-',.;'','''"'"''',. ^'^ "A" T, C, de la Hay (3* Sunbeam) 49J .. 285

Probably nothing like it has been seen already accomplished fastest time on his
j. shaw (3* Norton) 53i -. =48

hitherto 3^ m 45-^s., equallmg 56.56 m.p.h., H. Petty (3* Norton) 55 • —
In the passenger class several touring H. Le Vack (3^ Edmund-M.A.G.) ,. 55* .• —

Thp Papp ot thp Two-strokes machines made good climbs, but Saturday J- ^'"'"' '3* Triumph) 5ine race or tne iwo stroses.
^^^ ^^

^^s
^^^^^^^.^; G'Donovan's class vi.-singles and twins (Solo) up to 600 c.c.

But if the Sunbeams shone so con- ^^^ was something to behold; but, G. Dauce (si Sunbeam) 45i .. 3i7

spicuously, there were other mounts „„i,„„ii,, ;„ „„;„„ „ „;„„i„ „„„„„j i,„u V, Horsman 3* Singer) 52 .. 249

DO^sessins a surnrisine turn of sneed
naturally, m using a single-geared belt-

s. R. A.'dord (si Matchless-M.A.G.). 52* .. 290possessing a smpiising luin 01 speea.
driven machine, the valuable seconds he h. Petty (3* Norton) 53* . 249

Those who are apt to look upon baby y^^ ^^ laborious pushing to start (no s, A. viidervell (3J Norton) 54I .. 254
Wstrokes as potterers mounts-as

assistance was allowed) lould never be J. W. Draper (3* Draper) 54f .. 219

I'^if"
,
.,f°,.*«"?ly **™= them—should

regained. J. E. Greenwood was clocked Class VIL-Sikgles and Twins (Solo) Open.

see the hill-chmbingLevises perform. In ^rj%^_
^^^ ^^ ^^^ ascents, which means G. Dance (2J Sunbeam) 484 .. 398

the touring classes they had
.

matters en-
j^^ gg ^ h. on the steepest stretch. f stowl^l'Urton'?^^^^^' lit

^
27itirely their own way, whilst m Class IV. 6n the last ascent he swung out to avoid ^^Ht'iii^svs'ger)': ::::::::: 52I '.. Ill

for 350 c.c. machines young Gus Kuhn a competitor on the bend at the top and H. Petty (3* Nbrton) 53* • =53
covered the threequarter-mile course m

gj^^^ ^^^ bank overturning the S- ^- Oxford (3J Matchless) 53^ . . 279

57|s., his exhaust droning like a mon- machine. He and his daughter (who There were thirty competitors in the|
ster bumBlebee. But he was beaten

.
by occupied the sidecar seat) were severely above—the best supported class,

a second by an older hand in E Kick- ^^aken, but, luckily, escaped serious Acceleration Test.ham, who rode a yellow-finished Douglas in,-iurv
xiv/cciciauu..

with an overhead valve engine, though ' ^' A stoppmg and restarting contest was^-_.

the latter had in turn to admit defeat Fifty-five MUes per Hour UphiU. sandwiched among the classes, open to
.

by the invincible Danc^who simply The last ascent was probably the ^" entrants 111 the other classes Some

"jazzed" up-on his overhead valve most spectacular cUmb of the^ day. f^^'/.^"^ ^^ T^^T^f,. ''7^\ "^nXf^i
2i Sunbeam. The striking successes of h. F. S. Morgan, with Mrs. Morgan ^^ ^^^ ^"'^' ^- ^^"'^^ ^^^ Sunbeam)

overhead valve engines on Saturday .may as passenger, had entered their eight "°°-
f.

„ -Sidecars up to 600 c c
have an influence upon future design, for, valve M.A.G.-engined racing runabout, " ''Figure ;

as we have many times urged of late, famous in pre-war days. The bellowing Time. of

the old fear of broken valve heads falling of its exhaust foretold something excep- , „ ^ , , c v, n ^S" ^^T}"
into the cylinder should be non-existent, tional, and the spectators were not dis- fe r o'dSmv^h'!,! NorTon) 'i'" 72* '! 218 "
for valves of correct design and of air- appointed, for, at the word "Go," the H. Smethurst (3J No'rton) 83 .. 166 .,.

craft specification need not break. machine shot off the mark, the top gear Class XL—Sidecars over 600 c.c. ,

*'

Axford had them on his M.A.6.- being engaged within eighty yards and J. E. Greenwood (4 Sunbeam so.) .. 57i ..285 ,"

engined Matchless, which was notable a speed of 55 m.p.h. attained, which J. W. Woodhouse (8 Zenith sc.) ...
. 68| .. — •:.

for its smooth ascent of the hill. This was subsequently reduced to 50 m.p.h. D. R. O Donovan (3I Norton) 744 .- 210 -

machine had a governor pulley of a type on the steepest stretches of 1 in 9—we ,

Class XIL Three-wheelers. ^-,

tried many times in years gone by, quote Mrs. Morgan's observations of H. F. S. Morgan (10 h.p. Morgan) ..56^ . . —
wherein balls attached to bell crank levers the speedometer needle—flashing over the A protest was lodged against E. Kick-,

fly outward by centrifugal force and close tape at little short of 60 m.pji. This ham. The foregoing results were issued-

the pulley flanges. Belt slackness was exhibition was greatly enjoyed by the with commendable promptitude on Satur-

taken up by a lever mounted beside the spectators, and proved a fitting climax day evening, but they are subject to- ^

tank. to a long but interesting afternoon's confirmation by the Birmingham M.C.C.

C14 -
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THE LATE MR. J. R. NISBET.

IT is with sincere and deep regret that
we have to announce to our read-ers

,

_
the sudden, death of Mr. James R.

I Nisbet, chairnaan of Messi'S. Bowden
i
Wire, Ltd., and of Messrs. Hay, Nisbet
and Co., of Glasgow, publishers. He had
been in poor health for some months, but
had apparently received considerable
benefit from a visit to the United States
on behalf of the first-named company, so
his sudden demise at his Golder's Green
residence on the 17th inst. came as a
great shock to his numerous friends.

. The late Mr. Nisbet's work for auto-
mobilism has been of incalculable value
from the earliest days. He was a mem-
ber of the committee of the Royal Auto-
mobile Club and of the Touring Committee
of the same institution, but it was not
until 1909 that he took a serious interest
in the motor cycle movement. It arose
from a visit to the Isle of Man to witness
the Tourist Trophy Race of that year,
and we remember well when talking to
him on the boat on the way home how
enthusiastically he expressed himself as
to the magnificent sport motor cycling
Erovided. From that date on he devoted
is spare time to encouraging tire pastime

in every possible way, and became a
member of the Auto Cycle Union com
mittee as an R.A.C. representntive. ^

He was an exceedingly busy n;an, but
except during the war, when he devoted
himself to working entirely in the national
cause, he always found time to attend the

A Great Loss \o (he Motor Cycle Movement
various committees of the A. C.U. Howaa
a vice-president and chairman of that
body, and a member of the Management
Committee, on which his sound common-

Mr. J. R. Nisbet, late chairman of

the A.C.U.

sense, his shrewdness, his Scotch thorough-
ness, and his wise decisions played a most
important part in bringing the Auto
Cycle Union from a very small beginning
to the high position it now occupies.

The Auto Cycle Union has lost a valu-
able leader and one whom it will be very
difficult to replace ; while the movement
on the whole has lost a valuable patron.

who was no figurehead, but one who
worked skilfully and assiduously for the

cause, and who will indeed be sorely

missed. We extend our heartfelt sym-
pathy to his widow, sons, and daughter
in their sad bereavement.-

Mr. Ja«. E. Nisbet was buried on
Friday, the 22nd inst., at Cathcart

Cemetery, Glasgow. Amongst those

present were : Mr. Alex. Nisbet, Mr, Jas.

R. Nisbet, Mr. W. Nisbet {sons of the

deceased), and several other relatives;

Mr. John Adam, Mr. E. J. Smith (Scot-

tish Automobile Club), Mr. T. Lough-
borough (Royal Automobile Club and
Auto Cycle Union), Mr. Norman Mac-
Millan and Mr. J. S. Fulton (Scottisli

Auto Cycle Union), Mr. Otto Thomas
(Messrs. Iliffe and Sons Ltd.), Mr. Alex.
S. Ross (Bowden Wire Ltd.), Mr. Jas.

Gibbon, Mr. Jas. Livie, Mr. Chas.
Middleton, Mr. Robert Livingston, Mr.
Jas. Woodburn (director, Messrs. Hay,
Nisbet and Co., Ltd.), Mr. Geo. H. Cut-
bush (Motor World), and Mr. A. C.
McMinn (Scottish Cyclist and Motor
Cyclist).

Wreaths were sent by the following

:

Frank Shorland, Alec Ross, Iliffe and
Sons, Edmund Dangerfield, Otto Thomas,
Royal Scottish Automobile Club, Royal
Automobile Club, Auto Cycle Union,
Hay, Nisbet and Co., Ltd., Cycle and
Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders'
Union, Bowden Wire, Ltd., and J.

Mackenzie.

->-«»«•-«-

Glasgow M.C.C. 100 Miles Non-stop Reliability Trial.
THE annual trial wa,s held on Saturday

over the usual circular course, start-
ing at Strathblane. The. route was

via Lennoxtown, Fintry, Killearn, Blane-
field. Cult Brae, Dryman Road, Kyber
Pass, and back to Strathblane.

Competitors had to cover:, this course
three times, the total distance being ap-
proximately 100 miles. In addition to the
usual gold medal for competitors who
ran to time at the various checks and had
no stoppages a special prize was pre-
sented by Geo. H. Cutbush, the vice-
president of the club.

Sixteen competitors started from Strath-
blane at 3 p.m. I. A. T. Cheyne (6 A.J.S.
so.) was the first victim, puncturing three
mOes from the start.

The majority of the competitors made
food ascents of Cult Brae. One or two,
owever, took the top bend a little too

fast, notably G. Munro (5-6 James), who
nearly came to grief.

G. Grinton (7 Harley-Davidson so.)
made one of the best ascents of the round.
R. D. Robertson (8 Ariel sc.) stopped

while changing his gear on Strathblane
on the second round.

Several of the competitors had auxiliary
tanks fitted, the more favourite being a
petrol tin strapped on the carrier.

W. Deans (15^ Ariel) had a new
puncture-preventer fitted, which appeared
to serve the purpose very well.

The following are the gold medallista

:

W. Deans (3^; Ariel)
G, Munro (5-6 James)

S. J. Brown (41,4 New Hudson)
E. N. Lochhead (3?i Scott)

E. S. Pleiffer (8 New Imperial)

D. S. Alexander (8 Enfleld sc)

G. Grintou' (7 Harley-Davidson sc.)

The special prize was won by G.
Grinton (7 Harley-Davidson sc), whose
total error was 2m. 42s., W. Deans (3^
Ariel) being next with an error of 3m, 473.

G. Grinton, 7 h^). Harley-Davidson sidecar, on the top bend of Cult-Bray. He won the

special prize.

en
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must bs aooompanied by the writer's name and address.

A TRIAL FOR SCOTT RIDERS.
Sir,—We have pleasure in informing your readers that it

is our intention to hold the Scott Trial this year, as before
the war.

It will be held by permission of the Cycle and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Union, Ltd., and will be
a, private one by invitation, and we hope shortly to be able
to publish all particulars.

THE SCOTT MOTOE CYCLE CO., LTD.,
N. 0. ViNTEE, C.U'T., Sales Manager.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR EX-SOLDIERS.
Sir,—I notice in your issue of June 26th that a special con--

cession has been granted by the Government to the War
Motors Association by which ex-motor cycle despatch riders
aie to be given first refusal of surplus Government motor
cycles. Do you not think this unfair? Why should not every
ex-soldier who has seen Active Service have the same
opportunity? Surely an infantryman has as much right to
the concession as a despatch rider, and, as regards Army pay,
the latter is more able to purchase a new machine.

DISCHARGED HIGHLANDER.
A HEAVY FINE.

Sir,—I should lilte to call your attention to a summons
and fine recently inflicted on a friend of mine which occurred
at Huntingdon Police Court on Wednesday, August 13th,

and warn readers of your world-read journal to avoid a
similar expensive awakening.
My friend and I were visiting friends at Huntingdon, but,

unfortunately, my tyre burst at Godmanchester, so my friend

offered to take me into Huntingdon for necessary repair
outfit. We exceeded the ten-mile limit, and the police sum-
moned him to appear on the Wednesday. He started from
town and had a breakdown en romie, and arrived late. He
then learned in his absence he had been fined £5—his first

offence, as he has just commenced riding.

High-worth. FAIR PLAY.
A MOTOR CYCLE TEST OF BENZOLE.

Sir,—With regard to your article in the issue of The Motor
Oych of August 21st concerning benzole, I have pleasure in

informing you that arrangements were put in hand for a
motor cycle benzole test at the same time as those for the

car test.

It is not proposed to run a motor bicycle over the sam'e

route as the 10,000-mile car test, but to conduct the trials'

from the various local areas of the Automobile Association.

Further particulars with regard to the test will be com-
municated as soon as arrangements have been completed.

STENSON CpOKE,
Secretary, Automobile Association and Motor Union.

SPARE PARTS.
Sir,—Having noticed several times in The Motor Cycle

letters from motor cyclists who have received prompt
attention to orders and delivery of spares by various firms,

I think that the Auto-Carrier (1911) needs some beating.

I have one of the above firm's sociables, and from time

to time I have sent for spares. I have aways received

return.^ of post delivery, which is remarkable considering

that the firm is not now making the machines.

I might add that I am not in any way connected with
the firm, nor a relation or " pal " of any of the staff.

F.A.T.

Sir,—Motorists generally have a grievance. I have one,

and I put down the same to the prosperity of the times.

Firms can be independent, and the "dust plugger" conse-

C18

quently comes in for a great deal of annoyance and inconveni-

ence when he is out for spares. To the firms spares may be 7

trivial things : to him who is wont to bang along the King s
;

highway they are of vital importance. .:

In need, sore need, of two chains recently, I sent a prepaid •

wire to the makers for an estimate of cost and asking them

to send at once as the matter was urgent. To this day I

have had no reply, and this in face of the fact that I sent
,

another wire. Silence is golden, and the firm must be m a
:

position of beautiful and golden security when it can afford ;

to ignore the possessor of the machine manufactured by it. _- .

^
R. WARD-DAVIES. .-'

THE LIGHTING REGULATIONS.
Sir,—I most certainly disagree with your leader re light-

in o- regulations. Not, mind you, on the -merits or dements

of°the question of whether it is advisable to carry a rear or

sidecar lamp, but (and I have the ninety and nine point nine

with me here) on your hope that in the near future legislation

will be revised. (Deus avertat!)

Surely to goodness we have had enough interferences trom

the police during the war to satisfy without asking for more.

Is it necessary for us to provide the police with one of the

finest sports they ever had?—a sort of cat and mouse thing,

inevitably successful even against the most careful and law-

abiding. , . ^,

Of all tantalising evils I think the rear lamp is the pnnce.

To keep it burning with certainty is an absolute impossibility,

it requires a look round every 100 yards, and the only acci-

dent I have had in ten years riding was due.to tha_t self-same ^-
" eyes back," and too late to dodge a cyclist issuing from a ;-

side street.

No,' sir;-I do not think your advocacy

of legislation will "take on."

LIBERUM ARBITOEIUM.
St. Helens. i

A 5-6 h.p. Rudge sidecar with a happy party ol potential motor

cyclists aboard. Cramped quarters and pot-holes only add to the

fun for these youthful sidecarists. Would that it was always so

when fair and more critical passengers take the sidecar seat 1

The photograph was sent by Mr. E. J. Parkins, of Putney.

?

%

)
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A.A., FORWARD!
Sir,—While riding from Bristol to Seaton via Bridgwater,

Taunton, Chard, etc., I had a bad smash at a place known
locally as " Hatch Corner," near Hatch. When coming along
the road it appears that the corner is a very gradual one, but
really it is an acute angle, with the road sloping in the wrong
direction and a stone wall in front. The farmer to whom
the wall belongs told me that there were three or four

accidents a week there. There is absolutely no danger sign

whatever. GOFTON H. GEE.

PILLION RIDING.
Sir,—Thei-e have

^
been three fatal accidents to motor

cyclists in the Darlington district this summer. In each case
there was a pillion passenger, and in each case the pillion

passenger was killed. Also in each case the driver failed

to avoid collision with an approaching vehicle, whose drivers,

singularly enough, were all exonerated. In every reported
case of fatal accidents to motor cyclists this summer there
has not been one in this locality where a pillion passenger
was not carried. , J 1824.
^ Darlington.

Sir,—I read with infinite amusement the remarks made by
Harold Karslake in his letter published in your issue of the
14th inst. Since his powers of observation (through the
Daily Mail) appear to be so great, perhaps he has read
particulars of deaths of passengers in aeroplanes, and through
accidents occurring to train, tram, aiid omnibus—in fact,

every moving vehicle. Many people have been drowned
bathing in the sea and river.

When will these senseless and criminally dangerous
practices be prohibited?
Someone fell into a canal the other day and was drowned

—

canals are dangerous things and should not be allowed.
The first time I drove a motor cycle I took a friend on the

back. Nothing happened. When I first started driving a
sidecar I had two accidents in one day.

A. F. PHILLIPS.

ANOTHER FAMILY
SIDECAR.

Sir,—I am the last in the world to fly into print,
feel I must to express my sentiments on pillion riding

If "A.C.R.," "Harold Karslake and Co.^' do not lil

but

e it

themselves, then my advice to them is to leave the sports-
men alone who do like it.

I was the owner of an 8 h.p. Zenith-Gradua and sidecar,
and one day near Catterick I had to take my sidecar
through the hedge to avoid a lady on a push bicycle,

who was travelling round a comer on her wrong side. It
all happened in a moment, and if I had not had that beastly
sidecar on I should not have been walking with a stick for
days after.

One lives and learns, and now my sporting flapper climbs
up behind me, and we have consigned our broken sidecar
to the scrap heap.

If some of your readers knew more about the principles of

mechanics than they appear to do, they would not raise the
sidecar above the pillion.

If they want to be confined to bath chairs all their lives,

then I for one would not object, so in return I expect at
least to be allowed to choose my means of transport.

Newcastle. BIGf TWIN.

COVRTESY OF THE ROAD.
Sir,—During the week-end I have been touring in Suffolk

with a friend on the back of my 2| h.p. Douglas, and on
Sunday afternoon, after spending the morning on the lonely
beach near Dunwich, I found that my magneto was wrong,
and, in spite of the combined efforts of a motorist and hia

wife, we could not rectify the fault. I was ten miles away
from the hotel where we had arranged to spend the night,
and, although in an opposite direction to the way they were
going, they offered to tow my friend and me into Yoxford

—

our stopping place—and before doing so asked us to share
their tea, which we were pleased to do after a nine hour
fast. This, I think, is an excellent example of courtesy.
As regards the magneto mechanic, I was recommended to

go by train to Oulton Broad and see Mr. Chipperfield,
and although he was witnessing a Regatta on the Broad,
he came along to his shop, very smartly traced the fault to

a small hole in the plug attaching the H.T. wire to the
magneto, which allowed the current to short on to the

magneto. He offered to turn up a new plug from ebonite

Photographs ot outtits with hve or six passengers aboard continue

to reach us. All of them point to the fact that if ever the runabout

replaces the sidecar—which is questionable—the family man will

have bigger accommodation problems than he had with his sidecar.

The Matchless shown accommodates six in all.

for me at once, and after about three hours I had this on
the machine and ready for the road, both cylinders firing

regularly and well; for the service I was charged Ts. 6d.,

which I consider very cheap, and the work is well done

—

evidently by a man who knows the magneto from A to Z.

ALLEN S. BERRY.

Sir,—I desire to add my experience regarding the matter

of the "old-time" courtesy of the road. I agree with

"W.W.B." that to an extent this has diminished, but I

am quite certain the matter has only to be discussed through

your columns and there will be an improvement in a very

short time.

There are few motorists who go any distance from home
but find they are soon able to give assistance, or require

this. My Whitsun run was from Bristol to Birmingnam ^

and back, returning via Chipping Norton and Cirencester.

About 6 p.m., on Monday, I found myself between Chipping

Norton and Burford, where there was yery little traffic,

with tyre trouble, and foolish virgin that I was no tyre levers

—through a lost companion, and no patches. The only

passers-by, in the course of an hour, were two ordinary

cyclists and two drivers of motor cars. When one of the

latter came in sight I signalled, and obtained very kindly

the help desired.

What I suggest is tliat any motorist hung up and desiring

assistance might help the case by a timely signal to an on-

comer by, say, raising the right hand. It frequently happens

that a stop has been made and for no particular cause, and

there is no assistance required. I have ridden since 1903,

but I scarcely remember any instance when I have sought

help, without having my signal answered. On the other

hand,- one does not wish continually to stop without any pur-

pose. I recently ran to Cheddar, a matter of twenty miles,

and passed several combinations pulled up for trouble of

various kinds. I assisted at the first two, and slowed down

at the rest, but in not one instance did I see any sign before

approach that help was needed. I would like the opinion of

other riders on the point. J- T. MAYO.
Bristol.

PLEASE QUOTE PRICES!
Sir,—Having noticed several remarks about the inadequate

information given in advertisements, I feel that I must say

a word in defence of the manufacturers. It seems to me that

anyone requiring a motor cycle would want to know far more

about the machine he fancied than any advertisement could

possibly give. If "H.E.R." would like to have full particu-

lars of the Scott he has only to write to that-firm for them,

and he will find his every wish gratified.

I may say that I am not interested in the firm in any

way, except that I am shortly taking delivery of one of their

most excellent machines, and in fairness to them I must say

that no one could have shown me more consideration or sent

more information than they did. S.B.

Keswick.
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Special holders, integral with the carreer, are httedon the French

G.L. motor cycle for the purpose of carrying D.A. cylinders.

The G.L. was described in last week's issue.

A MOTOR CYCLE CLVB FOR THE ROYAL NAVY.
Sir,—It is with great pleasure that I read of Lt. Evans-

Greaves proposed plan of forming a motor cycle and cycle

car club for the Royal Navy.
Owing to the two bases of the Home arid Atlantic Fleets

being so far apart, viz., Portland and Rosyth respectively, I

would suggest that each base has its own team, likewise the
three depots—Portsmouth, Devonport, and Chatham. It

might then be found possible for each centre to have its own
garage, where machines could be stored.

A governing body could then be appointed, which would
have charge of funds, etc., and which would arrange for com-
petitions and runs, and be generally responsible for the well-

being and future development of the club.

If Lt. Evans-Greaves can make use of my services in any
shape or form I shall be only too pleased to give all possible

assistance. F. C. FELLOWES, Signalman.
H.M.S. BoyaZ Sovereign.

ENGINE DESIGN.
Sir,—One or two of your readers are asking for informa-

tion respecting the advantages of outside flywheels. This,

to my mind, is incomprehensible, as a few minutes' study
of the question points at once to the friction losses

generated by internal flywheel rims. When sufiicient oil

IS present for lubrication purposes, this oil is in contact with
the flywheels, and during rotation of the latter, is thrown
off tangentially due_,to centrifugal force. A constant film of

oil is thus mamtairied between crank case and flywheels (the

clearance being very small). This film is in constant shear,

and as the friction of a liquid increases as the square of the
velocity, it is easy to see that a heavy oil which makes a

good lubricant for working parts produces considerable brak-
mg effect when brought into contact with parts moving at

high velocity, such as the rim of a flywheel.

The flexibility of machines possessing outside flywheels

and the ease with which they accelerate must be known
to most riders. This flexibility I attribute solely to two
causes, the use of an outside flywheel and the substitution

of ball or roller bearings for plain bearings on the crank-
-shaft. My remarks concerning friction of flywheel rims
apply in a smaller degree to plain bearings, and the losses

set up in these at high speed are not so small as the average
man is inclined to think. When perfectly reliable ball

bearings are so cheap it seems absurd to use any other in

cases where the ratio of nett power to gross power developed
is of the utmost importance if weight and petrol consumption
are to be reduced to a mmimum.

I am aware that the incorporation of new designs upsets
existing standard designs, but where actual improvements
are concerned, makers should not be backward in following
a good lead. ENGINEER.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

A CANDID CRITICISM.
Sir,—I notice a correspondent enquiring for experiences'.;;

of 1919 machines. I have ridden a 1919 Triumph for about;^«i

3,000 miles, and venture to oft'er a few criticisms on thisjiS

excellent inachine. The handle-bars are adorned with nij^
fewer than six Bowden wires, and it has so far defeated m^^
to find any arrangement of the various levers by which thej(?«

can all be used as and when required. Personally, I prefeM
a foot clutch, but as I believe I am in a minority in thiff!j'3

respect I cannot blame the makers for fitting it there. The..|
air lever I have never found any use for, the carburetterj
being entirely automatic, and certainly a Bowden wire foii,<<

this is unnecessary. The magneto advance could be fitted?

on the tank, as it is seldom necessary to move it. *;

The tank capacity is inadequate, and I have frequently
had to stop twice on a day's run to fill up. If the tank-Jl

were Sin. wider, the comfort of the machine would be enor-i!;

mously increased. The front brake I find extremely useful;^.

The spring forks I consider by no means so bad as they ar^;

riiade out to be. They certainly frequently broke spring^^
in France, but the spring forks fitted to other machines^
there, so far as my experience went, suffered a far higher
mortality, but escaped comment owing to the overwhelming
variety of other troubles which beset the machines. The
valve gear remains noisy. The paper washer under the
cylinder is liable to get damaged when decarbonisiiig, and
something more permanent than paper might be fitted.

Apart from this, the engine would keep very clean.
In reliability, the machine is the equal of the best;!

American machines, but this is ofl'set by the paltry tyres" ':

fitted. They make the machine miserably uncomfortable loj^
ride, and punctures average about three and one-third per's
1,000 miles, as against one and a half per 2,000 miles oni>
American machines.
The engine is really delightful, and its balance at high

speeds has been quite a revelation to me. The carburetter
also is excellent, but anything more awkward than the
handle-bar levers I cannot imagine. Why ever not fit a hand-
controUed air slide on the carburetter itself?

Personally, I prefer the antiquated hand pump lubrication
to any other system I have tried. The oil consumption is

remarkably small. Petrol consumption is about 87 m.p.g. at-
20 m.p.h. average, and about 70 m.p.g. when the machine is'"', v

hustled, which I consider very fair. There are a number of;,/;

small screws in connection with the tool bags which tend to-^'i

lose themselves. The gear box is perhaps the least reliable.'-,

part of the machine, but its troubles are of a minor nature."
'

The fulcrum of the gear lever might with advantage be« ,

more securely seated in the quadrant. A draw bolt rfiould'].'':

be provided for adjusting the chain. The only method ol^c
sliding the gear box is by treading on the belt, which,'.

;

causes it to slip. -f

_
There is a delirious joy in. riding the machine at speed, ^

like unto looping the loop on a bareback mule. On the-',

average Yankee machine one becomes part and parcel of the
';i^^

outfit after a few rides, but I shall never grow to fit this,;;*

Triuinph. I have not called' attention to the numerous good ;*

features of the machine, because we read of these in the/:
papers. I think it leads many. British machines by abouV,..
five years. J. KENNEDY, Major R.G.A. .j,-'

I
Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists,

/ Issued i.. coniunction with " Th.e Motor Cycle."

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." "" The standard handbook on the motor
cycle, its care and management. Twentieth Edition.
286 pages. 400 illustrations. ... ... ...

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful
hints in regard to motor rycles. Sixth Edition.
(Second Reprint). ... ... ... .„

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland, I ondon (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

Obtainable by post (remittance ^ith order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Raiiway Bookstalls.
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Motor Cycle Seats

LYCO
No. 5 & No. 6

—the tormer for heavy
weight machines and the

latter for the Hghtweight—are

exceedingly comfortable and populai

models, embodying our anatomical
Seat and Patent LYCO Spring-Action.

No. 5

No. 8

The LYCO Spring-principle is this:—
The saddle is hinged at

its peak, and its special

springs are anchored
dead-centraliy at top and
bottom on two swivel
[astemngs, which ensure a
perfectly straight pull,

eliminating twisting strains,

and obviating breakages. The
hinged peak, swivel action on

the spring, and dead central pull,

allow the saddle to describe a
circular movement at the back when

the seat is depressed under the rider's weight.

For sensitive saddle-action and smooth, easy riding, there

is no springing system to equal the "LYCO" principle.

LYCETT'S
The Saddlery,

BI R M I N GHAM.
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To be Ultra-Fashionable
" The Motor Cycle" says you must have
WHEEL DISCS, but to be up to the

minute your machine should be equipped
with the "ACE" DISCS. The only
perfect disc in the market, because :

—

It incorporates the only practical method of
fixing:—by means of a central flange (Pro. Pat.

No. 11816/19).

It cannot rattle or work loose.

It has an invisible welded joint.

It is a perfect fit and gives the appearance of a
solid disc wheel.

It js dust proof and preserves the spokes and rims,

and saves hours when cleaning the machine.

Read what a Practical Motorist
says in "The Irish Cyclist & Motor Cyclist":—

" Disc wheels ? In plenty. The neatest I

have ever seen are the ' ACE ' made by

The DISC ENGINEERING Co.
of Whitcfriars St., Coventry.
They are really superb. Flange fixing. No
ugly nuts and bolts to break up the

smoothness of the disc."

Note the address, and write now for prices and particulars.

PATEy -© CO., LTD.,
Motor Bnginecrs, etc.,

45, Horsefcrry Rd,,Westminster

THE PATEY FAMILY SIDECAR

Interior ot the family sidecar. The two
small seats are easily removed, thus allowing

plenty of luggage room inside the body
when travelling with one passenger

Designed to

carry in com-

fort one adult

and two
children or

two adults.

Can be fitted

to any Motor

Cycle.

Orders now being taken for Early Delivery,

5^§><>c>c>c<>o<x>o<xxx>o<x>oo<xx><><>cx>c>ooc<xx>c>ocg^i;

MOTOR MAP CASES
AT BARGAIN PRICES

Made from finest fawn waterproof fabric. Size When closed iij x 5^in,,
and showing 15 X gjin. of map when open.

No. 247. As illustrated, with sling complete. PRICES/- Post Free.

No. 227. As above, but with large gusset pocket on back to hold
spare maps, pencils, etc., and solid leather sling.

PRICE 11 /6. Post Free.

RAPKIN'S MOTOR MAP CASE DEPOT
17, WEST SMITHFIELD, LONDON, E.C.I.

>o<xx><>c<>o<x><><>oc><><><><><>c

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " 2'he Motor Cycle."

4^<><>oc<><><>cxxxx>ooo<xx><>c<><xx><>c>o<>c><><><><>o<x^

C24

Mr. BEROL had
THE WORLD'S
MASTER MEMORY
His Method gives you an Unfailing Memory,

Mr. BEROt could instantly give the population oi

any place in the world of over 5,000 ; every important
date in the world's history ; he had 300,000 facts

and figures in his brain at immediate command.. His
simple but practical rnethod for memory-building is

taught by post, and has the endorsement of educators
all over the world.

Let the BEROL METHOD of
Memory Training help you
to remember Names, Faces, Dates, Telephone Numbers. His simple
system will cure mind-wandering and teach concentration; you can
remember the facts in a book after one reading

;
you can recall any

episode that you wish; you can become a clear thinker, and in public
speaking never be at a loss for a word. Give his plan a few spare

minutes daily at home, and you will be astonished. We make no
promise to "you that you cannot substantiate in your own person.

FUNK & WAGNALLS CO., 134 Salisbury Square, London, E.C.4.

Free Atid Interesting Particulars by Post.
Sign Below—and Post this Coupon TO-DAY

To FUNK & WAGNALLS CO., 134. Salisbury Sq., London, E.G.4

Without cost or obligation to me, please send full information

including price, of the Berol Mail Course in Memory Training

Concentration, and Will Power (m.c.)

Illante

Full Address,
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A selection of queslions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents

are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containaig legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of enyelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

A Vague Reiiuest.

As an absolute novice desirous
of purchasing a new motor cycle,

I shall be glad if you Tfill

tell me : (1.) What make
and horse-power can you recom-

mend? (2.) Where can . I obtain
tuition? (3.) What would be the

— approximate running expenses per
hundred miles?—J.F.T.

(1.) Not knowing your requirements' as
regards the district ,in which you will
be riding, or the weight you will have
to carry, we can scarcely advise j'ou on
the make and horse-power of a machine
to suit you. In any case, it is im-
possible for us to recommend one par-
ticular manufacti^rer's products, but if

you will write again giving us more
definite information, we will do our best
to help you. (2.) You could no doubt
obtain tuition in driving from a local
garage, or the agent from whom you
purchase the machine. (3.) For a 3^
Ii.p. solo mount you may reckon roughly
Id. per mile.

Magnetic Insulation.

I notice you have from time
to time questions concerning
electricity, chiefly magnetos.
Could you by any means answer
the following : Is there any

'-» substance that, when placed between
the poles of a magnet or, rather, in a
magnetic field flowing one way, say,
from north to south, will resist the
flow? I vmderstand that mica and
zinc will in a small degree, but I

cannot see it. I have bought the best
books and got advice from electricians,
but with no result. My chief reason
for wanting to know this is to protect
some delicate electric measuring instru-
ments from magnetic influences. I am
quite familiar with cross magnetism,
etc.—W.J.

We believe that there is no substance
which makes'" any practical difference to
the flow of magnetic lines in the same
way as in insulating material will prevent
the flow of an electric current. The
usual course to adopt in such cases as
you mention is to surround the instru-
ment to be protected as completely as
possible with a thick iron screen so as
to deflect the lines of force. As the iron
has so much greater magnetic permea-
bility than air, the lines of force will
naturally travel through the iron screen,
and the air inside will be practically free
from magnetism. For instance, if a' piece

;
of thick iron tube was placed between
the poles of a horse-shoe magnet, the
lines of force would almost entirely con-

centrate in the walls of the tube, and
the space inside would be completely

screened. We think that some adapta-

tion of this method will answer your
purpose, so far as we can judge from
the particulars supplied.

A Novice's Requiiements.

I require a machine for week-
end ruiLs between London and
High Wycombe. It would not be
used for touring, but I think a

light sidecar for luggage would be
useful. (1.) What is the lightest

machine to do such work safely? (2.)

Would a good 2| h.p. do it with a two
or three-speed gear. (3.) Could I make
a 2| h.p. do it by either temporarily

or permanently reducing the belt ratio

of the chain-cum-belt drive? (4.) Under
normal conditions, what are the relative

climbing powers of (a) a single four-

stroke, (h) a single two-stroke, (c) a

twin four-stroke? (5.) Would I be well

advised to join the A.CU. in order to

get its engineer's services in examining
a prospective second-hand machine?
Also, is it best to buy from a dealer?

(6.) Do you think a higher power than

2J h.p. advisable?—H.S.

(1.) You cannot expect much in the way
of sidecar pulling with a 2J h.p. machine.
Moreover, the possession of a sidecar is

almost always a temptation to overload

on occasion. (2.) A good 2J h.p. would
do the work you require provided alHvays

that you kept well within the limits of

weight and speed as you suggest. (3.) We
do not know any two-speed lightweight

which has a variable pulley on the gear

box, therefore you could not make the

temporary or permanent reduction of the

belt ratios as you propose doing, unless,

of course, you are prepared to have a

special pulley of smaller diameter made.

(4.) There is little to choose between the

climbing powers of the three classes of

engine you name. Probably the single

four-stroke engine is the most suitable.

(5.) We certainly recommend your joining

the A.C.U., and also think it would be

advisable to get your first machine from

a reliable dealer. (6.) Probably a good

second-hand 3^ h.p. two or three-speed

single-cyUnder outfit would suit you better

than anything else.

3J h.p. or 4 h.p.

Is there any rough and ready

method of distinguishing between
a 3i h.p. and a 4 h.p. Triumph?
I have one offered to me as a
4 h.p., but personally I think it

h.p. It is fitted with a three-is a- uj
speed hub and clutch, and also decom-
pressor under the inlet valve. If you
could give me the difference in the

outside measurements of the cylinders,

say, that would suffice.—A.W.E.
Externally there is very little difference

between the 3^ h.p. and 4 h.p. Triumph
engines. The 1913 Triumph engine with
decompressor was a 3^ h.p., and the 1914
4 h.p. You can most readily distinguish

between the two machines by the fact

that the 1913 3^ h.p. Triumphs had a
straight top frame tube, while the 1914
models had a dropped top tube and tank.

Some of the members of the P.S.M.C.C. on the occasion ot their recent run to

Hayling Island. The central figure is H.B.Browning, the hon. secretary. On the extreme
left is the Coulson-B, owned by G. W. Bonham-Carter, a member of the committee.

B13
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Misstated Date.

Three weeks ago I bought,

^1 second-hand, a Sun-Villiers motor
^ cycle for £45, advertised as a
-iJ 1917 model. I find, however,

that it is actually a 1915. No
date is given on the receipt which I

hold, but the seller informed me he
understood that it was 1917, and I only
have his word (which is now proved to

be incorrect) and the advertisement,
which I have kept. Can I make the
seller take the machine back again, as

he obviously misrepresented the date
' of the machine in his advertisement,
and I, of course, would not have given

£45 for such an old model if I had
known its real date of manufacture.

—

N.S.
If you can prove that the machine was
represented to you as a 1917 model, and
that you bought it on that understanding,
you can return it and demand the repays
ment of your money; or you might effect

some cash adjustment with the seller.

The receipt is of small importance.

Garage Proprietor's Responsibility.

Owing to lack of room, I garage
my combination with a local

motor firm. The last time I used
the machine I returned with it

in good order. Two days later,

on going for my machine, I found that

it had been used, that the rear lamp
generator had been stolen, and the gear
broken. I made a complaint at once.

I can obtain witnesses that the machin*
was all right wheax I last used it. The
firm did not dispute my complaint, and
one of their men took the gear to pieces

and found the only thing broken was a

ball race. At the firm's suggestion, the
gear was sent to the makers to be re-

paired. As this was being done I asked
that the kick-starter, which was out of

"order, should be put right as well. What
the firm wrote I do not know, but all

worn parts were replaced and a pro
forma invoice for £5 2s. lOd. was sent.

The firm refuse to send for the gear
until I pay them this money. I did not
order the gear to be overhauled, which
the firm a3mit. The cost of repairing

the kick-starter is only Is. 4d. , and the
broken ball race 3s. The firm now say
that I can have the gear 'for trade price.

(1.) Is the firm liable for the damage to

my machine, also the theft? (2.) Can
the firm make me pay for the overhaul-
ing which I did not order and was not
necessary? (3.) Should the firm refuse

- to send for the gear ? What is the best
thing to do?—W.R.B.

Our legal adviser replies as follows :
" The

owner does not esplain the circumstances
sufliciently for me to say whether the
garage proprietor is or is not liable for tlie

theft of the rear lamp generator, or for

the damage done to the gear. To make
him. liable he would have to show that
there was some negligence on the part of
the garage proprietor. However, the firm
do not appear to dispute their liability

with regard to the gear, but, apparently,
they are only liable for 3s., and if the
erder to the makers was quite clear it

would seem that the most they could
legally claim would be 4s. 4d. At the
same time, the gear has evidently been
improved, and it looks as if it would be
reasonable to come to some amicable settle-

ment. Failing this, I think the proper

B14

course is for the owner to send the makers
the 4s. 4d. and to sue them for the return
of the gear. I am^ assuming he sent it

direct to them and not the garage proprie-
tor. If the garage proprietor sent it to
them, them the proper course would be to
pay him the 4s. 4d. and sue for the return
of the gear or for damages, and then let

him brmg the manufacturers into the
. action as third parties. As the matter is

some-what complicated, it would be well
to put it in the hands of a local solicitor.

Gearing for Sidecar.

^I am about to fit a new 43 h.p...

engine and Sturmey countershaft
gear to my motor bicycle, but
^am in difficulty as to (1) What
number of teeth and what pitch

and width should I have on engine-
shaft? (2.) Number of teeth on
countershaft sprocket? (3.) What gear
ratios do you advise for use as pas-

senger vehicle?—R.J.
(1.) Fifteen-tooth sprocket, fin. pitch X
fiif. width. (2.) Thirty teeth. (3.)

The ratios will depend on the weight of

the outfit and the nature of the district

in which you are riding. We would sug-

gest a top gear of about 4| to 1.

Unsteadiness at Speed.

(1.) I have a 6 h.p. 1916 Zenith-

J.A.P.- with clutch, etc. I want
to fit a drip feed like the Best
andLloyd, and take the pipe into

the box on the side of the crank
case, plugging up the valve hole at the

bottom of the sump. Will this work all

right? (2.) At speed over 35 m.p.h.
the motor bicycle wobbles very badly,

^ow can I stop this? It has heavy
type Druid forks, the pins are a good
fit, and the steering head properly

adjusted.

—

Jungle (India).

(1.) There would be no objection to fitting

a Best and Lloyd drip feed to your twin
Zenith, but we should advise you to lead

the oil pipe into the crank case in the
same manner as it is led at present from
the standard oil pump. If you plug up
the valve at the bottom of the crank
case you will interfere with the special

lubricating system of the J. A. P. engine.

(2.) In all probability the'unsteadiness of

the steering in your machine is due to the

frame being out of truth, and, in conse-

quence, the wheels do not track. You can
test this by placing a straight edge along
the wheels at each side of the machine in

iurn and noting whether the rims are equi-

distant at the four points passed by the
straight edge. If a straight edge is not
available, a piece of cord stretched tightly

from wheel to wheel will answer the same
purpose. Should the wheels not be truly,

in alignment it will be necessary to have
the frame or forks trued.

READERS' REPLIES.

Damaged Fork-end.

In The. Motor Cycle, of August 14th

one of your correspondents complains of

a damaged fork end. If he is in London,
might I suggest that he take it to Wards,
51,- Upper Richmond Road, Putney (their

advertisement is in your paper), who
would weld on. some extra metal, making
it the same thickness and strength as

before. These people can do anything
with a motor cycle. They have done
work for me, and I have always found

them cheap, reliable, and, above all, one-,
is not kept waiting, as the work is put in

hand at once. I may add I have no con-

nection, at all^with 'the firm mentioned.-
W. D. Roe.

Lack ol Power.

In reply to your correspondent'
"F.W.," I had exactly the sam('
trouble with my Villiers engine ; this ii

how it occurred. I took my engine to

be rebushed ;'when I went for it I gave
the engine a run in tree and it ran quite
all right, except that it would not take
so much air ; then when I got on 50%
of its former power was gone. When I

got home I had a good look round and
found that about half of the crank case
washer was missing, consequently I was
losing compression in crank case ; of
course, he will have to take the whole of
the engine down again to .remedy this.

I find a 25-jet most suitable for this
engine.—T.M.L.
Be "F.W.'s" lack of power in hia

Sun-Villiers after dismantling. If he
will examine the joint between cylinder
and crank case, he will find that the
joint of this portion will be daniaged,
most likely near the transfer port.
Great care should be taken in remaking
this joint, as the charge goes to atmos-
phere instead of being transferred to

cylinder in the ordinary way ; if the
joint is damaged I woiild suggest that
he remove the cylinder and remake joint
with thick cardboard l-32in. in thick-
ness, taking care, of course, to constructj
correctly.—F. Wilson.

IRECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Glotjcbsiee to Boubnemouth.—W.G.J.

Gloucester, Stroud, Nailsworth, Bath,
Bradford, Trowbridge, Westbury, Salis-,^
bury, Fordingbridge, Ringwood, Christ-

church, Bournemouth.

E.VLING 10 E.4STB0UnNE,—C.J.
Ealing, Acton, Gunnersbury Laneg

Turnham Green, Fulham Palace Roadi
Putney Hill, Wimbledon, Merton^
Mitcham, Mitcham Common, Croydon|^
Purley, Godstone, East Grinstead, turnip

right for Wych Cross, Uckfield, Hailshartlg

Eastbourne.

"•?
N0TTINGH.1M TO Llandudno. (To lu-'-.i.

CLTJDE WoLVBEH.tMrTON AND RuA-'
'

BON.)—W.N. S.

Nottingham, Derby, Burton, Lichfield,

Wolverhampton, Shifnal, Wellington,
Shrewsbury, Oswestry, Chirk, Llangollen,
Corwen, Pentre Voelas, Llanrwst, Llan-
dudno. Euabon lies oft the direct road,

between Chirk and Llangollen.

Birkenhead to Battle.—J.C.

Birkenhead, Chester, Tarporley, Whit-
church, Nantwich, Woore, Pipe Gate,
Stone, Weston, Rugeley, Lichfield, on to

Watling Street^ through Atherstone, High
Cross, Daventry, Weedon, Towcester;
Dunstable, St. Albans, South Mimms,
Potter's Bar, Goff's Oak, Cheshunt, Wal-
tham Abbey, Chigwell, Romford, Hom-
church, Upminster, Tilbury, by ferry to

Gravesend, Meopham, Wrotham, Ton-
bridge, Lamberhurst, Hurst Green,
Robertsbridge, Battle. Approximately
255 miles.
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THE WORLDS BEST MASCOT
How the A. A. Badge ENSURES the

motorist against bad luck on the road.

That little brass badge, with its twin A's and its

spread wings above, is the modern motorist's shield

and buckler, his passport and his guide. With this

talisman on his dashboard he. may enter upon the

true and full possession of the traveller's birthright

—

" The joy of the Open Road.''

-'^M ppMfPffiWljMgWill

^^^>, .J ^^^^^w
^^ >'£- Wi3

'Htiijiiwi '™™"' p^4ii^|LTa^^

I'^^H
'^^

"^^^iSil

The A.A. Badge means more to the motorist

than any other car accessory. Its uses are many
and Its failures nil. Its sphere of influence covers

the United Kingdom, and its servants are to be

found in every part of the Coutjtry.

It will bring assistance to the motorist stranded

on the road miles from a town or garage. At sight

of it a battalion of khaki-clad A.A. patrols will

undertake roadside repairs, fetch motor fuel, tyres, or

replacements from the nearest garage and render all

possible assistance in case of need.

It gives access to every one of the A.A. Road-
side Telephone Boxes which are distributed along

main roads and may be used by members for calls

to hotels, garages, home, or office.

It will summon a " Mechanical First-aid" Motor
Cycle with its complement of spares and tools for

light repairs to car or motor cycle.

It enables a motorist to take his car into a 70 per

cent, tariff country on a banker's indemnity alone and

without depositing hundreds of pounds in respect of

Customs dues.

It ensures good and reasonable service from any

A.A. Agent and Repairer, also really satisfactory

accommodation at any A.A. Hotel in England,

Scotland, Ireland, and Wales.

It solves all questions regarding routes and

accommodation for home tours and dispels the trouble

and delay usually associated with a tour abroad.

It provides Free Legal Defence, Free Legal Aid,

Special Insurance Facilities, Engineering Assistance,

and in a hundred and one other ways gives the

motorist what he wants when he wants it.

If you want to know how such a small object can

achieve such great results, send a postcard to-day

to the Secretary, The Automobile Association,

21, Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, London,

W.C.2, for a free booklet and other information

describing the many personal benefits enjoyed by

members of the A.A.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' B15
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

additional word. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable.,^—^-5^
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^-^^-^

—

Treasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements m this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the ofBoes of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the oOIces oi

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London {!!0,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the Ikst post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cyde " Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the
words Box 000, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only tne number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be
addressed No. 000, c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

E.C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing

renfittances sJiould be sent by registered post, but in all such
cases it is advisahleUo make use of the Deposit System.

Intbe case of motor cycles oHered for sale under a hox
number, as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

beiug inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business l^ embodying in their advertisements
some mention of the district in which the car oflered

may be seen and tried.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of om:
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to £10, a

- deposit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over ;f10
and under £50, thefeeis2/6; over £50 and underOS. 5/-;
over £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions

over £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Ilifie & Sons limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that tlie advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advisedus to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Beaders who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to tlieir enquiries are regnested to regard tbe
silence as an indication tbat tlie goods advertised bave
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
I lany enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
eacii one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A -B.C.—Caftyns, Ltd., Eastbonrne. distribntera lor^ Bu'-sex. are booking orders for earliest deliveries.

TONES' Garage, special agents for A.B.C., Broad-
« .

w^.' MuBwell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,
North Finchley. [2930

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, have contracted
largely for the new A.B.O. Order now for

earliest delivery. [5298

FANCOUET'S Garage, Stamford, for A.B.O.'a: sole*
distnbnting agent for Soke of Peterboro' and

Connty of Eutlnnd; particulars and illuatrationa on
request. [X972il

WAUCHOPE'S,

9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street, E.G.

FOR
SQUARE
DEALS
AND

VALUE.

We have the best stock of second-
hand machines in London. New
machines offered for sale from stock.

The iatesi 1919

6 h p. J.A.P. Twin
Cylinder Engines

*roni Stock, Trade Supplied, Terms on applica-
l"on

; these include extras. 50 Engines fo>

immediate delivery, £42 10s, each.

Second-hand Engines taken in
part payment. GOOD PRICE

ALLOWED.
Makers' Guarantee.

Book your 1919 new machine
now, it is never too late. We
are City agents for all the best

makes of British Motor Cycles,

such as Triumphs, Douglas,

Enfield, Ariel, R<qral Ruby,
Rover, Matchless, New
Imperial, Allon, A.J.S., Bat,

B.S.A., Caithorpe, Blackburne,
Bradbury, Chater Lea, Clyno,

Humber, James, Levis, Norton,

Quadrant, Rex, Rudge, Singer,

Sunbeam, Williamson, Zenith,

etc.

Also book for 1920, when available.

Second-hand machines taken in part
payment and present market value
allowed. There is no responsibility
in booking a machine, you get the
opportunity of taking a machine
booked in turn when available
Should deUvery. be too late, we then
offer it to the next in turn, and your
-booking responsibility ceases.

'

In any transaction you will be
certain to get fair treatment from

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street,
London, E.C.4

'Phone: Holborn, 5777.

Telegrams : Opificer, London.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

WAUCHOPE'S invite enquiries
for particulars of their stock of '

second-hand and new Light Cars,
Cycle Cars, and Motor Cycles.

Baveno Garage, Llandrindcd Wells.

A"^a9-~_^°^? agents for these famous

MOIOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

T IVEEPOOL and District Agents for A.B.C. riac(
^-^ orders now to secnie early deliTery.—Victor Hors-
man, Ltd., 9. Parr St., Liverpool [0003

A -B.C. Distributors for Radnorshire. Book your
-t^». orders now to ensure early delivery.— Owens,

- - ~ [7853

— .. miichines.
Orders booked now for early delivery.—Chanriler,

Keyre. and Williams, Sun St., Hitchin. [0996

A .B.C. — Book early and prevent disappointment.
-^^*- Specification and full particulars will be sent on
iipphoation.-The Spalding Motor Co.. Ltd., Spaldine,
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. - (X69(;9

A ^^-TTE^rly position on our waiting 'Elista occasioD*

fy ally become vacant again owing to clients pre-
tering immediate delivery of other makes: probably it
13 well worth your writing us: large July deliveries
e.tpected; 200 A.B.C. 's due this season.-Dunwell's
Oarage. Wigan. [X4664
A .B.C., 1915, 500 C.C., spring frame, 4-speed, hand

-*^'- or foot-controlled clutch, overhead valves, long
e-xhaust, aluminium footplates, special mudguards and
andersoreen, Burbury coactibuilt sidecar, little used,
wheels and tyres 26in.x2'Ain., spares, etc., all in good
condition; £100.—Pindlay, Westquarter Factory, Pol-
mont, Scotland. [X073?

Abingdon.
1 Q19 ;6-7i..p. Abingdon K.D. Coachbuilt Combina-
-i-^ tion, kick start, 3 speeds, countershaft, only
done 600 miles, delivered Aug. 5th, 1919- £140, or
best offer.—Austin, 32, WycUtJe Ed., Battersea. [2166

A BINGDON King Dick (Dec, 1915) li^tp. Coaoli-
-i^ built Combination, s-speed, kick start, foot clutch,
Sputdorf mag., tyres good condition, recently overhauled,
lighting set, mechanical horn, tools, and accessories-
£60.—H. Saunders, 6, Dragon St., Petersfield, Hants.

mosso
A.J.S.

The Walsall Garase,
[6601

TACK HEALY, Cork.-Offlcial A.J.S. ageut.-Garage
'

^ and works. Dilnun St. [X8336

CROW Bros.. High St.. Guildford, A.J.S. agents
since 1912.— Deliveries have begun. [4083

1 Q14 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 3-speed, incomplete:
-LO' £63.-53- Brownhill Rd.. Cattnril- rt>.iutl

A.J.S. Specialists and Agents:
Walsall. Tel. : 444.

[2467

A.J.S. 2?4h.p;, 1914, 2-speed, detachable cylinder head:
£46.-14, Victoria Crescent, Newport, Mon, [^4^3

A.J.S. Prices Down.—2-J4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, chain
drive; bargain, de46.—211, Garratt Lane, Wands-

worth. [^762

BRAND new A.J.S. 6h.p., military model; what
offers?—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd.,

N.W.I. - [2770

IQIS A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination: best offer over £130,J.O —Walsh, Wollerton, Victoria Rd., Grappenhall,
"Warrington. [X0285

A -J-S- New Military Model: early delivery; £110.-
-tl_ Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. '

T.A. : Parts. [X0316

A.J.S. Spares: engine and gear bos repairs; prompt i

delivery.—Cyril Williams. Chapel Ash Depot. Wol- -

veihampton. T.A. : Parts. [1089

Tj Q16 4h.p. A.J.S. aud Canoelet Sidecar, recently -over-
-*.tr hauled and enamelled.—Hilton, Sharp, and Co.,
Ltd., Fo.xhall Ed., Blackpool. [X0368

A..T.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1918, speedometer, spare
wheel, 3 electric lamps, horn, wind screen, big

tyres,, good condition; 170 gns.—32, Butler Av., Harrow.
12437

A.J.S.—E.veter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd.,
Bath Rd., E.^eter. and 28. Tavistock Ed.. Ply-

mouth. Sole, agents. Now bonking for earliest de-
liveries [0007

3-speed, speedo-
wind screen, new

£115.-89, Somerset
[2519

"I Q16 4h.p. A.J.S. Combination, screen and hood, re-

X»> oently overhauled, various new parts, including
mag. and chains, etc.; £120, no offers.—Hough, British
Flag, Southgate St., Gloucester. [X0701

10114 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p.,
.*-*' meter, 3 lamps, spares, etc.,
tyres, tubes, excellent condition
Rd., Farnborough, Hants.

1019 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p.. delivered 2 weeks
-»-*' ago, Lucas lamps, horn, wind screen, interohaiii^e-
able wheels and spare, hardly used, unscratched ; bf-st

over £180.-5, Cottage Grove, Bow, E.3. [2768

4h.p. A.J.S. C.B. Combination, 1916, insurance,
wind screen, lamps, spares, and tools, complete,

low mileage and exceptional condition throughout;
London district; offers.—Box L3,523, c/o T7tc Motor
Cycle.

-

[1848

2ah.p. A.J.S., 1916, 3-speed counterslvaft, hand-
4 controlled clutch, kick start, enclosed chain

drive, complete lamps, tools, and spares, ^splendid
condition; £65.—351, Green Lane, Small Heath. Bir.

mingham. [XO730

Bi6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the d.-ite oj the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

3.S.A, 1916-17 4^4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, over-

- hauled, chain-cum-belt, excellent condition; £80.
'Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk Farm
:ube Station). [1774

iCJ.S.A. The Birmingham City Agents and B.S.A.
l3 Specialists, County Cycle and Motor Co., 307
^d 308, Broad St. All replacements in stock. Tel.:

fomocyco, Birmingham, [6311

B.S.A. and Sidecar, late 1917, mileage under 2,000,
been stored over a year, 3 lamps, speedometeT,

iQd horn, fully guaranteed; 100 gns.—2, Theed St.,

Loupell St., Waterloo. [2246

r>.S.A'. SV-ilLp., a powerful and elegant machine, a
[3 reliabfe mount, top-hole condition; 65 gns.

—

l^est Sussex Motor Co., Central Garage, Portland Rd.,
rorthing. 'Phone: 272. [2261

3.S.A., best Canoelet, Cameo screen, folding grid,

footboard, Lucas horn, 3 lamps, uiascratched, mile-

[^e UQder 2,000; trial -willingly; £115.—Jeavons,
liraper, 70, Lye, Stourbridge. [X0513

3.S.A. 1914 4h.p.f 2-seater Montgomery sidecar, 3-

speed gear box, countershaft, kick start, chain
rive, screen, hood, lamps; trial; £85; evenings.

—

9, Kensington Av., East Ham. [2069

111i.p. B.S.A. 1913 (late) Combination, 2-speed. Binks,
4 Bosch (watertight), Dunlops, absolutely like new,

mps, tools, etc.; £65; low mileage; biggest, snip this
eek.—19, Wilcox Rd., South Lambeth. [2660

916 (late) B.S.A., 3-speed, kick starter, clutch, with
Millford sidecar, excellent conditions, with

mps, horn, tools; £115, or near offer.—Badger, 13,
romenade, Whitley Bay, Northumberland. [2520

B.S.A. 1917 ^V^h.-p., all chain, 3-speed, counter-
shaft, clutch, C.B. sidecar, wind screen, lamps,

K)ls, small mileage, excellent condition ; £ 98.—
^addams, 110, Orchard Rd., Erdington. [X0543

[ Q15 B.S.A., 4Vih.p., 3-3peed countershaft, tick start,

l-»y Millford coachbuilt sidecar. Klaxon, all acces-
iiiies, spares, perfect condition throughout; £100; after
p.m.— 6, Victoria Rd., Wombwell, Barnsley, Torks.

[S0328
' ATE 1916 B.S.A, Coachbuilt Combination, new ooii-
-J dition, enclosed chain drive. 3-speed, clutch, kick
art, 3 Lucas lamps, Lucas horn, speedometer, hood,
id screen; sacrifice 110 gns.—35, High St., Dartford,
i'.ent. [2411

B.S.A. 3'/jh.p, C.B. Combination, 2-speed, free engine,
I'.S. Model D., 2 new tyres, requires new free-

heel, which is on order, good condition; £75.—H.
^oodwin, 274, Stockport R^., Leveushulme, Man-
!:iester. [S0569
9I6V2 Guaranteed B.S.A., 4i4h.p., 3^speed counter-

shaft, chain belt, perfect order, 3in. tyres, wicker
decar, lamp, horns, tools, ^ low mileage, carefully
dden; first cheque over £85.—Dr. Warner, Fakeuham,
'orfoUw [2425

D.S.A., 3-speed countershaft, coach-built combination,
-* 3 Lucas lamps and Lucas horn, luggage grid, hood
id wind screen. Dunlop tyres, splendid and reliable
lirnout; best oger over £90.—Ward, 38, Eibble Rd.,
oreutry. [X0748

3.S.A. 1917 4^/ih.p. Model K and B.S.A. Sidecar,
-• perfect condition, complete with 3 new tyres and
i spare, 3 spare tubes, horn, lamps, tools, and spares;
1130.—Capt, Godsave, School of Pilotage, Andover,
iants. (D) [2609

FOR Sale, 4.'^.p. 1919 chain-cum-belt B.S.A., horn,
sjieedometer, and C.B. sidecar, with wind screen,

ood, side curtains, all in perfect condition, only done
bout 500 miles; price £145.—Apply, 204, Eoleshill
i:d., Coventry. [X0474

1)017 B.S.A. AVih.p., 3-speed countershaft, all-chain
L«/ drive, kick start, complete with lamps, horn,

! quantity of spares, almost new C.B. sidecar, all in
Isrfeet condition: bargain, £95.—Cardosi, Thurso, Caith-
[eas, Scotland. (D) [1984
O.S.A, 1919 4i/4h.p., and Montgomery sidecar, brand
1'^ new. only driven from agents, fitted side door,
ir-een, Klaxon, etc.; £147/10.-2, King.swood Rd.,
rpper Norwood, S.E. Victoria—Gipsy Hill, Holborn—
ydeiiliam Hill, No. 3 'Bus. [2579

3,S.A, Coachbuilt Combination, 4y(h.p., 3-speed
coun+er.shaft, kick start, all enclosed chain drive,

lechaiiicaly sound ; any trial or examination : ; late
914 fully equipped, lamps, tools, spares ; £95.— G.

f.
Green, MOlgate, Thirsk, Yorks. [1928

8.S.A. Model K., 3-speed countershaft, kick starter,
with Mills-Fulford coach sidecar, 3 lamps, horn,

find screen, tools, perfect condition; £100, no offers;
:;en before 8, or after 2 Thursday, or bv appointment

—

;;arncs, Flat 2, 388, Finehley Rd., N.W.2. [2645

B.S.A. Combination, 1916, Ay^h.v., all-chain, 3-speed
countershaft, kick start. Klaxon, speedometer,

atcli, electric side, acetylene head, spares, condition
ke new; 100 gns.— 6, Lower Paddock Rd., Oxley, Wat-
Kd. 142 'Bus, or Eakerloo. After 6 or week-ends.

Be .
1^2109

.&.A., engine new, unpacked, with special C.A.V.
mag., silencer, B.S.A. carburetter, engine plates,

olts, sprockets, gate change, all controls, kick start,
-speed gear box, drip feed, brakes, 2 lamps.—Offers,
II or any, to 6, Tennyson Rd., Small Heath. Bir-
"iinghara. [X0735

THE BIRfvJINQHAIv) HOUSE:

FOR MOTOR CYCLES & LIQfIT C^R$

WHEN PURCHASING A NEW
MOUNT, THERE IS SOMETHING
MORE IN IT THAN JUST
OBTAINING THE MAKE OF
MOTOR CYCLE TO MEET
YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Orders now being booked for the

following motor cycles

:

—

INDIAN,

ENFIELD,

EDMUND,
NORTON,
ROVER,
JAMES,
ZENITH,

NUMBER,
CALTHORPE,
BLACKBURNE,

NEW
IMPERIAL,

ETC.

I

I

IT IS THE AGENT'S SKILL AND
SERVICE BEHIND THE SALE,
GIVING THAT FINAL TOUCH
OF COMPLETE SATISFACTION,
SO WELL-KNOWN TO MY
CUSTOMERS. '.

LET ME GIVE YOU
THIS SATISFACTION.

Write, call op 'phone.

I

I

I

\

i

'Phone

:

'Grams

:

Mid. 662. 87-91, "Lytcai-.B'ham.

JOHN BRIGHT ST.,

BIRMINGHAIVI.

II

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. 4'/ih.p., 1914, and Ivy coachbuilt sidecar,
all chain drive, 3 speeds, kick starter, nearly

new tyres on all wheels, also spare tyre, 2 spars
tubes, all accessories; just completed Deyonshire tour;
£75; after 7 p.m.—Vellacott, Lyndhurst, Lytton Rd.,
New Barnet, Herts. [2006

B.S.A. 1916 4;.4h.p. coachbuilt Combination, 3-3peed
countershaft, luggage grid. Cameo wind screen.

Miller lamps, also mag., rear light, horn, automatio
oiling, drip feed, spare tyre, tube, chain, valve belt,

perfect condition; £98.^renning3, Forester's Arms,
Headless Cross, Redditch. [X0702

B.S.A., delivered December, 1918, 4i,lh.p., chain-
cum-belt, 3-speed, countershaft, clutch. K.S.,

E.I.C. mag., Millford C.B. sidecar (dark green), tyre,

in excellent condition, Kla.xou horn, low mileage,
careful usage, perfect running order; price £115.

—

St. Leonard's, Gloucester Rd. East, New Barnet. [2021

B.S.A., 4iih.p,, 1919 (delivered April], all chain
drive, and No. 1 Montgomery sidecar with wind

screen, done 700 miles, Lucas lamps and horn, and also

Velos electric lighting set. Lamps all unused, spare Dun-
lop cover (unused), and complete set of tools; seen

Glasgow district; price £140, no oflers.—Bol 196, c/o

The Motor Ci/cle. [XOITI

B.S.A., 4iih.p., 1917, delivered 1918, chain-belt, 3
lamps, 2 generators, horn, Klaion, knee-grips,

new Whittle belt, 2 spares, many tool* and eparea, ip-

cluding cover and tube, insurance, fitted with Phoenir
sidecar, new apron, mat, etc., all in excellent condition

:

best offer by Monday night accepted.—Collins, Co.nl

Merchant, Midland Bridge, Bath. [2446

B.S.A. (1917) and Canoelet Sidecar, model H, all

chain drive; this combination is in splendid
condition and perfect in every way; Dunlop tyres,

practically new, and enamel unscratched; giiaran-

teed 90 m.p.g. ; this is an exceptionally smart lot;

105 gns., no otters.—Applv. alter 6, or by letter, Tyn-
wald House, Grove Park Ed., Chiswick. [2037

Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE 2?4h.p., J.A.P., Enfield gear, good
condition.—Write, Conway, College Rd., Epsom.

12452
CALTHOEPE Junior, 21ih.p., 2-speed, eioellent con-

dition: f 28.—Ward, 35, Red Bank, Ohorloy.
[X0535

Oilh.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, believed 1916, lamps,
'^4: horn, etc.- £45, or nearest.—Warburton, 51, Tong:

Park Av., Bolton. [X0478

CALTHOEPE 1919, .T.A.P., 2-speed, brand new, just

arriied not ridden; what ofters ?—Bos L3,680,
c/o The Motor Ci/cle. [2274

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2^ih.p., 1916, Enfield 2-3peed,

lamps, horn; £48, or nearest offer; after 6.-79,

Oarleton Ed., Tufnell Park. N.7. 1X0317

CALTHOEPE Lightweight, 2-speed, B.B., complete,
less wheels and tyres; first £10 secures.—F.

Rawson, Awkley, Nr. Doncaster. [2236

CALTHOEPE, 1915, '2?ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speod

comitershaft, free engine, perfect running order;

42 gns.-45, Dingwall Ed., Croydon. [X0438

1 C115 Calthorpe. 2%h.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed,
JLiJ Palmer and heavy Dunlop, Amac, E.I.C, lamps,

new condition; hardly used; £48.-63, Solon Ed., Brii-

ton. [2396

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2l4h.p., 1917, wedge tank
model. 2-speed, Enfield gears, excellent order;

first £47/10 secures.—Jewell, Trafalgar Lawn. Barn-
staple. [2721

1 016 2^ah.p. Calthorpe. Jap-Enfield 2-speed, fast,

1.U powerful, £40; also 1915 2?4h.p. Levis, 2-

speed, new tyres; £33.-Luckett, Electricity \yorl;».

Banbury. [2488

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., early 1919, 2 speeds, clutch,

lamps, horn, flrst-iate condition, done under 1,000

miles- owner going to India; £60.—J. Johnstone, Th«
Lodge, Saltisford, Warwick. (D) [X0435

CALTH0RPE-J..4..P. 1919 25ih.p., 2-speed. clutch,

speedometer, horn, P. and H. lighting set,

spares, tyres, etc., as new, very fast mount; offer

63 gns.—C/o Finsbury Park Garage, near Station. [2156

CALTHOEPPE, 25ih.p., 2-stroke, 1919, Enfield 2-

speed gear, new this month, not done 250 miles;

C A V. magneto, Amac carburetter, special front forks

with spring links.—John A. Cole, 24, Union St ^ Bir-

mingham. _ [X0362
Campion.

CAMPION 41i.p.. clutch, tvres like new; £34, bar-

gain.— 195, High St., Tonbridge. [2543

CAMPION Prices Down.—2»L'h.p. Villiers 2-stroke.

2-speed; sacrifice, :e32.—211, Garratt Lane,
Wandsworth. [2753

CAMPION-PEECISION, 2Vjh.p., 2-speed, good nin-

nin; order; £30.-8, Ashley Park, Chesterfield

Ed., Bristol. [X050S

CAMPION-J..\.P. Combination, 1914, 4h.p., 3
speeds, watertight Bosch, lamps, horn; £49.—

49, Well St., Hackney. [2705

3ih.p. Campion, 3-speed, coach sidecar, reliable turn-
2 out; seen after 5 p.m., or week-end; £70.—Freer.

Cossiugton, near Leicester. [X0539

C;aMPI0N-J.A.P. Combination, 4h.p., wicker side-

car, Bosch magneto, new Dunlop back cover and
tube; trial 7 to 9 p.m.—Jefteryes 38, 0.\ford Rd.,
,-i.:.-,..:.,t. rVn422chiswick. [X0422

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Big
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Campion.

CAMPION, 1915, 4h.p. J.A.P., coachbuilt combi-
nation, Sturmey-Archer, countershaft, 3 speeds,

clutch, kick start, new condition; £78.-52, Manor
St., Clapham, S.W.4. [2538

Centaur,
CENTAUR, ShVa.p., 3-speed, clutch, lamps, Klaxon,

fine condition, £40; wicker eidecar, nearly new,
iCS.—83, South End, Croydon. [2735

CENTAUR, shop soiled, 2yi;h.p. ; a little mount that
will serve you well and the upkeep little more

than a push bicycle; 32 gns.—West Sussex Motor
Co., Central Garage, Portland Rd., Wortbinfi. 'Phone :

272. U262
Chater-Jaij.

5-6h.p. Chater-Jap Combination, good condition;
what offers.—98, Chestnut Grove, Maiden, Surrey.

[X0556
CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P. 4h.r., Sims mag., perfect run-

ning order; £25.—A. Viall, 31, Camrose St., Plum-
fltead. [2654
CHATER-J.A-P. 8h.p., incomplete, comprises frame,

Druids, engine, wheels, tyres; £30.—Smalley,
Jessamine Cottage, Yateley, Hants. [X0325

CIIATER-LEA-J.A.P. Twin, 3-speed gear box, chain
drive, tandem seater sidecar, new, lamps, horn,

speedometer, in good condition; accept £90.—E., 277,
Camberwell Rd., S.E. [2524

4hi.p. Chater-Jap, 1914, Amac, enclosed Bosch, extra
air intake, copper silencer, spare valves, Druid

Mark II. forJts; would pull a house down; ready for
anything ; £ 45 secures this really smart bus.—48
BuTchell Rd., Peckham, S.E.15. (D) [212i

Chater-Lea
31h.p. Chater-Lea Motor Cycle, Bosch mag.;

2 —6, Prairie Rd., Addlestone, Surrey.
£27/10.

[2451

CHATER-LEA 33^h.p., Bosch, B. and B.. faultless
condition; £35.-38, The Vineyard, Richmoiid.

[2184
SOUTH Lancashire Only.—Chater-Lea enquiries.—J.

Blake and Co.," Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man-
chester. [7040

CHATEE-LEA No. 7 1915 Coachbuilt Combination,
flh.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start, insurance; £130,

or exchange less power; after 7.-7, Maze Hill, Green-
wich. [X0511

CHATER-LEA 3y2h.p., C.B. sidecar, Mabon gear,
Bosch, Druids, fine condition; first £50 secures;

evenings. — Thomas, Nurseries, Upper Halliford,
Shepperton.

_
[2016

CHATER-LEA 9h.p. Twin, 3-6peea, Cowey, 3in. tyres,

F.R.S. lamps, chain drive, new Empire sidecar
with hood, splendid condition; £110.—Janes and Adams
Each Fincliley. [1974

31,-4h.p. Chater-Lea, 2-speed, clutch, speedometer,
2 accessories; fast, reliable touring machine, per-

fectly fiexible in traflBc; A.l. condition (120 m.p.g.)

;

40 gns.—Brigham, 114, Maygrove Rd., Brondesbury,
N.W.3. [2388

CHATER-LEA No. 7 Combination, 8h.p., Bosch
waterproof mag., 3-speed, countershaft gear box.

Kcnold's chains, large roomy coachbuilt sidecar, wind-
Bcreen, hood, luggage lockers, lamps, and speed-
ometer; mechanical condition as new; trial willingly;
£84.-7, Killarney Bd., Wandsworth. [2687

Chater-Lea-Jap.

JA.P., 1914, 4h.p., overhead, T.T., perfect, new
tyres; 75 m.p.h.; £50.—Payne, 109, Sfc. Leonard's

Rd., Mortlake. . [X0419

Ciiater-Lea- Peugeot,
Lea-Peugeot, mag., goo<

ning order; £18.—Archer, 2, Avenue Kd., Hunting-
tlon. [2476

Chatet'Lea-Precision.

LATE 4^/4h.p. Chater-Lea Precision Combination,
Sturmey 3-speed countershaft, chain-cum-belt,

Mark II. Druids, large C.B. sidecar, Orto hood and
screen, electric ligliting, tools, accessories, new con-
dition; 105 gns.; offer.— 10, Crowborough 'Rd., Tooting
S.W. [2608

Clarendon.
CLARENDON 3h.p., low built, mag., B. and B..

Grade gear, electric lighting set; £25, or
nearest.—Goude, 106, Thistlemoor Rd,, PeterborougJi.

[2551

Clyno.

CLYNO Combination; £85.—Islington Motor Mart.
39, Essex Rd., Islington, N. [2078

CTROVER, Smith, «nd "Willis, Basingstoke, Clyno
T Agents.—Deliveries in strict rotation; order now.

[5778
CLYNO Coachbuilt Combination, kick start, 2 speeds,

new tyres; £75.—Wilding, Standish, Wigan.
[2722

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey
agents for the new Clyno.—Order now for early

Oh.p. Chater-Lea-Peugeot,^ mag., good t^es and run-

delivery. [4084

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Twin Coach Combination, 2 speeds,
clutch; bargain, 65 gns.—c/o Mealar St. Works,

Camberwell, S.E. Hop. 1293. [2317

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, exceptional
condition, stored 3 years; £85, or nearest.^17.

Garden Av., Mitcham Lane, S.W. 16. [2223

EASTERN
GARAGE
ON PRICES.

In pre-war times certain imscrupulous dealers,

ha\'iDg no business qualities to commend
them to the prospective purchaser of a motor

cycle, resorted to the -short-sighted policy of

secretly cutting prices. In this way they

obtained orders from misguided clients who

overlooked the fact that " first cost '*
is not

the most important factor for consideratiou

when purchasing a motor cycle.

To-dayj when the demand for machines ^ o

much exceeds the number available, those

same dealers are practising the equally iniquit-

ous and suicidal policy of asking prices qpite

absurd for 'almost useless crocks, and by de-

manding enormous premiums for the new
machines they are able to obtain from the

manufacturers.

Both these practices are a distinct breach

of faith with the manufacturers, and both

operate to the disadvantage oi the retail pur-

chaser in different ways.

When an Agent enters into a contract with

a manufacturer for the supply of motor cycles,

one of the most important clauses of the agree-

ment he signs is his undertaking to re-sell the

manufacturer's goods only at fixed list priceii.

In departing from this either by charging

less or more than list price, an Agent is guilty

of breaking a solemn compact witn the mani-

lactvurer, and, in so doing, proclaims 'him-

self unworthy of the confidence ol the motorin

;

public.

Throughout the whole ol the twelve years

The Eastern Garage Company have been

established, it has been their inflexible rule

to adhere strictly to list prices, and, whilst

in pre-war days they, relied upon " service

to customers " and not price cutting to secure

business, the;' are now equally determin'JcJ

to maintain minimum list prices, and are able \

state that not a single new motor cycle has

been sold by them at anything but fixed reta'

price.

Under no circumstances will Tbe Eastern

Garage Company depart from l his policy

regarding prices, and they are equally deter-

mined to adhere to their rule of deliveriq^

machines to customers strictly in the rotation

in which their orders are placed.

If you require a new motor cycle, send youi

inquiry to us. We are Agents for all th=

desirable makes, and you can depend upon

receiving scrupulously fair treatment, both

in price and delivery.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to

K.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418,BomfordRoad,ForestGate,E.7
Telephone—490 East Ham.

Telegrams
—

" Egaraco I-ondon."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

r^LYNO 1914 eh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3.V> speed, K.S., spare -wheel and tyre, speedometer,
lamp, etc.; perfect order; £85.-322, Whitehorse Rd
Croydon.

[22<l2

CLYNO, 2-Etroke^ 2V2h.p., aluminium lootboarda
and silencer, long plated exhaust; good. condition

;

running order; bargain £33.—Box 1.3,673, c/o Th/t
Motor Cycle. {2266

CLYNO Combinations and Lightweights. Write,
'phone, or call for particulars of deliveries.—

Kays, 8, Bond St.. and 116-122, Pitshanger Lane,
Ealing. 'Phone: 553 Ealing. fmg
6h.p. Clyno Combination, 1916, 3-speed countershalt,

clutch, etc.; just been overhauled and re-

enamelled, condition perfect; £100, or best offer.—
Mott, 10, Elm Grove Rd., Salisbury. [2513

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, countershalt,
Idck starter, clutch, -all chain, engine recenUy

overhauled, rebushed, etc., Clyno coachbuilt sidecar,
tyres practically new. lamps, horn, pump, and tonU;
£70-209, Broadway, West Hendon, [2569

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT 2-stroke, good condition ; £35, or ex-

change 4-stroke.—John T. Edwards, Pni'kside,

Ruabon. [X0299

HOYE Engineering Works, Davigdor Rd.—Sole dis-

trict Connaught agents ; deliveries in rotation ; all

accessories and repairs. , [V961

1 Q17 23'ih.p. Connaught, 2 Lucas lamps, Stewart
-- *^ horn, nearly new condition; 36 gns.—38, Ufton
Rd., Downham Ed., Dalston. [2486

CONNAUGHT, late 1915, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, accei-

eories, spares, guaranteed mechanically perfect,

belt, tyres as new; 38 gns.; alter 6.—Burton, 20, Hen-
croft St., Slough. [X0368

Coulson.

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of Mao
Only.—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,

Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7041

Xrescent.

CRESCENT 2y2h.p. 2-stroke, single speed, nearly new,

splendid condition; £40.-5, Denvent View.

Belper. [X0486

Dalm.

DALM 2-speed 2-stroke. 3h.p., Dnnlops, good condi-

tion, just overhauled; £38.-51, Oaversham Ed.,

Kentish Town. [2384

£45.—3h.p. Dalm 2-Btroke, 2-speed, new last Noveip-

ber, all accessories, "perfect; new motor suit,

£2/10.-126, King Edward Ed., South Hackney. [1982

Bouglas.
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2%h.p., 2-speed; £60.-9, Cliorcli

Rd., Willesden, N.W. [2290

4h.p. 3-speed Douglas, new condition, cheap.—IS,
Bristol Mews, Maida Vale. - [2772

1011 25Ah.p. Doiiglas, runnins order; £25; bargain.

JLJ7 —42. Lavington Ed., Ealing. [2730

1Q14 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, good order; £48^
XiJ 53, Browrihill Ed., Catford. 12467

DOUtiLAS, Bosch, good running order; 22 gas.-nZ.
PortobeUo Rd., N. Kensington. [SO670

33h p. W.D. Douglas, brand new in crate.—Ivyleidt.
4 277, Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [2508

DOUGLAS 2'!4h.p., 2-speed, good condition, last; £45.

—52, Lower HUlmortoh Rd., Rugby. [iu3S(

DOUGLAS, W.D. model, perfect running ordej^

16, Southdean Gardens, Southflelds. [2691

DOUGLAS 23/ih.p., going order, bu* needs adjusting;

£23/10.—Hill, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow. (2575

DOUGLAS 2?4h.r., 1915, excellent condition, very

last; 58gnE.—33, The Vale, Golder's Green. [2085

1012 Douglas and 1916 Levis; what offers »—Capt.

JLt/ S. Johnson, 2, Winchester Ed., Highgate. [2030

DOUGLAS, 25.4h.p., 1915, T.T., 2-speed, disc whMls,

all- accessories; £60.—462, Old Kent Rd. [2516

"1 Q19 4h.p. Twin Douglas^ Combmation.^as new, all

B20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

all- accessories; £60.-

j9 4h.p. Twin Dougli.» „„.„„.„......-, -

accessories; £142.—Gustonce, King's Lynn. [190b

DOUGLAS.-Kow -deUvering new 1919 model 41i.p.

combination; £123.-Mo£fat, Yeovil. 'Phone: »
1 015 24ih.p. Douglas. 2-speed; 50 gns. for quick

It/ sale.—301, North End Ed., West Kensmgton.

Kp. Douglas, sidecar model, thorougldy overhauled ami

fully equipped.-24, Gwendolen Av., P^tn^y, fc.w^

1017-18 4h.p. Douglas. 3 speeds, K.S.. good nic-

ly chanical condition; £75.-13,-North St., Bimms^

lfkl4 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, with lamps, genrn-

XU tor, and speedometer; £55.—WooUeys, Winder-

mere. ' t^2"

DOUGLAS 1914 294h.p.. 2-sreed, splendid conditioB;

£60.-Spink, Bdencourt, Thames St., Weybridge,

Surrey. - — ^""'

33h.p. 1916 Douglas. 2-spced W.D. Model, excellenl

4 condition: £48.-Tandy, 122, College Ed„ Bion]-

ley. -
'^°''

advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN" Combination, speed and clutch model, splen-
did running order; price £80 for quick sale.—

Canty, Broadway, Crockenhill, Swnnley, Kent. [2484

INDIAN. 1914, 2-speed, clutch, just overhauled; 70
gns.; lightweight part exchange.—Whitehead, 4,

Montague Mews, Crawford St., Baker St., W.l. [2378

INDIAN" Coachbuilt Combination. 1915, electric light-
ing speedometer, reliable outfit, condition perfect;

London; £120.—Box L3,676, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[2269

INDIAN 1915-16 3". ^h.p. Twin, 3-speed clutch. K.S..
been stored, original tyres little worn, accessories,

after '6.45; £65.-9, Knowlas Rd., St. Anne's-on-Sea.
[X0700

3ih.p, Indian, single, 2-ppeed, free engine, guaranteed
, 2 perfect condition thrnnghout, accessories; bar-
gain, £55, no offers.— G., 10, Rushams Rd., Horsham.

[2423
INDIAN Coachbuilt Combination. 7-9h.p., beautilul

appearance, powerful, perfect njechanical order;
120Kns.-Wilbud, 85, Larch Rd.. Cricklewood, N.W.2.

[2478
INDIAN 7-9h.p., kick starter, purchased as 1915,

grand running order; 78 gns.—West Sussex Motor
I
Co.. Centra] Garage, Portland Rd., Worthing. 'Phone ;

I

272.- [-2'59

'

1 Q16 Powerplus Indian Combination, Swan sport-
i

J-v ing sidecar, tip-top condition; £135.—County
I
Motor Works, 17, Gloucester Place, Brighton. 'Phone :

;

5991. [2563

INDIAN 7-9h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar. 3-6peed penr,
electric lights and horn, perfect condition; £155.—

:
Chant, Duke of Cornwall Garage, Stoke-undcr-Hain.

: Sfinierset. [X0354

INDIAN Combination,- 1915. 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch.

I

nndsrslung comfortable sidecar, tyres good, chains
(new, just overhauled; cheap, £90.-3, Kildowan Rd.,
Goodmayes. [2045

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 3-speed model. 1915. stored over 3
years, in excellent condition, piivatelv owned

and ridden: £95.-10, Augustus Rd., Edgbaston,
I Birminghrm. [2110

INDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch. 2-siieed, kick starter, new
tyres, electric lighting, speedometer, Millford coach-

built sidecar, hood, screen; best offer.—21. Airlie Gar-
;
dens, Ilford. • [2367

INDIAN. 1915, 5-6h.p., coach combination, 3-speed,
kick, clutch, excellent condition; 89 gns.-'Phone :

iBattersea.780, or, after 6,Moreton, 78 Mount Ararat
: Rd. Richmond. [2552

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., T.T., 2-speed. clutch,
just overhauled, rebushed, 'new sprockets. £tc.,

splendid condition; any trial; £75.—Bramwell, Kit-
terick, Woking, Surrey. [2450

JlQlS Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speeds, spring
I

-*-*' frame, kick starter, lamps, mechanical horn,
tools, perfect condition: bargain. £110.—Richards
16, Manor Gardens. Richmond [2252

jTNDIAN, spring frame, 7-9h.p. Powerplus and sidecar,
r-t- speedometer, electric light and horn, late 1916,
lexcellent condition; £165.—White. Scawfell St., School
iHouse, Hiickney Rd., London, E.2. [1887

T>LACE vour orders tor Indians now; don't be left;
iJ- will lorthern county cuatomers note the new
I address.- Horswill, 42, Bridge St.. Chester. Castra
.Motor Cycle Garage. 'Phone: 943. [2141

TNDIAN, 1914.-7-9h.p., racer, clutch, Lucas King of
J- Road, speedometer, horn, spare sprockets, valves,
Cham, beautiful condition, mileage 10,000- ^55 —
Irwin, 4, Orchard Rd., IHracombe. [1523

iqi4 Indian 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-
-Lif speed, clutch, elentric lamps and horn, speedn-
imet^r, tyres <and condition good; 80 gns.—" Rowhill
Mount," Wilmington, Dnrtford, Kent. [2599

:'1Q15 Indian 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick starter,
-fl-t/ just overhauled by makers, coaciibuilt sidecar.
Ml renovated, splendid condition.—Offord and Sons
[Ltd., 67, George St., Portman Sq., W.l. [0031

SPECIALLY made 1918 Indian lOh.p. Powerplus
. Combination, December, under 1,000 miles, per-
'fect ; £140. Best offer secures, trials ; cash wanted
evenings.— 9, Redliill, Bassett, Southampton. [1096
|Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch, spring frame,
J-*J handsome 2-seated siderar, hood, etc., tyres ex-
cellent, just flni.shed tour in Devon; bargain, £115-
evenings.— 289a, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton, E.IO, EK='ex!

;1Q16 T.T. Powerplus, 3-speed, kick starter, hand
-Ltf and foot clutch, long exhaust pipes, lamps and
jhorn, etc., perfect mechanical condition; seen and
tried any time;- £100.-237, IfSey Rd.. Oxford.

f2245utch,
pL*' K.S., fast, and in excellent condition; £95-
pflers.—Hammersmith Motor Co., 39-40, Rednall Ter-
race, Hammersmith, W. 'Phone : Hamersmith 1285.

INDIAN 1916 Powerplus Combination, exceptionally
fast, 3-speed, K.S., hand and foot clutch. Klaxon,

.lamps, tyres good; can be seen near Kingston; 120
tens., no offers.—Box L3.686, c/o The Motor Cycle.1[2743NDIAN 1916 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, hood

and wind screen, 3-3peed, hand and foot clutch,
kick start and speedometer, tools and spares; £130.—W Turner; Melrose; 194, Lincoln -Rd., Walton, Peter-
boro'. [2445

TYRES m

m

SPECIAL

Clearance Lines
All goods sent on seven
clays' approval against
remittance.

COVERS.
Our

Price.

List
Price.

g HUTCHINSON—
'jn] 26X2J passenger heavy rubber

g studded 49/6 55/-
tm 26 X2j Tourist Trophy 39/6 45/-

1^ -aexzi „ „ rubber studded 39/- 44/6
26X2iX2i „ „ «/6 50/-

'M 700x73 Light car 49/8 55/-

Q (to fit 650x65 rims)—
700 X 80 Heavy small car 62/- 70/-

llll

FIRESTONE—
Rubber non-skid

{For Auto-Wbeels;.
(7/6

a GOODYEAR—
29X2J oversize for 28x2! rim.

rubber studded .. 42/-
28 X2i diamond stui .. 45/-

y PALMER-
28x3 heavy 4-plv fabric 65/- 79/9

TUBES.
Gooayear, Firestone, etc.

26x2}.. 10/- ii/- 650x65 .

26X2J... 9/6 I J '6

I'irestone lubes lor Auto-Wheels.

. 10/- 12 It

4/6 6/6

BELTS.
AU makes in Stock at special pi ices

I i-^st English make 61t; lengths by |in:1 /I per it;

W can supply odd lengths to make up two
piice belts, to any require 1 lengths.

We have purchased a large con-
signment of Government second-
hand covers in perfect condition
Dunlop, Clincher, Hutchinson, etc.|
and can offer same in 26 -;2i! extra
heavy at 17 /6 each ; money returned
if not approved.

B

milt Vauxhall Bridge Road,s.w
Victoria ^

filB^BI IH^BieBgBgffi
B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 1915 T.T., 3-Bpeed, clutch, kick
starter, low sporting Phcenix C.B. sidecar, disc wheels,

condition as new,, very sporty and. fast; bargain, £120,
or near; seen London if desired.—Medosweet, Wargrave,
Berks. . [2775
TNDIAN 5-7h.p. red Combination, 1915, 3-speed,
-^ clutcb. K.S., free engine. Klaxon, speadometer,
lighting set, sporting canoelet sidecar, just been ovep-
hauled, tyres perfect; £110.-9, Temple St., Barford.
Stoke-on-Trent. [X0498

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., red combination, beautiful
Burberry sidecar, clutch, stored 3 years; guar-

anteed excellent condition, too fast for present owner;
lamps, horn, spares etc.; a -genuine bargain, £100.—
45, Bridge St., Bolton. [2087

INDIAN 7-9h.p.. T.T. clutch model, bought Nov.,
1915, and stored 3 years, T.T. and touring bars,

rdl nccesBories, very fast and powerful, and in inultless
condition ; accept £75, or bast reasonable off ?r.- 5,
North Av., West Ealing.

-"'
[2177

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1915, road racer, stored during
war; perfect running order and excellent con-

dition; new Palmer cord back, large Miller head lamp,
tools, and numerous spares; £80.—Burns, Kilsyth,
Storey's Way, Cambridge. [2223

iy-9h.ji. Indian, ,1915 engin'j, carefully overhauled,
• 1918 3-speed gear box and clutch, unused, new

heavy Jlunlops, spring frame, new P.M. head ligl.t,

sound S C. machine ; seen Midlands : nearest cHer to
£85.—Write Bos L3,608. c/o The Motor Cycle. [1956

"I Q15 7-9h.p. Clutch Model Indian, stored since
-•-*-' 1916, mechanically perfect; enamel very good.
aluminium discs, elctric lights. Klaxon, fast, fully
guaranteed; iElOO. or reasonable offer; owner going
abroad; S.E. London.—Box L3,682, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [2739

T.T. Powerplus 1916 Combination, perfect condition,
unscratched, kick starter, 3-speed hand and foot

clutch, electric light, sporting MiUord disc-wheel side-
car re-upholstered and enamelled red, luggage grid
and petrol carrier; £135; seen any time.—72, Lonsdale
Rd., Oxford. [2233

5-6h.p. Indian, clutch, model, low bars, large long
bright exhaust, new tyre and chain, lamps, horn,

speedometer, etc., spare chains, very fast, good
appearance, mechanically sound; nea'rest £65; cgn-
sider exchange for lower power mount.—Red- Lion,
Harpenden, Herts./ '

-
. [2282

f^-9h.p. Indian Combination, sporting model, disc
9 wheels, . electric lighting and starting, torpedo
sidecar, new gears just put in, enamel as new, in
splendid condition; any trial; £135,^ or nearest offer.
—Apply by letter. Walker, 28, Gertrude -Rd., Sprow-
ston Rd., Norwich. [2460

1 Ol6 spring frame Powerplus, ebctric model, speed-
-*-«-' ometer, ammeter, voltmeter, only done 1,300,
just overhauled by works in all details, includin'.;

gears, like new; £110. Inspection by appointment in

Coventry or London, owner buying car.— I. Scott, 86.
York St., Westminster. ' ~. [X0516

INDIAN 7-9h.p., spring frame, genuine 1915, with
kick starter, cluti'h, and 3 speeds, fitted luxurious

sidecar with apron and screen, electric lighting, tyres
perfect, speed indicator, the M-hole in splendid condi-
tion and quite sound, also tuned for tour- any trial;

accept £125, or .near offer.—Emerson, Wykeham Cot-
tage, West Grove, Hersham, Walton-ou-Thames. [1946

INDIAN 1915-16 Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, spring
frame, discs, electric lighting afld horn, luxurious

specially built sidecar, wind'^screen, * clutch, hand and
foot control, all tools and spares, just completely over-
hauled, sportiest, fastest, and most comfortable com-
bination in district, perfect condition

; selling owing to
illness; £140.—Neads, Barry Rd.. Oldland, near Bristol.

[X0572
Ivy.

IVY, J.A.P., sporting 4h.p., adjustable pulley, discs.
accessories; £40; after 7.30 p.m.—Plymouth Houpe.

Loughton, Essex. [1972

IVY.— For the earliest possible deliveries, book ynur
order now.-j.The Walsall Garage, Wolverlianuitrui

St., Walsall. Tel.; 444. [5603

H. G. HENLY and Co. are sole London Agents for
the popular Ivy 2-stroke.—91, Gt. Portland St..

W.l. 'I'hone : Mayfair 4084 [0023

1 Q14 Ivy-Precision 3-!4h.p., 3-speed, perfect condi-
Xt/ tion, take sidecar anywhere; price £59.—
Thompson, 38, Sketty Rd., Swansea. [2459

"I
014 Ivy-Precision 4h.p., 2-speed. Smith speedo-

-a-t/ meter, mechanical horn. Millers lamps, new
heavy Dunlops, covers and tubes, plating and enamel
as new, splendid low and fast machine; £60; no
olTei-s : low sidecar to suit if wanted.—Seale, Haidunmnt,
Oatlands Drive, Weybridge, Surrey. [2433

Ixlon

IXION Prices Down.—2V,h.p. V'illiers 2-Etroke,
single-speed; gift. ^24.-211, Garratt Lane,

Wandsworth. [2754

1 OlS Ixion-Villiers 2%h.p., appearance and mechani-X t/ cal condition a? new, little used; £39/10

—

106. Audley Rd., Hendon. [2240

.fumes.

JAMES.—Sole ngents foi Hertfordshire. 1919 inn-
chines in stock.— Cliaodler. Reyro and WilliiTitis,

Sun St.. Hitchin. [0997

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James

JAMES, 1919. 2i4h.p., 2-BtrokG, 2-speecl, lamps, horn,
spiire belt, and tools, complete; £60.—Birch, 2,

Kewfield St., Tunstall, Staffs. .
[X0331

JAMES 2-stroke, 2-speed countershaft, 1915, just
overljaiiled, practically new engine and gears ; £44.

—Lucas, roleswortli, Taimvorth. [X0332

"I-QID 4i;ib.p. James Big: Single, C.B. sporting side-
-*-«^ ear, as new; offers over £80 for uuick sale.—AVntts,
55, Ui'pei Dicconsoii St., AYigan. [2368

JAMES 5-6h.p., 1919 tandem sidecar, Lucas lamps.
Klaxon, mileage 800, perfect condition; £165.

—

23, Mandeville Ed., Enfield Wash, Middlesex. [X6597

JAMES 4Vih.p. 1915 Combination, coachbuilt, speed-
ometer, lamps, 3-speed, K.S., excellent condition:

after 6: £98.-48, Prince George Rd., Dalstcn, N. [2762

JAMES 2-stroke, 1916, guaranteed perfect order, and
in real nice condition; £55, or exchange higher

power and cash.--Johnson, Eastbury, Cowleigb Rd.,
Malvern. [X0596

4ih.p. Big Single James" with wicker sidecar, 3-speed
4 vdih ' kick start, perfect order and appearance,

tank uuscratched.—^yard, 13, Eorfield "Place, Leaming-
ton Spa. [X0726

1 Q19 James 5-6h.p., 3-apeed. sidecar, hood, screen,
J- 1' all accessories, done 400 miles ; £165; perfect
order; any trials.—Eiiggs, Motor Agent, Welling-
borough. [5:0591

6h.p, James, done 600, new June, 2 lamps and gener-
ators, Klaxon, Tnnsad, spare cover and tube; cost

£145; seen daily; o'ffer over £100.—Hippisley, West
Lodge, Sidcup, Kent, [X0160

1 Ql* 4iAh.p. James, 3 speeds, kick stnrt, clutch
-Lt/ (foot), mileage under 700, Klaxon, Lucas lamps,
speedometer, watch, etc; as new; 110 gns.—Hedgcock,
67, Braxted Park. Streatham Common, S.W.16. [2392

JAMES 4i,ih.p. 3-speed Combination, i;ite 1914, not
ridden since June, 1916, condition as' new. Lucas

lamps, auxiliary silencer, spare tyre and tube, and
pillion seat; £85.— I'gi, Torridon Ed., Ciiti'ord. [2322

JAMES, 2-stroke, ai^h.p., 2-speed, countershaft
(1915-16, uncertain), Lucas acetylene lighting,

pump, horn, tools, etc.; perfect condition; like new;
ride away; £50, no offers.—Harvey, 5, Park Hill Rd.,
Chingford, E.4. [2502

JAJVIES 4i4h.p. Cornbination, 1914, unused 3 years;
in excellent condition, every paft in thorough

working order; sidecar recently repainted; tyres new;
£75; after 7 p.m.—Malford Lodge, Malford Grove,
Snaresbrook, E.18. [2301

J.A.P
Qih.p. 4-stroke J.A.P., Bosch, Amac, low, fast, fine
/W4: condition; 26 gns.—21, Sydney Rd., Enfield.

[2333
J.A.P. 4h.p. Chater-Lea, in good order; trial; £30.—

T. Coleman, 14, Elderberry Ed., Well Hall, S.E.9.
[X0483

8h.p. J.A.P., m.o.v., little used, Bosch mag., J.A.P.
carburetter, controls, adjustable pulley, spare

ralve; £25.—" Eowhili" Mount," Wilmington, Dartford,
Kent. [2600

J.A.P. 8-lOh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, special model,
spring frame, very powerful; £80.—Tyler, 20,

Queensberry Mews West, near South Kensington Tube
Station. [2094

8-lOh.p. Twin J.A.P., 1914, 2-speed, F.E., and side-
car (2-seater), hood, lamps, Klaxon, splendid

condition, ride away; £110; after 5 o'clock.—60, Camp-
lin St., New Cross, S.E. [2319

1 Q14 6h.p. J.A.P. Combination, n&w sidecar, engine
M.*J just overhauled at J.A.P. works, cost £21, P.
and M. countershaft, 2-speed gear, oversize tyres; bar-
gain, 85 gns.—Kelham, Bourne. [X0731

BRAND New J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin, Bosch, 3-speed,
clutch,- kick start, beautiful machine for solo or

sidecar; ffrsl offer over 95 gns.-Gibbons, 89, South-
field Rd., Bedford Park, London, W. [2612

6h.p. J.A.P., 4-speed, countershafb, thoroughly
overhauled and all worn parts renewed, canolet

sidecar, lamps, mechanical horn^ speedometer, hood,
I>unlops ; equal to new ; any trial ; £ 85.—14, Oliver
At., South Norwood.

"

[X0456

SPECIAL 8-lOh.p. Overhead Valve 90x77Vi Racing
J.A.P. Combination, late property of Mr. F.

Barker, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer countershaft gear,
clutch, and kick starter, Bosch, Seuspray, American
type rims, nearly new 750x75 Avon tyres, lamp, horn,
red steel racing sidecar, whole machine practically

unscratched, and built for lightness and si)eed, large
adjustable pulley for solo or track ; 100 gns., or ex-

change Indian.—Ilsley, Harston, Cambs. [1919

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Lightweight, in perfect condition, no dealers:
£25.-608, Old Kent Rd., London, S.E. [2052

LANCASHIRE and Cheshire Only.—J.E.S; motor
cyclette and attachment sets; enquiries invited.-

J. Blake and Co., Liverpool.Manchester. [7042

J.H.

J.H. 7-9h.p. M.A.G. Combination, late 1916 engine^
excellent, and tyres new, heavy M illa-Fulford

eidecar; outfit stored 15 months; £90.—St. Alban's
Garage, Teddington. [2029

REGISTERED

ELECTRIC REAR LIGHTING SETS.
QENUGNE HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES.

'= FLASH" 4i volt.

Battery 12/6
Fig. 386 Metal Case,

with clips 11 /-

"MIGNON" 4* volt.

Battery 3/9
(Smaller size for light-

ing, one low current
bulb).

Fig. 379 Leather Case,

, with straps ... 3/6

Fig. 572.

Complete with fixing bolts, inspection lamp,
switch and bulb—totally insulated. The latest
and best rear lamp obtainable.

NICKEL OR BLACK PLATED 13/6 each.

fi", 373.

Adjustable in any direction, for any fi.^ng, ligbts

number plate, and shows red danger signal

Com:3iete with aluminium body, bulb, and wire.

and Switch with locliing device.

Price, 9/6 each.

Delivery of all above from stock.

Note.—Postage extra on all the above.
Write tor 'atest Catato2;ue of H.A.H, Coi-iplete

Electric Lightin.; Sets.

A. H. HUNT, 115 117, Cannon S'.,

LONDON, E.C.4.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kerry

Oa.h.p. Kerry, a.o.i.v., accumulator ignition; first 412
tT-.T

secures; running order.—64, Burnley Kd., Dollis
'

Hill, ISr.W. 1^2479

TZ EBBY-ABINGDON 3'Ah.p., 2 speeds, clutch, new
A»- piston and bushes, the ivhole thtfroughly over-
hauled, lamps and tools; £30; appointment.—138,
Marylebone Ed., Baker St., N.W.I. [1965

Lagonda.
4h.p. lAgonda Motor Cycle, F.E., just been rebushed,

good condition, sporty; nearest £25: after 6 30
or Sunday; ride away.—45, West Sq., St. George's- Rd..
Southwark, S.E. [2022

Lea-Francis.
LEA-PEANCIS, 1914, SMjh.p., 2-apeed, in thorougi

order; £75.-Pike and CO., Alphington St., Exeter.

_ [1988T EA-PRANCIS, 1919. Place your name on oar'
A-' waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
mounts.—A. J. Sprosion, 19S, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

16612
LEA-FRANCIS late 1916 4h.p. Twin, coach combina-

tion, 3-speed, countershaft, accessories, speedometer,
like new; £125; solo part.^R., 5, Victoria Av^ Sur-
biton. [X0542

LEA-FRANCIS, 1915-16, 4h.p. twin' J.A.P., S^peed,
C.S., K.S.-pH.-and F. controlled, all cfcain drive,

tyres new; 85 gus;—F. Roberta, Big Look Stores, Mid-
diewich. -{2441

LEA-FRANCIS 1914, S'ih.p. twin J.A.P., 2-speed
countershaft, clutch, kick start, chain drive, lamps,

mechanical horn, etc. : offers over £55.-63, Station Rd.;
Woodhouse, Sheffield. [X0277

Levisi.

Oih.p. Levis, lamps, economical; £38.—Amblesidel
'W2 approach Rd,, St. Albans. [230J

LEVIS, 1915, overhauled, lamps, horn, and pump, in
good condition ; £34.-37, Thorpe Rd., St. Albans.

[2461
LEVIS Popular a'ih.p., 1916, lighting set, runninfi

order; £39.—Smith, 5, Ashley Crescent, Wood
Green," N. [X045S

HOVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Ed., are esecut-
"

ing Levis orders in strict rotation ; aU accessories
and repairs. [7962

LEVIS 2y2hrp., 2-speed, T.T. b.irs, Bosch mag.. Sen-
spray, speedometer, good condition ; £46.-88, Park

Ed., Dulwich. [2376'

LEVIS Popular, 1915, lamp, horn, generator, pump;
condition as new; after 6; bargain, £38.—209,

Shakespeare Crescent, East Ham. [2725

LEVIS - Popular, the finest 2-stroke in the world, .

book now for early delivery and super-service.—
The Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel»: 444. [5604 .

LEVIS Popular Model, perfect condition, splendidi^l
bill-climber, electric head light, semi-T.T.ji

handles, horn, etc; £40.—Doverow, Aldin Ay., Slough: -J,

[2706.5
LEVIS 2V;>h.p., single-speed, variable ignition, 26ini-*^

wheels, new tyres, belt, tools, accessories, lamps,:
horn, fine condition; £38.—J., 32, Lightcliffe Rdi,;;'i

Palmer's Green, N. [X0499.J

LEVIS (£62 2ysh.p. model), 2-speed Enfleld, all choia'^
drive,, new Aug. 1st, best offer above £54; also'*f(

new featherweight Henderson sidecar, £16.~Tomlin,-'-
Cardiganv Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [2206 ';(

Lincoln-Elk.

3ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, watertight Bosch, B. and B.,
a Druids; £38.-144, Clarence Rd., Wimbledon.;

[2694
4h.p. Lincoln-Elk Combination, perfect order;

accept £46.—Barton, 23, O-iford Terrace, Ohig-'
well Rd., South Woodford. [2546

IINCOLN-ELK, 3'/2h.p., Bosch waterproof mag., B.
J and B. cavburetetr, good tyres, tubes, Druid forks,-

e.xcelleut running order; £35, or nearest ofl;er.~256.
Division Ed.. Hull. [2434

L.M.C.

1 Q19 4yh.p. L.M.C., C.S. 3-speed, K. start, Sturmer-C
JLi/ Archer, only done 100 miles, tip-top maohinei-.
£100 seouies.—Watson, Greta Bridge, Barnard Castla

[X0162
L.M.C. Motor Cycles. — The motor cycle with " the

comforlis of a car- All models available shortly;
demonstration model now in stock.—The .sole dis-

tributing agents for London and the Home Counties,
Afebes and Mebes. the Original Light Car Specialists,

144, 154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [3695

Martin.

MARTIN-J.-4..r. 1914 6h.p. Combination, o.h.y,, U.g._
mag., Jardiue 2-speed, clutch, Am.ic, new Dugt,

lops, lamps, etc., splendid condition; after 5; £85, n(>

oflers.-46. New Rd., Chatham, Kent. [X032S

Matchless.
MATCHLESS, 6-8hp. J.A.P., 2 speeds, F.K, K.S.,

solo; £65, or nearest.—33. EedhiU St., N.W.i.
[2679

MATCHLESS.—Secure your machines for nest year

now.—Inquire, Parker's, Bradshawgate. Bolton.
[X0530

All letters relating to advertisements should atiote the number at the end of each advertisemeijt. and the date of the issna-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M

P.
and M. sy^h.p., fully enuipped, sidecar or solo
mount, excellent condition, just overhauled; £60,

barg-nin.— Young, Hill yiew, Hamptoil Ed., Worcester
Pork. 1.1950

31h,p. -P. and M. 2-speed Motor Cycle with Mont-
2 gomery sidecar, little used, very completely

equipped; £80.—llilne and Kussell, Ltd., 72, High
St., Croydon. [2119

1 C|19 P .and M. Combination, special model, 900
J-t/ miles, horn, lamps, spare tube, luggage grid.

—

Write, or call, Coryn, 14, Wheeler's Terrace, East-
leigh, Hants. -

[2304

1 Q19 P. and M., brand new, thoroughly equipped,
J-tf lots of new accessories: cost over ^100, best
quickest offer secures; owner buying car.—15, Foster
.Sr, Warrington. [X8782

P.
and M. Combination, 1914, recently overhauled by
makers, all accessories, many improvements and

spares; 80 gns. ; after 8 p m. Friday.—42, Eodcnhurst
Rd., Clapham Park, S,W.4. [X0324

P.
and M. Combination, May, 1919. only done about
150 miles, lamps (for inachine only), tools, liorn;

£125, or nearest; would sell sidecar separately.—
259, Old Hall Bd., Chesterfield. [2704

j Q19 P. and M. Combination, Lucas lamps, me-
J-*' chanical horn, petrol carrier, tools, spare B.E.
tube, spares, perfect condition, full insurance: £130.—
55, Beckenhaai Lane, Shortlands, Kent. [2073

P>and M., SVsh.p., new March, 1919, also new Mill-
ford Skiff C.B. sidecar, perfect in everv way,

lamps, horn, petrol can carrier, etc.. cnrefully driven;
£130, or nearest offer.-Holland, 109, Carholme Ed.,
Lincoln. - [X0486

Peco.

PECO, 2-stroke, 1914, engine rebushed throughout,
paintwork not very good, mechanically perfect;

£29.—Watts, ,65, High St., Hounslow. [X0566

Peugeot.
PEUGEOT Twin, 2-speed, mag., running order; £25.

-108, Borough Ed., London, S.E.I. [1949

5-6h.p. Peugeot, Chater frame, 24in. Chater wheels, very
low, less mag. ; £14.-14, Phrenil St., Euston,

N.W.I. [1942

PEUGEOT 4h.p. Coach Combination; £75, or e.'c-

change for 2-speed lightweight.—Hooker, 10, Elm
Villas, Elm Ed., Windsor. [2369

Precision.

PRECISIOI^ 1914 4Vih.p., S-speed, clutch. Mills-
Fulford CB. sidecar, new condition

;

£75.—Machell,
Byhill, Wakefield. , [X9960
PEECISION, 4y4h.p., T.T., Gradua gear, lamps, horn,

etc.; very fast; £46.—158b, Norwood Ed., West
Norwood, S.E.26. [2294

PEECISION Motor Cycle, 4',/lh.p., and sidecar, 3
speeds, F.E. ; £50, or sell separate.—E. Smith, 34,

Preston Ed.. Sfandish, near Wigan.' [X0296
PRECISION 3;ih.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed,

pedal start, Bosch, B.B. carburetter, lamps, horn
£65.-54, Coombe Ed., New Maiden. [X0555
PEECISION 234h.p., Starmev-Archer S-speed, good

order; £28.-Hall. .-Hockman Cottage, next Green
Man Hotel, Whetstone, near Finchley, [2352

pEECISION Junior, 2-speed, free engine, chain drive,
-•- perfect: £35.—Hall, Hockman Cottage, neit Green
Man Hotel, Whetstone, near Finchley. [2353
pEECISION, 1914 Elswick 4Vib.p. coachbuilt com-
-- bmation, 3-speed, clutch, tyres and sidecar nearly
new; £65; alter 6 p.m.-=9, Coplestoa Ed., East Dul-
wich. [2418

1Q13 3%h.p. Precision, single speed, Bosch mag., B-^t' and B. carburetter, in good condition, £30; also
coachbuilt sidecar. £3.—G. Ashworth, Moor House, Man-
chester Ed.. Heywood, Lanes. [X0292

Xh^S- Precision and Sidecar, 1916, 3-speed, clutch,t:* Bosch, B. and B., 3 lamps, tools, and acces-
sories included, excellent running order, just over-
iiauled: £80. or nearest; seen any day before 5—25
bo.ithvood Av, Highgate, N.6. [1995

Premier.
P^?,'y?.I,ER 2i,Jh.p., 1914. perleet condition.-
»- Williams. 517, Wandsworth Rd., S.W. [2188
"pRE.MIER Lightweight, good appearance, ride away
-•- £23.-2, Buokbigh Ed., Strealham Common.

[2497PREMIER 2i,-jh.p. Lightweight, excellent condition
»- complete: £35.—Eogers. 42, Church Rd., Hendon.

rj.ENUINE 1914 Premier Lightweight, Bosch, B and
St. B., condition as new: £28.-82, Church Ed
Mitcham. '

[2225
pEEMIEE 2i/2h.p., 3-speed, Boach mag., B. and B.
^ carburetter, in first-class condition; £35—Dins-
role, Dent. Yorks. [X0536
ly-gh.p. Premier Combination, 2-sp3cd countershaft,
• last machine, property of a client; £95.—Clap-
nam (Motor) Co., Greenwich. [1184
^ih.p. Premier, 3 speed, clutch, sidecar, complete-"^* ncirest £65; trial week-end.-H. Cullen, Cante-
lupe Ed., East Grinstead. [X0549

The joys ot , motor
cycling are manifold

—

but they are always
associated with freedom
from mechanical trouble.

From the grateful man-
.ner in which hundreds
have written thanking

us for the thorough way
we ^have repaired their

Sturmey-Archer
or

Armstrong Gear

We are justly conscious

that we have done our

part well

RECpMM:ENbEp BY

STURMEY-ARCHER Co

We regret, however,
through heavy pressure

on our works at the

present time, we cannot

undertake repairs at

short notice, but you
can rest assured that

orders wilr be executed

as promptly as possible,

while we are now in a

position to undertake

the immediate repair o?

Sturmey - Archer ' J.S.'

Hubs

COUNIY El^GINEERING Co.

64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,
UONDON, \/V.

. MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PEEJMIER, ,nbout 2'uh.p., 3-c;peed, hub gear, clutch,
- little used, enual to new; £35.-rEidgers, St.

Michael's Rd., Aldershot. [2673

"I
012 Premier, running order, wants new pedal arm,

-L*-' otherwise good condition; bargain, 25 gns.—
Ernest Peters, Haddenham, Ely. [2591

TQ13 Premier S'Ah.p., clutch, been carefully used,
At/ laid up during the war; £50.—Hillside, Vicar-
age Rd.. King's Surgley. Herts. [2272

PREMIER 7-9h.p. Twin, countershaft, 3-speed,-
electric lamps, Gloria coachbuilt sidecar; £97;

after 6 o'clock.-Martin, 4, Pinfold Rd., Streathom.
[1853

PREMIER 1914 S.'^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, psrfect
condition mechanically, enamel original, tyres and

belt as new, accessories ; raust sell immediately ; £45.
—49, Althorp© Ed., Wandsworth Common. ' [2783

PEEMIEE 3'/jh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speied

gear bos, kick start, lamps, horn, speedometer,
toools. spare belt, tyre, good condition ; '£70 ; between
6 and 7.30.— 18, Ehnsdale Rd., Walthamstow. [1894

33.h.p. Premier Combination, 3 speeds, free engine,
4 complete, coachbuilt sidecar, hood, screen, lamps,

and horn, stored during war, condition perfect, just over-
hauled; £80.-309, Bristol Rd., Northfleld, Birmingham.

[X9956
PREMIER 4i;ih.p. Combination, 3-speed, free engine,

handle start, Bosch mag., B.B. carburetter, new
speedometer, horn, mirror, tools, lamps, spares, splendid
outfit: sacrific-e £65; giving up house.—15, St. James"
Ed.. Park Ed., Hampton Hill, [2580

3JLh.p. Premier C.B. Combination, 1914, 2-sneed
2 countershaft, clutch, Bosch, 3 lamps, horn, storm

apron," Cameo screen complete, spare valve, idle 4 years,
excellent condition ; any trial

;
just thoroughly over-

hauled; 85 gns.—Attwood, 8-9, High St., Ascot. [1923

P.V.
4h.p. P.V. Twin Gombination. 1914, 3-speed, K.S.,

just overhauled, new tyres and tubes, spares, lamps,
splendid sidecar with screen : no defects ; a fine out-
fit ;

price £75; available August 31st, after tour com-
pleted.—E, Entwistle, West Haddon, Eugby. (Meet
buyer Eugby or Coventry above date or near.) [19C9

Ouadrant
QUADRANT, 1914, Canolet combination, 3-speed,

clutch, lamps, horn, as new; first reasonable offer

—56, High St.. Tooting. [2405

4h.p. Quadrant, Torpedo sidecar, disc wheel, Bosch,
B.B., good tyres, genuine bargain; £45.—North,

41, Montpelier St., Brighton. [2528

7-9h.p. Quadrant, * 2-speed gear, new Dunlop steel-

studded tyre on back wheel, too powerful for
present owner, coachbuilt sidecar, complete; £80.—6,

Gipsy Hill, London, S.E. [2734

Radco
RADCO, 1915, good running- order, lamps; £25.—

Crouch, 75, Kingsgood Rd., Goodmayes. [2453

1 Cil9 Eadco for sale, or part exchaiige for good com-
-L 1/ bination.—Particulars, Ashley, Harcourt Rd.

,

Llandudno. [S9952

JONES' Garflge, special agents for Eadco, Broad-
way, Muswell Uill. N.IO. and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. '[2923

RADCO 2-€troke, late model, unscratehed, perfect
condition, like new ; £32.'10 ; exchange higher

power; would consider one requiring overhaul.-193, St.

Luke's Ed., Birmingham. [X0520

Ke&
TWIN Rex with Coachbuilt Sidecar; £37/10.—Carr,

Knowsley St., Bury. [2455

REX Twin 6h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar; £45.—Adams,
31, South Rd., Southall. [2361

1 Q14 Rex, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, in excellent order; £80.
Xt/ —Pike and Co., Alphington St., Exeter. [19-87

Rex, requires slight adjustments ; £ 11.—
Apply, 108, Bandy Mount Rd., Wath. [2111

/;jh.p. Eex, excellent goer; £29/10.-^articuIar3 from

Olh.p,02 I

[). , - „ ,

Appleton, Forest Lane Head, Harrogate.

4h.p. Eex, fixed, Bosch, B.B., good condition.—Wake
lin, 157, Dinisdale Parade, Wolstanton, Staffs.

[X0310
REX 4h.p., Bo3ch mag., perfect condition, any trial,

no dealers; £35.—603, Old Kent Rd., London.
S.E.

*

[2051

[X0494

REX, 3i;2li-P-. running order, aviation magneto; first

cheque for £40 secures.—Wevgang, 13, Lawrence

I

Rd., Southsea, Hants. [2226

K-6h.p. Rex Combination, 2-speed, handle start.
O Bosch, B. and B., roomy cane sidecar; £70.—
148, High Rd., East Finchley. [2092

31.h.p. Rex, Grade gear. Bosch, B. and B., new
2 Dunlop tyres and belt, good running order;

£32.-209, Broadway, West Hendon, N.W. [2263

REX, SVali.p., Bosch. B.B., back tyre new. belt
new, footboards; ride away; believe 1910-11;

5e25, no offers.—Box X3,691, c/o The Motor Ci/cle.

1^748
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MOTOR CYCLES
Rex.

FOR SALE.

Anlfic carbuT-

TjEX .1913 6-8h.p

3 111. II. T.T. Rex. m.o.v., Boscli mng..
2 c-ttei, disc wheels, tyres enual to new, long ex-

hiiiist, just beinf? overliauled, and iu good order; £45.—
134. Durham Ed., Wimbledcn. [2464

1 Q19 Rex 4h.p. Model 77 Combination, delivery

Xt? about 3 weeks, order booked April, no
profiteerins, list lirice £112-10; new electric light

siderar set it wantsd, list price £6/10; owner bought
higher power machine.—̂ ox L3,S90, c/o Ihc Mvtor
Cycle. [2747

,.,.„ ^ Conchbuilt Combination, 2-SEeeil,

liitch, handle start, Stewart trip speedometer, B.

and B., liosch, new IJ/gin. John Bull belt, good tyres,

horn, mirror, lamps, re-enamelled, p'.-ted, engine over

hauled, stored since 1914, pillion scut, spares, take 3

anywhere; trial; £B0, or best offer.-110, Marston Lane,

Bedwoith. [S0726
Rex-Jap

REX-J.A.P. 1914 8h.p. Combination, coachbuilt

sidecar. 3-speed, countershait, kick start, hood,

wind screen; £90.-110, Westfleld Ed., King's Heath,

Birmingljam. [X0453

1Q14 Eex-Jap 5h.p. Combination, 2-speed, handle

-LO' start, lamp, horn, speedometer, spare cover, inile-

ago 2,500- excliange lower power, or £95 cash. — 15.

Hall Acre Ed., Hanwell. (D) [2373

-I Q15 EEX-J.A.l'.. 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft, hand
xt/ clutcli, roach torpedo sidecar, lamps, 2 liorus,.

speedometer, all tools, flue meehanical condition :
£90.—

53, Wadbrough Ed., Sheffield. [X9577

1 013 8h.p. Rex-Jap de Luxe, 2-speed, Premier side-

XI7 car, double sprung, lamps, Bosch, B. and B.,

tvre= Rood, in splendid condition, genuine; £110.—
A Jacklrn, Butterwick, Boston, Lines. [X0547

Hover

p. Eover. clutch model,
122, Valetta Ed.,S¥

ROVER Combination,
tion: £75.-H. C.

good condition ; £40.—
Acton, W.3. [X9945

3%h.p., 3-speed, good condi-

Ceeil, Houiend St., Ledbury.
[X0218

JONES' Garage, special agents lor Rovers, liroad

way. iMuswelJ Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Kinchley. ^2924

ROVER 1914 S'yiii-V; 3-Epeed, clntch, Mills-Full-

Jord, good appearance; £75.-48, Prince George

Rd., Dalston, N- [2761

1 m9 counttrsliaft Eover and Milllord Sidecar, splen-

lU did combination; bjst offer over £125.-Ivy

Bank, Corley, Coventry. [X0517

3111D Rover, 1911 cintch model, good condition,

2 splendid solo machine; £32.—Medlieott, 92,

Queen Mary's Ed., Coventry. . [X0509

X> OVER. 1914, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, Bosch, B.

SX and B , splendid condition ; 48 gns.—Pugh, Beach-

croft, Mogdale Ed.. Bexhill. [X0307

ROVEE, 1915, 3V'h.p., 2-speed, clutch, O.B. sidecar,

splendid condition; any trial; £55; any time.—
C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. [2429

ROVEE S'/.h.p., S-speed countershaft,, 1916, eng,ine

No 5455, in perfect order, little used; best oiler

over £75.-Grace.-E.xcise, Thurles. [X9948

"I Q19 Rover 3>/>h.p., countershaft, from makers August
XtJ 2nd, unscr.atched, iiiileai

—Bromley

19
Oswell, Hadley,

150;
Salop.

£110, or nearest
[X0475

16 Rover SVnh.V- T.T., H.B.C., Philipson engine
(6791), lamps, mechanical horn, tools, spare

valve; £60.—Box 192, c/o The Molor Cycle. [X0238

ROVER 1919 SJih.p. T.T., Phillipson pulley, lamps.

Klaxon, run 400 miles only; £95.—A. '.T.

Snroston, Ltd., 198, Great Portland St., W.l. [2778

"I 019 Rover, 3-speed, countershaft, only ridden short
i-XJ distance; absolutely as new; ii_rstjrheque se

£110.—Lt. Heaven, Aerodrome, Driffield, York-
[2511

ROVER,
Dunlops

cures
shire.

3-speed, late 1912, speedometer, lamps,

ps nearly new, cane wicker sidecar, wind
screen, "splendid condition; £60.-463, Archway Rd.,

Highgate, N, [2615

CAN Supply Now one 5-6h.p. and S'/oh.p. Eover com-
binations, 1919 model, at list-price;, first cheque

secures one of these machines.—B. Sleuth, 6, Clemens

St., Leamington. [X027fc

ROVER Combination, 1914, 3'^h.p., 3-speed, clutch,

lamps, horn, etc., tyres excellent, running per-

fectly nearest £70.—Cooke, Wanda, Barnett Wood
Lanc'Ashtead. [2420

|Q19 3'/'li-P. T.T. Rover, as new, Philipson: not
X«7 done 1.500 miles; spare valve, born, rear lamp,
etc.; £82/10, no offers.—Piegrome; 247, Camden Rd.,

N.7. Alter 6 p.m. .
[2584

ROVER 3J.2h.p. coachbuilt Combination, first-class

condition, tyres unscratched, new belt, spare,

NSII. 2-speed and free; £65. Appointment.—Osman,
ingleside, Oobham, Surrey. (2489

5-6h.p., twin coachbuilt combination.
3-&peed. countershaft and clutch ; in perfect

order complete with lamps, horn, etc.; £150.—Write,
Cresswell, 32, Lee Ter,, S.E.3. [2391

TDOVER 3'/.h-p. 1914 Ccach Combination, 3-speed,

-TL clutch, "Lucas lamps and horn, speedometer,

stored 4 years; 70 gns'. ; alter 7 p.m.—Watkins, 2h,

Morgan Mansions, Holloway, N.7.
'

[2135

"1 O 19 Rover,

For the Summer Holidays.
SIDECARS from £20 to £32.

Lamps sets from 32/6. Horns trom 12 16.

Tools, every description

Spares tor

AJS.: Morgan, J.A P., B.S.A.

EASTING WINDSCREEN, 90 -

[facing Helmets, post rree, lo'- Solid

leather belts, post free 3' 9.

Vyrcs, all makes and sizes. Belts, all makes
and sizes. Chains, all makes aiifl sizes.

At to-Hav'= lis' price

C^PAC Carburetters now in stock.

o<j'. every reqoirem^n. at

YOUNGS
2, 3, & 5, The Parade
K1LBURN LONDON. N W.6.
Phons: <I8j7 Harapstead.

TtsleKrama : "Yurarkil Kilb.. London.

D'
URING THE
whole of 1919.

we have consistently

declined premiums on

New Machines. It

is therefore up to you

to deal with the

"NO PREMIUM
HOUSE."

JULIAN, ^feiDlJig;

Biggest Dealer in the South.

'Phone: 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hover.

ROVER, 1915 countershaft model, about to be de-
livered from works, completely overhauled and

new parts fitted where ever required; £85, or near
offer.^Apply, Scott, 60, Albemarle Rd., Beckenham.

[2034
1Q19 Rover Combination, 3-3peed countershaft, Mills-
-*-«^ Fullord coachbuilt sidecar (nearly uewl. lamps,
liom, tools, spare valves; a. perfect combination; seeu
I'V appoiutiiient only ; best of¥er over £120.— G.H.. 47.
Wellington So., Oxford. [2167

TJOVEB Sfeh.p., 1914, delivered 1915, 3-speed,
-tV clutch, scarcely used, almost like new, P. and H.
lamps, horn, spring pillion seat, sidecar fittings, ac-

cessories, mirror, etc., tyres just renewed; 70 gns.—F.
Wilson, 29, Shakespeare St., Barrow-in-Furness.

[X0734
1Q19 Rover-Jap, 5-6h.p., extra strong sidecar. 5-

JLtf point connection, 28in. wheels, 3 tyres, oak
luggage carrier, hood, wind screen, lamps, speedometer,
Klaxon, exhaust whistle, gentleman's turn-out: practi-

cally new; 150 gns.—Edwin^ Woodlea, 32, .James' Lane,
Leyton, E.IO. [2138

ROVER, 1914, coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer and
watch (Jones'), Sturmey 3-speed, wind screen, J

Tausad seat, luggage box and sprung carrier, accumu-
lator or acetylene lighting, all tools and spares, set

of waterproofs; best offer over £80.—Box 208, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [X0403 •

ROVER 1919 5-6h.p. J.A.P. Combination," as new,

3,,peed; hand and foot clutch, best Lucas lamps,

speedometer. Klaxon, tools, Auster Triplex wind scrrcn

and hood, polished aluminium apron ; a handsome outfit,

owner engineer: cost £174, best offer over £160.—Box
217, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X0484

OVER Combination (1914), 3-speed and clutch',

-i-t; disc wheels, speedometer, horn, watch, new tyres,

-spare belt and inner tube, luggage grid, A.K. knee

"rips, Lucas lamps, a fine sporting combination; in

excellent condition throughout; what offers ?—Ivyleigh,

277, Hagley Ed., Birmingham. 12=07

Royal Ruby.

ROTAL RUET 2-6troke, 1915, recently overhauled,

new tyres; £37.-T. Giliatt, -Wainfleet, Lni™'":

sliire.
1^^^

BRAND New 1919 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination,

with lamps and horn.-darke Bros., Queen bt,,

Louth. 'Phone 64,
''"'"'

Olh.p. Royal Ruby, very late m'^<=lv, ''.'.^i^
J;*5!;

/^2 sporty; £42.-159. Market St.. HoUmgwortb
(Hadfleld), JManchester. lAoqbl

TONES' Garage, special agents lor ^"5^1 ^"''ffl
J Broadway, Muswell Bill. N.IO. and Woof™
Parade, North Finchley. ''"

.

ROYAL RUBY 1915 2y2h.p., in good running

o;der, rece.rtly overhauled, complete Y""! lJ"P|'

aorn, etc.; £37/I0.-Brcwn. VVoodeaton, Ishp-, Oirlora.

8hn Roval Ruby Combination, delivery promised

""thlf month ."^fmm makers; *20 deposit pa.d,

what offers' Hampshire district.-Box L3,69S, Qio

The Motor Cycle. '"
.

Rudge.

RDDGE Multi Combination, stored during WT:!^/,

-Oapt. Forster, Brackley.

3

19

19

R

[i0284

UDGE Multi 5-6h.p.. C.B. sidecar, complete; £85.

i -Eauisay, Beachcote, Dunbar. Liu^u.

Ih.n: Rudge, clutch, new Binks, horn; £45.-OaWW,
2 "Oopthorne Drive. Shrewsbu(y. [iooui

15 Budge Multi 3V..h.p.. excellent condition; 68

gns.-James, Milford Station, Surrey. [2025

,14 3V,h.p. T.T. Rudge, excellent condition rM3-
. -276, Shobnall St.. Burton-on-Trent. [X0309

UDGE Multi, Brooks saddle, P. and H. head liglA

fast machine; £46.-Cnps Bros., Sldcup. 126U

UDGE Motor Cycle, Mabon .gear ShP.; /38: in

running ordei.-A. Spence, Wilsill, Pateley Bridge^

RUDGE Multi 3>^h.p., excellent order-
f'^'^g^-

J. Sproston, Ltd., 198, Great Portland St.,^w^lj

I f» 14-15 Rudee, SVah.p., free engine, good order;

19 £55, or nearest.-i-Dawes. 213, K.ngsland^ Rd.

-riTIDGE 3V-h.p., in excellent runniirg ort"
;

,

£37
'
W-

R -Stevens" 184, Pentonville Rd., Kings Cross^,

N. -

18 Rudge Multi, SVoh.p., semi-T.'T., condition M
newf £80.-Southern 59, Wamalong Kd.,^Sal«

bury. ,

^S;^?i^Lr«^.^/«"^^d!3

Cycle. ,

UDGE Multi, late 1916, as new, l-^P^^Si '"S*
ometer, perfect everywhere.- beorgo Hinton^ w^^

minster.
.

RUDGE 3V2h.p., clutch, good .raining orMr,

S42/10.--Stevens, 184, Pentonville Rd., Km-J
Cross, N.

19'

R^

R^

A 38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisemenW and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

UDGE SV'-h.p., 2-speed, g;ood condition, very fnst

:

£52- calf after 7 p.m.— 11, Chardmore Ed., Sto!;e

Newington. [2474

RTJDGE Multi, 1914, T.T: bars. 650x65 wheels;

£55; aft-er 6.30.—Rainer, IJ. HeatherTtd., Grovc
Park, S.E.12. [1952

1 Q19 Eudge Multi, done 500 miles: £90, no offeis

;

-L«7 Saturdays only.—Wing, Red Lion Hotel, Ilnn-

stable, Beds. [2202

1 Q19 3',2li.p. Rudge Multi Combination, as delivered;
J-*' £125.—Feetham, 18, Albion Terrace, Gaywood Rd.,
King's Lynn. 11907

RUDGE Multi 1919, 3V'h.p., brand new, not ridden,
just arrived; what o'Hers ?—Box L3,679, c/o The

Motor Cycle. [2273

JONES' Garage, special agents lor Rudge, Broad
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO. and Woodside Paradi'

North Finchley. [2926

RUDGE Multi SVoh.p., 1914, perfect condition; 60
gns., no offers; after 7 p.m.—Abbey, 20, Cleve

land Rd., Barnes, S.W. [2058

3ih.p. Rudge-]\Iulti, good condition, property of a
2 client; £70.—Clapham (Motor) Co., 119. King

George's St., Greenwich. [1183

BRAND New 1919 3V2h.p. Rndge Multi, just de-
- livered; £110.-\Yallia. 49. High St., Saffron Wal-

den. Esses. 'Phone 45. [X0342

1Q14 Rudge Multi j3V'>h.p., perfect condition, lamps,
Xt/ horn, etc.; £57.—File, 16, Douglas Rd.. Willes-
den Lane, Kilburn, N.W.6. [2049

RUDGE Multi, 3Vjh.p., clutch model, i>erfect running
order, tyres, belt, tube new, ride away : £40.—

SUipwoith, Mareslield, Susses. [2595

RLTDGE, 3'/ih.p , 2-speed and clutch, guaranteed fast
and easy starting; £46; or exchange considered,

-H.H.. 12, Fordwych Rd.. Kilburn. [2129

-1Q14 T.T. Rudge, good order, C.A.V., Senspray.
\-i-tJ large Miller lamp, overhauled, re-enamelled:
|£40.-Smith. Queen's Rd.. Faversham. [X0551

17 3V-;h.p. Rudge Multi. clutch, lamps, horn, knee
grips, spares, etc.; in perfect condition; after

best over £63.-40, Birbeck Rd.. Acton. [2505

RUDGE Multi 1915 3Y>h.p.. overhauled and in per-
fect running order; £48.— Siuitli's, 10-16, Haver

;
;tock Hill (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [1773

RUDGE Multi. I.O.M., believed 1916, new tyres and
tn'ies. new lamps, horn, etc., splendid condition

:

' i;80.-28. Grove Park Gardens, Chiswick, W.4. [2107

]1Q19 5-6h.p. Rndge Multi, new June, complete" with
\
i-U hiuips, horn, tools, et-., perfect; £95, or nearest

1
jffer.—Hunt. Imperial Chambers, Albert St., Derby.

I
- [X0480

II
Q17 3M;h.p. Rudge Multi, in new condition through-

LtJ out. mechanically perfect, electric light; trial bv
I

my expert; £85.—Hill Cottage, Farnborough. Kent.
[2578

RUDGE 3i$h.p. Multi, gear, clutch, T.T., C.A.V..
. Senspray, tyres, b?lt. enamel as new, splendid
Urder; 46 gns.; bargain.—21, Newton Av., Acton.
I [2758
[pUD(JE Multi, 1919, 3'/2h.p., just delivered this
'tV mouth. Lucas horn and lamps, iierfect condition;
[J106.—Wilkes, Little Alne, ^yoottou Wawen, Birming-
'lam. [X0450

RUDGE Multi 1919 3V.h.p. Touring Model, indis-
tinguishable from new, run 100 miles only.—

barker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton ; Deansgate, Man-
hester. \ [X0521

'I
Q19 Rudge Multi 3M.h.p., complete lamps, horn,

^Ltf delivered June, as iiew : £85, or with Henderson
[Jodel A. sidecar, quite new, £100.—Hesketh, I'leasing-
'on, Blackburu. [2366

; Q19 I.O.M. T.T. Rudiie Multi, all accessories, knee
L*' grips, delivered June, mileage 200, I.T. No.—
,)ffers over 100 ens., by letter, to Stevens, Lyndhurst,
|figh_St., .Slough. [2527

!>ih.p. T.T. Rudge, used racing, hill-climbe, etc. ; a
-'2 bargain for anyone wanting a special engine,
erfeot, accessories ; owner giving up ; £60.—36, St.
tepheu's Rd., Leicester.. [X0446
^h.-p. Rudge Multi, 1915-16, engine thoroughly ov?r-
J

_ hauled, excellent condition. Very pow^erlul, 650x
5 Dunlop tyres and b?lt. looks like new; £75.-54,
'onnop Rd., Enfield Wash. [2182

I

019 S'-ih.p, Rudge Multi, deliver:?d Jun?, compl.t?
Lt/ with lamps, horn, speedometer, spare belt, not
one 1 .000 miles ; £98, or offers.—Johnston, Hague
I'old Farm, Strines, near Stockport. [X0599

f[>UDGE Multi 5-6h.iT. C.B. Combination, Mills-Ful-
LV ford sidecar, wind screen, speedometer, lamps,
1 .0., complete ; price, 79 gns. : seen after 6 p.m.—
116, Stefnhold Av., Streatbam Hill, S.W. [2308

13UDGE. 1914 clutch model, B.S.A. carburetter,
]*' C.A.V. mag., good heavy tyres and tubes, lamps,
j3rn, etc.; any trial, here, new condition; £48.—Ed-
lards, Vineyard. Saundersfoot, Pem. [X0736

913 Rudge Combination, SVoh.p.. N.S.U. 2-speed

^

Rear, pedal start, very powerful. 65 ni.p.h. solo.
i-:\spray. lauips, speedometer, splendid condition; £65.
(liuwns. Broadway, Walton-on-Tharaes. [2205

COVENTRY.
MOTOR MART, Ltd.

London Road, COVENTRY.
Telesrams : Selection. Coventry

We have acquired the whole output

of a leading Coventry Manufacturer of a

splendidly built range ot

SIDECARS
which we can deliver immediately

FROM STOCK.

Specification:
Body: coach-built, roomy and cosy, splendidly
upholstered, with roll edge, spring seat, and
aprons, finely finished in two colours and lined.

Cha.ssis : tubular, very strong and excellently
sprung, with 4-point fittings suitable for any
make of Motor Cycle.

Tvres: 26x2^ Dunlop and Clincher. Price^25 net ; carriage and packing extra.

1919
MOTOR CYCLES.
Don't place your name on a hopeless
waiting list. Make some selections,

from our extensive range, and we will

candidly tell you the prospects.

IN STOCK.
ALLDAYS-ALLON, CAL-

THORPE, IVY, METRO-TYLER,
SUN-VITESSE.

Quickest delivery ol

Bradbury, Calthorpe, Connaught>

Clyno, Number, Ivy, James,

L.M.C. New Imperial, P. &IVI.,

Metro-Tyler, N.U.T., Scott, Sun-

Vitesse, Wooler, Zenith.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES IN

STOCK.
Ja.mes: 4i ti-P- big single (191^) 3-spced com
bination ; wicker sidecar, good condition, £65
Rex: 8 h.p. twin 3-speed combination, handle
start, large '' Cooper " coach-built sidecar, with
locker at rear. Excellent condilion throughout,

iess.

LARGE STOCKS OF ALL SIZEs

OF MOTOR CAR AND CYCLE

TYRES, TUBES, AND BELTS.

MOTOR CYCLtS FOR SALE.
Rudge,

RODGE Multi, 1919, S'/'h-P., brand new, run 100
miles only: with coachbuilt sidecar, full lamp

set; a really magnificent turnout; very fast; £115.—
Watson, 132, High St„ Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [2717

RUDGE, 3'Ah,p., 1913-14 model, hand clutcli, pedal

stiut, Dunlop belt new. belt aud tube case, bimtis,

horn, engine in perfect condition: any trial: £40.—
Harbour View, Fair View, Wyke, Weymouth. [216^

"1Q19 Rudge Multi, complete - with Miller heaj
J-*/ light, generator, rear lamp, horn, Watford
speedometer, tools; £125: seen any time.—31, Fitz-

iohn's At., Hampste.id. 'Phone : 99 Hampstead.
'- [2585

3ih.p. Rudge Multi. late 1914, nearly new C.B.
2 sidecar, all accessories, good ronidtion ; ob.iged

to sell: best offer over £60: write for appointment.—
Caplin, 16. Rutland Park eardens. Willesden Green.

N.W.2 /
[2535

RUDGE, 1913, BrooklanSs model, very fast, £40;
also F.N., sporting, all red finish, taper tniik,

T T bars, large exhaust pipe, B. and L. drip,

Amac; only wants seeing; £45.—Brown, 39, Balharn

New Rd., Balharn. [2239

IfklS I.O,M, Eudge Mrdti, delirered June 26th, sport-

J-tJ' ing Canoelet sidecar, Lucas electric lighting .nil

round, wind screen, horn, spare \nlve, tube, etc., ahso-

hitely as new. done 500 miles; 118 gns. ; will deliver

within 100 luiles.-9, Eaton Ed., Coventry. [X04j7

1015 I.O.M. Rudge Multi and Sporting Canolet

Xt/ Minor Sidecar, just been re-enamelled Kudge
service green, speedometer, lamps, horn, tyres, etc.:

as new; a real sporting ontSt for a knnt; tsu.—
Walters, 20, Park Rd., Enfield Wash, Middlesex.^^^

RUDGE, 1913, 3'/,h.p., Mabon variable gear, C.A.V
watertight B. "and B. pilot jet, just overhauled

and rebushed, new cylinder, piston, gudgeon and rings,

tvres good, electric light, tools: 55 m.p.li.; no dealers

£50, or near.-Lt. Longstaff. Lulworth Camp, Dorset

Deposit if desired. [XOI^S

ini9 Rudge Mu'.tH, 5-6h.p., and Millford C.B side-

li/ car delivered Aug., run under 600 miles, Cowey

speedometer, 3-lamp set, mechanical horn, all spares,

guaranteed perfect and as new; owner impecunious:

anv trial: f 130,-Dick-son-HiU. Lammermoor, East

Clifl, llournemouth. (Dl [X046B

1 19 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi, Millford sidecar, com-

i-tJ plete with speedometer. P. and H. lamp, horn,

spare belt, etc., purchased July 8th, perfect condition

:

best oSer over £120, or take good 2-stroke in part ox-

change: seen bv oppointimjnt.-W. Bngott, 1, coiu-

meercial Ed., Burgass Hill, Sussex. [i.02/5

1019 Rudge Multi 1,0,M, T,T. 3%h,p„ cornplete

XiJ with lamps, speedometer, horn, tube, and belt

carrier, tools, etc, new spare inner tube, new spare

inlet and exhaust valves, Dunlop heavy t.vres, spare

belt only done 1,000 miles, excellent condition and

very' fast; £100; seen any time.-Brigden, 20a, ^ew,

ington Green, Mi'dmay Park. N,16, [2054

R
Ruffells.

UFFELLS 2-speed Lightweight : delivery from stock

;

the smartest and fastest lightweight; £60,-W, H,

Grimes and Co,.

Mayfair 4792.
18. Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l.

[2358

Scott.

sCOTT. 3%li.p., 1913, waiita assembling
—Williams, Bakers, Shortlanda.

what offers?
[2626

J

1 iJllS Scott, 2 speeds, K.S., as new; nearest £60.—
1.V Langley House, Langley Av., Surbjton. [2427

SCOTl' S^/ih.p., 2-speed, clutch needs attention; £50,
or exchange lightweight.—57, Kenbury St., Cara-

berwell, S.E. [2611

1 Q15 Scott, long exhaust, T.T. bars, lamps and me-
J-t? chanical horn; £67, lowest; after 8 p.m.—86. I'ox-

ley Lane, Turley, Surrey. [2343

1 Q13 Scott Combination, hood, screen, speedometer,
-Ltf new cylinders pistons, etc.; price £65. Trial.

no offers—H.E.. 59, Eden St., Kingston-on-Thames.
[2496

SCOTT Combination, 1915, 2-speed. kick start, Itinks,

Bosch lamps,. Lucas horn, date and condition

enaranteed- £86.-55, Beckeuham Lane. Shortlnnds.

Kent. 12625

QCOTT Coachbuilt Combination, perfect going order;'

J^ can be seen any time; £60, or nearest offer.—

Sntton Motor and Engineering Works, Carshalton Ud.,

Sutton, Surrey. [1900

SCOTT, 1915, 2 speeds, kick start, Bosch magneto.
B. and B. carburetter, new sidecar and 2 new-

tyres, horn, tools, very fast; ready to ride away; £85.
—Toolev. 21. Dartford Rd.. Wbitehill Estate. Craytord,
Kent. "(Near Dartford S.E.A.C.R.) [2127

Singer.

SINGER 3',->h.p., clutch model, speedometer, verv
fast: first £40; ride away.—Platts, 602. King's

Rd-, Fulham, London, S.\V.6. [2543a

1 Ol'* 4V2b.p. Singer Combinatinn. new condition.
-!-«/ sidecar wants varnishing; £100, first cl eque
secures.-H., 2, Oakend Way, Gerrard's Cross. [2257

SINGER 4V:;hp. CJB. Combination. 2 speeds, counter-
jhatt, clutch: now being overhauled; to be seen

in London; £70.—C. Jackson. Dedwortli AEanor. Wind-
sor. [2103

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. aso
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MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE.
Sitager.

3 111. p. Singer, 1914, Sturmey 3-s[ieccl, clutcli, Bosch,
2 perfect, stored 3 yeiin

' '^""consider eX'

chauge Douglas.—Lrndbiirst, Wootton Grove, Sher-

iiome, Borset [X0358

SINGER 31/oh.p., Bosch, clutch, 3 speeds, footboards,

new handle-bars. Brooks saddle, practically new
tyres. perfect condition throughout, iast and relia!)le.

stored during T\-ar, newly enamelled be.iiitiful nut brown,

lamps, horn, a gentleman's mount. 50 gns. : also side-

car if required.—Norman, 32, Floyd Rd., Charlton. [2354

Sun.

SUN, 1918, 2":ih.p. Villers engine, good condition;

£36/10.—51, Etchingham Park Rd., Church End,
Finchley. [X0416

2-speed, countershaft, in
' £40, or offer.—

• [2153

-|0|15 Sun-Villiers 2'iih-p..
Xir iplendid condition, any trial

637, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton.

SUN-VITESSE. 23ih.p., 2-speed, stored 2 years, good
condition, lamps, horn, tools, etc. ; £45.—Wilson.

Dover Cottage, Eoyston, Herts. [2604

SUN-VILLIERS, 2%ih.p., 1915-16, new tyres, .nil

cessories, perfect running order, ae new; £35.-14-

16. Eye Lane, Peckham, London. New Cross 11?6,
[2168

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM, 2%h.p., 1914, in splendid condition;

£75, or near.—15, Radnor Ay., Harrow. [2719

LONGMAN 8R0S.,
17, Bond Street,

EALING,
AND

387, Uxbridge Road,

£75, or near.—15, Radnor Ay.,

_ ensup
order now.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

OUNBEAM.—All models; to^nsure 1919-20 deliveries
Bolton
fX0527

TO 17 Sunbeam Combination, S'/^h.p., splendid con-

XiJ dition; trial; £115; no offers,
""

S^

90, Beaver Rd.,

Ashford. [2531

1 016 (Julyl 3i/ih.p. Sunbeam, green, enamel rough, but

Xtf in flrst-rlass order; £95, no ofiiers.-l, Ferry

Hinksey Ed., Oxford. [X0311

'UNBEAM 8h.p. Combination, 1914, black and gold,

> Lucfls lamps, been stored, fin© condition; £125.—
E. Ash, Nurseryman, Slough. ^ [2593

SUNBEAM Combination, Si^h.p., 1919, only ridden

few miles, complete Lucas lamps and horn.—
Wright's Garage, SaSron Walden. [1958

SUNBEAM.—One only, 1919 3Vi}h.p. model, condition
and appearance like new, any trial or e.xamina-

tion.—Parker's Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X0533

1 Q14 Sunbeam Combination, SVjh. p., 3-speed counter-

-Ltl shaft, excellent condition; best offer,—Mountford,

Park House Farm, Haughton, Staflord. [X0436

-| Q14 Sunbeam, with Gloria sidecar, first-class order,

XtF except enamel, new tyres, leg shields; best ofi'er;

seen by appointment.—Barlow, 209, Bond St., Maccles-

field. .
[X0370

SUNBEAM Combination, 8h.p., 1916-17, spare wheel,

hood, screen, full equipment, Lucae lamps, as new;
any expert examination; £200.—Cooper, Box 27, Mid-
ilesbrough. [X0554

--|Q16 Sunbeam, 3y2h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, black
J~0 and gold, leg guards, speedometer, lamps, horn,

tools, spare valve, tube, mileage only 2,100; after 7;

£130.—Hawley, 20. Airthrie Rd., Goodmayes, Essex.
[2506

~|Q19 (June) 8h.p. Black and Gold Sunbeam Com-
-Ltl bination, No. 2 sidecar, hood, screen, apron,

lamps, spare wheel and valve, insurance, perfect con-

dition- nearest £210 secures.—Berrydene, Ormonde Ed.,

Chester. [X0286

1Q19 (July) Black and Gold Sunbeam, 3y2h.p., with

XO' Henderson sidecar (new), Lucas head lamp, gener-

ator rear lamp, electric sidecar lamp, appearance and
condition as new, insured; £156.-Penlee, Palmer's Av.,

Grays, Essex. [2408

31.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1915-16, iust over-

2 hauled by makers, costing £65, indistinguish-

able from new, better than present new machines;
;£150.—Further particulars from Dr. Pitt, Piatt

Bridge, Wigan. [S0746

SUNBEAM 1919 SV^h.p. Combination, fitted with

lamps. Klaxon hofn, speedometer, and complete

^th tool kit, spare tube, etc., 500 miles on the road;

£145 —Apply by letter, Lieut. Lancaster, Authors' Club,

2, Whitehall Court, S.W.I. [X0482

SUNBEAM 2%h.r., 2-speed, kick start, hand clutch,

new Dunlops and lamps, Senspray, Cowey, Xl'all.

Terry's links, unused Lodge, etc., excellent mechanical

condition and appearance; Birmingham; £70.—Box
207, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X0356

"I 019 SV^h.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed, clutch and K.S.. tuned
it> up engine, Lucas lamp sets and horn, aluminium
disc wheels, mileage under 200, a very fast and sporty

machine, absolutely perfect; £140, or nearest offer;

a-upointment after 6.-113, Cornwall Ed., Brixton, S.W.
[2324

SUNBEAM 3y«h.p. Combination, 1915. 3-speed,

clutch, kick "start, 3 Lucas lamps and horn, in

perfect new-like condition; any offer over £125; will

consider offers for motor cycle separately; any trial.—

Woodhouse, Tram Terminus, King's Norton, Birming-
b.im. [2536

I (0114 3'/^h.p. Sunbeam, 3-speed countershaft, hand
X*7 clutch, K.S.. new Amac, Boscb, new lTres com-
plete. Klaxon (large), speedometer, spare valve, tappet,

and piston ring, acetylene and small electric lights, all-

chain drive, insured £4/14 A. A., condition perfect, gold

lino on tank slightly erased; letters or appointment; 110

Kn-i.— Gates, 20, Cumberland Place, Scrubb's Lane.
Willesden. [2583

Telepho.ie: 1573, Chiswick.

AGENTS FOR—Triumph, Douglas, RudgC;

B.S.A., Harley-Davidson, Enfield, Norton, James,

Ariel, Hendersons, and all leading makes.

We have a good selection o! second-hand machines, all

in guaranteed condition, at reasonable prices,

Including the following :

1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, combination,

128 Gns.

T.T. B.S.A. 2-speed, specially tuned ; 47 Gns.

2i h.p., NEW IIVIPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed ;

46 Gns.

7-9 h.p.. IVIATCHLESS-M.A.G., combination ;

128 Gns.

4h.p. 3-speed, countershaft TRIUMPH; 69 Gns.

WAIVTED,
All types of light cars and motor
cycles. We pay top hole prices and
send to your house to inspect,

purchase, and take delivery. Send us
full particulars of your machine,
together with the price you require.

Distance no object If you live in the
London district, 'phone us any time

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
T.A.C.

T.A.C., 4-cyls., 3-Epeed gear box, hand and foot
clutch, wor.n drive, sprung front and rear, T.T.

bars, thoroughly overhauled and re-enamelled, very
sporty machine; 65 gns. — Richards, 16, Manor
Gardens, Eichmond. [2251

T.D.C.

T'.D.C. de Luxe, 1917, 2%lh.p., Amac, Druids, Dixie,
foot plates, good condition and appearance ; £30.

-27, Balvernie Grove, Southiields, S.W.18. [2409

Torpedo
TOHPEDO-PEECISION, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

good running order; £60.—Pike and Co., Aiphing-
ton St.

nnmg
Exeter.

si""-^
Torpedo,

E. oarlmretter
Cheshuiit, Herts.

[X990

with sidecar, Boscli mag., B. an-l

good condition ; £65. -Uplands,
[1948

TORPEDO 1915 SVjlip. 2-stroke, single gear,- new
tyre and belt, nice condition throughout; £26.

—Butler, Bootmaker, Bracknell. [2616

REAL Bargain, 1914-15 AV.i^-V- Torpedo-Pxecision,
Sturmey, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., new tyres, Bosch,

Senspray drip leed, new c^Dachbuilt sidecar ; first-class

order; £75; exchange lightweight or separate.—White-
head, 18. Lark St., Burnley. [2292

Triumph.
T Q12 Triumph, single gear, clutch model; £55.—
Xi? Woolleys, Windermere. [2019

Triumph, Boseh, good condition; £32.-16,
Vernon Bd., Bushey, Herts. [2217

1 Q14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, perfect order; £63.—
J-if 53, Brownhill Rd., Catlord. [2466

«l

Sidecar Bodies
Delivery from Stock.

"Royal Leicester"

Sidecars are built for
comfort and reliability.

We can also accept a limited

n um bep of orders foi^ complete
sidecars.

Write for Catalogue.

The Wiilowbrook Co.,

Belgrave Gate, Leicester.

TEIUMPH 3>Ah.p., single speed, running order; £35.-.^

—Underhill and Young, Berkhamsfed. [2371

3jLh.p. Triumph, 2-speed, good running order: £32.
2 —Brotherton, -Oxford St., Chorley. [X0614"

TRIUMPH, 111. p.. countershaft, ride away; also tanks

and spares.-King's Garage, Sudbury, Middx. [1134.'

TRIUMPH 3V>h.p., single speed, 1911. splendid con-

dition; £33.-97, Murchison Ed., Leyton. [2614"

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed, clutch, good running
"

order; £48.—King, Egroye Farm, Oxford. [X0479

IMPERIAL-TRIUMPH, 2h.p. Minerva, single speed,

coil ignition; £17.-33, Redhill St., N.W.I. [2681

TRIUMPH SVih.p., clutch, little wear; best ofler'

over £40: ride away.—329, Old Ford Rd., E.3.
[2067

4h.p. countershaft Triumph, little wear, late model;

bargain.—18, Wix's Lane, Lavender Hill, S.W.
(2773

1012 Triumph, clutch, lamp, good tyres, excellenf

XU condition; £42.-King, Egroye Farm, Oxford.

TRIUMPH, clutch model, first-class condition, com-

plete; £47.—Tamplin. King St.. Twickenham

TRIUMPH.—For earliest possible delivery, secure.,

your order now.^Parker's, Bradshawgate Bol-
'

ton.
[X05Z8.

TRIUMPH SlAh.p., clutch model, good condition!

£38, or nea'rest.—118, Swingate Lane, Plumstead,

3.E. '^
.

EiaMPH 4h.p., countershaft, new tyres and tuhe.i.

T
Balham,

I
nearly new'; £80, or near offer.—274, High Ed.,

j

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, Dunlops; £54;-;

faultless.-Stocker, 49, Riverside, Kingstc-.-o.>»j

Thames. [X036C^

1 017 Countershaft Triumph, exceptionally good lo.l-i1" chine- £85.-17, Gordondale Rd., Wimblodwf
Park, [2*^9

in 12 3V.h.p. 2-speed Clutch Triumph engine owN-
JLi) hauled; f68.-Pike and Co., Alphmgton St,,;^

Exeter. US«?.i|

TRIUMPH, 1915, 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft; B^p-'Jl

after 5.—Coronation Cottage, Longfield EO.. -

firing. [2389,.,

TRIUMPH, 1911-12. and Mahon gear (not flttedli-i

imperieit; f30.-Lett5rs, 22, Manor Ed., 3™!;:;!

ley, S.E.4.
1237..,

riTEIUMPH S'jh.p., clutch, 2-speed, wicker boat sidsf;'

i car, acoelsories, good tyres; £58.-52, Ora,vm/

Rd., Rugby. [X0469:

TEIUMPH, S'Ah.V; single speed, !'"*«<= conditi^

throughout; £39.-8, Ashley Park, ChesterfleTd

Bd., Bristol. [X05PY

31 h.p. Triumph, in very fine condition, tyres
_

2 new; £32.-49, Althorpe Ed., Wandsworth Cont

mon, S.W.17. ^^"7

TONES' Garage, special agents for Triumphs, BroaJ-

J way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside ParM«j'

North Finchley. ' ' L^.'

1Q19 T.T. Triumph, mileage 150, perfect; «^i
ly nearest offer.-Write appointment, 38, Newstga-

Rd., Lee, S.E. t^Oei

4h 11 Triumph. J.A.P. fixed engine, some speed iron i

^^i42 no oaers.-17, Wilcox Ed., South Lainbef*.

Loudon, S.W.8.
'^ew

1019 Countershaft Triumph, done "''""* 1
""J, "l'?"

i-U perteet condition :"best ofler over flOO-HngheB.

Plasyuddol, Bala.
[i.a!>i.<j

A40 All letteis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I

Triumph.
|

3jlh.p. Triumpli Combination, 2-speed. torpedo, just;
2 renovated at works; £65, complete.—2, Windsor

fit., Leamington Ssa. tX0492

TRIUMPH SV't.P-, fixed engine, good condition;
£28, or nearest otter.—Back, 275, Stoney Stan-

ton Rd., Coventry. tX0749

1Q19 4b. p. Triumpli, 3-speed, ^rith Canoelet sider.nr.
J-tf not done 500 miles, absolutely as new.—Box 219,
do The Motor Cycle. [X0417

3ih.p. Triumph, 1912, good condition, new Palmer
2 tyres; price £35,—P. Smith, 1, Bartons Lane,

Old Basing, Hants. [2582

1Q14 Triumph Coach Combination, thoroughly over-
J-" hauled; 82 gns. Watford district.—Box L3, 678,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [2271

TRIUMPH. 1919, unused, 3-speed, and fully
equipped.—Grimes, 18, Brutou Place, Bond St.,

W.l. Mayfair 4792. [2357

TRIUMPH, 4hp., 1915, 3-st)eed, countershaft gear,
new tyres; in excellent condition; £75.—200,

High St., Tooting, S.W. [2297

TRIUMPH 3Vih.p., 3.3peed. clutch, new tyres, just
overhauled: will accept £55.—Bennett, 318.

King St., Hammersmith. [2036

TRIUMPH T.T. Model, 1912. good running order
and appearance, very fast; £-36.— 6, Deyne Av..

Rusholme, IManchester. [X0561

TRIUMPH 3>th.p., cbitch, Gradua gear, and wicker
sidecar, good condition; £50, or near ofler.—Mill-;

fields, Presteign, Radnorshire. [S0225
nPBIUMPH, 1913, T.T., dropped frame,' excellent con-'
J- dition; 38 gns.-H omewood, 28, Granville Gar-
dens, Shepherd's Bush, W.12. - [2221
THRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., 3-specd countershaft, delivered

,

-I- June, complete with P. and H., little used; £105.
i-BQdfcm, Castle St., Parnham, [2199
'T'RIUMPII Combination, C.B,. 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed,
J- fast; 75 gns.—Wilde. Willesborough, Ashford,

(Kent. Tel. : Wiljesborough 4. [2456
Qih.p. Trinmph, Bosch, Senspray, new tyres, recently
*-*3 overhauled, engine rebushed, and wicker sidecar:
£25.-118. Herbert Rd., Woolwich. - [X0287
T^BIUMPH, 1914, Sspeed, coachbuilt sidecar, engine
-- practically new, all good condition, for best- cash
oier.-F. Everitt, Welburton, Ely. [X0443
I I'^HUMPH and Sidecar, free engine, clutch, kick
-*- start, lamps, spare belt, perfect order; trial; £48 —
76, Boleyn Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. " [2628

111116 Triumph 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed. clutch,
-l-V torpedo side^nr, hew tvres, horn, lamps- £110.—
Virgo, 156, High St., Hounslow, W. [X0235
la 19 (August) Baby Triumph, uniidden, just received
^*J from agents; owner purchased car; cflers over
£70.-Box 206, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X0369
4h.p. Countershaft Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, new

tyres, belt, perfect condition and running order

;

S«^

£85.-148, High Ed., East Finchle [2090
TIRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3speed. excellent condi-
-*- tion, with iiractically new Millford C.B. side-t
car; £90.-92, Loughboro' Pari, S.W.9. [2117

j

1Q19 4h.p. Triumph Single-speed Racer, picked
-*-^ machine, unscratched. new 3 weeks ago ; offers
wanted.—Box 216, c/o The Motor Cycle. (X0493
rPRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, clutch. 4h p., Watsonian I

-*- sidecar, lamps, corn, etc., in fina condition; £80. I

I

—69, School Rd., Moseley, Birmingham. [X0464

f'TlRIUMPH, 4h.p., late 1914, 3 speeds, clutch, decom-
J- pressor, lamps, perfect order; 55 gns.—Davidson,

," Acacia," Centre Av., Acton Vale, W.3. [2447

InPRIUMPH 4h.p., 1914, perfect condition, 3.speed,
-»- clutch, etc., any trial; £74 (seventy-four pounds)—.\lcyone, Gloucester Rd., New Barnet. [2562

1019 Baby Triumph, as new, lamp set, horn, tools,
-«-«' spare tube, belt, etc., guaranteed perfect
£70.—West, Popeswood, Binfleld, Berks. -

[2243

TRIUMPH Junior, bought new middle July, done 300,
fully equipped; highest otter over £60; Herts, dis-

trict.—Box L3,655, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2120

"DEAND New Baby Triumph, 2.speed, take 2 up any
--' hill, t^est Lucas lamps and horn, tools, etc. ; £75,
or offers.-Allen, Ledbury, Herefordshire. [X0449

[Qih.p.^ T.T. Triumph, about 1915, overhauled, condi-
^'Z tion as new, very fast; seen by appointment;
|£70.-Walters, 17, Abercorn Place, N.W. [X0426

ITiaiUMPH, late 1914, 3-speed, clutch, lamps, tools,
-- etc, excellent condition; stored during war;
£63.—Cask, 24, England's Lane. Hampstead. [2393

1 Q14 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., 3-speed. clutch,
-"-•^ lamps, beautiful outfit, running splendidly- any
trial; 70 gns.—Newland Vicarage, Coleford, Glos. [X0339

"1Q19 4h.p. Triumph and C.B. Sidecar, countershaft,
-•-•' 3-speed, horn, mileage 100; price £130- de-
posit; Somerset.—Box 200, c/o The Motor Cycle.

TRIUMPH 1911 3y2h.p. Combinalion, coachbuilt,
tyres new, Philipson's pulley, lamp, horn; £75.

or ne.Test oHer.—Fountain Rd. School, Tooting, S.W
[2650

ALLEN-BENNET
MOTOR C9

Offer the following Motor Cycles, all guaranteed
in good running order. Your machine, if not earlier

than 191 4, taken in exchange.

C0]V3BINATI0NS.

1919 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p.,

electricnlly equipped, Harley sporting
Sidecar, indistinguishable from new.
Only run 813 miles.

1919 A-J.S. 6 h.p. Combination, spare
wheel, hood, and screen. Brand new.

1916 THOR, 7-9 h.p., 2-seater Sidecar,
electrically equipped. "Run under
1,000 miles ; unscratched £165

i:)i5 ZENITH, S-io h.p., 90x77^ and
doubie-scater Sidecar, clutch, and
kicii-starter, countershaft drive ... £125

1915 ROVER, 3\ h.p., 3-speed, counter- -

shaft, c.utch, and kick-starter, Rover
coachbuilt Sidecar, lamps, and horn £105

1914 TRIUMPH. 4 h.p., 3-speed, sporting
Sidecar £85

1915 CLYNO 6 h.p. Combination, spare
wheel ; £125

We are expecting several more first-class Combina-
tions in during the week. It would be worth your
while to make a call if you are out to buy a really

g)od lot.

We have several Sidecars which can be fitted to
several of the undermentioned so'.o machines.

SOLO,

1917 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-spsed Sturmey
couptershaft, clutch, and kick-starter £90

1915 INDIAN, 7-9 h,p., clutch model, ex-
ceptionally fine condition throughout . £75

1914 NUMBER, 23 h.p., 3-spsed clutch,
top-hole little 'bus £48

1915 DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-sp3ed, splendid
condition £69

1914 DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-sp?ed, lamps,
and hora, splendid condition £57 10

1915- SUN-VILLIERS, 2} h.p., 4-stroke,
2-sp2ed, clutch, enamel and plating
very goo:!, engine perfect, starts at
walking pace £49 1

1915 SPARKBROOK, 2} h.p., semi-T.T.
bars, very sporty £48

1914 TfllUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-spee'd, T.T. bars £63

1916 IVY, 2} h.p., 2-stroke, new condition £45

igiT) NORTON, 3.V h.p., 3-speed, T.T. model,
just had complete overhaul £95

1914 ROVER, 3\ h.p., 3-speed, Bink's
carburetter £70

1915 ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-sp3ed, splendid
condition £62 1

3

Spaed Merchani's O.H.V. 6 h.p. B.A.T., just been
re-enamelled and plated, T.T. bars, long exhaust,

very hot £57 10s.

IF, YOU WISH TO SELL YOUR MACHINE,
BRING IT DOWN TO US. HAVING TAKEN
ADDITIONAL PREMISES, WE ARE PAR-
TICULARLY ANXIOUS TO BE WELL
STOCKED WITH MODERN MACHINES
NOT EARLIER THAN iqu. WE WILL
OFFER YOU A TOP PRICE FOR ANY
FIRST-CLASS MAKE.

ALLEN-BENNETT MOTOR CO.,

9, 10, and 11, Royal Parade, London
Rd., Croydon.

2 mios. West Croydon
btation.L.B. & s.C.R

Telegrams

:

Track, Croydon••••«••••••••aaaaaa^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE/
Triumph.

IQld Triumph, T.T., unscratched. late July, ridden
-^•^ 300 miles, large Lucas Cyclehom, knee grips,
valve, etc. ; offers otgi £S0.— 9, Hawkins Bd., Bedford.

[2434
TRIUMPH SV^h.p., late 1913, stored during war,

clutch, Bosch, lamps, etc., splendid condition;
£55.—Treasure, 1, Blenheim Rd., Bickley, Kent.

[2157

1 Q19 (May) Triumph, ccuntershaft, S-speed, Ah.p.,
-LH spare extra heavy Dunlop, Lucas horn; £100,
or nearest offer.—77, Preston Ay., Newport, Hon.

[X0212

1 Q19 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., Cowey,

.

-L t^ Klaxon, Tan-Sad, all tools, new last month,
mileage 400 ; £ 1 10.—89, Maxey Rd., Plumstead,
S.E.18. [2068

TRIUMPH, 1914. semi-T.T., absolutely new condi-
tion; lamps, new belt, tuned up by espert; very

fast; seen any time: £60.—Holloway, 35, Lynton Rd.,
Acton. [2390

TRIUMPH, 1912, SVih.p., splendid condition, also
wicker sidecar, in good condition, with apron and

lamp; £45; after 7 p.m.—61, Marlborough ltd.. High-
gate, N." [2596

TRIUMPH 3y2h.p.. 1911, in excellent condition, me-
chanically sound, Lucas lamp and iom, new belt,

tools, tyres good; £32.-50, Chester Ed., Northwood,
Middlesex. [2655

TRIUMPH 3i-$h.p., free engine, Bosch mag., tyrei
excellent, lamps, horn, etc., just overhauled, fast

machine; £38, or nearest,—Napier, 213, Main Rd.,
Sidcup. [2490

TRIUIMPH SVsh.p., fixed, Bosch, B. and B., tyres,

tubes, and belt, all in good order, ready to
ride away; £40, or nearest.—Francis, Depot Rd.,
Cwmavon, Glam. [2247

TRIUMPH, 1919, countershaft, Canoelet eporting
^sidecar, Lucas lamps. Klaxon, T.T. bars, newDun-

lops, perfect condition; £110, no offers.—Newsome, Belve-
dere Ed., Coventry. [S021,5

I Q13 Triumph, sy^h.p., clutch model, fitted with
J- •^ N.S.U, 2-speed, lamps, speedometer, good tyres,

pulls sidecaj;- ^60, offers.—Knight, 4, Pavement,
Coukdon, Surrey. [2737

MAY, 1919.— 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph combination, 3
.

lamp sets, pillion, under 500 miles; any reason-

able trial; £140- owner giving up.—Rush, 12, Bumham
Rd., Dartford, Kent. [2211

COUNTER-SHAFT Triumph, late model, 4h.p.. 3-

speed;, hand clutch, absolutely new condition
throughaat: bargain, £80.—Richards, 16, Manor
Gardens^ Richmond. [£250

1Q19 4h.p. countershaft Triumph, only ridden 300
X«/ rniles, 3-spesd. lamps, horn, tools, new July
21st; £105.—Reply by letter, Grubb, 220, Windmill
Rd., Chatham, Kent. • [X059S

1 Q 19 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft ; run
X«/ only few miles, as new; with coach sidecar;

£125; seen any time.—29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley
by Bow. Eschnnges. [2516

"I 012 SVsh.p. Triumph, fixed engine, adjustable pulley,

X«^ Bosch, new piston rings, powerful, good tyres,

'>elt. suares ; ride awny ; £35, or nearest.—Abbott, Mill-

wood House, Todmorden. [X0380

£56.- Triumph, 1913, and magnificent C.B. sidecar,

all lamps, tools, s-pares, stored 3 years, condi-
tion rud appearance as new.—Harris, 7, St. iuke'n
a,d., Westbourne Park. [2152

TRIUMPH Sl^h.p., Grade gears, Lncaa lighting.

Klaxon horn, mirror, speedometer, back rest, new
back tyre, belt, wicker sidtcar; £55, or nearest.—4,
Gaywood Rd., Walthamstow. [2180

TRIUMPH 3y2h.p., clutch model, 1911, just had com-
plete overhaul, new tyres, belt, lamps, etc., £48;

also 920x120 tube. 14/-; B.B. carburetter, 10/-.—4,
Jubilee Crescent. Thrupp, Stroud. [X021§

TRIUMPH, very late model, practically new condi-

tion, 3-speed countershaft, hand-operated clutch,

kick-starter, new covers and tubes; 72 gn«.—10, Hatch-
mere Rd., Kingston-on-Thames [2796

1015 Triumph. 3-speed countershaft, kick starter.

-Lt? handle-bar clutch, new Dunlop tyres, new lamps
and horn, splendid condition ; 65 gns.—Craswell. Chester-

field Ed., Ashford, Middlesex. [2415

TRIUMPH 1915 Ah.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed.

.lamps, speedometer, wind screen, eUi.; ridden 400
and stored since; unsoiled; nearest £115; Ef.W. district.

-Box L3,674, c/o The Jilotor Cycle. [2267

TRIUMPH 4h.p., late 1914, 3-sneed, clutch, lamp,
horn, speedometer, head and rear lamps, etc.,

almost like new; £60, or nearest.— 5, St Oswald's
Studios, Sedlescombe Ed., W. Brompton. [2310

1 019 August Triumph, ridden twice only by expert,
Xt/ knee grips. P. and H. lamps, Klaxon, tooli,

innumerable spares, registered, insured, unscratched;
£116.—Box L3,709, c/o The Motor Cycle. [278*

TRIUMPH 1919 Model 4h.p., new April, only ridden
300 to 400 miles, in perfect running order; £95 [

seen in N.E. London district by appointment.—W.C.O.,
c/o Lea Yalley Works, Upper Clapton, E.5. [X0327-

1 Q14 4h.p. Triumph Wicker Combination, 3 speed*,
X«/ free engine, clutch, nearly new Dunlops, all

accessories, stored 2 years, recently overhauled; £65;
after 6 p.m.~157, Inderwick Rd., Hornsey. [2320

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A41
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH 1911 SV^li-P., engine and Eoscli just over-

hauled, new piston, new Lucas hoin, ilew tyres,
fast, reliable : £41 ; first cheque secures.—Flemmins,

Fir Cottage, Prestwood, Gt. Misseudeu, Bucks. [X0301

3-SPEED C.B. Triumph 1913 Combiuntion, £85;
Lugton combination, 4h.p., Brauuiton* gear, £65

:

lady^ lightweight Motosacoehe, £20; J.E.S. lightweight.
£18.—Goodgame, St. Bride's, Beartou Hd., Hitohin.

[S0371
4h.p. Triumph, May, 1919, Sturmey-Archer S-speed,

Clutch, kick start, Lucas lamps, horn, many
spares,, guaranteed perfect, mileage 500; £100, or
best offer over.—Millett, 20, Park St., Devonport.

[X0541
TRIUMPH 3'/i;h.p., engine perfect, new mag. and

B.B. carburetter, belt new, overhauled and in

good working order, with lamp, generator, and horn
complete; £35.—A. Walker, West Bradenliam, Thet-
ford, Norfolk. [2564

LATE. 1914 4h.p. Triumph, clutch model, Triumph
adjustable and Philipson pulleys, low frame, new

Bmilop heavy tyres, spare plug, valves, etc. ; £55 ;
moet

by appointment; good mechanical order.—Beech, Daiu-
hull, ATinsfard. [X0313

1 Ol9 Triumph 4h.p. CombinaLion, 3-speed, counter-
J-i/ shaft, with C.B. sidecar, head lamp, electric sids
and tail lamps, wind screen, spare belt and tube, ex-
ceptional condition; lowest, £125.^-Schofield, l3,
Colne Rd., Burnley. [X0467

TRIUMPH 1919 C.B. Combination, 3-sp"eed counter-
shaft, lamps, horn, speedometer, Cameo screen,

apvon, full tools, spares, excellent-tondition. like new,
£140, or highest offer; trial by appointment.—Box
L3,692, c/o Tim Motor Gj/cle. [2749

1 Qll Clutch Model Triumph, engine just rebushed,
J-*? clut-ch overhauled and rear wheel rebuilt, iiev

Dunlop rear tyre and belt, new Watford speedometer,
and electric horn; £43, cash; no offers; ride away.—
AVallis, Hillside, London Rd., Maidstone. [2146

TRIUMPH 4h'p., late 1914 T.T., enamel and plating

as new, stored' during war, lamps, generator, horn.
pump, tools, spare belt and tube case, footboards, extra
petrol tank, complete valve; any trial-; only, want-s see-

ing; 68 gns.—Fisher, Water !Uine, Watford. (2418

TRIUMPH, 1919 (June 28th). 4h.p. countershaft,
with Gloria sidecar, lamps. Klaxon, speedometer,

Taasad, spare chain; as new; take 3 up anywhere on
second; owner going to India; £145, no offers; Salis-

bury Plain.—Box 198, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X0166

TRIUMPH. 1915, 4h.p., coaohbuilt combination, 3-

speed Sturmey-Archev gear, top feed carburetter,
Splitdorf magneto, decompressor; lamps and Iiorn; has
had very little use, also is in splendid condition through-
out; £85.—Watson, 132, High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk.

[2716
TRIUMPH Combination, 3-speed, clutch, splendid

puller, invariably holds road, Phcenix coachbuilt
sidecar, beautifully upholstered in red, extra heavy
new Duhlops, whole looks like new, stored 4'/-> years,
unscratched and no rust, lamps, horn, etc.; 80 gns;
seen after 6.—English, 50, Parliament Hill, Hamp-
stead, N.W.3. [2533

TRIUMPHS, 4h.p. countershaft models, kick
starters, hand clutch, etc. ; 4 only for sale ; ready

immediately; come and inspect; perfect condition:
Triumph repairs a speciality; no waiting; 4 machines
started on same day as brought;

,
first-class fitting

only.—Beaumont and Gamlin, 6, Williams Mews.
Devonshire St., off St. Portland St., W. [2057

Velocette.

VELOCETTE, 2-stroke 2i/:;h.p., good condition, new
tyres; running order; first £30.—Box L3672, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [2265

VELOCETTE, 2-speed, all chain cush drive, internal
expanding Ferodo-lined brake, automatic lubri-

cation, 140 m.p.g., small mileage, brand new condi-
tion;. £48.—Hamilton, Burton Rd., Kenniugton, Ash-
ford, Kent. r [2530

VELOCETTE, 1919, just delivered, absolutely new.
2-flpeed, all chain drive, automatic lubrication, all

black finish, complete with Lucas lamp and born ; im
uiediat-e possession; £70; Midlands.—Box 214, c/o The
Motor Cycle. lX0557

"V'ELOCETTE 2Vih.p., 2-stroke, 2-3peed, automati*
lubrii'ation, Stewart speedometer,, electric lamps,

Vultulite generator, horn, tools, excellent climber, 140
ni.p-g., good condition ; 35 gns. ; evenings.— 134, Tnf-
nell Park Rd., N. ^ [2417

VELOOE 1914 4-8troke 2V-h.p., 2-speed, clutch
mechanical lubrication, rebushed throughout,

re-enamelled, new Dunlop belt and heavv back tyre
aluminium footboards, big lamp set, "Terry links
Pedley grips, very full tool kit. spares; £52.-23
Hamilton Rd., Reading. [2690

Villiers.

VILLIERS 2-speed 2-stroke, new June, 1919, small
mileage ; £55 ; lamps, Klaxon, extra.—84, High

St., Mortlake, 3.W.14. [X0738

Vindec.
6h.p. Vindec Special, single-speed, good running

order; been overhauled.— 2, Gloster R4., Coleford,
Glos. [2512

IN STOCK.
A FINE SELECTION

OF

NEW MACHINES,
ALSO A IMUMBER OF

SECOND-HAND SOLO

AND SIDECAR OUTFITS
IN EXCELLENT CONDITION

FOR

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.
- 'Phone :

Avenue 5^3.

Telegrams

:

' Elcemocyca, London.'

15 & 16, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
CAMOMILE ST;, E.G.3.

See these
Forks ? 8^"

They take

ALL
the shocks

because they're

SAXONS
Saxon Spring Forks
are the embodiment
of all that is neces-

sary to absorb the

vibration on YOUR
machine. No others

are exactly like

them, nor quite so

good, because Saxons
are the only anti-

vibratory spring
forks that

Take ALL
the Shocks
"lend postcard to-day tor full particulars.

S. R. RIDGWAY,
Digbeth, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
Vindec.

1 Q 19 2%h.p. 2-stroke Vindec, new ; and 4^,ih.p
^*y James combination, perfect condition; £185. -
Key, Hall Lane, Upminster. [222i

1 Q16 Vindec Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3
-L *^ speed Stu rme v-Archer gear box, Inmps, niei^liaai

cal horn, speedometer, 3 new tyres, splendid condition
and powerful; £95.-6. Hovsa Ed., Erith, Kent. [220(

Werner.
<ni3.h.p. Werner, running order, wiiuts adjusting; £8
'V-i offer.—147, Southampton St., Camberweli: [234i

White and Poppe.
413. p., White and Poppe engine, 2-speed and fre

engine, Bosch waterprool mag., B.S.A. carbu
retter (110 m.p.g.), new Dunlop belt, new MoseJe
and Avon covers and tubes, and cane sidecar, witi

iidjustobte fittincs, will pull anvwheie; ride away
.£45.~Write first to J.M.C., 9b, Church Rd., Uppe
Norwood, S.E. ^ [214'

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON 8h.p., W.C., trial, 2-seater sidecar

£100.-14, Barnehurst Av., North Heath, Eritl
The Heath, Craylord, Kent. [254

8h.p. ^Yilliau]son A.C. Combination, tyres new; an
trial; £110, or ^lear ofier.—To be seen at Be

Bros., 250, Gt. Western Ed., Glasgow. [X047

WILLIAMSON 8h.p. Combination,' water-cooled, !

speed, kick start, eleetric lighting, luggage grid

£105; solo wanted.- 40, Fauconberg Ed., Chiswick.
[196

WILLIAMSON Combination, ,8h.p., water-toole'
double sidecar, hood, 2 screens, spares, perfei

order; £130, or near ofler.-131, Mantilla Rd., liijo

iug, S.W. [2G(1

WILLIAMSON Sh.p. Water-cooled Combinatio'
very fine trrrnout; 105 gns.; would accept ligh

weight part payment.—Whitehead, 4, Montague ' Mew
,

Crawford St.. Baker St., W.l. l23£

1 Q14 Sh.p. Williamson Water-cooled 2-speed Coi
Xt/ bination, just back from makers, and now in pt

feet condition after an expenditure of £52 ; any te

given; owner getting car; first £115 secures^—Brow
Cromwell House, Penrith, Cumberland. [503'

WILLIAMSON 1914 Corabinatioa, 8-lOh.p., watf
cooled Douglas engine, just been complete

overhauled and fitted with .new crankshaft, pisto

connecting rod, etc. ; complete with special coai?hbLi

sidecar, newly painted I'oyal blue, hood, screen, laoai

etc., 700x80 tyres almost new; very smart turnoiJ

£125, or near offer.—158b, Norwood Ed., West Nt
wood, S,E.26. [22

WoH. * *,

WOLF 2'Ah.p., 1915, 2-speed, free engine, IM
to ride away; £56.-232, Victoria Rd., r9

ford. [^
WOLF 1916 2-stroke, 2"f4h.p., 2-spe6d, clutcbv,^

starter, lamps, aud horn, nearly new; £50^^
Seward Ed., Hanwell. After 7, m

Wooler. '^
JONES' Garage, special agents for Woolers, ?fflJ*

way. Muswell Hill, N.IO. and Woodside Ptrffli

North Finchley. ^9
Zedel. >

ZEDEL 2-;4h.p., minus accumulator; £7/10-1
offer; after 7.15.—94, Tollington Park, Fin'alw

Park, N.4. {gC

Zenith. -^
h.p. Zenith-Grodua Combination, lamp?, suaiee;.*

25, Gatefield Rd.; Abbeydale, Sheffield. W
T Q19 8-lOh.p. Zenith and Sidecar, ride away; £1
J-t/ Hitchcock, 23, Windsor Rd., Willesden, N.V

rxo
ZENITH-GRADUA-J.A.P. Chater Cpmbinat

Bosch, B.B. ; £60, near oHer>-122, Gipsy F

S.E.19.
_ [2

1 (Q13 Zenith-Giiidua, 4h.p. J.A.P. (aplendid "tu

At/ tion): £50, or near offer.—Millfields, Preste
Eadnorshire. [XO

5-6h.p. Zenith Combination, in excellent couditi

100 gns., or close offer.—^H. Durtnall, Snndri>
near Sevenoaks. [-

ZENITH-GEADTJA, 4h.p. J.A.P., T.T., Bos<b,
fast and sporty; £30.-M. Symiugton, 28. \\

Wynd, Dundee, Scotland. il ^

ZENITH 4-5h.p. T^vin Combination, -couutersl
clutch, kick starter, in excellent condition; £l\'*

bargain.—New Haw P.O., Addlestone. [J'

31 h.p. Zenith, 1919 model ; £ 75 ; lamp, Kla •

2 spares, splendid order; owner returning to '

tralia.—Box L3,677 c/o The Motor Cycle. [; D

ZENITH-GRADUA 1917 8h.p., 500 miles; first '

over £85 secures.
—
"Phone : Avenue 6868 f

write, Box L3,508, c/o The Motor Cycle. [ ,^

"j 019 Zenith Sh.p. Twin, graduated gear, sidecar ''

it/ tern-; too powerful for owner; highest bid' ;

Apply, Hewetf, 57, Harrow View, Harrow. [X :*'

1 Q19 Zenith, 5n.p. twin J.A.P., Gradua gear, A
;

JL*J Li^cas lamps and horn, perfect condition; '

—76, Salisbury Rd., Moseley, Birmingham. [N 'i

6
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Ad'eeytising and Publishing Offices

:

Editorial Offices: I^orthcyn Offices:

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. ' Hertford Street, Coventry. 199, Deansgate, Manchester.
Telegrams: "Cyclist, Fleet. Londoa." Telegrams: " Motorcycle. CoTcntry." Telegrams: "Iliffe, Manchestei."*
Telephone: 28J8 City (nine lines). Telephone: 10 Coventry mine linesj. Telephone: 620Cily.

Subscription Rates: Home, 17s. 4d.; all countries abroad, 233. lOd. per anntim..
The Foreign rates quoted above apply also to men in the Services abroad.

Colonial and Foeeigk agents:
TTnited States—The International News Agency, New York, ^ *nai>a—Toronto News Co., Ltd.. Toronto : Montreal News Co., Ltd.. Morrtrenl'. ^'innipeg

News Co., ^^'innipes: British Columbia Nsws Co., Vaneon-ver: Gordon & Gotch, Ltd.. l?t'2. Bay Street, Toronto.
Attstraxia—Gordon A: Gotch. Ltd.. Melbourne (Victoria). Sydney (N.S WJ, Brisbane (Qoeensland). Adelaide (S.A.I, Penh (W.A.'i. and Launceston Tasmania'*.
New Zealand—Gordon .te Gotch. Ltd.. Wellington, Auckland. Ghristchardi, and Donedin India—A. H. Wheeler A. Co.. Bombay. Allahabad, ana Culcntta.

South Africa—Central News Agency, Ltd. Paets—Smith's English Library, 2J8 Rue Ttiroii.

The Six Days Trials Route.

IN
three outstanding respects this month's Six

Days Rehability Trials differ from previous

events of the kind. In the first place, any

hill is likely to be obseri'ed, i.e., the A.C.tJ.

will not notify competitors of the actual test

hills as in former years. Secondly, a lamp test

is included on the first day to prove the service-

ability of the lighting equipment with which eacli

machine must be provided. One wishes that the

lamp test could be repeated On the last day.

Thirdly, a consistent driving test, so success-

fully applied to the Arbuthnat Trophy Trial, will

take place on the third and last days on the steep

hill approaching Garth. It \i an ascent of two

miles, averaging i in 12. For the first mile com-
petitors may average but lo m.p.h., thereafter

the speeds are set according to the power of the

engine. As regards the route generally, most of

the important centres are embraced, luncheon

stops having been arranged at Abergavenny
(Monday), Newcastle Emlyn (Tuesday), Bala

(Wednesday), Devil's Bridge, Aber3'stwyth

(Thursday), and Swansea (Friday). The route

is severe, but the hills not so much characterised

by steepness as by the rough surfaces which will

be encountered. The notorious stretch from-

Lake Vymwy to Bala, a wild but beautiful dis-

trict, which we first traversed in rgii, will give

the competitors much to think about, for deep

gulleys crossing the road diagonally will test

frames to the limit. Hills there are in abund-

ance, and there might have been more had cer-

tain cross-country routes been possible of inclu-

sion ; unfortunately, deep water courses ruled some
of these roads out of court. An old favourite

in Bwlch-y-Groes (Dinas Mawddwy to Bala) con-

stitutes probably the mSst difficult climb of the

week, and it must be agreed that this long and
tiring climb is a fair test, for sheer gradient alone

will weed out the competitors.

The A.C.U. is noted for its well organised

events, and as a result a splendid and repre-

sentative entry has been received.

Standardisation of Controls.

A
LADY recently borrowed a motor cycle,

and when about to dismount opened the

throttle instead of closing it, with the

result that she swerved on to the pavement
and crashed thrjDugh a shop window.

This accident, which caused serious injury, again

brings to the front a point upon which we have

had much to say in the past, and which has been
lately discussed by one of our contributors, viz.,

the great desirability orstandardising the controls

of a motor cycle. It may be admitted that to

standardise all the controls, including brake and
clutch pedals, is not the most simple matter in

the world, for a great deal of difference exists

in the opinions both of manufacturers and riders

as to what arrangement is the best. Some prefer

to operate the brake with the heel, others with

the toe. In either case, operation should be
possible with the otl^r end of the foot still upon

'

the footboard or footrest.

Even if complete standardisation cannot be at

present achieved, it should not be beyond the

ingenuity of the carburetter makers to come to

some agreement in the matter of throttle control,

Most controls open inwards, and we can see no
reason why all should not dO' so. When there

is a real difference in the method of operation,

as, for instance, when the American twist grip

is used, no confusion is likely to result, but
when levers are similarly placed and alike in

appearance, although a rider may be able to

operate them satisfactorily as a general thing,

in a sudden emergency the difference is forgotten,

and the lever moved in the direction to which
the rider is accustomed, and sometimes with the

most unfortunate results, for the machine, instead

of slowing down, dashes forward, and,*^ before

tills can be corrected, an accident may have
happened, the results of which may be serious.

We have urged continually that manufac-
turers should look upon this matter in a more
serious manner than they appear to do. It is

high time some definite steps were taken.

An Index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back covec.
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IS PILLION RIDING DANGEROUS?
A Selection of Letters from Readers who say "No."

THIS is a question which is

agitating tlie minds of many
individuals, and legislation

may be introduced to prohibit the use
of the carrier for passenger carrying.

We have never recommended the

practice, but we realise that more
is being made of the so-called

dangers of pillion riding than is justi-

fiable, and also that there is a vast

coterie of our readers who find the

single track machine suitable for two
persons. The following are a selec-

tion of the letters we have received
this week from such riders, and we
invite those having the opposite
views to express them in order that

the motor cycle world shall judge
whether pillion riding is so dangerous
to render legislation necessary.

Sir,—I would like to add my quota to
the series of letters brought into being
in answer to Mr. A. C. Eobbins's indict-
ment of pillion riding. My mount is

primarily solo, being but 2J h.p., but the
majority ol my riding, both town and
country, is witn a passenger. My usual
passengers, namely, my mother and sister,
prefer the "flapper bracket" of my
machine to the sidecar attached to a 4
h.p. of the same make, which we also own.

I have just returned from a run to Daw-
lish, roughly ninety miles either way, on
the outward journey of which I took a
pal on the carrier, doing the journey in four hours, including
seven stops, none of which was involuntary. My riding
includes many runs of thirty or forty miles, most week-ends,
in fact, nearly always two up, and also«London and provincial
traffic. My monthly average ridina: is 1,000 miles, over half
of which is with a passenger. Incidentally, I prefer riding
solo, two up, to driving the sidecar outfit, as there is less

strain. OLD CATHEDRALIAS.
Bristol.

Sir,
—"Ixion's" article calls for somei comment, as it

savours of e.xaggeration. He may have seen some serious

accidents to pillion riders ; but tlie safety of riding like this

depends so much on both the driver and passenger that a
sweeping statement as to its danger or otherwise is impossible.

I have not often taken passengers ; but in some cases I refuse
to proceed after a hundred yards' trial. With others it is easy
to forget that they are there, except for their touch.

With machines whose saddle position is well forward (most
new machines have a forward position) the centre of gravity

is scarcely altered. Sidecarring is certainly more dangerous.

I agree with every word of "Reasonable" and "Live and
Let Live." R.E.C.
Ilfracombe.

Sir,—There have been some very interesting letters in recent

numbers on the dangers of taking a passenger on the pillion.

While agreeing with much, that has been said against the

practice, I have never yet seen any attempt to explain any
suggestions to eliminate any possible danger. I have done a

good deal of pillion riding with my brother, and we are both
agreed that, in many respects, it is far preferable to sidecar

'

work. I give here what I consider to be the most important
points to render this practice less dangerous :

-

1. Brakes in the best possible working order.

2. A spring seat which is laterally rigid.

3. Footboards sufficiently long for the passenger to use.

A skilled driver and experienced passenger

can go safely wherever the solo rider can, as

shown by riders who are negotiating a fairly

deep water splash.

4. Never take anyone side saddle.

5. If the passenger requires to hold

on, some convenient device can be

secured to the saddle-pillar, but on no

account must the passenger obstruct the

free movement of the driver's arms.

When I am riding with my brother on

the back we conform to all the above

details, except that we are so accus-

tomed to this mode of travelling that we
do not require to hold on. In the event

of a temporarily tight corner a grip with

the knees on the rider's saddle is suffi-

cient. We bave done 220 miles in a day

in this way without discomfort.

The following are the advantages to be

gained by pillion riding :

1. It is easier to communicate with

the passenger.

2. It is cheaper in every way.

3. It is far easier to store a solo

mount. '

.

4. There is no strain on the hands as

with a combination.

5. When riding on a bumpy surface

the tendency for the back wheel to

bounce is reduced very appreciably.

My machine was a standard Lea-

Francis, two speeds, clutch, and kick-

starter. I have only had two sideslips

on this machine, and both of them were

when going slowly. In one case I was

riding alone, and finished up gracefully

with the machine on top of me. The

other time I had my brother on the back,;

and, although we turned right round in

the road our combined efforts succeeded

in keeping the machine from falling,

may state that we are both careful riders, :

but all the same an occasional dust up is enjoyed

1 have gone into the subject at length, and it yc

print this, I think we may hear the unbiased opinions of 1

many who can speak from practical experience.
^^y^^

'

Sir,—Being a motor cyclist of twelve years' standing, I-|

feel I cannot keep out of this discussion.
'

'

. -^i

My contention is that with an experienced rider, a suit- ,..

able machine, and a passenger who is not nervous, pillion

riding is far safer than a sidecar in the hands of a com-.

parative novice. I have done a good many thousands of

miles in this fashion, and though I have been m some tight

corners I have never had a smash yet ; and some of those

incidents would inevitably have resulted in a smash n-^

sidecar had been attached, owing to its greater width,

points I would emphasise are :

, 10 t,

1. Do not try to average more than about 18 m.p.h

every corner and cross road always be expecting to

that other fellow on the wrong side. "

, , •*

2 Do not be content with the rear brake unless «
skids the back wheel even with two up. Remember th*

brake blocks of different compositions have widely varying

coefficients of friction. In my experience, a good rear brake

will pull up more quickly with a passenger than when solo.

Keep the brake in that state of efficiency.
'

3. Nervous motor cyclists or nervous passengers, stay at

home and play croquet. ,.,

4. A heavy machine is much better for this, purpose than,

a light one. I ride a 6 h.p. twin. It climbs hills nearly as

well with a passenger as when solo, and I ask nothing better

than its steering qualities.

Finally, I would ask those people -who have tried and are

frightened of it, or who have not tried and consequently

know nothing about it, to keep their' opinions to themselves.

I am sorry to see Mr. Karslake voicing the opinionsof the

lay press : I am afraid that he is not so young as he was.

High Wycombe. GRADUATE.

those

if -».
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;
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Engines that do not Knock.

nT may be news to readers that there are now engines

on the road which tiever knock. I rode a sample
last week-end. It was very badly carboned, and

had a high top gear. Its owner instructed me to try.-

and make it knock. I tried every trick I could think

of, but neither by letting it run itself to a standstill up
steep gradients, nor asking it tO' accomplish impossible

pick-ups !;ouHd sharp comers, could I extract even the

mildest pinking sound from the engine, much less the

good old hammer and anvil concussion with which we
were all so familiar a few years ago. Is, there a secret

underlying this phenomenon ? If not, why are some
engines still liable to this excruciating sin? The test

engine mentioned above will peter out without any
audible sympltDms of distress, though the snatch of its

dying impluses is, of course, perceptible.

Rained Owt.
|N the day when the heat wave broke, I' had to

leave my machine in the open in what a native

described as a " lil' lew spot," by which he
apparently meant a sheltered corner. When I wanted
to return home, the engine,quite pardonably refused to,

start. I am not ashamed to confess that I hate being
:" rained out." Most motor cycles will stand twenty-

four hours of continuous rain without a misfire, pro-

vided they are kept on the move, for the heat of the

engine and the wind of motion Combine to^save any
sensitive items from getting drowned. But they all.

dislike being left standing in a downpour, and my faith-

ful old 'bus is no exception. The chief disagreeable-

ness of the position is that you cannot be quite sure

what is the matter. Probably' the sparking plugs are -

wet, and the current is shorting down the outside of

the damp insulation, but it is conceivable that the mag-
neto is wet internally, that the contact breaker arm is

stuck up, or even that the carburetter is half full of

water. Worst of all, there may be no shelter handy
in which to conduct research work, and the rider is

probably sopped through, so that he makes everything

still wetter in his attempts to effect a cure. My pet

engine starts from cold at the first- kick when- all is

w^ll. I gave it three kicks for luck, and then cautiously

unearthed my dry handkerchief, and mopped down the

sparking plug insulators. Another kick. Nothing,
doing. I inspeoted the exterior of the magneto—

-

nothing to indicate that its alleged watetproofness was
mere camouflage. Another minute sufficed to verify

the freedom of the contact breaker rocker, turn off the

petrol tap, drain the float chamber, and refill with

petrol. Another kick. Still a heavy silence. Re-
moved both sparking plugs, retired under a bush, and
dried them very-thoroughly. Dried the high-tension

cables, and saw that they were not fouling any metal.

Replaced everything. Another kick. Still no signs of

life.

I began to feel rather puzzled. Decided to test t*^*;

plugs, and found neither of them were sparking,

thougli I got a satisfactory shock from both cable

ends. Inserted the spare plug in one cylinder, started

on that cylinder, and ran it hot. Then changed the

dry plug' over to the other cylinder, and ran that hot _

too. .Finally took the road on one cylinder, trusting

to the engine to dry one of the wet plugs. After a mile

I changed the plugs round again, and -vvithin a hundreo

yards the second plug ceased shorting, and all was

well. Moral : Carry two spare plugs in wet weatharj

even if you use Lodge racers.

Some Instjrance Extras and Economies.

fO^V that the cost of repairs has increased in pro-

portion to the rise in prime costs, it doubly

behoves all motor cyclists to insure. The
abominable condition of so many roads and theSetting

loose of tliousands of inexperienced riders on our

highways afford additional arguments in favour of

taking out a policy. The average rider i& apt to chance

his luck and is grossly ignorant of the details of insur-

ance, so a few notes on the subject may set some of

the cardess ones thinking it over. The average pre-

miuna for full protection of a 3^ h.p. machine is about

^3. Typical extras include 30s. for pillion riding

(significant, this !) ; 24s. extra if the machine is regu-

larly used for business purposes ; los. extra if the owner

allows other people to ride it, or if it is listed at over

/^loo. On the other hand, companies allow^generous

reductions in the premium if the insured person. bears

the small claims himself. Thus full cover costs but

30s. per annum if the owner bears the first £10 oi all

claims ; should he make no claim in the first year, the

second year's premium is reduced to 27s., and so on.

Full cover includes legal expenses under a variety of

conditions, and, of course, unlimited indemnity in

respect of claims by the public, which might conceiv-'

ably reach ;£i,ooo in a single collision. No man of

small means should ride uninsured.

Tandems, Pillions, and Luggage.

CORRESPONDENT raises the question as to

whether there is any difference in principle

between the steering of (a) a tandem push

bicycle, (b) a motor bicycle with a flapper on the

bracket, and (c) a motor bicycle with heavy luggage

on the carrier. The answers are surely obvious. With

a tandem bicycle both passengers are well inside the

wheelbase. Should a violent alteration in the steer-

ing direction (deliberate or involuntary) cause the

machine -to pivot on the point where the back tyre

makes contact with the road, there is no weight behind

this point to add extra leverage. But with a pair of

motor cycling pillion riders under similar conditions,

there is this extra leverage behind the pivoting point

;

and, unless the flapper has a cool head and knows
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her job, the extra weight will also wobble about, and

not exert a definite or continuous leverage. So far

as luggage is concerned, the question is purely one of

weight. Quite an ordinary flapper will weigh 120 lb.,

but he is -
" some " tourist who carries 120 lb. of

luggage on the carrier. In any, case, the luggage is

safer, because it cannot clutch, scream, or wobble

when an awkward situation develops.

Pillions—the Point at Issue.

n
THINK many of our correspondents have missed

the real point at issue in this heated controversy.

There is absolutely no- question but that many fine

riders can cover 10,000 miles per annum for many
years with a heavy passenger on the carrier and never

encounter a smash. On the other hand, the presence

of the passenger unquestionably renders a machine

more difficult to control, especially in emergencies;

and the proof is that the resultant fatalities are attract-

ing the notice of the authorities. We British believe

in freedom, and the community does not put its

members under restrictions without urgent cause.

When due cause is shown, we establish -embargos.

SEPTEMBER 4th, igig.

For example, we forbid ^tout, short-sighted old women'
to become pilots.. Surely the point now at issue i?.

whether the risks of pillion riding for novices and for"

the 'a'l'erage rider who never emerges from the " half-

skilled " stage are so great that experts should be

forbidden to carry passengers on their brackets. This

issue will ndt be settled by so many dashing youngsters ,

stating their pillion mileage without accident, or so

many middle-aged fogeys telling lurid yarns of how
_

they fractured Aunt Susan's skull. It is useless to

burk facts. If the Government notice that accidents

are becoming very common, the dashing youngster

will have to bear the loss ' of part of his liberty with

a good grace. - -Some of our younger riders fail to

realise what duffers many motor cyclists are. Last',

week, for example, two solo riders w'ere kilhd as ths'^,

direct result of punctures. Some of us have sustained

literally hundreds -yi punctures at express train speeds;

but we were never in any danger of killing- ourselves

through them. This illustration indicates hovv the

personal skill of a rider affects the whole natter.--.

In- any case the agitation 's inspired by solici-

tude for the " dud " riders ;- and the " dud " riders, be

it remembered, are the backbone of the industr)'.

Permanent Plug Design.
A Suggested Design for Permanency and Perfection.

HIGH TENSION
WIRE.

WITH an ordinary low compression touring

engine, sparking plug troubles are of com-
paratively rare occurrence ; but, on the other

hand, many high-speed modern engines, and indeed

many small two-strokes, are positive gluttons as re-

gards their plug consumption. I liave \n my pos-.

session, a wonderful assortment of practically new
plugs, all of them quite

sound, so far as outward
appearances go : relics of a

somewhat oily two - stroke

and of a modern flat twin,

which no longer grace the

garage. All these plugs,

however—probably three or

four pounds' worth— are

useless. Some leak slightly,

with the result that an over-

dose of oil leads to tlieir

immediately sooting up, the

oil following the leak; others

are broken down as regards

their insulation : a condi-

tion which is very easily

reached when a plug is used
in an oily engine. Still

others ' are unreliable or

will not spark, the secret of

their failure being securely

welded up in the inaccessible recesses of their interiors.

What I have long yearned for is a plug that will come
adrift : a plug with accessible and renewable members :

a plug with gap adjustable from without while the

engine is running, for the purpose of obtaining the best

gap and for freeing the points of soot, etc. : a plug
that will not pre-ignite : and withal a plug offering

some degree of permanency. The plug is the only

B4

CENTSAL ELECrEODE- GIVING VAE.IABU GAP^FOR.
CLEANING AND AWUSTMENT-WITH INSULATED ENCS

COOLING TURRET

EmOVABLE
INSULATOR
QLANDS

LOCKNU
A permanent air-cooled plug, integral with valve cap.

It IS suggested that a plug on these lines would give more
permanent wear and cooler running, besides being adjust-

able from without, easily accessible, and its components

easily renewable.

component which is not made as a permanency. Why?
We are given little hot knobbly bits, bought, to be

sure, at a reasonable figure-; but why have to scrap

the whole plug and buy a new one simply because so

minute a defect- has rendered it inoperative ? More^
over, a properly designed plug should act as a heat-

dissipater, rather than a heat retainer.

The accompanying sug-

gested design, which may-
serve ^o convey the general

basis -of the idea, offers, it

is claimed, several desired

features. Detail designmay
be poor: that only the-

plug manufacturers know,

but the general principle of

the idea is workable. All

the parts are solidly con-

structed. NThe whole thing

could be taken to bits in a

few seconds, cleaned, and,

if necessary, the insulators

renewed. The. central elec-

trode is provided with ade-

quate cooling provision, thus

defeating pre-ignition, the

gap is adjustable, and the

simplicity of design renders

such a component easily

adaptable to quantity production. The valve, cap

'

would, of course, go with the plug, being, as it were,

the same imit. Tough insulating materials, possessing

slight yield, would be used; and, in my opinion, such

a. plug would, with cheap renewals, last a very con-

siderable time, and give immunity from the majority

of the plug troubles experienced widi many engines

to-dav. T Chinook.

VALVE CA'P

SPARK GAP
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A New Blackburne-engined Medium Weight.

The H-B, a Two-speed 2|h.p. Solo Mount.

mm^

The 2Jh.p. H-B motor cycle fitted with a Blackbume engine, the bore and stroke of which are 71 X 88 mm. = 350 c.c/

A NEW medium-weight machine has
''\ made its appearance in the 2| h.p.

H-B, which two letters may be

I
aken to mean either Hill-Blackburne or

Bill Bros., the makers of the machine,
j.vhose address is Walsall Sti-eet, Wolver-
jiiamptoTT—a town already famous for

Imotor cycles of the first water. With the

jidea that there is a la.rge market for a

imachine of medium weight, and con-

jstrncted more sturdily than the average
jlightweight, and- yet not so heavy as the

3i h.p. single, the makers have set out
Ito design the H-B.
i The power unit is the well-known
!2| h.p. Blackburne engine, 71x88 mm.,
igiving a capacity of 350 c.c, the chief

Ipoints of interest of which being, of

jcourse, the outside flywheel and the
(detachable head^ We were particularly

impressed by the smooth exterior finish

of the cylinder casting and- crank case,

;the engine as a whole presenting the
imost compact and neat appearance.
' The design of the silencer,' etc., is

somewhat unusual, in that it is carried,

together with the tail pipe, within a
jiieat sub-frame composed of the foot-

THAT a few ' millimetres on the bore
more greatly increases the capacity
of a cylinder than the same extra

millimetres on the stroke is not realised
by many novices, who would make rapid
guesswork calculations regarding the
respective capacities of several engines.

Frequently we have heard these new-
comers to the pastime argue that there is

very little difierence between 85 mm.
bore X 88 mm. stroke and 88 mm. bore

X 85 mm. stroke. The difference is

18 c.c. in favour of the latter, as the
respective capacities are as follow (bore

mentioned first ir> each case) :

85x88 mm.=499 c.c.

88x85 mm.=517 c.c.

boards attached to .curved struts, as

shown in the accompanying photograph.
In future models we understand an under-
shield will be incorporated with this

frame. :

The two-speed gear box is neatly
housed below the bottom bracket, and is

of well-known make, the change speed
lever being- mounted on a lug on the frame
tube below the tank, and fitted with a
patent spring selector device concealed in

the end of this lug. The drive is con-

veyed by ^in. Coventry chain from the

engine to the gear box, which is fitted

with a very substantial kick starter and
hand-operated Ferodo-lined clutch. From
this point the transmission is effected by
|in. Dunlop belt over a 7in. pulley to the
rear wheels. ^ Great care has been taken
to build the two chain sprockets in line

with the rear hub, which gives the whole
machine a very symmetrical appearance.

Frame and Fittings.

The frame is of conventional design,

considerably reinforced in the front down
tube, into which two D tubes have been
pressed. The head itself is lined with

BORES AND STROKES.
The differences are more noticeable,

however, when the bore-stroke ratios are

narrower or wider. For example, a

cylinder 50 mm. x 60 mm. bore and
stroke has a capacity of 141 c.c, while
one 50 mm. x 50 mm. gives 170 c.c.

If we take another example, with 50

and 90 as the figures, we obtain the

figures given below :

Bore and
stroke. Capacity.

50x90 mm.=177 c.c.

90x50 mm.=318 c.c.

When one looks at a millimetre on a

rule, it seems incredible that such a small

increase or decrease should make so

appreciable a difference.

heavy gauge' tube, while the rear stays
are straight throughout their length.

The rear wheel is easily detachable by
reason of the slots in the fork ends,
which slope downwards and thus facili-

tate the dropping out of the wheel. The
rear brake acts on the front side of the

belt rim, and is therefore not disturbed
when removing the back wheel.

The tank has a capacity of one and a

half gallons of petrol and one quart of

oil, and is of attractive design, being
wedge-shaped and finished black with a

broad gold line.

A Brooks saddle is fitted, and tool-

bags by the same maker are attached to

the carrier in neat metal cases.

The mudguards are wider than those

usually found on mediumweight machines,
and are almost flat in section, the front

guard being fitted with a wide mud flap

to prevent splash off the road reaching the

rider.

During a visit to the works we had
a short trial run on the machine, which
was found to be very handy in traffic and
remarkably quiet, and at the same time
speedy on the level.

Even in small cylinders, one millimetre

in the bore makes a marked difference,

as the following figures show :

Bore and
stroke. Capacity.

50x50 mm.= 98 c.c.

51x50 mm.=102 c.c.

52x50 mm.= 106 c.c.

53x50 mm.= 110 c.c.

54x50 m-t.= 114 c.c.

From the above, it will be seen that

every millimetre added to the bore in-

creases the capacity by 4 c.c, but as the

increase is continued the capacity in-

creases in ever growing proportions.

It may be taken as a general rule that

one millimetre on the bore is approxi-

mately equal to two on the stroke.

B.5
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How to Win Gold Medals ii

Reliability Trials.

The following hints

have heen prepared by

an experienced rider,

who has won innutner-

able medals in all the

first-class competitions.

Know your machine.

Study the regulations.

Arrowing is never flaw-

less, therefore study the

route thoroughly.

Practise lightning gear-

changing and re-starting

on stiff gradients.

Have confidence.

THE novice is apt to imagine that a Six Days gold

medal is merely a matter of entering a standard

machine, and enjoying the same freedom from
stoppages to which he lias grown accustomed in his

ordinary riding. No greater blunder can be imagined.

For one thing, a Six Days route and time schedule are

severe enough to rank^as equal to 5,000 miles of ordi-

nary touring. It follows that some small trouble is

more than likely to occur. In ordinary touring, a rider

will generally look over his machine at a stop, and
may often find some nut which has worked a trifle

loose. He tightens it up, and no harm is done. In a

.Six Days he has no such opportunities. The nut, if

it shakes loose, drops off, and consequential damages
occur. He is not allowed to purchase a spare, and
the loss of a tiny part may render the machine difficult

to handle, cause a tumble in a tight corner, and cost

liim ' condition marks " at the finish. For these and
other reasons, the winning of a gold medal in any
first-class reliability trial is a serious undertaking, and
will mean real hard work. Considerations of space
limit the advice which I am able to offer, but all the

main points will be covered- in outline.

Know yotir Machine.
I. Enter a machine which is not too new and not

too old. You will be hard pressed to keep inside

maximum time on the more difficult sections, and must
be able to make lightning repairs and adjustments if

tlie need arises. Previous experience in changing a

valve spring, adjusting a chain, replacing a twin-

cyliitder inlet pipe, and other routine jobs, may make
all the difference betvveen a special prize and an " also

b6

ran." .Deftness in tyre re-

pairs is a sine e[ua non. The
covers should be as heavy as possible, and should have

been run 250 miles: ~far enough to make the beads i

supple without wearing down the tread. A spare innejrVI

tube, preferably butt-ended, should be carried, together.
.;

with a gaiter for the repair of bad gashes in the,.^

cover. Carry but few spare parts ; do not forget a

small assortment of nuts and bolts, and pack the tool-,,^'

bags very carefully.

Study the Regulations.

2. In every trial a number of failings are due to ,'

sheer ignorance of the regulations. The beginner'
usually contrives to misunderstand the schedule tirhe

clauses. The secretary will send you an advance copy
of the rules, and you should have them at your fingers'i

ends before the start.
^

%

Study the Route,

3. Timekeeping . is quite the toughest part of the-;-,

modern trial. You see from the rules that you are.''

required to average a set speed, say 18 m.p.h., andyoif

'

jump to the foolish conclusion that this will be easy.

Along certain sections of the route it will be absurdly

'

easy; along other sections it ^can only be ,done by
facing quite unaccustomed risks. The trials routes of
to-day follow the most forbidding tracks, where few
riders bent on pleasure would dream of venturing. It,;-

is not easy to average 18 m.p.h. along such tracks"

under any conditions, since stiff gradients, crowded
with other riders, slow you down, to a trifling speed
for considerable distances, whilst successions of bad

.'Si
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How to Win Gold Medals in Reliability Trials,—

corners and continuous rough going render speed

equally unpleasant on the level and downhill pieces.

If grease and a puncture are added to these handicaps,

it may take a very good man indeed to finish a section

inside maximum time. On the other hand, high speed

over bad going racks the machine very severely, and

also rattles the nerves of an inexpert driver, so that

he either takes a toss, or muddles a hill-climb, or

fumbles the repair of a tyre. Prehminary study of a

half-inch map is invaluable. First mark out the route

with red ink, and then indicate the controls in black

infc^ Where a section includes plenty of main roads

in flattish country, there will be no need to " blind,"

and along such sections the machine can be driven

with restraint and confidence. When a section con-

sists exclusively of narrow, third-class roads threading

up and down mountains, timekeeping will evidently be

a problem. There Avill probably be at least one such

section per day.

On these stretches every second should be treasured

as if it were minted gold.' Avoid
absurd risks, but keep going as fast

as possible, opening the throttle

wide up straight gradients, and
generally cutting matters much
finer than is done m. touring.

Carry, the map sheet for each day's

route, with you: it may prove, very

handy in refreshing your memorj'
as to where the danger points occur,

and \Yill come to your aid

if an arrow is missing or

overlooked. The mar-
'shals' arrowing of the

route is very seldom
absolutely fiawless ; and
nothing is more harrowing

than to arrive at an un-

marked road junction with
no titiie to spare, for you
cannot t^Il whether you
have over-ridden an arrow,
or whether the marshals
have failed to mark the turn.

Some Riding Hints.
4. After such a trial the average tourist will find

that his driving has become far more dexterous than
it used to be. In particular he will have leanit to

handle his cjutch and gears more skilfully, to take

grease fast without coming over, and to keep up his

pace over stony tracks along which he formerly
crawled. A little preliminary practice in each of these

stunts will improve his prospects of a special prize and
of securing his gold. Many touring amateurs prefer

to time their gear changes for straight, smooth pieces

of road, and perform them in very leisurely fashion,

looking down at the parts concerned like a beginner
learning the typewriter. When the trial gets amongst
the freak hills, there is no hope for a gear changer of

this type. The surface is probably unspeakable, the

corners are atrocious, and a .^patch of road no larger

than an ordinary bedroom floor may contain four

machines, all of which are skidding and plunging.

Lightning gear changes and delicate clutch work are

essential. Clumsiness in this respect can not only

The cautious comerist approaches
gear, sums its dangers in a

forfeit a gold on non-stop sections, but the obsen'ers

will note it against a man who is in the running for

the special prizes, and, in any case, it loses valuable

time. The beginner should therefore practise light-

ning gear changing, restarting on fierce gradients,

and fast travelling over rough tracks.

Confidence Essential.

So far as speed over grease and stone is concerned,

confidence is the main essential. Ferocious as the

advice may sound, 25 m.p.h. is a far safer speed op

almost any kind of bad going than 8 m.p.h. I admit

that if the machine comes over, the rider may sustam

more hurt at the higher speed, but this penalty is by

no means, certain; the more suddenly a man falfs, the

less chance he has to stiffen his body : I have been

more injured in a side-slip with a push-bicycle than in

a 25 m.p.h. tumble from a motor bicycle. But, in

any case, it is impossible to steer with perfect steadi-

ness at low speeds on either rough or. greasy surfaces,

whereas at upwards of 25 m.p.h. the machine has con-

,_ siderable forward monaen-

tum, and ploughs master-

fully through the slime or

the loose metal.

There are two excep-

tions to this rule of main-

taining speed on bad

going. Ruts are an

obvious exception. Wo
man can drive fast along

a deep rut without coming

off ; and speed along a

narrow crown between

deepish ruts is dangerous,

since a small stone or a

moment's inattention may
divert the machine into the

. rat, where the front wheel

must presently jam. Rutted

sections never last long,

and are generally due to

timber haulage : they

should be taken anyhow

—

I know nobody who can
neatly ; a scrambling sort

feet spread out at low

amongst crack riders. The
other exception is presented by hairpins on hills.

Rain-storms wash the road surface away and gnaw
out channels : then the farmer tips a load of broken

stone to give his horses footgrip. You cannot take

such places fast, even if the radius of the corner

permits a fair speed. Your back wheel will tend to

.spin round on the stones and mud : your steering will

be diverted by the stones, and you may skid mildly

on the .soft bits. The only possible expedient is to

change right down on to bottom gear, keep the throttle

nearly shut, hold the steering as steady as possible,

and hope for the best. Have no anxiety about power

;

your engine will take any gradient with lots of throttle

in reserve, unless you are straddling an over-geared
" baby." Keep the pace low, so that your driving tyre

has a good chance to grip, and that the plunges of the

front wheel do not head you into the hedge. If the

surface is of the very worst, the machine will never

take the ideal line round the hairpin which you have

the hanpin wide and slowly on low
thought, and then opens out.

negotiate them really

of progress with the

speed is quite common
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How to Win Gold Medals in Reliability Trisk.—

picked out with your eye : but since the speed is low,

the plunges will not take you into the hedge, and you
can straighten out masterfully after each plunge.'

Have your wrists well inside the handle-bar grips,

not above or outside them, and press your wrists down
towards the ground as far as possible, so that they

tend to resist the plunges of the front wheel. Do not

lose your head if the riders in front baulk you—shout-

ing, swearing, and ramming do nobody any good ; if

the road is absolutely blocked, declutch, throttle down,
secure a witness of the baulk (there are sure to be
officials about), and restart on the clutch as soon as the

road is cleared. It is best to restart exactly where you
were stalled, supposing the surface permits ; but if the

surface is impossible, ask the nearest marshal if you
may restart from the nearest patch of hard stuff in

sight.

Keep an £ye on the Nuts.

5. During the trial you will occasionally have a

few minutes to spare at the side of your machine.

Soijie of the sections are easy, and are included simply

to make up the conventional mileage. Some silly riders

use such stretches for crawls to an inn or impromptu
T.T. work. But these sections furnish the canny rider

with golden opportunities to check over the condition

of his machine.

6. More gold medals have been lost through tyre

troubles than any other cause. The ordinary tourist

is .fairly competent at tyre repairs so long as he is not

hurried. When he is set to mend a tyre feverisHy

against time, he usually does something foolish. It

is very nice when your tyres go through 1,000 miles

without smelling the pump, but it ia always on the cards

SEPTEMBER 4th, igig.

that you may gash a cover clean across in these events.

More probably you will get a decent sized puncture to-

wards the end of a difficult section, when every moment
is vital for timekeeping. A cool head is the great

requisite. Stop immediately, . for fear of the valve

getting pulled out. Get the machine off the road and

on its stand as quickly as possible. Turn the wheel

and spot the location of the nail. Free as little of the

tube as possible. Mend the hole slowly and with the

utmost care. Let the solution dry- right up before

applying the patch. Refit the tyre, and roll the bead

back before fully inflating, to see that the tube is not

nipped. In the event of a tube receiving disastrous

damage, do not take the wheel out—there are fe^y

machines sufficiently well designed for this job to be

practicable if a gold medal is to be won.' C'Ut the

gashed tube right out, and insert a butt-ender; the.

tyre makers will rejoin the severed tube . for half a

crown, and the regulations probably allow you to obtain

a second butt-ender as a reserve for the rest of the rid&i

Road Rider.

Awards in fhe Circuit de I'Eure.

IT
is interesting to British motor cyclists and manu-')

facturers lo know the value of the prizes won in''

the important French race Le Circuit de I'Eure.

Louis, winner of the 250 c.c. class, takes altogether in

money ^£15, and the.M.C.F. gold medal, and a silver

medal presented by " Motocyclisme." Milland, first

in the 350 c.c. class, takes ;^ii and gold and silvei'

medals. Pean, who won the 500 c.c. class, gains jQt-T,

two gold, and one silver medal. Huret, winner of the

sidecar 750 c.c. class, gains\ ,^25, one gold, and one

silver medal. Houel (Morgan), ;£25, and gold medal.

fl.e Gcootei in London traSc Aner a tew minutes' tuition Miss Lillie, the actress, piloted her scooter through Leicester Square

Bi
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THE M.C.C. TEAM
TRIAL.

List of Competing Teams and
the Riders nominated by the

Clubs.

AFTER a lapse of five years, the Motor
Cycling Club Team Trial for TU
Motor Cycle Cup will take place

once more. Ija the old days it was an

event that attracted almost all the clubs

of a sporting nature, and this year's re-

vival will no doubt

be eagerly antici-

pated by new riders

and also by old

,
f.ands who have
(competed every
year since the trial

I was inaugurated in

1904. this year the

teams which have
entered comprise
90 competitors, and
^5 passengers.
There will be more
than 30 reserve

I riders.

The trial is to be
held from Potter's
Bar on Saturday
next, starting at

[1 n:m,

Each rider of the

I
winning team will

;
be presented with

: a gold medal by the
M.C.C^, and the

; members of teams
making full scores
will bethp recipients

lof silver medals.

I

Full rules and
^regulations for the
•trial were published in The Motor Cycle
,for August 7tli, but the following con-
densation may be of assistance to those
who do not happen to be conversant with

, them.

The cup is to be awarded in competition
between teams

. of riders, members of, and
nominated by, . recognised automobile and
motor cycle cl\}bs. -

If the
, cup' be won three times, not

necessarily in succession, by the. team re- _

(presenting any one club, it shall become
the absolute property of that club.

j

Each team shall consist of si.x riders,

: three of whom shall drive solo and the
[remaining three passenger machines.
Lady competitors will not be permitted.
The competition shall consist of a non-

stop course, to be covered three times

;

total distance, 100 mUeg. The competitor
covering each of the three circuits at 20
m.p.h. will gain the maximum number
of marks. - ^

I Sufficient fuel and oil must be carried
for the whole of the trial.

The number of miles accomplished by
each rider of each team, without stoppage

Thc^ Motor Cycle

challenge cup.

^5'

other than stoppage due to existing traffic,

will be added together, and the team
scoring the highest mileage that is arrived
at shall be the winner, but in the event
of more than one team making a full score

in mileage the award will be given to the
team making the best performance in the
consistent driving test.

Unavoidable stoppages due to traijic

must be reported, but will not count
against the rider. A consistent driving
test w-ill be held on the hill which
will be ascended on each circuit during
the trial.

The following teams will compete :

StartiB
Time.

H. M. s
1
1

D
30

1 30
2
2 30

M.C.C.

^0. Kider and Machine.

1. L. A. Baddeley (25^ Douglas)
2. E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian sc.)
•3. P. W. Moffat- (4 Douglas)
4. B. A. Hill (8 Morgan)
5. E. B. Clark (2% Douglas)
6. A. J. Watson (6 Ariel sc.)

CAMBERLEY AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

3
3 30
4
4 30
5
5 30

Reserve.

11. W. K. Allold (31,2 Ariel)
W. T. Wliitty (6 Ariel sc.)

H. P. Owen Evans (3V2 Rover)
F. Baker (8 Matchless sc.)

(31/2 Ariel sc.).-

15. H. J. Clarke (3'/. Triumph)
- 16. S. Pimm (4 B.STA.)
A. Colder (3V2 Ariel) and J. StocTcer

EALING AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

1 6 0.. 21. K. V. Chidley (2% Wooler)
1 6 30 .. 22. F.H. Douglass (3y2 Sunbeam sc.)

1 7 0.. 23. Ij. Pulham (.3=,!. Ariel)
1 7 30 .. 24. F. A. Longman (7 Harley sc.)18 v. 25. S. A. Lees. (8 Zenith) .

1 -8 30 .. 26. S. E. Longman (4 Triumph)
Tiescrves: W. G. Boyer {4 Triumph) and J. J.

Hillyer (8 -Matchless sc).

WOOLWICH, PLUMSTEAD AND DISTRICT M.C.
1 9 0.
1 9 30 .

1 10 ;

1 10 30 .

1 11 .

1 11 30 .

liescrve:

J. 12
1 12 30
1 13
1 13 30
1 14
1 14 30

31. T. J. Ross (4 Triumph)
32. G. D. Hardee (8 Matchless sc.)

33. R. Boner (4 Triumph)
34. F. J. Ellis (8 Matchless sc.)

35. B. .T. Sims (4 Triumph)
36. -C. R. Collier (8 Matchless)
A. Ive (4 Triumph).

UnDBLESEX M.CC.
41. J. Hillyer (31/2 Rover)
42. E. Pittock {6 James sc.)

43. D. H. Noble (3>A Rover)
44. S. A. McCarthy 18 Morgan)
45. A. C. Robbins (2l4 Wooler)
46. G. L. Fletcher (4 Douglas sc.)

Reserve: H. Boocock (4 Triumph so.)

BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.

51. Bob Duke (3V2 Triumph)
H. B. Dcnley (10 Morgan)
E. Kibble (3V» Triumph)
T. Stevens (4 James sc.)

G. Kuhn (2J/2 Levis)
T. Silver (31/2 Quadrant sc.)

Strange (4 or 6 James), T. H.

1 15
1 15 30 .. 52.

1 16 .. 53.
1 16 30 .. 54.
1 17 .. 65.
1 17 30 .. 56.
Beservcs: G. A. - .- . „ ,

Pattman. (4 Norton), and H. G. S. Ward (4

Triumph).
ESSEX M.C.

1 18 .. 61. F. A. Applebee (4 Blackburne)
1 18 30 .. 62. E. A. CoUiver (7 Indian sc.)

1 19 .. 63. C. Pearson (2^/i Douglas)
1 19 30 .. 64. S. R. Axford (8 Sunbeam sc.)

1 20 .. 65. F. W. Applebee (4'4 B.S.A.)
1 20 30 .. 66. O. F. Michel (8 Morgan)
Reserves: W. C. Hemy (2% Metro-Tyler) and

E. H. Ba\ (7 Indian).

No. Rider and Machine.

1 21 . 71.
1 21 30 . 72.
1 22 . 73.
1 22 30 . 74.
1 23 . 75.
1 23 30 . 76.

SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE M.O-.O.

Starting
Time.

H. M. s.

B. A. Chapman (3I/2 Brough)
.T. Ilaslam (4 Douglas sc.)

D. Kaye (4 Triumph)
S. Raynes (6 A.J.S. sc.)

H. Reynolds (41/4 B.S.A.)
S. Sawer (4 Norton sc.J

Reserves: R. Flint (4 Douglas), A. Parker (2%
Douglas), A. C. Roberts (7 Indian sc), and J.

A. Stacey (8 Matchless sc).

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.

1 24 .. 81. B. Kershaw {2V-> Verus)
G. Dalby (4 Triumph sc.)

A. H. Johnson (21/2 Allon)-
T. H. Weaver (7 Harley so.)

L. E. Olulee (2y2 AUon)
.. __. H. H. Saddington (€ James sc.)

Reserves: E. Boydell (2^4 Velooette) and T. F.
Blumfleld (6 Ariel sc).

EASTBOURNE AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

1 27 .. 91. J. Blakemarsh (3V2 Norton)
1 27 30 .. 92. D. .Ratoliffe (8 Enfield so.)

1 28 .. 93. J. Bowles (sy. Zenith)
1 28 30 . . 94. L. G. Freeland (4 B.S.A. sc.)

1 29 .. 95 J. Wratten (4 B.S.A.)
1 29 30 .. 96. G. Salmon (6 Enfield sc.)

Reserves: —. Pocock (7 Indian), N. C. Goddard
(3",i B.S.A.), R. A. Niedermayer (6 Matchless sc),

and" C. B. Blackie (^-).

1 24 30 . 82.
1 25 . 33.
1 25 30 . 84.
1 26 . 85.
1 26 30 . 86.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS M.C.C.

. 101. P. Davey (3y2 Norton)

. 102. C. D. Wright (7 Harley sc.)

. 103. D. W. Bonham-Carter (2?i Coul-
son B.

)

. 104. E. M. P. Boileau ( )

. 105. J. A Watson Bourne (4 Black-
burne)

106. R. C. Charlesworth (5 Zenith so.)

V. Dreschfeia (4 Triumph) and B. J=

1 30 ,

1 30 30 .

1 31 .

1 31 30 .

1 32 .

1 32 30 .

Reserves
Reeves (6 Clyno sc).

._ OXFORD M.C.

1 33 .. 111. P. L. K. Loxley (4 Douglas)
1 33 30 .. 112. C. J. V. Bellamy (4DouglasBC)
1 34 .. 113. H. F. Burge (4 Douglas)
1 34' 30 .. 114.. H. W. Smith (4 Triumph sc.)

1 3S -0 .. 115. H. G. Watson (4 Triumph)
1 35 30 .. 116. R. C. Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

Reserve: C. B. C. Loxley (3M. Triumph).

ILKLEV M.C. AND L.C.O.

1 36 .. 121. J. E .Walker (3?1 Scott)

1 36 30 .. 122. W.R. Haggas (3%Scottsc)
1 37 .. 123. W. Moore (3^4 Scott)

1 37 30 .. 124. W. L. Guy (3% Scott sc.)

1 38 .. 125. H. W. Sellers (3=4 Scott)

1 38 30 .. 126. W. P. Scott (3l4 Scott sc.)

Reserve: N. O. Vinter (3% Scott).

LIVERPOOL M.C.
131. Jack Pox MV4 B.S.A.)
132. R. J. Mundy (8 Matchless so.)

133. V. E. Horsman (4 Norton)
134. S. W. Phillpott (5 Brough sc.)

136. S. Parker ( )

Noel H. Brown (7 Indian sc.)

P. Zacharias (4 Triumph). F.

1 39 .

1 39 30 .

.1 40 .

1 40 30 .

1 41 .

1 41 30 .

Reserves:
136,

P. A
Hatton (2% Douglas), and O. Wade (6 A.J.S. sc).

COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C.C.

1 42 .. 141. Sam Wright (3y.. Humber)
1 42 30 .. 142. R. B. Ewens (3V-'. Rudge Multi)
1 43 .. 143. W. Brandish, jun. (5-6 Rover)
1 43 30 .. 144. P. G. Edmond (4 Triumph sc.)

1 44 .. 145. H. Pinch (4 Triumph sc.)

1 44 30 .. "146. S. Crawley (4 Triumph sc.)

Reserves: R. B. Bicknell ( ), H. Whittem (31/j

Humber), B. Ryecroft. (4 Triumph sc), and T.

R. Gibbins (4 Rex sc).

BO
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All letters mus
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinion? of his correspondents,

be addressed to Via Editor, "Tli3 Motor Oycla," Hsrtiocd Slrsst, Covantry, and rami bs aooompinlsi by tlia wrltar's nama and address.

FREQUENT PUNCTURES.
Sir,—I was cycling from Darlington to Richmond (Yorka)

on August 13th, and between Barton and Richmond, which
is six miles, I got no fewelr than six punctures in my back
tyre—a brand new heavy Dunlop. They were received at
regular intervals of about half a mile. I should be pleased
if you will publish this in The Motor Cycle,, as I should like

to see if it has ever occurrea in such a short distance with
any of your readers. NORMAN B. SHALDERS.

PASSAGE TO THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
Sir,—Noticing your correspondent's letter with reference to

the above in your issue of the 31st ult., I feel sure it may
interest niany, of your readers to know that by using the
Southampton-Cowes route one is not required to empty the
petrol tank. Moreover, as the landing at both ends is on
to a pontoon pier, there are no awkward inclines to
negotiate, and access to the road is quite easy. The crossing
-takes abaut fifty minutes. The charges are : Motor cycle,

2s. 6d. ; sidecar combination, 5s.
;

pier toll (Southampton
only), 4d. J. L. HEWITT.

SCOOTERS.
Sir,^" T.H.C.'s " excellent letter in your issue of July

10th raises an interesting query.
Is America responsible for the introduction pf this type

of machine?
At the Stanley show some ten years or so ago a m.achine'

was exhibited which was on the lines of the scooter, but
of infinitely cleaner design than many of the models
illustrated nowadays. . This machine—I believe it was called
the JIa-v—was illustrated in your journal on more than one
occasion, and had, as - far as my memory serves me, a
single-cylinder engine of 2^ h.p. and a simple form of counter-
shaft drive ; the road wheels were very small, and no saddle
was fitted.

A reproduction of the illustration would, I think, be
of interest. T.R.H.

Grays.

[The illustration of the 2^- h.p. Ma.x—the original scooter

—

was repeated on page 293, March 27th, 1919.—Ed.]

FUEL CONSUMPTION.
Sir,—Seeing in a recent issue a letter of a rider who got

the " ast-ounding " result of 150 miles to the gallon, may I

give my exjfieriences. - - -

I have a lightweight Premier, Ijought' about three and a
half years ago for £9, date of make unknown. Carburetter,
Brown and Barlow original type. Running one day I noticed
the petrol being blown back through the air port and wasted,
also petrol dripping from the screw plug which holds the
jet up. Later I proceeded to make this as near petrol-tight

as possible, also put a hot air intake on to trap the "blow
back."
Noticing recently that the consumption of petrol seemed

low, I emptied the tank and bought a gallon of benzole and
used it nearly out. On totting up the mileage, it gave 170,

and there was sufficient left for another ten miles. The
machine is single-speed, fixed gear, and it has never let me
down through engine or other trouble but once (a matter of

n few yards).

A man with a small powered motor bicycle has to keep it

in tune to get good results, but those with four or five horse-

power to throw away do not know when their engines are

in tune. Usual disclaimer. R.H.
Birmingham.

AMATEURS IN COMPETITION.
Sir,—I read with much satisfaction the comments of

"C.L.W." in your issue of August 7th, with regard to the

competition on an equal footing between amateur and

professional.

Should it not rather be said an "unequal footing." Ort

the very face of it the procedure may appear ,to be fair,

but surely one has not to look far to perceive the manifest

unfairness of mingling promiscuously amateur and pro-
'

fessional in one class at club hill-climbs.

Let nothing be done to discourage the professional rider,

'

for he is indispensable to the success of the pastime. More-;

over, he will leave no stone unturned to render his -machine

more efficient, so that the name of the make he represents
.

may be known as the epitome of all that is best' in motor-

cycle construction.

The continuance, however, of the present practice, which

I have -striven to deprecate, can only result in the gradual ;

disappearance of the real amateur from open competition, ,'

and the retention only of the " shanlateur '—tbe_exponent,.> \

to use the popular phraseology of club reports.

Let us have, therefore, separate classes for amateurs and

professionals, if only to popularise the pastime and to. admit

the real sportsman into open competition, if only pour-,

encourage?- les autres. COUNTERSHAFT. -

Malvern. ,

FACTS CONCERNING THE RECENT WOOLER
RECORD.

Sir,—Readers of The Motor Cycle may be: interested to

know, if they have not seen for themselves, that several

gross misstatements regarding 'the achievement of
:
the

2| h.p. flat twin Wooler motor cycle in the recent Petrol

Consumption Test held by the Ealing and District Motor

Cycle Club, have a:ppeai'ed in the press. Other articles,

apart from this test, have appeared in well-known papers,

which, to put it mildly, are incorrect.
"

On August 25th an evening paper published the astound-a

ing fact ( ?) that " The induction system on the Wooler 1
machine has nothing to do with the design of the Wooler J
en trine, but is combined with an apparatus for measuring |

the amount of petrol used on such tests." Ye gods ! This

is certainly "some" invention (of the journalists).

My motto is, "Give credit where it is due," and I should

therefore like it known that the apparatus for measuring the

petrol is a thing apart, and not combined in any way with

the induction system, which is solely the design and inven-

tion of Mr. John Wooler, who designed the entire unit, and

it was this unique induction system which proved such a

large factor in obtaining the marvellous consumption of

311 m.p.g.
On August 27th further valuable mis-information was

given to the public through the medium of a weekly paper,

namely, that a system of cantilever frame springing had

been invented somewhere in the " Stone age," and that an

imitation of this system -was now being used on the Wooler^
machine.

Let me point but as gently as I can tliat the Wooler

springing is not, and never has been, on the cantilever i

system, so that whoever wrote this interesting piece of news

was obviously talking through his hat. What I want to
i

know is,
" How long will these inspired writers of fiction be

(

allowed to trouble us?" Their efforts have left me quite .!

weak and \

Harrow, PUZZLED (NOT MUZZLED!) >

-i
:i
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HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR.
Sir,—I should like to draw the attention of readers of The

Motor Cycle to the Capacity Tool Co., whose advertisement
is to be found in the Jliscellaneous Section.

I had tried every likely firm for two exhaust valves for
niy American Excelsior, receiving the usual reply that none
were obtainable, whereupon I sent an old valv^ to this firm,
and received within two days of despatch the ai'ticles I

required, which were an absolutely perfect fit.

I think this information may be of some use to readers
in a like position to myself. I, of course, make the usual
disclaimer. S. DALE.

Sii',—In these days of profiteering and bad service it is

both surprising and extremely pleasant to find a garage whose
owners keep their promises. Some two weeks ago I became
in need of some important spare paa'ts. I wrote the makers
of my engine, who promised them in four weeks. I then
telephoned to Messrs. Yomig, of Kilburn, who informed me
that they would let me have the parts in eight days. I took
Jt for granted that I should be lucky if I got them in a

fortnight. Imagine my surprise to find my spares awaiting
me at the station within five days of the order being given.

U.sual disclaimer. S.

Nuffield, Surrey.

Sir,—Some time ago I had an unavoidable smash. I broke
my front forks (all the lot), the carburetter control on
the handle-bars, the connection to the oil feed, smashed the

I front mudguard, broke five spokes, and buckled the front

wheel. This happened on a Thursday midday. The agent
had no stock, so he mjide a journey to Birmingham the next
.day (Friday). He had good luck, and started on the job on
Sstturday morning. The machine was ready for the road the

same evening, lly machine was a 4^ h.p. B.S.A.
All this is an appreciation of JMr. J. Bassett, Shelton.

Can any reader beat this? CONTENT.
Hanle}'.

DELIVERY.
Sir,—Being a regular reader of The Motor Cyde, I have

noticed a good many complaints re delivery of new motor
cycles, etc., and should be much obliged if you would spare

a small space in your valuable paper for this letter, as I

think that it is only right that firms who deliver machines
quickly should be brought to the public notice.

On August 7th I ordered a new 1919 2| h.p. Douglas from
the London ofiice in Newman Street, and they told me the

delivery would be about three weeks, but exactly eight days
from the date of order I received a notice from the railway

station that the motor bicycle was ready for collection.

. Norbury. L.C.W.

A WARNING..
Sir,—A few weeks ago I motored with my wife to Fleet-

wood from Lincoln, and after arrival at Fleetwood the

inspector examined my motor and sideca,r to see if I had
any petrol. All being in order, he issued me tickets for the
motor and sidecar, costing 8s. 9d. each, total 17s. 6d. He then
supervised the loading of the machine. When I reached Belfast

I

the inspector there demanded an extra charge of £1 7s. 6d.,

1 although I had my ticket for 17s. 6d., the reason being
given that the motor and ydecar should have been detached
the one from the other for the 17s. 6d. rate. Another motor

I cyclist who was bringing his combination in the same boat
had to pay the extra also. If the other motor cyclist or
myself had known, we should have detached the sidecars

from the-motor, but there is.no way for the public to know
this but experience with the company's steamers.

R. MARTIN.
I

PRICES.
I

Sir,—I am another reader of The Motor Cycle who would
1
like to see greater clarity in makers' advertisements, particu-

j

larly as to prices.

1

There is a growing suspicion on the part of many riders

i
that there is some motive in leaving out prices from the
advertisements, and the general thoug-ht is that it is to give
agents and dealers an opportunity to indulge in a little

i
profiteering.

j
Although I have given up the idea of getting a new combi-

' nation as hopeless, I am always meeting the agent who has
a '' practically new 1919 machine—only done 300 miles "—that

he can sell at £30 to £50 more than the makers' price, and
one wonder's sometimes if there is any collusion between the
manufacturers and agents encouraging this turning of new
into second-hand machines.
Now that it is intended to lift the import restrictions from

motors I intend to get a friend in America to send me over
an American machine, even if I have to pay the import duty
of 33i%.

In case I might be called unpatriotic, I would like to

Tnention that I have been recently demobilised after service

in France. J. ABBOTT.

STEERING.
Sir,—Fm-ther to "Jauey's" letter and "Cliinook's"

remarks on this subj.ect.

For an extended period Trode a 1911 P. and M. solo, and
found the steering excellent at all speeds, even with passenger
on behind. I never was troubled with any front wheel
lifting tendency.
A military Big Four Norton, on which I rode- an average

of about fifty miles daily for five months, was exceedingly
comfortable, so much so that " hands off " could be indulged
in for long stretches

My present mount, a 1918 A.J.S. combination, presents no
difficulties, and can be ridden comfortably with one hand.

I have had' little experience with a Scott, and therefore
hesitate to express any opinion. E. OLIVER, Capt.

PRICES AND PRINCIPLE.
Sir,—May I be permitted to endorse the opinion of your

contributor—Wm. Turner—on the subject of prices and
principle. I, too, put on order an A. B.C. combination early
in March at the provisional price of £75, and was told by
the agent that deliveries would commence in May. When
the price was eventually fixed at £85 I was told the same,
that the advance would have to be paid, and even at this
date (August 22nd), I have not got a definite price for the
sidecar—how it will be upholstered or anything connected
with it.

I certainly think it is time the Sopwith Company spoke
out, and say if they intend delivery this year or not, as
after all the months of waiting, and still no sign of delivery,
it certainly makes one very dissatisfied, as I am sure there
are plenty of people, like myself, who have no use for a com-
bination in the middle of winter for pleasure. ,

Sheffield. STILL WAITING.

SPECIAL FITMENTS FOR TRIUMPHS.
These aluminium (ootboards and valve guards have been

introduced by Mr. W. Brandish, Foleshill Road, Gjventry, who
is marketing them. The photograph also shows the new
Sturmey-Archer gear control mounted on the seat tube, which

we find from experience an improvement upon the previous

design.
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Competitors turning on to the road for Birdlip at Cross Hand Inn during the recent Reliability Trial held by the Redditch and District M.C.C.,

and described in last week's issue.

A WORN FIBRE BRUSH.
Sir,—Being the owner ot a Matchless Victory model, I

read your photographer's account of his experiences in the
Scottish Six Days Trial with much interest.
He asks if any reader has had similar trouble with the

magneto to that which he describes. Curiously enough, 1
ha<J precisely the same thing happen to me last Easter.
The particular J.A.P. engine of my Matchless outfit,

I find, is addicted to oil slingmg, and I should be interested
to know if this is a peculiarity of my engine. If so, what
is the remedy? JAS. Q. MILLS.
SPEED WOBBLE.

Sir,—I was much interested in the experience of speed
wobble related by "G.E.S." in your issue of August 21st.

I notice he asks for a theory on the cause of this. Surely
this cause is indicated by " Ixion's " experience with the
steering of four different machines. The wobble at high
speeds is due to the design of forks and front springing,
and only occurs with certain machines. I should be glad to
hear other opinions on this subject. C. DONTOGK.

^ Sir,—Your correspondent " G.E.S." in The Motor Cycle of
August 21st asks for a good theory on the cause of his speed
wobble whilst doing 60 to 65 iii.'p.h. on a new Budge-Mvlti
which he had never ridden before, and also for the best
means to overcome it. I should think the portion in italics

answered itself, and now for the best means to "overcome" it

(I suppose he means to prevent it). A sure cure for speed
wobble is to ride down High Holbom at 60 to 65 m.p.h.,
and keep straight on until you meet the cure, which is a
dead cert for speed wobbles and all other ills.

It is people of the "G.E.S." type who get police traps
sprinkled round to catch others doing 21 m.p.h., and I hope
liis speed wobble taught him a lesson. I sincerely hope he
had no pillion passenger. DON PIP.

Beaufort.

OVERHEAD V. SIDE-BY-SIDE VALVES.
Sir,—I have noticed recently in both the technical and

non-technical press many articles treating of the design of
motor cycle engines, and apparently written, in most cases,
by engineers. In the majority of the^e articles overhead
valves are recommended as preferable to the side-by-side type
where efficiency is desired, and the decline of the use of over-
head valves is commented upon and deplored.
Now that sufficient of the 1919 and 1920 designs have

appeared to enable us to judge the present trend of design,
this falling off in the use of the overhead valve is certainly

very noticeable, especially in view of the war-time experience
gained in the manufacture of such valve systems for aero
engines, and their undoubted advantages from a purely
engineering standpoint. Up to the present the only designs

I have' seen incorporating both inlet and exhaufit valves in

the cylinder head are the A.B.C. and the Brough.
My purpose in bringing up this question is to suggest that

some of the designers who have hitherto favoured the over-

head system and now revert to the side-by-side should give

us their reasons for doing so. It would be very interesting

to know if the J.A.P. people have any mechanical reasons

for discontinuing their famous sporting model, for instance,

and why the Indian now appears with the inlet next to

the exhaust instead of above it. Much has been said in

favour of the overhead system, but I have never yet heard

any conclusive arguments in favour of the side-by-side method
from either a mechanical or thermal point of view. The
old objection that overhead valves could not safely be

entrusted to the rider who is not an engineer on account of

the liability of the stems to fracture is surely long since

out of date. Hence, I am sure that a justification of the

side-by-side valve systems from any engineer who has

reverted to them would be of great interest to many.
S. LALOUR HORDLE.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
The motor cyclist who borrowed a plug between Maltorii

and Scarborough on July 31st is anxious to obtain the address!
of the lender.

A correspoiident took a wheel spindle to Reading to have.
cones fitted for a stranded motor cyclist, but when he re;:,

turned the man had disappeared, leaving m> address. Our.
correspondent would like to return the spindle.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists,
Issue 1 i criniunctinn with '' The Motor Cvcle."

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook on the motor
cycle, its care and management Twentieth Edition.
286 pages. 4.00 illustrations

** HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful ''wrinldcs" and helpful
hints in regard to motor cy ]es. Sixth Edition.
(Second Reprint). ...,

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
jf remedvans any trouble when found Foiirth
Edition

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland, London (showing
roads int and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

Obtamabis by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.
20, Tudor Street London, E.C.4, or of leading BookseUers and

Rai-way Bookstalls.
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Mechanical Propulsion for Pedal Cycles.
The Simplex Auxiliary Motor—a 1 h.p. Unit with Clutch which weighs 20 lb. complete

AT least three parts of ,the British

pubUc are interested in motors of

one description or another. This
is obvious in every city of the kingdom,
and we have had the fact brought home
to us almost every time we have taken
a new machine on the road. Even pre-

war models attract attention, while
one is almost mobbed by the interested

public when a stop is made with a

scooter, or other miniature motor cj'cle

of unconventional design.

There is no doubt that a vast number
of potential motorists do not, as yet,

know exactly what they require—except-

ing that it must be comparatively cheap.
Probably the scooter—especially the type
fitted with a seat—has a strong appeal

to the man, or woman, who at present
owns neither cycle nor motor ; but one
must admit that the demand at present
is somewhat superficial, and many wbo
think they will like scooters know
nothing at all about them, and such pro-

bable buyers have yet to be educated as

to their use, their limits, and their

mechanical requirements.

A New Class of Buyer.

There is, however, a distinct class of

potential motorist who does know what
lie requii'es. This class is made up of

pedal cyclists, who desire some means of

mechanical propulsion to enable them to

^use their existing machines without the

fatigue of pedalling. This interest of

cyclists in the auxiliary motor was ex-

emplified last week by the crowds that

gathered before the windows of Messrs.

Henry Garner, Ltd., Hill Street, Birming-
ham, where the new model Simplex outfit

was on view. There was a distinct differ-

ence between these crowds and those we
have observed when curiosity only has
impelled the passer-by to .stop. It was
obvious that the majority of those who
lingered to discuss the proposition

The Simplex auxihary motor shown fitted to a 22in. frame pedal cycle.

regarded the auxiliary motor as something
above a novelty.

The Simplex power unit is by no means
a new proposition ; the designers and
manufacturers—the Patrick Engineering
Co., Ltd.—have beSn experimenting with
it for the past five years. As far back as

November 18th, 1915, page 489, we
described it, but since that date many
improvements have been made, and the

production model now introduced is a

thoroughly practical machine which will

go a long way to introduce many hundreds
of pedal cyclists to the petrol motor.
One feature of this power unit is its

-multiple-plate clutch, automatically oper-

ated in conjunction with the compression
release. This is a point which makes for

ease of control, as the cyclist has a single

lever to stop and disengage his engine.

The manner in which this is arranged is

decidedly neat, the outer casing of a

Bowden wire being connected to the com-
{jression release lever and tlie inner cable

to the clutch operatmg rod. By raising

the lever on the handle-bar the compres-
sion release is first opened by the outer
cable. t.aking np its bearmg upon the

"*
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The Simplex power unit, the engine of which is a I h.p. two-stroke ot 104 c.c. This modci
is fitted with a countershaft clutch.

Plan section of the Simplex piston con-

necting rod and crankshaft

mechanism of the release valve, and then
the iiuier cable functions by pulling the
lever pressing the clutch rod.

The only other controls are those of
the Amac eaiburetter, but subsequently
a new type of single lever Amac, speci-

' ally made for the Simplex, will be fitted,

thus reducing the entire control to two
levers— (1) The compression and clutch
releases, and (2) the carburetter. It

would be difficult to imagine anything
more simple for the most nervous novice
in motor propulsion.

To Fit any Cycle.

Weighing about 20 lb., the_ Simplex
outfit consists of a miniature two-stroke
engiue, a revolving countershaft clutch,
and a Runbaken magneto mounted on an
aluminium platform easily attached to
any existing pedal cycle, lady's or
gentleman's model. Above the unit is a
halt-gallon tank fixed to the engine at its

fore end and to two small lugs on the

C5
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magneto side plates at the rear.- By re-

moving tlie front connection the tanlc

may be swivelled around those on the
magneto to afford accessibility for any
adjustments which may. be found neces-

sary.

The engine is of the conventional
three port type of two-stroke, and has a

cylinder with a bore and stroke of 51
mm. (104 c.c. capacity). The piston has

The compression release which is automatically

operated with the clutch.

two rings, one at the top and another at

the bottom, the former being a larger

ring than the latter.

The connecting rod is of phosphor
bronze, and the crankshaft is of the single-

sided variety carried in a long bearing.

Outside the crank case, which is of alu-

minium, the shaft carries a spur gear
wheel and flywheel. This spur wheel is

the first of a train of three, the second
of which drives the revolving clutch, and
the third the magneto.
On the opposite end of the clutch

member a sprocket or pulley is affixed

(for chain or belt drives will be optional),

from which the drive is taken down to a

sprocket or pulley fixed to the hub of

the cycle.

To fix the unit to any bicycle is quite

a simple matter. The engine is carried on
two longitudinal tubes, along which it

may be slid and so adjusted. The two
tubes are supported at their inner end
by a split lug, which clips the saddle

tube. Two stays are used to carry the
weight of the unit on the hub spindle

ends. These are pivoted at their tops

on the aluminium baseplate, and at the

lower ends adjusting slots are embodied
to enable the driving chain to be adjusted.

Ignition is provided by a miniature
Runbaken magneto designed specially for

this unit, which was illustrated and
described in our issue for June 3rd last.

It is a splendidly made little unit of

exceedingly low weight ; in fact, all the

separate parts of the Simplex are good,

and it does not strike one that quality

has been sacrificed for cheapness.

The Clutch.

The clutch is a very neat little unit

somewhat resembling a motor cycle wheel
hub. It is mounted on a fixed spindle,

and carried on ball bearings of the cup
and cone type, which are adjustable from
one end. Briefiy, the clutch unit consists

of a rotating outer shell carrying the spur
wheel by which it is driven, and an inner

sleeve embodying the sprocket;, or pulley

for the final drive. The clutch plates are
'connected alternately to the inner and
outer members and are

pressed against each
other by a number
of coil springs. Dis-

engagement is secured

by a push rod passing
through the centre of

the spindle, which is

slotted for a cross

member operating
against a sleeve which
compresses the coil

springs.

When in engagement
the clutch unit revolves
on the two main bear-
ings, but when out of
engagement the outer
shell rotates on the
inner member.

Lubrication is by
means of the petroil
system, a measure be-
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ing supplied which holds the correct allow-

ance of oil to be added to a tank of petrol.

The capacity of the tank is half a gallon,

which the makers state is sufficient for

eighty miles ; but even better results

than this have been obtained, and the

consumption may be said to be 200 m.p.g.

Interchangeability of Parts.

At present oiily the single-speed model
will be marketed by Messrs. Henry
Garner, Ltd., the sole distributers for the

British Isles. This decision was reached

partly on account of the fact that with

the two-speed model which has been
undergoing road tests it has not been
found necessary to use the second ratio

on any main road hill, the little engine

being safficiently powerful to negotiate

such hills without pedalling assistance.

The shelving of the two-speed unit, too,

will facilitate production, and arrange-

ments are well in hand for an output of

one hundred per week. Deliveries will

commence next month, and the parts of

every machine turned out will be inter-

changeable. The price of the unit is £23,
at which price it will make a strong

appeal to those who desire to become
motorists without having to expend the

greater amount necessary to purchase an
orthodoj; motor cycle.

<

Section of the countershaft clutch.

An Adjustable Sidecar Seat.
Coachbuilt Body with Ample Luggage Capacity; Designed for Occasional Use

as Two-seater it required.
change of position in the usual sidecar
seat.

To obviate this, and, further, to secure
adequate luggage accommodation or to
provide for an occasional extra passenger,
a sidecar body witli a patented form of

COMFORT for the sidecar passenger is

not always so complete as showroom
assurances would have us believe,

and the fatigue experienced on long
journeys may very largely be due to the
impossibility of getting the necessary

Wood's patent sidecar body with adjustable seat.

movable seat has been
designed bv Mr. B.
Graham Wood, oi 44,
Olive Place, Penarth,
South Wales. The ad-
justability of the riding
position is the chief

point of the design,
and this is achieved by
adopting the hammock
style of suspension on
deck chair lines, incor-
porating a leather-cloth
seat, partly cushioned
and sprung at the top.

The angle of the seat
is altered quite easily

by the passenger with-

out rising, the back being tilted bif

self-locking handles at the sides, working^-j

in, racks. In the forward position an addi'_

tional passenger can easily be accommo--

dated in the rear of the body, while if the.

seat is lowered to get the full reclinitig' \

attitude, a regulation suit case may stiU'

be carried at the rear without incom
venience.
.. The body is being made in one standard-

ised model only, but a light single-seatef

may be introduced at a later date. The

larger body is no heavier than that of 1

the average touring sidecar, and a further

desirable feature is that, owing to the

adjustment of the seat, the centre oj '

gravity of the body and passengers is 1

kept in proper relation to the sidecar 1

wheel, whether one person, one persoii

with luggage, or two persons are carried. ,1

In the illustration the back rest is 1

shown in its most upright position, but

:

it is usually lowered to a more luxurious

angle.

c6
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Olmes to Tllgbt TLamps.
Summer Time.

Sept. 4th ... ... 8.40 p.m.
„ 6th 8.36 „
„ 8th 8.31 „
„ 10th 8.26 „

The Club Championship.

On Saturday next the sporting clubs of

Great Britain will decide the champion-
ship for 1919, by competing in the M.CC.
Team Trial for The Motor Gyde cup.
The trial starts at 1 p.m. from Potters
Bar.

Race for Pedal Cars.

L'Auto is organising a race for pedal-

propelled cars—:those American toys that

encourage the youthful to take an interest

in motor- construction, and the first

stepping-stone to a motor cycle or motor
car. The race will take place on Septem-
ber 28th in Paris.

All Test Hills Sampieii

Mr. T. W. Lourfiborough, secretary

of the Auto Cycle Union, has returned

to London after a month of hill-hunting

in South Wales in anticipation of the

Six Days Trial (September 15th to 20th,

Llandrindod as the centre). He had with

him a Morgan Runabout and a 3^ h.p.

Sunbeam, with which be dirabed every

hill included in the course—not perhaps

at the first time of asking. He was joined

at one period by the Rev E. P. Green-

hill, who, as an enthusiast, would no

doubt delight in scaling single-figure

gradients. The detail arrangements ilr.

Loughborough made during his Welsh
sojourn should ensure another highly

successful event which will bring added

credit to the governing body of the

pastime.

Traffic Census.

During a recent Sunday an R.A.C.

guide at Kenilworth took a census of

motor vehicles passing through that town,

and his figures show the popularity of the

motor cycle over cars in a very marked
manner.

Buses. Cars.

Motor Cycles.

Solo.

Side-
car. Tota

From 10.30 to I p.m.
From 2 p.m. to 8 p.m.

34 3?
108

45
97

42
115

87
212

3+ 144 142 299

Designer 01 the G.L. Killea

We regret to announce that M. Maurice
Le Pen, the designer and engineer of the
G.L., a French sidecar combination that
did so well in the Circuit de I'Eure
(described on August 21st), is dead.
He was killed in a motor car accident
on the 18th inst., when returning to Paris
from the sea. M. Le Pen was driving a
car in which were his wife and two
brothers. The lamps were burning badly,
so he was following another car with good
lights. Suddenly one of the tyres of the
leading car burst, and the car was
stopped. M. Le Pen drove his car into
the ditch to avoid the preceding car, and
overturned, breaking his neck.

Continental News and " The Motor Cycle.

'

We have pleasure in announcing that
Mr. P. W. Bradley has been appointed
Continental correspondent of The Motor
Cycle, and The Autocar. In 1914 Mr.
Bradley was attached to the British
Army as a voluntary motor driver, and
also served as an ambulance driver on
the Italian Front. Later he was put in
charge of the American Air Service
transportation, and remained in the
American Flying Corps until the
Armistice. Mr. Bradley is a car owner
and a motor cyclist. He has ridden
various makes of machines, including
7 h.p. American twins.

Mr. W.F. Bradley,

representative of

The Motor Cycle

in France. He is

seen mounted on

an A.B.C

Special 'ycalures.
HOW TO WIN GOLD MEDALS IN

RELIABILITY TRIALS

PILUON RIDING.

SIX DAYS TRIAL NOTES.

Hill-climb in Switzerland

The results of a hill-climb at Monte
Bt6, Lugano, on the frontiers of Switzer-

land and Italy, are as follow : Motor
bicycles.—250 c.c. class, Alfter (Condor);
500 c.c. class, Rossi (Motosacoclie). Side-

cars.—500 c.c. Gex (Motosacoche). The
climb was nearly five miles in length, and
the fastest time was 9m. 5s.

Douglases in the Circuit des Quatre
Departements.

A team of five Douglases has been
entered for the Circuit des Quatre
Departements to be held in the Loire
district of France on September 1st.

The rules, etc., of this competition are

similar to those of the Paris-Rheims-
Paris event, and the distance is 195 miles.

Experts.

During the war the publication of lists

of riders coming under the expert class

has of necessity been allowed to lapse.

Club secretaries are reminded that, to

bring this up to date, full details of the
awards gained by competitors in open
trials are required by the A.C.U., as soon
as possible after the event has been run.

The names of those qualifying for this

class up to August 21st are as follow

:

Capt. 0. M. Baldwin (Twyford), Messrs.
W. J. Barker -(Balham), R. 6. Charles-

worth (King's Lynn), F. W. Draper
(Newark), B. Houlding (Preston), E.
Kickham (Bristol), A. Milner (Birming-

ham), H. Petty (Crop-
stone), and J. v. Prest-
wich (Muswell Hill).

From the above it will be seen that

motor cycles exceed the car traffic by
over 100%, but the excess of sidecars

over solo mounts is not so much as one
wottld expect, considering the large

1
numbers of sidec.ars on the road.
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732 Miles in the Six Days Trials.

This year's Six Days triaU of the
A.C.U. are to be over a shorter distance
than: usual. The total week's mileage is

7327^, whereas 1,000 miles have been
covered in former trials. The Scottish
trials in July slightly exceeded this

figure.

W.D. Sale in Coventry.

Last week's sale of surplus W.D. 2|
h.p. Douglas machines in Coventry, the
city of motors, savoured of " shipping
coals to Newcastle."

Forty-one Douglas lightweights in

crates were sold by Messrs. Ashley and
Pugh, auctioneers, on Thursday, the
28th ult.

Despite pouring rain, at least two
hundred prospective bidders assembled in

the sale yard, and the motor cycles were
quickly disposed of singly. 'They were
all unissued, overhauled machines, not
in the best of condition, and largely
minus contact breakers. The prices
ranged up to £50 each, the average being
ie4S.

Second-hand Machines.

This week further important provincial
sales of motor cycles are to be held. The
large number of machines released for

auction have done much to relieve the
shortage of motor cycles. Coupled with
the announcement of the decision to per-
mit imports of motor cycles without
restriction (the tariff of 333%, of course,
remains for the time being), the auction
sales have no doubt had a lot to do with
the falling off in the demand for second-
hand machines at fictitious values. In
any case, high-priced second-hand mounts
have had a wonderful run.

The Scott Trials.

In pre-war days, a little coterie of

north-country riders of Scott machines
made a certain tract of the wild West
Yorkshire Moors, their happy (hill)

hunting ground, and many unofficial

little trials were held thereabouts. The
Scott ]\Iotor Cycle Co., Ltd., has now
organised an open reliability trial over
a 100 mile course, having obtained the
support of the Manufacturers' Union.
It will be held on September 28th. No
entry fees will be charged, and com-
petitors will be provided with refresh-

ments. The following cups, trophies,

and medals will be awarded :

Amateur.—(a.) The Scott trophy and
gold medals (presented by the directors)

for the best team of three machines of

the same make, (b.) The Kennington
Cup (presented by Capt. F. R. Kenning-
ton, of London), for the best solo per-

formance.
Trade.—(c.) The Myers Cup and gold

medals (presented by E. S. Myers,
Esq., Bradford), for the best trade team
of three machines, (d.) The Scott Staff

Cup (presented by members of the staff)

for the best solo performance by a trade
rider.

That the course is truly sporting is

indicated by the fact that four observed
hills, at least thirty miles of mountain road,

and three watersplashes are included, and
that an average speed of only 17 m.p.h.

is expected. From personal knowledge
of the course, a map of which will be
supplied to entrants immediately, we
should say it would require a very expert

rider to finish in schedule time.

fj^^(^ILIS

A.C.U. COMMITTEE'S TRIBUTE.

The members of the Management Com-
mittee of the Auto Cycle Union have
learnt with feelings of inexpressible
regret of the sudden death of their chair-
man and colleague, Mr. J. R, Nisbet. and
in recording their acute sense of personal
bereavement wish to testify on behalf of

the great body of motor cyclists of the
United Kingdom to the high esteem and
regard in which he was held by all with
whom he came in contact, and to their
consciousness of the valuable services
which he rendered both to cycling and
motor cycling at many critical stages of

development, and they now resolve to
convey to the members of his family their
sincere expressions of deep sympathy in

the irreparable loss that has befallen
them.

Footboards on Triumphs.

Footboards on Triumphs are not the
general rule, and in rainy weather owners
of such machines sometimes find that the
standard footrests are not quite adequate
to keep the feet tolerably dry when wet
and mud are encountered. Suitable foot-

boards are not always easy to obtain, and,
realising the demand which exists, Mr.
W. Brandish, the Triumph agent in

Foleshill, near Coventry, has introduced
aluminium footrests and a valve guard,

which he is fitting, to a large number of

machines owned by motor cyclists in and
around his locality. We illustrate the set

on page 253.

New Manager for Harley-Davidsons.

Motor cyclists in general, but more
especially those using Harley-Davidson
products, will be interested to learn that

Lt. Norman Mitchell, R.N.V.R., has
been appointed general manager of the

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., in

England. Like many other demobilised
officers who have recently obtained ap-

pointments in the motor world, Lt.

Mitchell has seen heavy fighting, having

Lt. Norman Mitchell, R.N.V.R., A.M.I.E.E.

his first experience in that direction in

1914 and later when he went to Gallipoli.

After being invalided from the latter

place he took charge of all new petrol

launch, engines for some time, and also

visited Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand as examining engineer for the
Colonial Recruiting Board.
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Police Trap.

Motor cyclists are advised to exercise

care when passing through Frodsham.
Riders have recently been fined for not

having two independent brakes in good
order and for absence of rear lights.

Stile Cop Results.

The official results of the Stile Cop
hill-climb held by the Birmingham
M.C.C. are as published last week. Gold
medals were awarded to G. Dance (3^

Sunbeam) for the acceleration test, fastest

time of the day, and best performance
on formula; and to H. Morgan (10

Morgan) for fastest time in passenger

class.

Motor Cyclists and Benzole.

The arrangements for the A.C.U. Sii

Dayis trial,, which is to begin on Monday,
the 15th inst., include the provision for

competitors, who so elect, to use home-
produced benzole.

The National Benzole Association is

offering a cash prize, in each of the ten

classes, for the highest miles per gallon

on N.B.A. specification benzole. This

specification has the support of the recog-

nised motor users' organisations. The
official specification is as under :

1. Specific gravity : .870 to .885.

2. Distillation test (by flask). Benzole shall

give a distillate of not less than 75% to 80% at
100° C, 90% at 120° C, and 100% at 125° C.

3. Sulphur : The total sulphur shall not
exceed 0.40%.

4. The benzole shall be entirely free from water.

5. Colour ; Water white. -

6. Rectification test ; 90 c.c. of the sample
shaken with -10 c.c. of 90% sulphuric acid for five

minutes should not give more than a light brown
colour to the acid layer.

7. Benzole shall be entirely free from acids,

alkalis, and sulphuretted hydrogen.
8. Benzole shall not freeze at 25° P. below ttj

freezing point of water (i.e., until it is Bubjected

to a temperature of 7° or — 14° C).

For Immediate Delivery

!

One of the scooters used in the firsti

scooter race organised by TTie, Motor

Cycle, last June is offered by its owner 1

for sale at the modest figure of £85.

!

That figure was paid for it at a timei

when- daily paper enthusiasm for scooters

caused many manufacturers to look into

scooter claims and "test" the only avail-;

able machines for themselves.

A 5,000 Mile Benzole Test for Motor
,

Cycles.

Following on the regret we expressed'

at the omission of the motor cycle front'

the test of benzole suggested by Thi

Autocar, and to be carried out by the

Automobile Association, we now learn

that an air-cooled motor cycle with

sidecar will also be placed under

observation, using benzole as a fuel.

The machine, a new one, will be taken

down at the works before the test, and

a careful examination made by a coiin

petent authority.

After re-erection, the tour of 5,00(

miles will be undertaken, and a caretu

record taken during the tour of consist

ency in running, and average fuel con

sumption per mile, etc.

At the end of the trial the engine wil

be dismantled and a thorough examina

tion made, as to any. deleterious effect

on any part of the engine, tank,

carburetter.

The beginning of the test will be mad
from London, the date of which will b

announced very shortly.
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THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIAL.
A 7321 Mile Course. Time Table of Firsi Competitors.

WE publish below the full route of

the Six Days Trial, to be held from
September 15th to 20th. This year

the course selected passes through some
of the most beautiful scenery in Great
Biutain. It includes hills, which, although
familiar to many, will be of a sufficiently

sporting nature to cut down riders' marks
if' judgment be lacking when these

gradients are tackled. »
The actual course occupies five days,

the sixth day bein^ devoted to ex-

amination of finishing condition of

machines.
With the detailed route given below

is the time-table of the first man, show-
ing lunch stops, and other information
essential for competitors

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 15th, 1919.

time
Due Place.

(Leader).
^

p.m.
2.30 LLANDRINDOD .... — .. —
2.38,V Howey 2i . . 2i
2.56* Builth G . . 8}
3.US Garth ej . . UJ

TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 16th, 1919.

rims -
Due
(Leader),

a.m.
S.O
8.6
S.ll
8.25.

8.42
8.49
9.20S- Llantair-ar-y-br>'n

Daily Mileage.

Inter. Total.

Tota
Miles
Run.

LL.\NDRINDOD ...

Howey
Newbridge-OQ-Wye .

.

Llanaianfawr
Garth

2

2i
4

4J
L.angaramarch 2|

9.33
9.40
9.SS
10.14
10.401-

11.23
11.42
p.m.

12.15

Llandovery. . 4i
Llanwrda 4^
Brake Test (no check) . 3:J

Llansawel 5

Llanbyther . . . : SJ
Bromwydd Arms ISJ
Conwil Elvet 5|

13i ..

I6i ..

25i ..

39| ..

34 ..

37i ..

43.i ..

5U ..

66|- . .

72 ..

NEWCASTLE EML^-N lOJ . . 82| .

LuDCh at Emlyn Arms Hotel (Ih. 15m.

Daily Mileage. Total
Miles

Inter. Total. Run.

.151

.37/ first ascent summit . 21 . . 17J
Brecon 13J- . . 31 .

Llangynider 10| . . 41J .

Beaufort 6J . . 47J .

Brvmnawr IJ . . 491 .

ABERGAVENNY 8i . . 57| .

Tea at the Angel Hotel (Ih. 30m.).

Lamps must be lit at start after tea.

ABERGAVENNY .... — .. — .

Crickhowell .". 6 . . 6

Talgarth llj . . 17i .

Llyswen 4 . . 21i .

Envood 4i .. 26 .

BuUth '..... 7 . . 33 .

LLANDRINDOD .... 7J . . 4DJ %

Total day's run .... 98S

3
4.11
4.42
6.2

6.7
6.30

7.0
7.18
7.62
8.4
8.18
8.39
9.3

1.30 NEWCASTLE EMLYN —
2.46 Cross Inn 25i-

3.231 Ystrad Meurig 13.\

3.341 Yspytty-Ystwyth Sf
4.20.i Head of Elan Valley .

.

13.V

4.57" Rhayader 12^
5.30 LLANDRINDOD lOJ

Total day's run . .

. 26.1

. 37i

. 41

. 541

. 66i-
. 77i

160}

.181

).

.181',

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17th, 1919.

Place.

57|

B7J

Time
Due
(Leader),

a.m.
8.0 LL.\NDRINDOD
8.28.V Rhayader
8 . 3S,V St. Harmon
S.Sej- Tylwch

Daily Mileage.

Inter. Total.

Tot-i

Miles

Run.

31
B.i.

3i9 , 7 Llanidloes
9.37 Stay-a-little

9 . 58 Llanbrynmair ........ 7J-
10.14 Cemm£es Road Station . 5|
10.37 Dinas Mawddwy 7:}

11.2 Bwlch-y-Groes (summit) 71
11.34 BALA 101

Lunch (Ih. 26m.).

— 2581
91 ..

12} . .

18.1

211 . .

301 ..

37| ,.

43 ..

60} ..

58i .

.

G8;£ . .327.S

A SIX DAYS TIT-BIT.

On Bwlch-y-Groes. This hill rises 1,200 feet in less than two miles, and has a poor surface,

with awkward gulleys cutting the road at right angles.

p.ni.

1.0
1.451
2.17"

2.38
5.121
3.25.!-

3.53'

4.17
4.38
5.15

WEDNESDAY—continued.

BALA —
Llanwddyn 141

Cann Office lOJ
Llanfair Csereinion .... 7

Newtown Ill

Dolfor 3|
Beguildy 9

Knighton " 8

Bleddfa 7

LLANDRINDOD 12 J

Total day's run

. 141

. 25
. 32
. 431
. 47i
. 56i
. 64i
. 71i
. 83,1

1521

.327i

.411

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER ISth, 191 J.

Time
Due
(Leader)
a.m.
8.0
8.15
8; 63
9.33

Daily Mileage. Total
'-

Miles

Inter. Total. Run.

LLANDRINDOD —
Newbridge-on-Wye ... 6

Builth 6:}

_ Garth 14J-

9-38| Llangamjnarch
9.41 Llanwrtyd . .

.

10.14 Llandovery 11

— ..411

. lOJ
. 2oJ
. 27i

4i .. 31i
. 42-i
6310.481 Pumpsaint lOJ . . .63

11 .18" Lampeter 8} . . 61i
11.63 Tregaron Ill . . 72}
12.18 Yspyttv-Ystwyth 8.1 ...-.Sli

12.40 DEVIL'S BRIDGE ..6} .499

Xunch at the Hafod Arms Hotel (Ih. 20m.)

499
p.m.
2.0 DEVIL'S BRIDGE... — .. —
2.36 Aberystwyth 11} .

.

11} .

.

2 .461 Bow,Street 3} .

.

15J . .

3.29" Machynlleth llj .

.

29} . .

4.10 Stay-a-Uttle llj .

.

llj. .

.

4.39 Llanidloes 9 .

.

60i .

.

4. 49J Tylwch SJ .. 63J ..

6.8 St. Harmon 61 .

.

69 ..

6. 17 J Rhayader 3i .. CSJ ..

6.47 LLANDRINDOD 9J .

.

71} . .570}

Total day's run .

.

159}

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19th, 1919,

Inter. Total.

Time Daily Mileage.

Due Place.

(Leader),

a.m.
8.0 LL.ANDRINDOD —
8.34 Builth 8

8.43 Garth ,6

8.491 Beulah 2J
9.4 " Llanwrtyd 4}
9.36 Llandovery 10}
9.63 Llangadock 6}

10.49i Pontardawe 18}

Total
Miles
Run.

. .570}

. . 14

. . let

.. 2ii

. . 32

.. 37}

. . 661

. : 61}11,5 Neath ....". 6i
11.30 SWANSEA 8 . . Baj

Lunch at the Royal Hotel (Ih. 30m.).

p.m.
1.0
1.29
2. 135
2.45
3.01
3.91

SWANSEA —
Pontardulais 9i
Llanddarog 14}
Llanfynydd lOJ
Abergorlech 4}
Llansawel 2}
Caio 4i

3.46J Cilycwm 6}
4.21 Llanfair-ar-y-bryn .... 3|
4.34,V Llangammarch lOJ
4.40i Garth 2

4.4l\ Consistent Driving Test,

4.62/ second ascent summit 31

5.281 Builth 13i
5.53" LLANDRINDOD 7}

Total day's run .

.

9}
241
36"

39}

42i
47
63}

67i
07i
G9J

72

84i

161}

.6401

.6401

.7321

LATEST ENTRIES IN SIX DAYS.

IN addition to the entries named in last

week's issue are the following, bring-

ing up the entry to 112.

J. T. Lawler (3V> Sunbeam); R. Brown (33^
Sunbeam}; W. R, Eadington (3V2 Sunbeam); L.
C. M. Davies (Velocette); E. Bottomley (7-9 Har-
ley-Davidson): W. Edwards (4M B,S,A,); J. Ed-
wards (31/3 Humber): S. T. Ashby (Connaught)

;

Lloyd Motor and Engineering Co., Ltd,, L, A.
Bees (L.M.C); H. Peak (7-9 Harley-Davidson)

;

Douglas Motors, Ltd., H. Sharpe (4 Douglas sc),
W. B. Gibb (2% Douglas), T. W. MoHatt (3i,i

Douglas), P. G. Ball (2-;i Douglas); M. Isaac (3V.

Koverl; M. Davies (3V2 Sunbeam); S. Parker (8

Enfield).

Cl.^
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WESTON-SUPER-MARE SPEED TRIALS.
Mo'or Cycle Racing under Difficulties: Successful Meeting in Spite of Bad Weather.

The start ot the sidecar class. The two foremost competitors are riders of an A.J.S. and a Douglas

ADKIVING westerly wind and
fieavy rain marred to a great extent
the speed trials organised by the

Bristol M.C.C. at Weston-super-Mare
on Saturday last. The trials were held
over a one-mile stretch on the sands at

this seaside resort, the course being
marked off by flag posts and danger
signs in the centre portion and held
clear at the finishing and starting points

by the local police with the nelp of

railings of ropes and posts. Despite the
bad weather conditions, however, the
speed trials were attended by con-

siderable crowds of people, and enthu-
siasm reached a high pitch at the con-
clusion of some of the events. Apart
from the rain and wind, the only trouble
experienced by the organisers was the
partial over-running of the course by the
crowd at the finishing line, due to the
fact that the enclosure posts and ropes
sunk over in the rain-sodden sand and
made the work of the officials and police

an additionally heavy one in avoiding
accidents.

Success of the Lightweights.

The trials were run off in seventeen
classes, with a total entry list of 137
competitors, of which 66% were entered
by members of the Bristol M.O.C. Con-,
sidering that, in pracfically every race,
each competitor was riding all-out in the
teeth of a head wind and heavy rain,

the following results will be additionally
interesting :

Class 1.

—

Solo Machines not exceeding 250 c.c—
W. A. Jacobs (li Singer, 248 c.c), walk over.

Class 2.

—

Solo Machines not e.xceeding 275 c.c—
C. F. Tozer (2J O.K., 275 c.c), walk over.

Class 3.

—

Solo Machines not exceeding 350 c.c.

—

(1) S. L. Bailey (2| DougLis, 350 c.c), time Im. SJi.
= 57.0 m.p.h. ; (2) F. G. Ball (2} Douglas, 350 c.c)
(3) G. S. Boston (2} A.J.S., 349 cc).

Class 4.

—

Solo Machines not exceeding 500 c.c.

—

(1) G. Dance (3i Sunbeam, 499 c.c), time Im. 4s.=
. 66.24 m.p.h.

; (2) H. N. Walker (3J Norton, 490 cc.)
(3) F. G. Ball (2J Douglas o60 cc),

CI4

Class 5.

—

Solo Machines, Unlimited Capacity.—
(1) G. Dance (3J Sunbeam, 499 c.c), time 67i=i.=
62.94 m.p.h.; (2) J. Emerson (3 A.B.C., 398 c.c>
(3) S. L. Bailey (2} Douglas, 350 cc).

Class 6,

—

Sidecar Machines not exceeding
350 c.c—(1) S. L. Bailey (2} Douglas, 350 cc), time
Im. 16ts.=46.9 m.p.h.

; (2) F. P. Davies (2} Douglas
350 cc) (3) C. S. Boston (2} A.J.S., 349 cc).

Class 7.

—

Sidecar Machines not exceeding
500 c.c— (1) S. L. Bailey (2J Douglas, 350 c.c), time
Im. 15|s.= 47.6 m.p.h. ; (2) E. Kickham (3J Sunbeam.
oOO cc.) (3) F. P. Davies (3J Douglas, 350 c.c).

Class 8.

—

Sidecar Machines of Unlimited
Capacity.—(1) B. Houlding (7-9 Harley-Davidson,
989 c.c), time Im. 10is.= 61.3 m.p.h.; (2) V. H.
Smith (4 Norton, 633 c.c.) : (3) S. A. Marks (7-9 Harley
Davidson, 989 cc).

Class 9.

—

Cvclecars or Light Cars.—(1) T.
Gihnore Ellis (10 G.N. Vitesse, 1,087 c.c), time Im.
25is.=42.3 m.p.h. (2) H. F. S. Morgan (10 Morgan.
980 cc).

Class 10.

—

Western Counties' Speed Champion-
ship.—(No team entered). _ ,

Class 11.

—

Solo Machines not exceeding 350 c.c.

(Club Class).—(1) S. L. Bailey (2J Douglas, 350 cc).
time Im. 5Ss.= 64.7m.p.b.; (2) F. S. Ball (i\ Douglas.
350 c.c.) 1 (3) F. P. Davies (2J Douglas, 350 cc).

Class 12.

—

Solo Machines not exceeding 600 cc-
—(1) S. L. Bailey (2} Douglas, 350 c.c), time Im, 2ts.
= 57.3 m.p.h.

; (2) C. Sgonina (3i Norton, 490 cc);
|3) G. H. Tucker (3J Rudge-Multi. 499 cc).

Class 13.

—

Passenger Machine Championship.—
(1) P. Whale (7-9 Harley-Davidson, 989 c.c), time
Im. 14|s.=4S.3 m.p.h.

; (2) W. C. Parkes (2} Douglas.
350 cc)

; (3)"W. F. Baxter (4 Douglas, 600 cc).

Class 14.

—

Solo Machine not exceeding 350 c.c,

(Club Novices).—(1) T. Thompson (3i Douglas,
350 cc), time 1,. 17ts.=46.3 m.p.h. ; (2) Capt. M. D.
Marcs (2J Douglas, 350 cc) ; (3) R. Passey (2J Douglas.
350 c.c)

Class 15.

—

Solo Machines not exceeding 500 c.c.

(Club Novices).—(1) C. Sgonina (i\ Nortoo, 490 cc),
time Im. 9Js.= 61.8 m.p.h.; (2) H. W. Walker (3J
Norton, 490 c.c.) ; (3) Major C. F. Budd (3.J Rover
500 Q..a.\

Class 16.

—

Sidecar Machines not exceeding
750 c.c. (Club Novices).— (1) W. F. Baxter (4 Doug- j

las, 00 c.c), time Im. 37f3.= 36.9 m.p.h. ; (2) W. C
Parkes (2} Douglas, 350 cc).

Class 17.

—

Sidecar Machines not exceeding
1,100 c.c. (Club Novices).—P. Whale (7-9 Harley-
Davidson, 989 CO,,), time Im, 54s.= 31.6 m.p.h. (walk-

over).

Competitors in the final race of Class 3, won by S. L. Bailey {2| Douglas)
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The racing Douglas engine ot F. G. Ball s machine; the special overhead valve gear beinc

immediately noticeable

As will be seen from the above results,

the fa-stest time was made by G. Dance,
who rode so well at Stile Cop, on a 3i
Sunbeam in Class 5 at 57^8., while S. L.
Bailey was the winner in five events on

-^~i

r- J

G. Dance and his 3^ h.p. racing Sunbeam,
on which he made a very fine performance,
his speed working out at 62'94 m.p.h.

his overhead valve Douglas. The winners
in Classes 1, 2, and 17 each had a walk-
over, being the only riders to finish over
the line. Much interest was aroused in

the possibilities of the 3 h.p. A. B.C., and
in the splendid acceleration capabilities

of this machine ridden by J. Emerson
during the preliminary canters prior to

the races. Unfortunately, a - defective

magneto spoilt all chances of Emerson in

the event, and practically all the running -

was done on one cylinder. This machine
attained over 70 m.p.h. over the flying

mile at Brooklands on the previous
Thursday, and 58 m.p.h. at a standing
start. A new racing Douglas, with F.

G. Ball as the rider, had an engine with
aluminium cylinders and four valves in

eacti head—two inlet and two e.xhaust

—

each pair being operated by a single :!r-

head rocker and oblique tappet rod from
the timing case. This machine had evi- .

dently not been tuned to its fullest pitch,

according to the results gained in the
events. A T.T. Norton, ridden by a
private competitor, was fitted with a steel

cylinder and overhead valves operated
by vertical push rods from the ordinary
timing gear. The valve seatings were in

one with the head of the cylinder, but
the valve pockets are separate and held
to the cylinder by an arm and two studs,

the whole job being of very neat design.

Car V. Motor Cycle.

An interesting feature scheduled in the
official programme was the race between
an Avro aeroplane, Straker-Squire car,

and Douglas motor cycle. They had to

make a standing start together from the
starting -line, the aeroplane having to get

oS the ground within 500 yards, and
finish over the line at a height to clear

the spectators' heads, timekeepers' tent,

etc., with safety.

To the disappointment of everyone,
th6 two Avros did not reach Weston,
and the event was run off eventually
between the Straker-Squire and the
Douglas alone, the former being the

winner of th^ prize—a silver cup pre-

sented by the Hutchinson Tyre Co.
Altogether, four gold, fifteen silver,

and nine brotize medals were offered by
the B.M.C.C. as prizes, in addition to

a ten guinea cup for the best all-round

performance on points. The B.M.C.C.
and the organisers thereof are to be con-

gratulated on running ofl a programme
m a most satisfactory manner despite

the bad weather conditions prevailing.

SPEED TRIAL AND HILL-
CLIMB AT ILKLEY.

ON August 24th, the Ilkley M.C. and
L.C.C. held their handicap speed
trial and hill-climb for the Trade

Gup and Dawson Trophy respectively.

It was unanimously decided to utilise

the system of handicapping in which
every member of the club estimates the

speed of the competing machines, full

particulars as to weights and date of

manufacture being supplied by each
entrant. An average is taken from these

estimates, and the number of the seconds

start is arrived at.

The speed trial for the Trade Cup was
run off in the morning in the neighbour-
hood of Blubberhouses, and provided some
very exciting racing, every heat having a
neck'to-neck finish. Stansfield's Douglas
showed a fine turn of speed, just manag-
ing to win from Guy's Scott. The results

are :

I J. Stansfield (2% Douglas), 43. start. Trade Cup
and gold medal.

2. W. L. Guy (3% Scott), Is. start, silver medal,
3. J. S. Duxbury f4 Triumph), scratch, bronze

medal.

After lunch at the George Hotel,
Harrogate, the competitors returned for ,

the hiU-climb for the Dawson Trophy.
The finishes were even closer than in

the speed trial, there being one dead-
heat and several wins by less than half
a length. The results are :

1. J. S, Duxbury (4 Triumph), scratch, Dawson
Cup and gold medal,

2. H, W, Sellers (3% Scott), 2s. start, sUyer
medal.

3. P. Marshall (31/2 Sunbeam), scratch, bronze
medal.

There were only three passenger
machines entered, and of these only the
Morgan started.

The overhead valve Norton engine fitted to

a private owner's qiachine at Weston.

CIQ
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Wolverhampton M.C.C. Half-day Trial.

100 Mile Inter-club Reliability Run in the Clee Hills and Kidderminster District.

THE Wolverhampton M.C.C. held a
comparatively short trial on Satur-
day afternoon. This was open to

' members o£ the following clubs only :

\Volverhampton, Birmingham, Coventry
and Warwicksliire, Sutton Coldfield, and
Hereford, but the support which might
}iave been e-xpected was not forthcoming,
and of the thirty-odd entrants only
twenty-six faced the starter.

Competitors were timed away from
West Park, the first man leaving at 1p.m.

Following the main road through
Bridgnorth as far as Burwarton, things
appeared to be going very easily, but
shortly after this a right turn into a

lane took the men into Farlow, and
another turn to the right in the village

opened on to Farlow Bank. This hiU,

which is of some little fame, did not cause
any particular trouble, and even tha
lightweights made good climbs. Only
two men were penalised to the extent of

ten marks, which failure to climb an
observed hill entailed, these being T.
Davies (2^ Velocette), who bore the un-
fortunate number thirteen, and P. Kear,
whose resplendent Triumph and alu-

minium Canoelet sporting sidecar stopped
for some reason while going well.

A Combined Test.

A time check was made at the top of

Farlow, and thereafter a circuitous

course of about twenty miles was followed

on the western slopes of Brown Clee Hill.

Near Cleobury Mortimer a combined
acceleration and brake test was held.

Competitors were stopped, and sX the

word "go" had to accelerate to a tape
one hundred yards away, on crossing

which they were to pull up as rapidly as

possible. This is a very sound method
of introducing a brake test.

The results being decided by formula,

it is difficult to name the outstanding
performances. Boynton (5-5 James sc).

B. Brown (3-i Sunbeam sidecar) taking Farlow Bank at speed.

H. Minton (4^ Norton), and Brown, on
the familiar yellow-disced Sunbeam, were
excellent in acceleration and smart on the
brakes.

A little easier going followed until the
piece de resistance of the afternoon was
reached. This was Flagstaff Hill, near
Great Witley, and the steepest part,

about 1 in 5 or 7, is faced immediately
after a right-angle bend at the foot.

The surface was very loose, and as no
control was in operation at the foot, the
competitors came up in batches, and
some baulking resulted.

Only two sidecar drivers made clean

ascents, these being F. W. Giles and E
Williams, both on A.J.S. machines. The
solo rrien had less difficulty, being un-
troubled by the severe wheel slip which
stopped the passenger machines. Brown
(3i Sunbeam sc.) made a great attempt
to keep going, and would have succeeded
but for being badly baulked by Poole (6

A.J.S. sc), whose wheel refused to grip.
•A stopping and restarting test was

held at the top of the hill, and most

of those who reached it did welK

Boynton (5-6 James sc.) was excellent,

and Mrs. J. L. Wood (6 A.J.S. sc), also

handled her machine with confidence.

A. H. Mee (2| Diamond-Jap) gave up

the struggle, his engine emitting terrible

On Farlow Bank. H. Boynton (5-6 James sidecar), whose consistent performances and

passenger's happy smile are well known m Midland trials.

A cinder spreading arrangement fitted on Eric

Williams's A.J.S. to prevent wheel slip.

konlis through lack of oil ; while Edwaids

(3i Lea-Francis), misunderstanding the

situation, stopped his engine, and Having

no kick-starter, was pushed off.

A stop of one and a half hours for tea

was arranged at the Hundi'ed House
Hotel Great Witley, and there were

several non-arrivals.

The homeward run was chiefly over

main roaxls, Gatacre HiU, at Bridgnorth,

being scarcely worthy of inclusion. Nine-

teen competitors checked in at the finish,

but. the number on time at the tea stop

was very small. Owing to Mr. J. E.

Greenwood, the trials secretary, not

having recovered from his accident at

Stile Cop, the results were not deter-

mined at once.
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Woolwich M.C.
The official results of the recent inter-

club team trial are as follow : Cup
winners, Streatham and District M.C. ;

special medal, A. Ilsley (8 Matchless sc).

langley Park and District M.C.C.
The hon. sec. of this newly-formed club

desires to get into communication with
local motor cyclists who are interested- in
club life. His name is Mr. J. T.
Vickers, 15, Frederick Street, Meadow-
field, Durham.

Luton and South Beds A.C.
Mr. J. Simpson, the hon. secretary of

the above club, is prepared to accept
late entries for the club's speed trials,

on Saturday next, up to to-morrow, the
Sth. His address is 440, Hitchin Road,
Luton, The speed trials will be held on
the 13th.

Warrington M.C.
The above-mentioned club recently held

a non-stop trial over a 60-mile course.
The prize winners were as follow

;

Total error.- -

1. S. W. Philpott (6 Brougll so.) .. 4s.
.2. H. Aldled (31/2 Norton) .. .. 18s.
3. W. N. Pearn (2?4 A.J.S.) .. .. 26s.

Bristol Speed Trials.

The winner of the silver cup given by
the club for the best performance of the
day in the open classes, based upon
number of wins, allowing three points
for the first, two for the second, and one
for the third, is as under, with runners
up shown

;

Points.
S. L. Bailey (2% Douglas), 3 firsts, 1 third.. 10
G. Dance {S'/o Sunbsam), 2 firsts 6
B. Hadding {Harley-Davidson), 1 first .. .. 3
W. A. Jacobs (ly, Sincer), 1 first 3
G. P. Tozer 12V-, O.K.), 1 first 3
T. Gilmore Ellis (10 G.N.), 1 first 3
P. P. Dayies (2% Douglas), 1 second, 1 third.. 3
P. G. Ball (2>4 Douglas), 1 second, 1 third .. 3

Oxford M.C.

The Oxford Motor Club recently held
its first trial between Deddington and
Aynho, the test being that of speed-
judging. There were nine starters, and
the best performance was that of Dr. H.
C. Woodward, who was only Is. fast

over his course of eight miles. Mrs.
Wootton was second with 16^s. fast, and
Councillor E. B. Lewis third with 39s.^

fast. All the other competitors were slow.
Since the recent first general meeting,

some thirty new members have been en-
rolled. The club, which hopes to be
housed in Broad Street, proposes to run
meetings every fortnight for the present.
The officials are : honorary general secre-
tary, Mr. H. Morton Bailey; honorary
assistant general secretary, Mr. W. A.
Mathews.

"Sfulure Cv&nts.
Sept. i.—Carmarthen M.C. and C.C. Speed Trials

at Pendine Sands.
Sept. 6.—Junior Car Club. General Efficiency

Trial.
SEPT. 6.—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOB " THE

MOTOR CYCLE" CUP.
SEPT. 6.~Y0I1K AND DISTRICT M.C. OPEN

niLLCLlMB AT SVTTON BANK.
Sept. 7.—Widnes M.C.C. Run to Llangollen.
Sept. 13.—N.M.C.F.U. (WolverhamptonJ. Run to

Rndi/ard Lake.
Sept. 13.—Lincolnshire A.C. Ilitl-climb.
Sept. 13.—Luton and S. Beds. A.C. Open Speed

Xrials at Luton Hoo.
Sept. l!f.-~Manchester M.C. Speed Trials.
SEPT. U-eO.—A.C.U. SIX DAYS RELIABILITY

TRIALS.
Sept. 19.~Essex M.C. Gymkhana.
Sept. SO.—Blackburn and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb on Waddington Fells.
Sept. 57.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Hill.

climb.
SEPT. S7.—WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C. OPEN

HILL-CLIMB.
Sept. 27.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.O. Trial.
Sept. SS.—The Scott Sporting Trial.
Sept. SS.-N.M.C.F.V. (Wolverhampton). Run to

Crackley Bank, Wellington.
Sept. SS.-—Manchester M.C. Closing Run.
Oct. i.—Essex M.C. Hill-climb.

Widnes M.C.C.

This club is reported as being very
satisfactorily supported since its inaugera-
tion this year. So far only social runs
have been arranged.

Exeter M.C. and J.C.C.

This club recently held a six-hour
reliability trial, which proved a most
enjoyable and successful event. Out of
thirty entries twenty-eight put in an
appearance ; twenty -six started, and, with
but six exceptions, completed the course.
The outward route was via Okehampton
and Tavistock to Two Bridges, near
Princetown (forty-eight miles). This was
the only engine stop allowed. The home-
ward trip was via Moretonhampstead,
Bovey Tracey, Newton Abbot,'- Kings-
teignton, over Little Haldon, and down
Telegraph Hill to Exeter. The course,
although not strenuous, was tricky, and
included some fine moorland. The roads
were in fair condition, except between
Two Bridges and Moreton, along which
several loose patches were encountered.
The most interesting feature of the event
was perhaps the variety of two-stroke
lightweights in the list, the majority of

which successfully completed the course.

They included 2^ h.p. and 2^ h.p. Levises,
the former ridden by Mr. Phil Pike. A
smart 2-^ h.p. two-stroke Chater-Lea,
ridden by Mr. T. J. Mooney, tlie club's
secretary, was much admired, and a 2^
h.p. Metro-Tyler, with sidecar and pas-
senger, driven by J. Wood, also com-
pleted the course to time without stopping
the engine, except for the official stop
allowed at Two Bridges. The total

course was eighty-four miles, and the
officials and committee are to be con-
gratulated on the success of the event.

N.M.CF.U. (Coventry).

A club rally will be held at Easenhall,
near Brinklow, on September 7th. Meet
Pool Meadow, 1.30 p.m. Luncheon baskets.
Will all members intending to participate
in the week-end run to Weston-super-
Mare on the 20th and 21st inst. send their
names and number in party as early as
possible to the hon. sec, Mr. T. Mallalieu,
89, London Road, Coventry, to enable
him to secure accommodation.

North Derbyshire M.C.C.

The results of the recent hUl-climb at
Stone Edge, near Chesterfield, are as
follow :

Class A.—600 c.c. Solo, on Time.
Time. Formula.

1. A. Clay (3'A Triumph) .. 42|s.
2. J. Boult (31/2 Norton) .. .. 45s.

Class B.—350 c.c. Solo, on Foritula.
1. E. Short (2% Douglas) .. 59Ss. .. 271
2. E. Berresford (21/2 J.A.P.) .. 684s. 238

Class E.—Solo, Unlimited, on Formula,
Flying Start.

1. J. Boult (3y2 Norton) .. .. 36s. .. 561
2. A. Clay (3y2 Triumph) .. 354s. .. 526
Fastest private owner and winner of Orr Cup. .

J. Ive (4 Triumph) .. .. 40s.

Class F.—Unlimited, Passenger, on Formula.
1. B. E. Williinsan (Syj Norton

sc.) 67is. .. 297
2. A. Stacey (6 Campion sc.) .. 60is. .. 277

Puhlic Schools M.C.C.

On Saturday afternoon, the members
of the Public Schools M.C.C. indulged
in a hill-hunting jaunt, during the course
of which several stiff climbs were
attempted. Leaving the rendezvous at

Purley Corner, a pleasant run of eight

miles brought the party to the first test,

Succombe Hill. R. C. Charlesworth,
leading, accomplished the climb with
ease, the loose surface of the track,
however, causing wheel spin. Davey
(5^ Norton), climbing at speed, when
within a few yards of the crest,

had extraordinary bad luck with exces-

sive belt slip, which eventually brought
his machine to a standstill. D. W. Bon-
ham Carter (2|- Coulson B.) successfully

ascended on the second attempt, his

previous failure being due to a broken
belt. R. Dallas Brown (3.^ Rover) also

climbed well on his second attempt.
H. H. B. Beacon (3^ Zenith) fell a victim
to the awkward hairpin bend followed

by a severe gradient, which was next
encountered ; the remaining members,
however, were more successful. The
"star" hill (Salt Box) was then
descended, ^ its loose surface severely

testing the braking power of the

machines. Ascending this famous hiU
is an entirely different proposition.

Nevertheless, the majority of the riders

did well. Descending the hill once more,

a pleasant run followed, concluding at

Oxted.
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A selection oi questions oi genera! i.icerest received from readers and our replies chereto All questions snould be addressed to the Editor, '"The Mocor Cycle,
zo, Tudor Street, London, E,C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference Letters containing leE;a

cuestions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of the envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearine on technical subjects.

Artificial Limbs and Motoring.

I3 there any clause in the
Motor Act to prevent one who
has lost both legs above the knee
from (a) parchasing, (b) register-

ing, 'and (c) driving a motor
cycle and sidecar? The machine I pro-

pose using is all hand-controlled, apart
from the rear brake, which I intend
having brought up to the near side of

the tank and operated by lever.

—

F.J.G.

There are no qualifications whatever re-

quired of applicants for a motor driving

licence, therefore you will be able to

obtain one. We think, however, that you
may find driving a motor cycle for any
great distance almost impossible, as in

all probability you would suffer very

much from vibration.

Damage by Repaiicr^.

I have a 1911 twin Rex with

sidecar, t have recently had this

down to clean the cylinders, etc.,

and the machine had been run-

ning well after this. One day
the machine started running badly, and
finally stopped On trying to restart

I could not turn the engine, as it had

seized up. 1 put in some paraffin to

free the pistons, but this only allowed

them to move a little, so I pushed to

the nearest garage. When I returned

the machine was outside, and a young

lad of about sixteen was shortening the

belt. I asked him if it was ready, and

he said if I called back in about half

an hour it would be, and that he could

only get it to fire on one cylinder, and

that it had seized up in the back

one. As I could not get home that

evening I called the next day. The
man in charge then .showed me the

machine with the piston smashed

and the cylinder broken. (1.) Do
you think I shall be able to compel

them to make this good? I know they

had freed the piston as I had turned

the pulley by hand. (2.) If they refuse,

can I sue them, in the county court for

the damage?—S.G.Y.
In all probability the cause of the engine

stoppage was not due to seizure, but to

one of the gudgeon pin set screws drop-

ping out and jamming between the con-

necting rod and fljTvheels. In the efforts

to turn the engine this would no doubt
loosen, and after starting up it most likely

got beneath the piston, resulting in the

breaking of the latter and also the

cylinder, If this was the case, we do not
think you can place the whole responsi-

bility upon the repairers.

24
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Crank Case Release

I should be extremely obliged
if you could advise me on the
following points. (1.) My bi-

cycle is a 1919 3i h.p. Rudge-
Multi. When running, a power-

ful blast of air issues from the cap
over the clutch gear. Sometimes this

produces a -decided iVhistle, especially
when running fast. Should this be so

in addition to the crank case air release?

(2.) The carburetter (Senspray) chokes
the engine when the throttle is opened
more than half-way, although it seems

- to run satisfactorily if the air lever
is closed. I have the smallest jet

possible for easy starting, viz., thirty-

eight jet. Yet the engine runs perfectly,

provided the air lever is fully open
and throttle less than half-way open.

—

T.W.B.

(1.) The blast^ of air which you notice
issuing from -the clutch is not abnormal,
as a certain amount of crank case pres-

sure is released through the hollow
shaft in order to permit lubrication of

the clutch parts. (2.) The carburetter
trouble is rather obscure. We would

. ^S^^J'^tM'^

~

suggest, however, that yon try a larger

jet, after fitting which you may find it

necessary to lower the petrol level.

Iwm Magneto on Single.

I h^ve a Bosch magneto which
came off a twin motor cycle. I

have' a 4^ h.p. single engine to

which I want to fit magneto if

possible. (1.) If I use only one

carbon brush and remove the other,

would this harm the magneto? (2.)

Shall I have to remove one of the caihfl

in contact breaker cover ? (3. ) Will

the magneto be powerful enough for »

big single ? It will throw a spark

about ^in. with turning it by hand and
holding the high-tension wire about

iin. away from magnets.. (4.) What
alteration is necessary to make a good
job ?—G.L.P.

(1 and 2.) In using a twin-cylinder mag-
neto on a single-cylinder engine, if you
desire to remove one carbon brush com-
pletely you must also remove the corre-

sponding cam. (3.) The magneto should
be quite satisfactory on the . engine you
mention.

'A scene in a recent open reliability trial held by the.Redditch M.C.C. interested spectators

at the hairpin bend on Nap Hill, near Stroud
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Contingent Liability.

Will you kindly give me your

^] opinion of the following : I was
> eighty miles from home recently,
^i-l and just starting back when

I met with a slight accident and^

, had to put the motor cycle into a garage

I

for repairs. I am fully insured against

I
all accidents, but my wife and I had to

come home by train. Can I claim my
railway expenses from the insurance

company, as it is paying for all the

damage to the motor cycle?—F.W.W.
Che insurance company would not be
iable to pay the railway fare of either

.he insured or his wife as a result of their

laving to travel home by rail on account
)f their machine being damaged. No
jompany provides for this contingency
n its policies, as presumably it would
)e open to considerable abuse.

An Old Type Engine.

I have just purchased a Chater-
Lea 2ih.p. J. A. P. engine, B. and
B. carburetter, and Bosch mag-
neto. As far as I can gather,

the whole - thing is dated 1910,

or nearly ten years old. The diffi-

culty I am in is to know when to

lubricate and the quantity of oil to

give. When the tap is turned one
way the glass cylinder nearly fills with
oil ; if turned at a right angle to this

position, the oil runs, I presume, to

the cylinder. (1.) Is this the way to

lubricate? In one position of the tap,

when the engine is working, the pump
also works, but no oil appears to leave

the tank. (2.) Should the tap be
turned the other way when running ?

The man who overhauled the engine
calls it a two-stroke, but Messrs. J. A.
Prestwich tell me it is a four-stroke.

(3.) As the latter is obviously correct,

should the magneto be timed to spark
at the beginning of the compression
stroke and not 10 mm. to 12 mm. in

advance? (4.) At the commencement
of the compression stroke both valves

should be closed. As I can only see

the exhaust valve, how can I tell if

- the inlet valve is closed ? (5.) Screwed
on the top of the induction pipe is

what appears to be a small valve.

What is its function?—J.P.J.

(1. and 2.) The oil pump on your
machine is» evidently one of the old type
fittro* with a two-way tap. We cannot
tell you the exact positions of this tap,

I

as the practice of different makers varies.

However, you will find that in one posi-

tion, on drawing up the pump plunger,
oil will enter the barrel. On turning
the tap into the second position and de-
pressing the plunger, the oil will be
forced through to the crank case. Nor-
mally, the tap should be left in this

' latter position. One pumpful of oil

should be given every eight or ten miles,
oftener at high speeds. (3.) The engine
you describe is apparently the 2^ h.p.

four-stroke automatic inlet valve model,
and the spark timing will be about cor-
rect with the piston 8 mm. from the
top of the compression stroke, and the
spark fully, advanced. (4.) Being an
automatic inlet valve engine, you are
unable to see the inlet valve because it is

contained in the dome above the exhaust
valve. However, as the inlet valve works
automatically, i.e., without any mechanical

|j^OT(^ILE

operation from the timing gear, you
have no need to worry about its timing,

as it is always closed except actually

during the suction stroke of the engine.

(5.) The small valve which you describe

as being screwed on the top of the in-

duction pipe is probablw to facilitate

petrol injection for starting purposes.

Fitting Hub Cups.

Would you kindly favour ma
^Tl with your advice on the follow-

^ ing : (1.) I have a 1914 34 h.p.

-i-l B.S.A., and am getting a lot of

trouble with the back wheel, as

the hub cups are badly worn. Would
you recommend fitting new hub cups
or a new hub? (2.) How are the hub
cups fixed in the hub ? (3.) Would
you give me a few hints on building

a new hub into the wheel.—R.H.L.

(1.) It will scarcely be necessary for

you to fit a new hub in your B.S.A.
back wheel, as the cups are detachable,

(2.) The hub cups are pressed into the

hub shell, and must be driven out by
means of a suitable punch. It is very
difficult to remove these, and unless you

_

can place the wheel in the liands of a

competent local repairer we would advise

you to return it to the makers. (3.)

Fitting a new hub would necessitate the
entire rebuilding of the wheel, and we
do not think you could satisfactorily un-

dertake this yourself.

Enamelling, Geai Changing, etc.

(1.) I have an Indian bicycle^ and cane torpedo sidecar, which
> I want to paint red to match.
-I-l What is the best way of doing

this ? Would it be better to use
red enamel or red paint ? Any special

dressing first? (2.) Which dressing

is better for the paper washer for the
crank case joint, gold size or linseed

oil? (3.) When using the 1914 Indian
two-speed dog clutch gear, is it correct

that one can change gear by slamming
the lever over without declutching or

valve lifting? (4.) What could cause
an unsteady acetylene head light?

Could lighting the rear light from the
same generator cause or affect this ?

—

F.C.F.

(1 ) The best thing to use for re-enamel-
ling your Indian and sidecar we think
will be Robbialac. Write to Jenson and
Nicholson, Robbialac Works, Stratford,
London, E.15, tor particulars of the
various materials they supply for this

purpose. (2.) Either gold size or boiled

linseed oil is satisfactory as a crank case

jointing material. (3.) Your method of

gear changing is certainly incorrect. It

is absolutely necessary with the Indian
two-speed gear that you should declutch
when changing, or you may use the valve
lifter; but with the Indian type of con-
trol it IS not exactly a convenient
arrangement. (4.) Probably the .cause of

your unsteady head light is due to tht
generator not being perfectly clean. We
do not think that running the rear light

from the same generator would be the
cause of the trouble. If necessary, renew
the filtering pad immediately beneath the
water chamber of the generator, and also

examine the connecting tubes to the
lamps, as it is quite possible that the
flickering is caused by condensed mois-
ture in these.

?
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Carburation.

My 2i h.p. two-stroke machine
normally ran exceedingly well

with full air, having a 25 jet

(Amac carburetter). After being

laid up for four years I recom-

menced using it again, and as it seemed
more powerful T fitted a 25 jet to effect

an economy. Recently, after doing a
journey, it suddenly refused to take

full air, but would run well with the

air lever partly open. The carburetter

showed signs of tlooding, so I cleaned

the float chamber and jet, but it still

refuses to take full air. Can you
explain this?—E.R.W.

The fact that your machine runs per-

fectly, although you have to keep the air

lever closed somewhat, would suggest

that there is either some form of stoppage

in the petrol supply, or else more air is

being admitted in some other way than

through the carburetter. Examine care-

fully the carburetter connections for air

leaks; also notice if the drain tap in the

crank chamber is open. Although you
have cleaned the carburetter, you do not

say wliether you have cleaned the five

spraying jets, which you will find in the

carburetter body immediately above the

main jet.

READER'S REPLY.
An Early Scott.

Regarding "S.A.R.'s" trouble with the

Scott referi^d to in your issue of the 21st

ult., I think he has got the cranks in the

wrong crank' cases. The one with the
left-hand screw should go in the right

crank case and the one with the right-

hand screw in the left.—EF343.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Derby to Ci.eckhe-4.ton.—J.H.V.
Derby, Chesterfield, Sheffield, Barnsley,

- Wakefield, Batley, Birstall, Cleckheaton.
Approximately seventy-five miles.

WOLVBRH.^MPTON TO HERTFORD.—H.G.C.
Wolverhampton, Stourbridge, Broms-

grove. Headless Cross, Alcester, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, Banbury, Buckingham,
Winslow, Leighton Buzzard, Dunstable,
St. Albans, Hatfield, Hertford.

London 10 Neath.—V.E.J.
London, Ealing, Uxbridge, Beacons-

field, High Wycombe, West Wycombe,
Stokenchurch, Oxford, Witney, North-
leach, Cheltenham, Gloucester, Newnham,
Lydijey, Chepstow, Cardiff, Cowbridge,
Bridgend, Neath.

Neath to Bournemouth.—V.E.J.
Neath, Bridgend, Cowbridge, Cardiff,

Cliepstow, Lydney, Newnham, Glouces-
ter, Cirencester, Cricklade, Wootton
Bassett, Broad Hinton, Avebury, Upavon,
Amesbury, Salisbury, Fordingbridge,
Ringwood, Christchurch, Bournemouth.

Reading to Lifton.—J.W.
Reading, Midgham, Newbury, Hunger-

ford, Marlborough, Beckhampton, Devizes,
Seend, Trowbridge, Southwick, Becking-
ton, Frome, Shepton Mallet, Glastonbury,
Walton, Greenton, Othery, Durston,
Taunton, Wellington, Cullompton, Exeter,
Okehampton, Bridestowe, Lifton.
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Windscreens while you Wait.

Easting Windscreens, Ltd., will have a
representative at Mr. Tom Norton's
garage, Llandrindod Wells, during the
A.C.U. trials to assist in the expeditious
Stting of the Easting windscreen.

An Olympia Show Appointmeni.

We learn that llr. C. D. Clayton, the
advertisement contractor, has again been
appointed as the publicity steward in

connection with the forthcoming Olympia
Cycle and Motor Cycle Show.

Triumph SpeciaUst.

Mr. H. Stretton Ward, the competition
rider, has opened a garage in Leamington
under the name of Forfield Motors, where
he is specialising in Triumph repairs and
spare parts. He was several years with
the Triumph Co., and is thoroughly con-
versant with this well-known machine.

The Rttdge Record.

The latest number of the Rudge-Whit-
worth house journal is to hand, and is a
very bright little issue. Therein atten-
tion is given to all the organised activities

in which Rudge employees may join in

their leisure moments. The latest of

these is * a photographic society, which
already has a membership exceeding
thirty.

Tan-Sad Extensions.

Owing to the large demand ior Tan-
Sad pillion seats, the. Tan-^ad works
have now been moved into larger premises
at 9, Freeman Street, Birmingham. The
makers wish to emphasise the fact that
pillion riding is not nearly so dangerous
as it is said to be if the passenger is

comfortably mounted on a properly con-
structed seat, as there is no longer the
likelihood of moving the position un-
expectedly owing to the discomfort of

excessive vibration.

Lightweight in Long-distance Trial.

It is sometimes urged that tiny two-
strokes are not capable of maintaining
high average speeds when touring.

The performance of Major A. Waters on
a Baby Triumph in the recent Irish End-
to-end trial is a contradiction of this idea.

Including mileage to and from starting
point, his distance was 689| miles, covered
in running time of 29h. 12m., equalling
23 m.p.h. No troubles were experienced,
and the tool-bags remained locked
throughout. Petrol consumption was
87 m.p.g.

The Scott Sociable Booklet.

We are in receipt of the Scott Sociable
booklet, published by the Scott Autocar
Co., Ltd., Clayton Road, Lidget Green,
Bradford. In it is to be found a descrip-
tion and technical details of the Scott
two-stroke three-wheeled sociable. The
first particulars given are quite useful to

the reader, as they mention that the
vehicle will run on a minimum ground
track of 44in., pass through a gateway
55in. wide, will turn in a roadway 13ft.

wide, and will pass under headway 52in.

high. It seems a pity that the booklet
does not include any illustrations. In
sending this publication, the Scott Auto-
car Co. state that they will not be able
to give delivery for some considerable
time.

|j^OT(^ILll

A New Lubricating Oii.

Messrs. Blackwell, Victoria- Oil Works,
xlston, Birmingham, are putting a new
lubricating oil on the market. The
makers actually claim that this oil will

cause no carbon deposit on cylinders or

valves. It is made for all classes of engine.

K.L.G. Plugs.

We are informed by Messrs. S. Smith

and Sons, Ltd., 175-189, Great Portland

Street, London, W.l, that K.L.G. plugs

were fitted on the Sunbeam-Goatalen
engines of the British airship R34 in her

flight across the Atlantic, and that the

plugs gave every satisfaction.

The New London Beadqinarters o

Clincher Tyres.

The North British Rubber Co., Ltd.,

are shortly to move into the extensive

premises in Tottenham Court Road, lately

occupied by the British Lighting and
Ignition Co., who have now moved to

Aston, Birmingham. The existing build-

ing will be very much extended, and
repairs to tyres will be undertaken on

the premises.

Booking New Machines.

Maude's Motor Mart, Great Portland

Street, London, W.l, are accepting order's

for new machines, to be delivered in

strict rotation, the number on the waiting

list being stated on the receipt for the

deposit, which will be returned and the

order cancelled at any time should the

prospective purchaser desire it. The
place cannot be passed on to another,-

for every machine is booked in the name
of the rider who orders it.

Ball Bearings.

Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., Bear-

ing Works, Reddings Lane, Sparkhill,

Birmingham, inform us that they are

able to supply from stock nearly every

standard size of ball bearing and steel

balls. These bearings are the product
of the plant which the firm established

at the urgent request of the Ministry

of Munitions. When ordering, the out-

side and inside diameters and width in

inches or millimetres should be given.

The Supply of Piston Rings.

The ordinary garage cannot profitably

undertake the tiresome job of making a

few odd-sized piston rings in competition
with a firm specialising in such machining
operations, therefore many repair shop
proprietors will be glad to hear that the

British Piston Ring Co., Ltd., Holbrook
Lane, Coventry, now maintain a stock

of rings for immediate delivery in all sizes

between 60 to 110 millimetres diameter,

graded in i mm. steps. The trade mark
of this company has been changed from
"British-Coventry" to " Brico," and all

rings manufactured in future will bear
the latter. Special size rings can be made
to order in three to six days.

for •

t

SEPTEMBER 4th, igig.

Chater-Lea Spares in Sussex.

Riders of the Chater-Lea No. 7 sidecar

machines will be interested to learn that

the Endrick Engineering Co., of Crawley,

Sussex, are carrying a stock of spares for

these machines, as complete as possibJ-

under existing circumstances.

Moto-Reve Spare Parts.

We have had several enquiries for

Moto-Reve spare parts recently, and those

of our readers who are unable to obtain

replacements for these machines will be

glad to know that they can get them,

from the Motor Supply Co., automoba*

engineers, 223a, High Street, Lewisham,

London, S.E.13.

The Rigby Gear.

We are informed that the Rigby gear,

which was described in The Motor Cych
of May 22nd, 1919, page 512, is now bemg

manufactured by Messrs. Newcombe
Brothers, automobile engineers, 10, Zet-

land Road, Stockton-on-Tees, and is in

future to be known as the Simplex.

Fastest Time on Old Tyres.

The majority of competition riders fit

new covers before entering a speed event

or any other strenuous form of trial, and

it is therefore interesting to learn that

Mr. Remington, who made fastest time

of the day at the recent Southend Speed

Trials, used Hutchmson tyres supplied

from ordinary stock in J.914, when they

were used in several Brooklands events,

and have subsequently, remained standing

idle during the war period.

Sign, or—!
Messrs. Brown Brothers, Ltd., the well-

known accessory dealers, inform us that

Mr. Arnold, their Australasian represen-

tative, took a trade visitor from New
Zealand for an aeroplane flight while in

this country, and claims to be the first

airman to secure an order actually in the

air. Whilst at an altitude of between

3,000 and 4,000 feet over London, and

travelling at over 100 miles an hour, the

passenger signed a substantial order for

motor accessories. We sincerely hope

Mr. Arnold did not bring intimidation to

bear upon his passenger.

Locknuts.

We have received a brochure which

ably puts forward the utility of Vislok

lock nuts, made by Vislok, Ltd., 3, St.

Bride Street, London, E.G. 4. Center-
ing that the nuts on motor cycles are

liable to vibration, it is often advisable

to make use of a suitable lock nut. The
Vislok device is most effective in practice,

and the nuts are made in all sizes from

iin. to 4in. in diameter.

British Magneto Developments.

We learn that the M-L Magneto Syndi-

cate, Ltd., and Messrs. S. Smith and
Sons (M.A.), Ltd., have entered into an

arrangement whereby the latter acquire

controlling interests in the former. The
manufacture of these well-known British

magnetos will still be carried on at

Coventry, while the distribution, both to

the trade and„for export, will be handled
solely by S. Smith and Sons. Mr. G. A.

Lister, general manager, Mr. A. E. Wat-
son, technical manager, and Dr. Morris,

consulting engineer, who have been asso-

ciated with the M-L since its inception,

will continue as members of the Board.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4.J.S.

A .J.S.—Eseter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd
i Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, TaTistock Kd., Ply
louth. Sole agents.

' veriea
Now booking for earliest de

rooo

r ATE 1915 2%h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, accessories, es-
LJ cellent appearance and running condition, little

sed; trial by appointment; £70.—E. Bygott, Wein,
;hropshire. [2956

IQ19 A.J .8. (July) Combination, complete spare
Lt^ wheel, etc.; £180, or best offer ove^; write for
ppointment.—" '' " * .^--- "t tt-_x-i_ ^
:pswich.

R.A. Mess, Warren Heath Camp,
Pil230

916 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, in perfect condition.
little used, complete with luggage grid, hood,

jreen, si>eedometer, 3 lamps, horn.—11, Howard Rd.
outhampton. [X1299

IQ16 4h.p. A.J.S. C.B. Combination, excellent con-
Li/ dition, new gear box, spare wheel and tyre;
;120 ; seen by appointment.—P., Lilbum, Plough
,ane, Purley. [3551

I*
.J.S. 1915 5-6h.p. Combination, complete with speed-

[iL ometer, lighting- set, and spare wheel, A.J.S. out-

It: £125.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
liile St., E.0.3. [0552

\ .J.S. 1916 4h.p.. Combination, lamps, and horn, all
"i in excellent condition; ^6120 ; seen at Swan
parage, Golders Green, after 6.~Woodward, 77, The
irive, Golders Green, N.W.4. [3561

I Q19 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, wind screen,
L t/ waterproof apron, Lucas lamps and horn, as
ood as new; what ofiers oyer £185; West Riding.

—

OS 240,' c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1114

A .J.S. 1914 Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p.. 2-speed
i- countershaft, hand clutch, fully equipped, perfect

jndition; any trial; £118. or nearest offer.—Tong, 6,

rancis St., Eracebridge, Lincoln. [X0866

919 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., deliyered this month.
4 interchangeable wheels, screen, 3 Lucas lamps,

oin, etc., as brand new, unscratched; £185.—Clapham,
19, King George St., Greenwich, S.E. [3742

A .J-S. Bh.p. Combination, 1916, interchangeable
nL wheels, 3 speeds (new gears), kick starter, hand
lutch, wind screen, horn, and lamps, mechanically
,3und; £135.-6, Oakfield St., Cardiff. [X1542

i .J.3., 6h.p., 1915, 3-speed, mechanical horn, 2
'A lamp sets, roomy coachbuilt sidecar, in ex-
j?Uent condition; £120, near offer.—Chidley, 50, Grove
l;nd House, St. John's Wood Rd. [3280

fA -J-S. 6h.p. Combination, left works July, 1916. 3-

j^ speed, interchangeable wheels, lamps, tyres per-
fect, Stewart's patent horn; private owner; best offer

(.ver 110 gns.—Box 272, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1344

)A -J-S. 4h.p., 1916, S-speed, K. start, re-enamelled and
{-*- replated and thoroughly overhauled by makers,
;.peedometer, good as new; £100, or nearest offer.

—

jipply. E. Harding, Springhead, Shottermill. [X1362

||Q19 A.J.S. Combination, delivered June, spare
Lt/ wheels, wind screen, storm apron, Lucas elec-

ric head, side, and tail lamps, Lucas horn; best
ffer over £135.—Box 275, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X13a4
iA ^J.S. Combination, 1916, spare wheel, hood, side cur-
,ti tains, screen, horn, speedometer, stored over 2

'ears, in grand condition, new tyres on, ready for any
our ; best cash offer.—Pearce, 31a, Newark© St.,

Leicester. [X0865

A .J.S., 6h.p., late 1914, underslung wicker sidecar
ti- (canoe shaped}, 3 speeds, Lucns lamps, new spare
iover, tube, excellent condition; £98; exchange solo or
Morgan.—Wilcox, 118, Hamstead Rd., Handsworth, Bir-
iiingham. [X1481

1Q19 A.J.S. 5-6h.p. Combination, fitted with screen,
Lt/ spare wheel and tyre, big Lucas head lamp, Lucas
iidecar lamp, Lucas tail lamp, mechanical horn, un-
icratched, and as new; £185.—Pearcey, Grocer, West-
jam, Weymouth. 1X0879

[a -J-S., late 1918, 6h.p., B.S.A. sidecar, hood, screen,
1^ spare wheel, tyre unused, horn, 2 spare valves
l^omplete, F.R.3. -electric lighting, 3 lamps, mileage
J,500, perfect condition; 170 gns; after 6.30.—Revesby,
3ramber Rd., N. Finchley. [3283

A.J.S. 1915 2;'-;ih.p., 2-speed, kick-start, hand clutch,
engine iusb overhauled and found perfect, enamel

!ood, good set tools, spare valve, tube, plug, lamps,
lorn Claxton, speedometer, and watch.—Apply, Brom-

I

ey 1052 (Tel.) after 6p.m., or Birches, Durham Rd.,
Bromley, Kent. [3262

j

4Ildaya

!,A LLON.—Caffyns, Ltd.. Eastbourne, lor delivery
1^ shortly. [001^

ALLON.—Earliest possible delivery, 2-speed clutch
models.—laquire, Parker's Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X1442
,"1 Q16 Alldays Allon, lamp set. Klaxon horn, etc., as
J-v new; bargain, £45.-64, York St., Twickenham.

[3581
ALLDAYS Allon, 2-speed, 2%h.p., red tank, all ac-

cessories; £53.-262. Blackhorse Lane, Waltham-
JBtow.

-
[2841

ALLON 1919 2%h.p., special model, accessories

I

complete; 65 gns.—Fairhaven, Wavertree Rd.,
jSouth Woodford. [3543

1 Q 1 7 25/ih.p. 2-speed Alldays Allon, all accessories.
--«/ uenrly new; £55; combination wanted.—21, Brent
St., Hendon, N.W.4. [X1397

{new models!
_ Having purchased from aGovernment ^
• Department a few

Royal Ruby
8 h.p. J.A.P. engines, 3-speed, all

chain drive, handlebar controlled ^
clutch, 28 X 3 DunlopS, we can give

IMIVIEDIATE
DELIVERY.

These machines are all BRAND
NEW, but the enamel is in some

9 cases tarnished through storage.

Offered at makers' Catalogue price

—

£105 - O - O
PLUS 10 per cent.

No Premiums. •

Deliveryfree anywhere in England

We can also offer a few SidCCarS to

fit these models at

£33 -0-0
The outfits are complete with tools.

Exchanges arranged

AUDE'S i

OTOR 2

ART

I

100, Great Portland St.,

London, W.l.
Telegrams :

*' Abdicate, Wesdo, London *"

Telephone : Museum 557.

And v-i

100, Paris Street, Exeter.

Telegrams :
" Combustion, Exeter."

Telephone : Exeter 933.

I
•B

[{mm
'mm

tti

"^'tOfSAT.Sf^O^'**

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

JONES' Garage, special agents for Alldays Allon
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodsidi

Parade. North Finchley. [293!

ALLDAYS Allon and Lightweight Sidecar, 2-speed
clutch model, as new, accessories, sidecar no*

been used; £70.-55, Landcroft Rd , E. Dulwich.
[3355

ALLDAYS Matchless 234h.p. 2-stroke, 1919 Villier!
engine, new tyres, all accessories, in perfect ordei

and condition; £37/10.-115, Hazelbury Rd.. Silvei
St., Edmonton, N. [3717

"1Q19 Alldays Allon, 2%h.p., 2-SBeea, clutch model,
JLif lamps never been lit, new horn, ,nnd tools, only
done 30 miles; bargain for quick buyer, 60 gns.—Harvev,
New Rd., Eythorne, Dover. [3501

"IQ15 2^4h.p. Alldays Allon 2-stroke. single-speed,
-*-*' lamps, born, splendid condition, engmeer
owner; buying 1919 machine; £46, or nearest.

—

Boult. Glen Bank, Macclesfield. [X1405

ALLDAYS and Onions 1918 Allon 2-stroke, excel-
lent condition, little used, all accessories, chain-

cum-belt drive, single gear.-Can be seen at 20, Cross-
field Rd., Swiss Cottage, N.W.3. [3119

ALLDAYS Twin, 2-stroke, 6h.p., 1918, 3 speeds,
kick starter, dynamo lighting, 2 horns, low canoe-

let siiTecar, disc wheels, detachable and spare, lugg.nge

grid, painted dark red; a very smart outfit; price 140
gns.—Red Deer Garage, South Croydon. [2703

ALLDAYS Matchless 1913 4h.p., single, 3-speed
Sturmey-Archer hub and clutch, handle start, gears

.iust overhauled, thorough order throughout, lamps, horn,
tools, accumulator bos, sprung pillion seat, ideal side-

car or solo machine ; £55.—Longhurst, S, High St.,

Ascot. [3695

Antolne.
3ih.p. Antoine. new Senspray carburetter, Bosch mag.,

2 Roc free engine, handle starter, good tubes and
tyres, low, sporting mount, good running order; must
sell- first £25 secures. Also N.S.TJ. 2-speed gear. 70/-.

-6, The Arcade, Newark, Notts. [SHOO

Ariel

ARIEL, 1914, 3-speed; £45.-272, Green St., Forest
Gate. [2917

ARIEL 1914, 3-speed, less mag. and carburetter;
£18.-272, Green St., Forest Gate. [2918

CROW Bros., High St.. Guildford.—Ariel agents since
1913. 1919 deliveries have begun [5299

FIRST £29.—Ariel SVsh.p., perfect condition ; ride
away; no oflers.— 8, Kingston Ed.. Southampton.

[3093

J ONES Garage, special agents for Ariels, Broad-
way. Muswell Hill. N.IO. and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2929

ARIEL, C.B. sidecar, beautiful finish, just in,^ un-
packed; price £30/10.—Apply, Box L3,842, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [3035

ARIEL. 3V2h.p. and 6-7h.p. : early debveries.— F.
Speakman, Ariel Expert. 7. Rochdale Rd.,

Harpurbey Manchester. [5269

ARIEL Combination, 1914, sidecar de luxe. 3 speeds,

guaranteed perfect running order, lighting set,

smart turnout; £68.-592, HoUoway Rd., London, N.
[3731

ARIEL 1916 SVjh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

speed countershaft, kick start, Dunlop tyres, con-

dition like new; £85.—S. Taylor, 37, Derby St., Leek,
Staffs. [S1251

8 h.p. 1914 Ariel Combination, Enfield gears, splen-

did condition, ride away; £75; exchange medium
weight solo, or sidecar.-11, Crown St., Sutton-in-Asb-

field, Notts. (D) [XI 155

3ih°t. Ariel Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick
2 starter, lamps, horn, new speedometer, special

95 gns.- Driscoll, 58. Wood-
(3326

carburetter, almost new;
field Rd., Ealing.

ARIEL, 1919, SV-h.p., 3 speeds, countershalt, clutch

and kick starter, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc.

;

lovely machine and perfect; best offer, over £85.—
Homestead, Birchington.

" [3029

1019 Ariel 3V.h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch, delivered

Xi/ 23-8-19; prioe, including £2 Klaxon horn, lull iu-

yurauce policy, and A.A. membership, £110, or offers:

money needed.—East End Farm, Moss Lane, Pinner.
[3206

TO 19 Ariel, 3V.h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, de-

±.*y livered late June, mileage altout 600. condition

perfect, £90; or with new Rennoc C.B. sidecar now
attached, £110.—Knight, Chemist, Totland Bay, I.0.\T

ARIEL late model, 3iAh.r. countershaft, Mills-Ful-

ford sidecar with apron and luggage carrier, Lucas
accessories, speedometer, new tyres, in excellent condi-

tion- £95 —Chinery, 1, Hammersmith Ed., W 'Phone:

Western 4140. [2887

2-speed i C free en-

.„ , ^ . . did condition, stored

J vears, new Ijelt, spare 'new tyre, pulley, 2 v:ilYes loiu-

ple'te and tools; any trial; cash £70.-6. Hirst, 36.

High St., Shaftesbury, Dorset. [X0878

1015 5-6h.p. Ariel Combination, fully equipped,

y.*J lamps, horn, speedometer, wind screen, and apron,

recently overhauled, in perfect condition; any trial any

time by appointment; £95.-Prentice, Builder, _ New

'lintnet. 'Plione: Barnet 8 fo346

31h.p. Ariel, late 1914, N.S.U.
2 gine, Bosch, Senspray. splendid condition.

All letters relating to advertise)aients should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. c3l
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Arno.

ARNO, rarina model, nice order throuehout; a snip,
iC40.—Kiriiber, 108, Elm Grove, Brighton. [3591

FOR Sale, 4h.p. Arno combination, 3-speed gear,
lamp, horn, generator; complete, ready for road;

appearance good ; £55.—7, Cornwall Terrace Mews,
Upper Baker Si... London, N.W. [2900
A UNO 1916 5'/i'h,p., Smith's speedometer, lamps,
.^^ separate gencrjitors, horn, thoroughly overhauled,
fast and powerful; 48 gns., or offer; any trial; after
6 p.m.— Daily, Mornington Crescent, opposite Tube
St.ntion, N.W. [3448
jV/TOTOK Bilce and Coachbuilt Sidecar, Arno, in ex-
XTj. cellent condition, 3V2h.p., 3-speed;' all accessories,
lamps, speedometer, just been overhauled, ready lor
ro.id; price £100; seen any time after 7 p.m.— 5. Ken-
mare Miiusions, Gondar (fardens. West Hampstead.

[S0230
Auto-Wheels

AUTO-WHEEL, in good condition; £9.—ElUeman,
Bartestree. [3143

X^TALL Model de Luxe, ridden twice; £18, or oticr.
»» —385. Green St., TJpton Park. [3018

WALL Auto-Wheel for sale, good tyre; price £11.—
8, Netherton Grove, Fulham Rd., S.W.IO. [3072

AUTO-WHEEL, good order, good tyre; £10.—White-
band, Thrift Nursery, H.3ddes(Jon, Hrets. [3050

AUTO-WHEEL for cash and photographic goods to
value.—Miles, Ribbeslord House, Leominster.

[X1225
AUTO-WHEEL, splendid condition, like new;

£12/10,-Mitry, 172a, Lavender Hill, S.W.ll.
[X1536T^ALL Auto-Wheel, Quite new, absolutely perfect

VV condition; £17.-10, Church Ed., Shoitlands,
Kent. [X0966

WALL Auto-Wheel, variable ignition, overhauled,
.excellent condition, new tyre; £12, on rail.—

Honifwood, Frittenden, Kent. [2998

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914, stored 3 years, new tyre, tube,
£12; with cycle or tandem, £20, offers.—Harris,

7, St. Luke's Rd., Whitbourne Park. [3433

AUTO-WHEEL, 1915, done 200 miles, easy starter,
tyre new, complete fittings: 14 gns.—Bate, Croft-

side, Knutsford Rd., Grappenhall, Warrington.
[X1217

Bat-

FIEST CLAIM.-8h.p. Bat-Jap combination, in per-

fect condition ; any trial.—Cockwell Bros., Coach
Builders, Aberovon. Glam. - [X0857

4 ill. p. Bnt-Jap, overhead valves, spring frame, Druids,
2 reliable machine: £35.—Barry, 21, Boston Ed.,

W.ilth.imstow, E,17.
.

[3571

B.A.T.-J.A.P. 1914-15 6-811.P. Twin Combination, 3-

speed, clutch, starter, Amac, Bosch, accessories,
enne torpedo sidecar, excellent condition : 85 gns.—89,
Ashburnham R(l., Luton. [X1086

6h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, Montgomery sidecar, 2-

speed free engine, kick start,, all-chain drive,
new tyres, fast, good condition: ride away; 60 gns.
(reason for selling, too high power),—Barton, 26,
Union St., Deal. Kent. [3634

Blackburne.

CROW Ems., High St., Guildford, are old Black-
burne agents, and can give early deliveries. [5300

BLACKBDENE.—Sole agents. Book now for early
dehvery.—Chandler. Reyre and Williams, Sun St..

Hifehin, [0999

JONES' Garage, special agents for Blackburnes,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.ID. and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. [2932

1Q19 Blackburnes, the super motor cycles; early de-L^ liveries,—Full particulars, sole Hampshire agents,
The Fareham Motor Cycle and Engineering Works 2,
Hiyb St.. Fareham. Tel. 91:- [3389

Bradbury-

"I Q19 Brand New Bradbnrys from stock-—Wauchope's
--«.' 9, Shoe L.nne, Loudon. [2895
BRADBURY.—Agents, Bright and Hayles, 78

Church St., Camberwell. [3194

BRADBURY 4h.p., 1913, T.T., Bosch, ride away •

37 gns.—195, Romford Ed., Stratford. [3239

BRADBURY 4h.p., mechanically perfect; bargain
^ £38.—Hove Engineering Works, Davigdor Ed.,
Hove. [1968

1Q19 6h.p. Bradbury Combination, black and goldJ-tJ finish, brand new.—Parker's, Bradshawgate
Bolton. [X1454
BEADBURY, VAh.p., 2-speed, P.E., Dunlops, new

condition; any trial.—66, Mackenzie Rd.. Berken-
ham, Kent, [3436

BEADBURY 4h.p., thoroughly overhauled, good con-
dition; £30. After 6 p.m.—Cricketer's, 317, Bat-

[3471tersea Park Ed.,-Battersea.

BRADBURY.— For the earliest possible deliveries of
1919 models.—The Walsall Garage, Wolverhamp-

ton St., Walsall TeL; 444. f5606

BRADBURY 4h.p., 2-speed, free engine, new cylin-
der, tyies, and belt, take sidecar easy; £38.—*

Campbell, Garrison. Purfleet. Essex [X1327

The. folio-wing is a list of Motor

Cycles, etc., for -which we are

contracting agents.

Your enquiries concerning them
will receive our immediate and
courteous attention.

MOTOR CYCLES.
A.B.C.
ALLON
ARIEL

BLACKBURNE
BROUGH
B.S.A.
CLYNO
DIAMOND
INDIAN
JAMES

MATCHLESS
METRO-TYLER
NEW IMPERIAL

NORTON
N.U.T.
OMEGA
ROVER

ROYAL ENFIELO
RUDGE
SUN

TRIUMPH
ZENITH

SIDECARS.
CANOELET
COMFY
EMPIRE
GLORIA
MILLFORD
SWAN

LIGHT CARS.
G.W.K. two-seater.

G.W.K. four-seater.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

Full market value naid for First-
class Second - hand Motor Cycles

and Combinations.

I

EASTERN GARAGE Go,
Ofhcial Repairers to

R.A.C. A.C.U.. A.A. & M.U,

418,ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, E.7.

Telephone : 490 East Ham.
Telegrams :

" Egaraco. London.

i

i

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. J
Bradbury. '^'

BRADBTTRT 4h.p., Philipson, tyres and belt verj

good, lamps, tools: ride away; £45.-197, Hamp-
stead Way, Golder's Green, N.W. [2934

BRADBURY Combination, 4h,p., 2 speeds, kick

starter, lamps, horn, speedometer ;" £55, or

offer.—32, Brettenham Rd., Walthamstow. [3505

BEADBURY 1913 4h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, tree;

first cheque £53 secure.s
;
genuine bargain, climb

any hill.—Dee, 1, Victoria Rd., Brighton. [3340

1 Q13 Bradbury, 4h.p., 2-speed, N.S.U.. in very good
J-tJ condition, powerful, footrests need slight atten.

tion; nearest £40.—Hobbs, Shepton Mallet. XISW

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 1914 clutch model, Bosch mas.,

B. and B., lamps, horn, tools, spare tyre and
tube; £45.-16, Upper Long Leys Rd., Lincoln.

4h,p. Bradbury, 1914, 3-speed, kick start, speedo-

meter. Klaxon, Dunlop heavy, splendid condi-

tion; £62, or near offer.—23, Seaton Rd., Yeovil.
[3339

1013 Bradbury Combination, 2-speed, countershaft

XJ/ gear, kick start, lamps, speedometer; any trial;,

£60; overhauled.-R., 25, Henry Rd., Chelmsford.
[3230

BRADBURY, 1914, 4h.p., 2-speed conntershaft,

K S., C.B. sidecar, engine as new, good appear-

ance; 65 gns.—Insley, 21, Caulfleld Rd., Nunhead, SX_

BRADBURY 1914 4h.p., 3-sreed, coachbuilt- sidei

lamps, horn, splendid turn-out; £68, or
,

change lightweight, cash adjustment.-171, Ou
Rd., Coventry.

~
[XlBf

BRADBURY Combination, countershaft gears,

start, coachbuilt sidecar, ride away; £66,

nearest; no agents.-290, York Ed., Wandsworth.

S.W.18. . " [3495

BRADBURY 1914 4>4h.p., coachbuilt sidecar 3

speeds, fully equipped: £60, good push bike

considered part exchange.—Johns, 27, St. Gabriel s

Rd., CricWewood, N.W. 13363

BRADBURY 4b.p. Combination, new .1919 engine

fitted by Bradbnrys 6 weeks ago and enameUed.

tyres excellent, 2 new tubes, belts, lanips, and horn;

£60, or close offer.—Ludwick, Luston, Leominster.

BRADBURY, 4h.p.. grand solo mount, fast and re-

liable, complete with lamps and horn, only wants

seeing; £48.-McDonald and Windsor Victory Garage

Coldharbour Place, Camberwell, London, S.B.5. [3130

BRADBURY, 1913-14, 4h.p., Brompton multi-gear,

7-sne«d, Dunlop studded tyres, Bosch mag, com.

plete with wicker sidecar, excellent condition Ihrough.

out, overhauled; £48; exchonges.-E. D. Varty, Tlirai.

dersley, Essex. f-^^'-'

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft gear,

clutch and kick starter, aluminium footboards,

enamel and plate in good condition, mechanically per-

fect; £5B.-Viggers, Rose Cottage, Boughton Mon-

chelsea, nr. Maidstone. lAl^an

Brough.

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Is'e ol

Man Only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co^

Official Dealersr Liverpool and Manchester. [7039

5h.p. Brough and Millford Corvette Sidecar, about 3

months old, excellent condition, lamps, etc. :
beet

offer over f 130.—Box 287, c/o The Molar Cycle. [X1562

Brown.

BROWN, 3h.p., 1911, Bosch mag., good running

condition; i£15.—Collis, 98, Adelaide .Rd., N^ 3.

BEOWN Motor Cycle, SVjh.p., and coachbuilt side-

car, 2 speeds; any trial; £49.-Fuller, 1, Vic-

toria Rd., Brighton. [5311

BROWN 3>4h,p., free engine, Bosch mag., in good

running order; £40; seen after 6 P-in.—t-

Fougeret, 12, Mattock Lane, Baling, W.5. [3318

B-S-A.

B.S.A. 1913 2-speed, kick starter, less engine; £16_

—272, Green St., Forest Gate. (2919

B.S.A, Sole District Agents; book now.—The Walsall

Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. Tel.: 444
[5602

B.S.A.. 1913, syoh.p., free engine, good condition;

£il5._40. Nelson St., Parade, Birmingham.
[S1464

BS A. 4^h.p. 1914 Combination, all-chain S-spL-ed,

k S coach ; £80.-48, Prince George Rd., Dnl-

ston. N. [3'33

BS.A. C.B. Combination, 1914, 4i4b.p., 2-speed,

F.E., chain, perfect; £100.-320, High St.,

Poolar.
"

[3278

BS A 3V'h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, about 1913, con-

dition "new, not ridden lor 4 years.—CSiapple. Odi-

ham, Hants. 1233"

B.S.A., 1914, Sl/oh.p., clutch, kick start, Philipson's

pulley, Bosch "mag.; f65.—30, Auson Ed., Cricklc-

ood, N.W- [X1469

B.S.A.—Prospects of early delivery, solo or com-

bination.—Inquire, Parker's, Deansgate, Man-

chester. tX1461

BS.A., 4i4h.p., in good going order, lamps and =pare

tyre; £40.-Stratford, 91, BeEenden Ed., East

Dulwich, S.E.15. [2908

C32 All letters relating to aUvertisemeiits should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connaught.

ITOVE Engineering Works, Dr.vigdor Rd.—Sole di«-^ trict Connaught agents; deliveries in rotation; all

:cessories and repairs. [3183

"<ONNArrGHT. 244h.p. 2-stroke, 3-speed Sturmey-
J Archer gear, free engine, clutch, fine condition

;

,59; after 6.—E., 56, Thornton Av., Streatham Hill,
W. [9696
CONNAUGHT 1914 2-stroke7 2i/oh.p., U.H., Sturmey
J 3-3peed hub, lamps. Brooks pan seat, spanner;
-ndition almost equal to new; £43.—Farrall, 6, St.
alian's Friars, Shrewsbury. [X1477

Coulson.
[OUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of Man
' Only.—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,
ificial Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7041

JEW COTJLSOiS'-B., just delivered, Blackburne en-
^ gine, spring frame, etc. ; best ofler over £75 ; seen
turday and . Sunday only.—Boi Cottage, Winslow,
Klis. • [2916

Coventi-y Eagle.
JOVENTIIT Eagle 2-stroke, .Bosch, Senspray, take 2
.' anywhere; 38 gns,—6, Park St., Slough. [X0847

Oalm.
Q16 Dalm 3h.p. 2-speed 2-stroke, take two np
,

any hill ; £45.—Furniture Shop, 54, Pritchard's
1., Hackney Rd., London. [3211

I'iALM SVih.p. Solo, 2-Etroke, 2-speed, E.I.O. mag.,
' Amac carburetter, Strong frame, excellent condi-
in; £45.-Sanders, 45, Newcastle St, Cubitt Town,

[3008
h.p. Dalm, 2-speeJ, bought June, 1917, accessories,

spares, as new; seen in London by arrange-
mt; £40.—Richards, Northgate House, Northgate,
"^l"!-

, [3303

Daw.
VAW 2i/2h.p., B. and B. carburetter, tT.H. mag.. 100
„ mjle gallon, good running order, horn, pump, etc :

2.—HiUbrow, Hemel Hempstead. [X13S8

Dayton.
VAYTON 214h.p. 2-stroke, new mag., Amac, Druids,

26iu. wheels. Clincher tyres, complete with P.
1 H. lamps, horn, pump, and all accessories, as
w, seen anj^time; £37, or near offer; buying com-
lation.—40, Chardmore Rd., Stamford Hill. [2882

De Dion.
»E DION, 3i4h.p., new Dunlop tyres, B. and B ~

,' ^horn, lamp; £39; after 6.-71, Pelham Rd.
mbledgn. [jogi
Ih.p. De Dion, B. and B„ Bosch, new belt, just

ij

A finished vacation ; ride away ; £30, offers.—1-£L
LAnnes Rd., Harrow. [51341^

Diamond.
ALE, Diamond 2-stroke, 1917, good condition and

fine running order; £33.—Edge Cottage, Endon,
'Hs. [X1202
klAMOND, 1919, 2y2h.p.„ kmps, all accessories,
' done 500 miles; trial; £50.—Johnson, 206, Newton
., Burton-on-Treut. [1471
[[119 (April) 2%h.p. Diamond-Jip, 2-speed Enfield^ gear, Amac, C.A.V., P .and H. lighting set, horn,
iDlops, tool kit, spares (including belt] ; 60 gns , or
iirest.—Fost«r, Rosebank, Winchester - Rd., Basing-
!™- [2920

Douglas.
j"OU Won't Beat This.

JJ'S Brand New. 2%h.p. Douglas, W.D. type 1919
I

complete with dispatch case fitted to carrier- £78'
1?|? "t Hyde Park Garage, Lancaster Gate. 'Phone
[idulgton 1024. [3413
l)OUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, spare belt; 50 gns —

Saunder, Chemist, Worcester. [3418
kOUGLAS 2%h.p., excellent running order; £33 —

-Apply, 11, Lancaster Rd., S.E.25. [X1377
|OIJGLAS 1911, good order, fast; £2S.-Wooten,

23, North Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [S1297
]il9 Douglas 2%ih.p., bought August, perfect; oSers
!-' -Oddy, 53, St Clement's, 0.xford. [X1050

'i'°'^S^^„^'''''"- 1515, 2 speeds, very nice mount-
£50. -Hole, 129, Park Lane, Cnrshalton. [3450

|iOUCLAS.-Now delivering new 1919 model 4h n
;

coiuljination
; £123.-Moffat, Yeovil. 'Phone: 50.

lOPGLAS 4h.p. Combination, nearly new; £112 —
Stevens, 184, Pentonville Ed., King's dross.

'

OUGLAS 2',4h.p. W.D. Model, just uncrateif^74
gns., or best ofler.-Gainble, Clapham, Lancaster.

OUGLAS 2»!ih.p., 2-speed, new condition; sell orexohange combination.—82, Caledonian Ed., N.l.

°SSt^'^^ ,^^-°i ^?^f ^''''•P- 2-speed, absolut'ely
perfect.—16, Southdean Gardens, Southfleld.

p. Douglas Combination, 1915, overhauled, nice
condition; £105.-Cable Motor Co., George St.,

"^'^-
- [2861

HEAD
LAMP

DRY
BATTERY

Lighting

Sets.
BRITISHMADE.

D

'I'iill

Voles Lighting Sets are -the ideal, no-trouble
outfits for the Motor Cycle and Sidecar.
For over ten years they have been in use for
this service, and of recent years, in consequence
of their dependency, the demand is constantly
increasing.

Dynamo Lighting Sets with Accumulators require
careful attention and owing to complications have
a tendency to go out of order. Accumulators,
ii not regularly charged, whether in use or not,
=ulphate and become useless.

"VOLEX" DRY BATTERY
LIGHTING SETS give no
trouble whatever. The Battery,
which is fitted in a metal con-
tainer with switchboard
mounted on top, lies conveni-
ently in the bottom of the side-

car and with ordinary care will

last, when in use, from six months
SIDE

^^

fey '
10 eighteen months without renewal.

LAMPy New Battery can be fitted in a few
r, minutes at but little cost. The Battery
Case contains three separate Voles 4-voU

Aero Dry Cells, with separate connecting
boxes for the cables to Head, Side, and Rear
Lamps. If oneof the batteries becomes exhausted
it can be replaced independently of the others.

Unless specified, we always provide 4 Tolt Metal
Filament Bulbs to each lamp, but 8 volt -Bulb
for Head Lamp will be proTided where desired.

Complete outfit (as illustration), including Head
Lamp, Ball Pattern Side and Tail Lamps, 3 Volex

Aero Dry Batteries in metal container with switch-

board. Metal Filament Bulbs, and Waterproof
Conducting Cords. - - Price £6/10.
Spare "Volex" Aero Batteries 15/- each-

C.VUTION.—"'e would warn I] sera that
th^y inar be offered substitntes for tha
"Voles" Dry Battery.. No otlierbatterv
will approach in reliability, dnrabilitr,
or capacity the British Made 'Volex

'*

List
n. 200,
Motor
Cycle

l^iehtin^,
free on
request.

''TAIL

I LAMP

BATTERIES IN CASES, complete with waterprooi coi
ducting cords, to work in conjunction with own lamps.

Description. Price
Three 4 Volt "Aero" Batteries in metal container

with switchboard mounted on topas illustrated .

.' 70 -
Ditto with 2 Volex "Aero" Batteries and Switchboard,

comprising 2 switches and connectors ' 49
Ditto with I Voles "Aero" Battery, and switch and

connector ^ jn

D^

^ .All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adv

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

OUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, excellent appearanca;
any examination; £50.-25, Water St., Black-

burn. ' , [X1402

DOUGLAS 1912 a^^h.p., single apeed, good running
order; £30.-52, Btanbury H4., Peckham, London,

S.E. [3295

DOUGLAS, all models; seYeral excellent second-
hand mounts in stock.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Bolton. [X1443

"IQ15-1916 4h.p. Douglas, 3-3peed countershaft, beau-
J-*^ tiful condition; cheap.—15, Bristol Mews, Maida
Vale, W. --

[3739

1 Q14 2-speed Douglas, £50; also Auto Wheel, £12;
J-*^ both in first-class order.—51, Church St., Wol-
verton. [3707

DOUGLAS 1915 23jh.p., Amac, overhauled, anj
trial; £53.-40, Replihgham Ed., Southfielda,

S.W.18. [3265

4h,p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick start, about 1918, ahpoal
new condition; £78.-29, Bt. Leonard's St., Brom-

ley-by-Bow. [3606

DOUGLAS 4h.p.. 1917, 3 speeds, clutch, kick start,

lamps and tools; £72.—Hole, 129, Park I>ane,
Caishalton. [3451

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2";4h.p., 2-8peed, good runniAg
order; first £44 eecurea.—Box X3,916, c/o T?w

Motor Cycle. [3761

DOUGLAS 25/ih.p., 1911. single speed, footboards,
good condition, ready immediate use; £20.—Dowse,

TidVorth, Hants. [X0877

DOUGLAS, 254h.p.. W.D. model, splendid condition,
good running order; £69.-Eayrs, 11, Chichester

Terrace, Brighton. [X1432

DOUGLAS, late 1914, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, Iree engine,
perfect condition ; £48.—Lambtoa, Fern House,

Oorley, near Coventry. [X1565

OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, Klaxon, new Avbns,
little used; £85.—Davison, 12, Castelnau Man-
Barnes, S.W. ' [3674

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., excellent condition, fast, 2-

speed; £60.—Lieut. Dubois, Dispersal Unit,
Fovant, Salisbury. [X1426

1 Q 1 9 Douglas 2^ih.p., vrell equipped n-ith electric
J-*/ lights, etc.; £85, or offers.— 2, Wolverton At.,
liingston Hill, S.W. [3146

1Q15 2^4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, long exhaust pipe,
J^iy very sporty, new condition; cash wanted; £55.
—35. Mile End Rd., E.l. [3635

DOUGLAS, 1914, enamelled Indian red, disc wheels,
very fast; 55 gns.—4, Montague Mews, Crawford

St., Baker St., W.l. [3224

1 Q16 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick starter,- and O-E.
-L*/ sidecar, all fitments, nice condition ; £110.-54,
Coval Ed., Mortlake. [X1415

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2^,4h.p., 2-speed, very fast, ftrst-

rate running order; bargain, £50.—Box L3,dl7,
do The Motor Cycle. [3762

OUGLAS 4h.p. Unit, frame, gear box [3-speed), and
sidecar to suit, slightly deficient; £33, close offer.

—17, Park Ed., Harringay. [3589

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, overhauled and
re-enamelled at cost £20, about 1918; £110.—

7, Gibson Sq.. N.l. [2492

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., in excellent order; £55.— •

Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Station). [1771

DOUGLAS 2^h.p., 1912; 2-speed, good tyres, condi-
tion, stored during war; £45.—Keene, Jordan's

Farm, Crawley, Sussex. [3160

DOUGLAS, 1915, late model, 27Speed, excellent con-
dition, stored 2 years; ride away; £60.—114,

Orakefield Rd., Balham. [3648

1 Q15 Douglas, 2 speeds, sound condition and rnn-
J-*y ning order; £56.—Murray, 37a, Charlea -St.,

Hatton Garden, Holboru. [X1250

BEAND New W.D. Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, never
been on road; £73/ 10; first cheq.ue has it.—

Pollard, Wragby, Lines.
,

[X1205

DOUGLAS 1914 25/ih.p., 2-speed, lamps, speedometer,
fine condition; £50, or nearest.—Winfennv, Liudley

St., Longwood, Huddersfield. [X1367

DOUGLAS, 2^Ah.p., 2-speed, with Watsonian side-

car; £67/10.-223, Hammersmith Ed., W.
'Phone: Hammersipith 80. [3174

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.'p., 1911, Bosch mag., B. and B.
carburetter, ready to ride; £28.—AYilsou, 769,

Harrow Ed., Willeedeu, N.W.IO. [2889

1 (C|15 23411. p. Douglas, Colonial model, lamps, horn,
XJ/ and occessorjes, in good running order; £55,—
Lloyd, 16, Whitefriars. Chester. [X108E

DOUGLAS 1913, 2-speed, iust overhauled, new tyr«
and belt; £43, gift.—Ballard, Belmont, Fairfax

Rd., Hampton Wick, Middlesex. [X1126
DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., stored during war, excellent

condition, lamp, horn, spares; ride away; £45.
—55. Carlton' Grove, Peckham, S.E. 15. [3068

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-s;teed, kick starter, unused 3

veil IS, Luuis set, ns new throughout ; £56/10.—
Hall, 49, Hiyh St.. Kingston-on-Thames. [X1256

ertisenient, and the date of the issue, bis

D
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motor cycles for sale.
Douglas,

33.b.p. Douglas, 1915, 2-apeecI, Biechanical liorn, lamps,
4 speedometer, spare belt and case, in perfect run-

ning order; £65.-105, Usher Ed., Bow, E. [3293 1

DOUGLAS 23.4ii-p., 1915, 2-speed, patent buffer
springs, knee grips, Klaxon, very fast; £60;

alter 5.30.—17, Woodfield Av., Ealing. [X1547

•> 3.h.p. Douglas, W.D., delivered last March, acees-
^^4 sories, and spare belt; trial; as new; £85.-105,
EaUiam i'ark Rd., Wandswortli Common. [X1364

DOUGLAS 19lS 2?4b.p., 2-speed. mechanically per-
fect, re-enamelled, and is absolutely as new; £63.

—Cliffe, 22, Princess Rd., Finsbury Park, N.4. [3473

"T^pUGLAS 4h.p., about 1917, combination, lamps,
J-' etc., engine very little used; £100,—Jackson, 348,
City Ed.. London, E.C.I. 'Phone 1609. [3208

GIBE, Douglas specialist, Gloucester, solicits your
enquiries for anything concerning Douglases; try

him for the part you require. 'Phoue:. 852. [6340

QEVERAL Douglas 19l4 and 1915 2?.ih.p., from^ £50; call and inspect sto<'k.—Smith's, 10-16,
Haverstock HUl, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.

[3709
DOUGLAS T.T., 234h.p., late 1914, exceptionally

fine condition ; any examination ; highest offer

over £50.—D. F.- Heybourn, 7, East Ed., Maidenhead.
- £3480

1 Q16 4h.p. Douglas Combination, Watsonian side-
-L*/ car, 3-speed, kick start, new condition, stored 2
years, periect; any trial; £110.—Hirst, Bream, Glos.

[2881
DOUGLAS, 1914, S^^h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and kick

starter, tyres as new, lamps and tools; reuencly
overhauled: no offers, £70.—Dennis, Woburn Sands.

[X0383
I Q 13 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, free engine, kick
-*;*/ starter, splendid condition, including lamps,
horn, etc,; £60.—Eichardscn, 380, Kingsland Kd., E.8.

[3431

DOUGLAS 2S/ih.p., 2-speed. TiT., excellent, fast, long
exhaust ; 49 gns. ; exchange powerful combination.

—106, Bramfield Ed., Wandsworth Common, S.W.ll.
[X109S

33.h.p. 'T.T. Douglas, 1915, 2-6peed, Bosch mag.,
4 footboards, as uew; can be seen any day; £65.

—Capt. Walmsby, Officers' Mess, E.A.F. Station, Ken-
ley. ,

,

[X1031

BRAND New 2^^1i.p. Douglas, just delivered, in
crattj; bargain, offers.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-

change, Ebner St., Wandsworth. 'Phone : Battersea
327. ,

- .. [3612

4h.p. Douglasses, solos, combination; 2%h.p.
Douglasses, 1914, 1915, 1916 models; call early

to eecure,—Clapham (Motors), King George St., Green-
^ wich. [3656

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1919, new July, lamps,
Klaxon, speedometer, wind screen, sjjare belt and

valve; £135, or highest ofEer.—Harding, 48, Wood St.,

Chatham. [X1054

"I Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, delivered June,
J-t/ electric lighting, accessories, excellent condition;
best offer over £140.—Edward Pool, 56, Abel St.,

Burnley. [3135
DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, over-

hauled and in fine running order; £100.—Smith's,
10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk Farm Tube
Station). [1772

"IQ13 Douglas, Z^Ah.jt,, with torpedo wicker sidecar,
-Lt/ in fine order; a bargain, £65.—St. George's
Motor and Engineering Co., Ipswich. Tel. : 566
Ipswich. [3179

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, brand new, just
JLJ/ delivered from works, with new type clnt(^, per-

fect; ofCers over £140.—General Stores, Parkshot. Rich-

mond, S.W. ^ [S:i422

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, just delivered from
-JL«7 makers, not done 10 miles; owner going abroad;
nearest £155 ; Dore, Sheffield. — Box 271, c/o Tlie

Motor Cycle. [X1113

DOUGLAS 1919 (Aug.) 4h.p. Combination, not run
400 miles, fast machme, lamps. Klaxon, etc.;

best offer over £135.-13, Claremont Gardens, Sui-
biton, Surrey. [5:i338

1 Q19 41i.p. Douglas Combination, 3 epeede, clutch,
X £/ kick start, speedometer, lamps, excellent condi-

tion; £135.—Bennett, 75, Eippingham Ed., Withing-
ton, Manchester. [X1120

33.h.p. 2-speed Late Model W.D. Douglas, recently
4 purchased unissued, complete with usual acces-

sories, a splendid machine; £65.-5, Upper Richmond
Rd., Wandsworth. [3444

1 Q18 4h.p, Douglas Combination, new, 3-speed, kick
l~*y starter, accessories, lamps, and horn; best
offer, £100; a bargain.—2a, Sistova Rd., Bedford Hill,
Balham, S.W, [3019

DOUGLAS 1916-17 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed,
clutch, coachbuilt sidecar, kick starter, little

used, splendid condition,; £110.—P., 25, Fairholme Rd.,
West Kensington, W. -

[2988

DOUGLAS, 254h.p., practically new, bought July 2nd,
1919, horn

,
pump, etc. , very fa st and excellent

running order: £70, or near ofi'er.—16, Crescent Ed.,
Beckenham, Kent. [2161

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., just overhauled, very
good condition, new back tyre, 2 pair handle- ==_

bars, Bfisch, B. and B.; £55, or near.-S., 29, Belsize uSM^
Crescent {Swiss Cottage), N.3. [3253 ^^

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

'Elite Holdtite Bivetless Soles.'

Soles STUCK ON.

We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fix solution. We guarantee
them to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. This process of fixing is exactly

the same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof.

Full instructions given with each pair of

soles.

PRICES.
Gents'.

Size. Per Pair.

lo-n .

.

. . .

.

3/6
8-9 3/3
6-7 3/-

Ladies'.
Size. Per Pair

6-7 .

.

2/8
4-5 .. 2/4
2-3 .. .. 2/-

Boys' and Youths .

Size. ''er Pair,

4-5 -. 3/-
2-3 .. 2/10
1-13

. .. 2/8

Childs' (Light).
Size. Per Pair.

I-I3 .'. .

.

1/«
ir-i2 ., .. 1/3
g-io • • .. 1/-

Sol-fix Solution:
In Tins, 8d., 1 /3, 2 /6, and 4/6. An 8d. tin 13

sufficient foe 2 pairs of soles.
Solution Brush, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded.

ELITE

RUBBER
COm l^td. (Dept. A),
264 266, Vanxhall Bridge Road

VICTORIA, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 2^^b.p., 2-speed, - believed 1'912, m
overhauled, new pistons and heavy Dunlop ty^^

splendid condition ; bargain, £39.—Storr, Town HaH
House, "Wellingborough. [363?

SHOP-SOTLED, but eaual to new, three 2%h.^',
. Douglases, W.D. type, 2 _speeds and free engine;

no waiting; to clear; £67.—Cordingley and Sons,
Haslingdeu. Tel. : 102. [36^

BRAND New 2^4h.p. Douglas, W.D. type, just pi^
chased from W,0., 2-speed and free enigiQaj

ready to drive away; to clear; £79.—Cordingley ^m
Sons, HasUngden. Tel. : 102. _ 3^B
LATE 1915 Douglas, 2-Epeed, etc., fitted with;^

sets of lamps and Lucas horn, condition as neW,
in splendid running order; £55 for quick sale.—L.
Bull, 44, Hills Hd., Cambridge. [3506

"1016 4h.p. Douglas and Sidecar, mileage 2,000,
-L*y lamps, speedometer, spares, stored 2 years;

£112/10, or exchange 7h.p. F.N.—B. Taylor, Lodge
Farm, Grimston, Lynn, Norfolk. [X8784

DOUGLAS 2^/4h.p., new August. 1917, W.D. special

fork crown, large lamps, horn,' numerous sijares,

absolutely perfect ; 55 gns.—Andrews, Station, Rd.
Higher Openshaw, Manchester. [X1393

1 Q19 Douglar 2-^/ih.p., W.D., 2-speed, complete witji

JLU new acetylene lamps, . horn, speedometer, etc.

;

not ridden 200 miles; best offer over £80.-15, Cart-

wright St., Audenshaw, Manchester. [X149?

TYOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1915, kick start, free engine, -2.

-i-' speed, clutch, Bosch mag., lamps, horn, and neces-

sary tools, perfect condition; 60«ns. ; Manchester dU-
trict.—Box 234, c/q The Motor Cycle. [X09fi5

23.h.p. W.D. Douglas, brand new;" one or two early de
4 liveries at £72, plus carriage; pamphlet.s with

pa rticularti.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Grfeen St., Cam-
bridge. Tel.: 995 (2 lines}. T.A. ; Bicycles. [3711

DOUGLAS, SVoh.p., 1915, 3 speeds, clutch, 2 lamps,

horn, pump, kit of tools and spares, tyres good, in

excellent order, condition guaranteed; i!75.~0'sborrow,.

Farnborough House, Hound Rd., Netley, Hants. [3596

1 Q19 Douglas and Sidecar, had very little use, en-

JL t/ gine, gears, tyres, etc., in excellent condition, '3

Lucas lamps, wind screen, storm apron; any trial;

56140, or near offer.—Jeffery, Westexe, Tiverton, Devon.
[XI 293

DOUGLAS 23^h.p., late 1914, Colonial model, 2-Epeod,

stored greater part war, condition excellent, oew

I'iilmer cord back, new belt, complete accessories, in-

cluding new spares; £63.-24, St. Alban's Rd., Wqt
ford. [X1324

TYOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, very good esera heavj

J^ Dunlops, large Miller head lamp, rear, eeparat*

generators, Cowey speedometer, tools, etc., little usefl,

perfect oondition ; £55; after 7.-52, Taunton Rd., Lee.

S.E. ^ [359E

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have

no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-

livery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent. 196, Cheltenbaro

Rd.. Bristol. [0966

DOUGLAS 4h.p. and Burberry C.B. sidecar, recentlj

completely overhauled, in excellent condition ; wbal

offers over £100; -seen by appointment after Septeiubei

13th- ride away.—B. Eradnack, The School, Windlesbam
Camberley, [3091

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., believed 1914, 2-speed, clutch

kick start, footboards, side valances* Bosch

lamps, horn, tools, hardly scratched, little used, readj

bo ride away; £60; perfect; a bargain.—Payne, Bryr

Hafod, Llandudno. .,
[X115'

1 (QIS 23/ih.p. Douglas. 2-speed, fitted for clut^^h anc

Xtf kick start, very fast model, new Dunlop heavy

speedometer recently overhauled by agents, in spleadi'

condition; £49; after 6 p.m.—Lieut. Reader, 92, Churcl

Lane, Charlton, S.E. [3161

4h.p. Douglas Combination, one of the first genaiat

1919 models, with improved clutch, etc., to be de

liveied 4th September; owner suddenly ordered to India

first offer over £130 wired to Gilbert, Milton Hotel

New Milton, Hants. [346)

DOUGLAS 1914 2^4h.p.,^ speeds, mechanical bom
speedometer, long exhaust, spring footboards, splen

did climber ; any trial ;
good running order ; £50

;

minute from Met. and Gt. Central Station.—Mead, Oa

l)orne House, Amersham, Bucks. [3201

1 Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, delivered brant

jL*y new recently, electric lighting, disc wheels

band and knee grips, Klaxon, complete spares ant

accessories, verv fast; any trial; £150, or near ofler.-

386. Barking Rd., Plnistow. [204(

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, with 3 lanips

tools, spares, unused tyre and tube, cost ^151

without spares in June; owner returning abroad

accept £130 or nearest.-Seen after 28th at Garage

197, London Rd., W. Croydon. [300!

4h.p. Douglas, brand new 1919 post-war combination

delivered August, mileage 300, blue Douglas sidf

car, aluminiiim disc whfiels, 3 lamps. Klaxon, apron

all tools, spares, exceptional outfit ;' 1 50 gns.—Captain

34, Sj'dney St., South .Kenaington. [3731

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Semi-T.T. Combination, de

livered second week August, special sidecar, nei

type clutch, 'P. and H. lamp set, tools, carefully rui

ill low mileage; seen London shoitly; £150, or hes

offer —Box 281, 0/0 The Motor Gych. [X149!

B16 An letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Douglas.
vlliP- 1919 Type Douglas CombiDation, with im-
p^ proved tvpe of c-lutnb ; one or two early deliTOries
It £123, plus cost of crate and carriage; pamphlets
Inth specrflcjition.—Eobinson's Garage, 32-35, Green
!5t., Cambridge. Tel.: 995 (2 lines). T.A, : Bicycles.

frjOUGLAS, 2y4h.p. Model W de luxe, clutch, kick
t-f start, 2-speed new tyres, tubes, P. and H. head
Ight, rear light, generator, Lucas horn, new spare
jeit, tool kit, £5 e'lgine spares, unused 4 years, like
lew; property o: naval officer; £55.-12, Victoria Ed.,
Jharlton, S.E.7. - -[3696
r^OTJGLAS 1916 4h.p., 2-sp6ed countershaft, kick
!Vl start, clutch, new back tyre, front good, spare
>6lt, cnain, rear lamp, tube, outer cover, horn, lamps,
«oi3, etc., other spares excellent condition; £80.—n. Kaiiway Approach, East Grinst<!ad. [3296

!D°SP^f-^'i^^''' 2-speed, recently overhauled by

f»nnH tvE 'f °*
?°l''

Eiraranteed mechanically

'3el lqf=!'lfl^--^'"'''''=' S""'''".™' ^SO; similar

Sk, til; '''?>"i'=
m real good order, £55; not

'^'^f'—^'l'T'rova.l deposit, or. better still, call GibbiOonglas Expect, Gloucester. [X1537

iD°Ii°k^^uP°"-'f'-7°'ir e'lPw'ence and advice are!»-' at the disposal of all Doug as owners 2%h n

;t°ch''"or'ice*p,'„'"'-PV,™"'='"^'''>"' ^ithnJXve
;«,,," V Jf„^ ii^^-j- "

>:,°'J
^'^ interested call and

1. ? i^/YT"" Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24 WoodstocJt

Uavtafr°,?.'?Q'^
®'-'' ^""^ ^t., London.' Vv'i." Phon^'fUayfair 6559. , joq25

l^^'sifeSf'^nhiS-^- '^''''"/'i May, with Canoelet
Locn, lmrT^i'^''™'f""™ "'"<' screen, torpedo lamps

car.-boams, 286, Chiistchurch Ed., Bos.
[3502

I Eagle,

'E^Sm 1??/*'S^
Combination, special Sh.p. engine,

iRl«l.-.n„ ^ *•„",*'" *™' *'^'>«. and belt: any trial-iBlake, Eoyal Oak, Biggleswade. '
[3189

Edmund,
gDJTOND, 1918, spring frame, 2yjh.p. J.A.P En-
uLS^^ ^iS^"'' r^'^"

wheels, lamp, horn, tools -1 69aJlockport. Hd . Levenshulme, Manchester. [X1245

Enfield.

ll9*tnf-*Grte^"G?'''''- ^-.i'"''^'
J"'* aelivered: 55•^ gns.—urnce, Garage, Tring. [3577

E'^llf|'i?,?P™K»'''t'™j 8h.p., hood, screen, as new;" ±165.^272, Green St., Forest Gati [2916

is^^oS^-i^Su.^rjE^-'^iiS;^' ^li

Advfktise.ments 40

mmmmai

Jwner buying „
wmbea Hants.

£165.-73, Victoria E(i., Stroud Green

r_ [3457
rgNEIELD 2y4B..p, 2-speed, excellent condition; 38
Bwilord

^^^^^' ^- ^""^ ^^' ^''^ St., Kempston,

'J^*^' S.''""^,
special ^agents tor EnBelds, Broad

^orth^fincuTy!""
"""• ""• "°^ '^°°^''"''

P^t^l'^,.

gNPffiLD 6-Sh.p. Combination, 3h.p. . solo 2«h p

^.wgl'tt'BoItt
-°^^'--I-««'-.

^-^"•'.^JJli
19'^J''-P-,,?°fi''ld. T.T. model, very last, tyrea and
-r^, WorThing.^

'"'^ new.^tedman. Sugden ^Nur^-

B°Te» at°fe'oone'?-r-?'.^l"» '.'"^'^1 l^^'-^T?. be

fTYRES I
" SPECIAL

i Clearance Lines B
1 -
B All goods sent on seven
J days' approval against
il remittance.

9 A 3/- outfit is presented free
M of charge to all purcliasers
a ofcovers and tubes as adver-
M tised,on orders excesding£1.

COVERS.
Our List

PriM Price.

HUTCHINSON—
26x2} passenger heavy rubber

studded «/8 55/-
26x23 Tourist Trophy 39/6
26X2Jf "„ ,

rubber studded 3< /-

45/-
44/6

26X2jX2l „ „ 43/» 50/-
700x75 Light car 4* /I 11/-

(to fit 650x65 rims)
700 X 80 Heavy small cat 64 /- 70/-

GOODYEAR—
29X25 oversize for 28x2! run.

rubber studded
28x3^ diamond stud
Rubber non-skid

(For Auto-Wteelsi

42,.
4S/-
tOI-

PALMER—
28X3 heavy 4-ply tabriL 85/- 79/9

bourne, Kent
Garage, 9, West St., SittingEC3659^fJS° ^-^i

Combination, late 1916, all acces-

«« irr'wFAu^on"""'"" "'^^'^ "=°-^-
'i^ZT,gNnELD Combination, 6h.p., about 1914 model, in«J excellent condition, ready for immediate use- £80—JfTyer, Leominster. '[2950

RNFIELD 2^h.p., splendid running order, stored 4

Uri,.^T/„V ^w*v°l"'''"''^' f35.-Lavender, French
Urtve, near Wisbech. [3209

E ''//<?¥' S''*""'^
.2-speed, 7 weeks old, unscratched

,

E>Mh,fm' ^? ^"^i^-TT"'^'^ °' ^°'^- Bu4e6.-StrattonEiVesfjam St., Redditch. -^ [3692

19^\niv'^f,l^,i^V-f°T'''°''"™' ml'eage 900, care-
p. 'Sl'*^

used best offer over £135.—Holmes BootStores, Clay Cross, Chesterfield. [SYss
rjNPlELD.eh.p. Combination, 1915-16, Klaion horn
n,«^.A fSh'" ''S'^

spares, just overhauled; £100-Dance, Outfitter, Trowbridge. [X1545
X1NFIELD Twin, 2.speed, K.8., new 1914, storedauring war, jiust overhauled and renovated- £40

la?k burn. rx
r^NFIELD, 2%h.-^ dition good; j
Tudor Rd., Newton Abbot, Devon. ~

[3439
Qh.p. Royal Enfield Combination, delivered last Mav
J)^..''°S'= h^?°- ,'*"»'• to'". Tan-Sad pillion seat!»hat oHerl—18, Summerhill Av., Newport, Mon.

[5:il36

-25, Water St., Bla-kburn.
'"'

"°"[kf403
FIELD, 2%h.p 2-speed, fast, good climber, con-
dition good ; £45, or nearest oBer.—F. Rogoi^, 20
r Rd., Newton Abbot. Devon. ri/ita

TUBES.
NEW AMD FULLY GUARANTEED.

26xai 10/- 11/-

26X2J.. 10/- 11/- 650x65 .. >0/- J2/6
26X2i....9/e 11/6
Firestone Tubes for Auto-Wheels. 4/6 6/6

BELTS.
All makes in Stock at special prices.

'^•est English makeblt: lengths by |in:1 /I perU;
Wj can ?upply odd lengths to make up two-

piece belts, to any required lengths.

We have purchased a laree con-
slsnment of Qovernment second-
hand covers In Kood condition

;

Dunlop, Clincher, Hutchinson, etc..
and can €rfftr same In 28x2| and
26x2i from 10/- to 1T/e each.
Money returned if not approved.

11^ Vaoxhall Bridge Road,
Victoria,

»s.w
I

AH letters relating to advertisements should auoto the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

TpNFIELD 6I1.P. 1910 Combination, fine condition;+J £120: any time—C.S., 14. Swaton Kd., Bow. E3.
Tel. E.3155 before 12 and after 4. [3382

"I Ol5 6h.p. Enfield Combination, lamps, horn, screen,
J-t^ speedometer, good condition; £110; seen anv time.
—Drew, Margery Wood, Reigate. [X1094
pNFIELD, 6h.p., Burbury sidecar, 650x65 tyres, all
-L' perfect, Miller Lucas, etc; £95, or close offer.—
Sutton, Royal Garage, Sutton Coldfield. [X1458

ENFIELD, 6h.p., 1914, coach sidecar, screen, speedo-
meter, lamps, spares, tools, splendid condition;

£100.-184, Boundary Rd., Wood Green. [X0965

1Q12 Enfleld 2^.p. Twin Lightweight, Enfield 8
-*-t/ speeds, free engine, ready to ride away: 29 gns,
—Jackeon's Garage, High St., Guildford. [2898

1 Q14 Enfield 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, Dun
Xtf lops, hood, screen; only wants seeing; £120;
ride away.—32, Monega Rd., Forest Gate. [3362

ENFIELD, sidecar, latest model, 3 lamps, oversize
tyres, mat, apron, perfect order ; 135 gns.—Ed-

wards, 7, Exhibition Rd., South KenEington. [3751

ENFIELD 1915 3h.p. Twin, 2 apeeds, kick start,
lamps, horn, tyres excellent, and appearance like

new; £50.-75, Warwick Rd., Bowea Park. [3302

"I Q14 2%h.p. Enfleld, No. 16246, chain driye, counter-
J- */ shaft, overhauled and rfrenamelled ; £29, no
ofrers.-01ifton. Engineer, 62, WeU» Ed.. Bristol. [X088O

6h.p. Enfield Coachbuilt Combination, lamps, etc.,

fine condition ; £85, qnick Bale. 2-seater car
wanted.—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E.

[3373

Sh.p. Enfleld Twin, 2-speed, ilne condition, tyrea as

new, complete with lamp*, etc. ; £63.—J. Hebden
and Son, 149. St. James St., Burnley. Tel. : 488.

[3414
ENFIELD, 1916, 2i4h.p., 2-«troke, 2-speed, lamps,

horn, complete, excellent condition throughout;
45 gna.—Townley, Bank Hoqse, York Town, Camberley.

[3604
ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., nearly new, 3 lamps,

hood and screen, handsome turnout; no reason-

able olfer refused.—64, Church St.. Edgware Rd.,
W. [3255

-| Q16 Royal Enfleld 3i/^h.p. Twin. 2 ipeeds, good tyres,
-Lt/ lamps, horn, speedometer, good condition, but
mag. wants overhaul.—Apply, 34, Babington Rd.. Hen-
don. ~ [3288

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, 6h.p., exceptional con-
dition, and running order,_wind screen, lamps,

etc.; bargain.-64, Loughborough Park, Brixton,
S.W.9. [3084

ENFIELD 1916 Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., speedo-
meter, Lucas lamps, hood, screen, tools, rnnning

order; £125; seen Cornwall.—Box 283. c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X148S

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, condition as new,
3 lamps, horn, spares, 2 new tyres; £115, no

offers.

-

wood.
-Viccars, 35, Stroud Rd. Woodaide. South Nor-

[3350

1Q15 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, electric light-
*-*y ing. Lucas horn, splendid condition, stored 2
years,
Kent.

' seen any time; offers.—Sutton, Harrietsham,
[X1556

D. Enfield Combination, lamps, spare tyree,
valves, tools, etc., just overhaaled; any trial.—

' " "
. Waltham,

[3307

33.h.p, Twin Enfield, 2-speed, racing handle-bars, ac-
4 cesfiories, splendid condition, very fast; bargain.

J.M., Glenmore,
Chelmsford.

Broads Green, Great

£40 ; owner, bought combination.—Brownell,
Warminster.

Fore St..

[3492

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1914, Binks -earbu-
retter, hood, screen, accessories, good condition;

trial ; £ 100.—1 1 9, Dogpool Lane, Stirchley, Bir-
mingham. [X1404

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1915, in splendid
- condition ; £110, no oHers ; exchange lower

power and cash.—24, Silchester Rd., North Kensing-
ton, W.IO. [3082

1 Q 16 6h.p. Royal Enfleld Combination, J.A.P.
-»-*/ engine, all lamps, luggage carrier, in splendid
condition ; £ 135.—Scholes, Burnside, Lightwood Rd.,
Buxton.

"
[X1376

1 Q 15 Royal Enfield, 2-speed, K.S.j excellent con-
Xt/ dition, thoroughly overhauled recently, in-

spection invited ; price £65.—Box L3,868, c/o , Thtspection
Motor Cycle.

/o The
[3167

"I
Q 14-15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, in absolutely

Xt/
, first-class condition in every way, been carefully

and little used; £120, or near offer.—Jeffery, Westexe,
Tiverton, Devon. tX1295

1 Q15 Enfield Combination. 6h.p., spring bars, lamps,
J-i' Stewart, hood, new Palmer, good condition; trial;

dealers ignored; nearest 115 gns.—31, Silverdale, Syden-
ham, S.E.26. [3381

101-4 2'5^h.p. Enfield, stored during war, engine not
X*/ done 1,000 miles, new tyres and tubes; beauti-
ful condition throughout; £60.—Seen at Eborn's
Garage, Aylesbury. [3075

h.p. Enfield Combination. Lucas dynamo lighting6 splendid condition; £T50; exchange for solo
machine and cash.—223. Hammersmith Rd., W.
Tlione : Hammersmith 80. [3171

ssue. B17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

ENFIELD, 25^h.p. twin, 2-sreed, chain drive, 1918
B. and B., lamps, etc., recently overhauled, tyres,

^ enamel, platiiifc excellent; ^35; aiter 7.~Ellis, Clovelly,
^ Bury St., Lower Edmonton, N.9. [S1437

-| Q19 Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed. £55. speedy. 130
-»-*' m.p.g., climb anything', purchased new June, 1919;
owner bought combination.—Call any time, or write,

Figg. 615, High Kd., Tott^^nham. [3298

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, Bosc&, Senspray,
lamps, horn, perfect condition; trial; 5E95, or

near offer; before 6 p.m. oT appointment.—Garaged,
Dewick's, 200a, Blackstock Kd., N.5. [3117

1 Q15 Enfield Combination, all in perfect condition,
JLv new chains nnd sprockets, sjieedotoeter, large horn
and lamps, hood, screen, luggage grid, tyres all good;
£125.—Walbro, Lynn Ed., Ely, Cambs. [X1209

1 Q18 Royal Enfield, 2^^h.p., 2-speed, chain drive,
M-iJ aluminium footboards perfect condition, tools,
black horn. Gamier exhaust whistle, economical,
climb anything; 54 gns.—6, Fitzroy St., W. [3253

ENFIELD, August, 1915, T.T., 3h.p., 2-speed. clutch,
horn, tyres as new, in sound mechanical condition,

95 m.p.g., fast, runs well; 63 gns.; photo.—The
Croft, Great Horkesley, Colchester, Essex. [3547

1Q15 Royal Enfield, 6-8h.p., with coachbuiU side-
Xt/ car, Jones' speedometer, lamps, horn, first-class
condition; pric--. £140.—St. George's Motor and En-
gineering Co., Ipswich. Tel. : 566 Ipswich. [3176

*|Q16 Royal Enfield Combination, 6h.p., hood, wind
J-«-' screen, mechanical horn, best speedometer, 3 lamps.
Gets tools, etc., all in beautiful condition; £135.-38,
Ufton Rd., Downham Ed., Dalston, London, N.l. [3737
"1 Q15 Enfield, 3h.p., 2-Bpeed, kick starter, Lucas lamp
-*-*/ eet, mechanical horn, Watford speedometer, pillion
seat, perfect; £56; Saturdays 1 o'clock to 5 o'clock.—
James. 49, Conway Rd.. S. Tottenham, N.15. [2913

Oih.p. Twin Enfield, splendid condition, light, easy
i^4i running, engine thoroughly overhauled, re-
bnshed entirely, lamps, and generator; bargain, £30.

—

Williams, Boot Shop, Barnard's Green, Malvern.
[X1461

"I
Ol3 Enfield Combination, 6h,p., new sidecar body,

M-iJ ooachbuilt, just been, beautifully sprung, lamps,
horn, speedometer, engine just overhauled, in first-
class condition; any trial; £85.—-Wadlow, Orpington,
Kent. [3424

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, like new, underslung
coach Enfield sidecar, lamps, speedometer, adjust-

able wind screen, spare tyre, tools, etc.; £120, bargain;
eichango considered.— 29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-
by-Bow. [3608

1Q19 Royal Enfield 6h.p. Oombinatioa, Lucas elec-
-«-«-' trie lampB, Cameo wind screen, Tan-Sad seat,
Bpare chain, tools', luggage grid, Klaxon horn, in beauti-
ful condition; £170.—Apply, Treliever, Quinton Rd.,
Coventry. [X1566

"I
17 6h.p. Royal Enfield C-onibination, as new,

X»/ owned by engineer, gas lamps, electric lighting,
all accessories, spares, guaranteed perfect; £145; seen
by appointment. — W.T.J., 77, Howarth Rd., Plum-
stead, S.E.ia. [S1266

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1916 Combination, 1919 hood and
screen, tyres recently new, speedometer, luggage

carriei:, reflector, tools, etc., Lucas lighting and horn,
excellent condition; £130.—T., 139, Barcombe Av.,
Streatham Hill, S.W. [X1326

LATE 1916 6-8h.p. Enfield CombinatioUj stored 2
years, as new, anscratched. King of the Road

lamps, adjustable screen, Tan-Sad, car tyre back,
luggage carrier, tools; aOy trial; nearest £125. bar-
gam.—Pearse, Niirsery Walk, W-ovcester. [X1466

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1917 Combination, in really fine
condition throughout, tyres nearly new, full

set P. and H. lamps, and horn, a magnificent outfit,

very easy to start, date guaranteed accurate; £125.

—

Watson, 132, High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [3529

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, fitted with 1919 8h.p.
J.A.P., large hood, screen, pillion seat, luggage

grid, 700 X 80 tyree, ipeedometer, Lucaa horn, eleotri-

oally equipped, accessories, whole outfit in beautiful
condition; £140.-35, Bramblebury Rd., Plumstead,
S.B.18. EX1117

6h.p. Enfield Combination, late 1914 model (stored
during war), complete with CTape hood, sflreen. Tan-

sad pilhon seat, luggage carrier, and special trunk for
clothes, and a quantity of spares, the whole a fijst-elass

outfit; price £120.—Apply after 5.30 ^.m. at 14, Si
Andrew's Rd., Willesden Green, N.W. [2958

NPIELD, October, 1916, luxurious, powerful com-
bination, everything perfect, hood, screen, side

curtains, accumulator lighting set, Lucas horn, mirror,
speedometer, luggage carrier, etc., etc.; climbed
Dunkery Beacon (1,708ft.) on the 7th; engineer owned;
145 gns.—Hammond. Heathside (top of Station Rd.),
The Heath, Orayford,4 Kent. [2641

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR (British), 1919, aa new; £68yi0.—4,
Upper Wimpole Mews, Devonshire St., W.l.

[3322
LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, Isle ol Man

Only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.-r-J. Blake
and Co., Oflacial Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7038

8h.p. 1916 Excelsior Combination, 3 speeds, hand and
foot clutch, kick start, enamelled and lined as new,

good tyres, perfect condition: £115.—Payne, Bristol
Rd., Keynsham, Som. [X08e4

E

REGISTERED

ELECTRIC REAR LIGHTING SETS.
GENUINE HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES.

"FLASH" -Hi volt.

Battery 12/6
Fig. 386 Metal Case,

with clips 11 /-

"MIGNON** 4 J volt. -

Battery ... ... 3 i9

(Smaller size for light-

ing, one low current

bulb)
Fig. 376 Leather Case,

with straps ... 3 ^0

Fig. 572.

Complete with fixing bolts, inspection lamp,
switch and bulb—totally insulated. The latest

and best rear lamp obtainable.

NICKEL OR BLACK PLATED 18/6 each

Fig. 573.

Adjustable in any direction, for any fixing, lights

nninber plate, and shows red danger signal

Compifie with aluminium bodjr, bulb, end wire,

and Switch with lockmg device.

Price, 9 /6 each.

Delivery of all above from stock.

Note.—.-Postage extr^ on all the above.

Wrtte for latest Catalogue of H,A.H. Complete
E'eotric Lighting Sets.

A.H.HUNT, 115-117, Cannon Sir
LONDON, E.C.4.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

"I
019 British Excelsior, Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, Intl. .

J-t/ model Sturmey-Archer gear, special finisli,'

Doverited bars, not done 400 miles: 100 gns.—Box
280, c/o Ilic Motor Cycle. ID) [XI504

AMERICAN-EXCELSIOR, orders now booking for

early delivery; enquiries invited .from Warwicks..
Worcs., Staffs., Salop, and Leics. only.—The' Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3032

AMEEICAN Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.p. latest,

splendifl condition, dynamo lighting, 3 speeofi,

Stewart speedometer, horn, tools; beet offer over £120;
seen appointment.—CHiaguot, 85, Gracechurch St., E.C.3.

[3118
41h.p. British Excelsior Coachbuilt Combination,

2 Armstrong 3-speed, 3 new tyres and tubes, extra

heavy Dunlops, spare tyre and tube, lamps, liorn, etc.;

trial given; £58.—Killick, 4, Cossack St., Rochester,

Kent. [343J

AMERICAN Excelsior, 1915, 7-9h.p. twin, 3-speeii,

K.S. electric lamps. Coronet sidecar, not done

1,500 miles, exceptionally fast and powerful; best

offer over £110.—Morris, 18,- Fairholme Rd., West

Kensington, W.14. [32811

"(C|17 American Excelsior Combination, 7-91i.p., very

XJ? fast and powerful, perfect tunning order, anj

excellent condition, large Cooper sidecar, not dono 3,000

miles; fl40, would sell solo.-Bveritt, 51, SunnK Ter-

race Bd., Burton-on-Trent. [X0868

Fafnir.
,

31h.p. Fafnir, U.H. mag., B.B., spring forks, m»
2 ehanical valves, new tyres, belt, lust over,

hauled; £38, cash.—iotbian Lodge, Uxbndge Edj

Hampton Hill. [306S

4h.p. Fafnir, e.i.c, mag., B.B. carburetter, ne«

tyres and belt, engine just overhauled, smarl

appearance and good runninng order; fcSO.—150

Camberwell Grove, Camberwell, S,E.5. 1.307'

F.N.

r.N., genuine 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., Bosch, shaft drive

enamelled red; only 42 gns.—Below. j

r.N. (late) 6-6h.p., 4-cyl., enclosed Boscb, mult

clutch, fine machine; 50 gns.—Below.

FN. (late) 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., enclosed Bosch, multi

disc clutch, overhauled, very fast; first cbeqji

55 gns—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner at,

Wandsworth. 'Phone : Battersea 327. 1361.

23.hp F.N. Lightweight, perfect, very fast; fSO.-

4 F.B., 125, Harvist Ed., Kilburn. [284

FN 2%h.p., 2-apeed, cbitoh, Bosch, Amac, in sulm

did order.-44. Lea Ed., Soutball, Middlesex. [320.

FN. Lightweight, 2-speed, clutch, large footlwanls, al

j

accessories, going well; £30.-B., 112, Castlemg

Barnes. [2951

1

FN 4-cyl. Boscb, new Amac, hand clutch, tyre

good; £40.—D. Myles, Preston Park, Nort

Shields. [5^066

FN 4-cyl , 5-6h.p., overhauled by F.N., iceeipt

shown, very last; £30.-Dellow, 36, St. Eoime*

Ed.. New Cross. l^""

F'.N. 5-6h.p., 2-speed, easjr starter, powerful, tyres ei

cellent, horn, spare cover, tube, and plugs, £^2

coach sidecar, five connections, £8.-5, Red Hill. CbisI'

hurst, Kent. [^-1''

F.N., 21/ih.p., shaft drive, 2 speeds and clutcl

Bosch mag., machine just had complete ove

haul; £25.—SX Motor Co., Ltd., High St., Hori

church, Essex. i3d2

FN , 4-cyl., clutch, waterproof Bosch, footboards, J

and B.. new Dunlop back, less horn, lamp; r

quires tuning; bargain, £25, first.—Taylor, 19.
.^J

chener St., St. Helens. [X124

F.N., late model, C.B. sidecar, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, 4-cy

H B mulfi disc clutch, 2 brand new heavy Du
lops, perfect mechanical conditiion; any trial; 60 go

—Particulars from X.Y.Z., Richmond Lodge. Ric

mond Rd., Worthing. 1"'

Grandes.

GRANDBX Combination. S^ih.p. Precision engh

2-speed gear, coachbuilt sidecar; 65 gns.—t^am

Halt, Robin Rd., Belvedere. IW'

GRANDEX-VILLIERS, 3h.p., 2-speed, F.E., clult?

running order; £47, or offer.-Morton, 54, WM
lands Av., Wanstead, London. (D) 151-

Harley-Davidson.

HARLET Combination, 1916 electric model, pMfi

order; £135.-Fernee, 16, Longmead Ed., Toptu

HARLEY-DAVIBSON.—Delivery ol latest modi

new expected.-Inquire, Parker's. Bradshawgai

Bolton. l^^*

-1 Q17 Harley-Davidson 8h.p., perfect condition, all ;

i-if cesBories; 110 gns.-Oarey, Ash Lea, Eoclj Pa

Eock Ferry, Cheshire. L^a
,

~|019 Harley-Davidson, electxio _modeI, delivered

JlV weeks, as new; £166; Lancashire.—Box L3,SI

c/o rfto Motor Cvcls- '"

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, new ho

etc; £110, or near offer.—Lambert, Goose Ya

St. John St., Atigel, E.G. I"

Bi8 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davldson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Solo, 1915. clutch model; a
splendid, powerful machine; £90. no offers,—29,

Jnnningliam Park, Harrow. [X1501

PLACE your orders now lor Harley-Davidsons.

—

Horswill, Castra Motor Cycla Garage, 42, Bridge
t, Cbester. 'Phone: 943. [2143

I Q17-18 Harley-Davidson Combination, wind screen,
Li/ enamel, tyres excellent, lamps [ £155; or offers.—
Jlailand, Abbey, Shrewsbury. [30B9

^ARLpY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, guaran-
--*- teed perfect throughout, lamps, etc ; 124 gns.—
raiglais, Duke's At., New Maiden, Surrey. [3273

HARLEY'-DAVIDSON. 1915, magneto model, MIUs-
Fulford coachbuilt sidecar; 110 gna.—White-

ead, 4, Montague Mews, Crawford St., Baker St.,

V.l. [3221

918 Harley-Davidson, mag. ignition, date guaran-
teed, perfect condition, sidecar fitted on off

ide; price £160, or near offer.—P. CoUyer, Peppering,
.rnndsl, Sussex. [3004

|Ol4 Harley-Davidson Combination, luxurious sidecar,
l*y machine just overhauled by makers: guaranteed
I good running order; £110.—Sharman, H.M.S
Erin," Portland. [2983

iqfARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., 1915, thoroughly
!--L serviceable condition, engine overhaaled, lamps,
liechanical hooter, wicker car; seen after 6; £90,—12,
Lmpthill St., Norwich. ^ [X1431

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—(Supplemekt xl) Advertisements. 51

T'ARLEY-DAVIDSON 7h.p., C. sidecar. 1915, splen-
i did running oider, needs new back tT^^JL

'

ipointment, mornings; £120, no offers.—F. Cri
6j^ trial,

raven,
[2862

j'QlS 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, electric model, 3-speed,
.V coachbuilt combination, fully equipped, spare
*i; 3 tubes, first-lass condition; price £135.-92,
iloucester Ed., 8.W. Kens. 6312. [3599

IJARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1915,

I

J- electric model, splendid running order, handsome
i:illford sidecar; 120 gns.; after 6.—Lyons, 99, Willi-

jild Way, Golders Green, London. [3065

.:TAfiLEY-DAVlDSON Combination, 7-9b.p., 1916,
|JL new tyres and chain. Klaxon, lamps, etc, spare

»w tyre and tube, Cameo wind screen, in aplendid con-

ation; £135,-9, Albert St., Belper, Derbyshire. [2907

IARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 7-9h.p. Combination,
sidecar with large locker in rear, Dunhill wind

freen, Corbin speedometer, Stewart horn, tools, splen-

id condition: £150.-3, Woodland Place, Penarth.

I

[X1535
IAELET-DAYIDSON Combination Just thoroughly

overhauled, reupholstered, painted, and varnished,
p-top order ' throughout, 1916 model. Easting wind
roen; £145.—Tyrrell, c/o 74, POTtchester Ed., Bourne-
lonth. [3691

915 Late Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., electric model,

I

3 speeds, with Mills-Fallord tandem 2-seater
sdecar; the whole lot recently re-enamelled by Harleys,
[l sound order, all spares; £140.—Dennis, Woburn
(inda [X0384

915 5-6h.p. Harley-Davidson, 2-speed, hand and
toot clutch, too fast for owner, recently over-

tinled; ready to ride away; nearest offer to £76
cures.—Flight-Sgt. Lbngstaff, Sgt8."»Mes3, Royal Air
orce, Netheravers, Wilts. [3140

q-AELET-DAVIDSON 1915-16 7-9h.p., 3-8peed,
A Gloria sidecar, hood, wind screen, luggage grid,
rtrol carrier, horn, lamps, tyres, all good, spares, etc.,

lendid turnout; £165.—L.S.T. Engineering Co., Ltd.,
;edivay St., Chatham. [2961

'TARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, in good
A condition, very fast or slow as required, plating
ightly soiled, but appearance good, 3 lamps. Klaxon,
jmp, new spare tube, 3 good tyres; £120 for quick
le.—Goldings, Commercial St., Hereford. . [X0972

IARLEY-DAVIDSON. Model llJ, 7-9h.p., 3-speed

I

dynamo, electric lighting outfit. Manual ignition
itch, spring wheel, Gloria sidecar; recently over-
Slnled, mechanical condition perfect;'£l20.—The Pre-
]ier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3033

iAELET-DAVIDSON Combination, 1917, electric
model, electric horn and lamps, wind screen, disc

leela, tools, spares, exceptionally large sidecar, abso-
(tely perfect, practically unscratched; £165, no offers.
Brockbank'a, 58, Lord St., Southpoit. [51318

IARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915,_ magneto, 7-9h.p., side-
car, excellent condition, 2 new tyres, 1 new

be. since May, spare tyre retreaded, spare tube, new
nd screen, head, side, rear lamps, no generator

;

rgain; £105, quick sale.—Limmer, Heatherview,
|eniDgton, Som. [2984

919 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric model,
perfect condition, luxurious sidecar unscratched,

i.th extra child's seali and back locker, 500 miles,
res perfect, Tan-Sad, etc. ; owner taking delivery
r; N.W. London; any trial; best offer.—Box 273,
jo The Motor Cycle.

"
[X1343

IARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918, real sportman's speed
,

'Inis, appearance and performance as 1919 model,
ini-T.T. or touring bars, Brook's B 150 saddle, ac-
jmulator lighting, magneto ignition, 7in. brass elec-
lo head lam^. Empire petrol economiser fitted, 70
ip.g. and m.p.h,, just been overhauled: any trial
!d examination; £160, no offers; seen by appoint-
imt only.—Write to H.D., Cliffdene, Grand Drive,
igh-on-Sea. [3703

NO
PROFITEERING

AT

TAYLORS
Sole London & District

Agentsfor A.J.S.& Britisli

Excelsior Motor Cycles.

PISTON RINGS IN STOCK
made to fit the following engines :

Precision, Rudge 3J h.p., P. & M.

3J h.p., Triumph 3J and 4, Jap 4, 6
and 8 h.p., 2/- ; A.J.S. 2}, 4 and 6

h.p., Jap 2\ h.p., 1/9 ; Levis,

Viiliers, James (z-stroke). Baby
Triumph, Douglas 4 h.p., 1/6;
Douglas 7.\ h.p. 1/3 (postage on all

above 2d. extra).

MOTOR OYCLB VALVKS, B/.
linmediate deUvery of valves to fit

the following engines : Triumph 3^
and 4 h.p., Rudge 3J h.p., Jap «J,

4, 6 and 8 h.p., A.J.S. i\, i\, 3 and
6 h.p.

OOPPER ASBESTOS WASHERS.
We have a splendid variety of

washers in stock to answer all re-

quirements from 10 X 13 mm. for

small taps to 56 x 67 mm. for large

valve caps. Price according to size,

^to6d.each. Special A.J.S. eyjio-

der hejid washers and valT» cap
washers, 44, each ; also cylinderioot
washers, 3d. each (posta^ Id.)

1.UCAS HEAD kANIR 8KT8
The best that money can buy. No.
462 in Service Green finish, £4 10 0.

KLAXON MECHANICAL HORNS.
Exceedingly strong and penetrating
in Service Green finish, 36/-
(carriage 6d.)

RIUUION SEATS
make motor cycling a real pleasure.

V.M. spring seats with back rest,

40/- : or complete with footrest and
dress shield, 70/- (carriage 8d.)"

SpringweU seats with box .springs,

17/6 (carriage 8d.)

RIVET EXTRACTORS
of great strength in the following

sizes: ^in. x Am., Jin. Jin., x Jin.
X Ain., price 5/-; 8in. x Jin., Sin. x
fein., fin. x "in., x Jin. A in., Sin. x
(in., price 6/- (postage 3d.)

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
showrooms : 21A, STORE STREET, W.C.i.

Wholesale: 3S, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.i.

Garage : Tottenham Coart Rd. 'Phone-Maseom, 1240

Telefframa — " Dynametro. Weatcenb, London."

GET IT AT

TAYLORS

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HAHLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, bought new
October 1918; complete electric lighting, 3-

speed kick starter, 40 gn. sidecar; turnout Just like
new; only used since removal of petrol restrictions;
spares; any trial; £165.—Collins, 49, Passey Rd.,
College Rd., Moseley, Birmingham. 1X1200

1 Q19 Harley-Daridaon, mag. model, fitted with Indian
-- «^ Model de Luxe sidecar, luggage carrier, wind
aoreen, hood, 3 electric lamps, electrio and Klason
horns, speedometer, extra air valvSj 3 tyres, hardly rond
soiled, and spare, tip-top condition; £200; owner buy-
ing car.—Nicholson, c/o Saunders Garage, Colchester,
Essex. [SI 53 2

Hazlewood.
5-6h.p. Hazlewood-Jap, 1916, 3-speed, K.3., coach-

built sidecar, lamps, and speedometer, ready to
rids away; d£125.—Green Nook, Rodborough Av.,
Stroud. {2835

HAZELWOOD-J.A.P., 2%h.p., 3-speed, clutch, sloping
top tube, drip feed lubrication, good order, take

2 anywhere, any trial; 33 gns.—Bos L3876, c/o Th&
Motor CycU. [3670

Henderson.
SOLE Midland Distributors.—The Premier Motor

Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

HENDERSON, 4-cyh, " The Aristocrat of Motor
Cycles." Book your order now for early de-

livery; sole distributors lor the counties of Warwicks.,
Worcs,, Stails., Salop, and Leica. only.—The Premier
Motor Co^ Aston Rd., Birmingham. [3034

PLACE Your orders now for Hendersons.—Horswill,
Castra Motor Cycle Garage, 42, Bridge St.,

Chester. "Phone: 943. [2142

HENDERSON Combination, 1916, 8-lOh.p., 4-cyl.,

2 speeds, clutch, accessories; 130 gns; exchange
entertained.—5, Victoria At.. Surbiton. [3531

HENDERSON Combination. O.B„ lOh.p., hita 1915,
engine No. 4074. perfect condition! £150, or near

ofler.—M., 1, Ravenstone Bt, Balham. [S:i363

LANCASHIRE, Ohoshire. North Wales, aud lala of
Man.~Enquirie« for Hendeison 4-cyl. invited.—J.

Blake and Co., Olflclal Dealers. Liverpool-Miiucheater.
[7036

1 Q19 Henderson, 4-oyl. ; early dellv6n>s.— l-'nll pai-
-Lv tlculars sole Hampshire agents. The Fareham
Motor Cycle and Engineering Works, 2, High St., Fare-
ham. TeL 91. [3388

4-CYL. Henderson, plato cintch, new tyres, re-

enamelled and plated, overluiulad by Robarbsons,
guaranteed perfect; any tiial; JCIOO.—P. and A.

^ Bdwards, 23 and 27, Tha Barronghs. Station Rd.,
pHendon, N.W.4. [2820

Hobart.

"I Q14 Hobarfc, 2y2h.p., 3-apeed, eicellent order; £35.
-L*/ —41, Cleveland Rd., New Maiden, Surrey.

[2874
HOBART 2%h.p. Lightweight, Bosch, B.B., new

tyre, belt, running order; £26.-72, Penton St..

N.l. [2995

HOBART 4-strok6, pedal start, Bosch mag., 2%h.p.,
good tyres, good condition ; £20.—Chetwood,

Ellesmere, Salop. [XI 348

H0BART-VILLIEE8, 1917, new condition, lamps,
horn, complete: 42 gns., bargain.-Postlethwaite,

Chemist, Hoddesdon. Herts. [X1396

' number.

HUMBER Lightweight, as new; £28.—Boot Stores,

121, Acton Lane, Chiswick. [3700

3Xh.p. Humber Engine, frame, and tank; £5 lot.—
2 Bell, Photographer, 49. Riverside, Kingston-on-

Thames. [X1125

33.h.p. Twin Humber, 3-spe6d. clutch, lamps, horn.
^ tools; any trial; £40.—Brockbank's. 58, Lord

St., Southport. [X1321

3ih.p. Humbei, 1914, 3-speed, kick start, clutch,
2 in perfect condition; £48; evenings.—Ken il-

worth, Newburgh Rd., Acton. [3142

HUMBER Lightweight, as new, 3-speed; a bargain,

£37/10 wanted, combination ;
private owner.—

Seen 130, High St., Harlesden. [3101

HUMBER Combination, 3V2h.p., handle start, 2-

speed, roomy wicker sidecar, 3 lamps, good ruu-

nin" order; £50.—Kirk, Fox Inn. Oadby, Leicester.
fX0975

HUMBER Lightweight, 2VLih.p., good condition.

stored 21/-. years, reliable machine; £25; seen

nnd tried any time.—SX Motor Co., Ltd., Higli St..

Hornchurch, Esslx. ,
[3626

~| 015 Humber, 4h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, 3-

X*/ speed, kick starter, completely equipped, in

perfect order; price £75, cash.—St. George's Motor
and Engineering Co., Ipswich. Tel. : 566 Ipswich.

[3177

HUMBER, 1914, specially built 4i/ih.p. track raring

engiue, Bosch, B. and B. semi-automatic T.T..

long exhaust, knee grips, very fast and powerful uin-

chine; what ofEers?-Gem, Old Radford Vicarage. Not-

tingham. [X1030

NEW 1919 3V>h.p. Humber Twin, ridden under 350
miles, lamps, horn, Cowey speedometer, spare

chains, valves, extra tool bag. all new, complete;

£115, no offer?; Suffolk.-Box L5877, c/o The Mofor

Cycls. 13671

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, iop
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
H umber.

IQll Humber 2-speed, ready for road; £35.—Pike
At/ and Co., Alphington St., Exeter. [1989HUMBER. SVoh.p., 2 speeds, Iree engine, handle

start, Bosch." mag., good tyres, lamps, etc., com-
plete with handsome wicker sidecar, good running
order- £65 ; appointment.—Norfolk Villa, Chesfield
Rd., Kingston. _ [3406

1 Q14 Humber, SVah.p., 3-speed Sturmey, B. and B.,
J-t^ lamps, speedometer, mirror, spare tyre, tools,
^£60 ; or, with very fine Bramble sidecar, spare spring,
outer cover, £80; after 6 p.m., or 1 Saturday.—Belle
Vue* Rnskin Av., Waltham Abbey, Essex. [2802

Indian.
7-9b.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch; £60; seen any time.

—Vicarage, Wantage, Berks. - [X1214

INDIAN.-Deliveries expected, latest 1919-20 Power^
plus models; secure your order.—Parker's, Bolton.

[X1452
INDIAN, 1916, 7-9h.p„ clutch model, red. very fast

and in good condition; £80.—Harrison, Flusco,
Penrith. [2989

INDIAN.—For earliest deliveries, get in touch "with

the Indian agents, Newport Motor Co., Ltd., New-
port. Hon. [0032

INDIAN" 7-911. p. Combination, 2-speed, clut'Ch, ex-
cellent condition: £80.-53, Hoveden Rd., Crickle-

wood, N.W.2. __
[2922

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 2 6i>eeds, in good order. Premier
quick detachable sidecar; £90.—King, Brook St.,

Basingstoke. [3558

7-9h,p. Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick start model;
bargain, £75.—Clapham (Motors), King George

St., Greenwich. [3654

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-8peed, kick start, disc wheel,
very hot machine; £68.-29, St. Leonard's St.,

B romley-by-Bow. [360 9

INDIAN, T.T. Sporting Model. 5-6h.p.. free engine;
£50.—Wall, Kingsley House, Drayton Green^

West Ealing, W.13. [2971

1 QlS Indian, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, K.S., spring frame,
-*-«/ Swan sidecar; £115, or near offer.— 1, Rustic
Av., Streatham, S.W.16. [2872

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., clutch, all accessoriea, stored
4 years, perfect; £75, or offer.-Barker, 13, Vic-

toria St., Clifton, Bristol. [3474

LATE 1917 Powerplus Indian, 7-9h.p., spring frame,
electric light, speedometer, new condition; offers.

—ShuHrey, Woodgreen, Witney. — [3332

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, electric lamps, fine con-
dition; £100.—J. Hebden and S<in, 149, St.

James SI;.. Burnley. Tel. : 488. [3415

51i.p. 3-speed Indian, 1915, speedometer, lamps,
etc.; any trial; £69, or exchange Douglas.—16,

Willoughby Rd., Hampstead. [3306

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1914, 2-speed, clutcli, spring frame,
and coachbuilfc sidecar; condition excellent; £85.

—85, Ermine Bd., Ladywell, _S.E.13. [X1215

IlirDIAN 5h.p., 1915, 3-apeed, K.S.. lamps, spares,
'excellent condition ; 83 gus. ; offers,-35, West-

combe Park Rd., Blackheath, S.E. [2954

5-6h.p. Clutch Model Indian, thoroughly overhauled
and re-enamelled, excellent condition; what

offers?-C. R. Drye, Marlow, Bucks. [3312

1 Q16 7-9h.p. Indian, just overhauled by Hendee
~- JLt' Co., road racer, spTstndid condition; £9p.

—

Rownhains, Old Winton Rd., Andover. [3539

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, stored 2 years,
glorious turnout, spares, tyres, chains, etc.; £87.

—Bossell, 52, Langham Rd., Tottenham. [3557

1 Q15 Indian, 5-6h.p., and S.C, 3-speedT clutch, new
A-iJ chains, good tyres, ready to drive away; £95.

—

Merrison, 200, Fore St., Edmonton, N.18. [3063

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, lever control,
K.S., C.B. sidecar, all red, splendid running order;

£80.—Rayner, 9, Ridley St., Gateshead. [3006

IQIS 5-6h.p. T.T. Red Indian, kick starter, clutch,
j-*y 3 speeds, very nice order, and fast; 95 gne.-
jQckaon'3 Garage, High St., Guildford. [2898

INDIAN Combination, late 1914, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds,
clutch, electric light, horn; bargain, 85 gns., or

near offer.—29, Bulmer St., Shepherd's Bush, London.
[3438

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915, 3-speed, spring
frame, 1919 Indian sidecar, new -chains; £100;

after 6.—Hatchford Hill Cottages, Cobham, Surrey.
[3632

"|Q16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3 speeds, kick start, clutch,
X«7 lamps, tools, new condition, guarantee given

;

80 gns., or near offer.—Holdway, Cople, Bedford.
^ [X1407

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, spring frame, lamps,
speedometer, mechanical condition and appear

ance excellent; £65.—75, Warwick Rd., Bowes Park.
[3301

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., T.T., clutch model, Bowden
controls, B, and B., long exhaust pipes, good

/-ondition; £55.—Holroyd, Rakewood, Littleborough,
r-ancs. [X1400

[NDIAN, 1915, 3J,4h.p. twin engine, '3-Bpeed model,
elutrh, stored 3 years ; seen any time ; £75.—

Mes.singer, Field House, Hnversham, Wolverton. [X1046

LANCASHIRE
The " BIG X ?5

ALWAYS MAKES GOOD

The Mark of the
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR

The Ultra-power Twin
Combination. Seldom
gives trouble, needs little

attention, and always

makes good.

Enquiries invited from prospective

purchasers in Lancashirfy Cheshire,

North Wales, and Isle ol Man
districts only.

We are also OActal Agents for Brou^h, Coukoa B.,

Ch^er La«L, Henderson, B.SA. Motor Cycles, the
J£,S. Altachment Set«. the A.V. Monocar, and

" Swan " Sidecars.

J.Blake80MSS

HALIFAX MOTOR
EXCHANGE,

"^Tou?g"^ HAL IFAX.
MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.

TRIUMPH, 4 1j-Pm W.D. 3-speed model £78 10
DOUGLAS, 2.? h.p., W.D. model £57 10
DOUGLAS, 2jh.p., W-D- model (unissued). . 75 gns.

DOUGLAS. 2 J h.p., W.D. model (unissued).. 78 gns.

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., W.D. model 75 gns.

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. W.D. Combination 95 gns.

^DOUGLAS 4 h.p. W.D/ Combination ...... 105 gns.

CLYNO 6 h.pT-W.D. CoiAbination, detachable
and spare wheels, late model 105 piS.

SCOTT and Sidecar. W.D. machine *.

. . £48
P, & M. and Sidecar, W.D. machine £65
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., J9i6,-and new Sidecar, WJ). £110 3

In nmning order or requiring slight attention.

SURPLUS W.D. MACHINES
Requiring repairs, etc. Come and inspect.

DOUGLAS, 4 li.p., 3-speed, countershaft .... £39 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h:p., 3-speed hub £32 10
TRIUMPH. 4 b.p., single-gear £22 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., countershaft ' £29 10
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed £19 10
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed £22 10
DO'UGLAS, 2 J b.p., 2-speed .£29 10
INDIAN, 4 h.p., spring frame .£22 10
CLYNO 6 h.p. twill, countershaft £46

ACCESSORIES AND PARTS,
Triumph 4 h.p- Frame, wants new lug 37/6
Douglas 2? h.p. Frame and Forks £4 15
Tfiumph 4 h.p. Tanks £2 5
4 h.p. Triumph Engine, good £12 10
4 h.p. Triumph Engine, frame, tank, and rear

members . £19 19
Douglas 2^ h.p. Engine £12 10

Cameo Screens, £3 ; Easting Screens, £4 10s. ;
" Per-

fection " Coach Sidecars, £16 16s.
' Perfection " Coach Bodies from Stock.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

7-9h.p. Indian Spring Frame Combination, 1914, new
chains and sprockets, speedometer, Binks carbu-

retter, in good condition; £105.—Newman, Wykeham,
Yorks. [X0853

INDIAN" Combination, late 1915, 7-9h.p., 2 fipeede,
K.S., hand and foot clutch, comfortable eidecar,

splendid condition; £90.—17a, Riclimond Bd., Ilford,
Essex. [3013

INDIAN, 1913, 7-9h.p., clutch, C.B. sidecor, verv
fast and in perfect order; £90, or will esibfinge

for lower power combination.— Gill, Farri-er, Cobe,
Lanes.

^ [Si 252

LATE 1917 5h.p. 3-speed Indian, K.S., clutch, new
tyres, F.R.S. acetylene head lamp, electric rear,

very fast, perfect condition; £95.—Turvey, 17, Manvers
St., Bath. [X0991

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 2-speGd, 6pring frame, coacbbuill
combination, in neiirlv new condition*; £85; trial'

machine only, £70.—Stevens, 184, PentouTille Rd,,
King's Ciosa. [321*;

INDIAN __7-9h.p., 2 speeds, clutch^ kick ^starter,
electric light, mechanical horn, speedometer, aa

new, little used; £85; 6,30.-3, Clevedon Mansions,
Twickenham. [X1557

INDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch model, Bosch mag., lamps,
Klaxon, speedometer, heavy Dunlops, good run-

ning order; £65; evenings.—Kee ley, 1, Carlyle VillaB,
Farnborough, Kent. [324C

7-9h.p. Iridian, 1914, T.T., clutch model, smarl
appearance, fast and powerful machine, lamps

horn, pump; any trial; £56, no offers.—Saw tell, Loiii
St., Sheiborne, Dorset. [3501

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination. 1914, new coarhbuilt
stored 3 years, mileage 3,500, large head tamp

horn, eto., splendid condition ; £115, nearest ofier.-

Garage, Catton, Allendale. [3741

"jQ15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, isprin^ frame, ;

X»/ speeds, clutchr and kick-starter, Millford coacfi

built sidecar: the whole in excellent order; £115<^
Harrison, Ingleton, Darlington. [X13SI

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Late 1914 Coachbuilt Combination
2-speed, electric lighting, Bpeedometer, horn, toob

and spares, tvres and machine in splendid condition-
£115;~21, Crooka, Sheffield. [XIW

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Clutch Model, -splendid condition
tyres nearly new, English controls; £60, o

would exchange for Scott ; after 6.-8, Westwick Gaj
dens, Shepherd's Bush Rd., London. [331

PLACE your orders for Indiana now; don't be left

will northern countv cnstomera note the ne"

address.—Horswill, 42,. Bridge St., Chester. Castr
Motor Cycle Garage. 'Phone : 943. [214

1 Q^5 Indian 7-9h,p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick starts'
-Lf just overhauled by makers, coachbuilt Eideca"
all renovated, splendid condition.—Offord and Son.
Ltd., 67, George St., Portman Sq., W.l. [003

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kic

starter, roomy Swan coachbuilt, almost nev
lamps, horn, etc.; any trial; £105; no dealers; aul
5.30,-17, Ebury Sq., Belgravia, S.W.I. [2§1

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., clutch, 2 speeds, disc wheels;
,

pedo sidecar, horn, lamps, tools, new. spare tubal

long exhaust, sporty, perfect; any trial; 86 gns.—Hal
lett, 8, Milner St., Gibson Sq., Islington. [3«;

1 Q15 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, cliig
Xtf kick start, Binks, disc wheels, lighting ^
Mills-Fulford sidecar, hood, screen ; any trial ha
£92.-Greggon, Seymour St., Chorley, Lanes. [Xla

7-9h:p. Indian Combination, T.T., 2-speed, laBift

horn, speedometer, spare tyre, and quantitya
spares, the whole in first-class condition ; reasonMi
trial; £120.—Giles, Willowbeck, Skegness. [XQgf

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, kick sti

spring frame,, large 2-seater coachbuilt sideS
hood, screen good condition throughout; £85.-3
Sufheld Rd., Seven Sister's Comer, Tottenham. [5?

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., late 1915, 3-sikS

clutch," kick start, spring frame, screen, spemi
meter, electric light, horn, fast, excellent conditio:

2.700 miles; £135.—Laurence, 40, Brunswick Sq., H(fl

[33

INDIAN C6mbination 1914 7-9h.p., 2-speed, gp^
frame, clutch, K.S-, lamps, horn, speedometer, It

-gage carrier, new spare heavy Dunlop, splendid conj

tion; £125, or near offer; trial.— 64, Balloch Ed-, Ql'

lord. [2^

INDIAN B-6h.p., 1915, 3 speeds, kick starter, cluft

lamps, horn, topis, 2 spare covers, condi6|'

and enamelling excellent; £90, or exchange NortC
Nut, or 3h.p. Enfield.—Box 276, c/o T/ie Motor Gill

(Cheshire.) [Xl?

15 Indian, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, 'K.S., hand and-^
controlled clutch, new rear tyre and tube, ''n

chains and gear box, electric horn, everything in spy

(Jid order; first offer of 80 gns. secures.—Wadlow^a
pington, Kent. [3?'

INDIAN Po^ferplus Combination, elec^tric light!)

and horn, also Klaxon, 3-8peed, kic* start, ha
and foot clutch, touring and T.T. bars; £125,
nearest.—Boulton, 66, Leek Rd., Smallthorne, Stp

on-Trent, -Staffs. — [M

19
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MOIOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Jndian.

915 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, kick start,

sprinff frame, electric light, horn, speedometer,
ind screen, spares, "just overhauled, perfect condtion

;

iU5: Derbys.-Eox 3,887, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3686

|r ATE Model 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, K.S., hand and
j-' foot clutch" control, mechanical lubrication, in
erfect condition, original tyres, very fast: would ex-
Jrange lower power and cash; 85 gns.—70, Humher-
^one Rd., Cambridge. [3603
'[NDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., delivered new Oct., 1918, 2-
iL speed, kick start, spring frame, hand and foot
ilutch, new Dunlop on back, done about 15,000 miles,
ixcellent condition; any trial given; £90.—Talbot,
I'ollershott, Letchworth. [X1408
!rNDIAN 1915 5-6h.p^ 3-speed Sporting Combination,
L fully equipped spares, car head lamp, excellent
?res, ,splendid climber, stored 3"/. years, magnificent
ondition, finest turn-oxrt in district; bargain, £130.—
5, Water St., Blackburn. [X1401
|qi6 7-9h.p. Indian, T.T. clutch model, under 2,500LW mrles, good as new, garaged last 2 vears, P. and
t. head light, 80, mile speedometer, mechanical horn,
;ll other -ac<'essories ; £90.-1, Westbourne Crescent
,lews, Lancaster Gate, W.2. [3111

f .-^'Po-''-'^
7-9h.p. Indian and C.B. Sidecar, 3-specd,

.J tt S,, sprrng frame, electrically ennipped, screen,
iiscs all round, just been thoroughly overhauled, and now
1 grand condition; 150 gns.—E.J.W., King's Head,
;hurch St., Deptford, S.E.8.

-
[3732

i;-6h.p Indian Road Hacer, clutch model, long
I'

exhanst, new chain and tyre, lamps, horn, pump,
.aeedometer, knee o'rips, spare chain, etc., splendid
ppearance, sound, fast; nearest £60; would ex-
|iiaiige lower power.—Bed Lion, Harpenden. [3333
ilTAGNIFIOENT Bed Indian Combination, very
'

J , ,
model, underslung coachbuilt sidecar, 3

reed, kick start, exceedingly powerful and speedy
ighting installation; inspection invited, disappoint-
uent impossible; 105 ;ns.—10, Bonner Hill Kd
i.ingston-on-Tharoes. [3549
,:qi5 spring frame Indian, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
;'-»' kick-starter, ilillfurd sidecar, electric horn and
imps, Lucas horn, speedometer, tools; the outfit
|i perfect condition, equalling new; .-;138, no offers,
jeen oy ippointment cnly.—Johnson, Sewhail, Stocks-
jTidge, Sheffield. [3537
[rNDlAN, 7-9h.p.. Hendee -Special, electric starter and
- lights, coach sidecar, hood, screen, and ¥ide cur
Ijms, speedometer, back glass, rplendid condition, just
jverhauled; my trial; £130.—•phone : Finchlev 1025.
"

.-"-"i,'^- Edwards, 25 .;.nd 27, The Burroughs,
tstion Rd., Hendon, i'f.W.4. [£821
jiNBIAN Combination, 7-9h.Ti., 2-3peed gear 1914
,L model, engine No. 79P73S, electric lighting and
jornrtJorbin speedometer, large electric lif'ht side-
:jr, ver.r comfortable Millford sidecar, the whole - in
iOod condition, very good appearance, low mileage
,300; lOOgns.-Capt.. Hay, Cookham, Berks. [3369

I

qi5 Indian Combination, 5h.p., 3-sp3ed, hand andI-" foot-controlled clutch, semi-T.T.- bars, Lucas
limps, mechanical horn, Corben Brown speedometer
jiileage 6,200, special

. Canoelet coachbuilt
, sidecar,

pron, mat. petrol tin carrier, splendid combination in
Irst-class order; 90 gns.-50, Pemdi-von Rd., W. Croy-
™- [3466

Ivy
|Q15 Ivy 2-stroke, perfect condition, very little wear-^f £37.—Pearce, Wavendon, Woburn Sands. Bucks!

,
, [2986

i.—lor the earliest possible deliveries, book jou
order now.-The Wnlsail fiarage, Wolverhamptoi,
Walsall. Tel. ; 444. [560?

lT. G. HENLY and Co. are sole London Agents foi

; '"^..PoPt'lar Ivy 2-stroke.— 91, Gt. Portland St.
j.l. Phone; Maytair 4084., [002?

J Ixlon
XION", 1915, 254h.p., 2*troke, 2^peed, Amac, EI C

I; very easy starter, grand hUl-climber; £42.—Dauncev'
5. Glengarry Ed., East Dulwich. [XlSld
'Q16 Ixion, 2Vih.p., 2-stroke, complete with lamps
i-V ^ihd horn, m beautiful condition; a bargain
•35,. cash.—St. George's Motor and EnsTneevin^ Co
iswich, Tel.; 566 Ipswich.

nd Engineering Co..
[3180

James.
Q19 -Tames 4i,4h.p. Combination, fully equipped

;

" £120.-17, Grosvenor Ed., Skett.v, Glam. [X1417

(AMES, 4i',h.p., clutch, kick start, 3-speed, all-
chain, ;915-16; £73.—Elcock, Penywern, Neath

[3079New 4Vih.p. James Combination, 28x3
. --, SISS.-H. Rock, Cradlej-, Staffs. Tel.;

"• [XI 260
Q19 James 4Uh.p., latest model, big single, onlvy delivered last week; £105.-Lock, Preston, Oiren-
!""

. [3152

j

AMES.—Sole agents for Hertfordshire, 1919 ma
chines in Bt«-t -Chandler. Reyre and Williams

'in- St., Hitcldn .

_ [099;
j'AMES 1914 4I/4I1.P.. 3-spe?d countershaft, cluloh,

kick start, Miller lamps, horu, with as new Per-
jP-tlor. sidecar; £65.-Long, WatkKlge, Nnilsworth

[X1351

i>R.\ND
-* tyres

;

When sending repairs :-

1. It is advisable to send
complete wheel.

2. It is essential that

outside fittings such as

axle nuts, gear or clutch

operative parts, washers,

etc., are NOT sent.

3. A letter advising us

date despatch, station

sent from, and mark and
number of hub should be
posted, and, MOST IM-
PORTANT, two labels

bearing sender's name
and address on reverse

of both should be tied

to the wheel.

We are justly conscious

that we have done our

part well.

R ECO M ME NP E D BY

STURWIEY-ARCHER Co

We regret, however,
through heavy pres3ure

on our works at the

present time, we cannot

undertake repairs at

short notice, but you
can rest assured that

orders will be executed

as promptly as possible,

while we are now in a

position to undertake

the immediate repair o?

Sturmey - Archer ' J.S.'

Hubs.

County Engineering Co.

64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,
kONDON.W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
.lames

FOR Sale, James motor cycle, with sidecar, excel-
lent running order; £75.—Apply, Davidson, 16,

Argyll Mansions, Addison Bridge, S.W. [3122

4ih.i"). James Combination, 1914, 3 speeds, lamps,
4= horn, speedometer, good tyres, tools, etc.;

£85.~Weodlands, Cranborne Rd.. Barking. [3548

JAMES 1915 4V4h-P. Coaclibuilt Combination, wind
st-reeu, speedometer, 3-speed, K.S., fine outfit

;

£100.-48. Trince George Rd., Dalston, N. [3735

1 |Q19 James Combination, with Lucas lamps, horn,
J-iJ everything on, perfect order, tyres like new, smali-
mileage ; £125.—Jogger, Claughton St., Kidderminster.

[2804
~i Q19 6h.p. Twin James Combination de Luxe, new
-M-*y July, goin^ abroad; must sell; £150, or offer;

Bournemouth district.—Box 247, c/o The Motor Cycle,
[X1188

JAMES 1919 Model, 4i4h.p. big single, absolutely
new and unridden, 28x3in. wheels, etc., decom-

pressor; what offers?—^Scott, 53, Devonstiiie St., Keigh-
ley. [X9421

J.A.P. 8-lOh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, special model,
spring frame, very powerful ; £80.—Tyler, 20,

Queensberry Mews "West, near South Kensington Tube
Station. [2094

JAMES, 31/2^.p. twin, 3-speed, countershaft, kick
start, good condition, stored 2V2 years; £65;

seen near Cambridge.—Box L3,866, c/o Ths Motor
Cycle. - [3165

JAMES, 4^^h.p., 1915, -3-speed C.S., lamps, horn,
just overhauled, perfect condition, stored during

war ; best over £80 ; after 6 p.m.—2, St. John's Wood
Rd., N.W. [3045

JAMES 4i/lh.p., 3-speed and clutch, coachbuilt side-

car, Bosch, Senspray, horn, lamps; £85, or near
offer; after 7 p.m.—St. Edward's Villa, King's Ed.,
Cheltenham. [X1482

JAMES Combination (April, 1919), single, 4i4h.p., 3-

speed countershaft gear bos, clutch, all-chain drive,

Liicas lamps and horn, just tuned.—Thompson, St. Ber-
nard's Rd., Olton. [X1109

JAMES 5-6h.p. Combination, new May, 1919, Lucas
electric lamps, Watford speedometer, mileage

2,200, in perfect condition.—Wigiuton, 24, Hatfield
Rd., Birchfield, Birmingham. [X1257

"I
Q16 3%h.p. Twin James, countershaft 3-speed gear,

-i-*y kick starter, all enclosed chain drive, machine noi
scratched, as new throughout, all lamps and tools; £88.
-N. Walker, 17, George St., Hull. [3062

JAMES 1919 (April) 4i/ih.p. Big Single Combination,
all-enclosed chain drive, countershaft 3-speed, with

Lucas lamps, horu, all spares complete; £120,—Hurst-
leigh, St. Bernard's Rd., Olton, Birmingham. [2960

1 Q 15 4i4h.p. James Combination, S-speed counter-
-M-U shaft, all chain, . good condition throughout,
usual accessories; £90^ or part exchange W.O. Hum-
L»erette or A.C. Morgan. 'Phone: Lee Green 1234.—
Tient, Winn Lodge, Lee, S.E. [3478

"I Q 19 S-6h.p. Twin James de Luxe Combination,
Jt-*y delivered July, 28x3in. wheels, hand, controlled
clutch, Lucas lamp and generator, rear lamp, Tansad,
tools, splendid turnout, only run few hundred miles;
£160.—Coombs, Coldharbour, Sherborne, Dorset.

[3630

1 Q 19 James, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, H.C. clutch. Sinks
J-*/ carburetter, enclosed chain drive, 28x3 wheels,
lamps, horn, speedometer, t^wls, sprung footboards, Tery
fast, splendid hill-climber, good sidecar or iolo
machine, only been 1,500 miles; £135.—Sub-Lt. L.
Smith, Royal Naval College, Greenwich, S.E.IO. [3566

JAMES 5-6h.p., 2-cyIs., and sidecar, S-speeds, en-
closed chains, heavy 28X3 Dunlops to cycle, hood;

screen, speedonieter, Klaxon, 3 lamps and generators,
tools ; all new last month ; driven by owner only
during holidays; mileage 650; better than new; will

sell at cost, £180--M.D., 9, Eversfield Rd., Easi-
bourne. 'Phone : City 7994. [3244

1Q17 3^^h.p. Twin James, all chain drive, connter-
-i- *7 shaft 3-sp6ed gear box, kick atarter, gate changa,
handle-bar clutch,' Thomson-Bohnett mag., Amac car-
buretter, spring footboards, P. and H. head lamp and
generator, horn and rear lamp, armoured tool bags end
toola, enamelling and plating very good, Palmer Cord
tyres nearly new; £87/3 0.-Robinson's Garage, 32-35,
Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 955 (2 linoa). T.A.

:

Bicycles, Cambridge. [3714
.I.A.P.

J.A.P., 4h.p., overhead, 1914 T.T., new tyres, lovely
condition, 75 m.p-h.; £52/10.—Derby Arms Gar-

age, Mortlake. rxi062

J.A.P. 4h.p., 1913, Armstrong 3-speed, clutch, Bosch;
£45; after 6, not Saturday or Sunday.—E,, Th«

Manse,^ Station Rd., Bcokham, Surrey. [3110

4h.p. Jap-Curry Model de Luxe, capital machine, new
1917, pedal start, Lucas accessories, single speed;

£65 to clear.—W. Stead, Glenroy, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.
[X0874

6h.p. J.A.r, Combination, new sidecar, engine just
overhauled at J.A.P. works (cost £21), P. and M.

2-8peed gear, Binks carburetter, oversir.e tyres ; bar-

gain, 85 gns.-KeUiara, Bourne. [XI 288

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Attachment, 1915, complete set, in running
order; £8/15.—Giecn, 26, Nidd Rd., Darnall.

Sh?fficld. [X1233

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.E.S.

LANCASHIRE and Cheshire Only.—J.E.S. motor
cyclette and attachment sets; enquiries invited.—

J. Elake and Co., Liverpool-Manchester. [7042

Kelecom.
4h.p. Kelecom, adjustable pulley, complete less mag.;

^16.-26, Alexandra Rd., Hornsey. [2803

Kerry
KERRY, 1912, T.T., Dixie, Amac, ride away; £20;

after 7.-84, Oakleigh Rd., New Southgate, N.ll.

^ n t3238O 3.h.p. Kerry, perfect condition ; can he seen run-
--^4 ning; £15.—B. and B. Motor Works, 18, Mel-
bourne Grove, East Dulwich. [3456

IT'ERRY 6h.p. Combination, B.S.A. corburetter,
-t»- Bosch mag., 2-spe6d fre© engine, engine over-
hauled; nearest £45.— Goatley, c/o Burcb, 69, High-
gate Ed., Kentish Town. [3597

Lea<Francls.
LEA-FRANCIS, 1914, 3yr.h.p., 2-6peed, in thorongh

order; *75.—Pike and Co., Alphington St., Exeter.

_ [1986T EA-FRANCIS Latest Model Countershaft Combina-
-iJ tion, perfect; £120, Douglas part.—E,., 5, Vic-
toria Av., Smbiton. [X1308
T EA-FRANCIS, 1919. Place your name on our
-Li waiting list lor delivery of these aristocratic
mounts.—A. J. Sproston, 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l

[6612

Levis.

LEVIS 2V2h.p., in good order, 2-apeed gear; £40,
Thomitt, North Bar, Banbury. [S0844
14 Levis, 2i^h.p., lamps, horn, tools, perfect; £35.—Brockbank's, 58, Lord St., Southport. rXl320

25:h.p. Levis, 1914, good condition and order; £30.—
4 Short, 485, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen,

[3553
LEVIS 2^/ilh.p., late model, just overhauled, good con-

dition ; £38.-5, Elms Mews, Clapham Common,
S.W. [3446

HOVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Ed., are execut-
ing Levis orders in stiict ro^tion ; all accessories

and repairs. [3184

LEVIS, 2Y4ii.V-, 1914, stored 2 years, good horn, 2
lamp!', p-ump, pillion seat, perfect throughout

£36.-7, Orchard St., Newport, I.O.W. [X1129

LEVIS Popular, the finest 2-8troke in the worlds
book now for early delivery and super-service —

The Walsall Garage. Walsall. Tel.: 444. [5604

LEVIS Popular, late 1916, Brampton biflex, e.i.c,
Amac, new Dunlop cover and tube, - enamel as

new.—Durringfcon Lodge, The Crescent, Surbiton.
[3078

LEVIS, 1918, 2i4h.p., ridden 200 miles, as new, and
all accessories: £45; seen a,iter 6 p.m. or 1 p.m.

Saturdays.—161, Kingston Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19.
[3443

LEVIS Popular, 1916, semi-T.T., e.i.c, long ex-
haust, recently overhauled by expert; practi-

cally as new; real snip at 36 gns.—45, Lincoln St.,
Gateshead. [X1138

LEVIS 1914-15 2^Ti.p. Model de Luxe. 2-Epeed.
lamp, horn, speedometer, disc wheels, re-enamelled,

excellent condition; £45,—W. H. Whincup, Hill Farm,
High Wycombe. [3014

LEVIS Model E. and Sidecar, splendid condition, had
little use, Enfield gear, chain drive, 2 speeds, free

engine; any trial; sole reason for sale, taken delivery
Scott combination; £60.—Bradley, Grange Rd., Erding-
ton. [X1057
-|Q17 Levis, 2V^h.p.,^ Enfield 2-speed gear, all-chain,
-*- *^ countershaft, lamps, horn, tools, powerful, fas*,,

over 100 m.p.g. ; 60 gns.; evenings, except Thursday,
Saturday, Sunday.—46, Drewstead Rd., Streatham
Hill, S.W.16. [3057

1 015 Levis Popular, just overhauled and repainted,
Xt7 band Klaxon and usual accessories, tyres and
machine in first-class condition; £40; can be seen
by appointment.—C. Tilbury, Hat Hill, Waterbeach,
near Chichester. [X1558

Lincotti'-Elk.

LINCOLN-ELK Combination, 4i4h,p., 2 speeds, kick
stjivter, Bosch mag., tyres and appearance as new;

£75.—Gilling, Riverside, Cheddar, Somerset. [2890

1 Q14 4^/ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, 2-speed, free engine, kickAv starter, very powerful, in splendid condition ; £52,
«ir nearest ofler.—H. Deerin, Forrestfield, by Airdrie.

[3459
LINCOLN-ELK, 4-8peed Osbom gear, spring pillar,

footboards, drop back, believed about 1913: £25.
—Apply, Geary, 156, Uxbridge St., Burton-on-Trent.

[S1055
L.M.C.

22.—L.M.C. 3Vi.h.p. motor cycle, Bosch mag.—Sneef'h-
ley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Hill. [3490

L.M.C. Motor Cycles. — The motor cycle with the
comforts of a car. All models available shortly;

demonstration model now in stock.—The .sole dis-
tributing agents for London and the Home Counties,
Mebss and Mebes, the Original Light Car Specialists.
144. 154-6. Gt. Portland St.. W.l. [3695 I

£

[TURING THE^ whole of 1919

we have consistently

declined premiums on

New Machines. It

is therefore up to you

to deal with the

"NO PREMIUM
HOUSE."

JULIAN, '^^D^:
Biggest Dealer in the South.

'Phone: 1024.

LIGHT CARS

A WORD TO THE WISE.

To those who wish to make
sure~ of their machine for

next season, we address

this announcement.

ORDER NOW!
' From

LEECH & TAYLOR,
CATEATON STREET

(opposite Market Place),

MANCHESTER
CARS :—Standard Light Cars.
G.N. Cycle Cars.

MOTOR CYCLES !—B.S.A., A.B.C.,
Hobart, Radco. etc.

SIDECARS :—Grlndlay, the super
sidecar.

ACCESSORIES,,?—Tyre? and Tubes,
Lamps and Horns, Pillion Seats,
Sidecar Hoods, Sidecar Windscreens.

Everything for ths up-to-date
motorist-

Telephone : Central 2526.
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MOTOR CYCLES

F^

MOTOR CYCLES FQH SALE.
Martin.

MARTIN", red, Sh.p., special racing engine, T.T. bars,
disc wheels, long exhaust, very fast and sporty,

easy starting and control, appearance, Dnnlop tyres and
belt as new; sure sale it seen; £55.—Gurry, Ditton,
Cambs, [3092

Matchless.

I
Q14 Matchless, clutch, 8h.R., mechanically pel feet,

J-t' as new; £77.—Homestead, Haves, Middlesex.
[3207

TV/TATCHUilSS.—New 1919-20 models ;~To ensure de.
-L'J. liyery, order now.—Parker's Bradshawgate, Bol-
ton- [X1460

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., 1918 model, con-
dition as new; £145.—Howell, Wokingham Bd

,

Beading, [3017

(^ROW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey
^-^ agents lor the new Matchless.—Order now (&>
early delivery.

_, [4085

JONES' Garage, special agents for Matchless, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.l(), and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2921

MATCHLESS C.B. Combination, Bh.p., K.S., good
condition; £80, offers.—Millard, 41, Grosvenoi

Rd., Belvedere, Kent. [3542

MATCHLESS, 1915, Sh.p., 3-speed; T.T., thoroughlj
reliable and fast; £70, or offer.—72, Woodsidt

Park Rd., N. Finchley, N.12. [300C

MATCHLESS, 1913-14, wicker sidecar, Bh.p., hut
gears, kick start; thoroughly- overhauled, tyrei

new; £80.—Higgins, Moor,field Rd., Orpington. [322!

'OR Sale, 8h.p. MatcKless-J.A.P., all chain drive
-— coaehbuilt sidecar, accessories, and splendid run
ning orderj £110.-52, New King's Rd., Fnlham. [3.72(

MATCHLESS Sh.p. J.A.P. C.B. Combination, 1914
2-speed, clutch, K.S., fast, powerful, excelled-

condition; £110.—Hammond, Millgreen, Spalding.,-
(X102(

MATCHLESS, 8h.p,, coaehbuilt combination, -2

speed wind screen, speedometer, lamps, etc. ; fii

gns; evening.—8, Queen's Row, Camberwell Gate, S.E
[307'

MATCHLESS C.B. Combination, 2-speed, reliable
lamps, wind screen, . privately owned ; £82 cash

or nearest offer.—Harrisoii, High St., -Brentwood.
tX124l

MATCHLESS 6h.p. Combination, C.B., 2 speedi

K.S., new tyres, lamps, accessories: best oficr ove

£70.—IJankaster House, Lankaster Gardens, E. Pinol!

ley.
'

[366

MATCHLESS Combination. 6b. p., Vindec 2-spee

gear, coaehbuilt sidecar, 3 lamps, sp^edoiiietei

spare belt-; trial ; £85.—Birch and Agar, Suttoii-nt-Hou'

Kent. [X109

Sh.p. Matchless Combination, spare wheel, PahQ€
Cord tyres, speedometer, acetylene lighting w

in top-hole condition; £145.—Seen, 176, Lower Rd
Rotherhithe. [288

MATCHLESS Bh.p. Victory Combination, 4 intei

changeable wheels, Lucas lamps, speedometei
hood, screen, horn; all complete; £165.—Lyons, 13f

Lambeth Walk, S.E.ll. [319

MATCHLESS- Coaehbuilt Combination, 1914, 8h.i

J. A.P., 2-speed, chain drive, Binks, tyres near!

new, lamiis, horn, luggage grid, fine condition; 95 gn.

.—24, Wydehurst Rd., Addiscombe. (312

MATCHLESS Sh.p., O.H.V., T.T. model, very las

large lamp, knee grips, single speed, tyre

tubes, and belt all good, Amac, Bosch; £70.—Thotna
150, Merton Hall Rd., Wimbledon, S.W. (336

MATCHLESS Motor Cycle, 1913 pattern, Sh.p

wicker sidecar, just thoroughly overh;iule<

good condition, a splendid machine, will goanywlien
£97/10.—Box L3,S67, c/o The Mdlor Cycle. [31f

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. Bh.p., fixed, little used, in-

fei^t condition, lamps, speedometer; owner leiivii

country ; no offers ; £67, lowest.—Grisold, 148, Trinii

Rd., 'Wandsworth Common. (After 6 p.m.) [37'^

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., Bh.p., o.h.v., T.T. maihin
lamps, speedometer, new belt, tyres good;

really fast machine.—Offers over £40, to Dix, c.

King and Harper. Bridge St., Cambridge. [30f

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1914, Sh.p., sporting sinel

^speed solo, Binks, Bosch, lamps, speedoraete

etc.; purrs like a dove, roars like a bull; 7 to
'

m.p.h. ; bargain, 70 gns.—Heilyer, Keble College,
ford. [36,-

MATCHLESS, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., kick start, free e

gine, Canoelet touring sidecar, Bosch, speed

meter, lamp, accessories, good condition; 70 gns.; vi(

evenings by appointment.—Bassett, 95, Talgarth Rt

W.14. [34-

MATCHLESS, 1914, S'.ih.p. twin J.A.P. eusiJ

Armstrong 3-speed and clutch, Bosch mag., tvi

ae new, exceptional condition throughout, very lit

used, overhauled: £60; exchanges.—R. D. Varl

Thundersley, Essex. [36

MATCHLESS 1919 Victory Model, delivered Api

hood, screen, Lucas lamps, Klaxon, speedoaiet

w.-itch, Tansad, Euk easy starter, petrol economie

perfect outSt; £186.-James, 6a, Ohcapside, High H
Wood Green. 'Phone 1615 Hornsey. [29

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
i

Matchless.

ilTATCHLESS 1915, M.A.G- 7-9h.p.. Thcenis C.B.
iU. bulbous back sidecar, 3 speeds, Klaxon horn, 3
'mps, al-cliain drive, speedometer, very little used,

:isolute]v perfect and Terv smart; """£135.-31, Kaglaii

d.. "^'hipps Cross, Walthamstow, E.17. [2928

iTATCHLE.SS Combination (Alldays), 1915, 4h.p., 3-

tJL spp?d countershaft, clutch, kick start, lamp set,

:c., light torpedo coachbuilt sidecar, ready for the load,
ccelk^nt condition, and perfect running order; £63.

j

M;iitiu, 8, Grenville St., W.C. (Near Eussell Sa.). [3745

iuTATCIILESS New Model H, epring frame, 8h.p
tX J.A.P. engine. Write at once and book for earliest
'3liYery. Lucas dynamo outfit at "option, 5% on
|)ur deposit. Decide now and order -the best com
lination.—J Tassell, la Bloom field Rd . Plumstead
; r479)
;|OANS and Dunn, 93, Mason's Hill. Bromley. Kent,
,5 placed a good contract long ago for Matchless
jombinations, and are now booking orders strictly id

litatioD for earliest possible delivery; be early- on ouj
taiting list, satisfaction assured 'Phone : Bromley
iSO. [4068

uTATCHLESS 7h.p. M.A.G. Combination, late 1914,
'i 3-speed, countershaft, latest Claudel-Hobson
itomatic carburetter, special Cauoelet C.B. sidecar
ith hinged cover and Triplex screen, completely
luipped, beeu stored; any trial; £120.—Blencathra.

I

aidstone Rd.. Chatham, [3550

jTATCHLESS 1919 Victory Model 8h.p. Corabina-
"A tion, as new, 4 interchangeable wheels, light car
're on driving wheel, 3 Lucas lamps and generators,
asting wind screen, horn, Lucas pillion seat, tools,
lare inner tubes, and parts; s£165, or offer.—E. King,
Myra St., Plumstead, S.E.18. [2878

jTATCHLESS-J.A.P. 1914 Combination, - Bramble,
'J- fitted 3 lamps, new tyre and tube back, Klaxon
[id Lucas horns, speedometer, screens, apron, pillion
[ at, spares, new cover, 4 inner, 4 valves, springs,
I ugs, piston rings, etc., splendid condition; best over
[i gns.—13, Windsor Ed., Teddington. [3044

I
yTATCHLESS-J.A.P, 8h.p. 1913-L4 Coachbuilt Com-

;

'A bination, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, Amac,
osch waterproof, full set Lucas and P. and H. lamps,

|. ind screen, handle-bar mirror, ettf., enamel and
i
ating indistinguishable from new, perfect condition,
echanicallv, been stored during war; a real bargain,
90.—Watson. 132, High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk.

[3528
Metro.

"

iiTETKO-TTLER. — Sole agents foT Hertlfordshire.
1"X Chandler, Keyre and Williams, Sun St., Hitchin
*

[0998

iuTETRO-TYLEE, 1919 (May), 2-speed, long exhaust;
*J- £58, or offers.—Massey, Market Sq., Eugeley,
tfiffs. [X1105
iTETRO-J.A.P., 1919, few weeks old, red discs,
'X plated exhaust, new lamps, horn, tools; best offer
^er £50.—Ellis, 70, Lewisham Park, S.E. [X1265

919 Metro-Tyler, the sporting lightweight; early de-
liveries.—Full particulars, sole Hampshire agents,

lie Fareham Motor Cycle and Engineering' Works, 2.

.!?b St.. Fareham. .'
. [3390

^PORTING Metro, 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, beauti-
-* fully enamelled olive green, disc wheels, extended
,:hau3t pipe, brand new, Miller lamp set, original
res, almost new, 100 m.p.g.; ^a bargain, ^55r—
lichardson, 121, Bold St., Fleetwood, Lanes. [X1218

Minerva.
IXEEYA, 2%h.p., mag., low, ride away; £21.-54,

)/L- Dundonald Rd., Wimbledon.

i>lh.p. Minerva, mag., B, and B., adjustable pulley,
L>2 good tvres and tubes; £17, or ofler.—10. Churchill
!;d., Croydon.

_ . [3261

iTINERVA 3^h.p., 2-speed, perfect, in splendid run-
;'J- ning order; a bargain, £29/10; private owner.—Seen
[30, High St., Harlesden. ' [3103

Ik/TINERVA 2V2h.p., low frame, Grade gear, lamp
I"-*- set, Klaxon, mechanical valves, ride away; £23-.
j-141, Broadway, Cricklewood. [3356

IITINERVA, " Chater-Lea, drop frame, - 2y2h.p.,
j"-*- m.o.v., U.H, mag., footboards, splendid running
rder; £25.-151-, Kingston Rd., Teddington, [3610

i^jLb.p. Minerva, reconstructed, re-ena'melled, condi-
i»2 tion perfect, splendid hill^limber, lamp, toolbag,
ind iioru, new O.A.V. mag., B.B. ; photo; £22.-22,
leviHe Rd., Worthing. . [1090

jlTINERVA, 3i/4(?)h.p., Bosch mag., Chater-Lea
j'-i- frame, B. and B. carburetter, footboards, condi-
on as new, low built, very smart machine; readv to
Hde away; X27.—3, Foxley RcJ., Kennington. [3121

MotO'Reve
ITOTO-REVE, spring forks, like new in everv wav;
'i £15.—Hicbens, St. Ives, Cornwall. [S0977
iTOTO-REVE 234hp. Twin, excellent condition, ex-
i"A cept mag., which requires, attention; £12.—43.
.ilmorie Rd., Forest Hill. [3574

LTOTO-REVE Twin" Lightweight, mag., B. and B.
'* carburetter, spring fork, excellent condition;
15.—Bostock, Byron St., Ilkeston. [X1378
i/rOTO-REV:^ 2^h.p. Twin, excellent condition, re-

,|'-*- enamelled, engine and mag. overhauled; ride away;
i22, or offer.—34, Millgrove St., Battersea, S.W.ll.

[3594

COVENTRY.
MOTOR MART, Ltd.

London Road, COVENTRY.
Telegrams ; Selection, Coventry.

We have acquired the whole output

of a leading Coventry Manufacturer of a

splendidly built range of

SIDECARS
which we can deliver Immediately

FROM STOCK.

Specification;
Body: coach-built, roomy and cosy, splendidly
upholstered, with roll edge, spring seat, and
apr^pns, finely finished in two colours and lined-

Cha.ssis : tubular, very strong and excellently
sprung, with 4-point fittings, suitable for any
make of Motor Cycle.

Tvres: 26x2! Dunlop and Clincher. Price
£25 net ; carriage and packing extra.

1919
MOTOR CYCLES.
Don't place your name orr a hopeless
waiting list. Make some selections

from our extensive range, and we will

candidly tell you the prospects.

IN STOCK.
ALLDAYS-ALLON, CAL-
THORPE, IVY, METRO-TYLER,
SUN-VITESSE.

Quickest delivery ol

Bradbury, Galthorpe, Connaught,

Clyno, Number, Ivy, James,

L.M.C. New Imperial, P. &IVI.,

Metro-Tyler, N.U.T., Scott, Sun-

Vitesse, Wooler, Zenith.

SECOND-HAND CARS
IN STOCK.

STANDARD, 9.3, 2-seater and double
dickey, self-starter, electric lighting,

5 lamps, electric and bulb horns, 5
detachable wheels, clock and speed-
ometer. Late model, excellent con-
dition -------- £400

BEDFORD, 20 h.p., 5-seater, spare
tyre, just overhauled, lamps, speed-
ometer £300

Full particulars on request.

MOTOR CYCI.nS FOR SALE.
Motosacoche.

MOTOSAOOCHE Lightweight, Bosch magneto, good
running order; bargain £10.—Cairns, Castlefin,

Co. Dopegal. [X1243

MOTOSACOCHE 2Vih.p., mag., B. and B., spring
iorks, good tyre?, overliauled throughout;

£17/10, cheap lot, carriage paid.—Clifton, Engineer,
62. Wells Ed., Bristol. [X1560

MOTOSACOCHE.-We have one new 1.919 S'/jh.p.

Motosacoche machine, 2-?peed, chain drive,
M.A.G. engine; £96.—Motosacoche, Ltd., Kenmont
Works, Willesden Junction, N.W.IO. LX1369

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 3-sp5ed and Sidecar, -1916 ; £80.—
Seen at Taylor's Garage, Winster, Matlock.

[X1342
NEW HUDSON Combination, Bosch, B.B. ; £60; 3

speeds.—120, Fielding Rd., Bedford Park, Chis-
wick. [3568

NEW HUDSON, , solo or combination ; excellent de-
livery .-.ow assured.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Bolton. - [X1445

NEW HUDSON parts, except damaged frame and
tank. 3'ih.p. ; best oflers.—Box 286. c/o I'fte

Motor Cycle. ' [XI 554

4h.p. 'New -Hudson Combination, Bosch, 3 speeds,

clutch, good condition; £75, offers.—42, "West St.,

Bridport. [3601

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 1917, B. and B., very
fast, splendid condition; 38 gns,—136, Lambeth

Walk London. [3198

NEW HUDSON, 3i,ih.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-speed, free

enpine, tvres as new, complete for road; £38.—
Small; 23, Church Rd., Erith, Kent. [3201

1Q13 New Hudson, 2^}4h.p., 3-speed and clutch, in
-t-V good order; £35, cash.—St. George's Motor and
Engineering Co., Ipswich. Tel. : 566 Ipswich. [3182

NEW HUDSON, 2y-h.p., 2-stroke, 1916 model,
lamps, etc., perfect running order; £45; seen

after 6 o'clock.—Southam, Blyth Rd., Bromley, Kent.
[2999

1Q12 New Hudson, S'Ah.p.. with wicker sidecar, 3-

-L«7 speed, in splendid condition; £60.—St. Georges
Motor and Engineering Co., Ipswich. Tel. : 566
Ipswich. [3178

BRAND New 1919 New Hudfon 2-stroke, 2-speed

model de luxe, for immediate delivery ;
price

£57/15.—Ballard's Motors, 92, Gloucester Ed., S.W,
Kens. 6312. [3698

NEW HUDSON 4h.p., 1919 (July), 3-speed counter-

shaft, lamps, horn, eto.. all new. coachbuilt sidecar,

a beauty; £130, or nearest.—Gaunt, WooUey, Darton.
near Barnsley. [XI 11 2a

"I Q14 4h.p. New !HudsOn. 3-speed countershaft gear,
Xt/ Klaxon, spare belt and valve, mudshields. ex-

cellent condition; £85.-83, Litchfield Rd., Bloxwich.
WalsaJI. .

[X0974

3jLh.p. New Hudson, chain-cum-belt, Bosch magneto.
2 3 speeds, lamp. horn, tools, .etc., absolutely as

new; will take a sidecar anywhere; our price to clear.

£62/10.-Cordingley, HasHngden. Tel.: 102. [3644

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1916. lamps, horn.,

tools. Jones speedometer. 3-speed. countershaft.
88 m.p.g.. perfect condition, just toured Wales; sacri-

fice. £92 gns.—264. Stoney Stanton Rd., Coventry.
[X1385

"VTBW HUDSON 6h.B. Coachbuilt Combination, kick
Xl start, new hood, screen. 2 new tyres, lamps, spare

cover and tube, just overhauled, in perfect condition,

take 3 anywhere; any trial by appointment.-'Phone:
North 2S5." [3007

A BIG 6h.p. New Hudson, late 1914, C.B. com-
bination. 3-speed. kick start, wind screen, luggage

grid. lamp, accessories : price 80 gns. : good condition.—
Kennett, Queen's Head Hotel. Duke St., Henley-on-

Thames.
"

[X1494

NEW HTTDSON. 1916, 3y2h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, K.S.,
decompressor, lamps, horn, new Dunlop tyres, re-

cently overhauled, receipt shown, excellent order; £55,
or nearest; owner going abroad.—Apply. 12, Constan-
tine Rd., Hampstead. N.W.'3. [3367

NEW HUDSON 2'-ih.p.. 3-speed Armstrong gear,

clutch, kick-start. Senspray carburetter." Bosch
mag., .both tyres practically new, would take sidecar,

lamp, generator, tools; £40; can ride away.— 11,

London Ed., Ashford, Middlesex. [3533

NEW HUDSON 2?4h.p. 2-stroke, as new, with hea<l

lamp, generator, Stewart speedometer, 2-speed

countershaft gear, rear lamp and generator, in perfect

order and tip-top condition ; any trial- given ; £55, or

near ofler.—Burge, Leicester Rd., Ashby-de-la-Zoncli.

Leicestershire. [X1046

New Imperial.

NEW Imperial.—Caffvns. Ltd.. Eastbourne, are book-

ing orders for delivery shortly. [0018

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P.. 1916, 2?.',h.p.. 2-speed. good
- tyres, lamps, spare belt; £45.-16, Blythe Hill. Cat-

ford. S.E. [3S73

NEW IMrEEIAL-J.A.P.. 2%h.p., 2-speed. horn,

Jamps: ride away; £45; after 5.-6, Hemstal Ed..

W. Hampstead, [56?3

£35.-1914 New Imperial Jap. 2-speed. new cylinder

and piston; fine condition.—Millard. Abbey Rd..

Belvedere. Kent. [308?

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

New Imperial.

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P., 2%ll.p., 2 speeds, 1916,
excellent condition.—Waddelow, Scotton, Gains-

borough, Lines. , [X1416

NEW IMPERIALS. Call and inspect the latest

models.—Sole London agents, Rey's, 173, Great
Portland St. 'Phone: Mayfair 879.

'
[9677

1Q17 New Imperial, 2-speed, clntoh K.S., splendid
J-t.' condition; £45; all accessories; aft«r 7.-52,
Hazell67ille Ed, Hornsey Ed., N. [2764

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1916, 2%lr.p., 2-speed, just
overhauled and rebushed, receipt shown; £45.—

25, Park Hill Ed., Sidcup. S.E.9. [5053

1,Q16 J.A.P. New Imperial, ready to ride away,
J- •J' Klaxon, lamp, etc.; seen any time; £50.-28,
Prince of Wales Ed.. Kentish Town, N.W.6. [X1365

NEW IMPERIAL, 6-8h.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive,

28in. wheels, just delivered; £120.-223, Ham-
mersmith Bd., W. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [3172

1 Q19 (July) New Imperial-Jap, mileage under 50,
-i-*y 2%.p., accessories, wicker pillion chair; any
trial; £58.-32, Cyril Mansions, Battersea Park.

(X1345
NEW IMPERIAL, 2')ih.l)., 2-speed, long exhaust,

new tyres, fine condition, smart, 47 gns; with
accessories 50 gns.: alter 5 p.m.—54, Cecil Av.,

Enfield. [2886

"1Q19 New Imperial Bh.p. Combination, 3 speeds,
-Li/ clutch. Easting, spare tyre, tube, valve, links,

lamps. Klaxon, as new; £165.-20, Kedlam, Black-
burn. X1388

N^
EW Imperial, J.A.P., 2%h.p., 2-speed countershaft,

horn, lamp set, tool bag, excellent runBing

N'

order, powerful; 48 gns.—37, Elm Park Ed., Church
End, Finchiey.

^ [3076

EW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915-16, 2%h.p., tyres

— . and belt almost new, thorouehly' ovevhanled, per-

fect condition; ^52.—Apply by appointment, I>. Davis,

61, Dartmouth Rd., Brondesbury, N.W. L2801

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2%h.p.. new condition, 2

speed countershaft, complete with lamps and
spare belt; £47, or exchange with cash for Rudge
Multi, I.O.M.—151, Globe Rd., Betbnal Green. [3410

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2^4h.p., 2-speed, counter
shaft, free engine, condition as new and fault-

less, easily paddles off and very fast; price, 44 gns.;
guaranteed.—Harrington, 136, Harrington. Rd., Nor-
wood Junction. ' [3360

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2^^h.p., late 1916, tyres,
enamel, plating good, engine perfect, Bosch, B.B.,

electric horn, 2 lights, pump, 2-speed, freer spare belt,

jet, tools, footboards, fnst; first cheque £50 secures,—
O. Hoad, Down Mill, Bexhill, Sussex. [2952

NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 1919. 6h:p. J.A.P.

;

3-Bpeed, hand controlled clutch, luxurious Cooper
bulbous back sidecar, 3 large lamp sets, 28XS wheels;
this machine is very fast and as new, having only done
500 miles; £150, or nearest offer, or exchange 1919
countershaft Triumph, Norton, Douglas, or similar solo

machine.—43, Grove Rd., Sparkhlll, Birmiugham. [X1488

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2%h.p., 2-spGed counter-
shaft gear, smart looking and fast machine;

only done about 1,500 miles, tyres good as new, com-
plete with head light, generator, rear light, horn,
pump, and usefiil spares for touring, ever 100 miles
to gallon petrol ; 48 gns. ; ^ owner wants sidecar
machine; after 6 p.m.—22, Vicars Hill, Lewisham.

2806

New Ryder.

NEW RYDER 2-/4h.p., 2-stToke, late 1917, not run
400 miles, condition as new; £40.—H. Griffiths,

Prestcott, Prestbury, Cheltenham. [X1091

23.h.p. New Ryder-Villiere, bought 1916, accessories,
4 new belt, tyre, good running order ; £35, or

nearest ofSer.—Write, Box L3,819, c/o The Motor Cycle
[2901

1Q19 New Ryder-ViUiers 2V2h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed,
J. *y F.E. complete, with good insurance ; £ 60

;

after 7.-179, Broomwood Rd., Clapham Common,
S.W.U. [3526

Norton.

CROW Eros., High St.. Guildford, Norton agents: let

us reserve you one. [5301

NORTON.—Deliveries now commenced, all models.
—Inquire approximate dates, Parker's, Brad-

ihawgate, Bolton, [X1449

4h.p. Chain-cum-belt 3-speed Norton, special model;
£100, or near offer; guaranteed in good running

order.—Box L3,822, c/o The Motor Cycle. {2974

NORTON, 1918, Big Four, C.B. sidecar, 3 lamps,
Watford speedometer, mechanical horn; £130,

no offers.—Budd, 34, Bellevue Rd., W^andsworth Com-
mon. [3624

LATE 1916 Norton Big Four, chain-cum-be't, Lucas
lamixs, horn, and tools complete, condition as

new, very powerful machine; £95.—D. Mitchell, Lodge
Rd. Extension, Rugby. [X1032

NORTONS.—We are now booting orders for the
latest model Norton solo and sidecar outfits; £5

deposit; deliveries in strictest rotation.—Maudes', 100,
Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [5675

JONES' GARAGE.
Jones' Garage have in stock, for immediate
delivery, a few brand new 5 6 h.p. Rover
Combinations, fitted with lamps, horn, etc.,

ready for the roa-".

Also
1915 HARLEY Combination, windscreen, etc.

New 1919 2-speed RADCO.
New iqi9 NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed, K.S., H.B.C.

clutch, complete with lamps, etc.

New 1919 TRIUiVIPH and Sidecar, complete with
lamps aod horn, etc.

Brand New INDIAN, 2-stroke, 3-speedj clutch, K.S.

1914 TRIUMPH, 3-speed, etc.

i9r7 TRIUMPH, countershaft, with brand new
Sidecar, overhauled, and as new guaranteed.

1914 4 h.p. SINGER Combination, windscreen, all

lamps.

r9i6 B.S.A. 4^ h.p. Combination, all accessories.

1916 LEVIS 2-stroke.

1913 4 h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed.

1913 6 h.p. ENFIELD Conibination.

We have a fine selection of first-class Second-
hand guaranteed Motor Cycles and Combinations,
including INDIANS, 1915 Powerplus, 1916, 1915,
and 1Q16 and 1918 DOUGLAS 2-spced models.
ARIELS, B.S.A/S, etc.

We have also a large selection of first-class

Sidecar Bodies from £6 lOs. to 20 gns., Sidscars

irom £25 to £35.

JONES' GARAGE,
1i The Broadwa.y, Muswell Hill,

and a.t Woodside Pa.ra.de, ^
North Finchiey, N.10

Phone : Hornsey 2562.
Finchiey 2334

New Sidecars IN STOCK.

v#idl(tl*Jlfiisli;l44ii

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

NORTON 1916 4h.p., 3-speed gear, tick starter, hand
operated clutch, ajid sporting canoelet sidecar,

iully ectuipped, lamps, horn, si^eedometer ; stored 2
years; practically new : £125, or near offer.— 168,
Wandsworth Rd., 3.W. (near Vanxhall). [X1645-

N.S.U.

5 -Bh.p. N.S.U., Bosch, twin; £20; exchange 3V'h.p.:
otfers.—Clarkson, Tailor, Ilkley. [338S

N.S.U., 3V2h.p., 2 speeds, nmning order; £25.-255,
Barcombe Av., Streatham Hill. [3049

N.S.U.* 3V2h.p., 2-speed, mag., good condition; £25.—
Powell, iliirefair, Northampton. -^ [X1143

3h.p. N.S.U., single speed, 4-stroke; £25.—Paraons,
Limes, Cowslip Rd., South Woodford. [X0870

N.S.U. 4\ih.p. Twin, 2-fipeed, Bosch, sound running;
£17. -Bradley. ColdweU Cottage, High Telling,

Gateshead. - [2948

N.S.U., SVah.p., Bosch mag,, inlet o.h.v., good run^
ning order; £27.-79, Plashet Lane, Upton Park,

London, E, [2990

31h.p. ILS.U., kick statter, 2-speed, front and rear
2 sprung, good tyres; £42/10.-54, Dundonald

Rd., Wimbledon. _ [2860

N.S.U. Twin, 2-speed, free, Bosch, B. and B., good
running order ; £30, or near oifer.—P.O., Kings-

ton, nr. Canterbury. [3371

5 -Bh.p. N.S.U. Combination, Bosch, Senspray; £40,
or near offer, bargain.—Trengove, 23, Church 3t.,

Great Harwood. CX1395

6 h.p. N.S.U. Motor Cycle and Sidecar, speedometer,
2 speeds, tyres splendid ; £55.~Morley, 49, Nar-

ford Ed,, Clapton, N.E. - [3494

6 h.p. N.S.U. (1914 engine, m.o.i.v.). in splendid con-
dition, single genied T.T. , pood tyres, etc. , lees

mag.; £30, or nearest offer.—29. Brudenell Rd., Leeds.
[51332

N.S.U. BVah.p. Twin, Bosch, 2-speed, free, engine in

good order, paint as new, Indian red ; snap at

£38.—Redahaw, Hallsannerr -Cottage, Bidfeord, North
Bevon. [2968

N.S.U. 5-6h.p. Twin, E. and B., Bosch, good tyres.

2-speed gear, lamps, horn, all in excellent con-
dition ; £35 ; ride away

;

after 6.-6, Coverton Rd.,
Tooting. [2807

N.S.U.. 3V2h.p., 2-speed" gear, free, .mag., B. and B.
carburetter, new heavy back Dunlop, head lamp,

generator, requires slight repair; bargain, £20.—Boi
L3,S20, e/o The Motor Cycle. - [2972

N.S.U. Combination, Bh.p. twin, 2 speeds and free,

overhead inlets, kick start, Bosch, spring frame
(fore and aft), tyres as new, tools, and spares, speedo-
meter, 3 lamps, perfect order throughout; £55.-51,
Giliun Av., East Sheen, S.W.14. - [3132

N.U.T,

N.U.T., 1915, T.T.. 2%Ii.p., overhead valve J.AJ.
twin, 2-speed; £65, no offers.—Luton Tool Co.,

Crawley Rd., Luton. [3544

T.T. Twin N.U.T., single speed, new condition, new
head lamp set, very fast, in perfect running order;

£75; wanted, combination; private owner.-Seen 130,

High St., Harlesden. [3099

N.U.T.—Sole agents for Staffordshire. For particn-

lars of prices and deliveries, watch future an-

nouncements.—The Waleall Garage, Wolverhrnhpton 8t,

Walsall. Tel. : 444. [560S

N.U.T.-J.A.P. 4-5h.r; Twin C.B. Combination, N".S.tT.

gear and 3-speed hub, spleiKlid condition, jml
overhauled, speedometer, spare tubes and cover, 3 Inrara

etc.; £80.-317, King St., Hammersmith. [3200

N.U.T.—We have been appointed district London
agents for N.U.T. motor cycles. We hope shortlj

to be in a position to give full particulars of the new
models and approximate dates of delivery.-Viviar
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (off Osforc
St.), Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559.

[002(

,

O.K.

O.K. 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, splendid condition; £35.-66
Durban Rd., Grimsby. [X108i

31h.p. 2-8peed 2-stroke O.K. Junior, good goini
2 order; £40.—Mid, Parker, H.M.S. "Resolution,'

G.P.O. [xios;

JONES' Garage, snecial agent3 for O.K. machinw
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodsid

Parade, North Finchiey. - [292:

O.K. Juniors must be booked now il you real).

want to get there and back every time.—Young's
The Parade, Kilburn., N.W.6. [09e''

O.K. 2^4h.p., 1917, smart appearance; genuine bai

gain ; going cheap ; £32.—A8hford> 49, Dap:m.ot

Av., Wembley Hin, Middlesex. [292

O.K. * Lightweight. 2-speed, countershaft, ial

model, fine order, complete lamps, tools, etc.

£38.—Woolley, Harbour St., Whitstable. [330

O.K. Junior, 1916, countershaft 2-speed, complet
with lamps, horn, pump, etc., new Dunlops, ah

minium footboards, machine been stored, and in prai

tically new condition and perfect; first £40.-5. S

Albans Av., Acton Green, W.3. [373

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Importation of Motor Cycles
into the British Isles.

AMERICA can now export into this country

as many motor cycles as she cares to send,

and, as it is not likely that incoming

machines will be .sold at a less price
'' than that ruling in the country of their

production, no question of dumping, with its

consequential penalties, need be considered. It

is certain too that there will be no big flood of

machines—at present the very high cost of manu-

facture in America', together with the existing

33/^% dut\', would preclude any possibihty of

such a thing happening. Both buyers and

British manufacturers have awaited this news

with mixed feelings. Many makers have full

order books, and have not viewed with the

slightest apprehension this expected announce-

ment. There are a few, however, who are uneasy,

and scent a storm in the distance. Even now
they, are "tightening their grip," so to speak,

knowing a fight is imminent sooner or later.

These men saw that British manufacturers were

coming to grips in 19 14. Indications were very

obvious then that American productions were

appealing more and more to the British buyer.

Neither Avas it s^alesmanship nor good service

alone that sold these machines.

A few long-sighted men maintain that it is a

fool's paradise in which makers are living to-day.

Certain it is that never again will such a quantity

of orders be obtained with such little effort

;

and to find difference of opinion or no opinion

at all on such a vital subject as the importation

of foreign motor cycles is ominous.

We know the British maker turns out the

finest machines in the world, and that for the

moment demand is much in excess of produc-

-tion
;

yet new models showing big improvements

on 1914 designs are comparatively rare.

The present demand should not blind manu-
facturers to the fact that old designs will not do.

At the moment, buyers will take almost anything,

putting up with poor finish and bad detail \york,

knowing that general labour trouble is chiefly

responsible.

The removal of import restrictions on motor
cycles, so far as the quantity imported is con-

sidered, should be a stimulant, and not be treated

with the indifference, which, after all, may be
simply a pose on the part of many manufacturers
we have met. The real tussle will come if, and
when, the import duty is removed.

The A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

IN
four days' time we shall see a renewal of

the SLx Days Trials, after an interval of

five years. It will be the first great trade

trial of motor cycles since the war," greatly

surpassing the short distance events in

importance and its far-reaching effects. In

previous years, it was the one great event in

which almost all manufacturers essayed to test

publicly their new models, knowing full well that

any motor cycle that came through the Trials

with flying colours merited the praise received ;

conscious, too, that brilliant achievement would
beget financial success.'

As a test for sidecar outfits it is supreme. The
Welsh byroads, with their water gulleys, water-

splashes, and steep gradients, will eliminate any
sidecars, of which the chassis are unsound. It is

a sporting test, too, and this year everyone is

anticipating it with more than usual eagerness.

We reviewed the chief features of the trial on
this page last week ; there is nothing strikingly

original in the programme; indeed, originality

in trials in these days must of necessity border

on the futile, for the most worthy innovations

have already been tried. We have urged many
times that still greater attention should be paid
to the silencing of motor cycles, and this year

marks will be deducted for excessive noise. To
make the trials a great success and enjoyable,

we must hope for fine weather; pouring rain

will add to the difficulties of the rider, but, on the

other hand, will provide an additional test for

transmissions and electrical equipment.

An index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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OUR AMERICAN NEWS LETTER.
Sport and Business Phases of the Motor Cycle as they are Happening in the

United Slates. A New Indian "Scout" Model.

WITH the late and highly successful
war hull down on the horizon the
pastime of motor cycling has again

come into its own, and on a bigger,

better, and busier level than ever. Pos-
sibly the most illuminating indication of

this far greater popularity is the fact

that, whereas only two large factories

were keen for the racing game at the be-

ginning of the season, the Harley-David-
son and Indian, who played a lone

hand for several months and shared all

honours between them, now as the season
goes into the tail end, but with plenty
of big races ahead, the Excelsior factory

has had a hypodermic injection of pep,
and they are hot after the first honours
at the biggest race of the year—Marion-
Indiana 200 mile road race—with eight

motors that burn the wind. The Read-
ing-Standard, too, have felt the urge,

and as their stock motor rates well over-

sized, they are making a 61 cubic inch

(1,000 c.c.) job to get back in the fold

and line up with the rest of the field

when the starter's flag drops. With
four makes hot after the glory we may
look forward to a busy season.

Records Across the States.

On the road we have had a revival of

interest in the record-making and break-
ing rides. Over on the Pacific Coast four
machines have looped it down the high-

way from Canada to Mexico, a matter of

riding 1,714 miles and cross-

ing five mountain ranges with
plenty of smooth boulevards
on the fag end of the trip to

pull the m.p.h. up, and at

the present time three records
are on the book. H. C.

Scherer, on a Sports l^odel
Harley-Davidson, holds a

medium-weight mark of 64h.

58m. This is for 36 cubic
inch (590 c.c.) motors. E. G.
Baker, driving an Indian and
sidecar machine, rolls the dis-

tance in 65h. 53m. His
motor

.
capacity was 72.5

cubic inches (1,190 c.c).

Wells Bennett, astraddle of
an Excelsior, is the solo

record holder with a time
of 53h. 28m. Incidentally,
Baker had shot down the
trail solo in 58h. 47m., but
held the record less than two
weeks.

Baker, who is also known
~~'

as the " Cannonball," has
made two attempts at the
Trans-continental record made by the late

Alan T. Bedell, on a Henderson. The
Bedell-Henderson record of 7 days 16
hours 16 minutes was hung up in June,
1917. Baker has made three unsuccessful
rides to lift this honour, but was jinxed
each time, twice within 500 miles of his
goal. He has left the Pacific Coast once
again, and before this appears in print
may have startled the motor cycling
world with a coast-to-coast ride in a frac-
tion over five days. At least, those are
his plans. And rumour has it that Baker
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will attempt a Trans-continental sidecar
record before snow flies. That would be
making motor cycle history.

Sporting Competitions.

Hill-climbing has caught the fancy of
the riders, and it is the most popular
outdoor sport motor cyclists enjoy this

season. The idea is to look for the most
formidable slant possible that combines
with it a treacherous surfaced grade,
then to advertise the climb as impossible,
after which it is, according to Hoyle, to

make your programme and rules ready.
But with this defect, a loophole in the
rules that permits of wrangling over what
is stock and non-stock. Believe me, that
latter • is the nemesis that has pursued
all local hill-climbs around our section,

and being referee is no sinecure. The
Motor Cycle and Allied Trades' Associa-
tion Competition Rules are just a bit too
lax in defining stock, and the right of a
promoter to bar or admit motors as he
may see fit makes for more than the
usual bit of chin music and word barrage.
We are heartily in favour of 61 cubic
(1,000 c.c.) inch and 74 cubic inch (1214
c.c.) open classes only in competition
until a fair definition of the word stock
motor is placed on the books.
The National Road Championship Race

at Marion, Indiana, to be staged on Sep-
tember 1st, bids fair to rival Dodge
City's famous 300 mile event of a few

The new Indian Scout model fitted

with an engine of 574 c.c, rigid

duplex frame, 26in. wheels. Its weight

is 260 lb., gear wheels being used for

the primary drive, the final chain drive

being on the right of the machine and

unenclosed.

seasons back, and it is likely that teams
of at least five fast men and motors from
each factory will. be in action on the road,
and thousands of motor cycle enthusiasts

will be on deck' from all points of the
compass.

New Models.

So much for the sporting phase of the
pastime. Rumours are being whispered
about that 1920 will see new models on
the market. Here are a few caught at
random. The Excelsior are ready with

an L head four-cylinder motor and (

shaft-djjiven wheel. Thfen the ner
(whisper !) that the four-cylinder is fail

dinkum, but the chain drive has not beei

abandoned.
The Harley-Davidson are reported ti

be marking time in basic design, but an
refining their minor details a bit. Thei

in the next breath is the news they an
ready to go over to separate lightinj

system

—

a la generator and battery.

The Cleveland, our best two-stroki

motor cycle, is still sticking to thi

original power plant, but is going in fo:

a stronger frame with less nick-knack
on it.

The Indian Scout Model.

The Indian have in hand a medium
weight, a miniature Powerplus motor o

35 cubic inches (574 c.c), with a train o

gears taking the place of short drivi

chain and a new three-spSed gear. Thi

whole power plant removable as a unit

It will be a 26in. wheel job, and a rigi(

frame of the duplex type, not unlike tb
rear end of a Henderson in general out

line. The forks are husky young edition

of -the big twin model, and mudguard
are supported by strap instead of rods

The kick-starter will be on the right

which is opposite to American practice

but almost" universal with your machines
I, imagine. The chain drive is on th

right side, and is not enclosed. It is

wonderful bit of work, th

product of C. B. Franklin
that well-known Irish roai

rider who gave a gooi

/
account of himself on trad."
and road competitions sevefi

seasons ago. The new moB
will be known as the
model, and it is an adva
in motor cycle constructs

that will make an instal

appeal to riders, especiallyj
the Clan Short-legged.
Scout Indian weighs 250
and will hop over the road.a
the rate of 63 all out. J
fact, testers have rolled tB
little one from

,
Springfield 'I

Boston, a matter of tl
miles, in 121 minutes. I haii

it out in deep sand and couli

ramble around in second g«S'

and batter down 4in. ruts i

spite of my 195 lb. of befe

and bone.
The big Indian is beffii

gone over by Mr. FranklU
and no longer will there b

adjustable handle-bars and all ,tS

Swedish bric-a-brac cluttering the clea>

lines of the head and fork fastening's

in the past. I saw a reverse gear wojl
ing satisfactorily on the sidecar outfit;.

I also hear that 27x35in. tyjes ai

being made for the market, and thai

26in. wheels will be optional on soni'

makes next year. Twenty-six inch wheel'

are stronger, give more mudguard cleai

ance, and lower the saddle position.

am strongly in favour of them.
E. B. HoLTONr

I
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A Cooling Test.

ASELANGOR correspondent appeals to British
makers to lower the Scott time of 7^ hours for
100 ascents of Sutton Bank, suggesting that an

engine which can keep cool throughout tUs test would
be most suitable for the tropics. It would be a pity
if any

_
readers regarded the technical side of this

suggestion seriously. The achievement was probably
beyond the compass of many machines at ' the time
when it was performed; but it constitutes no better
test of cooling than a single ascent, for the simple
-^reason that the engine has ample time to re-cool during
the -one-mile descent. In other words, the feat, was
a splendid demonstration of reUability and of brake
power; but as a test of coohng it is not remarkable,
and affords little criterion for tropical riders, who
have to negotiate longer and steeper hills in higher
•temperatures. No modern machine, witli the possible
exception of some fifth-rate two-strokes, should over-
heat during the ascent of Sutton Bank.

Nearly up to £200.

nHAVE yet to see a motor cycle listed at ^200 or
over, but our recent issues have advertised
machines at over ^190. It remains to be seen

whether some dozen cycle cars and light cars catalogued
at a lower figure will share the universal rise in prices
when they emerge from the teething stage into produc-
tion. If not, we shall at last see the several types
matched against each othe-r without price handicaps. I

have few doubts as to the issue of such a competition,
but I am bound to say that the general running of some,
of the best 1 91 9 sidecar outfits is a real eye-opener. They
climb like cats, hold the -road like postage stamps,
start Avith consummate ease, and purr '\'ery prettily in

.neutral. Still, if designers eliminate every other
imaginable weakness, they cannot offer the driver such
comfort and protection as proper coachwork affords

;

exposure and the single driving wheel represent lather
a high price to pay for the narrow turning circle,

which would-be the sole technical advantage of the

sidecar if it ever loses its old price vantage.

Carrying Spare ToBes.

[
Y garage has a special corner consecrated to scrap

accessories, and this dump contains a variety of

cases intended for the carriage of spare tubes :

some of these cases cost quite liandsome sums. There
are four ways of carrying a spare tube, only one -of

which is really good. They are as follows : Round
}our body (not at all bad, but unsightly); rOiUed up
in a special cheese-shaped box (so awkward to pack
the tube that riders always wear the daaiaged tube
round their waists after a roadside change) ; furled

round the handle-bars -.(at the mercy of thieves) ; and
my way ! Some years ago I bought a soft leather tube
Ccise, about loin. long by 3in. wide, into which the
tube is folded after all- the air has been squeezed out.

I think the \endors were the St. Edmund Motor Co.,

Northampton, if memory has not played me a trick

;

anyhow, I saw the case in a shop window when on

tour and thought it looked good. When the tube has

been packed, the case is fastened to the saddle pillar

tube, and there is no possibility of damage. If a rider

prefers to lap the tube round his handle-bar, he should

secure it with a couple of rubber loops cut from an old

tube, M'hich will hold it firmly without chafing _it.

Similar fastenings are good for any tin boxes carried

in the pannier bags, e.g., tyre kits.

Standardised Controls.

IRECO-UNTED the other day how, after two years

on a clockwise tlirottle lever, I obtained a new
mount with an anti-clockwise throttle and crashed

on a vertical bank in consequence. This week I have

to report_a variant of the same nuisance. I was riding

another strange machine, on which the positions of the

brake and clutch pedals were the reverse of what I am
accustomed to. Naturally enough, in the first emer-

gency, I stood on the clutch pedal instead of braking

hard, and escaped catastrophe by the width of a

whisker. Somewhere in the back ground there is a

trade society whose main activity of lat« has con-

sisted in proclaiming -trials. I suggest if would be

quite as usefully employed in arranging for

(i.) All throttle levers to open in the same
direction.

(2.) All brake pedals to be on the same side

of the machine.

Starting with a Broken Valve-lifter.

FOR some inexplicable reason coincidences seem
peculiarly common in motor cycling experience :

at any rate, if I hear a yarn, or get my attention

caught by a printed reference, a similar incident befalls

me soon afterwards. The odier day I saw a quotation

of sundry ancient tips for starting an engine when its

valve-lifter was broken, together with the addition of

others which the critics considered more modern and'

efficient. I wondered idly which of the selection was

the best, and the very next time out the eye in the steel

lever of my own engine cracked across, and released

the Bowden wire nipple. By the crankiness of fate,

I was trying to run to earth an old friend who had
changed his address several times during the war, and

stoppages were very frequent. \ tried every imaginable

dodge. If the engine was really warm, I could just

get her over compression on the kick-starter, though

it was very tight, and of the hot-stuff kidney all round.

When it was cool, no response to the starter was
obtainable, and by far the simplest and least fatiguing

method was to use the compression cock .as a decom-
pressor. Pushing off with the clutch out, and gradually

releasing the handle-bar control was na poo, except

down a steep gradient ; I only secured one start by

this method. Meditating upon what I could have done

A31
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Occasional Comments.—

if no compression tap had been fitted, I made varions

experiments, and was forced to conclude that some
improvised method of valve-lifting was the only solu-

tion. Luckily, on the machine in question, it was
not difficult to jam the crank case lever with a tool or

bit of wood, and pluck it out when the run and push
had got up speed. To-day I took it out still un-

repaired, and learnt how invaluable rubbers on the

boot soles are with the jump mount, as compared
to plain leather soles ; they give you a first-rate

road grip. [Note for hill-climbing competitions.]

Combostion Chambei" Design,

E
QUOTE the following from a criticism of a certain

combustion chamber, written by Mr. Ricardo

;

" Owing to the fact that unnecessarily large valves

were employed, and that the distance from the valve

centres to the cylinder centre was not reduced to the

minimum, the combustion chamber was extraordinarily
" shallow, its depth tapering from about ^in. imme-
diately over the valves to about ^in., or even less,

at the point most remote from the valves, while the

sparking plug was placed almost directly over the

inlet valve. Such a form of combustion chamber not

only- involves very serious heat loss to the walls, but

is also the worst possible both from the point of view

of maintaining tiirbulence, and, therefore, rapid burn-

ing, and also as regards its .tendency to set up

detonation." Mr. Ricardo designed and fitted a new
head to the engine in question, and got an increase of

16% in the horse-power and about i8% in the fuel

economy, although the new head entailed a higher

compression ratio. The engine in question was an

American light car en-

gine, but the description .
- _

.

fits not a few motor
cycle combustion cham-
bers pretty closely, and
consequently s u g ge s t s j ^
reasons why certain post-

war engines show such

manifest advances. 'I he

above quotation may
interest some of our cycle

car readers, who will

remember the speed and
fuel economy of the Baby
Mathis engine, which had
valve heads about the

size of shillings.

Maintenance of Tone.

nT is becoming in-

creasingly evident

___
that the coping

stone of quality in a flat

twin is maintenance of
tune. In the summer
months few motor cyclists - - --

have much leisure for

tinkering; and in proportion as a man
is fastidious, he dislikes riding a
machine which cannot at the moment
produce its normal road perform-
ances. The loss of 500 r.p.m. irks

him when he is alone on the road

;
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and it irks him far more when another rider

tries conclusions with him, especially if the
.
chai- .

lenger is straddling a duplicate machine in superior-

tune. It is a characteristic of all multi-cylinder'^;

motor cycle engines that they lose their finest

;

veneer of tune faster than single-cylinders, and this y

applies to the V's as much as to the flat twins. But, ".

on the w'hole, the flat twins are the worse offenders;^

they lose their tune, on an average, rather faster tl. .n
\

the V's, and, as a rule, they are less accessible'
';

when retuning is taken in hand. Consequently, no
manufacturer of flat twins can desire a better tribute

than the following imaginary testimonial would repre- •

sent: "I bought one of your machines last March,
and, though I have covered 2,000 miles and done
nothing whatever to the engine, it is running at least

as well as when I bought it."

The Obverse of the Medal.

LET the trade understand that flat twins are boom-
ing in spite of the too prevalent shortcoming

mentioned in the last paragraph. Flat twins are

deliciously easy to start as compared with the ordinary

single. They are free from the V's irritating fond^

ness for starting on one cylinder, the other cylinder

chipping in later on, when so disposed. They run

slowly when declutched. They have a lovely balance.

They rev. like a cream separator. All these merits .

are very attractive to riders who have suffered many
things from the contrasted faults. But «in the long

run the public love the machine which will continue

to run well with the minimum of tinkering; and on"

this point quite a number of flat twins are still below
j

par. Accurate lubrication and durable valve gear are.?

probably the main re-
'

quisites, for I should hate

to think that in these,

days any- firm can be

guilty of a rear cylinder

which overheats.

Scooter Weight.

the A.C.U. really

think that the

average scooter

weighs inside 60 lb. ?

I have tried two or three

machines, and I seriously

question whether the limit

is not too low, even as

things stand, while some
of the machines' I know
are likely to be stiffened

up and weigh even more
in the near future.

It is obviously desirable

to keep these machines as

light as possible ; but for

the time being I should

have thought that manu-
facturers might have been

given a more generous

. , , r r r 1. I .1 Weight allowauce. Nor
A h.p. bnheid s happy oad „ ^ v u c it ' ii, .^ ^^^ must It be forgotten that

the present designs do
not necessarily represent

finality.

of "sea babies" enjoying the

sidecar on the Merrion Sands

Dublin.
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IV.

Hertford to St. Albans,

Woburn, Ampthiil, and
Hifehin,

By CHARLES G. HARPER.

Previoiis instalments appeared in "The Motor Cycle"
and zSiJi.

August 7th, nHl,

THE twelve and a quarter miles from Hertford to

St. Albans, by which we begin this circular tour

of seventy-five mjles, is a surprisingly pretty

and little-used road for what we usually style the

crowded Home Counties. Proceeding westward from

Hertford, we are soon across that oddly-named

stream among the several oddly-named rivers of Hert-

fordshire, the River Mimram, and into the pleasant

village of Hertingfordbury : long name, small village

—so small that there are 'possibly more letters to its

name than houses in the place. Passing Cole Green,

we come into Hatfield, and leave the town chiefly on

the left, crossing the Great North Road. In a further

four and .a half miles we approach St. Albans, enter-

ing by way of the impressively broad main street in

the suburb of St. Peter's. St. Albans, like Hatfield,

is almost too familiar to need any remarks, but to

some it may be not completely known. The great

abbey, built with Roman bricks from the vanished city

of Verulamium, is, of couree, the chief feature^. It

stands on the site of the martyrdom of St. Alban, the

proto-martyr of England. It is the second longest

ecclesiastical building, ssoft. in length (Winchester

Cathedral exceeding it by only some 5ft.), and jt stands

on a higher site than any other: only this elevated

position can scarce be noticed, except from the village.

of St. Stephens, to the south, where it is indeed very

striking. St. Albans is a wonderfully interesting and

picturesque old place, and in nothing more so than

its old inns. The old and famous Pea-

hen has, unhappily, been rebuilt, but the

quaint Fleur de Lis in an alley in the

Market Place is worth looking at, and

the George has a picturesque yard ;
while

the pretty little octagonal Fighting
Cocks, down below the Abbey, near the

River Ver, is as old-

world as one could wish

to see. Not quite so

old-world as the legend

on it would seem to

imply: "Rebuilt after

the Flood." This, how-
ever, was a strictly local

flood, and not the Deluge
from which Noah and
Iiis family escaped in

the Ark.

\

Wing Church, an example of Ear'y Saxon architecture.

The Fighting Cocks Inn, St. Albans, one of the oldest inhabited

houses in England.

For the rest, a walk on the street called Holywell
Hill, or along that other known as " Romeland," will

disclose to the knowing observer many old houses,

not now inns, whose capacious archways and yards pro-

claim that once they were such.

Our way to Berkhampstead out of St. Albans lies

through the charming old village of St. Michael's, at

the gates of Gorhambury Park. In the old church,

in its alcove in the north chancel wall, is the rather

startling effigy of Francis Bacon, Baron Verulam and
Viscount St. Albans, who died in 1626. Some people
think he was the author of the Shakespeare plays.

The heated controversies on this subject render the

statue of more than common interest, but it is remark-
able in itself, representing the philosopher seated^ in

his habit as he lived, and-in a characteristic attitude,

alluded to in the Latin phrase. Sic scdehat : " Thus
he sat." :

An Architectural Curiosity.

It is a pleasant by-road which leads up out of St.

Michael, past the hamlet of Leverstock Green. Beyond
that place bear left at fork, steeply descending. At

the foot, keep right, then second to

the left and under the railway, thus
emerging at Boxmoor,
upon the main road to

Berkhampstead, three
and threequarter miles

distant. In the church is

a curious feature : one
wooden column among
Its stone brethren, and
fashioned exactly like

them, suggesting that the

old builders had either

miscalculated their re-

quirements or else had
exhausted the quarries

B3
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whence came the stone for the others. It is a pro-

blem not now to be solved. The east window is filled

with stained glass to the memory of Dr. John Cowper,
rector, and father of the poet Cowper, whose two
tame hares, "Puss" and "Tiney," are

guide books -to be figured in the window,
but so small and so

obscured by the altar rere-

dos that only a specialist

could discover them.

Beyond Berkhampstead is

Northchurch, with a curious

brass in the churclr to
'^ Peter the Wild Boy,"
found in the Forest of

Hertswold in Hanover in

1725, who died here in

1785, still known at the

date of his death as the

'"boy," althougli nearly

seventy years of age. We .now make for Tring, but

turn off to the right, ofi approaching the town, for

New Mill, reached in about one mile. Here the road
crosses one of the two great reservoirs, and comes to

the uninteresting but well-named Long Marston,
about a mile in length. In midst of this long-drawn
rustic place, turn right as for Clieddington railway

station, but turning left before reaching it into a very

fine—nay, noble—road commanding wonderful views

of a stately mansion on a heiglit. It looks lordly,

and the road itself, crossed by a railway level crossing,

is planted on either side with ornamental trees in

clumps. It speaks of- wealth and grant expenditure,

as well it may, for this is the domain of Me-ntmore
Towers, which came to Lord Rosebery by his mar-
riage with the daughter of Baron Meyer de Rothschild.

A Change of Name.

Bearing to the left past the Stag's Head Inn, and
passing the church, the road steeply descends, and
then winds away over level lands and commons- with
two gates, each one usually with the customary loafer

awaiting tlie casual copper.

Then we come into Wing,
styled in charters of a.d.

957 " Weowungum." For-
tunately that impossible

name has long been dis-

carded. The church is

Early Saxon, and very re-

markable, with a kind of

crypt under the chancel.

Note tlie odd brass to

" honest o 1 d Thomas
Cotes," 1648, porter at

Ascott Hall, who, tlie, in-

scription goes on to. inform

us, " hath now, alas ! left his

key, lodge, fyre, friends,

and all, to have a room in Heaven."
To Leighton Buzzard is three miles: Leighton

" Beaudesert " is its true name. In the market place

there still remains ,the ornate fourteenth century cross.

Here, at the fork of three roads, we take the left for the

two conjoined \illages, always referred to together,

"4
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as though they were a firm. Heath and Reacli. They
live on sand, very fine and remarkable: red, white,"

and yellow"^ands, extensively dug- Beyond tliem, at

Sheep Lane, the Holyhead Road is crossed, and we

come into the decayed townlet of Woburn, adjoining

Wobum Abbey, seat of the Duke of Bedford :. decayed

because the Duke will not allow building near the':

^j sanctities of Woburn Park,'"'

And so we proceed six ,

miles to Ampthill, by Hus-"
borne Crawley and Ridg-

,;

mont. Ampthill is a little,'

town not Very much visited. ,

—Jn tlie church is a monu-

'

ment to the man who
named New York : Richard

NichoUs, born 1624, killed

at the naval battle of Sole-''

bay, 28th May, 1672. He
it was who captured the

Dutch American colony of

New Amsterdam in 1664, altering the' name to " iS'ew

York" in honour of his patron, the Duke of York,,

afterwards James II. The cannon-ball which killed

him is exhibited on the monument.
;

A Deserted Mansion.

Outside Ampthill are the ruins of Houghton, a^

mansion built about 1610. From one of its windows,

in 1767 the yoiing Marquis of Tavistock was seen by'

his wife to be thrown from his. horse and killed. The;

house was never afterwards inhabited, and there it

stands, on its terraced hill-top, a melancholy evidence

of departed grandeur, with the once enclosed park long

since dismanUed, and open to all comers.

Due east from Ampthill the road runs to 'Shefford, ,

past Maulden and Claphill. In Maulden churchyard,

note the mausoleum, built by an Earl of Elgin- in 1656,

containing a weird effigy in white marble of his second

:

wife, Diana. A ghmpse of it can be got through the
]

barred window.
At Shefford turn to the right, along the main, road to >

Hitchin, passing Henlow level crossing. Hitchin is-,'

one of the most charming

'

old towns in the Home I

Counties, with many quaintJ

houses and several stately,

mansions. The old coach-

ing inn, the Sun, has a.,

large and very beautiful
|,

garden at the back. Straight)

through the town, and up-

hill, taking fork to left,-

and leaving the main road,

—a branch of the Great'

North Road — Ippollitt's;,

Church is on right. The'
oddly-named village takes''

its title from St. Hippo-i

lytus, the colt tamer, to

whom the church is dedicated; but the letter " H"
has been dropped. Soon we come to Little Wymond-
ley and Stevenage, a long village with very broad street;

at the further end of which are the " Six Hills." At
next fork, bear left for Hertford, via Watton, Water-

ford, and the park of Goldings.

The ruins oE Houghton Mansion, near Ampthill.
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A Three-wheeler on Car Lines.
The 10 h p. Merrall-Brown, fitted with Channel Steel Frame, Water-cooled Engine,

POSSIBLY the existing condition of

prices accounts for the renewal of

interest in the three-wheel runabout,

i The simplicity of the type, however,

'is more apparent than real, and in the

:.use of the 10 h.p. JMerrall-Brown the

jlesigner has not succumbed to the

i,einptation of producing a cheap or

Iscamped specification.

I

Since we desciibed this machine inj)ur

iissue for M.iy 8th (page 472) the design

llias been refinr-d at certain points, and the

[model now illustrated presents a very

Ipleasing appearance, having a somewhat
high honeycomb radiator and aluminium
bonnet. _

Detachable Wheels, and
Reverse Gear.

The lOh.p. Merrall-Biown three-wheeler htted w.th

water-cooled twin-cylinder Precision engine of 1,096 cc

GEAR
flNION

GEAR
PINION

Diagram Illustrating the action ol the

Iwb-speed gear

j A Precision V twin engine of 1,096 cc.

'capacity (10 h.p.) has been selected, and

I
water-cooling is employed on the thermo-

syphon system. A Thomson-Bennett

j

magneto is fitted.

1
Two speeds forward- and reverse are

: fitted, the transmission from engine to

igear box being through a single-plate

I

f'erodo clutch and propeller-shaft. From
{ the gear box to the back wheel the drive

Sir by an unenclosed roller' chain.

A channel steel frame with dumb-irons
at the fore end is adopted, the cross
members being tubular. The front axle
is of I section, with steering hea-ds follow-

ing conventional car practice ; in fact,

the runabout closely resembles an ortho-
dox light car when viewed from tlie front.

The guards, semi-elliptic front springing,
bonnet, and scuttle dash are all points
accentuating this impression. The steer-

ing system, however, is by bobbin and
double steel cables, which, perhaps, is

somewhat surprising, in view of the
abandonment of cable steering by its

earlier advocates. In a £250 proposition
the_potential buyer may expect rack and
pinion or irreversible steering equipment.

Chain tension is adjusted by the radius
rods controlling the movements of the back
wheel, which is carried by large quarter-

elliptic ..springs, these being clamped
underneath the cross members, which
support the gear box at the rear of the

frame.
The wheels are of the standard Dunlop

detachable variety with di.scs fitted, and
the rear wheel is composed of two of

these, side by side.

Showing the propeller-shaft, iwo-speed and reverse gear box, and part ol the roller chain

that conveys the drive to the twin rear wheel

front view ot the IVl.B. runabout. Note

the unconventional position for carrying the

spare wheel

On each side of the back wheel are

the hand and foot brake drums, but the

detachabihty of the wheel in no way
interferes with the adjustments of these.

The two-seater body is of quite a pleas-

ing design, a streamline effect being

obtained with appro.ximately upright

sides. In addition to the bonnet, the

wings and wheel discs, too, are of

polished aluminium. A door is fitted on
each side, and the upholstering is of a

character which should provide comfort
for the driver and passenger.

The makers, the Premier Engineering
Co., St. George's Road, Bolton, Lanes.,

intend to sell the car at an inclusive

price of £250, the specification covering
Dunlop 650 X 65 mm. tyres, spare wheel,
two-seater body, hood, screen, acetylene
head lamps, tail lamp, pump, jack, and
tools.

The sale of the Merrall-Brown in

London and district will be in ihe hands
of INIessrs. JNlebes and Mebes, 144, Great
Portland Street.
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A DOUBLE PURPOSE
BRUSH.

A USEFUL accessory, consisting of a

metal liandle provided at either

extremity with a wire brush and a

hair brush respectively, has been placed

on the market by Messrs. S. Rutter and
Co., 16a, IHffe Yard, Amelia Street,

double purpose brush useful to

motor cyclists.

Walworth, London, S.E.17. A wire can

be selected from the wire brush for the

purpose of cleaning an acetylene lamp
burner, whilst the hair bru.sh can be u.sed

tn remove oil from the sparking plug

p;.)ints.

A USEFUL RIVET
EXTRACTOR.

TOOLS which have come into existence

through experience on the road are

usually of greater practical value

than those designed by tool maker's to

perform some operation with which they
have no direct experience. The rivet

extractor illustrated is in the former class,

and was designed, and made, by Mr. .J.

James, 53, High Street, Itchen, South-
ampton, after several unpleasant experi-

ences in extracting rivets to effect chain
repairs.

The device patented by JMr. James
consists of a main member, the base of

which is recessed to take the outside

plates of a chain, leaving blocks for the

Rivet extractor of souni design.

inside plates to rest upon. Two set'

screws engage with rivets on each side

of those to be extracted and lock tlie

drain in position while a sliding block,

operated by a screw and fitted with a

crossbar, carries two pegs which pre^ss.

upon the rivets and so force them out

of the ch:mi links. ilr. James has

found this tool most useful, and thinks

other motor cyclists and garages would
benefit by its manufacture as a com-
mercial pi'oposition. He would thei'efore.

like to get into communication" with a

manufacturer who would make it under
licence or purchase outright.

SERVICEABLE OVERALLS
FOR WINTER USE.

A SUIT of weatherproof motor cycle

overalls, sold by Messrs. James
Grose, has recently come before

our notice. The double-breasted jacket is

provided with two
large outside
pockets, straps for

closing the ends of

the sleeves round
the wrists, and <in

inner sleeve held

tightly to the Avrist

by an elastic band
which prevents the

air from passing up
the rider's arms,
ensure's complete
protection from the

worst conditions of

weather.

The trousers, the

tops of which are
held well above the
waist by means of

an adjustable strap,

are fastened round
the ankles by
means of a metal
clip and an adjust-
able strap.

THE VICTORY TYRE
CLAMP.

A SIMPLE tyre clamp, which considi,»t>,

ably lessens the usual difficulties^'

experienced when tyre trouble'
necessitates removal and replacing an
outer cover, ha.s been marketed by ilessrs.

Herbert Terry and Sons, Ltd., Eedditch.
This little device consists of a U-shaped

An overall suit of

practical design. ~

The Terry tyre lifter, a useful accessory

when fitting new tyres.

clamp, the open ends of which are bent

so as to fit over the rim of the wheel.

One end, however, is provided with an

extension in order to hold the cover in

position. Having placed the clamp in

the position shown in the illustration,

the wing nut located on the end of the
j

bolt which passes through the centre of ,

the clamp is tightened to prevent the

;

cover from creeping or slipping off the rim.

THE TERRY PILLION SEAT. A USEFUL ACCESSORY.

AN adequately sprung pillion seat,

which is suitable for riding both
side saddle or astride, is shown in

the illustration. The seat, which consists

of a metal pan covered with a thick felt

pad upholstered in Rexlne, is fitted to

a strong steel undercarriage, which is

made adjustable to suit all makes of

carrier, and mounted on two laminated
springs in front, whilst two coil springs,

of a substantial natiire, are employed in

the rear. This auspensioin supplies a

cushioning action by which the inequalities

of the road- are absorbed, and comfort-

able riding on a carrier in either position

should result.

.

In view of the criticism now being

urged against pillion riding, it may be
noted that 2^i'op6rly constructed seats

givhig the passenger a sense of security

should be conducive to safety.

MR. P. L. CEARNS, 8, -Plaistow|

Park' Road,- Plaistow, -London,

E.13, has lately patented a simple?

and effective inner tube carrier. Since

|

Mr. Cearns has had lengthy e.xpericncei

riding at the Front, it is only natural

that his invention should be a thoroughly

practical device. It consists of a round

box in which the inner tube is rolled.

A pilllcn seat recently placed on the market

by Messrs. Terry and Ca.

A practical device carrying an inner tube.

with slots provided in the top and bottom

portion for the valve. Through tl't

centre of the box is a hole, and througi;

the hole r-uns a threaded spindle attaclRil

to a suitable clip for fixing - the tubi

carrier to any convenient part of tin

machine. The' whole is firmly secureo

by means of a wing nut.

To insert the tube in the case it is onlj

necessary to exclude the air in. the nsua

way, and roll it on the loose metal slecvi

through which the spindle passes.

Mr. Gearns finds that tubes neve

become unserviceable when carried thus
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A NEW SILENT CHAIN.
The Hans Renold Segmental Bush Chain.

CONSIDERING that fully fifty per
cent, of the noises of a motor cycle
emanate from the timing gear and

transmission primary drive it is perhaps
somewhat surprising that so far few have
adopted silent chains for one or the other
or both.

Showmg the rela-

tive size of stud that

can be used with the

segmental bush.

A silent primary drive chain adapted to a

chain-cum-belt driven machine.

, One of the most silent single-cylinder

motor cycles on the road to-day is the Sj

h.p. Rover, a feature which is con-

tributed to by the fact that silent chains

are used both for the transmission to the

countershaft and also the magneto drive.

On the Matchless, too, a silent chain has

been tor some time used between the engine

and the countershaft; but, taken gener-

ally, the silent chain does not appear to

have received the attention due to it by
virtue of its many advantages.

In the car world silent chains have
been and are to-day used quite extensively

The new Hans Renold rm^. *?

segmental bush chain.

for camshaft, pump, and magneto drives,

and for these purposes Messrs. Hans
Renold, of Manchester, have recently
introduced a new type of " noiseless

"

chain having segmental bushes, and as
the wearing quali-

ties of inverted
tooth chains are

- greatly improved
by their embodi-
ment there is

every reason to

believe that the
new chain widens
the scope of the
silent chain for
motor cycles.

The advantages
of the new Hans
Renold chain are
only apparent
after a careful
study of the construction. It will be seen
from the first illustration that a complete
bush is not fitted to take the load imposed
upon the stud. Instead, a segment only
is fitted, which permits the use of a larger

stud without impairing the strength of

the link.

It is fairly obvious that if the hole be
bushed only for 120° instead of the whole
of its circumference, the stud may be
increased by the thickness of the normal
bush without reducing the thickness of

the metal at the vital point.

A circular stud, since it is fractionally

smaller than the bush into which it is

inserted, can make only one line contact

with the bush. In the new chain, how-
ever, the inner diameter of the segmental
bush is exactly the same as the stud
diameter, and this inner edge stands very
slightly " proud " of the hole, so that a

bearing surface of 120° is provided for

each stud.

With a concentric bush chain having a
busli diameter of .178in. and a stud
diameter of .175 in., a bearing surface of
120°- cannot be obtained until the chain
has " stretched " to extend the pitch

.003in. per pitch or an elongation of 6%.
This figure is almost equal to the wear
which will take place during the average
working life of a chain used under good
conditions.

From the illustrations it will be
observed that the holes through which
the studs pass are not circular, but each
has a considerable recess at its highest
point. In addition, there is a clearance
all around the stud except for the 120°

bearing surface. The indentations in each
pair of plates form oil grooves leading

to those recesses, and if, as is recom-
mend'ed, an oil feed is arranged to the
inside of the chain close to the entering
edge of a sprocket, the centrifugal action,

which is very considerable on high speed
driving chains, is sufficient to ensure
thorough lubrication of the studs and
bushes.
We understand that the new chain will

be used on several first-class cars, includ-
ing the Sunbeam and Austin.

SPTTTTOTaT BUSH

iSD-iiEisiiiifii mEiraiBaDT ms Of cmss

CgCTiaRBUSH -> -.005 CtEKKMS
ieO° BBEING OSRI!IB ONH JHHE AN KtZHSIOK

..ufHicaoFes,

mm -es Dcraisicw
mrnca.

The increased bearing area obtained by the use

of the segmental bush shown diagramniatically.

THE O.K. FLAT TWIN.
Large Output Planned when Production Difliculties Overcome.

As in the case of every other new
design produced this year, Messrs.
Humphries and Dawes have ex-

perienced considerable delay in connection
with raw materials for, and experiments
with, their new flat twin. Since we
first reviewed this new design in our
issue for Feb. 27th last, several altera-

tions of a minor character have been
made, but the main elements of the
engine remain as described.

Recently we saw this little 347 c.c.

engine on the test bench, where," by
means of a Heenan and Froude appara-
tus, 5 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. was registered.
The designers, however, expect to, obtain
7 h.p.^ In the meantime arrangements
are being made for a good output after
the

_
show, and experiments are being

carried out with various types of frames
and forks. One of the latter designs,

which, in all probability, will be adopted,
embodies laminated C springs. Two and
three springs, placed side by side, have
been tried with satisfactory results. The
type illustrated has two springs, but one

The spring fork of the new O.K. flat twin machine.

we examined had three springs, each
with a single leaf excepting at the inner
end where a short under-leaf gave
support. This type of fork gives both
a vertical and a longitudinal movement,

and has the virtue that

it can readily be adjusted
by means of the shafts

and locking device on
the girder ends of the
springs. Another point
of interest is that the
fork is built up of two
sides and not as a com-
plete unit, which is more
usual. This method of

construction undoubtedly
facilitates manufacture,
but only a prolonged
test can prove whether
it is entirely desirable.
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A GUIDE TO THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.
A Description of the Route with Contours, and the first Competitor's Official Time at each

point. Some Observations on Hills and Tests which will be Encountered.

September 13th to 20th, 1919. Total Mileage, 732i
MONDAY'S MILEAGE
TUESDAY'S
WEDNESDAY'S „

160^

152i

THURSDAY'S MILEAGE 159|

FRIDAY'S „ 161i
SATURDAY.—FINAL EXAMINATION.

SPECIAL TESTS! Monday and Friday, Consistent Driving; Monday evening. Lamp Test;

Tuesday, Brakes; Saturday, Condition.

At intervals of twenty miles throughout

the route notices are erected stating the

number of miles covered from the begin;
j

nirig of the trial, so that a glance at the

route card will instantly tell the com
petitor, exactly where he is. ' This is a

most important feature^ a^ much of the

country traversed is sparsely populated,,

and such names as exist are exceedingly

difficult to an Englishman.

GREAT interest is naturally centred
round the Auto Cycle . Union Six
Days Trials, which w.ill be held from

Llandrindod Wells beginning on Monday
next. There are 114 entries in all,

among which all the best-known makes
will be represented. There are compara-
tively few completely new makes entered,

with the exception of two 3 h.p. A.B.C.'s
and a 5-6 h.p. G.L. (a French motor cycle

lately referred to in these pages), the
rest being well-tried models.
There will be some novelty attached to

the trial in that the trial proper will not
start until Monday afternoon, -the exami-
nation of the machines will take place in

the morning, and the first day's run
starting in the afternoon and finishing

after dark will enable lamps to be

tested.

A Summary o! the Final Regulations.

All competing motor cycles, accom-
panied by their drivers and passengers,

must report to the Chief Marshal at the

Drill Hall, Llandrindod Wells, between
the hours of 9 and 10 a.m. on Monday,
September 15th, 1919. Machines must be
presented ready to start, i.e., with petrol

and oil tanks filled, number-plates
securely fixed, sealing wire attached, and
ballast, if. necessary, to make' up weight.
Engines may not be started at any time

during the trial within the storage

depots, nor may any replenishment of oil

OP petrol be made therein. Replenish-
ments of petrol and oil must be made at

the official refilling station at the con-
clusion of each day's ruii. Smoking with-
in the depots is prohibited. Competitors
are requested to take every possible pre-

caution against damaging the floor of the
depots either by leakage of oil or other-
wise. The starting order has been
balloted for, and will be the same each
day.

A fast and slow hill-climb, known as

the consistent driving test, will take place
on Monday and again on Friday, and
competitors' times for each o~f the two
ascents will be compared. The hill

selected is about two and a quarter miles
in length, with an average gradient of 1

in 12. On each occasion the first mile
is to be climbed at a speed not exceeding
ten miles an hour, and the second mile
at a speed of not less than from eleven
to eighteen miles per hour, according to

the particular class in which the
machines are entered. A maximum of
forty marks may be lost for the consis-

tent driving test— (1) for exceeding the
low speed limits and—or—failing to reach
the high speed, one mark for each mil6
or part of a mile per hour too slow or too
fast. (2.) For failing to repeat on
Friday the performance made on Monday

—one mark for every second or part .of

a second in excess of a total of ten

seconds' difference between the times for

the two slow and two fast climbs.

Here is an example of wjjat may
happen : No. 120 in Class C, on the

Monday climbs the slow portion in 6m.

40s. (9 m.p.h.), and the fast part in 3m.

10s. (19 m.p.h.). On the Friday he

climbs the slow portion in 6m. 39s. (9.09

m.p.h.), and the fast in 3m. 8s. (19.2

m.p.h.). All his speeds are within the

limits stipulated, ~ and the difference

between his two slow climbs is 4s. and
between his two fast climbs 2s. ; the total

difference therefore is 63., and the result

is the loss of no marks. On the other

hand, suppose No. ,130 in Class B takes

on the Monday 6m. 30f. (9.2 m.p.h.) in

the slow test, and 3m. 52s. in the fast

section (15.5 m.p.h.) ; on the Friday he

takes 6m. 38s. on the slow test (9.05

m.p.h.), and 4ra. 03. in the fast section

14.18 m.p.h.) ; the difference between his

first and second ascents in the slow test

is 6s. and 223. in the fast test, a total

of 28s., equivalent to a loss of eighteen

marks, and on the Friday he is .95 m.p.h.

too slow in the fast test, which costs him
an additional mark ; that is, a total loss

on the test of nineteen mai-ks.

Route Notices.

Brakes will be tested on Fan Hill (on

the second day), aiid marks will be
deducted for any apparent lack of coiitrol.

Competitors will be carefully checked
-throughout the trial, and a competitor is-

liable to be checked at any point on the

route. In actual practice, checks will

not be- taken at points where a competitor
is likely temporarily to have lost time.

The attention of competitors is drawn to

the schedule rate of speed shown on the

profile maps in the programme, the

times on the daily route tables being
calculated accordingly. There will be
no non-stop sections, but certain hills,

the "position of which will not be pub-
lished, will be observed each day, and. a

stop on any such hill will entail the loss

of four marks. As the position of these

On the mountain road between Llanwddyn and Bala. This section is part of the third day s

ain after lunch.
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and
"Rudge Wrinkles,"

post free.

Clean

Tank
Large Filler.

Rndge-Whitwortli, Ltd.

(Dep(. 600),

COVENTRY.
London Depot

:

230, Tottenhaun Court Rd.. W.I.
(Oxford Street end).

The Rudge Multi is in its tenth year.
Its popularity is owiiig in no small degree to simple control, accessibility, and
proved reliability.

"The Times," on May 2yth, writes about the Multi Gear:—
" It is almost needless to say that in. view of the excellent reputation which this

admirable machine enjoys, the variable gear works very well indeed from a practical

point -of view. This type of gear enables one to "' Nurse " an engine, to '" rest" it on

easy road, and to work it at maximum efficiency on hills. To many riders the hill-

dimbing abilities of a well-tuned Rudge come as an absolute revelation."

RUDGE IT—

DON'T

By Appointment IVU^^H^-^ Vf^^yi ^ I **'' ^' TRUDGE IT.

Cycle Makers to

H.M. KING GEORGE.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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STII.1- TO THE FORE

AS SUPPLIED TO HIS MAJESTY'S FORCES
(MOTOR CYCLE SECTION).

The COST of MANU-
FACTURE of our
PATENT PULLEYS,
both as regards
Material and Labour,
has INCREASED 100%
during the past five
years, but we are NOT
doubling the cost to
our Patrons, prefer-
ring to bear part of
the burden ourselves.
For this reason, in-

stead of charging £9,
we will supply at the
provisional price of :—

£6 ISs. 6d.
plus 2/6 for packing
and carriage.

N.B. Any further alter-

ations in price will be
made known in our
forthcoming adverts.

Winner of many Cups, also Gold and Silver

Medals, in competitions Home and Abroad.

A GEAR WITH A
WORLD-WIDE
REPUTATION.

NONE GENUINE

I

UNLESS IT BEARS
'this TRADE MARK

PATENTED A.ND

< fflĈ

BOME AND ABBOAJ).

Can be obtained from leading
Shippers, Factors, and Agents

all over the world.

TWO WORKING PARTS ONLY. Viz. NOTHING

TOGO WRONG. Takes th3 place of the ordinary

pulley. Absolutely no end thrust to engine

bearings . Most machines can be fitted, with-

out alteration, in a few minutes.

1919 Both hands at liberty to
grip the steering bars

This is the Governor which
automatically regulates the
Gear. Range of Gear apppox.

4 to 8 according to Dia. of rear Belt rim.

Sole UaKers-
Send for Booklet.

Telegrams—"Safety, Bolton."

PHILIPSON & CO., Engineers, Astley Bridge, BOLTON.
Established over 40 years. Telephone—147, Eagley.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,"
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hills will not be published, competitors'
are warned against stopping anywhere
except on the leV'el or on a down gradient.

Special prizes have been offered :

(A.) Team Prize. The Auto Cycle
Union offers a gold medal for the best
performance by a team of three motor
cycles of the same make, such team to be'
nominated by the manufacturer or his
duly accredited representative before the
final closing of entries.

(B.) Fuel Prizes. A prize of £5 in
each class of more than three entrants
(£50 in all) is offered by the National
Benzole Association fo'r the. best per-
formance by a competitor using N.B.A.
benzole throughout the trial. Entrants

ilW 3-0 3-IS 3-30

A hilly and interesting portion of Thursday's run.

must give in their names before the start
of the trial.

(C.) A cup value 15 guineas is offered
by Messrs. Tom Norton, Ltd., Llan-
drindod Wells, for the best performance
by a Welsh competitor. Entrants must
give in their names before the start of
the trial.

Best Performance.

The number of marks remaining to a
team or competitor at the end of the
trial shall decide what constitutes a best
performance, and if such number shall

be equal for two or more teams or com-
petitors, then of those teams or com-
petitors the one making the best perform-

ance in the consistent driving test will be
judged to be the winner.
The programme this year will be ex-

ceedingly complete, and will contain a

record of all the Six Days Trials held
since 1903. There will be a complete
index of the makers who have entered
machines, and also of their riders, while
the entry list gives not only the names
of the entrants, their . machines, and
riders, but also the gear ratios and engine
sizes. Moreover, this year the weights
of the competing motor cycles are avail-

able to the public. In addition, the

fullest possible details liave been given

concerning the trial, such as maps of the

route, contours of the hills, and all the

C3
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A Guide to the Six Days Trials.—

necessary particulars. It will be obtain-
able from the Auto Cycle Union, price 6d.
The following is a list of officials :

Stewards.—Mr. A. W. Torkington,
the Rev. E. P. Greenhill, and Mr.
H. P. E. Harding.
Judges.—Lt.-Col. A. E. Bavidson,

D.S.O., Mr. Hugh H. Gregory,
A.M.I.M.E., M.I.A.E., Maj. A. M
Low, R.A.F., D.S.C., Lt.-Col. D. F.
NichoU, D.S.O.
Chief Marshal and Starters.—At

storage depot, Mr. S. W. Philpott;
luncheon control, Mr. Alec Eoss and Lt.-
Commander G. H. Pierce, R.N.R.
Chief Observer.—Maj. 6. Dizon-

Spain, O.B.E., M.C.
Official Observers (blue armlet on

left arm).—Messrs. F. W. Chapman,
F. J. Ellis, W. G. Gabriel, T. A. Jones,
C. Kitcat, Grenville G. 0. Manton,
Frank H. May, H. W. Pierce, H. Tomlin-
son, and C. I. Thornwill.
Timekeepers.—Messrs. A. V. Ebble-

white, A. G. Reynolds,' and F. T. Bidlake.
Route Markers and Verifiers.—

Messrs. G. E. Cuffe, E. B. Ware, and
F. A. Hardy.
Press Steward.—Mi^ Laurence H.

Cade.
Clerk of the Course.—Mr. T. W.

Loughborough, A.M.I.A.E. -

Local office of the Auto Cycle Union.
—Drill Hall, Llandrindod Wells.
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BELOW a brief account of each day's
run is given, the first man's time
being backeted with the places

mentioned on the official programme of
the route. These notes will be useful to

entrants and spectators alike. It should
be remembered that allowing one minute
intervals between the 114 competitors,
almost two hours will be occupied by the
trial in passing any one point.

First Day, Monday. September 15th,

98i Miles.
As a kind of preliminary canter, the

first day's route of the trial is com-
paratively short, and a start is not
made until 2.30 p.m. Taking the main
road to Builth (2.56 p.m. leader's time),
the competitors head westward for Garth
(3.15 p.m.), where, after a left turn,
there is a long winding ascent. The con-
sistent driving test is held here. Descend-

er

cmwiiHyET'
11.42

BEoirrop AMIS'
IL23

ing the valley of the Honddu to Brecon
(4.11 p.m.), the course of the river Usk
is followed on the right bank as far as
Llangynidr (4.42 p.m.), where the eastern

shoulder of the mountain of the" same
name is crossed by a series of bends and
hills. Then to Brynmawr (b.7 p.m.), and
so to Abergavenny, where tea will be
in readiness at the Angel Hotel at 5.30

p.m. Lampsi must be lit before restart-

ing at 7 p.m., and the direct road for

Talgarth (7.52 p.m.) is taken, which in-

volves a stiff climb. From Talgarth to

Llyswen (8.4 p.m.) the direction may be

difficult to follow, but beyond the latter

place the main road runs parallel with

the railway and the river Wye to Builth

(8.39 p.m.). The first man
is due back in Llandrindod
at nine o'clock.

Second Day, Tuesday, Sep-

tember 16th, 160J MileS:'

Having broken the ice,

the competitors must rise

betimes on Tuesday, for

No. 1 will start down the

Builth Road at 8 a.m.,

touching Newbridge-on-Wye
at 8.14 a.m., Llanfanfawr
8.25 a.m., and Garth 8.42

a.m.

The main, road is now
taken through Llahgam-
march, a good run following

through Llandovery (9.33

a.m.) and Llanwrda (9.46

a.m.), after which place, on
a cross-country route, the

brake test occurs. This
part of the course and that
through Llansawel (10.14

a.m.) to Llanbyther (10.40
a.m.) is not easy.

A stretch of the main
road to Carmarthen ensues,
but it is left after about
fourteen miles for a _, cross-road to
Bromwydd Arms (11.23 a.m.). Turning
back on itself the route branches, off

again at Conwil Elvet (11.42 a.m.) over
" uncharted courses." Newcastle Emlyn
should be reached at 12.15 p.m., and
after a lunch stop of an hour and a
quarter a fairly easy run through

Synod,
ayron to

saintffraid

lows. From this

place past Cross
Inn (2.46 p.m.),

Ystrad Meurig
(3.20 p.m.), Yspytty Ysfcwyth (3.35 p.m.),
down the Elan Valley (4.20 p.m.) to

Rhayader (4.57 p.m.) the road traverses
the mountains of Central Wales, and if

the competitors can spare an eye for

the scAiery this portion will seem im-
pressive.

Third Day, Wednesday, September 17th,

152^ Miles.

The start from Llandrindod on Wed-
nesday at 8 a.m. forms the commence-
ment of one of the most difficult routes
of the trial. Turning sharp right in
Rhayader, a hilly stretch to Llanidloes is

covered, after which a severe climb
follows to Stay-a-little (9.37 a.m.).

BW.i Mtrcx 126
- Hit'

WEDJIESPAf"

JOIAl M'S RUN
152i

aiAWDDVK

2.38
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sifiir'A-irmE'
9.37

6,2&i
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Cemmaes Eoad Station biings another

sharp turn, and the competitors head for

Dinas Mawddwy (10.37 a.m.), after

which comes the formidable Bwlch-y-
Groes, at the top of which the first man,
if he survives gradient and surface, is due
at 11 o'clock. This point can easily be

reached by spectators, as it is near Bala.

Leaving Bala after lunch a mountainous
cross-country road to Lake Vyrnwy is

taken, Llanwddyn, at the southern ex-

tremity of the reservoir, being reached at

1.45 p.m., Llanfair Caereinion at 2.38

p.m., and Newtown at 3.12 p.m.
From Nevrtown via Dolfor to Beguildy

a stiff climb with hairpin bends is en-
.

countered on the Kerry Hills, Knighton
being reached at 4.17 p.m. The "main "

road with some stiff gradients is followed
to Llandrindod (5.15 p.m.).

Fouith Day. Thursday, September ISth,

1591 Miles.

Leaving Llandrindod at the same hQur,
the leader crosses the railway and river
and turns left for Newbridge-on-Wye.
Passing straight through Builth some
climbing is involved, and the route

. doubles dack to Garth (9.22 a.m.). A
few miles of by-road are traversed to
Llanwrtyd (9.41 a.m.), after which- the
main road to Llandovery is used.
A tortuous stretch follows to Pump-

saint (10.48 a.m.), and a high xange of
bills is crossed in reaching Lampeter
(11.18). An easier road by the railway
is taken as far as Tregaron (11.52 a.m.),
after which many hills and valleys are
crossed in reaching Bevil's Bridge (12.18
p.m.). Lunch is obtained there at -the
Hafod Arms Hotel, and a restart made
at 2 p.m. Aberystwyth is entered at
2.35 and left via Bow Street (2.46 p.m.)
,for Machynlleth (3.29 p.m.). From here
the mountain road over the northern
flanks of Plinlimmon is taken, Stay-a-
little, at the top of the climb, being
reached at -4.10 p.m. A rough -de?ce!rt

JOHIiSDlILili
l.i9

into Llanidloes follows (4.39 p.m.), and
thence to Rhayader, by way of Tylwch, a
road which crosses all the hills, is chosen.
FroniEhayader (5.17 p.m.) to Llandrin-
dod (5.47 p.m.) is straightforward.

Fifth Day, Friday, September 19th, 161f
Miles.

On this, the last day of the actual
course, the route lies to the south of

Llandrindod, the leader taking the main
road for Builth at 8 a.m.
The lunch stop (Ih. 30m.) is at the

Royal Hotel, Swansea, where the first

man should arrive at 11.30 a.m.
Moving off at 1 o'clock, the nmia

road for Carmarthen is taken. After pass-
ing Llansawel (3.10 p.m.), the return route
is a variant of the morning's troubles

;

beyond Caio (3.23 p.m.), Llanfair-ar-y-
bryn (4 p.m.), and Garth (4.40 p.m.),
being agam touched. The Drum Ddu
mountain road (leading to Brecon) is

again the scene of the consistent driving
test at 4.41 p.m., after which plain sailing

ensues, through Builth (5.28 p.m.) to the
finish at Llandrindod (5.52 p.m.).

Order of Starting.

Competitors will be started each day
in the following order, and at intervals
of one minute. The one minute interval
will be maintained as far as possible
throughout the trial.

TOTAL DAY'S RM
1611 MIIES

UAMSIWEL

ABrKGOKLECH
3 oi

11.30 (iii.som) .

-

LIST OF ENTRIES FOR TEAM
PRIZE.

14
83
8

87
18
79
34
90
6

106

2
38
30
108
62
114

11

77 59 80 43
10 71 12 84

112 49 103 61
. 42 70 47 106

S9 41 6 67
Iti «7 1 111
21 29 So 64
26 95 65 91
104 CO 96 27
22 88 39 7
113 43 1011 16

4 16 23 103 •

72 36 66 45
85 75 50 99

107 20 76 63
68 82 53 94
78 33 65 17
11 . 93 61 74
10 50 UU 31

13
34

, 3

93
28
109

9
101
52

SO
62
73
-40

81

37
69
61

OS

Competin
iVlanutacturer. No.

Zenith Motors, Ltd. . . —

Drivei

H. Jepson.
-G. Brown.
A. V. Sumner, •

Ariel Works, Ltd G 144S
J. L. Stocks.

Tom Peck.
.F. J. Watson

Phelon & Moore, Ltd.

.

-
(E. F. Chidley
W. Drake.

Ip,. Levis.

James Cycle Co., Ltd.. G1449
G. A. Strange,
G. E. Stobart
T. Stevens.

Morgan Motor Co., Ltd. G1301
fH. F. S. Morgan ^

E. W. Jones.

Lh. Greaves.

Collier & Sons, Ltd. .

.

G1425
fC. R. Collier

G. Hardee.
J.Hoult.-

John Marston, itd. .. G1428
IG. Dance.
J.Dudley.
Lt. C. De La Hav

\. J. Stevens & Co., Ld. - "Eric Williams. -

Frank Giles.

,E. Choldcroft.

Scott Eng. Co., Ltd. .

.

" -
fH. 0. Wood.
C. P. Wood.
Leslie Guy.
Reserve, A. B. Hill.

Iriumph Cycle Co., Ld. -
fG. Shemans.
N. Rycroft.

I F. Edmunds

Douglas Motor, Ltd. .

-
fP. W. Moffai.

W. B. Gibb.
yv. G. Rill.

Birraingbara Small
Arms Co., Ltd. .

.

(First team'

-
H. F. Edwards
L. L. Scaley,

F. Turvey.

Birmingham Small
Arms Co., Ltd...

(Second team

-
(H. R. L.ine.

W. 1. Chamber^
A. E. Wood.

liiitield Cycle Co. Xtd. -
f J. Doshcr.
\ D. C. Guise.

\ Douglas Alexander.

New Rover Cycle Co.
Ltd -

t G. Featherstonliaugb
J D. H >foble.

\\M. t^-ftkin.
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Contour of part of Friday's route. The consistent driving test is repeated on this day.

List of Entrants for the Six Days Trials.

DIVISION I.

CLASS A.—^f^or Motor Bicycles, of which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 250 c.c.

No. Entrant. Make. Driver. Gear Ratios.
No. of

Cylinders. Bore and Stroke.

Cubic
Capacity. No.

1 James Cycle Co., Ltd 2i h.p. James J. F. Lidstone
Min. Max.
6 11
6.25 14
5.6 9

6.4 12
5.03 12.27

64x70
62x70
62x70
62x73
62x73

226
211
211
220
220

1
2 Pike, P 2
3 Baxter, R. H 3
4
5

Davies, L. C. M
Veloce, Ltd

2i h.p. Velocette
2} h.p. Velocette

Entrant
Goodman, .£. F. 5

CLASS B.—For Motor Bicycles, oJ which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 350 c.c.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
20
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
43
40
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
53
59

Stordy, Thos. J
Ashby S. T
Douglas Motors, Ltd
Douglas Motors, Ltd
Vivian, Hardie, and Lane, Ltd.
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd
Kershaw, S

2} h.p. A.J.S ,

2^ h.p. Conaaught ...

2| h.p. Douglas
2J h.p. Douglas
21 h.p. Douglas

2f h.p. New Imperial

2J h.p. New Imperial

2i h.p. Veras

Entrant
Entr.int
Ball, F. C
Gibb, W. B
Lane, J. R
Hartwright, Chas.
Kitcher, H. L. .

.

Entrant

5.5
5.75
6.25
6.26
5.25
5.75
5.75
7

15 1
13 1
15 2
15 2
8.25 2

15 1
15 1
12 1

74 x81
73 X70
60.9x00
60.9 X GO
60.9x60
70 X76
70 X 76
70 X 7G

CLASS C.—For Motor Bicycles, ol which the .Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 500 c.e.

A.B.C. Motors, Ltd
A.B.C. Motors, Ltd
Peck, Tom
Smith, C. W
Vale, T. B. C
Enticknapp, P. J
Watson-Bourne, J
Douglas Motors, Ltd
Edwards, James
James Cycle Co., Ltd
Phelon and Moore, Ltd. . .

.

Phelon and Moore, Ltd. . .

.

Phelon and Moore, Ltd. . .

.

New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd.
New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd.
Isaac, Morris
Baker, Jesse
Davies, Mansel
Eadington, W. R
John Marston, Ltd
John Marston, Ltd
John Marston, Ltd
Oliver, Capt
Newman, J. A
Rutherford, T
ShiUito, J. T

3 h.p.

3 h.p.

3i h.p.

3i h.p.

34 h.p.

4 h.p.

4 h.p.

iis h.p.

34 n.p.

U h.p.

3| h.p.

ik h.p.

3ih.p.

3i h.p.

3i h.p.

34 h.p.

3J h.p.

3il h.p.

H h.p.

3i h.p.

3j h.p.

3i h.p.

3i h.p.

SJh.p.
3! h.p.

^ h.p.

A.B.C
A.B.C
Ariel
Ariel

Ariel

Blackbume
Blacltbume
Douglas . .

Humber .

.

James ....

P.. & M. .

.

P. & M. .

.

P. & M. .

.

Rover ....

Rover ....
. Rover ....

Scott
Sunbeam .

, Sunbeam .

. Sunbeam .

Stihbeam .

. Sunbeam .

. Sunbeam .

Sunbeam .

Sunbeam .

Sunbeam .

P. W.

G. A.
E. F.

Emerson J.
Fairley, H. ,

Entrant.
Entrant ...

Entrant ...

Entrant ...

Entrant.
.Moflatt,

En trant
Strange.
Chidley,
Drake, W
Lewis, R
Denskin, W
Featherstonhaugh, G.
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Dance, G
Dudley, J
De La Hay, T. C. .

.

Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant

5.48
5.48
6.3
5.3
5.3
4.6
4.7
5.5
6
6

5.3
5.3
5.3
6.3
6.8
4.75
5

4.66
4^55
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

16.3 2

16.3 2

16.5
16.5
16.5
12.5
12.5
12 2
14 2
13.26 2
10.5
10.6
10.5 1
16.76
16.76
14 ' 1

9

12.67
12.67
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
12.5
13.4
13.4

68.6x64
68,6x64
86.4x85
86.4X85
86.4x85
86 X88

64

X88
X68
X68.7
X77

84.6x88.9
84.6x88.9
84.5x88.9
86 x88
86 x8S
86 x88
70 x66
85 x88
85 x88
85
85
86
S6
86

X88
X88

X88
x88

CLASS D.—^For Motor Bicycles, of which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 750 c.c.

Choldcroft, E. W.
B.S.A. Co.,

B.S.A. Co.,

B.S.A. Co.,

B.S.A. Co.,

B.S.A. Co.,

Ltd.
Ltd
Ltd
Ltd

.
Ltd

Victor Horsman, Ltd
Lindsay, Capt. Alexander .

New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd,
Scott Motor Cycle Co.
Scott Motor Cycle Co.
Scott Motor Cycle Co.
Hill, Lieut. B. Alan . .

.

Townshend, Capt. F. C.
Cather-Cooke, C. .......

Cross, Ernest
Pattinson, H
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd,
Zenith Motors, Ltd. . .

.

Zenith Motors, Ltd. . .

.

Zenith Motors, Ltd. . .

.

Charlesworth, R
Don, Kaye

Ltd.
Ltd.
Ltd.

4 h.p.

4ih.p.

4i h.p.

4i h.p.

4i h.p.

4i h.p.

4 h.p.

4 h.p.

8 h.p,

3} h.p.

3} h.p.

3i h.p.

3} h.p.

4 h.p.

4 h.p.

4 h.p,

4 h.p,

i h.p.

5 h.p.

5 h.p.

6 h.p.

5 h.p.

.5 h.p.

A.J.S. ...

B.S.A. .

B.S.A. .

B.S.A. .

B.S.A. .

. B.S.A. .

Norton .

.

Norton .

.

Rover . .

.

Scott . .

.

Scott . .

.

Scott . .

.

Scott . .

.

Sunbeam
Triumph
Triumph
Triumph
I'riuraph .

Zenith .

.

Zenith .

.

Zenith .

.

Zenith .

.

Zenith . .

Entrant
Applebee, F. W
Edwards, H. F
Sealey, L. L
lurvey, F., Junr
Wood, A. E
Horsman, V. E
Entrant
Noble, D. H
Guy, W. Leslie

Wood, Capt. C. P., M.C
Wood, H. O
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Ryecroft, M. -.'

Elce, W
Sumner A. V.
Browne, Gerald
Entrant
Entrant

6.08
5.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
5.5
4.67
6.12
5.3
4.93
4.93
4.93
4.93
5.25
6
6
5

5.25
4
4
4
4
4

14.9 2
13.2
13.2
13.2
13.2.
14
12.42
14.6
16.75 2

9 2
9 2
9 2
9 2
14.26
13
13
14
14
8 2

12 2
8 2
8 2

8 2

65
85
86
85
85
85
82
82
70
73
73
73
73
85
85
85
85
86
70
70
70

X83
X98
X98
X98
X98
X98
Xl20
Xl20
X85 -
X63.5
X63.6
X63.5
X63.6
x98
X97
X97
X97
X97
X85
X86
X85_

76.25x82
70 x86

CLASS E.—For Motor Bicycles of which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 1,000 c.c.

83 I Wills, J. W
64 Bottomley, Edgar
65

I
de Aranjo, Lt. Lauro .

6-7 h.p. Ariel I Entrant r 4.6 14.3 I 2 l 73 x95
7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidsoit Entrant 4.12 D.25 2 84.1x88.9
7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson I Entrant

|
4.9 10.1 I 2 I 84.1x88.9

348
293
350
350
360
292.
292,
293

398
398
498
498
498
499
499
494
496
500
498
498
498
499
499
499
480
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499

660
667
567
657
657
657
633
633
654
632.5
532.5
532.5
532.5
556
550
550
550
550
054
654
654
742
654

796
I

988.83
988.831

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

40,

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
62
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

64
65

C8
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d9
70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

100
101

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

111

112
113

114

DIVISION II.

CLASS G.—^Por Motor Bicycles with Sidecars, of which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 500 c.c.

No. Entrant. Make. Driver. Gear Ratios.
No. of

Cylinders. Bore and Stroke.

Cubic
Capacity. No.

66 Jones,
B.S-A.
Brown

F. E
Co.. Ltd , . .:

Reg

lUh.p.

3J b.p.

Ariel Entrant
Chambers. W. J
Entrant

Min. Max.
6.3 16.5
6.1 21
5.75 16.75

1

1

86.4x 86
85 X 88
85 X 88

198
499
499

66
67 B.S.A

Sunbeam ......
67

68 3ih.;. 68

CLASS H.—^For Motor Bicycles with Sidecwrs, of which the Cylinder Capacity does not exceed 750 c.c.

GoUins, C
Williams, Eric
Wade, O
A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd. .

.

A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd. .

.

Edwards, W ^
Lane, Howard R
Douglas Motors, Ltd
Vivian, Hardie, and Lane, Ltd.
James Cycle Co., Ltd^
James Cycle Co., Ltd
Sawers,. S
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd

eh.p. A.J.S. ...

6h.p. A.J.S
6 h.p. A.J.S. . .

.

6 b.p, A.J.S. ...

6 h.p. A.J.S. ...

4i h.p. B.S.A. .

4i h.p. B.S.A. .

4 h.p. Douglas .

5-6 h.p. C.L
4i h.p. James .

.

5-G h.p. James .

4 h.p. Norton ^..

4 h.p. Trimnph
4 h.p. Triumph

Watson, P. J
Ariel Worte, Ltd
Holxoyd, J. S
Debenham, S. S
Davies, R. Creak
Clyno Engineering Co., Ltd
Dot Motors, Ltd
H.P.D. Motor Co
Fell-Smith, W. A
Leak, H. A ".

Godfreys, Ltd
Prytherch, J. D
Lloyd Motor Engineering Co., Ltd.
ColUer, C. R
Hardee, G. D.
Hoult, James A
McGlashan, G. C
James, Fred. W
Morgan, H. F. S.

Svanso, N. '

Haggas, \V. R
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd .-

Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd
Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd
Eufield Cycle Co. Ltd
Parker, Stanley
Lowles, J. G
Zenith Motors, Ltd

h.p. Ariel

h.p. Ariel

h.p. Blackbume
h.p. Campion
h.p. Chater-Lea
h.p. Clyno
h.p. Dot
h.p. Dot
9 h.p. Harley-Davidson
9 h.p. Harley-Davidson
9 h.p. Indian
-9 h.p. Indian
9 h.p. L.M.C
h.p. Matchles.':

h.p. Matchless ^
h.p. Matcliless

h.p. Matchless
i.p. Morgan .

h.p. Morgan
h.p. Morgan
h.p. New Imperial . . . .

h.p. New Imperial . .

.

h.p. Royal Enfield , . . .

h.p. Royal Enfield . . . .

h.p. Royal Enfield .

.

h.p. Royal Enfield . . . .

h.p. Sunbeam
h.p. Zenith

Entrant
Entrant ,

Entrant ,

Giles, F. W. ...

Jealh, H. C
Entrant
Entrant
Thorpe, H.
Thorp, F
Stevens, T
Stobart, G- E. .

Entrant
Edmond, F. G.
ShemanS; 'G. . .

.

L.

Entrant
Stocks, J.
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Gibson, Hugh .

.

Reed. Harry . .

.

Place, John H.
Entrant
Entrant
CoUiver, E. A. .

Entrant
Bees, L. A
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant ,

.

Entrant
Entrant -.

Entrant
Entrant
Drew, J
Alexander, D. .

Dosher, J
Guise, D. C. . .

,

Entrant
Entrant
Jepson Harry .

CLASS L.—For Motor Bicycles with Sidecars, of which the Cylinder Capacity exceeds 1,000 c.c.

Barker. W. J
Greaves, H
Hall, Sydney
Hawkes, W. Douglas

10 h.p. Henderson
10 h.p. Morgan . .

.

10 h.p. Morgan —
10 h.p. Morgan . .

.

Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant

5.4
4
5

5,2

13
12

11 12
11.25

4.93 15.92 2 74 X 84 748 69
5.5 17.76 2 74 X 87 748 70
5.5 17.75 2 74 X 87 748 VI

6.5 17.76 •2 74 X 87 748 •n
5.6 17.76 2 74 X 87 748 73
5.46 14 1 85 X 98 657 7*
5.6 14 1 85 X 98 657 75
7.25 16 2 74. 5x 68 593 76
4.8 13 2 70 X 85 635 77

6.6 14 1 86 Xl03 GOO 78
6.6 14 -T 70 X 86 662 79
4.96 13.2 1 83 Xl20 633 8U
5.6 16.25 1 S5 X 97 560 81

5.6 15.25 1
8S >; 07 .550 V)

ler Capacity does not exceed 1,000 C.C,

4.6 14.3 .T 73 X 95 790 83
4.6 13.3 s. 73 X 95 795 84
4.68 12.68 2 85 X 88 998 85
5.17 13.6 3 7.6 X 85 770- 86
4.8 14 2 86 X 85 9«4 87
5.1 17 2 76 X 103 925 88
5 13,3 2 85 X 85 9G4 8»
6 13.3 2 85. 6x 85 976 iW
6.2'( 11.86 2 84.1 X 88.9 96S.8 91
6.27 11.86 84.IX 84.9 988.8 9^
8- 13 79.3x100.8 997.0 93
5 13 79.3x100.8 997.6 94
4.5 11.75 r 2 79 X 98 960 95
6.15 16 85 X 86 904 96
5.26 16.5 85 X 86 964 97
6.16 16 85. 6x 85 976 98
o 15.5 83 X 85 964 99
5 11.13 2 86 X 85 964 100
4.S 14.5 2 85. 6x 86.6 980 101

11 2 86.6 X 86 976 102
4.5 13 2 85. 5 X 85 '976 103
4.5 17.1 2 85 X 85 964 104
5 13 •I 85.5x 86 976 10b

13 2 85. 5 X 86 976 106
5 13 2 86. 6x 86 976 107
6 13 2 86. 5 X 86 976 108
4.65 12.67 2 82 X 94 996 109
4.76 12.6 2 85.6 X 85 976 110

69.85X 76.3 lies 1

86 X 96 1096
86 X 96 1096
86 X 96 10D6

I HI
112
113
lit

Redditch and District M.C.C.

The provisional awards in the recent

successful one-day open trial, which we
announced on page 235 of the issue of The,-

Motor Cycle, dated August 28th, have
now been confirmed with the exception

of the members' prize ior solo machines
over 350 c.c. H. Poole (4^ B.S.A.) was
stated to have gained this award, but
we now learn that it is subject to decision

on protest, still under _conBideration.

Wolverhampton Inter-club Trial.

The result^ of the trial which we

.

reported and iUustrated in our last issue,

page 262, are as follow :

Team Prize.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. consisting
ol W. H. Bishop (31/2 Sunbeam), P. W. Giles (6
A.J.S. sc), and A. Milner {2V^ Diamond).

Stevens Cup and Gold Medal.—F. W. Giles ^6
A.J.S. sc).

— Best Individual Performance in each Class.
—Class I (under 350 c.c.) : Gold medal. A. Milner
Vpk Diamond) ; bronze medal, C. W. Jobborn (2%
.Sunbeam). Glass 2 (over 350 c.c.) : Gold medal,
W. II. Bishop (3'/^, Sunbeam); bronze medal, J. A.
Newman (31/, Sunbeam). Class 3 (unlimited side-
oars) : Gold medal, F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S. sc);
bronze medal, E. Williams (6 A.J.S. sc).

CLUB NEWS.
'future Cvants.

S(iVt. 13.—NM.C.F.V. fWolverhamptonJ. Run to

Kudyard Lake.
_ Sept. 13.—Lincolnshire A.C. -Hill-climb.
SEPT. :3.~LDT0N AND S. BEDS A.C. OPEN

SPEED TRIALS AT LUTON HOO.
Sept. 1!,.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

TiiU-climb at jiawkhurst.
Sept. 11.—N.M.CJ'. V. (Leeds).—Run to Fountain's

Abbey.
Sept. 1/,.—Manchester M.C. Speed Trials.

SEPT. 15-20.—A.C.V. SIX DAYS BELIABILUY
TRIALS.

Sept. 19.—Esses M C. Gymkhana.
Sept. SO.—Blackburn and District M.C.C. Hiil

climb on Waddinaton Fells.

Sept. Sl.~Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
Treasurer's Surprise Run.

Sept. Sl.—N.MG.F.U. (Leeds). Run to Borough-
bridge.

'

Sept. S7.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Uill-

SEPT. '?r.—WOtrETtHAMPTON M.C.C. OPEN
HILL-CLIMB. „

.SEPT. a.—SCOTTISH A.C.V. SPEED CBAM-
PIONSHIPS AT ST. ANDREWS.

Sept. sr.—Exeter 'M.C. and J.C.C. Trial.

Sept. SS:—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
Consumption Tc^t.

Sept. 28.—The Scott Sporting Trial.

Sept. S8. — N.M.C.F.n. (Leeds). Scott Trials

(Charleston).
Sept. SS.—N.M.C.F.V. (Wolverhampton). Hun to

Cracklev Bank. WeWmgton.
Sept. 28.—Manchester M.C. Closing Run
Oct. i.— Essex M.C. Tlill-elimb.

Oct. i.—Birmingham M.C.C. Captain's Day.

fiath and West of England.

The Bath and West of England Motor
Club's hill-climb, to decide the holder

of the Fuller Cup for this season, wiU be
held at Weston Lane, Bath, to-daj', at

5 p.m.

Ilkeston and District M-CC.

A hill-climb was held last week at the

Pig of Lead hill, near Matlock. Several

members of the Nottingham M.C.C. acted

as officials. The hill was exti-emeily rough.

Two classes were run to form a basis of

handicapping in the final, which was won
by W. B. Myhill (4i B.S.A. sc.) from A.

Calder (4^ Campion).

N.M.C.F.U. (Leeds).

Members of the Leeds branch of the

National Fuel Union again organised an
outing for limbless patients.

Over a hundred vehicles, chiefly side-

cars, recently took a party of 160 to

Kuaresborough, and provided tea there.

The expenses were borne by the members,
more than £60 being raised by subscrip-

tion.
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A Sporting Hill-

climb at Sutton

Bank.

York and District M.C. Open
Event.

SUTTON Bank, after a lapse of many
years, has once again been the scene
of an open hill-climb. The famous

gradient, which occurs between Thirsk
and Helmsley on the main road over the
Hambleton Hills, has no doubt lost its

terrors, and in these days is not such, a
suitable place of contest as it was in the
days when the ability of the competing
machines to reach the summit was largely
a matter of doubt.

Indeed, when we now realise that even
the lightweights are too fast for the hair
pin bend, a certain feeling of regret over-
comes those of us who remember the days
when ability to make an unassisted climb
placed one in the position of the pioneer.
However, tempora mutantur sic breviora
Aunt, and the notorious hill parted with
its one-time terrors on Saturday when
0. G. Benson rode to the summit in

under three minutes on a scooter. He
was the sole entrant in his class, and so
had a walk-over. His speed was quite
good, and the stand-up position did not
appear to be in any way detrimental to
his cornering or steadiness on the rough
patches.

Surface Improved.
The road condition, incidentally, was

much better than of yare, as the timber
waggons which cut up the surface a few
years ago have now neen supplanted by
an aerial ropeway from the summit.
A start was made at 1.30 p.m. by the

above-mentioned ascent of the Autoglider,
followed by the 275 c.c. lightweight class,

Jj^OT^ILE SEPTEMBER iitk, igig.

The lett-hand hairpin on Sutton Bank
worried the sidecarists. This is how
G. Grinton's passenger assisted the Harley

Davidson around the bend.

A victor in the York M.C. open hill-climb at Sutton Bank. F. W. Dixon (7-9 Indian) who
mad: fastest time in solo and sidecar classes

in which 0. E. Carter, on a 198 c.c. classes, and their performance calls for

Levis, successfully surmounted the hUl, little comment; the two A.J.S. machines
despite his single gear. He was well simply toiired up, but Dixon (7-9 Indian)
beaten, however, by A. Proctor, riding again put up a beautiful climb,

a Junior Triumph, which, stripped for the Of the cycle cars, F. J. Willmott
purpose, evinced a great turn of speed. (Morgan) was quite slow. Capt. Nash

(10 G.N.) was tremendously fast, equal-
A Spectacular Performance. ling many of the solo motor cycle per-

In the 350 c.c. class there were only formances, while Cawthome (9 Gillyard)

.

three starters, the fastest being G. S. was also very speedy, but, unfortunately, /
Boston, who, despite a skid on the bend, was not timed and did not elect to make
which compelled him to turn completely a second attempt,
round, ride down a little way, and turn

in. o u
again to complete the climb, was able "'^ Results,

to beat the next man by 26s. His 2| i-eogtb ol course, ft mile. Average sradient, i m »

h.p. A.J.S. was clearly too fast for the Class i.—Scooters

part of the hill containing the hairpin. •
Time.

.^

The Advantage of Four Speeds.
o, a Benson (.} Autogi..der, ...ijtt

n,„„„ .1., A t) ri I, J u- Class I AND 3.—Up TO 275 c.c. (Amateur AND Opeh),. .
Jimerson on the A. B.C. now had his a Proctor (aj Triumph Junior) 2 47 ^^

opportunity amongst the 500 c.c. en- O. E. Carter {2i Levis) 3 >
trants, and the penetrating crackle of class 4.—Up to 250 c.c. (Open).
the open exhaust as his mount screamed G. S.Boston (2} A.J.S.) 2 ol

up the almost mile-long climb, was E. Wasling (2} Coulson-B.) 2 26^

punctuated by the frequent changes of
F- Reynard (2} Douglas) , z sSJ

gear as he took advantage of his four
,
„ Class s.-Uf 10 500 c.c. (Open).

speeds on every variation of gradient. i^ ^ B«ton%i A.jii':::::::::;:::: \ 39I
Amongst the 750 c.c. entrants, the A,B.C. B. W. Edmonson (3i Chater-Jap) i joi

again was fastest, but Capt. Geo Walker class 6.—Up to 600 c.c. (Amateurs).
(4 Triumph) rode well, taking the bend G S Boston (2^ A.J.S.) i 51!

on middle sear with a roar. Two B. W. Edmonson (35 Chater-Jap) i 52J

Brough 5 h.p flat twins in this class were "^^ ^ ^^<*'='"° '• ^;J-^-' ;•••/ '''

very%lowrnd failed, to. pick up speed ,.,^Ji^k^:^':.:^::?:.f^- . 27*
after rounding the hairpin. G. Walker (4 Triumph) i 57!

T. R. H, Knight (5 Brough) 2 6t
The Star Performance. class 8.—Up to 1,000 c.c. (Open).

It remained for F. W. Dixon (7-9 *''• W. Dixon (7-9 Indian) 122*
Indian) to put up the star performance

i^^|?S (^% HarVy-Davidson)- ! ! ! ! : ! \ I5I
of the day both as regards fastest time

class 9.-Sidecabs op to 500 c.c! (Open).
and superb riding. His acceleration up

^.^^.^ io.-S>decahs up to 750 c.c. (Open).
the nrst steep climb was no less remark- W. E. Grange (4i B S A sc) 2 33J
able than his judgment in negotiating the A R. Crowe (5-6 A.J.S. so.) 3 21

hairpin, while the manner in which he W. E. Haddon (5-6 A.J.S. so.) 3 48

shot up the final stretch called forth a Ci-«s ir.—Sidecars up to 1,000 c.c. (Open).
;

spontaneous burst of applause His i:%iSS°%^^^^^l^^i;,-;ir:. ' «'
average speed was 39.4 m.p.h., that of <-..,= , <-„,., ^ f-.==
t, ° ^ 1.. fii^i, lie Class 12.—CYCLfc. Cars-
Jimerson, on a machine or less than half

.,\. F. Nash (10 G.N.) 1 34f
the capacity, being over 37 m.p.h. f. J. Willmott (8 Morgan) 3 22!

Only five sidecars started in the two • Fastest lime 01 day, wmniui Inumpi. Cup.
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The Junior Car Club's General Efficiency Trial.

Thorough Series of Tests to find Weaknesses of Design and Performance.

WITH a total entry list of thirty r- -

light -cars and cycle cars, a com-
| , ,,,-

prehensive one-day programme was ! ,

' --•";"

carried out by the Junior Car Club in the

:
general efficiency trial in tlie Haslemere

!1 and Liphook district on Saturday last,

I September 6th. In addition to a

r general reUability run over a circuitous

route of some sixty miles (in which there

were five hill-climbs), the competing cars

•were put through the following tests :

Steering, petrol consumption, starting

from cold, speed hill-climb, slow running,

acceleration and brakes, restart on hill,

and noise, while the programme was
completed with an examination by the

judges of the condition of each car after

- the trial and tests. Each event on the

programme counted for so many marks,
the total number obtainable bein^ 100.

Cycle Cars Excel on Hills.

The cycle car class" was represented
fay three 8 h;p. Gordons, two 10 h.p.

G.N.'s, and one 8 h.p. MoTgan, and,
although the trial was severe in a number
of respects, a good performance was put
up by the cycle cars as a whole, par-

ticularly in regard to the hill-climbs in-

cluded in the conrse.

A 10 h.p- G.N. ax the start of the sixty miles road test in the Junior Cax Trial last Saturday

Sir John Nixon and Cai. C. jarrott (judge) are seen on right of photograph.

Ihe hills encountered on the reliability

run were : Bowler's Green Hill, Black-
down Hill, Liuchmere Hill, Pitfold Hill,

and Hollycombe Hill, the restart test

being held on .the last-named in con-

junction with the noise tests carried out
by Dr. A. M. Low with his Audiometer.

5,000 MILES BENZOLE
TEST.

TO-DAY at 3 p.m. a 4 h.p. chain-driven
Triumph sidecar v?ill start from the

head offices of the Automobile Asso-

ciation for a 5,000 miles test, under ordi-

nary touring conditions, to show that

approved benzole is a satisfactory fuel for

motor cycles, also for cars having air-

cooled engines.

As in the case of the 15 h.p. Sunbeam
car, which is now undergoing a similar

road test of 10,000 miles, this test will

be carried out under conditions which
will preclude all possibility of doubt or

criticism as to its genuineness and the

finality of its results.

The machine is new and straight from
the makers' works. The engine will be
taken down at the works before the test,

and examined by a competent authority.
At the suggestion of the Institute of

Automobile Engineers, Mr. R. S. Fox
has been appointed as official examiner,
while the benzole used throughout the
run of 5,00Q miles will be N.B.A. brand
of approved specification.

Map showing' the area covered by the Six Days Trials. Motor cyclists who desire to

observe the competitors may see at a glance the point nearest their own home. Reference
should be made to the detail maps for fhe actual course, as some of the route here shown ir

dotted line is covered twice

PROFITEERING.

WE understand that the question of

profiteering in motor cycles and
sidecars has for some long time

been engaging the attention of motor cycle

manufacturers, and the Cycle and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Union,
Ltd., has been considering the various
steps that can be taken to deal with this

matter.
It is possible that there are at present

a number of agreements between in-

dividual manufacturers and agents still

in force dealing with this season's goods,
but the Manufacturers' Union have re-

^Jiamended their members to adopt such
woramg in future agreements as will

secure that the agent shall not profiteer

when selling manufacturers' products to

the public.

C15
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J. Haslam (Douglas), ol the Sheffield and

Hallamshire M.C.C., near Pink Hill.

BEAUTIFUL weather and a really

sporting course helped to render

the team trial on Saturday last

a splendid success. Arriving at Tring

at 11 a.m., we found the open space

opposite the comfortable "Rose and
Crown '

' Hotel thronged with competi-

tors' machines/ among which were
several quite interesting mounts. There
was- a new 8-10 Henderson and sidecar,

one of the most recent models, lately

described in these pages. The six Scotts

of the Ukley M.C.C., all fitted with two-
gallon petrol cans on the carriers con-

nected up to the main tanks had twin
lubricators to the separate halves of the

crank case. Here we saj*

Longfield, the well-known
pre-war Scott exponent,
acting as observer, since

wounds suffered in the

war prevent him from
handling a motor bicycle.

There was also a handsome
4 Triumph outfit equipped
with disc wheels. Major
Chater-Lea, recently re-

turned from the Balkans,
was there as a spectator on
a No. 7 sidecar outfit with
spring frame, a model, by
the way, which his firm is

temporarily abandoning for

the 1920 season.

There was only one un-
fortunate incident, and that
was that in certain earlier

copies of this journal, it
' was stated in £rror that the
start was to have been at

Potters Bar. Every pos
?ible effort was made to

correct this unfortunate
slip, but, so great is the
influence of Tht Motoi
Cycle., that, despite adver-
tisements inserted in two
prominent daily papers,
several riders went astray.
Further, to help those who
might have gone to Potters
Bar, notices were sent to
the E.A.C. and A.C.U.
touring guides and to the
A.A. scouts, and a repre-

sentative of The Motor
Cycle was sent to Potters
Bar to direct any who
might have gone astray at

the point.

In practically every case the teams
were most carefully selected and con-

tained first-class riders, but, owing to the
severity of the course, and the activity

TH!
Successful Event. Keen C

Some of the llkley team going well. All were mounted on Scoits, and, after a good

performance, finished second.

W. G. Boyes (Triumph) and F. W. Douglass (Sunl

of the puncture fiend, casualties w
exceedingly heavy.

A Sporting Couise.

The course was of quite a diSei

nature from those previously selel

for this event, being more of the n^
of an A.C.U. one-day trial route. 1

was a course which was ideal for fino

a winner, and Mr. F. T. Bidlake, '

doyen timekeeper, deserves our heart

congratulations on choosing so suit.

a route. The Motor Cycling Club )

been too closely wedded to finding i

winner in the past by awarding lau

to the teams who have been able to k

to schedule time most closely—a met I

which is unsatisfactory from many po!

oi view, and chiefly because the elen I

of luck enters into it to a consider; J

extent. This year, the M.C.C. wiy

adopted a different principle, which '}

heartily appreciated by everybody; i

course was a stiff one, and a cohsis f

driving test, a very novel, interesting i

fascinating method of selection in *

of a dead-heat was adopted. This, 1

ever, was not required; as the co

alone found the winning team. 'f

start was' at 5 p.m. on a straight \^

turning off from the Tring-Londqn R '

The competitors were arranged accl

ing to teams, and the marshalling *

most ably carried out by Major L.

Baddeley, M.C., who saw that the '

teams were in their proper order and '

they moved up ready to depart ar i

as the team in front had been despatc
j-

The timekeeping at the start and fi

"

was carried out by Messrs. W. H. Vis

and J. Ogilvie.
,

Soon after the start, the compel f

proceeded to New Mill, where a si r
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M TRIAL
ir "The Motor Cycle" Gup.

. Trial for The Motor Cycle Cup last Saturday.

3 the left was taken. This was
ihed too fast by one competitor,
m into the bank, had a bad fall,

'oke his leg. The Icknield Way
llowed to the top of Trine Hill,

hich the first turning to the left,

to Halton, was taken and so to

Hill, on which the consistent driv-

was held. This was quite interest-

watch, but, as may be expected,
Inrere only one or two failures, G.
jGlashari, Woolwich Plumstead and
it M.C.C , whose engine dried up
ihiU, and S. W. Phillpott (Brough).
) or so further on a sharp turn to

;ht was followed by a precipitous

]t over a rough surface which
j^hly tested the brakes. At the
i the road was bumpy for about a

put improved later. Then came a

j
turning to the left, after which

p were directed by a marshal over
(•'ay bridge, up a long e&sy climb,
ismore. Then down another pre-

a hill, on to a grassy lane in fairly

isder, up an easy ascent, and then
a fairly steep gradient past the
i entrance to Chequers Court, the
loe

_
recently presented to the

Minister and his successor's.

Punctures Plentiful.

a, few miles the road was quite

It turned left at Butlers Cross
ed towards Princes Eisborough,
' before which the marshal directed
;« up Whiteleaf Cross hill, the best
of the day. All the rough, steep
had flinty surfaces and caused
ons tyre troubles. At the top of

11 the course was directed over the
to the right and led down Kop
ihte scene of many famous competi-

tions. Pink, Hill, with its

severe hairpin bend, was
then climbed, and the
course lay through Hamp-
den Park to Kemble. Just-
short of Missenden we
turned to the left and
followed the Wendover Road
for about a mile. The
starting point was finally

reached via Lee, St. Leon-
ards, Cholesbury, and Wig-
ginton.

A Mischievous Tiick.

The route was most effi-

ciently arrowed, and all im-
portant turnings were
guarded by marshals. Only
at one point was there any
difficulty, and this was a mile
or two above the summit
of Aston Hill, where an
arrow had been turned,
apparently by some evilly

disposed small boy, on the
second circuit. Those who
were led astray (and they
need not have been,
because all red arrows
showed turnings to the
right) reached the rest of

the course in two miles at

St. Leonards, and so cut
short their journey by less

than a half.

The circuit described
was thirty-two and a half

miles in length, which,
covered three times, made
a total of ninety-seven and
a half miles. It traversed
beautiful country, and was
a most efficient test.

There could be no better course than this

covered in the reverse direction for next

year's team trial, as the hills descended
seemed worst than those ascended, and

?S:»535CJCSE:»3EWti»? '^ -=11

Two of the Essex sidecars near Tring.

Kop Hill would serve admirably for tho
'"insistent driving test.

Results.

Of the clubs entered the Coventry and.

Warwickshire M.C.C. was the only one
to finish with a complete team. Both
this club and the iNI.C.C. are now in the
running for the winning of the cup out-

right, as both have now won the trophy
on two occasions. The winning team was
composed of the following riders :

S. Wright (3% Humber).
R. B. Ewens (31/2 Rudge Multi).
W. Brandish (5-6 Rorer).
H. Finch (4 Triumph).
B. Ryecroft (4 Triumph sc.)

F. G. Edmond (4 Triumph sc.)

A Triumph ridet taking a bend in good lorm on the Wendover roai



The Coventry tea'^, winners ot The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup lor the fifth time.

Edmond's Triuruph was a chain-driven
model with a brake shoe applied to a
V drum on the front wheel. Next in

order came the Ilkley M.C. and L.C.C.
All were mounted on the same make of

motor cycle.
J. E. Walker (3% Scott).
W. Haggas (3% Scott so.)

W. Moore (3% Scott).
W. L. Guy (3% Scott so.)

H. W. Sellers (3?4 Scott).
W. F. Scott (3% Scott sc.)

Haggas retired at thirty-seven miles.

The organising club, the M.C.C., took
third place.

V. Olsson (4 Douglas).
E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian sc.)

P. W. Moifat (4 Douglas).
B. A. Hill (8 Morgan).
S. J. Watson (6 Ariel sc.)

R. B. Clark (2% Douglas).

Among the unfortunates in this team
Olsson punctured near Missenden.
The fourth team was the Woolwich,

Plumstead, and District

:

T. J. Ross (4 Triumph).
G. D. Hardee (8 Matchless sc.)

R. Boner (4 Trinmph).
B. J. Sims (4 Triumph).
P. J. Ellis (8 Matchless sc.)

S. A. Ive (4 Triumph).

NOTES ON THE COURSE.
Of the Middlesex M.C.C., D. H. Noble

arrived late, was heard of in Tring, and
G. L. Fletcher went to find him. They
arrived just after starting time ; neither
was allowed to depart, and the club did
not compete. The Essex M.C. team,
quite a strong one, suffered severely with
tyre troubles, while the Sheffield and
Hallamshire Club members were similarly
unfortunate. Of the tormer club, Pearson
{2| Douglas) puncture* at the sixty-eighth
mUe, Bax at the third mile, and Leslie
was another puncture victim, while of the
latter club Eaynes punctured at the
twentieth mile. Of the South Birming-
ham M.C.C., Dalby (Triumph) and Clulee
(Allon) were seen returning to the start
during the third lap. The Public Schools
M.C.C. started with a man short. Davey
(Norton) had a fall near Lee, Wright
(Hariey-Davidson sc.) ran out of petrol
almost in sight of home, Tweedie (Zenith)

ci8

punctured after doing eight miles, leaving

only Boileau (8-10 Henderson sc.) and
Watson-Bourne (Blackburne) to make
non-stop runs. The teams in the running
at the end of the first lap were Coventry
and Ilkley; at the end of the second and
third laps the Coventry team was the

only complete one left.

championship event. Weediiig out the

riders by a difficult course is far better

and more sporting than timing to split

seconds over an easy route.

TEAM TRIALS TRIFLES.
Not quite so many teams put in an

appearance this year, but next summer
no doubt club life will be in full swing.

The club champions of 1919—the
Coventry and Warwickshire Motor
Club—has been somewhat in the back-
ground since the war, as no open events
have been organised, nor is the club
affiliated to the A.C.XJ. this year.

Potters Bar! There was much good
natured chaff at the, real starting point,
near Tring. Just five lines in The Motor
Cycle were sufficient to send many riders
to Potters Bar, and not even prominent
announcements of the correct starting
point in the leading London dailies,

the programmes, coupled with the assist-

ance of R.A.C. and A.A. road scouts,
could stop them. If we were oblivious
of the inconvenience caused, we might
be tempted to instance the power of a
brief announcement in The Motor Cycle
against such an array I

The Dkley riders, generally referred
to as the Scott team, put up a fine show.
Earnest preparations had been made for

a win, and it was only a sooted plug
which spoilt the team's 100% recorcT
Second place is not to be despised,
however.

When Mr. Head returned fi'om arrow-

ing the course in the morning, with

Messrs. W. H. Wells and F. T. Bidlake,

he remarked to us that the first round

would settle the destination of the cup.

He was not far wrong,, for only two

teams were complete at the end of the

first circuit.

somfti

Had the course been selected for a
one-day trial by the A.C.U. no one would
have been surprised at the hills included.
The M.C.C. are to be congratulated upon
stiffening the conditions for this club

nnNGS WE WANT TO KNOW
What did happen to Vivian Olsson in

the first lap ?

Why the " arranged " stop in the second
lap never took place?
Why the M.C.C. officials scurried home

immediately after the finish without an-

nouncing the results? i

If the disc wheel Triumph was not
really attractive?

If the Six Days trials riders will lower'

their emergency gears after Saturday'*
experience ?

If Coventry does not deserve
handicap another. year?

If the petrol tin shortage was m
explained when the Scott team arrive
each with a spare tin on the carrier?
Why the Scott lubrication system . wa4

different on each machine entered?
If the competitor who started with a

loose gear box has tightened it yet?
If the flat twin Harley ridden by Lt,

Norman Mitchell did not create a most'
favourable impression ?

If the Coventry Club wiD "'feasfe'?

their winning team?
If Phillpott's luck in finding a shaip

flint within four miles after riding hii
Brough 200 miles to take part was,
the hmit?

If the culprit who turned the arr(l

on the second lap, and so led Birmingbaifli
.md Oxford astray, will confess?

!
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THE 1920 3ih.p. P. & M.
Newly Designed Kick-s!ar(er. Mechanical Lubrication.

The 1920 P. and M., to which severa improvements have been made Entirely newly-designed torks and braHeo are to De htted 01.

next year's model.

ONE of the most successful motor
cycles with the British Army at the

B^ont was the P. and M., which did

wonderful service in the hands of the

R.A.F. despatch riders from 1914 on-

wards. We have often spoken of the

war as the most wonderful reliability

trial which ever took place ; in it the

P. and M. was a prominent and success-

ful competitor, and MessrsT Phelon and
Moore have learned much that was of

value to them in the five strenuous years,

during which it lasted.

/ D.agram ot the new kick-starter. The lonj

leverage will be noted.

The new 3^ h.p. model has not under-
gone any startling alterations as regards

design, but there are important detail

improvements which will be heartijy

appreciated by the many enthusiastic

riders of this famous machine. The latest

model is fitted with larger tyres, and has

wider and more efficient mudguards,
while another innovation is to be found
in the brakes. There are two brakes, one
internal expanding, and the other ex-

ternal contracting, both in the rear
wheel, and of these the external brake is

fitted on to a short spoked drum, and is

controlled by a pedal actuated by the
rider's heel on the left side of the motor
bicycle. The interna! expanding brake
is controlled by a hand lever working on
a ratchet quadrant, also on the near side

of the machine. This is a very valuable
fitment, as when a sidecar is fitted it

enables the driver to secure his machine,
no matter how severe may be the gradient

on which it is desired to stop. To release

the hand brake it is only necessary to

slide forward the aluminium handle.

IMachines which are not equipped in this

manner when required to stop on a

gradient have either to be left in low gear,

or one of the wheels has to be run into

the kerb or into the bank at the side of

the road. With the P. and M. fitting,

however, restarting or stopping on a hill

is a simple matter.
Shorter engine lugs are now provided,

so as to allow of the cylinder being

dropped more easily for purposes of dis

mounting it for decarbonisation. The
compression tap is now far more acces

sible, being placed on the near side of

the cylinder head, and not in the centre

The new spring iork suspension of the

1920 P and M

Internal expandmg and external contractin

;

brakes on the rear wheel.

as previously, while a most important
innovation is the fitting of a mechanical
oil purnp designed to draw its supply
from the conventionally situated oil tank
and maintain a constant level of oil

in the crank case. This is provided
with two leads, one of which introduces
oil to the front of the cylinder, while
the other introduces it to the near side
main shaft bearing.

As before, Messrs. Phelon and Moore,
Ltd., favour the B. and B. carburetter.

The silencer is of ample dimensions, and
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The 1920 SJh.p. P. & M —

Position of oil pump on timing case ol

P. and M. engine. The pump forces oil to

the big-end bearing and cylinder walls.

is provided with a short extension pipe.

The spring forks have been entirely

redesigned, and,, instead of the central

enclosed springs in compression, two
separate coil springs in tension are pro-

vided. The fork is also much stronger,

and all moving parts are provided with
grease cups of ample size.

The comfort of the rider has been well

studied, and the machine is now fitted

with a Brooks No. 175 saddle, which is

sprung both at the back and ai; the peak,
and supported on the machine in these
two places instead of by the usual saddle-
pillar in the centre. The sidecar lugs
are built into the frame, and rear lugs

Disc Wheels on
Solo Machines,

The Question of Coinvenience,
Appearance, and Windage.

THERE is no doubt that disc wheels,
or -wheel discs, to be more correct,

are increasing in popularity, and
although opinion, at present, may be
divided as to whether they render a
machine's appearance clumsy or smart,
approval on the score of cleanliness is

apparently fairly general.

The first-mentioned difference of opinion

has probably been caused by the mahy
ill-fitting discs to be seen on even new
machines, and which by no means
enhance their appearance. There are
few things which look worse than
discs which have buckled surfaces or are
fastened to the wheel by rusty nuts and
bolts.

However, the latest wheel discs, such
as are produced by the makers of the
Ace in Coventry and the Chelsea Avia-
tion Co., remove these objections. The
former disc is secured by central flanges,

while the latter has recesses to take the
nipples of the -tensioning bolts.

are placed on both sides of the chain
stays, so -that the sidecar may be fitted

oil .either side of the motor cycle. Yet
another novelty is the kick starter, which
has been entirely redesigned. It is now
of the rack and pinion type, the latter

being partially protected, while the lever

to which the kick starter pedal is at-

SEPTEMBER nth, igi^.

tached is long, and the whole mechanisin
is of very substantial construction.

Needless to say, the new model P. and
M., both as regards external finish and
cleanliness of crank case is quite up
to its excellent predecessors. These
machines will be used in the Six Days
Trials, which begin on Monday next.

Alterations immediately noticeable on the new P. and M, are—(1) the tank, now slopes

slightly at the rear ; (2) the starter pedal, which can now truly be described as a " kick " starter,

is placed further back : (3) a newly designed expanding brake has been added. A mechanica

oil pump, too. will be noticeable on the timing gear case

A smart solo Triumph machine fitted wi

fixmg and the clean rear wheel. The disc

receive the connecting spokes for the belt

Any motor cyclist who has seen the
latest examples of wheel discs will agree
that they are smart. It is obvious
that they render a wheel easier to clean
and, therefore, have utilitarian value.

There remains one other query which
is frequently raised. Do they seriously
affect the steering in a strong side wind?
Obviously the question is of greater
importance to the rider of a - solo

machine than to the driver of a sidecar.

th " Ace " disc wheels. Note the neat flange

before being fitted to the wheel is pierced to

rim.

Personally, we have not noticed an;

appreciable difference when riding o

driving a machine fitted with dis

wheels, neither have we heard of ranii;

cases where owners have discarded thei

discs for this reason, but the views i:

motor cyclists who use them, or hiu'

used them, would be of interest at th

present time, and, for that reason, »'

invite readers to express their opinion

on the subject.
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"Dimes to TLlg^l TLantps.
SuMMEB Time

Sept. 11th ... ... 8.24 p.m.
„ 13th ... ... 8.20 „
„ 15th ... ... 8.15 „
„ 17th ... ... 8.11 „

New York to Chicago Record.

Scherer, riding a 6 h.p. flat twin sports
model Harley-Davjdson, has, we are in-

formed, ridden from New York to Chicago
in 31h. 24m., brealiing the record by
lOh. 56ra.

A Sensible Amendment.
The speed limit throughout the Pro-

vince of Ontaria has been increased from
15 to 20 m.p.h. in towns and villages,

and from 20 to 25 m.p.h. on open country
roads.

Qver £159,000,000 !

According to the latest official return,

the value of the surplus Government
property already sold is £159,806,177.
Recently in one week alone the following

amounts were realised : mechanical trans-

port, £270,739; ferrous metals, £275,050,
and £421,290 for non-ferrous metals.

The total amount received in the sales

of mechanical transport up to date is

£2,325,604.

MotciphobJa in Switzerland.

The use of motor cycles is prohibited

in Geneva (Switzerland) on Sundays and
fete days from September 1st to October
31st between the hours of 1 and 6 p.m.
From 6 a.m. to 1 p.m. the speed of all

motor vehicles is restricted to twelve

miles an hour in the whole of the canton

of Geneva. The police and military

owners may continue to use their motor
vehicles without restriction.

A Two-stroke Exponent.
Those who recall Frank Philipp's per-

formances on a Scott two-stroke machine
in past T.T. and Six Days' Trials, will

learn with interest that after a long spell

in the engineering industry, apart from
the motor trade, he has resolved to re-

turn to his first choice. At the moment
he is not definitely fixed in either the
car or motor cycle worlds, but his name •

will be a welcome addition to the lists of

competitors in leading events.

Continental Road Conditions.
We have recently received a note {dated

in Brussels) from Mr. Leonard B. Hen-
derson, A.M.I.A.E., the sidecar manu-
facturer, of Sheffield, who is obtaining
first-hand information regarding con-
ditions of trade in Europe. Mr.
Henderson is riding a 4 h.p. Norton with
his own Elite sidecar, and tells us that
the road conditions in Northern France
and Belgioim make sidecarring almost
impossible with a rigid-frame outfit.

The Late Captain F. C. Mocatta.
Captain F. 0. Mocatta, A.M.I.G.E.,

who died on August 25th, aged 29, was
well known as a motor cyclist, and joined
the Army in the early days of the war.
He was educated at Clifton College, and
at the City Guild's Engineering College,
where he obtained his B.Sc. He took
part in the Gallipoli campaign, and
served in Egypt and France, but after-

wards broke down in health, and lately

became attached to the Aircraft Pro-
duction and Supply Department. He
obtained awards in the London-Edinburgh
and London-Exeter Runs. We remember
in 1915 that he showed us with great
pride two Bosch sparking plugs in his

2J h.p. Douglas, which were taken from
the first enemy airship brought down in

the British Isles.

Special ^Features.

GUIDE TO SIX DAYS TRIALS.

THE M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL RESULTS.

AMERICAN NEWS LETTER.

Leicestershire Roads.

The daily and evening
remorselesss in pointing

every 'week, that Leicestershire ptossesses

some of the vilest roads in the Kingdom.

papers are

out, almost

Race in Northern France.

The motor cycle race organised by
rUnion Sportive Stephanoise will be

held in the district of St, Etienne on
September 14th. The course includes a

hill-climb on the Cote de Planfoy with

an average gradient of 1 in 10.

Traffic Tactics.

In the current issue of The Autocar a

special article appears on " Traffic

Tactics," with special photographs and
diagrams. Although primarily for car

owners, the various hints and information

would be useful to motor cyclists, especi-

ally sidecarists.

Motor Cycles taken into France.

The duty on motor cycles taken into

France has been considerably " reduced,
and now stands at 220 fr. per 100 kilos,

multiplied by 1.3, which is a coefficient

of increase. The ad valorem Customs
surtaxes are now removed, and the tariff

rates of duty in respect of a large number
of commodities are to be multiplied by a
figure known as " coefficient, of increase,"

which is calculated in each instance to

represent the relation the official valua-
tion of the goods of 1918 bears to the
corresponding valuation of 1913.

Members of the Ilkeston and District M.C.C. on the occasion of tfieir recent hill-climb at Pig of Lead Hill.

c-25

In-.
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Average Second-hand Prices.

During the period of abnormal demand
for motor cycles, the prices of second-hand
machines have i-ested upon an adventitious

basis. Values have been fixed rather by
the anxiety of the buyer tor possession

than by actual worth.
Such being the case, we discontinued

our lists of average prices, as it was no
longer possible therein to reflect truly the
marketable values of the machines dealt

with. Of late, however, we notice a
levelling up of the figures demanded by
the sellers. of identical machines; the de-

mand, too, is being more fully met, and
generally the outlook is being stabilised.

In compiling the list of average values
herewith, early models have been ignored,

and in most cases 1913 and 1914 models
are grouped, and where no date is given
it may be taken that the war and post-

war models are averaged, when the latter

show no great dissimilarity of price.

A.J.S. (1914), 6 h.p., sidecar /I95

., (1917), 6 b.p., sidecar £155
Ariel, 6-7 h.p., sidecar £155
Bradbury, 4 h.p., solo £43

4 h.p., sidecar £58
„ 5-6 h.p., sidecar - £90

B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £112
Calthorpe-Jap, 2| b.p.. 2rspeed .^ £47
Clyno, 2i b.p., 2-stroke £45

,, 5-6 h.p. sidecar ,. £iig
Douglas, z\ h.p., W.D. Model £64

„ 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £ri4
Enfield. 2^ h.p., 2-stroke £57

„ (1915), 3 h.p., twin, solo £61
6 h.p., sidecar £r32

Harley-Davidson, 7-9 h.p., sidecar £167
Humber (1914), 3^ h.p., 2-speed, ..sidecar £62

„ 3I h.p. flat twin, solo £ri6
Indian, (1914), 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, sidecar £88

„ (1916}, 7-9 b.p., 3-speed, sidecar £r23
Levis, z\ h.p., single-speed £36

„ 2ili.p., 2-speed £60
Matchless, Victory and M.A.G. Models, sidecar £138
New Hud.son, 2J h.p., 2-stroke ",

.
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{1914), 3i b-p.. 3-speed (hub), sc. £64
New Imperial, 2% h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £45
Norton, 3J h.p., T.T - £79

„ 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £145
P. & M. (1912-1914) £48

(1919), solo ,. £95
„ (1919)* sidecar ^ £134

Rover (1918-19), 3i h.p., T.T £79
„ (1914), 3J b.p., 3-5peed (hub), and sidecar £71

„ 3* b.p. 3-speed, countershaft, and sidecar £145
Rudge, 3A h.p., Multi £77

„ 5-6 h.p. Multi, and sidecar -.... £108
Scott, solo £73

„ sidecar £77
Sunbeam (1914-19), 3^ h.p £111

„ 3^ h.p., sidecar £147
Triumph, single-speed £44

3-speed (hub) £56
„ 3-speed countershaft £90
„ 3-speed countershaft and sidecar .... £145
„ 2i b.p., 2-stroke , £56

Zenith, eii.p., solo £110
6 b.p., countershaft, and sidecar £121

Coventry and Warwicksbiie Clnb Hill-

climb.

September 27th has been fixed as the
date for the Coventry club's hill-climb,

which will be held on a hill within %asy
riding distance of Coventry. This year
it is a closed event, but interested motor
cyclists may become members by pay-
ment «f 10s. annual subscription.

The classes will include scooters, motor
cycles up to 275 c.c, 350 c.c, 600 c.c,
and unlimited, sidecars and cars.

The entry fees are 5s. for solo machines,
7s. 5d. for passenger machines, and IDs.

for cars.

A valuable silver challenge cup is being
offered for the fastest time of the day,
Entry forms will be ready in a few

days, and will be obtainable from the
hon. organising secretary, Mr. E. J.

Appleby, " Llanwrtyd," Osborne Eoad,
Earlsdon, Coventry,

C2b
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At the recent hill-climb held by the Southend-on-Sea and District Automobile Club a

scooter class was included, the fastest time being made by Miss Keddie (on left) on an

Auto-glider. Miss Cummings (on the right) is seen mounted on an A.B.C. Mota-scoota

Machine Gun Carriers at a Guinea!

Two sales of Government motor vehicles,

conducted by Messrs. Cooper, at New-
castle, realised in the aggregate over
£20,000. At one sale twenty-seven motor
cycles realised 660^ guineas, and two
machine gun carriages were sold at one
guinea each, a third realising one and a

alf guineas.
_
The top price reached for a

motor cycle and sidecar combination was
seventy-five guineas for a Clyno.

Scottish Speed Championships.

The Scottish Auto-Clycle Union will

once again hold the Scottish Motor Cycle
Speed Championships on the sands at St.

Andrews. September 27th is the date
fixed, and the -start will be at 10 a.m.
There are fourteen classes,, three being
for light, medium, and heavyweight
championship respectively, over a twenty
mile course. Classes for private owners
and a ladies' one mile handicap are also

included. The Scottish Inter-club Relay
Team Race will also be run off at the
same meeting. Entries close on Sep-
tember 17th. The address of Mr. J. S.

Fulton, the secretary of the Scottish
A.C.U., is 131, .West Regent Street,

Glasgow.

The Popular Sidecar.

With the arrival of September, the
touring season for motor cyclists is draw-
ing to a close. Unquestionably 1919 has
been a record year in many ways. Never
have so many sidecar machines been seen
on our roads—this must surprise the
critics, who many times in recent years
threatened its demise with the arrival of
the cycle car. But the' sidecar has not
only survived, as we of The Motor Cycle
always said it would, it has seen the
premature boom in cycle cars fizzle out,
and is now ready for a second onslaught
from the much-improved post-war designs
of small cars, many of them with light

air-cooled engines based upon aero engine
developments.

iSCOOTER NOTES
Racing Scooters.

A well-known works director told us

last we^k that his firm had built a scooter

especially for a^ liill-climb. When taken
on the road only one expert tester could

ride the machine. It was not entered
for the event intended as it was too fast

—fact I

Enter the Scooter.

At last scooters are being turned out
of the different factories devoted to these
new-old velocipedes. Several agents have
received machines for demonstration
purposes. It will be some weeks yet

before they appear in quantities.

Will a Scooter Skid?

We have several times been asked this

question, but cannot answer it definitely,

since our riding experience with four
different types of scooters has been con-

fined to dry or comparatively dry roads.

It is asserted (with what authority we
cannot say) that due to the quick steering
a scooter will most assuredly skid.

Why Stand?

Two of .the " stand-up " scooter
merchants have decided to offer a seat
" as an alternative," in deference to the
wishes of clients. The original A. B.C.,
it will be recalled, had no seat, and wlieii

it acquired one its popularity went up
75%. Notwithstanding, two scooter de-

signers in particular champion the saddle-
less machine, contending that a machine
with a seat must have an extended wheel-
base, besides which the saddle interferes
with starting and mounting.

"Stand-up" Travellers.

A man who recently covered a long
distance trip standing up on a scooter

was asked at the finish if he intended to

back up his policy by standing up in the <

railway carriage all the way home

!

'
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AN

INTERNAL COMBUSTION
TURBINE.

An Experimental Engine possessing Several

Unique Features.

C^vWING to the constancy of their torque and
I absence of vibration, turbine engines will always

appeal strongly to motor cyclists, and, among
turbines, the engine invented by Captain J. M.
Sanders, Woodside House, Canford Park, Westbury-

on-Trym, is a very notable example. For a detailed

description of this ingenious engine, i/e, must refer

our readers to The Autocar of August 30th. This
will very well repay their study. . Briefly, the engine

consists of two elements of skew gear, one of which
is termed the " cylinder," being made after the pattern

of the Lanchester worm with a hollowed surface, the

second or "piston" wheel being so narrow that its

grooves appear more like the teeth of a chain

sprocket than part of a

worm gear. As the teeth

of the piston wheel pass

along the grooves of the

cylinder wheel, compressed
fuel enters behind them,
and this is fired as the tooth

advances. There will then
be as many slight impulses

per revolution as there are

grooves in the cylinder

wheel—in this case ten.

The " piston " wheel re-

volves idly, but it will be
readily understood that one
wheel cannot revolve with-

out the other. The plug
which gives the mixture
emits a constant stream of

sparks.

The rotors from the Sanders

turbine.

Not Yet Complete.

It will be noticed that

combustion and exhaust
only are provided for in the turbine, but, as the

four-cycle principle is employed, the induction and
compression are arranged outside the apparatus, a
reciprocating compressor performing the other func-
tions of the cycle, induction, and compression. Later,
however, a third wheel may be included in the train

in order to provide for the complete carrying out of

imiT

40,000 impulses a minute is the speed attained by this

experimental model of the Sanders turbine. Its size is

indicated by the 12in. rule at the side.

the phases of the Otto or four-stroke cycle within the

turbine itself.

Under test, the experimental- engine- ran on -com-
pressed air at a speed of 1,000 r.p.m., but, Avhen

the air was passed
through a carburetter,

mixed with petrol

gas, and fired, the

revs, immediately
jumped up to 4,000,
which means 40,000
impulses per minute.

Cooling was effected

by a blast of cold

air directed from a
small blower, but
water-cooling could
easily be applied

;

lubrication was sup-

plied from oil cups
on the journal bush-
ings.

It is estimated that
the fuel efficiency

will be comparable
with that of ' the

standard type of internal combustion engine.
The engine is as yet only in its experimental stage,

and may take a couple of years to develop, but
Prof. W. Morgan, of Bristol University, states that
it is constructed upon correct mechanical principles
and involves no fallacy. It is expected that the
weight per h.p. will be excepdonally low, since it

is calculated that an experimental model which, having
a siin. cylinder wheel and two piston wheels, should
give ^6 h.p. at a speed of 10,000 r.p.m.

Sectional side elevation.

'iEXHAIj-3E

Three positions of the " piston " tooth and " cylinder " groove, relative to ports :n

the shroud at the moment of gas admission, firini;, and exhaust.

In view of the fact that many agents are

alleged to be adding from ;i<[ioo to ;£2oo
to the price of new cars, despite the fact

that they are under agreement to sell at list

price, the Motor Trade Association is

taking action. Agents against whom the

charge of demanding excessive premiums
is proved will be placed on the "stop-list,"

which means that all reputable sources of

supply, both of cars and accessories, will be
closed to them.

029
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The Editor does not hold himseU responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should !» adflressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle/' Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

" CICETER."
Sir,—Permit me to question your contributor's statement

that the correct pronunciation of Cirencester is only used
by " the very old-fashioned country folk, and by Lord
Bathurst and his country circle." What would Mr. Harper
make of the following?

There was an old lady of Cirencester
Who went to consult her solicitor.

When he asked for his fee
She said, Fiddle-de-dee!

I only looked in as a visitor.

P. GARDNER-SMITH.
A STOLEN MACHINE.

Sir,—On August 16th, 1919, a new 1919 Triumph 4 h.p.
motor cycle, mdex number BW2930, engine number 19613,
also a suit of overalls and a few accessories, were stolen
from a garage in this city by Raphel FineUa, alias Harry
Ray, an Italian, ex-soldier, music hall artist, and hairdresser.
Age 24,, height 5ft. 5in., home address, 5, Little Saffron Hill,
London, E.G.'

Information is to hand that he has sold the stolen motor
cycle for £80 somewhere, and was seen in Kingston-on-
Thames, riding a 1914 Calthorpe-Jap motor cycle, number
unknown, for which he produced a receipt showing he had
purchased same for £40 at the end of August.
This may attract the attention of the people who bought

or sold the above-mentioned- motor cycles ; if so, I shall he
pleased to hear from them.

Oxford. OSWALD GOLE, Chief Constable.

SPAHE PARTS.
Sir,—Our business has necessitated the daily use of a Big

Four Norton, and right well has it responded to the call.

Naturally, constant work demanded spares, and in one
instance an overhaul. It was with trepidation that we ap-
proached the makers, having in mind a particular friend
who had been held up some considerable time by his inability
to get spares. Judge then to our joy when we received a
letter from the Norton Motors, Ltd., stating that they had
sent on spares as requested, and at the same time advising
us how to fit them.
We feel sure that such treatment deserves every

publicity. J. W. STAINSBY AND CO,

Sir,—I have a 2J h.p. Omega-Jap, and the other day was
unfortunate enough to break my chain. I wrote to Messrs.
W. J. Green, Ltd.-, Coventry, about it, stating that the motor
cycle was only two months old, and that the chain was
obviously defective, and was agreeably surprised to receive
almost immediately a new chain free of charge, and this

though the broken part was not of their manufacture.
In the matter of spares the fii'ra is equally obliging, and I

have been able to obtain necessary parts per return with-
out the inconvenience of j)ro forma invoices and long waits,
which have been my experience elsewhere.
The usual disclaimer. A.C.P.
Northampton.

Sir,—I have a 1914 anodel of a well-known make, and have
just applied for some new parts, including a rear brake
block.

In reply to my letter, the makers regret they are unable to

replace these parts, and return me my money. The result is

I cannot use my bicycle at present, as I am unable to obtain
the parts elsewhere.

At the same time they are turning out these very part

in hundreds, as shown by the large number of their 19mm
models, seen on the road. '^

Their anxiety to be first in the post-war rush one can

readily -understand, but surely their old clients should be

given a little consideration? A. BEVA,N.

ENGINE DESIGN.
Sir,
—" Engineer's " letter in your August 28th issue, offer-.*

ing information respecting the advantages of outside fly-;"

wheels, can hardly be allowed to pass unchallenged.

The presence of more than an insignificant quantity of oil

in the crank case in entirely due to the abseiice of, or

apology for, a lubricating system. There is also no reason-

for the flywheel clearance to be so small. The adoption of

the outside flywheel does not remove the cause, but adds
disadvantages (set out in my previous letter) in other

directions.
" Engineer's " claim of both flexibility and ease of.,

acceleration for the outside flywheel is absurd. These quali-

ties, so far as affected by flywheels, are in direct opposition

to each other, and no type of flywheel can eSect improve-
ment in both directions.

Again, "Engineer" claims the advantages of ball and
roller bearings for the outside" flywheel engine. I fail to I

see why such engines should derive greater benefit from I

their use than any other type of engine. Or is your corr^
spondent under the impression that the use of these beaMJ
ings is confined to this type? I am sure that if " Engi^
neer " and any other readers interested give the question igj.

further few minutes' study they will comprdiend thesff'

simple facts.

Birmingham. TWO-STROKE.

An English machine in -

Denmark. Mr. Host, riding

for Otto Drewsen, Danish

agent for Invicta machines,

recently completed 752 kilo-

metres in 22^ hours, on a

2J h.p. Invicta, fixed gear

two-stroke.
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ROLLER BEARINGS.
Sir,—Referring to the roller bearing described in The

Motor Cycle of August 21st, I should like to point out that

there is nothing novel in this, as the design was submitted

by me to the Air Board in the early stages of the war, the

objection to the design being the difficulty in hardemng_ the

crankshaft of the length required in modern aero engines.

C. BINKS.
BENZOLE.

Sir,^ Having read an article on benzole in your issue o£

August 21st, I note that you advocate a test for benzole to

ascertain its liability to freeze in the tank or carburetter.

Why not carry out these tests in the laboratory? I would
like to point out that if the National Benzole Association

would include 3% of toluene in its specification- no frost

common to England would be severe enough to freeze it. A
few experiments carefully carried out would enable a chart

to be made giving the lowest percentage of toluene required

to meet any degree of frost, the toluene making no difference

to the working of the engine. TESTER.
Risca, Mon.

A CHEAP MAGNETO.
Sir,—Having followed for some months- the trend and

design of the latest ideas in motor scooters and lightweight

cycles, as described in your paper, 1 note the difficulty of

the varioiis enterprising firms in getting a cheap magneto for

ignition, and therefore having to fit the rather clumsy Bosch
type, though now made a little smaller.

I am prepared to design or supply the driveless pattern

which is wrongly called flywheel magneto, and shall be

pleased if you can draw attention to my statement. If a

scooter or any other cheap motor bicycle is proposed for

quantity production it will be just as well to get a standard

design for this particular vehicle. It will make a nicer

arrangement, be cleaner, and embody features which the

motor cycle manufacturers like themselves, and not the

magneto people only, viz., price. FRED J. HOFFMAN.

COASTING WITH EXHAUST VALVE RAISED.
Sir,—i?e Mr. Taylor'^ letter of June 12th and " Douglas's

"

reply, June 26th, the mixture is certainly not firing, and,

consequently, there is no blue flame burning the exhaust

valve. The effect of running with the exhaust valve Ufted

and with throttle and air o{)en is, it appears to me, as follows :

On the down (suction) stroke the piston exercises only a

certain amount of suction, and as the exhaust valve is open

as well as the inlet valve a large amount of warm (if ngt hot)

air is drawn from the exhaust, and a small amount of mixture

through the inlet valve. Nearly the whole of this very weak
mixtui-e is swept out through the exhaust on the upw^ard

(compression) stroke, with the result that, not only is there

no compression, but, if the ignition is well retarded, the

spark would occur when the piston was actually tending to

create a partial vacuum, and air was being drawn in through

the exhaust ; consequently, it is a matter of ^impossibility

for there to be any explosion in the cylinder. On the down
(firing) and up (e.xhaust) strokes air is pumped in and out
the cylinder through the open exhaust valve. The series of

loud bangs to which " Douglas " refers are due, I think, to

the fact that the air and mixture being pumped in and out
through the exhaust valve does not have time to escape to the

outer air, and, as on each suction stroke a small amount of

gas is being drawn in, and then pumped into the silencer,

the mixture there eventually grows rich enough to be fired

by the heat of the silencer or exhaust pipe.

In my opinion, the reason why the throttle and air should

be open, the former only slightly, but the latter fully, is that

the mixture drawn in through the inlet valve is quite cool,

whereas the air pumped in and out through the exhaust valve

is hot. Not only that, but with both exhaust valves lifted and
air and throttle open, freer running is obtained, and, unless

the hill is very steep, it is not always desirable to check the

speed to any considerable extent.

One word of warning before releasing the exhaust valve

litter at the bottom of the hill : it is advisable to close the

throttle first for a moment, drop the valve lifter, and then

reopen the throttle gradually to the required extent. This

prevents the engine firing suddenly, with the consequential

strain upon the working parts and transmission.

Hornsey, N. MACCABiEUS.

A MOTOR CYCLE CLUB FOR THE ROYAL NAVY.
Sir,—I write to endorse the letters of Lieut. Evans-

Greaves and Signalman Fellowes.

Throughout the war I kept .at least four separate motor
cycles at Rosyth, and had a great many friends who did

the same. At present, on board this ship, there are two
cars, four motor cycles, fully twenty " push-bikes," and,

of course, literally dozens more are kept ashore. I venture

to suggest that the club, if ever it matures, makes some
arrangement for the transfer of machines from port to .port

when it is impossible to have them on board.

Atlantic Fleet., MIDSHIPMAN.
COURTESY OF THE ROAD.

Sir,—Whilst proceeding from Redhill to Haslemere on
Friday, August 1st, I was unfortunate enough to " come a
cropper," resulting in a badly buckled wheel.

On considering the matter, I decided to leave the machine
in a garage at Dorking and proceed to Haslemere by train,

but, on examining my purse, I found I had left my money
at home, and all I could muster up was Is; 7d. in odd cash.

Whilst^ I was wondering how to manage another motor
cyclist came by on a Douglas, and, after having a look at my
" wreck," asSed me what he could do to assist me, and when
the position was explained, he promptly loaned me sufficient

money to get home. This is the most gentlemanly and sports-

manlike case that I have met with during my motor cycling

career. BK 296.

Haslemere.

FK'

S^^-j^^

^4
' Im'^^

rJ
^W

S. L. Bailey (Douglas, on left) and B. Houldine; (Harley-Davldson), both winners in their respective sidecar classes at the Weston-super-Mare

Speed Trials, a full description of which appeared last week.
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CONCESSIONS TO DESPATCH RIDERS.
,
Sir,—" Discharged Highlander " ought to know by this

time that the only way to get concessions out of the Govern-
ment is either by " wangling " or agitating. If somebody
full of energy had staorted throwing Mills bombs at the
Government Depai-tment concerned in the shape of urgent
appeals on behalf of the infantryman he would no doubt have
obtained the same concession in regard to motor cycles as the
despatch rider. But this so-called concession, for despatch
riders seems to be all moonshine so far as I can make out.
My application for a countershaft Triumph- went in immedi-
ately through the A.C.U. to the War Motors Association, but
the furthest I have got yet is the intimation that there
are thousands of names on the list, and that the only
machines being released are 2| h.p. Douglases and a few
sidecar outfits, and very occasionally a hub gear Triumph,
the later priced at sixty guineas a,piece.

Is the War Motors Association a dividend-earning concern,
or something in miniature after the style of the R.A.A. ?

Who fixes the prices of the machines, and has any ex-D.R.
yet obtained a machine at a price which really made it a
concession? ' EX-D.R.

A SPRING TRANSMISSION.
Sir,—I am forwarding a photograph of a spring transmis-

sion which I have fitted to my 8 h.p. Chater-Lea. Previously
the machine had no cushioning device, and, although fitted
with a good clutch, was very uncomfortable when running at a
low speed on the top gear (3J to 1). The jerk on the trans-
mission was the cause of several spokes breaking in the back
wheel. (The machine is a 1913, by the way.)
The good points of my idea (which I have protected) are

a good range of movement of the gear wheel (this may be
as much as to absorb one revolution of the engine) and the
drive taken directly to the rim of the road wheel by the
springs instead of through the spokes. The gear wheel is

bushed and
mounted so that
it can oscillate:

on the hub, and,
the connections
to the rim being
brought to a
tangent, the
spring* are com-
pressed by being
pulled from
opposite ends.
The idea of
having the
springs in com-
pression is that
in case the
springs break
the drive would
still take place.

I have recently
tested the trans-

mission by tak-
ing four adults (thirty-nine stone) on top gear from Hathcr-
sage up the hill to the Surprise (Derbyshire), and more
recently my wife and I rode the hilliest parts of North Wales
on the machine, and I find 1 can run at very low speeds on
the high gear without feeling in the slightest the impulses
of the engine.
For single-cylinders, I would mount a ratchet wheel or

ring on the gear wheel, with the pawl mounted on the chain
stays of the frame. This would retain the gear wheel after
each impulse of the engine until the springs had reassumed
their normal position, thus making the drive continuous.
For big singles, I am of the opinion this would be a great
improvement.

I may point out that the photograph shows my device in
the experimental stage only. When placed on the market it

will probably have the springs enclosed. This would make
for ease in cleaning, at the same time improving the
appearance. W. H. BEEESFORD.

FITTING A CHANGE-SPEED GEAR.
Sir,—For some time I have been looking for a change

speed gear suitable for fitting to an ancient 4 h.p. Antoine
in my possession. After many enquiries, I decided on the
Mabon variable gear as the likeliest proposition. The

m^ss, SEPTEMBER nth, igig.

The Beresford spring transmission device.

results have entirely justified the expense, for I can now
take a heavily loaded sidecar up hills which I used to have
some difficulty in getting up solo.

Mine was an awkward machine to fit, as it had only one
top tube, and, for the sake of appearances, I had to inter-

pose the attachments for the guide bar of the gear between
the tank and the top tube of the cycle frame. I also had
to fit a new footrest. A new lin. belt was fitted, which
gave a little trouble at first, as all new belts do.

The gear keeps the belt in tension in all positions, and is

a thoroughly workma'nlilse attachment. The only criticism

I can make is that the ball bearing track on which the belt

runs in the free engine position is not quite wide enough
for a lin. belt, but seems to have been intended for a gin.

belt. However, as my old pulley was a Jin., it is possible

a small mistake was made in fitting. Anyw.ay, the trouble

soon rectifies itself with a little wear.
I can honestly recommend anyone wishing to turn a fixed

gear machine into a variable to try the Mabon. I have no
interest in the firm whatever save that of a satisfied customer.

' WILFRED M. BEAR.'

THE VALVE OF THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATIONS. _.
Sir,—There have been several letters of criticism in your

columns re theR.A.O. and the A.C.U. which, I think, are

unwarranted, as the following experiences wUl show :

I started a fortnight ago on a journey from Rotherham to

Morecambe, and, unfortunately, punctured just outside

Doncaster. I was stooping down to examine the wheel when
a cheery voice exclaimed, "Let me give you a hand," and I

was delighted to find that an R.A.C. scout had ridden up
to my assistance. •

' I continued my journey, and when about twenty miles

from my destination a motor cyclist collided with me, ripping

eight spokes and the valve out of my sidecar wheel. I waS
unable to repair the damage, and, as all communication from
the village by telephone or telegraph was cut off till the

following morning, I could not request assistance under the

terras of the " Get you home" scheme. Fortunately for me,

a motor car drove up on the way to Bradford, and I

persuaded the chauffeur to take my wife and myself to More-
cambe on his own terms. I wrote the R.A.C. and explaiued

. the circumstances, at the saine time requesting them to meet
me in the expense. The Club very promptly forwarded ,a

cheque for the full amount, which I consider very good of

it, aS' my case was rather outside the oonditions set forth on

the " Get you home " voucher. CHARLES BROWN.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
A reader, signing himself F. Crow, has applied to the

Automobile Association for particulars of membership, using

a picture postcard published by the Douglas Co., ana
-illustrating Major C A. de Montigny, of the Belgian Armj,
on a Dou^s motor cycle. JMr. Crow omitted to mention hii!

address, so that the Secretary of the A.A. is unable to

communicate with him. Similar requests have been received

from readers of The Motor Cycle named Harold G. Hanley,
J. P. Whelan, H. A. Gilmour, and Major C. Micklen, who
should accept this intimation that their communications bore

no address.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists,
Issued i.. cohrunction with " The Motor Cycle.

••MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM.*' The standard baDdbook on the motor

-- cycle, its care and management. Twentieth Edition.
286 pa«es. 400 illustrations.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful "wrintdcs" and helpful

hints in regard to motor cy es. Sixth Edition.

(Second Reprmt).

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
jf remedvins any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

••THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales. Scotland, London (showing
roads inL^> and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,
20, Tudor Street. London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and

Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection of questions ot general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All letters should be addiessed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycie.
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly, and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containng lega
questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects

'

Normal R.P.M.

I have a twin-cylinder w.c.

80x80 mm. Fafnir engine of the
year 1908, which I intend, to use
for stationary work. It has en-

closed flywheels, and develops, I

think, about 6 h.p., and as I am on
the point of ordering pulleys for the

,'work I intend it to do, I should like
to know at what speed it develops its

ma.xiraum power. I suppose the makers
would be the best people to apply to,
but they do not advertise in your paper,
and so I am unable to get in touch
with them or their agents.—W.S.H.

The Fafnir engine is a German production,
hence your inability to get in touch vvitli

the makers. It probably develops its

maximum power at about 1,800 r.p.m.,
but will no doubt be capable of reaching
2,000 r.p.m. or more, but without increase
of power.

Consump.ion ot Iwo-strokes.

(1.) I have a Sparkbrook two

? stroke mot-or cycle and the gear
worries me, as every time I change

-^ from top to bottom there is a jerk,

,as though there were a few teeth
^'inissing. When I want to change gear
I slow the engine, lift the decompressor,
then change, and sometime.s only there

- 16 a stop, then start again. If t wheel
the machine on low speed, lifting the
decompressor at the same time, the
engine suddenly stops for a fraction of
a second and then goes on again. Could
you explain why? (The gear lever is

ptoperly adjusted.) (2.) Is the consump-
tion good if I travel from South
Kensington to Eastbourne with not qiaite

a tankful? I used to use petrol, but
the last time I had benzole, and found
that I consumed less than petrol. Is 23
m.p.h. a good, average for a two-stroke?
I only use the second gear in traffic.

(3.) Is Castrol oil all right for two-
strokes? About one drop every three-
minutes?—H.M.

(1.) We should advise you to examine
the gear box and operating mechanism, as
there is apparently something amiss with
this part, and to continue running might
result in^erious damage. (2.) The petrol
consumption is apparently about 60 m.p.g.
This is not uncommon with 2J h.p. two-
stroke engines. As compared with four-
stroke engines they are certainly more
extravagant. (3.) Castrol oil i's quite
satisfactory for your type of engine. If
your machine is fitted with a drip-feed'
lubricator and oil pump combined, adjust
the drip so that the pump discharges
about every eight miles.

?

Spark Advance and Knocking.

When my machine has been
running some time, as soon as I

come to an incline, the engine
commences to knock and lose

power, whichj I understandj is

due to pre-ignition caused by excessive

heat. If, however, this is due to the
excessive heat in the cylinder, how is

it that when the spark is retarded a

little the engine immediately picks up
speed and ceases to knock ; the excessive
heat is still present, is it not? therefore,

why should retarding the spark alter

the explosion at all ? I had experience
of this recently on the last ten miles

of a 150 mile run, but no matter what
sort of a hill I cami across in the last

few miles, the knock stopped immedi-
ately the spark was retarded, and the
machine picked up splendidly in top

gear. Now, if an engine is knocking
and losing power through pre-ignition

due to the gases heing e.xploded by ex-

cessive heat instead of by a spark, why
should alteration of the spark affect it

to such a degree?—F.E.
Under the circumstances you describe, the

pre-ignition is not caused by excessive

heat, but by- the fact that the speed in

falling off sets up a condition having the

same effect as when the spark timing is

unduly advanced. - Retarding the spark
consequently corrects this, and the knock-
ing ceases. The gases are not exploded

?

by the excessive heat of the engine, as

you could easily prove by cutting out the

ignition if a magneto switch is fitted.

Your engine is apparently timed too

early.

Elusive Ignition Fault.

I shall be obliged if you will

advise me concerning my 5-6 h.p.

twin. The complaint is that the

back cylinder will not fire under
compression ; disconnect the front

cylinder cable and the back runs well,

but as soon as the cable is placed on

the front plug the spark at the back
becomes too weak to ignite the charge.

I have just had the magneto back for

the second time from the makers of the

engine, and they have not been able

to correct the faidt.—S.W.R.
As your magneto has been to the makers
of the machine twice, we can scarcely

assist you in eliminating the fault. The
only thing we can suggest is that you try

a new plug in the back cylinder. We
presume that you have the correct

terminals connected up, that is, the front

terminal on the magneto to the plug of

the rear cylinder, and the back terminal
to the front plug. If these points are in

order and you still get faulty running,
we

, would suggest that you return the
magneto to the makers, if it is an English
one, or send it to one of the firtns special-

ising in magneto repairs.

A close finish at the llkley M.C. and L.C.C. hill-climb. Tim WooJ (3j Scott) is just beaten

by F. Marshall (3^ Sunbeam). The results of this event were given in last week's issue.

BIJ
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A Question oJ Date.

Recently I purchased a 3^ h.p.
Caltliorpe motoi' cycle which was
sold to me as a 1913 machine, but
on takiTig down the engine for

overhaul I found that the year
1911 was stamped on the crank case.
Having paid for the machine and
received a receipt for the money, have
I any legal right to' claim a portion of
the amount paid as being the difference
in value between a 1911 and a 1913
machine?—J.A.R.

You can certainly make a claim on the
facts as stated by you, or send back the
machine and demand the return of your
money.

A Miniatuie Engine.

(1.) I have a 1914 lightweight
fitted with single-cylinder engine,
four stroke, 200 c.c, and cannot
get the engine to respond to the
throttle. If it is opened above

one-third of the way, the engine stops
firing, and the maximum speed does
not exceed 20 m.p.h. I have fitted

both a No. 30 and 28 jet to the B. and
B. carburetter, but the trouble re-

mains the same. The engine is in fair

condition, and no difficulty is found in

starting, although, in changing from low
gear to high, the engine labours, and,
if on the slightest up gradient, stops '

altogether. (2.) New piston rings

have been fitted, and the compression
is good, yet the crank case becomes
too hot to bear one's hand upon. I

should be glad if you could give me
some possible causes of these troubles.

—

H.E.P.

(1.) These extremely small four-stroke

engines are usually very sensitive to

minor adjustments, and are not suit-

able for sustained high speed work,
as they quickly lose their tune. From
your description, the adjustments appear
to be all in order, and, therefore, the

cause of the trouble is somewhat doubt-
ful. Possibly the sparking plug is not
suited to the engine, and an improvement
might be found if one were fitted having
stouter electirodes. In changing from
low gear to high, it is absolutely

necessary with an engine of this size

that you attain a fairly high road speed
before actually hiaking the change ; this

practically prevents you making any
changes into high gear unless you have
reached the top of a hill. (2.) The
heating of the crank case is probably
due to conduction only.

Tuning for Speed.

I am desirous of tuning up a

3j^ h.p. single-cylinder engine for

speed (to be used only in competi-
tion). I have already won numer-
ous hill-climbs and ridden in the

T.T., and am now trying to build a
really fast engine. I shall be very
pleased if you will tell me: (1.) The
best compression ratio. (2.) The best
compromise balance. (3.) The most
efficient magneto advance in degrees.

(4.) Valve timing.—E.G.
(1.) It is very difficult to advise on the
best compression ratio, as everything
depends on the design of the engine.

Normally, the compression ratio of motor
cycle engines is from 4 to 4^- to 1. If

you are desirous of knowing the most suit-

able bore and stroke ratio, this again

BI4

fj^^gOLU
depends upon the personal .inclination of
the designer, as almost all types of
engines have been equally successful in
racing. (2.) The usual arrangement for
the balancing of single-cylinder engines
is to take the weight of the crank pin and
big end of the connecting rod together
with half the weight of the piston,
gudgeon, pin and little end, and balance
this as a rotating mass. (3.) Thirty
degrees is about the maximum advance
of the magneto timing. (4.) Inlet opens
top dead centre. Inlet closes 20° past
bottom dead centre. Exhaust opens 40°
before bottom dead centre. Exhaust closes
5° after top dead centre. Above is a
normal timing, and the whole subject of
timing for speed is open to discussion.
You will require to experiment with such
things as early and late opening of inlet
valve, overlap, and strength of valve
springs to obtain the maximum results
from whatever type of engine you adopt.

Failure to Start.

As I am a novice I should be
greatly, obliged if you will answer
the following : my 3^ h.p. Rudge
starts well on the stand, but
when I take it on the road I

have to run a great distance before it.

fires. I have cleaned the sparking plug,
but the result is the same.—T.J.P.

As the engine runs well on the stand,
there is apparently very little wrong
with is, and whatever prevents it running
on the road can merely be a matter of
small adjustment. Possibly an alteration
of the level in the carburetter takes place
when the machine is lowered off the
stand on to the ground, or may be the
belt is so slack that it will not turn the
engine over compression when you run
alongside in order to start.

An Unsatisfactory Purchase.

A. few days ago, in answer to
an advertisement which read ;

" Re.x 3^ h.p. motor cycle, cheap,
for quick sale, sound condition
throughout." I called at the

address mentioned. At the time I had
rather a bad shoulder, and was unable
to try the machine personally, so got
the owner to give it a short run, arid

as it seemed satisfactory I purchased
it. The owner told me that it was in
good order throughout. I may mention
that it was evening and the place
rather dark. The following day I

found that the engine cradle was
broken in three places, and had h'een
patched up. I therefore took the
machine back and showed it to the
vendor. He said that he had bought
it off a man as being in good condition,
and refused to return my purchase
money, although I pointed out that I
bought it on his representation that it

was sound. I should like to know if

(1) I can legally claim my purchase
money back in full, or (2) in the event
of my having the machine repaired, can
I claim the cost from him?—J. A.

From your statement of the case, we
think you will have very great difficulty

in proving misrepresentation, unless you
have witnesses who were present at the
time of the sale. (1.) If proof is possible,

however, you can legally claim the refund
of your mone.y.. (2.) Or you might
justly claim the cost of a satisfactory

repair, if you desire to keep the machine.

?
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Magneto Failing.

I have a Bosch magneto, and

?' when I turn the sprocket by
hand with a fairly sharp pull I

-^ get an excellent spark through
the plug,, but when the sprocket

is coupled up to the chain and running-
fairly steadily there is no spark what-
ever. Do you think the magnets want
remagnetising ?—W.H.

There is no reason why the magneto
should not spark. Why you do not get

_

a spark is probably because when you
give the magneto a sharp pull over this

is equivalent to about 1,000 r.p.m. of

engine, and when the magneto is

rotated by the kick starter the speed is

so low that either no spark or a very
small spark is obtained. We hardly
think that the _^magnets require re-

magnetising.

READER'S REPLY.
Valve Overlap.

If the correspondent who is having
trouble with his 1912 5-6 h.p. Rex,
through blowback, due to overlapping of

valves, cares to put up with-.^nore noisy

tappets, he may get over the difficulty

of overlap by leaving the tappet adjust-

ment rather wide,, thus allowing the
e.xhaust to close sooner and the inlet to

open later. However, he should first

examine the heels of each tappet lever

arm, to see if any wear has caused a

lip or ridge on either which would set'

up a drag on the valve action. It

is not generally known that the timing
of either valves or- ignition can he
minutely varied by adjustment, but I

have had many engines through my
hands where particular attention has
had' to be paid to these appar'ently un.-,

important detai]s.

—

John E. Redhead. -V

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
CHj5LMsroRD TO Wateokd.—S.P.S.

Chelmsford, Bedells End, Leaden Rod-
ing, Sawbridgeworth, Eastwick, Stanstead.
Hertford, 'Hatfield, St. Albans, Watford;
Approximately 54 miles.

Yeovil to Braintbee.—M.N.C.
Yeovil, Wincanton, Hindon, SalisburVt:'

Andover, Whitchurch, Basingstoke, Read.»i

ing, Jlaidenhead, Beaconsfield, Watford, I

St. Albans, Hatfield, Hertford, Bishops
Stortford, Gt. Dunmow, Braintree.

St. Leonards to York.—J.H.
St. Leonards, Battle, Robertsbridge,

Lamberhurst,- Tonb ridge, Ighthaniy
Wrotham, Meopham, Gravesend, by ferry
to Tilbury, East Hbrndon, Brentwood,
Chipping Ongar, Bishop Stortford, Littie
H a d h a m , Braughing, Buntingtord,'
Baldock, Biggleswade, Eaton Socorj*
Stilton, Stamford, Grantham, Newark,-
Tuxford, Retford, Bawtry, Doncastei^
Ferrybridge, Sherburn, Tadcaster, Yortt

AsHiNGTON (Northumberland) to WoSr
verhajipto^t.—J.E.T.

Ashington, Morpeth, Newcastle, Chestei-
le-Street, Neville's Cross, Darlingtoni
Northallerton, Boroughbridge, WetherbT)
Aberford, Ferrybridge, Doncaster, Woik'
sop, Mansfield, Nottingham, Long Eaton
As-hby-de-la-Zouch, Tamworth, Weefoi^!
Muckley Corner, Brownhills, Gailejf
Wolverhampton.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A..T.S.

^EW Military 6h.p. A.J.S.. not ridden, fitted Snn-
-1 beam sidecar to match; best offer over £150.—
een only at 29, St.

xchanges.
Leonard's St., Bromley-bv-Bow

[4573

4 .J.S. 1916 2%h,p., 2-speed, iaiid clutch, tick stait^r
'»- enclosed cliain drive, in first-clnss condition, new

i67.-G. Savage, 7, Hi^h
[3980

ick tyre, lamp^set, and horn
t, Sutton, Surrey.

4 .J.S. 2%h.p., 1914, 2-speed, coimtershalt, hand
jL clutch, in good running order, complete new
imp set and. horn ; £45.—The Bungalow, Sutton,
ear Hull, E. Yorfcs. [X2101

\ .J.S., 1914, 2^!41i-P-, all-enclosed chain drive, kick
\ start, footboards, special lundshields, excellent
res, splendid mount for elderly gentleman ; £50.-23,
[ardwicke -Bd., Eeigate. [3870

919 A.J.S. Combination, not done 500 miles, lamps,
horu, screen, spaie wheel, etc., like new in every

spect; any trial or examination; £200i-
ladetone Ed., Scarborough.

Marriott, 28,

[51663

th.p.
A.J.S. Combination. 4 detachable wheeb, wind

screen, apron, speedometer, all lamps,, hprn, etc.,
rst-class mechanical condition, tyres good; after 6;
;st offers. Legge, 105, Abbotts Rd., Southall. [4179

918 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., interchangeable
wheels, tyres 700x80, spare wheel with new

ctra heavy Dunlop tyre, perfect order and splendid
indition; Yorks district; £150.—Box L4,043, c/o
'le Motor Cycle. [4602

I .J.S. 3-speed 6h.p. Twin Combination, lamps,
i-_ horn, speedometer, etc., just overhauled, - new
lains, new case, and back tyre, perfect ' running
•ndition, ride away anywhere; best offer secures.—
)9, Earl's Court Rd., London. [X2041

914 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, K.S., in
excellent condition, just overhauled, enamelled,

iited. and coach painted, new PunloTis, Lucas lamps.
imerou.s spares, complete; 110 gns.—Eramall, Creswell
>ttage, Gt. Eiidgeford, near Staflord. [X2005

L.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1914, 3-speed, screen, hood,
horn, 3 lamps, new spare tyre, spares, and tools,

ored from October (1914} till Mav [1919), excellent
ndition

; best ofler over £105; seen by appointment
ily.—Suggit, 14, Gloucester Ed., Regent's Park, N.W.l

[3842
t .J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1916, luggage grid, 4
1- interchangeable wheels, Lucas horn, Stewart
eedometer, accumulator lighting throughout, numer-
IS spare;, unused during restrictions, excellent con-
tion: nearest to 145 gns. accepted.—263, Rawlinson
... Barrow-in-Furness. [X2057
4 .J.S., 6h.p., late 1915, o-speed, interchangeableX

_
wheels, with Gloria cane sidecar, all tvres new.

.'ersize Dunlop grooved on back, spring seat pillar, new
:iare chain, Lucas lamps, engine bearings perfect, ex-
^Uent condition and running order; trial here- best
Ser over £120.—James. Richmond. Llandyssul. [X2033
^^.ENLTINE Offer.-A.J.S. 4h.p. twin sporting com-
^ bioatlon, late 1916, disc wheels, T.T. bars, 1917
ills-Fulford sidecar, spare wheels, mechanical and
alb horn, Lucas- lamps, stored 18 months, overhauled
ad painted April this year; any trial; photo 6d.,
T/uer buying car; £115.—Ashworth, Pwllheli, Wales

[X2256
Alecto

I LECTO, Ale.to, SVl.h.p., 2-stroke, countershaft gear,X hand-controlled clutch, cliain-onm-belt, large tyres
st, powerful, and reliable; price £83/7; niiick deliverv

:
you are interested, call and see us.—Vivian Hardie

.id Lane. Ltd. (sole agents for London uortli of the
hanics, aod Middlesex), 24, "Woodstock St. (off Oxford
t.}, Bond St., Loudon, W.l. .'Phone; Mayfair 6559.

[0036
4IIdavs

|l LLON.-Caffyna. Ltd.. Eaatbourne. tor delivery
* shortly. [0017
I LLON 2-stroke Single Speed Motor Cycle, in ex
i. ctllent condit:-- "---" ^. .' _

^LLDAYS^ Allon.__1916,^ 2-stroke. 2-speed, speedo-

£45.- Strange, Printer, East-
[3775

meter, horn, lamps
d., Watford.

£55; after 6.-

iLLON, 1919, 2%h.p,
*- complete; 60 gns.-
uth Woodford.

80, /Vicarage
[4345

special model, accessories,
Fairhaven, Wavertree Rd.,

[4434
Ij^h.p. Alldays AUon, 1917, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, free
"'^ engine, perfect condition; £62.—E.G., Belle Vue
riccictU. N. Wales. [3898
[ONES' Garage, special ngents for Alldays Allon

Uroadway, Muswell 11 ill, N.IO, and Woodside
jarade North Finchley.

_ [2931
ALLDAYS Matchless, 1914, 3V-h.p., 2-spoed, Binks* 3-jet Bosch, good condition; £38; after 6 p.m.—
19. Loveday Rd., West Ealing: [4118
iai5 Allon 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn, new tvres•^ t'elt, and chain, good condition, climbed Great
niie; i48.-Bromhead,_ Laurel Bank, Rainhill, Lanes.

r!X2200Q17 Alldays AUon, 2-speed, 2-stroke,. 2Yth.p., lamps,y perfect condition, Cowey speedometer; £55 —
rite appointment, Healey, Danetree House, Kilsby
^^"^>'- [X2324

, lamps, horn, speed-
er -,.,-— —leage, perfect condition; first
bO_ secures.-Hemmmgs. Jersey House, Hewlett Rd,

K LLDAYS 2-stroke, 5-speed,A ometer, small mileage, pc

beltenham. [4273

Promises
I would much rather break the prison
of a wall or of tlue laws, than the bond
of my word.

Performance
Montaigne, Essays III., g.

_ You are the first agents I have come
across who let me have the latest date
of delivery that is probable, and let me
have the machine sooner than expected.
1 shall in future always deal with you.

From a Customer, Sept. 3rd., igig.

"VV/E were all Optim-
^^ is's in the early part

of the year and were all

more or less fed on

promises— but we think

Godfrey's Advertise-

ments will prove that we
were one of the first to

refuse to give definite

dates of deliveries, and
discourage the sending of

deposits.

n ODFREY'S have
^—

'•also been consistent

all through in their polcy
of returning the deposit

of any customer who for

any reason wish to cancel

his order.

IT occasionally happens
'•that we are in a posi-

tion to supply a new
machine from stock or

within a few weeks from
date of order, but in any
event a customer can rest

assured that a promise

given by Godfrey's can

be relied upon.

GODFREY'S
LIMITED,

208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.l.
Telephone: Mayfair 7091 (2 lines).

Grams: "Gofrabike, Wesdo, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
- Alldays.

A LLDATS Mf.tchless 1914 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed.
.ex. free engine, handle start, Boscli mag.. Senspray
carburetter, lamps, perfect condition; £65.-113, Alma
Rd., Ponders End. [4395

ALLDATS Matchless, 1915, 2i/(h.p., 2-6troke, just
overhauled and repainted blue and black, new

tyres, horn and lamp : price £35, or nearest ofler.—
Capt. Edgar, R.A.F., Grain, Eent. [3939

Antoine.
31h.p. Antoine, low, spoitv, fine condition. Triumph

2 free engine hack wheel; £30.-67, Wantage Kd.,
Reading. [X2205

Ariel

CROW Bros.. Hi?h St.. Guildford. -Ariel agents einrf^
1913 1919 deliveries have he?un. r5299

"I Q16 Ariel 5-6li.p. Twin Combination, excellent ccn-
J-t7 dition; £110.—Grimmer, West Walton, W:fbpch.

[X2092
A RIEL syob.p.. Druids, lamp set, horn, absolutely
-<^ smart; £50; no dealers.—91, Fairfield Rd., Bow,
E. [4669

JONES riaraKe, special agents lor Ariela. Uroad-
way. Musweli Hill, N.lO aod-Woodside Parade.

North Finchley 12929

IQIS Ariel, 3-.';peed countershaft gear, lamps, born,
J-*^ coachbnilt sidecar; price £95.—Dix, 6, Briile'e
St., Cambridge. {4158

ARIEL. 3Mi.p. and 6-7h.p. : early deliveries -V
Rneakpinn. Ariel Expert, 7. Rochdale P'

BCarpurhey, Manchester. [4020

IQIS Ariel SVsh.p. Combination, new end June,
J-*/ lamps, horn, tools; £140, or near oi£er.—Bel-
mont, Lyme Regis, Dorset. [4096

1 Q15 3y2li-P- Ariel Combination, 3 si>eeds, clutch, ex-
-L«-' cellent condition, fully equipped; £75.-286, Hert-
ford Rd., Lower Edmonton. [X2247

10 18 Ariel Combination, Lucas, accessories, com-
-L •^ plete, fine condition ; £ 105.—Eveson Bros.,
Ltd., The Dingle, near Stourbridge. [X1812

ARIEL, 3y2h.p., late model, 3-speed countershaft,
Ariel coach sidecar, very smart outfit; London

di<5trict; £110.-Box L4,029, c/b The ilotor Cyelc. [4142

ARIEL Coachbuilt Combination, late 1914, SVob.p.,
3-speed. clutch, kick, lamps, new tyres, excel'lent;

£80.-Parritt, 14, Stanhope Gardens, Highgate, N.
After 6. [4610

ARIEL Combination, 1919, 6h.p.,- counter?haIt, new
20/4/19, Mills-Fulford sidecar. Powell-Hanmer

lamps, trip speedometer, Klaxon, Tan-Sad, complete
with valuable spares, mileage 987, privatelv owned;
lowest £140 cash.—Apply after 7 p.m., Beverley, Oxhey
Rd., Bushey, Watford. [X2174

A RIEL 1919 6h.p., just delivered from makers, and
.i\. brand new Gloria C.E. sidecar de luxe, large Lucas
lijihting set. Lucas horn, complete tool kit, pump, East-
ing wind screen, extra apron, luggage and petrol car-

riers : 165 gns.—The Seven Dials Motor Cycle Deunt,
Prestonville Rd., Brighton. [4643

Armstrong.
ARMSTRO^TG " Motor " Cycle, Si/^Lp., spring forks,

mafi., handle starting, splendid condition; £35.—
Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn.

[X2026

A rno.

R.NO S'/ob.p., new tvre and tubes, good condition;
£45: after 6.-G. Beecham. Claypole. [K1917

ARNO 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, handle-bar clutch, new
Dunlops, lamps; £50.—Yapp, 32, High St.. Con-

gleton, Cheshire. [X2252

Auto-Wheels.

^
UTO-WHEEL, B.S.A., good condition; £11.-56,

A

Crown Rd., E. Twickenham. [4032

AUTO-WHEEL, complete, but needs repairs; wliat
offers?—287, High Rd., Leyton. [3934

WALL Auto-wheel, good condition, not run 800
miles, stored 3 years; £11/10.—Stradling, Huuger-

ford. .

^
[3797

AUTO-WHEEL, attached Rudge-Whi'tworth (gent's)

:

£16, complete, or separate.—Fox, 94, Armv St..

Clapham.. S.W.4. [4667

AUTO Wheel, model de luxe, splendid condition
£12.-18, Bellevue Gardens, Clapham Rd., near

Swan, Stockwell, S.W.9. -[4631

AUTO-WHEEL, mileage 200, as new; any trial, £12;
with cvele or tandem £19.~Harris, 7, St. Luke's

Rd.. Westbourne Park, W.ll. ^ [4718

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914, stored 3 years, new tyre, tube.
£12; with cycle or tandem. £20, otters.—Harris.

7, St. Luke\s Rd,, Westbourne Park. [3433

AUTO-WHEEL, excellent condition, handle-bar con-
trolled ignition, very powerful; any tiial ; includ-

ing accessories and spares; 12 gns.— 1, Florence Man-
sions, Rostievor Rd., Fuiham, London. [XI 989

Bat.

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p., 2-spced, Gloria sidecar, with acces-

sories ; £90 ; ride awav,—Jiarton, 5, Station J'jit"-

ade, Palmers Green, N.13. [Xl99fi

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, -and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

Mill-BAT-.J.A.P., late 1914, 61i.p., 3-speea, rlutch.

ford co.ldilnult sidecnr, £80; also Morgan; i-all

after 7 p.m.—9, Morlaiid Rd., Ponge. [3997

B.A.T.-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, 1915, Bosch,
countershaft, 3-sp3ed, Swan sidecar, lamps, screen,

hood, excellent condition, etc.; £120, or offer.—14,

I.onsdale Rd., Queen's Park, N.VV.6. Bakerloo Tube.
•Phone: Willesden 1336. - [4473

"I Q13-14 8h.p. Bat-Jap, all-chain drive, spring frame,
J-*/ G.li. sidecnr, in thorough order; any examination
and test ; enamelling and plating in grand order, not

scratched, and not faked up : £95 secures, no ofi'ers.—

Apply, Sohlienger, 19, Argyll St., W.O. [4203

BAT-J..A.P. Special Sporting Combination, all

r.gid enamelled Indian red, inlet and exhaust
valves, overhead mechanically operated, round tank,
coachbuilt bullet shape sidecar, good tyres, steel

discs fitted, very smart, racy _turnout, no gears or

ilutch; lowest price, £85.—E. Davies, 21, Bulkeley
Rd., Poynton, near Stockport, Cheshire. [X2224

Blackburne.

CUOW Bros.. High St., Guildford, ore old Bhick
burne agents, and can give early deliveries. [5300

STANLEY EtJSSELL, iSTewport, sole Isle of Wight
agent fox Blackburne motors; early delivery. [4016

BLACKEtTRNE.— Sola agents. Book now tor eari.v

delivery.-Chandler. Ueyre and Williaioa, Sun St..

Hitehin. 10999

JONES' Garage, special agents lor Blackburnes,
Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO. and Woodside

Parade. North Finchlsy. [2932

BLACKBtnENE, latest model, ridden about 1,500
miles, lamps, horo, and tools, new condition: £80.

—Thomas, Southgute, Chichester. [4288

Bradbury.

NEW 4r4h.p. Bradbury, single speed machines de
livered from stock. Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.

London. [4639

BRATIBDRY 4h.p., 1914, clutch, perfect, condition,

ride away, buying combination ; £38.-26, Vicar-

age Rd., Leyton. [4479

4h p Briidl>urv C.B. Combination, had very little use,

splendid condition; £56.-E. Hu.itable, iq,_C_lar

I

ll«li il«li

WE CAN SUPPL.Y
FROM STOCK

1

I[Royal Ruby!
8 h.p. Twin J.A.P., S-spesd, all

chain drive, liandlebar controlled

clutch, 28 X 3 Duneops.

I
£105 -0-0

PLUS 10 per cent.

These are Brand New W.D. Models,

^ but the enamel is in some cases

^ tarnished through storage.

dice St., GoitOH. [X2155

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combiiifitioo, 2-speed, free engi_ne,

si.ileudid condition ; £45.-
llammeisinith, AV.

Glenthorue Rd.
[3855

"DRADBURY 1914 4h.p., Tnechanically_ perfect, -very

poweiiul, tyres good, lie;id lamp; £35.—Raiisome,
Willow GroTe, Cbislelnirst. [4197

BRAJiBURY 4h.p.. 1913-14, 5 speeds, clutch, in ex-

cellent conditiou, new Dunlops ; bargain, £48.—
Dore, 2, Amiagli Rdl, Eow. [4427

BRADBURY.— For tlie earliest possible deliveries of

1919 models.—The Walsall Garage. Wolveriiamp-

tOD St.. Walsall Tel.: 444. [5606

BRADBURY, 3Vai.p., Grado gear, C.A.V. mag., B.

and B., lamps, etc., excellent condition; £28.—
Young, 16,_G!enure Rd., EltLam. [4407

1 (0)14 Bradbury ^V-yh.v- Single Combination, C.B.
Jl*J sidecar, 3-speed, free engine; £75; after 6 p.m.

13, Eastmearn Rd., W. Dulwich, S.E. [4367

BRADBURY 4h.p., good condition and running
Older, also Grado multi pulley; the two, £40,

sell separately —Bambridge, Pevensey Bay. [4262

BRADBURY 4i/4h.p., upholstered cane sidecar, 3-

speed, Eosoli mag., clutch, electric lamps, first-

L'lass condition.— 16. Elvths-\vood Rd., Goodmayes, Essex.
[4092

BRADBURY, 4h.p., engine just overhauled, tyres

and l>elt nearly new, fast, ready to ride away;
£35 for Quick sale; after 6.-22, Bovington Rd., Ful-

Iiam. [3920

BRADBURY, late 1914 4iAh.p., coachbuilt sidecar,

Sturmev-Archer 3 speeds, Bosch- mag., new tyre

and belt- £65.—Crittenden, 15, Eccles Rd., Clapham
Junction. [3902

4 h.p. Bradbury, Bosch, Amac, new tyre, belt, and
aluminium footboards, running order, needs tuning

up and 2-speed 'adjusting, suit mechanic; £24.~Keen,
Leominster. [X2125

BRADBURY 4h.p., 2-speed. clutch, free engine,
starter, powerful and easily controlled, absolutely

perfect, and nice 'jondition ; price 38 gus. ; also lux-

urious sidecar.- 136, Harrington Rd., Norwood Junction,
[4063

BRADBURY 41,^1. p., coachbuilt sidecar, 3-£peed,
clutch, lamps, etc., just overhauled, good condi-

tion, ride away; 60 gns., or offer; after 7 p.m. or
Sunday.—Wardle, 98, Greenvale Rd., Eltham. London,
S.E.9. [4347

1 Q19 4h.p. Bradbury, 3-speed. cluteh, K.S., all-chain
JL t/ drive. Lucas horn. Smith's speedometer, tools,

Brooks spare tube case and new Dunlop tube, numerous
spares: best offer over 100 gns. ; owner ordered nbioad.
—Lieut. Garnett, Shirelmrn, Clitheroe, Lanes. [XI 322

"IQ14 lir.adbury, 6h.p.. all chain, 3 speed, coaclibuilt
Ji-iy combination, recently overhauled, excellent run-
ning coi:dition, new aluminium lamps, handle-bars, con-
trols, 2 tyies, tools and spares, stoied 3'/^ years; only
reason sale, owner going New Zealand; £80.— Seen, anv
day. Rawhng's Garage, Gloucester RH.. S.W.7. [X1665

No Premiunrrs.
ii«ii

SECOND HAND
All models overhauled and guaranteed.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS

AK!EL, ic)r6, 3.\ h.p.. ^ speed countershntt E115

SUNBEAM, igiS, 3! h.p., j-speed, clutch... ei65

JAMES, $.> h.p., 3-speed countershaft £95

INDIAN, 1916, 7-9 Powerplus £150

SUNBEAM, 1918, 3.5 h.p.. Sporting Sidecar £175

I

!

I

SOLO MACHINES

BRADBURY, I9r3, 3.5 h.p., single-speed ... »:35

DOUGLAS, 1913,-2.5 h.p., 2-5peed £90

SUNBEAM, 25 h.p., W.D. model „.. £84

CONNAUGKT, 23 h.p., single-speed £35

JAMES, igi5, 23, 2-Epeed E5J/10

^ HARLEY, 1916, 7-9, racing model £110

• RUDGE, 1914. 3.V h.p.. JIult £75

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

BBADBUEY 414I1.P. C.B. Combination, late 1912.
Bosch, B. and B. carburetter, Brampton t;ear,

X.L. saddle, Dunlop belt, recently new, Tvell shod uitli

3iii. heavy tyres as new, tools and spares, acetylene lieyd

lamp set, lit twice, condition and appearance exceileat;

£55.—Heath Cottage, Highweek Ed., Newton Alilmt.
[4091

BEADBUET 6h.p. C.B. Combination, K.S., 3-siiec(l,

disc wheels, Terrys spring links, speedometer, hovu.

Miller head lamp, C.A.V. accumulator electric side arid

tail lamps, I'edley grips, knee pads, spare chains, all ia

excellent condition, fast and reliable; £120, or iiearcst

ofEer.—Lawson, Hemiugford, Lanc^rster Av.. Hitehin,
Herts. UtlSlS

Bfough.
1Q1516 Brougb, SVt.hp., S.A. 3-spced, K.S.. clutnli,^U Model HC, speedometer, lamos, good condition;

fSO.—Cable, Kinnertou, Gerrard's Cross. (4408

SOUTH LancJishire, North Cheshire, and Isle ol

Man Only.—Brough enqniries...-J. Blake and Co..-

Otiicial Healers, Liverpool and Manchester. [7039

4h.p. Brough, open frcime, Armstrong 3-speed hub,
clutch, H. start, aluminium iootboards; £48.—

Hall, The Hawthorns, Cheslyfl Hay, nr. Walsall.
[X2098a

1 Q19 Sh.p. Brough, 3-speed, kick starter, special

-Li? machine, winner of London-Edinburgh gold

medal, and Henderson Elite sidecar (33 gns.}, Cameo
wind screen, Lucas lamps and horn, Watford speedo-

meter, lots of spares, in perfect condition throughout;
*160.-Wilkin. 154. Broomhall St., Sheffield. (X2264

3ih.p. Brown, good running order; £30, or cff^r.—

2 3. K&iton Ed., Tottenham. [M7Z

3ih.p. Browu. mechanical valves, enclosed mag., splen*

2 did puller; f20.—BumbrJdge, Decorator, Ener-
[XI 935

good running order

: £20. — Grimsley,
[X2267

side, Kingston-ou-Thauies.

BEOWN, 3h.r., mag., Druid;
and condition; after 5.;

Smaiifs Lane, Loughtoti, Essex.

31h.p. Brown, new Grado gear, kick start, Bosch

2 mag., rebuslied, cood tvres: after 5 p.m.; £52.-

31, Barnehurst Av., North Heath, Erith. [4465

31h.p Brown, Bosch, B.B., new tyres, belt, handle-

2 biirs, lamps complete, fast, reliable; nearest £40

by Monday se<mres.—Beeches Bank. Malpas, [X2019

31,h.p. Brown, pillion carrier, Bosch, B. and B. car-

2 buretter; m.o.i.v., running order; first 25 gns.

rides away.—Bavey, 100, Anson, Wolverton, Bucks.

B.S.A.

31h.p B.S.A.. 1913, 2 speeds, renuires slight repairs;

2 £35.-29, Brudcnell Ed., Leeds. [X2I05

BS A , late 1917, Montgomery sidecar, pillion,

lamps, etc.—11, Craven Ed., Eugby. [X2n65

LATEST 1919 B.S.A. Chain-belt Combination.— Hurs-

will, 42, Bridge St„ Chester. 'Phone 943. [3984

B.S.A. Sole District Agents; hook now.-The Wal-aill

Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall. Tel. : 444.

(6602

B.S A , SVjli.p., 1914, single gear, excellent coudi-

tion; £42.-Seddon, 446, St. Helens Ed., Leieli.

[X1981

B S A., late 1913, 2-sp?ed, clutch, splenilid

F. Hall, 36, Goldsworth Ed., Wokinit,
[4471

£62
order

Surrey.

I::•
muuh'Wdthmmt

100:P/uat fhtland St,

London W.l.

iOO, Pauls St, Gxeth.

I

i

Telegrams : "Abdicate, Wesdo, London."
Telephone : Museum &57.

Telegrams : "Combustion, Exeter."

Telephone : Exeter 933. «

"I013-14 B.S.A. SV-h.p., Mabon clutch, good condi-

1-*J tion; £38.—Lt. Morgan, 11 Squadron, R.A.F.,

SaJisbiiry X2045

B7S.A. 4^h.p. -S-sreed CombinatioD, kick gt;irt, siileii-

flid condition ; 85 gns.—Mitchell, The Squ-iie,

Carshalton. t3772

ll«ll

mm
; MOTOR

1019 B.S.A. (pngine No. 28419) and Coach Sidofiir,

X.*y delivered Mareh : £100.—Fisher, Warwick Hoiisf,

Lhmfairfechan-. [X2OO0

JONES' Garage, special agents for B.S.A., Broad-

way. Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Fiachley. [2919

B.S.A. 1916, 4V'h.p., 3-speed, chnin-belt, exrrllmi'

condition, lamp, etc. ; £80, or offer.—Bos L3,981

c/o The Motor Cycle. [585;

B.S.A., 1913, Sturmey 3-speed, lamps, horn, spl'^mii'

condition; £55.—Owen, 98, Woodberry Av.

Winchmoie' Hill, N,21. t560(

B.S.A., 1919. brand new, _ unused, "chain-cum- l>elt

Lucas born, registered; best offer over £100.-

298, Lees Rd., Oldham. [X201i

•jQig Model K. B.S.A., C.B. sidecar, 3 good lajiiyt

Xt7 horn, tyres uy^ lielt good, perfect; offers ow
£125.-7, Dorset Av., Leeds, [XI :^

B.S.A., 4'/ih.p., 1916, 3 speed, chain-cum-belt, l,<in

speedometer, splendid condition; £87.—Willimn;

133, Gainsborough Ed., Crewe. [X19.-1

B.S.A. Combination, 1919, brand new 6 v^l*'!;

ago, top-bole condition; nearest £110.—4, Wii>

land Rd., Halesowen. Birmingham. ["iSS

B.S.A. Combination, 1919 (July), cbain-cura bt^l

Montgomery sidecar not done 600 miles, splcnii

condition;

Vj)

£130.-1, Austin Friars, Stamford. [126

3-speed, ch.iiB.S.A. Combination, 1916, 4l4h.p
,

and belt. K.S., speedjometer, lamps, horn, cti

£95.—Geale, 95. Berwick St., London, W. Aflfr 1

o'clock. [432 '*«t Of SATlSf^^

Ml letters relating to aCvertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dot,

|\OT-J.A.P., Sll.p., mechanically perfect, fastest bike
' in Midlands, well kept.—Full particulars, Deem-
;, Polesworth, Warwickshire. [4441

Douglas.
VOCGLAS, 2?41i.p., 2-speed, late model; £60.-
/ _ Mitciiell, Tlie Sauare, Carshalton. [3769

h.p, Douglas, incomplete, 3-speed; bargain, £35.—
Box L4,050, c/o Th; Motor Cycle. [4527

Q19 4h.p. Douglas, _aon6_300 miles; best OTeifl40.
-G.B., West Haddon Hall, Eugb]'. [X2039

' anv trial; £60.-31, Coverton Ed., Tooting. '[4075

VOCGLAS 1914, 2 speeds, 254h.p., in fine condition;
' £50.-199. King's Cross Ed., London, W.C.I. [4194
\OtKjLAS.—Now deliyering new 1919 model 4h.p
' combination; f123.— Jloflat, Yeovil. 'Phone: 50.

\OUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D. model, 2-speed, had 2
' months' wear.—189b, Lower Clapton Hi, London.

lan.p. Douglas, 1911. splendid condition, smart
I* appearance; £24.-17, Heatou Ed., iMitcham.

_ . [4346
jVOTTGLAS, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter; anv
'' tnal; 80 gns.-Mitcliell, The Square, Carehaltofi.

[3770
|OTJGI,.4.S,4h.p. Combination, -1918; £108: altei
' o'clock.— 61. Colvestone Crescent, Uolston, E.8.

[467<
»0[7GLAS, 23,4h.E.,1914, 2 speeds, kick sta.'t, clutch.
' perfect order; £45.-16, Haldou Ed., S.W.IS.

[4536
Q15 Douglas 2S4h.p., IT., 2-speed, new C.A.VV mag., new Aniac ; £45.-5, Cottage Grove, Bow,

[4«71

|.OtTGLAS 1915 4h.p. Combination, overhauled, ii
tr „„nrl ,.„nrl,*i«„ . £95.—Abbottsivcod Cresccnt, Croucl

[381

perfect condition, spares

:

Bd,. lufnell Park, near
[3824

015 Douglas, 2';ih,p,. 2-speed, -good tyres and^ enamel: accent £52.—E., 277, Camberwell Ed.,
[4385

2-speed, late W.D. model, excel-
55 gns.—129, Brockley Rise,

[4131

919 Douglas 4h,p. Combination, W.D., everything
in perfect condition; £140.—Wm. Bate, Ltd

ilsall. [3890
kOlTGLAS 4h.p. C.B. _Combination. about
,' very good condition; £90.-200, High St,
:, S.W.

h.p. Douglas Combination
llOgns.-20, Gspringe

be.

|15 Douglas, 2,!ih,p,.
enamel; accept £52.-

'kOUGLAS, 2=,ih.p
lent condition

;.23.

1917
Toot-
"42 9 e

.OTJGLAS 1916 4h.p. 3-speed Outfit, C.B.
nice condition; £115.—Derby Arms

.ittlake.

sidecar.
Garage,
[X1923

lOTJGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, not done 500 miles, per-
feet condition* ^oc: —TrT,i„T,,^c tt„..v tt— +i.

JOPGLAS, 25,lh,p., 2-sr,eed, 1911,
' hauled and enamelled; £35.-

king.
£85.—Uplands, Hook Heath,

[4413

rshaltou.

lust been over-
Miteliell, The Square,

[3771

aii.p. Douglas,- 1916 model, 2-speed gear, in excel-
'4, lent order; £40.-136, Lavanham E<1., South-
Ids, S.W, 18. [4664

kOUGLAS 2'f4h, p., excellent condition, fast, 2-speed;
£62.—Johnstone, 81, Barrowgate Rd,, Chiswick,

M. London. ~
[4414

lutch,
Iwer

[3921

ikOUGLAS, 2%h,p,, 2-speed, free, kick start, clu
J' good condition; £55, or offer.—E.G. S,, 39, Bu
J., Leytonstone.

j{il9 4h.p. Douglas Coinliination, Lucas lamps, screen,

y etc, new condition throughout; £140,-2, Russell
\ BrL-cton, S.W, [4198
'kOUGLAS 25,4h.p,, 2-spced, F,E., 1913, Bosch, long
4' exhaust, very fast: ,£45.-46, Stapleton Hall Hd,,
Bond Green, l^A. [4202
lOUGL-AS, 1915, 25,41i.p., in excellent order; 60 gns.
' -Smith's. 10-16, HaVerstock Hill, opposite Chalk
irm Tube Station, 14685
kOTJGLAS, bought new 1916, 3-speed gear, new ac-

f cessories, footboards: £52/10,-54, St, James St,,
ited, Birmingham. [X2233.

OUGLAS 25/ih.p,, 2-speed, countershaft, Bosch,'
good condition, ride away; £38.-23, Corbyn

^^ Hornsey Else, N. [4522

a
14 2'::Ui,p, T,T. 'Douglas, excellent running order,
re-enamelled, good tyres, lamps, etc, ; £55,-23,

Ilrdwicke Ed,, Reigate, [3871

jOUGLAS 4h,p. Combination, Julv, 1919, in perfect
condition, done 400 miles; best offer over £140

3, Clifton Ed.,- Eugby. [X1672
jlh,p, Douglas, 2-speed, Bosch mag,, excellent con-
'i dition, with spares; £60, — Seen evenings, 41
I pie Rd„ Anerlcy, S.E. [4440

u.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick starter, about 1918 model:
85 gns,, with sidecar chassis,—136, Lavenham

Southfields, S.W.IS. [4663
lOTJGLAS 4h,p, Combination, 1919. all accessories,

splendid condition: £130,-Mvlam, 197, London
If, Croydon. 'Phone 2379, [3828

Accumulator
Electric

Lighting.

Complete i»et,

120 -

Fur Solo U I 1

-ec contains lieaii in ir

and mil lamp ot the

tiLteet opinoveil desik'n,

with adiit-table lian.lie-

bar fittinjfi, Thi'boxto
lit on the top tube con-
tains a 4- volt iiccumalator and a switch giving snflui r

for the two lamps lor approx, 10 hours at one ci an
\\itliont doubt, tills a long,Eelt want for solo macbiie li

hM''^::^^!^^

B It,

hting.

ELECTRIC
ADAPTER.
Price 4/9 each

Spare Bulbs, 2/- each.

This is a small fitting to enable
owners of gas lamps fitted with
burners of the Roni type (round

stem) to make their lamps into electric.

The 'adapter" fits over the exiting
burner with a tight fit, and is connected
to an electric wire and battery.

yin. Sidecar sets, complete, as

above . .
.' £8/8/0

5iin. ' ditto ditto £7/15/0

yin. Lamp only, with handle-
bar fittings . . . . . .

'

.

.

65/0

5jin. ditto ditto 52/0

F.R.S. LAMPS, 11%^:'^-'-
ore Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

KH
I.IM1TED :

.MOTOR SPECIALISTS,

NEWCASTLE-0 N-TYN E

Largest Contnactops for

SPORTING CARS
and

IViOTOR CYCLES
of all descriptions.

Your enquiry will be esteemed.

'Pboae; Central 69. 'Grams: "Mocar."

Rotational delivery only.

No Premiums

All lettlrs relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ad

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

1019 4ii.p- Douglas Combination, unscratched. plec-
J-«^ trically equipped, half year insurance; £l30.—
3, Archibald. St., Gloucester. [X2273

"J
Q16 2^4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, fast, reliable, splen-

J-t/ did running machine; first £48 secures.—Box
L4,047, c/o The Wloior Cycle. [4605

"pkOTJGLAS, -1913-14, S^ih.p., 2-speed, Gpeedometpr,
-i-' large tank: £45, lowest.—Grant, -1. Bruce Grove,
N.17. Tel.: Tottenham 1813. [4181

1 Q15 Douglas 2^.4h.p., 2-speed, very fast, good run-
-*-*' ning order: best offer over £43 secures.-Bos
L4,046, c/o 27ie Motor Cycle. [4604

T^.OUGLAS 2^4h.p. Colonial Model, 2-speed couuter-
J--' shaft, speedometer, lamps and spare belt; any trial-
£57/10.-113, High St., Barnet. [3983
T^OUGLAS 1916 2^/4h.p., T.T. and touring handle-
-"--' bars, knee grips, in new condition; £58.-5,
Station Ed., Kdgware, iViiddlesex.

,
[X2225 -

1 Q19 Douglas, 4h.-p-. solo, done under 400 miles, ai
-*-«' new, liUison, luggage carrier, etc.; what offers?
—Christopher, 60, Oxford St., W. [4688
TXOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1911, Bosch, good Dunlop tvres,
-"--' excellent running order; £27; after 6.-22,
Havelock Terrace, Battersea, S.W. [4245

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 3-speed, kick start combination,
with Douglas sidecar, nearly new; £112.—Stevens,

184, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross. [4399

1 Q19 (June) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 lamps,
J-t/ wind screen, hoin, spare tyres and tubes; best
offer.—5, Taristock St., Leamington. [X1867

DOUGLAS, 2^f41i.p.. 19i5, T.T., discs, mechanical
horn, as new, recentlr overhauled, new tyres alt

round; 50 gns.—56, High St., Tooting. [4437

"1 Q15 Douglas, 254h.p., 2 speeds, in splendid condi-
J- *f tiou, new lamps ; bargain, 50 gns.—Smith, 3, -

Parade, Staines Ed., Bedfont, Middlesex. [X1927

tf>3.h.p. Douglas Motor Cycle, late 1914, 2 speeds,
r^ 4: etc., complete with all accessories, nice con-
dition;^ £55.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [X2135

1 Q19 4h.p. DoiTglas Combination, Lucas lamp sets,
JL%J Klaxon, in new condition; offers.—Wallis, 43.

High St., Saffron Walden. 'Phone : 45. [X2054

DOITGLAS, 4h.p., 1919, solo, delivered end July,
lamps and horn ; nearest offer £115.—Frost,

Strathmore, Littledown Kd., Bournemouth. [4359

1Q14 Douglas 2";ih.p., S-speed, good condition, iust
it? overhauled; £43; seen by appointment only.—
Freeman, C?mp, Stroud, Gloucestershire. [X2222

TWO W.D. 2^;ib.p. 2-speed Douglases, bought at Gov-
ernment sale

;
price £77/10 each.—Eothwell and

Milbourne, Cowleigh Garage, North Malvern. [3869

GIBB, Douglas specialist, Gloucester, solicits your
enquiries for anything concerning Douglases; try

him for the part you require. 'Phone: 852. [6340

D,OUGLAS 4h.p., 1914, new tyres, speedometer, tools,

lamps, etc., excellent running order; best offer over
£80.—L. Eeid. Winterfield, North Berwick. [X20i5

1 Gl''^ 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick starter, lamps and
-Lt/ accessories, hardlv been used; £85; also a side-

car.-2a, Sistova Pvd., Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W. [4353

DOUGLAS 1915 2-J41i-p.. new Amac, oversize tyres,
many spares, just overhauled, and in new condi-

tion; £55.-17, Montpelicr Eise, Golder's Green. [43(3

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2^,ih.p., T.T., 2-3peed. Bosoli mag,,
Amac carburetter, lamps, generator. Klaxon, auJ

very ta«t; £56.-21, Mavgrove Kd., Kilburn, N.W.6.
[4000

DOUGLAS, 1914. tank and disc wheels enamelled
Indian red, fine running order; 42 gns.—White-

head, 4, Montague Mews, Crawford St., Baker St., W.l.
[4336

1 Q19 Douglas 2-:4h.p., long esliaust, Klaxon, 2 lamij.-..

Xt/ knee-grips, spare valve and tube, beautiful condi-
tion.—Pond, 549, West End Lane, West Hampstead.

[4559
DOUGLAS 1915 2"j4h.p. (makers' colours), very fast

and sporty mount, in top-hole order; 55 gns.—
175, Camberwell Grove, S.E. 5. 'Phone : Brixton 266.

[441

S

DOUGLAS a^.jh.p., 1915. splendid condition, litth-
us3d, overhauled ; £55; no offers.—Welch, 15.

Torringtoa IMews, Cambridge St., Edgware Rd., W.2.
[4483

"IQ19 4h.p, Douglas Combination, just delivereu from
JL *J ivorks, new tvpe clutch, perfect ; nearest £ 1 55.
—Parkshot General Stores, Parkshot, Richmond, S.W,

[X2184
DOUGLAS Combination, delivered middle July,

absolutely new, extra accessories, born; best
offer over £135.—-10, Banuerman Rd., Petersfield.

[4502

FOR Sale, 4b. p. Douglas, 1918 model, very. little

used and equal to new, all accessories; price
£85, or near offer.—Box 326, c/o The Motor Cycle.

X2014
"jQ15 3's-4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, T.T., speedometer.
JL t/ lamps, and sporty sidecar, new tyres, very fast,

trial after 6; £85.-97, Malv.^rn Rd., West Kilburn,
[4233

SEVEEAL Douglases. 1915 and 1916. 2^jh.p., from
£50; call and iuspect stock.—Smith's. 10-lb.

IlaverstOL'k Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.
[4687

vertiseme'nt, and the date of the issue. B2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1917 4h.p. Combination, overhauled and
in fine running order; '95 gns.—Smith's, .

10-16,
Haverstock Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.

[4686
DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combination, brand new de

luxe body, as new. recently overhauled; first

£95 secures.—Saturday afternoon, 56, High St., Toot-
ing. [4438

1 Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, delivered Irom
J-t? works August 2nd, bought for August, perfect
running; £130.—Pearson, Hinton St. -George, Crew-
kerne. [4622

1Q15 Douglas, Model W, de luxe, 2 speeds, clutch,
M-iJ kick start, fully equipiied, low mileage, new
condition; £60.-26, Brambleberry Rd., Plumstead,
S.E.18. [4310

DOUGLAS 4h.p. O.B. Combination, war finish, over-

linuied, enamelled, plated, equal new, engine 4711;
£120.-56, Eirkdale, Sydenham (1 min. Sydenham
Station). [4037

23.h.p. Douglas, W.D., 2-speed, excellent condition,
4 lamps, horn, tools, spares; £55; appointment be-

tween 6 and 8 p.m.—J.W.B., 68, Lytton Rd., Leyton-
Stone. E.ll. [4423

1 Q14 2-^^h.p. Douglas, .2-speed, excellent condition,
r9~*y lamps, tools, spare tube (in case), belt, chain, 2
valves, 2 plugs; £40; seen after Friday.—38, Richmond
Rd., Staines. [4046

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1916, disc wLeels.
electric horn, head and tail lamps, good condition,

fast machine; 90 gns.—Ottrigam, Oak Hill Gardens.
Woodford Green. [5.2229

"JifklQ 4h.p. Douglas, coachbuilt Dinky sidecar, in
-*-«7 eplendid condition, 3 lamps. Klaxon, and spares;
I'est ofler over £i40.^Asford, 13, Crowndale Ed.,
Knowle, Bristol. [4383

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new last week in
August, latest dry plate clutch, done 300 miles

;

can be viewed in Finchley ; price £130.—Box L4,020,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [4025

33.h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, free engine, kick starter
4 and clutch model, excellent comlition thronghont,

just overhauled by expert; £56, offers.—Lieut. R., Belle
Vue, Criccieth, N. "Wales. [3897

FIVE Douglases, 4h.p., 3-speed, K.S., clutch, late
models, renovated as new, in good condition; £82,

or near offer; also chat^sis to match, £6.-262, Black-
liorse Lane, Walthamstow. [X1975

DOUGLAS 4h.p., late 1914, kick start, clutch, new
tyres, speedometer, lamps, tools, running splendidly,

but owner going abroad: best oSer over £75.—L. Reid.
Wiuterfield, North Berwick. [S2152

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 Combination, T.T. bars, side-
car specially coach painted blue, tank to match,

real smart rmtflt; £145; letters only.—Newbold, 23, Mel-
rose Rd., Wandsworth, S.W.18. [4706

2jlh.p. Douglas Twin, 2-speed, just overhauled, new
4 tyres. Klaxon horn, lamps; cost £53 a month

a^O; going abroad, must sell; what offers.^-Dickinson,
Eimfield. Woodley, near Manchester. [XI 881

DOUGLAS. 1918. 4h.p.. 3-speed, kick start, just
been thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled and

plated, indistinguishable frotu new; any examination;
£72.-Taplin, 159, Horneey Ed., N.7. [4691

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2 speeds, stored, mileage 1,800.
good as new ; £ 65 ;

part exchange light car

;

gent's leather coat, cap, rubber boots, long raincoat,
£3—Miss E. Holland, Eastry, Kent. X2042

4h.p. Douglas Combinations, brand new; prices
and extended payment terms on a,pplication.

—

Harrods Motor Showrooms, 116-118, Brompton Rd..
(opposite Main Building), London, S.W.I. [4161

p3.h.p. 2-speed Douglas, 1913 model, -semi T.T.
"^4 handle-bars, footboards, Binks carburetter.
lamps and horn, just overhauled, real good condition;
£48.—J. C. Phipp, Sherston, Malmesbury, Wilts: [4312

33.h.p. W.D. Douglas, brand new; one or two early de-
^ liveries at £72, plus carriage; pamphlets with

particulars,-Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Green St., Cam-
bridge. Tel.: 995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles. [4459

6]J 3.h.p. Douglas, 1915, 2-speed, good tyres, perfect
rm/ 4: mechanical condition, just been entirely over
hauled and enamelled, tank correct colours, absolute];
as new; 55 gns.—215. Upper Thames St., London
E.G. - [451f

1Ql5 2^h.p. Douglas T.T., very fast, just overhauled
J-v and enamelled, new Dunlop tyres and belt; any
trial ; alter 6 p.m., or Thursday, Sunday afternoon

;

£60.—Haven, Portimonth Rd., Esher, Surrey. 'Phone:
290. [3804

DOLTGLAS, 4h.p., 1918, as new, just repainted and
overhauled, fitted w-ith new mag., carburetter,

belt, and tyres; any trial or inspection; £85.-141,
Sumatra Rd., near Met. Station, West Hampstead,
N.W.6. [3998

41). p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed gear model, clutch
and kick start, fitted with smart Montgomery

coachbuilt sidee;ir, complete with accessories, tools, ex-
cellent condition; £H,7/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. .[4640

EASTERN
GftRAGEI

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT.

We much regret that, in con-

sequence of short deliveries, we
have been unable to execute
some of the many orders for

motor cycles which have been
placed with us this season, and
we fear a number of our clients

will not now require th^ir new
machine.

We therefore beg to announce
that in addition to continuing
our policy of

Refunding Deposits in Full

and without question we have
decided to pay to our clients

who desire to cancel their orders

Interest at the Rate of 5%
per annum on the amount of

their deposit.

At thesametimewefeel bound to

Warn Our Patrons

that the demand for machines
next spring will probably be far

more in excess of the number
available than has been the case

during the present year, and
that they will be well advised

to retain the

Priority in Delivery

to which they are no-w entitled.

We shall be greatly obliged if

clients, whose orders we still

have in hand, wUl communicate
their decision to us, so that we
may immediately comply with
their wishes.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to

li.A.C, A.C.U., A.A. & M.u. "^

4 1 8,BomfordRoad,ForestGate,E.7
Telephone

—

^-yo East Ham.
Telegrams

—
" Egaraco, Loodon.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dottgiaji,

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once it you want do-
livery.—Eli Clark, Dauglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
Rd.. Bristol. [0966

h.p .Douglas Combination, latest model, delivered
July, electric lighting. Easting screen, etc., milei'
400, perlect in every way; £140; seen on 15th or
:.—22. Upper Grosvenor Rd., Handsworth Wood,
minghara. [4113

OUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, little used, well
looked after, head light, rear and, sidecar lamps,

horn, running splendidly, excellent reasons lor selling:
bast offer over £140.—Stride, 16, Gladys Av., North
End, Portsmouth. [445S

DOUGLAS 4h;p. Combination, just delivered, not
ridden 40 miles, excellent engine, new clutch,

horn, no lamps, owner does not now require it, great
opportunity; Hamjishire; _ £140.—Box L4,044, c/o
The Motor Cycle. - [46(a

D,OUGLAS 1917 2^4h.p., 2-speed. spring and huflei
head, complete with lamps, footboards, perfect con-

dition, exceptionally fine engine, tyres almost new ; hesi
ofler £65 or Over

; private owner.—Can be seen 226,
Brownhill Bd., Cotford, S.E. [381£

DOUGLAS 1919 W.D. 4h.p. Combination, only ex-

pert driven about 600 miles, hardly scratched,
brilliant as new, perfect every way. 3 new Hmps,
Klaxon, full kit; best cash offer about £150.—Viviaa,
St. Clair, Vista Rd., Clacton-ctn-Sea. [X217^

D,OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new this year, engioe
6924, horn, lailips. speedometer, spare tyres, spate

valves, etc., 1,000 miles sound, smart, up to date: any
trial or exnminntion appointment; 130 gns., or o-rter.—

Farmborough, 259. Lewisham High Ed., S.E.4. [4028

4 h.p. 1919 Type Douglas Combination, with im-

proved type of clutch : one or two early deliveries
nt £123, plus cost of crate and carriage; pamiihlets
with speciiiration.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Gre^n
St., Cambridge Tel.: 995 (2 lines). T.A. ; Bicv'-iea..

[4460
DOUGLAS, T.T., 1912, 2^Ah.p., engine thoroughlr

overhauled and tuned, new carburetter, crankshaft,
connecting rods and ring.?, .new heavy Dunlops aod
Palmer tubes, mechnnioal horn, good machine, exrep*
tionally fast; £45.—Corporal Hancos, H.M. Seaplanes,
Plymouth. [Xie25

DOUGLAS 1914 2^4b.p., 2-speed, painted grey,

footboards, long exhaust, electric lighting
(C.A.V.), Klaxon, new inner tubes and rear cover,

thoroughly overhauled, mag. rewound, perfect condi-

tion; £55.—Lieut., Hermitage, Southville Rd., Long
Ditton (Surbiton Station). [4274

DOUGLAS 2~vlh.p., 1914, 2-speed. footboards, touring

and semi T.T. bars, spare belt and chain, 3 lamps,

speedometer, long exhaust pipe, Sinims hooter, spart

platinum screws (new), recently re-enam^Hed at KinRs
wood, engine sound, spanking little bike; £55.—HhbI'
P. Matthews, 9, Har-tfield Sq., Eastbourne. [4681

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., W.D., uncrated end last June
mileage about 1,000, excellent little machine, gooc

condition, electric lamjjs, plenty of spares; seei

Central London by appomtment, if trial required, senc

deposit, owner parting regretfully, but larger combina
tion being delivered; £82.—Box L4,022, c/o 'Jlie Motoi

Ci/cle. (D) [4I3i

"I Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-6peed, kick stait

--«> specially fast engine, Lucas lamps. Klaxon horn

accessories, post-war finish, mileage about 500, as nes

in every detail, and faultless; privately owned; re;>on

able trial at any time by appointment in Cambriike
saorifice; absolute lowest offer, spot cash, £113.—Writ
or wire to J. Elmc>, Willingham, Cambridge. [439^

"I Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, August deliver
Xtl (standard coachbuilt with luggage carrier). )w

just completed a tour of 500 mUes in North Wales thoe

satisfactorily, disc wheels, tyres as new, 3 lamp'; :m(

generators, speedometer, Klaxon horn, and all iwrpt

series; £175, or nearest clier; owner going abm.id.-

A.C.T., The Bingham. Genard's Cross, Bucks. f405(

DOUGLAS. Douglas.—Our experience and advir^ ai

at the disposal of all Douglas owners. We hav

in stock for sale several second-hand 1919 model 4)i.f

Douglas combinations, thoroughly overhauled, in si>Ieii

did condition, ready to drive away. Tf you are int'^r

ested, call and see us.—Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd

Douglas Specialists, 24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford St.;

Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [002.

Edmund.
SPBING-FRAME Edmund, 4h.p. twin M.A.G., coacl

built sidecar, Enfield gear, accessories, ride awajt

£80, otters; after 6.-15, Waldemar Av., Ealing. [403

EDMUND, spring frame, 350c.c. Levis, 2 speedj

Klaxon, speedometer, lamps, as new; £70; ii

dealers.—Letters oBly, E. Field, 2, Albany Terraa

N.W.I. (D) [XIW

Elswick.

I Q16 2V>h.p. Elswick-Precision, 2-speed, lamps, lion

X t/ speedometer, stored during war; £40.-8, Brani

reth Rd., Balhain. [392

ELSWICK-PRECISION 4h.p. Twin, 3-speed, kk-

sfctrt, new tyres, tubes, speedometer, lamps, coacJ

Iniilt sidecar, wind screen; £80.—P., 2, Albert St.. WJii

stable. [3W

B22 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobart.

j
Q 16 Hobart-Villiers S-'^h.p., 2-stroke. 2-3peed.
!•/ lamps, horn, not run since 1917; £42.-78,
layton A.V., Alperton, Wembley. [4352

I

Ih.p. Hobart Twin Combination, C.B., 2-speed, and
t2 free adjustable pulley, in first-class condition

;

50.—Mimosa, Chestnut Rd., Bnfleld Wash. Middlesex,
i [4489
916 Hobart 25,4h.p., single speed, as good as new,

just overhauled, new tyres, tubes, l>6lt, lamp,
Ms, sp;ire belt and tube, perfect ruuniug order; any

^al: must sell, going abroad; price £35, or offer; the
.yer of this machine will never regret this bargain.—
rgt. Ashcroft. R.A.F., Repatriation, Ross Barracks,
lornclifle. [3957

Hockley.
JTOCKLEY 254h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, recently over-A haule(l, in excellent condition, owner purchased
w Connaught: 37 gns.—Hawker, 54, Lorna Rd..
3ve. [4599

Humber.

I
UMBER 3i4h.p. Combination. 3-speed. clutch; 70
gns.—Box L4,040, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4596

IUMBEB Twin 2'?ih.p., 3-speed, 1914; £34, bar-
gain.—84, Trinity St.. Canning Town, E. [4290

ITUMBER Lightweight, in new condition; £28.-47,
-•- High St., Battersea. 'Phone Battersea 780. [4365

ITJjMBBE 1913 2%h.p. Twin, S-speed, clutch, very
fast; £45.—J. E. Jones. Min Afon, Qlan Conway.

[X2254'
'ih.p. Humber Combination. 1912, 2-speed, splendid
'2 condition; £50.-185, Fountain St., Morley. Yorlrs.

[X1872
^OR Sale, Humber, 4h.p., 2-speed, new tyre; ride

anywhere; £45, oHers.^J.H., 97, New Rd., Grays.
[X2177

'ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, handle starter, ride away;
'2 £35, nearest offer.—30, Henry Ed., Chelmsford,

[3802
919 Humber C.B. Combination for sale, unscratched.

and mechanically perfect; offers wanted.—Box 322,
' Tie Motor Cycle. [X1944

I
UMBER Combination, SVoh.p., 2 speeds, handle
^tavt, lamps, horn, speedometer; £40.-142, High

North, East Ham. [X2285

912 Humber Lightweight, mag., Amac, good tyre^
£25.—'Phone; Park 3232.—Blake, 216, West

urne Grove, W.ll. [430]

(TJTMBER Combination, 3y2h.p., 2-8peed, excellentX condition ; £47 ; trial.—Brandomj 54, Weymouth
., Apsley End, Herts. iX1965

912 sy^h.p. Hmnber Motor Cycle. 2-speed, starting
handle, in good order; £26, bargain.—47, Skelton

I., Forest Gilte, E,7. [3976

I
UMBER, 3y2h.p., 2-speed. perfect; any trial;
£28/10, lowest.—Burrows, 97, Sheffield Rd.,

•rnsley. "Phone; 160. [X2166

I
UMBER 3yoh.p. 2-spe6d, P.E.. H.'S., Bosch. Sen-
spray, coachbnilt sidecar; ride away; £48.-19,

hitford Gardens, Mitcham. [4022

JTUMBER 3V2h.p. and Sidecar, Roc gear, new PalmerX tyres and belt, needs cvlinder and piston ; £24.—
L 14, Braxted Park, Streatham. [3811

frUMBER. 1914. 4h.p., 3-speed, splendid condition,
[X reliable machine; bargain, 47 gns., quick sale.

—

reen, Hackness Villa, Newmarket. [4234

JUMBER, 1914, 2h.p., Bosch, B.B., smart appear-A auce, just tnoroughly overhauled; first M.O. £25.
(Macdonald, Owstdu Ferry, Doncaeter. [X2021

IUMBER Combination, 3V2h.p., '2 speeds, new side-

,
car body, tyres, enamelling, and plating in good

[ndition; £42.—B., 277, Camberwell Ed., S.E.5. ,[4386

I
UMBER S'/oh.p., 2-speed, P.E., new front and back

tyres, enamel, plating good, lamps, horn, sound
nning order; best offer over £30.—Pledger, Ely, Cambs
_ [3882TUMBEE S'/ah.p., 1913, 2-speed, hand start, just
-1. overhauled, rebushed, good running order, all ac-
jsories; £45.-Byott, Snakes Lane, Woodford, Essex.

I
UMBER Lightweight, 2yih.p., Bosch, Grado gear,

lamps, accessories, splendid condition: 26 gns.;
;er 7.-45, Ashen Grove, Wimbledon Park, S.W.

trUMBER 1914 SVah.p., Bosch, B. and B., Millen-
J- niunv 2-speed. mechanical condition equal to
w, tyres new; £40.-207. Blackshaw Rd., Tooting,
™' [4180

I
UMBER ^Vah.p., 2-apeed, in excellent condition,
new tyres and belt, enamel very good; any trial-

!8.—Ford, Junr., North Moreton, near Wallingford,
Its. [X2189a
TUMBER 3y2h.E., 2-spe6d, free engine, handle starter,X Boach mag., engine rebushed and overhauled, run-
ig order; £35.-60, Cambridge Ed., New Maiden,
frer- [3790
TUMBER Combination, 3yzh.p., Canoelet sidecar,X 1913, s.speed, clutch, kick start, in thorough
ler and running condition; £60.—Beal, Ludgershall,
dts. [X2274
,{)14 2%h.p. Twin Humber, 3-speed, clutch, e.xcel-^ lent condition, stored 4 years, all spares and ac-
isories.—Cyril Williams, London Rd,, Alderley Edge,
lesiure. [X1820

COVENTRY
MOTOR SVIART, Ltd.
London Road, COVENTRY

leleeram^ : belection. Coventry

1919

Indian Powerplus,

Combination Do Luxe,
with full electrical equipment

NOW ON VIEW.

We are now booking orders for
delivery during the months of
Nov, Dec, and Jan. ORDERS IN
STRICT ROTATION.

SOLO £136.

SIDECAR COMBINATION £166.

1919 MODELS IN STOCK,
METRO..TYLER, single speed.

DITTO 2 speed.

SUN-VITESSE, 2-speed.

NEWIMPERIAL,2ih.p. J.A.P.,2 speed
kick start, hand controlled clutch.

ZENITH GRADUA, 8 h.p., clutch.

ALLDAYS ALLON, 2 speed, clutch

EARLIEST DELIVERIES of

Alldays Allon, Bradbury,
Oaithorpe, Connaught, Clyno,

Humber, Ivy, James, L.M.C.,

New Imperial, P. &M., Metro-
Tyler, N.U.T., Scott, Sun-Vitesse,

Wooler. Zenith

Don't ptace your name on a HOPELESS
WAITING LIST. Tell us your pequirements
and we will candidly tell you the prospects.

We have acquired the whole output

of a leading Coventry Manufacturer of a

splendidly built range of

SIDECARS
which we can deliver immediately

FROM STOCK.
Specification

:

Body : coach-built, roomy and cosy, splendidly
upholstered, with roll edge, spring seat, and
aprons, finely finished in two colours and lined.

Chassis : tubular, very strong and excellently
sprung, with 4-point fittings, suitable for any
make of Motor Cycle.

Tyres: 26x23 Dunlop and Clincher. Price£25 net: carriage and packing extra

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

1 Q15 4h.p. Humber Combination, water-cooled. 3
J-t/ speeds, with lamps, horn, and tools, perfect con-
dition, aa new; any trial; bargain, £90,-101, Pattison
Rd., 'Pluraatead. [3967

1 Q19 Humber 3y2h-P- Flat Twin, new August, mile-
J-*/ age 300, Millford sidecar, lamps, horn, tools;
best offer over £130.—Briggs, 23, Burlington Terrace.
Bradford, Yorks. [X2116

1 Q14 2%h.p. Twin Humber, 3-speed, clutch. BB.,
J-t/ stored 3 yonrs; 35 gns. ; eieninga 6 to 8: quirk
sale desired; owner buying combination.—72, Jefferv St.,

Gillingham, Kent. [S2192

HUMBEE Lightweight, excellent condition, plate mid'
enamol aa new, stored 2 years, just overhaukd,

good tyres and belt, Bosch mag.; £28.—Wonham, 61,
Coomba Ed., Oroydon. [4390

HUMBEE 3%h.p., 3-speed Sturmey, hand clutch,
handle start, Bosch, Amac, new tyres and belt,

lamps, excellent condition throughout; trial; 50 gns.
-Wltto, Royston, Herta. [4259

HUMBER Lightweight, 2h.p., mag., little used, laid

up during war, pair Dunlop studded tyres, ready
to flt, original tyres quite good; £30.—Furlong, 61,
Ashgrove Rd., Goodmayes, Essex. [X2268

HUMBER 1914 3>^h.p., 2-speed, free engine, handle-
start, coachbuiJt combination, spar* tube and

belt, good condition throughout, usual accessories; £45.
—26, Leighton Rd., West Ealing. [4476

1 i[kl8 Sh.p. Horizontal Water-cooled Twin Humber
J-t/ Combination, Milla-Full'oid sidecar, electrio light,

condition as new; a ftrst-class outfit; oflers.—Barnstaple
Motor Co., The Square, Barnstaple. [X1807

Q Ih.p. Humber, 1912, canoelet sidecar, 2-speed,
Oa handle start. 2 new tyres, perlect running
order, good condition, stored during war; £60.-0.
Ashley. 20, Everton Rd., Yeovil. [X2276

Qih.p, Humber and Sidecar, perfect condition, very
Oa powerful and fast, splendid condition, any trial,

well kept; price £40; money wanted, no dealers: applT
after 6.—F. Potter, 25, Conyer St.. Grove Rd., Old
Ford. ^ [^477

HUMBER, 1914 3yjh.p., new condition, Sturmey-
Archer 3-8peed, clutch and kick starter, new Dun-

lopa and belt, Stewart speedometer, horn and lam,ps

:

beet over £60; seen after 5 p.m.— 52, New Rd., Fd-
monton, N.9. [Sl9e9

3 3 h.p. Humber Twin, 1914, In very good order, now
3' in use by advertiser, who is buying combination,

Bosch, B. and B., 95 m.p.g., good tyres and belt, very

useful runabout indeed: first cheque £32 buys it.—Box
314, c/0 The Motor Cycle. [X1809

HUMBER Combination 3V2h.p., 2-speed, handle
"

start, engine and gear box overhauled, rebushed,

stored througliout war, excellent appearance, with
lampa, spare tube, belt: £39; sidecar £5 extra.-Harris.

7, St. Luke's Ed., Westbourne Park, W.ll. [4719

1 019 (July) 3V-'h.p. Humber Flat Twin, with new
JLtl Grindlay Popular sidecar, lampa, horn, etc., in-

sured, low mileage, splendid climber, carefully ridden

by owner and guaranteed in perfect condition through-
out; £120 cash.—43, King Edward Rd., Coventry.

HUMBEE 1914 or 1915 V Twin, Sh.p., Stoimey-
Archer 5-spsecL .and clutch, BoBoh, B. and B., and

F.E.S. magneto lightiuf? set, tvrea almost now, nee^U

new piston rings, cracked handle-bar, plating and enamel-
^

ling very good; what offers over £30?—Box 3j3,975, c/o

The Motor Cycle. 13847

Hurle,

HTJBLE Motor Cycle, S'/sh.p., Senspray, new tank,
Best-Loyd drip feed, MaDon free engine clutch,

adjustable pulley, lamps, generators, ride away; £25;
after 6.-66, Dyneyor Ed., Stoke Newington, N.k6.

[3965

Imp.
OiliP- Imp 1917 2-stroke, Dixie mag., B.B. carbu-
^^4 retter, drip-feed sideboards. Pan saddle. Miller

lamp, Lucas horn, tyres, belt, and enamel good; £35.
Ride away.—George Warner, East Hagbourne, Didcot,

Berks. M4S4

Indian.

INDIAN 5-6:i;p., 2-speed, excellent condition; £38.

—

272, Green St., Forest Gate. [3778

13 5-6h.p. Clutch Model Indian, T.T. bars, fast

machine.—Pike, Port Regis, Broadstalrs. [3884

INDIAN, 5-6h.p., racing model, perfect condition

;

£75.-11, Friern Barnet Rd., New Southgate.
[3964

INDIAN, 1916, 7-9h.p., T.T. clutch model; bargain,

70 gna.-Marston, Howefield, Cononley, Yorkfl.

[X1941
INDIAN Blue Combination, 5-6h.p., 2.speed, hood,

screen, etc.; £68.—23,'Green Lane, Penge, S.E.20.
[X2111

INDI.AN 1914 7-9h.p., T.T. clutch, stored 3 years;
£70, or nearest offer.— 17, Ranelagh Rd., South

Ealing. [4162

INDIAN.—For earliest deliveries, get in touch with
the Indian agents, Newport Motor Co., Ltd., New-

port. Mon. [0032

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Combination, clutch model, perfet t

order; £55; after 3 p.m.—Shorey, ]9, Shorrold'>
Rd.. Fulham. [4104
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

7'9h.V' Indian, engine No. 84G103, T.T. clutch, as
new: £85, or nearest offer.—Lee, Oheveley Ter-

iww, Dhelmsford. [4539

INDIAN 1915 Combination, beautifully ©quipped, in
splendid condition; £110.-324, liondon Rd.,

Thornton Heath, Surrey. [3845

INDIAN 1915 Coach Combination, excellent condi-
tion; best over £85.-47, High St., Battersea.

'Phone Batteraea 780. [4364

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p., 2-3peed, coachbuilt eidecar,
excellent order, mileage 6,000; £100.—Elliot,

Oranshaws, Leominster. [4621

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 2-sp6ed, spring frame model, orig'inal

paintwork almost as new; £75; lide awaj.-Stevens,
184, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross. [4396

1 Q16 6-6h.p. T.T. Bed Indian, kick starter, clutch,
A*/ 3 speeds, very nice order, and fast; 95 ffue.—
Jackson's Garage, High St., Guildford. [2899

1 Q15 5-6h.p. Iridian Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
Xt/ kick starter, lamps, horn, and coachbuilt sidecar;
£90, no oflere.—237. Iffley ltd., Oxford. [4057

IQl'* 7h.p. Indian, 2-speed, spring frame, Indian com-
-*- iy bination. wants overhauling ; to clear £5.5, a bar-
gain.—Horswill, 42, Bridge St.. Chester. [3983

BAEGAIN.—1915 Indian, 3-epeed, clutch, kick
starter, lamp, horn, tyres good, very- nice condi-

tion: £82; after 6.-15, Waldemar* Av., Ealing. [3945

]f*Q14 Indian Coachbuilt Combination, 7-9h.p., elee-
-L*? trieal model, just overhauled by makers, perfect

, condition; £135.—Myers, Worsley, Manchester. [3801

INDIAN (late 1915) 5-6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,
kick start, new tyres, lamps complete, condition

£S new; £100.-73, Century lid., Walthamstow.
[X2163

^^-6h.p. Indian Combination, S-epeed, clutch, disc
ti wheels, 1915 model, in excellent condition; any
trial; £105.—Dunham, 44, Chapel St., Luton, Beds.

[XI 649
7-9h.p. Indian Combination, O.B. sidecar, 3 speeds,

kiok start, in perfect order ; £1 30.—Apply, W.
Whiles, 25, Upper Kennington Lane, London, B.E.

[4183
INDIAN 1914 and Sidecar, with luggage carrier, stored

3 years, owner killed in France: offers over £70.~
Write, Wilkinson, 41, Essendine Bd., Maida Yale, W.

[4005

1 Q15 Indian Combination, 5h.p., 3-speed, kick start,

Xt/ clutch, Henderson sidecar; best offer over £90.
—Curedale, Station Ed., Eamsey, Huntingdonshire.

[3923
INDIAN, 1915, 3-speed, new Miliford siclecar, new

tyrea, very good order ; £85.—Scott, c/o Queen's
Gate Works, Jay Mews, Kensington Gore, London.

[0034

LATE 1915 Indian 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speeds,

clutch, kick, all accessories, splendid running
jrder; £100.—239, L&ystonstone Rd., Stratford E.15.

[4305

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9b.p., clutch model, perfect condi-

tion, stored 2 years; reason, too heavy lor owner;
£70.—S. Coleman, 55, Black Bull Rd„ Folkestone,

Kent. [4232

7h.p. Indian Motor Cycle for sale, in perfect running
order, as new, 1916. 3-spe6d gear box, kick start,

clutch- £115; without sidecar £90.—Marcus, Tilbury

Docks, Essex. [3979

INDIAN, 1914, 2-speed, clutch, recently overhauled;
55 gns.—Whitehead, 4, Montague Mews, Crawford

St., Baker St., W.l. 4386

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, -1914, 2-

speed, clutch, kick start, speedometer, lamps and
Bccessoriea, in perfect condition; £110.—Brewis, Kings-
wood, Melksham, Wilts. [4655

f Q15 7-9h.p. 3-Epeed and Clutch Indian Combina-
J-*y tion, lamps, horn', all tools, been stored 3 years,

just been re-enamelled and plated; £120,—Wilkin, 154,

Broomhall St., ShefEeld. [X2263

TO 15 Indian 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,
A*y clutch, kick start, electric lamps and horn, re^

cently overhauled by makers, tyres new; £S0.—114,
Keith Ed.. Barking, London, E. [3803

ROAD Racer Indian, 1915, 7-9h.p., clutch, discs,

B. and B., 85 m.p.g., new engine bearings June,
topping condition, last; £78, or nearest offer.—Ben-
nett, 38, Brunswick Sq., Hove. [X2236

TNDTAN Combination, 1919 model, just delivered.
X separate dynamo lighting set, Miliford sidecar,

and all latest improvements; £200.—69, Woodfielcl

Rd., King's Heath, Birmingham. [X2104

T-9h.p. Indian Combination, 1914, 2-speed gear, clutch.,

speedometer, lamps, sprung back and front, fitted

with handsome coachbuilt sidecar; price £115.—Wau-
chope'a, 9, Shoe Lane. London. [4641

PLACE your orders for Indians now; don't be left.

will northern county customers note the new
address.—Horswill, 42, Bridge St.. Chester. Castra
Motor Cycle Garage. "Phone: 943. [2141

*| OI9 Powerplus Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., springXv frame, electric light, etc., delivered less than week
ago- too powerful for owner; price £240.~Jensen, 108,
Victoria Av., Cliftouville. Margate. [X2296

1016 Indian 7-9h.p. 3-speed Combination, Mills-
X«7 Fuliord, £40 spent new gear box, engine over-,
hauled, tyres as new ; £135.—Clegg and Clegg,
Swanage. 'Phone ; 26. T.A. : Scope. [4613

'

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

"Elite Holdtite Rivetless Soles.'

Sin
flill

Dm

We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fix solution. We guarantee

them to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. This process of fixing is exactly

the-same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof.

Full instructions given with each pair of

soles

PRICES :

Gents'.
size.

lO-H
8-9

6-7

Size.

6-7

4'5
2-3

Size.

4-5
2-3

t-i3

Size.

I-I3
11-12

g-io

tadies'.

Per Pair--

3/6
3/3
3/-

Per Pair

.. 2/8
2/4
2/-

Boys' and Youths'.
Per Pair,

.. ^... 3/-

2/10
2/8

Ghilds' (Light).
Per Pair

1/6
1/3

v-

Sol-fix Solution:
In Tins, 8d., 1 (3, 2 /6, and 4 /6. An 8d. tin i

sufficient for 2 pairs of soles.

Solution Brush, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded,.

ELITE

RUBBER
Co., Ltd. (Dept A),
264 266, Vauxhall Bridge Road

VICTORIA. S.W.I.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

1 Q15 Indian 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick statte
i t? just overhaulad by makers, coachbuilt eldaoa
all renovated, splendid condition.—OHord and Son
Ltd., 67, George St., Portman Sq., W.l. [001

1 Q 16 Powerplus Indian, 3-speed, loot and hat
X«X clutch, long exhaust pipe, sporting cane aid

car, tyres good, lamps; £130.—Blake, 216, Wes
bourne Grove, W.ll. 'Phone: Park 3232. [42<

INDIAN, late 1915, 5-6h.p. combination, fel

equipped, 3-speed -hasd—and foot clutch, electr

lights, overhauled month ago: £105, or near pile

alter -6 p.m.— 162, Usk Rd., Clapham J,unction. [42:

INDIAN" 5-6b.p., late 1915, 3-speed, discs, T.T. bai

very fast, and in excellent condition, recent

overhtiuled at a cost of £12, uuridden since; £85,
near ofier.—7, Golder's Green Crescent, N.W.4. [aS;

INDIAN 1915 T.T. 7-9h.p.. clutch, mechanically ^
feet, enamel unscratched, solo-sidecar, sprookel

spare tube, Lucas head lamp. Sin. Dunlops, 80 m.j>.\

very fast; £7.0.—Tredegar, Empress Av., Woodioi
Essex. [40)

INDIAN, 1914, .spring frame, 7-9h.p., coachbu
combination, 2 speeds, clutch, electric lami

horn, speedometer, tools, and spares, 3 new tyrj

any trial; 90 gns.—63, Kenley Rd., St, Margaiel
Twickenham. [37i

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. T.T. Road Kacer, epeedomet*

tools, and long exhaust, very nice conditio

£67/10: seen Daleham Garage, Belsize Lane, Bw.

Cdttage. Also two Morgans and P. and M. combinatic
{46

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 3, kick, clutch, electrics. £45
luxe sidecar, grid, locker, apron, mileage unS

5,000; £155; another machine part; seen evenings; i

pointraent; no antiques entertainedL—62, Knighton Pai

Sydenham. I**

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 1915, guaranteed BiDi

mileage, ridden solo only, sidecar brand new,'

gns., Montgomery, a fast and particularly sporti

turnout: £115.—'Phone: Brixton 236, 175, The Gro-

Denmark Hill, S.E.5. IW

INDIAN, late 1914 clutch, coachbuilt combinati(

7-9h.p., been thoroughly overhnnled, not been Si

during war, top-hole, condition; £95; can be seen fn

10 a.m. to 6 p.m.—Letondu, Room 3, Chichester Oie
bers, Chancery Lane, "W.O. • C3S

1 15 Indian Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, k
-L«? starter, sporting sidecar, engine thoroogi

overhauled, Lucas lamps, horn, tcols complete, ^
nearly new, whole appearance as new ; 114 son

Davison, 16, Bute St., Luton. 1«7

7-9h.p. 1916 Indian Powerplus Combination, 3-Bpe*

£ S , clutch, 2 lamps, mechanical horn, new V\

ford speedometer, tyres good (back new), Motobi

pump, accessories, just overhauled; £130.—Whsi
Shirley, Rudolph Rd., Bushey, Herts. [43

1 14 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch, K.S., -fipri

Jt-tf frame, overhauled and enamelled, new Dumo
not used 3 years, fast and powerful, easilv mmg'
a topping 'bus; f77.—L. Nicholson, Tattenhall Hoi]

Hinstock, Market Drayton, Shropshu-e. [Vi

INDIAN Combination. 1916, 7-9h.p., S-speed, is

and foot clutch, electric light, horn,, new Dau-

back tyre and inner tube, Corbin speedometer, mtlef

5 900 splendid condition throughout; £105.—Ue
Williams. The Bryn, Gold Tops, Newport, Monmoo
shire. t^'

INDIAN-RES 6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, free engine, Bo
mag., Aniac, carburetter, Dunlop heavy tyres,

chain drive, nothing faster or more powerful on roa

with gent's motor suit included; owner going in for^

prioe £45.—H. Hubber, -Stafiordshiie St., Sacristou, U

ham. (D) I*'

INDIAN Combination, 1915-16, 7-9h.p., spiinff toJ

3-speed, clutch {hand .and foot}, mag., 3 laa

horn, charging dynamo, accumulator, speedometer, to

etc new outer cover and inner tube, also spare taw.

fine' running order; £122; KenUworth.-Bos 313,

The Motor Cycle. li*l

14 [latej 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring In

model, in splendid condition (laultleas), new fflu

and sprockets, speedometer, lamps, tools, mecliflfl

horn Mills-Fidford sidecar; trial here; £120, ofli

stored 4 years.—Ford, jun.. North Moreton, near v

lingford, Berks. [^2

LATE 1915 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, 5-sp

gear, bottom gear slight adjustment, clui

kick start, English and American c^ntrols. sporl

new torpedo sidecar, disc -wheel, electric lighting

horn, 4 spare covers, 3 tubes, etc., sporting and ij

£125. or near offer.-Eccles, c/o Mrs. Langford, B

St., Pershore. 14

LATE 1915 7-9h.p. Indian and Miliford De I

sidecar, 3-speed, K.B., spring frame, clectru

equipped, screen, discs, enamel and tyres oOtw.

been thoroughly overhauled, and now in grand couditi

seen and tried any time.-R.J.W., King's Head, m
St., Deptford, S.E.8. I''

INDIAN 1916 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,

speed, clutch,, kick, speedometer, lamps, PlU

'

' new Dunlops aud tnbes, siiare Dnulop and tune

chains, beautiful leather upholstered sidecar '

wind screen and hood, stored 3 years; highest

I
£135.—38, The Vineyard, Richmond. L'^

19^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. ^

Minerva.

[lTINERVA, 2%h.p., m.o.v., B. and B., "Whittle belt,
[.tX uew tyre and tube, Trants coil; £8/10, or offer.

r7, Coleford Rd., Wandswortli. [X1919

;^ili.p. Minerva, running order, 26x2, B. and B.,
V4 h.h.c, wants battery only; photo; £6/10.—H. G.
irightou, 53, a^h•e^t Rd., High Barnet, Herts. [X1987

Moto-Reve
ilfOTO-REVE, like new; first cheque £21.—Mr. Ir-
TX win, Leavesden Rd., Watford. [4569

IITOTO-REVE 22/ih.p. Twin, -mag., springr forks, new
:;T± tyre; £22.-16, St. Mary Abbotts Terrace, Keu-
iQgton. [3839

Motosacocbe.
LfOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, 2h.p.. mag. ; seen run-
!tX ning; £20.-Pratt, 46, Bird-in-Bush Rd., Peok-

[4552

IlTOTOSACOCHE 3i/2h.p., 1916. M.A.G. engine, Eu-
|»A field gear, kick starter; £55.—Morton, Maybury
|[iU, Woking. [4553

914 Motosacoche S^Ah-p. Twin, 2-speed, F.E., new
tyres, good condition; £45.-9, Pretoria Cot-

iges, Footscray, Kent. [4275

}ih.p. Twin-cylinder Motosacoche, M.A.G. engine,
2 Enfield 2-speed, Bosch mag., splendid runnint

rder ; £ 35.—Griffiths, County School, Whitland.
[X2222

New Hudson.
[SJEW HUDSON", 2%h.p. J.A.P. engine, perfect run-
-1 ning order; £25.—Clark, 4, Bank View, Henley-
a-Thames. [3766

^EW HTTDSON, 1917, 2%h.p., 2-speed countershaft.
-1 little used; £42/10.-76, Herougate Rd., "Wan-
,6ad Park. [3794

914 2V2h.p. New Hudson, Bosch, B. and B., good
condition, ride away; £36.—E. Scott, Ei.C.A.,

leaford. Lines, [XI 652

n'EW HUDSON C.B. Combination, 1914, 3-speed
1 clutch, P.E., all accessories; £80.-44, Kswyn
d., Tooting, S.W.17 [X2238
;^0R Sale, New Hudson, 2^4h.p., Bosch mag., B. and

B. carburetter, 3-speed, ready to ride away.—Apply,
Mardol Head, Shrewsbury. [3807

914 New Hudson 23/,h.p., Armstrong 3-speed gear,
in perfect condition; 40 gns.—Trindall, 34,

[ackenzie Rd., Beckenham, Kent. [4176

Ig'E'W HUDSON, late 1915, 2-stroke, 2-speed. stored
1.1 during war, splendid condition; 35 gns., or
Nearest.—18, Wallace St., Halifax. [X2118
rkTEW HUDSON, 1913, SV^h.p. J.A.P., Bosch, 3-speed,
:' clutch, new tyres, splendid condition; £48/10.—
'ratten. High St., Lindfield, Sussex. [4442

DRAND New 1919 Model New Hudson, delivery
-> just being taken; will sell £5 premium.—T., 363,
loydon Rd., Caterham Valley, Surrey. [4340

^EW HUDSON, 3y2-4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Bosch,
' good tyres and belt, lamp, etc., in good running
der; £50.-28, Brunswick Rd., Ipswich. [X2088
[SJEW HUDSON 1914 2%h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn,
(* and tools, spare cover; £45, or near offer: seen
|fter 7 p.m.—Bowtle, 1, Brookhill Rd., "Woolwich. [3930

Q19 4h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed countershaft gear,
t/ Klaxon, spare belt and valve, mudshields, ex

Hlenb condition; £85.-83, Litchfield Rd., Bfoxwich,
l^^'alsail. [X0974
'^EW HUDSON, 6h.p., 3-speed, kick start, coach com-
[' bination, hood, screen, lamps, etc., perfect ; any
nal; £98/10.—Burrows, Sheffield Rd., Barnsley.
phone: 160. [X2168

913-14 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, Armstrong
3-speed, lamps, spares, good condition, recently

verhauled
; 55 gns., or offer.—Smith, 1, St. Cross

,*|,d., Winchester. , [4099
krEW HUDSON 2-stroke. 1916, lamps, horn, etc., inM splendid condition throughout, tyres . excellent,
Hdy to ride away; 45 gns.—Naylor, Glenwood, Church
;d., Farnborough, Hants. [4212

[^EW HUDSON-J.A.P. CoachbuUt Combination, 4h,p.
i-' 1913. countershaft gear. 1919, tboroughly over-
iitiiled, stored 4 years; viewed any time; 60?n3.— 115,
i/oodside Rd., Bowes Park. [4555

iVEW HUDSON, 4h.p., 1919, new July, 3-speed,
;-' clutch, kick etarter, fast, all accessories, splendid
f^iicfaine; £98/10. including £3/10 insurance.- 1, Mel-
pse Terrace, Hammersmith, "W.6. [4010
XTEW HUDSON 3V3h.p., 3-speed, kick start, clutch,
' decompressor, Bosch, new Dunlops, new belt, lampf.
,orn, perfect condition; £60: after 6.—The Cottage.
urnt Ash Lane, Bromley. Kent. [3959
^EW HUDSON 1915 Big Six. C.B. sidecar, lamps
[^ and horn, stored 3 years, tyres and belt as new,
tost silent machine, in first-class order; £130.—
ieach, Tea Stores, \\''insford, Cheshire. CX2170

J
Kgns. New Hudson 1914 4h.p., light coachbuilt,'^ 3-speed, clutch, spares, accessories, many im-
ovements. footboards, etc., unused during war, smart
afit.—Owen, 28, Silverdale, Sydenham. [4304
^EW HUDSON, 1919, 4h.p.. 3-5peed C.S. gear, K.
' start, hand clutch, complete with lamps, tools.
?w Inst month, unscratched, with sidecar, wind screen-
;135.— 1, Susses Villas, Highland Rd., Aldershot. [3954

tfJJjfcs:-

TAYLORS
Sole London and District
Agents for A.J.S. and British

Excelsior Motor Cycles
Contracting Agents for
Triumphs, B.S.A., Hendersons,
Enfields, Calthorpes, Aliens,

lyietro-Tylers, etc., etc.

PILLION SEATS.

The Tan-Sad Spring Seat Price 33 /-

Cushion and clips for same „ 5/-
Back rests 7/-
Side foot rests „ 6/-
Springwell Seats, upholstered
and fitted with box spring;s... „ 17/6

V.M. Spring Seat, with back
rest 40/-

(Postage on pillion seats 8d. extra.)

PRESSED STEEL SPANNERS.
Stronij, yet liijht in weight, and only.
Jin. thick, double ended, .fein. x iin.,

lOd., .jjjin. X Jin., lid., tVi"- X Jin-, 1 /-.

(Postage 2d.)

fr:T

CAMEO WINDSCREENS.
Light, strong, and easily fixed, with
celluloid panel and nickel fittings, 55/-,
or complete with side curtains, made
of stout waterproof khaki, 60/-.

WOODEN VALVE PROTECTOR.
Keep valves in perfect condition. Suit-
able for any size of valve, 6d. each.

(Postage 2d.)

LUCAS HEAD LAMP SETS.
The best that money can buy. No. 462,
in Service Green finish £4 10s.

KLAXON MECHANICAL HORNS.
Exceedingly strong and penetrating. In
Service Green 'finish 36/-

(Carriage 5d.)

RIVET EXTRACTORS
ol great strength, in the following sizes:
iin. X -ft in., iin. iin., x Jin. x Ain., price
5/-; Sin. X im.. Sin. x i%in..sm. x jin..

X Jin. .fjin., Jin. x Jin., price 6/-.

(Postage 3d.;

A.K. KNEE GRIPS, very strongly made
of leather and rubber. Will fit any
machine 12/.

(Postage 4d.)

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21A, STORE ST., W.C.I
Wholesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.i

Garage: Tottenham Court Road.

'Phone—Mugeum, 1240.

TeleKrams
—

"Dynametro, Westcent. London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON Lnte 1915 3iA-4h.p. C.B. Combina-
tion, chain-cuni-belt, 3 speeds, accessories, in run-

ning order, e^ood appearance, clutch needs adjustment;
£65, or ofEer.—266, Wellington Rd. South, Stockport.

N
[5:2194EW HUDSON Twin Combination, clutch, 3 speeds,

wind screen, hood, horn, 3 lamps, mirror, petrol
carrier, speedometer, tools and sparee, good condition,
ready for the road, been stored 2'/. years- £85; new
back tyre and belt.—33, Macclesfield Ed., South Nor-
wood, S.E.25. tX2291

NEW HUDSON Big Six Combination, late 1915, 3-

.speed, countershaft, B, and B. carburetter, Bosch
mag., electric lamp front, gas sidecar and rear, Dun-
lop tyres, luxurious sidecar, hood, with side curtains,
adjustable wind screen, spares, very little used, enamel
hardly scratched, absolutely perfect.—H.C., Yew Tree
Villas, Roseacre, Bearsted, Kent. [X2211

NEW HUDSON, 1915, 6h.p., clutch, 3-speed, side-
car combination, Lucas dynamo electric lighting

and horn, first-class hood with eide curtains and screen,
mechanical horn, speedometer, handle-bar mirror, clock,
other accessories and tools, complete, ready for road;
£100 cash for quick eale; trial by appointment.—Andrew,
'* Westways," Milton At., Gerrard's Cross, Bucks. [3916

ELECTRICALLY Equipped 6-8h.p. New Hudson
Coiribination, late 1914, as new, 3 speeds, kick

starter, Eosch niag., oil bath. Ccwey speedometer, mag-
nificent coachbuilt iDe Luxe detachable tandem 2-seater
sidecar, luggage carrier, wind screen, Lucas electric
lighting, comprising 3 lamps, dynamo, accumulators, and
electric horn, spares, tools, and spare tyre; absolutely
it; £140, or near oSer; seen by appointmint.—Owner,
91, Bertram Rd., Hendon, N.W.4. [3816

New Imperial.

NEW Imperial.—Cafiyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, are book-
ing orders for delivery shortly. [0018

"IQ17 New Imperial, 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 2-Bpe6d, perfect
-LtJ condition; £40.—Dean, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.

[X1915
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Combination, 3 speeds, 8

h.p., clutch, 1917; £100.—'Phone: Paddington
5956. [4314

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2Vjh.p., 2-speed, 1914, pri-

vately owned ; any trial, expert examination ; £45.
—Attlee, Romsey. [X2216

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 8h.p. Motor Cycle, new,
in stock ; £115/10; eidecar if wanted. —Palin,

Mansfield Rd,, Derby. [3922

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 23ih.p., 1914-1915. 2-speed,
lamps, horn, good condition; 36 gns.—5, Fred-

erica Rd., Chingford. [4227

6 h.p. 1919 New Imperial, just had delirery, all

equipped; what offers?-Smith, 3, Parade, Staines
Rd., Bedfont, Middlesex. [X1928
"1 Q 17 New Imperial, 2-speed, clutch K.S., splendid
-It/ condition; £45; all accessories; after 7-—52,
Hazelleville Rd., Hornsey Rd., N. [2764

NEW IMPERIAIrJ.A.P., 1919, 2-3pe6d, just bought,
unscratched, owner requiring kick starter; by ap-

pointment,—Exhall Rectory, Alcester. [X1651

1Q17 New Imperial-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed, counter-
-L*/ shaft, heavy tyres, as new. lamps, horn, tools,
splendid order; £50.—Homestead, Birchington. [4250

NEW IMPERIAL-J.AP. 2y2h.p.. semi T.T., 2 speeds,
horn, lamps, good tyres, good running order; Suf-

folk; £43/10.-Box 311, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1866

NEW IMPERIAL, 2y4li-P- J.A.P., 1916. tyres new,
B. and B., 2-Epeed, very good order, with lamps

and horn; ££50.-Box L4,026, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[4139

NEW IMPERIAL-J.^..P., 2%h.p., 2-speed, lamps,
generator, horn, perfect condition; £42; after 7.—1, Elizabeth. Villas, Victoria Rd., New Barnet.

[X2265
"I Q19 New Imperial Jap 2/h.p., 2 speeds, free engine,
JlU K.S., hand clutch, little used, as new; £62,
or nearest offer.—J.S.B., 8, Park Rd., Green Lanes,
Ilford. [3994

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-8peed, counter-
shaft, excellent running order, lamps, generator,

horn, etc.; £46; evenings, after 7.—30, Plympton Rd.,
Brondesbury, N.W.6. [4226

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 23,4h.p., 2-sp6ed counter-
shaft, 1916. new Palmer and tube, other as new,

lamps, hooter, splendid runrier; £50.—Deeming, Polea-
worth, Warwickshire. [X1670

1 Q16 New Imperial, 2-J4h.p., 2-speed countershaft,
-L*7 Stewart speedometer, lamps, horn, Dunlops,
tools, spare parts, stored during war, splendid condi-
tion; £50.—Holme, Clothier, Millom. [4127

1Q19 New Imperial, 2^.p. J.A.P., clutch, kick*
Ji*J starter, 2 lamps, all accessories and insurance,
excellent condition throughout; £58.—'Phone : Pad-
dington 2505. Box L4,049, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[46268 h.p. New Imperial 1919 Combination, 3-speed chain
drive, hand clutch, run under l.OOO, £150 ; or

with speedometer, Lucas lamp, tail lamp, D.A. cylinder,
mechanical horn, tube and valve, £160.—Lismaine,
Portsmouth Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [4538

Norton.

CROW Bros., High St.. Guildford. Norton agents: let

us reserve you one, [530

1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

NORTON" Brooklands Special, 1916-17, \ery fost, ex-

ceptional fine condition; lowest £80.— Guyford, 60,

Drayton Giirdens, Kensington. - [3956

"I Q18 Norton Combination, perfect condition, lamps,
-i-t/ horn, and speedometer, extra lieavy DunloDB, new;
£130.-Mitchell, Garage, K^tftory Rd., Faiuborongh,
Hants. [4368

NORTON 1919 SV^h-p.. T.T. model, with Philipson
pullev, delivered last week in July, in perfect

condition throughout; £90.—Fryers, No. 2 Garage,
Hereford . [X2069

NORTON, 4Ti. p. , 1914, 3-speed (oTerhauled), coach-
built sidecar, Cowey, Biaks, largest F.R.S. (re-

plated); £75.—Seen, Martin's Garage, Highgate Hill,

London. [4533

NORTON 1915 3V2h.p., T,T., Klaxon, spare Lodge
and inner tube Inevr), very fast and good appear-

ance; £70.—Hayworth, Fernclyffe, Pembury Rd., Tun-
bridge Wells. [X1900

NORTONS.—We are now booking orders for the
latest model Norton solo and sideciir outfits ; £5

deposit; deliveries in strictest rotation.—Maudes', 100,

Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [4156

NO, 9 Standard T.T. Norton, Philipson, ordered early
June, espented this month ; advertiser will transfer

order for £15 (£5 deposit aliesidy paid); reason for dis-

posal, finance.—Capt. ilarr, Dobson's Yard, Lythe,
Whitby. [X1648

"I 019 Big Four Norton, all-chain drive, and 3-speed
Xt/ gear, iand clutch, T.T. bars and Pedley grips,

foot-rests (and footboards spare), long nickel exhaust and
miiffler, all tools, Klaxon and spares, mileage under 500,
and condition as new, engine very fast and mechanically
perfect; £120, no offers; any trial.— Goodwin, Heath
House, Hyde Heath, Amersham. [3896

NORTON Big Four Combination, 1915, Sturmey
countershaft, dual control clutch, new oversize

back tyre, new tubes all round, new Brooks saddle,
completely overhauled July and rebushed, canoelei
sporting model sidecar, new, apron and screen,
mechanical born, dry battery lighting set, only done
3,000 since new; £130.—TroUope, 39, Westbury Rd.,
Bowes Park, N. [4297

1 Q19 Norton Big Four, latest model, all-chain drive,
J^*y 3-speed countershaft, handle-bar clutch, with
Millford eoachbuilt sidecar, apron, and Easting wind
screen, Lucas lighting set throughout, all accessories,
tyres excellent, machine exceptionally fast and power-
£ul, whole outfit perfect condition; only reason for sell-

ing owner buying car ; expert examination invited

;

best offer.—Apply, Box L4,024, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[4137

N.S.U.

N.S.TJ. SVob.p., 2-sp'eed, mnning order- £22.-255,
Barcoinbe Av., Streatham Hill, S.W. [4322

N.S.XT. 4h.p. Combination, C.B. sidecar, perfect con-
dition; £z8.—George, 31, Somerlord Grove, Tot-

tenham, N.17. [4338

3" h.p. N.S.U., overhauled, re-enamelled, new back
tyre, £30; aUo wicker sidecar, £3.—Hall. The

Hawthorns, Cheslyn Hay, nr. Walsall. [X2098

h.p. N.S.TJ., 2-cyl., 2 speeds, Bosch mag., B. and
B carburetter, just overhauled, ride away; £35,

or ofler.-18, Lonsdale Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. [4002

N.S.U. 6h.p. Ariel, 3-speed countershaft gear, B.

and B., electric light. Klaxon, spares, Millford

de luxe sidecar, hood, screen, splendid condition; £70.
^12, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [2759

N.U.T.

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent for N-U.T.-J.A.P. motor cycles; early de-

livery. [4019

N.U.T. 1915 4h.p. Tvsin, overhead valves; best

offer over £55.—N. Walker, Atlantic Hotel,

Newquay, Cornwall. ' VX1698

N.U.T.-J.A.P.. 1915, 8-lOh.D., 90x77, single speed,

stored 2V' vears: best offer nuick sale.—Sapner F.

W. Smith, Military War Hospital. Bath. [4384

N.U.T.— Sole agents for Staffordshire. For particu-

lars of prices and deliveries, .watch future an-
nouncements.—The Waleall Garage, Wolverhampton St..

Walsall. Tel.: 444. [5605

-|Q16 (June) N.U.T. 4h.p. T.T. Cwnbination Mil-
J-?/ ford C.B., all overhead valves, Sturmey 3-speed
countershaft, fast and powerful, fine condition; accept
£90.-93, Northwold Rd., Clapton. [4568

N.U.T.—We have been appointed district London
agents for N.U.T. motor cycles. We hope shortly

to be in a position to givelull particulars of the new
models and appro.xiraate dates of delivery.— Vivian
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24. Woodstock St. (off Oxford
St.), Pond St.. London, W.l. 'Phone: Maytair 6559.

[0026
O.R

O.K. Junior 2V|h.p., M.A.G, engine, 2-speed. very
good condition; £45; offers.—78, Springbank Rd.,

Hither Gieen. [4652

JONES' Garage, scecial agents for O.K. machines,
Broadway, Muswell Hili, N.IQ, and Woodside

Parade, North Pinchley. [2922

O.K., brand new 1919, 2V2h.p., 2-speed model, alu-
minium footboards, lamps, horn, etc. ; £60.-11.

Ivy Rd., Cricklewood. (After 7.) [3914

6

ANGASHIRE

Chatcr Lea
2J h.p. Two-stroke Two-speed

Efficient, Flexible,

Stoutly Constructed

Light Weight, Low
Running Exoenses.

Chater-Lea Quality

Design and Work-
manship.

Wea'eOffizia! Dealers for South
Lancashire and can deal with
Enquiries from this district only.

We are also Official Agents and can Book your
Orders for Couls o-B. Henderson Four, Brougrh,
American Excelsior, B.S.A., J.E.S. Attach-
ment Sets, A.V. Light Car, and the "Swan"

Sidecar.

HALIFAX MOTOR
EXCHANGE,

""""sUT" HALIFAX.
MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., W.D. 3-speed model S78 10
DOUGLAS, 2,Jh.p., W.D. model £57 11

DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., WD. model £49 10
DOUGLAS, ajh.p., W.D. model (uaissued).. 7B gns.

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., W.D. model 75 gns.

DOUGLAS 4 h.p. W.D. Combination 95 jns.

DOUGLAS 4 h.p, W.D. Combination 105 glK.

CLYNO 6 h.p. W.D. Combination, detachable
and spare wheels, late model 105_S11S>

SCOTT and Sidecar W.D. machine £48 j

P. & M. and Sidecar, W.D. machine £S5 >

.INFIELD, 6 h.p., igih, and new Sidecar, W.D. £1 1

J

In running order or requiring slight attention.

SURPLUS W.D. MACHINES
Requiring repairs, etc Oome and inspect.

SUNBEAJW, 3i h.p., 3-speed £49 10
UOUGLAS, 4 ti.p., 3-speea, countershatt .... £39 1,

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub £32 10
TRIUMPH, .1 h.p.. countershaft £37 1

.

TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., counters LHtt £29 10
B.$.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed countershaft £45
DOUGLAS, 2% h.p., 2-speed £22 1u
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed £29 U
INDIAN, 4 h.p., spring frame £22 I

CLYNO 6 h.p. twin, countershatt £46

ACCESSORIES AND PARTS.
Triumph 4 n.p. frame, w,:mt=: new lug 37/6
Douglas Fork?, late type, with buffer springs . . £3 15
4 h.p. Triuntph Engine, gooa £12 ii)

4 h.p. Triumph Engine, frame, and tank .... £19 1J
Douglas 2J h.p. Engine £12 i:s.. Gear Box . £7 10

Cameo Screens, £3 ; Easting Screens, £4 10s. : " Per-

fection " Coach Sidec.^rs, £18 16s.

—Perfection " Coach Rniies from StoCK.

o

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ok.

O.K.J 1917, 23,ih.p. J.A.P. engine, c.ounterahnlt 2-

spe^^d, very goad condition all respects, little used;
Any trial; £48, or ofter.— 6, The Avenue, Tonbridge.

(X1970
l Q 151/2 2-l4h.p. O.K. 4-stroke, J.A.P. engine, abso
-Lt' lutely iierfect condition, overhauled, enamelled,
new Dnnlops, 2-sneed countershaft, lamps, spares, been
stored; £38/10.—H. Smith, Wetwood, Eccleshall, Staffs.

[X1666

Omega
MEGA-J.A.P. 2i/7h.p., 2-speed, a.i.v., good condi-

tion; £30.-96, "Green St., High Wycombe. [4228

STANLEY EnSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent for Omega-Jap motor cycles; early delivery.-

[4018

TO 19 2%h.p. Omega-Jap, Albion 2-speed gear box;
-!.«/ price £50.—Napier, Aldersyde, New St., Kenil-

worth. ,
[X1690

"lOiig Omega-Jap, 2-speed gear, perfect condition, de-
i-tJ livered August; owner bonelit larger machine:
highest offer over £60.—Hands^ Burton Walks,' Lough-
borough. [4090

Overstone.

OVEESTONE 1919 2'!ih.p., bought 6 weeks, mileage
100. all spares; £55.-28, Eose Lane, Mossley Hill

Liverpool. [3868

\7'ILLIERS-0VEEST0NE 1919 New 2-stloke, 2-speea;
' £65. offers.—Outiara, Rectory Ed., Southport.

[XI 808

P. and M,

P.
and M., 1919, delivered Feb., perfect condition;

#rice' £90.—Dr. Tippett, Kashcliffe, . Huddersfleld.
[43BB

1 019 P. and M. Combination, *ridden 50 miiea, un-
-Lt/ scratched; £122.-5, Cottage Grove. Bow, B.

[4672

P.
and M. 3V2h.p., 2-5peed, Bosch, lamps, horn; ex-

change considered.—Westacre. DroitwiCh.
[X2226

P.
and M. Combination. 1914, good order, all acees-

sories; £80.-J. Smith, 230, St. John St., E.0.1.
[4026

P.
and M. Combination, late 1913. 2-speed, kick

start, speedometer, lamps, perfect; any trial;

£70.-1, Priory Rd., Kew Green. [4581

1 Q19 P. and M., R.A.P. model, delivered June, ex.

-Lt/cellent condition, new tyres, lamps, horn; ^90,

or best offer.-44, Victoria Rd., Keighley. [X2095

P.
and SI. 1913 SVzh.p.. 2-spced, splendid ntnning

order ; seen any time ; £50. or near offer.-4, Knock-
holt Mansions. Bavenshourne Park, Catford. [4201

P.
and M., 2-3peed gear, free engine, chain drive,

litted with handsome light eoachbuilt sidecar, hood

and accessories, good as new ; £80 ; on view any time.—

58, Peckham Eye, S.E.15. .
[4065

BRAND New 1919 P. and M., straight from

makers, and perfect in every way, never been

ridden: best offer over £100; owner . buying car.—

Box 319, 'c/o Tke Motor Cycle. [X1695

P.
and M. Combination, Turner No. 3 ccnchhnilt side-

ear, 4-point attachment, condition good through-

out, lamps and accessories: £90; any trial by appoiot-

ment.—Riches, Roseneath, Bury Rd., Harlow, Essex.
[4468

FOE Sale, 1919 model P. and M. and sidecar (P. and

M.), in perfect running order, used only 1,000

miles, I', and H. head lamp and generator, sidecar lamp

and generator, rear lamp and generator, spare cover,

new covers on all wheels; £125, no offers.-Apply.

Lieut. Geddes, Craig Mount, Peebles, N.B. [4030

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT Twin, 2-speed, mag., running order;

after 6; £25.-108. Borough Ed., London, S.B.I.

[4618

PEUGEOT 2%ih.p., 1914, 32 gns. ; ride away.-99.
Dartmouth Ed., Brondesbmy, N.W.2. [3878

Precision.

PRECISION 3"ilh.p., 2-speed, £35; Ughtweil*t.t
£15.-42, Prince's Rd., Holland Park. [4872!l

3ih.p. Precision Lightweight, 2 spares, o.h. val^l
2 perfect; nearest £30.-159, St. Anne's Ed. Eliet,'

St. Annc's-on-Sea. [X2293

PEECISION, 2%h.p., 2-6troke, 1915, perfect condi-

tion, lamps, horn, etc., t.ake 2 anywhere; £36.— 2.i.

Ladbroke Grove, Holland Park Av.. W.ll. [4186

3 3 h.p. Precision, 1912. B. and B. variable jet oar-

4 buretter, Bosch waterproof mag., adjustable puller,

Miller lamp set, in good order, just overhauled; £27:

seen after. 6 p.m.—Glossop, Lee Green, Cliffe-at-Hoo,

Kent. [X193C

Premier.

PREMIER 3V'h.p., 3-speed, kick start, Bosch, B
and B. ; £55.-54, High St., Camberley. [378i

PREMIER 3Voh.p,, all accessories, any trial; re.a

largain, £45 C., 26, Powell Rd., Clapton.
[X21i:

3ih.p. Premier, lamp, horn, ride away; bargain
2 £29.—White, 21, Brighton Rd., Addlestone.

[4501

PREMIER Motor Cycle, 3',4h.p., free engine, lamrs

horn, etc., in good running order; £38.—Timll
Skegness. [X22J

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adveitisement, and the date ol the issue.
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This Week's Six Days Trials.

ONCE again, after a lapse of five years^ we

have returne(d to the serious business of

the motor cycle world. The Six Days

Trials and the Tourist Trophy Race have

always been /he events of the year, and

since the latter could not be arranged for 1919,

much intere,st and importance are added to the

trials held this week.

At Llandrindod Wells there is a large assembly

of trade and competition riders, and though

many familiar faces are absent—some, alas
!

to

be seen no more^there is a touch of pre-war

times in the atmosphere which no other motipr

cycling event coulci produce. The classic Six

Days Trials of the A.C.U. have a far-reaching

effect. The buying public of the world to a great

extent is watching these trials with interest, and

the manufacturers of successful machines are

hkely to reap a well-deserved reward. Here it may

be mentioned that, so far as the competing

maclrines are concerned, real novelties are few"

and far between. Amongst the most practical

tendencies are the fitting of electric hghting in-

stallations to many, if not most, of the passenger

outfits. There is but little sign of dynamos for

solo machines, though the A. B.C. is a particu-

larly neat ancj striking exception. Brakes are

improving or, at any rate, have attracted the

attention of designers.

Few Spring Frames.

New spring frames are nc^fenuch in evidence

in spite of the bad roads—in fact, one rider of

a spring frame machine has reverted to a rigid

frame, as the sprung type is not considered suit-

able for a gruelling trial. Spiral and leaf springs

seem to be fairly evenly represented.

Generally speaking, there is an improvement

in mudguarding, much wider guards being fitted,

especially to sidecar machines, whilst under-

screens and leg-shields are also making an

appearance as integral portions of the motor

cycle. The methods of securing them also ex-

hibit improvement. With regard to chain cases,

it is significant that many old riders prefer their

absence to their presence for competition work,

where a single stop of but short duration destroys

all chances of a first-class award.. This points

either to a lack of confidence in the strength of

the chains fitted to the standard- motor cycle or

to the difificulty of removing and refitting the

casing, should it be necessary to remove the

wheel for tyre repairs.

In respect of noise, there would appear to be

a considerable improvement, at any rate in cer-

tain cases, arid perhaps the possibility of Dr.

Low's presence with his audiometer is pardy

accountable for this welcome feature. We are

inclined to think that the maximum penalty for

a noisy machine is not sufficient, for nothing is

so prejudicial to the pastime and industry, as a

noisy exhaust and rattling valve gear.

The general impression to be gained from a

survey of competing machines is that manufac-

turers are using the trial as a test for certain

features or modifications, and that we shall have

to wait at least till the Olympia Show for the

final product. Improvisations are, of course,

plentiful ; here one finds a novel way of carrying

a spare tube, and there a guard to protect some

vital part from the ravages of mud and water.

This is not as it should be, for standard machines

should be provided for all the exigencies of

modern touring. It may be argued that the

A.C.U. Six Days Trials are not a pleasure tour.

This is true indeed, but nevertheless they have

been instituted with the idea of improving tour-

ing motor cycles, and consequently the fitting of

such devices as are outside the standard speci-

fication is not likely to create a favourable im-

pression on public opinion.

There are many interesting mechanical

features, most of which are decided steps in the

right direction, but it will be more fitting to deal

with them from a technical standpoint when their

merits have undergone practical demonstration.

An index to the advsptisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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A New Sensation in Motor Cycling.

nT is rather odd that the average rider is takhig no
special interest in spring frames, especially as

they are not necessarily either heavier or more
expensive than the rigid types. I suppose the ex-

planation of this apparent callousness is that we are

all thankful to get delivery of any old thing, and that

we can only exercise fastidiousness when supply is

about equal to demand. At any rate, let me once
again assure our readers that the eulogies which our
staff have repeatedly awarded to spring frames are

not hot air. The contrast between an ordinarily good
spring frame and the best rigid frames can hardly be
exaggerated. I ride both types alternately, day in

and day out; and, to be quite frank, I would never
straddle another rigid frame but for the exigencies of
my calling. I am sure there will be a huge slump in

rigids when the possibilities of fore and aft springing

.become common property.

An Aggravating Brake.

WHEN riding in company, a certain amount of

waiting at corners is necessary to avoid losing

one's pal, who may have taken a false turning

or sustained roadside trouble away back. During such
a wait last week, I noticed that the rear chain of my
1919 machine had developed an excess of droop, and
blithely proceeded to tighten it. I had never essayed
the job with the machine before, and I noted with

approval the substantial character of the parts con-

cerned and the ease with which they slid into the

desired positions. Being a cautious man, at least when
I am out of tRe saddle, I glanced at the back brake

before hurtling astern in search of my missing friend,

just in case the new chain setting had upset the brake
adjustment. Not unnaturally I found that it had.

The brake would go on with excessive vim, but abso-

lutely refused to come off. Since I am apt to ride

rather " blue," my brakework on occasions resembles

Beckett's puiich, the sequence being: A No. 10 boot
goes plonk on the pedal, deft wrists correct the re-

sultant swerve, and on I go again. With a brake that

will not come off by itself, such jopkeyship is

dangerous, so out came the spanners again. A series

of discoveries followed. Item : the belt rim was not

true. Item : the brake shoe fulcrum eye was drilled

out of truth, and could not enter the rim accurately.

Item : the pull-off spring was stretched at a false

angle, and exerted little influence on a reluctant brake
shoe, should the latter elect to jam in the rim.

Finally, I got the brake to free itself by dint of setting

the back wheel slightly across the track. Bad design

and worse workmansnip, was it not, gentlemen? I

really wonder that no firm has yet produced a back
wheel which cannot be adjusted across the track, for,

as I pry about garages, I notice many machines with

A24
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their rear wheels running askew. I believe that rear ^

brake design requires fresh attention now that all-chain

drive is booming. This is my third trouble of the

kind this season, the other two relating respectively -

to an insecurely anchored cable and to a brake drum

which moved away from an immovable fulcrum every

time the chain was adjusted. A few years ago rear

chain adjustments necessitated two other adjustments,

viz., to the gear control and to the rear brake. Messrs.

Sturmey-Archer and others have eliminated the need

for resetting the gear control, but there are still many

machines on which a rear chain adjustment upsets

the action of the rear brake.

Corse that Fitter.*

n-WAS ambling otit to a distant golf links this

morning, when my front tyre began to bump
faintly in that execrable fashion which betokens

a pinhole puncture. I dismounted as blithely as any

saint could do, considering what tyre repairs imply

in a heat wave when one is swathed in overalls of

the type that take ten minutes to get into. But the old

Adam produced a few ripe ejaculations when I found

that my brand new pump showed a mean effective

pressure estimated at a rose, leaf and a half per square

inch. Being a man of infinite resource, I dismounted

the pump plunger in order to immerse its washer in the j

oil tank and so improve the compression. But, gentle-

men, there was no washer on the plunger, and I was

miles from human habitation. I sat down by the .•

roadside to await some friendly cyclist. After ten '

• minutes I began to debate whether the required washer

should be hacked from (a) the saddle, (b) the toolbag, ;

or (c) a favourite baccy pouch, when a human plough;-^-*

boy arrived and lent me a pump. m
The Rarity of Good Steering.

nT is gradually being borne in upon me that there

are only one or two designers in the kingdom

who know how to lay out the steering of a motor

bicycle. My stable at present houses two machines,

both of which I ride regularly over baddish roads, and

both of which bear very famous names. I can steer

machine A with one hand and in perfect comfort over

all the roads which I normally frequent ; in fact, ex-

cept when grease is about, I usually steer it with the

second, third, and fourth fingers of my left hand.

By contrast, machine B requires two hands .all the

time, and demands special wariness over deep pot-

holes, rough metal,- or a ruts-and-hump road. Yet

the latter mount is the more famous of the two. It

is true that machine A has a spring frame, but I do

not think the rear springing affects the steering in

the very least in this case. I could name a third

machine which steers better than either of the pair on

good roads, though it is inferior to machine A on really
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Occasional Comments.—

bad roads. I presume that the manufacturer of B has
never tried a machine with decent steering, and does
not know what an exacting beast he is selhng. Last
week I tried the experiment of lending B to a very
experienced rider without warning, and awaited his
comments with interest. He just said, " Some engine,
eh? But I should like to try it on decent roads;
these lanes fairly put the wind up me. I don't quite
know what's the matter with them, but I felt as if I

simply couldn't steer." He failed to tumble to the
fact that the machine was to blame, and that on his

own mount he would have roared over my local surfaces
in an effortless beeline.

Complicated Gear Changes.

n
SUPPOSE some day the ideal gear change system
for motor cycles will come along. Enthusiasts
for individual makes probably regard the change

with which they are familiar as ideal, but the harassed
journalist, confronted with a different system every
week-end, knows how awkward most of them are.

Leaving the questions of clutch and throttle control on
one side, I have tackled the following different methods
in the past fortnight

:

1. Four-speed boxj four-notch gate, set across the

machine.

2. Three-speed quadrant, set along the machine.

3. Rotary knob.

I think any unprejudiced rider would admit that a
day on any unaccustomed three or four-speed gate or

quadrant in freak hill country is apt to be annoying.
The four-speed change is particularly tiresome, because
the required movement is too long for a quadrant, and
the " gate " is so tiny that the central opening for the

crossover is easily missed. Some readers will say that

the case of a journalist does not really matter, seeing

that ordinary owners ride one machine only, and
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rapidly become used to it. I beg to differ. Very many
riders remain clumsy gear changers with any box less

simple than a two-speed. Most owners are clumsy and
uncertain for a few weeks with a new make of gear box.

These badly made gear changes are by no means good
for the machine. The B.S.A. designer knew what he

was about when he devised a box that could safely be
changed down without declutching. He scored one

point on convenience, and two points on wear. So far

as my experience goes, makers should pay more atten-

tion to foolproof gear changes, especially on four-speed

boxes ; the longitudinal quadrant, applicable to most
three-speed boxes, is not too bad. As a sample of

owners' ignorance, I recently encountered a man who
had been riding for three seasons, and was still unaware
that there was a neutral position of his gear lever.

Two N«ts and a Bolt.

STOPPING to consult a map the other day, I noticed

that my new hooter had shed one of its securing

nuts. I lashed it up temporarily with a pocket
handkerchief, and called at the next garage to obtain

replacements. This trivial incident led to several dis-

coveries. In the first place, the hooter manufacturer

uses B.A. threads, and spare bolts are therefore hard

to come by. Why he uses an uncommon thread, good-
ness knows

;
possibly he fancies that it will stand

.vibration better; nevertheless his theory did not pre-

vent my hooter shedding a nut. I decided that an
ordinary J4^in. Whitworth bolt would serve my turn,

and added a couple of nuts for safety. The charge

was lod.—5d..the bolt, and 2j4d. for each nut. Inci-

dentally, I am going to stick to my improvised fitting.

The head cf the Whitworth bolt is locked by a shoulder

on the hooter clip, whereas the original bolt could not

be tightened without using a pair of tools. But if a

small bolt with two nuts costs lod. in these days, what
is the commercial price for a Rolls-Royce?

THE VOGUE OF THE RUNABOUT,

•fi

^'*™'^'^ " Super" runabout, a new three-wheeler of attractive design, alongside a Morgan, the prototype of the modem three-wheeler,
it will be seen that although the former closely resembles a conventional light car, its height and general dimensions approximate to the
Malvern machine. The Premier has a 7-9 h.p, water-cooled V-type engine, three speeds and reverse, chain drive, and detachable wheels.
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The Outlook for Motor Cycles in France.
A BlerLot Motor Cycle—French Company to Manufacture the A.B.C.— British

Manufacturers' Prospects—Forthcoming Competitions.
B/ W. F. BRADLEY.

FRANCE, which has always been backward in the

use of motor cycles, is on the eve of a boom
in these popular machines. The war is re-

sponsible for it in a very large measure, for the

development of the Motor Transport Corps of the

Army has initiated thousands of men to motordom,
who otherwise \\'ould never have solved the mysteries

of the internal combustion engine, and the introduc-

tion of the eight-hour day—another war measure

—

has given the workers time for sports and recreations.

Undoubtedly it will be a long time before motor
cycles are as plentiful in France as in England, for

the Frenchman does not part with his money so

readily as his ally across the Channel, but there is

no doubt that the boorn is coming. The peculiar

thing about it is that the French manufacturers are

not at all prepared for it. One firm, the Clement
Co., sees so little future in the motor cycle that it

has already decided to drop the power-driven and
devote itself to the push type of bicycle. This policy

is hard to understand in view of the success of the

Clement machine during the short time it was on the

market prior to the war.

Growing French Interest.

On the other hand, Bleriot is about to manufacture

a motor cycle, and there are rumours that De Dion
Bouton, whose range already runs all the way from
tractors to bicycles, is about to add a motor cycle de-

partment. The most important development, however,

is the formation of a powerful company to manu-
facture and market the A. B.C. machine in France.

This machine is now being built near Paris by the

Gnome and le Rhone Co., a world-famed firm which

has grown big during the war on the manufacture

of rotary air-cooled engines.

The business manager of the French A. B.C., Co.

is an Englishman, Mr. Graeme Fenton, who, prior

to the war, occupied a similar position ^Avith the

Clement Co., and helped to make Clement machines

popular in both racing and touring competitions.

The French motor cycle boom will be a wonderful

opportunity for English makers. Without any false

pride, it can be asserted that English machines are.

classes ahead of French productions. There is

nothing surprising in this, for while the French have

preferred to ignore the motor cycle, the English have

been using them in thousands, and have accumulated

experience which has been turned to good account in

successive models. The best known machines in

France are Douglas, B.S.A., Triumph, and Rover.

Others are coming, however, and hardly a day passes

but one hears of additional agencies having been

obtained for British motor cycles. ,

There will be some competition from America, for

during the last two years the American Army has

helped to make Harley-Davidsons, Indians, and
Reading Standards known to the French public, and
these agencies have been secured by enterprising

French dealers, who hope to do business as soon

as import duties permit.

French enthusiasts will have the opportunity of '

deciding between the big powerful American machines
and the smaller and more economical English mounts
without any false notions as to maintenance. It had
been expected that before this date American motor ._

cycles would have been operating on the streets of

Paris as taxis. They have not done so yet, owing ,.

to the impossibility of getting delivery of Army
stocks. The American forces had about three years'

reserve stores of all kinds to dispose of. The French
'

were anxious to secure these, but wished to pick and
choose, . and among the things they decided to de-

cline were the American motor vehicles. The matter

could not be settled on these lines, and in the end
the whole of the stores had to be taken. .,This has

caused an important delay, and even yet it is doubtful

if the Paris motor cycle taxi company has secured

possession of its American machines.

Competitions of^~all kinds are announced. It is

true they are not of great importance, but they in-
,

dicate a healthy condition, and they contribute largely

towards the spread of the movement. The latest of

these events is the Paris Belt competition, or rather

demonstration, to be held on September zist. A
roughly circular route, about 130 miles in length, has

been mapped out around the city of Paris. On the

south it almost hugs the city walls, but on the east,

the north, and the west it goes far afield. All that

is required of the competitors is that they shall main-

tain an average of thirty kilometres (eighteen miles)

an hour for the entire distance. A simple event at

.

first sight, but not so easy when account is taken of

the awful condition of some of the roads around,^

Paris. Rough fave which- has carried intensive loads--;

without repair for more than five years, and macadam
which never was known to be good, are apt to reveal

defects in really first-class machines. Then there

are a few hills of a fairly serious nature.

Continental Conditions.

It is encouraging to note that English machines are

taking part in these French events very freely. Prdud
as we are of our product, there is a lot to be learned

from Continental competitions. Everybody who has

had experience abroad will admit that touring con-

ditions are very much harder across the Channel than

at home. Speed kills, and French roads are an open

invitation to speed. Some of the Continental hill-

climbs, too, are likely to be a revelation to British

riders, and of valuable experience to English makers.

Steep as are some of the gradients in Great Britain, they

are so short that they are no real test, of any engine.

I have an English friend in Italy, who. has taken

part in many of the Italian Alpine climbs on British

machines. He says he. has- never had a British

machine which could cover the twenty miles of steady

climbing up Mont Cenis on a really hot day—say

120° or more—without conking and overheating fear-

fully. He still maintains that the English are the

best all-round machines, but he asserts that they

are inferior to the foreigners in the matter of cooling.
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THE

5,000 MILES
BENZOLE TEST.
The A. A. Exiended Test of
1920 Triumphs Running
Solely on National Benzole
Association Motor Spirit.

As stated in our last issue, the
extended test of benzole used as
the fuel in a standard air-cooled

engine commenced on Thursday, the
11th inst.

This trial, organised by the Automobile
Association, will follow on general lines

that already undertaken on a Sunbeam
car—and which, in the first instance,
was projected largely as a result of sug-
gestions emanating from the editorial
department of our sister journal The.
A uiocar.

When the car test was discussed, it but
needed the expression of our own regret
that the motor cycle was not likely to
gvm to the fullest extent by the reports
which would be drawn up, to induce the
fuel department of the A.A. to at once
put in hand arrangements for the

"

trial now under review.
The particular machine selected

for the purpose is one of the
1920 chain-driven Triumphs with
Gloria sidecar, and this is accom-
ipanied by a sister outfit, which is

'acting as a tender.

!
A few days before the start we

were present at a final examina-
|tioii of the engine parts on which
benzole might, according to some
people, have a deleterious effect.

1 hip scrutiny waj conducted by
representatives of the engineering
idepai'tment of the A.A. and the
jTriumph Co., an engineer nomin-
ated by the Institute of Auto-
mobile Engineers, and a member
of the staff of The Motor Cycle.

Subsequently the engine was assembled
and tested, then the tank was drained,
and thereafter, until the completion of

5,000 miles, it is not to receive anything
but spirit conforming to the specification
of the National Benzole Association.

At the appointed hour we arrived at
the Triumph works, and there noted the
very elaborate arrangements for sealing
the engine ports in order to prevent

4»-.5TT

0ns of the 4 h.p. Triumph engines completely dismantled.

The two 4 h.p. Trjumpn outfits at the AA. neaaquarters, Fanum House, previous to starting

on the 5,000 miles benzole test.

removal during the progress of

the trial.

The valve caps, plug, oil pipe,
and cylinder nuts were all wired
and sealed in such a way as to

render removal impossible without
detection.

A .special measuring device was
also employed, by which an
accurate quantity of spirit could
be supplied to the tank. The oil

and petrol fiUer caps were fitted

with locks soldered to the tank.

One gallon of benzole being
measured into the machines, a
start was made, and, thanks to
most glorious weather a delight-
ful run was made to Ixmdon.

The test machine covered 105 miles on
the measured gallon, while the tender

succeeded in travelling from Coventry
right across London, fncluding dense
traffic in Edgware Road and Knights-
bridge, without once coming out of top
gear.

Having refilled tanks in Kensington,
the party headed for Fanum House, the

G.H.Q. of the Automobile Association,

where a large crowd of spectators and
press photographers had assembled.

Having made final arrangements and
shaken hands with everyone from Major
Stenson Cooke to the D.G.M. road patrol

sergeant, we left Leicester Square behind
us, heading northward on the first stage
of the 5,000-mile journey, covering parts

of i England and Scotland.

The test machine and sidecar, driven
by H. Finch, who was one of the winning
team in the recent M.C.C. Inter-club

Trial, weighs unladen 546 lb., and with
passengers 826 lb. The tender is being
driven by C. E. Little, of the Triumph
Co., and carries as observer a member
of the A.A. Engineering Department.

At the end of 2,000 miles the engines
will be decarbonised. iNIeanwhile we shall

keep our readers informed as to the pro-

gress of the macliines from week to week.
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Careful oDservation was made of the work-
ing parts, with a view to making comparisons
at the hnish of the trial.
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A NEW LONG-STROKE TWIN.
The 1920 L.M.C., with 7-9 h.p. Engine, 79 mm Bore, 98 mm. Stroke. 960 c.c. Capacity.

IT would seem that designers of motor
cycles intended for sidecar work have
agreed that tor this purpose the lon^

stroke engine has advantages not possessed
by the " square " engine, which were
generally installed in pre-war machines.
Most 5f the new designs with which we
have dealt in The. Motor Cijcle, and others
at present in the experimental stage, are

of the long stroke type.

Showing the new saddle suspension. A long leaf spring is used, pivoted at the front on

the top tube, and at the rear on a spring loaded plunger.

The Kinged rear guard designed to facilitate

tyre repairs.

The new L.M.C. twin, which makes^ its

dihut in the A.C.U. Six Days trials, has
a bore and stroke of 79 mm. and, 98 mm.
respectively, the cylinder capacity being
960 c.c. Details of the machine entered

for ^the Six Days trial are not yet avail-

able as it was finished only a day or so

before the trial started. It has, in fact,

been entered purely as a preliminary
model to test its various features, and
the ultimate design will be based upon
the experience so obtained. This is som'e-

what the reverse of the more usual

practice of entering well-tried machines
tor the purpose oi demonstrating tlieir

reliability.

Apart from the engine, the new features

of the machine include a redesigned frame,
chain transmission with spring shock
absorber in the rear hub, internal expand-
ing brake with phosphor-bronze shoes,

spring seat-pillar and footboards, 28in

X 3in. tyres, and a, hinged rear mud-
guard.

Springing the Rider.

Probably the most interesting feature

of the new L.M.C. is the provision made
for the driver's comfort. This takes

the form of a spring saddle, which is

connected to the footboards so that the

whole of the driver's weight is carried

on springs. The saddle is supported on

a long leaf spring, pivoted at its forward

end on the frame at a point nearly mid-

way along the top tube. At its rear end
the spring swivels on the top of a spring
loaded plunger, which is connected by
tension rods to the footboards. In ad-
dition to this springing system, the
"seat-pillar" also contains a plunger with
a roller head, which bears upon the centre
of the main frame of the saddle. Below
this plunger are inserted springs of pre-
determined strength to suit the weight of
each individual driver. From a test ot
the seat we should say that it will provide
a considerable increase in comfort.
Another feature of the machine is the

hinged- reaa' guard and carrier to facilitate
repairs to the rear tyre. No tools are
necessary, to r-elease the stays holding thet
unit at the fork ends. Studs are fitted?
which are sprung into'position, .vhen they^
are self-locking. The .stand, too, assists I

m holding the hinged portion in position.
The new L.M.C, which is finished all

black with the. tank ornamented with a
gold line, presents a very handsome
appearance, and altogether should make i

an appeal to Overseas buyers on account >

of its sturdy construction, large wheels i

and 6in. ground clearance.
'

The L.M.C. long-stroke twin,
a newly-designed model fitted

with an engine of 960 c.c.

capacity.

A^o
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Should Pillion

Riding be
Banned ?

A pillion passenger whose appearance is

more effective than practical.

MANY letters continue to
reach us on the subject

of pillion riding, which
show that in the -unlikely event

of its being prohibited by
Government, a hardship will be
inflicted upon many. We have
never advised our readers to

take passengers on their carriers, for we know that,

under certain circumstances, the practice is attended
with risk ; it adds, moreover, to the difficulty of get-

ting out of a tight corner. Still, it cannot be denied
that many careful riders indulge constantly in this

sport, with perfect safety to themselves and their pas-

sengers. Whether a passenger can be safely carried

or not depends to a large extent upon the weight dis-

tribution of the machine. When the weight is well

forward the presence of a passenger does not seem to

affect the steering adversely, but, on the contrary, the

added weight in the rear steadies the machine over

rough roads.

It is true that coroners sometimes express very de-

cided views upon this matter, but we confess that the

outpourings of coroners do not greatly impress us.

Still less do those of coroners' juries and town coun-

cillors. We want no grandmotherly legislation. Himt-
ing accidents often occur, but we do not find the parish

councils suggesting that hunting should be stopped
by law. Driving to the danger of the public is already

—and quite rightly—a punishable offence. When-
ever it can be slrown that the presence of a passenger

on the pillion endangers the public it becomes an
offence^surely this is enough !

Curiously enough, none of our correspondents have

touched upon the sidecar pillion rider. There can be

but little danger here to the public, or to the rider.

In any case, a sprung seat which does not sway side-

ways adds both to the comfort and safety of the

pillion rider, and eases the shocks which fall upon the

carrier and frame.

_-J

A Further

Selection

of

Readers'

Opinions

on the

Subject of

Passenger

Carrying

on a Solo

Machine.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. John Trewavas, jun., may I say
that I have motored continuously since 1904, including the
war period. Prior to that time I rode thousands of fast miles

on a mixed tandem cycle. In 1918, as I could not take my
family out, I bought a tandem, and put my invalid daughter

(3 to 4 stone weight) pillion fashion. One ride—thirty miles

—was sufficient. I sold the tandem.
Mr. Trewavas should try pillion on a tandem motor cycle

;

he would receive all tlie argument he a'equii'es.

If one could get the passenger's weight between the spindles

I think it would be possible to carry a couple of passengers
'

in safety, bnt as motor cycles are generally now constructed

I should be hard put to to carry anyone pillion. If luggage
as heavy as a passenger is carried the balance might be
worse, owing to the difference between live and dead weight.

Manchester. S.W.

Sir,—I see in the newspapers that attempts are to be made
to put pressure on our legislators with the object of pro-

hibiting pillion riding. I trust motor cyclists will resist any
"such attempts. Pillion riding is described as a " dangerous "

practice. No doubt to the staid old fogeys advocating its

being made illegal it cfo&s " look " dangerous, but, considering

the great extent to which it is indulged in, I think accidents

are remarkably rare, and will compare favourably with other

means of locomotion. The low centre of gravity of modern
machines renders them quite safe with two up, except to

those who are wilfully reckless.

No doubt there are many hundreds of motor cyclists who,
like myself, have a limited purse, and equally limited accom-
modation, either of which circumstances rules a combination
out of the question, and as even a motor cyclist likes to be
sociable (who more so?), what can we turn to but pillion

riding?
My own machine is a 2^ h.p. two-speed Levis fitted with

Tan-sad spring seat (absolutely necessary with the present

state of the roads), and a collapsible side footrest of my own
contrivance. The engine has ample power for riding d deux
even in hilly country.

Uttoxeter. NOMDUROY.
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Should Pillion Riding be Banned?

Sir,—I see a lot of correspondence in The Motor Ci/ric

about pillion riding. Whether it is dangerous or not
depends upon who is driving. An ordinary bicycle is

dangerous in some people's hands, and I for one find pillion

riding safer than a sidecar, but, of course, less comfortable
for the passenger. I had my wii'e as passenger from Bourne-
month to Keighley, in Yorkshire, last year, and did the
journey in two days, as she got tired, and had to stop early

the first day. We kept up a good speed, climbed all hills

on top (3^ to 1) on an o.h.v. Bat-Jap, and found the greatest

of ease in turning corners. I brought her back in a sidecar,

and took three long days—slow speeds on hills, difficult in

traffic, and tiring to steer, but I must own I am not a
sidecar expert. SPEED MERCHANT.

Alderholt.

Sir,—I have read with much interest the articles and
letters in T/ie Motor Cycle m pillion riding. A little

incident which happened to me may be of interest to some
of the would-be sportsmen who think it dangei*r?i;s. Most
of the critics appear to be riders who think more about the

extra wear on tneir back tyre than giving anyone a lift.

Such people should be "warned off."

I took my mother for an evening run some five Aveeks ago
in the sidecar. When about fourteen miles from home, the

front sidecar connection broke. Being miles from a repair

shop, Avhich one does not find on the Welsh hills every mile
or so, and the passenger being anxious to get home that

night, I was puzzled. After disconnecting the sidecar, I

left it in a barn to await my return two days later with a

new connection, and my mother did not hesitate to ride on
the so-called flapper bracket, on which there already was a

pillion cushion. The age of my mother. I may say, is

sixty-seven ; I wonder whether it is not an age record for

pillion riding. We arrived home safe and sound.
Pillion I'iding is not a bit dangerous, in my idea. When

riding solo, to avoid any accident in town or country the
greatest care has to be exercised. To have any responsibility

behind them makes some folk nervy, and I venture to say

that nervousness alone is responsible for all or the greater

part of the accidents.

"A.C.R." in his letter talks rather wildly when he terms
pillion riding "most dangerous." It is dangerous to the

wear of the back tyre certainly, and that is all, I find.

However, in conclusionj let all the over-stile helpers and
sportsmen hope that "A.C.R." will never be stranded on
the road, longing for a lift on the flapper bracket ; it he is.

let him remember what an extremely danr/erous business '

it is.

I have a cousin who prefers to ride on the carrier, and
thinks nothing of a jog from North Wales into the heart of

Yorkshii-e on a Saturday and a return on the Sunday. He
says cornering with the sidecar is not healthy. L.O.B.

Chester.
'

-

Sir,-—ilay I say a few lines in answer to " Duggie's " letter -

in your issue of August 14th.
Whilst approving of pillion riding for those who feel

capable of hanging on, and who have faith in their pilot, I

must say that we people of Cambridge will be considered
mad, if the rest of the country is allowed to believe that '

we "burble around the town with one 'on the tank, one on
the saddle, and- two on the carrier." If " Duggie " still

claims to have seen this, I should suggest that Tie " take
more water with it"—his vision may tneii remain clear. I

certainly have seen overloaded c'ombinations in the town,
but never a solo machine with four up. I saw an Indian
combination with two in the .sidecar, one on the saddle, one ,

on the carrier, and one standing on -the sidecar luggage ,

carrier, holding on to the shoulders of one of the sidecar
passengers, but it did not " burble," it sounded more like a
machine gun at close quarters. ANOTHER DUGGIE.

Cambridge.

Sir,—In discussing this subject there is one point which
is often overlooked, viz., that there is a vast difference

between riding on "the bare carrier or with it thinly padded
and riding on a properly constructed pillion seat, with back
and footrests. In the first case, the swaying of the passenger
is caused (a) through his changing his position owing to

being uncomfortable, or (b) through his slipping Avhen the
driver swerves or turns a corner.

In the case of a passenger riding on a properly constructed
pillion seat, he is prevented from slipping by the back-
rest on one side and the footrest on, the other side. In
addition, owing to the springing and the cushion, he will be
much more comfortable, and, consequently, not always wish-
ing to change his position. Further, some pillion seats are

fitted with a handle for the passenger to hold on by. This
is much more satisfactory than having him clinging to the

"

driver.

Summing up, then, I think that any extra risk incurred
by pillion riding is reduced by fully 80% if a good make .

of pillion seat is fitted. The only risk then outstanding being
due to the slightly raised centre of gravity of the whole
outfit. R. 'C. TAYLOR.

THE M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL FOR "THE MOTOR CYCLE" CUP.

One of the features of the trial (fully described in last week's issue of The Motor Cycle) was the consistent running of the Ilkley team,

the members of which all rode Scott motor cycles. Reading from left the riders are : N. O. Vinter (reserve), J. E. Walker, W. R. Haggas,

W. Moore, W. L. Guy, H. W. Sellers, and W. F. Scott. The Ilkley team secured second place.
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A Sensible Sidecar Construction.
Body, Luggage Grid, and Mudguard, mounted on Springs.

THERE are many devices so obviously
simple and simply obvious that on
our first sight of thern we are

tempted to ask the question, '
' Why was

it never done before?"
Such a thought is at once aroused by

the layout of the Eudge sidecar, which
at once removes two of the greatest faults

of the sidecar. We refer, of course,

firstly to rigid luggage 'grid of the ordi-

nary chassis, which when loaded with
petrol cans, suit cases, etc., adds so much
to the unsprung weight, and secondly to

the normal type of fixed mudguard,
which invariably shakes adrift at some
period in its history.

Sprung Luggage Grid.

These undesirable features are obviated
by the simple expedient of mounting an
angle steel frame on the sidecar springs.

On this frame the body is fixed on the
usual cross stretcher-bars at the front
and centre. The rear part of this sub-
frame is extended to form a capacious
luggage grid, while on the side member
are two lugs with taper sockets into
which fit the conical mudguard supports.

The chassis itself is quite simple and
strong, of the under-slung type, and is

The Rudge-Whitworth sidecar chassis. Note the angle-steel framework, supported on

• springs, which Insulate body, luggage-grid, and mudguard from vibration.

fixed to the motor cycle by four points

of attachment.
E.\.ceptional finish characterises the

bodywork, which is painted a dark green

with a polished aluminium front panel

;

a convenient locker is provided in the

rear panel. Thus it will be seen that

the sidecar has large carrying capacity.

The Rapson Unpuncturable Tyre.
A Tyre Designed to Eliminate the Motor Cyclist's Bugbear.

MOTOR cyclists who do not follow the

movements of the motor car world
may be unfamiliar with the inven-

tions of Mr. F. Lionel Rapson, whose
trouble-saving devices have been chiefly

applicable to the heavy four-wheeler.
An unpuncturable tyre has been the-,

hoped for desideratum. of all motorists,

and probably by no class more .than the
solo motor, cyclist, who has so little ac-

commodation for carrying spare wheels,
even when they are fitted to his mount.
The Rapson tyre aims at eliminating

the necessity of carrying spares by pre-

venting the occurrence of the puncture
in the first place, and so far as car tyres
are concerned, preliminary tests have
been very promising.
We illustrate here the type which is

designed for motor cycles. It will be
seen that it requires a special rim to

accommodate it, and is a modification of

one of the patterns suitable for cars.

The Pneumatic Principle Retained.

The pneumatic principle is retained,
out the inner tube is considerably
smaller, as compared with the cover size,

than the ordinary air tube. Between the
tube and cover lies the deflector, which
is an endless band of rubber having
spaces throughout its length containing
air at atmospheric pressure.
The inner tube lies in the recess of the

rim itself, and is therefore completely
protected at the sides, while the depth
of the deflector above it supplies a like

protection against anything passing
I through the tread.

In actual tests on a car we learnt from
experience that the heat usually generated
by the use of puncture-proof bands and

certain forms of tyre casings was non-

existent with the Rapson tyre, and, pro-

vided there is no interference with the

liveliness of the machine—a much more
important point with the motor cycle

than with the car—a great demand is

bound to arise.

The sole manufacturing rights for the

United Kmgdom have been secured by
Messrs. Oylers, Ltd., 35, New Cavendish
Street, London, W.l.

Sectional drawing of the new Rapson
tyre for motor cycles.

UNIFORM SIGNPOSTING
IN FRANCE.

The French Government, according to

a correspondent of the Daily Mail, is

about to adopt a uniform scheme in con-
nection with signposts and kilometre-
jiosts. The department responsible, pro-
fiting by experience gained during the
war, intends to replace all signposts by
large metal plates bearing directions and
distances in white letters on a blue
ground, of sufficient size to be legible

while travelling. Villages will also have
the name posted in eiglrt-inch letters on
the police stations, post offices, and
mayoral halls ; this being a very useful
innovation, as the motorist will agree,
bearing in mind the complete ignorance
as to whereabouts with which he passes
through the intermediate villages on a
road of which he only knows the terminal
points. Our own national signposting
might well be overhauled in the same
eflScient manner.

B5
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A Review of (he Conditions and Regula ions obtaining in this week's Trial.

IN
one respect, and one only, the present Six Days

Trial is disappointing. We all know that sundry

revolutionary designers have thrown down the

gauntlet to the pre-war motor cycle. Certain .audacious

1919 machines, together with others which are still

secret, have parted with most of the 1914 conventions.

\\'e hear of steel or aluminium cylinders, alloy pistons,

overhead valves, spring frames, high horse-power from

very small engine dimensions, sweeping reductions in

weight, and other interesting innovations. Few of us

have yet enjoyed a trial trip on any of these machines.

In certain cases nobody has so much as seen the draw-

ings or read the specification. The motor cycling

public is thirsting for authentic information about these

newcomers, and fof the most part they are not here.

This disappointment is inevitable. A rider who lives

in a remote corner of the provinces can " size up the

market '•' pretty accurately when three sources of in-

formation are open to him, viz. :

(i.) A trial run (prohibited at present by the special

circumstances attending reconstruction). This tells him

what the machine "feels like."

(2.)' The results of the Tourist Trophy; cancelled

this year owing to the switch over from war to peace.

In normal years it tells us the speed and stamina

of the different engines.

(3.) The Six Days, which tells us in what class each

machine should be ranked, so far as its reliability and

hill-climbing qualities are concerned.

This year we are unluckily deprived of two out of

our three normal sources of information, while the

event now proceeding will leave many burning ques-

tions unanswered. The fault, however, is not that of

the A.C.U., which is going to provide much invalu-

able data for deciding our 1920 orders.

Finishing Condition.

The best feature of the whole trial is the close

scrutiny of the condition in which the machines finish,

which takes place on Saturday. The potential loss

of f-fty marks for any symptoms of excessive wear and

tear comprises a quarter of the total which can be

earned by the five days' riding, and are equal to the

reliability marks, of which only fifty can be earned by

a rider who is dead on time at every check. Compare
this with " rememberable " trials in which several hun-

dred marks were given for timekeeping, whereas the

maximum penalty for finishing with a battered machine

was a beggarly twenty-five points or so. Unless quality

has improved past belief, we shall not be able to say

this year, as was hinted in a byegone era, that the

A.C.U. desires to give everybody a gold medal. In

the most popular classes a machine has to earn 180

b6

or 185 marks to secure its gold; if the "condition

marks " are allotted with" any stringency, no dud

machine can snatch a cheap notoriety in this year's

trial. I take it for granted that the inspection at

the finish will be severe; in which case, this change

in the marking would have reduced the gold medals

to single figures, had itr been applied seven or eight

years ago.

Hill'Climbing.

Of the remaining 100 marks thirty are being awarde

for hill-climbing. To my mind these are the least

interesting on the list. With the low bottom gear

ratios which are now universal, there is no engine so

bad that it cannot climb any " pleasure " hiU. The
test hills on the modern trials route seldom trouble an

engine: they test the rider, and they are situated along;

such appalling roads that they impart a special mean-

ing to tlie reliability marks, since most of the mecha-.

nical troubles of the week are caused by hard drivings

over difficult routes. But the climbing marks have lost,

their original significance.

Acceleration and Maintenance of Tune.
Forty of the remaining seventy marks are allotted

at the rate of twenty for acceleration and twenty for

'

keefjing tune. Neither of these points are easily tested

in respect of 114 machines in any manner which can

interest the ordinary user. So far as acceleration goes,

-his wants are simple. Bang-sma.sh acceleration of the^

Brooklands type has but limited interest for him; it is-

expensive and of little practical use. All he demands

is an engine which will pick up without conking and

without being too exacting about the setting of the car-

buretter levers. I'he A.C.U. will be puzzled to

penalise these two common faults. Maintenance of

tune is another matter altogether. From a practical

standpoint it may be divided in ordinary riding experi-

ence into two categories. Every machine requires^

sundry routine attention, e.g. , decarbonisation, after

a certain mileage. What is that mileage for each of',,

the 114 entrants? Again, particular machines suffer,

frorn little periodic weaknesses from which others ar6

wholly immune : e.g. , some two-strokes gum up their

top piston rings rather quickly : some flat twins over-'

lubricate the front cylinder so badly that it needs dis-'

mantling after 800 miles. Do' any of the 114 entries' i

suffer from these or similar peculiarities ? We must

wait and see what the second instalment of the con-

sistency test discloses to-morrow, although it will pro'

bably stop short of telling us all we wish to know.

Thirty marks are left; they are evenly distributed

between brakes, mudguards, and silence. Worthily

so. We have no greater need than guards which
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Technical Aspects of the Six Days.—

actually keep off the mud. Brakes are not yet per-

fect; I have a 1915 machine with a front brake which
cannot help becoming noisy in 1,000 miles, and a back
brake which is liable to fail me without any warning.
Its 191 9 stable companion has a front brake which
sheds small parts, and a back brake which requires

readjustment every time the tension of the rear chain
is altered. Silence? " Mphm," as the Scots say. Per-

sonally, I hope the judges will reserve nine of the ten

silence marks for mechanical silence, and use the odd
mark to penalise any knut- or greenhorn who fails to

understand that 114 open exhausts would not

popularise motor cycling in Llandrindod Wells.

Fuel Economy.
. Over and above these obvious features, the judges

^'may record" half a day's consumption of petrol. I

"hope there will be marks for fuel economy next year.

I admit the practical difficulties. I have run con-

sumption trials myself, and, even with a small entry

to manage, I would rather be a publican in the

Rhonddha Valley on a weekly ration of one barrel

of four half. I know, too, that a manufacturer might
tune up his trial machines to r5o m.p.g. and deliver

to the public machines capable of no more than

75 m.p.g. On the other hand, the manufacturers

who take any serious interest in fuel economy are

few and far between. Of my two machines, cited

above, the consumptions in delivery tune were jespec-

tively 61 m.p.g. and 112 m.p.g. ; both are of the same
nominal h.p. I think stock machines would develop
better economy if the trade had to fight once per
annum to extract the last kick out of the juice used
in a special machine in a premier event.

Lamps.
Furthermore, lamps were tested on Monday for the

first time, though here the penalty is indirect, since lamp
trouble will be ' registered under the "reliability"

marking. This stunt will boost up the electric dynamo
mightily, since few riders will trust to a single acetylene

lamp and generator on such an occasion, whilst nobody
dare start with two or three, and risk losing umpteen
condition marks at the finish if some of them fell off.

307

An Imag'nary Diary.
To show how very little may lower a sound, reliable

machine to the* bottom of the list under the severe

marking instituted by the A.C.U., I have framed the

following imaginary diary of an aspiring amateur on a

first-class mount of 3^ h.p.

Monday.—Valve of acetylene generator L'nook

loose and drowned my carbide ; no reserve

supply ; twenty-four minutes late at night

check.

Tuesday.—Horsenail through back tube five

minutes from lunch. Muffed repair; eleven

minutes late at lunch.

Wednesday.—Non-stop.

Thursday.—Non-stop except for a side-slip (no

official looking).

Friday.—Non-stop.

Saturday.—Docked five marks for too noisy a
silencer, eight marks for poor show in brake

test (I rode clumsily), five marks for loss of

tune during week (carboned up through oil

working past rings down so many steep hills),

ten marks for duffing the patent consistency

test, five marks for inefficient mudguarding,
and twenty-eight marks for bad finishing con-

dition (bent footrest, number-plate, and front

guard in sideslip on the Thursday, scrapping

,
- when the rain was • drying off after those

beastly mountain roads ; and they took off

some for an oily crank case.

The imaginary rider whose tribulations are described

above encounters no mechanical trouble of any sort

or kind ; is a good rider on freak hills and dangerous

roads ; storms up every selected precipice, but goes

home without so much as a bronze medal, and his

penalties, due to a trifling lack of experience and
forethought, tot up to ninety-six marks. Two hundred

minus ninety-six equal one hundred and four.

Administered • in a fair but firm spirit, the 1919
regulations connot fail to differentiate quite sharply

between machines of various grades of excellency. The
Competitions Committee are to be heartily congratu-

lated on the success of their deliberations.

r e- >Jm-

i

M
:i

STUDIES IN CORNERING AT SPEED.
&>mpetitors rounding the hairpin bend on Sutton Bank, during a hill-climb held there by the York and District M.C. Observe

the various styles of cornering adopted, The rider on the left appears to be quite at home, although his machine is leaning over

at quite an acute angle.
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THE LATEST AMERICAN EXCELSIOR.
Hi^h-powered Twin with Full

Electrical Equipment.

T he latest model American Excelsior fitted witti an engine o) 1
.000 c.c

PRELIMIXARY details of the Series

19 Excelsior have already appeared
•

. in these pages, but w& recently had
an opportunity of seeing the latest model
at Mr. W. J. de Greeuw's new, but not

quite completed, showrooms in Great
Slarlborough Street, London, W.l.
The Excelsior has a very attractive

tvpe of engine, with a cylinder capacity

of 61in. (1,000 c.c), a bore of 3-21/64in.

(84.5 mm.), . and a stroke of 3iin.

(88.9 mm.).
The valve mechanism is extremely

simple. There is only one large gear

wheel with a cam on each side, of which
the one on the outside comes in contact

with two roller bearing rockers actuating

the inlet valves, while the inner one does

the same in the case of the e.\haust

valves. A large oil tank, which forms

part of the accumulator case, is situated

behind the saddle tube, and oil is

delivered through a tap, which can be

regulated to the oil pump,' which main-

tains the correct level of oil in the

crank case.

A novel feature is the system of priming
the engine. There is a small needle

pattern tap in a T union underneath the

tank which communicates directly with
pipes leading into each cylinder so that

the priming can be effected with the

utmost celerity

The ignition and lighting are by the
Midco electric system, consisting of a

generator, transformer, and contact

breaker, the whole being carried in the
position usually occupied by the magneto.
An interesting feature of the system is

that there is a junction block for the
insertion of a plug for an electric inspec-

tion lamp or for a sidecar lamp.
The usual type of motor cycle three-

speed ball bearing gear box and a kick-
starter are incorporated. The kick-starter

is well designed, and allows of easy and
instantaneous engagement, and it is

coupled up to the exhaust lift«r, which
raises the valves and drops them at the
correct moment
The makers of the E.xcelsior favour

the dry type of multiple-disc clutch run-

ning on roller bearings, and the one fitted

to this model contains two steel plates

and three faced with Raybestos. \

In the transmission arrangement the
engine chain is on one side, and the
final drive from the gear box to the reai

wheel is on the other.

The clutch is actuated by a pedal, and

also tjy the left twist grip on the han(Jle;.'

bar. An efficient transmission shock

absorber of well-tried design is fitted.

It is claimed that the Excelsior frame
was the first, and remains the only one,

to be built of seamless tubing and nickel

steel drop forgings throughout.
To enable the owner to get_ at the

engine the auxiliary horizontal tube is

made detachable, which is an extremely
useful feature, and obviates the necessity

of taking the engine from the frame to

remove the cylinders.

Showing power unit assembly, and details o( the Midco electric system, .n use on the Excels ot
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MOTOR CYCLES
THE HIGH STANDARD OF
ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE
ATTAINED IN THE POST-WAR

QUADRANT
IS THE RESULT OF 20 YEARS

OF MANUFACTURING
:: EXPERIENCE. ::

4^h.p. PEACE MODEL.

ITS REPUTATION WON IN COM-
PETITIVE TRIALS PREVIOUS TO

THE WAR.

TO WHICH IS ADDED THE
EXPERIENCE GAINED IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF AEROPLANE
ENGINES DURING THE WAR.

LAWLEY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Inseparable

Write for Catalnsue.

A. M. A. C, Ltd.
(DEPT. A),

Aston Cross, Birmingham.
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ALPERTON, WOOLER^ LONDON,
Telephone : Wembley, 252

Engineering Co. Ltd.
Telegrams: N.W.

"Two-stroke, London."

311 Miles per Gallon,

The result recently achieved on a

Woolcr 21 Flat -Twin
is indeed excellent; but astonishing? By no
means, when you carefully consider the many
unique features embodied in this machine.

The closer you examine the Wooler, the less aston:shed
you will be at its exceptional mileage per gallon.

Consider carefully the reasons for this nltra-economical running:

(1) The Induction System has been designed entirely to eliminate
freezing. By reason of the mixture first passing through warm
passages in the Crankcase the petrol becomes perfectly, atomized
The Super-heated Induction System we call it to emphasize the
fact that freezing cannot occur.

(2) The correct design of the Valve Gear prevents leakage in this quarter

is) The free running of the engine owing to the three ball bearings
supporting the Crankshaft, and perfect workmanship throughout.

(4) The Infinitely Variable Gear, with 9 speeds enables the rider always
to use the exactly suitable ratio.

Northern Representatives

:

Wooler Motors Northern Depot,
186, Albert Avenue, Hull.

(5) The frictionless running of the Gear, all stress being taken by ball

bearings and ample ball thrust washers.

(6) Belt Drive absorbs less power than any other form of Trans-

mission, but the belt must always be at the right tension to

achieve this object.

The Wooler Rapid belt Adjust-ng Device (without use of tools'

accomplishes this essential.

(7) The Wooler Spring Frame obviates all back wheel bounce.

WHY NOT RIDE A WOOLER ^nu for

AND DO THE SAME ?
Particulars.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

WHY NOT TRY ONE ?
JUST THE THING FOR MOTORING
DURING THE COMING WINTER,

We have secured a large quantity of Slightly-worn Government
LEATHER JACKETS, three-quarter length, LINED WOOL,
which we can offer at the very low price of 1 2/6®^^'^' postage paid.

The above is a very special line, and we would advise buyers to
send their Postal Orders per return to avoid disappointment.

SPECIAL TERMS FOR QUANTITIES-

I PVI M, RARNFTT (Co"t-ctors to the

ImCmVI QL ^r\W\tmf^ I I Admiralty and War Cffice),

99, HOUNDSDITCH, LONDON, E.I.
Teleptione No. : Avenua 3271. Telegraphic Address: "Levigable, Aid, London."

In answtrnuj these adccrtisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycit,'
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TECHVICAL ASPECTS OF THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

5,000 MILES BENZOLE TEST
WEEK END TRIALS.

'JlME TO IXGHT L^np>5
Sdmmeb Time

Sept. 18th 8.8 p.m.

„ 20th 8.4 ,.

„ 22nd 7.59 „

„ 24th 7.54 ,.

Race Meeting in Sydney.

Over 18,000 people attended a motor
race at Sydney recently, showing the keen
public interest in motoring in Australia.

Fresh from the Cotintiy o£ Revolt.

L. A. Bees, who is riding an L.M.C.
in the Six Days Trials, has only just

returned from Russia, where he has been
-driving armoured cars.

Surplus Government -Property.

The latest figures available of sales

of surplus war material by the Disposal
Board, Ministry of Munitions, show that

£869,856 were secured for mechanical
transport during August.

Liverpool M.C. Open Trial.

- The Liverpool Club will hold an open
trial on October 25th tor the Reliance and

many other cups, trophies, and medals.

The trial will be in North Wales, and
will cover about 165 mHe.= and include

petrol consumption, brake, acceleration,

and flexibility tests. Further particulars

may be obtained from Mr. E. X. Dean,

22, Lord Street, Livei-pool.

M.C.C. Run to Exeter.

The Jlotor Cycling Club will hold their

winter run to, Exeter on Boxing night,
and an announcement regarding the
annual dinner will be made later.

Johannesburg to Durban Record Broken.

A wireless just received states that the
record for the South African blue riband
event—Johannesburg to Durban—has been
broken by a rider of a Harley-Davidson,
but details of the new time taken to

cover the 420 miles that separate the two
cities are not yet to hand

Motor Cycles as Prizes.

A motor cycle trial has been concluded
to Norway from Christiania to Trondhjem
and back to Christiania by the Norsk
.Motorcykkelklub and Ooslandske Petro-
leumskompani. The winners received
new motor cycles as prizes, viz., a B.S.A.,
an Excelsior, a Reading Standard, an
Lidian, and a Harley-Davidson. Is this

a sign of American penetration'

Mentioned in Despatches.

We learn that Maj. A. i\I, Low,
R.A.F., D.S.C., has, for the second
time, been mentioned in despatches, his
name having been brought to the notice
of the Secretary of State for valuable
services rendered. At one time JNlaj.

Low, the well-known two-stroke authority,
and a contributor to these pages, had
no fewer than fourteen of his patents
actually in operation against the enemy
at the Front.

TOURING ON A TANK.
Many readers who were for so long closely associated with all forms ot tank warfare during the

war will be interested in the little Renault tank shown touring in Switzerland. General Estienne,

of the French Army, General Swabley, and Major Hyler are among the passengers.

Italian T.T.

Probably the most important race of

the year in Italy was on the 7th inst. over
the Cremona course, which was covered

five times, totalling 195 miles. Seven
competitors started in the 350 c.c. class,

and twenty in the 5O0 c.c. class. The
results were as follow :

350 c.c. Class.
h. m. s.

1. Pozzi (Motosacoche) .. 4 21 52i
2. Baj. Badrioo (Douglas) .. 4 29 17?
3. Sassi (Maffeis) .. . . 4 34
Average speed of winner 44.85 m.p.b.

500 CO. Class.
h. m. s.

1. Dovo (Delia Ferrera) ... 3 32 34|
2. Gnesa (Motosacoche) ... 3 58 52|
3. Borogotti (Pougri) ... 3 59 59?
The average speed of winner was 55.25 m.p.h.

omcial Results oi the M.C.C. Team Tria'..

We are now enabled to give the official

results of the team trial for The Motor
Oi/cle challenge cup.

As previously announced, the trophy

was awarded to the Coventry and Warwick-
shire M.C, each competitor in which gets

the M.C.C. gold medal. This was the

only team to finish complete—S. Wright

(3i Humber), R. B. Ewens (3i Rudge-
Multi), W. Brandish jun. (5-6 R-over). F.

G. Edmond (4 Triumph sc), H. A. Finch

(4 Triumph), and B. Ryecroft (4 Triumph).
No other team made a full score on mile-

age, but the following list shows the

records of the other teams

:

2 ILKLEY M.C AND L.C.C.—J. E. Walker, W.
Moore, W. L. Guy, H. W. Sellers, and
VV. F. Scott (all rode 3% Scotts). 524%
miles. (Each member was awarded an
M.C.C. silver medal, as the team rode most
consistently.

)

5. The Motor Cycling Club.—E. A. Bridgman
(7 Indian sc), P. W. Moffat (4 Douglas),
B. A. Hil! (8 Morgan), R. B. Clark (2%
Douglas), and F. J. Watson (6 Ariel).
506 miles.

4. Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.C.
—T. J. Boss (4 Triumph), J. D. Hardee (8
Matchless sc), R. Boxer (4 Triumph), P. J.
Ellis (8 Matchless sc), and B. J. Sims (4

Triumph). 492 miles.

5. Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C—A. B.
Chapman (SVj Brough), D. Kaye (4 Tri-

umph), H. Reynolds (41/4 B.S.A.), and S.

Sawer (4 Norton sc.) 451 miles.
6. Essex M.C—E. A. Colliver (7 Indian sc),

S. R. Axford (8 Sunheam sc), and F. W.
Applebee {W, B.S.A.). 4331/, niiles.

7. Liverpool M.C.—R. J. Mundy [8 Matchless),
V. E. Horsman (4 Norton), S. Parker, and
N. H. Brown (7 Indian sc). 413 miles,

8. Cambeelev and District M.C.C—W. K.
Alfold (3% Ariel), II. T. Whitty (6 .\riel

sc), and F. Baker (8 Matchless sc). 370
miles.

9. South Birmingham.—B. Kershaw (2V2 Verus),
and G. Dalby (4 Triumph sc). 3471/2 miles.

10- Public Schools M.C.C—J. A. Watson-Bourne
(4 Blackburne), and E. M. P. Boileau (8-10
Henderson). 317'/2 miles.

11. Ealing and District M.C.C—F. A. Longman
(7 Harley sc), and S. E. Longman (4 Tri-
umph). 2971/2 miles.

12. Middlesex M.C.C—J. Hilyer (31/2 Rover).
215 miles.

13. Eastoourne and District M.C.C—J. Blake-
mai'sh (31/2 Norton). 140 miles.

The Motor Cycling Club desires to

thank the many willing helpers who gave
their valuable services during the trial,

and especially mentions the names ot

Messrs. W. H. Wells, R, C. Davis, Capt.

R. C. Charlesworth, and Major Chater-

Lea.
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Awards in the Circuit de I'Enre.

It is interesting to British motor cyclists

and manufacturers to know the value of

'the prizes won in the important French
race Le Circuit de I'Eure. Louis, winner
of the 250 c.c. class, takes altogether in

money £15, and the M.C.F. gold medal,
and a silver medal presented by " Moto-
cyclisme." Milland, first in the 350 c.c.

class, takes £11 and gold and silver

medals. Pean, who won the 500 c.c.

class, gains £17, two gold, and one silver

medal. Huret, winner of the sidecar

750 c.c. class, gains £25, one gold, and
one silver medal. Houel, £25, one gold
and one silver medal.

HP?
There has been a veritable scramble for

the distinction of having the first number
registered with the new index letters

allocated to the city of Coventry. These
are HP, and several local owners of

Triumphs have been as keen to obtain
HP 4 as the dozens of car and motor
cycle owners' have been to obtain HP 1

or HP 3, HP 10, HP 11, HP 12, HP 15,

according to the power of their car or
cycle. The Chief Constable, however,
decided that the numbers should be
granted automatically, with the result

that Mr. Fulford of sidecar fame has
HP 1 for his 11 h.p. Hillman car, while
HP 2 goes to a Scott owned by a member
of the staff.

Imports and Exports.

Considering that the restrictions on
the importation of motor cycles were not
removed until September, it may cause
a surprise to some to find that 166
machines arrived during August, valued
at £10,641. This fact, however, is of

little importance, for these increased
figures are forerunners of the more for-

midable quantities that are soon to reach
these shores.

The value of imported tyres, parts,
and accessories amounted to £9,590.

Exports.
In August our exports were maintained

at a moderate level, their value being
nearly double that of the corresponding
month last year.

1917. 1918. 1919.
Number of motor
cycles exported.. 1,263 175 849

Value of motor
cycles and acces-
sories .. .. £105,383 £55,868 il09.934

14,744,359 gallons of petrol were im-

ported into the country during August,
this amount being a very slight increase

on the July figures.

British Machines in Italy.

Several British machines were used by
competitors in a hill-climb at Corao
(Italy) on the 24th. August,- the hill is

ca.Ied in a French newspaper Come-
Brunate. The results were : 750 c.c.

Class.—First, Grignani (Fongri), speed

24J m.p h. ; second, Pietrasanto (Tar)

;

third, Galluri (Ariel). 500 c.c—First,

Bordino (Motosacoche), speed 25 m.p.h. ;

second, Marcoli ; third, Capitani
(Inumph). Frera, Fongri, and Triumph
machines were fourth, fifth, and sixth

in order named. The 250 c.c. class was
won by a Frera, speed 19 m.p.h., the
second machine being a Douglas. In
the sidecar class (1,000 c.c), the winning
machine was a Sun, followed by a Frera.
The hill is 3.16 miles in length with an
average gradient of 1 in 7^.

^^(^EJI
A Dangerous Game.
We have lately received several long

lists of motor registration numbers, evi-

dently compiled by children and for-

warded in the expectation of receiving

some award for the fruits of their mis-

directed energies. We regret to dis-

appoint the youngsters, but the respon-
sibility for any competition involving the
noting of numbers on passing motor
cycles and cars is not ours.

Recently in many rural districts we
have noticed parties of children armed
with paper and pencil, and seen, too, that
their- pastime has often brought them into

danger through running into the road
without noticing that other vehicles were
following the one whose number they
were intent on taking.

The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

The first meeting of the session of the
Institution of Automobile Engineers will

be held on Wednesday, October 1st, at

the Royal Society of Arts, John Street,

Adelphi, W.C, at 8 p.m., when Mr.
Thomas Clarkson, M.Inst.CB., will de-

liver his presidential address. Mr.
Clarkson will also deliver his address
to the Midland Centre on the following

night, Thursday, October 2nd, at the

White Horse Hotel, Congreve Street,

Birmingham, at 7.30 p.m. A card of

invitation to either meeting may be had
on application to the secretary of the

Institution of Automobile Engineers, 28,

Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
The following list of papers has been

promised to the Institution for the forth-

coming session. Those members who
desire to have a copy of any paper in

advance of the meeting, with a view to

taking part in the discussion, should

notify the secretary without delay. It

is hoped to have copies ready two or

three weeks before the paper is actually

read so as to give time for members to

prepare their remarks : Presidential

address, by Mr. Thos. Clarkson ;
" Valve

Failures in Petrol Engines," by Dr. L.
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Aitchison ;
" Car Design and Car Usage

considered from the Standpoint of the

Majority of Owner-drivers," by Mr. E. N.
Duffield; "Producer Gas as applied to

Vehicle Propulsion," by Lt.-Col. D. J.

Smith ;
" Cast Iron in Relation to the

Automobile Industry,"_ by Mr. J. E.

Hurst ; " Some Experiments on Super-

charging for High-speed Engines," by
Mr. H. R. Ricardo ;

" Air-cooling of

Engines," by Dr. A. H. Gibson ;
" Gear

Cutting," by Mr. P.. J. Worsley;
"Inertia Torque in Crankshafts," by Mr.
F. A. S. Acres; "The Final Drive or

the Motor Cycle," by Mr. E. Caudwell;, J

" The Process of Ignition," by Mr. A.
\

P. Young and Mr. H. Warren; "Steel

Tubes—Their Manipulation and Use in

Construction," by Mr. W. W. Hackett;
"Volatile Fuel SuppHea," by Dr. W. B.

Ormandy ; " The Single-cylinder Motor
,

Cycle Engine," by Mr. N. W. Bowkett

;

" American Practice." by Mr. A. Ludlow.
Clayden.

Road Signals.

A committee appointed by the Com-
missioner of the Police of the Metropolis

has suggested that the following code of

signals be used by drivers of motor and

horse vehicles.
^

There is much diversity of opinion,

even amongst experienced drivers, as to

what are the correct signals to indicate ,

;

to other drivers the intended movements
of the vehicle, and great advantages
would accrue were signals standardised.

All signals to be given on the right-band -ide

of car and in ample time to be of use.
Right forearm vertical—stop.
Right arm horizontal—turning to right.
Right arm horizontal and then swept to left-

turning to left.

Right arm horizontal, palm of hand down, and
moved slowly up and down—slow down.
Right arm waved low from rear to the front—na^s

For Horse Privers.
Whip rotated above head—turning
Whip raised vertically—sto^.

It is obvious that one code only is

possible owing to the confusion that
would arise were duplicate signals admis-
sible.

THE SCOOTER IN COMPETITION.

O. G. Benson making a good climb on an Autoglider at the York and District M.C. Hill-climb

at Sutton Bank.
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The Luton and
South Beds. A.C.
Open Speed
Trial.

QUITE a successful meeting was held

on Saturday last by the Luton and
South Bedfordshire Automobile Club

in Luton Hoc Park, by kind permission

of Lady Wernher.

The weather was fine on the whole, but

dull and rather cool. Among the com-

peting machines we noticed the new
Duzmo recently described in these pages.

It had bad luck in its first rnn, and
sheared a pulley key. There was a

Reading Standard there, the American
motor bicycle which conforms most
closely to English ideas, and the latest

type A.B.C., to which a few refine-

ments have been added. (These machines
did not compete.) Other interest-

ing mounts were the M.A.G.-engined
Matchless machines, and two Douglases
with overhead valves, one of which was
ridden by Kickham.

The following are the results

:

Event 1.

—

Expert and General (Class 1) up to
275 G.C.—<1) G. I .Mcintosh (Singer, 374 c.c), time 2»t9.
= 47.01 m.p.h. (21 W. A. Jacob? (Singer, 248 cc).

Event '1.—Expert and General (Class 3) op to
jOO c.c.-^1, H. Le Vack (Edmtmd M.A.G., 496 cc),
time 20s.— 56.94 m.p.h. (21 H- H. Beach (Norton.

(90 cc), 20is.

Event 3.

—

Experts Barred (Class ! tjp xo
276 CO.—(1) G. J. Mcintosh (Singer. 374 cc), time

24s. = 16.62 m.p.h. ; (2) W. A. Jacobs (Singer.

248 cc) 26s. ; (5) T. Eve (Martin, 245 cc), 38s.

Event 4.

—

Expert Barred (Class 3), op xo
jOO cc—(1) H. Martin (Matchless, 482 cc), time
19{s. = 57.68 m.p.h. ;

(2~ H. Le V.ick (Edmunrl
M.A.G.. 496 cc), 20s

Event 5.

—

Expert and General (Class 3). op to
i60 CO.—(1) E. Kickham (Douglas 360 cc), time
20|s. = 63.79 m.p.h. :

(2' A. E Wills (Douglas
S69 cc), 22^3

Event 6.

—

Expert Barred (Class 4). up to
?50 c.c—(1) H. Martin (Matchless, 482 cc), time
19s. =- •68,88 m.p.h. ; (3) H. Le Vack (Edmmid
M.A.G.. 496 c.c.) T9fs. ^Fastest machine np to~

.500 c.c.

The SJ h.p. Duzmo. a recent addition to the popular single-cylinder class

Luton Hoo speed trials by J. Wallace

Ridden in the

Event 7.

—

Expert Barred (Class 2), up to
360 c.c.—(1) A. E. WiUs (Douglas, 360 cc), time
3^. — 48.64 m.p.h. (3) G. T- Mcintosh (Singer
274 cc), 33|s.

EVESI 8.—Expert and General (Class 10!
Cycle Car, Three-wheel.— (1) S. HaU (Morgan
1,090 CO.). time 31s. = 36.09 m.p.h. (walk over).

EvBNT 9.

—

Expert Barred (Class 10), Cycle
Car Three-wheel.—^Lt. S. Cox (Morgan 1,100 c.c)
time 398s. = 87.8 m.p.h. (walk over).

Event 10 (Class 6).

—

^Motor Cycle with Engine
not exceeding 275 co., wheels noi exceeding
20iN.—O. G. Benson (Autoglider 269 cc.) time ,

34Ss.

Event 11.

—

Expert and General (Class i\ op to
750 cc. (1) H. Le Vack (Edmund M.A.G., 496 c.c),

time 19fs. -= 66.S m.p.h, (2- H. Martin (Matchless.
482 c.c), 30s

Event IS.^Expert Barred (Class- 'i), op to
1,000 c.c—(1) E. Baragwanath (Zenith 984 cc),
time lefs. = 66.61 m.p.h.

; (2) F. A. Wheeler (J.A.P.,
998 cc. 17Js.

Event 13.

—

^Expert and General (Class 7), Side-
cars UP TO 600 c.c— (1) H. Le Vack (Edmund M.A.G.,
196 cc), time 23s. = 48.64 m.p.h. : (2) D. R. O'Dono-
van (Norton 490 c.c.) 24is.

Event 14 —Expert and Ge.neka., iCl-\ss ,>,. ^.^y

Machine up to 1,000 c c.— (1) E. Baragwa.i,ith
(Zenith, 984 c.c), time 16ts. = *66.61 m.p.h.- (i,

F. A. Wheeler (J.A.P., 998 c.c), 17fs. = 63.7t m.p.h.

* Fastest time of the day, and twice accomplished
oy this rider, t Second fastest time.

Event 15.

—

Expert Barred (Class 7), Sidecars
UP TO 500 CO.—a) H. Le Vack (Edmmid M.A.G.),
496 cc), time 228s. = 49.5] m.p.h. : (3) N. Albon
(Rover, 499 c.c), 278s.

Event 16.

—

Expert Barred (Class 8), Sidecars
OP »o 750 ao.—(1) H. Le Vack (Edmund M.A.G.
496 cc), time 23ls. = 48,22 m.p.Ii,, and E. Swain
(Indian 685 c.c), 33^5. = 48J23 m.p.h.

Event IV.

—

^Expert and General (Class 9), Side-
cars OP xo 1,000 c.c.—(1) E. C. Baragwanath (Zenith,

984 c.c), time 30Js. = 54.31 m.p.h. : (2) W. J. Barker
(Henderson, 998 c.c), 33fs.

Event 18.

—

^Expert and General (Class 8), Side-
cars DP TO 760 c.c.—(1) H. Le Vack (Edmund M..4.G.
496 cc.) (walk over).

Event 19.

—

Expert Barred (Class 9), Sidecars
UP to 1,000 c.c.—(1) E. C. Baragwanath (Zenith,

984 cc), time 21s. — 63.28 m.p.h. ; (2) H. A. Reyre
(Zenith, 998 cc), 26s. ; (3) C. G. Stokes (Hariey-
Davidson. 998 c.c), 26|s

G. W Wallace {3i h.p. Norton) passing the timekeeper ;t the speed trials on Saturday
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fhe Luton and South Beds. A.C. Open
Speed Trial. -
A feature of the meeting was the

triumph of Le Vack's M.A.G.-engined
Edmund, which won four events and was

^M(^IUS
second in t*o, and the success of Barag-
wanath's Zenith, who has had many wins
to his credit, and was first in four events.

We were also pleased to note that the

fine old veteran, Harry Martin, had lost

SEPTEMBER i8th, igig.

none of his former skill. Mr. T. IJ.

Button was the timekeeper, and the
times at the start (flying) were taken by
the buzzer on the field telephone, which
worked admirably.

Manchester M.C. Speed Trials.

A scene at the IVlanchester IVl.C. speed trials I Smith (Triumph sc.) has iusl

THE course selected by the Manchester
M.C. for its speed trials on Septem-
ber 14th was a well chosen straight

two-mile stretch of road over the moors,
known as " Bill-o'-Jacks," Greenfield, on
the borders of Lancashire and Yorkshire.
A following wind prevailed, and, with
a half-mile start and ample space in

which to pull up, some goM riding was
accomplished.

Aa is frequently the case up North,
entries were confined rather largely to
pre-war models, and the lack of new
machines has seriously handicapped club
developments. .

Many well-known local riders competed
in the two unlimited classes for solo

and sidecar machine? respectively, and
amongst those who achieved exception-
ally last times were P. Piatt (3^ Norton),

J. Smith (Triumph sc), W. Bottoms (6

Bradbury sc), and N. Taylor (who also,

rode a 6 Bradbury).
The weather throughout the event was

dull and cold, but in no way interfered"

with the progress of the competition.
Results will be entirely decided on A.C.U.
formula, and ^^^ not available at the
moment, but will be announced in due

There was . record entry in the Western M.C. (Glasgow) Hill-climb, on Garshake, on Saturday last. Geo. Grinton (7-9 h.p. Harley-
Davidson sc.) made fastest time of the day in the sidecar class, while McCullach (3J h.p. James twin) won the event for sole

machines up to 600 cc being awarded the MacLean Cup for the best performance of the day.

c6
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A Representative Range
oi Competing Motor Cycles,
mostly British!, but including

Specimens from America
and France.

LLANDRINDOD WELLS this weelc is

the Mecca of all enthusiastic motor
cyclistsj and those manufacturers

who follow with close interest the per-

formances of their own as well as rival

manufacturers' machines. The splendid

entry of 115 machines is thoroughly

deserved by the Auto Cycle Union, for

none will deny that the governing
body's events are always well arranged
and. splendidly organised, which, of

course, is as it should be. British-made
machines naturally predominate. One
wishes that Italian and Belgian machines
could have figured among the lists to give

the event a more international character.

As it is, the solitary entry of a G.L.
machine represents France, whilst the

reputation of the United States is

being worthily upheld by the Harley-

Davidson, Indian, and Henderson

All Roads lead to Llandrindod.

Competitors converged on the popular

Central Wales resort from aE corners of

the British , Isles, mostly, be it said to

their credit, by road, though many
journeyed by rail. And what weather it

SIX DA^^vS

RELIABILITY

TRIAL

was to welcome them. Pouring rain,

greasy roads, and the surrounding hills

obscured by rain clouds. Many broke
their journey on Saturday evening at

Leominster, Kington, and Penybont, and
rode in on Sunday morning. Conse-
quently, the scene at Mr. Tom Norton's

farage at Llandrindod was an extremely
usy one throughout Sunday, most riders

finding plenty of finishing touches needful

;

others adjustments far more ambitious.
De-la-Haj- whipped his cylinder off just to

Entries include 63 Solo
Machines, 44 Sidecars, and
6 Runabouts; 41 Single and
24 Twin-cyl. Solo; 9 Single

and 33 Twin-muiti Sidecars.

make sure all was well ; whilst a Douglas

rider removed the rear portion of his

frame. Spindles, too, which had, ap-

parently, already found the wet. were

rerrjoved for examination.

Given wet weather for two or three

days during the trial, much new and
useful light will be shed upon the design

of weatherproof hubs. Even on Sunday
not every rider was a sure ctarter,

strange it is how ill luck dodges some
riders. The. 1920 Levis, for instance, en-

tered by Messrs. Butterfield's, P. Pjke

riding, suffered trouble with its sloping

tank of new design near Radnor When
we passed him he had not diagnosed the

complaint, but it was found later to be

due to" the oil sump joint having sprung
and allowed a too thorough admixture
of petrol and oil, which the engine did

not like. Of course, Levis engines have
a proper lubrication system, and the

additional supply due to the leaky tank
was most unfortunate. Not to be out-

done, however, a 1919 machine was tele-

phoned for, and in case of that failing to

arrive in time, a two-gallon petrol tin

was to be affixed to the carrier of the

1920 mount, and a start made.

France's only representative, the G. L., ridden by F. Thorp
The sidecar carried two spare wheels at the rear.

The 8 h.p. Enfield Colonial Model with 28 X 3in. wheels, high

ground clearance, and three-gallon tank.
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Cleaning up after a wet and muddy run to Llandrindod. The new 8 h.p. Dot-Jap machines
ridden by H. Reed and 1 H. Place

Due to the muddy state of the roads,
there was much hosepipe in use at the
week-end, in itself a point worthy of
notice, for it is only in recent years that
such complicated mechanism as a motor
cycle necessarily possesses could be
sprayed with water with impunity, lest

. mysterious short-circuits should be set
up. Nowadays, entirely waterproof mag-

been exaggerated into roaring mountam
torrents.

In conversation with Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, the hard-working secretary of

the A.C.U., we learned that under cer-

tain weather conditions which obtained
during the week-end some of the mountain
passes are likely to be so entirely enveloped
in rain clouds as to equal a thick
November fog, in which case a 20 m.p.h.
average would be impossible or, at any
rate, dangerous. Should such conditions
prevail, the judges will have to consider
the question of allowing an extension of

time. In this connection we well recall

an ascent of Bwlch-y-Groes (The Pass of

the Cross) from Dinas Mawddwy in pour-
ing rain, when it was difficult to see

twenty yards ahead owing to the mist,

and the sheer descent of several hundred
feet by the roadside was a not too com-
forting prospect.

There are three 3^ h.p. sidecars (a

B.S.A. is notable for the lowest gear ratio

of 21 to 1) and several 4 h.p. single-

cylinder sidecars in the event, including

One o\ the Enots disc petrol taps on
A. Sumner's Zenith

netos have disposed of all fears on this
score. The state of some machines, how-
ever, shows that there is still room for
improvement in respect of mudguarding.

Observations on the Course
Ui course, rumours were rife at the

start as to the unexpected severity of
the hill? and road surfaces. Not all are
agreed as to which day constitutes the
jmost arduous trial, though the majority
considered Wednesday's programme, with
Bwlch-y-Groes and other lesser known
but equally difficult ascents, the severest.
Of tricky bends approaching single figure
gradients there are an abundance. Of
course, the water-splashes included have

CIO

Norton, Triumph, B.S.A.7 and James.
Their final performances will be most
interesting to watch, for the greatest

credit will be due to any rider who suc-

ceeds in piloting such a machine safely

home, in view of the conditions. Much
mystery surrounds t_he new Triumphs.

A. Sumner on the new countershaft

Zenith; the kick-starter is in a higher

position than usual.

There are two entered with aU-chain

drive. Triumph three-speed countershaft

gears, with a new form of change speed

by a neat quadrant on a bracket supported

by the tank tube, and, of course, the new
Triumph enclosed fork springs. The
mystery is in the engine, for it is said

that G. E. Stanley has been at work, and
the engines are quite the hottest 550 c.c.

motors ever produced. Their perform-
ance already is quite an eye-opener.

The lamp test worried many competi-
tors ; dynamos are fairly common on the

DETAILS ON 1920 MACHINES.
The internal expanding brake on H. Reed's new 8 h.p. Dot. The neat

G. Shemans's chain-driven Triumph. Rear brakes of T. Stevens's 4i
Ferodo-lined mtemal expanding and external contracting.

quadrant on

h.p. fames
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on the trial and worthy of mention are
a new Morgan, with a twin Blackburne
engine, and W. H. Egginton's 8 h.p.
Sunbeam, with one of the only two V
type engines of Sunbeam manufacture
in existence. The latter mount, which
is highly spoken of by its owner, has
a Lucas Magdyno outfit.

Overseas Conditions.

The Enfield Co. are wise in havinc
entered their Colonial model sidecars'
for unquestionably the A.C.U. have
seriously considered the future of the

The Douglas team : P. W. Moffat (3J h.p. spring frame), W. B. Gibb (2i h.p.), and

F. G. Ball (2i h.p.)

machines; some have D.A. (dissolved

acetylene) cylinderSj but the majority

have pinned their faith to the old reliable

generator and lamp mounted on the

handle-bar bracket.

E. A. Colliver's Indian is in itself

in perfect order, but a crack developed

in the carbon brush holder of the mag-
neto, and a temporary repair was

efiected just before the start, with

shellac and rubber solution, which, it is

hoped, will hold out.

Tyres are frequently 28 x 3 inches

;

most sidecars are equipped with this size,

Palmer cords being particularly pro-

minent.

Stevens's single-cylinder James side-

car has three brakes, the usual front

rim brake, an external contracting brake

tings. It is noticeable that a number
of competitors have dispensed with the

rear chain guard, evidently in order to

simplify repairs should adjustments

prove necessary. We were glad to

see that due attention had been paid to the

question of easily effected cham adjust-

ments. The Scotts buzz around as usual,

but again we notice a lack of unanimity
in the question of the most suitable

form of lubricator. Harry Reed's
workmanlike Dot-Jap sidecars have
already won much favourable comment

;

they may be expected to finish well.

Two non-competing machines engaged

The large transverse silencer, with fan

tail extending under the sidecar of Creak
Davis's Chater-Lea.

motor cycle industry in introducing^ so
many overseas conditions into the trial.

8 h.p. engines, three-gallon tanks,
dynamo outfits, and a ground clearance
of seven and a half inches are features of

the excellent design of the Enfield mounts.
A twin Zenith which is being ridden
by A. V. Sumner has the kick starter

mount-ed higher and more conveniently
than formerly. Modern belts being made
of really durable material, this machine
may confidently be expected to do well.

We were sorry to notice that Mr. F.

W. Barnes's new spring saddle was not
fitted, as we hear golden opinions of the
comfort it provides, some going so far

Warm air intake on Gibb's Douglas.

on the rear wheel operated by a Bow-
den handle-bar lever, and an internal

I

brake operating on the same drum, but

i foot-operated. A New Imperial outfit

I

also has an additional rear wheel brake.

i The Sunbeams, to outward _ appearance,

i are standard machines in every par-

' ticular. The G.L. footplates, shaped to

form a screen for rider's legs by
covering in the whole of the space be-

tween power unit and footrest, are a

commendable feature. C. Sweerts
brother of G. Sweerts, of Paris, well

known in pre-war day&, is Thorp's pas
senger on this French production
largely composed of British standard fit The Scott riders : H. 0. Wood, B. Alan HIU, Capt. C. P. Wood, and W. L. Guy

"5
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The A.C.U. Six Days Trials.—

as to suppose that it may dispense with
the need for a spring frame.

A Variety oJ Types.

The James team is representative of
all James productions, from the two-
stroke lightweight to the luxurious side-
car outfit. The Douglas range, too, is.

W^-m^~
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Twin silencers on a B.S.A.

very complete, being representative and
businesslike, and their riders are all

men of extensive competition experi-
ence.

Quite a number of competitors are
using benzole, which fact invests the trial

with added interest. They are bound to

show up well when the checked con-
sumption figures are divulged.
Great interest centres in the A.J.S.

Matchless and Clyno combinations,- for

here we have some of the best passenger
machines that British motor cycle engi-
neers can produce. Their initial perform-
ances have be«i impressive. One is sorry
to observe . that few three-wheeled run-
abouts of the Morgan type—a number of

new makes of which have lately made
their bow to the public—are competing
in this week's great event. The oppor-
tunity of comparing their performances

An interesting machine at Llandnndod Wells—W. H Egginton"s 8 h.p. sidecar—one o'

the only two experimental models fitted with the new Sunbeam twin engine.

with the best of the sidecar outfits must
be postponed for some time as a result,

though the team of Morgans may be
expected to uphold all the excellent

traditions they set up as the successful
forerunners of the weatherproof and
reliable vehicle of motor cycle type.

Following upon a recent decision of the
A.C.U. no four-wheelei-s are admitted
this year—a policy sound in itself, but
regrettable no doubt to many who, with
possibly £200 to expend in a motor
vehicle, desire to invest . it in any form
of three or four-wheeler whose general
performances are the most praiseworthj',

if running costs are moderate.

Ariels, botli single and twin, with a

competition record second to none, strike

one as sound designs, whose records only

ill-luck can check. The Blackburne
riders, possessing such flexible engines

—excepting the two-strokes and flat

twins (they are the only engines with

outside flywheels in the trial)—attract

attention by the slow tick over of the

engines when in the free position.

Creak Davis is riding a khaki-finished

Chater-Lea, the sidecar having five

separate connections. It has, too, the 1

Lucas Magdyno, with a neat switch

mounted on the side of the huge petrol

tank. Davis is not new to six day
events, nor is his passenger, Mrs. Davis,

ior that matter.

The 1920 chain-driven Tfiumph, with the new Triumph gear box and improved front fork,

ridden by G. Shemans, who is seen on the right.

The switch box of the Lucas Magdyno,-
fitted on the Chater-Lea.

Though described as a six day event,

the 1919 A.C.U. rfliability trial is a fiw
day, or more correctly a four and a hslfi

day event, for Monday Ti'as devoted to

official inspection and sealing, whilst the'

sixth day (Saturday) will be taken ap'

by a thorough examination of the coni-'

peting machines by the judges, since
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The 1920 Levis, entered by Messrs. Butterfield's, Ltd.—P. Pike, rider

"condition" marks will again enter

largely into the final classification of

the competitors.

Xhe Riders and theii Machines.

CLASS A.—Foe Motor Bicycles not exceed
ING 250 c.c.

1. J. Jr. Lidstone (2i^ James).
2. P. Pike (2% Levis).
3. B. H. Baxter (2i4 Radco).
4. L. C. M. Davies (2V4 Velocette).
5. E. P. Goodman (214 Velocette).

"CLASS B.—Foe Motoe Bicycles not exceed-
ing 350 c.c.

6. Thos. J. Stordy (2% A.J.S.).

7. 3. T. Ashby (2% Connauglitl.
8. F. C. Ball (2^4 Douglas).
9. W. B. Gibb (2% Douglas).

10. J. E. Lane (2% Douglas).
11. Clias. Hartwrigbt (2% New Imperial).
12. H. L. Kitcher (2%-New Imperial).
13. B. Kershaw (21,4 Verus).

CLASS C—Foa MoTOE Bicycles not exceed-
ing 500 CO.

14. J. Emerson (3 A.B.C.).
15. H. Fairley (3 A.B.C.).
16. Tom Peck (31/2 Ariel).
17. C. W. Smitli (31/2 Ariel).
18. T. B. O. Vale (31/2 Ariel).

19. P. J. Enticknapp (4 Blackburne). ^

20. J. Watson-Bourne (4 Blackburne).
21. P. W. MoHatt (31/2 Douglas).
22. James Edwards {31/2 Humber). ^

23. G. A. Strange (31/^ James).
24. E. F. Cliidley (31/2 P- and M.).
25. Vt. Drake (31/2 P. and M.).
26. R. Lewis (31/2 P. and M.).
27. W. Denskin ((31/2 Rover).
28. G. Featherstonbaugh (31/4 Rover).
29. Morris Isaac (31/2 Rover).
30. Jesse Baker {3^A Scott).
31. - Mansel Davies (3V2 Sunbeam).
32. W. R. Eadington (31/2 Sunbeam).
33. G. Dance (3% Sunbeam).
34. J. Dudley (31/2 Sunbeam).
35. T. 0. De la Hay (31/2 Sunbeam).
36. Capt. Oliver (3i/> Sunbeam).
37. J. A. Newman {31/2 Sunbeam).

, 38. T. Rutherford (3i/, Sunbeam).
39. J. T. Shillito (31/2 Sunbeam).

CLASS D.—Foe Motor Bicycles not exceed-
ing 750 CO.

40 E. W. Choldcrolt (4 A.J.3.).
4L P. W. Applebee (AVj B.S.A.).
42. H. F. Edwards (41/4 B.S.A.).
43. L. L Sealey {VA B.S.A.).
44. P. Turvey, jun. (414 B.S.A.).
46. A. E. Wood (4V4 B.S.A.).
46. V. B. Horsman (4 Norton).
47. Capt. Alexander Lindsay .(4 Norton).
43. D. H. Noble (5 Rover).
49. W Leslie Guy (3% Scott).
60, Oapt. C. P. Wood, M.C. (3% Scott).
61. H. O, Wood (3% Scott).
52. Lt. B. Alan Hill (3% Scott).
63. Capt. F. C. Townshend (4 Sunbeam).
64. O. Cather-Cooke (4 Triumph).
55. Ernest Cross (4 Triumph).
56. H. Pattinson (4 Triumph).
57. M. Ryeoroft (4 Triumph).
58 W. Elce (5 Zenith).
69. A. V. Sumner (5 Zenith),
60. Gerald Brown (5 Zenith).
61. R. Charlesworth (5 Zenithl
62 Kay Don (5 Zenith).

CLASS E.—For Motor Bicycles, not exceed
ING 1,000 CO.

53. J. W. Wills (6-7 Ariel).
64. Edgar Bottomley (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
65. Lt. Lauro de Aranjo (7-9 Harley-David

son).

G,—For Motor Bicycles with Side-
CARS NOT EXCEEDING 500 C.C.

F. E. Jones (3% Ariel).
W. J. Chambers (3% B.S.A.).
Reg. Brown (3^/2 Sunbeam).

- CLASS

67.
68.

Next week's issue of

"The Motor Cycle" will

contain a description of

tiie Six Days Trial, with

many illustrations, by
members of our own staff

who are accompanying the
competitors.

CLASS H.—For Motoe Bicycles with Side-
cars NOT EXCEEDING 750 C.C

69. 0. Collins (6 A.J.S.).
70. Eric Williams (6 A.J.S.)
71. O. Wade (6 A.J.S.)

.

72. P. W. Giles (6 A.J.S.).
73. H. C. Heath (6 A.J.S.).
74. W. Edwards (414 B.S.A.)

>5.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.

CLASS

83.
84.
85.
85.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

CLASS

111.
112.
113.
114.

31?

Howard R. Lane (4% B.S.A.).
H. Thorpe (4 Douglas).
P. Thorp (5-6 C.L.).
T. Stevens (41^ James).
G. E. Stobart (5-6 James).
S. Sawers (4 Norton).
P. G. Edmond 4 Triumph).
G. Shemans (4 Triumph).

K.—Foe Motor Bicycles with Side-
CAES not EXCEEDING 1,000 CO.
P. J. Watson (6 Ariel).
J. L. Stocks (6 Ariel).
J. S. Holroyd (8 Blackbnrne).
S. S. Debenham (6 Campion).
R. Creak Davies (8 Chater-Lea)
Hugh Gibson (8 Clyno).
Harry Reed (8 Dot).
John H. Place (8 Dot).
W. A. Fell-Smith (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
H. A. Leak (7-9 Harley-Davidson).
E. A. CoUiver (7-9 Indian).
J. D. Prytherch (7-9 Indian).
L. A. Bees (7-9 L.M.O.).
C. R. Collier (8 Matchless).
G. D. Hardee (8 Matchless).
James A. Hoult (8 Matchless).
G. C. McGlashan (8 Matchless).
Fred W. James (3 Morgan).
H. P. S. Morgan (8 Morgan).
N. Svanso (8 Morgan).
W. R. Haggas (3 New Imperial).
J. Drew (8 New Imperial).
D. Alexander (8 Royal Enfield).
J. Dosher (8 Royal Enfield).
D. O. Guise (3 Royal Enfield).
Stanley Parker (8 Royal Enfield).
J. G. Lowles (8 Sunbeam).
Harry Jepson (3 Zenith).

L.—For Motor Bicycles with Side-
cars EXCEEDING 1,000. 0.0.

W. J. Barker (10 Henderson).
H. Greaves (10 Morgan).
Sydney Hall (10 Morgan).
W. Douglas Hawkes (10 Morgan).
R. G. Mundy {8 Matchless sc).

mCIDENTALLY-
Too much last minute preparation was

noticeable.

Great Britain, France, and America
are the only countries represented among
the competitors.

The riders are very largely composed
of ex-Service men, including majors and
captains.

Drivers of three 3^ h.p. sidecar outfits

are sufficiently confident of their chances
to have entered this, the most severe Six
Daj's event yet arranged.

Caio Hill, in to-morrow's route, is said
to be as difficult as any in the trial. The
contour reminds one of the roof of a
house.

Four types of James machines in the trial. T. Stevens (4i h.p. single sc). G. E. Stoban

(5-6 h.p. twin sc), G. A. Strange (3J h.p, twin), ]. F. Lidstone (2J h.p. two-stroke)

CI9
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FIRST DAY'S RUN DESCRIBED.
Ill STARTERS—110 SURVIVORS.

MONDAY'S ROUTE: 98^^ MUes.

Llandiindod, Bailth, Garth (consistent

driving test), Brecon, Llangynidr,

Abergavenny, Talgarth, Builth, Llan-
drindod. The return journey from
Abergavenny was undertaken In th?

dark and included a lamp test.

Ideal riding conditions prevailed on
Monday in contrast to the inclement
weather of the two previous days. The
morning was devoted to replenishing and
sealing the vital parts of the machines,
and arranging them in marked off spaces
ift the Drill Hall and at Tom Norton's
garage adjoining the railway station.

There was more than the usual scene
of animation outside, for the interest in

this year's event is exceptional. Many
prominent trade representatives were
there, not only watching their own
riders' interests, but intently examining
the features of other makes of machines.
By noon all but five entrants had re-

ported themselves, and after an adjourn-
ment for lunch, the trial proper com-
menced at 2.30, in the presence of a

considerable crowd.

The Start.

Around a clock outside the Drill Hali
the various competitors' numbers are
arranged, and as the hand points to the
numbers a bell is rung, and number
cards are handed to the competitors con-

cerned, after which they obtain their

machines from the garage. Before
actually leaving Llandrmdod competitors
were taken through the goods station

yard, and each machine weighed as it

stood, in complete touring trim. Then
the long journey was commenced, via

Howey, Builth, and Garth, beyond which
place the consistent driving test was en-

countered. Sumner was unlucky in sus-

taining a collision with a Ford when
leaving the station yard. There were
cattle on the roads for the first few
miles, a? it wa;, Builth Fair, and the
farmers here formed a line to watch the
procession of riders.

Panne Hill, near Garth, is a. fairly

difficult climb, exceeding two miles in

length; with three bends, the last the
most acute, but the gradient does not
exceed 1 in 8 at any point, and the
surface is moderately good. Early .com-
petitors were up in arms against the
consistent driving test. They argued,
not without good reason, that it was
rather a test of the driver than of the
machine. Certainly, the Six Days Trials
are regarded as tests of motor cycles

and, so far as is possible, the personal
factor should not enter into the condi-
tion of awards.
Generally speaking, the performances

were not brilliant, for it must be ad-
mitted that the long and tiring climb
heated up many engines to the point of
knocking on the bends, and there were
several failures. There were, however,
notable exceptions. Hardee climbed
well, as did all the Matchless machines.
The Velocettes and the Levis ridden by
Pike made no mistake ; the latter is

riding an old model after all, but Col-

liver (Indian), mentioned in the introduc-

tory notes, received a new carbon brush
and holder on Monday morning in time
to fit them.

Parker's Enfield misfii'ed most of the
way up, the Dot-Japs made impressive
climbs, and the Triumphs were notice-

ably fast on the upper reaches, even with
sidecars attached. Drew's New Imperial
did well, also Moffatt's 3^ h.p. Douglas
and Stevens's single-cylinder James side-

car. Charlesworth (Zenith) was fast,

but Dance stopped momentarily for some
reason, though he at once restarted.

Hawkes's Morgan was quite fast, and the
Scotts were much admired by the spec-

tators. The Blackburnes and Rovers
performed conspicuously. Applebee's
B.S.A. travelled well, but Chambers, on
a 3^ h.p. sidecar of tlie same make,
was naturally slow, and was passed by
Bees ' (L.M.C.) and Peek (Ariel), but
later Bees stopped on the top bend.

Others who stopped were Dosher (8

h.p. Enfield sc.) and Lane (B.S.A.),

due to overheating, Edwards, who
changed a plug, and Lowles (8 h.p. Sun-
beam), whose timing slipped just below
the timekeeper.
The positions of the timekeepers were

not sufficiently clearly marked, but the

route generally is splendidly arrowed.
Prytherch (7-9 h.p. Indian sc.) broke a

high-tension wire, which delayed him
twenty-five , minutes. Good roads fol-

lowed' to Brecon, where crowds lined the

streets. Shortly afterwards, however,
the route took the competitors down a

byroad, with difficult corners. The test

hill of the day was shortly after the

41st mile. Starting up in a sinuous

climb through Llangynidr a rough lane

led to the crucial point, a sharp right-

hand corner on a steep gradient, fol-

lowed by a two-mile ascent. Eleven
competitors tailed, one, Barker (10 h.p.

Henderson sc^), owing to his gear lever

slipping into^ neutral. Restarting he
wrenched off his front tyre.

A long descent followed, to Aber-
gavenny, where tea was taken and lamps
lit.

The Return Run.
The return run was uneventful, the

roads on the whole being excellent.

There was a steady climb of ten miles

over the pass above Talgarth, but no
serious gradients. The lamps generally

behaved most satisfactorily. The com-
petitors were arriving up to eleven

o'clock, and before returning to the

garage the tanks had to be replenished.

All except Sumner checked in.

Dr. Low, , whose audiometer was in-

stalled on Panne Hill, tells us that the

results were disappointing, except for a

few notably silent machines.

OBSERVATIONS.
Only five competitors failed to face

the starter. These were J. R. Lane
(2| Douglas), 0. Hartwright (2| New
Imperial), Lt. L. de Aranjo (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), W. Elce (5 Zenith), and
H. A. Leak (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc).

Tuesday's run started under favourable
weather conditions, the whole of Mon-

day s survivors leaving Llandrindod iii

practically every case without adjustments
being found necessary.

Working from 4.30 a.m., Mr. T. W.
Loughborough and ^ his assistant,- Maj.
Dixon Spain, had all the weights and
consistent driving times on the notice -

boards for all to see on Tuesday morning.

On the previous page is given a list of

competitors, to which must be added E.

W. MerraU, who is driving a 1915 Jap-
engined 8 Morgan.

In the fast stretch of the consistent

driving test, the lightweights averaged
14 m.p.h., and the 3^ h.p. machines
about 20 m.p.h.

The lightest machines in the respec-

tive classes were as follow ; 250 c.c, 2^
Radco, 170 lb.; 350 cc, 2^ Connaught;
500 c.c, 3i P. and M., 268 lb. ; 750 cc,
4 Triumph, 256 lb. ; 1,000 cc, 6-7 Ariel,

336 lb. ; 500 cc. sidecar, 3^ Ariel, 444

lb. ; 750 c.c. sidecar, 4i B.S.A., 464 lb.

;

1,000 c.c. sidecar, 6-7 Ariel, 488 lb.
;

over 1,000 cc. sidecar, 10 Henderson.
588 lb.

The chief item of interest of Tuesday's
run was the brake test at Pumpsaint

.

during the morning. r

Among the most notable performances-Y/r
in the consistent driving test may be ',??

mentioned : Fairley (3 A.B.C.), 7.45--|'

m.p.h. slow, 22.65 m.p.h. fast; Horsman ;:

(4 Norton), 8.2 slow, 24.25 fast; Charles-)'

worth (5 Zenith), 8.85 slow, 24.15 fast

;

Edmund (4 Triumph sc), 6.95 slow, 22.35 -

fast; Alexander (8 Enfield sc), 6.8 slow, .;

25.25 fast; and Wills (6-7 Ariel). 7.35"

slow, 24.05 fast .':

The Second HaU ot the Triai
*^

yesterday Bwlch-y-Groea was the >

jiiice ds resistance of the day—approxi- ;!

mately the half way mark in the trial. tJ

To-morrow's 159 mile run will bring the >ij.

total up to 570 miles, the route being >*

Llandrindod Wells, Newbridge-on-Wye, '

Builth, Upper Chapel, Garth, Llan-
,

wrtyd, Llandovery, Lampeter, Tregaron,"
Ypsytty-Ystwyth, Devil's Bridge (Imich),

'

Devil's Bridge, Aberystwyth, Machyn- >

Ueth, S tay-a-little, Llandiloes, Tylwch, -.

St. Harmon, Rhayader, Llandrindod.
On Friday a further 161 miles are

added to the trial, which completes the

732 mile total. The consistent driving i

test on the hill from Garth, climbed "on
.

Monday, will be repeated, and the com-
petitors will pass through the following

towns and villages : Builth, Garth, Beu-
lah, Llanwrtyd, Llandovery, Llangadock,
Pontardawe, Neath, Swansea (lunch at

the Royal Hotel), Pontardulais, Llan-

ddarog, Llanfynyild, Abergorlech, Llan-
.

sawel, Caio, Cilycwm, Llanfair-ar-y-

bryn, Llangammarch, Garth (consistent

driving test), Builth, and Llandrindod.
Saturday is being devoted to a " techni-

cal " examination of the machines, when
penalties up to a maximum of 50 marks
will be imposed upon those machines
which have suffered undue deterioration.
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Essex M.C.

A gymkhana has been arranged by the
above club for the 27th inst. at the Essex
Track, High Beech. Any members of

affiliated clubs will be welcomed as com-
petitors, and entries must be received
before September 25th by Mr. F. A.
Applebee, 208, Great Portland Street,
W.l.

Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

This club's social run to Savernake
Forest on the 7th inst. proved a very
enjoyable^ affair. One member demon-
strated that it was possible to ride a
sidecar with the wheel oft the ground up
Salisbury Hill, which includes two awk-
ward bends

Cardiff City and District M.C. and L.C.C.

On Friday, the 5th inst., at the Grand
Hotel, Cardiff, a large gathering of motor
cycle and light car owners met and
decided to inaugurate a club. The name
selected was " The Cardiff City and
District Motor Cycle and Light Car Club,"
and it is to be affiliated to the Auto Cycle
Union. This club will fill a much-needed
want in Cardiff, and prospective appli-

cants for membership are heartily invited
to communicate with the hon. sec, Mr.
E. 0. Pascoe, 100, Llanfair Road, Cardiff,
who will be pleased to give them further
particulars. The next meeting will be
held on Friday next at 8 p.m. at the
Grand Hotel, Cardiff.

Liverpool M.C. Open Trial.

On Saturday, October 25th, the Liver-
pool Motor Club will hold its open
Reliance Cup trial. Its importance may
be gauged by the imposing list of cups
and medals that are offered : Reliance
open challenge cup, Reliance amateur

[

challenge cup. Read Martin challenge

I

cup, Mogridge memorial cup, 0. Ware
prize for amateurs on A.J.S. machines,
Butterworth trophy, gold medals for

[

ninety-six marks or over,- silver medals for
ninety marks or over, and bronze medals
for completing the course within thirty
minutes of schedule time.

The trial will be held in North Wales,
and the course ^yiU cover about 165
miles.

A team of three riders on the same
make of machines may enter, and the
winning team will receive a cup for each
rider.

During the trial, petrol consumption,
acceleration, brake, and flexibility tests

will be held, and at one time during the
run machines will be examined for
cleanliness.

Applications for entry forms should be
addressed to E. Norman Dean, hon. sec,
22, Lend Street, Liverpool.

jFuturc. "Events.
SEPT. M-20.—A.O.V. SIX DAI'S RELIABILITY

TRIALS (concluded).
Sept. 19.—Cardiff City and District M.C. and

L.C.C. General Meeting, Grand Hotel.
Sept. 19.—Essex M V. Uymkkana.
Se-fi. St.—Blackburn and District M.O.C. Hill-

climb on Waddington Fells.
Sept. SI.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

Treasurer's: Surprise Run
Sept. 21.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to Hindhead.
Sept. 21.—Eastern Counties M.C. Picnic at Norton

Heath.
Sept. 21.—N.M0.F.V fLeeds) Run to Borough-

bridge.
Sept. 27i—Coventry and Waru-'tckshire M.C Hill-

climb.
Sept. 37.—Essex M.C Gymkhana.
SEPT. 27.—WOLyERHAMPTON M.C.C. OPEN

HILL-CLIMB AT STILE COP.
SEPT. '27.—SCOTTISH A.C.V. SPEED CHAM

PIONSHIPS AT ST. ANDREWS.
Sept. 2T.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C

Flexibility Hill-climb.
Sept. 27.—Exeter M.C. and J.C.C. Trial.
Sept. 2S.—Rochester, Chatham, and Distrfct M.C

Consumption 'J'cit.

Sept. 28.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C-
Run to Virginia^ Water.

Sept. 28.—Eastern Counties M.C. Afternoon Run
to Harlow Bush.

SEPT. 28.—THE SCOTT .SPORTING TRIAL.
Sept. is: — N.M.C.F.V. fLeeds). Scott Trials

(Charleston).
Sept. SS.—N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton). Run to

Crackley Bank, Wellington.
Sept. 2S.~Manchestcr M.C. Closing Run
Oct. i.—Essex M.C. Hill-climb.
Oct. i.—Birmingham M.C.C. Captain's Day
Oct. I.

—Edinburgh and District M.C. Trial tor
Amateurs jor Palmer Trophy.

OCT. 25.—LIVERPOOL M.C. OPEN RELIANCE
CUP TRIAL.

Blackburn and District M.C.C.

The annual hill-climb will be held at

Waddington Fells on the 20th inst. at

3.30 p.m. The classes will include motor
scooters, lightweights up to 270 c.c,
lightweights up to 350 c.c, standard
touring motor cycles up to 550 c.c on
handicap, sporting motor cycles up to

560 c.c, classes for solo machines up to

750 c.c, and classes for unlimited solo

motor cycles and passenger classes up to

550 c.c, and unlimited passenger classes.

Entries closed on Friday last.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

This club's third annual open hill-

climb will be held at Stile Cop, near
' Rugeley, on Saturday, the 27th inst.

Ten events, with separate classes for

experts, are arranged for in each class,

and cater for all classes of machines from
the scooter to the powerful twin. The
meeting will be held under the auspices
of the Auto-Cycle Union, and the prizes

offered are quite attractive. Mention
should be made of a special departure
the club is making with formula prizes
in one or two of the events. Timing of

competitors will be electrical, and tele-

phonic communication is to be down for

this event. All intending competitors
should get into touch with Mr. J. E.

Greenwood, Trials Secretary, 2, Stubbs
Road, Wolverhampton.

Carmarthen M.C. and L.C.C.

Capital qjort was witnessed at this

club's rjcent jpeed trials on Pendine
Sands. The chief results are as follow :

557-c.c. Class (Solo).
[. Segonma (SVs Norton).

Sidecar Class
T. Thomas 16 James).

Trial ior Scottish Amateurs.
. The Palmer Tyre Co. has asked the
Edinburgk M.C. to organise a trial for

amateurs resident in Scotland, and has
offered a handsome trophy, which is to
be won outright. The event is open to

all solo, sidecar, and runabout owners
who are " amateurs," i.e., those who are
bona Ado owners of their machines, and
who are not in any way connected with
the motor industry. Standard touring
bodies must be fitted ; toolbags will be
sealed, and both driver and passenger
are liable to be searched. The date fixed

is October 4th, and entries close on
Tuesday, the 30th inst The start will

be at 11 a.m."; the route will be as

follows : Liberton, Gifford, Redstone
Rigg, Garvald, Elmscleuch, Crickness,
Snout Hill, Donnally, Haddington, and
back.

Further particulars may be obtained
from Mr. J. Watt Anderson, 6, Castle

Terrace, Edinburgh.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

This club has instituted a movement
which other leading clubs of the country
might do well tS copy. In running
off the many strenuous trials which
the club has from time to time mapped
out for itself and carried through with
very marked success, it has, of necessity,

enlisted the services of a number of enthu-
siastic motorists of various parts of the
country, and more particularly in Scot-

land, where its more prolonged trials are

held, and it has felt so much indebted
to these gentlemen that it has requested
the following to allow themselves to be
elected as honorary members of the Cum-
berland County Motor Cycling Club, and
which they have all been pleased to do.

The names are as follow : Messrs. John
Beveridge and R. G. Steel (Perth), John
Grant and A. T. Lunn (Crieff), J. Mailer
and A. R. Monteith (Stirling), and Tom
Gillies (Hawick).

BIRMINGHAM SERVICE MOTOR
CYCLISTS.

It has been decided that the welcome
home meeting for Birmingham Service

motor cyclists shall take place on Friday,

October 17th, in the Grosvenor Room,
Grand Hotel, Birmingham. The guests

will be limited to 200, and ,each guest will

be at libexty to invite one friend to the

concert which will follow.

C23
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The Editor does not hold himselt responsiDle ior the opinions of his correspondents.
AH letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Moto. Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must lis . ccompanied by the writer's name and address

DELlVETtY.
Sir,—Your correspondent " L.C.W.," in your issue of

September 4th, seems to have been more fortunate than
some of us in getting delivery from Messrs. Douglas. I

gave an order for a 2| h.p. motor cycle some time in March
from a local agent ; now it is September, and I am just

as far from getting a machine. Do London agents get a
preference? If so, I do not think it fair, as order? sTiouId

be sent off in rotation as received. H.W.T.
High Salvington.

THE OVERHEAD VALVi:. NORTON.
Sir,—We are much interested in the illustration of a

Norton engine with overhead valves ridden by a private

owner at Weston-super-Mare.
Although we commenced experiments with this type of

engine something like fifteen years or more ago, we are not
at present supplying an ovcrhead-valved engine, the one in

question being made entirely upon the owner's initiative,

and by himself. We can congratulate him upon a very

workmanlike and sound job.

We mention this, as, from our experience in the past,

any reference to an alteration of design in your pages has
caused us to be inundated with enquiries, and many of the
writers take it as a personal slight if we are unable to supply.
We might here mention that never have we made a

departure from our standard engine in the shape of special

cams, cylinders, or such like for competition purposes,
machines alwavs being to catalogue specification.

NORTON MOTORS, LTD.

HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR.
Sir,—As a welcome contrast to the treatment that I have

sometimes received at the hands of large garages, I should
like to record the courtesy of the Moortown Motor Cycle
and Cycle Co., of Leeds. I was held up last Sunday with^
magneto trouble, but a gentleman from the. above garage
passed, offered his help, and finally (although on his way to

church) took my machine to his garage, went home and changed,
and also took me to his home and gave me tea, after which
he remedied the defect and wished me good-bye ; all this

in spite of the fact that his garage was locked up and the
keys were some distance off. . J.D.W.

Sir,—In these days of indifferent service, the following

may be of interest to the readers of your excellent paper.

A few days ago I bought a second-hand two-stroke fitted

with an E.I.C. magneto, in which the contact breaker was
damaged. I took the magneto off the machine and sent it

to the makers for repair. Imagine my surprise when the

magneto was returned to me in less than a week with a new
contact breaker fitted and nothing to pay.

I have since tested the magneto over a couple of hundred
miles, and can bear out the makers' statement that it is

better than the Bosch. Usual disclaimer.

JOHN HARRISON.

Sir,— I wonder whether any other readers have been so

fortunate to meet with such consideration as was shown
me last week? I was on a journey from Brockenhurst to

Exmouth, when the clutch on my Rover motor cycle began
to slip, the complaint becoming so chronic that I had to
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stop- at Bridport. By chance, I was recommended to try
Ganges, a small engineering firm, and although it was
seven o'clock and Saturday 'evening, the job was started,
and took till after midnight to complete, including a small
forging, the charge for a first-class job being quite nominal.
There was a member of the firm on the premises befcxe
8 o'clock on Sunday morning, so that I could make an
early start. Such good treatment, I think, would be hard
to equal anywhere. E. BROWN.

Sir,—^May I recommend any of the readers of The Motor
Cycle whoirequire small parts made accurately to write to'

Mr. C. R. Foster, 170, Cardigan Road, Leeds, whom I have
found to be invariably courteous and obliging. I was home
on leave a short time ago and broke my exhaust valve the
first day. I took the bits to Mr. Foster and explained the
circumstances, and at considerable inconvenience to himself
he had a valve turned up to fit my engine straightaway..
This is only one of several occasions when he has shown
himself to be courteous and (more to the point still) capable
of "delivering the goods."

I have no interest in the firm other than that of a veiv
satisfied customer. CLIVE BARRACLBUGH

ill M.P.G. -

Sir,—With reference to the Ealing and District M.C.
Club's Petrol Consumption Trial, in which a 2| h.p. Wooler
motor cycle is reputed to have done 311 m.p.g., the method

^

by which this was measured gives so much scope tor

"

inaccuracy, that the record is of no practical value whatever.
The carburetter was flooded before the trial but not after-

wards, and over the short course used, 880 yards, the petrol

contained between the flooded and normal working levels;"

would run the machine anything from 25% to 50% of the.^:

total distance, and would not be counted in the final coniT^
sumption. In fact, with a large enough float chamber, onei
might show no consumption of petrol at all over a half-rail^

run.

My own machine, a 4 h.p. Triumph, in a further tria

in which the carburetter was not flooded at all, gave al
consumption of about 107 m.p.g. as against 145 m.p.g. iM
the club trial, so that instead of the accuracy within 3%"
claimed for the apparatus used, 30% would seem nearer the J

mark. F. A. HUDSON, .M.A., A.M.I. C.E. '

THE SCOTT TRIAL.
Sir,—I am pleased to note that according to your issue of

September 4th the Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., are going to

hold one of their special reliability trials on September 28th.
.

Previous to the war I used to reckon that these little out-;;

ings -were most interesting from a sporting, an instructional^;;

and a social point of view. I can personally testify that

they are run in quite a happy spirit, and I can also guaran-.

tee that anyone who takes part therein "must go some,"',

for the routes are invariably of a colonial type, and as they.'

are of this nature I always hope to see teams composed of.

American machines endeavouring to prove their superiority
~

over the handy Scott.
'"

Personally, I am not a Scott rider, but I have had some
little experience of this mount, and am of the opinion that

for a "rough and tumble" ride it requires some beatingj

and I would sooner tackle a bad coiu-se on a Scott, which
""J
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we all know is one of the handiest mounts on the road, than
on a heavy multi-cylinder machine, but I am open to have
my opinions altered if any makers or teams of riders can
do it on the 28th inst.

By the way, I was at the Sutton Bank Hill-climb on the
6th inst., and noticed that an Indian, an A.B.C., and a

2| h.p. A.J.S. made some remarkably fine ascents. Would
not teams composed respectively of these machines make the
Scott people look to their laurels ?

It would be " some " event. - H. W.. FORTUNE.

SPARE PARTS. _
Sir,—I think it maj' interest your readers (if any happen

to be in possession of faulty Cowey speedometers) to know
that this firm has supplied me with a new worm drive for
my speedometer by return of post. H. W. CROPP.

Sir,—I shoidd like to place on record yet one more instance
of prompt and courteous treatment I have recently received
at the hands of Messrs. H. Miller and Co., Ltd. The
trouble, a defective generator, although my own fault, was
repaired, no charge being made at all, and was back in my
possession within twenty-four hours. I was told at various
garages "they (the makers) would take quite three weeks
to repair it." Instances such as these make motor cycling
a pleasure instead of a burden.
Needless to say, I have no interest whatever in this firm.
Birmingham. • OE 1287.

Sir,—Having read j'our splendid paper week by week from
cover to cover for some seven years past in silence, I should
be glad if you could spare the space to insert the following
three points ;

(1.) With regard to treatment received from firms, I

should like to give my experience concerning two firms as a
contrast to the continual complaints from some of your
readers. A few weeks ago I purchased from an agent a

Premier mechanical horn. This almost immediately gave
trouble, and after a week or two I have several ineffectual
attempts at repairing it. No good being done, I passed it

on to a professional repairer, who replaced one or two parts,
but did it no real good. As a last resource I wrote to the
makers, Messrs. Gratze, Ltd., who replied that they would
replace it or repair it free of charge—this despite the fact

that I told them it had been tampered with. IJpon sending
it back I almost immediately received a brand new one with
their compliments. How is' that for good treatment? -

The other firm who have invariably accorded me prompt
and courteous treatment on the several occasions I have had
to write to them for replacements are Messrs. Eudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., and anything which I require I can be sure
of getting from them by return post.

(2.) I should like to support the request made by min_\

of your readers that all your advertisers should
be required to give the price of any article they
advertise for sale. They would lose nothing by
it, and your readers would be saved many stamps.

(3.) I consider that the campaign against
pillion riding is being carried to extremes, and
the alleged dangers
greatly exaggerated. I

am not a rider who
habitually has an orna
ment on his flapper
bracket, and prefer rid
ing solo, but ha\ e

carried passengers in

this way some thou
sands of miles, during
which time I have
suffered one spill with
a passenger and two
riding solo. Provided
reasonable care is exer
cised, the danger is

negligible—at least,
that is my confirmed
opinion. To say the
brakes are rendered les.s

efficient is fallacious, for
I have proved that the
brake may be used with
greater force and the

KEYS ANCIENT AND MODERN.
The passenter in the sidecar is holding the enormous and ancient key of Penrith,

but the rider of the Triumph holds a more valuable key—that of the open road I

'bus brought to A standstill quicker with a passenger than
without one, because the wheel will not lock so readily. On
my Eudge the balance and steering are virtually unaffected.

'Bedford. . RUDGE-MULTI.

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—Witli reference to the letter in The Motor Cycle

of August 21st signed "G.E.S." on the subject of speed

wobble, I think the explanation is quite simple.

Present-day roads are quite unfit for a speed of 65 m.p.h.

"G.E.S." probably- struck an uneven piece of road, which
caused the machine to wobble, the braking effect of suddenly
closing the throttle made the wobble worse, and "just hang-
ing on" implies that this unwise rider lost his head at the

critical moment, and was lucky not to lose his life. I hope
it will not be my misfortune to meet him doing 65 m.p.li.

on a machine he" has never ridden before, or on anv other

machine for that matter! ANTI-ROAD-HOG.
Englefield Green.

GEAR CHANGING WITH THE FOOT.
Sir,—Reading in your issue for Aug. 28th, " Ixion's

"

Occasional Conmients, I was interested in his remarks on the

Novice and the control of modern motor cycles, where he
states that they always wobble when changing gear. I can

quite understand this, and know that when riding solo on a

motor cycle where a hand has to be taken from the handle-bar

to change speed, even riders of long experience wobble, but

what I should like to point out is, that it is totally unneces-

sary to take a hand from the handle-bar for any control. Has
" I'xion " tried the Triumph when ridden as the D.E.'s and
others rode them when on Active Service, namely, changing

gear by the right foot? Most motor cycles and cars are

awkward in regard to control when a change is made from

a mount to which one has been accustomed. One can get

used to any form of control, but possibly not be comfortable.

I emphasise this point, as perhaps some riders will think

that changing gear with the foot as I do myself oh a

Triumph fitted with a S.A. countershaft gear box is a form

of trick riding.

I wish to assure users of Triumph and other similar

machines that when they have got used to this method they

will never return to another for solo riding.

In conclusion, if a Binks carburetter is fitted, 'changing

speed will be as simple an operation as on a car ; there is no

need whatever to touch the clutch or exhaust lever ; use the

throttle lever as one does the accelerator on a car, and the

changes can be made steadily, noiselesslj', and without

shock, and without taking the hand from the handle-bar.

Wimbledon. Sgt. L.A.M.B.

STARTING JETS AS DECOMPRESSORS.
Sir,—May I make use of a little of your valuable space

to point out a fact which I think has not
been fully recognised by carbm'etter
designers and users, namely, that such an
mstrumeut as the Binks three-jet, in which,

for starting, a small jet

is used, surrounded by
a very restricted choke
tube, is in itself a de-

compressor.

When the engine is

revolved smartly, either

by pushing the machine
or by the kick starter,

the small choke tube
permits a rich charge
to enter the cylinder,
but, owing to the small
size of the choke tube,
the charge will be con-
siderably less than
would be required to fill

the space swept out by
the piston at atmos-
pheric pressure ; in other
words, there will be
quite a considerable
partial vacuum in the
cylinder when the com-
pression stroke begins.
A considerable Dart of
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the compression stroke will then be necessary to raise the
mixture to atmospheric pressure before any actual "compres-
sion " occurs ; the final compression pressure will thus be con-

siderably lower than if a full charge were drawn in through
a large choke tube. The reduced pressure in the cylinder

during the latter part of the inlet stroke, and the first part
of the compression stroke, also helps any unvaporised particles

of petrol to evaporate. From the foregoing somewhat long-

winded remarks 1 hope some at least of your readers may
gain something, and will realise that such an instrument as

I have mentioned, in addition to providing the necessary
small charge of rich mixture, also reduces the resistance to

be overcome by the flywheels when starting or running dead
slow.

I have no interest in the makers of the Binks carburetter,
other than that of a prospective user, when I can get delivery
of my next machine. D. H. GRIFFITHS.

A CANDID CRITICISM.
Sir,—While reading your ever excellent journal on August

28th (my usual occupation on Thursdays), I noticed Major J.

Kennedy's letter concerning the 1919 Triumph. Now, if I

am not encroaching on your valuable space, I would like to
give my experiences and a few criticisms on the 1919 I.O.M.
Rudge-Multi.

I have ridden many makes of machines, both English and
American. This year I decided on the above machine after-

giving the matter much careful thought.
In the first place, I am more than satisfied with it in every

way. The construction of the machine is excellent, the frame
being exceptionally strong, and the riding position the most
comfortable of any machine I have ever ridden, this being
due to the sloping top tube. The balance and steering is

magnificent, and, fitted with semi-T.T. bars, .fatigue on a
long run is unknown to me.

I must disagree with Major Kennedy's remark regarding
one becoming " part and parcel " of the machine if it is

American. I had an American machine before delivery

of my present mount, and it was exceedingly uncomfortable
compared with the Rudge. My tank I caimot complain
about, its capacity being about two and a quarter gallons

and the oil tank half a gallon. The foot oiling, for which
the Rudge is famous, I much prefer to any other type ; -oily

and dirty hands are things unknown. Petrol consumption
is good, averaging about 90 m.p.g., and I hustle all the time.

The oil consumption is negligible. As to gears, well, the
multi-gear is a source of delight to me after gear boxes.

One can amble along on a gear of about 3 to 1 comfortably
at 35 m.p.h., and, judging from the contented beat of the
engine, it appears to be about 20 m.p.h. There is a joy in
" blinding all out " on this 'bus, but it is not to be com-
pared to looping on a bare-backed mule, but rather to flying

a "camel" at 120 on a calm day.

I need say nothing about the engine. To my mind, it is

perfect.

A.C.U. DEFINITION OF A SCOOTER.

Engine not to

exceed 200 c.c.

capacity. Vl>^ I platform not to be less

than 12in. in length or

more than 6in. from
the ground, and to be

uppermost portion

centre of frame.

Maximum vveight, empty, not to exceed 60 lb.

Diagram of a scooter (not necessarily to scale), illustrating the

proposed A.C.U. definition of a scooter.

Having a belt instead of a chain, the adjustment is very
simple, due to the neat little belt adjuster.

Now, as to faults. My only complaint is the trouble of

removing the cylinder for' decarbonising, and the paper
washer is unsatisfactory, as it is liable to be damaged.

. I have no interest in the Rudge firm more than that of a

thoroughly satisfied owner.
HAROLD W. MATTHEWS.

Sir,—I notice in your isue of August 28th a letter criti-

cising the 1919 Triumph. Some of Major Kennedy's remarks
are undoubtedly correct, but Tnay I differ from him on one
or two points ?

The valve gear is certainly noisy, and I heartily agree

with him in wishing the makers would fit something more
substantial than a paper washer under the cylinder. I also

agree with his comments on the gear box and the fitting of

a draw bolt for both magneto and driving chains.

But now we differ. He suggests fitting a magneto advance
lever on the tank, and says it is seldom necessary to move
it. Personallyj I hate unsightly levers on the tank, and it

is far easier to operate it where it is. I live in a hilly

district and often have to employ my spare lever when
climbing Devonshire hills. Perhaps Major Kennedy lives

In flat country where, of course, it is not so much employed.

I wonder why he has never foruid any use for the air

lever, and, as for placing a hand-controlled slide on the

carburetter, I dislike tying myself in knots when riding

if I wish to adjust the mi.xture.

Perhaps his distaste for the air lever has something to do

with his petrol consumption. I rode 540 miles recently in

four days on a shade under six gallons of petrol, at an

average riding speed of 27 m.p.h., which compares favour-

ably with Major Kennedy's "70 m.p.g. when hustled!"

The same reason might apply to his criticism of the tank

capacity—to fill up twice in a day means riding about 250

miles per day, which is rather a tall order " done

frequently !

"

As for the "paltry tyres," I may have been very lucky,

but I have ridden 2,300 miles without a single puncture,

and certainly have never been "miserably uncomfortable"

in spite of a 150-mile day.

Altogether, the 1919 Triumph is one of the very best.

ROY S. HARTREE.
SCOUTS AND PATROLS.

Sir,— I have been a member of the A.C.U. , but, fortun-

ately, until recently, . have been spared the necessity of

calling for roadside assistance. I was travelling along

Watling Street on a recent Sunday when my transmission

chain broke. I had not been stopped many minutes when
an A.A. man appeared. Imagine my surprise when he

informed me he could give me no assistance as I was not

a member of his union

!

Since then I have marked these men more particularly,

and I must say there are very few A.C.U. men about. It

occurs to me that this surely is a case for co-operation under
the one body, instead of different ones soliciting cur

membership and sending out their own assistants—clashing

in some places and leaving others quite unprovided with
patrols. J. G. IRVING.

%
Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.

Issuei i-. conjunction with "Tit£ Motor Cycle*'

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price

THEM." Tiie standard handbook on the motor oct.

cycle, its care and management. Twentieth Edition.
286 pages. 400 illustrations.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful "wriulclcs" and helpful

hints in regard to motor cy es. Sixth Edition.

(Second Reprint).

" TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system ior tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland, London (showing
roads inn., and out ot London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, CLmpletein case.

By
post.

2/6 2 /zo

2/3

2 1-

\l^ t/io

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) (rom ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street. London, E.G. 4, or of leading Booksellers and
RaJ-way Bookstalls.

BI4
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ASMection 01 questions ol general imerest received trom readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to ttie Editor, "The Motor Cycie,
io, ludor street London, E.C.4, and whether intended (or publication or not mus4 be accompanfed by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents

"f "/-^^
"l'"^'j 5>=^"y,3"f

on ""e side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a Copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " m the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinrt from quesl

'

Minimum; Age for Motor Cyclists

^ €&n you tell me the minimum
\ age at which it is possible to
-2J obtain a driving licence?

A licence to drive motor cycles only may .

be obtained by any applicant who is at
least fourteen years of age.

^'ingie for Sidecar Touring
I have a countershaft Triumph,

and am quite satisfied with it,

but I hope to come home next
'—

I year, and, as my motor cycling
experience only extends to the

Hat plains of India, I write for your
assistance. My wife and I intend doing
a lot of touring in England, and as I

think I can get a better price for my
machine in India than in England, "l

.-hall dispose of it before I leave. (1.)
Would a similar machine be sufficiently
[-owerful for extended touring without
giving trouble? I am rather inclined
to go in for a more powerful machine,
say, 6 or 8 h.p. (we are both light-
weights). Would 4 h.p. be enough for
the hills one would meet with in Eng-
land or elsewhere? (2.) On my return
to India in the autumn I anticipate
being stationed where I should not
want a motor. Would any agent Sell

me a machine (new) on the understand-
ing that he would take it back when I

had finished with it? (3.) What would
you say would be a fair percentage tor
depreciation? Of course, I should take
care of the machine. (4.) Which i.s

the better for touring, a chain-driven
or belt-cum-chain? (5.) I fear I am
no great mechanic, so would want a
more or less fool-proof machine, my
only experience being with hub gear
and countershaft Triumphs. Will you
kindly recommend a machine?

—

India

(1 ) A countershaft Triumph will be
quite suitable for tpuring with a sidecar
in any part of the British Isles. Of
course, 6 or 8 h.p. machines would enable
you to keep up a higher average speed,
but in other respects tho extra power
would not be necessary. (2.) Under
present conditions, we do not think any
agent would sell a machine on the terms
you suggest. (3.) Provided you kept the
machine in good condition, "there would
be little depreciation, say 10% after six
months' running. (4.) In hilly districts,
^specially in wet weather, a chain drive
is certainly more satisfactory, but the
chain-cum-belt models are usually quite
reliable, and the adjustments and tyre
repairs, etc., are certainly more easily
carried out. (5.) As you are familiar
with the Triumph, you would be well
advised to continue with this make.

Misfiring on One Cylinder

My 3 h.p. twin has been run-
ning irregularly for some time
lately. As I have Just decar-
bonised the engine, and get an
excellent spark at the plugs, 1

imagine the trouble lies with the car-
buretter, a Senspray. I think the jet

is about right, as it caused me no
trouble previous to the present irregu-

larity. In altering the levels of the
Boat there are three alternatives, ad-
justed by means of a small spring.
When adjusted to the highest of these
three points, the engine fires continu-
ously on the front cylinder and shows
no sign whatever of firing on the rear
one. When adjusted to the middle
point, the engine starts up at once and
runs well, firing on both, for a short
distance (anything from 100 to 50C
yards) when it will suddenly die out.

It starts up again at once and takes
me another few hundred yards, when
it repeats the same performance.
When adjusted to the lowest level, the
result is a combination of both the
above symptoms. It will take me
rather further in this case (about half

to one mile) before stopping, but
occasionally fires on the front cylinder

only. I am continually taking the jet

out, but have not yet found any ob-

struction.—L.L. B
The Senspray carburetter is not particu

larly sensitive to variations of level, and
we rather think that your engine trouble
If due to air leaks Make certain that

questions bearing on technical subjects

all the carburetter connections are tight,

if necessary, wrapping them with in-

sulation tape, also note if the inlet viilves

are v;orn in their guides, as a bad fit

at this point is a common cause of in-

different running in two-cylinder engines.

Also try setting the plug points a little

further apart.

Hub Gear Adjustrasnts

I have a 1914 Triumph motor

cycle with Sturmey-Archer hub
gear. I find on changing the

geai from top to second or low
gear the engine races and the

wheels stop, and for a moment the

machine will stop with the engine still

racing, then suddenly it will dart away,
run about two yards, and then stop

dead. What is the cause of this?

—

Novice.

The trouble with your Sturmey-Archer
hub gear is due to incorrect adjustment
of the control rod, which apparently
allows the gear to- remain in neutral when
changing, and is liable seriously to

damage the gears by so . doing. The
correct adjustment is as follows : Make
sure that the clutch is in firmly, place

the gear lever in the adjusting position,

which is between the top and middle on
the Triumph control. The back wheel
should now revolve freely, and without
noise if the adjustment is correct. If

this is not so, increase or decrease the

tension on the rod as required by rotating

.the n illed adjusting sleeve.

ON THE 1 IN 4 GRADIENT OV SUTTON BANK
Geoftrey S. Boston, at the recent York M.C.C. open hill-climb listens to the engme i.ca.

very lively 2J h.p. A..I.S. before changing gear
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Fitting a Variable Jet.

Will you kindly give me your
opinion as to the W.S.E. variable

jet adapter. I have a 2| h.p.

Douglas with Araac carburetter.

Now, would the above adapter

be of any use to my machine, say, on
a steep and long hill, and would the

fitment save -petrol? Your candid
advice would be very much appreciated.

—A.B.A.

The variable jet adapter would probably
be^ a very useful fitment on your car-

buretter. You could easily experiment
in this direction by fitting a larger jet,

when, if you notice an improvement in

hill-climbing, it follows that a device

allowing variations in the jet size would
be useful, since you could, open it out for

hill-climbing and close it down to secure

economical' running under normal con-

ditions.

Clutch Control.

(1.) I have a 1911 Triumph

^ fitted with pedal clutch, and

> should like to know what you
-iJ ^suggest as a method of adding

a handle-bar control as well.

(2.) " The left-hand side of my rear

fork has-been slightly bent as a re-

sult of the cycle being "banged" up
on the stand, thus throwing the wheel
slightly out of truth. WHl it weaken
the fork to any appreciable extent if

it is ben-t back with the aid of a' blow-

lamp ? If so, can you suggest any
other remedy ? (3.) Is there any
quick means of removing enamel from
frames other than scraping and polish-

ing 1. (4.) Do Robbialac and similar

enamels set with a better finish if

applied hot ? And should it be finally

treated with varnish ?—L.G.S.

(1.) We do not think, a handle-bar

control would be very satisfactory with

the, old pattern Triumph clutch, on
account of the amount of pressure which
would be required to secure complete

disengagement. (2.) It will be quite

satisfactory if you straighten the rear

fork by means of the heat of a blow-

lamp. (3.) The quickest way to remove

the enamel would be to burn it off. (4.)

Eobbialac and similar enamels must not

be applied hot. They do not require

varnish, though it improves the finish.

Finding Gear Ratios.

I propose to construct a light

cycle car. Can you recommend
a book clearly and simply ex-

plaining gear ratios? I shall

use a Sturmey type three-speed

gijar box driving on to a countershaft,

which will carry the pulleys for the

ftual drive. I wish to know how to

determine the sizes of the various

pulleys, sprockets, and belt rims.

—

E,K.
The rule for determining the gear ratio

betTJeen two sprockets or pulleys is to

divide the pitch diameter of the driving

into that of the driven sprocket, or in^the

case of a compound drive employing
countershafts, divide the product of the

diameters of all the driven sprockets (or

pulleys) by the product of those of the

drivers. In dealing with toothed gears

or sprockets, it is easier to take the

numbers of ieeth instead of diameters.

Thus, supposing in your suggested design

you require a top gear of 4^ to 1, you

Bi6

could arrange it thus : First reduction,

engine to gear box, 2 to 1. Gear box
to countershaft, equal pulleys, giving no
reduction. Second reduction, counter-

shaft to road wheels, 2^ to 1. You can
arrive at this as follows: First reduction,

engine sprocket, 15 teeth; countershaft

sprocket 30 teeth. Second reduction,

countershaft pulleys, 8in. diameter; rear

wheel pulleys 18in. diameter. And the

total reduction is given by equation.

15x 8. 2 ^
Gear therefore equals 4^ to 1'.

Hub Gear Adjustment.

Would you please give me
the correct method of setting an
Armstrong three-speed Mark VI.

hub gear. There is a small hole

through the quadrant marked
adjuster.—C.E.P.

The gear should be adjusted in the

following manner : See that the clutch

is in engagement, move the change speed

lever into the free or neutral position,

unscrew the locking nut at the base of

the gear control rod, and turn the ad-

justing sleeve until you find the free or

neutral position by rotating the back
wheel by hand in either direction. It

is important to see that the elbow wliich

carries the bell crank is screwed on to

the spindle the correct distance, and

the push rod lever lightly rests upon the

carrier so that the correct movement is

given to the push rod inside the axle.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
IJORTHAMPTON TO EDINBURGH via DON-

CASTER.—W,.
Northampton, Kettering, Stamford,

Grantham, Newark, Retford, Don-
caster, Boroughbridge, Northallerton,

Darlington, Durham, Newcastle, -Jed-

burgh, Melrose, Edinburgh.

Wellington (Salop) to London.—
L.W.G.W.

Wellington, Gailey, Muckley Corner,

Weeford, Coleshill, Stonebridge, Cov-

entry, Dunchurch, Daventry, Weedon,
Towcester, Stoney Stratford, Fenny
Stratford, Dunstable, St. Albans, Chip-

ping Barnet, London.

Wellingborough to Abergavenny.—
S.J.C.

Wellingborough, Northampton, Daven-
. try, Southam, Leamington, Warwick,
Stratford-on-Avon, Evesham, Tewkes-

bury, Ledbury, Ross, Monmouth, Raglan,

Abergavenny.

Walsall to Boubnemouth,—E.G.R.
Walsall, Birmingham, Alcester, Eves-

ham, Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Stroud,

Bath, Warminster, Salisbury, Fording-

bridge, Ringwood, Christchurch, Bourne-,

mouth. Distance approximately 160

miles.

London (Willesden) to Chorlet.—A.J.S.

Willesden, Harrow, Watford, Boxmoor,
Berkhampsted, Tring, Aylesbury, Bices-

ter, Banbury, Stratford-on-Avon, Alces-

ter, Headless Cross, Bromsgrove, Kidder-

minster, Bridgnorth, Wellington, Hodnet,
Whitchurch, Tai-porley, Warrington,
Wigan, Chorley.

What's in a Name?
We learn that the engine recently

described by us as the Buzmo (it was

originally known as the Ace) has again

been renamed, and will in future be

known as the Duzmo.

A Useful Magneto Knife.

A handy magneto knife of the usual

pattern has just been introduced by
Tuck and Blakemore, Ltd., Coventry.

It contains a gap gauge and contact file

in addition to the Sheflaeld steel blade.
.

^

The price is 3s. 9d.

Shortage o£ Douglas Spares.

Douglas Motors, Ltd., inform us that, -,.:

as a result of the Government disposing _•

of many thousands of incomplete
j

machines, they have been inundated with -
orders for spare parts, and as a conse-

1

quence further supplies wiU not be avail- -1

able until the first week in October. ;

Reading-Standard Agency. '.:

Mr. Stanley J. -Watson, Berners Works, ''\

37, Sheen Road, Richmond, London, -'

S.W.14, has been appointed sole agent -,

for the Reading-Standard motor bicycle. •;

Mr. Watson is well known in the motor ^

cycle industry, and handled one of the

principal Continental magnetos before

the war.

The Inexorable Increase.

Owing to the recent advance in the ':i

cost of coal and its consequent effect on
the. price of steel, the Coventry Plating

and Presswork Co., Ltd., inform us that

the rates for all presswork and cycle mud-
guards will be now increased 10%, except-

ing motor cycle and light car mudguards
which wiU be increased only 5%.

British Magnetos.

The Sunbeam machines ridden at the .

recent Birmingham M.C.C. hill-climb at

Stile Cop last month by G. Dance and .J
J. E. Greenwood were fitted with M-L ?.

magnetos. The former was first in four v

solo classes, first in stopping and start-

ing, and made fastest time of the day
and best performance on formula. The
latter made fastest sidecar time of the day.

Complimentary Tickets .for the Show.

The system which has hitherto been
in force whereby agents' complimentary -•.

tickets for the Olympia motor cycle show -,

were issued by individual manufacturers
has been abandoned. In lieu thereof, a'

complimentary ticket will be sent by the

Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers' -.

and Traders' Union direct to all whose
names appear on its register of honn-fide

,

agents. Should any bond-fide agent not

have received a ticket by November 1st,

the Union will be pleased to forward one

on application to its offices. The Towers, -

Warwick Road, Coventry. Such applica-

tion should be accompanied in every case

by evidence that the applicant is a boi^a-
^

fide agent.

i
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for everj

addiiional word. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on

application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in paymentfor

advertisements should be made payable__—-r-^
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^

—

Treasury Notes, bein? untraceable if lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements m this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the oinces of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the oflices ol

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at (he end ol

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible tor clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the co.ivenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added

to the advertisement charge, which must inclucte the

words Bo-'C 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only tnenumbei
will appsar ia the advertisement. All replies should be

addressed No. coo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street

E.C..^. RspUes to Box Number {tdvertisemenis conlauiin^

remittances sliouht be sent by registered post, but in all sucl,

cases it is advisable Jo make use of the Deposit System

In the case of motor cycles offered lor sale under a box

number, as it Is unusual for these to be sold without llrsl

being inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

(acllitate business by embodying In their advertisement:

some mention o( the district in which the car offered

may be seen and tried.

3)*- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

m»y deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motorcycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected^we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amouni
to the depositor, and each party to tlie transaction pays

carriage one way. For all transactions up to ,Cio, a

deposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions over £ic

and under £50, the fee is 2/6; over £50 and under £75, 5/-;

over £75 and under £100, 7/G; and on all transactioru

over £100, i %. All deposit matters are dealt with al

so, Tudor Street, London, E.C.+, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
rJready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

iiany enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

each on:) by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B (J.—Caflvns, Ltd Eastbourne, distributers lot
Su'-s.es. are booking orders for earliest deliveries.

J
[0016

ONES' Garage, special agents for A. B.C.. Broad
way. Muswell Hill, NlO, and VVoodside Parade,

North I' inchley. [2930

larp

bra-

[000?

LIVEEPOOL and Histrirt Ase:it.< for A n O. I'l

orders now to secure early delivery.—Victor H'
man. Ltd,. 9, Parr St.. LiveriiOoL [01

pANCOUET'S Oarase. Stamford, for A R C.'»: solfA distrihutins nirent for Soke of Pefcerboro' anri
Cojinty of Eutland

. .iegneat.
uarticnlare and ilhistrationti on

rX9724

WAUGHOPES

J5ondor2A

We are prepared to take easy
paj'ments for new 1920 models
of any leading makes of motor
cycles—or sidecar combinations
—payments can be made now,
in instalments to suit customers'

convenience. Machines to be
settled for fully within twelve
months after receipt of first

payment. No extra charge if

paid for before delivery. Special

arrangements made for commis-
sion on outstanding amounts
at time of delivery. Prices to

be those ruling by the makers
at time of delivery.

Book now for 1920 Models.

Machines supplied strictly in

rotation. There is no certainty

that deliveries will not be crippled

and the demand for 1920 will be
certain to rival that of 1919.

There is no responsibility in book-
ing, but you secure preference

in delivery and an opportunity
to pick up your machine if re-

quired. We take good second-
hand nlachines in part payment
for new models.

WAUCHOPE'S
invite enquiries for particulars

of stock of second-hand light

cars—cycle cars—motor cycles,

and sidecar combinations.

The latest i9ia

6 h.p. J.A.P. Twin
Cylinder Engines

irom stock. Trade Supplied. Terms on applica-
tion

; these include extras. 59 Engines fo

Immediate delivery, £42 10a, each.

Second-hand Engines taken in

part payment. GOOD PRICE
ALLOWED

Makers' Guarantee

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C,

A -B.C. Distributors for Radnorshire. Book your
orders now to ensure early delivery.—Owens,

Baveno Garase, Llandrindod Wells. [7863

A .B.C. — Book early and prevent disappointment.
SpeciGcation and full particulars will be sent OQ

application.—The Spalding Motor Co.,
distributing agents for Lincolnshire.

c

Ltd.. Spalding.
[X6969

A -B.C.—Early position on our waiting' lists occasion-
ally beooiiie vacant again owing to clients pre-

f©ring iuimediate delivery of other makes; probably it

is well woi th your writin'g: us ; large July deliveries
expected; 200 A.B.C.'s due this season.—Dunwell's
Garage. Wigan. I;X466<1

A.J.S.

J.S Bjiecialists and Agents; The Walsall Garasa,
WaUall. Tel: 444. [5601

ROW Bros., High St.. Guildford. A.J.S. agents
since 1912.— Deliveries have begun. [4083

.J.S- 6h.p., 3 speeds, excellent condition; £100, or
- near offer.—41, Cavendish Ed., Brondesbury. [5116

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1915, interchangeable
wheels, etc.; £120.—R., 24, Fulham Rd., S.W.3.

[5584

1 Q15 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 3-speed, hood, screen.
3lU lamps, etc.; £110.-97, Chestnut Ed., Plum-
stead. [X2731

A.J.S. 4h.p. Spares.—Two chains, two valves, complete,
never used; what offers ''—Moat, High St., Nor-

iton. [X2939

A.J.S. (new) ah.p. Combination, W.O. finish; £615.
—The Eastern Garage Co., 418, Romford Rd..

Forest Gate. E.7. [0042

A.J.S. Military Model and Sidecar, fitted with Lucas
head lamp and horn; £148; all new.—Taylor's

Garage, Wednesbury. [5023

:: DEPOSITS ::

SPECIAL NOTICE,
The attention oi Advertisers js ca.led :o Che

fact that Deposits are now dealt wittt at

'

20,Tudor St., London, E.C.4,

to which addresii ali communications relating

to deposits should be directed

A.J.S.. 1915, 3-speed countershaft, clutch, enclosed
chain drive, very fast; £65, bargain.-Gibson,

Stanstead, Sutton, Surrey. [5547

"I CklG A.J.S., 2^^h.p., 3-speed, tick start, hand clutch,
Xt/ lamps, hoin, fine condition; £65; after 6.-92,
Napier St., Deptfoid, London. [4769

T C|14 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, K.S., in
it/ splendid order : any trial ; best offer secures.—
Blakeley, 96, Goddard Av., Swindon. [X2928

A.J.S. 2^4h.p.. late 1915, 3-speed, clutch, all on, in
nice condition, stored 2 years; offers, no exchanges.

-Gowers, 12, Ruthin R-d., Elackhenth, S.E, [5191

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late 1918, 3-speed.' engine,
tvres. everything absolutely perfect ; any trial

:

nearest £160.—Popplewell, Halton, Leeds. [X2660

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1916, "lamps, horns,
speedometer, spare wheel, and hood ; what

offers?—418, Hertford Rd., Enfield Highway. [5471

A .J.S.— Eseter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd..
c%. Biith Ed., Eseter. and 28. Tavistock Rd.. Ply-
nnittli Sole agents. Now booking for earliest f\°-

liveries. (0007

a Q16 T.T. 25,ih.p. 3-speed A.J.S., gear and chain
.X t/ cases complete, electric lighting outfit, tyres
nlmost new; price £65.—Rovston, 1, Adam St., Adelphi,
London. [X2767

A.J.S. 6Ii.p. 1914 Combination, stored 4 years,
splendid condition, any trial, seen by appoint-

ment; £110, no reduction.—Box L4,200, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [5046

A.J.S. 6h.p.. 1918 M.M., 3-speed, just delivered, not
done 50 miles. Klaxon, Lucas lamps; buying car;

'lest offer over £130 secures.—Major Blackwell, R.A.M.C.
Mess, Alder.shot. [5252

A.J.S. new Peace Model 6h.p.. A.J.S. sidecar spare
wheel outfit, purchased this week, not ridden;

b?st offer accepted; seen any time.—29, St. Leonard's
St., Bromley-by-Bow. . [5385

FOR Sale. 1916 A.J.S. Combination, in good running
order, couinlete with wind screen, snare wheel

ind tank; price £130.— Applv, Ind, Coope and Co. (1912),

Ltd., 6a. Fulford Rd., Yoik. [X2872

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Biq
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1913, 3 speeds and clutch, speedometer, etc:,
Tvith Mills-Fulford C.B. sidecnr, fine condition;

expert esaiuination invited: reasonable offers.—W.J.P.,
Warren's Coal Office, Woking. [X2723

A.J.S. 254h.p., 1913 {Dec), little used. 2-speed, hand
controlled clutch, kick start, enclosed chain drive,

lamps, generators, horn, extra heavy Duiilops, splendid
condition; £60.-99, Hatfield Ed., Ipswich. [X299^

A.J.3., coachbuilt sidecar, witb lockers and luggage
carrier, not done 250 miles, jacks, tyre, and

coupling bolts; price sE22. or nearest offer.—Jas.
McCarthy, Kilcrean, Listowel, Co. Kerry. [X2773
6ii.p. 1918 A.J.S. , black and gold model combination,

bought Dec, 1918, first used Jan., 1919, hood,
screen, pillion seat, tools and spares, electric lamps;
price £150.—McCluie's Garage, Btoke-on-Trent. [X2447

1 QIS A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, wind screen,
J-*/ 3 electric lamps, speedometer, born, etc.; cost
£170 2 months ago; good condition, engine just cleaned;
what offers.—'Phone : Regent 5884. Griffin, 32, Butler
At., Harrow. [5542

1 Q18 A.J.S. 6hp., 3-speed, spare wheel, tyres
J-v 700X80, B.S.A. sidecar, hood, screen, apron,
horn, P.R.S. electric lighting, 3 lamps, practically
new condition; a very fine outfit; 169 gns.—Revesby,
Bramber Rd., North Finchley. [5081

1 Q14 A.J.S. 23^h.p., 2-speed, hand controlled clutch,
J-*' kick start, enclosed chain drive, Stewart and Clark
speedometer, new King of the Road lamp set, in perfect
order, just returned from rebuilding by A. J. Steveus

;

what cash ofiers?—Xoomer, Cleveland House, Markse-by
Sea. [4730

A.J.S. Spares; engine and gear bos repairs; prompt
delivery.—Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot. Wol

7erhampton. T.A.: Parts. [1089

Atldays.
ALLON.—Caflyna, Ltd., Eaatbonrno. tor deliveiy

shortly. lOOi '

ALLON, 1919, 2-speed clutch model, indistinguish-
able from new.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

^ [X3069
~IQ19 Allon, 2-speed, lamps, horn, accessories, all
-i-t/ perfect; £58.-116, Askew Rd., Shepherd's
Bush. [5416

ALLON 2-stroke Single Speed Motor Cycle, in ex-
cellent condition; £ 45.—Strange, Printer, East-

bourne. [3775

ALLON", 1916, all accessories, perfect order; best
offer over £30.—Woodward, Mill Lane, Formby,

near Liverpool. [X2768

1 Ol9 Allan, run 100 miles, Lncas lamps, honi, pump,
-*~^ tools, etc.; £65; seen Friday evening.-212, Sussex
Kd., Southport. [X2443

JONES' Garage, special agents lor AUdays Allon
Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.iO, and VVoodside

Parade. North Finchley. [2931

1Q16 Alldays Allon, 2-speed clutch model, tip-top
-*-*^ condition throughout, fully equipped; £55.~
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X3072

AliLDATS Matchless, 1914, 2-stroke, sing-le speed, good
tyres, good running order; £33,—Fairhurst, 151,

Tempest Rd., Lostock Junction, Bolton. [X2482

ALLDAYS Matchless, 1915, 2i;ih.p., 2-6tToke, just
overhauled and repainted blue and black, new

tyres, horn and lamp; price £35, or nearest offer.—
Capt. Edgar, R.A.F., Grain, Kent. [3939

AliLON 23ih.p., 1919 all-weather countershaft model,
nearly new, lamps, horn, B. and B., variable jet,

heavy Dunlops, excellent condition: £65; seen aft^r 3
p.m.-21, Westfield Park, Eedlaud, Bristol. [4856

"I
Q17 Allon, purchased new May, 1918, mileage underLtJ 2,500, 2-speed, hand-rontrolled clutch, 3 Dunlnp

tyres, tubes, engineer owned, excellent condition, in-
sured, spares; £55.—Simms, 56, Green Lane, Oldham.

[X2698
ALLDATS-VILLIERS 1915 2y2h.p.. 2-stroke. in per-

fect condition, just been overhauled and enam-
elled, tyres and tubes good, mechanical horn, Amae
r^arburetter, U.H. magneto, handle-bar controlled, a really
fine machine which will take two up easily ; £34 —
W.A., 32. Somerby Ed., Barking. [4992

Alcyon.
ALCYON 3^Ah.p. Twin, spring forks and B.B., com-

plete, less belt and mag.; £12.—Bell, Fellside.
Lambley, Carlisle. . [X2576

Ariel
31h.p. Ariel, in good condition; £30: after 6 p.m

2 _85, Merrill Rd., Brockley, S.E. [4901

3ih.p. Ariel, single speed, C.A.V., B.B., good tyres-
2 ride away; £28.-19, Earlsmead Rd., Tottenham

[4792
ARIEL 3Vl'h p., mag., B.B., running order; £25,

or near offer.—R. C. Driver, Stratton, Cirencester.
Vq OfJC

TONES aarage. special agents (or Ariels, Broad
way. Muswell IliU, N.IO. and Woodside Parade

N'ortb Finchley. [2329

|Q16 Ariel, 3-speed countershaft gear, lamps, horn,
X*/ coachbuilt sidecar; price £95.—Dis, 6, Bridge
St., Cambridge. [4158

ARIEL, 1913, 3'/i.h.p., single gear, thoroughly over-
li;iuled. fast engine, splendid condition; £37.-125,

High St, Woolwich. [4811

EASTERN

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT

We much regret that, in con-
sequence of short deliveries, we
have been unable to execute
some of the many orders for

motor cycles which have been
placed with us this season, and
we fear a number of our clients

will not now require their new
machine.

"We therefore beg to announce
that in addition to continuing
our policy of

Refunding Deposits in Full

and without question we have
decided to pay to our clients

who desire to cancel their orders

Interest at ttie Rate of 5%
per annum on the amount of

their deposit.

At the same time we feel

bound to

Warn Our Patrons

that the demand for machines
next spring will probably be far

more in excess of the number
available than has been the case

during the present year, and
that they will be well advised
to retain the

Priority in Delivery

to which they are now entitled.

We shall be greatly obliged if

clients, whose orders we still

have in hand, will communi-
cate their decision to us, so

that we may immediately
comply with their wishes.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to

K.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U,

418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
Telegranas

—
" Egaraco, London,'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
ArieL

AKIEL. 3'Ah.p. and 6-7h.p. ; early deliveriea.—F. '
Snenkman. Ariel Espert, 7. Rochdale "'' .

'

Harpurhey, Manchester. [4020,

\

ARIEL 1914 8h.p. Combination, Bosch, fast, powers il

ful, 2-speed, hood, lamps; £80; after 6.—C.H.,.--'

11, Edge Hill. Plumstead. [5376 \>,

~\ Q19 synh.p. Ariel Comhinntion, as new, horn and .-i
--t^ spares, only done 900 miles; £120.—Clvde House^/
Strawberry Yale, Twictenham. [5445 .

1 014 Ariel, 3^h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed, ;•;

-L*/ K. start, clutch, lamps, good condition; i;75.— '..

15, Elmhurst Rd., Dovercourt, Essex, [525t^

ARIEL S^Ah-p-, 3-speed, countershaft, kick start'^'l
with Gloria spring wlieel C.B. sidecar; £76^^

or offer; any time.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3.'
Tel. : E3 155. - " [5132

ARIEL 1914 sy^h.p. Combination, underelung aida-

car de luxe, 3-speed, decompressor, electric light,
only 8 months' wear, owner in India, must sell; £68.—
592, Holloway Rd. N. [5583

.,

J Q19 Ariel 5-6h.p. Twin Combination, speedometer,.
-Lt/ electric lighting. Tan Sad, Klaxon, mirror, East-
ing screen, all accessories, mileage 800; £145.—Mar-
low, 3, Crouch Hall Rd., Crouch End, N.8. [5308

ARIEL 2^h.p,, good running order, Fisher mng,, ^
Senspray carburetter, footboards, toolbag, horn,

,"~

etc., ready to ride away; no reasonable offer refused;.',
any eyening by appointment.—64, Sarre Rd., Ciickle-
wood. [X296a

"
''

ARIEL 3V2h.p. Combination, Sept., 1915, 3-speed
countershaft, K.S., speedometer, horn, complete

acetylene and electric lamp set, luxurious coachbuilt
sidecar, brand new Amae carburetter, Dunlop rear tyre,

perfect condition, appearance as new, fully insured; liest".

offer over 90 gns.-Goldsmith, 9, The Hythe, Staines.
'

[X2834
ARIEL, 1918, SVgh.p., 3-speed countershaft, Ariel

C.B. sidecar, wind screen, lamps, horn, tools,

accessories, all in new condition, very low mileage, best
offer oyer 100 gns. ; also 6-7h.p. twin Ariel combina-
tion, in faultlesti condition, reasonable trial.—Hugpett,
Teignmouth House, The Crescent, Belmont, Sutton,^
Surrey. [5216

Armstrong.
ARMSTRONG 5-speed Wheel with internal expanding f

brake and controls, new condition ; £10/10.— I.

Motherby, Hemsworth, Wakefield. [5193:.^:;

Arno.

ARNO, 2^/4h.p., B.B.,-Simms, re-enamelled, new tyrea'
(Hutchinson), perfect order; trial any time; pri-.-

vate; £30.—Walder, Shelwood Gate, Uckfield. [4905"
v'

4h.p. Arno, hand clutcb, variable pulley, B. andB., '

,

Simms mag., B. and L. sight drip lubricator,- new' -

Dunlop, ride away, too heavy; £40, or exchange good
2-stroke.—A.B., 31, Ashbourne Rd., Gorringe Park,
Mitcham. [4770,'

'

Auto>Wheels. ?

W

W

ALL Auto-Wheel, overhauled, excellent coriditiou,'

'

powerful; £10.—B. Kinneen, Galwoy. [X2921.,

UTO-WHEEL. Wall, in good condition; £12/12.—
^ 143, Vaughan Ed., Harrow, Middlesex. (5335.

ALL Auto-Wheel, £11/15; 3i/^-5h.p. Engine wanted, -

also magneto.—Robinson, Sandy, Beds. [5451

WALL Anto-Wheel, splendid condition, original
tyre;-£12.-Mitcliell, 2S,'Heddon St., Derbv.

[X2451
AUTO-WHEEL For Sale, splendid condition; £14.-

E, White, Shalford, Charlton Musgrove, Wincan-- -

ton. [5070 _--,

AUTO-WHEEL, with excellent cycle, perfect run-i''
ning, slightly used; £21.-101, Balham Park •

Rd., S.W.12. [5074'

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914 B.S.A., in good running''
order; £9, no offers.—Auld, 228, Whippendell "

Rd., Watford.
'

[X3011

AUTO-WHEEL and 3-speed bicycle, just overhauled,
,

ready to ride away, good tyres; £17; after 6.—
81, Gray St., Waterloo Ed., S.E. [4805'

AUTO-WHEELS, latest Model de Luxe; £23/2, or j
42/4 monthly.—Metropolitan Machinists' Co.. -,

Ltd., 248, Bishopsgate, London, B.C. [5596 -

AUTO-WHEEL, complete with gent's B.S.A. 3-«pced
cycle, tyres good; £16; after 6 p.m.—Thurgood,

17, Richmond Crescent, Barnsbury, London, N.l.

Avon.
3h.p. Avon, 2-stroke, like new; sESO.—The Avon^

1*4, Motor Cycle Co., Southbridge Rd., South End.J
Croydon. [5503,W

Bat. .;

JUST Delivered.—Latest Bat-Jap, Model 2B, 6h.p.,
and Renncc 2-seater sidecar with large hood;

£160.-38, Salisbury Rd.. Norwich. [4972-

"IQ17 Bat-Jap 6h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, kick
JL«7 starter, spring frame, lamps, like new; £110.
—Someries Farm, near Luton, Beds. [5285

B.A.T.-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, splendid condition,
any trial; owner giving up motoring; what offers.

—31, Waterlow Rd., Dunstable, Beds. [5177

B.A.T.-J.A.P. 4h.p., P. and M. 2-speed gear. Sinks
carburetter. Bosch mag.; £37.—Willis, 16, North

Rd., Highgate, N.6. 'Phone : 457 Hornsey. [6172

.E2:> All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chase.

CHASE Motor Cycle, Bosch mag., lamps; equal
new; fine outfit: first £37/10 secures.—Apply,

l(,9a, St. Jame?' Ed., Croydon. "Phone : 1087. 14395

Chater-I-eo

CHATER-LEA 2-stroke, in good condition; £32; close
oHer.-C.B., 34, Park Ed., Harringay, N. [5234

SOUTH Lancashire Only.—Ohater-Lea enquiries.—J.
Blake and Co., Olficial Dealers, Liverpool-Man-

chester. [7040

CHATEE-LEA. Si/.h.^i. Falnir, U.H. mag., Dunlops
as new, guaranteed gccd hill-climber; £56, or

offers.—23, Bourne Rd., Bexley. Kent. [5065

1Q14 Chater-Lea, 8h.p., No. 7. combination, 7,000
Xt/ miles. Milford coach sidecar, hood, wind screen,
first-giiKie cmtiit. and everything to-liole condition

;

ready to go anywhere; nearest offer to £125; appoint-
ment.—30. Kensington Rd., Southend-on-Sea. [4871

CHATEE-LEA 8-lOh.p. Combination, S-spsed
countershaft, kick-start, 2-seater cane sidecar,

Binks 1919 carburetter, P. and H. Autoclipss and rear
lamps. Lucas horn and mirror, speedometer, watch,
back rest, petrol camel', spare chain, 2 spare valves,
2 spare inner tubes, new 700x80 back tvre (cost £5),
6 months full iusurancp, splendid condition, seen Fri-
day; £125.-12, Thornbury Av., Osterley, Middlesex.
District Railway. [5409

Chater'Lea'Fafnir.
CHATER-LEA-FAFNIR, 4h.p., Bowden 2-speed, free

engine, kick start, starts with a walk; this
machine is a very powerful bike, will take a sidecar
with 4 up anywhere; £38.—White, 62, High St.,

Kingston. [5255

Chater'Lea-.IaD.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 2"'4h.p., 1919 (new July), En-
field 2-speed gear, hardly used; £60:—Fletcher,

Fletcher Gsite, Nottiughnm. _ [4832

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P., 6h.p., 2-speed, handle st.iit,

good running order, spares, recently overhanlpd,
complete; £60.—K.L., 97, Lansdowne Rd., Croydon.

[4802
8h.p. Ch.'iter-Lea-Jap, Bosch, Binks, lamps, horn, and

generator, new heavy Dmids, Millford torpedo
cane spring-wheel sidecar, all tyres good, also goneiid
condition, vei'v fast and powerful; £50.-116, Senbrook
Ed., Hythe, Kent. [4879

Cliater^Lea-Rfinerva.

CHATER-MINEEVA, 2VL>h.p., m.o.v. U.H. mag., B.
and B.. drop frame, fast little machine; trial;

£25.-151, Kingston Rd., Teddington. [5271

CHATEE-LEA 3'/oh.p., Minerva free engine, mag..
B.B. carburetter, Xl'aU saddle, lamps, horn,

registration; £38, or near offer; after 5 p.m.—10,
Maudslay Rd., Well Hall, Eltham, S.E.9. [5154

3ih.p. Chater-Lea-Minerva, recently overhauled, re-
2 enamelled, Bosch mag., low built, climb any-

thing; £35. or nearest; not swank, but a genuine
and very smart machine.— 3, Foxley Ed., Kenning-
ton. [4912

Cleveland
CLEVELAJSD-PRECISIGN. 1914, 4h.p.. 2-speed

model, lamps, horn, and mileage recorder; £38.

—

The Eastern Garage Co., 418, Romford Rd., Forest
Gate, E.7. [0039

Clyno.
5-6h.p. Clvno and Sidecar, 2.speed. kick start; £65.

, —17, Garden Av., Mitcham, S.W. [5097

GROVER, Smith, and Willis, Basingstoke, Clyno
Agents.—Deliveries in""strict rotation; order now

[577fi

CROW Bros., High St.. Guildford, West Surrey
agents for the new Clyno.—Order now for early

I

delivery. [4084

CLYNO, 6h.p., 2-6peed, kick start, 1912, with nice
sidecar; £56.—Brown, Eangemore Village, Burton-

on-Trent [X2984

CLYNO 1915 2i/2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed and clutch,
good condition; £45; after 6 p.m.—44, Brandram

Ed.. Lee, S.E. [5254

33.h.p. Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed, new bushes and gears,
4 all accessories, perfect condition ; £47.~Heaelton,

Ings House. Hawes. [X2806

CLYNO Combination 6h.p,, new Venus sidecar, ex-
cellent condition; first cheque £80.-60, Brad-

lord Rd., Weymouth. [X3061

CLYNO 2-stroke, late model, black and gold finish,
absolutely as new; £33.—Short, 489, Upper Ricli-

mond Rd., East Sheen. [5164

CLYNO Outfit, 6h.p., 3-epeed countershaft, condition
like new, only run 1,500 ; £130, or nearest.—

HoUingworth, Shepley, Huddei'sfield. [X2920

CLYNO Combination, 5-6h.p,, late 1914, 3 speeds,
interchangeable wheels, lamps, tools, etc., excel-

lent condition; seen in Reading by appointment; 100
gns.—Barlow, Newlyn, Darell Ed., Caversham, Read-
ing. [4155

CLYNO 6h.p., 2-speed countershaft, kick start. Beech.
B. and B., just overhauled, large coachbuilt side-

car, well sprung, 4-point, speedomei^r. watch, electric
horn, wind screen, 3 lamp?, 2 generators, new Palmer
cord back, others unpnnctured, tools and spares, first-

class condition, stored. SV-* years; 78 gns.—Sawyer Bros,
and Bowling, 14, York Rd., Southend-on-Sea. [X2756

HEAD
LAMP VOLEX

Dry Battery

LIGHTING
OUTFITS.

BRITISH MADE.

Volex Lightinq Sets are the ideal, no-trouble

outfits for the Motor Cycle and Sidecar.

For over ten years they have been in use tor

this service, and of recent years, in consequence

of their dependency, the demand is constantly

increasing.
Dynamo Lishting Sets with Accumulators require

careful attention and owing to complications have

a tendency to go out of order. Accumulators,

i' not regularly charged, whether in use or not

ulphate and become useless.

"VOLEX" DRY BATTERY
LIGHTING SETS give no

trouble whatever. The Battery,

which is fitted in a metal con-

tainer with switchboard

mounted ori top, lies conveni-

ently m the bottom of the side-

car and with ordinary care will

^ last, when in use, from six months

SIDE "'^^ loeighteenmonths.withoutrenewal.

LAMP S^Ne"' Battery can be fitted in a few
* minutes at but little cost. The Battery

^ase contains three separate Volex 4-yoit

Aero Dry Cells, with separate connecting

boxes (or the cables 10 Head, Side, and Rear

I amps If orieof the batteries becomes exhausted

It can be replaced independently of the others.

Unless specified, we always provide 4 tolt Metnl

Filament Bulbs to each lamp, but 8 Tolt Bulb

for Head Lamp will be provided. where desired.

Complete outfit (as illustrat-on), including Head

Lamp, Ball Pattern Side and Tail Lamps 3 Volex

Aero Dry Batteries in metal container with switch-

t.oard 3 Sets o( Metal Filament Bulbs, an-l Water

prool Conductlns Cords. - - Price £6 10.

Spare "Volex" ^ls^a Batteries 15/- each

CMITION.-— \^e would wain \iEers that

they niny be offered snhstitules for the

"Volex" I>r.v- Battery. Nootherhattery

will avipvoach in reliability, durability,

or caracity the British Made ' Volex.'

Sectional
List.

"VOLEX"
DRY

Batteries
free 01
request.

TAIL
LAMP

UNITS
o! the

above outfit.

HEAD LAMP, with switch and co d 32/-

SIDE LAMP, with lamp holder and cord Jl 1
TAIL LAMP, with lamp holderand cord 13/6

BATTERIES IN CASES, oompl-te with waterincof

conducting cord, ti w.jih in conjunction with own lamps.

Description Price.

S Volex "Aero" Batteries in metal container, vd\.\\

switcliboard mounted on top. as illustrated 70/-
Uitto Willi 2 Volex "Aero" Batteries and switcliboard,

c> 1 pri,inR 2 switches and conrect-ira fl9'-

Ditto w th 1 Volex "Aero " Battery, aud switch and
connector 28/-

T H E "GEM"
ELECTRIC

REAR LIGHT
Br itish Made

Strong constrnction.
neat appearance, ebony
black body, nickel plated
reliof. dtted with inby
lens, white lens for
illuminating number
plate, and six feet of
conducting cord.

Price 7 6.

Ufard&Goldslon^
SALrORDj^::^.!|,^MANCHtSTER^

H

MOTOR CYCI.KS l=OW SALE.
Condor.

4ih.p. Condor Combination, coachbuilt, 4-speed
2 countershaft gear, kick starter, in first-class

condition, and guaranteed to give absolute satisfac-

tion to buyer: trial given: £75, no offers.—Uawkiu.
244, Gulson Ed., Coventry, (D) [X2813

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT 2-";4h.p., 2.stioke, in goml condition,

with lamp sett £30.—A. Gilbert. 130, i'hilip Lime.
Tottsuhmn, N. [4736

OVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Ud.—Sole dis-

trict Connaught agents; deliveries in rotation; all

accessories and repairs. [3183

CONNAUGHT 1914 2%ll.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick

starter, lamps, tyres new; £45, or exchange lor

3i,,yi.p.-8, Martin St., Wolverhampton. [X2955

Coulson.

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of Man
Only.—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,

Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. 17041

Coventry Engle.
"1 Q19 2^!'4h.p. Coventry Eagle, just delivered: best offers

i-O over £55.-Mailands, Yeovil. [X2467

1 1QI9 Coventry Eagle 2i;ih.p., 2-stroke. 2 speeds, prac-
i-*J tically unused, special exhaust, Bramptons. Unn-
lops, M.L. mng., lamps, horn, etv.

:
£70.-3, Milton

Rd., Bedford. .
[XZSaS

Dayton.
DAYTON 2-strok6 Lightweight: bring £24 and ride

it away.—Tylar, Ferndown, Dorset. 13936

DAYTON, 2-stroke, l'A-2h.p., new tyres and belt,

guaranteed in good order; £24.—Ellis, Cecil Rd.,
Swanage. [5540

DAYTON, 1915, 2-stioke, 2V4h.p., new b.ack tyre,

nearly new tubes, mechanical horn, U.H. mag.,
Amnc carburetter, recently overhauled; £35.— Fowler,

12. Gleueagle Rd., Stieatliam. [4822

De Dion

DE DION oV.h.p.. Chater-Lea frame, 2-5i5eed, tyres

excellent, B. and E., Boscb, horn, condition
good, private owned; £25.—Willesden Green t^aragi-'.

151, High Rd.. Willesden Green. [5069

Diamond.
1Q16 Diamond-Jap 2»/ih.p., 2-speed Enfield gear,
Xt/ perfect running order; £55.—Jones, 4, Wood-
iide ParTde, North Finchley, N.12. [5054

DIAMOND 2iih.p. Villiers 2 stroke, Albion 2-speed.

Amac, M.-L. lamp, horn, tyres as nevv, hardly

used, fast; best over £48 secures; bought 1915, stored

to 1919.— Kinnard. Duke St., Tavistock. [5395

Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, 2-iih.p.. splendid condition; £45,

— Dosey, A-hbourne, Derbyshire. [X262E[X262S

lfkl9 2%h.p. Douglas, immediate delivery.—Arthur
ly G. Daw, 114. Brixton Hill, W. [5571

DOUGLAS. 2?ih.p., W.D. model, 2-Fpeed; £65.-31,
Cumberland Park, Acton, W. (5293

DOLTGLAS 2';i h.p., 1914. kick starter: £60.— Elli-

son, 1, Denton's Green, St. Helens. [X2863

OUGL\S 1914. good condition: £58; after 2 Sntnr-

day.-5. Station Ed.. Shoitlauds. Kent. [5267

83

jy ., - -----
.

DOUGLAS 2lih.p., war model, 2-speed; any trial

£70.—Motor Mart, Sea Rd., Bexhill. [518

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2%ih.p., 2-speed, condition like

new; £55.-12, Southgate Ed.. Liverpool. [X2747

DOUGLAS.—Now delivering new 1919 model 4h.p.

combination: £123.-MofIat. Yeovi!. 'Phone^-^ OT^

D
D
TO

D
19^

. [1103

lOUGLAS, new, with speciol buffer shock absorbers;

£70.-27, Silverlock St., Rotherhithe, S.E. 16.
[X2615

OUGLAS 1914 2'fih.p., 2-speed, overhauled, tyres

nearly new: £60.-29, London Ed., W. Croydon.
[4852

GNS — 2-;ih.p. Douglas, pr.Tetically new, late model.

Miller, 62, Hampstead Ed. Thone North 1S19.
[4829

0UGL4.S 1914 2"}:ih.p., 2-speed. in expellent condi-

tion, new tyres; £47.-18, Chesiltou Ed., Fulhain.
[4728

16 2'>ih.p. T.T. Douglas, nearly new, absolutely

perlect; £65.—Longthorp, Inglchuist, Hessle.

^ [5056

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., W.D., 2-speed condition as new

;

£63.-32, Grove Lane, Stamford Hill, '*''.°- „

DOUGLAS, 1919, as new, all accessories ajd speedo-

meter; £85.—Motor Mart, Sea Edr, Bexhill.
[5185

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D. model, jitst uncrated;

£65.—Write, F., 194, Wymenng Man.ions, W.9.

LATE 1914 Douglas. 2-speed, footboards, splentlid

condition :
£51.-Hawthorn, Woodville. Llnndji",'

dod Wells. [X2651

NEW 2iih.p. W.D. Douglas, buffer springs, run 60

miles only; 73 gns.-54, Whaincliffie Ed., Loiigli-

liorouRh. UV^aB/

DOUGLAS, 4h,p:, 1919, Empire sidecar, heart lamp,

rear lamp, horn, etc: £13D.-Taylor's Giirage— • loU<:>.\Ve(luP3bury.

All letters relating to advertisements stiould quote the number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date of thle issue. b23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 2=,4h.p., single gear, belt, tyres, horn
good running order; £27.—R. C "

Wella, So,merset.
Beech Hill,

[X2630

1Q15 2^4h.p. Douglas, perfect condition, lamps, lioru,
J-«7 speedometer; £65.-11, Upper Teddington Ed.,
Hampton Wick. [5200

1 Q 15 2^;:lh.p. Douglas, 2-speed, perfect in every re-
-i-t? spect: £60.—Jones, 4, Woodside Parade, North
Finchley, N.12. [5060

P^ll iB^ai IBIBIH

1 Q19 41i.p. Doiiglas Combination, new in June, done
-i-t? 500; nearest ofler £120. "" ~~ ^ --

3-spe
£60,

ilaesteg, S. Wales.

DOUGLAS 1915 23/,h.p..

lamp*, horn, footboards
Crosby, Scunthorpe.

DOUGLAS Combination, Si-l-h.p.,

cb;niicailv perfect; £85.-11.,
field, Mifl(lleie.^:.

"rvOUULAS, 1915,

Thomas, 35, West St.

[X2^72

I, speedometer,
106, Digby St.,

[X2887

2-speed, 1914, me-
, Abbey Rd., En-

[5195

2^/411. p., in excellent order; 50 gns.
-Sniitli's. 10-16, Haverstock Hill, oppoeit© Chalk

rarm Tn!ie Station. [4685

single Gpeed, new crant-
wbat oflersP-Pond, 13,

[X2704

1919 2-54h.p. nouglas, just delivered
£85, or near offer.—4, Harconrt

Hd., Redland, B-istol. [X2895

1 Q19 2';^h.p. Douglas, unused, complete with speedo-
XZf meter: what oilers?—Kdwards, 7, Exhibition Ed.

D0ITGLA3, 1911, 2%h.p.,
shaft, reauires tuning

Milton Rd,, Bow. E.3.

BKaND New
from makers;

South Kensington. [5589

, 1915, 2-speed,- re-enamelleu and
£68.-Apply, Accessories Co., 308,

S.E.13. '[4844

DOUGLAS 2-^h.p.
plated, as new

High RlI., Lee,

1 Q15 Douglas, 2^j4 h.p., 2-speed gear, good tyres, in
J-«^ new condition; £65.—Robertson, North, 55,
13road St.. Peterborough. [5017

D,OUGLAS 1913. W.D., minus a few small paits;
£35. Full particulars to enquirers.—211, Hipii

St., Lewisham, S.E. [535L:

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new January, 1919
lamp iiud spare tyre; £100.-25, Haudsworth

Wood Ed., Birmingham. [X2900

4h.p. Douglas Comliination. 1915, Oanoelet sidei^ar.

ovejlinuled. smart appeaiauce, fast; £100.-21
Thornton HiH, Wimbledon.

DOUGLAS 1915 2")4h,p.. 2-speed, Araac,
blue panel tank, new condition throughout

—63, Solon Ed., Brixton, W.

dition, makers' colours, very fast; £55.-
End Lane, Kilburn, N.W.6.

D,OUGLAS 4h.p. (1916), 3 speeds, kick start, and
Douglas chassis; £80. or exchange lightweight.—

[4753

Dunlops,
; £58.
[5176

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, brand new.
latest type clutch; £147/10.-Short. 489, Upper

Richmond Ed., East Sheen. [5168

£48.—Douglas 2'^4h.p., 1915-16, W.D. 2-speed model:
seen bv appointment at Euston Station.—Box

L4,220, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5478

J Q 19 (end July) 4hrp. Douglas Combination, un-
J-t7 scratched, extra accessories ; oilers over £135.—
10, Bannermau Rd., I'etersfield. [553r

{ Q19 Douglas 2^^ih.p., perfect order and tune, com-
J-*-' plete lamps, tools, etc.; best oHer over £85.

—

65, Burnt Ash Hill, Lee, S.E.12. [5391

DOUGLAS 2^db.p., 1915, overhauled, first-class con-
dition, makers' colours, verv fast: £55.—10, West

[5390

speeds, kick start,

exi

"

Bunting, 'Masons Av., Wealdstone. [5444

1 Q14 Douglas. 2 speeds, lamps, etc., new tool bags,
J-t/ just overhauled, fine running order; £48.—Cox,
24a, Edgington Ed., Streatham. [5500

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas and Sidecar, delivered August
-L»/ 12tli. mileage under 500, lamps, mechanical horn,
spares; £150.—'Phone Maylair 1330. [5015

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 5-speed, engine thoroughly over-

hauled, T.T. bars, new tvre: great liargain, 63 gn.";.

—H, Julian, 54, Broad St., Reading. [0038

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1918 Combination, little used, con-
dition absolutely as new; £105; only wants see-

ing.—6, Gibson Sq., Islington, N.l, [5572

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, 1914, smart mount, splendid
condition, sporty ; £56 ; exchange 2-Etroke and

cash.—Bos L4,232, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5492

1Q19 Douglas Combination, complete, with spares.
-i-«? * tools, accessories, first applicant secures.—

" '"
' [4904

Klaxon
Cleary.
[X2778

Clanchy, 23, Eussell Av., Bedford.

1 CfclS Douglas 2^4)1. p.. new tyres, lamps,
XJ/ horn, spare belt (new); £56.—Mr. W.
13, Essex St., Hapwood Lane, Halifax.

DOUGLAS, W.D., uncrated late July, good tyres,

lamps tools; owner bought combination; £82.—
Capt. Cave, KihvorLh, Woking, Surrey. [5276

DOUGLAS 1914 22/ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start

model, exceptionally good condition ; £55;—Page,
Warrendene, AYarreu Rd., Wanstead. [X2663

f> 3h.p. Douglas, 1914, 2-3peed, mechanically sound.
f^^ good condition ; £54; would exchange highpr
power.-Box L4,231, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5491

Brand New 1919 4h.p. Combination,
just arrived; £140.

Fernbank Av., Harrow. [X3013

DOUGLAS
latest new pattern clutch;

B24

14

All

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

'Elite Holdtite Rivetless Soles.''

Soles STUCK ON.-

We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fix solution. We guarantee

them to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. This process of fixing is exactly

the some as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof

.

Full instructions given with each pair of

soles

PRICES :

Gents'.

3ize- Per Pair

lo-n .. .. .. 3/6
8-9 3/3
6-7 3/-

Ladies*.

Size. Per Pair

6-7 2/8

4-5 •• .. - 2/4
2-3 .. - .. 2/-

Boys' and Youths'.
Size. Per Pair.

4-5 3/-
2-3 2/10
1-13 2/8

Sol-fix Solution:
in I ins, 8d., 1/3, 2^6, and 4/3. AnSd. tio,

sufficient for 3 pairs of soles.

Solution tJrush, 4d,

Please remit od. to cover cos>; ot
postage. Any excess wtil be refunded.

ELITE

RUBBER
Co., Ltd. (Dept. A),

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

2jih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, only ridden few hundred
4 miles, condition nearly new; £65, close offer.—

33, Hoveden Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2. [5457

DOUGLAS 1913 'a^h-P-. 2-speed, Bosch mag.,
lamps, new horn, pannier bags, and tools; £45;

Ealing.—Box L4,203, c/o The Uotar Cycle. [6044

4"

B'

DOUGLAS, 1915, 23/ih.p., 2-speed, condition as new;
£53; deposit, approval, if customer pays carriage

both ways.—57, Great George St., Liverpool. [X2746

DOUXSLAS 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds; £92, must
sell immediately.—Can be seen. Short's Motor

Stores, 489, Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen. [5167

4h.p. Douglas, solo and .combination, £75 to £95;
2"jih.-p. Donglas, 1915-1916, £58 to £62.— Clap

ham (Motors), King George St., Greenwich. [5525

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., Aug., 1919, not done
100 miles, complete with lamps, horn, etc.; best

over £135.—H. Askew, The Green, Banbury. [X2732

GIEB, Douglas specinlist, Gloucester, solicits your
enquiries for anytliing couoerniug Douglases ; -try

bim for the part you require. 'Phone: 852. [6340

DOUGLAS 2^^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, Amac, Bosch, en-

gine rebushed, fnst and reliable, horn, lamps; £48;
ride away.—43, Wolseley Gardens, Chiswick, ^.4. [5326

Id 16 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, enamelling, plating,

-LtJ and tank as new, perfect in all details; £65.—
Jones, 4, Woodside Parade, ISorth Finchley, N.12.

[5051

DOUGLAS 1914 2>4h.p., 2-speea. stored during war,

lamps, generator, horn, good order ; ride away;-

50 gns.—Willmott, Malthy Lane, Eartou-on-Humber.

SEVERAL Douglases, 1915 and 1916, 2^4h.p., from
£50; call and in^^eet stock.—Smith's, 10-1&,

Haverstock Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.
[4687

h.p. Douglas and Sidecar, W.D. model, completely

overhauled by makers, lamps, spare belt and tube,

picked machine; £110.—Sanctuary, Biidport, Dorset.
[4814

DOUGLAS 4h.r., 1914, 2-sreed, clutch, kick 6t;irt,

lamps, horn, tools, spares, laid up during war; £60,

or rAarest o£fer.~Ives, Holmfield, Crook, Durham.
[X27';9

OUGLAS 1917 4h.p. Combinntion, overhauled and
in flue running order; 95 gns.—Smith's, lO-lfr,

Haverstock Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.
[4686

DOUGLAS SVL'h.p. Motor Cycle, in good runnios
order, covers, tubes new ; will accept reasonable

offer.—Apply Oxley, Frederick Haven, Kirby Cross.
[4^54

DOUGLAS T.T. 2%b.p., in tip-top condition, not

been used since 1915, owner just demobbed;
nearest £70.-8, Glengarry Rd., East Dulwich, S.E.22.

[5421

DOUGLAS 2^:ih.p., 2-s'peed. Bosch mag., engine, tyres,

manliine fine condition, zunning boards: ride away;

£45.—Palmer, 333, Katherine Ed., Forest Gate, Essei.
[4781

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new, this August, on©

of the fiuest engines on the road; oflers.—Richard-

son. Guildhall Buildings, Navigation St., -Birmingham.
[4762

DOUGLAS 4h.p., engine and gear box frame wants
repair, forks, tank, bars, and wheels; £40 to

caller.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton, Wallinstnn.
[5242 .

DOUGLAS, 2^ih.p.. 1914 model, 2 speeds, footbuaiu^.

Klaxon, lamps, good tyres, etc. , overhauled, all

black; £58.-15, Enmore Ed., South ..Noi-wood, S.E.
[5216

OR Sale, 4h.p. Douglas, 1918 model, very little

used and equal to new, all accessories; price

£85. or near offer.-Eox 326, c/o The Motor Cycle.

X2014

1 Q19 2^4h.p. W.D. Douglas, unscratched, all acces-

X.tJ sories, including tools, spare valve, etc., Bmall

mileage; 73 gns.—Wyatt, 58, South St., Bridport. Dor-

set. [5316

DOUGLAS, 234h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, clutch, kick

start, lamps, horn, etc., stored 3 years, perfect

condition; first £55 secures.—Cutler, 134, Lincoln Ed.,

Peterboro'. [X2972

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p. Colonial Model, 2-speed,

footboards, good tvres, as new; £55.—The Laurel

Motor Co., Melbourne Rd., Leyton, E.IO. Waltham-
stow 426. [5229

Douglns, 4h.p., 3 speeds, K.S., cork chrch,

264-266, VanxbaU Bridge Road

j
VICTORIA, S.W.I.

etteis relating to advertiseme.its should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

-po

19"
hauled; any trial; £130.-

wood, S.E.
15, Enmore Ed., South Nor-

[5222

4h.p. Douglas Combination, about 1918. 3-speed.

kick starter, clutch, requires enamelling, bat

wonderful goer; £100; exchange light car.—82, York

Rd., Batteisea. [6277

Douglas, 2-speed, free engine, new tyres,

lamps, enamel, and plating perfect, stored 3

years, smart turnout; bargain, first £55.-101, GrOTe

Lane, Camberwell. (I960

4h p. Douglas, 3-speed, etc., 1916, incomplete: must

sell owing to fatal accident (not with machine);

Oah.p.

also contents of small garage.—Write, 35, Bradboiirne

St., Fulham. S.W. [5297

lOR Sale, 4h.p. 1916 Douglas Combination, beauti-

ful condition, little used, cheap, garaged at M»'™
Vale.—For appointment write 47, Barrington Bn

.

Crouch End, N.8. iBM^

-po
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N

?.X.. \ate mod-el, 5-6Ii.p., 4-cyl., enclosed Boacli, malti
clutch, beauty; 55 grns.—Below.

N., late mod?l, 5-61i.p., a-cyl., enclosed Bosch, multi
clutch; only 50 gns.—Below.

F.N"., 5-6h,p., 4-cyl., Bosch mag., shaft drive, enamelled
red; 42 gns.—Below.

r.N.. ^\'j-5h.v-. 4-cyI., enclosed Bosch, shaft drive
multi^;lutLh ; snciince 39 gna.—Below,

F.N., 4V''-5h.p., 4-cyl., Bosch" mag,, shaft drive, wants
little'attention ; gilt, 26 gns. ; easy terms arranged.

—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth
(Town Station;. 'Phone; Battersea 327. [5208

F.N. 5-6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, clutch, Bosch

^

(ZEN4),- heavy Dunlops unpimctured ; £70.-;:^a^sel-

dine, Garston, Watford. [X2941

r.N.. 4-cyl., shaft drive, B. and B., Bosch, tyres per-

fect, sound throughout, overhauled; £30 cash.—
Rosslyn. 5, Clifford Kd., Blackpool. [X2468

F.N., 4-cyl., 2-speeel, clutch, Binks carburetter, good
condition, ready to ride away ; £37.—Dansie,

Wychcote, Stoney Rd.. Coventry. [X2992

F.N., 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., Boacb, B. and B., shaft drive,
enamelled red, just overhauled, sporting appear-

ance; £40.—Hillsborough, Totteridge, Herts. [X2766

31h.p. F.N splendid condition, less mag. and car-
4 buretter, best offer over £10 secures; 2V3h.p.

engine, good condition, first P.O. 30/- secures.—Prout,
Curzon St., Taunton.

-^
[4818

F.N. 5-6h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, Bosch, dropped
frame, 650x65 tyres, 2 brakes, just overhauled,

re-enamelled, several new parts, many tools and spares,
trial; £45.-42, Southsea A?., Watford. [5312

33.h.p. F.N. Lightweight, 2-speed, shaft drive, handle-
4 bar clutch, waterproof mag., new tyres, any test,

)
special machine, latest model; lowest, £40.—Beesley,
1IO6, Barlow Moor Rd., West Didsbury, Manchester.

[5546
'

'

Grander.
41h.p. Grandes-Precision and Sidecar, E.I-C, B.B.

;

4 trial; £35.—Terrell, 6. Church Plain, Gt. Yar-
mouth. [X2884

4ih.p. 1916 Grande.x-Precision. Enfield 2-speed gear.
4 splendid running order ; £ 70. or offer.—200.

AVellmeadow Rd., Catford. [4975

Harley"Davidson

[ 1Q 19-20 Harley-Davidsou.—Deliveries of latest models
Xv now expected.-Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X3071
7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, m perfect order; £75. or ex-

change for B.S.A., cash adjustment—Day, Broom-
field, Chelsford [5027

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, Model
lie, in splendid running order; £86.—Rugby

House, North Malvern. [X2772

HARLET-DAVIDSON 1916 Coach Combination.
electric model, 3 lamps ; Yorkshire ; £140.—Bos

380, do The Motor Cycle.
' [X2882

PLACE your orders now for Harley-Davidsons.-
Horswill Castra Motor Cycle Garage, 42, Bridge

St., Chester. 'Phone : 943. [2143

, 1 Q16 Harley-Davidt^on and S.O., dynamo lighting, ex-
L nJ cellent condition, complete ; £ II 5.—Edwards, 7,
Exhibition Rd., South Kensington. [5590

1 Q14 Harley-Davidson Combination, lamps, in good
JL t/ runnig order ; must sell ; bargain, £95.—Write,
Sharman, H.M.S. ' Erin." Portland. [4809

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., dynamo
lighting, splendid outfit; £120.— W. Maton, 41,

Mortimer Lane, Basingstoke, Hants. [4986

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., 1915, aolo; a real
sporting model: in good condition; £85.—Call,

or write, Flinn, 29, Cunningham Park, Harrow.
[X2855

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p., electrical model, in
stock for immediate delivery at list price.—Elce

and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.
[0552

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, Bosch m^ag., Milford
family car, wind screen, storm apron, lamps,

horn, condition perfect; £125.-22, Francis St., Mans-
field. [X2997

GENUINE 1915 Harley, short wheelbase, K racer, in
perfect condition, very fast, total mileage 500,

lamps: £140; full particulars.-Write, Box 374. c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X2703

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1915,
electric model, splendid running order, handsome

MilUord sidecar i 120 gns.; alter 6.—Lyons, 99, Willi-
fteld Way. Golder; G^een, London. [4750

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7.9h.p, Combination, late
1915, little used, condition absolutely sound, open

to expert examination; what offers over £130?—34,
Florence Rd., West Bridgford, Nottingham. [4877

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, electric
model, perfect condition and completely over-

hauled; 128gns.~17, Bond St.. Ealing; and 387, Ux-
bridge Rd., Acton. 'Phone: Chiswick 1578. [5506

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, mag. model, genuine
Harley-Davidson sidecar, luxuriously equipped,

mileage 5.COO, guaranteed perfect, numerous spares,
new condition; £140.-9. Derwent St. East, Derby.

[X2863

GOODi
Since Sept. 4th, restrictions on imports have
been removed and we are now getting
deliveries of

HENDERSONS
10 h p. 4 Cylinder 3 Speed.

and

AMERICAN-
EXCELSIORS.
Both are excellent machines too well known
to need much waste of ink

Seiid for details.

Enquiries invited from the Counties

of Warwickshire, Worcestershire,

Staffordshire, Salop, and Leicester

shire, only by the

Soie Midland Distributors —

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY,
Aston Rd , BIRMINGHAM.

-NEWS!

THE SERVICE COmLH.,
HAVE IN STOCK:—

TAN-SAD SEAT with cushion .

.

CAPAC CARBURETTERS
for I & 1 J Induction Pipes

JOHNSON'S CARBON REMOVER
Half-pints .

.

Pints

lOHNSON'S WAX
CAMEO WIND SCREENS

38/-

84/-

6/-

10/6

2/6

60/
^f
60/-

SPECIAL LINES.

GOODRICH COVERS, 26 x 2.J x 2i 41/3

DOUGLAS TOOL KITS . . . . 22/6

O.K. RUBBER BELT, Jin., ideal (or

Lightweights .

.

. . 1/- per It.

" SERVICE" TAPPET ADJUSTERS
set four varying thicknesses . . 6d,

2 VOLT. ACCUMULATORS .. 14/6

HORN HANDLE BAR GRIPS ..2/3pr.

POST ORDERS OUR SPECIILITY.

289-293, High Holborn,

LONDON, W.C.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Harley>Davidson
BARGAIN.-1916 7-9b.p. Hnrley-Dnvidson, luxurious

new sidecar, lamps, speedometer, Stewort horu,
spare new tiitw and chain, new l^unlop rear, lovely ('Ut-

fit; £131; bought car.—102, "Westwood Ed., Earlsdon,
Coventry. [X2821
HAELET-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., late

1916 electric model, bulbous back sidecar, wind
screen, just thoroughly overhauled by expert, new tyres,
splendid condition; £155.-23. Tonsley Place, "Wands-
worth, S.W. [5000

HABLET-DAVIDSON 1 91 6 3-speed Clutch Com-
bination, Swan Oxford sidecar, disc wheels all

round. P. and H. lamps. Klaxon, accessories, perfect
condition; £135, or near offer; after 6.—Goodman, 5.

Hilda Rd., East Ham. [4795

j Q 17 Harley-Davidson Combination, polished alu
;*-*' minium sidecar, disc wheels, the whole outfit
in absolutely perfect condition; any trial by appoint-
ment; price £150.—Sgt. Belcher, M.T. Details, Cana-
dians, Ashford. Kent. [5541

HAKLEY-DAVIDSON, new April, 1916, 7-9h.p.. 3
speeds, 1915 electric model, lamps and horn, "with

Gloria sidecar, wind screen, thorough order, mileage
4,000 to 5,000. ready for touring; any trial; £125.-
Watts. 34. Lister St.^ Rotherham, Yorks. [X3010

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917 (July), 7-9h.p., electric
model, Millford sidecar, very good condition, over-

hauled June, 3-speed, kick start, Rom eteel-studded
back, Goodyear all-weather froni; tyres, both new, spares
include 2 good covers, 4 tubes, battery, speedometer
(unfixed), valves, brake band, jack, Bosch mag., acety-
lene generator, Tan-Sad pillion s&at; owner bought car;
£170.—Visible, Streatham Motor Garage, 43, ilitcham
Lane, S.W.16. [4801

Hazlewood.
IQIS 6h.p. Hazlewood-Jap C.B. Combination, 3
-l-t^ speed, countershaft, K.S., clutch, lamps, speed
ometer, spares; £120.—33d, London Rd., Forest Hill.

[4969
03.h.p. Hazlewood-Jap, Bosch mag., good tyres, lamps,
-^4 horn, engine recently overhauled by makers; £35.
-Apply 6.30 to 8.30. 59. Gaisford St., Kentish Town.
N.W. [X2477

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P., 1915, 5-6h.p., Bramble side
car, Tan-Sad, Bosch, B. and B., 3-speed, kick stait.

fully equipped, excellent condition; £120, or offer.—
Reynolds, 49, Parklands Rd. Streatham Park. [5187

Henderson
PLACE Sour orders now for Hendersons.—Horswili

Castra Motor Cyc'e Garage. 42, Bridge St.
Chester. 'Phone- 945. [2142

HENDERSON Combination, 1915, 4-eyl., C.A.V
dynamo lighting set, fine lot; £120.—Grovei.

Bletchley. 'Phone: 45. [4797

HENDERSON Combination, lOh.p., 2 speeds, clutch,
lamps, horn, hood, etc., new 3in. Dunlops: £130,

or near.—65, Fordel Rd.. Catford. [5344

HENDERSON 8-lOh.p. Combination, 1916. F.R.S.
lighting set, good tyres ; £ 120.—Applv, Bel I

Motor Works, Brent St.. Hendon. [5410

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle or

Man.—Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. invited—

J

Blake and Co.. Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester,
r703fl

HENDERSON, new Aug., 1914, laid up during
greater part of war, done about 4,000 miles.—Olfeis

to Lt.-Col. Brereton. Felden Lodge, Boxmoor, Herts.
[5060

HENDERSON 1916, 8-lOh.p., 4-cyl., 2 speeds.
clutch, accessories, £115; Canoelet coach sidecai,

£15; exchange entertained.— 5, Victoria Av., Surbiton.
[5447

LATE 1915 4-cyl. lOh.p. Henderson, with new
torpedo coachbuilt sidecar (Mills-Fulford), lamps,

horn, speedometer, etc., all in splendid condition,
engine just overhauled; any test; £135, no offers.—
Clay, 35. Topsfield Parade, Crouch End, N.8. [5383

Hobart.
HOBART 2%h.p., 1913, low, fast, good appearance;

£26; by appointment.—Harris, 7, St. Luke's Rd..
W.ll. [5239

HOBART-VILLIERS. 2Vjh.p., 2-speed, perfect condi-
tion, lamps, horn, good tyres ; £50.—D. Stopher,

Church Ed., Merton, Surrey. [4786

HOBART, 2y.h.p., 2-speed, 2-^troke, new, delivery
from stock; 60 gns.—17, Bond St., Ealing; and

387, Usbridge Ed.. Acton. 'Phone: Chiswick 1578.
[5511

HOBART. 1916 (late), fitted with 2^ih.p. Levis 2-

stroke, engine recently thoroughly overhauled, new
tvrea, accessories, excellent condition ; £45.—Holder,
Oxford, Suffolk. [X2974

HOBART-J.A.P. 6h.p- Combination , 1915-16, 3-

speed, Bramble sidecar, hood, screen; £98; will

t-.'ike any small machine in part payment— 216, Rodney
Hut, Crayford, Kent. [X2624

LATEST Model Hobart-Villiers. 2^'4h.p.. 2-speed
gear box. with featherweight sidecar. fuUv

equipped, condition perfect, original tyres; £65.-94,
Arden Rd., Birchfields, Birmingham. [S2769

Hockley.

HOCKLEY 2''ih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, recently over-
hauled, in excellent condition, owner purchased

new Connaught; 37 gns.—Hawker, 54. Lorna Rd.,
Hove. [4599

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of th^ iccitR. ^-te
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H

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Hockley.

HOCKLEY 2%h.p., fitted new engine, new mag.,-
new carburetter, new spring lorks, new belt,

good tyres and tubes; will take £25 to clear; owner
buying higlier power.—Spacie, Fox House, Todwick,
Sheffield. [X2865

Humher
UMBER SiAh.p., 2-speed gear, clutch, handle-
starter, Bosch mag.; £35.—Moss, Wem. [X3018

HUMBER 2'/-h.p., good condition; £35, or nenrest;
;iftei 6 p.m.— 6, Thurlow St., Walworth, S.E.17.

f5198HUMBER Lightweight, good condition; £30, or ex-
change combination.—5, Horn Lane, Acton, W.

[5556HUMBER Lightweight, 3-speed, perfect ronditiou

;

owner wants combination.— S., Clifton Villa, Laun-
cestou. LX2800

HUMBER 3"/oh.p., F.E., Bosch, B.B., Thilipson. 70
miles gnllon paraffin; £35, offer.—Turner, Bridge-

mnu Place, Bolton. [X2445

HUMBER Combination 3i^h.p., 2-speed, wind
screen, good condition; £54- Evenings.—85, Eland

Rd., Lavender Hill.
.

[5093

"I Q14 Humber Twin,. T.T. mount, 'iust overlinuled and
-Lt/ rebusbed, 2^^ih.p., very fast; £37.—E. Mountfoit,
75. Park Rd., Bedworth. - [X2877

1 Q12 3'/2h.p Humber Motor Cycle. 2-speed, starting
M-U handle, in good order; £26, bargain.-47, Skelton
Rd.. Forest Gate, E.7. [3976

HUMBER 1917 3V:.h.p., 2-speed, countershaft, first-

class condition; £55.—Whitehead, 4, Montague
Mews, Crawford St., Baker St., London. [5380

3ih.p. Humher. rebushed throughout, CTA.V., Amac,
2 good tyres, Druids, in running order, ride away;

£20, no offevfi.- 29, Park Rd., Harringay, N.15. [4878

HUMBER 1913, 2 speeds, fully equipped, neW Dun-
li:ipa, spare belt aud tubes, like new ; must sell

;

£45.-359, Wimbledon Park Rd., Sonthfields Stiition.

[5328

Gh.p. Water-cooled Humber, Millford sidecar, hood,
screen, lamps, horn, in brand new condition;

nearest offer to £150.-15, Stanley Rd., Earlsdon.
[X3021

6h.p. Water-coolFd Humber, Millford sidecar, hood,
acreen, lamps, horn ;in brand new condition;

nearest offer to £150.—15, Stanley Rd., Earlsdon.
[X3021

"8 014 Hnriiber, S'/^h.p., 3-3peed Sturmey hub, B. and
-Lt/ B., lamps, coachbuilt sidecar, tools, apron; 70
gns. ; after 6.—Hurst, Chertsey, Gresham Rd., Edgware.

[X2763
HUMBER 1919 3V'h.p. Flat T^vin, 3-speed, hand

clutch, T T. model, demonstration machirie; £90,
DiYers; no dealers.-The Hill, Perry Barr, Birmingham.

[X2476
HUMBER 3Voh.p., about 1915, Sturmey 3-speed,

chitch, kick start, Amac, lamps, horn, good
tyres, good condition, perfect running, fast, climber:
£75.—Holland, Aberfoyle. Sutton Coldfield. [4890

HUMBER Combiuation, 3V2h.p., S.A. 5-speed, hand
clutch, new tyres and belt, lamps. Swan sidecar

(C.B.) with luggage grid, apron, etc., mechanically
=OLnd, excellent condition; trial; £65.—Witts, Royston,
Herts. [5468

HUMBER 3Vih.p., 1913, 2-speed, clutch, engine,
and gear box overhauled, rebushed, stored

throughout war, excellent appearance, with lamps,
spare tube, belt ; £39 ; offers ; also sidecar, £6 ; by
appointment.—Harris, 7, St. Luke's Rd., W.ll. [5240

HUMBER 3'/jh.p. Twin, war model, excellent condi
tion, large coachbuilt sidecar, 2 pistons, rings, and

gudgeon pins new August, chain and 3 covers new July
3 lamps, perfect, speedometer, large carrier on sidecar;
l>est offer over £100.—Stillmau, 7, St. John's Rd.
Spalding. Tel. 147. [5550

Imperial.
33.h.p. 1916 Imperial-Jap, 2-speed countershaft, Amac,
4 P. and H. lamp, horn, Dunlop tyres, new belt and

chain, stored 12 months, good condition; £38, no oSers.
— Brynawel, Cwmsychpant, Llanybytber. [X2953

Indian.

INDIAN 7-9h.p., clutch; £65.—Motor Mart, Sea Rd.,
Bexhill. [5181

T Q16 Powerplus Indian Combination for sale: £120
X«7 —Bennett, 19, Monument Park, Wigan. [X2967

INDIAN 5-6h,p., clutch, new Amac, splendid order;
bargain. £68.-87. Dyers Hall Rd., Leytonstone.

[4847
1Q15*}^ 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, just repainted:
-Li/ £120; perfect.- Vinson, Monkton. near Rams-
gate. [4927

]Q 19-20 Indians.—Deliveries now expected, Powerplus
- 1/ iiioflel6 ; enquire dates.—Parlier's, BTad.shawgate,

Bolton. [X3070

INDIAN.— For earliest deliveries, get in touch with
the Indian agents, Newport Motor Co., Ltd., New

poit. Mon. [O032

~fl Q 12 4y:;h.p. Blue Indian, clutch model, good
JL t/ running order; £40.—Bellwood, Victoria Rd..
Scarborough. [5036

INDIAN 7-9h.p.. clutch model, in perfect condition
seen week-ends; £55.—H Smith, Wetwood, Eccle-

shall Staffs [X3003

YOUR
SPHERE

!

The World
within Your

THOUSANDS of responsible and

HIGHLY PAID
ACCOUNTANCY

AND

SECRETARIAL
APPOINTMENTS
are open to qualified students of the METROPOLITAN
COLLEGE—the ' Varsity of Secretarial and Accountancy
Training. Whv not equip vonrselt for one of these?

Specialised Postal Training-
taken at home, in leisure time, and
of either sex.

open to every person

Senda postcard
to-day for the

FREE
GUIDE
and particulars
of the special
Autumn Postal
Courses now
commencing.
Yo u will be
under no obli-

gation.

METROPOLITAN COLLEGE
Dept. 124. ST. ALBANS.

SPtCIAL FEATURES.
1 . The College presents more
successful candidates for the
professional Accountanls" and
Secretaries' examinations than
any other training centre in the
British Isles.

2 The most highly qualified

Accountancy and Secretarial Staff

in the Kingdom, comprising
many Final Honoursmen and
Barristers-at-Law,
3. The fees are most moderate,
and may. if desired, be paid by
easy instalments.

i Free Appointments Bureau
when qualified.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

IQI6 Powerplus Indian, 3 speeds, clutch, Millford
-*-v Empress sidecar, lamps, and horn; £120.—

'

Tew, Petersfield. [5144

1 Q16 Indian Combination, Powerplus electric model;
At' £120.—The Eastern Garage Co., 418, Romford
Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [0041

INDIAN Single, 3V2-4h.p., 2-speed, clutch model, Hen-
derson's featherweight sidecar, new; £65,—Jackson,

77, Station Ed., Sidcup. [5437

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination. 3-8peed, electric
light, in perfect order; price £135.-6, Coanaught

Mews, Marble Arch, W.2. [4761

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 5-6h.p., 3-Bpeed, KS.,
clutch, lamps, horn, handsome turnout; 80 gns.—

Caldra, Ashdowu Ed., Epsom. [5001

1 01** Indian, 7-9h.p., spring frame, coachbuilt com-
--«-' bination- £80.—The Eastern Garage Co., 418,
Romford Rd., Forest Gate. E.7. [0040

INDIAN 7-91i.p,, 2-speed. clutch, cofiohbuilt sidecar,
thoroughly overhauled, paint perfect; £95.— Gil-

bert, ]6, Bicester Ed., Avlesbnry. [5091

IiNDIAN 7-9h.p., 1915, clntch, F.R.S., tools, nice
condition ; seen any time ; 65 gns.—64, Clifton

Rd., Asylum Rd., Peckham, S.E.15. [5130

INDIAN 5h.p., with sidecar, complete, in perfect
condition; £80.—Chas. Venafales and Co., Ltd.,

Taplow Paper Mills, near Maidenhead. [5290

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 1915. 3-speed, clutch, kick start, witto
lamps, tools, etc., in first-class condition ; £85.—,

Leigh, 26. Eoome St., Warrington, [X2673

INDIAN Cdhibination, 7-91i.p., 1915, 2-8peed, witi
Innips, accessories, very fast, good; £110, near offer.

-36, Trent Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [X2996

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, kick start, clutch (1916
machine), just like new; £90, or exchange lower

power.-Bimting. Masons At Wealdstone. [5443

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, 1915 model, selling, as
new; £100, or offer; no dealers.-Ivelson, 11,

Newlyn Rd., Lordship Lane, Tottenham. [4868

1 Q15 3-speed 7 9h.p. Indian Combination, just over-
Xt/ hauled, in perfect running order; £110.—jones,
4 Woodside Parade. North Finchley, N.12. [5052

-|Q16 Indian, 5-6b.p., 3-speed, clutch, K.S. Mllford
-Lt/ red sidecar, fitted electric lighting; £120.—
Mann, Heighton, Danes Hill, Woking, Surrey. [X2770

INDIAN, 1915. 7-9h.p., spring frame, 3-6pe€d, kick
starter, clutch, lamp, horn, etc., perfect condition;

trial any time; £85—237, Iffley Rd. Oxford. [4883

INDIAN Combination, 1917, 7-9b.p., electric light,
splendid condition throughout ; nearest £ 130

secures.—Browning, Heathfield Farm, Berkley, Gloe.
[X2942

"I
020 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus, absolutely new, un-

-i- */ scratched, 3 speeds, countershaft, automatic oil

pump feed; £170.—Gilbert Long, Shirehampton, Bristol.

[X292a
GENUINE BaTgain.-1914- 7-9h.p. Indian combina-

tion, stored away since May, 1915, ready to ride
away; what offers ?—West, Bladon. Woodstock, Oson.

[5102
INDIAN Coachbuilt Combmation, 7-9h.p., 2-speed,

clutch^ excellent condition throughout; £85,
close offer.—33, Hoveden Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2.

[5459* '

INDIAN 3V^h.p., all chain drive, in perfect mechani-
cal order fast, solo mount ; also 2 new outer '

covers; offers over £36/10.—Halsey Hill, Acton St.,

Wigan.--^.
, [4940 '

INDIAN 7h.p., 1914, clntch model, English carbu-
retter, in excellent condition, lamps, new Renold

chain; £58.-82, Stamford Brook Rd., Stamford Brook, "

W. [5426

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., clutch model, and sporting
sidecar, condition as new, stored 2 years; £95

j

seen after 6.—Mitchell, 61, Earlswood St., East Green-
wich. [5221

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, clutch, sprinff,

frame, and coachbuilt sidecar, tyree and general
condition excellent; £85.-85, Ermine Rd.. Ladywell,-
S.E.13. [X284(V

7-bh.p. Indian (1917 Model) Combination, grand oiitfit,

£125 cash: 5-6h.p. Indian (1916 model), solo, aplen--

did condition, £75 cash.—Apply. Griffiths, 8, King St,
Yeovil, Som. [4864

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.D. Combination, coachbuilt, spring;
frame, 3-speed, Itick starter, all accessories; ex-

ceptional value £120; after 7.-11, Felix Av., Westoit
Park. Crouch End, N.8. [5139^

1Q15 7-9h.p. Indian, ckitch, 2 speeds, kick starter^
JLt/ new tyres, perfect condition; seen Kent;,

'

owner goin^ abroad.—Box L4,192. c/o The Motor
"

Cycle, iO, Tudor St., E.C.4. [4911.

INDIAN Q.B. Combination, 191.4, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds/
clutch, kick starter, splendid engine, English con—,

trols, £95; also another red torpedo sidecar, £16.—45,-
Castelnau Gardens, Barnes. [5105

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Road Eaeer, beautiful condition,
JLiJ 70 m.p.h., new chains, good tyres, accessories,
tools, spares; £75, or rear offer.—A. Mackenzie Oott,
Ashby Magna, Lutterworth. [X273B ^

PLACE your orders foi Indians now; don't bo left;,

will northern county customers note the new
addre-9.— Horswill, 42, Bridge St., Chester. Castra'
Motor Cycle Garage. 'Phone : 943- [2141-^

A 36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS, 1913, 8h.p., 2-6peed, clutch, kick

starter, speedometer, new belt, Gloria spring wheel

sidecar, luggage grid; £80; seen Friday.—15, Enmore
Rd., South Norwood, S.E. [5^19

1 Q 13 Matchless, Montgomery cane sidecar, 6h.p.,

XU 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, back tyre new, Cowey,
2 lamps, generators; 70 gns.—Write, 'Box 70, c/o

Scripps, South Molton St., W. [4873

MATCHLESS Combination, 1914, M.A.G. 7-9h.p.

engine, 3-spesd count-ershaft, clutch, and kick
starter, condition perfect; trial anywhere ; £130.-111,
Durham Ed., East Finchley, N.2. [X2717

8h.p. 1914 Matchless-Jap, with luxurious under-
slung sidecar, speedometer, 2-speed, fine touring

model; expert test; 85 gns.—Marchant, Young's
Corner, George Lane, Woodford, E.18. [5?/2

MATCHLESS, delivered June, 1919, hood, lamps,
screen , horn, Tan-Sad, a very smart lot ; £ 1 70,

no ofEers; seen by appointment, any evening.—F. Brook-
ing, 52, Chaucer Ed., Heme Hill, S.E. [X2678

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. Combination, 8h.p., 1915,
2-speed, speedometer, wind screen, fully equipped,

thoroughly overhauled, stored 2 years ; 100 gns.— 23,
Fairford Grove, Lower Kensington Lane, S.E.ll. [5566

MATCHLESS, 1919, Victory model. C.A.V. lighting,
Klaxon, spare wheel, perfect condition; £150,

fort quick sale; owner going abroad; trial willingly.

—

Apply, any time, Batten, Home Farm, Stanweli, Staines,
Middlesex. [4982

1iQ19 Matchless, Victory Model, new June, inter-
it/ changeable spare wheel, mechanical horn, Lucaf
lamps, exceptionally silent and. powerful engine, hat
been well looked after; £170.—rayne. East Burnhan.:
Lodge, Slough. [5532

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 1913-14 4h.p., free engine,
clutch, fast and powerful, lamp set, etc., special

heavy nearly new tyres, splendid running order, and
excellent condition; £*45.—Martin, 8, Grenville St.,
W.C. (near Eussell Sq.). [5568

MATCHLESS 6h.p. J.A.P. Combination, wicker
sidecar, kick starter, single gear, lamps, C horn,

good condition, tyres nearly new, heavy Dunlops; seen
any time after 5; £70, or would exchange lor 'Douglas.
—Blanks, Station Ed., Addlestone. [5313

MATCHLESS 8B Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G.
1915, mileage 3,500, condition mechanically per

feet, appearance as new, speedometer, lamps (never 'lit)

horn, kit of tools, splendid turnout; any trial; £145.-
Box L4,236, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5497

MATCHLESS New Model H. spring frame. 8h.p
J.A.P. engine. Write at once and book for earliest

delivery, Lucas dynamo outfit at option, 5% ol
your deposit. Decide now and order the best com
liination.—J Tassel! la Bloomfield Rd , Pluinstead

[4791
SCANS and Dunn, 93. Mason's nil). Bromley, Kent.

placed a, good contract long ago for Matchless
Combinations, and are now booking orders strictly in

rotation for earliest possible delivery; be early on oui
waiting list satisfaction assured 'Phone Bromlpy
350. [4068

1 Q 18-19 Victory Matchless Combination, luggage
-i-if grid, hood, 3 lamps, spare wheel and tyre, spare
tube, et.^., three 700 tyres and one 650, back tyre
rabber-studded. dniv run 500, sound menhanical con
dition; £140.—Letters, Major W. H. C. Watson, Leaf
land, Harrow. [X2972
1 Q18 Victory Model 8h.p. Matchless-Jap Combina-
J-v tiou, performance and appearance much admired,
electric light, full tools and spares, perfect mechani-
cally, interchangeable and spare wheels, well shod,
mirror. Lucas horn and lamps; any trial or examin
ation; bought car; owner-driven; ^E155, or sacrifice
nearest cash; no dealers.—By letter, Lt. McMurtrie,
Signals. H.Q., Southern Command, Salisbury. (D)

[X2684
Metro.

METEO-TYLER, new August, long exhaust, rea'
sportv mount; £55, or exchange higher power and

cash.—Tudor, Morda, Oswestry. [X2964
METEO-TYLER, 1919, few weeks old, red discs,

platpd exhaust, new lamps, horn, tools; be.<^t oflei
over ^£50.—Ellis, 70, Lewisham Park, S.E. [X1265

METRO-TYLER 2-stroke. 1915, 2-speed, new
lam^js, Senspray carburetter. Brooks saddle.

guaranteed: £38, near offer.- Goss, 71. South Side
Clapham Common, S.W,4. Phone : 322 Brixton.

[5152
Minerva

MINERVA Lightweight, Druid fovk.^, Bo.scli mag.,
in running order; £17, or offer.—136, Eye Lane,

Peckham, S.E. [4846
3ih.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea frame, Dunlop tyres,

2 Bosch mag., excellent condition; bargain, £28;
call any evening after 6.-32, Dunlord Rd., Hollowav.

3
[4949

ih.p. Minerva. Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,
4 low, ready to ride away; £26, or near offer.-

E. A. Beven, 8, Rossen St., Maes-y-coed, Pontypridd
S. Wales. [X2866

MotO'Reve.
MOTO-REVE, 2h.p., perfect running order; ^E25.—

Howell, Bragbury End, nr. Stevenage. [5012

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, magneto, Whittle

be't. good throughout; £18.—Thomson, 85, Churcl
Rd., Willesden. [5554

"Westwood"
REAR LIGHTS.
Patented and Registered Designs.

"SURPRISE" TAIL LAMP
A Lamp of high-class finish with T§in. Ruby Bull's-eye
lens. Made of brass throughout, and heavily nickel-plated
and fitted with neat switch and special spring bulb holder
which effectually
prevents the bulb
from working
loose or breaking
through jar.
Complete outfit,

including Lamp,
Bulls, Battery,
and Leather Case

14/3.

"ROYAL RUBY"
ELECTRIC TAIL LAMP
A reliable efficient

electric rear lighting
set at a popular
price. Lamp is fitted

with red rear lens,

and White Opal Side
Lens Outfit com-
plete with Bulb and
Battery.and Leather
Case,

12/6

Patent "Torpedo"

ACETYLENE LAMPS.
Vlade from solid brass, turned and threaded at joints
Every part of solid construction. These Lamps may be
taken to pieces for cleaning, and will remain alight in the
strongest gale. Best quality ij in. diameter Ruby Glass
Lenses are fitted, and can be easily replaced if broken
These lamps will last as long as the machines they are used
Dd, and are absolutely rustless.

Tail Lamp,

Price, 6/6 each.

SIDECAR 1^

UMP,
Pfice, 7/6 each.

"Royal Ruby"

Acetylene Tail

Lamp.
A strong, well-made and service-
able lamp, with ruby rear and
white Opal Side Lens, complete
with pins for at tachraent to
Number Plate.

Price, 4/- each.

Westwood Rearlights are stocked by all reputable agents.

WESTWOOD RIM AND
PATENTS, LIMITED,

Bordesley, Birmingham.

MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE ayii.p.. DruidB, new belt, spare
Whittle, just been oveilianled ; £20, or offer.—118.

Thistlemore Rd., Peterborough, [X2827

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, I'/lh.p., battery igni-

tion, fitted to 3-speed bicycle, in perfect con-

dition: a splendid little runabout; bargain, £17.—
vVarwick House, 2, Leigham Courts Drive, Leigh-on-
Sea. [4908

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSOX, 2-stroke, tyres as new, perfect: £30.
-29, ThornhiU Ed., Leyton, E.IO. [X2464

1Q14 New Hudson-Jap, 2%h.p., S-speed, lilte new;
-Ltf £40, near oSer.—50, Ballspond Ed., Islington.

NEW HUDSON, 1917 aV^h.p., 2-stroke, 2-8peed, very

little used, as iieiv; £47.—Hickman, Wharncline

Ed., Ilkeston, Deibys. [X2589

NEW HUDSON, 2i4h.p. J.A.P., late 1913, 3-speed,

splendid condition; £45.-Tb« County Garage,

South Bar, Banbury. [X2733

NE"W HUDSON, believed 1914, 3 speeds, clutch, ac-

cessories, in perfect ninning order; £50.—115,
Fordwych Ed.; W^st Hampst«ad, N.W.2. [5257

NEW HUDSON Combination, 6h.p., S-spced, foot

clutch, new condition, in perfect order; nearest

£140.—Greaves, Hallowes Farm. Dronfield. 15268

BRAND New 1919 Model New Hudson, delivery

just being taken; will sell £5 premium.—T., 363

Croydon Rd., Caterham Valley, Surrey. [4340

1 Q14 New Hudson Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds.

X«/ clutL-h, good running order; £70.—Seen at

County Garage, 17, Gloucester Place, Brighton. [X2759

1014-15 4h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds, clutch, Bosch,

-Lt/ B and B., lamps, tyres and belt new, condition

new; £65.-Fowler, 54, Wynddifl Ed., Small Heath

NEW HUDSON aiih.p., 1915, never used 1916-17.

3-speed. Armstrong clutch, splendid condition;

£55, or nearest.-12, Prince's Av., Church End, Finch-

ley, t''^^^

EW HUDSON 4h.p. 1914 Combination, 3-6pecd,

- . clutch, Binks, lamps, horn, etc. ; £60, or would

exchange late model Douglas.—45, Belgrave Ed., New
Mostou, Manchester. [X2837

NEW HUDSON 1914 S'Ah.p. C.B. Combin.ation. 3-

speed, hand controlled chitch. speedometer, lamps

tools 2 new tyres, re-enamelled and plated ; any trnil

:

490.—Hughes, '51, Albert Ed., Aldershot. [5202

EW HUDSOi^t 1915 Bis Si.t, C.B. sidecar, lamps
and horn, stored 3 years, tyres and belt as new,

most silent machine, in first-class order; £130.—
Lench, Tea Stores. Winstord. Cheshire. [X2170

NEW HUDSON 1915 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed

countershaft, complete with lamps. Klaxon, and
accessories, enamelling and condition like new; £90.

or nearest.—22, Chalfont St , Bolton, Lanes. [X3000

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 1917, tank enamelled,

slightly damaged by benzol, otherwise perfect. 2

lamps, horn, pump, puncture outfit, spare plug; £46,—
Handen Cottage, Kidbrook Grove, Blackbeath, S,L.3.

14758

NEW HUDSON, 2")4h,p., 4-strok6, Bosch mag., B.

and B, carburetter, Victoriaphone, complete light-

ing set, good tvres and tubes, a low sporting mount, m
excellent running order, take 2 anywhere; a bargain,

£40,—Knight, 17, Wilson St,, Newark, Notts. [3:2760

EW HUDSON 1918 5-6h,p. Twin C.B. Combina-
tion. 3-speed countershaft, hood, screen, lamps.

Klaxon, speedometer, tools, excellent condition, paint
practically undamaged; dE130, or near offer; owner going

abroad.—Simons. Staverton, Tarborough Rd., Lincoln.
[X2937

ELECTEICALLT Equipped 6-8h.p. New Hudson
Combination, late 1915, as new, 3 speeds, kick

starter, Bosch mag., oil bath, Cowey speedometer, mag-
nificent coachbuilt De Luxe detachable tandem 2-seater

sidecar, luggage carrier, wind screen, Lucas electric

lighting, comprising 3 lamps, dynamo, accumulators, and
electric horu, spares, tools, and spare tyre; absolutely

it- £140, or near offer; seen by appointment.—Owner,
91, Bertram Ed., Hendon, N.W.4, [3816

New Imperial.

EW IMPERIAL, 2-6peed, good order; £48.—Grover,
Bletohley. 'Phone: 45. [4800

EW Imperial.—Caflyne, Ltd.. Eastbourne, are book-
ing orders for delivery shortly. [0018

NEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P. 2=41i.p., 2-speed, good tyres,

splendid condition; £42.-424, High Ed., Leyton.
[4991

~|Q16 New Imperial-Jap 25,4h.p., T.T. bars, 2 speeda,
-*-»/ excellent condition; trial; £48.—Tew, Peton-
field.

" [51«
tf^jlli.p. New Imperial, J.A.P. 2-speed, good runninf
/W4 order.—Hazeldeer, Strawhouse Lane, Hitchin,
Herts. [4778

"I
Q19 (July) New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, speed-

JLt/ ometer, horn, condition as new; £155.-28, Bad-
minton Ed., Balham. [X2993

rQ19
8h.p, New Imperial Combination, new June;

*y £150, or nearest offer; seen by appointment.—
St. Faith's, Ottershnw, Surrey. [4739

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1914, 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, Bosch, just overhauled; £35.—32,

Melrose Av., Norbury, S.W.16. [4928

N^

N^

N^

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. as9
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motor cycles for sale.
New Imperial.

NEW IMPERIALS. Call and inspect the latest

models.—Sole London agents. Rey's, 173, Great
Portland St. 'Phone : Mayfair 879. [9677

1Q16-17 2V"h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2 speeds, clntch.
J-v K.S., excellent condition; £45.—Heaton, 33, Vic-
toria Ed., Gnrswood, near Wigan. [X2748

NEW IMPERIAL, believed 1917, 2^/ih.p. J.A.P., 2-

speed, Amac, E.I.C., hooter, absolutely new con-
dition; £46.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton, W. [5175

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., Z^^h.-p., 2-speerl, lamps.
lioin. toolbar, epccellent condition; £47, bargain.—

Write, 37, Elm Park Rd., Finchley, N.3. [5189

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 234h.p., 2 speeds, free
engine, late 1916, perlect; £49, or near offer.—

Raven, 44, Cambridge Rd., Gunnersbury, W.4. [496'

NEW IMPERIAL, 1915, 2-apeed, jnat overhauled
and reijiiinted, perfect running order; £42,—Nixon,

16, Woodland Crescent, Muswell Hill Ed. (After 7.)

[5586
1 019 New Imperial-Jap, 23^h.p., 2-speed, complete
J-t/ lamps, horn, tools, spare belt, delivered. Aug., done
630 miles; £65.—W. J. Cooper, 26, College St., Salis

bury. [S2753

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 25^h.p., 2-speed, 1916, new
semi-T.T. bars, excellent condition and appear-

ance, lamp and horn included; 50 gns.—Dawson, The
College, Brighton. [X2701

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1914, 2-speed, T.T., ex-
cellent condition, engine just overhauled, new back

. tyre ; any trial ; £540,—Write only, Holmes, Pel ridge
Wood, Redhill, Surrey. [X2830

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 1917 2%h.p., 2-speed,
countershaft, lamps, horn, spare tube and tyre,

excellent condition; £55.—Veneer, 59, St. James's
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [5378

NEW IMPERIAL, 1916, 2%h.p., 2-speed, counter-
shaft, lampS; good tyres, just been overhauled;

£45.—The Laurel Motor Co., Melbourne Rd., Leyton,
E.IO. Walthamstow 426. [5230

1 Q14 New Imperial-Jap, Z^jih-.y., countershaft 2-

-X-iJ speed, engine guaranteed perfect, lamps, tools,

etc., complete; £45, or near offer.—The Haven, 120,
Sutherland Rd., West Croydon. [5196

1 Q17 New Imperial-Jap, 2%h.p., 2-speed, ^lamps
-L»7 Stewart mechanical horn and speedometer, 2 tool-

bag.s, scarcely used, and in new condition; what ofler.c;?

—Payton, Baumber, Horncastle. [X2439

NEW IMPERIAL Bh.p. Combination, electric lamps,
Service green throughout, hardly used, delivered too

late for holiday; £145; 1919 IDojiglas combination
and cash considered.—Norman, 523, Cambridge Rd., E.2.

[4825
"j Q19 6h.p. Bh.p. New Imperial-Jap and luxurious side-
Xtf car, handsome turnout, in brand new condition,
mileage about 900, very powerful, complete with P.
and H. lamps and accessories; £143.-12, Granville Rd.,
Sevenoaks. [5104

"I
Q19 New Imperial-Jap, 8h.p.. 3-speed, clutch, kick

-i- *y start, Whitham coachbuilt sidecar, apron, etc.

,

running since May; owner giving up owing to illness;

perfect condition; no dealers, no offers; £145.—Row, 57,
Bolton Rd.. Chorley, Lanes. [X2577

NEW IMFERIAL-J.A.P. 2f4li.p., 1919 engine, 2-

speed, countershaft, F.E., new heavy Dunlops,
all accessories, full insurance policy ; any trial ; after
2 Thursday.—Bert's Garage, opposite Brondesbury
Station, L. and N.W. Railway, Kilburn High Rd.,
London. [5470

Norton.

3ih.p. Norton, 7th place on waiting list, for sale

;

2 what offers?-Brooks, Baleombe, Sussex. [X2697

NORTON, Brooklands special, 1"916-17 very fast,

has done 80. exceptional fine condition; £80, or
offer.—R. Diss, Haslemere, Letchworth, [5148

1 Q17 Norton B.S., Philipson, discs, eq\iipped. perfect
Xt/ condition, appearance like new, pass anything
80 gns.—Hyde, Breedon Hill Rd., Derby. [4836

NORTON, 1917, Big Four de luxe, sidecar, 3 speeds,
countershaft, clutch, kick starter, chain drive;

lamps, spares; £120; exchange late Douglas, cash.—371.
King St., Sirhowy. 'X2680

NORTONS.—We are now booking orders for the
latest model ~ Norton solo and sidecar outfits; £5

deposit ; deliveries in strictest rotation.-Maudes', 100
Gt. Portland St., London, W.l. [4156

"I Q16 3V2h.p. Norton, Rudgo sidecar, Sturmey-Archer
-L *y 3-speed countershaft, P. and H. lighting set, speed-
ometer, watch, spare belt, tube, perfect condition

;

£115, or nearest; seen by appointment.-Wallace, 10.
Campbell St., Gainsborough. [53:^6

"1 C|19 SV^b.P- Norton, B.R.S., practically brand new,
A «? delivered only last week, very flexible, climb any-
thing, adjustable pulley, long exhaust, tool roll and
pump, only ridden about 50 miles; too fast for owner:
in absolutely perfect condition; 100 gns.—Minoprio, 28.
Alexandra Drive, Liverpool. [5325

NORTON 1916 Big 4, all-chain drive, 3-speed gear
box and K^S., and heavy C.B. sidecar, re-enam-

elled and plated, thoroughly overhauled, very reliable

and fast, Dunlop extra heavies, disc wheels. Cowey speed-
ometer, Klaxon, h.b. mirror, knee-grips, 3 lamps, aJT
accessories and spares;- any trial by appointment; full

paiticulars; £130.—G. Copeland, Wanesfield, Brentwood.
Essex. [X2475

rjURING THE^ whole of 1919

we have consistently

declined premiums on

New Machines. , It

is therefore up to you

to deal with the

"NO PREMIUM
HOUSE."

JULIAN, ^E^fNg-
Biggest Dealer in the South.

'Phone: 1024.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U.

3.tJ. 3i^^h.p.^^ perfect.—^Hall, Hockman Cottage,
High Ed., Whetstone, Middlesex. [5476

QTANLET EUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle 0* _,Wi^U

"
1

Frank Whitworth
LTD,

139, NEW STREET,

Birmingham.
READY FOR USE.

1919 Douglas 4 h.p. and side-

car, splendid order - - £125

1919 B.S.A. and Millford side-

car, good as new, complete £130

19 19 B.S.A. and Canoelet, only-

used a few miles - - £140

1919 James Combination - £150

1919 James 5-6 twin and
Cooper sidecar, as new - £155

19 1 9 Harley - Davidson, with
Cooper sidecar, only used
a few miles, also several

picked W.D. Douglas at

£65 to £72

And a stock of new and second
hand lightweights, two -

stroke Villiers, and Jfour-

stroke 2|- h.p. J.A. P., from
£47 to £60

3ih.p. N.S.U., good condition, running order, new
2 belt, good tyres; £20.—Bryan, 17, Regent Grow,

Leamington Spa. [X2940

3 h.p. N.S.U., in perfect condition," fast and reliable,

new tyres and belt; £30.—Wagstaff, Colony Farm,
Chalfont S. Peter, Bucks. [5248^

N.S.V., 2-speed, 6-6h.p., twin, and Middleton 1919
coachbuilt sidecar, in good serviceable condition

;

£48.—Seen, 85, Church Ed., Willesden. [5356

N.S.U. 4V>h.p. Twin, free engine, Bosch, powerful,

good tyres, £25; also sidecar, £10; togetlier or

separate; exchange offers.—40. Westbourne St., Hull.
[5111

Sh.p. N.S.U. Twin^ with sidecar, waterproof mag.,

B.B., llrnids, 2-speed, free engine, tubes and tyres

almost new, in excellent condition;, bargain, £35.—

Sharpies, 6, Peter St., Daisyfleld, Blackburn, [5088

N.U.T.

k.i\ljJJX HUOOJCAJiJ, NewpOiw auitj J.i"<i v,i ,,-e,-'v:

agent for N.U.T.-J.A.P. motor cycles; early de-

livery. [4019

N.U.T., sporting, exceedingly fast, 5-6h.p. twin J.A.P.,

overhead valves, disc wheels, excellent condition

;

£80.—Ealdei-ston, Horwich Ed., Wymondham. [X2817

N.U.T.— Sole agents for Staffordshire. For particu-

lars of prices and deliveries, watch future an-

nouneements,—The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St.

Walsall. Tel.: 444. [6605

O.K

O.K. Junior 2y2h.p., 2-speed, fine order; £39/10,
bargain.—78, Springbank Ed., Hither Green.

[5453

JONES' Garage, snecial agents for O.K. machines,

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. 12922

K Juniors must be booked now it you really

want to set there and bacli every time.—Young s.

The Parade, Kilburn. N.W.6. 10957

Omega
STANLEY EUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight

agent for Omega-Jap motor cycles; early ''elivery

OMEGA, latest model, 234h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-specd,

. clutch, kick starter; delivery from stock; sagns.--

Eighton and Bennett, Ltd., Goaport. [X2816

T rtlS 2¥ih.p. Omega-Jap, 2 speeds, countershatt,

Lif kick sturt, hand clutch, lamps, etc., new con-

dition; £60.-767, Fulham Ed., S.W.6. [6123

P. and M.

Pand M. Combination, 1914, good order, all acces-

sories; £80.-J. Smith, 230, St. John St., B^ai^

Pand M., 1919, and sidecar, little used; £110,

bargain.-4 DolUs Ed., Church End, F™'*!*^;,,

P.
and M., 1919, delivered March, excellent condi-

tion; £85.-Haoon, 122, Eosehill Ed., IPswich^

1 ftl9 P. and'M. Combination, Lucas lamp
,\,^
£130;

ly lightweight part exchange.-H. Rock, Crawley,.

Staffs. Tel.: 145.
rxsa.R.i

O'

[X2a53

31h.n. P. and M., 2-speea, new back cover, Bosch

2 mag.; £26; perfect.-nudley, Fairfield Ed^,^

Grpve Park, S.E.12. [X3063

1 ftl9 P. and M., 4h.p., not yet unpacked; £110,

lu or offer; bargain.-Cucksey, 5, Manchester Ed..

Thornton Heath, Surrey. [bl^a.,

P.
and M. 1919 Combination, complete with Lucas

accessories, low mileage, fine condition; £112

nett.-Heybourn, Grand Garage, Maidenhead. [5466,

Pand M., believed 1916, semi-T.T., kick start. 2>

speed, Bosch mag., P: and M. carburetter, MiUei

lamps, 2 generators, Tan-Sad pillion seat, full insur-

ance policy, very last, and guaranteed perlect order ;

,

£70, or near ofler.-Letters, Wilson, Eedbrook Ed^

Gawber, Barnsley. [X2982

Pand M., 3y.h.p., 2-speed, believed 1914, just been

enamelled, plated, and overhauled, and fitted

new back wheel, and tyre, and tube, gear parts ana

new sprockets, 2 chains throughout, and new 191S

tootrests, complete with handle-bars, etc.; best offer

over £65.-21, Hopton Rd., Streatham. [4863.

Peugeot

4ih p Peugeot, Bosch mag., B.B. carburetter, Chate^
2 Lea frame. Matchless forks, perfect running con-

dition- £35; all-metal nnderslung sidecar if required.

-3 Crownhill Ed., Harlesden, N.W.IO. (After 6.30j|,

J

Precision

PRECISION 3%h.p., 2-speed, £25; lightweight,

£12.-42, Princes Ed., Holland Park. [5165

1Q19 4'4h.p. Precision, sidecar, Arm.strong 3-speea,

X*^ clutch, accessories ''" '" " ' '' °Wernbrook St.,

[4744

,

£50.-39,
Plumstead, S.E.lS.

PRECISION, 4h.p., Gradua pnlley gear, Bosch mag.,

lamp, good running condition ; £33.— Write,
Wheatland, 7, Pownall Gardens, Honnslow. [4807

\40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Precision.

PRECISION, 1914, find coachbuilt sidecar, 2-specd,
free engine, go anywhere; ^65.—The Avon Motor

Jycle Co., Southbridge Ed., South. End, Croydon.
[5502

33.h.p. Precision. 2-speed, hondle start, mag., B. <mu
4 E., m.o.v.'s, hns pulled be;ivy sidecar, in thorough

jood order, just completely overhauled; first £40 senires,
,'eauine bargain.—Victor Schofleld, Broughton, Pershore.

[X2948
4ih.p. Precision Combination, C.B. sidecar, S.A. 3-

4 speed and clutch, heavy Dunlops, Bo.sch ivater-
oioof. E. and E., lamps, horn, speedometer, spares;
Fiuddersfield ; trial given to best, offer over £60.—Boi
3?3,-c/o The Motor Cycle. [4764

|1
Qi9 Sporting 2%h.p. Precision Lightweight, power-

J-t/ fill 2-stroke engine, just overhauled and decar-
uonised, Bosch mag., 2-speed gear^ Lucas complete
icetylene lighting set, sporting frame, semi-T.T, bar,^,
31iucber heavy 2i/4in., Brooks, excellent finish in black
ind regal red, little used, in fine running tune

;
price

£48.—Enquiries for particulars, photos, or appointment
'.0 see, to McCormack, 76, Middleton Hall Rd., King's
S'orton, Birmingham. [X2614

Premier.
ij^h.p. Premier, ride awav; £33.—Marks, 121, Acton
tt Lane, Chiswick. [5418

PEEMIER 3VAP-; bargain; good condition; £35.—
G.A., 10, "West St.. Reigate. [4848

PREMIER 2'f4h.p., tyres and belt as new, perfect
condition; £30.-48, Prince George Rd., Dalston.

^- [5577

PREMIER, 19.14, 3 speeds, clutch, countershaft,
combination; any trial; £65.—Motor Mart, Sea

Id., Bexhill. [51?^

PREMIER, 1911, 3V-b.p., good condition; £25.-17,
Bond St., Ealing; and 387, Uxbridge Rd., Acton

3hiswick 1578. ^ [5509

|»>3^b.p. Premier Motor Cycle, re-«namelled and plated
{v^ like new, Bosch mag. ; ride away; £30.-96, Don
OBter Rd., Leicester. . [4843

PREMIER, 1914, 4h.p. engine, Bosch, Senspray 2-

speed, copper exhaust, all accessories; £50.-80.
;Julow Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [5362

jlQlS Premier, countershaft, 3-speed, kick start,
{«-*' clutch, smart lot; £65.—Ough, 12, Huntsmoor
I

Id., Wandsworth, London, S.W. [5233

PREMIER, 2%h.p., 3 speeds. 1914, good condition ;

ready to ride away; 40, lowest.^Saunders, 31,
litheldene Av., Muswell Hill, N. [4865

PREMIER 1914 3V'b.p., T.T. model, 3-speed, clutch,

I

Senspray; not done 2,500-; all accessories; per-
fect order; £50.—Dalebrook, Burton-on-Trent. [4394

j"jQl5-16 Premier and C.B. Sidecar, 3-speed counter-
l-L*' shaft, speedometer, lamp set, accessories, ne^
jHunlops; £75.-630, Leo Bridge Ed., Leyton. [499^

PREMIER 1913 3J-^h.p., 3-speed, B. and B., Bosch,
, good tyres, one new, fast, powerful ; cheap for

buick sale, £40.—Kinnard, Duke St., Tavistock. [5396

PREMIER, 2i,^h.p., Bosch mag., splendid runninj;
order; £19; mav be seen any time after Septembei

21st.-Gnidiner, 24, Latbbury R4., Oxford. [X2579

PREMIER, SVi'h.p., 1912, Simms, Senspray, Klaxon,
engine, tyres, and belt, sound; any severe trial:

£35, no oflers.—Douglas Brown, Tillingham, Essex.
i [X2679
33.h.p. Premier Combination, original enamel anr

I

4 plating, splendid condition throughout, spare>
[trial ; £ 65.—Overton, Postmaster, Docking, Norfolk.
I

,
. [496'.

;1Q14 Premier Motor Cycle and Ivy Coachbuilt Side-
!J-t/ car, dickey seat, 7-9h.p., splendid condition.
(ride away; £110; kick start.—Hiden, High St., Wem
[Salop. [4939

PREMIER SVjh.p., 3-speed, countershaft, chain-cum-
belt. kick starter, take sidecar anywhere; £50.—

[James's Yard (next door Baths), High St., Wands-
[ft-orth. [5401

jlQlS 4h.p. Premier, coachbuilt sidecar, side door, 3-
'J-«^ speed, kick starter, P.H. lamps, horn, new tyres.
'^pare tyre, condition as new; £85.-Jagger, Oakleigh
Llangollen.

'

[4948

3lb. p. Premier Coach Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
2 excellent mechanical condition, enamel, plating

"ind tvres verv good ; any trial or examination ; £58.—
Stoddard, Biddixlph. [S2880

1 |Q14 3V2h-P- Premier C.B. Combination, ' 2-speed
A*' countershaft, clutch, Bosch, B. and B. speed-
•meter, wind screen, storm apron, electric light, spares:
35gns. : after 6.-35, Tudcr Rd.. Southall. [4726

PREMIER, 2%h.p., water-tight, Bosch, B. and B.
carburetter, nearly new tyres, extra belt, lamps,

lew condition generallv. 1915: anv trial given; £30.—
50, Crooketon Rd.. Well Hall Rd'., Eltham. [5227

P.V.

P.V. ZVi'h.p.. 2-speed, spring frame, mileage under
1,000. Lucas lamps, perfect; £60.—Rutter,

Chemist, Sydenham. [4902

P.V. Combination, 6h.p., wicker aidefnr, N.S.U. gear,
perfect throughout, any trial, £90; also 8h.p. De

Dion 2-Beater car, just overhauled, £85.—Aero Engineer-
ing Co., 22, London St., Reading. [5098

- COVENTRY
MOTOR MART, Ltd.
London Road. COVENTRY.

Telegram; : "Sel -ctiori, Coventry."

Combination De Luxe,
with lull electrical equipment

NOW ON VIEW.
Solo, £136. Combination, £16S.

We are now booking orders for

EARLY DELIVERY
in STRICT ROTATION.

EARLIEST DELIVERIES of

Alldays Alion, Bradbury,
CaHhorpe, Connaught, Clyno,

Humber, Ivy, James, L.IVI.C,

New Imperial, P. & M., Metro-
Tyler, N.U.T., Scott, Sun-Vitesse,

Wooler, Zenith.

SOME OF ABOVE ARE

IN STOCK.
Don't place your name on a HOPELESS
WAITING LIST. Telf us your requirements
and we will candidly tell you the prospects.

We have acquired the whole output

oi a leading Coventry Manufacturer ot a

splendidly built range oi

SIDECARS
which we can deliver immediately

FROM STOCK.

PRICE £25.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAI.K.

Quadrant.
QtTADRAJSTT Lightweight. 2Vth.p..' eTerytliin? goo4i

£30.—Thomson, 85, Church Rd., WlUeaden.
[B355

QUADRANT SV-h.p., Bosch mag.. Whittle belt, i
brakes; £16, or nearest.—143, Grove Lane, Cam-

berwell, S.E.5. [495J

3ih.p. Quadrant, coil ignition, good running oideri
2 first £42 secures [ bargain.—Turner, Church Lan*.

Sutton-on-Sea. [505«

QUADRANT Canoelet C.B. Combination, 3-speed,

clutch, good condition; £65, solo £50.-56, High
St., Tooting. [5261

3ih.p. Quadrant, Bosch, B. and B., good tyres; bai-

2 gain, first money order £30.—Clarke, 76, Wellinf
ton St.. Hertford. [5001

3ih.p. Quadrant, in first-class condition, B. and B.,
2 spring forks, mag.; £22.—Dudley, Fairfield Rd^

Grovo Park, S.E.12. • [X306B*

1 Q19 Quadrant Ay^h.-p. Combination, B.8.A. 3-spft»d,

-i-*y clutch, new last month, condition as new; higher
powered machine previously ordered

i
102 gns., or bwt

ofler.-Rev. Coleman, St. Mark's, Bolton. [Z3004

Radco.
STANLET RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wighl

agent for Radco motor cycles ; delivery commenced.
[4017

JONES' GaiHge, special agents lor Radco, broad-
way, Muswell Uill. N.IO. and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [2923

RADCO 2-6troke, 1919, footboards, accessories, dont
2,000 miles; £36; after 6.-Carr, 30, Millfleld*

Ed., Clapton, E.5. [4947

Reading Standard.
READING Standard Combination, 9-llh.p., real

speedman's posh outfit, all chain, speeds^ electrio

lighting, splendid exhaust, indistinguishable from new,
original tyres, perfect; nearest £100.-38, Balfour Rd.,
Bromley, Kent. [5307

Regal.

REGAL-PRECISION Combination. 2 speeds, (Counter-

shaft; £58.-6, Raddington Rd.^ Portobelln Rd..

Westbourne Park. [X1897
Rex

REX Si/'li-P-, perfect: £20.—Smith, 123, High Rd..
Chiswick. [4918

13 4h.p. Rex, 2-speed. handle start; £40.-4, Water-
den Crescent, Guildford. [5109

EX SV'h.p., perfect running condition, overhauled;
£25.-42, West Bar, Banbury. [5192

REX 3y>h.p., perfect condition; offer.-4, Quested
Rd., "Cheriton,*Folkestone. [X2862

5-6h.p. Rex Combination, 2-speed, good order; £75 —
Grover, Bletchley. 'Phone: 45. [4798

REX, nice order, 1912, free engine, little used; £35.
—Geary, 155, LTxbridge St., Burton-on-Trent

[X2983

TWIN Rex 6-7h.p., Mabon clutch, coil ignition, good
running order; £25; after 7.-3, St. Anne's Rd.,

ilarshside, Southport. [X3005

5h.p. Twin Res and Sidecar, 2-speed, handle start,

been overhauled and 2 new cyls. and pistons
fitted, very smart appearance; £50.-39, Church St.,

Padiham. [5346

6h.p. Rex Coach Combination, late 1913, hood, screen,

lamps, etc., recentfy re-enamelled and plated, in

excellent conditiouj appearance like new ; £85, no offers.

—41. St. Edmund's Rd., Northampton. [X2947

"I
Q13-14 4!-^h.p. Rex-de-Luxe, Bosch mag., enclosed

-L«7 uew Dunlop tyres and belt, speedometer, lamps,
generator, and horn complete, condition perfect; sacri-

fice £56.—Darnell, Sharnbrook, Bedford. [5561

"I
QIS Res 6h.p. Twin, handle start, Bosch, B. and

^*y B., C.B. sidecar, belt new, 2 speeds, lamps, horn,

wind screen, tyres good, mechanically perfect; £70.—
56, Smithies Rd., Plumstead, S.E. (6 p.m.) [5353

REX 8h.p. 1914 Coachbuilt Combination, A.J.S.
countershaft 3-speed gears, hand controlled clutLh,

all accessories, splendid condition, just overhauled; 95
gns., or nearest.—Holloway, 26, Linscott Rd,, Woodseats,
Sheffield. [X3007

REX De Luxe Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p., late

1912, stored 4 years, condition as new—better, in

fact: any trial; £65, or near offer; seen by appoint-
ment.—10, Eagle Mansions, Trumans Rd., Stoke New-
ington. [4827

6-8h.p. Rex, late 1913, 2-speed, F.E., unused during
war, powerful engiue, 1919 C.B. sidecar, new tyres.

accessories, spares, fine outfit, splendid condition, 8
months' full policy; £85; evenings.—18, Northbrook
Rd., Lee, S.E.13. [4087

OLD Rex Twin, in good condition and sound me-
chanical order, 2-speed and handle starter, sport-

ing sidecar and Tansad pillion seat, lamps, spares,

etc. ; trial ; seen anv time ; bargain, £45.—Thomson.
85, Church Rd., Wlllesden. [5352

BARGAIN.— 3V.'-4h. p. Rex Tourist Trophy, very
smart and in new condition throughout, new tool

bag, lamp, stand, carrier, electric head light, horn,
very complet.6 and smart turnout, clutch, handle start-

ing- £59.—Motor Supply Co., 14, Hood St., Newcnstle-
on-*yne. ,

[X2587

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

RES Late 1913 6-8h.p. Twin Goachbuilt Combina-
tion, stored throTig'hout war, handle start. 2-spfeed,

B. a'jid B., Bosch, lamps, horn, sp^ire tubes, tool kit,

luggage grid, brand new appearance, just overhauled,
cvervthing ^rst-class ; trial ; £95.-74, Eastwoith Ed.,
Chertse.y. [4820

FOR Sale, 1914 6h.p. Rex combination motor cycle
and sidecar, complete with lamps, speedometer,

wind screen, and pillion seat, all in good condition,
and fitted with brand new heavy tyres and tubes, good
£et of spares; £60.—Edwards, 67, Victoria Rd.,
Surbiton. [5162

Re K-Jap.
EX-J.A.P. 6h.p. Coach Coml>ination, 2-speed, handle

start, fast, powerful machine; trial evenings; £60.
-205, South Croxted Rd., - Dulwich, S.E. [5575

Roc
/I h.p. Roc, 2-speed; £25.-131, "Whipps Cross Rd., Lev-^ tonstone. [4732

/Ih.p, Roc, mag., 2 speeds, wants attention; £15.

—

^ 84, George L^ne, Wanstead. [4988

Rover
ROVER 3V>ii.p., 3-speed, clutch, any trial; £65.—

Motor Mart, Sea Rd., Bexhill. [5179

T> OVER 1914 3^/^h.p., 3 speeds, lamps, new condition
-tV £60.-6, Manor Parade, Sutton, Surrey. [5186

ROVER S'/ah.p., clutch model, splendid condition
£140.—C Lovell, High St., Oldlauds, near Bristol,

[4759
1 14 3-speed, clutch. Rover coachbuilt cflmbination,

• as new, with accessories.—^Priest, Shaloon, Devon,
[X2676

JONES' Oarage, special agents tor Rovers, iiroad
way, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Parade-

North Finchley- 12924

ROVER 3V2b.p., clutcli model, recently overhauled,
new piston, good order; £40.—Ferris, 19, Derby

St., Weymouth. [5405

ROVER SVsh.p., 3-speed, clutch, Rover coachbudt
sidecar, lamps, spares, splendid condition; £80.

26, Albert St., Banbury. [4755

ROVER, 1913, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, SVa^.p..
speedometer ; £45.—Chas. Dowsett, 63, Studley

Rd., Clapham, London, S.W.4. [5291

ROVER, 1912, Armstrong Srspeed and clutch, ex-
cellent order throughout; £55.—Morris, Modello

\^'oiks, Eardisley, Hei-et'ordshire. [X2737

1 014 3-Epeed Rover, take sidecar anywhere, good
JL ^ tyres and belt ; 55, or near offer.—Stuart
S.-hool House, Hatfield Heath, Essiftc. [5101a

ROVER 1914 3y2h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

speed, clutch, good condition; £72; after 6 p.m.
—70, Lansdowne Rd., Tottenham, N. - [5579

"1 Q19-Rover S^^b.p- Combination, fully eauipped, splen
At/ did order, new back tyre, really good thing; nearest
£130.—Morton, 4, Pierrepoint. Acton. [4782

3 ih.p. Rover Combination, 1914, C.B. sidecar, 3-

2 speed, clutch, Bosch, B. and B-,, lamps, horn;
50 gns.— 6, Boscawen Place, Devonport. [X2719

1 Q18 T.T. Rover, Philipson, good tyres and belt,
i-*y lamps, mechanical horn, splendid condition;
£75.—Grover, Smith, and Willes, Basingstoke. [5250

1 Q19 Rover-Jap Combination, 5-6h.p. twin, 5 weeks
J- *y old, perfect ; £147, or offers : genuine.—Jarvis,
King's Rd., North Ormesby, Middlesbrough. [X2656

ROVER Combination, 1914, C.B. sidecar (Rover), 3%
h.p., 3-8peed, clutch, lamps, horn, tools, luggage

grid, good condition; £90.-66 Kingsway, Coventry.
[X2819

3 ih.p. Sporting Rover, 3-speed, T.T. bars, disc wheels,
2 lamps, etc., fastest single in distiict ; £7,5, or

aearest; stamp, photo.—D. Noniss, Talbot, Mere, Wilts,
[X2798

1Q1''' Rover Combination, 3V2b.p., 3-speed, counter-
J-t? shaft, lamps, etc., as new; perfect condition;
£100, or best offer.—58, Fowler's Walk, Brentham,
Ealing. [5076

"JQ19 3V2h-P. T.T. Rover, as new, not done 1,500
M-9J miles, Philipson, spare valve, horn, rear lamp,
etc.; £77/10, no offers.—Piegrome, 247, Camden Rd.,
N.7, after 6 p.m. [5230

ROVER 1919 SVab.p., 3-5peed, countershaft, combi
nation, little used, perfect condition, 3 lamps,

horn, tools, wind screen; what offers ?—141, Lords-
wood Rd., Birmingham. [X2909

ROVER 1914 3-speed C.B. Combination, perfect
order, lamps, horn, speedometer, sidecar brake

and stand, stored 4 years, low mileage; £80.-48, Der-
wentwater Rd., Acton. [5391

"j Q13 Rover SMjh.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
Xt? outward appearance good; mechanical condi'
bion excellefit, stamp, particulars, and photo; £43.—
Box 387, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. nS2966
-I Q19 (Aug. 21), 3Voh.p. T.T. Rover, mileage under
Xt/ jOO, Millers lamp set, Lucas horn, Watford trip
Bpeedometer, knee-grips, as new; £90; owner buying
combination,—117, Mnyt'air Av., Ilford, E. [4.776

T> OVER 1916 Si/^h.p. and Montgomery sidecar, coachXV built, all lamps, Watford speedometer, horn, new
condition, very powerful; owner bought car; allow iiiiy

trial; £100.—Estate Oflice, Slindon, Arundel. [4

THE WILD WIDOW
can be won by the aid of our " Posh " Sidecar

Bodies.

Unapproachable design and finish—any colour
you like or don't like.

They are luxuriously upholstered in shades which
blend perfectly with the coachwork. They are deep,

and deliver the comfort that, at present, you
only dream about. Equipped with two pockets,

a shelf, capacious tool locker, and apron.

Above all, they are now and always will be actu-

ally in stock, i.e., for the very moderate smn of

Ten Guineas you can take one away When yoo like.

Don't forget we shut at i o'clock on Thursdays.

Come and see the above ; they are imlikc any-
thing you have ever seen before.

We have a 1914 TRIUMPH at £65 and a" 1915
countershaft, 3-speed, and hand clutch model at

£80.

Both these are in perfect condition, and are
covered by our guarantee.

(See Miscellaneous columns for other machines.)

JONES' GARAGE,
I1 The Broadwa.y, Muswell Hill,

and a.t Woodside Pa.ra.de,

North Finchley, N.IO.

Phone Hnrn«pv 2^62
Finchley 2334.

SHEFFIEL-D. —

WILKINS & CO
THE HOUSE for BARGAINS

HUNTER'S BAR,
SHEFFIELD.

Agents 'for the following: Motor
Cycles and Light Cars

B.R.O.UG.H

Norton, Levis (The Cream on rws-strokes 1

Zenith, Rover, Chater Lea, Catthorpe, Ixion,

.{umber Omega, and the All British

Model T? Rex.

LIGHT CARS
Deemster H.F.G. and IVI.B.

Montgomerv
Henderson

SIDECARS
Watsoniait.

ivisad & Deakin

M.O.N.E.Y.
Waiting to purchase second-hand Motoi
Cycles and Sidecars. Any make. Market

value given.

Write Wire or 'Phone

TTI rpHONE: 261 , BROOWIHILL.
I LLCgRAIVIS: "accelerate, SHEFFIELD"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover,

1Q15 S'^h.p. Hover, clutch hub, Cowley speedo-
--«/ meter, Lucas horn; following new, Dunlbp
tyres, belt. Miller's big set, pulley, engine bearings;
overhauled, tip-top order; £60.—Gurry, Ditton, Cam-
bridge. [5278

1 Q19 (February) Rover 3%h.p., sidet^ar model, run
-L%J about 1,500 miles, perfect condition, tyres un-
punctured, insurance, spares : £100 ; seen by appoint-
ment; buying higher power.—Hubbard, 21, Earl's Court
Sq., S.W.5. [4740

1 Q19 4h.p. T.T. Rover, witb flying Middieton side-
--_*^ car, N.S.TT. 2-speed gear and clutch, lamps,
mileage about 600, fully' insured; closest inspection
welcomed; best over 105 gns.—Smith, Zaria, Fmchley
Rd., Westcliffe-on-Sea. [5226

ROVER, SVbh.p., T.T., 1916, Philipson pulley, ma-
pliine and tyres as new, ridden about 1,500 milee,

in store 2 years, full kit of tools, new spare tube and
belt ; pri vately owned machine, liondon district ; no
dealers; £70.—Box 3^4,223, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[5481
ROVER Combination, 1914, 3y2'h.p., 3-speed, ex-

cellent condition, just been thoroughly over-
hauled by the makers, -with wicker sidecar, horn,
lamps, spares; £75, near offer.—Lt, Doelberg, R.N.,
at Squire's Garage, 86, London Rd., Forest Hill, S.R.

[5080
T QI9 Rover Combination, 6h.p. twin, new March.
-L 9J complete with lamps, speedometer, spares, etc.,

special long exhaust and T.T. bars fitted, finish W,p.
gieen, perfect condition; accept £140, or near; owner
buying car; seen by appointment.—Blading, Cyprus,
Chichester Rd., Cioydon. [4780

ROVER 3i.^h.p. 1914 Coachbuilt Combination, stored
during war, S.A. 3-speed, clutch, speedometer, 3

Inmp.*, 2 acetylene generators, new hood and wind
screen, plating and enamelling in good condition, spare
belt, tools, very easy st^arter; after 6 p.m.—Allen, 187,
Trinity Rd, Wandsworth Common, S.TV. [5031

RQVER, 3Voh.p. T.T., 1916 |late), with hand-con-
trolled Philipson pulley, Henspray carburetter,

largest P.H. head lamp fitted with Maugin lens, electric
rear light, Klaxon horn, engine just overhauled- by
makers' and specially tuned, enamel, plating absolutely
as new; seen after 6.30 p.m.; price £75.-13, Arragon
Gardens, Streatham Common. [5567
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Royal Ruby
16 Royal Ruby, 2%h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-speed, '

kick starter clutch.^Parker's, Bolton. [X3073
1

JONES' Garage, special agents lor Koyal Rubys,
Broadway, Muswell^ Hill. N.IO, and Woodside '

Parade, North Finchley. [2925
j

ROYAL RUBY, 1918, 2-<rtroke, 2-speed, free engine, !

fine machine; £40, first cash -secureB.-Ashton,
Thornhill Edge, Dewsbury. [52691

ROYAL RUBY 254h.p., 2-speed, countershaft, clutch,
aluminium footboards, good running order; £47.

,

-Houghton, Draper, Ely, Cambs. [X2816
i

OYAL Ruby 2%h.p., 2-stroke. Lucas lamps, horn, !

overhauled, good condition: £35; evening after 6.

-King, 72, Albert Rd., Hendon, IST.W. [5114
;

ROYAL RUBY 2-stroke .2%h.-p., in, good condition,
'

and perfect running order; £35.—Willis, 16,

North Rd., Highgate, N.6. 'Phone : 457 HornSey. ;

[5173 •

AlSnEW Royal Ruby 2-stroke, -with 2-speed gear, i|

fitted vffith. new lamp set and all accessories,
\

splendid machine going cheap.—338. Coombe Lane,
'

Bottom Copse Hill, Wimbledon, London. [5552 '

-j 019 Royal Ruby £h.p. Combination, 28x3 tyres,Xv delivery July, not done 700 miles, Grindley double 1

sprung sidecar, wind screen, apron, lamps, horn, all li

tools; £170, nearest ofler.—Rawlinson, 412, Audley-
Range, Blackburn. [X2881

Rudge.
RUDGE Multi 3iAh.p., fast, good order; £45.-85.

I

East Hill, Colchester. [5337
|

3 ih.p. Rudge, Armstrong 3-speed; £42.—Tull. Fal- '.

2 mouth, Kingsley Rd., South Harrow. [X8614
'

"DUDGE Multi, late mode!, tip-top mechanical order;
XV accept £63.— Grey, 57, Queen's Rd., Watford.

rX2991
1Q13 Rudge Multi, S^/ob.p., clutch, all accessories,

1Xv reliable ; £45.—Preston, Hawthorns, Berkbnm-
,

eted. [X2729 ;

RUDGE SV^b.p.. clutch, splendid condition; £39/10; '

seen any time.—78, Springbank Rd., Hither
|

Green. [5452
|

JONES" Garage, special agents for Rudge, Broad-
,

wav, Muswell Hill, N.IO. and Woodside Parade, ,

North finchley. [2926

1 Q15 Rudge Multi Combination, SVab.p., lately over- 1

Xtr hauled, mileage under 3,500; £85.—Lane, Abbots
I

Leigh, Bristol. [5026
|

1017 Rudge Multi 3V2I1.P., clutch, Gradua gear,
jX*7 fine condition; £55.-499, King's Cross Rd..

London, W.C.I. . [5420
;

RUDGE Multi, 1913 3%h.p., perfect running order,
,

new tvre and belt; £48.—Hickman, Wharnelifle
:

Rd.. Ilkeston, Derbys. [X2588 :

RUDGE Multi 1919 I. of M. Model, new condition; i

£105.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay..
'

Camomile St., E.C.3. [0481

A42 All letters relating to t-dvertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
I
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Impressions of the Trials.

WITHOUT a doubt both men and machines

received a severe test during the trial

last week. Difficult conditions are

inevitable if the failures of a year's

touring are to be brought out in a

week's trial, and this accounts for the inclusion

of such hills as the Hirnant Pass, Plynhmon,

and Caio, whose surface would be considered un-

rideable by the average motor cyclist. The A.C.U.
are to be congratulated on a thoroughly successful

and well organised trial. The hard work which

falls to the share of the officials is seldom

appreciated by competitors, and only their short-

comings are giyen prominence. For this reason,

it is particularly satisfactory to note that the

only serious grumble was caused by the consistent

driving test, which once again introduces the

rider's ability to conform to the reading of a

stop watch as a deciding factor in a reliability

trial. Theoretically, this is not so, for it was
presumably intended that each rider should do
his maximum and minimum speeds at the start

and at the finish, and by this means a good idea

would have been obtained of how much power
each engine had lost after a week's really severe

gruelling.

Human nature is sudi, however, that prac-

tically every rider rode to a stop watch and

left himself plenty of reserve both in fast and
slow climbs so as to be able to repeat the per-

formance at the end of the trial. As a matter

of fact, many of the marks lost on the second

test were due to the riders' failure to drive to a

stop watch rather than to inability of the machine
to perform its task.

Engines and gears have caused comparatively

little trouble, and there have been but few

retirements from these causes. Good weather
favoured exposed transmissions, and neither

chains nor belts have caused much trouble ; but

belt drives become less and less frequent, a id

the impression that belt drive is losing popu-
larity, in spite of its advantages, becomes more

and more fixed. Modern belts, it should be

added, are far superior to those of pre-war days.

With some few notable exceptions, side-

car chassis show no very definite improvement.

From two to six points of attachment were used.

There is a noticeable tendency to make for

extreme rigidity both in chassis and in couplings,

but we would commend the idea of tackling the

problem from an entirely opposite point of view.

Frames have withstood the severe test almost

without exception, and spring frames sa\ed their

riders much discomfort. There are solo riders,

however, who still maintain that no spring frame
is as steady on grease as a rigid frame.

Perhaps the most unsatisfactory feature of

the trial has been the prominence of tyre trouble.

Admitting that the surfaces have been villainous,

the amount- of wear and tear at the conclusion

of the trial and the niimber of bursts and punc-
tures were particularly noticeable. True, all

tyres cannot be tarred with the same brush, and
one of the heavy combinations finished with its

original covers in apparently almost new con-

dition.

With regard to the capabilities of the complete
machines, too much stress should not be laid

on the number of failures on BwIch-)-Groes.
Surprisingly few riders knew the hill, and many
displayed a lack of skill in handling their

machines. It is certain that not one in a hundred
machines in this countiy is ever put to a test even
approaching the climb in severity.

One other important feature deserves more
prominence. The A.C.U. Trials are intended
to foster the best types of machines for public
utihty, and yet year after year some manu-
facturers fit special features, such as large tanks,

improved brakes, larger tyres, and other
items io their competition machines only.

We do not intend to raise the much-disputed
question as to what comprises a standard
machine, but surely some means could be devised
to prevent the use of such extraneous fitments

as deliberately nullify the object of the trial.

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.



King Charles's Head.

nN " David Copperlield " a weak but lovable
character could never quite stop the martyr king's
head from butting into his day-dreams. A reader

recently hinted in our Correspondence columns that
" accessibility " constitutes a parallel obsession in my
own case. 1 wish thqt reader had been present in my
garage this week. A wet spell inspired me to straighten

a footrest which had been pointing to half-past seven
ever since I forgot which way the throttle shut a few
weeks ago. Blithely I tackled what, in my innocence,

I mistook for a ten minutes' job (I have a vice, and
had eke armed myself with a long piece of steel tubing,

which looked a snuggish fit on the wayward spindle).

When I got down to dots, I found that the back brake
had to come off before I could dismount the footrest.

Denouement No. 2 was the discovery that the exhaust
pipe had to follow suit, which implied outing the crank
case drain plug and a crank case bolt. I got the rest

adrift at last, trued it up, and put it back, adding
ten black marks against the 1919 designer concerned
because a certain nut was so well fortified that I had
to make a special spanner before I could shift it. The
return journey absolutely exhausted my vocabulary,

which represents a lifelong collection, acquired with
much pains in several hemispheres. The only ways
of getting the exhaust pipe right home wgre :

(i.) To bang it with a coal hammer.
(2.) To dismount the timing gear, and subsequently

retime the engine.

The first method .did not appeal to me, partly because

the pipe was virgin as to its rotundity and cunningly

plated ; moreover, I intend to sell the machine shortly,

and hammer dints on its pipe will provide buyers with

a pretext for haggling with me. The mystery of the

sec(^nd method is accounted for by the fact that the

pipe was a d.t.s. (trade term, "tight driving fit")

between the magneto drive case and the crank case,

and the rear half of the magneto chain case was cast

in one with the timing cover. Have I justified my
obsession ?

One against Me.
HOWEVER, the greatest of us have our temporary

aberrations. During the heat wave my rev-

bursts up-hill on public occasions were some-

times marred by the gear le'ver jumping into neutral.

When one is doing fifty up a steep hill into a bottle-

neck of awed and respectful rubbernecks, nothing is

more disconcerting than a sudden and violent decelera-

tion of the road wheels, accompanied by a ferocious

roar from the engine. So when it began well and
truly to rain, I tackled this job also. I knew where
the blame lay, or so I fancied. The. selector rods of

my gear- box have hemispherical hc*fs machined in

them, one of which is chocked by a spring plunger

when a gear is in. Each plunger spring is adjustable,

so, methought, the mug who last fooled with my geai

box had omitted to tighten up the second gear spring.

Laying bare those springs is some job; the nuts on
my gear box are as numerous as the rivets in a tank^

When I got the accursed thing exposed, the spring was
hard up, and the enthusiastic plunger had eaten its

way clean through the head of its tunnel. This latter

only affected me in so far as it raised the problem
of reinserting the selector rod through a bearing which

was now wholly blocked by an unleashed plunger. The
real crux was that the locking device was not to- blame
for the gear jumping out. I slept on this problerti.

Wisdom came with the dawn. I must have coupled

the gear lever to the selector in such wise that the

second gear selector never registered its hemispherical

hole with its spring plunger. And itwas so. I need

never have tampered with the gear box at all. Two
turns of an external nut would have put things right.

Further strains on my vocabulary.

Don't Worfy the Trade.

DAM behind the scenes in some respects, and, there-

fore, appeal to readers not to bombard a maker,

with letters if an expected machine is far over-

due for delivery. No words of mine can describe what
firms have to put up with. I confess I can see no
reason why steel and iron should be of inferior quality

after the vast experience which the war gave us in

producing these metals ; 'but the fact remains that a

great deal of stuff has to be rejected. When we come i

to partly or wholly manufactured components, stamp-''

ings, forgings, tubing, castings, or parts bought ready '

for erecting, the case is widely different, for the sup-

pliers have changed perhaps 50% of their labour since 1

the Armistice, and many of the new hands have to be

retrained. One concesn was compelled to scrap 5, cop

connecting rods last week. One can imagine what this

implies, when thousands of pounds have been paid out

weekly for eight months in wages, and for tools,

material, and 'shop alterations, with never a farthing,

coming in. Just when mass erection is due to begin,

and perhaps _;£io,ooo a week should commence to'

replenish depleted coffers, the entire process of manu-
facturing is again held up. On the top of these

troubles, the postman daily leaves a huge mail, most

of which consists of vituperative enquiries about de-

livery, including one from a. man who has ordered

through a dealer ujiknowji to the makers,- who took

three machines off a sub-sub-agent for a wholesale

sub-agent, so that the firm has never, so'; much as

heard the name of either vendor or buyer. The only

possible, result of incessant importunity will be to tease,

honest firms into sending out unsound stuff rather than

put up with these continued mortifications.
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The Italian Motor Cycle Championship.
Lightweight and Mediumweight Events held Concurrently on the same Course.

British Machine second in 330 c.c. Class.

327

Dovo, the winner ot the senior ciass, and his Delia Ferrera, on the last lap.

THE Italian motor cycle T.T., the most
import.int of the numerous races

( held yearly in that country, took

place on September 7th, after five years'

'suspension, the la^t event having taken
place in 1913, before the war.

The race was over the usual Cremona
course, a triangle of straight, flat roads,

the circuit of thirty-nine miles being

[covered 'five times, totalling in all 195

! miles. The roads were not in very good

! condition, being very dusty. Dogs and
'chickens frequently strayed on the course,

i causing several spills,- fortunately without

serious consequences to the riders, but

prejudicial to their chance of fucccss. In

other respects the race vfas well organised,
and evei-ything went well, sport being
very good.

A Representative Entry

There were seven starters in the 350
c.c. class and 20 in the 500 c.c. class.

The previous holders of the title for both
classes—the Mafi'eis brothers—were both

present, and hot favourites, although
ijoth rode in the senior class this time,

but on different machines. The elder

Maffeis (Bianchi) was eliminated in the

first lap owing to belt trouble ; and the

other (riding a Motosacoche) dropped out

in the second lap on account of his frame

The new record holder for the Cremona circuit ; Dovo (Delia Ferrera).

breaking, owing to the bad state of the

roads, which caused many other retire-

ments amongst the competitors.

Xt 7.20 a beginning was made with the

Junior class, the starters, at half-minute

intervals, being -as follows:
1. Snsei (Maffeis).
2. Bonasso (Douglas),
3. ,liaj Badino (Douglas).
4. Pozzi (Motosacoche).
5. Gianolio (Douglas),
6. Pregliosco (Douglas).
7. Antoniazzi (Douglas).

Pregliasco's Douglas was fitted with
all-chain drive, but was not successful

owing to transmission trouble.

After twenty-five minutes' interval the
riders in the seirior class were sent off,

also at half-minute intervals, in the
following order :

1. Bordino (Motosacoche).
2. Kossj (Motosacoche).
3. " Beppi " (Senior).

4. " CiuQue " (Tiiumpli).
5. "C.P." (Borgo).

6. Borgotti (Fongri).

7. Lt. Guzzeloni (Frern).

8. Dovo (Delia Feirera).
9." Merlo (Frera).

10. Sevgt. Euggeri (Sunl)eam).
11. Gnesa (Motosacoche).
12. Groini (MaSeis).
13. Genzini (Triumph).
14. Acerboui (Frera).

15. Castagneto (Frera).

16. Nosenzo (Delia Ferrera).
17. Mafleis, jun. (Motosacoche)
18. Sergt. Ruseo (Sunbeam).
19. Serst. Amerio tSunheam).
20. MaSeis, sen. (Bianchi).

Maffeis, junior, made a very fast start,

creating great enthusiasm amongst the
concourse of spectators, as did Dovo, who
rode a twin-cylinder Delia Ferrera, of

the. four-speed, four-chain type. The
gearing of this machine is curious,_ there

being two chains from the engine to

countershaft and two from countershaft

to driving wheel, all enclosed in oil bath

chain cases. Three despatch riders on
Sunbeams were amongst the starters.

Twelve minutes after the last riders

had been sent off, Pozzi (iSIotosacoche)

arrived in fine style having completed

his first lap in 48m. 31^s. This proved

A22
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The Italian Motor Cycling Championship.—

to be the fastest lap of the day on the
small machines, his speed being 48^
m.p.h. Baj Badino (Douglas), the
favourite, lost much precious time on
account of a rather bad fall caused by
a dog.

Before all the competitors in the junior
class had finished their first lap, the first

starter of the senior class, Bordino (Moto-
sacoche), had caught them up, and even
passed some of them, despite the twenty-
five minutes interval. This rider accom-
Elished his first lap in 41m. l|s., but
arely had two minutes elapsed when,

to everyone's great surprise, Dovo {Delia
Ferrera), who had started 3^ minutes
after him, also passed at great speed,
going in fine style. It seems a strange
coincidence that in the two classes the
eventual winners both secured the front
position right at the first circuit, in

which they both completed the fastest

lap of the day in their respective classes.

Dovo's time for the lap was 39m. 37^s.,

a speed of nearly 60 m.p.h.

Frame and Foik Breakages.

All the riders of the junior class com-
pleted the first lap, but two of the senior
class dropped out. At the beginning of

the second lap Maffeis'a accident hap-

Eened, and he had to be taken to the
ospital, his hands and face being rather

'

severely cut. One of the despatch riders
also retired

,
owing to his front forks

breaking.
In the second lap another four riders

retired ; the pace and the bad state of the
roads beginning to tell on both riders
and machines. The position of the first

four in each class remained the same,
however.
The third lap began to see a few

changes for the first places ; the leaders
remained the same, but Baj Badino
(Douglas) had gained on Sassi (Maffeis)

in the junior class, robbing him of

second place, whilst in the senior class

Gnesa (Motosacoche) from the thirteenth
position, wjiich he held in the first lap,

gained consistently on all riders but the
first, by running eighth in the second,
and fourth in the third, taking the place
of Merlo (Prera), who had been in that
position since the start. Gnesa, who had
been very unfortunate owing to various
minor troubles in the first lap, made a

splendid effort and arrived second.

He finished just a minute ahead of
Borgotti (Fongri), who would have been
second, as Bordino (Motosacoche), who
had held that position for four laps, had
dropped back, if he had not punctured
in the last lap. This rider rode most
consistently, keeping in third position

for the whole race.

Leisurely Replenishments.

In the meantime two riders had
dropped out in the junior class, and a
further three in the senior class.

Between the third . and fourth lap
most of the competitors stopped for re-'

plenishments, but, contrary to British
custom, no time-saving devices were em-
ployed to effect lightning refills of the
tanks. In fact, most of the competitors
seemed to find time to get themselves
snapped by the photographer during the
refilling operations.

Baj Badino (2J h.p. Douglas), who ran

second in the junior class, approaching one
of the level crossings.

The finish was anxiously awaited, and
as the time went on comments were
being made on the -fine performance of
the probable winner Dovo, and all eyes
were strained down the road waiting for
him to appear.
This he eventually did, finishing very

fast. Bordino, who should have been
the runner up, was expected about twelve
minutes later, but in his stead, after
some delay, Borgotti arrived, and looked
like taking second place until Gnesa
came along shortly after, having covered

SEPTEMBER 25th, igig.

his last lap in five and a half .minutef

less than the previous rider, who arrived

only four minutes in front of him. The
former thus gained second place bj

approximately one minute, Bordino being

fourth, and six others in the following

order :

h. m. s.

1. Dovo (Delia Ferrera) ..3 32 34!
2. Gnesa (Motosacoche) ..3 58 52?
3. Borgotti (Fongri) .. .. 3 59 59?
4. Bordino (Motosacoche) ..4 11 37|
5. Merlo (Frera) 4 11 47!
6. Acerboni (Frera) .. ..4 13 14
7. Grioni (Mafleis) .. .. 4 34 10
8. Eng^eri (Sunbeam) .. .. 4 37 9i
9. Castagneto (Frern) .. ..4 38 27i

10. Nosenzo (Delia Ferrera) ..4 58 44

The average speed of the winner was
55.25 m.p.h., beating the previous recoTd
for the course.

The results of the junior class were as

follows :

1. Pozzi (Motosacoche) .,

2. liaj Badino (Douglas)
3. Sassi (Mafleis)

h. m. . 8.

4 n. 52i
4 29 17S
4 34

The average speed of the winner in

this class (44.85 m.p.h.) is lower than
that made by Maffeis, jun., on a Douglas,
who holds the existing 350 c.c. record.
The team prize in the senior class was

won by the Frera team, who had three

finishers' places as follows: fifth, sixth,

and ninth. Merlo and Castagneto rode
the usual single-cylinder model with side-

by-side valves, whereas Acerboni had a

special twin model.

Italian Machine Wins.
Dovo wins the Head Cup for the

fastest time of the day, and his success
in the most important Italian toad race
reflects great merit on his mount, the
Delia Ferrara, which, in spite of its

speed, had been most unfortunate in

competitions this year, owing to falls or

minor troubles, which have nothingwhat-
ever to do with the excellence of the
machine. »

Borgotti did not ride the usual flat

twin Fongri, but a special racing machine
with a V twin engine. The two Maffeis
machines, with Jap engines (one in the
junior and one in the senior class), did
very well, finishing third and seventh'
respectively. Baj Badino on his Douglas;
with better luck would have won in his

class.

Everything considered, the event was
very successful, and the entry the largest
attained this year for any road race or:

hill climb.

Standardisation of Controls.
Should the Carburetter Levers open Inwards or Outwards ?

FOR some years there has been a wide
diversity of opinion and practice
which exists in the arrangement of

carburetter controls on the motor cycle
handle-bar Undoubtedly it is desirable
that carburetter makers come to some
arrangement by which the controls are
standardised so far as the direction in
which they operate is concerned. Below
are given some strong reasons in favour
of levers made to open outwards, and
the disadvantages of the "inward"
movement are discussed.-

Levers Opening Outwards.
The case for the control levers opening

outwards when fixed on the right handle-

A28

bar is a very strong one, as the right
thumb moves the levers outwards, and
is amply strong enough to compress the
control springs while the fingers retain a
safe hold of the handle-bai\ When
closing the levers, the thumb holds the
handle-bar, while the forefinger has a
wide reach, and the movement is assisted

by the relaxing of the springs.

Levers Opening Inwards.

When the levers open inwards, the
reverse is the case, as the forefinger
has but a limited range inwards, while
the thumb, • second, third, and fourth
fingers retain a hold on the bar. In fact,

it is difficult to open some levers inwards

with the point of the forefinger : it has

to be done by the first joint or even the

knuckle.
The opening outward movement there-

fore appears to be anatomically correct,

and this should certainly be taken into

consideration by the designers of carbu-

retter control levers. Standardisation
should follow on anatomical lines, and
should not be governed by previous

mistaken practice, even of many yeats'

standing.

Some makes of carburetter have a

control which can be reversed, to open
either inwards or outwards, according to

the fancy of the rider. The Senspray is

one of these. V.A.H.
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A PROLONGED
TRIAL.

Some Details of (he Equip-
ment of file Two Sidecar
Outfits whicli are going
(lirougli (he A. A. 5,000

Mile Benzole Tes(.

WHEREVER the two smart-looking
1920 chain-drive Triumph-Gloria
outfits, with their blacli and yellow

"5,000 Miles National Benzole 'Test"
[(notices displayed, come to rest, an inter-

Fiiling the tank with a measured quantity

of benzole. A special graduated brass

cylinder is employed for this purpose.

At Towcester. The two Triumph outfits undergoing the A.A. 5,000 miles National Benzole
Test. Very complete equipment is provided.

ested throng of spectators always gathers.
Admiration is invariably expressed not
only for the workmanlilve finish of the
machines themselves, but also for the com-
pleteness of the fittings and accessories.

The severely practical part of tho
organisation of the run has largely
devolved upon" Mr. W. Smith, who is

assistant to Capt. Allen, the fuels manager
of the A. A., and it must be admitted
that he has very thoroughly dealt with
his task.

To Determine Consumption.

One of the first essentials was the pro-
vision of a means of accurately measuring
the supply of benzole into the tanks.
For this purpose a half-gallon brass
cylinder fitted with a delivery tap at the
base was made. This measure is gradu-
ated into half-pint divisions and arranged
to receive a disc of filtering material at
the mouth. Next to measuring the
spirit is. the necessity of ascertaining the
actual distances covered. This is done
by means of Smith speedometers, which
appear to be more than ordinarily
satisfactory, maintaining the needle
steadily at normal speeds on all except
the most " pot-holey roads.

As a further precaution against in-

correct estimation of fuel consumption,
the tank filler caps are locked, the key
being in the possession of the driver, so

that no replenishments can be made
without his knowledge. The locks are

soldered on to the tank in such a way
that the bolt passes sideways into the

filler cap.

Lucas accumulator lighting seta are

fitted to both outfits, and although it is

not intended to do a great deal of night
riding, an examination of the bulbs and
accumulators at the conclusion of the
total distance will be interesting.

In order adequately to secure the

comfort of the observers. Easting wind-
screens are attached to bolh the sidecars,

and but little increased wind resistance
appears to result from their use.

A word may be added regarding the
motor cycles and sidecar themselves.

These are both chain-driven 4 h.p.

Triumphs, combined with Gloria sidecars.

The test machine has the new type
enclosed fork spring with damping device
and a rigid wheel sidccai', while the
tender is equipped with the normal tj'pe

fork spring and the usual Gloria spring
wheel.

The Motor Cycle in Portugal.
A Field for Development in Western Europe.

DURING the present jieriod of trade

re-establishment British manufac-
turers might well look towards an

almost untouched market which is

remarkably near home.
At present the local demand is in-

adequately met by American products,

and there is a moderate and steady
clientele awaiting the opportunity of

placing orders with any firms able to give
satisfactory service. The country of

which we write is Portugal, one of our
Allies during the war, and always dis-

posed towards us in a friendly manner,
i'he following notes from an ex-ofBcer
of the British Army now resident in the
capital there are of much interest :

" Portugal is wonderfully mountainous.
Every day I ride over roads that make
the average club trial look like an after-

noon run round Piccadilly in a 'flivver,'

and this fact must be remembered when
considering what type Of machine to send
here. Considering the number of people
of the class who buy them, motor cycles
are extremely popular here, and were
there sufficient machines available the
existing number would be doubled and
trebled. The Portuguese branch of the
Vacuum Oil Co. is supplying ample petrol
aad oil for all purposes at a price about
the same as that obtaining in England.
Practically all the machines here are
American big twins (Harley-Davidson,
Excelsior, Indian, and Reading Standard
ill order of precedence). The sidecar
is so popular that solo machines are,

comparatively, rare, this being due, I

think, to the excessive weight of U.S.
machines tor solo work and the absence
of medium weight solo machines.

" I consider that there is a tremendous

opportunity for British makers if repre
sented by live agents. The following

types should sell well : (1.) Medium
weight three-speed and clutch solo

madrines, e.g., Norton, Triumph, etc

(2.) 6-8 h.p. sidecar outfits, e.g., Match-
less, A.J.S., Enfield, etc. The spare
wheel on sidecars is not known here, and
would prove a tremendous selling point.

The Portugee likes folk to hear him
coming, so plated T.T. exhaust pipes are
greatly to his taste, while bright colours
are also popular. All owners seem to be
unmechanical, and very rough and ready
drivers, so machines should preferably

have automatic oiling systems and one-
lever carburetters.

"This is a magnificent and little known
country to tour—why cannot some of our
salesmen come out and combine a little

business with pleasure?—F. S. Rowu."
A29
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

Transmission

Problems.
Speaking widely, three separate and
distinct systems of transmission are in

vogue in motor cycle construction to-

day, viz., the all-chain, chain-cum-belt, and the unit

construction by which the drive is conveyed from the

engine to the countershaft by means of pinions, and
thence to the rear wheel by single chain or belt.

Each system has something to recommend it, though
the latter appeals to the mechanical mind as the most
thorough and permanent job.

All-chain drive is quite reliable, and, given a good
clutch, it lacks little from an engineering point' of view.

Its installation, however, sometimes brings in its train

objectionable features which are difficult, but not im-

possible, to obviate. These disadvantages are largely

of an external character and may be summarised
as follows : The chain from the engine to the counter-

shaft must necessarily be enclosed, and in many in-

stances the cases are unduly bulky or inaccessible, while

annoying rattles often arise. Many Overseas Hders

dispense with them, thereby exposing to grit and water

all sorts of comparatively delicate mechanisms which

were not designed for such exposure. This may apply

in the main only to the more shoddily made chain

cases, though we have known the best of them to

suffer sorely in trials of exceptional severity. Also

there is the remote though ever present possibility of

a broken chain resulting in a smashed case, it being

borne in mind that the life of a chain is decided

entirely by the speed
at which it runs.

For this reason the

engine-shaft chains

begin to show wear
early, though being
subject to less strain

than the rear chain

it does not follow

that they are the

first to break.

Under absolutely

ideal conditions

chains do not wear
indefinitely, and if

this system of trans-

mission can be
superseded by one
which is permanent
a very large step in

the direction of

perfection is accom-
plished, the cost of

A30

maintenfCnce having at once been considerably

reduced. There is no mechanical reason why the

transm.ission of a motor cycle should .not be as per-

manent as regards wear as the power unit. In the

case of cars this is so ; the days are gone when car

owners were confronted with the expense of new
chains every few hundred miles, this item being tacked <

on to such inevitable expenses as tyre renewals ; and
what applies to the car to-day will undoubtedly apply

to the motor cycle five years hence. »

Virtues of

tlie Belt.

Extraiordinary interest is usually shown by the Indian population generally in

the motor cycle, and in the large tovms there is a big market for a cheap machine.
The photograph of the 2J h p A.J.S. was taken at the hill station, Raniket

(UnitedProvinccs), 6,400 feet above sea level.

The unit system with final belt or chain

drive is, then, to be highly commended
as a step in the right direction. It

eliminates the high-speed chain, and renders possible

the use of a small rear wheel sprocket, so that, if an

cil-relaining chain case be used, it can at any rate be of

modest dimensions. The clutch, shock absorber, etc.,

are contained in an oil-tight housing behind the engine,

always perfectly lubricated, presenting no unsightly

protrusions, and economising space, while for those

who object to. the chain case the simplest type of chain

shield would give reasonable satisfaction. It is possible

for the rider to carry with him a complete chain which '

can be put on in a few seconds in case of breakage

—

a very favourable comparison with the case of a

machine where such renewals entail the movement of I

both gear box and chain cases.

The unit system is not, of course, confined to ;

the final chain
drive, and has been
adopted by one or i

two makers of light-

weight machines in

conjunction w i th
belt drive to the rear

wheel. For a light

machine- it would
be difficult to devise

a more ideal system.

The belt is clean

to handle, and its

use obviates the

employment of a

shock absorber,

which latter is not

always an unmixed
blessing. The final

belt drive is cheap
and simple—cheap
not only in itself

but also as regards
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Overseas Section.—
tryes, though its limitations are confied to solo

mounts, and preferably the lighter order -of these.

The old nuisance of belt slip, which alone accounts
for the present popularity of the chain drive does
not occur in the modern lightweight machine, proper
precautions having been taken to shield the belt

from oil and water, and we have ourselves ridden in

the most strenuous trials, over terrifying gradients,

and through truly appalling weather, on belt-driven

lightweights, the transmission systems of which gave
no trouble whatever throughout such adverse con-

ditions.

Our summing up, then, is in favour of the unit system

with final belt drive so far as the limitations of the

belt extend, after which the final chain takes its place.

possibilities The sliaft drive is, of course, the ideal,

of the Shaft and one fails to see what is the real

Drive. obstacle in the way of its sluggish de-

velopment. The system is as old as the

hills, and any expei-ienced engineer could lay out a

shaft drive design as silken and compact as any of

our existing transmission systems, and infinitely more
permanent. As to whether he could adapt it attrac-

tively to the orthodox type of motor cycle is quite a

different matter, for one of the chief difficulties lies

in obtaining the necessary alignment without produc-
ing a lop-sided and overhung effect and a correspond-

ing lack of symmetry in weight distribution. Probably
the chief reason why the shaft drive is not seriously

tackled by the more influential manufacturers is be-

cause they possess a very good thing in their present

designs, and an innovation of this kind would necessi-

tate an entire departure from old and well-tried

principles, i.e., in adapting the shaft the majority of

makers would be called uf)on entirely to remodel their

productions and to depart from many of the principles

which have played no small part in the making of

their businesses.

One cannot help feeling, however, that the shaft

drive will inevitably come when motor cycle engineers

are ready for it, and until then the unit construction

appeals to us as a very desirable step in the direction

of ultimate perfection. Perhaps its advent will entail

a revisal of engine design.

A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

British Motor Cycles.

C. F. Gill, writing from Eangoon, Burma, says :
" I

have seen people writing from time to time as to the

superiority of foreign motor cycles over British. I have
ridden considerably in India and Burma, over roads (!) of

all degress of rottenness, and my experience has been that

a "British machine can stand far more hard wear than the

products of other countries. There are many 1911 Triumphs
here still going strong, and up country in a quite small village

there is a Triumph 1911 engine being used tor pumping
purposes ; while foreign motor cycles only two or three

years old are well past their prime."

A 5 h.p. Mount on Scott Lines Wanted.

"R.M.," writing from Toronto, speaks highly of the Scott

and Triumph :
" The Scott combination, a photograph of

which I am sending, has been running since 1913, and has
given exceptionally good service. The only spare parts that

have been fitted to the motor are two piston rings and new
gaskets. I think this will take some" beating. I am glad to

tell you that the Triumph is going well. This machine, as

you probably know, built up such a reputation that, after

an absence of over four years, the Americans with their big

twins could not freeze it off the market. I think it goes to

prove that if the British machines were exploited properly

A bcott outfit which is giving good service in Canada
(see letter from "R. M.")

there is no doubt that they could ' clean up ' the field.

My ideal machine would be a big Scott, big tyres (oin.), 28in.

wheels, 5 h.p. motor, three-speed, and, if possible, a shaft

drive and interchangeable wheels, and,' last, some brakes that"

will stop the machine."

Cultivate Indian Trade.

"C.E.F-M.," writing from Delhi, India, says: "As one
of your readers abroad, I should like to thank you for the

Overseas Supplement which appears from time to time.

Might I make the following suggestions for the benefit, not
only of your Overseas readers, but also of the manufacturers
who advertise in your paper?

" First, it has always been a mystery to me why more
English motor cycle manufacturers do not cater for Indian
and Colonial trade. It cannot be said that the English motor
bicycle is not suited for the Tropics. But it is a fact that

there are not more than half a dozen different makes of motor
bicycles in India. Before the war, even, oiie had to take what
one could get when one wanted to buy a new motor bicycle.

I have always longed to see, in the large garages in Bombay
and Calcutta, two or three machines of different makes on
show. One hears that these garages out here are agents for

this or that machine, but they rarely have any machines in

stock.
" Might I suggest, therefore, that the manufacturers might

persuade their agents in India to keep up their stock so as

to have one always on view? Also, it would improve trade
if manufacturers would not only publish the names of their

agents out East, but also publish the retail price of their

machines in the various countries.
" I should be glad to hear that agents had been found for

a large number of English machines which heretofore are

unknown out here—A. B.C., Brough, Hazlewood, Norton,
Matchless, Blackburne, etc.

" As regards the type of machine most suitable to these
parts, if the following few points were embodied in any good
English motor bicycle there would be no doubt about the
suitability :

" (1.) Spring frame.
" (2.) Large size tyres.
"

(3.) Easily detachable wheels.
"

(4.) Simple engine, with its tappets, timing gear, and
magneto accessible.

" (5.) In the case of the combination, detachable and inter-

changeable wheels, ample locker room for extra petrol and
oilcans.

" I fear I have been somewhat long-winded, but am
anxious to see more English motor bicycles out here and
fewer foreign ones."
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3,000 Miles on a Single Cylinder Sidecar.
Some Particulars of the Service of a Satisfactory and Hardrworked Outfit.

CAN anything but

a big twin
prove satisfac-

tory as a sidecar pro-

pellent? How often

in varying forms is

this question asked ?

It reminds one of the

old query, " Can a

fellow live in Town on

five thousand a year ?
'

'

It all depends on the

fellow. So it is with

the single - cylinder

motor cycle of reason-

able dimensions. It

all depends on the
machine.

The following, brief

narrative will show
that, as regards the

Triumph, at all events,

no fears need be entei-

tained that the power
of the 85 X 97 mm.
(550 c.c.) single-cylin-

der engine is in-

sufficient for serious

sidecar work.

The Outfit.

It was a hard
struggle last spring to

• get something to ride,

and the writer was all the keener to get on the road,

as he had just been demobilised from a non-motor-
ing branch of the services which had claimed
him for the previous three and a half years. But just

before Easter he successfully extracted a 4 h.p.

Triumph and Gloria sidecar from the Triumph Cycle
Co.", Ltd., and one, moreover, equipped with a Lucas
accumulator-fed electric lighting outfit, which has

proved as entirely satisfactory as one has the right to

expect from products of that famous firm of lamp
makers. The current is supplied by two large forty-

amp, hour accumulators, carried in the boot of the side-

car in a polished box, and the lamps are a light car

type head lamp, an egg-shaped sidecar lamp, and a

red tail lamp on the cycle carrier. It has been found
necessary to have the accumulators charged every six

weeks, and if this is done a flood of light is available

at any tirne. The relief from the messiness of acety-

lene is so great that once used it is impossible to con-

ceive of anyone forsaking electric light. The rest of
the special equipment consisted of a hand Klaxon—

a

far better road clearer than the ordinary bulb horn,

and a Cameo windscreen, which. has proved most useful

when carrying a child in the sidecar, or in windy
weather. Up to the time of writing, the outfit has had
the extraordinary good fortune to have covered just

over 3,000 miles without ever having been out on the

road in a rainstorm.

The 191? Triumph 4h.p. single,

writer has covered

Although the power unit

is apparently the same as

that supplied on the 191

5

Triumphs, it is very evident

to anyone acquainted with
both models that a very great

advance has been made in

the way of giving greater
power output, and the les-

sons gained by supplying

huge numbers of machines

to the War Departments of

t h e Allies have evidently

been, put to practical use

by tlie makers. Not only

is the 191 9 Triumph engine

a good puller—it is also a

rare sticker. In fact, if one
.

was asked to name any par-

ticular virtue of the engine,

it would be that on a run

of two hundred miles on a

generous throttle open-

ing, the two hundredth
mile would be covered

as stoutly and as with

as much determination

as the first. A first-

class twin is a delight-

ful mount, but the
writer has yet to meet
with a twin-cylinder

engine with quite the

same ability to keep
its tune under pressure as does a first-class single.

Fuel and Oil Consumption.
When delivered the Sturmey-Archer gear box was

fitted with the early 1919 quadrant, but owing to the

fact that every time the carburetter was flooded the

lubricant in the quadrant was washed out, which meant
constant renewal of the lubricant to ensure easy gear

changing, the latest type of quadrant fitted high up
just under the rear -end of the tank was substituted,

with marked improvement in the general convenience

of the driver. For the first 2,000 miles a careful

record of petrol and oil consumption was kept. The'

machine has covered the whole of its mileage with the

sidecar attached, and has often carried three, and on

some few occasions four, people. The fuel consump-
tion (benzole was used whenever obtainable on the

same carburetter setting as for petrol) for the first

2,000 miles worked out at exactly 71 m.p.g. The
best results were obtained with a half and half mix-

ture of benzole and, petrol. Knocking was then im-

possible, and very easy starting and rapid accelera-

tion were experienced. The last 1,000 miles was

covered on a holiday jaunt from the iVIidlands to the

far AVest of England and back, and no record of con-

sumption was kept. Oil has always been used rather

freely, Prices' Motorine C being employed, and a

quart has invariably been consumed every 200 miles.

cylinder sidecar outfit, on which th(

3,000 trouble-free miles.
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3,C00 Miles on a 1919 Triumph Sidecar.—

Not a single involuntary stop has been made, and
not a single adjustment to either machine or sidecar

has been necessary. The cylinder and valves were

deliberately not removed for 2,000 miles, when the

makers took these down and reported that although

there was considerable deposit, it was quite soft

i (chiefly owing to the large use of benzole), and that

;
the valves and seatings and bearings "\vere in perfect

I

order. The writer continues to ask for and use it

I whenever obtainable. Extraordinary luck (or good
service) has been experienced from the 26 x 2f heavy
studded Dunlops. Up to the present not even a

solitary puncture has been experienced, though the

post-war roads in many parts are hardly propitious

to long tyre life. The back tyre is,, of course, worn
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down past the studs, but the fabric appears perfectly

sound and good for some miles yet. The general

finish of the outfit is what one would expect from a

combination of Triumph and Gloria companies, though

one would fain, perhaps, have a little less glitter and

conseqo'ently less to keep clean.

The hill-climbing powers are remarkable. Edge
Hill can be cUmbed on second speed with an eleven

stone passenger, and steep hills were taken on the

run during the trip to the west of England. Indeed,

it would appear that so- long as the back wheel can

obtain a grip, the hill must come off second best

when attacked by a modern Triumph sidecar outfit.

The Triumph provides in abundance one quality

which, after a,ll, is the bed rock of motoring, that is

reliability. M.S.

The Question of Spares and Replacements.
Notes contributed by the Repairs Manager lof a Leading Motor Cycle Factory.

(f ^^ IVE us a good repair service." Such is

&T the cry of the whole of the motor cycling

world. The writer has had fourteen years'

practical experience in controlling the repair service

of one of the leading motor C5'cle concerns in this

country, and will endeavour to deal with this all-

important question both from the rider's and the

manufacturer's point of view. It certainly seems that,

lin many instances, the manufacturer rather loses sight

I

of the vital importance of this side of his business.

]

It is undoubtedly a great asset to the purchaser of

I

a motor cycle to know that if anything slioidd go
wrong, it will be made good without any fuss or
quibbling; and that the maker's guarantee is not a

I

mere scrap of paper.

It behoves the manufacturer to place a liberal and
[fair interpretation upon his guarantee, and even if

ihe should occasionally give the rider the benefit of the
j doubt, and thereby lose a few shillings, it redounds
jto the manufacturer's credit over and over again in

[creating an enhanced reputation for fair and dignified

business methods, together with an augmentation of
goodwill.

There is a type of individual—fortunately rare

—

who complains for the sake of complaining. But the
[manufacturer, or his representative, can readily dis-

I
criminate and note the case for future guidance.

i

Insurance.
!

Most motor cycles nowadays are insured, and here
again it is most important, in the interests 'of the
trade generally, that manufacturer, agent, rider, and
|insurance company alike should act harmoniously and
;deal quite fairly with each cfther in handling the
frequently recurring questions and claims which arise
jin connection with insurance matters. A few words
[of praise the writer feels constrained to express in
jregard to insurance companies. In the Avhole"of his

experience, extending over hundreds of cases, he has
never known an insurance company to hesitate or
quibble over any claim presented by the manufacturer
in a fair and straightforward manner upon the rider's

behalf.

A great deal of disappointment, delay, and un-
necessary trouble can be avoided in many cases by

riders taking care to be precise^ in the orders 01

instructions which they give manufacturers for spares

or repair jobs. Ah order Avill arrive, for instance,

reading "One fork spring." It is, perhaps, needless

to point out that there are various types and patterns

of fork springs appertaining even to one make of

motor cycle; and, considering that manufacturers are.

continually striving after perfection, many alterations

and changes take place within a comparatively short

time. It is. therefore essential for a rider to give

supplementary information upon all occasions as to

the type of machine he has—its number, and, approxi-

mately, the date or year of the model, otherwise a

query must be raised entailing delay in attending to

his recfuirements, or, at best, a mere guess only can

be made.

A Brass Baind!

Upon one occasion, the writer recollects receiving

an order for "one brass band." One felt disposed

to ask facetiously "How many performers?" By
the exercise of that wonderful amount of gumption
which all manufacturers and their loyal staffs are

expected to carry, he eventually divined that it was
a phosphor bronze ring or band that was required

;

it being a hub component.
It is very necessary in every rider's own interest

that he should endeavour to thrash out as many
points as possible for the benefit of his own informa-

tion. Such intelligence, when once gained, is

frequently of tremendous assistance when out on the

road or if momentarily "hung up" ; but manufacturers
generally exercise the greatest amount of patience

and courtesy in answering questions.

There are certain firms in the trade who habitually

deal with the repair and replacement question in a

prompt and most business-like fashion. They never

split straws over a few shillings, and one feels the

utmost confidence all the time in strongly recommend-
ing their manufactures. Other firms one could name,
while aspiring to great popularity, do not give the

care and attention to the needs of the public.

Many manufacturers would do well to take a leaf

out of the book of our American cousins in this

department of their business F.C.J.

B7
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CENTRE : LLAkNORINDOD WELLS

J

Capt. A. Lindsay (4

IN last week's issue we described the

first day's run of the Auto Cycle

Union's Six Days Reliability Trials,

with Llandrindod Wells as a centre over

a course of 732^ miles, embracing most

of the noted Welsh mountain tracksand
precipitous hills. Monday's run consisted

of a 984 miles trip via Garth and Brecon

to Abergavenny, the return being by way
of Orickhowell, Talgarth, Erwood, and
Builth.

The names of 115 competitors were

given in the official guide, and of these

only the following five competitors failed

to start : J. R. Lane (2| Douglas), C.

Hartwright (2| New Imperial), Lt. L.

de Aranjo (7-9 Harley-Davidson), W. Elce

(5 Zenith), and H. A. Leak (7-9 Harley-

Davidson). E. W. Merrall (8 Morgan)
was a late entry.

On Monday the first part of the con-

sistent driving test was held on Panne
Hill. This was repeated on Friday, the

last day of the trial, Saturday, this year,

being devoted to a careful scrutiny of

the condition of the machines, an im-

portant point in the final classification.

The consistent driving test was not

popular with the competitors, who con-

lidered that it was rather a test of the

driver than the machine.
Of the 111 competitors, the splendid

total of 110 survived the first day s trip,

the absentee suffering an unfortunate
collision on a bend with a Ford car. The
lamp test on Jlonday evening from Aber-
gavenny home (40| miles) caused little or

no trouble, thus banishing the fears of

some competitors—and some manufac-
turers—that possibly lamp failure might
entirely spoil the otherwise good record

of a machine. Quite a number of

machines were fitted with dynamo light-

ing sets, including the new Lucas Mag-
dyno, while dry battery and accumulator
equipment were much in evidence.

Norton) and T. Peck Oi Ariel) negotiating a hairpin bend in Glen Elan.

TUESDAY'S RUN OP 160J MILES.

Llandrindod, Howey, Newtridge-on-i

Wye, Llana£an-fawr, Garth, Llangam-.

march, Llanlair-ar-y-bryn, Llandovery,

Llanwrda (brake test), Llansawel,

Llanbyther, Bronwydd Arms, Conwil

Elvet, Newcastle Emlyn (lunch control).

Newcastle Emlyn, Aberayron, Cross

Inn, Ystrad Meurig, Yspytty Ystwyth,i

Head oJ Elan VaUey, Rhayader,

Llandrindod.

The best of weather again favoured

the trial, and, thanks to excellent

organisation, the competitors got away

well up to time, and Llandrindod was

left by the same road as on Monday,

but a mile or two out, on the Builth

road, an arrow directed us over a rough

and rather greasy lane. Several short

hills needed attention on account of theii

surfaces, and Danskin (3^ Rover) skidded

but fortunately received no more damage

than a cut knee and a dented mudguard.

The first day's route was again met al

Garth, but part of the way up the hill

which formed the consistent driving test

a sharp right-hand turn led along th(

base of the hills between Garth anc

Brecon. The mist was still lying in thi

valley, but was soon dispelled by th(

increasing power of the sun. Manj

single-figure gradients were encountered

but there were no hills sufficient to tes'

the powers of a modern machine, thougl

the surface in places needed very care

ful negotiation.

The ascent of the Sugar Loaf in par

ticular would be' considered unrideabl

by the average tourist, as prolongs

timber hauling had caused deep rutsji

..,A^3»&a(Sl _J

The clock outside the official garage, with

the competitors' numbers arranged around
the dial, indicating their starting times.
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The
Trusty
Triumph
to the fore.

In Trials— On Hill—At Speed.

M.C.C. Inter-GIub Team Trial
"The Motor Cycle" Cup.

Coventry M.C.C. wins the Cup—the only

team to put up a non-stop performance.

50% of the team on Triumphs.

York M.C.C. Hill Climb
Sutton Bank.

Class II. 275 CO. Amateur—
A. Proctor, 2J Junior Triumph, FIRST.

Class III. 275 CO. Open—
A. Proctor, 2J Junior Triumph, FIRST.

Brussels M.C.C. Championship
98 Kilometres.

4h.p. Triumph won Championship, making
fastest time of the day and beating all

twins.

Tsni
TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., LTD., COVENTRY.

London : 218, Great Portland Street, W.I.

Also at Leeds, Manchester, and Glasgow.
(The Company has nearly 2,000 Agents in the British

Isles to attend to the wishes and needs of Motor Cyclists.)

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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DESIGN TELLS
Resu't of the York and District M.C.C 's Hill Climb at Sutton Bank.

THE NEW 3 H.P.

made the

FASTEST TIME
IN THE SOO C.C. CLASS.

FASTEST TIME
"The Motor Cycle" says—
" His 1,000 c c. average
speed was 39.4 m.p.h.,

that of Emerson on a
machine of less than half

the capacity, being 37
m.p.h."

"Motor Cycling" says—
"His machine appeared
to be capable of tremend-
ous acceleration, the ex-

haust making a smooth
even note resembling
an aero engine."

IN THE 750 C.C. CLASS
AND

SECOND FASTEST TIME
IN THE 1,000 C.C. CLASS

(Beaten by 5 seconds only).

LOOK!
3 h.p. A B.C 1 min.

7-9 h.p. „ 1 „
3 J h.p 1 „
4 h.p. , 1 „
6 h.p 7. „
5 h.p. „ 2 „

27^ seconds
45f „

50i „
57i „
31 „
37 „

Do the words " Horse-Power " convey anything to you ?

PRICE

£85

S
THE

QBWl
I AVIATION &^ ENGINEERING cq L^.o

65, South Molton Street, LONDON, W.l.

Telephones . MayJair 5803-4-5

Telegrams "Efficonomy, Phone. London."

Registered Offices and Works ;

KINGSTON - ON -THAMES,

In ariswcnri'/ t/iis adverti-ieiJienl it is ilesnaliU to- mention "The Motor Cycle,.'
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rhe A.C.U. Six Days TriaL—

Near the top of this stretch J. G. Lewies
(8 Sunbeam) retired, owing to magneto
trouble. After Llandovery the earlier

riders found an arrow missing, but this

was put riglit on the spot by the official

A.C.U. sidecar outfit. This arrow
directed competitors to the brake test

hiU, but unfortunately there was a mis-
understanding, which caused about half

the entry to go astray ; and much time
was wasted, and many missed the test

altogether. The omission was rectified,

however, during the afternoon.

\

A Machine on Fire.

i Near Llandovery, Hawkes (Morgan)
was forced to retire with timing gear
^trouble. An arrow, some three miles
from the lunch stop, had been torn
i.down and replaced wrongly, but this

iwas corrected before any serious harm
'«ould come of it. In fairness to the
A.C. U., it should be repeated that the
arrowing generally was perfect. The Em-
'lyn Arms at Newcastle Emlyn was the
appointed lunch stop, the machines being
parked in a field behind the hotel. Here
Watson's Ariel caught fire during the
refillmg process, but the flames were ex-
tinguished without damage. A sharp
hill out of the town was lined with
spectators, but beyond bumpy roads
there was no very noticeable feature till

the sea came into view during the long
lescent to Aberaron.

Over the mountains.
After following the coast for a few miles,

n the direction of Aberystwyth, a sharp
:orner to the right leads up a steepish
iiill with a left nand hairpin bend, but
as the surface was good it caused no
|iroubler~ However, a long slope followed
last the " Cross Inn," and in less than
even miles the 1,000ft. altitude had been
ttained from practically sea level. Then
ame a series of narrow lanes with one
|harp loose-surfaced hill before the piece

!,e resistance of the day—a long hill near
Ifspytty Ystwyth was reached. This hill

_

i^-*.

i

SLJm^'i^^m^^W^^^^^
s*;':-:,,- ^mmwB'^i^sm^mm

|.y^~TS^i;

#J

^« ^

:j

The competing machines were housed in two large garages, the floors of which were divided

into spaces bearing the numbers ot the competitors.

is the worst encountered so far, but even
so it is not very trying in dry weather,
and only one short piece of steep gradient
was included. Following the hill came a
long stretch of moorland road, grass-

grown most of the way, and including
more watersplashes and cross gulleys
than it is possible to mention. There
were, however, only two splashes of any
depth, and though these caused some
momentary belt-slip, nothing more serious
was recorded. At the head of Elan
Valley real roads were again encountered,
and a beautiful run by the side of the
Birmingham Corporation reservoir led to

Rhayader. The run in from this town
was over perfect roads which came as a

relief to everyone as the day's gruelling

had more effect on the riders than on
the machines.

NOTES.
Generally speaking, there was little

trouble to report, such defects as occurred
being <:onfijied to tyres and ignition. It

is curious to note how this latter trouble
cropped up in the first two days,
though English magnetos are not to

blame.

Tim Wood's number was 51. This was
also his number in the T.T., and his
brother has drawn the same figures in
two trials. It seems to be a Scott lucky
number.

Edwards (3^ Humber) was delayed with
carburetter trouble, and was unlucky
enough to get a puncture, which pre-
vented his making up time.

At the finishing point, when Greaves's
Morgan was being refilled, a quantity of
water was inadvertently poured into the
petrol tank. The whole tank had to be
emptied as a precaution against future
trouble.

The Blackburne team are going strong,
the only trouble so far reported being
the_ failure of Watson-Bourne's speed
indicator.

L. A. Bees is pursued with bad luck,
and his front spindle bearings did not
look at all healthy at the finish of
to-day's run.

The Scott team are running splendidly,
and climb nearly all hills on top gear.

The numerous watersplashes did not
caus the trouble which was anticipated.

The scene each morning outside the ofHcial garage (the Drill Hall, Llandrindod Wells)

was very animated. The real interest of the general public was most marked.

What say Watson (6-7 Ariel sc.) and
Greaves (Morgan) of their respective
trials by fire and water ?

I
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The A.C.O. Six Days Trial.—

The Triumphs seem to have plenty of

power in hand. The sidecar outfits are
fitted with 28in. wheels and a new front

brake. The cleanliness of the engines is

also very noticeable.

|^0ir«(^its SEPTEMBER 25111, igig.

Apart from Tuesday morning's mis-
placed arrow, something went wrong in

the neighbourhood of Khayader, where
quite a number of car owners and motor
cyclists alongside the reservoir patiently
awaited the competitors who never
arrived. It was never intended that the
competitors should do more than skirt

the head of the Elan Valley.

On Panne Hil' duiing the first part oJ the consistent driving test on the first day
of the trial. (Right) France's representative, the 5-6 G.L. sidecar, driven bv
F. Thorp (Left) C. R. Collier's 8 Matchless.

The remarkable result of 110 out of 111
completing the course on the first day
was too good to be maintained, but it

w-ould have been even better had not
Sumner, who retired so early, been the
victim of an unfortunate accident, due
to misunderstanding a policeman's signal.

The number of competitors who re-

ported no-trouble runs on Tuesday was
remarkable, despite the rough roads.

We saw G. Dance start on Tuesday,
and he told us that his momentary stop
on Panne Hill (what an appropriate
name !) was due to running on to a
patch of loose stones while he was in-

tently examining his watch. He swerved
and in so doing accidentally closed the
throttle. Bad luck, indeed, for the Sun-
beam team

!

Monday, and magneto trouble on Tues-

day. In fact, on examination, it was
found that a carbon brush was missing,

and he is said to hdve told an observer
that he recollected finding it after he
overhauled his magneto a week ago !

WEDNESDAY'S RUN OF 152i MILKS.
Llandrindod, Rhayader, St. Haimon
Tylwch, Llanidloes, Stay-a-Little,

Llanbiynmaii, Cemmaes Road Station,

Dlnas Mawddwy, Bwlch-y-Groes, Bala

(lunch control). Bala, Llanwddyn.
Cann Office, Llanfair Caereinion, New-
town, Dolior, Beguildy, Knighton
Bleddfa, Llandrindod.

In comparison with the two previous
days' runs, Wednesday's trip, with the
exception of Bwlch-y-Groes and thenotori
ous Hirnant Pass, was voted compara
tively easy. That was the consensus of

opinion of the competitors ; but we must
say that the rough going in parts, the

myriads of hairpin bends, coupled witli

the two steep ascents aforementioned,
have made a lasting impression on our

memory—and . a temporary impression
upon our anatomy. Why do makers
hesitate so long with spring frames?

It was again fine, but a thick mist for

the first forty miles or so prevented
goggles from being worn. There was a

considerably depleted list of starters thi?

E. W. Merrall, who last rode in the
1911 trial on a P. and M., was travelling
magnificently on his 1915 model Morgan-
Jap.

W. D. Hawkes retired on Tuesday
morning with timing gear trouble near
Llandovery. The same morning saw the
retirement of R. H. Baxter (2^ Radco)
with tank trouble—not the first instance
of faulty tanks—and J. G. Lowles, an
amateur driver of an 8 Sunbeam-M.A.G.
sidecar, who had timing gear trouble on

A feature of this year's trial was the crediting of ten marks of the 200 total for " silence." On the

first day each machine pass:!d en route an audiometer invented and operated by Maj. A. M. Low.
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Don't be

too Conservative.
IVyTOST of us are too Conservative. Provided
^^'^ that _we get reasonable service, we go

, religiously to one tailor ; w^e buy the same make
of tyre—and so on. We are content because w^e

don't know of anything better, and are too

cautious to take the risk of finding il.

Now, that IS no good—because we miss so

much. Certainly, the motor cyclist who has not

tried Hutchinsons has missed maximum tyre service.

The history of the Hutchinson Tyre in all the

leading trials is proof of that.

The latest success is :

SUTTON BANK HILL-CLIMB.

500 c.c. Class - - - HUTCHINSON 1st.

750 c.c. Class - - - - HUTCHINSON 1st.

(J. Emerson—300 c.c. A.B.C.)

HUTCHINSON TYRES,
70. Basinghali Street, London, E.C.2.

ESTABL'SHED 1850.
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LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN
1919

both A.B.C. Solo

Mounts and A.B.C
Combination gained

GOLD MEDAL AWARDS.

THE

TALBOT
GARAGE,^
STOCKPORT,

Are the sole distributing

Agents for Lancashire and
Cheshire for the famous

ne NA/orlcl's
j

MotorCvcU I

Greatest engine efficiency and power lor

all purposes by air-cooled, flat twin

power unit

15% reduction in fuel consumption.

Luxurious riding comfort by scientific

leal springing. Greater resiliency by

3t/% lighter frame construction, with

100"/o greater strength. Four-speed

gear box. Automatic lubrication.

Send tor particulars and early delivery

dates, and secure your mount for this

season s riding.

'Phone 1 500, Stockport.

'Grams: "Talbot Garage.
Stockport."

Motorists' Helmets

Supplied in black
or tan leather.
Lined Wool.

\A'aterproof.

Telegrams :
** Semloh."

Telephone : City, 4432.

Post

Pre^

The famous

All-Weather Suit."
Protects your health
and your clothes-

Complete Immunity from ali

Elements. Designed and made
Ly experts. Most comfortable.
The fabric is proofed to latest

Government Specifications and
Guaranteed Waterproof. Send
for List and Pattern.

THREE STOCK SIZES.

SIZE 1

lor

5ft. 3ln.

to

5tt. 6in.

SIZE 2
lor

SH. Tin,

to
S(L lOin.

SIZE 3
lor

Sit 11 in.

to

6tt. 2in,

Price 80 - complete.
Gash with Order Post Free

Money retnrned il not approved

Sizes I and 2 are made to fit

average figures, and are usually

n stock. Size 3, owing to small

demand, is m.tde to order.

Read this unsolicited
testimonial;

"All-Weather Motor Fnlt No. ?
arrived thia morning. I am very
pleased with same and my customer is

delighted and says ho intends recom.
mending to all his raotorinK friends.
Thanlcing you for prompt attention to

my order."

nnrups head office; SS, Aioert St.

T^ elvii SHOWROOMS : 1, 3. 5, King St. West
a son PftCTORY: 74-78, Hardman St

> MANCHESTER

66 77

61 FIRSTS
OUT OF 77 EVENTS

Could anything be more convincing ol
Wakefield Superiority

Luton Speed Trials:
Nineteen Events

14 FIRSTS
Weston-super-Mare Speed Trials:

Sixteen Events

14 FIRSTS
Essex Motor Club Open Speed Trials:

Forty-two Events

33 FIRSTS
C. C. WAKEFIELD & Co., Limited,
WAKEFIELD HOUSE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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The AX.O. Six Days Trials.—

day, but the survivors travelled most
regularly, a puncture here and there, or

a throttle slide stuck being the trivial

adjustments observed- bj' the roadside.

A northerly direction was followed on
Wednesday to Llanidloes, some ' of the

roads being so narrow that a sidecar

almost brushed the hedges by the road-

side. The climb at Tylwch, with the

usual hairpin bend on a single figure

gradient, was the oijy ascent of note.

'J'he arrows led the riders through mag-
nificent scenery, past the lead mines, up
Fan Hill to S'tav-a-Little, which climb

337

SCENE ON THE MOST SEVERE HILL OF THE TRIAL.

appearea easy, and, indeed, the protrud-
ing rocks and the tortuous course, a
watersplash or two, as well as the little

acclivities, sunk into oblivion compared
to the tit-bit of the morning's run, viz.,

the- ascent of Bwlch-y-Groes (The Pass
of the Cross), which, commencing with an
acute bend to the right on a single figure
gradient, rises 1,790 feet in two miles.
We arrived just ahead of the competi-

tors, and were thus able to observe the
whole of the performances from the top
bend, which gives a wonderful panorama
of scenery and a splendid view of the
sleepest stretch.

The official A.C.U. sidecar led the way
and, as a foretaste of what the many
spectators were likely to see, the engine
jibbed after passing through the gate.

to come to a standstill, among them W.
Drake (3^ P. and M.) and G. D. Hardee
(8 Matchless), so that the P. and M. and
Matchless teams lost marks. T. B. G.
Vale (3^ Ariel) climbed very steadily, and
Creak Davis (Chater-Lea so.) received
quite an ovation for the masterly way
in which he avoided G. E. Stobart (5-6

(Leh) A general view o( Bwlch-y-
Groes, showmg the imposmg nature of

the scenery. One of the Ariel riders

making a good ascent. (Right) Hugh
Gibson (8 Clyno so.) passing a less

fortunate competitor on the narrow part

of the hill, where the road skirts the

precipice. It was on this hill where, in

an open trial some years ago, a press

photographer went over the edge, his

sidecar outfit falling some 200ft. into the

valley. Fortunately nothing of a like

nature happened in last week's event.

James sc.) and E, F. Chidley {V^ P. and
M.), who came to a standstill on the
steepest stretch. D. Alexander (8 Enfield)
stopped, restarted almost immediately,
and finished well. Splendid ascents were
made by T. Rutherford (3^ Sunbeam), who
is riding most consistently, and the Scott
team. The performances of the last-

named riders have evoked much praise,

their sure and silent climbing being a

BWLCH-Y-GROES

Some idea of the gradient ot Bwlch-y-Groes
one of the test hills of the trial, will b.

conveyed by the contour shown above.

and the driver dismounted and ran along-
side—it should be observed that a very
hot pace had been maintained from Llan-
drindod. F. .7. Watson (6 Ariel sc.) led
the way, followed by J. Emerson (3
-i.B.C), and both did well. Then several
luuipetitors were observed in the distance

The severe hairpm which precedes the long climb ot Bwlch-y-Groes. f . C. Ball (2J Douglas
is followed by a non-competitor on an Allon two-stroke.

C3
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The A.C.U. Six Days Trial.—

feature of the trial. J. H. Place (8 Dot
sc.) stopped due to overheating, since
after a brief rest he restarted and finished

well. Victor Horsman (4 Norton) was
notable for an impressive ascent, as also

R. Lewis (3^ P. and M.) and F. Turvey

(4i B.S.A.). E. F. Goodman (2i Velo-
cette) found the hill too steep, but these
baby machines are, nevertheless, gaining
much credit for their reliable running.
H. F. Edwards (4i B.S.A.) just got up,

but F. W. Applebee, to the wonder of his

confreres, climbed up quite easily and got
a well-deserved ovation. P. W. Moffat

(3^ Douglas) behaved as a veteran com-
petition rider usually does, and seemed
to have plenty in hand ; de la Hay (3^

Sunbeam) and Harry Reid (8 Dot sc.)

performing equally well. S. Parker on an
8 h.p. Enfield passed P. Pike (2^ Levis)

on the steepest gradient, and both per-

formed excellently ; but Merrall found
the 1 in 4 stretch just too steep for his

1915 8 h.p. Morgan. Enticknapp (4 Black-

burne) and H. Greaves (10 Morgan) in

close company made excellent climbs,

whilst Guise (8 Enfield sc.) stopped but
restarted well.

Other good ascents noted were by F.

W. Giles (6 A.J.S. sc), Isaac (Rover),

Wade (6 A.J.S.), and S. Hall (10 Morgan).
Brown (5 Zenith) dismounted when ap-

Scenes on Bwlch-y-Groes (Wednesday's

run). (Left) Charlesworth's Zenith emits

clouds o( smoke. (Right) ]. Dosher

(8 Enfield sidecar) steadily negotiating the

loose surface

parently going well, and then hopped
on to the footrest again. Hoult (8

Matchless sc.) made a good climb.

In close company, Watson Bourne
(4 Blackburne), Oliver (3^ Sunbeam),
and Capt. Lindsay {4 Nortpn) made
clean and sure ascents. Colliver (7

Indian sc.) made a fine climb. Peck
(3^ Ariel) and Shemans (4 Triumph
sc.) were side by side for a time, the
Ariel rider forging ahead, Shemans
dismounting when on the steepest

stretch.

C4

Danco (3^ Sunbeam) was quite fast,

also Shillito on a similar machine. Cross

(4 Triumph) did well, whilst Jones (3^
Ariel sc.) stopped and gave the specta-

tors a thrilling five seconds when his

machine commenced to run back, for a

sheer drop awaited him on one side. He
managed, however, ' to back his machine
into the bank on the opposite side, collid-

ing with a non-competitor's machine in

the process.

A Useful Spectator..

A thoughtful spectator with a huge
telescope proved most useful iii announc-
ing the number of the competitors who
stopped on the lower reaches. Townshend
(4 Sunbeam), Collier (8 Matchless sc),

Strange (3j James), Holroyd (8 Black-
burne), James (8 Morgan), Ryecroft and
Pattinson (4 Triumphs), Stordy, (23

A.J.S.), Noble (5 Rover), are others we
noted for first-rate climbs.

When H. Fairley came up on the
• A.B.C. in good style, a spectator an-

nounced to all and sundry, " These are

the machines which have never been
made." Bottomley's Harley-Davidson sc.

went up easily, whilst Lane (4^ B.S.A.)
had a sporting passenger, who, after

pushing and running, finally took a flying

nose dive into his seat again. Wills |6

Ariel sc), Haggas (8 New Imperial sc.)

(with Norman Longfield, the Scott rider,

as passenger), Charlesworth (5 Zenith),

Prytherch (7-9 Indian), and Wood (4i
B.S.A.) did well, then, after a further

crop of failures, Hugh Gibson demon-
strated the hill-climbing abilities of the

1920 model 8 h.p. spring frame Clyno
sidecar to advantage. Lt. Alan Hill (3}

Scott) was noticeable tor a clean ascent,

also Dudley and Newman (3i Sunbeams),
Choldcroft (4 A.J.S.), Heath and Collins

(6 A.J.S.), Cooke (4 Triumph), and
Mundy (8 Matchless). Edmond, with his

4 h.p. Triumph sc, nad power in reserve.

At five minutes to one all the riders

—

now totalling less than 100—had passed
Bwlch-y-Groes, twenty-seven riders tail-

ing on the hill. Thence followed a run
to Bala for lunch, the homeward trip

commencing with the difficult climb over

the Hirnant Pass, notable—for the scores

of guUeys running diagonally across^ the

road, to Lake Vyrnwy. Several riders

failed on the ascent, which was too

narrow to permit sidecars to pass one

another without extreme danger. The
descent was equally rough until the wild

scenery gave place to a gorgeous view
of the lake shimmering through the tall

trees in its peaceful grandeur. Here-
abouts we commenced to notice spanners,

tyre levers, and spare parts, and, finally,

the tool roll, strewn over the road, and
stopped six times in the same number of

miles to gather them. Our pockets bulg-

ing we sped on, and after many miles

overtook Eric Williams (6 A.J.S,), whose
toolbag W9 noticed unfastened. The
owner of the tools was very grateful, but,

unluckily, he stopped finally with gear

box trouble, during the afternoon.

tSasiec Going.

On the hairpin between Late Vyrnwy
and Cann Office we saw Isaac (Rover)

suffer a dry skid without damage to him-

self or machine, Applebee (4^ B.S.A.)

with his usual consistency neatly avoid-

ing him. Through Llanfair Caereinion

to Newtown there was nothing to troubta

the competitors ; indeed, from the crowds

in the towns and villages, not to mention
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R E LI A B I L I TY.
The gear that grips the gradient.

NOTCH BY NOTCH
push the Multi lever
forward up to the
twentieth notch as
the Rudge Multi
gains speed alongthe
level stretches and
downhill, and
NOTCH BYNOTCH
the Multi Lever is

brought back^n^ards
as a stiff climb is

negotiated, just as it

is called for by the
beat of the engine.

Lower the Multi gear soon

enough.

Keep her " revving."

X. X. WINNER,
1914.

Rudge®M«lti

By Appointment

Cycle Makers to

ll.M. KING GEORGE

Illustrated Art Catalogue and " Rudge Wrinkles" post tree from

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.,
(Dept. 600) COVENTRY.

LONDON DEPOT—230. Tottenham Courl Road, W.l. (Oxford Street end).

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." eg
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WhaitKe
AITKKMIE UNICN15

"PHE Auto-Cycle Union's Six Days Trial is an event of vital importance
•*

. to every motor cyclist and prospective rider. It is not a race, but
is a recognised Reliability Test by means of "which the general efficiency

of motor cycles and cycle cars at present on sale to the public, is

determined.

A NY machine which comes through the Six Days successfully is, without
^~*- doubt, a sound and reliable production ; those which gain premier

awards are certainly good investments to the potential purchaser. The
trade and public alike have confidence in the classic A.C.U. Trial, knowing
that is th,e great opportunity for design and construction to prove their

worth. "Weakness of any form in machines or accessories is bound to be
revealed in this Trial.

"PHE Auto - Cycle Union, as the controlling body for motor cycling
^ competitions, organises the Six Days Trial; making all the regulations,

selecting the route, and determining the awards. The Trial has been held

annually (with the exception of the War period) since 1903, and has done
more than can be calculated to improve the Motor Cycle, and to make
motor cycling safe, enjoyable, and economical for everyone.

\/EAR by year new tests and more stringent regulations have been
•* imposed, and the gradual elimination of weaknesses and limitations in

every class of machine is practical proof of the value of the Trial.

'T'O-DAY, with the great revival and extension of motor cycling thai
* Peace has brought, there is more need for the A.C.U. Six Days Trial

than ever. The motor cycle is still capable of much improvement. The
new tests imposed in this year's Trial indicate the directions in which the

Union is assisting the trade to improve the machines that will be offered

to the public next Season.

IF you would like to know more of the
* institution which safeguards and advances
all your motor cycling interests write to :

—

THE SECRETARY, ...
AUTO-CYCLE UNION,
83, Pall Mall, LONDON, S.W.I.

'^^"""'^^^^^^^^^

C6 tn answering this advertisement it is desiraOlt ention "The Motor Cycle."
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Over the moun;ains near Yspytty Ystwytli. G. A. Strange (3i James; ieading H. 0. Wood (3i Scott) and H. Pattinson (4 Triumph>
The illustration conveys a good idea ot the scenery' in this comparatively little known part of Wales

the school children who turned out in

force, the riders received many a cheer.

According to- a facetious remark in

the A.C.U. programme the main road to

Llandrindod Wells is so badly cut up
(ye gods ! what roads we have had al-

ready!) that a detour was made over the
Kerry Hills to Knighton and Penybont.
Near the end Stordy (2| A.J.S.) suffered

a dry skid, and damaged himself so that
he retired. Davies (2^ Velocette) walked
in with a flat back tyre, his engine pro-

pelling his machine^ Place (8 Dot-Jap)
elected to retire owing to a broken side-

car frame, but, in the main, competitors
reported non-stop runs and an enjoyable
day despite the hills and the dust.

NOTES.
The arrowing was excellent, but was

only just accomplished in time. Mr.
Loughborough received a telephone mes-
sage at the last moment to say that there
were no arrows from Knighton home.
He rushed out on the Morgan and did

- the job just in time in spite of rolling

oS. a front cover and shedding most of

the tools.

Enticknapp (4 Blackburne) broke his

throttle wire, but is going well with the
" air slide fixed open and the throttle slide

connected to the air lever. Watson
Bourne, on the other 4 Blackburne,
Buffered from carburetter trouble on
Bwlch-y-Groes, but made a clean ascent.

Amongst new arrivals we noticed Mr.
J. L. Norton, on a 4 Norton sc. who
had come in via Bwlch-y-Groes without
trouble.

Gordon L. Fletcher, an old trials rider,
this year acting in an official capacity, is

driving the report car round the course.

J.;.
Sheraans attributed his failure on

^^~wlch-y-Groes to an exhaust valve cap.

which came unscrewed, and blew out
just over the crest of the hill.

Capt. Lindsay (3^ Norton) had a curious
accident. A piece qJ rag which he keeps
tucked in a ooiaer between the handle-bar
fittings was jolted out and became mixed
up with the countershaft sprockets.

However, he managed to get home close

on time.

Tim Wpod, F. G. Ball, and Lt. Alan
Hill punctured, and Ryecroft (Triumph)
also had tj're trouble, and had to change
a tube.

W. Leslie Guy (3^ Scott) approaching
ihe gradient after rounding the hairpin al

the foot of Bwlch-y-Groes.

Danskin (3^ Eover) has been unlucky
enough to crack his timing gear cover,

but is carrying on well.

Perhaps gear box trouble is not sur-

prising on the sidecar mounts, for the
changes of speed must average over 100
per day. Clutches have improved wonder-
fully. One seldom hears of trouble in

this connection.

THURSDAY'S RUN OF 159| MILES.
Llandrindod, Newbridge - on - Wye,
Bnilth, Garth, Llangammarcb,
Llanwrtyd, Llandovery, Pumpsaint,
Lampeter, Tregaron, Ypsytty-Ystwyth,

Devil's Bridge (lunch control). Devil's

Bridge, Aberystwyth, Bow Street,

Machynlleth, Stay-a-Little, Llanidloes,

Tylwch, St. Harmon, Rhayader,
Llandrindod.

To-day's run has been characterised by
a curious mixture of good and bad roads.

There was no particular feature in the
morning's trip, except a second ascent of
Yspytty Ystwyth hill. A mile from the
start Watson had trouble with his iiitake

system, but was soon under way again.

Good roads were the order of the day for

the first forty miles, and a sharp hill

between Builth and Garth caused no
trouble, on account of its excellent sur-

face. Near Garth, Creak Davis had
trouble with his gear box, and was forced
to retire—an unfortunate occurrence, as

he had been running very consistently up
to this point.

Hereabouts Ashby (2^ Connaught) was
encountered with magneto trouble.
Though his magneto would spark, he
could get no powder out of his engine for
some mysterious reason, and he was
therefore compelled to retire.

Some of the moorland hills in this

section were long and exposed, and
beautiful views would have been obtained
had the atmosphere been clearer. From
Pumpsaint to Lampeter the roads were

c9
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Un a spur ot Plynlimmon, which was climbed on Thursday afternoon (Left) F. J. Watson (6-7 Ariel sc). (Right) F. W. Appiebee (4i B.S A

rough and trying to the rider, but no
further hills were encountered till Tuesday's
route was joined near Yspytty Ystwyth.
Capt. C, P. Wood (5| Scott) made the
ascent of the hill on top gear in spite of

a flat back tyre, and though he had but
five minutes to spare to the lunch stop at

Devil's Bridge he put in a new butt-ended
tube in two and a half minutes and
reached the Hafod Arms Hotel five

minutes later. Emerson had a bad punc-
ture just before lunch, but made up time
—no easy matter—between Devil's Bridge
and Aberystwyth, and changed both
tube and cover.

The road to Machynlleth is compara-
tively flat, but at this .point the surface

became rough, and a steady rise to the
foot of Stay-a-Little hill is encountered.
ITiis hill is a spur of Plynlimmon, and has
a rough and rocky surface for the first

part and' a very loose shale surface with
a steep gradient at the finish. The
distance from Machynlleth to the top of

the hill is seven miles, and the difference
in levels is approximately 1,700 feet.

The surface, combined with heavy rain,

caused some trouble, and several riders
compared the climb to Bwlch-y-Groes for

severity, in spite of the fact that there is

nothing like the same length of severe
gradient.

The early riders had the better con-
ditions, for a slight drizzle turned tn

At the lunch stop (Devil's Bridge) on Thursday. H. Reed, who made a notable performance

in completing the day's run with a damaged sidecar chassis.

rain in earnest and the wind howled
ominously. Such uncomfortable condi-

tions had been unknown hitherto during

the trial. Brown (^3^ Sunbeam sc.) came to

a standstill, Chambers (3i B.S. A. sc.) dis-

mounted and assisted his machine, though
his engine continued to tug away man-
fully. When bunching occurred it was
bad for all concerned, for the condition

of the pass was such that it was
often impossible for one machine to

pass another. The Scotts and Zeniths

in particular were noticeable for fast solo

climbs, and generally the reliable running

and wonderful top gear climbing of the

Scotts has been something to marvel at. •

Appiebee once again made a star ascent

on his B.S.A., Shemans (4 Triumph sc.)

and Sawer (4 Norton sc.) also making
excellent showings. The Blackburne and

P. and M. riders impressed- us by
their steady and sure ascents. Lane

(4^ B.S. A.) found the combination of,„

steep gradient, loose stones, and gulleys

too much for his mount, as did Kitcher

(2| New Imperial). Among the very best

passenger ascents were Colliver (Indian,

sc.)—who has ridden most consistently

throughout—two Morgans, Edmond (4

Triumph), Giles (6 A.J.S.), and Stevens

(4| James).

A Piece of Hard Luck.

Charlie Collier, with H. A. in the side-

car, had bad luck, for in riding side by

side with another sidecarist he was
forced on to reefs of rock now thoroughly
wet and slippery. Though neither driver

- nor passenger moved from their seats and
the back wheel always continued to spin,

the front wheel stopped momentarily, but

a penalty ought not to be suffered on that

account, since they moved away immedi-
ately by merely bumping the driving

wheel. On the hill we chatted with

James R. Haswell, the old Triumph rider

in Six Days and Brooklands events, who
was enjoying the fun as a spectator. The
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H. L. Kitcher (23 New Imperial), H.
Fairley (3 A.B.C.), E. F. Chidley (3^
P. and M.j, H. Thorpe (4 Douglas), H.
Reed (8 Dot), and W. R. Haggas (8 New
Imperial).

NOTES.
Mr. Easting, maker of the Easting wind-

screen, who is among the many trade
representatives at Llandrindod, experi-

enced an accident on Thursday afternoon.

No rain was experienced until Thursday
afternoon, so generally the conditions
might have been even worse—but they
have been bad enough in all conscience.

The winning B.S.A. team : L. L. Sealey, F. Turvey, and H. F. Edwards. Their performance
was remarkably consistent and the marks gained totalled 557.

terribly rough going brought many "re-
marks " from competitors as they passed
us. Even after the gruelling ascent, the
conditions did not" improve, for the
"road'' wound round a ridge on the
mountain side for miles past disused lead
lines, over innumerable ca.niveaux of
varying depth—some almost . dangerous.
No wonder sidecar frames gave trouble,
few cars could survive such terrible going.
The descent of several of the previous

day's test hills gave little relief on account
of the protruding rocks and incessant
twists.

Thenceforward the route consisted of a
series of undulations more or less severe,
and in the narrow lanes near Tylwch
quite a bunch of competitors were held up
By a flock of sheep, which had no room
to pass. Beyond Llanidloes the road from
Rhayader to Llandrindod is excellent, and
gave plenty of scope for making up lost
time to those who had been delayed. One
of the unfortunates, however, was Danskinm Rover), who broke a valve three miles
from home, and was late in consequence.
Harry Reed broke his sidecar chassis,

but put up a wonderful performance
by bringing the damaged outfit home
throughout the afternoon's run by means
of roped sidecar supports. Every sports-
man admired his grit. Nearing home we
passed Fairley (3 A. B.C.), who owing to
a broken oil pipe had a seized engine,
and he was finallys towed home behind a
press car.

W. L. Guy (3-| Scott) had two punc-
tures, the last one just before lunch,
which caused him to lose time. Stobart
(5-6 James sc.) was going splendidly. The
ranks of the riders were again somewhat
seriously depleted. An unlucky inci-
dent occurred at the finish when a com-
petitor who finished rather fast struck the
near of Sheman's Triumph sidecar outfit.

and fractured the lug supporting the rear
down tube'. It was repaired by a black-
smith under official observation during
the night, to enable the sidecar to finish.

Rough luck indeed.
As showing the severity of Thursday's

run, ten competitors retired, viz., S. T.

Ashby (2i Connaught), R. Creak Davis
(8 Chater-Lea), E. Bottbmley (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), Capt. Oliver (3^ Sunbeam),

FRIDAY'S RUN OF 161| IfllLES.

Llandrindod, Builth, Garth, Beulah,

Llanwrtyd, Llandovery, Llangadock,

Pontardavife, Neath, Swansea (lunch

control), Swansea, Pontardulais, Lland-

darog, Llanfynydd, Abergorlech,

Llansawel, Caio, Cilyewm, LlanJair-

ar-y-bryn, Llangammaich, Garth
(consistent driving test), Builth,

Llandrindod.

The last day's run of the trial started

on a showery morning, and from rumours
current concerning the nature of the

course, many competitors started with
the idea that they had a difficult day
before them.
In tliis they were correct, and the

opinion was frequently expressed by solo

riders that Friday afternoon's run was
the most trying part of the whole trial.

The morning s run of 69| miles was
easy, and beyond the fact that a secret

check some two and threequarter miles
from the town caught some competitors
before they were even due to start—we
personally blame the officials for that—the
chief incident was the ascent of the Black
Mountain from Llangadock—a lengthy
climb over seven miles over a beautifully

The Scott team : W. Leslie Guy, Capt. C. P. Wood, M.C., and H 0, Wood. They were
second in the running for the team prize, securing 539 marks
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rscenes af ffie

(1) E. F. Goodman (2i Velocette) and P. Pike (Levis) on LI

state of the road surface will be noted.

(2) J. D. Prytherch (7-9 Indian) passing through the waterspl-

(3) J. Dudley (3J Sunbeam) and W. B. Gibb (2f Dougl

portion of Bwlch-y-Groes.

(4) H. C. Heath (6 A.J.S.) followed by W. R. Eadington (3j

road near Llanybyther.

(5) R. Creak Davis (8 Chater-Lea) negotiating the hairpin at t
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The A.C.U. Six Days Trials.—

graded road with excellent surface. Quite
a crowd of spectators had gathered at

the hairpiir near the summit, but beyond
a display of careful cornering there was
little to be seen, the only failure being
due to a solo rider, who misjudged the
corner.

The descent of the mountain was as
rough and muddy as the ascent was good.
On leaving Pontardawe quite a sharp

'

hill out of the town was included in the
route, and then came an easy run through
Neath to Swansea.
A few more arrows in the town would

have been welcome, and though only one
or two competitors went wrong, the early
arrivals were not too sure of their way
to the lunch stop. Edmond (4 Triumph
sc.) made a fine, but unnecessary, ascent
of Constitution Hill before lunch. The
Royal Hotel, where lunch was provided,
was some distance from Brown's garage,
where the machines were stored.

Almost immediately after the luncheon
interval. Constitution Hill was encountered.
This was a fine, straightforward test, the
hill being straight with a good cobble
surface, and a maximum gradient which
we should estimate at 1 in 4.'

A shower as the first competitors
arrived did not spoil the surface, and
most of the ascents were uniformly good,
though the crowd stood all over the hill,

and non-competitors chose this very in-

opportune moment for showing off, and
one non-competing machine in particular
was so noisy that it was not likely to
add to the popularity of the motor cycle
or the owner.

The Test Afternoon.

On' leaving Swansea for the ninety-two
mile homeward run, a stiff head wind
gave extra work to the engines. Un-
dulating roads continued to Pontardulais,
where the first long ascent of the after-
noon was tackled. Following the descent
of the far side of this hill there came a
mile and a half of really good climbing,
but the gradient was not sufficient to
worry the surviving competitors. A
series of narrow and rough lanes was
next negotiated and, though the rain had
cleared off, the surface was in a treacher-
ous condition. H. F. Edwards (4^ B.S.A.)
skidded completely round in one spot,
and we found him examining himself and
his machine. Fortunately, no harm was
done. Close to Caio quite a deep water-
splash had to be crossed, and soon after
came a steep rocky hill the surface of
which had been repaired with loose earth
and turf. -Then followed a villainous
descent where timber waggons had formed
such deep ruts that solo riders had all
their time taken up to remain in the
saddle, and a few failed in this endeavour.
Amongst these was Horsman (3^ Norton),
who took a nasty fall, but managed to
continue, though his tank was damaged
and petrol was leaking.
Near Cilycwm, Merrall (8 Morgan) ran

over a dog and damaged his rear wheel,
and this was the cause of continued
trouble with chains which spoilt an other-
wise magnificent performance on a 1915
model. There was just one arrow missing
near this spot, which caused some delay
and a considerable discussion, but matters
ended satisfactorily. A deep watersplash
heralded a stretch of greasy lanes in
which it was impossible to keep a solo

C14
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machine straight for any length of time,

and the conditions over the 12 m.p.h.
limit section w'ere so bad that it was hard
to maintain even that average. Ball's

machine struck the root of a tree, and
the rear brake was damaged, this causing^
hinr to lose time and incidentally thirty

marks. This trivial incident was suffi-

cient to spoil the chances of the Douglas
team. A spring of Gibson's sideca;r broke
in this section—the only trouble en-

countered by the Clyno throughout the
long trial.

Driving Test Again !

The route was next varied by a long

grass and boulder hill, the surface being so

comparatively good that those who were
behind time proceeded to make up a little.

Towards the top, however, the Ijare rock

became so pronounced that it was neces-

sary to ease down somewhat ; the descent

of "the opposite side also required careful

driving. This and the following mile or

two, of course, had been covered on Tues-

day in the reverse direction. Near Llan-
gammarch we came upon Hardee changing

a wheel, and tyre troubles were prevalent

SEPTEMBER 25th, igig.

have provided more interesting and valu-

able results.

Others who - made fast ascents were
Don (5 Zenith), Horsman (4 Norton),
Baker (3| Scott), the brothers Wood {3|
Scott), De-la-Hay (3^ Sunbeam), Morgan
(10 Morgan), Noble (5 Rover), Applebee

(4i B.S.A.), Giles (6 A.J.S. sc.)—who,
by the way, had a non-stop run through-

out the event except for a sooted plug
when descending a hill— McGlasham
(8 Matchless sc), and Choldcroft (4

A.J.S.), whose watch stopped, so that hi

had nothing to guide him, and allowed
his machine to romp up.

The end of the great trial of 1919 was
at hand, but troubles w-ere not over, for

a lady standing in front of an important
arrow on a corner caused several com-
petitors to leave the course, including

Colliver (Indian) and Baker (Scott).
, The

former managed to return and catch up,

but Baker had just encountered a crop of

tyre troubles after a wonderfully con-

sistent performance throughout the week.
The canvas inside his rear cover had .split,

and was nippins inner tubes

By a comcidence three press representatives were propelled by Blackburne engines.

during the remainder of the run. On
reaching Garth a right-hand turn led to

Panne Hill for the second stage of the
consistent driving test.

Comparing the performances on Panne
Hill on Friday with those of Monday, it

can definitely be stated that, so far from
a falling off in power being noticeable, the
machines showed improved performances.
Certainly the strong but cold wind blow-
ing was in favour of the riders. Many
had the hill so well in hand that they
toyed with the gradient, adjusting their

speeds as their watches showed that they
were too fast or too slow compared to

Monday's results. The passenger machine
drivers in this connection were at a dis-

tinct advantage, since their passengers
counted off the seconds, and announced
the position loudly for the benefit of the
driver. All things considered, the " con-
sistent " driving test was not a success,

introducing as it did the personal equa-
tion instead of confining the test to the
qualities of the machine. A speed climb
pure and simple would, in our judgment.

A'large crowd has assembled to welcome
the survivors home, a much depleted list,

too, which is understandable considering

the severe conditions, particularly the last

day's terrible roads. Opinion was divided

as usual as to the relative severity of the

test. Some thought Scottish hills the

more severe ; others were equally emphatic
that the Welsh terrors were as bad as

anything yet included in a trial, and all

.

were agreed that the trial was a sporting

one and well organised, with the excep-

tion of the "C.D.T."
Saturday was devoted to a thorough

scrutiny of the competing machines by
the judges, with a view to " condition

'

marks being awarded. This year added

.

importance was attached to the state of

the surviving machines,, and little or

nothing escapes the eagle eyes of the

judges. As the machines were examined
" Done " was chalked on the saddles and
they were wheeled out into the' keeping
of the riders. Jlost straightway started

for home by road to all parts of the

country.
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIAL, 1919.
CENTRE: LLANDRINDOD WELLS.

Ill Starters. 81 Finished.

PROVISIONAL RESULTS:—
22 Gold Medals. 36 Silver Medals.

9 No Awards.
13 Bronze Medals.

In the Consistent Driving Test—the sum of the differences under 10 sec, 28% ; under 20 sees, and over 10, 14% ;

under 50 sees, and over 20, 34% ; over 50 sees., 24%.

Basis of Awards : marks credited at the start—200, made up as follows : Reliability 50, Silence 10, Hill-cllmbing 30,

Acceleration 20, Maintenance of Efficiency 20, Brakes 10, Mudguards 10, Condition at finish 50. To secure awards
competitors iii the respective classes had to obtain the following marks: 250 cc. solo: Gold 150, silver 135, bronze

110. 350cc. and 500cc. solo: Gold 180, silver 165, bronze 140. 750 cc. and lOOOcc. solo: Gold 185, silver 170,

bronze 145. 500 cc. sidecars : Gold 150, silver 135, bronze 110. 750cc., lOOOcc. and over lOOOcc. sidecars:

Gold 180, silver 165, bronze 140.

Competitor and Machine.

J. F. Lidstone (2i James'
P. Pike (2i Levis)

R. H. Baxter (2i Radco)
L. C. M. Davies (2J Velccette)

E. F. Goodman (2i Velocette)

T. J. Stordy (2} A.J.S.)

S. T. Ashby (2i Connaught)
F. G. Ball (2i Douglas)
W. B. Gibb (2J Douglas) .'

.

.

H. L. Kitcher (2J New Imperial) .

.

B. Kershaw (2* Verus)

J. Emerson (3 A.B.C.)

H. Fairley (3 A.B.C.)

T. Peck (3} Ariel)

C. W. Smith! (ih Ariel)

T. B. G. Vale (3J Ariel)

P. J. Enticknapp (4 Blackburne) .

.

I. Watson Bourne {4 Blackburne) .

P. W. MoBatt (3J Douglas)

J. Edwards (3i Humber)
G. A. Strange (3i James)
E. F. Chidley (SJ P. & M.)

W. Drake (SJ P. & M.)
R. Lewis (3i P. & M.) . . .

.

W. Danskin (3i Rover)
G.. Featberstonhaugh {3J Rover) . .

.

M. Isaac {3i Rover)
). Baker 'M Scott)

M. Davies (3J Sunbeam)
W. R. Eadington (3J Sunbeam) . .

.

G. Dance (SJ Sunbeam)
|. Dudley (3i Sunbeam)
r. C. De la Hay (31 Sunbeam)
Capt. Oliver (3^ Sunbeam)
j. A. Newman (3i Sunbeam)
T. Rutherford {^h Sunbeam)
J. T. Shillito (Z\ Sunbeam)
E. W. CholdcroJt (4 A.J.S.)
F. W. Applebee {4i B.S.A.)
H. F. Edwards (4i B.S.A.)
L. L. Sealey (4i B.S.A.)
F. Turvey, iun. (4i B.S.A.)
A. E. Wood (4J B.S.A.)
V. E. Horsman (4 Norton)
A. Lindsay {4 Norton)
D. H. Noble (5 Rover)
W. L. Guy (3J Scott)

C. P. Wood (3i Scott)
H. O. Wood (33 Scott)
B. A. Hill (3.} Scott)

F. C. Townshend (4 Sunbeam) ....
C. Gather Cooke (4 Triumph)
E. Cross (4 Triumph)
H. Pattinson (4 Triumph)
M. Ryecroft (4 Triumph)
E. W. Merrall (8 Morgan)
A. V. Sumner (5 Zenith)
G. Browne (5 Zenith)
R. Charlesworth (o Zenith)
Kaye Don (5 Zenith)

J. W. Wills (0-7 Ariel)

E. Bottomley (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
F. E. Jones (SJ Ariel sc.) .'.

W. J. Chambers (31 B.S.A. sc.)

R. Brown (3i Sunbeam sc.)

C. Collins (6 A.J 5. sc.)

E. WUliams (6 A.J.S. sc.)

O. Wade (6 A.J.S. sc.)

F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S. sc.)

No.
of

Cyls.

Engine
Capa
city

226
211
211
220
220
350
293
360
360
292
293
398
398
498
498
198

199

199

491

49G
500
498
498
498
499
499
499-
S32
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
499
560
657
657
537
557
657
G33
633
664
632
632
532
532
556
550
550
550
560
980
654
664
742
654
796
988
498
499
499
748
748
748
748

Weight
in

lb

230
176
170
180
196
220
210
263
252
216
238
300
280
304
292
3U8
272
316
328
304
2 SO
268
300
308
304
312
298
376
392
290
314
298
304
301

295
304
304
336
308
296
304
292
368
308
276
332
280
294
292
291
304
268
266
272
284
712
324
288
316
284
336
380
444
642
461
527
672
672
684

CONSISTENT DRIVING TEST.

Time. M.P.H.

7 35
6 49|
5 11

7 14

4 52|
6 44
7 41
6 47}
7 52S
8 8f
8 24J
5 35|
8 4 .

27

49Jm
128

6

6

5

7

9 Ml
7

"'"

7

7

5

6 25|
9 7|
7 8f
5 14
6 465
6 115
8 29

40t
11?

221
8?
56|
22g

34i
19|
13

8 551
9 \bi
6 1

8 41J
7 20
9 611
7 21J
7 62J
9 148
8 38
7 194
9 27
4 25
8 158
7 62f
8 64
6 12S

144

iU
24i
lOJ

66J
59

lOs
„ 588
6 m
6 63S
a 418

S.l

8.8
11.55
8.3
12.35
8.9
7.8
8.86
7.6
7.4
7.15
10.75
7.45
9.3
8.8
U).35
8.3
6 5

8.0
8.15
7.95
11.8
11.86
9.35
6.55
8.4
7.3

8.85
9.7
(.05
9.0
9.7
9.16

11.65
8.65
9.4
7.9
8.2
8.3
5.7
6:45
9.95
6.9
8.2
6.1
8.15
7.6
6.5
7.45
8.2
6.35
13.85
7.25
7.6
6.76
9.66

7,3
8.85
9.38
7.35
7.56
7.5
9.05
8.35
10.0
8.95
8.7
8.95

Time. M.P.H,

2 418
3 54

3 19i
4 3

3 15

6 438
3 39
3 398
2 b1\
3 UJ
2 56J
2 59!

3 54
3 36«
3 4^1
3 45
3 21i

2 568
2 -17

2 63g
2 34t
3 153
2 39
3 58t
3 17|

71
44|
3GJ

3 435

.39L

34}
"%
338
13
58

3 5
3 19|

2 35}
2 29
2 69}
2 298
2 33
3 28|
5 08
4 14}
3 238
3 44
3 238
3 328

U.U
15.5
13.25
12.66
14.65
21.90
15.4
19.8
15.75
14.8
18,43
8,95

22,65
17,15
20,3
18,55
20.35
20.03
20,65
15,40
17,55
16,0
16.0
17.8
20.6
22.36
20.76
23.26
13.46
22,65
20,16
18.2
21.4
19.7
19.35
19.3
18.75
20.2
20.0
19.05
21.4
20.2
20.35
24.25
19.2
21.9
23.95
23.06
23.65
23.26
23.8
16.85
18.65
20.2
19.45
8.0

3.14
24.15
20,05
2,06
2,37
17.3
12,0
14.15
17,66
16,05
17,7
16.96

Friday.

Slow.

Time. M.P.H,

m. s.

8 38
6 37

5 24f

6 50}
7 521

8 21

6 3}

6 55}

6 45
6 205
8 7}
7 31}

^ 34}

4 53}
6 12

' 98
'I n
8 17
7 12

7 66
8 6
6 39}
6 29|
7 484

m
18}
313

1

148
49?

10 528
6 688
9 108
7 11}
9 218
7 228
8 3}
8 20}
8 3

7 22}

4 29}
8 53}
7 20
9 16}
6 3}

8 198
6 188

258
7 39}

6 0}

6 548
6 41

6,96
9.05

8.29
7.6

7,17
9,95

8.7

10.45
9.45
7.4
8.0

7,9

12,2.5

9,67
8,37
8.42
7,26
8,56
7,34
7,4
9,0
9,25
7.64

8.72
8.28
8.0
7.6
8.27
6.8
5.5

10. OS
6.62
8.36
6.4
8.15
7.47
7.2
7.45
8.14

13.35
6.75
8.17
6,47
9,9

7.2
9.5
0.36

7^81

7.37
10.

8.67
9.0

Fast.

Time, M,P,H

4 35
4

4 438

2 40
3 49}

3 15}
3 148

3 178

2 63}
2 51
2 46}
2 62|

3 328

3 128
3 2}
3 7}
2 428
2 42
2 14}
3 38
2 18
3 26|
2 27

6S

108
458
505
19g

2 58}
2 588
2 43r
2 22}
3 108
2 438
2 328
3 165
2 36
2 44}

3 295
2 48}
3 13
3 441
3 478

2 23?
2 168
2 67}
2 llg

3 21}
4 66

3 19}
3 31}

13,07
15,0

22.47
15.76

18.4
18.5

18.24

20.78
21.02
21.62
30.33

16.95

18.7
19,7
19.17
22,17
22,3
26,7
19,6
36.07
17.45
24.45
19.77

19.28
19.45
18.87
21.76
21.1
18.06
20.14
20.2
22.0
26.32
18.95
23.0
23.62
18.32
23.22
21.93

171
21}
18.75
21.9
16.8

25.14
26.55
20.23
27.0}

17.86
12.14

18.02
17.0

Total
Error

918
20

698

34
0}

A

235j

38}

24}
57}
79}
1|

J}
435
33}

1308

14f
35}
115

44}
28
68}
39}

1}
54

4}
515
11}
165

107}
28

428
13}
338
IJ

13
86}
5}

121

9

62}
46-

41}
30}

171
42

35
495

16

418

Marks.

162
175

174

129
163

165
130

163
136
176
175
166
167

170

127
185
167
179
184

159

180
167
177
177

188
184
132
.188
187
191
175
191
157
167
174
189
176
179
187
187

151

174
156
178

175
177
178
178

152
148

140

182
185

Gold medal
Gold medal
Retired Tuesday
Retired Wednesday
Gold medal
Retired Wednesday
Retired Thursday
No award
Bronze medal
Retired Thursda\
Silver medal
No award
Retired Thu^sda^
Bronze medal
No award
Silver medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Retired Wednesday
Silver medal
Retired Thursday
Silver medal
Gold medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Gold medal
Retired Fridaj
Bronze medal
Gold medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Retired Thursday
Gold medal
Gold medal
No award
Gold medal
Gold medal
Gold medal
Silver medai
Gold medal
Bronze medal
Bronze medal
Silver medal
Gold medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Gold medal
Gold medal
Retired Friday
Bronze medal
Silver medal
Bronze medal
Silver medal
Retired Friday
Retired Monday
Silver medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Retired Thursday
Silver medal
Silver medal
Retired Tuesday
Bronze medal
Retired Wednesday
Gold medal
Gold medal

CIS
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PROVISIONAL RESULTS OF THE A.C.U SIX DAYS TRIAL, 1919 (Continued).

COMPETITOR AND MACHINE.
No.
Of

Cyls.

Engine
Capa-
city

"Weight
in

. lb.

CONSISTENT DRIVING TEST.

Slow.

Time. M.P.H,

Fast.

Time. M.P.H,

Friday.

Time. M.P.H. Time. M.P.H,

Total
Error Marks.

H. C. Heath (6 A.J.S. sc.)

W. Edwards (4i B.S.A. so.)

H. R. Lane (4i B.S.A. sc.)

H. Thorpe (4 Douglas sc.)

F. Thorp (6-6 G.L.-sc.)

T. Stevens (ii James sc.)

G. E. Stobart (6-6 James sc.)

S. Sawer (4 Norton sc.) :

F. G. Edmund (4 Triumph SQ.)

G. Shemans (4 Triumph sc.)

F. J. Watson (6-7 Ariel sc.)

J. L. Stoclcs. (6-7 Ariel sc.)

J. S. Holroyd (8 Blackburne sc.)

S. S. Debenham (6 Campion sc.)

R. Creak Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc.) .....

Hugh Gibson (8 Clyno sc.)

H. Reed (8 Dot sc.) ...:...

J. H. Place (8 Dot sc.)

W.D.Fell Smith (7-9 Harley.-Davidson sc.'

E. A. CoUiver (7-9 Indian sc.)

J. D. Prytherch (7-9 Indian sc.)

L. A. Bees (7-9 L.M.C. sc.)

C. R. Collier (8 Matchless sc.)

G. D. Hardee (8 Matchless sc.)

J. A. Hojilt (8 Matchless sc.)

G. C. McGlashan (8 Matchless sc.)

F. W. James (8 Morgan)
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan)
N. Svanso (8 Morgan)
W. R. Haggas (8 New Imperial sc.)

J. Drew (8 New Imperial sc.)

D. Alexander (8 Royal Enfield sc.)

J. Dosher (8 Royal Enfield sc.)

D. C. Guise (8 Royal Enfield sc.)

S. Parker (8 Royal Enfield sc.)

J. G. Lowles (8 Sunbeam sc.)

H. Jepson (8 Zenith sc.) . . ;

W. J. Barker (10 Henderson sc.j

H. Greaves (10 Morgan)
S. Hall (10 Morgan)
W. D. Hawkes (10 Morgan)
R. G. Mundy (8 Matchless sc.)

748
557
557
593
635
600
662
633
550
550
790
796
998
700
964
925
980
980
988
997
997-

960
964-

876
976
976
980
980
976
980
964
976
976
976
976
996
976

1,168
1,090
960

1,096
976

566
464
518
544
632
612
544
472
491
624
488
512
664
680
688
656
544
564
644
626
580
818
640
464
630
660
724
759
764
648
516
662
660
660
604
676
573
588
756
780
764
629

m. s.

7 9

6 6
7 16|
6 48t
7 46
4 31i
3 29|
7 12t
8 38
8 18|

67t
( 45
7 19J
7 38i
6 8i
7 16i
6 68i
7 Of
3 17|
7 Ul
6 42
6 40J
8 29i;

20|
33

33im
36J

» 2|
7 21J
8 62
9 87
8 44f
6 661
7 42J
7 H
8 it
9 32J
6 58J
7 I6f

8. 2*"

8.4
9.85
8.25
8.8
7.7

18.26
17.16
8.30
6.96
7.2

12.1
7.76
8.15
7.85
9.8
8.26
8.6
8.56
7.26
7.96

10.50
9.0
7.05

11.26
9.16
7.95
8.2
7.5
7.9
7.46
8.15
6.8
«.25
6.86
8.66
7.76
8.6
7.16
6.3
8.6
8.25
7.45

m. s.

3 30|
9 Vol
+ 62

4 3

3 36i
4 3
3 57
3 28|
2 41
5 19i
3 52f
8 60t
3 371
8 26|
8 44i
26
17^

27t

8

3

3
3

3
19 87|
6 6J
3 51f
4 33j
4 24|
3 54

4 :

3 2ej

8 7

3 39S
6 lOf
3 33J
3 lOi

17 10
6,6
12.86
14.8
16.66
14.8
16.2
17.3
22.86
18.06
16.6
16.65

17.4
16.05
17.45
18.06
16.16
17.3
18.3
8.1
9.85
16.66
18.16
13.6
16.36
21.05
20.66
16.06
18.65
16.45
17.8
14.8
13.26
17.45

19.25
16.4
14.4
16.85
18.9
19.6

m. s.

7 58f

3 50
8 10
7 46|
6 87
7 3^
6 47
8 32f
8 lis
6 49|

6 55|

8 18i
7 40|
7 46

8 274
5 26|
6 36*
7 22i
7 27
7 585

8 29i
9 31|
9 Of
7 12*

10 1

8 1

7.52

16.65
7.36
7.7
9.06
7.9
10.36
7.04
7.32

8.65

7.22
7.82
7.72

7.1
11,05
9.1
8.14
8.06
7.62

7.05
6.3
6.67
8.55

6.97
8.62

m. s.

3 69J

3 31
3 15
2 48
3 26t
2 69f

3 51f

3 23i
3 13f

3 47|
6 9i
3 48t
3 20|
3 4
3 3i

3 19s
3 59f
4 27
4 101

5 91
a .52?

8 12?

16.05

9.67
15.43
16.31
12.55
17.08
18.45
22.08
17.46
30.04

15.65

17.15

17.8
18.62
22 .-0

16.82
11.65
16.75
17.95
19.55
19.65

18.06
15.06
13.47
14 .'36

11.66
16.6

286|
91^

19J
169?
2711
99

n
164J

11371

6|
41

1

38
44*
21i

-25i

2H

10*

174

51
155
167
115
164
169
180
87

132

182
166
127

173

168
176
170
174
186
170

185
169
172
161

161

166

186

Silver medal
Retired Wednesday
No award
Bronze medal

,

Silver medal
No award

\

Bronze medal
*

Silver medal '

Gold medal
;

No award.
No award
Retired Wednesday'
Silver medal '

Retired Tuesday
Retired Thursday
Silver medal
Retired Thursday
Retired Wednesday ',

Grold Tnedal

Bronze medal
No award
Retired Wednesday

'

Silver medal
Bronze medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Silvermedal
Gold medal
Silver medal
Retired Thursday
Retired Tuesday
Gold medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Bronze medal
Retired Tuesday
Retired Wednesday
Retired Tuesday
Bronze medal
Silver medal
Retired Tuesday
Gold medal

THE TEAM COMPETITION.
Winning Team : B.S.A. (Team A), 557 marks.

H. F. Edwards, L. L. Sealey, and F. Turvey.

Riders

;

Other team scores ; Scott, 539 ; Rover, 535 ; Enfield, 526

;

Sunbeam, 521; Blackburne, 519; Matchless, 507; Morgan,

498 ; Douglas, 459 ; Triumph, 445 ; and James, 439.

Zenith, Ariel, P. and M., A.J.S., New Imperial, and

B.S.A. (Team B) failed to finish with all riders.

SPECIAL PRIZES.
PKisroirALiTY Pmze (roR Best Perfobmance bt Welsh:

Gompeiitor).^M. Isaac {3^ Rover), 184 marks. ^-

Speciai, Benzole Prizes (eok Best Pekfobmance in each,;

Class by Riders using Benzole). f

.Class D.—H. 0. Wood (3j Scott), 187 marks. ^ -

Class E.—J. W. Wills (6 Ariel), 178 marks.
Class G.—F. E. Jones (3^ Ariel), 152 marks.
Class H.-—S. Sawer (4 Norton), 169 marks.
Class K.—Rex Mundy (8 Matchless), 186 marks.

NOTES.
P. Pike's performance on an entirely

unprepared Levis is worthy of special

mention.

To T. Rutherford, of the Cumberland
Club, special credit is due. He w'as one
of the few private owners to come through
without trouble, and his Sunbeam finished
in excellent condition.

Competitors agreed that the splendid
attention given by Messrs. Tom Norton,
Ltd., at their Llandrindod Wells garages
was one of the most pleasing features of
the trials week.

F. W. Applebee, or "Pa" as he is

affectionatel.y called, made probably the
mo.st creditable showing of the whole trial.

He piloted his 4^ B.S.A.' machine up
the roughest hills with never a falter,

was always on time, and its condition at
the finish—an all-important point—was
wonderful. " F. W." is actually fifty-

nine years of age, and he is as keen as
ever.

Ci6

Oliver (3^ Sunbeam) mended seven
punctures on Thursday, and finally burst
a cover which caused him to retire.

The consistent driving test was not at

all popular with the competitors,' and the
committee recognised that the penalty
laid down in the regulations for exceed-
ing ten seconds was too severe. This
was amended, one mark being deducted
for every ten seconds or part of ten
seconds in excess of a total of ten seconds
up to a maximum loss of twenty marks.

The 6 A.J.S. sidecar ridden by F.
W. Giles finished in magnificent order,
though it had covered 6,000 miles before
the start of the trial. It had a Millford
sidecar with three-point attachment. The
only trouble was a sooted plug when
descending a hill with the gear engaged.

The winners of the team prize (Messrs.
H. F. Edwards, L. L. Sealey, and F.
Turvey, jun.) rode 4^ B.S.A. chain-drive
machines with minimum gear ratio of 5.1

a)id maximum ratio 13.2. The bore and

stroke were 85 mm. and 98 mm. respec-'

tively, equalling 557 c.c. capacity. The
machines were fitted with E.I.C. magnetos'
and Dunlop tyres, and were lubricated'
throughout the trial by Wakefield's,,

Castrol.
'

•'Maximum" Road Performances. i.

To show how the judges' examination
affected the awards, we give below a list

of riders who had " clean sheets " for.

running to schedule, climbing all hills,'

and who lost no marks in tlie consistent '_

driving test. In other words, Saturday'^'
examination by the judges led to the"
deduction of marks

:

RiDEB AND M.\CHINE. MARKS
P. V. Motfatt (31/2 Douglas) .. 167
G. Featherstonbaugh (31/1

Eover) .. .. .. .. 179
*J. A. Newman (3^2 Sunbeam) 188
•T. Rutherford (31/2 Sunbeam) 184
D. H. Noble (5 Rover) .. .

'"'

H. O. 'Wood (3% Scott) ..

P. W. Giles (6 A.J.S. sc.) .

F. G. Edmond (4 Triumph sc]
H. Gibson (8 Olyno sc.) ..

E. A. Colliver (7-9 Indian sc.) 156
H. P. S. Morgan (8 Morgan).. 185

* Private owners:

189
187
185
180
165

AND Award,:
Silver medal

Silver medal
Gold medal
Gold medal
Gold medal
Gold medal
Gold medal
Gold medal
Silver medal
Bronze medal
Gold medal ;
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I5imes to TLlgbt TLamps.
Summer Time.

Sept. 25th 7.52 p.m.

„ 27th 7.48 „
Greenwich Time.

,, 29th 6.44 „
Oct. 1st 6.39 „

Police Activity.

We learn that the police are rigorously

enforcing the observation of the ten-mile

limit iu Busliey on the London-Watford
road.

Sheffield Registration Index.

The post-war growth of automobilism

has necessitated the allocation of addi-

tional motor registration index letters to

many provincial centres. Sheffield is the

latest to require one, the new series of

numbers being preceded by WA.

The Brussels Championship.

Belgium is quickly coming back to the

realm of sport. The motor cycling cham-
pionship of Brussels has just been decided

over a ninety-eight kilometre course in

the Bulwark State, in which many British

and American machines competed. The
result was a win for Eugene Taymens, on
a 4 h.p. Triumph, and this despite the

opposition from big twin machines.

Six Days Trial in Fiance.

The French Six Days Trials will be
held during the month of August, 1920.

This event will take place in the neigh-

bourhood of Grenoble, and will comprise
runs over the Lautaret and the Galibier

Passes, these being the highest mountain
roads in France, and 10,000 feet above
sea level. It will be remembered that the
French Six Days Trials were originally

planned for August, 1914. When war
was declared a certain number of English
riders were in the French Alps practising

for this event, and they experienced the

freatest difficulty in returning across

'ranee to the Channel ports and home.
Next year's trials will follow the same
lines as those interrupted by the war.
Taking Grenoble as a starting point,

there will be four distinct out and home
trips, each one comprising very steep and
difficult Alpine roads. The trials will

be broken by one day's rest at Grenoble,
when the machines will be on exhibition.

It will be terminated by a two-day run
from Grenoble to Paris. The French
Six Days Trials will also include the
International Tourist Trophy Trial for

which national teams will be entered.
The French event is open to all types
of motor cycles and to cycle cars of

1,100 c.c. capacity. The rules, generally,

are based on the English Six Days
Trials. This event will be the most im-

portant motor cycle competition of the

year, and probably the only one organised

by Ihe French tfnion Jlotocycliste.

The Bosch Patents.

A licence to work thirty-eight Bosch
patents, of dates between 1908 and 1915,

has been granted by the Custodian of

Enemy Patents to the British Lighting
and Ignition Co., Ltd. This licence does

not affect the validity of the patents,

nor does it mean that the above English
company may work them without the

obligation of paying royalties.

A Deliberate Theft.

While riding between Fenny and Stony
Stratford on the night of the 27th ult.,

Cyril A. Hall, on a 1913 T.T. 6 h.p.

Matchless, met with a serious accident,

and lay unconscious until morning. On
recovering, he went to a farm for assist-

ance, and returned for his motor cycle

shortly before 7 a.m. To his surprise it

+iad disappeared, despite the fact that the

front wheel was so badly damaged as to

be unusable. The registered number was
BH 4498, and Mr. Hall would be glad of

any information which would throw light

upon its present whereabouts. His address

is 185, Church Street, Wolverton, Bucks.

Special jFeatures.

OVERSEAS NOTES.
REPORT OF THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS-

ITALIAN T.T-

Swimmer and Motor Cyclist.

In the Ceinture de Paris Trial, which
took place on the 13th inst., one of the
competitors was Mademoiselle Y. de
Graine, 'driving a Sunbeam and sidecar.

Mademoiselle de Graine is the celebrated
French lady swimmer.

Death of Mr. James Hazlewood, sen.

We regret to hear of the death of Mr.
James Hazlewood, sen., the founder of
Hazlewoods, Ltd., who passed away on
the 12th inst. The late Mr. Hazlewood
commenced the manufacture of bicycles
many years ago in conjunction with Mr.
Warman.

A French Amateur Event.
Quite an important list of entries,

among them British and American
machines, was received for the Grande
Ceinture, an amateur event run by the
Motor Cycle Club of France on Sunday,
the 21st inst. A hill-climbing test was
held on the Coeur-Volant in tlie after-

noon, the finish being at Saint-Cloud.
The official results are not yet available.

HILL-CLMBING IN AMERICA.
Hill-climbing is becoming as popular a pastime in America as in this country, although

'n the majority of cases freak gradients are chosen, which often necessitate specially shod

rear tyres. The photograph shows an outfit at Port Jervis, U.S.A.

CI9
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Kilometre Races at Geneva.

A flying kilometre race and kilometre
race with standing start were held at

Geneva on the 14th inst. Robert (Moto-
sacoche) won the flying kilometre with a
speed of 61 m.p.h., beating the previous
best made in 1917 by 3i m.p.h. The best

time for the kilometre with standing
start was accomplished by Tardin in 48s.,

equalling a speed of 45^ m.p.h.

The A.A. Benzole Test.

, The two Triumph outfits completed the
first 1,000 miles of their run near Pais-
ley last Friday. They are, of course,

using National Benzole entirely, and, so

far, no troubles have arisen. The re-

maining 4,000 miles will be completed
in returning to England, visiting various
parts of Yorkshire, Lancashire, and the
JS'Iidlands, and then journeying to Corn-
wall and Devon. Before finisning again
in London a detour into the Eastern
counties will be made.

A New Flying Club.

On Monday, September 15th, the London
Flying Club was opened at Hendon. In
view of the active interest taken by this

journal in aviation during the' war, it

cannot be without interest to our readers

to record the fact that a unique club on
the lines of an American country club
has been founded at Hendon, adjoining
the Aerodrome, on tlie very ground where
some 600 Service pilots were taught flying

during the war. In his speech at the
opening lunch. Lord Louth referred to it

as a " wonder " club, and such it is.

There are over eighty bedrooms, and
members can not omy fly, hire machines
and pilot themselves, but may hire cars

at a reasonable figure, and enjoy the
delights of tennis, swimming, shooting,

fishing, skating, and golf. After lunch
free flights were given to many of the
guests.

fj^OT(^ILII

IMPORTANT DATES.

Paris Salon - - Oct 9lb lo 19th.

Olympia Car Show Nov. 7th to ISlh.

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.
Nov. 24th lo 29th.

Brussels Show - Dec. 8th to 13th.

To Delay the Gear Change is Fatal.

On Wednesday, when the competitors
in the A.C.U. Trials had to climb Bwlch-
y-Groes, many drivers tried to travel too
far on top or second gear, and also

attempted to get back to top gear long
before they were really up the hill.

The Silencer Regulations.
Two motor engineers were recently pro-

ceeded against m Lancashire for riding
motor cycles which were without proper
silencers. Both defendants urged that
long exhaust pipes (exceeding 3ft. 6in.

in length) complied with the regulations,
end instanced variou.s standard models
supplied to the public so fitted. Some
confusion as to the exact requirements
of the law appeared to exist, and, in con-
sequence, the defendants were ordered
merely to pay the costs, and their licences

were not endorsed.

French Trials Results.

The results of the Circuit des Quatre
Departements, a Freirch trial held in the
vicinity of St. Etienne on the 14th inst.,

are : General classification. 1, Naas
(Sunbeam) ; 2, Lavalette (Peugeot) ; 3,

Theuriet (Sunbeam) ; 4, Bobby (Triumph);
5, Lapallud (Motosacoche) ; 5, Davis
(Douglas).

A Douglas was first in the , 350 c.c.

class, a Motosacoche in the 500 c.c.

class, and a Sunbeam in the 750 c.c.

class. The Moto Club Parisien won the"

team prize

.
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A Warning.
Motor cyclists are advised to exercise

the greatest caution when passing through
Knaresborough. A reader was recently

fined 27s. and his licence endorsed for an
obscured number plate.

From "Our Motoring Correspondent."
In a short description of the Six Days

Trials a daily paper informs us that "a
notable . . . failure was that of H.
Fairly on a Horizontal, who opposed a

B.C., a new type of machine which was
a feature of much interest."

The Coventry Club Hill Climb.
Owing to reasons over which the club

has no control, it has been found impos-

sible to hold the hill-climb which had*

been arranged for Saturday next. The
event, therefore, has been abandoned
this year.

A Mysterious Hill.

Many men who have climbed every
competition hill in Scotland, are afraid

of Bwlch-y-6roes. One rider avers there
is something unaccountable about the

hill that tries the engines in a most
peculiar manner. The road, he said,
" cannot have a solid foundation, and the

surface shakes like jelly when the
machines pass over it, and it takes all

the life out of an engine."

Energy.
A member of our staff witnessed the

other day an incident which afforded
proof of the unbounded energy of motor
cyclists and the laziness of passengers.
The rear tyre of a sidecar outfit punctured
at the bottom of a fairly steep incline.

It was expected the driver, would unload
his cargo, which consisted of the entire
family, but he elected to push the lot up
the gradient of about 350 yards to the
nearest garage. None of the passengers
offered to dismount.

THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIAL. .

(Left) Near Llandovery on the second day. The Colonial Model Enfield, driven by S. Parker, followed by T. Stevens (4i James sc.) and another

sidecar competitor. (Right) The 8 h.p. Morgan, driven by W. D. Hawkes, passing Maj. Low's audiometer on Panne Hill, near Garth.
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1
1920 MODELS

Motocycles,

We hope within the next tew weeks to be in a

position to give full particulars of our New Season s

programme, together with illustrations and speci-

fications of the

BIG 7 h.p. SPRING FRAME POWERPLUS
MODEL WITH ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT,

and a

LITTLE 4 h.p- POWERPLUS MACHINE.

The 4 h.p. model has a-large number of interesting

features, and, we believe, will prove one of the most

popular models we have yet introduced

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,

Indian House, " 366-36S, Euston Bd., London, N.W

Telepbone : Museum 164^.

lelegrams: Hendian, Eusroad, London.

AUSTRALIA—109-113, Russell St., Melbourne. AFRICA—
Indian House, 127-9, Commissioner Street, Johannesburg.
Indian House, 579, West Street, Durban. Indian House,

Strand Street, Port Elizabeth.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Burbury Sidecars and Sidecar Chassis
MODEL No. 30

"METEOR."
Coach-built Body.

We are manufacturers of

numerous models of Com-
plete Sidecars for Touring

and Racing, with Coach-

built, Steel, Wicker, and

Cane Bodies. Also Side-

car Chassis in 14 distinct

models. Made to suit any

make of Motor Cycle.

DELIVERY PROMPTLY

Painted and upholstered any colour. Tool Box
under seat, and extra Tool Box at rear as illustrated.

T. CADBY & SONS, Ltd., -. Birmingham. •

Works : Rolfe Street, Smethwick ; Hunters Vale, and Burbury Street, Birmingham.

Write for lists. — — EXPORT a Speciality.

PATEy 'S) CO., LTD.,
Motor Engineers, etc.,

45, HorseferryRd,Westminster.

THE PATEY FAMILY SIDECAR

Designed to

carry in com-

fort one adult

and two
children o r

two adults.

Can be fitted

to any Motor

Cycle.
inietiui o. (he lamiiv sioecai 1 ne ^wo

iinall seats are easily removed, thus allowina

pleaty of luggage room inside tlie bodv
when travellmp with one passenger

Orders now being taken for Enrly Del.very.

Fit your A.M.AC. Carburetter with a

W.S.R. PATENT VARIABLE
JET ADAPTER.

Ijlhs across ihread.

WHAT IT DOES.
Gives You More Power-
Higher Speed — Slow
Running—More Mileage
per Gallon — Greater
Vaporization, Petrol em-
erging in Circular Spray.

Fitted In one minute to

A.M.A.C. carburetters—
simply unscrew plug
holding jet and screw in

the jet adapter.

This iet can be varied

while running, giving a

large jet for stiff hills

down to a small one for

ordinary running. No
stopping to lake out jet

to clear obstruction—the

Half-s
What Users say about
the W.S.R.VARIABLE
JET ADAPTER.

'
I received your Variable

Jet Adapter. 1 think it

is a wonderful Tlftle in-

vention, and worth any
amount. It should be of

special use to riders living

in large towns, where one
often requires to travel at

exceptionally low speed.
1 shall not. hesitate to

recommend it to all the

motor cyclists 1 know."

"The Variable Jet'
Adapter 3'ou sent me is

a great success. 1 fitted

it to the carburetter and
gave it a quarter turn,

the engine runs" much
smoother and uses less

_
petrol. This is a very

'

hilly country,and on some
hills {off the main roads)

I had to jump off and
1 can get up easily now. The machine is a 4 h.p. Douglas

.

and sidecar. I shall certainly recommend it strongly."

We make a smaller size -u: ths across thread for older type A.M.A.C.
Carburetter, and also a short type for engines wi h little clearance
between carburetter and chain case, such as the Villiers engine

Sloch-ul by the Metropolitan Machinists Co,, Ltd., 24S, Dishop-iiiale, E.C.2

Manufactured by

RUDGE BROS., ""f^-^s**•*-' •-'^-*'-' •-»*»V-r»-'«5 MANUFACTURERS

Fleet Street, BIRMINGHAM.

W.S.R. can be cleared

while machine is in

motion.

State make of Engine,
when ordering.

run by the side.

Postage 3cl.

In answering these odrerfi.'^ewenf.s it is desirable to mention '"'The Motor C'ljcle."
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Horsham M.C. and C.C.

I A new club has recently been formed in

Horsham, Sussex, which already has a
membership of over thirty. Local motor
cyclists desiring to join the club should
communicate with Mr. H. L. Gouldsmith,
at the club's headquarters, King's Head
Hotel, Horsham.

Glasgow Open Hill Climb.

Last week, on page 312, we were able

to show photographs of two of the winners
in the second open hill-climb promoted
by the Western M.C. (Glasgow). The
liill was Garshake in Dumbartonshire, and
the event took place on the 13th inst.

There were five classes, prizes being given
to the winner in each, and five novices'

jprizes were also offered. A record entry

of sixty-six was secured, and everything

iwas carried out in good style. The hUl
iis 650 yards long, and the gradient varies

Ifrom 1 in 14 to 1 in 5. Results were

based on the formula
W

C X Ti
— , and were

ead off immediately, timing being effected

y field telephone and stop watch, an
official with a slide* rule being posted at

the finishing tape. The results were as

ioUows

:

,
Class 1.—Solo, not exceeding 350 c.c— 1,

'Borland Pit* (Velocette) ; 2, J. Montgomery
(Douglas) : novice prize, Borland Pitt.

, Cl\ss 2.—Solo, not exceeding 600 c.c—1, A.
McCuUoch (31/i James); 2, A. S. Brown (Alldays-
Matchless) ; 3, J. W. Walker (Norton) ; novice
prize, A. S. Brown.
Class 3.—Solo, unlimited.— 1, J. W. Walker

iNorton); 2, Jas. Wright (Indian): 3, A. McCulloch
[(James) ; novice prize, J. W. Walker.
Class 4.—Sidecaks, not exceeding 600 c.c—

I, Jaa. Sp«nce M A.J.S.) ; 2, M. Simons (Triumph)

;

.aovice prize, M. Simons.
\ Class 5.--Sidecars, unlimited.— 1, Geo. Grin-

fcon (Harley-Davidson); 2, J. Barclay f6 A.J.S.)

;

'5, M. Eraser (8 Enfield) ; novice prize, M. Fraser.

Special Prizes.—McLean Challenge Cup, for

jest performance by a member, A. McCuUocn (Sy^

Tames). Best performance by a private owner, A.
jMcCuHoch. Fastest time of the day, J. McKenzie
1(8 Enfield).

SvAwxt. "Events.
SEPT. S7.—WOLVERHAMPTON U.C.C. OPES

HILL-CLIMB AT STILE COP.
SEPT. S7.-SC0TT1SH A.C.V. SPEED CHAU-

riONSHlPS AT ST. ANDREWS-
Sept. ^7.—Coventry and iV arvstclcstiii t M.C Hill-

climb.
Sept. !7.—Essex M.C. Gymkhana.
Sept. S7.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Flexibility Rill-climb.
Sept. 27.—Exeter !H.C. and J.C.O. Trial.

SEPT SS.--THE SCOTT SPORTING TRIAL.
Sept. 3S.— Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C-

Consniaption int.
Sept. 2S.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C.

Run to Virginia Water.
Sept.- 28.~Eastern Counties M.C. Afternoon Run

to Harlow Bush.'
Sept. SS.—N.M.C.F.V. (Leeds). To Scott Trials.
Sept. S8.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Trent Lock.
Sept. IS.—Reading and District L.C. and M.C.C.

Run to Virginia Water.
Sept. S8.—N.M.C.F.U. (Wolverhampton). Bun to

Crackley Bank, WellinQton.
Sept. S8.—Manchester M.C. Closino Run
Sept. 30.—Blackburn and District M.C.C. Reli-

ability Trial.
Oct. l,.—Essex M.C. Hill-climb.
Oct. I.—Birmingham M.C.C Captain's Day
Oct. i.—Edinburgh and District M.C. Trial for

.4mateitrs jor Palmer Trovhy.
Oct. 5.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to Bel-

voir Castle.
Oct. n.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C- Run to

Crick.
OCT. SS.-LIVERPOOL M.C. OPEN RELIANCE

CUP TRIAL.
Oct. 26.— Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Chatsworth.
NOV. l.-SOVTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. OPEN

TRIAL FOR PALMER CUP.

Blackburn and District M.C.C.

We
. are advised that a reliability trial

run, promoted by Blackburn and District

jMotor Cycling Club, has been fixed for

September 30th. 'There will be ten

classes for various kinds of machines.
A cup is offered by Messrs. H. Collier

and Sons, and gold medals by various

officials and makers of cars. There is

also a section for motor scooters. The
event will take place on Waddington
Fells.

Dunheved and District M.C.C.

Launceston has the distinction of hav
ing the only motor cycle club in Cornwall
This is the Dunheved and District

M.C.C, which was formed recently.

Owing to the approach of winter it is not

expected that many runs will be arranged
this year, but the club is being put on
a sound basis for next season. 1'he mem-
bership already exceeds thirty, and, it is

anticipated, will shortly be doubled. The
hon. sec. is Mr. Maurice Prout.

Bath and West of England M.C.
Inaugurated only about a month ago,

the Bath and West of England M.C. has
soon got to work with competitions for

its 125 members. On the 6th inst. the
club held a successful hill-climb, for which
twenty-eight entries were received.

Recently the above club held its second
hill-climb, on Weston Lane. The results

C X T-
were based on time and formula, —st=—

\\

being used.

The winner (on formula) of the solo

class is A. S. Moon (5^ Norton), and he
receives the Fuller cup. V. Smith (4

Norton sc), in the sidecar class, was the

winner of an electric lighting outfit.

These prizes will be awarded at the in-

augural dinner on October Hth.
Figures of merit and times are given

below :

SOLOS.

A. S. Moon (31/2 Norton),..
E. Colmer (3'4 Norton) ..

A. Simms (4 Norton)
C. Anstice (4 Douglas)
E. Fery (2^^ Douglas)
I. L. R. Large (2=,4 Douglas)

Time. Formula.
Im. 19is. .. 114
Im. 20|s. . 121
Im. IBs. .. 128
Im. 32|s. .. 182
2m. 27is. .. 238
2m. 10s. .. 257

4. P.

SIDECARS.
Smith (4 Norton) .. Im 31?s.
Simms (4 Norton) .. Im. 32|s.
Whale (7-9 Harley-

Davidson) Im. 53.SS.

Bonnet (4 Douglas) .. 2m. 203.

220
227

425
485

The newly-formed Horsham Motor Cycle and Cycle Car

Club prior to the start of its recent opening run to

Bognor.

C23
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

A DANGEROUS CORNER.
Sir,—I would like to call your attention to the dangerous

turn over the bridge at the Blacksmith's Arms, Swainby.
The point is on the Northallerton-Redcar road. I have
only been licensee here a fortnight and have seen a few-

spills, notably with sidecars.
Being a motor cyclist myself, I should like you to issue a

caution to readers using the road. E. D. EIXISON.

AN ECHO OF THM TEAM TRIAL.
Sir,—In your report of the M.C.C. Team Trial, under

"Notes on the Course" (page 285), it is stated " Dalby and
Clulee were seen returning to the starter during the third
lap." I wish to point out that Mr. Clulee did not ride in
the trial ; in fact, never left Birmingham ; while I myself
finished all three laps on time, along with Mr. Kershaw
(Verus), being the two of the South Birmingham M.C.C.
to do so. G. DALBY.

"CICETER."
Sir,—Regarding spelling and pronunciation of Cirencester,

I have lived for many years in the neighbourhood of Reading
(no great way from Cirencester), and the'only rendering 1
have ever come across was Sissister

!

P. SIMPSON.
[Cirencester is pronounced as spelt, and also in the two ways
given by our correspondents.' Similar variations occur "in

many other names, e.ff., Uttoxeter should be Uxeter and
Abergavenny Abergenny, but they are frequently pro-
nounced as spelt.

—

Ed.]

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—I noticed a letter a week or two ago regarding

speed wobble on a Rudge Multi. This happened to me
once -or twice after changmg from a 1913 to a 1916 model,
and seemed to be entirely due to holding the handle-bars
too tightly, i^ossibly owing to nervousness on the new
machine. In any case, it has never occurred since I
adopted a lighter grip, and the machine can be ridden
" hands off " indefinitely at any speed from 25 m.ij.h.
upwards. J. H. H. GOODALL.

Sir,—I should say the wobbling referred to on August
21st was caused hy the engine braking effect of closing the
throttle passing through the belt to the rear wheel. Closing
the throttle suddenly is almost equivalent to a sudden appli-
cation of the rear brake. It may interest "G.E.S." to know
that T.T. riders in the Isle of Man corner quicklj' and reduce
speed suddenly by not only closing the throttle but by changing
to a lower gear ratio. This is a system of braking and cornering
that is most punishing to the transmission and engine, but
is resorted to in the nope that the parts subjected to such
brutal treatment will stand for the duration of the race. It

is safer to do it with a belt than any other form of drive.
Coventry. W.G;

THE SIX DAYS, TRIALS.
Sir,—For the present day machine I consider the course

of the Six Days Trials a good joy ride. What is 700 odd
miles in six days to a trade rider, for instance ? Why, ten
years ago, I did, many a time, 180 miles in a day on a
1| h.p. F.N. The same machine would climb the Cat and
Fiddle hill without a stroke of the pedals, which I did in
the Liverpool M.C.C. Trial. My name will be found in

the motor cyclists' register, Mow Cop (Railway Inn), as I
climbed up to it from the station. At that time only
one car had ever climbed it—a six-cylinder Simplex. Mr.
Pliilpott, Mr. Blake, Mr. Pobjoy, and :Mr. Fehr—names

familiar to you—will no doubt remember these performances

on a If h.p. motor cycle if they cast their memory back to

seasons 1908-09. I might add I have been a constant reader

of vour wonderful paper from Number One,

HENRY EVANS.

IRISH TOURISTS' BEST ROUTE.
gii-,—With reference to the letter by Mr. R. INIartin headed

" A Warnmg " on page 253 of The Motor Cycle., September

4th, the annoyance and inconvenience experienced by ilr.

Martin may be obviated by travelling to Belfast via Liver-

pool, by which route I have repeatedly taken my Harley

outfit, as it runs at less cost than that paid in the first

instance by Mr. Martin. J- WILLEY.

A MOTOR CYCLE CLUB FOR THE ROYAL NAVY.

Sir,—The letters from Lieut. Evans-Greaves and others,

regarding a motor cycle club for the Navy have put forth

quite a practical suggestion, which would be most welcome

to a great many Royal Navyites, inasmuch as it would

afford them much needed facilities for exercise after periods

of strain and stress in the congested atmosphere of a

battleship or destroyer. I shall be, glad to add my name

to that of your former correspondent to help in any way

the furtherance of the project.

ALFRED KELCEY,
Engine Room Artificer.

THE VALUE OF AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATIONS.

Sir,—I read Mr.- Charles Brown's letter with interest

after my own experience. I joined the A.C.U. in March.

On August 23rd my 2| h.p. motor bicycle broke its frame

one mile north of Cosham on my way to Portsmouth. A,

message was sent into Cosham by a passing motor cyclist,

and a garage sent a car out and carried the machine and

self to the nearest repair depot in Portsmouth.

In reply to my letter relating the above, the secretary of

the R.A.C. replies : "The above scheme does not cover the

conveyance of the cycle. It is only to provide means of-

conveyance for driver and passengers so as to prevent their

being stranded by the roadside. We regret we are unable

to meet the expense to which you refer."

The A.C.U. advertisement reads : "In case of breakdown

or accident your machine is taken to nearest garage and a

car is placed" at your disposal," etc.

I only asked for expenses for carriage of the machine. I

was willing to bear the expense of the rest of my own
journey to the Isle of Wight. L. OLIVER.

Sir,—May I relate an experience of mine which shows the

advisability of all motor cyclists joining the A.C.U.?
I was touring in the West of England, and at Weston-

super-Mare was stopped by the police for having my head

and rear light out. I communicated at once with the A.C.U.,

and a solicitor was appointed to watch the case on my behalf.

Living in Sheffield, I did not intend to travel nearly 200 miles

to attend the court. I have just heard from the solicitors

that they were successful in getting the summons dismissed.

Had I no legal representation, or had I to find a solicitor

on my own, I might have been considerably more out of

pocket than my subscription to the A.C.U.
Had the friend of "Fair Play" been represented at the

court, as related in your issue of August 28th, he might not

have had such an ejspensive awakening. Of course, it was

an accident that delayed his appearance, and it is in just

those accidents that the A.C.U. steps in with its valuable

help. ilEMBER A.C.U.
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•THE RELIABILITY'
Of the ENGINE

IS AGAIN PROVED
IN THE

Scottish Six Days

Reliability Trials
AWARDED

GOLD MEDAL
SILVER MEDAL
BRONZE MEDAL

J. W. WILLS
5-6 h.p. ROVER-J.A.P

ALAN HILL
8 h.p. MORGAN

Specify J.A.P Engine

J. A. PRESTWICH & Co., Ltd ,

Northumberland Park
Tottenham, N.17.

Grams-^-^ "Hrestwich, Ibttlane, Lonrloti

Phnnf^— '—' -ifiii Tottenhim

D. S. ALEXANDER
h.p. ENFIELD Sidecar

Always see that your machine has the letters J.A.P. on it, then yoj
are sure of RELIABILITY and EFFICIENCY under all conditions.

The SUPERIOR SPEED of the J.A.P. Engine is AGAIN PROVEJ
FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY

n Southenrt Speed Trials bv Remington on NUT-J.A.P viachin?

"A3 "

10 6 net.

[ew Model Unsplinterable
Goggles for Motor CL/clists

who should take advantage of this won-
derful new offer. These goggles are light,

comfortable, and have a larger field of

vision than any other goggle on the market.

Write at once and secure a pair. Model
"A3" is particularly suitable for ladies.

TheTRlPLEX'SAFETY GLASS Cb.W
1, ALBERMARLE STREET, LONDON, W.l

.

hi ansiccrinri these advertisements it is deslrahle to mention "The Motor Cycle. BI3
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G.N. Ltd., Etna Works, Albert Rd., Hendon, N.W.4.

The G.N. Engine
is an outstanding
example of the

vibrationless and
s u c c e s s fu 1 air-

cooled engine;'
it is, moreover,
unique in its

supreme acces-
sibility.

Its efficiency is

shown by its Hill

Climbing Suc-
cesses, and by its

use for special purposes during

the war, during which time

several minor improvements
were embodied.

The illustration shows clearly

the deep finned cylinders and
ports, with exhaust ports and
plugs in the mast favourable
position for coo ing, the en-

closed inlet rockers and the hot

air jacket for the induction

elbow.

WE QUOTE PRICES.

VrVIAN HARDIE & LANE, Ltd.
DOUGLAS.

"G.L."
Now on view.
7 Patents applied for.

LEVIS.
2-stroke.

ALECTO.
2-stroke.

(The World's best opposed twin.)

with new clutch, £123.
2| h.p., £72. 4 h.p. Post War Combination

A few s^ood 1919 used Combinations in stock.
5-6 h.p. Twin, 3 speeds and kick starter. Internal expanding rear brake, patent

emergency brake on engine shaft. Patent spring forks. Streamline design, light, but im-

mensely strong. Detachable and interchangeable wheels. Luxurious ' 'flying boat" sidecar.

The V-ictorious Popular Model. Price £44-13-0.

Druid Forks. Very fast and powerful.3J h.p., 76 X 76mm. Countershaft Gear box.

Price £83 -7-0.
IN STOCK.

" G.L." Luxurious " FLYING BOAT " SIDECARS to fit any machines.
Douglas Spare Parts. Polished Aluminium Discs. Tan Sad Pillion Seats. P. & H. Lamps

AND Generators. Dynamo Lighting Sets. Cowey & Watford Speedometers.

MOTOR CYCLING SUITS. Dunlop & Hutchinson Tyres.

London Agents for the "DOUGLAS" LIGHT CAR. The "Rolls Royce" of light cars.

2-seater and coupe for early delivery.

DOUCLAS REPAIRS A SPECIALITY.
If you are interested, call and see us. Our services and advice are at the disposal of all owners.

24, Woodstock St. CsZT), Bond St., London, W.I
rOff Oxford

Street
Phone: 6559 MAYFAIR.

BI4 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TWIN CYLINDER SOLO AND SIDECAR MOUNTS IN THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.
D. H. Noble and his 3-6 h.p. Rover, which embodies several . The 8 h.p. New Imperial with Henderson sidecar ridden by

features that will probably be standardised. Thgse include wider W. R. Haggas. A very complete accumulator lighting equipment
mudguards and a chain guard in lieu of the enclosed case. was fitted to this outfit.

SPARE PARTS.
Sir,—I i(:cently broke a pulley flange of my N.S.U. gear

while on- tour. A brazed repair kept me on the road, but
the job was vilely done, and I considered a new flange neces-

sary. This I tried to get in London from a firm which
advertises ^ts ability to carry out repairs to these gears.

They quoted 12s. for a second-hand flange. I happened to

have Messrs. Bradbury's list of parts, and found their price

was 8s. 5d. A postal order sent on August 25th brought a
card to the effect that the annual holiday was in being, but
that ray order would, etc., etc. Imagine my surprise when,
on Friday, September 5th, tlie flange arrived, and my delight

in finding it a perfect fit.

The fact that this firm at present makes the complete gear
and supplies spare parts at reasonable prices does not appear
to be generally known. A. H. -NELSON.

Sir,—Having recently seen a number of letters in 77i.e

Motor Cycle from readers who complain of unsatisfactory
treatment by manufacturers, I wish to mention one firm
at least who spare no pains to satisfy their customers.

I have an old Triumph, for which I required some
small parts, and on writing to the Triumph Cycle Co. I

received these iu the course of a few days.
I had occasion to remove the pulley, and -finding this

very tightly wedged on, I wrote to the Triumph Co., asking
their advice, as I was afi'aid to use force lest I might
fracture the pulley.

I received by return an e.xtractor and a courteous letter,

and although I wrote asking what was the cost of the tool

I was not charged anything for it.

I have always received a prompt answer to any enquiry
for information, no matter how trivial the case, and I

am not even the original purchaser of the machine, having
bought it second-hand.

I think this admirable service is worthy of note, especially

in these times, when material is scarce and the demand
so great.

I have no interest whatever in the Triumph Co., beyond
being a well satisfied user of their splendid machine.

Co. Wicklow. T.T.

Sir,—As there is often delay and inconvenience in the
obtaining of spare parts, I think it advisable that we should
make known the manufacturers who treat their customers
.well, even in small matters, and are prompt in their
despatch. I had occasion a little while ago to send to the
Rex Motor Manufacturing Co., of Coventry, for a new inlet
valve cap for a 1908 Rex, and on receipt of cash they
promptly forwarded the article; but unfortunately I sent

the wrong date of machine, and consequently I received the

wrong pattern. I informed them of this, so was asked to

send the old cap along, which I did, and in the course of a

few days I received the right cap with the old one returned,

with an apology for the delay. Had I not made the mistake

it would have caused me no delay whatever. I add the usual

disclaimer. HAROLD H. LEY.

Sir,—Whilst touring in the South of England on a P. and
1\L motor cycle I had the misfortune to breik the front forks

through an accident. This occurred the Saturday afternoon

before August Bank Holiday. A letter was sent to Messrs.

Phelon and Moore the same evening, which was received by
them on August Bank Holiday. The forks were despatched

the same morning, and the machine was ready for the road
on the following Wednesday afternoon. I have heard
numerous complaints respecting the despatching of spares,

but have always found Messrs. Phelon and Moore very

prompt. C. A. PHILLIPSON.

WHO WAS TO BLAME? AN UNUSUAL EXPERIENCE.
Sir,—A few weeks ago I bought a 5 h.p. motor cycle

second-hand (about 1914 date). The power output was very
bad, and the first thing I did was to tune up the carbu-

retter, a Binks three-jet. The late owner had got the jets

somewhat mixed, and the sizes made me wonder if he had
been using a stream of petrol to wash the inside of his

engine. When I got this about right I removed the ex-

haust pipes, and went for a short run, with very gratifying

results. I replaced the exhaust pipes, and went out for

the afternoon. My surprise and disgust were great when
I found the engine ran nearly as badly as ever ! I selected

a moderate hill on a deserted road and began testing. First

I went up on two cylinders and then on each one separately,

first with the exhaust pipes on and then without. This
soon showed that when the back exhaust pipe was on that
cylinder gave no power at all, so I drove home without
it, and proceeded to look for carbon. Imagine my utter

stupefaction when, on taking down all the piping, I dis-

covered that the lug where the back pipe ran into the other
was solid/ The pipe simply came to a dead end inside the

lug. And this after several years' use ! No wonder the
previous owner had been fitting big jets to increase the
power—and then sold the i machine. The puzzle is how-

it ever came to be running like that at all ; surely the
makers would never be guilty—and yet—well, I am left

puzzling. At any rate, I do not think it was a practical

joke, as the pipe had most obvioH.sly been fixed for a long
time, and the state of the carburetter was additional proof.

Sheffield. C.S.
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LUMINOUS SPEEDOMETER DIAL.
Sir,—As a constant reader of The Motor Cycle and an

ardent rider myself I would suggest that a speedometer
with luminous figures and pointer would be an enormous
asset to those motor cyclists who of necessity have a con-
siderable amount of riding to do at night.
Cannot some enterprising British firm undertake the

production of these speedometers, instead of letting the
Americans or, quite possibly, the Germans, do it for us ?

As a type of speedometer, that with a black dial and
white luminous figures and pointer would be most suitable
I think, as the speed can then be read at a glance during
the day as well as at night. Personally, I have tried a
small electric light above the speedometer at night, but
have never found it very satisfactory. I would like to
add that from my entire absence of trouble whilst riding
with a luminous wrist watch, the dial of the speedometer
would be found equally reliable. DOUGLAS BROWN.
BENZOLE.

Sir,—I have read with some surprise that it is proposed
to carry out a 5,000 miles trial of benzole. This trial

appears to me to be a waste of time and money.
One of the objects of the trial is, I see, to test the effect

of benzole on tank, engine, carburetter, etc., but as the
trial will only last about a month it will be of- little value.

There must be scores of motor cyclists who have used
benzole for tens of thousands of miles ; their records and
remarks if tabulated would be worth a dozen short trials.

I have ridden a 1913 F.E. Triumph practically every day
for six and a half years, have covered over 75,000 miles on
it, and from the first day I rode the machine T have always
used benzole when obtainable. Like everyone else, for a
period during the war I had to use piff water.

In the good old days I bought benzole in 50 gallon drums
from a firm called Robinson Bros., West Bromwich, at about
a shilling a gallon. Now one can buy it, at a price, at any
roadside garage.
The original tank and carburetter are still on the

machine, and both are still in perfect condition. I have had
two new cylinders and five new pistons, these replacements
being necessary on account of wear of the cylinder walls. I

have ridden in all weathers including hard frosts, and have
never foimd any objection to the use of benzole.
On a long run I can do 100 miles to the gallon on benzole,

while on piff water during the war I hardly managed to get
seventy-five. My experience proves that benzole has no ill

effects on a Triumph.
It would be most interesting if confirmed benzole users

v/ho ride other makes of machines would give their experi-
ences. A. W. TOMLINSON.

STEERING ON HAIRPINS.
Sir,—With regard to " Janey's " suggestions and queries

apropos this subject in the Correspondence columns of

August 21st, I do not think the pack carried on my Douglas
during the Scottish Six Days trials in any way influenced
my judgment concerning the steering of the machine, as it

was carried only during the three days of the trial which
found us changing hotels. What "Janey" says concerning
the weight on the front wheel nev-ertheless affords food tor

reflection, though his opinion is entirely the reverse from
that of many riders. I agree with him that the P. and M.
and the Scott are two of the best machines for difficult

corner work, and both, curiously enough, carry their weight
well forward

;
yet experience with other makes produces

such a chaos of contradictory evidence that one hesitates in

giving an opinion. Nor does it follow that a machine which
steers easily in the ordinary course of touring is going to'
prove all that might be desired for difficult corner work such
as one encounters during the classic Scottish event.
What probably matters more than anything else is the

position of the rider. There are some machines which one
can " get hold of " so that rider and machine are part and
parcel as regards weight distribution and balance ; there
are other machines which strike one as being little more than
a framework of bony protrusions, which, at the best, one
can merely sit on and steer. A natural and comfortable
riding position, by which one's weight is sufficiently forward
to impart an impression of maximum control of the front

wheel, is perhaps the chief thing, and, given this, I do not
think the weight centres of the machine matter to within a
millimetre or two.

Bi6

In case these remarks may be thought to cast a reflection

on the steering of the new Douglas, let me add that the
very slight discomfort I experienced on the most difficult

corners was, I believe, entirely due to the fact tlrat the riding
position 'was adjusted to the dimensions of a rider less

elongated of limb than myself. Had there been leisure for

slight readjustments probably the defect would not have been
noticeable. There is no doubt whatever that, as " Janey

"

infers, a heavy pack on the carrier does upset the extreme
nicety of steering—probably more than does an experienced
pillion passenger from which fate deliver me

!

CHINOOK.
CONCESSIONS TO DESPATCH RIDERS.

Sir,—I am afraid I must disagree with the latter part

of ""Ex-D.R.'s" reply to "Discharged Highlander" in

your issue of the 11th inst.

About July 10th I went to the offices of the War Motors
Association in High Holborh, and booked a countershaft

Triumph, paying a deposit of £10.
The gentlemen in this department were real good fellows,

for in five days I was told I could fetch the machine from
the depot at Slough.

I found it a 1918 model in tip-top condition, and I rode
it back to my home at Dulwich.'
The tyres were slightly perished, but I did 2,000 miles

before I discarded them.
In . August I made several long runs, travelling from

Exeter to Margate in one day without the least trouble—

a

distance of 260 miles.

I think -'Discharged Highlander" will find that he also

can get a machine from the W.M.A. if he tries.

As regards priJe, this machine cost me 60 gns. plus 2^%.
Hub gear Triumphs were about £25-£30. Surely these

prices were bargain prices, and I for one have not been
taken in over the deal.

I should advise "Ex-D.R." to go direct to the. W.M.A.,
although now, no doubt, they have quite a waiting list.

Dulwich, S.E. - A SATISFIED D.R.

Sir,—With reference to " Ex-D.R.'s " letter on Sept.

11th, re Government motor cycles and the War Motors Asso-
ciation, I may say that I ordered a 2| h.p. Douglas in

July and got delivery early this month.
The macliine, which is a rebuilt one, has been overhauled,

re-enamelled, and all worn parts renewed by the makers,
is in all respects equal to a new machine, "and has given
every satisfaction.

The delay in delivery is no fault of the W.M.A., but -of

the Government Department concerned. The price, 45 gns.

plus 2^%, strikes me as extremely moderate, considering

similar machines are advertised by dealers at about 70 gns.

The only criticism I would offer is that the W.M.A. make
better provision at Grove Park for taking away the machines,
as a grateful Government refuse to give one any petrol or

oil, and unless fuel is taken it is necessary to push the

machine to the nearest garage.

I understand that the concession is not confined to ex-

D.R.'s, but that a motor cycle or car may be purchased
through the W.M.A. by any ex-officer or man.
Richmond. ANOTHER EX-D.R.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists. I

tssuei i . conjunction with " Tfie Motor Cvcls."

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook on the motor
cyc'e, its care and management, "Twentieth Edition,

286 pai^es. 4.00 illustrations. ... ... ...

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful

hints in regard to motor cy es. Sixth Edition.
(Second Reprint).

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system tor tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying anv trouble when found. Fourth
Edition.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland, London (showing
roads int j and out ot London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case.

Price
net.

By
post.

3/6 2 /lO

2/3

2 /- 2/3

4/6 4/10

5 Obtainable by post (remittaiice with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.. I
? 20, Tudor Street London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and

^
/ Railv/ay Bookstalls. a
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jMo^or-cycle
-and Dunliills

Some
Dunhill

Motorities

Goggles. Lamps
Oilskins. Leggings
Molor Clo.h^ng

Wind Screens.

Generators. Grids
Sidecars.

Horns and Whistli

Speed Indicators,

VQltmeters,
Accumulators
Batteries.

Lodge Plugs etc.

Switches.
Valises.

Tool Kits.

Repair Kits.

Solderir^ Outfits.

Motor Oils.

Belts, etc.

Vulcanise rs.

Etc., Etc.

IT
is all very well to picture that whirl through the

countryside as one long spell of unbroken pleasure,

but it is more practical to reflect on the possibilities of

mishap and to anticipate the troubles that may arise.

It is still more practical to arm yourself with all those
" Motorities ' which add to the joy and enable you to

deal promptly and effectively with " troubles.' It is not

good to find yourself in difficulty just as the shades of

night are falling and you at a spot "miles from any-

where." Be a "road-wise" motorist and equip yourself

fully and efficiently at Dunhills.

L>|0^> us a card as to w/iat you require, an

ft will aenii vou fjarticulars and quotation":

Dunhills LIMITED,

LONDON-J59-361, Euston Road, N.W.I
Telephones 3435 and 3406 North.

GLASGOW-72, St. Vincent Street.

Telephone - 7649 Central.

CUTHBE'S
MOTOR CYCLE

TYRES
and

Silvcr-Strcak

BELTS.

MAX=
IMUM OF

RUBBER & DURABILITY.
THEIR MERIT HAS ADVERTISED THEM AND
CAUSED THEM TO BE DEMANDED BY THOSE

DISCRIMINATING RIDERS WHO PRIZE

FREEDOM FROM PUNCTURES,
MILEAGE. .^ggSSSm^. RESILIENCE.

Streiietli niiii Siieed

Manufacturers:—

Chas.L.Cuthbe
— and Company,—

37, Gt. Eastern St..

London, E.C.2

Works : Walthamstow.

What do you
know about
your motor?
/Vn Important Work for every Motor Cyclist-

The time is past when it required an expert engineer to

drive a car, but a working knowledge of the various parts

of a car and their functions is still essential to really suc-

cessful driving, and the importance of this work to every

owner and driver of a motor car, cycle, or cycle car can

hardly be over-estimated.
"The Book of the Motor Car" is the first really compre-

hensive work on motor cars, cycle cars, and motor cycles ever

published. By the careful study of its chapters the rawest

amateur can learn the principles upon which his car works ;

but at the same time it is so comprehensive and so striking

in its detail that even the skilled man will find it a book of

enthralling interest and extreme utility, while the practical

motorist will find it quite indispensable. It should be as

much a part of the equipment of a garage as an oilcan or a

lifting jack. Reading its chapters, even the most expert

driver will find himself gaining a fuller understanding of

points that he thought he understood already, and learning

hints that will enable him to increase the efficiency of his

mount in a surprising manner.

Driving and Repairs.
"The Book of the Motor Car" is full of invaluable in-

formation on all problems of driving and repairing a car,

instructions being given for all possible difficulties in lang-

uage that can be understood even by the most unmechanical

mind. The following are a few of the subjects dealt with :

Cylinders, valves of all kinds, different types of eiigines,

carburetters, ignition, silencers, gear and clutches, radiators,

cooling systems, brakes, lubrication, lighting systems, wheels,

tyres, fuels and how to use them, tools, and repair appliances,

etc., etc.

Cycle Cars and Motor Cycles.
The work pays full attention to motor cycles and cycle

cars, full details and instruction being given for all those

points wherein they must be treated differently from the

most powerful motor car. In these and all ether respects

"The Book of the Motor Car" Ts in line with the very

latest discoveries in motor engineering. It is profusely illus-

trated with full-page plates, drawings, in plan section and
elevation, diagrams, and photographs, as well as a series of

sectional movable models in colour.

A FREE BOOKLET.
The publishers are willing to send an interesting illustrated

booklet describing the work to all sending this form or a

postcard

To the Caxton Publishing Co., Ltd.,

76, Surrey Street, London, \V.C.2.

Please send me, free ot charge and without any obligation

on my part, your illustrated booklet giving full particulars

of "The Book of the Motor Car."

T.T. Combination.

Name ..

Address

(Send this form or a postcard.)

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijde." Biy
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MOTOR CYCLEg
THE HIGH STANDARD OF
ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE
ATTAINED IN THE POST-WAR

QUADRANT
IS THE RESULT OF 20 YEARS

OF MANUFACTURING
:: EXPERIENCE.

4^ll.p. PEACE MODEL.

ITS REPUTATION WON IN COM-
PETITIVE TRIALS PREVIOUS TO

THE WAR.

TO WHICH IS ADDED THE
EXPERIENCE GAINED IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF AEROPLANE
ENGINES DURING THE WAR

LAWI.EY STREET, B I R BVI I N G H AM.

y\

^4

-%

(^
.^a\

This Belt for your
Engine's Sake !

A poor belt will fail to grip the

pulley ; it will not let your
engine: get fair play. The

PEDLEY
BELT—in which every manu-
facturing detail has been carried

out to the highest degree of
excellence—will reduce to a

minimum, the possibility of

wasting power.

J. PEDLEY & SON, Ltd.,
Oiford Works, Great Charles Street,

BIEMINGHAM.
Iiondon Depot

:

SO, Holywell Lane,"
Great Eastern St. ^-:5>^
London, ^.-^^^^l^ptt^'t^o

,>°^;4
.at-

'Ul\
*o.

B18 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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A selection ot questions of generaJ interesi receiveo irom readers and our replies tue.eto. An questioa^ auuuiu oe addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle/*
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must 6e accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects

A Broken Timing Cover.

The timing cover of my motor
cycle having cracked across the
centre, I would be very grateful
if you would let me know how

_
to repair it. I have tried solder,

but it will. not hold on aluminium.

—

F.G.

What j-ou must do is to have the timing
case cover welded. You cannot solder
aluminium by ordinary means. Aluminium
solder might be used, but welding is

better.

Converting a Triumph.
I should be very much obligerl

if j'ou would let me know if a
1914 Triumph engine can be
fitted into a Triumjih frame of
present design, i.e., one made to

carry the countershaft gear?—C.S.B.

The 1914 Triumph engine could no doubt
be fitted in the later pattern frames, but
we are not at all certain that the main
shaft bearing will stand up to continued
work on account of the overhang of the
drive, if used with the countershaft gear.

Irregular Running.
I have a 1913 New Hudson,

? fitted with B. and B. carburetter
and Boscli magneto. The engine

-^ usually runs perfectly, but lately,

at irregular intervals, does not
develop its usual pow'er. The engine
gives the writer the idea that it is

"pulling back," instead of all the
power being used to drive forward.
The machine will be running smoothly
when, without any touching of the
controls or ignition levers, a decrease
in the speed will suddenly occur, and
will last for about twenty or thirty
yards. It will then return to the
original speed and run for about the
same distance, and then will again slow
up. This goes on alternately. The
whole time the engine appears to be
running quite well and not misfiring,
and nothing is noticeable except for the
loss and gain of speed. Usually, on
advancing the ignition, the speed of the
machine is at once increased, but if the
spark is advanced while the above
loss and gain of speed is taking place,
it has no effect. The cylinder is very
clean, the piston rings are in good
order, the compression is excellent, the
jet clear, and the ignition is perfect.
—E.W.M.

The only solution we can suggest is that
there is a temporary stoppage in the jet
due to some floating obstruction, which
temporarily impedes the flow of petrol.

Magneto Switch.

I have a 1919 Levis with an

^[] E.I.C. magneto to which I have
> fitted a magneto cut-out. On
-2J switching it off when out in a

heavy Slower, I received an
electric shock. (1.) What is the reason
for this ? (2.) Is the switch in any
way bad for the magneto or engine ?

—

J.F.B.H.

(1.) The reason for this is that owing
to the wet there was a leakage of electric

current, a by no means uncommon occur-
rence on a motor cycle. (2.) The switch
in no way affects the magneto, but in-

discriminate use of ignition switches for

controlling speed throws very sudden and
severe strains on engine and transmission.

Clutch Slip.

My 1917 B.S.A. sidecar outfit

^1 has a tendency to clutch slip

> when climbing fairly steep hills.

-£-l This only occurs when it is

necessary to change down to
middle and bottom gears. If I can get
a fair start, it will climb the same hills

on top, but if checked for any reason,
and it is necessary to change down, the
clutch commences to slip. I have had
the gear box down, but am unable to
find any means of adjusting the clutch
for wear. (1.) Will it be necessary to
renew the springs? (2.) Or the clutch
plates? (3.) Also must I renew the
whole of the plates, or would it be
sufficient to add several new plates ?

—

C.W.R.E.

With regard to the lubrication and care
of the gear, we should recommend you
to bear the following hints in mind : The
gear must not be filled with grease. Use
only B.S.A. special lubricating oil (not
thick engine oil), injecting this liberally

whilst the engine is running, with the
high gear in and the clutch out. To do
this, remove the four nuts and spring
washers on the inspection cover and lift

this ofl: the studs, taking particular care
that the washers or nuts do not drop into
the gear box. At least every 1,000 miles
thoroughly flush with paraffin (the
engine should be running), meanwhile
working the clutch lever in and out and
changing gears. Carefully drain by
means of the plug jirovided and re-

lubricate. When leaving the machine
after use always let the clutch in to
relieve spring pressure. Do not slip the
clutch unnecessarily. It is necessary
occasionally to test the adjustment of the
clutch control. The small screw in the
control nut is provided for this purpose.
This should be adjusted to allow a slight

back lask to be felt when tlie clutdi ia in,

otherwise the full spring pressure wiU not

be operating on the plates. (1 and 2.)

If this procedure does, not remedy the

matter, then you must try renewing the

springs or fitting new clutch plates. (3.)

It is impossible to say. It seems as if a

complete set might be necessary, but you
might try one or two extra ones.

An Old Engine.

I have purchased a motor
cycle, Chater-Lea frame, but the

crank case has cast on it the

initials P.F. It is a twin-cylin-

der with a bore of 3gin. and
stroke of 3Jin. (1.) Is the engine a

Peugeot? (2.) What is its h.p. ? (3.)

What is the address of a firm likely to

supply spares? (4.) How must I set

the valves (exhaust) ? The inlet valves

are automatic.—W.E.F.

(1.) The engine is a Peugeot. (2.] It is

about 7 h.p., 943 c.c. (3.) Spare parts

for these engines are practically un-

obtainable. (4.) Time the exhaust valves

so that they close just before the piston
reaches the top of the stroke.

Completion of Purchase.

I bought a second-hand motor
cycle from a small garage owner,
giving a cheque for- £85 in

return. I did not take possession

at once, owing to some small
repairs which were being done on it.

On further examination, while waiting,

I discovered a badly cracked frame
member, whereas the machine had
been described as perfect with the
exception of the aforementioned small
repairs necessary. I immediately
walked out of the garage and

- wired to my bank and stopped the
cheque. I did not inform the garage
owner of what I had done, and he did
not know till he found the cheque
stopped four days later. During that
time, apparently, he had enquiries
about the machine, but replied "sold."
Now, he has sold the machine for £80,
and holds me liable ior the £5 differ-

ence. Am I liable ? I shall be very-

grateful if J'OU would give me expert
advice, as I cannot afford to pay the
costs if I lose the case in the courts,

and would settle it outside, therefore,

preferably to losing it.—B.C.L.B.

Having given a cheque to cover the
price of the machine, you are liable to
complete the purchase, even though you
have stopjjed the cheque, unless, of

course, you can prove definitely that
there was some misrepresentation on the
part of the dealer.

BIS
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Lighting fiom Magneto.

I have a B.L.I.C. aeroplane
magneto which I am converting
into a lighting set for my
Morgan. I have removed the
high'-tension (secondary) winding

from the armature, and also the con-
denser, and have filled up the space
with low-tension wire. I now want
your advice about the shunt coil. I
have an old medical coil and wonder
if I introduce the coil in the circuit—
removing the make and break, of
course—whether this will function as a
governor to keep the voltage nearly
constant. I do not intend, of course,
to charge accumulators, as it is an H
armature.—T.W.E.B.

We do not quite follow your meaning as
to a "shunt" coil; the shunt coils of a
generator in the ordinary sense being the
field-magnet coils, which in this case are
non-existent, permanent magnets taldng
their place. What you probably have in

mind is a "choking coil," as sometimes
used in an alternating current circuit to

regulate and steady the voltage. We
presume you only think of using the pri-

mary circuit of the old medical coil, but
we do not think it would be successful,

as the effect would not be powerful
enough, while the high-tension winding
would be too fine for the purpose. You
can, however7 make the experiment with-
out much trouble. On account of the per-

manent field and the armature reaction
at high speeds, the voltage of such a
generator will keep fairly constant with-
out any other regulation.

^S(^ILE

READER'S REPLY.
Consumption on Two-strokes.

Re the letter signed "H.M.," in the
issue for September 11th, " Questions and
Replies," as a rider of (presumably) the
same mount—1919 2^ h.p. Sparkbrook-
Villiers—I can give my own experience of

this model. I cannot underetand the latter

part of his first statement. How does he
mean the engine stops? Is it when he
first starts to wheel it, or after he has

wheeled it a few feet? Anyone knows
that the low gear requires a good deal
more turning round than the high gear

;

therefore if it is at the commencement of

the performance that the stoppage occurs
it is probably belt or tyre slip which is

responsible. If the machine runs under
power all right on low gear - there is

obviously nothing the matter with the
gear. Referring to his remark about a

stop sometimes occurring while running
when he changes down, I should say it

' is because he shuts off the mixture too
much, which, added to the upsetting of

the regular explosions by the lifting of the
decompressor, necessitates a few engine
revolutions before normal internal con-
ditions in the engine are established again.

The only slight difficulty I have ever had
was to get the low gear to engage without
undue pressure ; but by means of adjust-
ing the lever and frequent usage this has
now disappeared. I have ridden this

machine some 2,500 miles, have never
had a stop due to mechanical trouble,

and have only had one due to puncture.
Its hill-climbing powers are remarkable.
I used to look with contempt upon a 2^ h.p.

two-stroke, but have revised my opinion. I

have ridden other well-known makes, but
prefer the VOhers engine. As regards
his petrol consumption, there is something
radically wrong. I have never touched
my carburetter—a B. and B. top feed

—

it is just as fitted at the works, and I

have always had more -than double his

miles per gallon. Your statement that
two-strokes are more extravagant than
four-strokes is probably correct, given
identical carburation efficiency, but my
experience is that the whole problem of

miles per gallon is much more a question
of carburetter design than engine design,

and that it is a problem that even our
foremost experts have by no means
exhausted. I used to think 75 m.p.g.
qiiite good. When I got 100 miles of

Yorkshire touring out of two and a half

quarts I opened my eyes. Regarding
oiling, surely " one drop every three
minutes" is not serious? Should it not
be "one drop every three seconds"? It

would be much nearer. "H.M." should
adjust his drip between 1^ and 2 on the
register—nearer the latter in normal
weather, and rather over in really cold
weather. This is equivalent to what you
instruct.—H. F. Mohun.
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EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Speed, reliability, and running cost of

the Morgan Runabout in a very hilly

district over bad roads, e.g., N. Devon.
—A.L.C.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Leeds to Llandudno.—C.C

Leeds, Huddersfield, Staleybridge,

Stockport, Altrincham, Northw/ich,

Chester, Mold, St. Asaph, Abergele,

Llandudno.

Huddersfield to Ipswich.—J.D.E.
Huddersfield, Barnsley, Doncaster,

Bawtry, E. Retford, Newark, Sleaford,

Swineshead, King's Lynn, Thetford, Ix-

wortli, Stowmarket, Ipswich.

Warwick to Weymouth.—'J.W.
Warwick, Stratford, Evesham, Chelten-

ham, Painswick, Stroud, Nailsworth,
Bath, Radstock, Shepton Mallet, Castle

Cary, Queen Camel, Sherborne, Cerne
Abbas, Dorchester, Weymouth.

Ipswich to Bournemouth.—G.H.
Ipswich, Colchester, Braintree, Stort-

ford, Hertford, St. Albans, Watford,
Rickmansworth, Uxbridge, Colnbrook,
Staines, Basingstoke, Andover, Ames-
bury, Salisbury, Fordingbridge, Ring-
wood, Christchurch, Bournemouth.

Leeds to Framlingham.—H.W.P.
Leeds, Pontefract, Doncaster, Bawtry,

Retford, Tuxford, Newark, Grantham,
Stamford, Wansford, Huntingdon, Cam-
bridge, Newmarket, Bury St. Edmunds,
Stowmarket, Stonliani, Framlingham.
Approximately 190 miles.

London (Kensington) to Hastings.—
C.J.P.

Kensington (Church Street), Earl's
Court Road, Redcliffe Gardens, Wands-
v/orth Bridge Road, Wandsworth Bridge,
Wandsworth, Trinity Road, Wands-
worth Common, Tooting Bee,. Streatham,
Croydon, West Wickham, Farnborough,
Sevenoaks, Tonbridge, Lamberhurst,
Hurst Green, Battle, Hastings.

TWO HIGH-POWERED SIDECARS IN LAST WEEK'S BIG TRIAL IN WALES.
R. Creak Davis on his 8 h.p. Chater-Lea. Note the transverse H. Reed with the new 8 h.p. Dot-Jap sidecar, a smart machine

exhaust outlet. finished in red.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

*|Q19 A.J.S. Combination, delivered end May, spare
Xt/ wheel, hood, screen, Lucas lamps and horn, as
new; £165; fully insured.—Clare, 68, Broad St.,

Barry, Glam. [X3651

A.J.S. 6h.p. 3>I.M. Combination (Sunbeam sidecar),
apron, tools, pump, bought new end August, pri-

Tatelv owned
J £170.—Seen, Elce, Bishopsgate Av.,

Camomile St., E.G. [6234
6h.p. A.J.S. 1918 Combination, excellent condition,

hood, lamps, wind screen, luggage gi'id, horn, int^r-

!
changenble spare wheel, complefe ; any trial.—Robb,

1 Market Sq., Chester. [5792

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, speed-
ometer, electric ligrht, tools, spares, first-class out-

i fit: £105: seen bv appoiutuient only.—Haigh, 35, Hentli-
I field Gardens, Chiswick, W.4. [6057

A.J.S. Military Model, new August 30th, 1919,

I

Lucas head lamp, generator, and horn, many
I spares, including extra solo sprocket; 120 gns. lowest.

I

—Penlee, Palmer's Av., Grays, Essex. [5865

j
"IQ^9 A.J.S. Combination, not done 250 miles, horn,
J- */ screen, spare wheel and Terry pillion seat

;

owner buying car; good as new; price £175, with
transfer of insurance policy.—Eames, Hope St., Wrex-
ham. [X3622

IQld 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, speedo-
j

Xif meter, Lucas lights, horn, wind screen, hood
:
and side curtains, spare chain, and tools, little used,

I

and ready to drive away; price £170.—Carney, INIorrab
Rd., Penzance, Cornwall. [X3781

: "IQ17 A.J.S. Combination, 4h.p.. liood, screen, side
M-tJ curtains, special storm apron, spare wheel com-
plete, spare out^er covers, tools, Lucas lighting get, in
top-hole condition; £160, will drive 50 miles to pur-
:-hnser. -Jackson, 182, Eing St., Fenton, Staflfs. [X3576

Alldays.

ALLON.—Cafiyn.t. Ltd.. Eastbourne, lor delivery
shortly. 1001?

ALLON" 2>"j4h.p., 2-stroke, good condition ; il40.—F.
Ireland, 46, Lesboume Bd., Keigate. [X3436

NEW Allday's Allon, just in, delivery from stock.
—Wain, 36, The Parade, Leamington. [X3587

ALLON, 1919, 2-speed' clutch model, indistinguish-
able from new.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X3684
ALLON 2-stroke Single Speed Motor Cycle, in ex-

cellent condition; £45.—Strange, Printer, East-
bourne. [3775
1 Q14 Alldays Matchless, SVoh.p., 3-speed coimtershaft, I

-Lt/ f;tored since 1915, perfect order; £60.—Box 420,'
c/o The Motor Cycle. [X3584
JUNES Garage, special agents lor Alldays Allun.

Bioadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside
Parade North Finchley. [2931

ALLON 1917 2^4h.p., 2-speed, first-class order and
condition, 120 m.p.g.; £45; after 7.—21, Leam-

ington Gardens, Seven Kings. [6260

ALLDAYS Matchless 4^^h.p. Combination, 3-speed,
clutch, etc.; £75. or near for (uiick sale.— Side

door, 30, Pelly Rd., Plaistow. [6048

ALLDAYS Matchless, fitted with newySy^h.p. engine,
lamps, horn, condition equal to new; £55.—257,

Cavendish Rd.. Balham, S.W. [6266

ALLON 1917 2'f4h.p., 2-speed, first-class order and
condition. 120 m.p.g.; £45; after 7.-21, Leam-

ington Gardens, Seven Kings. [5908
1016 Alldays Allon, 2-speed clutch model, tip-topLO condition throughout, fully equipped; £55.—
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X3685
1Q17 Allon, top-hole condition, appearance as new,
-i-v lamps, horn, etc.; £48, no offers; trial.—
Lnrcock, Boston Rd., Hanwell, W.7. [6189

ALLDAYS Allon 2-stroke, 1915. 2-speed, fully
equipped, enamelling and plating as new; £45.

—145, Blackhorse Lane, W'althamstow, E. [X3708
ALLON 1919 2%h.p., brand new. actually in stock.

—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St.,
Hampstead, N.W. (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone;
3752. [6331

ALLDAYS Matchless 2%h,p., enamelling and plating
perfect, tyres excellent, 2 belts, lamp, horn,

pump; £43; after 6 p.m.—141, Crofton Park Rd.,
3.E.4. [6428

FARMER Has 3-speed Allon for sale, 2^4h.p., lamp,
generator, pump, tyres nearly new, trial given,

purchased hay time; lowest, £48/10.—Box 429, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X3604
ALLDAYS Allon, 1917. Ss^h.p., 2-speed. ,E.LO.,

Ani;ic> lamps, mechanical horn, etc., dofie 500,
very good condition, fake 2 anywhere; price with Tan-!
Sad, £62.-Lane, 20, Romford Rd., Stratford, E.15. '

[5639
I

ALLDAYS Matchless, 1917, 2^/4h.p., 2-stroke, single-]
speed, Amac, Dunlop tyres, complete with lamps

and horn ; appearance like new ; in perfect condi-
tion; £35, no offers.—Owens, Bridge St., Newcastle
Emlyn. [X3614
ALLDAYS Allon 1916 2^Ah.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed,

E.I.C., Amac, splendid condition, little used.
Dunlop and Clincher Dreadnought, nearly uew tyres

;

£50.-26, Bryanstone Rd., Creuch End, N.8 (near
Clock Tower). [6183

NEW AUdays Allon Model de Luxe, 2-speed and
clutch in stock for immediate delivery; extended

payments if desired.—Harrods Motor Showrooms, 116-
118, Brompton Rd. (opposite Main Building), Lon-
don, S.W.I. [5707

THE MOTOR
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS IN

6 Chapters.

He decides to buy a Moton
Cycle, and amon st the ad-
vertisements notices the
name of

GODFREY'S, Ltd.

2.

He discusses with his friends
the merits of different
machines and agents, and is

told to be sure to go to

GODFREY'S
3.

He finds wherever he goes
amongst Motor Cyclists they
all have a good word for

GODFREY'S

Motor Cyclists who have had
dealings with Godfrey's show
him their machines and
enthuse over the methods of

GODFREY'S
5.

He comes to the very wise
conclusion that what every-
body says must be true and
that there is no firm like

GODFREYS
6.

He becomes a customer and
then realises why the name
and fame of

GODFREY:
CONTINUES TO GROW.

208,
Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.I.

Phone :

7091 Mayfair.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

AEIEL C.B. Combination, 3i/,h.p., 3-speed C.S. • £82.
-Eoss, 86, High Ed., Lee, S.E. [5772

ARIEL S'.'ll.p.. condition, appearance, and tyres
perfect; £36.-175, Merton Rd„ Wimbledon,

S.W. [6292

JONES Garage, special agents lor Ariels, Broad-
way. Muswell Hill, N.IO. and Woodside Parade,

North Fincliley. [2929

AEIEL, 3i/;.h.p. and 6-7h.p.

:

Sncnkri'mi. Ariel Expert.
Harpurhey, Manchester.

early deliveries.— F.

7. Eochdale R'l..

[4020

19^

3ih.p. Ariel, less mag., £25; ditto, less mag. and
2 otiier iiaits, £8.—Particulars, Thomas, Little

Mountain, Summerhill, near Wrexham. [X3454

"I Q19 Ariel Combination, Ariel- sidecar, new 21/6/19,
JL t/ lamps, lioru, full tool kit, splendid condition

;

£150.—Ellis. Oele Terrace, South Shields. [5838

ARIEL 1914 Twin, 5-6h.p., C.B. combination, 3-
speed, coil nteish aft, K.S., lamps, tools; £98, or

offers; 6.30 p.m.—21, Musgrove Rd., New Cross, S.E.
[X3653

1 Q14 sy^h.p. Ariel (Wicker) Combination, 3 speeds,
-i-iJ decompressor, lamps, horn, carrier, fast machine,
splendid condition; £65.-111, Ransom Rd., Foleshill,

Coventry. [X3406

1 Q19 Ariel 6-7h.p. and Phoenix Sidecar, delivered
-L*^ May, lamps, speedometer, accessories, and valu-
able spares, perfect order; 140 gns.—Porter, Pasdene,
Fitzalan Rd., Finchley, N.3. [6143

ARIEL 3VL.h.p.. 1915 (date guaranteed), engine No.
7779, 3-speed countershaft, clutch, coachbuilt side-

oar, horn, Lucas head lamps, excellent running order;
£82.—McConnachie, Clarilaw, Hawick. [X3206

Arno.

ARNO 4h.p.. 1916, Sturmey countershaft, special

sidecar: £65, or better.—61, Ourzon Rd., Muswell
Hill. [6069

16 Arno, SV^b.p., speedometer, lamps, horn, just
overhauled, thoroughly sound ; any trial ; 45 gna.

;

after 6, or week-ends.—The Dairy, 46, Mornington Cres-

cent (Hampstead Tnbe). [5674

Auto*\Vheel3.

ADTD-WHEEL, good condition except tyres, stored
2 years: £10.—Burrows, Clatford, Andover.

[X3782
WALL Auto-wheel, Model de Luxe, splendid condi-

tion; 12 gns.—G. Manner, 19, Monmouth Place,

Bath. [X3777

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. de luxe, run 200 miles,
guaranteed perfect; £12.—Gunn, Queen Anne's

Gate, Windsor. [5937

AUTO-WHEELS.—Several in . stock, from 10 gns.—
O. H. Parkes and Co., 27, High St., Netting Hill

Gate, W.ll. 'Phone 3882 Park. [5985

AUTO-WHEEL (Wall), 1914, stored 4 years, hardly

used; £13; seen any time.—Nisbet, Easington,

Weygridge. Station, Walton-on-Thames. [5943

WALL Auto-wheel, superior condition, new Dunlop
heavy tyre, complete, with shock absorber; seen

any time; £15.-122, Deacon Rd., Willesden Green,
N.W. [6358

AUTO-WHEEL de Luxe, 2-speed, free engine gear,

attached to gent's Raleigh 3-speed cycle, all as

new, guaranteed perfect ; will separate.—Linley, 100,

Addey St., Sheffield. [X3779

Bat.

BAT-J.A.P., Sh.p., countershaft, spring frame; £58;
after 6.-K., 9, Beversbrook Rd., Tufnell Park.

[6092

BAT-J.A.P. 5h.p., powerful and fast, new tyre; £35.
—26, Portman Mews North, Portman Sq., W.l.

[5734
6h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, 2-3peed, countershaft,

clutch, kick starter, good running order; £60.—
Scott. 45, Irish St., Whitehaven. [X3804

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, clutch, 2-speed, kick
start; £75, or nearest; Wall auto-wheel, nearly

new; £12.-117, Bensham Lane, Croydon. [6450

BAT-J.A.P. 4h.p., Grado gears, Bosch, B. and B.,

new tyre, new belt, lighting set, fast; £32
secures : also sidecar complete ; £4.—Bartlett, Mil-

tord-on-Sea. Hants. [X3510

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p., large C.B. sidecar, seat for child,

screan, nearly new tyres, speedometer, 5 lamps,
horn, pillion, luggage grid, overhauled; fine outfit;

95 gns.-186, Greenford Av., Hanwell, W. [6030

6h.p. Bat-Jap. 1912, 2 speeds, countersliaft clutch,

K.S., waterproof Bosch, spring frame, Dunlops,
perfect running ordeP; bargain. £45; nnderslung tor-

pedo sidecar, £8.-14, Phoenix St., Eustou Rd., N.W.
[6054

BAT-J.A.P. Sh.p., luxurious combination, French
grey, 3-speed clutch, kick starter, special sprung

saddle and sidecar wheel, mechanically perfect, excel-

lent appearance: any trial or examination.—Parker's,
Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X3686

T.T. Bat, 8-lOh.p. J.A.P., built for racing, lately re-

bushed througliout. re-enamelled Indian red, com-
plete with lamps, horn, ready for road; it is "it": first

remittanoo £65 secures; inspection invited, but two
dnvs" notice required, ns Mill be away.— Deune, Dodding-
ton, Sittingbourue, Kent. [6304

411 letters relating^ to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 023
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

1Q13-14 4h.p. Overhead Valve Bat-Jap B.B.,
M-iJ Bosch, Lycetts, drip feed, new back Dunlop,
tubes unpunctured, just overhauled, new piston and
valve, enamelling and plating as new, full spares and
tools, horn and pump; any examination or trial; ride
away ;. take £ 35, or nearest.—Mr, H. Harding, 75,
Soathey Rd., South Tottenham, N.15. [6335

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin, road racing model, speed 6
to 75 m.p.h., condition up to date and new, Bosch

mag-, specially fitted, Amac carburetter, extra heavy
Dunlops, good lamps, tools, etc., band brakes, double
long exhaust, round tank, extra sprung forks, a really
fast and sporty mount, enamelled grey ; sole reason for
selling, owner going abroad.—Taylor, The Cottage,
Quickby Lane, Chorley Wood, Herts. [5655

Blackburne.
STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight

agent foi Blackburne motors; early delivery. [4016

JONES' Garage, special agents lor Blaukburnes.
Broadway, MuswelJ HiU, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchlsy. [2932

"IQ19 Blackburne 4h.p., countershaft, lamps, horn,
M-ir tools, pump, condition new, ridden 1,500 miles;
£80.—Thomas, Southgate, Chichester. [6440

BLACKBURNE SV^h.p., 1914, 3-speed, mechanical
condition perfect, special blue finish, rustless rims,

small mileage; £55.—C/o Newsona Garage, 23, -Palace
Ed., N.8. [5710

Bradbury,
LATE 1914 3-speed Bradbury Combination; £75.—

Chandler, Reyre and Williams, Hitchin. 'Phone :

165. [6001

BRADBURYS.—New 2-speed models from stock;
immediate delivery.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

L ndon. [6577

BRADBURY 4h.p., 1913, clutch, needs adjustment,
otherwise perfect, new tyres; £43.-2, Salop St.,

Bridgnorth. [X3506

BRADJlURr.— For the earliest possible deliveries ol

1919 nioflela.—The Walsall Garage. Wolverbamp-
tOD St, WalsalL Tel.: 444. [5606

BRADBURY 4h.p., lamps, horn, clutch, fast, condi-
tion new; £43; overhauled.—Golledge, Vine Lodge,

Cottenham Park Rd., Wimbledon. [5796

41.h.p. Bradbury, Sturmey-Areher C.S., clutch, K.S.,
4 excellent order, for higher power.—Stock, 107,

Coningham Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [6297

BRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed counter-
shaft, chain drive, clutch, K.S., new sidecar; £65.

—Bray, la, Larkhili Lane, Clapham. [6191

BSADBURY 6h.p. 1915 ComWnation, lamps, Klaxon,
speedometer, exceptionally fine condition; £120.—

Freeman, 24, Africa Gardens, Cardiff. [6402

BRADBURY 4h.p., genuine, 1913, Bosch, lamps,
excellent condition; £45; also 1915 Budge;

£65.-195, Romford Rd., Stratford, E. [5811

BKADBURY 4h.p., 1913, C.B. sidecar, 2 speeds
and free, guaranteed perfect, new tyres and

belt; £55.—Brown, 2, Albany Rd., Hersham, Surrey.
[X3713

~IQ19 Bradbury, 6h.p., 3-Bpeed, band and foot clutch
-L*/ model, magnificent black and gold sidecar fitted,

complete turnout brand new.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
BoltoD. [X3687

BRADBURY, 1915, new 1919 6h.p. A.J.S. engine,
not done 500 miles, C.B. sidecar; a splendid

combination ; bargain, £ 100.—R. F. Fuggle, Ltd.,
Edgwars. [5805

"I
Q19 4h.p. Bradbury and Middleton Sidecar, 3-

Xi/ speed, K.S., tools, pump, perfect condition;
best offer over 108 gns.—Laight, 31, Market Place,
Boston, Lincolnshire. [X3617

BRADBURY 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, all-

chain, handle controlled, clutch, Senspray, good
tyres, plating and enamelling excellent; offers.—Venn,
Bromsash, Rpss, Herefords. [X3431

4h.p. Bradbury Wicker Combination, Bosch mag.,
B. and B., N.S.U. 2-speed, rebushed, overhauled,

plated, enamelled, new belt July, tyres very good,
footboards, perfect running order; £65: seen after
6 p.m.—75, Lavender Hill, Battersea, S.W.ll. [5936

6h.p. Twin 1914 Bradbury Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, chain drive enclosed in aluminium

cases, hand controlled clutch. Bosch, B. and B., Terry's
spring links, coachbuilt sidecar with wind screen, electric
lighting and horn, gears and timing wheels just re-

newed, tyres good, bearings good, tools and spares, ine-
chanically sound and smart appearance- trial by appoint-
ment; £125.—Welch, Covadonga, Freelands Rd., Broju-
ley, Kent. [X3432

Brough.

BROUGH 6h.p. Twin. Boschf B. and B. ; £60; aitor
6 p.m.—Forman, 53, Brownhill Rd., Catford. [5946

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle oi
Man Only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co..

Official Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. [7039

BROUGH, 1915, speedometer, lamps, T.T., 2-speed,
very fast, first-class condition; .75 gns.—White-

head, 4, Montague Mews, Crawford St., Baker St., W.

BROUGH, 1915, Model H, SV^h.p., 2-spced, disc
wheels, large exhaust, lamps, mechanical horn,

lot stuff; £55, or near offer.—Brigden, Gyldernscroit.
Marlow. [6138

: Royal Ruby;
8 h.p. Twin J.A.P., 3-speed, all

chain drive, handle-bar controlled

clutch, 28 X 3 Dunlops.

£115 -10-0
Makers' list price.

I

Z No Premiums. *

I

Delivery from Stock.

These are Brand New W.D. Models.

SECOND-HAND
All models overhauled and guaranteed.

I

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS
ARIEL, igib, 3A h.p.. 3 speed countershatl EII5

JAMES, sb h.p., 3-speed countershaft £95

INDIAN, 1916, 7-9 h.p., Powerplus £150

SUNBEAW, igiR. ^i h.p.. Sporting Sidecar £175

HABLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, Model F £150

ROVER, 1914, 3* h.p., 3-speed £85 IB
DOUGLAS, 1915, 3t h.p., 3-spsed £130 ^

SOLO MACHINES
"*

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2j h.p., 2-speed £50

BRADBURY, 1913, 3} h.p., single-speed ... t35

SUNBEAM, 2? h.p., W.D. model £84

CONNAUGHT, 2} h.p., single-speed £35

JAMES, 1915, 2j h.p., 2-speed £55

RUDGE, 191+. 3* h.p.. Mulli £75

TRIUMPH, 1914, 2| h.p., 2-stroke £55

1

;;;?.....;;;;;;;>•
I

Tnmuki'mit&t^mmt
10Q;9nmt fhitland St,

JBondon W.I.

10Q, Pcuds sn Cx^&t,.

I

i

Telegrams : "Abdicate, Wesdo, London."
Telephone : Museum 55 7.

Telegrams :
*' Combustion, Exeter.

Telephone : Exeter 933. I

l«l
MOTOR

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brown.

BKOWN S'/^li.p., re-enamelled, B.B. carburetter,
mag., ride away; nearest £25.—Jones, Grossway,

Colelord, Bath. [X3524

B'ROWN 4h.p. Combination, Sturmey-Areher 3-

speed, excellent condition; £55.—Janes and
Adams, East Fmchley. [6071

BEOWN 311. p., Bosch, B. and B., Grade, fre« engine,
and side<^ar; £20.—Brown's Spring Grove Motor

Works, Isleivorth, S.W. [6303 .

3ih.p. Brown Motor Cycle, Bosch mag., etc., per-
2 lect running order; price £30.—Apply, 3, Scnitton

St., Castle St., City Ed., E.0.2. [5980

BROWN 3Vjb.p., newly enamelled, Bosch mag., B.
and B. carburetter, ready to ride away; a bar-

gain, £29.—Phillipson, Scriven Rd., Knaresbro', Yorka.
[5906

BROWN Combination, 4h.p., Sturmey-Areher 3-

speed, clutch, lamps, accessories, etc.; any trial;

£A5, or offer; any time.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow,
E.3. [6353

BEOWN SVjh.p.. Bosch, B. and B., lamps, horn, com-
plete, good JDunlops, easy starter, good order and

condition ; must sell ; best offer by Monday.—Write, 4,

Prince of Wales Terrace, W.8. [5839

B.S.A.

Tf QIQ B.S.A. Combination, No. 2 sidecar; £135.-83,
J-SJ Empress Rd., Loughborough. [6488'

B.S.A. 41/ih.p., 1915, 3-sreed, all-chain, excellent con-
diton; £75.—Goodsells', Pulborougli. [5^26

1 Q19 B.S.A., 3-speed, run 300 miles; offers.—
i-if Clegg, 1, Broad St., Teddington. [6104

1Q16 B.S.A., 3-speed, kick start; £67/10.-J. Smith
1-V and Co., 16, Hampstead Bd., N.W.I. [6495

.A. Sole District Agents; book now.—The Walsall
Garage, Wolverhampton St., WalsalL Tel: 444.

[5602

B.S.A. Combination, 3 speeds, ' S.A., clutch, pedal
starter; ride away; £63.-85, Suffolk St., Poplar,

B.
•

'

[5787

B.S.A., 3V'h.p., T.T. clutch model, condition as new;
any trial, examination; £55.—Smee, 41, Baker St.,

B

Eeading. [S3788

Y'QIS B.S.A. 4iAh.p., 3-speed, countershaft, Lucas
Xt/ lamps, horn, tools; £65.—Thomas, 8, Market
St., Whitland. [X3757

I Q15 B.S.A. Combination, absolutely perfect;
i-U £93/10.—Jones, 4, Woodside Parade, North.

Pinchley, N.12. [5053

JONES' Garage, special agents for B.3.A., Broad-
way, Muswell ilill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Pinchley. [2919

B.S.A. (bargain), 4i/4h.p.. boxmtersbaft, chain drive,

C.B. combination; £90.-19, Southwark Park Ed.,

Uermondsey, S.E. [5833

1 Q16 B.S.A., thoroughly overhauled, 3-speed, kick.
LU start, foot clutch; £65.—J. Smith and Co., 16,

Hampstead Ed., N.W. [6504

B.S.A. 4i^h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed, etc.,

new tyres throughout; £95, or near offer.—

Parks, 23a, George St., Croydon. ' [5952

I Q15 B.S.A. 4%h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed, E.S.,.- ,

-Ltf lamps, horn, tools, etc., nico turnout; £88.—^

-

Pumping Station, Hndley Ed., Enfleld. [6093 I

B.S.A., 4Vih.p., 1915, 3-speed, kick starter, all chain,

nearly' new Phcenix sidecar, lamps, horn, sparesj

etc. ; £95.—WestBeld House, Gloucester. [X3452

1 Ol^^l^h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, all chain, Stewart hortt i

XJ/ and speedometer, carefull:^ used, perfect; £7ft
or near offer.—27, Pier Ed., Erith, Kent. [5621

B.S.A. Combination, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft,
perfect running condition; £85.—E. H. Mitchell,

Engineer, The Square, Carshalton, Surrey. [6497

4ih.p. B.S.A. Combination, C.B., 3-spe«d, kick start,

4 clutch, perfect mechanical order; £90, or near

offer —Edwards, 19, Wormholt Rd., Shepherd's Bush,

W.12. [5663

B.S.A. 4^h.p. 3-speed O.B. Combination, everythiDff

perfect as new, wind screen, lamps, storm apron,

nnd every accessory: £107.—Parker, 191, Mount Plea-

sant, Eedditch. [5854

B.B.A., 1916-17, 3-speed countershaft, overhauled,

chain-cum-bolt, excellent condition ; 70 gns.—

Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk Faro
Tube Station). [4684

1 Q19 4%h.p. B.S.A., all chain (delivered June), wlW: '

-Lt7 Corvette sidecar, wind screen, Tan-Sad. Klasoil"

horn, lamps, as new; best ofler over £135.—Lynmoutlu
Clay Lane," Coventry. [S3458'

1 O IS B.S.A. Combination, 4Vih.p., all chain, 3-

At/ speed gear box, Lucas set (as new), speeto
meter, complete kit; £90; any trial—81, Southwarl.
St., S.E.I. Hop 2362. [6079

B.S.A. The Birmingh.m City Agents and B.S.A.

Specialists, County Cycle and Motor Co., 307-.

ind 308, Broad St. AH ~replacemente in stock. ^«'*v
Oomoeyco, Birmingham. [6311 ^

B.S.A. April, 1919, 4Vih.p. Combination, connt«Bi

shaft couch sidecar, special chassis, speedometdfi

3 lamps, as new; £125; appointments Sunday.-19,

Shanklin Ed., Crouch End. [5732^^l OF SATlSfl

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue,
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D
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas.
OUGLAS 2'!4h.p., all good except cracked cyl.;

nearest offers £25.—Box L4,357, c/o rfte Motor

CycU. [5841

DOUGLAS, 1911, single-speed, splendid running
order; £30.-16, Southdean Gardens, South-

fields. [5927

TO 15-16 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, excellent condi-

i«/ tion: SO gns.—81, Leavesden Rd., Watford,

Herts. [6602

DOUGLAS 1919 2l4h.p. W.D. Model, fully eauipped,
' 300 miles: oflers.—Tintern, Korman Ed-, Sutton,

Snrrcy. [S:3«65

DOUGLAS, 254h.p., 1915, splendid condition, all

accessories; £55.—Massey and Kossiter, Kipley,

Surrey. [5642

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 3-speed, 1916, C.B. sidecar, all acces-

sories, splendid condition; £107.-54, Coval Ed.,

Mortlake. [X3381

DOUGLAS, lato 1915, original tyres, laid up since
1916, has not done 1,000 miles.—27. West Hill,

Highgate. [5845

4h.p. Dougla,3 Combination: £100; perfect condi-

1

tion, spares.—20, Ospringe Rd., Tufnell Park
(near tube). [5923

DOUGLAS 1914 2%h.p., 2-speed. excellent condi-

i

tion, disc wheels; £50.-15, Belmont Rd.,
Maidenhead. [X3787

DOUGLAS 2'>ih.p., 1914, hardly used, complete kit;

of spores; £60.-17, Stracey Ed., Stourbridge Park,,
London, N.W. _ [6376

1Q15 W.D. Douglas, perfect condition; £58.—
X*/ Chandler. Reyre and Williams, Hitchin. l

'Phone: 165. [6003
|

33.h.p. W.D. Douglas, 2-speed, less mag.; bargain,'
4 £28.—Speechley, 1. Gunnersbury Lane, Acton

Hill, London. [6163

1Q15 Douglas, thorough mechanical order' £60.—
-LJf Chandler, Revre and Williams, Hitchin.'
'Phone: 165. [6002

~| C|15 2%h.p Douglas, 2-speed, perfect in eyery re-

X*/ spect: £60.—Jones, 4, Woodside Parade, North
Finchley N.12. [5050

DOUGLAS 2-speed, electric light, excellent running

'

order ana appearance; £55.—Ford, Watch-
maker, Redhill. [6343

\

DOUGLAS, late 1916, 2%h.p., 2-speed, very fast,

,

first-class order, horn, etc.; £58.—Box L4,391, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [6485

£55, near offer.—Douglas, 1914, 2-speed, long ex
haust, belt, tyres good, perfect, all on.—Bell, 6^

Pimlico Rd.. S.W. [618u

"1017 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, new tyres, fully
ii/ equipped, overhanled; £58/10.-E., 5, Vic-
toria Av.. Surbiton. [X3662

4h.p. Douglas Combination, fined order, C.B., late
model, about 1917-18; cheap, £90.-200, High

St., Tooting, S.W. [6323

LATE 4h.p. Douglas Comhinatioo, £85; also Douglas
sidecar chassis, with tyre, £6/10; must sell.—31,

Cowper Av., Sutton. [6215

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2%h.p., in excellent order; 50 gns.
—Smith's. 10-16, Haverstock Hill, oppceite Chalk

Farm Tube Station. (4685

A 1915 Douglas, 2^h.p., 2-speed: £50; gradual pay-
ments accepted.—Letters only, Plummer, 6, Myddle-

ton Ed.. Bowes Park. [6471

SINGLE-SPEED T.T. Douglas, ready to ride away,
bought 1914; best oSer over £40 gets it.—Box

430. c/o The Motor Cycle. [X3559

3.h.p. Douglae, 2 speeds, semi-T.T. bars, footboards,
4 knee grips, lamps, horn, etc., nice order; 49 gns.

11

3
-3, Parker Lane, Burnley.

D
[X3737

OUGLAS 1916 2^h.p., just overhauled, all acces-
sorks, low mileage; £59.—Clarke, Hurst, St.

Helen's iJowns. Hastings. [6231

CHEAP; late Douglas, speeds, overhauled, enamelled,
as new; worth £65, best over 40 gns.—37, Bury

Rd., Thetlord. Norfolk. [6209

Q3.h.p. Douglas, 1914, 2-6peed, excellent condition,
^4: lamps and horn; £50.—Mallam, Heathfield,
Keston, near Bromley, Kent. [S3486

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p.. 1919, new, just de-
livered; best ofEer over £130 secures.—33, Wilton

Grove. Mertou I'ark, S.W.19. [5981

DOUGLAS, 1919, 2%h.p., W.D., 2-8p©ed, footboards,
lamps, Lucas horn, Watford speedometer, spares;

j

£78.—Brown, Park St., Falkirk. [X3475

DOUGLAS 1916 2^h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition

I

throughout, ready ride nivay; 55 gns.—10, Bonner
Hill Ed., Kingston-on-Thamea. [6211

COLONIAL Douglas 2^4h.p., 3-speed, lighting set, me-
chanical horn, spares and tools, condition as new;

i

60 ens.—25, Colville Rd.. Leytonstone. [5823

DOUGLAS Combination, 1915, 4h.p., 3 speeds, etc.,
in exceedingly smart condition; £100.—Loweth,

' 6, Mount Pleasant Ed-, Ealing, W.S. [6123

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., good condition, including tyres
and belt; £28.—F.O.C.H. [Fair Offer Car House),

5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W. (near Hampstead
Tube). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. [6326

TYRES i
SPECIAL

Clearance Lines ^
Ail goods sent on seven

'

days' approval a£ainst|j^
remittance. ^
A 3/ outfit Is presented free
of charee to all purchasers d
ofcovers and tubes as adver-
tised,on orders exceedine£1

COVERS.
Oui

P'lce.

"CANNOT ADVERTISE NAME."
20X2i passenger Heavy rubber

studded 4S/6
j6k2| routist Trophy 39/8
26x2! „ ,

rabb^r studded 39/-

26X21X2} „ „ 43/8
(1061650X61 riuasi

7ofix8o H-'aw ^mall nar 82'-

List

Price.

55/-

45/-
4/6
SO/-

GOODYEAR-
jQ X ^J oversizi- tor 2^x2' nm,

rubber <;tudded . . 42 /-

28X2i diamond still ,. 4S/-

Rubber non-skid 20 1-

Fnr AnM-Whepls

PALMER
,^ 3 4-piy

TUBES.
NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED
26X2t 10/- 11/-

26X2i 10/- 11/- 650X65 'U/-I2/f
-61^2} 9/8 11/6-

,r(»!r•^n I i.hfK irir ^iito-Wheels 4/6 6/6

PEDLEY—
26x 2j Heavy Model -0/-

26^' 2i^v 2} Heavy Model G9/-

AVON-
28 X 1 Extra heavy 3-riblied 72/6 30/1

BATES—
26 X 2i Special heavv 65/-

QELTS.
All makes in tork at special prices.

i°si Jti,ngusiiinaiit-oa.ienetli5by|io;l /lp°r .t;

W can uppJy odd jengths to mak"? ur two-

oia^" hpjt= 'ri -ipv-ennirp' ieneth=

We ha.vc purchased a ia.rg^c con-
signment of Government second'
hand covers in ^ood condition

;

Do^nlop Clincher, Hutchinson, etc
and can offer same in 26 2i and
26 • 2i from 10 - lo IT 6 each.
Money returned if not approved
We have a lar^e motor tyre stock
and shall De pleased to ciuoted on
receipt of postcard.

11% Vauxhall Bridge Road,s.w266
Victoria

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q15 Douglas, 2-speed, 2^/4h.p., complete and care
JLv ful overhaul, as new; £58.—Robertson, North,
65, Broad Bridge St., Peterborough. [587C

DOUGLAS Brand New 1919 4h.p. Combination,
latest new pattern clutch, just arrived; £140.

—Ward. 14, Fernbank Av., Harrow. [X3013

I Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, just delivered
-Lt^ Irom works, new type clutch, perfect; £l35,
or offer.—18, Parkshot, Richmond, S.W. [X3701

23.h.p. Douglas, W.D. model, just out of crate, only
4 been tested; first cheque £72/10 Becurea.—

Johnson, c/o Labour Exchange, Louth. [6319

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch. W.D. model, with
bos sidecar, easily convertible into 2-seater: £90.

—199, King's Otoss Rd.. London, W.0.1. [6054

DOUGLAS 1916 2%h.p., 2-speed. fast, leHable, very
good order, new belt, tank blue and aluminium;

£50.—Bos L4,392, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6486

4h.p. Douglas, solo and combination, £75 to £95;
2%h.p. Douglas, 1915-19X6. £58 to £62.— Clap-

ham (Motors), King George St., Greenwich. [5525

GIBB, Douglas specialist, Gloucester, eoUcits your
enquiries for anything- concerning DouBlases ; try

him for the part you require. 'Phone: 852. [6340

1Q19 4h.p. Douglas, done under 500 miles, perfect
-iv condition; good reason for selling: best offer over
£95.—Skinner, Gpurthope House, Wimbledon. [5604

DOUGLAS 1914 2%h.p., 2-speed, good tyres, horn,
lamps, long exhaust, ride away; first £50 se-

cures.—5, Lexham Gardens, Kensington, S.W. [6140

DOUGLAS 4b. p., 2-speed, believed 1915, recently
overhauled and good order, nearly new extra heavy

tyres; £75.—H. Haycock, Great Glen, Leicester. [5700

DOUGLAS 2^h.p., W.D., all-weather, not run 100
miles, just uncrated, complete with lamps, long

copper eshaust; 75 gns.-Chelsea Lodge. Bognor. [X3379

4h.p. Douglas and Sidecar, W.D. model, completely
overhauled by makers, lamps, spare belt and tube,

picked machine; £110.—Sanctuary, Bridport, Dorset.
[4814

DOUGLAS 1911 2%h.p.. 2-speed, recently over-
hauled and enamelled ; £35 ; bargain,-£. H.

Mitchell, Engineer, The Square, Carshalton, Surrey.
[6498

DOUGLAS 1917 4h.p. Combination, overhauled and
in fine running order; 95 gns.—Smith's, 10-16,

Haverstock Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.
[468€

SEVERAL Douglases, 1915 and 1916, 2%h.p., from
£50 ; call and inspect stock.—Smith's, 10-16,

Haverstock Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station,
[4687

1Q16 2^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, enamelling, plating,
X«^ and tank as new, perfect in all details; £65.—
Jones, 4, Woodside Parade, North Finchley, N.12.

[5051
DOUGLAS W.D. 2^h.p., 2-speed, new heavy Dun

lops, and horn, just uncrated and tried, escellenl
condition; at Stamford.—Bos 413, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X3582
1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, absolutely as new,
JlO spare tyre, 2 complete valves, etc.; £130; will

deliver 100 miles.-Box L4,325, c/o The Motor CycU
[5688

4)3.h.p. Douglas, Bosch, splendid condition and ap-
"^4 pearance, fast, tyres and belt as new; gift, £26;
ride away.—Smith, 98, Merton Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.

[6345
DOUGLAS, 2^h.p., 2-fipeed and clutch, very late

1914, new tyrea and belt, appearance as new

;

£60.—Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone-
2379. [5762

1 Q19 (June) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, perfect ruu-
-L«/ ning order, complete with horn, tools, unused
spare parts for touring; £136.—D. Cawley, Rovenscrag.
Buxton. [X3425
"I Q19 Douglas Combination, new August 1915, done
J-t/ 200 miles, speedometer. Klaxon, etc., improved
clutch, trial arranged; £143.-74, Malpas Rd., Brock-
ley, S.E. [6147
1 Qll Douglas, re-enamelled and bushed, new tubes,
X«7 new tyre on back, nearly new belt, long exhaust
pipe; first P.O. over £25.-32, Leicester Causeway,
Coventry. X3629
DUUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D., makers' colours. Mead

and Denham light sidecar, both as new, lamps,
tools ;' £95 ; bargain.-Wombwell, Abling Bridge,
Chertsey. [6073

DOUGLAS, 2^.p., 1915, Colonial, S-speed, speedo-
meter, lamps, horn, tyres, machine new condition,

store<l 3 years; £65.—Green, Chemist, Bracklev,
Northants. [6126

DOUGLAS (believed 1913) 2%h.p., 2-Gpeed, free
engine, heavy Palmer tyres, footboards, lamp,

etc.; cheque accepted £35.—Mr. Irwin, Leavesden
Rd.. Watford. .A6261

1 Old Douglas 4h.p. Combination, delivered August
J-t/ 12th, mileage under 500, lamps, mechanical
horn, spares; best offer secures.—Letters, 10, Wellington
Sq., Chelsea, [6205

DOUGLAS 2"^ih.p., 1914. 2-speed, clutch, kick stait.

beautiful condition, 128 miles to gallon; best ofier
I over £60.-Tuiner. 85, Lyall Mews West, Lyall St..

I I Eaton Sn.^ S.W. [6309

[]l T^,OUGLAS 2^h.p.. 2-speed, Cowey speedometer, horn,

IjX-'' Bosch, footboards, just overhauled, new forks and
'I springs, tyres good, engine perfect; 52 gns.—Eiuerton.

Chequers, Stevenage. [X3190

All letters, relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1Q19'/i; Douglas 2%h.p., engine No. 40269, T.T. and
J-*/ touring' bars, condition absolutely aa new; any
trial; owner buying couibiuation ; 78 gns., or best offer.

-32, High St., Watford. [6296

D.OUGLAS r914 2341i.p., 2-speed, Bosch, lamp and
geuemtor, very fast, overhauled loitnight ago, in

splendid rendition ; £56.— Geo. Hunter, Late Lime Pit
Inn, Brotherton, Yorkshire. [X3196

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition,
lamps, horn, tools, sparer ; will deliver by road to

highest offer in Great Britain.— Calderwood, Devondale,
King's Av., Bromley, Kent. [X3682

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1916, tutored during war,
just been thoroughly overhauled, owner engineer

officer going overseas ; 90 gns ; letters only.—Morley,
Eose an^ Crown, Tonbridge. [X3730

DOUGLAS 234h.p., 1913, 2-speed. clutch, kick
starter, ride away, £45; also Douglas, 1912,

new belt, tyres, and lamps, £35.—Call, or write, W.
S. Scott, Wybunbury, Nantwich. [5955

FOR Sale, Douglas. 1915, 2^h.p., T.T. bars, recently
overhauled, new parts, very good condition ; seen

liny day 1 to 4 ; 55 gns.—Eycott Martin, Hardwicke,
Liudfield, Hayward's Heath, Susses. [6132

23.h.p. W.D. Douglas, brand new; one or two early de-
4 liveries at £72, plus carriage; pamphlets with

particulars.-Robinson's Garage. 32-3^, Green St., Cam
bridge. Tel. : 995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles.—Below.

4h.p. 1919 Type Douglas Combination, with nil'

proved type of clutch; one or two early deliveries
at £123, plus cost of crate and carriage; pamphlets
with epeciftcation.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Green
St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles.—
Below.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Sidecars, with storm apron, door
4 attachments, yery low and sporty, brand new,

in stork; £28, crate and carriage.—Robinson's Garage
32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995 (2 lines)
T.A. : Bicycles. [6442

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick
start, recently overhauled, re-enamelled, com-

plete with lamps. Klaxon horn; seen after 7 o'clock;
price £110.-19, Ensor Mews, Cranley Gardens, S.\V.7.

[5821

Id 19 Douglas Combination, July, perfect, carefully
-LiJ driven 800, Lucag lamps, horn. Cameo, spares,
engine 8107; taking delivery prior order higher power;
£150, or near.—Read, Westbourne Terrace, Lancaster.

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D., as new, fitted with lamps
horn, complete set of tools, aluminium disc

wheels, Tan-Sad pillion seat ; owner going abroad

;

what offers.—Jackson, 351, Coldharbour Lane, Brixton.
[5902

1 C|15 2^^h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, brand new Miller ligbt-
-1-U ing set, new tyres, footboards, very smart appear-
nnre, just overhauled and mechanically perlect; £63.
Write, AV., 18, Queen's Parade, Muswell Hill, jST.IO.

[6374

1 Q19 Douglas i^Ah.p., post-war model, electric light-
-Lt/ ing. Klaxon, tools, small mileage,—F.O.C.H
(Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead,
N.W. (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead
3752. [6327

DOUGLAS W.D. Model, 2%h.p., 2-speed, in excellent
condition, well kept, good appearance, new tyies,

spares, lamps, horn, etc., guaranteed somid ; £62, or
nearest oSer.—Frost, Bridport News' 0:iice, Bridoort
Dorset, [582^

1 Q19 2^ih.p'. Douglas {makers' certificate with date
J- ij sliown), fitted with running boards and specially

long exliaust, horn (no lamps), very little used, perfect
throughout; price £70.—Mullin, 19, Denuiflrk Ed.
Reading. [X3198

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
no stock, bufc we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-
li very.—Eli Clark. Douglas Agent. 196, Cheltenham
Rd.. Bristol. [0966

NEW 4h.p. Douglas 1919 Combination, complete
with storm apron, immediate delivery; extended

payments if desired.-Harrods Motor Showrooms,
116-118, Brompton Rd, (opposite Main Buildings).
London, S.W.I. [5705

D.OUGLAS 1915-16 Colonial Model, 3 speeds, T.T,
just overhauled, and in perfect order, been stored

3V2 years, complete with lamps, horn, tcOls, and spare
belt, etc., excellent condition; 62 gns.—Hodgkison, 33,
Florendiue St., Amington, Tamworth. [X3501

,"1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, received from
S-*J "works 3 weeks, latest dry plate chitch, driven
400 miles, absolutely perfect condition, complete with
Klaxon, speedometer, and spares; any trial ; £140

;

write for appointment.—Fuller, 3, Stanhope Av;, Finch-
ley, N,3.

_
[5860

STOP! Read this. Some good stuff here.—Douglas,
1915, 2s/,h.p., 2-speed, one of the fastest Dugs

on the road, good appearance and condition, T.T. bars,
horn, lamps; any inspection, any trial ; £60 ; after 6
p.m.; will ride 100 miles to purchaser.~20, Treen Av.,
Hoggers Corner, Barnes. [6248

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1919 (June), 3
electric lamps, 40 a.h. accumulator and 3 dry

batteries, speedometer, horn, watch, etc., tools and
spares complete, extra heavy Dunlop, in perfect order
in all respects; trial any time; examination invited;
£150.-18, Station Rd., Cambridge. [X3755

When sending repairs :-

1. It is advisable to send
complete wheel.

2. It is essential that
outside fittings such as

axle nuts, gear or clutch

operative parts, washers,

etc., are NOT sent.

3. A letter advising us

date despatch, station

sent from, and mark and
number of hub should be
posted, and, MOST IM-
PORTANT, two labels

bearing sender's name
and address on reverse

of both should be tied

to the wheel.

RECOMMENDED BY

STURMEY-ARCHER Co

We regret, through

heavy pressure on our

works at the present

time, we cannot
undertake repairs a!

short notice, but you

can rest assured that

orders wili be executed

as promptly as possible,

while we are now in a

position to undertake

the immediate repair 0'

Sturmey - Archer ' J.S.'

Hubs

County Engineering Cq.

64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 2Mh!p., 2-spe6d, clutch model, in excel-
lent condition, fitted disc wheels, leg shields,

and electric lighting, pump, tools, etc., good tyres and
belt, T.T. bars, long exhaust, smartest bike going,
orly wants seeing; first £49, genuine bargain.—54
St. Charles Sq., North Kensington, W.IO. [6432
6h.p. Douglas 1918 Combination, demonstration

model (see photo in " Motor Cycle," June 19th),
all-chain diive, 3 speeds, beautifully upholstered, spring
wheel sidecar, hood, screen, speedometer, lamp, and
accessories, all wheels interchangeable; open lor best
offer over ^6135—William Goode, 19, Clifton Rd.,
Rugby. [S3848

1 Q19 4h.p. Dougl.ns Combination, as new, special
-i-v luiurious sidecar, painted blue, with coachbuilt
flap eiteneion and wind screen, black disc wheels, lug-

gage carrier, Stewart horn, Watford speedometer, trip,

large head lamps, lin. belt and spare, aUo spore tube
and accessories, runs perfect; £160; write appointment.
—Rowe, 19, Cambridge Ay., Kilbuin, London, N.W.6.

[5697
DOUGLAS 2^Ah.p., 2-speed, late 1915, W.D., fitted

with new mag., brand new carburetter ,(Amac),
new 120 candle-power nickel plated head lamp, allu-

minium rear lamp, also new Clincher back tyre, belt,

and plugs, bike in splendid condition and hot stuff;,

open to any expert examination and trial; price £69;
call or 'pbone for appointment. City 8575.—Bresler,

23, Chataworth Rd., Brondecbury, N.W.2. (2 minutes
from Kilburn and Brondesbury Met. Station). [5840

Edmund.
SPRING-FRAME Edmund, 1918, 2':ih.p. J.AP.,

Enfield gears, 2-speed and clutch; £60.-8, Mead-
way, Golders Green. [6090

Enfield.

10 19 Enfield, 3h.p., new July, ridden 500 miles, 80
-l*/ gns.-Hillside, Sed-ley. [X3581

BRAND New 8h.p. Enfield Combination; £160.—Box
L4,593, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6489

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. C.B. Combination; 110 gns.-
Smith's, 10-16, Ha\erstock Hill, N.W. [5593

tf>3.h.p. Twin Enfield, 2-speed, -pery good condition;
-^4 £40.-166, Chase Side, Old Southgate. . [53174

JONES' Garage, siecial agents lor Enfields, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2920

1 Q17 Enfield, 3h.p., 2-speed, kick start, clutch, in
X*7 splendid condition; £59.—Carter, Bryn Terrace,
Carndiffaith, Pontypool, Men. [6370

6h.p. Enfield Combination, 1914 model, fitted with
coachbuilt 2-seater sidecar; price £87/10.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G. [6386

TJOY'AIi ENFIELD 3h.p., 2-speed, kick start, in

XV good running condition; £42.—Robertson, North,'

55, Broad Bridge St., Peterborough. [5871

6h.'p. Royal Enfield Combination, 1917, in excellent
condition ; owner returning to India; £115,.—

F. E, Bull 112, Lexham Gardens, W.8. [6108

ENFIELD, 3h.p.,' T.T., 2-speed, tyres new, horn, in
good order, fast, economiral ; £56 lowest, no oflers.

—Hinde, 24,- Harsnett Rd., Colchester. [6235

ENFIELD 2%h.p. Twin, 2-speed, free, tyres and
engine perfect, chain drive; 37 gns.; after 6.~

Titford, 135, Stoke Newington Rd., N. [6333

"j Q 18 6h.p. Enfield Combination, good condition,
X«7 overhauled by makers, D.A. equipment, horn;
£140.—Freeman, 50, Brighton Rd., Redhill. [6023

1 Q17 3h.p. Enfield, 2-Bpeed, F.E., K.&., thoroaghiy
JLiJ overhauled, new tvres, guaranteed perfect; any
trial; £65.—Hodson, Easton St., High Wycombe. [5717

ENFIELD 6h.p., Burbury sidecar, 650x65 tyres,

glass screen, Miller, Lucas, etc.; £95, or close
offer.—Sutton Royal Garage, Sutton Coldfield. [X3710

ENFIELD 3h.p, Twin, 2-speed, kick starter, lamp,
heavy Dunlops, enamel and everything good con-

dition ; best offer over £55.—Mayers, ChristletOB, Chester.
[X34:7

ENFIELD 1919 6-Bh.p. Combination, small mile-
age, lamps. Easting windscreen. Premier horn; '

£165.—Fisher, Brewery House, Newcastle, Staffs. •

[X3637
IjiNFIEIrD 6h.p. Ccmbinntion, 1916, all accessories,

-i perfect running order; £130; stored 2 years, good
as new.— 47, Beaumont Rd., Bournville, Birminghflm;

[X3675
ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, per-

fect order, excellent appearance, nearly nqw
tyres; trial; £96.-4, Stockwell Park Crescent, S.W.9.

[6337
IpNFIELD 2i54h.p. Twin, 2 speeds and clutch, new

.i chains, enamel perfect, lamp and horn; £37.—
Derrington, 31, Maiden Rd., New Maiden, Surrey.

[6270.

-j Q19 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., bought July, F.B.6.
i*7 electric lighting, hood. Klaxon, condition as new; •

£155.—Marshall, 9, Wandsworth Bridge Rd., Fulham, 1

S.W. tX34SS *

ENFIELD Late 1913 6h.p. Combination, engine re-

cently thoroughly overhauled ; any trial or ex-

amination ; roomy sidecar. — Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton. ,

[X3688 •

-| Q14 6h.p. Enfield Combination, perfect order, new
X t/ chains and sprockets, engine recently rebuslied

and overhauled, good tyres ; 70 gns.-Griffiths, BiUon,
Cinderford. [X3184 -

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnSeld

1Q1S Enfield 3h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, chain
J-*.' drive, tieavy Dunlops, all accessories, little
used; £70: no offers Write, 81, Wallwood Rd., Lev-
tonstone, E. [6277
."pOYAL ENFIELD Combination, Lucas dynamo
J.l' lighting, electric horn, speedometer," watch,
mirror,._wind screen.—139, Wood End Ed., Erdington,
Birmingham. [X3747
"IQI6-17 6h.p. Enfield Combination, perfect condi-
•'-^ tion, horn, triple screen, hood, speedometer,

S?™fi ^''''"" t!hiin; £140.—Osborne, 177, New Park
Kd., Bnxtou. [6095
"I016 Enfield Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p., head-^" lamp, horn, tools, oversizo tyres, condition like
new; private owner; file.—J. Chapman, Corlton, Mid-
dleham, Torks. [X3690

"R ^Z^\ ENFIELD 2%h.p., single gear, chain drive,
-•-1/ iiosqh, B. and B., horn, and tools, been thoroughlv
overhauled, ready ride away; f34.-Pittman, 1, .Terser
Jtc<l., Gloucester. [S3563
TCINFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1912-13, 3 acetylene
•*-^ lamps, speedometer, horn, good running order
owner driven, recently overhauled; £95.-0. Wilkins.
Boot Stores, Edgware. [5670
/*h,p. Enfield Combination, 1914, complete with lamps,
"speedometer, horn, etc., .Bosch watertight mag.,
hardly scratched, and ready to ride away; £125.-139
St. Michael's Hill, Bristol. [S320f
Oih.p. Twin Enfield, shaft driven, enclosed Bosch."•a overhead feed B. and B.. new Dnnlop belt tyre-
and enamelling good condition; £29; after 6 pm —
I'oultney, 59, Sumatra Ed., W. Hnmpstead. (SSs:

"I016 Twin Enfield, 3h.p., new appearance, beautifu'
J- 1/ condition, lamps, horn ; seen any time ; Worcester
shire; £65, or exchange 7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame, ii
good condition.—Box 414, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X337'.

pNFIELD 1915 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
J~J speedometer, lamps (electric), all accessories,
tools and spares, in excellent condition; £125 any
trial.—Write, Barton, 2, Roxborough Ed., Harrow.

"

"1Q19 Eoyal Enfield Combination, 6h.p., wellJ-" equipped, lamps, horn. Easting wind screen
sidecar step, leg shields, 74 m.p.g.; £165; owne.
buying car.-17, Mill St., Brierley Hill, Staffs.

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p., per"
feet condition, coachbuilt sidecar, with hood,

screen, and apron, lamps and all new tyres; £135.-
Goodall, Gabledene, Eskdale Ay., Ohesham, Bucks

"I Q17 Enfield, luxurious, powerful combination, 6h.p.,A*^ hood, screen, speedometer, electric lighting,
luggage grid, mirror, etc., etc., nltra-perfect condition

;

£145; after 6 p.m.—Pickett, 7, Eowan. Ed., Bexlev
Heath, Kent. f5683
ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p., July. 1916, guaranteed,

any trial, new back and front tyre, new chain,
all tools, spare tyre, tube, 2 lamps, sidecar used 3
times, as new, raac'iine mileage 1,500; what offers?—
Box 426, o/o The Motor Cycle. [X3556
ROYAL ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, hand con

trol, recently overhauled; painted, and plater*
by makers, new tyres, tool bags, acetylene lighting,
speedometer, etc., excellent condition; £50, or nearest
ofler.—Watson, Whitecroft, Forest Eow, Sussex.

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, special C.B. enclosed
sidecar, wind screen, newly re-covered hood, 2

lamps, horn, pump, tools, recently overhauled, power-
ful, and perfect condition; £110, or first cash £105
secures.—Carver, 2, Factory Lane, Station Ed., Don-
caster. [6416
ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1917, as new, 3

lamps, horn watch mirror, hood, screen, apron,
pillion seat, luggage carrier, new 700X80 Palmer on
back, .-pare chain, tube, tools, etc.; in splendid run-
ning order; £150.-6, Eadley Rd., Bruce Grove,
Tottenham,-. N. [6029
"CUSTFIELD Combination, 6h.p., late 1915, 1916 im-
.*-| prOvements, engine and gears perfect, new front
cylinder. Palmer light car tyres, back new, others fairlv
good, spare chain, speedometer, lamps, mirror, mechani-
cal horn, pillion seats, 2 spare valves and springs- 100
gns.-99, Clapham Ed., Lowestoft. [5784
piNFIELD Sh.p. 1914 Combination, complete with
-L' wind screen. Tan Sad seat, large P. and H. bead
lamp, new speedometer, full kit of tools and spares,
etc. This outfit has covered very small mileage, is
well tyred, and in exceedingly good order generally;
£105.—The Layton Garages, Bicester, Oxon. 'Phone -

35- [3795
1Q15 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, engine, mag., and
-*-Y Bears recently overhauled by makers, also new
mudguard, chain, inner tubes, and heavy Dunlops all
round. 3 lamps, generators, and horn (Lucas), tank re-'
enamelled, all in splendid condition, did recent tour of
750 miles without slightest trouble; 135 gns.—Ineson,
Longfield, Heckmondwike, Yorks. [X3665
nh.p. Enfield, 1913, C.B., repainted and gold-lined
^^ by coachbuilder, engine recently overhauled, Bosch
mag., fitted electric accumulator, variable resistance to
head oil and rear lamps, driven only by owner, an
engineer and officer R.A.F., stored during service in
France and Egypt, speedometer, complete set of spares,
tools, chains, and tube, etc., the whole in excellent con-
dition: owner going overseas; £90.—Page, 13, Gordon
Bt, W.0.1. 7248 Central. [6699

Sole London and District
Agents for* A.J.S. and British
Excelsior Motor Cycles.
Contracting Agents for
Triumphs, B S.A., Heidersons,
Enfields Calthorpes, Aliens,
IWelro-Tyltrs, etc., etc.

W.S.R. Variable Jet Adapter for

use with A.M.A.C. Carburetters
gives more power, greater speed,
even running at slow speeds,
and saves petroi PfiC3, 8/6.

(Postage 3d.)

Strong Leather Straps for use -with

luggage carriers, etc., 4ft. X I Jin.
Special bargain at 5 /- per pair.

(Postage 3d.)

Sparking Plugs by dependable
makers : K.L.G., Lodge, and
Igna, 5 /- each; Sphin.x, 3 /- each.

(Postage 3d.)

Bowden Extra Air inlet increases
mileage and power to a remark-
able degree, also keeps your
engine clean. Complete with
cable and all fittings. Price, S7/ -

(Postage 3d.)

Repair Outfits, special offer;

Motor cycle size at 1 /- each.
(Postag 3d.)

Double-ended Spanners, drop
forged, very strong and handy,
^in X ^in., lOd.; Jin. x fg-in., 1 /-

;

^in. X fin., 1 /4 ; fin. x ^in.,
1/6; fin. X Jin., 1/9.

(Postage 3d.)

Petrol Funnels, oblong in shape
with gauze strainer, 6in. x sjin.,

1/9; Sin. X4iin., 2/9; loin. x
6in., 3/9. (Postage 4d.)

Oil Syringes, indispensable to
motor cyclists, 3 /6 each.

(Postage 4d.)

PILLION SEATS.

Ihe Tan-Sao Sprmi; Seat Price 33/-
Cushion and clips for same ...... „ 5/-

Back rests „ 7/-

Side foot rests ,
- 6/-

Springwel. Seats, upholstered
and fitted with box spring:s... „ 17/6

A.K. KNEE GRIP!), very strongly made
of leather and rubber. Will fit any
machine 12/-

Pnstatre 4d.

STOCKTAKING.
Will customers kindly note that we
shall ba closed for stock akins on
Monday and Tuesday. September
29th and 30th, also no correspon-
dence will be df^alt with on 'hose days.

Showrooms : 21a, STORE ST., W.C.I.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.I

Qflrace—Tottenham Conrt Road.
Phone—Museam, 1240.

TeieKrams— " Dynametr') Wpatf-ent Tendon *

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnSeld.

1 Q14 Enfield Coacibuilt Combination, 700x80 tyres,
-*-*-' good condition, 3 lamps, speedometer, mechanical
horn, apron, iull kit tools and spares, splendid running
order: £100.-Morgan, 53, Spey St., Poplar. E.14. [£307

Hxcelsior
"I Ol6 American Excelsior Combination, mag., dynamo
At/ lighting, hood and screen: £120.-86, High Rd.,
Lee, S.E. [5773

BKITI3H Excelsior, 2V2h.p., 2-Etrofee, disc wheeU,
lamps, etc., perfect condition; 35 gns.—57, Aner-

ley Park, Anerley. [6362

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales^ Isle oJ Man
Only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blake

ind Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7038

EXCELSIOR, aVsh.p., -with coachbuilt aidecar, 3-

speed, 1914 model, very good order, complete,
lampe, speedometer, etc.; £80, no offers.-Cecil Francis,
West Pinchbeck, Spalding. [5676
1 Q 16 American Excelsior, 7-9h.p., sporting C.B.
i~*^ sidecar, dynamo lighting, tyres and chain as
new, splendid condition, all accessories; £135; or
offers.—Read, Orleans, Esher. [6145

AMERICAN Excelsior 7-9h.p., 1916, little used,
clutch, 3-speed, splendid coachbuilt sidecar,

lamps, mechanical horn, tools; £110.—Holmes, 14,
Delvino Rd., Parsons Green, S.W.6. [6115

AMERICAN Excelsior Combination, .7-9h.p., 1915,
stored 2 years, just re-enamelled, B.H.K.S., excel-

lent condition, with prize design sporting eidecar,
lamps and spares; £120.-114, WestSury At., Wood
Green, London. [6101

Fafnir.

FAFNIR 3h.p., B.B., new Clincher tyrea. Whittle
belt, recently overhauled; trial; bargain, £12.^

31, Grayshott Rd., Clapham Junction. [5910

3ih.p. Fafnir, mag., B. and B. carburetter, free en-
2 gine clutch, good tyres ; ride away ; bargain,

£12/10.—152a, Swaby Rd., Earlsfleld. [5634

F.N

F.N. 5-6h.p., single gear, good condition, £28;
lamps, horn, £2.—Westcott, 29, Brook 8t,,

Luton. [6187

F.N. Lightweight, lamp, generator, horn, new tyres

:

any trial; £20; Gowea district.—Box L4,327, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [5690

F.N". 4-cyl. Motor Cycle, clutch model, good running
order; £30, bargain.—Murray, 37a, Charles St..

aattou Garden, Holborn. [X3503

F.N. 2%h.p., mag., B.B.. h.b.c, adjustable- pulley,
good running order, recently overhauled; £15.—14,

>nu Lane, Catton, Norwich. [X3389

F.N., 6h.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed, clutch, Binka 3-j6t car-
buretter, etc., just overhauled at works; £60.—

A.D.V., 64, Junction- Rd., Andover. [X3183

F.N., 4-cyl., 1912, 2 speeds and clutch, engine over-
hauled ; £45, or close offer.—Earl, Athenaeum

Works, The Vale. Hampstead. N.W.3. [6219

F.N. 4-cyl., Bosch, B. and B. variable jet, in good
running order, with parcel delivery sidecar; £27

-Motor Cycle, 9, Edith Grove, Chelsea, S.W.IO. [6393

F.N. 1914 2i/^h.p., 2-apeed, clutch, kick starter, lamps,
horn, pump, stored during war; going abroad;

£35.-13, Claremout Gardens, New Rd., Seven Kings.
[5813

.N., in good condition, Bosch mag., lamps, etc., T.T
bars ; £36 ; seen any time after 4.—Timons, 64.

Station Rd., Old Tupton, near Clay Cross Station.
[X3578

1 Q14 P.N., Sh.p., 4-cyl., converted to mechanical
1 •? valves, 2-speed, clutch, etc., electric light, in flrst-

lass condition throughout ; £95.—406, Narboro' Rd..
Leicester. [6299

N., 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., shaft drire, clutch model, new
tyres, perfect condition, very powerful machine.

ri(l<len engineer; £45; seen 6.30-9.—02, Jackson Rd.,
Holioway, N.7. [6365

F.N. 5-6h.p.j 2-speed, clutch, Bosch, wicker sidecar,
speedometer, lamps, horn, in good condition; ride

away; bargain, £48; evenings after 7; no dealers.-N.,
32, Lampton Rd., Hounslow. [5736

Grander.
EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity.—Watercooled Green,

Mopsy III., overhead valves, high compreseion
engine, specially built for competition work, and one
of the fastest maohinee of its class in England: built,

lOst no object, with the best of everything; Dunlop
tyres, Dunlop belt, electric ligha, Senspray, Thomson-
Bennett euper-eficient aeroplane magneto (passed rev,

tests), B. and L. single-drip pump, Brooki saddle, ad-
justable pulley, tools, foot pump, Saxon forks, frame,
mudguards, wheels, tank, carrier, and all fittings built

by Grandex-Precision ; condition like new everywhere,
and maehine perfect throughout ; trial and any fnU
expert examination with pleasure ; this motor cycle
mops up most things on the road, and is a genuine
bargain for a sportsman

;
price £85.-27, Norman Ay.,

St. Margaret's, Twickenham. [5646

Harley-Davidson
ARLEY Combination, 1916, electric model, top
condition; £l25.—17, Abbey Rd., Croydon. [5958

HARLEY-D.WIDSON, 1914, with Montgomery
sidecar, speedometer, lamps; £85.—Brown, 8,

Kirtleton Ay., Weymouth. [5916

F

F=
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley'Davidson

PLACE your orders new lor Harley-Davidaons.—
HorswiU Ca'Stra Motor Cycle Garage, 42, Bridgp

St., Cbester. 'Phone: 943. [2143

1 Q18 Harley-Davidson, with sidecar on o£f side,
X*y mag. ignition and lamps; £145.—P. CoUyer,
Peppering, Arundel, Snssex. [5967

1Q15 Harley-Dovjdsou Combinntion, 9-llh.p. twin,
-*-V sidecar, lamps, etc. , excellent condition.—Apply,
O.B.. 82, rriory St., Colchester. [5972

1 Q14 Harley-Davidson, Mills-Fnlfcrd, sidecar, in pei-
A*/ feet ninning order; must sell; bargain, £85.-
Sharman, H.M.S. Erin, Portland. L5755

HARLEY Combination, 7-9h.p., splendid runuing
order ; £ 160 ; seen by appointment.r-lS, View-

mount Drive, Mary Hill, Glasgow. [X3661

"I Q15 Harley Combination, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch
J-v mag., tyres and chains new, lamps; £125.—
Blake, 216, Westbourne Grove, W.ll. [6012

T Q15 Harley-Davidson Combination, 3-speed, clutch,X «/ with hood to sidecar, thorough ruuning order

;

£155.—P. Pike and Co., St. Thomas. Exeter. [5835-

"f Q15 Harley-Davidson, cane sidecar with dickey seat,
J-fJ splendid condition; £90, no offer.—Conpland, 1,

Hazeldene Villas, Clayton Kd., Hayes, Middlesex.
[X3193

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1917, 7-9h.p.,
mag. model, good condition; price £160.—Call or

viite. No. 6, Knoll Gardens, The Crescent, Sandgate,
Kent. [6302

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915. Millford
sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, horn, splendid tyres,

new condition throughout; £115.-132, Lillie Rd., Ful-
ham, S.W. [5«27

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7-9h.p., coachbuilt
sidecar, with extra 5Vo gallon pressure supply;

£95 cash, and ride away.—Write, Dod, 5, Earl's Court
Gardens, S.W. [6245

HAELEY-DAVIDSON. 1917, and sidecar, standard
model, excellent condition, 2 tyres new, fast and

reliable.—Letters only, Greig, 6, Worcester Gardens,
Sutton, Surrey. [5653

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Single (1914) and Sidecar, in
perfect condition, 2-speed, remarkable hill-climber,

4h.p. ; any trial given ; £90. or nearest.—Debenhaui,
Richmond, Yorks. [X3426
HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Mills-Fulford sidecar.

guaranteed mechanically perfect, paintwork like

new, first new tyre on back; £135.—George Newfjhnm,
Beetham Mills, Milnthorpe. [6375

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, mog. model, and Mills-

Fulloid 19] 9 Corvette sidecar, lamps, etc. ; any
trial, Saturday or Sundays; £125 nett.—Brooker. Edin-
burgh House, Matlock Bath. [X3519

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1917-18. electric

model, speedometer, tools, 2-9eater sidecar, 2 wind
Bcreens, luxurioiis outfit, take 5 anywhere; nearest £178.
—54. Bounces Rd., Lower Edmonton. [5661

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, bought August,
1916, mas- model, 3-3peed, hand and foot clutch,

hood, screen and spares; stored 2 years; in perfect
condition ; £ 120.-Spencer, 63, Caldy Rd., Aintree,
Liverpool. [5920

"JOIS Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., 2-Beater sidecar, hood
-1-t/ and wind screen, in splendid condition; 1916
Royal Enfield combination. 6h.p., complete with wind
Bcreen, lamps, horn, speedometer, good condition.— 109,
Burnley Rd., Brierclifle. Tel. 471 Burnley. [X3393

1 C|17 {Sept.) Harley-Davidson Combination, electric
-l-tF horn, head, side, and tail lamps, and Lucas horn,
commodious sidecar, locker at back, wind screen, brand
new Dnnlops, tools and spare chains, magnificent out-
fit; £180.-80, Streatham High Rd., S.W.17. [5684

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916-17 Combination, 7-9
h.p., mag. model, Gloria lA coachbuilt sidecar,

wind screen and apron. Tan Sad. horn, spare tyre.

and plugs, tools, not done 4.000 miles; best ofler over
£160.—Turland, 95, Derby Rd., Stapleford, Notts.

[X3751
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, 3 speeds,

clutch, kick start, chain drive, wind screen,
lamps, liood, horn, speedometer, tools, de luxe side-
car, overhauled, perfect order, ride away, any trial;
£147/10.—Taylor, Kingston Cross Dairy, Portsmouth.

[6040
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1916, mas-

model, electric lighting, in splendid condition, new
-- sidecar aod chassis, hood, screen, and pillion seat, smnit
Turnout; £150, no oflers.—Forsander, 43, Oxford Sf .

W. . [6305

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Mag. Model, electric lighting
set. brand, new Palmer cord tyres, roomy coach-

built sidecar, in absolutely new condition, enamel un-
'^ratched; 130 gns; real bargain.—Whitehead, 4.

Montague Mews, Crawford St. ,Baker St., W. [6272

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1917. dynamo, hood, triple
screen, specially fitted with Triplex glass, clock,

spare horn, and bulbous back sidecar, very little used.
handsome, fast, and powerful outfit; £180.— Seen any
time Else's Garage, oti Soutli Parade, Turnham Green
Station. [5638
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1918, kick

starter, 3 speeds, 28x3 covers, all in new condi-
tion, painti^d st.^ndard Harley-Davidson coIout. Klaxon
honi, paint .an<l upholstery in top-hole condition, ma-
chine is mechanically sound ; 165 gns.—Red Deer Gar-
age. S. Croydon. [6400

To fit a

FORWARD
Fast ener
is to forget

the word
"breakages."

Many a famous speed
man, many a hardened
tourist, has pinned his
faith to them. Their
"features" are simply
their enormous tensile
strength, the outstand-
ing quality of their
bearings, and their
heavy gauge square
head screws.

^^^.^^^

THE FORWARD
is the vsrorld's best
That's a big claim, but
its record justifies it.

Pr:ce 1/6

THE KING HOOK
was the original hook
fastener. No imitation
has ever ousted it

from its position of
suprennacy.

Price:
Detachable, 1 -

Adjustable, t/3

Forward Sparking Plusf Co.
Snmmer Row,
BIRMINGHAM.

^64A

A38 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbei

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
IiarIey=Davidson

HARLET Electric Combination, late 1916, re-enam-
elled khaki by makers, speedometeTj volt and am-

meter, 44 act. amp. hours C.A.V. accumulator, 2 head,
1 side, speedometer and inspection lamp, 3 key awitchea,
hood and screen, fine condition; £160.—Seen at Oyler'a
Garage, Upper Maryleboue St., W.l. [6055

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD 4-5h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Com-

bination, believed 1916 model; £79; first cheque
secures.—47, Newland Av., Hull. tX3541

"I
Ql^ Hazlewood Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., Bosch

J-*.' mng., kick start, coachbuilt sideciir, 3-speed, only
done 5,000 miles, stoied 3 years; £85; seen otter 6.—
Luneaster, 15, Ormond Tark, York St., London, S.W.

[6239
1 Q15 Hazlewood-Jap 5-6h.p., motor cycle and side-
J- «y car, engine and gear box recently overhauled
by makers; price £100; owner bought car.—Can be
seen at A. C. Bishop, Ltd., 135, Bartholomew St.,

Newbury. [X3509

Henderson
HENDERSON Combination, lOh.p., 2-6peed, Phcenis

sidecar, excellent condition ; £1 30.— Oakland^,
Sanderstead, Surrey. [X3478
PLACE Vriur orders now for Hendersons.—florswill.

Castra Motor Cyc'e Garage, 42, Bridge St.,
Chester. "Phone 943 [2142

1QI4 Henderson Combination, electric lighting, in
i-t/ fine condition; £115.—Chandler, Reyre and
Williams, Hitchin. 'Phone: 165. [6000

LANCASHIRE. Cheshire, North Wales, aud Isle ot
Man.—Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. invited.—J.

Blake and Co. Offlciai Denlers. Liverpool-Manchester.
[7036

1 Q19 Henderson, lOh.p., like new, mileage under
J-«J' 1,500, complete with F.R.S. lamps; price 185
gns.—Capt. M. S. Fryar. Pendragon Hotel, London Rd.,
St. Albans. [5769

Hobart.
HOBART 2-stroke. single speed; £36.—Chandler,

Reyre and Williams, Hitchin. 'Phone: 165.
[6005

HOBART-VILLIERS. 1916, 25i5h.p., 2 speeds, in
very good order; £46.—H. Carr, Hesby Bridge,

York. [6359

4h.p. 1913 Twin Ilobart, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer,
clntcb, Lucas lamp set, good running order; £35.

-Oswell, Hadley, Salop. [S3582
HOBART-VILLIERS, 1917. 234h.p., 2-speed, juet

been overhauled, perfect condition, lamps, horn,
new tyres; £50, or nearest offer; after 6.30.-206, Lord-
ship Rd.. Stoke Newington. [6197

Humber

HUMBER S'/.h.p., free engine, handle start, new
tyres, lamp £38.—327, Hor St., Walthamstow,

I. [6074

HUMBER 2^4h.p. twin, 3 speeds, free engine, in

very good order; £45.—Heighton, Elton, Peter-
boro". [X3636

HUMBER Lightweight, 2h.p., in good condition;
£33.—Rohc'tson, North, 55, Broad Bridge St.,

Peterborough. [5872

HUMBER 1913 Si/jh.p., 2-speed, rebnshed. all

accessories; what, offers ?—Byott. Snakes Lafae,

Woodford, Essex. [6441

HUMBER, 3i/2h.p., 2-speed, and good sidecar, engine
perfect, a most reliable outfit; £50. -Hall'."! Gar- .

age, Ltd., Stevenage. [5758 ;

1 012 Hmnber 2"4h.p., mag., good tyres, round
.,

M.U tank, very smart; £25.—Blake, 216, Westr i|

bourne Grove, W.ll. [6013

HUMBER Lightweight, Bosch, B.B., accessories, new
,

tyres, sound and excellent condition ; £26.—40, ,

Southpark Rd.. Wimbledon. [X3459
jHUMBER Sy^b.p., 2 speeds, good tyres, new belt. '

splendid coachbuilt sidecar, good order ; bar- i

gain, £50.—Banks, South View, Matlock (via GelHa).
'

[5938 I

3ih.p Huraber Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,

2 countershaft, 2-speed, free engine, kick starter, '

lamps, horn; £60.—Richardson, 380, Kingsland Rd.,

E.8. [5809
I

6 h.p. Water-cooled llumber, Millford sidecar, hood, ,

sci"een, lamps, horn, in brand new condition;
nearest offer to £150.-15, Stanley Rd., Earlsdon, i

Coventry. [X3021 •

HUMBER Lightweight, appearance as new, engine '

good, Bosch, B. and B., new Duniop back tyre, ,

ride away; £27.—Walker, 83, Ham Park Rd., Strat-
;

ford, E.15. [5603
j

i>3.h.p. Humber Twin, 3-8peed, horn, speedometer, good
/W 4 rnndition and running order. £45 : also Baby

,

Levis, 1912 model, £28, or offers.—Artro House, Llan-

bedr, Merioneth.
"

[X3482
;

HUMBER 3"/2li.P-. 1914. 3-speed, clutch, K.S., de-

compressoi'. new piston, semi T.T., excellent ap-

pearance, wicker sidecar; £56.-32, Balferh Grove,
,

Chiswick Lane, W.4. [6139

HUMBER Lightweifi-Tit, M.L., Amac. tyres, enamel,
i

etc., in new condition, good order throughout; bar-
;:

gain for auick sale, £23; after 6 j.m.—73, Derwent
Rd., Palmer's Green, N.13. [6053

^

HUMBER 1914 SVsh.p., 3-8peed hub gear, coach-

built sidecar, wind screen and hood, new tyres all

round, smart turnout; £75.—Godfrey's Garage, Cnw- •

broo£ Rd.. Ilford. 'Phone Ilford 63. [5628

at the end of each adveitisement, and the date of the issue.

1
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

I^fTTMBER, SVsh.p. engine, Bosch mag., Roe 2-speed
spring forks, tank, tyres andJ-X wheel, front wheel,

tubes, one new Palmer cord,
68, Cromwell Rd., South Bank
3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, iree engine.

good condition"; £18,
York?. [X3490

,
free engine, with grey

enamelled coachbuilt -sidecar, beautifully sprung,
stored during war, in perfect condition, any trial-
£78.—Fairhurst, 28, Clarence Place, Newport, Mon

[5942'

Imp.
TMP 2y2h.p. Lightweight. 1919 model, fitted with
JL Tilhers engme, C.A.Y. mag., smart finish, com-
plete with lamp, horn, pump, and set of tools: price
£60.—Messrs. Coppen and Vanzaudt, 60, Mortimer St

.

W.l. Museum 3689. [5719

Indian.
ty-Sh-p. Indian, W.D. model, good running order; £60;
• tnal—White's Garage. Hinckley. 1X3480
TNDIAN. 1914, T.T., 7-9h.p., stored 3 years; £60.
J- —17, Ranelagh Rd., South Ealing. [6431

1Q14 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., stored 3 years-J-t7 £100.—Badham, Zion, Begelly. '[5963

1 Q 16 Powerplus Indian Combination, hood andXt/ screen; il20.-Ro3s, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E.
[5774IQ19 7-9h.p. Indian, delivered last week: best bidJ-«^ over £160.~Bos L4,380, c/o The Motor Cycle,

[6474
fy-9h.p. Indian Combination, perfect condition- £65,
_• or exchange Levis with cash.-3, Charles St.. Read-
1°^- [X3470
TNDIAN.— P'or earliest deliveries, get in
J- the Indian agents, Newport Motor Co.
[lOrt. Mon.

TNDIAN Coachbuilt Combination, red, excellent con-
-i- ditLon,_2-c^peed gear, powerful; £110.—Southgate, 91,

touch witli

Ltd., New-
rO032

High St., Hythe, Kent.

1 Q16 Indmn_Combination,
[5651

_r.,^„ n,., ^- JPowerplus electric model;
r,j T^

«120.—Ihe Eastern Garage Co., 418. Romford
Rd., Forest Gate, E.7. [0041
TNDIAN 7-9h.p. 1914 Combination, just overhauled
J- very little used, any examination; £120.—Heigh-
ten, Elton, Peterboro'. [X3635
TNDIAN, 1913, clutch, 5-6h.p., stored during war,
JL suit fast rider; bargain, ^£45.-105, Langdale Rd.
Thornton Heath, Surrey. [6198
f7-9h.p. Indian Combination, in perfect condition- :;

• bargain, £70 ; room wanted.—Bass, Colham Cot
cages, Hilliugdon, 4Js:bridge- [5812

spring frame, coachiDuilt com-
The Eastern Garage Co., 418,
*-'- "" [0040

1 014 Indian, 7-9h.p.
J-*^ bination;" dS80.- .,

Romford Rd., Forest Gate. E.7

1 Q 16 Powerplus Indian, sporty sidecar, 3-speed,
•*-*^ clutch, ^ — ' ' ^

- - - • — '

, long exhaust, tyres good; £120,
216, Westbourne Grove, W.ll.

Blake,
[6011

"I Q19 Indian (Septj Powerplus Combination, dynamoXt/ lighting, full? equipped, unsciatched; £195.—
Birch. 8, West Parade, Lincoln. [X3461
INDIAN 5h.p., with sidecar, complete,

condition; £80.—Chas. Venables and
Taplow Paper Mills, near Maidenhead.

in perfect
Co.. Ltd..

[5290

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 2-speed Coachbuilt Combination
lamps, horn, etc., overhauled; £98.—Mylam, 197

London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: 2379. [5763

1 Q16 7-9h.p. Indian, in brand new condition, 3 speeds,
-L«/ clutch, kick start, spring frame, aluminium discs-
£92.—Hill Cottage, Farnborough, Kent. [6407
ty-9h.p. Indian Coachbuilt Combination, spring frame,
• electric lamps and horn, speedometer} £105—7

Bonneville Gardens, Clapham Park, S.W.
"""
[X3175

1 Q 16 Powerplus Indian, Swan floating sidecar,
-»-«-' 5,000 miles; £l35; seen any day after 21st —

[5623

Swan floating
_ _ . ._ . in any day

Farmer, Woodbank, Bexley Rd., Erith,

TNDIAN^ 7-9h.p., 2-speed, spring
. . , - . -, - -.- -^-—o frame model,

original paintwork almost as new; £65 for quick
8316.-184, Peutonville Rd., King's Cross. N. [5885
TQ15 3-speed 7 9h.p. Indian Combination, just over
-*-t/ hauled in perfect running order; £110.—Jones,

[50524, Woodside Parade, North Fincbley, N.i2.

INDIAN 7-9h.p., not ridden lor 4 years, been
thoroughly -overhauled, now equal to new; £70

or near offer.-57, Loughborough Park, S.\V.9. [6453

LATE 1915 5-6h.p. Indian Coachbuilt Combination,
3 speeds and kick starter, wind screen, etc., nice

condition; big snip, £98.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley,

INDIAN 1915 5-6h.p.. 3-speed, clutch, just over-
hauled, splendid condition, lamps, etc £65 —

Brock's Piano Factory, Northwold Rd., Clapton, E
[6264

all ao-
_, , ,.^„ £95

or offer; any time.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., Bow,'e.3.
'

"JQ14 7-9h.p. Indian Combination,, coachbuilt side-
J-*' car, spring frame, 2-speed clutch, electric
lamp; £S7/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London,

TNUIAN_ 7-9h.p. Combination, 2-speed, clutch, kick
J- start, good tyres and cbnjlitioh ; nearest £90 —
Turner, 85, Lyall Mews West, Lyall St., Eaton Sq.,
S^^^ [6308

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 3-speed, K.S., C.B. sidecar, a
cessories, in splendid condition, as new;

''^^£!e. O^
SREOBAI-l-rBSS.
GENUINE HEL.LESENDRY BATTERIES,

Reap

Lamps.

Bells.

Phones

Clocks

&c.

12/6
each.

3/9
each.

Electric

Lighting.

Ignition.

Hand
Lamps

&.C.

Flash" 4J volt Fattepy
Reduced Price from August 1st,
Mignon ' 4k volt Battery smaller

size, at Special Price due to cancel
latron of Government Contracts.

H.H.HAND
LAMPS,

Safe,

clean,

always

ready for use

Fig- 1040.
Complete, postage paid, 25 '-

Dashboard Type
Fig. 160 0/7 volts 0/1 5 volts 0/25 volts 15 6
„ 161 .,amps- ,, amps. ,, amps 5 '6

H.A.H.

Inspection

Lamps,

Fig. 358.

Large Size

Price 8/6
each.

Fig. 359 .

All brass

model small- J.

er size with

hook. Less

bulb & glass

Price 9 '-

each.

Fig 313,

H.A,H.

Measuring

Instrument;

Fig. 1 50 .

/7 volts 12/-

0/15 „

0/15 amps. ,.

0/25 „

Delivery of all above from stock.
Note.— Postage extra on all the above.

Write for latest Catalogue of H.A.H. Complete
Electric Lighting Sets.

A. H. HUNT, 115-117, Cannon St
LONDON, E.C.4.

MOTOR -CYCLIiS FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN Red Combination, C.B. sidecar, 1916 5-6
h.p., 3 speeds, kick start, hand and loot clutch,

lamps, horn, etc.; 85 gns.—44, Sun St., Waltham
Abbey. [6290

INDIAN Combination, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
speedometer, hood, screen, lamps, all accessories,

in perfect order; ,£120.-123, Crescent Rd., Wood
Green. [6102
"1 Q16 Indian, 7-9h.p., T.T. clutch, long exhaust pipes,
J-*-' eagine, chains, sprockets, tyres perfect, very

:fast; exchange lower power; £75.-43, St. Matthews St..
Ipswich. [6236

7-9h.p. Indian and Millford Sidecar, in perfect con-
dition, electric lighting, horn. Easting wind

screen, under 5,000 miles; £130.—Thomson, Auction-
eer, Southall. [5884
j Q16 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, K.S., 3
--^ lamps, tools, luggage carrier, 2 lockers in sidecar,

I

anmerous spares, under 5,000 miles: £115.-Tooth,
R.A.F., Boston. [X3I63

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,
1915 model. In perfect condition; price £110; too

Swift for present owner.—92, North Albert St., Fleet-
wood, Lancashire. [X3485
7-9h.p. Indian, all spring frame, Canadian model,

2-speed, hard and foot operated clutch, just been
overhauled; £83.—Robertson, North, 55, Broad Bridge
St., Peterborough. [5873

1 (\19 Indian Powerplus Combination, 3 speeds, pi'acti-
J-t^ cally new, run 1,000 miles, imported from Africa';
owner buying car ; appointment.—Fish, 32, Lancastei
Rd., Finsbury Park. -^ [5720

RED Indian with sidecar, 7-9h.p. twin, Bosch, 2-Bpeed
coiiatershaft, dutch, lamps; any trial; gift, 59

gns.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wands-
worth (Town Station). [6312

INDIAN 1916 5-6h.p., new Millford coachbuilt side-

car, 3-spaad, clutch, kick, Dunlops unsoiled, spare
chain, storei^^ years; nearest 100 gns.—38, The Vine-
yard, Richmond, S.W. [6154

INDIAN, 7-9h,p., clutch, 2 speeds, brand new tyres,

repainted, excellent order throughout; £62.—Call

after 6 p.m., or write Knight, 58, Faroe Rd., Blytlie

Rd., Kensington, W.i4. [X3728

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, spring frame,
speedometer, new 3in. Kempshall, appearance

and mechanical condition faultless; £60.-75, Warwick
Rd., Bowes Park, N.ll. [6188

-| Q14 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, K.S., clutch, C.B. side-

it/ car, luggage carrier, speedometer, lamps, horn
spare tvre, splendid condition; 100 gns. ; after 7 p.m

I

—64, Ealloch Rd., Cfitford. [604"",

"IQ14 Indian 7-9h.p., spring frame, 2-speed, clutch
JL t/ coachbuilt combination, nearly new tyres, new
chains,- overhauled; £85.—Derrington, 31, Maldet
Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. [626£

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1915, 2-speed, clutch, kick start,

spring frame, British controls; 70 gns. ; seen by

appointment.-R. V. Harrison, Quadrant Chambers,
Lichfield St., Wolverhampton. [X3693

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 1915, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

Klaxon, tyres almost . new, first-<;lass order
throughout; £75 for quick sale.—Allen, Suffolk
House, Duppas Hill, Croydon. [6179

PLACE your orders foi Indiana now; don't b^ left;

will northern county customers note the new
addres.— Horswill, 42, Bridge St., Chester. Castra
Motor Cycle Garage 'Phone- 943 r2l4l

1 Ql-5 Indian, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds. Phoenix 2-aeatei
-LtF sidecar, equipped with hood, screen, lamp6, etc.,

exceptionally fine turnout; price for quick sale, 100
gns.—Gibbs and Co., Fawcett St., York. [5649

5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 1 91 6-1 7, cane sporting
sidecar, speedometer, and lamps, flrst-clasa condi-

tion, finish French grev, mileage about 4,000 ; best

offer over £90.—Piatt, Printer, Skipton. [X3529

J Q16 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, kick
-Li/ start, clutch, electric lighting, .magnificent side-

car; £105, or exchange pianoforte and furniture.—Oak-
dene, Holliday Rd., Erdington, Birmingham. [X3173

1 Q14 Indian 7-9h.p., 2-speed, electric model and
-Lv sidecar, dynamo lighting, electric starter; £80,
or near offer.—Green, 1, Hollingbourne Gardens,
Ealing, W.13. Close to terminus of 105 'bus. [6084

1 Q19 Indian, delivered last Saturday, electric dynamo
J~iy model, special sidecar, hood, etc., smart and fast
combination; £190 lowest; owner will sell 2-geater car
or the above.—48, Plympton Rd., Brondesbury. [5624

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., T.T. clutch model, speedometer,
lamps, horn, complete, new Dunlope, excellent con-

dition; £70; exchange good furniture or anything use- ,

ful.—Greene, Coastguards, Queenborough, Sheppey. [5652

INDIAN 1915 Combination, 5-6h.p., kick starter, hand
and foot clutch, speedometer, watch, compressed

gas cylinder, overhauled, good condition; complete £115.
—Seen after 7 p.m., 38, Emmanuel Rd., Balham.

[X3424
"I
Ql9 Indian, 7-9h.p. Powerplus model, full electrical

JLt/ eq.uipm6nt, dynamo, ammeter, spring frame, 3
speeds, kick starter, purcliased this month, too powerful
for owner.—Offers to Godfrey, 5, Cox St., Coventry.

[X3723
INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, Inte 1915, 3-speed,

clutch, kick starter,- electric horn and lamps, speed-
ometer, spare tyre, coachbuilt sidecar, splendid run-
ning order; 115 gns., near offer.—Lient. Stephenson,
Danes Camp, l>over. [6403

All. letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issu« A39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. !

Indian. I

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combmation, 1915, 2-speed, clutch,
kick start, brand new 35 gn. Mills-Fulford tour-

ing sidecar, machine has done 2,000 miles, solo only : I

£100; owner has purchased car. — 175, Camberwell
Grove, S.E.5. "Phone: Brixton 286. [6021

INDIAN Combination, 1914, 7-9h.p., Spartcn hor'n,
new cameo screen, hood, with side curtains and

cover; whole outfit in tine condition and not liad
much wear; original tyre on Iront; 95 gns.; after 6,
or appointment.—20, Woodville Rd., Leytonstone.

[5930
'y-9h.p. 2-speGd Cliitoh Kick Stmt Spring Frame Eed
• Indian, Jind concbbuilt sidecar, with spare tyres,

tubes, new sprockets and chains, with lamps and Stewart
Kpeedometer, mechanical horn; the lot in perfect condi-
tion : £120.—Scragg. 16, Ur.ion St., Crewe. Tel. No.
113. *

[5749

INDIAN 7-9h.p.. late 19151/2, T.T. clutch model,
stored 3 years, engine recently overhauled by

makers, lamps, tools, mechanical horn, discs, good
tyres, several spare parts; the whole in excellent con-
dition; any trial; £75.—Greenwood, Moresby, Amble-
i^ide. [5818

7-9h.p. Indian Powerplus, 1916-17, vised 1919 only,
3-8peed, dual control, Millford sporting coachbnilt

Kidecar, disc wheel, screen, etc., excellent condition
throughout; expert investigation invited; nearest 125
Rus., unquestionable bargain.—Box 14,381, c/o 'I'he

Motor Cycle. [64 7B

INDIAN Combination, 5-6h.p., late 1915, 3-si)eed,
K.S., clutch, 3 lamps, speedometer, horn, tools,

spare chains. Cameo wind screen, original tyres, just
replaced at cost £10, everything in exceptional con-
dition; £130.—Showell, Hadlow, Bridle Rd., Purley,
Surrey. 'Phone : 463 Purley. [X3715
*^-9h.p. Indian, 2 speeds, cane sidecar, new tyres, run-
i ning order, £56; 7-9h.p. V.S., 2 speeds, Bosch,

liinks, nepds pulley wheel and back tyre, £22; 2 new
Ijoodrich tyres, 750x85, £2/5 each; 2 jaew car pumps,
16/- each, with gauge ; self-starting Magneto, £6.—
PfOgers, 5, Cottage Green, Camberwell. [6118

JO 16 Indian Powerplus Combination, electric light-
JL*' ing and horn, also Klaxon, 3-speed, kick start,
l.and and foot clutch, touring or T.T. bars £115, or
nearest; owner would consider exchange for I.O.M.
"udse or Norton B.S.—Edmunds. Conlectioner, Eva
St., Eleverth, near Sandbach, Cheshire. [S3704
INDIAN, 1914, stored through war, 2-speed, clutch,

and kick starter, 4h.p. single-cyl. model, spring
l.-amCi electrically equiiiiied, head lamp, rear lamp,
horn, engine perfect condition, enamel and plating
as new, comprehensive insurance policy covering all
risks; £67.-5, Palewell Park, East Sheen, S.W.

[6255
TNDTAN 1915 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, Spring frame, and
-2- Gloria No. 5 coachbuilt sidecar, with spring
wheel, all running spares and tools; appearance and
ninning condition both escellent; £130; can be seen
by appcintment, or Saturday after 2 p.m.; 'phone :

Sydenham
,
920.—Thorp, .22, lieckenhara Rd., Kent

1-Iouse, Beckenham. [5933

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, 1917, guar-
anteed, dynamo lighting -set, speedometer, electric

liorn, new tyres, luxurious family sidecar, specially
Imilt to take wife and 2 children, Cameo wind screen,
speciaT side curtains, all in perfect condition; first

cheque £150 secures.—Thomason, 48, Oxford Rd.,
Aeonk'fi Green, Birmingham. [X3678

LATE 1916 Powerplus Indian Combination, 3 speeds
and kick starter, Schebler carburetter, dynamo

lighting, 2 head lamps and tail lamp, electric horn,
amplneter, switchboard, speedometer, tools, etc., Hills-
Fulford luggage grid, new Dunlop extra heavy back
cover, condition excellent; buying car; £165, or near
offer.—Mayers, Stoak Farm, near Chester. [5899

"JQ15 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed, hand and foot clutch,A •J' kick starter, Canoelet sidecar, laminated springs,
beautifully upholstered dark red, apron, mat, petrol
t;an carrier, extra heavy Dunlops, Lucas lamps. Corbfn
rear driven speedonreter, mechanical hooter, tools, spare
tyre, valve, etc, extremely smart, unscratched, indis-
tinguishable from new; £120; after 4.30.—63, Solon
Rd.. Brixton. [6192

Invicta.

kl9 Invicta," 2^/4h.p. J.A.P, engine, 2-speed, electric
' lamps, new condition; first cheque £60 secures;

owner wants higher power.—Box 435, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [S3724
INVICTA 1919 2V2h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, fls new, under

500 miles, electric lighting, spare belt (unused),
engine nicely run in, takes Netherall on top; £70, or
«>ash adjustment on future delivery of 4h.p. Sunbeam or
Triumph, London district.-Box L4,368, c/o TJie Mot-or
Cycle. [5990

Ivy.

IVY 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 1916, good condition, TJ.H.
mag.. Senspray; £33.—Holmes, Lime Tree Cottage.

Bookham, Surrey. [S3434
IVY.— For the earliest possible deliveries, book youi

order now—The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton
St., Walsall. Tel.: 444. [5603

H. G, HENLY and Co. are sole London Agents for
the popular Ivy 2-stroke.—91, Gt. Portland St..

W.l 'Phone: Mayfair 4084 [0023

IVr-PRECISION 1915 SV^h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, sport-
ing model, lamps and tools; seen Bloomsbury- £55

QO Offers.—Box L4,359, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5843
1019 Ivy 2-.stroke de Luxe AH Purpose Model, 2-
-.*' speed, lamps, horn, tools, spares, under 500
miles; £65, quick sale; after 5.30.-18, Fellows Rd.,
N.W.3. (Chalk Farm Tube.) [6080

19^

LANCASHIRE

The

A.V.
Mono-
car.

A Soundly Con- i

siructed Miniature
j

Four-wheeler with i

two-speed gear, 5 j

h.p. J.A.P. air-
I

cooled engine, and I

streamline single- j

seater body. i

The Ideal Car for
\

Speed and Comfort
j

Eiuiuiries invited from
\

Prospective Purchasers in l

Lancashire {except Fylde) :

Chesliire, and. Isle of Man
\

Districts only. :

We are also Official Agents and can Book your Orders
for Brough Couleon B., Henderson Four, Chater-

. Lea, American Excelsior. B S.A., J.E.S. Attach*
ment Sets, and the "Swan'^ Sidecar.

wMWMsm
t^ScASKSe^EBB^gjnroMoSt^eAlSt^

HALIFAX MOTOR
EXCHANGE,

™'?.AT" HAUIFAX.
MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.

Guaranteed in Running Order.

TRIUMPH, 4 b.p., W.D. 3-speed model . . £78 10
DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p., W.D. model £57 10
DOUGLAS, 2:f h.p., W.D. model £45
DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p., W.D. model (unissued) 75 gns.

DOUGLAS, 4 hp-, W.D. model 75 gns.
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. W.D. Combination 95 gns.
CLYNO 6 h.p. W.D. Combination, detachable

and spare wheels, late model 105 gns.
P. & M. and Sidecar, W.D. machine £85
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 1916, and new Sidecar £110
P. & M., 2% h.p., 2-speed, chain drive £29 10

SURPLUS W.O. MACHINES
Requiring Repairs. Gome and inspect

SUNBEAM, 3^ h.p., 3-speed £49 10
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed, countershaft . . ; £39 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed Sturmey hub ... £32 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed Sturmey hub ... £40
B.S.A., 4l h.p., 3-speed countersha'ft £45
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed £26 10
DOUGLAS, late 1915, 2 J h.p., with magneto £42 10
INDIAN, 4 h.p., spring frame £22 10

ACCESSORIES AND PARTS
Trtumph 4 h.p. Frame, wants new lug ... 37/6
Douglas Carriers, late type 22/6
4 h.p. Triumph Engine, goo 1 £12 10
4 h.p. Triumph Engine, frame, and tank £19 19
Douglas 2f h.p. Engine £12 10s, Gear Box £7 10
Douglas Sidecar Chassis £2 15
Scott Coach Sidecar, £6 10s. Scott Chassis £2 10
Cameo Screens, £3. Easting Screens, £4 10s.
"Perfection" Coach Sidecars, £16 16s. " Perfection "

Coach Bodies from Stock. New Tool Rolls with tools,

22/6. New Magnetos for Triumph and Douglas.

Motor cycles for sale.
ixion

1014 Ixion, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, overhauled, stortd
J-*^ during war, splendid condition; £52.—Write, (n
oall evenings, Dixon, 20, Cleveland Rd., S. Woodforil,
E.18. [5745

James.
31h.p. Twin James, 3-speed, kick start; £70.—

3 Picketing, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [X3809

"1 Q19 James, 2i4h.p., 2-Bpeed, 2-stroke, mileage 1,200;
JLtf £52/10.-Stringer, 40, Bishop St., Coventry.

[X3677
JAMBS Combination, 4Vih.p., countershaft gear;

£80.—C. Cook. X, Springfield Rd., Guildford.
[6434

JAMES 1917 SVah.p. T.T. Twin, splendid condition.
not much used, 3-speed; cheap, £90.--Rector,

Nash, Stony Stratford. [6437

1 Q 19 James 5-6h.p. Combination, complete with
jL*J screen, lamps, not War Department; £l50.—
27, St. John's Rd., Putney. [6157

"IQ15 James Combination> 3-speed gear bo.^, Lucas
JL*' dynamo lighting set; first cheque £90 secures.
—Elkin Weston Rd., Stafford. [X3650

1 Q15 41/ih.p. J.nmes Combination, 3-speed connter-
-i-^ shaft gear and kick starter, grand condition •

80 gns.— 3, Parker Lane, Burnley, [X3736

1 Q 19 5-6h.p. Twin James Combination de Luxe,
-*-»? as new, kick start, 3-speed, cintch, horn, ^ lamps;
£128.-10, Cope's Av., Tunstall, Staffs. [X3772

IQI^ James Combination, 4^h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
-Lf' K.S., not used 2 years, recently overhauled;
trial; £75.—Gammon, North St., Guildford. [6202

JAMES 1916 Combinntion. Canoelet, ai^h.p., lamps,
3 speed, K.S., speednir.rter, Klaxon, splendid con-

dition; £98.-48, Prince G^o-ge Rd., Daiston, N. [6067

1 019 James 4^/4h.p. Combination, screen, LuCas lamps,
J-t? all accessories; anv t'ial as new; £150, or near
ofler.-l, Kidbrook Park Rd.. lUaokheatb, S.E.3. [6301

"|Q19 James 5-6h.p. Combination, De Luxe sidecar,
-L»^ F.R.S. electric lighting set. Klaxon, scarcely

soiled, engine 929; £160.—Campion Garage, London
Rd., Derby.

.

[6OI6

6 h.p. James, sidecar, screen, grid, head lamjp, 28in.

wheels, very powerful, under 1,000 miles ; beat

offer over £ 140 ; appointment, ~ Rev. Thatcher,
Shustoke, Birmingham. [X3744

JAMES 5-6h.p., war model, 3-speed, Klaxon horn,
head and tail lamps, with new Rover sidecar, not

ridden 200 miles, fcondition as new; £160.—J. A.
McNeil, George St., Asminster. [6357

1 Q14 SV^b-P. James Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,
At/ 3-spee<l and clutch, electric lighting, n^w tyrea,

in good running order.-A. Williams, sen., New Inn,
Johnstown, Wrexham, N. Wales. [6213

JAMES V/oh-.V- Twin, 1915, 3 speeds, chit'ch. Bosch,
P. and H. lamp and generator, all chain, Klaxon,

passenger spring seat; machine equal to ne-w; £80.
—7, Creswell Place, South Kensington. [6320

1 Q15 James Si/ali-P- Twin 'Combination, 3-speed,
X tr clutch, kick start, all chain drive> tyres aS Qe*,
in practically new condition throughout; £85.—Wat-
son, 132, High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [6130

1019 James 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, complete with P. and
-L*? H, lamps, Lucas born, spare belt, inner tn!»e, and
other accessories; nearest offer to £60.—Address, Motor,

8, Church St., Colmore Row, Birmingham. [5828

1 Q16 4i4h.p. James Combination, all-chain drive, 3-

A«^ speed, clutch, kick starter, all lamps, toole, horji,

tyres as new, bike been stored nearly 3 veais : price

£110.-3, Albert Rd., Regent's Park, London. N.W.I.
[-6404

JAMES * 41/^h.p., 1914, 3-speed, countershaft, toll'

chain, hand and foot clutch, kick starter, recently
overhauled and re-enamelled by makers, lamps, hora,
speedometer; 68 ^ns.—27, Cranborne Rd., Barking.

[6435

1 Q 17 James Combination, very little used, perfect
-i- 1/ condition, readv to drive awav; £125.—ViviSn
Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St. (off Oxford
St), New Bond St., London, W.l. 'Phone Mayfair
6559. [6399

JAMES 1919 5-6h.p. Combination, bought new
August, not run 500 miles, complete with Klaxon

and Lucas lighting set. etc., in perfect rendition; beat

offer over £150.~May be seen at 198, King St., Haiti-

<

mersmitli, W. [5743

4ih.p. James, Canoelet sidecar. 3-speed connterahalt,
4 kick start, enclosed chain drive, good tyres, 3

lamps, horn, kept in good condition, smart, nms per-

fectly : seen any time ; trial evenings ; £80, lowest.

Lee Green 1234.-1, Winn Rd., Lee. ' [6229

J.A.P.

6 h.p. J.A.P., 1915 Coach Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
screen, etc., perfect; £110.-82, Caledonian Bfl.,

N.l. [63B6

J.A.P. 2^4h.p., condition as ne%T, decorapreasoi",
drip feed, tyres excellent; sacrifice, 40 gns*—

Jones, Crossway, Coleford, Bath. [X3562

J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin, 2-speed> clutch, chain drWfe,

Bosch. Amac ; neglected condition ; offers.—H^-
shall, 19, Greenvale Rd., Eltham, Lcndon. [6911

8 h.p. J.A.P., clutch, new heavy Dunlops, discs, elen-

trie lighting, horn, tools; any trial; £50; Cottcs

distriet.-Bos L4.326, c/o The Motor Cycle. t5689

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Competitions in 1920.

IT
is undoubtedly true that this year's com-
petitions, on the whole, have not been too
well supported, and probably the reason for

this lies in the fact that motor cyclists have
not been able to get delivery of new-

machines. Next year it is to be hoped there will

be an abundance of new motor cycles, and in

consequence competitions should have ample
support. The Auto Cycle Union has already
settled on its programme provisionally, and an-

nounces four main events for 1920, e.g., the

Tourist Trophy race in May, the Six Days Trial

in August, a lightweight event at a date to be
fixed later, and a scooter trial.

The Auto Cycle Union organises trials for a

serious purpose: not to provide sport and plea-

sure for the entrants, but in order to discover

the weak points of design in the shortest possible

time, the object being to indicate to manu-
facturers (who generally are apt to be a little too

well satisfied with their products before entering

these knock-out competitions) just where their

weakness lies, so that their next year's models
may undergo the desired improvements.

In a lesser degree the competitions organised

by the local clubs seek to do likewise, and while

local enterprise in this direction should be en-

couraged, the trade must not be hampered by a

glut of competitions. This is a point which must
be guarded against next year if we do not wish

to see a repetition of pre-war years, when every

week end was filled up with events in all parts

of the country which lasted all day and, figura-

tively, far into the night, and their value dis-

counted by their abundance. Competitions must
be kept within reasonable bounds, and the

A.C.U. has, in its wisdom, decided to grant only

twenty permits to affiliated clubs to hold open
competitions. These events are to be evenly

divided among various districts, and if too many
applications are made in any one area, and the

local clubs are unable to settle the matter aroorig

themselves, a ballot to decide the number of

events in that locality will be held to decide the

question. This leads up to another important
point. The trade has no desire to have to sup-

port an unlimited number of motor cycle events,

and has left it to a committee of the Cycle and
Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Union,
Ltd., to decide what events should receive trade

entries. Unfortunately, this body has not hitherto

shown remarkable discretion in the particular

events which should be supported, and we may
quote as instances the Tourist Trophy races in

1 91 2 and the Scottish trials in 1919, both most
deserving events which were held successfully

despite the withdrawal of the patronage of this

institution. Surely it would be better to seek

the advice of the governing body before deciding

what competitions to support.

A Lightweight Trial,

The Motor Cycle has urged the A.C.U. to

organise a lightweight trial. The Six Days Trials

are supposed to embrace all types of motor
cycles, and yet we see that, in the recent event

at Llandrindod Wells, the lightest motor cycle

scaled over 170 lb.! This tends to show that

motor bicycles are not being developed along

the right lines. Weight grows apace, though
the exact opposite should be the final aim. Up
to the present, comfort and the gp-anywhere
attribute every motor bicycle has to possess have
not been attainable without weight.

The migration of solo riders to passenger

machines so noticeable this year is due in some
considerable measure to the dearth of light and
handy mounts, designed wholly and solely for

solo riders and for everyday use. Until we get

genuine lightweights which require no exertion

to start and handle, and which may be lifted

itp ordinary steps without undue effort, the

greater part of a huge potential market is being

neglected. Scooters promise to fill the gap for

a time, but in range of action and in the com-
fort provided they are not to be compared with

an efficient lightweight motor bicycle.

An Index to the advertisements In this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Conking Out on Hills.

|NE of Kipling's seafaring men, so far as I remem-
ber, when some unprofessional action was
suggested to him, cocked a fierce eye at his

interlocutor and remarked savagely, "McRimmon,
what's her virginity to a lassie ? " " The warld an' a',

the vara warld an' a'!" was the answer. I may be
mad, but I am just as jealous on behalf of the
honour of motor cycles, and Secretary Loughborough,
with certain aid from chosen riders and designers,
has stirred me into one big blaze of indignation.
Ill the Six Days, the entered machines were set to
ride up Paitne Hill slowly and then fast in a stunt
known as the "consistent driving test." A number of
them failed, or, as the papers naturally put it, over-
heated, aiid conked out. The resultant publicity will

do serious and, to my mind, gratuitous injury to
the industry, sport, and hobby which I love. I

proceed to develop this thesis in the succeeding para-
graphs.

Baleful Publicity.

LAST Thursday a lady, who is not destitute of

technical knowledge, hailed me, "Hullo,
'Ixion,' 1 thought you were saying last night

that the modern motor cycle could climb any hill and
ne^'er

.
overheated ? " I eyed her sourly, foreseeing

that some concatenation of circumstances and fools

had onge more proved me a liar. "Well," I replied

sulkily. "The Times says most of the Six Day men
conked out from overheating on one of the Welsh hills,

and that only the official Rolls-Royce got up." When
Ave got down to dots, the Thunderer had, of course,

said nothing of the kind ; but her version shows how
intelligent and unprejudiced people may easily pervert
a matter in which they are not intensely interested.

Ignorant and prejudiced gossipers will present the hill

failures in Wales in far more lurid colours. It is a
pity those failures occurred. Let us next enquire
why and how so many entrants succumbed on one or
more hills.

The Causes.

IN any trial there are a certain percentage of hill

failures, due entirely to the chapter of accidents.

One man punctures. Another skids. A third

shuts his throttle in his excitement when he intends

to close off a little air. A fourth changes up into

top instead of down into bottom. A fifth has his

locking selectors too loosely adjusted, and his gear
lever springs into neutral. Another perhaps soots

a plug. All such failures are pure accidents : we
cannot eliminate them, and we need not worry about
them, because, with an entry largely composed of

decent riders, they are too few in number to matter,

and are overshadowed by the fine climbs which the

rest of the men register. Such failures were exces-

sively numerous in the Six Days, perhaps owing to

i B32

lack of practice and the special excitement which the

trial created. But the consistent driving test was

directly responsible for the chief debacle, which has

spread rumours all over the country to the effect that

motor cycles are inefficient hill-climbers. When the

riders were set to climb slowly and then accelerate—

a

trick which very few of us ever essay in normal riding

—some of them evinced great clumsiness, and in some

cases they brought into high relief certain flaws in the

design of their machines.

The A.C.U. Guiltless?

DAM not going to denounce the A.C.U. for import-

ing this trick driving test into a classic trial, and

so innocently breeding a host of misconceptions

in ignorant minds. I do not, personally, care for the

stunt. Its main weakness has already been shown up,

as indicated. On the other hand, it is a praiseworthy

policy to put a premium on maintenance of tune ; and

it is difficult to conceive of an alternative test on this

point so long as Brooklands is closed ; otherwise a full

speed mile on the first morning and the last afternoon

are an obvious substitute. Furthermore, the A.C.U.

are possibly right in putting. a special value on slow

climbing. After all, every machine has to climb slowly

when it negotiates a hilly street on cattle market day,

if slow climbing on the open road is never necessary.

So I do not blame the A.C.U. for smirching the fair

fame of the modern motor cycle.

Two Alternatives.

GLEARLY, either the riders were to blame for

handling good machines clumsily, or else de-

signers were to blame for entering machines

which could not crawl indefinitely on a severe gradient

without beginning to conk, when asked for much in-

creased speed as the grade grew invisibly steeper.

In either case, the guilt is heavy. I cannot apportion

the blame, for I do not know all the engines and riders

with sufficient intimacy. But the rider who plays the

fool in a classic trial is a public nuisance, especially

when there are enough of him to mar the average per-

formance. In several instances sheer bad driving was

to blame, and the culprits ought to be ashamed of them-

selves for not practising beforehand. There is even

less e.xcuse for the designers, if the responsibility is

theirs. I admit the test was novel, but they had ample

warning of it ; and it is easy to fake a machine so that

the biggest duffer can take it up any gradient at an

imperceptible creep. For example, I have a machine

in my garage which I dare not have entered for this

particular test in its present condition : it will climb

any hill in Great Britain fast—indeed, much faster

than is safe—but it will not—in its present adjustment

—rgo up a real freak hill slowly. I can make it" climb 1

I in 5 at a creep any day—merely by timing the igni-

tion rather later, making a small adjustment to the

carburetter, and putting on a sidecar sprocket in lieu
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of the solo sprocket. This would have been done as a

mere matter of routine common sense if I had entered

for the Six Days. On the other hand, I have another

machine which is five years old, and has never conked
in its life; it has climbed the test hill at Brooklands
far more slowly than _any machine climbed the Welsh
timed hill. If I were a maker who burned to shine

in the Six Days, it would have been an engine of this

type that I should have entered, rather than one of

the sensitive and fiery variety. The task is perfectly

childish. We know how to rule out distortion. All

we need is a low compression engine with a rational

ignition timing and a wide range_of ratios, embodying
a speed climbing ratio and a genuine emergency ratio.

These obvious precautions were not taken. So, the

combination of a rather dubious test, a number of not

too skilful riders, and the entry of some slightly un-

suitable machines, have led to the production of a

lamentable impression. Not four people in ten who
are aware of the hill failures in Wales understand that

the machines could have stormed up the hill if they

had been permitted to select their own speed.

A Question of Alignment.
To)ECENTLY I assisted a friend to reassemble a

Ji\\ fairly modern machine after a

pretty radical overhaul, and we • - .^-j^—

were horrified to discover that it was
impossible to get the engine and gear

box sprockets into line without ruthless

faking of the frame. The designer had
adopted the principle that neither the

ordinary owner nor the ordinary garage

can be implicity trusted to align a chain.

To relieve them from the risk of making'

blunders he built his gear box into the

frame so solidly that it could not be ad-

justed in any direction. The engine is

similarly immo^able laterally, but can be

slid longitudinally in its. cradle. In other words, the

ahgnment of the'' chains is fixed, but the longitudinal

engine adjustment allows the tension of the front chain

to be reset. Offhand, this principle seems sound—the

snag which we hit was the fact that the chain align-

ment was very badly out indeed. The engine required

to be swung slightly anti-clockwise and the gear box

clockwise, both directions being from a plan view

;

neither adjustment was practicable, short of rebuild-

ing the frame. If we filed the gear box cradle, the

gear box would cease to be rigidly held ; if we packed

the engine slightly lopsided in its cradle we threw

illegitimate stresses on the frame. Moreover, skew-

ing the gear box would require the rear wheel to run

out of track with the front wheel.

Unfortunately, the most interesting data were not

available. In particular the owner cannot say whether

the frame was ever true or not ; the whole trouble

may be due to faulty original construction. I am
inclined to favour this explanation, smce the mal-

alignment was in the reverse direction to that which
the pull of the engine might conceivably produce in

a weak frame ; and on the other hand the owner
states that the machine has never been in an accident

or sustained a heavy fall. The moral of the incident

is clear. First-class design must work on one of two

"Tl

l^^%Ca^

Great interest was displayed in the Six Days Trials by the inhabitants of the various
towns through which competitors passed. Kaye Don (5 h.p. Zenith) on left, and

R. Creak Davis (8 h.p. Chater-Lea) on right, passing through Builth.

systems. Either adjustments must be
provided to cope with every conceivable

loss of alignment (in which case the gear
box must never be rigidly and finally

located) ; or else the frame must be very

carefully O.K.-ed for truth before issue.

It would be interesting to hear the ex-

periences of a first-class overhaul fore-

man on the point. My poor friend is

at present wavering between returning

his frame to the makers, and seeing how
the short front chain will last when
running askew to the tune of rather more
than J4in. Almost invariably we blame

the chain makers for broken chains.

Are we justified?

BX
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ECHOES OF THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Varied Observations and Impressions of the Annual A.C.U. Event.

A SPUR OF PLYNLIMMON. NEAR MACHYNLLETH—the outstanding test ot Thursday ahernoon s run. Stanley Pari-.er (b ti.p.

Enfield sidecar) leading three other riders over the loose shale surface, gradient approximately 1 in 5.

A PRACTICAL RIDER'S DEDUCTIONS.
HOWEVER well organised a triarl may

be, and ho\¥evei' concisely the
! results are tabulated, it is not
always easy for the average motor cyclist

to gain a correct impression of the actual
performances of a given make of

machine.
The question of luck is ever present,

and an arrow partially concealed- by a

spectator, a series of tyre troubles, an
unlucky skid or a stop on an observed
hill due to a piece of awful road sur-

face, may all help to lose a gold medal.
The jjersonal factor, also, is difficult to

eliminate, and in addition to the con-
sistent drii'ing test, which caused a good
deal of grumbling on the part of the
competitors, it must be remembered that
a piece of clumsy driving on the part of

an amateur driver may be sufficient to
spoil the chances of a team.
The A.C.U. took all reasonable pre-

cautions to save such misrepresentations
in the case of the Six Days Trials, and
yet more than one record was spoiled by
sheer mischance in the last twenty miles
of a very strenuous 730 miles run.

Success o£ the Two-strokes.

It was so hard, even for those who
Were present at the event, to gain a
true perspective that anyone who relies

entirely on published results is very apt
to be misled. One of the outstanding
features of the trial is the success of
two-stroke engines. The Scotts per-
formed with the utmost consistency, and
attracted the admiration of all spectators
by the manner in which they purred
up nearly all hills on top gear, and by
their admirable qualities with regard to
holding the road. The excellent run-
ning of these machines was not confined
to the team only, for B. Alan Hill also
procured a gold medal, and Jesse Baker
was one of the unfortunates who had
severe tyre trouble and lost his way on
the last day. Pike's little Levis, with
a single-cylinder engine of but 62x70
mm., made a most wonderful perform-
ance, and even the apcent of I3wlch-y-

Groes did not trouble the tiny power
unit, though the low gear ratio 15 to 1

is no lower than that of many larger
machines. The Levis was a standard-
machine except for gear ratios, and had
seen hard service before the trial, being
impressed at the last moment on account
of tank trouble which occurred on the
new model. Scarcely less wonderful
were the performances of Goodman's
Velocette and Lidstone's .James, both of
whom well deserved their gold medals.
These results should do much to

popularise the two-stroke, and to en-

G. E. Stobart (3-6 h.p. James sidecar)

climbing Constitution Hill, Swansea.

courage the growth of real lightweight

motor cycles, for which such engines are

admirably suited, for the Six Days Trial

is no joy-ride, and any machine which
completes the course to time may be con-

sidered as an eminently roadworthy

article.

It was rather a disappointment to find

so little real novelty in design exhibited

by competing machines. The A.B.C. is

one of the few newcomers to competition

work, which has got out of the pre-war

groove. The design of these little

machines is excellent, and they are most
compact. All detail work is carried out

well, and is designed to be part of the

machine, instead of being tacked on in a

haphazard way wherever there happens
to be room. It is particularly unfortu-

nate, therefore, that the two representa-

tives of this firm should have been dogged
by bad hick. Emerson was pursued by
tyre trouble, and, in spite of his plucky
efforts, was unable to save his time, and
Fairley suffered a broken oil pipe, which
eventually caused an engine seizure.

Weight and Frame Springing.

The weights of machines equipped for

the road will cause a surprise to those
who follow catalogue figures, and there

is much room for improvement in this

respect. There are many solo riders "in

this country, and it seems surprising that
some enterprising firm does not specialise

in a machine for solo purposes only. The
main reason against this suggestion is

probably that it is impossible to prevent
the buying public from atfaching a side-

car or carrj'ing an additional passenger
on "the bracket." Nevertheless, it is

generally agreed amongst enthusiasts that
solo machines have been spoiled by being
constructed for passenger work, and there
would probably be a big sale for a purely
solo mount not exceeding 5 h.p.

Spring frames had a moderate repre-
sentation, but, if this year's riders have a
say in the matter, there will be a big
increase in numbers in the near future.
As might be expected, there were no
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failures with regard to springing systems,
and only two on rigid frame machines,
but the failures of sidecar chassis were
very noticeable.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of

the sidecar outfits was the number of

attachments used. Alexander's Enfield
had but two fixings, yet the combination
came through successfully ; on the other
hand, sidecars with up to six points of

attachment com.peted, and in some cases
failed to withstand the execrable surfaces
encountered during the trial. This points
to the fairly obvious fact that it is not
wise to attempt too rigid a construction,
and, though it is improbable that the olj
flexible sidecar will return to favour, it

is more than likely that some less rigid

form of coupling than is at present in

use will be devised before long. A well-

sprung sidecar wheel may, however, solve
the problem. With regard to the success
achieved by various types of engine, the
following table is illuminating, and
though the remarks at the beginning of

these notes must be bopne in mind, as
some of the failures were due to bad luck,
and stops close to a check, an idea may
be obtained from the figures quoted.
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Norton double purpose machines in the trial. Capt. A. Lindsay solo, and' S. Sawej
with sidecar They secured gold and silver medals respectively.

ANALYSIS OP lYPES. SOLO.

2-stroke lightweight
i-cylinder 4-stxoke, up to 350 ,

2-cylinder 4-stroke, ap to 350 ,

2-cylinder 2-stroke
l-cylinder 4-stroke. up to 500 .

L-cylinder 4-stroke. up to 750 .

2-cylinder 4-stroke, up to 500 .

2-cyliDder 4-stroke, up to 750 .

2-cylin.1er 4-stroke up to 1,000

t -cylinder 4-stroke. up to BOO .

i-cylinder 4-stroke up to 750 .

3-cylin(ier 4-stroke, up to 750 .

2-cylinder 4-stroke up to 1,000
4-r.ylinder i-stroke. over "1,000

ii-wheelers

Started. Gold. Silver. Bronze. No Award.

6 3 ,
- _ _

3 - 1 _

2 - -
1

e 2 2 - _
30 6 9 _

12 4 4
s 2 -

6 i 3 ~

2 - -

SIDECARS
i

6 1 1 3

9 2 \ 2 1

1

3 ' i •!

RUNABOUTS.

A Triumph and sidecar, the only single-cylinder passenger machine to secure a gold
medal. F. G. Edmond, the successful driver, is seen on the extreme left, with (reading
left to right) G. E. Stanley, head of the Triumph Experimental Department

; J. Gicker,
a pre-war record-holder ; and H. Green, of the testing staff.

In spite of rough roads and cross
gulleys an inspection revealed but few
dented rims, and wheels and spokes seem
to have improved from the rough rider's
point of view. There is a general ten-
dency to increase the sizes of tyres,
though tyre performances were, on the
whole, disappointing. Colonial models
were in evidence, a fact which is indica-
tive of an effort to recapture some of the
Overseas trade which has passed into
other hands during the war.

Fittings and accessories have improved,
and though a few broken mudguards and
stays were noticeable at the conclusion
of the trial, there was not that tendency
to distribute, promiscuously, nuts, bolts,

and small fittings, which has been ap-
parent in years gone by.

Accessories.

There was rather more magneto trouble
than there should have been, but perhaps
this will be corrected when I3ritish manu-
facturers have had more time to settle

down to motor cycle work, for it is an
undoubted fact that better magnetos are
made in this country than were obtain-
able before the war from foreign sources.

Carburetters were the cause of but few
lost marks, though one or two riders

complained of the necessity of incessant
tap twiddling. Many motor cyclists like

an air lever to correct the mixture, but
the notion of the automatic carburetter
is gaining more and more favour, and it

is interesting to note that a new single

lever instrument is about to be marketed
by one of the best known carburetter
manufacturers.
With one exception, tank trouble was

conspicuous by its absence, and tank fit-

tings also showed no signs of falling oH.
Cable controls were thoroughly satisfac-

tory, and though there was one instance
of a wire pulling out at the nipple, and
one or two of magneto controls Jamming,
the former may be taken as an exception,
and the latter as a proof that ma-gneto
controls are seldom used.
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Echoes of the Six Days Trials.- THE WEIGHTS OF MACHINES ANALYSED.
THERE can be scarcely any doubt that

the list of weights published exclu-

sively by The Motor Cycle last week
caused some surprise, and probably the
majority of makers, too, found food- for

thought. There can be no denying that
weights show a tendency to increase, and
since design generally is not materially
altering, one concludes that the small

percentage of broken fi'ames among the
competing machines is due to, the use of

stronger and heavier material rather than
any improvement in design.

For years past most makers have over-

come frame breakage troubles by adding
more and more metal in the lugs and
stronger gauge tubing, and while this

increases the safety margin, it is not good
engineering. Had bridge builders fol-

lowed the same lines the many magnifi-
cent engineering edifices throughout the
world would not have been possible. In
other words, there is a limit to increasing

metal with the idea of obtaining extra
strength, and, if carried far enough, a

structure becomes so heavy that it will

break under the load of its own weight.
Adding weight to a frame necessitates

strengthening the wheels and hubs in

proportion, and this can be carried on
indefinitely, increased weight requiring
larger engines, heavier transmissions, etc.

Ten years ago the average 3^ h.p.

machine weighed under 180 lb. The de-

velopment of the type and adding three-

speed gears and other refinements, have
brought 'about an increase in weight of

fully 50%.

Machines Under 200 lb.

Very few machines, even in the smallest
lightweight class, weighed less than 200
lb., the Tightest machine in the trial being
the 2i Radco 170 lb. ; with Pike's Levis

second, 176 lb. ; Davies's Velocette third,

180 lb. ; Goodman's machine of the san;ie

make being 196 lb. The 2-^ Connaught,
ridden by Ashby, was 210 lb., and the

2i James 220 lb."

If ever scooter designers required an
argument in favour of their miniatures
the list of weights of competing machines
in the Six Days Trial provided it. While
nothing lighter than 170 lb. is available,
there will always be an opening for de-
signers of machines considerably lighter,

and, at present, only the scooter and the
auxiliary attachment represent the genuine
lightweight, which for several years we
have been urging manufacturers to
consider.

Classification by Weight.

When one considers that the 211 c.c.

two-stroke of 1919 weighs as much as
the 3i h.p. single gear machine of 1910
one is almost justified in concluding that
reliability trials have done little to
encourage designers to produce lighter
machines. In every trial machines have
been classified according to the size of
their engines, and in the case of a light-
weight it would appear that classification
by weight is more desu-able it develop-
ment of design is the main object; but,
unfortunately, the opposite view is gener-
ally taken and classification used merely
for purposes of handicapping. Of course
it could not be expected that a 200 c.c'

1
. Rutherford (3^ h.p. Sunbeam), ot Cumber.and, whose
highly creditable showing secured him a gold medal

machine could equal the performance of

one fitted with a 400 c.c. engine; but .the

,

main object of a small engine is economy
in the points of initial cost, petrol con-

sumption, and weight. Present prices

and results, show that there is very little

difference on the first two counts between

machines fitted with engines of the two
sizes mentioned, while on the point of-

weight- a good example is shown in the

weights of competing machines in the

Six Days Trials. Stordy's A.J.S. 2j

machine, with a 350 c.c engine, weighed

220 lb., the same as the 250 c.c. two-

stroke James.
From the above it may be deduced that

classification by weight instead of by

engine capacity should be considered by
the A.C.U. Competitions Committee when
they are framing the regulations for the

next big trial.

Medium-powered Solo Machines.

Probably the greatest surprise in con-

nection with weights was that provided

by the A. B.C. machines. When the

Sopwith Aviation Co. announced the

new model at a luncheon in December
it was estimated that the machine

would weigh 150 lb. Emerson's machine

in the Six Days Trial weighed 300 lb.,

and the sister mount 280 lb. It was ex-

pected that the unconventional A.B.C.

would weigh less than this, although it

is difficult to say exactly where weight

can be reduced to any great degree.

The machines were fitted with dynamo
lighting sets, which probably accounts

for 20 lb. It will be noted that there

is 20 lb. difference in the weights of

the two machines, which may be

accounted for by the fact that one was
an experimental machine and the other

a production model, but in this respect

there are very marked differences in the

weights of other makes where sister

machines were entered. The Sunbeam
3^ machines vaiied from 290 to 314 lb.,

the P. and M.'s from 268 to 318, the

1919 Scotts from 280 to 294 lb., a 1914

model ridden by Jesse Baker being 276

lb. Triumphs varied from 256 to 284

lb., 5 Zeniths from 284 to 324 lb., and

3i Rovers from 298 to 332 lb.

The Sidecar Classes.

Sidecar machines on the whole were -

heavy, but perhaps not so heavy as many
thought. By a little deduction one may
in some cases find the approximate weight
of sidecars without the machines.
The lightest sidecar outfit was the 3^

Ariel entered by F. E. Jones, which
. weighed 444 lb. Chambers's 3^ B.S.A.
sidecar was 542, no less than 78 lb.

heavier than the 4^- machine driven by
W. Edwards, from which one must
assume that the sidecars differed con-

siderably in type. Taking the average
weights of the solo machines as applying
also to those fitted with sidecars, it will

be seen that the sidecar fitted to the

Ariel weighed 144 lb., while the 3^
B.S.A. attachment by the same rule

would be approximately 242 lb. There
are several such interesting comparisons
between solo and sidecar machines of

the dual purpose type which throw light

upon the weights of present-day sidecar

attiichment.s Some of these are given

on the following page

;
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Echoes of th3 Six Days Trials.—

fj^^^lLl

Assumed
weight of

sidecar
Average solo S decar. alone.

31/. Ariel .. 3011b. 444 lb. 143 lb.

41/j B.S.A. .. .. 293 1b. 508 lb. 215 lb.

4 Norton .. 292 1b. •472 lb. 180 lb.

7-9 Harley-Dai idson 380 lb. 644 lb. 224 lb.

31/i. Sunbeam .. .. 300 1b. 461 lb. 161 lb.

4 Triumph .

.

.. 265 1b. 607 lb. 242 lb.
6-7 Ariel .. 336 1b. +oi2 lb. 176 lb.

• S. Sawer's Norton was fitted with a Millford cane
sidecar—the only cane body in the trial.

+ F. J. Watson's sidecar had the standard coach-
built body.

The Twin Sidecars.

The smallest twin sidecar in the trial

was the 4 Douglas driven by H. Thorpe,
which weighed 544 lb., 12 lb. heavier
than the French G.L. (532 lb.). The

WEIGHTS
THE weights given below are considered

accurate within 4 lb., and include

fuel, oil, water, tools, and spares

—

but without driver and passenger.

SOLO MOTOR CYCLES.
M'-tchinc and competitor. Weight in lb.

}7-9 Harlev-Davidson (E. Bottomley) .. 380
if A.J.S. (E. W. CholdcroJt) 336
i8-7 Ariel (J. W. Wills) 336
t3i;. Eover (D. H. Ncble) 332
•3i,i Douglas (P. W. MofEatt) 328
15 Zenith (A. V. Sumner) 324
+3>A P. and M. !E. Lewis) 318
+4 Blacliljurne (J. Watson-Bourne) .. .. 316
tS Zenith (E. Charlesworth) .. .. .. 316
+3y2 Sunbeam (G. Dance) 314
t3iA Eo-rer (Q. Featherstonhaugh) .. .. 312
+3V! Ariel (T. B. G. Vale) 308
t4>^ B.S.A. (F. W. Applebee) 308
I-4 Norton (V. E. Horsman) 308
+31/. P. and M. (E, F. Ohidley) .. ..308
+3ii Ariel (T. Peck) 304
t4y B.S.A. ih. L. Sealer) 304
•31/, Humber (J. Edwards) 304
+31/, Rover (W. Danskin) 304
+31/. Sunbeam (T. C. de la Hav) .. ..304
+314 Sunbeam IT. Eutherford) .. ..304
+31/- Sunbe.nm (J. T. Shillito) 304
+4 Sunbeam (F. C. Townshend) .. .. 304
+31,4 Snnlieam (Capt. Oliver) 301
•3 A.B.C. (J. Emerson) 300
tSi/, P. and M. (W. Drake) 300
+31A Eover IM. Isaac) 298
+31A Sunbeam (J. Dudley) 298
+414 B.S.A. (H. F. Edwards) 296
+31/., Sunbeam (J. A. Newman) ., .. 295
113% Scott (C. P. Wood) 294
+3'A Ariel (C. W. Smith) 292
t4i/, B.S.A. (P. Turvey, jun.) 292
I13'}i Scott (H. 0. Wood) 292

Campion, which, with its 700 c.c. engine,
may be regarded as being in the same
class as the G.L., weighed 580 lb., while
the average weight of the A.J.S.
machines was 562 lb.

In the larger class, fitted with 8 h.p.
engines, the heaviest machine was the 8
Sunbeam, driven by J. G. Lewies, which
weighed 576 lb., but one each of the
New Imperials and Royal Enfields, the
Chater-Lea, Clyno, Blackburne, and all

the Matchless machines exceeded 600 lb.

The 8 Dots were nearly 100 lb. lighter.

American Twins.

It may come as a surprise to learn
that the four-cylinder Henderson,
generally regarded as a very heavy
machine, weighed but 588 lb. with a

French G.L. Sidecar. The two Indian
outfits weighed 626 and 580 lb.

Of the seven three-wheelers in the
trial, Greaves's Precision-engined Mor-
gan weighed the least (756 lb.) of the
1919 models, but Merrall's 1915 model
weighed only 712 lb.

There were very few pre-war machines
competing against their 1919 sisters, but
two examples again show the ten-

dency for weights to increase. Baker's
Scott was a pre-war model, and weighed
275 lb. as compared with the average of

290 of the 1919 machines of the same
make.

Between the 1915 Morgan and the
average weight of the 1919 model there

is a difference of about 50 lb.

OF THE MACHINES IN THE TRIAL.
Machine and competitor. Weight in lb.

+31/0 Sunbeam [W. Davies) 292
+3y2 Sunbeam (W. E. Eadington) .. ..290
t5 Zenith (G. Browne) 288
+4 Triumph (M. Eyecroft) 284
is Zenith (Kave Don) 284
113% Scott (B. Aliin Hill) .. 281
•3 A.B.C. (H. Fairley) .. .. „ ..280
tSVi James (G. A. Strange) 280
11334 Scott |W. L. Guy) 280
+4 Norton (A. Lindsay) 276
11354 Scott (J. Baker) 276
t4 Blackburne (P. .1. Enticknapp) .. .. 272
+4 Triumph (H. Pattison) 272
+414 B.S.A. (A. E. Wood) "268
t4 Triumph (0. Cather-Ccoke) 268
t4 Triumph (E. Cross) 256
•2% Douglas (F. G. Ball) 262
•2% Douglas (W. B. Gibb) 252
521/2 Terns (B. Kershaw) 238
+2?4 A.J.S. (T. J. Stordy) 220
S214 James^ (J. F. Lidstone) 220
t2% New Imperial (H. L. Kitcher)
§21/, Conuaught (S. T. Ashhy) ..

S214 Teloeette (E. V. Goodman)
}2i4 Velocette (0. L. Mowley Davies)
§214 Levis (P. Pike)

216
210
196
180

- .. . -. .. 176
S214 Eadco (E. H. Baxter) 170

SIDECAR MACHINES.
t8 Chater-Lea (E. Creak Davis) „
J8 Sunbeam (J. G. Lowles)
t8 Blackburne (J. S. Holrovd)
tS Matchless (G. D. Hardee)
tS Matchless (G. O. McGlashan) ..

t8 Clyno (Hugh Gibson)
t8 New Imperial (W. E. Haggas) ..

t7-9 Harley-Davidson (W. A. Fell-Smith).
t8 Matchless (C. E. Collier)

f8 Matchless (J. A. Hoult)
18 Matchless (E. G. Mundy)
t7-9 Indian (E. A. Colliver)
tS Eoyal Enfield (S. Parker)

688
676
664
664
660
656
648
644
640
630
629
626
604

M-rchine and competitor.
1110 Henderson (W. J. Baker) ..

te A.J.S. (F. W. Giles) ..

i6 Campion (&: S. Debenham) ..

17-9 Indian (J. p. Prytherch)

Weight in lb.

588
684
580
680

16 -VJ.S. (B. Williams) 572
16 A.J.S. (O. Wade) 572
18 Zenith (H. Jepson) .. 572
15 Dot (J. H. Place) 664
18 Royal Enfield (J. Dosher) 660
18 Eoval Enfield (D. 0. Guise) .. ..560
16 A.J.S. (H. C. Heath) 556
18 Eoyal Enfield (D. Alexander) .. ..552
18 Dot (H. Reed) 544
•4 Douglas (H. Thorpe) 544
15-6 Jamas (G. E. Stobart) 544
+31,4 B.S.A. (W. J. Chambers) .. .. 642
15 6 G.L. (F. Thorp) 532
16 A.J.S. (C. Collins) 527
+4 Triumph (G. Shemans) 624
+414 B.S.A. (H. R. Lane) 618
17-9 L.M.O. (L. A. Bees) 518
18 New Imperial (J. Drew) 516
16-7 Ariel (J. L. Stocks) 512
t4i4 James (T. Stevens] 512
+4 Triumph (F. G. Edmond) 491
16-7 Ariel (F. J. Watson) 488
+4 Norton (S. Sawer) .. .. .. ..472
+414 B.S.A. (W. Edwards) 464
+3ii Sunbeam (R. Brown) 461
t3i,5 Ariel (F. B. Jones) 444

RUNABOUTS.
110 Morgan (S. Hall) 780
no Morgan (W. D. Hawkes) 764
18 Morgan (N. Svansol 764
18 Morgan (H. F. S. Morgan) 769
110 Morgan (H Greaves) .. .. .. 756
IS Morgan (F. W. James) 724
18 Morgan (E. W. Merrall) 712

"Flat twins. .1 IT Four-cyl. four-strokes
t Oue-cyl. four-strokes. § One-cyl. two-strokes.

J Two-cyl. four-strokes. I 11 Two-eyl. two-strokes.

Weighing the machines was one ot the first items ot the Six Days Trial. This was carried out at Llandrindod Wells Goods Station under
the supervision of Mr. A. W. Torkington, the newly-elected chairman of the Auto Cycle Union.
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Echoes of the Six Days Trials.—

IT is probably true that the marks lost

by many of the competitors in the
silence test caused more surprise than

any of the figures given in the provisional
results. The published figures gave many
results exactly the reverse of independent
opinions, and suggest that Dr. Low's ap-
paratus registered noises which either are
not caught by the average ear or the wrong
interpretation was put upon the meaning
of the term "silence." '

We were afforded an opportunity >of

discussing this point with Dr. Low, who
invented the audiometer with which he
measured the so-called " silence " of the
competing machines. He told us that
the even purr of a multi-cylinder engine
appeared less irritating to the ear than
the less frequent exhaust of a single, but
after a time the ear becomes just as tired

of this particular speed of air vibration.
Before measuring the noises emanating

from motor cycles it was necessary to

define what it was intended to measure.
It is possible to measure (a) sound,
meaning periodic disturbance

;
(h) noise,

which is irregular oscillation of the air

;

or (c) a combination of the two, which
accounts for • the offensiveness of the
total influence.

The Audiometer Described.

To test the amount of " defined noise
"

directly by the ear, without interposing
any apparatus or diaphragm, appears to

be a safe method, and in Dr. Low's
audiometer one ear of the observer is

connected to a trumpet having two taps,
the amount of cut off required to produce
silence being, obvi&usly, a measure of
relative silence. When the machines
pass quickly this method is not entirely
reliable, so another instrument, which
can be made very delicate, is used.

A diaphragm is sprung tightly in a
holder, having a trumpet attachment,
and is balanced on one side by a coil

spring and on the other by a toggle
wire, the tension of which is variable,

and affects a mirror on a plain knife
edge. A beam of light is thrown on to
this mirror, and the reflection on to a
plate, film or ground glass, so that the
mirror's magnified movement is recorded.

In order that high-speed "clatter"
as well as low-speed air .shock may be
noticed the diaphragm is stretched to

a high natural period, and is electrically

damped by a magnet, which can be put
into operation by a sound-operated relay,

thus giving both measurements.
The apparatus used by Dr. Low was

comparatively simple, and a record
was taken on a tape machine, which. Dr.
Low claimed, ensured impartiality.

Grades of Silence.

Marks were deducted according to the
records obtained on several tests, and by
grading the machines according to these
lost marks some very interesting groups
are obtained. In some of these groups
machines which are not known for their
quiet running figure alongside others
generally regarded as among the "most
silent " mounts.
Two Marks.—E. F. Goodman (2|

Velocette) and Kaye Don (5 Zenith).
Three Marks.-^B. A. Hill (3J Scott).
Four Marks.—W. Drake (3-^ P. and

M.), H. 0. Wood (3J Scott), G. Brown

e6

SILENCE TESTS BY AUDIOMETER.
(5 Zenith), 0. Wade (6 A.J.S.), F. W.
Giles (6 A.J.S.), and S. Hall (10 Morgan).
Five Marks.—J. F. Lidstone (2i

James), J. Emerson (3 A.B.C.), T. B. C.

Vale (34 Ariel), J. Watson Bourne (4

Blackburne), G. A. Strange {3^ James),
J. A. Newma,n (35 Sunbeam), T. Ruther-
ford (3i Sunbeam), V. E. Horsman {4

Norton), W. L. Guy (3|- Scott), C. P.
Wood (3| Scott), H. Pattinson_ (4

Triumph), E. Charlesworth (5 Zenith),

J. W. Wills (6-7 Ariel), F. Thorp (5

G.L.), G. E. Stobart (5-6 James), J. A.
Hoult (8 Matchless), H. F. S. Morgan
,(8 Morgan), D. Alexander (8 Enfield),

H. Greaves (10 Morgan), and G. I).

Hardee (8 Matchless). —
Six Marks.—P. J. Enticknapp (4

Blackburn), K. Lewis (3i P. and M.),

W. Danskin (3-^- Rover), M. Isaac (3v^-

Rover), M. Davies (3-^- Suribeam), G.
Dance (3^ Sunbeam), J. Dudley (Sj Sun-
beam), T. C. De la Hay (35 Sunbeam),
J. T. Shillito (3i Sunbeam), L. L. Sealey

(4 Triumph), A. E. Wood (4^ B.S.A.),

F. F. Jones (3i Ariel), C. Collins (6

A.J.S. sc), S. Sawer (4 Nortonsc), F.

J. Watson (6-7 Ariel sc), H. Gibson (8

Clyno sc), W. A. Fell-Smith (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), 0. R. Collier (8 Matchless),

G. C. McGlashan (8 Matchless), J.

Dosher (8 Royal Enfield), and P. W.
Moffatt (3i Douglas).
Seven Marks : P. Pike (2^ Levis), F.

G. Ball (2-1 Douglas), T. Peck (3i Ariel),

C. W. Smith (^ Ariel), G. Featherston-

haugh (3i Rover), E. W. Choldcroft (4

A.J.S.), F. W. Applebee (4i B.S.A.),

H. F. Edwards (4^ B.S.A.), F. Turvey
(4i B.S.A.). A. Lindsay (4 Norton), D.
H. Noble (5 Rover), E. Cross (4

Triumph), H. C. Heath (6 A.J.S.), T.
Stevens (4^ James), F. G. Edmond (4
Triumph sc), G. Shemans (4 Triumph
sc), J. S. Holroyd (8 Blackbui'ne sc),
E. A. Colliver (7-9 Indian sc), R. G.
Mundy (8 Matchless- .sc), F. W. James
(8 Morgan), and D. C. "Guise (8 Enfield).

Eight Marks : W. B. Gibb (2}
Douglas), B. Kershaw (2^ Verus), W. R.
Eadington (3^ Sunbeam), C. Gather
•Cooke (4 Triumph), M. Ryecroft (4

Triumph), W. J. Chambers (3^ B.S.A.
sc), H. R. Lane (4^ B.S.A. ), H. Thorpe
(4 Douglas sc), D. Prytherch (7-9 Indian
sc), and S. Parker (8 Enfield sc).

Notes.

Summary : Two marks, 2 ; three marks,
1 ; four marks, 5 ; five marks, 20 ; si.Y

marks, 21 ; seven marks, 21 ; eight marks,
10.

JFi'om the above summary it will be
seen that the great majority lost five or
more marks, and if we fix the present
standard by those who lost five, six,

and seven marks (62 out of 81), one
must conclude that Goodman's Velocette
and Kaye Don's Zenith were very quiet,

B. A. Hill's Scott almost as good in

this respect, and the machines in the
four marks' group better than the aver-
age, while, on the other hand, the
machines in the last group were . more
noisy than the average.

It will be noted that the "most
silent " sidecars were the two A.J.S.
machines, which were included in the
four marks' group with a P. and M., a
Zenith, a Scott, and a Morgan. The
P. and M., on this showing, was the
quietest 3^ single in the trial.

Major A. M. Low, D.S.C., A.C.G.L, with his audiometer, the apparatus with which he

measured the noises of the competing meter cycles during the Six Days Trials.
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(I) L. C. Davies (21 h.p. Velocette) taking the hairpin bend on Bwlch-y-Groes. (2) G. E. Stobart (5-6 h.p. James sidecar).

(3) H. Thorp (4 h.p. Douglas) passing through one of the many watersplashes. (4) O. Wade (6 h.p. A.J.S.) on loose shale near Plynlimmon.

(5) E. W. Merrall, who made a good performance on his 1913 Morgan, approaching Stay-a-Little. The road on which the photograph was
lakcn is a bare virgin rock track. Merrall, who has been in the Cameroons since 191 1, was formerly a P. and M. rider. (6) Capt. A. Lindsay
(4 h.p. Norton) crossing one of the scores of watersplashes on the way toi Himant Pass. (7) S. W. Moffatt (SJ h.p. Douglas) and R. Lewis

01 h.p. P. and M.) on Llangammarch Hill. (8) W. Pike (21 h.p. Levis) on the hairpin at the bottom of Bwlch-y-Groes.
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C. W. Smith (3i Ariel) had a clean
sheet up to sixteen miles from the finisli

on Friday—then came magneto trouble.

Before leaving Llandrindod Wells,
Newman's Sunbeam was again looking
like a show model, thanks to the efforts

of his wife, who spent the morning clean-
ing and polishing it.

Of the fifty-eight best performances in
the consistent driving test, thiity-six were
on solo machines.

It was amusing to see Tim \Vuod re-

verse his engine on the switch and try
to drive backwards.

The Goodyear tyres on Colliver's Indian
were in excellent condition at the finish.

Even the knife-edge bridges between the
diamond-shaped studs on the front wheel
were untouched.

The switchboard in. the sidecar of

Haggas's New Imperial is reminiscent of

a power station.

Broken control wires and leaning side-

cars suggest at least two points for im-
provement in new models.

It was generally agreed that Edmond's
performance on a single-cylinder machine
with a heavy sidecar was deserving of
every praise. He secured 180 marks, en-
titling him to a gold medal.

H. Reed (8 Dot sc.) had the misfortune
to break his sidecar chassis. He gamely
carried on, and, arriving very late at
Llandrindod, was loudly cheered by
sympathetic competitors.

Two of the competing Morgans, driven
by H. Greaves and H. F. S. Morgan, had
four speeds, a gear box being fitted on
the shaft. The other three had the
standard two-speed gear.

There is no unanimity among sidecar
manufacturers on the point of the number
of connections. Among the competitors'
machines were sidecars fitted with two,
three, four, five, and six connections.
The first mentioned machine survived the
trial, and obtained a gold medal, proving
our oft-repeated contention that the more
or less tlexiole sidecar is not likely J;o
break its chassis as the entirely rigid

type.

Mr. J. L. Norton was a hard working
helper on the course, and for several
hundred miles carried his father, who is

seventy-seven, as his passenger.

Several pre-war trials exponents were
in evidence at Llandrindod Wells, some of
whom were maimed in the war, includ-
ing W. Pratt, J. N. Longfield, and J.
Cocker.

The only air-cooled Morgan to secure
an award was the Precision-engined four-
speed machine driven by H. Greaves.

The tail of Hall's Morgan came adrift
early in the trial, but he succeeded in

making a neat repair with the aid of two
chain adjusters.

.8

, NOTES BY THE WAY.
F. J. Watson (6-7 Ariel sc.) had fitted

a Canoelet sporting sidecar which he had
rebuilt, raising the back part and increas-

ing the comfort of the passenger, and
adding a convenient tool locker at the
rear. He had also arranged his tools in

the side of the body.

A word of appreciation is due to the
obliging Postmaster and Post Office
officials at Llandrindod.

Frank H. May, the pre-war A.J.S.
rider, now a captain in the Army of

Occupation, obtained leave to, be present
at the Six Days Trial as an observer.

Featherstonhaugh (3^ Rover) hit a
rock with his silencer and broke it off,

conseqently he had to finish with a free
e.xhaust.

It was particularly noticeable that a

number of manufacturers were present,

and that they appeared to take a keen
interest in other people's machines. This
is a good augury for the future, and we
hope to see beneficial results in 1920
models.

Design is a difficult subject to consider
in allotting marks, but the surviving
spring frame machines should certainly
receive some special form of recognition

in future events, '

The Zenith climbed marvellously, con-
sidering that the lowest gear ratio was
in the neighbourhood of 8 to 1, Mundy's
INIatchiess sidecar, too, had higher ratios

than usual, the low gear being 12 to 1.

Haggas, who withdrew his New Im-
perial sidecar at Machynlleth on Thurs-
day, had driven throughout with the

Collier's Matchless outfit finished look-

ing as if it had just come out of a show-
room. Those who took the trouble to

T. Stevens's 4i h.p. James, one ol the few single-cylinder sidecars in the trial, passing

Major Low's audiometer, which recorded the sounds made by the machine.

greatest consistency, Norman Longfield
occupying the sidecar seat. Due to a

broken throttle lever, the passenger had
to do the trick holding the throttle wire
in his hand, but such going, over a most
difficult stretch of the course, was found
to be too risky, and thus an entirely clean

sheet was spoiled.

clean their machines before the finish

probably impressed onlookers, but the

judges were not likely to award extra

marks for condition in such cases.

A stripped second-speed pinion caused
the retirement of R, Creak Davis and
his Chater-Lea on Thursday, seventeen
miles from the start. The damage really

occurred on Wednesday, but he managed
to carry on for a time. His was also a

perfect record until the gear box trouble
occurred.

Even experts disagreed as to the best

manner to climb Bwlch-y-Groes. Some
charged as far as possible on the middle
gear, others dropped into low at the foot,

and went up steadily with a tiny throttle

opening.

The gates at the level crossing in Builtli

were shut, and caused delay on several

occasions, particularly on the last even-

ing's run.

As usual, the A.J.S. machines ran most
regularly throughout, until one of the
team' members, Eric Williams, retired

with gear box trouble on Wednesday
afternoon. A soft gear had worn entirely

away.

Enticknapp (Blackburne) fell in Swan-
sea in trying to avoid a child. A dented
mudguard, hovifever, was the cliief damage
done.

Dynamo lighting outfits are on the

increase.
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Lincoln A.C.

The results of the Scamblesby hill-climb

are now announced as follows ;

Class 1 (for Machines up to 350 c.c.).—1, F.
C. Cotton, Lincoln (2% Douglas); 2, G. M. Cooper,
Lincoln (2-54 Omega-Jap).

Class 2 (for Machines up to 500 c.c.).— 1, R.
Holland, Boston (5V2 Norton) ; 2, H. A. Basl;comb,
Grimsby (3Vo Norton).

Class 3 (fob IVIachines up to 650 c.c.).—1, C.
II. Allen, Grimsby (4 Triumph) ; 2, J. Plastow,
Grimsby (4 Triumph).
Class 4 (Unlimited).—1. A. W. Grocock, Boston

(6 Zenith) ; 2, A. A. Hodgson, Louth .(7-9 Indian).

Manchester M.C.

The results of the recent successful hill-

climb organised by the Manchester M.C.
are as follow :

Solo Class.

rime. Formulse
Sec. M.P.H Merit.

I. *E. Smith (4 Triumph) . .

.

32 . ^b 97
2. tH. Andrews (2} A.J.S.) .

.

34+ 53 94
^• P. Piatt (3J Norton ) 20c .61 . 88
4. - J. Smitli (si rriumph) . . VM . 60 . 76
i- to. E. Navlor (2} Douglas). SS* • 51 65
6. 0: E. Carter (ai Levis) .

.

49 • 37 50
7- L. BaUinghall, (2* Ruby) . 5li • 35 . 40

Sidecar Class.

I. •P. Piatt (si Norton) M% 52 • 94
2. tE. Smith (4 Triumph) . .

.

l^iiS 50 . 88
3- J. Smith (gi Triumph) .

.

^n .484 - 85

4- H. Bottoms (6 Bradbury)

.

m • 47 • 79
i- H.Taylor (6 Bradbury) . V • 49 • 77
(-. JO. E. Carter (3^ A.B.C.) . 41S • 42 . 67
7- A. J. Hitchcock (5 Indian) 4b* . S8 . 62
». A. Bridgens (4 Douglas) . 44iS - 40 • 57A
<> F. A. Eltoft (4 Douglas) . 4b* . 30} • 57B

10. G. B. Walker (6 R. Enfield) 44 • 41 • 54
11. T. Wilhams (3^ New Imp.)

Cycle Cars.

1. A. Horrocks (10 Morgan) . 32 . =16 . —
2. H. H. Smith (8 Humberette —

• Gold medal, t Silver medal. J Novice gold medal.

Essex M.C.

A members' hill-climb will be Tield by
the Essex M.C. on Saturday, the 4th, and
will include classes for 350, 500, 750, and
1,000 c.c. motor cycles, passenger machines,
a ladies' class, and for cycle cars. The
results will be decided on the motor

C xT^
cycle formula ——— (C cubic capacity,

T time, W weight).

Cork and District M.C.C.

In the recent secret course trial

organised by the Cork and District

M.C.C. the following competitors lost no
marks and secured gold medals :

S. E. Hosford (4 Triumph).
C. M. Ryan {8 New Imperial).
M. J. Hegarty (2% Douglas).
F. E. Dixon (3% Sunbeam).
A. Jackson (4 Triumph).
F. T. Morehead (31/2 P. and M.)
J. Mendelson (31/2 Sunbeam)

The following also finished : A Towns-
end (Triumph), V. Browne (Triumph),
J. Hohns (A.J.S.), J. Gibbins (B.S.A.
sc), J. Healy (B.S.A.), F. Burns
(A.J.S.), Cagney (Triumph), and D. Dug-
gan (Norton).

jFuture Events.
Oct. I,.—Essex M.C. Hill-climb.
Oct. 4.

—

Birmingham M.C.C. Captain's Day.
Oct. If.

—Edinburgh and District M.C. Trial for
Amateurs jor Palmer Trophi/.

Oct. 5.—Stair/bridge and District M.C. ReUability
Trial.

Oct. 5.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to
Bclvoir Castle.

Oct. 5.—Glasgow M.C.C. Ran to Biggar.
Oct 5.—M.C.C. Run to Biggar.
Oct. 11.—Cardiff City and District M.C.C. and

L.C.C. Consistent Driving and Reliability
Trial.

Oct. 11.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Members' Re-

.

liability Trial.

Oct. 11.—Birmingham M.C.C. Social Run.
Oct. 19.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Crick.
OCT. 15.—LIVERPOOL M.C. OPEN RELIANCE

CUP 'TRIAL.
Oct. 25.—South Birmingham M.C.C. Trial for

Songster Cup.
Oct. S6.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to

Chatsworth.
NOV. 1.—SOUTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. OPEN

TRIAL FOR PALMER CUP.
Nov. S.—Birmingham M.C.C. Closing Run.

Stalybridge and District M.C.
The above club will hold a reliability

trial on the 5th, starting from Bower
Fold at 10 a.m.

Cardiff City and District M.Cc
On Saturday, the 11th, a' consistent

driving and reliability trial will be held
by the above club. The start will be
from the Grand Hotel, Westgate Street,

Cardiff, at 2.15 p.m. Competing mem-
bers should communicate with the hon.
secretary, Mr. E. C. Pascoe, 100 Llan-
fair Road, Cardiff.

Blackburn and District M.C.C-

The results of the hill climb held on

the 20th ult. are announced as follow ;

Class 4 (up to 350 c.c.).—J. Duxbury (2%
Douglas), Im. 36s.; S. A. Marks (2% Douglas),
Im. 36ss.

Class 5 (up to 560 c.c.).—H. Hebden (31/2 Nor-
ton), Im. 17s.; S. A. Marks (2% Douglas),
Im. 22|s.

Class 6 (T.T. up to 560 c.c.).—H. Hebden (31/2

Norton), Im. 18s.; S. A. Marks (2% Douglat),
Im. 23s.

Class 2 (Light Cars up to 1,500 c.c.).—A.
Morton (Little Midland), 2m. 55gs. ; J. Hartley
(Little Midland), 5m. 20s.

Class 3 (up to 270 c.c.).—W. Stanworth (2V2
Connaught), 2m. 50s.

Class 7 (up to 750 c.c).—H. Smethurst {3Va
Norton), Im. lOJs. ; H. Hebden (SVi Norton),
Im. 17s.

Class 8 (Any Capacity).—W. Lyons (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), Im. lOsS. ; S. A. Marks (7-9 Harley-
Davidson), Im. 13Is.; H. Smethurst (3V> Norton),
Im. 16is.

Class 9 (Passenger Machines up to 560
c.c.).—H. Hebden (31/2 Norton), 2m. 15s.

Class 10 (Sidecar, any Capacity).—B. Hould-
ing (7-9 Harley-Davidson), Im. 26s.; J. Holden
(7-9 Harley-Davidson), Im. 443s.

The fastest time was made by W
Lyons (7-9 Harley-Davidson), the fastest
single being Smethurst's 5^ Norton, which
was only |s. slower.

Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Cheshire Clubs,

Mr. Eltoft, hon. secretary of the Man-
chester M.C, is desirous that all secre-

taries of Lancashire, Yorkshire, and
Cheshire clubs should communicate with
him as he has information to impart to
them in connection with the A.C.U. meet-
ing early in 1920.

THE ONLY MOTOR CYCLE CLUB IN CORNWALL.
Members of the Dunheved and District M.C.C. of Launceston. The machines shown

are : James, Bradbury, Triumph, and a Morgan.
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Olmes to Cigbt TLamps.
Greenwich Time.

2nd 6.36 p.m.
4th 6.32 „
6th 6.27' „
8th 6.22 „

Oct.

Police Trap.

We are informed that a police trap is

working on the Duffield Road, Derby.

Next Year.

The first important French speed trial

of 1920 will be the Circnit de Fontaine-
bleau.

Average Second-hand Prices.

The second-hand market is at the
moment a reflex of general trade condi-
tions. In compiling the present list it

was very noticeable that those makes in
most demand remained at a steady figure
or showed a slight upward tendency,
while those whose scarcity had dimin-
ished, either by increased effort on the
manufacturers' part or by the slightly
greater freedom of import, show a de-
cided drop in price.

Again, the models of the last few sea-

sons have been grouped, since they mostly
show neither dissimilarity of specifica-

tion nor price.

A.J.S. (1914) 6 h.p., sidecar ; £100
„ 1916 and later £152

Ariel, 6-7 h.p., sidecar £145
AUon, 2-stroke, 2-siJeed .- £60
Bradbury, 4 h.p., single-speed, solo £45

,, 6 h.p., sidecar £98
B.S.A., 4jr h.p., 3-specd, sidecar £ro7
Calthorpe-J.A.P., 2j^ h.p., 2-speed £44
Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed £43

„ 5-6 h.p., 3-5peed, sidecar £117
Douglas, 24 h.p., W.D £60

,, 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £120
Enfield, 2J h.p., 2-stroke £57

„ (1918) 3 h.p., twin, 2-5peed £70
,, 6 h.p., sidecar £140

Harley-Davidson, 3-speed, sidecar jCl34
Humber, 3i h.p., 2-speed, sidecar £54

,, 3i h.p., flat twin, solo £95
ludiin (1914) 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, sidecar £94

„ (1916) 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar ...f.... £124
Levis, 2i h.p., single-speed £39
Levis, 2\ h.p.. 2-speed £43
Matchless M.A.G. sidecar £149
New Hudson, 2! h.p., 2-stroke £41

,, (1914), 3i h.p., 3-speed hub, and sc. £67
New Innperial, 2} h.p., 2-speed £44
Norton, ;,\ h.p., T.T £88

,, 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar , £r22
P. & M., 1919, 3i h.p., solo £85

" ^919. 3J h.p., sidecar £115
Rover (19x8-19), 3} h.p., T.T £76

„ (1914) 3^ h.p., 3-speed hub, and sidecar . £72
,, (1918), 3j h.p., 3-sp. c /shaft, and sidecar £120

Rudge-Multi, 3J h.p £75
„ 5-6 h.p.; and sidecar £90

Scott, solo £8a
., sidecar £88

Sunbeam (1915-18), 3} h.p., solo £112
, » 3i h.p., and sidecar £146

Triumph, z\ h.p., single-speed £42
„ 3i h.p., 3-speed hub £54
„ 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft, solo £89
„ 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft sidecar .

.

£138
„ 2i h.p., 2-stroke £55

Zenith, 6 h.p., solo £ro2
„ 6 h.p. (countershaft), and sidecar £i22

An Amended Award.

Jesse Baker '(3| h.p. Scott), who was
reported aa having retired on the last

day, has been allowed by the A.C.U.
Committee to be recorded as having com-
pleted the trial.

Home Produced Fuel.

The interesting film entitled " Coal :

Its Waste and Possibilities," prepared

by the Automobile Association in con-

junction with Messrs. Gaumont, in order

to show how vast quantities of home-
produced motor fuel—benzole—can be ex-

tracted from coal, is now being exhibited

throughout the country.

A Single Gear Test.

One of the most acutely argued points

among experienced riders during the Six

Days Trials was whether the develop-

ment of the sidecar machine has tended
to provide flexible engines. We suggest

a single gear trial, to be held next year,

regarding which we shall have more to

say next week.

Special -features.

ECHOES OF THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

SOUTH AFRICAN T.T. CLUB TRIALS.

Special Road Warning.

The Automobile Association is informed

of complaints by the residents of Henley-

on-Thames concerning the high speed of

motor vehicles through the borough, in

which there are several narrow streets.

Unless vehicles are driven at a reason-

able speed, application for a speed limit

Order may result.

Liverpool Open Trial.

Several features will be included in the

Liverpool M.C. open trial, on the 25th
October, over a Welsh course of 165 miles,

including Dinas Mawddwy. Five marks
will be deducted for failure to pass a

petrol consumption test, in which 350 c.c.

solo machines will be required to do iin

m.p.g. , or, with sidecar, 55 m.p.g. In
the 500 CO.' class 70 and 55 m.p.g. are

the figures for solo and sidecar respec-

tively, while in the 750 c.c. class the
petrol consumption figures are 65 and 50
m.p.g., and 1,000 c.c. class 60 and 45
m.p.g. A penalty will be imposed" on
machines unduly dirty, with special re-

gard to oil leakage, while other tests will

be made for braking, acceleration, and
flexibility. Entries, which close on
October 17th, should be sent to Mr. Nor-
man Dean, 22, Lord 6t., Liverpool.

.

1

THE SIX DAYS TRIAL.
__

One ol the most consistent performances by "big twin" sidecars was put up by

W. D. Fell-Smith on a Harley-Davidson. His total error in the consistent driving test

was 6 sec, the least among sidecars in the 1,000 c.c. class. He secured 182 marks, and

was awarded a gold medal.
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The Railway Strike.

As is usual when the transport prob-
lem becomes acute, the motor cycle was
much in evidence immediately the rail-

way came to a standstill.

Ariel Prices Up.

One more firm of manufacturers have
been compelled to raise the prices of

their machines, this is Messrs. Ariel
Motors, Ltd., whose prices are now as

follow : 3i h.p. model £95, with sidecar
• £125; 6-7 h.p. model £110, with sidecar

£140.

A.A. Benzole Test.

On Monday last the Triumph engine,

which had then run approximately 2,400
miles of the A.A. Benzole Test, was dis-

niantled under the observation of Mr.
Sinith, of the A.A., and ourselves at the

Triumph Works for decarbonising. We
may say that even we were, surprised

at the small amount of carbon present,

and at the condition of the engine gener-

ally, regarding which we shall have more
to say later. The test is now half

completed.

Racing in Spain.

The recent big Spanish event—the
" Compeonato de Santander " was held
over a course of approximately 120 miles.

The result was a clean sweep in the
thi'ee solo classes for British machines :

350 CO. Clas! .—1. Ignacio de Arana {2^i
Douglas).
500 c.c. Class— 1, Ignacio de Arana (2%

Douglas).
750 c.c. Class.— 1, Justo Somonte {4 Douglas).

Arana's machine was a well-used 1913
model. JThe first prize in the 350 c.c.

class was a silver tea service presented

by H.M. the King of Spain.

•Amalgamat on oi Motor Cycle Ciubs ?

The fact that the A.C.TJ. has decided

to grant only twenty permits to clubs

to hold open competitions in 1920 has
once more brought forward the sugges
tion that the several clubs in some dis-

tricts should amalgamate and form strong

organisations worthy of their cities. Si)

far, only the Liverpool clubs have seen

the great advantages of such arrange-

ments, and, it will be recalled, they
amalgamated under the title of the

Liverpool H.C. at the time when all

clubs were undergoing reconstruction.

At the recent meeting of so- many pro-

minent clubmen at Llandrindod Wells,
Mr. Alec Ross made an impassioned appeal
to officials of clubs in large cities to form
stronger clubs by amalgamation, and such
reconstruction schemes probably will be
considered in many districts. Mr. E.
Vernon Brook, the well-known Midland
motorist, who contributes the motor
cycle notes to the Birmingham Daib/
Mail, is advocating such an amalgama-
tion on the part of the many Birmingham
clubs, and suggests "The Midland ilotor
Cycle Club " as a suitable title. Person-
ally, we have always been in favour of

fewer and stronger filubs, rather than a
large number of weaker bodies, and we
hope the officials and members of the
Midland clubs will give the matter care-
ful consideration. A meeting has been
called to-morrow (Friday) at 7 p.m., at

the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce,
and we hope shortly to hear that similai'

movements have been started in other
large motor cycling centres.

IMPORTANT DATES.

Paris Salon - Ocl. 9lh lo 19th.

Athens Motor Show- OcL 13th lo Nov. 14th.

Olympia Car Show Nov. 7lh to 15th.

Olympia Motor Cycle Show,
Nov. 24th lo 29th.

Brussels Show - Dec. 8th to 13lh.

Paris Aero Exhibition- Dec. 19th to Jan. 4th.

New York Show - - Jan. 3rd to Jan. 1 0th.

Bimtingham British Industries Fair - -

Feb. 23rd lo March 6lh.

New Sheffield Index Mark.
The identification letters W.A. have

been allotted, in respect of motor vehicle
registration, to the county borough of
Sheffield. Formerly, the identification

letter was W.

Petrol—the Key to National LiJe.

Due to the railway strike, there has
been an amazing amount of motor traffic

on the roads, the greater amount of which
is engaged upon distribution of food,
newspapers, etc., while it was evident
that many sidecars were being used by
their owners to transport provisions and
stranded friends. It does not require a
great deal of imagination to conjure up
a vision of the results of such a strike
had it taken place even ten years ago.

Deputation re imported Motor Vehicles.

Last week a deputation of commercial
motor manufacturers waited on Sir Auck-
land Geddes, at the Board of Trade, with
a view to bringing before him the need
for a certain measure of protection during
the transitionarj' period while the manu-
facturers are engaged in producing new
designs. Sir Auckland Geddes in reply

announced very flatly and definitely that
the Government had no intention of alter-

ing the present import duties.

The M.C.C. Annual Dinner.

The annual dinner of the Motor CycUng
Club will be held on Saturday, December
5th, at the Adelaide Gallery, Charing
Cross, London, W.C.2. Ladies are cor-

dially invited. As this is the M.C.C.
Victory dinner, and the presentation of

prizes will take place on that occasion,

there is little doubt that the event will

be well supported by both members and
their friends.

Petrol Economy.
Last week-end the Government made

an urgent appeal to all users of petrol to

limit consumption to the lowest possible

amount, and once more motorists were
told that " every gallon of petrol used

needlessly means less food for the people."
The commandeering of petrol at the

depots last week-end, at first caused some
consternation among motor cyclists who
had arranged week-ends awheel, but it

is questionable whether siich trips would
have been undertaken when the serious-

ness of the strike was appreciated.

The Scott Trial: Our Representative',
Strenuous Day.

The disorganisation of transport caused
some anxiety to the pressmen who were
reporting the Scott Sporting Trial. Our
representative intended returning partly

by rail and partly by road. At the last

moment he was compelled to make
hurried preparations to return to Coven-
try by road, despite having covered
almost a hundred miles in observing
various hills and obstacles in the trial.

Loading his Scott with suit case, petrol

can, carbide, and a heavy photographic
outfit, he rode tliroughout the night,
journeying from Biu-nsall in Wharfedale
to Coventry betwixt sunset and sunrise.

In spite of repeated carburetter troubles
the rider wa.s up to time with " copy and
illusti'ations."

Where the competitors had to cross the River Nidd in the Scott trial last week-end a large crowd

assembled, despite the inaccessibility of the place. A Triumph rider has just passed over.
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A 6 h.p.

TWIN B.S.A.

^t 76 X 83 mm , 770 c.c, Three-

speed Gear, All-chain Drive.

Transmission side of the new twin B.S.A., illustrating the wide guards, neat chain cases, and general clean appearance.

THE products of the Birmingham Small
Arms Co. have always been well
known for their strength and sound

manufacture, so that it is not surprising

to find these characteristics displayed in

a marked degree in their new twin-
cylinder motor cycle.

Hitherto the firm have confined their

efforts to single-cylinders, which have
gained a world-wide reputation, and their

successes culminated in the capturing of

the A.C.U. Six Days Trial team prize.

The twin-cylinder is, therefore, a de-
parture from all previous models, though,
as various features have been tried out

The adjustable tappets are so designed

that they exclude grit and are particularly

simple to manipulate.

for a period of nearly three years, it can-

not be looked upon as an experimental or

untested machine.
A cursory examination gives one the

idea that the design was carried out by
experienced riders, and this impression
was distinctly strengthened by close in-

spection of detail work.

Engine Details.

Externally the engine displays no very
novel features, except that it is more
than usually clean in appearance, being

C2

devoid of excrescences and dust-retaining

crannies. The cylinders, which are set

at 50°, are distinctly reminiscent of

B.S.A. siiigle-cylinder engines. Integral
heads and cylinder barrels are used, and
the radiating fins are of sensible propor-
tions. This point deserves special men-
tion, as of late years there has been an
entirely mistaken tendency towards very
thin ribs, with roots too light in section
to carry away the heat from the walls.

All valves are interchangeable, and the
ports are extremely well designed. Valve
operation for both cylinders is by means
of rockers actuated by a single inlet and
exhaust cam, the intervening tappets
being well worth a short description.
Each tappet has lugs or ears, which en-
gage with corresponding slots in the
hardened steel guide. This prevents the
spindle from revolving, and consequently
eliminates the use of a third spanner for
adjusting purposes. The lower or lock-
nut for the tappet head has a skirt slid-

ing over the outside of the tappet guide,

which effectually protects the slotted por-

tion from dust and grit. The tappet

head, which is concentric with the valve

stem, is reduced in weight as much as

possible.

Mechanical Lubrication.

.Inside the timing case is a second two
to one wheel, which serves the double
purpose of forming the primary drive for

the magneto and rotating a pair of worm
gears, whose duty is to drive the

mechanical oil pump.
This pump is of the oscillating plunger

type, and has the advantage of elimin-

ating all spring loaded valves. Oil is

sucked from the tank through an ad-

justable sight feed lubricator, and is thus
pumped to a distributer placed between
the cylinders. The purpose of this dis-

tributer is to divert a certain proportion
of the lubricant on its way to the crank
case, and to direct it into a well sur-
rounding the base of the front cylinder,
into

. which the skirt of the piston dips

;

in addition, the baffle plates are only

The sidecar is exceptionally large, and is of substantial construction, embodying four-point

attachment.
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A 6 h.p. Twin B.S.A.—

present in the case of the rear cylinder,

and, consequently, even lubrication is

assured. A normal hand pump is fitted

for emergencies.

Chain drive is employed for the mag-
neto, or a Magdyno may be fitted if

desired. The long pistons carry two
^.narrow rings at the top and two oil

igrooves at the bottom, a spring ring fix-

ing being employed to secure the hollow
gudgeon pin.

Phosphor bronze small end bearings are

fitted to the H section connecting rods,

the latter being slightly off-set to permit

the use of side-by-side roller bearing big

t^^^

A capacious rear locker is a feature of

the new B.S.A. sidecar.

«nds. Large diameter flywheels impart a
steady turning motion to the ball bearing
cranlishaft, and felt retaining washers
prevent the escape of oil from the main-
shaft bearings.

In order to ensure accurate machining,
there are no blind holes in the timing
cover, the exposed spindle ends being
covered by special caps. One other
feature of the engine, the inlet pipe,

deserves special mention. It is cast with
a view to eliminating all sharp corners.

One ot the side-by-

side connecting-rods

of the 1920 6 h.p.

B.S.A., together with
the crank pin, showing
he twin roller races

The timing side ol the B.S.A., showing the new and accessible gear box and the spring

seat-pillar.

One flange is secured to the inlet port
by a screwed ring and a similar fixing
is utilised for the second flange, but, be-

fore this is screwed home, all chance of

air leakage is avoided by the use of a
special sleeve screwed iato the inlet port
which can be adjusted outwards to meet
the flange.

New Type of Clutch.

Transmission is by fin. X fin. chain
throughout, the B.S.A. cush drive being
incorporated with the engine sprocket,
and an internal expanding brake with the
rear driven sprocket.

A seven-plate Ferodo-faced clutch

transmits power to the gear box, which
has been redesigned in detail. The kick-

starter mechanism is now entirely en-

closed, a spring tooth ensures easy en-

gagement, and the pedal is returned by
an enclosed clock spring. The gear
striking mechanism is also enclosed and
embodies a simple quadrant, locked by
a spring plunger which positively ensures
correct gear mesh at all times. Another
refinement is the fitting of an oil filler

hole at such a level as to pi'event over-

filling of the gear box. It should be
added that all gears are constantly in

mesh, the change of ratio being effected

by dog clutches.

One of the neatest features of the
macliine is the system employed for

obtaining detachable and interchangeable
vifheek. Taking the rear wheel as the
most interesting example, the combined
sprocket and brake drum is mounted on
the chain adjusting mechanism, and
rotates on a roller bearing entirely

separate from the wheel hub. The drive
is transmitted through serrations on the
drum, which engage with internal serra-

tions in the hub, a distance washer taking
up the lateral motion necessary for de-

taching the wheel when the spindle is

withdrawn. A small point indicative of

careful design is instanced by the con-
struction of the chain adjusters, which
are of exceptional strength and spigoted
into the forked lug in such a manner
that it is impossible for them to drop
out. All wheels are shod with 28in.x3in.
Duulop extra heavy tyres, or Palmer light
car tyi-es, in each case fitted to flat

base rims.
Both cycle and sidecar wheels are

interchangeable, and for this reason a
dummy rim, to suit the inverted front
brake, is fitted in each case.

There is no unanimity among designers

regarding the position of the shock absorber.

Those responsible for the new B.S.A.

favour the engine-shaft.
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A 6 h.p. Twin B.S.A.—

Every care has been taken to render
the machine weatherproof, and S-^-in. flat

guards are used both in front and rear.

These guards have special valances, rolled

over internally to provide channels to

conduct liquid mud to the lowest point
of the guard, and a special front mud
shield forms an additional protection tor

the engine and rider.

Cast aluminium cases, made in four
parts entirely enclose both driving

An oscillating cylinder oil pump is

employed to circulate the lubricant, and is

enclosed in the timing gear cover.

chains, and. in spite of the fact that they
are very readily detachable, special facili-

ties for lubrication and drainage are
provided.
The two outstanding features of frame

construction are the new spring forks,

in which the rebound spring has given
way to a considerably longer and more
flexible compression spring, and a very
neat and simple spring saddle pillar.

This latter consists of a beam hinged at

the front end to the top tank tube, and

Spring seat-piUar on the new twin-

cylinder B.S.A. It will be noticed that

the springs are completely enclosed in the

saddle tube of the frame.

carrying the saddle at the rear. The
centre of the beam is supported by a coil

spring, in compression with, in addition,
a rebound spring. The whole of the
spring mechanism is enclosed and pro-
tected by the saddle tube, though it is

easily removable for inspection or lubri-
cation.

The tank holds over two gallons of
fuel and three pints of oil. Sidecar lugs
are, of course, incorporated with the
frame. With regard to fittings and finish,
it is only necessary to remark that these
are well up to the B.S.A.
standard of excellence.

Amongst the various
items which give proof of

careful and practical design,

k j>J
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the large aluminium silencer rnay be men-
tioned. This is so arranged that the

gases from the cylinders enter at one
corner of a rectangular receptacle, and
are led round a baffle plate, finally leav-

ing the chamber by means of a long tail

pipe attached to the same side as the

entry pipes. A large inspection plate

on the end opposite to the pipe bosses

enables the chamber to be inspected or

cleaned, but it should be emphasised that

there- are no narrow slots or holes to

become choked by oily exhaust gases.

s6.ll the exhaust valve lifting mechanism
is enclosed in the timing gear case, the

cable attachment projecting from the top

of the cover in such a manner as to pre

Induction pipe, showing method ol

obtaining air-tight joints.

vfent oil leakage, and the timing cover

plate is spigoted for the greater part of

its periphery. In fact, every possible

precaution has been taken to render the

engine clean and oil-tight.

A special sidecar has been constructed

to suit the machine; the lines are pleas-

ing, and the body is particularly roomy

and well sprung, leaf springs being fitted

in front as well as at the rear. Four

points of attachment are provided.

It should be noted that, although this

new model will be exhibited at Olympia,

delivery will not commence before next

February. A limited number of demon-

stration machines will, however, be in

the hands of B.S.A. agents a little earlier.

Th? new B.S.A. gear box, embodying s redesigned multi-plate

clutch. Engagement of gears is by dog clutches.

Of a particularly clean design, the new B.S.A. 6 h.p. twin engine

has many features revealing road experience.

c6
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FAST SPEEDS AT STILE COP.
Well-con(ested Events at Wolverhampton M.C.C.'s Open Hill-climb.

FAST times were again recorded on
Saturday at Stile Cop. The Wolver-
hampton M.C.C.'s hill-climb is

usually a very sgorting affair, and last

Saturday's event,' in spite of the fact

that the number of representative makes
of motor cycles was rather limited, pro-

vided some fine sport.

Before the times were announced, it

was obvious that Dance's 3^- h.p. Sun-
beam was the fastest machine there. In
the class for solo machines, single or

twins up to 600 c.c, he made the best
time of the day, roaring up and literally

bounding across the tape at 56^ m.p.h.

In the lightweight classes the perform-
ances on the Levis were consistently good,
especially E. E. Pugh on his 2^ h.p.

mount. The majority of the machines of

this particular make were 2^ h.p., and,
although good times were made on these,

the slightly larger bore of the former
made a bigger difference than might have
been expected. There was a variation

of 7s. in the times of Pugh-and Butter-
field in Class 3, and both machines were
in remarkable fettle. H. Taylor on his

2^ h.p. Diamond, in spite of physical
disability, made good time. Cla«s 4 for

solo machines up to 350 c.c. afforded
conclusive evidence that a two-stroke can
hold its own against the four-stroke type.

Entered in this class there were two
particularly " hot stuff " singles in

Dance's 2J h.p. Sunbeam and G. E.
Boston's 2J h.p. A.J.S., and against them
was pitted Kuhn's 2| h.p. Levis, incident-

ally the same bore and stroke as the
Sunbeam—75 x 79 mm. Although there
was a difference of 8s. between Dance's
and Kuhn's time, it must be conceded
that the Levis did remarkably well.

Dance's 51|s. - was actuallv faster than

Cr

G. Dance (3i h.p. Sunbeam) making fastest time of the day in Class 6a.

many of the 3^ h.p. machines.. In fact,

with the exception of De la Hay on his

34 h.p., no other rider excelled this speed.
The healthy roar of the Nortons as they
came up the hill was audible evidence
that the Sunbeams had formidable com-
petitors to deal with. H. S. Noakes and
C. Sgonina were the fastest on this m-ake,
the former, in Class 6a, making good
time against the invincible Dance.

In Class 7 (expert and general), 0.
Wade, on a 2| h.p. A.J.S., was only
7|s. behind De la Hay's 3^ Sunbeam
—a good performance.
The first and second places in the un-

Ihnited solo class (experts barred) were
taken by Nortons, Noakes crossing' the
tape in 53|s.

0. Wade, who gave a good performance on his 2i h.p. A.J.S.

RESULTS ON TIME (HILL ABOUT THREE-
QUARTERS OP A MILE.)

Cl.\ss 1.—Scooters.
Walk over. O. G. Beman (Autoglider)

Class 2a.—Solo. 275 c.c.

A. Butterfield (21/1 Levis)
H. Newey (2V'i Levis)

Class .^^.—Experts Barred.
W. Savage (2V> Sun-Villiers) ..

A. Butterfield (2% Levis)

Class 3a.---Solo, 500 c.c.

R. E. PuEh (2>4 Levis) .'.

W H. Butterfield (214 Levis) ..

Class 3b.—Experts Barred.
A. Butterfield (2V, Levis) ..

W. Savage (21/2 Suu-ViUiers) ..

Class 4a.

G. Dance (2^4 Sunbeam) ..

G. Kuhn (2% Levis)

Class 4b.—Experts Barred.
1. G. E. Boston (2=4 A.J.S.) ..

2 H. L. Heath (25^ A.J.S.) ..

Class 5a.—Solo. 500 c.c.

1. G. Dance (3^^ Sunbeam) ..

2. T. C. De la Hay (31/. Sunbeam)
3. H. S. Noakes (S'/i Norton)

Class 5b.—Experts Barred.
1. H. S. Noakes (31,4 Norton)
2. C. Sgonina (3V-' Norton) ..

G- E. Boston (2-!4 A.J.S.) ..

Class 6a.—Solo, 600 c.c.

G. Dance (3V4 Snntteam) ..

T. C. De la Hav (3V> Sunbeam)
H. S. Noakes (3v- Norton) ..

Class 6b.—Experts Barred.
H. S. Noakes (3V- Norton) ..

6. W. Walker (3V> Norton)
H. C. Heath (2>4 A.J.S.) .. .. 58s.

Class 7a.—Solo, Unlimited.
T. C. De laHay (31/2 Sunbeam)
G. Dance (2^ Sunbeam) ..

Class 7b.—Experts Barred.
H. S. Noakes (3% Norton)
C. Sgonina (3V2 Norton) ..

Class 8.—Sidecars, 500 c.c.

G. Dance (3V2 Sunljeam) .-

R. Brown (3^ Sunbeam) ..

Class 9.—Sidecar, 600 c.c.

"G. Dance (3V2 Sunbeam) ..

J. Dudley (4 Sunbeam)
Class 10.—Sidecars, LTNLunTED.

G. Dance (3V' Sunbeam) .. .. 585s.

J. Dudley (4 Sunbeam) .. .. 59|s.

All three sidecar classes were won by
,

G. Dance on a 3j Simbeam, and, as a

grand finale to an afternoon's "deck-
sweeping," he probably gave in Class 9

his best performance of the day. Whether
this was adjudicated by the committee
as the best performance, however, was
not known at the time of writing ; but
to have taken a sidecar and passenger

up Stile Cop, at over 44 m.p.h. on
a 3^ machine, was unquestionably a fine

feat—a fitting climax to the day's .sport.
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8 lis.

70s.
127is.

74Js.
85s.

60is.
67|s.

685s.
72Js.

51is.
59is.

581s.
61s.

464s.
51|s.
54is.

5413.
565.
58|s.

46s.
52is.
54!s.

53s.
57is.

49|s.
554s.

53!s.
64!s.

595s.
72s.

58;s.
594s.
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TFJE SCOTT SPORTING TRIAL.
A Ceaseless Succession of Abnormal Gradients, Surface, and Watersplashes.

.'t-fj^^

The llkley team (J. E. Walker, W. Moore, H. W. Sellers) all mounted on 3|- h.p. Scotts, riding in close company on a typical stretch of

moorland road They secured the amateur team prize.

NEVER within our long experience of

North-countty trials has a purely

local event excited so much interest

and received such ready support from all

comers as the Scott sporting trial, which
took place this week-end, with the Red
Lion Hotel, Burnsall village, as general
headquarters. We arrived at Burnsall
the night before the trial, and discovered
we were fortunate in having booked
sleeping quarters, as not only the hotel,

but every available bed in the village,

were booked up by the various patrons
of the event.

Meeting Mr. Dovener, secretary of the

Scott Motor Cycle Co., at the hotel, we
were informed that there was some possi-

bility of a team of scooters competing,
but this did not materialise. An entry
of seventy-four competitors had been
received by the organisers, out of which
over fifty started. We were also in-

formed by Mr. Dovener that Pathe Freres
were to immortalise the titbits of the
course, including Dob Park watersplash
and the Scar, and, this being so, the
many competitors who failed at these
points at any rate have the doubtful
satisfaction of knowing that their failures

will afford amusement to many.

Troubles Begin.

A touch of frost and a cloudless sky
greeted us on the morning of the trial.

Arriving at Churehtown, just outside
Bradford, we found a large number of

competitors already assembled, the many
interesting and attractive machines draw-
ing a surprisingly large crowd of specta-
tors. The first man was started dead on
time, and, leaving Otley, our troubles
very early commenced. ^ Approaching
Dob Park all semblance of a road speedily
vanished, and one of the titbits of the
day—Dob Park watersplash—was imme-
diately encountered. A huge crowd was
assembled here to see the fun, and fun it

assuredly was. An observer with a red
flag was posted to prevent jamming, and
competitor after competitor stuck in mid-
stream. The water was perhaps 9in. in

depth, the bed consisting of boulders,

mostly about the size of a man's head,

and emerging from these impossible con-

ditions one was instantly greeted by
rough cobbles on a 1 in 3 gradient. A
truly appalling test hill of over a mile
in length followed, and included several

difficult corners, while the surface con-

sisted of sods, sand, and stones.

Dob Park Watersplash.

The best idea as to the nature of the
splash can be obtained from the fact that

forty-one competitors, including many
T.T. and old competition riders, failed,

in so far as they lost marks either by
falling off in mid-stream, jamming among
the rocks, or being compelled to dismount.
The following made clean crossings and"

obtained full marks : C. R. Hardaker
(Scott), Dosher (Enfield), Bentley Rigg
(Scott), Capt. Hardy (Triumph), Mortimer
Batten (P. and M.), W. E. Wasling
(Coulson B), W. Townshend (P. and M.),
and W. Drake (P. and M.).
Let it be clearly understood that the

route presented throughout not only
freak hills and watersplashes, but freak
surfaces of the most difficult kind, and
some miles of sheep tracks now conveyed

Jesse Baker (3£ h.p. Scott) approaching an especially appalling surface concealed behind the bend
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Hey Slack watersplash. The rider is H. Mortimer Batten (3J h.p. P. and M.), who was

one of the few who successfully negotiated the spot.

us v\a Blubberhouses to Pock Stones
Moor. Another watersplash at Hey Slack
followed by a stunning little rise caused
many to lose marks. Here twenty com-
petitors failed completely, while only

fourteen obtained full marks.
The way over Pock Stones Moor con-

sists of about six deep ruts overgrown
with rushes, which obscure swamps and
loose boulders, and many competitors fell

during this difficult part of the run.

Gradually the going improved, however,
and arriving eventually at Burnsall we
were greeted by a very excellent and
welcome supply of sandwiches and hot
coffee served in the bar room of the hotel.

After leaving Burnsall a competitor
collided with a car, and the next man,
Oapt. G. Walker (4 Triumph), with the
true sporting spirit infused by the Scott

organisation, promptly retired in order to

assist the unfortunate one.

An Alpine Route.

From Burnsall the route lay by Mal-
ham, up the steep rise across Ewe Moor
to Dambrook, which was the next
observed hill on the route. This -hill is

a grass rise about a mile in length, in-

cluding two hairpins presenting the usual

,
sheep track difficulties. Fortunately, the

ground was dry, and very tew failed, but
arriving at Park Rash, via Kettlewell,

any number of competitors who had clean

sheets hitherto now met their Waterloo.
. Park Rash itself is a really terrible hill,

the gradient being about 1 in 4 for 200
yards with two right-angled bends, while
the surface consists of loose stones on
a shifting bed of more loose stones. A
possible track of about Sin. in width
exists, but once bounced off this the rider

has no choice whatever of making a clean
ascent. Duxbury, on a Triumph, made
a good and clean climb, and was the first

to arrive; W. Smith (Scott) fell; "Tim"
Wood collided with the wall, but restarted
well ; Bentley Eigg (Scott) was baulked,
and had much difficulty in getting under
way again ; H. Hill (Scott) ran gallantly

;

W. Atkinson (Triumph) konked out; as
also did 0. Hart (P. aad M.).
The following made clean ascents : J.

Duxbury (Triumph), Capt. Hardy

(Triumph), J. E. Walker (Scott), W.
Moore (Scott), E. Wikes (Scott), Mortimer
Batten (P. and M.), W; H. Clough (Scott),

H. Langham (Scott), L. Gay (Scott), G.

Hill (Triumph), W. Townshend (P. and
M.), and J. Baker (Scott). George Wray
(3^ Triumph) made his usual dramatic

ascent, skidding broadside most of the

way., "
.

' _ '

Miles of fly-crawls and river beds
followed. The roads were the old pack
roads of a departed age, long since

deserted by man, or, if not, they re-

mained as a last surviving relic of a once
flourishing mining industry, for which
these bleak heights were noted. Gates,
stones, sheep, ruts, heather, and more
stones, were the outstanding features,

and branching to the right at Arkleside
we experienced about nine miles of con-
centrated jolting and skidding, followed

#.:.»•» , ',^s«**sss,^%?^fc.«S.v'
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by what were assuredly the titbits of

the day—the River Nidd and the Scar.

The latter is a freak hill, which even

surpasses Park Rash in the way of the

impossible. George Wray made a won-
derful ascent, though he nearly com-
mitted suicide by vanishing over the pre-

cipice at one point—a most impressive

performance.
Glorious weather favoured us. The

event was splendidly organised owing to

the unfailing energy of the Scott Motor
•Cycle Co., and the unstinting manner in

which they ran the whole affair.

The following is a list of the com-
petitors who started
*A. Coupland (Scott)
J. E. V?alker (Scott)
W. Moore (Soott)
H. W. Sellers (Scott)
*0. R. Hardaker (Scott)
J. Dosher (Enfield)
*B. C. Ecroyd

(Triumplr)
*B. Dewhirst (Triumph)
•G. Wray (Triumph)
*B. Rigg (Scott)
*C. Hart (P. and M.)
E. Wilkes (Scott)
E. Jones (Norton)
*W. Smith (Scott)
*R.W.Stanfleld (Scott)
•W. H. Clongh (Scott)
T. E. Oliver (Scott)
J. Duxbury (Triumph)
G. Walker (Triumph)
W.E.Haddon (A.J.S.)
D. Moore (Scott)
•Capt. Hardy

(Triumph)
•W. Atkinson

(Triumph)
•G. Hill (Triumph)
H. Hill (Scott)
H. M. Batten

(P. and M.)
J. Baker (Scott)
G. Dickinson (Scott)

E. S. Brittain
(Triumph)

E. B. Leech (Scott)
*H. O. Wood (Scott)
L. Guy (Scott)
*H. Langman (Scott)
W. Westwood

(Triumph)
•E. Wasting (CoulsonB)
*F. B. Wasling

(Coulson B)
G.A.Reed (Coulson B)
*W.B. Grange (A.J.S.)
W. Atkinson (Bat)
S. Ashhy (Scott)

*T. Hargreaves (Scott)
*W. Townshend

(P. and M.)
*W. Drake (P. and M.)
J. Wraith (Scott)
E. Woods (Velocette)
C.Proggatt (Scott)
—. Haggas (Soott)
*C. Wood (Scott)
Capt. Frost (Scott)
A. Grimshaw (Soott)
E. Sykes (Triumph)
C. E. Bean (Douglas)
-E. W. Midwood

(Omega)
J. W. Wills (James)
H. Pattison (Triumph)

* Trade rider.

RESULTS.
The Scott Staff Cup (Trade).

(Best Solo .Performance Trade Rider.)
Geoflrey Hill (4 Triumph).

The EIennington Cup.
(Best Amateur Solo.)

J. B. Walker (3% Scott).
The Scott Challenge Trophy and Gold Medals

(Amateur).
(For Best Te .m of Three Machines of Same Make.)
Ilkley M.C. (Walker, Moore, and Sellers), all

on Scotts.
Myerc Cup and Gold Medals.
(Best Trade Team of Three.)

Scott team. (Wood, Guy, and Langman.)
Fastest Time over Course (82m.).

Geoffrey Hill (Triumph).

On the Yorkshire moors. One of the many sections of rock-strewn track encountered in

the course of the run. The rider is G. Wray (4 h.p. Triumph).
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Scottish Speed Championships Meeting.
EXCELLENT weather prevailed at St.

Andrews, Fife, last Saturday, for

the Scottish Speed Clianipionships,

and conditions generally were favourable
for fast times. There was a large entry
for the various events which were wit-

nessed by a good number of spectators.

As usual, the Alexanders and the Brothers
Brash were well to the fore. Owing to

the railway strike, photograplis and a full

report of the meeting were held up, but
we are able to give a list of the results

which are as follow

:

Class 1.—Lightweight Championsiiip.
1. D. S. Alexander (2''4 Douglas).
2. J. R. Alexander (2?.t Douglas).
3. A. E. Wills (2% Douglas).

Class 2.—Mediumweight Ohampionsuip.
1. 6. W. Glen (3Vj Triumph).
2. A. Liudsay (3^- Norton).
3. O. G. Braid (3',2 Norton).

Class 3.—He-wywetght Championship.
1. P. W. Dixon (7 Indian).
2. D. M. Brash (7 Harley-Davidson).
3. A. T. Brash (7 Harley-Davidson).

Class 4.

1. A. Wilis (2?4 Douglas).
Class 5.

1. G. W. Glen OV- Triumph).
2. C. Duncan (3V' Norton).

1.

2.

Class 6.

B. Boyade (7 Bat-Japl.
A. B. Fairley (8 American Excelsior)

1.

2.

3.

0.
J.

Rexay Race.
Edinburgh.
liOven and East of Fife.
Glasgow.

Class 9.

B. Braid (3H. Norton).
A. Wood (3'2 Budge Multi).

Class 10.

F.
D,

W. Dixon (7 Indian).
M. Brash (7 Harley-Davidson).

F.
D.

Class 13.

W. Dixon (7 Indian sc).
M. Brash (7 Harley-Davidson so.l.

The New Auto Cycle Union Chairman.
AT a committee meeting of the Auto

Cycle Union held at Llandriudod
Wells it was decided to elect Mr.

A. W. Torkington, the hon. treasurer,

chairman of the Union.
In filling this post, Mr. Torkington is

well aware that a very difiicult and ardu-
ous task has fallen upon him, all the
more so as the late Mr.' Nisbet was an
ideal chairman, and his successor w-ill

have to occupy a vacancy which will be
exceedingly difficult to fill.

We have known Mr. Torkington in

connection with Auto Cycle Union work
for the past seven years, and we Ivnow
that he will do his best for the principal
motor cyclists' organisation, and that the
Committee would have had difliculty in

finding a better man to take up the post.

During a recent interview, the new
Chairman replied to our request for his
views :

" I want to make the Auto Cycle
Union a really national institution, and
that was my object in holding the general
committee meetings in various parts of

the country. This has, so far, proved a
great success, and these provincial meet-
ings have been heartily appreciated by
local motor cyclists in the districts in

which they were held."
"How long," we asked, "have you

taken an active interest in motor cycle
matters?

"

" If you remember," replied Mr. Tork-
ington, "I joined the Auto Cycle Union
in 1912, and took up the vacant treasury-
ship, and have since been, and am still,

the Union's treasurer, thougla, of course,
I must now vacate that post."

It 'was in 1912 that the Auto Cycle
Union took on a new lease of life. Mr.
T. W. Loughborough was appointed
secretary, while Mr. Torkington took
over the treasurership. At that time the
A.C.U. was badly in need of reform, and
these two gentlemen and other willing

helpers have brought the Union to the
high position it now holds.

'

' Naturally, the war must have kept
you pretty busy ?

"

"Yes," replied Mr. Torkington, "the
secretary, you will recollect, was a major
in the Volunteers, and chief of his local

special constables, and this necessitated
his being away from the office, for a long
time, so practically the whole of the
work of the A.C.U. devolved upon Mr.
Otto Thomas and myself, and lately on
Mr. Nisbet and myself. In addition to

that, I have served three years with the
Headquarters, Central Detachment of the

Specia;l Constabulary, and am still one
of its members. I attended forty-six

emergency calls, and was out in every
ah' raid."

Reverting to the late chairman, we
asked Mr. Torkington if the A.C.U. had
any plan as to perpetuating his memory.

iVIr. ,-\. W. Torkington, chairman o: ilit

Auto Cycle Union.

" Yes," replied iMr. Torkington, " we
liave thought of a totally new idea. The
Union has enough cups and trophies, and
the last time Sir. Nisbet and I dined
together he expressed his admiration of-

the marvellous grit and endurance dis-

played by motor cyclists in the arduous
trials and races in which they took part,

and said how valuable these attributes

were in the motor cyclists who so

jpromptly responded to their country's

call, and in war, as in peace, they showed
their ability to get through their task

at all costs, no matter how great the

danger and difficulty. We, therefore,

propose to institute an award in the

•Senior and Jmrior T.T. races, which will

be given to the man who finishes the

race under the most untoward circum-
stances, and after overcoming almost in-

superable difficulties. His judges are to

be his fellow competitors, following the

lines adopted in the Eoyal Navy when a

man. is recommended for the V.C. It is

suggested that the man shall not be

allowed to continue if he is suffering

from severe personal injury."

Sir. Torkington has certainly started

his chairmanship, m the right spirit. His
heai't and soul are in his work for the

A.C.U., and this is, of course, what
-matters most. He has served the Union
well in the past, as he has not only been
treasurer, but a member of the Finance

'

Committee on the R.A.C. Associate
Scheme, Chairman of the National Jlotor

Cyclists' Fuel Union, which is affiliated

io the Auto Cycle Union : he has repre-

sented tlie E.A.C. on the Advisoiy Com-
mittee of the National Benzole Association,

and is a member of the Standing Joint

Committee of the Road Transport Asso-

ciation, so Ave do not doubt for a moment
that Mr. Torkington will serve the Union
equally well in the future, and we -wish

him all success in his new position.

FOR some time we have known that
ultimately Messrs. F. E. Baker,
Ltd., would

. produce a complete
motor cycle of unique design. We have
Been the machine, and can prophesy that
ihe design w-ill attract considerable atten-
tion. The, construction, w-hich embodies
cantilever springing, is considerably in

advance of present-day practice ; but
more we are not permitted to saj' at
the moment.

ci6

A Precision Motor Cycle.
Concurrent with the announcement

that tliis unique machine will be placed
on the market under the Precision name,
comes news of more than usual interest

concerning the business of F. E. Baker,
Ltd. An arrangement has been made
whereby a large shareholding interest in

the company has been acquired by Beard-
more Aero Engine, Ltd., a company allied

with the famous Scottish shipbuilding
and engineering company of AVilliam

Beardmore and Co., Ltd. Additional
capital has been provided for e.-vteusions

and the adoption of a large .programme
of production.
The board of the company will include

Sir William Beardmore, as cliairman of

directors, Messrs. J. C. Goodwood, C.A.,'
and F. jNI. Luther, of Beardmore Aero
Engine, Ltd.^ Mr. F. E. Baker, founder
of the Precision business, continues as

managing director
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The
Johannesburg-
Durban Race.

A Soulh African Tourist

Trophy over a Difficult

421 Miles Course.

A British Lightweight Wins.

AFTER a lapse of five seasons the

great event of the South_ African
motor cyclists' year has again been

held, and received enthusiastic support.

The course over which the race takes

place is the road (so-called) between
Johannesburg and Durban, a distance of

421 miles.

Although in somewhat better condition

than previously, the road in many places

degenerates into a mere bush track, and
several competitors suffered broken
frames and similar troubles.

The start was made from City Deep
Mine, Johannesburg, at 8 a.m. on the

24th ult., and the arrangements, carried

out by the Rand M.C.C., were excellent;

thousands of spectators witnessed the

start of the forty-six competitors on
their long journey.

Handicapping Equa ises all lypes.

The motor cycles entered were of

representative makes, and of all types,

and, in consequence, a careful system of

handicapping had been evolved, which
proved very satisfactory.

The limit man was 'J. P. Booth (2^
Junior Tdumph), who had 4h. 43m.
start, the scratch man being P. Lawrence
(7-9 Indian). Great interest and enthu-

siasm were manifest at various points

Percy Flook, who won the Johannesburg-
Durban handicap race on a 2| h.p.

Douglas.

T.T. race in the fransvaal : competitors on the road near Heidelberg

of vantage on the route, and several ex-
citmg incidents were noted. Wolsen
(3^ Ku,zl3Wood) had a bad fall near the
st^iC, but was able to continue. Dave
Jwen (3^ Indian) retired near Volks-
rust with a burst tyre, as did Carrol
(4 Bradbury). Beard, riding a 4 Brad-
bury, broke his frame at Heidelberg.

C. H. Young (4 Triumph), when half-
way, became involved in an alterca-
tion with a horse, with the result that
his back forks were broken. Patching
up the damage with materials obtained
from some near-by iron fencing, the
rider completed the course, and arrived
second, averaging 36.3 m.p.h., a fine per-
formance, under the circumstances.
Owing to the difficulty of procuring

new machines, many old models were
entered, one being a 1910 Bradbury,
which the rider, F. Nissen, successfully
piloted to the conclusion, maintaining an
average of 28.9 m.p.h.

British Machines Successful.

Despite the popularity gained by the
products

^
of other countries during the

war,^ British motor cycles were pre-
dominantly successful in the event, five
of the first six places being gained on
them. Of the thirteen competitors who
finished, ten were mounted on repre-
sentative British mounts.

Percy Flook, the winner, rode a 1915
2J Douglas (3h. 18m. start), and coln-
pleted the course of 421 miles at an
average speed of 32.5 m.p.h. Flook is

a well-known rider, and represented
South Africa in the 1913 T.T., when he
rode a Triumph. The fastest time in
the race (constituting a record for the

course) was made by R. Blackburn (7-9

Harley-Davidson), who averaged 36.8

m.p.h. ; this speed was closely approached
by C. H. Young (4 Triumph), who, with
Ih. 8m. start, ran into second place,

maintaining an average of 36.3 m.p.h.,'
despite the accident and frame breakage
described above.

In addition to the machines mentioned
in the schedule below, the entries in-

cluded many other British motor cycles,

among which may be mentioned Royal
Enfields, Hazlewood, Zenith, James, P.
and M., Norton, and an assembled
machine known as the Hilda.

C. H. Young (4 h.p. Triumph), who ran

second in 1 Ih. ]7m. 205. His average speed

wds 36'3 m.p.h.

Finishers' Times and Speeds in the J oHANNESBURC-DunBAN Handicap.

r. p.

c.

^ R.
\- 1.

s. I.

h. V.

7. A.
S. 1.

q. H.
W.
T-

K
Q N.

Start on
Handicap.
b. m.

Flook (2} h.p. 1915 Douglas) 3 18
H. Young {4 h.p. 1919 TriumphJ i 8
Blackburn (7-9 h.p. 1917 Harley-Davidson) . , - 5
H. R. Scott (sih.p. 1915 Rudge) i 18
P. Booth (2} h.p. 1919 Triumph) 4 43
A. R. Zurcher (2^ h-p- 1914 Douglas) 3 21
Long (4 h.p. 1912 Bradbury) i 6
H. NichoU (2i h.p. 1918 Indian) 4 13
R. Willcocks (32 b-P- 1915 Indian) i 19

. A. Reckenberg (3^ h.p. 1915 B.S.A.) 1 18
W. Price (2 J h.p. 19x5 Douglas) 3 18
Nissen (4 h.p. 1910 Bradbuiy) i 6
Wolson {3J h.p. 1914 Hazlewood) i 19

Actual Average
Riding Time. - Speed.

h. m. m.p.h.

12 45 32-5
II 25 36.3
II 15 36.8
12 51 32.5
16 30 25.1

15 39 26.5
13 26 30.7
16 54 24.6

14 29.6

14 3 29-5
16 6 25-8
14 18 28.9

14 51 28.0

CI9
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should b~ addressed to the Editor "The Motor Cycle." Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

CICKTEH.
Sir,—While on tour in the Cotswolds last week, I

entered a shop in Cii-encester. The tradesman, who has
been a resident in that town for sixty years, told me that
the correct pronunciation is Syrencester.

FITZWATER WEAY^
^ESTOn SPEED miALS.

Sir,—]\Iay I point out that I have no connection whatever
with tlie motor trade, and that the overhead valve steel

cylinder fitted to a, B.E.S. model Norton, and illustrated m
your issue of September 4th, was entirely of my own design

and manufactured by myself?
I may say that the whole conversion was an experiment,

and Tias proved entirely satisfactory. C. SGONINA.

MOTOR CYCLE SPEEDS.
Sir,—Being a regular reader of your paper, I happened to

notice in your issue of May 15th a question asking the

fastest speeds of a car and a motor cycle.

You state the cycle record at 93.48 m.p.h., and accom-
plished by S. George. I should like to state that an
American Excelsior, officially timed, has obtained a speed
of over 100 m.p.h., and until recently was the only machine
to attain such a speed.

Also iti the issue for May 8th you state that Ray Creviston

attained a speed of 92i- m.p.h. This was his speed while
attempting to lower Lee Hummston's road record of 94.47

m.p.h., accomplished in 1912—a year which could not boast

of many fast machines. Hummston's record was also mf^de
possible by the help of an Excelsior motor cycle. I have
ridden an Excelsior for the past three years, and find that

it is an ideal machine for overseas work. J. C. KYLE.
New Zealand.

[The record to which we alluded is the British record made
on Brooklands, and passed by the B.M.C.R.C.

—

Ed.]

PROFITEERING.
Sir,—With reference to the steps that it is understood the

manufacturers propose taking to prevent profiteering by
agents of their motor cycles or light cars, it has occurred to

us that a section of the public are almost as bad in this

respect as the agent.

Our experience is that when customers are advised that

the motor cycle or light car to their order is ready for

delivery, we find in some cases the following week an
advertisement in one of the public journals offering this

particular machine or car for immediate delivery at either a

very high premium, or inviting offers over a certain figure.

To overcome this, we would suggest that the manufacturers
bind the agent to sell their productions at the makers' list

price, and the agent, in his turn, bind the purchaser not
to resell, under a penalty, within three months of date of

purchase. We think if a plan of this kind were adopted
that the real user -would be able to purchase his vehicle or

motor cycle at the makers' price, and would help to put a

stop to the inflated prices that are at present obtained.

We recently advertised a number of military models of a

certain make at the makers' list price, but soon found that

these were being purchased by private people presumably
for their own use, but really to resell at a greatly increased

figure. To stop this, and so that the genuine user should

get the benefit of the machine at the maimers' price, we sub-

mitted an agreement whereby the purchaser agreed, under a

penalty of £25, not to resell under three months from date

of purchase without first giving us the option of purchasing
back the machine at the price paid for it. This was much
appreciated by the genuine user, but greatly objected to

by the private profiteer.

We do liot know why the manufacturer could not embody
a clause of this kind in his agreement to the agent, and that

tile agent obtains an undertaking similar to the above from
the ultimate purchaser. We should very much like to have
the views of your readers on this matter, as we feel it is a

question which should be thoroughly threshed out.

H. TAYLOR AND CO., LTD.,
H. Taylor.

STANDARDISATION OF CONTROLS.
Sir,—Having read your article on the standardisation of

controls for motor cycles, particularly those of the carbu-

retter, I think it is quite time manufacturers did something
of this sort.

I do not agree, however, with one of your correspondents

that throttles should open inwards, as a moment's considera-

tion will show him that striking the' handle-bars on that

side would at once open up the engine.

My father last week had an accident on a Rex-Jap fitted

with an Amac carburetter, through striking the throttles

against a wall in turning a corner. He had an empty
sidecar, and it lifted on turning to the left. On shutting

off the engine (outwards) and turning to the right to bring

the car down, the throttles grazed the opposite wall and
opened, starting the engine, throwing him, and smashing
the sidecar to pieces against another wall.

Perhaps some other of your readers have experienced the

same trouble, and would also write against it.

Camborne. OUTWARDS.

COURTESY ON THE ROAD.
Sir,—I beg to draw attention to something which has

almost disappeared during the war. This something is

courtesy and comradeship on the roads.

Before the war one could set out assured of the fact that

should he have trouble he would receive at least an offer

of assistance from any passing motor cyclist.

Broken down in 1914 in the snow, as a cavalry trooper,

I received assistance from a brigadier-general and a lady

who were passing in a sidecar outfit. This will illustrate

the extent to which pre-war comradeship of thfe road was
carried.

Two recent experiences of mine. Coming across a soloist

in trouble on a wet Sunday afternoon, I pulled up and
offered assistance. Upon examination of his mount I con-

cluded the plug was at fault. He had no spare and I lent

him a new aero plug. Having no kick-starting device, he
pushed his macliine along, and rode off without a word.

I could have followed him, of course, but my feelings can

better be imagined than described. Later on, in a town,

I came upon a soloist arranging himself after a spill. I

called out the customary " all right ? " got no answer, and
came off on the tramlines. While I was getting up, the

other fellow rode off. Bitten twice m one afternoon

!

As one of the older school of motor cyclists I am getting

disgusted. No one can afford to be selfish and ride by an

unfortunate comrade with his nose in the air The machine
that never breaks down has yet to be made. Upon reflection,

I am not so sure that we are comrades, for we are friendless

and cold enough goodness knows, almost hostile at times.

A few words on the subject from a more able writer than

myself would be appreciated veiy much by LU2601.
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THE A.B.C. AT WESTON-SVPER-MARE.
Sir,—We have been requested by the manufacturers of the

magnetos fitted to the A.B.C. motor cycle to correct"an im-

pression that was conveyed in your report on the Weston-
super-Mare speed trials, contained in your issue of Septem-
ber 4th.

In this report, and referring to the acceleration capabilities

of the A.B.C. machine, you stated, "Unfortunately, a de-

fective magneto spoilt all chances of Emerson in this event,
and practically all the running was done on one cylinder."

Subsequent tests of the two different magnetos that were
tried have prov&d that they were perfectly satisfactory for

the conditions under which they were designed, i.e., all

classes of touring work ; but, in the conditions under which
they had to perform in this speed trial, wherein a high com-
pression ratio was used, and fairly wide plug points, the
spark was found to take place across the safety gap instead
of across the plug points.

With the safety gap slightly increased to suit the high
compression ratio in the cylinders, the magnetos functioned
perfectly at all speeds within the range of the engine.

A.B.C. MOTORS, LTD.,
Granville Bkadshaw, Engineer and Manager.

SPARE PAHTS.
Sir,—Your correspondent, A. Bevan, has my sympathy.

The public is constantly being lectured on the supporting
of home industries, but is it not the treatment that one so

often is subjected to by British fijms that drives us else-

where? True it is that minor orders are respected and
attended to in a business manner by many firms, and those

firms alone are worthy of our support.

I have owned for the past few years a 3i h.p. cycle made
by a firm of repute not a thousand miles from Lincoln, and
whether the part required be a rocker arm, wheel rim, or

petrol tap I have received it per return. Such a firm is

worthy of consideration, and when its prices are taken

into account there is nothing to fear in the event of the

33^% duty being taken off. JAS. REECE.

Sir,—! have been noticing in your paper lately letters

from various people about spare parts from the makers. I

have a Ji h.p. twin Humber. I went to the makers about
various things, and found them most obliging. They re-

tuned my machine while I waited, overhauled the carbu-

retter, and put in several new parts at an extraordinarily
• low price. Whenever I have written to them for spares, I

have always got them by return post.

I do not think there are many makers who can beat them
.- for promptness, and I wish them every success, and I feel

. sure that such treatment deserves publicity.

, E. W. FLINT.

Sir,—Noticing a few letters in The Motor Cycle re
" Spare Parts, I should like to mention my own experi-

ence. I have a 2| h.p. Douglas, which, owing to being

driven fairly hard, requires spares pretty frequently. I

always apply for these to Robinson's Garage, Cambridge,
whom I consider to be exceptionally quick and businesslike

in all their dealings, and to deserve the patronage of all

Douglas owners requiring spares.

I might add that I have no connection whatever with

Robinson's Garage, and that it is only a coincidence that

my name is M. J. ROBINSON.

I have read with great interest the various letters upon
the supply of spare parts, and, with no connection beyond
being a satisfied owner of a machine made by the under-

mentioned firm, give my experiences.

Some few weeks ago, from my home in Stirlingshire, I

wrote to Messrs. Butterfields, Ltd., for tv70 small nuts for

my carrier. These I was agreeably surprised io receive

within three days of my order. Later I again had occasion

to write for two exhaust pipe nuts, being then in remote

Argyllshire. I received these in five days.

As a point of interest, I might mention that my con-

sumption works out at 135 m.p.g. on long runs and about

110 to 115 m.p.g. on short trips, on half petrol and half

benzole. The machine is a 1915 single gear Baby Levis,

fixed ignition, and Amac carburetter, but lately my m.p.g.

has been spoiled by the atrocious roads of Argyllshire.

Climbing Rest and Be Thankful eats up the fuel

!

Ardgartan, Argyllshire. LM2904.

Sir,—I should be very pleased if you would allow me a

small space in your valuable paper to say that there are

still a few firms who will do repairs quickly.

A few days- ago I was unfortunate enough to stop a
motor car with my little Radco, and, of course, I came
off worst.

I took the machine to the makers, Messrs. Radnall, of

Birmingham, on a Monday, and by the following Thursday
the machine was ready for the road, and the price they
charged was exceedingly moderate.

I may say I have no connection with the above firm,

except that of a highly satisfied customer. L. VERNON.

SIDECAR SPRINGING.
Sir,—The accompanying photograph shows an improvement

I have made to ray Matchless sidecar, which not only

allows more weight to be cai-ried, but gives a beautiful soft

springing movement which I have not experienced on any
'other sidecar. I had the arm which holds the coil springs

made out of steel and exactly the same size as the two leaves

in the original leaf spring. The coil springs used are the
same as on the rear ol the sidecar. The bar wliich is secured

Showing the coil front springing which replaced the original leaf

springs on a Matchless sidecar.

to the bottom of the sidecar is replaced by one with a drop
of about 3in. to raise the sidecar to the correct height in

front. There is ndt'iing in this arrangement which can bend,
therefore the sidecar is always at its correct angle. The
slight side lash which one gets is not sufficient to affect the

steering adversely, and to my mind it improves it. A friend

of mine who is a Matchless rider is so pleased at the result

that he is having his machine similarly altered. The altera-

tion cost me 28s. I am sure there are a good number of your
readers who will endorse my statement on the weakness of

the front springs, and who will find this a great improvement.
Stratford, E. CM.

THE JUNIOR TRIUMPH AS A MOUNT FOR THE
MAIMED.

Sir,—I see in The Motor Cycle some notes on the 1919
Triumph.

I am on the wrong side of the half hundred. In 1913
I got a three-speed B.S.A. that never gave me any trouble,

I was rather handicapped as, through an accident at sea.

I had lost the thumb and first finger of my right hand.
In 1916 on Naval duty I got my left arm smashed in two,
and they had to remove the humerus. A well-known London
specialist I was under told me I should never be able to

use my left arm again, and was never to attempt to ride

a bicycle or motor cycle again. I cannot get my arm up
or behind me. I sold my B.S.A. and was laid up for

some months. I then went back to my naval coast watching
duty on the rough coast of South Wales, and, at last, started

to ride my bicycle. I heard of a Douglas two-speed tor sale

and bought it, then sold it and got a 1917 three-speed
Douglas, which was a lovely mount but was too heavy for

me with no arms to speak of. In July last, I got, through
a friend's advice, a 1919 Junior Triumph, and sold my
Douglas. It is a revelation to me ; it is so light and handy
and so easy in traffic and takes me up most hills on top.

I was so pleased with it that I determined to get a second

hand 1919 model the first chance I got, which I managed to

do a couple of weeks ago.

I used to hunt a great deal, but can never ride to hounds'

again. I now get to a great many meets of otter and stag

C23
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hounds; and, as I. know the country, I see a great deal of

iiunting on it, over rough roads and tracks. I can pedal
it away in a few yards, and it is a godsend to me, as I

feared I should never be able to see hounds again.
Anyone who is a bit on the ancient side, or nervous, or

lias not the proper use of his arms camiot do better than
try a new 1919 Junior Triumph. I have no interest whatever
in the companv, but just give my experience for what it is

worth. 'D. J. W. EDWAEDES.
A CANDID CRITICISM.

Sir,—^While agreeing with Major Kennedy as regards the
desirability of simplifying handle-bar controls, I certainly do
not think many riders will fall in with the alternatives he,

.suggests. He says in effect

—

(1.) "The air lever I have never found any use for, as the
carburetter is entirely automatic"; and later, "Why not
fit a hand-controlled air slide on the carburetter itself ?

"

If the air lever is useless, why fit it anywhere?—though
I venture to think that as winter comes on Major Kennedy
will find some use for this control.

(2.)^ "The magneto control might be fitted on the tank,
as it is seldom necessary to use it?"

Evidently Major Kennedy is not a sidecarist. If so, and
he had this lever on the tank, he would very soon want it

back on the bars. A machine has to be laid out for all

conditions, and no competition rider would be very keen on
a tank magneto lever, which is apt to be required in the
twinkling of an eye.

Again, even if these levers are seldom used, it seems to

me that they might as well be on the bars in a properly
accessible position as anywhere else.

The Triumph merely conforms to everyday practice as
regards its -handle-bar controls, and one really tails to see
how any practical simplification could be made. One does
not require to use all the controls at the same time, and, this

being so, why place some of them in obscure and inaccessible
places, falsely gratified with a sense of having simplified

matters? I once collided with the back of a London omnibus
through searching for the twiddley little air lever of a new
Indian I was riding for the first time, and now prefer every-
thing visible and above board.

I do not think Major Kennedy's petrol consumption is

quite up to the average. I used to do 105 m.p.g. regularly
riding solo. The new P. and M. I am now riding does
96-100 m.p.g. with a .sidecar in the Highlands, which I think
tops anything I have ever previously experienced.
Such candid criticisms as the one I criticise are refreshing.

CHINOOK.
311 M.P:G

Sir,—Upon first reading the letter from your correspondent
Mr. Hudson, I thought I would reply in detail. I think,
however, that I can explain the matter simply to him and
quite briefly.

When a carburetter is flooded and a few minutes allowed
to elapse whilst the machine is wheeled, the results of

flooding disappear. To obtain easy starting it is of no use
to flood a carburetter long before it is required. The petrol
is then in a state of equilibrium, and excess which over-
flows the jet has dripped out and evaporated. If the level

in a tube feeding the float chamber is taken and found quite
stationary before starting the test, and the level is allowed
to become stationary after the test, it is obvious that the
conditions' are the same, as the float chamber must have
filled itself from the tube to the sarae level. The engine
suction cannot suck the float chamber empty without the
testing feed tube level dropping, and this level becomes
quite stationary after each test.

Mr. Hudson's suggestion that a large float chamber would
enable no consumption of petrol to be obtained on a half-
mile run is ludicrous because the float chamber is kept at
the same level before and after by the petrol running in
from the tube.

Surely Mr. F. A. Hudson, A.M.I.C.E., is aware that
consumption varies continually to an enormous extent, and
that to obtain very low consumption over short distances
where very small power is being used is not unusual in a
well-designed machine.
The 40-50 h.p. Rolls-Royce car which did twenty-four odd

miles per gallon, with a weight of about two tons and over
liilly roads for a long distance and not slowly, is far more
.'emarkable than almost anything I have experienced. The
C24

SIX UP ON A SIDECAR.

The 8 h.p. New Imperial sidecar depicted above belongs to n

Leicester enthusiast, who regularly carries his wife and four

children. We are informed that the two small passengers in th
" dickey " are quite comfortable

results were officially observed by the Royal Automobile
Club, and possibly Mr. Hudson might like to take the

matter up with them !

Your correspondent was present all through the test,

actually drove me to the spot and converted the figures

into m.p.g. for me later in the afternoon without a word
upon the subject. He possibly finds it more interesting,

for some strange reason, to wait until he reaches home,- and
then write to John^I mean The Motor Cycle, about it.

A. M. LOW {Major, E.A.F.).

TME LIGHTING REGVLATIONS.
Sir,—One wonders, when reading the letter signed by your

correspondent "Liberum Arbitorium," if he ever used the

road at night, and, if so, one can only presume that he
. rides a push bicycle, and has never driven a car or motor
cycle himself at night. If he has he would be only too

pleased to provide the police with " one of the finest sports

they ever had," or, in other words, the duty to see that

every vehicle on the road between half an hour after sunset

and half an hour before sunrise carried front and rear lights.

I am certainly sorry for your correspondent ; he must be
exceptionally unfortunate in the rear lights he has. I might
say that I have ridden both motor cycles and push cycles

for many years, and have never experienced any difficulty in

keeping rear lights alight. I should .suggest that he buy
a new one by any well-known maker.

I think the large number of motorists and motor cyclists

would like to see an emergency Order on the subject issued

at once under D.O.R.A., and permanent legislation as soon

as possible.

Cannot the A. A. and the Bi.A.C. take the matter up before
any ,more serious accidents occur? Several have happened
since the Order was rescinded.

EDWARD C. PRATT.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
tssue-n canjuncHnn with Ttie Motor Cvcle."

Price

act.
By

post.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM," The standard liandbook on ttic motor
cycle, ite-careandmanagement Twentieth Edition.

c86 pages. iooiltustrations. ... ... .,,

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful ' wrmldcs " and helpful

tiints in regard to motor c cJes. Sixth Edition.
(Second Reprint). ... ... ... ...

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedyin!^ any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition. ... ... ... ... ...

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales, Scotland, London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case. 4/6 4/10

2/6 2 /lo

2/3

<)

I

2/3

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) fromlLIFFE & SONSLtd.t 5
20, Tudor Street. Loadon, E.C-i, or of leading Booksellers and /

Railway -Bookstalls. ^7

:>-i:?-t^<r'-fr^'r:>ir>£^-fp--f^.£:;^'0^:p--^>c ^^n-^Sf i?-^^'^5V
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All guesfcions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and whether intended for publication or not musl b3 accompanied by a Sta]1ip3d addressed envalope for reply. Correspondenla
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

.questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of en/elope, and should bs kipt distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Position of Sidecar Wheel.

SHow would the sidecar wheel
forward of the driving wheel
affect the (steering of a sidecar

outHt ?—C.T.

If the sidecar wheel is very much in

advance of the rear wheel of the motor
cycle there is a great tendency for the
sidecar to lift when taking left-hand
corners. A slight advance, however, of

i the sidecar wheel, say about 4in., gener-

[
ally gives a better all-round steering

than is experienced with an outfit in

which both the sidecar and motor cycle

rear wheels are level.

Care oJ Magneto.

I have recently purchased a,

^ Royal Enfield motor cycle fitted

> with Bosch magneto. Will you
-2J kindly inform me where I could

obtain a copy of the makers'
instructions as to oiling and as to the

care of the magneto. I have applied
to the Enfield Co., and they inform me
that they regret they are out of stock

of the booklet.

—

Novice.

A current copy of " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them," price 2s. lOd.

by post {fom our publishing ofiices, 20,

Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, contains
detailed descriptions of standard type
mangetos. The instructions for adjust-

ment, cleaning, etc., are very complete,
and cover any type of magneto on the

market.

4 h.p. Single for Passenger Work.
I have a 1917 4 h.p. Triumph,

and am anxious to turn this

into a sporting outfit by having
discs fitted all round and buying
a second-hand light torpedo side-

car. (1.) Can you tell me if it will be
powerful enough to take any hill, my-
self lO-L st. and passenger 7 st. ? (2.) If

it could occasionfflly take three up, say
another 9 st. ? (3.) The make of a suit-

able sidecar and approximate second-
hand price of same? (4.) Maximum
speed obtainable? (5.) Average m.p.g. ?

W.S.W.

(1.) A ,
countershaft Triumph is quite

capable of taking a sidecar and passenger
up most hills wliere the wheel can grip.

(2.) It would also take three-up any-
where excepting the iVost hilly districts.

(3.) Any first-class make of sidecar woulii
be suitable, and if you do not require
a new one, we would refer you to our
ad^vertisement columns. (4.) Under ordi-

nsfty touring conditions you should obtain
a speed of 45 m.p.h. with the outfit. (5.)

About 60 to 65 m.p.g.

V Twin Lubrication.

(1.) I have a 5-6 h.p. Clyno
combination, about 1914, the rear

cylinder of which continually oils

up the plug about every ten miles

or less. (2.) Also, ihe front

cylinder fires very irregularly when run-
ning slowly. (3.) I only obtain about
35 m.p.g. with a 25 Amac jet. Is this

too low ? (4.) Do the gear box and
chain get oiled from the engine or does

one oil them separately?—C.H.T.

(1.) You are probably giving your engine
too much oil, and it may be advisable to

improvise some form of baffle plate at the

base of the rear cylinder to prevent excess

of oil being thrown therein. (2.) Irregu-

lar firing of the front cj'linder may be due
to the plug, as you suggest, or air leaks

in induction pipe. Note particularly the
inlet valve and guide, which, if much
worn, will also cause poor running at low
speeds. (3.) 35 m.p.g. is decidedly poor.

Try slightly lowering the level, and also

examine the petrol supply system gener-
ally for leaking joints. (4.) The gears
and chains will require individual oiling

about everv 500 miles.

A Bal Bargain.

An advertisement appeared as

follows : " 2J Douglas for sale,

renovated, as new ; wants as-

sembling. " I went to see this

machine in London, and the
parts were all over the place, but I was
assured that they were all there with
the exception of tyres, tubes, and foot-

rests. When it arrived I found the
following parts missing. Complete
head for front fork attachment, foot-

brake rubber and pedal, four valve
springs, no high-tension cable, one plug,
no hub, or spokes for rear wheel.
The tank was in a dirty condition, all

rusted, and a box supposed to contain
bolts and nuts was filled with tin-tacks,

nails, and screws. I have written to

the firm and they answer that nothing
can be done. Are they liable for re-

placement ?—F.J. H.

As the advertisement obviously misrepre-
sented the machine you will he justified

in demanding the return of your money
if you cgn prove all your statements. We
should advise you to place the matter in

the hands of a local solicitor.

"No Age Limit" in the A.C U. Six Days Trial. F. W. Applebee (" Pa "), the oldest

competitor. His age is 39, and he made a fine performance on his 4i h.p. B.S.A.,

gaining a gold medal.

Bi';
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Dread o£ Punctures.

I am an old pedal cyclist, and
have decided to go in for a motor
cycle and sidecar, but there is

one thing with the motor cycle
I dread, and that is a puncture.

Will you kindly say if there is a
puncture-proof band? If so, where are
they to be bought?—J.W.S.

Puncture-proof bands have not proved
satisfactory when used in motor cycle
tyres. We should recommend you to fit

heavy covers of the best quality.

OCTOBER 2nd, igig.

READERS' REPUES.
Damaged Fork End.

May I point oiit to your correspondent
that I had a similar occurrence to my
front fork, but I got it welded as per
dotted line in sketch and have ridden

Showmg position in which new metal

was welded on fork-ends.

it at high speeds over rough roads, but
it has never given the least signs of break-
ing. Perhaps this will be useful to your
contributor.—A. C.

Elusive Ignition Fault.

I had exactly the same trouble with
a Bosch DA2 magneto, as your corre-

spondent S.W.R. experienced.
. I cured

it easily after eUminating every other
source of failure, such as leaking con-
denser, poor earth, etc. The failure was
due to an ovalty of about .02in. in the
bearing, which is in one with the bronze
end plate. This was reamered out about
^^, the armature spindle lapped true,

and then a liner pressed into the end

plate. The hole was then scraped to an
exact fit on spindle. The reason of the
failure is due to slight short circuiting

of the armature with the. pole pieces
(perhaps metallic dust helps also) due to

the pull of the driving chain.

—

Walter
Haee.

As I have recently had an exactly
similar experience, I may be of some help
to this reader. In my opinion, his trouble
is not due to ignition at all, which is

proved, as in my case, by being able- to

run well on each cylinder in turn. What
happened was this, the exhaust valve
spring when fully extended was too weak
to keep the valve closed regularly on
the induction stroke (back cylinder) when
running at a comparatively slow speed,
and on disconnecting the front cable con-
nection, the engine speed would fall

slightly and allow a proper mixture to
be drawn into the rear cylinder without
the exhaust valve lifting off its seat.

New valve springs remedied the defect
absolutely. It is advisable also to see
that the inlet valve guides are not ex-
cessively worn, as this may cause the
mixture to vary in richness.—J. B.
HuDsosr.

MONTHLY TOTAL OF QUERIES.
During last monlh "The Motor Cycle"

queries department answered upwards of 700

correspondents by post.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Coventry to Leeds.—^B.O.

Coventry, Leicester, Melton Mowbray,
Grantham, Newark, Retford, Bawtry,
Doneaster, Pontefract, Leeds.

CiNDERroRD TO Weexham.—L.T.G.
Cinderford, Lydbrook, Ross, Hereford,

Leominster, Ludlow, Craven Arms, Welsh-
pool, Oswestry, Overton, "Wrexham.

AtSGARTH TO LlNCOUJ.—F.W.
Aysgarth, Wensley, Bedale, Leeming

Bar, Boroughbridge, York, Market
Weighton, Beverley, Hull (ferry to New
Holland), Brigg, Lincoln.

"SIX DAYS" COMPETITORS IN ADVERSITY.-A STUDY IN FACIAL EXPRESSION.
LOST I Some riders who ran off the course through a misplaced arrow.

Bl6

Barimar Welding in France.

A company has been formed in Paris

with the title "La Societe Frangaise

Barimar," in order to exploit the Barimar
. welding processes in France, Tunis, and
Algeria. The factory is" situated at 48,

Rue d'Alsace, Clichy (Seine).

The Bleriot Whippet.

We are informed that the Bleriot Air-

craft and Motor Car Works will in

future be known as the Air Navigation
and Engineering Company, Limited,
Addlestone, Surrey. This firm manu-
factures the Bleriot-Whippet cycle car.

No Ariel Light Car.

Ariel Works, Ltd., Bournbrook, Bir-

mingham, inform us that owing to unfore-

seen delays, etc., they will not be market-
ing a small car during the 1920 season.

Their activities will be confined to. the
' manufacture of the well-known Ariel

cycles and motor cycles.

Royal Ruby Prices.

Commencing from September 1st, all

Royal Ruby machines will be sold by the

agents of the Ruby Cj'cle Co., Ltd., at

the advertised price, plus cost of crate

and carriage. This arrangement, which
is a worthy step to check profiteering,

will be -in force throughout 1920.

Sidecars in Speed Events.

At the recent Luton Hoo speed trials

Verus sidecars made their first appear-
ance in competitions, being fitted to H.
le Vack's Edmund-M.A.G. and Barag-
wanath's Zenith. Four firsts were se-

cured by each of these riders.

A Motor Cycle from Sheffield.

We learn that G. W. Wilkin, the well-

knowiL Sheffield agent and motor cyclist,

has relinquished his interest in the firm

of Wilkin Motors, 154, Broomhair Street,

Sheffield, and is now manufacturing a

motor cycle under his own name fitted

with Blackburne or Villiers engines.

"The Technical Review."
During the war a very interesting pub-

lication was issued by the War Office,

known as " The Technical Supplement
for the Review of the Foreign Press."
Renamed "The Technical Review" (20,

Tavistock Street^ London, W.C.2), it will

remain under its' original editor, Major
W. E. Simnett, M.B.E., R.E.

The Fellows Magneto.

We are in receipt of the latest catalogue

of Fellows magnetos from the Fellows
Magneto Co., Ltd., Cumberland Avenue,
Park Royal, Willesden, London, N.W.IO.
This company sell three different types

of motor cycle magnetos the ESI single-
_

cylinder type, the ES2 two-cylinder type
for horizontally-opposed engines firing aA
180°, and the ESll two-cylinder patterr
for V engines. All these magnetos have
the Same dimensions.
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SOLO - -

SIDECAR COMBINATION
£136
£166

WITH FULL ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Mr. E. A. Colliver rode a standard model with Sidecar throughout the
6 Days Trial, and came through with a perfectly clean sheet for

RUNNING TO SCHEDULE;
CLIMBING ALL HILLS;
CONSISTENT DRIVING.

PLYNLIMMON : "Amongst the very best passenger ascents were Colliver (Indian

and Sidecar); who has ridden most consistently throughout."

BWLCH-Y-GROES :
" CoUiver, 7 h.p. Indian and Sidecar, made a fine climb."

—Extracts from "The Motor Cycle.'

WE CAN ACCEPT A FEW MORE ORDERS FOR DELIVERY IN DECEMBER & JANUARY.

1920 MODELS will comprise

BIG 7 h.p. Spring Frame Powerp!us Twin
with Electrical Equipment.

LITTLE 4 h.p. Powerplus Twin.

Il.'ustrations and Sfeci.'ications will be available in a few weeks.

THERE IS SURE TO BE A VERY LARGE DEMAND FOR BOTH MODELS,

SO PUT YOUR NAME ON OUR WAITING LIST WITHOUT DELAY.

ALL ORDERS WILL BK EXECUTED IN STRICT ROTATION.

Phone

:

7091 Mayfair

(2 Lines)

^
GODFREY'S Ltd.

SOLE LONDON AGENTS,

208, GT. PORTLAND ST., LONDDN, W.l.

9

!i!i!i ill I!i!i!i!i i!i! !i!^^^
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Motoring Reconstruction.
Big Results of the A.A.'s "Peace Push."

Immediately the Armistice was signed the

Automobile Association settled down to the task

of restoring touring conditions to their pre-war

standard. As its five hundred civilian soldiers

were demobilised they resumed their old positions

and helped to train the new blood which replaced

those who had fallen in the war.

When one remembers touring conditions

during 1915/18 and contrasts the position with

that of to-day, the success of the A.A.'s endeav-

ours is easily seen.

THEKHAKl-CLAD A.A. PATROLS
are again on all the main roads, directing traffic,

undertaking roadside adjustments, obtaining replace-

ments, giving members road information and

warning them of highway dangers. " Mechanical

First-Aid" Cycles for light repairs to members'

cars or motor cycles have been added to the

patrol organisation.

ROADSIDE TELEPHONE BOXES
have been re-opened, the number of instruments

has been increased, and the service is being extended

so as to be available to every member at any hour

of the day or night.

AGENTS AND REPAIRERS have been

appointed on twenty thousand miles of main road

in the United Kingdom. In every case an official

of the Association inspects the premises and

facilities before an appointment is made.

A.A. HOTELS have been re-inspected by

a specially trained s^aff. The hotels have been

classified on a " star" basis and the list is cons'antly

Denver adrled to and revised.

TOURING FACILITIES are again avail-

able and the Association provides all possible

assistance to members touring with their cars,

light cars or motor cycles in Great Britain and

Ireland.

FOREIGN TOURING ASSISTANCE
has been augmented so that members are now
able to take their cars abroad without having to —
deposit cash in respect of customs dues.

FREE LEGAL DEFENCE is afforded

to every member in any proceedings, arising out

of the ownership or use of pnvately-owned motor

vehicles, instituted under the Motor Car Act.

This benefit has now been greatly extended and

covers Free Legal Representation by the

Association's solicitors in civil cases.

Other privileges of A.A. membership include

Free Legal Advice, Special Insurance Facilities,

Engineering Assistance, etc., etc.

Full particulars of all these benefits are .

contained in the booklet, " The Key to the Open
Road," a copy of which can be obtained post free,

from the Secretary, The Automobile Association,

21, Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, London,

W.C.2. Send a postcard to-day. Motorists in

London who wish to join the Association without

delay are invited to call at Headquarters, where
'

a staff of experts is always iii attendance ready to

give information on any question relating to

motoring.

In answering this adcertisemcnt it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

-First la words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

lilidonal word. Each paragraph is charged

iparately. Name and address must be counted.

ifies discounts, conditions, and special terms

i regular trade advertisers will be quoted on

iplication.

Postal Orders and Cheques,sent in payment £or

Ivertisements should be made payable.—iTcoT
iILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^^.^

—

"
reasury Notes, being untraceable if lost in

ansit, should not be sent as remittaneeT.

All advertisements m this section should be

jcompanied with remittance, • and be addressed

I the ofllees of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

met, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

lould be posted in time to reach the offices oi

The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

udor St., K.C.4), by the flrst post on Friday

lorniQj previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

note the number which is printed at the end of

ich advertisement, and the date of the issue

I which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

r printers' errors, although every care is taken

I avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience ^f advertisers, letters may be

Idressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,

'hen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

gistration and to cover postage on replies must be added
• the advertisement charge, which must include the

Olds Box 000, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only tne number
ill appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

Idressed No. ooo, c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

.C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisements containing

mittances should be sent by registered post, but in all such

ises it is advisable~4o make use of the Deposit System.

In the case ol motor cycles oSered for sale under a box

umber, as it is unusual tor these to be sold without Drst

iinf inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

icIUtate business by embodying in their advertisements

)me mention ol the district in which the car oOeied

lay be seen and tried.

aw DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

laydeal in perfect safety by availing -themselves of our

eposit Svstem. If the money be deposited with " The
:otor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

)ods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

noUBt to the seller, but, If not, we return the amount
1 the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

irriage one way. For all transactions up to £10, a

iposit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over £10
id under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-

;

'er f75 and under jCioo, 7/6; and on all transactions

rer £ioo, J %. All deposit matters are dealt with at

>, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, and cheques and money
"decs should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
dicatioa that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

le Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
tsirous, but have not advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

iswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
lence as an indication tbat the goods advertised have
ready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

any enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

xik One by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

ABO.—Cafiyns. Ltd., Eastbourne, distributers lor
So'-ses. are booking orders for earliest deliveries.

TONES' Garage, special oBents lor A.B.C., Broad." way. Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Parade,
north Finchley. 12930

LrVEEPOOL and District Agents for A.B.O. Place
orders now to secure early deliyery.—Victor Hors-

non, Ltd.. 9. Parr St.. Liverpool. [0003

pANCOtTRT'S Gorase. Stamford, for A.BC.'s- sole
J- distributing aeent for 8ok« of Peterboro' and
Cofioty of Rutland : particulars and illustrations on
leooMt [X972il

IP.

PAoeJ&rx. m
yreet 9tFeet.I
£bDdon.€C4.

VAUCHOPES
'tfoP square

deafs and

Easy terms ot payment taken in

advance for new 1920 models. Motor
cycles or sidecar combinations of

any leading make supplied. Pay-
ments can be made now to suit own
convenience. Should one half the

total amount be remitted before the

new machine on order is delivered,

the outstanding amount unpaid could

then be received in twelve equal

monthly instalments. We propose
charging a small commission not
exceeding 5% on the outstanding

amount unpaid. This arrangement
ensures very easy terms and should

greatly assist the new beginner who
has decided to secure a new 1920
machine. No commission whatever
would be charged if settled for be-

fore delivery. Prices to be those

ruling at time of delivery.

BOOK NOW FOR
1920 MODELS.

Machines supplied strictly in

rotation. There is no certainty that
deliveries will not be crippled, and
the demands for 1920 are certain to

exceed those of 1919. There is no
responsibility in booking, but you
secure preference in delivery and an
opportunity to pick up your machine
when required. We take good
second-hand machines in part pay-
ment for new models.

WAUCHOPE'S
invite enquiries for particulars of

stock of second-hand light cars

—

cycle cars—motor cycles, and sidecar

combinations.

rtic latest (9)9

6 h.p. J.A.P. Twin
Cylinder Engines

From stock Trade Suppliad. Terms on applica-

tion ; thess include extras 50 Engines tor
immediate delivery, £37108. each

Second-hand Engines taken in part
payment. GOOD PRICE ALLOWED.

Makers' Guaranfea
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lcndon

Phone : Holborn 5777

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A -B.C. Distributors for Radnorshire. Book yonr
^^ orders now to enaare early delivery.—Owena,
Baveno Qarnge. Llandrindod Wells. [7863

A -E-0. — Book early and prevent disappointment,
-t^ Specification and full particulars wiH be sent on
opphcntion.—The Spaldins Motor Co., Ltd.. Spalding,
distributing ayenta for Lincolnshire. [X6969
A .B.C.—Early position on our waiting lists occasion-
5*^ ally become vacant again owing to clients pr^
feriDg immediate delivery of other makes; probably it

18 well worth yoar writing us: large July deliveries
expected: 200 A.B.C.'a due this aeaeon.— Dunwell't
Garage, Wigan. [Xfl664

Abingdon.
ABINGDON 4h.p., T.T., 1914, just renovated; £45;

would accept cycle in part.—232, Brixton Rd.,
S.W.9. [7474

ABINGDON K.D. 3V.h.p., perfect condition through-
out, fast; £25.-60, Walligford Av., North Ken-

sington. [6851

1 Q 1 6 Abingdou King Dick, 4h.p. , chain-cum-belt
J-*' drive, 2-spee<l, hand clutch, excellent running
order; nearest £50.-63, Arlingford Rd., Tulse Hill.
S.W. [6844

A.J.S.

A .J. 8. Specialists and Agents t The Walsali Garage,
Walsall Tel. : 444. [5601

A.J.S. Military Model 6h,p., never used.—Write, 41,
Cavendish Kd., Broudesbury. [6814

CROW Bros.. High St.. Guildford. A.J.3. agents
since 1912.— Deliveries have begun. [4083

A.J.S. 6h.p., 3-speed combination; any trial; £120;
or solo, £90.-5, Blakemore Rd., S.W.16. [6918

1 019 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., delivered May, spare
-L tf wheel, lamps, etc. ; £1 60.—Holland, Oakeswell
End, Wednesbury. . [X4202

A.J.S. Combination, 1915, 4h.p., all accessories;
£90, or offer.-Seen by appointment at 94, Idmis-

ton Rd.. West Norwood. [7242

A.J.S. 6h.p., sidecar, purchased new September, Klaxon,
etc. : £160.—Bryant, Briar Cottage, Downview

Rd., Barnham, near Chichester. [X4234

1 Q 14 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, detachable wheel,
-Lt7- screen, etc.; £110; trial by appointment; Hull
district.—Box 465, c/o Tfte UoiOT Cycle. [X4201

A.J.S. 1917 Combination, accumulator lighting, low
mileage, excellent running order; £145.—Capt. E.

Oliver, M.C., Long Bennington, Grantham. [6746

A.J.S. 1915 6h.p. Combination, interchangeable
wheels, hood, screen, speedometer, spare tubes;

trial: £117.-110, High St., Merton, S.W. [6842

A.J.S. Combination, mechanically sound, good tyres,
tools, lamps; lowest, £90.—Gemmell, Claremont,

Southern Rd., Ashton-on-Mersey, Cheshire. [7130

A.J.S., 2%h.p., 1914, 3-speed countershaft, semi-T.T.
bars, long exhaust, speedy sporting machine, in

splendid condition ; £Q0, or offers.—McLeay, Tomintoul.
[7423

A.J.S.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Lta..
Bath Rd.. Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Rd., Ply-

mouth. Sole agents. Now booking for earliest d'>-

liveries. [0007

"I
Q18 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, complete with spare

J- J/ wheel, screen, apron. Lucas lamps and horn,
splendid condition; £165.—Burlinson, 15, Eluisthorpe
Av., Nottingham. [X3955

4 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, engine No. 6008, year 1916,
in first-class condition; £130.-37, Daleham Mews,

Belsize Lane, Hampstead, London, N.W.3. 'Phone:
Hampstead 4608. [6539

"I
Q16 A.J.S. 2%h.p.. 2 speeds, clutch, kick start,

-L*^ lamps, horn, speedometer, spares, exceptional
condition throughout; offers over £65.—Wright. Par-
ton, Whitehaven. [X4472

A.J.S. 1913 2^4h.p., 2-3peed, kick start, hand chitch,
lamps, horn, speedometer, tools, excellent condi-

tion- £55.—Apply, Sidney Hodges, jun., 58, Darlington
St., Wolverhampton. [X4419

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—A.J.S. 6h.p. 1916
Combination, hood and screen, spare wheel

;

£135.-9-10-11, Royal Parade, Lonrlon Rd., Croydon.
'Phone: Croydon 2450. [7339

A .J.S. fih.p. C.B. Combination, 1914, in perfect run-
-i-A ning order, ready ride away, lamps, spares, and
new spare Dunlop heavy cover; 120 gns.—Taylor. 2,

Victoria Parade, Muswell Hill, N.IO. [7319

1 (Q19 A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, wind screen,
Xt/ hood and cover, laniti, Lucas horn, spring seat-

pillar, very little used, Quite new; the greatest bargain
of the season, £180, no offers.—21, High St., West
Norwood, London. [4199

A.J.'S. 1914 6h.p. Combination de Luxe, D.A. light-

ing, Binks. Triplex screen, speedometer, full ncccs-

I

soriea and spares, stored during war, very fast, reliable,

and first-rate condition; £140, or near ofEer.—23, Adc-
I laide lid.. South Hampstead. [X4269

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote ttie number at ttie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, biq
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4.J.S.

A.J.S. Combination. 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear,
chain drive, £16 recently spent on complete over-

haul, enamel and plating excellent, tyres as new, Cowey
luggage carrier; £105.-3, Regent St., Rugby. [X4e00

1 Qig A.J.S. Combination not done 500 miles, lamps,
-L%/ horn, screen, spare whoel, etc., like new in every
respect: whjit offers'?—Apply, E. E. Rider, Rectory
Farm, Low Catton, Stamford Bridge, York. [X4140

1 Q14 A.J.S., 6h.p., and Speedwell sidecar, just over-
J-«^ hauled and stove enamelled, splendid running con-
dition, unused during restrictions; best over 100 gns.

:

Manchester district.—Box 471, c/o The Motor Cycle.

rX4246

1 Q19 Brand New A.J.S. Combination, fitted with
J- 1/ screen, apron, luggage grid, and spare wheel
complete, large Lucas head set, Lucas sidecar and
rear lamps, magnificent combination; available lor

immediate delivery.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton;
245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X4523

4h.p. A.J.S.. 1915, hand clutch, 3 speeds, E.S., made
like new machine recently by makers, T.T. haudle-

bjirK, interchangeable disc wheels, heavy 700x80 tyres,

knee-grips, Lucas horn, best head and rear lamps, tool

roll, spare valve, high gear engine sprocket, chain links,

plug, etc., very faset, in perfect order; £110, no offers;
approval, deposit.—Holloway, Greenrigg, Torver. Conis-
tou, Lancashire. [X4462

A.J.S. Spares: engine and gear box repairs; proiii|ii

dehvery.—Cyril Williams. Chapel Aah Depot. Wol
TcrbamptOD. T.A. : Parts. [1089

4lldays.
Ltd., Eastboarne. delivery

[oon
ALLON.—CaSyn;

shortly.

NEW AUday'i Allon. just in, delivery Irom stock.
—Main, 36, The Pxrade, Leamington. fX3587

ALLON, 1919, 2-speed clutch model, indistinguish-
able Irom new.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X4525
1 d 15 AUdays Allon, 2-speed, in perfect order

;

J- */ what offers ?—McGhie, King St., Stranraer.
[7127

ALLDATS Matchless 4h.p., 2-speed, B. and B., Bosch,
ride away; £60.—Hayward, 53, East Dulwich Rd.,

S.E.22. [6714

"1 Q16 AUdays Allon, 2-speed, 2-stroke, hand-controlled
JL*' clutch, splendid conditon throughout; £48.—Roy
Glossop, Ambergate.

, [X4373a

JONES' Garage, special agents tor Alldays Allon
Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woods ide

Parade North Finchley. [2931

1 Q18 Allon. 2-speed, clutch, lamps, horn, leg shields,
M-U mileage 1,000. splendid condition
—210, Eew Rd.. Richmond.

"IQ16 AUdays Allon. 2-speed clutch model,
J-t/ condition throughout,
Parker's, Bradshawgate

fully

Bolton.

any test; £60.
[X4138

tip-top
£55.-
[X4526

THE LAST FEW.-

equipped

;

ALLON 1917 2%h.p., single speed, chain-ciim-belt
drive, climbs beautifully; private owner; £41.—Ap-

ply, Wooton's Garage, Oxford. [6757

"I Q15 AUdays Allon, 2-stroke, new tyres, enamel and
JL •-' plate unscratched, perfect and complete ; £38,
bargain.— 120, Sutherland Rd., West Croydon. [6550

ALLDAYS Allon 2%h.p., 1917, 2-stroke, countershaft
model, spare tube, chain, belt; £48; after 7 p.m.

—Lawrence, 5, Inman Rd., Harlesden, N.W.IO. [6717

ALLON 1919 25^h.p., brand new, actually in stock.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St.,
Hampstead, N.W. (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone:
3752. [6331

4h.p. Alldays, 3-speed, K.S., clutch, stored from Feb.,
1915, to Jan., 1919, not done 3,000, enamel and

plating as new, -chmb anything, new tyres, and lamp
set; £65.-French, 78, Park Rd., Dulwich. S.E. [6908

ALLDAYS Matchless, engine recently overhauled, new
gudgeon, silencers, magneto platform, etc., fitted,

Sturmey 3-speed clutch, tremendously speedv, climb any-
thing solo, lamps, horn: nearest to £40 secures; buying
lomhination.— L. J. Williams, Ferndale, Prior Park
Rd., Bath. [X4634

Ariel.

.
RIEL 3i^h.p.,, condition, appearance, and tyres

-^-. perfect; £36.-175, Merton Rd., Wimbledon.
S.W. [6292

ARIEL 31/l.h.p., Bosch, B. and B., semi T.T., 3-3peed,
clutch, head lamp, just overhauled- ^f<F, —<-i n£55.-G.H.,

[X3981
early deliveries— !
7. Roehdate Rrl

[4020

Ingleside, Hookwood, Horley,

ARIEL. 3VL.h.p. and 6-7h.p.
Speakman, Ariel Espei

Harpurhey, Manchester,

"I Q19 (May) 3'/t;h.p. Ariel and sidecar, lamps, horn
-itf spare belt, valves, etc., comrjlete; £120.—Stan-
itridge, Agnells, Hemel Hempstead. [X4351
3ih.p. A)iel, 1912, Bosch, new Amac, drip, thorough

2 ordei- ; ride 50 miles to best over £48.—
Wareham, Burley, Brockenhurst, Hants. " [X4638

ARIEL 3.'.'^h.p. Sidecar, 3-speed, Bosch, new tyres
and belt, any trial, three up; £55.-17, Nella

Rd., Fulham Palace Rd. (opposite Greyhound). [X4549

"j Q19 Ariel, 3V^h.p., countershaft 3-speed, kick
-*-t/ starter, delivered May. horn, speedometer, per-
fect; any trial; £100.—Barnes, Ilartiug, Pctersfield.

[X4307

Royal Ruby
g 8 h.p. Twin J.A.P., 3-speed, all

_ chain drive, handle-bar controlled

' clutch, 28 X 3 Dunlops.

^ £115 -10-0
I

^_ Makers' list price.
1

^_ Delivery from Stock.

B All these are Brand Nevtr W.D. Models. I

I
SECOND-HAND

|

I AM machinss overhauled and guaranteed
j

I

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS
{

. SUNBEAM, 3J h.p.. 3-speed, countershaft t17o 1

I JAMES, 3} h.p.. 3-speed, countershaft £95 I

I

ROVER, 3j h.p., 3-speed £85 I

' HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, Model F. ... £150
'

I

DOUGLAS, 3i h.p., 3-speed 1915 £130
|

I

ARIEL, 1915, 3* h.p,, 3-speed, countershaft £115 1

.^NDIAN, 1016, 7-9 h.p.. Powerplus £153 I

I SOLO MACHINES I

I -RADBURY, I9ii,3ih.p £35 1

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2.} h.p., 2-speed

I
SUNBEAM, 2| h.p., W.D. Model £84

|

I

DOUGLAS, W.D. 2i h.p., 2-speed £75 ,

I RUDGE MULTI, 1914, 3J h P 175 I

I

RUDGE MULTI, 1914, 5-6h.p £80 I

jAMES, 1915 2i h.p., 2-speed £50

I
GONNAUGHT, 2I h.p., single-speed £35

|

I DOUGLAS, W.D.. 2j h.p £83 1

•::•>>:;;;;:•:>::::::'.'•"•'V

lOOipAzat fhiOmd St;

£ondon W.i.

100, Pafiis St: SzOh.
Telegrams :

*' Abdicate, Wesdo. London " Bj
Telephone : Museum 557. ^"

BTe'egrams : "Combustion. Exeter." BH
Telephone : Exeter 933 "

(motoImm
V

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

"I 019 S'/ih.p. Ariel, delivered end of June, fitted wif
-*-*' Lucas lighting set, horn, and Stewart speedomete)
mileage low; fHO.—Hind, Dnddington, Stamford. L670

Oih.p. Ariel, 3-speed, clutch, B. and B., new tub^ 2 and cover back, lamn, 2-8eater coaehbuilt sideca?
good condition ; £60.—Brown. Haven, Brough, E. Yorii

[660'

1 Ol9 Ariel 6-7h.p, Combination, electric light, speed
-1.*.' ometer, mirror. Tan-sad, Easting screen, a1

necessary spares, mileage 800; £170 cash; conside
lightweight.—150, Park Rd., Crouch End. [727'

ARIEL SVoh.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, d(

compressor, semi T.T. liandle-bars, horn, Inmpf
tools, spares, comfortable sidecar, with luggage grid, es

cellent condition; £58/10.-61, Greyhound Ed., W.6.
[6531

6-7h.p. 3-8peed Ariel, delivered August, and Empir
coaehbuilt sidecar, hood, wind screen, P. and H

head lamp, rear and sidecar lamps, Watford speed
ometer, spare tyre and tube, unused, other spares, full;

insured, mileage 1,200; any trial; £160, or near offer

owner going abroad; North Lancashire district.—Bo:
L4,476, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [6681

A utO' Wheels
TX/'ALL Aulo-Wheel, little used; ;£10.-

Malpas, Cheshire.
Cecil Button

[668j

WALL Auto-Wheel, small mileage, perfect; £12.—

C

Upperton, Fittleworth, Sussex. [664!

AUTO-WHEEL, in good condition; £12, or offers.

Box L4,553, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7471

AUTO-WHEEL, perfect except cradle lugs of framl

require brazing; *5/10.—19, Saxon St., Wrex
ham. [711.

ADTO-WHEELS, latest Models de Luxe: £23/2. o;

42/4 monthly.—Metropolitan Machinists' Co., Ltd.- -
(745!24S, Bishopsgate, London, E.G.

AUTO-WHEEL, engine No. 6436, splendid condi

tion, but little used, but tyre somewhat perished

£10.—Frank F. \Vard, Boscastle. (X440'

£18.—34a, Fieldhouse Ed., Balham

ADTO-WHEEL de Luxe, B.S.A., 1914,
about 300, good condition, and in first-clas

ning order; £1'/10.-

AUTO-WHEBL, attached gent's specially low-buil"

cycle, new tyres, shock absorber, perfect niunia?
~ -

' - - - [7001

mileagt
rutt

Box 495'. c/o The Motor Oyde
[X440f

WALL Auto-Wheel, lined red, green, attached gent'l

cycle, guaranteed good rurming order; 12 gns.

would sell separate.—Dowse, Rose Cottage, King'i

Langley. [X420(

ADTO-WHEEL for Sale, B.S.A. engine. No. 44153:

nearest offer to £15 secures.—Can be seen, 131
London Wall, goods entrance.—John Smith (Londoi
Wall), Ltd. " [667C

Bat.

31h.p. Bat, Bosch. Amac, good tyres, about 1912;
a £18.—Box L4,567, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7494

B.A.T.-J.A.P. 6h.p., Bosch, Amac; best over £60
—Stainer, s.s. Biarritz, Marine Office, Dover.

[695!

BAT, 6h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed and clutch, kick starter

in nice condition, with sidecar ; ^665.-85, Chuta
Rd., Willesden. ['39'

8-lOh.p. Bat Combination and 8-iOh.p. solo

gains to clear, £65 and £37.—W. Whitgs
Walberton, near Arundel. [705t

1 Q12 Bat-Jap. 7-9h.p., spring frame. Roc 2-speedi

-LJ7 reason selling, too powerful; £60.—Tucker. 116

High St., Scunthorpe, Lines. [X4371

BAT 4h.p., Bosch, Amac carburetter, heavy Dunlops

new belt; ride away; first M.O. for £20 secures.-;

Frost, Greyhound, Ardingley, Susses. [680*

14 Bat-Jap, 8h.p., and C.B. sidecar, 2-speed,

- tyres, fully equipped, splendid condition : £75
near.—Lloyd Marris, Hendre Wen, Llamwst. [X425i

BAT-J.A.P., 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed Armstrong geat

kick starter and clutch, coaehbuilt sidecar: £65.—
Germain, 43, North Cross Rd.. East Dulwich, S.E.22.

[7386

BATJ.A.P. 1916 4-5h.p. Twin, 2-speed countershalli

not done 500 miles, all e ' '

Morgan; jESO.-98, Forest Av., _
[729j

6-8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, N.S.U. 2-speed, goM
condition. Binks 3-jet, spring frame, wicker sioft

car, screen, apron, spares; £45.—Wood's, Ltd., Sliga
[702S

4h.p. Bat' clutch, sprung frame, B .and B., Simnlj

new belt, back tyre, last, reliable, take sideoajl

£35; exchange good 2-stroke; after 6.-79, Tubbs Bd.

Harlesden. [664)

£75.—Bat-Jap 8h.p. twin combination, 2-8pBed
countershaft gear, kick starter, hood, screm

good solid lot.—Dudley Davis Motor Exchange, lOM
High St., Wandsworth. [725]

8 h.p. Bat-Jap, spring frame; coaehbuilt combina-
tion, disc wheels, nearly new light car tyres,

Mabon clutch,
56, Scales Rd.,

19*

mechanically perfect

;

Tottenham, N.i7.
lowest^—

[714S

1 Q 15 Bat-Jap Combination, 3-speed, mechanicaUS
J- «^ perfect, all new tyres, 3 lamps and generaton?
Stewart horn, tools, complete, any trial; £125 cash^
Fred B. Page, 169, Knox Rd., Wellingborough [X45«

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES F0« SALE.
Bat.

AT-J.A.P. 8h.p., luxurious combination, French
grey. 3-speed clutch, kick starter, special sprung

die and sidecar wheel, mechanically perfect, excel-

t appearance; any trial or examination; £135.

—

rker's, Bradshaivgate, Bolton. [X4527

'.A.T.-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, light grey, connter-
' shaft, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, all chain drive,
ang frame and sidecar wheel, just overhauled,
jhanically perfect, excellent appearance; any trial
examination; £95.—Perry, 30, Park Rd., . North
,on, W.3. Tel. : Chiswick 727. [7002

Blackburae.
rANLET EtrSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent fOT Blackburne motors; early delivery. [4016

JNES Garage, special agents tor Biackburnes,
Broadway, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside

ade, North Finchlsy. - [2932

LACKBURNE 1917 Coachbuilt Combination, per-
fect condition, just overhauled, wind screen, 3

ips. Klaxon, 2 new tyres; £125; seen after 7 or
urday afternoon.—83, Ulverston Rd., Waltham-
1, E. [7154

Bradbury.
EADBUEY Agents, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church

St., Camberwell, London. [7377
f Stock, 1919 4i4h.p. T.T. Bradbury; £82.-Hill'8

Victoria Garage, Barnstaple. [X4233
EAMBUItY 4h.p,. genuine. 1913. Bosch, lamps,
excellent condition; £35.-195, Romford Rd.,

atford, E. [5811
KADBUlii'.— For the earliest possible deliveries uf

1913 models.—The Walsall Qarage, Wolverhamp-
St., Walsall Tel.: 444 15606
RADBURY, 414.1. p., in topping condition, with 2-
speed and kick starter, nice C.B. sidecar, lamps,

'

; bargain, ^652.-85 ChuTch Rd., Willesden. [7398

38.—Bradbury 4h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, just'
overhauled, repainted; bargain.—Dudley Davis

i

lor Exchange, 103a, High St. Wandsworth. [7255
^RADBURY 1919 4h.p. T.T. model, brand new,'

at list price; £82; delivery from stock.—Elce
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3.

[0551
,113 Bradbury. 4h.p., B.B. carburetter, Bosch niag..i
'/ 2-speed N.S.U., heavy Dunlops, with lamp and horn
iplete. good condition; £38.-38, Norfolk House Ed.,
sathain. [6650
RADBURY 6h.p. Combination, 1914, 3 speeds,

gear box, clutch, hood, screen, speedometer,
., lamps; £105.-335, Dersingham Av., Manor
k- [7228
i.p. Bradburys, new, 2-speed models from stock,
kick start and latest improvements, fitted with

loelet sidecar; £112/17/6.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
le, London. [7332

1

EADBURY Combination, 2-sp6ed countershaft.
' F.E. and kick start, new tyres, perfectly souud

;

' trial; first reasonable oiier: no agents.—290, York
., Wandsworth. [7036
BADBURY 4i4h.p., 1913 Sturmey-Archer 3-speed,
J.S. Type, tyres and belt new, guaranteed perfect

dition; £60.—Sturt. Virginia Water, Surrey. Two
lutes fro.ii station. [7097

RADBURY 4i4h.p. -1914 Coach Combination, 2-1
' ipeed. free engine. Klaxon, Stewart speedo-

1

ter, stored 3 years, any trial; £60, nearest.—295,
rrDw Rd., Paddington. [X4592
'EADBURY 1914 4h.p. 2-speed Combination, ooach-

biiilt, latest model, underslung, electric lighting,
id screen, Senspray, Bosch, speedometer, smart out-
£75.-43, Waldeck Ed., West Green, N. [6763

[119 Brand New Bradbury fitted with magnificent
'' bl;-ck and gold sidecar, 3-speed, hand and foot
tch, kick starte- model; £170.—Parker's, Brad-
wgate, Bolton; 245, Deansgate, Manchester.

[X4524
EADMUEY, 4h.p., T.T., red, plated rims,

' clutch, free engine, Bosch mag.. B.B., just over-
tied at the cost of £10, tyres good, long exhaust,
rty, and in good running order; 50 gns., or best
ir.—Q. HoUingshead, The Poplars, Pamber, Bnsing-
M, Hants. (6660

Brough.
jROUGH 5-6h.p. and Sidecar, only run 150 miles,!

with lamps; a beautiful tairnout; £150.—J.!
sdale, The Terrace, Spalding. [6863
BOUGH, Model H, 1915, 3i/,h.p., recently over-'

' hauled by makers, tyres good, new belt; £72/10.'
. Snell, Newenham, Asminster. [6730
JDTll Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of

jMan Only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,1
cial Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. [7039

1

EpTTGH, 1915, 2-speed, speedometer. Klaxon, new
lamps, very fast and reliable; 70 gns., or near offer,

•'hitehead, 4, Montague Mews. Crawford St., Bal;er
«t, W.l. [7010

Brown.
ROWN 3'Ah.p., Gradua gear; 30 gns.—77, Acre!
Lane, S.W.2. [74721

th.p. Brown, Bosch, clutch, in good condition: £29.—
' bharp, 39, Langdon Ed., Highgate. (After 6.)

[5529

M 4 li

|T¥oStroke!
• •

i OLYMPIA. I
• -=

JMSOur Stand is |

I

I

I

I

•

•

No. 9

1

Ground Floor,

where we shall have

on view the 1920 pro-

ductions of our famous

two-stroke machine.

We extend to all a

hearty invitation to

visit us there, when

the reason WHY THE
IVY is " The Aristo-

crat of its Type" will

more than ever be-

come apparent.

S. A. NEWMAN,
LTD..

ASTON CROSS,

BIRMINGHAM.
THE

I

I

I

I

I

I
THE H

.mstocmt!
8 OP ITSTYPE

[WffiRw

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brown.

BROWN 2-j.;h.p.. B. and B., coil ignition, lo'»

frame; ride away; £15, or offer.—Edwards,
Amwell End, Ware. LX^6o7

3ih..p. Brown, dii^mantled, minus front forks, mag.

;

2 £6 / 10 would sell Darts separately.—80. St.
George's Rd., Aldershot. [6815

BARGAIN.—3Vi;li-p. Brown, Bosch, B.B., 2-speed.
free engine, excellent condition.—10, Upper

Park Rd.. New Southgate, N.ll. [7244

3ib.p. Brown Motof Cyole^ new condition, in perteit
2 running order, new tvres and belt ; £35.—

Matthews, 17, Kenyon St., Fulham, S.W.6. [X4491

6b. p. Twin Brown, T.D.C. engine, M;ibon clutch, en-
gine in pieces, Imt in perfect condition; £25, or

ofl'er.-Jd., 47, South Lambeth Rd.. Vauxhall. S.W.3. .

[6906

B.S.A.

BS-A, Sole District Aneiits; book now.—The \Val:^Jtll

Garage, Wolveihamptoa St.. Walsall. Tel: 441
|560;i

B.S.A,, SV-Ai.-p., T.T., in good running order, lamps
horn, and tools; dE42.—29. Brudenell Rd., Leeds.

[X4444
1 Q15 4i4h.p. B.S.A. countershaft model; £62.—J.
Xt7 Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd., N.W.I.

[7501

JONES" Garage special agents lor U.S.A., biudii-

way. Muswell Hill, N.IO. and Woodside Haradc.
North Finthley. [29lii

1 Q 16 B.S.A. CoTibination, done 3,000, absolutely
Xi/ perfect, all accessories; £105,—Cecil Rhodes,
Balmoral, Kidderminster. [X45S6

B.S.A. 1917 414b. p. Chain Drive Combination, screen,

accessories, spares, mileage 2,200, perfect; nearest

£110.-28. Hambledon Rd., Southfields, S.W. [7422

4ih.p. E.S.A., chain drive, 2-speed, clutch, lamps,
2 speedometer, mechanical born; anv examination;

£69.—Green, Builder, Arundel Rd., Brighton. [6564

B.S.A., 31/ob.p., 2-speed, F.E., Bosch, new Dunloi.
and Palmer, ride away; £40; after .6 p.m. Fridny.

—90, Brunswick St., Hackney Rd., London. [X4332

B.S.A., 1916, 4i^h.p., all chain drive, coachbuilt sid«-

car. screen, lamps, etc. ; £97/10.-223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [6514

HIGHEST Offer over £85.-B.S.A., Model H, and
No 2 B.S.A. sidecar, excellent condition through-

out.-8, Ashley Park, Chesterfield Rd., Bristol. [X4513

B.S.A. 3y2h.p. Combination, 2-speed, F.E., practically

new tyres, large generator and lamps; ^60, or

sell separate; after 5.-58, Hugon Rd,, Fulham, S.W.
[7429

B.S.A. 4>^h.p., chain-cum-belt, 1916, 3-speeds, kick

start, and coachbuilt sidecar; £90. Seen after

6 D m.—F. Lacey, 8, Market St., Paddington, W.2.
[6819

B.S.A. 1914 SV^h.p., Pbilipson pulley, F.E., goo<I

tyres and new front wheel, less mag. ; £35.—
Wright, Strawberrv Cottage, Haworth, near Keighley.

[X4344

B.S.A. 1919 Combination, ridden leas 300 miles.

'Lncas lamps, other extras; no accident; Birming-
bara district; £130, lowest.—Bos L4,478, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [6588

TQ16 B.S.A. ^\(ih.p., chain-cum-belt, with >lamps.
XJ/ horn, etc., a,nd Millford sidecar with lamp;
about £80.—Wilson, Cranage Villas, Lostock Gralam.
Cheshire. [X4474

ALLEN-BENNETT Mr-tor Co.—B.S.A. 1913 Com
bina tion, 2-speea . very sound ; £70.—9-10-1 1

.

Royal Parade, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: Croy*

don 2450. [734^

B.S.A., late 1916, Watsonian sidecar, countershaft
model, lamps, horn, etc., fine mechanical con-

dition ; best offer over £105.-111 King St., Dudley,
VVorcestershire. (XSgv J

1 Q16 B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed, countershaft, all-

Xtl chain. Cameo wind screen, lamps, etc., good
condition, running order; £90.-10. Thornby Rd..

Clapton, N.E.5 [7053

B.S.A. The Birraingh m City Agents and B.S.A
Specialists, County Cycle and Motor Co.. 30?

and 308, Broad St. All replacements in stock. Tel.

Comocyco, Birmlngnam. [631

1

SMITH'S, 10-16, Haverstoek Hill (opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Station), have for sale B.S.A. 4I^b.p.

1917, 3-speed, countershaft chain-cum-belt, condi-

tion as new; 68 gns. [7258

1 014 B.S.A. Combination, 4Vih-p.. countershaft gear,

XJI 3 speeds, kick starter, Lucas lamps, wind screen,

luggage grid, in fine condition; £85.-107, Admiral St..

Toxteth Park, Liverpool. [6935

B.S.A. (19/5/16) 4V'h.p. Combination, 3-speed. kick

start, lamps, Klaxon, tools, etc., good condi-

tion- offers over £80.— Box L4,539, c/o The Motor
Cycle. (Near Aldershot.) [6873

B.S.A. 1914 Coachbuilt Combination. 3-speed. clutch,

iamps, horn, new Dunlops, carefully stored during

war new condition; £90. or best offer; Suffolk —Bov
503', c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4426

1 016 41/ili-P. B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft, chain-cuni-

Xil l)elt. Mills-Fulford S.C. horn, lamps, speedometei.

Binks 3-ict carburetter, good leg shields, good running

order' price £90.~Eruest Hobbs, Little Faiingdon.

Lechlade. t6649

All letters relatinjZ to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

j Q15 B.S.A.. 4h.p.. 3-speed countershaft gear, clutch,
J- «-' kick start, new back tyre, belt, chain, head and
tail lamps, with, cane sidecar ; £85.—Matson, Ward's
Farm, Highwood, nr. Chelmsford. [7052

"I Q 14 B.S.A. SVol^.p., clutch model, condition as
JLft7 new, any trial, £50; also coachbuilt sidecar
attached B.S.A., smart lot. very comfortable, £15.—
H. Grigg, 37, High St., Eltham, Kent. [6830

B.S.A. 1916 ^y^h.^. Combination, 3-speed, kick start,
speedometer, Canoelet sidecar, wind screen, 3

lamps; 110 gns., or near offer.—Middleton, 15, Elvet
Bricige, Durham. 'Phone : 240 Durham. [7108

B.S.A., 1914, 4h.p., 3 gears, clutch, kick start, new
lamp, no chain cases, well cared for, excellent

condition, all chain drive; buying car; £80, no offers.

—Eons Farm, Stapleford Abbots, Romford. [6510

B.S.A. Combination, 1914, 4i/ih.p., all-chain drive, 3-

speed countersliaft gear box, lamps, speedometer,
spare cover and tube, spare chains, tools, etc. ; highest
offer above £75.—E.S.A., 73, Greencroft Gardens, Hamp-
stead. [6812

B.S.A., 1915, 3 speeds, countershaft, kick starter,
lamps. Klaxon, pillion seat, spares, perfect run^

ning order, appearance like new, tyres excellent, -mfh
sporting sidecar; £75.—Tiernay, 22, Adelaide Ed., Leam-
ington Spa. [X4345

B.S.A., 4J4b.p., Dec, 1918, chain-cum-belt, 3-speed,
clutch, kick start, tyres just new, whole machine

as new; £78; seen Saturdays, after 3 p.m.; photograph
available.—Thornton, Heath Cottage, Church-Brough-
ton, nr. Derby. [7190

B.S.A., 1917 (late), 4J4h.p., all chain drive, counter-
shaft, kick etart, 3-speed, chiteh, speedometer,

electric lighting, and new Bristol C.E. sidecar, tyres
new, in perfect order; best offer over £120.—Rogers,
15, Manvers St., Bath. [6562

B.S.A., 1913, 2-speed, F.E. engine, overhauled by
makers this summer, Montgomery C.B. sidecar,

new August, Stewart speedometer, lamps, good tyres,
spares, tools, grand condition; £78.—Barber, 87, Sel-
hurst Rd., S. Norwood. [7000

j Q16 4i/4h.p. B.S.A., chain-belt, 3 speeds counter-
J- tf shaft, -and coachbuilt sidecar, perfect order.
Palmer cords throughout, speedometer, accessories,
spares, take . passenger anywhere; £95.—Write, Lieut.
Lewis, 39, Harlfield Rd., London, S.W.19. [7044

Calthorpe.
T^ELIVEBY Prom Ktock.

THE New Calthorpe 2-3troke, fitted with Enfield
2-speed gear; £62 nett.—Carlton Motor Co..

Torwood St., Torquay. [4938

DELIVERY Prom Stock.

IBSBii

D^
THE New Jap-Calthorpe Lightweight, fitted with

Enfield 2-speed gear; £62 nett.—Carlton Motor
Co., Torwood St.. Torquay.. r4937

WELIVERT Prom StockD^
THE New Precision 2-=trDke Calthorpe, fitted witb

Enfield 2.speed gear; £67/10 nett.—Carlton
Motor Co., Torwood St., Torquay. [4936

CALTHOEPE Junior, 1914 2yh.p., Z-spepd. £30.-
Holmes, 30, Whitelake Av., Flixton, Manchester.

[X4206
33.h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield gear, excellent con-
4 dition; £40.—Brunswick Lodge, Thames Ditton.

„ „ [6939
r^ALTHOEPE. 1915, 2 speeds, new condition; £40,
vy or exchange.—619, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W
^ [7235ptALTHOEPE 1915, 2%h.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-spced.
V.^ new condition: i40.—63, Solon Ed., Brixton.

[7443
1 Q14 Calthorpe, 2 speeds, good condition, ride away
-L«-' bargain, £32.-43. Talding Ed., Bermondsevi
S.E.16.

. [6638

NEW Calthorpe-Jap 2%h.p., with Enfield patent
2.speed, and tree engine.—Main, 36, The Parade,

Leamington. [X3586
CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2-speed, guaranteed con-

dition, any time; £40.-51, Maplethorpe Rd.
Thornton Heath. [7017

1 Q16 Calthorpe 2%h.p., 3-speed gear box, sound con-Xtf dition; £42; ready to ride away.—Smith, Cycle
Depot, Stansted, JEsses. [6946

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 2%lh.p., 1919 (new July), En-
field 2-speed gear, hardly used; £60.—l^letcher

Fletcher Gate, Nottingham.
'

[4832
CALTHORPE Junior, 1915, fine condition, 2.speed,

F.E., ride away: offers or exchange, must sell

—

87, Truro Ed., Wood Green. [6837
CALTHORPB-J.A.P., 2Jih.p., Enfield 2-speed, lamps,

horn, speedometer, excellent condition.—173,
Ravenslea Rd.; Balham, S.W. 12. [7185

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. (latel, 2?ih.p., 2-speed, clutch,
disc wheels, excellent tyres, all accessories, as

new; £38.-70, Minet Av,, Harlesden. [7274

CALTIIORPE-J.A.P. 1915 2y4h.p., Enfield 2-speed,
lamps, horn, tyres excellent, just overhauled,

ride away; 42 gns.—G.L., 21, Church St., Croydon.
17151

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

'Elite Holdtite Bivetless Soles.'

Soles STUCK ON.-

We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fix solution. We guarantee

them to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. This process of fixing is exactly

the same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

ihat the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

pur soles become absolutely waterproof.

Full instructions given with each oair of

PRICES
Gents'.

Size-

lO-IX

8-9

6-7

6-7

4-5

2-3

Per Pan

. 3/6
3/3
3/-

Per Pair

.. 2^
™ 2/4

.. 2/-

Boys' and Youths'.
Size. r*er Pair

4-5

2-3 ••

1-13

3/-

2/1 B

2/8

Sol-fix Solution:
I
In I ins, Sd., 1/3, 2/6, and 4/8. Aa 8d. tin

sufficient for 2 pairs of solffi.

Solution Brush, 4d.

Please remit 6d, to cover cos; oc

postage. Anyexcess wtllberefunded.

EUTE

; RUBBER
Co., Ltd. (Dept. A),
264-266, Vanxball Bridge Road

VICTORIA. S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe

CALTHORPE Junior, 2-speed, Lucas lamps, ts
and enamelling in good condition; accept £.321

seen before 6 p.m.—G., 241, Camberwell Rd. [7;

CALTHOEPE-PHECISION 2y2h.p., 2-6peed, L»
lamps, spare belt, excellent condition ; seen

time: £38.-31, Eidge At., Letchworth, Herts. [X4:

-| Q19 (July) Caltliorpc-Jap 2%li.p., p. and H. la
J-»/ set, horn, tools, IVoin. flexible exhaust, 800 mi
perfect; £75, no offers.-Simpson, Eigne St., Hereft

[61

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2%ih.p., 1917, ivedge tank ma
2-speed Enfield gears, excellent order ; any tti

owner getting combination ; £45.—Cant. Jewell, Bfl

staple. [61

CALTHORPE Lightireighi, 1914, 4-6trol£e, 2 spei

excellent condition, pulls splendidly, £3 VQ
snares: first £37 secures.—Raymond Bomford, Stoult

Worcester. . [X4;

CALTHORPB-J.A.P. 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lam
spare tube, belt, and mirror, etc., stored dnr

the war, condition excellent; £47, or nearest.—
Whitworth Rd., Southampton. [71

CALTHORPE 1916, 2%b.p. J.A.P. engine, EnfleM
speed and clutch, tyres perfect, in exceptional c

dition throughout, fust overhauled; £46; exchange
R, D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [71

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Calthorpe, 19
- 2%h.p. J.A.P., Enfield 2-speed, and clutch

£44.-9. 10. 11, Royal Parade, London -Bnew; £44.-9, 10, 11, Royal Parade,
Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [73

1 ni9 2%h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, free engi
-L^ Amac carburetter, tools, lamps, horn, si^

inner tube and belt, new April, very little used, buy;

combination; 66 gns.—Joy, Buxted, Sussex. - [6£

CALTHORPE Combination,- coachbuilt sidecar, ti

J.A.P. engine, copper disc wheels, perfect con

tion, exceptionally smart turnout; £125.—Write, I

S.M.T., Davies and Co., Finch Lane, E.C.3. [6!

1 Q15 2%h.p. Calthorpe 2-stroke, in exceptiona
Xi/ fine condition, -splendid hill-chmber, low pet

consumption, fully guaranteed, ride away; a g.

£29/10; wire secures. -Butler, 16, St. James I
Derby. [X4E

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916, 2%h.p., stored 2_J«
excellent condition, nearly new Palmer cord b)

tyre, Dunlop belt, accessories, spare tyre and 2 be

takes pillion rider well; seen after 7 any evening,

by appointment; £45.—Grellier, 57, Eiver Ay., 1

mer's Green, N.13. E6t

CALTHORPE-.J.A.P. 1916 4-5h.p. Twin ConAil

tion, Enfield 2-speed. all chain cush art

handle start, completely equipped, and perfect »
dition throughout; £100.—P.O.C.H. (Fair Offer (

House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W. (near Han
stead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [«3

Campion.

1 Q14 Campion-Jap, Sh.p., with C.B. side<»r, ge

J-^ reliatile machine, in splendid order; £80.—.

Seaborne Rd., Boscombe, Hants. ["3

1015 Campion-Jap Combination, 4lAh.p.. 3-g>«

i-tf clutch, etc.. condition excellent througOOT

i880.—213, Lincoln Rd.. Peterborough.

1 Q 19 6h.p. Campion Combination, J.A.P. ens
J-V and Bosch mag., beautiful order, done 1

miles.—Evans, 162, Portland St., Southport. [X4S

1016 6-8h.p. Campion-Jap Combination, 3 spee

A«7 Bosch mag., coachbuilt sidecar, 2-cyl.. sje

ometer, lamps, horn; £110, or nearest ofler.-B«S

16, Lavington Rd., Ealing. 172

CAMPION-VrLLIERS 2%h.p. 2-stroke,
.
C.A.)

Amac, John Bull belt, Dunlops, Druids, ft)

boards, knee pads; ride away; £34.—Verity, 17c, Mi
St., Wellingborough. l'?

1 015 6h,p. Campion-Jap Combination, Jardine,

i-if speed, chain drlvf. B. and B., Bosch, ne»

new tyres speedometer, mechanical horn, lamps, ga

condition; *95.—Sugden, Meadow Cottage, Shejrt

nr. Huddersfield. 1^:*

Centaur.

3ih p. Centaur and Sidecar, Bosch mag. ; first *
2 £28 secures: owner bought light car.—RudW

Birdsall Row, Redcar, Yorks. [6?

CENTAUR, 3i^h.p., U.H. mag., recently overhaal

tyres as new, ride awav; £25; after 6 p.m.—Ml
sell, 19, Convent Terrace, South Ealing. [68

CENTAUR, 4h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, Bosch ma
B. and B. carburetter. Whittle belt, nearly n

tyres, in good running order; first £40 secures,

rubbish, or cash difference lor 8-lOh.p. combination '

L Stratford, 203, Junction Rd., Upper Holloway, L(|

don, N.19. [™
Chater-Lea

h.p Chater-Lea and Sidecar: £45, or exchange
3y2h.p. 2-speed.—Flavell, Wath-on-Dearne. [X45

SOUTH Lancashire Only.—Chater-Lea enquiries.-

Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Mj
|

Chester. [701

CHATER-LEA Combination, 6h.p., 3 speeds, cli;

drive, good condition ; £68.-62, Albert RJ., H
ston, London. [67

Sh.p. Chater-Lea Combination, 3-speed, clutch, go

order : must sell : first offer £90 secures.—Lie
|

Taylor, Marine Barracks, Plymouth. [X3S

:

8

B22 ^'I letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lea.

iHATER-LEA SVst.p., mag., B. and B., new Dun-
/ lop belt, good tyres, horn, etc., good run^iing

ier: £28.—H.W.M., 63. Shooter's Hill Rd., S.E.3.
[V084

IHATER-LEA, 8h,p., 3-speed countershaft gear,

/ Gloria sidecar, tyres as new, spare chain, and all

isorles; price onlv £80; seen after 7.30 p.m.—Ad-
, Ingram, 41, Riflel Rd., Cricklewood, N.W. [6899

Chater-Lea- Bat.

HHATER-LEA-BAT. SiAh.p., mag., B. and B., good
'' condition; £18/10.-10, Kimberley Gdns., N.4.

[7287

Chatei-'Lea-De Dion.
CHATER-LEA DION 3V2li-P-. B. and B., Bosch,
' horn, tyres excellent, condition good; offers,

eap.—Willesden Green Garage, 151, High Rd., Wil-
den Green, N. - [6917

Chater-Lea-FafnJr.
1HATER-LEA-FAPNIR, good mechanical order;
/ £35.—Dixon, 58, Station Rd., Anerley, S.E.20.

[X4492

Chater*Lea*Ja[9-
•-8h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, 1914, 3-speed hub, new
' C.B. sidecar; best offer over £80.—Write for ap-
intment, Capt. Ryder,^ 43, Newlands Park, Syden-
m, S.E26. [6891

Cleveland.
iLEVELAND-PRECISION, 1914, 4h.p.. 2-speed
' model, lamps, horn, and mileage recorder; £38.

—

le Eastern Garage Co., 418, Romford Rd., Forest
ite. E.7. [0039

Clyde.
'h.p. Clyde, B. and B., U.H. mag., Saxon forks,

I good tyres, horn, lamp, low, overhauled, ride away,
;2 cash, appointment only; also new complete pulley
ar, fit liglitweight, £3 cash.—Allen, Curies Manor,
aVering, Newport, Essex. [6506

Clyno.
'iLYNO Twin. 1918, latest W.D. coach combination;
I £105.-R., 5, Victoria Ar., Surbiton. [X4467

^LYNO 5-6h.p-, coach sidecar, countershaft 2-speed;
•' £78 cash.—17, Garden Av,, Mitcham, S.W. [7093

1 ROVER. Smith, aTjd Willis, Bafiingstote. Clyno
^ Agents.— Deliveries in strict rotatiOD : order now

[5778
1LYN0 6U.p., 2-speed, kick-start, enclosed mag.;
J £42.— Geary, 155, Uxbridge St., Burton-on-
ent. [X4559

^ROW Bros., High St.. Guildford. West Surrey
^ agents for tbe new Clyno.—Order now for early
lUvery. [4084

3ROOK Bros.; Burnham-on-Seo, can give delivery
) from stock of tbe new Clyno lightweight ; write
r particulars. [6735

*h.p. Twin Clyno Combination, 2-speed, kick starter,
' perfect running order ; £90 ; offers.—50, Balls-
nd Rd., Islington, N. [7080

>h.p. Clyno, brand new, W.D. model. 3-speed, kick,
' 5-point attachment chassis; 110 gns. — 76,
'esteru Rd., Southall, W. [7279

^LYNO 6h.p. 1916, 4 wheels, 3-speed, K.S., elec-
J trie lumps. 2-seE)ter sidecar; £110.-18, Wood
., Walthamstow, E.17. [7464

"^LYNO 6h.p. 3-speed Combination, late model, inter-
J changeable and detachable wheels; 105 gns.—
alifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South, Halifax.

[6790
^LYNO Combination, 1918 W.D. model, 6h.p., hood,
J screen, spare wheel. Lucas lamps, tools, etc. ; bai-

lin, £130.-231, Coventry Rd., South Tardley, Bir-

ingham. [X4433

^LTNO 1914-1915 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3
J aiieeds, K.S., electric lighting, £16 overhaid, smart,
'lendid condition; £95.—Capt. Caute, Camp Hental
ut, Lydd. [X4635

v-6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3 speeds, interchangeable
' wJieels, in good running order, smart appearance,
mps, horu, etc. ; £80.—Roy, Mill House, Burnham
'very, Norfolk. [X4248

^LYNO 6b. p., 1918 military model, 3 speeds, gun
^ chassis, 4 new tyred interchangeable wheels,
lendid condition, suit tradesman ; £90.—Kelly, 85,
marth Rd., Cardiff. [6978

ATE 1915 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
J hood, wind screen, spare wheel, tyres, etc.,

lendid conditi(.'n; £120, or offer.—45, Sweet Briar
alk, Edmonton, N.18. [6914

Jh.p. Clyno Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, K.S.,
' 2 speeds, free, chain drive, new tyres, Cowey
eedometer, excellent condition; trial any time; £75,
irgain.—Hingley, Lane End, Rock, Bewdley. [X4207

» LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Clynos, two now
*- being overhauled, 1916 combinations, spare
leels, re-enamelled any colour; £125.-9-10-11,
)yal Parade, London Bd., Croydon. 'Phone; Cros'don
1*50. ^ [7351

I015-16 6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed, kick

IH^BI IB^BIBI

start, speedometer, large lamp set, new tyres,
't used since 1917, small mileage, guaranteed perfect;
ly trial; £100.—Hood, 45, Bow Common Lane, Bow,
melon. ; [7391

TYRES
SPECIAL

j

Clearance Lines!
All g-oods sent on seven I

clays' approval aeainst
remittance.

RETREADING.
Extra heavy
Heavy
Medium

17/6
15/-
12/6

COVERS.
Our List

Price, Price.

"CANNOT ADVERTISE NANE."
26 X 2i passenger heavy rubber

studded 49/6 55/-

25 X 2g Tourist Trophy 39/6 45/-

26 X 2i „ „ rubber studded 39 /- 44/ ^

25X2jX2i „ „ 43/6 50/-

26 X 2| Passenger 52 /6 53 /6

;oo X 75 Lightcar to fit 650 X 65
rims 49/6 55/-

GOODYEAR—
2gX2j oversize tcr 28x2 V rim,

rubber studded .

.

42 /-

2*^X2^ diamnnd s'ud ,, 45/-

28 X 2 Rubber studded O.S. 35/- 44/-

PALMER—
28 X 3 hpavv 4-ply tanru 65/-

PEDLEY—
26 X 2\ Heavy Model-

26X2J X 2j Heavy Model
26 X 2} Medium

60/-
69/-
52/6

AVON—
28 X 3 Extra heavy 3-ribbed 72 /g 90/9

BATES-
26X i\ Special heavy 52/6

KEWIPSHALL—
26 X 2i Heavy non-skid 45 /- 64 /-

WOOD-MILNE—
26 X 2i Extra heavy'Keygrip 60/-

26x3x2V Extra heavy Keygrip 64/9
650 X 75 >'65 Heavy Keygrip 62 /-

26 X 2i Combination 84/-

TUBES.
NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED

26X2| 10/- 11/-

26X2} 9/6 11/6
26 X 2^.... 10/- 11/- ^^_

BELTS.
All makeg in Stark at special prices.

KestliQgiisDmaKcou.ieugths by|in:1 /I per it:

W^ can suppJy odd Jenfiths to make un two-

piece belts. '--' invrPniiir-^ ' ipneth=

We ha.ve a. larsc motor tyre stock
and shall be pleased to quoted on
receipt of postcard.

D

2|4 Vauxhall Bridge Road.s
266

Victoria,
w

^^ei]

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO Com-bination, 1916, 6h.p., 3-speeds, kick-
starter, enclosed chain drive, 6it. attachment side-

car, 4 detachable wheels, several spare parts, excellent
condition; £110.—A.S., 41, Hamilton Ter., N.W.
Phone; Pad 819. [7023

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 5 speed,
kick start, clutch, spare interchangeable \vl.eel,

speedometer, 3 lamps, horn, spares, tools, nearly new
back and iront tyres; seen any time; 90 gns.—21,
Singer Rd., Hornsey, N.3. [6887

Connaught
CONNAUGHT, 2=/4h.p., perfect condition and appear-

ance; *37.—Kwiksale, 35, Long Acre, W.C. [6679

ptONNAUGHT 2iAh.p. 2-strokc, good running order;
vV 5633/10; any time.—78, Springbank Rd., Hither
Green. [6555

HOVE Engineering Works. D.nvigdor Rd.—Sole dis-

trict Connaught agents; deliveries in rotation; all

accessories and repairs. [3183

1 019 2%h.p. Counaught 2-stroke, single speed, only
J-t/ ridden 500 miles, perfect condition; any trinl;
£48.-21, Langham Place, Northarupton. [6867

CONNAUGHT, 2y2h.p., 1915, stored 2 years, ju.t
overhauled, flue condition, footboards, Jones

speedometer, Lucn.s lamp, horn, tools, complete : £36.
—"Williams, Stanford, Faringdon, Berks. [6574

Corah.
CORAH-J.A.P. Combination, 6h.p., 3-5peed, liandle

starting, coach S.C, 3 electric lights, wind scieen,
3in. tyres, back new; £75, offer; trial after 5 o'clock.—
16, U'eresford Rd., Ohingford. [6509

Coulson.
-|Q19 Coulson B., actually in stock; £75.—W.
-i-^ Saunders, Ltd., Garage, Colchester. [X4541

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle ot Man
Only.—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,

Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7041

De Dion.
E DION, 6h.p., 3 speeds, reverse; £55; trial.— 11.
Dafliorne Rd., Upper Tooting. [6760

Diamnnd
1 Q19 Diamond. 2-stroke, 2^4h.p. Villitrs engine. Horn
-Lt/ about 300 miles only; perfect; £48.-79, Eaton
Rise, Ealing. [7271

1Q19 Diamond-Jap, 2-speed, tools. lamps, etc.. per-
-li/ feet condition, little used.- 2, Wallbrook Sf . Onsc-
ley, Bilston, Staffs. [X4624

Douglas.

DOUGL.\S 4h.p. Combination, condition as new

;

£95.—Below.

T\OUGL.AS 4h.p. Solo; bargain, £58.—Below.

DOUGLAS (2) 4h.p., need assembling; each £34.—
Belcw.

^O Reasonable offer refused.

GAMLIN, 6, William Mews, Devonshire St.. Gt.
Portland St., London, W. [X4500

1Q19 Douglas New 2^;:ih.p. and 4h.p. Combinations
Xt7 in stock—Below.

| C|16 Douglas 2%h.p., very good order; 45 gns.—
\-%) Edwards, 7, Exhibition Ed.. South Kensington.
S.W.7. [7387

4h p. 1918 Douglas Combination; £115.-27, High
St., Donoaster. [7227

DOLTGLAS 1919 4h.p., Canoelet sidecar; £135.-
'Fhone 1090 Hornsey. [X4272

DOUGLAS 1915 2')ih.n., 2-speed. excellent condition:

£50.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton. [7446

4h.p. 3-speed Douglas, like new; i£75.—29. St.

Leonards St., Brom'ey-by-Bow. [7285

D0UGL.4.S 1916 2''ih.p.. 2-speed, T.T., running order:
' 50 gns.—21. Newton Av., Acton, W. [7449

DOLTGLAS, 1915, in excellent order; 50 gns.—45.
Burton Ed., Brixton, London. [X3997

DOUGLi^ 1918 4h.n., 3-speed, as new; £80.-Natona,
' top Richmond Pa'rk Rd., Sheen. [6626

DOUGLAS, 2%ih.p., 1916, as new, all spare.s; £65.

—E., 69, Eaymouth Rd., Rotherhithe, S.E. [7038

DOUGLAS, 1919. new, unridden, £85; 1915, £55;
after 7.-9, West Heath Av., Golder's Green.

,
[6544a

-| Q14 2^ih.p. Douglas. £45; also 1915 2-'iih.p.. all

it/ accessories, jS55.— 175, Camberwell Grove, S.E.5.
[6996

DOUGLAS 1911 2";ih.p.. 2-speed, splendid condi-

tion; £32.-14, Melbourne Av., West Ealing.
[6822

DOUGLAS.—Now delivering new 1919 model 4h.p

combination: £123.— Motlat. Yeovil. 'Pliouc- 5u
[1103

DOUGLAS 2"'4h.p., 1915. 2 speeds, running order:

£35 no offers.-Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.
[7207

1

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. b23

DOUGLAS 2''ih.p., 2-sreed, late 1914, as new; £58.
or near offer.—69, Blenheim Rd., Walthamstow.

[7164
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

D.OUGLASES. 1916, overhiiuled : £59, £57. £56, 1915
£53.—Edivarrts, 7, Esllibitioi) Ed., Soutli KensinB-

ton.
.

[6644

DOUGLAS, 1911, just overhauled, climb well;
nearest 20 gns.—Marriott, Haine's Hill, Taun-

ton. [X4496

DOUGLAS 1916 2%h.p., 2-speed, fast, reliable;
first £60 gets it.—Box L4,556, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [7481

"|019 23/|b.p. Douglas, September delivery; £80, or
J-*' offers.—Downing, Beecbcroft, Tettenball, Wolver-
liampton. [6731

1 Q19 [new Jan.) 2^h.p. T.T. Douglas, 2-speed, makers'
-»-"' colours, as new; £68/10.—E., 5, Victoria Av.,
Surbiton. [25:4466

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., unused 2 years, engine
perfect; £58; lamps, etc.—47, Hamilton Rd..

Reading. [7160

DOUGLAS 3!^4h.p., 3-speeds, kick-start, fine order,
offers.—Brown, Rangemore Village, Burton-on-

Trent. [X4562

NEW Douglas W.D. 23/lh.p., 2-speed, just unpacked,
tested, sound.—Bennett, 29, Station Rd., Letch-

worth. [7^31

DOUGLASES, 1915, 1916, overhauled; £47 to
£=8.-7. Exhibition Ed., South Kensington,

S.W,7. [7384
1015 2-speed Douglas, in excellent order through-
Xtf out; any trial; £62/10.—Empson, Gamlingay
Sandy. [7406

4h.p.* Douglas, 2-speed model, 1915 machine, nice
condition; ^57/10.— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

London. [7335
DOUGLAS (late) 2Jih.p., 2-speed, perfect, only

wants seeing; cheap; after 2.—Bell, 63, Pimlico
Rd., S.W. [7091

ii »1

DOUGLAS 2?4h.p.,
enamelled; £55.-

flelds, S.W.

1915, overhauled and re-
-40, Replingham Rd., South-

[7308

X* 50.—W.D. Douglas 254h.p., footboards, good tyres and
cV running order.—Yalpy, Queen Mary Club, Eaton
Sanare, S.W.I. [6711

DOUGLAS 2i!jh.p.. 2-sp'eed, 1914, not ridden during
war, perfect condition ; £68.—White, 11, The Grove,

Mackhcath, S.E. [6639
4h.p. Douglas 3-speed Combination, accessories;

£97/10.-223, Hammersmith Ed., W. Phone;
Hammersmith 80. [6512

^60.—Douglas 2»4h.p. 1915, 2 speeds, fast, reli-cW able.—Dudley Davis IMctor Exchange, 103a, Higii
St., Wandsworth. [7263

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1913, Bosch mag., single gear,
T.T. bars, spare tube, very fast; 47 gns.—T H

AmsOD, Uttoxeter. [X4366

DiOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, new tyre and belt- bar-
gain, first £43; appointment only.-Oapt. Collins,

Fairholme, Sunbury. [7210
4_Kp. Douglas Combination, 1918 model, appearance as^K new: ?8__gns. ; exchange.— 139; Lavenham Ed..

Westwood
REAR LIGHTS.
Patented and Kegistered Designs.

'SURPRISE" TAIL LAMP.
A Lamp of high-class finish with i§in. Ruby Bull's-eye
lens. Made of brass throughout, and heavily nickel-plated,
and fitted with neat switch and special spring bulb holder,
which effectually
prevents the bulb
from working
loose or breaking
through jar.
Complete outfit

including Lamp
Bulb, Battery
and Leather Case

14/3

"ROYAL RUBY"
ELECTRIC TAIL LAMP
A reliable efficient

electric rear lighting

set at a popular
price. Lamp is fitted

with red re9r lens,

and White Opal Side
Lens. Outfit com-
plete with Bulb and
Battery,and Leather
Case

12/6

Patent "Torpedo"

ACETYLENE LAMPS.
Made from solid brass, turned and threaded at j.oints.

Every part of solid construction. These Lamps may be
taken to pieces for cleaning, and will remain alight in the
strongest gale. Best quality ijin. diameter Ruby Glass
Lenses are fitted, and can be easily replaced if broken.
These lamps will last as long as the machines they are used
on. and are absolutely rustless.

Soiithfields, S.W.IS. [6896

W
T^OUGLAS W.D. 234h.p., 2-speed, ready to ride away;
-»-' price £75.—Eothivell and Milbourue, Cowleigh Gar-
age, North Malvern. [6724
\OUGLAS, 2i4h,p., 1915-16, 2-speed, overhauled and
' renovated; 45 gns.—Franklin, 357a, North End

Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [7106

"IQ16 2=/ih.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, long exhaust pipe.
J-t^ splendid condition; cash wanted: bargain £48
—36, Mile End Ed., E.l. [6667
T\OUGLAS, 2%h.p., 2-speed, W.D., practically new,J-' perfect condition; 72 gns. — Currington, Byron
Place, Leatherhead, Surrey, [6689
TVOUGLAS 1917 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,
---' Douglas sidecar, accessories; sacrifice, £96.-5
Victoria Av., Surbiton, S.W. [7323

"PkOUGLAS 1914 T.T. Model, 2-speed, 2%lh.p., splcn-
-^-^ did condition ; £49 : seen any time.—Apply 346
Richmond Ed., Twickenham. '

[6632
"TVOUGLAS, late 1916, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, splen-
JL.' did running machine; bargain, £75.—Box
L4,657, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7482

DOUGLAS, 1912, £25; engine wants assembling,
all on ready for taking -away.—iSurse, 34, St.

John's Wood Terrace, N.W.S. [6592
"PiOUGLAS New 1919 Combjnation, new type clutch,
-^-^ delivery this week certain; £150. — Janks, 16,
Ilesper Mews, Earl's Court. [7428

DOUGLAS 1919 4h,p. Combination, used for a tew
miles; £145.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Av., Camomile St., -E.C.3. [0562

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1918, almost new, very low mile-
age; accept £80 cash for quick sale.—24, G'ros-

venor Av., East Sheen, S.W.14. [7089

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combination, completely
overhauled and re-enamelled; £110.—The Service

Co., Ltd., 95-96, High Holborn, W.C. [7373

DOUGLASES, 254h.p., 2-speed, 1915 and 1916;
from £48; call and inspect.—Rey, 173, Gt. Port-

land St., W. 'Phone : Mayfair 879. [7325

Tail Lamp,

Price, 6/6 each

SIDECAR

UMP,
Plaice, 7/6 each.

"Royal Ruby"

Acetylene Tail

Lamp.
A strong well-made and service-

able lamp, with ruby rear and
white Opal Side Lens, complete
vpith pins for attachment to

Number Plate.

Price, 4/- each.

Westwood Kearlight- are stocked by all reputable agents.

WESTWOOD RIM AND
PATENTS, LIMITED,

Bordesley, Birmingliam.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1915, W.D. model, 100 miles to gall.

60 gns. ; good running condition.—W. Plowmai
46, Iverson Ed.. Brondesbury, N.W.6. [712

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, late 1916, 3-speec
kick start, lamps, horn, like new; 95 gns.-

Hutton, Red Lion Hill, East Pinchley. [X464

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, just delivered IrorX^ works, brand new, must S3II; what offers?—12
Claremont Gardens, Surbiton, Surrey. [727

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Douglas 1914 2")4h.p.

£56.-9, 10, 11, Royal Parade. London Rd
Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [735

DOUGLAS, 2%h,p., new M.ay, 1919, W.D. mode
electric head and tail lamps, Tan-Sad, tools, etc,

£75.-27, Havelock Rd., Croydon. [656

4h.p. Douglas Combination, June, 1919, elcctri

lamps, horn, tools, Bonniksen; £130.-1, Cm
uah's Grove, Old TrafEord, Manchester. fX451

DOUGLAS 254h.p., 2-speed, 1915 W.D., new tyre

enamel and plating perfect, Klason, tools, top hoi

turnout.-11, Waldegrave Rd., Ealing. [654

DOUGLAS, 2'4h.p., 1915, 2-speed, T.T., perfect ords

throughout. Lucas lamp set, pump, horn, tooli

£55.-73, Victoria Rd., Stroud Green, N.4. [693

23.h.p. Douglas, 1914, long exhaust, lamps, mechan
4 cally sound, good appearance; nearest £66.-

6, Henstal Rd., West Hampstead, N.W,6. 1^95

DOUGLAS 1917 2Vih.v., 2-speed, very fast, tanl

aluminium and blue, tyres good, horn, pumi
etc.; £55.—Box L4,555, c/o The Motor Cycle. [748

DOUGLAS 2=/ih.p., W.D., new June, 1919. elcctri

lamp and horn, footboards, all tools, etc.; £7:

—Carey, 17, Ellington St., Barnsbury, N.7. [697

10 IS Douglas, 2%h.p., in excellent condition, con
i~*y plete set of accessories; expert's examinatior

price £60.—Box L4,483, c/o T7ic Uolor Cycle. [662

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combination, good conditio

and appearance, good tyres, mechanical non
tools, spare valve; 90 gns.—66, High St., Tooting. [717

D^

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, uiicrated last Mai
brand new condition, beautifully equipped; an

trial; £120.-60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington. [685

GIBB, Douglas specialist, Glonccster, aolicita yoi

enquiries for anything concerning Douglases; tl

him for the part you require. 'Ehone: 862. [634

OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, July (1919), Cowey,
lamps (Miller;, Dunlop back; £130.—Evershed,

Auckland Ed. West, Southsea, Hants. (After 5 n.m.i
[660

DOUGLAS Lightweight, 2-speed, tip-top conditio)

Amac, Dunlops P. and H., long exhaust: £44.-

89, Durlston Rd., Upper Clapton. (After 5.15.1
['i86

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-sDecd, late all-black model, Luci
lighting set, mechanical horn, tyres as new, fai

and smart turnout ; £65.-101, Grove Lane, Cambenvel
[681

DOUGLAS, 1914, 3V2h.p., 2 speeds, clutch and kic

starter, tyres as new, lamps and tools ; recent!

overhauled; no offers, £70.—Dennis, Woburn Sands.
[X464

£100.—4h.p. Douglas combination, 3 speeds, kic

start, comfortable, and in exceptionally smai

condition.—Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealini

W. !71S

"I 019 Dougla.s 4h.p- Combination, delivered Augui
JLi/ 28th, mileage 600, faultless, lamps, horn, tooli

£136.—Jackson, 89, Oak Lane, Bradford. 'Phon<

2190. LX456

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Douglas, 191!

£57/10; excellent condition.—9, 10, 11, Royi

Parade. London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : Croydo

2460^ ["-

1Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new Julv, lamp
X«7 horn, spares, splendid condition; £140.—Bai
Harrington House, Gladstone Kd., Erdington, Birmin

ham. [5611

Oilhp W.D. Douglas, perfect " condition tliroughou

/*.* Thomson-Bennett mag.; £55, no offers ; appoin

ment between 6 and 8.-68, Lytton Rd., Leytonston

E.ll. [5s:

DOUGLAS Z'A\\.p., 1913, T.T., Bosch mag., ne
pistons, front brake, and valves, horn, good co;

dition; £40; no cheques.—30, Norfolk Rd., Maide
head. [70(

1 019 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, as new, not riddi

it7 100 miles, large set P. and-H. lamps, hor
wind screen, storm apron, etc.; £166.—Cooke, 21, Graj
Inn Rd., W.C. [66;

I Q19 (June) Douglas 2=4h.p.. W.D. Model, perte
-Lv condition, mileage under 200, Klaxon, all. tool

any weekday evening after 7; £78.—A.L., 25, Tl

Drive, Ilford. [66;

DOUGLAS 1919 2%li.p., W.D., run 300 miles, tor
' ing bars, unused lamps, horn, pillmn seat, insi

ance, numerous spares; £75.—Scott, 250, North Au
ley St., W.l. [671

4h.p. 1919 Douglas Combination, absolutely i

beautiful turn-out; X130, or nearest.—Be
Grove House Garage, Cross St.. Sale, Cheshii

Phone; Sale 11. ,f [X46.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

^MITH'S, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station, haveJ for sale Douglas 1916 2%h.p., in excellent con-
htion, tyres new; 50 gns. ; also 4h.p. 1916 combina-
ion: 86 gns. [7259

A LLEN-BBNNETT Motor Co.—Douglas, 1919 4h p
;f»-

model, run under 500 miles; £110.-9, 10, 11,
ioyal Parade, Ix>ndon Ed., Croydon. 'Phone

:

roydou 2450. [7365
[pj.OUGLAS 2?lli.p., W.V.. new last June, complete

.ji ™^^' ^P^res, iom, not much ridden, excellent
londition: seen m London; £70.—Box L4,507, c/o The
Motor Cycle. (D) [6668

'i^h^-'^- ?™Slas, 1914, T.T.. 2-speed, stored 3 years,xj ^ perfect order, condition as new, lamps, horn
t inee-grips, new tyre and belt; £75.—Box L4,S66. c/o
The Motor Cycle. [7493
4_h.p IDouglas 1916 Combination, 3-speed, perfect con-

dition. £100; ditto, 1915, good condition, £87-
learaged West london.-To view write 47, Barrington
iRd., Crouch End. [7415
PiOUGLAS 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, k.s., new belt,•^ raag. and Amac, new condition; £67 lowest* even-
ings or appomtment.—Gore, Gores Cottages, New Rd
Orpmgton, Kent. [7087

lOUGLAS, late 1915, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, all acces-
sories, tyres as new, in splendid running order

;

£60; can be seen after 6.30 any evening.—41, Hillcourt
Bd., East Dulwich, S.E. [6691

"I Q 19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, wind
->-«.' screen, only run a few hundred miles, as new
price £145, or nearest offer.—E. V. Bassett, Handel
House, Yeovil, Somerset. [6833
"T^OUGLAS 1913 T.T. 2?4h.p., 2-speed. lamps, horn.
---' knee-gnpa, footboards, spares; trial on carrier-
powerful hill-climber; £44; seen evenings.-lS, West^
field Rd., Eeckenham, Kent. [7201

REAL Hot Stuff Douglas, climbs houses, 19145/i,
.

-— ,2»4h.p„ Bosch, 2-speed, new tyres, flrst-olass me-
chanical condition; bargain, £53; alter 6 p.m -8
Bishops Park Ed., Fulham. [6924
^h.p. Combination, 1918 Douglas, Silver Swan tor-^^ pedo sidecar, smart turnout, good as new, perfect
running order; bargain, 100 gns.—227, c/o Longman's
35, New Oxford St., W.C. [6676

OUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
also 2 2%li.p. 1915; £50 and £60; deferred terms

erranged.-Lamb'e, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
6, High Ed., Wood Green, N. [6784

19 25/Ui.p. Douglas, delivered from works late
August, perfect running order, lamps, acces-

sories, etc., owner bought combination; £84.-Write or
call, Tull, 30, Mall Ed., Hammersmith. [6734

OTJGLAS, 1919, 254b.p., bought in March, all ac-
cessories, spare chain, valves, etc., owner buying

bght car, splendid machine; £80, or near offer —Sneli
19, Cornwall Av., Church End, Pinchley. '

[6661

19 Douglas 2%h.p., delivered May, engine No
39905. blue tank, lamps, horn, knee-grips, etc

spare belt, tube, valve, well tuned engine; £80 —Seen
at 136, London Ed., Kingston, Surrey. [54186
TTiOUGLAS, 1914. in good order, spare valves, springs--' plugs, belt, tube, lamps, generators, horn, toolkit
and piimp; £55. Wanted, 6h.p. J.A.P.—Write, Shep-
pard, 108, The Crescent, Chelvey, Slough. [7427

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, 1915, Bosch mag. lamps
and horn, tyres new, recently plated and enamelled

and overhauled, mechanically perfect; first £55 secures-
Newcastle.—Box L4,569, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7504
Oah.p. W.D. Douglas, brand new; one or two early de'^4 liveries at J672, plus carriage; pamphlets with
particulars.-Eobinson's Garage, 32-35, Green St., Cam
bridge. Tel. ; 995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles. [7328

"TJOUGLAS 2%ih.p., 2-speed, only ridden short dis--L* tance, excellent appearance, fast, powerful
economical, lamps, generator; bargain, 60 gns 33*
Hoveden Ed., Cricklewood Broadway N.W.2. [6972

"PJOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1914, 2-speed, K.S., clutchJ-' speedometer, P. and H. lighting set, spare
valve, accessories, in beautiful condition; £60- after
7 evenings.—56, Ormeley Ed., Balham, S.W.12.' [7132

D,OUGLAS 2%h.p., 1913-14, T.T., 2-8peed, stored 2
years, Bosch mag., new crankshaft, flywheel, long

exhaust, beautiful tone, lamps, soeedometer, spare tyre-
655.-P. Hamson, Queen's Ed., Hale, Cheshire. [X4133

rjOUGLAS 1913 2%h.p., 2-speed, excellent oondi-J-' tion, very little used, lamps, horn, despatch
ind tube cases, spare belt, chain, valves, tools, etc.,
tyres good; £50.—Berwick, Golf House, Windermere.

"DEAND New 1919 4h.p. Douglas Combination in
-L' stock for immediate delivery; cash or extended
payments.—Harrods Motor Showrooms, 116-118, Bromp-
ton Rd. [opposite Main Building), London, S.W.I.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Douglas 4h.p. Com-
-i^ bination, lamps, hood, and screen, disc wheels,
smartest Douglas on the road; £155.-9-10-11, Royal
Parade, London Ed., Croydon, 'Phone ; Croydon 2450.

[7343TO 19 Douglas Combination, July, perfect, carefully
--«/ driven 800, Lucas lamps, horn. Cameo, spares,
engine 8107; taking delivery prior order higher power;
£150, or near.—Eead, Westbourne Terrace, Lancaster

X3798

D^
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Advertisements. 55

Sole London and District
Agents for A.J.S. and British
Excelsior Motor Cycles.
Contracting Agents for
Triumphs, B.S.A., Hendersons,
Enflelds, Calthorpes, Allons,
Metro-Tylers, etc., etc.

NOTE THE PRICE
OF THESE

NEW MACHINES.
NO PROFITEERING
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, new 1 91 9,
7-9 h.p., Model F., just delivered

£156 16 3
NEW IMPERIAL JAP, 1919. 8 h.o ,

3-speed, clutch, kick starter, just
delivered ... £116 1 6
Sidecars for above machiiiEs extra according to

make and style

METRO-TYLER, new, 1919, 2-stroke
single-spaed £53 9 6
ARIEL, 3i h.p., second-hand; com-
bination, 3-speed, hood, screen,
lamps and horn, in excellent con-
dition... £95 O O

One of the

strongest and

most efficient

chain punches

on the market-

It possesses

a maximum
of strength
at every point.

Sizes,

^in, X i^in
I'm X^in.
Jin. X -^in.

Price, 5 /-

I
in. xiin,
in.x -^in
in.x gin.

^in. X ^cin.

"in.x '3 in.

Price, 6 /-

BLUEMELS motcrcyclefoot pumps,
very efficient, 1 Sin. 7 /4- ; 1 8in., 7 /8 ;

special Douglas size pump, 7/8
(Postage .id.)

REPAIR OUTFITS, special offer

'

motor cycle size at 1 /- each-
{Postage 3d.)

DOUBLE - ENDED SPANNERS,
droo forged, very strong and handy,
-ftin. X Jin., lOd.; Jin., x -fein., 1/-j

fe in. X tin., 1/4; gin. X -^in., 1/6;
gin. X iin., 1/9. (Postage 3d.)

PETROL FUNNELS, oblong In

sh pe, with gauze strainer. 6in.X
3iin.,1/9; Bin. X4jin., 2 /9 ; lOin.X
6in., 3/9; (Postage 4d.)

H TAYLOR Sc CO., LTD
Showrooms : 21a, STORE ST., W.C.I

iWtiolesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.G.i
Gara^'fl—Tottenham Court Road.

Phone—Museum, IMQ.
Telegrams— "Dynametro. Weatcent. London. '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q19 Douglas 2^1i.p., post-war model, electric light-
J-«^ ing. Klaxon, tools, small mileage.—F.O.C.H.
(Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead.
N.W. (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead
3752. [6327

1Q13-14 Douglas, 2^f.ih.p., 2-speecl, free engine, Bosob
-1-tf mag., Binks carburetter, lamps, horn, etc., also
all parts for clutch and kick start, in splendid, condition

;

45 gns., no oflers.—Addison, 10, Park Av., Barrow-in-
Furness, i [X4411

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1915, Millford C.B. sidecar, 3
speeds, clutch, kick starter, excellent eoodition,

low mileage, new Dunlop tyres, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, etc.; £100.—Williams, 36, Spilman St., Car-
marthen. [7117

1 Q19 2-!4h.p, W.D. Douglas, perfect condition, com-
-L*/ plete with footboards, set of P.H. lamps, me-
chanical horn, long copper eshaust, and full tool kit

;

£75, or best offer.—Corbin, 33, Clarence St., Lough-
borough. [X4335

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-
'ivery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
Rd.. Bristol. [0966
ty/\ GNS.—Douglas, 2?-4h.p., W.D., lamps, Klaxon,
* " tools, disc wheels, long exhaust, tank blue and
aluminium, enamel and plate in perfect condition;
owner going abroad.—3, Madeira Park, Tunbrige Wells.
'Phone: 424. [7276

1 Q 14 Douglas 4h.p, Combination, 2-seater sidecar,
it/ electric lighting set, splendid running order and
condition, privately owned; price complete for quick
sale £98.—Seen and tried at Virgos, 156, High St..

Hounslow, W. [X3993

DOUGLAS, 1919, 2-speed, T.T., new in August, only
done 400 mlies, Lucas lamps and horn, Veeder

cyclometer, all spares, very fast, fully insured until
next July; £82.—Marians, 47, Dover St., W.l. Tel.:
1043 Regent.

"

[6989

1 Q14 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, little used, and just
1- */ completely overliaiiled, first-class running condi-
tion, tyres good, Bosch mag. , tools and usual acces-
sories, footboards

;
price 50 gns.—On view Atkey's Gar-

age, Becket St., Derby. [6636

DOUGLAS Combination, brand new, 4i/4h.p., actually
in stock, ready for delivery, latest type clutch,

just received from works; £150.—Stretton and Smith,
Light Car Specialists, 23. Woodstock St. (off New Bond
St.), W.l. Mayfair 3129. [6672

1Q16 Douglas Combination, Canoelet sidecar, 2
-l-t/ speeds. Klaxon, speedometer, lamps, infiator,

tools, spares, fully insured to next August, splendid
condition; £92; seen by appointment.—Kirby, 51,
Chestnut Av., Forest Gate, E. [7152

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, lamps, horn,
tools, and spares, perfect condition, small mile-

age, actually in stock.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car
House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead
Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [7466

"1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combiuation, engine overhauled
J-*/ on September ^Oth, and in tip-top tune, dissolved

iicetylene lighting outfit, all lamps, raeehanical horn, 3
spare tubes, belt, and tools, also watch; best over £135.
—'Phone appointment, Kingston 222. (D) [X41S7

D.OUGLAS T.T., delivered Feb., 1919. .little used,
specially tuned engine, long exhaust, head and

rear lamps, hom, knee-f,^rips, Terry's spring links, tool

kit, etc., in splendid condition; £80, or nearest offer.-

R. Mitchell, Springville, Keighley. [X4195

±h.p. 1919 Type Douglas Combinations, with im-
proved type of clutch; one or two early deliveries

nt £123, plus cost of crate and carriage; pamphlets
with specification.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Greeu
3t., Cambridge. Tel.: 995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles.

[7329
DOUGLAS 254h.p., 2-speed, September, 1914, low

mileage, very little used during war ; Lucas
lamps and horn. Sink's carburetter, XL'All saddle,
best Smith's speedometer, good Palmer tyres; £50

;

no offers.-Dr. Wells, 48, Belsize Sq., N.W.; after
4,30. [X4553

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, one month in
use, hardly scratclied, perfect, horn, spare belt,

tools, cording waterproof and leggings; owner going
abroad; £155; seen by appointment, letter, or 'phone
Kensington 3560.—Wolffsohn, Bailey's Hotel, Gloucester
Rd., S.W. [6683

I Q19 Douglas 2%h.p.. delivered end of July, senii-

X«/ T.T. bais (rubber grips fitted), Klaxon, lamps^
•)ump, full set tools, insurance 10 months to run;
machine guaranteed perfect and unscratched; offers

iver £85.—Rumbold, 30, Alumhurst Rd., Bourne-
mouth West. [6874

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, coach-varnislied
sidectic, hood, wind screen, apron, 3 electric lamps,

Klaxon, speedometer, and improvements, spare cover
fiud tube, condition as new; £150; any trial by appoint-
ment.—Rev. F. E. England, Craighall, Grove Rd.,
Sutton, Surrey. [6569

SPECIALLY Picked 2"^h.p. W.D. Douglas, mileage
1,500, carefully run in, and in perfect order.

tyres practically new. tubes unpunctured, belt ard
chain new, full toolkit, with spare chain, etc.; £55;
any examination and trial run.—Bushey View, Sandy

I
Lane, Hampton Wick. [6993

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1Q14 Douglas, T.T., 2~^ih.p., very fast, light grey
-i-*' and navy, Bosch mag., Amao carburetter, Stewaiib
speedometer, poverful head lamp, tyres in spleudid con-
dition, stored during "wai, tools and other effects; £60,
—Apply, E. J. Ashby, The Gables, Harmondsworth,
Yiewsley, Middlesex. 'Phone: 2 Tiewsley. [7113

DOUGLAS 1915 T.T. 2^;4h.p., 2-speed, topping run-
ning order, splendid condition, and exceedingly

fast, good pre-war material inside and out ; compelled
to sell through doctor's orders ; must go, or shall be
tempted to ride again; £55; stored 2 years of "war.—
E. F. Griffiths, 757, High Rd., Tottenham. [6720

33,h.p. Douglas and Lightweight Streamline Sidecar,
4 fitted with dynamo lighting outfit with accumu-

lator, head, side, and tail lamps, and switchboard,
spscially strong chain and sprocket wheels, the smartest
lightweight outfit on the road, cost over £100, and has
only been ridden about 500 miles; will accept 85 gns,

—

Want, The Cottage, Addlestone, Surrey. [6880

1 Q19 Douglas, 2'>ih.p., W.D., 2-speed variable pulley,
-*-«/ new May, small mileage, everything perfect,
original tyres, Stewart speedometer, A.K. knee grips,
Pedley handle-bar grips, new Klaxon, front and rear
acetylene lamps, watch, spare valves, £80; also Hen-
derson featherweight sidecar for same, dark green, disc
wlieel, apron, new May, perfect, £20; or the combina-
tion £95.—Smith, 16, Sunny Hill Rd., Bournemouth.

-[6733
Edmund.

SPECIAL syoh.p. Twin M.A.G. Edmund, spring
frame, 2-speed, chain drive, one of the fastest 3V'

h.p. machines on the road, winner of many races, fitted
with sporting sidecar; 125 gns., or offers for cycle alone.
—Le Vach, 21, Love Lane, Church St., Toltenhnm.

1X4197
Elswick.

1 Q14 Twin Elswick-Precision, 3-speed, free engine,
-tv clutch, coach sid:;car, hood, excellent condition;
£75-—Rest Harrow, Coopersale, Epping. [X4550

Enfield.

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1915, good condition; £45.
—Ireland, St. Neots Hunts. [6981

ENFIELD Bh.p. Combination; £70; trial run in-
vited.—W. W. Evers, Wath. ' [6623

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, hood, screen, lamp, etc.;
£105.-27, High St., Doncaster, [7226

3 h.p. Enfield. 1915, 2-speed. kick starter, excellent
condition; £50.-63, Solon Rd., Brixtou. [7445

l Q15 3h.p. Enfield, in splendid condition; open for
J-«^ trial; £50.-Rosser, Somerset St., Abertillerv.

„ [X4407
l^NFIELD 3h.p., 1917, good as new, run very little;
J-J £68.—Piatt, Tranby, Friary Rd., Handsworth,
Birmingham [X4477

1 Q17 Enfield Combination, as new, fully equipped;
-i-tf £135, or near offer,-J., 77, Howarth Rd., Plum-
stead, S.E. [X4465

"j Q 1 9 Enfield 2-stroke, Ixion, Wolf-Jap, Diamond-
-E-*/ Jap, Excelsior, in stock.—Clifford, Motorics, East-
wood, Notts. [7120

ENFIELD Combination, 6-8h.p.. 1918, good condi-
tion; £125; any time.—78, Springbank Rd.,

Hither Green. [7246

JONES' Garage, snecial agents lor Enfields, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2920

ENFIELD Combination, 1918, just overhauled,
splendid condition; £135.-40, Replingham Rd.,

Southfields, S.W. [7310

1 Q16 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, lamps, and horn,
X«^ good condition throughout; £60.-14, Market
St., Stourbridge. [X4436

ENFIELD Combination, 1919, unused; bought car
while waiting; £160.—Woodville, Anchor Wood,

Bickington, Fremington. [X4303

ENFIELD 1919 8h.p. Combination, delivered last
month; £164.—Stephens, Eldioth, Wake Green

Rd., Moseley, Birmingham. [X4408

ROYAL ENFIELD, about 3hjp., V, kick start, 2-

speed, splendid machine.—Lascell, R.A.F. Hos-
pital, Old Sarum, Salisbury. [7054

EJfl^FIELD 6h.p. 1916 Combination, hood, screen,
luggage grid, lamps. Klaxon; £130; after 6.-191,

Kingshall Rd., Beckenham. [7455

3h.p. Enfield, new June, 1919, little ridden, with or
without light and good sidecar ; offers.—Samuel

Peace, Whittimere St., Walsall. [X4630

ENFIELD 1919 2i4h.p., 2-Bpeed, lamps, etc., as new;
purchasing sidecar machine: seen any time- £55

—Adams, H.M.S. P.64, Portland. [6705

6 h.p. Enfield Combination, 1915, perfect condition,'
lamps, speedometer, nearly new tyres ; £ 130.—

I

75, Battle Rd., Belvedere, Kent, [6836

ENFIELD 6-8h.p. Combination, hood, screen, lamps, I

Dunlops, like a little car; first cheone secures-
£98.-135, Plaehet Rd., Upton Park. [6858

1 Q18 Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed, chain drive, Lucas!
-Ltf horn, tools, little used, perfect condition ; 48
gns.—881, Finchley Rd., Golders Green. [6883 '

ENFIELD 3h.p., 1916, excellent condition, little'
used; £60: horn, lamps, new Dunlop, spare chain

]

—Lee, 23, Oldfleld Rd., Sale, Cheshire. [X4646

'

HEAD
LAMP lOLEX

Dry Battery

LIGHTING
OUTFITS.

BRITISH MADE.
Volex Lightinc Sets are the ideal, no-trouble

outfits for the Motor Cycle and Sidecar.

For over ten years they have been in use foi

this service, and of recent years, in consequence
of their dependency, the demand is constantly

increasing.
Dynamo Hghtim; Sets with Accumulators require

careful attention and owing to complications have
a tendency to go out of order. Accumulators,
if not regularly charged, whether m use or not

ulphate an'i become useless.

"VOLEX" DRY BATTERY
LIGHTING SETS give no
trouble whatever. The Battery,

which is fitted in a metai con-

tainer wi th swi tchboard
mounted on top, lies conveni-
enllyin the bottom of the side-

car and with ordinary care will

last, when in use, from six months
SIDE ^^^~ -oeighteen months without renewal-

Battery can be fitted in a few

minutes at but little cost. The Battery

_ase contains three separate Volex 4-voli

Aero Dry Cells, with separate connecting

i'oxes for the cables to Head. Side, and Rear
Lamps. If one of the batteries becomes exhausted

•t can be replaced independently of the others.

Unless specified, we always provide 4 volt Metal
Filament Bulbs to each lamp, but 8 volt Bulb
for Head Lamp will be provided where desired

Complete outfit (as illustration), including Head

Lamp. Ball Pattern Side and Tall Lamps, 3 Volex

Aero Dry Batteries in metal container with switch-

'oard, 2 Sets of Metal Filament Biilb'?, an^ V/ater

proof Conductins Cords. - - Price £6 '10,

Spare "Volex" Aero Batteries 15'- each

CA.UTION.

—

\'e would warn users that

they may be offered auhstitntes for the

"Volex' ' Dry Bntterv, No other battery

will appioat'h in reliability, dnrability,

'i-: rapacity the British Made
'

' Volex.
'

'

Sectional
1.1st,

"VOLEX'
DRY

Batteries
fpee on
request.

''TAIL
I LATVIP

UNITS
of the "

above outfii.

HEAD I.AMP, with Bwitch and co-d 33/-
&IOE LAMP, with lamp hoUie and cord 18/6
TAIL LAMP, with lamp holder and cord 13/6
BATTERIES IN CASES, complete with waterproof

couductinu cord, 1 1 wurk in conjanction with own lamps.

Description Price.

S Volex "Aero" Batteries in metal container, with
switchboard mounted on top-as il'uatrated 70/-
l>itto with 2 Volex "Aero!' Batteries and awitcliboard.
ci pri-ing 2 switches ami conneeCirs 49/-
Ditto wth 1 Volex "Aero" Battery, and switch and
connector 28/-

T H E "GEM"
ELECTRIC

REAR LIGHT
British Made.

Strong construction.
nrat appearance, ebony
black bnfly. nickel pluted
reMef. fitted with luby
lens, white lene f

illuminating n umb
plaie, iind six feet of
conduciiner cord.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, latest model, lamps
excellent order, 700x80 tyres; £140.~EdwardE

7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington, S.W.7. [738;

IpNFIELD Combination, latest model, lamps, horn
-^ etc., only ridden a few miles; 130 gns.—Edwards

7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington, S.W.7. [738)

ENFIELD Combination 8h.p., 1916, 700x80 tyres
excellent condition, lamps, screen, horn; £125

—30, Crystal Palace Park Rd,, Sydenham, S.E. [696!

ENFIELD 6h.p. Coachbiiilt Combination, hood, screen
lamps, etc., splendid condition; £110.-223, Ham

meismith Rd., W. 'Ptone: Hammersmith 80. [651'.

ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination, 1916, fine condition
2 new tyres and new coach bodv; £110.—Halifaj

Motor Exchange, Union St. South, Haliiax. [679]

ROYAL Enfield, 3h.p., 2-speed, kick start, chain drive
in perfect order, with all accessories, new tyres;

ride away; £45.—Spooner, Asylum Lodge, Warley, Essex
[6583

"1017 Enfield 3h.p. twin, 2-speed, tick start, speed
X«-' onieter, Lucas lamps, smart aripearance; £66,-
Payne, Rosebay, Elm Grove Ed., Cobham, Surrey.

[X441C
1C|19 ah.p. Enfield Combination, delivered July
-»-«^ any trial* evening after 6 or week-ends; privatt
owner; £150.—Strathmore, Richmond Av., Westclitt
on-Sea. [714C

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. C.B. Combination, acces
series, excellent condition, new gears ; £95, 01

near offer.—Bell, '24, Ashford St., Shelton, Stoke-on
Trent. [X396f

ENFIELD 1916 (October) 6h.p. Combination, Lucai
lamps and horn, excellent condition throughout;

£125, or nearest offer.—7, Court Rd., Kingswood,
Bristol. [X449^

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Enfield 1916 3h.p.,
2-Epeed, T.T. model; £57/10.-9. 10, 11, Royal

Parade, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon
2450. 17362

ENFIELD Late 1913 6h.p. "Combination, engine re-

cently thoroughly overhauled; any 'trial or ex-
amination; roomy sidecar. — Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton. [X452€

EISTFIELD, 2i4h.p., 1911, any trial, £26: Armstrone
Mark VII. 3-si}eed hub, complete, £11; approval

—A. Tate, Eadclrffe Terrace, via Acklington, North-
umberland. [X4147

ENFIELD Combination, perfect, hood, screen, speed*
ometer, Klaxon, tyres [2} new. electric lamps, ac-

cumulator; after 6 o'clock; £140.-193, Eastcombe
Av., Charlton. [X4243

I.Q 1 6-17 Enfield 6h.p Combination, condition as
J-iJ new, hood, triple screen, watch, horn, speedo-
meter, spares; £140.—Osborne, 177, New Park Rd,,
Brixton. S.W. [7144'

ENFIELD Combination, 8h.p., July, 1919, with
hood, screen, and Lucas lamps, mileage 300,

indistinguishable from new; 150 gns.—128, High St.,

West Bromwich. [7318

1 QI7 3h.p. Twin Enfield, 2-speed, chain drive, lampfl,
J-i/ mechanical horn, E. and B., adjustable carbur-
etter, tip-top condition; £59.-36, Holland Rd., East
Ham. (After 6 p.m.} [6558

1Q19 August 6h.p. Enfield Combination, 2-seatei!
-Ltf sidecar, hood, screen, mat, horn, mileage 300|
perfect ; seen Manchester ; bought car.—Box L4,563,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [7489;

ENFIELD %h.p. Combination, lamps, horn, recently
overhauled, excellent condition; trial; £95, or neat

offer; before 6, or appointment.—Garaged, Dewiek, 200a^
Blackstock Rd., N.5. [6758

1ENFIELD 1917 Sh.p. Twin, 2-speed, K.S., ridden
-J about 400 miles, all in new condition, nn-

scratched; £60, or nearest offer.—Cawsey, 2, Wick
Lane, Wickford, Essex. _ [7083

ENFIELD 1917 SV^h-p. Twin, overhead valves, 2-

speed, clutch, X.S., tools, horn, etc., engine
guaranteed perfect ; £ 70 ; after 6.—104, Vineyftrd
Hill, Wimbledon Park. [6894

31.h.p. Enfield 2-6troke, in practically new condition,
4 engine No. 15266; what ofEers?—37, Daleham

|

Mews, Beisize Lane, Hampstead, London, N.W.3.
'Phone: Hampstead 4608. , [6540

ENFIELD 2Vih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, new May, 1919,
about 1,000 miles, Palmers, horn and tools;

£ 65 ; new condition.—Charles Lyall, 1 5, Parkfleld
Rd., Didsbury, Manchester. [X4570

ENFIELD 2?/4h.p., twin M.A.G. engine, 2-spee(l,

F.E., chain drive, Bosch, B. and B., recently over-

hauled and renovated, ride away; £37/10.—Cope, 15,

Upper Hagley Rd., Birmingham. [X4532 i

ROYAL ENFIELD.-Disabled, reluctantly parting
with 1914 3h.p. twin, 2-speed, kick start, lamps,!

speedometer, tyres as new, stored during war; £50.—
Lambert, 8, Meadow Rd., Southall. [6507

ENFIELD 1916 Sh.p. Combination, complete with
1

lamps and accessories, just overhauled, and in

first-class mechanical condition; £150. — The Service

Co., Ltd., 95-96, High Holborn, W.C. [7368
'

ENFIELD 6b.p.—Who wants a snip ? Combination,
excellent condition, Tan-Sad, and accessories,

will take 5 up anywhere; £100, or near offer.-Apps.
12, Stanley Gardens, Hampstead, N.W. [7265

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Motor Cycles in Emergencies.

THERE is a dwindling section of the com-

munity that looks on motor cycles as the

toys of the gilded youth and, therefore, con-

siders them as noisy useless contrivances

fit only for week-end use. The war has

done something towards dispelling this fallacy,

but there are still some who little realise the

importance of motor cycle developments.

At such times as the present, the tangible results

are particularly obvious, and should dO' much
towards popularising both solo and passenger

mounts. From the inception of the strike,

motor cycles have been in demand in almost

every quarter. Despatch riders for Govemment
work, sidecar machines for the distribution of

food and perishable articles, and any machine
capable of propelling itself and its rider for the

purpose of getting to and from work, even the

oldest types, have been unearthed and pressed

into service. .Under such circumstances, it

would not be surprising if a large number of

breakdowns were noticeable, but our experience

has shown that of the roadside stoppages

during the past ten days, a very small pro-

portion have been motor cycles. On the other

hand, the loads carried have been phenomenal
and greatly in excess of those for which the

machines were intended by their designers. The
motor cycle, and, we may add, the motor cyclist,

is always ready in emergencies, and this fact

must ultimately be noted by the public at large

and by the very large number of firms whose
business would be increased by the use of side-

carriers for commercial purposes.

The motor cycle is no longer the crude vehicle

of the past, but a reliable and satisfactory method
of road transport, and additional proofs of this

fact come to hand daily. The motor cycle, too,

as stated by The Daily Mail, has been the

vehicle on which many of the men, who are- now
so usefully employed in driving lorries, etc.,

began their acquaintance with the internal com-
bustion engine. And it is impossible to ex-

aggerate the use which the internal combustion
engine has been to the country during the last

few days of September and the beginning of

the present month.

Competitions.

THE
A.C.U. policy of strictly limiting, the

number of trials has been the cause of

much discussion in both trade .and club

circles. With this policy we cordially

agree. A plethora of open trials tends

to confuse the buying public, and causes an un-

necessary outlay on the part of competing firms.

An idea is germinating in many minds that there

should be a certain number of trials set aside

for trade entries only, as exceptionally good
or bad amateur performances must lead to confu-

sion in the minds of those who decide on their

future mount largely by its performances in com-
petition work. Many an instance could be quoted

of good machines failing under bad handling,

and in a few exceptional cases a second-rate

machine, if tuned up and ridden by an enthu-

siastic and skilled amateur, may put up a per-

formance considerably better than that of the

average machine. It is, of course, impossible

to eliminate the human element, but a trade trial

goes a long way in this direction, as no manu-
facturer would be likely to enter a rider who
would spoil his record by bad riding.

The scheme of distributing open trials over

various districts is as excellent as it is obvious

;

and if, as' we hope, some of the smaller -clubs

amalgamate and form strong and well-organised

bodies, some very interesting events may be
expected in 1920.

Club events, as opposed to open events, are

to be encouraged in every way ; but their object

is rather to foster the sporting arid social sides

than to improve the breed of motor cycles, and
the smaller clubs, at any rate, would do. well to

concentrate on the type of event most suited

to the majority of their own members, and leave

the more strenuous work to the governing body.

r,^Ei.

An index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on the page facing the bacit cover.
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Another Brake Contretemps.

MELL hath no fury hke a woman scorned, and I

have obviously offended the bUnd Fury with

the abliorred shears by risking my neck some-

what freely in a gay and reckless youth. Anyhow she

has come down on me this summer. This very morn-
ing z.% ever was, I found myself mounted on a new
machine capable of 65 m.p.h. and confronted with

as near as no matter a three-mile straight on a

d.esefted moor. Apparently I was alone in the hemi-

sphere. As any good motor cyclist would under similar

circumstances, I opened the throttle till the Bowden
wire all .but parted under the tension. Presently a

small red Devon bullock arose from the ditch bordering

the moorland track, and wandered idly into the fair-

way, sniffing the breezes. When he realised that I

was approaching after the fashion of a projectile, he

started to jazz. I trod on the foot brake, as swerving

at such a pace meant a parabola over the ' handle-

bars, iSTothing doing. A nut on the brake connections

had departed to join the nettles in the aforesaid

ditch. Presence of mind always ranked high among
my^ numerous fortes. I sloshed in second gear, which
certainly retarded the machine, though it caused my
nose to deal a vicious blow upon the centre of the

handle-bar. Then I shut the throttle and dodged.

Vislok and Others.

WHEN I recovered a normal pulse, I dismounted
and overhauled the machine to "pinch" a

nut off some other part of its anatomy, and
restore the brake to active service again. Incidentally,

I meditated. The brake member in question was an

extremely expensive job, ruined for want of a split pin.

An Arrierican designer would have punched, a hole

through- the tip of ' a bit of quarter-inch steel rod,

threaded -on a washer, and inserted a solid sort of split

pin. Cheap, ugly, and effective. The Britisher had
used about eight times the requisite amount of metal,

indulged in five grossly otiose machine tool operations,

andt-urned out a detail which was expensive, neat, and
perilous to a degree. A few weeks ago I commented
on a similar incident, and received sheaves of litera-

ture from Vislok and other indignant firms who manu-
facture perfectly good locknuts. I do not doubt their

word. There are four or five studs or bolts on the

machine in question which' literally drip nuts on to the

open road. I should love to vislok them, one and
all. But there is not room for a double nut. There
is not even room for a split pin. By the time I could

get delivery of all the special gadgets required to

render this jigger vibration proof, !• should have ex-

hausted all the copy and interest it contains and be
selling it. Life is too short for a busy journalist to

reconstruct every foolishly built machine he buys.

What we motor cyclists are waiting for is a manufac-

turer who will sell machines from which nothing can

conceivably come adrift. When his policy becomes
;

known, nobody will buy any other make ; and then-

—

not before—ah manufacturers will vislok or otherwise

secure all their nuts.

One for the Spring Frame.

AS a rabid propagandist I cannot miss this chancfe

of putting in a word for the cause. My stable

houses a 1914 spring frame machine. It has not

done the mileage which its age suggests, thanks to_ the

Kaiser and other obtrusions: nor can I say precisely

what distance lies behind it, for I got fed up with the

speedometer drive, and that gadget is now on the shelf.

But the beastie had exceeded 12,000 when I removed

the screechy gears from its front spindle in 1917 ;
and

it has not been exactly idle since that date. Anyhow,

,

this is the point. During this long and honourable

existence not a single item has ever worked loose or

fallen off except two small screws, whose profession is

to act as pivots for the valve lifter. The moral is

obvious. If you have an engine with some preten-sions

to balance {e.g., a flat twin), mounted in a frame which

is insulated by fore and aft springs, you won't shed

assorted ironmongery on the public roads.
_

On the

other hand, iL you have an engine which dithers the

tails off any long letters embossed on its crank case

whenever you accelerate on a low gear; and which is

further mounted, in a frame designed to attain the

limits of rigidity; and if you further avail yourself of

the latent r.p.m. of that -ftngine on modern British

roads, you ought to trait a naagnet behind to pick up

the bits which you will drop.

Driving on the Exhaust.

FOR many years past I have secretly cherished a

shameful heresy, in that 1 have habitually.

" driven on the exhaust," in the sense of using

the exhaust instead of the throttle for most of my
slowings down or coasting. Of c-ourse, I ae(]uired this

bad habit in my early days, when our -only throttle

control was a stumpy lever mounted oh the tank top

;

and when Bowden throttles came in, my prejudiced

muscles were slow at acquiring the new habit. I used

to blush when experts dilated on the superiorities of-

" driving on the throttle," and occasionally I schooled,

my errant fingers to rely almost wholly on the throttle

if I were afflicted with a machine disfigured by a

thoroughly bad exhaust hfter, He., one which only

.

raised the valve a millimetie or so, allowed a lot of

petrol to be wasted, and led to explosions in the

silencer. Since so many machines possess valve lifters,'

which do not lift the- valve very far^ or are short of^'

leverage, I am now—when I like—an expert driver'

on the throttle alone. But I have no technical enthu-

siasm for the accepted practice. What you win on the

Aunt Sally you spend on the roundabouts ; for if you
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Occasional Comments.

—

keep your engine a little cooler by driving on the

throttle, you also carbonise it rather faster. Further-

more, a man who, like myself, is perpetually riding

"different makes, is very apt to pile his machine up
jf he relies on the throttle, for his muscles may forget

in an emergency which way the throttle closes, whereas

no such blunder is possible if he stops on the valve

lifter. Given a sensibly designed valve lifter, which
prohibits finger cramp' and banging in the silencer, I

do not believe either method of driving has much
vantage over the other. When I am driving sub-

consciously, I find I govern speed graduations with

the throttle, bilt use the valve lifter to stop the engine.

T.T. or Tourist?

JUST a word to novices who are hesitating whether

to buy the T.T. or the tourist model of the

machine of their "heart. The T.T. cachet has a

very distinct attraction for the beginner, who knows
that the machine will be lighter, livelier, and faster

than the more stolid roadster type. He should remem-
ber, on the other hand, that it takes a good deal

more driving. A young friend of mine, resident in a

district where undulating hills of much severity and
incredible twistiness abound, has just given a T.T.
the preference, and wishes he hadn't. Since I retarded

his ignition and packed up his cylinder, so as to lower

the compression, he has doubled his enjoyment. To
sum up the debit side of the comparison, the high

compression engine is vastly inclined to conk whenever
it is a-sked to pick up from a crawl, or to accelerate

suddenly on a hill. Since no sympathetic driver allows

his engine to conk, the result is an increase in the

number of gear changes and the need for far more
delicate handling of the carburetter and ignition levers.

In really bad country, the most expert driver of a

genuine T.T. engine will be perpetually twiddling

with his controls, and even at that will often be forced

on to second gear where a comparative novice could

easily keep a roadster engine on top gear. ' So it all

depends what yO'Ur motor cycling ideals are. If you
are primarily interested in the technical aspects, by all

means get a T.T. and learn to handle it, but if you

desire sordid utilitarian transport, and you desire to

carry something frilly in a sidecar, a roadster is in-

<lul)itahly your mark.

Improving the Starter.

E
CONGRATULATE the Phelon and Moore de-

signer on having realised that the starting mecha-

nism is one of the details of the average motor

bicycle which shrieks loudest for improvement. Years

of pedalling on the stand (what ridiculous figures we
cut!) or pulling the back wheel round (and gashing

our hands on the tail of the guard !) had bred such a

hardy race that we hailed the first kick-starters with

delirious and servile glee. Yet most of them are

absurdly difficult to operate. During the war I noticed

that the girl despatch riders were practically unanimous

in despairing of their kick-starters, even when a sidecar

was attached to the bicycle. A common sight on the

Strand front displayed an immaculate subaltern pushing

ofif a sidecar with a khaki-clad maiden at the helm

;

when the engine fired, she declutched and waited

till his breathlessness overtook her and clambered in.

It may be urged that such machines were usually in

very poor tune, owdng to hard usage, indifferent driving,

slipshod repair work, and bad fuel. Yet these are

exactly the conditions which prevail in seven private

garages out of ten. Almost any sort of apology for a

kick-starter will serve the needs of a flat twin or a

small V : they are easily bounced over compression,

the resistance is slight, and proper co-ordination of

the valve lifter and starting pedal does not particularly

matter. But a girl or a beginner will usually ex-

perience some difficulty in kick-starting a " tight

"

single-cylinder ; and a big V may be even mere
troublesome. I am not at all sure that the push start

on second gear is not still the easiest method of starting

the majority of solo machines from cold ; and this is

an absurdity in the year 1919. Insuflicient levtjrage

and an awkward angle are the two commonest faults

in kick-starters ; both appear to have been exorcised

from the new P. and M., and unfortunately for the

designer, neither alteration is patentable.

THE STRIKE-MOTOR CYCLIST? TO THE RESCUE.
In response to the Government's appeal for volunteers to help in food transport service immediately the railway strike started, many

motor cyclists at once offered their services. The photographs show them enrolling at Park Street, Portman Square, London.
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THE 2ih.p. CEDOS.

Left side view showing one of the brake pedals. It should be noted that this is on the

same fulcrum as the pedal on the opposite side, but extends rearwards instead of forwards

as is the case with the right side brake. Thus the rider has a brakepedal convenient to

his foot in whatever position on the foot-plates his feet may be placed.

THERE are two ways of constructing
a reasonably priced motor cycle ; one
method is to skimp finisli and fit-

tings, and the other is to lay out a design
in the first instance for mass production,
every part being designed so tliat it is

immediately interchangeable and drops
into' its place without any unnecessary
fitting. The former method is, unfortu-
nately, so common ' that it is a real

pleasure to examine a machine falling

into the latter class.

Messrs. Hanwell and Sons, Components,
Ltd., Noi'thampton, are about to market
one of the most carefully thought out,
lightweights that we have yet been privi-

leged to examine. In spite of the fact-

that at the present moment only one com-

(Top) Piston, connecting-rod, and crank-

shaft assembly. Note the method of fixing

the gudgeon pin.

(Bottom) The built-up crankshaft, show-

ing method of fixing, and the roller big end.

A26

An Entirely New and Well-designed Lightweight
embodying Many Practical Features.

in the cylinder wall opposite the end of

the gudgeon pin. Thence the lubricant

is collected in a groove round the baffle

plate in the top of the crank case, and
is led by drilled ducts to the compression
retaining bearing on either side of the

,

crankshaft. Each of these bearings is

provided with an internal and helical

groove cut in such a manner that the

oil is drawn inwards towards- the centre

of the crank case.

Features of interest are common, one
of the simplest being that studs are not

employed for holding down the cylinder,

but bolts are passed right through, lugs

at the base of the cylinder and at the

top of the cranli case casting. This
obviates any possibility of studs be-

coming loose in the aluminium.
A comparatively small diameter fly-

wheel is fitted, and the transmission to

the gear box is by iin.x^in. chain.

The carburetter employed is very in-

genious, but we are unable to describe it

fully at the present moment, owing to

the patent being still incomplete. The
strong point of this carburetter is that

it embodies a variable choke, and enables

the, engine to run extremely slowly and
two-stroke regularly.

^^^w^'^^ ^

plete machine has been built, there are

absolutely no loose clips or fittings of any
description. Every detail is so designed
that it is brazed or welded directly to the

particular part of the frame to which it

belongs, and, in consequence, there should
be a minimum of rattles.

Three-port Ball Bearing Engine.

The engine of this machine is a 2\ h.p.

two-stroke, having a bore and stroke of

62 X 70 mm. It is of the usual three-

port type, and is designed and made en-

tirely on the company's premises. There
are no very unusual features about the

power unit, with the exception of the fact

that all parts are beautifully made, and
that the crank.shaft, which runs on ball

bearings with plain bearing compression
retainers, is built up of two parts, in a

rather ingenious manner. The driving
side of the crankshaft is constructed in

one piece with the crank pin which re-

gisters in a hole in the crank web on the

magneto drive side, the two parts being
held together by a bolt passing through
the middle of the pin. Both the inside

of the pin and the outer diameter of the
bolt are carefully ground to size so as

to ensure an accurate and tight joint.

A roller bearing big end having Hoff-

mann rollers is employed, and the con-
necting rod, which is a particularly fine

piece of work, is a very light steel stamp-
ing carefully case-hardened in the race

and on the sides abutting the inside of

the crank webs.

Piston Machined All Over.

A light piston carrying two rings at the

upper end is fitted, and has a head formed
in such a manner that it can be machined
over the entire surface, inclusive of the
transfer side of the baffle. The hollow
gudgeon pin ; is ground very slightly

taper, and is locked in position by a
spring clip passing through holes in the
pin and locking into corresponding slots

m the piston.

All ports have been carefully designed,
and are divided into two parts, so as to

prevent the piston rings from catching.
Lubrication is effected by a sight feed

drip, the oil being conducted to a point

A Sane Gear-box Mounting.

A very simple two-speed gear box of

the constant mesh type is enclosed in a
circular box, and this box in its turn
is fitted into a circular lug, which forms
the bottom bracket of the frame. Both
box and lug are carefully machined to

fit, and the box is positioned by a large

split clip. To adjust the tension of the
driving chain, it is, therefore,, only necesr

sary to slack off the single bolt holding
this clip, and rotate the gear box through
a few degrees by means of a tommy-bar.
This method of fixing prevents any possi-

bility of the chain wheels getting out of

line, and as the dogs are operated by a

Contained in a circular case, the Cedes
gear box is of the simple dog clutch type.

The main driving pinion is supported on a

ball bearing carried in the spigoted cover

plate.
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Front view of the engine, showing the

exhaust outlet with machined ports.

Bowden control,, a movement of the gear
box does not entail any adjustment to

the gear control. This control is operated
by a thumb lever directly below the
spark control, -and in a similar manner
to the throttle lever.

The final drive is by a |in. belt running
over a 5in. front and 18in. rear pulleys.
In this connection it must be mentioned
that the belt is so guarded that slip

should be unknown.
The valances of the rear mudguard

come well down to the belt rim, and a
special underscreen is so arranged that
it forms the lower part of the rear mud-
guard, spreading out on either side to
the aluminium footboards, and terminat-
ing at the front end in a shield, which
effectually protects the lower part of the
rider's legs from mud thrown up by the
front wheel.
We have seldom seen more complete

arrangements made
for the manufacture
of frame and fit-

tings. Every frame
is constructed on
special jigs, so that
it is to all intents
and purposes im-
possible for any
variation to occur.'

Special forks are
constructed by the
manuf ac t u r e r s

,

which are very neat
and liglit, although
their strength has
been well tested
and proved. They
are attached to the
head by the usual

- parallel links, and
The Cedos piston, their action is

which is machined all limited by a com-
over. The inset shows pression spring
an enlarged view of the situated between
gudgeon-pin fixing. the blades of the

fork. The lower end of this spring
is carried on a bridge piece integral
with the fork, and the upper end
by a swivelling housing connec,ted to

a lug at the bottom of the steering
column. The top links are somewhat
shorter than those at the bottom, so as
to provide the double motion necessary
for good front springing. Incidentally,

it should be mentioned that the steering
head is unusually long, and the ball

races large.

In spite of the sloping top tube, which
gives the machine a neat and practical

appearance, the tank holds almost two
gallons of petrol. The colouring of

the motor cycle is in a shade of, purple,
the frame being of a slightly deeper tone
than the tank.

The manufacturers do not believe in

front wheel brakes, and, consequently,
we find two brakes acting on the belt

Both brakes on the Cedos operate on
the belt rim, and have a common take-off

spring.

rim—one on the inside of the V is operated
by the right toe, and one on the outside

of the V by the left heel. The brake
rods are neatly arranged and lie parallel

to each other, and a single coil spring

serves to return both shoes to their "out
of action " position.

24in. X 2^in. tyres are used, and every
part of the machine, with the exception
of rubber and leather goods and ignition

appliances, is manufactured in the firm's

own works.
A detail which shows the practical

mind of the designer is instanced by
a small portion of the magneto chain

Of the parallel link type, the Cedos
sprmg fork embodies a single coil spring

centrally disposed.

case, which is quickly detachable, .so as to

provide easy access to the rear cylinder
nut, which would otherwise be somewhat
inaccessible.

A Quiet Exhaust.

A very large silencer, placed in front

of the underscreen, and having a long
flat pipe, renders the exhaust reasonably
quiet, and the enclosed release valve is

practically noiseless when in operation.

The cooling of the engine appears to be
extremely efficient, and, though our ride

was too short to allow of a long run on
full throttle, we were assured that it is

practically impossible to dry up the
engine, and-we certainly saw no indica-

tion of this trouble. In this connection
a rather interesting feature is noticeable,

in that the top fin is formed by a detach-
able copper rib, held' in position by a
plug in the centre of the cylinder head.
This serves a double purpose, in that it

assists the cooling of the most vital point
on the engine, and also saves the fracture

of the top rib, which is a ra,ther common
occurrence when cast iron is used.

It is Messrs. Hanwell's intention to

market the little machine at a reasonable
price, though no definite figure can be
given at the present moment. Deliveries

will commence in January.
The works are being carefully laid out

for mass production,
and the jig work is

very well advanced.

Right side view of the Cedos two-stroke, illustrating the double brakes on the belt rim,

and one of the conveniently placed pedals.

A27
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Motor Cycle Design in Holland.
The 31 h. p. Simplex,

embodying an Un-
conventional Frame.
English Componenrs,
and M.A.G. Engine.

ALTHOUGH the Simplex
machines have never
been introduced com-

mercially into this country,
they have been known to
many riders for their
general excellence of work-
manship through the friendly
meetings resulting on the
Anglo-Dutch trials, which
were so popular before the
war.
The present design now

before us/ which is to be
placed on the market next year, is of
very taking appearance, and embodies very
sound principles of frame construction.
An extremely low saddle position,

barely twenty-eight inches above the
ground,. is possible with the design, which
is of duplex construction throughout, and
has continuous members running direct
from the steering head to the back fork
ends.

The saddle is placed as nearly as pos-

sible midway between the front and back
wheels, since it is here that the minimum
of road vibration is felt by the rider,

the machine, as it were, oscillating about
the centre point, which consequently
deviates less than any other part from
a path parallel to the ground during its

forward travel.

A Sporting Touring Model.

Druid Mark II. forks are fitted in con-
junction with flat handle-bars of the semi-
T.T. type, and the latter are fitted with
Pedley pneumatic grips, which we know
from experience are extremely pleasant
to the hands, especially on long journeys.

A 3i h.p. twin M.A.G. engine is fitted,

with magneto placed in a well protected
position behind the rear cylinder. Lodge
weatherproof plugs are used, while gas
is supplied by an Amac carburetter.

A Dutch production. While being particularly "English " in style and finish, the Simplex is full of novelty

although quite free from freakishness.

Transmission is by chain and belt

through a three-speed gear box with
handle-bar-controlled clutch, while a
powerful kick starter is fitted on the
right-hand side.

Transmission and Brakes.

The final drive is also on the off side,

somewhat similar to that of the 4 h.p
Douglas, but the large diameter pulley

and belt lie within the duple.x frame
which is extremely wide—this construe
tion avoids the use of cranked' tubes
necessary on most conventional designs
where the transmission is outside the
frame members.
A belt guard is provided, and as the

belt centres are wider than on most
countershaft machines, the bugbear of

belt slip on low gear should be largely

obviated.

The petrol and oil tanks are separate,
the latter being at the top of the frame

The riding position

of the Simplex is low
and central, with the

specialobjectf of placing

the rider on the part

of the machine least

subjected to vibration

and fitted with a Benton and Stone oil

pump and drip feed. Immediately below

the steering head, and occupying the

triangular space between the oil tank and
the top of the engine, is a metal recep-

tacle suitable for carrying tools or spares.

Brakes follow standard British practice,

that on the front wheel being a Bowden,
while the rear is of the compensating

type working in the V of the belt drum
—it will be noticed that enormous
leverage is obtained both on the

pedal situated beside the right-hand

aluminium footboard, and also on the

arm of the brake itself.

Altogether the design is clean and
workmanlike, and reflects credit on the

makers, the Simplex Cycle and Motor
Co., Amsterdam, Holland.

"MAGNETOS."*
THERE is no keener class among motor-

ists than motor cyclists. We feel

sure, therefore, that the above book,

written by A. P. Young, A.M.LE.E.,
will appeal to a very large number of

motor cyclists, whether they are interested

in the internal combustion engine as a

pastime, or engaged in the actual pro-

duction of engines.

The above work, which is written by an

expert engaged in the actual production

of one of the best known magnetos, deals

with all British-made magnetos, both

theoretically and practically. Among the

items' which wiir appeal strongly to motor

cyclists, and about which we are con-

stantly receiving enquiries, are the

magnetising of tlie magnets, the timing

of the magneto, magneto testing, etc.

Other valuable features are detailed

illustrated descriptions of practically every

British-made magneto on 'the market, in-

cluding aeroplane magnetos, illustrated by

sectional drawings, showing how the

rotating armature type of magneto differs

from the polar inductor type. The
language employed is as simple as possible,

so that anyone with a rudimentary kno\y-

ledge of electricity can. readily follow

the text.

Publishers : IlifiEe and Sons, 20, Tudor
Street, London, E.C.4..

4s. 6d. nett. By post 4s. lOd. !

i2»
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AN ANALYSIS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND. By Major R. Verron C. Brook, A.M.LE.E.

THE year 1919 is now far advanced, and there are

still thousands of would-be motor cyclists who
have not been able to obtain delivery of

machines ordered long ago.

Motor cycling is no longer a seasonal pastime,

though, to appreciate its joys to the full, one must
have fine weather; and the utility motor cycle, used

for business purposes, or for carrying its owner from"

his home in the country, or' suburbs, to his business

in town, is in use all the year round.

Motor cycle manufacturers, like all others engaged
in t4ie engineering industry, have been, and still are,

labouring under many difficulties as regards produc-

tion, labour troubles, " going slow," shorter working

hours, new designs, new hands, new tools, and, in

some cases, new factories, which have all conspired to

make the manufacturer's bed one of thorns rather

than of roses.

On all sides one hears the remark that the big out-

put aimed at cannot be attained by a very wide

margin. Some makers are better placed than others,

particularly the older ones, who receive preferential

treatment in the matter of raw material or accessory

supplies from the firms with whom they have always

dealt; but the raw material suppliers are in a similar

plight, owing to the difficulties of the transition period

and of getting labour into its full swing again.

As the Prime Minister recently remarked, the whole

nation is suffering from " shell shock " and from the

reaction following on the greatest war the world has

ever known. I think the remark is as true a one as

any the Prime Minister ever made ; and, in conse-

quence, I base hope upon the fact that, just as surely

as the majority of shell-shock cases can be cured, so

will labour^^and in labour I include all those who
work, from the highest to the lowest—recover from

its present convalescent state, and attain such vigorous

health and strength that outputs never dreamed of

before the war will be the certain sign of recovery,

and big output brings its own reward to all who help

attain it.

Why is Enormous Output Necessary ?

One hears on all sides that there is to be a boom
in motor cycles. Undoubtedly the next few years will

see more motor cycles on the road than ever pre-

vioiisly ; the motor cycle is the pleasure vehicle of the

multitude, from the artisan to the bank clerk, all will

want motor cycles, and the more there are turned out,

the cheaper they will become and more men will be

able to buy.

How many motor cycles will there be in 1921, say?

Well let us see. In 1913—the last full year prior to

the war—over 180,000 motor cycles were registered in

the United Kingdom, being in excess of the number
registered in 19 12 by nearly 39,000, and showing an

increase of more than 20% for the yeai;.

These 39,000 machines were, not all made in thjs

country, as 1,700 motor cycles were imported during,

the year, as compared with 1,380 in 1912, which, de-

ducted from the above figure, leaves some 37,300,

which may roughly be taken as the nuitiber of machines,

manufactured for the home market. In addition- to

these machines, 17,000 motor cycles were exported

in 1913, so that the two figures added together give

54,300 as roughly the number of machines made in

the United Kingdom in i9i3^a figure very much
larger than one would state it asked to give an

estimate.

The Lost Years.

Now, up to the end of 1914, the motor cycle factories

did not slacken output to the public more than 50%
probably—that is the factories which were not supply-

ing machines for war purposes—but several of the largest'

factories devoted their output exclusively to the War
Office, so that it is probably safe to assume the total

supply of motor cycles to the public during 1914

did not reach more than 50% of the supply in 1913-

The years 1915, 16, 17, and 18, and the first .half, of

this year, were almost dormant, so far as the motor

cycle production for the public was concerned, so tliat

before normal conditions ai'e reached, the loss of

output during these years has to be overtaken, together
'

with the increased demand.
To err oh the safe side, suppose the increase t.f

54,300 shown in 1913 over 1912 had been maintained

during the last four years, ]ea\ing the wat period of

. 1914 and the first half of 1919 out of account, then

an additional 217,200 motor cycles would have been

manufactured in this country.

I think with the increased popularity which the motor

cycle was beginning to enjoy in 19x4, and its increased

use by tradespeople, there is little doubt that this in-

crease would have been at least maintained, if not ex-

ceeded, during these four years, so that the figure. may
be taken as a moderate one.

Mass Production.

Now, during the war some of the few mptor cycte
*

factories making machines for the W.O. have been

extended to obtain greater production, and all have

learned more of the methods of mass production. In

1913 there were not more than a dozen motor cycle

firms turning out over 2,000 machines each per annum:
it is doubtful if there were as many as a dozen. Of the

.^29
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remaining twenty-tliree makers, who go to malce die

total of thirty-five firms, turning out more than 500
machines a year, very few reached 1,000 machines
per annum.
To-day some of these firms are planning for 5,000

or even' 8,000 machines per annum, and in addition

there are a number of new firms, say half a dozen, who
are laying out for 5,000 machines per annum, to say

nothing of the firms which are planning to produce
motor cycle engines on a big scale, which engines will

be absorbed by the numerous small motor cycle builders

not included above, of whom there are at least two
dozen, each turning out, or capable of turning out,

five or six machines a week.
Making allowance for the disappointments which

some of the big output planners will undoubtedly ex-

perience, it may be safely assumed that, given a return

to normal conditions, the commencement of the 1920
season should see a return to- the output of 1913,
namely, 54,300, plus, say, 25% increase all round

—

quite a liberal figure, in my opinion, and I know some-

thing of the present position in many works—which

gives a total of 67,900 machines per annum amongst
the makers who existed in 1913. Assuming that six big

new firms will produce by next spring 15,000 machines

per annum, added to which there are, say, twenty

small "assemblers" who on an average will turn

out machines at the rate of five a week, and we get

a further 5,200 machines per annum, making a grand

total of 88,100 machines per annum to meet the

estimated shortage of 217,200 motor cycles which

exists to-day, and by the time the above estimated

outputs are in full swing the shortage will be

greater still.

To relieve the situation a number of machines will

undoubtedly be imported from America, though

whether they will come in large numbers with the

33/4% duty, 15% extra to cover difference in rate of

exchange, and a big leeway to make up in America,

seems extremely doubtful, particularly as the output of

the American factories is down too.

The imports from all countries in 1913 amounted

to 1,700 odd machines; there were no restrictions, no

duty to pay, American prices were lower, the rate of

exchange was normal, and the Americans were anxious
to get into the British market. With the existing con-

ditions, is it likely that the imported machines will be
more than trebled in number? For the sake of argu-

ment, say the figure becomes 5,100. This increases

the 88,100 machines to meet the shortage to 93,200,
or not quite half of what is required.

This is assuming the British manufacturer decides

to keep all his productions for the home market—
which unfortunately appears to be the case in many
instances—rather than export to the Colonies and
abroad in order to prevent the market falling into

American hands, and also in order to help to reduce
the cost of imported necessities. The demand for

machines for export, which numbered 17,000 odd in

1 91 3, is also short by very large numbers—perhaps not

so short proportionally as we aro at home here, as the

demand has fallen off for many reasons, and America
has been very busy in our pre-war markets.

No Immediate Fall of Prices.

To sum up, then, it seems very likely that it will

take at least two years to meet the present shortage

:

probably four or five years will be the tirne required to

overtake the demand, during which time the demand
is steadily increasing, so that there is little hope of a

fall in prices, unless every other commodity falls as

well. Manufacturers can go ahead with every con-

fidence, and the workers in the factories need have no
fears of producing too many machines : they cannot

produce too many whatever happens, for the more
they produce the more will be sold, both at home and
abroad. Prices will only come down when big pro-

duction is made and, the supply is equal to the demand

;

then when prices come down the demand will increase

again beyond the limits of supply.

The prospective buyer who waits for a drop in prices

is likely to be disappointed, unless he is prepared to

wait for two to two and a half years, for, with the

present more equal distribution of wealth, there are

thousands waiting to buy and prepared to pay fancy

figures if only they could lay hands on the machines
of their choice.

SCOTTISH SPEED CHAMPIONSHIP AT ST. ANDREWS.
Mr. A. H. Alexander (7-9 Indian) cornering iX speed in the heavyweight championship race. At this point he was leading by nearly a lap. ;!

I
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SIDECARRIERS FOR
LIGHT DELIVERY.

The Motor Cycle as an Aid to Cheap and
Expeditious Transport.

FROM chimney-sweep to confectioner there is

scarcely a tradesman who cannot use a side-

carrier with advantage. Time has always repre-

sented money, but it represents a greater value than
•ever to-day, and one may anticipate tliat the motor
cycle will play an important part in preventing waste

of time, which is such a serious item in every business.

The solo motor cycle is already a welcome and fully

recognised means of quick transportation for men
who hitherto have walked, but we are concerned at

the moment with the delivery of light goods such as,

before the war, employed a vast army of horses, carts,

and youths, whidi, costly as- it was to the tradesmen,
failed to give entire satisfaction.

One has only to recall the spirited horses and the

reckless youths in butchers' carts to realise that in this

direction alone lies an enormous field wherein the side-

carrier can become the general means of delivery, and
that such service would be of great advantage both to

the butchers and their customers. The butcher's cart

has always been a fast vehicle, but its speed has some-
times been a risk to the public. The sidecarrier could
increase this speed, and at the same time reduce the

A sidecarrier designed for

delivery of stationery and
office equipment.

In almost every sphere oj lije motor cycles

-now play a part, and their scope widens as

progress is made in design, permitting persons

without mechanical knowledge to drive them

without trouble. The simplicity of the average

motor cycle, its comparatively low cost and

undoubted economy, are alt points in favour of

its becoming more generally adopted by trades-

men for delivery purposes. In the followirtg

article are set forth many of the advantages

of sidecarriers for light delivery.

risk, as a motor cycle moving at' 20 m.p.h. is well

within control of the driver, whereas a horse approach-

ing this speed is at a mad gallop, and impossible to

bring quickly to a standstill.

What applies to the butcher can easily apply to the

baker; but, instead of dragging round half a ton of

bread to cover the round, the sidecarrier would carry,

say, a third the load and make return journeys to the

The ease of alighting from and mounting motor cycles should

appeal to bakers who have many frequent halts.

bakery when required. It requires but a few minutes
for a motor cycle to- run a couple of miles, but for

a horse and cart to do this would be a serious loss

of time; furthermore, odd items may be cheaply de-

livered, but the large van is not economical unless

worked to its full capacity.

Very few drapers employ a delivery vehicle. In a

Midland city of 120,000 population, which has several
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S.decarriers for Light Delivery,

—

large drapery establishments, only one has the means
to deliver his customers' orders, and that draper em-
ploys a side-carrier. This vehicle gives this enter-

prising tradesman several great advantages over his

competitors. Not only is he able to send his

customers' purchases, but, being on the telephone, an
ever-growing circle of customers are getting into the

way of placing their orders over the 'phone, because

they know purchases will be delivered quickly.

The Value of Prompt Delivery.

Every smart tradesman knows the value of being

able to give prompt deliveiy.' To deliver all customers'

purchases is an asset iii itself, but to do this promptly

OCTOBER gth, igig.

Butchers are among those who
have already perceived the utili-

tarian value of motor cycles.

}

*»% r"--%
A roomy side-carrier used by a

grocer.

s^^^^B

just as he would a ten-

considerably enhances the value of that asset. One
draper of the writer's acquaintance has built up a large

business by making a rule of delivering all goods
purchased over his counter. To deliver a packet of

pins as a matter of course,

guinea coat, is his greatest

advertising medium, and for

this purpose he keeps two
smart sidecar outfits run by
youths in uniform.

Before the war there was
ample evidence to show that

a motor cycle for light de-

livery .Avas a much better

proposition than horse de-

livery, there being a saving

of upwards of 50% with
the former. There is every

reason to believe that the

saving is even greater at the

present time if only because
of the increased cost of
labour, which makes time

such an important factor.

Even before the war the

cost of fodder and stable materials for two horses

to give the same service as one motor cycle was higher
than the cost of oil and petrol sufficient for sixty miles

per day, and one tradesman had carefully calculated

his costs, and found that he could deliver daily 180
parcels of 10 lb. each at a total cost of fd. per parcel.

A poultry larmer "

Several bakers found that delivery by motor cycle cost

only half the expenses in connection with a horse

and van.

In hilly districts especially is the side-carrier found

a great rnoney-saver. One has -only to call to mind
the slow progress of a baker's or butcher's cart up
long steep hills and the hill-climbing capabilities of

the side-carrier to appreciate this.

Reverting to the question of time-saving, which in

these days means considerable money-saving, it 'has

frequently been demonstrated that with a horse and

van certain "rounds" have taken 5^ hours, which

have only occupied 35^ hours with a side-carrier.

Another great advantage of the motor cycle for light

delivery is that the small tradesman, by having two

bodies for the sidecar chassis can use the nachine for

pleasure during the week-end.
A point greatly in favour of the side-carrier is that

it can be made a valuable mobile advertising medium,
and many kinds of unique carrier bodies ^have been

devised to attract attention.

Roughly speaking, the field

of the side-carrier can be

divided into two sections

:

the small tradesman using

one or two machines, and the

big stores which use them

as auxiliaries or tenders to

large capacity vans, while

London and provincial news-"

papers use sidecars with suc-

cess to distribute their several

editions. The side-carrier is

also used by wholesale news-

agents.

As to the most suitable,

type of machine for delivery

work, this - is obviously

largely dependent upon the

weight of the goods to be

carried. The " big twin " may be considered first,

but for many tradesmen a single of 550 c.c. should be

quite suitable : in fact, the single-cylinder machine has

been used in greater numbers than the twin, the reason

probably being the greater simplicity of the former.

However, it may be said that the majority of m.odern

ho finds the motor cycle of great use in

transporting eggs.
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Sidacairiers for Light Delivery.—

machines of 550 c.c. upwards are quite suitable for

light delivery work.

It is obvious that, to obtain the full benefit of side-

cars for light delivery, a suitable carrier must be pro-

vided. In several provincial towns small tradesmen

are using passenger sidecars for this purpose : a prac-

tice which is not to be recommended for several

reasons. First, the capacity of the body is very re-

stricted for the accommodation of boxes and parcels

;

secondly, the upholstery is very quickly damaged, and

soon the body is rendered useless for either passenger

or delivery work; thirdly, the advertising value of

delivery by motor cycle is lost.

Most sidecar manufacturers make delivery side-

carriers suitable for almost every business, and trades-

men should not find any great difficulty in procuring

an outfit to suit their requirements.

The services of a smart youth or young woman
should be easy to procure : more easy, in fact, than

if a driver were required for a horse-drawn vehicle.

A large number of drivers of the W.R.A.F. and other

forces in which women have been employed have been

demobilised and are available. It may be found that

some of these young women will be willing to accept

positions as drivers of side-carriers, and, if so, that they

will be more satisfactory than the average youth,

although the latter would be keen to be so employed.
To summarise, there is no doubt that the side-carrier

will solve the delivery problem for hundreds of trades-

men, and that an increased number of such vehicles

will be seen as time goes on.

A New Field for Manufacturers.

Although the conventional macliine sold for passen-

ger work will be found quite satisfactory, there is

undoubtedly a great field for the maker who will pro-

duce a model specially designed for light delivery.

Such a machine should have a moderately low com-
pression, be simply and sturdily built, and need not

embody the refinements of the touring mount.
Parts likely to suffer through exposm-e to the

elements should, of course, be enamelled, and such
equipment as lamps and horns would be better if

embodied as part of the machine instead of as a

detachable accessory. Vedette.

American Motor Cycle Club Life.
Extracts from our United States News Letter.

THE second annual motor cycle field day of the New
Jersey M.C., held on September 14th, brought out
828 motor cyclists and their friends on 329 machines
to the rallying place, Seidler's Beach.

Three special awards were made for neatest solo and
sidecar outfits, and longest distance travelled by anyone
attending. Prizes were won by riders who had machines that
had gone more than
10,000 miles each. 172
miles was the farthest
anyone rode to attend.

Eight novelty events
were run off—^five for
solo, three fo~r sidecar.

Big thrills were in the
cross country solo and
sidecar and the sidecar
pursuit race. One
machine somersaulted
in the water, but with-
out damage to riders

or machine, although,
it was a close call.

The 1920 Harley-
Davidson seen at the
beach has longer forks
than the current model.
These project above
the handle-bar line,

affording longer springs
and easier riding. The
head light is placed
above the old position,

covering any awkward
lines the new forks
would ,Q;ive the machine,
while the Klaxon horn
is occupying a position

originally used for the

lamps. A new tail pipe with plugged end and saw-cut
notches for relief of exhaust gases is a feature, as is the
new cut-out on the muffler shell. This is a particularly

lusty cut-out, and it is hard to reconcile the Harley-
Davidson attitude of "Cut out the cut-out" with this new
silencer shatterer.

A new four-cylinder outfit is on the way to production
in America. It is to be built in Philadelphia, the motor

.Jf

A UNIQUE SNAPSHOT. In a beach race organised by the New Jersey

M.C., one competitor steered so abruptly round the turning pomt that his

outfit overturned. No serious damage was done.

cycle to be designed by Wm. Henderson, designer of the
original Henderson Four, and financed by J. W. Grady
(New England B.S.A.) and Max Sladkin (Haverford Cycle
Co.), owner of a chain of ten motor cycle and bicycle stores

in the principal cities in the United States. It is rumoured
that a machine is to be road tested this month for the first

time since organisation, and the company hopes to be' in pro-

duction by February.
Our club programmes

are apt to be a little

more snappy than those
issued at home. These
extracts from that of

the Seidler's Beach
affair are just a shade
less staid and formal
than you will be accus-

tomed to :

"Carl W. Bush Co.
Gallop (for solo riders).

—Ride halfway to a
turning point, dis-

mount and push motor
cycle, with engine not
running, around post,

start motor, and ride

to finish. Get off and
push, laddie buck.
T h r e e good prizes

donated by the Carl

W. Bush Co.
"Joseph B. Werner

Scramble (for sidecars

only).—Sidecars line up
in ring and ride until

they have eliminated
others or have been
eliminated themselves.
Passengers must work

to help their man win. All set ? Les' go ! Three mer-
chandise awards donated by Jos. B. Werner.

" The Sidecar Run and Ride (sidecars and passengers only).

—Machines at one end of field, crews at other ; at the word
the crew start running for their machine, start the engine,

and ride to the finish. It calls for team work. One set of

prizes for the winning crew only is all we could dig up,

fellers." E. B. Holton.

B3
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MR. PETERSEN, of Copenhagen, pro-

poses that a punctured tyre may
automatically switch off the engine.

To effect this, he fits a T-headed striker

in much the same position as a security

bolt, equipping it with a guide and a

small coiled spring, which keep its head
pressed against the inner tube. The tip

of the striker is suitably linked to a

switch on the hub, connected by a wire
with the ignition circuit. When your
tube deflates—little or much, according
to your ideas on the adjustment of the
device—the striker follows the tube into

the cover, the switch is operated, and
the engine stops instanter. A number of

minor criticisms might be offered : for

example, if you go through a water-
splash, your engine will infallibly be ,

stopped in the middle. But the main
weakness of the gadget, of course, is that
only an indiarubber-skinned man in a

very superbly sprung motor can remain in

Petersen's device for cutting off the

engine when a puncture occurs. No
122,821. 30/1/18.

ignorance that a tyre is deflating gradu-

ally, whereas when a tyre deflates sud-

denly, i.e., bursts, the driver will cut his

engine off as quickly and infallibly as

any mechanism could do it.

Running on Acetylene Gas.

The price of petrol is evidently felt in

Switzerland, as two residents in that

country have thought fit to propound a
method of running internal combustion
engines on acetylene gas, after treatment
with ammonia, camphor, and ether ; the
resultant gas would hardly be cheap in

this country. The accompanying sketch
depicts their apparatus. The acetylene
gas proceeds from the generator at the
top down the vertical pipe into the closed

chamber on the right. The branch pipe
on the left is a more direct path for pure
acetylene to be used in starting the
engine, and is controlled by the cock
shown. The closed chamber contains a
Ijath of an aqueous solution of ammonia,
to which small proportions of ether and
camphor may advantageously be added.
On quitting this chamber the gas is led

through the preheating apparatus on the
left, which is suitably heated from the
engine, either by conduction or exhaust
gas and vaporises any liquid present in

Sieber's method ot running an internal

combustion engine on acetylene gas

No. 125,308. • 31/9/18.

the gas. For this purpose the gas is

led through a series of fine passages on
the right of-the apparatus before it is

delivered through a feed nozzle into the
induction pipe on the left. The arrange-
ment of the preheating chamber forms a
safeguard againfet flashing back.

To Eliminate Valve Springs.

When the war broke out, a pantomime
song about "the old
Bull and Bush" (which
I understand to have
been an imaginary hos-

telry) had not quite
passed out of mind.
Sundry patriotic motor
cyclists immediately
nose-dived into the
R.F.C., and therein
made the acquaintance
of the Beardmore aero
engine. It was usually
their first experience of
a power unit with pull-

and-push tappets, which
both opened and closed
the valves positively. So
it was promptly re-

christened the '

' buU-
and-bush " type. Capt.
Burt has now patented
a valve mechanism of

this character. As shown in the draw-
ings, the system embodies two cams per
valve, one to open and one to close. On
side valve engines the tappet is slotted,

and the cams operate inside the slot ; on
o.h.v. engines the cams rotate between
two rollers mounted on peaks projecting

from the underside of a rocker. In eacli

case the last umpteenth of a millimetre
in the closing jnovement is performed by
a spring, which may be a flat tongue ort,

a wee coil, as desired. This is necessary,

for something would go if the tappet vio-

lently hoiked a valve hard against its

seat with about an inch of movement still

to go : and with so many duffers about
you could never be sure that the "bull"
action was set to a hair, not to speak of

expansion under heat. Such systems aihi

at eliminating noise, bouncing, and the

waste of power involved in compressing
very stiff springs 2,000 times per minute.
The side valve type shown herewith is

too costly and too fiddly for motor cycle

engines : I should like to try the o.li.v.;-

pattern some day. -But if tliese patents

are valid against other " bull-and-bush
"

brews which one knows, I should fancy
that designers will be able to sidestep

quite a lot of previous applications.

Patent law is a curious thing.

A Springing Anangement.

The Dufaux people of Geneva, who
make the M.A.G. engines, are evidently

sounder on engines than on frame design.

They have patented an idea for retaining

the rigid frame and insulating the driver.

The drawing is self-explanatory. The
saddle and footrests are hung from
hinged links and bell cranks, the whole
system being suspended from a large

coiled spring, as shown. Ten years ago
we should have welcomed such a notion,

which approximates roughly to the famous
Bat spring frame (so-called)—the pioneer
of comfortable motor cycfing. To-day

Burt's valve mechanism.

No. 123,578. 26/2/18

b6
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Dufaux's spring frame. No. 123,356. 11/1/18.

^we have advanced beyond compromises.
Unless we can save a great deal of money
or a great deal of weight by skimping
matters, we prefer to spring the machine
as well as the rider, thereby, for

example, ensuring that we shall -not
arrive at the flapper rendezvous to find

that the box of chocolates has slipped its

strap on the carrier. Of course, for light-

weights and cheap machines there may be
a future for '

' hammocking '

' the rider
on a rigid frame ; Messrs. Dufaux
think so.

Variable Gearing.

Mr. C. H. Strong protects an infinitely

variable gear, depicted in the accompany-
ing drawing. It consists primarily of an
ordinary differential two-speed gear,

affording a solid top gear and a 50%
reduction for second gear. The first

point of interest is that a belt pulley
may be mounted on the differential if

so desired. The second is that a multiple
disc clutch is mounted between the main-
shaft and the inner bevel wheel ; conse-
quently, if this clutch be slipped by
means of a suitable control, all the ratios

intermediate between zero and maximum
may be employed. In other words, the
gear is equivalent to the old Nala hub,
which some of us remember as a reliable

but weighty contraption, plus the special

advantage that on special occasions, e.i/.,

in a hill-climb, one can call as many
ratios as a Zenith clutch model affords.

I will only say that
clutch slipping is a
dubious method of ob-
taining extra gears ; and
that I have yet to meet
a clutch which likes
being slipped indefi-

nitely. This merit used
to be claimed for the
famous Hele - Shaw
clutch. I have owned
a number of them, but
the plates had to be in

splendid order and
bathed in precisely the
right amount of the

right sort of lubricant before clutch
slipping made -a three-speed gear box
infinitely variable uphill.

An Automatic Carburetter.

Mr. Patersen has joined the vast army
of carburetter designers, and his sug-

^ 393

chamber. Engine suction drags the juice

into the jet, as well as out of it. The
heart of the notion is the floating choke
tube, which is normally held down by a
spring, and rises in response to engine
suction. As the engine speed rises, the
choke tube is sucked up, and, owing to

the shape of its throat, the suction on the
jet is reduced. Indeed, as the sketch
shows, if the choke is fully lifted, the
engine may be starved ; and a great
variety of settings are possible. A simple
device is incorporated, by which the
air ports can be closed by hand, con-
centrating all tlie suction on the jet for

a moment.

Flat-twin Valve Mechanism.
The sketch at the foot of this

page is self-explanatory ; it illustrates

the particularly neat valve gear adopted
for the latest Douglas engine. The
vertical camshaft and rockers are moun-

Patersen's carburetter. No. 123,572. 25/2/18.

Starting position. Normal runnmg position. Choke sucked right up.

gestions are interesting. The drawings
show a very simple carburetter, which
has been designed for starting purposes.

It should be cheap to make, easily set to

a given engine, and automatic in action.

ted on a plate which can be detached
from the crank case. Botli inlets and both-

exhausts are respectively operated by
a single cam, and study of the sketch
will indicate that, although the 1;wo inlet

Douglas Motors Ltd., valveigear. No. 127,146. 18/7/18.

Strong's infinitely variable gear. No.
123,753. 13/12/18.

The principles, of course, might be ap-

plied to an instrument arranged as the

sole gas-supplying apparatus of a motor
cycle engine if a float chamber was
added and larger passages incorporated.

Petrol enters the base of the spraying

or the two exhaust tappets are not in

the same plane, the arrangement gives

identical timing in both cjlinders. The
valve-lifting mechanism consists of a

double-humped cam, floating on the cam-

shaft.

Bq
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A SINGLE GEAR TEST.
A Plea for Ihe Simple Solo Mount and Sporting Competitions to develop it.

DURING the week of the A.C.U. trials there

was naturally much discussion in Llandrindod
Wells on the subject of motor cycles and all

that appertains thereto. One of the most acutely

argued points concerned the flexibility of the modern
engine.

Many well-known motor cyclists, especially those

whose experience dates from the earlier days of the

industry, contend that since the general introduction

of gear boxes and variable gear ratios, manufacturers
have taken less trouble to provide flexible engines, and
consequently the modern engine' is not as good as

it should be.

Now this is a subject which is capable of almost
infinite argument, and there are so many possible

points of view that one is apt to lose sight of certain

very important points connected with design.

To begin with, it may be argued that the modern
high efficiency engine maintains its efficiency largely

by reason of high r.p.m., and that a well designed
high-speed engine with a wide range of gear ratios is

preferable to a comparatively slow speed engine,

which will pull a reasonably high gear

at low road speed.

This is true to a certain extent, but a

very large number of riders (probably
the majority) do not care for constant

gear changing, and ' prefer an engine

which will do all normal work on top

gear, and this is particularly the case

with solo riders, who crave for a light

machine with the minimum of com-
plication.

The Great Days.

We do not mean to suggest that change
speed gears are undesirable ; on the con-

trary, under existing conditions, it would
be well for sidecarists to use the gear

boxes (for which, by the way, they pay
a considerable sum) to a very miich

greater extent than is usual, but we, do
suggest that a well-designed engine, fitted

to a solo mount with a single gear ratio,

should be capable of taking its rider

anywhere that he is likely to go in the

normal course of events. It is well to

remember in this connection that in 1911
W. F. Newsome, on a 3^ h.p. single-

geared Triumph, made a clean ascent

of BwIch-y-Groes under unfavourable
weather conditions. Here, it is true, is

the case of a crack rider on a thoroughly well-tuned

machine, but on the other hand not one in a thousand
tourists take a hill of this description in a year's

riding. It may be added that during the Six Days
Trials we saw a first-class ascent of one of the rough
and steep observed hills by a somewhat similar

machine.

Present-day trials are designed to develop and test

the modern motor cycle as a whole, and the conditions

imposed tend to encourage high-speed engines with

10 .

W. F. Newsome, who in

1911 made the first clean

climb of Bwlch-y-Croes.
He used a single-speed 3^
Triumph, geared 6^- to I.

which at least three-speed ratios ate desirable. Nothing

is done to enhance the pulling power of engines,

especially at low speeds. It is probably true that had

three and four-speed gear boxes been in vogue in the

early days of motoring, engines would not have ad-

vanced to their present stage of perfection. It was

the single-geared solo mount that brought engines to

a very. satisfactory state before the passenger machine

became possible, and we contend that if the single-

geared machine were again brought prominently into

open compet'ition, nothing but good would accrue.

Therefore, we suggest that a single-gear trial be

held some time next year, preferably in a locality

allowing motor cyclists from all parts of the kingdom

to compete.
We are well aware that there is nothing particu-

larly original in the suggestion. Before the war there

was a single gear club, and undoubtedly there is now
even greater scope for such a body of sporting riders.

There is, however, a feeling among expert riders

that in the majority of present-day trials, everything

depends upon gear ratios, and that, compared with

the trials of a decade ago, very little

' - ' skill is required. This class of rider—
and there are many representing the type

—desire to ride in a sporting event in

which tune and skill will be the all-

important factors.

A club pronioting such a trial would, we
feel sure, be certain of very substantial

support, and we should like to see an

important club or combination of clubs

come forward to organise it. An
event of this nature may easily become
the most popular event of the year among
a very large coterie of solo riders, who
have skill enough to pilot a suitable

single-gear machine almost anywhere the

multi-speed sidecar can go.

A Trial Suggested.

Such a trial would be essentially sport-

ing, but lessons for engine manufac-
turers would bound to be revealed, and
it would also 'encourage makers of solo

machines to develop their products as

simple solo mounts.

We are prepared to compile a list of

single gear enthusiasts who would enter

a sporting trial of the nature outlined

above, and invite these motor cyclists to

send us their names in order that some
approximate idea may be conveyed to energetic clubs

who may give the matter consideration. If no clubs

care to take up the idea, we would ourselves willingly

organise such a trial for private owners.

It should be remembered that the more simple a

machine is, the cheaper it will be ; consequently, there

seems to be no apparent reason why, even at present-

day prices of 'labour and material, a simple sole

machine with an engine around the 500 c.c. mark
should not be produced for ^60 or so.
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Olmes to "Clg^t TLantps.
Greenwich Time.

Oct. 9tli ... 5.49 p.m.
nth ... 6.45 ^^

13th ... 5.41 jj

}> 15th ... 5.37 t>

The Scooter Trial.

The Auto-Cycle Union is so fixing the
conditions for the proposed Open Scooter
Trial that all types of these little machines
will be included.

Single Gears—a Reininiscence.

On page 394 will be found an article

which suggests a single gear test as a

means further to develop the flexible

engine. This proposal brings to mind
several good performances on single gear
machines. Among these, undoubtedly the
most notable was the achievement of

Geo. Brough, who, in 1912 and 1913,
secured gold medals in the Scottish Six
Days Trials on a 6 h.p. single gear
Brough, and, what was more, covered
1,000 miles under observation with sealed
tool bags. Incidentally, the 1913 Scot-
tish trial included Applecross and Ken-
more, upon which hills his gear was
only ^ to 1.

A Mean Trick.

_ A readei' in Manchester, who advertised
his machine^ for sale in the columns of

The Motor Cycle, has had his mount
stolen by a confidence trick. The morn-
ing the paper was published a plausible
stranger called upon the owner's wife,

who was persuaded to allow him to try _

the machine. Result, a lost 1913 3^ h.p.
Triumph, fitted ifith N.S.U. two-speed
gear, Bosch- magneto, and Senspray car-

buretter. We hope other readers may
be the means of its recovery. The owner
is Mr. J. Todd, 33, Link Avenue, Stret-
ford, Manchester.

Profiteering in Petrol.

A Government Order issued last week
brought the price of petrol within the
provision of the Profiteering Act. In
view of the frequent complaints of over-
charging that have reached us, this regu-
lation will be most acceptable. The
following are the maximum prices of the
various grades of spirit retailed in cans

:

Retail per gallon.

s. d.

Aviation 3 4^
No. 1 ... 3 Oi
No. 3 2 lOi

For delivery to commercial consumers
(not for re-sale) in steel barrels, Id. per
gallon less than can pricp, and for

delivery in bulk to commercial consumers

(not for re-sale), l^d. per gallon less than
can price.

One penny per gallon to'"be added to

all above prices when sold for delivery

in Scotland or Ireland.

Quantities less than a gallon shall be
sold at a price proportionate to that
charged per gallon.

Where motor spirit is delivered by a
retailer to a purchaser at any place other
than the retailer's place of business an
extra charge at the rate of one penny
for a gallon, or for any part of a gallon,
may be added to the price.

Motor Journalist Torsakes Pen for

Showroom.
Mr. Arthur Gough, the Midland motor

cycle journalist, is forsaking the pen and
is opening a business at 173, Broad Street,
Birmingham, where he will sell motor
cycles and most things appertaining
thereto. Gough served four years in the
Army, and has but recently been

.

demobilised.

Paris-Nice in 1920.

The Paris-Nice trial next year will be
held from February 13th to 16th, and will

be so arranged that the competitors will

arrive at Nice in time for the carnival on
Shrove Tuesday. M. Gaston Sweerts, the
prime mover in the organisation of the
trial, is anxious to see a large party of

British competitors, who will be assured
of a hearty welcome in France. A hill-

climb (quite separate from the Paris-Nice
trial) wUl be held at La Turbie probably
on February 19th.

Motor Cycle Experts.

Three more - registered competitors are
now " qualified " for the expert class

under the Auto-Cycle Union's Regu-
lations, these bein^ S. L. Bailey, G.
Dance, and W. A. Jacobs.

Special J^c.ature5.

A SINGLE GEAR TEST.
THE OUtLOOK FOR THE INDUSTRY.

Still Growing.

The membership of the Auto-Cycle
Union, which is now much greater than

,
at any previous time in its history, and
continues rapidly to grow, is convincingly
indicative of the increasing popularity of

the motor cycle.

Weights of Machines in A.C.U. Trials.

Great interest has been displayed in

the weights of the competing machines
in the recent Six Days '(rials, published
exclusively by The Motor Cycle in the
issues for September 25th and October
2nd. There was a typographical error in

the latter list whiclr quoted D. H. Noble's
5 h.p. twin Rover as a 3| h.p. machine,
but since this rider's mount was correctly
referred to throughout the report, few
readers could have been led astray.

A Veteran Designer.

Mr. Paul Kelecom, whose name is well

known to motor cyclists, and especially

to the old brigade, was an interested
spectator of the A.C.U. Six Days Trial.

His views on the future of motor cycles

are interesting, especially as he now holds
a prominent position in the F.N. concern.
We learn that a new four-cylinder,

modelled on the 7 h.p. F.N., is to "be pro-
duced by the company concerned. Mr,
Kelecom was particularly impressed by
the running of British flat twins and by
the performance of a certain little two-
stroke. He expressed the opinion that
the future sidecar motor cycle will be
engined with a four-cylinder, and that
the flat twin will provide the motive
power for solo mounts.

S-p n i /vss /-
/ o T f i_
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A souvenir of the Six Days Trials. An arrow card, in the possession of the proprietor of

the Springs Hotel, Llandrindod Wells, which bears the signatures of many successful com-

petitors who made the hotel their headquarters.
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Scott Trial and Petrol Scarcity.

In view of the petrol shortage, inci-

dental to the railway strike, mucli praise
is due to Mr. Dovener, of the Scott Co.,
in arranging for a supply of 100 gallons
of spirit at the conclusion of the Scott
Sporting Trial.

Midland Palmer Cup Trial.

The South Birmingham M.C.C. an-
nounce particulars of their open trial on
November 1st, which will be held over a
course approximately 150 miles in the
Midlands. The prizes will be decided
on the results of a series of tests, for
which marks will be awarded, deductions
being made for failures on a brake test,

easy starting, and stopping and restart-
ing. The object is to find a winner on
the machines' merit, as different from
sorting out by secret time checks and
speed-judging. Mr. S. Kempson Jones,
93, John Bright Street, Birmingham, is

the organising secretary. Entries close

on the 24th.

Standardisation o! Chains.
Good progress has been made in the

direction of standardisation by the mem-
bers of the Association of British Driving
Chain Manufacturers. Narrow and wide
chains, |in., iin., fin., and fin. pitch,
have been standardised, which will be
available early in December, meanwhile,
any difficulty in changing over to the
new standards will be obviated by the
temporary adoption of certain tooth widths
which will accommodate existing sizes of

chains as well as the new association
standards. Particulars are obtainable
from the Secretary of the Association of

British Chain Manufacturers, Bassishaw
House, Basinghall Street, London, E.G. 2.

Of Interest to Aspiiing Engineers.

The London County Council offers

numerous scholarships to boys who intend

to enter the skilled trades. There are

scholarships for carriage and motor body
building at the Regent Street Poly-

technic, and for engineering and the

allied trades at the L.C.C. Hackney
Institute, the L.C.C. Paddington Techni-
cal Institute, the L.C.C. School of .Engi-

neering and Navigation, Poplar, and
the Woolwich Polytechnic, Woolwich.
Application should be made to Mr. R.
Blair, Education Officer, L.C.C. Educa-
tion Offices, Victoria Embankment, Lon-
don, W.C.2.

Motor Cycle Permits for Ireland.

The R.A.C. draw attention to the fact

that a Military Order is in force in

Ireland applying to the whole of Ireland

forbidding having, keeping, or using a

motor cycle by any person other than a

member of His Majesty's Forces, or police

constable, without a permit from the
Competent Naval and Military Authori-
ties, or from the Chief Officer of Police in

the district in which the person resides.

Motor cyclists taking machines to Ireland

must approach the police authorities in

the district in which they reside in

England in advance, stating that they
intend to take a motor cycle to. Ireland

vm a certain Irish port and request the
police authorities to write to the Chief
of Police of the port of disembarkation in

Ireland, in order that the traveller on
reporting to the Chief of Police at the
port of arrival in Ireland may obtain
the necessary permit.

I^^OT^ILE

IMPORTANT DATES.

Paris Salon Oct. 9lh lo I9lh.

Athens Motor Show- Oct. ISthto Nov. I4th.

Olympia Car Show Nov. 7 th to 15th.

Olympia Motor Cycle Show,
Nov. 24th lo 29th.

Brussels Show - Dec. 8th to 13th.

Paris Aero Exhibition - Dec. 1 9th to Jan. 4th.

New York Show - - Jan. 3rd to Jan. 1 0th.

Eirtningham British Industries Fair - -

Feb. 23rd lo March 6th.

La Cote de Gaillon

The Motor Cycle Club of France are
holding a hill-climb at Gaillon, on the
road from Paris to Rouen, at the end of

October. The Cote de Gaillon has been
practically an annual event with French"
organisers, and usually attracted a large

number of entries.

A Famous Single Gear Exponent.

The other day we were delighted to

meet W. F. Newsome near the Triumph
works in Coventry. Latterly, " Billy

"

Newsome has been in the army, and has
had many outlets for his activity and
motor knowledge, having been at various
times during his military career a motor
cycle mechanic and tester, ancl a car

tester, although he was mostly in charge
of motor cycle engine overhauling at one
of -the large M.T. depots. Talking of

mutual army experiences led us to gossip

of the old days when speed gears were
not, and apropos of Bwlch-y-Groes in the

recent Six Days, Newsome told us that

he still cherished a silver-framed photo-
graph of the hill presented to him by
local riders. This, was in commemoration
of the first "official " climb of the hill he
accomplished on a fixed gear Triumph in

1911. . We hope that now he is demobi-
lised, the name of-W. F. Newsome will

again appear amongst those of the regular

supporters of motor cycle competitions.

OCTOBER gih, igig.

Lighting Regulations.

Owing to the railway strike some of

the lighting regulations which were in

force under D.O.P..A. have been re-

imposed. This means that lighting-up
time is half-an-hour after sunset, that
motor cars, horse-driven vehicles, sidecars,

and cycle cars, must carry two lights in

front, that hand carts must again be
lighted, and that all vehicles, including
bicycles, must display a red light in the
rear. In the case of hand carts, a single

lamp showing a white light to the front

and a red light to the rear will be deemed
sufficient.

208 Exhibitors at Olympia.

Up to the time of going to press, the

list of exhibitors at the Olympia Motor
Cycle Show (November 24th to 29th)

number 208.

The Bear Light Question.

Recently a woman was killed through
a collision with a motor car while cycling

at night. At the inquest at Grimsby,
the coroner said he did not think the
accident would have occurred if her cycle

had had a rear light, and the jury asked
him to write to the Home Office with a
view to the rear red light regulation being
reinstated. It is exceedingly, pleasant
to see that some coroners take a very
sensible view of the rear red .light

question. A red rear light again became
compulsory on October 1st.

Honour to whom Honour !

A competitor in the recent Scott trial

writes us :
" Will you thank the Scott

people for their generosity and for the
highly sporting spirit that characterised
the whole event? I learn with much
regret that no vote of thanks was pro-
posed at the presenting of the cups,

though I am sure the appreciatton of all

of us was most genuine. Few of us ever
remember a more enjoyable and sporting
trial."

A "CLOSED" BODY ON A
SPORTING RUNABOUT.

Evidently to the owner of the Morgan illustrated, comlort is of vastly more importance

than appearance. The association of a coup^ body with a vehicle admittedly one of the

most "sporting" on the road is decidedly incongruous. Thio little hybrid was seen at

the Six Days Trials at a lonelv snot on the Welsh moors.
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE SCOTT TRIAL.
Random Jottings by our Representative who observed the Event and journeyed by Road
to Coventry the same Night. Being thus independent of Railways and Telegraphs we were

enabled Last Week to publish an Exclusive Illustrated Report.

THE object of the Scott Sporting Trial was
largely to gather together a crowd of sporting

riders on a course of such difficulty tliat only

the brave and the lucky should survive it. The
habitual competition riders of the " split-second " type

were not catered for ; they were welcome, but the

'

spirit of the day called upon them to forget all except

the fact they had to get round. Their frames might
be broken in the attempt—^\vell! No complaints or
" strikes owing to the severity of tire course " coulti"

be entertained, for the trial was indeed on the lines

of the survival of the fittest.

Everyone was imbued with the sporting spirit, so
that when one man broke his frame, he cheerfully

patched it up with bootlaces and string and struggled

to the end in the brightest humour. A second man
promptly retired in order to assist a third competitor

who was involved in a collision, and so on throughout

, the day ; the usual business of " pot-hunting " was
forgotten in a joyous trek across the mountain tops.

a precipitous descent. The rotten and weather-beaten

timber flew in aU directions, and, as the rider's balance

was not upset, he carried on without loss of time, and

the gap he left behind was much appreciated by

those who followed

!

Several Six Day competitors and a host of North-

couBtry sportsmen took part, and the Scott Co. hope

that a larger entry than ever will be forthcoming next

year ; they, on their part, promise to find a still more
difficult course.

Every praise is due to Capt. Vinter and Mr. Dove-

ner of -the Scott Co. for the splendid organisation,

arrowing of the course, and the liberal " replenish-

ments " available for men and machines at the lunch

and tea stops.

At the conclusion of the trial, several of the com-
petitors attempted to cross the River Wharfe at

Burnsall, and fitted rubber extensions to the air-

intake and silencer outlet, carrying them to the level

of the handle-bars and carrier respectively. Thus
equipped Capt. C. P. Wood,
after several fruitless attempts

' ending with his own Scott becom-
ing water-logged in four feet of

water, succeeded in finding a
passage not deeper than the top
of the wheels. Borrowing Wills's

5-6 h.p. James, he successfully

crossed the river and returned.

Tim Wood, who ran fourth for

the Trade Cup, and is thoroughly
at home amongst the Yorkshire
byways, made one complaint:
" Too much main road." There
were about sixteen miles out of
the eJQ-htv-two!

The course -was so utterly bad that no
one was expected to exceed the schedule
speed of 17 m.p.h., and, in consequence,
no marks were deducted for being ahead of
time. " Go as you please " was the order
of the day, and the man who accomplished
the best time handsomely beat the schedule
average by adhering to the injunction. This
rider was Geoffrey Hill, mounted on a 4 h.p.
Triumph, and his performance was an eye-
opener, especially to some of the Scott boys,
who ran him very closely.

One man is reported to have dashed
straight through a closed gate at the foot of

INCIDENTS OF THE SCOTT TRIAL. J. E. Walker Olkp. Scott),

followed by H. W. Sellers on a similar machine, near Blubberhouses.

(Right) G. Wray (4 h.p. Triumph) on Pock Stones Moor, where ihe road

was merely a treacherous pathway of damp moss.

Ci
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The Scottish Speed Championships.

Excellent Motor Cycle Racing at

the Scottish A.C.U. Meeting
at St. Andrews.

Two Scottish Championship holders : D. S. Alexander (2i Douglas), the Scottish lightweight champion, whose time was 30 minutes for

the twenty miles, and G. W. Glen (4 Triumph), the mediumweight speed championship winner.

DESPITE the dislocation of postal and
railway service caused by the strike,

we were able last week to give an
exclusive report of the results. • Further
particulars of this most important speed

contest of the Scottish motor cycle year

are now available.

Ideal weather favoured the event, and,

except at one of the turns, the sands

were in excellent condition, and favoured

fast times. The course was straight, with,

a turn at each end, the complete lap

being approximately two miles.

The event included fourteen classes,

. but, owing to lack of entries, two of

these, Class 12 and Class 14, had to be
abandoned.

The Championship Classes.

Chief interest centred in the three

championship events as follows : Class 1

(open), Scottish lightweight speed

championship ; Class 2 (open), Scottish

mediumweight speed championship ; and
Glass 3, "Scottish heavyweight speed

championship. The distance in each case

was ten laps, approximately twenty miles.

In the first class there were five

starters, and one or two of the riders had
trouble very early. A. L. Downie on a

2| h.p. A.J.S. had a stretched inlet valve,

and immediately after broke a crank pin.

The brothers D. S. and A. H. Alex-

ander took the lead early on, and, bar-

ring accidents, the event rested with

one of these riders. D. S. Alexander

(2| Douglas) was leading at the end of

the first lap, but his brother, "A.H.,"
also on a Douglas, took the lead, .going

verj> strongly, J. R. Alexander (2|

Douglas) and A. E. Wills (2| Douglas)

following in the order given. Just when
the event appeared his, A. H. Alexander
gave up after a good race, and D. S.

Alexander won easily, J. E. Alexander
being second, and A. E. Wills third.

Winner's time, 30m.
Some of tlie best riding of the day was

seen in Class 2. The event produced
eleven entrants and nine starters, the

non-starters being J. Emerson (3 A.B.C.)
and R. J. Braid (3^ Beaumont). Hugh
Mason, the winner of the lightweight

c6

championship in 1914, was very mach
fancied on his 3i h.p. N.U.T., but his
luck was out and a broken craiik pin put
an early stop to his chances.
A. H. Alexander (3^ Douglas) was

again well to the fore, and seemed to
have an excellent chance of winning when
a valve cap blowing off put him out of
the race. The finest performance of this
event, if not of the afternoon, was that
of G. W. Glen (3^ Triumph). This local
rider had a very speedy mount and knew
how to handle it. His riding was
greatly admired, and his cornering was
one of the features of th'e afternoon.
After the retirement of A. H. Alexander,
Glen had things his own way, and keep-
ing a fine average speed won easily, his
time being 25m. 15s. Towards the finish

his engine seized slightly, and he got off,

but mounting again finished in the time
given. J. R. Alexander (3^ Matchless),
was unfortunate ; his first trouble was in

connection with the drip feed, the needle
valve indicator falling out ; with the aid
of an ordinary pencil he kept going until

gear trouble caused him to retire. The
final placing was— (1) G. W. Glen (3^
Triumph), (2) Capt. A. Lindsay (3^
Norton), and (3) 0. G. Braid (3^ Norton).
Glen's time was two minutes faster than
that of the second man.

Bad Lack Amongst the Heavies.

In the Heavy Class, seven riders

started, but T. Stewart (8 Chater-Jap)
could not get his machine started and
retired. A. H. Alexander (7 Indian) was
again unfortimate. He was leading at the
end of four laps,, when coming round past

the judges for the fifth time, he threw
a plug amongst the crowd, aiid made a

brave show on one cylinder. He natur-
ally failed to finish among the leaders.

b. M. Brash (7 Harley-Davidson)
stopped and changed a plug, while A. T.

Brash had a nasty fall through hisiexhaust

pipe working loose and locking his back
wheel. F. W. Dixon (7 Indian), who had
been riding well all through, proved to

be the winner, his time being 22m.
Several exciting finishes were witnessed

in the shorter races. Glen (3^ Triumph)

repeated his success in Class 5, confined

to private owners ; C. Duncan (3^ Norton)
was second.
The Edinburgh Club easily won the

team race, their team consisting of Geo.
Grinton (7 Haarley-Davidson), A. J. C.

Lindsay (3i Eover), and A. H. Alexander
(7 Indian). The last-named made the

fastest time of the day during this event.

An Aluminium Sidecar Body
with Screwed& Welded Joints.

MANY new designs, both in the

chassis and body construction of

sidecars, have appeared amongst
the post-war models, notable amongst
them being the recent use of metal in

preference to three-ply wood, which is

usually employed. Many sidecars, the

bodywork of which consists of sheet

steel or aluminium, have been marketed
from time to time ; now we hear that

a smart looking car, having a sheet

aluminium body chemically treated in

order to form a matt surface, will, at

no distant date, be placed on the market
by Messrs. The Gracemill Sidecar Manu-
facturing Co., High Street, Epsom.
The skeleton framework is made

throughout of bent ash, the semi-circular

,
side members being dovetailed into the

wide footboard and the wooden top rail-

respectively, the whole forming a rigid

frame to carry the aluminium plates

which are screwed thereto, the joints in

which are substantially welded so as to

form a seamless and symmetrical surface.

Accommodation for tools and spares is

provided under the fully-upholstered

seat and in the nose of the body, access

to the latter being effected by opening

the hinged footrest, which is retained in

position by engaging a wooden tongue,

fixed thereto, with a slot in the frame-

work.
A safety step, situated - between the

rear wheel of the motor cycle and the

sidecar body, is provided,' in order that

the passenger, when entering the car.

shall not be exposed to the passing

traffic.
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A Motor Cycle
on Car Lines.

The American Militor,

a Machine embodying a Four-

cylinder Engine, Three Speeds
and Reverse, Shaft Drive and

Spring Frame.

ACCORDING to car designers, the
motor cycle eventually will follow
car lines, inasmuch as four-cylinder

engines, "shaft drive and spring frames
are concerned. How far these prophets
are correct only time can prove, but, so
far, where drastic departures have
been

_
made on motor cycles, such

machines have been regarded as freaks
and have failed to appeal to public fancy.
Among these novel machines the

Amei'ican Militaire probably takes first

place. Although little has been heard

tappet side of the (our-cylinder

ith engine screen removed

The system of rear springing, it will be

observed, is on car principles.

of this unique motor cycle of late, it

seems that experiments have been pro-

ceeding, and it now reappears on the

American market under the name of

Militor.

It will be seen from the illustrations

that the new model is distinctly in the
" heavy " class. The four-cylinder en-

gine has a bore and stroke of 63 and
89 mm. respectively, giving a total

capacity of 1,568 c.c.—far and away the

largest engine fitted as the standard
power unit of a motor cycle. This en-

giije is air-cooled with overhead -valves

and mechanical lubrication by a gear
pump. The gear box is integral with
the crank case and is centrally controlled

as on most American cars.

I'rom the engine power is ti'ansmitted

through a plate clutch and gearing to the

shaft and bevels. The electrical installation

includes a combined lighting and ignition

set, which is carried on the side of the

crank case. Artillery type wood wheels
are employed both on the machine and
on the special sidecar which is supplied

when required.

Pressed Steel Frame.

Undoubtedly the most interesting

feature of the Militor is the pressed steel

frame, which consists of two side members
connected at the front by a triangulated

"pyramid" supporting the steering head.
The front fork tubes are carried up above
the steering head and embody two heavy
coil springs. In addition, the hub is con-

nected to the front ends of the frame
by a patented system which, it is claimed,

will absorb head-on shocks of enormous
pressure.

At the rear the frame is sprung on
three leaf laminated springs, with an
additional supporting leaf on the rear

under side.

The tank is supported at the front on
a lug on the head stamping, and at the
rear, on a loop member carried on the
clutch casing of the engine-gear unit.

Showing spring lork and steering head.

A unique feature is the handle-bar

instrument board.

The capacity of this tank is 3^ gallons,

while li gallons of oil are carried in a

second tank wliich is integral with the

rear mudguard.
28x3in. tyres are used, which, with

the footboards arranged on the frame
level, give a somewhat high riding

position. An instrument board is carried

on the handle-bars.
In July of this year, Lieut. A.

Chappie covered two miles in Im. 18|s. at

the Sheepshead Bay Speedway, U.S.A.,
which is a speed of nearly 92 m.p.h.
. The price of this unique machine in

America, with sidecar, is £120, or as a

solo machine with idler wheels, the price

is approximately £96.

OFFICIAL
THE awards in the Scott Sporting Trial

were given in the last issue of The
Motor Cycle. The total marks of

those competitors who finished the course
are of interest, and are here given :

Geoflrey Hill (4 Triumph) .. .. 137
W. Leslie Gay (3% Scott) .. .. 126
W. E. Grange (6 A.J.S.) .. .. 121
H. O. Wood (3% Scott) 116
H. Langman (3^i Scott) .. .. .99
W. Townsend {iV< P. and M.) .. 99
J. K Walker (3% Scott) .. .. 97
W. Westwood 1(4 Tpumph) 96
h: Mortimer Batten (31/2 P. and M.) 95

MARKS IN THE SCOTF TRIAL.
W. Drake (31/0 P. and M.)
H. W. Sellers (3% Scott)
T. Hargreaves (3% Scott)
W. Moore (3% Stott) ..

Capt. Hardy (4 Triumph)
Jesse Baker (3^ Scott)
J. W. Wills (5-6 James)
B. Dewhirst '

(4 Triumph)
G. C. Ecroyd (4 Triumph)
J. Dosher (8 Enfield) .

J. Dusbury (4 Triumph)
H. Hill (354 Scott)
Walter Smith (3% Scott)
E. Wilkes (3% Scott) ..

W. Clough (3% Scott) ..

96
94

.90
89

86
81
80
73
72
64
63
62
50

W. Atkinson (4 Triumph) .. .. 44

C. Froggatt (3% Scott) 37
Geo. Wray (4 Triumph) .. .. 32

Bentley Bigg (3% Scott) .. .. 27
— . Atkinson (Bat) 27

Donald Moore (3?i Scott) .. .. 25

E. Wasling (2?4 Coulson B) .

.

17
E. C. Bean (2% Douglas) .. .. 16
Chas. Hart (3V" P. and M.) .. 15

G. E. Hardaker (35i Scott) .. .. -58
G. A. Eeed (2^i Coulson B) .. .. -^60

G. Walker (4 Triumph) retired in order to assist

Stanley Ashby (3% Scott), who collided with n
car. Eighteen others started but failed to com-
plete the Course

C9
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PETROL AND THE STRIKE.
The Internal Combustion Engine proves its Value in a Peace Crisis as in War.

A HYDE PARK SCENE DURING THE EARLY PART
OF THE RAILWAY STRIKE.

Hundreds of motor cyclists volunteered their services imm,ediately the Government made their appeal. The photograph depicts despatch

riders ready to depart at a moment's notice.

JUST as the internal combustion engine
was an important factor in the win-
ning of the war, so lias it proved the

salvation of the country when threatened
with starvation through the strike of the
railway workers. As during the period

of the war, motorists came forward in

their thousands to assist the Government
in maintaining the nation's food supply,
with the result that every type of motor
vehicle—from the motor cycle to the 5

ton lorry—was pressed into service. The
number of volunteers for service as

drivers probably exceeded the call when
the nation went to war, for the sole

reason that the great part played by the
motor during the war has brought into

being increased numbers of those who are

accustomed to the steering wheel.

.On every main road in the kingdom
there was evidence of the railway

stoppage in the large amount of motor
traffic passing in both directions. Had
the strike taken place before the war, the

whole country would have been paralysed.

As it was, the reverse seemed to be the
case. It was as if Great Britain had
awakened. Instead of an atmosphere of

uncertainty, and a general slowing down
of the natior( as a whole, which certainly

would have been apparent had all trans-

port come' to a standstill, the activity on
the roads gave one the impression that

there was a general speeding up, that

instead of the " jog-trot," with which
English people are sometimes supposed to
travel through life, the country had
" opened the throttle," as it were-—and,
what was more, seemed to enjoy it.

Then and Now.
The traffic , in London, particularly,

was almost appalling, especially in the
main thoroughfares. About thirty years
ago the then Vicar of London Colney
(that small village on the Holyhead Eoad
about three miles south of St. Albans)
said he remembered the time when as

many as eighty coaches a day passed
through on their way to Birmingham and
the North-west. Had the old cleric lived

to the present time, he would have seen
the activities of the road restored to their

pristine condition. The four-horse coaches
of his time were, however, replaced by
towering 5 ton lorries, some bearing marks
identifying them with the late war, and
every other form of motor vehicle engaged
upon the great work of feeding a nation
threatened with calamity. Despatch
riders once more became common objects
of the countryside, and the economy of

the motor cycle was forced upon every-
one's notice every time an overloaded
sidecar passed bearing a contingent of

City workers to their duties at a cost in

fuel of approximately 9d. per person for
fifty miles.

As was to be expected, perhaps, the

petrol profiteer made an early appear-

ance, demanding as much as £1 per tin

of fuel, but the Government quickly put

a stop to this practice by including motor

spirit in the schedule provided by the

recent Profiteering Act.
. Along the main roads long-distance

chars-a-bancs were to be frequently seen,

bearing such inscriptions as "London-
Blackpool Express," while lorries laden

with human loads became a common
sight. AH milifcary movements had to

be accomplished by motor transport.

People who usually used the train be-

tween their homes and their work
occupied the seats on motor 'buses, and

any other type of vehicle capable of

accommodating them. It became a recog-

nised rule amongst motorists that an
empty seat was something of which to

be ashamed.
Apart from the question of food sup-

plies, a great deal of raw material has

been carried, thus reducing the chances

of unemployment in the main industries.

Upon the question of quick delivery

depends the employment of labour in

many fields; As an example, the large

staff at the printing works of our pub-

lishers depend upon the many jonrtlala

which they print being, distributed.

Without a means of doing this, the pub-
lication of any papers would be futile.

As in all previous national crises, motor cyclists came forward in large numbers to assist the Government. The photograph sltows lines ol

private machines placed at the disposal of the Ministry of Food.
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Evei-ything was done to ensure motor
cyclists and motorists obtaining their

copies of The Motor Cycle and The
Autocar, and in case passing drivers from
outlying districts had been unable to

obtain the papers, emergency bookstalls

were installed on the roadside at various
points on the chief main roads. Such
instances are, of course, only incidental,

but serve to demonstrate the value of road
transport under all conditions.
The first emergency bookstall was

established at Shirley's Garage, Meriden,
on the London:Holyhead road, in the
popularly recognised centre of England.

In the newspaper world no time can
be lost in lengthy deliberation. Immedi-
ately the strike was declared several
additional lorry chassis were acquired for
the transport department. In the mean-
time came many offers of assistance from
car manufacturer.^ in Coventry, who
placed at our disposal a fleet of cars for
service between the capital and Coventry.
In addition, readers we had never seen
before offered assistance with their side-
cars, and the staf^ found time, between
their other duties, to run in twentj'-mile
ti'ips with loads of 2 cwt.
The two Triumph sidecars undergoing

the A.A. benzole test were put to practi-

cal use. Instead of the tour arranged for
the second half of the test these two
machines, still under A.A. observation,
formed a Valuable daily , mail service
between London and Coventry, carrying
important letters and small parcels, start-

ing each day at noon from The Motor
Cycle offices at Coventry and the A.A.
benxole dep6t on the outskirts of London,
one machine passing the other each day
midway between the two points with the
utmost regularity.

London TiafiSc.

The traffic in London was appalling,

especially in the main thoroughfares, and
one morning we had an exciting time with
a single-oylmder sidecar outfit, the clutch

of which was out of action.

On the Cduntiy Roads.

Naturally every form of motor vehicle

was encountered. During two journeys,

A volunteer despatch rider arriving at the A.A. headquarters.

amounting to about 170 miles in all, we
do not recollect a single instance of joy-
riding. Everyone appeared to be beiit

on serious business. A few people were
obviously motoring home from places
where they had been stranded by the
strike, and most of the vehicles were
conveying food or household goods. The
worst thing to overtake was a lorry laden
with empty milk cans. We followed one
for miles, and then beckoned a six-

cylinder Sunbeam to take our place and
use his TClaxon. He did not hesitate to

do the former, but omitted to use the
horn for quite a long time Few people
possess warning signals which can be
heard above the dm these milk lorries

make.

The two Triumph sidecars undergoing the A.A. 5,003 miles benzole test were put to

good service when the engines had been decarbonised after covering 2,400 miles. The
animated scene is at the Coventry offices of The Motor Cycle, where the London mail

was handed to the riders, who maintained a regular service.

There were, alas, plenty of instances

of bad driving, and it behoved every road
user to exercise the utmost care and con-

sideration. The food lorry held sway,
and rightly so, but its driver should
have "hugged the near side, and let the

swifter cars and motor bicycles have a

chance of passing. ' The most common
infringement of road law is failure to

recognise that the man on the near side

has the right of way, and if a motor
cyclist overtaking a lorry sees another
about to pass in the opposite direction,

he should slow down and leave him a
free passage. In a run of seventy miles
we saw at least four.' results of accidents
—all lorries. Of these, one was clearly

due to defective lamps, as the vehicle

had left the road and had charged the
off side hedge.

"The Motor Cycle " delivered by Road.
Travelling soutli from the Midlands on

a Motor Cycle lorry, we were given many
cheers from passing motor cyclists.

The Empty Sidecar.

We felt particularly uncomfortabje
whenever we were compelled to travel up
to the City with an empty sidecar.

Troubles by the Wayside
There were plenty of minor breakdowns

to be seen on the roads, but few motor
cyclists were seen stranded.

Oui Mounts.

On the first day of the strike, copy for

The Motor Cycle was. taken down to the
printing works by a member of the staff

on his 2| h.jj. Douglas. One of the
photographic staff used his 8 h.p. Match-
less, and an editorial representative
travelled up to Town on one of the latest

P. and M. sidecar outfits. Later, a 1919
4 h.p. Triumph with sidecar was pressed
into service. On local duties were A.J.S.,
Ariel, Norton, and Enfield sidecars.

C15
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FROM THE PRINTERS

TO THE PUBLIC.

One of The Motor Cycle

lorries distributing last week's

issue during the railway strike

The lower picture shows one

of the emergency bookstalls

placed on the main roads by

our publishers.

A New French Two-stroke
Lightweight.

THE fact that France is making rapid
strides in motor cycle construction
is emphasised by the -advent of

several new machines, amongst which the
Gratieux two-stroke compares favourably
with English productions. This machine
is of entirely French construction, being
built in the factories of P. Gratieux at
Billancourt, a firm which gained a reputa-
tion during the war for its aeronautical
productions. The motor is a. thxee-port
two-stroke, and is said to be economical
in running and very well balanced. The
lubrication is automatic, and can be
regulated by a milled head. Two brakes
are provided, both acting on the belt rim,
and it will be noted tha-t the aluminium
footboards are placed unusually far back.

Maximum speed is about 38 m.p.li.
;

weight just over 120 lb. ; and tank
capacity four and a half litres (one gallon)

petrol and one and a half litres oil.

. JV-

The price fixed is 2,100 frs., equalling

roughly £84 purchasing power, and
delivery is promised within fifteen days.

A striking feature lies in the unusual type
of spring forks, the design of which is

clearly illustrated. They should be equal
to the road conditions in France, which
in places are reported by demobilised
despatch riders to be very bad. The
Gratieux is only one of many interesting
machines which have been produced in

France since the Armistice.

The Gratieux two-stroke, a French lightweight weighing 120 lb. and selling at £84.

A French "Reliability Trial.'

COMPARED with the average British,

trial; the recent "Grande Ceinture"

was not at, all "a strenuous affair,,

except for road surfaces, which, on the :

whole, were very bad. Starting from one

of the suburbs of Paris, the sixty com^
petitors were required to make a 125-

miles cirsuit of the city at an average-

speed of 18| m.p.h.

All the riders enumerated in the table

below obtamed full marks for running

to schedule, their final positions being

determined by comparison of their total

times in the two speed hill-climbs in-

cluded.

250 CO. Class.—1, Louis (Alcyon) ; 2, Duboat-
(Moto-Solo) ; 3, Reservat (Gratieux).

350 c.c. Class.—1, Vulliamy (Alcyon) ; 2.

Oolombel (Douglas) ; 3, Rigal ( Motosacoche) ; 4, i

Gordon Wren (Coventry Eagle) ; 5, Isoldy

(Douglas): 6, W. Davis (Douglas).

500 c.c. Class.—1, Joly (Alcyon) ; 2, Barthelmy
(Hover); 3, Geoffrey (Rudge Multi).

750 c.c. Class.—1, Gompertz (Triumph) ; Si

Favart (Douglas); 3, tinney (Triumph); 4, '

Duverne (Douglasl; 5, H Nass (Sunbeam); 6.

Suriray ( ).

SrDECAKS, 600 c.c. Class.—1, GalliS (Triumph) i

2, Psalty (Rover) ; 3, Riant (Rover).

Sidecars. 750 c.c. Class.—1, Lacour (G.L,)i 2>

Delabre (Rover); 3, Moret (G.L.); 4, Herbert
(Sunbeam).
Cycle Cars, 1,100 c.c. Class.—1, Noel (No«l)-:'.

2, Enders Jack (Enders Jack) ; 3, Mahieax-
(Bedelia); 4, Binet (Bedelia).

;}

The cups awarded to the best equipped
machines were won by the G.L. team,

and by Mahieux on the Bedelia cycle cat.

Cl6
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THE A.A. 5,000 MILE
BENZOLE TEST.

Engine Examination at Half-way Stage."

AT the conclusion of something over

2,400 miles, the Triumph sidecar

outfit, on which the A.A. benzole

test is being carried out, arrived in Coventiy

once again.

As mentioned in our last issue, the engine

*vas stripped for examination at the Triumph
works under expert observation, which
included representatives of the Triumph
Co., Mr. Smith, of the A.A., Mr. Robert

S. Fox, M.A., A.M.I.A.E., M.J.I.E., A.F.Aer.I.

(the observer appointed by the I.A.E.), and ourselves.

No engine trouble had been experienced up to the

time of inspection, with the exception of a stretched

exhaust valve due to the high average speeds main-

tained throughout the trip.

On the removal of the cylinder, it was immediately

obvious that there was a much smaller quantity of

carbon deposit than the circumstances warranted.

In fact, the estimates of the observers varied from
half to a quarter of the amount of carbon usually

present after the same distance on petrol.

All carbon was carefully scraped off the piston,

cylinder head, rings, and valves and collected together

in a small heap. The process was particularly easy,

An untouched photo-

graph showing the

piston, gudgeon pin,

and valves, exactly as

taken from one of the

Triumph engines aft$r

accomplishing 2,401

miles of the benzole

The cylinder piston and ring

after being freed from carbon

deposit. The small amount of

carbon is encircled by a piston

ring, which gives, by comparison,

a good idea of the quantity

as the deposit was so soft that most of it could have

been removed by wiping with a rag. It was intended

that the carbon should be weighed, but the total

quantity was so small that it was decided that photo-

graphic evidence would be sufficient.

It should be mentioned that the piston showed
slight signs of seizure, and the top ring was slightly

stuck in its groove. This, of course, would tend

to increase carbon deposit, but, as far as could be

ascertained, the trouble was in no way due to the use

of benzole as a fuel, but rather to the gruelling test

to which the-'machine had been placed. The same

cause was probably responsible for the fact that the

exhaust valve was rather burned and scaled, though

otherwise the engine was in perfect condition. Mr.

Fox at any rate stated that in his opinion

, the state of the valve was due to over-

driving, and not to the effect of the fuel.

Two samples of the oil in the base

chamber have already been taken, and two

more will be taken, and it is expected that

these samples will provide a valuable clue

to the effects of benzole on air-cooled

engines. Practically no trouble has been

experienced throughout the trip, and the

"tender," a similar machine carrying four

cans of fuel in addition to a twelve stone

passenger, was still running so well that

it was not considered necessary to strip

the engine. At the conclusion of the

5,000 miles the engine will again be

examined, and in the meantime the

rhachines are continuing the test, and, in

addition, serving the useful function of

acting as liaison between the London and
Coventry offices of The Motor Cycle.

THE MONT VENTOUX HILL-CLIMB.

HEAVY rain interfered somewhat with the

Mont Ventoux hill-climb on September 27th,

organised by the Lyons M.C.C. The wet sur-

face at the corners prevented high speeds, so it is

not surprising that the fastest time of the day,

3m. 421^5., by VuUiamy (Alcyon), was not a record.-

This stands at 3m. 23%s.
-The winners of the various classes were : 250 c.c.

—

Joly (Alcyon), 4m. 22%s. 350 c.c.—Vulliamy

(Alcyon), 3m. 4214s. 500 c.c—P^an (Peugeot),

3m. 56%s. 750 c.c.^—Greame Fenton (A. B.C.),

4ra. o%s. J, 000 c.c.^—Vache (Sunbeam), 3m. 50^3.
Sidecars.—Yenne (G.L., 750 c.c), 4m. 27%s.

Among the British machines* that competed, in addi-

tion to the A.B.C. and Sunbeam, may be mentioned

Nodet and Gauthier (Triumphs), second and fourth

in the 750 c.c. class, the Sevez (B.S.A.), second in

the sidecar class.
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Exeter H.C. and J.C.C.

Only ten members competed in this

club's recent reliability trial from Exeter
to FalmoutB and back, and all but one,
who experienced tyre trouble, finished to

time. Two half days were taken, the
outward journey being made on the Satur-

day afternoon, and the return during the
following day.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

The following are the results of the

Wolverhampton M.C.C. open hill-climb :

Sunbeam ilEDii, (fastest time ol the day).—G.
Dance (3^ Sunbeam), Glass 6a, 46s.

Alfred Bibd Oup (best perfonnance on formula
by a Wolverhampton Motor Cycle Clab member}.—
Q. Dance, Class 4a, flgnie of merit 2,680.

WOLTERHAIOTOIT MOTOB SebVIOES ChALLENOB
Shield (best amateur performance on formula by
a Wolverbampton Motor Cycle Club member).—R.
Brown (3% Sunbeam sc). Class 10a, figure of merit
4,600.

A. J. Stevens Gold Medal (best amateur per-
formance on formula by a solo rider).-G. E. Boston
(2% A.J.S.), Class 4b, figure of merit 3,480.
The Clyno Challenge Cdp (best performance by

a sidecar rider on formula).—G.- Dance \^Vi Sun- .

beam sc.}, figure of merit 3,121.
The Diamond Gold Medal (best amateur per-

formance on machines up to 350 c.c. on formula).
—G. E. Boston (2% AJ.B.), Close 4b, figure of
merit 3,480.

Class 1.—O. G. Beman (2^^ Autoglider), silver

medal.
Class 2a*.—A. Butterfleld (2% Levis), gold medal.:
Class 2b*.—W. Savage (2% Sun-Villiers), gold

medal.
Class 3a*.—E. E. Pagh (2y2 Levis), gold medal.
Class 3a+.—W. H. Butterfield (2^4 Levis), gold

medal.
Class 3b*.-lj A. Butterfield (21/1 Levis), gold

medal; 2, W. Savage (2% Sun-Villiers), silver medal;
3, H. Taylor (2V2 Diamond), bronze medaL
Class 3bt.—A. Butterfield (2i/i Levis), gold

medal.
Class 4a*.— 1, G. Dance (2% Sunbeam), gold

medal; 2, G. Kuhn (2% Levis), silver medal; 3, G.
E. Boston (2% A.J.S.), bronze medal.
Class 4at.—G. Dance (2'ii Sunbeam), gold medal.
Class 4b*.— 1, G. E. Boston (2S/, A.J.S.), gold

medal; 2, H. O. Heath (2% A.J.S.), silver medal;
3, B. Cadwell (2% A.J.S.), bronze medal.
Class 4bt.—G. E. Boston (2% A.J.S.), gold medal.
Class 5a*.—1, G. Dance (sy. Sunbeam), gold

medal; 2, T. Do la Hny (31/2 Sunbeam), silver
medal; 3, H. B. Noakes (3Vj Norton), bronze medal.
Class 5at.—G. Dance (3y<. Snnbeam), gold medal.
Class 5b*.— 1, H. S. Noalies (3y2 Norton), gold

medal; 2, O. Sgonina (3'^ Norton), silver medal;
3, "G. E. Boston (2% A.J.S.), bronze medal.
Class Sb+.-G. B. Boston ^'2.y^ A.J.S.), gold medal.
Class 6a*.—1, Q. Dance (SV- Sunbeam), gold

medal; 2, T., Da la Hay (3V2 Sunbeam), silver
medal; 3, A. T. Noakes (3y2 Norton), bronze medal.
Class 6at.—G. Dance (S'A Sunbeam), gold medal.
Class 6b*.—H. S. Noakes (3V2 Norton), gold medal.
Class 6bt.—H. O. Heath (234 A.J.S.), gold medal.
Class 7a*.— 1, T. Dc la Hay (3y2 Sunljeam), gold

medal: 2, G. Dance (2% Sunbeam), silver medal;
3, O. Wade (23^ AJ.S.}, bronze medal.
Class 7a+.—O. Wade (2% A.J.S.), gold medal.
Class 7b*.— 1, H. S. Noakes (3'/2 Norton), gold

medal ; 2, C Sgonina (3'/' Norton), silver medal:
3, B. Cadwell (2% AJ.S.l, bronze medal.
Class 7b+.—H. C. Heath (2?4 A.J.S.), gold medal.
Class 8a*.—G. Dance (S'/o Sunbeam ec), gold

niedal.

Class 9a'.— G. Dance (S'L- Sunbeam so.), gold
medal.
Class 10a*.—G. Dance (3V2 Sunbeam sc.), gold

niedal.

Class lOat.-G. Dance {Z^z Sunbeam sc), gold
medal.

* On time. + On formula.

"3F^uture TEvaitt*.
Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

OCT.

Oct.

Oct.

NOT

Nov.

11.—Cardiff CHij and Dhtriet M.C.C. and
L.C.C. Consistent Driving and Reliability
Trial.

11.—Wolverhampton M.C.C. Members'- Re-
liability Trial.

11.—BiriningUam M.C.C. Social Run.
19.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to
Crich.
SS.—LirERPOOL M.C. OPEX RELIANCE
COP TUIAL.
tS.—South BirminglLam M.C.C. Trial for
Sangster Cup.
B6.—Ilkeston and District M.C.C. Run to
Chatswortli.

. l.—SOVTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. OPEN
TRIAL FOR PALMER CUP.
S.—Birmingham M.C.C. Closing Run.

Essex M.C.

The hill-climb arranged for Saturday,
the 4th, bad to be abandoned owing to

the railway strike. It is hoped to nold
the event next spring.

Camberwell M.T. Old Boys' Association.

The above Association was formed
after the Armistice was signed, and is

composed of all ex-soldiers who were
stationed at the London M.T. Eepair
Depot (Motor Cycle Section) R.A.S.C,
Camberwell, during the war.
The first annual gathering was held on

the 28th of last month, and notwithstand-
ing the scarcity of petrol in consequence
of the railway strike, and also the large
number of members still in the Ser-

H. Jepson (8 Zenith sc.) climbing Alms
Hill with two passengers on the occasion of

the first annual gathering of the Camber-
well M.T. Old Boys' Association.

vice, twenty-five of the "Old Boys"
assembled at Alms Hill, Henley-on-
Thames, and some capital sport ensued.

'

A cheer greeted the pioneer of the old

depot, namely Ted Warren' (afterwards
Lt. Warren), when he drove up with his

8 h.p. Zenith. • -

H. Jepson (5 Zenith)- was the first to

succeed in reaching the summit, and he
was closely followed by S. C. Lambert
mounted on a 1919 Triumph. A 1914
35 h.p. Rover ridden by F. Willitts then
proved-' its worth by completing the
course. R. Chitty made a praiseworthy
attempt with a 4^ h.p. single James and
sidecar, but was compelled to retire when
only thirty yards from the top.

The event of the afternoon was
Jepson's double ascent with sidecar and
two passengers—truly a_ fine performance
which quite a]5j}ealed to everyone
present. To negotiate Alms HUl with
"three up" is most unique and well

worth recording.
A luncheon at the Catherine Wheel

Hotel, Heiiley, concluded a most enjoy-
able and successful day.

Liverpool M.C.

Most of the members of the Liverpool
M.C' placed themselves at the disposal
of the Food Control Office, the Post
Ofiice, and the police of their city. This
club has abandoned its car trial arranged
for Saturday next, owing to the strike.

Blackboin and District M.C.C. Hill-

climb.

The above club held, a hill-climb re-

cently at Waddington Fells. The course
was one mile in length on an average
gradient of 1 in 10. A record crowd of

spectators (nearly 2,000) assembled, and,
despite a strong wind 'down the hill, the
meeting was very successful. Results :

Class 2.—Light Cars not exceeding 1,500 c.c.

1. A. Morton (Little Midland) .. .. 2m. 55gs.

Class 3.—Lightweights (270 o.c).
1. W. Stauworth (2% C<mnaught) .. 2m. 50s.

Class 4.—Light-weights (350 c.c).
1. S. A. Marks (2% Douglas) .. .. Im. 36Js.
2. B. Hoiilding (2% Douglas) .. .. Im. 41s.

Class 5.—Standard Touring IVUchines.
1. H. Hebden (sy. Norton) .. _... Im. 175.
2. S. A. Marks (2-)i Douglas) .. .. Im. 22J3.
3. H. Walsh (3y3 B.S.A.) Im. 27Js.

Class 6.-;rSP0RTiNG Machines up to 560 c.c.

1. II. Hebden (3% Norton) .. .. Im. 18s.
2. S. A. Marks (2->4 Douglas) .. .. Im. 23s.
3. H. Smethurst (S'/o Norton) .. .. Im. 24is.

CL.ASS 7.—Not exceeding 750 c.c.

1. H. Smethm-st (sy. Norton) .. .. Im. lOjs,
2. H. Hebden (3y, Norton) .. .. Im. 17Ss.
3. S. A. Marks [2% Douglas) .. .. Im. 21s.

Class 8.—Any Capacity.
1. *W. Lyons (7-9 Harley-Davidson) .. Im. lOis. -

2. S. A. Marks (7-9 Harley-Davidsou) Im. 13|3."':-

3. H. Smethurst (31/2 Norton) .. .. Im. 16SS.

'

* Gold medal for fastest time of day.

Passenger Machines (560 CO.).
1. H. Hebden (SVz Norton) .. ..2m. 15s.

Passenger Machines (Any Capacity).
1. B. Houlding (7-9 Harley-Davidson) Im. 26s.
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A SIDECAR CHECK
SPRING.

A USEFUL check spring designed to

reduce the excessive rebound of

sidecars when travelling empty

over bumpy roads has recently been

placed on the market by Messrs. Herbert

Terry and Sons, Ltd., Eedditch.
_
This

fitting consists of a bracket which is

fixed to the sidecar body immediately

above the sidecar axle by means of the

A check spring

design ed to

reduce re-

bound on side-

cars

1
screws provided. A strap is attached
to the lower end of a coil spring, held
at its upper end by the bracket, and
secured to the axle tube or any other
fitting which will hold the spring in

vertical tension. The body is then pulled
down by the strap, subjecting the sidecar
springs to a load equivalent to the pas-

senger's weight, thus limiting the move-
ment of the springs and obviating the
necessity for holding the sidecar down.

FHE BAILLIE AIR VALVE.
To enable the rider to admit a larger

proportion of air to the mixture than
is passed through the carburetter,

thus reducing petrol consumption, a simple
device, which can be adapted to almost
any maciiine without the aid of extra
fittings, has recently been produced by
Mr. J. Baillie, 3, Commercial Road,
Pietermaritzburg, Natal, South Africa.
The valve, is inserted in a hole drilled

in the induction pipe and held in position
by. a nut located on the smaller, end of
tSie device. Two components only are

A new extra air

device ' from
South Africa.

employed : the first, a cylinder having a
gi eater' diameter at one end, providing a
shoulder to prevent the valve passing
througli the induction pipe and to accom-
modate the second component, a screw,
which acts as a needle valve in conjunc-
tion with a seating contained in the

cylindrical portion. A series of small
holes are drilled in the section of the
cylinder inside the induction pipe, and by
turning the milled head on the end of

the screw, air can enter by way of the
hole at the sn^aller extremity. By further
withdrawing the needle, the holes drilled

in the larger end of the cylinder are
uncovered by the needle screw, thereby
admittmg a still greater quantity of air.

This device, which the inventor and
manufacturer, Mr. Baillie, has patented in

South Africa, England, and America, has
had considerable success, and he is anxious
to place it on the British market.

A SPRING SIDECAR
CONNECTION.

WE think it is admitted by, motor
cyclists of experience that a too
rigid sidecar is by no means

desirable, and the designers of the
American National sidecar evidently share
this opinion, for their 1920 model
embodies a sidecar arm which is con-
nected to the chassis through a laminated
" C " spring, the object of which is to

absorb the vibration that results from

A sidecar support

embodying a C

attaching a sidecar
to a motor , cycle in

an entirely rigid

manner. The illus-

tration of the stay
is self-explanatory.

The movement per-

mitted by the
spring is only fin., which is said' to

be sufficient to take all the jar out of

sidecar driving. It is not possible for
the motor cycle to lean more than a few
inches to the right or left.

AN ACCESSIBLE BRASS
PLUG.

THE Apollo L.B.C. metal plug, suitable

for engines of medium compression,

is, in addition to being immune from

the effects of rust, simply designed in

order to facilitate its dismantlirtg for

cleaning purposes. The body of the plug,

consisting of a brass die casting, having

on its outer surface an hexagonal-shaped

nut, is threaded internally to receive an-

other brass cylinder, also provided with

an hexagonal nut, the duty of which ia

to retain in position the porcelain insu-

lator of the central electrode. The
enlargement of the porcelain at its centre

provides a flange at the upper and lower

extremities. The former is provided with

a copper washer lined with asbestos, and
against this the centre brass cylinder is

screwed, in order to press the lower

flange against an asbestos washer placed

on the top of a platform inside the, brass

body. The lower end of the central

electrode is held against a washer in a
recess at the lower end of the porcelain
cylinder, by means of a nut located at
its upper extremity.
This plug is sold by the Apollo Manu-

facturing Co., Apollo 'W'orks, Moseley

The Apollo L.B.C. sparking plug.

Street, Birmingham, and, being of a fool-

proof type, can be taken to pieces and
cleaned with the greatest ease.

A LUXURIOUS MOTOR
CYCLE SEAT.

XL-ALL, LTD., of Hall Green, Bir-
mingham, have specialised for many
years on the production of scien-

tifically sprung and anatomically shaped
seats for motor cyclists. Our drawing
shows the latest effort in this respect,

combining an improved saddle on the
usual Xl-AU parallel motion, principle

and a carefully shaped back-rest. The
latter may be folded over the seat to pro-

tect it from rain when the machine is not
in use. This device should give the
greatest possible satisfaction, especially

on a sidecar outfit.

A recent addition to the list of XL-All saddles.

This model has been designed in coniunction with

the back rest. Such a saddle will no doubt appeal

to many motor cyclists who desire the maximum
of comfort.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the Opinions of his correspondents.

AH letters most be addressed to the Editor, "The Hotor Cycle," Hertford Street. Coventry, and most he accompanied b; the writer's name and address.

ANOTHER DANGEROUS CORNER.
Sir,—I should like to direct your attention to the

dangerous corner of the Stalham road to Hickling, as a
considerable number of motors and motor cycles pass round
it. I have myself experienced a smash at this corner, and
have discovered that there have been many before. Being
a keen motor cyclist I feel that by making this known, it

will caution the public. 0. T. HAMLYN.
DANGEROUS ROAD REPAIRS.

Sir,—I beg to call to your notice the most appalling state
of the main road at Burton Latimer, Northants. The road
is under the pretence of being repaired, which leaves the road
a sea of wet tar with a few large stones on top, making a
most dangerous surface for any unfortunate motor cyclist

who finds it necessary to use it.

I hope the publicity of your journal will liven up some of

the officials responsible for this. C.V.F.
Market Harborough.

TEE MODERN NOVEL.
Sir,—Perhaps the following may interest you as an example

of the education of our modern novel writers on motoring
subjects :

" Over and in went the third-speed clutch, and
the car ate up the road."
The lines occur on page 42, chapter iv., of the popular

7d. edition of " Ye Gods," by Eric Hudson and H. Grahame
Richards, published by Hutchinson.

I am afraid even the gentle pets of my own corps cannot
equal this regular road nog.

ALEC. S. GLEAVES, Lt. 8th Tank Batt.

ROLLER BEARINGS.
Sir,—I have noticed recently that the practice of dispens-

ing with separate races in connecting rod and other roller

bearings is being hailed as a novelty.

This method, while certainly very efficient, can hardly be
described as new. The early Singers, as far back as 1904,

had both the crankshaft and craiik pin hardened, also the

eye in the big end of the connecting rod, a separate outer
race being used for the main bearings.

The bearings in question had caged rollers, and were of

more generous proportions than the majority of modern
designs. As regards wear, I know of an engine of this date
which ran from 1904 to 1913 with the original bearings un-

touched, and these at the latter date were still in good
condition. SIDNEY C. HERSEY.
PETROL CONSUMPTION.

Sir,—On a recent tour from Todmorden to Ayr (N.B.)

and back on a 1915 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson combination,

which I purchased and overhauled myself, I carefully booked
down all petrol used, with a view to ascertaining my petrol

consumption. At the termination of the run, after measuring

the petrol in the tank, I found that my consumption was
half a pint under nine gallons, and the distance (on a tested

and found correct speedometer) was 641.5 miles, giving

7L28 m.p.g.

No special effort was made for a petrol test, and petrol

was lised from the tank on several occasions for hand cleaning

purposes after small repairs and cleaning, and also for

"doping" on all cold starts. The petrol used throughout

was Shell No. 1, and the carburetter is the standard Schebler,

with no patent " economy gadgets " fitted.

Throughout the trip I had 120 lb. weight in the sidecar,

whilst ray own weight is 168 lb.
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I had a witness with me all the trip, which is perhaps

as well, as several garage people where we called refused to

credit my statement as to petrol consumption.
Messrs. Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., inform_ me that

they have not heard of such a high average having been

maintained before over so long a distance.

NORMAN BROWN.
STANDARDISATION OF CONTROLS.

Sir,

—

'Re your remarks on the standardisation of controls,

would it not settle the 'difficulty if the throttle was always

arranged to shut off towards the handle-bar and be directly

over it when shut off? This would make no difference to the

levers opening either way. C.A.E.

Ashford.

BROKEN BOTTLES ON ROADS.
Sir,—It may interest readers of TJie Motor Cycle to

know that the road from Farnborough, Hants., to Blandford,

Dorset, via Alton, Winchester, Ramsey, Eing\yood. and

Wimborne, is in good condition, with the exception of tbe

road between Romsey and Ringwood, where the surface is

-rather loose.

I would warn motorists to watch the road between Alton

and Winchester very carefully, as I found several placM

where broken bottles were thrown on the road, which

appeared to be there more bv design than accident, and

although I rode as carefully as possible, I punctured my
back tyre, also cutting the cover rather badly.

' '
^

W. H. 0. CUNNINGTON.
[It is a punishable offence to throw broken glass on a

public road.

—

Ed.]

SPEED. WOBBLE.
Sir —With reference to this somewhat long and drawn-out

subject of "Speed wobble," at last two really good reasons

have been sent in, viz., holding the handle-bars too tightly

and closing the throttle too quickly. „ . , „
Personally, I imagine that "G.E.S." got " wind up,

and accordingly hung on hard to his handle-bars, and hence^

the wobble. „ , , -jj-

I am convinced that those of us who suffer from skidding

do hold their handle-bars far t<x> tightly. I have ridden

purposely behind riders to observe this, and have almost

invariably found it to be the case. .

Mind you, I do not go so far as to say that holding them

loosely is a sure prevention, because accidents ibUI happen

(I came off myself through a somewhat sudden skid on moss

'"gos^h"*''
'"' '' " ""' "'^'^.^nSetsunbeam-

Sir, I have noticed several letters on the above subject.
_

I have, on several occasions, experienced this phenomenon; on

the first occasion sustaining a fall at well over 50 m.p.h. on

a spring frame Indian. I believe the wobbling to be caused,-,

as stated by one of your correspondents, by the braking;

effect of closing the tlu'ottle, the wheels being out of track.

The remedy, which has never failed me when apphed, is to

jam the throttle wide open once more, and endeavoui- to

steer across and across the road in as much of a zigzag as

is possible at the speed. Then the throttle may be gradu-

ally closed once more. Speed wobble only occurs when a

machine is travelling in a straight line and when its wheels-

are out of track_at least, such
|^ ^^^^^tm^rE.
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THE VALUE OF THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATIONS.
Sir,—I think the following will be of interest to motor

cyclists generally.

While touring in Devon recently I had the misfortune to

strip the gear pinion of my motor cycle. I had not been
stopped five minutes before an A.A. scout appeared. Of
course, he could do nothing, as a. new pinion was needed.
Knowing the difficulty of obtaining spares, I anticipated
being hung up in an out-of-the-way corner of the country
for a week or so, but the A. A. scout informed me that the
Association would get me a new pinion if I asked them.
I managed to get to a place where I could put up, and
wrote at once to the A.A. in Birmingham, asking them to
obtain for me a new pinion. This I received within two
days, although the Association explained that-thej' had had
a little difficulty in obtaining the part.' As the A.A. had
trouble in getting the spare, I doubt whether I should have
obtained one myself.

I do not think that this branch of the A.A. service is

generally known amongst motor cyclists, but a word in your
valuable paper would remedy this.

Although I have only been a member less than a month,
I have received in "service" several times the value of my
subscription. A. E. PHILLIPS.
CONTINENTAL COMPETITIONS.

Sir,—Concerning hill-climbs, reliability trials, races, etc.,

held on the Continent, I have frequently been struck by the
-fact that if there are any British entries they are not gener-
ally of the '"first water"; nevertheless, "Blighty" manages
to figure to some extent.
What an advertisement and fillip generally to our trade if

the manufacturers would knock their heads together and pool
top notch riders, also expenses, in making it their business
to let a Sunbeam dance up the hills whilst an A(k) B(eer) C
made the milestones into walls, every event of any importance
being collared by the Old Country, to ihe complete extinction
of practically everything not British. It can be done, but
the wily maker says " ISIo ; nothing doing. I prefer to work
by myself, and even if I won every event on the Continent
I could not sell them one machine."
This may, or may not, be correct, depending largely on

the quality of Mr. Stick-in-the-mud's grey matter. The
actual point is that by consistently proving the superiority
of British machines jin open competition against the world's
cracks Mr. Manufacturer would have far less to fear from
American invasions or Continental dumping, so far as our
Dominions, Colonial, or home markets are concerned.
And as our forefathers seemed to possess that " taking

way " which has resulted in our (perhaps, I had better say)
" having an interest " in so many large slices of earthy
matter, any method of consolidating Briton's pre-eminence
in those slices is surely worth consideration.

The fact that machines of various British makes compete
one with the other, certain crack riders winning fairly

consistently, does not convey that impression to a would-be
purchaser living thousands of miles away that many awards
won in our commercial rivals' camps would convey, and
especially is this the case when he has our rivals' goods
continually dangled under his nose. H. USHER.

STAI(TING WITH A BROKEN VALVE LIFTER.
Sir,

—

He " Ixion's " article on September 11th, describing
his efforts to start his machine with a broken valve lifter,

I think I can give him a tip which will help him should he
ever find himself in similar trouble.

In 1911 I had a 3^ h.p. single, with a rod and lever
arrangement to lift the valve. After 10,000 miles running
this developed wear at the points where movement took
place, and became uncertain in action. When it first went
on strike, I used pennies under the toe of valve, and also

used the compression tap for starting, and other devices,
all of which were troublesome and unsatisfactory.

While thinking out a new arrangement for the lifting

gear, to replace the old one, the following tip occurred to

me, and I used it regularly until the new arrangement was
fitted. Prepare the machine for an ordinary running start,

but have the. throttle closed. Then push the machine over
the first compression and continue pushing. After the re-

sistance of the first compression stroke has been overcome,
the closed throttle maintains a vacuum in the cylinder, and
the machine can be pushed with little more exertion than
is required when the valve is lifted in the ordinary way.

When sufficient speed is attained, yank the throttle lever

open with the thumb, and the engine will fire just as though

the valve had been dropped. No preparation, such as

opening cocks or " propping levers up with bits of wood,'

is required, and the machine can be started uphill if

necessary, or under any conditions where a running mount
can be used.

Since then I have given the tip to several riders in similar

difficulty, and they have found it equally useful.

In conclusion, I must say that I have come across many
useful tips in "Ixion's" interesting weekly articles during

the last twelve years, and am now glad to be able to give

him one in return. S. FRANK.

PERMANENT PLUG DESIGN.
Sir,—" Chinook's " article on " Permanent Sparking Plug "

calls to our mind experiments we tried in this direction

many years ago, and we are

forwarding for your in-

spection the first of many
attempts in this direction.

Without remembering the

exact date, we fancy it must
be at least twelve years old.

The idea provided two plugO

in the one cap, and the cen-

tral electrodes were extended

in order that the plug might
be used as a two-pole for

multi-ignition. We modified

this arrangement later, but,

unfortunately, this is the

only complete cap remaining.

We are greatly in favour

of the idea, and believe many
sparking plug troubles could

be overcome if the principle

suggested by "Chinook"
(whose articles, by the way,
we always read with interest)

was adopted by sparking plug

makers, although it would
be an obstacle in the way
of mass production.

NORTON MOTORS LTD.

SPARKING PLUG INSULATION.
Sir,—I recently experienced a rather curious trouble with

the 6 h.p. J.A.P. engine of an Enfield sidecar combination.
After driving fairly hard for a few miles the outfit com-

menced to slow down, and at the same time a series of

staccato grunts from the engine indicated a compression
leakage from the rear cylinder. After allowing the engine
to cool it started and ran quite correctly until warmed up,
when the same trouble recurred.
Eventually the defect was located in the sparking plug

of the rear cylinder which was fractured just below the plug
body. When cold the break could not be seen, and the plug
was compression tight. As soon as the engine warmed up,

however, the electrode expanded longitudinally and allowed
the faces of the fracture to separate.
The only virtues which porcelain appears to possess as a

plug insulator are cheapness of manufacture, and also the
ease with which a constant quality can be produced.

Porcelain is very brittle, and, with increase of temperature,
rapidly loses its insulating qualities. As an illustration of

this fact the filfiment of the Nernst lamp was made of a

mixture of porcelain and magnesite, both good insulators

when cold, but on being heated from an external source the
element becomes quite a good conductor. This phenomenon
may possibly account for the failure of some porcelain plugs
in very hot engines.

Mica, on the other hand, being a natural product, is subject
to metallic veins, and therefore all mica used in plug construc-
tion has to be very carefully selected; and for this reason,
combined with the additional work necessary in building up
the insulator, mica plugs are considerably more expensive
than the porcelain variety. It a mica plug satisfactorily

passes its over-pressure test it is practically indestructible
mechanically, and possesses the additional advantage that if

it should go down large lumps of porcelain do not fall into

the engine cylinder. SPARKS.
Ecclcsfield.

BIS

The combined valve cap and

sparking plug mentioned by
Norton Motors Ltd.
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WAR WRECKAGE.
Sir,—Will you kindly insert the following in your valuable

paper? I wish to air a grievance, which is no doubt shared
by many other readers at this time. Just recently I have
travelled twenty^our miles and fourteen miles to see two
motor cycles that were advertised. In each case the machine
was grossly misrepresented, and ought to have been described
as jjortions of war wrecixige; then we should not have our
valuable time wasted in going to see such rubbish. The last

I saw was advertised as a "Triumph 4 h.p., 1915, counter-
shaft model, three-speed, less magneto and carburetter; £38."

This is what I saw : The remains of a Triumph with the
engine radiatmg gills chipped, gear box with no "external

fittings of any kind or pulley, a bullet hole through the tank,
which had no pump or fittings of any kind, no front tyre
and wheel buckled, a worthless tyre on the back wheel,
no saddle, no magneto, no carburetter or mudguards, and
condition of the interior of the engine and gear box unknown.
It stood out in the rain amongst many other old veterans,
aU in a worse plight than this one, which was an awful
sight. OLD EEADER.
Fulham.

ENGINE DESIGN.
Sb,—With reference to the letter from " Two-stroke " in

your issue, for August 14th, in reply to " Entente's " com-
ments on outside flywheels, I think " Two-stroke " is inclined
to bring forward imaginary drawbacks which do not exist,

and ignore the greatest points in favour of this type of
engine.

Taking the four-stroke outside flywheel single, I have
never found that my present machine {i.e., a Blackburne)
does any mud and oil-throwing, nor have I found any trouble
from a "rapidly rotating disc in the vicinity of one's
trousers." Regarding ground clearance, he has only to look
at the 1919 Blackburne to satisfy himself that there is ample
clearance for any roads (about S^in.)

The great points which both your correspondents do not
seem to consider are these : By the use of the outside fly-

wheel it is possible to adopt a car-type one-piece crankshaft
and split big end bearings. Also the freedom from "gum-
ming up " owing to thick oil round the flywheels and the
undeniably slow running and steady pulling at low speeds of

this type of engine are points which are well worth con-

sideration. J. A. WATSON-BOURNE.

SPARE PARTS.
Sir,—How is this for alertness in supplying spare parts?

.On September 9th I broke down in Blackpool whilst on
holiday. 1914 engine, broken piston, gudgeon pin, and bent
connecting rod. On the evening of that day I wrote to the
engine makers, Messrs. F. E. Baker, Ltd. (Precision engine),

for a pro forma invoice for the new parts ; received invoice

September 11th, despatched cheque in payment same day,
and received the new .piston, gudgeon pin, and connecting

rod on the morning of September 15th.

Usual disclaimer. W. R. DAVIES.

Sir,—^May I give my own experience of the courtesy and
kindness of the Wulfruna Engineering Co. ? In 1915 I
bought one of their excellent T.D.C. two-stroke single-

geared motor cycles, and after I had had it a few months
I decided to fit a gear box, and received the parts from the

company and fitted it myself. On the first run with the

converted machine the gears seized up, and on examination
I found that the main ball race had gone to pieces. I

placed the machine on to the train and took it to the Wolf
works myself, quite prepared to pay up for a new box and
to be told that I had fitted it out of alignment. Instead

of this I was treated more than kindly, a new gear box was
put on in less than twenty minutes, I was taken over the
works, given several very useful ^pare parts, and went on
my way rejoicing. A fortnight later I was in Wolver-
hampton again, and the second box went the same way as

the first. Without a murmur the company fitted a third

gear box so promptly that I was able to continue my tour

with the loss of only two hours !

' '

In all my dealings with the firm I have met with more
than courtesy, and their treatment of me with regard to my
new "Wolf" makes me feel that I can never repay them
for their consideration. I have no interest in the firm be-

vnnd that of a grateful client.

(The Rev.) M. P. SARGENT.
Bl6
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
' Sir,—At the present time, when there is an abundance of

orders and a dearth of machines, agents are naturally reluc-

tant to sell on "easy terms," and most of the firms who,

during the existence of the petrol restrictions and the con-

sequent lull in motor cycling, were only too glad to sell on

these terms have now abandoned the gradual payment

system. This hits the "demobbed" motor cyclist rather

badly, as, of course, his military service has given hm no

opportunity to accumulate the necessary capital to purchase

a new mount.
It is distinctly refreshing to find at least one firm ot

reputable agents who are still willing to consider- the needs

of the "capital-less" one, and their fairness in all things

is worthy of publicity. This is the Eastern Garage Co., of

418, Romford Road, Forest Gate, London, through whom 1

have purchased a machine on these "terms.

The surprisingly short time I had to wait for delivery

plainly showed me that my position on their waiting list

was in no way altered, because I was not purchasing on cash

terms. Throughout the deal they treated me with the

utmost courtesy, and I am ,now enjoying the fruits of my
purchase—a 3 h.p. Enfield, which is a little gem of a machme.

The usual disclaimer. MANCUNIAN.

FROM THE EAST.
Sir,—In the officers' mess here away in the wilds .1 came

across a copy of The Motor Cycle with the report of the

-Scottish Trials. It was a real treat to see it. How I would

have Uked to go over the old hills. I borrowed the

copy and devoured it from end to end. Reading through

that issue I was pleased to see so many ot the old names,

and I hope 'to have the pleasure of being with them next

year, if not this. No doubt the boys will remember my
camera. You can tell them that it is very busy away in

these wild spots. I manage occasionally to borrow a W.D.

Triumph, and get a bumpy ride. Tin Lizzies are very

popular for these districts of tracks, not roads. That was a

fine issue; glad to see you are going so strong.

Erankeui, Asia Minor: J. BTlUNELL, Lt.

[Lt. Brunell is now back in England.-^ED.]

JET SIZES.

Sir,—I should.be extemely grateful if one of your readers

who rides a Sunbeam 3i h.p. combination, with Amac car-

buretter, would be good enough to tell me (a) what size

jet he uses C'b) whether he finds it gives ample power for

ordinary hills, etc., (cj what m.p.g. he obtains with it.

I am using a No. 31 and barely get 50 m.p.g., and even

much less in hilly country or with a strong head wind.

By "hilly country " I mean parts of Kent and Sussex, not

Scotland or anything abnormal. I have tried the jet

adapter recently advertised in The Motor Cycle, and find

it quite hopeless as far as I am concerned. Possibly it is

my lack of knowledge, but in my opinion the adjustment

possible is nowhere near small enough. I find it is either

too little petrol or too much. Will any reader who has

used this adapter give me his experiences ? It seems to

me a much more gradually tapered screw adjuster is required.

North Chapel. ^.T.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.

Issued in conjunction with " The Motor Cycle."

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The stan.dard handbook on the motor

cycle, it's care and management. Twentieth Edition.

286 pages. 400 illustrations

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCUSTS"
Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles" and helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Sixth Edition.

(Second Reprint.)
•' TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."

A reliaWe system for tracing motor cycle faults and

of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth

Edition

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wale-:. Scotland. London (showmg
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).

Mounted on linen. Set of tliree, completem case

Price
net.

By
post.

2/6 2/10

2/- 2/3

2/- 2/3

4/6 4/10

Obtainable b y post (remittance with order) from ILIPFE & SONS Ltd.,
J

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Bboltsellers and ?

Railway Bookstalls. 1
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THE 4h.p. BIANCHI MOTOR BICYCLE.
--^!E^{ —

An Italian Single-

cylinder Mount..

Long Stroke Engine,

Sturdy Construction Throughout,

The latest Bianchi model,, an Italian production fitted with a 4 h.p. engine ol 498 c.c. and three-speed gear built integral with the crank case.

OUR sister journal, The Autocar, has
many times referred to the excellent
qualities of the Italian motor cars,

and numerous excellent examples of these
have been seen in this country. Until
quite recently, however, no Italian motor
bicycles have come to England, but since

the armistice one Italian machine, 'at

least, has arrived in London—the Bianchi
—which is handled by the famous firm

which makes the well-known Bianchi car,

Bianchi Motors, Ltd., 26, St. James's
Street, London, S.W.I.

A Long Stroke Single.

Built almost entirely on British

lines, the Bianchi motor cycle, though
it does not present any startling

'The rear mudguard and earner is so con-

structed as to give quick detachability.

novelties, may be said to be a thor-
oughly practical mount, the performances
of which we shall watch with interest in

future trials. The most notable feature
about the Bianchi is the power unit,

which consists of an engine 75 mm. x 112
mm., 498 c.c. ; it will be seen that the
designers have pinned their faith to the
long stroke, of which there are not many
e.xamples in British motor cycle engines
at the present time. One is at first

struck by the shape of the cylinder which
IS rather reminiscent of the Rudge, as

the radiating fins are cast so that the
cylinder has a pear-shaped appearance.

Unit Construction.

The gear is incorporated in the crank
case, which also contains a multiple disc

clutch, constructed in a similar manner
to the clutch. employed on the Bianchi
car. It is operated by a quick-thread
outside the crank case. The final drive
is by belt, and on this score we feel

constrained to express the opinion that
the small countershaft pulley, despite its

high and protected position, would prove
far from eflBcient in the transmission, if

a sidecar was used, under the weather
conditions usually associated with British

touring.

Accessible Brake Adjustments.

Following the arrangement now on stan-

dard cars, the near side pedal actuates

the clutch and the off side pedal the

brake, which works against the inside

of the belt rim. There is another brake
working on the outside of the belt rim,

and operated by the lever on the right

of the handle-bars. The adjustment of

the inside brake is effected by turning

a milled screw on one of the coupling
rods, and is exactly similar to that em-
ployed on the best motor cars.

The Bianchi engine-gear unit embodies

a kick-starter which follows the usual

quadrant and ratchet-wheel pattern, al-

though the parts are external and, there-

fore, less immune from the ravages of

nmd and dust than most of the current

English designs. Comfortable footboards

are fitted. The spring forks are of

extremely neat design, and points of

convenience have been well studied, as

the back mudguard is so designed that

its rearmost half, which is combined with

the carrier, is detachable, and, conse-

quently, allows easy access to the back
tyre.

The I font wheel suspension ol the

4 h.p. Bianchi.

Big
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THE STRISIDE SKIRT,

A divided skirt enabling ladies to ride the

conventional type of machine in comfort

IN consequence of the growing popu-
larity of motor cycling amongst ladies

there has been a demand for a suit-

able skirt to enable a lady to use the

normal " diamond " frame machine. A
divided skirt, at the front and back of

which are wide, inverted pleats, which
expand during the exercise of the lower
limbs, has recently been marketed by
E. H. Harrison, 57, G-resham Street,

London, E.C.2. Two cross pockets are

provided, and on dismounting from the

machine the cut of the skirt, which is

made upon an entirely different prin-

ciple from most garments of this kind, is

not only elegant in appearance but does
not betray the concealed division.

A serviceable motor cycling hat is also

marketed by this firm, provided with
adjustable side flaps, which may, if de-

sired, be lowered to cover the back of

the neck and ears, a strap fastened be-

neath the chin holding it in position.

The peak, when raised, holds the goggles
in position, but when riding it may be
lowered to shade the eyes.

A MOTOR CYCLE WIND-
SCREEN.

A WINDSCREEN, as such, is no
great novelty, but, up to the pre-

sent time, solo motor cycle wind-
screens have not come into common use.

Any device which will keep flies, dust,

and rain off the rider's face and obviate
the necessity of wearing goggles, will be
welcomed by many. Naturally, the speed
man, and the rider who objects to too
many accessories on a motor bicycle, will

not care for these fitments, but_ those,

who are out for comfort will invest in

one and cannot fail to reap the benefits

it offers.

The latest of these windscreens has
been placed on the market by the

OCTOBER gill, igig.

A WINDSCREEN FOR
SOLO MOUNTS.

A motor cycle windscreen marketed by the

National Motor Co.

National Motor Company, 48, Bath Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham. The screen Is

held in a telescopic tube clipped to the
top tube of the motor bicycle frame, and
is of quite neat appearance. The rider's
view is obstructed as little as possible,
since there is no framework at the top.

Ordinary glass is fitted, but Triplex
glass, which will not splinter, can be
used : side wings can also be attached.

A Levis ex-

periment built for

the purpose of

recording " scooter

sensations." A 172

cc engine is fitted.

A windscreen designed for the use of the
driver. Messrs. Easting Windscreens, Ltd.,
intend marketing this new form very shortly.

AN EXPERIMENTAL
LEVIS SCOOTER.

AMONG the several motor cycle
firms who have experimented with"

scooters, Messrs. Butterfields, Ltd.,
of Levis fame, are by no means least

important. Their machine, which we
illustrate, was constructed primarily to

give the firm first-hand experience of the
"sensations" of motor scooting in order
that they might be compared with those
of light motor cycles.

The public interest in scooters raised the
curiosity of the makers of the Levis, an3
with an open mind as to the possibilities

of this type of miniature machine, they.)

decided to make a Levis scooter.

Fortunately, Messrs. Butterfields al- i

ready had the nucleus of a suitable i

engine in the little flat twin two-stroke
which they produced largely for >

war purposes. One of the cylinders,
which has a capacity of 172 cc, was
adapted, and a neat little power unit
was produced, which was fitted in the
rear of a special open frame. The engine
is supported at the rear by two stays

which are part of the frame construction,

by engine plates at the lower part of

the crank case, and at the cylinder head
by a lug at the seat tube. The wheels
are fitted with 20 x 3 aeroplane tyres lo
absorb the road vibration.

Sufficient detail is shown in the illus-

tration to render a more complete
description unnecessary. We were able

to inspect the little machine—which ia,

to all intents and purposes, a miniature
open frame motor cycle—through the kind-

ness of Mr. Albert JMilner, the ex-Levis

exponent, who now owns the "George
in the Tree" Hotel, at Berkswell, inci-

dentally a very popular Midland motor
cyclists' rendezvous. We understand that

Messrs. Butterfields have no intention of

pursuing the experiments further, for

the present at any rate.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not musl bB accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope Tor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Descending Hills on a Two-stroke.

The carburetter fitted to my^ Triumph Junior two-stroke does
> not appear to allow the entrance
-SJ of any air to the cylinder when

the throttle slide is closed. In
view of this fact, what should I do in
descending steep hills ? If I raise the
exhaust lever a fitful spluttering
ensues, and blue smoke is emitted from
the carburetter, as is common on two-
strokes.—C.P.

When you descend a hill close the
tlirottle but do not raise the compression
valve if you wish your progress to be
noiseless. The speed will also be greater
than it would be if you release the com-
pression.

Not Cricket.

I wrote to an advertiser, and
offered some motor parts to him
under a newspaper deposit
system, but I sold these parts
before I got a notice from the

newspaper's office to say the adver-
tiser's deposit had arrived. Can the
advertiser take any action against me
for not sending the parts, as I stated
I would do in my letter ?—C.D.C.

We do not think that the advertiser can
take any action against you, although,
at the same time, we rather think that
you have been guilty of a breach of

faith in selling the goods to someone else

after expressing your willingness to.

receive his deposit. It is always safer
to add " subject to being unsold " when
writing potential purchasers.

Worn Big End.

I have a Triumph motor cycle
?with three-speed hub. I have

just had a new piston from the
-S-1 makers. It is a good fit, and

compression is good, but when
travelling at speed, i.e., when the
road wheels seem to over-run the en-
gine, there is a kind of knocking
which seems to me as if the bottom
of the piston knocks on the top of the
crank case ; there is a little play in
the big end. How can this play be
reduced ? I think it is a ball bearing.
-J.M. '

^
If the new piston does not strike the
crank case when the engine is being
turned over by hand, it certainly will
not do so when the machine is running
at a high speed. In all probability the
knocking or vibration which occurs when
the machine over-runs the engine is due
to play in the big end bearing. The big
end has a bronze bush, not a ball bearing,
and this will require to be renewed and
properly fitted to the crank pin.

Touring in Devonshire.

I am contemplating a tour in

the West of England, commenc-
ing in about a week's time, and
should be glad if you would in-

form me whether you consider
any parts of the road from Penzance
to Bridgwater, more especially between
Barnstaple and Minehead via Lynton,
impracticable for a 1919 3^ h.p. Rudge
Multi, ridden solo. In particular, do
"you think I should find trouble with
the ascents or descents at Lynton and
Porlock ?—F.G.P.

The roads you mention include several

bad hills, but there is nothing beyond
the powers of a well-driven 3^- h.p.

machine. The hills at Lynton and Por-
lock should present no difficulty if the
weather is fine, but if wet, we doubt
the possibility of surmounting them.

Motor Cycle for Cripple.

(1.) Do you know whether a

^1 person %ylth one . straight leg

^ (stiff knee right leg) could ride
-SJ a motor cycle ? This person is

able to ride a lady's fixed wheel
bicycle with one left pedal. (2.) Are
the qualifications for obtaining a licence

to drive other than a capacity to drive?

I mean, any physical test? (3.) Can
you recommend a publication to help
beginners?—S.L.

(1.) We think it would be possible to

ride a solo motor cycle with the infirmity

you describe, but would recommend an
open frame machine, preferably with
a sidecar attached. (2.) There are no
special qualifications for obtaining a

driving licence other than the payment
of fee 53. (3.) "Motor Cycles and How
to IWanage I'hem " can be obtained from
our London office, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.4,
price 2s. lOd. by post.

Twin Magneto for Single-cylinder.

I have a 4 h.p. single-cylinder

?' Bradbury and a twin magneto.
Can you inform me if it is

-^ possible to use it, and how to

wire up so as to get a spark
from the one side only? By turning
the armature-shaft of the magneto I can
get a lovely spark from the plug when
the latter is held close to the magnets,
but when moved to the cylinder it is

absolutely dead.—J.T.
In order to use a twin magneto on a

single-cylinder engine it will be neces-
sary to remove one cam from the contact
breaker cover and the carbon brush in

the corresponding high-tension terminal.
Unless you have the magneto actually

mounted on the engine so as to obtain a

good metallic return for the current
between the sparking plug body and the
magneto, you cannot expect a good spark.

A SCENE ON THE SCOTT SPORTING TRIAL.
At Dob Park the competitors were faced with the sudden dip down a guUey, at the bottom ol

which a mountain rivulet had to hz forded.
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Norton "Big Four."

I have been thinking of pur-

^1 chasing a new Norton Big Four
> combination. As " Ixion " sug-
-SJ gests this week, I want a machine

which I can keep some years,

but I have been told that the Big
Four is like the T.T. models—built

lightly internally for speed purposes,

and is therefore not reliable or

durable. (1.) Can you please advise
me if I shall be all right in the Norton,
as far as the above two points. (2.)

Is there much difficulty in getting
spares, owing to non-standardisation,

etc.—W.H.B.

(1.) We do not think you need fear the
troubles you mention, the bearings in ihe

Norton engine are quite up to continued
touring work, even in the sporting models.

(2.) You will have no difficulty in ob-

taiiiing spares for this machine.

Old Model A.I.V. Engine.

I should be glad if you would

—J kindly advise on the following

? points : My ,7 h.p. (1908) twin
Rex has developed, the fault of

conking out on the slightest in-

I packed the a.o.i.v. springa so

that they only gave ^in. lift, but in spite

of this I am still troubled with above fault.

I am also troubled with sluggish run-
ning. (1.) If inlet valves are packed
to only give tVin. lift, will this induce
suction and eliminate sluggish running ?

(2.) Exhaust valves are timed to open
fin. from bottom and close Vein, over
T.D.C. I am of the opinion this in-

creases suction as exhaust gases are
rushing out of combustion head. This
will work somewhat on the method of

induced draught. (3.) At slow speeds
back cylinder constantly misfires. This
trouble, I understand, is general with
twins. I shall be glad if you will sug-

gest a remedy. (4.) Crankshaft bush
on driving pulley side of crank case
occasionally works loose and unscrews,
but when screwed tight allows from
iin. to ain. side lash of crankshaft.

Will this reduce power to extent of

stopping engine? (5.) On engaging
clutch, unless machine is run to speed
of about 5-5 m.p.h., engine conks out.

At times clutch will slip and not en-

gage even after getting way on the
machine. (6.) Carburetter was origi-

nally fitted with a No. 33 jet, but
owing to heavy petrol consumption I

reduced to 31, afterwards to 29, but
had eventually to return to 31. Do
you consider a 31' jet would be too
small for this type of engine, as

engine runs well on level when clutch
has been successful?

—

Eex.

(1.) The automatic inlet valves of your
engine should be free to open at least
5-32 of an inch. An opening of T%-in.

even would not be too much. (2.) The
exhaust valves should close just before
the piston reaches the top dead centre.

(3.) The misfiring in the rear cylinder
may be due to air leaks in the carburetter
connections

;
you might also experiment

with various adjustments of the sparking
plug gap. You must make certain that
both inlet valve springs are of the same
tension. (4.) The end play. of the crank-
shaft will not cause any particular loss

of power, but its condition will be respon-
sible for a good deal of engine noi.se. (5/)

If yours is a single gear machine it will

be certainly necessary to race the engine
somewhat before engaging the clutch.

The slipping is either due to incorrect

adjustment or to the expanding band
being badly worn. (6.) The 31 jet should
be about right.

EEADEE'S REPLY.
Fitting a Variable Jet.

In your issue for Sept. 18th, I notice a
query re the W.S.R. jet adapter. Perhaps
my own experience may be of use to your
readers. My machine is a W.IT. model
Douglas, and I fitted one of these
adapters. It was very useful, but
awkward to reach, so I devised a handle-
bar control, and was surprised at the

difference. First, regarding petrol con-

sumption. I can get 130-140 miles per
gallon without any of the discomforts
of small jets. Secondly, regarding power.
Hill climbing is, of course, made' easier

by opening out a little on hills. Thirdly,
starting is much easier. For town riding

the jet is opened a little to give slow
running, keeping the air fully open. For
country riding the jet can be closed down
considerably, and the carburetter can be
made very sensitive to the position of

the air lever. For running on benzole
and petrol the size can be varied with
ease. Thus, if you run on benzole,, and
cannot obtain it on tour; a movement,
of the lever adjusts jet size for petrol.—
X. F. CUETIS.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" J.F.K." (Sherborne). — Metro-Tyler

with or without two-speed ; disc wheels
in a wind.
" J.F.H." (Newcastle-on-Tyne).—Binks

carburetter, on 2^ h.p. Levis, jet sizes, etc.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Tamworth to Ellesmeee Port.—^W.B.
Tamworth, Lichfield, Rugeley, Stone,

Market Drayton, Whitchurch, Chester,

EUesmere Port.

Brighton to Hauslope.—C.C.
Brighton, Horsham, Guildford, Chert-

sey, Staines, Windsor, Slough, Beacons-
field, Araersham, Chesham., Tring^ Leigh-
ton Buzzard, Fenny Stratford, Stony
Stratford, Wolverton, Castlethorpe, Han-
slope.

Derby to Aberayron.—A.A.
Derby, Burton, Lichfield, via Watling

Street to Shrewsbury, Montgomery,
Newtown, Llanidloes, Dyffryn Castell,

Aberystwyth, Llanrhystyd Road, Aber-
ayron.

Rugby to Ipswich.—J.S.S.
Rugby, West Haddon, Harlestone,

Northampton, Wellingborough, High
Ferrers, Kimbolton, St. Neots, Cambridge,
Newmarket, Bury St. Edmunds, Stow-
market, Needham Market, Ipswich.
Approximately 135 miles.

Bedford to Billinqham.—E.G.
Bedford, Eaton Socon, Buckden,-Norman

Cross, Wansford, Stamford, Colster-

worth, Grantham, Newark, Tuxford,
Retford, Bawtry, Doncaster, Ferrybridge,
Aberford, Wetherby, Boroughbridge,
Thirsk, Tontine Inn, Yarni, Stockton,
Billingham. Approximately 200 miles.
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Awards on Perfection Spirit.

At the A.C.U. Trials, Llandrindod,

ten gold medals and the Principality Cup
were secured by riders using Pratt's

spirit.

Satisfactory Spalking Plugs.

Rex Mundy, who drove a sidecar outfit

in the Six Days Trials, and who was
awarded a gold medal and a fuel prize,

used K.L.G. plugs throughout.

ClCange of Address.

Messrs. The Palmer Tyre, Ltd., in-

form us that their Leeds depot is being

transferred from 54, New Briggate to

York Road, North Street Corner, Leeds.

Beldam Tyre Prices Increased.

The price oi all tyres manufactured by

the Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd., will, be in-

creased by 10% as from the first of the

present month.

Tyres in the Johannesburg-Durban Race.

In the famous Johannesburg-Durban
motor cycle race, which was revived this

year, we are told that out of the fifteen

machines that finished, the first, second,

fourth, and eight others were fitted with

Bates tyres.

A Waterproof Plug.

Many riders will be interested to hear

that for wintry work a specially protected

plug is marketed by the Forward Spark-

ing Plug Co., of Summer Row, Birming-

ham. The feature of the plug is its

waterproof cap, which effectively keeps

out rain, mud, and damp, and leaves no

terminals exposed to cause short circuits.

The cap can be instantly detached for

testing the spark.

500 0.0. Maohines in Scottish Six Days.

Messrs. Phelon and Moore, Ltd., re-

cently announced that the P. and M.
was the only machine with an engine

under 500 c.e. to complete the Scottish

Six Days Trials without loss of marks.

They wish us to state, however, that the

performance of J. A. Newman, who rode

a 3^ h.p. (5O0 C.C.) Sunbeam, was inad-

vertently overlooked. Newman also, com-
pleted the course without the loss of a
single mark.

Tyres in the A.C.U. Six Days.

It is always interesting to note

statistics in connection with motor cycling

competitions. Of the Six Days starters,

55% pinned their faith to Dunlop rubber-

studded tyres, the remainder being

divided between a number of other makes.

The team prize (B.S.A. team) was secured

on Dunlops, second place (Scott team) on
Palmers, and third (Rover) on Dunlops
again. A machine of the latter make also

won tlie Welsh cup on the same tyres.

Twenty-two gold medals were awarded

:

fourteen machines fitted with Dunlops
(63.63%), six Palmers, and one each

Avons and Goodyears.
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THE DANGER OF DELAY.
What " waiting until next year " means to potential A.A. members.

T/ie following extract is taken from a letter received
recently by the Automobile Association :

—

"I thank you for the booklet which I have read with
interest. The service which is offered by your Association
is excellent, but, as I shall not be doing much motoring after
the end of th's month, until next Spring, I think I will wait
till then before joining

"

When it is remembered that the work of the Association
is carried on throughout the year ; that subscriptions run
for twelve mon'hs from date of joining, and that a single
niotor trip without the A.A. badge is an avoidable motoring
risk, the unwisdom of such a decision will be realised by
others, as it was by the writer of the above letter, when his
attention was drawn to it. ,

Membership of the A.A. alleviates such motoring
risks as :

—

Unecessarv delay due to a breakdown, lack of motor
fuef, spares, etc. The khak.-clad A.A. patrol will render

invaluable help in any of these emergencies.

Charges under the Motor Car Act . Under the Free

Legal Defence Scheme, A.A. solicitors will represe t you in

any police court in the Unit.d Kingdom, saving you pounds
in travelling expenses and, probably, a day's business loss.

Foreign Custom i Dues. If a membar of tlie A.A., you
can take your cycle into a 70 per cent, tariff country on a
banker's indemnity alone, and without depositing hundreds
of pounds in customs dues.

In answerino this advertisement it is

" Taking the Wrong Road. " Detailed itineraries of

routes througiiouc the United Kingdom, together with
accurate guide cards of all the larger towns, are supplied
free to members on request.

Buying a "Dud" Cycle . Qualified engineers advise

on the choice of cars and motor cycles, and report upon
motor vehicles, new and second-hand, offered to members.

Unsatisfactory Hotel Accommodation . The A A.

Handbook, issued frea to members, contains a list of all the
A.A. officially appointed Hotels throughout England,
Scotland, Ireland and Wa'e.<;.

In addition, membership of the Automobile Association
secures free use of thc^ Roadside Telephone Boxes,
Mechanical First-Aid Cycles, Sp ' cial Insurance Facilities,

etc., etc., and it is to the personal advantage of every
motorist who is not already a member to becomie one
without delay.

Write to the Secretary, The Automobile Association,

21, Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, London, W.C.2, for a

free copy of the booklet, "The Key to the Open Road,"
which contains full particulars of aU A.A. benefits and the
objects of the Association.

Motor Cyclists in London aro invited to call at Head-
quarters where a staff of experts is always in attendance to

give information on any question relating to motoring.

desirable to rntnlinn "The Motor Cycle." r23
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—^First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. /or everj

addicional word. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counte'd.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will be quoted on

application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payable.,.—STcoT
to ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and erossed^^—ss-

—

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertisements m this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offlces of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the olDces of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to tiie day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end ot

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not 'responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at *'The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge, which must include the

words Boxooo, c/o'*^ The Motor Cycle." Only tnenumbei
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

addressed No. 000, c/o " Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street.

E.C.4. Replies to Box Number advertisemenis coniaining

remittances should be sent by registered post, but in all such

cases it is advisable^do make use of the Deposit System.

In the case of motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box
number, as it is unusual lor these to be sold without first

being inspected by the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

some mention o! the district In which the car offered

may be seen and tried.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM-
Persons who hesitate to send money to unloiown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited \\'ith "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of tliis receipt.

The time allowed^ for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a ^ale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions up to £10, a

deposit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over £^10

and under £50, the fee is 2/6; over£5oandmider£75, 5/-;

over £75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions

over £100, i %. All depos't matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eflEect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
Giready heen disposed of. Advertisers oft-en receive so

: .an; enquiries ' that it is quite impossible to reply to

eaob oni by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOB SALE.
A.B.C.

A-B.C—CaHyns. Ltd., Eastbourne, distribnters lor
Sn'-fcex, are hooking orders for earliest deliveries.

[0016
JONES' Garage, special .agents lor A.B.C, Broad-

way, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Parade,
^'ortb Finchley. [2930

LIVERPOOL and District Agents for A.B.6. Place
orders now to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors-

man. Ltd., 9. Parr St., Liverpool [0003

I^ANCOrrET'8 Garage, Stamford, for A.BC.'s; sole
distributing agent for Sote of Peterboro' and

County of Butlaod ; partieiilare and illuBtrationa nn
request. [X9721

WAUCtlOPES
P. PAoeJ&ix.

^'/eei- Sfrvef. cfea/s and I
Yafues I

Easy terms_ ot payment taken an

advance for new 1920 models. Motor
cycles or sidecar combinations of

any leading make supplied. Pay-
ments can be made now to suit own
convenience. Should one half the
total amount be remitted before the
new machine on order is delivered,

the outstanding amount unpaid could
then be received in twelve equal
monthly instalments. We propose
charging a small commission not
exceeding 7^% on the outstanding
amount unpaid. This arrangement
ensures very easy terms and should
greatly assist the new beginner who
has decided to secure a new 1920
machine. No commission whatever
would be charged if settled for be-

fore delivery. Prices to be those

ruling at time of delivery.

BOOK NOW FOR
1920 MODELS.

Machines supplied strictly tn
rotation. There is no certainty that
deliveries will not be crippled, and
the demands for 1920 are certain to
exceed those of 1919. There is no
responsibiUty in booking, but you
secure preference in delivery and an
-opportunity to pick up your machine
when required. -We take good
second-hand machines in part pay-
ment for new models.

WAUCHOPE'S
invite enquiries for particulars of
stock of second-hand light cars

—

cycle cars—motor cycles, and sidecar
combinations.

The latest 1919

6 h.p. J.A.P. Twin
Cylinder Engrines

'From stock Trade Supplied. Terms on appliea-
uon

; these include extras. 50 Engines for
immediate delivery, £37 10s. each ^

Second-hand Engines taken in part
payment. GOOD PRICE ALLOWED.

Makers' Guarantes
^Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London

Phone : Holborn 5777

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C,

A .B.C. Distribntorg for Radnorshire. Boot your
±^ orders now to ensure early delivery.—Owens,
Baveno Garage, Llandrindo<I Wells. [7863

A .B.O. — Book early and prevent disappoiotinent.
,.

opeciflontion rmd full particulars will be sent 00
apphcation.-The Spnlding Motor Co.. Ltd., Spalding,
distributing agents for Lincolnsbire. [X6969

A ^^Trl^^''l.v position on our waiting lists occasion-^ ally become vacant again owing to -clients pre-
fenng immediate delivery of other makes: probably it
IS well worth your writing us; large July deliveries
expected; 200 A.B.C. 's due this season.— Dunwell'i
Garage, WigaiL fX4664

Abingdon.
ABINGDON, 3y,h.p., Grado, coaoljbnilt sidecax, good

tyres; £45.-25, EWerfleld Ed., Ctapton. [7549

ABINGDON 1912 SV'.h.p., overhauled, enamelled,
plated, as new; £45, ofiers.—152, Meeting House

Lane, Peckham, S.E.15. [7616'

A.J.S.
(^ROW Bros., High St.. Gaildlord. A.J.3. agcnti
^ since 1912.—Deliveries have begoo. [4083

A .J.S. Combination, brand new, latest model, delivered
.tl- Oct, 2nd; what offers ?—Whitehouse, The Poplars,
Brigtown, Cannock. ' [X5092

A.J.S.—Eseter Motor Cycle and Light Oar Co., Ltd,,
Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Ed., Ply-

month. Sole agents. Now booting tor earliept de-
liveries. [0007

A -J.S. Spares; engine and gear box repairs; prompt
delivery.—Cyril Williams. Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-

verhampton. T:a.: Parts. II089

A.J.S. Combination, 1919 (bought June), looks like
new; sold for good offer; spare wheel, Lucas horn,

screen.—85, Constable Ed., Ipswich. [7750

A.J.S. MiUtory Mode! (new August 30th, 19191, witb
Mills-Fuhord sidecar, iully equipped, as new; £158.

—Greyshott, Oresthill Av., Grays, Essex. [7829

1 Q19 Model New 6h.p. A.J.S., with Sunbeam side-
-Ltf car, electric light, all complete; 180 gns.—62,
Hampstead Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone : North 1519. [7944

A.J.S. 1919 6h.p. Combination, complet.e with lamps,
horn and hood, delivered July; best oiler over

£175.—Primrose, Cummertrees, Annan, Scotland.
[S4964

-1!

:: DEPOSITS ::

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The attention oi Advertisers i£ ca.led ;o 'he

fact that Deposits are now. dealt witi it

ao. Tudor St, London. E.C.4,

to which address all communications relacin^

to deposits should J>e directed

1 Q18 A-J.S. 6h.p. Combination, complete with Bpaifli t/ wheel, screen, apron, Lucas lamps aud honii
splendid condition ; £1 65.—Burlinson, 1 5, Elmstlioipe
Av., Nottingham. [X39^S

-I017 (October) A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., M.M.,
-*-«-' hood, screen, side curtains, tools, storm aproD,
spare wheel complete, lamps, horn, pump, etc.: £145.-
Sherwin. 206, Sneyd St., Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent.

^ [X5076
i?h.p. A.J.S. and Sidecar, 3 lamps, Klaxon, spgedo-y metar, Tan-Sad back seat, 700x80 Dunlops all

wheels, combination brand new 3 weeks ago, owBei
going abroad; £185.—Lieut. Moriise, 8, Victoria Bd.*
Finsbury Park, N.4. [XSOBT

"IQ19 Brand New A.J.S. Combination, fitted *itibA^ screen, apron, iuggage grid, and spare wheel
complete, large Lucas head set, Lucas sidecar and
rear lamps, magn.ficent combination; available - Joi

iramediat"! delivery.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Boltpa:
245, Deansgate, Manchester. [X4523

B24 All letters relating tn advertisements should ouote the numbei; at the end of each

Alldayg.
LLON.—Caffyn-i, Ltd.. Eastboarne. lor dellTetl

Bhortly. [001'/

ALLON, 1919, 2-s]^eed clutch model, indistingaish
able from new.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X452&
LLDATS Matchless, 1915, 2yoh.p.. lamps, horn, pel

- feet condition; £35.-121, North Side, ClaphaD:
Common, S.W.4. [M^f

advertisement, and the date -of the issue.

A.'

A^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

OTTGLAS 4h.p., 2-spee(i, 1915, recently overhauled
and good order, nearly new extra heavy tyres; £75.

H. Haycock, Great Glen, Leicester. [5700

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1915, latest buffer head, only
uncrated this year, eaual new; 50 gns.—Marks.

121, Acton Lane, Chiswick, London. [7566

1 Q19 Douglas Combination, received from ^yorksLV August 2na, 1919, bought for holiday; fl25.
I'earson, Hinton St. George, Crewkerne. [7717

DOUGLAS 1915 and 1916. perfect machines, 2

speeds, etc.; £62/10; guaranteed; any time.—51,
Maplethorpe Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [7746

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, etc., very'
smart condition, enamel, plating perfect; ;6100.

Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [7886

1Q19 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., July delivery,
J-t/ very little used; £140; seen by appointment.-
B., 73, Ellerdile St.. Lewisham, S.E.13. [7756

DOUGLAS, 1914, all on, new tyres, tube, belt, per-
fect condition, ride 50 miles to purchaser; £45.

—63, Stratton Rd., Shirley, Southampton. ['i559

GIBB, Douglas specialist, Gloucestei. solicits ^'w
enquiries for anything concerning Douglases : try

him for the part you require. 'Phone: 852. [6340

DOUGLAS 1917 2%h.p., 2-speed, very fast machine,
nice condition, pump, horn, tools, spares: first

cheque £55.—Box L4,660, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7933

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2 speeds, lamps, horn, speed-
ometer, mud shields, first rate^tyres, ready for anv

journey; £55.—Bunting. Masons Av., Wealdstone. [7675

4h.p. Douglas, 1916, 3-sp6e{l, kick starter, tyres as
new, lamps and mirror, ready to go anywhere

:

£85, or near ofler.— 226, Brownhill Rdr, Catford, S.E.6-
[7539

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick
start, recently overhauled, excellent condition;

£85.-35, Annesley Av., The Hyde, Hendon, N.W.I
[7760

DOUGLAS 1914 2'!4h.p., 2-speed gear, in splendid
condition, tyres and belt new; £55, or nearest

ofler.-T. Charlton, 14, Cleveland Ed., Sunderland.
[X5080

DOUGLAS 1914 254h.p., 2-speed, variable pulley.
Lucas bead lamp, generator, rear lamp, tyres good,

spare chain, tools; £60.—Meaby, 32, Newlands Park,
Sydenham. S.E. [X5077

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination, new,
'

latest
clutch, ridden few miles only, faultless machine

;

owner leaving country; £130.—Write D.. 4, St. Clement's
Ed., Bournemouth. [7722

35.h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, complete with lamps, new
4: tyres, and tool kit; apply after 6, or after 1 on

Saturday.— 1, Haarlem Ed., Brook Green, W.14. 'Phone:
Hammersmitb 1035. [7823

SPORTING Douglas 4h.p. Combination, discs, T.T.
bars, copper exhaust. Klaxon, spares, P. and H.

lighting set, not done 1,000 miles; 98 gns.—84, Ilex
Rd., Willesdcn, N.W.IO. [7761

DOUGLAS 1919 23ih.p., 2-speed, brand new, actu-
ally in stock.—F.O.O.H. (Pair Otter Car House),

5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr. Hampstead Tube).
'Phone ; Hampstead 3752. [7922

4h.p. Dougla.s 1919 Combination, complete with storm
< apron ; extended payments if desired.-Harrods'

Motor Showrooms, 116-118, Brompton Ed. (opposite
Main Building), London. S.W.I. [7623

DOUGLAS 1916 Combination, coachbuilt 'sidecar,
recently overhauled, perfect condition: £115,

or near offer.—C. Williams. 83-86, Upper St., Isling-

ton, N. 'Pho:ie : North 372. [7898

4h.p. 1919 Douglas, Easting wind screen, lamps,
Klaxon. _ .specially made luggage carrier, spare

belt, hardly used, and absolutely as new; ^£140.
Stanclitf, 4, Copthall Court, E.C. [7874

1Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, fitted with latest
--t/, dry plate clutch, just arrived from makers; 140
gns., no offers; can be seen by appointment,—Address,
Douglas, c/o Pool's, 180, Fleet St., E.O. [7664

33.h.p. W.D: Doiiglas,, briind new; one or two early de-
4 liveries at £72, Jiliis carriage; pamphlets with

particulars.-Eolunson'a, Garage, 32-35, Green St., Cam
bridge. Tel.: 995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles. [7328

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination,. 3 lamp sets, new
tyres, belt, chain; and sprocket, recently overhauled,

sidecar repainted and upholstered, spares; £125.—
Middleton, 330, Ivydale Ed., Nuuhead, S.B.15. [7594

03.h.p. Douglas, .^spced; free engine, T.T. bars, new
fyJ4i heavy' passenger studded, tyres, horn, lamps,
generator, topis, bags, spares, thorough going order;
£37: seen evenings."—11, Pleydell Av., Stamford Brook.
W. .--.-.- [7754

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-
livery.—Eli Olark. Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
nd., Bristol. [0966

4h.p. 1919 Type Douglas Combinations, with im-
proved type of clutch; one or two early deliveries

at £123, plus cost of crate and carriage; pamphlets
»ith specifloation.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Green
St., Cambridge. Tel. ; 995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles.

[7329

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dougias

JO 19 Douglas 2^jh.p., in excellent condition, com-
-t- ^ plete with tools, pump. Klaxon, Miller head
amp and generator, and spare outer cover, recently
overhauled and fitted with long exhaust pipe, high
gear pulley, and speciiil single lever automatic car-

buretter; price 75 gns.-Bos L4,656, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [7924

Edmund.
3.3h.p. Edmunds Spring Frame, J.A.P. engine, 2-

4 speed gear; a reallv smart and comfortable
machine; extended payments if desired.—Harrods' Motor
hhowrooms, 116-118, Brompton Rd. (opposite Main
Building), London, S.W.I. [7524

Enfield.

X? 15. —Enfield 2";ih.p., Bosch, B. and B.; ride away.—^ 48, Burchell Ed., I'eckham, S.E.15. [7636

6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, 1914; £87.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7908

-1 015 3h.p. Enfield, in splendid condition; open for

J-i' trial; £60.—Rosser, Somerset St., Abertillery.
[X4407

1 014 Enfield Combination, M.A.G. engine; £80, near
11/ offer.-L. Webb, 1, Kennett Villas, Peel Ed.,

Woodford.
• [7669

1Q19 Royal Enfield, 3h.p., Model 140, brand new,
-If/ in crate as delivered; £80.—Rhosha Co., Mawneys
Ed., Romford. 17949

JONES' Garage, s-iecial agents for Enflelds, Broad-

way, Muswell Hill. N.IO. and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [292"

1 016 Enfield Combination, 8h.p., nearly new car siie

If/ tyres, Lucas lamps; illO.-Oglesby, 12, Leaside

Av., Muswell Hill, N.IO. [7812

1 Q19 6h.p. Enfield Combination, with Lncas large

Lf/ horn, not over 500 miles, new August 2nd; £150.

—Burrow, Morwenna, Bideford. [7592

Oilh.p Twin Enfield, 2-speed, just overhauled, new
>*4 bushes, piston rings, etc., trial given; £38.—
\b. Leythe Rd., Actcn. (Alter 5.) [7752

1019 6h.p. Enfield Combination, to be delivered

li/ this week; what offers ?—P. Mundy, 239, Win-

chester Rd., Higham's Park. E.4. [7753

1 019 6h.p. Enfield Combination, just delivered, com-
J-J/ plete with speedometer, lamps, horn, etc.; what

oflersf-Nevill, 98, Moneriefl St., Peckham. [7780

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916, fine condition,

2 new tyres and new coach body ; *110.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, Union St. South. Halifax. [6791

ENFIELD 1916 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, kick start, lamp,

tools, and spares, tyres and tubes as new; £57j-
Mitchell, 32, Bromley Common, Bromley, Kent. [774^

1Q14 Enfield 6h.p., coachbuilt, Tan-Sad. little

-11/ used, splendid order and condition ; lowest,

£92.-4, Stock^ell Park Crescent, Brixton, S.W.9.

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1914-15 coachbuilt Combination,

screen, speedometer, lamps, spares, tools, splen-

did condition; £110.-79, Upton Lane, Forest Gate^

ENFIELD 6hp. 1916-16 Combination, new coachbuilt

body 2-speed, complete with lamps, 2 new tyres,

overhauled: f I20.-Arnold. 133, Sloane St., S-^l-^^g

6h B Enfield Coachbuilt Combination, fully equipped

and in excellent condition: accept £85, or

"ood solo part.-436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton H^th
S.E. L7847

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., late 1913, engine re-

bushed, new pistons, connecting rods, chains re-

ceipts shown; lowest £85.-Box L4,564, c/o The Mo/o-

Cycle. 1^'^^'

ENFIELD Late 1913 6h.p. Combination, engine re-

cently thoroughly overhauled; any trial or ex-

amination; roomy sidecar. - Parker s, Bradshawgate

Bolton. [X4S28

BARGAIN.—Enfield combination, new condition,

mileage 2,291, Klaxon, 3 lamps, speedometer, all

accessories; £135, no oilers.-Waters, Grocer, South-

wick, ,
Sussex. 17831

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, stored 2 years,

condition quite new, Lucas lamps, horn; any ex-

amination; must sell; £125.-6, Gold's Hill Rd, Hands-

worth, Birmingham. [X6094

1Q18 Enfleld-Jap 6h.p. Combination, luggage grid,

y.*y hood screen, apron, speedometer, Lncas 445 light-

ing set, as uew, star engine, mileage 4,900; £145.-

Oaptain Forshaw, Brambles, Chelmsford. 1755b

ENFIELD 8h.p. Combination, new June, Lucas elec-

tric lighting, Watford speedometer, foot and hand

horns hood, etc., beautifully fitted out; price £145.—

Apply, Manager, Empire, Bonnyrigg, Midlothian. [7552

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, 6h.r., a fine reliable

outfit. Cameo wind screen, apron, hood, luggage

•^rid Klaxon horn, speedometer; price £140; seen even-

ings' 7, Saturday after 2.-32, Grove Lane, Stamford

Hill, N. 17618

6h p Enfield Coach Combination, 1914, gears and en-

gine just thoroughly overhauled, all worn parts

replaced with new. sidecar just been repainted, sprung

higgage grid, l.anips, liotn. spares coraplcto ;
100 gns., or

wonld exchange late model Triumph, oouiitcishnit.-

Pickett, Jun., 8, Court Rd, Tuubiidge Wells. [7707

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end o! each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. a35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALIi.

Elswick.
pLSWICK Precision 4h.p.,_ 2-speed,
XLl waterligiit; £38.—Speechley
I,ano, Acton Hill, VV.3.

F.B., Bosch
Gunnersbury

[7ai8

Excelsior.

AMERICAN Excelsiors.—Place yonr^ orders npw to

save rtisapiiointment.

BridBe St., Chester.
'Plione 943,—Horswill, 42

[2143

19

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire^ North Wales, Isle of Mar
Only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blakt

and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. I703e

"I Q 15 5h.p, Excelsior Combination, splendid condi-
M-tJ tion, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch mag., coachbuilt
sidecar: £65.—Manlord, Frodesley, Doriington, Salop.

[X5075
EXCELSIOR (British) 5-6h.p. Combination, Dine

3-speed gear box, Serlspray, Dunlop tyres, pillion

seat, Millford sidecar, screen, lamps, speedometer,
take 3 anywhere; £110, or near offer.—'Phone

:

Wanstead 150.—Penman,. The View. Chigwell Rd., S.

Woodford. [7782

F.N.

F.N., 5-6b.p., 4 cyls., 2-apeed, good goiiie order, coach-
built side<;ar with hood, new back and sidecar tyre:

JE45.—22, Somers Rd., "Walthamstow. - [780^

3ih.p. 1914 2-Gpeed F.N.. clutch and kick start model
2 shaft drive, ased carefully, and in excellent con-

dition, lamps, accessories; £42.-30, Kingsdown Rd..

Leytoi.stone. " [7824

r.N, Sh.ij. Combination, 4-cyl., Bosch, clutch, singlf

speed, fast, nice cone sidecar, lamps, tools ; 5C
ens., or near offer; after 7 o'clock; photo.—14a, Prince
of Wales Rd., S.W. [7e4e

5-6h.p. F.N. Combination, late model, stored 2 years,

good condition, slight adjustment to -speed gear,

run on low gear; bargain, £65; before 7 p.m.—39, Barn-
sole Rd., GiUingham, Kent. [7719

F.N. 2^,4h.p. Lightweigl^t, new Amac carburetter, new
tyres, in perfect condition, seen any time, bar-

gain, £35 ; also good second-hand carburetter, 30/-.—

Jones, Foregate House, Chester. [7691

tirand«x.

GRANDEX-J.A.P, 2^4b.p., 1914, with wicker canoe
sidecar, splendid condition; £60.-149, Clajiton

Common, near Stamford Hill, E-&. [7688

GRANDEX-PRECISION 4Mli.p. Coach Combina-
tion, about 1915, .Enfield gears, tyres, condition,

enamel as new; trial; £85.-30, Lysias Rd., Clapham
Common. [7878

Harley=Davidson.
16 Harley-Davidson Combination ; £125.—Harris.
24, Grand Parade, Brighton. [7709

HARLEY Combination, 1915, electric lighting, lovely

turnout; £120.-51, Maplethorpe Rd., Tlioruton

Heath. S.E. [7745

1 Q16 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric model.
JL vj low mileage, new tyres, perfect condition ; anv
trial; £160.-81, Clarence Place; Newport. [7809

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1917, electric, bulbous back
sidecar, hood and screen, like new, fast and power-

ful; £170.—H., 280, Queen's Rd., Battersea. [7773

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson, Mills-Fulford sidecar, magneto
J.*/ model, electric light, just completely overhauled,
splendid running order; what offers?—Casson, Seacombe,
Chard. [7638

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1916, side-

car nearly new, all complete with hood, screen,

etc , splendid condition; £130.—Apply, Forsander, 43,

Oxford St.. W. [7842

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, very handsome 1915 com-
bination, condition absolutely guaranteed;- 128

gns.-Longman Bros., 17. Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone
1578 Chiswick. T7731

1Q18 10-12h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination, elec-
Xt? trie lighting set, In new condition; nearest offer

to £150.—J. Dooley, 33, Kitlyon Rd., Wandaworth Rd.,
Station, London, S.W. [7814

"jQ18 Harley-Davidson American Army Combination,
J-«7 perfect running order; on view Saturday and Sun-
day; highest offer rides away; London.— 142, Castellain

Mansions, Maida Vale. [7712

"I Q19 Harley-Davidson Combination, electric model,
X«/ comnlete with hood, screen and spare tyre, just de-

livered fro~m makers: 220 gns., no offers: can be seen

by appointment.—Address, Harley, c/o Pool's, 180, Fleet

St.. E.G. [7665

1015 Harley-Davidson Model llJ., 7-9h.p., 3 speeds,
Xtf dvnomo lighting, just completely overhauled bv
the makers, bulbous back sidecar, brand new body, new
tyres, everything in perfect condition; £135.—Can be
seen at 74. Neivman St., W.l, [6767

HARLEY (Late 1917) Combination, Remy electric
lighting, Dunlop tyres, all tools, spare valves,

chains, etc., fitted beautiful Cooper sidecar with screen.

60 m.p.g., 5 to 55 on top; this machine is in perfect
condition; call or write.—40, Murray Mews, Murray St.,

Oampden Town. [7774

pgBgBgHgHgBgB^HlHlHil

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

GUte Holdtite Rivetless Soles.'

Seles STUCK ON

We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-(ix solution. We guarantee

them to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. This process of fixing is exactly

the same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

thatthe Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof.

Full instructions given with each pair of

PRICES :

Gents'
Size. Per Pair,

lO-II .. .

.

3/6
8-9 .. 3/3
6-7 ..

Ladies'

3/-

Size. Per Pair

6-7 ... .

.

2/8
4-5 2/4
2-3 .. 2/-

Boys' . and Youths •

Size. Per Pan.

4-5 .

.

3/-
2-3 .

.

2/10
t-i3 -. 2/8

Sol.fix Solution:
rins, 8d., 1/3, 2/6, and 4/6 An 8d. ti

sufficient for 2 pairs of soles

Solution Brush, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded.

ELITE

RUBBER
Co., Ltd. (Dept. A),
264-266, Vanxball Bridge Road,

VICTORIA, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

1 Q 13 Harley-Davidson, mag., new June, 1919.
J-'tf (proofs), fitted £42 tandem sidecar, second-
^eat detachable. Cape hood, side curtains, wind screen,
Tan-Sad, smart outfit, guaranteed perfect, any trial,
must sell, owner ordered abroad; best after acceiHed.
—'Phone : 5956 Paddington. [7863

HAELET-DAVIDSON, late 1918 magneto model, disc
wheels, large copper exhaust pines, and nil accea^-

aories, only run a lew miles, enamel and plating as new,
mechimicnlly perfect, estremely fast engine, with brnnd
new Milllord sidecar; £200; taking delivery of car.—
R. Latham, 30, Ardgowan St., Greenock. [7510

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Electric Model, as new,
-LiJ only dons 900 miles, special pattern drop handle-
bars, disc wheels, with speedometer and mascot, engine
and whole machine in pexfent condition, always been
looked alter by experts; £190, or near ofler.—To he
seen at any time at W. N. Frov and Sons, Ltd., BrniB-
wick Works, King St., Hammersmith, W. [7610

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 4i4h.p., Model llC. de-
livered September, 1918, Burberry coach sidecar,

apron. Cameo wind screen, spacious rear locker [de-

livered March, 1918), machine mileage about 2.000,'

2 laurps, tools, genuinely perfect condition throughout,
extraordinarily fast, -spare new chain and pair ijalvea;

110 gns; seen London.—Captain Forshaw, Brambles,
Chelmsford. (7555

HARLET-DAVIlil.SON 1915 Combination, 3 speeds^
clutch, kick start, good tyres, 3 aeetylene "lamps, 2

.

generators, screen, hood and side curtains, saddle back-'
rest, mechanical horn, Stewart speedometer, and good
kit of tools, enamel and hood in poor conditiou, engine
recently overhauled, excellent: a very fa^t and relialile

oiitfit; seen bv appointment; 107 gns.—Coiner House,
Cowley St., S.W. [7582

GRISELDA is to change hands! Tgu would like her.

She's not as pretty as she need to b^, but she's a,
sport, and she goes the pace! Three's never a crowd
with Griselda. And you can tnist here. She's a 1915
Harley combination, with speedometer, scTeen, hood,
excellent acetylene lighting, horn, and tools. She goes

like smoke! Just what you're looking for, and only
£112.—Bos L4,634, c/o TKe Motor Cycle. [7583

Hazlewood.
33.h.p. Hazlewood-Jap, lamps, horn, Bosch, engine
4 recently 0?erhauled by makers, good tyres, ride

awav; £35.—Apply, after 6.30, G., 59, Gaisford St.,

Kentish -Town. .N.W.5. [7889

HAZLEWOOD, 1915 model, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. engine,
3-speed countershaft gear and Vicfc starter, splen-

(lid ' condition, with '-'coachbuilt -sidecar; £70.—Box
L4,,B52, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7580

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combina-
/'tifln-, Bosch niag., 3 speeds and kick start, lamps,

mechariically peffect, only ridden 600 miles, delivered
end of, 1914, condition as new; bargain, £95. or offer.

—118, Hither Green Lane, Lewisham. [7845

HA2^LEWOOD Combination, believed 1916, 5-6h.p„
kick start, coachbuilt sidecax, 3-speed, been

thoroughly overhauled, good running order; purchaser
can have trial trip " any time, prefetably week-end

;

£100.—S. W. Pearson, 6, Queens Gate Villas, Vic-W.
toria Park Rd., London, B.9. [7862

.Henderson.

^C|18 Henderson and sidecar, latest model, spoi'tiiig-"

J-J7 machine"; £154.—J. C. Ivene, Stanmore, Kidder-
iuinstcr. [X5010

PLACE Your orders now for Hendersoiw.—Horawili.
Caatra Mottir Cyc'e Garage, 42, Bridge 8t.,

Lhe'ster. Phone : 943. [2143

LANCASHIEtE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle ol
Man-—Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. invited.— J.

Blake and Co.. Official Deatfera.: Liverpool-Manchester.
£7039

Hobart.
HOBART-VILLIERS 2-stroke, new, delivery trqat

stoct: £50.—Saunders Cycle Co., Chatham. I

[xaaaeT;
HOBARTrVILLIERS, aVah.p., 2-8peed, perfect coodiv-

tion, lamps, horn, good tyres; £50.—D. StopUer.-
(Jhurcb Rd.. Merton, Surrey. [7057

HOBART, 1919, 2-8troke, 2-speed, brand new, iq
stock; 60 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.;-

Ealing. Tel. 157S Chiswick. [7732'

Humber.HUMBER, 1919, 3y2t.p., as from makers, used 3
weeks; best offer.—Hancock, Veterinary Infirmary,

Cowley Rd., Uxbridge. [7529

HUMBER 254h.p. Twin, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch,
B.B., lamps, tyres good; ^45, or off6r.—19, Lin^

den Grove, Peckham, S.E. [788?

HUMBER Coaclibuilt Combination, 3V2h.p., 2-apeed>

free engine, tyres as new, ride away; £58.—Mr.,
Iiwin, Leavesden Rd., Watford.

UMBER, 1914, 3y2h.p., 2-speed

[7B3d'

HUMBER, 1914, 3y2h.p., 2-speed, powerful, reli-

able, with coach sidecar, lamps, etc.; first £45.—
46, Chapel St., Marylebone. [7755

£26.—SVsb.p. Humber, rebushed, C.A.V., Amac, good
tyres, Druids, lamps, horn, ready for road;

after 6.—151, Stepney Green, E.l, [7871

A^6 All letters relating *^o advertisements should quote the numh*^- «* the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

HUMBER Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, 19-13,

excellent throughout, trial, well equipped, spares;

£60; wanted 8h.p.—Fernhurst, Weston Rd., Guild-

ford. 17565

HUMBER, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., good con-

dition and appearance, new piston, lamps, light

wicker sidecar; £56.-32, Ballern Grove, Chiswick
Lane. [7866

HUMBEE sy^h.p., 2-speed, free engine, handle start,

Bosch, B. and B., smart machine, suit solo or side-

car; genuine bargain, £45, or near ofEer.— 191, Grange
Ed., Hford, Essex. [7623

Indian.
15 7-9h.p. Indian, excellent running order; £85. —
116, Holden Ed., Finchler. [7738

]Q 14 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, only done 3,000
*y miles, new condition;. £105.—H. Vrright, Arlesey,

Bcfls. [7674

5-6h.p. Indian Combination, late 1915, 3-speed; best

offer over £100.—The Bungalow, North Town,
Aldershot. [X4963

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 5-6h.p., excellent order
throughout, repainted.—Bridgend Foundry Co.,

Cardigan. [S4302

INDIAN.—For earliest deliveries, ^et in touch witli

the Indian agents, Newport Motor Co., Ltd., New-
port. Mon. r0032

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Eoad Racer, perfect condition ; 60
gns., or exchange good make 3>2h.p., late model.

—80, York Ed., Battert^ea, S.WMl; [7692

1 Q15 3-speed 7-9h,p. Indian Combination, just over-
J-t7 hauled, accessories; £100; lightweight part ex-
change.— 73,' High St., Weston-super-Mare. [7879

INDIAN, S^.Ah.p., clutch, Amac, just been thoroughly
overhauled, ride away; £55, or offers, or exchange

good 2-stroke.—The Limee, Oakham, Eutland. [X^959

1 Q15 Indian Combination, 3-speed, and clutch, just
-*~ */ been re-eilnmelled and overhauled ; a bargain,
£110.—Jones, 4, Woodside Parade, N. Fihchley, N.12.

[7682
PLACE your orders loi Indians now; don't be leii

will northern county custojnera note the new
addres.—Horswill, 42, Bridge St.. Chester. Castra
Motor Cycle Garage. - 'Phone : 943 [2141

7-9h.p. Indian, 1915, with new 1918 3-spee(3' gear box
and clutch, new Dunlops, new P.H. lamp': .splendi^i,

bargain. £65; owner optimist getting A.B.C.— Write 39.'

Hatton Park Rd., . Wellingborougli. [7723

INDIAN, 1916, 5-6h.p., S^speed. clutch, kick start,
lamps. Eennoc coachbuilt eidecaj, .all accessories,

perfect condition, ridden 800 miles;; £12,0.-TRose.
Wenden^ Beach Av., Leigh-on-Sefl, Esses, '

;[X4780

1 Q15 5-6h.p. Red Indian Combination, stbred 3
--t^ years, 3 speeds, kick start, lamps, spare chain,
new Kempshall heavy tyre, spare, and tools; £110.—
Hamilton, 120, Queen Victoria St., E.G. [7783

INDIAN 1915 Clutch Model 7-9h.p., just been thor-
oughly overhauled and rebushed, new valves, clutch,

spare tyre, chain; any trial; owner bought car; £75.
lowest.—Tidmarsh, Aerodrome, Wituey, Oxon. [7589

1 Q16 Indian, Model G. Powerplus, Phcenix sporting
J-v sidecar, only used 6 months, all accessories, per-
fect condition guaranteed ; any trial by appointment

;

£150, or near offer.—Kav, 31, Parker St., Watford.
[7620

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.t)., 1915,' 3-speed, K.S.,
spring frame 1919 Indian sidecar, with apron;

really good outfit; take 2^^h.p. 3-speed A.J.S. part,*or
eell 92 gus.—Hatchford Hill Cottages, Cobham, Surrey

- [7699
INDIAN 5-6h.p., late 1915, Model B., 3 speeds, kick

start, lamps, speedometer, touring and T.T. bars."
spare cover, excellent condition, just been tlioroughly
overhauled; £80.—Tintern House, 20, Wood Green,
Weduesbury. [X5013

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, kick start,
spring frame, electric lamps and horn, speedometer,

sidecar hood, screen, luggage carrier, splendid condi-;
tion

; £120, or near offer ; London, Surrey).—Box
L4,655, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7727

INDIAN, -5-6h.p., delivered May, 1916, to present
owner, scarcely used, in new condition, 3-speed

clutch and kick starter, fitted with acetvlene lamps,
speedometer, mechanical horn, clock, and an extra tool
bag; price £90, or near ofleT.—Apply, Sopwith, Kings-
wood, Hendon Av., Church End, Finchley, N.3.
'Phone: 218 Finchley. [7543

Ivy.

1 Q14 Ivy-Precision, overhauled,, replated, and re-
*-«^ enamelled, now as good as new, all accessories.
—89, Wigmore St., W. [7857

H. G. HENLY and Co. are sole London Agents for
the popular Ivy 2-stroke.—91, Gt. Portland St..

W.l. 'Phone: Mayfair 4084 [0023

IVY 2-stroke, late 1915, single speed, Amac, drip
feed lubrication, Dunlops, running order; £36.—

4, Mill Cottages, Esher, Surrey. [7876

1 Q 1 9 Ivy 2-stroke De Luxe, all purpose model,
J-*7 Albion 2-speed gear, new June; £55, no offers.
—C. O. Beane, Derby Rd., Long Eaton, Notts. [X4782

TYRES
I

SPECIAL
j

Clearance Lines!
All . g:oods sent on seven I

days' approval asainstj
remittance.

J^ETREADING.
Extra heavy-

Heavy
Medium

17/6
15/-

12/6

COVERS.
Out

Price.

"CANNOT ADVERTISE NAME."
26 X 2i passenger heavy rubber

studded 49 /6
26 X 2| Tourist Trophy 39/6
26 X 2j ,. ,, rubber studded 39/-

25X2iX2i , „ 43/6
26 X 2i Passenger 52/6
700 X 75 Lightcar to fit 650 X 65

rims 49 /6

List

Price.

55/-

45 /•

44/6
50/-

55/6

55 ;

GOODYEAR
29 X 2 J oversize for 2B X 2i rim,

nibhisr -ttiHHp 42/"
28 2i diamond stud ' 5 /-

28 X 2 Rubber studded O.S. 35/- 44/-

PALMER-
>« V 3 pi-i'v 4-ply t:iin- 65/- 79/9

PEDLEY—
26 >i 2i Heavy Model
26X2ix 2j Heavy Modei
26 x 2i Medium

60,-
£9/-

52/6

AVON-
28 X 3 Extra heavy 3-ribbed J2/6 90/9

BATES—
26 X 2} Specia] heavv 52/6

KEMPSHALU—
26 X 2} Heavy non-skid 45/. 64/-

WOOD-MILNE—
26 X 2^ Extra heavy Keygnp 60/-
26x3X2^ Extra heavy Keygrip 64/9
650 X 75 X 65 Heavy Keygrip 62 /•

26 X 2^ Combination 84/-

TUBES.
NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED
2bX2t 10/- 11/-

.fixaJ

26 X 2S. 10/- 11/-

CELTS.
All makes in Stock at special prices.

Best English make 6ft. lengths by Jin.; 1 /I per ft.

We can supply odd lengths to make up two-
piece belts to any required lengths.

We have a larffc motor tyre stock
and shall be pleased to quoted on
receipt o-f postcard.

264 Vaaxhall Bridge Road.s.266
Victoria

w

MOIOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
'^

Ivy.
05.li. p. Ivy-Precision, Brnmpton-Grndna gear, .I'ust
'** 4 fitted new connecting rod, rings, nnd lebnshen.
eood tyres and belt; £28.—Lawrence, Orchards Farm,
Hnnley Castle, Worcs. [X5001

MADISON Bargains.-3Voh.p. Ivy 4-stroke, light-
weight, B.U., hnndle-Uar, Bosch mag., good tyres,

foot-rests, smart comfortable saddle, slightly faultv,
easily repaired; it's cheap, £28 till sold.—Madison,
Littleover, Derby. [X4957

James.

1 Q19 James 5-6h.p. Combination, full equipment,
J-t' as new, wind screen; £135.-27, St. John's Rd.,
Putney. [7902

JAMES Combination for sale; £70; trial run given,
or specification posted.—Donnison, Westcroft,

Endlebury Rd., Chingford. [X4711

JAMES, 5-6h.p., 1919, tandem sidecar, Luc^as lamps,
Klaxon, pertect condition, mileage 1,000; £150.

-23, Mandeville Ed., Enfield Wash. [X5093

JAMES, 5-6h.p., late 1918, only run 1,000 miles,
equipment, tools, and spares; £100.—The Tele-

phone Motor Works, Allsop Place, N.W.I. [7541

1 Q16 SYxh.p. Twin James, 3-speed, kick start, clutch.
At' horn, lamps, speedometer, just overhauled by
malier, excellent condition; £70.—Tennant, 12, Gre.^hnm
St., E.G. Tel.: Cent. 12199. [7779

JAMES 41411-?. Coml)ination. 1917, lamps. Horn,
speedometer, coachbuilt sidecar, hood just fitted,

lovely condition, climb anywhere ; £120, with 3 cans
of No. 1 : or exchange lightweight.—Bunting, Masons
Av., Wealdstone. [7677

J.E.S.

LANCASHIRE and Cheshire Only.—J.E.S. motor
cyclette and attachment sets; enquiries invited.—

J. Blake and Co , Liverpool-Mancbester. [7042

J.H.
7-9h.p. J.H., 1915 model, M.A.G. engine, Sturmey

Archer countershaft gear* fitted with handsome
coachbuilt sidecar; £115.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet St., London. [7907

Kerry.
03.h.p, Kerry, coil ignition. B. and B. carburetter,
'^4 good appearance and good condition: first £12
secures.-Stanley, 6, Hollv I'ark Ed., Hanwell, London,
W.7. [7720

£135.—Kerry combination. SV^b.p., Bosch rang., B.
and ]i. carburetter, splendid condition.—Suiith, 67,

Coleman St., E.C. [7619

Kynoch.
33.h.p. Kynoch-Precision, in good condition, fast, reli-

4 able, sportv. lamps, horn: what offers?—Hazel-
dene, Storehou-e" Lane, Hitchin. [X4724

Lea=Francis.

LEA-FRANCIS Brand New 4h.p. Combination; be?t

otfer accepted; Midlands.—Box 534, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X4999

LEA-FRANCIS.—Orders are now being Viooked ;for

future delivery of these splendid machines.—
Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., London, S.W.I. .

[X35I1
LEA-FRANCIS, 1919. Place your name on our

waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
mounts.—A. J. Sproston, 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l.

[6612

Lincoln=Elk.

LINCOLN-ELK 2^.Qi.\i., Bosch watertight mag., IJ.

and E.. excellent running order; £25.-213, Nevells
Ed., Letchworth, Heits. [7593

LINCOLN ELK 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, free,

kick start, good condition; ^36.-74, DoUis Park,
Church End, Finchley, N.3. [7884

£44,_Lincdln Elk 4Vih.p., 2-speed, countershaft,
kick start, new coachbuilt uuderslung sidecar;

or exchange for lightweight.—M.S., 49, Well St.,

Hackney, E. [7860
Levis.

LEVIS, 1916, just overhauled, excellent condition,
lamp. Klaxon; after 5; £37.-4, Little Heath,

Charlton. \ [7696

HOVE Engineering Worts, Davigdor Rd., are ese<'ui

ing Levis orders in strict rotation ; nil ucceFisnri<>'*

and repairs. [3184

LEVIS, 2^,ih.p., 1914, 2-Bpeed, in good condition:
£37.—Butterworth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane.

Brixton Hill. [7892

LEVIS 2Vib.p., Bosch mag. with cut-ofE. Senspray
carburetter, engine perfect runuiug order, tyres

Hutchinson rubber studded, Melksham ribbed 24x2.
iiuulop belt, brakes, bearings all in excellent state,

machine is lively, easy to control, runs perfectly, new
early in war, ridden by present owner in holidays only:

42 gns. to be seen 28, Park Crescent Mews West, near

Regent's Park Tube Station. Tel. : 4940 Padd. Readv
to ride away, with horn, pump, tools, and registered

number plates. [7726

L.M.C.

£22; L.M.C. motor cycle, S^^h.p., Bosch, splendid
order throughout.—Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury

Lane, Acton Hill, W.3. [7817

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
L.M.C.

L.M.C. 4'/4h.p., new stylo S,-A. gear box, 3 speeds,
clutch, K.S., 650x65 Dunlops, latest 1919 model,

finish black and gold, Grindlay C.B. sidecar fitted,
grey finish, apron, Dunlop heavy, very smart outfit,
'new, delivery from stock; £120.—Saunders Cycle Co.,
Chatham. [X4488

L.ILC. Motor Cycles. — The motor cycle with the
comforts of a car All models available shortly;

demonstration model now in stock.—The .sole dis-

tributing agents for London and the Home Counties
Mebes and Mebes, the Original Light Car Specialists,

144, 154-6, Ot. Portland St. W.l. [3695

Matchless.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford. West Surrey
agents for the new Matchless.—Order now fo?

early delivery. [4085

JONES Garage, special agents lor Matchless, Broad
way. MuEwell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. .[2921

MATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p., 2-speed, fine turn-
out: £85, hargain.~35, Freegrove Ed., Caledonian

na., HoUowny, N. [7663

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 81i.p. Combination, fine condi-
tion, just overhauled; £110, or near ofler.—301,

Underbill Ed, East Dulwich, S.E. [7662

MATCHLEStS Sh.p. 2-speed Combination, coacbbuilt
sidecar. Klaxon, and all accessories, perfect condi-

tion; £95.-14, Half Moon Crescent, N.l. [7950

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., hood, screen, discs,
long plat^^d exhaust, all accessoriee, perfect; trial

willingly; 95 gns.—20, Derby Ed., W. Croydon. [7667

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 8b.p., 2-speed, Binks 3-jet,

Bosch, new cylinders, pistons, etc., spares, coach-
built sidecar; £95, offers.—Goode, Woodville, Argoed,
Moru [X4786

MATCHLESS New Model H, spring frame. We
are now booking orders for this latest model,

for rotation delivery.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St:, E.C.3. [0491

MATCHLESS Combination, Sh.p. J.A.P.. Eosch mag.,
clutch, 3-speed, K.S., 1914, chain drive, just over-

hauled, re-ennmelled. perfect order; £90; taken for debt.

—18a, Highgate Ed., Kentish Town.^ [7702

MATCHLESS, M.A.G.. late 1917, very little used,
detachable vs^heels and spare, Lucas dynamo light-

ing set, all as new, in perfect condition ; best offer over
fl70.—Taesell, la, Boomfield Ed., Plumstead. [7835

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, Montgomery
cane sidecar, Bosch, B. and B., 2-speed, IJunlop'

tyres, Tan-Sad pillion seat, lamps, horn, spares, take
3 anywhere; £65.~36, Eadnor Gardens, Twickenham.

[7642
MATCHLESS, 7-9h.p. M.A,G. engine, SB., 3-speed.

coachbiiilt combination, nearly new oversize cord
tyres, electric lights, hood, screen, mechanical horn,
speedometer, ready for long tour; ^125; after 6 p.m.—
156, Browning Ed., East Ham. [7718

Sh.p. Match less-Jap, Jardine 4-speed coacbbuilt
sidecar, luggage grid, lamps complete, tools,

pump, spares include tyre, tub^s, chain, belt, speedy
mount, fine condition; £120.—Waters. View and trial
at Guthrie Garage, Shenfield, Essex. [7797

MATCHLESS —The new Model H spring frame will
shortly be ready; write and book for earlieet de-

livery; Lucas dynamo lighting at option; decide now,
and order the best combination; no premium, and 5%
on deposit to date of delivery.—J. Tassell, la. Bloom-
field Ed., Plumstead [6798

MATCHLESS Sh.p., coach Combination, late 191S
Victory model, clutch, kick-starter, spare

wheel, lamps, horn, tools, speedometer, back rest,
Tan-sad; a magnificent outfit, perfect.—F.O.C.H. (Fair
Offer Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead (nr.
Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [7923

Metro.

1 Q19 Metro-Tyler, new, just delivered; £54.-JoneR,
--t/ 4, Woodside Parade, N. Finchley. [7680

METEO-TYLER, single gear, discs, Senspray, tools,
horn, iust delivered; £54.—H. E. Long, Durley,

Botley, Hants. [7901

METEO-TYLERS.-We are now in a position to give
immediate delivery of this sporty lightweight.—

Edward and Gill, IIS, Hampsteiid Ed., N.W.l. [7724

Minerva.
"lyiNERVA, SVoh.p., Bosch. B. and B., horn, pump,
f-'J- running order, easy starter; £25.-61, Eccleston
Ed., West Ealing. [7530
TiTINEEVA, 2%h.p., mag., good tyres, with acces-
ITJ. sones; £15.-—Bntterworth's Garage, 64 Mill
Lane, Brixton Hill, [7891

Monarch.
TVTONAECH-VILLIEES 2-stroke, 2-speed gear bos
XTJ. new, delivery from stock; 60 gns.—Saunders
Cycle Co., Chatham. [X4487

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE, 2','ih.p,. fine condition, nearly

new; £19, bargain.-17, Heaton Ed., Mitcham.
[7888

WHATQIDYOUDOIN

THE G«EAT STRIKE?

WHY JOIN THE WEARY
PROCESSION OF WALKERS
WHEN WE CAN FIX YOU
TO-DAY WITH A MOTOR
CYCLE OF YOUR OWN?

£120

COMBINATIONS IN STOCK.
KEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p. Canoelet, Bulbous side-

car, Bew W.D. model
ROVER, 6 h.p, 3-speed Combination, new W.D.

model
1915 CLYNO, re-enamelled and plated, standard

Combination '. ..

1916 4 h.p. DOUGLAS Combination, overhauled
and re-enamelled

1915 SUNBEAM, 3l h.p., Sunbeam Sidecar
1916 HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P., 6 h.p., s-speed

countershaft
1915 SCOTT, W.C, 2-stroke, Sporting Sidecar .

.

1915 HARLEY, electric model, Harley Sidecar
1917 ZENITH, 6h.p., countershaft, kick starter,

clutch. Zenith Sidecar, electric light
1916 B.S.A., 3 speed countershaft. Sidecar ... .

1915 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., 2-seater Sidecar
1916 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination
RUDGE-MULTI, 5-6 h.p., re-enameUed, new

appearance

fllO
£120

£110 0I

£90
£125 0-

SOLO MACHINES.
rgig ZENITH (July) 8 h.p. standard, complete

equipment
1919 BRITISH EXCELSIOR, 2J h.p., 2-speed,

2-stroke, kick starter

1919 METRO-TYLER, 2-stroke, single speed
1919 ENFIELD, 2'J h.p., 2-speed, 2 stroke, com-

plete equipment
igig NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p., 3-speed counter-

shaft, kick starter '

1919 BRADBURY, 6 h.p. 2-speed, kickstarter.

.

1919 O.K., 2-speed, 2-stroke
1919 NEW COMET, 2-speed, 2-stroke
191 6 CALTHOBPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed
1915 TRIUMPH JUNIOR, 2-stroke
r9i4 NEW HUDSON, single-speed

1914 CLYNO, 2-stroke, lamps
1913 RUDGE, single-speed, lamps, horn, etc. .

.

191 1 TRIUMPH, free engine, good condition and
appearance ,

£125
£110
£125
£125

^0 0;

£115 a

£65
£S2 IS

£63

£115
£122 10
£fiO

£55
£55
£60
£S8
£42
£50

£45 0:

DON'T BE CAUGHT
NAPPING AGAIN.

Wr.lTE OR CALL TO-DAY ON

THE
SERVICE CO., Ltd.,

289 to 293, k 95 to 96,

HIGH HOLBORN.

Telephone

:

6430

Holborn.

CASH.

EXTENDED
PAYMENTS.
EXCHANGES.

Telegrams

:

"Admittedly,

London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE l^^h.p., mag., Druids, B„ and B.^
good condition.—Jactson, 118, Herbert Bd., Wool-

wich. [7826

"IITOTOSACOCHE, SVah.p., 1914, Enfield 2-8peed,"
-L'J- Bosch, speedometer, lamps, wicker sidecar ne^r
tyre, many spares, leggings, stored 3 years; £60.—
80, Grangehill Rd,, Eltham, S.E.9. [X4785.

31.h.p. Motofiacoche, 1914, De Lissa vahes, 2-epeed»
2 kick-starter, tyres good, lamps, horn, re<'entl7

overhauled, mileage under 5,000; bargain, £30.—Olivoi
Motors, 120, Bollo Bridge Ud.. Acton. [7840

MOTOSACOCHE, 2V2h.p., with new light sidecar and
hood. Miller- head lamp, new belt, -variable pulley,

all in splendid condition; £48; will eell separately;
seen between 6 and 7.-3, Pahnerstou Rd., Wimbledon.

[7768
New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1919, with full enuip-
ment, equal to new,- £135.—241, Upper Richmond

Rd., Putney. [7647,

NEW HUDSON 2-stroke, 2 speeds, in splendid con^
dttion; £38, or nearest; ride away.—A. Harrisoiu

Rockbourne, Salisbury. [7790

1 ifi 14 New Hudson 3V2h.p. Combination, 3-speed,
-*-*' clutch, Bosch mag,, lamps, etc.; bargain, £60.— 2a,'

Sisto-va Rd., Bedford Hill, Balham. 'Phone Streatbam
352. i7607.

1 ilil7 4h.p. New Hudson Combination, 3-speed, clntclk^
-L *-' kict start, accessories, and apron, new conditionj^
and perfect; £lI0.^Austen, 1, Westfield Terrace, Parfe.
Rd., Soutb Farnborottgh, Hants. [7526

New Imperial.

NEW Imperial.—CaffyHs, Ltd., Eastbourae. are tiook-.

ing orders for delivery shortly. 10018

1 Q16 New Imperial-Jap 2%h.p., 2-speed, unused^
J-*/ years, as new, lamps, horn; bargain, £48.-7,
Milner Rd., Merton, S.W.19. [7765

NEW IMPERIALS. Call and inspect the latest

models.—Sole London agents, Rey's, '173, Qreat
Portland St. 'Phone: Mayfair 879- [9577

NEW IMPER;IAL-J.A.P., 2%h.p., countershaft 2-

speed, free, lamps, horn, tools, new tyres, engine
guaranteed perfect; ^45.—HuvXord, 120, Sutherland
Rd., W. Croydon. [7881

NEW JMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1914, 2-sp6ed, T.T., ex-
cellent condition, 'engine just overhauled, new back

tvve; any trial; £40'.-Write only, Holmes, Petiidge
^Wpod, R-edhill, Surrey. [X2830.

i?55.—1919 New Inlperial-Jap, 2=^4ti.p., bought new.^ - March last, not done 80.0, 2 speeds, Dunlops, splen-.

did Order ; owner officer ordered India ; can be seen hy
4ppoiu$ii,ient,—E.J. Marlborough Lodge, Harrow. [7701

NE^VVlMPERiliiL SVzli.P-. 1919. semi T.T., clutch,
'kick,- all n^'W' accessories, tools, spares, insurance,

delivered' last 'week, cost £32 complete, sell same'
amount spot cash; no offers.—93, Amesbury At.,
Streatham, S.W After 7. [7793

Norton.

NOItTONS-—We are now booking orders for the
latest Tftodel Norton solo and sidecar outfits :

£5-

deposit; deliveries in strictest rotation.—Maudes', 100.'

Gt. Portland St., London. W.l. [4156

" ''"
' ' N.S.U.

\r.S.U. 6h,p. Twin, 2-speedj F.E.. C.B. sidecar, Bosch.
-L'i B. and B., a real good outftt; any reasonable trial-

given;- £66.-68, Hyde Vale, Greenwich, S.E.IO. [7516

"Vr.S.U. Combination, C.B'., 5-6h.p., 2-speed, kick'
l\*- start. Bosch mag., electric lamps, in good condi-'

tion ; £55, or near oHer.—Glentilt, Princes Rd.,

"

Teddington. [7849:
-

N.U.T.

STANLEY RUSSl^LL, Newpojt, sole Isle of Wiglit^
agent for NU.T.-J.A.P. motor cycles; early de-

livery. [4Q19;

O.K. ,,;

O.K. Jimioi, single speed, nearly new ; saerifiee 36jiv

gns.—Adams, 44a, Myddieton St., Clerkenwell,-
E.C. 17741'.

JONES' Garage, special agents for O.K. machines,

V

Broadway, Muswell liiU. "N.IU, and Woodsida^
Parade, North Finchley. [292a-..'

X? 30.—O.K. Junior, 1916, good condition and mu-
^i^ ning order ; seen any evening.—Writs. E. Howe,
Faraday House, Southampton Row. [7941.'

Omega.
STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight

agent for Omega-Jap motor cycles; eaily delivery.*

[4018-
OMEGA-J.A.P., 25/,h.p.. 2-speed; several 1919 de-

monstration machines for sale from £49.—Distriot

agents: C. M. D. Garage, 5, Tavistock St., Leamington.
[54939:.

P. and M.
1.Q19 SVjh.p. P. and M., R,A.F. model, ridden 80.

Xt7 -miles, perfect; £95.—White and Co., London Rd.,
Camberley. [78X9

P.M., new, 1919, sidecar, accessorieB, many spares,
Palmer .and tube, spare; best offer over £10,0.—

Morris, 11, Poi-tland Rd., Holland Park. [7770

A38 AI! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Paragon.

PARAGON 2-Etroke, 1914, 2y:.h.p., 2-speed, enam-
elled nil-black, rebushed, lamps and born, etc.,

flone 3,0C0 only; £25.-27. Sackville Rd., Hove, Sussex.
[7508

Precision.

1 Q14 41i.p. l^recision, perfect, Bosch waterproof, B.B.

;

it/ ride away; £25.—Bedford, Sunnybill Rd., Streat-

ham. S.W.16. [7525

Premier.

"I Q16 Premier, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutch.
-Lt7 kick start; £65.-93, Wellwood Rd., Goodmayes,
Esses. [T694

3ih.p. Premier, 2-speed. F.E., iust overhauled: £38:
2 Saturday after 12.-11, Torridon Rd., Hither

Green, S.E. [7614

1Q15 Premier, countershaft, 3-speed, kick start,
--•^ clutch, smart lot; £65.—Ough, 12, Huntsmoor
Rd., Wandsworth, London, S.W. [7520

PREMIER 254h.p., Bosch. B. and B., tyres as new,
guaranteed sound ; price 30 gns.—Apply, Con-

fectioner, 44, London Rd. .Croydon. [7859

31h.p. Premier Motor Cycle, 1913, B. and B., all

2 complete, perfect running order; accept £35.—
Turner, 35, Water Lane, Newport, Salop. [7534

3ih.p, 1915 Premier, 3-speed countershaft, lamps.
2 horn. uudersluBg C.B. sidecar, wind screen; £85.

-21, Upper Charles St.. Goswell Rd., E.C.I. [7611

1017 4'4h.p. Premier, 3-speed countershaft, torpedo
-Li7 cane sidecar, dynamo lighting, new condition;
£85, no offers.— Grover, 44, Holden Rd., Woodside Park,
N.12. [X5089

PREMIER 4h.p. 1916 Combination, countershaft,
handle start, new tyres. P. and H. lighting set,

Klaxon, guaranteed in first-class running order; £85.—
165. New North Rd., N.l. [7630

PREMIER SVah.p. Combination, 3-speed and clutch,
B. and B., Bosch, Druids, Dunlop tyres, in excel-

lent running order, coachbuilt sidecar ; offers above
£60.—J.L.J. , 191, St. James's Rd., Croydon. [7762

Quadrant.
QUADRANT, 1916, 4i4h.p.. 3-speed, B.S.A.. all-

chain drive, in new condition, all on; £60,—Val,
50, Thornhill Rd., Islington, London. [7877

QUADRANT, 3V_.h.p.. B. and B., Bosch. Whittle
belt, good tyres and tubes, horn, and lamps;.

£23, after 6; ride away.—55, Stracey Rd., Pores.t'

Gate, E.7 '
,..

,
.[7868

4ih.p. Quadrant, 3 speeds, foot clvitch, Whittle belt;
4 enclosed mag., new tyres and ^tu^es, coacl^built

sidecar; £55, or part exchange liglifjretight^-ftjfiptor,

Belle View, Glue Hill, Sturminster Newton, Doiset.

,^ 1-7661

Radco.
LATE 1915 2%h.p. 2-stroke Radco, lamps, accessories;

£27.-7, Wo-stdale Ed., Forest Hill. [7751

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wigh'
*^ agent for Kadco motor cycles; delivery commenced

..[40T
JONES' Ga.flge, special agents lor Radco, broad

way, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Paradf
North Finchley. [292.*

Rex.

REX 6h.p. .C.B. Combination, 1913; cheap for quick
sale : good running order : offers.—Alien, Barn-

well, Peterborough. [7687

"D EX 6h.p. Twin, overhead valves, T.T. bars, sporty
-i-V appearance, Bosch mag., in splendid condition:
£27/10.—Butterworth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brix-
ton Hill. [7893

REX Motor Cycle, in perfect running order, B. and
B. carburetter, Bosch mag., just been thoroughly

overhauled; a bargain, £23.—Forrest, c/o Marsh's Gar-
age, Rye Lane, Peckham. [7604

Rover.
IQIS Sy^h.p. T.T. Rover, h.b.c, Philipson, gpeciallv
»-*^ tuned, perfect; £80.—Owen-Evans, c/o Eosedene,
Oamberley. [7820

JONES' Oarage, special agents tor Rovers. Broad
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade

1 North Finchley. [292-3

ROVER 1919 5-6h.p., run a few miles only, Lucas
lamp, speedometer, etc.; 124 gns.—Longman Bros.,

17. Bond St., Ealing. Tel. 1578 Chiswick. [7735

ROVER 1919 5-6h.p., absolutely as new, Lucas
lamps, speedometer, etc.; 124 gns.—Longman Bros..

17, Bond St., Ealing, 'Phone 1578 Chiswick. [7729

1Q14 Rover, 3-speed and clutch, good tyres and
JLt/ belt, engine just overhauled, complete with
Lucas lamps and tools, fast and reliable; £57 or
nearest.—H. W. Holmes, Towngate, Market Deeping

ROVER. 3i/2h.p., late 1918, 3-speed, countershaft^
new coachouilt sidecar, Lucas lighting set,

Klaxon, speedometer, full spares, tool kit, recent
;

complete overhavl; £115.—Hall, Wymondlej[*_ Steven-
age. Herts. nC4778

LANCASHIRE
and

CHESHIRE

Motor Cyclists
in these two Counties
will find that the

Best Deliveries
and

Efficient Service
ARE GIVEN BY

COLMORE
DEPOT.
MANCHESTER:

200, Deansgate.

LIVERPOOL:
24, Paradise St.

As we have never encouraged
a long waiting list, several of
the best known makes of
machines are available for

early delivery.

Birmingham.
We can give early

delivery of several
well-known machines

Colmore Row,
October 9th, 1919.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Royal Ruby.

2=41i.p., 1916 T.T., 2-sROYAL EUBT-J.AP
excellent conditiou

Lane, Marlborough.
£45.—Broad, Eawlingswel]

[7547

R

JONES' Garage, special agents lor Royal Rubys.
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

I'arade, North Finchley. [2925

1 Ql9 Royal Ruby, 2V2h.p., 2-s^rok6, equal new. small
At.' mileage, perfect running order, £48: also what
offers .1919 Sunbeam combination, never been used;
fuelling both for car.—Youngman, Brazen Hall, Tatter-
sett, King's Lynn. [S4942

Rudge.
DDGE Multi, 1917, excellent condition; £58.-

Cpl. Capon, 70. Baring Rd., Lee. [7564

RUDGE Multi, June, 1919, 200 miles: f95,-Goodey.
Brightview, Hadley Rd., New Barnet. [7670

1Q19 (new) S'/^'iP. Budge Multi; list price.—The
-L 9J Mornington Garage Co., Mornington Ed., Bolton.

[7612
RUDGE 3'/^h.p., clutch model, single speed, all ac-

cessories;' £30.— 19, Old Doyer Rd., Blackheath,
S.E. [7613

RUDGE 1919 3i/'h.p., I.O.M. model, brand new; £90.
—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing. Tel. 1578

Chiswick. [7733

JONES' Garage, special agents lor Rudge, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO. and VVoodside Parade,

North Finchley, (2926

TO 19 (Sept.l 3V'h.p. Rudge Multi, Henderson conch-
i-fJ built sidecirr; £115.-29, Montford Place, Ken-
nington, S.B.ll. [7766

1Q19 LO.M. Rudge Multi, SV^h.p., brand new, yery
\.*y fast, beautiful 'bus, just delivered; £95, or near.
—Agnew, Wellington, Salop. [X5086

31h.p. I.O.M. Rudge Multi, new, 1919 model, with
2 clutch; £90/13; from stock; first cheque

secures.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. [7904

T 19 Rudge Multi Combination, delivered August
-Lt/ 28th, complete tools. Klaxon, and pump, in
beautilul condition, any trial; price £116

—
"Walker,

Pairlight, Rochdale. [X4784

5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Canoelet Sidecar, coachbuilt,

in good conditiou. and accessories ; £85, or ex-

change for 2-seater car, condition immaterial ; call after

6.-51. Myrtle Ed., Acton, W.3. [7622

RUDGE Multi, 3i/2h.p., 1915 (Nov.), with all Lucas
accessories, Stewart speedometer, Dunlop and

Michelin heavy tyres, tools, etc. ; £60 ; trial.— 9, Hamilton
Gardens, St John's Wood, N.W.8. [7778

19'13 T.T. Rudge, single-speed, clutch, stored during
- - war, iust overhauled, rebushed throughout, all

accessories, tyres and condition excellent: alter 6 p.m.;

£42.—Laird, 37, Glebe Rd., Hornsey, K- [7531

1 iai7 Rudge Multi, coachbuilt sidecar, 3 lamps, liorn,

Xt/ spare tyre, tube, Talve, new belt, original front

tyre, back new, all in fine condition, not used during
war. 19X8, enamel and plating as flew; £90, no offers.—

Bell, 3a, Nunnery Lane. York. [7621

R^

19'

UDGB Multi, 3V2h.p., 1916, with sidecar, diso

.- wheels, T.T. handle-bars, big F.R.S. lamps, gene-

rator, Klaxon horn, knee grips, accessories, complete,

for sale; £85; owner having left for India; all in per-

fect condition.—Irving-Bell, Denton Grange, Eastbourne.
[X4958

19 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, delivered July, guaran-

teed Al condition, handle-bar celluloid scratch

^ole blemish, expertly driven, never been all out, fitted

with Miller head light and generator, Bonniksen
speedometer, illuminated by electric bulb at night,

twin tumbler switches mounted on tank control speed-

ometer and rear lights, heavy Dunlops. as new. Klaxon
and spare belt; best offer over £99 during the week,

bv wire or letter only.—Millett, Upton House, Chester,
[X4721

Scott.

SCOTT 3%h.p., T.T. bars, electric lamps, front and
rear horn; £68.-91, Oakhill Rd., Putney, S.W.15.

[7714

SCOTT Combination, 2-5peed gear, all new tyres,
' excellent condition; £75, or offer.—H. H., 104,

Leigham Court Rd., Streatham, S.W.16. [7897

SCOTT 1915 W.D. Model, 2-speed, K.S., lamps, horn,

etc., splendid running order, very fast; 55 gns.—

20, Cowley Mansions, Cowley Rd., Brixton, W, [7744

SCOTT Combination, 1916, electrically equipped,

iust overhauled by makers, lovely condition

;

£90.—Hill, 39, Penrhyn Rd., Kingston-on-Thames.
[7850

SCOTT W.D. Combination, just covered 300 mile
run under 14 houre; £80; purchaser driven home

up to 100 miles; ennuiries Saturday after 2.—Wright,
49, Cresswell Rd., Twickenham. [7535

Spai'Ubrook,

BARGAIN.—1917 Sparkbrook, 2;4h.p., 2-speed,

splendid condition; £45.-29, Madcley Rd.,

Ealing. [7532

Sun.
UN-VITESSE, 1919, new. in stock, latest model,

at list price; £57/10.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [049a
s

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a.S9
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MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

SUN-V.T.S., 2iAh.p., 1916, stored 2 yefirs, ander 1,000
miles, condition ns new, all nccessoiies; £40, no

offers.—Basement, 5, Newman's Court, Cornhill, E.G.
[7553

SUN-VITESSE 1919 2-stroke, 2-speed, Dxmlop tyres.
Miller lamps, spare belt, tools, perfect condition,

as new; £60, or near.—Box L4,658, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[7931
SUN Combination, J.A.P. engine, 6h.p., twin-cyl.j

new late 1916, just thoroughly overhauled, in
tplendid condition, sidecar in coachwork; bargain,
£90—Apply, F. Butler. South Warnborough, Winch-
field, Hants. [X4716

Sunbeam.
1Q14 6h.p. 3-speed Sunbeam and MilUord Empress
Xt/ Sidecar; £120.—JS'ewton, Cromlord, Matlock.

[X4715
1014 Sunhenra Combination, 4h.p., lamps, speecl-
i«7 ometer, etc., well kept outfit.—Harris, 24, Grand
Parade, Brighton. [7710

3jLh.p. Sunbe. m Combination, just delivered new,
2 not been used, black and gold; £155.—Smith,

19, Stafford St., Walsall. [X4710

1Q19 3^/^h.p. Sunbeam -and Sidecar, apron, wind
Xt/ screen, tools, delivered June, mileage about 750,
condition better than new; £150.—Bolingbroke.
Brambles, Chelmsford. [7557

SUNBEAM 1914 S^'h.p., 3-speed. kick start, lamps,
horn, speedometer, tools, very little used owing tc

having been on service, in splendid condition ; best oft'ei

above £85.-Rayner, Fairholme, Hessle, Hull, E.Y. [7600

"3 Q19 Sunbeam 3^,^h.p. Solo, all black and gold, nn-
Xt/ scratched, done 100 miles, condition better than
new. Miller head, overalls, insurance, spares, tools, plugs.
Klaxon ; £130.—Aiipointment only, Telephone liluaiip-
Finchley 1025. [664a

SUNBEAM 1914 6h.p., 3-speed, dynamo lighting,
speedometer, Gloria sidecar, hood, screen, grid,

new tyres, used week-ends, stored 3 years, extremely
smait, sound outfit; £145; seen after 6.—'Phone :

Mayfair 4693.—Wheeler, 10, Clonmel Rd., Ted
dington. [7853

Triumph.

1 Q19 Triumph (June), countershaft gear, as new; £98.

1019 Triumph, Type D., brand new, just delivered
Xt/ from works; £75.—Below.

1 Q19 Triumph fJuly), countershaft gear, electric head
X«-/ and rear, horn, as new; £102,

|Q19 Triumph, countershaft gear aud Gloria aidecar.
*-«/ mag., electric hend, as new; £133.—Triumpjj
Specialists, Rhosha Motor Co., Mawneys Rd., Romford.

[7618

1 Q15 Triumph, as new; £45.—Marks, 121, Acton
*~*^ Lane, Chiswick, W, [7567

"IQ19 Triumph Junior, little used, and better than
Xt/ new.—89, Wigmore St., W. [7854

TRIUMPH, 1918. incomplete, and Bosch mag.; £28.
—12, Beechwood Av., Finchley. [7873

1 Q 19 Triumph, eplendid condition, electric light

;

Xi/, £90.-Byvd, 5, High St., Evereham. [X4947

TRIUMPH, clutch model, lamp, horn; £40.—A. Jape.
22, St. John's Ed., Putney Hill, &.W.15. [X5088

jQ19 Triumph, Model H., mileage 200, coachbuill
Xt/ combination; £135.—Gosling. Revesbv, Boston.

[7657
1 Qig 4h.p. 3-speed countershaft W.D. Triumph

;

Xt/ £90.—Bates, 17, Hamilton Ter., N.W. After
6. [7795
1Q19 Triumph, delivery this week, 3-speed counter-
Xt/ shaft. K.S.; £105.—Box 517, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X4725
"1014 4h.p. Xriumph, T.T. bars, splendid condition:
Xtf £48.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd..
N".W.l. [7500

1 Q 1 4 Triumph, 3 speeds, and clutch, in thorough
X»J running order; £65.—Jones, 4, Woodside Parade.
N. Finchley. [7679

TRIUMPH 1919 4h.p., and Canoelet sidecar, in es
cellent order; £120; new 3 months.—Xliffe, Burnt

Post, Coventry. [X5075

JONES' Garrge special agents lor Triumphs, Broad
way. Muswell Hill. N,10, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2927

TRIUMPH, 1911, just been thoroughly overhauled,
verv fast machine; £40, or nearest offer.-Christen,

Grove Rd-, Sutton. [X50e4

TRIUMPH, fixed engine, Bosch, runs 200 miles
weekly, just overhauled; £25.—Whitmore, White

House, Clifton. Beds. [7538

TRIUMPH 4h.p.. 3 speeds, T.T:, -lamps, very fast,
sound condition; £55; any time.—51. Maplethorpe

Ed.. Thornton Heath, S.E. [7747

"1 Q19 Triumph and Gloria sidecar, new condition,
X*/ speedometer, lamps, horn; £140.—Jefiryes, 32,
Felstead Rd., Wanstead. [7637

TRIUMPH, 1917, 3-speed countershaft, in splendid
condition, all accessories; a bargain, £75.—300,

Marylebone Rd., N.W.I. [7883

r^EW

MOTOR CYCLES

& SIDECARS

FROM STOCK,

An excellent selection

now available at manu-

facturers' minimum list

prices.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

SECOND HAND MACHINES.

AU the following have been over-

hauled and can be relied upon fcr

good service.

1914 CLEVELAND PRECISION
4 h.p., 2-speeds, lamps and horn £38.
1914 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., spring

frame combination £80

1916 INDIAN.Powerplus combina-
tion, dynamo lighting set, and
electric horn £130

1919 ROYAL ENFIELD, 6 h.p

combination, with Lucas dynamo
light'ng set, electric horn &c., as new.

1915 G.W.K., four-seater light car,

dynamo lighting set, detachable

wheels with spare, hood and wind-

screen, &c. £290

EASTERN GARAfiE Go.

Official Repairers to

RUV.C. A.C.U.. A.A. & M.U.

418,BOHFOBDBOAD,FOBESTGATE,E.7.

Telephone: 490, East Ham.
1 elegrams ; '' Egaraco. London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Combination, syah.p., 2-speed, clntf>h, pai
saddle, new tvres, belt, nfl accessories, perfect

£55 only.— 7, Victoria Rd., Guildford, tX509C

4h.p. Trinmph, countershaft, just out of -works, onlj

done few miles, perfect in every way.—Offers tc

Owner, 41, The Parade, Leomingtou. [X499£

BABY Triumph, new Easter, 1919. mileage undei
500, Triumph patent let? guards; trial; what ofEerBi

-Flower, The Hill, Stratford-on-Avon. [X500g

T Q19 4h.p. Tourist Trophy Triumph, delivered Aug^;
J-«7 condition as new; £90, or nearest.—Lt. Wilson",
Newtown, Portsmouth Rd., Camberley. [770-4

TRIUMPH 4h.r. Combination, coachbuilt, 3-speefl

countershaft, clutch, decompressor, new oonditioijj
£115 .-Raiiey'9 Garage, Manor Rd., Wallington. [7769

TRIUMPH 1914-1915 4h.p., S.A. 3-sp"eed and C hub,
wide tank, re-ennmelled, and completelv overhauled;

£60.-Morgan, 5, Elms Av., Muswell Hill, N.IO. [7629

TRIUMPH, 3-speed, free engine, new saddle, new
belt, enamel, plating perfect, appearance as new:

£65.-145, Blackhorse Lane Walthamstow. [X23o4

TRIUMPH. 1919 (June). T.T. bars, Canoelet sport
m% sidecar, £10 accessories, owner going to India;

price £135.~6toekdale, Cambridge Rd., Ely, Cambs.
[7550

TRIUMPH 1919 Model H., ju5t unpacked, fully
eauipped; best offer.—Burdchardt, -21, Grove Tea-

race., Highgate Rd., N.W.5. 'l*houe Horusey 474. ft

[772*
IQll Triumph, LO.M. T.T. engine, pedalling gea^i
J-«7 Dunlops, lamps, horn, belt case; £33; privately
owned.—J. W. Frankton, Ribble Rd., Coventry.

[X5114
TRIUMPH 1916 Combination, 3-speed. kick start, ap-

pearance as new, enamel and plate ' perfect, well
worth seeing; £88.-145, Blackhorse Lane, Waltham-
stow. .. ' [X5007

TRIUMPH, SM-h.p., good condition, footboards, neiy
covers front and rear, new inner tube front; £28,

or near offer.-16, Manson Mews, Queen's Gate, South
Kensington / ^ [X4941

TRIUMPH, Si^h.p., free engine, just overhauled,
Bosch mag., good tyres, lamps, and accessories,

fast machine; £54, or nearest, quick sale.—243, Main
Rd., Sidcup. -

. . |-7528

COMBINATION; 56 gns. or close; Triumph 3-6peed,
1913, excellent mechanical condition, fullj

equipped, privately owned; evenings.— 154, Verdant Lane,
Oatford, S.E. [7545

TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed, free engine, enamel and
plating perfecfe, fitted with new saddle, belfr,

a:ppearajice as new; i245.—145, Blackhorse Lane.
Walthamstow, E. ' [X3709^

T~RIUMPH Combination, 1914, 3-apeed and clutch,
lamps, speedojneter, wind, screen, and spare tyre,

perfiept ^ponclition ; £82,-159, Lincoln Rd;, Acock'-s

Green,- Birmingham, [7650

1 Q 14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed coachbuilt combina-
J-«7 tlon, splendid condition; £75, or near -offer;

exchange higher power.—18a, Foley Place, Wanda-
worth Rd„ S.W.8.

'

[7759

1 Qll Triumph, SVah.p,, B. and B., U.H. mag., new'
J- tF 1 )unlop belt, good tyres and tubes, pulls well, 1

reliable; 35 gns. ; aftej^ 6 p.m.—North, Newton Long- ~

ville, Bletchley, Bucks. [7513

1 Q19 4h.p. Triumph, countershaft, brand new, un- i

J- 1/ ridden, Lucas lamijs, horn, speedometer, spare
valve; £106^—'Phone : 4227 Gerrard, 24, York House,:
Highbury Cre^^rent, N.5

. [795J.'

1 Q19 Triumph. 4h.p.. countershaft. Empress sidecar i

JL*' with military chasfiis, Tan-Sad, Cameo, lamps,
tools, insurance; £115.—Sanders, 72, Stunmore Bdj,-
Edgbaston, Birmingham. tX506.5:

TRIUMPH 1919 T.T. 4h.p., brand new, actually ia.

stock.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House), S^
Heath St., Hampstead, N.W. (near Hampstead TubeJ..
'Phone ; Hampstead 3752. . [6330

3ih.p, Triumph Coachbuilt Combination, 3-8pee<^ I

2 clutch, lamps, speedometer, accessories ^i^
• spares, excellent condition; £68, or near offer.—Bam-
ford, Gablecote, Ashford. Middlesex. [X471^

TRIUMPH, 3i,L'h,p„ No. 255526, Sturmey 3-Bpeed
\

hi^b and clutch, pedals, new tyre back, front io
1

good condition, machine in good order and ready im-i
|

mediate use; £55.—Dowse, Tidworth. [X4945

TRIUMPH, 1919, countershaft," Lucas large lamps, '

speedometer, mud bhields, knee grips, nearly

new Dunlop belt and tyre, complete spares; Midlands;
£100.—Box 541, c/o The Motor Cycle. [55ll6

TRIUMPH, in good condition and perfect running
order, N.S.U. gears just fitted, tyres as new,

lamps, tools, etc., with sidecar; £65.—Seen by appoint-

ment at 15, Market Place. Henley-on-Thames. [7785

TRIUMPH, 3iAh.p., fi,sed, Pbilipson pulley, new cyL,

new belt and tyres, just been overhauled, excel-

lent coBditiou, less lamps and tools; £30, or offer;

seen any time.—169, Fulham Ed., South Kensington.
rX4946

1 Qll Triumph, 3V2h.p., clutch model, nearly new
Xt7 Dunlops, lighting set complete, horn, 2 new
ball bearings and crank pin and bush, fitted fortnight

ago; price £38.—R. Stephens, Brieklehampton, Pershore,

1X4966

A^o AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Combination, 4h.p.. 3-3peed, clutch, fnlly
equipped ^rith lamps, tools, ^tc, steel torpedo side-

rax, perfect throughout, little used, very eporty; £70.
—Tictory Garagee, Coldharbour Place, CamberTrell, S.E.

[7772
IQIS Triumph, S-speed model, completely reno-
Xt/ yated, indistinguishable from new machine, only
ridden 50 miles since renovation; approval deposit;
genuine bargain, £79.—Harold, 50. Marlborough Rd.,
Coventry. [XS115

|Q19 Triumph Junior^ new Aug. 23rd, Cowey speedo-
Atf meter, P. and H. larrrn and generator, unused,
Klaxon horn, Lneas mirror, watoh case, insurance trans-
ferable, unscratched: £77.—Dentist, 194, Tufnell Park
Rd., Hollowar, London, N.?. [7836

3Jlh.p. Triumph. N.S.U. 2-5peed gear, Bosch mag.,
2 Dunlop tyres and belt, T.W.K. head light and

rear. Brooks saddle, just overhauled and re-enamelled,
ride away; £43.—Harries. Red House, Gaynesford
Rd„ Forest Hill, S.E. (Appointment.) [7757

1 Qll Triumph, E.E. carburetter, Bosch waterproof
X^' mag., Philipson pulley, new tyres, belt good, in
sound .running order, any trial, £32: Rudge, Senspray
carburetter, "Whittle belt, variable gear, sound running
condition, £30.-352, High Rd., Wiilesdeu

. Green. [7806

Tyler.

TYLER; 1915-16, 2-speed, 2-strol;e Metro engine, just
overhauled by makers, mechanically perfect, ap-

pearance fair; £33; call or write.—40, Murray Mews,
Murray St., Camden Town. ;. [7775

Oih.p. Tyler 2-stroke, single speed, and long nickel-
'^ 2 plated exhaust: extended pavnrents if desired.—
Harrods' Motor Showrooms, 116-118, Brompton Ed.
(opposite Main Building,), London, S.W.I. [7522

Oih.p, Tyler 2-stroke, single-speed, disc wheels, and
^'^. long nickel-plated exhaust; extended payments
if desired.—Harrods' Motor Showrooms, 116-118,
Brompton Ed. (opposite Main Building), London, S W.l

[7521

Williamson.
8h.p. Water-cooled Williamson Combination; £110.—

Wa.ichope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7906

WILLIAMSOJN" Combination, 8h.p., perfect condi-
tion; £100.-Skaife, 162, Windleshaw Rd., St.

Helens. [7546

!
T\7'ILLIAMS0^' 8h.p. Combination, vstar-cooled, 2-

;
'» &pec-d, kick start, new tyres; £85; .:clo wanted.—

^

40, Faucoubei-g Ed., Chiswick.
, [6547

I
WII-I.IAM30S-, 1914, W.C, roomy .1919 sidecar,

I

VT liciod, screen, spares, nearly "rrew oversize .tyres;
(£100; itored 4 years.-6a, C-iuadian Av., Catford: -

i

-
1 ;E7844

I

'Wolf.- '"'„.„
;.-._ •;„>,,'

,

1 Q14 Wolf-Jap, 4h.p., coach sidecar, ";2-sbe(3^, <'hain
-L %j drive, all accessories, good oonditiori; . £70.-
Midlett, 46.. Braxted Park, Streatham.

, ,, [X5002

Wooler.
TONES' Garage, special agents for Woolers, Broad" way. Mnswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Parade
North Finchley. [292P

j

Zenith.
1ftl9 6h.p. Zenith, in perfect 'condition, only used
\-^" a ie.v weeks.—89, Wigmore St., W. . [7855

\
Olhp. Zenith-Gradoa Combination; £60.-64, How-

\'->2. son Rd., Brockley, London. (Alter 7.)- [7872

jlQ19 8h.p. Zenith, countershaft, horn, speedometer
1

-t" never been used.—89, Wigmore St., W. [7858

^EKITH Sli.p. and Sidecar, fine condition; £125.
*-< or nearest.-On view, Hill, Ardath, Esher. [7917
7EMIH 1915 Combination, 8h.p., countershaft:
*-^ ne;irest £105; splendid' eonclitiun,— 129, Grove

I Uresu-Ed.. Leytonstoue. [7571

' Qh.p. Zenith-Gradira, 1917 J.A.P. engine, just been
I y thoroughly overhauled by makers, flrst-elass eon-
•
rtitlon; £95.-Openshaw, Christ Church, Cxlord. [0039

' J -5h.p. (Xov., 1914; Countershaft Twin Zenith, Gradn:i
"=^ gear, clutch, kick, splendid condition (been stored).
lanip, etc.; nearest f80.-Box L4,645, c/o The Autocar.

"I
014 Zenith-Gradua, 4h,p, J.A.P,, good condition,

-*--' Phoenix C.B. roomy sidecar, 4-point; trial;
i£75.—After 6 p.m.. 26, Latimer Rd., Wimbledon.

,

" [7875
ilQlS 6h.p. Zenith, genuine racing model, splendid
I. Xi/ condition, almost new, including lamps. Klaxon
horn; £65—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd..

1 .N.VV.l. [7499

Zenith C.B. Combination, good
4'-G condition.

no oilers: appointment,
Riclnnond.

-Penny, 55, Enuerdale Ed.,
[7574

6h.p. Zenith-Gradua Co.ubination, lamps, speedo-
meter, horn, tools, spares, Bosch, Binks, ready

to ride away; £85.-Clayton Garage, Hermitage Lane.
Child's Hill, N.\V.2. [7663

rpOR Sale, 1917 8h.p. Zenith combination, coirnter-X shaft K.S., speedometer, watch, mirror, hood,
'scfee/l, luggage and petrol carrier, spares; best over
1*120,^33, Keemor St., Woolwich. [7527

Sole London and District
Agents for A.J.S. and British
Excelsior Motor Cycles.
Contracting Agents for
Triumphs, B.S.A., Hendersons,
Enfields, Calthorpes, Aliens,
Metro-Tylers, etc., etc.

IMMEDIATE
DELI VERV
of the following NEW and
Second hand Motor Cycles

and Sidecars.

NEW IMPERIAL JAP, 8 h.o., com-
plete with new Millford Cabriolet
Sidecar (just delivered) £151 4 O
ARIEL Second-hand Combination,
3i h.p., 3-spefd, hood, screen lamps,
and horn; a bargain at £90 O o
MILLFORD Coach built S decar.
brand new, ccmp'ete with apron,
lamp bracket, etc. £24 O O
GLORIA Coach-built Sidecar, just
delivered, a real beauty. £34 17 6

SPANNERS.
KING DICK Pattern Spanners, well
made and medium size, 6in. 4/9
Large s ze and extra strong span-
ners, adjustable, lOin long. 6/9

Postage pn spanners 4d.

JOHNSONS OECARBONISER—
c'eans the dirtiest engine in a few
minutes, by pouring through spark
plug holes. Two sizes, 6/- & 10/6

(Postage 3d. &. 4d.)

PILLION SEATS.

.33/-

5/-

The TAN- 'SAD Spring Seat-

Cushion and clips for same-

.

Back rests 7/-

Slde foot P2Sts . 6/-

SPRINGWELL Seats, upholstered
and fitted with box springs... 17/6

(Carriage on Pillion Seats 8d.)

A.K. KNEE GRIPS, very strongly
made of leather and rubber. Will fit

any machine (Postage 4d.)'... 12/-

BOWDEN EXTRA AIR INLET in-

creases mileage and power to a
remarkable degre', also keeps your
engine clean. Complete with cab'e
and all fittings 27/-

(Postage 3d.)

REPAIR OUTFITS, special offer;
motor cycle size at 1 /- each.

(Postage 3d.)

H. TAYLOR Hl UO., LTD
snowrooms : 21a, STORE ST., W.C.I.

•Vholesale : 3B, ALFRED PLACE. W.C.i
Garaiie—Tottenham Court Road,

i-'hone— Musi'Uin. Ii.l0.

TeleRraras
—

" D.viia'netr,>. Wtatcent T.rf)ndon ,

TNDIAN 7-9h.p.. 1915 model, clutch

TJUMBEB 2?4h.p. Twin, 2-speed, fnlly equipped

QOLE Agents L.M.C., London and Home Counties

"T ONDON Agents Sparkbrook Lightweights.

TTTEST End Agents Wolf Lightweights.

1/1/1. 154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. Tel.; 3"
1'441: Mayfair. " (64

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot eacn advertisement, and the date of the issue. A4!

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

ZENITH. 6h.p. J.A.l". twin, and Bowser sidecar, yari-

;ii>le sear, kirk start, rre.nrly new tyres, in perfeft
meehnnieal condition, and very powerful; £85, or ne;'r

ofEer.—Piivey, Broadway, Ihninster, Som. [X3411

ZENITH-GRADUA 5h.p. Twin, yery fast and eport-

ing, specially tuned, new belt, Elas;on horn,
lamp, tyres in good order; best offer over 80 gns.

secures.—On view, Egerton's Garage, Ipswich. [7569

ZENITH-GBAnUA and O.B. sidecar, 1917-18, 8-11

h.p., 3 lamps, generator, tools, horn, clutch, very

smart and fast, privately owned, not AT.D. model; 139
girs.-300, Marylebone Kd:, N.'^V.l. Padd. 3016. [7519

ZBNITH-GKADTJA Combination, 8h.p.
clutch, countershalt, Millford srdecar.

J.A.P.,

, ,
. luggage

carrier, Lucas lamp, mechanical horn, new -^elt and
tyres, excellent condition.-Malkin, 96, Rodenhurst
Rd., Olapham, S.W.4. [7553

1 Q15 Zenith, 5h.p. twin J.A.P., countershaft, clutch,
-*-0' and kick start, Gradua gear, Binks carburetter.
new tyres, semi-,T.T. bars, engine jrrst been completely
overhauled, last and sporting bike; £85.—C. O.
Beane, Derby Rd., Long Eaton, Notts. [X4782a

ZENITH Late 1915 4-6h.p. Twin, engine just thor-

oirghly overhauled by makers, head and rear lamps,
Stewart speedometer, Lucas horn, extra heavy Bates
{unpunetured), Pedley, nil tools, and few spares; £80,
or near ofler.-17. Oak Hill Court. E. Putney. [7700

ZENITH, 1919, 4-5h.p. twin, delivered from works
July 31st, countershaft clutch model, kick starter,

oversize Dunlop tyres, lamps, horn, many spares, fitted

with latest model Middleton coaehbuilt sideear, 4-point

attachments, 2 tool lockers, etc., all tyres unpunetured:
this combination has only done 1,000 miles, and is

indistinguishable frorrr new; price (including insurance
poticy till July, 1920), £150.-Can be seen and trial

run given at the Hamilton Road Garage, Wokingham
Rd., Reading. 'Phone: 967. [7536

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

MOTO-REVE, 2h.p., lady's, require slight adjust-

ments, 2-sneed.—CJartwright, iVIoore, "Warring-
ton. [X4779

LADY'S Douglas for sale, a^h.p. ; to be seen at

Slopera, Shillingstone.—Apply to Miss MacArthur.
Ilchester House, Dorchester. [7649

Miscellaneous.

ONE 1914 T.T. Douglas 2%h.p., one late 1915 J.A.P.
2y2h.p. ; what oflers ?—Boorman, Woking. [7654

FOR Sale, 1919 A.V. MonocaT, not done 600 miles:
3rAh.p. Triumph, clutch model: 1914 Levis, 2-

stroke.-Box L4,641, 0/0 3'7ic MoloT Cycle. [7631

CLAPHA-M (Motors), Greenwich.—Always a good
second-hand solo or combination in stock; also

brand new machines, leading makes, arriving weekly.

—U9, King George St., Greenwich. [7916

MBBES and iVIebes, Motor Cycle Dept., have the
following light and mediumweight motor cycles

in stock at time of going to press, all at makers' i{3&

price, ready for immediate delivery :

CPARKBBOOK 2y2h.p., 2-stroke, single-speed.

"tXT'OI.F ai/ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick starter.

tTELOOETTB 2-stroke, complete.

r^ALTHORPE, S'/ah.p. Precision.^ 2-stroke.

A LECTO SVoh.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed,, clutch, kick start.

A LSO several others coming into stock daily.

OECOND-HAND Machines.

SUN-PRECISION 2%h.p.. good tyres, fully equipped

"VTEW HUDSON 3',4h.p.. 3-speed, and sidecar.

I^EW HUDSON 2?ih.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter

HUMBER 3y2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start, coach
Ijuilt sidecar.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Migcellaneous.

KJEW Scott, 1919, T.T.

J^EW Eudgc, 1919, I.O.M.

J^EW Rndge Multi, 1919, aVsh.p.

[W'EW Triumpli, 1919, 41i.p.

J^EW B.S.A., 1919, MMel H.

-SJEW P. and M., 1919, SVjh.p.

"jW'EW Lea-Francis, 1919, twin.

"W"EW Zenith, 1919, twin.

"lyEW Calthorpe, 1919, ZVah.p. J.A.P.

"lyEW Calthorpe, 1919, 2J41i.p., 2-stroie.

TW'EW Omega, 1919, 2 speeds.

M'EW Triumph, 1919, 2y2h.p.

"^EW Sparkbrook, 1919, single speed.

"I^EW Coventry Eagle, 1919, single speed.

I^EW Clyno, 1919, 2 speeds.

TW'EW Alldays AUon, 1919, single speed.

TW'EW Levis, 1919, 2 speeds.

"VTEW Douglas, 191^, 2 speeds.

"VTEW Sun, 1919, 2 speeds.

nnEIUMPH 1919 Combination, new.

T EA-FRANCIS 1919 Combinatiop, new.

"pXJDGE Multi 1919 Combination, new.

"O.S.A. 1919 Combination, new.

"p. and M. 1919 Combination, new.

A .J.S. 19X9 Combination, new.

"piOUGLAS 4h.p. 1919 Combination, new.

\ .V. Monooar, 1919, new, 2 speeds.

A .V. Monooar, 1919, new, single speed.

QEVERAL New Sidecars Actually in Stock.

TTAELEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Combination.

ptAMPION 1916 Combination.

pRECISION 1914 Combination.

TTVOTJGLAS 1914 Combination.

"vrORGAN 1916 G.P., in nice condition.

T71ARLY Delivery of the Autoped Scooter.

PERCY and Co., 337, Euston Rd., London. 'Phone
Museum 1337. [7919

1 Q14 3%h.P- Sing'- Gear Rudge; 44 gns.

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination; 120 ens.

T 016 P and M. Combination, in good condition;

X-iJ ieioo.

HE H.C. Motor Co. have the (ollowing machines

for disposal

:

116 Renovatet
works and as new; £90,I

Q16 Renovated Triumph, 3-speed. straight from

1 Q17 Renovated Triumph, done about 1,000 miles

X-*y since renovation; £86.

THE H.O. Motor Co., 347. Finchley Rd., N.W.3
'Phono: Hampstead 4631. Open afternoon.^ nnd

Sundays. [3747

A.O. Tradesman's Carrier, overhauled and repainted,
splendid condition, £80. or near offer, exchange

Ford van; 3V>h.p. Minerva, Bosch mag., £30; 2V2h.p.
Quadrant, E.LC. mag., new tyres, £29; both running
order.—18a, Foley Place, Wandsworth Rd., S.W.8.

[7758

Owing to the

RAILWAY STRIKE,
W£ HAVE BEEN

COLLECTING BY
ROAD

MOTOR CYCLES.
50 NEW MODELS IN STOCK.
SCOTT
NUMBER
IVY, 2-stroke. 2-speed,
ALLDAYSALLON, 2-speed, kick-starter
METRC-TYLER 2-speed, discs
SUN-VITESSE, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . .

.

CALTHORPE. 2-stroke, 2-speed .. ..

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 2speed .. ..

CLYNO. 2-stroke, ^-speed ..

CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . .

.

CONNAUGHT, singlespeed

We are prepared to deliver any of above by road
to any part of Great Britain at the following rates

Up to MO miles £2 10 Up to 150 miles £3 10
Up to 200 miles £4 10

MACHINES FULLY INSURED
SEND YOUR CASH. WE WILL

DELIVER THE GOOOS.

Coventry Motor Mart,
Ltd.,

LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY
Telegra"-s :

" Selection, Coventry."

£115 10
£95
£62
£70
£63 15
£58 10
£57 10
£59 10
£64
£53
£45

I "CHAINS^

'

I
HIS superior quality of

•• material used in their

manufacture, and the

precision with which they
are made ensure a maxi-
mum of efficiency and
service to the user.

BRAMPTON BROS., LTD.,

Oliver St., BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. i

Miscellaneous.
BARGAIN.—I give addresses of people who wish to

sell their motor cycles privately. Guaranteed no
dealers.—Call or write, Kwiksale Registry 35, Long
Acre, W.C. (4 doors from Covent Garden Tube Station),

[7946
"j Q15 Morgan de Luxe, grand condition, £165; latft

-Lt/ 1914 6h.p. A.J.S. combination, £100; late 1915
4h.p, twin A.J.S. combination, £125; Sh.p. twin Doug-
las engine combination, £100; all above are in perfect
condition and demonstration can be given to serious
applicants.—Bairatts, Garage, Worcester St., Wolver-
bampton. [X5117

BARGAINS in Second-hand Motor Cycles. Early
delivery obtained of all makes new motor cycles,

combinations, light cars, etc. We buy or sell on
commission, exchange, or arrange easy terms. We
carry large stock of accessories, tyres, spare parts,
speedometers, sidecars, screens.—If you want to buyi
sell, or exchange, write The Mart, 151, Caledoniau
Rd., King's Cross, London. 'Phone: North 1395.

[6396

THE Raymaaide Motor Cycle Co. ha^ve a large stopk
of acceseories and the following machines for -sale

at their new sbowrooma at 8, Station Parade, Balham:
1917-18 Sunbeam, new tyres, all accessories, like new,
105 gns: ; 1 91 9 RadcOi brand new, with accesBories,

£42/10; 1915 sporting Indian combination, 5-6h.p., 3-

speed, clutch, all accessoriea-j 100 gne.; 1915 7-9h.B.
Indian, 3-speed, ' clutch, spring frame, all aeeesaories,
86 gns. [7513

F.O.C.H. (Fair Otter Car House).—To those desiroui
of getting, something good quickly it will be;,to

Lheir advantage to come and see us. A stock of new
and second-band motor cycles and combinations always
on hand. Your old machine taken in part payment.
We pay fair cash prices for, any good, reliable make,
Our name implies our business methods.—5, Heath
St., Hampstead, N.W.3 (near H9.mpsteaa' Tiiba
Station). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. [2902

TRIUMPH, 1913, fixed gear,- splendid running
order, £35; Buck, 1914, aVoh.p. Bloomfield

engine, free engine, kick starter, in splendid condition
and running order, £57; Premier, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-

speed, Canoelet sidecar, wind screen, and all acces-

sories, in running order, £85; Bradbury, 1914, 3-

speed, countershaft, and sidecar, running order, £65;
sidecar bodies, two Douglas, £5 each; sidecar opdiea,

two Clyno, £7 each (the only sidecars left); Docglas
Amac carburetter, new, 46/- each; B. and B. carbu-
retters, variable jet,' top feed, new, £3 each; Amao
control levers and slides, new, 30/-; several other
kinds of accessories.—The Dartmouth Motor and
General Engineering Co., Dartmouth Row, Blackheath,
London, S.E 10. [7861

' *t MOTOR CYCLES FOR HIRE.
TV/fOTOR Cycles for Hire for anv period; reasonable
iVX'^cha:Tgfe§.^Reys, 173, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [6872

TRICARS FOR SALE,

A.C. Sociable, 1913, repainted, etc., hood, screen,
lamps; £80, or nearest.—Pritchard, 70, Watergate

St., Chester. _ [7615

TRICYCLES FOR SALE.
RATBECK Invalid's Hand-propelled Tricycles and t

Chtiira, for in oT outdoor use. Catalogue free.—H. <

Rayner, 10 and 12, George St., Blackpool [2699'

MOTOR SCOOTER.
MOTOR Scooter, Auto-Wheel unit, equal wheels, as

new; £28.—Sparks, 45, Park Lane, Stoko Newiag-
ton. [7743

AUTO-GLIDERS.—Place your orders now to secnre
delivery.—Distributers for Kent. Saunders C^cle

- - • —'186Co., "Chatham. [X4486

HOODS, WIND SCREENS, ETC.
RENN'^)C Sidecar Co. are actual manufacturera ol

hoods, wind screens, etc.; hoods fitted whilst 70D
wait trom'5e2/16/3; screens from £1/9/6; immediate
deliveries to fit any make sidemr guaranteed. We also

supply- hood sticks, motor twill, and all hood ^d
screen sundries.— Rennoc Sidecar Works, 86, Victoria

Rd.. Stroud Green, N,, and Progress Works 156,

Marlborough Rd., Hornsey Rd.. N, Our list with 200

illustrations upon application. [2880

BODIES.
VENUS.—Singles, tandems, stepped, and andeTSlQB|,i •

cheapest m trade.

VENDS.-Touring, sporting, tradesmen's; repairs, r»

painting; eschanges.

VENUS.-The sidecar body experts. Bodies, any d»
Fign, in the 4-ough it desired.

VENUS.— Bodies direct from factory to osei; sSM '

money; lists ready, write.

VENUS Sidecar Co., 6-8. Gourley St., 3. Totten-

ham. [8754

COACH Bodies, special for lightweights, 20 Ib„ fit

any chassis, any colour, stiong, sporty; cheap.—
Venus Sidecar Co., 6-10, Gourley St., S. Tottenham.

11358

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue*
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Motor Cycle Noises and the
Public.

WE
have referred to the subject of motor

cycle noises before, and doubtless shall

do so again, for the only method of

driving home the importance of a sub-

ject is by repeated reference to it. To
the ridernoisy valves or any unnecessary noises

in the engine^for instance, the tap caused by

a "loose piston or bearhig—are far more irritat-

ing than the sound of the exhaust, but it is the

latter which is most abhorred by the public at

large. The general hum made by a car, com-
bined with the noise of steel-studded tyres on
the road, does not force itself upon the atten-

tion like the staccato bark of a well-tuned but

inadequately silenced single-cylinder motor cycle.

The tester rarely speaks of the noise of his

machine : general tune is his greatest concern.

The designer's aim in life, too, is advancement
in efficiency, and it is rare to hear him discourse

on the question of noise. Familiarity in both

cases has bred contempt.

It is left to the public to breathe their caustic

comments on noisy motor cycles. Tt is noise that

irritates the public; noise, and not speed alone,

that has caused magistrates tO' inflict vindictive

fines and give vent to satirical censure when a

victim is brought before them ; noise that has

hindered, and will hinder, the hypercritical man
from~buying sidecar outfits.

Is Silence a Danger ?

This may sound unduly coiidcnmatory, hut

it must be admitted as the truth. Frequently

it has been stated that silent motor c)cles would

be dangerous on the road, but such assertions

are almost ridiculous, even though there may be

grounds for the contention. To concede that

there may be different qualities of noise and that

some motor cycles are noisy but not objectionable

may be easy and reasonable. A discoiirse,

however, on the quality of noises- would need
more space than is available here; every motor

cyclist knows what is meant when we speak of

noisy machines.

A badly silenced single-cylinder is undoubtedly
the worst offender, but a twin engine, even if

fitted with a silent exhaust, can make its presence

very much heard by bad valve clatter, swish

of chains, and the drumming of gear case and
mudguards. It must be admitted, however,
that the type of machine which needs most
attention is the one ' that has been the means
of the motor cycle industry attaining the pros-

perity it has attained—the single-cylinder. It's

reliability is unquestioned, just as unquestioned
as is its noisiness, and, in qualifying the latter

statement by admitting that there are one or two
quiet singles on the market, so is the general

condemjiation justified. Single-cylinders can be
made efficient and at the same time reasonably
silent. Then, why are they not ? If one firm

can turn out a single-cylinder chain-driven
machine with an effective silencer, noiseless valve

gear, and transmission chains that do not sing,

then others can do so. •
.

Public Toleration.
Although the country as a whole realises that

it owed a great deal to the motor cycle during
the war and tolerates now with fairly good
humour the frequent imitations of machine gun
clatter in the street and on the roads, the public
may not always be so tolerant. Next year there

will be many thousands more motor cyclists

abroad, and every maker should consider 7!oiv

the c]uestion of silencing his particular machine
to the utmost degree possible. It can be safely

asserted that legislation is more likely to be
directed to noisy motor cycles than to noisy

lorries, although comparisons of the discomforts

caused by both are ridiculous

But, quite apart from the nuisance to the

public caused by the racket of exhausts, the fact

that a quiet machine is infinitely more pleasur-

able to ride should alone induce manufacturers

to give the question more attention than they

have been doing up to the present time..

An Index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on tlie page facing tlic back covei'.
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THE CLAYRITE HANDLE-
BAR AIRROR.

ANEW firm in the accessory branch
of the industry js Messrs. Clayton
Wright, Ltd., who have registered

offices at 5, Corporation Street, Birming-
ham, and if the quality of their first

and when the bottom nut has 'been
screwed home it is only necessary to give
th« top one a quarter turn, when it is"

firmly locked. Its gripping powers were
illustrated by two unthreaded nuts slipped
over a piece of steel bolt. . If the shallow
nut is turned clockwise, it locks on the
smooth bolti so securely that it' cannot
be turned or moved.

Both portions of the locknut
have guide marks stamped on
them, and when the nut has to
be removed these two are brought
opposite each other. The only
tool required to fit this nut is an
ordinary spanner. The chief
advantage is that it does not
damage either its own thread or
that ol the part on which it is

screwed. Ross locknuts jre made
in all sizes and in all standards.

in uSp^tiiese'>i!Bbes: and the hood roll up
together in a very compact form con-

venient for carriage.

The Clayrite mirror, showing
the handle-bar chp, and locating

bolt spring in the adjustable stem.

speciality is any criterion, they evidently
intend to produce only the best class of
fitting.

We have before us an exceptionally
neat and soundly constructed handle-bar
mirror, which is to be known as the
Clayrite. The finish 'is nickel plate and
dull black, and it has a clip suitable for
handle-bars of either Jin. or lin. dia-
meter. The back bracket of the mirror
permits its adjustment in any desired
position on the stem, while the latter
may be placed in any one of five different
positions (relative to the attaching clip),

in each of which it is held rigidly by a
positive locking device. This adjustment
is effected without the use of tools, being
obtained by means of a form of spring
bolt operating in slots milled in the lug
which supports the stem. The Clayrite
mirror is to be sold at the moderate price
of lis. 6d.

THE ROSS LOCKNUr.
IN consequence of a remark made by

"Ixion" in our issue of August 21st
last, the Ross Locknut Co., Billiter

Square Buildings, London, E.G. 3, sent

round a representative to explain the
Eoss locknut. There seems to be little

doubt that this fulfils the purpose for

which it is intended. It consists of^ a nut
within a nut, one shallow and one of

standard size, an extension on the flat

nut being spun inside the other. The
holes through both are slightly eccentric.

An efficient self-locking nut made by the

Ross Locknut Co.

A SIDECAR CAB.
THE increase of pleasure -motor

cycling during the past
season has brought along

quite a number of appliances for
enhancing the comfort of the

sidecar passenger, chief among which
are the several windscreens now on the
market. Probably quite 50% of sidecars

now on the road are fitted with some
form of screen, and quite a number have
hoods also. Such equipment greatly adds
to the comfort of sidecarring, and
passengers who once have had these
comforts will always demand them when
the mount is changed.
Many makers, however, do not fit hoods

and screens as standard equipment, and
for some time to come there is every
promise of success for those who market
such equipment as accessories.

With this in mind, Mr. H.. Worsdall,
102, Lady Pit 'Lane, Leeds, has designed
wljat he terms a sidecar cab, which con-

sists of an adjustable screen and an easily

fitted hood.
The screen utilises only a small sheet

of celluloid, in order
that the cost of renewal
is kept low. This screen

is fixed in a wooden
frame mounted in a

tubular member, which
p,

is carried in a vertical

position and is adjust-

able as to height. Below
the window there is a

panel of three-ply wood Hi

or metal, and the space dii ^•\

between it and the for- ! i L.-i^t^f"
''

ward end of the well is ptf-'"''

provided with an apron, if

The uprights are sup- |! ,,.-'

ported in sockets fixed i
;,,--'''

to the side of the body, if

and by lifting the outer
tube the driver may,
without dismounting,
swing the screen round
to allow the passenger
to enter.

At the back of the
body three sockets are

fitted to carry upright
tubes which connect
with the screen frame
by other tubes over
which the hood is

"stretched." When not

A USEFUL MOTOR CYCLE
STAND CLIP.

A SIMPLE, well-made, and ingenious
stand clip has been brought out by
the London Enp'^pciiig; '^-~ianv,

25, Liverpool Street, London. E.C.2. It

A readily-operated stand clip.

locks the stand securely, is quickly en-

gaged, and is as easily released. It is

claimed that it will fit any motor cycle
and does not damage the mudguard ; it

is said to be impossible for this stand
to fall down through road vibration.
The device is worthy of commendation

as a departure from the orthodox clip,

-composed of fierce and vice-like strips

of strong. spring steel. This arrangement
is so designed that ojily the lightest

possible sprmg is vcessary for its correct
action.

^^^

...t?5^^

Worsdall's "sidecar cab." To reduce wind resistance when

riding with an empty sidecar the screen may be fixed, as shown

in dotted lines.
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Speedman's "Wobble.

I'ONE of our correspondents have really explained
speedman's wobble in response to the invita-

tion by "G.E.S.," though several readers have
answered his letter. They are perfectly right in saying
it is- folly to whack an unfamiliar machine up to 65
m.p.h., especially upon our war-shattered roads. But
they have none of them accounted for the. phenomenon
which attends such folly. The problem offered them
may be restated as follows: When a motor cycle is

ridden at very high speeds, it is apt to depart from
the rectilinear track, and to inscribe a wheelmark on
the road i-oughly resembling a gigantic corkscrew
pulled out just short of straight. This wobble is often

invincible. The radius of the elongated spiral steadily

increases until at last the rider is flung. In certain

cases control cannot be regained by applying the brakes
or shutting the throttle. In other words, the situation

is rather reminiscent of a spinning aeroplane. So far

as a remedy is concerned, I know of none, other than
to avoid such speeds on surfaces which are not true,

i.e., to reserve track speed for the track. The develop-

ment of the wobble may usually be prevented by
bracing wrists, back, and legs so stiffly that the front

wheel is rigidly held true. Should the wobble develop,

the only hope seems to rest in gradual reduction of

speed, whilst muscular strength restricts the machine
to such an approximately straight track that it remains

steerable. Certain makes of machine are peculiarly

liable to this dangerous habit; and tyre pressures

appear to affect its development.

Bad Steering and Tyre Pressures.

HHAVE recently made several references to the un-

satisfactory steering design of certain machines
which, have passed through my hands. I have

since had reason to suspect that we bring trbuble

on ourselves by carelessness about tyre pressures.

Quite accidentally I converted the worst steerer of

the bevy into a good steerer by riding it with a softer

back tyre. Apparently, whenever the back tyre was
board-hard, the tail of the machine bounced heavily

and cast an illegitimate leverage on the front wheel,

thus deluding both the owner and myself into fancy-

ing that the frame was out of truth, or the forks bent,

or the steering badly designed. Of course we motor
cyclists are tolerably careless about tyre pressures.

We do not use gauges as the careful type of car owner
will do. We kick the cover, or press a careless thumb
into the tread, let a little air out if the machine is

bounceable, pump a little more in if we feel the road
too acutely. But whether our tubes are blown up to

40 lb. or 70 lb. per square inch, motor cyclists as a

class neither know nor care. Spring frames have
made me exceptionally careless in such respects of.

late. The necessity for trying many new machines,
which are quite uhpardonably fitted with rigid frames,
has j:ow led me to pay a novel attention to tyre

pressures ; and I am learning—or relearning

—

a lot.

Chief amongst my discoveries is the fact that a very
slight variation in tyre pressures has a marked effect

upon light and easy steering. I intend to make special

experiments towards ascertaining whether tyre pressures
affect speedman's wobble. So if next week's Motor
Cycle comes out with a black edge and my photograph,
you will recognise that I died in a good cause.

The Cliain Shortage.

nHEAR that so many machines are under construc-

tion that most of the chain manufacturers have
four or five times the number of orders which they

were accustomed to in 1914. Spares are practically

unprocurable, even in such small items as odd links.

Most of the factory replacement departments are devoid

of stocks, and a leading chain manufacturer has offered

as a special favour to supply my own modest require-

ments in three months' time. Wherefore, I counsel

users whose chains are growing ricketty to give the

old ones ever}' attention, and to place their orders

in good time.

Failures on Hills.

MUSING over the hill failures in the A.C.U. Trial,

I reflected what hill stops I had personally sus-

tained this year. Let it be prefaced that I have
repeatedly climbed practically every famous or irl-

famous hill in England, Wales, and Scotland on all

sorts and dates of machine. I can recall three hill

stops this year. One of them at a Y bend, when I

intended to take the left-hand road, and found I had
to tackle the other : I was on top gear, and by the

time I had lugged the bicycle round and changed
down, the machine was stationary and I stopped the

engine. Another on a plain straightaway hill, when
my sleeve caught the ignition lever and retarded it

fully ; for a reason which is not to the present point,

the magneto in question did not spark on full retard,

and, before I knew what had happened, the machine
had stopped. The third failure occurred on the kind

of hail-pin .which Mr. Loughborough adores. To be

quite honest, I was showing off ; as there were specta-

tors present, and I was not a competitor, I ought to have
come down to bottom gear and crawled ; but, having

climbed millions of hairpins of this villainous type, I

remained on second gear and charged. My front wheel

hit a big stone, and in a tenth of a second I was
broadside on across the roai], and had to shut off to

avoid ramming the bank. These incidents are typical

of the causes which lose men medals in modern
reliability trials, though none of them actually befell

me while riding in a competition.
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DISC WHEELS ON
SOLO MACHINES.
Readers' Opinions For and Against.

IN
our issue of September nth we invited readers to

submit their opinions on tlie effect upon steering solo

machines fitted with disc wlieels in a wind. These

opinions are by no means unanimous either in favour

or otherwise, but most of our correspondents agree that

steering is in some degree affected. Several writers

contend that it is possible , to become accustomed to

the effects upon the steering. On the other harid, it

is suggested that the nervous solo rider will experience

some difficulty. Generally, it may be said that only

high winds cause inconvenience. It is unfortunate that

high winds are most common at a time when the ad-

vantages of disc wheels should be most apparent, i.e.,

when wet weather and muddy roads are encountered.

One correspondent advances the somewhat startling

theory that a side wind tends to bring a machine into

the wind, and so assists in righting the balance. On
the face of it this appears to be doubtful, as the greater

part of the wheel is in front of the line drawn through

the centre of the steering head to theground, and there-

fore a side wind should tend to turn the wheel away

from the line of travel. The interest lies in the fact

that this reader has noticed the tendency, and this

suggests that it is a case where some other agency is

at work. On this point it would be interesting to have

other views.

Below we give a selection of the letters received :

A New Theory.
Sir,—Three months ago I had discs fitted to my 4 h.p:

Sunbeam machine by the Ace Disc Engineering Co., of

Coventry, and have since done about 1,200 miles, using the

machine daily, on a terrible road, for business. They add

much to the good looks of the machine, and reduce the time

required for cleaning by
one half, for greasy ^-..

—

- ~
hubs and spokes are

ne.xt to uncleanable,
and are really an eye-

sore.

Against the many ad-
vantages there is only
one . disadvantage, in

my opinion, and that
is the added weight of

steel discs, which might
tell on a very light

machine ; but I thmk
it is not worth consider-
ation on a Douglas or
any machine of 3 h.p.
and over.

As a trial run after
having discs fitted I
went from Newcastle to
Reswick, via Alston,
Penrith, and Hartside,
with a very strong and
gusty wind blowing
from the South {conse-
quently on my left)

n

Disc wheels on a Douglas lightweight give the machine a very smart

appearance. The discs fitted are known as the Chelsea, and are fixed by means

of five studs in recesses, a speciality of Messrs. Vivian, Hardie and Lane, Ltd.,

of Woodstock Street, W.l, who also supplied the aluminium chain case shown.

the whole way, doing the journey comfortably in four hours.
At the start of the run at one or two corners I felt a tendency
for the front wheel to turn into the wind, which at worst
could only assist in righting the balance.
A steady side wind did not trouble me in the least, as I

rode in many places for several miles with one hand off the
bars for a rest. After 1 had covered about twenty miles I

forgot all about discs and wind effects through use, and
came to the conclusion that with discs fitted windy weather
does not incur the least danger : it merely affects the machine
in a slightly dift'erent manner from a machine without discs,

and this is quickly got used to, especially when riding a

heavy machine. I had never ridden a machine with discs

fitted before, and must admit that, even under the adverse
weather conditions, I was perfectly at ease the whole way.
The return was made via Kirkstone Pass, etc., in the same
wind.
May I remark, finally, on the excellent attention I received

from the Ace Co. and the thoroughness of its work? I sent
the firm three wheels to fit, and asked for them by fourteen
days. I was on my way to Keswick on the 15th, and have
had absolutely no trouble since fitting.

With a light sidecar fitted the wind effect is practically nil.

Sunderland. W.H.D.

Not for the Nervous Rider.
Sir,—Apropos of your request for experiences with wheel

discs on motor cycles, may I mention mine ?

I own a 1919 4 h.p. countershaft Triumph with an extra
large engine sprocket. I Jiave aluminium discs .fitted, and
have used them for four months, almost daily, on very fast,

long distance runs, with spells of town work—^all solo.

The chief points, in my opinion, are as follows :

For.—(1.) Ease of cleaning. (2.) Smartness and -

"finish." (3.) Nothing can pass between the spokes, there-

by eliminating a source of accidents.

Against.—(1.) With touring bars. Dangerous in gusty
weather and high winds, especially on light machines. (2.)

Difficult oiling of wheel bearings. (3.) After several months'
usage, when spokes become loose, etc., the spokes, being hid-
den, escape the usual inspection and eventually lead to trouble.

Wide bars are a n-e- '

, ,
_, ccssity in anything but

calm weather, and one
- is very easily capsized

by a wind coming from
a side street, broadside

,,- on, unless well, on the

qui vive. A nervous
rider is well advised to

leave wheel discs alone.

I, myself, shall have
them fitted to all my
machines in future, es-

pecially passenger ma-
chines. W. Mylam. ^ %

Getting Accus=
tomed to the Steer=

ing.
Sir,—Seeing an en-

quiry in The Motor
Cycle of the 11th ult.

re experiences of the
effect of wind on wheel

,

discs, perhaps - mine
would - be of interest. •

I have covered -2,500
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Disc Wheels on Solo Machines.—

miles on my 1919 4 h.p., Douglas, solo, and with discs fitted.
At first the steering was rendered decidedly awkward on
windy days, especially when side gusts round corners were
encountered. A side wind of sufficient strength produces a
marked tendency to turn the front wheel, and a head wind
holds the wheel still, rendering swerving difficult. However,
I have now got quite accustomed to it, and seldom notice
the effect of the discs at all.

Still, judging by what others have told me who have tried
my machine, I should be in no hurry to lend it on a windy
day to anyone who is not used to riding solo with discs.

I may say I consider the steering of my machine e.xcel-
lent, and under ordinary conditions exceptionally easy.
Haywards Heath. E.K.

On a Solo Harley=Davidson.
Sir,—Respecting disc wheels on solo machines or combi-

nations, they are certainly a vast improvement in the matter
of appearance, and wheel cleaning is much simpler. I always
dreaded cleaning spokes and hubs.
As regards wind affecting the steering on a machine fitted

with wheel discs, it certainly does, and a machine is very
awkward to steer in a_ strong wind. In 1915 I fitted wheel
discs to my solo Harley-Davidson. and, riding one day in a
storm, I found the steering so bad, especially on one or two
corners, where I nearly came a cropper, that I dismounted
!ind took the front wheel disc off, and proceeded without
any further trouble. Since then I have, ridden with discs
only on the back wheel. That is my experience of discs on
a solo machine. C. F. Walker.

Disappointed in Results.
Sir,—Seeing an article in The Motor Oijch of September

11th, I should like to express my experience On the above
subject. I have a 2| h.p. Douglas, which I use daily for
riding to and from my business, which is several miles frwm
here (Newport, Mon.), and as the winter riding gets the
machine m a very dirty state, I tliought I would fit a set of
wheel discs to save the labour of wheel cleaning.

I consequently obtained a set of polished aluminium discs
of a well-known make, and had them fitted, the result beino-
that they affected the steering. What they would be like
m the very bad and rough weather I should not like to
hazard an opinion.

I was very disappointed witli the result, and have since
had the discs removed for safety sake. F. T. Phillips.

The Experience of a D.R. in France.
Sir,—Perhaps the following facts may be of interest to

you with" regard to the discussion as to the advisability ot

fitting disc wheels.
While serving in France as a despatch rider with the

R.A.F., I fitted discs to my P. and M., but found that when
riding solo, if there happened to be a strong side wind
blowing, it was very hard to keep a straight course. In
whichever direction the wind was blowing, so it carried the
machine. When it happened to be a head or following wind,
I noticed no difficulty whatever in steeling
When using a combination the same difficulty in steering

was noticeable with a side wind, and speed was also very
much affected. More so in the case of a combination than
solo, as there was more wind resistance in three wheels com-
pared with two.
The great advantage, of course, with discs is that your

hubs and races are kept clean and dry, whereas, without,
constant packing with grease is necessary, otherwise water
and grit are bound to find their way in.

In view of the fact that the steering put such a strain on
ray wrists, I discarded the discs.

I have not used discs in this country, but should not thinli

the same amount of trouble with steering would be so

apparent, because our roads are sheltered by so many hedges,

trees, etc., whereas French roads are completely exposed.

FkED U. MtlNDT.

An Opinion from Malta.

Sir,— I see in a recent issue of The Motor Cycle

that you invite any of your readers to state their experiences

of disc wheels as fitted to solo mounts.
Well, shortly before leaving England, I repeatedly rode my

T.T. Indian along the straiglit coast road from Worthing to

Brighton, and, as no doubt some of your readers know,
some fairly stiff breezes are encountered along there. At
places the road is sheltered from the sea breeze, and it was
upon coming from the sheltered part into the wind-swept

portion that one noticed any difference between ordinary

and disc wheels. The wind, I found, always had a tendency

to cause the front wheel to assume a wobble, and it was

only on my leaning my Jiody and slightly tilting the machine

into the wind .that this was corrected. Of course, the wind

came upon one in gusts and, personally, I have found that

a stiff, steady breeze does not affect a disc-wheeled machine

if the body is inclined slightly toward the wind. I may
^, mention that I have exceeded the legal

limit on this stretch in the early morn-
ings, and have felt quite at home in

any breeze.

Victor P.^wson, Lt., E.G. A.
[Several interesting letters on this

subject are held over owing to the

^
v: "W^^i^ exigencies of space.— Eu.]

SOLVING THE TRANSPORT PROBLEM.

^l^^t^'Mj'TV't'^'
''^^''''

^'"u
C°ventry to the London "Indian" depot, the above trailer was attached to a 1919 Powerplus

outht. Mr. E. Bndgeman is seen about to leave the City of Motors with a load of eight chassis, weighing altogether half a ton.
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THE PRECISION MOTOR CYCLE.
An Unconvenfional Solo Machine, embodying 330 c.c. Two-slroke Engine, wilh Gear Unit

-;^ Integral, Rear Springing, and Pressed Steel

^«iJs«^ Tank forming part of tfie Frame.
Left side of the new Precision

motor cycle, which emfjodies

many new and practicable features.

ALTHOUGH we have known for some
time that Messrs. F. E. Baker,

Ltd., the makers of Precision

engines, were experimenting with a novel

design of complete motor cycle, we were

not permitted to record this interesting

fact until our issue of October 2nd. We
inay say we have watched the develop-

ment of this design from its earliest

stages, and are consequently in a position

fuHy to appreciate the general idea

belnnd the design.

Mr. F. E. Baker has often told us that

he aspired to produce a motor cycle' meet-

ing his own requirements, which, he con-

tended, would also find appreciation with

a large number of potential purchasers

who desired- most of the comforts of a

car combined with the undoubted ad-

vantages of the single track machine.

\h:. Baker has always been a motor

cycle enthusiast, and for. several years

he has told us that, provided he could

obtain the same comfort, as regards in-

sulation from road shocks, as he had in

a large car, he preferred the motor

bicycle.

This first requirement meant a spring

frame, which, taken in conjunction with

other points considered to be es.';entials,

was not quite so easy to design as its

simplicity might imply.

Unconventional ty.

Then other considerations were in-

spired by the road experiences of Mr.

Baker and certain members of his staff

on machines of all types. To produce a

machine obviating the disadvantages and
causes of irritation inherent with pre-war

types was to be the aim. This, of course, was
an engineer's ideal, but with these ideas

on the one hand and manufacturing
problems on the other, a very good com-
promise has been, arrived at, which is a

sound commercial proposition.

The new Precision motor cycle, while

retaining the general outlines of the con-

ventional machine, differs from it at

almost every point, the main aim being
to secure the essentials by the least

Front view of the machine. Note the

roller lever system (or operating the

compression release and front brake and

the short lever for changing gear

number of units, with an entire absence

of parts attached to the frame by clips.

How far the designers have succeeded in

this the reader will be able to judge from

the illustrations and details of the machine

which we are now able to give.

The Fxame-tank Unit.

In the first place, the tank and mud-^

guards form parts of the frame construe-

~

tion, and each is thus made to perform

a double function. The tank is formed

of two steel pressings, welded together,

and takes the place of the two top

girder tubes and detachable tank of the

conventional machine, while the round

section mudguards are made sufficiently

strong to act as one of the sides in each

of the triangulated wheel frames. While

this is not the only instance of a tank

being made integral with the frame, it

is the first time steel pressings have been

used in this manner. In building the

frame, the head and front diagonal tubes

are first welded together and then, with

the seat tube, are enclosed by tlie two
pressings forming the tank. The edges

of the latter are machined before welding.

For our especial benefit, Messrs. Baker

had a stock fi-ame cut through the centre

in order that we might see the perfect

joint so made, and we are able to give

a photograph of these sections. It will

be seen that such construction must be

exceptionally strong without being un-

duly heavy. Two engine carrier lugs,

another carrying the rear spring bracket,

and the filler, are then brazed in their

respective positions, and the main part

of the frame is complete. The jdetail

construction of the head and its bearings

will be seen from the illustration on

another page, the cups are pressed into

position, but are renewable. , The seat

pillar is fixed by means of an expandmg
cone, similar to the almost general prac-
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Right side of the engine unit, showing the kick-starting device working on the engine shaft

and the pedal which operates the countershaft brake.

. tice of fixing the handle-bars on first-

class pedal cycles.

The present-day machine has frequently
been criticised owing to cycle practice
having been too slavishly followed. It is

noteworthy that in the machine under
review two points following cycle practice
are embodied, which have'either not been
copied at all or copied but seldom in

motor cycle construction. The first

of these is the expanding cone fixing,

just mentioned, and the second, the roller

The Springing System.

Of the many springing systems reviewed
in The Motor Cycle, the Precision design
is one of the most simple. Both wheels
are carried in triangulated frames, of

which a portion of the mudguard in each
case forms one side. The method of con-

struction is good, and quite up to the

work, perfectly rigid members being
obtained. At one corner of the triangle

the members are pivoted to the frame,
the hub being at the second point, and"
the end of the spring at the third.

In the case of the front wheel spring-

ing, tlie wheel frame (or front fork) is

pivoted to the steering tube by means of

a long bracket fitted with ball bearings
of the cup and cone variety. Immediately
above this " joint," and forming part of

the steering column, is the support for a
V-shaped spring-saddle, to which the
inner ends of the two-leaf springs are

fixed by means of clips. This saddle is

free to oscillate, and therefore gives the
springs the same effect as would obtain
were a single half-elliptic "cantilever"
spring used as in the rear springing.

The Precision front brake. A Ferodo-lined

band contracts upon a lOIn, drum.

lever actuation of brake levers. These
are the only points where the Precision
follows previous cycle practice, and
especially in the latter direction is the
departure of interest, as it obviates the
sharp bends usually present with cable
front brake and compression release con-
trols. Carried on a sleeve oscillating on
the left hand lever, which operates the
compression release, is another lever at
right angles and fitted with a ball top.
This

^
actuates the gear change, and is

sufficiently strong to be used for steer-
ing purposes while changing gear—

a

pomt which may be appreciated by the
nervous solo rider.

41Q

By this method the advantages of a long
spring are secured in a compact form,
and, in addition, the load is so distri-

buted that heavy anchorages are not
necessary. By an examination of the
photograph, the reader will appreciate
that, if a single longitudinal spring were
used, the saddle would have to be fixed

rigidly, and this would have to be
extremely strong in order to withstand

The rear fork end and sliding wheel
carrier, by which the wheel may be removed
without disturbing the distance between
the chain sprocket centres.

the strains put upon it. The end of the
two quarter-elliptic springs are shar'.'ed

to the top of the steering tube and to

the bridge on the mudguard, the shackle
bolts being fitted with lubricators.

At the rear the springing is similarly
arranged, but here a half-elliptic "canti-
lever " spring is used. The spring-saddle
in this case pivots 0!i a fixed member
attached to the seat tube, and the lower
and longer portion of the spring is

shackled to the frame.

(Left) Although arranged

V fashion, the front spring

Is in effect what is known
as a cantilever suspension.

Note the roller levers and
front brake operating rod.

(Right) A rear view of the handle-bar and forward end of the pressed steel tank.
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A perspective view of the gear unit, showing the segments
which are expanded against the inner races of the drums
connected to the two driven sprockets. The centre drum is the
countershaft brake.

It will be seen that, apart from the
shackles, there is only one oscillating

pai't in each wheel frame, and as these
are large bearings of ample dimensions,
lateral rigidity is well provided. These
bearings are capable of adjustment, but
as the movement is so slight, and not to
be compared in any way with the condi-
tions prevailing in the case of a. wheel
hub, such adjustment should not be
necessary very frequently.

The wheels fitted are 25 x 2iin., and
both may be dropped out of the fork ends
in a vertical direction. The rear fork

end particularly is worthy of mention,
as the chain adjustment is entirely

independent of the wheel fixing. This
means that when the wheel is removed
for any purpose it may be replaced
exactly in the position it occupied before,

the chain adjustment being undisturbed.
This is obtained by the hub spindle being
fixed in plates which slide on the fork
ends, and are adjustable by draw bolts.

The plates are secured by two bolts on
each side, which are slackened off when
chain adjustment is made.

Engine-gear Unit.

The 350 c.c. two-stroke Precision, which
we described in our issue for May 29th
this year, is more or less well known, and
forms the maiii element of the power
unit. This engine, it will be recalled,

has a bore and stroke of 74 mm. and
81 mm. respectively, the capacity being
350 c.c, which makes it one of the
largest single-cylinder two-strokes made
at the present time.
In this engine there are several notable

features, including automatic lubrication
from a sump contained in the crank case
casting, detachable head, and roller bear-

ing big end. The new engine, however,
embodies the countershaft within the
base chamber, the transmission between
the two being by chain on either side of

the crank case proper, -which is enclosed
in the main casting. Chain adjustment is

effected by two jockey sprockets, the bear-
ings for which are mounted eccentrically
and are accessible from the outside of

the case, the flywheel having an aperture
through which a special key can be in-

serted to adjust the sprocket.
The two chains drive sprockets which

are free to revolve on ball bearings on
the countershaft, which in turn carries,

on, the outside of the case, the small

driving sprocket of the
final transmission. Also
fixed to the countershaft
is the drum of the band
brake, which takes the
place of the more usual
rear wheel brake. The
band is of steel, anchored
to a lug approximately
on the centre line of the"
unit, and is actuated by
a lever on a shaft to
which, on the outside, is

fixed a long pedal lever.

In principle, the gear
is reminiscent of the old
De Dion clutch, but is

quite new in motor cycle

practice, and probably
unknown to the majority
of motor cyclists. In
principle, the gear is of
the expanding clutch
type, so *hat both gears
are equally direct. The

driven sprockets each carry a drum,
against the inner faces of which are en-
gaged, as desired, the clutch members
revolving with the countershaft.

Expanding Clutches.

These clutches, consisting of two seg-

ments, are expanded by means of a rack
running through the centre of the spindle
and engaging with toothed wheels, operat-
ing right and left-hand "jack screws."
Provision is made for independent clutch
adjustment, for which purpose the rack,
which takes the form of a thread, is

made in two parts, so that either may
be rotated in order to give a worm and
worm-wheel effect to the toothed wheels,
and so open or close the clutch blocks.
To prevent unintentional rotation of the
rack, spring-operating plungers engage
with fiats on the side of the racks, and
ensure the flats on each being in line,

the threads of the two so mating that
the joint between the two may pass
either toothed wheel. The racks are held
together by the. actuating rod, which,
passes through the centre of both, balls

being interposed between the nut on each
end of the rod, and the outer "end of each
rack to form journal bearings to carry
the rod and thrust bearings for the end-
wise movements. To effect adjustment,
the parts are so proportioned that when
either clutch is in operation, its" rack
protrudes from the spindle to allow of
turning it by a suitable tool, and the
amount it protrudes is an indication of

the correctness of the adjustment.
The top gear of the machine at present

is 4 to 1, on which ratio it is claimed that
50 m.p.h. has been attained, but probably
a 6 to 1 ratio will be standardised.

As previously mentioned, the gear
change lever is on the handle-bar. The
actuation of this is quite simple, and
merely involves slightly turning a
diagonally disposed shaft extending from
the centre of the countershaft to a sup-

Eort behind the lower ball race of the
ead. On the lower end is a small

crank, which is connected to a toggle
operating the rack engaging the worm
wheels in the segment carriers.

The final transmission is by chain,

which in finished production models will

be protected by a guard. The difference

between the respective positions of the
countershaft and the pivoting point of
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the wheel frame is perhaps a little

greater than is to be desired by the

fastidious engineer, but is no more than

is the case with the majority of spring

frame designs, the ideal, of course, being

to have the driving sprocket and the

fulcrum of the wheel frame on the same
centre.

Other Notable Features.

Several other features are worthy of •

note, including the three lever fitting for

operating the throttle, air, and magneto.
5'or these three controls Bowden wires are

used, the cables for which will be en-

closed in a single tube.

Aluminium footboards of generous

dimensions, a metal tool box with wooden
lid integral with the rear mudguard, a

Brooks B210 leaf spring saddle, and a

large undershield form part of the

equipment. The tank capacity is two
gallons.

As regards its per-formance on the road,

we await with interest an extended test,

but from our five miles ride on it over

rough and pot-holed roads we were very

favourably impressed by its running and
the efficiency of its springing. To those

who have not ridden a spring frame
mount, undoubtedly the extra comfort
provided will come as a revelation and a

new sensation in road transport. Probably
it has only been the difficulty of providing
a frame laterally rigid that has deterred
many makers from abandoning the rigid

frame. These difficulties appear to have
been overcome in the Precision, and if,

ill the opinion of conservative motor
cyclists, its appearance is not so graceful
as perhaps it might be made, it mnst be
remembered that designers who too closely

study conventionality restrict their scope
in bringing motor cycle design to finality.

For the especial benefit of The Motor

Cycle, a frame was cut through the centre

to reveal the construction. The above is

an " untouched " photograph, and shows the

perfect joints made by welding.
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The Theory of the Stationary

Armature Type of Magneto.
Ey A. P. YOUNG, A.M.I.E.E.

A Lucid Description of the Polar Inductor Magneto, in whicli the Windings do not
Revolve. The Effectiveness of Laminated Pole Pieces.

IN
a recent article on " The High-tension Magneto "

appearing in The Motor Cycle, the theory of the

rotating armature type of machine which is gener-
ally adopted on motor cycle engines was dealt with
in a lucid and interesting manner. The main purpose
"of this article is to give a similar explanation of the

working of the stationary armature type of magneto,
to which the name polar inductor has been assigned
by the writer.

A magneto with a stationary armature is no new
thing, and a close study of the patent records of the

past twenty years will reveal the interesting fact that
in the very early days of the art, even before the

familiar rotating armature machine had been per-

fected, the trend of magneto development (on paper,
at any rate!) was in the direction of an inductor
machine.

A British Pioneer.

Although the polar inductor magneto was first built

commercially in America within the past few years,

magnetos (of the low-tension type) were actually de-

signed and constructed in this countiy some thirteen

or fourteen years ago, by Dr. B. Murray, of the Albion
Motor Car Co., and fitted to the engines manufactured
by his company at that date. To Dr. B. Murray must
go the credit of having first disclosed the basic principle

(in his patent No. 14,737 of 1906) underlying the con-

struction of the polar inductor magneto.
This form of magneto has not so far been seriously

applied to motor car and motor cycle engines in this

country, although during the war period it was used
extensively on large multi-cylinder aeroplane engines

having more than six cylinders. The B.T.H. Co.
some two and a half years ago developed a magneto

of this type, known as the type A.V., which has been

standardised for use on most of the eight and twelve-

cylinder aeroplane engines of British manufacture.

This particular type of machine is desigried to give

four sparks per revolution, but the polar inductor

principle is very flexible, and it is possible to build a

magneto on these lines to give two sparks per revolu-

tion, corresponding to the orthodox two sparks rotating

armature machine, or, on the other hand, a magneto

can be designed to deliver six, eight, or even a greater

number of sparks per revolution.

Every form of high-tension magneto has certain

features in common, and these can be briefly classified

as follows

:

1. A magnet.

2. A laminated iron core carrying a primary and

a secondary winding.

3. A mechanically operated contact breaker so

designed that the primary winding is short circuited

and open circuited at regular intervals, giving some

CONDENSER

H.T PICKUP MAGNET

WINDING

LAMINATED
ARMATURE COR^

MAGNET
POLE PIECE ^.y

INDUCTOR POLE

Fig. 2.—Sectioned four-spark polar inductor magneto, showing

internal construction.

Lil—

^

Fig. 1 .—Typical flux, voltage and current waves, as produced by

a high-tension magneto.

definite ratio between the period of short circuit and

the period of open circuit.

4. A condenser connected in parallel with the con-

tacts for the purpose of wiping out arcing.

5. A high-tension distributing mechanism whereby
the end of the secondary winding is connected to the

particular sparking plug which will fire the charge, at

the moment when the contacts separate, and the high

tension spark is generated.

Basic Principles.

These features are embodied in every design of high-

tension magneto, although the detailed construction of

each component and their general arrangement in the

form of a complete unit may be widely different.

Apart from this consideration there is only one other
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The Theory of the Stationary Armature Type ol Magneto.—

characteristic that may differ, namely, the method of

generating an electric current in the closed primary
circuit during the period when this winding is short
circuited by the contacts. It should, of course, be
understood that during this period, current gradually
builds up in the primary ^^mding as a result of the

induced voltage produced by rotation, so that when
the contacts are separated, a current of the order of
four or five amperes is suddenly destroyed. The
magnetic field associated with this current, "" which is

interlinked with the large number of turns in the

secondary winding, produces a very rapid "cutting"
of the magnetic lines in suddenly collapsing, and there-

by causes the voltage induced in the secondarj' wind-
ing to rise instantly to a very high value sufficient to

initiate a spark at the electrodes of the sparking plug.
In the rotating armature magneto, the flux change

in the armature core necessary to create a current in

the closed primary circuit is produced by simply

Flux through windings,
a maximum.

Flux through windings,
zero.

Flux throug'i windings,

a maximum (reversed).

Fig. 3.—Flux changes in four-spark polar inductor magneto.

rotating the armature with respect to two fixed pole
pieces. In the polar inductor machine, the armature
core is fixed, and the flux change in it results from the

rotation of a number of polar members which co-

operate with fixed magnet poles on the one hand, and
with the fixed laminated poles of the armature core on
the other hand. For either construction the curves
given in fig. i are typical. The flat-topped curve shows
how the flux threading the armature core when the

windings are open circuited is varied by rotation, thus
giving us an alternating voltage in the primary winding
which follows the peaky curve. The flux reaches the
maximum value "N," and during the period when the
primary is short circuited, the induced voltage gener-
ates a current which builds up ,in the manner indicated
to the value " iB," this being the current broken by
the contacts.

The Mechanical Details.

The general constructional details of a polar in-

ductor magneto can be well understood by reference

to fig. 2, which is a photograph of a B.T.H. type
" AV " machine that has been sectioned. The rotat-

ing member comprises a straight-through shaft of

non-magnetic nickel steel, which carries two inductors

made of malleable iron. Each of these has two axial

projections i8o° apart, linked to a cylindrical boss

which revolves with very fine clearance in the pole

piece attached to one end of the magnet. Taking a
sectional view of the rotor, therefore, as indicated in

fig. 3, it is clear that there are four inductor poles

spaced exactly 90° apart, these being alternately north

and south.

In position i, indicated in fig. 3, the flux from the

north pole of the magnet flows through one of the

corresponding inductor poles, across a small inter-

vening air gap to one laminated pole of the armature
core, through the armature core, back again to a south
inductor pole, and thence to the south pole of the

magnet. In position 2, after the rotor has revolved
through 45°, the flux in the armature core is zero,

whilst in position 3, corresponding to a further 45°
movement, the flux in the armature core has reversed.

Whenever the rotor takes up the position indicated in

the middle diagram, the flux in the armature core is

in process of reversing, and as this occurs four times

in each revolution, there are in consequence four re-

versals of flux, and the design permits of the contact

breaker opening and closing four times per revolution,

thus enabling four high-tension sparks to be produced.
In the case of a machine designed to give two

sparks per revolution, such as the type that has been
developed in America for motor cycle work, there are

two inductor poles only, and the laminated poles, fixed

. to the armature core, instead of being spaced 90° apart,

are 180° apart. With this construction, the flux in the

armature core reverses twice per revolution, thus

enabling two sparks to be obtained, as clearly indicated

in fig. 4.

Laminat'OQ of the Magnetic Circuit.

The construction of a polar inductor magneto per-

mits of the thorough Janiination of the whole ' of the

iron circuit carrying the primary and secondary wind-

ings, and it is even possible to modify the design of

the rotor so that the iron inductors can be laminated

as well. The eff'ect of thoroughly laminating the iron

circuits through which the magnetic flux passes is to

reduce the eddy current damping to a minimum, and
in consequence the rise of the secondary voltage at

"break" is particularly rapid. Ignition experts are

now inclined to the opinion that one of the deter--

mining factors in the process of ignition is the rate

of voltage rise in the secondary; and, other things

Flux reversing. Flux maximum
(negative).

Flux maximum
(positive). ,- „

Fig. 4.—Fmx changes in two-spark polar inductor magneto.

being equal, the machine that gives the most rapid

voltage rise at " break," or, in other words, the

steepest secondary voltage wave, will produce the best

results from a purely ignition standpoint.

This feature of the polar inductor design has no
doubt contributed largely to the great success that has
been achieved with these machines in service on aero-

plane engines. It should be pointed out, however,
that in the latest designs of rotating armature magnetos
now being built in this country, the solid cast-iron

pole pieces, standardised by the Germans, have been
replaced by laminated poles, with the result that the

magnetic circuit for the flux is laminated almost as

thoroughly as in an inductor macliine. The electrical

performance of this type of magneto has been greatly

improved by this innovation that has been introduced

by English designers.
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The Mills Automatic Carburetter.
A One Lever Instrument with Adjustable Jet Float and Mixing Chambers Integral.

A CARBURETTER which disjienses

entirely with the air lever is, if

accurately designed, not only sim-

pler in operation than the two-lever
pattern,' but is capable of providing
approximately the correct proportion of

petrol vapour and air most suitable for

the engine at vary-
ing speeds. There
is no doubt that
the increasing num-
ber of single-lever

carburetters goes to

prove that this

type is gradually
coming into its own.

, Simple in con-

struction and pro-

vided with a vari-

able jet which can
be regulated whilst

in the saddle, a
single-lever carbu-
retter has recently

' f been produced by
M. F. A. Mills,

19, Chalk Farm
External view of the Road, Hampstead,

Mills carburetter show- N.W. The float

ing the throttle slide chamber, located
removed beneath the mixing

chamber, consider-

ably decreases the area usually mono-
polised by the conventional type of

carburetter. The cork float at present

employed is pivoted at one side on a

small pin fixed to the body casting,

which allows the float to rise and fall

and at the same time withdraw a tapered

needle, attached to the float lever, from
a hole in the body casting connected
with the petrol pipe, and consequently
allow petrol to flow from the tank to

the float chamber. At the base of the
throttle barrel is a plug, curved in

the centre to conform with the shape

of the inlet pipe. Below this plug,
through which five holes are drilled,

the centre one to accommodate the jet

needle, is attached a threaded brass tube,
the lower end of which passes through
a hole in the base of the float chamber
and by means of a nut holds the latter

in position. The hollow centre of this

tube accommodates the lower end of the
tapered needle, which, passing through
the jet located above, permits the suc-

tion of the engine to draw a small quan-
tity of spirit from the float chamber
through a hole in the side of the jet

tube, and o-ut through the jet. The
petrol is then drawn through the five

holes in the base plug and, coming in

contact with the air entering the mixing
chamber, forms a gas which passes
through the induction pipe to the cylin-

ders. The cylindrical throttle

slide is drilled and tapped in

the centre, and accommodates
the adjustable jet needle
screw. The tapered needle
is attached to the lower end
of this screw, a small coil

spring being placed below
the screw in order to hold

„^_^ the needle in tension.

iia As the throttle slide is
ill M. raised to admit a greater

quantity of air to the cylin-

der, the needle is raised ac-

cordingly. The taper of - the
needle, however, is accur--
ately turned, in order that
a proportionately larger
quantity of petrol may be
liberated to mix with the

The tapered air, and form the correct pro-
ne e d 1 e and portion of petrol vapour and
throttle barrel air most suitable at various
showing how throttle positions. The Bow-
the needle is den wire attac^iment is

adjusted." located at one side, the

nipple being inserted in a hole on the

under side of the throttle slide. A
return spring is placed between the slide

and the milled cap screwed to the top

of the throttle chamber. The tapered needle

can be withdrawn from the jet with the

greatest ease, by turning the milled head

of the needle screw located on top of

the throttle barrel, and consequently the

mixture can be enriched or attenuated

at any time while riding.

BOWDEN CONTROL

NEEDLE ADJUSTING
SCREW

Section of the Mills carburetter.

Our trial of the Mills carburetter on
Mr. Mills's 4h.p. Douglas was altogether

satisfactory, notwithstanding the fact

that he had an earlier pattern of

vaporiser than that described here. Both
acceleration and slow running were all

that could be desired, while hill-climbing

was highly satisfactory.

A High Speed Single Cylinder Engine.
The Beaumont Engine:

Long Stroke
(73mm. x 113mm.= 498 cc ),

Outside Flywheel, Aluminium
Cylinder, and Four-valve

Head.

THE influence of aero design is gradu-
ally extending itself into all branches
of light internal pombustion engineer-

ing, and many of those who came inti-

mately in contact with aircraft engines
during the war period are now crystallising

their ideas in the shape of 1930 models.
Such a one is the designer of the 3A h.p.

Beaumont engine, which will shortly be
incorporated in a motor cycle built by
Beaumont Motors, Ltd., 78-82, Elland
Road, Leeds. This engine is laid out on
most modern lines with the object of

obtaining the maximum speed from a unit

of its capacity. An outside flywheel is

employed, and the cylinder, which is.,

fitted with a detachable head, is made of
aluminium and contains a shrunk-in steel

liner. The detachable head is also of alu-

The3ih.p.
Beaumont
engine. Fitted

with outside

f 1 y w h e el
,

alumin ium
cylinder, and
four valves, it

is designed for

high rates of

revolution.

minium, and has cast-iron valve seatings
shrunk in.

There are four valves per cylinder, all

overhead, and the exhausts are inclined
so as to provide the easiest possible exit

for the gases. The head is interchange-
able with a two-valve head, which is more
suitable for ordinary road work. The
use of the two-valve head necessitates
the use of a cam of slightly different

contour.
A decompressor is included in the timing

case, and both valves ai'e worked from
the same cam. On the test bench the
engine has proved itself capable of ex-

tremely high speeds, well over 5,000 r.p.m.
having been attained. This result is,

no doubt, due to the scientific lightness
of the reciprocating parts, the connecting
rod being of H section, suitably drilled,

and the piston of aluminium of the
Ricardo slipper type.
The engine will be built up in a light

solo specification, and we look forward
to its performance with great interest.

The makers are al.'io advancing well with
their three-cylinder radial engine, which
will shortly be incorporated m a three-
speed solo Jay-out of great attractiveness.

B5
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A Low-priced Lightweight. The Aklcens lightweight, to be sold direct to

the public.

The Akkens Two-stroke
which will be Marketed

Direcl to he Public.

To produce . a motor cycle for sale

direct to the public is perhaps a
daring undertaking considering that

throughout the development of the motor
cycle industry the value of the " agent

"

as an intermediary has been recognised

by the great majority of manufacturers.
Notwithstanding, Messrs. Thomas and
Gilbert, of Union Street, Smethwick, con-

sider 'iiat, vfith manufacturing costs at

present figures, there is an opening for a

machine of good quality sold on the "cut
price " principle direct to the user, and
that there are sufficient potential buyers
vfho prefer dealing direct to absorb their

output of twenty-five motor cycles per
week.
The " Akkeng," as the machine is called,

is built and equipped throughout in first-

class style, the specifications including
Druid, Brampton, or- Saxon forks,

Ejicsson or E.I.C. magneto, Amac carbu-
retter, Leatheries De Luxe saddle. Dun-
lop 26in. X 2in. studded tyres, Dunlop
belt, and aluminium footljoards. The
engine is a 2| h.p. two-stroke having
roller bearings, internal flywheels in
addition to the usual external flywheel,

and an adjustable pulley. The magneto
is driven direct by the engine-shaft.

Raised or semi-T.T. handle-bars are fitted

as desired. The price has been fixed at

thirty-nine guineas, at which figure un-
doubtedly it is a very attractive pro-

position.

To Foil the Motor Cycle Thief.
A New Wheel Lock capable of being fitted to any tyoa of Motor Cycle.

SINCE the theft of motor cycles has
become almost an epidemic, one is

constrained to wonder why there
have not appeared on the market locks
to circumvent the thief. True, many
readers have thought out ingenious
devices to prevent a motor cycle from

'

being stolen, but few firms have intro-

duced a lock capable of being fitted to
any existing machine without structural
alterations. For this reason no doubt
many readers who have lived in fear of
losing their machines will be pleased to

The Shakeshaft motor cycle lock, marketed by the

Coventry Motor Lock Co.

learn that a company has been formed-r-
known as the Coventry Motor Lock Co.,
Ltd., with temporary offices in Queen's
Road) Kenilworth—to manufacture motor
locks of various types, among which two
motor cycle models are included.

5,000 Diflerent Keys.

Briefly, the device consists of a Yale
box lock, which is made to suit no fewer
than 5,000 diflerent keys, and a swivel-
ling cross bar for inserting between the
spokes of the wheel. The lock is fi.xed

to the left side stay by
means of four screws .which
are riveted into the recesses
provided in th^ attaching
member. When this is

done it - is utterly impos-
sible to remove the lock
withoiit cutting it com-
pletely across on both sides,

which, of course, is more
than even the most enter-
prising thief could do in the
time usually at his disposal.

Quickly Operated.

On the right side stay a
swivel bar cai'rier is fixed
in a similar manner^ the bar
of which is of hardened
steel, having no shoulders or
other abutments by which
the lock could be forced.
Wlien not in use this bar
falls into a position parallel
to the stay, to which it is

secured, by a steel clip. The
largest model of this lock,
which is suitable for full and
medium-powered machines,
weighs about 3 lb., and is

being marke,ted at £2 2s.,

but smaller and lighter

types will shortly be available for light-

weights and pedal cycles.

A PUNCTURE WARNING
DEVICE

THE invention which we illustrate is

described in our French contem-
porary, L'Auto. It consists of a

rod provided with a spring which abuts
on the inner tube, so arranged that when
the tyre is deflated it allows a short rod.

b6

connected to a bell crank lever to come
into contact with a metallic disc, en-
abling the driver to stop the machine
the very moment the tyre is deflated. It

can be so adjusted that it comes into
operation before deflation is complete.

-
(
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The MacLean Fork Spring System.
A Self-contained Self-damping Spring applicable to Many Standard Makes of Motor Cycles.

IN these days of rough roads', the ques-
tion of springing is a most important
one. "Not only is good springing

essential for the rider's comfort, but it

saves the wear and breakage of
parts, and prevents the shaking
loose of nuts. Up to the present
time, the MacLean fork spring
has been specially adapted to
Triumph and James spring forks,
while an adaptation has also been
manufactured for scooters.

In the form fitted to the
Triumph motor bicycle, two heli-

cal springs, are employed—a small
diameter strong spring placed in-

side one of larger diameter. Both
are totally enclosed, and the small
spring butts up against a disc at
the end of the head clip casting
at one end, while at the same end
the large spring butts up against
the screwed cap on the spring
casing. At the other end both
springs rest against a large disc.

Behind this disc is a washer, and
behind the washer a nut, by
means of which the tension of the
inner spring may be adjusted so
as to suit the weight the motor
cycle has to carry.

In the jMacLean system, which is sold
by Tilstou Engines, Ltd., Albion House,
New Oxford Street, London, the springs
are held in such a manner that they are
alivays in compression, which cannot be
the case when a spring is anchored at

each end. The coils, moreover, are all

of equal size, so that each one can do its

full duty, in the case of springs with
tapered ends the centre coils do the

The MacLean spring fork, as designed tor the Triumph motor

cycle.

A. Head clip

B. Eye bolt hinged to head clip

C. Inner main spring
D. Light auxiliary and recoil spring

E. Adjustable cylindrical casing
F. Fork end? (Triumph)
G. Nut for adjusting spring tos.-.i

load

greater part of the work. In the Mac-
Lean system, however, the strong spring
carries the principal load, while the
large diameter spring comes into opera-
tion only when a serious pot-hole is

encountered j consequently the spring

system should cause the fork to be

e.xtremely sweet in action, since the

large spring should act as a useful

damper, effectively preventing rebound
and dither, keeping the front

wheel on the road, and thus

saving excessive tyre wear and
breakages of fork springs or mud-
guard stays. In the event of a

broken spring, little barm can
ensue, as it is unlikely that both
springs will break at once, while
it would not be difficult to render
the fork rigid.

Referring to the illustrations,

fig. 1 shows the arrangement in

the normal position. The inner

spring is already slightly com-
pressed by the weight of the
machine, while the outer spring
is at rest, and does not come into

operation until the inner spring
has moved si"-,- which is prac-

tically equal to ^in. on the front
wheel.

Fig. 2 shows what happens
when a severe bump is struck.

The inner spring is now com-
pressed gin. plus the original

adjustment, while the outer spring
has been compressed slightly.

Fig. 3 demonstrates what happens
during the rebound. The inner spring
returns to its normal condition, and the
soft outer spring damps the recoil.

The device described can be fitted to

Triumph motor bicycles in a few minutes.

The 1920 Cleveland Two-stroke.
THE Cleveland two-stroke is America's

leading lightweight, and, although
it is not marketed in this country,

our readers are more or less familiar with
the appearance of the machine. For 1920
the general outlines have been altered

—

and improved—a so-called streamline" tank

being fitted, which is of two-piece steel

construction. The frame has been
strengthened by the addition of an extra
horizontal tube, and the top tube is

curved, giving a saddle position 28in.

from the ground. Steel pressings are
used, for the front fork, which is of the

Triumph type as in previous models. The
power plant remains unaltered, and con-
sists of a two-stroke engine placed across
the frame, driving a two-speed gear box
by shaft and worm; the magneto is shaft
driven. The final transmission is by
chain over sprockets of .equal size.

The 1920 Cleveland, one o{ the few two-slrokes made in America, in which the gear box is integral with the engine.

BO
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** Speedy " Cycle Car. IA a New Four-wheeled Runabout

« -^A—. designed to sell at 110 gns.

The " Speedy " cycle car, a newcomer in the runabout world, fitted with an 8 h.p. Chater-Lea air-cooled engine, two speeds, chain and
belt transmission.

AS was to be expected when the prices

of small cars rose into figures

exceeding £300, a number of de-

signers have realised that there is an
opening for light four-wheelers on run-

about lines. One of the latest machines
in this class of vehicle will shortly appear
on the market froin the factory of Messrs.

Pullinger and Co., Latona Works, Peck-
ham, and will be known as the Speedy.
The weight of this new proposition is

said to be 5 cwt., which, for a vehicle of

this type and specification, is exceed-

ingly light. The engine is an 8 h.p. air-

cooled Chater-Lea, with its crankshaft

across the frame. The primary drive to

the gear "box is by chain from a leather-

to-metal cone clutch, which is located

on the near side of the engine and con-

nected directly to the engine-shaft. A
decompressor is fitted to -each cylinder

A Sporting,

Sidecar Outfit.

A Conver ed Scott with a

Remodelled Engine.

KENDAL is a favourite rendezvous
for North-country motor cyclists,

many of whom are well acquainted

with Mr. L. S. Parker, the enterprising

agent at that town. Recently, when
returning from a North-country trial,

we paid Mr. Parker a visit, and were
very much interested in his converted

Scott machine,, which was described fiiUy

in this paper some months ago.

A Rotary Distribution Valve.

As our illustration shows, this machine,
with its low sporting sidecar, presents a

most attractive and racy appearance, and
could not but make a strong appeal to

the younger generation of riders. It was
therefore with considerable interest that
we learned of there being a possibility of

Mr. Parker's dreams materialising in the
way of placing a similar mount of his

own design and covered by his own
patents on the market. Mr. Parker has

with the object of dispensing entirely with
the exhaust valve lifting mechanism. A
single lever carburetter is supplied, and
is operated, either by means of the
Bowden- lever in the centre of the steering
wheel, or the accelerator pedal.

A Simple Specification.

Direct steering gear is employed, the
steering column being clamped to a
sleeve- which is capable of revolving on
the front cross member, thereby providing
an adjustable rake. The gear box, con-
taining two speeds forward and a reverse,

is rigidly held to one of the tubular cross

members. The gear change lever, operat-
ing in a gate, is situated in the centre
of the floor, adjacent to which is a brake
lever, sliding in a quadrant, operating a
contracting band around a drum mounted
on the countershaft. The foot brake,

however, actuates two brake blocks on
the belt rims of the rear wheels.
The countershaft, driven by- chain from'

the gear box, consists of two separate
shafts, one sliding within the other. The
outer one, to which is attached the inntr
flange of the belt pulleys, rotates on two
plain bearings bolted to the longitudinal
chassis members. The inner tin.e, how-
ever, which carries the outer flanges' of

the pulleys, is allowed to slide within the
outer shaft by means of the longitudinal
slot in which a key on the outer sleeve

is fitted. The differential action of the
countershaft is automatically actuated
by the road wheels in turning a corner,
expanding and contracting the pulleys.

Extensive premises at Clapham have
recently been purchased entirely for the
production of this cycle car, which will

be manufactured in large numbers.

Mr. L. S! Parker's Scott outfit trom an unconventional viewpoint. It is the owner's intention

to market a two-cylinder rotary valve two-stroke motor cycle.

absolute faith in the two-cylinder rotary
valve two-stroke, and certainly the results

he has obtained from this mount, the

all-round efficiency of which, both as

regards running and fuel consumption, is

exceedingly satisfactory, warrant his

belief.

The rotary valve employed in this re-

modelled engine has stood prolonged tests

without undue wear, its success being due

perhaps to the lubricating system, which

consists of drip feed into the induction

pipe—attainting the same end as petroil

without its objectionable features.
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The Louis Clement, one of the most advanced designs shown at the Paris Salon.

tion of manufacturers have adopted twist-
grip control. A further noticeable feature
is that specially neat fixings for tool bags,
speedometers, and other extraneous fit-

ings are the rule rather than the excep-
tion. A stand-to-stand inspection reveals

so many points of minor interest that
only the more salient features are dealt

with in the following review of the motor
cycle exhibits in the Salon, the first im-
portant atter-the-war show, and, incident-

ally, the first European exhibition for fix

years.

Lonis Clement.

This machine, which is one of the most
original motor cycles in the show, must
not be confused with the well-known pro-

ducts of Clement Freres, who have un-
fortunately decided to retire from the
motor cycle trade.

The whole of the Louis Clement motor
cycle is extremely novel, and shows a
careful study of the more advanced sec-

tion of British thought combined with ex-
cellent design and ingenious construction.

A V type twin-cylinder engine having
a bore and stroke of 62x90 mm. respec-
tively is formed as a unit with a three-

speed'gear box oi the sliding type. The

clutch and front chain are entirely en-

closed in the crank case casting, and the

gear-driven magneto is mounted on the

top of the gear box.

At first sight it would appear that the

cylinders are joined by a common com-
bustion space, but in reality the well-

ribbed casting which connects the detach-

able cylinder heads forms a cover for the

MOTOR CYCLES AT THE PARIS SHOW.
Nolable Improvements in Design.

Up-lo-date Machines exhibiting Great Originality introduced by New Firms.

Rear Springing Systems Common.

FOE some years past the motor cycling

community of this country has shown
but a lukewarm interest in the French

motor cycle productions. Though our

confreres across the Channel have often

proved that they can produce excellent

racing engines, they have, generally

speaking, failed to produce complete

motor cycks of outstanding merit. This

promises to be altered now, and to

those who Jiave an opportunity of visiting

the exhibition in the Grand Palais, which
closes on the 19th inst., the enormous
improvement in French motor cycle

design must come as a considerable,

though welcome, surprise. It is true that

there are not a great many exhibitors,

and that some of the most interesting

machines are not attractive to the British

eye. Yet such is the striking originality

of the designs that our manufacturers
would do well closely to observe the

trend of French thought. Several of the

1920 models show a combination of the

best points of British and American
machines, with an admixture of truly

French ingenuity, which marks a mile-

atone in the history of Continental motor
cycle manufacture. After half-hearted

measures, the French industry is un-

doubtedly at last tackling seriously the

problem of catering for the enormous

.

potential market, and although British

machines are still the most common on
the streets of Paris, a change is more
than likely to be effected in the immediate
future.

Clean Design.

Three-wheelers are attracting some
attention, and four designs of pedal cycle

attachments and one scooter are displayed.

In the main, .however, real lightweights
' seem to be disappearing, and giving place

to medium or heavyweight machines, cap-

able of hauling a sidecar with ease and
comfort.

Perhaps the most noticeable feature to

students of French motor cycle design
is the absence of loose control rods and
badly-fitted' Bowden cables. The change
is so complete that quite a large propor-

Pressed steel forks suspended by a leaf

A new two-stroke .
' ' spring are part of the equipment of the

Alcyon. The iS^^^^SSr Lows Clement.

knee-operated ^f ~~^!^ ^o^ - enclosed overhead valve gear and cam-
change -speed Jgg' ,<sawif^>-iii ft, <^ .^- shaft. The camshaft lies across the
lever ,s clearly ^MrNj^j^^^^^^JBpipBp frame and vertically above the crank-

shown. Mlmm. r %. "~*^HilKI .1 _ shaft. It is driven from the crankshaft

by a vertical shaft and suitable bevels,

the overhead valves being operated there-

from by rockers.

The final drive from gear box to rear

wheel is by means of a chain fitted with

3 a shock absorber, and all wheels, which

are of the disc type, are interchangeable,

and fitted with internal expanding brakes.

At present the engine is lubricated by a

sight-feed drip, but it is intended to

adopt a mechanical oil pump.
The frame is constructed partly of tube

and partly of steel pressings. Pressed

steel forks, whose motion is controlled by
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The combined engine and gear box of the Alcyon two-stroke.

Note the magneto contact-breaker.

A view of the power unit of the new 4 h.p.

Indian " Scout " model.

a leaf spring, are fitted to the steering
liead, which is solid with the main frame
pressing. On this pressing, which ex-
tends rearwards to form the rear mud-
guard, saddle stay, and tool box, rests the
tank and the saddle, the latter being
mounted on three leaf springs. Alu-
minium footboards are extended to form
a very complete undershield and a speedo-
meter is neatly let into the tank.

Alcyon.

The Alcyon is one of the best known
makes of French motor cycle, and the
firm staged a small single and a twin of
more or less orthodox design. But the
feature of the stand was undoubtedly the
Ballot-engined two-stroke. This machine
has a single-cylinder three-port two-stroke
engine of 75 x 80 mm. bore and stroke.
An extension of the crank case encloses
the silent chain, the magneto, clutch, and
two-speed gear. The operation of the
gears is by a forked lever projecting on

The power unit of the two-stroke Alcyon,

showing the unusual type of change speed

lever.

either side of the tank, so that the rider

can effect a change of ratio by the pres- •

sure of his knees. A hand control is

provided for the clutch, and the magneto,
which lies between the engine and gear

box, is driven by the prunary transmission

chain, and, as mentioned above, it is

entirely enclosed, except for the contact
breaker, which projects through one side

of the crank and gear box housing.
A feature of this very ingenious unit

is that the right side footboard acts as

a kick starter. This footplate is hinged
at the front, and when depressed it causes

the engine to rotate, and simultaneously
brings the decompressor into action at

the necessary period.

Final transmission is by roller chain,

and, a loop frame being adopted, the
machine has a very neat appearance. In
addition to these models, a. twin-cylinder
four-stroke combined with two-speed gear
box was to have been shown, but had
not arrived at the. time of our visit.

Gratienx.

The 2^^ h.p. Gratieux two-stroke was
described in our issue of the 9th inst.

Three of these little machines are dis-

played.

Bleiiot.

Quite one of the most important fea-

tures of the Show is the fact that the
well-known aircraft firm of L. Bleriot

have decided to enter the motor cycle
market. Their production is well worthy
of its originators, and though some may
cavil at the type of engine selected, and
the somewhat " stumpy " appearance of
the complete motor cycle, there can be
no two opinions as to the ingenuity of

the design, or the excellence of the con-
struction. The engine is a vertical side

by side twin, having a bore of 60 mm.
and stroke of 88 mm. (499 c.c), having
both connecting rods attached to a com-
mon crank pin.

The two cylinders of the engine are
mounted close together, the exhaust valve
being set in front and the inlet behind,
both being of exceptional size. The valve
springs are neatly enclosed by split covers,

held together by spring rings. Combined
with the motor is a two-speed gear box.

having both trains of gears in constant
mesh, a selective clutch mechanism being

employed to determine the ratio. The
change is normally carried out by means
of a lever, but when the hig'h gear clutch

is in use a pedal provides an alternative

method of declutching.
Lubrication is to a large degree auto-

matic, a considerable quantity of oil bein^
carried in the engine base. This oil is

splashed to all working parts, including
the clutch box, draining back to the base,

and 'replenished when necessairy through
a sight feed drip. The final, drive is by
belt running over a very large front
pulley.

^-- —^ ».

Bleriot spring frame and braking system.

Disc wheels form part of the standard

equipment,

The frariie is a sound piece of work,
suspended in front by coil springs through
a trailing link action, and the machine
can be supplied 'with or without a spring
frame. This springing is so - neatly

arranged as to be almost imperceptible,

all springs being enclosed in the rear

down tubes, and the necessary link action

occupies but a small space. Both disc

wheels are shod with 650 x 65 mm. tyres,

and the rear mudguard is extended over
the top of the belt rim.

Duplex tanks conceal the tank rails,

and are joined on the lower sides by a
combined tap and' priming device.

C2
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As is the rule on French motor cycles,

both brakes act on the belt rim, one above
and the other be'.ow the chain stay, and
the actuation is controlled by twin pedals
placed side by side, so that either one or

both brakes can be applied as desired.

A refinement which will be appreciated

by many is that the angle of the handle-

bars is easily adjustable. Twist-grip

controls are installed, and a special com-
partment for tools is arranged hi the tank.

Motosacoche.

Our readers need no introduction to the
Motosacoche either as regards , its leading

features or the excellence of its workman-
ship. There are, however, some interest-

ing details incorporated in the new
models, the chief of which lies in the new
three-speed gear. This gear is similar to

the Enfield two-speed in general layout

;

there are, however, three primary chain

drives and three expanding clutches, the
adjustment for each of which is indepen-

dent and easily accessible. Another im-
portant feature is the springing system,

which is arranged somewhat on the lines

of^the Bat and insulates the rider only,

the saddle tube and footrests being sup-

ported by a large tension spring placed
behind the down tube. All wheels are

An unusual type of quadrant is used for the

three-speed gear of the new Motosacoche.

now detachable and interchangeable, and
fitted with special dummy belt rims in

which both front and rear wheel brakes
act. 4 h.p. and 8 h.p. models are shown,
the former beii|g a twin of 64x77 mm.,
and the latter a twin of 82x95 mm. All
models are,, of course, fitted with the

The6h.p.MA.G.'
engined Motosa'

coche, which

fitted with three

speed

expai

The rear wheel of the 8 h.p. Motosacoche is quickly detachable. Note ihe neat

tool-boxes.

well-known M.A.G. engine, which has
undergone practically no alteration.
The khaki finish, combined with first-

class fittings and entirely armoured tool-
bags, gives the machine a very pleasing
and clean appearance.

F.N.

Everyone interested in the motor cycle
industry must be glad to see an exhibit
by the Fabrique Nationale, whose Liege
factory is now emerging successfully
from a most trying war-time experience.
Both the 7 h.p. four-cylinder and 2^ h.p.

single-cylinder models were on view at
the Salon—-and we have it on excellent
authority that a revised edition of the
tour-cylinder machine will make its

appearance before long. This firm- has
always been associated with the shaft
and bevel transmission, in which respect
it has suffered the usual lot of

pioneers, but will undoubtedly reap
material benefits before many years
are past. It is not generally
known that the F.N. designer, M.
Paul Kelecom, was a close student
of the machines and their per-

formances in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials
at Llandrindod, and the result is bound
to be reflected in future F.N. designs.

Yvel.

Single - cylinder two - strokes, built,

almost entirely of British parts, form
the attraction of this stand. A Villiers
engine and Albion gear box are installed
in afi orthodox frame.

G.L.

A most attractive exhibit was staged
by the G.L. Both motor cycles and
sidecars are beautifully finished. The
machine was described fully in our issue

The G.L. front forks, which have a

double movement.

for August 21st, and put up a good per-
formance in the recent Six Days Trials
in Wales. It will be remembered that
the s.alient features are 4-5 h.p. twin
J.A.P. or M.A.G. engines, Sturmev-
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Motor Cycles at the Paris Show.—
Archer gear, all-chain drive, engine-shaft

brake, and well designed spring fork and
spring saddle pillar.

A band brake is fitted on the engine-shaft

of G.L. machines.

Louis Janoii. _^
A large horizontally-opposed twin (85 X

85 mm.) forms the power plant of this

very unorthodox vehicle. A disc clutch

transmits the power to a three-speed gear

box bolted to the frame just below the-

saddle (or front saddle, since the machine
is designed for tandem use if desired).

Final transmission is by roller chain, a

sprocket for the speedometer drive being

held in engagement with the driving side.

Two internal expanding brakes are fitted

one on either side ot the rear wheel,

and the wheels are quickly detachable

and fitted with 750 x 85 mm. tyres. A
very stoutly constructed tubular frame

is suspended in front by powerful spring

forks and at the rear by cantilever

springs. Large detachable boxes for lug-

gage are fitted on either side of the rear

wheel, and very complete leg shields pro-

tect the rider from mud. Both crank

and gear shafts are mounted on ball

bearings, and the lubrication is effected

under pressure by a gear pump.
Peugeot.

'

Two specimens of Peugeot motor cycles

are shown, viz., a 3i h.p. twin (56 x 70

mm.) and a 6 h.p. twin (70x95 mm.).

Both machines are similar in layout,
bSing fitted with primary chain drive,
three-speed countershaft gear box, and
final belt transmission. The valves are
placed side by side and protected by a

metal shield. Sidecar lugs are built inte-

gral- with the frame of the 6 h.p. model,
and the frame is somewhat unusual in

that, though it is constructed on standard
lines with a dropped top tube, the front

is considerably higher than the rear>

Both brakes act on the belt rim, and
650x65 mm. tyres are fitted. Armoured
tool bags, adjustable foot rests, and a
spring fork having single tub^ and an
enclosed spring are items of interest.

engine of 12-16 h.p. (105 x 120 mm.)
is also shown. The exhibit also con-

tains several water-cooled models, both
single and twin-cylinder. One of the
most attractive engines on the stand is

the side by side twin, the cylinders of

which are cast in a pair, with an air

space between. The dimensions are

60 x 90 mm. The magneto is placed

at the rear, and the two-speed sliding

gear is in the crank case. This is one
of the few Anzani engines provided
with adjustable tappets. A noticeable
feature

. of most French motor cycle

engines is the small diameter of the
valve springs.

The 6 h.p. Peugeot, an exhibit conforming in general appearance to British design.

A three-speed gear is fitted, and chain-cum-belt transmission.

Anzani Engines.

In addition to complete motor cycles
several engine makers exhibit a goodly
display of engines. No greater variety
can be found than that on the stand of
A. Anzani. They are beautifully
finished, but in these and other engines
we noticed an absence of adjustable
tappets. The smallest Anzani engine
shown is the 2-3 h.p. 75 x 80 mm.,
a single-cylinder, with a gear-driven
magneto set at an angle. Another single-

cylinder is the 3-4 h.p., 85 x 87 mm.,
fitted with a mechanical oil pump and
crank case sump. A twin-cylinder of

the same dimensions is made, and has
the- magneto placed in front, as on
the Morgan-Jap. A particularly in-

teresting example of Signer Anzani's
work is a V type 10-12 H.p. air-cooled

engine (78 x 125 mm.), with the^ cylin-

ders staggered and placed at a very
narrow angle. It has overhead valves,

and is suitable for cycle cars. A similar

A.B.C.

As already announced in The Motoi
Cycle, the A.B.C. is being manufactured
in France by the Gnome and Le Rhone
Cie. The differences between the French
and English machines are in detail only.

Briefly, these differences lie in the fit-

ting of a front stand, a new kick

starter, stiffer springing, a Zenith carbu-

The 8 h.p. Janoir flat twin, designed tor tandem use. Note the ample protection afforded the

rider, and the large detachable luggage boxes.

A horseshoe spring connects the chain-stay

to the axle of French A.B.C. sidecar.

retter, and a systein of oiling in which
the flow of oil from the tank to the

pump is controlled. The novelty on
this stand consisted of the new French

,

sidecar constructed specially for the

machine. It has a chassis composed of

channel steel side members and tubular

cross-members, rigidly attached to . the

frame of the motor cycle. The axle,

however, is suspended on long leaf

springs, a radius rod being fitted on the

outer side. In addition, the axle is

attached to the chain stay by means of

a stiff leaf spring in the shape of a horse

shoe, which is designed to give just suffi-

cient flexibility to save the frame from
undue strain. A comfortaljle sporting

body is fitted to this smart outfit.

c6
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The latest model 4 h.p. twin Condor,

fitted with a M.A.G. engine.

Condor.

Both single and twin-cylinder models
are shown fitted with. M.A.G. engines.

For the purposes of description, the most
fully equipped motor cycle will be used.

A primary chain drive with engine

shaft shock absorber transmits power to

an external band clutch, and a constant

mesh two-speed gear, the control of which
ensures clutch withdrawal when a change
of ratio is made. The final drive is by
belt, and both brakes act on the belt

rim. Handle engine starting is employed,
and the most striking feature of the frame
is the use of double tubes wherever
possible. A spring fork of the single or

non-girder type insulates the front portion

of the machine, and a combined spring

saddle pillar and footboards may be ob-

tained as an extra. It is interesting to

note that the final drive leaves the gear
box on the right hand side, and that

the rear mudguard and carrier are quickly

detachable from the back stays.

Griifion.

A 3 h.p. twin two-speed, with chain

and belt drive, a 3^ h.p. single (ZL
engine), single geared, and a 6 h.p. twin
(Anzani engine), with Sturmey-Archer
poar. rnrnpri.'!e the models displayed on
the Griffon stand.

The 6 h.p. machine is the most in-

teresting, having a very neat spring

frame and forks. The rear part of the

frame is pivoted behind the gear box,

and the shocks are taken by a long leaf

spring anchored to the base of the saddle

tube. . The rear portion of the frame
is stiffened by an auxiliary down tube,

on the lines 'of the new Clyno. A fork

similar to the Druid is employed, but
its action is controlled by a leaf spring

lying parallel to the head and curved
over at the top.

Staggered side by side valves are a

feature of the Anzani engine fitted to

this machine, the motor being a com-
mendable piece of work.

The 3 h.p. Viratelle,

a water-cooled single-

cylinder with a three-

speed epicydic gear.

Motosolo.

A very neat little two-stroke is shown
under the above name. The engine is

of the three-port type, but, contrary to

usual practice it has the inlet and ex-

haust located at the rear of the cylinder.

A chain-cum-belt drive is employed, a

two-speed gear box being fitted to the

bottom bracket. The frame has a sloping

top tube, and Druid forks, with Terry
links, are used,

. Biauchi.

The new Bianchi described in our last

issue was shown for the first time,

Moto Reve.

No very startling innovations were to

be seen on this stand,' but it was a plea-

sure once more to see a continental motor
cycle which at one time obtained con-

siderable popularity in this country, A
small twin-cylinder machine with over-

head inlet valves and a single with both
valves in the head were staged. .We
noticed also a neat little engine shaft

clutch.

Cyclotracteur.

Cycle attachments appear to be attract-
ing . the attention of French designers..

The Cyclotracteur is a neat little four-

stroke engine (50 X 55 mm.) with auto-
matic pressure lubrication. The motor
is carried by special front forks, and .

drives by friction on to the front tyre.

A clutch is obtained by moving the fric-

tion wheel away from the
. tyre in a

lateral direction.

Leai springs are used for the Griffon forks.

Inset, a diagram of the rear springing.

Viratelle. ^
A solitary example of water-cooling for

motor cycles was the 3 h.p. Viratelle, an

.

interesting machine having a single-

cylinder engine with enclosed side by side

valves behind, the cylinder. The engine
forms a unit with a very simple and in-

genious three-speed epicyclic gear. This
gear is the outcome of years of road e.\-

perience, and runs on ball bearings
throughout. A circular radiator is

arranged in front of the tank, and inside'

the two halves of which it is composed
lies a fan driven from the engine by a

long belt.

A similar machine having two side-by-

side cylinders is also manufactured, and
drawings of a simple leaf spring fork were
displayed. Combined spring footrests

and saddle pillar may be fitted if desired.

Motor Fly.

Another ingenious cycle attachment
takes the form of a small inverted two-
stroke, which drives by friction on to a

fabric-faced drum on the rear wheel.

This wheel is specially constructed, and
consists of a disc dished back to' one
side of the wheel so as partially to

enclose and protect the engine.

Rene GiUet.

The chief features of the production
of this well-known firm are the very
clean and well designed twin-cylinder
engine and the two-speed epicyclic gear

housed in a circular bottom bracket cast-

ing. Beyond these points the machine
fullous more or less conventional lines,

and presents few novel features, but
appears lo be well constructed through-
out. The gears are operated by pedal.

CII
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Magnat Debon.

A flat twin engine embodying several
novel features is carried in a cradle
attached to an equally unusual frame.
In the sump of the engine is a simple
two-speed gear, and a cone clutch is

mounted externally, the final drive being
by belt. Opposed valves are employed,
the exhaust being overhead, and a single

tension spring working through rockers

OCTOBER i6th, igig.

The new 4h.p. Indian

'scout, "showmgthe
duplex frame.

(Top) On the Magnat Debon flat twin a

single tension spring returns both valves to

their seatings. Below is shown the tool

drawer under the carrier.

is utilised to return both inlet and ex-

haust valves. Mechanical lubrication is

used.

In addition to spring forks both saddle-
pillar and rear portion of the frame are
sprung, and all springs are totally en-

closed. An extremely neat metal tool

drawer is fitted directly below the carrier
and contains a very complete outfit of

spares, as well as the necessary tools, each
in its own special compartment.

British Machines.

There was a very representative display
of British machines, which seem to have
got a firm hold on the French market.
Amongst the many were the Triumph,

A French scooter.

The Lumen set can

also be adapted to

pedal cycles.

Douglas, B.S.A. Matchless, Morgan, P.
and M., Triumph, Coventry Eagle, and
Hobart, while the Velocette and New
Imperial were amongst those which were
unfortunately delayed by the railway .

strike.

American IQotor Cycles.

Two new comers from across the
Atlantic were on view—the • flat twin
Harley-Davidsou, which has already been
described in these pages (August 14th),

and the new 4 h.p. Indian, of which type
we were able to illustrate the forerunner
in our issue of September 11th. This is

a very attractive medium weight machine
with a smaller edition of the Powerplus
engine SduiU up into a unit with the

gear box. The unit is carried in a duplex
frame, the rear portion being unsprung
and the fronk fork spring being modified.

Le Triauto Godet.

This is an interesting experiment in

three-wheelers of the type which employs
a twin rear wheel. A four-cylinder air-

cooled engine (52 x 90 mm.) drives a
two-speed bevel wheel gear box by shaft.

The gear box is located at the rear of the

channel steel frame, the final drive being
by chain. The front suspension is by
means of a long transverse leaf spring with
auxiliary coil springs at the ends. The
most notable features of the engine are

the cooling and the valve actuation. A fan
driven from the engine forces air

through distributing cowls to each
cylinder, and the ov,erhead valve
gear is operated on the linee of the
Beardmore aero engine by a com-
bined push and pull rod, the inlet

and exhaust valves being returned
to ^fheir seats by a common leaf

spring.

Train Engines.

One or two attractive motor cycle

engines are shown by the Etablissements
E. Train. They are chiefly conspicuous
for their excellent finish. Two types of

two-strokes are shown, the 2^ h.p.,

65 X 74 mm. (245 c.c), and the 3i
h.p., 76 X 76 mm. (345 c.c). These
engines can be had with either air or

water-cooling. Three types of four-

stroke engines are also shown by this

firm—a single-cylinder 4 h.p., 80 X
90 mm. (498 fc.c), a 5-6 h.p. twin,

74 X 87 mm. (748 c.c), and; a 7-8

h.p., 80 x99 mm. (995 c.c). These
models may also be obtained with water-
cooling. The firm also produces a three-

speed gear box, provided with enclosed

kick starter, in which the change is

effected by dog clutches. A mechani-
cal oil pump of the piston type, driven
by means of a worm and designed to

work at j'gth of the engine speed, is

also shown.

Moteurs Bi-temps.

Moteurs Bi-temps, Paris, specialise, as

their name implies, in two-stroke engines,

both air ajid water-cooled. These engines

have ball bearings in the main bearings
and big ends, and are of 2 h.p.

Lumen Scooters.

Scooters were represented only by the

Lumen, a neat little power unit which is

made in a form applicable to attachment
to pedal cycles.

A small overhead valve motor of 55 X
50 mm. is attached to the rear forks in

such a manner that the crankshaft passes

through the bub, the flywheel being on.

the opposite side to the engine. The
drive is through an epicyclic gear.

A circular magneto is used for ignition

purposes, and in the case of the cycle

attachment, both oil and petrol tanki

form part of the rear mudguard.

Motor Cycle Accessories.

Very few accessories are to be seen, and
the few that are visible are of British

manufacture. The nearest approach to a.

well made motor cycle head lamp was to

be seen on the stand of Willvey-Bottin,-
a Belgian firm with a London branch in

Long Acre. Of ingenious tools and
labour-saving devices, we saw none, but.

it is interesting to note that there are

one or two cheap dynamo systems, which
can be adapted to motor cycles.

A neat acetylene lamp, primarily in-

tended for pedal cycles, but none the less

n '
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Motor Cycles at the Paris Show.—

useful for motor cycles for short journeys

in towns or as a sidecar lamp, is the

Magnetic, sold by H. Picard. On the

hicus a non luctndo principle, it is called

the " Magnetic " because its source of

light is calcium carbide.

Cycleauto.

A three-wheffler with a single steering

wheel in front is. by no means a new pro-

position, but the lay-out of the Cycleauto

is unusual in many respects. A heavy
motor cj'cle type spring fork is employed
for the front suspension, and long semi-

eUiptic springs attached to the tubular
frame are responsible for absorbing the

road shocks at the rear. The engine is a
two-cylinder water-cooled two-stroke,

having side-by-side Vertical cylinders.

Transmissic'i is by chain to an epicyolic

gear on the countershaft, and two long
belts running over large front pulleys

provide the final drive. Driver and
passenger are accommodated side by side

in a comfortable . body, provided with
hood and screen. Steering is direct

through a wheel and link motion. A
radiator is placed 'in front of the engine.

B^rellier.

A quaint little three-wheeler with a
single small iront wheel is displayed on
this stand. The tout ensemble is remi-

niscent of an invalid chair (for which
type of vehicle the manufacturers are

famous). Both single and two-seaters are

made, and both are engined by horizon-

tally - opposed two - stroke air - cooled

engines combined with two-speed gears

and fully enclosed magnetos. The final

drive is by shaft and worm gear to a neat
live rear axle.

Diable.

Possibly the neatest and most practical

three-wheeler in the exhibition is the

Diable, which is fitted with a remarkably
clean looking 8 h.p. air-cooled V type
engine. The engine forms a unit with a

two-speed arid reverse gear, a clutch being

located behind the box. Shaft drive is

employed throughout, the shaft being

articulated at the point where the main
pressed steel frame is joined to the spring

rear portion. The final drive is by bevels,

and the wheel is easily detachable. Sus-

pension is by semi-elliptic springs in

front and long cantilevers at the rear.
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One engine arm forms the steering gear

bracket, and though the chassis was un-

finished the vehicle displays a neatness

and compactness which is more charac-

teristic of French automobiles than of

their lighter types of wheeled convey-

ances.

The Sulky.

One of the many curiosities in cycle

cars at the Show is the Sulky, made by
the well-known aeroplane firm of Voisin.

Its motive power is a two-cylinder engine
fixed to the side of the frame, with the
cylinders placed tandem fashion, and
equipped with overhead valve gear.

Thence the drive is by propeller-shaft

to a small friction wheel, which engages
with the inside of the near side wheel
disc, the only wheel that is driven.

Motopoitenr A.R.M.
One of the most curious vehicles in

the motor cycle exhibit was a self-pro-

pelled trailer intended for attachment
to pedal cycles. A small sidecar body
contains the passenger, and the outfit is

propelled by a single-cylinder Anzani
engine through an almost incredibly
short belt drive.

A motor-driven trailer intended for pedal cycles, the Motoporteur.

A.R.M.

The Diable three-wheeler has

a channel steel frame, the rear

part being hinged and suspended

on long cantilever springs.

Oct.

Oct.

•Oct.

^f^utura Cvents.
IT.^Welcome Home Dinner to Birmingham
Service Motor Cyclists, Grand Hotel.
19.—Ilkeston and District M.G.C. Hun to
Crick.
19.—Rochester. Chatham, and District M.C.
Jinn to Battle.

OCT. SS.—LIVEEPOOL M.C. OPES VRIAL FOR
RETAAUCE CVP.

Oct. SS.—N.U.C.F.V., Sheffield. First Winter
Social.

Oct. SS.—South Birmingham M.C.C. Trial for
Sangater Vup.

Oct. 2S.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.
Run to Bodiam.

Oct. 16—Ilkeston and District M.CXI. Run to
Chatsworth.

Oct. 31.—Meeting of Birmingham- Club Officials to
discuss Question of Amalgamation, Chamber
of Commerce, Birmingham.

NOV. l.—SOUTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. OPEN
TRIAL FOR PALMER CDP.

Nov. 8.—Birmingham M.C.C. Closing Run.
Nov. l9.—N.M.C.F.n., Coventry. Run to Olympia

Show.

N.M.C.F.U.

A meeting has been arranged to be
held at the George Hotel, Lichfield, at
6 p.m., on the 18th inst., to which all

motor cyclists are invited. Mr. E. S.
Shrapnell-Smith, O.B.E. (president), and
Mr. A. W. Torkington (chairman) wiU

CLUB NEWS.
speak on important subjects of interest to

motor cyclists.

The Birmingham and Coventry

Branches meet at 2.30 p.m
bridge Hotel, and will

together.

, at the Stone-
make the run

• -1

Southend-on-Sea and District A.C. Gymkhana. Mr. Byford (Douglas) riding along a 9in.

plank in the Blondin race.

CJ5
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Greenwich Time.

Oct. 16th 5.35 p.m.
„ 18th 5.31 „
„ 20th 5.27 „
„ 22r,d 5.23 „

made

Manchester Hill-climb.

The hill-climb originally arranged by
the Manchester M.C. for October 5th
will be held on the 19th. Members will

assemble at 2 p.m. at Sparrow Pit.

Petrol Imports.

1 During September 14,770,911 gallons

of petrol were imported into this country,

a quantity 1.5';O,0C0 gallons in excess

of August figures. More than 20.000,000

gallons of wliat is described as fuel oil

was also brought over last month. These

are very satisfactory figures, and thei;.e

is very little question that the temporary

shortage of petrol at various garages

throughout the country will soon be

remedied.

Tte First Motor Cyclist Pa'.ice.

The fact has already been

public that motor cycles

are to be used in the

Metropolitan Police
Force. Now the Metro-

politan area, which is

protected by the Metro-

politan Police, is a very

large district consisting

of numerous divisions

These divisions vary con-

siderably in size, and the

outlying ones occupy a

far greater area than
those , in the heart of

London, and it is to

enable certain inspectors

In these outlying areas

to perform their duties

that it has been decided

to mount them on motor
bicycles.

The idea at the pre-

sent time is to provide

ten sub-divisional in-

spectors with Douglas
motor bicycles, as the

authorities feel that this

means of transport will

be more rapid and more
effective than that of

inspectors mounted on
horseback. It wUl be
veiy interesting to see

how the scheme develops,-

as we are given to under-
stand that the authorities
have further plans in

view to develop the use
of motor cycles.

Ci6

IMPORTANT DATES.

Athens Motor Sh w- Oct 13lhto Nov. 14lli.

Olympia Car Show Nov. 7th to 15lh.

Olympia Motor Cycle Show,
Nov. 24th lo 29th.

Brussels Show - Dec. 8th to 13th.

Paris Aero Exhibition- Dec 19lh to Jan. 4th.

New York Show - - Jan. 3rd to Jan. 1 0th.

Paris-Nice Trial Feb. 13lh to 16th.

Eirmin^haRi Britis!i Industries Fair - -

Feb. 23rd to March 6th.

The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

The inaugural meeting of the Institu-

tion of Automobile Engineers, which was
postponed from October 1st owing to the
strike, will now be held at the Pvoyal

Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi,
W.C.2, on Wednesday, October 22nd,
at 8 p.m., when Mr. Thos.Glarkson will

deliver his presidential address.

The meeting of the Midland Centre will

be held on Thursday, October 23rd, in

the hall of the Chamber of Commerce,
New Street, Birmingham, at 7.30 p.m.

An inspector of the Metropolitan Police on one of the fleet of

Douglas motor cycles which will be used by inspectors for work in

outlying districts.

Special JFeatures.

PARIS SHOW.
AN UNCONVENTIONAL BRITISH DESIGN-

PCLAX INDUCTOR MAGNETO.

A New Four-cylinder Ammcan Machine.

An American contemporary reports that

Mr. W. G. Henderson, the designer of the

Henderson four-cylinder motor cycle, has

left the Excelsior-Henderson Co., and is

associated with a new company, which
will introduce a new four-cylinder

machine, which was mentioned in our

American news letter in the issue for

October 9th.

Lighting Regulations.

The necessary lamps which the motor
cyclist should display in order to comply
with the law (existing at the moment)
are as follows : A solo machine must
carry a head lamp and a rear light. If the

latter illumines tne rear number plate the

front plate may be ignored. If the rear

numbers are not easily legible the front

plate must be illumined on both sides. A
sidecar outfit, in addition, must carry a

second lamp facing forwards to show the

extreme width of the vehicle, and the

rear light must be placed at the off side.

Six Days Motor Cycle Trial.

The publication of the Judges' Eeport
of the Auto-Cycle Union's recent Six
Days Reliability Trial is being urged on
as rapidly as possible, but, owing to the

difficulties encountered in securing attend-
ance at meetings due to the railway
strike, there has been some little delay

in this work. The official report will deal

with every aspect of the Trial, and will

give to the public all information possible

as to the reasons for the Judges' deduce
tions of marks and award of medals. It

should .prove of great value and interest

to motor cyclists and intending pur-

chasers of machines.

Surplus Army Motor Cycles in U.S.A.

A total of 1,341 Americaipi surplus
army motor cycles have been transferred

by the War Department to other depart-

ments. Thirty-one Cleveland lightweights
and 1,057 Indians have been turned over

to the Post Office authorities, 140 Indians
to the Public Health Service, fifty-seven

Indians and forty-seven Harley-DavidsonS
to the Navy and Marine Corps, and
several smaller lots to other departments.
Ovei 34,000 machines were delivered to

the War Department, including 15,000
Harley-Davidsbns and 18,000 Indians.

1,476 Cleveland lightweights were de-

livered. Altogether the American Army
used over 30,000 sidecars.
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Police Trap.

We are informed that a police trap is

working between Kentish Town Station
and Camden Town Station (Hampstead
Tube).

An American Sis Days Trial.

The motor cycle world in the U.S.A.
are enthusiastic about our Six Days
Trials, both the English and Scottish,

and an attempt will be made to hold a
trial of a siinilar nature in that country
next year.

Flying Kilometre Races in Belgium.

In flying kilometre races held by the
Antwerp Motor Club, on the 6th inst.,

the solo motor cycle class was won by
Vauheurck (Indian), and the sidecar class

by Depret (Rudge). The Indian rider

won the special cup offered for highest
speed, and rode the kilometre with flying

start at the rate of 65.8 m.p.li. Flying
kilometre races were held on Sunday,
and a good entry was secured. Among
the British machines were Douglas,
Clyno, Rudge, Triumph, B.S.A., Rex-
Jap, and James. America was repre-

sented by Harley-Davidson, Indian, ,

Reading Standard, and Excelsior.

Imports and Exports.

The imports of motor cycles for Sep-

tember did not vary greatly from the

previous month. Twenty-two more com-

plete motor cycles were sent over, but

fewer parts and accessories.

IMPORTS, SEPTEMBER.
1917. 1918. 1919.

No. of motor cycles — — 188
Value of motor
cycles, including
parts, tyres, acces-
sories, etc £1,144 £2,421 £16,581

The export figures for September did

not reach the level of those of August.

Certainly there was only £1,5C0 differ-

,ence, but it would have been more satis-

factory to have found the export curve

upwards instead of downwards.

EXPORTS, SEPTEMBER.
1917. 1918. • 1919.

No. of motor cycles 952 166 664
Value of motor
cycles, including
parts, tyres, acces-
sories, etc £79,006 £27,415 £108,390

Spanish Championship.

A motor cycle race, over a distance of

about 250 miles, was to have taken place
on Sunday last, for the motor cycle and
sidecar championship of Spain, the
winner to receive a challenge cup pre-
sented by the King of Spain.

Benzole Prices.

' The National Benzole Go. has issued
the following authorised list of retail

prices of National benzole : Two-gallon
tins 2s. 9d. per gallon ; fifty-gallon drums
2s. 8d. per gallon. The deposit for a
steel barrel or drum is 70s. In Scotland
Id. per gallon extra may be charged.

Average Second-hand Prices.

The subjoined list of average second-
hand prices is not nearly so complete as
the last one published in the issue of

October 2nd. Many well-known makes,
which are usually well represented in

the second-hand market, are noticeably

absent at the moment—the strike, no doubt,
inducing many to retain machines which
would have otherwise changed hands. On
the whole, prices show a decided upward
tendency, especially so in the case of

certain much-sought-after makes.

A.J.S., igi6 ana later, 6 h.p., sidecar jfi65

Ariel,6-7h.p, sidecar ...: :... £155
Bradbury, 4 li.p., single-speed, solo £26

,, 4 h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar £48
U.S.A.. 4j h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £iri

Calthorpe-J.A.P., 2J h.p., z-spsed £35
Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed £40

,, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £rio
Douglas, 23 hp., W.D £6r

,, 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £112
En&eld, 1917, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed £64

„ 6 b. p., sidecar £r32
Harley-Da\idson, 3-speec', sidecar £159
Humber, 3.^ h.p., 2-speed, sidecar £54
Indian, rgiV, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, sidecar £107
Matchless, M.A.G., sidecar £147
New Imperial, 7.\ h.p., 2-speed £47
P. & M., 1919, 3S h.p., solo £95

, 1919, 3i h-P". sidecar £ro5
Rover, 1918-19, 3A h.p., T.T £80

„ igig, 5-fi h.p., 3-speed, and sidecar £130
Rudge-Multi, 3,V h.p £89
Scott, solo ^ £64

„ and sidecar £82
Sunbeam, 3^ h.p., and sidecar £152 >

Triumph, il h.p., single-speed £32

„ 3^ h.p., 3-speed huh £54

„ 4 h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, solo .... £90

„ 4.h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, sidecar . . £127
Zenith, 6 h.p., solo £77

,. 6 h.p., countershaft, and sidecar £91

Storage o! Fuel.

The following regulations concerning

the storage of petrol and benzole were
issued in June. We repeat them for the

benefit of readers whose knowledge on the

subject is vague, and who may be anxious

to keep a quantity of fuel in stock, in

view of the recent disturbances.

Notwithstanding anything in No. 10 of ths
regulations dated 31st July, 1907, petroleum spirit

may be kept for the purposes of light locomotives
in iron or steel drums or barrels of a capacity
not exceeding fifty gallons, provided the following
conditions are observed :

(a) The storehouse must be situated at a
distance of at least twenty feet from any other
building or any highway or public footpath.

t&) Provision must be made by excavation
or by the erection of retaining walls to pre-

vent outflow of the spirit in the event of lira

if such outflow would be likely to endanger
life or cause damage to the property of others,

(c) Notice shall be given to the local

authority, and the duly authorised officer of

such authority shall be allowed to inspect the
spirit in the same manner as is provided in

No. 7 of the said regulations.

This regulation shall remain in force until 31st
December, 1923, unless sooner revoked.

Standardisation of Chains.

The Association of British Driving
Chain Manufacturers announce that they
have now completed the standardisation

of roller chains up to Jin. pitch. For
the convenience of chain users, and to

ensure complete interchangeability, they
have also standardised chain wheel tooth

forms. These new tooth forms, while not

being identical with any of the existing

forms, incorporate the essential features

of each.

Particulars of the standards set up
by the Association of British Driving
Chain Manufacturers are to be published
in pamphlet form, and will be obtain-
able from the secretary of the Association
of British Driving Chain Manufacturers,
Bassishaw House, Basinghall Street,

London, E.G. The Association comprises
the following well-known firms : Alfred
Appleby, , Ltd., Birmingham; Brampton
Bros., Ltd., Birmingham; "The Coven-
try" Chain Co., Ltd., Coventry; Perry
and Co., Ltd., Birmingham; Hans
Renold, Ltd., Manchester.
Full details of the cutter dimensions

for the manufacture of standardised chain-
wheels are being prepared, and will be
made public as arrangements proceed.

The new Premier runabout on the road. A detailed description ot this little three-wheeier will appear very shortly.

31.5
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AH letters miist be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Herttord Street. Coventry, and mast be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

BELT PUNCHES.
Sir,—Looking through the advertisements in your paper,

I notice that belt punches are never mentioned by any
firms advertising accessories. Are these tools unnecessary
nowadays, or are they still banned by D.O.R.A. ?

W. G. CARDEW.
EASY STARTING.

Sir,—A very successful method of starting my motor cycle,

which I have discovered, and may be of use to others who
have the same trouble, is to carry a small oilcan full of

petrol. As my engine has overhead valves, no compression
taps are fitted and, priming being impossible, flooding is

resorted to. To avoid this waste, I squirt petrol through
the carburetter intake, which effectively drenches the gauze
and slides, enabling a very easy start to be made.
Hoping this may be of some use to other of your readers.

Monmouth. M.O.H.V.

PRICES AND PRINCIPLE.
Sir,—There has been a lot of correspondence lately in the

motor papers about the exorbitant prices asked for new
machines, and I think it only fair that the names of agents
who have stuck to list prices should be made known:
No doubt most of your readers know that I am one of the

largest motor cycle dealers in England, and, as such, it has
cost me hundreds of pounds to turn away the many enticing

offers I have received. Nevertheless I have not sold a single

new machine above the makers' list price, and hope that
when things become more normal the public generally will

not forget tliis important fact. S. JULIAN.

DISSOLVED ACETYLENE.
Sir,—The remarks of Mr, B. H. Davies in The Motor Cycle

of September 18th on Ughting arrangements lead me to the

conclusion that he has never tried dissolved acetylene.

Since taking this into ilse in 1912 I have had no lighting

troubles whatever, and it is difficult to understand why the

majority of competitors in such arduous trials as the old
London to Exeter night run prefer to carry two generators
or a pocketful of carbide, Avhen a D.A. cylinder, which -will

burn for twenty hours, would last out the longest night and
require no attention at all.

To the normal rider it is very economical, as there is no
waste, and an exchange will only be required every few
months, depending, of course, on the amount of night riding.

When I stored my machine in 1914 my D.A. cylinder was ,

about half exhausted, and on taking it into use again early

this year it showed the same pressure, and I got a further

two months' use from it.

No more messy carbide and water for me.
J. W. PEPPER. .

COMPRESSION RELEASE V. EXHAUST VALVE LIFTER.

Sir,—The frequent references to driving on and burning

exhaust valves raises the^ following question to me—Why
fit exhaust valve lifting mechanism at all ? Handle-bar
controlled decompressors (two-stroke method) would fill the

(sill with advantage in lieu of lifting exhaust valves. Many
inexpert owners are deceived when adjusting by poorly

designed valve lifters partially lifting tappets, so that when
the "postcard clearance" is obtained the valve is often

deprived of its correct lift. Again, could we not expect

better braking effect from the engine ?

Running downhill with throttle closed and decompressors

slightly opened (determined by experience), would not this

give a retarding "dash-pot" effect to the pistons for three

out of the four strokes, viz., suction, compression, and ex-

Bl6

plosion ? Also, a Bowden cable, releasing compression by
this method, would give longer trouble-free service than one
that has to compress two powerful exhaust valve springs.

Cylinder priming could be accomplished via this device

even if fitted with pipes to silencer. GEO. MAGGS.

MOTORPHOBIA IN SWITZERLAND.
Sir,—I Tiave just read in Current Chat your lines about

motoring restrictions in Switzerland, and beg to inform you
that the information does not apply to Geneva.

I am Gene ese myself, and an old motor cyclist, and can
tell yoa that there is no place where motor cycling is in

such favour as in Geneva.
The mentioned prohibition refers to the neighbouring

canton of Vaud, where restrictions have always been in

vogue, as well as all sorts of taxations and prohibitions.

Kindly rectify, for the sake of the-bii-thplace of the !M.A.G.
engines. CHARLES J. DE LAPALUD.

MOTOR CYCLING IN ASSAM.
Sir,—I have just received an appointment as engineer and

general assistant to- a tea company in Assam (India). As I

have never been East before, I should be glad to receive
information from any of your readers who have had experience
with motor cycles m that part of the country.

(1.) I propose taking out an A. B.C. and sidecar, if I can
obtain delivery before sailing in November or December. (I

have had one on order since last March.) Would this type
of motor cycle prove satisfactory in a hot climate?

(2.) Failing delivery of the A. B.C., would a Triumph be
satisfactory, or is a chain-drive preferable?

(3.) Can insui-ance be effected in this country, or should
it be done on the spot?

(4.) Will the machine have to be re-registered?
E. T. LYCETT BURD.

HAND BRAKES.
Sir,—Why, in these days of new models and altered

design, do not makers fit a hand brake with the orthodox
quadrant and pawl as fitted to 'all cars? The foot brake
may be accessible, but for my own part I should prefer a
hand brake which could be put to stay on, on a long
hill with a loose surface where the foot'is being constantly
jerked off the small area of the brake pedal,- which makes
a heavy machine with a big load no easy thing to handle
at places like the Blue BanK, for instance, on the Whitby
Road. I have never seen a standard "machine yet which
is fitted with ' this undoubted safeguard.

GILBERT T. COPP.
BUTSE'k HILL. -

Sir,—I should very much like to know if any of your
readers have experienced an apparent loss of power when
ascending Butser Hill, and, if so, can they give a possible
reason ? I have done this ascent on very many occasions on
really fine machines, but yet all seem to_find a little trouble
in getting up. ^ "

,

There is a slight down hUl run from a railway bridge to

this hill, and although I have " blinded " down ^;his Sope,
and barely taken the bend at the foot of Butser, I find my
speed reduced to almost 20 or 25 m.p.h. Yet I have made
good ascents considering what others have been doing when-
ever I met anyone. (Perhaps someone with a " posh

"

machine will lie in waiting for me now.)
Now about a mile or so after Butser there is another similar

hill, yet all machines positively roar up that one without
any trouble whatsoever. B. S. NORTSUNBEAM.

Gosport.
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SIDECAR SPRINGING.
Sir,—I notice on page 377 of October 2nd issue of The

Motor Cycle a letter and illustration dealing with sidecar
springing, signed by "CM."
No doubt the conversion from the old type of springs on

this sidecar to the type illustrated has been a vast im-
provement.

I feel it necessary, however, to point out to you that the
suspension shown has been used on one of the Henderson
model sidecars for the past four years, a patent being granted
to me for this in 1915, patent number 2,514.
Although your contributor has used this type of suspension

very effectively, I would point out that it seems hardly fair

for users to use special features such as the one referred to,

which are only associated with Henderson sidecars, in an
attempt to make some other tvpe of sidecar serviceable.

hendbeson" sidecars,
Leonard B. Henderson, A.M. I. A. E., Managing Director.

SPARW PARTS.
Sir,—Regarding recent letters published in your valued

pap^ re makers' attention in supplying spares, I hope you
will publish this as it takes some beating. I undertook a
journey from Leeds to Bridlington, and on arrival had it

pointed out to me that the top part of my front fork spring
was broken. I may say here that the machine acted so

well with the spring broken that liad I not been told I

should not have noticed it. However, it being a 1919 model,
,1 felt a little disappointed and wrote to the makers who
sent me, by return, free of charge, a new spring, and new
nut and bolt I had also lost (or, perhaps, had it begged).

My machine is a 4^ h.p. B.S.A. The Leeds agent, Mr.
Armitage, has also shown most prompt attention to a little

adjustment I wanted, although the machine was not supplied

by him. Usual disclaimer. C.N.S.
Leeds.

Sir,—Many motor cyclists are now stating their

experiences in regard to obtaining spare parts, and

I would like to add mine. '

I purchased a 2i h.p. Levis in December, 1915,

and have ridden it continuously ever since ; it has

been a marvel. The makers, Messrs. Butterfields,

Ltd., have treated me very well indeed. Stock

spares have been sent by return of post, and I

had a new double -stay made leading from the seat-

pillar to the back fork, fitted to the old frame, and

delivered in seven days. I broke the threaded

portion of my oil tap," and, as they had no similar

taps, they offered to repair the old one. I posted

it on the Friday, and had it back on the ne.\t

Thursday, and no charge made.

I have been highly satisfied with Terrys, Ltd., who re-

placed a broken spring link by return. Also with the Lodge
Sparking Plug Co., who promptly repair plugs at a very

small charge, anj who have replaced free of charge two
defective plugs, one of which had been in use some time.

I may have been lucky, but I have not yet encountered a

bad case of service up to now. J. FAIRLAM HORN.

Sir,—I have, in the immediate past, had occasion to

require from the following firms various spai-es : Messrs.

AUdays and Onions, Ltd_., and Messrs. John Marston, Ltd.

Not only have I i-eceived the spares to time, far in

excess of most optimistic expectations, but reaUy courteous

treatment as well.

I would specially mention the Sunbeam Co. for doing
nearly the .impossible for me, and by so doing making
possible an enjoyable 1,000 miles tour. I would add the

usual disclaimer.' W. J. DARBY.
Rotherham.

Sir,—Recently I purchased a Big Four Norton, which
has created a very good impression on all my friends,

although in Bilbao singles are being superseded by twins.

During ray first trip to San Sebastian the petrol tank
began to leak, and was repaired on the road. As the job was
not very well done, on my second trip the faulty tank
leaked again.

I wrote a letter to Messrs. Norton, asking them for a
new tank, and I am glad to say they have already forwarded
a new one free of charge, not even trying to ascertain the
truth of my complaint. As things are nowadays, we seldom
hear that commercial firms treat their customers in this

way, and, thinking this is very nice on their part, I shall

always praise Messrs. Norton for their treatment towards me.
I have no interest in the above firm, but I am a satisfied

owner of a fine machine.

SURPLUS MOTOR CYCLES OF THE AMERICAN ARMY.
(Left) Harley-Davidson sidecar outfits to be sold by auction in Paris.

(Right) Some of the British-made solo mounts used by the American AAiy.

If any of the English motor cyclists should ever
come touring near the Spanish frontier of the
Cantabrian coast, let them not be afraid of passing
across. It may be that somebody will tell them
that they will be murdered on the road, but these
are eighteenth century stories. As long as they
pass through villages with low speed they have
nothing to fear. In a small town near San
Sebastian several cars have been attacked with
stones, but it must be stated that in a fortnight
one person was killed by a car and two children
injured on account of tlie terrific speed.
The roads of Guipuzcoa and Vizcaya are as

splendid as the best roads in England, and scenery
is very beautiful, abounding in hills four to six
miles long. San Sebastian in summer time is one
of the most attractive towns in Europe.

Bilbao, Spain. JOAQUIN URQUIJO.
B19
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BENZOLE IN THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
Sir,—In the interests of benzole users in the Isle of Wight,

perhaps I may call the attention of the National Benzole
Association to the absolute non-existence of their fuel here.

Occasionally, small consignments of the Anglo-American
Oil Co.'s benzole arrives, but for the last two or three weeks
there has been no benzole whatever in the Isle of Wight.
Merston, I.W. BENZOLE.

STANDARDISATION OF CONTIiOLS.
Sir,—May I suggest a precedent for the adoption of the

carburetter control lever which opens outwards?
Consider the throttle and the air slide as valves (which,

of course, they really aie). Now the average valve used in
general engmeering practice is controlled by a wheel. When
this wheel is rotated in a clockwise direction It closes the
valve, and vice, versa. This practice is almost universal, the
history of it being, of course, its convenience for incorporation
with the right hand screw thread. If the control lever is
now considered as one spoke of the valve wheel, it is obvious
that to move it outwards is equivalent to the anti-clockwise
rotation, and should open the valve, while the inward move-
ment, being clockwise, should close the valve.

Practically, I believe your contributor "V.A.H." makes a
very sound case for the outward opening lever with his
anatomical reasons, as I think anyone who has had experience
of the Senspray thus arranged will agree.

S. LATOUR HORDLE.

Sir,—I am glad to see the interest you and your readers
are taking in this matter. The subject of the standardisation
of controls is one of the many points that are under the con-
sideration of the British Engineering Standards Association.

I have the honour of being a member of the sub-
committee dealing with this matter of the standardisation
of controls on automobile vehicles, and shall be glad to see
any further views that are expressed on the subject in
connection with motor cycles, not only as to the carburetter
control, but also brakes and clutches.

I may say that my view at present is that, apart from
other considerations, the best arrangement in connection with
the carburetter control is to make the movement of the
throttle lever outward or upward to increase speed, and to
make the movement baclcward or downward to decrease
speed. Bu^ in these matters a great predominance in the
use of an opposite form of control should have considerable
weight. These, as I say, are my own private opinions, and
I am quite prepared to consider and be swayed by what
may be, in fact, standard by prevalence of practice.
Those of us particularly who are accustomed to ride a

number of different machines, realise the necessity for some
standardisation of control, as we often find that, having
got used to one style, a change to another is very liable
to lead to serious accidents if the controls are materially
different in direction and operation.

DOUGLAS LEECHMAN.
THE A.C.U. TRIALS.

Sir,—-I am rather surprised to see that "Ixion," in his
"Occasional Comments" of October 2nd, rather suggests that
a manufacturer should fit special engines and gears for the
Six Days Trials. At any rate, that is how I interpret his
remarlts. Now, I have always understood that the A.C.U.
set out, by means of this trial, to perfect the motor cycle,
and, as clearly stated in their advertisement in your issue of
September 23rd, to show the public which machines would
be " good investments to the potential purchaser." This can
only mean that the A.C.U. design their trial to test machines
as and in the condition that they are sold to the public, which
object would be at once defeated by adopting the plan sug-
gested by "Ixion."
The obvious deduction is that " Ixion " does not think the

trial suitable to standard productions, and this is certainly
supported by the fact that specially low gear ratios were
adopted by some manufacturers for the trial. It would be
an interesting addendum to the ofiicial results to have pub-
lished a comparison of gears used in the trial and those
issued on similar machines for public sale.

We must, however, ourselves plead guilty to a slight altera-

tion of oui- machines, as the three which obtained silver

medals had a low gear of 8 to 1, instead of 7i to 1^ which we
usually use. Incidentally, our machines were geared higher
on low gear than any others in the trial, and we are gratified
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to note that The, Motor Oi/cle says that they "climbed
marvellously."
Now the point I am coming to is this. As the A.C.U;

advertises that machines whicfi in this trial gain premier
awards are good investments, it should take steps to see
that

.
only standard productions are used with standard

engines and standaj-d gear ratios, and, as a logical preface
to this, it should select such a route as would be ordinarily
used by ordinary riders. Freak hills and practically unused
tracks necessitate freak machines, and so the A.C.U. itself

defeats its declared object.
If I may impose upon your space a little further, I should

like to mention one or two other matters connected with
this trial.

1. Dk. Low's Atjdiometeb.—It is not reasonable to in-

troduce a new feature of this description into a trial which
has world-wide influence without previously allowing manu-
facturers to test their machines against it. I submit that it

has yet to be shown exactly what effect is produced on this

instrument by varying the " note " of the exhaust. It is

quite conceivable that a high note may lose a competitor
more marks than a low note ; but what manufacturer could
possibly determine this? The test is obviously unreasonable,
in my opinion, even though our machines came off excel-

lently as compared with some others. I see that your photo-
graph shows the instrument placed on the " near " side of

the road, and I would like to ask whether ' previonsh/ a

sidecar machine was tested both from " near " side and from
the "off" side, and, if so, what dift'erence could be noticed

from the 'nterposition of the sidecar which should have a
dampening effect on the noise.

2. C.D.T.—This again defeats the object of the trial as

defined by the A.C.U. advertisement, as it is purely a test

of the judgment of the driver.

3. Marks Deducted foe, Bkakjss.—It appears that marks
were not deducted solely on the score that the brakes did

not function effectively, but on the grounds that at least one
of the judges did not approve of the type. If any particular

type was going to be penalised notice ^ould have been

given, or marks should only have been deducted on actual

results.

4. Final Examination.—I have asked the A.C.U. what
allowance, if any, was made for the age o! a machine, and
await its reply with interest. Capt. Charlesworth states

that his Zenith was four and a half years old, and he feels

that he has a genuine complaint, as in the actual running

he only lost four marks (and that on the~C.D.T.), but lost

his gold medal on the point's deducted for silence (5) and

final exainination (7).

.There are several other points in the trial which one could

mention, but those above stated should perhaps open up a

very interesting discussion as to the usefulness of this trial

from the point of view of the private purchaser, in whose:

interests the A.C.U. says it designed and held this trial.

W. G. BOWER,
Director and Manager Zenith Motors, Ltd.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"A.C.H." has picked up a tool roll between Dover and

Deal, and would like to return it to the owner.

Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with *'Tfie Motor Cycle."

Price
net.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook on the motor
cycle, its catfiand management. Twentieth Edition.

286 pages. 400 illustrations

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful '* wrinkles " ai\d helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Sixth Fdition.

(Second Reprint.)

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition , .. .

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case 4/6 4/XO

2/6 2/10

2/- 2/3

2/- 2/3

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE& SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London. E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection of questioosof general interest received trom readers and our replies thereto. Ail questions snouid oe addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle/'

20, Tudor Street, London, £-C.4, and whether intendedjor publication or not must be accompanied by a stampea addressen envelope for reply. Correspondents
are -urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference- Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal '

' in the left-band corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subiects-

Broken Porks.

My mount is a 1913 3^ h.p.

? single, and I have had the mis-
fortune of the fork breaking

-U right across at the fork crown.
Can it be brazed to be safe for

sidecar work ? If it is likely to be un-
safe when brazed, can Druids be fitted ?

—P.S.

The fork could be repaired by refitting

a new blade, if one could be obtained.

Alternatively, you could fit Druid forks.

The makers of the latter will supply you
with all the information you will re-

quire regarding dimensions.

Welding a Gear Box.

I have a 1913 8 h.p. combina-
tion, and the gear box is

cracked. It is impossible to

gel another, as the makers say
they are now obsolete, and ad-

vise welding. Do you consider this

will be entirely satisfactory ?—8. H.P.

We should certainly recommend you to

have the gear box welded. Several firms

who are experienced in this work adver-

tise regularly in The Autocar and The
Motor Cycle.

A Story of Good Intentions.

I was travelling at 12 m.p.h.

ol °'^ ^ byroad which is in bad
^ condition, and a cyclist was
-iJ coming towards me on his wrong

side. The road was badly
rutted, but just where I was it was
better than the part where the cyclist

was. I put out my hand to show him
that I would pass him on bis wrong
side, and thought he understood, as

, he did not alter his course until I

started to go in the middle of the
road to be able to pass him. He did
exactly the same thing, so we crashed,

and his machine was damaged con-

siderably, but he himself was unhurt.
My motor cycle was not damaged at
all, but I was bruised and sliaken up.
He admitted his carelessness and went
off. Ten days later he came to my
father and claimed 30s. for the damage
done to his cycle ; this was paid t6

.' him, much to my annoyance. Was his

claim legal, . as he threatened to take
the matter to court if he were not paid ?

He has no witnesses to call, as the
place was deserted at the time of the

I accident.—H.E.E.
In the case you describe the cyclist was
clearly to blame, but in the event of an
action your case has been seriously pre-
judiced by the payment made by your
father.

Speeds at Weston.

I should be obliged if you
could tell me the record speed
done by a motor cycle on Weston-
super-Mare sands, also the type
of machine and year when it was

done?—E.G.
The record speed on a motor cycle on
Weston-super-Mare sands in 1913 was one
mile in Im. 14|s. This time was accom-
plished by George Clarke (Rudge) and
George Griffiths (Zenith), the Rudge in

the 500 c.c. class, and the Zenith in the

Unlimited class.

Gear Ratio.

I have a 4^ h.p. coachbuilt^ outfit, all-chain drive, through a

> B.S.A. gear box. The nunibers
-iJ of teeth on the sprockets are as

follows : Engine shaft 15, gear

box (1) 35 teeth, gear box (2) 14 teeth,

back hub 35 teeth. This makes a top

gear of 5.8 to 1. (1.) What top gear
do you advise if the machine is used
chiefly for solo work? (2.) How many
teeth on the second gear sprocket

would be required to effect the change
of ratio? (3.) The clutch slips, and
all efforts to remedy it have failed.

Are new plates needed?—W.A.B.
(1.) A top gear of S to 1 should be
suitable. (2.) By the second gear
sprocket we piresume you mean the one
giving the final drive. Seventeen teeth

(3.) Clutch slip may be due to the use

of unsuitable oil, wear of the clutch

plates, or weakness of the clutch springs.

The most suitable oil to use m the

B.S.A. gear box is the light gear oil

specially made for the purpose. Heavy
engine oil should on no account be used.

It the plates are worn new ones will be
required. See also " Reader's Reply

"

from A. E. Seamans, on next page.

Rudge Questions.

I have ordered an I.O.M.
Rudge Multi. (1.) Of what
speed should it be capable on
the level and under fair condi-

tions? (2.) Is it possible to

lower the ratios, so as to give, say, a
4 to 1 top gear without making any

' structural alterations ? (3. ) Given fair

treatment, is the multi gear entirely

satisfactory as regards—(a) wear on
belts, (b) belt slip, (c) its own wearing
qualities?—R.A.G.

(1.) The T.T. Rudge-Multi should be
capable of any speed up to 60 m.p.h. on
the level. (2.) It is impossible to lower
the ratios without making alterations to

the machine. (3.) (a) If used judiciously
without making sudden changes from low
to high gear, the wear on belts is quite

normal. (6) Provided the belt adjust-
ment is kept in order, you will not experi-
ence slip under normal weather condi-
tions, (c) The wearing qualities of the

would give 4.8 to 1 ; sixteen teeth 5 to 1. multi gear are quite good.

A new 4 h.p. single-cylinder Bradbury seen at a recent hill-climb in the North.

Three-speed gear with chain drive is eniployed, and Mark II. Druid forks are fitted. The
engine has been largely redesigned, having a simplified timing gear and detachable head.
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R. Blackburn, 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson,

who came in third in the recent Johannes-

burg-Durban handicap race. He covered the

distance of 421 miles in lib. 16m. 8s., an

average of 36'8 m.p.h., establishing a new
record for this blue riband event of South

Africa.

Gear Adjustment and Jet Sizes.

I have a 3i h.p. Premier com-

I

bination. It has an Armstrong
three-speed hub gear, which has—I two oil caps on the hub. (1.)

Does one oiler supply the gears

and the other supply the clutch, which
is contained in the hub, or are both

gears and clutch in a common chamber ?

(2.) What is the best oil for this type

of gear? (3.) The quadrant carrying the

three-speed lever has a notch between
middle and high which does not appear
to have been caused by wear, althoijgh

it is very slight, but yet sufficient to

keep the lever in that position. I have
tried several adjustments to find out if

the lever in this notch gives neutral,

but there is nothing doing, and I can
see DO advantage in a neutral position

when a clutch is fitted. What is the

purpose of this notch? (4.) Can I

obtain drawings of the gear, and, if so,

where? The engine is fitted with a

Senspray carburetter (without pilot).

(5.) What is the size of correct jet?

(6.) What would be the size of a pilot

jet suitable for a 3i h.p. single-

cylinder engine? (7.) What are the

approximate lowest revolutions obtain-

able on such an engine (running light)

-^a) without pilot jet, (h) with pilot

jet? (8.) What is the relation between
numbered sizes of jets and diameters
of holes in them, in, say, -njfeths of

an inch?—A.A.H.

(1.) That on the right supplies the clutch

;

the other, on the near side, the gears.

(2.) Use rather thin lubricating oil. (3.)

The notch X is a neutral position, and
is used for adjusting the gear control.

When the lever is in this notch the gear
should be free—that is, with the clutch
in. The back wheel should revolve quite
freely and without noise. (4.) We do
not suppose you can obtain drawings
anywhere, as the company is no longer in

business. (5.) A 38 jet. (5.) A pilot jet

suitable for 3i h.p. single-cylinder engine
should be about .C08in. m diameter.

(7.) With a good carburetter on a single-

cylinder engine in good tune, you should
get perfect slow running without the use
of a pilot jet; about 300 r.p.m. (8.)

The carburetter jets are usually numbered
according to the size in u^ths of an
inch, although the numbering is not
always strictly accurate.

Unobtainable Parts.

When placing grease in the

?' gear box of my two-stroke
Triumph motor cycle some

-2J metallic substance was apparently
contained in the grease, which

has stripped the pinions. Failing the
ability of the makers to supply immedi-
ately, could you recommend any firm
specialising in gear cutting where I

could have the work done fairly

quickly?—H.E.a.M.
We think it would be far better to wait
for the manufacturers' parts for your
Triumph gear box than to attempt to

have them made by any other firm, as in
all cases the makers ai'e better able to

secure interchangeability.

READER'S REPLY
Clutch Slip.

Re the enquiry from "C.W.R.E." in

The. Motor Cycle dated September 25th,

in connection with " Clutch Slip," I

think my experience of identical trouble
in a 1915 B.S.A. machine may prove
useful in effecting a cure. I repeatedly
tried flushing with paraffin, fitting new
plates, new springs, also additional plates

and varieties of oil without making any
appreciable difference. As a final re-

source, and to avoid returning the gear
box to the makers, I removed the clutch

dsum and shaft from the gear box and
made an examination, with the following
result : I found that the keyways in the
clutch drum were not smooth, and also

discovered that the bronze plates were
an easier fit in a certain position with
regard to the keyways. I came to the

conclusion that the trouble was caused
by a binding of the plates in the keyways
causing a slight buckling to take place

when the spring pressure was applied,

thus preventing . the full area of all the

plates to come into operation. Ae, the

clutch drum is hard, it is rather a difficult

matter to remove any roughness that may
be present, but a slight improvement
can be made by rubbing the sides of the

keyways with a small square stick of

carborundum or similar abrasive. I

carried this out until each keyway was
without any roughness likely to prevent

free movement of the plates, and then

caj'efully selected the easiest position for

each bronze plate, if necessary removing
a little metal from the plates, also any-

burrs that could be detected on the

plate keys. As a test, I made each plate

free enough to fall through the keywayg
by its own weight, having the shaft in

position to keep the plate square. The
clutch drum and each plate should be

marked to ensure that correct assembly

is made when fitting into the gear box.

Any plate that is not flat should be dis-

carded. This method eft'ected a perfect

cure in my case, and I am now able to

carry heavy loads up the steepest of hills

without any difficulty. I was several

months in finding out a cure for this

annoying trouble, and feel .sure your
correspondent would be glad to have the

full power of this splendid machine avail-

able once more. As a final suggestion, I

would advise "C.W.R.E." to make quite

sure that the clutch slip is not aggra-

vated by belt slip.—A. E. Seamans.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
CONGLETON TO GLOUCESTER.—W.P.A.

Congleton, Newcastle, Eccleshall, New-
portj Shifnall, Bridgnorth, Bewdley,
Stourport, Worcester, Tewkesbury,
Gloucester. Approximately 120 miles.

BAaOOED TO PORTMADOC.—A.D.
Bargoed, Abergavenny, Hereford, Leo-

minster, Ludlow, Jlontgomery, Welshpool,
Llanfair Caereinion, Dinas Mawddwy,
Dolgelly, Barmouth, Harlech, Portmadoc.
Approximately 140 miles.

Leicester to Glasgow.—I.JNL

Leicester, Melton JMowbray, Grantham,
Newark, Retford, Bawtry, Doncaster,
Ferrybridge, Sherburn, Tadcaster, Boston
Spa, Collinghara, Harewood, Otley,

Ilkley, Skipton, Gargrave, Settle, Kirkby
;

Lonsdale, Kendal, Shap, Penrith, Car-

1

lisle, Longtown, Lockerbie, Moffat, t

Abington, Hamilton, Glasgow. "

Among the many town councils which have realised the value of the motor cycle in

municipal work may be mentioned that of St. Marylebone. The P. and M. shown is an

outfit purchased for use in emergency service in connection with the repair o

breakdowns in the Corporation's electrical circuits.
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and GODFREY'S.

m

There are motor cycles which proclaim their horse-

power by roaring, reverbrating explosions.

There are machmes where power is the master,

and refuses to be governed in traffic.

With other motor cycles the sale price is not the

whole price, and one has to spend money for

fpeedometer, lightmg set, and horn.

Phone

:

7091 Mayfair

(2 Lines) GODFREY'S Ltd.,
208, GT. PORTLAND ST., LQNDON, W.L

li!i!i !i!i!i![!i >; i!i! ^"^ PI

m
IT was in 1910 that Godfrey's entered into their first contract for
" Indian " machmes.

Ridden by the late 0. C. Godfrey, the red " Indian " became a feature

on the Brooklands racing track, and at all important trials, winning m-
numerable prizes and medals, and finding its way into favour with the

motoring public all over the country.

For ten years Godfrey's, Ltd. have represented the " Indian
"—each

year contracting for larger numbers as the merits of the machine became
more widely known.

It is gratifying for us, as agents, to look through our file of old adver-

tisements, and to note how the laudatory descriptions written years ago
have been borne out by time Here is one advertisement written before
the War, and not a single word needs revising

:

The " Indian " passes these on the road in

dignified silence.

With the " Indian " power is the servant,

^and, governed by the pilot jet, makes riding

in traffic an easy task for the veriest novice.

The " Indian " is fully equipped with

electric head light, electric tail light, electric

horn, and speedometer.

Godfrey's have contracted for a very large number of the 1920 models, eind can with every

confidence recommend them to their friends as the last w^ord in power, efficiency and comfort

There will be two models :

—

7 h.p. Spring frame, power plus tvnn, with electrical equipment,

4 h.p. Rigid frame, power plus twm,
and illustrations and specifications will shortly be available.

Don't delay placing your order. If you order at once you insure delivery in the early

>-prmg, and the satisfaction of possessing a machine equal to any and every demand.

As a combination you will find our description (in 1913) "The express de-luxe of the

road ' not a mere figure of speech, but a statement of fact which experience will confirm.

ijil;:
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Official Thanks
to Members
The Home Office

Ministry of Food

Ministry ofTransport

Postmaster-General
and the

Chief Commissioner of Police

have expressed keen appreciation of the invaluable

services rendered by Members of the Automobile

Association during the Strike period.

The Executive Committee
cordially thank all Members, Agents, and Repairers and

Friends whose prompt and generous response to the Call

enabled the Association to be of such value to the State.

W. JOYNSON-HICKS,
Chairman.

STENSON COOKE,
Secretary.

THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION & MOTOR UNION,
FANUM HOUSE, LONDON.

Jn answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cucle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
j

PRICES.
1 1

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

I—First m words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

iddiiional word. Each paragraph is charged

sparately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

regular trade advertisers will be quoted on

jipplieation.

i
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

lidvertisements should be made payable.^.—r;-^
i ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^

Treasury Notes, bein; untraceable it lost in

ira[isit, shoulJ not be sent as remittances.

: All advercisemencs m ttiis section should be

jiccompanied with remittance, and be addressed

lo the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

lifreet, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

ihould be posted in time to reach the offices ol

i'The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Irudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday

norniaj previous to the day of issue.

j

All letters relating to advertisements should

Ijuote the number wrhich is printed at the end ol

isaeh advertisement, and the date of the issue

}:n which it appeared. '

i The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

JK printers' errors, although every care is taken

ito avoid mistakes.

I
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

! For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

'iddressca to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

.A'liea ttiii is desired, the sum of 6d: to defray the cost of

ijijistration and to cover postage on replies must be added

o the acivertisement charge, which must include the

irardsBo.'Cooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only tnenumbei
ivill appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

'idiressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street

l(i;.C.4. Replies to Box Number adveiHsements couiaining

emttanus should he sent by registered post, but in all sucii

-uses it is advisable -to make use of the Deposit System.

In the case of motor cycles otierel for sale under a box

number, as it Is unusual for these to be sold withoi t first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

jfacUitate business by embodying In their advertisements

some mention ol the district in which the car oflered

may be seen and tried.

3)«- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

;n»y deal in perfect safetv by availing themselves of our

Deposit Svstem. If the money be deposited with "The
Motorcycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

;ood3 is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

hmount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
jto the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

;m-lage one way. For all transactions up to £10, a

deposit fee of I /- is charged; on transactions over £10
and under £50, the tee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under £75, 5 /-

;

ovQF £7S ^-nd under ^100, 7/6; and on all transactions

3ver ^100, i %. All depos't^ matters are dealt with at

Ko, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and monej
prders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

I
The letter " D " at. the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

]the Depo.it System. Other advertisers may be equally

jdesirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

I SPECIAL NOTE.
j

Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no
lanswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

isllence as an indication tbat the goods advertised have
ir.lready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

I

lany enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

|eacb on3 by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A .B.C.-Caffyns, Ltd., Eastljourne, distributers for
^^^ Sussex, are booking orders for earliest deliveries.

[0016
TONES' Garaee, special agents for A.E.G., Broad-" miv, Muswell Hill, iST.lO, and Woodside Parade,
ftortli Fmchley. [2930
T IVEEPOOL and District Agents for A.E.O. Place
.-' orders now to secure earlj- delivers-.—"Victor Hors-
luan. Ltd., 9, !'„„ St., Liverpool. [0003
pANCOUET'S Garage, Stamford, for A.B.C.'s- sole^ distributing agent for Soke of ' Tet^rboro' nnd
Innntr of Eutland;- piirticidars and illustrations on
request. [X9724

Cky Agents for all the

leading makes ofMotor

Cycles & Combinations

II you place your order with us

for a 1920 mount, you will be
certain to get every attention.

We deal with exchanges and
easy terms oi^ our own bat.

We are noted for

RELIABILITY
and for giving ever}? satisfaction

to our customers.

Prospective buyers come to u^
because our reputation is well'

known in the motoring world,

and they are assured that their

interests will be looked after.

It has been a difficult problem
in recent times, but has been
thoroughly carried out in every
instance. A testimonial letter

just received states: "I place

my order with you, because the

firm that has always been spoken
of amongst my brother officers

. as the most reliable one is

WAUCHOPE'S

Trade Supplied. Terms (

; these Include extras. 50 Engine;
Immediate delivery, £37 10s, each.

Second-hand Engines taken in part
payment. GOOD PRICE ALLOWED.

Makers' Guarantee
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, icndoi

'Phone :Holborn5-7-

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
4. B.C.

15 A.B.C. Sl/ih.p. Flat Twin, spring frame, 4-
speed counter-shaft, dual control clutch, kick

starter, perfect condition; best offer.—Earnshavv, Cloth
Hall St., Huddersfleld. [X5453

A.E.O. — Book earl.v nnd prevent disappointment.
Specificntion and full paiticulars will be sent on

application.—The Spalding Jifotor Co., Ltd., Spalding,
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. [X6969

A.B.C—Early position on our waiting lists occasion-
ally become vacant again owing to clients pre-

fering immediate deliverv of other makes; probably it

is well worth your writing us : large July deliveries

expected: 200 A.B.C.'s due this season.—Dunwell's
Garage, ^yigan. [X4664

Abingdon.
ABINGDON, 1914, 3i,{;h.p., with cane sidecar, good

running order, Bosch mag., 2-speed, new lamps,
good tyres, and several spares; £50 cash. — Cassf.n.

Williton, Somerset. [X5633

alli.'p. Abingdon King. Dick, 2-speed, clutch, handle
2 starter, lamps, .Stewart warner. new tyre and

innter tube on back, first-class running order and ap-

teaiance, with ±4 insurance policy; nearest £55.-135,
Norwich Kd., Ipswich. [X5138

A.J.S.

A.J.S., 2?4h.p., 1915, very good condition, complete:
£65.—Lougney, Oswestry. [X6584

CROW Bros.. High St.. Guildford. A.J.S. agents

since 1912.— Deliveries have begun. (4083

A.J.S. 3iAh.p., gear bos, all accessories, good condi-

tion; £60.-22, Campbell Ed., HanweU. [8632

A.J.S. Combiuation, just delivered: will take £175.—
Madden, Tower Lodge, Crotton, Wakefield. [X5465

A.J.S. 2?4h.p., cylinder rebored, new piston and rings

fitted; £3/15.-Lawiy, 13, Clifton Ed., Sidcup.
[8263

f^3h p A.J.S., 1916, 3-speed and clutch, eicellent

/i4 condition; £65, or nearest offer.-46, Scorer

St., Lincoln.
* [8561

A.J.S. Spares; engine and gear box repairs; prompt
deliverv.—Cvril "n"illianis. Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-

veiliampton.' T.A. : Parts. [1089

AJS 1919. 6h p., military model, brand new, just

delivered from makers; £135; Cambridgeshire.-

Box L4,744, c/o T/ie Motor Cycle. [8113

1 14-15 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 3-speed, excel-

i-O lent condition, few minor repairs required;

100, or best offer.-Lornie, Alyth. [X5551

1 018 A J.S. 6a.p Combination, complete with hood.

J-t/ screen, spare wheel, and tools; £135.-56.

Wateiloo Ed., Wolverhampton. [X5635

A J.S. 1915 6h.p. Combination, interchangeable wheels,

hood, screen, speedometer, spare tubes; trial;

fUO.-llO, High St., Melton, S.W. ['i'966

A.J.S. 1919 Combination, lovely condition, Lucas
lamps, complete; first cheque £185.—Marshall.

35. Sir John's Ed., Selly Park, Birmingham. [8435

A.J.S. 5-6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, lamps, horn,

speedometer, hood, wind screen, running order;

£85.-69, Higham Hill Ed.. Walthamstow. E. [8653

1019 Model New 6h.p. A.J.S., with Sunbeam side-

XV car, electric light, all complete; 180 gns.—62 •

Hampstead Ed., N.W.I. 'Phone : North 1519. [7944

-1 019 (Julv) A.J.S. Combination, spare wheel, hood.

J^*J screen, lamps, horn, perfect condition; best

offers.—David, 1, Eiversidc, Newbridge, Mon. [X5560

A J S 1918 5-6h.p„ military model, with Sunbeam
sidecar. Lucas accessories, complete; £170.—

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. [°S^2

A J S -Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd ,

Bath Ed., Exeter, and 28. Tavistock Ed., I'ly-

'loiitli Sole agents. Now booking for earliest '1--

liveries.
1™°^

A.J.S. 1912 5h.p. Sidecar Machine, recently over-

hauled, excellent condition, lamps, horn; any

trial, appointment by letter.—Lovett, 48, Ohaddock

St., Preston. [X5631

A J S 2")',h.p., latest model, 3-speed, Lucas lamps and

iiorn. 3 toolbags, plating and enamel perfect; ex-

pert examination invited.-H. Woolley. Bloxwich Ed

.

Willenhall. Staffs. [X5494

1018 A.J.S.. 2"'ih.p.; 3-speed nnd neutral, Landle-linr

-It/ clutch, kick stait, perfect condition; price £85;

.,re you interested?-A. H. Sausom, 49, Hoe St.. Wal-

thamstow, Essex. [X5590

1 ([klB A.J.S. 6h.p. Combiuation. complete with spare
J-rJ wheel, screen, apron, Lucas lamps and horn,
splendid conditiou ; £165.—Burlinsou, 15. Elmstliorpe

Av., Nottingham. [X5563

FOE Sale. 2";41i.p. A.J.S. 3-speed, hand clutch,

speedometer, fitted with fine front lamp and rear

lamp, tyres in good condition, bike in good condition;
£63.—Apply, J. A. Evershed, 23. Iffley Ed., Oxlord.

[8558

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oj the issue. A33
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A

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Twin and Sidecar 2 bodies, wind screen, 3
lamps, kick starter, new chains, hand clutch,

good running order; £90.—AUsop, Hallway Green,
Walton-on-Thames. [8410

A.J.S. 1913 2^4h.p., 2-speea. kick start, hand clutch,
lamps, horn, speedometer, tools, excellent condi-

tion ; £50.—Apply, Sidney Hodges, jun., 58, Darlington
St., "Wolveihamptou. [X5599

6h.p. A.J.S. 1917 Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,
hood and screen, interchangeable wheels; £145.

—

Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock St., off

Oxford St., Bond St., W.l. 'Phone ; Maylair 6559.
[8556

1 Q19 A.J.S. Combination, electric lighting, 3 lamps,
J-t/ hood, screen, spare wheel, spring saddle piilar,

Lucas horn and Krason horn, also brand new Watford
trip sii,eedometer, special A.J.S. model, fully insured

;

the whole of the outfit is in brand new condition, and
is open to any trial; £185.-1, PilgTJm Hill, West Nor-
wood. S.E.27. [8322

Alecto.

ALECTO 1919 Sl^h.p. 2-stroke T.T., 2-speed, clutch,
K.S., not done 50 miles, lamps, horn, aluminium

numbers, all accessories, very smart, fully insured
owner ordered away; £95. After 5.-7, St. John's Rd.,
Brixton, S.W.9.

^

[8246

AUdays.
LLON. — Cafiyns, Ltd,, Eastbourne, for deliverv

shortly. [0017

ALLON 1916 2-stroke, 2-speed, perfect, as new; £50.
-26, Bryaustone Rd., Crouch End, N.8. [7970

JONES' Garage, special agents for Alldays Allon,
Broadwnv. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

I'arnde, North Finchley. [2931

ALLDAVS Matchless, 1915, 2-3troke, 2^,4h.p.. lamps,
etc., excellent condition; £35.-64, Hillier Rd.

Claphani Common, S.W. [8513

1 Q 16 Alldays Alton. 2-speed clutch model, tip-ti>i
-*-«-' condition throiighont. fully equipped; p^f
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X5672

ALLDAYS Allon 2V2h.p., 1919, not done 200 miles,
Lucas lamps and horn, 2-speed, clutch, kick start;

£75.—Johnson, 145, Sutherland A\-., Maida Vale. [8452

LATE 1917 Alldays Allon, 2-speed, lamps. Klaxon,
legshields, mileage 1,000, evervthing as new;

bargain, £55.—Ralph, 21, Champion Park, Camber-
well. [8199

ALLON 1919 2^4h.p., brand -ew, actually in stock
—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5, "ITeath St..

ETampstead, N.W. (near Hampstead Tube) 'Phone.
3752. [6331-

BRAND New 1919 Alldays Allon, just received, a
first-class machine, fitted with 2-speed gear,

hand-controlled clutch and kick starter, special leg
shields, Lucas horn, head lamp and generator and
rear lamp, cost £95; will accept close offer to this
figure, as daily expect long ordered combination.—
Bo-^ L4,B09, cAo The Motor Cycle. [8676

Ariel.

ARIEL Combination, sy^h.p., new last week; offer;-

wanted.—^7, Newland Av., Hull. [8211

ARIEL 3V'h.p., Bosch, B. and B., new tyre on back:
£28.-21, New North Rd., Reigate. [7972

JONES' Garage, special agents for Ariels, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and AYoodside Parade.

North Finchley. [2929

1 Q17 3i/^h.p. Countershaft Ariel Combination, com-
, J. *J plete, lamps, hoia ; £95.—Eveson, The Uingle
Stourbridge. [X5348

ARIEL, 3V2h.p., 1914, 3-specd, and canoelet sidecar,
appearance and condition as new; £88.—Long-

ney, Oswestry. . [X5585

"I
019 Ariel ^Va^^-V- Combination, 3 lamps, acetylene.

-Lt? horn, perfect turnout; £115, or offers.—East End
Farm, Pinuer, Middlesex.

'

[7968

ARIEL Combination, 6-7h.p., Aug., 1919, mileage
600, electric lighting, as new; £145.—Hall, 31,

The Broadway, Crouch End, London, N.8. [8146

AR.IEL, 3V2h.p. and 6h.p. ; earlv deliveries ; all
spare part stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Ex-

pert, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey. Manchester. [4020

ARIEL, 1919, 6-7h.p., luxurious coachbuilt sidecar
by DunhiU, perfect condition ; arrept £135 for

immediate sale.—Beechfield, Haywards Heath. [8219

ARIEL 6-7h.p. Combination, delivered Sent., 19 J9
hunps, horn, mat, watch, tools, -spares, 12 months

iusuiance; £160.—Piatt, 2. Sheffield Rd., Warmsworth,
I lonraster. [7992

ARTEL 4h.p., 2-speed, 'clutch, C.E. combination, tvres
and belt as new, special saddle; £55, or best otitr;

ride awn v.—Austin, 272, Durnsford Rd., Winiblcdon
Park, S:W.19. [7967

1Q19 Ariel 6-7h.p., 3-speed, K.S., head, rear lamps,
-L«-' 2 peiieratoia, lioin. new 6 weeks, specially tuned,
recently awarded medal in A.C U. trials; £125.— Saint,
8c, Noith End Rd., Golder's Green. [8052

Auto-Wheels.
A UTO-WHEEL for sale, in perfect order; £9.-Brook,

-fi- Burnham, Som. [7703

eflSTeR(N
Gft RflG

"

NEW
MOTOR CYCLES

& SIDECARS

FROM STOCK.

An excellent selection

now available at manu-

facturers' minimum list

prices.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

SECOND HAND MACHINES.

All the following have been over-

hauled and can be relied upon for

good service.

1914 CLEVELAND PRECISION
4 h.p., 2-speeds, lamps and horn f38

.

1914 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., spring

frame combination ^80

1916 INDIAN ,Powerplus combina-
tion, dynamo lighting set, and
electric horn £130

1919 ROYAL ENFIELD, 6 h.p

combination, with Lucas dynamo
lighting set, electric horn &c., as new.

1915 G W.K., four-seater light car,

dynamo lighting set, detachable

wheels with spare, hood and wind-

screen, &c. £290

EASTERN 6ARA6E Go.

Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U... A.A. & M.U..

418, nOHFOBD ROAD, FOBEST GATE,E.7.

Telephone : 490, East Ham.
1 elcKrams Eearaco London.*

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.'
Auto=AVheeIs

B.S.A. Auto-Wheel, all sonn.d, perfect running, <j

plete; 16 gns.—Miller. 62, Hampstead Ed., N.-V

[71

TWO Auto-Wheels, perfect condition, late modi
£12 each, bargains.—Luck, 17, Camden B.d., !I

bridge Wells. [ft

AUTO-WHEELS, latest Models de Luxe; £23/2^
42/4 monthly.—Metropolitan Machinists' Co., Ii

248, Bishopsgate, London, E.G. -
[iBl

"D.S.A. Model de Luxe Auto-Wheel, excellent oi
-*-• and condition, guaranteed 1915, laid up dn?
war; £.14.-Delf, Belton, Suffolk. [XBi

ATJTO-WHEEL, De Luxe model, shock abaori
stored 4 years, just overhauled, topping conditi(

12 gns.; aft«r 6 p.m.—54, Cecil Av., Enfield. [8^

AUTO-WHEEL, 3Tith STuibeam cycle, thoroughly 01

hauled, new tyres, new mag. : ownei disabled
war; £24.—Parr, Breakspear Ed., Abbots Langley, He H

[8CWALL Auto-wheel, 1914 pattern, little used, gf

condition, new tyre, fitted with shock absort
very powerful ; £ 1 5.—Stark, Pitchcroft, Grove Pa
Wanstead. [X5]

WALL Auto-Wheel, perfect, £11; also prano, bh
eboni&ed, inlaid panel, iron frame, check actii

new condition; exchange with cash for late combii
tion.—C. Upperton, Littleworth. [BA

AUTO-WHEEL De Luxe, almost new, comple
ready fit any machine; only 16 gns.; easy ten

—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wan
worth (Town Station). 'Phone: Battersea 327. [85

Bat.

6 h.p. Bat, 1915, spring frame. 3-speed, K.S., lai

sidecar hood, screen; £95.—King, 9, Goold
St., Knowle, Bristol. "^ " [X56

BAT-J.A.P. 1916 4-5h.p. Twin, 2 speed countevsha
not done 500 miles, all accessories; owner bone

Morgan; £80.-98, First Av., Bush Hill Park, Enfle
172

BAT-J.A.P, 6h.p. Combination, 2-speed gear, engi
rebushed throughout and new piston rinf

price £65.—Stevenson's Garage, Tunbridge Wei
Tel. : 425. [85

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p., luxnrions combination, Freo
grey, 3-speed clutch, kick starter, special spru

j

saddle and" sidepar wheel, mechanically perfect, exc
i

lent appearance; any trial or examination; £135'
Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. tX56

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, light grey, count
shaft, 2-speed, clutch, kick start, all chain drii

sprung
_
frame and sidecar^ wheel, just overhanh '

raechanically perfect, excellent appearance: any tri

'

or examination; £85.—PeriT, 30, Park Ed., Noi
Acton, W.3. Tel. : Chiswick 727. [S3

BlacUbuine.
•STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wis
^J" agent for Blackburne meters ; early delivery, [40

JONES' Garage, special agent? for 'Blackhurni
|

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Wordxi
Parade, North Finchley. [29;

TDLACKBURNE 1918 Coachbuilt Combination p(
-L» feet condition, just overhauled, wind screen,
lamps. Klaxon, 2 new tyres; seen by appointmen
£120.-83, Ulverston Rd , Walthamstow. [84i

Bradbury.
4 h.p. Bradbury C.B. Combination, as new, genuiu

^60.—Hoare, North Cadbury, Bath, [X54.'

BRADBURY 4h.p., 1914, 2-speed. excellent com!
tion ; £39.—Crescent Garage, Crescent Lane, Cla I

ham, S.W. 4. [82(1

BEADBURY, 4h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, thorougli
|

overhauled, will take a sidecar; £38.— 103a, Hi|
[

St., Wandsworth. [85''

BRADBURY 1919 4h.p., T.T., brand new,.
stock; £82.—Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsga

Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [04;

BRADBURY 1912 4h.p.. just overhauled and m
N.S.U. g"ear fitted, all lamps: £35.-G. Salmon, I:

Martin's, ~ near Oswestry, Salop. [X56(

,

4h.p, Bradbury Combination, 3-speed, clutch, goi

condition throughout, lamps, tools, etc. ; £55.
Dunkley, Brackley, Northauts. [83.

4 h.p. Bradbury, N.S.U. 2-speed. Rally coachbui
sidecar, splendid condition throughout; £48.

Apply, letter first. Bliss, Dockyard, Sheerness. [XSB;

1 Q13 4h.p. Bradbury, N.S.U. gear, Bosch, nt
-L*/ belt, nearly new tyres, lamps, etc, good co
dition; £45/10—33, North Rd., Wingate, Durham.

[811

FOR Sale, old 3V2h.p. Bradbury, coil ignition, B. aj

B. carburetter, good tyres, complete, less sadd
brakes, and footboards; £6.-27, Tudor Rd., Hay
End, Middlesex. [82:

BRADBURY 4iih.p. 1914 Coach Combinatio
Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear, clutch, Bosch mai

lamps, spares, 3 heavy Dunlops, perfeet running ordi

overhauled fortnight ago, owner going abroad; £70,
Fox, c/o Abbott. 5, Spear Mews, S.W,5 (close Ear
Court Tube Station). [81.

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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I

MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

ih.p. Bradbury Combination, 2-speed, new bushes,

If: gudgeon, crank pin, piston, 2 new Palmer
le,, Beldam 4-ply oversize sidecar and back; first

1
5 ride away anywhere.—Fairfield, Imperial Rd.,

i

Mock. [X5709

)1A Bradbury 2-spe6d Countershaft K.S. Combina-
tiou, B. and B. carburetter, Bosch, horn, speedo-

:er, 2 new tyres, overhauled, new piston; £55. or

rest offer; exchange cycle car and cash adjiistment.

2, Bergholt Rd.. Colchester. [8438

Brough.
ROUGH 3Voh.p.. 2-speed, Model H, T.T., 1916,
lamps, etc.; £70; after 6.—Fritton, Alderman's!

1, Palmer's Green, N. [8656

t)tJTII Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle oi

;
Man Only. Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co..

jloinl Dealers. T<iverpooI and Manchester. [7039

[116 Si/oh.p. Brough, 3-speed S.A., kick start, and
hand-controlled clutch, perfect condition ; £80-;

trial, any time.—Horrell, Raunds, Northants, [8090
' ROUGH. 1916, SVoh.p. horizontal twin, Sturmev

3-sp.eed countershaft, h.c. clutcli, footboards, knee
'33, Pcdley grips, lamps, horn, spares, speedometer;

J casli : appointment.—H. Robinson, Rydal House,
i

rton, Liverpool, [X5136

Ih.p. Brough, c\ai twin, 3-speed countershaft, lamps
.2 Stewait hprn, in beautiful condition, with coach-
It bulbous back sidecar, spare front and bark wheels
iplete with tvres, many spares; 95 gns.—Englcmere,
ilgrave, Bakewell. [X5353

IJ16 (late) 3Vjh.p. Brough, one of last inade, 3-speefl
J' Stnrmey, h.b. clutch, kick start. T.T. bars, Binks
:t, knee-grips, front stand, Millers nickel lamps, long

,
kel exhaust, appearance almost new, stored durinp

till March, insurance policy, tyres unpunctured

:

fc over £90; real sporting mount; after 6.30.— 120.
rlbcrough Flats, ^Yalton St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [X5471

Brown.
Ih.p. Brown, good running order; £23.—3» Foxlev
2 Ed., Keunington. [8085

ih.p. Brown. Bosch mag., Binks automatic; what
2 offers?—15, The Avenue. Taunton. [S5491

ih.p. Brown, just overhauled, mag. ignition ; price
2 £35.-Broobe, Crosby House, Oundle. - [8159

ROWN 4h.p., 3-3peed Stuuney gear, with sidecar
' excellent running order and condition ; £50.—
iglit. Gonville Manor Rd., Eainet. ^ [809E

iROWN 6-8h.p. 2-speed Combination, good order;
* £50, or exchange good solo. — 12, Meyler St.,
omastown, Tonyrefail, Glamorganshire. [X5555

B.S.A.

919 B.S.A. , all-chain, brand new; offers over list.—
T. W. Shaw. Wellington, Salop. [X5636

J. S.A.—Order now; prospects of early delivery, all

' models.—Parker's, Deansgate, Maneliester. [X5677

919 (Sept.) Model B.S.A.. 3-speed countershaft, onlv
ridden 100 miles; £96.— Griffiths, Woodmancote

:!r6ley. [X,5418

916 4!4h.p. B.S.A., 3-3peed, countershaft model;
£65.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd.,

W. [8587

915 B.8;A. Combination, absolutely perfect ; £98/10
—Jones, 4, Woodside Parade, 'North Finchlev.

12. [8229

>.S-A., all-chain, countershaft, kick start, fine coii-
* dition; London area; £65.—Box L4,774, c/o T/if
4or Cycle. [8389

ONES' Garage, special agents for B.S.A.. " Broad
wav, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade

'rth Finchley.
"

[2919

^.S.A. 1915 EL, 3-3peed countershaft, re-enamelled.
' plated, running order; 60 gns.—21, Newton Av.,
ton (side gate). [8372

;>.S.A. S'/Ui.p., free engine, clutch, pedal start, in
' good condition ; best offer.—Bolt, 8, College Pre
,icta, Worcester. [X5484
iQ14 B.S.A. 4h.p. Coachbuilb Combination, 3-speed,
J*' clutch, kick start; £70; seen after 7 p.m.—36,
melagh Rd., Ealing, W. [8570 I

,Q16 4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, all-chain, 3-specd,^ kick starter, perfect condition, new tyres; £100.
Dale, Chemist, Burton-on-Trent. [X5622
>.B.A., 1915, 3 speed, 4i4h.p., all chain drive, and
* 1919 Coronet coach sidecar; £96.—Halifax Motoi
ichange. Union St. South, Halifax. [8070
>.S,A. 1914 4h.p., free engine model, new tyres anrl
'belt, mechanically perfect, new Amac, esrellent
ichme; £55.—Evans' Stores, Talgarth. [X5592

919 B.S.A. Combination, 4yih.p., 3-speed, chain-cum-
l>elt. Watford, P. and H. lamps, as new; £105.

50, Crystal Palace Park Rd., Sydenham. [8337-|

>.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, 1914, 4i4h.p., 2-

;' speed, fullv equipped, splendid condition; £75.—
! 9. Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent. 'Phone 351. [8390

i>.S.A., 1915, K.S., clutch, S-speed, Lucas lamp,
;' Cowey speedometer, all chain, tools, perfect;
I'S.-jharpe, c/o Housekeeper, 31, Walbrook, E.G.

[8208
1

^^^
TAYLORS

Sole London and District

Agents for A.J.S. and British

Excelsior Motor Cycles.
Contracting Agents for
Triumphs, B.S.A., Hendersons,
Enflelds, Calthorpes, Aliens,

Metro-Tylers, etc., etc.

READY TO
DRIVE AWAY
NEW IMPERIAL JAP, 8 h.o . com-
plete with new Millfopd Cabriolet
Sidecai' (just delivered) £151 4

METRO-TYLER, new 1919 mocel,
2-stroke, single-speed £53 9 6

HARLEY-DAVID30N, new 1919
Model F, 7-9 h.p. (just delivered)

£156 16 3

SUNBEAM Combination. 8 h.p.

IVI.A.G. engine Lucas head lamp and
horn. Her J is a splendid bargain for
someone .. £130 O O

ARIEL Second-hand Combination.
34 h.p., 3-speed. hood, screen lamps,
and horn; a bargain at £90 O O

MILLFORD Coachbuilt Sidecar,
brand new. com.o'ete with apron,
lanp bracket, etc. £24. O O

GLORIA Coach-built Sidecar, just
delivered, a real beauty £34 17 6
MILLFORO Cabrio Empress Side-

c r, c mp ete with aor n, Ump
brack t, etc. 28 2i wheel Finsst
en the road . . . . £35 O O

RIDE IN COMFORT
THIS V^JNTER,

MOTORiNG GLOVES

Tan le-ther* 1 -flnger
mitts; a really excel-
lent glove 21 - pr
Tan re ndeergloves,
welted seams and
woollen wristsCpost-

' ^ age 3d ) 12'- pr.

FHOM ACETYLENE to ELECTRIC
S 8.0. adapters make such a change
in your lighting s stem quits a
£im 3le matter. Fits in place of gas
jet, double-ended and compleie with
cord grip postage 3d ) 2 /6 each.

ACCUMULATORS suitable for use
wi h above, 4 vo t from 29/6 to
£1 15 9, according to capacity. Acid
and fi'st charge from 3/- to 5/-
extra (postage 8d )

PACING HELMETS with ear-rolls,
madeoffine ea^her. and very warm.
10 '6 (postage 3d.). Fleece- lined cloth
helmets. 4-/6 (postage 3d ).

A.K. KNEE GRIPS, very strongly
made of leather and rubber. Will fit

any machine (oostage 4d,) .. 12/-

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 21a, STORE ST., W.C.l

Wholesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C 1

Gara'je—Totta^iliain Cou t Uoai.
J'lioiiG—Museum, li-:0.

Tele;,'ram3— " Dyiiametro. Weauenc London'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
» B.S.A.

FOR S.nle, B.S.A. combination, 3 speeds, clutch, kid:

st.niter. all-chain drive, privately owned ; £85.—Lns-
foid, c/o Strudwick, Peaseniarsh, near Guildford.

[X5598
B.S.A., 1919, basket S.O., 100 miles; owner goins

abroad: £120. or nearest offer; after 6 p.m.—Men-
vale, 101, Esmond Ed., Bedford Park, London, ^^.1.

[8097

B.S.A., 1913, SVnh.p., 2 speeds, F.E., Bosch, lamps,

all accessories, good tyres, been stored 3 years;

bargain, £38.-Whitley, 43, Burton Ed., Hugglesccte,

Leicester. [X5580

SMITH'S, 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chall:

Farm Tube Station), have lor sale B.S.A. A'/jh.p.,

1917, 3-speed. conntershait chain-cum-belt, Condi

tion as new; 68 gns. [8041

B.'S.A.—The Birmingham City Agents and B.S-\.
Specialists, County Cycle and Motor Co., 307

and 308, Broad St. All replacements in stock.—Tel.

:

Comocyco, Birmingham. * [8224

B.S.A. 1916 Model Combination, 4i/ih.p., chain-belt.

3-speed countershaft, clutch, kick stal-ter, tyres

new, Stewart speedometer. Lucas lamp; £80, uo oflers.

—Apply, Blair and Co., Dockhead, Dumfries. [X5657

B.S.A., 4>4h.p., 1919, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

complete with canoelet sidecar, lamps, horn,

etc., etc.. few weeks old, indistinguishable from new;
£135.—Frank Woitworth, 139, New St., Birmmgham.

[8183

B.S.A. Combination, Model H, 1916, 4l/2h.p., de luxe

sidecar, all chain, 3-sp6ed, countershaft, kick

start, speedometer, electric and gas lighting, horn, spares;

trial given; bargain, £120.-176, Ardgowan Ed., Catford,

3.E. [8014

B.S.A., Model H, and No. 2 sidecar, 1919, as new,

mileage 700, complete with luggage grid, screen,

hood, Lucas electric dvnamo lighting set, speedometer,

horn; £156.—Stanley Preston, 133, Sloane St., S.W.I.
[X5470

BSA 3iAh'p.. clutch model, Bosch, new B. and H.

(pilot jcti, heavy tyres, perfect condition through-

out, takes sidecar; 42 gns. ; will exchange for good 2-

stroke and cash.—Wearn, Station, Oakham, Kutlnnd.

4ih p B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, chain-cum-
4 belt, 3-speed, kick start, clutch, electric horn and

lighting Cameo screen. Cape hood, all accessories,

drive away; £120.—Scott, Barclay's Bank, Ltd., Weald
stone. » [8490

3 ih.p. B.S.A., late 1913, 2^:^eed and free engine,

2 and Gloria spring-wheel sidecar, both in splendid

condition and order, ,acces.«ories and spares, stored 4

vears- trial- seen by appointment.—Write, Harries, 7,

Tokeilhouse Yard, E.G. [8124

FO C H for B.S.A.'s.—Book vour order now tor the

very earliest 1920 delivery, all models. Our
motto, " Strict rotation and no premiums.''-;-F.O.C.H

(Fair Offer Car House], 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752

[8618

BSA Model K. Special, still under makers' guaran-

tee, racing cams and high compression dome
topped drilled pistons, 2 exhaust pipes, extra heavy

llunlop tyres, Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer, re;ir

lamp and electric rear lamp; what oflers?—157, White-

hall Ed., Bristol. - [X5390

1018 4'/>h p Model K B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft

i-iJ and KS B.LC. mag.. Montgomery sidecar, with

spring luggage grid and petrol can carrier, all acces-

sories, speedometer, horn, Lucas acetylene lighting, 3

lamps 2 spare tyres and tube, combination and tyres

as new not done 1,000 miles; price £130.—Kidner,
Poplars, Os-nestry. [X6476

1 019 BSA., 4i4h.p., Model H, all chain, fitted with

J-i* luxurious sidecar, beautifully upholstered, spacious

locker at back, been used very little, and condition and

appearance in every way eaual to new, 3 best quality

lamps horn and good assortment of spares; exception-

ally smart turnout; £140; seen any day by appoint-

ment — 172, Trent Boulevard, West Bridgford, Notting-

ham. [X5461

Calthorpe.

1 f»17 Calthorpe, 2-speed, 2-stroke ; £45.—Wood, 7,

i.y Hopton Ed., Strentham. [8017

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 2'|..'ih.p.. 2-speed, good running

order- £35.—Poole, 47, Claremont Rd., Staines.
[X5304

C\LTHORPE 1915, 2";;ih.p. J.A.I'., Enfteld 2-specd-

uew condition; £40.-63, Solon Ed., Brixton.
_ [3682

CALTHORPE Junior, 2VJi.P.. 2-speed, excellent

condition; 35 gns.—C. Dowling, 71, Abbey Rd..

Chcrt.cy. [3169

CALTHORPE 2-3troke, 1915, 2-speed, excellent

mechanical order; £35, or offer.-^52c, Hackford
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. 13177

CALTHORl'E-PEECISION' 2>/ih.p., 2-speed, good run-

ning order, new heavy llunlop and belt; £28.—
End, Sunningdale, Berks. [8134

2^h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2 speeds, free engine, perfect
4: order, lamps, new speedometer, and all accessories

:

£55.—White, 30, Eusholme Ed., Putney. [8336

1(315 Twin Calthorpe-Jnp, coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed
J-tF countershaft, long exhaust pipes, adjustable pulley,

excellent condition ; £80.—Harpswood, Mount Pleasant.
Weybiidge. [8080

All litters relating to ad\ertisenients should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the, issue. .^35
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

1 Q19 Calthorpe 2-f=troke, Enfield 2-speed gear, lamps,
J-iJ horn, spare belt, delivered August, as new; 65
gns.—45. Thornlaw Rd., West Norwood. [8144

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2';ih.p., 1917, wedge ta nil model,
2-apeed Enfield gears, excellent order; any trial;

owner getting combination; £45.—Capt. Jewell, Bnrn-
ataple. [8045

"1 Q15 Calthorpe-Jap 2"?^h.p., Enfield 2-apeed gear,
Xt/ Mi]]<=r Innips, Linens linrn. oerfeet rnnning fondi-
tion, rerently re-enamelled; £45.—Bos L4,723, e/o The
Motor Cycle. [7999

1 Q19 2%h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, free eqgine,
-*-V Amac carburetter, tools, lamps, horn, spare
inner tube, new April, very little used; buying com-
bination; what offers ?—Joy, Buxted, Sussex. [8394

1 Ql6 Calthorpe Junior 2!<li.p. Precision, ovei'head
^*y valves, 2-speed gear, footboards, low position,
easy starter, condition as naw; £33, offers.—Sealey. 88,
Princes Av., Watford. [X5663

1 Q19 Calthorpe-Jap, 2^/4h.p., Enfield 2-speed, clutch,
-Lt7 Amac, economical, excellent slow-runner and
accelerator, lamps, horn, ride away, mileage 500,
bought September, fast, engine been most carefully

run in, genuine; ^75.-4, Selden Rd., Worthing. [8141

CALTIIORPE-J.A.P. 1916 4-5h.p. Twin Combina-
tion, Enfield 2-speed ai. chain cusn uuve,

handle start, completely equipped, and perfect con-

dition throughout; £100.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car
House). 5. Heath St., Hampstead, N.W. (near Hamn
stead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [8612

Campion.

1 Q14 Campion-Jap 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Bosch,
At/ complete with lighting set, splendid condition,
all plating as new; £65.—Iver, Chester Terrace, Lon-
don Rd., Tetbury, Glos. '

. [8417

1 Qld Campion-Jap 6h.p, Combination, complete Tvith

X«^ lamps, horn, wind screen, tools, new 23rd Aug.,
also speedometer and chain case on order; £165, or ex-
change higher power.—Hall, Brauncewell, Wellingore,
Lines. [X5476

CAMPION Combination, countershaft gears, clutch,
luxurious sidecar, hood, screen, electric lighting,

excellent condition, very smart; £125; consider first-

class solo part.—Bowe, seen S. and S. Motor House,
Edgware Rd., London.

'

. [8132

Centaur.
CENTAUR, 2%h.p., V-twin, very fast; gentleman

just bought new model open to sell the above;
£35. or near.—Apply, evenings, 63, Drayton Bridge
Rd., Hanwell, W.7. [SOU

Chater-Lea.

SOUTH Lancashire Only.—Chater-Lea enquiries.—J.
Blake and Co.. Olficial Dealers, Liverpool-Man-

chester. [7040

1 Q16 Chater-Lea Combination, best sidecar, coach-
-L *y built, 3-speed gear box, kick start ; expert ex-
amination, any trial

;
good condition, low mileage,

speedometer, lamps, spare chains, Amac, 700x80 tyres,
grid; £100 cash, no offer; buying car.—F. Devereux,
Belle Vue,. Shillington, Hitchin. [8305

Chatet*-Lea>Antolne.
CHATER-LEA-ANTOINE 3J^-4h.p. Combiiiation,

S.A. 3-speed, clutch, just overhauled, mag., B. and
B., adjustable pulley, good tyres, tubes, and running
order, lamps, speedometer; also complete engine, inter-

changeable with above for spares; set ol 8 pinion
wheels, compoiind, and R.H. cages for above gear; trial

by appointment; all at £45.—Woodard, 41, Carlton
Rd., Acton Green, W.4.

"

[8366

Chater*Lea'Fafnlr.
CHATER-LEA-FAFNIR 4Mh.p., single speed, mag.,

B.B., in running order; £22, or nearest.—Sargent,
Little Common, Bexhill, Sussex. [8046

Chatei-'Lea-^Jap.

CHATER-J.A.P. Combination, 5h.p. twin, 3-speed,
clutch, tyres good, lamp, horn; £75.—Heath,

14, St, Andrew's Rd., Enfield Town. [8186

CHATER-J.A.P. Twin, 8h.p., C.B. sidecar, 2-speed,
clutch, fully equipped, electric lighting; £100.—

10, The Exchange, London Rd., Thornton Heath. [8135

3ih.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, Canoelet sidecar, sloping
2 tube frame, lamp, complete: £52, or would

separate.—66, Cromwell Rd., Wimbledon, S.W. After
Six. [8576

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 1914, 6-8h.p., 3-speed hub,
new C.B. sidecar. Klaxon, tools; about £80-; seen

by appointment.—Capt. Ryder, 43, Newlands Park,
Sydenham, S.E.26. [8257

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. 8h.p, Combination, counter-
shaft 3-speed, clutch (car type), handle start, Cowey

speedometer, lamps, horn, Elaxon, tools, etc., electric
light (accumulator), all in splendid condition ; 80 gns.
—Private, 6, Tilson Rd., Lansdowne Rd., Tottenham,
N.17. [8537

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 8-lOh.p. A.C. twin, 2-seater,
1914, cycle car, 4 wheels, Bosch, J.A.P. carbu-

retter, chain drive, S-apeed gear box, hood, side cur-
tains, 4 acetylene lamps, spares, jutit repainted and over-
hauled, too powerful for owner; sell £120, or offer, or
exchange (preferred) for gnod 4i4h.p. or 5-6h.p. C.B.
combination.—Ramsey, 69, Staines Rd., Sunbury. [8117

TwoStroke

i OLYMPIA. 8

I Our Stand is I

Sno. 91!
II

I

I

I
O

I

I

I

Ground Floor,

where we shall have

on view the 1920 pro-

ductions of our famous

two-stroke machine.

We extend to all a

hearty invitation to

visit us there, when

the reason WHY THE
IVY is " The Aristo-

crat of its Type" will

more than ever be-

come apparent.

B

Q

I

s
I S. A. NEWMAN, I
• LTD.. ^Z ASTON CROSS, S
i BIRMINGHAM, i
9 —' •

Imstocmt!
1 OF ITSTYPE I

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 3-speed, MiUford sidecar; J

29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-bow.

DOUGLAS 1916 2^h.p., fine condition; £55.
' wards, 7, Exhibition Rd., S. Kensington.

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2-3peed, as new. guaranteed;
—51, Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton Heath.

£• /\ Gns.—2%h.p. Douglas, like new, very fast,

C»U exhaust.-Miller, 62, Hampstead Kd.. N.W.

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAL^.
Clyno.

NEW 1919 Clyno 2-stroke; what oHers ?—W.
Morgan Rd., Reading. [3 i

CLTJiTO 2-stroke, 2-speed model, handle-bar c li

brand new. in stock.—Moss, Wem. [? n

OROW E108., High St., Guildford, West i

^^ agents for the new Clyno.—Order now for
delivery.

"OROOK Bros., Bnrnham-on-Sea. can giye (k
J-* from stock of the new Clyno lightweight;
for particulars.

CLYNO, 5-6h.p., 2-spe6d countershaft, clutch,
start, excellent condition; £50.—F. L. 0;il .

Newark Rd., Lincoln. [3 r,

r~NLTNO 6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, K.S., £42; and
v^* J.A.P., £35; both enclosed magnetos.—Geary,
Uxbridge St., Euiton-on-Trent. [3 j

CLYNO, 1914 6h.p., coaehbuilt sidecar, hood, a [

carrier, lamps, 2 spare wheels, good running! |
£100.-Bos L4,731, c/o The Motor Cycle. '

"

6h.p. Clyno Coach Combination, 1912, 2 £] I

clutch and kick start, mechanically perfect;
near offer.—20. Kingston Lane, Teddington.

CLYNO ComTiination, 1914, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds,
changeable wheels, spare wheel, splendid * B

tion, tyres practically new; £105: any trial.—P E

48, Brettell St., Dudley. [J
f

1 15 6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3-speed, kick
-L«-f lamps, speedometer, new tyres, not used 2 i

take a prospective purchaser any distance for
£100.—4-5, .Bow Common Lane, London.

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Coaehbuilt Combination 3 ;

kick start, clutch, spare interchangeable ,

speedometer, 3 lamps, horn, spares, tools, nearlj
back and front tyres: seen any time; 90 gn? ;

Linzee Rd., Hornsey, N.8. ;

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, been overhauled, 2-;

kick-start, wind screen, electric light, :

ometer, new tyres back and front ; £86, or m
offer reaeived; must sell, sent anywhere on rail.-
son, 27, Peel St., Sunderland [y

CLYNO Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, kick
underslung coaehbuilt sidecar, speedor 1

lamps, etc., stored during war; seen week-end;
or offer. Wanted, lower iwwer machine.—Parku
Haydon's Rd., South Wimbledon.

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT 23/ih.p., 1914, pumr, lamps, tyres ^

in excellent running order; 28 gns.- 14, M
Sq., Aylesbury.

Coulson.
SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of bl

Only.—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and p.
Official Dealers. Liverpool- Manchester

"I
Q19 2=^/lh.p. Coulson-B., 2 speeds, and spring f lie

--«.' just delivered and unregistered; best ofSer v
list price, 85 gns. ; owner bought car.—Newman
Stall St., Bath. [3 |si

Coventry Eagle.
3Xh.p. Coventry Eagle, almost as new; £42; aJ

2 p.m.—30, Beaufort Rd., Beigate.
I

Dalm
DALM 2-5troJie, 1915, perfect condition; ' £

51, Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton Heath, ]

De Dion.

DE DION, 6h.p., 3 speeds, reverse; £55; trial

Daflorne Rd., Upper Tooting.

Diamond.
DLA.MOND-J.A.P. 234h.p.. Enfield gear, new

1919, hardly soiled; nearest £60.-^5. H
Fields, Wolverhampton. [X

1 Q16 Diamond-Jap, 2^4h.p., 2-speed Enfield
J-iJ perfect running order; £55.—Jones, 4, Woe
Parade, North Finchley. N.12.

|

1 Q 19 Diamond 2-stroke, Villiers engine, not
-I- tf packed, just delivered; accept list price
plus carriage.—A. Flower, The Harpenden Ge
Harpenden. J

Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1915 2^4'h.v.. 2-speed, excellent cond
£50.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton.

|

DOUGLAS 23/ih.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, as new;
—88, Leigham Vale, Tulse Hill.

I

1 Q14 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, very last; £4
M. *y Bellingham Terrace, Catford.

1 Q15 Douglas, 2-speed, T.T. bars; £50.—J. S

At/ and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd., N.W.
|

IQ17 4b.p. Douglas, S^speed; powerful mount;
-1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford.

jLAS, 4h.p., 3-speed, MiUford sii

29, St. Leonard's St., Bromley-by-bow.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

I 1j It Doui'liis. 1917. good condition: fV3, or near!

t
'

uHet.-9. Kelland Kd,, Plaistow, London, E.13
L802D

^vonfiLAS.—Now deliverinR ne-iv 1919 model 41i.p

J comWnatioi) ; f 123.-Moffat, Yeovil 'Plion _ EJ

30FGLAS. 2a;h.r., Boscli niag.,~ rertwt runnine

order- £25.-23, Rowland Grove, Sydenliam.
[X5393

)OUGLAS 2»4li.li.. juit overhauled, top-hole condi-

lion: £33.—Gallinoli, King's Ride, Camberley.
[8524

911 Douglas perfect; accept first good offer.—B.

Johnson, 2, Winchester Rd., Highgate, N.6.
[8164

70B S.ile. 254h.11. nou.glas, 1916 war model, rnn
. aliout 600 miles.-Sheldon, 2, Austin Friars. Tel.

all 1529. .
[8033

)0nGLAS 2">ih.p., 1915 'U'.D., guaranteed perfect;

f 58.-i'rost, " Bridport News " Office, Bridport,

arset. [8096

)OtTGI,AS 254h.p., Bosch, new tyres, 2-Bpeed ; first'

£30 secures.-231. Block Lane, Ohadderton, Old-

im. [X5406
"kOUGLAS, 2';4h.p., Bosch mag., requires slight re-

-' pair; jElS, or offer.—177, Earlsfield Rd., Wands-
orth. [X6508

)OUGLAS 1913-14, 2-speed, lamps, etc.. new tyres,

lovely order; £48.-261, Mitch-.iiii Lane, Streatham,
W. [8345

)OUGLAS "W.D. 2^ib.p., excellent order and condi-
tion, lamp and horn; £50.-26, Brambleberry Rd.,

Inniftead. _ [8321

)OT'GLAS 1919 4h.p. Combination,, plate clutch
model, just delivered; £145.—A. Davis, 12, Hvde

Ilk rlace, W.2. - [8023

)OUGLAS, 2'':ili.p., 1915,. in gocd condition, all ac-

cessories: £55.—E. Perry, 3, Farethorpe St.,

ntney, S.W.15. [8010

)OUGLAS, 2^4h.p.. bought new 1918. T.T., 2-speed,

makers' colours, perfect; £58/10.-5, Victoria
v., Surbiton. [X5620

918 Douglas and Sidecar. 41i.p., 3-speed, kick starter,

good as new; £100.-136, Lavenham Rd., South-
Ids, S.W.IB. [8270

915 2^41]. p. Douglas, 3-spced, Cowey speedometer,
condition as neM' : anv trial; £65.—Nixon, Eramp-

n, Cumberland. [X5411

916 Douglas 2''4h.p.. 2-speed. buiier spring frame,
overhauled and renovated; £47.—357a, North

nd Rd., FuUram. [8473

)OtJGLAS ^'j.th.p., 'W.D. model, lamps. Klaxon, ex-
cellent condition; £80; appointment.—F., 8. Chep-

ow Mansions, \V.2. • [X5389

^JOCGLAS, late 1916, 4h.p., S-speed, clutch, K.S.,
-f splendid condition; £75.-12, Cornwall Mews,
loucester Rd., S.W.7. (8251

D.OUGLAS 1913 2^4h.p., new t;-res, lamp set, single
speed, good condition ; £45, no ofllers.—43, Sarsfeld

A.. Balhiyir, S.W.12. [8263

."VOUGLAS, 1913-14, 23ih.r., 2-speea, Bosch mag.,
-^ excellent running order; best offer over £45.

—

5, Iverna Gardens, 'W.8. [8115

i^OUGLAS Combination, 4h,p., August, 1919, elec-
\J trioallv eriuipped, mileage 200, 1920 clutch; £145.
.38, Burlington Rd., TV.2. [8082

"\OUGLAS 2^4h.p., single speed, good tyres, magneto
-^ and engine overhauled: any test; £30.-15, TempTe
d.. Hollo Lane, Acton. [8053

Ih.p. Douglas Combination, 3 speeds, clutcb, kick
starter, smart condition ; 90 gns.-Loweth, 6,

burnt Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [8358

rjOUGLAS 1918 Combination, 4h.p., 3-*peed, enamel^ and plating perfect, a very smart outfit: £97.-145,
lackhorse Lane, Walthamstow. [X5008

914 T.T. Douglas, 2-speed, just completely over-
hauled, splendid puller; £45.—A. Flower, The

larpenden Garage, Harpenden. [8274
>iih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, 1911, new tyres and tubes,
y4 just overhauled, condition good; what offers?

—

iates, Hughenden, Titchfleld, Hants. [8486

1

r\OUG.T,.\S 2"!4h.p., 1915, new tyres, good running
'-' order, W.D.; 43 gns.; after 7 o'clock.— 112,
'ortobello Rd., N. Kensington, 'W.ll. . [8387

rj.OUGLAS 1914 2%h.p. T.T., 2-speea, excellent con-
L-' dition, accessories : £50 ; seen bv appointment.—
tones, Bamford House, Harrow Weald. [8078
,"\OUGL.\SES, 23ih.p., 2-speed, 1915 and 1916;
-^ from £43; call and inspect.—Rey, 173, Gt. Port-
ind St., \V. 'Phone: Mayfair 879. ^ [7325

r\OTJGL.\S 2^4h.p., 2-speed, re-enamelled, replated,
t-' as new. lamiis, horn, etc.: £55, or nearest.

—

'ield, 26 Rowan Rd., Bexley Heath. [8392

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p. T.T., not used during the
war, excellent condition, all on, speedometer; £60.

-Box L4,764, c/o JTie Motor Cycle. [8221

916 Douglas 2';4h.p., 2-speed, W.D., epeciiil buffer
fork. Hue condition, very last; £56.-H. S. Smith,

6, Royal Parade, Ripple Rd., Barking. [8001

DorGLAS, 2^ih.p., 1915, overhauled and in perfect
,

condition; £55.-Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock
[[ill (opposita. Chalk Farm Tube Station). [8044

Frank Whitworth
-LIMITED,

-

139, New Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

will handle the

Midland
Agency (and Service)

of the

Reading
Standard,

America's master motor cycle.

Warwickshire

Worcestershire

Staffordshire

Both retail and
agency
enquiries
invtted.

Prompt attention.

The Reading Standard is a 10 h.p.

extra big Twin, 86x102 = 1185 c.c,
long stroke lieavy-duty type, side-by-
side valves (ctscd in), famous Schebler
carburetter, mechanical lubrication
plus auxiliary hand-pump, three-speed
sliding gear, over-size multiple disc
clutch, kick-starter, twist-grip controls,
two-drum and band brakes, (one hand
—one foot), large and comfortable
rubber-covered footboards, four-gallon
petrol tank of extra strong type, one-
gallon oil-tanV, chain-drive, adjustable
spring seat-pillar, front and rear stands,
luggage carrier, beautifully finished
in Olive-Drab.

Magneto Ignition and separate dynamo
lighting set and electric horn.

Midland Agent ( :^:± )

Frank Whitworth Ld.,

139, New Street,

Birmingham.

ConcessTonnaTe for U. Kingdom

Stanley J. Watson,
Berners Works, Richmond,

Surrey.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOK SALE.

I
Douglas.

"TjOTIGLAS 2S4h.p. Sporting Model, fitted with T.T.
-L' bars, flnd Philipson pulley with hand operation

;

£?5.—Paiker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X5676

DOUGLAS W.D. 23/ih.p., 2 speeds, sprung buffer
head, good running order; 50 gns,, or near offer.

—10, Grena Gardens, Richmond, Surrey. [8651

DOUGLAS 1915 WD. Model, 2y4h.p., 2-speed, lamps,
generator, horn, tools, 2 new inner tubes just fitted

;

£45.-21, Weston Park, Crouch End, N.8. [X5668

"I Q 20 Douglases.—By one who knows ; delay is
J- *^ dangerous.—Order yours now from the Douglas
Specialist, Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phona : 852. [6340

W.D; Douglas 2l4h.p., in excellent condition, good
tyres, new mag., n3w belt and chain, seen and

tried any time; £55.—Elsden, Sutton, Ely. [X5718

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, late model, beautiful
condition, climb a mountain; £85.—Ayers, 1,

Kuivet Rd., North End Rd., Fulham, S.W. [8577

lOlS Douglas 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, electric
-L«-' lighting, excellent condition; £110; after 6 p.m.
—1, Colosseum Terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.l.- [8032

DOUGLAS, 2'}4h.p. and 4h.p., solo or combination;
rea£on!ible ; call and inspect, any trial ; all as

new.—56, Kirkdale, Sydenham. 'Phone: 1078. [8151

1 Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, absolutely as new,
JitJ complets set of lamps, horn, wind screen, storm
apron, etc.; £160.—Cooke, 21, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.

[7962
33.b.p. Douglas, 1914, speedometer, lamps, born, all

4 accessories, appearance and mechanical condition
as new; 54 gns.; after 6.-3, Fosbury Rd., Brocklev.

[8089

"I (Iil9 Douglas 2^h.p., long exhaust, 2 lamps. Klaxon,
J-t/ knee-grips, spare- valve and tube; bargain, £76,
no offers.—349, West End Lane, West Hampstend.

" [8456
DOUGLAS, late 1916, 2^4L.p., T.T,, 2-speed, new

lamp-s and Elaxon, little used, very good condi-

tion: £55.—Wainwright, 95, Waidour St., London, W.
[S5462

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1914, lamps, horn,

speedometer, spares, enamel, coachwork, and en-

gine as new; £90.—Chalklev, Brand St., Hitrbin.
[X5429

DOUGLAS 2Yth.P-. delivered June, 1919, lamps, horn,

l)erfect condition : owner gone abroad ; £75, or

near offer.—Lund, Park View, Blyth. Northumbeiland.
rX5350

Q3.h.p. Overhead Valve Racing Douglas, with light

/V4: aluminium Bax sidecar, previously owned by
Sir J. Alcock.—Baxter, Totterdown, Bristol. [8205

DOUGLAS 1915 2%h.p., 2-speed. lamps, horn, spare

tube, pump, tools, etc., brand new C.A.V. mag.
uflt fitted; £62, or offer.—11, Avenue Gardens, Acton,

W.3. [7961

DOUGLAS 2%li.p. War Model, £15 Just epent on
new pistons, rods, crankshaft, valves, chain, etc.,

mechanically perfect; £60.—Bomford, Kingsmuir,
Sutton. [8015

-|019 Douglas 2"j4h.p.. W.D.. makers' colours, practi-

J-tl cally new, complete tools, mechanical horn, spare

valves, lamps (not new); £80.—Bell, Hospital, Lough-
borough, [8335_

IQ15-16 Douglas, 25/4h.p., 3-speed, T.T., Lucas
Xt/ lamps, horn, original tyres mark you, excellent

condition: £59/10, no offers.—Elim Place, Leamore,
Walsall. [X5662

31.h.p. Dougla-., late 1914, 2-speed, done under
2 3,000 miles, stored 5 years perfect condition;

.£85. — 23, Maresfield Gardens, Hampstead, London,
N.W.3. [i'176

"5019 Latest Model 4h.p. Douglas Combination, just

X«t/ delivered, aft-r waiting 4 months for delivery

:

now unrequired; 150 gns-—Capt. Vegler, .Beacon Hotel,

CrowboTOugh. [8061

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1918 model, and Douglas C.B. side-

car almost new, with all accessories; a bargaiu,

£110- anv trial.—174, Barcombe Av., Streatham Hill,

London, S.W.2. [8449

SMITH'S, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station, have
lor sale Douglas 1916 2^ih.p., in excellent con-

dition, tyres new; 50 gns.; also 4n.p. 1916 combina-
tion; 85 gns. [804Q

23.h.p. Douglas, 1916, 3 speeds, F.E., complete ivitb

4 new lamps, horn, tools, and spare belt, etc., top-

hole condition.-Hodgkison, 33, Florendine St., Aniing-

ton, Tamworth. - [X5605

4h.p. Douglas, 1919, W.D., as new, mileage 300,
splendid condition; £125: complete with lamps and

Klaxon.—Write M., Batchworth Heath House, Rick-
mansworth. Herts. [8207

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each

3.h.p. W.D. Douglas, in exceptionally good condition,
. 4 complete with horn, pump, tools, and spares; £55;

appointment lietween 6 and 8 p.m.— 68, Lytton Rd.,

Leytonstone, E.ll. [8368

-| Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, blue tandem body,
J- */ small mileage, all spa res, etc. ; best cffer ac-

cepted over £125; write for trial, etc.; insured.—Also
1911 .Douglas.—Douglas, 73, Victoria Rd., Balking.

[8084
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2';.'ih.p., 2-speed, stored during

war, enamelling and pUiting as new, complete with

I

lamps, speedometer, minor, toolbag, and numeroas
spares, engine perfect; £55.-18, Ghe^lton Rd,, Fulhaci.

S.W.6. [8166

advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37

31
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS New 2%li.p. W.D. Model, covered 100
miles only; cost £83, -will cell £75;, owner buying

Intli;in sidecar; applv after 6 o'clock.—Ra-wliugs, 16, St.

James's St., Piocadilly. [8261

33.h.p. Douglas, 1913, 2-speed, splendid condition,
4 very fast, 2 new heavy Dunlop covers, lamps

(back and front), horn, tools, bag; £46/10.—24a, Edg-
ington Rd., Streatham. [8600

1 Q14 274.h.p. Doug^las, 2-speed, fitted for clutch and
JLt/ kick startj just overhauled, like new, mechanical
horn, faultless running; £52.—W. Moor, 2, Woodland
HiH, Upper Norwood, S.E. [8505

-||Q16-17 Douglas, W.D., 2^A'h.-p., 2-speedj footboards,
-i-iy 2 armoured toolbags, very fast, guaranteed, com-
plete with pump, honi, spare belt, tools, etc ; 67 gus.—
Tupiin, Woolhampton, Berks. [X5e48

DOUGLAS a^^h.p., W.D., new August last, splendid
condition, complete, Bosch, - mag., spare bslt,

owner going India; £78 cash lowest.— 2, Barrow Rd..
Streatham Common, S.W.16. [8466

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combination, heavy Dunlops,
mechanical hojn, tools, spare valve, trial; 90

gns. ; would consider 2^y4h.p. . Douglas as part ex-
change.—56, High St., Tooting. [8497

DOUGLAS 1914 23/ih.p., 2-3peed, spleniiid condition
throughout, brand new tyres, speedometer, acces-

sories, small mileage; 50 gns. ; private owner.—Seen at

Pearse, 17. Chobham Rd., Woking. [8471

1Q15 Douglas, 2%h.p., Colonial model, excellent con-
J-*' dition and running oider, new tyres [Dunlop
heavy) and tubes, Douglas tool kit, insured; £60.-15;
Gt. George St., Westminster, .S.W.I. [8255

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-8peed, undated in June, all-

black model, absolutely perfect, very fast, mileage
about 800. beautifully equipped, heavy Dunlops ; £65.
—60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington. [8081

1Q18 4h.r. Douglas, 3-speed, kick starter, lamps and
" Xt/ accessories, hardly been used, £85; also a com-
bination, nearly new.—2a, Sistova Bd., Bedford Hill.

Balham, S.W. 'Phone Streatham 352. [8129

DOU(?LAS 1918, W.D. 2^^.p., 2-speed, new January,
1919, complete, all accessories; first offer £60 cash

secures- seen after 2 p.m. Saturday, or any time Sun-
day.—68, Pepler Ed., Old Kent Rd,, S.E.15. [8055

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, W.D. model, just been
delivered in crate; 99 gns., at quarter down, 12

monthly payments.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [8532

DOUGLAS (December, 1916) 4h.p. Combination,
kick-starter, 3-speeds, clutch, C.B. sidecar with

wind screen, perfect condition; £105, or near offer.—

Williams, 83, Upper St. Islington, N.l. [8464

4h.p. Douglas, 1915, new sidecar, electric lights,

Klaxon, in good condition, £120; also a 1914 2^,^

hp 2-Bpeed model, £52; can be seen any time.—Single-
ton, 15, Enmore Rd., S. .Norwood, S.E.25. .[8342

33.h.p. W.D. Douglas, brand new; one or two early dc
4: liveries at £72, plus carriage; pamphlets witli

particulars.-Robinson's Garage. 32-35, Green St., Ca7ti

bridge. Tel.: 995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles. [8362

DPUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, coachbuilt, -spring up-
holstered, 3-speed. new Dunlops, spare tyre, st-orm

sheet, lamps, etc., equal new; expert examination; £90
offers; by appointment.—Power, White House, Tat-5-

field, Surrey.
_

[X5679

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the earlv

birds. Place youi order at once if you want de-

livery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
Ed.," Bristol. [0966

DOUGLAS 2SAh.p., Hutchinson tyres, 26x2i4,
rubber-studded non-skid, run only 200 miles,

Dunlop belt, powerful, fast, good condition guaran-
teed, trial;- accessories; bargain, £28/10.-45, Charles
St., Exraouth St., Stepney. [8399

DOUGLAS 4h.p. (1920) and G.L. Sidecar, as new,
ridden by doctor only one week, perfect con-

dition, wind screen, hood, all accessories, ready to
ride away; on view Hardie, 24, Woodstock St., O.xford
St.—Owner, Dr. Vincent-Bates, University College
Hospital, London, W.C. - [8173

4h.p. 1919 Type Douglas Combinations, with im
pTo\ed tvpe of clutch; one or two early deliverie-

at £123, plus cost of crate and carriage; pamphlet.^
with specification.-RobiosoD'a (Jarage, 32-35, Green
St.. Cambridge. Tel.: 995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles.

[8363
£dmund.

4^3.h.r. Edmunds, spring frame, J.A.P. engine and 2-

f^ 4: Speed gear, a really smart and coinfoitable ma-
clrine ; extended payments if desired.—Harrnds Motor
Showrooms. 116-118, Brompton Rd., opposite Main
Building, Loudon, S.W.I. [7958

Elswick.

ELSWICK. 2-stToke, good tvre^. footboards, head,
tail lamps, horn, extra gallon tank fitted, a usefiii

lightweight; £35.—Teagne, 6, Coleherne Mews, Earl's
Court, S.W. [After 2 p.m. Satuiday.) [8156

Enfield.

IpNFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed model, brand new, in
J stock.—Moss. Wem. [X514e
RAND New 8h.p. Enfield Combination for sale —
Box 577, cyo TJic Motor Cycle. [X5133B

HALIFAX MOTOR
EXCHANGE,

""Tou'tT" HALIFAX-
MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK.

Guaranteed in Running Order.
B.S.A., igis. 4i n.p., 2-bpeed, cii.iin unve £76
SUNBEAM, 1915, 35 h.p., coach Sidecar £110
DOUGLAS, "igis, 2j.h.p., 2-speed ..;. £57 10
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2ih,p., 2-speed £45
D0UGLAS,2i h.p., "W.D. mod. (unissued). 75 gns.

TRIOinPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft. £69 10
DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., W.D. model 75 gns.

DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., 3-speed Combination 95 gns.

CLYNO S h.p. W.D. Combination, , etach-
able and spare wheels, late model . . 105 gns.

P. & M. and new Sidecar £85
ENFIELD, 6 h p., 1916, and Sidecar . . f110
P. & in., 2.{ h.p., 2-speed,' chain drive . . £29 10
B.S.A., 1915, 4j h.p., 3-speed, belt-chain £72 10

SUKHUUs W !.> MAwi iirati:>
Requiring Repairs. Come and inspect

SUNSEAni, 3.V h.p., 3-speed, with mai;. £49 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed hub £32 10
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2-speed £26 10
DOUGLAS, late 191'i, 2.} h.p., with mag. £42 10

AUCEbSORIES AMD PARIS
Triumph 4 h.p. Frame, wants new lug . . 37 '6

Douglas 2 J h.p. Frame, wants new lug. 37/6
Douglas Carriers, late type 22/6
4 h.p. Triumph Engine, good £12 10
Triumphrear frame members and carrier £2 17 6
Douglas 2J h.p. Engine £12 10s., Gear Box £5 105.

1915 2} Douglas Engine and Gear Parts .

ScottCoachSidecar, £6 10s. Scott Chassis £210
New Capac Carburetters, | and li bore. £4 4
Cameo Screen, £3. Easting Screens, £4 10s.
" Perfection " Coach Sidecars, £16 16s, " Per-

fection " Coach Bodies from Stock. Ntw Tool
Rolls \\ ith tools. 22 /6 New Magnetos for Triumph

and Douglas.
Trade Supplied.

Owmgr to the

RAILWAY STRIKE,
WE HAVE BEEN

COLLECTING BY
ROAD

MOTOR CYCLES.
50 NEW MODELS IN STOCK.
SCOTT
NUMBER
IVY, 2-stroke, 2-speed
ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-speed kick-starter
METRO-TYLER. 2 speed, discs
SUN-VITESSE, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . .

.

tALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . .

.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed . . .

.

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed
CONNAUGHT, -stroke, 2-speed . . .

.

CONNAUGHT, single speed

We are prepared to deliver any of above by road
to any part of Great Britain at the following rates

Up to 101 miles £2 10 Up to 150 miles £3 10
Up to 200 miles £4 10

MACHINES FULLY INSURED-
SEND YOUR CASH. WE WILL

DELIVER THE GOODS.

oventry Motor Mart,
Ltd.,

LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY.
Telegca"'S :

" Selection, Coventry."

£115 10
£95
£62
£70
£63 15
£58 10
£57 10
£59 10
£64
£53
£45

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 'Sh.p., late 1916, K.S., in perfect condi-
tion: 62ga6.-H., 190, High St.. Stoke NewingtoB..

[8104EINFIELD 1917 3h.p., excellent order, lamps, horn;
£70.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd., S. KensinstoD.

[8540
1 Q19 Enfield, 2J4h.p., 2-st.roke, perfect condition;'
J-tf best offer over £50.—A.B.W., phone: Holbom
26. [8237

1 Q 14 6-8h.p. Enfield Combination, licod, screen,
-L*/ lamps, etc., lovely tune; £90.-32, Monega Rd„
Forest Gate. [8376

JONES' Garage, special agents for Enflelds, Broad-
way, iluswell Hill, N.IO, and ^^''oodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2920

I^NFIELD, 2^/4h.p., -2-6p6ed, twin, lamps, etc.; £32,
-J carriage paid.—Poole, Hampton " Loade Static,

ne^ir Bridgnorth. [X53u5

ENFIELll 6h.p. Combination, latest model, excellent
i-ouditioQ; £133.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Ed.,

South Kensington. [8538

6 h.p, Enfield Combination, 1916, Lucas, hood, spare
tyre; £110.-Adams, School, Albion Hill, Lewis-

ham, S.E. (Alter 5.} [8116

23.h.p. Enfield. 1913-14, 2-speed,' clutch, K.S., lamps,'
4 horn, tyres as new, just overhauled ; £40.-73,-

Millbrook Ed., Southampton. [8038

T 019 6h.p. Enfield Couibination, just delivered, com-
--t/ plets with speedometer, lamps, horn, -etc.; £145.
-98, Moncriefl St., Peckham. [8646

ROYAL ENFIELD 3h.p.. late 1916, kick stalt. guar-
anteed not to have done 2,000 miles; £55.—D.

O'Reilly, Bailieboro', Co. Cavan. [X5490

"I Q16 Enfield Coachbuilt Combination, in verv fineXt/ order;, £120.—Snuth's, 10-16," Haverstock Hill
[opposite Ch<ilk Farm Tube Station). [8043

1 (Q13 6h.p. Enfield, coach sidecar, 2 speeds, lamps,
-L»^ and speedometer, in good order, engine just over-
hauled; £75.—AVadlow, Orpington. Kent. [7982

1Q19 Royal Enfield, 2-speed, 2-stroke, mileage about
-^^ 200, Lucas lighting set, horn, etc.; £60.—R.
Spackman, S5, Bath Rd.. Swindon, Wilts. [X5721

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1916, 2-speed, F.E.. all chain
drive, lamps, pump, tools; £55, no offers.—48,

Berkshire Gardens. Bowes Park, London, N. [8122

ENFIELD, 6h.p., 1915, C B. ^^idecar, wind screen,
Lucas lamps, etc., in splendid condition; £110.-

Gilbert, 4, St. Helens Gardens, North Kensington. [82S0

ROYAL ENFIELD 2%fi.p. 2-speed Twin, in good
running order, just overhauled ; anv trial : first

cheque £42.-14, St. Mary's Hill, Stamford. [X5431;

ENFIELD. 3h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start, faet,

good condition, lamp, speedometer, horn, tools,,

spares; £55.-44, Russell Terrace, Leamington. [X5137

3 h.p. Enfield, 1915, 2-speed, kick start, Bosch, Amac,
Palmers ; £50, or exchange 6h.n, solu, cash,—

Noble, Helstonleigh, London Rd., Norbury, S.W. [8107

1 Q 16 Enfield Combination, 3h.p., twin, all acces-
J-«-' sories good condition; price £90 or near offer.

—Underdown Bros., 64. Bellamy St.. Balham, S.W.
[8569

'

ENFIELD 3h.p., 2-speed clutch, semi T.T., fully I

equipped, and in fine order; £52/10.—Moorfi'
(opposite International Stores), Hersham, Surrey.

[8565r

"I
Q 16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, tlioroughly over-

*-*/.- hauled, re-enamelled, and plated, genuine bar-
gain; £110.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd.,
N.~W. [8585

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination (1913-14), Binks car--

buretter, £5 worth spares, horn, lamps, etc., con*,

dition excellent ; 105 gus.—Robinson, 2, Railway Rd.,
Ormskirk, Lanes. [X5409

ENFIELD gh.p. Combination, lamps, horn, recently
overhauled, excellent condition ; trial ; £195, or neai

offer; before 6, or appointment.- Garaged, Dewick, 2003,
Blackstock Rd., N.5. ^ [6756

1 Q 18 (Noveiuher) iSnfield Combination, 6h.p., date
-L*/ guaranteed, lamps. Klaxon, hood, screen, Palifler

cords, some special fitments; £132.-55, The Ridgeway.
Chingford. 'Pioue 61. [X5617

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, fully eampped, enpine
good condition, Lucas lamps. Klaxon born, 700X

80 tyres. Palmer, hood, triple screen; 100 gns.— Gould,
Market Place, Fgrdingbridge. [8453"

-| Q19 8h.p. Enfield, new August 15th, Lucas King
-Lt^ Road set, Klaxon and Lucas horn. Tan-sad, luUy
insured, absolutely perfect condition; £155; Midlands.
—Box 538, c/o The Motor C'l/cle. [X5720

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, perfect condi-
tion, lamps, speedometer, etc., new tyres and

chain; ^115; owner buving a car.—The Rectory,
Cockayne IlaLley, Potton, Bed.s. [814S"

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, Bh.p., been stored
until 5 months ago, Palmer's 700x80, lamps JieWi

cost £10, mileage 1,600. condition new; £133.-140,
Crescent Rd., Plumstead, S.E. [8560

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, 5 lamps, wind
screen, perfect condition, not done; 4,000, driyea

by owner only; seen by appointment; 900x80 tyre t)Q

liack wheel, no fault anywhere
; luice £160.—Oliver,

Draper, Abersycban. [X5432

A38 Al! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, ^and the date of the issue.
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The Lighting Regulations.

WE
never imagined that the absence of the

red rear light on vehicles would be tole-

rated in this country for very long, but

the return to sanity has come even more
quickly than we thought. It behoves us

to be very careful of what we write on this sub-

ject, for the vials of abuse have already been

poured upon us from certain quarters, and state-

ments which we never made and were never likely

to make have been attributed to us, and then

demohshed with bitter logic (a method of carry-

ing on an argument which always betokens a
very bad case).

Because accidents have happened occasion-

ally to cyclists and others carrying rear lights, it

has also been argued that a rear light is no pro-

tection. This is, of course, absurd. It is true

that some accidents have happened when rear

lights have been carried (accidents have also

happened in broad daylight, and are by no
means always the fault of the overtaking motor-

ist), but it must also be true that very many
accidents have been prevented by the presence of

a red. light. When meeting a very bright light,

such as is carried by many cars, it is almost

impossible to see what else is on the road, unless

it is lighted, and the head lights carried by
cyclists can only occasionally be seen from
behind. The pedestrian, certainly, is unlighted,

but for some reason or other he is more easily

seen than the cyclist ; moreover, he can easily

step on to the grass or footpath when occasion

ajrises, which the cyclist cannot do.

We welcome also the return of the regulation

making two head lights showing the full width

of the vehicle necessary upon cars, sidecars, and

other -vehicles having two tracks. A single light

should always denote a single track.

While on the subject of lighting, we should

like to suggest to car owners the desirability of

turning out their head lights while their cars are

standing at the side of a road. A car standing

on its right-hand sjde of the road and having

dazzling lights is a very real danger, since there

is a danger of oncoming traffic keeping to the

left of the lights and colhding with the bank or

footpath, whichever happens tO' be there. The
same danger also exists in less degree when
approaching from the rear, owing to the position

of the tail lamp. Indeed, we think that it should
be illegal for vehicles to remain stationary on
the "wrong" side of the road after dark.

Olympia.

ALL keen motor cyclists and a mass of

prospective buyers are looking forward
with interest to the forthcoming exhibition

at Olympia. November 24th, the open-,

ing date, is not far ahead, and this year's

Show will undoubtedly be the most important
event of its type ever held. The numbers of

motor cyclists are constantly increasing, and
manufacturers will have a difficult task to keep
up with the demand. This fact must be borne
in mind when studying 1920 models, for it forms
one of the most powerful arguments in favour of

the " no change " policy.

It is not suggested that no novelties will be
exhibited, for we know of several ingenious and
practical inventions which will be seen. On
account, however, of the delay which would be
caused by introducing entirely new models, many
of the best-known British makers will stage

machines which differ only in detail from previous
models.

Startling departures from pre-war standards
will largely be confined to young firms who have
no production models to scrap. In future years

this may prove a handicap to the old-established

concerns, but this need not be the case provided
that such firms get to work at once on experi-

mental work and try out their ideas during the

forthcoming year, so as to have something ready
when the right moment occurs. Those who do
not adopt this policy are likely to be left in the

lurch, for the development of motor cycles will

proceed by lea.ps and bounds.

An index to the advertisements In tiiis issue wiil be found on tlie oa^e facing tiT2 baci< cover.
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A SIMPLE CARBURETTER.
AVERY desirable form of carburetter

for motor cycle use is, in our

opinio.!, one which is to all intents

and purposes automatic in its action, but

yet provides a handle-bar lever for the

occasional control of the air supply.

Several carburetters on this principle

have already been designed, and the

Vortex carburetter, which we are about

to describe, is a further addition to the

list.

The throttle is a revolving barrel,

through which an orifice is cut in the

shape of a venturi tube. In the centre

of the tube, at the bottom, is a smaU
hole, below which the jet is situated, and

at the top, sloping towards the engine

at the full throttle position, a larger hole

to admit extra air. When the throttle is

fully open the venturi tube is in no way
obstructed, as the jet does not project

into it, as usual, but is placed just below.

Throttle and main air, of course, open
and close together, but the air closes

slightly before the throttle. This causes

a greater flow of air through the jet

orifice, and provides a small amount of

rich mixture, which is ideal for starting

purposes and slow running.

The extra air is controlled by a smaller

cup-shaped barrel which revolves in the

A POSITIVE LOCKING
WINDSCREEN JOINT.

ANEAT and simple locking device for

the hinge of a windscreen is incor-

porated in the products of the R.V.

Sidecar Co.,, 92, Humber Avenue, Coven-

try. It is designed to replace the usual

joint which embodies wing nuts in con-

junction with friction or serrated washers.

The registering and locking arrangement

consists of a disc having radial slots, into

which the end of a small lever may drop.

THROTTLE S. AIR
V1U.VES SHEWING

:S CONTROLS i SPRINGS

Constructional details of the Vortex car-

buretter. The inset shows how the throttle

and air barrels are operated.

throttle barrel. This can also be used

for priming the engine through the extra

air orifice.

As the throttle, when wide open, pro-

vides a venturi tube to the engine without

any obstructions the air will pass the

jet at a high velocity and ensure com-

plete atomisation of the fuel.

Supposing the engine is running at a

moderate speed with full air, and it is

desired to slow down for a corner, closing

the throttle cuts off the extra air and

provides a stronger mixture momentarily

just when it is needed.

The float chamber is large, and is

hollowed out right under the jet. There

is, therefore, no small tube which might

accumulate dirt.

We are promised an extended trial of

one of these carburetters shortly, and

shall then have something more to say

of its performance.
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other necessities. Devices of this char-

acter are usually the product of^ the ex-

perienced rider," and the Sterling leg-

guard illustrated is the patent of Mr.

R. E. Wintle—a competition rider well

known in the Jlidlands as a James ex-

ponent—who has a garage, known as the

Highgate Motor Co., at Highgate Road,

Moseley Road, Birmingham. The great

advantage of this guard is the fact that

it can readily be fitted to any make of

machine, and once fitted can be removed

and refitted in a few- seconds.

As will be seen from the illustration,

each guard consists of two parts coupled

together by a simple form of hinged

joint. The lower portion is fixed to the

footboards, and the upper part may be

swung round towards the rider to the

most convenient position, and fixed by

a crossbar clipped to the tube under the

tank. A single nut fastens the crossbar

to the tube by means of a split lug.
^

In the case of a machine fitted with

footrests, the hinged portion is replaced

by a long stud fixed on the end of the

footrest support bolt. The guards are

very well made (no solder being used m
their construction) of rolled section, much

after the fashion of some car wings,

which adds to their strength and enhances

their appearance. The retail price of the

complete set is 50s.

The R.V. windscreen joint which may be

, ,
rigidly locked at various angles.

The lever is attached to the fixed part of

the joint, and the disc rotates with the

movement of the screen. The lever is

normally engaged with the slots by means

of a spring, and, in consequence, the

screen is permanently retained in posi-

tion, but is instantly released by pressure

of the thumb on the outward end of the

lever.

THE STEKLlNG LEG-
GUARD.

IT is at this time of the year that motor

cyclists think of matters appertaining

to mudguarding, and as the value of

leg shielas has long "been recognised, it

is rather surprising that such fitments

are not as numerous on the market as

A LEAF-SPRING FORK.

THE spring fork illustrated in the'

accompanying sketch is one which

has lately been noticed on the road

in the Midlands. It will be seen that

a semi-elliptic spring is employed, and

this is shackled at one end to the steer-

An experimental

fork on which a

semi-elliptic spring

is used. The action

is of the usual

parallel-link type.

The Sterling leg guard, wblch may be

fitted to any make of machine. Inset shows

the method of fixing the guard to the

cross-bar.

ing column and at the other to the for-

ward portion of the triangulated wheel

frame. The load is applied to the centre

of the spring through a trunnion bearing.

The design is quite neat and sturdy, and

with suitable provision for greasing the

shackle bolts, following car practice,

should be long wearing and noiseless
_
in

action. Being above the position which

the mudguard will occupy, the spring

may be amply protected from mud ana

water. Since the motion follows the usual

parallel-rule action, the only advantage

appears to be in the elimination of coil

springs, with their bouncing propensities

and tendency to occasional breakages.
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A Point About O.H.V.

THE technical experts have reminded us ad nauseam
that valve steels have improved to a pitch at
which a maker can guarantee there will be no

valve fractures. Public timidity may or may not re-
quire these assurances

; personally, I think we all per-
ceive no maker dare sell overhead valves by the thou-
sand unless he knew none of them would ever break.
On the other hand, the user requires a word of warn-
ing. An overhead valve can do in a cylinder and
piston without a fracture occurring ; if the locking de-
vice of the valve spring comes adrift, there is nothing
to stop the valve from dropping into the engine. Of
course, the maker fully grasps this possibility, and
guards against it by testing samples taken from every,
batchof springs, and also by using a suitable metal
for his cotters or other locking devices. For absolute
safety, therefore, it is essential that the user should
not experiment with odd springs in the endeavour to
get more power, nor improvise emergency cotters if he
mislays the original fitting during an amateur over-
haul.

_
The toughness of these two parts is quite as

essential to safety as the material from which the valve
itself is made, and only the official spares should be
used.

A Bag for Overalls.

DHAVE just paid some four guineas for a water-
proof motor cycling suit. The tailor concerned
assures me it is worth the money, for it is not only

guaranteed to keep one bone-dry in a Scottish Six Days,
but has a cut calculated to bring the most disdainful
flapper to heel at the first wireless. If all this is

true, I marvel much that it does not occur to the
motor cycling tailors to supply dustproof cases in
which such suits may be packed on the carrier. I
am, tlierefore, now busy flaying an old armchair of
its American cloth to construct such a case for the
overalls as any practical manufacturer would supply
with the clothes. This will, I. think, fill the bill; but
a murrain on that tailor, notwithstanding.

Waterproof Caps.

WHILE I am on matters sartorial, may I suggest
to some artist in the tailoring trade that we
motor cyclists generally look dreadful objects

in wet weather. Omit the adjective " wet" from the
last sentence, says some cynic. Pardon me, under
normal circumstances we are distinctly handsome as

a class. Our chins show determination, our nostrils

courage, our eyes have a far-away, do-or-die expression.
But in wet weather our typical beauty is camouflaged
by a headgear. Who can appear presentable with

half a yard of sodden tweed sagging over his scalp-

line? Who" can inspire romance when the slip-stream

is hoisting the tailplane of his sou'wester so that the

stout elastic hooked under his chin scarce restrains

the hat from doing a vertical climb ? The last rain-

storm caused me to throw one of Tress's best tweed
caps in the dustbin, and the one before had inspired

me to present my sou'wester to the postman. I then

splashed los. on a waterproof cap, replete with a

neck apron and ear flaps. When it is fully rigged, I

look like a cross between a hoopoe and a Bisley prize-

man. When it is furled, I look such- an appalling

little tick that a newsboy would never call me "sir"
if I gave him half a crown for a Star. Will somebody
please design a headgear that will keep us moderately

dry without making acquaintances ashamed to

recognise us in the street ? Incidentally, my expensive

purchase does not ward the stinging raindrops off my
eyes, nor yet stop icy rivers from trickling down my
back. Its sole merit is that you can wear it more than

once without its losing all semblance of being a cap.

I ought to add that I had to purchase it by post, since

no local garage or tailor had ever heard of the kind of

maniac who takes a motor cycle out when rain is

falling.

On Kick-starters.

FEW weeks ago, I penned a note about the im-

perfections of the average kick-starter, and
since then I have been carefully observing the

conduct of the amateur riders among my neighbours.

Not one of them ever uses his kick-starter unless he

has to. It is obvious that anything is preferable

to a push start if one is burdened with a heavily laden

sidecar or stalled with a big solo mount in a dip

between two- fierce hills. Under these circumstances,

anybody would try to operate the least effective kick-

starter rather than employ the alternative method.
On questioning the owners, their evidence was that

their kick-starters were uncomfortable and uncertain.

The pedal was usually either so high up or so far

back that it was awkward to administer a hearty kick,

and, as a consequence, the kick was generally feeble,

and the engine failed to start. Take one of my own
mounts as an example of bad practice. I can kick-

start at the first attempt with some certainty if (a)

the engine is warm, or (b) if the machine is tilted over
sideways so that the pedal is not too high off the

ground. Modern machines in the Six Days Trials, I

was glad to observe, showed considerable improvement
in the matter of kick starter design ; one or two
m^achines had entirely new mechanism—we progress !

By the way, what are the A.C.U. judges doing with

that much overdue Six Days Trial report?
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Extraordinary enthusiasm is shown by the American public in motor cycle speed events. As will be seen from the illustration, a big

crowd witnessed the start of the 200 miles " World's Championship Race " at Marion, Indiana, when riders of Harley-Uavidson machines

secured the first three places.

Reserve of Power.

ET seems only yesterday that I used to write and
descant on the delights of reserve power. The
biggest tourist machines of that era were always, a

little scared by the approach to any renowned hill

;

and no lightweight owner ever tackled more formidable

going than the Great North Road. -We have changed

all that. At the termination of any big trial, freely

sprinkled with the freakiest of freak hills, judges,

reporters, and riders announce that they never opened
their throttles fully on second gear; the most cumbrous
and fully-equipped sidecar outfits come through the

most searching routes without ever demanding- full

throttle on bottom gear, quite possibly without dropping
below second gear. These novel experiences suggest

two allied lines of thoughts. The first is that some of

our bigger touring machines are either overpowered,
or undergeared on their lower ratios. If a medium-
powered touring car is put at a hill like Sutton Bank,
it never' has a great deal left in hand—certainly not a

whole gear plus half the throttle opening. Smaller

engines or higher emergency gears would fill our bill

in very many cases. Secondly, the value of the gear

box as a substitute for engine power is thrown into

high relief. In 19 14, when air-cooling was still crude,

there were limits to the lowness of a gear ratio, or at

least to the time for which an ultra-low gear ratio could

be kept in engagement under load. These limits have
been largely extended : and the outlook for lightweight

machines is correspondingly bright. Excessive horse-

power and under-gearing are the offspring of the dual-

purpose machine, intended for solo and sidecar work
A30

indiscriminately. There is seldom a rational difference

between the gear ratios supplied for the two kinds of

service with any given engine.

Variations in Steering.

nN recent weeks I have described in some detail how
enormously machines of several first-class makes
differ as regards ease of steering. On normal

roads and at normal speeds these variations are not

tremendously obtrusive. But if a rider strays into rough

. by-lanes, or if he opens his throttle lavishly on main
highways, he soon learns to distinguish between one

. make and another. There appear to be several factors

in these variations; and as some of our correspondents

display interest in the matter, I set the points out as

they appear to me. The first is the efficiency of the

front fork springs. It is, obviou.: that a rider cannoi

coax his machine delicately if his front tyre is only

making periodic contacts with the ground. The second

, is the distribution of weight; one and the same
machine may evince different steering qualities accord-

ing as it is fitted with dropped or raised bars, the

former throwing more of the load on the front wheel,
• and thereby accentuating the leverage which it exerts

over the hinder part of the machine. The third is

unquestionably the design of the fork, irrespective oL
its springs. Wheelbase should probably be added to

this list. Translated into practical terms, the differ-

ence may be such that on machine A one never thinks

of steering, but performs it as subconsciously as one
walks ; whereas on machine B any patch of awkward
going—ruts, grease, stones, etc.—puts the wind up a

rider and makes him tighten his wrists.
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Paris Safomio^

A Resume of Continental

Design as seen by
"The Motor Cycle"

Staff.

SINCE the earliest days of motor cycles, when
Continental manufacturers led the way and
British experimenters copied, there has been a

steady reversal of roles. Design in this country, after

a period of difficulties, went ahead by leaps and bounds,
whereas Continental designers appeared to concentrate
on cars, and the motor cycle industry lost ground.
As a direct result of the improvements in motor

cycles, an important industry sprang up in England,
and its products reached almost every corner of the

globe. More recently America became a serious

rival, but though a few first-class motor cycles have
been produced in France, Belgium, and Italy, British

machines have been adopted as patterns by most
European designers.''

The war has been responsible for many changes,
and has brought into prominence the extraordinary

capabilities of the motor cycle

to such an extent that we find

that France is once again

taking a lively interest in the

production of two-wheelers,

and not only is she taking

advantage of British and
American improvements, but

also she has introduced many
original features of her own.

This is only as it should be, for a country of sucK

brilliant mechanical genius is not likely to allow other

nations to have things all their own way in the world's

motor cycle market. So great are the differences that

it is not an easy matter to compare the motor cycle

exhibits in the Grand Palais exhibition of 1913 with

those of the 191 9 Salon.

In '1913 there was, it is true, much originality, but

the few exhibitors had not learned how to make a neat

and workmanlike machine, though some of the mecha-
nical features showed great- promise.

In i9r9 neatness of detail is an outstanding feature,

and some of our own manufacturers might well take

a hint from French designers in this respect.

FRENCH DESIGNERS TAKE UP THE
THREE-WHEELER.

The Diable, a three-wheeler of sound design and construction.

The Barrellier, a three-wheeler fitted with a flat

twin two-stroko engine.

Novel Lines.

It is true that the majority of French
machines differ in general appearance from
the lines to which we have become accus-

tomed, but they are not necessarily any

the worse for that. One is apt to get into

a groove and consider as a freak anything

that does not conform to accepted practice,

but this is quite a mistaken attitude to

adopt, and, unless other people's ideas are

carefully studied, we shall find that, not

only will our export trade fail to increase,

but that new and dangerous competi-

tors will arrive in our home market.

A3

1
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EXTREMES OF
UNIT

CONSTRUCTION

The Cyclotracteur, specially designed as an attachment to pedal

cycles. Transmission is by friction drive on to the front tyre.

Perhaps the most noticeable tendencies of modern
French design are the prevalence of unit engine and

gear boxes, and rear springing. The former is a

point on which there has already been much discussion,

and which, in our opinion, is eminently desirable ; the

latter is a feature which is universally accepted as a

desirable point in standard equipment.

Unit Construction.
Let us dwell for a moment on the possibilities of

unit construction as exemplified by the Bleriot, Louis

Clement, Alcyon, and other machines. First, it is

possible to construct a clean unit in which the primary
drive is entirely enclosed and runs in an oil-tight com-
partment ; next, the unit can be made in such a manner
as to present a clean and smooth exterior which will

collect a minimum of dust and mud and will be easy to

(Left) One o. the neat metal pannier tool cases on the

Motosacoche. All the angles are rounded off and the finish

harmonises with the rest of the machine. (Right) The flat top

of the tool box on the Louis Clement forms the carrier, and is

integral with the mudguard.

clean. It should also be possible to save a certain

amount of weight, especially in the matter of attach-

ments, and, if the magneto is carried on the top of the
gear box, a further saving is effected in the weight and
cost of a special magneto bracket.

Against this must be set the fact that more work is

entailed if it should become necessary to strip the

entire engine for examination. But how many touring

A32

An extremely neat 8 h.p. engine and gear box fitted to the Diable

runabout.

motor cyclists ever remove more than the cylinders ?

And, if the engine is periodically examined, the gear

box usually undergoes the same operation at the same
time, or at any rate it should do so.

Frame Design.
Some alteration in frame design might be necessary,

but this is a good point rather than otherwise, as,

though modifications of the diamond frame have
proved satisfactory if sufficient metal is employed, it

by no means follows that it is the best and lightest

construction.

TThe frame of the Louis Clement motor cycle is an
example of advanced construction, being largely con-

structed of steel pressings, and yet conforming in a

great degree to general outlines of standard rnotor

cycle practice. In ,this machine the tank rails and-

saddle tube are discarded in favour of pressings, which
form, in the first instance, an admirable platform for

the tank and saddle fixings, and, in the second case,

a combined rear mudguard and frame stay. Again,
the front forks are of pressed steel, and are light,

strong, and easy to clean, and the combined toolbox
and carrier are formed as j;art of the rear guard.

(Left) On the Magnat-Debon a metal tool drawer slides betwee;.

the carrier and mudguard. (Right) The carrier stays of the G.L.
embody large diameter clips, which are adapted to receive ei(her a

standard D.A. cylinder or a. tubular tool case.
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mpressions of the Paris Salon.—
Pressed steel frames are, of course, only suitable

"or mass production, but, given favourable circum-
stances and good design, they save weight, money, and
leaning, and provide a most admirable form of

'onstruction. -

Disc Wheels.
Both Clement and Bleriot motor cycles are fitted

Ivith permanent disc wheels, the rear wheel of the

^Bleriot with its integral belt rim being a particularly

ine piece of work. Opinions are divided as to the

nerits of this type of wheel for solo riding ; but for

a shallow drawer below the carrier with a compart-

ment for each necessary tool and spare part ; but

if steel pressings were used, it should be possible

to constjuct the lid of the toolbox so as to form the

carrier, and thus save a number of parts and joints.

Circular metal boxes on either side of the carrier

are used by the G.L., and either may be replaced by
a D.A. cylinder if desired; and the new Motosacoche
provides perhaps the neatest example of an entirely

armoured toolbag.

Re
Rear Springing.

ar springing systems of all types were tO' be seen,

from the leaf spring systems of the A. B.C.,
Janoir, Griffon, etc., to the type which insulates

the rider only, as exemplified by the Motosacoche,

Condor, Viratelle, etc. In between come such

devices as those employed on the Bleriot. This
particular example is very neat, the springs being

entirely enclosed in the frame tubes, and an

adjustable- friction device being incorporated in

the link action.

The Magnat-Debon employs a spring saddle-

pillar in addition to a spring frame.

Most Continental motor cycles have two brakes

operating on the rear wheel : an item which is

influenced to a certain degree by the design of

spring forks.

Engines.
Engines show rather an interesting trend of

thought, for there is a decided tendency to adopt

the side-by-side vertical twin both for two and
four-stroke types.

One of the best examples is that installed in

the Bleriot motor cycle. Both connecting rods

are mounted on a common crank pin, so that

the impulses are evenly spaced, though the

balance ca'nnot be better than a single. Detail

engine design is good, with the curious excep-

tion that adjustable tappets are rare, and very

Showing the layout of engine and gear

box of the curiously designed Barrellier

runabout.

sidecar work, at any rate, the

permanent type has its advant-
ages.

Carrying the Tools.

As already nt&ntioned, details

have been cleaned up to a

large degree, and considerable
ingenuity has been displayed in

the construction of tool-carrying

arrangements.

The Magnat-Debon is perhaps
the neatest in this re.-^pect, having The springing of the Triauto Godet three-wheeler
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Impressions of the Paris Salon.—

small diameter valve springs
employed.

.
The Viratelle is alone as a water-

cooled motor cycle engine, and,
though only a single-cylinder

machine was staged, a vertical twin
cylinder is also made by the
firm. This machine is interesting,

too, on account of the very neat
three-speed epicyclic gear embodied
with the engine unit. Horizontal
twins were shown on the stands of

Janoir, Magnat-Debon, and A. B.C.,
the last being, of course, similar to

the English A. B.C., but built by the
Gnome and le Rhone Co.

Two=stroRes.
Of the French two-strokes, the

Alcyon is the most interesting (de- C
scribed in our last issue), though the
Motosolo is a very neat machine
of the lighter class.

Pedal cycle attachriients are

common and uniformly ingenious.
This subject seems to have received
greater attention in France than in

this country.

Three-wheelers show great originality, though, in

the main, the designs would not attract British buyers.
An exception, however, is the cycle car 'Diable. This
has a very sound and straightforward, chassis, and the
layout is about the last word in practical simplicity.
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The power unit of the Louis Clement, the three-speed gear box of which is integral with

the crank case.

In conclusion, there are many lessons to be learned

from modern French designs, and though, perhaps,

we could -teach more than we could learn, it would

be most unwise to pass by the possibilities without

very serious consideration.

Fuel Economy and the Jet.
A Few Notes with Reference to Carburetter •Timing.

CARBURETTER, manufacture and designing are,

in these days, a highly specialised business,

and it is as Avell for the ordinary rider to bear
in mind, when tuning his machine, that, however
excellent his knowledge may be as regards the car-

buretter he favours, he naturally- knows a good, deal

less about it than the man who designed and made
the instrument. If a machine is giving good results,

it is generally impossible to improve matters *by

tampering with the carburetter. Many riders suffer

from the delusion that herein lies the secret of super-

tune—nothing of the sort. Super-tune is chiefly a

matter of workshop experiment, requiring more than

insulation tape and a pocket "King Dick," and, given

the proper size of jet, clean gauzes, etc., the' rider

can rest pretty well assured that the makers of the

instrument have seen to it that the petrol level, and
so forth are set to the best all round advantages.

Having said so much, T will now proffer a little

encouragement to those who, anyway, will ignore the

above, and whose old machines, sold to juvenile

cousins, are now suffering from senile decay brought'

about by excessive carburetter tinkering in their youth.

Carburetters, like life itself, are a compromise by

which one can obtain a variety of different results in

a variety of different ways. The most common
error with regard to them is concerned in the size of

jet. Nearly every rider is of the opinion that a weak

mixture—or rather that a small jet—naturally means

fuel economy. He loses sight of the fact that there

are two common ways in which a petrol engine can

be governed—^one by regulating the strength of the!

charge, and the other by regulating the size of the:

charge. If the mixture is too weak, it is necessar)

to admit a much larger charge to the engine than il

the mixture is correct, and more petrol is used bj

running on a weak, large charge than by running

on a small and moderately rich charge.. Moreover;

the engine runs hotter on a weak charge, does not

tick over so comfortably, uses more oil, is liable tc

knock,- anal generally experiences a rougher time thai

if- a jet of the proper size were used. Therefore

the gentleman who goes to some pains in order tc

sniff down the amount of petrol going through the

jet must not imagine that thereby he is sure to save

his pocket. ^ Variable jets—excluding the variet)

regulated with the throttle—are all right if intelligent!)

used, but there is usually more to be gained b)

running on a large jet with a small throttle openinf

than by using a small jet and having to bang oper

the throttle in order to obtain a few ounces of extK

power. Personally, I have found that a really vigorou:

kick, consistent with the amount of petrol consumed, i

most easily arrived at by employing a low petrol leve

and a large jet, although with this setting the engine i

at its best chiefly at high speeds. Chinook.
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Road Experiences with a Rudge-Multi.
Standard

The 32 h.p. Rudge-Multi on the bridge at Ham, a picturesque village in Dovedale, Derbyshire.

AMONGST the ever-changing variations of design

introduced by our leading manufacturers from
year to year, it is not without interest to enquire

lata the reasons which have induced one or two firms

to adhere to an originally conceived layout during an
extended period.

Such an instance is found in the policy of Rudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., of Coventry, who have remained
faithful to the same specification, barring slight detail

improvements, since its inception. A recent test run

on on& of their standard
roadster multi-speed models
amply demonstrates the rea-

son for their conservatism.

For the high speed
tourist, and it is mainly,

to meet the demands of this

class that the machine is

' offered, nothing more is to

be desired than the com-
bination of a lively engine
with a simple form of

transrnission, allowing the.

use of an exceptionally high

gear. for the open road and
a low enough ratio to en-

able any main road hill to

be climbed with certainty

cOr to render traffic safely

negotiable.

The 33^ h.p. Rudge-
Multi unites these de-

siderata in the form of the

well-krtown overhead inlet

valve engine and the in-

genious multi-gear which t n\. \. i £ u 1

-. .1 1
° • r Iwycross Lhurch, one 01 many peacetully rural scenes

permits the selection of any encountered on the test run of the 3.V h.p. Rudge-Multi
ratio between the limits from Coventry to Dovedale.

h p. Sporiing Solo Mounl. Comfort and
Economical Running.

already mentioned as necessary.

A standard touring model drawn

from a batch of fifteen' which

passed off road test in the ordinary

course the same morning was placed

at our disposal. , The starting was

accomplished with one downward
pressure of the starting pedal, the

throttle of the Senspray carbur-

etter being one-quarter open, and,

after noting that the pannier bags

had their usual equipment of an

excellent tool kit and repair outfit,

we left the works for an eight-mile

spin to get the " feel " of the riding

position and controls.

This was soon acquired, thanks

to the perfect steering, which is

attributable to the spring fork

design and scientific rake of the

head. Incidentally, we have

always considered the steering of

the Rudge-to be beyond criticism

even at the highest speeds. Com-
plaints of " speed wobble " have arisen on occasion,

but we found the present mount totally free from this

defect. This was possibly owing to the three-rib

tyres fitted, which, we were previously informed,

eliminated the directional uncertainties sometimes ex-

perienced w4ien other pattern tyres -syere used.

Next mcJrning we left Coventry at 6.30 to witness

the open one-day trial of the Redditch M.C.C.
The whole course of 150 miles was covered, except-

ing one short stretch containing abnormal hills requiring

. a low gear of at least 10

to I. Being a brand new
engine, it was deemed wise

to pay repeated attention

to the oil-pump pedal, con-

veniently situated below
-the right footrest, and, as

a result, two stops due to a

sooted plug were experi-

enced.

A journalist's mount
comes in for much rough
handling, since, after

observing on one hill, it is

necessary -to " blind " on
to the next in order to over-

take fhe field. The Rudge
was equal to this treatment,

and showed no falling off

in tune at the end of the

day.

Two hundred and twenty

miles were co\'ered alto-

gether, and, owing to the

comfortable riding position

obtained by drop-pedal
device, not the least fatigue

was experienced.
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The following day being fine, a run to Do%'edale

was undertaken over roads which, though narrow and

twisty, are singularly free from traffic and towns.

Owing to the experiences of the previous day, which

showed that the Rudge engine enjoyed "revving"

when climbing, the gear was lowered early on hills,

thus enabling a better average speed to be maintained

than is possible by hanging on to top gear. Sudden
changes should also be avoided, as nothing is more
conducive to excessive wear of the belt ends.

After taking a few photographs in Dovedale, admir-

ing the scenery and enjoying tea, the homeward run

was commenced in the cool of the evening, and Coven-

try was reached in extremely good average time con-

sidering the nature of the narrow tortuous lanes.
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On our return the general condition of engine and

fittings was carefully observed. Nothing untoward

was noticed. The crank case, which is a much cleaner

casting than of old (indeed all the external finish is

thorouglily good), was practically free from oil; the

adjustments were all in order, the cycle bearings

entirely free fi'om shake, and even the dull plating

of the exhaust pipe was quite untarnished, thus proving

'

the cool running of the engine. .^

The belt was in good condition and tight, although

had it stretched it could easily have been adjusted by

the, neat little tension device at the end of the rear

axle, without having to cut the belt.. Petrol con-

sumption for the 350 miles total running was three

and a half gallons—an excellent result amply demoji-

strating the economy of running on high' gears.-

SIDECARS FOR LIGHT MACHINES.
Some Mechanical Details Frequently Overlooked by ihe Owners of Low-powered Outfits.

THOUGH in these days motor cycles are so ex-

cellently designed and constructed that, with

proper attention, no harm' results from reason-

able overloading, it is quite as well that one should

realise fully .just what is being asked of the machine

when it is put to a use for which it was not intended.

How many motor cyclists realise w-hat enormously

increased strains are put upon the machine when a

sidecar is attached ? A large number of riders seem
capable of thinking no further than their engines,

and so long as they have engine power enough and,

to spare for., solo use, they talk about "sticking a

sidecar on it," as one would talk of sticking a coat

of enamel ,
on the

handle-bars. Indeed,

it can be said , that

the average motor
cyclist. is quite a good
engineer as regards

his motor, but an
appallingly bad
engineer as regards

his cycle, and when
it comes to attaching

a sidecar to a solo

machine, the engine,

in these days of three-

speed gears and
excellent design, - is

by no means the most
overtaxed member of

the machine.
" Change early and
keep up your revolutions," and any amount of sidecar

slogging is not likely to harm the engine, but unless

the cycle is -strong enough for the purpose it must
inevitably suffer. I do not, however, mean entirely

to discourage the use of sidecars with machines which
are primarily designed for solo riding.

Wheel Bearings.

Take, for example, the wheels. In solo riding the

wheels and wheel bearings are opposed to no side

strains whatever. When cornering the machine leans

B4

A lightweight sidecar de luxe—the Richmond, a Bristol production—attached

to a 2J h.p. Douglas, with which it forms a most attractive lightweight outfit.

one way or the other, so that the spokes are always

directly in tensiort, but when a sidecar is attached very

considerable side strains are in operation the whole
of the time. These strains are, of course, at their

greatest when taking a corner, for the machine is now
rigidly upright at all times, so that the whole of the

energy expended in turning the outfit from a straight

course to a curved one falls in the way of side strain

on the hub members.
It is rather remarkable that the ordinary type of

motor cycle, wheel bearing stands up as well as it does
on sidecar machines, for it is not designed to meet
these strains, and as a rule it suffers from neglect.

When attaching a

sidecar, then, the first

thing is to bear in
'

mind ' that you are

increasing the wear
and tear on the wheel
bearings by more
than 100%. These
bearings, therefore,

should be carefully

watched for slack-

ness, which must be

taken up immediately
or the bearing will

deteriorate very

rapidly indeed. Given,

proper attentiorr, they

should not suffer un-

duly, but if ridden

slack it only needs

the introduction of a little grit, and new bearings will

be reqiiired within a month.

Of course, the third wheel of the sidecar relieves the

motor cycle wheels of some of the weight, but it is

generally ridden on a softer tyre than the other two,

pud it does not do its share. Motor car wheels are

set at a rake and provided with special bearings to

meet these side strains, and they can be very con-

siderably reduced by aligning the motor cycle so that

it leans slightly out of the vertical and away from the'

sidecar. Chinook.
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«"-*«!.l A Wonderful Lightweight Performance.
An Examination of the 2.1 li.p. Levis which obtained a

Gold Medal in the Six Days Trials.

in the works, we passed out into the Birmingham
tr^c, and on this occasion, as on subsequent trips,

the little engine behaved perfectly.

Two features which may rather surprise those who
are inclined to disparage two-strokes were the remark-

ably low consumption of fuel and oil. We were

told by Mr. Butterfield that the consumption of petrol

throughout the Six Days Trials had been in the neigh-

bourhood of 125 miles per gallon, and though we were

unable to make an accurate test, we can truthfully state

that our experiences went to show that this was not

an exaggeration. Owing to the Levis system of lubri-

cation, in which oil is fed directly to the piston and main
bearings, a minimum quantity is wasted, and we were

particularly struck by the small amount which was
necessary to keep the little engine running sweetly.

An Examination of the Engine.

After a week of short trips the machine was returned

to the makers to be stripped under our observation,

and for the first time the A.C.U. seals were broken.

As might be expected, the greatest accumulation

of carbon was on the deflector, but even here we
could find no spot where the deposit was perceptibly

over Yz mm. deep. The piston head was almost free

from deposit, and the underside of the piston had but

a moderate coat. The exhaust port, which is usually

the first part to cause trouble owing to excess of de-

posit, was remarkably clear, and the average depth of

carbon was approximately J^ mm. distributed evenly

over each surface. The top piston ring was rather

gummv, but was easily freed by the fingers.

Next we examined the bearings, which were in ejccel-

lent order throughout. Even after washing all oil from
the surfaces there was no more perceptible play in the

crank bearings than might be allowed in manufactur-
ing limits. There was just perceptible rock in both
big and small end bushes, but no lift. Every wear-

ing part was carefully tested with a micrometer, a
standard Levis engine being used as a pattern, and
the greatest variation was within the error allowed by
manufacturing limits.

When the piston was measured we felt sure that some
symptoms of ovalty would be evident after such a

severe trial, but the difference between the smallest

and largest diameters at any level was only .000 7 5 in.

Even the compression space was checked and found
correct, and we
have reason to con-

gratulate Messrs.

Butterfield, Ltd.,

not only on the

performance o f

their standard
macjiine, but also

on the accuracy
of the workman-
ship and the un-

doubted excel-
lence of material

in their engines.

P .Pike and the 2\ h.p. Levis, on which he qualHied for a gold

medal in the Si ^ Days Trials. ^

ONE of the features of the recent A.C.U. Six Days
Trials was the consistent performance of some
of the little two-strokes. So marked was their

success that it made a deep impression, not only on
the thousands of prospective lightweight owners, but

also on manufacturers, both British and Continental,

who took a keen interest in the trials with a view to

future productions. Our readers will remember that

on the way to Llandrindod Wells the latest model
Levis had the misfortune to develop tank trouble of a

sufficiently serious nature to spoil its chances of com-

peting successfully in such a strenuous trial. Nothing

daunted, Mr. Pike, the well-known Levis exponent

from the West Countr)', decided to ride at all costs.

As a consequence a telephone message was sent to the

firm's works at Stechford in the hope of obtaining

.another mount. _

It happened that the only available machine was a

standard 2|- h.p. Levis, fitted with specially low gear

ratios, which Pike had been using for certain lubrica-

tion experiments. This engine, we are told, had
already about 3,000 miles to its credit, but, neverthe-

less, it was hustled off to Llandrindod by road. On
arrival the cylinder was removed and decarbonised,

and the machine was cleaned up and adjusted prepara-

tory to competing in this trial of trials.

The performance of the 2-|- h.p. Levis throughout

. the event is now a matter of history, and it is sufficient

to state that no hill proved too much for the engine

with a low gear of 15.2-1, and, although the top

gear was 6.4-1, Pike succeeded in keeping up to

, time throughout.

At the conclu-

sion of the trial the

^machine was ridden

back to Stechford,

and we took charge
• before the seals

were broken in

order to satisfy

- ourselves that the

engine had lost

none of its tune.

After a f'ew

. minutes' inspection

t,M/
•2 /m
DEPOSIT

S% Carbon Deposit

Inlet port of Levis two-stroke

Showing where deposit occurred most

thickly on the piston and rings.

B5
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The Endurance Motor Cycle.
A Newcomer to the Range of British Lightweights.j:.

The Endurance two-stroke, which is fitted with the new Arden engine of 269 ^

THE Endurance Cycle Co. is one of
tfie oldest-esjablished firms in tlie

cycle and motor cycle trade, but
since the bulk ot its products goes
overseas, it is not so well known in

the liome country as it deserves to be.

For 1920, however, a certain proportion
of the output will be sold in this

country, among which will be included

the Endurance motor cycle. Following
conventional lines, the Endurance light-

weight is fitted with a two-stroke power
unit of a new make—the Arden—which
is described below.
The Endurance is well made and

finished, and is fitted with an Albion
gear box, Saxon, Druid, or Brampton
forks, Dunlop tyres and belt—in fact,

all the equipment is of the highest
quality, no attempt being made to pro-

duce the machine to a price. Aluminium
footboards and a neat chain guard also

are fitted, and altogether the little mount
is one which should be a welcome addi-

tion to the lightweight market. The
makers' address is Endurance Works,
Sheepcote Street, Birmingham.

The Arden Two-stroke Engine linit.

A New Proprietary Engine Unit made by an ex-Light Car Firm.

TWO-STROKE engine units have been
in such demand during the present
year that it is not sui-prising that

they are receiving the attention of

engineering firms who, on the signmg of

the Armistice, had to decide upon a new
peace programme. The Arden Motor Co.,
of Berkswell, who before the war made
the Arden light car, were one of those
firms who appreciated the fact that,

while a strong demand existed for cer-

tain types of engine, it would be folly

to introduce an entirely new design neces-

sitating long experimenting. For this

reason the Arden two-stroke engine
follows well known and accepted practice.

Having both bore and stroke of 70 firm.,

the engine embodies roller bearings
throughout, and is well made. In order
to avoid a sharp bend in the exhaust
pipe or a special duplex frame tube,
twin exhaust pipes are fitted, which give
the engine a more symmetrical appear-
ance than is the case when a single pipe
is fitted ou. one side of the front down
tube of the frame. A C.A.V. magneto,
Amao carburetter, steel barrel silencer,

and engine plates form part of the equip-
ment. The Arden Co. are in a position
to produce large quantities of this engine,

b6

which is standardised throughout. The sole

selling agents are Messrs. C. B. Harrison
and Co., Sheepcote Street, Birmingham.

who have, an extensive business as frame
manufacturers to the trade, at home and
abroad.

A NEAT TWO-STROKE ON STAND.ARD LINES.

The Arden
engine unit pro-

duced by the

Arden Co.. who
before the war

were in the lighl

car industry.
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A Spanish Twelve Hours Road Race.
Success of American Machines in an Event Totalling 1,463 Miles.

.

In a Spanish twelve hours road race held last

month, Harley-Davidson riders had a field day.

The lower picture shows one of the worst corners

uphill on the circuit of fifty-eight miles. The
second man in the sidecar class, G. Villar (Harley-

Davidson sc), is negotiating the bend. Inset are

the winners of the open solo and sidecar classes.

(Left) Florencio Fuentes ; (right) Luis Coppel.

Both rode Harley-Davidsons.

ON the 14th of last month an im-
portant twelve hours race .

took
place in Spain on a circuit of

over fifty-eieht miles, which was covered
eight times oy the winners, making their

distance about 465 miles. The event was
held near IMadrid, and was remarkable
for the consistent running and excellent

performances of riders of the Harley-
Davidson machines, both solo and sidecar
models. There were five of these machines
in the open solo class, and they finished

first, second, third, fourth, and ninth.

Two Indians occupied the fifth and seventh
places, and a James the sixth position.

In the open sidecar class there were
six Harleys, and they occupied the fixst

five places, the remaining machine being
eighth. Two Indians were sixth and
seventh.
In the 300 to 550 c.c. class the only

competitor rode an Indian, and in the
300 c.c. class there was likewise only one

—

a rider of a Baby Triumph. Florencio
Fuentes was the winner of the open solo

class, with an average speed over the
whole distance of 28^- m.p.h. Luis
Coppel, who won the open- sidecar class,

,
finished the course with an average of

35 m.p.h. The fastest lap time was made

by the second rider, Manolo Fuentes,
ih. 27m. ll|s. for approximately ninety-

four kilometres, which works out at about
40 m.p.h. The fastest lap- on a sidecar

was that of the third man in this class,

Jose Alvarez, viz., Ih. 34m. 25|s., which
equals a speed of jibout 37 m.p.h.
The accompanying photograph shows

one of the worst bends on the course, also

the rough state of the road surface and
the stiff gradient at the bend.

Inset are pictures of the winners
of the solo and sidecar classes on their

Hai'ley-Davidson machines taken at two
different points of the circuit.

To Convert Gas Lamps to Electric.
THE ever-increasing popularity of

electricity for lighting purposes on
motor cycles no doubt augurs that

eventually electric lamps will be the

rule rather than the exception. In the

meantime, large numbers of owners of

gas lamps will convert them, and ill this

connection the little fitment illustrated

will be of interest.

Although very simple in construction,

the Papiii adapter has several important
advantages to recommend it. It consists

of a flat steel arm drilled at one end
to be fixed by the nut holding the
burner, from which point it may be
swivelled as desired to adjust the focus.
'In its outer end it is dished to hold an
ordinary small lamp holder, and also is

so shaped that it may be used to hold

the gas burner, if this is carried. The
patentee of the device is Mr. G. H.
Papin, 59, Kingsway, Coventry.

dapter.

British Wins in France,
Greame Fenton, riding an A.B.C., won

no less than six prizes in a hill-climb re-

cently held at Jlont Ventoux, his total

wins in this one event being : 500 c.c.

solo class, first on formula, second on
time; 750 c.c. solo class, first on time;
1,000 c.c. solo class, second on time;
stopping and restarting test, first

;
general

classification on formula, first. The
A. B.C. machine he rode was made by the

French Gnome and le Rhone Company, so

that it cannot be described as all-British ;

but British brains are responsible for it.

B9
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Oct. 23rd 5.20 p.m.

„ 25th 5.16 „
„ 27tJi 5.13 „
„ 29th 5.9 „

What's in a Name?
The following little gem appeared in

a recent number of a Welsh provincial
paper :

" 3^ Premier, white and poppy,
single-speed, £18."

The Ubiquity ol "The Motor Cycle."

The Motor Cycle has appeared on the
stage. True it was only carried by one
of a crowd in a street scene in a Vaude-
ville sketch, but it served its purpose in

making the setting real.

Police Trap."

We are informed that a police trap

is ' in operation on the DuflSeld Road,
Derby. It commences at Hiehfield Road
and finishes at Belper Road (Five Lamps),
where a constable is' hidden in a doctor's

garden. Heavy fines have been inflicted.

Uerby is also applying for a 10 m.p.h.
limit.

Sheepshead Bay Race Meeting.

At the motor cycle race meeting at

Sheepshead Bay the American champion-
ship was won by Eugene Walker on an
Indian.

The other races resulted as follow : Two
miles race.—First, Otto Walker (Harley-

Davidson). Fifty miles race.—First, Ray
Wishaar (Harley-Davidson). Hundred
miles race.—First, Albert Burns (Harley-

Davidson).

A New Company.

A new company under the title of

Middlemores (Coventry), Ltd., has been
registered to take over the whole of the

assets of the Coventry branch of Middle-

more and Lamplugh, Ltd., who are in

voluntary liquidation. Liabilities of the

old company will be discharged in full.

Middlemores (Coventry), Ltd., is a private

limited company, and Mr. W. A. De -

Lattre, who has had sole control of the •

Coventry business, is still retained as

managing director with a seat on the

Board, and, associated with him are Mr.
H. J. Mason, managing director of D.
Mason and Sons, Ltd., of Birmingham
and Wolverhampton, saddlery and harness
manufacturers ; Mr. J. H. Bromielow,
engineer, formerly of Kynochs, and Mr.
Alf. Bednell, whose name needs no intro- ^

duction to the cycle and motor cycle

trades.

Self-Sealing Rubber Co.

The directors of the above company
recommend a dividend of 15% free of

income tax to be paid for the year
ending August, 1919.

French Kilometre Record Attempts.

The Automobile Club of Frairce held
flying kilometre races, and kilometre
races with a standing start, on the
Acheres road last Monday. The events
were open to motor cycles and cars.

Italian Road Race.
Suisini, riding a Rudge, beat all comers

in the 500 c.c. class of the Toscane' motor
. cycle race in Italy, on the 28th ult. The
distance vras about 143 miles, and the
time 5h. 35m. 15s. In the 1,100 c.c.

class, Harley-D#\'idsons were first and
third and an Indian second.

Stolen Motor Cycles.

As a Marning to prospective vendors of

motor cycles, we would ask our readers
especially to beware of the man who calls

in reply to advertisements of motor cycles

for sale, asks for a trial run and does
not return. No trials should be given
unless the money is deposited in notes
with the owner of the machine. A case of

this kind, recently reported in the daily
papers, tells how Maurice McAdoo, age
seventeen, was sentenced to" six months
imprisonment on a charge of stealing
machines from a dealer at West Ham,
and also six months for wearing a uniform
and decorations to which he was not
entitled ; twelve months imprisonment in

all. He sold five motor cycles worth
£209 for £60, and appeared in court
wearing the R.A.F. uniform and, five

ribbons, including the D.S.O. and D.S.C.

IMPRESSIONS OF THE PARIS SALON.
ROAD TESTS OF NcW MODELS.

Police Activity.

Motor cyclists are cautioned when
riding in the neighbourhood of Brixton,

as a police trap is in operation between
Brixton Church and the George Canning.

Noisy Motor Cycles.

The majority of our readers doubtless

know that " any noise annoys an oyster,

but a noisy noise annoys an oyster most."
If, without wishing to be too personal,

we substitute "non-motoring public"
for oyster, we arrive at the head and
fount of the motor cycles offending. The
subject was thoroughly discussed in the

leading, article in last week's issue.

Rear Lights and Accidents.

The National Council of the Com-
mercial Motor Users' Association has

had under consideration the regulations

governing the lighting of road vehicles,

with particular reference to their rela-

tion to accidents, and has informed the

Ministry of Transport and the Home
Office that it welcomes', in the interests of

the public safety, the temporary re
imposition of the provisions of Part 1 of

the Lights (Vehicles) Order, and is of .

opinion that these provisions should be'

made permanent, at the same time urging
upon the Government the wisdom of the
reimposition ot the Lights (Animals)
Order. Road transport will be unsafe,

alike to cyclist, pedestrian, animal
drover, and vehicle driver, if any of the
provisions of either Order should be

allowed to lapse.

Wire wheels manufactured by Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., for aerial ropeway conveyors.

Their comparative size may be )udged in contrast with the Rudge-Multi in the background.

The " Heath-Robinson " vehicle, facetiously assembled for the photographer's benefit, will

not be included in the 1920 Rudge programme I
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Petrol and Profiteering.

The Board of Trade announces that the
Profiteering Act, 1919, Maximum Prices
Order No. 2, which fixed maximum prices

for the sale of motor spirit, has been
revoked. We wonder why!

A £40 Motor Cycle.

A new machine fitted with a 2| h.p.

two-stroke engine, Brampton or Druid
forks, E.I.C. magneto, Amac carburetter,
and 24 x 2in. tyres will shortly be placed
on the market by Mr. F. A. Wastell, of

High Street, Orpington.

A Three-cylinder Radial-engined Car.

A remarkably light car design—the
Cosmos—fitted with a three-cylinder Y
type air-cooled radial engine and three-

speed gear box, will be described and
illustrated in this week's issue of The
Autocar, dated 25th inst.

Cars at Olympia, November ?th to 15th.

The first of the Special Olympia Show
Numbers of our parent journal, The
Autocar, will be published to-morrow,
Friday. The main contents are devoted
to accessories. Next week the Buyers'
Guide of 1920 model cars, with all lead-

ing chassis details, will appear, followed
by the Olympia Show Forecast and
Guide on November 8th, and the Eeport
on November 15th. Motor cyclists (par-

ticularly those migrating to the light

car), who desire to keep themselves au
fait with developments in the auto-
mobile world, should order copies of
The Autocar Special Olympia Show
Numbers.

Motor Speeds at Hitchin.

The local police , have informed the

Royal Automobile Club that, owing to

the excessive speeds at which motorists
have been drivmg in Hitchin, they are

instructed strictly to enforce the pro-

visions of the Motor Car Act. The
R.A.C. is accordingly co-operating with
the Hertfordshire Constabulary to prevent
illegal driving in and about the town,
and the Club desires to issue a warning
to all motorists residing in or passing

through the locality. The Club has also

informed the Chief Constable of Herts.

that it is quite vrilling to provide
R.A.C. " Please Drive Slowly " signs

for erection at the principal entrances to

the town.

A.C.U. Consulates.

There is every reason to believe that

,,-the consular service of the Auto-Cycle
Union will soon be a very valuable

feature of the facilities offered by the

Union to members. Application for the

post of local consul is invited from
members.

An International Conference.

Mr. T. W. Loughborough, Secretary

of the Auto-Cycle Union, is calling a

conference of national bodies in his

capacity as Secretary of the Federation
Internationale des Clubs Motocyclistes.

The meeting will probably be held in

IiOnd<» next December, when the curious

eitnatlon which has arisen in America in

, "sonnection with motor cycling competitions

will be discussed. 'The representative

'American body associated with the

F.I.C.M. is the Federation of American
Motor Cyclists.
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The Ford Type of Motor Cycle.

If present plans fructify, there will

be more than one machine on the market
next year designed to sell at a popular
price. One of these is a large two-stroke

intended for solo or sidecar work, which,

it is ^expected, will be sold at the price

of present-day lightweights.

An Autumn Trial in Wales.

Everything is being done by the secre-

tary and officials of the Liverpool Motor
Club to make the autumn trial a great

success. This will be held next Saturday
over a 115 mile course in Wales. The
trial will start and finish at Birkenhead,
and at about twenty miles from the start

there will be an acceleration test, followed
immediately by a brake test. These tests

will take place between Northop and
Holywell, and at Ruthin, where the first

competitor is due at 12.15. There wUl
be a one and a half hour lunch stop. The
start will be from Hamilton Square, Bir-

kenhead, at 9 a.m., and the finish at the
Woodside Ferry Hotel at 4.58 p.m. An
average of 18 m.p.h. is the schedule
speed.

Benzol or Benzole?

At the Delegates' Meeting of the
N.M.C.F.U., held in Lichfield on Satur-

day evening, Mr. S. Henshaw, of the
National Benzole Association, was asked,
among . other questions, if he would ex-

plain the adoption of the spelling " ben-
zole " by the Association, as opposed to

the spelling "benzol" often used. He
replied that the word " benzol " had a

particularly German flavour, the spirit

being so called in all their text books on
manufacturing chemistry, whilst English
chemists consistently adopted the spelling

"benzole." When the N.B.A. was
formed, the question of spelling was de-

liberated upon, and it was unanimously
decided to use the latter form—in short
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to add the "e" and make it thoroughly
British. Incidentally, we would point
out that this spelling has always been
used by The Motor Cycle.

A Reunion of D.R's.

With a view to arranging a reunion
of D.R.'s of the 3rd Signal Squadron,
R.E., we have been requested to ask all

D.R.'s who served with this unit, or

with the 6th, 7th, and 8th Signal Tj'oops,

to send their address to R. Channon, 6,

High Street, Dorchester.

A Welcome Home.
We congratulate Mr. Humphreys, the

chairman, Mr. R. H. Henderson, the
secretary, and the committee on the great
success which has attended their dimier,
referred to on pace 460, and hope similar

success will be attained with the sug-
gested extension of the scheme.

French Kilometre Records.

The French official kilometre records,

which were held in the suburbs of Paris
during the Show, did not bring together

many competitors. The trials had to

be postponed twice on account of the
weather, and when finally held, on
October 15th, the conditions were only
moderately good.
In accordance with the international

rules, the kilometre had to be covered in

both directions and the average time
taken. Of the five motor cycles the
fastest was Pean's 500 c.c. Peugeot,
which established the record of 32 3-40s.

for the flying kilometre. This is equiva-
lent to 69.5 miles an hour. On his

outward run Pean attained a speed of
74.5 miles an hour. The following are

the results, the time given being the
average for the out and home run :

Solo {250 c.o.).—Alcyon, 60 l-40s.

Solo (350 c.c.).—Alcyoa, 55 ll-40s.; Alcyon, 36s.
Solo (500 c.c.).—Peugeot, 32 3-40s.
Sidecars (1,000 c.c). — Harley-Davidson,

47 ia-40s.

A flashlight photograph taken at the Grand Hotel, Birmingham, last Friday, when 200 local motor

cyclists who had served in the war were entertained by those "who stayed at home."
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THE 1920 INDIANS.
Two Models: 396 c.c. Scout and 997.6 Powerplus.

WE have received advance details of

the Indian models which will be
actually on view at Olympia, but

the machines themselves have not yet

arrived, though we had an opportunity

of inspecting the Scout Model G20 at

the Grand Palais, to which reference

was made in the last issue. This is an
attractive medium-weight mount, which
should be ideal for solo work, but at

the same time quite powerful enough for

a sidecar. It is new in conception, new
in design, and shows several novel con-

structional details ; moreover, it is power-
ful, strong, and 100 lb. lighter than the

Powerplus.

Power Unit of the Scout.

The engine is of the same type as the

Powerplus, but has a bore and stroke of

70x78 mm. (596 c.c). The nominal
rating is 5 h.p., though it actually de-

velops 11 h.p. on the dynamometer.
Roller bearings are fitted to the connect-

ing rod and mainshaft. Large valves

are used, so that a maximum eificiency is

obtained, while the engine, with clutch

and three-speed gear, forms a unit power
plant.

Transmission to the gear box is by
wide face spiral gears running in an oil

bath. A steel disc clutch also running in

oil is provided, which forms' a "smooth

and positive engagement, and is worked
by a rocker pedal on the near side foot-

board. The gears are actuated by a

direct-acting change speed lever on the

casing of the gear box, enabling an easy

change to be made. The rear drive is by
a fin. xiin. chain, which is protected

by means of a chain guard. The gear

ratios are 5 to 1 high gear, 7.7 to 1 second

gear, and 12.2 to 1 low gear. A kick

starter is provided, acting on the main-

shaft of the three-speed gear.

Carburetter and Ignition.

The carburetter is the Indian-Schebler,

and though of the automatic variety it is

capable of being altered to suit atmos-

pheric conditions. We have had consider-

able experience with this type of carbu-

retter, and find that it is capable of

instaiijaneous acceleration without chok-

ing, \thile the slow running is all that

can be desired. A Splitdorf Aero high-

tension magneto, totally enclosed_ so that

it is dust and waterproof, provides the

The 5 h.p. Indian Scout, a model designed

primarily for solo use,

Right-hand view ol the 1920 electrically

equipped Powerplus Indian.

ignition. Lubrication is - by means of

the well-known Indian system of mechani-
cal oil pump, aided by an auxiliary
hand pump.

The Cycle Parts

The frame is of the Indian double tube
type, and is composed of special steel

tubing and heavy drop foreings. The
power unit is suspended at three points,

and has a low centre of gravity, but yet

ample clearance. At the same time, it

is protected by the frame-member which
passes below it.

Spring forks of the Indian triple stem
type with double anchorage for the
handle-bars are used. They are reinforced

by truss rods, and the bushings for the
movable parts are renewable m case of

wear. Double brakes are provided, the

internal brake being foot applied, while
the external brake is actuated by lever

on the handle-bars. Both brakes are in-

dependently adjustable.

The wheels are 26in. x 3in., and are

provided with flat base rims. The wheel
hubs, rims, and spokes are finished black,

while withdrawable axles to the front and
rear wheels are provided, allowing easy
detachability. Front and rear stands are

provided, and have "anti-rattle" mount-
ings.

The petrol tank holds 2^ imperial gal-

lons of fuel, and the oil compartment 2^
imperial quarts ; there is a priming squirt

in the petrol filler cap, and the lubricating
pump IS enclosed in the oil compartment.

The Powerplus Model.

The Powerplus electrically equipped
model has already attained a high degree
of popularity in this country. Its engine

has been improved by the fitting of larger

inlet and exhaust valves ; its bore and

The triple stem Iron;

forb fitted to the new

Scout, showing the leal

springing.

stroke are 79.3 mm. x 100.8 mm. respec.-,

lively (997.6 c.c). RoUer bearings are
fitted to the big end and mainshaft.
In the main the Powerplus model has

not been altered to any very great extent.

It is still supplied with the Splitdorf
Aero high-tension magneto, giving a maxi-
mum spark intensity at all speeds. This
is kept entirely separate from the Split-

dorf direct current generator, which is

driven by a spring wire belt directly from
the engine. The petrol tank holds nearly
three gallons of fuel, and is divided into
two compartments, each with its separate
filler cap and petrol tap. The oil tank
holds 2i quarts of lubricant.

The Transmission.

Transmission is by Renold chains

amply protected by chain-guards, and the

gear ratios are 4.75 to 1 high gear, 7.12

to 1 second gear, and 11.87 to 1 low gear.

The frame is the Indian cradle spring

pattern, which has proved its excellence

during the last seven years. It is com-
posed of chrome Vanadium steel tubing

and heavy drop forgings, while the head
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The 1920 Indians.—

is webbed and of one piece, giving

additional strength. The brakes are

arranged in a manner similar to that

adopted in the \ Scout model. The tyres

are 28in. x 3in. on flat base rims, and
the finish of the hubs, rims, and spokes

is the same as on the previous model.

Enclosed Kick-starter.

The starting mechanism is on the right-

hand side and enclosed, with the quadrant
and pinion running in oil. As before,

twist grip control is fitted. An improved
design of- bell crank levers on the forks
gives greater strength and increased

bearing surfaces.

Minor details are a larger carburetter,

larger filler caps, and numerous other

small innovations.
Reverting to the electrical equipment,

there is an ammeter on the top tube
which indicates at all times the amount

. of current going to the battery and
shows the condition of the entire electrical

installation.

So far as the sidecar is concerned, the

body has been entirely redesigned for
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The Powerplus sidecar outfit, showing the new sidecar body
with enclosed luggage-carrier.

1920. The seating accommodation for

the passenger is most luxurious, and at
the back of the sidecar there is a large

receptacle, which is sufficiently roomy to
take a considerable amount of luggage
as well as extra petrol and oil.

THE 1920 BAT MACHINES.
Renewed Energies of an Historic Firm. Two Powerful Passenger Macliines.

THE Bat motor cycle has been so

long with us that any reference to

these machines cannot fail to interest

our readers. A brief history of the

company is worth recording. The Bat
first appeared in 1902, and, ridden by
those famous experts, the brothers Chase,

soon leapt into prominence by gaining

a long series of records on the Crystal

Palace track. Towards the end of 1904

the origWal firm died, but was revived

by Mr; T. H. Tessier, who had ridden
these machines with considerable success

during the previous season. Under Mr.
Tessier's able guidance, the Bat Motor
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Kingswood
Eoad, Penge, London, S.E.20, had a
prosperous existence until early in the

war, when war work, of course, took

of its old managing director, Mr. S. T.

Tessier, as works manager.

6 and 8 h.p. Models.

Two practically identical models are

now being manufactured—a 6 h.p. and
an 8 h.p., with J.A.P. engines. The old

and long tried system of springing is

retained, which consists in isolating the

seat-pillar and footboards from the rest

of the frame, the shocks being absorbed

by a coil spring in tension.

A feature- of considerable interest lies

in the method of holding the gear box.

most end by tubes funning from the back
fork ends below the chain stays. The
gear box is held by means of bolts

running through longitudinal holes, and
the fact that it is not hanging by its

own weight renders it quite easy to slide

it back and to take up any slackness
there may be in the chains.

It will be noticed that the kick starter

has a partially enclosed pinion on the
gearshaft, and that it is designed to give
the leverage which is necessary when
turning ove.' a powerful engine. An-
other excellent feature of the gear box

The 1920 8 h.p. Bat, the design

of which is on particularly sturdy

r4 I
lines. The spring-supported seat

post, which also carries the rear end

of the footboard will be noted.

preference over motor cycle manufacture,
• SO that it was with great pleasure that

-we heard early this year that it had
'bnce more been revived, with, the son

as, instead of being suspended from_ a

bracket, it rests upon a platform, which
is supported at its forward end close

against the crank case and at its rear-

is that it is provided with a large inspec-

tion cover which can be removed without

interfering with Hie adjustment of the

striking mechanism.
C5
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The 1920 Bat Machines.—

The Bat rear mudguard, lifted up and

resting on the bolt, previously withdrawn
from the carrier stays, thus allowing access

to the tyre.

In many respects the present model
Bat closely resembles the pre-war pattern,

.

but several details and refinements have
•been embodied with a view to its improve-
ment.
The spring forks, however, which have

been so long Associated with this model
are still retained, and it is interesting
to note that the fork arms work on ad-
justable ball bearings, so that any play
which might occur after prolonged use
can be taken up at once.

A Rear Wheel Clutch.

The rear mudguard is now capable of

being lifted up so as to allow of easy
access to the back tyre, and this is

effected by withdrawing the long bolt
beneath the luggage carrier just behind
the large metal enclosed tool case.

~

Contrary to the practice followed by
most makers, the clutch is carried in the
rear hub, and consists of an internal ex-
panding phosphor bronze ring. There is

one pedal on the near

side, the first movement
of which withdraws the

clutch, any further move-
ment applying the ex-

ternal band brake on the

back hub. On the ofi

side of the machine is

another pedal, which
actuates an internal ex-

panding brake in the

same drum as that to

which the external brake
is applied.

The transmission is en-

tirely enclosed, and the
chain cases are easily de-

tachable. The mudguard-
ing has been well de-

signed, and both front and
rear guards are .deeply

valanced.

In the case of the side-

car, the comfort of the
passenger has been care-

fully studied ; it is well-

upholstered, and the wheel is sprung,

the movable portion of the mechanism

The inspection lid on the Bat gear box

may be removed without disturbing the

striking mechanism.

A rear view of the Bat

sidecar, showing the luggage

grid, which is sprung with

the body.

running' on ball bearings. A substantial

and spacious luggage carrier is attached

to the sidecar body, so that the luggage

IS as well sprung as the passenger. The
machines are finished in light grey, and
have an exceedingly attractive appear-

ance.

The Bat on the Road.

We Had a short run on the machine,
which was driven by iSIr. S. T. Tessier,

and found that it pulled well and was
exceedingly comfortable, not only from
the passenger's point of view, but from
the driver's as well.

From whatever point of view the Bat
machines are regarded, it is obvious that

the road experience of practical riders has

dictated the main essentials of the design,

which is characterised throughout by
great strength and robustness.

THE 2ih.p. P. & S.
A Fully-equipped Two-stroke Lightweight.

THIS is a motor bicycle of which we
have had some considerable riding
experience but under another name.

The machine is now handled by Messrs.
Pearson and Sopwith, 60, Mortimer
Street, London, W.l, and is a handy,
moderate-priced little mount, well
equipped and highly suitable for those
who fjrefer a lightweight two-stroke
which is capable of going anywhere.

Since our last reference to the machine,
it has undergone one or two improve-
ments. The tank is of larger dimensions
and now holds 1^ gallons of petrol and a
quart of oil, sufficient fuel being carried
for 130 miles, which is a great improve-
ment on the previous model, the tank
capacity of which was distinctly limited.

The power unit is a 2^ h.p. Villiers,

and the gear box is a Burman, provided
with a kick-starter.

Formerly, the position of the brake
pedal at the rear of the comfortable
aluminium footboards caused the rider's
heel to come in contact with one of the
gear spindles when actuating the brake,
causing considerable damage to the boot.
This has been overcome by placing the
pedal in a more convenient position
forward of the footboard, so that it is

actuated by the ball of the foot, and
C6

the gearshaft having been shortened is no
longer in the way. In actual practice,

we found the two-speed gear, clutch, and
kick-starter to work admirably.
A further improvement lies in the intro-

duction of a chain guard and of a valance
to the rear mudguard.

Reverting to the speed gear, the clutch

is actuated by a lever on the handle-

bars, and very little effort is required

to effect its withdrawal.
The machine is well-equipped, has a

comfortable Lycett pan saddle. Best and
Lloyd drip-feed lubricator, C.A.V. mag-
neto, and either a Brown and Barlow or

Amac carburetter. Two-inch tyres on
26in. wheels are supplied.

There is also a simpler and cheaper
model equipped with an Albion two-speed
gear, but possessing neither clutch nor
kick-starter.

The 2\ h.p. two-stroke P. and S., fitted with Villiers engine and Burman gear box.
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The N.M.C.F.U. Delegates' Meeting at Lichfield.

O^ Saturday, delegates from many
branches of the National Motor
Cyclists' Fuel Union assembled at

the George Hotel, Lichfield, to be present
at the executive and delegates' meeting,
which took place at 6 p.m. Thanks to

the splendid weather conditions prevail-,

ing, the majority journeyed there by road,

and spent the afternoon inspecting, the
antiquities of the old town. A large

party from the Coventry and Birmingham
branches met at Stonebridge, and joined

forces on^ the run to Lichfield, while
amongst others noticed at the ineeting

weje representatives from Derby, Shef-

field, Liverpool, Portsmouth, London,
and Barrow.
The chair was taken by Mr. E. S.

Shrapnell-Smith (president), while Mr.
A. W. Torkington (National chairman),
Mr. W. Ellis (secretary), and Mr. T. W.
Loiighborough (the secretary of the
A.C.U.) Were also ' present.

As questions largely relating to the
selling prices, quality, and distribution

of benzole occupied a prominent position

on the agenda, Mr. S. Henshaw (vice-

chairman of the National Benzole Associa-
tion) was invited to attend, and during
the course of the meeting gave some
interesting information.

Dealipg first with the benzole question,

resolutions were read strongly condemn-
ing the variations in price and over-

charges common in many districts, and
specific instances were given.

Mr. Henshaw, replying, said that
benzole manufacturei-s who were members

of the N.B.A. (and this included the
majority) had made no recent advance
in price. They agreed to sell to the
dealers in bulk at 2s. 3d. per gallon, or

in tms at 2s. 4d. per gallon, and that
dealers were authorised to sell at a profit

of ,5d . -per gallon ; "therefore /any retailer

charging more than 2s. 9d. ' per gallon

was clearly profiteering, and the N.B.A.
was most anxious to have such cases

brought to its notice.

Speaking of the present price of benzole
as compared with the charge of Is. 3d.

per gallon (retail) common in 1913 and
1914, he mentioned that coal, which then
cost 9s. per ton at the distillery, now
cost 28s., while coke-oven men, who
before the war received 5s. daily, now
had a wage of 14s. per day, plus a small
bonus. All other costs were, similarly
increased ; therefore, rather than the
present price of 2s. 9<f. per gallon being
a matter for complaint, he considered
that the manufacturers were to be con-
gratulated on keeping it at this figure.

The output of benzole in this country
he stated to be over twenty million
gallons annually, and still increasing

;

therefore it merely required improved,
distribution to supply all the needs of

motorists in this country. Distribution
was improving, and, given the co-opera-
tion of private motorists, it would soon
be possible to establish its general use.

A resolution, proposed by the Leicester
branch, was next made strongly opposing
the abolition of the Order necessitating
rear lights on cycles, Cattle, and slow-

moving vehicles, and in the discussion

which followed, Mr. F. Murray (Birming-

ham), speaking both as a member of the

N.M.C.F.U. and of the Cla,rion Cyclists'

Club, suggested that the rear light Order
should be maintained, but that, in the
case of cycles, a properly designed reflex
" light " should be considered as comply-
ing with the law. The carrying of rear

lights was not objected to by the majority
of cyclists, provided they were protected

from the petty persecution of the authori-

ties on account of the rear lights being
extinguished .by jolting over bad roads.

A further amendment was added that
solo motor cycles shall be regarded as
" cycles."

The next matter of general interest

dealt with the proposals which are likely

to be made by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer regarding an all-round revision
of motor taxation, and Mr. Shrapnell-
Smith remarked that it was felt, in com-
parison, for example, with a heavy hire

car paying a 15s. hackney carriage
licence, that the motor cycle was dis-

proportionately taxed.

The resolution to be put forward was
that taxation should be upon the wheel
basis, and that motor cycles should pay
2s. 6d. per wheel per annum. This
suggestion met the views of all present
and will form part of the propaganda
programme of the N.M.C.F.U. when these
proposals are brought up at the next
annual general meeting, which will be
held on December 6th at the Imperial
Hotel, Birmingham, at 6 p.m.

The Use of Welding in

Sidecar Construction.

MUCH experience has been gained
during the last few years in the
employment of the oxy-acetylene

welding process in conjunction with air-

craft construction, and it has revealed
its manifold advantages with regard to

ease of manufacture and durability.

Based on this experience, the Birch
Manufacturing Co., Willesden Green,
N.W., have applied the process to a
chassis which tliey propose to place on
the market at no distant date.
A popular model, incorporating a new

spring wheel design, is shown in the
illustration. The sidecar wheel is held
by means of a " knockout '

- bolt through
the hub at the centre of the two longi-
tudinal tubes, which, with the rear cross
member on which they are pivoted and
the front cross member, iorm a cradle

The
Bam CO Chassis

from which Brazed

Joints are Elimin-

ated. A Novel

Type of Wheel
Springing is Incor-

porated.
A spring-wheel chassis fitted with a special " Bamco " body

The spring-wheel suspension,

showing position of the two

coil springs.

sprung with the wheel. This cradle is

attached at the forward end by two links

to a rectangular member free to rock on
an extension of the chassis, and two coil

springs control its movement. The action
of this suspension is

very simple, and is made
quite clear by the sketch.

The springing of the
sidecar body is, although
of standard pattern,
interesting, as the two
coil springs on which the
rear- of the body is held
are suitably, enclosed,
thus excluding dust and
mud &\\A presenting a

smart a.pi>earance. The
coil springs ai-e provided

with a bolt which passes through a slot

in the spring container, arid is then
attached by means of a clip to the rear

cross-member, to which the body is

bolted. The front springs are of the

conventional C spring type. Substantial
tlrree-point mudguard attachments are
fitted to all sidecar chassis, thereby de-

creasing the one possibility of a breakage,
the welded chassis having proved its

strength during the extensive and search-
ing trials recently carried out.

Although not at present available, we
understand that other spring wheel de-
signs will appear shortly. Three other
models will also be produced by the
designer, Mr. H. E. I\Ionti ; all of these,
however, are rigid. The medium-weight
and standard models have 25in. wheels.

C3
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BIRMINGHAM probably has more motor cyclists per
thousaftd of its population than any other city in the
world. Add to this the large numbers of riders in

the immediate surrounding dis-

tricts, and one is not then sur-

prised that the Midlands were well

represented by these motor cyclists' in

every branch of the services fighting in

the great war.
Last Friday evening, two hundred of

those who had returned were entertained

at the Grand Hotel, Birmingham, by a

committee representative of the sport,

pastime, and trade in the Midlands.

Immediately on arrival at the rendez-

vous, it was clear to us that this was

more than a reunion of local motor

cyclists, although, even as such, it was
undoubtedly a great success. What im-

pressed us more was the significance of

such a meeting—a further proof that

motor cyclists form a fraternity such as

does not exist among participants in any

other pastime—and proof, too that the

brotherhood's part in the war has not

been, and will not be, forgotten by those

who "stayed at home." The committee's

scheme is" not finished with a dinner and

entertainment, and endeavour is to be

made to ensure that those who helped to

win the war, and incidentally to place

the motor cycle above the category of

a sporting machine in the eyes of the

public, will not suffer through difficulties

in re-establishing themselves in their

proper place in civil life. Such was the

spirit behind " the welcome home to

Birmingham's service motor cyclists," at

which Col. Sir William Bowater presided

last Friday.

Reunions.

Although th§re were a large number

of clubmen present, we think the majority

were " unattached riders."

Among these we noticed several cases of

the meeting of men who were comrades

in the various fields of war, which shows

that in large cities there may be hundreds

of old comrades who are out of touch

with their fellows, and that a reunion of

this nature must be a great source of

pleasure to men who have battles to

fight again. Representatives of all grades

of the motor cycling public were present

—

but all were motor cyclists, and that

was sufficient, for such is the fraternity

of motor cyclists

that class and
distinction of

any kind are not
recognised. The
man who, before
the war, saved
enough to buy
and run a second-

The cover of the menu designed by
S. Kempson Jones—one of the committee
and also a guest

A 6in. plaque was presented to each
guest—^a handsome souvenir inscribed "A
symbol of the courage and sacrifices displayed
by Birmingham and District motor cyclists

who served in H.M. Forces."

hand machine of ancient make and the owner of perhaps a

stud of machines de luxe had common interests ; motor
cycles before the war, mptor cycles during the war, motor

cycles of the present and the future.

Many of the guests - bore scars of

battle, some were maimed, a few- dis-

figured. When the company rose to

drink a silent toast to those who liad

fallen, one was reminded that the sport
of motor cycling had lost many enthu-
siasts who had helped to make the
modern motor cycle the efficient war
machine it proved itself to be.

The President's Address. .

The president of the movement, Col.

Sir William Bowater, gave a very suitable

address of welcome and referred to the
difficult tasks of motor cyclists in the war,
and paid tribute to the patriotism of

Birmingham motor cyclists in particular.

Mr. Frank Gazard, D.S.M. (the Navy),
Maj. Wilson (the Army), Capt. Joseph, ,

R.A.F., D.F.C. and bar (Air Force), and
Mr. Howard R. Lane (despatch riders)

responded.
Other speakers were Mr. Chas. Hyde

(B.S.A. Co.), Mr. A. W. Torkington
(president A.C.U.), Mr. Ernest Humphries
(chairman of the committee) and Mr. R.
W. Henderson (secretary).

During the evening each guest was
presented with a handsome copper
plaque suitably inscribed—a photograph
of which is reproduced on this page. A
capital musical programme concluded a

most brilliant evening.

A Good Scheme.

We should like to see similar gatherings
in other motor cycling centres. Un-
doubtedly it means a great deal of labour
and tenacity successfully to obtain the
funds to carry such schemes into effect ;,

in which connection it is interesting to

know that the Birmingham function was
brought about by a citizen committee
through the instigation of Mr. Ernest
Humphries of the O.K. firm. It is per-

haps' rather surprising that the stronger

Birmingham clubs did not take a more
prominent part in the work ; in fact, we
heard more than one criticism of the

clubs in this connection, one very

energetic clubman venturing to remark
that the only official acknowledgment of

a member's return to civil life being a
civil demand for

his subscription.

The donations
that were col-

lected by the
committee amoun-
ted a p p r o s i-

mately to a total

of £400.

CIO
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The Whippet

scooter is of the

"sit - down-to-

ride " variety.

The IJ h.p.

overhead valve

engine is nor-

mally protected

by a wire guard.

MANY have been the designs of

motor scooters since the first idea
of elaborating a foot-propelled

machine set the ball . rolling. A con-

siderable amount of controversy has also

arisen with regard to the most suitable

position for the power unit, and some
designs have suffered through the weights
and stresses being unsuitably dis-

tributed. A sound method of construc-

tion, however, has been adopted by W.
G. C. Hayward and Co., Ltd., Beaufort
Works, Cambridge Park, Twickenham,
who have based the design ^ of the
Whippet scooter on motor cycle prin-

ciples.

Features of Design.
-

The foremost of the many features in-

corporated in the design is the 1^ h.p.

four-stroke engine, which is mounted in

front of the rear wheel, and protected by
a collapsible wire cowl. An aluminium
-cylinder, machined all over, is shrunk,

on to a steel liner, and mechanically
operated overhead valves are housed in

the cast iron detachable combustion
head, which is securely held in position

.by four long bolts. A patented exhaust
lift or half compression device is in-

corporated, which consists of a shaft

sliding within the cam wheel bush, and
provided with a small cam which can be
removed - beneath the exhaust valve

THE WHIPPET SCOOTER.
Novel Machine, the Purchase of which includes a Free

Insurance Policy.

^ -a capacity for 250 miles. The large"
portion of the tank holds 1^ gallon of

petrol, which passes through a filter to

the standard pattern Amac carburetter.

All-chain transmission conveys the drive

to the rear wheel, the countershaft being
situated in rear of the tubular saddle
member. The position of the magneto
is somewhat unusual, it being mounted
practically out of sight, on_the near side

of the countershaft, from which it is

driven. The large chain sprocket on the

off side of the countershaft incorporate?

a shock absorbing device, and the gear

ratio at piesent employed gives a reduc-

tion of 9^ to 1.

Internal Expanding Brakes.

The chassis is constructed of twin steel

tubes throughout, and domed front and
rear mudguards are provided. Internal

expanding brakes are employed, that

fitted to the front wheel being operated

rw^^

''^&SU«»ti»

rocker. A steel crankshaft of orthodox
pattern is employed. An unusually long
phosphor bronze bush, however, is used
on the external flywheel side of the
crank case, and an aluminium piston,

Slaving two cast iron rings, is fitted.

Lubrication by splash feed has been
found satisfactory, the oil being fed by
a hand pcmip from the tank, which has

Cylinder head and overhead valves of the

Whippet \\ h.p. engine.

The piston and
connecting-rod. The
former is of alu-

mmium with two

cast iron rings, and

has a recessed

trap. Its unconven-

tional shape is due

to its bein^ cut away
to clear the crank-

tshatt bob-weights

by a Bowden lever on the wide handle-
bars, whilst the rear is foot-operated.
The silencer, which is of special construc-
tion, consists, broadly, of. a restricted

venturi tube, with cooling rings cast

about its circumference.
During the searching tests to which it

has been subjected, the Whippet is said to
have exceeded 25 m.p.h., and has carried
three persons up a gradient of approxi-
mately 1 in 6. The price of forty-seven
guineas includes a free insurance policy

for the period of one year.

PRICES IN 1920.

AT the present time there are many
rumours concernmg the price of

1920 machines. In some quarters
opinion is freely expressed that few full-

powered sidecar outfits will be less than
£200 next year, while in other directions

there are signs that prices may be
lowered. One .cannot imagine, however,
that prices of the present type of vehicle
are likely to undergo any considerable
modification on account of the high cost

of ravi' material and labour. On the other
hand, it is quite on the cards that we
shall Bee passenger machines which differ

IMPORTANT DATES.

AlhoDG Motor Show- Oct. 13th to Nov. 14th.

Oiympia Car Show Nov. 7th to 15th.

Olympia Motor Cycle Show,
Nov. 24th to 29th.

Brussels Show Dec. 8lh to 13th.

Paris Aero Exhibition - Dec 1 9th to Jan. 4tb.

New York Show • - Jasi. 3rd to Jan. 1 0th.

Paric-Nice Trial Feb. 13th to 16lh.

Eirmincham British InJuslries Fair - .

Feb. 23rd to March 6th.

radically from our present ideas and from
conventional practice.

The question arises, however, as to

whether the motor cycle public, which, to

say the least, is a most conservative body,
will be prepared to subordinate its pre
conceived ideas to the notions of the mois
advanced school of designers. We would
remind our readers that it is quite pos-

sible to produce a perfectly satisfactory

article at a price suited to the pockot of

the average motor cyclist, provided that

exception is not taken to somewhat uu
conventional apis^atarice.
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The Four-cylinder Henderson
Some Experiences wi(h an

Increasingly Popular Type of"

Power Unit.

FOR many years- we have realised the

possible future of the four-cylinder

motor bicycle, and have made a

special study of the type, having had road
trials of each model of the Henderson ever

since its first appearance in this country.

We have exceedingly pleasant recollections

of the earlier models, but the new one, which
was described in our issue of July 17th last,

is certainly a distinct irnprovement on its

predecessors. Only those who have driven a

four-cylinder motor bicycle can appreciate

its charm when compared with existing

single or twin-cylinder models, for the sen-

sation of driving is exactly like that obtained

in the handling of a powerful four-cylinder

car. The machine has a wonderful accele-

ration, is an excellent hill-climber, and is beautifully

controllable in traffic. Both clutch and change-speed
gear perform their various functions in an irreproach-

able manner, the saddle is most comfortable, and the

spring forks are excellent.

Our experience with the 1919 model, in contrast

with those of previous years, was with a sidecar. As
a solo machine it is ideal, despite its somewhat heavy
weight, although in this respect it compares very

favourably with most of the American twin-cylinder

machines.

Its Performance in the Team Trials.

While the machine was in our hands, it was put to

a pretty strenuous test. Being brand new, it was first

of all driven fairly easily in gently undulating country,

but, before it left our hands, it had to negotiate the

stiff course selected for the M.C.C. Team Trial for

The Motor Cycle Cup. It will be remembered in that

trial that there were numerous stiff hills with rough

/^"~"

on the Road.

10 h.p.

= 1,168 c.c-

manufacturers

four-cylinder Henderson, the engine of which is 69.85 X 36.2 mm.
-an example of a type which is being considered" by British

surface, and every one of these was negotiated

faultlessly.

The only point which we criticise is the somewhat
unnecessary inaccessibility of certain parts ; for

instance, to detach the rear band brake, which we had
to do in order to replace the lining material, the

whole wheel had to be taken out, and we sincerely

hope that in future models the design will be simpli-

fied so that such extensive dismantling will not be

necessary.

^ As we have said before, the running of the machine
was beyond all praise, while its speed on the level

was all that could be 'desired. We have had for

many years a strong belief in a successful future for

the four-cylinder, and it is after riding a machine such

as the Henderson, which was placed at our disposal

by Mr. J. Robertson-Brown, of Messrs. Robertsons

Motors, Ltd., 157b, Great Portland Street, London,
W.I, that we feel that oiir dreams' are at last being

realised.

Novel Application of a Well-tried Chain.

WE recently spent a very interesting afternoon

at the works of the Coventry Chain Co.,

and there inspected the many processes

through which a motor cycle chain passes as the raw

material is converted into the complete chain ready

for use. Much of the automatic machinery seemed

to be endowed with almost human intelligence in the

way if handled the parts entrusted to it, and more
than human diligence in the way it stuck to its work
so long as the necessary material was supplied. The
automatic feeding arrangements were,, too, most in-

genious and very fascinating to watch, as the small

parts were thrown into position from the supply reser-

voir and thrown back again if they did not take their

place correctly for the succeeding process.

The Coventry Chain Co. is particularly noted for

that type of chain which is designed to take up a

different position on its sprocket teeth as wear

C16

(generally called stretch) occurs, and known as the
" Inverted tooth" chain. (Incidentally, a chain of this

type, illustrated on page 275 in*our issue for September
nth, is a Coventry noiseless chain, fitted to a Rover
motor cycle.)

While we were at the works Mr. Watts showed us

a chain which is new in its application to motor cycles

and cycle <;ars, but not new in itself, for it is but a

small edition of the chain used to drive the " Tanks,"
and supplied by the Coventry Chain Co. It is, in

fact, a double roller chain, and it has an advantage

in strength, weight, neatness, and smoothness of run-

ning over the larger chains designed for the same pur-

pose, but to set against this is the small disadvantage

that the sprockets are slightly more costly, as one

extra process is required in their manufacture, and

the chain itself contains more parts. This chain bc'ng

rather wide suits cycle cars better than motor cycles.
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Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C.

A prize distribution, whist drive, and
dance is being lield at tlie end of Novem-
ber. Tliose members who require tickets

for themselves and friends should inform
the hon. sec. The date has not yet been
fixed. Hon. sec, Mr. S. White, 3, South
Avenue, Rochester. "

Southend-on-Sea and District A.C.

The recent gymlchana proved a great
success and included events for motor
cyclists and car owners. These were of

a novel character, such as changing a
sparking plug between starting and finish-

ing lines, a " Blondin " race, in which
solo motor cyclists had to keep on a
track consisting of boards 9in. wide,
musical chairs, and a slow race.

Ulster HiU-climb.

> The Ulster Centre of the Motor Cycle
Union of Ireland concluded its competi-
tive season with a hill-climb near Carrick-
fergus. The sidecar class did not secure
the necessary number of entries, but the
two solo classes were well supported.
Result : Novices.—W. W. Johnston (3^
Norton), 1; W. T. White (34 Norton), 2.

,

Open—E. Thompson (3^ Rudge), 1 ; J. B.
Johnston (3J Norton), 2 ; W. W. Johnston
(34 Norton), 3.

HiU-climb at Cork.

A hill-climb was held recently by the
Cork and District Motor Cycle Club, the
results being determined on formula.
The times and placings in the various
classes were as under

:

Class I.

—

Solo Machines under 300 c.c.

1. J. Mulligan (2i Triumph) - 55fs-
2. R. Cogan (Wolf) 67|s.

Class II. —Solo Machines, 300-350 c.c.

t. R. S. Russell (2'} Sunbeam) 43ts.
2. E. Harrington (2f Couison-B.) 46|s.
3. O'Donovan (2^ A.J.S.) 5ots.
4 H. Burns (2i .\.J.S.) 48s.

Class III.

—

Solo Machines, 350-600 c.c.

I. C. S. Hosford (4 A.J.S.) sSfs.
./J. Gibbings (4 Triumph) 3715.

'•IR.T. Popham (3i Norton) 37t3.
4. J. A. Wilsun (3J Ariel) 395.

5. J. MendelsoQ (3^ Sunbeam) 4ots.

^ Class IV.—SoLtj Machines over 600 c.c.

Walk over. C. M. Ryan (8 New Imperial) .... 35}s.

Class V.

—

Sidecar Machines under 600 c.c.

I. Mahony (3l B.S.A.) 55s.

a, W. Williams (3J Triumph) 64JS.

^ Class VI.

—

Sidecar Machines over 600C.C.

I. Duggan (6 Enfield) 5ofs.
a. J. Ryan (7 Indian sc.) 5i|s.

In the Pike cup a handicap confined to
those who did beat on formula in their
respective classes, the resulti^ was as
follows

:

Handi-

_^ Time. Handi- cap
cap. Time.

I. C.S. Hosford (A.J.S.) .. 37ts. .. ts. ..37s.
/R. J. Popham (Norton) . 38|s. .. Scr. .. 38JS.
U. A. Wilson (Ariel) 40s. .. ijs. .. 38JS.

4. J. Mendelson (Sunbeam) . 43{s, . . 3s. . . 40(3.

future TEvetits.
Oct. S3.—N.U.C.F.U., Leeds. Smoking Concert,

" Green Dragon."
OCT. SS.—LIVEnPOOL M.C. OPEN TRIAL FOR

RELIANCE CVV.
Oct. B5.—N.U.C.F.V., Sheffield. First Winter

Social.
Oct. S5.~~Soiith Birmingham M.C.C. Trial jor

Sangstcr Cttj).

Oct. S5.—Finsbury Pari: C. and M.C. Tea and
Lantern Exhibition, " The Mitre," Barnet.

Oct. S6.—Rochester, Chatham, and District M.C,
Run to Bodiam,

Oct. 16.—Ilkeston and District M.C.O. Run to
Chatsworth.

Oct. 31.—Meeting of Birmingham Club Officials to
discuss Question of Amalgamation, Chamber
of Commerce, Birmingham.

NOV. l.-SODTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. OPEN
TRIAL FOR PALMER CVP.

Nov. 8.—Birmingham M.C.C. Closing Run.
Nov. 13.—N.M.C.F.n., Leeds. Annual General

Meeting.
Nov. SI.—N.M.C.F. v., Leeds. Whist Drive and

Dance.
Nov. e9.—N.M.C.F.V., Coventry. Run to Olympia

Show.

Finsbury Park C. and M.C.

A tea, followed by a lantern exhibition,
has been arranged for Saturday next, at
the Slitre, Barnet. Hon. secretary : Mr.
J. Evans, 33, Springdale Road, Stoke
Newington, N.16.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

The Birmingham Motor (3ycle Club
reliability trial for the Sangster Cup will

be held on November 8th ; entries close

on November 5th. The trial is organised
as a sporting run, and a circular route

of about one hundred miles has been
chosen which introduces new ground to

Midland - competition riders. Full par-

ticulars may be obtained from Mr. T.
Silver, trials hon. secretary, Frederick
Road, Stechford, Birmingham.

'iTT'iriifrrri
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West Lothian M.C.

A new club with a membership of iifty

has been formed in Bathgate, Linlithgow-

shire. The hon. secretary is Mr. J. S.

Cox, 93, South Bridge Street, Bathgate.

Liverpool Reliance Cup Trial.

The Liverpool Motor Club has a very
sporting course in North Wales laid out
for next Saturday's Reliance cup relia-

bility trial. The trial promises to be a
successful event, as more than forty

entries have been received.

Kidderminster M.C.C.

There were forty-five entrants in the
various events of the Kidderminster
M.C.C. hill-climb held recently near Cleo-

bm-y Mortimer. The gradient of the hill

was 1 in 8 for 2(X) yards, the remainder
averaging 1 in 20. Results

:

Class 1.—350 c.o.
Time.

1. Pritchard (2i/. Viper-Jap) .. .. Im. I3.

2. Griffiths (2^4 Douglas) Im. 1|3.
3. Hayes (2'/i Wolf-Jap) Xm. 22|3.

Class 2.—600 c.o.

t Moule (31/2 Rudge Multi) .. .. 48i3.
t Fletcher iS'A Norton) 4843.
3. Pritchard (2y2 Viper-Jap) .. .. 57|3.

t Dead heat.

Class 3.—600 c.o.
1. Moule (31/2 Rudge Multi) .. .. 47s.
2. Hill (S'/a Norton) 50Js.
3. Radcliffe (4 Triumph) 51|3.

Class 4.—750 c.o.
1. Moule (31/3 Rudge Multi) .. .. 46?S-
2. Radcliffe (4 Triumph) 47is.
3. Fletcher (3'/2 Norton) 49s.

Unlimited Class.
1. 'Fellows (6 James) 42^3.
2. Lowe (10 Henderson) 45|3.
3. MoUlo (3>A Rudge Multi) .. .. 463.

* Fastest time of the day.

Class 6.—Sidecars on Formula.
:. Rhodes Ws B.S.A.) Im. 63.

2. Ivens (10 Henderson) Im. 7Js.
3. Lowe (10 Henderson) Im. 153.

A group of Norton owners at the recent speed trials held by the Nottingham and

District M.C.C.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AD letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and mast be accomeanied by the writer's name and address.

DISSOLVED ACETYLENE.
Sir,—Will Mr. J. W. Pepper, who writes to the editor in

last week's issue of T/ie Motor Cycle as to the advantages
of dissolved acetylene, kindly state where the D.A. cylinder
he speaks of can be obtained ? I have been on the look out
for it for months, but have not found anyone who stocks or
makes it. R. SMART.

MOTOR CYCLING IN ASSAM.
Sir,—In reply to E. T. Lycett-Burd, who writes in The

Motor Cycle for Ocjober 15th enquiring about motor cycling
in Assam, I may be able to give him a few hints, as I have
lived in India fifteen years, and have had all sorts of motors
whilst there.

(1.) lie A.B.C. and sidecar, I cannot give any opinion
on this pai~ticular make, as I have yet to see one, but from
accounts it should be quite satisfactory.

(2.) See above ; the Triumph is excellent, but I am now
riding a Sunbeam.

(3.) In this country.

(4.) Yes, English registration is not recognised out there.

I may add that your correspondent must not lose sight
of the fact that, with the exception of the road from Gauhati
to Shillong and Cherrapoongee, there is hardly a single road
in Assam worth the name. Also, in the rains, he will not
be able to do much, as the roads, being "kutcha," i.e., only
made of soft material, not stone, soon become quagmires.

I have had plenty of motoring experience in India, but
if Mr. Burd has the means, the best he could do would
be to buy a Ford car the7-e, which he can do at less than he
can get one here and take it out. I am a very keen motor
cyclist, but for Assam roads the Ford is the best proposition
I know. Petrol is cheap there, being obtained from the
Assam OU Co. at Digboi. G. F. L. ALEXANDER.

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—With regard to the interesting discussion on " Speed

Wobble," which I have followed in your paper, I do not
claim to have any experience of this phenomenon,' although
I find a 6 h.p. combination very useful. The reason, no
doubt, for my lack of experience may be found in the facts

that (1) I am a poor man (which I know), and (2) I am a
poor bargainer (which I shrewdly suspect), so that I have
never whacked a machine up to 65 m.p.h. on the road, never
having found the requisite machine under me.

I have a theory, however, that the "wobble" may be
due to two causes :

(1.) The camber of the road.

(2.) The gyroscopic action of the engine flywheel and
heavy moving parts at high engine speeds which, when com-
bined with high bicycle speed and, possibly, therefore, with
cause (1) abov*, may produce " wobble " as follows : The
axis of the gyroscope is, in this case, at right angles to the

line of advance or fore and aft line of the machine.
The rider, having "whacked up" to the requisite 65

m.p.h., sees some roughish looking stuff a little ahead of

him, and swerves to avoid it. In doing so, he leans over
(you nuist lean at 65 m.p.h.); this tilts the axis of the

gyro, which causes it to " precess " (as the term is known),
i.e., turn in its vertical plane, or, in plain language, it

endeavours to alter the direction of progression of the

bicycle—but which way, you say ? Now for the heavy guns

of all our scientific friends, I say (without a reference book)

it tends to. alter the direction of the bicycle in the same
direction as the swerve ; it tends to increase- the swerve

;

the rider corrects this, and leans the other way—more

swerve. But, -even if its enormous force tends the other way,

the effect will undoubtedly be disturbing.

We now come to the point as to why slowing down does

not correct this " wobble," and I can only submit the

theory that the various movements of the rider get more
agitated as he finds that his efforts are meeting with no

success, and that, although the gyro speed is reduced,

the rider's movements out of the vertical plane get more

sudden, as I am concluding that the whole thing from

"Speed Wobble Symptoms" to "Nirvana," or acquamtance

with the "Macadam Clan," is a pretty short interval. 'The

causes (1) and (2) are possibly combined with cause (3), i.e.,

failure to sit and grip tightly, as the experienced riders seem

to recommend.
It is hardly necessary, perhaps, to remind those who

try to solve the "wobble" problem of the enormous force

exerted by gyroscopic action. I venture to state that the

problems connected with, say, the gyroscopic action of a

big car flywheel as opposed to that of a motor bicycle fly-

wheel whose axes are 90° different in plane may possibly

prove interesting.

It will at once be objected that machines on first gear

with engines racing ought to "wobble." I can only answer

that they probably do and it does not matter, or that the

rider does not lean over so much, hence less gyro action.

Dalton-in-Furness. - THEORY.

Sir,—With regard to the cause of " speeTt wobble," may
this not be due to unbalanced road wheels? Few people

realise the enormous effect which an unbalanced, tyre valve

can have, especially at high speeds. The unbalanced weight

of the double thickness of the inner tubes where it is joinsd

also has an appreciable effect on the wheel. In fact, when
timing a motor cycle for speed work this question of balance

is much more important than any question of fancy valve

or magneto timing. If the steering wheel were mathemati-

cally true in the vertical longitudinal plane in which the

machine is moving, the lack of balance would not affect the

steering until it had once been moved out of the longitudinal

plane or the straight ahead position. But once the handle-

bars had been moved the slightest fraction vibration would

be set up. The higher the speed, the greater the vibration,

and the longer it would last.

Again, if the wheel is not dead true in its hearings, vibra-

tion would occur without moving the handle-bars at all.

Anyone who has had experience of the destructive effect on

the bearings of a large untrue flywheel will readily confirm

this fact. S. LATOUR HORDLE.

COMPLEXIONS.
Sir,—Now that the cold winds are upon us again, we

lady occupants of sidecars have seriously to consider our

cornplexions, and from- the various uncomfortable means that

I saw used last winter I think a hint would be acceptable

to many. The loose gauze veils often worn really cause

serious chafing of the skin, and an ordinary net veil alone

is of little use, but I find that if one first ties on tightly

a fairly thick Russian net veil under the hat, and then drapes

over the hat a loose gossamer motor veil, this may be

lowered when driving and the under veil prevents any

chafing. I have driven all day with this arrangement, and

find it an admirable protection in every way, but the net -

veil must be tight. Now, a word of warning to my younger

sisters
—"flappers" I believe they are called—do not per-,

severe unveiled when the wind blows from the north or east,

or you will rue it later. . W.M.D.
Golders Green.
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SIDECARS IN THE SIX DAYS TRIAL.
Sir,—Our attention has been drawn to the statement which

recently appeared in -our announcement to the efiect that the
Triumph was the first single-cylinder sidecar combination
to gain full honours in any Six Days Trial.

This claim was made quite in good faith—in fact on the
strength of a report contained in the motor cycling press.

We regret the error that has ci'ept into our announcements,
as both Messrs. the James Cycle Co., Ltd., Birmingham, and
Messrs. Bradbury Co., Ltd., Oldham, assert that a similar
performance has been achieved by one of their machines in

previous trials. It is not our wish to claim any performance
that is not rightly ours.

Will you kindly give publicity to this in an early issue of

your paper? TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., LTD.

JET SIZES.

Sir,—In reply to "C.T." in The Motor Cych of October
9th, my Sunbeam has an Amac carburetter, and runs on 31
jet with a Terry vaporiser. I recently got 80 m.p.g. with
this with three up—one in the sidecar, one on Tan Sad, and
the driver (total weight 25 stone) ; this under normal running
conditions. C. J. SIMS.

Sir,—In reply to "C.T.'s" query in The Motor Oi/cle for

October 9th, I would like to say that I have fitted a W.S.R.
adjustable jet adapter to my Douglas, and am more than
satisfied with the results. The workmanship and design' of

these little gadgets are without reproach.

Possibly "C.T.'s" valve timing is not right, with conse-

quent " blow back " ; otherwise, with the jet properly ad-

justed I am at a loss to accoimt for his high petrol con-

sumption.
By slight turning of the milled wheel an adjustment can

be made practically to the corresponding makers' numbers
of the jets required for each particular purpose.

If this meets the eye of any D.R.'s with whom I have
made acquaintance, I should be glad if they would write

to me. H. EVANS LEACH.
[Letters addressed c/o The Editor wUl be forwarded.—En.]

Sir,—With reference to " C.T.'s " letter in The Motor Cycle

for October 9th, re jet sizes, he asks for experiences with

an Amac carburetter jet adapter (presumably, the W.S.R.).

I tried this adapter on my 4 h.p. Douglas, with the results

be stated, but on altering the level of the petrol I have
obtained splendid results. 1 think that after .a few trials

with different levels " C.T." will not be disappointed with

his purchase. I may add that I have no interest in the

makers of the W.R.S.
' AN O.G.

Oxford.

TEAM PLACINGS IN THE A.C.U. TRIALS.
• Sir,—There is a small error in the provisional list of

awards in the A.C.U. Six Days Trial. The aggregate marks

of the Morgan team are given as 498. It was actually 620

—Morgan 185, James 174, and Greaves 161. The mistake

arose because F. E. Jones (Ariel) was erroneously included

in the Morgan team instead of F. W. James". Jones's score

was 152, which, added to the totals of Messrs. Morgan and
Greaves, makes 498. The mistake was pointed out at the

time to an official and admitted, but doubtless there was
not time to correct it. The prorapt manner in which the

returns were made is most praiseworthy, and will, one must
hope, be followed by other clubs. This small mistake is

not to be wondered at. The Morgan team was fifth, not

seventh, and was second of the passenger teams.

MORGAN MOTOR CO., LTD.

HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR!
Sir,—I should like to make use of a little space in your

valuable paper to express my appreciation of one of those

firms that add a zest to the sport of motor cycling. At the
beginning of the month I was stranded at a httle place

cafled CmUiam, near Canterbury, on a Sunday evening. My
chain was broken in two places, and I had no spare. My
wife was with me, so I could not ask her to walk eight

miles—the distance to the nearest town from which I could
get a train. I had great difficulty in getting the use of a
telephone, but you can imagine my disgust on getting through
to a garage to hear a man at the other end telling me he
could do nothing for me at that time of night. 'That sort

• of thing would have disheartened a less seasoned rider.
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However, by good chance, I hit on the number of G. R.
Barrett, St. Peter's Street, Canterbury, and, though it was
now past nine on a Sunday evening, he at once volunteered
to send 'out a, car. Having towed me into Canterbury, the
manager (I beheve it was) rung up an hotel and secured
rooms for us, then told me the machine would be ready as
early as I wished next morning. Sure enough, at 8.30, in

calling at the garage, I found the machine nad been fitted

with a new chain, the tank filled, and everything ready
for me to continue my journey with the least possible delay.

The A.C.U. met the claim for towing courteously and with-

out grumbling. Usual disclaimer. G. L. BOBBINS.

STRENGTHENING SPRING FORKS.
Sir,—Perhaps the enclosed photograph will be of interest

to you as an addition to a P. and M. spring fork fitted

out in France. The spring (originally from a Crossley clutch)

is nearly 3in. diameter, and is supported at the top by a

The auxiliary springs fitted lo R. W. Payne's P. and M.

turned phosphor bronze bush, resting against the head-pifice

and shouldered to fit the spring. At the bottom is a steel

plate, also shouldered, resting on the crossbar of the forks.

The original main spring is retained, and runs through the

centre of the lot.

The idea successfully prevented a tendency of the forks

to "crash" on bad pave. R. W. PAYNE.

THE A.C.U. TRIALS.
Sir,—Referring to the 1919 Six Days Trial, one cannot

help noticing, with regret, what a very poor percentage of

British-buUt motor cycles entered for this famous event.

We are told in the motor cycle press that the A.C.U. Six

Days Trial is organised for the purpose of showing the
public, as a whole, the latest models and improvements in

motor cycle design, and also io prove their vxirth in reliability

and hill-climbing. We heard rumours of weird and wonderful
designs to be kept absolutely secret until this event, but
the result is most disappointing—I do not think one machine
could show anything at all startling or revolutionary in

design.

On page 317, in your issue of the l8th ult., a list is given
of the competing motor cycles, and I can only count twenty-
eight different British makes. Upon making an observation
in the advertisement columns of the same issue, however,
I count no fewer than eighty odd different machines of

British make. Why, then, have so many manufacturers
failed to show us what their motor cycles can do 1 Where
were such well-known makes as the Bradbury, Premier,
Brough, New Hudson, Singer, Williamson, Rudge, N.U.T.,
etc.? Where, also, were the lightweights—the Calthorpe,
O.K., AUon, Ivy, etc.? Some members of the public were
doubtless waiting to see how these machines behaved, but
they have been disappointed. Is the lack of entries due
to fear of failure, mechanical or otherwise ? Surely not.

Were manufacturers unable to produce their latest model
in time T I doubt it. In my opinion, the reason is that
manufacturers are so overwhelmed with orders that they
vfill not be bothered with entering for the one event of its

kind in the year. E. MEESON.
C23
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COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—I do not agree with your leader in the issue of

October 9th that open events should be open only^ to pro-

fessional riders. It is quite true that the reputation ol a

macliine may seem at times to suffer through " bad amateur
performances," but, nevertheless, the manufacturer should

welcome the amateur with open arms. In the first place,

a number of amateur entries is an indication of the popu-

larity of a machine and the trust which its owners place in

it. Moreover, although the public are no doubt interested

to know the best that a machine can do, they are at least

equally interested to know what it may accomplish in the

hands of amateurs like themselves. Also to bar the amateur
brings in the old difficulty of the definition of " professional."

The public should consider the successes of a machine rather

than its failures so long as amateurs are allowed to compete.

The failures may be due to faulty driving, but the successes

can only be attained by the excellence of the machine.
H. GEORGE MORGAN.

WEIGHT OF LIGHTWEIGHTS IN THE SIX DAYS TRIAL
Sir,—The adverse comments re. weight of 250 c.o. light-

weights in the Six Days Trial seem to me to be quite unreason-

able. It should be borne in mind that the weights included

all accessories, tank full of petrol, lamps charged with

carbide and water, and oil tank full ; all spare tools and
everything necessary for a long tour.

The performances of these machines in the trial prove

that they are capable of doing the ordinary work of a

motor cycle. Now what weight is to be cut? How can it

be done when comfort, cleanliness, and utility are necessary?

Of course, design and better material are slammed in front

of us, as if we did not know anything about them or were
too lazy to trouble. The fact is, experience shows where
weakness exists, and this is not all found out in a Six Days
Trial. It generally takes years to prove whether a design

is satisfactory. When a machine has stood the test of years,

one feels confident that it is right.

A motor cycle frame is subject to all sorts of stresses,

and deflection laterally usually results in skidding. Vibra-

tion from the engine and torque of the engine, due to

driving, sets up further stress. The clumsiness or otherwise

of the driving, and the falls and bumps it receives, all make
it practically impossible to design a frame strictly from
computation of stresses, hence reliance upon experience.

Cost of production is also a factor.

Engines cannot be reduced much in weight unless we are

to speed them up, and this will bring along a whole batch

of troubles to the ordinary rider.

Gears on the whole are not too heavy. Of course, if

reduction in weight. is the sole object, cut them out and
lose utility of the machine. Weight can also be saved by
reducing capacity of petrol and oil tanks. No rider, however,

will agree with this as a good move. Lighter tyres can

be fitted—and who wants them ! Footrests instead of

footboards will save about 2i lb. Weight may also be saved

by cutting down the following items : Mudguards, tools

and spares, saddle, lamps, and other accessories.

I think that most riders will agree that the items men-
tioned are none too substantial nor any too comfortable at

present; and we cannot see how the increased demand for

greater comfort and move substantial fittings can be com-
plied with if they are to be reduced a good deal in weight.

Where then? I say it cannot be done yet, if the machine
is to give satisfaction through years of use and be able to

complete a Six Days course.

It is' worthy o'f note that the lightweight necessarily

carries equal weight to that carried on a heavier machine,

i.e., rider, tools, lamps with generator, speedometer, pump,
horn, and repair outfit, etc. PERCY J. GOODMAN.

THE ADVANCING PRICES OF MOTOR CYCLES.

Sir,—There is a considerable amount of contusion in the

piinds of the buying public at the moment regarding the

way that prices of motor cycles are apparently soaring with-

out limitation.

It appears to the layman looking on from outside that

manufacturers are thoughtlessly striving, without restraint,

to attain the highest standard of charge that their customers

will stand. Profiteering suggests itself, and dissatisfied

grumbling results.

A careful survey of a few very apparent facts helps to

clear the air of a considerable amount of misunderstanding,
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and clearly illustrates the conscientious endeavour with which

the British motor cycle manufacturer has striven to produce

an article to suit the pocket of his patrons.

The only basis upon which can be estimated the value ot a

present-day commodity is comparison with pre-war prices. We
are already paying 100% or more advance upon our present

food and household goods and chattels. The cost of every-

thing is doubled. The reason is not difficult to trace. J. he

war with its trail of waste has to be paid for. A slight

advance in the cost of living heralds .a demand by labour

for higher wages. Higher wages mean higher cost ot pro-

duction with a further advance in cost of all commodities.

This state of affairs has been developing for .some_ time

now, and, commonly known as the "vicious circle, has

advanced the rate of wages to somewhere 100% beyond pre-

war standard.
t x j

New motor cycles, in common with other manutacturea

articles, are produced from raw material extracted from the

earth These raw materials are actually as free as the air,

with the exception of the cost of labour that extracts them.

Here we begin to see light.
. , •

The cost of labour that extracts the raw materials is up

100%, the cost of labour that manipulates the material is up

100%, and the cost of labour that completes the work is

up 100%. But has the price of finished,jnotor cycles yet

reached an advance of 100% over pre-war standard? The

answer is decidedly " No." It is therefore fair to suppose

that until this level has been attained prices will continue

to soar. 1 . 1 ii

Motor cycle manufacturers, when faced with the matter

of post-war production, gamely tackled the problem of

estimating selling prices in their works. Subsequently,

where production has been attained by a few firms, it has

been found that these prices have been seriously under-

estimated.
The makers of castings, tubing, components, etc., are

repeatedly advising their advances ; no definite basis can yet

be arrived at, and daily strikes and other disturbing condi-

tions arise. No wonder the lot ot the manufacturer is

difficult, and no wonder prices soar ! The high water mark

that suggests itself is double pre-war standard. When this

has been reached, no doubt prices will stand firm.

There is, however, a gleam of hope for the future. When
labour questions have been settled, strikes no longer occur,

and steady production can be maintained, massed output

will be possible, and a steady decrease in prices must

surely result.

Lack of understanding causes confusion, and is uncon-

vincing. A considerable amount of present confusion arises

through manufacturers advertising prices when they have

not yet reached production. Subsequent events will prove

in many cases that these prices cannot hold good when

deliveries commence. Comparison is made between these

advertised prices and the advanced prices of manufacturers

who are actually delivering the goods. The well-advised

intending purchaser will bear these points in mind, make his

selection, and place his order now before prices advance

further, rather than i-isk disappointment through indecision.

P. ASLETT COULSON ENGINEERING CO. •

Pked a. Coulson, Proprietor.

\ Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.

\ Issued in conjunction with " The Motor Cycle."

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price By
THEM." The standard handbook on the motor net. post,

cycle—its care and management. Twentieth Edition.

286 pages. 400 illustrations ...
"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."

Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles ' and helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Sixth Edition.

(Second Reprint.)

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth

Edition

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
Ensland anfl Wales. Scotland. London (showing

roads into and out of London and avoiding London).

Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case 4/6 4 /lo

2 16 z /lo

-13

2/3

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE&SONSLtd.,
so, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and

Railway Bookstalls.
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A sejecuoo ot questions of general inceiesi receivcu li-om rcaaers ana our replies thereto. , Ail questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,''
20, Tudor St'-eet, London, £.€.4, and whether intend-d tor publication or not must be as^ompanieu by a stamped addressed envetopefor reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Cylinder Dimensions.

(1.) Could you tell me the

?' bore and stroke necessary for a
I5 h.p. two-stroke engine? (2.)

-2-1 Would it be the same tor a four-

stroke engine?—J.A.S.

(1.) An engine of 1^ h.p. should have a
c.c. of about 175. A bore and stroke
of 60 X 60 mm. would give you approxi-
mately this power. (2.) The same rating
is employed for both two and four-

cyliflder engines.

3^ h.p. Sold as 5 h.p.

I answered an advertisement

^1 offering a 5 h.p. Indian combina-
> tion, 1915 model, and forwarded
-2J the price asked. I found, how-

ever, on delivery that the
machine was only a 3^ h.p. model, and
I accordingly wrote the seller, asking
him either to remit me a portion of the
purchase money, or to take the com-
bination back, as he had misrepresented
it in the advertisement. He refuses

to do either of these things, and states

that his reason for taking this course,

is because, he himself bought the com-
bination as a 5 h.p. Your advice on the

subject would be appreciated.—S.W.N.
We should advise you to place the matter
in the hands of a local solicitor ; in any
case, insist on the seller accepting the
return of the machine. You will be
fully justified in doing this.

Cylinder Removal.
Will you please inform me :

^ (1.) Whether a 1915 7-9 h.p.

> Indian has cylinders which can
-i-i be removed for decarbonisation

without taking the engine out of

frame, a»d is it an awkward job?
After this machine has been

going fast or up hills, the crank case

gets so hot that I can only just bear
my hand on it, and it cools slower
than the cylinders. Is this right? It

goes very well, but the front cylinder

compression is not as good as the rear.

—C.L.W.
(1.) The cylinders of the 7-9 h.p. Indian
cannot be removed completely without
taking the engine out of the frame. The
cylinder heads, however, are detachable,

and you can remove them for decarbonis-

ing purposes. (2.) The heating of the

crank case may be due to conduction from
the cylinders. It is possible, however,
that the piston rings are worn, or that
the slots nave worked into line, and that
a certain amount of the gas leaks into the
crank case. Reasonable heating of the
crank case is usual, and will not adversely
affect the running of the engine.

the

(2.)

An Unsatisfactory Insurance Transaction.

Having my cycle insured
against theft, can I claim the
full insurance, i.e., £80, for

which it is insured ? The in-

surance company claim that it

was negligence on my part to have had
the machine stolen, and thus will not
recompense me. The machine was
stolen while I was calling on a friend,

when I left it outside the house for

about five' minutes.—T.B.

The reply to your query depends upon
the wording of the policy. If there is

no average clause in the policy then the
amount you would be able to claim would
be the £80 you mention, provided the
motor cycle is worth that amount or
more, but if it is worth less, you would
only be able to claim its actual value.

If there is an average clause, and the
motor cycle is worth more than £80,
you would only be able to claim a pro-

portion of your loss, according to the re-

lationship the £80 bears to the value of

the motor cycle, thus, if the motor cycle

was worth £100, you would only be

insured for four-fifths of its value, and
would, therefore, only be able to claim

four-iifths of the

£80. It is so

very usual for a

machine to be
left outside a
house when
calling on a

Mr. Graeme Fenton, general manager ot

the French A.B.C. Company. Mr. Fenton,

who is an Englishman, has spent most of

his life in France, and is welt tcnown as

a competition rider. He was formerly

connected with Clement Fr^res.

friend that one would hardly imagine
that any insurance company would regard
it as an act of sufficient negligence to

deprive you of your right to the insurance
money.

Obscure Troubles.

, Will you advise me on the
following points ? (1.) My side-

car pulls the machine over to

the left to a painful extent.

The wheels are upright, and the

sidecar wheel is turned very slightly

inwards. The sidecar axle is about
three inches in front of the rear wheel -

hub. When I have no passenger, and
put a hundredweight sack on the side-

car carrier, the machine runs straight.

I have had the body moved two inches
backwards, but this has had no effect.

(2.) When engaging the clutch it re-

fuses to take up the drive, unless tlie

engine is running very slowly, which
makes it impossible to start on a hill.

If the engine is running fast, letting

in the clutch makes no difference.

When once going, I have no trouble

;

the clutch does not slip, and it is

easy to change gears.—W.H.D.T.
(1.) The alignment of your sidecar
appears to be in order, and we are there-,

fore at a loss to suggest the cause for

the difficult steering. You might try

setting the sidecar wheel very slightly

outwards, so as to bring it parallel with
the motor cycle. (2.) In the first part
of your query you suggest that the
clutch is slipping, but later 'you state

definitely that it does not slip. We
think that as you are quite close to the
manufacturers, your best course would
be to submit your machine to their in-

spection.

Two-stroke Lubrication.

I have a lightweight two-
^n stroke motor cycle. It is lubri-

5' cated by a drip feed method,
-2J which is not satisfactory, as one

cannot see the oil dropping when
riding, it being fixed to the. bottom of

the tank, and when hill-climbing or
going at liigh speed the engine over-
heats. Would the petroil system be
satisfactory in this case, and what are
the disadvantages of the system (if

any)?—O.A.G.
We should not advise you to change to
the petroil sj'stem, which is exceedingly
messy, though it is otherwise satisfactory.

A better method would be to fit a
diftVient form of drip feed of the Benton
and Stone or Best and Lloyd type, in

which the flow of the oil can be" cle;«.'.y

seen.

BI5
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Electric Lighting.

Will you kindly tell ine what,
ill your opinion, is the best

method _ of electric lighting for

a motor cycle and sidecar (not

dynamo) ? Something cheap, as

I do not run one motor cycle long. Is

it advisable to convert gas lamps into

electric.—L.B. -

If you do not wish to use a dynamo,.
and only require the lamps occasionally,

we should recommend an accumulator set.

Gas lamps may be converted into electrics,

and various converters are on the mai''

ket for this purpose ; they are advertised

by many accessory houses.

N.S.U. Gear Repair.

I have an N.S.U. two-speed

^1 gear with adjustable pulley

^ which is slipping on low ge,ar.

.

-^ All the internal mechanism is in

perfect order. I have had it

down several times, and I might also

mention • that it is properly put to-

gether, but still unable to pick up
drive in low- gear—only screams.

—

H.F.
The N;S.U. gear does not usually slip

badly on low. Possibly the l6w gear
clutch plate is badly worn, or maybe the

_ forked U piece having the inclined planes

which withdraw the operating bolt is

worn, or does not rise enough fully to

engage the low gear clutch.

Licences and Taxes.

I am going to buy a second-

hand motor cycle. Would you
be kind enough to tell me how
much I shall have to pay in

licences, and where to obtain
themjr—W.W.

Before commencing to use a motor cycle

it is necessary that it should be regis-

tered (5/-) and the Inland Revenue tax

(£1) paid upon it. You should also hold
a driving licence (5/-) yourself. Regis-
tration is effected by the local police

authorities. The Inland Revenue tax is

paid at the post office, and the driving
licence is usually obtained from the same
authorities as the registration number.
You will get all the necessary informa-
tion from the local municipal offices.

Compensation {oi Accident.

When going round a bend re-

cently, I collided with another
combination, the driver of the
latter being on his wrong side. I

had riot a chance to pull up, as

I did not see him until too late. As it

was, I managed to swerve a little to

the centre of the road, thus minimising
the crash. He admitted his liability,

inasmuch as he at once paid me a sum
of money. I have witnesses to prove
he was to blame. On getting an
estimate for repairing my sidecar, I

find it more than double Jhe sum he
paid to me. (1.) Can I claim the full

damages from him ? I gave him no
receipt for the money. (2.) Could he
claim the settlement to be complete, as

I nominated the sum he paid?—W.E.C.
(1.) If the driver with whom you collided

made a payment as compensation at the
time of the accident, he certainly admits
responsibility, and you will be able to
claim the full damage from him. (2.)

By the second question, we presume you
mean that you are not entitled to make a
Rr6

further claim upon him, as you asked for
a certain amount, which he paid you. We
do not think that this has any bearing
upon the settlement of the final claim
unless you stated definitely on a receipt
or otherwise that the money received was
in complete settlement of your claim.

Fitting a Twin Magneto.

(1.) Would a 45° twin mag-
neto fitted to a 50° twin engine
work satisfactorily ? (2.) Would
it improve magneto to file 5° off

one of the segments?—G.C.

(1.) It would be possible to use a 45°

magneto on a 50° engine. (2.) You
may find a slight alteration to the cams
necessary, btit we should advise that you
first experiment by using the magneto'
as it is. In any case it will not be neces-

sary to remove irrore than 2^° from the
cams, and it would be best to take half

of this from each cam.

Maximum Speed Attainable.

Would it be possible for a -

?' I specially built racing . motor
cycle to attain a speed of 80

-2J m.p.h. on a clear _ and level

stretch of road? By "attain a
speed of 80 niTp.h.," I- mean to touch
that speed in a spurt of approximately
300 yards, and not to maintain it for

any length of time. Also, what is the
maximum speed attainable under the
same conditions?—G.E.M.

It is easily possible to obtain a speed of
80 m.p.h. on a specially built racing motor
cycle. The maximum speed attained in
this country is slightly over 93 m.p.h.
for one kilometre distance, the machine
used being a 7-9 h.p. Indian.

OCTOBER :23rd, igig.

SPAMLET.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
CONGLETON TO HALIFAX.—W.P.A.

Congleton, Buxton, Chapel-en-le-Frith,
Glossop, Dunford Bridge, Honley, Hud-
dersfield, EUand, Halifax. Approximately
60 miles.

Leicester to Sc.iKBOROUGH.—I.M.
Leicester, Melton Mowbray, Grantham,

Lincoln, Brigg, New Holland (ferry),

Hull, Beverley, Driffield, Bridlington,
Filey, Scarborough.

SoiTTHrORT 10 Caerphilly.—W.W.
Southport, Liverpool, ferry to Birken-

head, Chester, Whitchurch, Bridgnorth,
CleobuTy Mortimer, Ludlow, Leominster,
Hereford, Abergavenny, Pontypool, Maes-
y-Cwmmer, Caerphilly.

Newport to Bury St..Edmunds.—C.W.M.
Newport, Gloucester, Cheltenham,

Stow, Chipping Norton, Banbury, Brack-
ley, Buckingham, Stony Stratford, Wol-
verton, Newport Pagiiell, Bedford, St.
Neots, Cambridge, Newmarket, Bury St.
Edmnnds. Approximately 170 miles.

Birmingham to Lakes (avoiding Black
Country and Lancs).—C.W.B.

Birmingham, Taniworth, Ashby-de-la-
Zouch, Castle Donington, Long Eaton,
Nottingham, Mansfield, Worksop, Don-
caster, Ferrybridge, Sherburn Tadcaster,
Boston Spa, Harewood, Otley, Ilkley,
Skipton, Gargrave, Settle, Ingleton,
Kirkby-Lonsdale, Kendal, Windermere.

Avon Extensions. ,

The Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd.,

have recently opened new branches in

Leeds and Belfast.

M-L Magnetos in the Six Days Trials.

Out of the 111 machines which started

in the Six Days Trials, ten were equipped

with J'PL magnetos, and nine of them,

representing five different makes of

motor cycle, secured medals.

Triplex Goggles.

We have lately seen a pair of goggles

which are specially suited. to ladies' use,

being fitted with an adjustable elastic

band. They are made by the 'Triplex

Safety .Glass. Co., Ltd., . 1, Albemarle

Street, London, W-.l, and owing to their

non-splintering qualities should appeal to

motor cyclists of either sex.

The Righy Gear.

Mr. E. J. Rigby, patentee of the Rigby
selective clutch gear, deaigued to. iit

existing machines, has made arrangements

for these conversion sets to be made by
ilessrs. Newcombe Brothers, automobile

engineers, Zelland Road, Stocktou--on-

. Tees. Particulars of these sets can be

obtained on application to Mr. E. J.

Rigby, Prescot Road, St. Helens, Lanes., •

or from the makers as above.

Wilkin Motors, Sheffield.

We regret that an error occurred in this

column recently (page 380, October 2nd),

when we stated that Mr. G. W. WiUiin,
of Sheffield, had withdrawn his activities

from the firm of Wilkin Motors. Mr:
Wilkin actually owns the latter firm, and'

theljusiness in which he has relmquished
his interest 'is that of G. W. Wilkin and
Co., which now trades under the style

of Wilkins and Co.

Amalgamation.

We are informed that the businesses

of Brown Bros., Ltd., London, and James"
Thomson and Son (Motoii Factors), Ltd.,
Edinburgh, have amalgamated. Jlr. J.

Albert Thomson, chairman and managing
director of the Edinburgh company, be-

comes one of the maiiaging directors ' of

Brown Bros., Ltd., while several of the
London company's directors will join

the Edinburgh board.

A Satisfactory Lubricant.

It is interesting to note, in connection
with that portion of the A.C.U. English
Six Days Trial which refers to the
famous test hill, Bwlch-y-Groes, on which
so many machines failed, that Rex Jlundy
on his Matchless combination, with a
twelve-stone passenger, experienced no
trouble whatever. JIundy ,was a gold
medallist, and also received a fuel prize.

He used Coolie oil throughout for engine
lubrication, and found it entirely satis-

factory, and had no trouble with any of
the hills at any time during the trial,

although his low gear was only 12 to 1.
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IWOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
A.J.S.

I
(ftlS A.J.S. Henderson, Elite sidecar, Xucas dynamo

\-*y lighting set, spare wheel, mechanical horn, etc., as

lew; £180, or best oSer.—Tomkinson, Clifloid House.
?iewe. [X5959

A .J.S. 5-6h.p, Combination, 1914, all accessories, justi returned from makers after overhaul, in perfect

ondition ; £125.—Maynard, 29, Lansdowne Grove, Neas-
en, Loudon. [X6134

,A .J.S. 1914 Combination, heavy tyres, speedometer,
ri. perfect condition, small mileage, Gloria sidecar,

n'nd screen; any trial; £130, or offer.—8, Dysart St.,

i'insbury, E.C.2. [8969

A .J-S. 1914-15 6li.p. Combination, everything as new,
vi tools, lamps, horn, speedometer, tyres perfect

;

.1125; by appointment.—C.S., 6, Neville Court, St.

"ohn's Wood, N.W. [8942

[.C|19 A.J.S. Combination, fully equipped regardless
L t7 of- cost, carefully driven by expert mechanic

;

oy trial and examination here to prospective pur-
haser; ISOgns.—4, Oxford St., Lincoln. [S6299

\ .J.S. Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear,^ chain drive, £16 recently spent on complete over-
aul, enamel and plating excellent, tyres as new, Cowey,
uggage carrier; £105.-3, Regent St., Rugby. [X4600

LQ19 'A.J.S. Combination, not done 500 miles,
Lt/ lamps, horn, screen, spare wheel, etc., like new
1 every respect; what offers?-Apply, E. F. Rider,
lectory Farm, Low Catton, Stamford -Bridge, York.

[X4140
,

A .J.S. 1918, 6h.p., new April. 1919, spare wheel,
,

va. Henderson Elite sidecar, wind screen, apron, Lucas I

imps, Klaxon, mirror, condition as new; any exaraina-
ion; £155, no offers.—Knight, Farndon Fields, Newark
rotts. . [8695

A .J.S., 6h.p., 2-speed, countershaft, kick start, banc-^ clutch, Phcenix torpedo coachbuilt sidecar, 3
ew lamps, 3 heavy tyres just fitted, smart reliable
lachine; £80, or near offer; seen after 6 p.m.—140-
.larley St., W. [9204

A .J.S. Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutchi kick start, Amac, Cowey speedometer, 3 lamps,
cm, luggage and petrol carriers, stored 3 years, fullv
isured; best ofEer over £95.—Cookson,- 12, Spring St.
irawshawbooth, near Manchester. [X623e

:*h.p. 1914 A.J.S. and sidecar, smart, reliable ma-
j

-» chine, all-chain drive transmission, 3-speed 1

ountershaft gear, including hood, screen, lamps, side-

:

ar lamp,- Stewart warning .signal; the complete com-
ination £110.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,
.ondou. [9439

1

JIQie 4b. p. A.J.S. Combination, as supplied by firm,
|i-t/ lamps, mechanical horn, apron, tools, in splen-

I

id condition, stored 2 years during war; expert exam-
ination and trial run invited; seen any time after 1

|.m. ; price £115.—H. Perry, Lower Writhlington, Ead-
tock, near Bath. [X6069

j
Q18 Russian Model A.J.S- Combination, spare

Lt/ wheel, Easting wind screen, 3 electric lamps.
)erfect mechanical order and condition, 710x90 steel-
tudded tyre back wheel, 700x80 on others, practically
icw; £160; with complete insurance policy.—Haddon.
\orth St., York. [8735

A -J-S. and Sidecar, 1918, military model, 6 weeks
ta. old, makers' guarantee, si>eedometer, D.A. set
ilasting screen,, spare wheel, for sale after October
:5th, absolutely perfect, extra tyre, tube, valve, and
ools, best offer over £175; also £10 deposit on
'remier super-fun about, -offers ?—Collins, 2, Water St
.^byl. [S5796

AUdays.
;'A LLON. — CafEyns; Ltd., Eastbourne, for deliver'^
-J- shortly. [0017 .

A LLOlsr 234h.p., 2-8peed, accessories, little used; £48.-
!^ —3, Syr David's Av., Cardiff. [8756 •

A LLDATS Matchless, 4h.p., S-speed, clutch, C.B.

'

^ sidecar, Bosch; £65.-7, Fieldway Crescent, High-
'ury. [9238

,

A LLDAY AUon, 2%h.p., 2-speed, in perfect order ; i

"*. £45 ; fully equipped.—262, Blackhorse Lane.
I

valthamstow. [8885
j

A LLON, 2-sp6ed clutch model, tip-top condition
-»- throughout, lamps, horn, tools; £50.—Parker's. I

{radshawgate, Bolton. [X6191

JONES' Garage, special agents for Alldays Alloa,

'

Broadway. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside
arade. North Finchley. [2931.

>.3.h.p. Alldays Allon 2-speed, 1916, tyres nearly new,
*'» engine perfect; bargain, £45; after 6 p.m.—189,
'rove Lane, Camberwell. [8820

I Q19 Alldays Allon, fitted with Lilcas lamps and
»-t/ horn, mileage 400; £75.- Charles Moxham and

32, Torwood St., Torquay. [8800

iQie Alldays Allon, 234h.p enamel and plate un-
Lt/ .scratched; bought combination; £38.—Hinton,
utcher, Mitcham Rd., Croydon. [9321

i LLDAYS-VILLIERS. 1915,_. , , 2iAh.p. , lamps, horn

,

fast; £35; Satiirdav after 1 o^cIock.—27, St,
tart's Crescent, Regent's Park, N.W.I, [9124
\LLON 1918 2^ih.p., 2-speed, discs lamps, horn,
-^ full insurance till J'une. 1920, nearly new
aimer cord rear tyre; £60.-37, Montagu Rd.,
endon, N.W.4. [9099

A COMBINATION

Very Hard to Beat.

As Sole Distributing

Agents for London
and Home Counties

(since 1 91 0) Godfrey's

Ltd. are in a position

to give most favour-

able Deliveries.

Illustrated Catalogues

will be ready in a few

days.

Write for your copy

NOW.

All orders received

will be executed in

strict rotation.

Bodfrey's, Ltd.,

208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.I.

'Phone : 7091 Mayfaip (2 lines).

MOTOK CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

ALLON 1917 23-ih.p., 2-speed, hand clutch, lamps,
horn, etc., splendid condition; £60, or nearest.

—

2, Flora Rd., South Yardley, Birmingham. [X6310

ALLON, 2'54h.p., 9 weeks old, makers can fib 2-speed
and clutch in about fortnight; any reasoitable

offer Ht;cepted.—A.J.G-W., 23, Frances Rd., Hands-
worth, Birmingham. [X5935

ALLON, latest model, in stock, £70, lamps, horn, and
registration, £5 extra; fitted with Canoelet Minor

sidecar, a very sporty outfit, £17/10 estra.—J. C. Phipp,
Sherston, Malmesbury, Wilts. [8699

r.O.C.H. have a 1919 Alldays Allon actually in
stock, and brand new.—F.O.O.H. (Fair Offer Car

House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead
Tube). "Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9464

ALLDAYS Matchless, engine recently overhauled,
new gudgeon, silencers, magneto platform, etc..

fitted, Sturmey 3-speed clutch, tremendously speedy,
climb anything solo, lamps, horn; nearest to £40
secures; buying combination.—L. J. Williams, Fern-
dale, Priory Park Rd., Bath. [X4634

F.O.C.n. for the new Allon de Luxe, 2-speed, kick
starter.-Book your order now for early 1920

deliveries, starting January. Our motto, "Strict
rotation and no premiums."—F.O.O.H. (Fair Offer
Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-
stead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9469

Ariel.

1Q19 5V^.\). Ariel Combination; £120, or higher
-i-*^ offer.—Graves, 10, Eachway, Eednal, Birmins-
ham. [X6077

JONES' Garage, special agents for Ariels, Broad-
wav, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2929
"1 Q 1 9 3y2h.p. Ariel Combination, head, side, and
Jiiy rear lamps, new condition; £115, or nearest.
—Slade, Garage, Penn, Bucks. [SSO-*

ARIEL 1914 3Kh.p., 3-speed, kick start, and trade
sidecar, excellent condition; £55; would separate.

—Hobbs, Meadvale, Redhill, Surrey. [9262

"IQ19 S^Ah.p. Ariel Combination, delivered last veek,
X*/ too late for owner: £130, or best offer.—Statham,
Packingtou Rd., Ashby-de-la-Zouch. [X6213

ARIEL 3i/'li-P-. 1919» new, tick starter, 3-speed,
immediate delivery; London agents; AlllO.-Dr.

Gibbons, Globe Hotel, King's Lynn. [9343

ARIEL, 3V'h.p. and 6h.p.; early deliveries; all

spare part stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Ex-
pert, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester. [4020

"1 (ft 19 Ariel Combination, Ariel sidecar, delivered June,
Xt? head, sidecar, rear lamps, horn, £4/15 insurance;

bargain, £143.—Ellis, Ogle. Terrace, South Shields. [8694

|Cfcl4 3yoh.p. Ariel Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed,

Xt/ hood,' wind screen, lamps, speedometer, tools, etc.,

excellent condition; £68/10.^436, Whitehorse Rd.,

Thornton Heath. [9276

"1Q14 4h.p. Ariel Combination, 2-speed, F.E.', 1919
XJ/ B and B., U.H., decompressor, spares, head,

rear lamps, tools; no dealers; £68.-76, Station Rd.,

Huncoat, Accringtou. [X5997

ARIEL 3y2h.p., 3-speed, kick starter, believed 1918,

fltt-ed with Ariel best sidecar, hood, screen, Binks
carburetter, speedometer, pulls like a sis ; 95 fins.—

Driscoll, 58, Woodfleld Ed., Ealing. [8693

ARIEL 1917 SV'Ji-P- Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,

3-speed countershaft, kick starter, clutch, electrio

liEhting. splendid condition; reasonable trial, appoint-

ment; £95.-56, Wellington St., Hertford, Herts.
I.i.5975

ARIEL 1919 (April) 6h.p. Combination. S^speed.

countershaft, MiUford sidecar, lamps, horn, tools,

spares, Tan-Sad, overalls, insurance ; nearest to

£140.—Oglesby. 12, Leaside At., Muswell Hill, N-10.

O C H have a 1919 6-7h.p. twin Ariel coach

^ combination, fully eduipped, small mileage, per-

fect throughout.-F.O.O.H. (Fair Offer Car House .

5 Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube).

Phone : Hampstead 3752. [9459

AEIBI, 5-6h.p. Twin Conohbnilt Combination, 3-speed

countershaft, 3 electrio lamps, switchbox witli am-

meter, good tyres, spare valves, covers, belt outfit m
good condition; any trial; ^ipO-

1<"1|?V/'***'^ ?-rt',%"i
ings.—Simpson, 77, Netheiwood Kd., W.14. Li.o,J5J

1Q19 Ariel 6-7h.p., 3-speed, K.S., handsome new
-LI/ sidecar fitted with screen, complete with lamp,

horn, and all accessories, delivered August, as new:

price £140, or near offer. This outfit is a bargain, anrt

cost over ilSO.-Ormerod, Wroxham, Norfolk. [X6377

Arno.

ARNO, S'Ah.p., 3-speed hub gear, tyres good, ia

good running order, with wicker sidecar ; £38,

quick sale.—Enfield Farm, Godmanchester, Hunts.

Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL, iirsfc-class order, all fittings; 10 gns.

—29, King's Rd., Reading. [8894

UTO-WHEBL Model d» Luxe, good condition : firs*

£9 secures.—Brierley, 30, Brewerton Ed., Oldliani.

F

A
All letters rel.iting to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. bI9
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. MOTQR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-WKEEL, little used, £13; 20in. trout Tvlieel

with trie and tube, £2.-29, Marcus St., Car-

narvon. ' [X6180

WALL Auto-W-heel, small mileage, in running orderj

£12, or offer Inwood, Cookham
[8726

J. Youn
Bean, Berks.

AUTO-WHEEL, late model, excellent running order,

Inst, powerful; £16; call Sunday.—10, Baronsmead

Ed., Barnes. 19089

AUTO-WHEEL and Rover cycle, in good condition;

£15; would separate.—King, The Stores, Coxheatli,

near Maidstone. 1X5992

AUTO-WHEEL, with cycle, splendid condition; £20.

—18, Bellevue Gdns., near Swan, Stockwell, Clap-

ham Rd., S.W.9. [9376

AUTO-WHEEL, attached gent's cycle, all accessories,

new nnnlop tvies. excellent condition; ^27;iO.--

Wigginton, 10, Wnlpole Gardens, Chiswici. L8953

WALL Auto-Wheel, £12/10, splendid condition,

original tyre; Chater-Lea tandem, £12/ 10, bar-

gain; trial.—33, Guildford Ed., South LamTjcth. [8713

TXTALL Auto-wheel, with gent's Eudge-Whitworth
W cycle £14- without cycle, £10; carnage paid;

bargain.-Kimber, The Forge, Patsham, near Brighton
[S6104

AUTO-WHEEL, perfect, climb Putney Hill witn

12st., 12 gns.; with weatherproof cycle, 21 gns.

;

genuine bargain; running daily.—101, Hurlingham Rd..

Putney Bridge. [.!l.bll2

Bat.

BAT-JA.P., 6h.B., a real flier, in splendid running

condition; nearest to £35.-H. Durin, Forrestfleld

by Airdrie. LX6335

8h p Bat-Jap, spring frame, Mabon clutch, nearly

new belt and tyres-, just been overhauled; £50;

or exchange lower power and cash.—56, Scales K,a.,

Tottenham. [9111

BAT-J A.P. ah.p., countershaft, 3-speed, clutch, kick

start, comiination, perfect running order; trial;

£76- take part in old car, condition essential.—WW
16, Brantwood Rd.. N.17. [9105

BAT 8h p. Luxurious Combination, 3-speed kick

stoiter, (ilntch, J.A.P. engine, fully equipped, con-

dition as new throughout ; trial or examination --

Parker's, Biadshawgate, Bolton. L.!^6ia^

LATE 1914 -Bat and coachbuilt sidecar, 5-6h.p. J.A.P.

engine, Bosch mag., chain-cum-belt drive, Stewart

soeedonieter, horn, lamps, and complete set accessories,

in splendid order ;
price £80.-Apply, 94, Bishop s Man-

sions, Pulham. London, S.W.6. Li-59bl

lOiS 6h.p. T.T. Bat-.Tap, spuing frame, 3-speed, kick

J-if etai-t, complete with Canoelet sporting sidecar,

painted to match, disc wheels, combination just de-

livered, yery faet; price £155.-81, Lakeside Ed.,

Palmer's Green, London, N. 'Phone: Palmer's Green

828. [^711

Blackbume.

STANLEY ETJSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent for Blackbume motors; early dehvery. [4016

BLACKBURNE, 4h.p., 1919 (Sept.), used about 100

miles; best offers.—Jas. Ross, 36, Mansfleld Av.,

Cambuslang. £8883

JONES' Garage, special agents for Elackburnes,

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside
Parade, North l/'inchley. [2932

1 OJ-9 4h.p. Blackbume, in stock at list price plus
JL«7 delivery charges, brand new.—Wright's Garage,

Saffron Walden, Essex. [X6374

1 019 411-?- Blackbume, sporting model, 2-speed,

La brand new; £85- 'Phone : Gerrard 4227.—
Write, Box L4,919, c/o The Motor Cycle. [9029

Bradbury.

BEADBtJET 4h.p. 3-speed Combination; £65, bar-

gain —Bidge Cottage, Coleridge Ed., N. Pinohley.
' [9087

BEADBURT, in good order, with 2-speed and eide-

car lamps, etc. ; £48.-86, Church Ed., Willesden.
[8704

BRADBURY 1915 4h.p. Combination, Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed; £60.-298, Lees Rd., Oldham.

[X6293
BRADBURY 4h.p., 1913, T.T. bars, good order,

ride away; £34.—Arnold, 85, Suffolk St., Pop-
lar, E. / [9298

NEW IMPERIAL, 8 lt.p,

J.AJ>., twin engine, S-speed,

clutch, all chain drive,

cosKh built sidecar,

W.D. ail weather

models. Makers ^^<^^ROVER,
Price, £144 18 V^j^v'eh.p. J.A.P.,

OUR PRICE^^^i^/twfn engine, 3-

£ 1 3 5. .^^^^peed, clutch , chain-

r^^rcum-belt drive, coach-

wliuiltsidecar.Makers Price,

[*••», £152 10 OUR PRICE, £125

SECOND
HAND

4Up Biadbury, 1914, renovated by malieTa, new E.

and B., pilot jet. lamps, etc., tyres good -^ -^

£36—McCormack, Avenue, Northwich.
about

[X6259

6h p. Bradbury and Sidecar, 3-speed, hand clutch,

air chain, just overhauled, - new? tyres, 1914;
£95.-43, Sydenham HiU, S.E.26. [9059

BRADBURY 4h.p., 3-speed, Bramble coachbuilt side-

car, good appearance, sound, fully equipped, speed-

ometer, etc.; trial; no offers; i:65.— 8, St, James' Ter-

race, Leicester. [X6283 i

BRADBURY, 1914, 4h.p., 2-speed N.S.U., F.E.,
K.S., Bosch waterproof, large aluminium foot-

boards, spring forks, nearly new heavy Dunlop hack,
mechanically perfect; £48.—Seen, Brentham Garage,
Queen's Walk, Ealing. [9398

MOIOR CYCLES FOR SAt£.
Brough.

1 Q16 Brough, SVsh.p,, jQat twin, 2-speed, good con-
-L *^ dition ; ^£70 ; escliange considered.—J. O. Mar-
shall, Ilusking.ton, Sleaford, Lines. [XSeEl

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle ol
Man Only.—Brough enquiries.—JT. Blake and Co.*

Official Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. [7039

"I
019 Brough 5h.p., done 300 miles, and nsw spott-

-»-"*' ing sidecar, lamps, horn, smart and speedy;
£150, or nearest.—Advertiser, 1, Park Parade, Cam-
bridge. [X63I76

BROUGH 1915 3V2h.p., 2-speea, lamps, Klasojt;
no reasonable offer refused, or Douglas taken m

part exchange.—Whitehead, 77, Marylebone Lane,
Oxford St., W.l. t9-

HORIZONTAL Twin Brough, 191S, and 1919 Middle-
ton sidecar,- overjiend valves, Capac automatic car-

burett-er, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick starter, every aeces*

soxy, including electric lighting, Klaxon horn, AYatiord
speedometer, all tools, spare valves, etc., very fast, very

ecouomica], and in perfect condltiou; £115.; after 6^50.

—11, Park Mansions, VauxhalL [9051

Brown.
31.h.p. Brown, good running order; £23.-3, Foalev

2 Rd., Kennington. > [8085

,h.p. Brown; cheap; just been rebushed; evenii^s.34

SIDE

CAR
COMBINATIONS

ARIEL 3^ h.p., 3-speed countersliaft £1*5

NDiAN 1916, 7/9 h.p., Powerplus £'6*

SUNBEAM 1918, 3J h.p.. Sporting Sidecar .... EtK
JAMES 3I h.p. 3-speed, all chain £95

HARLEV-DAVIDSON 1916, 7-g h.p., magneto

re-enamelled £150

ENFIELD 1914, 6 h.p., all accessories £1SB

B.S.A. 1916, 4 h.p., 3-speed £13^

SUNBEAM 1914, 3I h.p., 3-speed '£110

ARIEL 1919, si h.p., 3-speed £130

SOLO MACHINES.
SUNBEAM W.D. Model, 2| h.p £84:

DOUGLAS W.D. Model, aj h.p. .,

^ £Ti)

RUDGE MULTI 1914, 3i h.p., speedometer .. £85

DOUGLAS 2i h.p., head and rear lamp £75.

JAMES 1913, 2f h.p., 2-stroke £50

CONNAUGHT 2J h.p., Single-speed £35

ROYAL RUBY 1918, W.D., 8 h.p., 3-speed .

.

£115

ALLDAYS ALLON 1918, sj h.p., 2-speed £55

mmukiWeBtfiyd-
10G,9mat fhitUuid Sf;

jPondon W.t.

10Q, Poms St, Cxe&L.

Telegrams :

**Abdioale, Wesdo. London.'

Telephone : Museum 557.

Telegrams :

" Comlaustion, Exeter."

Telephone : Exeter 933.

BROWl^, 3V>h.p., Grado gear, tyres perfect; any
trial; sESO.—Brown, Beechcroft, Devizes. [8961

B.S.A.
1 Q19 B.S.A., 4i/ih-P-> brand new; £105.-143, Pe'ck-

-Li/ ham Rye, S.E. [5631^

B.S.A. 1917 Ai/ih.p., countershaft, all-chain; £70.-
10, Crowborough Rd., Tooting. [X6301

B.S.A.—Prospects oi early delivery. Secure your opdei

now.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X619S

B.S.A., 3-speed ccfuntershaft, Millford sidecar; bar-

gain, £73.-565, King St., Hammersmith. [9119

JULY (1915) B.S.A., all-chain, Mills-rulford sidecar,

good condition.—Mawer and Johnson, Louth. [93ie

1 Q13 B.S.A. 3V2h.p., 2-speed; £45; stored 31/2 y«QJ)a;
Xt.f privately owned.~17, St. John's Rd.,- Watfotfl.

[9157

B.S.A.—T^vo 1919 combinations now in stock.-;^-
wards, 7, Exhibition Rd., Earl's Court, S.W.7

[961€

B.S.A. 1919 Combination, hood, wind screen, laagiB,

new condition; £126.—Hewitt, New Rd., Hales-
owen, [xsgis

"1019 B.S.A., all chain, brand new; best oflerB.-
--*' Reginald Ingham, Holly Bank, 'Arnaide. West
morland. [X599€

1 Ql9 B.S.A. aUb.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick start,
-'-•' delivery this week; £96.—Box L4,950, c/o Tl^f,

Motor Cycle. [9483

B.S.A., 4i4h.p., 19.15. 3-speed countershaft, KS.,
clutch, smart, running order; 58 gns.—21, NeWtoi

At.j Acton. [950]

JONES' Garage, special agents for B.S.A., - Broaa-
way, JJIuswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside I'arcde

North Einchley. [2ai!£i

1 Q19 B.S.A., 4J/j;h.p., all chain. Empire sidecar, hew
-i-t' condition; £120, or nearest.—Williams, Churci
fields, Bronisgrove. [Xeifll

B.S.A. 1919 (July), Model K, lamps, horn, speed-
ometer, spares, tools; £100; London.—Box L4,531w

c/o The Motor Cycle. [903]i

delivered Juue, cdi-|ni9 4i4h.p. B.S.A., ilodel H,_
M-*7 dition as new, accessories; £95.—Patchett, Noiil
4, Park Hall Camp, Oswesti^. [XSOOf

B.S.A, Combination, H, late 1916, done about 3,O0C
miles, fully equipped; £105; Hampsteiid.-

L4,9S8, c/o The Motor Cycle. [94a

NEW 1919 B.S.A. C.B. Combination, all chain, Lu6Bi
horn, tools, etc.; lowest, i£122.—G. Stevenson

Temple Hill, Hough, Grantham. (Dj

,[ MOTOR

^'^'toTsATlSffC^

[8fi0(

B.S.A., 1915, 3-speed, 4i4h.p., all chain drive, at)
1919 Coronet coach sidecar; £96.—Halifax MtftO

Exchange, Union St. South, Halifax. [99.11

1 016 4)4b--P- B.S.A., 3-Bpeed countershaft, all chaiiA t/ drive, C.B. Combination, good running order
£85.—H. Gallett, Dartmouth, Devon. [X62^

B.S.A., late 1913, C.B. sidecar, 2-speeds, kick stujit

chain drive, nearly new tyres, lamp, speedometer?
£70.-56, Wallwood Rd., Leytonsfcone. E9Sa»

TWO 1919 B.S.A. Machines, solo or sidecar, just de
livered, model K. ; list priee ; no premium.'-^

Gloucester ..Bd., S.W.7. Kensington 6512.
. fgqgi

1 Q 14 4h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft, in excell^
Xt/ condition, new Dunlop front tyre; se62/li'"

Whitaker, 16, Ardilaun Rd., Highbury, N.5. [8:

B.3.A. Comhination, 3V2b.p., coachbuilt sidecar,,.^

cently overhauled, good condition, Bsoch ; £85.-

EUice, Poundland, Shamley Green, Guildford. IB^V

1 Q16 B.S.A., 4i^h.p., chain-cum-belt, 3-speed ecu
..

it? shaft. Empire coachbuilt sideear, good condition

£80.—Jones, Ayhvin, LlanbebJig Rd., Carnarvon. [87"7

B20 All letters reJatiMfi to advertisements should ouotc the namber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1919, basket S.O., 100 miles; owner going
abroad; £120, or nearest offer; after 6 p.m.—Meri-

vole, 101, Esmond Ed., Bedford Park, London, W.4.
[8097

B.S.A., 1915 (late), 3-speed, countershaft, clutch,
kick start, chain drive, new condition: £75;

part exchange Douglas.—12, Aveton Ed., East Finchley.
[9429

B.S.A. Combination, 1913, 3|^h.p., 2-speeds, just
- overhauled by makers, splendid condition, lamps,

horn; nearest £60.—Box L4,949, c/o The. Motor Cycle.
[9481

B.S.A., 1919, all chain, MiUford sidecar, wind screen,
lamps, perfect condition, mileage 1,500; £120. no

offers; appointment only.—24, Canning Rd., Croydon.
[X6261

B.S.A., Model H, good- condition, splendid running
order, lamps, horn, tools, s'leedometer. new spare

Palmer; offers.—33a, Emmanuel Rd., Balham, S.W.12.
[9064

B.S.A. 1915 4h.p. Chain-cum-belt C.B. Conbination.
complete lighting set, K.S. ; Saturday 3-5, Sunday

10/12; 90 gns., or offer.—1, Old Park Av., Balham,
S.W. [9369

1 QIS 4h.p. B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, 3-spced, clutch,
J- *^ kick starter, cane sidecar, lamps, horn, all good
condition: £90.-75, Cudworth Rd., St. Willesborough,
Ashford, Kent. [8689

-| Q15 B.S.A. Combination, Model H, all-chain drive,
J-*^ 3-speed. kick start, clutch, B.S.A. sidecar; also
1916 Kudge Multi, I.O.M. model.—103, Cricklewood
Broadway, N.W.2. [X5812

-1Q16 4l/,h.p. B.S.A. Coaohbuilt Combination, 3-
-!-«-' speed countershaft, fully equipped, thorough
order throughout; £90, lowest.—39, HartfiMd Rd.,
Wimbledon, S.W. [9184

SMITH'S, 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Station), have for sale B.S.A. 4^h.p.

1917, 3-speed. countershaft chain-cum-belt, condi
tioo as new; 68 gns. [8041

B.S.A.—The Birmingham City Agents and B.S.A.
Si)ecialists, County Cycle and Motor Co., 307

and 508, Broad St. All replacements in stock.—Tel.

:

Comopyco, Birmingham. [8224

TJ.S.A., 1915, 4y,h.p., 3-Epeed countershaft, clutch,
-'-' kick starte;, all chain drive, just been thoroughly
overhauled, spares; S66. Leslie, 1, Clifton Av., Black-
hcrse Lane, Walthamstow. [8715

B.S.A. New Model H. and Millford S.C, only de-
livered last week, lamps, born, nuantity of spares;

£115: owner taking delivery of car; Northamptonshire.
-Box 631, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X6246

,

"p.S.A., 1919, 4Vih.p., Model K, and Sunbeam side-!
-•-' car, 3-speed, all accessories, spare parts; bought
last June: condition guaranteed; best offer over £115.
—R. Klein, 11, St. Helens Rd., Swansea. [8872

I

iqi9 4iih.p. B.S.A. Motor Cycle, all chain drive,'
--*' sidecar, with hood, wind screen, and apron, i

complete set tools and spares, including 2 tyres, perfect !

condition throughout; JS125.—Robertson, Park Rd.,
Halifax. [X6209

TJ.S.A., late 1915, aU chain, 3-speed countershaft,
-*-' coachbuilt sidecar, lamp, and spare tyre, engine
and general condition good, never driven by other
than owner, an engineer; £85.-282, Brownhill Rd.,
Catford, S.E.6. [8729

jTJ.S.A., 1913, 3y2h.p., 2-sp6ed, F.B., kick start, drip
I-*-* feed, and Bramble No. 1 sidecar, all new tyrea
and tulles and belt, electric rear light, wind screen, full
accessories, little used; £70.—T. Wells, Homeland,
Buslicy Mill Lane, Watford. [8793

"D.S.A. 1l4h.-p., 1916. chain-cum-belt, K.S., 3-speed,
--' countershaft, specially made coachbuilt sidecar,
guaranteed mechanically perfect, all accessories, spares,
any trial or examination; 100 gns., no offers —13
Gomer Ter., Bishop Auckland. (D) [9479

r.O.C.H. for B.S.A.'s.-Book your order now for the
very earliest 1920 delivery, all models. Our

imoUo, "Strict rotation and no premiums."—FOCH
(Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead
Inear Hampstead Tube), 'Phone : Hampstead 3752.

."D.S.A., 3-speed, special engine, delivered November,
•-' 1916, stored until March, 1919, uascratched, and
insolntely Jndistingnishal)le from new, lamps, liorn
£80

;
an exfieptional opportunity. Mayfoir 4693 —

fWlieeler, 10, Olonmel Ed., Teddington (Fulwell Station).

4.i''I'- B.S.A. Combination, late 1914, 3-speed counter-
1^4 shaft, kick start, all-chain drive, splendid condi-
tion, speedometer, horn, lamps, luggage grid, excep-
lonally good engine, only wants seeing; offers over
£105.—Eudd, 23, Mornington Ed., Wandswortli, E.ll.

[9121
O.S.A. 4J-ih.p., 3-speed, chain-cum-belt, speedometer
•-' and all accessories, 1919 model, done 3,000 miles,
[Plenrtid order; £90. Can he seen 12-2 and S-7 p.m.
rhursday, 23rd October, Abbotsford Hotel, Upper Mon-
ague St., Russell Sq.—Apply, Walker. Returning
\ustralia. [9048
iD.S.A. 1919 (August) 4J4h.p.. and B.S.A. sidecar,-' Lucas Kmg of Road headlight, sidecar and tail
amps, complete with all spares, equal to new in every
vay, unpunctured, exceptionally smart turnout, ownermymg car; price £150. Seen any time.—Woodcock's.
;!35-237, Finchley Rd., Hampstead, N.W.3. [9264

m
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RELIABILITY
is the thing that

counts, both as regards
the manufacturers' pro-
duction and the service
rendered you by the
Agent.
My Agencies are well

chosen, and include:—
BAT, AJ.S., JAMES.
NORTON, ENFIELD.
INDIAN, TftlUMPH.
ROVEB. CALTHORPE,
BLACKBUft^E. NEW
IMPEfJlAL. EDMUND.
HUMBER ZENITH, etc.

Each machine is put
in perfect running or-
der before delivery to
the customer, and com-
plete reliability there-
fore assured.

Driving instruction
given if necessary.

Enquiries invited.

'FKone: 'Grams

:

Mid. 662. Lytcar, B'ham."

P. J. EVANS,
87—91,

JOHN BRIGHT ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A.. 1919, 4i4h.p.. 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,
complete with Cooper sidecar de luxe, horn, and

nsual accessories, also with complete Lucas dynamc
lighting set (3 lamps), all in. splendid condition and
perfect running order; price £150, including dynamc
set.—Frank Whitworth, 139, New St., Birmingham.

[X6201

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2%h.p., powerful, new condi-

tion ; bargain, f39.—Yeaston, 1, Station Td..
Epsom. [9005

CALT:H0RPE 2V>h.p., 1915. 2-speed, accessories,
splendid condition; £33.-36, David Lane, Sliad-

well, E.l. [9170

CALTHORPE. fitted new 23/4h.p. 2-stroke. done 50
miles : ride awaj-; £30, bargain.— 2, Thomas St.,

GJilfach. Bargoed. [X6133

Oih.p. Calthorpe^Jnp, Enfield 2-speed penr, prnr-
-VZ tically new; £50.—Lind field, Post Office Rd.,
Crawley, Sussex. [9076

CALTHORPE-PRECISION. 2-8peed. free, B. nnd E.:
acfe.sEories. fine condition; £32.-30, Chancelot

Hd., Abbey Wood, S.E. [9313

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 1919 2''Ah.v.. 2-speed, delivered
Julv, perfect order; £55; cna be seen by appoint-

ment—Parry, 2, Halsey St., S.W.3. [X6315

CALTHORPE Junior, incomplete, wonts engine, mag-
neto, and belt, £9; Triumph back wheel, new, £2.

-356, Lordship Lane, E. Dulwich. [9085

CALTHORPE 1916 2-stroke, 2-spsed, Cowey, horn,
lamps, spare tube and case, new condition; £46.—

Haynes, The Cedars, Stansted, Essex. [8794

JUNIOR Calthorpe, countershaft 2-speed, very fast,
genuine and sound, no rubbish ; £35, or offer.—

Lee, 14, Half Moon Crescent, Jiarnsbury. [9505

1 Q 15-16 Calthorpe-Jap, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, and free,
-L«^ thoroughly overhauled, splendid condition, take 2
anywhere; 40 gns.—Homestead, Eirchington. [9521

CALTHOKP-E Junior Motor Cycle, lightweight, splen-
did condition. 2 speeds; £36: seen Sntnrday only

after 10 a.m.—36, Elmliurst Ed., Bruce Grove, N.17.
[X6011

TQlB 4-5h.p. Calthorpe-Jap 'Coachbuilt Combination,
-- *f Enfield 2-speed gear, excellent condition, climb
nnything; seen by appointment; £95.—Robert, 121,
Stow Hill, Newport, Mod. [X6358

"I Q19 (July) 2^,4h.p. Calthorp5-Jap. Enfield gear,
-Ltf lamp set. Klaxon, wide handie-bars, long ex-
haust pips, perfect condition; £69.—Dangerfield, Cotton
House, Marlborough, Wilts. [X5972

1 Q15 2^/4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield gears, good con- ^

-*-*^ dition throughout, and immediately usable, only
ridden occasionally, spare valves and spindle; £33
secures.—Laver, Inglenook, Birkby, Huddersfield. [9447

F.O.C.H. have a 1916 Calthorpe-Jap 4-5h.p. twin
coach combination, Enfiel^ gear and cush drive,

fully equipped, new tyres, perfect.—F.O.C.H. (Fair
Offer Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near
Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9465

Campion.
"|Ckl4 6h.p. Campion and coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed
--«/ countershaft.-Mawer and Johnson, Louth. [9318

CAMPION-J.A.P. Combination, 6h.p., fine condition;
£75—Burnett, Roche Abbey, Maltby, Eotherham.

[X5979a
CAMPION, Sh.p. J.A.P., splendid sidecar attached,

hood, screen, all in good condition; £80.—Ham-
mond, Saltfleetby, Lines. [9352

CAMPION-J.A.P. 6h.p. T.T. 'Sporting Combination;
£65, offers; lightweight want-ed.-Apply, Beech-

croft, Woodlands Ed., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X6001

1 Q19 Campion Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P.
J- *y engine, Sturme y-Archer countershaft. Bosch, B.
and B., condition as new, mileage under 1,000; £140.
—Osborne, Sackville Hous^, Littlefield Lane, Grimsby.

[X6235
1 014 4.'41i.p. Campion-Precision Combination, Mills-
Xt/ Fulford C.B. sidecar, luggage carrier, Sturmey-
Archer 3-spc3d, belt, extended exhaust, 3 lamps, watch,
mirror, Stewart speedometer, mechanical horn, spare
cover and tube (26x2|^), petrol tin, accessories, etc..

new condition; £90, or nearest secures; owner going
abroad.—W.N. , 8, Alma St., Sherwood Rise, Notting-
tiam. [9000

Chater.Lea
'^OUTII Lancashire Only.—Chater-Lea enquiries.—J.
J Blake and Co.. Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man-
hester. [7040

T.T. Chater-Lea, 3'/l.h.p'., free engine, Eisemann, B.
and B., verv fast and sporty; first £37 secures.—

53, Snltisford, Warwick. [X5950

CHATER-LEA Twin, 6h.p., and wicker sidecar; £48.
or near offer ; new belt, lamps, good tyres^ ride

away,—14, Moons Lane, Horshsm. Sussex. [X5910

Sh.p. Chater-Lea, 1913, countershaft 3-speed, clutch,
C.B. sidecar, lamps, horn, good tyres, mechanic-

ally overhauled last month, enamel shabby; £70.

—

Dickson, Motor Engineer, Waterloo, Huddersfield.
[X6307

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Chater-Lea-Jap.

CHATER-LEA, 4b.p. J.A.P., T.T. model, Bosch, B.
and B., thoroughly overhauled, new valves, guides,

and springs fitted, and new Avons, lamps, tools, large
mechanical horn; £50, oiler.—265, Southampton St.,

Camberwell, S.E.5. [8939

Clyno.
CLYNO 1919 2-stroke Models in stock.—Chandler,

Eeyre, and Williams, Hitchin. 'Phone: 165.
[8904

CHOW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey
agents for the new_ Clyno,—Order now, for early

delivery. [4084

1 Q 15 Clyno, 2^h.p., 2 speeds, hand clutch, new
-*«-' Dunlops; ride awav; first £42, or offer.—Beech-
wood, Ghandlersford, Hants. [5:6066

CLYNO 5-6h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, just overhauled.
' 2-speed, Bosch, lamps, horn, good condition;

£80.-47, Voltaire Kd., Clapham, S.W. [9183

MOTOR Cycle, Clyno combination, 6h.p., with side-

car, like new, good running order ; £115, or
nearest offer.—A. Gourkovitch, 59, Calabria Rd,, High
bury, N. [8945

1 Ol5 Clyno, 2-strote, hand clutcli, 2 speeds, excel
M~*y lent condition, with ajteedonieter, lamps; 40 gns.,

or exchange higher power, cash adjustment.—Backshall,
98, Malins E4., Portsmouth. [X6276

CLYNO Combination, excellent condition, spare
wheel, hood, screen, good tyies, kick starter, Lucas

,hoTn and lamps, car generator, petrol carrier, lot of
spares, etc.; £145.—Savage, Ejng St., Peterborough,

[8845
CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed countershaft,

horn, mirror, lamps, speedometer, hood, wind
screen, wheels interchangeable and spaTe, excellent
condition; £120.—Nelson, 2, Station Av., Fence Houses.

[8732
CLYNO Combination, 3-speed countershaft, clutch

K.S., detachable wheels, enclosed chain drive, ap-

Ijearance like iieNv, genuine first-class outfit; 100 gns..

bargain.—Holt, 85, High Rd., Willesden Green, N.W.
[8701

CLYNO 6h.p. 2-apeed Combination, perfect mechani-
cally, new tyres; call, write; £70; ride away; or

exchange 4h.p. countershaft solo; also Montgomery side-

car, splendid condition, £7/10.-12, Yictoria Rd., Fail-

ings Park, Wolverhampton. [X6222

CLYNO, 6h.p., 1918, military model, 3 speeds,
countershaft, enclosed chain drive, machine-gun

chassis, 4 new tyres, interchangeable wheels, condition
perfect, mechanically as new, ideal delivery outfit;
bargain, £95.—Kelley, 85, Penarth Rd., Cardiff. [8819

CLYNO, 1918,, Military Model, 6h.p., 3-speed clutch,
kick start, 4 interchangeable wheels, all tyres

practically new, complete with sidecar chassis; £l30.
Exchanges; any type body or tradesman's box carrier
could be fitted.—R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Rayleigh,
Essex. [9185

CLYNO Motor Cycle, ammunition carrier, special
war model, 8h.p. J.A.P, engine, gear box, clutch,

kick starter, 28x3 Dunlop heavy tyres, spring pillion
seat at back, wJU carry approximately 4 cwt., oi
would make a splendid combination, practically new^
all chain drive, enclosed, built to stand Overseas use:
£145.—Bvistow, 11, Richmond St., Brighton. [9391

Connaught.
CQNNATJGHT, 2iAh.p., 1918, in perfect condition

lamps, etc.; £40.-47, Hamiltoa Ed,, Reading.
£9146

Coulson.

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of Man
' Only.—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and Co..

Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7041

Coventry £agle.
COVENTRY Eagle 2-speed 2-stroke, just overhauled,

good condition.—66, The Avenue, Bruce Grove,
Tottenham. [8875

COVENTRY EAGLE, 2Yih.-p. Villiers engine, in good
going order; £30, or near offer.—SIatter, 2,

Lewestou Place, N.16. £8854

Dulm.

DALM 2-stroke, 1915, perfect condition; £28/10.
51, Maplethorpe Rd., Tiiornton Heath. [9163

DALM 2Vih.p. 2-stroke, smart appearance, splendid
condition, all accessories ; £32.—Rockland Cot-

tage, Beckford, Gloucestershire. [S5907

3h.p. Dalm 2-stroke, fitted with Albion 2-speed gear
box, Binks 'Carburetter, E.I.C. mag., and alu-

minium footboards, comxilete with' tools, horn, and
Stewart speedometer, machine and tyres in excellent
running order; £45.—G. Chambers, Preston Bisse.tt.

Buckingham. [8894
Dayton.

DAYTON 2-stroke. like new. tyres perfect; £25
47, South View Rd., Nightingale Lane. Hornsey.

[8686

^
De Dion.

DE DION, 'Bosch, B. and B., good tyres; £16; ride
away.—105, Usher Rd., Bow, E. [9259

OLD De Dion 4^/ih.p., 2 speeds, believed complete

:

£12; after 5 or week-end.—Stapleton, Meadfield
Rd., Langley, Bucks. [9094

Sole London and District
Agents for A.J.S. and British
Excelsior Motor Cycles.
Contracting Agents for
Triumphs, B.S.A., Hendersons,
Enfields, Calthorpes, AHons,
Metro-Tylers, etc., etc.

I IVI MEDIATE
DELIVERY.

METRO-TYLER, new 1919 model,
2-stpoke, single-speed £53 9 6

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, new 1919
Model F, 7-9 h.p. £1B3 16 3
EXCELSIOR, new 1920, 2-stpoke,
2-speed, 2i h.p. Splendid machine

£58 16 O
ALl DAY'SALLON, new1 920.2 J h.p.

2-8peed, clutch, kick-starter
£70 O O

(Cappiage fpom wopks extpa on
ExceUiop and Allon).

SUNBEAM 1916Combination.8h.p.
M.A.G. engine Lucas head lamp and
hopn. HeP3 is a splendid bargain fop
someone . . £130 O O
REX and Sidecar.1 91 3 twin. 2 speed,
free engine, handle starter, lamps,
horn,vetc., in splendid shape

£55 - O O
A.J.S., 1917 model, 4 h.p. solo
machine, lamps, speedometer, etc.

£9S O O
JAMES 1919 Combination, 5 to 6
h.p., fully equipped £135 O O
MILFORD Cabrio; Empress Side-
car, complete with aoron, tamp
bracket, etc. 28x24 wheel. Finest
on the road - . . £35 O O
MILFORD Coach-built Sidecar,
brand new, complete with apron,
lamp bracket, etc. £2* O O
MILFORD Corvette Sidecar, just
delivered (carriage 10/-)£25 5 O
MOTOR CYCLIST'S TOOL KIT.
Genuine Abingdon, fitted with 10
King Dick tools, romplete in Canvas
Case. (Postage 6d.l £l 7 9
FROM ACETYLENE to ELECTRIC
S. B.C..adapters make such a change
in your lighting system quite a
simple matter. Fits in plaoe of gas
Jet, double-ended and complete with
cord grip (postage 3d.) 2 /6 each.
ACCUMULATORS suitable for use
with above, 4 volt from 29/6 to
£2 15 9f according to capacity. Acid
and first charge from 3/- to 5/-
exfra (pcstaee 8d )

REPAIR OUTFITS, special offer:
motor Cycle size at 1/- each.

(Postage 3d.)

DOUBLE - ENDED SPANNERS,
drop forged, very strong and handy,
fitit. X iin.,1 d. ; iin. X -^in., 1/-;
*ln."XJln., 1/4; 8ln. X -frln.,1/6;

fi 1. X 5in., 1 la. (Postage 3d.)

MOTOR CLOTHING
BARGAINS. Pre-war
quality at less than pre-war
prices Write for list.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 21a, STORE ST., W.Cl

Wholesale: 38. ALFRED PLACE, W.G.1

Garage—Tottenham Coart Road.
Phone—MuBenm, 1240.

Telegrains— "Dynametro, V[eatc6nt, London '

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Diamond.

1Q19 Diamond (Villiers), 2y2h.p., tools, horn, d»-
J-«/ livered fortnight ago, mileage 50; £49, lowest,-

59, Howard Rd., Upminster, Essex. [8739

Douglas.
DOUGLAS 2?ih.p., 1915: -£52, or nearest o£Eer.-38,

Stockwell Rd., S.W. [9D52

DOTTGLAS.—Three W.D. Models, Irom £46 to £65.
—Wilderspin, Chatteris, Oambs. [9478

OUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, late model; reasonable
oHer.—70, Baring Rd., Lee, Kent. " [9289

OUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, wants little repair;
£28.-65, Bhodiswell Rd., Stepney, E. [9306

3.h.p. Douglas, just overhauled: ride away; first £25.
4 —Wytte, 1,002, Harrow. 1Ed„ Willesden. [8951

..OUGLAS 1916 2i4h.p., fine condition; £55.-Eii-
wards, 7, Exhibition Ed., S. Kensington. [8541

DOUGLAS.—Now delivering new 1919 model 41i.d.
combination; £123.— Moffat, Yeovil. 'Pbouo : GO;

[1103

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2 speeds, "KT., " some machine "

;

£60.-51, Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton Heath.
[9161

T^OUGLAS, 1915, 2%h.p., disc wheels, copper ex-
J-' haust; £53.—W., 38, Thralo Rd., Streathani.

[8746
1Q15 Douglas, 2-speed, in top-hole condition; £48.—
JL»/ Kennettj 7, Lower George St., Richmond, Sinrev.

_^ [9001
TAOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combination, horn, tools,
-L' spares, trial; 90 gns.—56, High St., Tooting.

[9219
DOUGLAS, 1912, 2%h.p., 2-speed, in good ruiiuinj

order, with lamps; £38.-47, Hamilton Rd., Rend-
inc. [9147

DOUGLAS Motoi- Cycle, 1919, 2%h.p., W.D. model,
in perfect order; £68.—Hope, Chipping Norton,

Oxon. [X6017

~f.Q19 2%h.p. Douglas, brand new; £82; insurance
J-tJ and spares.-J., 207, London Rd., St. Leonard's-
(on-Sea. [9241

f Q19 Douglas, 2%h.p., brand new, . purchasde Oct-Lv loth, with horn, etc.; £78.-48, Brond St.,

Oifora. [X6107

DOUGLAS, 23ih.p., just out ol crate; £65; exclWDge
higher power, caeh either way.—40, Clonmore St.,

Southflelds. [9246

DOUGLAS, 1916, W.D. model, 2-specd, very little

used, good condition; £65.—Boswell, Ashbourne,
Derbyshire. [X6087

DOUGLAS, 1911, good condition, Senspray, new
tyres, ride away; £26.—Arnold, 85, Sulfoik St.,

Poplar, E. [9297

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas -Combination; £125, or near
X*' offer. Cambridgeshire.—Box L4,948, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [9480

DOUGLAS, 2?4h.p., 1915, 2-5peed, T.T., new tyre,,

splendid condition; bargain, £55.—34, Kent Gar-
dens, Ealing. [8976

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-.speed, 2^h.p., condition and
tyres excellent; CKflere.—18, Ohesilton Rd., Ful-

ham, S.W.6. [9502

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., new May,. J919, very good order,

no lamps; £90.—Sec.-3Lt. N. E. V. Patterson,
Haalar Barracks. [S6097

1 Q15 ZYih.jf. Douglas, 3-speed, Cowey speedometer,Av condition as new; any trial; £65.—Nixon, Braiiip-

lon, Cumberland. [X5411

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, delivery from
-Ai/ makers in about 3 weeks; offers?—Box 637. c/o

The Motor Cycle. [X6332

~t C|19 4h.p. Douglas Combination; electric light and
-L«7 horn, lovely turnout; sf.l20.—10, Oakfield Ter-

race, Cheltenham. [X6318ft
/

DOUGLAS, 2?4h.p., 1919, 2-speed. complete, lamps,
pnfnp, tools, etc., perfect; £70, no offers.— 46.

Seymour St., N.W.I. [8818

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1916, 3-speed, kick

starter, W.D. model, excellent condition, very

fast; £80.—Below.
33.h.p. Douglas, 1915, WJD. model, 2-speed, just bejn

4, overhauled; any trial; £45; call after 7 p.m.,

or write for appointment.—Tandy, 122, College Rd„
Bromley, Kent. [9383

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., gear box, complete, as new;
£7/10.—Wintermere, 4, Egbert St.,' Regents

Park, London, N.W.I. [9307

~| Q19 2^4h.p. W.D. Douglas, long -exhaust, excellent

-LtF condition, splendid hill-climber; £85.—Harley,
Fairfield, Huddersfteld. [X5916

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 1915, complete witlr

lamps, etc.; £85.—Charles Moxham and Co., 32,

Torwood St., Torquay. [8801

"tC|19 Douglas 4h.p. and Sidecar, only run 300 miles,

Xv like new, condition ready to ^rive away.—Brook
Bros., Bumham-on-Sea. [8786

4h.p. Douglas, 1917, 3-sp§ed countershaft, indis-

tinguishable from new ; je80.—Roland, 71, Winder-

mere Rd., South Ealing. [9373

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas.
OUGLAS 4h.p. 3-speed Combination, smart and
powerful ; 95 gns.—Halifax Motor Exchange,

Union St. South, Halifax. [9020

IQIS Donglns, 2^41). p., splendid working order, £55

j

M.*y 6h.p. Douglas, wtmts parts, ivhat ofiers?—Squirea,
58, AvenueBd., Camberwell. [^15991

DOUGLAS, ;i^h,p., 2-sp6ed, in running- order, BoscJi
' mag., good tyres and belt; £35.—Mitchell, 167,

Croydon Rd., Caterham Valley. [9256

DOTTGLAS, 1915, 2^>4h.p., speedometer, mechanical
horn, lamps, spare tube, spare belt and case;

£62/10.-105, Usher Rd., Bow. [9258

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, condition and appear-
ance as new; 85 gns, for quick sale.—E., 69, Ray-

mouth Rd., Rotherhithe, S.E.16. [X6123

23.h.p. 1915 Douglas, 2-speed, engine, etc., in perfect
4 order, new tyres, lamps and horn; £60.-121,

Revelstoke Rd., Wimbledon Park. [9227

NEW 254h.p. Douglas, delivered Sept., front and rear
lamp, horn, run 200 miles, unscratched; ^£80.—

Threlfall, 78, Penny St., Lancaster. [X6316

DOUGLASES, 2%h.p., 2-speed, 19ia and 1916;
from £48; call and inspect.—Rey, 173, Gt. Port-

land St.. W. 'Phone : Mayfair 879. L7325

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p., sporting model, T.T. bars, Philip-
son pulley, with hand operation, a really fast ma-

chine.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. _ [X6193

TO 19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, as new, lamps,
J-«/ * horn, wind screen, stoirm apron, etc.; £160, or
near.—Cooke, 23, Gray's Inn Rd., W^C. [8812

DOUGLAS, 2^/ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,
good condition; ride away; ^45, or nearest offer.

—W. S. Scott, Wybunbury, Nantwich. [X6328

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1915, overhauled and in perfect
condition; £55.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock

Hill (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [8044

DOUGLAS, late 1915, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, lamps,
speedometer, 'Klaxon, spares, absolute perfect

condition; £65.—Gray's Garage, Watford. [9330

DOUGLAS 2=jith.p., 2-speed, £37; also sidecar body,
reupholstered and enamelled, £5/ 10.-16, St.'

Mary Abbott's Terrace, Kensington, W.14. [9416

DOUGLAS 23/4h.p.. late 1914, 2-:-jeed model, all

lamps, and in splendid condition; lowest £57/10.—
White, 9, Eardley Rd.. Lltreatham, S.W.ie [9049

, 1 Q20 Douglases.—By one who knows; delay is
-i-«^ dangerous.—Order yours now from the Douglas
Specialist, Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [6340

DOUGLAS, 1915, aluminium pistons, electric light-
ing, speedometer, mag., cut-out, splendid condi-

tion; ;£65.— 1, Ethelbert Rd., Bromley, Kent. [X5912

' 1 Q18 Douglas, 4h.p., Silver torpedo car, 3 months'
-1-tf use, as new, spares; any trial; no offers; 95 gns.—
Box 307, c/o Longmans, 35, New Oxford St., London.

[8866
"IQI6 Douglas Combination, new tyres, lamp, and
-*-«' horn, in splendid condition; £110, or near
offer.—62, Ufton Rd., Dalston, N.l. Small car wanted.

[9291
DOUGLAS 1913 (but quite equal to new, stored

sinci-' 1914), 2-speeds, lamps, speedometer, mud
shields; £45.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.

[9043
1 019 4h.p. Douglas Combination, Klaxon, spare
-M-iJ chain, etc., very little used, and in perfect con-
dition ;

price X130.—R. Minchin, Norcot, Pi,eading.

rX6260
DOUGLAS, 2^.p., W.D., new last month, only done

100 miles, semi-T.T. bars, exceptionally fast and
sporty; £65.-11, Russell Ed., Hall Green, Birming-
ham. [X6100

1Q19 Douglas, 4h.p., latest type, clutch, P. and
-l-t/ H. lamps, horn, absolutely as new; highest
offer accepted.—Wright's Garage, Saffron AValden,
Essex. [X6375

33.h.p. Douglas, 1916, 2-speed, F.E., guaranteed per-
4 feet condition, new tyres, etc., lighting set; 54

gns., or offer.—P. Ward, 16, Albany Terrace, Richmond
Surrey. - . \ [X6340

DOUGLAS3^1913. T.T., stored 3 years, new pistons
and bearmgs, knee grips, Binks, spare tyre, excel-

lent condition; £55.—Call, 125, Woodward Rd., Dul-
Wich, S.E. [8880

3ilh.p. Douglas, late 1914, new engine fitted
4 exception front cylinder and piston, new tyre,

lamps; £45.-14, St. Mary's Crescent, Osterley Park,
Isleworth. [9427

SMITH'S, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station, have
for sale Douglas 1916 2%h.p., in excellent con

dition, tyres new; 50 gns.; also 4h.p. 1916 combina-
tion; 85 gns. [8040

1Q19 ^li-P- Douglas Combination, lamps agd gene-
Xt/ rator, mirror, horn, special luggage c<arrier, side
car royal blue; no dealers; £135.—Box L4,961, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [9499

DOUGLAS, 25.4h.p., W.D., delivered February, 1919,
fully equipped, including insurance policy, perfect

condition; £75.—Capt. Carter, Lord Derby War Hos-
pital, Warrington. [X6125
4h.p. Douglas. W.D. model, with boat-shape box

sidecar, easily convertible into 2-seater or suit
tradesman, splendid condition; £85.-199, King's Cross
Rd., London, W.C.I. * [9384

NEW
MOTOR CYCLES

& SIDECARS
FROM STOCK.
An excellent selection

now available at manu-
facturers' minimum list

prices.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
All the following have bean over-
hauled and can be relied upon for
good service.

1914 CLEVELAND PRECISION,
4 h.p., 2-speeds, lamps and horn £38
1914 INDIAN, 7-9 h.p., spring
frame combination £80
1916 INDIAN, Powerplus combina-
tion, cynamo lighting set, and
electric horn £130
1919 TRIUMPH, 4 h p., and Gloria
Sidecar, complete with lamps, horn,
and speedometer £135
1914 MATCHLESS, 3i h.p., clutch
model, lamps and horn £40
1917 NEW IMPERIAL, 2^ h.p,
2-speed model £40
1919 ROVER, 6 h.p., and Side-

car £140
1918 MATCHLESS Combination,
complete with lamps, horn, spare
wheel, etc. £160
1919 AJ.S.eh.p.. and Sidecar(War
finish), hood, windccreen, lamps, and
horn.

1915 G.W.K., four-seater, light car,

dynamo lighting set, detachable
wheels with spare, hood, windscreen,
etc. £280

9

0.EASTERN GARAGE

C

Official Kepairets to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.

418.ftOMFORDfiOAD,FORESTGATE.E,7.

Telephone: 490. East Hati..

Telegrams : R^araco, Loodon .

D

D

J

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, W.D., engine 5905,
supplied April, 1919, complete lamps, tools, etc.;

best offer, £90.—Newman, Beverley, West Barnes Lane,
New Maiden, Surrey. [9095

IQie DougLis, W.D., 2'J4h.p., 2;speed, new June.
J-t/ 1919, perfect condition, lamps, horn; £73; would
accept heavier machine in part payment.—Roberts, No. 1,

Newtown, Newport, Salop. [8780

4h.p. C.B. Douglas Combination, 1916, 3-speed gear
box, lamps, horn, etc., good tyres, enamel and

plate as new; will accept £95.—E., 277, Camberwell
Rd., S.E.5 (near Green). [9189

4h.p. Douglas, 1917 type, clutch model, 3-speed
thoroughly overhauled and repainted, condition

perfect; genuine bargain, price £87/10.—White, 121,
Adelaide Rd., Chalk Farm, N.W. [X5S18

SPORTING 2y2h.p. T.T. Douglas and lightweight side-

car, perfect conditon, electric lighting and horn,
speedometer, all accessories : best oSer over £80.—

C

9, Hartington Place, Eastbourne. [X6096

4 h.p. Douglas 1919 Combination, complete with storm
apron ; extended payments if desired.—Harrods'

Motor Showrooms. 116-118, Brompton Kd. (opposite

Main Building), London, S.W.I. [8767

DOUGLAS 23ih.p., 1915, W.D. Model, C.A.V. mag.,
acetylene lamps, good Hutchinson tyres, tools,

little used, excellent condition, £70.—Full particulars,

G. Fitzpatrick, Phoenix Brewery, Dover. -[X6336

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, kick

start, lamps, horn, lot spares, sidecar slate grey,

outlined dark blue, smart machine, just, excellent con-

dition; £105.-15. Dorset Kd.. Wimbledon. [9367

1 019 (Ji<v) Douglas 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped,
-l-f7 electric lighting, spares, etc., engine iitted scraper

rings, tip-top condition: £135; after 6 p.m.—Morgan,
129, Coningham Ed., Shepherd's Bush, W. [9017

OUGLAS, 1915, 2"iih.p., 2-sp6ed, Binks, C.A.V.
mag., tools, spare chain. P. and H. lamps. Klaxon,

Stewart speedometer, stored during war, run 3,000, ex-

cellent condition, fast; 57 gns.—Lawrie, Hodgson House,

Eton. [X5918

1 Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Semi-T.T. Combination, new end
Xt/ Aug., 1920- type, clutch, special sidecar, mileage

200 lumps, tools, room reauired; £135, or offers.-

Letters only to S3, Willows Ed., Cannon Hill, Birming-

ham. [X6255

IT Appears -Eidiculous to Advertise when you have

no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-

livery.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham

Ed., Bristol. [P96i

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4h.p. Douglas combination,

fuUy eauipped, almost new, and absolutely per-

iect.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hamp-
stead 3752. C9''60

FOCH. have a 1919 2%lh.p. post-war Douglas,

hand Klaxon, perfect, very small mileage.—

FOCH (Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hami>
stead 3752. L^''^^

33h.p. Douglas, 1919 model, only 3 months old,

4 mechanical and external condition as new; owner

buying car; price £85, or ofler; interview by appoint-

ment only; London district. - Box L4,868, c/o JJ|
Motor Cycle. • [°'9°

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, 3 lamp sets,

new tyres, belt, chain, and sprocket, just over-

hauled sidecar repainted and nphoktered, spares; £120,

or exchange Harley or Morgan.-Middleton, 330, Ivy-

dale Ed., S.B.15. r8784

-1 Q16 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, F.E. machine, T.T.

-LU model, new Lucas horn, lamps, new footboards,

knee eri'ns, spares worth over £2. smart appearance,

guaranteed perfect; £59/10.-12, Constantine Rd..

Hampstead. N.W.

3

0388

4h p Douglas Combination, 1914, C.B. sidecar, new
heavy Dunlop back and side, new spare inner,

speedometer, luggage grid, and petrol carrier, apron,

to sidecar, the whole thing in excellent condition ; £86.

-70. High St., Sidcup. L9172

1 015 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-spced. new Miller lighting

l-Xf set, new tyres, footboards, engine just over-

hauled and mechanically perfect, tank re-enamelled

makers' colours; any trial; £58.-W.. IS, Queens
Parade, Muswell Hill, N. [8750,

DOUGLAS 4h p. Combination, June. 1919, accumu-
lator 3-lamp town lighting set, also powerful acety-

lene head lamp, spare cover, belt, and 2 tubes. Klaxon

horn in perfect order; £117.—Oapt. Bnrltrop, United

Services Club, Edinburgh. (D) [X5920

DOUGLAS 2'>4h.p.. W.D. post-war finish, March,
1919, long mechanical, Lucas head light, elec-

tric rear light, A.K. knee grips, special exhaust, wide

bars Pedley grips, tools, condition gorgeous; £76,

cash.—Nisbet, Trinity, Cambridge. [9336

1 OI9 2">ih.p. W.D. Douglas, new last month, makers'
i-Xf colours, mileage about 400, all accessories, in-

cluding Miller head lamp. Klaxon. Stewart speedo-

meter, also insurance ixilicv, indistinguishable from

new; £90 cash.— 199, Fox Lane, Palmer's Green. N.13.
I [X6320

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ot the Issue. 323
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

^••aBaaaaaaBKaafl<

O^Ji.p. D9uglases, brand new, with either T.T. or
touring handle-bars; £72, plus carriage; foot-

boards 17/6 extra; very prompt deliveries, one or
two from stock.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Green St.,

Cambridge. Tel.: 995 (2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles.
[9418

1 019 (October) 2^11. p. Douglas. 2-speed, Lucas
JLiJ lamps, horn, tools, ridden \inder hundred miles,
nnscratched; reason selling, require higher power; £78,
or exchange for 3Vjh.p. 1919 T.T. Rover, with Philip-
son pulley.—Fann, Lindoola, Greevegate Rd., Hunstan-
ton. • ^ [S:&166

1 Q19 W.D. Douglas, only ridden 200 miles, spare
J-tf tube, belt, Klaxon, tail lamp, rubber handle
frips, knee grips, a real fast sporty solo 'bus ; owner
uying combination ; perfect order guaranteed ; £80,

or nearest offer.—Apply, Keen, Liverpool Rd., Stoke,
Staffs. ^ [X6119

4h.p. 1919 Type Dou&las Combinations, with im-
proved type of clutch; very prompt deliveries,

one or two from stock, at £123, plus cost of crate and
carriage.-Pamphlets with specifications, Robinson's
Garage. 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995 (2
lines). T.A. : Bicycles. [9419

DOUGLAS 1919 4Ti.p. Solos, two for sale, one brand
new, the other jiot done 50 miles, each fitted with

kick starter, necessary toolg, punin, acetylene lamps,
bslb horn and Kiason horn ; bought tp take abroad

;

owner now decided to remain in England, and has no
use for same; price 110 gns. and 105 gns. respectively.
—Apply, Grime, 14, Spring Lane, Erdington, Birming-
ham. • [X6216
T\OUGLAS 4h.p, Combination, as new, kick: start,
-«-' 3-speecl pear, purchased February, 1919, 3 lamps,
horn, small dynamo, spare new Whittle belt, compl?t
spare new tyre, with new butt-ended tube. Easting
wind screen, new driving belt, in thorough going con-
dition, trial with owner, cash wanted; price £125.—
J. W. Blackwell, 143, Manchester Old Rd., Middleton.
Lanes. [X6247

Edmund.

rQ19 Edmnnd, spring frame. 2S,4]i.p. J.A.P., finfleld
«' gears, 2-speed, chain drive, complete with lamps,

horn, and spares; £77, or nearest offer.~J. E. Parry
Btone Bridge, Eyton, near AYrexham. fX,6075

g3.h,p. Edmunds, spring frame. J.A.P. engine and 2
* speed gear, a really smart and comfoitable ma-

chine; extended payments if desired.—Hariods Motor
Showrooms, 116-118, Brompton Ed., opposite Main
Building), London, S.W.I. [8768

Enfield.
£20.—Enfield 2^jih.p. twin, just overhauled, new

parts.—Owner, Orchards, Oxshott. £9293

"I Q19 6h.p. Enfield Combination, in crate; what
J-tf offers y-Putterill Bros., Harpenden. [9226

ENFIELD. 2''i4h.p. Minerva engine, mag.; ride away
£17.—Rousdon, St. John's, Woking. [X6298

ENFIELD 5h.p., 1916, mileage 1,300, lamps, horn;
£65.~Cooper. Caius College, Cambridge. iX6245

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, 6h.p., condition per-
fect, screen; £110.—Skells, Yarwell, Peterborough.

[8807
"I Q19 2-stroke Enfield, new, never ridden; £60.-
X«/ H. Martin, 10, West Chapel St., Mayfair, W

[9407
ENFIELD 1917 3h.p., excellent order, lamps, horn

;

£70.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd.. S. Kensington.
[8540

ENFIELD, June, 1916, 3h.p., kick start, 800 miles,
new condition, accessories; £63,-61, New Kent

Ed., London. [9249

JONES' Garage, special agents for Enfields. Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2920

6h.p. 1916 Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo light-
irg, in excellent condition ; £ 125.—Crook, Sal-

fords, Ilorley. [9194

ENFIELD 1918 2-stroke. 2-speed, really excellent
condition ; 54 gns.—Curtis, Brightside, Golder's

Green Ed., N.W.4. [8770

1 Q18 6h.p. Enfield Combination, D.A. lighting set,
-*- «-' splendid condition ; £135.—Freeman, 50,
Brighton Rd., Eedhill. [X5993

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1913, stored during
war, splendid condition, all accessories; £80.-71,

Nortlicote Rd., Battersea. [9136

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, kick start, Bosch
mng., lamps, horn, good condition ; £50.—Davis,

Cross Sq., St. David's, Pembs. [8777

2 ah, p. Twin Enfield, recently overhauled, rebushed,
4 and re-enamelled, good going order, good tyres;

£27.—Wingroe, Sarum, Fleet, Hants. [X5936
"1 Q15 6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, in splendid
JLtJ condition, looks like new: any reasonable trial;

£130.-Ireland, Sankey, Warrington. [X6178

ENFIELD, Gh.p., 2-speed, C.B. sidecar, hood, screen.
lamps, good condition; £105.-223, Hammersmith

Ed., W. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9353

1 C|16 Enfield Coachbuilt CoTubination, in very fine
±•7 Older; £120.-Sn]ith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill
(opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [8043

ENFIELD 1919 Combination, hood, screen, lamps,
apron, Bosch mag,, 700x80 tyres, excellent con-

dition; £145.-125, High St., Woolwich. [9421

THINK-
You are losing

pleasure until you

fit one of these belt

fasteners—'

Because, of course, you are
taking unnecessary chances
of an inconvenient break-
down. It is a matter of

simple demonstration, drawn
from the experiences of all

sorts and conditions of motor
cyclists, that these fasteners
hold up for long years under
conditions to which all other
niodels have ignoininiously
and rapidly succumbed.
Write us for more details,, if

you would like them.

The

FORWARD
FASTENER
The World's Best—has been
used almost exclusively by
all leading Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers. The best of all

speed men have pinned their

faith to it. Price, 1/6 each
for fin., Jin., lin., and i|in.;

2/- each, exceptionally strong
" Forward Giant,!' for ijin.

belts.

KING HOOK
Fastener fully deserves its

title "King of all Hook
Types." It was the first

model of this jat';ern, and
has yet to be beaten. Price,

detachable, 1/- ; adjustable,

1 /3 each.

FORWADD SPARKING PLUG Co.,

Summer Row, BIRMINGHAM.

^(••i
57+-^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

ENFIELD 6-81i.p. Ooinbination, 1917, recently over-
hauled at "worlts, speedometer, lamps, new chains;

call or write.—58, High St., Bromley, Kent. (6822

ESTPEELD 1914 Coachbnilt Combination, Tan-S,iil.
little nsed, new condition and appearance ; first

£66.-4, Stockwell Park Crescent, Brixton. [9110

ENFIELD Combination, 1915-16, lamps, screen, and
Tan-Sad, spare tyre and chain; £120, or nearest.

—64, Clipston Rd., Alum Rock, Eirminghara. [X5996

ENFIELD 1916 5h,p., 2-sreed, kick start, complete
overhaul by makers, costing £14; apiiearance per-

fect : £65.—31, Durham Ed.. Sparkhill, Birmingham,
[X5965

jQ17 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, kick start, speed-
-*-«^ onieter, Lucas lamps, smart appearance; £58.—
Payne, Rosebeiy, Elm Grove Kd., Cobham, Surrey.

[X6130
ROYAL ENFIELD Late 1913 6h.p. Combination,

will be ready lor sale in aborrt lortnight; £95.

—

Jennings, South Bank, Station Rd., Redhill, Surrey.
[8814

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916, just over-

hauled and enamelled, in splendid condition;,

£115.-40, Hepltngham Rd., Soullifields, S.W.18.
'

, [9216
23.h.p. Twin Enfield, 2-3peed, overhauled, enamelled,
4 rebushed, new sprockets; trial run; £40, or

nearest.—Lovegrove, Highgate, Whitchurdi, Salop.
[8964

101-7 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, Cameo screen;

J^*y apron. Klaxon, lamps, spare cliain, excellent

condition, as new; £13».—10, Burleigh Way, Enfleld

Town. [X2469

6h-p. Enfield Combination, 1916 model, lamps, horn,

screen, and luggage grid, very good condition

thronghont; £105.—The Swindon Motor Co., Wood St^,

Swindon. [«700

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, equipped with lamps,

horn, tools, speedometer, absolutely perfect con-

dition; any trial or examination.—Box' 595, c/o Ike
Motor Ci/cle. [X5824

ENFIELD Sb.p. Twin. 1916, 2-spced, clutch, only

run 600 miles, stored during war, excellent con-

dition ; £65.—Write, Vans, 16a, Uxbridge Rd., Kmgs-
tou-on-Thames. L8947

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, Lucas lighting

set, hood, screen, speedometer, etc., splendid con-

dition; £135; seen by appointment only.—E. R. Smith

The Manor, Honor Oak Rd., S.E.23. [8918

ENFIELD Combination, 1917-18, 6h.p., complete
^

with 3 lamps, horn, mudshield. Bosch mag., 3in.

tyres, speedometer, in good condition, mileage 3,500;

£140, or oBei---4, High St., Lealherhead. [8740

£38.-1913 Enfield, 2';4h.p., 2-speed, dog clutc>,

chain drive, engine just overhauled, all acces-

sories, needs repainting, excellent 'order ; jide away.—
Furze Corner, Dunsiold, Godalmmg, Surrey. [8927

ENFIELD 6h-p. Combination, 1915, not used two

years, engine and gears thoroughly overhauled .

three weeks ago at the cost of £20, Tan-Sad, Klaxon,

lamps, etc.; £100.-Hayward, High St., Alton, H.jints

/Jhp Enfleld Combination, engine thoroughly over-

»J hauled rebushed, receipts shown, sidecar in good -

condition, wind screen, fast; £85: evenings after 8, or_

'

week-end--81, Ashburton Av., Addiscombe, Groyrton

1fkl9 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., complete with

-IJ/ lamps, Lucas and Klaxon horns, Orto wind

screen, tyres .almost new; seen by appointment; 190

gns., io oHers.-Box 635, c/o- The Motor C<;rfc^_^^ "

FOR Sale, 1917 6h.p. Royal Enfield combination,

complete with Lucas dynamo lighting set, electric

horn, bulb horri, luggage grid, tools, etc.. new tyres

back and front, splendid condition ;
price £145, or

near offer.-Apply, Allen. 30, Westgate, Wakefield
[XDiil.1

6h p Enfield-Jap Coach Combination, 1914. unused

during war, perfect condition throughout, lamps,
_

horn, speedometer, tools, and spares, 2 luggage grids,

petrol tin carrier, Tan-Sad and backrest, ideal touring

outfit, take 4 anywhere, only wants seeing and tiring;

m-ust sell, £110.-135, Kewland Av., Hull. [9392

IRISH Eeadere, Attention!—1919 Royal Enfield 2-

stroke, 2yjh.p., 2-speed gear (Enfield), all chain

drive, 24x2 Palmer tyres, Thomson-Bennett mag-. Aiiiac

carburetter, pan saddle, aluminium footboards, foot .

brake full kit of tools. Miller generator and head light.
'

and complete insurance policy; machine delivered 1st ,

Oct has been carefully driven since, is m excellent

running order, and the finish is m perfet-t as when ,

new the owner is highly pleased with it. but is getting

a sidecar machine; what offers over £65 tor immediate
possession? Payment accepted in Dunlop. Mexican

Eagle Shell, or Pyrotan shares, or cash.—W. G. GaJway.

Ijsliredan. Donaghadee, Co. Down. [X6092

Excelsior. ;

EXCELSIOR 1918 2-stroke. excellent condition

:

£37/10.—Dixon Bios., 172, BrownhiU Rd., Cat- •,

ford. 1^°^^

EXCELSIOR 2%h.p. 1917 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand
clutch; £50.-Dr. -Gandy, _ Peppard Common

Henley-on-Thames. . [X6325

AMERICAN Excelsiors.—Place yonr orders now to

save disappointment. 'Phone 943.-Horswin, 42.

Bridge St., Chester. 12143

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tlie date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

ANCASHIRE, Cheinirt;. .Vnrth Wales, Isle ol Mar
Only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blaki

i Co.. Official Dealers. Liverpool-Manchester. 1703f

MEBICAN Excelsior 7-9h.p., 3-speed, kick starter,

t 2-seat sidecar, electric light, Bosch, Binks, new
lins, 2 wind screens, all spares; £125.-52, Huxle.v

I., Edmonton; [9106

920 British Excelsior and Matchless, Ariel, En-
field, B.S.A., Harley combination; Allon,

iega. Wolf; early deliveries; book now.—CliKord
ifcories, Eastwood, Notts. " [9346

» RITISH Excelsior, now in stock for immediate
delivery, 2Vih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, £58/16; with

Idi and kick starter, £64/17/6.—The Premiei
tor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9455

MERICAN Excelsior, new and latest model 7-9h.p..

L 5-speed, with Montgomery " De Luxe sidecar

;

mediate delivery from stock; £160.—The Premiei
;tor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [945^

19 American Excelsior, 8-lOh.p., new middle Sep-

tember, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, P.H. light-

si^t, Lucas horn, pillion seat,' with footrest, tools,

nil', whole machine perfect, and as new; £145.—
ji. Craigcrooke, Dunbar, Haddingtonshire. [X6167

I'TO. Excelsior Motor Cycle 7-9h.p. Combination
L ill perfect running order, concbbuilt sidecnr, spoit-

, iiiudel, upholstered in red morocco, cupboards, horn
nps, equipment, colour of combination grey and red

,

; 45 complete : no agents.—A. J. Earl, 105, Einat.

. Reading. Trial run by appointment. [SOOi.

F.N.
I.N. 4-cyl., 2-8peed, clutch, Bosch, broken' crankshait •

first £15 purchases.—E. Hill, Lowca, Whitel^f*^-'

[8684
^.N. 5h.p., 2-speed, engineer overhauled, very lust.-

Hogben, 74, Whitstable Ed., Canterbury. Kent.
[8849

^.N. 2l^h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, footboards, new IJun
lops, lamps, tools, sweet running machine, spleii-

1 order; £32/10.-142, Hamlet Gardens, Ravens
art Park, 'n". [X6217

HarIey»Davi[Ison.

IAELET 1916 Combination, electric lights, perfect:
£115,-51, Maplethorpe Ed., Thornton Heath.

[9162
IARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination,

1915, splendid outfit; £100 secures, bargain.—
;hby House, York Av,, Hunstanton. [X619f
TARLEY-DATIDSON 1916 Combination, coach
-1. built sidecar, recently overhauled, good condition

:

.30.-Olver, Tavistock Ed., Launceston. [908C

915 Harley-Davidson, double-seater sidecar, mag
ignition, electric lamps, horn, splendid condition

:

135.—TVoodcote House, Norlingtou Ed., Leyton, [885t

916 Harley-Davidson, Phoenix C.B. sidecar, electri.
model, new ch'ains, good mechanical condition

;

130; Seen Thursdar.—S.B., 83, Sinclair Ed., W.14
[8753

Q16 Harlev-Davidson, electric model 16J.. electrii
-•^ lights, with Watsonian sidecar, dickev seat, Camec
reen; £125.-211, Barton Ed., Stretfordi Manchester

[9009
919 Harley-Drvidson Combination (mag,); £18o"

perfect, all pccessories, trial given; call anv
"M.—V. A, H., 33, Montrose Av., Kilburn, London"
"•6 [9196
JARLEY-DAVIDSON 10-12h.p. 1919 Combination.
-. only done 300 miles, in excellent running order
20 gns., or offer.—Capt. M., Pleasant Cottage, Light
ater, Bagshot, [8958
qpARLBY-DAVIDSON 1914 7-9h.p„ just overhauled
-- roomy sidecar, 2-speed, Bosch mag.; sacrifice
vner leaving country, £75.—Barrett, 19, Hendezvou;
.., Folkestone. [9426

P'WO Only.-Latest Harlev-Davidsons, either with oi
•- without sidecar, Mills-FulJord, £154 each solo
185 each Mith sidecar. 'Phone 943.—Horswill 4''
ridge St., Chester. i876"9
JTARLEY Racer, 1916, single speed, clutch, fitted
-^ spring forks, carrier, large mudguards and tyres
?st-clas3 condition, 5,000 miles; £95, lowest.—Box
>4, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X3959
JARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 7-9h.p., Bosch, lamps
-JL horn, speedometer, coachbuilt sidecar, all in
ilendid order; £115.—Axten, Glengariff, Surrey Rd
arrow. 'Phone ; City 186. [906E
JARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination. 1916, electric
-». lamps, horn, pressed steel sidecar, speedometer
iggage grid, 70 m.p.g., perfect condition; any trial'
135,-123, King's Rd., Brighton. [gi7«
JARLEy-DAyiDSON 1916 Combination, perfeci-- condition, nearly new tvres and tubes, spare tvit
Id tube, car Klaxon and electric lights fitted: £145
Uodgers, 12, Laurel Gardens, Hanwell. [911',

3 ROOK Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, are sole agents for
-» the new Harley-Davidson models, and specialiss
I service to the owner; book your order now for earlv
Jlivery. \Vnt« for our new catalogue. [0044
3-ARLEY.DAVlp.SON 1918 7.9h.p. Combination-t disc wheels, hood, screen, new extra heavy Dun-
f back wheel, small mileage, excellent cond'ition.-
ard, c/o Edwards Bros.' Garage, Salisbury. [8938

LANCASHIRE
and

CHESHIRE

Motor Cyclists
in these two Counties
will find that the

Best Deliveries
and

Efficient Service
ARE GIVEN BY

COLMORE
DEPOT.
MANCHESTER:

200, Deansgate.

LIVERPOOL:
24, Paradise St.

As we have never encouraged
a long waiting list, several of
the best known makes of
machines are available for

early delivery.

Birmingham.
We can grive early

delivery of severa

I

well-known machines
Colmore Row,
October 23rd, 1919.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
HarIey=Davidson

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916-17. mag.,
model, 3-speeds, bulbous sidecar, luggage grid,

3 lamps and low generator, new tyres; £115, bargain.
—H. Wolverson, Horseley Fields, Wolverbampton.

[X6250
HARLEY-DAVIDSOjST 1919 Combination, mag., 2

speedometers, luggage grid, petrol can carrier,
I'illion seat, perfect throughout; £210.—Stretton nnd
Smitb. 23, Wodstock St. {ofi New Bond St.), W.l.
Marfair 3129. [8690

HARLEY Combination. 1916 (Nov.). bulbous side-
car, screen, with side extensions, hood, dific -wheels,

electrical model, new chains, mechanical condition and
appearance as new; any trial; 56170.—Johnson, Smith's
Yard, Tooting Broadway, London. [8725

1 Q 16-17 Harley-Davidson 3-speed Combination,
-L tf specially sprung bulbous torpedo sidecar to
match, finisb throughout unscratched, mechanically
perfect, a super-combination in eevry respect; any trial;
118 gns.—Cotton, Hollies House, Ledbury. [8940

HARLEY-DAVIDSON" Combination, electric light
model, with special K. engine, very fast, over-

hiiul just completed, large bulbous sidecar, with boot
at back, all in. excellent condition and appearance;
£140, or near offer.—Bushey View, Hampton AVick.

[9154
LATEST 1919 Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., electric

model, and large MiUs-Fulford coachbuilt sidecnr,
fully equipped with 3 electric lamps, horn, all tools,
etc.. bought new in July, and only used fine week-ends
since, guaranteed faultless; £200.—Smith, 269, Countv
Rd., Liverpool. [X6544

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 191S 7-9h.p., 3-speed, T.T.
bars, accumulator lighting, enamel and mechani-

cal condition perfect, practically indistinguishable
from new; first reasonable offer accepted; any trial;
many spares; must sell.—64, Field Rd., Forest Gate.
E.7. 8.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. [9431

F'.O.C.H. for Harley-Davidson Combinations.—Be one
of the early birds and book your order now for these

excellent mounts. We can deliver a few 1920 models
this vear. Our motto, " Strict rotation and no pre-
niiuums."-F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5, Hentli
St.. Hanipstead [near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone Hnnip-
stead 3752. [8615

SPECIAL Harley-Davidson Combination, 1917, 3-

speed clutch, kick start, special model for demon-
stration and trial riding, de luxe coachbuilt bulboi's
back sidecar with wind screen, electrically equipped.
lamps, horn, speedometer, luggage grid; any trial
given; £165; exchanges.—R. D. Varty, Thundersley.
Rayleigh, Essex. [9186

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P., 5-6h.p., S-speed gear, clutch,

kick starter, compleae with torpedo sidecar.
lamp.s, etc. ; £10t).—Sevmour and Baker, 215, High
St.. Lewisham, S.E. [9382

HAZLEWOOD Combination. 5h.p. J.A.P. engine,
Bosch mag.. E. and B. carlnrretter, 3 speeds, per-

fect condition, powerful and comfortable, complete in
nil details.—Full particulars from Col. Hyde Cates.
c/o H. S. King and Co.. 9, Pall Mall, S.W.I. Price
£115. [9360

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Twin 1917 Combina-
tion, 3-3peed genr box, K.S., hood, luggage grid,

Tnu-Sad pillion, speedometer, lamps, etc. ; first cheque
for 100 gns. ; also 1911 Triumph, complete, wants as-

sembling; £25, or sell parts; Douglas parts in stock.—
268. I'ortobello Rd., W.IO. [8865

Henderson.
HENDERSON.—Place your order now foe earliest

delivery.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [9456

PLACE Your Orders now for Hendersons.—Horswill,
Castra Motor Cycle Garage, 42, Bridge St.,

Chester. 'Phone: 943. [2142

HENDERSON, 1915, 4-cyl., Millford sidecar, hood,
lamps, splendid order; £125.—Sproston, Ltd., 198,

^

Gt. PorUand St., W.l. [8983

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle oi

Man.— Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. invited.-J.
UUit'e and Co. Official Dealeia, Liverpool-Manchester.

r703e
HENDERSON 1916 Combination, G.L. sidecar (un-

used), dynamo lighting, aluminium disc wheels,
Lyres perfect, sijecial carburetter, accumulator, carrier,

etc.. this machine has seen little service, and is in
exceptional condition throughout, wonderful combina-
tion; £140.—Bicknell, Woolpa,it, Warwick. [X6176

Hobart.

1 Q19 (Auguiit) Hobait, 2V2h.p., speedometer. Klaxon,
i-ti and lamps, unscratched; ie55.—10, Oakfield Ter-
race, Cheltenham. [X6318

HOBART 1919 2-stroke, 2-speed, brand new, in
stock; list prige.—Wrekin Motor Co., Foundrv Rd.,

Wellington, Salop. [X6257

H.S.M.
•S.M. 1914 Sociable Sidecar Outfit, 8h.p. J.A.P.

:

£65.—Particulare, see Cycle Car column. [9103H
H umber.

1Cfcl3 2^4h.p. Twin Humber, good condition.

-

-l-t/ and Johnson, Louth.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

Mawer
[9317

advertisement, and the date of the issue, a-^j;
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.HUMBER, 2h.p., splendid condition, £26; A.J S

spare wheel, tyre, *4/10.—1, Cow Brow, Holme,
Carnforth. [8736
"I Q19 Hnmbev, SVA-V-, new, with Middleton sidecar,J-" £120.—Swift of Coventry, Ltd., 132-4, Long
Acre, London, W.C.2. [8909
Qlh.p. Humber, rebushed, C.A.V., Amac, Drnids,
^^Z lamps, good tyres; bargain, £21; ride away,
151, Stepney Green, E.l. [8936

TTUMBER Coaclibuilt Combination, 3'Ali.p., 2
J-J- speed, 1913, nearly new tyres, splendid order;
£54—Cox, 2a, Merton Rd., Watford. [9401

"piUMBBE Liglitweiglit, new, only ridden a few miles
^-t- guarantee given; 35 gns. ; drive away.—Lee, 14,
Hall Moon descent, Bnrnsbmy, N.l. [9506

TyrOTOH Cycle. Humber 2%lh.p. twin-cvl,, Bosch, B,
J-'A and B., 3-speed, clutch, very fast, good condition;
£40.-117,, Bedford Ed., Walthamstow. [8887

n3.li.Ti. Humber Twin, S-speed, Bosch, Senspray, good'^i condition and running order; £48; between 6-8
p.m.-Simmer, 14. Constantinc Ed., Hampstead, N.W.S.

Oih.p. Humber, B. and B., Simms, good tvres and
^^^ inner tubes, ride away; £25, or near offer.—14,
Elphinstone Rd., Winn's Av., Walthamstow, E.17.

[9178
"OrUMBEE Combination, SV^h.p., 2-speea, perfect ordei
-*—*- and appearance, 3 lamps, spares, and accessories:
55 gns.—Heninghem, 5, Belmont Terrace, Chisleharst.

2
[9368

ib.p. Humber Lightweight, 3-6peed, and clutch, in
4 good condition, tvres, etc.. as new; bargain, £31

H. W. B. Coombs, Harlem, Langer Ed., Felixstowe.
[8774

HUMBER, 3',l.h.p., C.B. sidecar, 2 speeds, handle
start, Bosch, B. and E., perfect order, complete

with lamps, tools, etc.
; genuine bargain, £45.—Harris,

9. River St., Brigbouse, Yorks. ' [8920

HUMBER, sy^h.p., 2-speed, free engine, handle start,
Eisemann, B.B., T.T., spring forks, lamps, good

tyres, good ensniel, ride away anywhere; £40; stamp
,

reply.—Crook, Ward St., Penistone. [X5977

HUMBER 4h.p., 2-speed, handle start, lamp, horn,
B. and B., just been overhauled, suitable for

sidecar; £50, or any reasonable offer; call any time
after 5.30.—A. Rose, 16, Victoria Av., Hounslow, N.

[9303
"I Q12 Humber Combination, SMjb.p., 2-speed, handle
-L*^ start, cane sidecar, new piston, cylinder rebored,
new carburetter, new belt, tyres good, lamps, etc., com-
plete, in really excellent condition; £56.—Bryant,
Butcher, Lingfield, Surrey. , [8911

Indian.
£55.—Indian, 5-6h.p., clutch, free engine, best con-

dition, very fast.~49, Robinson Rd., Tooting Ter-
minus. [8977

£90.-1915 7-9h.p. Indian, Phoenix sidecar, 2-speed,
clutch, K.S. model.—Faall, Ayre Cottage, St. Ives,

Cornwall. [8891

INDIAN.—For earliest deliveries, get in touch with
the Indian agents, Newport Motor Co., Ltd., New-

port, Mon. [0032

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., T.T. clutch model, stand broken,
new Dunlop, very fast; £55.-7, Primrose Hill,

Chelmsford. [8790

1 Q15 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, disc wheels, usual
Xt/ accessories; £100, or near.—73, High St., Weston-
super-Mare. [X6240

1019 Powerplus Indian and Sidecar, full electrical
--«/ equipment, just delivered; £180.—Wright's
Garage, Saffron Walden. [X6372

5-6h.p. Indian, 1915, 3-speed, clutcTi, kick starter,
specially fine condition, lamps, horn, etc. ; £88.

—

9, Upper George St., W.l. [8742

7-9h.p. Indian Combination {86E9691, very power-
ful, fine condition, will separate; any trial.

—

Pioneer, 290, High St., Stratford, E.15. [9213

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1913, Model E, overhauled and
ready to ride away; £55/10.—Stevens Engineering

Co.,' 184, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, [8824

1 Q15 5-6b.p. Indian, 3 speeds and kick starter, coach-
-i-*^ built sidecar, fitted with wind screen, nice con-
dition; 88 gns.— 3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [X6204

~fQI6 Powerplus Indian Combination, 3.speed, hand
.LU and foot clutch, kick starter, fully equipped;
£110, or offer.-Rawkins, Fairlight, Windsor. [8788

INDIAN 7-9h.p., spring frame, clock, Amac, dynamo
lighting, 75 m.p.g., mechanical horn, T.T. bars;

£75, or offer. —Richards, High St., Ashtead, Surrey.
[8696

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 1915, 3-speed, clutch,
electric lighting, spares, etc., just rebushed; £95.

—Seen Hove Engineering Works, Davigdor Rd., Hove.
[9016

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1914, clutch moBel, fine condition,
and Norton coachbuilt sidecar: £75; sell separate,

or exchange lower power.—69, Edgbaston Ed., Smeth-
wick, [X6076

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed clutch, kick start,
X«.f £78; also 23,:ih.p. Veloce 2-speed free engine,
just been overhauled.—54, Queen St., Camden Town,
N.W. [9066

191 iBiB^aia^Bga

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

'Elite Holdtite Rivetless Soles."

Soles STUCK ON-
We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fixsolution. We guarantee
thsm to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. The process of fixing is exactly

the same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof.

full instructions given with each pair of

soles -

PRICES :

Gents'
:>izo. Per Pair

lo-ii ._ 2/9
8-9 29
6-7 « 2/6

Ladies'
Jiie. Per Pan
6-7 .„ .. .. 2/-

4-5 2/-
2-3 - .. ^ 1/6

Boys' and Youths'
Size. Per Pan
4-5 2/3
2-3 2/-
f-13 2/-
II-I2 1/9

Sol-fix Solution:
1.1 Tins, 8d., 1 /3, 2/6, and 4/6 An 8d, tin .

sufficient for 2 pairs of soles.

Solution Brush, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded.

ELITE

RUBBER
COm Ltd. (Dept. A),
264 266, Vanxliall Bridge Road

VICTORIA. S.W.I,

MOTOI^ CYCLES fOR SALE.
Indian,

pTANDSOHE 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, cluteA-t electne light, spares, gcocl condition: £130 i

near.—A. Ferguson, Boseneath, Chase Green Av.. E
field. [g"

TNDIAN 7-9h.p. 2-speed Coachbuilt Combination, UlA 1914, overhauled, lamps, horn, etc.; £98, or nei
197, London Rd., Croydon. 'PhoM

Indian, red, discs, tools, lami
long exhausts, silencer, tyres m^
£70.-103, Ealham Park B(m

offer.—Mylam
2379.

I Q15 7-9h.p. T.T.
J-*^ Klaxon, spares,
beautifTil condition

;

S.W.I 2.

TNDIAN 5h.p., 1915, 3 speeds, hand and foot contrn
J- tyres excellent, fully eauipped, lamps, etc.; id
bargain, £67/10.-17, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bul"
London. [Qqi

TNDIAN 7-9h.p„ 2-speed, clutch, lamps;
-*- reasonable offer refused, or Douglas taken in pai
exchange.—Whitehead, 77, Marylebone Lane. Oxio
St., W.l. [940

I
Q20 Indian Powerplus Combination, brand new, m

*-^ used, electrics, insurance, fully equipped,
extras; £175, or near offer.—Bryndwr, Severn Banl
Shrewsbury. [S622

1 C|15-16 Indian, 5-6h.p., excellent condition, clutd
-L«^ model, kick st^irt-er, T.T. hnndle-bars, very last
.all and see it any time; £75.~Th6 Ited House, Bediei
ham, Kent. __ fg2e

IQIS Powerplus Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., Mflll
*- *^ Fulford sidecar, lamps, tools, mechanical hom
spare tube, first-rate order; £115.-69, Abington St
Northampton. [X607'

7-9h.p. Indian, 1915, green. Canadian model, sprinj

frame 2-speed, hand and foot clutch, Eplendi)" ' -- .- -- gj-Qad St,

[9121

condition; £83.-
Peterborough.

-Robertson-North, 55,

SMITH'S have for sale Indian, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-spe6d
comjjlete with lamp, etc., in good condition; 5{

Haverstock Hill {opposite Chalk Farti
Tube Station). [804:

BLUE Indian, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, E.S., never given an;
tioultle, always gets " there, lamps, spares

away; any trial; £55, or 2-stroke and c<ish.-

Broadway, Coventry.

. ria.

Davies, 43
[X623:

INDIAN, 1915, I'oad racer rnodel, clutch, very fast

never been ridden since thoroughly overhauled;
owner sent on foreign service; ^70.
hall, Cravi-ley, Sussex.

-Address Wood-
[55914

INDIAN Combination, red, C.B. sidenar, sportingi

1916, 3-spee(1, kick start, hand and foot clutch,

Lucas lamps, horn; 70 gns.; must sell.—Biss, Queen*!
Head, Waltham Abbey. [S9^9

INDIAN Coachbuilt Combination, 7-9h.p., late model,
enamelled olive green, tyres unpunctured ; most

sell ; trial; nearest JBIOO.—58, Kirkmanshulme Lane,
Longsight, Manchester. [X6287

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., Colonial model, clutch, spring
frame, tyres new, perfect running order, 5 to 5J

m.p.h., just overhauled; £65.— 12a, Haldon Rd., TVeei

Hill, Wandsworth, S.W. [9312

TNDIAN 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt
clutch model, sporting ;

Si"-"---

Combination, T.T.,

_ __ , .^ _ . _ jzdecar, all accessories, ex-
cellent condition; d£85.—Mr. Jones, Elsemere Cottage,.
Priory Rd., Ascot, Berks. [XSSll'

Indian, T.T., 1915, 2-speed, with Flyingi
Middleton sidecar (nearly new), disc wheels,

accessories, speedometer, etc., splendid condition ; 70
gns.—18, Lowlands Rd., Harrow. [8881

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1914 Coachbuilt Combination, with
1915 improvements, perfect and good order, guar-

anteed, electric lighting, speedometer; 96 gns.—Herlierti
36, Market St., Watford. Herts. [9125

PLACE Your Orders for Indians now; don't be left;

will northern county customers note the new
address.—Horswill, 42, Bridge St., Chester. Gastaa
Motor Cycle Garage. 'Phone: 943. [2141

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p., 3-speed, kick starter, foot

clutch, spring frame, lamps, horn, and tools, very

little used, perfect
enamel imecratched

;

mechanical condition throughout,
£90.-237, Iffley Rd.. Oxford.

[9271

T.T. Powerplus Indian, 1916, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, kick
starter, hand and foot clutch, long exhausts,

lamps and tools, engine just overhauled and re*

bushed, enamel unscratched ; £ 1 10.—72, Lonsdale
Rd., Oxford. [9372

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., late 1915, clutch, road racer,

stored during war, lamps, horn, speedometer, tools,

spare new Renolds chain, spare cover and inner tube,

condition perfect; best offer over £70.—L. Mitchell,
The Lindens, Farnham, Surrey.

INDIAN Combination (1914), 7-9h.p., spring frame
model, D.A. lighting set, nearly new tyres, good

condition and appearance, private owner ; £85, lowest

—Prideaux, Garage. 118, St. Andrew's Rd. (corner Rich-
mond Rd.), Montpelier, Bristol. [X6345

INDIAN, 1915 (late), 7-9h.p., 3-speed, spring fra,_.
electric model, red Coronet sidecar attached,

property of officer who was away 2 years, little used
since; sacrifice, dElOO for quick sale, best offer accepted.
—Wintle, 6, Highgate Rd., Camp Hill, Birmingham.

[X63a3

A34 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

-9h.p. Indian, Canndian Government model,

^

olive

green finish, 2-speed, kick start, hand and foot

itrolled clutch, spring frame, 28x3 Goodyear tvrea,

ex<^ellent condition : £85, or exchange for A.V. Mono-
H-oUand, West Mount, Chester Rd., Macclesfield,

|eshire. [X6033

*\'DIAN. 7-9h.p., 1914, 2-speed, clutch, dynamo,
- electric lamps, horn, speedometer. Swan coach-
lilt sidecar, storm apron, wind screen, luggae carrier,

<:ine recently overhauled, tyres excellent; owner going
nad almost immediately; ^95. or reasonable offer.—

itUs 128. Pepys Rd., Wimbledon. [8924

914 Indian 7-9h.p. Spring Frame Coachbuilt Com-
bination, clutch, kick starter, electric light,

-edometer. disc wheels, 6 lamps, many accessories,

,v heavy Dunlop, hood and screen, perfect machine;
1
3 gns.. no offers; no dealers.—Apply by letter, M.,

!, Baron's_,Court Rd., West Kensington. [8877

-9h.p. Indian Combination, 1914 (Millford C.B. side-

car), 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, electric lamps,
eilouieter, horn, tools, excellent running order, and ap-
iranre like new, very easy starter; buying new solo

chine: 87 gns., bargain; no offers.-Bond. Church
':rm, Sutton Eenger, Chippenham, Wilts. [9445

ATE 1915 7-9h.p. Indian, Millford C.B. combina-
' tion, spring frame, 3-speed, K.S., electrically
lipped, screen, discs, tools, tyres and enamel good,
t thoroughly overhauled, now in grand condition

;

a and tried any time; £130, or near ofTer.~R..J.W.,
lag's Head, Church St., Deptford, S.E.8. [9004

JITPER-HOGBUS Indian. 7-9h.p., clutch, road racer,
1915-16, fitted new Thomson-Bennett mag. (Dixie

.ipped), Indian-Binks carburetter, large diameter long
'u

.
exhaust giving terrific burble, Pedleys and knee

ps, Watford reai drive maximum hand speedometer;
j3. absolutely no oflers.—Roddick, 31, York Rd., Birk-
6, Lancashire. [X6270

919 Poiverplus Indian Combination, just delivered,
dynamo electric lighting, ammeter, spring frame,

ipeed. clutch, large sidecar lamp. Easting wind
een, painted red to match, locker, apron, mat, pump.
'Is, luxurious outfit, ridden 50 miles only, available
mediate sale; examination by appointment; offers.—
.t,?rs only, Lyndwood, Portland Crescent, Plymouth
ove, Manchester. [S6225

Ivy
XIip. 1915 Ivy 2-stroke, just overhauled, fine run-
2 ning ordeii £37.—Parkview, Oakhill Rd., Sutton,
i-^y- [X6098

,V'T 2-stroke. mechanically perfect, been garaged,
lamps, horn, tools; £38.—Wall, Aldenham Rd.,

shey. [X6275

I.
G. HENLY and Co. are sole London Agents for
the popular Ivy 2-stroke.— 91, Gt. Portland St.,

11. 'Phone: Mayfair 4084 [0023

James.
914 James, clutch model, lamp, new B. and B.,

new tools; £45-—Johnson, 16, Underwood Lane,
^isley. [X6252

AMES 1919 Models in stock and lor early delivery.
—Chandler, Reyre, and Williams, Hi^chin.

Ihons : 165. [8906

I'AMES 41/ih.p. Combination, 2-speed, kick start,
i clutch, countershaft gear; ^80, or near offer.-
[antral Garage, Bromley, Kent. [8889

["AMES SVsh.p. Twin, 1914. hand clutch, 3 speeds,
I;

good condition, go anywhere, horn, lamps, spares;
>0.—Blenkinsop. Ilawes, Yorks. [8838

"AMES 6h.p. 3-speed 1919 Combination, spring wheel
sidecar; bargain, £135.-223, Hammersmith Rd.,

'. 'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9354

913 4i4h.p. .Tames, Bosch, footboards, P.H. lighting,
horn, spring pillion, etc.; trial; £38.—Letters,

bbs, Cot, Woodlea Rd., Worthing. [8852

919 James. 5-6h.p., S-speed, kick, clutch, long ex-
haust, lamps, horn, etc., faet machine; £110.-

311, 40, New faciuare, Cambridge. rX6254

919 James 4i^b.p., 3-speed, countershaft, lamps,
horn, etc., as new; £98.—K. Reliant, 160,

igenfs Park Rd., London, N.W.I. [9412

919 4i4h.p. Jam'es, perfect condition, with wicker
sidecar, complete, lamns, horn, tools; £120 —

;.J.T., 93, Woodfield St., Mo'rriston, Glam. [X6139
"AMES 3i/:-h.p. Twin, 3-speed countershaft, clutch,

lamps, horn, speedometer, stored 2i/> years, in
od condition.—Bell, Saffron Lodge, Saffron Walden.

[9347
915 4'4h.p. James Coach Combination, 3-speed

countershaft, kick, weatherproof Bosch, Sen-
Western

[9327

ion, beautifully kept,
. -. . spares and all fittings

:

mer bought car.—C. L. H. Himiphieya, 28, Victoria
., Loudon. Tel.: Victoria 5228. [9139
"AMES 31-^h.p. twin 1918, 3-speed countershaft,

mileage 4,000, discs, all accet^sories, photo, £75;
exchange countershaft combination, cash adjust-

5nt.—0. Mills, Trent Lock, Sawley, Derby. [9003
'AMES 1919 5-6h.p. Twin, all in splendid condition

( and perfect running order, complete with Cooper
liecar de luxe, also with lamps, horn, and usual
cessories; £150; ready for immediate use.—Frank
Ihitworth, 139 " "--. —

[ray, lamps, mechanically new ; £75.-76
1, Southdll, W.

919 5-6h.p. James Combinatio
run 1,200 miles, plenty of sp;

i TYRES
I

SPECIAL
j

Clearance Lines
{

All goods sent on seven
|

days' approval asainstj
remittance. I

RETREADING.
Extra heavy
Heavy
Medium

17/6
IS/.

12/6

COVERS.
Our List

Price, Price.

"CANNOT ADVERTISE NAME."
a6 X 2i passenger heavy rubber

studded 49/6 55/-
26 X 2| Tourist Trophy 39 /6 45 /-

26 X 2i „ „ rubber studded 39 /- 44/ 6

26X2iX2i „ „ 43/6 50/-

26 X 2i Passenger 52 /6 55 16

700 X 73 Lightcar to fit 650 X 65
rims 49 ;6 55 /-

ELITE—
26 X 2i Heavy grooved 37/6

GUODYEAR
29 X 2j oversiz' for 28 X 2i rim,

rubbpr '^tudHci'

28 V 2i diamond stud
28 X 2 Rubber studded O.S.

PALMER-
iK V 3 I v- 4-ply tahnr

42/-
4S/-
35/- 44/-

65 /- 79 19

PEDLEY—
26 X 2I Heavy Model 60 /-

26 X 2i X 2i Heavy Model t9/-

26 X 2l Medium 52 /6 m
AVON—
28 X 3 Extra heavy 3-ribbed 72/6
700 X 80 Extra heavy 3-ribbed 70/-

650 X 65 Extra heavy 3-ribbed 61 /-

650 X 65 Heavy ;^-ribbed 58/-

BATES—
2ftx ""f Sppcini h^.nvv

90/9

52/6

KEMPSHALL—
26 X 2i Heavy non-skid 45/- 64/-

WOOD-MILNE—
26 X 2} Extra heavy Keygrip 60/-
26X 3X25- Extra heavy Keygrip 64/9
650X 75 X 65 Heavy Keygrip 62 /-

26 X 2I Combination 84/-

TUBES.
NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED
26X2t 10/- 11/-

16x24 9;6 II /b

26X2g 10/- 11/-

BELTS.
AU mattes in Stock at special prices.

mr
B
1
m

Wc ha.ve sl lar^e motor tyre stock
and shall be pleased to quote on
receipt o-F postcard.

Ill Vanxhall Bridge Road.svv
Victoria. '

1.

IJE.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

1 Q 19 James 5-6h.p. Combination de Luxe, new
J-t' July, Lucas lamps (used once only), screen,

luggage grid, hooter, tyres unpunctured, excellent

condition, machine done 1,100 miles; nearest offer

147 gns.—Child, 22, Noel Ed., Acton, W. 'Phone :

Chiswicli 800. [9310

.l.*.P

4h.p. J.A.P. Racing Model, o.h.v,, Bosch, Amac, fast,

sporty; bargain, £48/10.-42, I'eiran Ed., Tiilse

Hill. [9123

J.A.P. 6h.p., 2-speed, Jardine countershaft, all

chain drive, with Swan coach sidecar: £88/10.—
Robertson-North, 55, Broad St., Peterborough. [9131

COMBINATION, Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, new belts, and
fully equipped, mechanically perfect, but wants

ena"melling to look smart; £55 for quick sale.—Mun-
ton's Stores, Berkswell, Coventry. (D) [X6116

J.E.S.

1 Q14 J.E.S. Model de Luxe, very little used, condition
-If/ enual to new; £22.-64, Lysways St., Walsall.

[9364
LANCASHIRE and Cheshire Only—J.E.S. motor

cyclette and attachment sets; enquiries invited.—

J. Blake and Co . Liverpool-Manchester. [7042

J.H.

J.H., 3i/.h.p. M.A.G. engine. Sturmey-Archer 3-speed
gear'box, kick start, T.T. bars, Henderson light-

weight sidecar, disc wheels throughout, enamelled
black and gold, copper exhaust pipes, Lucas lamps,
sporting combination; £120, or near offer.—Hawkj, 7,

Green Lane, Harrogate. [X5939

Kerry.
3ih.p. Kerry, P.E., handle start, 2 speeds, good

2 tyres, running order; £35.-14, Elphinstone
Rd., Winn's Av., Walthamstow, E.17. [917=

Lea-Francis.

1019 Lea-Francis Combination, done 500 miles;
-Lf only £125.—H. Wright, Arlesey, Beds. (8994

LEA-FEANCIS.—Orders are now being booked for

future delivery of these splendid machines.

-

Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St.. London, S.W.I.
[X3511

LEA-FRANCIS, 1919. Place your name oo our
waiting list tor delivery of these aristocrati.-

mounts.—A. J. Sproston, 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l
(6612

"1019 Lea-Francis and Sidecar, P. and H. lamp>.
-i-tf horn, leg shields, only delivered last week:
£150._WriEht's Garage, Saffron Walden, Essex.

[X6373
LEA-FRANCIS. 1919 (September), 4h.p. J.A.P.

twin, Bosch, mechanical horn, electric head and
tail, blue Canoelet 4-point sporting sidecar, carrier

valise, spares, full A.A.M.IT. insurance, tyres and
whole perfect: trial run; £150, or offer.-Buck, Clare-

mont, Orleans Rd., N.19. [9292

Levis.

LEVIS Popular, 1916, excellent condition: £36.—
13, St. James's Rd., Kingston, Surrey. [9302

LEVIS, S^ih.p., 1915, excellent condition, unused for

2 years; i£36.—122a, Manor St., Clapham. [8751

LEVIS, 1916, very little used, always reliable, and
in good condition; ^38. — Bowling, Dunchurch.

Rugby. CS6113

I {J 17 2Vnh.p. Levis, Enfield ge.ir, 2-speed, clutch, per-

X^ feet condition: 55 gns.— 8, Meadway, Golder's

Green. [9287

LEVIS, late 1915, stored during war, in perfect
running order; 30 gns.—-'Vpply, after 5, 102,

High St., Bexley. [9195

LEVIS, 1915, Albion 2-speed, perfect condition, new
lamps, horn, etc.; £40.—Kelly, 148, Olive Rd.,

Cricklewood, N.W.2. [9342

LEVIS 2i4h.p. 2-stroke, fully equipped; bargalTi,

£35.—Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane, Acton
Hill, opposite Red Lion. [9269

LEVIS (1919) 2i/4h.p. Popular, splendid condition.
Klaxon and P. and H. lamps, quite new ; £46.—

St. Denys, Eastwood Ed., South Woodford. [X6334

IEVI3 2-stroke, 1914, good 'bus, lamps, hand mirror,
i horn, good tvres and belt; private owner; £35.—

Spsncer, 19, The Halve, Trowbridge, Wilts. [X6013

LEVIS, 1915, new piston, cylinder, crankshaft, fly-

wheel, etc . new spring pillion seat, lamps, horn,
etc., perfect order; £45 Saturday afternoon or Sun-
day.—51, Finchley Lane, Hendon, N.W.4. [9151

Lincoln-Elk.

LINCOLN-ELK, SVih.p., Bosch. B. and B. ; ride
away; £26.-256, Division Rd., Hull. [X6321

3Xh.p. Liucolu-Elk, with sidecar, £20 ; seen after
2 5 p.m.—Harris, Albemarle Stables, Inner I'nrk

- ~ [9286Ed.. Wimblerlon Connnon.

41.h.p. Lincoln Elk, 2-specd and free engine, cane
i sidecar. £45; or b3st offer with or withoui

J sidecar.—Howarth, 39, Church St., Padiham. [9266New St., Birmingham. [X6200
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A.11
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
L.M.C.

L.M.C. Motor Cycles, the motor cycle with the com-
forts of a car; all models available; deliveries

now commenced.—The sole distributing agents for
London and the Home Counties, Mebes and Mebes,
the Original Light Car Specialists. Motor Cycle
Dept. : 154-6, Gt. Portland St., W.l. Tel. : 3426
Mayfair. [8583

Martin.

1 014 Martin 4h.p. T.T. Single, Bosch mag., Amac,
--*' lamps and accessories, fast and reliable; £50.
—Brown, Hartiord Rd., Huntingdon. [9339

Matchless.

CKOW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey
agents for the new Matchless.—Order now for

early delivery. [4085

MATCHLESS Combination, ah.p., 3-speed, acces-
sories; £85, no offers.—Dredge, 125a, Lupns St.,

Pimlico, S.W.I. [9122

JONES' Garage, special agents for .Matchless, Broad-
way, Mnswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Fiuchley. [2921

8h.p. Matchless Combination, O.B. ; any trial ; all ac-
cessories ; seen any time.—Polite, Manor Ed.,

Stamford Hill, N.16. [9143

MATCHLBSS-J.AP., 6-8h.p., 2-8peed, diso wheels;
£58, real bargain.— 7, Northwick Terrace, St.

John's Wood Ed., N.W. ' [9500

MATCHXESS-J.A.P. Combination, 8-lOh.p., 2 apeedfl,

in perfect condition; £100.—Hobbs, 73, HarlK>Td
St., Fulham, by appointment. [8860

MATCHLESS 1915 Combination, lamps, torn, etc.,

new tyres, splendid condition; £115, or offer.—
Everard, Briarbank, Kettering. [X6127

MATCHLESS, 6h.p. J.AP., 2-Epeed, kick start, com-
olete, lamps, etc., and Millford sidecar, good

throughout; £58.-85, Church Ed., Willesden. [8702

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin, in excellent condi-
tion, very fast, accessories, etc. ; £80, no offers,

bargain.—Lieut. Keates, M.C., N4 Park Hall Camp,
Oswestry. Salop. [8895

MATCHLESS 8h.p., 1914. 2-8peeds, countershaft
gear, kick start, handsome coachbuilt sidecar,

well equipped, going Jike new; £100.—Bunting's Motor
Exchange, Wealdstone. [9042

MATCHLESS Model H.—Place your order now for
earliest delivery of this combination de luse.—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed.,- W.
'Phone: Hammersmith 80. [9355

MATCHLESS M.A.G. 7h.p. Combination, 3-speed,
chain drive, just overhauled, re-enamelled, new

heavy back tyre; £120, or nearest.-r-E. S. Foxall, 66,
High St., Bridgnorth, Salop. [X6305

MATCHLESS, late 191 3, 5-6h.p. J.A.P. engine,
single speed, K.S., chain-cum, only done 3,000

miles; absolute bargain, beat over £65.—Davey, 152,
Katherine Rd., East Ham, E.6. [8815

MATCHLESS 8b.p. Combination, 1919 Victory
Model," only done 2,000, electric horn; owner buy-

ing car; splendid machine; £175; hood and screen.—
Maple, 9. Gnrney Ed., Stratford, E. [8764

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, apron,
2-speed, K..S., fine tyres, twin belt, lamps, horn,

speedometer, spares, excellent appearance and con-
dition; £100.—Dawes, 1, School Rd., Melyn, Neath,
Glam. [9349

8h.p. MatohlesB Coachbuilt Combination, M.AG., over-
head valves, 3 speeds, clutch, disc wheels, good

condition, luggage carrier, pillion seat; £120; trial by
appointment; buying car.—Lawson, Thornton Grange,
Gresford. rX6089

MATCHLESS 1915 Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G., 3-

speed countershaft, hood, screen, electric light, all
lamps, luggage carrier, speedometer, etc., in good con-
dition; any trial; £125.—Birch, Denmark St., High
Wycombe. [8842

AN 8h.p. Matchless-Jap Combination, coachbuilt,
speedometer, good fighting sets, wind screen,

apron, practically unscratcned ; expert test ; 75 gns.,
genuine bargain. — Pairview, Gordon Rd., Woodford.
London. E.IS. [8949

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Victory Model Combination,
under 2,000 miles, Lucas lamps anfl horn,

Klaxon, Smith's speedometer, wind screen, insurance
policy; £170-—Mylam, 197, London Rd., Croydon.
'Phone : 2379. [9379

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p. twin, coachbuilt
sidecar, Bosch mag., double belt drive, new tyres,

perfect condition, accessories, just overhauled; £95,
lowest; seen by appointment.—Write, N. A. Day, 254,
Ashmore Rd.. Maida Hill. W.9. [8876

6h.p. Matchles3-Jap, 1914, Bosch mag., h.b.c, latest
Zenith carburetter, new belt, tubes, lamps, horn,

a picked engine, flexible, fast, reliable, wonderful hill-

cliraber, guarantee; first chcQue £45 secures, bargain.-^
Allen, Engineer Offlcer E.A.F., Bevan, Sandgate, Kent.

[9522
MATCHLESS.-The new Model H spring frame will

shortly bo ready ; write and book for earliest de-
livery; Lucas dynamo lighting at option; decide now,
and order the best combination; no premium, and 5%
on deposit to date of delivery.—J. Taa^ell, la, Bloom-

' field Rd., Plumstead. [6798

HEAD
LAMP VOLEX

Dry Battery

LIGHTING
OUTFITS.

BRITISH MADE,
Volex Ltghtln;? Sets are the ideal, no-trouble

outfits for the Motor Cycle end Sidecar. .

For over ten years they have been in use for

this service, and of recent years, in consequence

of their dependency, the demand is constantly

increasing.

Dynamo Lighting Sets with Accumulators require

careful attention and owing to complications have

a tendency to go out of order. Accumulators,

if not regularly charged, whether m use or not

-ulphatp anri become useless.

"VOLFX" DRY BATTERY
LIGHTING SETS give no
trouble whatever. The Battery,

which is fitted in a metai con-

tainer with switchboard
mounted on top, lies conveni-

ently m the bottom ol the side-

car and with orcHnary care will

Jast, when in use, from six months
SIDE "^fe^ lo eighteen months withoutrenewal.

New Battery can be fitted in a few

.ninutes at but iittle cost. The Battery

ase contains three separate Volex 4-voU

Aero Dry Cells, with separate connecting

noxes for the cables to Head. Side, and Rear

Lamps. If oneof the batteries becomes exhausted

't can be replaced independently of the others.

UnlesB flpecifled, we always provide 4 volt MetjU
Filament Bolbs to each lamp, but 8 volt Bulb

for Head Lamp will b« provided where deBired.

Complete outflt (as illustrat'on), including Head

Lamp. Ball Pattern Side and Tall Lamps, 3 Volex

Aero Dry Batteries in metal container with swltch-

^oard, 2 Seta ol Metal Filament BiiHw, and Water

proot Conducting Gords. -> Price £6 /17 /6

Soare "Volex" "Vero Batteries 18 '' each

CA.TJTION,— ^'' e would warn neara that

they niny be offered BUtistitutea for the

"Volex" Pry Batterv, Kootlier battery

will approach in reliability, durability,

(Capacity the BritiahMada "Volex."

Seotional
I.ist.

"VOLEX"
DRY^

Batteries
free on
request.

'TAIL
I LAMP

U N ITS
Of (he

abofo outfit

HEAD IaAMV, with Bwltch and eo-d 82/-
blOB IiAMP, with lamp liolda and cold 18/6
TAIL LAMP, with lamp holder and cord 13/6

BATTERIES IN CASES, complete with waterprool

conductine cord, f) work \a coninnction with own lamps.

Description Price,

8 Volex " Aero " Batteriee in metal container, with
Bwiichbonrd mounted on top. as illustrated 70/-
DiLto with 2 Volex ' Aero

'

' Batteries and switcliboard

01 prl-ing 2 switches ami conneot"r8.. 99/-
Ditto w th 1 Volex "Aero " Battery, and switch and
connector. 28/-

T H E "GEM
ELECTRIC

REAR LIGHT
British Made

Strong conBtruction,
npat appearnnce, ebony
blaclsbiy nickel pliited
relief filled with luby
lens, wbiro lens
illominatinii > um b
plaia. and six feet
conducting cord.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless. ^

F.O.C.H. for the new Model H Matchless Coml
tions.—Book your order now for the very eai

1920 delivery. Our motto, " Strict rotatioQ afli
premiums."—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car Houae).
Heath St., Hampstead {near Hampstead Ti
'Phone : Hampstead 3752.

[j

r.O.C.H. have a late 1918 Victory model (

Matchless coach combination, 3-speed, ch
kick starter, spare wheel, lamps, horn, tools, u
throughout.—P.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car Housfl),
Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead t\
'Phone : Hampstead 3752.

[j

MATCHLESS. 1919 Victory Model Combini'
hood, screen, horn, spare interchangeable «l

electric and gas lighting, suit of waterproo/ ovei
number of useful spares, splendid turnout: hit
offer over £l70.—Apply, after 6 p.m., Mr. Pari
Meadowcourt Rd., Lee, E.

fj

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Victory Combination, "Savsa
1918, stored nntil spring (1919), spare interohi

able wheel, 5 oversize tyres, screen, luggage grid, p
tin carrier, Binks carburetter, lamps. Klaxon, Tan-
perfect condition and appearance; £170, or ofist.-

Norman Ed., Northfield, Biimingham. [ji

IQIS Victory Model Matchless 8h,p. ComblM'
-L^ 3-speed countershaft gear and clutch.
wheel. Klaxon, Lucas lamps, speedometer, alumii
footboards, etc., new May, 1919, has done p
1.500 miles, outfit in very good condition; £160.-
Marshall, Barrow-on-Humber, Lines. (B) [|

M
Metro.

BTRO-TYLEB 1919 2-stroke Models in sto
Chandler, Eeyre, and Williams, Hitchin. 'Phi

100. [I

~1 Q19 Metro-Tyler, 2-strolie, just delivered, discij
i-if price.—92, Gloucester Ed., S.W.?. KenJin
6312. II

METRO-TYLBB, single gear, discs, Senspray, t

liorn, just delivered; £52.—H. E. Long, till

Botley, Hants. (I

METRO-TYUER, mileage SOO, spares, speedom
electric lighting; £50,-10, Muirkirk

Catlord. S.E.6. £1

1 Q19 Metro-Tyler T.T. single and 2-speeds in. (

-«-»' lor immediate delivery, list price.—Waitiag
Station Yard, Wimbledon. [j

1 Q16 Metro-Tyler, ah.p., 2-speed, 2-Etrolie, ele

-L «7 lamps, and tools, in good condition; £30^
Kensington Av.. High St., Manor Park, El. [!

METEO-TYLEES,—We are now in a position to

immediate delivery of this sporty lightweiB

Edward and Gill, 118, Hampstead Ed,, N.W,1.

Minerva.
MINERVA 3h,p,, less pulley, good condition; Gt

JE7,—193, Upper Tooting Ed., S.W. [;

MINEEVA SVih.p.. mag., Senspray, clutch, Pall.

condition excellent, reliable; £27.-70, Mor
Court Ed., S.W.16. [•

MotO'Reve
MOTO-REVE Twin, 2%h,p., tyres perlectj

trial: £20,—Brown, Beechcroftj Devizes. f

MOTO-EEVE 2%h,p, Twin, mag,, B.B., good 1

excellent condition; £22.—Newsagent, 1,

nell St., Bayswater, W.2. [

Motosacoche,

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, mag., etc., In i

going order; £15,-85, Church Ed., Willesae -

[ 5

MOTOSOCOCHE. 3y2h.p. twin M.A.Q., De :
«'

valves, 2-8peed gear, 1919 model, new; JB9: '.

-Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [
3

Oih.p, Motosacoche Unit, tank, mag,, carburetter, t'

/W 4 rim, loose pulley, reqnires new piston and (
i*

der; what offers?—Ivy Cottage, Balderton, Newflr
^

[X I

New Hudson.
4h,p. 3-speed New Hudson motor cycle, as new;

—H, Wright, Arlesley, Beds. [

-| 016 New Hudson, 2-stroke; £34.—Kennett, 7, I

X«/ George St., Eichmoud, Surrey. [

NEW HUDSON 3M!h.p., 3-speed, clutch, perfect

ning order; oflers.-Parker, 13, Palace G

Berwick-on-Tweed. [S

1 Q19 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, just deliv.

-Li/ no premium -. list price.—92. Gloucester Ed.. S.

Kensington 6312, 1
*

NEW HUDSON, 1919 model, 4h,p„ 3-speed oon '

Shalt, lamps, and horn; £80.—Royal Garage,
^

Gillingham St„ Victoria, t
»

2ih,p, New Hudson, 3-speed, good condition, «

2 tyres and belt, £40 ; cane sidecar. £6, l

Church St.. Broseley. Salop, [X '

wEW HUDSON 4h,p, Combination, 1919 (Jnlyl I'

equipment and insurance; £135; Blackhea

-

Box L4,920, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [

1 Q14 New Hudson SVzli,?,, 3-speed, clutch, 1
'

Xi/ mag,, B,B., not been used for 3 years; ^r
101a. Adelaide Ed,, Shepherd's Bush. W.12. I

'

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

JEW HUDSON" Combination, 1919. 6h.p., perfect,

ridden from manufacturers only : after 6, Saturday
'what offers?—Major, 100, Bedford Kd., Kempston,

[S6029

,11. p. N'ew Hudson, new back tyre and belt, patent
'* oil drip, all accessories, in perfect condition; £35.

IfiCraven, 275, Manchester Rd., Heaton Chapel, Stock
>rt. [X600;

919 New Hudson, 4h.p.. 3-specd, kick start, handle-
bar controlled clutch, only ridden 150 fiiiles;

100, no offers. — Hankin, Chimhams, Farninghara,
^nt. [8914

f'JLIi.p. New-^Hudson, 2-strDke, recently rebushed,
*'^ Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter; £30; o:
.
« nny night after 8, or write.—Alfieri, 3, "Woodend

iTtnn, Surrey. [8771

j>iLli.p. New Hud3on-Jap, Bosch, E. and B., clut<;h

p4 3-spesil. new Palmers, splendid condition; am
liiil; what offers? 'Phono Enfield 418.—Hunnings, 216
gh Kd., Pender's End. [947^^

919 (August) 4h.p. New Hudson Combination,
mileage about 400, lamps, wind screen, horn.

id accessories; £120.—Turner, 10. R.F.C. Quarters.
^nchford Rd., South Faruborough. [9093

^EW HUDSON 1314 2-stroke, 2V4h.p.. perfect run-
~ ning order, climb anything, new Dunlops, speedo-
eter, acetylene lighting set, and accessories; £35, oi
?arest. — C. Hastings, Rottingdean School, New
righton. [874.

lTEW HUDSON 1914 Big Six Combination, splendid
^ condition, C.B. sidecar, Lucas lamps, B. and B..
o.'fch. Watlord speedometer, horn, tyres almost new,
cently overhauled, stored 3 years; trial by appoint-
ent; for quick sale. £100 lowest.—Jones, 5, Greylands-
upthorne, Shrewsbury. [8733

New Imperial.
d"EW IMPERIAL. -Caffvns, Ltd.. Eastbourne, an
^ tiQoking orders for delivery shortly, [OOlf

wTKW IMPERIAL New Sh.u. Combination, largest
^ Cannelet sidecar, fine outfit; £140.—Edwards, 7

.
xliibition Rd.. S. Kensington. [353f

^KW IMPERIALS.-Call and inspect the lates'
1 'jimlels.—Snl« London agents. Rev's, 173, Greni
Mithind St. 'Phone: Mayfair 879. [967'

[

Q15 New Imperial-Jap, 2i/ih.p., 2-speed, Bosch, B B,
L»7 accessories, good appearance and condition; £4£
j-Wel'ster, South "View, Govilon, Mon.

£45
[X602f

YEAY IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, 2^!'^h.p., 2-speed, en
-' gine perfect; seen any time: £36.—E. Bradlev
lighfield, Coates, Earnoldswick, Yorks. [Sess*"

I Q16 New Imperial-Jap, 2H'b.p., 2-speed, semi-T.T.
Lt/ bars, lamps, horn; £45; seen bv appointment.—
riardwick, 92. The Chme, Grange Park, N.21. [8973

NEW IMPERIAL^.A.P., 234b.p., believed 1916, 2
sneed countershaft, horn, Inmp.5, fine condition-

e42.~\S'rite, 37, Elm Park Ed., Finchley, N.3. [9239

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 2S,ih.p.. 2-speed gear box
lamps, horn, tools, comnlete. new tyres, engim

marnnteed perfect; 40 gus.— 120, Sutherland Rd., West
Jroydon. [932f

NEW IMPERIAL. 1919, 2y2h.p., 2-soeed clutch anr^
kii-k start, little used; £60.—Newnham Mctoi

Co.. 223. Hammersmith Rd., W. 'Phone: Hammer-
nnith 80. [9352

1Q19 2tih.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed. clutch, kicl;
*- ^ starter, perfect running order, electric lighting,
light sitlenar; £60, or sell separate.-Parkes, 2, Valley
Ed.. Streathiim. [9145

"(016 New Imperial-Jai3, 2^^ih.p., 2-speed, new lamps,
--«.' horn, usual spares, unridden during war; bar*
?ain. £52; seen by appointment.—Phillips, 15, Drv-
burgh Rd., Putney, S.W.15. [897^

NEW IMPERIAL 2^;ih.p.. 2-8peed. August. 1919
Lucas lamp set, horn, mirror, spare belt, chain,

tools, all new, mileage 200; at cost price, £69, m
aflers.—Imperial, Heath End, Ascot. [X599f

"I
Q16^^ New Imperial-Jap, 2V2h.p., just been over^^ hauled, rebushed. etc., sp"are belt, tools, excel

lent tyres, climb anywhere; £40 ; seen any time by
appointment.—Smith Bros., 7, Market Sq., Chesham.

[8944
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. Sh.p. 1918 Combination. 3

speed countershaft, kick start, hand clutch. 28in.
wheels, large Canoelet sidecar, runs like car, and as
'aaily controlled; £135,-190, Broadway, West Hen-
Ion, N-W. [9284

"1019 New Imperial 8li.p. J.A.P, Combination, Canoe-
-D-tf let touring sidecar. Cameo wind screen, deliveretl
late June, lamps, Klaxon horn, tools, snare tyre, al
fis new; £145; would consider good 2-seater and pay
Jiflerence.—Blenheim House, 3, College St., Leicester.F[8933.O.C.H. lor New Imperials, sole agents for Hamp-

stead and district.—Book your order now lor the
rery earliest delivery of 1920 models; a few this year.
-F.O.C.n. (Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St..
Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hamp-
slead 3752. [8620

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERIES
FROM STOCK
^0 Waiting ! No Premiums

:

A Selection only from
our Present Stock . .

SOLO

1919 INDIAN Powerplus, electric model
(as new) £140

1919 BRADBURY, 6 h.p., twin (new).. £122 10
1919 RUDGE Isle of Man, completely

equipped (as new) £110
1919 SPARKBROOK, completely

equipped (as new) £65
1919 O.K., 2i h.p., 2-speed (new) .... £S0
1919 METRO-TYLER, 2-stroke (new).. £52 ID
1919 NEW CO.tlET, 2ih.p., 2-speed,

2-5trol;c (new) £55
191 9 COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-str. (new) £50 8
1919 NEW IMPERIAL, 23 h.p. (new).. £68 5
1919 ZENITH, 8h.p., standard model £100

COMBINATIONS

1919 JAMES 4} h.p. Big Single (new) £126
I gig RUDGE Multi (as new) £130
VV.D. NEW l.oPtirilAL, 8 ti.p., 3-sp. (new) £140
W.D. ROVER-J.A.P., 61i.p.,3-speed (new) £135
igi6 ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination £130
1915 ENFIELD, 6 h.p.,completelyequipped£130
1914 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £110
igi5 HENDERSON Combination, electric

ligbt, disc wheels £130
1914 BRADBURY 6 h.p. twin Combination —
1915 HARLIjY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., elec. £130
1917 ZENITH, 8 h.p., c/s., electriclight,

screen, etc £125
igi6 HAZLEWOOD-J.A P., 6 h.p., c/s.,

3-speed £110
1915 INDIAN, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, new Mil-

ford Sidecar ; £115
1914 MATCHLESS, 7-9 b.p., IM.A.G., dyn.

lighting £140
igrs ZENITH, 6 h.p., c/s., sporting Side-

car, lamps, etc £115
1915 ZENITH, 6 h.p., clutch, Canoelet Sc. £110

SOLO MACHINES

1915 B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed c/s £80
1 918 DOUGLAS, 4 h.p., completely over-

hauled £85
i9i4-i'iLEA-FRANCIS,4h.p.,twin,2-sp £75
1915 FNFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-stroke £45
191 3 DOUGLAS, 2| h.p £48
1914 Baby LEVIS £37
191,6-17 JAMES, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-strokr£43
1914 PRElVllER, 3ih.p., 3-speed, lamps,

horn £50
1915 Baby TRIUMPH, 2-stroke £50
igi5 CONNAUGHT, 2-speed, 2-stroke .

.

£45
igi5 CLYNO, 2-stroke £40
1916 CALTHORPE, 2-speed, 2-stroke,

spsodometer £55
1914 NEW HUDSON, 4 h.p., 3-speed ... £47 10

Cash. : : Extended Payments. : : Exchanges.

All Second-hand Machines Overhauled by our
own Staf! ol Expert Mechanics before Delivery.

TO' SERVICE
CO., LTD.

Telephone :

Holborn

6430.

289-293,

&
95-96,

Telegrams

:

"Admittedly,

London."

HIGH HOLBORN.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

1 01^6 Norton Combination, chains, Sturmey countar-
J-*^ shaft, hand clutch.—Dunn, Milton St., Peter-
borough. [8808

NORTON, 4h.p., old type; £32/10.—Major Wrah,
c/o Stevens' Garage, 184, Pentonville Rd., King's

Cross. [8826

NORTON" 3V2h.p. Roadster Model, condition almost
indistinguishable from new.—Parker's, Bradshaw-

gate. Bolton. i;X6194

1019 {July} B.R.S. SVah.p. Norton, yeij little used,
-*-*J absolutely as new; f110.—Baskcomb, Highfield,
Welhome R4.. Grimsby. [X6024

NORTON 1916 Sporting Combination, all chain, 3-

speed Sturmey countershait, speedometer, and
usual fittings; 100, no offers.—Box 614, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X5966

NORTONS.—We are now booking orders for the
latest model Norton solo and sidecar outfits; £5

deposit; deliveries in strictest rotation.—Maudes', 100,
Gt. Portland St., London. W.l. [4156

3ih.p. T.T. Norton, Philipson, B.S.A. carburetter,
2 Klason, head and tail lamps, knee-grips, engine

just overhauled, and in splendid condition^ fast and
rehable; £58.-26, Rosslyn Ed., New Barking, Esses.

[8952
NORTON 4h.p. Big Combination, just thoroughly

overhauled, new front and back tyres, 2 speeds
and clutch, coachbuilt sidecar, very smart, Sinks car-
buretter, lamps, all in excellent condition; first cheque
£70 secures.—Popham, 32, New St., Pocklington.

[X6330
NORTON" 1917 Model 16, Sturmey-Archer counter-

shai't 3-speed. clutch, kick starter, special ratios,

Watford speedometer, O.A.'V. mag., B. and B. carbui-
ett-er, special piston and long exhaust, stored 18 months,
lun 3.000 miles, as new, used in no competitions nor
with sidecar, fast machine; £100, or oSer.—Gatty. Wath
Rectory, Ripon. [X6226

1Q19 Erooklands 70 m.p.h. Certificated sy^h.p. Nor-
-L«J ton, 79 X 100mm., 490cc., competition machine,
new July, 1919, h.b.c. Philipson pulley, B. and B. and
Binks rat-trap racing carburetter, O.A.V. magneto, well

equipped, Brooks B170 saddle, Terry's links, all tools,

Duulop tyres, acetylene head lamp, tail lamp and gener-

ator, Pedley and Dunlop belts ; winner of two gold

medals, hilU'limbs, and silver medal, Scottish medium
weight open championship; machine can be examined
and tried Swansea Valley; £100, or less Binks carbur-

etter £96.—Capt. A. Lindsay, Cwmllynfell, Swansea
Valley. [X6131

N.S.U.

Sh.p. N.S.U., mag., B.B.. horn, good tyres, over-

hauled, repainted.—Phillips, 21, Bristol Gardens.
Warwick Av., W. One knock. [9410

3Xh.p. N.S.U. Wicker Combination, 2-speed and free,

2 low tension mag., Binks 3-iet, 6 spare" jets, gear

and mag., overhauled, new rings fitted last March, in

good going order, but frame cracked; trial £20.-52,
Mountcastle St., Newbold Moor, Chesterfield. [X6126

N.U.T.

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wigbt
agent for N.U.T.-J.A.P. motor cycles; early de-

livery, r^oig

N.U.T. Sporting Combination, 1915, J.A.P. 4-5h.p.

twin, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, lamps. Klaxon;
£75. or solo £65.-60, Commercial Rd., Bournemouth.

[X5958
T Q12 N.U.T, 3V2h.p. Twin, fixed model, Amac car-
J-*' buretter, in running order; price £35.—Swift of

Coventry, Ltd., 132-4, Long Acre, London, W.C.2.
[8910

N.U.T., SV^h.p. twin J.A.P, engine, all accessories,

lamps. Klaxon, speedometer, 3-speed, and clutch,

perfect running order; £80.—Dunham, 44, Chapel St.,

Luton. [8890

F.O.C.H. for the new N.U.T. machine, SVsh.p. twin,
3-speed, countershaft chain-cum-belt. Lucas

dynamo "lighting. Book your order now for the very
earliest 1920 delivery. Our motto, "Strict rotation

and no premiums."—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House),
5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube).
'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [8617

O.K.

O.K. Junior, new, 2-speed, 2-stroke, Villiers; £60.—
Robertson-North, 55, Broad St., Peterborough.

;9130

O.K. 1919 2-speed 2-stroke Models in stock.—
Chandler, Reyre, and Williams, Hitchin, 'Phone :

165. [8905

JONES' Garage, special agents for O.K. machines,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodsida

Parade, North Finchley. [2922

O.K., 2yoh.p., 2-speed, about 1916, just overhauled,
new mag., pull anywhere, lamps, etc.; £42.—

Harley, Brainsmead, Cuckfield. [8810

O.K. Junior, 2V2h.p. J.A.P., 1919, new July, enamel
unscratched, all black finish, 2-speed, perfect con-

dition: £60.—Channel, 73, Fordwych Rd., Cricklewood.
[9387

O.K. Junior 1915 4-stroke, 2-speed, free engine, lam [><*,

horn, good running order; £38; seen evenings
or Saturday and Sunday.—53, High St., Thornton
Heath. [8816

Al! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue A37
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
O.K.

F.O.C.H. IcKT O.K. Machines.—Book your order now
Jor early 1920 deliveries of the new flat tmin

t%h.p., also Models Mark IV. and V. Onr motto,
" Strict rot-ation and no premiums."—F.O.C.H. (Fair

Offer Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9^168

Omega.
STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of "^Tiglit

agent for Qmesa-Jap motor cycles; early delivery.
[4018

OMEGA 1919 2^.p., sporting model, discs, long
exhaust, mileage 100, fast, complete vnth horn,

knee-grips, tools: £65.-20, Mount Pleasant, Eedditcli.
[X624^

OMEGA-J.A.P., 2^^1i.p., 2-speed; severnl 1919 <le-

monstrntion machines for sale from £49.—District
aeenta: C. M. D. Garage, 5, Tavistock St., Leamington.

[54939

P. and M.

P. and M. and Sidecar, tyres and engine good, 2-

speed, push start; £38,-85, Church Rd., Willes-
den. [8703

1 Q19 P. and M., R.A.F. model, fully eauipped ; best
J-«/ offer:—Cyiil Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-
Terharapton. [X6236

P.
and M., 1915, 3Vi;h.p., and P. and M. coach side-

car; £89/10.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union
St. South, Halifax. * [9021

P. and M. sy^h.p. Combination, 2-speed, EoBch mag.,
C.E. sidecar, lamps, horn, etc.; £65.-46, Leverton

St., Kentish Town, N.W. [9008

P.
and M. 1914 Combination. Millford sidecar,
speedometer, lamps, and tools; £65, a real bar-

gain.—W. Boffey, Swadlincote. [8917

P. and M., 1919, R.A.F. model, about 600 miles,
fitted horn and lamps, tools; £80; seen by ap-

pointment.—Barnard, 44, Forest Lane, Stratford. [8935

P. a,nd M. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, lamps,
accessories, smart turn-out ; £ 49, or exchange

clutch model Indian or cycle car.—49, Well St.,
Hackney. [9428

"IQ19 (August) P. and M. Combination, black
-Liy R.A.F. model, mileage 300, unscratched, and
absolutely as new, £4/10 head lamp, Lucas side and
tail lamps, fully equipped, beautiful outfit; £125.

—

29, Chapel St., Belgrade Sq., S.W. [9294

Pope.

POPE, 1914, 2%h.p.. T.T., clutch, new P.H. lamp
set, Araac carburetter, new tyres, spring carrier

Beat, very fast, perfect order; £39.—Bramwell, 4, Mar-
ket Sq., Stony Stratford, Bucks. [9395

Peugeot.
PEUGEOT, 1914, 25^h.p. ; 28 gns. ; rid© away.-99,

Dartmouth Ed., Brondesbury, N.W.2. [8783

PEUGEOT 5-6h.p., Bosch, N.S.U., and coachbuilt
sidecar, overhauled; £35.—Wells, 389, West Green

Ed.. N.15. [9156

6h.p. Twin Peugeot, a.i.v., complete with 45° Bosch
mag., believed to be 1911, stored 4 years, just

been overhauled and new rings fitted, mechanically
Bound, crank case lug been repaired, spare valve, etc.,

£18, or near offer; also front wheel, 26x2Vi, 22/-; B^
and B. carbuietter, top feed, complete with controls,
45/-; London district.—Box L4,953, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [9485

Precision.

PRECISION (Regal), 3Voh.p., 3-speed; £55, or offer,
Saturday 3-5, Sunday 10-12.—Mascot, Sudbrooke

Rd., Balha-m, S.W. [9370

PRECISION 31^h.p., T.T., large tank, Palmer's, less
valve guide and front mudguard; £20.-2, The

Rise, Grove Park, 8.E.12. [X6269

1 014 4h.p, Precision and coachbuilt sidecar, 2 speeds,X */ free engine, condition good, good hill-climber

;

£55.—24a. Edgington Ed., Streatham. [9319

PRECISION 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 1916, good condition,
light, flexiblCj economical, sound tyres, ride away;

£27. Exchange higher power equal.—Sheldon, Tinslev
St., Great Bridge. [X6251

PRECISION Combination, 4i4h.p., C.B., 3-speed, and
pedal start, lamps, tyres nearly new, splendid

running order and condition; £54.—Wainwright, 8
George St., Thurnscoe, Yorks. [X5797

Premier.
£28.—Premier 2y2t.p- lightweight, Bosch, B. and B.,

guaranteed order.—29, King's Rd., Reading. [8893

PEEMIEE 3%h.p. twin, 3-speed, lamps, accessories,
aolenthd order; £45, or nearest offer.-E. Sommer-

ton, Grimsbury, Banbury. [8867

3JLh.p. Premier, Bosch, lamps, speedometer, C.B
2 sidecar, tyres perfect; £45.—F.K., 20, Bartholo-

mew Ed,, Kentish Town. [9012

PREMIER SVsh.p., clutch, hand controlled, good
tyres, heavy spring forks; £36, first cheque.—

Irwin, 109, Leavesden Rd.. Watford. [9403

PREMIER, SV^h.p.. Armstrong 3-Epeed, clutch
Bosch, B. and B., tyres first-class, lamp, horn,

C.B. sidecar, new condition; £45.-89, Stretton Rd

,

E. Croydon. [S6117

IN STOCK.
New 1919 Combinations.

6 h.p. 3-speed Hazlewood-Jap,
£155

a\ h.p. 3-speed Quadrant,

£118
7-9 Indian Powerplus with Dy-
namo Lighting, £166,

Second-hand.
1919 4I Quadrant Combination

scarcely used, £106
1915 Harley Combination,

£130
1914 7-9 Indian, 3-speed, Spring
Frame Combination, £ 1 10

5-6 Indian Road Racer,

£65 (solo)

VICTOR HORSMAN LTD.,

Parr Street, Slater Street,

LIVERPOOL.
Telephone No.: Royal 1125

LANCASHIRE

BROUGH

We are also

Official Agents
an i can Book
your Orders lor

Goulson B.
Henderson Four
Excelsior (American)
B.S.A.

Chater Lea
A.V. Monocar
J.E.S. Attachment
Sets and tiie

Swan Sidecar

'T'HE Sporting

Touring Model
par Excellence.

The Engine, a

horizontally op-

posed twin, is a

revelation of power
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MOTOR CYCLF.S FOR SALE.
|

Premier.
pREMIEK 1914 ih.p., 3-speeds and clutch, thot.
-- oughly overhauled, including new gears and clutch
plates; £45, or offers.^J.A.H., Clayhrooke Vicaras--
Lutterworth. [X6367'

1014 31/oh.p. Premier, S-speed hub, clutch, Boichx«y mag., lamps, wicker sidecar, perfect rminin?
Older; £40, or nearest offer; seen any time.—Hammond.
6, Norbury Parade, S.W. [9137

Quadrant.
QUADEANT, 3i/2h.p., Bosch, B. and B., rebustri,

re-enamelled, running order; £35, offers.— 17, Lm
Rd., Gainsborough, Lines. LX5937

QUADRANT 3<Ah.x,., new tyres, C.A.V., mag.,
speedometer, sidecar, accessories; £30.—Cooper,

9, Rochdale Rd., Plumstead. [899E

NEW 4V3h.p. 1919 Quadrant Combination for i)

mediate delivery from stock; £119.—Wauchoi'.
9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [94h4

R

I LMtCAShUMg^ tlAIMWC AUTOMOWIf

Racfco.

STANLEY RUSSELL. Newport, sole Isle of Wiplit
^' agent for Radoo uiotor cycles; delivery commenced

[4017

JONES' Garage, 8pe(?ial agents for Radco, Broad-
way, JIusivell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Fincliley, •

[2923

RADCO 1917 2-strolie, in first-class condition, odIf

done 1,200 miles; £32.—Watson, 24, BroadfieM
Rd., Catford, S.E. [X6291

1 Q19 Radco, 2\4h.p., 2-stroke, single speed, not done
A-iJ 20 miles, all accessories, perfect; £50.—Giles. 14,

Milton Rd., Cambridse. [X6063

TJADCO 1915 2V2h.p., lamps, horn, etc., splendid
jlX condition, equal to new; £36.—Williams, 125,

Fulbourne Rd., Walthamstow, E, [9350

RADCO.—Immediate delivery of 2Vi'h.p. standart)

model, £42/11; 2-speed model, £50/16.-The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9457

Rex.
EX 5-6h.p. Twin, fine condition; £38; la^t

machine.—97, Albert Rd., Croydon. [8970

REX Combination, old, not done 1,000 milc^

:

£16/10.-352, High Rd., Willesden. [9400

REX, sy-h.p., mag. ignition, running order; anj

trial: £15.—Sharman, Carr Vale, Chesterfield.

[X5921
6 h.p. Rex, 2 speeds, clutch, handle starting, ijoscii,

B. and B., £35; sidecar, £6.-14, Phosnix St,,

Euston, London. [9062

4h.p. Rex Motor Cycle, splendid order. 2-speed, clutcfi,

drip feed, new tyres; £55, or near ofEer.—7, Keiiton i

Rd., Harrow-on-the-Hill. [S6022

3ih.p. Rex and wic^lier sidecar, wants overhauling, '

2 been standing 4 years; £15, or exchange lipht-

.

weight.—H. H. Gaffer, Cotton, Stowmarket. [X5956

REX 6h.p. De Luxe, late 1913 combination, 2-speed, •

F.E., all fitments, spares, fast, powerful, sound, .

T.T. bars; nearest £66.—Hawell, Gosforth, Cumberlantl,
[X6038

:

5 h.p. Rex, 2-speed, free engine, handle-starting, new
j

sidecar, smart appearance, 2 new cylinders and '

pistons fitted; £50.—Howartli, 39, Church St., Padi- i

ham. [9268 1

REX, 1913, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, H. start, clutch, lamps. !

etc., new tyres, tubes, and belt, splendid condi- I

tion ; £45.—F. Collins, Collingwood, The Causeway,
|

Staines. [8902 i

6-8h.p. Rex C.E. Combination, nnder 7,000, tyres, iii-

cessories, excellent, fine appearance, spares, full

insurance: must sell; first £65.-18, i^oiihbrook Hi.,

Lee, S.E.13. [9274
'

LATE 1913 6h.p. Twin Rex, Boscli mag., 2-speed,

Roc gear, handle starting, new Dunlop belt, just

been overhauled ; £45, or best offer.—HorswilL 42,

Bridge St., Chester. [8897

REX Combination (1914), 6h.p. twin, Eosch maf,
electric light throughout, perfect condition, hnrdly

soiled, takes any hill, rertently overhauled ; nearest ilQO.
-Barnes, D.S.O., 309, Cowley Rd.. Oxford. [X5955

REX 6h.p. Combination, 1914, 2 speeds, free en-

gine, excellent condition, just overhauled, boodli

screen, lamp, speedometer, etc., not used during war,

new heavy tyres ; £95.-23, Schubert Rd., Putney,
S.W. [9541

"j 013 6h.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, chain drive, 2 spe^s,
-Lt^ free euf,'iue, 3 lamps, horn, speedometer, tools,

spnre chain, tube, new Clincher Dreadnought on bnck

wheel, the wliole in good running order; £60.-1,014.
Ashton Old Rd., Openshaw, Manchester. [X6279

REX, 1911, 4h.p. do luxe model, 2-speed and clutch,

handle starter, with very smart and comfortable
cane sidecar, engine just thoroughly overhauled and

rebnshed, the whole outfit re-enamelled as new, new
i

tvros all round (2 P<ilmer8, 1 Clincher de Luxe], coni' l

plete with lamps and horn ; examination and trial anj J

time; £55.-11, Dalmeny Av., fcTorbury, S.W.16. [9314
j

Rex<=Jap

REX-J.A.P. 6h.p., 2-speed, free, Bosch, Bramblt
coach sidecar, Tan-Sad, 3 lami)S, screen, perfei.t:

£68.-17, Little Ealing Lane, South Ealing. [940^

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at tlie end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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A Motor Cycle Trophy for a
Lightweight T.T.

WHEiST, in 1914, we noted the weights of

the machines which competed for the

Junior T.T. of that year and found that

they averaged upwards of 200 lb., we
at once perceived that the genuine light-

weight was being neglected in these races, for

what had been a race of Hghtweights had no

longer any title to be designated in_such a way.

Some of the machines, indeed, in the Senior

event were little if any heavier thari their smaller

-brothers in spite of their extra 150C.C. That a

350 c.c. engine was able to propel a 200 lb.

machine with its rider over the Isle of Man
course at an average speed of 45 _^ m.p.h. cer-

tainly says much for its volumetric efficiency.

Realising, then, that more should be done for

the real lightweight, and having its development

much at heart, we decided to offer a trophy

for a genuine lightweight T.T. race^ to be held

under the auspices of the Auto Cycle Union.

This was accordingly done in 1914, but the out-

break of war put all matters of sport on one side,^

and at that time nothing was done. This year

we renewed the offer, and, though the A.C.U.

Competitions Committee were unable to see their

way .to accept a challenge trophy, on the ground

that it would detract from the classic nature of

the race, it was arranged that The Motor Cycle

Trophy should "take the form of a prize to be

won outright " in the event of such a race

being promoted by the Union." We are con-

vinced that the trend of public opinion will force

the hands of the A.C.U. to cater more for

genuine lightweight motor- cycles in 1920.

The details of the race have yet to be setded.

A maximum capacity of 250 c.c. has been sug-

gested (but it may be desirable to reduce this),

and, as the object of the race will be to encour-

age, low weight rather than small power, it seems

to us that a weight limit should also be imposed

—

it might even be better to limit the weight rather

than the engine size and allow makers to fit any

engine they please within the agreed weight limit.

It may be suggested that this would lead to

machines being insufficiently strong for their

purpose, but we do not think that manufacturers

will imperil their reputations, to say nothing of

the necks of their riders, by neglecting this very

important point.

The A.C.U. Scooter Trial.

OUT
of consideration for the present diffi-

culties of manufacturers, the Auto Cycle

Union has decided to postpone its proposed

motor scooter trials for a month or two.

The conditions governing the trial have not

yet been completely settled, but it is announced

that the trial will include tests for petrol con-

sumption, slew running, and steering. An average

speed ot 10 m.p.h. will be required over a course

of about fifty miles of normal main road.

Further—and this is interesting, as The Motor
Cycle has urged such a course—the scooters

will be divided into classes by weight only, viz.,

under 60 lb., under 85 lb., and unlimited.

Such a trial would be child's play for some
scooters and featherweight motor cycles, into

which the scooter may conceivably develop.

Even now there • are genuine lightweight motor
cycles which would come into the second class,

and be capable of putting up a good perform-

ance under far more strenuous conditions.

It would appear that the A.C.U. trial is to

be for scooters only,, but, if weight is to be the

limiting factor, it would surely be fair to in-

clude lightweight motor cycles, provided that

they come within the stated limits. By so

doing, direct comparison would be possible, and
many valuable data gained.

A difficulty, of course, occurs in applying this

suggestion to the unlimited class; but is a scooter

of unlimited weight a desirable machine? The
tendency for motor cycles is steadily to increase

in weight, but a heavy scooter surely defeats the

main objects for which these little two-wheelers

are intended.

An 'Index to the advertisements In this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover.
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IDEAS : Useful and Ingenious. ^1"'^ 'K cJcrv««

A Ventilated Mudshield.
MUDSHIELDS composed of a single

sheet of material are apt to cause
overheating of the engine by

creating a vacuum behind them. To
overcome this defect, I made a shield on
the Venetian blind principle, and have
jjrotected

,
the device illustrated.

The guard is fitted at right angles to

the frame, and is made up of louvres^

slightly curved, and formed with a

gutter at the rear edge, which is adjusted
at such an angle as to intercept mud, but
allow a passage of air.—W. Talbot.

\iiiis^MM

A guard which allows air to impinge on
the cylinders, but effectively protects the

rider's legs from mud. A section is shown.

When a ThroKle Wire Brealts.

THERE are several ways of getting

home on these occasions. One often

hears the tip to turn~ the air wire

over to the throttle barrel ; but this is

not always possible, and, even so, the

wire may be shorter, and the throttle

barrel therefore opens so far that driving

is next to impossible.

A recent failure of the control wire on
a Douglas-Amac (exhaust jacketed type)

was got over thus

:

It was found that a thin metal strip

wedged under the throttle barrel, through
the main air inlet (gauze removed), gave
just sufficient opening to run the engine
quietly, approximately 15 m.p.h. on top

gear.
" The end of the strip was filed out

and bevelled to an edge. A small hole

drilled and a wire passed through, bridg-

ing across the two securing nut?, formed
a fulcrum for the lever and gave quite

a good range of acceleration when
neecled, the throttle spring returning it

to its nearly cloi-ed position.

This lever, very little trouble to make,
can be carried in the kit, and ensures an
easy " get you home " when means of wire

A temporary throttle control.

repairing are absent. It is preferable

to plugging up the throttle to a fixed,

position and controlling by the exhaust

lift lever.—J.A.S.

A Handle-bar Controlled

Horn.

To those riders who object to releasing

the handle-bars when desirous of

actuating the mechanical horn, the

following arrangement will be of interest.

' It will be seen that this attachment

permits the operation of the horn with-

out removing the hand from the grip.

To carry out the^ conversion, a hole 13

drilled in the operating knob of the horn,

and a small bracket.fixed to one of the

body screws to carry a Bowden stop. A
nipple is soldered to one end of the

Bowden cable, and a spring placed be-

tween the disc and the bracket. Tire

wire is then passed through the holes m
the knob and bracket, and connected in

the usual way to a handle-bar lever, thus

permitting the operation of the horn. with-

out releasing the bar or deflecting the

steering.—F.H.B.

Operating a

\ mechanical horn

by Bowden
control.

Makeshift Pliers.

OCCASIONS are many when a cap or

nut which is usually loosened or

tightened by pliers, needs removal

and no pliers are at hand, or, as in the

case in point, when the screwed cap over

the throttle barrel of an Amac carburetter,

which- is normally only finger tight, had

become immovable by the hand alone.

Take a carrier strap or stout cord, and

with a centre punch, tommy bar, or other

suitable rod, apply the strap d la

tourniquet, around the cap, twisting it

up until it grips sufficiently, when a side-

way movement of the whole will start

the cap.—J.A.S.

A strap as a substitute for large-sized pliers.

How to Make a Brown Paper
Washer.

THE rider" who removes his cylinder

for cleaning purposes for the first

time, and breaks the washer between

the cylinder foot and the crank case,

must often be puzzled to know how to

make another one quickly and easily.

This is no elaborate matter, as it does

not entail working with compasses,

squares, and a pair of scissors. It simply

necessitates taking a piece of brown
paper, approximately the size of the

cylinder base, tapping it gently first of

all round the edge with a light hammer.
This tapping will cut the paper accurately

and truly. The best type of hammer to

use is a light riveting hammer. Having
cut the paper to shape, it is then neces-

sary to tap round the cylinder mouth,
holding the paper quite still all the time,

when a complete circle will be cut in a

very short period. Lastly, turn to the

holes through which the bolts protrude,

and, if these are tapped with the round-

nosed end of the hammer, the holes will

be cut in the paper. It only remains

now to soak the paper in" boiled linseed

oil and the washer is complete.
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An Event.

nN the York M.C. climb up Sutton Bank a single-

geared Baby Levis, of 198 c.c, surmounted the

formidable hill at a speed which was little short

of legal limit. The rider's name is unknown to

me, and I am ignorant whether he is a trade crack,

of the type that transports a specially readied

machine to the venue by train,, or whether he is

the purest of amateurs, riding a stock' machine bought
through the ordinary channels, and tuning it with-

out factory assistance. At any rate, the feat, in

either case, is one which merits more attention than

it has yet been given. — I remember what trouble

this same hill occasioned the late Ivan Hart-Davies a

few years ago on a single-geared 500 c.c. four-stroke.

I remember, too, that my own single-geared Levis of

so recent a date as 1913 usually recognised its Waterloo
' after a few hundred yards of i in 9, taken with a

rush. This feat is pleasant evidence of the inareased

efficiency of modern engines. If it was achieved by
an amateur on a stock machine, it augurs well for the

.
future of ultra-simple lightweights and scooters : given

a weatherproof transmission and such an engine, the

cheap runabout machine would s'atisfy a multitude of
purposes. Moreover, such deeds of derring-do may
silence the foolish people who talk as if tourist motor-
cycl'es still conked out on long stiff gradients.

Objectfons to Overhead Valves.

THE advantages of overhead valves are mostly
technical, and their disadvantages are -mostly
practical ; this is surely sufficient explanation for

the trade's reluctance to graft them upon our engines.

The overhead valve gives a fractional increase in

efficiency: other things being equal, the o.h.v. engine
is either slightly more powerful or slightly more econo-
mical, as its designer prefers. These points are of

comparatively small account in commerce, since few
riders ever run their engines all out, or keep a close

record of their petrol consumption. Add the cost to

a firm of changing its 'patterns, and it is clear that no
maker will change . his valve design without strong

inducements. On the other hand, overhead valves are

by no means free from objections. They do not frac-

ture and smash up the engine, as many Doubting
Thomases fear. But they add to its overall height

;

it is already something of a squeeze to get the 500 c.c.

engine into a popular type of frame, and o.h.v. can
only be accommodated by fitting a shallow tank,

scalloping out a cjearance recess in one side of a deep
tank, or using a high (and therefore heavy) frame.

Again, there is a distinct, though probably unreason-

able, prejudice against inaccessible valves; and o.h.v.

may be regarded as inacces.sible unless they are fitted

in a detachable head. But makers cannot trust the

average rider to restore a gastight joint at his cylinder

head after decarbonisation : so most of them prefer

side-by-side valves. On the other hand, I will venture

a prophecy that we shall not see many side valve

engines in the next T.T. In previous T.T. races the

side valve has been common, because victory might

reasonably be expected if an entrant possessed a good

jockey, a fair share of luck, and_ a machine which

would go the course without breaking down or losing

tune. In the next race there will be so many- entrants

entitled to score on these grounds that most people

will snatch every asset within reach; and I think the

o.h.v. will not lighdy be turned down by any aspirant.^

After that, of course, the knuts will all want "T.T."

engines, and I suppose the trade will comply. What

the knut waiits to-day, John Citizen wants to-morrow

:

and so o.h.v. will threaten to swamp touring mounts

in due course.

A Hotstuff Engine.

KAM at present trying out a non-standard engine

designed for ultra efficiency, and it is an illustra-

tion of the case presented in my last paragraph.

Its " cylinder " is actually composed of three separate

portions bolted together, viz., a barrel, a head, and

an exhaust valve chamber. I do not find it tooeasy

to maintain full compression with two annular joints

in the combustion chamber to be kept gastight, and

no sane designer would put such an engine on the

open market. Moreover, in the interests of light

valves, overall engine length, etc., the valve springs

are innocent of caps and cotters, the outer tip bemg

bent in to form a diameter of the coil, and threaded

through a hole in the valve stem. This system could

never be used commercially with powerful racing

springs. It is quite possible that this engine could

hold its own in any company ; it is much more than

possible that any firm which marketed it would lose

money.

The Cost of Acceleration.

nHAVE just bought a new tyre. This trite informa-

tion is justified by the causation of the incident.

I did not scrap the old back cover because it had

burst or because it had worn down to the canvas.

I scrapped it because I had sinned grievously and

frequently in the matter of accelerating my engine

violently.' The destroyed tyre was fitted to the rear

wheel of a machine adorned by an engine to which

revs, were second nature; on a low gear it would do

its 4,000 r.p.m. and all but double the legal limit.

Consequently, when I struck a steep hill knuckle, I

was very fond of changing down and slamming the

throttle "wide open. When I committed this crime on-

a steep, hard surface, I could always feel the back

wheel struggling to get a grip : it always reminded me
of my pet greyhound trying, to get footgrip on a gravel

path after a cat whilst revving freely. In my case

A2^
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Occasio.ial Comments.—

the tyre paid. The walls were sound. The tread of

the tyre for the most part still showed plenty of

rubber. But at brief intervals in the worn centre'

of the tread there were deep flint cuts, extending

right into the casing or even through it. Such covers

will become frequent spectacles in tyre repair shops

as the modern rev.ving flat twins get on to the market.

Of course, if an owner can afford to eat up tyres

like this, there is nothing more to be said : but I warn

the impecunious that a jumpaway uphill with a willing

engine is unco' baW for the rubber tread of the back

tyre.

The Invaluable Haversack.

SINCE demobilisation, I have learnt that an ex-

Army haversack is quite the most precious acces-

sory which a motor cyclist can own, and I

marvel greatly that Hunt, or one of those ever-clever

people who invent fresh needs for us . and live by

supplying them, never sold us all haversacks in the

long ago. As every veteran rider knows, the pre-

dominant sensation of motor, cycling is that one is

cluttered up with a variety of small articles and has

nowhere to put them. You go down to the golf links,

and the wife presses you to buy her a gas mantle as

you pass Snooks's. You are jiearing home after the

A.C.U. Six Days, and, with a stab at the heart, you

recall that you faithfully promised to bring home a

Belgian hare or two white rats for sonny. You go to

pay. a filial call on your aged mother, and reflect that,

as she hves in a country cottage, you really ought

to take her a slab of salmon. Whilst you are mending
a puncture, you see some lovely apples just over the

hedge and there is nobody about. Moreover, though

the agent managed to coax the spare tube into that

patent case, you will be blest if you can induce the

damaged tube to enter its restricted area. You have

just packed up everything after unseizing your engine

and you spot two spanners and a pair of pliers lying

on the turf at the road edge. Your hooter sheds its

clip, or your lamp fractures its bracket. It is getting

dark, and the charge of carbide in the generator is

undoubtedly stale, and you have four hours to go;

so you buy a pound of carbide. Araminta begins to

grow rather peevish on her bracket and asks you to

carry her muff or her gloves or her sports coat. All

these and many other imaginable circumstances spell

" Misery " with a capital M if you are riding your

machine under ordinary conditions : but if your trusty

haversack is slung round your shoulders, you can put

ninety and nine .oddments into it, and forget their

existence until you dismount. I admit the scent of

my haversack is becoming a trifle fruity after three

months of varied usage, but I shall shortly give it a

dowse with post-war petrol, which is warranted to hot-

stuff any other fragrance in quick time.

Lawks

!

THIS vulgar ejaculation was wrung from my
plebeian depths when I studied the gear ratios

of the machines entered for the A.C.U. Six

Days. Practically everybody is well down into

double figures on the bottom gear, the main excep-

tions being the Zeniths (5 h.p. with gears ranging

from 4 to 8) and the Scotts, which disdainfully

consider a 9 to i ratio adequate for any self-

respecting two-stroke. One 500 c.c. sidecar outfit—

a

trade outfit at that—actually descends to a 21 gear, and
6 h.p. machines with gears approaching 18 to i are not

unknown. Secretary Loughborough has prpperly put
the wind up the boys -tliis time. It is interesting to

reflect that, seven or eight years ago, all the Scottish

climb.S:—which Wales may equal, but not surpass—were
calmly tackled by the veteran trial riders with emer-

gency gears rather higher. than the intermediate gears

now adopted, the man who had anything lower than

7-J being considered something of a coward and a

duffer. I am not against fear-nothing emergency gears

by any manner of means ; let the bottom gear suffice

for climbing lamp-posts, since duffers will, sooner or

later, need all the help that a gear box can give them.
The main technical interest of the tendency is that it

proves what modern engines will stand.

A group ol the new Peugeot quadri'lettes outside the firm's Parisian showrooms. The Peugeot is an attractive runabout ot entirely

new design, and built throughout on car principles Tandem seatins is adopted The engine, which is rated at 6.2.h.p., has fou'

water-cooled cylinders of 50 x 85 mm bore and stroke (668 c c.1

A30
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The Lucas Magdyno.—
just as efficiently. The only part abso-
lutely common to the two instruments'
is the customary driving chain or other
transmission gear betweeii engine and
magneto driving wheel.

The Magneto.
The ignition part of the apparatus is

a self-contain_ed, weatherproof high-tension
Thornton-Bennett magneto. Base-plate,
armature " tunnel," and contact breaker
housing, form one piece, and contain
laminated iron pole shoes (a striking
innovation in magneto construction, ori-

ginated in this country) around which
it is cast, and the whole subsequently
machined.
To avoid threads in aluminium, brass

plugs are in-cast ; in these the holding
bolt holes are drilled and tapped, whereby
the machine is held to its platform.
Incidentally, the base-plate is of the same
size as that of the average magneto, and
will fit the usual platforin provided.
A new type of contact breaker has been

designed, which has entirely overcome
the trouble of "the sticking rocker arm."
The latter detail consists of a light press-

ing entirely filled with fibre, of which
a large proi^ortion projects and acts on
the cam in the same way as the more
usual small fibre heel on the rocker.

Being properly balanced,' only an ex-

tremely light spring is needed, and the
effect of centrifugal force at high speed
is negligible. A noteworthy feature is

that the high-tension terminal carbon
brush holders are at the same end as
the contact breaker, and remote from the
driving end of the instrument.
The magnet is a single piece of steel of

a shape -clearly indicated in the detail

sketches, and by virtue of its large size

is more efficient, and possesses the quality
of remanence to a o-reatsr extent than

The peculiarly shaped magnet and
the aluminium magneto base, in which the

laminated pole shoes are in-cast.

smaller ones, so that the design of the
magneto is actually improved by the
mechanical consideration of housing the
dynamo.

The Dynamo.
Current for lighting is supplied by a

small replica of the larjiei- Lucas-machines,
and this is hou-sed above the magneto
armature within the enlarged part of the
magnet. The dynamo is cylindrical, hav-
ing the armature eccentric to the casing,

and its weight is but five pounds. The
,
.electrical output is from four to five

Driving gear between .magneto and
dynamo armature spindles. On. machines
where the former runs at engine speed an
intermediate wheel is not used.

amperes at six volts pressure, and is

maintained constant at high speed by
the inter-brush method. The commutator
and brush gear follow usual Lucas prac-
tice, and are particularly satisfactory,
giving sparkless commutation at all

speeds. Small spring-loaded triggers are
jn-ovided to hold the brushes to their
work, and no adjustments are necessary.
The drive from . the magneto spindle

to the dynamo armature is conveyed
through a train of noiseless ball bearing
gears enclosed in an aluminium case.

-D^mamo speed is one and threequarter
times engine speed.
By" slacking one finger screw and turn-

ing aside the strap over the commutator
end cover, the dynamo may be instantly
withdrawn.

Accumulators and Switch Box.

Two sets of batteries are provided, one
for solo (two lamp) sets, and the other
and larger for sidecar (three lamp) sets.

Both are contained in ireat metal cases

adaptable to their particular purpose.
The current is led by one combined cable

to the switch box and electrical cut-oi*.

thence to the lamps, and through a
junction box to the batteries.

The switch box is designed to fit in a
shell, which is intended to be soldered

into the petrol tank. A small knob,
capable of being turned in one direction

only, operates the switch gear. There are
four positions marked : lamps, oft', charge,
off. In daytime running, the switch is

turned to " charge," when the current
generated goes to the battery and is

stored. Should the switch be inadvert-

ently left in this position when the engine
is not running, an electrical cut-out,

contained in the switch box, breaks the

circuit and so prevents the accumulators
discharging through the dynamo. When
the light is required, the switch is turned
to " lamps," when all are illuminated.
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For town work or when standing, the

heacl lamp contains a two-filament bulb,

which gives a small light when required

by simply turning the bulb-holder at the

back of the lamp.
Realising the disadvantage of a quantity

ot external wiring, the designers of the

Magdyno set have evolved a scheme
immediately noticeable in its elimination

of non-essentials. "While admitting the

simplicity of the " earth return " system

of wiring, certain defects were appreciated,

and a neat compromise adopted. This is

done by employing conductors on the

concentric sj'stem, as follows: The wires

to each fitting consist of the inner insu-

lated member and an outer flexible metallic

sheath, which provides a return path
for the current. An enamelled casing

material protects and enhances the ap-

pearance of the cables. All terminals

are numbered, so that replacement is not

a matter demanding electrical knowledge,
and the termination of all the outer

sheaths are soldered into bushes, thus

providing good contact. In order to

prevent chafing and cracking of the wires

where they enrerge from lamp-holders,

they are encircled by a short length of

springy wire coil, an unobtrusive detail,

showing the attention bestowed upon
minor points of design.

Designed to replace the ordinary mag-
neto, the dimensions of the Magdyno are

exceedingly compact, and, in most cases,

it will instantly replace the existing igni-

tion apparatus on standard machines,

since the base plate, chain line, and height

of driving spindle follow those of usual

magneto practice. The weight of the dual

machine is only 15 lb., so that the total

addition of weight is negligible.

The sidecar lamp, showing the lens front

detached. The latter is held by a triangular

frame secured inside the lamp. At the right

is a lamp adapter showing the protecting coil.

At the present moment the apparatus
is not yet available to the general public,

although it has been thoroughly tested

under road conditions and gives an un-

believable beam. It will be largely pro-

duced for 1920 models, and there is a
pos.!ibility that the makers, the Lucas
Electrical Co., Ltd. '(successors to

Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, Ltd.). will

make sonic definite announcement as to

deliveries being made at the forthcoming
Show. The above company is owned by
Joseph Lucas, Ltd., Birmingham.
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A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

The Overseas Probably no test throughout the course
Aspect of the of the present year has more nearly
Scott Trial. approximated in its road proWems to

the conditions found in undeveloped
countries than the trial recently organised by the Scott

Motor Cycle Co.
We say this with full knowledge of the severity of

both the English and Scottish Six Days Trials, and
may quote the opinion of at least two riders who com-
peted in all three that the course was more severe

than anything in either of the big events, and that no

man or machine could survive six successive days of

similar severity.

The roads selected, and over which the greater

part of the course lay, consisted chiefly of those

mountain and moorland tracks which are familiar to

all explorers of that part of West Yorkshire known as

"the Dales." In bygone times, before the days of

steam power, the turbulent mountain torrents of this

region supplied the energy for the machinery of many
a weaver, paper maker, and lead miner. Tortuous
roads led over wild and barren moors to the little

hives of indi^stry where the workers' homes nestled

aroimd mill or mine in some sequestered dale. Times
have changed, and the tide of progress has carried

the flow of industry to the towns of the West Riding,

leaving the old works high and dry.

To-day they are forgotten, and the tourist who
loves unbroken solitudes, miles from rail-head and
cities, ever and anon descends 'into nameless valleys,

and finds these relics of a past industrialism, mostly

silent and crumbling to dust, except' here and there,

where the old traditicji and old processes survive in

the hands of aged artificer?^ who fight a losing fight

against the competition of modern methods and
commercialism.

" .'•i^-i,
' ''

!•..

^ 'f^.

i»"-

•#*'i.'

WHERE CHAIN

I
TRANSMISSION

1:1 SCORES. .

One of the several

watersplashes en-

countered in the

Scott Trial. Many
(jf the roads throag:h

the district wherein

the selected route

\vas chosen were

never developed to

, the extent of bridge

building, but

. occasionally the

bottom of the

streams would be

firmly paved with

boulders. Such
definite obstacles,

however, were

overcome by the

majority of the

competitors.

B4
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A TEST OF
FRAMES, FORKS,

AND RIMS.

The Scar in

Upper Nidderdale.

one of the most

desolate roads in

Yorkshire. This
(ieiris-strewn track

is only used by

moorland sheep
farmers, who follow

a calling as lonely in

degree as the life o

any frontiersman on

the outposts of civi-

lisation. Triumph

and Scott riders are

seen negotiating this

awkward stretch.

Pioneer The old roads and bridle paths, at one
Conditions time busy with the laborious transport
existing iu gf the district, are now silent and grass-
Britain, grown, rivulets cross them, mountain

rains have widened drainage gullej-s,

and washed away the soil from stony debris, leaving
a surface of loose and shifting shingle, while outcrops
of solid rock occur where the tracks breast the
higher slopes.

^ .Tiie conditions, therefore, are those of a hilly dis-

trict lately opened, up by pioneers: in this case opened
but to be deserted. The elementary paths are in

' process, of reversion to the wild moorland whereon
they were traced, and are now distinguished from it

:*bnly by the stone walls between which they run.

^
For the motor cycle destined to be used in pioneer

districts, this tract of country presents an admirable
testing ground, and its popularity amongst the riders

,associated with the two designs of, machines produced
in Yorkshire no doubt largely accounts for the many
points in which they depart from coiiventional practice.

In the Scott -Trial almost all types of

modern motor cycles were represented,
from high-powered twins to lightweights,

and to observe the manner in which they
performed was illuminating in the extreme. A notice-

able feature was that no one seemed disposed to enter
a sidecar machine, even the 6 h.p. and 8 h.p. entrants
preferring to face the test solo; indeed, probably
nothing but a handy single-track machine could nego-
tiate such a course in safety. A large part of the
route consisted of grass road chiefly characterised
by the three deep ruts clearly shown in one of the

illustrations; Once in these, it becomes impossible to

Where the

Solo Mount
Scores.

get out without stopping, and it was noticed that the

footboard and footrest clearance on most macliines

was none too great. The advantage of the Triumpli

adjustable footrest hangers was here apparent, since

most of the riders of this make had them rather high;

and one or two canny riders of Scotts had removed
the quickly detachable footboards of, their mounts,

and merely used the sprung cross-bar as a rest. In

tight corner's, such as were continually present on roads

of the nature described, the hand clutch was found

to be almost 'indispensable, and those whose mounts
were fitted \vith tank lever controls to their two-speed

expanding clutch transmission often found that they

dare not release a hand from the steering to ease the

grip of their gears. The foot control of tlie similar

type of drive on the Scotts proved its worth under
these circumstances, since, in conjunction with an
engine equipped with a decompressor at all times

available, and noted for smoothly accelerating from
zero speed on a bad patch, the need for dehcate clutch

ilianipulation is. practically eliminated. Of the water-

splashes encountered, it may be said that, given care-

ful and slow driving, the chain drive mounts were
certain to cross without trouble, but the chain-cum-

belt models invariably suffered, belt slip. Magnetos
appear to have reached a tolerable state of weather-

proofness ; and, while those fitted forward of the

engines escaped trouble, the high and protected posi-

tion adopted on the P. and M., Scott, and James made
"assurance doubly sure. Often trouble at watersplashes

was, due to baffling of the exhaust gas through the

silencer outlet being under water, so * that, in

machines designed for tliis kind of work, it would
be well to upturn the exliaust pipe at least above
the level of the rear hub. Some of the riders,
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Cverseap Section.—

being forewarned, temporarily arranged their exhaust
systems to meet tills eventuality.

Cj] tS3 !jl

Medium The' machines of from 500 c.c. to
Weights Best, goo c.c. undoubtedly pro^-ed the most

. successful, being not too' heavy to be
easily handled when ^surface and gradient reduced pro-
gress to a tussle bijtween rider to keep going and

'

machine to lie down.
The lightweights found their power and range of

gear inadequate for the worst of the conditions, while
the heavy twins

chiefly suffered from
their 1 e n g t Ii of

wheelbase pro\-ing \

awkward on abrupt
1

bends, and from
excess of weight

above the centre of

the machine. Large
engines, too, despite

their better torque,

when revving idlv

on the low gear

necessitated by the

driving problems of

abominable surface,

have not the same
steadying effect on
the machine as the

4 li.p. type of en-

gine pulling under
moderate load, and
it is indeed under
the latter condition

that the petrol en-

gine works most satisfactorily

A typical road on a moorland plateau. It is cut into three deep ruts by the heavy

carts and sledges used by the hill-side shepherds.

The Best

Specification

Deduced.

To combine the good points of the

machines which came through success-

fully would apparently result in a speci-

fication well adapted to perform under

abnormal conditions of surface and gradient.

An engine of 4 h.p. to 5 h.p. for solo work seems

most desirable, and should be of a type adapted to
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slow tugging, smooth acceleratiorr, and not prone to be
unruly when running light. A single-cylinder four.- -

stroke or water-cooled two-stroke adequately fulfils

these requirements. Frame design should be compact
and strong, and a well-sprung seat and footrests are

perhaps^ more desirable than complete springing.

Ground clearance should be tolerably great, 'but is not
so important in the line of the wheel track as outside

it, i.e., the footboards or rests should be, high, or

preferably capable of adjustment when required.

Large tyres, strong rims and spokes, and substantial

accessory fittings are a sine qua non. The exhaust

pipe should be well

extended and up-

turned if ' riding

is- to be done in a

^
_

- - torrent - intersected

legion. Riding
position should be
such as to give full

power over the ma-
chine rather than

extreme - comfort

;

the saddle should

be well within the

\\lieelbase, the bars

wide, forward, and
fairly low. Gear
changing and clutch

control should not

necessitate change
of position nor re-

lease of tlie handle-
bais. The gears

should be at least

three in number
unless the . engine is

extraordinarily flexible and capable of low-speed pull-

ing, and should be changed by foot operation. The
clutch, if separate from the gear, should be operated

from the handle-bar. Carburation not unduly sen-

sitive and a handle-bar controlled half-compression

device are inestimable boons, whilst other practical

paints are large oil and fuel capacity, and the

fitting of toolbags in sight of the rider instead of

behind him.

OVERSEAS CORRESPONDENCE.
British and American Motor Cycles.

Mr. R. Berkill, JMinbu, Upper Burma, emphasising the

importance of spare parts, says :

"As an old reader of your paper, I liave follo\yed with

interest the correspondence on the subject of the relative

attractions of British and American mdtor cycles.

"Whatever argument -jnay be advanced in favour of

British machines, the difficulty of obtaining spares for them
detracts considerably, from their merit. This difficulty during

1918, and previously, may be explained on the score of

the war being then "in progress. Tliere should not be much
dilficulty now. In regard to American machines, spares for

them liave been at all times easily procurable, and in con-

secjuence they are recommended. This question of spares is

of greater importance than quality in the colonies, and

British firms should pay vastly more attention to the subject

than they have done in tire past."

Backing up the British Manufacturer.

Mr E. Van iiEERBF.EK, Brussels, writes : _ " As a motor

cyjlist of some experience, I have enthusiastically followed

the movement for the last five years. 'The German invasion

had made me cross the Channel and find new residence in

b6

London during the whole period of the war. Now back
in Brussels, I realise to its full measure the value of your
' Colonial ' column in which so many readers try to ' buck
up ' the English m'anutacturer. Certainly he has not

studied the export trade and makes his machines to suit

English roads—probably the best in Europe. Here we have
that much detested pave, and one might say, as for the
Ford, that it is necessary to be followed by another vehicle

to pick up all the nuts and bolts that have been shaken oft'.

Here, too, the American has not been sleeping ; his cars

are rapidly becoming known. The invasion of Harleys,
Hendersons, ^nd Clevelands is developing quickly. All
these firms liave. full stock of spare parts in their showrooms.
Ford has on show his four-seater car, his lorry, and his

Foi-dsoii t-ractor ! Not one English firm has a single showroom
in the town (so none in Belgium). Here and there one sees

a B.S:A. on view in some garage window—that is all.

Before the war, the N.S.U. and Wanderer were popular,
as they had spring frames and automatic carburetters ; so
had the Indian. There is a good market for English machines
here, as they are appreciated because of their popularity
among the Belgian D.R.'s, who used nothing but B.S.A.,
Itudge, and James siiachines."
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Some Crilicisms and
Suggestions by a Praclical

Competition Rider.

A1
RE the results of the A.C.U. Six Days Trials

really useful ? As "a man in the street

"

look for instructive and helpful information

"as a deciding factor in the purchase of a machine.

What do I find? Very little of real instructive in-

terest! I want to know the best machine Atted with

Ihe most efficient gears, engine, mudguards, and brakes,

the ease of control, low petrol consumption, and also-

a most important accessory, the most efficient lamp.

I appeal to the A.C.U. Competitions Committee
tix^give us a real six. days test of the present-day

motor cycle and its components and accessories, not

. a conglomeration of marks awarded for reading stop

watches, while riding uphill, solo riding over roads

of doubtful security, which nO' sane man would tackle

. at over legal limit, and a single brake test, which
conveys no reliable information. All this is grossly

unfair to manufacturer, machine, and rider alike.

For the sake of illustration, we w-ill take the so-

called "Consistency Driving Test." I am told this

was to be a means of proving
'

' the- maintenance of

tune ' of the engine, from the beginning to the end
of the week. Can anybody tell me who was re-

sponsible for this brain wave ? I should like to put

him on a machine, give him a split second stop-watch,

and -tell him to ride up a hill, two miles long, wet
or fine, and "clock in " at the top—position unknown J

—within seconds, on pain of losing his head.

Manufacturers and private owners are asked to

enter their machines and pay high fees to accomplish

a trick, like the " C.D.T.," to" prove the reliability

of their machines. Was there anything ever so

farcical ?
^

The Information Wanted.
Take another illustration of awarding marks. I am,

I believe, right in thinking that the silence of machines
was taken on the same hill and at the same time as the

rider was engaged in the "CD. T." All credit must be
given to our friend Dr. A. M. Low for his fascinat-

ing little instrument the audiometer, but could he
not have chosen a place when machines were being
driven under normal conditions, and,^^urthennore, with-

out the knowledge of some of the comjDetitors as to his

rendezvous ? This is another instance of lost marks
which is apt to mislead " the man in the street," and
so we go on under the present conditions of carrying

out a six days reliability trial for motor cycles.

Can we not devise for the next Six Days Trial better

conditions, fairer methods, and a more instajctive test ?

Let us have a six days test of machines, with their

components and accessories divided into separate tests,

and sectionised' as follows

:

T. Accessibility and kick-starter test.

2. Petrol and oil consumption.

3. Mudguarding.

4. Brakes. -
^ ' ""

5.

'

Lamps.
6. Sidecars and their fittings.

7. Silence.

8. General comfort and ease of control.

9. Tyres and their non-skidding devices.

10. Reliability with nominated gears.

How to Obtain It.

Under the above sections it should be easy for the

A.C.U. to organise tests,- far less costly to themselves

and others, and give valuable information to all con-

cerned, and form a real guide to the potential buyer.

With tests sectionised as described, officials, ob-

.servers, timekeepers, etc., would be reduced, no elabor-

ate arrowing of the course each day, as many of the

tests could be carried out in a limited area, as I will

endeavour to show.

I. Could be done in a hall or garage, competitors .

being expected to dismantle and replace certain parts

in a given time. Afterwards machine to be started

with kick-starter.

z. To be incorporated with Ko. 10, and needs no

words of mine as to procedure necessary.

3. A prepared , surface tD test efficiency of mud-
guards. Competitors to ride on this surface at vary-

ing speeds.

4. A technical test, and a test, in, the reliability

section to prove road efficiency.

5. Tested in a dark room, each lamp to render

signs legible at certain distances, and to burn con-

tinuously for six hours, and then a further reading test.

6. Ease of fitting and detachability, and passenger

comfort and luggage capacity.

7. To be taken at stipulated engine and road

speeds.

8. At judges' discretion.

9. A prepared- 'greasy surface to test all non-skid

devices and non-skid pattern tyres.

10. This test would be practically the only road

test during the six days, and would comprise petrol

and oil consumption on a circular course of twenty-five

or fif-ty miles, to the distance of 150 to 200 miles, with

good hills included, gear ratios nominated by A.C.U.,
a slow and a fast climb. Should a competitor fail,

another attempt allowed ; failure on second attempt

to disqualify for reliability test. Punctures not to

count against a competitor.

I would further suggest that certificates be awarded
to all, showing the results of the tests, with a possible

award for the reliability section, petrol and oil con-

sumption, and the slow and fast hill climb in each
class. In my opinion, a six days test, carried out on
similar lines as described above, would be of real use

to the buyer, and, in addition, the manufacturer would
at all times have definite proof under the seal of the

A.C.U. of the merits of the chief talking and selling

points of his machine. The' Man in the Street.

U.J
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IF we succeed in fighting off the invasion

of American cars and cycles, we shaJl

be up against fresh onslaughts from
Japan, to judge by the number of patents
now*^ being filed from that country.
Messrs. Tamura and Watanabe are up to

date, in that they are out to perfect air-

cooling. Their gadget consists of a third

cam, designed to lift the exhaust valve
during the compression stroke when the
jnachine is coasting. This cam operates

a tappet,- which actuates the exhaust
valve tappet by means of a link-rod ; and
the third tappet is brought into contact
with its cam whenever the throttle is

phut by means of the wire shown on the
right of the sketch. The patentees sug-
gest that the following cycle occurs when
descending a hill With the throttle shut :

Wire connected
to Throttle

3^ Cam
Messrs. Tamura and Watanabe, cam design.

No. 119.859. 5/3/17.

SxCTiON .STEOKK.—Inlet valve opened, as

usual. Pure air inhaled. Compkession
.STROKE.—Exhaust valve opened by the

third cam. Fjkikg stkoke.—Inlet valve

opened automatically by vacuum. Pure
air inhaled. Exhatist steotke.—Exhaiust

valve opened as usual. Thus, they hold

that a double scavenge of pure air will

be obtained, and this air is not heated

by any compressions, but is used solely

to conduct away heat from the interior

of the engine. I question whether the

60 Jb. racing spring on my own inlet

valve would open on the "firing" stroke;

I rather think this stroke would suck

up a lot of oil past the piston rings. But
perhaps they have not. got as far as 60

lb. springs in Japan.

Lt. Job is certainly a man of ideas.

As the drawings indicate, he propounds
what a florist would term an incurved
mudguard. The wheel flings mud and

water into the channels inside the guard,
and the conduits shown along the sloped
diameter in the larger sketch conduct the
drainage from the front half of the
guard to join the remainder of the filth

at the rear end, where it is all harm-
lessly tipped on to the road. The
channels can easily be cleansed by a
hooked scraper, and very little water
should be deflected outwards from the
edges of the guard and blown back on to

the rider. I should like to see this guard
under test : it looks quite promising.

supplied with an adjustable release

through the pipe shown on the right,

'

which relieves the excessive suction on

C. B. Job's improved mudguardmg.
No. 128,428. 8/17/18.

Messrs. Brown and Barlow have pro-

tected yet another carburetter, with
which they hope to get such a range
that it will win fuel consumption tests

and also smash the flying mile record on
Brooklands. It is of the straight-through

type, and its main feature is a sliding

choke tube. As shown in the drawing,
the choke tube is slidably mounted and
controlled by a pair of wires, a slot in

the lower side clearing the jet tube.

The jet tube contains at its base a sub-

merged petrol delivery orifice, and is

Motosacoche mechanical lubricating system.

28/3/19.

Brown and Barlow's carburetter patent.

No. 128,666. 30/8/17. x

the submerged jet at high engine speeds.
The choke tube may uncover an extra
air port during its slide.

The Motosacoche people have given
home manufacturers a lead, which, in

conjunction with other lubricating inno-
vations of recent date, may inspire
our designers to abandon the hand
pump and the "boa constrictor" system
of giving the engine one meal of oil

every five miles or so. A double-piston
pump is driven by worm gearing off the
crankshaft.' Each piston Works in a
barrel drilled across a diameter of a
cylindrical piece of metal which is free
to oscillate. As each cylindrical member -

oscillates, the port in the heads of the
barrel is alter-

nately registered

with the intake and
delivery pipes.

The left-hand unit
of the pump draws
oil from the tank,
and delivers it

under pressure to

all bearings. The
right-hand unit
sucks at a pipe, of

which the lower
end dips into a
catchpit at the
bottom of the
crank case, whilst
the right-hand de-
livery I'eturns sur-

plus oil to the
tank. The system
is not a true " dry
sump," since the
scavenge pump

No. 127,224.
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Recent Patents.—
(right-hand) never drains the catchpit, but
merely sets a maximum level to the oil.

The cylinder is the only part lubricated

by splash, and the depth of the sump
increases towards the rear of the engine,

so that the flywheels dip more deeply
when the machine climbs. Every detail

has been well thought out. A safety

valve is provided in the main delivery

pipe from the pressure side, and an
easily detachable filter is fitted on the

lead from the _ sump to the scavenge
unit. Readers formerly connected with
the R.A.F. will recall that the Le Rhone
pump utilises the oscillating cylinder

principle. This is a very pretty oiling

system ; no criticism is possible except

on the score of expense, and there are

few items for which motor cyclists will

more gladly pay an extra, sovereign than
a thorouglily efficient and automatic
lubrication system;" moreover, such a

system will pay for itself, in one season

by the reduced oil bills which it secures.

An excellent adjustable tappet is pro-

tected by the B.S.A. people. Lugs^ on

the tappet engage slots inside the guide,

and prevent rotation. The tappet head

When I saw the phrase " elastic fork

"

at the head of a specification by Mil.

Moser and Villard, of Grenoble, I thought

these gentlemen had added a new peril

maximum diameter of the cam path to

uncover the exhaust port.

Lt, Job has devised a spring frame

which deserves a little study. His system

is concentrated at the axles, and the

rigid forks terminate in steel rings, in

lieu of the usual ,
slots. These rings are

enclosed between steel discs mounted on
the wheel spindle, the disc being free to

Bdjaust:

To (jiinder

Inlet

B.S.A. Co.'s adjustable tappet. No. 128,249.

3/7/17.

is adjusted by screwing it up or down the

tappet, and the lower side oi the locking

nut is extended downwards - in the form

6f a sleeve, which prevents grit from
entering the guide.

Mr. Fergusop-Fagerberg has protected

a brush oilcan. The cap at the left has

a flexible end, by means of which pres-

sure is applied to the contents ; it also

forms a separate compartment in which
graphite powder can be placed. Under-
neath this cap is a brusli, fed with oil

from the main body of the can. Yon
may either squirt oil from the standard

.. nozzle on the right, or remove the cap
' ou the left and brush chains over with

graphited oil, as "you require.

to motoi ^.yciing ; but it appears that the

term is merely the Entente Cordiale for

"spring fork," as the sketch indicates.

The fork is very simple. The m^in
shocks are taken through a horizontal

,

lever by the coiled springs shown on the

right. 'Excessive stressing of these springs

in either direction is prevented by a piston,

connected to the auxiliary fork. This

piston slides between two coiled springs

inside the piston head, and is ^suitably

shaped to prevent its jamming.

M. H. Pequignet, of Montreuil,
proposes a valve system, which will

puzzle novices.

He employs a

double piston
valve to control

both the inlet

and exhaust
port. This valve
slides in a cylindrical

casing machined in the

cylinder head, and is in-

ternally cooled by oil. A
coiled spring placed
above the upper piston

serves to keep the heel

of a universally-jointed

push-rod in contact with
the- cam, and to push the
valve downwards as re-

quired. The cam is

duplex, and runs at

engine speed. As shown
in the drawing, there are
two grooves in the work-
ing face of the peculiarly

shaped cam, and these
grooves run side by side

for practically an entire

circle, except where the
heel of the push-rod crosses

C. B. Job's springing device. No. 128,762.

8/7/18.

slide upon the rings. Each ring is con-

nected to its pair of enclosing discs by
the double spring toggle joint shown in

the sketch. The path of the wheel axle

will be approximately "an arc about the

centre of the countershaft from which
the drive is taken, so that the tension of

the driving chain will not vary when the

wheel bounces.

Mr. W. R. Keen is an engineer and I

arn not ; nevertheless, I am audacious
enough to suspect that his proposed
transmission might prove noisy. He has
the acumen to perceive that a belt drive

is very nice when it neither stretches nor
slips. So he has worked out the equiva-

lent of a non-stretching, non-slipping

belt, constructed entirely of metal. For
the top run of his V belt he utilises a
series of linked metal plates, comparable
to a chain. Beneath these are secured V-
shaped downward extensions, which ai-e

made of spring steel, so curved as to take

an abutment against each other and
create outward pressure.

H. Pequignet,

valve system.

No. 128,870.

26/12/18.

J. HjFerguson-Fagerberg's brush oilcan. No. 128,816. 5/8/19,

over from
one groove to the other, by what a rail-

wayman might describe
as some "X points."
When the push-rod" heel
is in the groove of

small diameter, the
valve is at its lowest
'point- of travel, and
opens the inlet port.

Rising to its mid-
position, it closes both
ports for the compres-
sion and firing strokes

;

filially, it rises on the
W. R. Keen, patent belt. No. 128.773.

26/7/18.
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^imes to TLlgl)t TLantps.

Greenwich Timi:.

Oct. 30th 5.7 p.m.
Nov,. 1st 5.3

„ 3rd 4.59 ,,

„ 5th 4.55 „

Police Traps.

Riders are advised to exercise caution

in passing through Croydon. Police

traps are in operatioii where the ten-mile

an hour Hmit exists

A police trap is also in operation on the

Marlborough and St. Paul's Road, Brad-

ford, and motor cyclists are warned not

to exceed the prescribed speed limit in

that district. Caution should be exer-

cised, too, in Swansea and other parts of

South Wales.

New Morgan Works.

The new works of the Morgan Motor
Co. were opened on Thursday, October

16th, by a social evening and dance given

by Mr. H. F. S. Morgan to his employees

and some of their friends. The new works

cover 38,400 sq. ft., and the total space

now covered by the Morgan factory is

over 50,000 sq. ft. Mr. Morgan is con-

sidering further extensions. For some

years now, the Morgan has been popular

in France, and arrangements are being

made to prod;uce the car in Paris for the

French market only, under the direction

of Messrs. Darmont and Badelogue, the

French concessionnaires of the Morgan.

French Flying Kilometre Trials.

The Competitions Committee of the

Automobile Club of France held flymg

kilometre speed trials on the road at

Acheres on the 16th inst. There were

classes for motor bicycles of 250 c.c, 350

c.c, and 500 c.c, also a class for motor

cycles and sidecars of 1,000 c.c. Pean,

on a Peugeot, in the 500 c.c. class, made
the fastest time in his outward journey,

viz., 30s., whicb equals a speed of about

74i m.p.h. As in our own" flying kilo-

metre trials on the x-oad, competitors

had to ride the distance of one kilometre

in both directions, the average time of

the two journeys being the recorded time.

The results were

:

250 c.c—Alcyon I., outward 5Iis., homeward
68|s., average 60s.] speea=37i4 m.p.h.

350 c.c—Alcyon III., outward 33is., homeward
37i8., average 35Bs. ; speed=63y; m.p.h, Alcyon
II,, outward 34Es., homeward 37Ss., average 363.;

speed=62 m,p,h,

500 cc—Peugeot [Pcan), outward 3Qs,, homeward
31s,, overage 32s. ; speed=70 m.p.h.

Sidecars 1,000 cc—Hailey-Davidson, outward
46Js., homeward 4SJ8., average 475s.; speed=47^4
m.p.h.

Col. Holden's elsctrical timing device

was used, and members of the A.C.F.
Competitions Committee acted as officials.

Olympia Rendezvous.

At a recent meeting held by a few of

the members of the late Third Army
Headquarters D.R. Section, it was de-

cided to visit the motor car show, Olym-
pia, on the evening of Wednesday, Novem-
ber 12th, when it is hoped that other

D.R.'s who were connected with or

ran to them whilst in France will make
an effort to be present for the purpose

of meeting old comrades.

Spanish Road Race.

A road race, which carries with it the

title of championship of Spain, took place

on the 12th inst., over a distance of 404

kilometres = 250, miles. The winner rocle

an Indian, and comjjleted the distance in

5h. 58m. 50s., which is equal to an

average speed of nearly 42 m.p.h.

The second man, also on an Indian,

averaged 38^ m.p.h. ; and the third man,
on a Motosaeoche, 34i m.p.h.

In addition to the motor bicycle cham-
pionship event there was also a sidecar

championship over a distance of 264 kilo-

metres = 164 miles.

Indian riders were first, second, and
third in this event. The fourth man to

finish rode a Motosaeoche. The winner's

time eqtials an average speed of 40>^

m.p.h., which is remarkably good in

comparison with the solo speed even when
the shorter course is taken into con-

sideration.

Special JPeatures.

A NEW THREE-WHEELED RUNABOUT
OVERSEAS NOTES.

THE RELIANCE CUP TRIAL.

Spare Parts Jor Motorists.

Motorists are experiencing considerable

difficulties in obtaining spare parts, tor

the lack of which their vehicles are un-

usable. Some manufacturers have practl^

cally no stocks of spare parts, while others

are still able to supply. The finding of

a spare part by a motorist is a task calling

for the expenditure of much time and
patience.

Motorists requiring spare parts are

strongly advised, if they are members of

the Automobile Association, to communi-
cate with the nearest of the twenty A. A.
branch offices distributed over the

country. During the past few weeks, as

shown by letters in our correspondence

columns, several members have been

assisted by the Birmingham A.A. office,

which has in some cases received request.s

for spare parts, and sent them to members
on the same day. Where the required

parts are not available, members are

advised of the most economical method
for getting them specially made.
Members residing in the Metropolitan 1

area should communicate their require-

ments to the A.A and M.U. Engineering
Department, Fanum House, Whitcomb
Street, London, W.C.2.

B. Kershaw making a good ascent of Farlow Bank on a J A.P.-engined 21 h.p.

Varus. He was one of the two survivor: in the recent " captain's run " ol the South

Birmingham M.C.C.
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WOK AT THIS PHQTOGRAPBl

DUNLOP
RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Founders of the Pneumatic Tyre Industry,

Para Mills. Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM,

THE A.C.U. TRIALS.

Vl/^'HEN Dunlop rubber studded
^^ motor cycle covers are issued

from the Company's works there

appears in the centre of each individual

stud a tiny "pip" of rubber: this is

called a mould mark.

Look at this photograph. The tyre

has just been through the whole of the

Six Days' Trials, under the most

severe conditions, and the machine to

which it is fitted has secured for its

owner a Silver Medal.

And the mould marks are as plainly

visible as when the tyre left the works \

Taken in conjunction with the Trial

results, which showed 63*63 per cent,

of Gold Medallists on Dunlops, is

anything more required to prove that

the wearing quality of Dunlop rubber

studded motor cycle covers is super-

lative ?

^Wv-

LONDON

:

Telei)hone

146, Glerkenwell Road, E.G.I.
5375 & 5376 Holborn. TRADE MARK.
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July 24th. Owing to a somewhat late start from Carrbridge, occasioned by our meeting one or two
Scottish Trial riders, who had retired from the contest, we did not arrive at Lairg until 4 o'clock in the

afternoon. After having had tea and engaged rooms for ths night, we decided to tackle the journey to

Durness and back in. the even'ng. .

We left Lairg Hotel at 5.30 and arrived at Aultnaharra without incident. But from here a positive

j nightmare awaited us. At Benhope we tried to cross the end of the Loch and to get on the old

mountain road which leads to Erribol. The water, however, was too deep, and we were compelled to go
round Loch Hope and Loch Erribol. The ascent of Erribol was accomplished by all of us easily, two of

the machines running on second gear.

We then rode to Durness and Rhiconich in the twilight.

Never shall we forget the journey back from Rhiconich, via Laxford Bridge. The roads were appalling
and the corners most dangerous. This was the only portion of the whole trial over which we did not
average 20 miles an hour.

But all's well that ends well. We arrived back at Lairg at 2 a.m., all three machines having run
splendidly and having done no less than 288 miles in the day.

We will talk about our Fifth Stage in the issue of Nov. 6th.

CLYNO ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

PELHAM STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyclt."
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The Blackbume-engined Verus—a new model which promises to be very popular next year.

Note the metal tool box on the top tube. We hope to deal more fully with this make
m the next issue.

A T.T. Winner Wanted.

A firm of high repute is requiring good
riders for tlie next T.T. Race. Amongst
demobilised despatch riders there are, no
doubt, many qualified riders who are
capable of putting up a good showing in

this strenuous race. If any motor cyclist,

however, with army experience or not,

has the necessary credentials which might
qualify him as a likely candidate, and
will send full details of his experience to

the Editor, his letter will be forwarded
to the firm in question.

A Sound Opinion.

In adjudging a tricycle propelled by
an Auto-wheel to be a motor car, the

Lord Chief Justice said he was bound
by definitions in the Statutes to regard

a tricycle propelled by an Auto-wheel as

a motor car, "though," he added, "if
I had to decide for myself I should think

it would be perfectly absurd to call such
a machine a motor car. In deciding that

it is a motor car I cannot help myself.

If I could, I would. This decision may
raise other difficulties which have been
pointed oiit to us by the respondent. He
will have to carry side lights, and a
number plate m front, and a number of

things which are properly applicable to

a motor car, but which by no effort of

imagination can be considered appropriate
to a carriage of this description."

Liege Race Meeting.

A race meeting organised by the Liege
Motor Club took place on the 12th inst.

Points were allotted for speed and regu-

larity. The results of the various classes

were

:

250 CO.— 1, Pirlot (CleTcland); 2, Muller (Velo-
cette); 3, fle Weiz (CaoTelana).

350 C.C.—1, Praillot (Baby Triumph) ; l, Feyens
(Clyao two-stroke).

600 c.c—i. Speedwell (Budge) ; 2, Deliaybe (Saro-
le.1) ; 3, VerliudeB (Sarolea).

750 c.c—1. Antoine (Triumph); 2, Vanderliagen
(Triumph); 3, Lejeune (Triumph)
1,000 c.c— 1, Preudhomme (Harley-Davidson) ; 2, -

VondeTviele (Indian); 3, X (Indian).

' Sidecars 500 c.c—Havart (Sarolea).

Sidecars 750 cc—Dandois (James).

Sidecars 1,000 c.c—1, Springuel (Harley-DaTid-
son); 2, Werder (Harloy-Davidson) ; 3, UmmcU (Ex;
celsior).

Sidecars over 1,000 c.c—Heiuneits (Ecaiiins-
Standard).

Removing Indian Cylinders.

On page 467 of last week's issue of Tin
Motor Cycle we mentioned, in reply to a
reader's query, that the cylinders of a

- 1915 7-9 h.p. Indian motor cycle could not
be removed without taking the engine
from the frame. Several readers advise

SPECIAL OLYMPIA
SHOW NUMBERS. .

Nov. 13th.—The feature of this issue

will be a comprehensive survey

of passenger machines.

Nov. 20th.—This issue will contain a

forecast of the Exhibition, par-

ticulars of new models, also

plan of the Show and list of
exhibitors. This number wUl
be on sale at the Show.

Nov. 27th.—Full Show report. This
number will also be on sale at

the Show.

Dec. 4th.—Review of sidecars, acces-

sories, tyres, etc. Impressions

of the Exhibition.

4^5

us thai this is not the case, and that Ihcy
have regularly removed theirs for the
purpose of decarbonising and similar pur-

poses.

We are, of course, bound to stand cor-

rected, and our reply to, the reader who
sought our advice should have been put
in this form :

" The cylinders can be
removed without dismantling the engine
from the frame, but we do not recom-
mend the practice to the average
amateur.

'

'

It will be remembered that the Indian
cylinders are held by long studs screwed
into the crank case and passing out to the
top of the detachable heads, which are
.^iecured by nuts. To remove the cylinder
barrels it is necessary to unscrew one of
these studs, and as these have no provi-
sion in the shape of hexagons or flats for
spanner grip, and as they screw directly
into the crank case, this practice is not
desix'able if carried out unskilfully.
For well-known reasons, it is considered
bad engineering practice frequently to
remove steel studs which are screwed into
aluminium, imless a special foi-m of thread
is used as in the Indian. Moreover, in
the case described, the temptation for the
amateur without j^roper workshop equip-
ment or methods is to make barbarous
use of some such tool as a plumber's pipe
grip, often 'with disastrous results to the
threads of the studs.

Temptation.

_
A notel attempt to obtain early de-

livery of a new model was recently re-

sorted to by a customer of the Colmore
Depot. He insisted on paying a premium
by enclosing a cheque for £10 for tlie

Dunstan Home for Blinded Soldiers. 51r.

Paskell, of the Colmore Depot, could not,
of course, resist "so subtle a temptation
to aid so worthy a cause, and it certainly
offers one solution of the difficulty iii

taking premiums.

The Scooter Trial Postponed.
Owing to the present abnormal diffi-

culties which are being experienced by
the manufacturers of motor scooters, and
in order that they shall not be unduly
harassed, the Auto-Cycle Union has de-
cided to postpone the proposed motor
scooter trial for a month or two. There
will be tlu-ee classes of scooters quaUfied
by weight only, viz., under 60 lb. (original
tentative A.C.TJ. definition), under 85 lb.,

and imlimited. Further particulars con-
cerning the trial

will be published

The new 22 h.p. Dot-Jap fitted with an Albion two-speed gear and clutch. Chain and belt

drive is adopted on this model, the machine being finished in all red. A full description of the

new Dot model will be given next week.
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THE 1920 AMAC CARBURETTERS.
Simplicity of Construction and Control. One or Two Levers.

A-MAC cai Liiicttei's have been very
popiilnr in the past, and deservedly
so. 'I his fact, combined with the

g;jod reports we have heard of the new
fi:ig!e-lcvcr p,;ttenis should make a

description of the new models more tha;i

usually interestiiiij. The principle upon
which the carburetters work is the same
iii each case, though the constructional
details vary t.i some extent. We propose
first to describe .a model vifhich is likely

EEGULATOl.

HOLDEE

—Sectional diagram of the new single

lever Amac Y carburetter.

to become very popular amongst most
cyclists, viz., a single-lever carburetter
suitable foi horizontal inlet pipes.

II13 y Model.

Let lis follow the course of the petrol

in its passage from the tank to the engine.

The lloat chamber is that already familiar

to Amac users, having bottom feed and
an inverted needle. From the float

chamber the fuel passes through the jet,

which in the Amac is distinct from the
sprayer, and simply controls the amount
of fuel fed to the engine. Above the jet

is placed the sprayer, from which the
fuel issues in a finely atomised condition
through small horizontal holes near the
top. Previous to this, it has been in a

liquid state, but it now encounters a

rapidly inoving stream of air, which,
traversing through the small passages

which surround the sprayer,

vaporises the fuel and
carries it to the engine.

The throttle has a V-
shaped slot, which first un-
covers this passage, and
provides a §mall amount of

rich mixture, so useful for

starting and smooth slow
running. The main air

orifice is now practically

open, but air has access to

the engine only through the
small passages mentioned.
The length of the V slot
gives a certain amount of
control before the main
body of the carburetter
begins to open. When
this happens the main air
is partly cut off by the
throttle barrel, which rises across it.

This causes the suction on the main
vapour hole situated just above the
sprayer, and draws up petrol vapour where
air had previously been descending into
the small passage, and we have a moder-
ately rich mixture for ordinary running.
Beyond this point air and throttle open
together until at full opening the air is

Fig. 4.—The Ama
motor cycle carburette'

can be supplied with
one or two levers.

Outside view of fig. 1

.

Fig. 3.—Section of the Amac Z
carburetter, which is suitable for

vertical or horizontal induction pipes.

Note the position of the jet in the

centre of the float chamber.

drawn through a venturi tube clear of
all obstruction and carburetted on its way
both through the main and small vapour
passages. •

.

The object of the regulator at the top
of the carburetter is to assist in the choice
of the most suitable jet, and to give an
adjustment for temperature, a single
hole being suitable for cold weather and

three or more holes
when the weather is

hot. The positions are
numbered to 5. If

numbers 2, 3, or 4
give good results the
jet can be taken to
be' correct. Theoreti-
cally No.- 3 is prefer-

able. If fewer holes
are required for good
running the jet is

too small, and, simi-

larly, more holes sug

racing purposes, but for normal running
it should be as small as is consistent with
good results, a suitable jet being fitted.

The same carburetter can also be supplied
with two levers, the extra air valve then
forming an adjustable choke, but the

single lever is recommended. These car-

buretters are known as the Y models.

The Z Model.

A second pattern is also manufacttired,
again with one or two levers, and known
as the Z model. These are suitable for

both horizontal and vertical inlet pipes.

In these, the jet holder is situated in

the centre of the float chamber, into

which petrol passes through a top feed,

the flow being controlled by an annular
float. The jet holder has a passage down
its centre, communicating with the ' at-

mosphere, and down this air is drawn
by the suction of the engine into an
annular groove, when it meets and
atomises the petrol passing through the
jet. The mixture then passes to the
engine through passages similar to, but
rather longer than, those contained in

the Y models. From this point the
action of both models is identical. A
distinct advantage of this model is that

the jet holder can be removed for "the

purpose of changing a jet without dis-

turbing the carburetter in any way or

spilling a drop of petrol.

'The Amac control giving a straight pull

on the wires has, naturally, been retained,

and this prevents breakage of the wires.

The lever can be placed on either side

of the handle-bars, and is made to open^ -

either way, as the rider may desire.

Fig. 2.—Sectional diagrams showing the flow of air and
mixture at varying throttle openings. On left, full throttle and
uninterrupted passage through venturi tube ; in centre, moderate S^.^^ ^°° large a jet.

throttle opening, air partly cut off ; on right, throttle just open for jT J^"*, ^"^P''^';^ can

starting and s'.ow running air passing through small passages ? ntted. A larger

around t!-.e spr.-ycrs.
adapter is suitable for

Fig. 5.^—The Amac carburetter.

Outside view of fig. 3

c6
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AN AUTUMN
TRIAL IN
WALES.
Liverpool Motor Club's

Successful One Day Tj-ial.

ATRIAL in_ Wales, under the most
favourable climatic conditions, is

generally a strenuous affair, but a
trial in the late autumn, including moun-
tain tracks and through watersplashes,
which after heavy rain become deep and
svfift torrents, is an event to test the
durability of the modern motor cycle

and the sporting spirit of the most
hardened competition rider. Such a trial

was successfully run off last Saturday,
by the Liverpool M.C., a body enjoying
a high reputation as organisers of sporting
events.

The 115 Mile Course.

Starting from Birkenhead, the course

led to Northop, near which place an
acceleration test was held on a slight

grade, the competitors being brought to

a stop and restarted. They were timed
over a stretch of 120 yards by Mr. T.

Silver, who is an A.C.U. timekeeper.
The finish of the acceleration test was

the commencement of the brake test,

competitors being required to pull up ' in

a given distance, m which the per-

formances were consistently good. We
rather suspect that this test was included
merely to ensure- that all the competing
machines had brakes adequate for the

severe descents they were called upon to

traverse later in the day. If such were
the case, ihe idea was good, as without
powerful brakes, some of the hills would
have been dangerous.
The next ten miles were through narrow

lanes ending in. a climb into Holywell,

out of which town the competitors were
taken up Pen-y-Ball, which was in a
very rough condition and accounted for

H. Poole (4A.J.S.) and N. Svanso (8 Morgan) on Pen-y-Ball.

quite a number of failures. Then came
grass tracks, greasy hills, and deep
streams to ford, a trying stretch through
Ysciefiog, Nannerch, Cilcain, to the lunch
stop at Euthin.
The fords proved to be deeper than

the officials anticipated, tor the heavy
rains the day before had turned rippling
brooks into roaring torrents that came
well over the wheel centres. It was an
unexpected feature of the trial, and
generally the machines performed most
creditably. Several competitors' stopped
in midstream, two machines got entangled,

.

and at least one other fell over and was
completely submerged. There were two
of these fords, and although most of the
competitors got a thorough wetting, on
the whole the adventures seemed to be
keenly enjoyed. The feature, however,
did not discover many weaknesses in

magneto design, although the riders of

the Brough machines, with their mag-
netos placed high in the frame, were
envied by many who suffered anxiety on
this account. One could not expect the

ehain-cum-belt transmissions to be im-

mune from slip under such conditions.

Probably the descents caused more real

anxiety than the ascents, for the slippery

state of some of the hills made braking a

trying task. Both solo and sidecar

machines slithered down crabwise, and
on one of the descents Greaves (Morgan),
in trying to hold his machine behind two
slowly-descending solo riders, skidded
right round until he was facing up the hill.

At Ruthin there were many experiences

to relate over lunch while the officials

examined the seals on the petrol fillers

and replenished the tanks, for each man's
fuel was measured out to him, a petrol con-

Sun Trevor—the piece de resistance of the trial. (Left) Looking down the lower portion of the hill at the hairpin. F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S.)

essays the climb. (Right) E. Williams (4 A J5.) followed by T. Weaver (2i Verus).
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J. H. Place (8 Dat sc.) breaks a chain on Sun Trevor. Note the width and the surface of the hill.

sumption test being included in the trial, Kubn (Levis) was one of these, .but it is

the results of which should be most inter- questionable whether it was necessary,

esting when they have been worked out as the officials are bonnd to take into

by the conmiittee. This was included to account the impromptu control, where
encourage economy in fuel, and it is.

a

few riders were caused to lose less than
pity that it is not made a regular feature half an hour at official instigation,

of all trials. As an example of what can Altogether it Was a good trial, well

be done with a sidecar machine, even arranged and carried through in the
under the trying conditions of a trial, sporting spirit which characterises the
we may cite V. E. Horsman's 4 h.p. Liverpool Club, and severe as it was,
Norton machine, wnich covered the there were surprisingly few retirements,
course on a consumption of 83J ni.p.g.

The Acceleration Test-
Sun Trevor Hill. mi, j^ n ii, i- 2ine lollowmg are the times of com-

From Euthm the course lay ovei- twenty petitors in the 120 yards acceleration test
miles of lanes to Llangollen, a mile be- from a standing start. Those marked
yond which town was the piece de resist- with an asterisk lost three marks for fail-
ance oi the trial. This was a narrow ing to attain the minimum siieed allowed,
twisting hill from the Wrexham. road to ig., 18 m.p.h. solo machines, 12 m.p.h.
the Horse Shoe Pass, known locally as sidecars.
World's End, but figuring on certain Time.,

maps as Sun Trevor. The gradient was 1; 'S-^'""p°",I^,.?'?^='^ ^?-' • • ^^=^-^
-, ,1 1 ° 1 i 1 J V. E. Horsman (4 Norton sc.) lias.

severe, and there was a sharp right-hand j. d. McLean f7-9 Harley-Davidson bc.) .. itIs.
hairpin bend at the steepest part, while w' Ed '^''d^ (4i''b^s''a

^'^'\ ' ^^^^'

the surface was E.everal inches deep in e.'a. Swoodl4 DougiaY'L):: '.'. '.'. il%.
mud. In the latter respect we were J' W. Wills (IQ Henderson) lojs.

reminded of Grindon HiUin the 1914 Six w^lth^eTjJ.^t.)^'!^"'':^ " V III"'
Days Trial, while the 'scene at the bottom J- H. Place (8 Dot so.) .. .. !!

'.'. i3|s.

was reminiscent of that at the foot of
j.' v^' wmiams Va".j.s.''sc.) .'I i! :: lilt

Litton Slack, for an unarranged control Stanley Parker (s Enfield sc.) .! !! " i3|s!

was in operation, and the competitors
c.' Colu^fTs A j.s°''scT

'"' " " '" 17-3
sent up—^mostly pushed up, by the -way— H. B. Denley (10' Morgan')' !!

" '.'.~ '.'. 1st.'

one at a time. It was merely a question 5- -f''"!?'?,'® ^ii'^-J"-* ••>
Jit'-

e J •
J.

"^ i-
^ Ji. A. CoUiver (7 Indian sc.) 134s.

Ot road grip—power, at no time, was W. R. Haggas (8 New Imperial sc.) .. .. 163.
lacking, and it seemed absurd to include 9-- S'^'J"'

,!,^„-^;J-®\ ^''•' •• .
•• • is^-

1 °i -n * i • 1 TT • p . H. Reed (8 Dot sc.) .. - 15ssuch a hill in a trial. However, m fair- n. Svanso (3 Morgan) " iijk.
ness to the organisers, it should be stated S'^'ili-^-

B™w "-9 Indian sc.) I2is.

that the, hiU was in an unusually bad r.' A!"'stackfadt"'(ii/4'B.'s.A. sc.) V. V. 21I!'
state owing to Friday's rain. c. B. West (6 a.j:s. sc.) I7s.

Following this hiU came ten miles of g; i'l^^Vo'lYeTj.s.'sc.) .'.'

i." l.'hT
mountain tracks through farmyards and w. Cottle (414 a.j.s.) •2os.

round several sharp hairpins to Llandegla, k.^Sllt i%<^i?^& y.
!

}J||-whence the competitors had easier going E. Williams (4"a.j.s.) . 'lals'
through Hope and Queensferry back to ^ MS?r'"r2yWTf'

"'
l]l^-'

Birkenhead.
'

r!, E. Pugh (2>A 'Levfe) '.'. '.'. " ." n4js
The finish was in the dark, and, without h piol^'yi^A^js V'

^"'^'^'''""^'^'- " •"
l^''^^'

doubt, many of the riders made very fast S.' PaTkIr (10 'Henderson)" .'. :; '.'. *ii|I:
times, as several succeeded in making up S-

L. Boston (31!. Sunbeam) .. „ .. iis.

the time lost at the foot of Sun Trevor. I i^i^l, '^i^i^^ ;: ;; ;: ;; HH
CIO

Time.
R. Coes {7-9 vindian) .. lis.

0. Wray (3V. Triumph)
E. Holden t2V> Metro-Tyler) .

W. Brittain (31/2 Sunbeam) .. irs.

,T. Gilson (4-5 iienith) • •• .H*'
Higlifleld (5 Brough) .. .. *13s.

Davies (3'/> Sunbeam) .. *14is
B. Gibb (2% Douglas) ,. *12!s

R. Bromley (4 Triumph) .. 12s.

W. Edmondson (3Vj J.A.P.) .. 'ISfs.

A. fox (41/4 B.S.A.) .. *16s.

Charlesworth (5 Zenith)
Taylor (2V' British Excelsior) . .. *15s.

B. G. Vale (4 Norton) .. *12Js.

H. Green (7-9 E.xcelsior) .. .. 12s.

Pattinson (4 Triumph) ~. . . . " .. 12Ss.

E. Kuhn (2V. Levis)
Brough (5 Brough) .. . .. lljs
Storey (7-9 Excelsior) • 4!"
Marshall (31/2 Sunbeam) .. lOSs
A. Newman (SV- Sunbeam) . .. na'ss.

V. Morris (3Vj Sunbeam) .. .. '133.

W. BatcliHe (5 Brough) .. .. 'ISis.

Ladefoged {31/2 Sunbeam) .. .. 12s.

0. Sclater (10 Henderson) .. .. *13Ss
Eadington (3',/j Sunbeam) .. .. '135.

Observations on Pen-y-Ball.

The following riders made fast ascents :

Noel Brown (7-9 Indian), W. B. Gibb
(2| Douglas), R. Storey (7 Excelsior), J.

A. Fox (4i B.S.A.), J. H. Green (7 Ex-
celsior), Geo. Brough (5 Brough), R.
Charlesworth (5 Zenith), and H. Pattinson
(4 Triumph). Of those who climbed
steadily we noticed G. Kuhn (Levis), P.

V. Morris (3i Sunbeam), F. W. Ratcliffe

(5 Brough), R. R. Bromley (4 Triumph),
T. B. G. Vale (4 Norton), H. Poole (4
A.J.S.), E. L. Booton (3i Sunbeam), T.
Highfield (5 Brough), R. R. Coes (7
Indian), L. T. Gibson (4-5 Zenith), M.
Davies (3i Sunbeam), N. C. Sclater (10
Henderson), and — . Eadington (3^ Sun-
beam). The sidecars on the whole did well,

the few exceptions including R. A. Shack-
lady _(4i B.S.A. sc), who apparently was
handicapped by the loss of his arm, J. D.
McClean (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc), J. E.
Duffey (6 Humber sc), and C. R. West
(6 A.J.S. sc), who turned over on the
top bend.

Perfojmances on Sun Trevor.

One of the first sidecars to climb Sun
Trevor was Y. E. Horsman's 4 h.p.
Norton, and he made a clean ascent. He

F. W. Irving (4 Triumph) and Geo. Brough
(5 Brough) on Pen-y-Ball.
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An Autumn Trial in Wales.—

proved to be one of the few exxeptions,
Jioweyer, and to mention all passenger.,
machines would be a repetition of words :

" Stopped—wheel slip." Several made
good restarts after being assisted over the
patch of loose earth and mud which
brought so many to a standstill with
smoking tyres. Among these we noticed
W. Edwards (4i B.S.A. sc). F. W. Giles
/(6 A.J.S. sc.) and H. B. Denley (10
Morgan) both did well, as did the fol-
lowing solo riders : W. Eatcliffe (3J

Broflgh), B. Kershaw (2| Verus), Geo.
Wray (3^ Triumph), H Pattinson (4
Triumph), Geo. Brough (5 Brough), T.
W. Ratcliffe (5 Brough), J. W. Wills (10
Henderson), S. Parker (10 Henderson),
J A. Newman (3^ Sunbeam); and E.

Redditch and District M.C.C.
The closing corripetition of the Redditch

and District M.C.C. took the form of a
fast hill climb, and attracted a consider-
able amount of interest, the- competition
m the E.xpert classes being particularly
kp£n.

Three classes were run off with the
following results (A.C.U. formula) :

Expert Solo Cl.\ss.
1. F. Bicknell (2% Enfield) .. .. 36.2
2. S. Bright (2% Enfield) .. .. 37
3. H. Hanks (2% Enfield) .. .. 39.4

Expert Sidecar Class.
1 F. W. Viles J<Jl.i iJ.S.A.) .. ..35
2. D. Guise (8 Enfield) 60 4
3. H. Spencer (8 Eiifield) .. .. 80.5

General Sidecar Class.
1. H. Garner (41-1 B.S.A.) 51.5
2. J. Sheppard (6 Enfield) .. ..63
3. H. Herbert (414 B.S.A.) .. .. 78.2

The prize for fastest time was taken
by D. Guise (8 Enfield solo), 35is. The
fastest ascent in the sidecar class was
made by F. W. VHes {4i B.S.A.), whose
time was 44s. The formula used accounts
for

^
the disparity of results. Small

engines easily win.

On Friday evening last the Redditch
Club held, the annual dinner at the
Unicom Hotel, Redditch. The club, like
so many other similar institutions, had
to suspend its activities during the war,
but it has had a remarkably spirited
and successful revival, its strength in-
creased by its period of qiSiescence, and
now shows the promise of doing a lot
of useful work. It is one of the most
strongly establislied clubs in the Mid-
lands, the members and officials evincing
a keenness of interest in affairs which
makes for further progress. The com-
petitions promoted during the season have
been well arranged and conducted. At
the dinner there were several present who
are prominently connected with the sport
and the trade, and the whole proceedings
were of a most enjoyable character.

Loughborough M.C.C.
As the outcome of a meeting held at

the Bull's Head Hotel, Loughborough,
last week, a local motor cycle club,
affiliated to the A.C.U., was formed.
A temporary committee was elected as

follows : President, Mr. R. S. Clifford,
jun. ; hon. secretary, Mr. K. S. Topping
(8 h.p. Sunbeam); committee, Messrs.
N. Dowland (8 h.p. Royal Enfield), Ash-
croft (3i h.p. Rudge), Caldwell (4 h.p.
Campion), Chambers (4i h.p. B.S.A.),

Ladefoged (3^ Sunbeam). The steadiest
ascents. were made by E. J. Boston and,
P. Marshall (3^ Sunbeam), while the fast

and clean climbs by G. Kuhn (24 Levis),
R. Storey (7 Excelsior), and J. H. Green
(7 Excelsior) were bordering upon the
sensational.

Final Examination.

We discussed the question of cleanli-

ness with F. A. P. Zacharias, the judge,
who examined each machine for condi-
tion, and he told us that on the whole the
machines showed little trace of the hard
day's gruelling, and noticed specially the
absence of oil about the majority of
engines. The Brough machines particu-
lai'Iy were mentioned by him, and on
examining the crank cases of these flat

CLUB NEWS.
'yuture Events.

Oct. 31.—Meeting of Birmingham Club Officials to
discuss Question of Amalgamation, Cliamher
of Commerce, Birmingham.

NOV. l.—SOVTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. OPEN
TRIAL FOR PALMER CUP.

Nov. S.^Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C. Run
to CrooX-ham Common.

Nov. I.—Edinhvrgh and District M.C, Trial for
Amateurs for Palmer Trophy.

Nov. S.—Birmingham M.C.C. Closing Run.
Nov. 8.—South Birmingham M.C.C. Trial for

Songster Cup.
Nov. 9.—Reading and District M.C. and L.C.C. Run

to Wallingford.
Nov. 13.—N.M.C.F.J]., Leeds. Annual General

Meeting.
Nov. St.—N.M.C.F.V.. Leeds. Whist Drive and

Dance.
Nov. S9.—N.M.C.F.V., Coventry. Run to Olympia

Sli ow.

Pash (6 Rex), and Amey (3^ Brough
twin).

It was decided to fix an annual inclu-

sive subscription of 12s. 6d. For the
first run of the season, it was intended
to join the members of the Ilkeston club
in their outing to Crick. The Ilkeston
club, however, wired to the effect that
it had cancelled its run, and . the
Loughborough members accordingly made
the excursion on their own. The weather
was ideal, and a very enjoyable day was
spent. iDhe features -of the afternoon
were the climbing powers of Dowland 's

8 h.p. Enfield combination and " a certain
liveliness " about Byles's 4 h.p. Hazle-
wood-Jap twin. A slipping clutch, which
was soon rectified, was the only trouble
experienced.

Essex M.C.
The committee have pleasure in an-

nouncing that they have arranged with
Mr. Douglas Leechman, barrister-at-law,

and the well-known authority on motors,
to lecture at the Royal Automobile Club
(Associates' Room) upon the 1919 Olympia
'Motor Cycle Show. The provisional date
will be Thursday, December 4th, but
definite notice will be issued later.

All motor cyclists, whether members
of the club or not, will be heartily wel-
comed, and as so many, novelties will

doubtless be shown, a very interesting

evening will be spent.

In pre-war years the Essex Club always
organised a similar meeting, when motor
cyclists had the opportunity of hearing
various points discussed by many of the
best known riders in the trade.

Novices will doubtless get many hints,

which will help them to decide what
machine to buy for 1920.

twin engines we found no trace of oil at

any point.

The American Excelsior and Henderson
machines were brand new, and had ouly

been- taken out of their crates the day
before, and on this account the riders

had perhaps been over liberal with oil.

Of the eighty entrants, seventy-one

started, of which number sixty-one

finished. - C. R. West (6 A.J.S. sc.) and

R. A. Shacklady (4^ B.S.A. sc.) turned

over, L. Reynolds (5 Brough) fell after

collision with a dog, and one or two

found the course too severe for their

machines.
The official results had not been worked

out at the time . of going to press, but

probably they will be announced in next

week's issue of The Motor Cycle.

Edinburgh and District M.C.

It will be remembered that this club

was to hold a trial on October 4th for

the trophy presented by the Palmer
Tyre, Ltd., and that the event had
to be postponed on account of the railway

strike. It has now been decided to hold
the competition, which, by the way, is

confined to genuine amateurs, on Saturday
next, November 1st. The start is from
Libcrton car terminus, and the route is

pretty much the same as that of the

Sporting Half-day
,
Trial, held in

,
June,

but, in addition, Lammerlaw Hill is to

be included, and in the opinion of some
who have tried it, this hill is just about
as bad as some of the Six Days ones.

The surface is'terrible, consisting of ruts,

boulders, heather, and grass, and the

gradient is about 1 in 7., The hill is

two miles long, and those who are lucky

enough to get up, non-stop, hold a good
chance of winning the . twenty guinea
prize. The Trials secretary is Rlr. J.

Watt Anderson, 5, Castle Terrace, Edin-
burgh. Entries close to-day, October 30th.

Bath and West of England M.C.

The competition by members . of the
Bath and West of England Motor Cycle
Club for the Latimer Cup attracted

twenty-two competitors, of whom the

following is a list : .

C. B. Newman (8 Zenith sc.)

A. V/crsfold (2ii Douglas)
W. W. Moore (4 Douglas sc.)

P. G. Ball (2% Douglas)
W. F. Baxter (4 Douglas sc.)

E. G. Fery (3y. Douglas)
P. Burchill (4 Douglas so.)

E. Colmer (3V" Norton)
V. Smith (4 Norton sc.)

H. Walker (3V. Norton)
P. Whale (7-9 Harley-Davidson sc.)

C. Anstice (4 Douglas)
A. W. Horstraann (S'A Sunbeam sc.)

F. .T. .Jennings (2-% Douglas)
H. G. Clarke (4 Douglas sc.)

R. J. Bennett (2-% Douglas)
P. Bonnet (4 Douglas sc.)

L. C. Bird (2% Douglas)
P. F. Horstmann (2^ Douglas)
E. C. Matthews (4 Blackburne)
A. S. Moon (3'/- B.S.A.)
F. Tuplin (3'/j Triumph)

_

The route taken covered an approximate
distance of forty miles over some of the
roughest country and hills in the district.

The results have yet to be announced by
the committee. It will be noticed that
out of the twenty-two machines in the
competition, thirteen were from the

Douglas firm, three wei-e Nortons, and
one each Zenith, Harley-Davidson, Sur.-

beam, Blackburne, Triumph, and B.S.A.

C15
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A 2| h.p. FLAT TWIN ZENITH.
38.73 mm. x 63 mm.. 347 c.c,

Gradua Gear. The 2} h.p. Zenith flat twin, embodying
the Gradua gear below the crank case.

WE have known for a long time that
Zenith Motors, Ltd., had a 2| h.p.

flat twin on the stocks, and as

early as May this year we had a short
run on this attractive little solo mount,
which behaved admirably. A study of

its general arrangement reveals the fact

that its designer, Mr. F. W. Barnes,
has evolved an ideal motor bicycle of

medium weight for the motor cyclist

—young, middle-aged, or old—who needs
a machine which is lively, comfort-
able, and flexible. As regards sim-

plicity and efficacy, the Gradua gear is

unassailable, and it is not surprising that
it is adopted in this entirely new model.
The manner in which the main Zenith
features are retained, while the machine
is adapted to accommodate the new hori-

zontal opposed twin-cylinder engine, is

extremely neat and ingenious. The new
engine is remarkably well finished and
of distinctly pleasing appearance, and
follows standard practice throughout.

A Neat Power Unit.

The cylinders are clean castings,
having the valves at an inclination so as

to improve the design of the combustion
space_and to allow free circulation of air

round the valve ports and between them
and the cylinder. The tappets are of
large dimensions, and ' have large heads
which come in direct contact with the
cams, which are solid with the camshaft,-
and are designed so as to give a rapid
lift and closure of the valves and yet to
allow the latter to work silently. Both
the crank and camshafts run on Skefko
self-aligning hall bea,rings. The engine
is as well-finished internally as exter-
nally; all important parts, such as crank-
shaft journals, are hardened and ground,
and the connecting rods, which are pro-
vided with split big ends, are machined
all over. Lubrication is by splash, an
ordinary hand pump being used. The
oil pipe is connected to a union on the
crank case, and the lubricant, after enter-
ing this, is directed into two channels,
one leading into the crank case and the
other into the front cylinder, a hole being
driUed in the base of the latter which
registers with the channel referred to
above. This system secures an equal
supply of oil to both cylinders.

The frame of the new model is well

worthy of comment, as the usual down
tube and saddle tube are in duplicate so

as to leave room for the cylinder heads.

The engine is bolted to a cradle which
rests on a short tubular frame member

;

beneath it is an aluminium casting hold-

ing the Skefko ball bearings in which" the

The new Zenith engine

dismantled.

The compensating valve-hftmg mechanism
on the Zenith flat twin

chain-driven countershaft runs, while
below this is the rectangular silencer, out
of which leads a short exit pipe.

Novel Brake Operation.

In the general design of the -machine
it is easy to see that ample provision has

been made for acces-

sibility, and the cylin-

ders may be removed

j

without dismounting
the engine from the
frame. Considerable
ingenuity has been dis-

played in the design of

the new belt rim brake,
' and it is clear that it

was no easy matter to

actuate a rod con-

trolled brake, which the
latest pattern now is

(a Bowden wire was
used in the earlier

Zenith models), on a
wheel which is capable
of a certain amount of

longitudinal movement.
This feat, however, has

ci6
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The 2f h.> Flat Twin Zenith.—

=333

Timing gear of the Zenith flat twin
engine.

[.

been successfully accomplished. The brake
shoe is mounted on a flat rod, the rear end
of which is anchored to the back wheel
spindle, while the forward end is

attached to the expanding pulley mecha-
nism. The brake shoe lever has a slotted

«nd which slides on a flat rod anchored
to the rear of the chain stays and actu-
ated by a pedal and toggle mounted on
the near side footrest. It is an excellent

piece of design, and allows the brake to

be worked positively, no matter what the
position the rear wheel occupies. We
have previously referred to the Zenith
patent saddle, which is so effective that

it gives equal comfort to that afforded

by a spring frame. This, we may remind

Patent laminated

spring saddle, show-

ing height and adjust-

ment and method of

disconnecting.

may be jacked up with one hand. In-

stead of being clipped on to the rear of

the back mudguard, the stand is secured

by a special clip attached to the end of

the luggage carrier. Points of conveni-

ence have been carefully thought out.

A diagram (not to scale) of the rear brake

adjustment.

An efficient shield protects the gear-

operating, mechanism, while a front guard
keeps wet and mud from the transmission.
Altogether the new Zenith strikes us as
being an exceedingly practical mount,
which should be very popular during the
coming season amongst those who require
a light and fast mount of the sporting
variety.

The 4-5 h.p. and 8 h.p. twin-cylinder
Zenith-Jap models embody several of the
novel features- we have just mentioned,
but otherwise do not depart to any great
extent from standard practice, embody-
ing as they do the well-known J. A. P.
engines and the well-tried Gradua infi-

nitely variable gear.

our readers, consists in suspending the
saddle on laminated quarter-elliptical

springs, while the saddle peak is mounted
on a similar pattern spring, the forward
end of which is provided with a roller

working in a specially designed recess

attached to the top tube. The forward
end of the saddle may be lifted out of its

recess and the whole saddle may be
tipped backwards, so that in wet weather
the actual seat may be kept dry in the
event of the driver having to leave the
machine standing in the rain. Means of

adjustment are also provided to the for-

ward spring so that the tilt of the saddle
may be altered to suit the rider's require-

ments.
The rear of the frame is of particularly

neat design ; a spacious and substantial

carrier is fitted, and the leverage of the
stand is so arranged tliat the machine

4QI

OLYMPIA NUMBERS OF
"THE MOTOR CYCLE."
The issues of The Motor Ci/cle for

November 13th, 20th, and 27th, and
December 4th will be of more

.
than

ordinary interest, as they will deal

chiefly with next year's models, both of

machines and accessories. The issue for

November 13th will be a comprehensive
sui'vey of up-to-date passenger machines,
with descriptions and numerous illustra-

tions of all the most important sidecar
outfits and three-wheeled runabouts. A
forecast of the Show will be the chief

feature of the issue for the 20th, and on
the 27th The Motor Cycle will contain-
a complete and critical description of the
motor cycle exhibits. The issue for

December 4th will deal fully with acces-

sories and sidecars, and the four issues

mentioned will cover the whole field in

which motor cyclists are interested.

The lear stand clip on the flat twin Zenith.

AVERAGE PRICES.
Second-hand motor cycles are offered

a little more numerously than during the
past two or three weeks. The prices are

well maintained, and the averages worked
out ' from the advertisements which
appeared in last week's issue may be
truly regarded as fairly indicating the

current market values of second-hand
mounts of the makes and dates mentioned.
There is no doubt that, of all the

journals connected with the pastime, The
Motor Cycle is best able to reflect the

state of the market by virtue of its over-

whelmuig number of readers' small ad-

vertisements ; for example, last week
upwards of 900 motor cycles were offered

for sale by readers, apart from those •

listed by the large dealers in their dis-

played announcements. A tendency to

offer machines at more reasonable figures

is noticed, the only flagrant cases of

"over list-price" occurring with certain

American machines, the owners of which,

taking advantage of restricted imports,

are "making hay while the sun shines."

A.J.S., 1914, 6 h.p., sidecar £109

„ 1918 and later 3^163

Ariel, 1919, 3^ h.p., sidecar £112

„ 1919, 6-7 h.p., sidecar £136
Allon, 1917, 2-stroke, 2-speed £'17

Bradbury, 4 h.p., single-speed, solo iJ^
B.S. A. , 4j h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £127
Calthorpe-Jap, 2} h.p.. 2-speed £36
Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed £42

„ 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £122

Douglas, 2j h.p., W.D £71

„ 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £r2S

Enfield, 2i h.p., 2-stroke £57
„ igi6, 3 h.p., twin, 3-speed £65

6 h.p., sidecar £r3o

Harley-Davidson, 3-speed, sidecar £171

Humber, 3J h.p. 2-speed, sidecar £5^
Indian, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, sidecar ,, . £79
Levis, 7.{ h.p., single-speed £36

„ 2i h.p., 2-speed £4''

Matchless, MAG, sidecar £165

New Hudson, 2* h.p., 2-stroke £32

„
" 19T9, 3i h.p., sidecar £127

New Imperial, I9rv5, 2J h.p., 2-speed £46
Norton, 1919, 3i b. p., T.T " £105

P. & M., 1919, 3* h.p., solo £80

„ igrg, 3i h.p., sidecar £125
Rover, 1918-19, 3i h.p,, T.T £85

1919. 3* h.p., 3-sp. countershatt, sidecar £125

Rudge-Multi, igi8, 3J h.p £78

,,
5-6 h.p., sidecar £110

Scott, 1919, solo £125

„ 1919, sidecar £1 7o

Sunbeam, I9i5-r8, 3j h.p., solo £118

„ 3* h.p., sidecar £130
Triumph, 3J h.p., single-speed £43

,, 3i h.p., 3-speed hub £^8

, 4 h.p.. 3-speed countershaft, solo ... £82

4 h.p. 3-speed countershaft, sidecar . /, U5
2* h.p. 2-stroke f.w

^ cic
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THE 1920 QUADRANTS.
The smaller of the two new

Quadrant " big singles." This
model has a bore and stroke

of 87 pnd 110 mm. respec-

tively, 654 c.c. capacity

Two Big Singles and a Scooter the

Quadrant Programme for Next Year.

THE Quadrant motoi' cycle requires no
introduction to our older readers,

wh.0 may recall that Quadrant,
machines were among the pioneer designs.

To- those who have recently joined the

ranks of motor cyclists, or are as yet
only potential buyers, the name may not
be so well known. With greatly in-

creased production facilities, and with
machinery laid down for the manufacture
of war material, the Quadrant Co. re-

enter the motor cycle industry in a much
larger way than before.

Big singles are the chief propositions
for next season, for Mr. T. Silver, who

The Quadrant stand clip, a feature of all

1920 models, including the scooter.

has been associated with Quadrants since

1903, firmly believes in the simple and
sturdy mount, both for solo and sidecar
use.

The first of these models is on more or
less conventional lines, having a single-

cylinder engine with a bore and stroke
of 87 mm. and 110 mm. respectively, the
capacity being 654 c.c. It is what may
be described as a "hefty" single, but
the machine is nicely j^roportioned, the
weight well distributed, and it has a low
saddle position, and thus should be easy
to handle as a solo machine. For, sidecar
use the engine will be found Cjuite up to
the work as regards power.

As in the pre-war models, the disposi-

tion of the valves of the Quadrant engine
departs from conventional practice. Only
the exhaust valve pocket is on the side

of the cylinder, where it is in the path
of an unobstructed draught of air. The
valve js operated

, by a cam driven by a
wheel, which forms one of the magneto
drive train. An intermediate gear wheel
drives a camshaft, which extends Jicross

the rear of the crank case. From this

the inlet valve, located at the rear of the,

cylinder, is operated. In most other
respects the engine follows accepted
practice.

The transmission of this new model is

by chains, a Sturmey-Archer gear box
being used as the gear unit, and the

frame is of the straight tube type with
diagonal top 'tube. This latter, however,
is not seen when the machine is com-
plete, as the tank is of the saddle type,

fitting over the top tube and carried on
platforms on the horizontal member.
This tank construction makes what to all

intents and purposes is a pair of tanks
with a common head. This is to say
that, excepting when the tank is quite

full, the fuel is carried in two separate

The engine-gear unit of the larger

Quadrant model, which has a bore and

stroke of 95 and 110 mm. = 780 c.c, the

largest single now mr.de.

Diagrammatic view of the 780 c.c. Quadrant
gear box, which forms a single unit with the
engine. Note how the lay shaft is utilised

as the camshaft.

compartments—the 2Jj gallons being drawn
off by means of & two-way tap.
The stand spring of the Quadrant is

novel. Instead of utilising the rear end
of the mudguard to carry the .spring
clip, an extension on one of the fork

ends carries a sprung clip which engages
a short bar on the stand.

The Larger Model.

A larger engine of 780 c.c. capacity,
is used in the second model, which has
a bore and stroke of 95 and HO mm.
respectively, and this is built integral

with a three-speed gear of the sliding

tooth type. The engine portion of the
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The Quadrant

scooter, a 2 h.p.-

engined miniature

motor cycle,
designed as an

all-weather run-

about machine.

is an idler wheel, this being a small
wheel between the high gear drive

and the magneto. Exceptionally large

valves are used, their diameter being no

unit is .similar to the smaller model, but
the camshaft is ' enlarged and made to
serve as the layshaft ot the gear box,
and a wheel in the magneto drive train
also serves as the primary transmission.

. The unit is particularly sturdy in con-
struction, and simplicity is the keynote
of its design. Only one gear wheel in
the train, from engine-shaft to magneto,

less than 2in., and between the exhaust
valve pocket and the cylinder wall there
is a clear air passage. The induction pipe
is slightly conical, and the exhaust pipe
is Ifm. diameter. The illustrations of

this engine gear unit render a lengthy
description unnecessary. It will be fitted

in a frame similar to that employed in

the 654 c.c. model, but in this machine
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the clutch will be in the rear hub. It

has not yet been decided whether the
transmission will be by chain or belt,

as the unit construction permits the use
of a long belt over a large driving pulley,
which should remove the objection to

the final belt drive of conventional
countershaft models.
The third and last Quadrant proposition

is a scooter. It has a saddle and a one-
gallon tank, and is just as- much a minia-
ture motor cycle as it is a scooter.

We understand that a subsidiary com-
pany has been formed to market this

little machine, and it should take a place
in the front rank of such vehicles.

The design is well thought out, embody-
ing a Quadrant spring fork and an open
frame, upon which is carried a well-

sprung platform. The 2 h.p. two-stroke
engine is located below the saddle, and
drives directly to the rear wheel, by a chain.

_ Over the wheel the frame is built up to

form a carrier, in which is carried a tool-

bag and a tank holding a gallon of fuel.

Two brakes are fitted—a pair of conven-
tional shoe brakes on the front wheel and
a block brake acting on the flywheel of

the engine.

In addition to front and rear mudguards
over the wheels, wide shields are fitted

fore and aft of the platform. The wheels
are shod with 16 x 2iin. tyres, and the
rear stand follows the principle of those
fitted on the " big single " models.

It occurred to us that with 22in. or
24in. wheels a .macliine of this design
would meet a very certain potential

demand for a miniature motor cycle with
a greater range of action than is expected
of a scooter.

An Attractive Solo Mount.
A Specially Designed Sco», fitted with Dynamo Lighting, Special Tank and Oversize Tyres.

AN unusually smart mount was ridden
in the recent Scott Sporting Trial
by R. W. Stanfield.

The model on which he competed is

not one available to the general public,
having been largely designed to conform
to the tastes of its owner. That these
tastes show a nice fastidiousness is at
once apparent from an examination of
the accompanying photograph.
A standard Scott forms the base of the

layout, and the chief deviations from the
normal specification take the form of

alterations to the petrol and oil carrying
systems, the adoption of dynamo lighting,
and the fitting of T.T. bars of very racy
shape, and disc wheels.

"

The usual petrol tank encircling the
saddle tube is discarded, and the whole
of the oiJen frame filled with a large,
flat-topped and extremely wide tank..

This contains an oil compartment, so
doing away with the necessity for em-
bodying the filler cap in the seat pillar
as is done on the standard models.
By means of this arrangement it is

possible to use a Brooks saddle, which
"sits" very much lower on to the frame
than is normally possible. Switch box,
hand-pump, and twin drip feed lubri-
cators are mounted on the tank top,
which presents quite an imposing appear-
ance.

Electric lighting is carried out by
means of a Lucas dynamo set. This is

driven from the magneto chain ; the mag-

neto being placed much higher than
usual, and the dynamo sprocket arranged

to act like a jockey wheel on the chain.

An electric horn, fitted on the front guard
extension adds finish to the general

appearance^ A plated exhaust pipe, .wide

T.T. bars almost level with the head,

P^ Sporting Model Scott,

which was ridden in the

recent Scott Trial by R. W.
Stanfield. Dynamo lighting

and many modifications from

standard are noticeable.

and wheel discs, are all conducive to

the general raciness.

The owner informs us that, despite

the weight, which is much greater than
that of a standard model, a speed of

55 m.p.h. is possible. The usual Scott

purple and black finish is used.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

An letters most 1» addressed to the Editor, " The Motor €;cle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accomoaiiied by the miter's name and address.

BUTT-ENDED TUBES.
Sir,—With reference to " Ixion's " remarks re butt-ended

tubes, that sooner or later the butts chafed into a leak, I

was much troubled with this, but found on applying soft soap
to the butts that no appreciable chafing was apparent after
considerable usage. E. STEVENS.

THE WAR MOTORS ASSOCIATION.
Sir,—I can thoroughly endorse the letters of "A Satisfied

D.E." and "Another D.R.," with regard to the War Motors
Association.

My original application iu July had been confused with
another of the same name, who, strange to say, had served
in the same battalion in France, resulting in one or two
similar errors there.

A call at then- office, however, resulted in a practically
new Douglas in three days, for about £25 less than one
couid have been bought in the market.
This machine is an e.xtremely good one, and several men,

who have bought 1919 Douglases in the ordinary way, have
said they would prefer mine.

I found both the staff at the office and the officials sent to

distribute the machines at the depot remarkably considerate,
and willing to take any amount of trouble to get one exactly
what one wanted. C. E. PEPPER, -M.B.

THE VALUE OF THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATIONS.
Sir,—^Referring to correspondence which has recently

appeared in your columns concerning the advantages to be
obtained by joining a motoring organisation, please let me
quote my experiences. For the past two months I have
been writing to firms all over the country to obtain an
accessory made by a very well-known house to fit to my new
motor cycle. I have also called on agents in each town I

have visited, and the reply in all cases has been " Out of
stock, and no hope of obtaining for an indefinite period."
A week ago, I wrote to the Birmingham office of the A.A.
and M.U. asking them to help me. Result, by return of
post, and post free, the article I required reached me from
them before they had received my cheque for it. I think
this speaks for itself, and illustrates a type of benefit accorded
to members of which many are not aware.
On a recent journey of ninety miles, I passed eight A.A.

road patrols, and on the return journey six; but I only saw
one R.A.C. patrol on the double journey. A W 5728.

HARD LUCK IN THE A.C.U. TRIALS.
Sir,—As a competitor in the A.C.U. Sis Days Trials, I

read with great interest the different kinds of " hard luck,"
etc., of various makes of machines and drivers. Here is

another case : it may interest you.
I am an amateur, having only driven in one trial before,

and that was the Liverpool M.C. open trial on Whit-Monday,
1919. I did the course without losing a mark, but was dis-

qualified for not carrying a passenger. I drove a 1918 6 li.p.

A.J.S. military model, fitted with a Bustone sidecar. Day
after day I arrived back at Handrindod Wells with a clean
sheet until Friday, when about twenty-five miles from
Swansea, on the return journey, I took a corner a little too
fast, and finished with a buckled sidecar wheel, as the tyre
came oft" and rolled 120 yards dow« the hill. For a little

time I thought I was beaten, but I took the wheel off and
straightened it as best I could by putting it in a gate close

by, fitted it up again, and started off to make up the time

Ci4

I had lost, exactly one hour. Forty miles away I had a

puncture in the back wheel, which delayed me again, and '

when I arrived at the foot of the " consistent drivnig test
"

hill it was pouring with rain, and not a soul in sight. I

completed the course, and arrived 31m. late. I lost 21 marks
for being late, 20 for not being in the consistent drivin"

again, and 19 for such as condition, etc., and just scraped

through with a bronze medal. My machine finished actually

better thau at the start. BIy number was 69—last but three.

I think that was the reason no one mentioned the incident.

The tail end of the competitors was very rarely seen by
anyone of importance. G. COLLINS.

MOTOR CYCLE TRANSMISSION.
Sir,—With reference to the article " Overseas Section " in

the issue dated September 25th of The Motor Cycle, I would
like to discuss a few of the statements.

First, then, the writer says that there are three distinct

types of transmission, which he then proceeds to enumerate,
but leaves out all belt drive, which certainly should have
a place, as two important makers use it, and sporting and_

T.T. machines have this type of dx'ive. He then enumerates'

the disadvantages and advantages of the various types of

transmission, including the unit system from the engine-shaft

to the countershaft, combined with the belt from the counter- ;

shaft to the road wheel, which he describes as a favourable

type of drive; in fact, he speaks of the cleannesSj etc., of

the belt drive and its obviating the use of a shock absorber

;

but again he does not mention all belt drive. Surely this

di-ive would include the advantages he speaks of, only more
so ! I will endeavour to show by tabulating its advantages, .

incorporated with any type of gradual gear, or without it

where unnecessary, i.e., in flat countries where a clutch

only would be needed.

Advantages of all belt drive

:

(a.) No shock absorber necessary. Therefore, one has less

complication and -better cushioning, less strain, and jerk.

(b) No high speed chain or unit system of pinions or gear

box, causing friction and absorbing power.

(c) No chain cases and oil baths. Less damage by grit

and dust. ^

(d) Easy to carry spare belt, and easy to fit.

Surely, therefore, all belt drive is as suitable Overseas as

any other.

I do not know whether this long-winded epistle is of any
interest, but I should like to see the all chain champions
give their opinions. I have no interest in all belt machines
beyond being the prospective owner of one in India.

In the event of the Editor not being already in a state of

collapse, I would like to continue with a discussion of shaft

drive, with which the writer finishes his article.

After summing up by stating that the unit system, plus

final belt drive, is the best, he goes on to say, " Shaft drive

is, of course, the ideal."

I cannot myself for the moment recall any makers who
employ shaft drive,, although I believe there are one or two.

If this drive is ideal, why is it not in more general use? In

my opinion, it is not ideal for motor cycles, although it is

undoubtedly ideal for touring cars.

Consider its application. It would require a shaft on either

side of the back wheel to make it at all symmetrical, wliich

would cause much fi'iction and make it very^lurasy.

Brighton. ~ALL BELT.
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SPARE PARTS.
Sir,

—

He "quick service." Do you not think yum: readers
will find the following refreshing?
Friday.—Velocette frame broken. Mqney wire order to

Messrs. Veloce, Ltd., Birmingham, for new one.
Saturday.—Arrival, by train, of frame (114 miles).

Sunday.—On the road again.
The above is not an gdd case with these people, for they

have not once "let me down." I have found they can,

and do, "Aiove some." Usual disclaimer.

. -

-

C; E. H. CALVERT.
' Sir,—Requiring a new part for my A.J.S., I sent a wire

to Messrs. A. J. Stevens, and, although I have no account
with them, I received the part next day.

I might add that they do not appear to be in a hurry

for their money as, up to the time of writing, I have not

received the bill. Usual disclaimer. J, A. CLARE.

Sir,—Having seen in your paper the experience writers

have had when requiring spare parts for their machines,

I should be pleased if you would publish my experience.

I am riding a 4 h.p. New Hudson combination, and-

required a new valve, spring, washer, and cotter. I wrote

to an agent and got nothing from him for three weeks,

but procured direct from the New Hudson people by return

of post.

Also, I had carburetter troubles which I took up direct

with the makers of it, and got a very curt letter in reply

to my questions and an intimation that they would send

me a booklet. I heard no more, however, and after three

weeks I wrote direct to the New Hudson and had a new
carburetter, controls, etc., sent me per returnf parcel post.

Then I had slight clutch troubles which 1 thought it

advisable to ask the New Hudson people to put right. One

of their representatives was at my house the following day.

and put this right for me. ,.,,,,
I think it is only right that, when a firm like the above

gives such prompt attention, on three separate occasions, the

public should be notified, because if all riders had the

same experience as I had we should hear considerably less

about American competition and American practice.

I may state that I have no interest or connection with

the New Hudson Co., but am just a private rider

Wellington, Salop. K.ib^i.

Sir —I noticed recently a letter from one of your corre-

spondents expressing satisfaction at the very prompt delivery

of snare parts he ordered from the Enfield Cycle Co., and

I wish to add a word of appreciation of the good service

given me by this firm during

the war. Out .here, in the West

Indies, it is pretty hard to get

anything like spare parts tor

any kind of machine, but I must

say that the Enfield people were

as -prompt with filling two or

three orders for spares for my
3 h.p. model as one could have

wished.
Most of us are very apt to

whine when we do not get good

service, so it is only fair to

speak up when we do. In my
opinion, one of the best char-

acteristics of a good motor cycle

firm is readiness to supply spares.

The machine referred to has

seen very hard service, and was

so constantly used that I deemed

it advisable to keep plenty of

spares on hand, but

I may mention that

very few have been

used, the- macliine

having proved most

reliable.

My only relation

with the Enfield

Cycle Co. is that of

a satisfied user.

W. P. EMTAGE.
Barbadoes.

TOL®

A Matchless outfit in All Souls' Lane, Oxford, the college ot that name being on
the right. In the middle distance is the famous Bodleian Library.

4Q5

Sir,—As a reader of The Motor Cycle, I quite agree with

"Satisfied " that the names of firms who treat their customeis
well ought to be published. I ride a 4 h.p. Bradbury, and
had the misfortune to break my cylinder and piston. Think-
ing I was in for a Jong wait, I wrote the Bradbury people

to see if they could help me, and you can imagine how
pleased 1 was when they delivered a new cylinder and piston

three days after my definite order. I have no connection
with this firm onlv a satisfied rider of one of its machines.

Ilkeston.
"

GRATEFUL.

GEAR CHANGING WITH THE FOOT.
Sir,— I would like to endorse " Sgt. L.A.M.B.'s " letter

re gear changing with the foot. There is no wobble, and
the bicycle can be driven without taking one's hands off the

handle-bars, except, of course, to work the oil pump. This
applies more particularly- to the Triumph 4 h.p., and all

bicycles fitted with the Sturmey- Archer countershaft gear
and hand clutch. To use the gear in this manner, the gear
lever must be adjusted until the ball of the lever,, when
the gear is in low, is just over the rider's toe. The ball

and about two inches of the lever must now be bent to form
a right angle with the rest of the lever. If so adjusted
it is very, easy to work. As "Sgt. L.A.M.B." says, it

wants getting used to, but when that is over one" appreciates
the difference at once. This method of gear changing was
very popular among the D.R.'s in France (with whom 1

believe it originat^-d), when one wanted to hang on with as
many hands as possible on the rotten roads.

One word about the Triumph ii> general. It is a marvel-
lous bicycle, and stood up to the work in France rippingly.
I rode my bicycle for two weeks on one occasion, and
averaged eight hours riding per day, and gave no attention
to it whatever. I did not have any mishap, and it was
going as well as ever at the end ot it, despite the fact that
the engine was unrecognisable with caked mud. ' A truly
wonderful bicycle, I think. Usual disclaimer.

0. F. GAUNTER, Lt., R.E. Sigs.

PATENTS.
Sir,—With reference to the " Review of Recent Patents,"

in your issue of October 9th, and under the heading "To
Eliminate Valve Springs," Mr. B. H. Davies makes a°state-
ment that is somewhat misleading.
Mr. Davies refers to the Beardmore engine as " a power

unit with pull and push tappets which both open and close
the valves positively." This makes it appear that the valve
operation of the Beardmore is similar to that described in
the patent under review. As a matter of fact, in the Beard-

more, as also in
the Le Rhone and
R.A.F.3a, the pull
and push rods are
used only for opeuiii<)
the valves, one rod
tor two valves, which
are closed in the
usual manner, i.e.,

by spiral springs,
assisted, in the case
of the Le Rhone,
by centrifugal ac-
tion.

In Capt. Burt's
patent one pull and
push rod is used for

each valve, which
carries with it the
great advantage that
a valve overlap can
be used, which is

impossible in the
Beardmore engine.

I fail to see that
there is any " side-

stepping of previous
applications " in this

patent, as the object
in view seems quite
different from that of

any existing "pull
and push " svstem.

P. BANHAM.
B13
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BUTSER HILL.
Sir,—Referring to B. S. Jvortsuiibeam's letter on Butser

Hill, I think the explanation is fairly simple. I have had
exactly his experience.

There is a long deep road cutting through iSutser, running
about S.S.W., and the prevailing wind blows through this
with tremendous force, and its energy is felt a considerable
distance down the hill from the mouth of the cutting.

If your correspondent will ride from Castletou towards the
entrance of the Winnats Pass in the High Peak when a
S. W. breeze is blowing he will experience the same result.

L. E. IXCLEDO^'.

Sir,—I was interested to see a letter in your colunms
from "B.S. Nortsunbeam " ?'e Butser Hill. I am very
familiar with this hill, and, as I ascend it frequently, I

usually consider it the most reliable test for the running
of my machine. This is certainly quite a stiff hill, but if

your correspondent's nom de filumt indicates the makes of

machines he has been riding, I am' rather surprised that
his speed should have been so low (20-25 m.p.h.).
My present 3^ h.p. single, and two twins before it. have

all romped up this hill at really high speed, provided I have
not lost speed on the bend at the foot—but I well remember
the painful struggles of a 1911 3^ h.p. I had some years
back.
The hill mentioned about a mile or so after Butser is not

so steep—and I usually reckon that I can ascend it 10 m.p.h.

faster than Butser. To sum up, I consider that Butser is

steeper than it looks (probably because it is in a cutting),

and the next hill is not so steep as it looks

!

Southsea. O. T. SNORTON.

A COMMENT.
Sir,—Usually I enjoy " Ixion's " comments, but in your

issue of October 9th I feel as if I cannot let him go without
.a comment- myself. Anyone would think it was only English

machines that shed nuts, etc. ily experience is that the

American machines do the same, and I have been connected

with motors since the days of tube ignition, and ridden almost
every known make of motor cycle. He says what u'e want
is a manufacturer who will sell machines from wliich nothing
can conceivably come off. But we have these manufacturers,

and have had for some years. What rider of a Triumph or

Sunbeam, for instance, has ever lost a nut from his mount,
provided he looked over the machine when taking delivery '(

What I mean to convey is, that, provided a nut is tightened

correctly to begin with, using an ordinary washer, it will

never get loose, unless undone with a spanner. I have
ridden in several countries, and thaii has always been my
experience. To use split pins on alniost every nut on a motor,
where gadgets have to be taken asunder very frequently,

would only add a long list for Hades. Now a word about
kick-starters. What is wrong Avith the Sturmey, A.J.S.,
Sunbeam, etc. ? The trouble is that people do not drop the
valve at the right moment. HENRY EVANS.
JET SIZES.

Sir.—In reply to "C.T.'s" letter in last week's issue of

The. -Jotor Cych I trust the following will be of use to him.
I have a 4 h.p. military model Sunbeam, which I ran for

some time fitted with No. 32 jet (Amac carburetter), and
only averaged about 60 m.p.g. with sidecar attached. This
gave ample power for hills, but was unsatisfactory as far as

consumption was concerned.

I fitted a W.S.R. jet adapter. Since then matters have
imi^roved greatly, and 1 can now average 84 m.p.g. solo and
75 m.p.g. with sidecar, wliich I think very good for Surrey.

I find the jet unscrewed half a turn for^.oidecar work and
one-third for solo gives best results ; but should imagine no
hard and fast rules could be laid down for adjustment, not
even on machines of the same make.

I should also be grateful if any possessors of the Sunbeam
chain-cum-belt model could give me their experiences of this

machine, as I have never seen the machine mentioned in other
than sales advertisements. I find it as reliable and handy as

any machine I have ever owned, but find great difficulty in

starting either hot or cold with the starter. I can walk it

off in low gear, which seems to point to the carburetter,

magneto, etc., being all in order; but start with the starter

I cannot, and am of the opinion that it is geared too low, as

I find it impo.ssible to swing the engine over the compression
after dropping the exhaust. _ B.J.

Guildford.

BI4

THE MOTOR CAR ACTS, 1S96-1903.

Sir;—I think it is high time combined efforts were made^
alike by petition to local M.P.'s and by motor journak
and press generally, and by all motorists, against the above 1

Act«, which are silly and obsolete. As things stand atj

present, motor cyclists in particular are subjected to police

interference and fines which savour of Prussianism. The fine]

limits of law contained in these obsolete Acts are used ta

conjure up summonses and charges, and heavy fines are iral

posed on the slightest pretext. It seems, by a casual glance

at the jjapers, and the number of motor cyclist cases dailj;

coming before magistrates, that the police have so little

do that they must use the Motor Car Acts to get a case oi^

two to justify their existence. In this locality (South Walesa
motor cyclists are watched in all ways, and on the slightest

pretext are summoned and^ heavily fined.

Concerted action is the only remedy, as by the way thing^
are carried out now under the obsolete Act«j motor cycling

is being made a curse, a source of r'eA'enue to the police, and
expense to devotees, no matter whether careful riders oB
otherw-ise ; _ no one escapes for more than a month or so (in

this locality, at least).

I should be glad to have the views of yoijr readers and
suggestions on this matter, through the medium of you3
paper, and any scheme for the repeal of these Acts wbula
have my hearty support in practical form.

H. REG. JONES.
MOTOR CYCLING IN ASSAM.

Sir,—Knowing A^sam well, and having motor cycled oven
most of the roads in the Province, I give the following

information for the benefit of Mr. Burd (vide your issue oj
October 15th). His queries are dealt jvith seriatim.

(1 and 2.) There is only one really good road in the whol|
Province, viz., the road between Gauhati and ' Shillong, tha
headquarters of the Local Government and the summer hif
resort of the Province. There is a daily mail and passenge^

motor service over this road, and its condition is usufuls

excellent. The distance between the places named is abo(3
sixty miles, and there is a rise of about 6,000 feet in this

distance. Apart from this one the Province is almost destil

tute of good roads. Such roads as there are are mostly un
metalled, and very bad indeed after the rains. For thii

reason a well-tried machine is essential, and I shoulfl

certainly prefer the single to the twin, simply because thi

manufacturers, through their war experience, have beeff

able to produce a machine which will stand up on the woreS

roads. A large number of Triumphs are sold in India, and
consequently, spare parts are readily obtainable. This mighg
not be the case with a new make of motor cycle. Th'f

.combined drive of the Triumph is perfectly satisfactory, ani
I pei-sonally prefer this drive to the " all chain." The roadi

are so very dusty that, however well the chain is protected!

dust gets in and causes rapid wear of chain and sprockets^

and it is often difficult to get a new chain of con-ect size.l

The 'short chain from engine to countershaft is mcffe easily

protected.

(3.) All the leading insurance concerns have agents in

India, and it would be better to insure locally.

(4.) The machine must be re-registered in India.

W. D. MACGREGOR.

t Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
' 5 Issued in conjunction with " Tlie Motor Cycle."

Price
net.

By
post.

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook on the motor
cycle—its care and management. Twentieth Edition.

286 pages. 400 illustrations

"HINtS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles "^and helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. Si.\th Fdition.

(Second Reprint.)

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system, for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourih
Edition . .- 2/- 2/3

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case 4/6 4/10

2/5 2/10

2/3

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection ot questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. Ail questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C. 4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked *' Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Ex-soldiers and W.D. Sales.

A friend of mine who has re-

cently been demobilised is desir-

ous of buying a strong motor
cycle and sidecar combination,
and he wishes to know whether

the surplus army machines are sold at

a reduced price to e.x-army men.

—

E.L.D.
There are no special facilities in the
matter of reductions of price to ex-army
men in the C4overnment sales of motor
cycles.

Blacking Cylinders.

I should be greatly obliged if

^n you could give me the address

> of any firm who manufactures or

sells a compLOsition of any sort

for applying to the radiating fins

of motor cycle cylinders. My 1919
machine is spotless, except for some
rust which has collected on the radiat-

ing fins, and I find ordinary blacklead
useless.—R.N.B.

It is very difficult to find any preparation
which will remain on the cylinder of a

motor cycle engine, in order to prevent
ruft. Most of the accessory dealers will

supply you with a cylinder black or
radiator enainel, which you can use for

the purpose, but the combined effect of
weather and' the heat of the engine neces-

sitates frequent applications.

'
' No Spark.

I have just purchased and
fitted a brand new magneto
Aftel: following the iiistructions

given in " Hints and Tips for

Slotor Cyclists " as regards
timing, I find on pulling the back wheel
round that there is not the slightest

current with a finger on the plug
terminals, and yet with the chain re-

moved and turning the sprocket by
hand there is a fat spark between the
plug points. I should be obliged if you
could tell me the cause of this failure
to get a spark and the remedy for it.

—J.M.
The reason you do not feel a shock from
the high-tension wire when revolving the
magneto by turning the back wheel is

probably due to there being a defective
earth return between yourself- and the
machine. This would be accounted for
by the fact that you were only holding
the tyre and not any metallic parts of the
wheel. The best plan is to take out one
of the sparking plugs and lay it on top of
the cylinder in such a way that the
terminal and wire are clear of all other
parts. On pulling the back wheel
smartly you should be able to see a spark
passing across the plug points.

Touring in IJrance.

May I enquire as to certain

particulars with regard to motor-

ing in France? (1.) What is the

price of petrol (or motor spirit),

and in what size tin is it usually

sold? (2.) What oil corresponds to

Vacuum "B.B." oil, or can Vacuum
be obtained easily? (3.) What is the
price of oil?—W.B.S.

With regard to motoring in France, we
would, strongly advise you to become a
member of the Auto Cycle Union, 83,

PalL Mall, London, S.W'.l., and to get
in touch with the Continental Touring
Department. (1.) The price of~ motor
•spirit in France varies considerably with
the district. It is usually from 5 fr.

50 c. to 9 fr per bidon of five litres (a

litre etjuals one and threequarter pints).

(2 and 3.) The oil most in demand for

motor cycles is known as Huile D. It is

obtainable anywhere, and at prices corre-

sponding with oil in England.,

Gear Ratios.

(1.) My machine is a 1915

gy\ ,5 h.p Indian. The gears origin-

> ally fitted were 4 to 1^ 5 to 1,

-2J and 10 to 1. As this machine
was often fitted to a sidecar, I

found the top gear too high, so took
off the engine sprocket (eighteen teeth)

and fitted one of fourteen teeth, which
brings_the top gear about 5.25 to 1. Do
you not consider this too low? (2.)

Would not a sixteen-tooth engine
sprocket be better? (3.) What top
gear would you recommend for a 1913-

1914 4^ h.p. James, occasionally used
solo, but nearly alwavs with sidecar?
—S.G. "

.

"

(1.) A 5^ to 1 gear is rather low for a
5 h.p. machine. (2.) A sixteen-tooth
sprocket will no doubt be an improve-
ment. (3.) 4| or 5 to 1.

Mr. S. A. Rowlandson, late captain

R.A.S.C., who IS now m Canada as manager
of an association of British motor cy le goods
manufacturers which has^ been loimed to

foster Overseas trade.

?

per

Weakness of Retarded Spark.

When retarding a magneto, at

what rate, or how much, does

, the spark decrease in efficiency ?

Supposing a magneto fully ad-;

vanced to represent a hundredj

cent., what percentage of that;

spark occurs when the magneto is fully

retarded ?—H.F.
We cannot state definitely the perqentage
decrease in efficiency of the magneto
when retarded, as it varies considerably

with the speed at which the engine is

running. In practice there is certainly

a weakness of the spark, so much so as

to render starting either extremely diffi-

cult or even impossible.

The V Twin Magneto.
Will you kindly explain the

following questions, dealing with
a Splitdorf magneto, fitted to a
7-9 h.p. Indian ? (1.) Why is

one pole piece larger than the
other? (2.) Is it owing to the fact

that, as the cams in the breaker box
are not set equidistant, the points

would start opening either before
or after the position of maximum in-

tensity had been reached? (3.) What
is the theory of so setting the cranks
as to necessitate the use of this type of

magneto ?—E.A.
(1 and 2.) Your first query is cori'ectly

answered "by your second. (3.) The \-
type engine is largely used as being the
most convenient method of accommo-
dating two cylinders in a motor cycle

frame, and both pistons are connected to

the same crank.

Fitting a Gear.
My machine is a twin Rex,^ which I have lately rebuilt. It is

> fitted with a two-speed N.S.U.
-^ gear, which has given out, and I,

want a gear with either handle or

kick start. A gear box would not do,
as there is no place to fit it without
shifting the magneto, which is at the
back of the cylinders, and there is very
little ground clearance. Perhaps you
can suggest something which would be
more

. suitable.—A.D.
As it appears impossible to fit a counter-
shaft gear to your machine, we would sug-
gest that you endeavour to obtain a
second-hand Sturmey-Archer three-speed
hub wheel. This could be fitted with
slight alterations to the rear forks. The
N.S.U. gear is usually quite reliable, and
if yours is not seriously damaged, we
should advise you to have it repaired.
Bradbury and Co., Wellington Works,
Oldham, will supply spares for these
gears.

I' 1

5
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Moto-Reve Queries.

I am having great difficulty

with my'2i h.p. twin Moto-Reve.
I cannot get it timed correctly,
as the sparl\ always appears too
much advanced on one cylinder.

The timing wheels are eccentric. The
carburetter is very difficult to adjust,
and I am thinking of altering it to
take standard jets. What do you
advise ?—E.E.

The only thing you can do in timing
your Moto-Reve is to see that the spark
occurs about -^in. from the top of the
compression stroke on both cylinders.
The eccentric timing wheels were peculiar
to these engines. The carburetter first

fitted as standard, was lar from satis-

factory, and we should recommend you
to obtain a new one of English manu-
facture, rather than experiment with, and
make alterations to, the old one.'

Besppnsibility for Borrowed Machine.

I recently hired a motor cycle
for a small sum for the purpose
of going a short journey. On
the previous day the owner of the
machine had done a long run,

and the fact that I myself taught him
to ride a motor cycle only six days
before shows that he was far from
an experienced .rider. Oil going to the
garage I did not trouble to look at

the machine very much. It ran very
" well indeed, and on returning it to the
gafage I notified the manager that I
had done so. I heard nothing until

a later' date, when the owner informed
me that the cylinder and crank case

were cracked. I cannot say whether
the machine has been out since I re-

turned it. Do you think the owner
of the machine can claim damages from
me?—W.E.H.

Under the circumstances, the owner of

the machine cannot 'hold you responsible

for the defect which has subsequently
developed.

Two-stroke Queries.

. (1.) What is the angle of the

^ 1910 twin Royal Enfield cylinders ?

> (2.) What is the best gear to fit

-2-i to a 2^ h.p. two-stroke New Ryder
lady's model ? (3.) Would a Doug-

las gear do, and would it be hard to fit,

as tnere seems to be plenty of room in

the bottom bracket? (4.) How would
you time a two-stroke for speed,, and
will it interfere with its pulling power?
(5.) Which LS the best size of jet to use

for a Villiers engine, as I have a 28in.,

and as soon as it reaches a good speed
it. starts spitting, and then pulls up?
(6.) Would a Villiers engine pull a

light sidecar with driver 10^ st. and
passenger 9 st. if fitted with a two or

thi'ee-speed gear and clutch?—U1463.

(1.) The cylinders of the 1910 Royal
Enfield are' set at 60°. (2 and 3.) A
Douglas gear bos would probably do for

your machine, also the Albion or Burman
gear boxes are very good. (4.) Time the

spark to occur 3 mm. before the piston

reaches the top dead centre, with ignition

control fully retarded. (5.) The 28 jet

should be quite large enough on a Villiers

engine. When the symptoms which you
describe ogcur, try closing the air lever.

(6.) The engine is capable^ of pulling a

sidecar and passenger if suitably geared.

ai6

Cornering at Speed.

Does a motor cyclist usually
lean over to the left when going
round a corner to his right, as

I have found that leaning over
on the opposite side keeps the

machine steadier and makes the .corner
easier to get round ? Will you please
tell me if this is so with expert racers ?

—D.M.B.
In taking a corner at speed it is quite
usual for the rider to lean in the opposite
direction. This enables one to corner
much faster than when leaning with the
machine.

Top Gear Ratio.

I should be obliged . if you
^1 would tell me the number of

> teeth required on the engine
-iJ sprocket to get the ratio of 5 to 1.

I have a 6 h.p. Jap engine
running with a Sturmey-Archer gear
box to an 18in. belt rim. The clutch
sprocket has thirty teeth, belt pulfey
8in., on S.A. gear.—A.E.R.

With the belt pulleys and countershaft
sprocket you have it will be impossible
to obtain a 5 to 1 gear ratio exactly.
With a fourteen-tooth engine sprocket
and the others as stated, the top gear
would be 4.8 to 1 ; with a thirteen-tooth
engine sprocket the top gear would be
&.17 to 1. Probably the latter will

suit you.

Coil Ignition.

I have a 3^ h.p. motor cycle

? engine which I want to use for
stationary purposes. I also have

-!-J an eight volt, 100 ampere ac-

cumulator for ignition. I should
like to know if it is absolutely neces-
sai'y to use a coil in order to produce
a spark at the plug ; also, if necessary,
would the coil act as a contact breaker,
or should I want a separate commu-
tator ?—F.D.

It would be much more satisfactory to

use a magneto, as coil ignition is not
nearly so reliable. Should you decide to
persevere with this idea, -however, . it

will be necessary for you to obtain a coil.

The coil will not act as a contact breaker,
and a Commutator is not used at all.

A Matter for Deduction.

I have a Bosch magneto fixed^ to a twin-cylinder 50° Precision

% engine on a Ranger cycle car.
-I-l The car is most difficult to start,

though, if pushed a yard or two,
it both runs and pulls well. Could
you inform me if the magneto is a suit-

able one ? I have searched for the
degree number, but cannot find it. Is
it possible that^t might be for 180°?
Would the car run at all with one of
that degree ? Would you advise me to

get a new magneto, or have this one
thoroughly overhauled by a competent
firm?—H.G.M.

If the engine will run on both cylinders
at all, it is obvious that the magneto is

of the correct angle to suit it. The old
type magnetos were not usually marked
with the angle. We should advise you
to have the

.
magneto overhauled ; also

attend to the carburetter, eliminating
air leaks between it and the engine, as

• this may have something to do with the
difficult starting. .

-

Converting a Cycle.

With reference to an article

which appeared in one of the

recent issues of The Motor Cycle

about an Auto-wheel which was
fitted into a bicycle, forming

both a pOAver unit and a rear wheel, I

should be obliged if you would let me
have particulars and instructions as to

how « the Auto-wheel was fitted and

fixed in the frame, so that I could fit

one into my bicycle?—H.M.

We are unable to give yon 'any further

particulars regarding the fitting of an
Auto-wheel into a cycle frame. These
arrangements are usually- the result of

experiments by enthusiastic amateurs,

but as the construction does not appear
to be particularly complicated, we think

that a little experimental work on your
part ' would -quickly indicate the best

method of using this device.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.S." (Wimbledon).--5 h.p. Brough,

'

horizontally-opposed twin, as regards

speed, consumption, ease of starting, hill-

cli.mbing, and general reliabilityj w^th
sidecar. • .^

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Worcester to Purley.—R.A.D.

Worcester, Pershore, Evesham, Broad-
way, Moreton, Chipping Norton, Wood-
stock, Oxford, Wallingford, Reading,
Wokingham, Staines, ,

Kingston, Sutton,

Purlev.

London to Flamboeough.—-E.H.J. .

London, Ware, Royston, Eaton Socon,,

Buckden, Stilton, Peterborough, Market
Deeping, Bourn, Sleaford, Lincoln,

Brigg, New Holland (ferry), Hull, Bev-

erley, Great Driffield, Flamborough.

BlBMINGH.\M TO B.\RMOUTH.—T.-W.G.
Birmingham, Chester Road, Brown-

hills, along Watling Street to Shrews-
bury, Oswestry, Corwen, Bala, Llanelltyd,

Barmouth.

BoTjRSEMOTJIH to CaRBIFF,
.^
AND THENCE

TO LONDOX.—T.B.R.
Bournemouth, Christchurch, Fording-

bridge, Salisbury, Heytesbury,
,
War-

minster, Bath, Nailsworth, Gloucester,

Lydney, Chepstow, Newport, Cardiff.

Return via Newport, Usk, Monmouth,
Cinderford, Westbury, Gloucester, . Chel-

tenham, Northleach, Witney, Oxford,
West Wycombe, High Wycombe,
Beaconsfielcl, Uxbridge, Ealing, 'London.

WELLING.EOROTJGn TO BLACKPOOL.—W..R.
Dii'ect route, passing 'through very busy

districts : Wellingborough, Kettering,!

Oakham, Melton Mowbray, Nottinghalu.
Ripley, Matlock, Bakewell, Buxton,!
Stockport, Manchester, Bolton, Preston,
Blackpool. This route is rather difficult

on the Matlock-Manchester section, and,

if time is no object, would suggest going
fi'n the Great North Road. Welling-
borough, Kettering, Stamford, Grantham,
Newark, Retford, Doncaister, Tadcaster,
Harewood, Otley, Skiplon, Settle, Ingle-

ton, Lancaster, Garstang, Blackpool.
This route avoids all large towns, has
good surface, but one or two stiff hi0s.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

Utionai word. Each paragraph is charged

larately. Name and address must be counted,

'ies discounts, conditions, and special terms

regular trade advertisers will be quoted on

[iltcation.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

rertisements should be made payable__^—sTcoT
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed^—*
sasury Notes, bein; untraceable it lost in

ttisit, should not be sent as remittances.

%U advertisements in this section should be

iompanied with remittance, and be addressed

the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

eet, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

)uld be posted in time to reach the odlces oi

'he Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

dor St.j E.C.4), by the first post on Friday

irnln? previous to the day of issue.

fUl letters relating to advertisements should

ate the number which is printed at the end of

;h advertisement, and the date oi the issue

which it appeared.

rhe proprietors are not responsible for clerical

printers' errors, although every care is taken

avoid mistakes.

NUiVlBERED ADDRESSES.
or the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
.ressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,

ea this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

stration and to cover postage on replies must be added
the advertisement charge, which must include the

ds Box 000, c/o " The Motor Cycle." Only tne number
appear in the advertisement. All replies should be

.ressed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

;.4. Replies to Box Number a'dveytisetneiits containing

ittances should be sent by registered post, but in all such

!5 it is advisable-Jo itialte itse of the Deposit System.

1 the case o{ motor cycles offered for sale under a box
aber, as It is unusual for these to be sold without first

ig Inspected b; the Intending purchaser, advertisers will

Utate business by embodying in their advertisements

le mention ol the district in which the car offered

I be seen and tried.W DEPOSIT SYSTEiS*.
'ersons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

; deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
KKit System. If- the money be deposited with "The
or Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

he time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

is is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

mnt to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
he depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
iage one way. For all transactions tip to £io, a

osit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over ^lo
under ;C5o, the£eeis2/6; over £50 and under£75, 5/-;

c if75 ^nd under jfioo, 7/6; and on all transactions
r £100, it %. All deposvt matters are dealt with at
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
;r3 should be made payable to Ili0e & Sons Limited.
he letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
cation that the. advertiser is willing to avail himself of

Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
rous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
»et to their enquiries are requested to regard the
ice as an indication that the goods advertised have
ady been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
1; enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

I oni by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

1

-B-C—paflyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, distributers for
L Sussex, are booking orders for earliest deliveries.

[0016
ONES' Garage, special agents for A.B.C, Broad-

way, Slusivell Hill, N.IO, ond \Toodside Parade,
>rth Pinchley. [2930

IVEEPOOL and District Agents (or A.B.O. Place
' oiders now to secure early delivery.—Victor Hors-
in. Ltd., 9, Parr St., LiverpooL [0003

.B.C., 1916, 3i/2h.p.,
^ and kick starter,
ed, 105 gns.-Slingo,

spring frame, 4 speeds, clutch
lamps, horn, tools, etc., little
11, Hythe Bridge St.. Oxford.

[X6473

VAUCtlOPES
P. PAoeJ&oe.

9'/hef S^peet.

30bnc{oi2.€C4.

cfea/s ant/

VaAses- • . •

City Agents for all the

leading inakes of Motor

Cycles. Also for cycle

cars and light cars.

A varied selection oj

new and second-hand

machines for sale for

immediate delivery.

Inspection cordially in-

vited. Our usualguar-

antee of mechanical fit-

ness accompanies second-

hand machines. Ifyou

want anything in motor

cycles or combinations.,

you can usually get it

from

WAUCHOPE'S
and be certain to get

every satisfaction.

Theiates! 1919

6 h.p. J.A.P. Twin
Cylinder Eng^ines

From Slock. Trade Supplied. Terms on appliea-
Uon

; these include extras. 50 Engine, loi

Immediate delivery, £37 lOs, each.

Second-hand Engines taken in part
pajTnent. GOOD PRICE ALLOWED.

Makers' Guarantee
Wauchopc's, 9, Shoe Lane, London

'Phone : Holborn577:?

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Olyn^pia

Show, the issue of "The
iVIotor Cycle" for November
13th will be closed earlier
than usua!. All copy and
instructions for Miscella-
neous Advertisements must
therefore be in our hands
not later than first post on
Thursday, November 6th.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

"PAXCOUET'S Garage, Stamfoid, for A.B.C.'s: sol»A distributine agent for Soke ol Peterboro' ,nnd
County of Rutland ; particulars and illustrations on
request.

, [X9724
A .B.C. — Book early and prevent disappointment.
-^^ Specification and full particulars' will be sent on
application.-Tlie Spalding- Motor Co., Ltd., Spnldinfr.
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. [X6969

Abingdon.
ABINGDON King Dick, 1916, 4h.p., 2-speed, and

clutch, top-hole : £47.—63, Arlingford Ed., Brix-
ton, S.\V.2. [9743

ABINGDON Motor Cycle, S'/ih.p., spring forks, mag.,
fitted -stand and carrier; £25.—Mnrrav, 37a.

Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X6690

A BINGDON King Dick, 1914, 4h.p.. T.T. model.
-iA stored 4Vo years, same tyres and belt, plating
and enamel perfeot (red), too fast for present owner;
£60; a bargain.-Kemp, Coal Merchant, Bagshot.

[X69,65
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Specialists and Agents : The Walsall Garage.
Walsall. Tel. : 444. [9574

A.J.S. 234h.p., 2-speed, hand clutch; £45; good.—Crox-
ton. Market St., Uttoxeter. [X6654

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, good engine; 100
gns.-15. City Walls, Chester. [S6917

C^ROW Bros.. High St., Guildford, A.J.S. agents
„ ^ since 1912.—Deliveries have begnn. [4083

6|j.p. 1914 A.J.S. and Sidecar, including accessories;
£110.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9945

A.J.S. 234h,p., 1914, gear box, accessories, excellent
condition, must sell; £48.-22, Campbell Rd.,

Hanwell. [9983

A.J.S. 2J>ih.p., 1915-16, 3 speeds, clutch, all fittings,
excellent condition ; £70.—Stone, Hazeldene, Shaw-

field Park, Bromley. [S6496
33.h.p. A.J.3., 3-speed model, very fast and reli-
* able machine; £65.—B. H. Pettier, 25, Brear-

ley St., Birmingham. [X6475

A. J. S. Spares ; engine and gear bos repairs ; prompt
delivery.—Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-

verhampton. T.A. ; Parts. [1089

A.J.S. 41i.p. 1916 , Combination, newly overhauled:
any trial; spare' tubes, chains, accessories; £95.

—Pape, Plumber, Workington. [9826

1 Q 19 A.J.S. Combination, brand new, just received
JLft/ from works; offers.—J. Smith and Co., 16.
Hampstead Ed. London, N.W. [1301

A.J.S. 2^^h.p., 1914. 3-speed countershaft, hand
clut<;h, lamp set, and horn, in good running order:

£46.—H.K-M., Ower, Eomsey, Hants. [1045

A.J.S. 1914 Combination, hood and screen. Klaxon,
3 lamps, 2 generators, 3-speed: any trial here;

£96.—Pugh. Bast Barnet Rd., New Barnet. [1297

A.J.S. Combination. 6h.p.. 1917, Cooper sidecar,
wind screen, hood, etc.; £135; or exchange

car or lorry.—8. Noel Rd., Edgbaston. Birmingham.
[X6484

1 Q16 A.J.S. 6h.p. and Sidecar, spare wheel, electric
JL^ side and rear light, wind screen, all spares, etc.:

£140, or nearest.—53, Walsall Rd., Bridgtown, Can-
nock. [9697

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination (1916), complete with Lucas
electric lighting, wind screen, hood, spare wheel.

Tan-Sad seat; £135 for quick sale.—50, Marston Ed..
Stafford. [S6919

A.J.S.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd.,

Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.. Ply-

mouth Sole agents. Now booking for earliest de-

liveries. [0007

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue, biq
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MOTOR CYCLES 1 OR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 2';.''ib.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick s-tart, excellent
running; or exchange tor 5 or 6h.iJ., ivith sidecnr.

chassis.—W. W. Beeston, Beaconsfteld, Bucks. [9603

A .J.S. 1916 Combination wind screen, Lucas lamps
.--A and horn, electric sidecar lamp, just been
overhauled, excellent' condition; 130 gns.—67, Lea Rd.,
Wolverhampton. [X6947

A.J.S., _
1915 16, 41i.p., and Canoeiet sidecar, spare

chains, valve, wind screen, speedometer, tools, etc.,

in excellent condition: £120.— 1, Desmond Av., Beverley
High Rd.. Hull. [X6924

1 017 A.J.S- 6h.p. Combination, spare wheel, screen,
J-t/ apron, 3 lamps, and horn, at present under-
going overhaul, ready in 2 weeks; £135.—Box L5,057.
c/o 7'hc Motor Cydc. [9S41

18 6h.p. JMilitaiy A.J.S. and ^Yat3onian sidecar,
pion, Klaxctn, etc., not done 1,500 miles; £145,

Bnidesles'. Birmingham.—Box
19
oi' nonr nft'er ; buying i

L5,094, c/o 77te Molor Cycle. [1257

A.J.S. 1919 6h.p. Combination, standard specificii-

tion, unsci'atched, small mileage, 7 -weeks old,
Lucas lamps, uiechanical horn; view 2-4; offer.—
Griffltli.s. Sandhrich Rd., 'Alsager, Cheshire. . [X647G

JQ15 AJ.S., 6h.p., fittetl with Swan sidecar, 4-point
J-*^ attachment,, complete with hood, screen, side
cnraiiis, luggage grid, electric lighting by accumulator
fitted in metal case-; £110.—Finn, 13, Britannia Rd.,
Norwich. [9614

1016 Slodcl 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, mechanically
J-*/ perfect, excellent condition, interchangeable
wheels all round, complete with spare wheel and tyre,
screen, storm apron, and tools; £140.-2, Avenue Rd.,
Wolverhampton. [X680I

LATE 1917 A.J.S. Combination, deli^red 1918,
Lucas dynamo lighting, screen, hood with enve-

lope, storm apron, spare wheel, oversizze tyres, beauti-
ful appearance i'lnd condition, not done 1,000; £180.-
Box L5,089, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1-247

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1913 Combination, 3-speed, C.B., P.
and H. lamp. Spartan horn, Lycett pillar

saddle, engine and gears in perfect condition, tyres
good lor 5-6,000 miles, magneto requires slight adjust-
ment, stored 3 years; 85 gns.; owner requires 6h.p.
Enfield combination; consider exchange.—Box, L5,096,
c/o 'The Motor Cycle. [1286

1 Old A.J.S. Combination, new, wind screen, storm
-L*-' apron, and spare wheel, nearly £20 worth of
extras as follows—hood, patent spring seat-pillar, Lucas
horn, best Lucas lamps all round, £3/15 All-in insurajice
policy for one vear, numbered ready for road, luxuri-
ous outfit for the sum of £195; have purchased Lagonda
coupe car, now due; will sell car or combination, but
not both.—AVillcox, 93. Broad Lane, Tottenham. [9858

Akkens.
AKKKNS, dire:-t from factorv to rider, 2^;4h.p. 2-

,
c^troke, 70x70, variable pulley, E.LC, A mac,

Dunlop: full specification on application; 39 gns.; de-
" livery 2-3 wee-ks.—Thomas and Gilbert, Union St.,
Smethwick. [9737

AHdays.
ALLON. — CafTyns. Ltd., Eastbourne, for deiivprv

.
shortly. _ [0017

ONLY Wants Seeing.—Allon, 1916. complete, been
stored; nearest £40.—Bird, 32, Clovellv Rd.

Ilornsey, N. " [1163

JONES' Garage, special agents for Alldays Alion,
Broadwav. Miiswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Tarnde, North Finchley. [2931

-j Q19 Alldays Allon,/ mileage 250, Lucas lamps.
-Lt/ Klaxon, as new; £72.-10. Princes Parade, Church
End, Finchley, N.3. [9935a

ALLON, late 1915. 2-speed, stored 2 years, acces-
sories, many improvements; £45.—Johnstone, Toyn-

bee Hall. Commercial St, E.l. [X6797
ALLON 1915 2-5troke, 2>speed countershaft, guar-

anteed perfect running order, fully equipped
£38/10—19. London Rd., Stranraer. [X6361
j^LLDAY 2-'f4h.p. Matchless, 2-speed, free engine.
^"i lamp and horn, new tvres, tubes and belt, nice
machine; must sell; £35.-475, Green Lanes, Harrin-
&ay. [9531

AI^LON. 1917, 2-V,h.p.. 2-speed. clutch, special
j-Ti- saddle, extra heavv Dunlop tvres, lamps, horn,-
etc oniy run 1,200 miles; offer.—Bariow, Hazeldene,
AUliam. Accrington. [1141

"jp.O.C.H. have a 1919 Alldays AUon actnallv \v

f-
sto-k. and brand new.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer C\ir

House}. 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstrad
Tube) 'Phone : Hampstead 3752. • [9464

A LLDAYS Ailon, 2-stroke, ^V^'m-, condition as new,
-f -5- perfect order throughout: £j!>; can be seen aft-r
i"!ihl;iv Satnrdavs.-Apply. I'ettitt. 1, Windsor Crt-
t,ige.^, \\ mdsor Rd., South Farnborough, Hauts. [X68S7
A LLDAYS Alton 2^/,b.p., 1916, 2-speed, fitted with'^ 1919 Allon engine, E.LC. mag., new Ama'-
Inmps, mechanical horn, speedometer, tools, complete,
rlrip feed, m splendid condition; £50.-33. Gate''ev
Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. [1295
Tji.O.C.H. for the new Allon de Luxe, 2-speed. kick ,

-«- starter.-Book your order now for early 192r I

dcliverTes. starting January. Our motto, '" Strict
rotation and no premiums."—P.O. C.H. (Fair Olfe
Car House). 5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamr
stead Tube). Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9460 1

ALL IN STOCK
For Immediate Delivery.

NEW MODELS.

1919.
BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p £110 5

CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-stroke,

2-speed £63
ENFIELD, 2j h.p., 2-stroke,

2-speed £57 15
PORTLAND, 2i h.p., 2-stroke,

3-speed £63
OMEGA, 2,'rh.p, J.A.P., 2-speed £74 18 6

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p.

magneto £153 16 3

1 919

SPECIAL BARGAINS
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. .T.A.P. twin engine,

3-speed, clutch, all-chain drive, coachbuilt

Sidecar. W.D., all-weather models. Makers'
price, £144 18s. -

Our price £13S
ROVERj 6 h.p. J.A.P. twin engine, 3-speed,

clutch, chain drive, coachbuilt Sidecar,

VV.D., all-weather models. Makers' price,

£188.
Our price £125

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.
SUNBEAM. W.D., 2} h.p., 3-speed £84
DOUGLAS, W.D., 2} h.p.. 2-speed £70
RUOGE-MULTI, 1914, 3J I'l.p., speedoirjeter £65
DOUGLAS, W.D., 2j h.p., 2-speed, lamps £75
JAMES, igrj, 2J h-p., 2-strol:e £50
CONNAUGHt, 2i h.p., single-speed $35
RUBY, W.D., 8 h.p. J.A.P., 3-sp.eed .... £115
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1918, 23 h.p., 2-speed £55
ZENITH, 1913, 90 "bore J.A.P., all access. —
IVY, 191'), 2

J-
h.p., 2-stroke, lamps, etc. . .

—
CALTHORPE, 1919 3 h.p. Precision £75

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
ARIEL, 1916, 3-I h.p., 3-speed £115
INDIAN, J916, 7-g h.p. Povverplus £150
SUNBEAM, r9r8, sjh.p., sporting Sidecar £175
JAMES, 3i h-p., 3-speecl, all-chain £95
HARLEY-'DAVIDSOH, 1916, 7-9 h.p:, mag-

neto, re-enamelled £150
ENFIELD, 1914, (5 h.p., allaccessor.es .. £130
B.S.A,, 19x4, 4 h.p., 3-speed £130
SUNBEAM, 1914, 3.V h.p., 3-5peed £110
ARIEL, 1-919, 3i h.p., 3-specd £130

muuksmt^mmir

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

TONES'
way,

Garage, special agents for Ariels, Broad
Muswell Hill, N.IO, and \YQodside Parade

[292:
i

Sl/^h.p. Ariel Combination, done 1,800 milei

,

just decarbonised, all accessories; £115.—7 J

Howard Ed., Walthamstow. [9871'

AKIEL 2V2h,p., re-stove enamelled, fitted with nei
accumulator and Dunlop, inner tube; £18.—T. A

Smith, Syringa, Osstalls Ed., Gloucester. [X697!

North Finchley.

-iqi9.

ARIEL, syab.p.
spare part

and 6h.p. ; early delireries; al

stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Ex
L3ert, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harxjurhey, Manchester. [4021

ARIEL, new and in stock, SVib.p., 3-speed, counter
shaft, £95; also 1916 SiAh.p. C.B. combination

full accessories, £82.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E
[97G(

1 if|14 3\^h.p. Ariel, T.T., de*^ompressor, lamps, am
J- tf accessories, splendid condition ; £40 ; lightweigh
part payment.—Velvick, 4, School Terrace, Hawkhurat
Kent. [X697'

1 Q19 (August) 3i4-4h.p. Ariel Combination, jus
--*^ run in, tyres and everything as new, 3 lamps
horn, and tools; any trial; £117; after 5.-20, Cravei
Park, Harlesden, N.W. [loo;

ARIEL 1919 (April) 6h.p, Combination, 3-speed
countershaft, Millford sidecar, • speedometer

lamps. Klaxon, tools, spares, Tan Sad, overalls, in
surance; nearest to £135.—Oglesby, 12, Leaside Av.
Muswell Hill, N.IO. [123;

. 1919 6-7h.p. twin Ariel coacl
fully equipped, small mileage, per

feet throughout.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House)
5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube)
Phone : Hampstead 3752. [94fii

1 Q19 Ariel 6-7h.p., 3-sp9ed, K.S., handsome "^cm
-*- *^ sidecar fitted with screen, complete with lamp
horn, and all accessories, delivered August, as new
price £140, or near offer. This outfit is a bargain, aqd
cost over £150,—Ormerod, Wroxham, 'Norfolk. [X6377

F.O.C.H. have
combination.

AutO'Wheels.
guaranteed, any trial;
Wantage.

—Hurst
. [109S

£10, 01

[X684(

condition : £11/10, oi

Blaekheath. [S680J

AUTO-WHEEL,
Newbury St.,

AUTO-WHEEL, good condition, new tyre;
ofler.-Martin, Lindholme, Lewes.

WALL Auto-Wheel, peifect
ofi;er.~36, Wemyss Rd.,

AUTO-WHEEL, with strong Lea-Francis bicycle, fo
sale, just overhauled at makers; £25.—A.E.H.. Tb(

Brake, Torquay. 1X6641

WALL Auto-wheel, absolutely perfect condition, a;

new, complete with fittings, ridden 100 milei

only; £15, or offer.—67, Oxford Ter., W.2. {9981

B.S.A. Auto-Wheel, seen running, £14 ; also gcut'f

3-speed cycle, fitted with oil bath, etc., recentlj
" -10, Eichmond IMace, Phini'

[9929

perfect, £11; also piano, black

cost £20,
stead, S.E.

WALL Auto-Wheel, . . ...
ebonised, inlaid panel, iron frame, check action

new condition; exchange with cash for late combina-
tion.—C. Upperton, Fittleworth. [8432

AUTO-WHEEL, all complete, mag., carburetter, little

beauty, ready fit anv machine; £16/16, wnrtji 20

gns.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebuer St., Wands-i

worth. 'Phone Battersea 327. [1031

Telegrams :

"Abd;cate, Werdo, London."

Telephone : Museum E57.

Telegram J :

"Combastion, Exeter,"

Telephone: Exeter 933

8 h.p.
off

B^

'^'i or SAIl5f«i^

FOR Sale, Wall auto-wheel de luxe, spare oulier

tyre, perfect _ running order (trial allowed),

attached speoially strong roadster bicycle, new tyre

and tubes; auto-wheel, £15; bicycle, £9/9; both
together, £23/6 (present price new wheel £23).-
The Vicar, Drax, Selby. [9802

Bat.
'.

Bat-Jap Combination, perfect, any irial; nest

offer over £65.—Hurst, Newbury St., Wantage.
[1090

BAT-J.A.P., lOh.p., 2-senteT C.B. sidecar, Sturmey-
Aicher 3-speed, kick start, electric light, new

=nare tyre; £138, or best offer.—65, Yewfield Rd-.

Wille^den. - [9728

AT Sh.p. Luxurious Combination, 3-speed. tick

starter, clutch, J.A.P. engine, fully equipped, con-

dition as new throughout; trial or examination.—
Parker's, Bradshaw^ate, Bolton. [X6768

Sh.p. Bat-Jap 2-speed P. and M. Countershaft Com-
bination, just overhauled makers (bill shown),

spring frame, studded tyres; nearest £70, or exchange
less power and cash : any trial.—Parkinson, 30. Market

St., Shawforth, Eochdale.
.

. [X6884

Blackburne.
STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight

agent for Blackburne motors; early deli-very. [4016

1 Q19 4h.p. Blackburne, brand new; £110.—J-
J- ft/ Smith aud Co., 16, Hampstead Rd.. London,
N.W, [1303

JONES' Garage, special agents for Blackburaes,
Broadwav, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodsi^e

Parade, North Finchley. [2932

BLACKBURNE 1920 Models, 4h.p. solo. 3-speed, in

stock for immediate delivery; £110/5- Other

models arriving. Order now from the city agents.—

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C.3. . [0492

B20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

LACKBtJBNE. 1920, 41i.p.—Ws can snpply from
1- stock: no premium; £110/5.—J.O.J., 124, Holden-
st Ed., Bournemouth. '

,

[9754

119 Blackburne, 4h.p., S-speed, just delivered, un-
y ridden ond unseratclied, owner purchased c^r
1st awaiting delirery ; for immediate sale ; what
rs?—Letters only to 15, Portland Crescent, Plymouth
tve, C.-on-M., Manchester. [X6938

Black Prince.
TE are the sole London distributing agents lor
T the new Black Prince horizontal twin 2-stroke.
b-agents are now being given. Please call at Stand
. 42 at the Olympia Show.—Full particulars upon
ilicaLion to Jones' Garage, Woodside Parade, N.
ichley, N.12, or The Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO.

[9682

Bradbury.
i.p. Bradbury Motor Cycle; £40.—Applv, Cricketers'
Inn, Addington, Surrey. ,> [X6858

EADBTJET Agents, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church
St., Camberwell, London. [9899

i.p. Bradbury, good puller, ready ride away; 28
gns.—George, 103, Abbotts Ed., Southall.

RADBURY 1915 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed,
clutch model; £68.-25, Venue St., Poplar, E.

[1065
KADBtTRT, 4h.p., in tip-top condition, take any

' hill; £40.—Jackson, George Hotel, Chesham',
eks. [9768

[kl3 Bradbury 4h.p. fast, powerlul, reliable,
'J water.tight mag., Villiers hub; £35.-46,
ipel St.. Marylebone. [9556

'R-'VDBURY.—For the earliest, possible deliveries of
' 1S19 models.-The Walsall Garage, Wclverhamp.
I St., Wahall. Tel. ; 444. [9576
RADBURY 4h.p. and Sidecar, 3-speed Armstrong,

Bosch, Aniac, new rear :Tnd sidecar tjres; £50.—
ite, Murray, 12, South Island Pl.ace, Bri.xton, S.W.9.

[9884RADBURY Motor Cycle, 4h.p., 3-speed clutch
model, tools, horn, new tube and belt, ride awav;

3, or nsar offer.—39, Castlebar Rd., Ealing, W.5.
[1130

RADBURY 4h.p. and Sidecar, S-speed countershaft
' gear, h.b. controlled clutch, in good order; trial
1 arranged; £75.—Russell, 29, East St., Barking.
;ei. . [9767

RADBURY, 1913, 4h.p., Philipson, B. and B.,
' tyres very good, new belt, lamps, tools, Klaxon,
re inner and carrier; £35.-197, Hampstead Way,
dcr's Green, N.W. [9605

EADBURT Combination, 4'.4h.p., countershaft 2-
' speed, clutch, free engine, kick start that works
t time, absolutely sound throughout, just toured
fonshire; price 65 gns.

; guaranteed.—Apply, Con-
tioucr, 44, London Ed. (next Croydon Hospital). [1021

Brough.
3DTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle ol
Man Only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,

cial Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. [7039
'ROUGH. 1914, SVah.p.. 2.speed, speedometer.

Klaxon, very fast machine; no reasonable offer
"scd.-Whitbhead, 77, Marvlebone Lane, Oxford

>^- [1146

Brown.
Ih.p. Brown, good running order; £23.-3, Foxley
^ Ed., Kenniugton. 18085
KOWi^, 3h.p., accumulator ignition. B. and B.,
vanahle jet, Dunlop belt, horn, in running order:

..—Cawley, Oopthorne, near Crawley. [1103
EOWN Si/jh.p, Combination, Druid forks, Bosch,

B, and B., Osborne 4 speeds and Irec-engine
ley, good condition; £39.-38, Hopedale Ed., Charlton
• o-E.'. [X6803

B.S.A.

^'•;r,^-^,^- '"i-P" Perfect.-Write, Box L5,031. c/o
ifte motor Cycle. [9676

.S.A. 1920 Models; strict rotation.-Taylor's Gar-
nge, Wednesbury. [X6849

S.A.—Prospects of 'early delivery. Secure your order
no\y^—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X6771

•
S.A. .Sole District Agents; book now.—The Walsall
Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. Tel. : 444.

-I •"n .^-^^-'V,' fWh.p.. brand new. just delivered;
-' £105.-Furlong, 123, Powis St., Woolwich.

.S.A.--T1V0 1919 combinations now in stock.—Ed-
wnids, 7, Exhiliition 'Ed., Eari's Court, S W 7

^xT„c, „ [9516
JaES Garage, special agents for B.S.A., Broad-
way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

th Imchley. [2919
S.A. 41/ili.p.. 2-speed,^ good condition, accessories

;

any (ruil; £50.-55, Ohislehurat Place, Little Hnr-
Bradtord. [X6980
S.A 1912 SM-h.p., Bosch, excellent condition,
ride away; £45.—Hadrill. 24, Westmount Rd.,

lam, S.E.9. [1293
VIjE 1914 B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed,

i.inips, horn, speedometer, perfect; £62.-194,
er fet., Enfield. [9882

GUARANTEED
BY

GODFREY'S

GRADUAL PAYMENTS
ACCEPTED.

We can offer W.D. Rover
and New Imperial Com-
binations, as under:

—

5-6 h.p. Rov£ r, Twin-cyiinder
countershaft S-speed gear,
kickstarter and Rover coach-
built Sidecar, for cash £125

(Makers' catalogue price, £iSS)

8 h.p. Imperials Twin-cylin-
der, JAP engine, countershaft
3-speed gear, kickstarter and
coach-built sidecar ..

For cash .. .. £135
vMakers' catalogue price, £r]4 I'^l

Terms for g'radual
payment.

ROVERS.

First instalment, £34- 10 O
and twelve monthly payments of

£8 11 S

NEW IMPERIALS.

First instalment, £37 10 O
and twelve monthly payments of

£9 5 O

Delivery from stock,
and carrying Godfrey's
guarantee.

All orders, whether for
cash or deferred pay-
ments, will be executed
in strict rotation as
received.

GODFREY'S Ltd.

208,
Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.I.

'Phone: 7091 Mayfair

|

Ksi |TT^^Tr pKS

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,

B.S.A.
"D.S.A., 31/oh.p., 2-speed, 1915 model, new 1914, per-
J-f feet running order fully equipped; £40.-19,
London Rd., Stranraer. [X6862
"1Q19 4i4h.p. B.S.A. Model E., Swan torpedo sidecar,
--*^ P. and H. head lamp, very smart outfit; £120.—
Anstey Cottage, Alton, Hants. [1054

1" ATE 1919 B.S.A., lamps. Klaxon, and tools, pcr-
-L-i feet; any inspection; 100 gns., or near offer.—
0. Graham, Whitley, Coventry. [X684.6

SOtlXD E.S.A.. .super!) engine, 3-speed conntersha;t,
kick start, any trial near London; £60.—B( x

L5,059, c/o The Motor Cycle. [98^13

B.S.A., 1915, 3 speed. 4i4h.p., all chain drive, and
1919 Coronet coach sidecar; £96.—Halifax Motoi

Exchange, Union St. South, Halifax. [9777

"lais B.S.A., 3.speed, 4lih.p., all-chain drive, MiM-
-*-«^ ford coach sidecar, lamps, etc., excellent conditio'!:
f98/10.-SIadge, Eochford, Essex. [X6651

B.S.A., 2-speed clutch, coach.built combination,
guaranteed perfect order, genuine bargain; £65.

—Fred Booth, Brackley. Northants. [1187

1Q14 Si/oh.p. B.S.A, C. Comhination, countershc't.
--*^ all spares; trial given: I'erfect throughout: iS;-.
no offers.—Kilboin, RothivcU, Northants. [X64L0

1013 B.S.A., clutch model, T.T. handle-bars, ji;stXH overhauled, lamps, horn, new rear tyre and
belt: £55.—I\Iayo\v, Aldborough, Norwich. [S::5l

"I 014 B.S.A. 4^,:ih.p. Combination, sidecar as new,
X*J 3-speed countershaft, guaranteed mechanicaUv
perfect; £85.—Lee, 28, Westgate, Grantham. [1193

B.S.A. 4>,ih.rJ. 1916 Cauoeiet Combination. S-spC^d
countershiift. eliiiiu-cum-belt, lamp, speedomet'^t,

etc.; £90.-Eyre, 12, Chaffinch Ed., Be'Ckenham. [X6913

B.S..\; 4r:ih.p. Coach Combination, 3-speed, chain
drive. Cameo screen, lamps, mechanical horn,

new tyres; £110.—Newson, Westleton, Saxmund'-nm.
[9650

B.S.A. 1919 41^11. p. 3-sp3ed and B.S.A. sidecar, us>it

for a few miles during recent strike: £145.—Fin
and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay.. Camomile St., E.C.3.

[0491

B.S A.. 1915, all chain. S-speed, clutch, Lucas
lamps, Cowev's speedometer, horn, tools, per-

fect running ordjr; £70.—Sharpe, 138, Sherrard Fd..

Forest Gate, E. [9793

l Q19 B.S.A. Combin.ation, 4i4h.p., 3 speeds, chaiu-
-I-«y tiuu-belt, engine No. 29973, perfect conditiou,

luggage carrier, horn, spares.—I'ostmaster, I'reston Ed.
Post Office. Brighton. [X6723

B.S.A.—The Birmingham City Agents and B.S .\.

Specialists, County Cycle and Motor Co., 307
and 308, Broad St. All replacements in stock.—Tel.

:

Comocyco, Birmingham. [8224

1 Q 17 B.S.A. Ar^h.p. Combination, condition as new,
XiJ complete with hood, Lucas lamps, horn,*eti'.:

trial any time; £110, no offers.—Richardson, 380.
Kingslaiid Ed., E.8. .

[9788

LATE 1915 B.S.A., 4i4h.p., Model H, all chain,
thorouglilv overhauled and guaranteed perfect

and as new; £85.—Jones' Garage, Woodside Parade.
N. Finchley, S.12.

.
[9687

1015 B.S.A., 4Vih.p., Model K, -3-speed, kick start,

JL^ just been thoroughly overhauled, in new condi-

tion guaranteed perfect; £73/10.—Jones' Garage.
Woodside Parade, N. Finchley, N.12. (9636

4 ih.p. B.S.A., 1916 model, fitted with handsome
4, coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, lamps, 3-speed

countershaft ge.ar, kick starter and clutch; 100 gns.,
,

guaranteed.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lon-

don.
" [SS""

1 017 B.S.A. 4^,4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

-Lt/ speed, counter-shaft, kick start, all accessories,

spare typre, insurance policy, trial by appointment,
excellent condition; £105.—Isard, Camano, Ton-
bridge. [If^

FO.C.H. for B.S.A. 's.—Book your order now for the

very earliest 1920—delivery, all models. Our
motto " Strict rotation and no premiums."—F.O.C. II.

(Fair Offer Car Housel, 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube). Phone : Hampstead 3752.

[8618

B.S.A., 1914, all chain, kick start, variable jet

carburetter, powerful 4\dh.p. engine, counter-

<halt. 3-speeds, flue running .order, Mills-Fultord side-

car, lamps, generator, horn, tools, trial any time; 96

"ns —Uartwright, Berwvn, Brook Lane, Chester.
[X6700

1 Q 16-17 4VJh.p. B.S.A., 3-spccd conntelslialt. Model
JLo' K., Bosch mag.. laid up since July. 1917, owner

on military service, with B.S.A.. coachbuilt sidecar, de-

livered last month, all as new, with lamps and tools:

owner going abroad: £130.-Couttenay Shaw, Hollv

Lodge, Branksome I'nrk, Bournemouth. [1038

B.S.A., 1919, 4i/;h.p.. 3.speed, clutch, kick starter,

complete with Cooper sidecar de luxe, horn, and
nsual accessories, also with complete Lucas dynamo
lighting set (3 lamps], all iu splendid condition aiid

p»rlcct running order; price £150, including dynamo
,61-Frank Wbitworlh, 139, New St., BirmingJram.

'

[X6330
Ciilcott.

CAI.COXX 1914 2.''jli,p., Hutcliinsous, Bosch. 1!. immI

B, recently overliailled, excellent condition; £3b.

I
or near.—Viewed 77u, Ackerman Ed.. Brixton. [9602

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj eitch advertisement, and the date oj the Issue. B2£
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE 2'Speed 2-strol:e, new condition; £35.
—57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, S.E. [1056

CALTHORPE 2-stroke, 2-speed, in excellent con-
dition; £43.-74. Handcroft Rd., Croydon. [1186

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1919. weet old. Klaxon, Lucas,
tools; reiiEonable offer.—Morgan, 3, Gieuloch Ed..

N.W.S.
,
[9875

CALTHORPE-J.^ .P., 1916, Enfield 2-speed, clutch,
lamps, horn; £42; offers.—49, Well St., Hack-

ney, E.
-

. [1192

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1919, 2?ih.p., 2-ppeed, as
new ; bargain, £ 43.—Hasford, 43, Park Rd..

Chelmsford. [X6704

1 Q15 Calthorpe, 2^;ih.p., 2-speed, good order and
JiiJ running condition, lamps; £42 '" " ^'

>

10, Richmond Rd., Ealing.
Write, Shield

[9691

CALTHORPE 2")4h.p., single speed, new Duulop rear,

lamps, horn, spare belt, tube, etc. ; £40.—A. W.
Blenkin, Patrington. Hull.

^
[9568

CALTHORPE-PEECISION, - 2-stroke, ^jiist arrived,
the new 1919, SVih.p., 2-speed model; list priee.—

Clarke Bras., Queen S'i, Louth. [1056

CALTHORPE-J.A.P. 2^-ih.p., new this year, 2-speed,
clutch, with Watsonian featherweight sidecar,

equippsd; £56.-70, Minet,' Av., Harlesden. [9985

^3.h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2 speeds, free engine, speed-
/v 4 omete.r, lamps, and nil accessories, perfect run-
ning order; £45.—White, 30, Eusholm Ed., Putney.

[1100
1Q19 2J4h.p, Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-speed gear,
J-t/ first-class order, heavy 2^/4 tyre to back wheel,
liorn £ 50.—Eowler, LiHley, Chesswood Rd., Worth-
ing. [9965

CALTHOEPE.—"Delivery from stock special lady's

model, 2^/ili.p., Enfield 2-speed gear, just delivered
from makers; £63.—P. J. Evans, 87-91, John Bright
St., Birmingham. - [9569

F.O.C.H. have a 1916 Calthorpe-Jap 4-5h.p. twin
coach combination, Enfield

,

gear and cush drive,

fully equipped, new tyres, perfect.—F.O.C.H. {Fair
Offer Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near
Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9465

Campion '

3ih.^, Campion-Jap, engine just overhauled, Grado
2 gear, B .and B., variable jet, and in perfect con-

dition.—Apply, H. Pentelow, 10, Market Hiil, Eoth-
well, .near Kettering. [1038

1Q17 6h.p. Campion-Jap Combination, electric
-JL*/ lighting, S.A. 3-speed, kick starter, chain drive,
Bonniksen speedometer, 2 horns, mirror, watch. Cameo
wind screen, 2 new tyres, good condition ; £ 120.—
Smith, 30, Newton St., Newark. [X6469

CAMPION-J.A.P. 8h.p., 1915, C.B. sidecar, wind
screen and hood, 3-speed countershaft, kick start,

chitoh, 2 sets lamps, tools, spare tube, tyres good, per-

fect order, stored 2 years; first cheque £100 secures.

—Wright. 361, Aylestone Ed., Leicester. [9819

Centaur.
CENTAUR 2%h.p. V-twin, 3-speed gear, new back

tyre, lamps, horn, etc.; £35-—J. Davis, -"engineer,
AVoodditton, Cambs. [X6715

CENTALTR 1913 5M>h.p., 2-speed, handle start, splen-

did running order, verv reliable; £38/10.-19,
Stoekwell Park Crescent, S.W.9. 'Phone Brixton 2336.

[X6494
Chater=Lea.

CiHATEE'LEA SV.h.p., mag., E.B.. ride away: £28.-
•' 195, Upper Tooting Ed., S.W.17. ' [9927

SOUTH Lancashire Only.—Chater-Lea enquiries.—J.
Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man

Chester. [7040

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed gear.Jine
tuniout; any trial £95.-W. W. Young, Hoc,

Kochester. [9668

8h.p. Chater-Lea Coachbuilt Combinatiou, new gears,
good tyres: nearest ofHer to £70.—Iredale, 24, Bar

Lane, Stookbridge, Keighley. [X6901
-| Q14 254h.p. Chater-Lea, Bosch, B. and B., in splen-
-Lt^ did condition; £28, or near offer;' owner buying
new machine.—17, Station Rd., Christchurch. [X6930

Chater^Lea-De Dion.
Chater-Lea-De Dion, low built. Lycetts saddl<^.

B. and B., in good condition throughout; £15,
or near offer.—E.L., The Stables, Lymes Holme, Stan^
mora. [9928

Chater-Lea'.Ian
£38.—
[1156

CHATER-J.A.P. 1915 4h.p. Combination, 2 speeds,
F.E., lamps, horn, etc., just overhauled, ride

away; £65.-10, Thrale Ed., Streatham. [9725

CHATER-J.A.P., 6h.p., 1916 engine, watertight
Bo.''ch, Amac, Grado gear, strong canoelet side-

car, good runnipg order; 50 gns.—728, Barking Rd.,
Plaistow, E.13. ' [9,806

clntidi,

luxurious special sprung coachbuilt
sidecar. Easting wind screen, lalnps, complete; 100'

gns.—Johnston, Victoria Villas, Cleator Moor. [9604

S^\

"I
l[|14 4h.p. Jap-Chater 2-speed; bargain,

-L^ 1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford.

8h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap Combination, '

3-s

handle start.

fi0*2jfa:-

TAYLORS
Sole London and District
Agents for A. J. 8. and British
Excelsior Motor Cycles.
Contracting Agents for
Triumphs, B.S.A., Hendersons,
Enflelds, Calthorpes, Aliens,
Metro-Tylers, etc., etc.

IMIVIEDGATE
OEI.IVERY.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, new 1919
Model F, 7-9 h.p. £153 16 3
EXCELSIOR, new 1920. 2-stroke.
2-speed, 2^,h.p. Splendid machine

£58 16 O
ALLDAYSALV.ON. new 1920,2jh. p.

2-speed, clutch, kick-startep
£70 O O

(Carriage from works extra on
Excelsior and Allon).

SUNBEAM 1916Comblnation,8h.p.
M.A.G. engine. Lucas head lamp and
horn. Here is a splendid bargain for
someone .- £130 O O
NEW IMPERIAL Combination, 1918
model, new in 1919, 8 h.p., 3-speed,
clutch, kick-8ta"ter. iVlilltary model
machin : End coach-bDilt sidecar

£130 O O
. A.J.S., 1917 model. 4 h.p. solo
machine, lamps, speedometer, etc.

£98 O O
A.J.S. and Sideca', 1915 model,
4 h.p. twin, ih sound condition

£!0a O O
JAMES 191 9 Combination. 5 to 6
h.p., fully equipped £135 O O
MILFORD Corvette Sidecar, just
delivered (carriage 10 /-) £25 5 O
NEW COACH-BUILT SIDECAR BODIES,
for underslung chassis, painted
green .... . . £11 11 O

MOTOR CLOTHING
BARGAINS.

Write -for Special Sale List.

FROM ACETYLENE to ELECTRIC
S.B.C. adapters make such a change
in youp lighting system quit 3 a
simple matter". Fits in place of gas
jet, double-ended and comple;e with
cord grip (postage 3d.) 2 /6 each

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 21a. STORE ST., W.C.I

Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C 1

Garage—Tottenham Court Eoad-
'Phone—Museum, 12^0.

. Telesrams— "Dyuametro, Westcent. London "

BG

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clipat.

THE JTew 2^4l3.p. Clipat 2-strokes, built for econoiri
reliability, simplicity, direct from factory; £4-6/1

carriage paid; delivery 21 daya.—O.P. Eugiueerii
AVorks, 62, AYells Kd., Bristol.

, [S69I

Clyno,
-iniS^Clyno 2_-stroke. new October; £64.—W. S.,

Morgan Rd., Reading. [68^

CLYNO 1916 6h.p. Combination, spare wbeel; £9
—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E. L97(

BRAND New Clyno 2-stroke; what offers ?—R,, 3
Heroncourt Rd., Bournemouth. [X67i

6 h.p. Clvuo, practically new, connteiBhaft S-spee
K.S.: £75.-9, Churdi Rd., SVillesden, N.W. [103'

CLYNO 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, ki(

start; £65.-57, Kenbury St., Camberwell, S.]

[lor

CROW Bros. , High St. , Guildford, "^est Surre

,

agents for the - new Clvno.—Order now for ear!

delivery. [40£

CLYNO Coiiibination, 6b. p. twin, 2-speed, K.S., r

cently overhauled.—Hadhaia Road Garage, BiKLoi)

Stortford. [975

BROOK Bros, are now booking oiders for the ne

;

1920 Clyno motor cycles; write for particulai
to-day;' early deliveries.

BROOK Bros., Burnbam-on-Sea, can give delivcT

from stock ol the new Clyno lightweight; writ

[or particulars. [959

6 h.p." 1916 3-speed Clyno, just been overha.uled an
renovated; £85, or best offer.—Capt. Langle;

40, Elm Grove Rd., Salisbury. [109

CLYNO, 1920 models, 2V-h.p. 2-sfroke, 2-speed, froi

stock; 60 gus. [At Oivmpia Nov. 7th, Stauil 272
—Tom Norton, Ltd., Liandrindod Wells. [982

6 h.p. Clyno Combination, coachbuilt, 3-speed, clutrl

kick start, spare wheel, detachable wheels, t^ois

£75.-198, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W.13. [964

CLYNO 1913 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination^ ;

speed, spare wheel, lamps, horn, etc., good ruunin
order; £90.—HearfieM, Burnt Yates, Harrogate. [X676

CLYNO Combination, 1914, 5-6h.p., Bosch, 3-speec

detachable electric light.?, screen, spares, goO'

turnout; 100 gns.—Hyde, 81, Vigo Rd., Andover.
[119

5-6h.p. Clvno Combination, 2-8peed countershaft, kic

starter, new Dunlop tyres throug-hout, lamps, lion

and tools, good running order ; £58.-209, Broiifliviil

W. Hendon., . ^[105

CLY'NO 1915 5-6h.p. Conrbination, S-specd "coimt«i

shaft, etc., 3 interchangeable wheels, lamps', tooli

wind screen, eto. : £75, or 'nearest offer; after 6.3'

p.m.— 13, Stuart Rd., Horn Lane, Acton. [110

8 h.p. Clyno, new W.D. model, with specially stroiii

ammunition carrier, 2aiD. heavy Dunlops, wil

pull half ton; £118, or £123 with extra large coad

body.—76, Western Rd., Southall, W.
_

[llO,

CLYNO-J.A.P. 8h.p., new, W.D. finish, Dnulo]

heavy .28x3, Sandham patent 2-seate'' sii;]ei'a

with collapsible front seat, sprung pillion seat

specially Strongly designed for Government "work

£155.—Bomlord, King's Muir, Sutton. ni:0

Couison

GIVEN Away, without premium, 1919 L> ul.^oii-E

brand new, owner bought car; 85 gn^.—Fluciyer
Hotel, Felixstowe. [995

^OUTll Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle ot Mai
•3 Only.—Couison B. enqurries.-J. Blake and Co.

iflicial Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [704

Connaiight.

I Q19 Couirnuifht, 2^-'. 3h.p., lamps, etc., uoiiipleti

±*y mileage 420; £55, no offers.—23, Maucliestc

Rd., Burnley. [X67&

Coventry Eagle.

2ih.p. Coventry Eagle, excellent condition; rid*

2 away; £39.—Royston, Maiikhn, Betls. [113!

De Dion.
2'"'.h.p.. Amac, mag., new tyre, runniiii

order; £l'7.—Hudson, 1, Brook Rd., Redhill

Surrey. 'Bus servi-^e, 59b. [X686.

6^ 3,h.ii. De Dion, genuine, very fast, Ohater-Le;
^4, fittings, spare valves, plugs, etc., good condi

tion: £25.—Orchard, Woodwells, Hemel Hempstead.
[97i;

De'ie.

D,ENE-J.A,r.. late 1917, Sh.p, J.A.P. engine, Boscl

mag; Amac carburetter, Sturmey-Archer 3-spe«

countershaft gear, Montgomery De Luxe sidecar, speed

ometer, mechanical horn, all accessories and spnres

tyres almost new, smart turnout, little used; accep

£150.-3, Beresford Sq., Woolwich, S.E. [958'

Diamond.
31h.p. Diamond-Villiers,- Sept., 1919, perfect condi

2 tion, horn, tools, etc. ; 50 gns.—A^ply, 85, King'

•Rd., Chelsea. [977'

D^^"""'

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, add the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Diamond.

1 QI6 Diamond-Jap, 2%h.p., Enfield 2-speed gear,
A-Zf perfect order, guaranteed; £55.—Jones' Garage,
Woodside Parade, N. Finchley, N.12. [9688

DJAMOND-VILLIEES 2=Ah.F.. new last month, com-
plete, lamps, accessories, etc. ; £45 ; after 6, or

ippointment.— 60, Lessar Av., Clapham Common. [9772

"IQ 19
1,

(Aug.) 254h.p. Diamond-Jap, in exceptionally
J-*' good condition, 2-speed Enfield gear, T.T. bars,
ong exhaust, new toolkit, horn, Dunlops perfect; £60;
wen any time.—54, Talgarth Mansions, Barons Court,
i?.

D

Douglas.
DOUGLAS. 1915, 2%h.p.. guaranteed; £50.—Ross,

86, High Rd., Lee. S.E. [9702

i?29.—Douglas. 2~}4h.p., ride away.—16, St. Mary^- Abbott's Terrace, Kensington. [1139

OUGLAS, W.D., new July, all on; £72.—Braine, 30,
FiUbrook Rd., Leytonstone, E.ll. ; [9671

4>ii.b.p. W.D. Do-aglas. uncrated June; £67.—New-
^^4 ton, Bincleaves, Westerham. [9736

EW Douglas 4h.p. and Douglas sidecar, all acces-
sories.—Bertello, Tailor, Wisbech. [1132

17 4h.p. Doiiglas, nice order, verv fast; £75.

—

1, Belliugham Terrace, Catford.
'

' [1154

LA^, 2^j4.b.p., Jamps, good .condition; £38.—

19
DOUGL

127, Percy Bd., Shepherd's Bush, W. [9539

19

r.T. 2'!jh.p. Douglas,
fast, tools, etc.

15 2^^ih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, incomplete; bargain,
£30.-1, Belliugham Terrace, Catford. [1155

completely overhauled (£16).
£65,-1, Br.admore Ed., Oxford.

[9586
DOUGLAS.-Now delivering new 1919 model 4h.

comiiinatiou
: £123.—Moffat, Yeovil. 'Phone: CO

[1'103

D,OTjGL.AS 2^>.ili.p., 2--speed, 1915 model; trial; £54.-
Apply basement, 73, ^shmore Rd., Paddington.

[1048
r>^h.p. W.D. Douglas, not run 1,000 miles; £75;
^4, Midlands.—Box L5,081, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[1239
DOUGLAS, 1916, 2 speeds,-- lamps, etc.. perfect;

£57/10.-51, Maplethorpe-fid., Thornton Heath.
^ , r [3960

I Q 15 Douglas 2'f4h.p,, 2-speed, new saddle, T.T.
L»/ bars; £50.-63, Solon Rd., Brixton, S.W.

[9903
DOUGLAS, 1916, 2?ih.p., 2.speed, splendid condi-

tion, very fast; £65.-8, Station Parade, Balham.
[9970

I QIC 4n.p. Douglas Combination, iust overhauled,
Lt/ repainted; £95.-1, Belliugham Terraca, Cat-
ord. [1152

IQ14 Douglas, 2^4h.p., T.T. model, perfect nmning
Li/ order, spares; £50.-Whittak6r, New St., Lan-
aster. [1099

I lQ15;l'>ouglas 2-^;lh.p,. black and gold, long -exhaust,
L«/ fast, splendid order; £53/10.-49, Robinson Rd..
'ooting. [9818

DOUGLAS, 1914, stored, worth £70; offers, or part
exchange combination.—Miss E. Holland, Eastry,

i^eht. [X6759
5>iih.p. Douglas, 1913, fine condition, speedometer^^ many spares; £48.^98, Gellatly R,d., New Cross
i-E '

i:X6839

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p.,"3-speed, coach combination,
equipped, faultless; £95.-5, Victoria Av.. Sur-

)iton.
ctoria Av., Sur-

[9906

|qi6 Douglas 23.Jh.p., 2-speed; £60: gr.adual- pav-
Li/ ments accepted.—Write P., 2, Aberdeen Lane
Iighbury. [1127

DOUGLAS 2-';ih.p., 1916. 2-speed. builer spring forks
like new; £55.—Hutton, Red Lion Hill Eiist

?inchley, N. [X6983

IQ19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, splendid order-
Ltf £125.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd.; South
Censmgton. [1267

DOLTGLAS a^lh.p., 1915, copper exhaust, lamps
etc., splendid condition; £50.-20, Montagu Ed

lendon, N.W. [9916

1C|19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination," as new, all lamps,
ttf horn, wind screen, etc.; £145.— Cooke, 21 Grav's
nn Ed., W.C. - ' [1237

DOXTGLAS Solo and Combination ; regrdar monthlv
deliveries from November.—Lloyd and Son, 29

itation St., Lewes. [9583
DOUGLAS, 1915, 23/,h.p., 2-speed, very good condi-

tion; £50-—Salmond, 22, Ecdfield Lane Earl's
lourt R4y S.W. '

[9642
rvOUGLAS, 25/lh.p., 2-speed; £48, or near oHer-Lr mornings and evenings.—Reed, 4, Hay's Mews!
ierkley Sq., W.l. [9719
IQ19 W.D. Douglas, 2%h.p., excellent conditionLf spares, etc.; £65.—Brockhouse, Lawnside. Hdl
.op. West Bromwich. [X6959
|Q19 Douglas 4h.p. and Sidecar, onlv run 300 milc=
i-t/ like new, condition ready to drivfe aw,^" — 1^-"-'-

Iros., Burnham-on-Sea.
ay.—Brook

[87S6
DOUGLAS 2?4h.p., 2-speed, bought new August,

hampi. Klaxon, etc., only ridden about 500 miles
3 new.-Slcep, 149, High St., Nottiug Hill Gate, w'

[X6603

EASTERN
GARAGE
NEW 1919

Combinations

IN STOCK

Rover
5-6 li.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds,

clutch and kick starter,

coachbuilt sidecar.

War finish,

£125

New Imperial
8 h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds,

clutch and kick starter,

coachbuilt sidecar.

War finish,

£135
0>000000000000<>COOOOOOC

An excellent selection of

other new and. second-hand

machines and sidecars are

also available — please let

us know your requirements.

000000000000000000000c

Exchanges Arranged.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to

R.A.C.,A.C.U., A.A. & M.U.,

418, Romford Road, Forest

Gate, E.7.

Telephone—490 East Ham.
Telegrams—"Egaraco, London.'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 QIS Douslas. 4h.p., 3-speed. clutch, K.S.. .nivl
-*-«^ chassis; £88; ready to ride.—262. Black'iiorse
Lane, Walthnmstow. [9748

1 Q19 r)onglas 4h.p. Comliination. excellent cnndi-
--•-' tion, lamps, horn, rainproof apron; £150.—Ward.
99, Wardour St., W.l. [9827

33.h.p. 1919 Douglas, lamps. Klaxon, long exhniist
4 and spares; £74, or near oU'er.-Wartuabv, Clip-

aton. Market Harborongh. .[X6678

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2^,ih.p., 2-speed, Dunlops, tools,
etc., perfect condition; £48.-18, Marlborough

Kd., Old Kent Rd. S.E.
'

[9812

DOUGLAS 1914 2^;ih.p., 2-speed, engine just over-
hauled, electric light; £50.—Webb, 12, Shaftes-

'

bury Rd., London, N.19. [1007

"1019 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new; immediafe
-*-*/ delive-ry;- £140.—.J. Smith and Co., 16, Hamp-
stead Rd., London, N.W. [1302

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 3-speed Combination, smart and
powerful ; 95 gns.—Halifax Motor Exchange,

Union St. South. Halifax. [9773

D,OUGLAS Combinatifln .(1917). 4h.p., lamps, Iiorn,.
speedometer, screen ; absolutely it ; £100.—Bunt-

ing, Masons At., Wealdstoue. [1026

T Q19 Douglas, 2 lighting sets, spares, complete, top-
J-tf ping machine; bsst offer, for quick sale.—Wyre-
holme, Osborne Rd., Doucaster. [X7011

"ICfclS Douglas Comliination, as Jiew, under 500, fnliy
J-«7 equipped; seen by appointment; £135.-42, Albe-
mare Gardens, New Maiden. [9742

DOUGLAS, 1914. 2%h.p., Bosch, new belt, good
condition, horn, lamps; £45.—Miller, 108, Beech

Hall Rd., Higham's Park, E.4. [9707

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 3-)=peed, kick start,

handsome new coachbuilt sidecar ; £90.—Hutton,
Red Lion Hill, Ea,?t Finchley, N. [X6982

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., Bosch, Amac, lamp, horn, tools,
overhauled, new crankshaft, etc.; bargain, £42.

—236, Caledonian Rd., King's Cross. [9967

DOUGLAS 1919 2';^h.p., disc wheels, lamps, born,
etc., run 200 miles; 71 gns.—Longman Bros..

17, Bond St., Ealing. Chiswick 1578. [1205

4 h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick start, new carburetter,
belt, and magneto, splendid order ; £ 65.—

Jennings, Cricketers, Orpington, Kent, ' [1159

DOUGLAS, T.T., 1915, 3-speed and change, very.
special.—Pearson and Sopwith, Ltd., 60, Morti-

mer St., Gt. Portland St., London, W. [9847

3il.h.p. Douglas, 1913, 2-speed, excellent condi-
4 tion, engine perfect, rid,e away: £48.—Moor, 2,

Woodland Hill, Upper Norwood, S.E. [9548

DOUGLAS 2%'4h.p., sporting model. T.T. bars, Philip-
son pulley, with hand operation, a really fast ma-

chine.—Parker's Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X6769

DOUGLAS 2"^h.p., 1915, enamelling and plating
as new; £55.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill

(opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [1269

1 Q 20 Douglases.—By one who knows ; delay is

J- *J dangerous.—Order yours now from the Douglas
Specialist, Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [6340

D,OUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, Milbous back, 3
speeds," lovely turnout, mechanical horn ; £118,

bargain.—C/o 365, King St., Hammersmith. [9874

"fQ19 (August 29th) T.T. Douglas, W.D., 2-5peed,
jLXj perfect conSifcion. mileage 100, and insurance
policy; what offers ?— 15, Fleet St., Coventry. [X6730 '

"IQ19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, F.R.S. lighting,
J-*' Easting wind screen, excellent condition; £135.—
Guest, Elmleigh, Norfolk Rd., AVolverhompton. [X6791

DOUGLAS 1913 3^f:lh.p., just overhauled, new rings,
bushes, sprocket wheels, 1919 Amac carburetter,

all O.K.; best ofler accepted.—43, Undine St., Tooting.
[9563

1 Q19 Douglas Combination, 4h.p. [August), electric
X «7 efiuipment. Klaxon, mirror;' anv trial; best offer
over £123.—Write, Coryn, Sawmills, Eastleigh, Hants.

[9759

W.D. Douglas, 2^/ih.p., 2-speed, brand new, just un-
crated, fully equipped, Lucas lamps, horn. etc.

;

bargain, £80.—Cutter, 134, Lincoln Rd., Peterborough.
[X6892

DOUGLAS 1914 2'>4h.p., 2-speed, clutch and kick
start, complete with lamp, horn, etc., excellent

condition; 55 gns.—20, Cloncurry St., Fulham, S.W.
[9909

DOUGLAS. W.D., 1916. uncrated October, under 300
mile.';, perfect condition, guaranteed, new lamps.

Klaxon, etc.; £75.—Hawkins, 14, First Av., Acton,
W.3. [X6593
23.h,p. Clutch Model Douglas, as new throughout,
4 touring bars, footboards, P. and H. lamp-.

Klaxon, all tools; £67/10.—H. Atkinson, Durlston,
Sidcup. . iX6951

DOUGLAS 2"f.ih.p., Bosch,- splendid condition and
appearance, fast, 80 m.p.g. ; £38: owner buying

combination.—Green, 1, Macclesfield Rd., South Nor-
wood. . V [1085

DOUGLAS 1913 2"!4h.p., 2-speed, T.T., long exhaust.
new tyres and lamps, engine just overhauled.

excellent condition ; £50.—Watson, Whitehall, Hamp-
ton Court. [1005

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1916 4h.p. Combination, overhauled and
in fine order; 85 gns.—Smith's, 10-16, Haver-

stock Hill (opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station). [1268

| Q19 Douglas 41i.p. Combination, absolutely new.
J- *y very little used, accessories ; £135; evenings
or Saturday afternoon.—Steel, 44, West Side^ Clapham
Common, S.W. [1296

23h.p. T.T. Douglas (July, 1919), makers' colours,
4 500 miles, with lamps, horn, etc.; £76; with-

out, £ 67.—Frank Goepel, 8, Thurleigh Rd., Wands-
worth Common. .

"^
[9692

1 Q18 Douglas Combination, 4h.p.,. ipecial body.
it/ lamps, mechanical horn, hardly soiled, beauti-
ful outfit; £115; after 6 o'clock.—Parker, c5, Cl.lton
Av„ Wembley Hill. [9956

1 Qig Douglas 2';ih.p., 2-speed, W.D. model, practi-
JLi/ cally new, couiplete tools, methanical- horn, V.

and H. lamps; price £76.—Goddaid, Hazel Wood, King-
ston Ed.. Leatherhead. [X6490

D,OUGLAS 2%li.p., Bosch, ,Amac, Miller lighting set,

new Lucas horn, spares, stored 3 years, meijliani-

callv perfect, enamel and plating new ; 56 gns.— 65,
Station Rd., Brixton. [9567

DOUGLAS,. 4h.p., 3 speeds, 1916, perfect condition.
new coachbuiit sidecar, excellent tyres* and well

equipped; £120.—Apply, lettisr only, Dr. Vincent Denue,
17, Hai'.ey St., W.l. [X6777

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, _new July, 3-
J-*/ speeds, F.E., clutch, K.S., fitted -with Lucas
lamps, horn, speedemeter, any trial; £125.-5, Rectory
Lane, Jericho, Bury. [X6481

DjOUGLAS, just been delivered in orate, W.U. model;
88 gns. ; easy terms, quarter down, 12 monthly

payments.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth (Town Station). [1032
"1 Ol9 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., all on, complete
-i-t/ with Easting apron and screen, splendid condition;
£120 nett: weekdays after 5, Saturday all day.—60.
Mercers Rd., Tufnell Park, N.19. [9950

D.OUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speed, Bosch mag:., new tyres,
condition perfect; £42; will exchange for 2-stroke

not earlier than 1916; call after 1 o'clock Saturday.-
Warren, 103, Townsend' Rd., Southall. [X6599

1 019 4h.p. Douglas Combination Outfit, complete
--*' with lamps, horn, pump, tools, 2 spare covers,
etc.. mileage under 1,500; price £140.—Warren, Lynd-
hurst, Calhs Court Rd., Broadstairs. [9542

T^OUGLAS 25^h.p., 2-speed, unerated in June, abso-
--' lutely perfect, mileage about 800, well equipped,
mudshields, knee-grips, long exhaust, heavy Duulops;
£65.-60, Wallingford Av., North Kensington. [9776

1Q15-16 Douglas, 2^4h.p., 2-speed. touring model,
-L*J completely equipped, lamps, spares, good tyre?.
engine overhauled and new bearings this year; £55,
or near offer.—Bradbrooke, Bletchley, Bucks. [X6883

23.h.p. Douglases, brand new, with either T.T. or
J: touring handle-bars; very prompt deliveries,

one or two from stock.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35,
Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995 (2 lines). T.A. :

Bicycles. [1216

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4h.p. Douglas combination,
ful'y equipped, almost nev/, and absolutely per-

fect.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House). 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phones Hamp^
stead 3752. [946G

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise M-hen you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place j'our order at once if you want de-
li very.—Eli Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
Rd., Bristol. [0966

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 Z^h.-p. post-war Douglas,
hand Klaxon, perfect, very small mileage.—

F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House). 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone : Hamp-
stead 3752. ^[9463

4h.p. Douglas 1919 Type Combinations, with im-
proved type of clutch; very prompt deliveries,

one or two from stock.—Pamphlets with specification,
Robinson's Garage, Cambridge. Tel. : 995 (2 lines).
T.A. : Bicycles. Cambridge. [1217

"j Q15 2^h.p. Douglas, thoroughly overhauled, new
JLt/ mudguards, tank and carrier, semi T.T. long
exliausts, spare belt, tyres new, not done 500 miles
-since overhaul, very fast; best offer over £55.—Barring-
ton, Prospect House, Calne.

- [9612

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. and Sidecar, T.T. bars, spare
belt, chain, sidecar specially coachpaiuted, tank

to match, the whole outfit in perfect condition; a

bargain. for £120.—Appointment by letter to Newbold,
23, Melrose Rd., West Hill, Wandsworth, S.W. [9908

"I Q 19 4h.p. Douglas, with Swan sporting sidecar,
Xi/ luggage grid, speedometer, Klaxon, knee grii^s,

black discs, 3 lamps, new Dunlop heavy back tyre,

handsome outfit, fast; £145; Saturdays after 2.—
Edmonds, 5, Osterley Av., Osterley Park, Middlesex.

[9809
DOUGLAS Late 1916 4h.p. Combination, 3 si>eeds,

clutch. C.B. sidecar, with wind screen, perfect con-

dition; £85, or near ofler.-.-Apply after 7 p.m., or

'I'hone North 372.-91, Woodland Rise, Muswell Hill.

N.IO. [1114

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane, Ltd., Douglas speci-

alists.—4h.p. combination, £135; 2^^h.p, solo,

£80; we stock everything you require for your
Douglas.—Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd., 24. Wood-
stock St. (oft Oxford St), Bond St., London, W.l.
'Phone Mayfair 6559. [OO'l

liCURED f »

Have j'ou ever had- a valve break, a belt break
or slip, a saddle spring break, a spoke break,
your baclt break^yes, or back " brake," if you
like ?

Ever used cheap butted tubes ?

Ever had an engine miiiire, overheat, vibrate,
run on one cylinder only ?

Recollect running up and down trying to get the
other cylinder to " chip " in ?

NO !

What ! do you mean to tell me that you have
never sufiercd from one of the above troubles ?

NO !!
Then you are either a L . . . ikcly buyer of

. a machine on winch those ailments are non-
existent, or you are not. If you ar«, then it is

a Stamped Steel

Black Prince
The machine that is tot'illy unorthodox, so utterly

different.

WRITE FOR DETAILS.

More about it next week.

SUB-AGENCIES INVITED.

Sole Distributing Agents for London

:

JONES' GAeAGE,
Broadway, Muswell Hill.

'Phone: 2562 Hornsey.

Vhone: Hdrnssy, 2562,

JONES' GARAGE,
1, The Broadway, Muswell Hill, London, N.

HAS ACTUALLY IN STOCK
the following;

—

NEW 1919 MODELS.

4 h.p. BLACKBURNE, all chain, 28 X sin.

tvres £110 5

4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination, mauve 5C.£135

3S h.p. ARIEL Combination £125

3J h.p. ARIEL Solo £9S

2} h.p. O.K.-VILLIERS, 2-speed .£60

2ih.p. RADCO, 2-ipeed £50 15 6

23 h.p. IWETRO-TYLER, sporting, single,

2-stroke, all red £53 9 6

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

All Thoroughly Overhauled and Guaranteed.

191S INDIAN Povverplus Combination,

lamps, speedometer, tip-top condition£125

6 h.p. HUMBER VVator-cooled Combina-
tion, fully equipped, heavy, and reliable £95

191S LEVIS, lamps, etc., powerful £40

1915 B.S.A., Model K, perfect M7 10

19 1 6 B.S.A. Combination, in splendid con-

dition, and very smart £115

1916 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, Enfield 2-5p.,

lamps, etc £45

igi5 DOUGLAS, 3-speed,. complete ..;... £67 10

1915 DOUGLAS, .as new £62 10

1915 B.S.A., Model H, perfect £87 10

I9i5 4h.p. Countershaft TRIUMPH, a

lovely machine, as new ' £87 10.

igi4 TRIUMPH Combination, lamps £90

TRIUMPH, clutch mode!, reliable £55

See Miscellaneous Columns for all Spares.

MOTO« CYCLES fOR SALL.
Edmund.

"p'DMtTND, spring frame, canoelet sidecar, 4h.
-L^ M.A,G., Enfield gear, good tyres, accessorie
£75, offers.—Mattock Motor Co.. Mattock Lan
Ealing, W 5. [97]

Enfield.

.

ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., very fast: £45.—Ross, S
High Ed., Lee, S.E. [97(

ENTIELD 3h.p., 1916, 2-soeea. KS., splendid com
tion: f 63.—Cioiton, Market St., TTtto-xeter.

1X66!
ENFIELD 1917 3h.r., excellent order, lamps, lion

£70.-Ed\Taras, 7, Exhibition Ed., S. Ken.«i- »'

[854
ENFIELD Coniliination. 6lLp., excellent conu.uu

1917; £110.-470, Eomlord Ed., Forest (iate, E.

TpNFIELDS.—All models guaranteed early delivery.
J-i Enquire sole agents,' Parker's, Bradshawgafc
Bolton. [X6r,

IQie 3h.p. Enfield-Jap, 2-speed. K.S,, Bosch, iooX" boards, lamps; £5S.—70, King's Ed., Camds
Town. [gg'i

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, si>lendid order: £8
or near.—78, Bayswater Ed., Handswortli. Bi

mingham. [X64£

ENFIELD, June, 1916, 3h.p., kick start, 800 mile
new condition, accessories; £63.-61, New Kei

Rd., London. [99c

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, hood, wind scree
laniiis, carefully used; £98.-15, Cambridge Et

Horsham, Sussex. '

[X66f

JONES' Garage, special agents for Enflelds, Broa
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and WoOdside Parod

North Finehley. [29«

O3.I1.P. Enfield, 2-speed, just overhauled, kmips, hor
^-4 tools; ride awav; no dealers; 50 gns.—A. Barsb
Kettou, Stamford. [99;

3 h.p. Eoyal Enfield Twin, 1915 model, lightweigll
2-speed, kick start model; £47/10.-"U'auchofo

9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.
^

[994

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1917, dvnamo lighting, fine co
dition, unscratched : £130;. Saturday 2 o'clock..

20, Elm Gardens, Hammersmith. [97;

IQIS 6h.p. Enfield Combination, Lucas dynan
-- *^ lighting, brRnd new ; offers.—J. Smith and G(
16, Hampstead Ed., Loudon, N.W. [13(

ENFIELD Combination. 1917, hood, screen, spee
ometer, electric lighting, perfect condition ; ai

trial; -£125.-35, Clerkenwell' Close, E.C. [97!

1 QIS 3h.p. Eoyal Enfield, Bosch mag., just tJio

J-*^ onghlv overhauled, good lamps and horn; £55.
G. Hone, Church St., Tewkesbury, Glos. [X68;

1Q15 Enfield Combination, in very fine conditio:
Xt7 screen, horn, lamps, not used during war. tri.

run.—Bulgarelli, Manchester Rd., Swindon. [X67J

ENFIELD 6h.p. 1915-16 Combination, new coac
built body, 2-speed, with lamps, 2 new- tvres, ov«

hauled; f lOO.-Atnoldj 133, Sloans St, S.W.I. (X66(

ENFIELD 1917 3h.p. Twin, under 3,000 miles,

speed, kick start; £60: owner bouglit combinatio:
—Elizabethan House, Borehnm Wood, Herts. [X66^

ENFIELD, 2-speed, 2-sffoke, purchased May, 191'

milea,?e under 600, 11s new, fools, special saddl

£55.—Walter Tholuas, 48, Boutport St., Barnstillil;

r98J'

ENFIELD Combination, 1917, 6h.r. J.A.P.. ppecdl

meter, Lucas lighting set. Klaxon, hood, scree

apron, perfect as new; £140.—Brambles, Springfiell

Essex. [98!

ENFIKLD 6h.p. Combination, equipped with lamf
horn, tools, speedometer, absolutely perfect CO

dition; any trial or examination.^Box 595, c/o 3'J

Motor diclc. [X68;

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Coachbuiit Combination,
speed, etc., 3 lamps, horn, luggage grid, ai

spares; £95, exchanges.—E. D, Varty, Thundcrsle
Rayleigh, Essex. [11(

ROYAL ENFIELD 3b.p. Twin, lamps, horn, almo
new, Dunlop h'eavies, excellent running orde

£48,-Ash Dene, Charteris Rd., Woodford (one minu
from station). . [97.

I Q15 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, coachbnilt sideci

-L'tf Easting wind screen, 2 new tyres, one spare,,

lamps, spare chain, in perfect condition ; i;i2_5.—Ha
Guiley, Penkridge. [X691

6 h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, coachbuiit, electr

lamps, wind screen, spare tyre, chains, tools,' eh

in excellent order, any trial.—Holly Bank, Sandtar

Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [SS"

"1 016 Enfield Combination, in splendid conditio

J-*/ new tyres, 3 lamps, wind screen, speedometl

accessories; £130, no offers.—Wheatley, 371/3, '

Peter's Lane, Leicester. [X^St

T015 8h.p. Enfield Coachbuiit Combination, lanu

-It/ horn, speedometer, mechanical horn, spares, ovi

hauled, £20 worth new 1919 parts fitted, perfect; fl-

-194, Baker St., Enfield. [98

ENFIELD a'ih.B, 2-stroke, 2-speed, new Mnv, 191

about 1,000 miles. Palmers, horn and -tool

£65- new condition. - Charles Lyall, 15, P'uk*
Ed.,'Didsbiuy, Manchester. IXtfl

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ th« Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnOeld.

)16 Enfield 8h.p. Combination, excellent condi-

tion, not done 4,000, wind screen, pillion seat,

ror. spare tyre, tube, etc.; £140.-9, Codrington
1. Honor Oak Park, S.E.23. [9919

NFIELD Late Model 8h.p. Combination, Liicas

dynnino lifrtitins, spares, accessories, splendid con-

on ; first £150 secures.—Cbinery, 1, Hanimersmitb
. W.ia. 'Phone W'esterif 4140. [9597

)17 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, condition as neTr,

complete with hood, Lucns lamps, horn, Ste-wart

^onieter, etc. : trial any time ; £150, no offers.—

hardson, 380, Kingsland Kd., E.8. [9787

NFTELD 6h.p. Combination, just delivered, only
done 20 miles. Lucas electric lighting set, hood,

een, etc., beautitul turnout, illness cause of sell-

; £170.-29, Lower Forster St., Walsall, Staffs.

[X6477
)14 Eniield Combination, 6h.p. J.A.P., screen,

hood, spares, new tyres, speedometer, lighting
Bosch, luggage grid, Klaxon, hooter, splendid con-
on; £125. After 6.—Gray, 2, Selsdon Rd., Wan-
id.

"
- [9915

[118 (November) 6h.p. Enfield Combination, date
? guaranteed, hood, screen, 3 lamps. Klaxon, several
?ial fitments, perfect mechanical condition ; lo'west

19; seen and tried any time.— 5, Green Walk, Ching-
1, E.4. . _ [1043

ATE 1916 6h.p. Enfield Combination, very little

used, magnificent tune and fully equipped (acsty-

)), excellent tyres, faultless machanically and ex-
lally; price £130 net.—Bygott, Birkby, Hudd^rs-
1. [1124

)19 6h,p. Royel Enfield Combination, Lucas horn,
3 Lucas lamps with separate generators, little

d, original tyres, only slightly worn, any trial, in-

ed; £148; seen any time Thursday.—Greyshott,
sthill Av., Gra-vs, Essex. [1182

)19 Royal Enfield, 2^ih.p., 2-speed, free engine,
unscratched, only delivered this month, P. and

lamps and 2 generators (unused), also complete
of tools, ride away; 69 gns.; owner bought car.—
rrop, Taiycoleg, Aber, N, Wales. [9800

i.p. Royal Enfield Combination for sale, having
bought lorry, overhauled this month by the makers,
chains, gears, etc., re-enamelled, now as new, lamp

iplete, spare tyre and 2 tubes; £125.—Slater, Grocer,
riton, Alresford Station, Hants. [9766

NFIELD 6h,p. Combination, excellent condition,
1915, £10 worth tools, spares, outer cover, inner

e, electric and acetylene front and rear, electric
car lamps; £125, or nearest offer; trial by ap-
itment.—Postmaster, 318, Trinity Rd., Wands-
th, S.W. [9918

Excelsior.
/

9h.p. Excelsior and Swan Sidecar, powerful and
good; £80—Smith, 75, St. Clement's, Oxford.

[X6870
)15 234h.p. 2-stroke Excelsior, 2-speed, clutch,

. lamps, etc.; £40.-371, High St., Lewisham.
[S6934

MERICAN Excelsiors.—Place your orders uou lu

save disappoiotment. 'Phone 943.—Horswill, 42.

lee St. Chester. [214.:"

EW 23^h.p. Excelsior-Jap, 2-speed; new 2'/2h.p, 2-
stroke Excelsior, 2-speed, clutch model, in stock.

srker and Son, St. Ive'.s, Hunts. [9791

XCELSrOR, 4h.p., Bosch. B. and B., excellent con-
dition, all complete, lamps, horn, tool bags, etc.;

i.—31, Hadyn Park Rd., Shepherd's Busb. [1138

VNCASHILIE. Cheshire; North Wales. Isle of Man
Only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blakt
Co.. Official Dealers. Liverpool-Manchester. [7039

RITISH Excelsior, 1919, 23:ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed,
mileage 500, absolutely as new, fully insured,

s: £58.-14, Lancaster Rd., Leicester. [S:6899

|19 Excelsior, 2?4b.p., clutch, kick start, good
' condition guaranteed, lamps, horn ; £70.—
»rill, Music Shop, Pinxton, near Alfreton. [X6809

RITISH Excelsior, now in stock for immediate
delivery. 2'T''>h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, £58/16; with

cb and kick ttarter, £64/17/6.—The Premier
or Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9455
VIERICAN Excelsior, new and latest model 7-9h.p.,
3-speed, with Montgomery De Luxe sidecar;

lediate delivery from stock; £160.—The Premier
or Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9454

OTOR Cycle, British Excelsior, Bosch mag., Stur-
mey S-sp^ed hub and clutch. Lucas lighting set.

? of .the Road, Amac carburetter, drip leed lubri-
)n, everything in good order: best offer accepted,—
ly, Rev. W. Turner. Rose Yille, Knighton. Rads.

r,«,« [X6941
LJTO. Excelsior Motor Cycle 7-9h.p. Combination,
in perfect running order, coachbuiit sidecar, sport-

model, upholstered in red morocco, cupboards, horn,
)a, eauipnient, colour of combination grev und red-
5 complete: no agents.-A. J. Earl, 105, Broad
Reading. Trijil run by appointment, [8005

aERICAN Excelsior Combinntion, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds,
Bosch mag., speedoifieter, lamps, recently re-

neiiedi tyres m new, mechanically perfect, with
ly sporting torpedo coachbuiit -sidecar, screen, and
iboard with clock; £110; owner bought cycle car.—
Weetbury Av.. Wood Green. [9853

T¥0SlR0KEi

I

Ii OLYMPIA. S

i

I

Our Stand is

No. 91
Ground Floor,

I

I

where we shall have

on view the ,^1920 pro-

ductions of our famous

two-stroke machine.

We extend to all a

hearty invitation to

visit us there, when

the reason WHY THE
IVY is " The Aristo-

crat of its Type" will

more than ever be-

come apparent.

S. A. NEWMAN,
LTD.,

ASTON CROSS,

BIRMINGHAM.

I

I

I

I

I

H

I

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Fafnir.

FAFNIR 3h.p., Bosch, in splendid going order; £28.
—Job, 186, Putney Bridge Ed.. Putney. [1020

FAFNIE Sil.p., 2-speed, Eosch mag., Dunlops. new
lighting set, nieehanical horn ; £35.—Biltmor*,

Bramshott Chase, Hindhead, Surrey. [9816

F

F.N". 4i/l.h.p.,

ens.—War

I

!aRisf6(Mr!
I OF ITSTYPE I

luggage earner;
Rd., Tooting.

absolute bargain, . £110.- 102. Seely
[9673

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson Combination, 3-speed, K.S.,
JL J? clutch, etc., good lamps, enaniel poor, engine
splendid, sale imperative.—Offers over £100 to 8, Mm!
colm St., Cambridge. [9541

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33

F.N.
N. flate model), 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., enclosed Bosch, multl
disc clutch ; 55 gns.—Below.

F.N. (lato model), S-6h.p., 4-cyl., enclosed Eosch, multl
disc clutch ; 50 gus.—Below.

4-cyl., mag., shaft drive; bargain, 28
gns.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandswoiili (Town Station). 'Phoue Battersea 527.
[1033

F.N., 4-cyI., clutch, perfect order mechanically,
lamps; £50.—Kimber, 108, Elm Grove, Brighton.

[1249
2ih.p. F.N., overhauled, new mag. and carburetter,

2 ride away, or carriage paid; £18.—Rowe, Alex-
ton, Uppingham, Rutland. [9805

F.N., 2^,ih.p., Bosch mag., in good running order;
bargain, £25. or nearest offer.—Kelway, Church

St., Coniaboro', Rotherham. [9644

F.N. Ligbtweight, 2^f41i-P-, Boech, B. and B.. spring
fork, 2-speEd, clutch, new tyres, perfect; bargain,

£30.-Bostock, Byron St., Ilkeston. [X6915

5-6h.p. F.N., 1913. 2-speed H.B.C. clutch, Bosch,
Senspray, £38; Bosch aero mag.,

Norrie, iN'ew Deer, Aberdeenshire.
£4/10.—J.

[9792

SPORTING F.N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., wide tank, 2-3peed,
clutch, lighting set, complete; £47; fi^st.-4,

Newbridge Crescent, Wolverhampton. [9957

F.N. Syoh.p. Motor Cycle, kick starter, first-class
condition, complete set tools- £60; evenings.—

7, Clifton Av., Church End, Finchley. [9871

F'.N.. 1914, 4-ry]., 5-6h.p., in very good condition,
has not been used since overhauled: price £60.—

Read. 5. York Place Mansion, Baker St., W.l. [9555

5 -eh. p. F.N.. cluti-'h model, B.B.. varial'le, Bosch,
Brooks, drop frame, horn, toolbairg, fine anpear-

nnce; or exchange 3V.b.p. ;
~

TJie Motor Cycle. (D)
London.

-

Bos L5,093, c'o
[1256

F.N. 4-cyl. 7-9h.p.. 3 speeds. latest pre-war model,
mechanical inlets, speedometer, shaft drive, coacb-

Iniilt sidecar, 2 powerful head lamps. Orto wind screen,
hvegage canier, splendid condition, unused 18 months
prior May, 1919; £125. -Bird, Orchard House, Elark-
heath. [9610

GivaudaiJ.
3h.p. Givauclan. new E.I.C n ^'^.. B. and E. riirVin-

retter, Dunlop tyres, spring n. rk.>:, good condition:
ride away; bargain, £18/10.—Bagshaw, 16, Selkirk RH..
Tooting, S.W. [9934

Grandex
33.b.p. Grandex-Precision, splendid running order.
4 new B. and B. carburetter, tyres, and belt,

first-class condition, exceptionally economical; £30.—
90, Albion Rd., Stoke Newington [9708

HarIey=Davidson.
H.ARLEY 1915 Combination, all lamps, perfect;

£115.-51 Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton Heath.
[9959

TQ16 Harley-Davidson Combination, wind screen.
X iJ spares, good condition ; £ 130.—Smitb, Peveril.
Matlock Bath. [X6497

"I
QIG Harley-Davidson Combination, mag. model

;

-i-t/ £130, no offers.-Jack Twydle, The Vines, East
Peckhaui, Kent. [X69S9

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson Combination, most luxurious
-Lt/ outfit, electric light, etc.; £125.—Seen, Coronet
Garage, Netting Hill Gate. [9636

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916-17 Combination, hood,
screen, fully equipped, splendid condition; £135.

12, Cornwall Mews, Gloucester Rd.

perfect;

S.VV.7. [9869

sidecar, hood,-|Q19 Harley-Davidson, 19J, . .

Xt/ screen, all accessories, owner bought car; what
offers?-W. J Beazley, Laurel Av., Twickenham.

[9872
HARLEY, 1915-16, mag., top-hole condition; £92;

or exchange Humberette or Swift, and pay cash
--difference.-Englemerc, Staines Rd., Laleham, Staines.

[1067
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1915, per-

fect condition throughout; any trial; £125.—
Colquboun, 30, Woodcroft Av., Broomhill, Glasgow.

[X6592

1 Q17 Harley-Davidson Combination, aluminium disc
A.Z/ wheel:*, lamps, etc., very fast, not run before
Armistice.—Applv, Calcutt, 39, Tavistock Sq., W.C.

[X6937
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1920 Models. Order now.

Delivery next month ensured from the city ag^-nts.

—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av-, Camomile St..

E.C.3.- - . [0481

HARLEY Combination, electric - model, new hood
and tiiple screen, Klaxon pnd horn, petrol and
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Barley-Davidson.

HARLEY-DATIDSON, new Aug., 1917. with sport-
ing sidecar, and replete with every accessory; a

top-holo outfit; £165; fieen after 3 o'clock Saturday.—
25, Battetsea Rise, S.W. [99o3

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.—We have several good
combinations in stock; 1919 175 gns., 1915

125 gns., etc.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St.. Ealing.
Thone : Chlawick 1578. [1204

BROUK Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, are sole agents for
the new Ilarley-Davidson models, and specialise

fai service to the owner ; book your order now for early
AeliTery. Writ© for our new catalogTie. [0044

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1917 model,
electric light and horn, speedometer, spare chain

and usual accessories ; £ 140, or nearest offer.—
McKinstry, 17, Friar Lane, Leicester. [X6486

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Late 1916 Combination,
magneto model, magnificent, Mills-FuUord side-

car, condition equal to new, any trial given; best
offer secures.—Redshaw, Spen Vale St., Heckmondwifce.
^ « [9648
|Q19 7-9h.p. Beautiful Harley-Davidson, olive green.
J- «^ ridden 100 miles ; manual inepection invited

;

disappointment impossible; offers.—J. F. Thompson, 27,
The Green. Lindal-in-Furness, Ulverston, Lanes. [X6692
HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1919 Combination, mag., 2

speedometere, luggage grid, petrol can carrier.
piUion seat, perfect throughout; £210.—Stretton and
Smith, 23, Woodstock St. (off New Bond St.),iW.l
Mayfair 3129. [9630

1 Q 16 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p, Combination, mag.
J- *' model, coachbuilt sidecar, good mechanical con-
dition, new tyres throughout, complete equipment;
£115 for quick sale.—Cooke, 33, Kirkstall Rd., Strea-
tham Hill, S.W.2. [9989

1 Q15 7-9h.p, Harley Canoelet Combination, lamps,
--•' tools, horn, tube, chain, just done Glasgow (208
miles) 3 up, 6^^ hours, without changing gear, good ap-
pearance, engine perfect; £118, or offer.—Tattersall,
Oecilia Rd., Cherry Tree, Blackburn. [56720

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, Model lie, delivered
Sept., 1918, mileage about 2,000, Burberry coach-

bui^f sidecar, delivered March, 1919, Cameo apron,
tored 3 months, absolutely as new, lamps,- Lucas horn,
new pair valves and chain; £100.—Brambles, Spring-
fteld. Esses. [9856

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 C.B. Combination, 3
speeds, hand and foot clutch, mechanical con-

gition perfect throughout, lamps, tools, mechanical
orn, tyres good, any trial by appointment, ride away;

. nearest offer £135 secures.—Kent, Langtons Farm,
Alreaford, Hants, [1184

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 8-lOh.p. 1919 Combination
practically new. dynamo lighting, kick starter,

clutch, 3 speeds, :.peedometer, magnificent roomy
idecar hood, screen, apron, owner going abroad;
first oner close to £ 2 10 secures.-To be seen and
tried by appointment at Norfolk Garage, Worthing

[9639
T^f.O.C.H. for Harley-Davidson Combinations.—Be one
J- of the early birds and book your order now for these
excellent mounts. We can deliver a few 1920 models
this year. Our motto, " Strict rotation and no pre-
mlnuras."—F.O.O.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath
Bt., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone Hamp-
itead 3752. [8615

Hazlewood.

1 Q16 Hazlewood-Jap, 4h.p., countershaft 3-6peed gear,
-i-*/ kick starter, clutch, with sidecar, excellent con-
dition, new tyres, good accessories, ready to ride away.
—Nicholls' Garage, Wokingham, Berks. [9544

Henderson.
HENDERSON.-^Delivery shortly; no pre'nium; ad-

vertiser purchased car.—19, Primrose Hill, North-
ampton. [X6880

HENDERSON.—Pl^ce your -order now for earliest
delivery.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd..

Birmingham. [9456

HENDERSON Combination, engine first-class con-
dition, lamp set, speedometer; £85.—Grimes, 18,

Bruton Place, W.l. [1219

PLACE Yonr Orders now for Hendersons.-Horawili
Castra Motor Cycle Garage, 42. Bridge St

.

Chester. 'Phone: 943. [2142

LANCASHIRE. Cheshire, North Wales, aud Isle
Man.—Enquiries' for Henderson 4K;yl. invited —,1

Blake and Co Otiicial Dealers. Liverpool-Maocheater
r703^

HENDERSON with sporting Sidecar, Just over-
hauled, tyres good, fast aud powerful; £100, or

near offer.—Bllum, 56, Seabourne Rd., Boscombe, Hants.
[9925

-| Q16 lOh.p. Henderson, stored 2 years, splendid con-XU dition, original tyres, himps, horn, etc., also new
idecar just fitted, costing £30; too powerful for owner-
£136.—Eoi: L5,087, o/o The Motor Cycle. [1245

Hobart.
HOBART 2%h.p.. 2-speed, 2-stroke, 1919 mode],

brand new; 60 gns.—Longman Bros.. 17, Bond
St., Ealing. Thone: Chiswick 1758. £1207

Hove.
HOVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Rd., Hove, sole

district Levis agents; all accessories and repairs;
established 12 years. [9637

ADJUSTMENT ftlNTS.

HOW TO ADJUSTTHE
ARMSTRONG GEAR.

1. Take out screw A, pull control lever over to
the adjusting position (see illustration), and
insert the screw in the hole marked E, this will
retain the operating lever in a neutral position.

2. Unscrew the lock-nut B and turn the knurled
adjusting sleeve C until you find the free or
neutral position, by revolving the back wheel
by hand; meanwhile the clutch should be in
the driving position.

3. When the free position is found, replace the
screw A in the lever D. and re-fasten the lock
nut B securely.

4. IT IS IMPORTANT that operating mechanism
H is screwed on the spindle the correct dis-
tance so that-the PUSH ROD LEVER L rests
upon the spindle thread within i /32 part of
an inch ; this is to ensure correct transmission
to the push rod inside the main spindle.

When sending repairs :-

1. It is advisable to send a complete
• wheel.

2. It is essential that outside fittings

such as axle nuts, gear or clutch opera-
tive parts, washers, etc., r.re NOT sent.

3. A letter advising as to datedespatch,
station sent from, and mark and number
of hub should be posted, and, MOST
IMPORTANT, two labels bearing

^ sender's name and address on reverse
of both should be tied to the wheel.

4. Kindly note we do not supply
interior parts.

County Engineering Co.
64. STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,

LONDON, W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

05.h.p. Twin Humber, 3-speed. clutch, lamps; £.^^4 —Harnett, Mackenzie Rd., Beckenham. [97

1 013 3Kh4). Humber and coachbuilt sidecar, in t<
-1-*^ hole condition; £55, or offer.—221, Nantwl
Rd., Crewe. • [^j

1 Q 14 AVah.p. Humber Water-cooled Combinatit
-L */ coachbuilt, excellent condition ; £30.—Ro
neath. Ascot. [X67

1Q19 3Voh.p. Twin Hupiber Combination, Binks, a
-«-«-' all accessories; bargain, £110.—Preston, 51 V
toria Cresceiit, Eccles. [X66

HUMBER 6h.p. Water-cooled 3-speed Twin Co
bination; £98.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Uni

St. South. Halifax. [97

HUMBER, 1914, SVah.p., clutch, K.S.. lamps, lig
wicker sidecar, good order and appearance; ££

or near.—32, Balfern Grove, Chiswick Lane, W.4
[95'

1Q19 3V^h.p, Twin Humber, handle-bar clnteh,
--«/ speed, semi-T.T, bars, discs, watch, horn, Bpee<

meter, electric lighting, mileage 1,300, perfect, owi
going abroad; £100.-Ward, 51, Cairns Rd., Sheffle

[X67

Indian.

INDIAN. 7-9h.p., 1916, clutch model; £68.—Feltc
Balgowan. New Maiden. 'Phone : 60. [95

INDIAN 7-9h.p., warranted good; £55, lor qui
sale.—Stevens, 184, Pentonville Rd., King's Croi

N.W. I12

INDIAN.—For earliest deliTeries. get in touch m
the Indian agents, Newport Motor Co., Ltd., Ne

port. Mon. tOO:

7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spleudid^going orde
bargain, first cheque £ 65.- '

~
-45, Bow Commi

[961

1915 7-9h.p., 2-speed, _hand and fo

clutch, perfect order; price £75.—Jelks, Tl

Grange, High Rd., Whetstone, N.20. [12!

INDIANj 2-speed, clutch, 7-9h.p., in good conditloi

no reasonable offer refused.—Whitehead, 7

Lane, E.3.

TNDIAN

Marylebone Lane, Oxford St., W. [11'

INDIAN
guards.

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, in firgtKilaBS CO

dition; seen any time; beat over £105.—Fiof
Cotefleld. Leighton Buzzard, Beds. [95£

INDIAN 1916 7-9h.p. Powerplus with Millford Sid

car, first-class order, sidecar very little uset

£110.—B. H. Pettier, 25, Brearley St., Birmingham
[X647

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, clutch, spring fram

and coachbuilt sidecar, 2 new Duulops ;
" bargui:

£76; after 6 p.m.—85, Ermine Rd., Lewisham, SE,
[992

T.T. Indian, 19.15, 7-9h.p., clutch model, stored 2

years, excellent condition, enamel and platic

beautiful; £77, or very near offer.—7, Portland SI

Southport. [96!

SMITH'S have for sale Indian, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-8pee(

complete with lamp, etc., in ^ood condition; 5

gns,— 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk Fan
Tube Station). [804

1014 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 2 Bpeeds, clatiil

JLt/ C.B. sidecar, with small seat for child, in goc

condition; best oflers over £90.—Mordy, Penley, na
Ellesmere, Salop. . tX669

INDIAN 1916 7-9h.p. Powerplug Model G Combini
tion, dynamo lighting, splendid mechanical order

£125.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camt
-jmile St., E.C.3. - [055

1911, 5h.p., frame, handle-bars, mu(
stand, carrier, wheels* and numerou

engine parts; sell separate, cheap.—Russell, 17;

Botanic Rd., Dublin. [972

1 Q 1 4 7-9h.p. Indian Coachbuilt Combination, 2-8pe«
J-i/ clutch, electric eauipment, speedometer, perfef

running order; "CSst offer about £90.—Shearlock, 10:

Northolt Rd., Harrow. [104

1 Q14 Indian, 7-9h.p., spring frame, 2 speede, cintcl

-i- «/ kick starter, o.h.i.v., T.T. bars, tools and spare.'

lust ovprliauled; £65; seen any time.—Varcoe*B Garagi

St. An«tell. Cornwall. [966

INDIAN 1916 Twin Combination, 3-speed, clutcl

kick start, accessories, excellent condition; £Bi

or near nffer.—Chinery, 1, Hammersmith Rd., W.l^
'Phone Western 4140. [959

"IQ15 5-6h.p. Indian, 3-speed clutch, engine K
J-t/ bushed, new rings, new Dunlop heavy bad
front tyre good, lamps, tools'; £ 70.—Bryant, 10'

London Rd„ Peterboro'. [X696

7-9h.p. Indian, T.T., clutch model, in perfect conditiot

tvrea as new, lamps, horn, etc. ; will sell, or 63

change for ' lower powered machine.—0. Foulston, 23

Woilaston Rd., Oleethorpes. [X697

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame an^

JLtJ spring wheel sidecar, 3-speed, kick start aui'

clutch, just been thoroughly overhauled; £95.—Joneh
Garage, Woodside Parade. N.12. [968:

INDIAN 1913 Combination, 7-9h.p., spring frame'

speeds, clutch, good condition ; nearest £75 ; e;

change lower power 01 eolo.-Turner, 85, Lyall Mew
West, Lyall St.. Eaton Sa-, S>W. [98S:

PLACE Your Orders for Indians now; don't be left

will northern county customers note the ne'|

address.—Horswill, 42. Bridge St., Chester. Castr

Motor Cycle Garage. 'Phone: 943. [214'

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE-
Indian.

)li.p. Indian Combination, 1914, sporting sidecar,
11 000 miles and in beautiful condition, fitted

I all accessories; price £110, or nearest.—F. Pick-
th, Riverdale, Cowbit Rd., Spalding. [965a,

DIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, dynamo light

ing, 3 lamps, electric starter; price £120; too fast

owner ; seen Saturday afternoon or Sunday.—

H

Eeudale, 43, Lansdowne Ed., Tottenham. [X664f

|16 5-6Ii.p. Indian, excellent condition, T.T., 3
' spaed, clutch, kick-starfc, mechanical horn,
ps, Dunlops, just overhauled, very fast .machine for

ting rider; £80.—Cooke, 33, Kirkstatl Rd., Strea-

I

n Hill, S;W.2 [9990

DIAN Combination, late 1915, 5-6h.p., 3 speed?,
clutch, all accessories, new tyres, lamps, horn

•e chains, Millford sidecar, splendid condition
; any trial; £100, no offers.—21, Park Hill Rd.
lington Surrey. [101

)19 Indian Comlunation, mileage 500, unscratched
and perfect, dynamo lighting, disc? all round,

[shields, speedometer, new £6 steel-strdded tyre anr"
"6 tyre, tools, etc.; got delivery oar; £180, lowest.—
ertiser, 3, St. Andrew's St., Cnmbiidge. [9533

iTE 1916 Indian Combinatipn, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds
hand and foot clutch, kick" starter, spring frame
tyreSj Millford C.B. sidecar with apron, machine

splendid condition ; 100 gns., or nearest offer.—

W

Roberts, 33, Foyle St., Londonderry. [X663£

'DIAN 1915 5-6h.p. Coaclibuilt Combination, Phce-
nis sidecar, 3-speed,, kick Bt.iirt, foot and. hand

eh, 2 tyres nearly new, spare tyre, lamps, EUason
s, just overhauled, fully insured, perfect condition
.—Baker, 95, Sterndale Ed., Hammersmith, Loudon.

[98 V'

114 7-9h.p. Indian Motor Cycle, spring frame, 2-

y speed gear, free engine, clutch, disc wheelt^
3hbuilt sidecar with apron, 2 lamps with generator.
orn, 1 Klaxon, enamelled all over in Parma violel,

firet-iate condition; £100, or near oft'er,—Majoi
toker, Hampden House, Walmer, Kent. Can be
1 and tested Swift Cycle Co., 132, Long Acre, Lon-

[9620

rDIAN, 1915, magnificent 7-9)i.p., 2-speed, hano
clutch, kick starter, spring frame, suit sidecar,

roughly overhauled, rebushed. enamelled and plated
ipleted Oct. 20th at cost of £25, nickel plated engim
fittings, powerful electric lighting set, 80 m.p.h

bin-Brown speedometer, knee-grips, long twin ex
sts, enamelled purple with primrose disc wheels, ne\
alops, powerful, sweet running engine, perfect!'

nd, attractive, and must up-to-date mount ; any tria.

expert examination ; £ 1 1 5, or uearest ; separately.
r-nix toi"pedo coachbuilt sidecar, as new, £25.
one 36.—W. Rose, Highfield, Gainsborough. [X6911

Ivy
'Y,—For the earliest possible deliveries, book you:
order now.—The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton

, Walsall. Tel. : 444.. [9577

r. G. HEJSLV and Co. are sole London Agents lu

L the popular Ivy 2-stroke.—91. Gt. Portland St
L. 'Phone: Mayfair 4084 100

X-PRECISION 4i4h,p., T.T., late 1914, good eru-
dition, knfee-grips, new back tyre, fast ; £40 -

inwright. 95, Wardour St., London, W. [X6'->(i£

'^Y 1919 2'/2h.p. 2-stroke, only run a few miles,
electric lights, mechanical horn, indistinguishable

n new; £52.—103a, High St., Wandsworth. [1201

Ih.p. Ivy Combination, 2-speed countershaft, kick
1 start, lamps, horn ; £8S. Ride 100 miles to
chaser.—CoUard 163, Clouds Hill Rd., St. George.
itol. [9977

Uion
Lh.p, Ixion, 2-stroke, just overhauled, gas head ano
2 tail liirl]t3. mirror, horn; £40.—Box L5,083, c/"c

Motor Cycle. [1241
James.

VMES SVab-p. Twin and sidecar, 3-speed, kick start
lamps

; 4:85.—Seen 9, Belmont Hill, Lewisham.
^ [S650:^

)20 4^/ih.p. James Combination, unridden; £125.
or best over.—H. Tibbetts, Western Rd., Stour

ige. [sesoo
4.ME3 4Vlh.p. Combination, 2-speed, kick start.

clutch, countershaft gear; ^680, or near offer.—
itral Garage, Bromley.^Kent. [8889

4.MES 1914 S'/jh.p. Twin, 3 speeds, clutch. Boscl.
mag., tyres good, electric lamps, horn ; £ 55

ler must part.—Kwiksale, 35, Long Acre, W.C.2.
[933-

IMES 4Vlh.p. C.B. Combination, 1916 (been stored).
all chain, quite equals new, Lucus dynamo light-
built in frame, 3 lamps and horn, speedometer

.

Qine bargain, nearest 125 gns —59, Albert Bridge
, Battersea. ^ [S6847
4.MES 1919 5-yh.p. Twin, all in splendid condition
and perfect running order, complete with Coopei

:car de luxe, also with lamps.- horn, and usual
issories; £150 ; ready for immediate use.—Frank
itworth, 139, New 8t., Birmingoam. [X6diit

J.A.P.
i.p. Twin J.A.P., a beauty, new, Bosch, Amac ; £55
-Robinson, Sandy, Bedfordshire. [1104

i.p. Jap-Curry Model de Luxe, clutch model, per-
fect running order, enamelling and plating as

, tyres (Bates extra heavy) and tubes new; £60.— -

,ght, Hendon House, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. [9911

LANCASHIRE
and

CHESHIRE

Motor Cyclists
in these two Counties
will find tiiat the

Best Deliveries
and

"^

Efficient Service
ARE GIVEN BY

COLMORE
DEPOT.
MANCHESTER:

200, Deansgate.

LIVERPOOL:
24, Paradise St.

As we have,nevep encouraged
a long waiting list, several of
the best known makes of
machines are available for

early delivery.

Birmingham.
We can g^ive early

delivery of several
well-known machines
Coimore Row^
October 30th, 1919.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.A.P.

J.A.P. 5-6h.p. 1913 Racing
pulley, disc wheels : £60.-

S.W.l.

Machine, adjustable
18, Eccleston Mews,

[1122

4h.p, J.A.P. C.B. Combination, Grade gear, Bosch,
Amac, Saxon forks; any trial; £60.—Copthorne

Chase Rd., Epsom. [1196

I Q14 3V4].p. J.A.P., Bosch, B. nnd B., single speed;
<-•-' £30; after 7 p.m., or Saturdays.-ll. Speldhnrst
Ed., South Hackney, Loudon. [9751

J.E.S.

J.E.S., fine condition, double forks, Dunlops. acces-
sories, spares; £25.—O'Brien, Lake House, GoUiny-

ton, Bexhill. [9552

Ij
ANGASHIRE and Cheshire Only.—J.E.d. motor

i- cyclette and attachment sets; enquiries invited.

-

I Blake and Co. Liverpool-Manchester (7042

J.H.

J.H. Combination, M-A.G. engine, 7-9h,p., fitted with
handsome coachl)nilt riidecnr, countershaft Stnrmey-

Archer gears; 100 gns., rare bargain.—Wauchope's, 9,
Shoe Lane, London. [9947

J.H. 6h.p. Twin M.A.G. Combination, Inte model,
Jardine 3-speed gear box, kick start, all chain

drive, Ganoelet coachbuilt sidecar, a hefty 'bus, in
good order, and very fast; price 90 gns.— 136, Dal-
.nally Rd., Croydon. [1113

Kerry
KERRY, SV'h.p., good condition, ride nwny; £18-

.- Henderson, 69, Pratt St., Camden Towu. [9731

3 lh.p. Kerry, B. and B., fixed pear, Hntchinsons,
2 perfect order; £29.-16. Linnell Rd. (Town Hall),

Camberwell. [9760

Leader. >

C> 3.h.p. Leader-Jap, as nev7, splendid going order,
"W4 guaranteed sound and perfect, new tyres, any
trial; bargain, £30.—45, Bow Common Lane, E.3.

[9660
Lea=Francis

LEA-ERANCIS.—Orders are now t.eintj lioolced for
future delivery of these splendid machines.—

flucklebridge, 133, Sloane St. London. S.W 1.

rX3511
LEA-FRANCIS, 1919. Place your name on our

waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
nouDts.—A J Sproston, 198. Ot Portland St.. W.l.

(6612
LEA-FRANCIS 1914 S^Ah.p. Twin, 2-speed counter-

shaft, enclosed ehaina, "lamps, 2 venerators. Klaxon
''orn, tools, mud shields, mechanical condition equal
lew. little used: £70.-^Yard. 53, ATadbrough Rd.. Shef-
field. [X6976

Levis.

LEVIS, 2i4h.p., 1917, very good condition, will i-nll

two; £35.-140. Qakwood Court, AV.14. [9534

1Q18 Levis (Baby),- fine order, well eniiip[>ed. luniTis.
i-*^ • speedometer. Klaxon: bargain, £45.-39. Smith
Parade, Oxford. [1047

LEVIS Popular 2i/lh.p. T.T.. Lucas lamp, tools, splen-
did condition; £55.—Fair Oak, Blindley Heath.

S Godstoue, Surrey. rX6594

LEVIS 1917 2V2h.p.. 2-speed Enfield gear, lamps,
Gloriaphone, perfect condition.—Apply, Coish,

21, Station Rd., Reading. [1119

LEVIS 2-strok6, single and 2-speed modelfi—Knrly"
deliveries from the appointed agents, Lloyd and

Soir; 29, Station St., Lewos. [9582

"JQ15 2-3h.p. Levis, Albion 2-speed, heavy Dunlops,
^*y lamps, horn, excellent condition; £45.—C.T.. 36,
it. Peter's Ed., Croydon. [9804

LEVIS Popular, the finest 2-stroke in the world

;

book now for early deliverv and super-service —
The Walsall Garage^- Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9578

LEVIS, 214I1.P., believed 1916, Bosch mag., control,
tyres as new. extra belt, splendid condition;

bargain, £40: ride away.—Spenser, 58, Springbank
Rd., Hither Green.

*

[9808

LEVIS 2Vih.p., 1916, new cylinder and rings fitted,
long exhaust, Dunlop tyres and belt, practically

lew, lamps, horn, relial)le machine; £36.-10. Princes
I'arade, Church End, Finchley, N.3. r9935

LEVIS 2^1. p., Bosch mag. with cnt-oH, Senspray
carburetter, engine perfect running order, tyres

Hutchinson rubber studded. Melksham ribbed 24x2,
I Dunlop belt, briikes bearings all m e.'vi'ellfr-nt state,

I

machine is lively, easy to control, runs perfectly, new
parly in war, ridden by present owner in holidays only;

I 42 gns.; to be seen 28, Park Crescent Mews West, near
Regent's Park Tube Station, Tel.: 4940 Padd. Eeadv

I

to ride away, with horn, pump, tools, and registered

I

number plates. [9850

ttncoln°Eilk.

LINCOLN-ELK, SV-b-p. Bosch mag., splendid con-
dition; £20.-14. Tottenhall Rd.. Palmer's

Green. [9717

LINCOLN-ELK. 1912 3h.p.. just overhauled, tyrea
'good, headlamps and generator, liorn; £25.—

Harvey, 3 53, Chatsworth Rd., Clapton, N.E. [X6712

L.M.C.

LM C. S^^.h.p., out nf order, but complete ; -flS.—
Croxtou, Market St.. Uttoxeter. [X665a

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the find of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue, a00
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
L.MX.

4ih.p. 1919 Ii.M.C., jnst deliTored, Sturmey-Archer
4 3-81)66(3 g€HT box, only douo few miles; £90.—

Kaye, 68, Church Rd., Hove. [X6595

1Q19 LiM.C. 4Vih.p. Combination, S-epeed, electric
J-i/ lighting, mechanical horn, perfect condition,
only done 1,200 miles; £115.~Brown, 153, Cromwell
Rd., Peterborongh. [9550

L.M.C. Combination, August, 1919, 6-8h.p., tyres
I

650x65. latest 3-speed Sturmey-Archer counter-
haft gear, hand-contralled clutch, coachbuilt sidecar,

black finish, underslung, locker under seat a^jd rear
apron, lamps and spares, smart turnout; £160.—
Golconda, Upperoourt Ed., Epsom. [1126

Martin.
MAHTIN-J.A.P., 2%h.p., good condition, just over-

hauled, tyres as new; £30.—Aubrey, 2, St. Mary's
Terrace, Huntingdon. [X6685

Matchless.

CKOW Bros., High St., Guildford, AVest Surrev
agents for the new Matchless.— Order now for

early delivery. [4085

JONES' Garage, special agents for Matfliless, Broad
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Fiuphley. - [2921

6-8h.p. Matchless, 1912, fixed gear, lamps, and acces-
sories, fine condition; £38.—Sothem Lodge, Svden-.

ham Hill Ild.,_S.E. [1101

1 Q13 Matchless 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2
M-if speeds excellent order; £110.~Colonel Dunster-
rille, Taplow, Bute Rd., Wallington. - [1012

"IQIB Matchless Combination, 3 lamp sets, speedo-
M-iJ meter, spare wheel, under 1,000 miles; £160.
—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.

[1304
MATCHLESS Blv.p. Combination, M.A.G., 2-speed,

hood, screen, lamps, tools, etc., good condition.
£115.—Can be seen Southern Motor Garage, Bromley
Rd., Catford.—Wells, 44, Bromley Rd., Catford.

'^
[X6831

OVERHEAD Valve Sh.p. Matchless-Jap, single
gear, clutchless, perfect, very fast, new tyres and

tubes, lamps, and tools, etc.—Photo and full speci-
fication on application to Peters, Merston Manor,
near Newport, Isle of Wight. (£85.) [9803

MATCHLESS —The new Model H spring frame will
shortly be ready; write and book for earliest de-

livery; Lucas dynamo lighting at option; decide now,
and order the best combination; no premium, and 5%
on deposit to date of delivery.—J. Tassell, la. Bloom-
field Ed., Plmnstead. [6798

F.O.C.H. have a late 1918 Victory model 8h.
Matchless coach combination, 3-speed, clutc!

kick starter, spare wheel, lamps, horn, tools, perfect
throughout.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5.

Heath St., Hampstead {near Hampstead Tube)
Phone : Hampstead 3752. ^ [9466

F.O.C.H. for the new Model H Matchless Combina-
tions.—Book your order now for the very earliest

1920 delivery. Our motto, " Strict rotation and no
premiums."—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5,
Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube).
'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [8616

MATCHLESS 7-9h.p. M.A.G. Combination, 8B
Matchless sidecar, 3-speed countershaft, silent

chain drive, Binks 3-jet, speedometer, electric light-
ing, hood, screen, side curtains, mechanical horn, 2
luggage carriers, 2 lockers, petrol carrier, splendid
condition; £125; after 6 p.m.—156, Browning Rd.,
East Ham. [9794

Metro.
METRO-TYLER, 1919, unused; £52/18.—Dunn,

326, Eustou Rd., N.W. [1221

~|Q19 Metro-Tylers in Stocky" single-speed models;
-Lt^ £53/10.—Jones' Garage, Woodside Parade, N.
Finchley, N.12. [9683

Minerva.
MINERVA, 2h.p., ride away; £12.-15, Aahvale Rd.,

Tooting. [9733

3JLh.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, a.i.v., good Bosch [HD
2 mag., wants slight repairs; bargain, £20.—D. H

Gibbs, Chapel St., Burnham, Bucks. [1 1 38 i rfm

IHlBlBgHlBi

3h.p. Minerva, engine good, 2 wEeSls for same, 26x2,
new tyres, leather belt, 2 B. and B. carburetters,

me variable jet, h.b. controls; best offer.-See Parkin-
ion, Bat-Jap. iX6885

3 ill. p. Minerva. Boech, B. and B., Brooks, spring
2 forks, brass tank, good tyres, genuine mncliine;

£25; after 7 evenings.-Routledge, 84, Kirkwcod Ed.,
Peckliam, London, [9560

Monarch.
1 QlS Monarch-Precision, 3^4h.p., lamps, horn, con-
A»/ dition as new; £50.—"Williamson, Holly Grove,
Pulverbatch, Salop. [X6767

Moto-Reve
3ih.p. Moto-Reve, good tyres, and in good running
4 condition; £16.-76, Western Rd., Southall,

W. [1107

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, new Amac, Druids,

Bosch; seei by appointment.—Hutton, Eastcote,
Leatherhead. [1121

'in

HOxME

BOOT
REPAIRING

Elite Holdtite Rivetless Soles."

Soies STUCK ON

We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soies are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and iixed with Elite

Holdtite Sol-fix solution. We guarantee

tiiem to hold as. firm as rivets or

sewing. The process of fixing is exactly

the same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. Oneofthfe

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof.

Full instructions given with each pair of

soles

PRICES

:

Gents'
3iie. Per Pail

toil .. .. .. 2/9
8-9 2 9

6-7 .^ .. .. 2/S

Ladles'

3iie. "er Pan

6-7 2/-

4-5 • 2/.

2-3 1/6

Boys' and_Voutlis'
Size. Per Pan

4-5 .. •• •• 2/3
2-3 2/-

r-i3 ..' .. ..2/.
ii-i* 1/9

Sol-fix Solution:
L . Tins, 8d., I /3, 2 /6, and 4/8 An 8d. ti

i :

sufficient tor 2 pairs of soles.

Solution Brush, 4<1.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost ot

postage. Any excess will be refunded.

'

ELITE

RUBBER
Co.. Ltd. (Dept. A),
264-266, Vanxball Bridge Road

VICTORIA, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE LigMweiBht, mag., Druids, Whittle
wtinta slight adjustments; ilO.— 1, Hampton Ed.

3.S., Blackpool. [9611

MOTOSACOCHE 2h.n., good condition, perfect order
nde away ; £15.—Lovatt and Morse, County Gai

^^e, Earle St., Crewe. [101

^ih.p. Twin Motasaooche, Bosch, Araac, Druids
-.>i lootrests, good running order; £15, snip,—Ball
.4. Winchendon Rd., Teddington. [X688i

ATOTOSAOOCHE Lightweight, mag., Diuida, Amac
-LtX drip feed, variable puilej; all in good order, ridi

iway; £17.-1, Hampton Rd., S.S., Blackpool. [9611

New Comet.

NEW Comet 2V2h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed countershafi
perfect, new September, 1919 only ridden &

iiiles owner buying combination.—Ivydene, Wingravt
nr. Aylesbury. (D) [992.

New Hudson.
3 nil.p. New Hudson-Jap. 3-speed, like new; £35.—
4 50, Balls Pond Ed., Islington. [995

NEW HUDSON.—Immediate delivery from stool

1919 6h.p. combination.—Parker's, Bradshaw
,ate, Bolton. [X677

NEW HUDSON 1915 2i/4h.p., 2-stroke, S-speed,
accessories, splendid condition ; £40.—Bell Mc

\Torkfi, Brent St., Hendon. [109

I 019 (September) New Hudson and Watsonian Sidi
JLi/ car, 3Vfh.p., perfect, all on; £-125.-35, Staffer

J,d., Wallington. 'Phone : Croydon 1643. [854

1 014 New Hudson SVsh.p., 3-speed, clutch, Boec
J-i/ uuig., B.B., not been used for 3 years; £55.-

101a. Adelaide Ed., Shepherd's Bush, W.12. [885

1 Q 19 New Hudson with Luxurious Sidecar, 4h.p
-!.»/ 3-speed, kick starter, hand clutch, indistinguisl
able from "new.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X677

Ih.p. New Hudson Coachbuilt Combination, 191
(Lite), 3-speed and clutch, handle starting, chair

;um-belt; £65.—Halstead, 24, Field St., Bicester.
[981

NEW HUDSON, 1913-14 Colonial Model, with larj

cane sidecar, Armstrong 3-sreed and clutch, Binl

larburetter and Bosch, aluminium footboards, store

3 years; £68.-66, Homsey Eise, N.19. [977

/I h.p. New Hudson Coachbuilt Combination, 191:

jt good condition, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,

^amps, 2 generators, all tools, spare belt, plug, an
/alve; £75, no offers.—Eobins, 2, Parnsby St., Swii

don. 1X691

1 013 New Hudson 3i,^h.p. Combination, B. and B
-lit/ variable. 3 speeds, clutch, Bosch w.p., ,3 lamp
tyres and tubes new condition, excepting sidecar cove

I spare new Bates butt-ender, quantity tools; £56: d

tailed list.—67, Suffolk Av., Southampton. [Wi

1 Q19 (July) 4>4h.p. New Hudson and luxurious sW
J-i/ car, specially finished, expensively equippeu,

lamps, horn, _speedometer. insured to July, 1920, in

chanical condition guaranteed, carefully ridden, pow^

fur any trial; £135; owner bought car.— 1, Florem
Mai.-ona, Eostrevor Ed., Fulham, S.W.6. [X67i

New Impe/ial.

NEW IMPEEIAX.-Caflyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, a

booking orders for delivery shortly. [00)'

"I Q20 New Imperial Solo, 6h.p. J.A.P., 3-spee'
-Li/ clutch, new.—Bulgarelli, Manchester Ed., Swi
don. [X67;

I 016 New Imperial-Jap, 3h.p., splendid conditio!

i-U lowest £47; aft«r 12 Saturday.— 16, Fairlig

Av., Harleeden. [95;

NEW IMPERIAL New Sh.p. Combination, largf

Canoelet sidecar, fine outfit; £140.—Edwards,
Exhibition Ed., S. Kensington. [85.

1 Q19 Sh.p. New Imperial-Jap, Snspeed, clutch, a[

-Lt/ kick starter, delivered this month-; £115/10
Cole, Dogpole, Shrewsbury. [S67

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2 speeds, just overhaul
and enamelled, splendid running order; £38

103a, High St., Wandsworth. [12'

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P. 25,4h.p., 1919 model,
new, 2-speed, kick start, clutch; £70.—Geor

Smith, 268, Lavender Hill, S.W.ll. [12

NEW IMPERIALS.-Call and inspect the lat

modelR.—Snip London agents, Eey's, 173, Gn
Portland St. 'Phone: Mayfair 879. [96

VTEW IMPEEIAL-J.A.P,, 21ih.p., 1916, 2-3p<

1^ countershaft, lamps, spare belt, splendid con

tion; £43.-151, Globe Ed., Bethnal Green. [10

BROOK Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, have a 1916 N
Imperial-Jap to offer, complete with 2-speed g*

box, loctboards, lamps, horn, etc.; £43 nett. [95

NEW IMPEHIAL.J.A.P., 2i/2h.p., 2-speed, perd

condition; £38, or exchange 1913 Triuml
clutch model.—Arnott, Pickering, Yorkshire. [X6£

~t 019 New Imperial, 8h.p., and sidecar, new cor

J-U tion, little ridden; bargain, £135; any tria

.... Harrison Enville, Barker's Lane, Asi,ton-on-Mersey.
- [X61

SS "VTEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 25!lh.p., countershaft,
mill Xl speed, free, excellent condition, engine ]'

=W overhauled, tr;al; £33.-156, Whitley Ed., Whit
Bay. [X61

A36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

|

C|19 New Imperial-Jap 2")4b.p., 2-speed, clutch,

1/ kick, all accessories, 'perlecfc condition, as new;

5; seen by appointment.—G,, 34, Bridgman Rd.,
Idington. [1185

:EW IIVIPERIAL-J.A.P., 23/4h.p., 1916, 2-speed,
1 E.T.C., Amac, good tyres, plating as new, . per-

t condition; £50.—Sinclair, Woodneuk, Lower
.disoombe Rd., Croydon. * [1179

TEW LVrPERlAL-J.A.P., 1916, 2y2h.p., 2-speed,
( free engine, excellent condition. Miller's lamp,
rn, etc., not done 300 miles ; £ 50 lowest ; no
ilers.—V. Jackson, Bowes Rd., Walton-on-Thames.

[9723
[EW IMPERIAL, 234I1.P. JA.P., 1916, 2-speed
I countershaft gear, all lamps, tools, and Klaxon,
rfect condition throughout, and unusually pcwer-
; £46.-11, Grove End House, St. John's Wood,
W.

'

[£958

919V-y New Imperial 8h.p. Combination, fitted with
Mills-Fulford sidecar, all lamps, horn, and many

ires, as new, very fast outfit; £135; will ride 200
lea to buyer.—A. H. Knight, 89, Damea Ed., Forest
te, London. Tel. : Stratford 80. [9536

VO.C.H. for Wew Imperials, sole agents lor Hamp-
stead and district.—Book your order now for Uie

.-y earliest delivery of 1920 models; a few this year.
^.O.O.-H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St.,

impstead (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone : Hamp-
a^ 3752. _ [8620

New Ryder.

915 New Ryder, 2y2h.p., 2-strok6, strongly built,

Yilliers engine, C.A.V. mag., Sen.spiiiy, stored 2
irs, splendidly equipped, perfei^t running' condition

:

9.—Hilditch, St. John's Rd., Knutsfoid. [X6923

Norton.
rORTON T.T. Model, just received, brand new; £80.
i —Parker and Son, St. Ive's, Hunts. 'Phone 1 5.

[9789
rORTON S'/oh.p. Roadster Model, condition almost
I indistinguishable from new.—Parker's, Brads'^aiv-
te, Bolton. [X6770

916 T.T. Norton, Sturmey-Archer countershaft
gear, good mudshield, with Millford coachbuilt

lecar. lamps, etc., and spares, fast.—Seen, Maris'e,
arendon Garage, Oxford. [X6952

TORTON 1915 SVsh.p. T.T., new, Senspray, tyres,
1 saddle, tool bags fitted, top-hole engine, oppor-
nity sportsman, lamps, accessories; £76.-2, Cranes
,rk, Surbiton.

'
[9910

TOETONS.—We are now booking orders for tUn
I intest model Norton solo and sidecar outfits; £5
posit: deliveries in strictest rotation.— Maudes', 100
,. Port*»*id St.. London W.l. [4156

rORTON 1916 Big Four, all-chain, 3-speed, C,B.
( sidecar, Klaxon, Cowey mirror, knee-grips, discs,
lamps, tools, spares, re-enamelled and plated, trial;

.10.—Gordon Ccpi'land, Wanssfiald, Brontwood. [9991

TORTON 4h.p., 3-speed, 6 weeks old. Miller lamps.
' Lucas horn, knee-grips, mirror. Tan-Sad, mileage

miles, too fast for owner, absolutely perfect; would
le 100 miles to purchaser; £115, or nearest offer;
II take . new Baby Triumph part exchange; private
ner.—Brooks, 116, Kingsley Park Terrace, Nortbainp-
1. [X6894

919 Norton Big Four Combination, 3-spe6d counter-
shaft, alt chain dxive, kick start-, 3 lamps, horn,

.mp, trols. 2 gear sprockets, knee grips, Millford
aohbuilt sidecar. Easting wind screen, condition as
w; any trial by appointment; what offers?—Addres?'.
^ndwood, Portland Crei.cent, Plymouth Grove, Man-
ester. [X6939

N.S.U.

913 NiS.U. Combination, 6h.p. twin, coachbuilt
sidecar, 2-sxjeed, accessories; trial; £45.— 2,

mthurst Rd., Charlton Rd., Blackheath, S.E. [1294

J.S.U., 3'/2b.p., 2-speed, F.E., Bosch, Senspray rar-
1 buretter, Watford speedometer, mileage 1,400,
npe, condition as new ; what offers ?—A. Townsend.
lorncote, Cricklade." [X6841

N.U.T.
"TANLKY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
' ageiit for N.U.T.-J.A.P. motor cycles; early de-
cry , [4019

I.TJ.T., 1916, 3V2h.p., o.h.v., J.A.P. engine, 3-speed,
" h.c. plutch, Sturmev-Aroher countershaft gear,
rfect condition, very fasr; £85.—Head, Moody Ter-
se, Conpleton. - [X6778
T.TJ.T. 1915 8h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, counter-
1 shaft, clutch, K.S., Mark IL Druids, lamps, speed-
aeter, Tan-Sad, just overhauled; £110.-41, Elui
L. New Maiden. [9832

f.XJ.T,—Sole agents for Staffordshire. For particu-
lars of prices and deliveries, watch future an-

iuncements.~The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton
., Walsall. Tel. : 444. [9579

T.U.T. SVjh.p, T.T., J,A,P. racing engine, ni.o.v.,
" Amac carburetter, variable jet, extra air valve
r high speed, long plated exhaust pipe, adjustable
;lley, head and tail lamps, generator, horn, speedo-
Bter, 2 brakes, new spare belt, tools, 1915-16 model.
ry little used, very smart spotty appearance, and ex-
ptionallv fast; accept £90 ;

photo, or eeen bv ap-
intment. Manchester district.—Apply, Box L5.016,
J The Motor Cycle , [9600

flEtyres;
SPECIAL I

Clearance Lines g
All g-oods sent on seven 1
days' approval asainstB
remittance. HI

i RETREADING.
H lixtra heavy 17/6

nil
Heavy ... 15/-

H Medium 12/6

mi COVERS

i

Our List

Price, Price,

CANNOl ADVERTISE NAME."
26 X si passenger heavy rubber

studded 49/6 55/-

nil
26 X 2| Tourist Trophy 39/6 45/-
26 V 2j ,. „ rubber studded 39/- 4/6
26>:2jX2i ,, 43/6 sal-
26 X 2| Passenger 52/6 55/6

fli ?oo X 75 Lightcarto fit 650 X 6

11

I

rims 49/6 55/-

ELITE-
26 X 2j Heavy grooved 37/6

1 UooDYfeArC

n
M
B

2qX2j ovLTsize for 28 X 2 J rim,
rubber -tuHHp'' 42/.

28 V 2I diamond stud 4i.
28 X 2 Rubber studded O.S. 3S/- Ui-

PALMER
d ' V

;^ 1-plv I'^r 65/- 7<)ig

B
H PEOLEY—

26 X 2i Heavy Modei 60,-
26 V2ix 2I Heavy Modej 19/.

Hill 26 X 2\ Medium 52/6

nni

AVON-
28X ^ Kstra he.ivv ^-nbbe'i 72 6 90 9
700 X 80 Extra liea\'y 3-ribbed 70/-

650 X 65 Extra heavy 3-ribbed 61/-

B 650 X 65 Heavy 3-ribbed 58/-

u BATES—
H
1

26 V -
1 Soprini hpnvi 52/6

KIiMPSHaLL—
2f) V- 2} Heavy non-skid 45/- 64/-

B WoOO-MILNE—
11 26 X 2i Extra heavy Kevgnp 60/-

B
1
B
m

26x3x2^ Extra heavy Keygrip 64/9
650x75x65 Heavy Keygrip 62/-
26 X 2I Combination 84/.

TUBES.
NEW AND FULLY QUARANTEED
2bX2| 10/- 11/-
:6v2j .... S '6 I J '0

mil 26X2' 10/- III

m CELTS.

n
Ail makes in Stock at speci al prices

an

m

We have a larec motor tyre stock
and shall be pleased to quote on
receipt of postcard.

Ill Vanxhall Bridge Road.s.w
Victoria 1.

IB^B^B^BSBSBI

MOTOR CYCI.nS FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

F.O.C.H. for the new N.U.T. machine, 3y2h.p. twin.
3-speed, countersliaft chain-ciim-belt. Lucas

dynamo lighting. Book your order now for the very
earliest 1920 delivery. Our motto, " Strict rotation
and no premiums."—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House),
5, Heath St.. Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube).
Phone : Hampstead 3752. [8617

O.K.

"I019 O.K. 2-speed 2-strokes Actually in Stock:
Ji*y £60.—Jones' Garage, Woodside Parade, N.
Finchley, N.12. , [9634

O.K., 1915, 4-strok6, 2-speed, chain, tyres and belt

very good, runs splendidly-; £35.-59, Burford St..

Hoddesdon, Herts. [9670

JONES' Garage, special agents lor O.K. machine.'.

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodsidu

Parade, Korth Finchley. [2922

O.K. Juniors must be booked now if yon really

want to get there and back every time.—Young s.

The Parade, Kilburn, N.W.6. [0967

F.O.C.H. for O.K. IMachincs.—Book your order now
for early 1920 deliveries of the new flat tmin

2";lh.p., also Models Mark IV. and V. Our motto,

"Strict roUtion and no premiums."—F.O.C.H. pan
Offer Oar House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near

Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9<:63

Omega.
OMEGA, 2-speed, 2-stroke, nice order; £45.--

Kimber, 108, Elm Grove, Brighton. [1250

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight

agent for Omega-Jap motor cycles; early
""^Vjo^o

OMEGA-JA.P. Model de Luxe and 2-speed Models;

68 gns. and 58 gns. respectively.-Stockcd by

Lloyd and Son. 29, Station St., Lewes, [9584

P. and M.

P.
and M., 1917, 3i/!.h.p., 2-spe.ed, £575^ also 1916

3V2h.p., £60.-Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. S.K^^

Pand M. Combination, 1914, excellent condition,

lamps and speedometer; £70.-P. Dodgson Gar-

grave, via Leeds. lib/o.;

P.
and M., 1915, S'/A.p., and P. and M. coach side-

car; f89/10.-llalifax Motor Exchange, Union

St. South, Halifax l^^"°

p. and M. 3V2h.p., 2-speed, F.B, "H:
^f

20' '°^

r quick buyer; going order.-46, Winchester Rd
St. Margarets, Twickenham. tiu(a

1(nil9 P and M., 3V.h.r., 2-speea, kick start, Lucas

IJ) lamps, tvres equal new ; £75 eash.-Hallam, Eose

dale. Dove Holes, Stockport. LAOSU-

ini9 P and M., eporting Canoelet sidecar, Luc^s

ly lighting, perfect condition; fl30.-Guast Elm-

leigh, Norfolk Kd., Wolverhampton. [i.679U

1 ftl9 P. and M., with all accessories and brand new

ly spare tyre, perfect throughout; first f 90

secures.-K.B., Beech Lawn, Beechfleld Rd., Hudder.j

fiald.

Pand M Combination, E.A.F. model, delivered 1916,
"

exce^^lent condition, lamps, tools and acceasones,

running weU;f 85, oii^crS.-Mariiott's Motor Car Depot

St. John St.. Hereford. '""''

T* and M Combination, 1912-13, 2-speed chain

P- drive, enclosed Bosch, internally and -jxternally

as new, ckne sidecar lamps horn, tools, 80 mp g .

£65—42 Southsea Av„ Watford. Li^iJ"

Yorks.

P. and S.

pE.^-HSON and Sopwith, Ltd.

pEARSON and Sopwith, Ltd.

-pEAESON and Sopwith, Ltd.

THE P. and S. 2-stroke, 2-5peed, clutch, and kick

start; in stock now.

>. and S. Single and 2-speeds.

JEARSON and Sopwith, Ltd., 60, Mortimer St., Gt

Portland St., London, W. [9846

Peugeot.

3.1ho Peugeot, wants new pulley, otherwise in good

4 order; bargain, £17;i0.-28, Hamilton Ed..

Wimbledon. [9937

PEUGEOT S-6h,p. Twin; £47, or near offer; splen-

did coudition.-W.H., 104, Leigham Court Ed.,

Streatham. [1115

PEUGEOT 5-6h.p. Twin, 2-spood, clutch, mag. ; £20,

or exchange liglitweigbt, any condition.—27, Lou-

don Ed., St. Alban's. [9922

PEUGEOT 7h.p. C.B. Combination, clutch, Bosch, B.

and B., good tvre?, riiuuing order; £55.—Turner,
Wonnhill Hall, Buxton. [X6832

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the nt;niher at the end of each a;.'\ ei tisenieiit. aiiU the d;ite of the issue a^7
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MOTOW CYCLES FOR SALEc
Pope.

POPE, 2^h.p-, 1914, clutch, lamps, new tyres and
belt, triple stem forks; £35.—Bramwell, 4,

Market Sq., Stony Stratford, Bucks. [1144

Precision.

1 Q15 4^h.p. Precision, magnificent mechanical
J-t/ order; £42.-42, Lavington Rd.. Ealing, W.

[9554
"IQlS Precision, 4h.p.,' T.T., sporty, Bosch enclosed
J-*/ mag., needs slight attention; £38.—46, Chapel
St., Marylebone. [9557

PRECISION 2^!ih.p., 3-speed, BOsch, B.B., take 2
anywhere; £28.—Cashmore, 48, Bryant St., Win-

eon Greeu, Birmingham. [X6906

PRECISION 3^4h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, painted
red, just overhauled, splendid order; £40.

—

103a. High St., Wandsworth. [1200

Premier,
3ih.p. Premier Combination, 2-speed; exchange 2-

2 stroke, cash adjustment.—Mayo, Leonard Stan-
l:y, Glos. [9720

7-9h.p. Premier Combination, 3-6peed countershaft,
Millford sidec-ar, .lamps, horn, spares; £94.-6,

Steele Ed., Leytonstone. [9535

PREMIER, 1914, 2y2h.p., excellent condition, Bosch,
B. and B., lamps, tools, etc.; £35.—J. Davis,

engineer, Woodditton, Cambs. [X6714

PREMIER 2%h.p. Twin, 2-speed, in good rtmning
order, new tyres and tubes; nearest oSer £42.—

A. Parsons, Rose Cottage, Blackwood, Mon. [X5459

3ih.p. Premier, adjustable pulley, Eosch mag., Lucas
2 horn, and head light, in thorough going order,

very powerful ; £35.—T. Lawley, Gillingham, Dorset.
[X6907

PREMIER Motor Cycle, 23ih.p., Bosch, B. and B.,
tyres like new, guaranteed sound order; price 30

gns.—Confectioner, 44, London Rd. (next Croydon Hos-
pital). [1022

PREMIER' 2Kh.p., 1914, Grade gear, Bosct,
lamps, not run 1,000 miles; nearest £38; apply

after 5.—Simpson, Lion Brewery, Belyedere Rd.,
Waterloo. [1009

SUPERIOR Outfit, Premier 3-speed, free engine,
Milli'ord Family sidecar, wind screen, every detail

perfect, complete lamps, horn, tools, pillion seat, spares;
£110; inspecti on invited.—Eiiton, Beaconsfield Villa,
Ellistowu, Leicester. [X6928

PREMIER 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed. B. and B.,
Bosch, free engine, kick start, tyres nearly new,

P. and H. generator and lamp, in splendid running
order; £59, no offers; bargain.—S. R. H., 52, Crom-
well Rd., Hounslow, W. [9699

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 3i4h.p., coil, running order; lide away;

lamp and horn; £20, or offers.-Holloway, Norton-
sub-Hamdon, Somerset. - [9814
41h.p. Quadrant Combination, 1914, 3-5peed counter-

2 shaft gear model, kick st-art and plate clutch, in
the pink of good condition; £97/10.-Wauclope's, 9,
Shoe Lane, London. [9949

QUADRANT 1916 4>^h.p., 3-speed, B.S.A. counter-
sha t gear, canoelet sporting sidecar, an excep-

tional bargain; £75-—EJce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
At., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0480

Radco.

RADCO 2-stroke, 1915, excellent condition; £29.—
Lawn Villa, Holly Walk, Enfield. [1013

STANLEY RUSSELL. Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent for Radco motor cycles ; delivery commenced.

[4017
JONES' Garage, special agents for Radco, Broad-

wav, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,
North Fincliley. [2923

RADCO.—Immediate delivery of 2^h.p. standard
model, £42/11; 2-speed model, £50/16.—The

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham, [9457

RADCO De Luxe, 1917-18, 2-speed, countershaft,
kick starti- handle-bar clutch, mileage 1,000;

quick sale, £38. sacrifice.—20, Treen Ay., Hogger's
Corner, Barnes. [9561

Reading<Standard.
"pEADING Standard 1917 8h.p. C.B. Combination,
XV full accessories, trial given ; £ 115.—Ross, 86,
High Rd., Lee, S.E. [9706

Rex.

REX 3i/2h.p., Bosch mag., B. and B., excellent order;
ride away ; £20, or offer.—Dore, Churohgate,

Oheshunt, Herts. [X6891

REX Twin, mag., handle start, slight overhaul
required ; £20 ; exchange.—629, Seven Sisters

Rd., Tottenham. [1292

REX 5-6h.p. Combination, 1912-13, 2 speeds, handle
start, splendid condition; £37; exchange.— 6,

Stirling Rd., Tottenham, N. [1078

REX Combination, 6h.p.. lato 1913, 2 speeds, handle
start, good condition, splendid climber; £65.—

Montague, Poxcote Cottage, Peaaedown, Bath, [X6500

1 Q 1'* E,ex Bh.p. Combination, wind screen, Lucas
Xt/ lamps, horn, exceileutr condition ; £85, or oflers;
will ride 100 miles to purchaser.-80, Dorset St., Lei-
cester. [X6905

"Westwood"
REAR LIGHTS.
Patented and Registered Designs.

"SURPRISE" TAIL LAMP
A Lamp of high-class finish with iSin. Ruby Bull's-eye
lens. Made of brass throughout, and heavily nickel-plated
and fitted with neat switch and special spring bulb holder
which effectually
prevents the buJb
from w o r k i n fi

loose or breaking
through jar.
Complete outfit

including Lamp
Bulb Battery
and Leather Case

14/3

"ROYAL RUBY"
ELECTRIC TAIL LAMP
A reliable efficient

electric rear lighting

set at a popular
price. Lamp is fitted

with red rear 'ens

an^ White Opal Side
Lens Outfit com-
plete with Bulb and
Battery.and Leather
Case

12/6

Patent "Torpedo"

ACETYLENE LAMPS.
Made trom sohd brass, turned and threaded at loints.

Every part of solid construction. These Lamps may be
taken to pieces for cleaning, and will remain aJight m the
strong.est gale. Best quality riin. diametet Ruby Glass
Lenses are fitted and can be easily replaced if broken.
These lamps will last as long as the machines they are used
o.i and are absolutely rustless.

Tail Lamp,

Plaice, 6/6 each.

SIDECAR ^;

LAMP,
Price, 7/6 each.

"Royal Ruby"

Acetylene Tail

Lamp.
A stroDg well-made and service-

able lamp, with ruby rear and
white Opal Side Lens, complete
wi th pins for at tachmen t to

Number Plate.

Price, 4/- each.

Westwood Reari:ght3 are stocked by all reputable agents.

WESTWOOD RIM AND
PATENTS, LIMITED,

Bordesley, Birmingham.

R

MOTOR CYCLLS FOR SALE.
Rex.

LATE 1913 6h.p. Twin Rex, Bosch mag., 2-spi„_
Roc gear, handle starting, new Dunlop belt, jusi

been overhauled; £45, or best otEer.—Horswill, 42
Bridge St., Chester. [889';

REX 1913 6h.p. Coach Combination, 2-speed, per
feet, and like new; above has been \ery Httli

used; auF- trial; £57/10.-Burrows, 97, Sheffield Ed. ^

Earnsley.* Thone 160. [X6781i

REX, 1913, 6h.p., hot stuff overhead valve twii

;

engine, clutch, handle start, lamps, ' accessories
!

too fast- for owner; £45.—Coleman, Lyndhurst, Shel
don R,d., Chippenham. [X§48('

SJLh.p. Rex, single, new tyres, tubes, belt, and M.L
2 mag., Senspray carburetter, iast mount, finf

running order; price £30, or near offer.—E. Hotch
kiss, 40, Loring Rd., Isleworth. [9645

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, B. and B., Bosch, 2-speed,
handle start, new tyres, horn, lamps, speedo-

meter, £40 ; also coachbu ilt sidecar, £ 14 ; after 6,

or week-ends.—6, Coverton Rd., Tooting, S.W. [9920

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, 1913, 2-speed, handle starter
chain drive, lamps, horn, tools, with coachbuili

sidecar, folding chassis, on and oS in 5 seconds, no1

used since 1915, perl"ei;t"; £50.—Windsor, Court Rd.,
Malvern. [X6643

S-Bhji. Res Coachbuilt Combination, 1913, just been
overhauled and fitted complete with new bearings,

Bosch mag., E. and B. carburetter, lamps, horn, tools!

'^pare lielt and tyres; seen Saturday afternoon or SnU'
day morning; trial run up to 50 miles; £75.—Anmde!
Alveton, Leek, Staffs. [X6653

Rex^Jap

REX-J.A.P. 6-8h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2.

speed, handle start, Bosch mag., B. and" B.
carburetter, lamp and generator, speedometer, any
trial and examination; £75.-15, Half Acre Rd., "Han-
well. (D) [9975

^ Roc.
OC 5-6h.p. Twin, 2-spe'ed, minus exhaust and
silencer; cheap.—Gurrey, Sumac, Pinner. [9996

Rover.

ROVER 3V'b.p., T.T., piiilinson pulley, very fast:

_ £50.—Biidd, 210, Rugby Rd., Leamington, [X6970

ROVER 3V2h.p. 1914 Combination, S-speed, .clutch,

pedal start, lamps; £63.—52, St. Leonard's Av,,
Stafford. [X6876

1 019 "W.D. 5-6h.p. Rover Comliinntion, brand Dew;
JLe7 £150; Warwickshire.-Box L5,082, c/o The Motor
Cycle.

'

[1240

JOXES' Garage, special agents for Rovers, Broad-
way, iluswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

North Finchley. [2924

ROVER, 3V'h.p., fr6e engine, clutch model, etored

since 1915, overhauled; £40.—Hill, 39, CUfton
Rd., Peckham, S.E. [9729

ROVER, .1914, 3 speeds, clutch, " kick start, good
tyres,, enamel and plated: parts; £60.—Bunting,

Mason's Av., "Wealdstone. [8595

ROVER, 1912, clutch model, 3V2h.p., stored- 4 years,

lamps, horn, etc., practically new; £35.—Tilley,

180, Willow St., Leicester.
'

[9654

03.h.p. W.D. Model, new April last, excellent coadi-
'W-i tion. Klaxon, lamps, spares; appointment—F.,

8, Chepstow Mansions, W.2. [X6968

ROVER 3V2h.p. Combination, N.S.U. 2-speed gear, all

accessories, excellent condition; £55.—Chpsham,
11, Leigh Rd., Hale, Cheshire. [X6642

1 Q14 3i/2h.p. Rover, 3-speed, clutch, all in good
j-*y order, stored during the war; a bargain, £50.
— 1, Barcbard St., Wandsworth, London. [9^14

OVER, 8h.p., o-speed and reverse, fine appear-
ance and excellent running order, any trial

here.—Thomas, Arch House, Stepaside, Pembrokeshire.
[X6840

ROVER Single and Twin Models; a limited number
available for next season.-Particulars of delivery

datss and prices from Lloyd and Son, 29, Station St.,

Lewes. [9581

ROVER, lately overhauled, new platinum points and
tappets, excellent running order; £32.—Apply

after 7 p.m., Russell, Lyndhurst, 34, Barrowgate Ed.,

Chiawick. [X6662

ROVER C.B. Combination, late 1914, 3 speeds,

clutch, perfect running order re-enamelled, Lucas
lamps, horn, excellent ty-res; 78 gns.~48, Derwent-
water Rd., Acton. W.3. [9998

ROVER, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, 191S, jost

been thoroughly overhauled, rebuslied, sidecar,

ready to ride away; ^55, or near offer; bargain- mnst
6ell.-M., 67, Lennox Rd., Finsbury Park. [X6929

ROVER sy^h-p. 1914 Combination, in exceptionally

fine condition, lots of .spares, lamps, clock, speedo-

meter, done under 5,000 miles; £80.—Prim, 7, God-

rington Mews, Blenheim Crescent, London, W. -{9631

OVER Combination. 1914, 3y2h.p., 3 speeds, elec*

__ trie lighting, speedometer, mirror, horn, toolc,

spares, fitted new Xtra H Dunlops and tubes, new C.B.

undershmg S.C., stored 4V2 years, under 3,000 miles;

no ofl'ers; 80 gns.— G. Steel. Penshiirst. Wynndaie -Rd.,

South Woodford. Seen at W. J. Wells' Central Garage.

Salway Hill, Woodford. 'Phone: Woodford 14. [9765-

R°
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Road Warning Signs. .

THE
overlapping of activities of the various

motoring associations has often been dis-

cussed in our Correspondence columns,

readers chiefly pointing out the Gilbertian

situation arising from the clashing of the

road service organisation and the patrol systems

of the leading bodies.

For our part, we consider that the position is

not nearly so urgently in need of strong criticism

in this respect as is the redundant sprinkling of

our roads with all manner and variety of danger

warnings. This question is one which affects

a wider circle than that comprised by the motor-

ing associations, since, not only they, but in-

numerable town and rural district councils, as

well as private individuals, have taken upon
themselves the erection of warning notices of

varying degrees of utility and legibility. Had
these all been posted at truly dangerous places,

and had their variety been enlivened by the some-

what gruesome fancy which impels our American
cousins to exhibit a skull and cross-bones device

at the beginning
_
of some particularly lurid

stretch, we need not have much cause for

complaint, either as to the meaning conveyed

or against the monotonous method of conveying

it ; but with u's the same red triangle is used

indiscriminately to indicate the proximity of a

veritable . death-trap bend or the existence of

somebody's dog-kennels some half-mile back

from the highway.

Government Control.

Perhaps the Minister of Transport, under

whose eye the questions of road traffic problems

must come, will endeavour to unify a system of

•road signs which will expedite the safe passage

of fast vehicles on our roads, for it must be

remembered that" the communication between

town and town and village and village was

planned in a day when the requirements of speed

were undreamed of, and that now a complex

system of warnings has arisen either as the result

" of local effort or (chiefly) by virtue of the

motorists themselves through their organisations.

This state of affairs leads to considerable

abuse, the needless ifastallation of warning signs

giving no proportionate idea of the danger indi-

cated and much unnecessary overlapping. Thus
a particular bend, insufficiently severe to be

in the least dangerous, is adorned with a warn-

ing triangle at the instance of local influence

entirely anti-motoring in its attitude ; the same
warning is also exhibited at the crossing of two
great highways where frequent accidents have
occurred. The motorist, having needlessly de-

celerated at the first, is a little inclined to chance
the second, and perhaps an accident, or a narrow
escape, results. A system* such as is in vogue
in many parts of the Continent, and some of the

American States, which indicates the, nature of

the danger by easily discernible signs represent-

ing in bold and elementary patterns the reason

for an exercise of caution, gives the motorist at

once a definite idea of the amount of risk he
runs when he ignores its warnings.

A More Comprehensive System.
One such system consists of signs which are

obvious in their intent. A village school is

suggested by a simplified pictorial representa-

tion ; a level crossing by two parallel lines

intersected by another at right angles ; cross

roads and gentle or acute bends by hieroglyphical

devices which readily suggest themselves. This

method undoubtedly arrests the eye and mind of

the driver both more quickly and more convinc-

ingly than any combination of words could do.

A central authority controlling the erection of

all road warning signs would prevent such things

as the posting of red triangles adjacent to the

roadside by private property owners whose car-

riage drives open on to the highway. A notice

such as " Concealed drive " is far Imore

effective ; but tire onus of avoiding accident must
remain with the thoughtless driver who enters

a main road from a side road or a private drive.

-iaSL

An Index to the advertisementa In this issue wili be found on the page facing the back cover.
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No Deepef than a Plain Not.

nN a recent comment I assumed that a locknut neces-

sarily occupied more room than an ordinary nut,

and that it was often impossible to fit a patent nut-

lock to a stud, bolt, or spindle with a short thread.

Vislok, Ltd., assure me that their patent locking de-

vice is supplied in exactly the same depth as the

ordinary nuts. In other words, if a rider is afflicted

by a nut which works loose, he can substitute a Vislok
without the least difficulty.

Mr. Bower and the A.C.U, Trials.

[R. BOWER, of Zenith Motors, Ltd., is surprised

at my implying that makers should fit modified
engines and gear boxes for big trials. Is his

tongue in his cheek? He knows as well as I do that

an absolutely standard trade entry is a rare bird in

such events, though the degree of the departures from
standard varies in each case. More probably he is

surprised that a journalist should accept the inevitable.

Anyhow, I will clear up the principles I have in mind.
I would fight tooth and nail to expose and pillory any
manufacturer who to my certain knowledge was enter-

ing a good machine for competitions, and selling a bad
machine to the public through the advertisement which
the trials gave him, and all honest traders would
applaud. Yet it by no means follows that a firm's

stock machine should be the dead spit of its com-
])etition machine. No sane private owner desires a

Brooklands machine for road work. In the old days,

when an A.C.U. Trial was a straightaway tour over

routes carefully selected to dodge all really severe

hills, it was desirable that a firm's stock and competi-

tion machines should be identical. To-day no such
parallel exists.. The trials go where no normal person

would dream of touring for pleasure. The straight-

away ride is interrupted by. a series of tests possessing

the subtlety of a Faraday House test with litde of its

accuracy. Riders have to perform stunts of a ,very

arbitrary character on a certain hill. They have to

run the gauntlet of Dr. Low's audiometer. They have
to submit to the scrutiny of judges, whose personal

fads are largely an unknown quantity. None of these

canons apply in ordinary riding. A manufacturer is

surely justified in faking a machine Jo earn high marks
in the C.D.T., against the audiometer, and under the

finishing condition scrutiny. But he is under no com-
pulsion, technical or moral, to fake all his commer-
cial machines in exactly the same fashion. Should
his experience of the A.C.U. stunts convince him that

the private owner wants what the A.C.U. demands, he
will alter his standard specification accordingly. This

year the trade (and amateur spectators) wrote down
the C.D.T. as a farce; regarded the audiometer with

amused benevolence, until they realised its conse-

quences ; and were frankly baffled by the mysteries

of the concluding " examination."

A28
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Hypothetical Examples.

SINCE Mr. Bower's dig at me suggests that I

stand on thin ice, from the standpoint of com-

mercial morahty, I will elaborate my thesis. It

has been suggested in several influential quarters that

the C.D.T. shall be repeated in next year's trials with

sundry modifications. - The notion is that the stunt

would be sound if every rider were credited in pio-

portion to the contrast between the slowness of his

crawl up the first part of the hill and the speed to

which he could accelerate up the second part. This

would eliminate the split second nonsense, and, in

the opinion of some authorities (who ought to know
better), would constitute a very good test as, well as

a fair knockout for the special prizes. If I had to

construct a machine for any such silly business, I

should equip it with good cooling, a phenomenally

low bottom gear, and a pair of tiny side wheels for

steadying the crawl, such as Hayes used to sell on

Kerry machines.. As an extra precaution I would put

a trick rider in the saddle : the kind of man who can
_

balance a push bicycle stationary for half an hour;

this in case the judges took a cold chisel and cut my'

side wheels off. On this outfit my jigger would do the|

slow climb at about one hundred yards per hour. For|

the acceleration business up the fast stretch, T would?

fit every practicable gadget. ' Preliminary tests might!

suggest a variable compression valve cap, a variable,

carburetter jet, and perhaps an infinitely variable gear.
'

If the A.C.U. say to me in effect, "We are awarding i

prizes for the vastest flexibility in a timed hill-climb,"

I would tome near winning their silly prize. But I

should not be such a juggins a.s to sell the.pubHc a

machine with side wheels, a 25 to i bottom gear, and

a number of other freak gadgets for which they have

no earthly use. All the public want in the way of

flexibility on hills ha? long since been provided by

standard engines, gear boxes, and clutches. In other

words, a maker's stock machine should be as good

as his competition models ; but it need not necessarily

be identical with them : in fact, it should not

be identical with them when competitions include

freakish stunts.

Minos the C.D.T.

SEVERAL manufacturers have written to me
suggesting that the marks earned in. the A.C.U.
Six Days should be republished minus the

results of the consistent driving test. I have little

doubt that the A.C.U. would gladly wash that por-^

tion of the event out if it were in its power to do''

so, for it served no' useful purpose other than that of

keeping down the -number of gold medals. But I

would "remind malcontents that the prospectus of the

trial partakes of the nature of a legal contract, and

that the A.C.U. would find itself in rather an awkward

position if it attempted to go back on its word. It
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is a great pity, for, if riders had been set to take

Panne Hill as slowly as possible on the first day,

and as fast as possible on the last day, we should have

liad some fun. On the whole, I am- against any stunt

which tempts machines to fail on hills up which they

can romp when driven in normal fashion, for we have

learnt how hill failures can be misrepresented. Brook-

lands is probably the. only venue where maintenance

of tune can be adequately tested.

Automatic Carbwrettcrs.

SO far as Enghsh machines are concerned, the

claims of the automatic carburetter have always

been handicapped by manufacturers' preference

for a semi-automatic or sensitive type. There is hardly

a British machine in existence fitted with an automatic

type as standard. The handful of riders who fit

Claudels, Everests, and other "conversion" sets is

too small to wield any great Influence. The average

man rides a two-lever type, grumbles about it, and is

prevented by his natural inertia from experimenting

with the rival simplicities. In the near future this

position will be modified. The Americans mostly fit

carburetters, which, if not absolutely automatic, come
nearer that ideal than our own " semis." Uneasy
suspicions that the fondness which many Britishers

show for American stuff may be partly due to easy

carburation are inspiring a few British makers to adopt
the one-lever vaporiser. The A. B.C. machine is to

have an automatic as' standard, so also is the flat twin

Humber. Messrs. H. M. Hobson, Ltd., have improved
their vertical type of motor cycle automatic, and are

flanking it by a vei7 pretty little horizontal pattern

with a neat I3owden control. The Zenith people are

sitting up and taking interest : their first motor cycle

automatic will be at Olympia.
I have tried many of the above carburetters and a

number of others aiming at similar ideals. I am bound
to admit that in several cases it was difficult (and in

some impossible) to secure as low a petrol consumption
as a two-lever instrument affords. But I have never

once reverted from the one-lever to the two-lever on

any engine. A decrease of, say, 10 m.p.g.—and more

need not be dreaded, even in extreme, cases—is not too

high a price to pay for the absolute certainty of

terrific acceleration on demand. Motor cycling holds

few more pleasurable sensations than that of a willing

engine leaping forward at a touch of the throttle. But

one has to know and handle a two-lever uncommonly
well to get maximum acceleration on every conceivable

occasion without a suspicion of dwell or hang, to be

corrected by a final petulant twitch at one of the

levers. There would not have been many stoppages

in the C.D.T. in September if all the entrants had
been driving on automatics.

A Semi-aototnatic.

F the two machines now in my stable, one is

equipped with the latest vertical Claudel-

Hobson, known as the M.I.A., and the other

with the semi-automatic, variable jet B. and B., both

engines being rated at the same horse-power. The
great merit of the B. and B. is that in delivery tune

it gave—and has given ever since

—

no m.p.g. Since

60% of the extra air is controlled by the throttle

valve, the air, lever requires the minimum of attention.

Nevertheless, a novice would occasionally muddle his

niixture on it, I plead guilty to stopping for this

elementary reason once a week or so, usually at a

blind corner, or in traffic, or perchance on a rough,

curly hill. The M.I. A., on the other hand, never gives

you a mixture stop, and never loses you a tenth of

a second when some other fellow tries to "jump"
you on the road and you want to be after him quickly.

Yet it is by no means so economical as the B. and B.

I do not suggest that any manufacturer should limit

himself to either type. For some years to come the

two patterns will probably be distinguished by the

features outlined above, viz., automatics for ease of

control, two levers for low consumption. These are

matters of personal taste. One rider would vote for

simple control, another for fuel economy. Why do
not the trade give us an option?

A SCENE DURING THE WHIPPET ROAD TEST LAST WEEK. The journey from London to Brighton, a distance of 53 miles.

was successfully accomplished, though it may be assumed that such a demonstration is not the limit of the capabilities of this little mount.

A29
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Powell and Hanmer Lighting Set for 1920.
Mechaiical Control of the Dynamo Speed, Cables contained in Single Leads, and a Neat

Watch Pattern Switchboard.

DYNAMO electric, lighting sets for
motor cycles are not so numerous
as to preclude a hearty welcome to

a new comer. In this case, the name of

the makers is a guarantee of soundness,
and, moreover, the simple construction
of the various electrical components used
in the Powell and Hanmer set will re-

commend itself to the motor cyclist.

Characterised by careful and solid work-
manship—well-made .articles are often
solid without necessarily being heavy

—

the new set -consists of dynamo, battery,
out-outj switchboard, head, side, and-iail
lamps. The output is six amperes at six.

volts at 1,440 r.p.m.

As regards electric lighting for motors,
the chief dilBculty facing the designer is

to reconcile the irregular drive from the
engine with the need of a constant output
from the dynamo. Two main methods
of overcoming this disability are now in

use. One is to provide means whereby
the electrical output may be controlled
and limited, the other is to employ a
mechanical device that shall make certain
that the dynamo itself never may be
driven above a predetermined speed.
This last is the principle adopted by
Messrs. Powell and Hanmer, Ltd.

A Governor Clutch Drive.

In broad outline, the limiting device
is obtained by interposing between the
dynamo pulley and the armature-shaft a

spring loaded single plate clutch in such
a way that drive passes through the
clutch and the clutch spring. If the
torque applied to the pulley exceeds the
strength of the clutch spring the latter is

ci.mpressed, and, by means of a cam .

action, the clutch itself is momentarily
disengaged. As soon as the spring is

relieved of its load by the freedom of the
clutch the latter is at once forced to re-

engage. Actually, a floating action takes
i:)lace, effecting a constant slip, according
to the excess of rotational speed given to

the pulley.

The design of the clutch itself can be
discerned from the accompanying illustra-

tions. Mounted on the armature-shaft is

-^-^v".^ r "^ '"w, '^s^ r .f»'v^sPivc

-J

Head lamp, cut-out, and switchboard of the Powell and Hanmer lighting set.

a ball bearing, the outer race of which
is contained in the boss of a belt pulley.

Free on the extremity of the armature-
shaft is a sleeve, which carries at one end
a Ferodo-faced plate forming the driven
member of the clutch, -the Ferodo facing

being arranged to grip against the side

of the belt pulley. In the sleeve is cut
a helical groove, which is engaged by a
radially placed pin iixed into tne shaft.

This device is arranged so that rotation
of the sleeve relative to the armature-shaft
in either direction causes the former to
slide inwards or outwards along the shaft
owing to the presence of the pin within
the helical groove. This rotation of the
shaft in the one direction will cause the
clutch plate to be withdrawn ; or, in the
reverse direction, will cause engagement.
Rigidly attached to the end of the

shaft is an annular cover plate, containing
a snail or clock type of spring. The
outer extremity of this latter is fastened
to the inner periphery of the case, and

' the inner end is attached to the clutch
sleeve. As the armature-shaft of the
dynamo will offer an increased resistance
to turning as its speed is raised, to limit

the output of the dynamo it is only

Interior of the cut-out and dismantled parts ofthewatch-

pattern switcViboard, showing ammeter, the contacts

in the outer circumference of the body, and the exterior

ring, which makes connection across the contacts.

necessary to make the clutch slip wheal
the resistance reaches a predetermined

^

limit. If driven below the limit the

pulley wheel carries the clutch plate

round with it, and through the sleeve

the drive is transmitted to the spring,

and from the spring to the shaft. If

the drive exceeds that required, the load

on the armature-shaft, becoming greater,

causes the spring to be compressed or

wound up. Winding up the spring, how-
ever, has the effect of rotating the sleeve

relative to the shaft, with the result that

the sleeve is moved along the shaft and
withdraws the clutch momentarily from
engagement.

A Thoroughly Tested Device.

In actual practice the governor clutch

device is a great deal more sensitive

than might be imagined. Tests have been
witnessed in which one of these dynamos
was driven from an electric motor, con-

trolled through resistance coils. The
speed of the motor could be varied from
500 or 600 to about 2,000 r.p.m. very
quickly, but whether the controller handle
was moved slowly or fast only the slight-

est tremor of tfie ammeter needle con-

nected up in the accumulator charging
circuit with the dynamo could be detected,

and this only at or about the critical

speed at which the clutch commences to

slip. Indeed, when the dynamo was
directly coupled to lamps representing the
lighting set; with the accumulator out of

circuit, sudden variation of the speed of

the driving motor produced omy the
faintest flicker in the glow of the fila-

ments.
It will be conceded that the above

constitutes a very severe test. As the

actual load transmitted through the clutch

is not of a great order, and as the clutch

itself is of very reasonable dimensions
with regard to that load, the wear on the

Ferodo facing is stated to be small, nor
does the clutch itself appear to run parti-

cularly hot when slipping, due, in all

probability, to the sensitiveness of the

device. For the foregoing reasons, the

rider can afford to forget the existence of

the dynamo regulator.
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Section of dynamo and clutch governor. Inset on right shows one of the brushes and

Its spring.

Dynamo Design.

In construction, the dynamo consists at

a cylindrical steel yolse piece machined
all over, and having attached to its in-

terior two pole pieces, the inner extremi-
ties o{ vfhicli form the armature tunnel.

Aluminium enti pieces carry the self-

• aligning ball bearings in which the arma-
ture-shaft runs, and these end plates are
held down on to their registers by means
of two bolts extending from end to end
of the body. To prevent foreign matter
getting into the bearings, the latter are
covered with metal backed felt washers,
and lubricant to the bearings is supplied
through oil cups. The machine is shunt
wound, following standard electrical prac-

tice, and the core of the armature consists

of laminations pressed on to the armature-
shaft and kept in position by a key and
ring.

The commutator is remarkable for its

large proportions, and the segments are

dovetailed into position by a coned
shoulder and a coned locking ring. In
manufacture the commutator segments
are assembled within a stout steel ring,

and then are bored and the dovetail cone

faces cut. The assembly is put in posi-

tion on the shaft, locked home, and after-

wards the outer steel ring is pressed off

and the circumference of the commutator
skimmed up in position on the shaft.

Soft morganite brushes of large dimensions
are used, and each is held up to its work
by the tangential projection of a coiled

clock spring. The brushes are extremely
easy to remove, and, owing to their size

and the governing actioir of the driving

clutch, sparking and wear are practically

negligible. Approximately, this dynamo
weighs about 9 lb.

The Cut-out.

Since the function of the dynamo is

to charge the accumulators and nothing

else, means have to be taken to ensure

that current cannot pass from the dynamo
to the accumulator until it is powerful
enough to overcome any tendency of the

accumulator current to reverse, and to

endea.vour to run the dynamo as a motor.
Hence the dynamo must not attempt to

charge the accumulators until it is pro-

ducing a definite amount of electrical

energy. To achieve this purpose, a " cut-

lOOa SlEfTC
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The new P. and H. dynamo lighting set, showing small amount

of external wiring.

Section of the driving pulley showing
friction plate.

out " is employed. As will be seen from
the illustration, the type used in the
Powell and Hanmer set consists of an
Ironclad series and shunt-wound electro
magnet, and when the latter is excited
to tile necessary degree its core attracts

a spring-loaded armature. Tliis armature
carries a platinum point, which makes
contact with a second .fixed point and
completes the charging circuit. The
tension of the flat spring carrying the
armature normally holds the platinum

points apart, and deter-

mines the strength to

which the magnetic field

of the cut-out must be
built up by the dynamo
before the cut-out cuts
in and allows charging
to take place.

It has been stated
that the cut-out is both
shunt and series wound.
The shunt winding is

energised from the
dynamo, and the series

winding from the accu-
mulator and dynamo.
Thus if the dynamo
slows down sufHcientlj-

to allow reversal of

current to take place
from the accumulator,
the series winding in

the cut-out reverses its
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magnetic field, and acts against the shunt

winding, with the result that the effective

pull of the cut-out against its armature

is reduced, and the spring of the arma-

ture causes the latter to leave the core

and thereby break off the connection

between dynamo and accumulator circuit.

Switchboard.

A feature about this lighting set which

is certain to find favour with motor

cyclists is the extremely compact form

of the instrument board. It consists

merely of a fitting very little larger than

an old-fashioned heavy watch, which fit-

ting can be clamped on to the handle-bars

in any suitable position, or on the top

tube or elsewhere. Only one lead runs

from it containing all the necessary

cables, so that neatness is assm-ed. The
ARNXniR? CONTACTS

WINDINGS
inzzzzzsTZ

A section of the electrical cut-out.

centre of the instrument houses an
ammeter, but the outer circumference of

the casing can be rotated and forms in

effect the switch, giving the various
positions of charging, head light, side

light, tail light, and dimmer. An idea
of the internal construction can be
gathered from the illustrations.

Lamps.
Considerable attention has been paid to

the construction of the lamps, which can
be obtained in nickel, black, or nickel and
black finish. The head lamp is shown
in an annexed illustration. To prevent
any trouble with the lamp front and
glass, a special form of attachment is

used, consisting of a semi-hinge at the
top and a vertical taper plug bolt at the
bottom, the latter being made fast with
a milled nut. In the event of the nut
shaking loose through vibration, the front
of the lamp cannot swing open. The
bayonet socket of the bulb is attached to
the body in a manner which allows of
proper focussing of the li^ht beam, the
socket being locked into place by means
of a screwed ring.

2 WAV CABLE
^ (OVALJ

Handle-bar switch box of P. and H.
lamp set.
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THE 1920
BRADBURY
PROGRAMME.

An all-purpose mount. The 4h.p. sing.e-

cylinder Bradbury, with partiall /-enclosed

chain transmission, three-speed gear box

and hand-controlled clutch

Vhree Types:

2| h p. and 4 h.p. Singles

and 6 h.p. Two-cylinder
Models.

ONE of the oldest firms in the motor
cycle industry, the famous Lanca-
shire firm of Bradbury and Co.,

Ltd., of Oldham, has deserve'dly held an
enviable reputation for the staunchness

of its productions, both as regards engine

power and frame design.

The main lines of previous models will

be followed in the 1920 output of the firm,

but one type, new to the general public

(it was briefly described in The Motor
Ci/cle^oi March 2nd, 1916), is now being

brought forward.

The 2i h.p. Lightweight.

This is of a t^pe which will fill a gap
in the market, since it is a homogeneous
design, carried out entirely as the pro-

duction of the firm who market it. Many
motor cyclists do not care to have a

machine built around a proprietary engine,
preferring one in which the unit is exclu-

sive to the particular make favoured,

and, so far, they have not been able to

indulge their fancy in this direction so

far as small single-cylinder four-strokes

are concerned.

Engine unit of the new 2| h.p. Bradbury
lightweight. Note the duplex frame tubes,

detachable cylinder head, and clutch in the

countershaft pulley. A picture of the com-
plete machine appeared in last week's issue.

A32

The bore and stroke are 74.5 x 80 mm,
respectively, the cylinder having a

capacity of 349 c.c, the crank case being

incorporated in the frame in the same
way as that of the old-established 4 h.p.

model. A detachable head is fitted, and
this is held by long bolts and a bridging

piece similar to those employed on the

6 h.p. engine. It will be seen, therefore,

that the best points of previous Bradbury
practice and experience are incorporated.

Adjustable tappets are used, and large

diameter taper springs return the valves

to the seatings. The timing gear is

simple, and only has one half-time wheel,

while a neat external exhaust valve lifter

acts upon a large disc on the tappet stem.

Carburation is effected by a top-feed

B. and B., and a C.A.V. magneto, chain-

driven, is carried before the engine above
the cast aluminium silencer.

Frame Design.

The frame is exceedingly neat, being
somewhat of a departure from standard
practice. Its most noticeable feature is

the duplex front tube. Following the
design of the 4 h.p. frame this model
dispenses with the usual tube under the
tank, and has a straight top member free

from bends, from which the tank is

suspended by clips. This construction is

not unduly high, and the Brooks saddle
sits quite low at the rear angld of the
frame. Commendable features are the
employment of long tapered lugs and the
short strengthening strut above the gear
box bracket.

Transmission.

The power is transmitted to the road
wheel through a two-speed box, chaiu-

cum-belt drive being employed. A
handle-bar controlled clutch is fitted in

the large diameter belt-pulley on the
gear box, while the gears are changed
by a small lever working on a bracket
attached to the top tube.
A smart tank, with rounded sides, is

fitted; and this is equipped wjth a Best
and Lloyd semi-automatic oil pump with
sight-feed regulator.

The 4 h.p. Single.

This well-tried inachine, equally suit-

able for solo or sidecar work, is justly

popular. In the past the powerful
" square " engine (89 X 89 mm. bore and
stroke = 554 c.c) has earned a world-
wide reputation for its slogging powers

under adverse conditions. It now r^

appears with various detail improvements

all-chain drive, and three-speed counters

shaft gear. Constructional details remai|

the same as in the pre-war models, wit§

the exception of the fact that Druid

Mark 11.^ forks are fitted, and that tha^

frame embodies a short stay from the

gear bracket to the saddle tube.

All-chain Drive.

A B. and B. carburetter is fitted, anS

Thomson-Bennett magneto. Lubricatloril

is by Best and ''

Lloyd semi-auto-

matic drip feed.

Transmission is

by chains through-
out, the Bradbury
three-speed gear
with kick starter

and clutch being
used. A Bowden
control from the

left handle-grip re-

leases the clutch,

and it is note

worthy that the
operating mecha-
nism and cable ad-

j ustment on t h e-

gear box are easily

accessible. The
ji

chains are partially

enclosed, having a

complete cov«r be-

tween the engiiie

and gears, but only
a guard over the
top of the final

drive, and an in-

ternal expanding
brake operates in ',

the rear wheel sprocket.. A large shield

before the magneto, long aluminium foot-

boards, and a Brooks saddle respectively

ensure the cleanliness and comfort of

the rider.

The 6 h.p. Passenger Model.

As a powerful mount, suitable for side-

car work in any district, the 6 h.p. V
twin Bradbury has acquitted itself well.

Little change has been found 'necessary

in the general design of the machine,
,

although a new type of frame is used ,;,

embodying duplex front tubes such as are

fitted to the 2-| h.p. model.
Engine details remain the same, the

bore and stroke being 74.5 X 86 mm. =
749.75 c.c. The neat cylinders, with de-

The double front

down tube fitted to

the 2i h.p. and 6 h.p.

models.
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rhe 6 h.p. Bradbury, with twin cylinder,

detachable head engine. Dual clutch

control (hand and foot) is fitted.

tadiable heads, are held by long bolts and
bridges as heretofore.

Chain transmission is used throughout
with the well-tried sliding pinion three-

speed gear. A combined hand and foot

control is fitted to the clutch, this being

a point of great convenience, since both
forms of clutch control have their advant-
ages, especially when traffic driving with
sidecar. In general specification this

model resembles the 4 h.p. single, except

that the rear chain guard is deeper and
that a quickly detachable rear wheel is

fitted. The Grindlay spring wheel side-

car is fitted to these machines Avhen

required, this make having been adopted
by the Bradbury Co. as standard for its

1920 specification. The finish on these

machines receives much attention, and is

of high order, the rounded tanks,

enamelled black with a broad gold line,

being particularly handsome.

A Dutch
Three-wheeler.

1920 Model Simplex produced
by a Leading Amsterdam Firm.

THE three-wheel runabout type . of

machine has fascinated designers of

most countries, but so far the only

successful designs have been produced
in England. America has been respon-

sible for several novel designs, but at

the present time there are none being
sold in any quantities. France intro-

duced three-wheelers long ago, as did
Germany, , but the majority had only a

meteoric existence, as have most of the
English designs. Of pre-war types, the
Morgan seems to be the sole survivor,

and to its success may be attributed' the

present-day popularity of the three-

wheeler among designers. Few of these,

however, are yet on the market, and they
may be regarded as 1920 propositions.

Among these is the new Simplex run-

about produced by the Simplex Cycle
and Motor Co., of Amsterdam—a more
or less well known Dutch firm of motor
cycle manufacturers.
As will be seen from the accompanying

illustrations, .the Simplex three-wheeler
has a body which compares favourably
with any three-wheeler produced in this

country. Probably an English designer
would have included a hood and screen.

..«-«f"*».»< I

Tha Simplex on the road. The position of tl-.e starting handle, will be noted.

since one of the advantages of the three-
wheeler over the sidecar is the possibility

of affording protection from the elements
for the driver. However, this omission
may be rectified in production models.

The Simplex three-wheeled cycle car, a Dutch production with body design of note.

Specification.

The specification of this machine in-

cludes a channel frame underslung at the

front, the engine being carried in front

of the axle and driving a three-speed and
reverse gear box by means of a chain.

The final drive, too, is by chain.

A water-cooled V twin engine of 10 .

h.p. provides the power, the radiator

being placed at the rear of the engine
and bonnet.
The rear wheel is suspended by

quarter-elliptic spriiigs, and may be de-

tached without disturbing the trans-

mission.

Quickly detachable and interchangeable

wheels shod with 700 x 85 mm. tyres are

fitted, while a spare wheel is carried on '

the right-hand side running board, a large

tool box occupying a similar position on
the other side.

The petrol tank is at the rear of the

scats, and is constructed as part of the

body panelling.
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VERUS MOTOR CYCLES.

Transmission side ot the 192u

Veruf two-stroke

Another Large Midland Engineering Firm

enters the Motor Cycle Industry.

CONSIDERING the standing of its

manufacturers, the Verus two-stroke
made its debut to the motor cycle

world in a very unostentatious manner.
Among the array of competing machines
in the London-Edinburgh event at Whit-
suntide lined up at Highgate, a little

Verus attracted attention, firstly because
it bore a new name, and secondly on
account of its smk-t appearance. Few
realised, however, that it was more than
an "assembled" two-stroke machine;
that its manufacturers, Messrs. Alfred
Wiseman, Ltd., Glover Street, Birming-
ham, have works covering three and a
hal-t acres of ground ; and that, with
/he exception of the gear box, it was
produced throughout by its makers, who
have plant to make all stampings, cast-

ings, and machined parts. In fact,

Messrs. Wiseman handle everything from
oi'e to complete machine, excepting the
tubes and equipment. In addition, they

'

have their own laboratory, a hardening
department, and a plant for hydraulic
forging. For several, years, Messrs.
Wiseman have made two-stroke engines
for the trade, while their business in

cylinder casting, machining, and grinding
has been very extensive.

A Disastrou-i Fire.

With such facilities and experience, it

is not surprising that this firm be-

came interested in the production of a
first-class motor cycle, and a lightweight
four-stroke was already designed when
the Armistice was signed. By January
all tools, jigs,' and plant were ready to

produce this model on a large scale, and
parts for a thousand engines were in

stock. Then a fire wiped out the works
containing the department, and the only
thing which escaped was one engine which
happened to be in one of the other
works. Drawings,

,
patterns, tools, jigs,

and stock, including over five hundred
magnetos, were lost, and the machine in

B4

consequence must lose its place in the
1920 models which will be shown at

Olympia.

Despite this set-back, however, quite
a large number

,
of Verus two-strokes

have been sold during the present year,
as it was found possible more quickly to
reorganise to build the two-stroke engine,
and recently an extension to the works
was acquired, which shortly will place
the company in a position to recommence
on the lines laid down early this year.

The 1920 Models.

Recently we -were afforded an oppor-
tunity to examine the 1920 models, which
include Sr new 2i h.p. two-stroke single

gear machine, a 2^ h.p. two-stroke with
two-speed gear, a

, 2| h.p. Blacltburne-
engined four-stroke for solo use, and a
4 h.p. machine, also with a Blackburne
engine, as a dual purpose mount. The
last machine is not quite ready, but it is

expected to be staged at Olympia.

The 2i h.p. engine is an exceptionally
neat little unit, with a piston displacement
of 211 c.c, the bore and stroke being
62 mm. and 1Q mm. respectively. It is

of the conventional three-port type,
having a one-piece crankshaft and split

bronze bushed big end. Balance weights

The on^piece crankshaft of the Verus

two-stroke engine.

are fitted on the inside of the crank
webs, and the main shafts run in longer

plain bearings than are usual.

Lnbrication System.

Mr. T. Weaver, who has been very

successful on Verus machines in this

year's competitions, arid who is chiefly

responsible for the designs, places the

question of lubrication first in the

essentials of the efficient two-stroke.

(Incidentally, he also believes in a com-
paratively light cylinder casting as a

•

'

means of eliminating overheating.) The

.

Verus lubrication system is simple, but
quite good. From a drip feed on the

tank,, oil is fed into an orifice in the

side of the cylinder registering with the

hollow gudgeon pin when the piston is at

the bottom of the stroke. This ensures

that the small end of the connecting rod'

and the cylinder walls receive their

proper share of the lubricant. When the
oil entrance is uncovered by the piston

rising in the cylinder, the oil drains into

a well in the top. of the crank case com-
munica,ting with the two main beatings
by vertical ducts in the crank case cast-

ing. The crankshaft webs and crank pin ,

are drilled, and oil passing into the shaft

on either side is thrown up into the big :

end by centrifugal force. Thus the higher '

the engine, speed, the more would be
'

the" supply of oil at this important point.

-In the A^'erus engines, the magneto,
.chain-driven

_ from th§ right side, is

carried on a bracket, which is integral 1

with the crank case, at the rear of the
cylinder. Provision is made for magneto
adjustment by the bracket being slotted

for the securing bolts.

Unlike mbst two-strokes having a single
exhaust outlet, the exhaust pipe is not
" cranked," but leaves the cylinder a
little to the side of the centre line at

an angle, thus obviating sharp bends. The
silencer consists of a large steel barrel.

J
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Details ot the Verus two-stroke—engine capacity, 269 c.c The Verus lightweight fitted with a 2|h.p. Blackbume engine.

The larger model has a bore and stroke

af 70 mm. (269 c.c), and follows the

l\ h.p. model almost at every point. ' In
fact, the same crank case, crankshaft,

md connecting rod are used. Amac or

Senspray carburetters are fitted, according

xs requirements, while experiments are

oeing made with a new single lever in-

strument known as the Walker.
On the two-speed model, a Burman

^ear box with clutch and pedal starter

is : used, and driven by chain from . the

Diltside of the flywheel, a neat aluminium
casing covering the chain and serving

also partly to "box in" the flywheel.

fThe framework is very good, embodj'--

ing a diagonal top tube and Brampton
foTks. A shapely tank, distinctively

decorated, on the top of which is carried
a . metal box, can be used either for

tools o'r those oddments which usually
have to be carried in the pocket. Almost
straight ha,ndle-bars, approximating very
closely to the D.R. type, form part of the
standard equipment. The tyres are
26x2^in., and the mudguards of ample
width. AVith Brooks or Xl'AU saddle, the
price of the two-speed 2^ h.p. model is

£75 ; while the smaller machine will be
under £50, but 24x2in. tyres are fitted,

and the transmission is by belt direct.

Blackburne Engined Models

Very similar to the 2^ h.p'. machine in

its main details is the third model, engined
with a 2| h.p. Blackburne power unit,

which with a Sturmey-Archer gear box
is to be catalogued ; and a larger model,
with the 4 h.p. single-cylinder Blackburne,
for s( lo or sidecar work, will complete the

Verus range for the time being. We
think this new make will speedily attain

a place in the front rank of modern
motor cycles, as it is evident from a visit

to the works that the three jnain essentials

for success are behind its production.

First, the makers are in a position to

turn out a good machine ; secondly, the

men who are directly responsible for the

designs are practical motor cyclists ; and

thirdly, the head of the firm so fully

appreciates the desirability of giving

satisfaction that a most complete system

of inspection is insisted upon at the

expense of a restricted output. Mr.
Alfred Wiseman, the head of the firm,

is to be congratulated upon the adoption

ot tliis policy, especially at a time when
there is such great temptation to consider

"output" the first consideration.

The New Hudson Motor Cycle for 1920.
Well-known Company Re-introduce Small Lightweight.

BEFORE the war. New Hudson motor
cycles enjoyed a reputation quite in
keeping with the standing of the

fiiin in the world of wheels. So
thoroughly did the company enter into

the production of war material, however,
thSt the output of 1919 motor cycles' was
very restricted, and chiefly confined to

the lightweight model. It will be recalled
that up to 1915 the New Hudson company
made two other types which became very
popular, I.e., a single and a 6 h.p. twin
for sidecar work, and it is with regret
we hear that, for the present at all events,
these models will not be manufactured.
A little later on perhaps a new passenger
machine may be introduced, but for the
present the works are concentrating upon
a small lightweight model, similar to the
model made previously, but embodying
certain refinements which will make a
strong appeal to buyers of lightweights.

The New Hudson touring model two-stroke.

Note th e leg guards, which are standard

^--4_1„
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The New Hudson Motor Cycle for 1920.—

This little New Hudson is one of the
best finished machines we have examined,
and, with its black and dark brown
finish, relieved with gold lines on the
tank, it looks exceedingly smart. The
engine fitted has a bore and stroke of
62 nmi. and 70 mm. respectively, the
piston displacement being 211 c.c. Two
features of the engine which at once
attract attention are the compression re-

lease and the method of fixing the exhaust
pipe.

The first-mentioned device consists of

a mushroom valve placed in a vertical

Eosition in the centre of the cylinder
ead, and operated by a rod worked by a

bell crank lever carried on a member
fixed to the horizontal tube of the frame
directly under the tank. A small tube
takes the release gas down to a position
near the bottom of the crank case.

A large union nut of the castellated

type is used to fix the exhaust pipe, in-

stead of the more usual method of making
the exhaust pipe and flange integral and
fixed by means of studs. The actual
flange is fixed in the usual manner, and is

quite easy to detach when the cylinder is

removed.
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The sporting model New Hudson. This machine has all blaclf finish.

As the machine is provided with
24x2in. wheels, the riding position'Ts
very low—a point appreciated by a large
number of riders who use such machines
for general utilitarian purposes, while
ladies will find it most convenient to

mount.

Two models are being made : a touris

, with aluminium footboards, npturne
barSj and leg guards, and a'sportin
model with semi-T.T. bars and footresti

Both machines are adequately muc
guarded and the chain case is an oi

tight unit.

DOT MACHINES FOR 1920.
2! h.p. Light Solo and S^p. Sidecar Models.

The 8 h.p. Dot, designed primarily for sidecar

The engine capacity is 976 c.c.

A SMART all-red lightweight machine
is being manufactured for 1920 by
Messrs. H. Reed and Co., Man-

chester, makers of the well-known Dot
motor cycles, and it was illustrated on page
485 of TU Motor Cycle for October 23rd.

It is a four-stroke model, -and is

equipped ,with the popular 2J h.p. single-

cylinder J.A.P. engine, Amac carburetter,

and E.I.C. magneto, the latter, having a
handle-bar timing control.

Neat Frame Design.

Transmission is by chain and belt,

through an Albion two-speed box, the
gears being changed by a lever at the
side of the tank.
The frame is very sturdy, has neat

engine supporting lugs and a minimum
of clipped-on parts, even the carrier stays
being so arranged as to encircle and carry
the tool-bags. Saxon spring forks are
fitted and the well-raked head and T.T.
bars should render steering particularly

safe. Hubber grips are fitted to the

b8

bars, and we think that this is a detail

which should be universally copied, as

they absorb the bulk of handle-bar

vibration.

The tank is of the shape usually adopted
on Dot machines, having slightly rounded
sides, and is fitted with an Enots dome
lubricator through which oil is automati-
cally drawn to the engine. In addition

to this, a hand pump is incorporated, so

that extra lubricant may ^ ' be forced
through to the engine when desired. The
wheels are fitted with 26x2 Dunlop tyres,

and the rider is supported on a large
Lycett pan saddle and neat aluminium
foptboards.
The large model Dot is an exceedingly

neat looking machine, planned on well-

tried lines. It is fitted with the 8 h.p.

J.A.P. engine (85.5 x 85 mm. bore and
stroke= 976 c.c), and carries an E.I.C.
magneto immediately before the front

engine *plates and above the silencer.

T|;ie carburetter is an Amac. Transmission
is by chains through a Sturmey-Archer

three-speed gear box, with the new typ
control and the well-known dry plal

clutch. A metal ca«e completely covei

the front chain and clutch, and, extendin
to the rear, covers the top of the fini

driving chain and the upper halt of th

back wheel sprocket.

Sidecai Lugs Integral.

Sidecar lugs are built into the frami
which is of neat design, low, and havin
a wheelbase of sufficient length to secui
comfortable running. A substantial ani

roomy carrier is fitted, into the sides (

which large tool-cases are clipped. Broa
mudguards are used, the front one havin;
deep valances, and aluminium footplatet
are included. Suspension at the front i

carried out by a Saxon fork, which ha
its spring well out of the way of mud an
spray from the wheel, while the ride
himself is insulated on an XL'All saddh
The finish of the machine is excelleni

being in dark red enamel, with a nicel
rounded tank panelled in the same red o
an aluminium ground, and carrying a
Enots dome sight-feed lubricator.

R.AC. AND BEIVJZOLE.

IN view of the present high price c

petrol and the general tendency t

experiment with alternative fueli

motorists will be glad to know that th

Koyal Automobile Club is taking a
active part in the development of benzoli
At the forthcoming Motor Show a

Olympia, London, the R.A.C. has place
a portion of its stand (No. 8a) at tb
disposal of the National Benzole Associf
tion, one of whose chemists will be i

attendance to advise motorists, membei
of the motor trade, and others intereste
as to the immediate and future possibil
ties of the new fuel.
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A "BIG SINGLE" TWO-STROKE.
The Dunelt Motor Cycle— 300 c.c. Engine wifh

Truncated Piston.

The new Dunelt 300 c.c. Iwo-stroke engine, which has a

truncated piston giving a displacement on the under side of the

piston of 770 c.c. Note its size compared with the foot rule

•^ alongside.
<

AT periodic intervals throughout the
history of the motor cycle^ the
large single-cylinder two-stroke has

made ""its appearance, but, in most cases,
it is heard of no more. Each new engine,
however, has shown some advance upon
its predecessor ; and, in view of the new
discoveries concerning air-cooling wliich
war experience afforded many engineers,
it is not unreasonable to expect that all

previous obstacles can be now overcome.
We know of at least three two-strokes

with cylinders of 500 c.c. or' over which
are emerging from the experimental stages
with every promise of success. One of
these may be said to have passed this
stage, and will be offered at Olympia as
a_ serious

,
proposition, intended for solo or

sidecar work, at a popular price. This
machine is the Dunelt, the production of
Messrs. Dunsford and Elliott, Ltd., large
Sheffield steel manufacturers, who have
an experimental department in Bir-
mingham.

For Cheap Production.

Often the view has been advanced that,
with a moderately efficient two-stroke in
the neighbourhood of 500 c.c, the main
essential of the Ford type of motor cycle
is secured ; that with such a power unit
it would be possible to produce a machine
ca.pable of taking the same place in the
motor cycle world as that enjoyed by the
famous American vehicle in the field of
four-wheelers.

Messrs. Dunford and Elliott, recognis-
ing the enormous scope for a motor cycle
suitable for solo or sidecar work, and
which could be sold at a figure approxi-
mating to that of the lightweight, decided
that only a two-stroke engine could make
this possible ; but, realising that the
efficiency of the small conventional three-
port engine would be difficult to obtain
in a much larger size, it was decided to
"borrow" one of the features of large
two-stroke engines which are known to be
.satisfactory for marine and stationary

purposes. This is the
truncated piston—a type
which _ is not exactly
new to motor cycle
practice, though this is

the first time we have
seen it embodied in a
large single-cylinder

engine which has been
developed beyond the
paper stage.

By the use Of the
two-diameter piston, it

is possible to send
through the transfer
passage into the cylin-

der a charge greater
than the capacity of
the cylinder, while with
the conventional two-
stroke engine it is im-
possible to replace the
dead gas by a volume
equal to it. This will

be appreciated readily

when it is remembered
that the displacement of a piston is only
about 80% of the capacity of the cylinder,

and dead gases must always be present in

both two and four-stroke engmes. For
this reason, many engineers contend that

the six-stroke engine promises greater effi-

ciency. This, however, is by the way,
and illustrates the fact that scavenging
is desirable with a four-stroke engine,

and almost essential in a two-stroke

if anything but moderate efficiency is to

be obtained.

A Doable Diameter Piston.

In the Dunelt engine the scavenging is

done by making the charge of new gas

greater than the actual volume used, the
displacement of the trunk piston being
770 c.c, while the working piston only
displaces 500 c.c.

' It may be argued that this wiU result

in an extravagant waste of gas, but
probably the overall efficiency will be
quite proportionate to the more simple

.type of two-stroke, as, owing to the large

quantity of dead gases always mixing with

the fresh charge, an over-strong mixture
is necessary to make the whole combust-
ible.

In the Dunelt engine a better and
"cleaner" mixture is retained in the

Diagrammatic view of the engine, showing

the truncated piston. In addition to the

initial displacement in the crank case, a

charge is contained in the space above the

trunk, which serves to cool the piston.

cylinder, and approximates to the pro-

portion of air and petrol vapour used in

the four-stroke. We understand that 70
m.p.g. has been obtained with the Dunelt
on the road, so its consumption cannot

be said to be unduly heavy.
The use of a truncated

piston necessitates a larger

cylinder than usual, hence

The Dunelt two-stroke motor cycle, a machine designed for so!c or sidecar work, to te sold

at a popular price.
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A "Big Single" Two-stroke.

the Dunelt engine is quite an imposing
unit. The bore and stroke of the working
cylinder are 85 mm. and 88 mm. respec-
tively, while the diameter of the trunk
is 105 mm. With its large outside fly-

wheel and massive cylinder the engine
looks heavy, but, placed on the scales at

our request, it was found to weigh but
65 lb., the average weight of a 3i h.p.

four-stroke engine.
From the diagrammatic view on page

509 it will be seen that, in addition to
the crank case, there is an annular space
above the piston trunk. This increases
the compression in the crank case. The
" cycle " is quite easy to follow with the
aid, of the diagram. On the up .stroke

1 he tront fork crown and spring.

of the piston a partial vacuum is created
in the crank case, which is filled with
new gas from the carburetter when the
trunk exposes the intake. In the mean:
time, a small charge is being compressed
in the annular space above the trunk,
and immediately after the main charge
has entered the crank case from the in-

take the up-going piston exposes a
transfer port communicating with the
annular space, thereby transferring this

extra charge into the main volume of new
gas. On descending, the trunk of the
piston compresses the charge in the crank
ca.se while the annular space above the
trunk is taking in its charge. Incidentally,
it may be mentioned that this upper
chamber is not required, but is one of
those minor things which have to be
endured for the sake of other advantages,
but as the ports are shallow, in all proba-
bility the crank case space is not com-
pletely filled at high speedsj and the
upper side of the pump is utilised to make
good any partial vacuum at high speeds.
It is the opinion of several internal com-
bustion engine experts that the most
important_thing in engine design is to
ensure that the gas reached the cylindjer,

which is an acknowledgment that this
is a far more difficult undertaking than
getting rid of the exhaust.

Rollei Bearing Big End.

In actual construction the engine
is good, very substantial ball and
phosphor-bronze bearings being used
throughout, the gudgeon pin being fin.
diameter and the big end of the roller

type. The drive is taken off the side
opposite to the flywheel. Tlie piston has
two rings at the top and one on the
trunk.
It will be seen from the illustration of

the complete machine that, while uncon-
ventional, the- design of the Dunelt is

extremely clean. The engine is inclined
towards the head and drives a neat two-

speed gear of the expanding ring type by
means of chains, the final drive being

by belt. Embodied in the gear box is a

kick-starter with enclosed mechanism.
The wheels are interchangeable, a brake

rim being used on the front wheel exactly
the same as that on the rear wheel. The
tyres are 26in. x 2iin.

Domed mudguards Tin. across the beads,

a two and a half gallon tank, and alu-

minium foot plates are included in the

equipment, and altogether at the price at

which the makers hope to market it,

i.e., about £70, the Dunelt will un-

doubtedly create a great deal of interest

when it is exhibited at Olympia.

Flywheel side of the Dunelt engine,

showing the wedge-shaped sliding member
for magneto chain adjustment.

A New Friction-driven ' Cycle Car.
The Laurence-Jackson which is being
Produced (o Sell al £200. A J.A.P.

Air-cooled Engine is Fitted.

IT is doubtful whether the days of the
early cycle car ever produced so large
a number of vehicles of the '

' simple
'

'

type as are now being built as market-
able propositions. In this connection,
however, there is no comparison between
the machines of 1911 and the present day,
both on the point of appearance and of

mechanical soundness.
We have dealt with many of these new

machines, both of the three and four-

wheeled types, which are likely to interest

motor cyclists, and the latest we are able
to illustrate is the Laurence-Jackson,
made by a Wolverhampton firm.

In this vehicle several points appea,r
to have been considered from an aspect
differing from the most general view. In
the first place, a low sporting appearance
has been deliberately sacrificed in order
to seat the passengers fairly high above
the road level.

The specification includes a pressed
-steel frame, transverse front and quarter-

BI2

The air-cooled L.J. cycle car.

a new model following orthodox

light car practice so far as bcdy

design is concerned.

elliptic rear springs, 8 h.p. J.A.P. air or
water-cooled engine, shaft and duplex
chain transmission, and friction disc

change speed, Lynton steel disc wheels,
embodying, detachable rims, internal ex-

panding brakes, 700 X 80 mm. tyres,

direct steering, and domed mudguards.
The car is being produced to sell at

£200, and, we are told, orders are being

accepted at this price.
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I3iitt(ts to TLlg^t TLamps

Nov.
Gbeenwice Timk.

6tli 4.54 p.m.
8th 4.51 „
loth 4.48 „
12th 4.44 „

British Motor Cyde in Canada.

The first shipment of Triumph motor
cycles to reach Canada for some years
arrived at Toronto recently.

Prices still Bising!

The following is a cutting from the
Birmingham Daily Mail: " Allon, 1917,

2-speed, hand clutch, electrically -equipped,

excellent condition ; iB447 IO3. ; seen
Saturday afternoon."

Police Trap.

We have received information of a
police trap working in Souih End,
Croydon.

' '

There is a trap working- near the village

of Condorrat, on the main Glasgow-
Edinburgh road, and about eleven miles

from the former city.

Honours for Mr. Watson.

Mr. Duncan Watson, London manager
of Messrs. the Harley-Davidson Motor
,Co., Ltd., who is mayor-elect for the
borough of Marylebone, has just received
news that he has been elected company
director of the Harley-Davidson firm at

Milwaukee.
Mr. Watson is an active motor cyclist,

a keen and successful business man, both
in the motor line and also in the electrical

world, and a strenuous worker on behalf
of the borough of Marylebone. He is

also a member of the A.C.U. committee,
and is taking an active interest both in

that body and the corresponding organisa-
tion in America which is now being
formed.

Cost of Motor Cycles.

At a recent meeting of the Manage-
ment Committee of the Cycle and Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders'
Union it was concluded that there is

no likelihood of a fall in to-day's price
of motor cycles, the general tendency
rather being in an upward direction.
They state that since December the
costs of raw material have risen again,
and labour is even more expensive than
it was at that time, and that it would,
therefore, appear to be quite useless for
intending purchasers to withhold their
orders in the hope of prices falling.

Police Activity in Cambridge.

We are. informed that the police in

Cambridge and its vicinity, are reporting
all minor cases and technical offences

—

the magistrates being somewhat hea,vy
in th« extent of the fines inflicted. It

therefore behoves motor cyclists in the
district to exercise every care.

Garage Charges.

We understand that the Cambridge
undergrads object to the garage charges
now in vogue, and we are not surprised.

Last summer the usual charge was 15s.

for the term, but nearly 2,000 freshmen
have matriculated this term, and the
charge is raised to 30s., apparently by-

agreement throughout the town. A Uni-
versity term is about eight weeks, which
means a charge of £9 15s. per annum.

THE SCOOTER IN INDIA.

Mr. C. J. Pool and his Autoped, the first

vehicle of its kind seen in the streets of

Bombay. It created great interest tKere,

just as the scooter did when first ridden in

the streets of London last year.

Special "features.
NEW MODELS.

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE A.C.U.
SIX DAYS TRIAL.

Swiss Prohibitions Withdrawn.

Some months ago it was announced in

these columns that the Swiss Government
had forbidden the use of motor vehicles,

including motor cycles, in certain districts

on Sundays between noon and 10 p.m.,

and total prohibition during certain days

of tbe week on some of the mountain
roads. We now have pleasure in stating

that these prohibitions have been with-

drawn.

A Motor Cycle Championship of France.

The well-known French motor cyclist,

M. Colombel, has recently submitted to

the Union Motocycliste de France a sug-

gestion that each year a motor cycle

champion of France should be selected.

His idea is that the champion should be
the motor cyclist who has gained . the

greatest number of points in the various

competitions held throughout the year-

Our contemporary, L'Auto, says that

the idea is well worth consideration, but
it will be desirable tor the U.M.F. to

notify those competitions which should
count for the championship.

Another "Race."
The Edinhurgh Evening Dispatch of

October 23Td announces that on Monday
next the Edinburgh and District Motor
Club has organised a race for the Palmer
trophy. May we once again pray that

the reporters of the lay press will desist

from the practice of 60 misnaming relia-

bility trials? Road races are illegal on
the public roads of Great Britain, and,
in consequence, no motor club arranges
such events.

Trade Marks.

The President of the Board of Trade
has appointed a committee to consider
various points connected with the
Merchandise Marks Act, such as the
advisability of an extension or amend-
ment in respect of the provisions relating

to indications of origin, the utility of

National Trade Marks or other, " collec-

tive " marks, and the necessity for

further international action for the pre-

vention of false marking of, goods.
Representatives of many trades, includ-

ing the cycle and motor cycle industry,

are on the committee. The secretary is

Mr. M. F. Levey, the Patent Office,' 25,

Southampton Buildings, W.C.2.
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A Coincidence.

By a strange coincidence, the total
of marks awarded the winning B.S.A.
team in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials was
557—tile capacity in c.c. of the engine
used.

A.C.U. Members at the Show.
Members of the Auto Cycle Union

\isiting the forthcoming motor cycle
show to be held at Olvmpia, London,
from November 24th to 29th, are invited
to make use of the Princes' Rooms.
There they will find full facilities for
conducting correspondence and receiving
letters, H'hile there is also a lounge re-

served for their convenience and provision
for the serving of refreshments.

" The Autocar " Special Numbera
The Avtocar, on sale to-morrow, and

dated November 8th, forms a complete
guide to the Olympia Automobile Exhibi-
tion, which opens its doors to-morrow at
10 a.m. The issue creates a new record
in the annals of British motoring journals
so far as completeness and bulk is con-
cerned. Next week's issue of our parent
journal, containing a full report of the
car exhibits will be dated November 15th,

and will be on sale at Olj'mpia during
the week.

Italian Ten Kilometre Races.

Eight competitors participated in record

attempts on the road between Pignerol
and Plossasco, Italy, on October 19th,

the races being organised by the Turin
Club. Davo (Della-Ferrara) succeeded in

breaking the Italian ten kilometres record

for 500 c.c. machines, made in 1913 by
-Maffeis. This stood at 6m. 4is. The

. results of the ten kilometres trials are as

follow

:

500 c.c. , Class.
m. s.

1. DoTo (Della-FeTTara) 5 42j
2. Borgotti (Fongrij 6 31}
3. Grignani (Fongn) 6 S9J
Winner's speed in miles per liour=65^4.

1,000 c.c. Class.
1. Nozenzo (Della-Ferrara) .. .. 6 Si
2. Merio (Frera) 6 231
3. Pezzaglia (Eiccelsior) .. .. 7 53
Winner's speed In miles per hour=61%.

Old Timers' Dinner.

The annual Old Timers' Dinner—for
which only members of the Fellowship
of Old Time Cyclists are eligible—will

take place at the Abercorn Pi,ooms, Liver-
pool Street, E.G., on December 17th.

E. H. Godbold, 8, Breams Buildings,
E.G. 4, is the hon. secretary.

SPECIAL OLYMPIA
SHOW NUMBERS. .

Nov. 13th.—The feature of this issue

will be a comprehensive survey
of passenger machines.

Nov. ^Oth.—This issue will contain a
forecast of the Exhibition, par-

ticulars of nei models, also

plan of the Show and list of
exhibitors. This number will

be on sale at the Show.

Nov. 27th.—Full Show report. This
number will also be on sale at

the Show.

Dee. 4th.—Review of sidecars, acces-

sories, tyres, etc. Impression $

of the Exhibition,

Stolen Motor Bicycles.

Information has been received of two
motor cycles stolen from Hunter's Garage,
Northland Drive, Scotstoun, Glasgow,
during the night of October- 16th-17th.
The following are the particulars

:

Douglas, 2| h.p., W.D. model, 1916, but
uncrated this year and in new condition,
registered number GA2137, engine No.
38,985, frame No. 39,999; Douglas,
2| h.p., 1914 (approximately), registered
number E0 492, engine No. 10,110. Any
information concerning these machines,
and likely to lead to their recovery,
should be sent to Mr. W. O'Brien, 116,
Danes Drive, Scotstoun, Glasgow.
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LIVERPOOL M.C. TRIAL.

THE judges' report and provisional

results concerning the recent Re-

liance Cup Trial mentions that only

twenty-five competitors succeeded in

negotiating the watersplashes, which

were 2ft. deep, and that it has been

decided to rule out -the five marks for

failure in this section. The loss of marks at

Sun Trevor (World's End), too, was ruled

out. A bonus mark has been awarded to

all who did not stop, making the maxi-

mum possible 102 instead of 100, and

three competitors succeeded in gaining

this number of marks. These were 0.

Wade (6 A.J.S. sc), E. L. Boston (3^ Sun-

beam), and R. R. Goes (7-9 Indian sc).

Subject to final confirmation by the com-

mittee, the following are the results

:

Reliance Challenge Cup.—E. L. Boston i3'A

Sunbeam).
Mead Martin Cup.—O. Wade (6 A.J.S. so.).

Reliance Amateue Challenge Cup.—E. B.
Goes ('/-9 Indian sc).

BUTTERWOKTH TEOPHT.—S. W. Pbillpott |5

Brough sc.l. ' •

Mogridge; Memorial Trophy.-J. H. Green
{7-9 Excel'iior). '

Gold Medals.—V. Ij.. Horsmann (4 Norton sc),

i. W. Giles- (6 A.J.S. sc), J. M. Parry Jones
(5-6 Rover sc), J. W. Wills (10 Henderson), G.
E. Kuhn (2% Levis), Geo. Brough (5 Brough),
E. A. Colliver (7-9 Indian), A. W. Brittain (3V4
Sunbeami W. B. Gibb (2i4 Douglas). T. B. 0.
Vale (4 Norton). C. Collins (6 A.J.S. sc), R.
Charlesworth (5 Zenith). E. Williams (4 A.J.3.),
G. S. Boston (8 Sunbeam sc), P. V. Morris (3%
Sunbeam,, J A. Fox (4V4 B.S.A.), H. T. Williams
(3ij^ Lea-Francis). J. A. Newman (31/2 Sunbeam),
N. H. Brown (7-9 Indian sc), H. Marston (6

A.J.S. sc), W. Heath (6 A.J.S. sc), and H. Reed
(8 Doi sc).

Silver Medals.-^F. Marshall (3Va Sunbeam),
W. Pattinson (4 Triumph), W. R. Haggas (8
New Imperial sc), H. B. Denly (10 Morgan), S.

Parker, Liverpool (10 Henderson), B. Kershaw
(2% Venus), H Poole (4 A.J.S.), A. W. Ratclitto
(5 Brough). M. Davies (3Vj> Sunbeam). H. Greaves
(10 Morgan) S. Parker, Bolton (8 Enfield), and
W. Ratclifle (3% Brough).
Bronze Medals.—W. Edwards (414 B.S.A. ), J.

H. Place (8 Dot sc), B. Arnold (6 A.J.S. bc),
N. Svanso (3 Morgan), R. H. W. Brown (6 A.J.S.
EC), W. Cottle (4% B.S.A.), T. Weaver (2«
Vems), A. Moses (2% A.J.S.), R. E. Hugh (2%
Levis), G. Wray (3% Triumph), L. T. Gilson
(4-5 Zenith), T. Highfleld (5 Brough), and R.
Storey (7-9 Excelsior).
Team Prize (Silver Cup).—A.J.S. Team No. 1, .

299 marks. W. Heath (96), F. W. Giles (101),
and O. Wade (102)
<3lub Team Prize (Silver Cup).—Wolverhamp. 1

ton M.C.C., 294 marks. W. Heath (6 A.J.S. sc),
'

F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S sc), and J. A. Newman
(3V2 Sunbeam).

k^1«l^|
*,i\

A SIX DAYS TRIAL RECOLLECTION.
Interested spectators watching competitors in the C.D.T. on Panne Hill. The sidecar shown is the French G.L, On pages 515-518 will be found

the official report of the trial.
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THE EMSCOTE LIGHT CAR.
A Light Four-wheeler designed as a Competitor of Ihe High-powered Sidecar.

513

The Emscole runabout, a light four-wheeler designed for competition with the powerful sidecar outfit. (Left) 8-10 h.p. water-cooled engine

and three-speed gear box. (Right) The rear springing, brake, and differential.

FOR some time past there has been a

good deal of talk about the possi-

bility of constructing a sound four-

wheeled light car which would be capable

of competing, from a price poiut of view,

with the more luxurious types of motor
cycle and sidecar, and which would pro-

vide greater protection for the driver.

A new firm, known as the Emscote Motor
Company, Ltd., of Emscote, Warwick,
has decided that such, a feat is possible,

and has devised a most ingenious little

vehicle which, it is intended, shall be
sold at a price but little higher than that

of big sidecar outfits.

To accoinplish a design which will pro-

vide both sound construction and cheap
production facilities, it 4s, of course, neces-

sary to elimiuate all superfluous parts,

and to reduce the amount of material to

a strictly utilitarian basis. This has been
cleverly carried out in th« Emscote, and
the first and most noticeable feature tend-

ing to this end is the entire absence of

. a Frame in the ordinary sense of the word.

The engine, gear box, propeller-shaft

casing, and rear axle are bolted together

so as to form a unit. This idea is, of

course, not entirely novel, as it was
carried out on the 6 h.j). Rover many
years ago, but modem design has enabled

unit construction to be used without de-

tracting from the accessibility ,of vital

parts. For instance, the engine unit can

easily be removed from the small channel

steel frame in which it is carried without

disturbing any other part of the chassis.

Universal Joints Eliminated.

Directly behind the water-cooled V type
engine lies a single disc dry-plate clutch,

which transmits the power to a three-

speed and reverse gear box, having a

central change speed lever mounted on
the top of the box and acting directly on
the selector mechanisin.
To the back of the gear box is bolted

a stout tube enclosing the propeller-shaft

and attached at its rear end to the bevel
casing on the back axle. This form of

construction obviates the necessity foi

iny universal joints, and, consequently.

saves both production cost and a certain
number of wearing parts. The bevel
casing is made in two pieces bolted to-

gether in the centre, and is fixed rigidly

to tubular members enclosing the axle
driving shafts. These tubular members
carry on their outer ends spiring pads and
brake actuating brackets brazed to the
tubes.

Biakes and Springing.

Both hand and foot brakes lie side by
side in the rear wheel drums, and are
enclosed by metal plates so as to prevent
ingress of mud.
The unit is stayed by tie-rods from the

rear axle to a point at the rear of the
gear box, and the front axle is tied by
radius rods in such a manner as to main-
tain wheel alignment in spite of the fact

that any of the wheels can be raised to a
very considerable height.

The springing is most ingenious, a
single front transverse spring being used
for the front axle. This spring is carried

on a trunnion surrounding the starting

P_.

handle bracket, which in turn is fixed to

the channel steel engine frame, thus any
of the four wheels may rise on striking

an obstruction without interfering with
steering or transmission, or imposing
twisting strains on the chassis.

Just in front of the gear box lies a
transverse spring to whicn the front end
of the body is attached, the rear end
resting on cantilever springs attached
rigidly to the back axle, but tree to move
at the front end between rollers on lire

body. Steering is by rack and pinion.

On the preliminary model no differential

has been fitted, but it has not yet been
decided whether this feature shall be in-

corporated in the final design.

Detachable Wheels.

The wheelbase of the little machine is

6ft. lOin., and the track 4ft., and the
specification includes 700 x 80 mm. tyres
on detachable steel wheels, a spare wheel
is included, and an electric lighting set.

It should be mentioned that undue
strain on the gear box is obviated by the

Plan view of chassis. The body is bolted to the cross springs behind the engine, and is

attached bv slides to the cantilever rear springs.

C7
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The Emscote Light Car.
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fact that eight long bolts pass through the
box to the propeller-shaft casing, and,
in addition, there is a bracket at the front
of the box which bolts to the engine
cradle. Ball bearings are used throughout
the construction of the gear box.
Rubber blocks are fitted between the

radiator and the engine cradle, so as to

relieve the radiator casing of vibration
and undue strains, and a simple auto-
matic carburetteT' is provided, by means
of which easy starting is ensured without
the necessity for either decompressor or
exhaust valve lifter.

Quickly Detachable Body.

The construction of the complete vehicle
is such that the body may be removed
by merely undoing the steering and brake
connections, the oil and petrol connec-
tions, and tour body bolts.

We have examined the chassis, and find

that it is thoroughly well carried out in

all details. The weight of the complete
machine is approximately 8 cwt., and it

is intended that the selling price shall

be in the neighbourhood of £230.
It is hoped that the Emscote will be

in production shortly, but in the mean-
time, we are looking forward to a trial

rnn on the experimental chassis, which
is to take place in the, near future.

It IS hard to convey a correct impres-
sion of the size of the machine, but frofn
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The front springing o(

the Emscote runabout.

The power unit remains

vertical, no matter to what

degree the wheel is tilted.

the foregoing particulars and illustrations

a fair idea may be obtained. In this

respect the feature which most impressed

us was that, though the chassis is remark-

ably small and neat, there was no cramp-

ing of passengers in the test body, and

THE SILVA SCOOTER.
A Design Embodying Modif ed Auto-wheel Power Unit

MESSRS. T. and T. Motors, Ltd., of

52a, Conduit Street, London, W.l,
have recently departed from the

manufacture of their principal product,
the T. and T. engine oil, and have placed

on the market a motor scooter possessing
many interest

ing features.

A small single

cylinder engine,
having a bore
and stroke of

52.5 X 54 mm.,
is used, and
although it

is similar in

design to that
on the Auto-
wheel, it has
undergone no
fewer than forty
modifications to

render it suit-

able for adapta-
tion to the
scooter.

An automatic
inlet valve is

fitted, whilst

the exhaust valve is operated from a

double-duty half-time layshaft located in

front of the cylinder. The inner ex-

tremity of this shaft is provided with
a chain sprocket, which, By means of a
roller chain, drives a larger sprocket
fitted to the front wheel, and gives a gear
ratio of 8 to 1, but a larger pmion giving
a gear ratio of 10 to 1 may be fitted as
an extra when required for use in hilly

districts.

c8

The magneto is driven directly

from the piiiion on the front end

of the camshaft, while a special

S.U. single-lever carburetter is

employed.
Located on the left side of the

front wheel is a neat tool box, m
which a battery is housed for the

purpose of supplying current to

the electric head and tail lamps

;

the lines of the complete machine are

well proportioned. Of the many designs

that have been put forward as competi-

tors of the luxurious sidecar machine

this is' one of the most practical, though

the question of price is all-important.

The Silva scooter. A clean

design fitted with a four-

stroke engine, tbe bore and

stroke of which are 52'5 X
54 mm. Observe the stand

The silencer and oil

sump cast integrally

with crank case.

The neat front and rear lamps fitted to

the Silva scooter.

a switch is also fitted to the side of the

tool box.

The front mudguard is divided, and by

releasing two fly nuts the front half may
be removed, consequently reducing con

siderably the difficulty usually experienced

when repairs to the front tyre have to

be effected.

The rear wheel is equally accessible,

a simple drop-out axle being employed.

In view of- the ridigity of the double

girder frame, a special 300 X BO mm.
(12x2|in.) Palmer cord tyre is fitted to

the rear wheel, which satisfactorily ab-

sorbs the smaller road shocks. The exist-

ing model, of which immediate delivery

can be made, is priced at £55, and foi

the additional sum of £1 a seat will be

supplied.

k
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS, I9I9.
SUMMARISED OFFICIAL REfORT AND SCHEDULE OF RESULTS.

23 Gold Medals. 3 3 Silver Medals. 14 Bronze Medals. 9 No Awards. 29 Re ire.

DITEODUCTION.

AS stewards of the meeting, we have
pleasure in presenting the judges'

report on, and the official results of,

the Six Days Trials at Llandrindod Wells.

In view of certain protests that have
been made, the following remarks may
be of interest.

We have carefully examined the judges'
report.

. We have also gone through the

details and the markings with the judges
personally, and we find no inaccuracies

or mistakes in their calculations or pro-

cedure. -

A. W. TonKiNGTON, Chairman General
Committee.

E. P. Greenhtll, Chairman Competi-
tions Committee.

H. P. E. Habding, Chairman Touring
Committee.

JUDGES' REPORT.
Before commenting on the results of

the Auto Cycle Union Six Days Trials

for 1919, the judges wish to draw atten-

tion to some of the new conditions under
which this trial was held. The promoters
considered that if the efficiency and
design of motor cycles were to be really

improved it would be necessary to apply

a much more stringent examination test

to each machine at the conclusion of the

road test. Even though a machine had
run the course, it might be seen, upon
examination, that some parts would be-

come unserviceable in a few hundred
miles.

It is considered that a riding distance

of 732 miles over a course chosen not
only for thp testing of springs and chassis,

bat of a nature which would demonstrate
actual power maintenance, bears a not

unfair comparison with the average life

of a machine of perhaps three years, and
is sufficient to show up at the final exami-
nation any serious defects in efficiency of

design or manufacture. The trial was
arranged under the following headings,
the number of marks that might possibly

be lost of a maximum of 200 being indi-

cated after each test.

Reliability, 50
;

' Acceleration and
maintenance of efficiency, 20 ; Hill-

climbing, 30 ; Brakes, 10 ; Mudguards,
10 ; SUence, 10 ; Condition at finish, 50.

Reliability.

Under the heading of Reliability the
showing of the machines was distinctly
good, and the proportion of riders unable
to drive according to the scheduled rate
of speed thi-oughout the trial was not
large.

Acceleiation and Maintenance of Efficiency.

It should be noted that of the 455
marks lost by competitors who completed
the trial in this combined test, 122 were
for failure to drive at the maximum or
minimrmi speeds set, i.e., failures under
" Acceleration." An analysis of the re-

sults indicates that the drivers of certain
makes of motor cycle experienced diffi-

culty in reaching the minimum speed set

for the fast portion of the climb, whereas
others in the same class exceeded it with
ease.

Generally speaking, the maintenance of

efficiency was excellent as regards the
power output.

Hill-climbing.

Most motor cycles, by virtue of suitable
gearing, are able to climb hills more or
less satisfactorily, but the judges would
point out that for an engine to run for
any appreciable period suffering from in-

cipient overheating, must eventually re-

sult in overstraining many parts. Even
the larger machines have under these
circumstances no reserve of power, and
have made it very clear during the trial

that efficient cooling has not yet been

attained. The performance of the water-
cooled motor cycles in the trial was very
satisfactory ; on the other hand, the state

of many air-cooled engines after long
climbs on low gear, as regards noise,

smell, heat, and liability to knock, was
not impressive.

Brakes.

The judges do not consider the brakes
on most machines to be satisfactory, as
they are not sufficient in many cases to

ensure absolute safety. Observation of

the machines in use was considered of

secondary importance to the brake ex-

amination at the conclusipn of the trial.

It was intended to observe the descent
of Fan Hill, not so much to judge of the
holding power of the brakes as of their

ease oi operation and smoothness of work-
ing ; unfortunately, a misplaced direction
arrow caused a large number of compe-
titors to miss this hill, and observations
were therefore taken on another descent.
A few cases were noticed when riders

could not perfectly control their outfits

without the assistance of the engine as

a brake. This presupposes the trans-
mission to be operative, which, apart from
the aspect of safety, is not sufficient to

conform with legal requirements. The
hUl finally selected was not so suitable
for the purpose as the one originally

chosen, and, moreover, competitors were
not aware that the operation of their

brakes was being observed. The few
marks provisionally deducted on account
of the road test of brakes have, therefore,

been restored, and all penalties under the
heading of " Brakes " have been made
as a result of the examination of brakes
at the conclusion of the trial.

Rear brakes were usually powerful, bu«
are not always easy to renew, and were
prone to excessive wear. The rods for

operating should, as far as possible, be
kept straight, and should not be

G. E. Stobart (5-6 James), lollowed by Jesse Baker (3} Scott), on Machynlleth Hill in the Six Days Trials
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Morris Isaac (3| Rover) and a Triumph rider passing through Newtown on the third day of the Six Days Trial.

attached to pedals depending for their

support upon a vulnerable portion of the

tootrests. The enclosed brakes of the

Indian and A.B.C. machines are worthy
of attention. The P. and M. motor
cycles were fitted with a ratchet hand
brake, and there is iio apparent good
reason why all passenger machines, at

any rate, should not be provided with a

ratchet brake instead of depending on
engine compression, a stone, or the kerb,

to prevent an unoccupied machine run-

ning away downhill.

Almost every machine having the ordin-

ary stirrup pedal cycle front brakes (as

distinct from brakes of the Lea-Francis
and Chater-Lea type) finished with this

brake in bad condition. On very many
machines it was neither safe nor effective

in operation, and such examples could not

receive full marks under this heading.

In very many cases these had become in-

operative by the end of the trial mainly
owing to the design being such as to

invite blocking and seizure of the operat-

ing mechanism by mud and grit. In
some cases the total leverage available at

the handle-bar to apply the brake was so

small as to render it impossible to get

more than an almost negligible braking
effect. It is not desirable that it should

be possible to lock a front wheel, but,

short of this, a good braking effect is

very necessary, especially for passenger
machines.

Mudguards.

The mudguSrding of machines has con-

Eiderably improved, but in some cases the

addition of detachable valances would
appear to be desirable. The judge's

decisions as to mudguards were based on
their examination of the guards and the

cleanliness of the machines at the end of

the trial, in v^hich they were to some
extent guided by notes previously made
by them as to the cleanliness of the

drivers.

The judges deducted marks for ob-

. viously faulty protection, as many ma-
chines were cleaned en route, and could

not, therefore, be entirely tested by ob-

servation. Mudguards varied greatly in

condition, and the judges are of opmion
that mudguard supports are not generally

of sufficient strength at the points of

attachment.
A good many cases occurred of sidecar

mudguards being loose at the end of the
trial.

Silence.

Under this heading, a simple apparatus
was utilised to record the total air

vibrations caused by the passing ma-
chines. The apparatus was placed in the

position of an overtaken vehicle or

pedestrian at a spot where the speed of

the motor cycles and their distance from
the apparatus was as nearly the same for

all competitors as possible.

Most of the motor cycles were tested

twice, and the judges individually noted
the noisiness or otherwise, quite apart

from the automatic and confirmatory

tests.

Is is fully realised that differences of

throttle opening and gear-changing may
affect results, but these difficulties, to-

gether with that of machines passing

together, are largely eliminated by holding

the test primarily in a secret position

and by its repetition.

Similar machines of the same make
vary owing to timing and many other

details just as their speed is never the

same.
The general fitting of silencers is bad,

and too often a simple push joint be-

tween exhaust pipe and silencer is used,

resulting in much unnecessary noise and
rattle. Little attempt has been made to

silence mechanical and engine noises by
enclosure (which is also a great preventive

of wear), and it would, moreover, appear
that the value of an expansion chamber
terminating in a large pipe is not

realised by many makers.

Final Examination.

As careful an examination as was
possible in the time available was made.
The condition of the machines before

starting had been noted, and no attention

was paid to the results of reported
_
or

otherwise obvious aocidents. During
examination the entrant was unknown to

the judges, and attention was paid to the

following points both before and after the

road trial: General engine condition,

including tappet side play, adjustment-of

gears, road wheel oearings, controls,

frames, steering head, and general con-

dition, excluding accessories.

Engines.

These in general show improvement,
particularly as in this and other respects

much difficulty is experienced by makers
in obtaining suitable material. The clean-

liness of the Matchless, Indian, Sunbeam,

and A.3.S. power plants was creditable,

but in far too .many cases quite insuffi-

cient attention has been given to the re-

tention of oil, leading to general dirtiness

of machine and rider and wear to parts

Transmissions.

Transmissions show a decided advance

in strength ; but here again there are

very few radical departures _ in design.

A general improvement in gear box

condition was noted, though the adjust

ment of about 30% was found faulty.

Front Fork Bearings.

Adequate means for effectively lubri

eating the links, etc., of spring forks were

frequently absent. Oil holes are utterly

useless, and screw-down greasers appeal

to be the only proper solution.

Owing to lack of lubrication and lack

of adequate bearing surfaces to take the

lateral thrust (especially on sidecar com-

binations) of steering,' wear rapidly de-

velops, and a great deal of consequent

sideplay was noticeable in many machines.

General Condition.

Chain cases seem better attached, but

over the distance available in a trial of

this nature no particular improvement if

noticeable in the condition of enclosed

over open chains. The springing of

competing machines has not yet become

at all general, and the constant complaint

by riders of sore hands, etc., goes far to

show that front springing is not yet quite

satisfactory.

Where sidecar connections are made by

lugs connected by bolts, the latter are

practically without exception of the

parallel type, which allows of no takii^g

up of the play which invariably develops

through road shocks, the bolt holes be-

coming elliptical and the bolts worn.

In some cases, crank-shaped tubular

connections were used, and, as might be

expected, these gave under severe road

shocks, and tended to straighten out.

Controls.

These were weak and ill-fitted to with-

stand continuous rough usage and ex

posure. In particular, magneto controls

and front brake connections were very

frequently inoijerative after four and a

half days" of fine weather driving.
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Accessories.

Most of these were satisfactory, but
speedometer drives are still very exposed.
Lighting outfits are quite good, and the

A.B.G. dynamo affords an excellent

example of progress. Attention is

directed to the exposed and vulnerable
position of many magnetos. This is a

particularly serious fault in the case of

macliines intended 'for colonial use.

Fuel Consumption.

On the run from Llandrindod Wells to

Bala, of 68| miles over, a trying course,

petrol-driven sidecar machines covered
approximately between 39 and 62; m.p.g.
Tlie three-wheeled cycle cars ran at about
43 m.p.g., and benzole-driven sidecar

outfits at anything from 50 to 62 m.p.g.;
that is to say, a distinctly better average
than corresponding machines running on
petrol. The figures in the next column
were recorded.

Fig. of Merit.

No. Matumo. M.V'.G. Consurapti*n
X Weight.

Fuel

"5 Matchless sidecar 62.^ '579 Benzoic

Matchless sidecir 59 5.49 Benzole

85 BHckburae sidecar 55 530 Petrol

94 Indian si lecar . .

.

55 484 Petrol

101 Morgan Runabout 45 4?7 Petrol

66 .A.riel sidecar 62 46J Benzole

112 Morgan Runabout 39 , 412 Petrol

105 Enfield sidec^i . .

.

41 349 Petrol

89 Dot sidecar . . .

.

?,9 329 Petrol

Special notice is merited by the general

road performance of the following- ma-
chines : B.S.A., Sunbeam, Scott, Triumph
sc, Douglas sc, G.L. sc, Morgan,
A.J.S., Levis, and Zenith.

Conclusions.

The judges hope to see much more
attention given in the near future to the

more completely enclosed machines with

balanced multi-cylinder engines of all

types and of medium weight. The per-

formances of the small two-strokes were
excellent, but the weights of machines
in the trial were such that the true

lightweight tanniit be said to have com-
peted.

, ,
-

:

This report has dealt largely with
the faults of the motor cycle,' never
theless the trial has proved that in

its most important qualities—speed, hill

climbing, and maintenance of efficiency

—

the modern machine has reached another

stage in its progress ; the directions in

which improvements should be sought

have been indicated.

A. E. Davidson, Lt.-Ck)l. D.S.O.
H. H. Geegokt, A.M.LM.E., M.l.A.E

M. Low, Major, D.Sc, A.C.G.I., etc

F. NreHOLL, Lt.-Col., D.S.O.
W. LocGnBOROTTGH, A.M. LA. E.,

Clerk of the Course.

A.
D.
T.

[Suggestions accompanying the report for

the improvement of motor cycles and
future trials will be published next

week.

—

Ed.]

Tabulated Results showing Marks Lost and Awards under Various Head:ngs.

^

Corapetiroi and Machine-
No.
of

Cvls.

Capa-
city ol

Engine.
VVrlght.

Marks Lost.

Total
M'rliSClass. Devia-

tion from
Sobclule.

c D.r.
Stops
on

Hills.

Brakes.
(Final

Exam,
only).

Mud-
guards Silence.

Final Exam,
(other than
iirakes and
Mudgilards).

Total
Marks
Lost.

Award?.

c.c.

250

2

c.c.

226
211

211

220
220
350
293
350
350
292
29?
.393

396
49S
49!>

498
499
499

494
496
500
498
498
498
49P
499
499
532

499
499
199

499
499
1«9

499
499
499
560
667
567
557
567
557
633
633
654
532
632
632
532
666 -

560
600
560
560
998
66.
664
664
654
795
988

lb.

220
176

170
160
190
220 -

210
25.'

262
21G
238 :

300
280
30J
292
308
272
310
23S
304
280
268
?00
308
304
312
298
370
292
290
314

298
304

301
296
304
304
336
308
290
304
292
268
308
276
332

280
291
292
291

304
268
260
272
281
712
321
288-

316
281
380
380

30

3'

D

2

6

3

S

16

2

.",0

- 6

23

I

- s^

1'

11

2

3]

4
20
4

6
7

1

11

4

1

3
11

4
3

6
3

5

1

1

10

1

1

1

3

1

8

1

11

1

4

i

1

1

4

8

12

\

8

)

4

4

1

1

12

8

8

1

3

1

t

1

4

i

1

4

>.

4

3

4

S

4

2

4

2

s

J

3

3

.-)

1

2

4

3

3

2

3

1

S

3

6
6

2

4

4

6

5

3

3

6

4

4

1

i

1

4

2

3

2

3

3

b

I

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

I

1

4

:)

:l

4

4

4

4

6

7

8

5

7

7

5

6

6

5

4

6

6

6

6

6

8
6

6

8

5

5

6

7

3

7

7

7

5

5

4

3

7

7

4

6

2

5

12

2

23
18

11

22

10

8

7

5

16

18

16

1

I)

12

\

11

4

10

3

2

5

iO

4

2

3

IS

10

2

II

t

4

.1

"i

2

6

3S
25

2C

71
37

35
70

37
74
25
26
34
33

30

23
16

33

20
16

17

41
20
33
23
23

12

16

78

12

13

s

26
9

43
33
26
11

27
21

13

13

ir:

26
41

.'5

162
176

17;

129
163

165
130

163
126
175
175
106
107

170

177
136
167
180
184
183
159
l.SO

167
177
177

US
184

122

1S3
187
191

176

191

157
167

174
189
173
179
137
187

l.il

174
IJC

I7»

j:7o

177
174
178

Gold medal

250 P Hke (2J Levis) G'lld medal

260
250
260
S50
360
350

R. H. Baxter (2} Radco) ; -

L. C. M. Davies {2i Velocette; -...:.-

E. F. Goodman (2J Velocette)

T. I. Stordy (23 A.J.S.)

S. T. Ashby (2-V Connaught;
F. G. Ball (2 1 Douglas)

Retired luesd-u
Retired Wednesu.i
Gold medal
Relired Weihiesda
Retired Thnr-dav
No award

350
350
350
600
600
500

W. B. Gibb (2J Douglas)
H. L. Kitcher (2J New Imperial)
B. Ker--haw (2-V Veras)
1. Emerson (3 A.B.C.)
H- Fairley (3 A.B.C.)
T Peck i-Ti Ariel) . .

Bronze ravvlat

Re(ir?d rhi;rsda\

Silver meet il

No award
Relired Thnr=<ia

Bronze merla

600 C. W. Smit'U (3J Ariel) No award

500 T B G. Vale (3t Ariel)
Silver med.i

600
600
600
600

P. Y. Enlicknapp (4 Blackburue) ... .

J. VVatson-Boume (4 Blackburne) ....

VV. P: Moffatt (35 Douglas)

Silver medal
Silver medal
Silver medat
Retired Wednc--M

600 G A Strange (3i lames) Silver medal

600
600

E. F. Chidley(3J P. & M.) '.
Retired ThurMi,
Silver medal

600 R Lewis (3A P & M Gold medal

600
Silver meda

600
600

G. Featherslonhaugh (3J Rover) Gold medal
Gold medal

750 J Baker (32 Scott^
Silver meda.

600 Bronze med^

600
600

W- R. Eadington (3 j Sunbeam Gold medal
Silver meda;

600 J Dudley (3J Sunbeam) Silver meda;

600
600

T. C. De la Hay (35 Sunbeam) Silver medal
Retired Tlnir-n

600 Gold medal

600
600

T. Rutherford (31 Sunbeam' Gold med-Tl

No award

760
750
760
760
760
750
760

E. W. Cboldcroft (4 A.J.S-)
F. W. Apolebee (4t B.S.A.)
U. F. Edwards (\\ B.S.A.)

L L. Sealcy (4i B.S.A.)

F. Turvey, 1unr- (4} B.S.A.)

A. E.Wood (4} B.S.A.)

Gold med-ii

Gold medal
Gold med 1

Silver meda
Gold medal
Bronze medj
Bronze med i

760 Silver medal

750 D. H. Noble (5 Rover) Gold medal

750 W J Guy {3^ Scott) Silver meda

750 C P Wood (3? Scott^ Silver med.i

H, Wo6d (3S Scott) Gold medal

750 B Alan Hill (3J Scott)
Gold medal

760
760
760

F. C. Townshend (4 Sunbeam
C. Gather Cooke (4 Triumph)

Retired Fri •

Bronze med.i
Silver medat

760 Brouze racd

750 Silver meda'

'1000 E. VV. Merrall (8 Morgan) Retired Friil n

750 A V Sumner '5 Zenith) Retired Mon la

760 Silver medal
Silver medal

750 Kaye Don (5 Zemtb) Silver med il

1000 j. W. Wills (6-7 Ariel) Silver medal

1000 E. Bottomley (7-0 Harley-Davidson) Retired 'lhu^l.'-1a^

" Pas5enjjer machine \ la^.^
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.300

.500

500
750
750
750
?S0
750
750
750
(.50

750
750

- ;50
750
750
7-50

!000
1000
1000

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Competitor and Machine

r. E. lones (6^ Ariel so.)

W. J. Chambers (31 B.9.A. sc.)
Reg. Brown (^J Sunbeam sc.)
C. Collins (0 A.J.S. sc.)

P. Williams (6 A.J.S. sc.)

0. Wade (6 A.J.S. sc.)

F. W.Giles (6 A.J.S. sc.)

H. C. Heath (0 .-i. T.S. sc.)

W. Edwards (4i B.S.A. sc.)

II. R. Ijne (4i B.S.A. sc.)

H, Thorpe (4 Douglas sc.)

F. Thorp (5-0 G.L. sc.)

T. Stevens (4i James sc.) ,

G. E. Stobart (5-G James sc.)

S. Sawer (4 Norton sc.)

F. G. Edmond (4 Triumph sc.)

G. Shem.ins (4 Triumph sc.)

F. J. Watson (G-7 Ariel sc)
1. L. Stocks (6-7 Ariel sc.)

J. S. Holroyd (8 Blackburne sc.)

S. S. Debenham (6 Campion sc.)

R. Creak Daw (8 Chater-Lsa sc.)

Hugh Gibson (8 Clyno sc^
H. Reed (8 Dot sc.)

J. H. Place (8 Dot sc.)

W. A. Fell Smith (7-9 H.-Davidson.sc.)
E. A. Colliver (7-9 Indian sc.)

J. D. Prythercb (7-9 Indian sc.)

L. A. Bees (7-9.L.M.C. sc.>

C. R. Collier (8 Matchless so.)

Rex Mundy (8 Matchless sc.)

G. D. Hardee (8 Matchless sc.)

Jas. A. Hoult (8 Matchless sc.)

G. C. McGlashan (8 Matchless sc.)

F. W. lames (8 Morgan)
H. F. S. Morgan (S Morgan)
N. Svanso (8 Morgan)
W. R. Haggas (3 New Iniperial sc.) .

.

J. Drew (S New Imperial sc.)

D. Alexander (8 Enfield sc.)

J. Doshcr (8 Enfield sc.)

D. C. Guise (8 Enfield sc.)

S. Parker (8 Enfield sc.)

J. G. Lowles (8 Sunbeam sc.)

H. Jepson (8 Zenith sc.) ... I

S. Hall (10 Morean)
W. J. Barker (10 Henderson sc.)

H. Greaves (10 Morgan)
W. D. Hawkes (10 Morgan)

No.
of

Cyls,

Capa-
city of
Engine.

c.c.

498
499
499
748
748
748
748
748
557
557
693
635
600
662
033
S.'iO

560
790
795
998
770
964
926
980
980
988
997
997
960
976
976
976
976
976
980
980
980
980
964
976
976
976
976
996
976

1096
1168
1096
1096

Weight.

lb.

444
642 _

461
527
672
672
584
556
464
518
544
632
612
644
472
491
534
488
513
6G4
580
688
656
544
564
644
626
680
618
610
629
664
630
660
724
769
764
648
616
553
660
660
004
676
572
780
688 -

756
764

Marks Lost.

De'^da-

tion from
Schedule.

19

21

44
4

Ifi

30

35
10
1

24
28

1

20

1

16
7

6

2

3

20

Stops
on

Hills.

Brakes.
(Final

Exam,
only).

Mud-
guards Sileoice.

Final Exam,
(other than
Brakes and
Mudguards)

25
U

6
7

7

4
13

6
42
5
11

6
50
13

30
20

16

3

7

9

6

11

5

7

6

iO

Total
Total M'rks
Marks
Lost.

18
16
36

149
45
33
86
16
31
20
113
78

18
44
73

27
14
42
24
30

152
148

140

183
185
174

61

165
167
116
161
169
]80
87

132

Silver medal
Silver medal
Retired Tuesday
Bronze medal
Retired Wednesday
Gold medal
Gold medal
Silver medal
Retired Wednesday
No award
Bronze medal
Silver medal
No award
Bronze medal
Silver medal
Gold medal
No award
No award
Retired Wednesday
Silver medal
Retired Tuesday
Retired Thursday
Silver medal
Retired Thursday
Retired Wednesday
Gold medal
Bronze meda!
No award
Retired Wetlnesday
Silver medal
Gold medal
Bronze medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Gold medal
Retired Tuesday
Retired Thursday
Retired Tuesday
Gold medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Bronze medal
Retired Tuesday
Retired Wednesday
Silver medal
Retired Tuesday
Bronze medal
Retired Tuesday

lEAM PRIZE (Gold Medal presented by the A.C.U.) : B.S.A. Team A (H.F.
li-lwards, 191 marks; J. L. Sealey, 175; and F. Turvev. jun., 191). Total
marks. 557.

Order oi Merit of Competing Teams : 2nd, Scott (539 marks) ; 3rd, Rover
;636) ; 4th, Enfield (626) ; 6th, Sunbeam (5^1) ; 6th, Morgan (620) ; 7th, Black-
burne (519) ; 8th, Matchless (507) ; Sth, Douglas (459) ; 10th, Triumph (445)

:

nth, James (439).

PRINCIPALITY PRIZE (Cup presented by Messrs. Tom Norton, Ltd.. lor

the best performance by a Welsh competitor) : M. Isaac, 3J Rover.

"Over 1000 c.c. class.

SPECIAL PRIZES.
FUEL PRIZES tor tiest periormances in each dasj on Benzole \presented

by the National Benzole Association)

:

Class D.H. O. Wood, 3} Scott (187 marksj.

Class E. J. W. Wills, 6-7 Ariel (178).

Class G. F. E. Jones, 3J Ar.el sc. (152)

Class H. S. Sawer, 4 Norton sc. (169),

Class K. Rex Mundy, 8 Matchless sc. (188).

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS : DIVISION 1.—MOTOR CYCLES.

Qualificatons. Results. Retired or Disqualifiei.

Maximum 200 Marks.

Started Finished. Non-
starters.

Gold
Medals.

aiver
Medals.

Bronze
Medals.

Finished.
No

Award.
Mon-
day.

Tues-
day.

Wed-
nesday.

Thurs-
day.

Fri-

day. To-.aJs.

For
Gold
Medal.

For
Silver

Medal.

For
Bronze
Medal.

Total
Entries.

A. (250 c.c. 1 ...

B. (360 c.c.) ...
C. (500 c.c.) . .

.

D. (750 c.c.) . .

.

E. (1000 c.c- ...

marks.
150
180
180
185
185

marks.
135
166
165
170
170

marlts.
110
140
140
145
145

6
25^
23
2

3
3

21
21

2

1

3

6

7

1

10
10

1

1

2

4

1

3

1

1 1

1

1

2

3

1
1

2

3

4
2

1

5

8
25
23
S

Totals - - - 61 49 . 3 . 16 22 7 4 1 1 3 6 1 12 64

% ot Starters . .

.

- _ — — 80.3 1.9 26.2 30.0 11.4 6.C — — — — — 19.6 —
DIVISION II,—MOTOR CYCLES WITH SIDECARS AND THREE-WHEELED CARS.

G. (500 c.c.) .

.

H. (750 c.c) ...
K. (1000 c.c) . .

.

L. (unlimited) .

.

160
180
180
180

U5
iei6

166
105

120
140
140
140

3

14

30
3

2
12

18

1

1

^ 3

2
3

9
-

3

1

3 - 1

4

2

4 3 I

1

3
13

2

14

31

3

Totals -, - - 60 33 1 7 14 7 5 - 7 6 3 1 17 61

7o oi Starters . .

.

- - - - 66.0 2.0 14.0 28.0 14.0 10.0. - - - — — 34.0 —
Grand Totals . .

.

% ol Starters . . .

-
_ Ill 82

73.9
4
3.6

23
"20.7^

36
32.7'

14
13.6

9

8.1

1 8_ 9 9 2. 29
26.9

116

CIH
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A Twenty-four Hour Ride of

540 Miles.
Halian Despatch Riders enter Sunbeams in an Italian Long-distance Trial.

ITALY, like France, is now taking an
extraordinarily keen interest in motor
cycle matters, and the trials that are

organised in the former country rank in

severity with those held here. A long
distance run from Milan to Naples was
held last week over vile roads, and consti-
tuted a twenty-four hours' trial, as the
competitors took approximately that time
to cover the distance—540 railes^jetween
the two cities.

The finish, which ought to have been
at Naples, was at trie last moment
brought back about fourteen miles to

Caserta on account of the impossible state
of "the roads. Unluckily, this modifica-
tion caused the two fastest riders to lose
their way, and they arrived at Naples
instead of Caserta, thus loosing the race.
They were Maffeis, riding a Motosacoche,
and De Leonard! (a despatch rider), on a
Sunbeam.
Twenty-nine competitors started from

Milan at 9.30 p.m. on Saturday, and,
touching Bologna, Florence, and Rome,
had to reach their destination, riding con-
tinually through the night and the best
part of the next day, stopping only for
the necessary replenishments at the vari-
ous controls along the route.
The first 200 kilometres "(125 miles),

over good roads and under a beautifully
moonlit sky, were covered at a speed of
nearly 40 m.p.h. by all competitors, but
after Bologna the crossing of the Apennines
through the mist and over damp and slip-

pery roads soon lowered the average con-
siderably. Falls were frequent, and
punctures numerous, so that at Florence
already several competitors had fallen
out and others were very late.

Pave and Pot-holes.

Wlien daylight came, however, every-
body seemed to pick up courage, and the
pace was as fast as the state of the i>oads
permitted, and in all fifteen competitors
arrived at Rome (575 miles) in the maxi-
mum

,
time fixed. After this, however,

came the worst part of the journey, the
roads from. Rome to N'aplcs being abso-
lutely vile: For the first twenty-five
miles it is all jxivs (and riders who have
been in France know what that means),
and afterwards a succession of pot-holes
and mud inches^deep (the weather having
meantime changed to bad). This is due
to the continual passage of carts having,
very narrow rims ; these break up the
surface, which is very friable. Two
of the favourites, Acerboni (Frera) and
Finzi (Rudge), had to give up on account
of serious falls when almost in sight of
the goal. Unluckily, as mentioned above,
the two leaders lost their way when about
six kilometres from the finish, and pro-
ceeded on to Naples, arriving at about
nine o'clock, whereas the remainder of the

proi
rder

:

oper route,competitors kept on the
arriving in the following or

1. Girarcli (2?i Garelli) 21 56 2— Average speed, 24 m.p.h.
2. Pasquale Ameiio !3'A Sunbeam) . . 22 5-7
3. Giuseppe Rnsso (Sunbeam) .. ' .. 22 9 i?
4. Pierino Maggi fMoto.sncoclie) .. 24 23 50
5. Davide Gambini (2";4 Douglas) .. 26 42 10

These are the only survivors, plus the
two that arrived at Naples in the follow-
ing order, and covering 25 km. more.

h. m. s.

Maffeis (MotosacoclieJ 22 23
De Leonard! (SVa Sunbeam) .. .. 22 59

D.R.'s,in the Trial.

The winner, Girardi, rode a 350 c.c.

two-stroke Garelli, a new machine which
has already competed successfully during
the year, and will be put on the market
in large quantities at the beginning of

next year. It is a two-cylinder monobloc,
side by side, placed transversely across

the frame, 50 mm. bore and 89 mm.
stroke to each cylinder. The mixture is

taken into the left cylinder, and the

burnt gases are exhausted through the

right cylinder, as the cylinders are inter-

communicating, and have one combustion
chamber in common. The two pistons

ateo work simultaneously oh a single

crankshaft. A great economy is claimed
by this system, and it has certainly proved
efficient. The gear box (two speeds) is

incorporated in the crank case, as is the

magneto, which is of special design and

completely covered in, thus being pro

tected entirely from water, mud, etc.

This machine has a lovely purr, quite

distinctive from others, and quite a good
turn of speed. At the start, in the dark,

it was easily recognised by its distinctive

exhaust. The three Sunbeams were the

only team to finish ; they also made a
splendid show, though one of them did

not arrive at the official finishing point.

Their riders are despatch riders who,
owing to the sporting conduct of their

officers, have been allowed to enter

various competitions this year. Their
first revelation was in the military trial,

where they all finished amongst the first

ten, classed with the same number of

points. They received no ofiicial help
from the makers of the machines they
were riding (which, by the way, are Array
property), and came through on their

own resources. Truly a splendid perform-
ance. The small Douglas's performance
is also remarkable, and the Motosacoche,
to say the least, was very unlucky.

Board of Trade Removal.
The announcement is ' made that the

ofiBces of the Board of Trade are being
removed immediately to Great George
Street, where the new premises have
been secured. The whole of the depart-
ments will gradually leave Whitehall
Gardens as further accommodation be-

comes available.

At the start of the Milan-Naples long-4istance trial. (1) Maffeis (Motosacoche);

2) Eng. Garelli, the designer of the winning machine : (3) Bonacossa, the president of the

Italian A.C.U. ; (4) Ettone Girardi, the winner. ,
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his .correspondents^

An letters must !» addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accomoanied by the writer's name and address.

BUTSER HILL.
Sir,— I was interested to read in your issue of October

15th of the experiences of a correspondent, B. S. Ncrtsnn-
beam on Butser Hill, near Portsmouth. I have done a great
deal of riding in that district, and can fully bear out his
statements. My machine, which ascends hills like Birdlip
and 'the Welsh Uplands without the least difficulty,, invariably
appears to lose power when ascending Butser. I can give no
reasonable explanation at all, as I have examined the hill,
and (ian find nothing out of the ordinary. Fui-ther experi-
ences of your readers . might prove interesting in this con-
oection. J. G. SIMPSON LEE, Lr., R.M.

Sir,—The apparent loss of power ascending Butser used
frequently to be commented on, and was by some ascribed
to the wind in the cutting, but that could not always be
the cause.

In 1905 and 1906 I could never get a single-geared sidecar
machine up; even with l.p.a. on a 5-6 h.p. twin triette,
it was the same. I used to stop and cool it on the railway
bridge, but always had to resort to the tow rope, specially
carried for Butser. After a long absence, in 1914 I tried
it with a Ford. The road was up at the quarry, and we
had to stop. Immediately getting into top, on restarting,
I finished up close on 40 m.p.h.—no effort at all.
Again in January this year, on a new W.B. Douglas com-

bination, the front exhaust pipe ran red hot on second near
the top. Obviously, something upsets the cooling of an air-
cooled engine. 0. EGBERTS.

Sir,—In reply to " Nortsunbeam," page 436, in your issue
of October 16th, re Butser Hill. I have been on this hill
on an average once a fortnight for the last five years, riding
several different makes of machines—" posh " and otherwise—and have never once noticed the apparent loss of power
your correspondent speaks of, and I cannot understand
"really fine machines dropping down to 25-30 m.p.h. He
states that he has made good ascents considering what
others have been doing whenever he met them. Apparently,
he is on that road at other times than I am, as my present
machine will climb Butser at SO m.p.h., with a passenger
on the carrier, and that without "blinding" down Bie
railway bridge, and there are plenty of machines on the
road capable of doing the same. Possibly your correspondent
overheats his engine before reaching the hills.

Farnborough. . POWERPLXJS.

4.B.C. PERFORMANCE AND A.C.V. TRIALS.
Sir,^May we correct a slight error which appeared in a

paragraph in your issue of October 23rd, wherein you refer

to an A.B.C. motor cycle at the Mont Ventoux hill-climb in

France gaining six prizes in the 500 c.c, 750 c.c, and 1,000
CO. classes?

The machine was certainly built to A.B.C. designs, but
not in France, and it may interest your readers to know that,

not only was it built in our own works, but was the actual
machine that was ridden by Emerson through the A.C.U.
Six Days Trials.

It was not our intention to complain at the loss of a medal,
due to the ill-conceived and justly condemned. " Consistent

driving test," but recent references in the press attributable

to the A-C.TJ., and suggesting that the public should form
its opinions of certain machines according to the number of

marks awarded in these trials, lead us to protest strongly

against injustice being done where not incurred. -

ci8

As a means of determining the " maintenance of efficiency
"

the "Consistent driving test" was a complete failure, and
we imagine that the A.O.U. judges wUl have some difficulty

in convincing the public that "they are acting justly if they
regain this in considering the final awards.

It would surely cost the .A.C.U. notliing to acknowledge
that an error of one second in a guessing competition cannot
justly be compared in equal loss of marks with a delay of

sixty seconds through trouble on the/road ; and an exceUent
indication .of the insufficiency of this ^est is given in the

performance of the A.B.C. machine, in the French hill-climb

above referred to. ,

'

This machine, was returned to our works after the Six

Days Trials on the Monday evening. It had the lighting set

removed, was fitted with footrests, dropped handle-bars,

and a lower gear, without any change in the engine, except

the grinding in of the, valves. On the Wednesday of the

same week xt was sent over to France without having been
tried on the road for, more than one mile, and as in France
it proved its "jnaintenance of efficiency " in open competi-

tion, it win readily be seen that in the case of the A.B.C,
as probably of a great many other machines, the result of

the A.C.U. Six Days Trials, when judged by the number of

marks awarded, is opposed to the truth, -and is conse-

quently, misleading to the public, besides being a direct

injury to the trade.

Another point concerning the judging of these was the

silencer test, mechanieally recorded by Dr. Low. According
to the results of these tests, the instrument is quite incapable

of recording those sounds which most greatly affect the

human ear, which, after all, is the only test concerning

noise that we need bother ahout.

Some of us have observed the production of gramophone
. records, in which certain instrunients_(by no means the loud

ones) are placed many yards further away from the receiving

trumpet than others, in order to prevent the reproduction

being completely distorted ; and one is prompted to ^sk if

the instrument used by Dr. Low was fhst verified by capable

judges, and if the officials of the A.C.U. are satisfied that its

accuracy was nndeniable.

As judged by the awards, one can only conclude that the

A.C.U. Trials were a failure, in that they defeat their own
object, and as it must be of far more importance to manu-
facturers and the public to have the, real truth stated than

to the A.C.U. judges to " stick to their guns," could they

not be induced to take a consensus of opinion amongst your
readers concerning these two tests at I6asl, and boldly

acknowledge that their awards need modifying?

A.B.C. MOTORS, LTD., .

Ge-^nyille Bhadshaw, Eiigmeer.

SATURDAY TRIALS.
Sir,—As a motor cyclist of long standing—in fact, I have

been riding since the days of the early Werners and Minervas
—

^I want to air a little grievance.

How is it that all day trials and hill-climbs are' held on

Saturdays? I have no doubt there are hundreds of motor
cyclists, like myself, who cannot possibly get away on
Saturdays, but who would like to compete in com;^etitions

if they were held sometimes in the early part or middle of

the week.
Perhaps in 1920 you oonld approach one or two of the

leading clubs and see what the "feeling is. I feel sure there

are a lot of Birmingham riders who would enter for a run,

say on the Wednesday closing day. TWO-STROKE. '

Stratford-on-Avon.
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SPEEDMAN'S WOBBLE.
Sir,—I asked a mathematical don at Oxford the explanation

of speedman's wobbk. He said it was a question of dynamics.
Up to a certain rate the faster a motor cycle goes the steadier
the equilibrium. Over that rate the equilibrium becomes
unsteady, and any wobble there may be at the lower rate
increases as the pace increases over what I may call the
critical rate. This wobble is accentuated if the motor cycle
goes over any bumps. The brake under these circumstances
would act as a bump, and might throw the rider immediately.
I have a 3^ h.p., and when riding it solo at a rate of 45 to
50 m.p.h. cannot feel any bumps on a moderately uneven
road. I cannot get my motor cycle over 58 m.p.h , and at
this rate engine vibration is so great I cannot take note of

the effect of outside forces. MARTIN BEHRENS.

HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR.'
Sir,—One of the most useful features in your valuable

paper is the column devoted to the experience, satisfactory

and otherwise, of your readers. I should like %6 call attention

to a smart piece of repair work. I recently purchased a
sidecar from the Sandum Sidecar Co., which, owing to heavy
mileage and bad roads, developed a weakness in the springs

and also to the back axle. I communicated with the makers,
and, placing the machine in their hands at 1 p.m. received

it back with new springs and a straightened chassis at 6 p.m.
same day, no charge being made, and the utmost courtesy
was given me. ,

I tiave no interest in the firm beyond that of a satisfied

customer. J. H. WHITE.

Sir,—I have read several letters in your most excellent

paper referring to the great difficulty in getting repairs

done' to motor cycles, and I should like to give you my
experience. Last week I took my machine to Messrs.

Robertson, of Great Portland Street, to get a small but
difficult repair done; and explained to them that it was

^^@aui 52r

most important that I should drive the machine home that

night. The machine was ready for me four hours later, in

spite of the fact that they had to send to several different

places to get the part that was required. I have no con-

nection whatever with Messrs. Robertson, but I should like

other motor cyclists to know the name of at least one firm

in the motor" cycle repair trade who are out to do their

best for anyone in difficulties. C. H. BLISS.

Sir,—I note from time to time letters are inserted in your

valuable paper giving the names of reliable motor cycle

agents, where repairs are quickly and satisfactorily carried

out. I had the misfortune to smash both ray foot rests

in a rather bad accident. I took my bicycle to Messrs. Henley
and Son, Ocklynge Parade, Ea.stbourne—the repair was
carried out in less than half an hour, and a most excellent

job they made of it ; the charge was Is. At a later date

they took my engine down and thorougUy cleaned and de-

carbonised it for 5s.

I understand that the proprietor was for several years

a tester at the F.N. motor cycle works, and was in charge

of an Army motor cycle repair shop in France during the

war.

I have no interest in the business except as a satisfied

customer; PERCY C. BIRD.

Sir,—I have been much interested in the correspondence
which has been appearing in your columns with reference
to good and bad treatment meted out to customers at various
garages.

Perhaps a recent experience of mine may be of interest.

On Sunday last I was driving an old pattern machine, when
the front wheel cone worked loose, jamming the wheel. I

was directed to Messrs. Campbell and Sercomoe, of Approach
Road, West Norwood, and they at once came to my assist-

ance and freed the wheel sufficiently to allow of the machine
being wheeled to their garage, where it was found that the
threads were damaged. The machine was left for the night

- after some two hours' work, and nest morning
one of the partners drove me with the wheel
to the makers' London depot, where a make-
shift repair was effected. Eventually I pro-

ceeded on my way at about 4 p.m. on Monday,
after various adjustments had been made and
the time of the partners had been taken up
for practically the whole day, in addition to

the work on Sunday.
I was naturally prepared for a fairly stiff

bill. Judge then of my astonishment when
payment was emphatically declined, and all

objection on my part swept aside.

I may say that both partners displayed a

most workmanlike knowledge of motor cycles,

and the muddle unfortunately associated with
some garages was conspicuous by its absence.
Usual disclaimer;

DOUOLAS SAMUEL.
Flying Officer, R.A.F.

LIVERPOOL M.C. ONE-DAY

TRIAL.

(Top) j O. McLean (Harley-

Davidson) at the start. Public

interest in the competition was

marked.

(Bottom) (Zompetilors waiting to

climb Sun Trevor Hill.

A detailed description of the trial

was given in last week's issue.
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Sir,—After many wearying attempts to obtain businesslike
treatment from manufacturers, I have at last discovered an
ideal firm. I refer to W. J. Green, Ltd., of Coventry, makers
of Omega-Jap motors.
This summer my wife and I ordered machines from this

firm. We have received every consideration. They never
appeared to find it too much trouble to send ,

lengthy and
explicit replies to queries regarding mechanical details, and
they made two considerable deviations from the specification
at my request and without extra charge.

_
As they were unable to procure Hans Eenold chains in

time for delivery, they fitted another make, and afterwards
sent_ us the Hans Benolds, informing us that we might
retain the original ones as spares.

liast, but by no means least, this firm sends out all

machines by passenger train and pays carriage.
Finally, I regard the Omega-Jap as the solo mount

yar excellence for the person who values reliability and clean
design, combined with strength. I live amongst famous, or
more correctly infamous, hills, and I find that these machines
have a very real reserve of power. I have ridden most things
from the 8 h.p. "hogbus" to the 1 h.p. auxiliary.

I add the tisual disclaimer and enclose my card.
Barnstaple. VEEBUM SAT SAPIENTI.

THE LIGBTING REGULATIONS.
Sir,—I must as a constant reader of your paper a cyclist

and a motor cyclist emphatically protest against your leading
article on Lighting regulations. The toleration you speak
of is a toleration of motorists only a minority and always
will be as far as cyclists are concerned; who have the prior
right if our boasted brag of the majority ruling counts for
anything. Accidents to cyclists and pedestrians are caused
by excessive speed in 99% of cases as you know quite well

;

and you must be aware that no country in the wide world
posses them off in the scandalous manner as is done here

;

life being more sacred with them than with us; you are
decidedly wrong when you say that a pedestrian is more
easily seen than a cyclist; he is certainly not as he carries

no head lamp; and it is not his business to jump into the
ditch every time he sees side lights. Both motor cars and
mofsr can run slowly on dark nights ; they all have speed
gears -and it is simply a matter of economy only with

: them. How many motorists will throw in a second speed
turning a corner in the- dark—Only few If motors are
constructed as to be untractable ; it is up to the makers
to make them so

,. Personally riding slowly at nights I can see cyclists and
pedestrians with aJl safety to them, and I am an elderly man.
The villany of the whole concern ; a man going to his

. work in early mornings to mess about with two lamps in

the dark and cold ; and ditto at night ; what tor ? to con-

venience motorists, who in ' nine ' out of ten cases are not
tied to five minutes. No Mr Editor—when the public not
your idea of such, decides on rear lights and is willing to

submit ;
' then let rear lights stand. ISAAC BAETU.

Cork.
[We think that our correspondent misrepresents us ; but, on

the principle of giving a hearing to both sides, we print

his letter exactly as received.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—With regard to the question of rear lighting at

present under discussion,, and the somewhat acrimonious
correspondence appearing in the press (not in The Motor
Cycle), will you favour me with space to air my views?

I have been a cyclist for some thirty years, and, there-

fore, claim to have some knowledge of matters cycling, my
experience embracing twenty-five years as a pedal cyclist

and later as a motorist.

In the first place, there is evident in many of the articles

I have read, both letters and "leaders," a striking absence
of that spirit of tolerance and fairplay on which we Britishers

have been wont to pride ourselves. Although now a con-

firmed motor cyclist, after a protracted experience of the
delights thereof, I find it difficult to associate myself with
the views expressed by some of my brothers of the petrol
engine. Their arguments for enforcing the use of the rear
light on cyclists, are, surely, of the "boomerang" order.

To say that a cyclist must carry such light in order that
his presence may be thereby known to the motorist is

certainly one of the most absurd grounds that could possibly

be put forward. In addition to cyclists, one will occasionally

come across pedestrians, cattle, stray horses, broken down
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carts, parcels dropped from vehicles (my own experience),

bricks, and numerous other sources of possible trouble.

What form of danger signal do the enthusiasts of the rear

light propose for these impedimenta ? Is it to be wondered

at that the non-motoring public are forced to the conclusion

that the whole agitation is the outcome of the unfortunate

craze for speed amongst the more reckless members of our

fraternity ? I have, myself, on numerous occasions escaped

by a hair's breadth being smashed up by passing motorists

at night—in spite of my rear lamp ! I say to these selfish

madcaps that no one has any right to be travelling at night

at such a speed that he cannot discern any other traffic iii

time to avoid it 1 The arguments, or rather statements, put

forward in some quarters on behalf of the rear lamp are

such as to. make one wonder at the mentality of the writers

;

witness the piffle recently published in one of the motoring

papers, where it is stated that "the cyclist is always wanting

to dictate to the motorist," "he pays nothing for the use

of the roads," etc. As we say in the law, " No case, abuse

the other side."

For- myself, if I were still a pedal cyclist, I should carry

a rear lamp, not because I considered it necessary to indicate

my presence to the reasonable' motorist, but simply and

solely as some protection (for what it is worth) agamst the

scorching road-nog. At the same time, I would resist by

every means in my power the attempt to enforce it3_ use

upon cyclists. Eecent events have_ proved its utter failure

as a .reliable safeguard against accidents. SIVEL.
London, N.

COMPRESSION RELEASE V. EXHAUST VALVE LIFTER
Sir,—I was glad to see this question raised by Mr. Maggs.

As a matter of fact, the idea of using a compression release

valve instead of an exhaust lifter was put into practice by

me early in 1917, and: the same valve has been in constant

use since then on different machines. The body of the valve

was made out of an old sparkiijg plug and the valve out of

a Douglas valve. It is placed in the centre of the cyhnder '

head instead of the compression tap, and connected up to

the exhaust lifter lever by Bowden wire. After an extended

trial of over two years I have come to the conclusion that

an exhaust valve lifter is entirely unnecessary, as the release

valve has the following uses :
.

-' '

(1.) For injecting petrol.

(2.) For cooling the engine when coasting down hills, as

it sucks in cold air directly from the atmosphere.

(3.) As an engine brake when partly open.

(4.) As a dog frightener, being far more effective than

making a hissing noise with the mouth.

AH the aforementioned uses are, I consider,, advantages

over the exhaust lifter. Other points in favour of the

release valve are that there is practically no strain on the

Bowden wire, and it is commercially cheaper to fit than the

exhaust lift mechanism and compression tap combined.

,

C. S. BUENEY.

SUMMARY OP COREESPONDENCE.
Mr. R. Griffiths, of Saundersfoot, Pembrokeshire, writes to

say that he was refused admission to Jones's Garage, Swansea,

as motor cycles and sidecars are not garaged there.

i Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with " The Motor Cycle.''

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price

THEM." The standard handbook on the motor net.

cycle—its care and management. Twentieth Edition.

286 pages. 400 illustrations ... ..- a'^

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles" and befipfui

hints in regard to motor cvcles. Sixth Fdition.

(Second Reprint.) -,. .21
"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."

A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults anJ

of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth

Edition '. — • z/-

"THE MOTOR CYCLE' ROAD MAPS.
Ensland and Wales. Scotland. London (showmg
roads into and out of London and' avoitling London).

Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete ia case

By
post.

4/6 4/10

Obtainable by post (remittance with order)^ from ILIFFE.& SONS Ltd .,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4. or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bew:*EStaUff.-
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A selection of questions of genera] interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"'

20, Tudor Street, London, £.€.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be ac^mpanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked '* Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects*

Fitting a Speed Gear.

I have a 1912 A.S.L. 4 h.p.

Precision engined motor cycle.

Can you please tell me what
kind of speed gear or variable
pulley gear would be suitable for

fitting to the machine for sidecar work?
—T.S.

We do not luiow of any speed gear other
than one for the engine-shaft that can
be very readily fitted to your machine.
A Philipson pulley would be satisfactory
or one of the N.S.U. type two-speed
gears now being manufactured in this
country.

Colonial Prospects.

I am contemplating making
a trip to South Africa, Aus-
tralia, or New Zealand, witli

the object of starting a garage,
and should like your opinion on

the matter. Would you say the pro-
spects were good for engineers, and
which- country would you prefer for
opening business?—L.W.H.

From information we receive from time
to time, the prospects of the motor cycle
industry are excellent in all the colonies
you name, but especially so in New
Zealand and South Africa. We think
you will find the greatest scope in the
Antipodes.

Pilfered Accessories.

I met with an accident to my
?' motor cycle and had to leave it

at a garage for repair. Later,
-2J I discovered that all my tools

were missing. Before leaving
machine, I pointed out . to the

proprietor that all my tools were
in the sidecar, and he said that they
would be quite all right. Now he
refuses to replace them, but is quite
willing to let me have them at cost

• price. Can I make him replace them ?

; I might state that my wife was with
. me at the time. Also he informs me
.

- that I ought to have had them checked.
• —V.M.
Under the circumstances you describe,
there appears to have been some
laxity in handing over the machine and
its accessories to the garage proprietor,
and we fear that you are rather in his
hands. If you can provide witnesses,
however, who will bear out your state-
ment that the tools were in the sidecar
when you left the machine, and can also
prove negligence on his part in storing
your machine, there is no doubt you
could enforce their return. At the same
time, the value of the articles involved
is so small that it would not be worth
while incurring a legal action.

the

Fitting Lighting Dynamo
As I am not anxious to make

^1 use of a magneto as a light

> generator, I have a dynamo
-iJ (weight 2 lb.) which could be

fitted to my machine. The
speed of the dynamo must be over
5,000 r.p.m., but the maximum volt-

age is automatically controlled. Do
you think a pulley could be attached
to the engine-shaft (3j h.p. Rudge
Multi) by cutting a hole in the timing
cover ? If so, please give necessary
details for the work, so as to avoid
putting the pedals out of action. What
is the engine speed on a 3^ to 1 gear
at about 25 m.p.h. ?—A.U.

In adapting the lighting dynamo to your
engine it would be necessary to gear it

from the engine-shaft with a 3 to 1

ratio. It would be very difficult to drive

it from the Rudge engine without inter-

fering with the starting mechanism.
The engine speed on a 3^ to 1 gear at

25 m.p.h. is approximately 1,200 r.p.m.

Gearing and Carburation.

Would you be kind enough to^ give me information on the

^ following: (1.) My 1919 4 h.p.
-iJ Triumph is geared 5 to 1 top.

I ride solo, and wish to raise

the gear to 4, or even 35, to 1, if

possible. The present engine sprocket
has fifteen teeth, and as the chaiii

case can be removed over the sprocket
without sliding forward, I think it

will give sufficient clearance for a
larger sprocket. Will you tell me the
size of sprocket required to give the
gears before-mentioned, and where I

can obtain them? (2.) My standard
Triumph carburetter (Pratt's No. 1

petrol) averages 80 to 90 m.p.g. I

am told that either of the following
will give lower consumption and
better running : (a.) Bowden extra
air valve, (h) Smaller jet. Your
opinion and advice will greatly oblige.

I have never had occasion to use the
air lever, except for very slow turn-
ing over.—H.W.L.

(1.) We. do not recommend so high a

gear as 3^ to 1. Probably a seventeen-
tooth sprocket (4.4 to 1) would raise

the gear sufficiently for' your require-

ments. The Triumph Co. will supply.

(2.) We should not recommend the fit-

ting of an extra air valve. A smaller
jet might effect some economy in petrol

consumption, but if you obtain 90 m.p.g.
this is quite satisfactory. The use of

benzole would improve the consumption
by about 15%. The air lever on the

Stove Enamelling.

(1.) Is it possible to install a

small stove at h^me for enamel-

ling purposes? (?,.) Whether gas

or coal required, and at what tem-

peratures? (3.) Is a specially

prepared enamel used?—G.G.M.

(1.) Stove enamelling can be done on
quite a small scale. (2.) Enamelling

» stoves are usually gas heated. The tem-

perature required depends upon the colour

of the enamel used. The greatest heat is

necessary in stoving black—about 300° F.

(3.) Special enamel is required; it may
be obtained, as also the apparatus neces-

sary, from any wholesale cycle factor.

Acetylene as Fuel.

Has anyone ever invented

any article for driving a motor
cycle or car on carbide instead

of petrol, and, if so, has it been
tried, and with what success?

—

S.N.R.

Internal combustion engines have fre-

quently been run on acetylene gas.

Some considerable danger attends its use

in an engine primarily designed for the

consumption of petrol. In any case, the

use of acetylene as a motor fuel has been
found to result in uncontrollability and
harsh running. A description of a Swiss
patent on the lines in which you are
interested appeared in the issue of

The Motor Cycle dated October 9th, 1919.

Retarding Ignition.

If there is an appreciable loss

when retarding the spark, can
you tell me the reason why motor
cycle manufacturers never give
the matter any attention, but'

still continue to fit the same principle
of magneto year after year, when ob-
viously they are losing a certain amount
of power ?—H.F.

The reason for the adherence of manu-
facturers to the present type of magneto
is largely one of convenience. At moder-
ately high speeds the loss of sparking
efficiency, due to retarding, is not so
great as to cause any practical disad-
vantage. Magnetos have been made
which give maximum efficiency over a
full range of advance and retard, but
they are not so simple to manufacture,
and the design introduces other weak-
nesses. This quality is usually obtained
by rotating the field magnets round the
armature in place of moving the contact
breaker cams. The polar inductor type
of magneto, such as the American Dixie,

also has maximum sparking efficiency

Triumph carburetter is very seldom used. through its full range.

BI3
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RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
DUEHAM TO IkLAM.—J.H.

Durham, Darlington, Scotch Corner,
Leeming Bar, Ripon, Ripley, Blubber-
houses, Bolton Bridge, Skiptonj Gisburn,
Clitheroe, Whatley, Accrington, Hasling-
den, Holcombe, Bolton, Walkden, Patri-

croft, Irlam.

Birmingham to Caterham.—T.A.B.
Birmingham, Coventry, Daventry,

Dunstable, St. Albans, Watford, Rick-
niansworth, Denham, Uxbridge, Cohi-
brook, Staines, Kingston, Worcester
Park, Sutton, Purley, Caterham. Ap-
pro.ximately 110 miles.

Newca.stle-undeb-Lyme to Newcastle-
ON-TyNE.—J.F.T.

Newcastle-under-Lyme, Leek, Buxton,
Tideswell, Totley, Sheffield, Barnsley,
Cudworth, Hemsworth, Pontefract, Ferry-
bridge, Aberford, Wetherby, Borough-
bridge, Thirsk, Yalm, Stockton, Durham,
Chester-le-Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Worcester to Clacton-on-Sea.—G.W.R.
Worcester, Evesham, Broadway, More-

ton-in-the-Marsh, Chipping Norton,
Deddington, Aynho, Bicester, Aylesbury,
Tring, Berkhampsted, Boxmoor Station,

St. Albans, Hatfield, Hertford, Bishop's
Stortford, Great Dunmow, Braintree,
Colchester, Clacton-on-Sea.

B14,,
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READERS' REPLIES.

N.S.U.'Gear Trouble.

With reference to the reply to " H.F."
concerning N.S.U. gear trouble. I had
the same this summer with one of these
gears, and cured it by fitting a small
washer over the stud at the bottom of the ^
rotating rod, thus giving the extra pres-

sure necessitated by the wear on the in-

clined planes.—H. Webster.

Bemoviug Indian Cylinders.

For the information of " C.L.W.," who
wishes to dismantle Indian cylinders, he
should remove the head and then un-
screw three of the studs out of the crank
case ; the cylinder can be removed quite
easily. Being an Indian rider, I can
assure " C.L.W." that the heating of the
crank case is nothing to worry about ; this

makes no difference to the running of the
engine, and is, I believe, due to conduc-"
tion.—AV. Clements.

Two-stroke Triumph Gear Box.

Re the enquiry from "H.E.G.M.," in

The Motor Cycle dated October 16th, in

connection with some apparent metallic

substance in the grease of his Triumph
gear box. Perhaps he may be mistaken,
as I was. I bought a 1919 Triumph
second-hand, and, when about to fill the
gear box, was greatly disturbed to find

similar particles in the grease. I' thei-e-

fore took the gear box down and found
everything in order and no sign of

worn teeth. Upon a close examination
I discovered the "metallic substance"
was only graphite, which forms part of

the grease, and, of course, is not in any
way injurious, but quite the reverse. I

.should advise "H.E.G.M." carefully to

make sure' whether it is metal before
going to the expense of new parts.

—

E.J.F.
~~

tETJ",

F.B S. in Australia.

We learn that F.R.S. lamps are now
represented in Australia by Pinlay Bros.,
Barb Cycle Works, 322-324, Elizabeth
Street, Melbourne.

Leather Transmission Belting.

The business of W. Pollin, Silverhill,

Hastings, has now been reorganised as
W^. PoUin and Son, and will be carried
on at HoUington, St. Leonards-on-Sea,
specialising on leather and balata belts.

A Six Days Echo.
One of the few machines to make a

maximum road performance ill the
A.C.U. Six' Days Trial was the 8 h.p.
Clyno outfit. It was lubricated with
Vacuum BB oil, and the engine never
faltered on any hill.

Autoped Scooter Deliveries.

Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn,
London, E.G., inform us that they are
now able to give delivery from stock of
the Autoped motor scoOtei\ The Autoped
figured in the first scooter trials organised
by The. Motor Cycle during the summer,
and was first described in The Motor
Cycle of January 25th, 1917.

Enfield Balance Sheet.

The .directors of the Enfield Cycle Co.
recommend a further dividend of £7 per
cent, per annum on the A preference
shares for the half year, and 12^% on
the B preference and ordinary shares tor
the twelve months. In view of the con-
siderable increase of the company's
business, a further issue of 50,000 ordinary
£1 shares is proposed; these will be
offered to present shareholders only.

Bates Tyres in the North.

increasing popularity of Bates tyres
' and other goods manufactured by W. and
A. Bates, Ltd., St. Mary's Mills, Leices-
ter, has led to the necessity of opening
a wholesale distributing depot in Jlan-
chester, the address being St. Mary's
Buildings, Quay Street. All the Lan-
cashire, Cheshire, Yorkshire, and North
Wales business of the firm will be dealt
with from the Manchester house.

The South African Tourist Trophy Race.
A special commemorative prize—a gold

medal with diamond centre—was awarded
to J. P. Booth (Triumph Junior) for his

wonderful performance in the South
African Johannesburg-Durban race. Des-
pite the small capacity of his engine, he
finished fifth over the 397 miles course,
with an average speed over the full dis-

tance of over 25 m.p.h. C. H. Young
(4 Triumph), who finished second, was
the fastest of the single-cylinders, averag-
ing 36.3 m.p.h., as against 35.8 m.p.h.
by the 7 h.p. Harley-Davidson, which,
ridden by R. Blackburn, made fastest
time in the race.
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The Bowden Brake Co., Ltd.

In the directors' report of the Bowden
Brake Co., Ltd., it is stated that a

dividend of 15% is to be paid on par-

ticipating preference shares, and also on
the ordinary shares, both free of in-

come tax.

British Tyres in Spain.

We learn that in the -twelve hours
motor cycle race, held recently in Spain,

tjjg winners in all classes were running

on Dunlop tyres. This success of British

goods is specially gratifying at a time

when the export trade is so vital a factor

.in the country's interests.

Address Wanted.
The Licences and General Insurance

Co., Ltd., 24, Moorgate Street, London,
E.G. 2, inform us that one of our readers,

Mr. H. A. Connell, has written to them,

but has omitted to send his address. On
hearing further from him, the company
will immediately send a reply to his com-

munication.

Premises Wanted.

A w-ell-known competition rider is

offering £10 reward to anyone who will

find him suitable premises. He requires

. a showroom and-repair shops in the West
End, South,- or South-West of London,
but a suitable shop in the provinces

might meet the case. We shall be

pleased to forward letters.

Dissolved Acetylene Gylmders.

Many of our readers are anxions to

try dissolved acetylene as a means of

illumination. These will be interested to

Jiear that Messrs: --Vivian Hardie and

Lane, Ltd., 24, Woodstock Street, Bond
Street, London, W.l, have tte 'D.A.

cylinders and all the necessary fittings in

stock.

Metro-Tyler Hints and Tips.

Any rider of a 1919 Metro-Tyler may
have a copy of "Metro-Tyler Hints and

Tips to- Users" on quoting the number
of his engine, and communicating with 1

the Tyler Apparatus Co., Ltd., Bannister

Road, Kilbum Lane, London, N.W.IO. '.

The leaflet published gives four pages of !

useful hints, which should be of great '

value to users of this popular light-

weight.

Sunbeams in Italy.

Sunbeams have been extraordinarily

successful in a recent motor cycle face

in the land of sunshine. In the Jlilan-

Naples event, extending over 526 miles,

the only team to arrive complete was the

Sunbeam, which was composed of three

motor cycles which had been two years

on military service. They arrived second,

third, and sixth among thirty com-

petitors, but nine minutes after the first

arrival.

Activity in Bournemouth.

JMessrs. Perrins, of Aldwych, London,
recognising the scope for motor engineer-

ing, and also the lack of garaging space,

in the town of Bournemouth, have opened

a branch in Sea Road, Boscombe. Among
the agencies secured are those for the

Skootamota, Norton, and for Monobloc
cars. It may interest some to learn that

the directors of the company are Capt.

M. Perrin, A.M.I. C.E., Capt. G. E.

Thomas, Capt. H. S. Keightley (all late

of the R.A.F.), and Mr. T. B. Woodward.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, fully fitted, military model,
for rougli work, late 1918 model, splendid condi-

tion, spare wheel (interchangeable), with spares; genuine;
£155, or offer.—Archbold, 79, Banastre St., Liverpool.

[X7365
1Q19 A.J.S. 6h.p, Combination, interchangeable
•*-U wheels and spare, wind screen, hood and. side
screen, all in perfect order, delivered last September;
owner bought car; £180.—Blackburne Williams, Ty
Mawr, Abergele. CX7465

A.J.S. 6h.p. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 1913-14 model,
3-speed,. countershaft, clutch, all chain drive,

kick start, lamps complete, just been overhauled, ex-
cellent condition, little used during waj; inspection
invited; £98.—Apply. 39, Britannia Sq., Worcester.

[1935
1 Q14-15 6h.p. A.J.S, Combination, in splendid con-
-L*J dition, all spares, tyre, tube, lamps, etc., canoelet
O.B. sidecar, unscratched, with spring shock absorber,
and special upholstering; £110, a bargain; solo machine
in part exchange considered.— 1, St. Patrick's Houses,
St. Paul's Kd., Peterborough. [X7288

AUdays.
ALLON. — Caflyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, for delivpiv

> shortly. [0083

ALLOW.—Guaranteed early delivery latest 1920
models.—Parker's, Deansgate, Manchester, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton. [57422

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-speed, all accessories, recently
overhauled, engine perfect, all in exceptionally

good condition; £43.-116, Askew Rd., Shepherd's
Bush, W. [1659

ALLDAYS Matchless, 1914-15, 4h.p.. variable gear,
Bosch, Senspray, lamps, horn, speedometer, spares,

perfect condition; bargain, £50.-30, Chandos Rd..
Cricklewood, N.W.2. [1557

JONES' Garage, special agents for Alldays Allon,
Brondway, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. [0027

ALLON, 1916, new lamps and horn, perfect con-
dition throughout, owner emigrating; £45.-70,

Ringstead Rd., Catford. [1546
ALLDAYS Matchless 4h.p., 2 speeds, F.E., enclosed

valves, spring footboards, Amac, Bosch, new
belt, good tyres, lamps, horn; offers.—50, Beulah Rd.,
Thornton Heath. [1767
"I Q19 Allon Model de Luxe 2-stroke, hand clutch,
-L*.' 2-speed, kick starter and lightweight sidecar,

.as new, ridden only 40 -miles ; offers.—Surridge, 133.
Sloane St., Chelsea, S.W. [1724

1 Q15 Allon 2%h,p., 2-speed, perfect condition, not
-i •-' run 4,000, good climber, smart, lamps, horn,
tools, spare tube, tyres good; £55; after 5.-73, Crick-
lade Av., Stredtham Hill, S.W. 2. [X7412

F.O.C.H. have a -1919 Alldays Allon actually in
stock, and brand new.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car

House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead
Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9464

LLON, recent model, 2-speed, Hutcjiinson tyres,
_!- saddle, lamps, pillion seat, all new, complete
tools ' and accessories; £50; seen by appointment.

—

Adams, 50, Redcliffe Rd,, South Kensington. [X7608

ALLON 1918 254h.p., cluteh model, with light car,
fully eauipped, very smart turnout, starts easily.

and goes beautifully, run 722 miles, practically as new;
room reequired for car; £75.—Box- 679, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X7297

ALLDAYS Matchless, 2^/^.-p., 2-stroke, 1919 Villiers
engine, new tyres, all accessories, in perfect order

and condition ; a bargain, £42 ; owner buviug 2tseater
car; call after 5 p.m.—87, Buxton St., Mile End, E.l.
'Phone Avenue 6787. [1424

"IQ19 Alldays Allon 25^h.p. 2-stroke, single gear,
-i-*^ new August, run 1,500 miles, perfect order,
Cowey speedometer, head and tail lamps, complete
set tools, spare belt, etc, ; £65.—C. P. Plowman, 27
Chancery Lane, W.C.2. 'Phone: 5516 Holborn. [1719

F.O.C.H. for the new Allon de Luxe, 2-speed, kick
starter.—Book your order now for early 1920

deliveries, starting January. Our motto, " Strict
rotation and no premiums."—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer
Car House), 5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-
stead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9469

Ariel.

ONE 1919 SVsh.p. 3-speed Ariel, delivered September;
£92.-P. H. AUin and Sons, 12, Bridge St., Caml-

bndgo. [1485

ARTELS for 1920, any model, no premiums, first
deliveries.—W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326, Euston Rd.,

London. [1887

"IQ14 (Sept.) 3y2h.p. Ariel Coachbuilt Combination,
-*-*/ 3-speed countershaft; £78.-3, ClifE Terrace, St.
John's, S.E.8. [1401

T ONES' Garage, special agents for Ariels, Broad-y way. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.
North Fmchley. [0028
l'Q14 Ariel and Sidecar, 3-speed countershaft gear-
-*-«^ price 99 gns.-Motors, Hampstead, 78, High St
Hampstead, N.W.3. [1634
A RIFL, SVsh.p., 3-speed countershaft gear, standard

J
^specification, just delivered; £95.—Cobb'* Cycle

and Motor Depot, Arbroath. [1576

A^

" Some Folks are wise

and some otherwise."
Smollett,

It is not always an easy matter to decide
what to do—GO much depends ,npon
circumstances.
What are the chances of obtaining a new
machine of your choice during 1920 ?

If not already on a waiting list very little

we are afraid, as in most cases the
demand far exceeds the expected supply.
For this reason the following offer should
appeal to most folk as

An ExceptioriEil Opportunity
to get immediate delivery of a thoroughly
reliable combination at a]reasonable price.

Immediate Deliveries.
Cash OP Deferred Payments.
5-6 h.p. Rover, Twin-cylinder
J.A.P. engine, countershaft 3-

speed gear, kicl<-startep, hand
controlled clutch. Tool ba*
(no tools) and coachbuilt
Sidecar with apron. W.D.
finish. • Makers' list price

to-day .. .. £188

For Cash .. .. £125
For Deferred Payments

First instalment, dB34 10
and twelve monthly payments of

£8 11 8

8 h.p. New Imperial, Twin-
cylinder, J A. P. engine, count-
ershaft 3-speed gear with
hand-controlled clutch, kick-
starter, tool bag (no tools)
and coach built sidecar with
apron. W.D. finish. Makers'
list price to-day i.144- 18 O

For Cash .." .. £135
For Deferred Payments

First instalment, ifi37 10 O
and twelve monthly payments of

£9 5

Mechanically these machines are
perfect having had little or no
wear ; the original tyres being as
new and in excellent condition.

Moreover each machine is guar-
anteed by Godfrey's

These combinations can be seen
and inspected in our Show Rooms.

We are executing orders in strict

rotation as received. Send yours
in at once to avoid disappointment.

GODFREY'S Ltd.

208,
Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W,1.

Thone: 7091 Mayfair

(2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

A EJEL, 3y2h.p. and 6h.p. ; early deliveries ; all
-i^ spare part stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Ex-
pert, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester. [4020
f Q15 Ariel ^V2i^-V; 3-speed, kick starter, B. and B.,
J-*^ lamps, speedometer. Bramble sidecar attached,
iust overhauled; £75.—Biggs, Hunsdon, Ware, Herts.

[1586
1 Q19 (June) Ariel 3V2li-p. Combination, lamps, all
JLv accessories, owner going abroad; £105, or best
oifer.—7, Howard Kd., Church Hill, Walthamstow,

[X7585
A RIEL 1917 SV2^-V; 3-speed countershaft, chain-

-^^ cum-belt. hand and foot clutch, tools, not done
3.000, in splendid condition; £90.—C. Brittain. 10,
High. St., Grantham. [X74^0
"1 Q16 Arie? and Sidecar, fitted with 3-speed counter-
Xt/fhafb gear, P. and H- head lamp, Lucas horn,
in very good order; £98.—King and Harper, 6 and 7,
Bridge St., Cambridge. [1343

1 019 (August) 3^/^h.p. Ariel and Sidecar, horn,
J-*^ tail lamp, teavy Dunlop tyres, spare valves,
tube, only done 500 miles; £l30; Cambridge.—,Box
L5,197, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D)

.
[1448

ARIEL 1919 (April) 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed,
countershaft, Millford sidecar, speedometer,

lamps. Klaxon, Tan-Sad, insurance, ovtralls; £128.—
Oglesby, 12, Leaside Av., Muswell Hill N.IO. [1710

"I
Q19 6-7h.p. Ariel and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 3-speed

-L«^ countershaft, clutch, Lucas head lamp, mat,
watch, horn, spares, tools, delivered last month; price
£155.—Piatt, 2, Sheffield Rd., Warmsworth, Don-
caster. - [X7508 "

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 6-7h.p. twin Ariel coach
combination, fully equipped, small mileage, per-

fect throughout.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House),
5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube).
•Phone : Hampstead 3752. [9459 .

LATE 1913 3^h.p. Ariel Combination, coachbuilt, 3
lamps, fitted' heavy Dunlop out-er. Clincher inner,

both new. all accessories, splendid climber, good condi-
tion," smart turnout; £60, no ofier.—Cooper, 139, Green
Lane, Stoneycroft, Liverpool. [1555

Auto=Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL, splendid condition, cheap.—To be
seen at Dyche's Garage (nr. Station), Cookham-

on-Thames. [1455

WALL, just overhauled, new crank and shock ab-
sorber; best above 9 gns. secures.—287, High

Rd., Leyton. [1897

AUTO-WHEEL, in good condition, really helps, 11
gns. : with lady back tandem 19 gns.-Rev. Thorp,

Cossington Rectory, !Bridgwater. [1397

WALL Auto-wheel, No. 44629, stored last 2 years,'

wants retiming, tyre and tube good; £8, offers.—
Apply, Postmaster, Llanrharadr, Denbigh. [1431

AUTO-WHEEL. De Luxe Model, 1914, not much
used, in' perfect running order ; can be seen and

tried; £12; Herts.—Box 696, c/o The' Motor Cycle.

[X7581
AUTO-AVHEEL, B.S.A. de Luxe model, in excellent

condition, particularly good hill-climber, almost
new tyre; £9.— Gregory, Russell Court, St. James' (op-

posite St. James' Palace). [1369

WALL Auto-wheel, with bicycle, for sale, both prac-
tically new, wheel been stored in Holland during

war, as export prohibited;, £21; no dealers, no offers.—
Apply, 'Van Maurik, The Firs, Edinbridge, Kent. [1446

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914, perfect, fitted to 1919
(August) 3-speed cycle, 22in. frame, ^Bin. wheels,

hardly soiled; £22, or separate, £11 each; would ex-

change for good lightweight, 2 or 4-stroke; cash ad-
justment.—Haynes, Church St., Longton, Staffs.

[X7610

Bat<Jap.

4h.p. Bat-Jap, spring frame, 2-speed, drip feed, Sen-
sprav, re-enamelled; £35; London.—Bos L5,174,

do. The Motor Cycle. [1577

BAT-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. 2-speed Combination, and acces-

sories, tip-top condition, sidecar coachbuilt;
£75.-89, Abbey Rd., St. John's Wood, N.W.8. Pad-
dington-2423. - [1921

BAT-J.A.P. Combination, 8h.p., magnificent sidecar,

2-speed, clutch, kick start, chain drive, good
condition; 80 gns.—Seen Underdown, 64, Bellamy St.,

Balham, S.W. [1873

BAT-J.A.P. 4h.p., T.T., Grado, Bosch, B. and B.,

good tyres, belt, lamps, and horn, long brass
exhaust; £29 secures; sidecar, £3; bargains.-Bart-
lett, Milford-on-Sea, Hants. [1539

BAT-J.A.P. 4i4h,p., recently rebored, comfortable,
spring frame, Boscb, B. and B., Mabou, h.b.c.

clutch, adjustable pulley, take sidecar; trial; £35.—F.
Andrews, Folly Farm, Alkham, Dover. [1410

Blackburne.

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent for Blackburne motors; early delivery. [4016

BLACKBURNE, brand new, just delivered from
makers; £115.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hamp-

stead Rd., London. [1854

JONES' Garage, special agents for Blackburnea.
BraKway. Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. i [0029

All letters relating to advertisements should quote thei number, at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue B17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blumfield.

BLTJMFIELD 4h.p. Sporting Combination, 3-Epeed,
clutcli, lamps, etc, splendid condition; £85.

—

tl. A. Giles, Crown Cottage, King's Ed., Windsor.
[1473

5-6h.p. Bhimfield Twin-engined Solo Motor Cycle,
mechiinically perfect, Bosch wnterproof mag., E

and B. top feed, tyres and belt in good condition: £55.
—Eidiugs, 32, IrfDng St., Middleton, Lance. [X7138

Bradbury.
BRADBXTEY 4b.p., 2-speed, combination; £58;

trial.—Fuller, 1, Victoria Ed., Brighton. [1543

new
Cefn Cottage,

[1342

BEADBUKY 3h.p., mag.^ B. and B.^ nearly
tyres,

,
belt^ spares

Weigate Ed., Ewell.
£23.—Hanvood,

BEADBUEY.—For the jarliest possible deliveries of

1919 models.-
ton St., Walsall.

-The Walsall Garage,
Tel. : 444.

BEADBUEY 4h.p., Bosch. Amac, 2
new back tyre

Wolverharap-
[9575

BEADBUEY,' 4h.p., 1913, new condition, 2-speed,
free, kick start, Bosch mag.; ^45.—Swinton. 23.

Francemary St., Ladywell, S.E. [X7605

BEADBUEY 4l4b.p. Combination, kick starter, 2
speeds. mechanically perfect; £55.—Watch-

maker, 75; Leigh Ed., Leigh-on-Sea, [1849

4h.p. Bradbury and Sidecar, free engine, good tyres
and belt, lamp, liorn, speedometer, excellent order

' £55.—Owen, 95^ High Ed., East Finchley. [X7463

BEADBUEY 4h.p., S.A. 3-speed gear, coachbuilt
sidecar, been carefuiy used, trial run here; £74.

—Whitmore, 41, Attleborougb Ed., Kuneaton. [X7566

3ih.p. Bradbury, 2 speeds. Bosch, E. and B. carbur
2 etter, lamps, hoin, nearly new Dunlops, chain

drive, splendid order; trial: £45.—Scott, 67, Edin-
burgh Ed., Norwich, Norfolk. [X7271

BEADBUEY 1915 6h.p. Twin Combination, just
overhauled, and in perfect condition, new tyres

! on all 3 wheels, fully equipped; £95.—Capt. Carter.
Lord Derby War Hospital, Warrington. [X7615

BEADBUEY 41/ih.p. Chain Driven Combination,
coimtershaft 3-speed gear, kick starter, hand con-

I
trolled clutch, splendid coachbuilt sidecar, new Dnnlop
heavy cover and tube on rear wheel, the whole outfit is

in splendid condition, and perfect in every way ; any
trial given: £95.—GrifB.n, Coombend, Radstock, Somer-
Bet. [X7246

. clutch,
tyre and belt, and coachbuilt sidecar,

£4G; 3-speed chain drive gear bos and clutch, K.S.,
£9/10; Chater-Lea frame, dropped back, and forks,
new, stand, mudguards and tank, suit J.A.P. engine,
£9/10 ; sidecar chassis, with tyre, tube, and springs,
£4/10.-65. Station Ed., Brixton. [1675

Brough.
SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of

Man Only.—Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,
Official Dealers. Liverpool and Manchester. [7039

"I
Q19 Brough, fitted with electrical mechanical horn,

J-^ rear lamp, coachbuilt sidecar, Mills-FuHord,
condition as new; X145.—King and Harper, 6 and 7,
Bridge St., Cambridge. [1344

1 Q 16 Brough SVob.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed,
•M.*J clutch, kick start, all accessories, and new
coachbuilt sidecar, excellent condition throughout;
£100.-52, King St., Belper, Derbyshire. [X7105

Brown. ,

BEOWN, SV'h.p., Bosch. B. find B., good running
ordor; £28.-89, • Coboiiig Ed., Old Kent E<1.,

Camberwell. [1370

Brown Combination, 2 speeds, kic^ starter,

tyres good, new fear, all accessories, excellent
condition : nearest £50.—Brasher, 4, Hawthorn Terrace,
Dovercourt, Essex. [1796

B.S.A.

-Write, Box L5,031, c/o

[9676

"D.S.A. 1920 Models; strict rotation.—Taylor's Gar

3¥-'-

£60.—B.S.A., 4h,p., pertect.-
The Motor Cycle.

oge, Wednesbiuy.

B.S.A. Combination,
Noiiis, Pixliall, Haivkliuist.

"D.S.A., Model H. 3-speed gear, rlutcli.
Etarter,

H.
guaranteed

3 speeds, chain drive; offers.—
[1746

and kick
£85.—Moss, Wem.

[X7619
E.I.C. mag., condition
Newtown, Wigan.

[X7591
Sole District Agents: book now.—The Walsail

Tel. ; 444,
[9576

1919 Model B.S.A.'s now in stock;
delivery.—Cleale's Garage, Chelms-

[1526

B.S.A. 41/ih.p. 1919 Combination. Mills-rnHoid sidfe-
cir; ivhat offers?—The Hazels, Dnrley Dale, ne.nr

Matlock. [1492
IQIS B.S.A., 4i/ih.p., 3-speed countershaft gear;
Xt^ £58.—J. Smith and Co., 16, Hampstea,d Kd.,
London. [1853

B.S.A., 4h.p., countershaft,
as new; £70.—Rogerson,

B.S.A. „
Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall.

"D BAND New

tord.
immediate

B.S.A. 3V'li-p.. Stiirmey-Archer 3-speed combination

;

£48, bargain.- Geary, 155, TJxbiidge St., Burton-

JONES' Garage,
wnv, Muswell

Noi^tltri'luCljlsyKi •.

sperial agents tor
Hill, N.IO, and Woi

[X7476

BroadB.iA..
odwde Parade.

DONT
HESITATE.
We are offering ROVER and NEW
IMPERIAL Combinations at less

than makers' prices, and prices of
new machines are still rising.

They are undoubtedly the greatest
bargains offered this season.

NEW iniPERIAL, 8h.p. J.A.P. twin engine.
3-speed, clutch, all-chain driVe, coachbuilt
Sidecar, W.D., all-weather models. Makers'
price, £144 i8s.

Our price t £135
ROVEfi, 6b.p. J..A.P. twin engine, 3-speed,

clutch, • chain drive, coacbbuilt , Sidecar,
VV.D., all-weather models. Makers' price,

OSS-
Out price ..:.. £125

1919 NEW MODELS
IIM STOCK.

BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p £110 5 6
CLYNO, 2i h.p., 2-stroke,

2-speed £63
ENFIELD^ 2j h.p., 2-stroke,

2-speed £5715
PORTLAND, 2j h.p., 2-stroke,

3-speed £63
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p.,

magneto £153163

SECOND-HAND SOLO
MACHINES.

SUNBEAM, W.D., 2 J h.p., 3-speed £84
DOUGLAS, W.D., 2fb.p. 2-speed £70
RUDGE-MULTI, 1914,3.1, ti .p., speedometer £65
DOUGLAS, W.D., 2jh.p., 2-speed, lamps £75
JAMES, igr'i, 2} h.p., 2-stroke £50
CONNAUGHT, 2,J h.p., single-speed £35
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1918, 2J h.p., 2-speed £55
ZENITH, I9r3, 90 bore J.A.P., all access. —
IVY, 1916, 23- h.p., 2-stroke, lamps, etc. .

.

—
OALTHORPE, 1919 3 h.p. Precibion £75

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
ARIEL, 1916, 3I h.p., 3-speed '. £115
INDIAN, 1916, 7-9 h.p. Powerplus £150
SUNBEAM, igi8, 35 h.p., sporting Sidecar £175
JAMES, -.V h.p., 3-speeci, all-chain £95
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, 7-9 h.p., mag-

neto, re-enamelled . . .y £150
ENFIELD, 1914, 6 h.p., all accessor-es .. £130
B.S.A., I9r4, 4 h,p., 3-speed £130
SUNBEAM, 1914, 3! h.p., 3-speed £110
ARIEL iqiQ, 3j h.p.. 3-speed £1S0
DOUGLAS, 1915, 4 h.p., 3-speed £130
DOUGLAS, 1914, 3J h,p.. 3-speed ~, £100

i^mdsi'Mdl Mad-
100;9/vmtf\yitUuid^,

jBondhn tO.i.

100, PaiUs St, €xet&t.

Telegrams :

Abdicate, We^do, London.''

Telephone : Museum 557, MOTOR;
Telegrams :

Combustioo, Exeter ''

Telephone : Exeter 933 M

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

ONE 1919 B.S.A. Combination
and horn: flSO.

Bridge Sti Cambridge.
-P. H.

complete witli lamp
Allin and Sons. 12,

[1487

1Q16 B.S.A., fitted with coachbuilt sidecar, P. and
-»-*.' H. rear lamp; £100.—King and Harpar. 6 and
7, Bridge St., Cambridge. [1345

B.S.A. Combination, 1914, 5 speeds, clutch, electric
lights : must realise; ^2/10.-51, Mapletliorpe

Bd., Thornton Heath, S.E.
.

[1741

B.S.A., 1914, T.T., 3-speed, countershaft, chain-
belt, spares, perfect condition; £78.—Anderson,

125, High St., Merton, S.W.19. [1928

1 Q19 B.S.A. Combination, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, as new,
-L*' not done 500 miles, horn, spare belt and plug.—
Hedges, Commercial St., Hereford." [X7520

all chain drive, and
f96.—Halifax Motor

Exchange, Union St. South, Halifax. [1589

sidecar, 3-speed, clutch,

good tvres and condition;
Thornton Heath. [1444

1013 B.S.A., 3'/oh.p., 2-speed, countershaft gear,
-»-*' in excellent condition; price 40 gns.—Motors,.

78, High St., Hampstead, N.W..3. [1633

B.S.A., 1915, 3.5peed, 4i4hT.,
1919 Coronet coach sidecar;

B.S.A. Combination, O.B.
Imb gear, Boseh, Araac

£60.-27, Maplethorpe Ed.,

Hampstead,

B^

S.A., 4i4h.p., 1919, all chain, ne* Oct. Ist, sidecar,

only done 500 .miles, splendid condition-; f 120,
or nearest ofler.—Butler, 84, Bradford St., Walsall.

[S7325
B.A., 1915, 4h.p., S-speod countershaft, clutch,

tyres and belt as new; 65 gns.—King Kdward
Garage/ Church End, Knchley. 'Phone: 278 Fincliley.

[1437

1 Q16 B.S.A., 4iAh.p., 3-speed, countershaft, kick
Xi/ start, chain-cum-belt, perfect mechanical con-

dition; £67/10.—Severn View Cottage, Sharpness.
Glos. [X7579

B.S.A., late 1915, 4i4h.p., chain-cum-belt, K.S., 3-

speed countershaft, Millford C.B. sidecar, good
running order: £85.-93, Belvedere !Rd., Burtcn-on-i
Mrent. [X7130

"I Q19 B,S.A., 3-spe6d, Model K, T.T. Tjars, 2 lucas
-1-t' lamps, horn, discs, knee grips; any trial; first

offer ojer il90 secures.—Baxter, Eden Vale, Morecambe,
Lanes, [1736

B..S.A., 1917, all chain combination. 3 speeds, K.S.,

new Bunlops, mechanical horn, lamps, tools, etc.,

perfect, better than new; 89 gns.—5, Belgrave Bd.,

Slough!
^ [X7504

S.A. Autowheel De Luxe, Al order, any. trial,

with Triumph 26in. cycle; £22, or neaj; offer;

autowheel only, £12/12.—County Garage, Banbury^.
B^
Phone

:

B.S.A.
tion,

little weai-; trial

;

near Walaall.

158, [X7538

(October, 1911}. • coachbiiilt combin'n-

3b, kick start, perfect condition, iad
best ofier.—P. Hawkins, Gieat Wyrley,

[X7558

B.S.A. 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed, clntcb, kick start,

chain-cum-belt, in perfect condition, unused for

3 years;
Ingham,

bargain, £60.-
Kent.

Balmoral ltd., GUI-

1

[X7431
!

B'.S.A., 1917, all chain, smart coachbuilt sidec:

tticas lamps, speedometer, mechanical horn;

£90 ; without speedometer,
o9, Bexley Bd., Erith.

£88; privately owned.—
[1870

B.S.A. Combination, 2-speed, free, clutch, pedal

start, Bosch, new belt, good tyres, lamp set, horn,
\

' ' £75.—Hope, 26,tools, screen, fitc, just overhauled
Princes Parade, Fincliley, N.3. [1705

1Q19 B.S.A. 4^1i.p.,
JLt/ countershaft, small
lamps and
Gratton Rd.,

chain-cum-belt, 3-speed,

coachbuilt sidecar, 2 h
euerators; £105.—J. Robinson, 28,

'est Kensington. [1914

B.S.A. Specialists.—All replacements in stock; B.S.A
hub gears, etc., repaired.—The County Cycle au^

Motor Co., Broad St., Biimingham,
733. T.A. Comocyco, Birmingham.

Tel. Midlant
[822^

B.S.A., 1919, brand new.- unused, Model K, 3-spee^
counter'^haft, just delivered; 99 gns.j makers

full guarantee, owner unable to use.—Hunt, 10, Ash
church Grove, Shepherd's Bush, W. [I65f

B;S.A., 1916, 4i4h.p.. 3-speed countershaft, all-chaii

drive, clutch, kick start, all accessories, recentl;

overhauled, splendid engine,
ns.—[Mason, 68, Gordon Rd.

excellent condition ; 71

Ealing, W. [168!

-j Q16 B.S.AA *y Easting
tyres as new,
£95.—T., 49,

all-chain, Millford C.B. sidecar, ani

, wind screen, e.\cellent running ordei
Lucas lamps and horn, speed-ometer. etc.

Wyndham Rd., Salisbury. [X714

B.SJl 3Vi;h.p., free engine model, rediil stnrt, Hon'
gomery cyne sidecar, Lucas Jamp, horn, St-ewai

speedometer, good condition, stored 3 years; i!60:-

Stones Garage, Loudon Rd., Westcliff-o^-Sea. [155

"IQ15V2 B.S.A.,
-M-iJ countershaft,

4i4h.p., cbnin-cura-belt, , 3-spee

,
kick start, sidecar, lamps, etc., iie

tvres, low mileage; £105, or offer ; seen any timoi-
•Ward, 23, Heath Crescent, Graigwen, Pontypridd.

[X72fi

B.S.A. Combination, 1915, chain-belt, 3sapeed counte
shaft, etc., F.R.S. head., sidecar aaid rear iajnp

tyres new, spare tube and belt, stored 2 years, splend
condition; £75.— AA^rite, H., 19, Cardigan jEld., Kiti
mond, Surrey. . [20(

All letters relating to advertisements sheuld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1915 2Vih.v.. 2.spced, not W.D., Dnnlops
* nearly new, new O.A.V., Amac, P. and H. lamps,
b mstned; £57/10.—Nottage, 113, Cowley Ed., Ux-
dge. [1799

OLO (;h.p. 1919 Douglas, small mileage, condition
as new, T.T. bars, electric tail lamp, no head

ht; £90._Sutton, 15. Eockhall Rd., Cricklewocd,
W-S- [X7607
kCTOBEE, 1919, Douglas, 2y4h.p., run only 300

_
miles, absolutely splendid machine; £80.—

rite, or call mornings. Smith, 4, Christchurch Rd.,
impstead. [X7243
VOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1915, ^-speed Colonial model,

semi T.T. bars, lamps, mechanical horn, knee
. . just overhauled
omiey, Kent.

£62.—T., 27, HoIwooS Rd
[1531

SM-V- Douglas, standard W.D., 1919 (August), speed-
4, ometer, mechanical horn, lamps, spare belt, tube,
i chain

; £88.-7, Grove Terrace, Burton Ed., Witting-
1, Manchester. . [X7530
\0I7GLAS, lata 1914, in excellent condition; £50,
' with spares and accessories. Wanted J.A.P.
.p., condition immaterial.—Sheppard, 103, The
escent, Slough. [1771
qi9 (September) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, latest

Y type, clutch, royal blue sidecar, complete, P,
a H. lamps, horn; £135.-Capt. Kirkland, 57, West
.11 Ed., Smithfields. [X7131
^h.p. Douglas, late model, 2-speed, engine and mag.
4 just thoroughly overhauled by makers, receipt
jwd; offer.=.—Olaridge, 4, Hill St., Collycroft, Bed-
rk, Warwickshire. [S7604
lah.p. Douglas, W.D., nncrated April, 1919,' excel
'« lent condition, done 200 miles, mechanical horn,
)te, speedometer; £78.—Barker, 3, Wilton Place,
oightsbndge, London. [X7295
\OUGLAS 1919 (February) receipt shown 4h.p.
' Combination, lighting, tools, spares, tyres good;

gns.. No offers.—175. Camberwell "
hone: Brixton 286.

Grove, S.B.5.
[1809

J,O0GLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, special roomy
' sidecar, hardly soiled, perfect running condition,
nps, horn, speedometer, etc. ; £110, no offers.-Loney,
, Eectory Ed., Cardiff. [X7601
^OtTGLAS 2%h.p., 1910, in good condition, but^ requires new crankshaft, owner gone abroad;
25, or near offer.-Seen, Mattock Motor Co., Mat-
ok Lane, Ealing, W,5. [1644
YOTJGLAS 4b.p. Combination. 1916, 3-speed, new' valves, Klaxon horn, good running- order • £100
en at week-end only.—Neville, 12, St. James's Man-
)D8, West End Lane. N.W.e. [1775
"\OUGLAS, 234h.p., excellent condition, not ridden
-^ during war, new back Dunlop tube, lamp, horn
unp, spare tyre, various sundries ; £38.—Eanger. Merl-
Mfl, Woodbridge Ed., Guildford. [X7329
019 4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete withV lamps, generator, Klaxon, speedometer, and
lares, in first-class condition, as new; £132,T-Price,
19, High St. North, East Ham. [1743
YOTTGLAS 1914 2%h.p., 2-speed, stored during war,
-^ lamps, pump, horn, spare valve, tvres as new, Eosr.li
ag. lighting set, all accessories, perfect; £66.—Kirsteu
Market Sd., Stony Stratford. [1674
Ql'9 Douglas 2%h.p., W.D., 2-speed, lamps, horn." tools, spares done 600 miles, excellent condi-
3U, instant delivery; £80.—Brown, Westley Lodge
arm, Si.'i Mile Bottcm. Oambs. [1872
"DOUGLAS 2=4h.p., 1914, 2-3peed, in splendid rnn-
•^ ning order, footboards, Bosch mag., Smith's speed-
oeter P and H. head lamp, etc.; £50, or near ofler
1"., 4, Marchmont Ed., Wallington. [1425
Q15 Douglas 2%h.p. Colonial Model, running order^ and general condition excellent, new tyres
Junlop heavy) and tubes, Douglas tool kit; £53 —
rove Cottage, King's End, Euislip, Middlesex. [1457
[^V: Douglas Combination, brand new, complete
- with storm apron; prices and terms on applica-
Dn,-_Harrods Motor Showrooms, 116-118, Brompton
d. (opposite Main Building), London, S.W.I. [1407
)ODGLAS (Oct. 18th, 1919) 4h.p. Combination
-' as new not done 100 miles, .complete with lamps
>rn, Ian-Sad, and latest pattern 1920 clutch; best
fers over £135 for quick sale.—13, Albert Terrace,
-afford.

^OUGLAS 1915 234h.p.,
-^ appearance like new, ^^r
ith a new machine;

[X7553
2-speed, running and
e guarantee given as

,1 •.„ —,"„- :,'
approval, deposit; deliver byad within 60 miles; £60.-12, Southgate Rd ,

verpool. ° [1440

''°i,°-^- fe'^ ^ 1^1? 2%h.p. post-war Douglas,
„ „"""* Klaxon, perfect, very small mileage -
O.C.H. (Pair Offer Car House), 5. Heath St

,

ampstead (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hamp'
ead 3752. [9453
1 Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you haveno stock, but we are giving deliveries to tlie earlr
ras. Place your order at once if yon want de-'ery^Eh Clark, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenhniii
1, Bnstol. .

[00 J S
)01JGLAS, 2%h.p., 2-8pe6d, 1919 model, fitted with

. "!'?„ wheels, lamps, absolutely as new, mileage
lont 150; 75 gns.-Longman Bros., 17, Bond St
iling; and 387, Uxbridge Ed., Acton. 'Phone: c5s-
ck 1578. [J7g^

Sole London and District
Agents for A.J.S. and British
E^xcelsiop IVlotor Cycles.
Contracting Agents for
Triumphs, B.S.A., Hendersons,
Enfields, Calthorpes, Allons,.

Metro-Tylers, etc., etc.

MOTOR CYCLISTS'

TOOL KIT.

Genuine Abingdon, fitted with .10

King Dick Tools, complete in canvas
case, (Postage 6d.) ..£17 9
PISTON RINGS IN STOCK
made to fit the following engines:
Precision, Rudge 3i h.p., P. & M- 3i
h.p., Triumph 3J and 4 h.p., Jap 4,
6. and 8 h p., 2/- : A,J S 2J, 4, and
6 h p., Jap 2i h.p., 1 /9 : Levis,
Villiers, James (2-stroke), Baby
Triumph, Douglas 4 h.p., 1/6;
Douglas 2i h.p.. 1/3 (postage on all

above 3d. extra).

MOTOR CYCLE VALVES, 5/6
Immediate delivery of Valves to fit

the following engines; Triumph 3i
and 4 h. p. ^ Rudge 3i h p., Jap 2i 4,
6, and 8 h.p., A.J S, 2J, 2i, 5, and 6
h.p. 'postage 3d.)

A.K. KNEE GRIPS, very strongly
made of leather and rubber. Will fit

any machine (postage 4d.) ..12/-

ALL LEATHER KNEE GRIPS.
well-made and padded (post 4 d.l, 8/6

READY TO
DRIVE AWAY.
JUNIOR TRIUMPHS, 2 stroke brand
new, 1920 Models, just delivered. £60
BRITISH EXCELSIOR, new, 1920,
2-stpoke. 2* h.p.: 2-speed, £5S 16 O
plus carriage from Works on new
models.

A.J.S., 1917 model, 4 h.p. solo
machine, lamps, speedometer, etc.

£98 O O
A.J S. and Sidecar, 1915 model,
4 h.p. twin, in sound condition

£lOO O O
JAMES 1919 Combination, 5 to 6
h.p., fully equipped £l35 O O
SUNBEAM T916Combination,8h.p.
M. A.G. engine Lucas head lamp and
horn. Hera is a splendid bargain for
someone £130 O O
B.S.A. and Sidecar, 1915 model.
carefully u=ed £95 O O
EXCELSIOR, American, '7-9 h.p..
and Sidecar, beautiful machine,

£105 O O

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 21a, STORE ST., W.C.I

Wholesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.G i

Garage—Totteoham Court Road.
'Phone—MuBeum, 1'240.

Talegrama— " Dynametro, Weatcent, London '

Tp.O.C.H.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Douglas.

4h.p. Douglas

SALE.

"I
Q19 4h.p, Douglas Combination,

J-*' ridden from works Oct. 22nd,

have a 1919 4h.p. Douglas combinatioa
fully equipped, almost new. and absolutely per-

fect.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone: Hamp
stead 3752. [916C

^45.—Douglas 1914 25/ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, tick
^' start, Lucas lamps, speedometer, horn, tools, spares,
large mudguards, Duulops nearly new, lately over-

hauled, good condition ; appointment.—G. Grey, White
House, Cobham, Surrey. [1830

1 Q19 2%h.p. Douglas: several in stock, unused;
-Lt^ 1919 Doue-las 2%lftp., done 300 miles only, un-
soiled, £76/10; 2^h.p. W.D. 1915 model, good con-
dition, £49.—Lewis, 19a, Upper Charlton St., Car-
burton St., off Gt. Portland St., W.l. [1665

new type clutch.

Oct. 22nd, mileage 135, head
lamp and side lamp and generator, electric tail lamp
with accumulator, mechanical horn ;

price £130.—
Thwaites, Alveston, Stratford-ou-Avon. [X7526

fi^ 3.h.p. Douglases, brand new, with either T.T. or^ 4 touring handle-bars ; very prompt deliveries,
one OT two from stock; £80, plus carriage.—Robinson's
Garage, 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995 (2

lines). T.A. : Bicycles, Cambridge. [1962

1 Q18 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new May, 1919.
J-«/ hood, screen, lamps, horn, spare cover, tube,
belt, plugs, just overhauled, insured for 19 months,
done about 2,000, discs all round, in grand condition;
£140.-24, Huntingdon Rd., Cambridge. [X7515

DOUGLAS 1914 2%li.p. Combination, lamps, speedo-
eter, horn, long exhaust, heavy chain, Terry's

spring links, Middleton- streamline sidecar, spare
chain, belt, tyre, etc., perfect condition; 65 gns.—
Hewer, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E.C.I. [1723

DOUGLAS 1919 4h.p. and Sidecar, T.T. bars, spare
belt, chain, sidecar specially coachpainted, tank

to match, the whole outfit in perfect condition ; a
bargain for £120.—Appointment by letter to Newbold,
23, Melrose Rd., West Hill. Wandsworth, S.W. [9903

4h.p. Douglas 1919 Type Combinations, with im-
proved type of clutch; very prompt deliveries,

one or two from stock; £135. plus carriage and crate;
pamphlets with specification.-Robinson's Garage, 32-35,
Green St, Cambridge. Tel.: 995 (2 lines). T.A.

:

Bicycles, Cambridge. _ [1963

VIVIAN BARDIE and Lane, Ltd., Douglas speci-
alists.—4h.p. combination, £135; 2%h.p. solo.

£80 ; we stock everything you require for your
Douglas.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood-
stock St. (off Oxford St), Bond St., London, W.l,
'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0012

1 CJ 19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick
X«/ start, horn, wind screen, head and tail lamp,
spare belt, ^ chain, and two valves, purchased from
factory last March, run 2,250 miles, in splendid con-
dition, has been ^ery carefully ridden, new tyre back
wheel; £125.—Major Taylor,, The Royal Irish Regi-
ment, Rugeley Camp, Staffs. [X7589

Elswick.

ELSWICE 2-stroke. 2-speed, countershaft, ^splendid
climber; £32, offers; photo.—Decourcy, Frankfort

St., Birmingham.
.

[1682

33.h.p. Elswick, Precision engine, coachbuilt side-
4 car, handle starter and 3-speed gear, all in per-

fect condition; £70.—Hawkins, 356, St. Ann's Rd.,
Harringay, N.15. [1757

Enfield.

Oih.p". 2-stroke Enfield, 1917, good condition; offers
^4 over £eo.—Milsom, Pontnewynydd. iX7385

2i4h.p., perfect condition, full
A.B.W. Tel. : Holborn 26.

[2011
special agents for Enfields, Brond-
Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade,

[0031

ENFIELD.—Excellent delivery latest 1920 8h.p.
combination models.—Enquire Parker's, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton. [X7424

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, C.E. sidecar, in
good rnnning order ; £90.—House. 119, King .

St.. Hammersmith. , [1709

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1916; nearest £120;
any evenint: or Saturday afternoon.—Thomas. 34,

Alexandra Rd., Croydon. [1368

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, perfect, accessories,
insurance ; £35 ; close offer.—Sutton, Royal

Garage, Sutton Coldfield. [X7507

-| Q19 Enfield 2-stroke,
J-«J'

, equipment; £50.-

J ONES' Garage,
way. Mnswell

North Finchley.

horn, tools, good
-J. Jilks, Upper

[X7523

Lucas dynamo light-
er near.—49, Passey

(X7389

ENFIELD 2-''/ih.p., 2-speed, lamps,
running order, new tyres ; £40,

Tysoe, Kinetou, Warwick.

ENFIELD Combination, 1918,
ing, new condition; £140,

Rd., Moseley, Birmingham.

"IQ16 Enfield Combination, lamps, horn, tools, sreed-
Jl*J ometer, etc.. little used, excellent condition- £120.
—H. Wright, Arlesey, Beds. [1551

ENFIELD 6h p. Combination, with child's seat in
sidecar, lamp, horn ; after 6 p.m. ; £90.-120.

Estcourt Rd., South Norwood. [1754

-| Q19 6h.p. Eoyal Enfield Combination, fully equipped.XU and low mileage, insured ; £148.-Grey.shott,
Cresthill Av., Grays, Essex. [1934

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b2I
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MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

OiLli.p. Enfield Twin,. Bosch mag., Aniac carburetter,
^4: brand new back tyre, in good order; £32.-22,
Eockford Ed., Basingstoke, Hants. [X7318

3h.p. Eoval Enfield, 1915. 2-3peed model, kick start,

twin-cyl. engine, smart and serviceable; £47/10.
—^yauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. London. [1954

ENFIELD 1917 3h.p. Twin, under 3.000 miles, 2-

speed, kick start; £60; owner bought combination.
-—Elizabethan House, Bore'ham Wood, Herts. [X6640

6h.p. Enfield and Sidecar, just overhauled, electric

lamps; luggage grid, 700x80 car tyres, top-hole

condition.—Egerton's, Northgate St., Ipswich. [X7644

ENFIELD Motor Cycle and Sidecar, 6h.p. 1916
model, twin, done little work, good as new, no

agents.—A. G. Stacey, Bush Hill Cottage, London
Ed., Enfield. [1469

1 Q17 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, K.S., lamps, horn,
it/ accessories, recently overhauled by makers at

cost of £16, perfect order; £70.—Turner, Ashbrook,
Hiochin, Hwts. ' [1769

"I QIS 6h,p. Enfield Combination, wax model, Bosch
J-tf mag., lamps, horn, tyres as new; view alter 5
o'clock.—Allan, 8, Polygon Mews, Porohester Place,

Edgware Ed., W. [1588

1 16 Eoyal Enfield 6h.p. Combination, in splendid
J-*J concfition, little used, with sidecar,^ sp^edo.

meter, lamps, etc.

gate, Shrewsbury.

T>OYAL ENFIELD 1916 Twin 3h.p^

£125!—W. Wilkes, Castle Fore-

^ [Z7613

^_ Combination,
wind screen, lamps, tools, good "running order

;

£90, near offer.-Seen Underdown, 64, Bellamy St.,

Balham Hill, S.W. [1875

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1919 model, 6h.p.,

only driven few tundred miles, 700x30 tyres;

£150 or near offer; owner purchased car.—Box L5,221

c/o the Motor Cycle. [1609

1Q19 6h.p. Enfield Combination, electric lighting,

XU horn, screen, apron, tyres as- new; £155: huymg
oar- seen London or Brighton, appointment.—Owner,
55. 'Lee. Ed., Blackheath. [X7274

3h p T.T. Enfield, 1914, stored during war,' fast,

condition perfect, large F.E.S. lamp, horn, spare

tube- £47 for immediate sale; seen any time.—Hood,

White Hart, Ely, Cambc [1850

ENFIELD 3h.p., 2-speed, recently overhauled, plated

and enamelled by makers, engine, tyres, etc., rn

first-rate condition: £50, or near offer.-Watson
Whitecroft, Forest Row, Sussex. LA7505

ENFIELD 2%h.p. Twin, 2-speed, Bosch mag., elec-

tric horn, generator and all accessories, recently

overhauled, splendid condition and appearance; £45.

—Fenwick, 52, Waverley Av., Wembley. [X73B7

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1917 (late), hood,

vind screen, apron, Lucas lamps, horn, new
tvres tools, just overhauled; £140 net; Birmingham
district.-Box 693, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X7524

ENFIELD 1919 3h.p., tools, lamps, mechanical

horn, spare inner tube, 800 miles, perfect con-

dition- 75 gns.; inspection by appointment.—Gerald

Thomas, Eryldon, Caswell Hill, Swansea, [X7411

1 015 Enfield Combination, screen, liood, etr., very

X-v lair order, good tyres: severe trial given; £95,

or exchange for solo and cash: private seller; bargain.

—Green, 78. Newlands Park, Sydenham, S.E.26. [1795

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, chain drive, 2-speed and free,

1916 model, practically new condition, and very

little wear, clean and smart, and ready to ride away;

£87 cash down.—Write P. Willmott, Church Path,

Wanstead. [X7343

ENFIELD Combination, 1915, 6h.p., very powerful

engine, climb anything, excellent mechanical con-

dition, has been carefully driven: bargain, £90, no

offers.—Jarrett, Grays Lodge, St. Leonard's-on-Sea.

'Phone 700. .
[1836

6h.p. Enfield Combination, 1915-16, Lucas lamps,
horn, speedometer, Tan-Sad, luggage grid. Cameo

wind screen, .overall cover, just been thoroughly over-

fiauled, new chains throughout, splendid condition; £130.
-6, Forrest St., Latchlord, Warrington. tX7277

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, complete, with
luggage grid, hood, 3 lamps, speedometer, new

back outer cover and tube, new driving chain, just
overhauled, excellent condition; £145; seen by
appointment.—142, Belgrave Ed., Wanstead, E.ll.

[1638
6h.p. Enfield Combination, late. 1916, wind screen,

pillion seat, lamps and- generators, Stewart me-
chanical horn, spares, stored during restrictions,
mechanically perfect and practically unscratched;
£120.—W. James, 36, King St., Cwm, nr. Newport,
Mon. [X7421

1 019 Eoyal Enfield 6h.p. Combination, fitted with
M-tj 3 Lucas electric lights and 2 large accumulators.
Cameo wind screen, Tand-Snd seat, Gloria niechanicjil

horn, spare chain, luggage grid on sidecar: the whole
tsutfit in beautiful condition; £155.—Sampson, Quinton
Ed., Coventry. [X7639

ROYAL Enfield 6h.p. Combination, practically new
condition, unscratched and guaranteed perfect,

Qot run 1,500 miles, original Palmer cords, tread
unworn. Cameo wind screen, apron, 3 lamps, luggage
rack, horn, full tools, instruction manual, etc., mag-
nificent turnout; best offer over £130.—^loorside.
Hereford Rd.,' Harrogate'. ;, „ [X7242

YOU
WILL BE SAFE WITH
A stamped frame, stamped wheels—no spokes

—

sprung frame, shaft drive—final bevel enclosed
engine—as Aero practice—Hand Clutch, Ferodo-
plate. Quick detachable and interchangeable
wheels by knock out spindles. Hubs with Roller
Bearings, Internal Expanding Brakes,Footboards,
and efficient Mudshields. Finished all Black and
Gold, no plating. And the 4 h.p: Engine is a

Horizontally-united Twin
An Engine with two opposed cylinders, one valve,
one sparking ping, small overall length single

spark magneto, even firing at all speeds, an
exhaust heat, identical to any good H. O. twin,
pull at low speeds ; in fact, everything is original
and yet perfect on a stamped-steel

Black Prince
See us at O^ympia.
Stand No. 42.

Write (or details. The present price is £66 oniy.

SUB-AGENCIES INVITED. .

Sole Distributing Agents for London

:

JONES' GARAGE,
I.The Broadway, Muswell Hill, London, N.

'Phone: 2562 Hornsey.

'Phone: Hornsey, 2562.

JONES' GARAGE,
1 , The Broadway, Muswell Hill, London, N.

HAS ACTUALLY IN STOCK
the following::

—

NEW 1919 MODELS.

4 h.p. BLACKBURNE, all chain, 28 X sin.

tyres £110 5

4 h.p. TRIUMPH Combination, mauve sc.£135

3I h.p. ARIEL Combination £125

3I h.p. ARIEL Solo ^ £95
2^h.p. O.K.-VILLIERS, 2-speed £60

2ih.p. RADCO. 2-5peed ...£50 15 6

2^ h.p. METRO-TYLER, sporting, single,

2-stroke, all red 7 ..£53 9 6

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

All Thoroughly Overhauled and Guaranteed

igi6 INDIAN Powerplus Combination,
lamps, speedometer, tip-top condition£125

6 h.p. HUMBER Water-cooled Combina-
tion, fully equipped, heavy, and reliable £95

igi6 LEVIS, lamfis, etc., powerful ...... £40

1915 B.S.A., Model K, perfect £77 10

1916 B.S.A. Combination, in splendid con-
dition, and very smart £115

1916 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, Enfield 2-sp.,

lamps, etc £45

1915 DOUGLAS, 3-speed, complete ,.:... £67 10

1915 DOUGLASf-as new £^2 10

•1915 B.S.A., Model H, perfect £87 10

1915 4 h.p. Coun'te^sbaf^; TRIUMPH, a
lovely machine, as new ............ £87 10

19J14 TRIUMPH Combination, Isimps £90
TRIUMPH, clutch model, reliable £55

See Miscellaneous Columns for all Spares,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENGINEER-OWNEP 6h.p. Enfield Combinatia
191-4, unused during, war, complete with lami

Klaxon, speedometer, tools, and spares, 2 lugga
grids, petrol tin carrier Tan-Sad and back rest, m
700x80 tyre, a first-class outfit, in perfect intern
and external condition ; any trial ; good lathe
3h,p, to 4h.p. gas or oil engine part exchange.—13
Newland Av., Hull. [19;

ENFIELD 1918 6h.p. Combination, as standard E
field Bpecification, has just been completely qti

hauled, and fitted with new chain, new rear tyre ai
tube, and sundry small parts, other tyres ns ne
mechanically and in appearance absolutely perfect, a
cessories include P. and H. lamps (three), and 2 gem
ators, and mechanieal horn; a real end of season b(

gain, £126; guaranteed perfect.—Watson, 132, Hii
St.. Aldeburgh, Suffolk. [18!

Excelsior.

ONE 1919 2-strok6 2-speed Model British Escelsit
just delivered.—E. H. Allin* and Sons, 12, Briel

St., Cambridge. [14J

AMEBICAN" Exoelstors.—Place . your orders noff .

save disappointment. 'Phone 943.—Horswill, <\

BridffB St.. Chester. (21'

EXCELSIOR 1919 2-stroke, 2-speed, as new. mil

age 100; £60.—Apply, H. E. Thomas, Aven
House,' Gravesend. [14i

Lancashire! Cheshire, Nortli Wales, isle ol Mi
Only.—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Bla

and .Co.. Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [70;

BRITISH Excelsior, now in stock for immedia
deliTery, 2V^h.p., 2-stroke, '2-speed, £58/16; wi

clutch and kick starter. £64/17/6.—The Premi
Motor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham. [94;

AMERICAN Excelsior, new and latest model 7-9h,i
3-speed, with Montgomery De Luxe sideca

immediate delivery from stock; £160.—The Premi
Motor Co.. AstSn Rd., Birmingham. [94i

MOTOR Cycle, British Excelsior, Bosch mag.. Sti

mey 3-speed hub and clutch, Lucas lighting s>

King of the Road, Amac carburetter, drip feed luB

cation, everything in good order: best oSer accepted
Apply. Rev. W. Turner, Rose Yille, Knighton, Ita(

rs.69

AMERICAN Excelsior, 1916, 8-lOh.p., 3-speed, ki

start, Bosch, new chain, underslung streamli
wicker sidecar, in excellent running condttion; fl:

cheque for 100 gns. secures, or trial run by appoai

ment.—Capt. .William Lait, Woodcombs, West Byfte
Surrey. [13

1 Q16 American Excelsior Combination, 7-9h.pM
-Li/ speeds, hand and foot clutch, kick starter, wi

handsome Sandum coachbuilt sidecar, dise "wli©

throughout, lighting set complete, new tyres, enamel)
battleship grey and red, absolutely sound, powerful a

sweet running engine, magnificent tiimout; any trial,

examination invited; £115, or best offer,—A. G. Bo
Highfield, Gainsborough. 'Phone 36. [X75

F.N.

F.N., 5-6hip., excellent condition, very fast on hil

£42, offers.-Atkins, Crowborough. [13

F.N., 4-cyl., 3-spged, clutch, Bosch, Amac; £40^
Collins, Casleton, Parnham, Surrey. [X75

2ih.p. F.N., 2-speed, hand-controlled clutch, iv

4 overhauled and rebushed, good condition; ^3'

after 6 p.m.—Keen, LOl, The Avenue, West Ealii

W.13. [16,

1 Q14 2%h.p. F.N., shaft drive, 2-spfeed, clut<'

Xt/ lamp, horn, pump, and tools, very good con!

tion ; £35.—C. Sharp, Gt. Doddington, Wellii

borough, Northants. [X75

1

F.N. 4-cyl., 5 to 7h.p., late model, 2-8peed, chiti

kick start, shaft drive, external and internal brak

cantilever spring forks, enamelled Henderson blue, stn

walking, pulls like a cor, make fine sidecar macliir

£40,. or nearest.—Pearson, 110, Marston Lane, Col

croft, Bedworth. [X74

F.N. OUvos, 4-cyl., 2-speed, clutch, converted I

chanical valves, saddle, tanks, semi T.T. ba

discs, enamelled yellow and black, Claudel carl

retter, 80 m.p.g., 5 to 55 m.p.h. on top, spleiw

ordeK, a unique 'bus. with aero engine power a

road with 2-stT-oke docility; offers.—Olivos MotO
120, BoUo Bridge Rd., Acton, W.3. [1-

HarIey=Davidson.

LATEST Brand New 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson ; wj

offers ?—Reynolds, Waterbeach, Cambs. [1:

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—Secure your order BC

deliveries now expected.—Parker's, Bradsnj

gate, Boltcn. [X7^

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson, J)rand new Model J. J

j-*y arrived, electrical equipment; £170.—Bos L5,l

c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. U«

1 Q17 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, dynamo, mag., «

At/ trically eqiiipped; any reasonable trial; £16(

Sharmon, Carr Vale, Chesterfield. .[X7i

HARLEY-DAVIDSON C.B. Sidecar. '
perfect W*

new tvres, engine thoroughly overhauled; £1

or nearest.—^Geall, 26, George St., Hove. ' l1'

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, Remy electric li(

ing, MiUs-Fulford sidecar; £110.—56, Cam-
INlews, N.W.I, or 245, Euston Rd., N.W.I. [I

ci All lettejs -relating to aUvertisc.nents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement,, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

19 6h.p. James and Sidecar, mileage 1,500,. com-

plete with Klaxon, wind screen, lamps, etc.—

. to Hall, 4, Anerley Park Mansions, Anerley,
'Q [1899

il8 James Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting

and horn, speedometer, James sidecar, lovely eon-

i climb anywhere: £120.—Broadway, Stalbridge,

t. . -
, [1792

vIES 1919 5-6h.p. Twin Coachbuilt Combination,
as new, 3 lamps; horn, Cameo wind screen,

M grid; any trial; 138 gns.—30. Crystal Palace

Rd.. Sydenham. [1687

,19 5-6h.p. James Combination, beautifully kept,

run 1,200 miles, plenty of sparee and all fittings;

r bought c^r.—C. L. H. Humphreys, 28, Victoria
: London. Tel. : Victoria 5228. [1597

VIES 1915-16 Coach Combinatios, ^V-ih-V-, 3-

speed, clutch, Jofies speedometer, horn/ lamps,
excellent condition; £100, or near offer.—Led-
20, Bridge St., Berwick-on-Tweed. [X7438

MES 4i4h.p. Single, roomy coach combination, 2-

speed, kick starter, lamps, speedometer, mey
ical horn, splendid running order.—Davison, 34,

mt St., Balsall Heath, Birmingham. [1494

19 5-6h.p. Jamgfi Combination, perfect, lainps,

horn, and tools, spare, new Rom combination,
and tube, speedometer; sacrifice, £150, or near
any trial.—County Garage, Banbury. 'Phone ;

[X7539

MES Combination, 1919, 5-6h.p., 3-speed twin,

de luxe sidecar, wind screen, tools, electric

ing, ready to ride away; £140; can be seen any
: owner bought car.—Tait, 20, Greenhill Crescent,
ow.

'

[X7577

h.p. James Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, 3
speeds, chain driven, speedometer, lamps, tools,

not ridden 5,000 miles, in first-class order; price
-Apply, F. L. Richardson, 2, Church Rd., Upper
ood, S.E.19. [1387

MES ^Vili-V- Combination, 1916 {been stored), quite
equals new, 3-speed, kick start, 3 lamps," Klasou
(ouieter, and all accessories ; genuine bargain

;

)st £100.—Can be seen, 18, Portman Mews North,
man Sq., W.!. [1833

MES Motor Cycle, 4V2h.p., with Canolet sidecar,

complete with Bosch mag., luggage carrier, Jones
lometer, horn, electric head lamps and side lamps,
fliulotorr Brooks saddle and tools, for sale; £85;
\<y appointment.—Write, C.A.B., 48, Queen's Rd.,

,8. [1489

J.A.P.
h.p. J.A.P., just overhauled; £25.—A. H. Groves,
Magor, [1500

L.r. 3'/^ir.p., enclosed mag., in good order, £35

;

smart sidecar, £10.—Apply, Geary, 155, Usbridge
Burton-on-Trent. [X7475

L.P. 4h.p.. T.T., weatherproof Bosch, Amac, lamps,
tools, pump; £50; view Saturday.—Smith lona,
ield Av., Woodford Green. [X7341

L.P.. T.T., 8h.p. 1915 J.A.P. engine, enamelled
red, in first-class condition, very fast; price 55
-Motors, Hampstead, 78, High St., Hampstead,
.3. [1629

L.P. 6h.p, Twin, 2-speed, free engine, watertight
Bosch, sporting coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen,

wheels, petrol carrier; £80.-43, Devonshire Rd.,
3t Hill. [1412

J.E.S.

).S. Attachment, not done 800 miles, and 1919 New
Hudson cycle; £20 —Fleming, 4, Westfield Grove,
Bfield. [X7269
NCASHIRE and Cheshire Only.—J.E.S. motor
cyclette and attachment sets; enquiries invited.—
lake and Co , Liverpool-Manchester. [7042

J.H.
li.p. J.H., M.A.G. engine, fitted with underslung
sidecar, countershaft 3-speed Sturmev-Archer gear,
engine, and h.b.c. clutch; £110.—Wauchope's, 9.
Lane, London. [1955

Juno.
NO VILLIERS 2-stroke, 1917 type, owing to war
delivered 1919, lamps, etc.; £45/10.-55, Tenison
Cambridge. [1364

,
Lea^Francis

A-FRANCIS 1920 Model, brand new, 4h.p., com-
bination, Montgomery sidecar; £135.—Broom,
Siarylebone Lane, Oxford St., W. [1750

A-FEANCIS.— Orders are now being booked fox
future delivery of these splendid machines.-

debridge, 133, Sloane St., London, S.W.I.
[X3511

A-FRANOIS, 1919. Place your name on our
waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
us.—A. J. Bproston, 198. Gt. Portland St., W.l.

(6612
19 Lea-Francis and sidecar, condition as new, fitted
with P. and H. lamp, Montsomery sidecar; £140.

ug aud Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge.
[1347

The 2i h.p. Model of

The

BRAMPTON
BI-FLEX

Spring Fork
TO SUIT MOTOR CYCLES UP TO
175 LB. IN WEIGHT. A LIGHT WEIGHT
TWO-STROKE, Etc.

We shall exhibit models for

motor cycles from 2J h.p. to
10 h.p. at the Olympia Show,
Nov. 24th to 29th, at

STAND NO. 190.

Sole Makers:

BRAMPTON BROS., LTD.,
OLIVER ST., BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Lea-Francis.

LEA-FEANCIS, latest 41i.p., 3-speed, hand and loot

clutch, Bosch, mileage 2,000, overhauled by
makers October ; ^£80. Wanted, Grand Prix Morgan

;

Midlands.—Box 682. c/o The Motor Cade. [X7148

"I Q19 Lea Francis 4h.p., 2-speed, hand and foot
-Lt/ clutch, all chain, speedometer, lamps, etc., de-

livered last summer; owner buying runabout; nearest
£100 secures.—Thomas. CliftonviUe, Fellow Court Av.,

Finchley, London, N.12. [X7417

Levis.

LEVIS Popular, good tyres. Klaxon, tools, etc.;

£35.—A., 18, Emperor's Gate, S.W.7. [1866

LEVIS 2%h.p., Bosch waterproof, lamps, splendid
condition; £32.-14, Phoenix St., Euston, N.W.

[1975

LEVIS Popular, 1917, perfect condition; £40; owner
bought heavy machine.—Box 697, The Motor Cycle.

[X7597
LEVIS 2Mh.p., 1915, Bosch, Am,ac, Dunlops, per-

fect ; 33 gns.-Kettell, High St., Colnbrook.
[X7335

LEVIS Popular, 2l4h.p., 1916, faultless; £36/10;
gift,—Ball, 49, High St., Kingstou-on-Th,imes.

[X7237
3JLh p. Levis, in splendid running order; first offer

4 over £35 takes it—Apply, 89, Wyley Ed., Cov-

entry. [X7643

LEVIS Popular, late model, splendid condition; £45,

or near offer.-58, Granville Park, Lewisham,
S.E.13. U429

LEVIS Popular, new July, 1919, little used, two pat-

terns of handle-bar ; £42.—Dr. Woodfolde, Ashwell,

Baldock, Herts. [S;7396

LEVIS Popular, as new, fitted with lamps and me-
chanical horn; price £45.-49, Annesley Av., The

Hyde, Hendon, N.W.9. [1730

LEVIS Popular, late model, Lucas lamp, horn, prac-

tically new condition: 40 gns.—Kichards, The
Square, Penkridge, Stafie. [X7135

LEVIS 2-stroke, single and 2-speed models.—Early
deliveries from the appointed agents, Lloyd and

Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. [9682

lOig Brand New Levis 2Vih.p. in stock, unused.—
Xt» Lewis, 19a, Upper Charlton St., Carburton St.,

off Gt. Portland St., W.i. [1663

LEVIS 2>4h.E. Popular (June), perfect condition, nn-

scratched, P. and H. lamp; £46. or oflers.-E. T.

Loveluck, Boot Maker, Kenflg Hill. [X7375

LEVIS 21/ih.p. 2-stroke, fully equipped; great bar-

gain, £35.—Speechley, 1, Gunnersbury Lane,

opposite Red Lion, Acton Hill, W.3. [1711

LEVIS, 19l5, 2-speed, .new larhps, perfect running
order: £40.—Carter, 82, Leghorn Bd., Harles-

den, N.W.IO. 'Phone: 176 Willesden. [X7580

LEVIS Popular, the finest 2-stroke in the world:

book now for early delivery and super-service.-

The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. ; 444. [9678

1 019 Levis 2iAh.p. Model de Luxe, 2-speed, all-chain

X«^ drive all accessories, ridden one week only; cost

£70. what ofters?-41, Halifax Rd., Cambridge. [X7517.

LEVIS Popular, 1917 model, excellent condition,

new mag., belt and tyres; £38; inspection Satur-

day afternoon or Sunday.—King, 109, Beecham Bd.,

fi,eading. 11863

LEVIS, 1916, E Model, sidecar combination, ex-

cellent condition, only run 2,000 miles, com-
plete; £60: seen by appointment.—George, Boden Av.,

Kidderminster. ~ [X7592

LEVIS 1914-15 25/ih.p , 2-speed, Bosch, Senspray,

good tyres, Dunlop-Kempshall, Triumph belt,

head and rear lamps, ride away; £44.-156, Dalmally

Bd., Addiscombe, Croydon. [1917

Lincoln-Elk.

3ih.p. Lincolu-Elk (1913 believed), Grado gear, Bosch,
2 lamp set, mechanical horn, new tyres and belt,

snare belt and tube, complete spares for mag., carbu-

retter, engine, etc., full kit of tools, everything in flrst-

class order; £31, lowest; seen any day between 3 and 6.

—Gist, 9, Brynmorgan Terrace, Abertillery, Mon.
[Jk.73oo

L.M.C.

LM C. , 4h.p., 3-speed, Bosch, Senspray, excellent
condition, ride away; £39.—Atkins, Orowborough.

[1372

ONE 1919 4i^h.p. L.M.C, 3-sp6ed, clutch, kick start,

brand new.—P. H. AUin and Sous, 12, Bridge St.,

Cambridge. [1486

T015 L.M.O., 4Vih.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick
-Lt/ starter, hand clutch, fine condition; £75; after 6

p.m.-133, Westcombe Hill, Blackheath, S.E. [1839

Matchless.

MATCHLESS, Victory model, lamps: £160; ex-
change lightweight.—17, Abbey Rd., Croydon.

[1885

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey
agents lor the new Matchless.—Order now for

early delivery [4085

MATCHLESS.—Latest 1920 spring frame' models;
guaraiiteed early delivery.—Parker's, Bradshaw-

gate, Bolton. (X7427I

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

JONES' Garage, special agenta for Matchless, Broad-
wav, HuBwell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

Korth Fincliley. [0032

19 14 Matclilese, 4h.p., iand olutcli, new tyiea, T-T.
bars, lamp, horn, tools; £55.—Sadler, 31, Pem-
Sq. Kensington. [1439

MATCHLESS Combination, ab.p. J.A.P., new tyres,
belts, lamps, 2-speed, good running order; £70.—

Lawrence, Bourton-on-the-Water. [X7466

MATCHLESS eh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed,
K.S., speedometer, lamps, wind screen, etc.; £85,

lowest.—3, Islingword Rd., Brighton. [1702

6h.p, Matchless-Jap, 2-speed, coachbuilt combination

,

step body, lut;eage grid, speedometer, tools, horn,
pedal Ftart; £80.-39, Church St., Tewkesbury. [i7482

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, 41i.p. single, 3-

speed, clutch, K.S., C.B. sidecar, good running
order; first cheque £70.—Halahan, Queen's College,
Cambridge. [1433

1 020 Matchless Combination, brand new Model H,
-*.«/ latest spring fiame, wind screen, etc.; £190, or
nearest offer; Cambridgeshire.—Bos L5,214, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [1508

MATCHLESS Model H., spring frame, done 200
miles, spare wheel, screen, horn, tools, etc.; £190.

Apply after 6 p.m.—Washington, Pembury, Weston
Park, Ditton. [1561

MATCHLESS Victory Model Combination, 4 inter-
changeable wheele, Lucas lamps, complete, only

used 500 miles, good as new; £160; Essex.—Box L5,2l5,
o/o The Motor Cycle. [1509

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, . 1.919 Victory
Model, hood and screen, all usual accessories, new

July, only done 800 miles ; oinier going abroad ; bar-
gain, £175.—Captain Yearsley, 31, Chatsworth Kd.,
Brighton. [1403

1 Q17 Matchless Combination, M.A.G., 7-^h.p., 3-
A t/ speed, excellent condition, hood, screen, horn,
luggage and petrol carrier, tools, etc., electric lighting,
accumulator, 3 lamps, c-arefully ridden; after 7; £160.
—Perry, 3, Lnshington Bd., Harlesden, London. [1566

f Q15 Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. en-
J- iy gine, seat 3, S-spsed countershaft, clutch, kick
itarter, perfect condition, speedomebei', special wind
screen, lamp, 3 spare tubes, etc.; £115.—2, Grenville
Place, South Kensington, S.AV.7. Tel. No. : Western
2946. [1690

MATCHLESS.—The new Model H spring frame will
shortly be ready; write and book for earliest de-

livery; Lucas dynamo lighting at option; decide now,
and order the best combination; no premium, and 5%
on deposit to date of delivery.—J. Tassell, la. Bloom-
field Ed., Plumstead [6798

F.O.C.H. lor the new Model H Matchless Combina-
tions.—Book your crder now for the very earliest

1920 delivery. Our motto, " Strict rotation and no
premiums."—F:O.O.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5,

Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube).
"Phone : Hampstead 3752. [8616

F.O.C.H. have a late 1918 Victory model 8h.p.
Matchless coach combination, 3-speed, clutch,

kioi starter, spare wheel, lamps, horn, tools, perfect
throughout.—F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5.

Heath St., HampBtea,d (near Hampstead Tube)..
'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9466

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders early
from T. J. Boss, 86, High Bd., Lee, S.E., for

1920 spring frame 8h.p. Matchless combinations; a H
model always on view at above address. Deliveries
inaranteed strictly as per order received. Retail price

- a* ruling at time of delivery. [1505

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. Combination, 19.15, Bh.p. en-
gine, completely overhauled by J.A.P. (inTOice to

•how), 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, speedometer, lamps, spare
wheel, K.S., dissembled and enamelled Matchless grey,
no* been on road, as new from makers, ready few days

;

£1 50.—Neville Winlove, Hunstanton. [1 337

MATCHLESS, T.T., 1915 8h.p. J.A.P., single speed,
Bosch, Amac, cut-out, knee-grips, horn, in mag-

nificent condition throughout, engine as new, fast and
powerful, enamelled smart grey, sporting and reliable

;

•ny examination or trial invited; £65, or best offer.—
W. K0E6, Highfleld, Gainsborough. 'Phone 36. [X7551

MATCHLESS Combination, new in November, 1918,
tyres good, spare wheel, luggage carrier, Lucas

head, side, and tail lamps. Klaxon horn, mirror, new
tidecor springs, very carefully used, complete, and ready
to go anywhere; £150,—Julians, 84, -Broad St., Reading,
'Phone 1024. Biggest dealers in the South. [0076

MATCHLESS Combination, new August, 1919, 3
Lucas -acetylene lighting sets, Lucas horn, 4 700x

76 Palmer cord light car tyres, spare wheel, Easting
wind screen, special lubrication, tuned up for competi-
tion work, winner of silver cup, 2 gold medals, and
luel prize; offers; seen, London.—Rex Mundy, Box 683,
o/o The Motor Cycle. tX7128

MATCHLESS Combination, July, 1919, 8h.p., speci-
ally equipped with wide handle-bars, adjustable to

ftny angle, spare wheel, all interchangeable, discs to
all wheels. D.A. cylinder, all lamps, special large foot-
boards with mudsbieJ'ls, Dunhills wind screen, oiily done
1,000, very fast and smart; £200; anj' trial and in-
pection by appointment.— G. L. Hawkins, -The Nag's
Head, Lechlade, Glos. [1801

What did you

do in the

Great Strike,

Daddy ?

Looked ahead, and ordered

my 1920 machine from

"THE BIGGEST

DEALERS IN

THE SOUTH.*'

If you want to avoid dis-

appointment you will have to

follow his example.

We can offer most of the

following for

early delivery

A.B.C.

A.J.S.

ARIEL
BLACKBURNE

INDIAN
LEVIS

MATCHLESS
NEW HUDSON

NEW IMPERIAL-JAP

NORTON
P. &M.
ROVER

ROYAL ENFIELD
TRIUMPH
ZENITH

JULIAN
84, 'Broad Street

te READING
'TheNoPremiumHouse'

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Metro,

rl Q 19 Metro-Tyler 2-stroke, fitted with lamjs. {

Xt/ month's running.—Can be seen at Perr
j

Garage, Ashford, Middlesex. [1
\

METRO-TYLBE, 1919, discs, long exhaust, per

condition throughout; £54.—Boniface, 55. >

rose Av., Wimbledon Park, S.W. [

'

WE are now in a position to give immediate
livery of the sporting Metro-Tyler lightweight

list prices.—Edward and Gill, 113, Hampstead I

N.W. U'

METRO-TYLEE, 1919, absolutely as new, run
miles, lamps, generator. Klaxon, etc., barga

best otter over £49; viewed in London.—May, Bar
House, Wheathampstead. tl'

2JLh.p. Metro-Tyler, 1919 engine, 2-Etroke, fitted Ji

,

2 not done 400 miles, splendid condition, Daiii

tyres like ne*. 1914 frame : £42.-58, Chomberla^

Ed., Kensal Eise. N.W.IO. U-

Minerva.

3JLh.p. Minerva, B. and B., cradle plates, exhai

2 good condition, . less mag.; £6/10.—Lanelaii
Xeadenham, Lines. L.a.7;

MINEEVA 2V'.h.p., B.B., Dunlop. Mtchelin coy-

just overhauled and ena,melled, running ord

bargain, f 17.—Askey, Swallow Eectory, Caistor, Xincc

3hir«. .

1--^'

Monarch.

TWO 1919 Brand New Monarch 2%h.p. 2-stri

2-speed motor x:ycles; list price, £57 / 10^--Lev

19a, Tipper Charlton St., Carbnrton St., ott 1.1. i'c

land St., W.l. W
Monopole.

M0J5"0P0LE 2-stroke, late niodel VUliers. drip U
spare cover, splendid condition; £30.-374. t>t<

Stanton Ed., Coventry. 1^7^

Moto-Reve

MOTO-EEVB lightweight. m:\g., B. and B., t

tjie tube hack, needs adjusting, stored war; owl

Most arm: first £18 secures; carriage paid.-F. Thoim
30, Broad St., Grifflthstowni Mens. H-

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE 2l/.h.p., Bosch, Druids, Dunio

lamps, horn; £20.-103, St. Albans Av., Oh

wick, W. Saturday after 3. Uo

13.h,p. Motoeacoche Unit, thorough good order
;

v

-t exchange ior Auto-wheel, or sell £10.-1;

Walton Ed., East Molesey, Surrey. [14

New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON.—Immediate delivery latest 6h.p.

speed combinations.—Parker's, Brad?hawga'

Bolton. l^™
31h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, tyres, tubes, and be

2 new; £37, or nearest. -Bailey, Brampton, Jfedll

Hereford. '^'^

NEW HUDSON 2y2h.p., Bosch mag., i«st ™
hauled, good as new; £45; near ofleTS.-HouIto

Bath House, Mansfield. l-»-73'

1 m4 New Hudson. 3V3h.p., 3-speed, clutch. Id

lU start, wicker sidecar, perfect running ord.

powerful; .£60.-AddreBS, Croad, Newmarket St..U
bury.

'^'*

NEW HUDSON and sidecar, SVoh.p., S-speed, Bolt

splendid condition, and tunning order, all acci

series. £45.-EvanB, Eoyal George Hotel, Pembiol

S. Wales. l'-"'

1 ms" New Hudson, August, 2-stroke, 2-8peed, pexle

iJJ condition, tools and horn; £59, or part exchan

combination; appointment—Anderson, bwiss ^S-H^
iQueensville, StaSord. 12^75.

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1919 (July), litt

used, 3-speed, hand-controlled clutch, large tyre

'Klaxon, speedometer, mirror, electric lamps,
,

sprli

'luggage grid, full insurance; £135.-45, Quentm H(

Lee, S.E.13. H''

1 Q16 New Hudson Big Six Combination, 3-sp6

J-3 counterehalt, lamps, horn, and spares, only us

Sundays, after 2 years' storage, condition and appei

ance equal to new; best offer over £120; Leeds distni

—Box 694, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X76;

New Imperial.

EW IMPEEIAL.—Oaflvns, Ltd., Eastbourne, a

booking orders for delivery shortly. [P0(

NEW IMPEEIALS.—Call and inspect the lat!

models.-Sole London agents, Key's, 173, Qre

Portland St. 'Phone: Mayfair 879. [96

BROOK Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, have a 1916 N(

Imperial-Jap to offer, complete with 2-speed ge

box, foctboards, lamps, horn, etc.; £43 nett. [95:

NEW IMPERIAL, 8h.p., issued 1918, very litl

used, Cuuoelet sidecar. Klaxon, electric ligh

speedometer; £140. — Brown, 11, Manor Grove, Beckt

ham. [1"

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2';4h.p., 2-speed, counti

shaft, lamps, toolbag, good plating and enam
mechanically sound; £38,-37, Maiden Ed., Eenb
Town. [15'

N

A54 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

;TEW IMPEEIAL, W.D. model, 1919, 8h.p. J.A.P..
\i S-speed, enclosed chain di'ive. Sunbeam sidecar,

innd new, 6 months' punrnntee from date of pxircluise :

;35_Writ6 or call, Cock Hotel, High St., N. [1339

TEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 234Ii.p., 1917, 2-speed
1 countershaft, Klaxon, Lucas lighting set, Dunlop
lidded, with spare tube and belt, excellent condition

;

orifice £46, no offers.—27, Elm Crescent, Kingston.
[1575

ji.O.C.H. for New Imperials, sole agents for Hamp-
stead and district.—Book your order now for the

ry earliest delivery of 1920 models; a few this year.
F.O.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St.,

lampstead (near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone : Hamp-
|ead 3752. , [8620

919 New Imperial, 8h.p. J.A.P., and 5-point sus-
pension sidecar, Watford speedometer, lamps,

laxon, tools, spares include valve, springs, front chain,
id engine sprocket, done about 4,000 miles, in excel-

ftt condition ; only reason for selling, owner going
.road. -Marshall. "Woburn, Beds. ts:7518

Norton.
JORTON.—Excellent delivery all models; secure
1 your order nov: .—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

[X7426
JOETON 1915, Brooklands special medal winner,
1 Southend and Luton; £85.—Beach, Eosedale, Wey-
idge. [1715

919 Norton, fitted with Bonniksen speedometer, P.
and H. lamp, horn, rear lamp, coachbuilt side-

r, in very nice order; £130.—King and Harper, 6 and
Bridge St., Cambridge.

' [1349

JORTON 3V2h.p., T.T. model, 3-speed, 1919 (Sep-
* tember), Montgomery sidecar, LuCas accessories;
hat offers.—-Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-
rhampton. T.A. : Parts. [X7512

JORTONS.—We are now booking orders for the
* Intest model Norton solo and sidecar outftts ; £5
:p03it ; deliveries in strictest rotation.—Maudes', 100,
t. Portland St.. London. W.l. [4156

lTOETON 1919 4h.p., mileage under 100, only re-
" cently delivered, full tool kit, Cowey horn, etc.;
-ice £120, or offer considered. View after 2 p.m.
iturdays, or by appointment.—Widdicombe, Park
d., New Barnet. [1647

N.S.U.
J-S-TJ. 3V2h.p. Combination, 2-speed, tree engine,
1 Bosch mag., B. and B., torpedo sidecar, ride
ffay; bargain, £45; offer.—35, Theberton St., Isling-
•n, N. [1764

N.U.T.
JTANLET RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
' agent for N-U-T.-J.A.P. motor cycles ; early de-
cry [4019

J.XJ.T., 3h.p,, o.h.y., T.T., overhauled, fast; price
* 55 gns. — Motors, Hampstead, 78, High St.,

ampstead, N.W.3. [1636
J.U.T.-J.A.P. 8-lOh.p., o.h.v., 1917, very smart,
" under 1,000 miles, 10-80 m.p.h., disc wheels;
90_9, Gotham Grove, Bristol, [X7495

TUT-J.A.P. 3V2h.p. Twin, overhead valves, long ex-
l hausts, Armstrong 3-speed, and exceptionally fast

;

(0. or near oflers.—Turner, 33, Tontine St., Hunley,
affs. [X7175
T.XJ.T.—Sole agents for Staffordshire. For particu-
" lars of prices and deliveries, watch future an-
luncements.—The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton
., Walsall. Tel. : 444. [9579
J.U.T.~The famous solo mount. Orders placed now
1 will ensure delivery amongst the earliest, starting
ixt month.—Special distributing agents for the city.
;ce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,
C.3. [0066
l.T. Nut-Jap Motor Cycle, fixed gear, fitted with
. special engine, overhead valves, fully plated ea-
ust pipe to rear, will do over 65 m.p.h., guaranteed
rfect order ; can be seen any time by appointment

;

mplete with all accessories; £90.—Wargate Motor En-
leering Co., Rushden. [1573
rO.C.H. for the new N.IT.T. machine, S^h.p. twin,

3-3peed, countershaft chain-cum-beftv Lucas
name lighting. Book your order now for the very
rliest 1920 delivery. Our motto, "Strict rotation
d no premiums."-5i'.0.C.H. (Fair Offer Car House),
Heath St., Hampstead ( near Hampstead Tube)

.

bone; Hampstead 3752. [8617

-O.K.

\.K. Junior, chain and belt, 2-svced, new tyres:
r £45.-02, Ufton Rd., Dalston, N.l. [1517
ONES' Garage, special agents for O.K. machines,

Broadway, Muswell Hill, N-IO, and Woo<lsidp
irade, North Finchley. [0033
>.K. Junior, 1915 mode!, new tyres', head and tail

lamps, thoroughly overhauled; £40, or close
er.—Lloyd, Motors, Lewes. [1599

919 O.K. 2'jiih.p., 2-8peed, M.A.G. engine, overhead
inlet, spare belt, new lamps, not done 500 miles,

cellent condition; £55.-49, Vancouver Ed., Forest
ill. [1559
'^.O.C.H. for O.K. Machines.—Book your order now

for early 1920 deliveries of the new flat tmin
Ih.p , also Models Mark IV. and V. Our motto,
Strict rotation and no premiums."-F.O.O.H. (Fair
Eer Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead {near
impstead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9468

Practical

Economy.
consists in obtaining the

Highest Value
AT THE

Lowest Price.
We offef an unique opportunity.

HVH IMPERIAL COMBINATIONS.
Sh.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, C.S., K.S., hand clutch, en

closed chain drive, large Sidecar with cover.

W.D. finish £135 Cash

ROVER-J.A.P. COMBINATIONS.
4-5 h.p. 3-.>!peed, C.S., K.S., enclosed chain di'ive,

comfortable Sidecar with cover.

W.D.finish 1125 Cash

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF NEW AND SECOND-

HAND MACHINES AND SIDECARS. THE FOLLOWING

IS A SELECTION ONLY :

1919 ARIEL, 3* h.p., 3-speed, C.S

1919 ALLDAYS ALLON, 2i h.p., a-speed £70

1919 CLYNO, 2j h.p, 2-speea. clutch £63

1919 O.K., 25 h.p., 2-5peed )

1Q18 DOUGLAS, 4 h.p. (almost new condition) . . . £87

1916 NORTON, B.R.S. (delivered new, 1917) £75

1916 RUDSE-MULTI, 3J h.p., W.D. model £60

1913 A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed, C.S., K.S S

igig B.S.A., 4J h.p., and B.S.A. Sidecar, hood, screen,

all accessories, as new £125

919 ROVER, 6 h.p., twin J.A.P., new £188

igig ROVER- 3i h.p. Combinaton £125

1915 ZENITH, 6 h.p., C.S., K.S., Canoelet Sidecar,

disc wheels £110

1916 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., C.S., Millford Sidecar, hood,

and screen £105

1913 INDIAN 5-6 h.p. 3-speed Combination ...... £115

1915 ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £125

1915 HENDERSON Combination, F.L £135

1916 B.S.A. 3* h.p. Combm.ilion £85

1916 HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P. 6h.p. 3-speed Combina-

tion £110

1914 MATCHLESS, 7-9 b-P- M-A.G. with double

Sidecar, lamps, etc <- £120

1915 MORGAN (A.-C), electric lights £1S0

1915 MORGAN, G.P. (A.-C.), electric light £165

SEVERAL GOOD LIGHT CARS AT REASONABLE
PRICES.

THE
SERVICE

Co., Ltd.,

Telephone
6430
Holborn.

Telegrams
"Admittedly"

London.

289-293 & 95-96, HIGH HOLBORN
LONDON, W.C.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Omega.

STANLEY EUSSELL. Newport, sole Isle of Wight
agent for Omega-Jap motor cycles ; early delivery.

_, [4018
OAh.p. Omega-Jap, 2-speed, as new, fitted with lamps
-^4 and meolinnical horn; price £52/10.-49, Anne.s-
ley Av., The Hyde, Hendon, N.W.9. [1731

OMEGA-J.A.P. Model de Luxe and 2-speed Moaels;
68 gns. and 58 gns. respectively.—Stocked bv

Lloyd and Sou, 29, Station St., Lewes. [9584

OMEGA-J.A.P. 2'>.,h.p., 2-speed countershaft, fine
condition, new September, 2 lamps, horn, pump,

tools, as new; £58. Rover wanted.—Deeming, Poles-
worth, Warwickshire. [18X7

P. and M.

P. and M. and Sidecar, in good order, 2 speeds:
trial; £33.-85, Church Ed., Willesden. (1363

IQI9 P. and M. Combination, and horn, just de-
-LU livered; £120; alter 6.-64, Gladsmuir Rd.,
Highgate, N.19. [1616

P.
and M.. 1915, 3'Ah.p., and P. and M. coach side-
car; £89/10.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union

St. South, Halifax. [1592

T| Q19 P- and M., R.A.F. model, good condition.
-I-tf lamps, tools, etc.; best over £85.—Mosley, 31,
Hodges St., Wigan, Lanes. [X7281

P. and M., 3y2h.p., 2-6peed, F.E., Bosch mag., splen-
did condition, smart turnout, lamps, etc. ; £45,

near ofler.-Mr. Richards, 67. Gt Dover St., Borough,
S.E.I. [X7296

1 Q19 P. and M., sy^h.p,, 2-speed, F.E.. kick start.
-*-*/ Lucas lamp set, perfect condition, just as new,
low mileage: bargain, first £90.-31, Claremont Ed.,
Moss Side, Manchester. [X748I

P.
and M. 3V^h.p. Combination, kick statrer, acety-
lene lamps, horn, speedometer, watch, plenty

spares, tools, new tyres; £70, or offer.—58, Burlington
Av., Kew Gardens, S.W. [1394

P. and S.

pEARSON and Sopwith, Ltd.

pEAESON and Sopwith, Ltd.

pEARSON and Sopwith, Ltd,

THE P. and S. 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, and kick
start ; in stock now.

p. and S. Single and 2-spe8d3.

PEARSON and Sopwith. Ltd.. 60, Mortimer St., Gt.
Portland St., London, W. [9846

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT 6h.p. Twin, B.B., Bosch, fast, powerful,
long racing model; £25.—Myles, 207. Railton

Rd. Heme Hill, S.E. [1708

PEUGEOT 6h.p. Twin, racing model, too fast for
owner, new tyres, copper tank; accept £40.—

104, Albion Rd., Newtown, New Mills, near Stock-
port. [X7576

Pope.

POPE 7-9h.p. Twin, fast and powerful, very little

used, tyres almost new, ideal machine for double
seater sidecar; £65.-136, Gt. Dover St., S.E.I. [1471

Precision.

PRECISION 4h.p., 2-speed, free, lamps^ mechanical
horn, good condition; £40; by appointment.—67,

Silvermere Rd., Catford. [1545

PRECISION, 1914, 3-speea hub, clutch, mechani-
cally and tyres good, sidecar chassis to fit; £60;

offers.-Bullock, 39, Hawthorne Rd., Bexley Heatli,
S E. 1531)

Premier.

1 014 3M>h.p. Premier, 3-speed countershaft, Bosch
-1-^ mag.r requires, few repairs; £25.—Below.

T 014 sy^h.p. ,
Premier, as above, less tyres and wheel

i-nJ spindles; £20. -Bull, 228, WcUingboro' Ed.,
Northampton. [X7484

PREMIER 3V2h.p., good condition. Grade pulley,
lamps, horn, and tool roll, etc. ; £35.—Black, West-

wood Place, Preston, Faversham. [1890

PEEMIEE 1914 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick
start, very little used, coml>ination smart.—Brown,

Rangemore Village, Buiton-on-Trent. [X7477

PREMIER, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, kick starter, lamps,
spares; £50; Saturday after 9 a.m.—Smith, Roy-

croft, King's Av., Buckhurst Hill, Essei. ' [X7398

PEEMIEE, 3'Ah.p., 1911, smart and thoroughly re-

liatile machine; 25 gns.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond
St., Ealing; and 387, Uxbridgs Ed., Actoa. Chiswick
1578. [1786

T.T. Countershaft 3-speed K.S. Premier, 1915, single,

new tyres, veiy fast, in good condition ; must sell,

going abroad; any trial; best offer.— 6, The Avenue.
Tonbridge. [1327

PREMIER 1914 4h.p., countershaft speed gear.

clutch, handle start, new Dunlop, enamel un-
scratched, very powerful easy start.—96, Madeley Rd..

Ealing, W.5. [I860

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A.s.'i
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uri
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Premier.
3ih.p. 1914 Premier, adjustable pulley, Bosch, Sen-

2 spray, T.T. bars, footboai'iis, Miller head, Lucas
tail lamps, excellent condition; £40.—Bos L5,176, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [1379

1 Q14 SVoh.p. Premier, 3-Bpeed, K.T., Montgomery
J-t/ S.C., new Dunlops, generator and lamps, horn,
iuggago and petrol carrier, excellent condition through-
out; first £75 secures.—Longworth, Wood&tock, Oxford.

[1411
P.V.

P.v., Villiers 2%h.p., 2-speed, spring frame, 1919

;

£60.—Cranford, 32, Mayow Ud., Sydenham. [1683

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 31^.?. and Torpedo Sidecar, Bosch;

£25; trial.—Korth, 1, Victoria Kd., Brighton.
[1542

QUADRANT 1919 AVi-t-P-r 3-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear, latest type engine, delivery from stock;

£92.—Orders can now be accepted for early delivery
from Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E.C.3. [0068

I^adco.

RADCO, 2i4h.p. ; £35, or nearest oSer.—Gorman, 61,
New Rd., "Woolwich. [1445

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wighi
agent for Radco motor cycles ; delivery commenced,

[401,
RADCO 234h.p.. not done 500 miles; £35.—Blake,

116, Streathbourne Rd, Upper Tooting, S.W.
[1535

RADCO, 1919, in perfect condition, lamps, etc.; any
trial given; £40, lowest.—36, Holbrook Ed., West

Hain. [X7336

JONES' Garage, special agents for Radco, Broad
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade

North Fmchley. [0034

RADCO 1917 2-stroke, in first-class condition, only
done 1,200 miles; £32.—Watson, 24, Broadfield

Rd., Catford, S.E. [1968

RADCO, 1915, Dixie, Amac, tools, leg shields, com-
plete, splendid condition; £29/10; after 5.30 and

week-end.-184, Boundary Rd., Wood Green. [1838

RADCO.—Immediate delivery of 2^41i-P- standard
model, £42/11; 2-speed model, £50/16.—The

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9457

RADCO 2-stroke, in excellent order, easy starting,
lamps, new Dunlop behind, footboards; £28--

Smith, Star Inn, Norman's Bay, Pevensey, Sussex.
[1878

Rex.

REX S^/ih.p., new Dixie and tyre, carburetter needs
adjustment; offers.—Carnforth, Borrowby, Thirsk.

[1650

REX 5-6h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, free, hand start:

trial given; £45, compltte.~21. Lord St, Hey-
wood. [1319

REX 2^/^h.p., rubber footboards, engine requires re-

pairing; £22; stamp.—109, St. Andrew's Terrace,
Kilmarnock. [X7457

REX 3V^h.p., mechanical valves, low, fast, reliable:
£10.—Bambridge, Decorator, Riverside, Kingston

on-Thames. [X7236

6h.p. Twin Rex, 2-6peed, free, very fast, guaranteed
perfect, with or without C.B. sidecar; offers.-

Claydon, Eastry, Kent. [X7372

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, Bosch, B. and B., 2 lamps,
generator, o.i.v., good condition; £42.—Sawyer,

i.'iddeD Cottage, Hungerford, Berks. [158V

3JLh.p. 1911 Rex, in good condition, adjustable
2 tappets; £7, Wanted, Philipson pulley for 1916

Triumph.—Donovan, Electricity Works, Shrewsbury.
[X7291

31h.p. Rex, in good running order, slight wear on
2 tyres, brand new belt, no front brake, other-

wise perfect; first order £28.—Sollis, Statfold, Tam-
worth, Staffs. [X7511

REX 2^h.p.. ZEl Bosch. B. and B. variable carbur-
etter, belt and tyres good, mechanical horn, en-

gine wants slight repairs and assembling; offers.—
Nightingale, Builder, Chorley, Lanes. [X7470

REX Coachbuilt Combination, 6h.p., 2 speeds, P.E.,
B.B., Bosch, new belt, tyres, tubes, speedometer,

lamps, horn enamel, plating good, fast, powerful;
^fleis.-50, Beuloh Rd., Thornton Heath. [1768

REX 1914 8h.p. Combination, C.B. sidecar, 3 lamps,
2 generators wind screen, grid, take 2 up any-

where, in splendid condition, cause of sale bad health
£82; alter 2.-8, Effra Parade, Brixton, S.W, [1652

5-6h.p. 1913 T.T. Rex, new Dunlop back and new
B. and B. carburetter; a real goer; £30, or nearest

offer; will exchange for good 2-stroke, cash adjustment
if neceesary.-William Kean, Blackvidge, West Lothian

[1745
4b. p. Rex Combination, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., all

accessories, good running order, £50, or oHers;
as newj Smith's speedometer, -also 7ft. 6in. of brand
new *4in, Dunloj) belt, 70/-.—55, Victoria St.. Wol
verton.

,
[X7556

REX 1914 5-6h.p. Twin Coachbuilt Combination,
engine recently overhauled and rebushed, kick

start, B. and B., new belt, lamps, etc., splendid con-
dition ride away; £75; after 6 p.m., Saturdays after
3.-47, Richmond Rd.. Iltord. [1637

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING

Elite Holdtite Rivetless Soles.'

Soles STUCK ON.

We are now placing on the market an

entirely new and Patented Rubber Sole.

These soles are specially prepared with

an adhesive surface, and fixed with Elite

HoldtiteSol-fixsolution. Weguarantec
them to hold as firm as rivets or

sewing. The process of fixing is exactly

the same as that of repairing a punctured

Motor or Motor Cycle tube. One of the

many great advantages of our process is

that the Boots or Shoes when fitted with

our soles become absolutely waterproof.

Full instructions given with each pair of

soles.

PRICES:
Gents'

Size. Per Pair

lO-II ... .. 2/9
8-9 .. .. 2/9
6-7 „. .. .. 2/6

Udies'
Size. Per Pan

6-7 .. 2/-

4-5 .. 2/.

2-3 - .. ... 1/6

Boys' and Youths'
Size. Per Pair

4-5 .. .. 2/3
2-3 ... • .,. 2/-

t-i3 .. 2/.

U-I2 .. .. .. 1/9

Sol-fix Solution:
i , Tins, 8d., 1 /3. 2 /6, and 4/6 An 8d. ti i

sufficient for 2 pairs of soles.

Solution Brush, 4d,

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded.

ELITE

RUBBER
Co., Ltd. (Dept. A),
264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Road

VICTORIA. S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

5 -eh. p. Rex Coachbuilt Combination, 1913, jusi
overhauled and fitted complete with new be;

Bosch mag., E. and B. carburetter, lamps, horn,
spare belt and tyres ; seen Saturday afternoon m
day morning; trial run up to 50 miles; i75,—Ai
Alveton. Leek, Staffs. [:

Rex =<Jap.

1 Q14 6h.p. Rex-Jap Combination, Bosch, 2 s
-I- 1/ handle start, horn, lamps, etc., C.B. ca
sidecar, with wind screen and apron, everythii
good condition and running order; £70.—Gill
High St., North Shore, Blackpool. [>

Roc.
4h.p, 2-speed Roc and Sidecar, good order,

away; £35.—Sheldott, Wheatley, Oxford.

3Xh.p. Roc, 2 speeds? free engine, overhanU
2 makers; £4; good tyres and tubes; £23.—Wl

28, Westgate Rd., Dartford.

Rover,
ROVER, new 31/^h.p., S-speed countershaft

actually in stock.—Moss, Wem. [3

1 Q 1 8 S^/^h.p. Rover and coacLbuilt sidecar,
-»-v with dynamo lighting set, in very nice condi
£137.

"I Q19 5-6h.p. Rover, fitted with lamp, horn, coacl
-i*^ sidecar with disc wheel, as new; £150.—
and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge.

3ih.p. Rover, F.E.. T.T. model, iiew tyres, {

2 anywhere; £45.-19, Kynhara Rd., Wood 1

W.12.
{

JONES' Garage, special ngents for Rovers, E
way. Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Pa

North Finchley,
f|

ROVER SJ^h.p. Combination, bought new Febi

|

1919; £135, or best offer.—Star Inn, Rawm.
i

nr. Rotherham. [X

'

1 014 SJ/^h.p. Rover, 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar
J-t' cessori^s; Saturday; £70.—15a, Elsbam
Kensington, W. [

ROVEE Combination, 3V2h.p., 1915, 3-9peed, I
mag., lamps, horn, tools, etc.; any trial; 80

—Sharman, Carr Vale, Chesterfield. [X

3ih.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed, C.B. sidecar,
2 screen, electric lighting; £90.-7, Grove Ter

Burton Rd., Wittington, Manchester. [X'

1 Q19 3V2b.p. Rover Combination, pew, deliv
J-V from works this month, lamps and horn; q
wanted.—95, Willes Rd., Leamington. [X'

1 Q14 3>^h.p- 3-speed Rover, in good running 01

-i-*' bargain; £40. Seen Saturday or Sundi
Stuart, Hatfield Heath, Harlow, Essex. [1

1 Q14 T.T. Rover, 3iAh.p., N.S.U. 2-speed and ;

J-«y stored since- September, 1915, splendid C(

tion; 65 gns.—Wildsmith, Undertaker, Leytonstoi
[]

ROVER Single and Twin Models; a limited noi
available for next season.—Particulars of deli

dates and prices from Lloyd and Son, 29, Station
Lewes. [i

1 QlS 3'^h.p. Rover, 3-speed countershaft, lamps, t
-l-*/ tools, speedometer, under 3,000 miles, exoe!

condition ;- £65.—MacDowell, Dunella, Brdughty Fi

Forfarshire. • [XI

3ih.p. 1914 Rover Combination, 3-speed, and oli

2 Bosch mag., B. and B., in splendid condil
£70. or nearest.-Frazer, 9, Japan St., Cheethain*!
Manchester. [X'

ROVER, 3V2h.p., -1913, Bosch, B. and B., 3-6?

clutch, semi-T.T., new belt and Dunlops, just <

liauled and repainted; must sell, 50 gns., or near c

—Write, 5, Green St., Cambridge. [XI

ROVER 1917 Combination, 3iAh.p., 3-speed com
shaft, done about 1,000 miles, comfortable Cs

let sidecar, lamps, horn, and spares, perfect; bar(

£105.—J. Byrd, Hinstock House, near Market D
ton. []

3ih.p. Rover, single speed, in good running 01

2 complete with front and rear lamps, horn, J

lop belt, Bosch mag., .B. and B. carburetter. Pal
Dunlop tyres, new; £45; very fast.—50, East St., I

bury, Suffolk.
"

[X:

1 Q 18-19 ^Mih p, Rover, Philipson pulley, Lucas I

l.i' and rear lamps and generator, hand phone,,
grips, spares and tools, nnscrntched, only used week-e
open to any trial; £70; Basingstoke.—Box L5,2i9,
The Motor Cycle [;

6h.p. Jap-Rover, new April this year, with sid
3-speed clutch hand and foot, cased chain d

in excellent condition, trial any time by appointn
fulJ tool kit and lamps; price £125, or very
ofler.—L.H.B., 13, Chichester Rd., Croydon. [:

Royal Ruby.
OYAL RUBY 2-stroke, 1919, new; £50.—S]

ton, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l. [;

JONES' Garage, special agents for Royal Ri
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woo<

Parade, North Finchley. [1

"I Q19 Bh.p. Royal Ruby-Jap Combination, as 1

-i-tf £158.—Lewis, 19a. Upper Charlton St.,

burton St., off Gt, Portland St., W.l. [;

R

Ac6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Royal Ruby.

919 2^4h.p. Royal Ruby 2-stroke, splendid raachine,
equal new, little tised, lamp set; bargain, first

45.—31. Claremont Rd., Alexandra Park, Manchester.
[X7139

I Q 19 Royal Ruby and Sidecar, 8K.p., 3-Epeed,
L^ countershaft, complete with lamps, as new;
ice £148. or near offer. — Motors, Hampst-ead, 78,
iigb St.. Hampstead,- N.\V.3. , [1635

DOTAL RUBY, excellent oondition, 23/Ui.p. Villiers,
X 2-speed, recently overhauled, equipped with lamps,
;p. ; no reasonable offer refused ; call oi write.—Weight-
lan, 6, Lansdowne Rd., Hoanslow. [1388

)li.p. 1919 Royal Ruby Combination, fitted with Bh.p.
* twin-cyl. engine, 3-speed countershaft gear, all-

lain drive transmission, clutch and kick starter, smait
id reliable; £150, includes pillion seat and all acoes-
tries.— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G. [1948

iOYAL RUBY Coachbuilt Sporting Combination,
4-5h.p. twin J.A.P., 4-speed gear box, smartest

id most luxurious outfit, mileage 2,000, Lucas and
:ew(irt accessories ; any trial after 7 ; climbs Alms,
juntesbury, and Porlock hills; 115 gns.—Battv, 53,
liristfhurch Rd., Reading. [X7454

Rudge.
kTEW Rudge Multi Roadster; list price; no premium.
1 —Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, W.l. Mavfair 4792.

[1778
iUDGE Multi, June, 1919. 200 miles; £85.—

. Goodey, Brightview, Hadley Rd., New Barnet.
[1662

916 Rudge Multi, good running condition; -whal
offers ?—Webster, Crawshaw Villa, Pudsey.

[X7378
iUDGE 5Vjh.v. Clutch Model, lamps, horn, 39 gm.

;

with cane sidecar, 42 gns,—56, High St., Tooting.
[1693

"JUDGE SVih.p., 1913. C.A.V. Lodge Aero, excel-
\ lent condition; £39.—Clarendon, Staplegrove.
aunton. tX7616

913 Rudge, clutch model, in perfect mechanical
condition, just overhauled; £35.-1, Othello

,., Liverpool. [1823
r ONES' Garage, special agents for Rudge, Eroad-
' Tsnv. MusMell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Paradn
orth Finchley. [0037

914 3V2h.p. Rudge Multi, in excellent condition,
lamps and spare belt?^ £55.—Massey, c/o Cann,

,
Glenfield Rd., Leicester. [1672

919 Rudge M;ulti, Lucas lamps, horn, spare belt
and tube, as new; £90, or near offer.—28, Ox-

rd Rd., Acock's Greei), Birmingham. [X7497

915 Rudge and Sidecar, SV^h.p., sporting model, ad-
justable pulley, fast, and in good condition; £50,

irgaiu.—Ward, 15, Wyeths Ed., Epsom. [1359

919 Rudge Multi, new condition, fitti^d with Lucni
head lamp and tail lamp;. £110,—King ami

arper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge. [1350

JUDGE Multi 3iAh.p., Millford sidecar, speedometer,
•^ lamps, tools, first-class condition; £75.-46,
artborne Rd., Honor Oak Park, S.E.23. [1916

ih.p. Rudge, clutch model, in good running order,
' a lamps, good tyres ; £32 / lO.—Wbisstock and
ingley, Woodbridge, Suffolk. 'Phone: 62. [1904

IUDGE, real hot stuff, will do 60 m.p.h., engine top
.hole, accessories; accept £32, first M.O.—W. H.

ewers, 13, Warren Cottages, Handcross, Sussex. [1714

JUDGE 3V2h.p., T.T., with C.B. sidecar, in good
V running order, lamps, horn, and pump; £54; first

leque Beeures.—129, Burnley Rd., I'adiham, Lanes.
[X7338

iUDGE Multi Combination, 1919, done tew miles
only, £20 extras, in new condition throughout;

I30.-Sproston, Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
[1924

919 3\l>h.p. Rudge Multi, delivered July, Luca*
Utmps and horn, Bonniksen speedometer, fully

sured, lioth tyres unpunctured ; £95.—Lyon, 80, Part
:., Slough. [1798
[-6h.p. Rudge Multi, 1915 model, with Rudge coach
' built sidecar, lamps, horn, and tools, in first-class
ndition; £80, or nearest.—David Murphy, Blackridge,
"est Lotbian. [1744
>UDGE Midti, 1919, SVoh.p., practically new, mile-
V- age about 200; £85.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond
;., Ealing: and 387, Uxbiidge Ed., Acton. 'Phone:
iiswick 1578. [1784

IUltOE Multi, 3yyh.p.. Lucas head lamp, electric
tail, speedometer, horn, disc whfeel, long exhaust,

cellent condition, fast; £70, or near offer.— 2. Pike's
alk, Cambridge. [X7284

919 3M;h.p. I.O.M. Rudge Multi, very fast, special
cams, mechanical horn, spare belt; 90 gns.

;

ar offer coneidered.-Capt, Reid, 163, Cromwell Rd.,
snsington, S.W. [1512
JUDGE 1919 Roadster, now due from works; list
^ price; who's lor it? Now booking for 1920
odels, early deliveries.—W. T. Dunn, Ltd., 326,
aston Rd.. London. [1888

Q19 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, Montgomery^ sidecar, horn, lamps (gas and electric), full kit,
lendid condition, unscratched ; £127.—Tanner, 32,
ing's Rd., Camden Town. [1749

JUDGE Multi, 1919, LO,M. T.T., delivered last
*i week, fully equipped, lamps, horn, etc., guaran-
}ii; first chenue £95 secures.-Brown, Golden Cross.
erridale St., Wolverhampton. [1443

mmmm§

TYRES
SPECIAL

j

Clearance Lines;
All g;oods sent on seven I

clays' approval aeainstj
remittance.

RETREADING.
IExtra heavy ... 17/6

Heavy 15/.
Medium ... 12/6

uCOVERS
our List nil

Price, Price

CANNOT ADVERTISE NAME."
III!

'zb X 3^ passenger heavy rubber

1studded 49/3 55/-
26 X 2| Tourist Trophy 39/6 41,/-
26 X 2J „ „ rubber studded 39 /- 44/0
26X2jX2i „ 43/6 W/-

l>l'

26 X 2i Passenger 52/6 iWS

1
700 X 75 Lightcar to fit 650 X 65

riras 49/6 55/

ELITE—
26 X 2j Heavy grooved 37/6

ti«.iUOYiaAK
29X2J oversize for 25 x 2.J rim,

nibbpr ctuddp'' 42/-
28 ^ 2J diamond stud 45 /-

28 X 2 Rubber sturlded O.S. 35/- 44/-

PALMER-
^ ^ ^ .(-plV • 65 /- 79 19

PEDLEY—
26 X 2J Heavy Model 60/-
26X2|x 2} Heavy Modei fcS/-

26 X si Medium
^

52/6

AVON—
28 X 3 Extra heavy ;i-nbben 72 6 90 9
700 X 80 Extra heavy 3-ribbed 70/-
650 X 65 Extra heavy 3-ribbed 61 /-

650 X 65 Heavy 3-ribbed 58/-

BATES—
2fiy ?i Specin 52/6

KEMPSHALL—
26 X 2| Heavy non-skid 45 /- 64 /-

WOOD-MILNE—
26 X 2i Extra heavy Keygrip 60/-
26x3x2^ Extra heavy Keygrip 64/9
650x75x65 Heavy Keygrip 62/-
26 x 2^ Combination 84/-

TUBES.
NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED
2bX2i 10/- 11/-

;6X2* 8/6 ij 'b

26X28 .... 10/- 11/

CELTS.
Ah makes in Stock at special prices

We ha.ve a. largre motor tyre stock
and shall be pleased to ciuote on
receipt of^ postcard.

Ill Vauxhall Bridge Road,s
Victoria.

w

m

MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge

TD UDGE Multi Combination, hand clutch, pedal
J-V start, splendid running order, lamps. Klaxon,
speedometer, etc.; £60. Seen by appointment.— 64,
Old Winton Rd., Andover, Hants. [1810

"1Q19 3V2h.p. Rudge Multi, graduated gear, Dunlops,
-*-«^ Jones speedometer, Lucas lamps, horn, and all

accessories, done about 100 miles, as new; £95.—Petty's,
3, Norbury Parade, Norbury, S.W. [1314

RUDGE Multi 5-6h.p. Combination, C.B. twin side-
car, underslung, splendid condition, and very fast;

any test and inspection; drive awtiy ; £85, no offers.

—Lee, 14, Half Moon Crescent, London, N.l. [1979

5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Canoelet sidecar, complete
with new large P. and H. generator, tail lamp,

new horn, belt, and Tan-Sad, machine lately re-enamelled
and overhauled, very powerful; £80.—Box L5,212, c/o
The Moi^r Cycle. [1506

1 Q19 SVoh.p. Budge Multi, and Canoelet O.B. side-
-!-»/ car, speedometer, Klaxon, 2 lamps, pump, and
tools, fully insured, low mileage, condition perfect;
117 gns.—Write appointment. Huges, c/o Thos. Cook
and Sons, Ludgate Circus, E.G. [1623

F.O.C.H. lor Rudges.—Book your order now lor the
very earliest 1920 delivery, all models. Our

motto, " Strict rotation and no premiums."—F.O.C.H.
(Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752.

[8619
5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Combination, genuine Rudge-

Whitworth coachbuilt sidecar, just overhauled,
condition perfect, tyres nearly new, all tools, 3 lamps,
spare belt, etc.; price £75; no offers.—Can be seen
and tried any time at Cliverley's Garage, Oxted, Sur-
rey, or by appointment, King's Mead Lodge, Seaford,
Sussex. [1580

1 Q 19 S'AIi-P. Rudge Multi, T.T. model, fitted with
JL *y Dunlop 3-rib tyres, Dunlop belt, and Lodge
plug, not done 200 miles, accessories, value £8, in-

clude Lucas lamps and horn, spare Dunlop belt, spare
Lodge plug, tyre repair outfit and tools; accept no
offer under £90.—Freece, Marchant Rd., Wolver-
hampton. [X7403

RUDGE Multi, late 1917, 3V2h.p., T.T. clutch,

racing bars, long copper exhaust from cylinder,

new oversize back tyre, speedoiueter. horn, 8V2-
in. plated head lamp and rear lamp with generator,
full set tools, perfect condition, ultra sporting; first

cheque £95 secures.—J. S. Williamson, Pembroke Col-

lege, Cambridge. [1867

RuEfells.

1Q19 (October) Euflells, 25/ih.p. Villiers, 2-speed gear,
X*/ 26in. Dunlops, no mileage; cost £64, sell £50;
invoice produced; owner disabled; approval or deposit;

dealers' inquiries invited.—P. Nagle, 5, Spittal St.,

Tipperary. [1335

Scott.

15 Scott and Sidecar, in pei^Iect order; £75.—
Brook Bros., Burnham, Somerset. [1909

~t Old Scott, brand new, just delivered; £115/10.—
-Li? Stebbinga, Attleborough, Norfolk. [1734

NEW 1919 Scott Combination ; £170.—King and
Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge. [1352

SCOTT, 1915 W.D., 2-speed, K.S., lamps, splendid
running order, very fast; £60; after 6 o'clock.—

20, Cowley Mansions, Cowley Rd., Brixton, 8.W.9.
[1826

35.h.p. Scott Combination, C.B. sidecar, 2-si)eed,

4 clutch, Bosch, lamps, horn, speedometer, just

overhauled, tvres good as new. in excellent condition
throughout; £70, or nearest ofSer.—A- D. Cruickshank,
Hill House. Wheatley, Oxon. [X7259

SCOTT Combination, canoelet, wind screen, 2-speed,
' K.S., Bosch, Biuks, excellent condition and run-

ning order, just overliauled, accessories, tools, spares;

any trial ; no dealers ; £80, or near ofEer.—S., Court
House, Epsom. 'Phone 315. [1416

t Q 15 Scott Combination, 2-speed, kick starter,
-L«/ sound running order, engine and gears recently
overhauled by makers, radiator replated, Klaxon,
speedometer, lamps, spare heavy Palmer cover, Canoe-
let wicker C.B. sidecar, with luggage grid and tool

box; after 3.30 Saturday.—Poole, Ivydene, Alexandra
Rd., Heston, Hounslow, N. [1521

Singer.

3ih.p. Singer, 2-3peed, new Dunlops, very fast;

2 £35.—Cartwright, Highwood Hill, Mill Hill.
[1641

33.I1.P. Singer, Dixie mag., in good running order;
4 ride away: £24.-4, Lower North St., Poplar.

[1425

SINGER 1913 Combination, or separate, SMih.p.,
3-speed, perfect running order; £45.—Digby,

Mersea, Colchester. [1707

1 Q14 Singer, "4h.p., countershaft 2-speed, clutch;
JLt' £48, bargain ; very good condition.—Burns,
Prehen, Dale Rd., Parley. • [1686

31h.p. Singer, 1914, Sturmey 3-speod, clutch, Bosch,
2 thorough good condition, splendid engine, been

stored; £55.—Harmau, Somerton, Somerset. [1727

LATE 1914 4yjh.p. Singer Coach Combination,
oouuteishaft, 2-3peed, kick start, enclosed clinin

drive; any trial; £85, no offers.-45, Brookfield Rd.,

Bedford Piirk, W.4. [171f'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
SparUbrook.

PAUKBROOK 1915 2-stroke, 2-speed, sound con-
dition; £38.—Gillott, 158, Sneinton Boulevard,

.\cttingham. [X7533

6h.p, Sparkbrook Combination, Bosch mag. J.A.P.
engine, chain-cum-belt, B. and B,, Dunlop tyres

throughout, windscreen, and lamp, splendid order;
£100.—Smith, Plumber, Wivenhoe, Essex. - [1820

2ih.p. Sparkbrook, Villiers 2-stroke engine, 2-speed
2 gear; £60, or on extended payments, 4% extra.

—Harrods Motor Showrooms, 116-118, Brompton Rd.
(opposite Main Building), London, S.AV.l. [1406

Sun.
SUN-VILLIERS aiAh.p., 2-speed, free,'T.T. bars,

long brass exhaust, speedy; £42.—Clarendon,
Staplegrove, Taunton. [X7617

SUN-VILLIERS 1915 2-stroke, in good order; 30
gns.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstoct Hill (opposite

Chalk Farm Tube Station). " [1271

SUN-VILLIERS 2i4h.p., completely re-enamelled iind
plated, engine overhauled., perfect condition; £35;

Owner bought Indian,—37, Maiden Rd., Kentish ToTrn.
[1565

Sunbeam.

1 Q 19 Sunbeam SVsh.p. Model, indistinguishable
-Lt/ from new; any trial.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,
Bolton. [X7430

SUNBEAM 3V2h.p. Motor Cycle, with accessories, con-
dition as new; nearest offer £100,—Wekh, Ammer-

ham. Chard. [1481

"IQ16 33^h,p. Sunbeam, splendid condition, speed-
JLv ometer, lamps, horn, spares; £90,—Capes, 96,
Lennard Rd., Beckenham- [1815

SUNBEAM 2^ih.p., in splendid condition, new tyres,
full equipment, 2-speed, clutch, kick start; bar-

gain, £60.—15, Radnor Av., Harrow. Harrow 561.
[1706

SUNBEAM. 3i/2h.p., 1918, 3-speed, kick start, all-

black finish, unscratched, likenew, tyres unsoiled;
£105 ; appointment only.—Martin, 34, Cecil Rd.,
Acton. [1691

TQ19 3^^h.p. Sunbeam, just delivered, unused; best
i-U offer over £120 secures.-Box L5,258, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [1993

"I Q16 3V:)h.p. Sunbeam Combination, complete with
-l-t' lamps, tools, spare tube; seen at Eastbourne
by appointment; price £110,—Write, Box 672, c/n

The Motor Cycle. [1728

8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1914, but with 1919
J.A.P, engine, excellent order and appearance,

oearlv" new 700x80 tyres, numerous spares; £180.—
Box 695, c/o 37) e Motor Cycle. ^ [X7560

SUNBEAM 1916 SVzh.p. Combination, leg shields,

Lucas equipment, maximum hand trip speedo-
meter, spares, tyres perfect, good condition; £l26.

—

18, Hestercombe Av., Fulham, S.W. [1862

SUNBEAM Combination, black and gold, August,
1919, little used, perfect, Lucas head and rear

lamps, Klaxon horn, Amac; £152/10, no offers; taking
over 8h.p.—Sims, China Stores, Chatham. Tel, 450.

[S7487
1 Q 18 3'/.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, G.S. engine,
X«7 new tyres, mileage under 3,000, perfect, any
reasonable trial; £155; reason for sale taking 1919
model.—Vigornia, Barnsole Rd., Gillingham, Kent.

[1880
1 Ol9 Sunbeam 4h,p., French military model, Hen-
A.U derson sidecar, Binks carburetter, Lucas lamps,
horn, complete tool kit, spare jets, mileage 1,500;
£140, or offers.—Rose, 18, Alma Rd., Heaton Moor,
Stockport. . [X7491

5-6h,p. Sunbeam-Jap 1914 Combination, nearly new
Palmer tyres (rear light car studded), Gloria' side-

car, just overhauled at cost of £20; expeii examina-
tion invited; £140.—Lieutenant, 14, Tarkhurst Rd.,
Bexhill-on-Sea. [1330

SUNBEAM Coachbuilt Combination, late 1914, war
model, 6-8h.p„ 3-speed countershaft, all chain

drive, kick start, Lucas lamps, tyres nearly new, just
overhauled, splendid condition; £130, or near offer.-
Shaw, 1, Bath Place, Cheltenham.

. [X7234

"I Q19 Sunbeam 3V2h.p., as new, perfect, delivered
Xt/ only recently; £128, with good C.B, sidecar,
£140, not ridden 800 miles, unpunctured; most care-
fiilly ridden and kept, could ride to London, owner
buying car.—Offley Grove, Newport, Salop, [1759

SUNBEAM Combination, 1916, 8h.p. MA.G. engine,
interchangeable wheels, spare wheel, hood, screen,

lampe, mechanical condition and appearance excellent;
f 145.—Longman Bros., 17, Bond St., Ealing; and 387,
Uxbridge Rd., Acton. 'Phone: Chiswick 1578, [1781

kl9 (June) 3V2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 3-speed,
' clutch, Jt.S., Lucas horn, lamps, Watford

pecdometer, .sadale rest, insurance, tools, mirror;
£145; owner's n,ew position preclude's use; letters:—
^imith, 59a, The Grove, Wandsworth, S.W. 18. [1660

"1Q19 Magnificent New 3V'h.p, Sunbeam, black and
X.*J gold, not done 200 miles, fitted with Sunbeam
leg shields, Lucas horn, large F.R.S. electric lighting
set, speedometer, knee grips, special cut-out, other
extras; £14& nett— 6, Churchways Crescent, Horfield,
Biietol. [X6679

19^

NO GERMAN SHODDY!

British Ihrouglioul

STANLEY BELTSk
AND FASTENERS

are World-renowned tor their Reliability.

MILLIONS ordered and in ase by
H.M. WAR OFFICE and oar ALLIES.

A
BOX OF STANLEY SPARES is a complete

belt equipment outfit — tiie best and
cheapest insurance you can effect

against belt trouble on the road

The SIAi.LEY fAStSUe* wlthtlia BEND tliat

NEVER BREAKS, the BEST at any price.

Hardened & tempered liool< and flanged pins.

ihe lAnLEf srAKe L<> iv. wtiich is the best
belt length adjuster yet Invented. Saves time,
trouble &, money. Saves the cost ofa now belt.

Magneto
REPAIRS

and spare parts
We are well qualified to undertake the repair

of Magnetos ot all makes, and to supply

spare parts, being, as we are, one of the most
experienced firms manufacturing Magnetos.

SIMMS MOTOR UNITS, Ltd.,
Percy Buildings Gresse Street, London. W.i.

tfte I *Mi.v . ^M -L which protects the belt
fastenei*. orevents wear of the pulley, and
conset^ves power. Specially designed for use
with the Philipson Pulley. 9cl.

STANLEY ADJUSTCN^ HOOK . for adjusting the
length of your belt In one second. Set of 3 6d.

' N:ue, ue uiitHou. a box. M biam^v bt-^i'e.^.

hrtu 3/3 Oosi fi-e^. ^S7i4 sizr V -It wtdn yrdenn

The LION FASTENER, guaranteed for 5.0Q0
miles- 9d.

A STANLEY Fastener, fpee with each belt.

^ena f',0 tor ivo meret'tm? 'ioo'ttctt

StanleyMotorBelt&FlastenerCo
STANLEY WEfifi, invento. or m Ortgmai nuc

aoU fastener an>rotner fra:tical -*ei -ics

BROMLEY. KENT.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunoeam.

1 Q19 3^,^h.p. Sunbeam Combination, fitted sport
JiiJ sidecar; this machine has been specially b'

by Sunbeams, and is guaranteed to be the fasl

3Vjh.p. machine on the road; just completed o;

trial, 62 m.p.h., with passenger in sidecar, gea
6—1; there are 2 spare gears in this machine
solo work ; the machine and sidecar are unscratcl
and the smartest little 3^2h.p. on the road; open
best oHers.—J, Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead I
London. [n

T.A.C.

T.A.C., 4-cyl.. 7h.p., 3 speeds, hand and toot clut
handle starter, shaft drive, worm, sprung quai

elliptic lore and" aft, 2 external expanding oral
footboards^ horn. T.T. bars, Bosch mag., with cut-c
B and B. carburetter, just been overhauled, tj
perfect ; owner going abroad ; seen any time ; tri

£65, worth £75.—Hewson, Uplands, East She
S.\V.14. [li

Torpedo.
Qih.p, Torpedo Precision, engine new, Bosch,^ 2 and B., tyres and condition good, P. and
lamps.—Chatterton, 5, Northbrook St., Newbury,

Triumph.
1014 Triumph Coaohbuilt Combination: 75 gmAtf 143, "Walworth Ed., S.E.17. [V,

TKIUMPH 4h.p. Combination, late model, 3-sim
countershaft, like new; £98/10.—Below..

TBIUMPH, 4h.p., 1914, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer, 1

new; £68/10; cash wanted.-353, King St., Ha
uiersmith. [ig

TRIUMPH, 3%h.p., clutch model, fast, reliable, ji

overhauled.—Mitchell, Halimote Rd., Aldershot
[X72

TRIUMPH 3V2h.p., clutch, good tyres and con
tion; £45; week-ends.—21, Ardiland Rd.. N

[X74
TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, perfect con

tion; £60.—Collins, Casleton, Farnham, Surr
[S756

TRIUMPH 4h.p,, countershaft, in new condition. (

gine No. 44594; 68 gns.—55, Wiltshire Ed., Br
ton. [15

TRIUMPH 1917 Coml*iation; this outfit is M
new; £78.-51, Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton H«i'

S.E. [17

TRIUMPH Combination, late 1913, S-speed, clufe

very little used; any trial; £80.-23, Thomas S

Bath. [X73

1 Q14 Triumph 4h.p. C.B. Combination, 3-speed, go
-Lt/ condition; what offers.—38, Drayton Av., W(
Ealing. [X75

TEIUMPH Countershaft 4*4h.p., Dunlop heavies,
good as- new, fast, perfect- £72.-329, Old Fc

R4.. E. - [15

1 Qll Triumph, new Dunlops, lamps, belt case, perfi
-i- *^ order throughout ; £30.—Haddon. 101a, Brc
St., Coventry. [X76

JONES' Garage, special agents for Triumphs, Broi
wnv. :\r,it;i^ell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parat

North Finchley. [00'

<^ih.p. 2-stroke Triumph, 2-8peed model, accessor^i included; £52/10.—W^auchope's, 9, "Shoe Lot
Fleet St., London, [19

TRIUMPH, 19^13, 3-speed, clutch, lamps, horn, efc

in perfect running order; £55.-18, St. Luli'

Rd., Clapham, S.W. [15

TRIUMPH, 19X3. 3V2h.p., clutch model, splend
running order; £40.-10, Melrose Villas, B;

lard's Lane, Finchley. [96

TRIUMPH, 1917, countershaft, in new condition;
reflsonabie offer refused.—Maddos and Co., t

Hammersmith Ed., W.9, [15

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, countershaft, new Pain
cord tyres, etc.; £80.—Clapham (Motors), Ki

George St., Greenwich, S.E.IO. [19

"|Q1'7 Triumph 4h.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, engii
-i-*y gears guaranteed sound condition; best offer

20, Valnay St., Tooting, S.W. [19

TEIUMPH, 1909, good running order, unused dnri

war, Millers lamps, tools, new belt; £30, or off

—Maitland, Sauchieburn, Stirling. [X72

TRIUMPH, 1906, 3h.p., fixed engine, Bosch ma
handle-bar controls, running order; £30.—Dav

34, Hill Rise, Richmond, S.W. [17

1 Ol9 Baby Triumph, as new, little need, perfect C(

X iJ dition, all aci;6ssories, etc. ; owner buying a
65 gns.—Hawker, Davigdor Ed., Hove. [15

TEIUMPH, 1916, 3-speed countershaft, machi
practically like new ; genuine bal-gain, 62 gns.—

1

Bennel Hill Ed., Kingston-on-Thames. [18

TRIUMPH, 3V'.h.p., Bosch mag., B.B., splendid ord
take side<jar, N.S.U. gear; £38, or offer.—50, i

Clements Mansions, Fulham Cross, S.W;6. [13

1 015 Baby Triumph, new Easter, 3919, done unti

J-t/ 500, tip-top condition, legshields, brand ne

£60.—Flower, The Hill, gtratford-on-Avon. [X74

1 (Q 19 Triumph, with new Montgomery eoachbii

-i-*y sidecar, only done about 300 miles; £132.—Ki
and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge. [13
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Passenger Machines.

THE
words " passenger motor cycles " cover

a field which is widening almost daily.

From the earliest days of the motor cycle

movement riders have evinced a desire to

share their pleasures with other people,

and by this desire they have extended the sphere

of utility of motor cycles to a very great degree.

First of all came the trailer attached to a single-

geared motor cycle of perhaps 2 h.p. This was
undoubtedly the least pleasant form of motor
cycling, for the rider was compelled to pedal

with considerable vigour on every hill, and the

passenger received the full benefit of all the du.st

and smoky; exhaust.

Next cSnie the tricar, with the passenger in

front, and this type had quite a vogue. ~ Indeed,

in the case of a well designed tricar, the seating

accommodation was good, and, but for the fact

that conversation was limited, ^ and nervous

passengers were apt to feel, that in^ £ase of a

collision they would be the first to suffer, the

tricar might have become a very popular vehicle,

in spite of the fact that it became somewhat
over-developed and had an unfortunate habit

of breaking its back, and of becoming somewhat
unmanageable in the event of the ' rear tyre

being suddenly deflated.

The craving for greater sociability was pro-

bably responsible for the first side by side seating

arrangements, and from the early basket chair

the sidecar has developed, in spite of mechanical

difficulties, into the luxurious, fonn in which we
now know it. In spite of- the great strides that

have been made sidecar design has by no means
readied finality. There 'are many details capable

of improvement, though it is satisfactory to note

that nearly all the weak points are receiving the

serious attention of present-day designers.

Such events as the A.C.U. Six Days Trials

show that sidecar frames can still be fractured

under abnormal use, and that some form of spring

wheel or flexible chassis is desirable. In this

connection a modification of the old flexible side-

car may have possibilities, though the flexibility

must be limited or the disadvantages of this type

will again become apparent. Mudguarding,
especially with regard to the front wheel of the

combination, is still capable of^ improvement, and
some form of sprung luggage carrier may be

said to be a necessity.

Three and Four=wheelers.
Ever since the introduction of the three-wheeled

runabout, certain of the lighter forms with side-

by-side seating accommodation found a ready

market, though until recent times there has been
only one really popular survivor. The advant-

ages of this type are many, but a large section of

the motor cycling public appears to be prejudiced

against three tracks. It is, therefore, interesting

to see that there are symptoms of a revival of

three track runabouts at the present time. A
new factor is also making its presence felt in the

introduction of well designed light four-wheelers,

usually having air-cooled engines, and transmis-

sion on car lines. It is intended by the manu-
facturers that these little four-wheelers shall sell

at the prices now ruling for mo'tor cycles and
sidecars, and if, by mass production, this end is

attained, they will undoubtedly attract many
adherents. The cycle car proper with motor
cycle transmission also has its possibilities if only

sufficient care is expended in the design of the

chassis and transmission details, and it must be

obvious tO' everyone that the type of passenger

rnachine which sells at the lowest cost will prove

to be the survivor, provided that it is capable of

doing efficiently the work for which it is'designed.

Thousands of motor cyclists will attend tire

motor cycle exhibition at Olympia with the

purpose of purchasing either their first mount
or a new machine to replace a pre-war model.

Of these a very large proportion will be seekrng a

vehicle capable of can7ing at least one

passenger. For this reason, and perhaps for

this reason only, it is unfortunate that four-

wheelers are excluded from the motor cycle

Show.

An Index to the advei^tisements in this issue will be found on ths page facing the back covet*.
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Starting with a Broken Valve Lifter.

HAM much indebted to Mr. Frank for his kindly

hint on pushing off with a shut throttle when
endeavouring to start with the valve Ufter out

of action. I promptly-^ tried it, and that it absolutely

failed me is no fault of Mr. Frank's, for the machine

has been a pig to start ever since it was delivered,

and I have never had time to experiment with its

adjustments. The engine in question has a coloscil

compression, alike in tightness and in ratio ; it is no

child's-play to get it going with the valve lifter available,

at any rate in " maker's tune." Presently I shall have

time to play about with it, and, when it is more docile,

I will apply Mr. Frank's tip to it and report further.

I remember having heard of the' method before, but

it had escaped my memory.

Climbing on One Cylinder.

To) ECENTLY, I took a 1915 machine out for a joy^

i[V^ ride. Approaching a freak hill, one cylinder

stopped firing suddenly. I made no fuss for the

moment, as the engine was full of oil, and the piston

rings of the front cylinder were a trifle sloppy. In

fact, I did not trouble to investigate, but merely

dropped my feet, leant down and unscrewed the

suspected sparking plug. Judge of my disgust at

finding it in perfect order. ' I was now seriously

alarmed—and well I might be—for the tappet, rocker,

and rocker pin of an overhead exhaust valve were

missing. I put the machine on the stand, and

searched a wet and weedy ditch diligently for half an

hour. By this time it was beginning to grow dark,

and I was carrying no lamps. So at last, w'ith the

sparking plug removed from the idle cylinder, I made
a start home. I was nicely trapped in a trough

between two freak hills, one of which had to be

climbed somehow. I selected the milder of the pair, -

which was nevertheless of the true A.C.U. kidney;
and, by dint of a little foot-slogging on the worst

knuckle, got home safely but slowly. The people

who talk so glibly about overheating should have felt

and smelt my engine after its long bout of full throttle

on a gear of 14. i. Needless to say, it did not mind
in the least.

The Limit.

DN the good old days, we motor cyclists used to buy
small items germane to our hobby with a nonchalant
recklessness. Tools and the smaller accessories

were cheap then. A knot of the boys would meet in

the evening at some local garage and scrutinise the

showcases critically.'. If anybody saw a gadget which
pleased him, he would put it in his pocket with a nod
to the proprietor, and seldom trouble to ask the cost.

'We shall have to revise these easy habits. I was
badly had a few weeks ago over an imitation 4>2in.

King Dick spanner, which was duly charged up to me

at 7s. 6d. But I never dreamt of danger last week

when I told my supply man to send me a foot and half

of unplated copper petrol piping. This ridiculous,

little purchase figured in the bill at the portentous sum

of i2s. 6d., and needless to say it is going back double

quick. I will case-harden some macaroni rather than

pay such a price.

The Fair Sex and Scooters.

WHATEVER the future of scooters may be,

there is no manner of doubt that- women of

all ages are intensely interested in them.

Since their advertisements began to appear, hundreds

of ladies, ranging in age from six to sixty, have

questioned me about them. Some of the fair enquirers

were joy riders in various categories—tennis players,

golfers, and the like. But a large proportion were-

interested in the' scooter from a purely utilitarian

standpoint. For example, this week's enquirers in-

clude a district nurse, a widow who administers a

small but scattered property, a rural housewife, and

other short-distance travellers, few of whom will see

forty again. I am specially struck by the motives

and the ignorance of these enquirers. Without ex-

ception, they are attracted by cheapness and light-

ness. They funk motor cycles, because even a lady's

model Douglas is too heavy for them, and also be-

cause they will not or cannot expend ;£6o or more.

They are waiting for something at about ;£3o, and

weighing considerably under 100 lb. 1 do not say

that they may not in time accept a ^£50, scaling 120

lb., if development trends in those directions; but

they would not look at such prices and weights just

yet. In the second place, they are woefully ignorant

of the fundamental facts. None of them know
enough to ask whether the particular scooter which

has tickled their fancy can climb steep hills, or is

comfortable to ride, or prone to skid, or maintain

its power. They take hill-climbing for granted by

analogy with cars ; for similar reasons they imagine

that a nominal \\ h.p. engine necessarily develops

\\ b.h.p. after a thousand miles. Some of these

good ladies have actually never ridden push-bicycles,

, but are game to begin scooting as soon as they can

get delivery. It is obvious that the A.C.U. must
hold their scooter trial as soon as production is in

sight ; and that the riders should be women, for

preference, and in other respects the trial bristles

Avith thorny little problems. It must be long enough
to identify those wee, engines which do not fade away
after two or three hundred miles; at the' same time

1,000 miles would be a purgatory for the riders. It

must include hills steep enough to reproduce average

riding conditions in our hillier counties
;

yet there

must be no crop of failures on these hills. 'Pon my
word, I think I'd rather organise ten T.T. races

than one scooter trial.
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The Coining Congest between the Three and Four-

wheeler—Price the Deciding Factor.

By B. H. DAVIES.

HAVE not yet seen any

printed recognition of the out-

standing factor in the passen-

ger outlook for 1920. For per-

haps the first time in the records

of the industry four-wheelers

—

and sound four-wheelers at that—are on offer at lower
prices than some of the best
quote an instance, the
Speedy light car (four

wheels) is listed at no
guineas. I know very little

of this vehicle, but it is

stated to be a mass produc-
tion job, and its figure is

nearly fifty per cent, lower
than that at which a
number of the most famous
three - wheeled outfits are
rated. But the sidecar
will probably meet more
formidable competitors in

sundry light cars which
command higher prices.

The A. B.C. sports car
(with a four-speed gear box
and a differential), the
Cosmos (with a three-
cylinder engine and dynamo lighting), and the Rover
(with a car reputation corresponding to that of the
Triumph Co. in the motor cycle industry), are all four-

wheelers at prices which represent the average for a
first-grade high-powered three-wheeler, and may
indeed be rather beneath the sums asked for certain
motor cycles and sidecars.

Frankly, I hardly know what to make of
this • extraordinary situation. Some will say that a

three-wheeler is

not so suited

to modern
" production"
methods as
a four-wheeler,

and is b o u ad
to be undersold
when an expert

manufacturer
goes the whole
hog on a cheap
car. Some will

claim that the

three - wheeler
lends itself ad-

mirably to pro-

duction methods.

A type of sidecar which, by

reason of its economy and
comparatively low cost, is not

likely to suffer from the com-
petition of the four-wheeler.

The latest Morgan will go far to meet the requirements of the " family " man, who

found the ordinary body too small to accommodate an extra passenger.

but that no firm in the world has

yet applied those' methods to

three-wheelers, i.e., that existing

combinations cost a good deal

more than they would if Sir Henry
Austin had stooped to them.

There may be truth in both theories. For myself I

adopt a third line. These new cheap cars are very

new indeed. The general

pubhc suspects them of

savouring of the experi-

mental, and is also ex-

tremely dubious as to when
mass deliveries will com-
mence. On the other hand,

we know the best and the

worst of the sidecar and
the three-wheelers gener-

ally ; we have had busi-

ness dealings with the firms

who make them; we trust

their delivery promises

(with not too big a pinch

of salt) ; and we know that

the modern sidecar outfit

de luxe is extraordinarily

fast and reliable, a mag-
nificent climber, and cheap

to run. It has had years of concentrated develop-

ment, and at last it is alike well fitted, well designed,

and well made. So—even if we can get a four-

wheeler for the same money, we only vouchsafe one

regretful glance at the superior driving comfort which

the latter affords; 'sure delivery of a proved article

by a known firm counts for much. Incidentally, these

are days in which it does not pay to delay a decision.

A new motor is not a great deal easier to get than

it was twelve months ago, when frenzied

men paid two or

three hundred
pounds for dusty

old junk hardly

deemed worth

storage room in

1914, and des-

tined for the

marine store as

soon as a lorry

wanted a load.

We ordered; we
may not have
got delivery yet

;

but we have
waited six,

nine, or maybe
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The chassis ol the new Rover light car. Tht

power unit is an air-cooled flat twin engine o!

83 X 88 mm. (998 c.c), built integral with <

three-speed and reverse gear box. Simplicity ;

ol Its design

The Passenger Outlook for 1920.

twelve, months; and nothing -will induce
us to call it a false start, cancel the order,
and begin the weary wait all over

In twelve months'
time things will get

exciting, so far as

the cheap transport

of two persons is

concerned. ' Some of

us will be so poor
that the carrier of a

baby two-stroke will

be all we can offer

to the damsel who
takes our fancy.

But all of us will

see a battle royal

between the cheap
cycle car-light car

hybrids and the three-wheelers.- The lists are already
set out for the tourney, but the joust has not begun,
because in these days you can sell anything that has

a carburetter on it. I will not venture to prophesy
the ultimate victor. But it is clear that, if lean

years are coming, the cheapest vehicle which will do
the work has the best chance. From a. production

standpoint, the Morgan type of three-wheeler is better

than the sidecar outfit, and a sidecar, produced on a

scientific system in quantities, ought to have a few '

pounds in hand of any decent four-wheeler.

Stepping back into the real province of this journal,

there are three main features to chronicle. The first

is that the single-cylinder sidecar outfit is at last equal

to that of any country. Engine cooling now permits us-

to use any low gear ratio we may fancy. No hill can
stop the modern 3^^ h.p. sidecar. The second high

spot is the phenomenal quality of the de luxe com-
binations from every point of view. Of this, more
anon.. The third is the fact that several firms have

learnt from the Morgan that there is still money and

fame in what used to be known as a " tricar," and is

now rechristened a "runabout."

The Dogged Single Cylinder.

Never before has it been possible to select a 500 c.c.

. single, almost at random, put a sidecar on it, plau"-

a route without any timidity about hills, load up with

a wife (fat and forty, if you like), the baby and/or

twins, and/or triplets, the corresponding luggage, and

surge with an even rnind up the worst hills in our

islands. For many years, before variable gears

came in, we used to .

do this sort of

thing, and run
alongside up a hill

like Dashwood,
breathing like a gold-

fish that has leapt

out of , its bowl.

Then .variable gears

appeared, and hill-

climbing b e c a rii e

anxious for other

reasons. Sometimes
the gears would not

gear (seven or eight

B24

id light weight are the keynotes

The air-cooled A.B.C. light car, having a flat twin engine of 92 X 92 mm
(1,223 c.c.) The intention is to produce this little vehicle at the comparatlvelv

moderate prxe of £200 or thereabouts.

years ago I adjusted my gear box—think of it

—

twelve times in one Six Days Trial) ; more frequently

the engine objected

to 8oo yards on an
8 to I gear, and
showed its resent-

ment by knocking

or seizing or pre-

igniting or scaling a

valve. To-day any

duffer on any 500
c.c. machine you
like, with a well-

nourished fairy in

the sidecar, deserves

expulsion from all

his clubs if he can-

not climb Sutton

Bank with some-

thing in hand.

When we turn to combinations of 8 h.p. or there-

abouts, there is even more room for pride. If any

reader has not sampled a recent model over a wicked

course, I advise him to do so without delay: it takes

a very hot car to hold it. On one occasion this

summer I put a 191 9 8 h.p. over a peculiarly appal-,

ling route: so bad that I would not have sent a car<

of my own over it. The outfit held the road like''

a postage stamp, shook us less than most good cars

would - have done, took practically everything on

second, travelled so fast that a good rider on a very_

hot single could not leave us, and never turned a hair

in a gruelling that was calculated to fracture a tank.

The Sidecar de Luxe.

The Llandrindod Trials provide additional evidence

on such points, and we~ ought not to forget that the

lightning steering, high speed, and side wrenches to

which sidecars are by their nature subjected, intensify

the severity of such tests. Moreover, if the big,

sidecar is capable of feats, it has also become delight-

fully well equipped, so that it is very convenient to

handle. Its lighting outfit compares with those of

the best cars. It possesses interchangeable wheels of

equal handiness. Its chair is comparable in comfort

with the best seat in the best car; indeed, I know
many people who prefer a good sidecar to a big car.

if they are called upon to ride through an -Edinburgh.

Windscreens and hoods are obtainable for those whc
fancy them.

/' I can only conceive of three details in which,

sidecars of the best

type are not perfect.

The first defect is

presumably inevit-

able : the exposure

of the driver can be
minimised, but he
can hardly be pro-

tected in a fashipn

which compares with

car comfort. More
can be done, and
will be done, but

this is the sole real

snag. The second
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is stillj to my mind, undervalued by
designers. The passenger of a sidecar is

seated low. down, very close to the road,

and where there is surface water about, a

good deal of liquid dirt is apt to enter the

body. The mudguarding of the front and

side wheels deserves closer attention, and

thp fitting of a windscreen is a coward's

solution, for in summer it is best to take

the breeze on one's face. The third point

is also worthy of factory attention. As I

have already stated, the reliability of the

sidecar outfit is high. But when attention

at last becomes necessary, the mechanism

is seldom decently accessible. The presence of the

body is an obstacle which a cunning engineer will otit-

flank, either by unhitching its front e^nd and tipping it,

or by transferring vulnerable items to the far side of

the chassis, or by a variety of dodges. But, quite

apart from this, some luxurious sidecars are a veritable

jungle of piping and rods and wires and gadgets'. We
love a rnachine which serves us well on the road ; but

we reserve the deptlis of our affection for one which

serves us no less pleasantly in the garage. In this

respect the high-powered sidecar outfit still falls below

the standard which rival types of motor have set.

Comfort a Great Feature.

It is quite on the cards that the tricar or runabout

type of three-wheeler has a brighter future than the

sidecar. The three tracks and the single driving wheel

are weak points in theory.
~ The latter is shared with

the sidecar, and the I'ormer is more than balanced

by the comfortable driving seat and the level seating

of the crew. Driving comfort is a very, very strong

point indeed; and it is possible to argue that the

chassis can be a better production job than a sidecar

frame. If that is so, it means much..

Probably the keynote of the future market—say in

1921 or 1922—will be over-production by -the trade

and rentrEnchment by the user. Such conditions put

a, double premium on the machine that is cheap. There

will be no great room .for ^\
machines which are manu- gj*"^
factured by clumsy and ex-

^^^..
'"'^° newly-designed 8 K.p. Clyno—

a

pensive methods, nor vet .^a^fj^^fe. 'le example of a high-powered British

The Coventry Premier—an example of the fully developed three-wheel runabout,

which at the same time does not appear as a car on three wheels.

for machines which are awkward to make because of

their design. Some authorities, rightly or wrongly,

regard the three-wheeled runabout as more likely to

flourish in those days. The Morgan is no longer alone

in that class. Few of us know what the Premier and
the Merrall and others of the type can do ; we know
them only through the columns of the technical press.

But we shall watch them very closely. I shall speak

for a large public if I say that we do not necessarily

expect a full motor car specification from a three-

wheeler The Motor Cycle readers include thousands

who once enjoyed road work on single-geared side-

cars and forecars : aye, and on trailers. Some such

have been hard hit by the war. Others are not rich,

and never will be. We cannot help thinking that the

gap between our old single-geared atrocities, with their

wicker chairs, and the modern 8 h.p. cum-dynamo,
cum-three-speed gear, cum-lots of other luxuries, has

never been perfectly filled. We visualise a simple

three-wheeler, with protection and comfort for the

driver, produced in quantities at a low price. Perhaps
when the battle between the sidecar de luxe and the

air-cooled light car has been fought out, some genius

will Fordise the three-wheeler for men of the class I

- have indicated. During the war I heard yarns of a

machine with a 4 h.p. flat twin engine, an ash frame,

and an infinitely variable gear, which sounded as if it

might have filled this particular bill ; but it seems

to have gone right west.

The Super Runabout.
On the other hand, there is evidently

a permanent place for the runabout
de luxe. Its chassis can always be as

simple a job as that of a cheap four-

wheeler, and it will always be cheaper

by at least the cost of a wheel and tyre.

It is perhaps surprising that no run-

about has yet appeared with one of

the better types of engine. Frame
difificulties hamper the sidecar designer

who >vishes to fit a four-cylinder or a
flat twin. No such problems affect the

lay-out of a runabout. Nobody can

pretend that the best V twin is quite

as nice as a good four or flat twin.

We might never have seen a single V
twin but for the peculiarides of the

standard motor cycle frame, and it is

certainly odd that this engine mono-
polises the high-powered motor cycle

field, irrespecti-ve of frame contours.
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Let me talk seriously. There are several controversial

theories about scientific production, but the mildest

ol them presupposes a minimum output of 10,000 per

annum. Now, the largest British pre-war output of

solo machines was little more than half that number,

and I do not suppose that any sidecar or runabout

specialist ever ap]3roached an annual output of 2,000.

Several very simple cars or cycle cars—call them which -

you will—have engaged expert staffs, laid down new

plant in new factories, and are organising for outputs

of 10,000. They will turn out good stuff, and undersell

the sidecar and (probably) the runabout. Unless suit-

able action is taken, the result would-be that the run-

about would disappear altogether, and that sidecars

would survive only as auxiliaries fitted to standard

solo machines. This would be an evil in two main

respects. In the first place, rationally or irrationally,

quite a lot of men are sidecar enthusiasts or maniacs.

They would rather drive a sidecar (or a runabout, as

the case may be) than anything else. They will be

restricted to the " gum-on " sidecar with any bicycle

you please. Secondly, other things being equal

—

design, production, etc.—a three-wheeler must be

cheaper than a four-wheeler ; and if producdon

methods are not applied to the three-wheelers, impe-

cunious motorists will be deprived of a mount which

suits their purse.

Mass Production of Sidecars.

For these reasons I expect the three-wheeled trade

will shortly undergo a marked transformation. Some-

body will organise mass production of detachable side-

cars for a certainty. The small outputs of complete

combinations will get hard hit as time goes on. The
small outputs of three-wheeled runabouts will also feel

an increasing breeze. The logical outcome will be

a marked reduction in the number of makes. Produc-

tion light cars (or cycle cars) will eat into the pas-

senger motor cycle market in due course : they are

doing so already, though the motor famine conceals

the extent. ' The correct counterblast is threefold :

NOVEMBER 13th, igig.

(i.) Mass production of detachable sidecars by a

few firms.

(2.) Mass production of complete combinations by

a few firms. -

(3.) -Mass production of runabouts by a few firms

—let us hope one runabout de luxe and one cheap,,

simple runabout will figure in the. list.

Open Minded Users.

I have said so much about the new Jight cars and

cycle cars in general terms that I ought to close with

a few particulars. I have personally tried many of

these designs. I ask any open-minded user what

chance the sidecar and the three-wheeled runabout

have against the 1914 type of water-cooled four-

cylinder light car? The answer is obvious. We all

know many ex-motor cyclists who have bought Singers,

Calcotts, Calthorpes, Morris-Cowleys, and what not

;

but few of ,us can cite a solitary individual who has

made the reverse ' change except under financial com-'

pulsion. It is quite commonly suspected that the new
air-cooled cars compare most unfavourably with the

1914 light cars. I daresay some of them do. Those I

have tried do not. The components which are common
to both have been improved : the engines, gears, brakes,

springs, and bodies of the newcomers are appreciably

better. The climb is faster. The speed on the level

is higher. The petrol and oil consumptions arc

superior. The cooling is fractionally better—the 1914

types steamed on really bad hills, the .1919 types show
no deficiency in cooling. It is a moot point whether

the fuel and the sound of a flat twin engine with two

fair sized cylinders will please the average user more
or less than the smooth burr of four lilliputian cylin-

ders. But the cream of these newsters is quite extra-

ordinarily good. And they are listed at lower prices

than will be asked this winter for quite a lot of three-

wheelers. Hence I am sure that the . three-wheeler

indr.stry as a whole will have to get a big move on

during the coming year, for the days have ended in

which costly methods of turning out a thin trickle

.

of machines can earn a dividend. ?^

An autumn scene near Ledbury Bromesborrow. The modern motor cyclist does not store his machine with the fall of the leaf, but

continues his motor cycling throughout the winter, even though his riding may be purely for pleasure.
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Official Notes on the Six Days Trials.
Extracs from the Olficials' Report upon (he Recent Event in Wales, together with Suggestions

for the Next Six Days Trials based upon (his Year's Experiences.

IN submitting the judges' report of the
recent Six Days Trial (published last
week), the chairmen of the General,

Competitions and Touring Committees

—

Messrs. A. W. Torkington, E. P. Careen-
hill, and H. P. E. Harding respectively

—

made the following suggestions for con-
sideration of the Competitions Committee
for future trials :

(1.) That a speed test at the conclusion
of the road trial, in which engines would
be required to run at full load for, say,
half an hour on such a track as Brook-
lands, would go far to eliminate the
necessity for a detailed examination of

condition at the finish.

(2.) That if a speed test is not prac-
ticable a more complete examination of'

the machines should be made, in which
the vital parts should be taken down and
inspected. For this purpose it would
probably be necessary to extend the time
of the trial.

(3.) That the competitor or a repre-

sentative of the entrant should be present
at the examination of that machine after

the trial in order that he may understand
the reasons why marks are lost on
examination, and to enable these points
to be corrected in manufacture.

In commenting upon the course and
weather conditions, the judges stated that

the 1919 trial was organised to encourage
the improvement of the motor cycle to

such a pitch that its usefulness will be
increased and not in any way restricted.

Referring to the course, the promoters
stated that the route chosen was not so

trying as to gradients as in the 1914
trials, but, by length of hills and per-

sistency of strain, was more representa-
tive of the worst treatment to which a
motor cycle might be expected to be
subjected whilst in constant use under
ordinary conditions.

Weather Conditions.

The trial was held with Llandrindod
Wells as a centre, the competing motor
fcycles being parked every night in the

Drill Hall and another depot near by.

-Monday morning was devoted to the pre-

liminary examination, and the road test

commenced at. 2.30 p.m. in fine weather
with 111 starters. The mid-run control

this day was from 5.30 to 7 p.m., so that
for the homeward journey lamps were
required to be lit. No lamp failures were
observed.

-On Tuesday (110 starters) the weather
was again favourable,- and, in spite of

the numerous watersplashes and rough
going, schedule time was well kept.

Wednesday (102 starters) was again
fine, but .a thick mist for the first forty

miles or so was, troublesome.

Tliursday (93 starters) was fine until

the afternoon, when a drizzling rain com-
menced which got worse as th,e trial pro-
ceeded, and added to the difficulties of

the route.

Friday (84 starters) started with
showery weather, but the morning's run
was compai'atively easy. The afternoon,
however, continued showery, and, as the
route was' the most diflBcult of any half-

day, the performances of the eighty-two
finishers, of whom seventy-four checked
in punctually, were creditable.

The relatively large number of those

who finished, the high proportion of

medals awarded, and the small proportion
of marks lost under the headings of

reliability and hill-climbing, indicate that

the route chosen did not err on the side

of severity. On the other hand, the daily

mileage was unavoidably greater than the
judges consider desirable, as such distances

must severely test the personal endurance
of the drivers.

M'jnteaance of Tune. 1

These tests were conducted simul-
taneously under the title of the " Con-
sistent Driving Test." The judges con-
sider that such a term is liable to give

an erroneous impression, and they would
lecommend that in future tests of this

description the personal driving element
should be discounted by arranging that

a better performance on the second
occasion of the hill-climb should be called

for rather than a repetition of the first

performance.

Comments upon Design.

The judges regret to see so few examples
of the larger multi-cylinder engine, both
four and two-strokes ; they consider also

that attention might usefully be directed

to water-cooled multi-cylinder two-strokes
for sidecar use where cleanliness, together
with the absence of uneven torque, noise,

smell, and dirt is of maximum importance.
The Scott engine is worthy of very

special commendations as to the above
requirements.
The importance of the final examination

and the basis of marking in connection
therewith appear to have been somewhat
misunderstood. In previous Six Days
Trials, a^nfaximum of 12^% of the total

losses was possible under " condition at
finish," and in practice only 6% was de-

ducted for such a serious fault as a frame
breakage, whilst comparatively small
faults, such as the steering bead bearing
slightly worn, were not penalised at all.

In tlie report, of the 1914 trial, the
judges drew attention to this and strongly
recommended that in future trials the
condition at the finish should be a mucli
more important factor in determining the
final award. This year a maximum loss

for final condition of fifty marks (25%)
was laid down, and the judges were in-

structed that only machines which finished

the trial in perfect condition and adjust-

ment should retain full marks.
It would appear that the need of rapid

accessibility and low gears has prevented
a more general use of enclosed trans-
mission in a Six Dayfe Trial, whilst the
belt drive continues to satisfy both
makers and users in the present transitory
period.

The judges regret the absence of any
examples of shaft drive, which lends
itself admirably to total enclosure -upon
a machine of general utility. A general
improvement in gear box condition was
noted, though the adjustment of about
30% was found faulty.

Bearings.

There is room for much improvement in

this respect, as sideplay interferes greatly
with steadiness of steering.

A great deal of play was noticed in the
steering heads of many machines, showing
either inadequate ball bearings' or the
absence of provision for proper lubrica-
tion. Larger bearings would appear to

be desirable in most cases, or a longer
head.

Sidecars.

The oustanding point of the modern
sidecar combination is, apparently, its

extremely inartistic appearance. These
outfits, with few exceptions, compare un-
favourably in appearance with the cycle
car type of vehicle, and, as they afford
little or no protection to the driver, it

is necessary that they should excel in

other directions.

It would appear that the bad roads,
now common, togetlier with tyre failure,

are sufficient to cause a distinct liability

to fracture, alteration of alignment, and
spring breakages Of sidecar chassis.

The judges would draw attention to

the fact that where severe stresses have
to be considered due to the road and the
inertia of the motor cycle itself, the possi-

bilities of flexibility and springing are

greatly neglected.
Sprung bodies may increase passenger

cofnfort, but they do little to reduce un-
sprung weight or to relieve the frame
itself. The unsprung weight of some out-

fits must approach that of a relatively

large and heavy car, and the mere
stiffening of the chassis of the combination
cannot cope with the strains set up by
the prevention of relative movement be-

tv/een the wheels of the sidecar and the

motor cycle. An endeavour to prevent
breakages or to resist stress by the

addition of weight is extremely unsatis-

factory.

There is very great room tor improve-
ment in the attachment of sidecar mud-
guards, and, as it appears to be almost

hopeless without unduly heavy and clumsy
stays, etc., properly to secure them to

the unsprung portion, of the sidecar

chassis, the obvious solution seems to be to

attach the mudguards to the sidecar body.

, Silence.

Silence and cleanliness, together with
ease of cleaning, appeal to many people far

more than speed, and there is no valid

reason why these characteristics, sup-

plemented by increased cornfort and
radical redesign of control should not

approach car conditions.

The judges feel that severe condemnation
of these faults alone will help to produce
eventually a machine of universal appeal.

The motor cycle would thus possess a

far larger sphere of usefulness, and, for

convenience, cost, and economy w'ould be
unapproachable by any other form of road
vehicle.

The judges were Lt.-Col. A. E. David-
son, D.S.O., Mr. H. H. Gregory,
A:M.I.M.E., M.I.A.E., Maj. A. M. Low,
D.Sc, A.C.G.L, etc., Lt.-Col. D. F.

Nicholl, D.S.O., and Mr. T. W. Lough-
laorough, A. M.I. A. E.
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A Lady's Views on Passenger Motor Cycles.

THE greater number of machines marketed to-day

are designed for passenger use. Even tlie sport-

ing solo rider, as the wintry weather draws in,

often couples up a sidecar to make his mount less

liable to skids, and, finding the convenience that

accrues from the attachment, he is likely to continue

it when drying roads no longer make it a thing of neces-

sity. There is no doubt that the passenger machine
supplies the cheapest form of motoring for two, with

the exception of pillion riding, which, personally, I

do not recommend. For business purposes, for carry-

ing the tradesman's wares, or for a day's trip in the

heart of the country, it is the mount par excellence. It

will accommodate two or three persons, guns, and
clogs, and will go wherever there is a good enough
surface to provide wheel grip. It can also be turned

into a gateway and there left till the day's work or

play is over.

Some Desirable Features.

I have owned many types of sidecars, and each
season find improvements on the old. The modern
sidecar is as unlike its early predecessor as the pneu-

matic tyre to the solid variety. Yet I have still to find

my ideal in every particular. All first-class makes
have their good points, and if I enumerate a number
of them perhaps some day an entei-prising manufacturer

will carry all my fancies to actuality.

Probably the first thing that attracts the feminine eye

is the contour and lines of the bodywork. The torpedtf

or streamline effect is most pleasing, but ease and com--

fort must not be sacrificed to effect and shape.' A -

bulbous back (favoured by the James Co., the Gloria

Sidecar Co., and others in their 1920 models) pro-

vides the last word in elegance. The ideal sidecar that

I am looking for must have the bulbous back with a

large locker opening outwards, another locker under
the seat for carrying spares and articles to which one

needs to resort less often, a roomy body allowing

plenty of freedom for the feet, a footboard such as .

Ariels fit to their sidecar,, and, of course, a door. I

must also have a spring wheel, for of all the types

that have passed through my hands I. have found none
that give such a marked degree of comfort. One-

needs a sidecar so designed that cramping on a long

journey is practically non-existent. Those tiny con-

traptions that are often affixed to speed mounts may
be very well for short jaunts, but something more
practical and substantial is required for long journeys.

Luggage Accommodation Essential.

Again, the reclining attitude with an absence of

backrest is not the most comfortable. To return to

my ideal. I want more lockers still. The sliding

drawer that is fitted in the toe of the new Enfields

'

is a step in the right direction ; the double thickness

,^^^»«y?-

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE.
Therft may be grounds for tKe present day complaint of lack of roadside courtesy when the stranded one is a mere male, but we_slili

await news of a lady motor cyclist being refused immediate assistance when held up by trouble with her machine !
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Through Feminins Goggles.—

-of wood, too, should help towards warmth, and maps
and small odds and ends can be kept here put of the

way. When I go visiting for a few days I need a
special kind of locker, as it is impossible to pack
one's best frock in any of the lockers I have seen

provided. The receptacle for that _ must be of suit

.<:ase shape and impervious to dust. I am aware that

I can attach a case to the luggage grid, but it is

fairly troublesome to strap on, and I generally find

it has worked loose enough to jar against the back of'

-the sidecar and scrape off paint. The best arrange-

ment would be a permanently fitted aluminium suit

case, or, rather, three cases in one, capable of ex-

panding to two or three tiers as necessary. 1 should
then only need to lock the lid and be relieved of all

the bother of strapping. In addition to this, I want
a~^ fixture for carrying the spare petrol can' upright,

somewhere between the motor cycle and sidecar, lined

with very thick felt to

prevent rattling. At
present the usual place is

on the carrier, and it

goes to one's heart to find

at the end of a journey
that precious spirit has

leaked along the road.

Family Sidecars.

Various types of tandem
sidecars have appeared on
the market, and though
these are usually not
pretty, where the whole
family has^ to be taken
out, usefulness must stand

before beauty.

The most luxurious

modern sidecars are fitted

with hoods and side cur-

tains, so that the occu-
pant has all the advan-
tages of a closed carriage,

but though such fittings

are most useful and com-
fortable for those who
enjoy them, a hood has
no attractions for me. I

feel that the few times

that I should need to use
it would not justify the

weight and expense. All

else being to my fancy, I

could dispense with a
windscreen. One might
provide one for an elderly

passenger, or one who
never intended to take a
turn at driving, but I bring
up my passenger '

' in the

way she should go," and
if I am ever to have a taste

of the luxury of the side-

car, I must not allow a
screen, or she would
never come from behind
its sheltering folds. I

WITH THE GUNS IN AUTUMN.
The utility ol the sidecar strongly appeals to the sportsman who finds it

a great convenience in reaching home Irom outlying parts of country.

once had a screen made to my own design and fitted

for the comfort of a delicate passenger, but on

recovering health she soon required its removal.

General Appearance.
These additions that I have mentioned add to the

weight of the outfit, and are more suitable where the

power of the machine is more than 4 h.p.

Mudguarding of the sidecar wheel is an important

point, and should be ample ; a wide guard gives a

better finish besides serving its purpose better. Most
firms, however, are giving more attention to protec-

tion from mud and dust ; we hope the rest will follow.

Some of the latest sidecars are certainly striking in

appearance, and one of the most pleasing colour

schemes, is mauve bodywork edged with aluminium.
The passenger is generally a member of the fair sex,

and to her colour is a great attraction, although drab
tints may satisfy the mere man.

At the Show, now so

close at hand, we all hope
to see our own individual

tastes indulged and ideals

realised. Already in our

mind's eye we can see the

gay stands at Olympia,
the salesman expounding
the good points of his

models and slurring over

any faults in design.

Human nature is often

provoking, and patience is

required by the stand at-

tendant.

Future Developments-
The war hindered evo-

lution in all except en-

gines, but once the world

settles down again, and
motoring questions are

tackled in an enterprising

spirit, the accumulation

of experience gained dur-

ing the past five years'

time should produce some
really fine designs in

which both motor cycle

and sidecar are manufac-
tured under the eye of

one designer who has

considered them as essen-

tially inseparable in so

far as the mechanical

conditions of springing,

power production, trans-

mission, and accessibility

are concerned. In the

latter case we may hope

to see the universal em-
ployment of interchange-

able wheels, all-round

springing, and luxurious

accommodation for the

passenger, together with

ample luggage carrying

capacity.
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NEW MODELS.
A 4h,p. HUMBER FLAT TWIN.

FOR some time past we have been
aware that Messrs. Humber,

_
Ltd.,

have been experimenting with a

passenger machine on the lines of their

well-known 3^ h.p. flat twin, but having
a rather larger engine.

Recently, we were afforded opportunity

of examining this new production, and
of having a short road test.

At first sight the new 4i h.p. model
so closely resembles the 3^ h.p. that one

able with the seatings and pockets. A
new feature, however, is incorporated in

the lubrication system, for a gear type oil

pump, driven from the crankshaft, raises

oil from a sump below the crank case, and
delivers it to constant level troughs.

a three-speed countershaft gear. This
gear is a modified form of Bfumber gear

box, the chief differences from thai of

the 3^ h.p. model being that it incor-

porates a neat kick starter, stub teeth

gears, and both middle and low gears

Part section of the Humber
crank pin showing the

oiling system.

might be forgiven for mistaking the two
types. However, closer inspection reveals

several modifications which are of con-

siderable importance, although they are

not very conspicuous.

The engine has a bore

and stroke of 75 y. 68 mm.,
giving a swept volume of

600 c.c. As in the Sj h.p.,

both inlet and exhaust
valves are readily detach-

Diagram of the three-speed gear box fitted

Humber flat twin.

Dippers are affixed to the crank webs,
and these collect oil in the hollow crank
pins ; subsequently this oil is thrown by
centrifugal force to the white metal big
ends, through a hole drilled radially in
each crank pin.

The primary chain transmits the drive
through a floating disc Ferodo clutch to

are now formed with the sliding member.
This last modification was introduced in

order to prevent loss of power due to

oil churning of the constant mesh low
gear wheels.
The final transmission is by chain to

the rear wheel. A metal guard covers
the front chain, but the rear chain is

protected on the upper side only. A
shock absorber is fitted to the rear
sprocket, the drive shocks being taken

tT.c new 4.'. l..p Mat twin Hurrber. liticd .. th an enj'ne o; 73x 63 mm = 600 c.c
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New models.—

by a series of coil springs and the re-

bound by rubber blocks.
It should be mentioned that the rear

wheel is very quickly detachable, the
chain and brakes being undisturbed by
the operation. A hinged rear guard
facilitates wheel removal or tyre repairs.

The specification includes a Claudel
M.I.A. automatic carburetter, E.I.C.
magneto, and 25 x 2^in. Dunlop tyres.

A Millford Corvette sidecar is attached
at four points, and forms a roomy and
comfortable conveyance for the passenger.
The finish is in black and gold, .and is

very smart and serviceable.

On the road, we found the engine was
extraordinarily quiet and smooth running,

and the gears also were silent and easy
to engage. The new model, with its 2^
gallon petrol tank, is undoubtedly a

very attractive medium-powered sidecar

machine, and will draw many admirers at

Olympia.

THE CHAIN-DRIVEN TRIUiMPH MODEL.
All-chain Drive, Spring Shock

Absorber.

Sidecar Lugs Incorporated

The 1920 4 h.p. chain-driven

Triumph. This model is fitted

with an entirely new design of

'hree-speed gear.

IT has long been an open secret that

the Triumph Cycle Co. -contemplated

an all-chain driven model. Nine
months ago we were permitted to make
an extended trial of one of the early

experimental models, which, we may say,

demonstrated the advance made in

single-cylinder machines for sidecar

work. To a certain extent the firm

showed their hand by entering machines

of this type in the A.C.U. Trials—in
which, by the way, the Triumph was the

only single-cylinder sidecar machine to

gain a gold medal. With characteristic

caution and thoroughness, the Triumph
Co. elected to try out every detail of the

new model by continued and strenuous

road tests before deciding to place it

before the public as a finished article,

and it was only on Monday last that the

press were given an opportunity of study-

ing the final design.

The 4 h.p. engine, which has already

earned an enviable reputation for relia-

bility and pulling power, both under

strenuous war conditions and in every-

day use, remains unaltered, save for

special bosses on the crank case to provide

fixings tor the chain case. It is in the

transmission that the most important

features lie, and these features are so

pronounced that they are worthy of de-

tailed description.

First of all the primary chain is en-

closed in a special oil-tight case made of

aluminium castings, held together by a

series of studs. This case is fed with oil

through a hollow stud in the lower part

of the gear box, the oil being filtered

through a gauze strainer before reaching
the case. An overflow is provided to
prevent an undue accumulation of lubri-

cant, and a vent to avoid the possibility

of air pressure due to heat.

Within the driven sprocket lies a disc
clutch made up of seven pen steel and
seven phosphor bronze plates held in

contact by a powerful coil spring, the

Micrometer adjustment (or Triumph gear

box. By turning the toothed plug, which

acts on a rack in the top of the gear box, a

fine adjustment is provided for the front

chain.

pressure of which can be released in a

most ingenious manner.
Between the gear box and sprocket lies

a fixed three-faced cam, engaging with
which are three feet on a rotatable collar,

the movement of which is controlled by
the clutch lever. A movement of the
clutch lever thus causes the feet, and,
consequently the collar, to rise on the
cams, and thus, through a suitable thrust

race, to force outwards a clutch with-
drawing flange. This flange is fitted with
three short pegs, which pass through the
flange of the chain wheel and press against

the clutch spring thrust race. By this

means, the pressure on the clutch plates

is relieved before any lateral motion of

the" chain wheel takes place. So much for

clutch actuation ; but the most interesting

feature of the transmission lies within
the diameter of the clutch spring, for

the drive is not taken directly from the
plates to the gearshaft, but passes from
an extension of the inner clutch member
through a quick-thread screw to a bronze
member suitably and slidably mounted on
the gearshaft. This bronze member is

normally pressed outward by a coil

spring, but any sudden snatch, such as

is caused by an engine pulling at slow
speeds, causes the screwed member to

be forced inwards against the action of

the spring, thus permitting" a certain

amount of relative motion between the

two screwed parts. , In practice, this

device forms a most efficient shock-

absorber, and, though difficult to describe,

is extremely simple and effective in action.
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(Left) The new Triumph geai

box dismantled.

(Right) The spring drive with

clutch extension, sectioned to show

quick thread screw and spring.

There is nothing to go wrong, and should
the spring break (a most unlikely
occurrence), the owner would be left

with a rigid drive and could continue
on his way until the replacement could
be conveniently carried out.

The new Triumph gear box is a fine

piece of work, the layshatt being of large
enough diameter to permit the kick-

starter spindle to pass through the inside.

It is formed in one piece with all the
gear wheels, and runs on large diameter
caged ball bearings. Similar, but smaller,

ball bearings support the mainshaft and
top gear wheel,' the shaft jiassing through
a long hardened steel bearing in the gear
wheel. A sliding member, composed of

the low and middle gear wheels, slides

on the mainshaft, which is suitably castel-

lated. The high gear is engaged by the
usual type of dog jaws. Middle gear is

engaged through inesliing the two spur
wheels as in car practice, and low gear
is engaged in the same manner, though,
between middle and low, there is an
interval in the castellations, so that the
sliding member is free to revolve on the
shaft.

Easy Gear Changing.

Another feature of the gear box is that
when the gears are engaged there is

practically no "back lash" in the dogs.
This, of course, would be impossible if

provision was not made for "centring"
the sliding member before final engage-
ment. This is done by means of a set of

dogs having a great deal of clearance

through which the dogs on the sliding

member pass, thus being brought into

direct line with the driving dogs for final

engagement. This feature renders the
gear box practically foolproof.

Primary Chain Adjustment.

The final drive is brought across to the
right-hand side of the machine so as to

be clear of the sidecar for inspection, and
this chain is protected only on the upper
side. The whole box is held up- to the

bottom bracket by four studs, and a par-

ticularly neat micrometer chain adjust-

ment is provided. As previously men-
tioned,- the kick-starter shaft passes

through the centre of the layshaft, and
a full gear wheel on the end meshes with
a smaller pinion dogged to the chain ^

wheel ; thus the kick-starter operates

directly and not through the clutch. The
ratchet gear is positive and most in-

genious, and the teeth are automatic-
ally tripped out of action when the starter

pedal is returned to the normal position.

Integral Sidecar Lugs.

For the first time sidecar lugs are in-

corporated in the Trimnph frame, and
a beautifally finished Gloria sidecar, with
spring suspension wheel, can be obtained
with the machine, in combination form.
At present, all Triumph models will be
sold with the existing type of spring
fork, but the enclosed spring type pre-

viously described in The. Motor Cycle of

April 24th, 1919, will be standardised as

soon as prodaction facilities admit. In
addition to the above model, which will^
sell at £110 solo, and £154 with sidecar,

the well-known chain-cum-belt model,
with Sturmey-Archer gear, can be ob-

tained for £97 solo, or £141 with the
same type of sidecar.

The Triumjjh Junior (two-stroke) re-

mains unaltered, and will sell at £63. In
addition, a 3^ h.p. competition machine
is on the stocks, but this will not be
available for the public for several months.

The standard Triumph sidecar outfit. Lugs are lormed

'ntegrally with the frame on this post-war model.

Electric Lighting for Motor Cycles.
A Noticeable Tendency. Will Combined Lighting and Ignition be Standardised?

THERE is every promise that before
very long electric lighting will be as
general on motor cycles as it is

on present-day cars. We have already
published details of several dynamos
suitable for motor cycles, and elsewhere
in this issue we are able to give advance
particulars of another combined ignition
and lighting unit which, being practically
the same size as a conventional magneto,
is particularly suitable for solo machines
of even the smallest type. There are
others, including one w'hich will sell at
a figure in the neighbourhood of £5, and
another, with lamps and accumulator
complete, for about £12 10s. So, pro-
vided these cheaper outfits prove to be

C9

reliable, there will shortly be no reason

why every motor cyclist, if he so desires,

should not have the conveniences of an
electric lighting set, which at present is

. regarded more as something only the
most opulent class of motor cyclists can
afford.

Unguestioned Advantages.

Only those who have used an efiicient

dynamo lighting set on a motor cycle can
fully appreciate its great convenience and
cleanliness. Practically every car manu-
factured in this country and in America
is catalogued with electric lighting equip-
ment, and most of the motor cycles

produced in the U.S.A., too, are so

equipped. In this connection, it is

interesting to know that a scooter and an
auxiliary motor attachment are fitted with
a magneto of the fiywheel type'from which
current is available for lighting purposes.

Therefore it is not unreasonable to expect
an electrical unit on similar lines ulti-

mately to find favour with designers on
this side of the Atlantic.

At the present time there are. many
riders who look askance at electrical

equipment, especially when it is com-
bined with the ignition, but little need

be feared on the score of unreliability,

especially with some of the later systems
which do not depend on the storage

batteries for their efficiency.
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1920

Motocycles

Will be en Exhibition at

OLYMPIA
STAND 93.

Do not finally decide on your new
mount until you have inspected our

latest productions.

In the meantime send for an advance
announcement and the name of the

nearest appointed Indian Agent.

NE20—7 h.p. Powerplus Combination.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,

"Indian House,"

366-368, Euston Road, LONDON, N.W.

Telephone ; Museum 1643.

lAt ;rams; '' Hendian, Eusroad, London.

AUSTRALIA—io9-ii3,RusseUSt.,Melbourno. AFRICA-
Indian House, 127-9, Commissioner Street, Johannesburg
Indian H use, 579, West Street. Durban. Indian House.

Strand Street Port Elizabeth.

_In answenng this advertisement it is desirable to mention " 'J'/ie Motor Cycle." C5
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At Olympia

Stand No. 85.

The 4J h.p. Humber Motor Cycle

exhibited at Olympia has a flat twin

cylinder engine, as in the 3| h.p. model,

but it should create a greater demand,
because it is constructed for sidecar

work as well as solo, whereas the 3| h.p.,

though it did splendid service for riders

with combination attached, was gener-

ally recognised as a " solo machine."

There is ample margin of power reserve in

sidecar work with the 4J h.p. Humber, and

among other decided advantages note par-

ticularly these :

—

A very efficient silencer.

Specially constructed frame to allow
of easy removal of cylinders.

A kick-starter, in place of the handle-
starter used on the 3^ h.p.

The 4| h.p. model has been severely tested

and proved thoroughly reliable, as well as

economical in running.

It will be staged at Olympia, November 24th-

29th, both as solo and with attractive and
comfortably-sprung sidecar.

STAND 85.

HUMBER, LIMITED,
Head Offices and Works :

COVENTRY.

In answerinrt this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The 7-9 h.p.

Rudge Multwin.
30° V Twin Overhead Inlet
Valve Engine, Multi Gear. A
Design largely based on
Standard Rudge Practice

throughout.

THE twin-cylinder Rudge engine was
first planned some little time be-
fore the war, and is now definitely

announced as one of the range of models
offered to the public during the 1920
season.

To those riders who favour the infinitely

variable type of belt transmission, the
aew engine will make a special appeal,
since the necessary limitation of the lower
gears with this form of drive has rather
ruled out the small Rudge models for
heavy sidecar work in mountainous dis-

tricts.^ The larger engine, therefore,
supplies the extra power which ia desir-
able, and, being of the full 998 c.c.

capacity, should answer every require-

|!f^S(^ILl '537

A powertul sidecar outfit. The 7-9 h.p, Rudge Multwin, which is designed on exceedingiv

graceful lines.

Forked big-end showing floating bush

which runs on roller bearings on the crank

pin. Note the off-set connecting rod

ment, and withal, may be expected to

have more than ordinary speed, by virtue

of the 3^ to 1 top gear.

The engine, so far as externals go, and
excepting the dhaxi cylinder setting, is

at once recognised as being characteristi-

cally "Rudge," for the chief details are

similar to those of the well-known single

model ; the inlet valves being placed above
the exhausts in detachable domes. A
very clean exterior characterises the crank
case, whicli is an aluminium casting, en-

tirely free from ridges, designs, or letter-

ing of any kind likely to hold dirt or

interfere with ease of cleaning.

Roller Bearin? Connecting Rods.

A T shaped induction pipe, which tele-

scopes directly on to the inlet dome stubs

and is there secured by clips, carries a

vertical model Senspray carburetter,

iihich depends between the cylinders.

The new 50° V-twin engine, bore and stroke 85 x 88 mm. _<= 998 c.c. A special vertical

Senspray carburetter is fitted, and a chain-driven magneto.

Top feed to the float chamber is employed,
and the air intake points downwards.

Neat valve lifters, similar to those of

single-cylinder models, operate by means
of small levers under the tappet heads,
and the usual Rudge pedalling gear,
rotating the engine through a positive
acting friction device on one of the half-
time wheels, is retained for starting
purposes.

Rudge engines are noteworthy as being
amongst the few made which are fitted

with roller bearings in both big and
small ends of the connecting rod, and
this practice is followe,d in the twin-
cylinder model. The application of rollers

to the crank bearing of a V twin, in

which both rods work on a common pin,

is not without its difficulties, and the
usual side-by-side arrangement was not
considered perfect. In order to eliminate
the short couple, which would otherwise
exist, a peculiar construction of forked
rods IS used ; the single rod works inside
the double one, and the latter has a
small stiffening piece bridging the two
sides of the fork. A steel bush passes
through the eyes of the rods, and is a
floating fit in both ; this bush bears on
rollers which run between it and the
crank pin, and these are the full width
of the combined big end. The workman-
ship in this part is exceptionally good,
ample provision being made for lubri-

cation.

I.T, Frame Design.

Oil is carried in the tank behind the

saddle tube, and delivered to the engine
through a foot operated pump. The
latter discharges through a short pipe

into the crank case in such a way that

each fresh charge of oil is injected be-

tween the two flywheels directly on to

the big ends.

A type of frame popularised on the

Rudge T.T. models is used on tht) 7-9

h.p. twin; it has a sloping top tube, and

C7
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The 7-9 h.p. Rudge Multwin.

has a large tank holding a full two
gallons of spirit. In other respects, also,
the Rudge specification is followed. It
is satisfactory to note that all the lugs
employed in the frame are steel stampings,
and

_
that these, together with the con-

necting rods, flywheels, and other parts
capable of being stamped, are manufac-
tured throughout in the Rudge works.

The
M-L Lighting

and Ignition Unit
A Novel Electrical Machine
generating Current lor

Lamps and Ignition.

MUCH attention of late has been
devoted by manufacturers of

electrical ignition apparatus to

the incorporation in one machine of

suitable means whereby not only the
functions of the magneto are per-
formed, but also the generation of

lighting current is made possible.

The latest device of this nature which
we have had the opportunity of inspecting
is the M-L lighting and ignition unit,

which, while being neither a combination
«f magneto nor dynamo as ordinarily

known by the motor cyclist, yet embodies
the characteristics of each and performs
in the dual capacity.

This particular instrument is no larger
than a pre-war single-cylinder magneto,
excepting for the end extension, which
forms the housing for the primary circuit

interrupter and its reduction gear, and
the weight is only slightly in excess of
a standard magneto.

Since it is still in the experimental
stage, and production of the present
model has not yet been decided upon,
precise details of the interior mechanism
must be withheld, but its action may be
briefly described.

Small Accumulator.

The apparatus consists essentially of
the following parts : a low-tension

generator running at one and threequarter
engine speed, a stationary transformer,

and a contact-breaker running at half

engine speed working in conjunction
with a wipe contact device which short-

circuits the transformer except at the
moment when the sparking current is re-

quired.

A battery is connected to the circuit,

but it is not essential to the working,
and its failure or removal in no way
interferes with the ignition or lighting

;

it is merely used to steady the lights and

The well-known Multi gear, with free
engine clutch on the engine-shaft, is used,
and this, in conjunction with the large
reserve of engine power available, shorJd
render satisfactory service, even when a
heavily laden sidecar is being towed ;

incidentally, the machine is neither too
weighty nor too unwieldy for solo use,
and should be an ideal fast touring
mount.

Exterior view of tie M-Llighting and ignition unit.

In size it is little greater than (he ordinary magneto.

to provide illumination when the engine
is stationary, hence its dimensions may
be kept quite small. Another advantage
of this system is that, owing to the use
of permanent magnets, the voltage from
the generator fluctuates surprisingly little

with varying rates of engine revolutions,
and that charging of the battery com-
mences at the lowest speeds, thus dis-

pensing with the need for any other con-
trol than the simplest form of mechanical
cut-out.

A brief explanation of the working of
the system will be of interest to the
technically inclined reader, and its sim-

TbPlug.

Diagram showing the circuits. The work-
ing principle is very simple and can be

readilv understood by reference to the ex-

planation in the text.

The detail work is well carried out, and
all the refinements associated with this
make are included, such as screw-down
greasers to .the fork bearings, spring-up
rear stand, hinged rear number plate,
and mudguard extension, drop pedal foot-

rest, and celluloid finished handle-bars,
hubs, and gear lever; 550 x 55 mm. light

car tyres are fitted on extremely heavy
round base rims.

plicity will be evident from the dia-

gram herewith.
The generator A, driven at one and

threequarter engine speed, is an H-sec-
tion armature, running between the
poles of a permanent magnet of ordin-
ary magneto type. A simple two-seg-
ment commutator enables a con-
tinuous current to be coUectei -J
by two dynamo pattern brushes. At -^
B are two platinum points through
which the generator winding may be
short-circuited, and these are closed by
a cam fixed to C, and rotating at half
engine speed. C is an interrupted seg-
ment through which, by means of
suitable brushes, the primary winding
of the high-tension transformer may
be either short-circuited or brought
into the path of the current from tlie

generator to the batteries.
Now let us consider the action. With

the segment C in the position shown,
and the contact points open, the current
generated by A passes directly to the
batteries or lamps. When the instant'
in the cycle of operations for the require-
ment of the spark approaches, the inter-
rupted portion of C comes under one of
the brushes, thus bringing the trans-
former primary into series with the
generator, and the cam closes the plati-
num points, and shorts the generator
windings. A primary current of great
intensity is built up, and when the
armature reaches the maximum position
the points separate, and the inductive
flow rushes through the circuit by way of
the transformer primary, and a high-'
tension current is induced in the
secondary winding, and the spark occurs
at the plug.

Steady Voltage.

It will be seen that the ignition in no
way depends on the battery; indeed, we
have seen a standard single-cylinder outfit
running on this apparatus with . the
battery disconnected, and the fluctuation
of the lights was remarkably small, even
when the engine was alternately opened
out and shut off to a mere tick' over.
We were altogether much impressed

by our preliminary inspection of this
unit, and can congratulate its designer
on his achievement, which, without being -

freakish, entirely departs from the beaten
track, and at the same time avoids the
weaknesses of some of the earlier efforts
to achieve the same result.

FOR years manufacturers have been
fascinated by the £100 mark to

which to produce a four-wheeled
runabout, and it must be said that, even
in the days when the purchasing power
of money was twice as much as it is

c8

A £100 CYCLE CAR.
to-day, very few succeeded. It is, there-

fore, all the more interesting to know
that a serious attempt to market a £100
two-seater is being made by a Golders
Green firm for 1920, and, from particulars

to hand of the preliminary model, a

reasonable measure of success appears to
be in sight. The machine will be known
as the Challenge, and its specification

includes a 6 h.p. engine, two speeds, and
transmission is by a single chain and belt.

A sporting two-seater body is fitted.
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Greenwich Time. ,

13th 4.43 p.m.
15th ... . ... 4.40 „
17th 4.38 „
I9th ... ... 4.35 „

The Triumph Directorate.

Lieut.-Col. C. V. Holbrook, A.S.C.,
late Director of Mechanical Transport
and Controller of the Disposal Board, has
been elected to a seat on the board of
the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

Brussels Show.
A motor car and motor cycle show will

be held at Brussels from January 10th
to 18th inclusive. The exhibits are con-
ftned to Belgian manufacturers of cars,
motor cycles, cycles, and accessories.

A Meet of M.M.G.S., 26th Battery, at

Olympia.

Mr. Southcombe May, hon. secretary,
Motor Cycling Club, and formerly sergeant
No. 3 Section, 26th Battery, M.M.G.S.,
writes suggesting that old boys of the
M.M.G.S,—particularly of the 26th
Battery—meet at Olympia. As the later
batteries rode Clynos, the suggestion is

that the meeting place be the Clyno
stand on the Wednesday evening. Mr.
Southcombe May has obtained permission
of the Clyno Engineering Co., who fell in
with the idea readily. We think the idea
a good one, and no doubt many ex-Service
men will be pleased to take this oppor-
tunity of meeting old comrades.

SPECIAL OLYMPIA
SHOW NUMBERS.

Nov. 20tb.—This issue willcontain a

forecast of the Exhibition, par-

ticulars of new models, also

plan of the Show and list of

exhibitors. This number will

be on sale at the Show.

Nov. 27th.—Full Show report. This

number will also be on sale at

the Show.

Dec. 4th.—Review of sidecars, acces-

sories, tyres, etc. Impressions

of the Exhibition.

The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

Advantage is to be taken of the

presence of the motoring world in London
during Olympia Show week to hold a

reception of members of the Institution

of Automobile Engineers. The idea is

to afford members an opportunity of

meeting the council and each other in

a more sociable manner than is. generally

possible at the monthly meetings. The
reception takes place at the Kensington
Town Hall, to-day, at 3.30 p.m. Speeches

will be followed by tea and music.

R. G Mundy about to start lor Edinburgh
in the G.N. non-stop engine trial, which was

officially observed by the RA.C.

Special "Bf^eatures.

THE PASSENGER OUTLOOK.
PASSENGER MACHINES FOR 1920-

SIDECAR HINTS.

French Driving Licence.

There is just a possibility that the

driving licence (permis de conduire) may
be abolished in France. A committee sat

recently in Paris to consider the question.

To the Bescue

!

The Beckenham fire brigade's motor
cycle fire outfit rendered first-aid at a local

fire last week. The tricar, two firemen,

and chemical extinguisher speedily over-

came the outbreak.

Black and Gold.

The black tank, lined with gold, is

increasing in numbers and popularity,

and quite an array of machines so

finished will be staged at Olympia. Does
this mean that eventually the coloured

tank will disappear? At one time the

aluminiumised tank was recognised as the

finish, but it now takes second place.

The B.A.C. 5,000 Miles Benzole Trial.

The two Triumph motor cycles which
have been undergoing a strenuous trial

on benzole finished their 5,000 miles a

little after three o'clock on Wednesday,
the 5th inst. Both machines were,

naturally, covered with mud, as the

weather conditions during the latter part

of the trial were exceptionally bad.

Neither had experienced any trouble what-
soever. The dismantling of the cylinders

of both machines wilT take place at

Queensberry Mews, South Kensington,
London, S.W., under the official obser-

vation of the A. A. and M,U., and the

report issued very shortly.

The Annual General Meeting oi u-

Motocycle Club of France.
At the recently held Annual General

Meeting of the Motocycle Club of France,
the Marquis de Nareinty-Tholozan was
elected president. The new president was
a captain in the French Aviation Corps
during the war, and is an old and active
motor cyclist. Several vice-presidents
were elected, and also the competitions
and touring committees. Contrary to the
practice usually followed in English clubs,

the competitions committee consists of
several members of the trade and several
trade riders. At the end of the meeting
M. A. W. Polak, the former president
of the club, was elected honorary presi-

dent. M. Polak has always been a keen
worker on behalf of the M.C.F., and is

representative in Paris of Messrs. Brown
Brothers, Ltd., and the Birmingham
Small Arms Co., Ltd.
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Anyone who spends but a few hours on a main road cannot fail to be impressed with the number of passenger

motor cycles and runabouts that pass. Before the war the greater number of motor cycles were ridden solo, but the

passenger machine has been steadily increasing in popularity until at the present day there are comparatively few motor
cycles designed for solo work only, excepting, of course, lightweight two-strokes and a few four-strokes.

The reason is not far to seek. The increase of prices and decrease in the value of money has driven many car

owners to economise, and added to this a very large section of the community has come into touch with things

mechanical during the last five years, and has been bitten with the fever, as might be expected. Undoubtedly, light

three and four-wheelers are the cheapest form of travel for two, and the freedom of the road has an attraction which
must be experienced to be realised. A week end in the country is an easy matter for the owner of a modern motor
cycle, and if he is a family man it is wonderful how many of the family can be accommodated on a motor cycle and
sidecar. Only the future can show whether the new light four-wheelers will encroach upon the enormous demand for

motor cycles and sidecars, but whether or not this will be the case, we shall continue to encourage all types of

economical motor vehicles which are of real interest and likely to appeal to the motor cycle public— sidecar outfits,

three-wheelers, or four-wheelers, it matters but little to the man of limited means, provided that the price approximates
to that of a motor cycle and sidecar and the article is mechanically sound.

THE B.S.A. ENTERS THE TWIN
FIELD.

UNDOUBTEDLY one of the most
popular machines o£ 1919 has been
the B.S.A. single-cylinder motor

cycle, and its success in the big competi-

tions was crowned by the winning of the

team prize in the recent A.C.U. Six Days
Trials. For 1920 the range of passenger
machines will include the 4^ h.p. chain

drive machine at £95, a chain-cum-belt

4^ h.p. model at £93, and the new 6-7

h.p. twin model described in The Motor
Cycle, October 2nd. The price of this

machine, with 28 x 3in. tyres, is £130,
and £38 for sidecar.

This latter model has a mechanically

lubricated twin engine of 75 x 85 mm.
(770 CO. capacity), having roller big ends,

and the general specification includes

three-speed gear, all-chain transmission,

enclosed in neat but substantial cases,

and interchangeable wheels. The sidecar

is particularly roomy, attached at four

points, and has a capacious locker at

the rear. A spring seat pillar forms
part of the standard equipment of the

motor cycle, while a new style of fork

spring gives better suspension at the

front. Mudguarding has also been very
The new B.S.A. 6 K.p.

twin.

efficiently carried out, enormously wide
domed guards being fitted.

Valve side of the 8 h.p.

spring frame Clyno.

THE CLYNO SPRING FRAME
MACHINE.

Long anticipated as one of the out-

standing niacliines of the few new
designs produced since the end of the
war is the 8 h.p. spring frame Clyno,
which was fully described in The Motor
Cycte so far back as February 20th this

year. Difficulties in changing over from
war work, however, have held up the pro-

duction of the machine, but there is now
every promise that delivei'ies will com-
mence early next- year. Having excep-
tionally high ground clearance, rear wheel
sprung by laminated springs, and 28in. x
3in. wheels, the Clyno is in every way
a colonial model such as is demanded by
overseas' buyers as well as a large per-

centage of motor cyclists in this country.
The engine has a bore and stroke of 76 x
102 mm. respectively, the total capacity
being 925 c.c. The cylinders, which are
set at 42°, have heads and barrels which
are quickly detachable by removing one
nut and slackening off another. Lubri-
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Passenger Machine-; ot 1920.

cation is by mechanically-driven pump,
and a hand pump is also fitted, with
which, by means of a two-way tap, the
driver may deliver a charge of oil to

either engine or gear box. An efficient

shock-absorber on the engine-shaft

renders the drive particularly smooth.
The chain cases are of cast aluminium.
The illustration shows the machine fitted

with the Lucas Magdyno and lamp equip-

ment.

AN 8 H.P. TWIN WITH OUTSIDE
FLYWHEEL.

If only on account of its outside fly-

wheel, the 8 h.p. twin Blackburne stands
in a class by itself. For many years the

Blackburne single, in various forms, has

been regarded as a prototype ot the en-

gine ot the future, but the big twin,

embodying the same features, -i.e., de-

tachable heads, plain bearings, and out-

side flywheel, is a proposition compara-
tively new to the present-day motor
cyclist. It made its public debut in the

London-Edinburgh run last Whitsuntide,
and all who saw it were impressed by
its smooth and silent running.

54-1

Valve side ot the 6 h.p. Blackburne sidecar.

tion, the seat-pillar also contains
plunger with a roller head which bears
upon the centre of the main frame of the
saddle. Below this plunger are inserted
springs of predetermined strength to suit
the weight of each individual rider.

rhreequarter view of the 6 h.p. Sunbeam sidecar 1 he
efficient leg-shields will be noticed.

The cylinders are 85 x 88 mm. (998
c.c), and the engine is placed sufficiently
high in the frame to give ample ground
clearance for overseas as well as home
country requirements. The magneto is

placed at the rear of the seat tube.
Large in capacity, the sidecar is sus-
pended on coil springs, and, in every
way, the Blackburne twin is a most
ittractive machine of the de luxe type.

i LARGER L.M.C. TWIN FOR 1920.
Long stroke engines are coming into

avour with designers of twin-cylinder
)ower units; in fact, one may say that
ill the new designs of V twin engines
ire of this type. The new 7-9 h.p.
aM.C. is an example, and is a model
mbodying many features which wiU
.ppeal to the sidecar owner at home and
broad. Among these may be mentioned
he method of springing the driver's
weight. The saddle is supported on a
ong leaf spring, pivoted at its forward
nd on the frame at a point about midway
long the top tube. At its rear end the
pring swivels on the top of a spring-
paded plunger, which is connected by
msion. rods to the footboards. In addi-

Tbe engine has a bore and stroke of 79
and 98 mm. = 960 c.c. The transmission
is by chain drive through a Sturmey-
Archer gear box, and the rear chain is

protected by a top guard only. 28 x 3in.

wheels and internal expanding and slipper
brakes also form part of the equipment.

a THE SUNBEAM PROGRAMME.
3I AND 8 H.P. MODELS

Considering the success and popularity
of the 35 h.p. Sunbeam, both as a solo

and sidecar machine, it is not surprising
that it will again be marketed as one of

the Sunbeam chief products. For next
year, however, an improved front fork
springing will be embodied, which com-
prises a single leaf spring, and is of par-

ticularly pleasing design. The Sunbeam
sidecar for this model possesses several

features which will interest visitors to

Olympia. Incidentally, the way in which
this engine pulls a sidecar over arduous
trial routes is sufficient proof that the

500 c.c. unit will accomplish serious pas-
senger work.
The 8 h.p. model remains - practi-

cally unaltered—a handsome machme in

the front rank of the world's motor
cycles—in which refinement, quiet run-
ning, and general reliability figure more
largely than actual novelty, although on
the latter point there are features which
are distinctive. For example, the final

transmission, enclosed in an oil-bath case,

is on the right side of the machine. The
all black finish, relieved with gold lines,

leg guards, and large sidecar, all go to
make one of the handsomest machines on
the road ; but only those who have owned
a Sunbeam can fully appreciate the in-

herent qualities of the material and work-
manship which are responsible for its

reputation.

Transmission side of the 7 h.p. L.M.C.

:iH
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A horizontally-opposed twin of 5 h.p.

—
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THE FLAT TWIN HARLEY.
Although designed as a solo mount,

the new Harley-Davidson opposed twin
is of a size used for sidecar work in

this country, and as such it may have a

strong appeal with British motor cyclists.

It departs from conventional flat twin
practice by embodying the gear box on
the upper side of the crank case, hence
the transmission case is somewhat long
and disposed at an angle. The engine,
which has a bore and stroke of 70x76
mm. respectively (584 c.c), embodies
several interesting features, including a

cast aluminium manifold combining the
exhaust pipes and the heated inlet pip^,

staggered valves on the side of the engine,
and a kick-starting device with its

mechanism beliiud the flywheel and
enclosed by the shield covering the latter.

Three speeds are provided by the gear
box. This machine was fully described
in The Motor Cycle for August 14th. Tlie

7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson has become one
of the most popular " big twin " sidecar
mach i nes.

The capacity of the engine is 988 c.c. ;

overhead inlet valves, mechanical lubri-

cation, and combined lighting and igni-

tion are among its many features.

Amongst the many details connected
with the Harley-Davidson which will

appeal to the practical rider, an out-

standing feature is the interconnected
clutch and gear control mechanism
whereby the gears cannot be changed
until the clutch is disengaged.

^'arlev-Davidson 8-10 h.p model—a completely

equipped sidecar outfit.

A 4 H.P. OUTFIT. THE HORI-
ZONTALLY-OPPOSED TWIN
DOUGLAS.

Many lessons were learned by the

makers of the Douglas machines during
the war, and the experience gained from

practical form. The spring forks have I

renewable bushings to the spindles. ,

and screw-down grease cups are fitted,

adequate oil grooves being cut in all th&'

bearing surfaces. A round-cornered tanff

is now fitted, which greatly improves tl3
general appearance. Mudguarding is verj
efficient, and a large underscreen is fixed

beneath the footboards, and this is up

turned at the front so as to stop thi
spray arising from the front wheel. Larga
toolbags are fitted into the sides of thi
carrier, and are of more sensible dimenl
sions than those usually fitted to moton
cycles. The Douglas sidecar is ver
roomy, and has a large receptacle fol

spares and equipment behind the bac
rest of the seat. A four-point chassis il

used, the wheel axle is supported at botff

ends, and the body is carried at the reaJ

on transverse springs. Amongst mediun
weight sidecar outfits, the 4 h.p. Douglai
is deservedly popular. Its controUabilityl
due to the handle-bar operated clutch
and the easily changed three-speed geaB
together with the smooth running
obtained from the chain-cum-belt transl
mission and the even torque of itf

Transmission side o( the 4 h.p. Douglas.

the use of the 4 h.p. outfit in mili-

tary service is reflected in the latest

models. While the engine remains almost
unaltered, the frame and forks have
undergone detail improvements from time

to time, and now appear in a highly

engine, are extremely desirable features.

In this connection also the mechanical

lubrication must not be forgotten, siiice it

absolves the rider from the trouble of oiling.

'

THE 8 H.P. DOT.

Finished entirely in dark-red enamel,

the Dot is particularly attractive, and
examination of its mechanical details in

no way belies the promise of its appear-

ance. A J.A. P. engine, of 8 h.p., forms

the power unit, and this is equipped with

an Amac carburetter and E.I.C. magneto.
All the standard features of this engine-

are retained, such as the adjustable

tappets and the enclosed exhaust valve

lifter. Beneath the magneto platform

a -large silencer is fitted transversely

at the front of the engine, and two pipes

lead from this to the rear of the machine.
Transmission is by chain throughout,

a Sturmey-Archer gear box, fitted witli

kick-starter and the 'well-known Ferodo
disc clutch, supplies the necessary gear

reductions. Complete chain cases are not

fitted, but a cover which encloses the

primary chain and clutch is continued

so as partially to enclose the rear chain

and sprocket. The saddle fitted is an

Xl-All, ai)d Saxon forks are used. Side-
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car lugs are made integral with the
frame, and the passenger attachment is

thus firmly secured at four points. A
roomy sidecar body, which is extremely
well upholstered, is carried on four G
springs. The chassis is of strong duplex
construction, and the wheel is surrounded
by a tubular framework in which the
axle is supported at both ends.

THE 6 H.P. AJ.S.
There is no doubt that among the

"class" machines of 1919, the A..J.S.

is one of the most important. It has
been an exceedingly popular machine,
and, since it was entirely redesigned
early in the year, but few alterations
wOl be found in the 1920 model.
Having detachable heads, the cylinders

are 74x87 mm. (748 c.c.)—a size which
before the war was most popular on
account of its economy. On this account
it is perhaps surprising that there are
so few sur\dvors ; many of the makers
hitherto fitting this size are now offer-

ing 8 h.p. machines.
A.J.S. machines are noted for their

quiet running, their large mudguards,
quickly detachable wheels, and the good
qualities of the sidecar, which is fitted

with a glass screen and hinged dash as
standard equipment. The interchange-
able and quickly detachable wheels are
shod with 700x80 mm. tyres, a spare
being carried at the rear of the sidecar
hody, which also has a neat luggage plat-

form sprung with it—a most desirable
feature. A sprung seat-pillar is fitted,

and an important feature is the lever on
the rear stand by which the raising of

the machine is rendered quite an easy
inatter.

Not only in finish, but in the practical

nature of its detail mechanism, the A.J.S.
reflects ripe experience and understanding
of the motor cyclists' requirements.

This, no doubt, is the outcome of the
fact that the principals of the firm are

ardent riders, who have never failed to

avail themselves of the opportunity of

testing their machines in the most strenu-

ous trials.
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DUNELT BIG SINGLE TWO-
STROKE.

The introduction of a 500 c.c. single-

cylinder two-stroke engine by a large

firm of steel manufacturers and engineers
is a matter of great interest, especially

to those who maintain that the two-stroke
engine will eventually take as prominent
a position among sidecar machines as

with lightweight solo motor cycles. The
machine to which we refer is the Dunelt,
described in last week's issue, and which
will be exhibited at Olympia on the

stand of Messrs. Dunford and Elliott

(Sheffield), Ltd.
By the use of a truncated piston, the

designers of the Duuelt have succeeded
in producing a large two-stroke engine

The 6 h.p. three-speed A.J.S. The bore and

stroke of the engine are 74 X 84 mm. = 748 c.c.

The sidecar is supplied complete as shown.

which is more perfectly scavenged than

the majority of three-port engines, with

the result that iour-stroking is almost.

The 8 h.p. three-speed Dot sidecar fitted

with J.A.P. engine and Sturmey-Archer

gear and chain transmission throughout.

if not quite, eliminated under running

conditions.

It is the intention of the manufacturers

to market this extremely interesting

machine at a price very little above the

present-day price of the average light-

weight.

THE G.L. 6 H.P. MACHINE.
A French motor cycle built largely of

British components and conforming to

British ideas of conventionalities, is the

G.L., which was awarded a silver medal

in the recent Six Days Trials. This

machine will be imported by Messrs.

Vivian Hardie and Lane, of Woodstock

Street, W.l, and is manufactured by

M. Georges Levy, of Argenteuil.

The G.L. is distinctive in appearance,

and will make a strong appeal to riders

on account of the neatness and refine-

ment of its design. The engine fitted is

a 6 h.p. J.A.P., which drives through a

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear box by

means of chains. All wheels are detach-

able and interchangeable, and no tools

are required to remove them. A spring

saddle-pillar is one of the several features

in its design, while a band brake on the

engine-shaft is distinctly novel. The side-

car fitted is also designed by M. Georges

Levy, and is extremely light and pleasing

to the eye.

A 4 H.P. VERUS.
The makers of the Verus lightweight

motor cycles will produce a single-cylinder

dual purpose macliine engined with_ a

4 h.p. Blackburne engine and fitted with

a three-speed gear box.

THE P. AND M. SINGLE-CYLIN-
DER MACHINE.

A machine which did good service in

the R.A.F. as a sidecar mount, the 3i

h.p. P. and M., will appeal to the owner

who apijreciates a quiet running engine.

The 1920 model, which was fully de-

scribed in our issue for September 11th,

has not undergone any startling altera-

tions as regards design, but there are

several improvements which help to keep

the machine thoroughly up-to-date. The

tank now slopes slightly at the rear, the

kick starter is rendered more efficient

and is placed further back, and a newly

designed expanding brake has been added.
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The 3^ h.p. two-speed P. and M. sidecar outfit.

One leatui-e which is most commendable
is the ratchet quadra,nt, by which one
of the brakes may be secured. This is

a great convenience, especially to the
owner who lives in a hilly district, and
not only relieves the hand of strain on
a long descent, but facilitates an easy
start, being made on a grade, since the
driver does not have to attend to the
brake when starting the engine.
The 1920 machine embodies a newly

designed fork, and instead of the central
enclosed springs in compression—the
system on previous models—two separate
coil springs in tension are provided. All
moving parts are provided with grease
cups of large size.

THE NEW IMPERIAL BIG TWIN.
Of the several J.A.P.-engined 8 h.p.

twin machines on the market for 1919, the
New Imperial figured prominently. It
was originally designed as a military model
for one of the Allied Governments, which
used quite a large number of them for
purposes of war. The requirements of
this Government were practically identi-
cal with those of the average owner of
a " big twin '' sidecar, hence the New
Imperial works at the signing of the
Armistice were in a position to offer to
the public a machine which had advanced
in design more than several of their con-
temporaries, who, owing to the war, had
been compelled to close down their motor

cycle departments. It is not surprising,
therefore, that few alterations have been
found necessary for the 1920 model, and
although iniproved or modified at minor
points, the passenger machine which will
appear at Olympia ,'will, not differ dras-
tically from the 1919 machine. A black
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THE 5 H.P. ROVER.
Rover motor cycles have always been

noted for their quiet running, and the

,5 h.p. twin model introduced during the

war for one of the Allied Governments is

no exception in this respect. Having an

engine of 554 c.c. capacity, it is one

of the smallest twin-engined passenger

machines on the market, but from our

experience with it on the road it must

be said that the impression gained, from

speed and acceleration, is that the engine

is much larger. The 1920 model differs

very little from the 1919 machine, but,

instead of a complete case enclosing the

rear chain, a guard only is fitted.

The bore and stroke of the engme

are 70 and 85 mm. respectively. - The

gear box is of the same type which has

given such satisfaction on the 3^ h.p.

model, which also will be retained as a

passenger machine.

The finish, both, mechanical and ex-

ternal, on the Rover products is extremely

fine. Spring top links, for instancCj

have been fitted to the Druid pattern

forks tor many seasons, while the gear

control is neatly concealed and works

in a slot through the tank. This is one

of the few machines employing a silent

chain between engine and gear box.

Transmission side of the 3 h.p

twin Rover.

finish, however, perhaps gives the model a
more handsome appearance, although the
New Imperial has never been lacking in
this connection. The standard sidecar is

exceptionally large and comfortable, be-
sides being well made.

Good ground clear-

ance of the 8 h.p.

New Imperial sidecar

will commend itself

to the Colonial rider,

THE RALEIGH DUAL-PURPOSE
FLAT TWIN.

Although described in The Motor Oyde
so far back as May 30th, last year, the
Raleigh flat twin is a machine which will

be offered to the motor cycle public for

the first time at Olympia. The Raleigh
Co. was among the leading motor cycle

makers thirteen years ago, but for several

years the firm has concentrated upon-
the production of high-class pedal cycles.

The reputation created in this particular

field makes the new motor cycle model of

especial interest, and as the designer was
for many years closely associated with a
famous motor cycle, it is only reasonable
to expect that the Raleigh fiat twin will

take its place in the front rank.
The engine is a beautiful piece of work,

and has a bore and stroke of 77 and
70 mm. respectively, the capacity being
654 c.c, making it a machine equally
suitable for solo or sidecar work. The
frame is of the duplex type, and is of
neat design, which makes possible a com-
paratively short wheelbase, the weight of

the complete machine being only 240 lb.

with a full tank and equipment. This ia

exceptionally light for a machine of its

size, and which has a spring frame.
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The Raleigk, a dual purpose flat twin, which created considerable interest when first described.

Transmission is by chains through a

Sturmey-Archer gear box, placed com-
pactly in the frame.
The illustration depicts the experimental

model, but, we understand, the machine
which will be exliibited at Olympia will

differ only in minor points.

BIG SINGLES—THE QUADRANT
PROGRAMME.

Two single-cylinder passenger machines
ivill form the leading products of the

Quadrant Company. One of these has

an engine with a bore and stroke of

87 and 110 mm. respectively (654

cc), and the other 95 x 110 mm. (780

c.c). Thus, the two Quadrants probably
will be the largest singles offered at

Olympia. Of particularly sturdy con-

struction, both machines have diagonal

top tubes, and are fitted with saddle

tanks. The smaller model follows more
or less conventional lines and has a

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear box and
all-chain drive, but the larger machine
has a three-speed gear incorporated in

the crank case construction, in a most
ingenious manner. The.'ie machines were
described fully in The Motor C'ljch, Octo-

ber 50th.

The Quadrant name has been associated

with motor cycle developments from the

earliest days of the movement, and it is

therefore significant that, despite the

present tendency in the direction of light

high-speed power units, this firm is still

faithful to the big single-cylinder.

The 4 h.p. Quadrant, with all chain

transmission

BRADBURY PASSENGER MODELS.
This Northern firm has long been noted

for sturdil}' constructed machines, and
has made history many times in the

past with the 4 h.p. single-cylinder
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general specification is the same for hoth
types, most of the details below are

applicable to both, although it must be

remembered that the crank case of the

single-cylinder model is built into the

'frame, while the twin engine is fitted

with bolts and plates in the usual manner.
The 6 h.p. engine has a bore and stroke

of 74.5x86 mm. =749.75 cc. and is fitted

with detachable cylinder lieads. A B.

and B. carburetter and E.I.C. magneto
are used, the latter being controlled by
a lever on the side of the tank. Trans-
mission is by partially enclosed |in. x|in.
chains, and a Bradbury three-speed gear
is fitted. This gear incorporates a cork
insert with interconnected handle-bar and
foot controls clutch, and a very efficient

kick-starter. Druid forks are fitted, and
the general finish is excellent, black and
gold being used. Large tyres of light

car section are fitted, find the rear wheel
is quickly detachable, leaving the chain

sprocket and internal expanding brake
in situ. The Grindlay spring wheel
sidecar has been adopted as standard,
and this is fixed by four points of
attachment, the duplex front down tubes

The 6 h.p. three-speed Bradbury and

the spring wheel Grindlay sidecar, which
is adopted as standard.

models. Although this type is still being
manufactured, the 6 h.p. V twin is now
being put forward for the prior claim
as a passenger motor cycle. Since the

of the motor cycle being built into a

heavy lug adapted to receive the main
front sidecar construction.

THE RUDGE SIDECAR RANGE.
Those who prefer high speeds with

moderate engme revolutions and the

smooth running of an infinitely variable

belt transmission, will find that the

Rudge machines conform to their require-

ments.
Two models are being specially recom-

mended for sidecar work—the 5-6^ h.p.

single-cvlinder (85x132 mm. =750 c.c.)

and the 7-9 h.p. twin (85x88 mm. =
998 c.c). In each case the specification

is similar, and both embody the well-

known multi-gear with- plate clutch on
the engine-shaft. As in previous models,
overhead inlet valves are employed, and
these are carried in domes secured to the
cylinder by three accessible stud nuts.

Elsewhere in this issue, a detailed descrip-
tion of the 7-9 h.p. engine appeal's, to

which the reader is refei'red.

"3
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A big single-cylinder outfit, the 5-6 h.p. Rudge-Multi.

The Rudge sidecar is worthy of special
note, since its bodywork is of exceptional
finish, the appearance being enhanced by
a polished aluminium front ^anel. Carried
on springs is an angle-section steel sub-
frame, and on this is mounted the body,
luggage grid, and mudguard, so that
everything is insulated from the effects

of vibration.

Connections between the sidecar and
cycle are four in number, and, as these
are entirely composed of straight tubes, no
danger of the sidecar coming out of align-

ment or leaning away from the vertical

need be anticipated. Another excellent
feature of the sidecar is its luggage-carry-
ing accommodation, since, in addition to

the capacious grid, a large locker is con-
tained in the body at the rear.

THE ROYAL RUBY TWIN.
There are several noteworthy features

on the twin Royal Ruby—a machine
which has of late taken an important
position among high-powered outfits.

Engined with an 8 h.p. J.A.P. unit,

the frame construction is unique, having
triple tubes forming the member between

wheel frame. The carrier is exception-

ally sensible in design, and accommodates
two large valises protected on the sides

and back by a metal case. A large pad
brake working inside the V Of a special

rim, all-chain enclosed drive, and a large

and comfortable sidecar form part of the
equipment.
Amongst other things which should be

noticed on the machine to be exhibited

at Olympia is the improved type of spring

frame. The designer responsible for the

Royal Ruby has made a special study of

springing, and his device, therefore, is

eagerly anticipated.

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR BIG
TWIN.

Descl'ibed in our issue for September
18th, the American Excelsior is a big

twin of which more will be known in

the future. The lastest model is a great

improvement on the point of finish over

the pre-war machines. The engine
capacity is 1,000 c.c. and it has overhead
inlet valves. The valve gear is extremely

Valve side of the 7-9 h.p. American Excelsior. Sidecarists will note with interest that the

transmission is on the right side.

engine and the steering head, while an
additional tube forms a triangle within
the larger triangle formed by the rea-r

Tlie 8 h.p. Royal Ruby sidecar Note the sensible sized tool bags and unconventional

design of carrier.

simple, there being only one large gear

wheel with a cam on each sidie, one
operating, through roller rockers, the

inlet valves and the other the two exhaust

valves. A Midco combined lighting and
ignition set is standard equipment and

—consists of a generator, transformer, and
contact-breaker, the whole being carried

in the position usually occupied by the
magneto. The all-cham drive is on the

right side of the machine.

A TWO-STROKE OUTFIT—THE
3| H.P. SCOTT.

By reason of its unconventional appear-
ance, the Scott is perhaps not so uni-

versal in its appeal as it deserves to be.

Those who ask for smooth torque, the

maintenance of high average speed,

simple control, and silent running will

find their requirements met in this two-
cylinder, water-cooled two-stroke mount.
The frame is open and consists of straight

tubes throughout, the oil being carried

in the main frame tubes, while the petrol

tank, which is covered with a leather-

surfaced fabric^ encircles the seat tube.

Lubrication is automatic, and a separ-

ate drip feed controls the supply to each
crank chamber; a much deeper radiator

is used than heretofore, and the engine
keeps remarkably cool.
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MotbrCycle
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the world's best speed-measuring
instrument for motorcycle use

will be on exhibition at

OLYMPIA
Motor Cycle Show,

Stand No. 2O0
(IntheGallery)"*

Amongst other Smith products on
view will be : Motorcycle Watches,
complete Electric and Acetylene
Lighting Equipments, "Safety

First" Warning Signals, K.L G.

Plugs, M.L. Magnetos, " Radamax"
Plug Testers, etc., etc.

You must see this exhibit, and write for
descriptive catalogue to :

S. Smith& Sons (M.A.) Ltd.,

i:'g.l83, Great Portland
Street — London, W.l.

Telephones .. Maytair 6350.

Telegrams .. "Rpeedomet.Telaw, London."

Accurately
Indicates
Speed

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C25
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AFTER ELEVEN YEARS.
The G.N., evolved over eleven years ago to meet the needs of a
simple and efficient two-seater, has, through strenuous application

and in the light of practical experience, developed a high standard
of performance, economy and comfort.

A WELL-EQUIPPED MODERN WORKS, capable of turning

out 100 cars a week, has now been acquired, and the present

output will be greatly increased in the next few months.

IN FRANCE, ALSO, the G.N. is starting on quantity production,

and was a great attraction at the Paris Salon.

THUS, AFTER ELEVEN YEARS, the G.N. perfected, offering

the luxurious comfort of the touring car at the cost and economy of

the motor cycle and side car, has not only proved itself in constant

service and open competition, but is in mass production in two
countries to meet its ever-growing demand.

G.N., Limited, EAST HILL, WANDSWORTH.

AT OLYMPIA
STAND

6
j-2g In ansuiering this advertisement it la desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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The only twin-cylinder two-stroke on the market as a practicable

sidecar machine—the well-known Scott outfit.

Two speeds are fitted, both gears being
direct ; the transmission is through two
chains to the countershaft sprockets and
one to the rear wheel. Expanding
clutches, operated by a pedal, connect
either high or low gear sprockets to the
countershaft, which carries the final

driving sprocket.

A very handsome sidecar is supplied
to fit directly on to the four sidecar lugs
fitted in the frame, and the chassis

-follows the same principles of trianguki-

tion as the motor cycle. No curved
tabes are employed, and the connections
need no adjustments. The body is fitted

with a receptacle in the front for spares,

waterproofs, and other oddments, and a
; large looker behind the seat, to which
access may be had without disturbing
the passenger. Luxurious suspension by
a system of levers and coil springs is

incorporated, the front of the body
also being mounted on a large central
leaf spring.

A.B.C.
Although designed primarily as a solo

machine, the A.B.C, in spite of the small
size of its engine (68.5 x 54 mm., 398 c.c),

has proved itself well able to take a
sidecar. This was made very evident on
Peace Day, when it won the sidecar class

on Stile Cop, beatmg large machines
both on time and formula. Only a few of

our readers have had an opportunity of

sampling the A.B.C, but most of them

know that its principal features are a
flat twin engine set transversely in the
frame and fitted with steel cylinders and
aluminium pistons, also a very comfortable
springing system. The engine has an en-

closed ^iywheel, but not in its crank case,

and the transmission consists of a bevel

5-^7

this most complete unit. Springing
is by means of laminated springs, those
in the rear being anchored at both ends,
one leaf only running the full length of

the spring, and forming the bottom leaf

in front and the top one in the rear. The
front spring is anchored over the wheel
instead of in the usual position beneath
the head, and the sidecar wheel is sprung
to suit the bicycle. Lubrication is

by a mechanical pump from an oil supply
in the tank.

THE ZENITH 8 H.P. TWIN.
The 8 h.p. Zenith has always had a

special attraction for the sporting rider,

probably because of its low and racy
build. In spite of this, the machine is

none the worse as a touring proposition ;

in fact, the Gradua gear provides a
means of obtaining a correct gear ratio

for all normal hills, and though it is

not possible to obtain as low a bottom
gear as is the case with a gear box, the
direct chain and belt drive has the ad-
vantage of increased efficiency, in that
there is no loss through oil churning and
friction in the gear box.
Our readers will remember that modern

Zeniths have a chain driven countershaft
in front of the engine. With this counter-
shaft a clutch is incorporated, and he-

Zenith motors will retain the essential features ot the pre-war models

drive, a four-speed gear box, and a chain

to the back axle. A special platform has
been arranged to accommodate a Lucas
dynamo, as fitted to the Blagdyno re-

cently described in our pages, and a

speedometer drive is also contained in

A sidecar outfit o. 3 h.p., the fiat twin A.B.C.

cause of its position a very long final belt

drive is obtained—a sound feature, which
is worthy the attention of other makers.
The latest improvement in Zenith

passenger machines is the adoption of the

Barnes spring saddle, a device patented
by Mr. F. W. Barnes, of the Zenith
Company. The springing of this saddle

is so efficient that it is likely tci take
the place ot a spring frame in certain

1920 mounts.
Both the Zenith-Gradua gear and the

J.A.P. engines, with which this nrachine

is fitted, are too well-known to need
description ; and Zeniths have proved
their worth both on road and track too

often to require our praise. A 5 h.p.

model is also made and fitted with the

J.A.P. engine and Gradna gear.

THE MOTOSACOCHE.
Since the day when it made its first

appearance as a " motor in a toolbag," the
Motosacoche has developed very greatly,

and the 8 h.p. (82x95 mm. =1,003 c.c.)

is an eminently desirable sidecar machine
The l\l..\.G. engine has overhead inlet

Viilves, and the operating rods work in

tubes through which oil can pass from
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the crank case to lubricate the overhead
rockers. - These are, of course, enclosed.
An adaptation of the Enfield expand-
ing clutch gear has been devised,

which gives three speeds instead of two
(by means of three chains running
between the engine and countershaft),
and is very readily adjusted for the pur-
pose of taking up wear, which takes
place very slowly. Quickly detachable
wheels are supplied, and both front and
rear brakes work inside the V of the
dummy belt rims. The saddle tube and
footrests are supported on a large coil

spring in tension—somewhat after the
manner of the Bat. The engine is started
by a handle through the countershaft.

THE FOUR-CYLINDER HENDER-
SON.

Those who like plenty of power com-
bined with a sweet running engine are
bound to be attracted by the big four-
cylinder Henderson. As is the case with
other American machines, the Henderson
refuse to be limited by our arbitrary
maximum of 1,000 c.c., and the latest
models have a capacity of 1,168 c.c.

The four-cylinder engine has its inlet
valves placed directly above the exhaust
valves and the three-speed gear box is

formed in the flywheel cover plate. The
arrangement, though somewhat unusual,
is very neat. A multi-plate clutch is

housed in the flywheel, and the power is

transmitted through a pair of bevels to
the gearshafts, which lie across the frame.
The final drive is by chain.

big water-cooled engine, is, of course, ad-
mirably suited for really heavy sidecar

A Continental

design, the 6

h.p. Motosa-

coche, fitted

with a three-

speed gear of

; theEnfield-type

NOVEMBER ijtk, igig.

work. The flat twin engine gives a
regular impulse and excellent balance, so
that there is no discomfort even on long
stretches of low gear work. Chain drive
IS employed throughout, both primary and -

secondary chains being enclosed. A two-

rtie American 10 h.p. four-cylinder Henderson.

A duplex frame carries the power unit,

and the absence of saddle tube is counter-

balanced by specially stout construction
throughout.
As might be expected with a large

luxurious mount of this description, an
electrically equipped model is standard-
ised. It is perhaps hardly necessary to

state that the owner of such a sidecar

outfit is not likely to be troubled with
insufficient power unless the engine is

seriously out of tune. Other features

common to most American motor cycles
are mechanical lubrication, 28in. x3in.
tyres, twist grip control, and folding

footboards. A comfortable and well
sprung saddle is employed in lieu of a

spring frame.

WILLIAMSON.
One of the few water-cooled motor

cycles on British roads is the 8 h.p.
Williamson, which has a flat twin engii;e

of 85 X 85 mm. bore and stroke. This

speed gear is mounted on the neat duplex
frame, and, in addition to deeply val-

lanced mudguards, very long footboards

help to protect the rider.

Sporting ridei's are catered for by a
similar model with an air-cooled engine,

and no rear chain guards or footboards.

Both types are fitted with large diameter
band brakes on the rear wheel.

A new model, which is bound to create

interest at Olympia, will be a 6 h.p. V
twin machine. This model has a J. A.P.
engine fitted in the unconventional

"

Williamson duplex frame. Long spring

footboards will be fitted.

The Williamson Motor Co. were the

orginators of the motor cycle cab—

a

luxuriously appointed sidecar with a D-
fronted landaulet body. The Victoria is

a lighter form of sidecar in which the

passenger can be totally enclosed, and
two-seated sidecars with both side-by-side

and tandem seating accommodation are

listed by the firm.

Naturally a sidecar chassis to carry

such bodies has to be stoutly constructed,

and this point has received much atten-

tion, the side-members being trussed and
staged, and no less than five cross-members
being utilised. The bodies are carried

on leaf springs . throughout.

ENFIELD.
If any special proof had been needed

(which was not the case) of the excellence

of the Enfield 6 and 8 h.p. sidecar outfits,

it would have been provided by "the

A.C.U. Trials, in which the Enfield team
took first place among the passenger-

The largest flat twin motor cycle—the

Williamson, which is to be revived
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qpHE M-L MAGNETOS—
ot which 50,000 have

been supplied to H.M.
Government — embody a
number of special features,

each of which makes a dis-

tinct advance on all pre-

vious practice, and goes to

establish the efficiency and
superiority of the M-L.

Among them may be mentioned
laminated pole shoes, easily

accessible terminals, very light

weight, watertightness, new
patent distributer, and high-

tension brushes, which can be
detached without disturbing the
magnetos.

Quality Tells!

:: OLYMPIA ::
- MOTOR CYCLE SHOIB'. —STAND 213
We are exhibiting the following

Magnetos for Motor Cycles.

PLi for single-cyl. lightwejghts

:

PL2 for twin-cyl. lightweights;
Ki tor single-cyl. machines up to
6 h.p, ; K2 for 2-cyl. opposed
engines with cranks at 180° ; KV
for twin-cyl. engines up to 60"

angle of cylinders ; G4 for 4-cyl

.

engines.

All enquiries and correspondence relating to oversea^ trade and to retail and trade business

in this country to be addressed to S. SMITH & SONS (M.A.), Ltd., 179-185, Great Portland
Street London, W.i. Sole Makers : THE M-L MAGNETO SYND.. LTD.. COVENTRY-
*o whom all enquiries from manufacturers shouJd be sent.

In answering this advertisemtnt it is desirable to mention *' The Motor Cycle.

Godboli$.
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OLYMPIA
Stand No. 354.

(In the Gallery).
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so;le DiSTRi:

_-«^ '<* i #-8-^ ij

I

Standard Model

5/-
Each.

SPATJIKING

PIAIG
;m^i«e.;-wqri.

TD.SMITHSsaNS.(Miur:t
M^ l^%.../l^-,\
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A popular outht, the two-speed Enheld sidecar, which is supplied with either 6 or 8 h.p. engine.

carrying machines. The Enfield is sold

always as a complete outfit, and not as

a motor cy«le to which a sidecar can be
attached. J.A.P. twin engines are fitted

generally to the 6 h.p. (76x85 mm.=
770 c.c), but sometimes to the 8 h.p. model
(85.5x85 mm. =976 c.c). The Enfield

selective clOtch gear is, of course, em-
bodied, combined with a starting handle
attached to the rear down tube. Lubri-
cation is by Enots sight drip-feed circu-

lated in the engine on the J.A.P.
principle. A hand pump is also fitted

with leads both to engine and gears. The
front mudguard is domed and wide enough
to extend beyond the forks—an Enfield
feature which has been copied by others.
Transmission is by chain throughout, and
both speeds are direct. The sidecar is an
excellent example of the coachbuilders'
art, and is provided with a luggage grid.

THE BRITISH EXCELSIOR.
Manufactured with either a 6 h.p. or

an 8 h.p. engine, the sidecar outfit which
win be offered by the Excelsior Motor
Co. (or Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas and Co.,
asi they are better known) is quite an
attractive proposition, designed and pro-
duced by practical riders. It is a large

machine with 28 x 3in. detachable wheels
fitted with discs, totally enclosed chains,
internal expanding brakes, and a> J.A.P.
engine. The sidecar may be obtained

The British Excelsior, a big twin outfit

of pleasmg appearance.

with an additional seat for a child,

from which one may gather that the body
is exceptionally large. Attached to the

sidecar body is a grid, so that any lug-

gage carrier is insulated from road shocks,
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ing and electric horn. The Excelsior

Co. has recently moved from Coventry

into large and convenient works at Tyse

ley, near Birmingham, where it is e.x-

pected the firm will be able better to cope

with the demand for their products.

THE 1920 HUMBER.
The 1920 flat twin Humber, which is

fully described in this issue, is likely to_ be

a popular sidecar machine in 1920. Durmg
the past year, the 3^ h.p. model has met

with very marked success, and the larger

machine removes the impression we often

experience in driving a 500 c.c. twin as n

sidecar mount that a little more power

is desirable, if not really necessary. The
average 500 c.c. machinewill easiljr propel

a sidecar over any main road hill, but

sometimes high average speeds are not

possible, though, with an engine very

little larger, the speed range is consider-

ably increased.

THE IXION SIDECARETTE.
Although light sidecars are frequently

attached to lightweight motor cycles not

designed for passenger work, the number of

makers actually producing lightweight side-

car outfits is not large. Ihe Lxion sidecar-

A miniature sidecar outfit, the 350 c.c. two-stroke Ixion.

and provision is also made for carrying
the spare wheel. The price quoted is

£162 10s. ; £8 extra is charged for spare
wheel and tyre, and £25 for dynamo light-

ette, however, is designed as a light run-

about passenger machine, and as such it

stands almost alone. The engine fitted in the

1920 model is a 350 c.c. Precision two-
stroke, which has .been proved very satis

factory for this service, with a Sturmey-
Archer three-speed countershaft gear.

The sidecar is particularly light and
readily detachable. Machines of this type
have been manufactured by the Ixion Co.
for several years, and the inclusion of a
sideoarette in the 1920 range is proof
that there is a demand for a little passen-
ger machine of this type.

MATCHLESS.
There was a time when Messrs. CoUier

and Sons were known principally for the
speed of their racing models, and for the
doings of the Collier brothers in the Isle

of Man and elsewhere ; but, of recent
years, they have turned their attention
to the powerful sidecar machine, with
what success many of our readers are
aware. The outstanding novelty of Model
H lies in the spring frame, which em-
bodies a system of coil springs, so de-
signed as to give an exceptionally large
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Side view of the spring Irame 8 h.p. Matchless.

movement to the rear wheel. The wheel
fork is pivoted at its inner end, and a
loop having lugs at its lower ends for
carrying the springs passes over the
wheel. This aids in giving lateral

rigidity. The sidecar wheel is sprung in

a somewhat similar manner, and the two
are linked together. An 8 h.p. J.A.P.
engine (85.5 x 85 mm., 976 c.c.) supplies

the power, and enclosed all-chain trans-

mission is used, passing through a three-

speed gear box. A spare wheel is carried

on the back of the sidecar. The method
of mounting the saddle by pivoting the
front on the top tube and supporting the

rear on springs gives a low position.

INDIAN POWERPLUS.
America has for many years been

famous for big twins (largely due to the

Indian) which, while often used for solo

riding, are pre-eminently suitable for

passenger work. The engine of the

Powerplus Indian has a bore and stroke

of 79.3 X 100.8 mm. (997.6 c.c), and has
been improved by the fitting of larger

valves. The mainshaft and big end are

equipped with roller bearings. The In-

dian spring frame, which has been m
successful use for seven years, is retained,

as is the twist grip control so popular
on the other &\ae of the Atlantic. In
common with other American models the

Indian has the advantage of large wheels
and tyres. This model is - electrically

equipped, and is provided with an ammeter
on the top tube (where the speedometer
also is situated), which' irfdicates the
amount of current go-
ing _ to the battery.

The kick starter is

conveniently placed on

oil, and a considerable amount of luggage.
All the sidecar connections are attached
to tlie rigid members of the cycle frame,
so . that the springing is in no way ren-

dered inoperative by the fitting of a
passenger attachment.

Before the war, the 5 h.p. Indian was
quite a favourite machine among British

sidecar drivers, and no doubt the new
Scout model, although designed for solo

use, will find favour among those- who
prefer an engine of comparatively low
capacity for sidecar worlv. The new
model has a. twin engine of 574 c.c, and
the primary drive is by a train of gears
to a three-speed gear box, the final . drive
being by chain. Unlike the majority of

American machines, 26in. wheels are
fitted, and the complete machine weighs
260 lb.

ABINGDON KING DICK.
Despite the somewhat restricted output

of the Abingdon King Dick, owing to

the demand upon the works of Messrs.
Abingdon-Ecco, Ltd., for their other
specialities, this machine has a standing
reputation as a reliable and efficient

mount, suitable for sidecar work. The
engine fitted is of 6-7 h.p., the bore and
stroke of 73 and 95 mm. respectively. A

Transmission side of the 6-7 h.p.

Abingdon King Dick.

the right side of the -machine. For the
coming year the sidecar has been, re-
designed; it is roomy and comfortable,'
and has, moreover, in the i"ear a large
receptacle capable of carrying petrol ftrid

An American big twin outfit, the 7-9 h.p. Powerplus Indian.

substantial three-speed gear box is fitted,

and the frame used is of graceful design.
The same quality which has characterised
King Dick spanners for so many years is

evident throughout- the construction of

this machine.
Ease of operation has been constantly

kept in view in the design of this

niachine. A comfortable riding position

is assured by keeping the saddle well

within the wheelbase. Beside the tank
is a long gear control lever, which makes
for easy changing, while enormous lever-

age is provided by the conveniently
placed pedal of the rear brake. An all-

chain iuodel also will be marketed.

LEA-FRANCIS.
The Lea-Francis is not fitted with a

large engine, and yet it is frequently used
as a sidecar machine with much satis-

faction ; moreover, it is one of those
machines which took a high place from
the start. The engine is a J.A.P. 3i h.p.

twin (70x64.5 mm. =496 c.c) -The trans-

mission is by enclosed chains, through a
two-speed gear box, the chain guards be-

ing well carried out, and the machine
is remarkable for its quiet running ainong
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sign of the machine gives a very long

wheelbase, which is an advantage with

Interchangeable wheels are fitted, and
the equipment includes a spare ' wheel
carried at the rear of the sidecar. There
are several features which reveal a close

attention to detail ; for example, the
brake pedal bearing is fitted with a large
lubricator, as is the bearing supporting
the belt wheel. The rear brake has a
parallel motion, and the handle-bars are
adjustable.

The engine is replete with novel points,

as, indeed, anything may be expected to

be which emanates from a firm who per-

formed so much experimental work in the
early days; in consequence those who
favour such things as mechanical oiling

and aluminium pistons will here find the
incorporation of the latest practice.

THE JAMES PROGRAMME.
In the passenger machine class there

will be two James models for 1920—

a

5-5 h.p. twin and a 4i[ h.p. single. Both
these machines are modified 1919 models,
improved in detail and fitted with larger
tyres. The bore and stroke of the twin

other good points. The brakes work on
the inside of the V on dummy ^ brake
rims. Messrs. Lea-Francis were, we
belie%'e, the first to use this type of

brake on a front wheel. Another excel-

-lent feature is the quickly detachable
wheel'; the rear wheel can be removed
for tyre repairs in a few seconds, leaving

the transmission and brake work un-
touched. The hub design, both in front
and rear, has much to recommend it, and
the general finish of these machines is

- proverbial..

THE REX SIDECAR SINGLE.
One of the new single-cylinder sidecar

machines produced since the Armistice is

the Model 77 Hex, which has a 550 c.c.

mechanically lubricated 84 x 98 mm. en-
gine. Having 28 x 2^in. tyres and a
large ground clearance, this model once
more illustrates that all designers, in pro-
ducing new models, have the requirements
of the overseas buyer in mind. The de-

The 5-6 h.p. James sidecar outfit.

a sidecar machine, and, with the canti-

lever saddle suspension, the Eex is an
extremely comfortable
machine to ride.

Threequarter view of the 6-7 h.p

three-speed Ariel.

are 70 X 86 mm.—the capacity being 662

c.c.—which, in conjunction '^with the

James three-speed gear box and all-chain

transmission, makes a serviceable and
economical sidecar machine considerably

faster than may be supposed by its com-
paratively small engine capacity. The

4i h.p. model is a good representative

of the big single class, which is so popular

on account of its power and ability to

maintain good average speeds with a

sidecar load, and, at the same time, it is

reasonably cheap to buy and maintain.
This model has been a consistently good

.;

performer in the passenger machine
classes in the 1919 trials.

THE ARIEL 6-7.

Engined with a long-stroke twin of

795 c.c. (73x95 mm.), the Ariel 6-7

is one which has become very popular
as a passenger machine, on account of

the remarkable staying powers of the en-

gine. Various modifications in details

will be made in the 1920 design, including
all-chain drive with shock-absorber in

the rear wheel. We have ourselves used
one of these machines during the present
year, and can testify as to its power, all-

round reliability, and the exceptional
comfort of the roomy sidecar. In addition,
the well-known single-cylinder machine
will also be marketed with a slightly

larger engine.
'
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The 5-6 h.p. two-speed Lincoln-Elk,

witli chain-cum-belt transmission.

LINCOLN-ELK MOTOR CYCLES.
It is not usual for the motor cycle

manufacturer to carry nut all the various

processes in the completion of his ma-
chines under his own control, but this

is done by the makers of the Lincoln-
Eft motot-Gycles. With the exception of

such proprietary fittings as magnetos,
carburetters, and saddles, everything,
including the engine, is made in the one
factory. Previous models having proved
satisfactory, there is very little change
to be made, a 5-6 h.p. V twin being
specially made for sidecar work ; A^ h.p.

single-cylinder models are also made.
The power units are of the plain bear-
ing type and drive through a unique form
of two-speed gear, which consists of a
countershaft connected to the engine by
chain. On this shaft are two expanding
rings controlled by a lever beside the
tank, and these clutch either a large
pulley or sprocket, which transmit the
power to the rear wheel by belt on high
gear and chain on low. The rear belt

drum and chain sprocket are on either

side of the back wheel. A kick-starter

is fitted on the countershaft.

THE FOUR-CYLINDER F.N.
The influence of the F.N. four-cylinder

machine upon ultimate design will only
be fully appreciated by those who know
the number of firms experimenting with
four-cylinder motor cycles at the present
time. There have been many four-cylin-

der machines, but of the many pioneer
designs, only the F.N. has survived. It

is a matter of great interest to learn that
the F.N. Co.—now reorganised
after the German occupation of

its works in Liege— is re-

introducing the 7 h.p. model, which
promised to be such a popular machine
when war broke out. Having cylinders

of 52x88 mm., the capacity of the engine

is 748 c.c. ; it has a three-throw crank-

shaft and mechanical lubrication. Of T

a multi-disc clutch. The rear wheel is

easily detachable.

COVENTRY VICTOR.
A flat twin engine unit of 5-7 h.p.,

which may be introduced by its makers
in a coinplete machine, is the Coventry
Victor. The bore and stroke are 75 and
78 mm. respectively, the capacity being
688 c.c. The experimental machine has
every proniise of success, and its appear-
ance in the market largely depends upon
the ability of_the Coventry Victor works
to produce it in addition to the engine j

unit, which is sold to assembling firms.!

CHATER-LEA.
Amongst sidecarists the Chater-Lea.^

(No. 7) has always possessed a well-

deserved reputation for soundness and
reliability. An 8 -h.p. engine, of which
the bore and stroke are both 85 mm.
(954 c.c), is fitted; from this the power
is taken by a chain to the three-speed
gear box (the firm has always been noted
for the large size and consequent efficiency!

of its clutch), and a second chain to the!
rear wheel completes the transmission,!
Chater-Lea spring forks are standard, and >

An 8 h p. Chater-Lea sidecar outfit.

head design, the valves aie arranged on

each side of the cylinders and actuated

by two camshafts driven by gears at the

fore end of the crank case. The trans-

mission is by shaft through a three-speed

gear box placed immediately behind the

engine flywheel, in which is incorporated

One of the few four-

cylinder machines,

the well - known
7 h.p. F.N.

strongly stayed 5in. mudguards, with side

wings, are fitted. The Chater-Lea was
one of the first machines to be fitted

with an internal expanding brake, and
this feature is retained in the latest

Model No. 7. Journal ball bearings are

used in the hubs, and the wheels are

quickly detachable, leaving the trans-

mission, undisturbed.
The Chater-Lea No. 7 is know^i among

sidecar owners as a "hefty twin," which
has been very successful in competitions,

and that it is included in the 1920 range
of models will give satisfaction to many
past and present owners of the model.

" BIG FOUR " UTILITY NORTON.
Whilst not primarily designed for

speed, like its 500 c.c. sisters, the " Big
Four " Norton is one of the fastest side-

car machines on the road. The capacity

of the engine is 533 c.c, the bore and
stroke being 82 and 120 mm. respectively.

650 X 65 • tyres, Sturmey-Archer gear,

hand-controlled clutch, enclosed all-chain

drive, and a tank holding two gallons

of petrol, form part of the equipment.
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The Norton-, the macKine which has made big singles popular for si jecar work.

The standard Norton sidecar is of

pleasing design, embodying a large rear

locker whicli, to order, is utilised to

accommodate a child's dickey seat.

We have had one of these machines in

constant use during the whole of this

year, and on long journeys we have been
surprised at the high average speeds
possible with a heavy sidecar. Its high
ground clearance and sturdy construction
make it particularly suitable for use in

the roughest country, and its economy
in running will appeal to all.

THE CAMPION.
The Campion is one of those machines

which would be better known if the
output of its manufacturers, were larger.

Wherever it is known, however, it is

appreciated because of its all-round com-
monsense design, which reveals that those
responsible are keen road men. En-
gined with a twin J. A. P. unit, and
built up of other standard components,
the main distinctive features of the
machine are its wide mudguards,
large capacity tank, and comfortable
ridnig position. The sidecar embodies
what is practically a rectangular duplex
frame, and is of particularly robust con-
struction, the body is large, and, tor the
convenience of the passenger, a step is

fitted.

THE BROUGH 690 C.C. FLAT
TWIN.

In the recent Liverpool M.C. trial, the

judges made a special point of engine
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stroke of 70 and 90 mm. respectively

—

one of the only long-stroke flat twins
on the market. It has been designed by
an engineer, who is also one of the best
known riders in this country, Mr. Geo.
Brough, and much is expected of it on
this account. Undoubtedly it is a very
fine piece of work, and one which will

be much sought during 1920. The crank
case is cast in one piece, and has a cover,
over the timing gear, which embodies
the main parts of the induction pipes.

A solid crankshaft is used which runs
on long plain bearings. The induction
pipe is heated, and altogether the Brough
should give a good account of itself in

next year's motor cycle market. The ge"r
box fitted is the Sturmey-Archer, and all-

chain transmission forms part of the speci-

fication. Manufactured by the Brough
firm, the sidecar is particularly attractive
on account of its size and the quality of
its upholstery and general finish. A
capacious locker at the rear accommodates
two suit cases, or petrol tins. Leaf
springs are used for the suspension and
the design embodies a spring wheel.
Messrs. Brough and Co. are now in a
much better position to produce motor
cycles in quantities than was the casa

The 5 h.p. fiat twin Brough outfit, fitted with engine 70 X 90 mm.
(690 CO.)

cleanliness at the end of the gruelling
day's run, and special mention was made
by them regarding the qualities of the
new Brough engines in this direction.
The latest 5 h.p. model has a bore and

Campion 5-6 h.p. sidecar outfit, fitted with

three-speed gear and all-chain drive.

before the war, and the works include
a foundry and well-equipped machine
shops, so that almost every component
part of the Brough machine, is produced
under one roof. The 5 h.p. Brough is

also obtainable as a solo machine with
higher gear ratios.

THE MILITOR.
This American machine at present is

not marketed in this country, but, owing
to the interest created by its description
given in The. Mbtor Cycle on October
9th, there is every possibility that a
number will be imported at a very ejrly

date, as its manufacturers make a

speciality of export trade.

It will be recalled that the Militor is

a four-cylinder motor cycle, built on the
lines of a car, having a press steel frame
and shaft drive. The springing, too, is

on car lines, and another point where car

practice is followed is the artillery

wheels. The engine has cylinders 63 x
89 mm., and embodies overhead valves.

A three-speed and reverse gear box is

built integral with the crank case, the

gear change being by a swivelling lever,

as on many American cars. In America,
the price of the machine with sidecar,

which is also fitted with an artillery

wheel, is £120.
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The Triumph 1920 chain drive machine used in the Six Days Trials.

THE TRIUMPH "FOUR."
The performance of the 4 h.p. chain

dnve Triumph with sidecar in the A.C.U.
Six Days Trial was one of the outstanding
successes of the year, and from our own
experience with this model, we anticipate
that it will be one of the .most popular
machines on the 1920 market. Elsewhere
in this issue will be found a full and
illustrated description of the new model.

THE BAT.
In the early days of motor cycling

the Bat earned a high reputation which
has been retained up to the present time.
Sturdy construction and J.A.P. engines
have always been features of these
machines. Either the 6 h.p. (770 c.c.)

or 8 h.p. (975 c.c.) engine can be fitted.

The gear box rests upon a platform below
the chain stays, which is supported at the
rear of the crank case, and by the lower
members of the frame. This method of

attachment renders chain adjustment very
easy. The kick starter has a partially

enclosed pinion and ample leverage. The
change speed lever is conveniently placed
on the right-hand side of the tank, which,

like all Bat tanks of recent years, is

cylindrical with a tapered rear. The
Bat method of springing which insulates

used on the Enfield. Only one model is

marketed, but this can be purchased with
or without electrical equipment. The
foi'ks differ from those used on many
American machines, and resemble the

Chater-Lea in principle.

THE WILKIN " 4."

Wilkin Motors of Sheffield is another
new firm which will have a sidecar

machine to offer in 1920. It will be en-

gined with a 4 h.p. Blackburne unit, and
the specification will include Sturrney-

Archer gear, all-chain transmission,

patent cush drive, and a two-gallon tank.

The sidecar lugs will be cast integral with

the frame.

A SIDECAR COULSON B.

One of this year's newcomers to the

motor cycle manufacturing world is the

F. Aslet't Goulson Engineering Co., whose
Coulson B lightweight has quite caught

the public fancy. A sidecar model by
this firm will be introduced early next

year, in which the power unit will be

the well-known Blackburne 4 h.p. engine.

An American big twin of 10 h.p.—the Reading Standard.

A powerhil sidecar

outfit, the 8 h.p.

Bat.

V

the rider has been retained. The saddle

and footboards are connected and sup-

ported by a strong spring and suitable

links. This gives very
comfortable riding and
no lack of lateral

rigidity, and has, more-
over, stood the test of
time.

READING
STANDARD.

The Reading Standard
has not hitherto been
so - common in this
country as several other
American makes, but it

is likely to be seen
much more frequently in

the
,
near future. The

engine is one of the
largest found on a
motor cycle, the bore
and stroke being 85.7
and 101.6 mm. respec-
tively ; this gives a
capacity of 1,170 c.c,
and the motor has
shown 16 h.p. on the
brake. The engine has

large valve ports and a specially
constructed exhaust valve. The
transmission is by chains via a
three-speed gear box, and a
rubber cushion drive suoh as is

liP

The experimental machine has several v

features of interest, not the least among';

them being the spring frame, which is

similar to that used for the lightweights.
\

The system embodies quarter-elliptic leaf

springs supported on the side of the rear .

stays, the wheels being carried on short

levers pivoting at the end's of the stays.

OTHER PASSENGER MACHINES:
There are sidecar machines, other than

those reviewed in, the preceding pages,

of which particulars are not yet available.

Most of these, however, will not appear
on the market until early next year.

Among these are several which will be
produced by large firms at present
unknown in the motor cycle field, but
who, in clianging over from munition
work, have decided to devote extensive
manufacturing facilities to the production
of motor cycles.

One of these will probably take the
form of a single-cylinder machine on
more or less standard lines, designed to
be produced in large quantities at a
comparatively low price. Another will

be an 8 h.p. twin with several distinctive
features. A third will be an exceptionally
large and interesting twin with outside
flywheel and two overhead exhaust valves
per cylinder.

Tliere are also several four-cylinder
machines which have been held up only
on account of manufacturing difficulties

occasioned by the several strikes.
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It is Odds
on Olympia
being the best Show yet. And it is

certainly odds on Hutchinsons being

the best Tyre in the Show.

We look forward eagerly to meet-
ing our multitude of old friends

and to making new friends.

Welcome to
Stand 68.

HUTCHINSON TYRES,
70, Basinghall Street, E.C.2.

Established 1850.

In answenng this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle "
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rpRENOLD CHAINS IN THE U.S.A.—
Marion U.S.A. Annual International

Motor Cycle Race.

Course 206 Miles. Average Speed 66.6 Miles per Hour.

1 J- J Q A FITTED WITH
ISt^ ^nCly «5rCl RENOLD CHAINS.

18 Starters—Only 33J% Finished.

83i% of these were fitted with RENOLD CHAINS.

RENOLD QUALITY IS THE BEST QUALITY ALL
OVER THE WORLD.

Enquiries to Department Bl.—HANS RENOLD, LTD., DIDSBURY, MANCHESTER.— 1
And at STAND No. 192 at the CYCLE & MOTOR CYCLE SHOW, OLYMPIA. 1

aUNION"
Two-Stroke Engines

are now being delivered

in quantities

—

-—Have

you placed your order?

g^ ^ ?2

Josiah PAfiKES & SONS,
LTD.,

UNION WORKS, Willenhall, STAFFS.

B42 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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THREE AND FOUR
WHEELERS.

The M.B^1cycle car, fitted with water-cooleJ enjin.

and final chain drrve.

THE MERRALL-BROWN THREE-
WHEELER.

Made by the Premier Motor Co. of
Bolton, the Merrall-Erowii runabout is

a most distinctive machine, embodying
many refinements in finish and equipment.
The engine fitted is a water-cooled 10 h.p.
four-cylinder, driving a two-speed and re-

verste gear box by shaft, the final trans-
mission being by a single chain. The
rear wheel is of the twin tj'pe, sprung
by . underslurig quarter-elliptic springs,
while semi-elliptic springs are used at
the front axle. Chain tension is adjusted
by radius rods controlling the movement
of the back wheel. Wheels of the stan-
dard Dunlop detachable variety are fitted

with discs. On each side of the back
wheel are hand and foot brake drums,
but the detachability of the wheel in no
way interferes with the adjustment of

tliese. Quite a pleasing design of body
has been adopted, a streamline effect

being obtained with approximately up-
right sides. In addition to the bonnet,
the wings and wheel discs are of polished
aluminium. A door is fitted in each side.

: THE PREMIER RUNABOUT.
This three-wheeler, introduced by the

Coventry Premier Co., who, before the
war, made Preniier motor cycles, was fully

described in The Motor C'l/de of Octo-

ber 30th. Its features include a three-

speed and reverse gear box ; shaft and
chain drive, the latter by a duplex chain
enclosed in a, quickly detachable case;
quickly detachable rear wheel, with spare
wheel carried on the tail of the body

;

quarter-elliptic springing front and rear,

the latter being in an inclined position
;

rack and pinion steering ; foot acceleration
;

and a mechanically lubricated water-
cooled V twin engine, with a bore and
stroke of 80 x 105 mm. respectively
(1,055 c.c. capacity). Fitted with hood,
screen, and lamps', the provisional price
of the Super Runabout, as it is called,

is £210, at which price it is a most
attractive proposition.

MORGAN.
Up to the present date, no three-track

machine has earned such popuUrity as
the, Morgan, and it is not without good
reason that one sees so many of
these handy little runabouts on the
road, for they have thoroughly proved
their reliability. Only one chassis
is made, and this is so

straightforward that it

would be difficult to sug-
gest any part which could
reasonably be lightened
or rendered more per-

fectly simple. The en-
gine, which .may be
either a water or air-

cooled J. A. P. or M.A.G.
or air-cooled Precision,
is carried at the front of
the chassis, and drives
through a clutch to a
propeller-shaft enclosed
in one of the three main
frame tubes. To the rear
of this tube is attached
a box containing a pair
of bevels. The cross-shaft
carries a sprocket on
either side, each of which
is connected by chains to
the rear wheeb By sim-

A rear view of the new Premier
" Super " runabout

ply " dogging up " one or other of these

sprockets, two different gear ratios are

obtained.

The bodywork for air and water-cooled

models forms units with or without the

radiator, according to the type of engine

used. Three main models are provided,

the Grand Prix—a sporting water-cooled

vehicle with racy lines—the standard tour-

ing model with air or water-cooled engine,

and the family machine, which is pro-

vided with accommodation for children

behind the usual seats. In the latest

-models a ball thrust has been added to

the clutch withdrawal mechanism, longer

beai-ings are fitted to the front wheel
steering heads, and much stronger bevels

with a different tooth formation are

employed.

- THE 1920 TAMPLIN.
The well known Carden runabout

will in future be known as the Tamplin,
and a tandem-seated model has been intro-

duced for 1920. The power is provided
by an 8 h.p. twin air-cooled engine, the
final transmission being by a long belt
on either side of the body. It has a
very sporting appearance, and should
appeal to many.

THE A.V. RUNABOUT.
Closely resembling the pre-war Carden

raonocar, the A.V. two-seater models
come into the category of passenger
machines. The engine" is located at the
rear of the seating accommodation, and
the design is probably the simplest forrn
of runabout y^et produced. One model

Luxe air -coo ed model Mor^ii:i

is fitted n-ith an 8 h.p. water-cooled twin
engine, the other being equipped with
an air-cooled engine of a similar size.

A NORTH OF ENGLAND THREE-
WHEELER.

A new three-wheel proposition will
make its debut to the public at Olympia.
This is the L.S.D, cycle car, produced
by Messrs. Sykes and Sugden, Ltd.,
engineers and irontounders, of Hudders-
field—another of those established engi-
neering firms at last turning their
attention to the automobile industry.
The engine fitted is an 85.5 x 85 mm.

J. A. P. air-cooled twin, placed in front
of the axle member and driven by shaft,
through a leather-faced cone clutch, to
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The L. S. D. three-

wheeler, the produc-

tion of a Hudders-
(ield engineering

firm.

on the left-hand exten-
sion of the crankshaft,
and a mechanical
starter, by which the
driver may start the
engine from the seat, is

included in the specifi-

cation. The transmission
is by chain to a counter-
shaft, thence by belt to

the live axle. Variation
in gear ratio is obtained
by means of a large

variable pulley on the
countershaft—an ingeni-

ous device which per-

mits the tension of

A newcomer in the runabout world
the T.B., which has shaft drive.

\
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is proposed to market at a price consider-

ably below that of the average sidecar

outfit. It has a simple specification, direct

steering being employed, and provision

made for an adjustable rake of the steer-

ing column. The gear box provides two

forward speeds and reverse, the gear

change lever being situated in the centre

of the floor. The countershaft, driven by

chain from the gear box, consists of two
separate shafts, one sliding within the

other. The outer one, to which is at-

tached the inner flanges of the belt

pulleys, rotates on two plain bearings

bolted to the longitudinal chassis members.

The inner one, however, which carries

the outer flanges of the pulleys, is

allowed to slide within the

outer shaft by means of a

longitudinal slot, on which a

a two-speed and reverse gear box located
at the rear of the frame.

Quarter-elliptic springs are used at the
rear wheel, and a patented system of

enclosed coil springs at the front. Dun-
lop 700 X 80 mm. tyres are fitted on
Sankey pressed steel wheels, the rear
wheel being readily detachable without
disturbing the single chain final drive.

Direct steering by a large diameter
jvheel, brakes of the external contracting
type, and a roomy two-seater body with
doors on both sides, are included in the
specification. The dimensions are : wheel-
base 6ft. 6in., track 4ft., overall length
9tt., width 4ft. 7in., and the price, com-
plete with hood and screen, is 185 guineas.

A NEW THREE-WHEELER—THE
T.B.

Several large munition firms have de-

voted their peace time energies to the
motor manufacturing field, and one of

these—Messrs. Thompson Bros. (Bilston),

Ltd.—is producing a very pleasing little

three-wheeler with all-shaft transmission.

The T.B., as it is called, has an 8 h.p.

engine integral with a two-speed and re-

verse gear box.

THE BLERIOT WHIPPET.
A light and low-priced runabout, pro-

duced by a large firm of aircraft engineers,

the Bleriot Whippet is another small

four-wheeler which is in direct com-
petition with the sidecar outfit. The
power unit is a Blackburne 8 h.p. twin
with outside flywheel and detachable
heads. A Ferodo-lined clutch is fitted

the belt to be kept constant. 700x80
mm. tyres and hammock seats form part
of the equipment.

THE SPEEDY CYCLE CAR.
One of the few new cycle cars embody-

ing final drive by twin belts is the Speedy
—a little vehicle made by the PuUinger
Engineering Co., New Cross—which it

key on the outer sleeve is fitted. By
these means a differential action is ob-
tained automatically on the countershaft
by the different speeds of the road wheels
on turning a corner. The engine is an
8 h.p. Chater-Lea, having a bore and
stroke of 85 mm. =964 c.c.

The Speedy, which has an

\ 8 h.p. engine, two speeds, and
final drive by twin belts.

A racy little runabout—the Bleriot

- Whippet.

THE L.J. FOUR-WHEELER. '

The L.J. cycle car, which was illus-

trated and described—nr last week's issue

of Tilt Motor Cyde, is another of the
several little four-wheelers which em-
body motor cycle practice at several
points and sell at a figure approximating
to that of the sidecar outfit. The
engine is an 8 h.p. J.A,P., which will

be offered both in the water-cooled and

.

air-cooled types. The specification in-
,

eludes a pressed steel frame, quarter-

elliptic springs, duplex chain transmission,

friction disc change-speed, Lynton steel

disc wheels, internal expandmg brakes,

and 700x80 nun. tyres. The body is

somewhat higher than is usual with cycle

cars, and the passengers are thus well

protected. The whole car is particularly

handsome and will be sold at a figure in

the neighbourhood of £200.
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Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

ON
Monday next, November 24th, there will

open at' Olympia tlie most important motor

cycle show ever held. There will be more
exhibitors and more spectators than ever

before, and, in addition, the interest of the

individual exhibits will be greater. What shall

we see at the Show ? This is the question of the

moment amongst thousands of ardent motor

cycUsts, and to some the answer will be dis-

appointing, for, though there are many new firms

exhibituig niotor cycles for the first time, and

though there are a certain number of totally

new designs, there is but httle alteration in the

general run of machines. Some of the more
eager spirits have hoped to see a general

adoption of aircraft engine practice applied to

motor cycles, yet superficially, at any rate, this

has not gccurred, except in isolated cases. At

the same time, more and greater improvements

have taken place than meet the eye of a-easual

observer. A little difference in the design of

valve ports and cooling fins is almost indistin-

guishable externally, but may make a world of

difference to the pulling and staying powers of

an engine. Lubrication is beginning to take its

proper place in the Hst of important features of

design, and several new forms of mechanical or

automatic lubrication will be seen.

The size of tyres fitted to all types is on the

increase, and, though there are not a great many
new converts to the 28in. wheel, it will be found

that the sectional diameter of the tyre has in-

creased in a very large number of cases.

Perhaps the most noticeable feature, especi-

ally to the keen solo rider, is the fact that,

generally speaking, the exhibits can be divided

into two main classes : passenger machines and
(so-called) lightweights. Many firms vfill stage

machines suitable for solo or sidecar work, but

the light solo machine of about 500 c.c. has

almost ceased to exist. The reason for this is not

far to seek, and blame must be attributed to

the public rather than to the manufacturer, for

countless people have in the past acquired solo,

machines to which they have fitted passenger

attachments, and then, when troubles have

occurred, have blamed the manufacturer for

weakness or lack of power.

In spite of (or because of) much criticism in

the past, the two-stroke has come to stay, and its

exponents are increasing to an enormous extent.

It is probably true that the majority of new firms

are making small two-strokes^ and the success

of this type has led one firm to market a 500 c.c.

air-cooled two-stroke for sidecar purposes. As
price is one of the governing factors in motor
cycle sales, and two-stroke engines are cheaper

to build than four-strokes, tliis increase is likely

to continue.

Prices.

THE
prices of motor cycles have been

steadily rising, and^grumbles are heard on
all sides, yet the grumblers are unjust, for

few articles, either manufactured or in the

raw state, have risen in price so little as a

motor cycle. Anyone who considers for a

moment the rise in wages, material, fuel, etc.,'

will immediately realise that the price of motor
cycles is justified, and is even likely to rise again

in the near future, and those who are unwise
enough to delay purchase till prices drop are

likely to be without a mount for several seasons.

On the other hand, the money spent on a

niotor cycle at the present moment is a good
investment, for the buyer may be reasonably

certain of a good return when selling his machine
when the time comes to dispose of it.

Prospective car purchasers were surprised by
a sudden jump in prices during the recent

Olympia Car Show. Is this to be repeated in

the motor cycle world ? The question is a
difficult one, but though we consider that there

will be a steady increase in prices' to at least

100% on pre-war prices, it is doubtful whether

there is at present any excuse for a considerable

rise above this figure.

An Index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Ancient and Modem Lightweights.
LONG letter from a Buxton reader has reminded

, me of a fundamental difference between the type
of lightweight which figures in a modern Six Days

and those which some of us used to ride a dozen years
ago. The lightest machine in the A.C.U. week was
a 2]4r h.p. Radco, scaling 170 lb. In 1905 my corre-
spondent built a 3 J^. h.p. machine with a Peugeot twin
engine, and the outfit weighed no more, than 150 lb.
exclusive of fuel and lamps. Aboub the same date I
possessed a 7-9 h.p. Peugeot-engined 'bus, which with
empty tanks weighed no more than the 191 9 Radco;
and, unless I am much mistaken, Mr. E. Kickham, of
Bristol, owned an even lighter sample. In other words,
specifications have become so complex that a 19 19
2
14 h.p. machine is heavier than the high-powered

sporting 'buses of twelve or fifteen years ago. If the
much-talked-of " Single Gear Club" ever materialises,
we may evolve one or two skilful assemblers, who will
revive really light one-speeders for enthusiasts. Tho.se
makers who still list,a sing(e-geared machine naturally
employ most of the parts which figure in their heavy
three-speed sidecar pullers, and the consequence is we
cannot buy single-speeders of the old type.

A Man of Ideas.

THE correspondent referred to is certainly a man
of ideas. Some ten years ago he helped to build
a machine with a very curious frame, consisting

principally of six small diameter tubes running from
the steering head to the back hub. The two lower
tubes dipped to carry the engine, whilst the remaining
four ran straight. He claims that owing to vertical"
"give," coupled with lateral rigidity, this frame was'
as comfortable as any spring system ever devised, whilst
it was immune from side-slip. Some day he hopes to
construct a drive consisting of a Whittle belt running
over four pulleys, viz., two engine-shaft pulleys, one
countershaft jockey pulley near the bottom bracket,
and one belt rim. The belt runs over one engine
pulley, back to the jockey pulley, and then forward to
the other engine pulley, and so to the belt rim. This
drive has been tried out, and is alleged to be non-
slipping under any load ; the fact that the run is out of
alignment does not appear to matter. The next para-
graph details yet another idea of his with which readers
may care to experiment.

More "Weight on the Front "Wheel?

VERY few of us have ever investigated the per-

centages of the total weight which are carried

on the front and rear wheels respectively. The
engine is usually carried pretty well forward; but it

must just about be balanced by the preponderance of

other dead loads further aft—^gear box, kick-starter,

carrier, tool bags, etc. ; and the rider, who scales far

more- than a couple of ordinary engines would weigh,
is seated well astern, and generally uses a type of riding

e6

^ommenif
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position which throws his weight well back. My corre-

spondent is~a heretic in these matters. He prefers to

stack his tools and luggage over the front wheel, and
says that when this is done a vast improvement in com-
fort usually results. He doubts whether a spring frame

is a necessity if the weight be apportioned as he recom-

mends. I hesitate to print this theory, for fear some
qf the pillion enthusiasts should take to carrying their

flappers on front wheel tan-sads.

Maintenance of Tone.

EN ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, if a machine
performs better at the end of a Six Days Trial

than at the beginning, it is an excellent 'bus.

Here is the exception which proves the rule. Many
years ago I entered for a Six Days. . The previous

week I met the works manager at a hill-climb. " Let

me takeyour 'bus back to the works to-night. We'll'

see she is all right, and rail her up to you at X ."

I agreed. When I recovered the machine at X on

the eve of the trial, it would hardly move. Th6
fools had rebushed everything, and it was very tight.

The engine seized twice during the trial, but I accom-
plished prodigies of speed repairs and endurance, and
got my gold. By the end of the trial, the machine,;

was very appreciably faster: some 15 m.p.h. faster'i

on the flat, and under any conceivable " main-

tenance of tune " test I should have scored a lot of

marks. But it took me all my time to get it back
to the works by road. Sloppy would be a mild descrip--

tion of the principal bushes : in particular, I remember '

that, in unseizing - against time on the road, I had I

sheared the tips off the teeth of a timing pinion, and I

the bits of metal^ had ground a lovely pattern on the '

flywheels. This reminiscence indicates that even »i

flying mile at Brooklands on the first and sixth days -

of a trial is not a sure test, unless a standard minimum
speed is imposed in each class. The pitfalls of com-
petition organisation are innumerable.

Sidecar Golds in the Six Days.

THE firms and individuals who are justly proud
of the gold medals gained by their sidecar out-

fits in the 1919 Six Days Trials have forgotten'

a little ancient history. As long ago as 1912 a 499
c.c. Triumph outfit won a gold medal in the Scottish.

Trials, and a magnificent performance it was. The
rules may not have been as stringent as they are.

nowadays, and it was not essential for every hill to

be climbed with the crew on board. On the other

hand, the course was longer' and more exacting than

the Llandrindod Wells route, and included the terrific

ascent of Amulree from the Kenmore side. The
pilot of the outfit in question was a well-known sport-

ing parson, the Rev. P. W. Bischoff, who has been 'i

lost to motor cycling circles for the past year or two,

owing to his duties on board H.M.S. Glorious—on&
of the famous " hush-hush " cruisers. His passenger

r
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:casional Comments.—

as a lady, who has since become Mrs. Bischoff, and
ho, under her maiden name of Miss- Beatrice Lang-
:on, was not without a motor cycling reputation of
;r own. I hear rumours that an interesting announce-
lent about the Rev. P. W. Bisclioff's motor cycling

:tivities -may be expected shortly. In the meaittime,'
ironiclers should note that Mr. Bischoff won the first

ild awarded to a single-cylinder sidecar outfit in a

ix Days Trials, and that he won it with a 499 c.c.~

igine, and not with a " big four.

"

Speedman's Wobble.
T^RANKLY, I am not impressed by the explana-

, tions of speedman's wobble which various corre-

spondents have sent in, and my personal opinion

that both the cause and the. remedy are still to be
iggested. Gyroscopic action, wheels out of track,

idden closing of the throttle, unbalanced wheels, and
aiding the handle-bars too tightly, have all been put

)rward as probable- causes. I can provoke it on
;rtain machines with the wheels in track and balanced,

Lining acceleration, and whether I hold the bars

ghtly or loosely. Not being a No. 8 hat," I am
illing to sit at anybody's feet when- gyroscopes are

sing discussed, but I note that \he. gyroscopic mer-

lant goes out of his way to say that a speed-wobble

lachine will speed-wobble at full r. p.m. on low gear.

am afraid this is not true. Not many moons since

tested the' point on a single. I got a wobble
L full revolutions on top gear which cured me of any

ssire to try another wobble for weeks, but. the machine

as easily steerable when all out on its intermediate

3ars.. I am as far from understanding the phenome-
[>n as. ever I was, but all my observation leads me to

mcy that three factors are present in each case, viz. :

(i.) A very high road speed.

(2.) An extraneous fac-

ir to start the wobble ,,'''

)0ssibly a small pot-hole),

[achines which are apt

I wobble do not always

obble. -

(.3.) A factor integral

< the machine, possibly

ime element in the design

: the steering.

Mr. Victor Holroyd in-

)rms me that a certain

pe of -aeroplane is

ibject to a sim''

hen omen on.

he only thing

do when it

.ays this trick

to let it de-

xibe its radius

;

the pilot
I I e m p t s to

raighten the
achino, his
te ' is a fore-

me conclusion. So he suggests that

hen a motor bicycle is attacked by wobble,

may be as well to let it take the first soft-

oking bit of roadside that comes along, lest

arse should happen later, when the
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machine gets absolutely and entirely beyond the con-
trol of the rider. :" '

I have, ernerged scathless from these wobbles (with

a greatly accelerated pulse) on perhaps a score of
occasions ;, and I should only take Mr. Holroyd's

./heroic advice under sheer compulsion. But here is a
chance for the -A.C.U.- Lft them get a variety of-

speed-irons ; a cylinder of compressed air ; an in-

flatable rubber suit ; a stretch of wide seashore ; and
one of their crack henchmen. Station Professor Boys
or Dr. Low handy with cinematographs, and record
exactly what does happen. Such an experiment would
be more valuable . and far more interesting than the
C.D.T. What does Mr. Loughborough say?

Guaranteed- Maximum Weight.

DAM rather surprised that no firm has yet started

guaranteeing the maximum weight of its stock
machines". This stmit would be of great adver-

tising value, provided that the maximum weight was
moderate. In the old days people were less par-

ticular. But nowadays motor cycling has acquired
the dignity of a history: and a history implies that

there are veterans amongst us. Lots of living men have
ridden for ten or fifteen years, and tliey not all amassed
fortunes and bought cars. They are still faithful to

the humble two or three-wheeler, and are less nimble
than they used to be. Ergo, they dislike unnecessary
weight, especially on solo machines. Of course, when
our ideas of "production" were limited to bending
up two machines per week by hand, the individual

weights of maclrines which were nominally duplicates

might and did varj' by as much as 10 lb. When scientific

production crept into a few factories, there was not

much weight difference between two rival machines
of the same size and type. These conditions no longer

hold. Two baby two-strokes of similar specification

.

,

may. differ in
~--

-, weight by 50
lb. In the big-

ger classes the

discrepancies are

still more
marked. Writing

without a scales

test, I fancy
that the limits of

variation in the

three - speeded

3I h.p. class ex-

ceed a hundred-
weight—that the

lightest example
of the type is

barely over 200
lb., while the

most weighty ap-

proach 3 cwt.

This being so,

would it not pay
the makers of
the less heavy
motor cycles to

print guaranteed
catalogue
weights for their

stock machines ? •

B7

A Summer Time Recollection. The attractions of the

most elaborate sidecar outfit pale before the fascination

of the humble seaside donkey.
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m LETTEi
TO THE TIRADE,

B/ B. H. DAVIES.

GENTLEMEN, I am credibly informed that an
ancient book exists in which there occurs a

curious maxim that the poor are blessed. If

I were offered wealth in a portable form, such as a

sack of diamonds, this passage might puzzle me.
But when I regard your wealth under present con-

ditions, I rejoice that I am a pauper. To have
;^5oo,ooo sunk in land, buildings, plant, and raw
material; to be repeatedly held up by strikes, faulty

stuff, shortage of some essential component and the

like ; to be paying out thousands per week, in wages,
whilst next to nothing- is coming in ; to be brow-

• beaten by your agents and customers, all of whom
want instant deliveries ; to be bombarded with re-

quests for spare parts dating back to 1906, all of

which were mislaid w-hen you switched over to bombs
or shells, or aero engines in 191 5—well, despite your
war profits, my heart bleeds for you. I am half afrafd

of meeting you at Olympia. I shall still no doubt
see the fur coat and the big cigar (yes, I still smoke,
thank you), but I shall note grey patches on your
temples and a few reefs in your waistbands. In all

seriousness, gentlemen, you have had a very mouldy
time during the last twelve months; most of us under-
stand, and are doing our best to be patient.

Prices.

I dare not omit the thorny subject of prices, be-

cause motor cyclists are so excited about it. May I

advise you to address riders after the time-honoured
fashion of paterfamilias when sonny is flat across his

knee and the strap is getting up its revs.
—

" it hurts

me more than it does you
'

' ? When I enter your
showroom and buy a motor cycle, you tell me I may
get it. in March, but I may not get it till September;
that the catalogue price of, say, ;£i25, is what Par-
liament calls a token estimate—when the invoice comes
along, it may be ^i^o, but should prices fall, of

course . . . (well, they never fall, do they?)

This is. very trying for us buyers-; why don't you use

your double-page advertisements to win our sympathy,
for you are buying land, labour, tools, and material

-on the very same system : the worry of my petty little

,^^125 transaction is a fleabite compared to your big

deals for unknown delivery at an unknown price.

Under the circumstances you have done well in keep-

ing your' prices where they are. No motor bicycle

has yet gone up 100%; there is hardly another com-
modity on the rharket which has not risen at least

125%. Your foes say you have made absurd profits

before the war ; I prefer to believe that you have in-

tensified the efficiency of your works and cut your

manufacturing oosts a little. I do not believe we
have any cause to grumble.

r8

In this connection, is it impertinent to remind you
that the days when any old thing on two wheels can
be sold for upwards of jQ6o will not last for ever?
Before we are much older, supply will overtake de-

mand. Then there will not be room for all of you.
The survivors will be those, and only those, vvho turn

out really good machines by first;Class "production"'
methods. The trade will tend to become concentrated
in a few hands ; we shall hear of combines and amal-
gamations. Most of the small makers will disappear.'

1922 at the latest will hear several swansongs, 1 fancy.

Comfort.
The war seems to have put the strong, simple

machine' on a pedestal. Nothing did better than our

old friend .the single-cylinder, in its choicest-' forms.

The D.R. experience only confirms what every pro-

vincial agent could have told us. For sheer, hard
utihtarian work, the man who knows selects a heavy
single-cylinder of the best class. Beheve me, gentle-

men, this is only a phase. For many years the car

owner who wanted a 'bus for prolonged hard work,

bought a single-cylinder De Dion chassis, not because-

that tough little animal was the ideal of refinement,

but because itwas a lot better than the average multi-

cylinder. But you cannot sell single-cylinder cars^

now ; and sooner or later- the day must come when a

more refiried type of motor bicycle will be as
|

economical and trustworthy as the bulldog singles'

have proved in the war. It is easy to smile at the

:

ambitions of young engineers who outrage e-very con-

vention, and try to breed motor bicycles by crossing

a Sopwith one-and-a-half strutter with a Dursley-Peder-
sen push bicycle, or some such novel pedigree. But
straws show which way the wind is blowing. There
was a time when the single-cylinder ideal absolutely-

dominated the British market. Then various uncon-
ventional machines came along and stole a. slice of

your monopoly : the Douglas took the first bite : then

the Scott had a mouthful : presently the big American
twins started to nibble : and now the scooter is making
a bid for popular favour. Each of these little in-

vasions is a writing upon the wall. We need to

appreciate their separate significances. We must never

forget that despatch riding in Flanders has few affi-

nities with joy riding in Shakespeare's country. Re-
liability and economy are the foundations of the motor
cycle market; but to-day sees an almost equal em-
phasis laid upon comfort. Different riders place'

various interpretations upon that word comfort. But
its importance is growing daily, as your original sup-

porters grow elderly, as the sport ropes in so many
ladies. We shall not go far wrong if we admit that

the modern demand is for a quiet, vibrationless
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machine, which affords its driver ample protection

from dirt and weather, and is easily cleaned. In
this direction we have still a long furrow to hoe.

Transmission,
It would be grossly unfair not to emphasise the fact

that you are making vast progress. Your engines keep
quite astoundingly cool ; time was when a hill which
kept us on a low gear of 7 to i for half a mile
was worrying ; to-day a sidecar man has no qualms
in racing his engine on a gear of 16 to i for a mile
or more. Your gear boxes hardly ever give any
trouble. Your chain drives ^ave parted with their old
harshness, even on high compression singles : I am
even now- riding a T.T. chain-driver, capable of over

a mile a minute, and I have never " felt " its drive.

The~new dynamo lighting has robbed the darkness 'of

its terrors ; honestly, I believe night riding is now safer

than daylight work ; the chiaroscuro of the brilliant

beam against the black night gives superb vision, and
the beam clears the road even at a blind corner better

than any nightingale whistle or Klaxon. You have
begun to sympathise with the duffer who found Jiand^

lubrication a bore. Several of you have incorporated

an oil sump on car lines in your 1920 models. Their
success remains to be demonstrated, but I have no-

reason to mistrust this departure. The old system was
really rather absurd. On our tiny engines with their

small loads we have contentedly used a quart of oil

every 100 miles for twenty years. We buy a good
car, scaling maybe a ton, and we find that a quart of

-oil will last from 250 to 750 iniles. So we naturally

-welcome this departure, and the redesigned bearings

and cylinders and pistons which promise to eliminate

the need for " oil-cooling."

Spring Frames.
Makers as a class are rather slow to adopt the

spring frame. One of your brightest personalities

tells me that the spring frame is the hardest technical
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nut to crack in the whole of your job. I can quite

believe him ; and the subject is pretty well hedged in

with patents nowadays. But, gentlemen, it is a

thousand .times worth doing. Lkt me frame you a

parable. Do you think a Rolls-Royce car would be

cheap to rlin or reliable if it were restricted to solid

tyres? If Napier, Daimler, and Vauxhall cars were

sold with cushion tyres, and Renault, Fiat, and .

Delage with pneumatics, which__trio would be in more
demand ?' There are bad' spring frames in existence

—

expensive to make, weighty to an absurdity, and
deficient in the purpose of their being. But there are

spring frames which cause a rigid frame—aye, the

best rigid frame—to remind one of the old solid tyre

;

and roads are not good—may never be good again, for

we are now too poor to- reconstruct roads on the grand

scale, and the era of motor lorries has opened.

Sidecars.
Perhaps the sidecar is the brightest star in the

trade crown. Fundamentally unmechanical, it con-

fronts the designer with a thousand snags. Its origin

and its survival are alike due to the immortal demand
for something which will transport two people as

cheaply as possible. You choked down your engineer-

ing conscience, you accepted the commercial situation,

and you have deified this monstrous abortion. In the

Llandrindod. Trials we saw your latest combinations

soaring easily where no self-respecting car would
desire to go. _ In the teeth of a most unholy alliance

of cross stresses and illegitimate vibrations you have

endued these misbegotten three-wheelers with a

staunchness and tenacity which a first-class car at ten

times their pricfe might envy. Although the available

chassis accommodation is so small, and the design

creates unparalleled problems in accessibility and the

like, you have managed to cram in every luxury for

which a fastidious rider can ask, and the result is a

model of convenience. _ I do riot think the engineering

world can produce an example of greater efficiency

evolved under equal handicaps. Just now there are

Gjmpetitors in the brake test during the Southi Birmingham Club's trial (or the Sangster Cup
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signs that mass production air-cooled cars tnay react

on the sidecar in the near future ; the prices of the

two types of vehicle are narrowing towards each other.

I suppose you will retort with rnass production like-

wise ; we have never yet had it either in sidecars or

in three-wheeled runabouts. I fancy the latter lends

itself best to the process—anyhow, at current prices

that fourth tyre and wheel represent a notable

economy, and give you your chance.

I had almost forgotten the dear little scooters. It

is too early for me to dogmatise about them : some
of their designers are Cassandras in trousers. One
thing is evident. The scooter has caught the fancy of

a stratum of the population which regards all other

motor bicycles with a cold, fishy stare. If, as is quite

possible, some of the pioneer scooters do not wholly

fill the bill, it should not be difficult to evolve a

specification which will please the new public. You
have secured the attention of thousands of new cus-

tomers j
grapple them to your souls with hooks of

steel. The existing scooters may be all that is wanted

;

if not, 1921 must bring along the super-scooter. The
scooter's attraction lies in its cheapness and low

weight. We will not deny tliat the great foolish B.P.

imagines that a scooter is simpler than, e.g., a

Triumph touring machine. Of course, it is not really.

It naturally has no clutch or gear box, but those

items do not give trouble. It tickles the ignoramus

because it is not a mass of naked machinery, as most

motor bicycles are, and reminds him of a car in that it

conceals its works. Take the tip, gentlemen, and give

us tourist machines, with all their works out of sight;

they will appeal to the unmechanical amateur and to

the fair ladies.

Cleanliness.

That brings me to a detail upon which I regret to

state you are excessively obstinate. Very little has

been done as yet either to assist a. motor bicycle to

keep itself clean or to facilitate cleaning it when it

has got into the unholy mess to which usage always

reduces it. I have not had time to clean my own
machine for a week or two. It is caked with filth

from end to end, and I estimate that, if I wanted

to cut a decent figure on it to-morrow, or to make
a convert with its aid, or to unload it on a buyer, three

hours of excessively hard and begriming labour would

be necessary. Have you despaired of "clean" sport?

Twenty years ago "it was unthinkable that car driving

could ever be a clean job. An old friend of mine

used to carry an enamel wash-basin, a scrubbing

brush, and a tin of soft soap inside the bustle of his

3J^ h.p. Benz. We used to furbish up before we
rang the bell at our destination, ahd our hosts vpould

say, " Why, you do not look as if you'd been

motoring 1 " To-day I slip a dustcoat over my evening

dress, put on washleather gloves, and drive out to

dinner in an open car, arriving at my destination

spotless. Some day, perhaps, you will give the motor

cyclist similar facilities. As a stepping-stone on the

road, why not give us machines which can be swabbed
down with a hose and a lump of waste?

So much fcjr ideals. I am asked to press upon you

one very humdrum detail—the standardisation of con-

trols. You know all about it. There is- no reason

why you should not establish this change by the 1920

Olympia. The need is serious. Your failure to

accomplish this necessity kills a few people every year.

The " Ford."
In conclusion, may I commend to your notice the

" Ford " motor bicycle which is the pet craze of one

of my colleagues ? It is not for us to say that it is

possible—that rests with you. But, to quote pre-war

price standards, we feel humiliated to think that Henry
Ford could sell a 20 h.p. four-seated car at ;£tj f.o.r.

Detroit, and that our own industry has never turned

out a medium roadster motor bicycle at less than ;£s°-
We notice that you got down the price of a popular

push bicycle to eight guineas by the equivalent of

mass production, and we know that no firm in the

industry has ever turned out more than some 6,000
machines a year. It looks as though a simple roadster

motor bicycle could be produced in vast quantities

at a considerable reduction on present figures. If

so, it ought to be done at once. The hours of labour

are shortening. The wages of labour are rising.

Thousands of artisans have no real out-of-door hobby.
There comes an age at which footer and cricket cease

to satisfy. Watching games is not particularly

wholesome. Gardening does not appeal to every-

body. The open road is the best cure for the maladies-

of Bolshevism.

Its Political Aspect.
If you made it possible, as you could do, for

every steady and efficient artisan to renew his wasted
tissues on the road at week-ends and in summer
evenings, you would find labour much easier to handle.
In your business relationships you occasionally have
to deal with men who work hard and have no
healthful hobby. They are not the easiesj fellows

in the world' to deal with, and you know -why.
" The c£>loners lady and Judy O'Grady are sisters

under their skins." If your sandblastman got the

three rounds of golf which keep you sane every week, he
-would not savour>of the I.W.W. heresies, as he now
does. He would recognise you as a man and a brother.

Well, golf is not in his line ; but you could make it

possible for him to take the wife and the twins dowii
towards Wales every sunny week-end if you turned
out a simple 4 h.p. at the rock-bottom commercial
price which scientific production makes possible. He M
will not work. He has got the curtailed output maggot '

in his brain. Was it not Lowe who said when the
Reform Bill passed, " We must educate our masters " ?

He has been largely educated by a propaganda which
contains not a little rubbish. It is up to men who
know facts and have been blessed by a costly educa-
tion, to organise a counter-propaganda based on facts.'

Wishing you a very prosperous winter, with a swift

return to happier conditions in every respect, -jA

Yours very faithfully, '^l

B. H. Davies.
c>o<>oc><>oc<x>o<>o<xxxxx>coc>ooc><>oooccxxx>c<

,

SPECIAL .

NUMBERS.
NOV. 27th This fssue will csntain a detailed and fully

illustrated stand-to-stand report of the O ymp:a 2
Show, and will be on sale a! ths Exhibilioa. Q

DEC. 4th. Review of Sidecars, Accessories, and Tyres. X
Imtressions of the Show. O
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HOW TO GET TO OLYMPIA.
Details of Tube and 'Bus Routes fo Olympia.

COLDERS GREEN

TO eUHNERSBURT.
KEW GARDElia,
eiCHMOKO. EAUNa
HARROW. UXBRIDGE

tllHOUHBlOW,

FOR the benefit of our readers who are

complete strajiger& to the Metropolis
we have prepared the following table,

showing how Olympia may best be
reached by Underground from the London
main line termini.

By Underground from the Main
Line Termini.

BAKER STREET (Metropolitan Ry.). By
Bakerloo line to Charing -Cross; thence by
District Railway to Addison Road, changing
st Earl's Court.

BROAD STREET (L. & N.W. Ry.). By Central
London Railway to Addison Road, changing
at Shepherd's Bush; or by motor 'bus—Nos.
49 and 49ar—from Shepherd's Bush station.

CANNON STREET (S.E. & C, Ry.). By Dis-

trict Railway to Addison Road, changing at
Earl's Court.

CHARING CROSS (S.E. & C. Ry.). By Hamp-
stead-line to Charing Cross; thence by District
Railway to Addison Road, changing at Earl's
Court.

EUSTON (L. & N.W. Ry.). By Hampstead line

to Charing Cross; thence by District Railway
to Addison Road, changing at Earl's Court;
or by L. & N.W. Ry., changing at Willesden.

EENCHURCH STREET iL.T. & S. & G.E.
Rys.). By District Railway from Mark Lane
Station (3 minutes' walk) to Addison Road,
changing at Earl's Court.

KING'S CROSS (G.N. Ry.), By Piccadilly line
to Addison Road, changing at Earl's Court,

LIVERPOOL STREET (G.E, Ry.). By Central
London Railway to Addison Road, changing at
Shepherd's Bush: or by motor 'bus—Nos. 49
and 49a—from Shepherd's Bush station.

LONDON BRIDOE (L.B. & SX. & S.E.
& C. Rys.). By City and South London Rail-
way to Addison Rd., changing at Elephant
and Castle, Charing Cross, ;nd Earl's Court.

MARYLEBONE (G.C. Ry.). By Eakerloo line

to Addison Road, changing at Charing Cross.

PADDINGTON iG.W. Ry.). By Bakerloo line

to Addison Road, changing at Charing Cross.

ST. PANCRAS (M. Ry.). By Piccadilly line to
Addisnn Roftd, changing at Earl's Court.

ST. PAUL'S (S.E. & C. Ry.). By-District Rail-
way to Addison Road, change at Earl's Court.

VICTORIA (L.B. & S.C. & S.E. & C. Rys.).^ District Railway to Addison Road, chang-
ing at Earl's Court.

WATERLOO (L. & S.W, Ry.). By Bakerloo
line to Charing Cross; thence by District Rail-
way to Addison Road, changing at Earl's
Court.

By Motor 'Bus from the Main
Line Termini.

For the benefit of visitors who desire
to take a 'bus to Olympia, a list of the
'bus services from the main line stations
has been prepared as follows :

BAKER STREET (Metropolitan Ry.). 'Bus
service No. 27—Highgate to Twickenham.

BROAD STREET (L. & N.W. Ry.). No. 33a-
Liverpool Street and Hounslow, No, 9—Liver-
pool Street and Barnes.

CANNON STREET (S.E. & C. Ry.). No. 13-
London Bridge and Hendon to Piccadillv
Circus; thence by No. 9-Liverpool Street and
Barnes, or No. 33—Charing Cross and Rich-
mond.

CHARING CROSS (S.E. & C. Ry.). No. 33-
Charing Cross and Richmond, No. 9—Liverpool
Street and Barnes.

EUSTON (L. & N.AV. Ry.). No. 73-Stoke New-
mgton and Richmond.

FENCHURCH STREET (L.T. & S. & G.E.
Rys.). No 23—Leadenhall Street to Oxford
Circus ; thence by No. 73.

KING'S CROSS (G.N. Ry.). No. 75-Stoke New-
ington and Richmond.

LIVERPOOL STREET (G.E. Ry.). No. 9-
Liverpool Street and Barnes, No. 33a—Liver-
pool Street and Hounslow.

LONDON BRIDGE (L.B. & S.C. & S.E.
& C. Rys.). No. 13—London Bridge and
Hendon, or No, 13a—London Bridge and South
Hampstead to Piccadilly Circus; thence by
No. 9—Liverpool Street and Barnes, or No.
33—Charing Cross and Richmond, or No. 33a—
Liverpool Street and Hounslow.

No. 27—HighgateMARYLEBONE (G.C. Ry.).
and Twickenham.

PADDINGTON (G.W. Ry.). No. 27-Highgate
and Twickenham.

ST. PANCRAS (M. Ry.). No. 73-Stoke New-
ington and Richmond.

ST. PAUL'S (S.E. & C. Ry.). No. 9-Liverpool
Street and Barnes from New Bridge Street,
or No. 33a—Liverpool Street and Hounslow.

VICTORIA (L.B. & S.C. & S.E. & C. Rys.).
iS'o. 16—Victoria and Cricklewood, or No. 25
—Victoria, and Seven Kings, or No. 38—Victoria
and Walthamstow, to Hyde Park Corner; thence
by No, 9—Liverpool Street and Barnes, or No.
33—Charing. Cross and Richmond,

WATERLOO (L. & S.W. Ry.), No 1-Towor
Bridge and Kilburu, No. la—Tower Bridge
and Hendon, or No. 63—C!ia!k Farm and
Tulsc Hill, to Strand : tlience by No, 33a—
Liverpool Street and Hounslow, or No. 9—
Liverpool Street and Barnes.

NO. 33a-HOUNSLOW AND LIVERPOOL
STREET. From Hmimlow via London. Road:
Richmond Road, Islewortli, St. Margaret's
Road. Richmond, Sheen Road. Upper Rich-
mond Road, Castelnau, Hammersniith, Olympia.
From Liverpool Street v:a JiaiiK: Cannon Street,
Ludgate Circus, Strand. Charing Cross, E*icca
dilly High Street (Kensington), Olympia.

NO. -ig-SHEPHERD'S BUSH AND STREAT
HAM COMMON.-F'-o»i Shepherd's Bush v.Vi

Holland Road: Olympia. From Strcalham
Co>nm-jii v^a Toctiiig Bee Road: Trinity Road.
Northccte Road, Falcon Road, Battersea
Bridge, Sydney Street, Gloucester Road, Higli
Street (Kensington), Olympia.
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An Alphabetical List of Exhibitors at the 1919 Show.
Exhibitor. Stand. EXniBITOR. Stand.

Ablngdon-Eopo, Ltd 140
Aocles and Pollock, Ltd 153
Adler, M. (England), Ltd 139
Alldays and Onions, Ltd. 104
Allred Appleby Cliam Co., Ltd 165
Amac, Ltd 152
Ariel Works, Ltd 59
Ashby, Frank, and Co 232
Association of Britisli Driving Gliain

Manufacturers 179
Atkey, A. R., and Co., Ltd. 177
Auto-Carriers (1911), Ltd 61
Auto-Cycle Union 2
Automobile Association and Motor Union 15
Avon India Eubber Co., Ltd 44
Baker, F. E., Ltd 95
Bat Motor Mfg. Co. (1918), Ltd 82
Bates, W. and A., Ltd 131
Bayliss, Wiley and Co., Ltd 197
Baylis9, Tliomas and Co 51
Benton and Stone, Ltd. ....." 168
Best and Lloyd , 203
Binks, C, Ltd 220
Birch Aircraft Manufacturing Co., Ltd. . . 35 -

Birmingliani Small Arms Co., Ltd 75
Black Prince Motors, Ltd
Bluemel Bros., Ltd.
Bordesley Engineering Co., Ltd 10
Bowden Brake Co., Ltd 201
Bowden Wire, Ltd 218
Bradbury and Co., Ltd 52
Brampton Bros., Ltd 190
British Hub Co., Ltd 159
British Lighting and Ignition Co., Ltd. . 228
Brooks, .7. B., and Co., Ltd 236
Brough, W. E., and Co 69
Brown Bros., Ltd 164

B26

42
161

Brown and Barlow, Ltd 209
Butterfields, Ltd 80
Cake, Arthur and Co ; 169
Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co 84
Campling, Gilbert, Ltd 41
Canning, W., and Go 224
Capon, Heaton and Co., Ltd 9
Cashmore Bros 15
Castle Motor Co., Ltd 37
Challenge Oil Co., Ltd ., 181
Chater-Lea, Ltd 83
Clipper Tyre Co., Ltd ' 4
Clyno' Engineering Co., Ltd. 103
Collier, H., and Sons 48
Components, Ltd 130
Constrictor Tyre Co. •; . .

.

130
Cooke, Howard S., and Co 212
Cooper-Stewart Engineering (3o., Ltd. .

.

215
County Chemical Co., Ltd 216
Coventry Chain Co., Ltd 165
Coventry Movement Co., Ltd 149
Coventry Plating and Presswork Co., Ltd. 170
Coventry Premier, Ltd 62
Coventry Victor Motor, Co., Ltd 145
Cowey Engineering Co., Ltd 196
Cuthbe, Chas. L., and Co Ill
Cycle Trade Publishing Co 29
Cyclists' Touring (31ub 11
Davenport, G., and C^o., Ltd 158
Day, Chas., Manufacturing Co., Ltd. .

.

40
Dingley Bros. 150
D.F. and M. Manufacturing Co., Ltd. .

.

119
Dot Motors 113
Douglas Motors, Ltd 76
Dover, Ltd 225
Dunford and Elliott (Sheffield), Ltd. .

.

33
Dunhills, Ltd 88

Exhibitor. Stane

Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd 61

East London Rubber Co . Ltd 23
Edmund, C, and Co., Ltd 9!'

E.I.C. Magnetos, Ltd 20.i

Elephant Chemical Co., Ltd 191!

Elswick Hopper Cycle and Motor Co.,
Ltd 9

Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd. 7'

F.N. (England), Ltd 5.

Goodrich, B. F., and Co., Ltd. 121*

Gough and Co., Ltd. 20J

Green, W. J., Ltd. 4i

Grindlay (Coventry), Ltd 3i:

Hanwell and Sons (Components), Ltd..

.

,li

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd 11'

Hazlewoods, Ltd lO'i

Hendee Manufacturing Co., Ltd 9J'

Henderson Sidecars, Ltd 21

Hercules Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd. . .

.

lOli

Heyst, J. B., and Sons
'

la
HUl, Ernest H., Ltd 20?
Hobart Cycle Co., Ltd lOf
Hobday Bros., Ltd 17;

Hoffmann Manufabturing Co., Ltd. .... 23.

-Hoskison Manufacturing Co., Ltd 2r

Humber, Ltd %,.

Humphries and Dawes, Ltd 81

Hunt, A. H 17i:

Hutcliinson, Etablissements 611

Iliffe and Sons Ltd, 12!:

Ixion Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. .

.

j2ll

James Cycle Co., Ltd 't!^.

Kempshall Tyre Co. (of Europfe), Ltd. . li,

Kerslake, Ltd 14
Kynoch, Ltd .,., 91

Lake and BUiot, Ltd. 14
Lamplugh, S. A., Ltd 17'
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Exhibitor. Stand.
ea and Francis, Ltd 50
eatheries, Ltd 229
eicester Rubber Co., Ltd .

.

S9
odg-e Sparking Ping Co., Ijtd 191
ombard Rim and Tube Co 176
ondon and Midland Motors, Ltd. .... t
ncas Electrical Co., Ltd 217
ucas, Joseph, Ltd 189
ycett Saddle and Motor Accessaries Co'.

,

Ltd ISS
aciutosli, Chas., and Co., Ltd 133
.A.G. Engine Co., Ltd 202
anulactiu'ers' Accessories Co., Ltd. . .

.

221
artt and Co. (London), Ltd 175
arston, John, Ltd 49
artiusyde. Ltd .43
ead and Deakin, Ltd 98
echanical Products Co. 223 •

eleliier, Armstrong and Dessau, Ltd. .

.

21
clen, F. and H., Ltd 58
cteor Manufacturing Co. . 32
icromoter Ensineering Co., Ltd 226
iddlemore and Laniplugh. Ltd. ...... 138
rdland Gear- Case Co., Ltd 230
idland Rubber Co., Ltd 8
iUer, H., and Co., Ltd 193
ills-Fultord, Ltd .53
-UMagnrjto Syndicate, I,td 213
ohawk Cycle Co., Ltd 227
ontgomeiT Co., Ltd 105
organ Motor Co., Ltd 129
oseley, David, and Sons, Ltd 137
cwcastle-upou-Tyne Motor Co. Ltd. .. IIB
ew Hudson Cycle Co.. Ltd 7i
ew Imperial Cycles, Ltd 60
ewman, S. A., Ltd 91
ew Eover Cycle Co., Ltd 79
Drth and Sons. Ltd 210

LlSrOF EXHIBITORS (continued).

Exhibitor. Staxd.

North British Rubber Co., Ltd 90
Norton Motor, Ltd. 115
Olympic Motor and Cycle Co., Ltd. . .

.

123
Palmer Tyre, Ltd 11^
I'aragou Motor. Manufactiu-ing Co 70
Patchquicks Patents, Ltd 182
Patrick Engineering: Cr>., Ltd 36
Pcdley, J., and Son. Ltd .....*... 45
Perry, A. T.^ CyclR Co., Ltd. 222
Perry and Co., Ltd-. - 174
Phelon and Moore, Ltd 63
Phillip.si .1: A., and Co. (1916), Ltd 102
Powell and Hanmer, Ltd 187
Price's Co., Ltd. 171
Pugh, Chas. H., Ltd 154
Quadrant Jiotor Co 121
Radjiall, E. A., and Co., Ltd 66
Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd 64
Red Streak Tyre Co., Ltd J.3
Renold.Hans, Ltd \ 192
Rex Motor ilanutacturing Co., Ltd. .. 55
Ripault, Leo, and Co 214
Roberts, Alfred, and Sons, Ltd 7

R.O.M. TjT?.^ and Rubber Co. (1909),
Ltd 6

Rotherhani and Sons, Ltd 184
Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd 101
Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. .-.". 92
Ryley, J. A 147
Sandham Engineering Co 15a
Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd 122
Self-sealing Rubber Co., Ltd 132
Sidecar Body Co. ' -20

Smith, Alfred .'. 143
Smith, J. E., Ltd 39
Smith and Sins (M.A.), Ltd 200
Sopwith Aviation and Engineering Co. . 23
Sparkbrook Manufacturing Co., Ltd. .

.

77

Exiii:!iTOR. St.\nd.
'

Sphinx Manufacturing Co., Ltd 151
?itelastic Tyres, Ltd 1

Stevens, A. J., and Co. (1914), Ltd. ... 31
Stonehouse Works Co 146
Stourbridge Rolling Mills. Ltd 137-
Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd 163
Suraner Vaughan and Co la
Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd 57
Surridge. R, . . . i 160
Swift of Coventry, Ltd 81
Sykes and Sugden, Ltd 3S
Tan-Sad Works 2.11

Terry, Herbert, Ltd 1S5
Thames Rubber and Leather Co., Ltd.. 134
Thomson-Bennett Magnetos, Ltd 217
Timporlev, Chas. B., Ltd 148
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd 96
Trotman Patent Dandy Co., Ltd 28a
Tyler Apparatus Co., Ltd 65
T. and T. Motors, Ltd 17
Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd 141
Vaudervell, C- A., and Co., Ltd 166
Veloce, Ltd 19
Victoria Motor and Cycle Co., Ltd 87
Villiers Engineering Co., Ltd 234
Wakefield, C. C, and Co., Ltd 73
Warrick, John, and Co., Ltd 195
Watson. Stanley J 25
Watsonian Folding Sidecars Co., Ltd. .

.

223
Wilby, A. E., Ltd 150
\Villiams, Edward 78
Williamson Motor Co., Ltd 129
Wiseman. Alfred. Ltd 17a
Wood-.Milne, Ltd 47
Wooler Engineering Co., Ltd 118
W.T.T. Engineeiiug Co 28
XL-All, Ltd 219
Zenith Jlotors, Ltd 108
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OLYMPIAN

-OErTAPIA
Stand WHIPPET SCOOTER.

la. Many designs of scooters have
been produced during the present year,

but few are fitted 'nJth engines specially

designed for them. The Whippet is one,

however, the power unit being an, ex-

ceptionally neat "job." Of Ij h.p., it

is of the four-stroke type, having over-

head valves, an aluminium cylinder with
a steel liner, an outside flywheel, and a
detachable head. The last mentioned is

held in position by four long bolts. An
aluminium piston of unusual design, and
"having two rings, is used. Lubrication

is by splash feed from a hand-pump on
the tank, which, in addition to oil, con-

tains one and a quarter gallons of petrol.

The frame is of duplex construction

throughout, and is fitted with domed
guards. External contracting brakes are

fitted to both wheels, one being operated

by a pedal.

Stand ALECTO.
15. The Alecto motor cycle is one of

the new propositions introduced by new-
comers to the motor cycle industry,

Jlessrs. Cashmore Bros., of Balham, and
is a two-stroke of 350 c.c. capacity

nominally rated at 3i h.p. The engine
has a bore and stroke of 76 mm. and is

of the three-port type, but possesses

several features of interest. In the

transfer passage there is a plug Ijin. in

diameter, by the removal of which easy

access to the ports is obtained for clean-

ing purposes. The exhaust has twin
outlets, each pipe being l^in. in diameter

In last week's issue we gave particu-

lars and illustrations of 70 passenger

machines which will be marketed next

year, most of which will be exhibited al

the Cycle and Motor Cycle Exhibition

al Olympia next week. The following

pages contain a stand-to-stand forecast

of the exhibits. Plans showing the-

positions of exhibitors are also contained

in this issue, and in •• The Motor Cycle"

dated November 27th a full description

of the motor cycle exhibits will be

published. Sidecars and Accessories

will be dealt with in detail in the

issue for December 4th.

of \i h.p. with,

ves, the Whippet.

and leading to a large silencer of the

barrel type, from which the exhaust gases

pass through a long tail pipe l^in. m
diameter. A release valve of the mush-

room type is located immediately above

the twin exhaust flange into which the

released gas passes

by way of a small

tube.

An aluminium alloy

piston is used in a

cast iron cylinder

which has deep fins

;

the crankshaft and
connecting rods are

made oi stampings of

2

high tensile steel, the flywheel being a

mild steel stamping.

Large double-row Skefko ball bearings

support the crankshaft in the crank case

in addition to long white metal bearings

of the plain type. The connecting rod

big end is of the split variety and is white

metal lined.

.A noteworthy feature of the machine

is the method of supporting the power

unit in the frame. This is by means of

a substantial cradle upon which are

carried the complete unit, including

silencer and also the footboards and brake

pedal.

Stand SANDUM SIDECARS.
15a. Many new sidecar designs, the.

products of the Sandham Engineering

Co., were described in a recent issue of

The Motor Ci/cle, amongst them being

two models which are capable of being

converted to accommodate two persons.

Important developments in these models,

however, have followed, and ' a much
improved pattern will be exhibited.

The chief feature of the latest two-

seater model. is that, although similar in

shape and only a few inches longer than

the single-seater, ample leg room, com-

B32
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bined with the maximum of comfort for two
persons,' can be provided in a few seconds.
The additional seat has a collapsible
backrest, which, when not required, is

folded over the seat, and, by passing
the strap provided around both these
components, the seat is inverted and the
flange screwed thereto allows the com-
plete fitting to be housed in the front
of the body. The bottom of the seat,
being flush with the top of the body,
completely conceals its location. When
it is required to take two passengers,
the seat is withdrawn, and, by engaging
the studs on the underside of it with
holes in a wooden ledge screwed to the
sides of the body, the seat can be adjusted
to suit the passenger. Foot room is pro-
vided for the foremost passenger by
dropping the hinged nose of the bod_y,
and for the rear passenger by the well
sunk in the floor of the sidecar.

Staiul COULSON.
16. Three models of Coulson motor

bicycles will be exhibited by the F. Aslett
Coulson Engineering Co.' One of them is

a 4 h.p. sporting model fitted with a 4

571

The spring stand of the Coulson B.

motor cycle,

h.p. Blackburne engine, sino;le geared,
and equipped with the excellent spring
frame which has proved so successful
during the -^present year. It is, an attrac-
tive mount, which should appeal to those
who prefer a simple solo single.

Flywheel side ot the Verjs BUckburne-engined lightweight.

Another new model is a 2| h.p. two-
stroke fitted with a Union engine and
single geared. Like its larger sister, it

is fitted with the Coulson spring frame,
and is provided with a double silencer, a

large e.'ipansion chamber being locate'd

below the crank ca«e and a' cone-shaped
expansion chamber at the end of the
exhaust pipe.

The Coulson B, fitted with the 2| h.p.

Blackburne engine and Albion two-speed
gear, has undergone one or two improve-
ments for 1920. Instead of fitting a belt

rim brake, a neat type. of band brake is

now supplied, which is controlled by
means of a pedal, on the offside of the
footboard.

Yet another innovation is the Coulson
stand. When jacked up, the top of the
stand rests on the bottom bracket, and,
owing to its position, the machine is

perfectly balanced on it, so that it may
be used to raise up either the front or back
wheel. Normally, when on the stand, the
front wheel remains on the ground, but
only the slightest effort is required to
raise it, thus allowing the front wheel to

be taken out without difficulty. When
this has beeji removed the rear wheel will
remain on the ground, owing to the
absence of the weight ot the front wheel.
To place the machine on tlie ground the
back portion is lifted and slightly moved
forward, the stand is then pulled up clear

by means of a spring, and is finally secured
by a clip attached to the top of the
crank case.

«*^M

The 4 h.p. Blackburne-engined single-geared G>ulson B. sporting model.

All models of Coulsons to which we
have referred are fitted with Capac carbu-

retters, which give eminently good results

on these motor cycles.

Stand SILVA SCOOTER.
17. Although oft'ered to the public'

with a seat as an optional fitment, the

Silva scooter has been designed primarily

as a machine of the "stand-up" type. It

is a neat little machine, having a 20in.

diameter front wheel, fitted with a Ifin.

tyre, and a 12in. rear wheel shod with a

300x60 tyre. The power unit, in fact

the "whole of the front wheel, is remi-

niscent ot the Auto-wheel, carried in front

forks of the conventional bicycle type.

Of the four-stroke type, the engine has

a bore and stroke ot 52^- and 54 mm.
respectively, and has an automatic inlet

valve. The transmission is by chain
direct from the camshaft to the wheel.

The frame construction is simple, and
includes a rubber-faced platform, which
is mounted on springs. A single rod stand
is used to hold the machine upright when
not in use.

Stand VERUS.
17a. Manufactured by a large firm

of Midland engineers who hitherto have
not .been directly in the motor cycle

industry, Verus motor cycles bid fair to
take a prominent place in the world of

wheels next year, and the models to be
exhibited at Olympia will show their all-

round good quality. These machines do
not depart from the conventional, but are
good examples of clean design and high-
class finish.

Four models will be exhibited, includ-
ing a new 2i- h.p. two-stroke with an
engine 62x70 mm., Brampton forks,

Amac carburetter, E.I.C. magneto, and
24x2in. Dunlop tyres, catalogued at £50.
A second two-stroke machine has a 70x
70 mm. two-stroke engine (manufactured
by the firm as is the smaller engine),

Burman two-speed gear, clutch and kick-

starter, and 26x2ini. tyres. This type
will sell at £75.
The Verus new four-stroke engine will

not have a place in the exhibit, as its

manutactm-e is held up indefinitely, owing
to a disastrous fire which destroyed the
whole works in which it was being pro-

duced, so for the coming year the makei's
will fit Blackbiu-ne engines to the two
other models, a 350 c.c. machine selling

at £95 and a 4 h.p.' dual purpose mount
at £105.
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Stand ,.
CEDOS.

18. Yet another new firm in the

motor cycle industry is responsible for

the Cedos two-stroke lightweight^one of

the cleanest designed machines which has

appeared on the British market. It was
fully described in Tim Motor CycU for

October 9th, and the details revealed one

of the most carefully thought out light-

weights that we have been privileged to

examine. One of its chief features is that

there are no loose clips or fittiiigs of any

description, every detail being so designed

that it is brazed or welded directly to

the particular part of the frame to which

it belongs.

. The engine is of the three-port type,

having a bore and stroke of 62 and 70

mm. respectively, and a flywheel of com-

A patented car-

buretter de igned

for use in the

Cedos two-stroke.

paratively small diameter. The gear box
is enclosed in a circular case which, in

turn, jis fitted in to a circular lug forming
the bottom bracket of the frame. While
not departing drastically from conven-
tional design, the machine has several

distinctive features. Among these may
be mentioned the rear guard, undershield,

and footboard in one piece ; a handsome
large capacity tank, embodying a metal
tool box in the top ; a parallel link type
of spring fork, with a single coil spring

;

and the two brakes on the rear wheel.

An open frame ladies' model also will

be staged.

Stand VELOCETTE.
19. A newly redesigned two-stroke of

the smaller class which performed
very creditably in the recent Six Days
Trials, is the 1920 Velocette, which
promises to enhance the already high re-

putation its predecessors have created in

the world of lightweights.

Of a slightly more ambitious type than
the conventional three-poit pattern two-
stroke, the Velocette engine embodies an
ingenious system of mechanical lubrica-

tion, in the form
,

of a vertical pump,
which, operated by a worm gear, has a

variable stroke.' The crank case is of

unique construction, the single web crank
being accessible by removing a large cir-

cular plate, which practically forms one

side of the crank case. - The magneto is

mounted at an angle on the crank
case behind the cylinder. The capacity

of the engine is 275 c.c, the bore and
stroke being 57 and 78 mm. respectively.

Very narrow piston . rings are used. -

With a sloping top tube, duplex front

tubes, black finished .tankland gold lines,

the whole machine presents a very neat
appearance, besides having several little

features distinctly its own. We refer to

such things as the internal expanding

brake—a rarity on small lightweights

—

the provision made for lubricating the

head through a screw cap at the top of

the steering tube, «nd the spring-up

rear stand.

U.S. EXCELSIOR AND
Stand HENDERSON.

21. Two well-known American ma-
chines will be shown on this stand—the
twin Excelsior and the four-cylinder

Henderson—both of which are coming
into favour for sidecar use. Both makes
will be exhibited completely equipped
with electrical installation, and, in

addition, standard models will be shown
fitted to sidecars of various types.

Perhaps the greatest interest will be
shown in the Henderson machine, if only
on account of its four-cylinder engine
and combined gear unit. Probably this

machine will share with the F.N. the
distinction of being types in which most
motor cyclists and manufacturers are

interested, .as the ultimate' development
of the sidecar de luxe machine. . Its

details are good, and, for a big machine,
the outlines are most pleasing.

The cylinders are 70x76 mm., the total

capacity being 1,168 c.c. , and a four-throw
crankshaft is used in conjunction with
three large phosphor bronze bearings. The
inlet valves are overhead with the ex-

hausts immediately below them, both
operated from the same camshaft along-

side the cylinders.

Stand
' IXION.

22. A full range of the 1920 Ixion

two-strokes 'will be exhibited by the
Ixion Motor Manufacturing Co,., who for

several years have specialised on the
lightweight machine both for solo and
light sidecar work. The main models
will be of 2^ h.p. with single and two-
speed gears ; an entirely new model will

also be shown which is fitted with a
350 c.c. Precision twO-stroke engine.
This machine, fitted with a Sturmey-
Archer gear box, will be marketed aS a
sidecarette with a light, quickly detach-
able sidecar of the firm's own design.
An illustration of this machine appeared
in the last issue.

The contracting band expandmg rmg
brake on the American Excelsior.

Stand A. B.C.

23. As may be imagined, the altera-

tions in the production model A. B.C.
are only in detail, . and we understand
that, by the time the Show opens, the
Sopwitli Co.- will be in a position to

deliver a certain quantity of these ma-
chines f^o their agents.

So far as the engine is concerned,
which, we -may remind our readers, has
a bore and stroke respectively of 69 X
54 mm. (400 c.c.), the chief alterations

have been the fitting of larger diameter
tappet rods and of altering the design
of the tappet adjusters. The tappet
adjusters now consist of hardened steel

screws with hollow 'cone ends screwing
into the tappet heads themselves and
secured by lock nuts.
Tapered coil springs are now used for

the valves instead of the volute variety
which were fitted to the experimental
model.
The lubrication has been considerably

simplified, .as the mechanical oil pump
has been abandoned, and, instead, oil is

fed from an automatic adjustable
; sight

feed mounted on the tank, the oil being
induced by suction from the crank case.

In addition, an auxiliary hand-pump is

also provided.
An innovation has been introduced in

the shape of adopting the single-lever

Some details of the new model four-cylinder Henderson which will be exhibited on Stand 21,

(Left) The front forks, showing the triple plate construction of the main fork crown.

(Centre) Pivoted spring clip for protection of oil holes in bearings of overhead inlet

rockers. (Right) Details of expanding and external rear brakes and position of sidecar

connection.
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The enclosed gate change. Lucas switchboard, and the enclosed speedometer drive

o{theA.B.C.

Claudel-Hobson carburetter which is

coupled up to an exhaust heated induc-
tion pipe.

The 1920 models are equipped with a
rear stand so placed that tlie machine
can b6 Jacked up with one hand, and
a front stand, is also fitted.

Improvements have been made to the
clutch by the addition of a . very strong-
central spring, and four auxiliary springs
placed at equal intervals round the clutch
face.

Throughout the~ whole design, parts
.have been strengthened and improved
in detail. One point we may mention
is the fixing of the chain sprocket to
tlie transverse gearshaft. The sprocket
has a threaded boss and is keyed on to
the shaft, the end of wliich is also
threaded. A large nut is threaded on to
the boss, and inside it is a flanged
castellated nut screwed on to the shaft.
J^oth are screwed on together and locked
up tightly. When it is desired to with-
draw the sprocket, the large nut is

loosened and then the castellated flanged
nut, and, if the latter is unscrewed, the
sprocket is drawn off. This overcomes
the diflicuity which _ is often encountered
by many motor cyclists who wish to
dismantle their chain sprockets, since
with this simple sSlf-contained device no •

.special tool such as is ordinarily used for
this operation is necessary for the purpose.

It is interesting to note that the follow-
ing gear ratios have been adopted for
the solo A.B.C.. : top 5.5 to 1, third
7.31 to 1, second 9.75 to 1, first 13.16 to
1, while the top gear ratio for sidecar
outfits is 6 to 1.

A special housing cast on the top of
the bevel casing accommodates a Lucas
.dynamo, which is driven by a spur wheel
from thC' mainshaft in the gear' box.
A switchbox is carried on a metal case
tixed on the top of the dynamo housing,
while the accumulator is accommodated

on the left-hand side of the frame behind
the saddle tube. A Smith speedometer
is also fitted.

The finish is particularly, good, a gun-
metal effect being obtained by a special

process, which includes stove enamelling.
There are very few plated parts, and
parts which are plated are heavily
coppered before they receive the deposit
of nickel.

Five-point connection is used to fix

the sidecar to the motor bicycle, the
sidecar axle being attached to the rear
chain stay by means of a spherical joint.

The spi-ingiiig of the sidecar has been
carefully thought out ; quarter-elliptic
laminated springs serve to suspend tlie

axle in harmony with the springing of
the motor bicycle, while the quarter-
elliptic springs form a continuation of the
C springs of the sidecar body.
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Stand WATSONIAN SIDECARS.
25. Several new and interesting side-

car designs will be exhibited by this well-
known sidecar finn, the chief among which
will be the "Supreme" and "Zeppelin"
models, both of which embody coil spring
suspension on a light, but sturdily con-
structed chassis. The "Zeppelin" is a
particularly good-looking body of the
sporting type, and is torpedo in shape.
Behind the seat there is a roomy com-
partment for the accommodation of petrol

and luggage. While the body is of the
type designed to reduce head resistance
to a minimum, the passengers' comfort
has not been sacrificed to bring this

about.
The " Supreme " model is of the tour-

ing type, and has an unusually large

locker at the rear, in which a petrol can'

and a suit case can easil.y be accommo-
dated in addition to small packages.

Stand HOSKISON.
26. The Hoskison Manufacturing Co.',

Ltd., are newcomers to the motor cycle

world who have caught the trend of

modern thought in an admirable manner.
The tvvo-stroke lightweight which they
will exhibit is described elsewhere in

this issue. Fitted with a " Union

"

engine of 70x76 mm. bore and stroke, the
'

frame is strong, and gives a low riding

position. A Brown and Barlow carbu-
retter supplies gas, and the charge is

fired by a Runbaken magneto, controlled

from the handle-bar. Chain and belt

drive is employed, a Burman' two-speed
gear being used to provide suitable

ratios, this gear is fitted with a kick,

starter and handle-bar controlled clutch.

The rider's comfort has been carefully

studied, and in addition to Saxon forks

Terry spring links are a standard fitting.

Seven-inch valanced guards are used
over both' wheels, and the specification

includes Lycett pan seat, extra large

tool bags, and 26x23in. heavy Kemp-
shall tyres. The tank holds If gallons

of petrol and three pints of oil. The
work is very complete, and includes

petrol filter, Best and Lloyd sight feed

lubrication, and a large aluminium
silencer. Special mention is deserved

by the very complete kit, which con-

tains, in addition to all necessary tools,

a sparking plug, chain links, belt

fasteners, tyre repair outfit, and a selec-

tion of nuts and split pins. The firm is

about to manufacture ' in a fairly large

way, and hopes to completo 2,000

machines in the forthcoming year.

Is of the overhead valve mechanism of the

A.B.C. showing detachable head.
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A newcomer in the motor cycle world—the Hoskison two-stroke.

The attra<;tive appearance x>i the
machine, which is finished in black with
I'rerich grey tank lined in black and
gold, should help to. dispose of the out-

|jiit of this WBrkmanlike little mount.

JOHNSON MOTOR WHEEL.
Sland AUTOPED SCOOTER.

28. Elsewhere' in this issue will be
found a detailed - description of

' the
huxiliary attachment known as the
Johnson motor wheel, which will be
exhibited on this stand. Its especial

interest lies in the engine, which is of

the flat twin two-stroke type embodying
a combined lighting and ignition unit in

the flywheel.

On this stand also will be shown the
American Autoped scooter, which was
one of the first machines of this type to

be introduced into this country. It has
a small four-stroke engine with a fly-

wheel type magneto, which also supplies

current for lighting.

Stand STANGER.
28a. The. exhibit on 'this stand is a

V twin two-stroke engine, particulars of

which will be found elsewhere in this

issue.

Sland GRINDLAY SIDECARS.
30. A new sidecar, introduced in

1919—the Grindlay—is already popular
on almost every type of machine. It has
ses'eral features exclusively its own, not
the least among them being the spring
wheel, which is suspended on two semi-
t'lliptic springs, and the c.intilever spring-
ing of the body. In subsequent issues,

we shall deal more fully with this and
other sidecars.

Also exhibited will be the new Grind-
lay sidecar screen, which has an ad-

ju.stable fixing of an ingenious character.

Sland A.J.S.

31. A.J.S. motor cycles and sidecar
outfits have earned such a reputation for

reliabilit}'- and quiet running that there
is no need for us to go into details of

these well-known machines, It is suffi-

cient to state that the firm will e.xhibit -

their well-known 6 h.p. sidecar com-
bination, which has a twm-cylinder engine
of 74x87 nmi. bore and stroke.

Two new features to be fitted on future
models, are a spring saddle pillar and
Ihe lever stand— a device which enables

the machine to be raised on to its staled

with the minimum exertion.

For the benefit of such as have only

recently become interested in motor cycle

matters, it should be stated that the all-

chain transmission is very thoroughly
enclosed, and that a three-speed gear
box is carried behind the engine; an
excellent clutch and kick-starter are em-
ployed, and the cylinders have easily

detachable combustion heads. 700x80
mm. tyres are fitted to detachable and
interchangeable wheels, and the finish is

in black relieved by a broad gold line on
the tank. A frame, built entirely of

straight tubes, is one of the features of

modern A.J.S. motor cycles, the top tube
being covered by the duplex tank—

a

form of construction which considerably
simplifies cleaning.
The sidecar is fully- equipped with

screen and sprung luggage carrier, and is

finished in black to match the machine.

Stand CORONA JUNIOR.
32. Despite the trend of design,

which leads to a more general adoption
of multi-cylinder engines and the tw-o-

stroke principle, interest and experiment
in the 500 c.c. class of four-stroke single
are by no means on the wane.
"A newcomer to the Show is the Corona

A spring seat-pillar on the 1920 A.J5
model, now a standard feature.
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Junior, manufactured by the Meteor
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and this ma-
chine is equipped with a long-stroke out-

side flywheel engine of very attractive

pattern. Elimination of redundant parts

has been consistently aimed at by the

designer of the power unit, the idea

being to attain simplicity of construction

and reliability in running. Mechanical
pump lubrication is adopted,
The cycle parts have all been designed

with an eye to the practical rider's re-

quirements', and all types of users will be

catered for in .a range which includes fixed

gear and light two'-speed solo models and
a heavier mount with three speeds, suit-

able for passenger work.

Stand
_

DUNELT.
33. A large air-cooled two-stroke is

a novelty which is bound to attract

attention. Not long ago the achieve-

ment of such an engine would have been

deemed unlikely, but so great has been

the advance in knowledge with regard

to cooling in recent years that Messrs.

Dunford and Elliot are proposing to

exhibit their 500 c.c. single-cylinder two-

stroke, which has performed so satis-

factorily on test. The Dunelt motor
cycle was described in The. Motor Cycle

o"'f November 6th, and our readers will

remember that one of the most interest-

ing features of the engine, is its trun-

cated piston, by ineans of which better

scavenging and a full charge are pro-

cured. A two-speed expanding clutch

gear is fitted in the countershaft, the

final drive being by belt. Several fea-

tures of interest present themselves to

a student of design, notably the leaf

springing of the front fork, the inter-

c h a n g e a b f e

wheels, and the

loop frame, with
two sloping tank
tubes.

Not the least

attractive feature
is the selling

price, which, it

is hoped, will be
in the region of

£70. This, taken
in conjunction
with the fact

that the machine
will pull a side-

car satisfa.ctorily

—it has, in fact,

been designed
with this end in

view— is a surprising figure, and will do
much "to attract public attention.

Stand
.

ABINGDON.
34. In addition to the several popular

Abingdon King Dick models known to

most of our readers, i.e., the 3^ h.p.

T.T. solo machine, 3-^ h.p. countershaft
model, and the three-speed chain-cum-
belt 6 h.p. twin, a new King Dick will

be shown at Olympia, which embodies
several important features. This machine
is fitted with the King Dick twin engine,

which has a bore and stroke of 73 and
95 mm., and has 28x3in' detachable and
interchangeable wheels with round base
rims. The rear brake is of the internal

expanding type, the transmission all-

chain, and a Lucas Magdyno combined
ignition and lighting set, which, with the
Canoelet sidecar, will make it a de luxe
model in every way.

The truncated piston

of the 4 h.p. two-stroke

Dunelt.
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The lift-up rear mudguard of the Abingdon,

, showing semi-concealed valises.

Stand BAMCO SIDECARS.
35. A sidecar chassis with all joints

welded
. instead of embodying brazed

lugs, and also having a spring wheel, is

the speciality of the Birch Manufac-
turing Co., who are exhibiting their

models at this stand. The sidecar was
dealt with at length in our issue for

October 23rd.
The chief feature of the design is the

unique method of springing the wheel,
which is contained in a rectangular
frame, the rear end of which is pivoted
to the rear cross-member of the chassis.

At the forward end the wheel frame is

attached to the chassis by two links,

with two coil springs to control its move-
meiit.

SIMPLEX AUXILIARY
Stand ATTACHMENT.

36. The Simplex auxiliary motor
attachment for pedal cycles is not a new
proposition, hut so far it has not been
manufactured in the quantities which its

makers are preparing to market next
year. The 1920 model is practically the
same as the 1919 type for the very good
reason tljat the latter has been the
sample models of the former.
An extremely neat and well-designed

two-stroke engine of 1 h.p. is fitted

horizontally in an aluminium base, which
forms a carrier for the bicycle. In this

is also located the countershaft clutch,
magneto, and petrol tank. The whole
outfit is self-contained except for the
large chain wheel, which is fitted on
the wheel of any ordinary bicycle, and
the controls carried on the handle-bar.

A scooter fitted with

an A.B.C. single-cylinder

engine—the Skootamota.

Stand CASTLE THREE-WHEELER.
37. A light car in all but the number

of wheelfi, the Castle three-wheeler is

interesting as a type which embodies
everything usually fomid
in a conventional four-

wheeler, excepting the
rear axle and two rear

wheels. Its specification

includes four ; cylinder

water-cooled en g i n e,

shaft drive, and artillery

wheels.

L.S.D. RUN.
Stand ABOUT.

38. Another three-

wheeler is the L.S.D.,
which follows the con-

ventional practice of the

runabout type. This
machine includes an
air-cooled J.A.P. engine,

and shaft and chain
transmission, with a

two-speed and reverse

gear box. Quarter-elliptic springs are

used at the rear, and a patented system
of springing by enclosed coiled springs at

5^^

the front. 700x80 mm. tyres, on Sankey
,
steel wheels, form part of the equipment
of the machine, which has a wheelbase of
6ft. 6in. and a track of 4ft.

Features of the new J.E.S. auxiliary

motor—the floatless carburetter and the
valve fixing.

A motorised bicycle. The compact power unit on the carrier is the Simplex

Stand J.E.S. AUXILIARY ENGINE.
39. By no means the least interest-

ing, of the auxiliary motors which will
be offered to the j^ublic at Olympia will
be the J.E.S. It is, in fact, one of the
best designed engines we have examined,
and embodies a mechanical oiling system
by a pump submerged in the oil sump.

Before the war the J.E.S. had built
for its manufacturers a good reputation
among riders of auxiliary attachments,
but the 1920 model has many improve-
ments and innovations which the fully

fledged motor cyclist will wish were em-
bodied in larger engines.

Both valves are now mechanically-
operated, and the carburetter fitted is

of a new patented type having no float.

It is a single-lever instrument.
The bore and stroke are 2-|%in. (55.5

mm.) and 2|in. (60.3 mm.) respectively,

and an aluminium piston is used which
has a floating gudgeon pin.

In addition to the iiuxiliary motor,
on this stand will be exhibited the J.E.S.
ultra-lightweight, which is engihed with
the power unit referred to, and is fitted

with a specially designed diamond frame,
and spring forks.

The price of the lightweight is 36
gns.—for the motor attachment, 20 gns.

Stand SKOOTAMOTA.
41. There is no gainsaying the fact

that the A.B.C. Skootamota has created
a tremendous amount of interest on the
part of the general public, and iWessrs.

Gilbert Campling's exhibit of these in-

teresting miniature motor cycles no doubt
will attract its full share of attention.

In addition to the standard models, two
new machines, intended for commercial
purposes, will be exhibited. On these
large boxes for parcels are fitted, and form
the support for the spring seat for the
operator. There will also be a " tropical

"

model, finished in light colours and com-
plete with a canopy which will appeal
to those who live in a climate where
such equipment is necessary, while for

those Eastern potentates who, years ago,
used nickel-plated bicycles, a standard
model will also be shown finished in this

way.
It will be recalled that the Skoota-

mota is to all intents and purposes

a miniature motor cycle fitted with an

C5
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The 2i h.p. flat twin

Wooler. Note the un
conventional tank end

spring forks.

open frame and pan seat saddle. The
engine is a 1^ h.p. four-stroke, placijd

horizontally over the rear wheel, which
it drives by means of an enclosed chain.

16in. diameter wheels are used with 2-|in.

tyres. The equipment embraces liorn,

pump, tools, and, for 49 gns., the price

includes the registration fee.

Stand BLACK PRINCE.
42. If only because it is one of the

most unconventional machines yet pro-

duced- as a serious propositipn to be
offered to the public, the Black Prince
will create a large amount of interest

at Olynipia next week. In several ways
its construction is a considerable advance
on present practice, and in the opinion
of many, is a representative of a system
which designers will more carefully

study -in the near future.

Pressed steel is used practically

throughout the construction of the frame,
which is sprung at the rear on volute
springs. Apart from the manufacturing
•conveniences which such construction is

said to possess, the Black Prince design
entirely encloses the mechanical elements
of th& machine, and, in addition, pro-
vides protection for the rider against
mud thrown off the front wheel.
The engine of one model is particu-

larly interesting, and is of the flat twin
two-stroke type, having a cast member
connecting the two combustion heads.
By this means a single plug only is

necessary simultaneously to fire both
charges, and as the new gas enters the
cylinders by way of this common com-
bustion head, the spark takes place in

gas which must be entirely unpolluted
by burnt gases. Altogether the Black
Prince is a remarkable machine, and
probably will be one of the most dis-

cussed models in the Show.

Stand MARTINSYDE.
43.

,
Made by an aviation concern

known to all who followed the evolution
of the aeroplane during the war, the
''lartinsyds motor cycle is another "new-
comer to the industry, and this time a

passenger machine of more than ordinary
interest. Of . 6 h.p., the machine has
been designed by Mr. H. C. Newman,
the. Ivy-Precision exponent, and has a
twin-cylinder engine with a bore and
stroke of 70 and 88 mm. (678 cc. capa-
city). The exhaust valves are overhead,
and the inlets at the side.

Roller bearings are used at the big
ends, and large size ball bearings

,
sup-

port the crankshaft. Lubrication is by
an automatic system embodying a sump
in the timing case.

The three-speed gear box is of the

A.J.S. design, made under licence, and
the all-chain transmission is enclosed in

oil-retaining cases.
,

The machine generally follows conven-
tional practice and embodies a Branipton
Biflex spring fork, large capacity tank,
and 650 x 65 mm. wheels, while the finish

will be in the now popular black and

A specially designed sidecar with a

large locker at the rear arid fitted with an
Auster patent windscreen will be sold

with the machine, which will be known
as the Martinsyde-Newman. It is stated

that deliveries will commence 'in January.
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Stand OMEGA.
46. Omega motor cycles, duriiig, 1919,

have considerably enhanced tht pre-war

reputation of their makers by their sturdy

construction and general appearance, and,

while not differing to a large extent,

the 1920 machines have been improved 'n

details. A new model will be introd'jced

which like its predecessors, will be_ fitted

with the well-known J. A;P. 2| 'Up.

engine, but will have a gear box with

clutch and kick-starter. , . ^
Various types of these machines are

made, including semi-T.T. and touring

models, the former differing from the

general specification in several details;

such as the substitution of fobtrests for

footboards and the adoption of low, wide
handle-bars. , ;

Stand WOOLER.
47. As one of the new post-war flat

twins of 2| h.p., the new Wooler has

several features not at all usual in a

'

machine of its type. The peculiar tank,

with its forward extension beyond the

steering head, and the system of springing

both wheels are all points which rerider

the machine distinctive, but probably the

most interesting item in its specification

is the variable gear and long belt 'drive.

This gear is a modification of that fitted

to .the. pre-war two-stroke model,, and
consists of a variable pulley which, in

expanding or contracting, maintains a

constant tension on the belt. The engine,

too, is unusual, and - has overhead inlet

valves with automatically lubricated

rocker arms. The cylinder heads are

detachable, and mechanical lubrication by
a chain elevator is embodied: ;

Stand MATCHL.ESS.
48. The 1920 Matchless needs no in-

troduction to the majority of readers of

The Motor Cycle, for during the past
year it has undergone - strenuous road
tests in view of the public. It is a

spring frame model,
,
in which coil

springs are used throughout, and the
movement of the sidecar wheel is. made
to synchronise with that of the driving
\yheel. The engine fitted is an 8 h.p.

twin J. A. P., driving a three^speed gear
box of Matchless manufacture, which is

fitted close up to the engine, from which
it is driven by silent chain. The wheels
are 28x3in., and are interchangeable, a

spare being carried on the sideear.

Stands are fitted to all wheels, and the

A 1920 Omega model, eng;ned w;tn a J.A^P. power unit of 2^ h p
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The 8 Up. Sunbeam, primarily designed for sidecar use. The engine is 85.5 X 85 mm. = 976 c.(

equipment throughout is of the most
complete character. The price of the
standard model is £170, with windscreen
ind grid', while :at £200 the machine is

catalogued equipped with Lucas Mag-
iyno, lamps, horfi, hood, and pillion seat.

Stand SUNBEAM.
49. The 8 h.p. Sunbeam which will

be exhibited will differ very little from
the model which has been produced
during 19i9. As before, the striking
black and gold finish will be standard,
ind the well-Kliowu Sunbeam oil bath
part of the equipment. Unlike many
similar motor cycles, the chain case of
the final transmission is on the right
side of the machine. The J. A. P. 8 h.p.
engine will be retained.
Chief among the modifications of the

5^ h.p. model will be the new Smibeam
spring fork, which has been undergoing
?xhaustive tests during the past twelve
months. This embodies a single leaf
spring extending forward, and is quite
gleasnig to the eye. Another feature will

36 that, for 1920, this model will be
marketed as a passenger machine, with
1 sfdecar of Sunbeam design, and having
;i chassis of unique construction. De-
tachable wheels will be fitted, and no
iloubt the 3^ h.p. Sunbeam sidecar outfit

will take a leading place among single-

jylijider passenger machines as it has
imong solo mounts.

Stand LEA-FRANCIS.
50. Before the war, there were several

twin solo machines of 5i h.p. and under,
but few have been re-introduced. The
3i h.p. twin Lea-Francis was always

The.newly-designed 1\ Bradbury, two-speed
models. Note the duplex front down tube

and large silencer.

583

fashion in' more than one direction, in-

cluding V rim brakes on the front wheel.

A J. A. P. engine having a bore and stroke

of 70 mm. and 64.5 mm. (494 c.c.) respec-

tively is fitted, with the magneto snugly
placed at the rear ; the gear bax is of the

two-speed type, and the all-chain trans-

mission is entirely enclosed. Quickly de-

tachable wheels are fitted. An alternative

model will be marketed, which will be
fitted with a M.A.G. engine.

Stand BRITISH EXCELSIOR.
51. With the 1920 models, Messrs.

Bayliss, Thomas Co., the proprietors of

the' Excelsior Motor Co., enter upon what
promises to be a period of largely in-

creased outputs, as their recent move to a

larger factory in Birmingham now places

the concern in a very much more favour-

able position than hitherto has been the

case. The models which they will exhibit

at Olympia all reveal the beneficial results

of the increased manufacturing facilities,

and will no doubt meet with favour from
buyers of lightweights and heavy sidecar

machines.
The five new models include four light-

weights which have frames with sloping

top tubes. The first is fitted w.ith a

regarded as a solo machine rfe Ixixe, and,
although the makers announce that their
1920 output is booked up, the exhibition
of this machine will be appreciated by all

who take an interest in the high-class
motor cycle The Lea Francis set the

One o( the Excelsior range for 1920, the 2J h.p. two-stroke model.

Villiers engine, countershaft two-speed
gear, 26in.x2iin. tyres, Druid forks,
Amac carburetter, and pan saddle, and is
catalogued at £58 16s. An alternative
model is fitted with a two-speed geai'
having a clutch and kick-starter at.

£64 17s. 6d.
In the passenger machine class, the

8 h.p. Excelsior- is also a new model with
many points to interest the buyer of a
big twin sidecar. It has 28x3in". wheels,
detachable and interchangeable wheels,
all-chain drive entirely enclosed, internal
expanding rear brake, and large capacity
tank.
The sidecar is exceptionally roomy, and

is carried on an underslung chassis with
the luggage grid sprung with the body.
Provision is made for carrying a spare
wheel on the sidecar. The price of this
machine with 6 or 8 h.p. engine is

£162 10s. ; spare wheel and tvre £8, Lucas
dynamo lighting set with "electric horn
£25.

Stand BRADBURY.
52. . TJiis exhibit will without doubt

attract many of those -who are interested
in- the light single-cylinder, since a new
2| h.p. model is to be staged. The
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Bradbury firm is therefore one o£ the
few large firms at present making a
motor cycle of this type throughoiit as
distinct from those which are assembled
from proprietary units.

Following the practice adopted many
years ago, the crank case is incorporated
in the frame, the main tubes being
brazed into it. A detachable cylinder
head is fitted, and a two-speed gear,

fj^OT(^ILl

How the Rex adjustable handle-bar

is secured.

with the clutch rather unusually placed
in the final driving pulley, is employed
in conjunction with chain and belt trans-
mission.

Other Bradbury models are the well-

known "square" engine 4 h.p. single,

with all-chain drive, three speeds and
handle-bar controlled clutch, and the 5
h.p. twin, with detachable head cylin-

ders, chain transmission, and a similar
gear box to that on the 4 h.p. single-

cylinder machine. _ The clutch control
on the twin is operated by either pedal
or handle-bar lever.

Duplex front frame tubes are being
ado^ited on the Bradbury models, and
sidecar lugs are incorporated in the big
twin. Grindlay sidecars are fitted as

standard.

Stand MILLFORD SIDECARS.
53. Owing to difficulties of manu-

facture the range of Millford sidecars
will not be so extensive as at previous
shows. The Millford " Corvette " will

be shown, however, together with a new
" De Luxe " model, which will be found
very suitable for use with the high-

powered motor cycles now being manu-
factured. Possibly the feature which
will appeal most will be the extremely
neat luggage carrier with which the body
is fitted. When required the back of

the body falls down to a parallel posi-

tion, being supported on either side by
strong straps, capable of carrying a

good-sized portmanteau. This back,

when not in use, folds into the body
itself, and is therefore -concealed in the

neatest manner possible.

Users of lightweights are catered for

in the "Skiff" model; whilst the family
man's wants are also anticipated in

the Millford "Family" car. This has
an extra long body, and is fitted with a

small seat in the front portion for a

child. An efficient and neat screen of

the firm's own manufacture is placed

immediately in front of the little seat

so as to otter the fullest protection for

both passengers.

Stand F.N.
54. The F.N. exhibit will consist

of four four-cylinder motor bicycles and
four lightweights, both models following
the 1914 lines with slight improvements.
An additional girder now extends from
the fork crown to the top of the head,
and a slight alteration has been made to
the lubrication system, oil to fhe tank
running straight through to the pump.
To the 1920 model an Amac carburetter

will be fitted and a Fellows magneto.
The 2^ h.p. remains unaltered, except
that an Amac carburetter replaces the

'

F.N. "_

It will be remembered that when hos-
tilities broke out the firm were just

beginning to deliver the new 7 h.p. four-

cylinder, . a thoroughly up-to-date motor
cycle, fitted with three-speed gear and
mechanical inlet valves to the engine.

It is really wonderful that' the firm is

able to exhibit motor bicycles at all,

when it is borne in mind how severely

the Herstal factory suffered during the

A large outside pump is used on the

Rex sidecar single in addition to the

mechanical lubricating device.

war. The Germans destroyed the labora-

tory, and out of 4,000 machine tools

only 300 were left behind, while out of

4,000 workmen only 1,500 can now be
employed. Fortunately, a number of

partly machined parts were left, and
with these the firm has-been able to make
up a certain number of machines.

Stand REX.
55. Manufacturing difficulties have

held up the production of the Peace

model Rex single, or it would have
figured more prominently on the market

during the present year. Designed essen-

tially as a. sidecar machine, it is charac-

terised by its exceptionally large frame and

long wheelbase—points in its favour for

passenger work The engine, too, departs

NOVEMBER 20th, igig.

from the general run of single-cylinder
power units, having a mechanical oiling

system. The bore and stroke are 84 and
98 mm. respectively, the capacity being
543 c.c.

28x2iin. tyres are fitted on detach-
able and interchangeable wheels, and a
spare wheel is carried at 'the rear of the
sidecar body. The transmission is by
chain and belt' through a Sturmey-Archer
gear box.

Stand
'

SUN.
57. One model only will be marketed

and shown by the Sun Cycle and Fittings

Co., and this will be a neat little machine
of very distinctive design, embodying
many features of in-

terest. The two-stroke
engine is placed in the
loop frame in a position

inclining forward, and
is fixed directly to lugs

on the tubes instead of

the more usual method
of using engine plates,

and the magneto inclines

to the rear. The power
unit thus fits snugly be-

tween the two diagonal
tubes of the frame.
Several noteworthy

points are embodied in

the engine in which, in

the first place, a single

web crank is used in

conjunction with a long
plain bearing to support
it. The crank case is

a one-piece aluminium

The adjustable

tappet on the

^Ariel, which

can be operated

without the use

of tools

casting having a circu-

lar cover plate on one
side. 'When this is re-

moved and the cylinder lifted, the shaft,

big end, connecting rod, and piston can

be dismantled, leaving the crank case

in the frame.
Stand ARIEL.

59. The Ariel exhibit will include

the four . models which will be offered

for 1920. Two of these are entirely new.
The 3-i h.p. single-cj^linder and the 6-7

h.p. twin, with combined chain and belt

drive, will still be .catalogued as solij

mounts, or with the Ariel coachbuilt

sidecar as a complete combination. A
number of improvements have been made
in the specifications, including larger and
wider mudguards, and new pattern hubs.

Rated at 4^ h.p., the new single-

cylinder Ariel has a bore of 86.4 mm.
and stroke tsf 100 mm., giving a capacity

of 586 c.c. Both valves are very large

and wide apart, and the valve pockets

Tlie Sun two-stroke, one of the few single-cylinder lightweights with inclined engine.
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have large air spaces completely sur-

rounding them. . Lubrication is by means
of suction from a pump, with an im-

.

proved system of oilways to all the^

wearing pai-ts. The patent Ariel decom-
pressor IS fitted, which ensures easy

starting. The power is transmitted

from the engine through the Ariel coun-

tershaft three-speed gear box to the

rear wheel, and the rear transmission is

Power unit of the 6-7 h.p. Ariel.

by chain. The frame is exceptionally
strong, having been specially redesigned
with a long wheelbase, long head, and
duplex front tubes. It gives a low
saddle jjosition and 5in. ground clear-

ance, which will be much appreciated
by Colonial riders.

,
The front forks are

considerably improved, being much
wider and stronger. The wheels have
Dunlop studded tyres, 28x3in., with
flat base rims, and improved hubs are
fitted with a special greasing arrange-
ment. The Ariel spring seat-pillar will

be retained, and an internal expanding
brake will be fitted to the rear wheel,
foot-applied, and a hand-applied front
rim brake. The tank will carry approxi-
mately two and a half gallons of peti'ol

and five pmts of oil.

The 5-7 h.p. model will combine the
aforementioned improvements, and the
prices of the four models will be as
follow : 3i h.p. solo £100, sidecar £135

;

6-7 h.p. chain-cum-belt solo £120, side-

ear £155 ; 4^ h.p: chain drive solo

£115, sidecar £150 ; and 6-7 h.p. chain
drive £130, sidecar £165.

Stand NEW IMPERIAL.
60. Two models only will again be

the K"ew Imperial programme, and the
examples of these machines which will
be on view at Qlynipia will embody only
minor improvements. The light tourist
model, however, will be obtainable with
two-spee'd gear, or with a two-speed gear
combined with clutch and kick-starter.
One of the most popular machines in the

.

lightweight class, the New' Imperial
Jap-engined solo mount, will be fitted
with 26x2iin. tyres and a pan seat
saddle. The tank has been enlarged, and
now holds one and a half gallons of petrol
and one quart of oil. A 5iin. rear mud-
guard is a feature worthv of mention,
as is the way in which belt is made to
pass through it instead of at the side

of a " trapped " out indentation. The
upper portion of the passage way has a
gutter, which is carried right round to
the bottom portion. Therefore mud and
water are carried away clear of, the belt.

The New Imperial 8 h.p. sidecar
is fitted with an 8 h.p. J. A. P. en-
gine, with a capacity of 964 c.c. and
28x3iii. Dunlop tyres, and the ground
clearance is six' inches. Transmission
is by two Hans Renold chains. The
rear brake is actuated by the right
foot from a large adjustable footboard
in aluminium. This is effected by a
straight rod to the inside of a special

pulley attached, to the back wheel. The
brake block is of Ferodo, and has a

large circular bearing surface.

Special attention has been paid to the
frame, the two-way webbed head lug
being so designed as to take the top
tube, middle tube, and the bottom tube
in one lug, and thus ample strength i?

secured at the most vulnerable point of

a heavyweight motor cycle frame. The
gear .box has three speeds. Direct
drive is on top, and the main shaft

runs in a journal ball bearing, the lay-

shaft running iri phosphor bronze bushes.

Improvements have recently been made
in the shaping of the sliding gear
pinions, which add to the silence of

an admittedly first-class piece of work-
manship. Ample mudguards are pro-

vided, together with a shield to the

magneto', which also has the effect of

protecting the engine and rider from
mud and wet. The tank is of large

capacity, and has sight feed, and Best
and Lloyd pump.
An extremely well sprung sidecar, with

a welKupholstered body, is fitted, and
has a cupboard at the back, - which is

capable of holding two tins of petrol

and other accessories, whilst there is

ample room for holdmg other luggage in

front of the sidecar body.
The prices of the New Imperial motor

cycles are as follow : Model 1, light

tourist, with two-speed, 58 gns. ; Model
2, light tourist, with two-speed clutch

and kick starter, 55 gns. ; and 8 h.p.

sidecar, 138 gns.

Stand
'

A.C.

61. Messrs. Auto-Carriers, Ltd., are

not exhibiting any model which will in-

terest the motor cyclist, unless he happens

to be a tradesman requiring a means of
quick and economical delivery. The well-
known A.C. commercial three-wheeler
will be on this stand, and has a single-
cylinder air-cooled engine located under
the driver's seat, and driving directly to
an epicyclic two-speed gear in the hub.

Stand ^ PREMIER.
62. Undoubtedly much is expected

by the public of the new Coventry Pre-
mier runabout, which will be exhibited
on this stand. We described the machine
in detail in our issue of October 30th,
and it was again illustrated in last week's
issue, among the many 1920 passenger
machines then described. It is of a type
which may be said to mark the top class

in three-wheelers before they became over-
developed into light cars on three wheels.
It is fitted with a newly designed twin
engine of 80x105 mni. and a three-speed
gear box which has a reverse. There
are several refinements not usually found
on a vehicle of the runabout type, and
visitors to Olympia should particularly
note the single-chain adjustment and tie
manner in which the chain case may be
opened or removed in a few seconds.

Stand P. AND M.
63. The Yorkshire firin of Pheloii

and Moore, Ltd., have always been noted
for- excellence of finish, crank case design
especially being carried out with a view
to oil retention. The normal polish on
the aluminium parts also tends to make
every standard machine into a "show
model," and lovers of detail refinement
will therefore not fail to visit this stand.
One feature of special interest on the
P. and M. is the ratchet lever of the
rear brake, a detail often demanded by
experienced sidecarists, but so far
peculiar to this machine. Elsewhere in

this issue will be found a report of the
new mechanical details to be incorpor-
ated in the next year's programmed

Stand RALEIGH.
64. A slightly enlarged engine has

been decided upon for the production
model Pialeigh which will be exhibited
at Olympia. The bore and stroke are
now 77 mm. and 75 mm. respectively,
the total capacity being 598 c.c. Tlie
duplex spring frame is retained, as are
most of the other features which charac-

Transmission side of the 1920 P. and M. Note the ratchet lever for the rear brake.
An extension pipe is now fitted to the silencer.
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The 1 920 flat twin Raleigh fitted with spring frame and totally enclosed chain.

tei'iaed this peace model flat twin with
which the old-established Raleigh Co.
will re-enter the motor cycle field. A
complete and illustrated description of

the, machine appears elsewhere in this

issue.

Stand METRO-TYLER.
65. A most distinctive design has

been produced by the makers of the
Metro-Tyler for 1920. This machine is

described and details illustrated in this

Stand ". RADCO.
66. , Alike noted for their excellent

quality and reasonable price, a full range
of 2^ .h.p. Radco two-strokes should
attract the attention of all who are in-

terested- in a light and handy machine
made on approved lines of design.

Stand BROUGH.
69. Owing to various mauhfacturing

difficulties w-liich have arisen during the
year, the makers of the Brough will not
be able to stage the 3^ h.p. solo model.
This is to be regretted, as it is one of the
few mediumweight flat twins which have
been before the public for any length of

time. ^
The 5 h.p. twin with, horizontally-

opposed cylinders is an ideal double-
purpose mount, and several examples
may be seen both with and without
sidecars.

A somewhat long stroke is favoured,
which is rather unusual in this type of
engine, the dimensions being 70x90 mm.

;

the transmission is by chain throughout,
a Sturmey-Archer gear box being used.
Altliough experimental springing devices
have been tried on the Brough, the makers
will still adhere to the rigid frame on their

1920 models.

Stand PARAGON.
70. Immediately before the war the

Paragon Motor Manufacturing Co., of
Manningtree, Essex, was attracting
some attention because of its experi-
mental work on the two-stroke light-

weight. Eschewing the usual proprietary
engines, this firm decided on following
its own ideas, and in the new model
to -be seen at Olympia many radical de-
partures from standard practice will be
noted.

Most obvious is the incorporation of
the gear box in the crank case, with

CI4

the magneto neatly secured bdiind the
cylinder, thus forming a complete unit.

Two speeds are used, and the control

lever is mounted directly on the crank
case. The flywheel is on the left side,

an.l the transmission, contact breaker,

and carburetter are all on the right,

everything being readily accessible.

A small atmospheric valve in the
transfer port is used to assist scavenging,

and four-stroking is said to be entirely

eliminated. Frame springing, on very
neat and simples lines,, is included, and
the whole will be sold at a very mode-
rate figure.

Stand JAMES.
71 . Few alterations have been deemed

necessary in the four models which will

be retained for 1920 by the James Cycle
Co. The solo machines -are the 3^ h.p.

V twin of 500 c.c. capacity and the

popular two-stroke. The former has been
exceedingly popular, and is a good repre-

sentative of a type of which few are

available. It is essentially a solo mount,
embodying 64x77 mm. engine, three-

speed countershaft gear, and all-chain

transmission. The magneto is placed at

the rear and well up oh the frame, thus
reducing the likelihood ,of water, reaching
it, should the owner elect to ride through
a ford, or be compelled' to ride all day
in a torrential downpour of rain.

The lightweight is a distinctive little

mount, having a three-port two-stroke
engine of 225 c.c. capacity, which drives
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the countershaft by an enclosed chain
on either side of the crank case. The
gear is of the sliding dog-clutch
type fitted close up to the engine, with
which it forms a corripact unit carried
inside the loop frame. 24in. \yheels are
fitted, and the equipment generally is

of first-class order.
Probably the James 4^ h.p. single re-

quires no introduction—it is a well-

known model, having an 85 x 103 mm.
engine, with the gear-driven magneto at
the rear of the cylinder. It is a side-

car machine, and, therefore, the new
model appears with larger wheels and
improved brakes, points tested out in the
recent Six Days Trials. The counter-
shaft gear box is- of the sliding gear
type, and the transmission is by enclosed
chain.

The last model is the 5-6 h.p. twin
outfit, which has a bore and stroke of
70 mm. and 85 mm. respectively, the
total capacity being 562 c.c. This is a
type of machine catering for the twin
enthusiast who does not desire the great ~;

reserve of power present with the 8 h.p. ',

twins. The sidecar fitted to this model
is the James de Luxe, while to the 4^
h.p. model a James Canoelet is standard.

Stand ENFIELD.
72. Four Royal Enfield sidecar com-

binations will form the principal exhibit.
Two of these will be fitted with the

,

Lucas' Magdyno lighting set, one of'
which will be equipped with the Enfield

'

hood and screen ; the third will be a
standard model, and the fourth will

have a tradesman's carrier attached,
comprising a large coachbuilt box.
J.A.P. engines, 6 or 8 h.p., are employed
on these machines, and all the motor
cycles on the stand will have the En-
field two-speed gear embodied in their
construction. The hood shown on one
of the combinations ' affords complete
protection to the passenger, and when
not in use folds baok into the rear of
the sidecar- The windscreen is adjust-
able to any angle, and secured by wing
nuts.

Another feature will be the employ-
ment of the new Amac single-lever carbu-
retter.' This has been found to give ex-
cellent acceleration combined with good
consumption ; moreover, it sirriplifies con-
trol. Several two-stroke lightweights will

also find, a place, similarly . equipped with
regard to variable gear and carburetter.
The en.ijine has a bore and stroke of

.i---

The kte;t raoiel 5 h.p. Broi gh
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The all chain-driven Enfield

two-stroke.

|%Q)T«^^E

4x75 mm. (225 c.c). . All Enfield
lachines are finished in black with green
auks, and have the control wires en-

losed in the handle-bars. Chain trans-

lission is also standard on these
lachines.

4and NEW HUDSON.
74. The makers of the New Hudson

iiotor cycles liave decided on a policy

if concentration for next year, and, in

onseqnence, the 6 li.p. sidecar outfits

vill be abandoned for the time being.

he models staged, therefore, will be
intirely of the 2^ h.p. two-stroke type,

:nd there are two varieties, one of

parting specification fitted with footrests,

['.T. bars, and- all-black finish, the
ither having a- full touring equipment,
omprising valanced mudguards, alu-

iiiniura footboards, leg guards, and raised

laiidle-bars.

External finish on the New Hudson
iiachines is extremely good, and many
mall mechanicaj details and refinemeii.ts

xclusive to tliis make are worthy of

.Mention. Black and brown with gold

ining is employed on the touring model,
his giving an extremely handsome
ppearance.

Mand B.S.A.
T5. The most interesting part of the

J.S.A. exhibit, from a motor cyclist's

loint of view, will doubtless be the 6 h.p.

The B.S.A. oscillating pump dismantled.

win-cylinder, machine,- described recently
II our -columns. The engine has a bore
nd stroke of 76x85 mm. (770 c.c). The
alves are composed of a special nickel
teel, and placed side-by-side and oper-
ted by easily adjustable tappets. The
istbns are strong and light, they have

two rings at the top and oil retaining
grooves at the bottom of the skirt. At-
tached to the engine-shaft is a Cush drive
containing si-s powerful springs.

The B.S.A. spring

seat-pillar.

Lubrication is by means of a mechanical
pump situated in the timing gear case.

Transmission is by roller chain through

the B.S.A. three-speed gear box, in which
all the gears are constantly m mesh and
changes very easily effected. The wheels
are detachable and interchangeable. Ig-

nition is by the E.I.C. waterproof mag-

neto, which recently came triumphantly
through a veiy severe test, and the

. carburetter is an Aniac. The finish is

in black enamel over a rustproof founda-
tion, and Duiilop extra heavy or Palmer
Cord light car tyres (28x3in.) are fitted.

The 4i h.p. machine, of the type
which won the team prize in the recent
A.C.XJ. trials, will also be on view. This
is fitted with the B.S.A. variable jet

carburetter, and has an engine of 85x98
mm. bore and stroke, 557 c.c. (a 3^- h.p.

85 X 88 mm. engine is also supplied on a

T.T. model).

s7<7«c7 DOUGLAS,
76. No doubt the greatest attraction

• at the Douglas stand will be the new
3^ h.p. spring frame model which,
although it has been on the road and
in competitions during the present year,

has not formed part of the Douglas
range offered to the public.

It is an entirely new model, having
an opposed engine 68x68 mm. (494 c.c.)

with mechanical lubrication. The
specification includes a three-speed gear
and enclosed kick starter, and chain-

cum-belt transmission. The Amac single-

lever carburetter, new type of Douglas
fork, 26x2|in. tyres, and the Douglas
spring frame, which, incidentally, has
a spring system so neat that it is not
immediately apparent that the rear

wheel is sprung. In this system enclosed

coil springs are used, which lie in a

horizontal position under the tank.
The other models which will be fex-

hibited are the 2J h.p. three-speed Model
W and the 4 h.p. sidecar machine, both
of which are well-known to the majority
of motor cyclists. £90 is the price of

the three-speed lightweight, and £110
for the 4 h.p. machine, £35 being
charged for the sidecar. The price of
the 3^ h.p. model has not yet been fixed.

Stand SPARKBROOK.
77. Fewer models in order better to

produce good outputs is the general rule
with tile 1920 programmes of British
motor cycle manufacturers. The Spark-
brook Manufacturing Co. is another firm
which has decided to concentrate upon
one model, whereas, before the war, it

produced several. The single model for
1920 is a two-stroke fitted with a counter-
shaft two-speed gear of the conventional
type, but, as an alternative, the machine
may be obtained as a single gear mount.

A double purpose mount of great

the 41 h.p. B.S./
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This latter machine ditEers in one respect
from the average single gear lightweight,
having chain-cum-belt transmission by
the use of a countershaft. Manufac-
tured by the Sparkbrook Co., the two-

On the 1 920 Sparkbrook the oil is led to

the engine thiough a hollow engine bolt

and a duct in the crank case casting.

speed gear is a fine piece of work ; both
main and layshafts are mounted on
journal ball bearings. Tlie engine fitted

is a Villiers, with a B. and B. car-

buretter, and the improvements over; the

1919 model include a new brake pedal
and stand.

SUmd WILLIAMSON.
78. As the sole example of 1,000

c.c. flat tw'in design, the 8 h.p. William-
son is notewortby. To those who like

the " top gear" type of engine, which,
for sidecar work, must essentially pos-

sess the qualities of smooth running,
flexibility, even torque, and good acceler-

ation, the horizontal twin can be entirely

recommended The even firing intervals

give a smooth torque particularly kind
to transmission and tyres, the outside

flywheel assisting materially in giving

ease of starting, smooth pick up,, and
gentle running in neutral, while such a
cylinder capacity enables the engine to

work well within its power and always
have a reserve for .smart acceleration.

Air and water-cooled models are 'made,
and chain drive is .standard. A further

type, embodying the 6 h.p. V twin
.J. A. P. engine in a similar duplex frame
ti the one "which carries the flat twin,

will also be shown.

A newly-designed Douglas model, the Sa" H.p., with an engme, 68 X 68 mm. (494 c.c.)

Btand ROVER.
79. The chief alteration on the S^

h.p. Rover is the all-chain transmission
instead of the chain and belt drive. The
jarimary drive is by silent chain, and
the secondary chain is of the spring
link type, which has been thoroughly
tested out during the past year, and
formed part of the specification of

the 5 h.p. Rover in the recent Six Days
Trials.

The spring chain is efficiently covered
by a very neat guard, which protects

it from, mud and wet. A newly designed
front fork is fitted, which is very much
wider, and accommodates large section

mudguards, and prevents side play de-

veloping in the fork ; the front brake is also

new, and acts upon a V rim. Another
important departure for 1920 is that the

3i h.p. Rover engine is now fitted with
roller big ends instead of the ordinary
bushes.

T.T. model Rovers are very much the

same as they have been for the last tew
years, with the exception that they carry

the improved front fork and front

brake, and the roller big end to the
connecting rod.

The 5-6 h.p. Rover motor cycle is still

fitted with a J. A. P. twin engine. This
model was introduced by the New Rover
Cycle Co., Ltd., during the period of

The new all chain-driven 3J h.p. Rover. The rear chains, both in the 5 h.p. and the 3J h.p.

models, are protected with guards only.

.P^the war. It is fitted with the new
tern front fork, tlie redesigned front"

rim brake as described above, also the

new - and improved wide mudguards,
while instead of the chain cases hitherto,

forming part of the equipment, a chain

cover over the spring chain is used,

giving easy accessibility for cleaning, etc.

The gear box fitted to both models is
,

still of the previous design and prin-

ciple ; it has been improved, and is now
fitted with a fibre ring clutch instead

of the cork insets.
, ;

The chief alteration _ in the sidecar i.s

the lowermg of the main framework,
which allows a body to be fitted which
is designed on more up-to-date and;,

roomy lines. The body is longer and
wider, and has a large locker built in--

at the rear, which will contain a tin off

petrol as well as small packages. It is

upholstered in leather and painted grey,,

picked out in black.

The prices of the new models are as'

follow : 34 h.p., with chain drive, £115,

with sidecar £153; 3^ h.p. T.T., £90; ;

3i h.p. T.T., with Philipson pulley, £93; ;

5-6 h.p., £150, with sidecar £188.

Stand LEVIS.
80. . Two models of the Levis two-

stroke will be exhibited by Messrs.

Butterfields, Ltd., one of whicli, however,
is not likely to be marketed until towards
the end of next summer, and for which 1

orders will not be accepted. This is the

new Baby model, a little 2-^ h.p. machine
with an engine of 211 c.c, the bore and '

stroke of wliich are 62x70 mm'. : it will

interest students of small engine design.

It will be observed that the magneto is

at the rear of the cylinder. The frame
has a sloping top tube, and, despite the

fact that 26in. wheels are fitted, an.,

exceptionally low saddle pcsition is
'

obtained.
;

Several machines of the Populai: type
will be on view with various patterns of,

handle-bars. The tank has been altered-

. slightly, the most apparent alteration
,

being the- colour, which is now a grey
with black panels and gold lines. In
other details the machine has been im-
proved. A Brooks saddle and toolbae
and Dunlop tyres are now fitted. All
Levis machines are now equipped with
sight-feed lubricators. The price of the
Popular model is £50, and deliveries will

commence immediatelv.

C18

i
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Popular mode! of the Levis, a 2.\ h.p. Lwo-stroke.

Stand BAT.
82. Ill the distant days of motor

cycle history, the name Bat was synony-
mous with outstanding performance in

the tests of that period ; at the same
time, the designers of the early machines
were amongst the first to study the com-
fort of the rider and endeavour to protect
him from the effects of road vibration.
After some _vicissitudes, owing to the

deflection of the firm's interests" from tire

motor cycle field during tlie war period,
the Bat machines will be again before
.us^-6 and 8 h.p. .J.A.P.-engined models
being made. They have many points of

interest, the outstanding features being
the fitting of the clutch to tlie rear hub
instead of on the three-speed gear box,
and the interconnection of saddle and
footboards, which, by the well-known Bat
system of suspension, are insulated from
the rest of the machine.
A well-designed sidecar is also made

to accompany these machines, which are
pre-eminently suitable for heavy passenger
work.

fikind CHATER-LEA.
83. There are no startling innovations

30 far as the 1920 Chater-Lea is concerned
;

but, contrary to reports which were
current a few weeks ago, the well-known
No. 7 sidecar model will be retained,
l-itted with an 8 h.p. V type air-cooled
ejigine, with chain transmission, Chater-

The detachable wheel of the Chater-Lea

lightweight.

Ijea three-speed gear box and clutch, the
model has proved popular, and lias

established for it;self an enviable reputa-
tion for reliability. An important in-

novation, however, is the adaptation of

a detachable rear wheel carried out on
accepted lines, the drive being taken by
means of rounded studs engaging with
holes in the driven portion of the
mechanism.
A new model lightweight fitted with a

2^ h.p. Villiers engine, will also be shown
at Olympia. This machine also is fitted

with a quickly detachable rear ,wheel.

Immediately the spindle has been with-
drawn two distance pieces riveted on to

The Chater-Lea detachable hub used on

No. 7 model.

the frarao^ are lifted up. This latter is

quite an excellent feature, as it prevents
the distance pieces from being lost, and
also saves considerable time in either
withdrawing or reinstating the wheel.
Before the wheel can be finallj' removed
it is necessary to undo the rear brake,
which is accomplished by unscrewing the
nut on the brake spindle and sliding the
brake back in its slot as far as it will go.

At the rearmost end of the hub is a
hole big enough for the nut to pass
through. The whole operation takes
only a few seconds. This lightweight
model is an attractive little mount, *

with a sloping top tube and comfortable

aluminium, footboards inclined to the

correct angle.

Stand CALTHORPE.
84. Two models of the well-known

Caithorpe motor cycles will be exhibited

on this stand—the Calthorpe-Jap, g,

2f h.p. four-stroke with Enlleld two-speed

gear, and the Caithorpe two-stroke, a

similar machine with the company's 75 X
79 mm. two-stroke (350 c.c) engine, a

feature of which is that the ports are cut

into the cylinder instead of the more usual

practice of casting them only. Hoffmann
roller bearings are used for the mainshaft

and crank pins.

The equipment of both machines includes

the Enfield two-speed gear, Amac car-

buretter, 26x2in. Dunlop tyres, -|in.

Dunlop belt, and patent pan seat saddle.

The prices are fifty-seven and fifty-five

guineas respectively for the four and two-

stroke models.

The oil pipe connections of the

new 4^ h.p. Humber.

Stand HUMBER.
85. Many years ago the Humber was

one of the first motor cycles fitted with
chain drive, but lack of clutches and
shock absorbers was not conducive to

success. With the successful advent of

magneto ignition the Humber again came
to the tore, for the second time the single-

cylinder holding sway, and this type pre-

served its ascendancy until the flat twin

A Caithorpe model
of pleasing design,

the 2:f h;p. four-

stroke engine
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made its claims to promineiice. It is

significant, tiierefore, that the Humber
exhibit will be entirely specialised, the flat

twin being the only tj-pe of engine, to
be shown.
The 4^ h.p. machine is essentially a

double purpose mount, not too heavy' for
solo work, but amply powerful for haul-
ing a sidecar; it follows the general lines
of the well-known 3^ h.p. flat twin,
which has given great satisfaction.

A det'iiled description of the new model
appeared in last week's issue of The
Motor Cycle.

. Stand O.K.
86. Messrs. . Humphries and Dawes

will have two motor cycle models for

1920 ; examples of both will be staged
on their stand. The first is the new
single-geared two-stroke lightweight,

which has been introduced to sell at 38
gns., with first-class- equipment. This
machine is engined with a 2J h.p. Union
two-stroke, a sloping top tube frame,
and the O.K. spring fork, which em-
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A new .ype of fork sprmging employed
on the O.K.

bodies two scroll laminated springs.

There are several neat fitments on the

machine, and loose clips will be eliminated

as far as possible.

The second model is the 2J h.p. flat

tvi'in, which has a bore and stroke of

60 and 60 mm. respectively. '.Over-

head inlet valves are a prominent fea-

ture, and are, operated by enclosed rods

and rockers from a large disc, upon
which the cams are formed at the

periphery.

A rather, unusual design of frame is

used, the tube under the tank sloping

to the rear instead of being horizontal, as

is, the case with the majority of frames'.

The mujjguards are wide, and the general

details of the machine good.

Stand VICTORIA.
87. One of the few makes of British

motor cycles" manufactured out of ETngland

is to be seen here. The Victoria is found
in two models—a 2^ h.p. two-stroke fitted

with a Villiers engine, which can be pur-

chased as a fixed gear model or is

supplied with a two-speed countershaft

gear with or without a clutch and kick-

starter. , The second model is more
p'owerful, the power unit consisting of a

5-7 h.p. flat twin Victor engine made in

Coventry. A Sturmey-Archer three-speed
countershaft gear ,is employed, and both
are fitted with Brooks saddles and Dunlop
tyres.

The detail work on these machines is

quite good, and no doubt Scottish, riders

will be especially interested in them.

The 1920 Ivy, which is fitted with neat leg gua'ds as standard.

Stand IVY.
91. "For 1920, Messrs. S. A. Newman,

Ltd., are re-introducing the 1919 model
Ivy two-stroke, with several improvements
and modifications. The khaki finish, with
black and gold lines, is to be retained,
and the machine is rendered even more
distinctive than hitherto by the addition
of neat leg guards, which will be fitted"

as standard equipment. The footboards
are of an improved pattern, and are of

aluminium with a sheet rubber face, and
a neat cast aluminium chain case is also

fitted.

An addition to the frame is a strip

steel stay under the tank, which is sup-

ported therefrom, so that there are no
clips on the top tube, which gives this

part of the machine a very clean appear-
ance. As before, the duplex front is

retained on the frame, and the silencer

is of the spring-up type.

The silencer is of new design, and con-

sists of a round-ended barrel built up
from two steel cups which are fitted on
to a central malleable portion and welded.
The equipment includes Brooks B 150

saddle, Amac carburetter, E.I.C. mag-
neto, 26x2^in. tyres, Sturmey-Archer
gear with handle-bar controlled clutch,

and kick starter.

Perhaps one of the most pleasing

features of the Ivy is its easy starting

propensities, it requiring no undue effort

and scarcely any weight to start the en-

gine by means
.
of the kick-starter ; in

fact, we started it ourselves by means of

the kick-start pedal by pressure of the

hand. This feature makes the machine
particularly suitable for ladies and elderly

rider^

Stand RUDOE.
92. To those who aver that belt

drive is moribund, the continued popu-
larity 'of the Rudge at once comes as a
negation. For solo work, at high speed,

the smooth transmission and extreme
ratios obtained with the Multi gear are a

continual delight.

Several models will be staged, in-

cluding the 34 h.p., which, as a T.T.
solo mount, is thoroughly popular, the
5-6 h.p. long stroke single, noted as

a great sidecar puller, and the new 7-9

h.p. Multwin, which will undoubtedly
attract the eye, not only of those who
desire to possess the complete sidecar
outfit, but of those who yearn for maxi-

mum engine capacity without excessive

weight. The same characteristics, such

as the well-known overhead inlet valve,

multi gear. drop-pedal starter, and
separate oil tanks with foot-operated

pumps, are common to all the Rudge
models, and are almost too well known
to call for comment.
The Rudge sidecar is of very striking

design, and will be available for all three

Multi models.

Stand
„

INDIAN,
93. As in former. years, the principal

model marketed by the Hendee Manu-
facturing. Co. will be the Powerplus,
which is just under 1,000 c.c. and
generally used with a sidecar, though
some riders consider it unapproached as

a "solo 'bus." Tlie transmission is all-

chain through a three-speed gear box
having an excellent clutch and enclosed

kick-starter. The' Indian spring frame
has stood the test of time, and is

naturally retained. The machine is

electrically equipped. The latest model
destined to become very popular is the
5 h.p. Scout, which has a twin engine,

70x78 mm. bore arid stroke (595 c.c).

The transmission to .the gear box is by
wide-faced spiral gears running in oil

;

thence a chain carries the power to the
rear wheel, which follows English practice

in its size of 26in. Tliis machine has a

duplex lo'W'er frame and is about 100 lb.

lighter than the Powerplus.

Stayid
'

PRECISION.
.95. Having specialised on engine-

construction since its inception, the firm

of F. E. Baker, Ltd., has at last decided
to market a motor cycle. Entering thus,
late in the arena, the 350 c.c. two-stroke '

Precision motor cycle at once steps into

the forefront of public interest by reason
of its entire independence of standard
practice and conventional methods of

construction.

A pressed steel tank embodies the re-

cesses for the ends of the frame tubes
commonly fitted into head and seat lugs.

Except for the carburetter, flexible wire
controls are eliminated, the chief opera-
tions being performed by roller levers. .

Gear-changing is also accomplished from •

the handle-bar. The two-stroke enginej

which is lubricated by distribution of

oil carried on the magneto chain from
a reservoir in the base, has an extended
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11 ' Precision two-5tioke 0:ie o- the most unconventio'na! designs of the ye.r-

, which houses the two:speed gear.

5 device is on the two-chain selective

2h principle. A countershaft brake
complete fore and aft springing also

inguish this machine from the

nary,

ta TRIUMPH.
i. After many years of experiment,

Triumph Cycle Co. have at length

)ted chain drive for their principal

el. This interesting machine was
ribed in detail la-st week. It is fitted

1 an engine having a bore and stroke

5 mm. and 97 mm., giving a capacity,

olume swept by the piston, of 550

The gear control of the new chain-

driven Triumph.

A new gear box of Triumph design
i|tted ; this is moved, for the purpose
chain adjustment, by a rack and
Ion, and locked to the frame by four

The clutch is operated from the
Jle-bar, and is very smooth in action.

engine is fitted with a half-com-
siou lever, which is very useful for

»(ting purposes.
|he shock; absorber is very ingeniously
Sgned, consisting of a quick thread

ILCe

controlled by a spring.

The chain and belt model and the

Junior Triumph, with its two-stroke
engine and handle-bar controlled two-
speed gear, remain unaltered.

Stand CANOELET SIDECARS.
98. ' Among sidecars the Canoelet has

a name second to none, and the new
models are bound to create their full share
of interest, if only on this count alone.

Particulars of these will appear in sub-
sequent issues.

Stand EDMUND.
99. Three types of motor cycles will

be staged by Messrs. C. Edmund and Co., .

the patentees of the well-known Edmund .

spring frame. It will be recalled that
this system of springing embodies a
separate frame for the rider, who is

insulated from road shock by long
laminated leaf springs, the device also
including the springing of the footboards.
A means of adjusting the springs is

available, .nild improvements for 1920
include more efficient mudguarding. The
three models to be exhibited will be a

2J h.p. four-stroke engine with a .J.A.P.
unit, and having an Enfield two-speed
gear, and all-chain drive ; a similar model
with a Burman two-speed gear box, with
clutch, and kick-starter, and chain-cum-
belt transmission; and finally, a 2| h.p.

Union-engined machine, similar to the
first-mentioned model.

Stand ROYAL RUBY.
101. vSeveral examples of the two new -

models will form the Royal Ruby motor
cycle exhibit. The solo machine is

entirely a Royal Ruby production, having
a 3 h.p. single-cylinder engine. The
transmission is by a chain to the two-
speed gear in the countershaft, thence
by belt to the rear wheel, wluch is fitted

with 26x2^in. heavy Dunlop tyres. .A
kick-starter and clutch is provided.
The sidecar combination is driven by

an- 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine through a
Sturmey-Archer three-speed countershaft
gear. On the engine-shaft is placed
a shock absorber of special design.
Tlie wheels are quickly detachable,
interchangeable, and shod with 28x3in.
extra heavy Duiilop tyres on round base
rims. The rear brake is internal-expand-
ing and the transmission by chain. The
sidecar is provided with a spring • wheel

as well as a hood and screen, and the

body can " be easily removed and replaced

by a tradesman's carrier in a few minutes.

Stand CONNAUGHT.
102. The Bordesley Engineering Co.

will show four models of Connaught
motor cycles, the miniature two-stroke

single-speed, or two-speed with clutch

and kick starter. This model has been
known in the past for its excellent petrol

consumption and reliability. The. stan-

dard model is similarly fitted. The
Connaught engine has a bore and stroke

of 73x70 mm., and the capacity is

293 c.c.

Stand - CLYNO.
103.. Although the majority of motor

cyclists have heard of the new spring

frame Clyno big twin, few have seen

it, and no doubt when it is staged on
Stand 103, it will attract more than the

usual crowds of sightseers. It is one
nf the post-war designs, and in it has

been embodied many of the items of

specification which have from time to time

been suggested by experienced riders all

over t'le world.' It may be recalled that

when the result of Thu Motor Cycle
" Which type ? " census was made known,
it was found that the composite machine
suggested by the votes of several

thousands of readers was practically

identical with the specification of the

new Clyno
The machine has 76x102 mm. cylin-

ders with detachable heads, 28x3in.
wheels, and high ground clearance. All

these wheels are sprung, and are inter-

changeable.
Riders of lightweights will be in-

terested in the Clyno lightweight, which
is just as distinctive as the sidecar

model. For 1920 several detail improve-
ments have been made, chief among
which may be mentioned the stiffening

of the frame, the fitting of Brampton
forks, and the widening of the handle-

bars.

On this machine the engine is placed

in an inclined position, and embodies
a two-speed gear as part of the crank

case. The cylinder is 70x70 mm., and
the wheels are 25x2in.

Stand ALLDAYS ALLON.
104. This machine has a two-ftioke

engine Of special design ; the crank case

is divided horizontally through its centre,

and this feature enables the crank axle,

connecting rod, and piston to be witli-

drawn in a very simple manner: A two-
speed gear, combined with a clutch

operated from the handle-bar, and a kick-

starter are included in the specification.

The transmission is chain-cuin-belt.

Stand MONTGOMERY SIDECARS.
105.- Tile Montgomery programiiic for

1920 consists of four models of sidecars

of improved design. The first of these

is an attractive design of coachbuilt

vehicle, embodying a dash covering the

body forward of the seat, and carrying a

windscreen ; a hood is also fitted. Several

other models will be exhibited, including

the tandem model which retails at the

moderate price of £26 10s. Altogether,

the Montgomery range should interest

many bliyers of motor cycles with which
sidecars are not supplied, and those who
prefer something different from the stan-

dard sidecars supplied by the makers who
catalogue complete outfits.

C25
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Standard model of the 5 h.p. Zenith, embodying the Gradua gear driving directly to

the rear wheel.

Stand HOBART.
106. The 1920 Hobart lightweight

is one of the several new machines which
will appear at Olympia fitted with a

spring frame. This device is quite a

neat fitment located behind the seat tube,

and is the result of several years' ex-

periment and test. The engine fitted is

a Villiers two-stroke. The spring frame
model is fitted with a two-speed counter-

shaft gear, kick starter, and a handle-

bar controlled clutch. Single gear and
two-sj^eed models will be shown without
the spring frame, and a new model with

2J h.p. J.A.P. engine and two-speed

gear will be exhibited.

Stand HAZLEWOOD.
107. A new Hazlewood sidecar

machine will be welcomed by those of

our readers who rode Hazlewoods be-

fore the war. The 1920 model is a 6

h.p. twin, with cylinders 70x85 mm.
It is similar in nearly all respects to

the pre-war model, having a chain and
belt drive and a three-speed countershaft

gear. Quite an unusual feature is in-

corporated in the fixing of the belt rim,

which is spoked to a separate hub and
bolted to the main wheel hub. A power-

ful head lug includes provision for two
sidecar .attachments, and a stout addi-

tional stay serves to relieve the lug of

unnecessary strains.

Stand ZENITH.
108. Long famous for the Gradua

gear, the Zenith motor cycles hold the

goodwill of a large section of keen motor
cyclists. Since the specification of these

machines has not varied from the main
characteristics of the design for many
seasons,' it follows that the demand for

the type of transmission employed has

in no way diminished. Given a powerful
engine and a gear infinitely variable

between its limits, no more delightful

mount can be made ; its appeal is without
doubt essentially to the man who desires

speed. A new model will be keenly
inspected; as recently described in Tlie.

Motor Cych, it is a 2J h.p. horizontal
twin, and, although a chain-driven
countershaft is embodied in the trans-

mission, the Gradua gear is fitted. 5 h.p.

.solo and 8 h.p. sidecar models will be
made during 1920, both of them incor-

porating the V twin J.A.P. engines.

Stand READING STANDARD.
110. As an American machine which

has long conformed more closely to

English ideals than most of those coming
from beyond the Atlantic, it is with
considerable interest that we anticipate

its importation during- 1920. While the
general details follow conventional

American practice, the side-by-side valve

arrangement, right-hand kick starter, and
general cleanliness of outline, should
appeal particularly to the rider who
favours the average British layout.

Interconnected clutch and gear con-

trol, dynamo lighting, twist-grip opera-

tion of throttle and ignition, and
mechanical lubrication are features of

this machine, which, incidentally, has
one of the largest engines in the Show,
this being rated at 10 h.p. oil a capacity

of 1,170 c.c, the bore and stroke being

85.7x101.6 mm. respectively.

Stand .
DOT.

113. Assembled with J.A.P. engines

and standard components of sound de-

sign, the Dot machines will be. presented

in both lightweight solo single, and high-

powered twin passenger models. The
smaller machine, which has a 2% h.p.

engine, is a taking little mount on

. standard lines, with chain and belt trans-

mission.

The passenger machines, with the larger

V twin J.A.P. engine, are equipped with
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handsome sidecars on graceful underslu
chassis. On theee models the transmissi

is by semi-enclosed chains, through
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear box a

hand-controlled clutch. A rich dark i

enamel is used in the finish of thi

machines, which present an extrenn

smart appearance.

Siand NORTO
115. Advocates of the long sti'c

engine will make a point of visiting t

stand, which will contain' the most nota'

examples of this type of constructii

The 3i h.p. Norton has a bore and strc

of 79x100 mm. (490 c.c), and it is

nowned- for its wonderful turn of spei

The Brooklands Special and Brooklai

Road Special are both timed at Broi

laiids, and every individual engine

certified to .have exceeded 75 and 70 m.p
respectively. The above models, toget)

with the T.T. Norton, are sinj

geared and belt-driven. The Spo
model is chain-driven through a thi

speed countershaft gear, provided w
a hand-controlled clutth. The Nor
Big Four (82xl20^mm. bore and stro

633 c.c.) is a fine sidecar machine hav
great power, and while it is not desigj

for very high speed, can comforta
exceed 40 m.p.h. with a sidecar. 1

Norton engine is very economical in f

consumption, extraordinary results .

this line having been obtained.

Stand N.U
116. The long looked for post-i

N.U.T.. will be a- great attraction on
'

stand of the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Mc
Co., as it is one of the dt luxe i

machines for 1920. The policy of tlie i

is to offer a solo machine which si

be complete in every way, with tl:

many refinements usually purchased
the keenest riders as separate items i

added to their mounts. This equipm
includes a Magdyno combined light

and ignition set. The engine fitted

a 500 c.c. twin made specially for

N.U.T. Co. by Messrs. J. A. Pr
wich, and has a bore and stroke of (

and 76 mm. A plain bearing is u

on the timing side and ball bearii

on the driving side. Automatic press

feed lubrication from a sump in

crank case is a feature of the eng
which has side-by-side valves and
justable tappets. An exceptionally Is

aluminium silencer is fitted below
engine, from which the exhaust g

Compactness of design is a noticeable feature of the ID h.p. Reading Standard.
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Transmission side of the new N.U.T.-J.A.P.—a solo machine it luxe, fitted with electric

lighting cet and Lucas Magdyno.

s to the atmosphere by 3 long flat

3. "The foi-mer has a. front plate,
ch, by uuscrewing eight screws, can
removed' for- "cleaning the expansion
tnber.

Sturmey-Archer gear box, giving
OS of 4, 6,5, and 10.7 to 1, is driven
chain enclosed, in an aluminium case,
front cover of which is - easily de-

lable . for , inspection purposes. The
1. drive is by a one-inch belt.- A hand-
U'olled clutch is fitted.

n oval tank, with extra large filler

3, and held biy two nickel-plated steel

ps, greatly enhances the appearance
he machine, and that two and a half

ons of petrol can be carried' at one
:ig wii! be a point appreciated by
ie who malce long journeys,
[ark TI. Druid forks. Palmer cord
2^in. tyres, Brooks saddle and pan-
bags foriii part of the equipment,
the price will be 120 gns.

lid HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
7. Few alterations are to be noted
lie new Harley-Davidson model. The
will be showing their powerful twin-

nder, which is so popular among users

idecars, and their sports model, which
described recently in The Motor

k.

J- 'far as the larger type of Harley-
idson is concerned, more substantial
US, chain guards, and sprockets will

fitted for 1920. The silencer is of

iter dimensions and has been slightly
red in design, so as to give greater
ice and higher efficiency. The firm
still adopting the Remy system of
ting and ignition,

sers of Harley-Davidsons will remeni-
,

that ill previous years there has
lys been a danger of running down
accumulator by leaving the switch in
in and the contact-breaker points
liiiig. This may be avoided by con-

.

ing up^ the horn, so that, unless
act is broken, the horn will sound.

i

feature of the exhibit will be the
fortable English-made sidecar bodies
' which the twin-cylinder machines are
i. They are provided with a
er in front and pockets on both sides.

tops of the bodies are of polished
I and look extremely handsome. In
tion to the electrical model, the.
iieto model Harley-Da-vidson will also
liown.

Stand WOLF.
T18. Four Wolf motor cycles will be

staged by the Wulfruna Co., who, for

several yeai's, have specialisei in light;

weights. Two of these machines will be
fitted with Villiers engines and two with
the 2| h.p. J.A.P. unit. The two-strokes
are fitted with Albion two-speed gear,

and with a two-speed gear embodying
clutch and kick starter, the J.A.P.-en-
gined models having a two-speed gear
and a Sturmey-Archer unit with clutch

and kick-starter.

Stand DIAMOND.
119. Diamond 1920 models, which

will be exhibited at Olympia, depart
very little from the standard models of

1919. They will be shown fitted with
J.A.P. and Villiers engines, and Enfield
and Sturmey-Archer gears. The re-intro-

duction of the pre-war shaft and chain-

'

driven model is held up for the time
being, as is also an interesting type of

machine embodying a pressed steel frame.

•^land .MORGAN.
120. Only one Morgan chassis is made

by the Morgan Company, the variation
in the different models being in the make
of engines fitted and the types of body-
work. Three main models will be pro-
vided for 1920, the Grand Prix—a water-
cooled model on more or less sporting
line.s—the standard touring machine, with
air or water-cooled engine ; and the family
runabout, which is fitted with two extra
seats for children. There ai'c several irn-

provementsin details, including the fitting

of a ball thrust in the clutch withdrawal
mechanism, longer bearings in the steer^

ing heads, and stronger bevels in the
gear box.

Stand QUADRANT. .

121. Two single-cylinder sidecar ma-
chines will form the chief items of the
Quadrant Co. for 1920. These machines
were fully described in our issue for

October 30th. The first has a bore and
stroke of 87x110 nlm. (654 c.c), and .'em- #
bodies a Sturmey-Archer gear and all-

chain drive ; and the second has a 95x110
mm. (780 c.c.) engine with which the

three-speed gear box is built integral.

Sloping top tube frames and saddle tanks
form part of the specification.

Stand SCOTT.
122. On the Scott exhibit will be

shown four complete motor cycles, two
being standard machines, one sports

model, and a sidecar outfit. This well-

known two-cylinder water-cooled two-
stroke is too well-known to need descrip-
tion, but the exhibit nevertheless will not
fail to interest every visitor to Olympia.
To satisfy the curiosity of the vast number
of motor cyclists who have not closely

examined the working parts of the Scott
engine, a complete set of parts will be
exhibited, which will reveal the automatic
oil system, the special fixing of the

gudgeon pins, and method of securing
cranks and flywheel. Sectional engines
and gears will also be exhibited.

VaKe side ol the new N.U.T power
the

unit Note the unconventional design ol

silencer.
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iloLuar SteelTube which
CA2RIE5 WHEEL SPfflDLE AHD

fOEI-IS An OIL WELL

Dust Cap

BEOriZE BU5H

Gr:cE55

-Oil

;du5T Caps

-Wmeel Sphidle

How the 1920 Scott front forks are

lubricated.

Stand OLYMPIC.
123. Although the name Olympic is

not so well known as perhaps are the
majority, the men behind the Olympic
Co. Jiave old connections with the trade,

and more will be heard of it in the
future than has been the case in the
past. ' The old-established Olympic con-

cern has recently been acquired by Mr.
W. J. Clarke, who for many years was

2i h.p. J.A.P.-engined Wolf, fitted with two-speed gear.

manager of the Wulfruna Engineering
Co., and also of the Wearwell Cycle Co.

One of the two motor cycles included
in the exhibit is fitted with a Villiers

two-stroke engine, Brampton forks, and
Burman two-speed gear, with clutch and
kick starter, while the second is a four-

stroke of 2| h.p., with outside flywheel.

Stand VINDEC.
164. In addition to a large range of

accessories of every sort and description.

Messrs. Brown Brothers, Ltd., will be

showing the Vindec two-stroke motor

bicycle, fitted with two-speed gear and

chain-cum-belt drive. This is a well-

equipped and well-tried little mount,

which cannot fail to be popular. The

enclosed chains and the well valancec

front mudguards are features which will

be appreciated by our readers. Anothei

excellent point about this machine is ths

spacious toolbag fitted to the side of tht

carrier.

Dinner to the Imperial Motor Transport Council.
H R.H. Prince Arthur of Gonnaught and Oficals and Members entertainsd by the

Association of British and Allied Motor Manufacturers.

ON Wednesday of last week the Asso-
ciation of British and Allied Motor
Manufacturers entertained H.R.H.

Prince Arthur of Connaught and officials

and niembers of the Imperial Motor Trans-
port Council.

Mr. H. C. B. Underdown was in the
chair, and there were approximately 150

After the toast of " The King " had been
honoured, the CH.iiiiMAN proposed " The
Guests," and referred to 'the fact that the
Imperial Motor Transport Council was
first founded in 1913, and at the first

meeting 200 delegates took part. On
. that occasion the subject of fuel supplies
and transport for military purposes was
discussed.

He wished to assure the members of the
Imperial Council that the interests of the
British motor manufacturers in Overseas,
trade was unabated, and that they in-

tended to do all they could to recap-
ture the goodwill largely lost owing to

the war. They were also very glad to

have present Sir Hamar Greenwood, head
of the Department of Overseas Trade—

a

Department which stood out as a striking

proof of the wish of the Government to

assist our export trade.

The Work of the A.B.M.A.M.

He would like to explain that the Asso-
ciation of British Motor and Allied Mann-
f.icturers worked with the Society of

tlotor Manufacturers and Traders in the
very friendliest manner, and would very
saon be probably a part of it.

Among the many tasks which the Asso-
ciation had undertaken was the standard-

isation of parts, which ought to be
common on different types of vehicles,

and it undertook the discussion and dis-

tribution of the products of its members
in a manner fair to the markets, fair to

the manufacturer, and fair to the dis-

tributer. Furthermore, it had succeeded
in founding a Research Association, with
the assistance of the Government, and
it could claim to be the first engineering

association to -have- done so. It had also

made arrangements with the Department
of Overseas Trade for an investigation

as regards their interests abroad.

Costs and Prices.

Among other matters mentioned in the

course of a long speech, the Chairman
touched upon the question of prices and
costs—which, incidentally, apply equally

to the motor cycle industry. ,. This was
' a question about which there had been
many criticisms, he said. They were
accused of overcharging. The Associa-

tion had, however, been at considerable

pains, assisted by expert advice; to ascer^

tain how the rise in the cost of production
compared with the rise in prices, and
after an examination of the figures

it was found that present prices far

from counterbalanced the increased cost

of production. ' Steel of all kinds was
nearly three times as -much as in 1914,

aluminium more than twice, timber three

and a half times, and labour had more
than doubled in cost ; also, a further 5s.

had been granted recently to workmen
Further, they were at the moment at i

standstill, owing to tlie lamentabli

moulders' ' strike, which must necessarili

upset a great many plans and programme
for 1920. Management and distributibi

expenses had increased proportionatcl;

with the increase in the cost of materiali

and labour, but prices had barely doubled

Had they been doubled, they would hav.

been fully justifiable.

H.R.H; Prince Arthur of Connattghi
K.G., K.T., paid tribute to the quality
British cars. Without the motor trans

port he did not believe the war cOiil'

have been carried on to a successful cor

clus^ion.

War history revealed in a ver

large measure the success of 01)

lorries in supplying rations and ammun:
tion to our troops in the field, and t

enable our Commanders to bring up r(

inforcements to a threatened point in th

shortest possible time on many eventfv

occasions.

Mr. Edward Manville, M.P., n
marked that there never was a tin

when the prospects of those who mam
factured material for transport were s

good as they are to-day. There wi

perhaps one fly in the ointment, and thi

was the attitude labour , may take ti

wards the industry in general. En'

ployers and employed must work for tl

mutual benefits of both.

Sir Hamtar Gseenwood; Bart, M'.P

and the Hon. Sir Arthur StanlE'

G.B.E., C.B., also spoke.
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NEW MODELS
THE 1920 METRO-TYLER.

A Newly-designed 270 c.c. Two-slroke w Ih Unit Assembly of Engine, Gear Box,
and Magneto .

'

lieat generated. The cylinder head is

machined both on the inside and outside.
The crank case is ingeniously con-

structed, the design having been carefully
considered in order to provide and raain-

THE 2i h.p. Metro-Tyler two-stroke
has been completely redesigned for

1920, and but few of the original

details, which made the early machines
of the same make so successful in such
a short period, have been retained.

It will be manufactured in one standard
model only, and this ha.? a surprisingly
neat and compact appearance, since the
engine, gear box, and magneto are in

one complete unit, which is mounted
. between two steel plates forming a

housing.

Of the three-port two-stroke type, and
having a bore and stroke of 70x70 mm.
(270 c.c), the engine ha* a cast iron

cylinder fitted with an inspection port

Vk.^JSZJ^j^

The one-piece crankshaft, showing the

housing for the plate which secures the

rollers in the big end bearing.

over the transfer passage. Special , atten-
tion has been paid to ensure the adequate
cooling of- the combustion head, inso-

ffluch that the three top cooling fins are

of aluminium, wluch rapidly disperses the

A new Metro-Tyler model
of very pleasing design; The
engine is a 2|^h.p. two-stroke.

Piston and connecting rod oi the new
Metro-Tyler engine

tain a high initial compression. The use
of large diameter Skefko ball bearings
necessitates some device to maintain com-
pression within the crank case, and in

thic case the one evolved consists of

spring diaphragms with bronze faces in

contact with floating steel washers, which
latter are held in position on either side

of the crank case by the magneto and
chain sprockets respectively. The dia-

phragms are lield between two fibre

washers, the outer one being of greater
width than the inner one, thus distorting

the diaphragm, and holding it tightly

against the floating washer. Should wear
take place, the washers -may be changed
over, and will effectively take up the
play. The crankshaft is a one-piece steel

stampingj and is provided with an in-

tegral balance weight. By accurately
grinding the bevelled edges of the crank-
,,- shaft webs and the rounded

edges of the big end, the con-

necting rod may be passed over the shaft
and placed in position to accommodate
the rollers of the bearing. The big end of
the connecting rod embodies the outer
ring for the rollers, whilst the crank forms
the inner member. This bearing has no
cheek plates or rivets. The retention of
the rollers in position is effected by means
of a plate which is screwed to the corre-
sponding area cut out of the crankshaft
stamping.

The connecting rod is bushed at the
small end, and the gudgeon pin is secured
to the cast iron
piston by means of

a set screw and lock-
ing pin.

New ideas are
noticeable in the
design of the de-
compressor, which is

housed in the front
of the cylinder, and
directly opposite the

j

sparking plug. By
removing these two
parts a clear way is

made across the top
of the piston, which
allows the removal
of carbon deposit
without dismantling
the cylinder.

The construction
of the decompressor. The ball bearing
wliieh releases rupporting the main
direttly into the shaft,

exhaust pipe, is

clearly shown in the illustration.

An ingenious system of lubrication is
employed, the quantity of oil admitted
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New ModeU.
to the engine being regulated by the
adjustable drip on the Enots lubricator,
whilst the supply is maintained by suc-
tion from the induction pipe.

A spiral oil groove is cut in the 'cylin-

der wall, one end o£ which is connected
to the induction pipe, and the other to

an oil lead from the lubricator.

|/]^^M(^!LS

The cone compression release valve.

A proportion of the oil which is sucked
into the spiral groove lubricates the
piston and gudgeon pin, which latter is

drilled and grooved, and eventually passes
through the induction port in the cylinder
into the crank chamber ; the remainder
of the oil, however, is drawn into the
crank case, and there lubricates the crank-
shaft ball and roller bearings. Should
it be found necessai'y, an auxiliary hand
pump is provided, whereby the supply

of oil may be augmented. The two-speed

gear box, which is completely concealed

by and housed in the side plates, follows

standard practice. Special attention,

however, has been paid to lubrication

and the method of engaging the dogs

employed. The same oil as is used for

engine lubrication is employed in the

gear box, a large filler cap being located

on top of the casting.

Efficient Gear Box Lubrication.

In addition to the oil holes drilled

between the constant mesh gear teeth

for lubrication of the bushes, the splined

shaft has a ' left-hand spiral cut in the

bearing end which leads to the straight

oil channel cut in the splined portion.

The two gear ratios employed are 9.84

to 1 low gear, and 5.25 to 1 high gear.

In order that the dogs may be gently

engaged, a control J ever embodying a

spring device is employed, which, Regard-

less of the dog's position, may be moved
around the .quadrant fitted above the
petrol tank.
The gear box may be moved along

slotted holes drilled in the side plates for

chain adjustment, whilst the C^A.V.
magneto, which is secured to an aluminium
bracket between the engine and gear box,
may be adjusted in a similar manner.
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Accessibility forms one of the most

prominent features of' this new machme,

the complete power unit may be removed

from the main frame in a few mmutes,

the chain cases are detachable for chain

adjustment, and an inspection cover is

provided for magneto adjustments.

4

A plan view of the gear box, showing the

large filler cap and the spring gear lever

control.

The petrol tank, which is
^
of very

pleasing appearance, has a capacity of one

and a half gallons, whilst the small oil

compartment contains one quart.

The price of the machine, deliveries

of which will commence early in February^

next, is not definitely fixe'd. It will, how-

ever, be somewhere in the vicinity of

sixty-seven guineas.

The Cox " Atmos " Carburetter.
A Scienlifically Designed Instrument giving Maximum Power, Speed, and Economy,

with One-lever Control.

CARBURATION is a subject of peren-
nial interest, and experimentalists
in its field are innumerable ; all

claim to have the perfect instrument, but
in one direction or another a weakness
is usually to be found—high petrol con-

sumption, a flat spot, bad slow running, or

starting singly or collectively appearing.

The inventot of the Atmos carburetter

has approached the question from a

deductive standpoint, and, basing his

experiments on past experience with car-

buretters more or less conforming to

standard practice, he determined to

branch entirely away from the lines on
which he had worked hitherto.

Regarding first the failure of most
automatic carburetters to register good

,

consumption, except at one speed, de-

duction led to the belief that the placing

of the jet in the main air stream was
wrong, since in this position it is sub-

ject to widely varying conditions.

An exterior view

of the Cox " Atmos
"

automatic carburetter.

Note the triangular

damping port.
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The reason for the disproportionate
supply of petrol at high speeds in the
average carburetter is, of course, due to

the fact that sufficient air is unable to

pass through the choke in a given time,
consequently the depression in the in-

duction pipe increases, and too much
petrol issues from the jet.

If, instead of placing the jet in the
main air stream, we could place in the
narrowest part thereof the orifice of a
tube conveying gas, the latter would be
drawn along at a rate proportional to
the speed of the main air. This arrange-
ment is achieved in the Atmos carbu-
retter by placing the jet in ,a small
venturi

_ tube, which opens into the
narrowest part of the main choke, at the
centre of the rotating throttle barrel.

Operation of the engine causes a de-
pression in the induction pipe, and,
according to the intensity of this, air

passes at greater or less speed through
the main choke. The
speed of this air flow

determines the speed at

which air shall be in-

duced through the sub-
sidiary venturi. . A
second depression is

here caused, but this

is not proportional so

much to the depression

in the induction pipe as

to the speed of the air

flowing through t!>e

main 'choke, conse-

quently petrol is sucked
from the jet in propor-

tion to the amount of

air passing through the

carburetter. The above
reasoning applies chiefly

to the case in which the

throttle is fully open, and to obtain

perfect results at all speeds further ex-

perimenting was involved.

Since the jet is not directly" subject •

to the main depression created in the '

induction pipe, but delivers petrol in

proportion to the depression in the

smaller venturi, and as this depends in

turn on the velocity of the main air

stream, it follows that if the speed of

the air flow through the former can be

controlled, the fuel flow could likewise

be determined.

At small throttle openings the tendency
for the main depression to extend towards
the second venturi, and act directly on

the jet, is counteracted by an annular

ring of triangular ports surrounding the

smaller choke. These ports register with

ports in the throttle, , of such a shape

that, as the throttle opening widens, the

ports close. By this device the speed

of air flow through the smaller venturi,

Diagram of the air passages. The shaded

portion is the stationary part of the body,

and the throttle with its extension, which

contains the air regulating ports, is shown

in solid black.

and with it the flow of petrol to the engine,

is gradually increased to a maximum as the

throttle reaches the fully opened position.
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Hew Models.

Externally the Atmos carburetter has
a somewhat complicated appearance, but
in actual construction it is exceedingly
simple. The inventor has exhaustively
studied the subject of carburation, and,
in consequence, has evolved an instrument
in which the supply of petrol is controlled
by air velocities thi'ough the internal
passages ; this fact enables a single jet
or fuel orifice to be used. The main air
flow through' the carburetter being con-
trolled by the throttle, no air valves are
necessary, and the throttle is the only
moving part.

A float chamber of conventional pattern
is used, communicating with an adjust-
able jet. The latter is never varied under
running conditions, and once set to give
best maximum all out power is locked

;

this setting depends upon the size of the
main choke and noi upon the size or type
of engine. Once the carburetter is set,

no alteration can be made advantageously,
whatever the variety of engine to which
it is applied. A small shutter is fitted

to cover the damping ports surrounding
the smaller venturi ; this is only used for

^ starting purposes and eliminates the
necessity for flooding.

Some Comparative Tests.

The inventor's claim that a perfectly
automatic carburetter can be regulated
by air velocity only without the use of
mechanical devices like dash-pots, suction
valves, or variable jets, is borne out by
the actual performance of the Atmos. It

is further argued that the carburetter
which is once set, if truly automatic 'in

action, should function perfectly within
its range on an engine of any type or

size, and not show an excessive consump-
tion if used on engines of much larger

dimensions than the one to which it

would normally be fitted.

'We witnessed the following test. A
small untested carburetter was taken and
the jet adjusted to the position known
to be most suitable to the bore of the main

Ja AdjuiUnI 5crtu.

Cap formin-g ThToUlt-

Adjustable jet, housing and throttle of the

Cox "Atmos" carburetter. The throttle is

the only moving part.

choke. This was fitted to a V twin
engine of 85x95 mm. bore and stroke

and the engine started up. This was
eft'ected with one or two turns of the
crank, and the following points were
noted. Starting was easy and certain,

slow-runnin" exceptionally good, pick-up
running liglit and also, when heavily
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loaded by a rope brake on the flywheel,

instantaneous, "hunting" being entirely

absent. Consumption indicated by flow-

meter was proportionate throughout the

speed range.
Meanwhile, a four-cylinder lorry engine

of 105x140 mm. bore and stroke was

being warmed up on a large Atmos, and

the same characteristics were observed

;

the fuel, consumption was also noted at

a given load and engine speed.

An Amazing Result.

Both engines were then stopped and
the small carburetter w^as taken from the

twin and fitted (without any alteration)

to the big four-cylinder.
' The latter

instantly started with a turn of the

handle and showed the same results as

those obtained from the correct size of

• carburetter, except that the maximum,
speed was limited.

In this case the engine was loaded to

the same degree and speeded up to the

rate of revolutions at which the con-

sumption had been noted with the large

carburetter, and it was interesting to see

that the flowmeter reading was almost
identical with the one previously obtained.

No more conclusive proof could be given

of the inventor's contention that a car-

buretter could be set within itself to give

a perfect mixture at all speeds and loads,

irrespective of the engine to which it is

to be fitted.

The motor cycle models of this instru-

ment are not yet available, but, meanwhile,
we hope extensively to test one on a
machine well known as a difficult pro-

position frorn the carburetter maker's
point of view. We shall give our readers

the result of our further experience with
this interesting instrument in due course.

The T.B. Three-wheeler.
A Shafl-driven Runabsut by an Aircraft Engineering Firm.

THERE are several new three-wheelers

of which the public has not yet been
. advised, some of which are the

products of large engineering firms with
excellent facilities to manufacture a first-

class article at a reasonable price.

The T.B. three-wheeler is a proposition

now offered by one of these firms—Messrs.

Thompson Bros. (Bilston), Ltd.—who,
during the war created a large aircraft

department, which, now released for civil

work, will be devoted to the three-wheeler

illustrated.

Experimental work has been in progress

for the past twelve months, and the pro-

- duction model evolved has completed a

strenuous road test of several thousand
miles, during jwhich, we are told, no ad-

justments or alterations were made to

the car.

Shalt Drive.

Probably the transmission is the most
interesting feature of the vehicle, as shaft

drive is used throughout. The engine—an
8 h.p. J.A.P. or a 10 h.p. Pi'ecision twin

—

is built up integral with a two-speed and
. reverse gear box of the company's own
design. This embodies a large diameter
leather-to-metal clutch, incorporating

^
a

patent spring drive. 'The unit is easily

accessible, - and can be detached quite

readily from the chassis. Universals of

the disc type are placed at either end of

the propeller-shaft.

The frame is of tubular construction,

and is fitted with quarter-elliptic springs
at the front axle and long cantilevers at

the rear. Metal is used practically

throughout the body construction, which
is quite pleasing in design, and has a
hinged tail-piece to facilitate the removal
of the rear wheel.

Steering is direct, and the carburetter
and ignition control is carried to the
steering wheel by Bowden wire—pedals
being used for the clutch and
service brake on the counter-
shaft. Hand levers are used
for gear change and rear

wheel brake.

The engine is started by a handle at
the front of the machine, and the equip-
ment includes Amac carburetter, M-L
magneto. Best and Lloyd semi-automatic
drip feed lubrication system, spare wheel,
hood, screen, lamps, and pump.
At a later date we intend to deal more

fully with this interesting machine. In
the meantime, it suffices to say that the
makers contemplate starting deliveries in
January, and that the price will be £200.

A newly designed three-wheeler with shah transmission.
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The "Best" Mechanical Lubricator.
Slow-speed Pump : Ainimum

ALRKADY some of our leading ma-
chines are being fitted with oil-

circulating systems driven by the
engine, while innumerable devices calcu-
lated to perform the same duties are
being designed or are in the experimental
state. Among these is a simple device
which will shortly be placed on the market
by Best and Lloyd, Ltd., of Handsworth,
Birmingham.

Numbsr of Working Parts: Interconnected with Hand Pump

and Visible Drip-fesd.

Most engine-operated oil pumps suffer

from the fact that they work at too

great a speed, and, in consequence,

the bore and stroke are so small that

the action may be easijy deranged in cold

weather owing to the viscosity of the

thick oil necessary in air-cooled engines.

In order to overcome this defect, a special

reduction gear has been incorporated in

the I3est pump, which enables the pump
to work very slowly and so permits the

employment of a large bore and stroke.

The pump plunger is reciprocated by

the eccentric which revolves in enlarged

eye of the connecting rod. The wedge
(shaded) is used to vary the stroke.

Great speed reduction is obtained with this

form of gearing.

The Best mechanical oil pump has the

great ra-erit of simplicity, for it consists

of but ten parts, which are readily dis-

mantled or assembled, since there are no
screws or valves in the construction.

It is designed to work in conjunction
with either the existing type of drip-

feed oil pump or one of a simplified

pattern specially made for the purpose

;

in. either case the suction and delivery

valves in the drip-feed are utilised for

the mechanical pump. With this system
the hand-pump is always available for

the delivery of a full charge, while, as

the whole of the oil passes through the
drip-feed sight glass, in the unlikely
event of a failure of the pump, the
cessation of the oil flow would be readily

discernible.

A neat sight feed lubricator designed
' to work in conjunction with the Best

mechanical pump.

Simplicity, compactness, and great
speed reduction are the essential charac-
teristics of this gear, which operates in

the following manner. A spindle, suitably
driven from one of the engine timing
wheel shafts, rotates within the case of

the pump driving gear. On this spindle
is an eccentric which fits in the central
hole of a bronze wheel having fifty-nine

teeth on its periphery, and this wheel

meshes with a ring fixed on tlie back

plate of the case and having sixty

internally-cut teeth. Rotation of th6

eccentric causes the bronze wheel tp roll

round inside the ring, making one revolu-

tion to sixty of the spindle. From the

wheel a steel peg projects, and this driveaj

a brass disc having another eccentric
|

integral with it and moving within thej

enlarged end of the pump connecting rod. 1

On the outer cover of the case is_ a.j

movable plate carrying a wedge which

can be moved in between the eccentrioi

and a turned-up lip on the connecting.^

rod ; in this position a full stroke of the 1

pump is obtained at each revolution oil

the eccentric, but, if the wedge is moveclT

to the "minimum" position, tlie eccentric

|

rotates idly and no motion is imparted.

(Left) The Best oil pump complete. (Right) The internal parts, which are few and simple.

An advantage ot the Best pump is that it

can be easily fitted to any machine equipped
with a Best and Lloyd semi-automatic drip

teed. The diagram shows the manner ol

application to a 1913 Triumph.

It will be seen that by this devicej
the pump makes one stroke to ever^
120 engine revolutions, so that all the
objections which can be raised to the^
small high-speed pump are eliminated.

In the case of machines already fitted J

with the Best and Lloyd semi-automatic
'

drip-feed, the mechanical oil pump may.;
be fitted with a minimum of trouble,'

the work being quite within the powersj
of any good cycle mechanic. We in-^

spected one fitted to an early patteriH|
Triumph, and this was driven from thel
magneto sprocket nut, which had a squarel
hole at its outer end, engaging with al
square spigot on the driving spindle ofl
the pump. The case was fitted to thej
magneto chain cover by three smallj
screws.

d6
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The 1920 3^h.p. P. and M.
Improved Cylinder Design, Mechanical Lubrication, Hand and Foot Control to Rear

Brake, Streng hened Starter Mechanism.

Mechanical oil pump driven from timing gear, a redesigned cylinder with cooling flanges parallel with ground line, and an improved
kick-starter are obvious improvements noticeable in this model.

SOME important alterations have been
made in the popular P. and fil.

since we last saw the Si.x Days
Trial model in the company's showrooms
at Berners Street, London, W.l, some
few weeks ago. The most conspicuous
improvement has been in the engine. The
bore and stroke remain the same, namely
84.5x88.9 mm. (498 c.c), but the cylin-

der has been' completely redesigned. It

speed by a worm on the exhaust cam
wheel, and oil is delivered alternately
to the big end and to the cylinder. The

The newly designed cylinder has horizontal

radiating flanges.

is a very fine casting, and the fins are
now parallel with the ground, and there
is a large air space between the valve
chamber and cylinder ; the ports have
now a streamline form, and the valves
have been enlarged.
The lubrication is effected by means

of a . mephanical pump, driven at low

P. & M. front forks which have been
greatly strengthened. Large screw-down
greasers are fitted to all bearings.

rotating portion of the pump is in two
parts, and. of these, the one to which
the pinion is attached has .i spigot at its

further end ; it is also drilled to form
the bore in which the plunger works

;

connecting with the central hole is a

smaller one at right-angles, which regis-

ters with the various suction and delivery

passages as it rotates. The spigot re-

ferred to engages with a slot in the

upper portion of the pump, which also

caiiies the plunger; and the upper portion

IS enciicled by two annular cams, form-

The mechanical oil pump of the 1 920 P & M.

ing a groove into which two pins pro-
trude. These pins are held diametrically
opposite to one another in a fixed cap at
the head of the pump. The rotary motion
conveyed by the spigoted section results

in a reciprocating motion being given to
the plunger-carrying portion through the
agency 'of the groove in the head as the
cams ride on the fixed pins. The pump

D9
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is driven at one-fortieth of tlie engine
speed, and, on removing the cap at the
head, a small screw is revealed above the
cams, by means of which the throw of
the plunger may be altered if desired.
According as the hole at right angles
to the pump bore registers with the
outlets, oil is either drawn in or expelled.
In the position shown in the photograph
the plunger is at the bottom of its stroke,
and the oil is being e.xpelled into the
lower ot the two outlets, which leads to
the big end. A further movement will
bring the hole into a horizontal position.
In this position it communicates with
one of two channels diametrically opposite
to each other in the outer casing. At
this moment the plunger is at the top
of its stroke, and oil is drawn in from
the inlet and through one of the channels,
and on the down stroke is expelled into
the upper of the two outlets as .soon as
the hole registers with it. A further
movement brings the hole opposite the
other groove in the pump casing, a
further charge of oil is drawn in, and
thus the cycle of operation is continued.
The oil lead to the big end passes

through the crankshaft boss, and almost
touches the flywheel, on which a scroll
is cut, and the end of this terminates in
a hole leading to the hollow crankshaft.
The stream of oil impinging on the fly-

wheel is led by centrifugal force along
the scroll right into the big end bear-
ing. A hand-controlled oil pump is con
nected directly to the crank chamber.

^OT^ILH

Another important feature is the kick
starter, which has been somewhat sim-
plified in design. It works directly on

Spacious tool-bags are a commendable
feature on the new P. & M.

the crankshaft, and its pinion is neatly
enclosed by a cover forming part of the
magneto c,hain case casting.
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We have already referred in these

pages to the ratchet brake with which
the latest model P. and M. is flitted.

This is now interconnected with the band
brake on the rear wheel, so that this

brake may be actuated either by the
hand or the foot. A movement of the

pedal does not alter the hand lever in

the slightest degree, owing to the in-

genious arrangement of the control rods.

A rim brake is fitted to the front wheel.

The remainder of the machine does

not show any startling features in design,

and the improvements are chiefly in de-

tail. A larger transmission shock ab-

sorber is now fitted, and the design of

the spring forks has been considerably

simplified. The excellent carrier now
has welded joints, and on each side of

it are spacious tool bags, which are se-

curely closed by a strip steel bolt in

place of the usual leather straps.

We have an interesting announcement
to make concerning Messrs. Phelon and
Moore, Ltd. Hitherto the firm have
adhered strictly to reliability trials, since

their machine, while capable of main-
taining a good average, was noted rather

for its excellent finish, its unimpeach-
able reliability, and its steady going,

than for its achievements as a speed

mount. However, this state of affairs .

is now ended, and next year the firm .

intend to have a sporting try at the 1920
;

Tourist Trophy Race, and, in conse- '

quence, we hasten to wish them the sue- :

cess they most thoroughly deserve.

A New Long-stroke Single.
The Corona Junior T^otor Cycle with 4h.p. Engine of 448cc.

AN interesting new machine which will

be exhibited at Olympia is the
Corona Junior, which has been but

recently designed and is now being manu-
factured in large quantities by the Meteor
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of Tolhngton
Park, London, N.
One of the principal features of this

machine is that the number of parts
employed is claimed to be less than on
any other machine.
The 4 h.p. four-stroke engine, which

has a bore and stroke of 72x110 mm.,
has its cylinder cast integral with the
crank case, and has a detachable com-
bustion head. This is constructed ot a
special alloy which has a high conduc-
tivity, and permits the decarbonisation
of the piston and cylinder head whilst
the engine is in the frame. The crank-
shaft is a one-piece steel stamping and
is offset from the centre line of the cylin-

der, which, the makers claim, reduces
wear and side strain on the cylinder
.walls.

Totally enclosed valves, fitted with ad-
justable tappets, are employed, and are
operated directly from the cams machined
integral with the timing wheel and mag-
neto chain sprocket, thereby dispensing
with the use of rocker arms, and self-

aligning ball bearings are used for the
main bearings. Automatic lubrication has
been incorporated, a constant level of oil

being maintained by means of a mechani-
cal pump. A single-lever carburetter is

provided, and a welded steel silencer of

novel design, which can be rapidly dis-

mantled by removing one bolt.

Knock-out spindles are fitted to both
wheels, the rear one of which carries

the totally enclosed internal expanding
brake. A noteworthy feature of the Corona
Junior is the method of springing the
front wheel, the mechanism bemg enclosed.

Three models will be standardised, a
light solo mount with fixed belt drive,

a similar machine fitted with a two-speed
countershaft gear box, and a third model,
designed for sidecar work, which will

be equipped with a three-speed gear and
an enclosed clutch and kick-starter.

It is extremely illuminating to note the

interest being taken in the single-cylinder
;

would-be prophets would have us believe

that the end of the single-cylinder is in

sight, but still it holds a high position

as the most economical machine at a

moderate price, in spite of the desir-

ability of multi-cylinder engines for

luxurious mounts.

Direct to the Public.
A lightweight which is to be marketed

,

direct to the public is illustrated. TheJ
engine is a 2J li.j). two-stroke, and thel
equipment includes Saxon or Brampton!
forks, 26x2in. Palmer tyres, and alu-J

minium footboards. The price, £43, in-
'

eludes lamps and generator. The makers
are British Standard Motors, 145, Lich-

field Road, Aston, Birmingham.

The British Standard, a new lightweight which will be Eold direct to the public.
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Transmission side
of the 1920 flat-twin

Raleigh. The engine

is slightly enlarged, bore

and stroke now being

77 X 75 mm. =

The Raleigh for 1920.
A Flat Twin designed for Solo or

Sidecar Use.

SINCE we first described the flat twin
Raleigh in May, 1918, there have
been many detail improvements.

Every little point has been carefally

considered until the machine is well-nigh
perfect.

The engine remains much as before,
but the dimensions have been -increased
from 77x70 mm. to 77x75 mm. bore
and stroke,~ giving a capacity of close
on 700 c.c, which means a little more
power for sidecar work.

Roller bearings are used throughout,
and a specially built-up crankshaft

The Raleigh head lug and sidecar connections.

enables the cylinders to be very nearly

in line without off-setting the connecting

rods ; moreover, the balance weights

provided, combined with the very small

offset of the cylinders, have the effect

of practically banishing the small hori-

zontal couple, which can only be entirely

removed by making a three-throw crank-

shaft and using two light connecting rods

to one cylinder, balanced by a heavier

one to the other ; this method does not
wear well, and, where tried, has been
abandoned.

Deta<;hable cylinder heads are fitted,

and these can be very quickly removed,
for, on loosening a gland nut, the inlet

pipe comes away with the head, and the
exhaust pipe is so fitted that when its

union nut is removed it does not -impede
the removal of the head ; also it is gas-

tight in any position which the union
nut allows it to take up. '

A very effective shock-absorber is fitted

to the engine-shaft, consisting of rounded
projections on one part resting in depres-
sions of a greater radius in the other.

This gives an easy movement at first

with a greatly increasing resistance as
the spring is compressed. It is entirely

automatic in action and cannot slip.

The flywheel is loaded with lead.

The silencer, which also forms the
underscreen, is provided with internal

passages from each cylinder meeting in

the centre and giving an inductor effect,

the flow in each pipe being aided by that
in its fellow.

As before, each valve is provided with
two springs, whose period of vibration

differs, the object of this being to stop
' bouncing.

Warming the Gas.

The induction of the charge still takes
place through the timing case, a Raleigh
feature which has been much copied, and
a space is left below the magneto plat-

form and above the crank case. This
has the effect of improving the cooling

of the front cylinder by allowing the

stream of air, which is closing in after

being disturbed by the front mudguard,
a free passage over the cylinder, not
interrupted by a solid erection on the

crank case. An Amac carburetter (with

either one or two levers) is bolted by
means of a flange on the cover of the

timing case, and is quite out of the way
of the rider's foot or leg, which is not

always the case on a flat twin.

Lubrication.

Oil is fed by a suction drip feed to a

point in the crank case above the front

connecting rod ; this ensures the front

cylinder getting its full supply of oil.

The suction in the crank case is made
very effective by the rotary release valve,

which consists of ports cut in the shaft

driving the magneto. Consequently, there

is no possibility of a failure in the oil

supply. This also has the advantage of

allowing the warm air from the irank
case to circulate around the inlet passage
through the timing case, and warm the

gas as soon as' it reaches the engine.

Raleigh silencer, the enclosed passage*

are designed to give an inductor effect.

A hand pump is also provided, hy which
an e.xtra supply of oil may be given as

occasion requires—for instance, in stiff

climbing with a sidecar attached.

Gear Box and Chain Adjustment.

A new gear box has been specially

designed for this model ; it is housed

in a casing which is built up in the

frame—consequently, it is absolutely

rigid, and cannot get out of line. These
are very great advantages, but they

necessitate shifting the engine in the

frame for chain adjustment purposes.

This is, however, accomplished in a very

simple and satisfactory manner. An
extension of the crank case projects

downwards between the twin tubes below

the engine; on each side of this are

DI3
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Ne / Models.—

placed angle pieces, about six inches in

length, and two bolts secure the whole.
As the bolts are screwed home, the angle
pieces meeting the curved sides of the

PJ^OT^IUE
sprung rear portion to be very close to
the centre of the drive. The lower
joints work on hardened steel bushes,
those at the end of the springs on phos-
phor bronze.

Valve side of the Raleigh flat-twin. Note that the gear box is built into the frame, and
that the silencer forms an underscreen.

tubes pull the engine downwards and
hold it tightly. There is, moreover, a
third attachment below the tank. The
rear chain is adjusted as usual at the
rear hub, and this can be done without
disturbing or affecting the operation of
the brake, which is of the internal ex-
panding type, working within the rear
sprocket. The clutch contains two plates,

having cork inserts gripped between
three plain plates, and the plate contain-
ing the driven sprocket is mounted on
ball bearings. Both the main and lay-

shafts of the gear are short, and of
ample diameter, and, in consequence,
are very stiff ; the layshaft is geared

With the exception of the top tube
and head, the whole frame is duplex

;

this gives great strength and light
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minium, and is provided with a groove
around the countershaft opening, in

which the rear case (sheet steel) can
rock as the spring frame comes into

operation. This is made oiltight by
means of a felt washer. Both mudguards
are of ample dimensions, that in front

being extra wide and, extending beyond
the forks, is packed where the forks

pass through to prevent mud from this

point spattering the machine and rider.

The footboards are of wood, mounted
in. aluminium frames and rubber-covered.
The rear brake is operated by the left

heel, the front by the usual handle-bar
lever. The brake rim in which the
front brake acts is spoked, and attached
to the hub in the same manner as the
rear sprocket ; thus, the wheels, as well

as being quickly detachable, are inter-

changeable.

Detail Beflnements.

Another important point, often neg-

lected, is that an oiler is fitted through
which lubrication can be supplied to the

head bearings, both top and bottom.
The toolbox is situated below the tank

in rear of the magneto, and is thus on

the sprung part of the machine.
Other refinements consist of taking the

operating wires partly through the

handle-bars, handle-oar operation for the
clutch, and an extension of the handle-
bar stem to carry the head light. The
stands are secured by spring washers to

present rattling.

The Raleigh is designed both for solo

and sidecar use, and should be most
satisfactory for either. The riding posi-

tion is delightfully comfortable and the
saddle low. The sidecar is attached at

four points to the main frame ; in addition,
a triangular member carrying the side-

Method of securing engine to the lower

twin tubes

down, and runs at low speed ; this has
the effect of reducing the loss of effi-

ciency due to oil churning. Another
point is that the sleeve carrying the
driving sprocket is longer than usual,
and takes a bearing on the main shaft
at each end, with an oil chamber be-
tween. An enclosed kick-starter is pro-
vided.

The spring frame has been found to
be so satisfactory that no alterations
have been necessary. The construction
of the gear box enables the joint of the

Transmission side of the Raleigh power unit. The light portion^ of ibe flywheel is a lead insertion

weight, the actual weight of the com-
plete machine is 280 lb.

Both chains are enclosed ; the inside

part of the front case is of cast alu-

car wheel, which is sprung in the same
manner as the bicycle, is attached at the

top and bottom of the loop over the rear

wheel.
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The Stanger V Twin Two-stroke.
A New Engine Un t which will be Exhibited at the Olympia Show.

"rHERE have been several V twin two-
1 strokes designed and made, but, for

reasons known only to their sponsors,

they have not been placed upon the
market. Among the exhibits at Olympia,
however, a new 5 h.p. two-stroke engine
will be staged by the Trotman Patent
Dandy Co., a firm of paper makers' engi-

neers at Wood Green, London.
Designed by an engineer, whose experi-

ence with motor cycle engines goes back
to the year 1897, when he designed and
constructed the 2| h.p. Stanger quad,
the engine under review is of the conven-
tional three-port type, and can be fitted

in any motor cycle frame which accom-
modates present-day engines. It consists

of two cast iron cylinders with large
radiating fins. Mounted in^ a staggered
position on an aluminium crank case,

and set at an angle of 45°, compression
relief valves are situated in the usual
hexagon housings and recessed and drilled

from all sides of the hexagon, thus afford-

ing a very quick relief of compression.

The entire interiors of the cylinders are

machined, leaving the heads perfectly

smooth, and tending to keep them free

from carbon deposit. Cast iron pistons.

of the deflector type, are used, and are
fitted with three rings—^two in the top
and one in the skirt.

The gudgeon pins (which are hollow) are
a light driving' fit in the piston, and are
fixed in a rather novel manner. One end
has a fixed pin projecting about -^in. on
either side of its diameter. When the
pin is driven home a split pin is pushed
through a hole and opened in the bore of
the gudgeon pin.

A one-piece two-throw crankshaft of

50 ton steel (case hardened) is employed,
set at 180°, and is very short and stiff

between the throws.

The crank case, which is of aluminium,
is divided laterally, and by a dividing
wall, which forms two separate chambers.
The centre bosses are machined to take
a large compression retaining bush. The
outer bosses are fitted with self-aligning
double ball bearings, and also compression
retaining bushes, so it will be seen that
each throw revolves in a complete craiik
chamber of its own.

Steel connecting rods, with a phosphor-
bronze small end bush, are fitted,

the large end being case hardened and
ground, and so shaped as to thread over

y^^si.^^ ^

Exterior and mternal views of the Stanger twin two-stroke engine.

the solid crankshaft. - The rollers are

slipped through a small groove at the

highest point of the crank web, two halves

of a hardened steel washer- having first

been placed in the connecting rod. When
the full number of rollers are in position

Flywheel side of the Stanger two-stroke

engme, a twin of 5 h.p., havmg five

working parts. *

the other split washer is fixed with the

two split pins. Hardened washers assist

to keep the roller in a true path on the
crank pin.

Lubrication is effected by means of a
twin drip feed, which is carried to the
lowest point of the inlet ports. Although
drip feed is fitted, the designers advise
the use of the petroil system.
The magneto is situated on a platform

in front of the engine, and is driven by a

chain encssed in a complete dustproof
aluminium case.

A very large flywheel is employed, to

which is keyed the driving sprocket.

A feature of this engine is that it may
be adapted to almost any type of motor
cycle frame.

The Olympia Car Show.
Many Exhibits of Interest to Motor Cyclists.

ONE of the effects of including the

lighter four-wheelers in the Olympia
Automobile Show was that quite

large numbers of motor cyclists attended
the exhibition. A quantity of motor
cycles were to be seen in the immediate
precincts, the owners obviously being in-

tent on the examination of little cars.

It is difficult to draw the line between
four-wheeled motor cycles and cars, but
such machines as the G.N., which, though
a smart miniature car in appearance, has
a distinctive transmission of its own, and
sells at a price competing with high-class

sidecars, is obviously of interest. The
C.A.R., with its three-cylinder air-cooled

radial engine, is perhaps rather a large

proposition to be included in the list, but

its low price makes it well worthy of

mention. The Little Midland, Grahame-
White Buckboard, Tamplin (on view out-

side the Show), and a few others are well

in the motor cycle class, and attracted

much attention. Many of the accessory

exhibits contained much of interest to

motor cyclists, and the number of well-

known carburetter manufacturers, who
are specialising in single-lever instruments

for use on motor cycles, throws an inter-

esting light on the trend of events. These
descriptions of the various exhibits will

be found in The, Autocar issues of Novem-
ber 8th and 15th, and the enormous
crowds of spectators were sufficient evi-

dence of public interest. It is often hardly
possible to get a clear view of the most
attractive vehicles, and it takes a very

appreciable time to walk down the busy

aisles, even if none of the stands are

examined en route. From these facts a
happy augury may be drawn for the suc-

cess of the Motor Cycle Show.

DI5
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The 1920 Senspray Carburetter.
Sensitive or Automatic

LATTERLY the name Senspray has been
rather less to the fore than it was
wont to be, for in pre-war competi-

tion circles it was almost impossible
to witness an event in which this

famous carburetter M-as not fitted to some
of the most successful machines.
The makers, Charles H. Pugh, Ltd., of

Tilton Road, Birmingham, have not been
idle, however, and a tour of their works

at will; Two Lever Con:rol;
Greater Accessibiliiy.

of the first examples demonstrated the
fact that it has many desirable features.
The general principle is the same as

that formerly employed, but the body is

now an aluminium die casting, and has
end-plates of the same material. These
are held on by fiat springs of the same
type as those used on magneto contact-
breaker covers, and they contain bronze
bushes for the throttle spindle.

In the old Sen-
spray carburetters,

the action was prac-
tically automatic,
and, if tuned for

maximum power and
speed, the petrol

Cast Aluminium Body;

outer air; the hole is on the engine side

of the jet. By rotating the vaporiser,

the hole is brought more or less into

register with the one in the housing so

that the depression (so-called " vacuum ")

may ,be varied at will, and with it the

suction on the jet.

A diagram, which illustrates these
notes, clearly shows the manner in which
the vaporiser is operated. We were in-

formed that, between the extreme settings,

when used on a standard 85x88 mm.
engine, the consumption varied from about
90 m.p.g. to 107 m.p.g.

In practice, we found that with the
vaporiser damping ports fully open the
setting was not so sensitive as to render

The new Senspray carburetter, which has a cast aluminium
body with readily detachable end caps. A vertical model is

made to suit certain V and horizontal twins.

A part section of the new Senspray vaporiser, which can be

rotated, thus opening a damper port which decreases the suction

on the jet, and makes the carburetter sensitive to the air control

at once indicates the reason for their

absence from the motor cycle world during
the past season. On every hand, in their

extensive shops, one sees huge stores of

giant aeroplane carburetters, and it • is

owing to the Government's requirements
in this direction not yet being filled that
the manufacture of motor cycle instru-

ments still remains in abeyance.
A new type has been evolved, however,

and early in 1920 it is expected that
it will be placed upon the market, and a
short test on a machine fitted with one

consumption was rather high at low
speeds. The present type, by a very
ingenious modification, can be made
sensitive, semi or fully-automatic at will,

accordingly as the rider prefers full

automaticity (one lever control) or maxi-
mum fuel economy (involving use of extra

air lever when picking up or climbing).

This result is achieved by mounting the
small vaporising cone so as to be rotatable

in its housing and by drilling a hole in

it, corresponding with one in the carbu-

retter body, and communicating with the

the machine likely to conk out if the I

mixture were bungled ; but a judicious

manipulation of the air lever was needed '|

when ascending hills or picking up at low '

speeds ; with the vaporiser turned to the '

extreme " more petrol " position, the

action was fully automatic, the air lever
being only used when starting up.

A detail improvement which prevents^
incorrect assembly is the turning of a i

groove round the jet carrying portion
projecting from the float chamber ; the
carburetter body clip bolt fits into this.

A Tan Sad Seat for the Driver.
A Sprung Seat for Motor

Cycles combined wilh a Pillion

THAT over 15,000 Tan Sad pillion

seats have been sold during the

present year is sufficient proof of

their popularity, and, aiiropos the dis-

cussion regardnig the danger of pillion

riding, the principals of the Tan Sad
works advise us that they have yet to

hear of the first accident where one of

their sprung seats has been used.
Fifteen thousand private buyers of an
auxiliary fitment in less than a year
probably constitutes a record, and, to

those who know the rapid growth of the
Tan Sad Works, their success appears as

quite A romaiice.

D16
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New Models.

Up to the present Tan Sad specialities
have consisted of a main unit—the pillion
seat— to which other units may be fixed
without trouble in order to render it
suitable for various purposes, and the
1919 model completely covered the re-
quirements of the motor cyclist who
needed a sprung platform on the carrier
for carrying a passenger, a parcel, a tin
of petrol, etc. For 1920, the pillion
seat has undergone several improvements,
including an upholstered top in place of
the loose cushion, and the springs are
shorter, which makes the seat much
neater, and a combined rear lamp and
rear number-plate have been added to
the range. This is referred to elsewhere
m this issue. Detail improvements will
be found in most of the units.

_
Probably the most interesting addi-"

tion, however, is the new spring seat
for the driver. This is illustrated on the
previous page, and it will be seen that
it attacks the proposition from a new

point, a seat being carried on the
forward ends of two levers which are
anchored to the rear part of the carrier

and are supported by coil springs about
midway, i.e., to the rear of the seat,

which follows the lines of a chair seat

rather than a saddle. The photograph'
reproduced shows one of - the several

forms of seat with which experiments
have been made, but in all probability
a different shape will be adopted in the
final model shown at Olympia.

A Comfort Giving Device.

The principle of the springing needs
no explanation, this point being suffici-

ently clear in the illustration, but it is

necessary to point out that a second unit

can be fitted to the seat, in the form of

a pillion seat, which utilises the same
springs at the front as support the
driver's seat, and has springs of its own
at the rear. If the space at the rear is

to be used as a carrier, then an alterna-

tive unit is provided, thus giving the

motor cyclist a sprung platform. As
this fitment is a seat instead of a
saddle, Mr. F. H. Headley, the designer
and principal of the firm, affirms that
greater comfort is provided. Apparently
he has made a close study of the ques-
tion of riding comfort from an anato-
mical standpoint, and disagrees with the
conventional form of saddle, which, he
claims, is but a development of the horse
saddle, which was originally designed
primarily to fit the anatomy of the horse,
that of the rider being a secondary
matter, and, at best, only a compromise.
From a short road test on a solo

machine over terribly pot-holed roads, we
formed the opinion that the new driver's
seat would become as popular as the 1919
Tan Sad pillion. It was extremely com-
fortable, and created . a new sensation
unlike that associated with a spring
frame or an ordinary saddle. We hope
shortly to fit one of these seats to a motor
cycle in daily use, and in due course we
shall record our impressions.

The Motorised Bicycle.
The Johnson Motor Wheel. A Horizonfally-opposed Two-stroke AUachment for Pedal Cycles.

THE Johnson motor wheel is another
of the many ingenious attachments
which have been brought out to

motorise the pedal cycle, and is one of
the most practical we have seen. The

'.jy ii!!i«.^-)^ '."^^jC

Flywheel side of the Johnson motor wheel
The loose wire above the flywheel leads the

current to the lamps.

outfit consists of a special wheel, a stand,
and a motor unit with tank and controls.

To fit a pedal cycle with this device
merely necessitates the removal of the
existing wheel, the insertion of the special
wheel, and the attachment of the stand
and power unit. The wheel is rather
stronger in construction than the ordinary
one, and is provided with a sprocket

loosely mounted on to the hub, the drive

being taken through springs anchored
to^ brackets riveted on the wheel rim.

The whole outfit, it is claimed, can be
fitted to a pedal cycle in the space of

one hour.
Fixed above the rear mudguard, the

engine unit is quite central and
equally balanced ; that is to say, the
engine is not on one side. It is mounted
on its own frame or carrier, which is

clipped round the saddle tube and sup-

ported by stays running from each side

of the motor carrier to the plate carrying

the stand and the special wheel.

Easily Fitted.

The only alteration necessary to the
cycle is the cutting of a piece out of

the mudguard so as to allow sufficient

clearance for the transmission chain.

A two-stroke flat twin is the power unit,

lubricated on the petroil system. One
of the most interesting details is the
magneto, wh'ch is built

into the flywheel and
works on practically the
same principle as the

Ford magneto. The fly-

wheel contains the mag-
neto pole pieces and cam,
while the stationary
portion, which is called

the armature plate,

holds a large ignition

coil and armature, a
smaller lighting coil and
armature, the condenser
in a metal tube, and the
contact-breaker. From
the magneto there run
two wires to the plugs

and a thinner wire for

illuminating the head
and tail lamps. The
current is obtained for

both ignition and light-

ing by rotating the mag-

nets round the coils and their armatures

;

at the moment of maximum intensity,
the cam in the flywheel opens the points
of the contact breaker, causing a strong
ignition spark at the plugs. Variable
ignition is obtained by moving the station-
ary part of the magneto.
A simple form of automatic carburetter

is fitted, which is provided with an ex-
haust mufl: so that sufficient heat is

obtained to vaporise the fuel in the coldest
weather. The throttle lever controls not
only the throttle and air, but also opens
the compression relief valve in the engine.
Since the Johnson motor wheel has a
coaster brake of its own, together with
the existing brake on the bicycle, it con-
forms with British regulations. We have
BOt yet had an opportunity of trying the
outfit, but hope to do so shortly. It is

handled in this country by the British
Johnson Motor Wheel, Ltd., 127, Oxford
Street, London, W.l.

Exhaust side of the Johnson motor
wheel. Note the design of the ex-

haust pipe and the hot air intake to

carburetter.
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A Sleeve Valve Motor Cycle Engine.
A Four-stroke from which the Poppet Valve is Eliminatecf, produced by Messrs. Barr and Stroud.

The two halves of the crank case, showing interior and exterior. Note the train of wheels for sleeve and magneto drive.

IT
has long been a source of wonder to

motor cyclists that the sleeve valve
engine has not been adapted to motor

bicycles. In the motor car world, the
Daimler, Panhard, and Minerva cars are

fitted with sleeve valve engines made
under the Knight patents, their licences

jto manufacture dating from ten years
|back, while the famous car of Swiss make,
jthePiccard Pictet, has a somewhat similar

engine made under a British patent.

'Yet up to the present time little has been
heard of an engine of this pattern being
Imade of a size and type suitable for the
popular little vehicle in which this journal
lis especially interested. It may be argued
|that the poppet valve engine universally
(fitted to motor cycles is so satisfactory

'that nothing better is required. That it

possesses reliability, keeps cool, maintains
and gives off its power, is an argument
which may be put forward by many. Yet
ithere \s something wanting, something we
have advocated for years, and that is

'silence. To silence the exhaust is not
difficult, but to render innocuous the
xattle and din proceeding from valves,
Icams, and timing wheels is not easy with-
•out interfering with the efficiency of the
engine. We want rapid valve opening,
Tapid closing, large valves, and a fairly

high lift so as to get the utmost out of

our small engines, and to get all these
we have to put up with a certain amount
of noise. Such noises are more wearing
to the nerves on a long run than the
regular patter of the exhaust. The solo

rider suffers from the complaint, and the
passenger in the sidecar fares worse, as the
.sidecar body acts as a sounding board.

Advantages of the Sleeve Valve.

Now the sleeve valve engine has no
valve noises. It can equal the poppet
engine as regards power, it needs less

attention as there are no seatings to be
;ground, and if it be proved that the
jmoving parts wear well and that the
sleeves do not seize it has a future before
it which is full of promise. -

It is most gratifying to be able to make
the first announcement that Messrs. Barr
and Stroud, Anniesland, Glasgow, have
turned their attention to an engme of this

type, which is already emerging from tBe
experimental stage. This firm is, of

course, well known to those of our readers
who have served, or are serving, with
the Navy, the Army, and the R.A.F.,
as it is world famous for the production
of instruments demanding such accuracy
of manufacture as range finders for all

three arms. of the Service, and fire control
apparatus for His Majesty's ships.

Inlet and Exhaust.

The Barr and Stroud engine is the first

air-cooled, single sleeve valve motor the
making of which is to be taken up seri-

ously. It is made under the Burt and
McCoUum patents, vv-hich cover the
engines formerly fitted to the Argyll car,

and now used on the Piccard Pictet.

The bore and stroke respectively are 70

x'75 mm. (290 o.c), and the engine is

rated at 2J h.p. Its cylinder is of alu-

minium, blacked so as to aid radiation,

and near the top is cast an annular in-

duction space, in which there are four
inlet ports admitting explosive mixture
via an inlet pipe set at 45° to the fore

and aft line of the engine, so that the
mixture is equally distributed to each
pair of ports. The fact of the induction

space being so near the top of the cylin-

ders helps to keep the detachable head
cool. In its present form the two pairs

of exhaust ports are connected by two
aluminium castings on each side of the

cylinder, which, m turn, are connected
by a Y shaped exhaust pipe, the stem of

the Y being below the down tube of the

motor bicycle frame. Both inlet and
exhaust ports, which are of peculiar

shape, are covered and uncovered by
mean^ of a single sleeve, having a dual

\

function, as it serves to do the work of

both inlet and exhaust valves, and also

acts as a cast. iron liner for the aluminium
cylinder. So far as the distribution gear \

is concerned, this is of more or less
'

standard pattern, consisting of the usual *

train of wheels, but the engine shaft is

so splined that the pinion can be fitted

only in the correct position.

What would be the camshaft on an
ordinary engine is a short shaft carrying
two eccentrics, of which that nearest
the timing wheel imparts an oscillating
motion .to the oil pump, while that
on the further end of the shaft may be
tnore correctly designated as a crank
disc ; the crank pin passes through one
end of a link, the other end being

- .
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The Burt engine fitted to a motor cvde. The enRuie does not aooear extremelv unconventional
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The Barr and Stroud Sleeve Valve Engine.

—

attached to the sleeve by means of lugs

at the top and bottom. The rotary
motion imparted by this crank disc

causes the sleeve to rise, and at the

same time the link is forced outwards
along the crank pin. Thus the sleeve is

PJ^OT(^1LII

The sleeve showinc.'^ihe peculiar shape o!

the ports.

lifted about one inch and simultaneously
turned about forty-five degrees. This
action causes a very rapid opening and
closing o£ the ports, as it happens when

, the speed of the sleeve is at its highest
point. Consequently, the maximum effi-

ciency should be obtained.

Inside the sleeve works the aluminium
alloy piston, possessing two rings at the
top and a drilled groove at the base so

as to allow any excess of oil to escape.
There is nothing vei-y special in its de-
sign, except that inside in the centre of_

the head a small pyramidical point is

cast dead over the oil hole in the con-
necting rod small end, so that oil drips
exactly in the place where it is most
wanted, and this device, we are told,

is most effective. Aeroplane engine prac-
tice is adopted so far as the gudgeon
-pin fastening is concerned, as this is

secured by means of a split wire ring
sprung into a groove. The connecting
rod is of high quality steel, and is pro-
vided with a split big end, while the
crankshaft is of the solid variety of

special steel provided with balance
weights and drilled for lubrication.

Labiication.

We now come to the oiling system.
Reference has already been made to an
eccentric on the sleeve-operating shaft
driving the oil pump. This latter is of

the plunger type, of which tlie plunger
iworks in a vertical brass barrel with a
:ball non-return valve at its base secured
inside the crank case. The function of

the pump is to deliver oil from a reservoir
under pressure to the off side main bear-
ing. Leakage from this ))earing supplies
oil to the timing gear, lubricant being
carried up the train of wheels, and any
excess being drawn off by suction on the

up-stroke of the piston, through a non-
return valve in the crank case. After being
forced through the off side main bearing,

the oil passes through the hollow Crank-
shaft and issues through a hole in the
crank pin lubricating the big end, it being
flung therefrom on to the walls of the
sleeve. The oil then passes to the near
side main bearing, and any excess in the
crank case is forced through a non-return
valve at its base by the descending piston
back to the reservoir.

The detachable cylinder head is of
aluminium, hemispherical in shape, hav-
ing a cast iron bearing for the sleeve, and
carries the sparking plug and a mush-
room relief valve, as no exhaust valve
lifter is, of course, possible in an engine

I
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I'he tiurt smgle sleeve valve engine mide
by Barr and Stroud, Glasgow. Sectional

elevation showing the arrangement of sleeve,

ports, and cylinder head.

Sectional plan showing the method of

operatinj the sleeve, which reciprocates

and oscillates.
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of this kind. This release valve is to

be connected to the exhaust port, so

that no noise occurs when it is brought

into operation. The head is held in the

cylinder by means of a castellated ring.

In outward appearance the engine

strongly resembles a two-stroke, chiefly

owing to the absence of valves and to

the position of the exhaust port castings,

while the illusion is still further aided by

the fact that it has an outside flywheel,

which in future models will be on the

transmission side of the engine.

On the Road.

After a careful examination of the-

engine and its parts, we were privileged

to make our first trial trip on an air-

cooled . sleeve valve engined motor

bicycle. The bicycle to which the engine

was fitted was of well-known make, fitted

with chain-cum-belt transmission and a

two-speed gear. In cold and damp
weather, a run of about fourteen miles

was made over fair roads of an undulating

nature, including one fairly steep hill.

An Araac carburetter was fitted, which

was provided with so small a jet that the

air lever could not be used, and it was

therefore, to all intents and purposes, of

the single lever variety. An attempt to

start by paddling off on a slight up grade

presented no difficulty, as the engine fired

at once. With a view to testing the

engine severely, and owing to the greasy

nature of the road, no attempt was

made to change into high gear for some

time. Once clear of the bad road_, the

speed was increased, and no incident

occurred until one of the firm's experi-

mental staff who accompanied us led the

way up a steep hill which could not be

rushed. This was taken on low gear and

with the throttle fully opened, but on

reaching the summit the high gear was
engaged without a falter, and throughout

the run not a sign of a " konk " could

be detected, and the engine kept remark-

ably cool. The next rise the engine took

on top gear in excellent style, and there-

after followed a certain amount of

straight road, on which a good pace was
obtained. Although the makers admitted

that the balance could be improved, we
noticed very little to complain of in this

respect, but we were truly sorry that the

exhaust silencing arrangements were
somewhat crude. This fact prevented us

from appreciating that the engine, apart

from exhaust explosions, was really

quiet, and only when throttled right

down could the silence of the engine be

adequately realised. There was no

silencer proper, merely a long exhaust

pipe with a flattened end, but when
throttled right down or descending a

hill nothing but a muffled swish could be

noticed.

The engine may be said to have emerged
from its experimental stage, but at the

present moment its makers are not pre-

pared to make any statement either as

regards its delivery or its production, nor

are they prepared to answer any corre-

spondence concerning it. We hope, how-
ever, to be able to make further announce-

ments at an early date. In our opinion,

the engine shows great- promise. We
tried hard to seize it up, but it refused

to oblige us, and %ve believe that in its

present form as a small single-cylinder,

as a large V twin, or as a moderate
power flat twin, it has great possibilities.
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The Royal Ruby Spring Frame Solo Machine.
349 c.c. Four-Stroke Engine.

Two-speed Gear. Adjustable

Springs.

FOR some time past potential buyers

of solo motor cycles have awaited
with interest the advent of the new

3 h.p. Royal Ruby, which, manufactured
throughout in the Ruby Cycle Co.'s own
works (now very m;uch more extensive

than before the war), embodies many
features of more than usual interest.

The frame is sprung front and rear by
laminated leaf springs, the system of

springing being somewhat unique. It is

the result of several years' experiment
on the part of the Royal Ruby designers.

No doubt readers will recall the many
references to Royal Ruby patents in this

connection in Th^ Motor Cycle, reviews

of inventions which have appeared during
the past few years. The system which
has been finally adopted embodies springs

which are centrally disposed, and can be
adjusted to the weight of the rider.

In the eyes of the springs a roller is

fitted instead of the more usual practice

of using shackles. This construction

considerably reduces the possibility of

lateral play.
Another feature of the spring frame is

that it can be converted in a few seconds
into rigid construction by a patented lock-

ing device, although we do- not think that

this option will be used very considerably,

as we cannot imagine any rider who has
& really efficient spring frame wishing

. to revert to the rigid type.

At its inner end the rear spring is

carried on a saddle, which is fixed to the
frame with two substantial bolts by
meaiis of a duplex structure formed of

two steel pressings, which in turn are

secured to the main framework by long

bolts passing through lugs. At the upper
end of this structure is a bearing support-

ing a duplex frame in which the spring is

disposed. The outer end of this member
contains the slides in which is the
patented roller in the eye of the spring.

Behind the bearing is linked an approxi-
mately vertical fork, which connects with
the wheel fork near the wheel spindle.

The 3 h.p. spi-ing frame Royal Ruby, which has a 349 c.c. engine, chain and belt drive,

and two-speed countershaft gear.

The engine fitted is a single-cylinder

four-stroke, having a bore and stroke of

74.5 and 80 ram. respectively, the' capa-

city being 349 c.c. Side-by-side valves

are fitted, and generally the unit follows

more or less conventional lines. It forms

a neat assembly with its silencer, mag-
neto, and adjustable footboards. The

of the rear wheel fork, which is.supportei

on a long bearing, below which are thl

pivoting ends of the stand.

The front fork is apparently ver;^

light in construction, the frame of which
consists roughly of two triangulated

members connected at three points with
the wheel pin to make a fourth. The
motion is that of the parallel link type,

and the tension of the long laminated
spring is adjustable.
The transmission is' by chain and belt, '

the wheels are 26in. x 2iin., and detach-"

able mudguards are fitted which are i\^va..
i

front and 6jin. rear in eection. 'i

A long stirrup is used for the front
'^

wheel brake, in the ends of which the

usual type of rim brake shoes are car-

ried, and the rear brake i« of the seg-

ment type, working inside the V belt rim.

The front member of the frame is of

the Triplex construction, which is a

feature of the 8 h.p. Royal Ruby.
The equipment of the machine includes

British-made magneto, Amac carburetter,

and Brooks saddle.

Engine and gear box of the new 3 h.p.

Royal Ruby.

The laminated leaf spring fork.

exhaust pipe passes behind the magneto
chain case, and the silencer is fitted

directly beneath the magneto, and is

supported on a platform, which is integral

with the back portion of the magneto
chain case. A large shield protects the

magneto from mud, and is built in one
with an undershield, having valances on

each side of the engine.

A countershaft two-speed gear (another

Royal Ruby patent), with handle-bar

control, clutch, and kick starter, follows

well-tried lines. This is located behind

the engine, and is carried on a bracket

which forms one side of a triangle • iii

the frame construction. Immediately be-

hind the gear box is the pivoting point
The rear wheel is sprung through a leaf

spring under the saddle.
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Prospects for the Motor Cycle Show.
An Interview with the Management. A Bright Outlook.

TRADE and public alike have viewed with mixed
feelings the advent of the first post-war Motor
Cycle and Cycle Show, to be held ^t Olympia

from the 24111 to the 29th of the present month.
On the one hand, the manufacturer has been handi-

capped by innumerable troubles in his past season's

productive programme to such an extent, indeed, that

experimental work has often had to remain in abey-

ance, while, on the other, the potential motor cyclist

has clamoured lustily for anything on wheels, adding

thereto an undercurrent of demand
for ideal advancement in design.

In view of this state of affairs,

when most of the established firms

are in arrears with their 1919 output,

and the new firms are still unable
to cope with their production pro-

blems, it is a moot point whether
the Shov/ is not premature. The
works which cannot keep pace with

the order book are surely in no need
of an exhibition which will bring

about an influx of orders and an im-

patient clientele during the next year.

On the surface, this argument
against the present Show would
appear sound, but there are wide:

considerations. Those firms with fal

waiting lists are tempted to carry on
with their usual models : a policy

invariably leading to stagnation of

design. The firms newly entering

the motoi^ cycle field, many of them of long ex-

perience in other branches of engineering, bring

untrammelled minds to bear on the mechanical
problems involved, hence we may expect to see exhibits

of new design, and suffering from no enslavement of

convention. All this is to the good of the motor
cyclist, who demands the best, and ultimately it is to

the good of the manufacturer, who might otherwise

succumb to easy practice of trading on past reputation

rather than on the merits of advancing design.

In this respect, the Show is a healthy stimulus,

where the ambitious designer may submit his creations

to the approval of the public and the criticism of his

rivals. Everyone who enters with an open mind may
learn something of the trend of design, and notice,

by virtue of detail improvements here and new designs

there, that the trade is not standing still, but, con-

stantly endeavouring to better the goods it offers.

A further reason why the Show should be more
than ordinarily popular this year is the hurnan side.

Motor cyclists, as well as workers in the industry, have

been dispersed throughout the four corners of the earth

during the past five years, and even those who stayed

behind have largely been turned from their beaten

paths. Manufacturers, their agents, and the buying

public, met annually at the Show, if nowhere else.

This year it will be a reunion in every sense of the

term, and to many the glory and glitter of the stands

will be final proof that we are again gathering up the

threads of the life that were dropped in 1914.

"^

\

Major H. R. Watling, General Manager
of the Manufacturers and Traders' Union

From an interview with Major H. R. Watling, the

general manager of the Cycle and Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers' and Traders' Union, which we sought, widi

a view to learning the feelings of the trade generally

with regard to the present Show, we learned that the

prospects of its success are indeed rosy. While no

one, it is true, can .state the definite amount of public

support, he instanced the enormous growth of interest

in automobilism, more particularly in the motor cycle,

which has resulted from the experience of the past

five years.

In its technical aspects, too, the

191 9 Show will be unique; many
old-established engineering firms

have entered the motor cycle trade,

bringing unbiassed minds to the

subject. Their products are sure to

be characterised by novelty.

Numerically, we were tpld,^ the

total number of exhibitors exceeds

the number represented in 191 3, when
the last Show was held, and, further-

more, the tendency is for the motor

cycle exhibits to increase in quantity

at the expense of the pedal cycles

which will be staged.

A new phase of the Show is the

scooter development, public interest

in which has grown from the smallest

possible beginning in the present year

to such a degree that many motor
cvcle manufacturers have felt im-

pelled to experiment in' this direction. Our question

as to the feeling of the trade, as regards the

scooter and its ultimate development, was met by the

answer that at present it is too early to speak of a

settled attitude, since the whole matter is in a state

of flux ; much will be learned at the Show by the

amount of attention paid to the exhibits of those firms

who stage scooters exclusively.

Finally, touching the question of prices. Major

Watling assured us that no likelihood of a fall was

imminent, since it must be remembered that alone

amongst engineering products the average price of

motor cycles had not, as a whole, attained the roo%
increase.

Taken altogether, the 1919 Show promises to be an

exceptionally successful one, and every effort is being

made to render it popular in every sense of the term

—

the charge for admission will be two shillings each

day, from 10 a.m. to 10 -p.m., and there will be no

"special" days and correspondingly higher prices

as in the case of the car show.

The enormous detail work involved in show organis-

ation, which has fully occupied the attention of Major
Watling and his staff for some time past, and which
grows momentarily as the time for opening the

doors to the public approaches, has been well handled,

in spite of more than ordinary difficulties, and the

motor-cycling public is assured of an exhibition in

every way as successful and technically mteresting as

any of its predecessors.
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I3ime5 to TLlgld TCamps.
Greenwich Time.

Nov. 20th 4.34 p.m.-
„ 22nd ...

„ 24th ...

„ 26th

4.31 p.m.
4.29 p.m.
4.27 p.m.

Benzole.

In view of the recently completed
benzole test, a rider of a 3i h.p. Ariel
writes that he has ridden upwards of
8,000 miles, using benzole throughout,
and yet his engine is as good as new.
This does not in any way surprise us.

Expert Motoi Cyclists.

The following names have been added
by the Auto Cycle "Union to the official

expert competitors' class : J. A. New-
man, T. C. de la Hay, H. S. Noakes,
R. F. Pugh, A. Butterfield, and F. W.
Applebee.

V Six Days Trial Award.
In the course of the final examination

of the competing motor cycles at the
conclusion of the recent Auto Cycle Union
Six Days Reliability Trial, the judges
considered that a brazed joint on one
of the Matchless sidecar chassis showed
signs of movement, and marks were pro-
visionally deducted for this defect. Hav-
ing submitted the joint to miscroscopical
examination, which showed the brazing
to be sound, C. R. Collier, the entrant
of the machine in question, has therefore
had the marks deducted for this defect
to him restored, and is in consequence
awarded a gold medal.

Impoits and Exports.

There is a curious discrepancy in the
average prices of motor cycles imported
in September with the imports of October.
The Board of Trade returns say that in
September the value of the 188 motor
cycles brought in was £11,713, an average
of a little over £62. Whereas last month
the number was 142 valued at £4,313,
an average of just over £30.
We have not heard of a big influx of

lightweights at competitive prices reach-
ing this country, but probably a fairly
heavy importation of motor wheels or
motor attachments accounts for the low
average price.

ExroBTS.
The value of exported motor cycles,

parts, and accessories for October shows
a slight decline of £5,000 on the previous
month's figures, chieily made up in a
decline of accessory exports.

EXPORTS FOE OCTOBEE.
„ ,

1917 1918. 1919.
value of motor
cycles, parts and
accessories .. .. £268,269 £65,628 £103.343
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Wanted, a T.T. Winner.
Owing to the large number of letters

which we received in reply to the para-
graph recently inserted asking for a poten-
tial T.T. winner, it is impossible to I'eply

to all individually. All who sent their
names are cordially thanked by the firm
interested in the matter, which is having
consideration.

The Pkris-Nice Trial.

We hear that there will be quite a
large entry for the Paris-Nice Trial.
From Belgium, several Brussels riders
have sent in their entries, while entries
have also been received from Geneva and
Milan. There are reported to be twenty-
three Harley-Davidson entries.

Grove Park Workhouse.
This week Grove Park Workhouse will

be handed back to the Grove Park
Guardians after being used as a M.T.
depot for five years. Hundreds of

A.S.C.M.T. motor cyclists passed the
tests at Grove Park, and thousands of
motor cycles received treatment in the
workhouse shops. A litter of derelict
petrol cans is all that remains.

An Invitation to Motor Cyclists.

The Auto Cycle Union hopes that all

motor cyclists visiting the Olympia Show
.will, in the event of their requiring
advice or information, pay a visit to
Stand No. 2, where officials of the
Union will be ready to render whatever
assistance is possible. This invitation
is extended to all riders, whether they
are members of the A.C.U. or not.

Members will probably find the writing
and waiting room, which has been set

apart for tnem, of great value in view
of the enormous crowds which are likely

to visit the exhibition.

A Meeting at Olympia.

A meeting of delegates from each of
the territorial districts in which the
motor cycling clubs have been grouped
by the Auto Cycle Union will be held
at Olympia at 5.30 p.m. on Thursday,
November 27th, during the motor cycle
exhibition. Delegates are asked to

accept this notice as a summons to

attend. The meeting is for the purpose
of arranging dates for the more im-
portant motor cycling competitions in

1920.

Members of the A.C.U. will have the
exclusive use of the Princes' Rooms,
where a lounge and facilities for corre-

spondence and refreshments will be avail-

able. Officials of the Union will be ready
to give information and advice to all

motor cyclists on any subject connected
with the movement, and to explain the
advantages of membership of the Union.

Special 'Jeatures.
SHOW FORECAST.

HOW TO REACH OLYMPIA.
1920 MODELS.

Looking Ahead. -

The Marseilles Motor Club will holj

the Marseilles-Monte Carlo trial on Apri
4th, 1920, and the Mont Ventoux hill

climb on August 8th, : 1920. :

The Metropolitan Police and lighting.

The police are very active in the neigH
bourhood of: Hampton Court, stoppiiil

any motorists whose rear lights haij

gone out. As. the road from Hamptq
Court to Staines is in vile condition,

is .very difficult to keep rear lamps aligh^

A Meeting of the I.A.E. at Olympia.

A meeting of the Institution of Automd
bile Engineers will be held at Olyrapil
on Thursday, November 27th, at 2.3d

All those who are interested will b3
cordially welcome, whether they are men
bers of the Institution or not, as th

Council is most anxious to aiiord ever^

opportunity for the discussion of moto
cycle design, with a view of evolvind

the best possible type of motor cycle.

South Birmingham M.C.C. Palmer Cnp
Open Trial Awards.

Owing to the general severity of the"

course, no marks were deducted for

variations at time checks.

The winner of the Palmer Cup proved

to be G. Kuhn, riding a 293 c.c. Levis;
he also takes the Cameta Service Cup,
his total marks being 239. B. L. Bird

(4a B.S.A.) secured the Upton Cup with
232 marks, J. H. Walker (4 Triumph)
gaining 228 marks and the Cooper Cup,
while the only other award was obtained
by A. Milner (2| Diamond), who qualified

for a silver medal with 215 marks.
It will be remembered that Kuhn also

secured the Victory Cup in the first

post-war open trial held in the Mid-
lands.

A Trial for Scooters.

The Auto Cycle Union has received

several letters from motor scooter manu-
facturers promising support for the
suggested trial next spring. The manu-
facturers have indicated their appreciation

of the various tests to which tlie A.C.U.
proposes to put the scooters entered in

the competition. These include general

-

reliability, petrol and oil consumption,
steering, flexibility, and all the essentials

of this type of vehicle. There is no doubt
that very wide interest will be evoked
by the trial, and it is being keenly antici-

pated by many prospective scooter users.
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ACCESSORIES FOR 1920.
A Few of the Large Number of Equipment Details wfiich will be olfered Next Year.

S. North and Sons, Ltd. (Stand 210).

—

The chief item of interest to motor
cyclists exhibited by this firm will be
the Watford speedometer. Black dials

are among the chief innovations in the
latest model. The fingers are white, and
the contrast renders the instrument very
easy to read. Rear drive is now becoming

The new Watford speedometer, which has

a black dial..

very popular among motor cyclists ; it is

superior in many ways to front drive,

as the cable does not have to withstand

the vibration of. the sprung front forks.

The new Watford drive is very cleverly

carried out, and when once the driving

sprocket has been centred on the wheel,

the adjustment of the driving sprocket

is quite a simple matter, owing to the

numerous adjustments which may be

made on the bracket which holds it. The
speedometer itself works on the centri-

fugal principle.

C. A. Vandeeveli, .4.ND . Co., Ltd.

(Stand 166).—Messrs. C. A. Vandervel!

and Co., Ltd., will be exhibiting C.A.V.

magnetos, which were amongst the first

motor cycle magnetos to be made in

England. One of the most popular models

is the K.U.T. for twin-cylinder engines,

rated up to 3 h.p. and firing at 180°.

There are two important features in

the C.A.V. magneto: the excellent high-'

tension terminal, which is quite water-
tight, and the C.A.V. contact breaker,
which is actuated by a fibre roller, and
contains no rocker arm with its trouble-
some fibre bush, which is apt to stick in

damp weather.
A speciality is also made of electric

lighting by accumulators for motor cycles
and sidecars. Special sets are made up
for passenger outfits, which are designed
so as to take up very little room in the
locker of the sidecar. The question of

lamps has long been studied, and C.A.V.
lamps are particulaiiy efficient, giving a
powerful beam ahead. Head lamps, tail,

and side lamps are provided, and a neat
and compact switchboard.

The Cowet Engineering Company,
Ltd. (Stand 196).—The chief feature of
the exhibits of the Cowey Engineering
Company, Ltd., will be the attractive
Cowey horn, designed to be fitted either
to the handle-bar or the top tube of a

motor bicycle. It is noteworthy for its

smooth exterior and attractive appearance.
This is a very handsome and ingenious
contrivance, and will naturally be seen
on aiany motor bicycles during the coming
season. It consists mainly of a highly
polished and well -finished aluminium

A neat electric head light, by C. A. Vander-

vell and Co.

The new novel Cowey-
mechanical horn, dis-

mantled.

body, and is fitted with a plated bell

mouth, the general effect being excellent.

The interior construction is not without
interest. The depression of the black

knob at the top of the horn causes a

threaded rod to give a rotary motion,

on the principle of the Archimedean drill,

to a horizontal disc in which balls are

loosely held at intervals. These balls are

secured in a cage, and, while capable^ of

movement, are prevented from leaving

the cage altogether. The action of

rotating the disc is to cause the balls to

fly outwards through centrifugal force,

and as they do so they hit the pin in

the centre of the diaphragm, thus givmg

an excellent warning note, which may be

varied from a medium noise to one loud
enough to satisfy the most fastidious

motor cyclist. The Cowey speedometer,
which has been so long popular among
motor cyclists will also be shown. It is

to be had either with or without trip,

and may be finished in either bright

. nickel or plated" and black. A cycle car

model will also be exhibited, of lacquered

brass, bright nickel, or black nickel, with

a bracket or flush fittings, and with front

wheel or cardan-shaft drive. The speedo-

meters just mentioned are calibrated up
to 65 m.p.h., but at a slightly extra cost

may be calibrated up to 90 m.p.h.

Dover, Ltd. (Stand 225).—In view ol

the large amount of correspondence in

Thu Motor Oyde respecting " Roadside
Courtesy," the new Dover signal, no
doubt, will create a certain amount of

interest among those motor cj'clists who

The Dover signal device

wish to display a sign, when resting, that

they are not in need of assistance, or

vice versa. The signal consists of two
triangles, of white and red respectively,

on swivelling arms which, under normal

conditions, are intended to be carried

alongside the front mudguard extension.

The Banckoftian Co.—Although not

being exhibited at Olympia, this firm's

accessories will be on view at its

city showrooms, 64, Bishopsgate, Lon-

don, E.G. 2. While visiting the de-

pot recently we were enabled to see for

the first time the new Cowey mechanical

horn. The Bancroftian Co. has lately

placed on the market some moderately-

priced goggles, made of mica aud

with green tops, -which should be very

useful in counteracting the glare of the

sun during the summer weather. This

firm is one of the few that, at the present

time, can give delivery of Cowey, Wat-
ford, and Stewart speedometers from

stock, with or without trip. It is

also in the fortunate position of being able

to supply chains, which are exceedingly

hard to obtain just now. Yet another of

its specialities is sidecar bodies, which

are both well upholstered and well

finished

The Bancroftian Co.'s knee pads.
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The H.H. sidecar electric lighting set, showing

the head light, also the side and tail lamps.

A. H. Hunt (Stand 178).—For many
years the firm of A. H. Hunt has been
famous for the production of beautifully-
finished and powerful electric lamps to

suit not only the large sidecar outfit, but
lightweight motor bicycles as well. The
current is derived from either the well-

known Hellesen dry .batteries or from
accumulators. Hellesen dry batteries are
among the most efficient on the market,
and their recuperative powers and lasting
properties, especially if they are used for

short distances, are extraordinary. A
very useful accessory to be found on
this stand is the H.H. hand lamp, which
is invaluable for use in the motor house.
One of these, in our possession, has been
used for two and a half years, and the
battery is still as sound as on the day
it was delivered, even though it has been
carried in the hand and used as a head
light while riding a motor bicycle.

Numerous electrical accessories will also
be shown. Among these may be men-
tioned a particularly neat lamp switch,
which is operated by a small screw in

the vulcanite casing, which makes con-
tact between two metal blocks. It is

positive in action, and should prove to

be most reliable.

Brown Bros. (Stand 164).—During the
present year, Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd.,
have shown gi;eat activity in the produc-
tion of motoring accessories. Among the

many fitments which will be exhibited

by this firm may be mentioned a neat

little tail lamp and a handle-bar mirror.

The top of the tail lamp, which is

finished in black, opens, allowing access

to the burner for lighting. The white

glass at the side and the red glass at

the rear are held in position by a piece

of coiled steel wire, which keeps them
securely in place and yet allows them to

be withdrawn with the greatest ease for

the purpose of replacing or cleaning. The
mirror is light and well-made, has a

universal movement, 'and is well-finished.

This device should commend itself to all

motor cyclists who favour this useful type

of accessory.

Bluemel Bros., Ltd. (Stand 161).

—

Undoubtedly the majority of sidecar

passengers agree that their comfort is

enhanced a hundredfold when an efficient

windscreen is fitted. Messrs. Bluemels

have for some time realised the demand
for such fitments, and have extensively

experimented in this direction during the

past year, with the result that a Bluemel

patent windscreen will be offered to the

public for 1920, and our considered verdict

is that it is likely to be very popular.

In the first place, the front part of the

celluloid screen is curved, and side exten-

sions are fitted, which prevent side

draughts. All three panels are fitted in

light enamelled steel frames, and below

the assembly a waterproof apron covers

in the space between the shield and the

body work at the front and sides of the

sidecar.

S-^NDii.iJM Engineering Co. (Stand 15a).

—In addition to the sidecars which will

be exhibited by this firm, a simple screen

Bluemel Bros,

latest type of

sidecar wind-

Blown Bros ' number plate

and rear lamp.

also will be shown. It consists merely ;

of two adjustable metal tubes which are
j

screwed, by means of the clamps provided,
to each side of the body. Carried be-
tween them is a screen held at its upperj
and lower edges by a band of Capal
cart hood material. By slackening th^
fly-bolt at the lower end of each tube, Vad
screen may be tilted at any angle to sui^

the passenger. A storm hood and screen

also will be staged, which consists o^
the conventional type of sidecar hood
having two side flaps which are a per-l

nianent fixture. Immediately at thel
front of the hood is a roller bUnd, con-C

A new windscreen, produced at a moderate
price by the Sandham Engineering Co.

structed of waterproof material, which,
when the occasion arises, may be pulled
down and clipped to the two front stays

of the hood so as to protect the passenger
from the elements. An oval window is

provided in the roller blind, ' and two
similar windows in either side of the

hood. The complete fitting may be
'erected in a few seconds, and should be
found of extreme utility to motor cyclists

who find themselves suddenly caught in

a storm.

Hoffmann Manufacturing Co. (Stand
235).—Roller bearjtogs are now becoming
so popular with designers of all types of

engines that the exhibit of the Hoffmann

One of the many types of Hoffmaiin roller

bearings.

Co. will interest many visitors to the

Show. A full range of ball and roller.i

bearings will be displayed, together withj

a model of a motor cycle engine, thel

main bearing and big end of which!

have been fitted with Hoffmann rollerj

bearinB""
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Accessories for 1923.—

Tan Sad Works (Stand 211).—Among
the several new units for the well-known
pillion seat, which will be introduced on
the Tan Sad stand, will be a neat little

rear lamp which has a spring lid. By
lifting this, the burner of the lamp is

caused to rise into a position convenient
for lighting. In the lid is a roughened

Leatheries, Ltd. _ (Stand 229).—In
addition to saddles of all types for

cycles and motor cycles, Messrs.
Leatheries, Ltd., will exhibit a com-
prehensive range of general leather

equipment of interest to the motor
C3'clist, chief among which we would
mention the collapsible valise for fixing

to the carrier. The framing is per-
manently secured to the machine by
four sliding clips, which enable it to

fit almost any type of carrier. To the
upper side, four metal loops are riveted,

and on the underside of the valise are
four metal plates which fit into the loops.

The valise is held in place by means
of one fly nut and

. bolt attached to the
framing, and which engages with a recess
in the metal plate. When expanded, the
valises measure 14^ x9ix5;|in., I62 X
llx6iin., and 18ixl2ix7iin. The
prices of the respective sizes are 22s. 5d.,

26s. 6d., and 31s. 6d. . This is only one

613

of the many propositions in motor

cycle equipment.

Grindlay, Ltd. (Stand 30).—This
Coventry sidecar firm is exhibiting at

Olympia a new adjustable sidecar screen,

which is of the conventional framed type.

A new rear acetylene lamp, the Tan
Sad. The lamp on the left (showing
the method of openmg) is sold separately,

the one on the right can be obtained

with number plate attached.

strip for striking the match, so placed
that a downward stroke should ignite
the match and gas at the burner almost
simultaneously, thereby removing one
of the greatest troubles in connection
with lamps 'which have" to be lighted by
a match in high winds. The other
specialities of this_ firm are referred to
elsewhere in this issue.

t* -^ -^^^

^

- - I x

A useful expanding touring bag, by the

Leatheries Co.

The new Grmdiay sidecar screen, a neat

model that can be adjusted to any position.

fitted on to hinged' tubular extension
arms, by means of which the screen may
be placed in any position between the
passenger and the front of the sidecar.

In addition, the screen may be placed
on the slant, if it is desired to divert
the air current away from the passenger.
A full and illustrated report on the

accessories at Olympia will be contained
in The, Motor Cycle Special Accessory
Number, December 4th.

Birmingham M.C.C. Trial for (he Sangster Cup.
A Club Members' Competition held in Dense Fog.

ORIGINALLY intended to be run over

a difficult course, the route was
changed at the last moment so as

to give club members an opportunity of

ending the season by competing for the

cup on an easy course—Birmingham to

the Wrekin, via Castle Bromwich, Brown-
hills, Ivetsey Bank, and Wellington,
returning by the same route—apparently
an easy task, yet out of the thirty-one
starters only five came through with full

marks, therefore it does not appear
necessary to run trials over bad ground
and through unknown lanes.

On Saturday, Birmingham was en-

veloped in a dense fog, through which it

was impossible to see more than a few
yards. Yet of the thirty-three entrants
thirty-one started from Selly Oak, on
what proved to a good many an adven-
turous journey.
The first test commenced the moment

the men were started, for the route from
Selly Oak to Castle Bromwich led through
the heart of Birmingham, and to average

,
20 m.p.h. in clear weather would not lae

an easy task ; in the dense fog it proved
an impossibility, and it was no surprise
to the checker at Castle Bromwich (not

a time check) to find all competitors con-
siderably behind time.

Fortunately, in places en route the

fog cleared slightly, enabling the men to

make up time, which was easily accom-
plished over the Watling Street to

Wellington.
Patches of dense fog were run into,

and serious accidents only avoided by
driving with the greatest of care.

Nearing Wellington, a paper trail was
laid, which led the competitors to Forest
Glen via a good hard road- Turning
through the gate the ascent to the
Wrekni was commenced.

After leaving the main road at Welling-
ton the climb commences, not severe until

the gate is reached, but sufficient to warm
the engines up. On reaching the gate
the gradient becomes steeper, and there
\\ere many failures at the hairpin, caused
principally through bad acceleration after

rounding the bend. Eighteen failed at

this ponit.

No sidecar .combination supceeded in

making a clean ascent. Saddington, on
a 5-5 h.p. James, was the only one of the
sidecar class that succeeded in the stop
and restart. Amongst the solo riders

good performances were made by Duke
(Triumph), Kuhn (Levis), Kershaw (Verus),
Silver (Quadrant), Strange (James),
Walker (Triumph), Bird (B.S.A.), Milner

(Diamond), Watson Bourne (Blackburne),
Neave (Sunbeam), and Atcherley
(Triumph).

After passing the stop and restart tapes,
stoppages were plentiful before reaching
the tea rooms—time check.
Here the trials hon. sec, Mr. T. Silver,

had ready a good substantial lunch for

the frozen competitors, most of whom
showed signs of a strenuous journey.

After lunch the acceleration and brake
test was held on a perfectly straight, flat

road. Competitors were timed from start

to finish of the acceleration section, a
distance of seventy-five yards, and had to

pull up in brake section, which was
marked off in yards, the results being
obtained by adding the time and distance.

After leaving tlie glen, fog again en-
veloped the competitors, the bank con-
tinuing right to Brownhills, where it

cleared. Nea.r Brownhills a surprise
brake test was laid, but the competitors
were too wary to be caught. If the
brake test did not serve the purpose in-

tended, it certainly caused the men to
ride with caution through the bank of fog.
Duke, Strange, Kuhn, J. Walker, and

Bird lost no marks and tied for the cup.
The winner will be found when the
acceleration test results are worked out.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AS letters must be addressed to tbe Editor, "Tbe Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and most be accomoanied by the writer's name and address.

TB.E VALVE OF THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATIONS.
Sir,—Although one is constantly reading about the difficulty

of obtaining spares, it appears that the A.A. can give very
great assistance in this matter.
The other day, I broke two piston rings and was held up.

It was most important that I should be able to use my
machine immediately, but I could not get any rings locally

or in any of the surrounding towns. I wrote to the A.A. at
Birmingham, and, much to my, delight and astonishment, J
received the rings -by return and express post, though the
A.A. people had difficulty in obtaining them.

J. S. LOPKINS.
TAPPET CLEARANCES.

Sir,—The question of tappet clearances for four-stroke

air-cooled engines is an important one. Doubtless different

fuels. give different results. Using a mixture of naphthalene
and petrol and tappets (B.S.A.) set to five thousandth of

an inch cold, I notice, as the engine wari;ns up to average
travelling heat, the clearance increases enormously, and,
strange to say, very nearly as much in the exhaust as in

the inlet, but, if the engine is run hard uphill on second
gear and made very hot, the exhaust clearance begins to

reduce.

I am sure some opinions on this subject would be very
interesting and instructive. B.S.A.

Stoke-on-Trent.

A COMMENT.
Sir,—In reply to your correspondent Henry Evans, who

asks what rider of a Triumph is troubled with his machine
.shedding nats, I may state that my 1919 Triumph has twice

lost one of the small screws which hold the under side of

the toolbag case to the carrier stays. In both cases the

screw was as tight as an ordinary sciewdriver could make
it. Major Kennedy in his "Candid Criticism" says:

"There are a number of small screws in connection with
toolbags which tend to lose themselves." Perhaps he has
lost some, too. In conclusion, I should like fully to endorse

what has been said about gear changing with the foot. I

find it quite easv, however, without having the end of the

lever bent.
-

'

A. WELCH.
A LADY'S RIDE.

. Sir,—Do you care to record this run, which I did on my
solo motor bicycle (two-stroke) in a day in September last ? I

left Bournemouth in the morning early, and got' up to Stam-
ford (North Lines.) at 6.30 p.m., stopping an hour in Win-
chester and another in Oxford, going by way of Ringwood,
Romsey, Winchester, Newbury, Oxford, Bicester, Towcester,

Kettering, Stamford, and did the same run back to Bourne-
mouth four days after.

There is a good deal said about the two-stroke -being only

a " potterer's mount," and I daresay other two-stroke riders

like myself who have ridden motor bicycles such as the

Triumph and Douglas would not hesitate to choose either of

the two last named ; but when it is a case of expense, and
perhaps having to wait months before being able to be sup-

plied with one, it is better to take and make the most of what
.

one can get and be thankful, especially in, shall I say, these

striking times !

My motor bicycle is a Connaught, and I did the journey

on just over one gallon and a half, as~ I have an extra air

valve fitted to my carburetter. I. V. CORRIE (Miss).
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SHAFT DRIVE.
Sir,—Letters such as that of " All Belt " make me tired !

He is welcome, so far as I am concerned, to extol the merits

of all-belt drive, though I doubt if his letter will prove con-

vincing to all-weather sidecarists. About chain drive, its

merits and -demerits, he appears to know little, while of shaft-

drive in motor cycle practice he obviously knows nothing.

He asks, " If shaft drive is ideal, why is it not in more
general use?" Apparently, in ." All-belt's " world, the real

and the ideal are mainly synonymous. I wish it were so in

my world ! I do not find the methods in " general use " are

usually ideal.

But to conclude. Belt drive (of which I know nothing)

evidently suits some riders admirably. Chain drive I have
proved to be excellent, though it has serious drawbacks,./
which its users generally discover. Shaft drive has given mel
unqualified satisfaction in many thousands of miles of side-.!

caring. I do not trouble whether it is "ideal" or not; it is

the best thing in transmission I have struck. FN 1240.

Newbury.

KICK STARTERS.
Sir,—May I presume on a little of your space in reply to]

"B.J." (October 30th)?

I had trouble in starting my Sunbeam (chain-cum-belt J

model) at first, but found that starting, depends chiefly on
three factors

—

(a) the petrol, (hj the lubricating oil, and (c)

the moment of dropping the exhaust.

With regard to (a), I find starting much easier when (to

use an Irishism) the petrol is benzole.

(h) I think the oil recommended, viz., Castrol " C," is.j

rather too heavy, and get much easier starting with a slightly

lighter oil.

fcj is, of course, a- knack, which is easily acquired.

With benzole and a suftable lubricating oil I usually

started up with two or three kicks in cold and first kick

when hot.

In very cold weather it is sometimes a good thing to dqpe
the^cylinder and then kick several times, with the exhaus^
lifted, to ease the piston.

Like "B.J.," I have no fault- to find with the machine,!
which runs splendidly.

I hope this may be of use to "B.J."
A. F. SCROGGS.

THE LIGHTING REGULATIONS.
Sir,—Having read the opinions on rear lighting expressed

by "Sivel" in your issue of November 6tn, I feel that
'

cannot pass over such an absurd letter without some comment.!
First, your correspondent says, "In addition to cyclists,!

one will occasionally come across pedestrians, cattle, stray

"

horses, broken down carts,, parcels dropped from vehicles,

bricks, and numerous other possible sources of trouble."

"Why," he asks, "should not these have to carry lights as'

well as bicycles?" ITiose whom he calls the "enthusiasts!

of the rear light " know well enough that there must be

;

pedestrians on the road. These us.ually have the sense to 1

get out of the way ; but as to the rest, well, one might
happen to fall down a hole made by an earthquake on a dark
night! These are ordinary risks, which any night rider, '

fast or slow, has to take, and have nothing whatever to do '

with the subject of rear lights on bicycles. Many _other

:

dangers cannot be guarded against. The danger of colliding ',
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with a bicycle- can ; and surely it were better to have one
less danger on the road, for the exercise of a little trouble?
Motorists and motor cyclists have to carry ' rear lamps

;

why not cyclists, to whom they are far more of a safeguard.
Lastly,, your correspondent states that he would always

carry a rear lamp himself on a push bicycle. He thus admits
the wisdom of the course.
His remarks as to road hogs need little comment. The

percentage of these is no greater than that of cyclists who
ride across main roads as hard as they can without giving
warning. IORWARI'H.
Cambridge.

Sir,—In view of the letters in your issue for November 6th
protesting against your leading article on the Hghting regu-
lations, I feel bound to let you know that there are some of

your readers who entirely endorse your views. It is obvi-
ously absurd to try and make out that the cyclist has no
responsibility for his own safety on the roads at night, and
equally absurd to contend that the rear light is no safeguard.
In fact, the whole case of the cyclists who oppose the regula-
tion may be summed up in the one word laziness.

^our correspondent Isaac Bartu admits as much in the
last paragraph of his effusion. Surely while the unfortunate
motorist or sidecarist has to "mess about" with no fewer
than three lamps " in the dark and cold," the cyclist should
not complain at having to use one extra lamp of a much
simpler pattern usually. It is not therefore right that all

the responsibility should be thrown on the shoulders of the

motorist, merely to excuse the sheer laziness of the cycling

element of the community. As regards safety, there can, of

course, be no doubt of the advantages of the rear lamp.
I may state in support of my impartiality that I have been

for many years both a cyclist and a motor cyclist, and as

such have had plenty of opportunity for studying the subject

from both sides. M5229.
Oxford.

Sir,—With regard to this vexed question, and particularly

with reference to the correspondence referred to by " Sivel

"

as appearing in the, press, and to his own letter, in my
opinion much of the discussion fails utterly to touch the real

point at issue, and to get to the true merits of the case.

Surely the real question is as to whether lights, including

rear lights, should be displayed by all vehicles using the roads

in the dark, or by none—the word vehicles being used in a

comprehensive sense, and to include all road users that caa

reasonably and conveniently carry a light " O"."' " ^^t„,.„

to pedestrians, parcels dropped,
and bricks. What are we to infer

from this? Surely this argument
means that, because a parcel

dropped from a van, or a brick

in the road, cannot be compelled ,

*'.';

to exhibit head and rear lights,

these are unnecessary on cycles,

and, presumably, superfluous on
larger vehicles. Does he advocate
the abolition of all lights? If so,

it must be prohibition of lights

on vehicles, because nothing could
be more dangerous, both in

country lanes and city streets,

than the intermingling of Hghted
and unlighted vehicles, especially
as, even in London, fogs and mist
are not unknown. Of course, if

and when we have the ' Prohibi-'
tion of Lights on Vehicles " Order
during a fog, traffic will cease
entirely. If that does not suit
"Sivel," we are back at the only
safe alternative—compulsory lights,

front and rear, on all vehicles.
He cannot have it both ways, and
for lights to be compulsory only
during certain climatic conditions
is, I think I may safely say, quite

•impracticable.
Anyway, why is there so much

objection to "rear" lights? If
any class of road users are of
iipinion that they should be
favoured to the extent of being

' Sivel " refers

required to carry one light only, why not agnate
for the abolition of front lights? Oncoming

_
traffic

passes on the other side of the road, and, if any
light is wanted at all, it is surely for that portion of the

traffic, that is using the same track, and as I can conceive

of no useful purpose whatever served by a rear light on an

overtaking vehicle, the only use left for the light is to

manifest the presence of a vehicle being overtaken. Further,

if there is to be any differentiation of treatment as between
the various sections of road users, the only claimants who
can reasonably plead for exemption are those who most
frequently overtake and are not overtaken, and the compul-

sion to carry lights should be most strongly enforced on
those who are more frequently overtaken.

Personally, I fail to see why any class of vehicle should be
particularly penalised, or particularly favoured, and we are

thus back again at my original contention, viz., either that

all should carry effective front and rear lights, or that all

lights should jae prohibited. The impracticability of the

second alternative under certain climatic conditions prevalent

during the darker months of the year—rain, mist, or fog

—

render the first alternative the only safe and logical one.

Hornsey. SOMMON CENSE.

HONOUR TO WHOM. HONOUR!
Sir,—I am sorry to disturb the harmony of the mutual

admiration- society which is holding its meetings in your
columns under this heading, but

—

Three weeks ago my back wheel was run into by a, lorry,

and so buckled that a new tyre rim is the only possible
repair.

The machine is 1919 pattern—in fact, brand new a few
days before the accident.

A new rim was ordered from the makers—a well-known
firm—the same day by the repairers who have my machine.
Since then both they and I have asked the makers to hurry,
explaining that the machine is required for daily use.

I have no interest wliatever in the firm beyond that of a
customer who would no doubt be satisfied if his machine
liad a back wheel in it, and so enabled him to acquire satis-

faction, twice daily, at 8.15 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Oh ! ye motor cycle manufacturers ! Search in your hearts

and order books, lest, peradventure, ye be the culprits. So
that I may have my rim: and ye, the shekels therefor;
and riiy blessing on yourselves, your successors, and assigns,

in fee simple, and free from incumbrances.
Slough. VERBUM SATIS FACIENTI?

CLUB CHAIVIFIONSHIP IN HOLLAND.
A scene In the recent intcr-club team trial which took place in Holland. Eight teams

of three competed, and twenty-one riders survived the course, which was very treacherous

owing to rain.
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Sir,— I should like to add my testimony on this subject
concerning the only firm with whom I have dealt.

I have had from the Sunbeam people a 2| h.p., a 3^ h.p.,

and an 8 h.p. machine in succession, starting the first-named
as a complete novice. The firm of John Marston then im-
pressed on me that they did not lose interest in their machines
when they left the works, and that I was to write, to them
in all cases of difficulty, though they did not expect that I
should have any difficulties that were not of my own making.
I can only say that they have absolutely acted up to their

principles, and on the few occasions when anything went
wrong, as it did once or twice without blame to the machine,
the firm acted with the utmost promptitude and generosity.

If the demands of the working-man will allow it, I shall

never have another brand of motor cycle, I have no connec-
tion with the firm except that of a highly satisfied customer.
The weekly testimony of your readers is like the house-

maid's character—taken altogether it is more interesting for

the names that do not appear

!

G. T. PARRATT.
Woking.

THE MOTOR CAR ACTS, 1896-1903.

Sir,—I am with Mr. Jones in his protest against the inter-

ference and persecution of motorists by the police and magis-
trates of certain particular districts.

Of course, concerted action is the only remedy ; but how
are we going to get it? Letters to motoring journals are
not much use. The daily press is the power that moves
the authorities, and I do not think we are likely to get
help from that source. At present the daily press only
publishes very short articles of any interest to motorists arid

reports from police proceedings against the really bad and
careless driver, which only prejudice public opinion. We
can read in the daily papers of a motor car that ran from
Scotland to London during the strike at a speed that ex-

ceeded the legal limit, and wonder whether the police
trappers had found some other work. The Automobile
Association advertises that it was requested by the
authorities to organise many thousands of willing motorists
against' the railway strike, and it tells us that during
that " black week " the motorist was the man of the
moment. All that sort of thing is very good.
The advertised fact that a motor car can be driven safely

at a speed exceeding 20 m.p.h. , and that the motor car or
cycle owner is quite a potential and respectable member
of society does not seem to bear weight with the authorities
in certain, districts, and the above obsolete Acts are still

being used to employ the police and provide a source of

revenue.
We cannot liope for anything different while the average

motorist is so apathetic and content to be merely tolerated on
the roads, and I do not think motorists could organise
strongly enough to force the authorities to let up on a
system of persecution which is so profitable to themselves.
And I think public opinion is still with them, and helped on
by the motorist who does more mileage round the houses
than the open road.

Many motorists have expei'ienced the usual "hold up"
by the police on our main roads and noticed the unsym-
pathetic attitude' of the'walking public who stop to see the
"fun." When the majority of motorists have experienced
the methods of the police and the way in which the police

are encouraged by magistrates against motorists in the
police courts, we may hope for some concerted action, but,

until we get to that stage, or enlist the aid of the daily
press, we cannot hope for any relief from the present
system of persecution. A. LONGMAN.

Sir,—In your issue of October 30th H. Reg. Jones states

that " in this locality (South Wales) motor cyclists are watched
in all ways, and on the slightest prete.xt are summoned and
heavily fined," arid that " no matter whether careful riders

or otherwise, no one escapes for more than a month or so (in

this locality at least)."

Now, while heartily agreeing with him that these Acts
need well revising, as one of a motoring family of nineteen
years' standing "in this locility," and as a motor cyclist

of eight years, also " in this locality," I must take exception
.to these statements.
At all times we have found the police obliging and willing

to help motorists. In at least six cases they have warned
the owners of dogs which attacked me when on a motor cycle,

and offered to take proceedings if the animsls again offended.

E4}
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As a matter of fact, most of them would -welcome more
sensible motoring laws.

I believe, if county records could be compared, it would
be found that this county (Glamorgan) would head the list

both, for road improvements and 'non-molestation of

motorists. Locally, if the police take action against anyone
it is usually understood that the offender has been " asking
for it." NELSON NEALE,

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,—As there have been several letters, etc., written in

The Motor Oi/cte recently concerning " speed wobble," may
I be permitted to advance a possible theory as to the cause,

of this phenomenon.
At high speed the front wheel of a motor cycle is subjected

to a considerable force in a vertically upward direction as a
result of the wheel striking the small rrregularities_in road
surface. This force is aided, perhaps infinitesimally, by the
pull of the engine on the back wheel, which tends to lift the

front wheel.
The result of this is that after a certain speed has been

attained, depending on , the weight distribution in the
particular machine, the front wheel is practically off the
ground, and control becomes impossible.

This idea is based, and possibly confirmed, by the fact that

a precisely similar wobble, increasing in width and finally

finishing in a crash, can be produced at low speeds by
weighting the carrier to a sufficient extent abaft the back
axle,

A cure should lie in bringing the centre of gravity further

forward.
Following this same line of thought, a quick rebound spring <

fork and a hard front tyre should make matters worse ; hence
'

an argument in favour of laminated front fork springs, with
their nice lazy action. A.W.P.P.
On Active Service.

JET SIZES. .-

Sir,—I hope it is not too late to write a few words in

reply to "C.T." in your issue of October 9th, which, as I

have just come back from Egypt, I have only just seen. I

had, until recently, a French military 3^ h.p. Sunbeam, with
an Amao, and got the best results with a 26 jet. I found,

however, that the marked sizes were very unreliable and
contusing, but with this particular 26, and using benzole, I

got 80 to 100 m.p.g. fairly slow running, and excellent hill-

climbing.

I entirely agree with "C.T." about the air lever, and
have found that with any jet only a small range of speeds
is possible, without starving at high speeds and choking at M
low ones. The 26 jet gave an approximately correct mixture
at about 20-25, m.p.h,

I should like to know if "C.T," or any one else has
observed the following fact : With the engine running light

andair about half open, the engine accelerated if the air was
either fully opened or fully closed, but ran slower with the
air lever in the middle. I should be interested to hear an
explanation of this from the Amac people, or anyone else. 'I

I might also mention that I found it necessary to open the 1
air at low speeds and close it at high ones, which is contrary

to the makers' instructions. A. F. SCROGGS.

I Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
Issued in conjunction with "The Motor Cycle,"

Price
net.

By
post.

2/6 2 /lO

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
THEM." The standard handbook on the motor
cycle—its care and management. Twentieth Edition.

286 pages. 400 illustrations

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles " and helpful

hints in regard to motor cycles. ' Sixth Fdition.

(Second Reprint.) ... .. 21- - fi

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth
Edition . . - zt- 213

•THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales. Scotland. London (showing -

roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case 4/6 4/zo

Obtainable by post (remittance wfEli order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,*'

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents
are urged to wiite clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Taxation Liability.

^_^ Will yflu please inform me if

?' I am liable for Inland Revenue
licence for a motor cycle which

-^ I bought in September this year,
for which the previous owner had

already paid the tax.—E.G. G.
If you u.sed the machine in September,
you are liable for the full tax, but it

you did not take the machine on the road
till October, half the tax is payable.

Sideca- for Lightweight.

I am the owner of a 2J h.p.? (1915) A.J.S., and am desirous
of fitting- a light sidecar—not

-^ wicker—to my machine. It

would be used chiefly for pas-
senger work in the Cambridge district

—fiat country. I should be glad, there-
fore, to have your advice on the follow-
ing : (1) best type of sidecar; (2) size

of jet advisable ; and (3) would any
other alteration to the machine be
necessary?—G.P.Y.

Your machine would be capable of taking
a light sidecar and passenger in flat

country. You would not require to make
any special alterations to the machine,
other than possibly fitting a larger jet

in the carburetter. A 30 jet should be
satisfactory. I\Iost of the sidecar manu-
facturers make light coachbuilt sidecars.

Damaged in Transit.

I recently had cause to claim

on the railway for an engine

broken during transit to the

makers. The engine was being
sent for a minor repair, and

when it arrived the fins were smashed
off the cylinders. I was immediately
advised by the makers. They, of

course, renewed the cylinder, and this

entailed new piston, connecting rod,

etc., until their bill was £8 lOs., which
I paid. The railway company decline to

recompense me, as the makers' emplpyee
gave a clear signature when the engine
arrived. It was sent carriage paid,

company's risk, and was externally

perfect. Have I a case against the
railway or against the makers?—W.A.L.

you are in rather an awkward position,

as the makers gave a receipt clearing the

railway company, and it seems to us that
tho proper course is to claim on the
former for the damage through their

negUgence in giving this receipt, or else

by arrangement with them to sue the
railway company on the strict understand-
ing that if the claim is lost through the
receipt being given the firm will in-

demnify you from all loss.

Speed and Consumption.

Oh ordinary running, if the

B
machine is travelling fast, does

it use more petrol on the - same
length of run, or less, than when
the speed is slower ?^R'.D.C.

All other conditions being equal, the

-petrol consumption is greater the higher

the speed maintamed.

For Overseas Condition.

Would you please inform me
which type of motor cycle is

best suited for overseas condi-

tions in Palestine or Egypt ?

—

C.H.T.

The most suitable type of motor cycle

for the road conditions in Palestine or

Egypt would be one with' a fairly high
ground clearance and transmission not
likely to be seriously affected by sand
or dust. A chain-cum-belt model would,
therefore, be satisfactory, and the prefer-

ence should be given to one in which the

primary drive and all engine details are

carefully enclosed. A cool running single-

cylinder engine would be a desirable

power unit.

CUMBERLAND M.C.C. (WESTERN
SECTION) RELIABILITY TRIAL.

A. R. Hill (2J h.p. Royal Ruby J.A.P.)

checking in at the finish. This rider los!

only five marks on time, climbing Red Bank
(Grasmere) and Kirkstone Pass (steep side

from Ambleside) in fine style.

Engine Details.

Will you kindly answer the

following ? (1.) How, are the

valve guides fixed in a 1912

B.S.A. cylinder ? (2.) How can

I get them off ? (3.) Would a

piston ring that is ^in. narrower than

the groove in the piston cause knock
ing ?—G.T.

(1 and 2.) The valve guides in the

B.S.A. cylinder are a driving fit. To
remove them they require knocking
through. This must be done carefully

so as to avoid breaking the cylinder.

(3.) A piston ring so much undersize

as your sketch indicates would certainly

account for a great deal of engine noise

Oil Slinging.

(1.) My 3i h.p. Rover has re

^ cently developed oil-slinging

^ from the pulley side. Does this

-iJ indicate engine wear? (2.)

While running at 25 m.p.h. the

steering seems to be affected slightly,

giving the feeling of side-slip. On ex-

amining the engine I find I can move
the main shaft horizontally about

T%in. by pulling the pulley. The belt

now rubs against the silencer and the

frame. The machine climbs beauti-

fully, and there is no indication of

knocking.—G.N.
(1.) This IS probably due to wear in the

main bearing. (2.) This might be due to

the frame having been strained in some
way. The side play you refer to n^ay

be ignoied.

Silence.

Some time ago 1 purchased

a 6 h.p. ^otor combination, but

have sold it, mainly on account

of its being so noisy and my
wife's health not of the best. 1

should be glad (being quite a novice)

if you would tell me : (1.) What are

the chief causes of noisy motor cycles?

(2.) What do you consider the least

noisy make of motor cycle, capable

of taking a heavily laden sidecar?

(3.) Is a 3^ or 4 h.p. powerful enough
to take a sidecar and passengers over

any ordinary ground? Speed is of no
consequence whatever.

—

Noisy.
It is impossible to say which is the

quietest motor cycle on the market.
Noise, of course, is largely dependent
on the style of driving adopted, and
there are many motor cycles at present

on the market that are reasonably silent.

We would advise you to study the figures

in the reports of the 1919 Six Days
Trial, when comparative tests were made
in the silent running of the various com-
peting machines.
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Clutch Lining Material.

Could you please tell me which
is the better lining for a clutch,

leather or Ferodo ?—F.W.
Ferodo is a most satisfactory lining, and
has usually a much longer life than
leather; it is less affected by external

conditions, such as excess or lack of oil,

heat, or undue friction by slipping.

Lack oJ Power.

I have a 4 h.p. Bradbury, old

pattern (about 1909), with auto-

matic inlet valve. 'It will work
well on the standj and starts

easily, but after running twenty
yards it has no power whatever. Can
you tell me the cause of this ? I find

the inlet valve spring is very frail.

—

J.T.

Probably the weak inlet valve spring is

the cause of your engine falling off in

power. It may also be due to a

partial stoppage in the petrol supply.

You should notice when the engine stops

whether the float chamber of the car-

buretter is empty ; if so, try slightly

raising the level.

Running Costs.

A friend of mine and I have
^T] been having a discussion as to

> the relative annual running costs

-iJ of a twin motor cycle and side-

car and a light cycle car, say,

of 8-10 h.p. We should like your
opinion on this matter.—T.W.H.

With regard to the actual running costs,

we do not think that there is- any ap-

preciable difference between those of a
high-powered motor cycle and sidecar and
a light car not exceeding 8 h.p. or 10 h.p.

The expenses, however, involved outside

running costs, such as garage, insurance,

taxation, etc., are considerably higher in

the case of the four-wheeled vehicle.

Two-stroke Troubles.

I have a two-stroke 2| h.p.

engine—Dixie fixed magneto—as

fitted to a 1914 Wolf. I have
-iJ tried in vain to get this engine

to fire correctly. Everything
appears to be in perfect order.

Sometimes the exhaust appears to be
in the crank case, at others through
the carburetter. A blow-back here is

noticeable, even when the exhaust is

via. the correct port. The firing is

only intermittent, exhausting at the
points named. The spark is good.
The piston rings are new. All joints

are airtight. Jet No. 28, Amac.
Compression not sufficient to lock the
driving wheel. Piston after uncovering
inlet port goes ^in. higher. A thin
machining has been taken off the neck
of the crank case owing to a repair.

—S.A.J.S.

The correct timing for your engine should
be : Spark to occur with piston on top
dead centre when the ignition control is

fully retarded. Try a smaller jet, say
No. 26. We do not think that 'a slight
alteration to the crank case would
seriously affect the running. A possible
cause of the trouble may be that, in
reassembling the engine, you have fitted

the piston mcorrectly ; that is, with the
deflector nearest the exhaust instead of
having it on the same side as the transfer
port.

^^(^ttS
Flat-faced Valves.

My engine is a single-cylinder

"ZJi 5-6 h.p. with valves faced on the

^ under side of the head, instead
Li-l of the usual petrol engine

pattern. What is tbe advantage
of valves faced in this manner?—H.D.

There is no particular advantage in flat-

faced valves, and the few makers who
favoured them have mostly discontinued
their use.

, Generosity may be Costly.

About two months ago I had
the misfortune to run into a
woman. It was quite an acci-

dent, as she and her friends ad-

mitted, and was entu'ely her own
fault, for she said she completely lost

her head. I took her home, and shortly

afterwards called to see how she was
going on. She said she was progressing
nicely, but was still under the doctor.
Later I received a note saying she was
not going on so well, and the doctor
advised her to write ine and ask for

assistance in the expenses that had been
incurred. Unfortunately, I am not
insured against third party risks, and
therefore would like your advice what
to do. The woman,who is not in very
good circumstances, appears to me to

be honest, and I should certainly like

to help her in some way, but in these
cases sometimes there is no end, and
I thought if I made a payment I .might
incur further liabilities—C.B.

Under the cu-cumstances you describe,
any payment made by you to the party
injured in the accident will seriously

prejudice your position in the event of

any legal action. Before offering any
assistance, it would be as well to consult
a local solicitor, or in any case to get
an admission in writing that the accident
was the fault of the other person.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"J.W.C."—Benefits derived from use

of Spots in petrol on small four-stroke
engine (Beaufort).

READERS' REPLIES.

Cutting Paper Washers.

In your issue of October 30th, on page
470, you have a short article describing
how to make a paper washer for cylinder
base. The method you give is, of course,
very old, but the descripHon is likely to

give the novice some trouble. Instead
of tapping roimd the outer edge of the
cylinder base first, and afterwards
tapping round the mouth of the cylinder,

these operations should be reversed, the
paper being held firmly while the circle

of the cylinder mouth is tapped out.

The paper will then be a tight fit round
the lip of the cylinder, and will not
move whilst the operator taps round the
outer edge of the cylinder base and finally

taps out the paper at the holes. The
ideal tool for this job is a small ball-pane
hammer. Personally, I make a dozen
at a time by taking an impression or
rubbing of the original washer and
fastening to twelve pieces of paper cut
to a suitable size, fastened together with
paper stays. The outline of the washer
is then cut round with a knife as used
by embroidery draughtsmen who cut their

NOVEMBER 20th, 1919.

designs out in paper or card. Thus in one

simple operation I have enough -washers

to last a year or two. For those of your

readers who are keen on a clean crank

case, I would give the following tip.

Well soap your washers on both sides

before using, whether you oil them or

not. There is no need to soak them in

oil, which is a messy job, if they are

liberally soaped.—F. W. Chapman.

An Unsatisfactory Insurance Transaction.

Your answer is certainly not Scotch

law, and is contrary to custom. Even
if the average clause were contained in

the policy and a machine insured for

£80 stolen, although worth £100, the

company would require to .pay the £80
in full. The average clause would only

come into play in the event of a partial

loss. In the case stated, and presuming
the machine was value for £100, you

admit the insured was only four-fifths

insured, but he is entitled to four-fifths

of the total Ioss<d3ld0; that is, £80 nett.

His share of the loss, one-fifth, is repre-

sented by the difference between £80
and £100. Had the cycle been partially

burned and the total damage £40, only

then would the average clause come intcj

play, and the insurance company would

have stated they were prepared to pav
four-fifths of the loss of £40, hand the

insured £32, and make him pay the £8
himself. I have had many similar cases

come up before me, and the above are

the lines on wliich the companies have
always paid.

—

Inschanck Agent.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.

Bromsgeove to Boston.—A.E.N.
Bromsgrove, Birmingham, Tamworth,

Ashby, Castle Donington, Nottingham,
Grantham, Donington, Boston. Approxi-
mately 120 miles.

Birmingham to Bournemouth.—H.R.L.
Birmingham, Stratford, Shipston-on-

Stour, Enstone, Woodstock, Oxford,
Abingdon, East Ilsley, Newbury, Aii-

dover, Salisbury, Fordingbridge, Ring-
wood, Chtistchurch, Bournemouth.

CovENTRi TO Ilfracombe.—A.E.S.
Coventry, Warwick, Stratford, Eve-

sham, Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Quedge-
ley, Berkeley Road, Stone, Thornbury,
Bristol, Churchill, Bridgwater, 'J'aun-

ton, Milverton, Brampton, South Molton,
Barnstaple, Ilfracombe.

Crediton to Watton.—F.H.
Creditor., Exeter^ Taunton, Durston,

Glastonbury, Wells, Marksbury, Bath,
Chippenham, Wootton, Bassett, Swindon,
Faringdon, Oxford, Bicester, Bucking-
ham. Stony Stratford, Newport Pagnell,
Bedford, Eaton Socon,, Cambridge, New-
market, Brandon, Mundford, Watton.

Caterham to -Torquas, via South Coast.

—T.A.B.
Caterham, Bletchingley, Reigate, Craw-

ley, Horsham, West Grinstead, Ashing,
Washington, Finden, Clapham, Arundel,
Chichester, Havant, Fareham, South-
ampton, Lyndhurst, Christchurch,
Bournemouth, Poole, Bere Regis, Dor-
chester, Bridport, Lyme Regis, Colyford,
Ottery St. Mary, Exeter, Chudleigh,
Newton Abbot, Torquay. Approxi-
mately 220 miles.
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NORTHERN AGENTS FOR

(^m^ Motor Cycles

THE INDIAN MOTOR CYCLE AGENCY,
Sales and Service Depot,

10, Northumberland Road,

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

1920 INDIAN Powerplus Combination, Electrically Equipped,

and 4 h.p. SOLO SCOUT.

EARLIEST POSSIBLE DiLIVERIES. PLACE YOUR ORDER WITHOUT DELAY.

Ring up City 224, Newcastle.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.

REX. G. MUNDY,
after 1 4 years' all-round practical

experience, offers unbiassed

expert advice on the selection of

New and Second-hand Motor

Cycles and Light Cars. Now
booking orders for New 1920

Models contracted for. All New
Machines personally road-tested

and tuned up before delivery.

Second-hand Machines inspected

and reported on. Available a^

Olympia, by appointment at

Empress Rooms, 1 0,Dean St.,W.

B. B. TEBBUTT
THE

Motor Cycle Depot

54, Commercial Rd.

SOUTHAMPTON
T)istrictjlgent

for

MOTOR CYCLES

Official Repairer
to The AC.U.

In answering t/icee ach-ertlseincnts it is desirubh to mention " The Motor Cycle." ^i5
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CORRECT L U B R I C A HON

^^S^
fJL' R£C> TSADE HUUL

Mobiloils
A grade for each type nf motor

STAND 141 MOTOR CYCLE SHOW
OLYMPIA

AT Stand 141 in the Gallery at Olympia you will find the
specified grades of lubricating oils for the Correct Lubrication
of your mount—the one you now own or contemplate

buying". The Lubrication Chart of Recommendations issued by
the Vacuum Oil Co,, Ltd., shows you the Correct Lubrication for

summer and winter. Practically every make and model of motor
cycle (from 1914 to 1919) is scientifically prescribed for.

TTO be absolutely certain

—

to know without question
-—that you are doing" every-

thing possible to give yQur new
engine its proper protection, fill

up with the correct grade of

Gargoyle Mobiloils at the start.

And let the Chart of Recom-
mendations be your guide ; it is

the recognised authority on
Correct Lubrication.

CORRECT LUBRICATION FOR MOTOR CYCLES—
1
919" Is the name of a

new booklet-, which may be had on request at our stand. The contents of this

publication are highly interesting and instructive. Engine troubles are discussed

and the causes and remedie"! given in simple language.

This booklet contains also our complete Chart of Recommendations. In this will be found the

correct grade of oil for practically every make and model of Motor Cycle. Askfor your copy.

VACUUM OIL COMPANY, LTD.
CAXTON HOUSE, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W. i.

npO the purchaser of a new
^ motor cycle a timely word
of advice is offered. When the

engine is new it is naturally

"stiff." The bearings and all

frictional surfaces must adjust

themselves to each other by use.

That is one reason .why motor
cycle manufactufers emphasize
so strongly the importance of

Correct Lubrication.

Telegrams :
" Vacuum, Phone, London." Telephone : Victoria 6620 it lines)

C36 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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ROVER
MOTOR
BICYCLES

At OLYMPIA
STAND No. 79

3? h.p. Rover Motor Bicycle with Chain Drive -- -£115 =
3i h.p Rover Motor Bicycle with Chain Drive and Sidecar - £153 =

31 h.p. Rover Motor Bicycle, TT. Model - - - - £90 |
31 h.p. Rover Motor Bicycle, T.T. Model with Philipson Pulley £98 |
5-6 h p. Rover Motor Bicycle with V. Twin Engine - - £150 |
5-6 h.p. Rover Motor Bicycle with V. Twin Engine and Sidecar £188 =

Sole Manufacturers:

The NEW ROVER CYCLE Co., Ltd.

-=COVENTRY—
LONDON - - - 18, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

CROYDON - - - - 9a, George Street

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, 15, Ridley Place, Northumberiand Street

llr

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." C39
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C
H'[ERE is the very thing that motor

cyclists have been wanting for

years. A variable pulley that removes
all the drawbacks of a Belt Drive on a

motor cycle. A simple contrivance that

gives to the motor cyclist advantages which
were hitherto available only to the car

owner.

THE. ADVANTAGES OF FITTING

TKo TRAnn MULTf-GEAR
IIIC Ullvrtl-fV/ with Free Engine.

you CAN forget your belt. However slack it is there will be no
slip—the pulley sees to that.

YOU CAN start your machine irom a standstill—just like a car.

YOU CAN tackle the steepest lulls with confidence, even with a
fully loaded sidecar—the Grado gives you a range of gears
from 4—I to 8^1 for machiries of 3 J h.p. to 6 h.p., and 10—

i

for lightweights.

What It Does:
starts your machine like a car !

Takes your machine and sidecar up hills impossible

v/ithout

!

Gets you safely through thickest traffic !

Ensures safety over greasiest roads !

In fact; it turns work and danger into a pleasure.

Just half a turn of the haridle on top tube changes from
top gear to free engine ! -

ILLUSTRAIION OF THE NEW

KICK-STARTER
MODEL

Can be fitted by any ridec id 2 hours '.o Brad

burys, Triumphs, Precision, B.S.A., T.D.C..

Nortons, etc.

Prices for Kick-Stjrlcr Model : For
machinfs up to 6 h.p. £11 0, Special

Model for J.^.". aid Minerva Engines,

etc .10/- extra, postage 3 /-.

Fr;ces for Ordinary Pulleys less Kick-
Star'er : For machines up to 4 h.p.,

£7 10 O. For machines up to 6 h.p. £8.
Rece'S Pulleys for J.A P. and Minerva
Pulleys. 10/- extra

Prices for Lightweight Pu'leys. less K'cV
Starter : For machine} up to 2'7 h.p.,

£6 0. Postage, 2/-.

Delivery now about Seven Day.-

subject , to strikes and 'ocM-outs

YOUR PLEASURE IN

MOTOR CYCLI^G
WILL BE DOUBLED

Let us prove it Ly sending
full particulars and copies
of testimonials.

A postcard is all thai

is necessary.

RADO
MULTI GEAR

AU pulleys supplied with ball thrust bearings
and new adjustable bottom plate.

GRADO, Limited,
Pershore Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
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READING STANDARD
The World's Master Motor Cycle.

Full Electrical Equipment.

Three-speed Twin. 10 HP.

GOOD DELIVERIES GUARANTEED.

For Details, Specifications, Prices, etc., Apply

:

STANLEY J. WATSON, Berner's Works, 37, Sheen Road, RICHMOND.
COPPEN ALLAN & CO., 89, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.
FRANK WHITWORTH, 139, New Street, BIRMINGHAM.
WILL CHAPMAN'S GARAGE, Ilia, Belgrave Road, LEICESTER.

- ' DAN BRADBURY, 224, London Road, SHEFFIELD.

J. BARRON-ACKROYD, Hyde Park Corner, LEEDS.
^ LEECH & TAYLOR, 4, Cateaton Street, MANCHESTER.
HITCHINGS . LTD., 74, Bold Street, LIVERPOOL
BERT HOULDING, MARKS & CO., 217, Lancaster Road, PRESTON.
ROSSLEIGH LTD., 32, Shandwick Place, EDINBURGH; also GLASGOW

ABERDEEN, KIRKCALDY, etc
'

Call at Stand No. 110 at Motor Cycle Show, Olympia.

In answering this advertisemunt it is desirable to viention " The Motor Cycle.' C43
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AW, 1919.
TELEGRAPHIC

:

Illume, Birmingham.'

'Phon3

:

r.Iil 248a.

C44 In ait-sicenng this adiertiseiiicnt it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyele."
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—the incomparable.
The merit of the A.J.S. is not confined to any particular

part or feature—it is of all round superiority.

It is the outcome of ambition, enthusiasm and scientific expert
knowledge^the culmination of a desire to produce the Passenger
Outfit—incomparable.

And that we have attained our object is proved by the universal

recognition and acknowledgment of A.J.S. superiority, and
the remarkably high percentage of awards gained in Open
Competitions.

The A.J.S. is made throughout at our own Works under the
strictest supervision during manufacture and erection, and its

correct design, mechanical perfection, and embodiment of every
modern convenience and improvement, make it a masterpiece
of BRITISH engineering skill and thoroughness.

You can examine the A.J.S. at your leisure at Stand No. 31 at

the Olympia Cycle and Motor Cycle Show— be sure and do so.

Fullest information and latest catalogue however
7nay always be obtained on application to

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) LIMITED,
GRATSELEY HOUSE, WOLVERHAMPTON.
London Assents : IJ. TA YLOR& Co. Lid., Store St.. Toft. Ct. Rd.

^ ^r

A.J.S. 6h.p. 3 si).

Passenger Outfit— complete £190.
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STAND No. 84 at OLYMPIA.

""^--A;^.-_,.^-v

The CALTHORPE-JAP 2| hp. Two-Speed. Price 60 Gns.

The Calthorpe-Jap is the model usually chosen for heavy and strenuous work

—

with Jap Engine and Enfield Two-speed Gear, as high-powered

unit, it embraces all that is highest in Motor Cycle Construction.

SPECIFICATION.

fitted

ispeed

ENGINE. 2f h.p, Jap. 70 mm. x 76 mm. bore and stroke, 292 c.c.

A fast and powerful engine. All bearings are of a special #lloy of

Phosphor Bronze cast under pressure to secure great hardness. The
valves are of special material and made from the solid bar to secure

uniformity of material.

TWO-SPEED GEAR. The Enfield Patent Two-speed and Free
Engine, with cush sprocket

CARBURETTER. Improved pattern, Amac.

IGNITION. High-tension variable Magneto, handle-bar control.

TANK. Very strong, of registered design, enamelled Black and
English Gold Leaf lined, fitted with new Best and Lloyd's sight-

feed lubrication. Capacity If gallons petrol, I quart oil.

TRANSMISSION. Two roller chains (on the left hand side of the

machine) from sprockets on the engine shaft, one from each gear

to a counter shaftin the bottom bracket, which contains the two-
speed mechanism: The drive from the countershaft to the back
wheel is by fin. belt off a fixed pulley on the right hand side of the

We veser

machine, Midway between the two gears is the free engine position,

which Is passed through .to engage either gear. The drive through

both gears is direct, thus obviating that friction - which is created

when running through gear wheels.

FRAME. Built of the finest Weldless Steel Tube throughout, all

vital parts reinforced, and complete with Druid .Girder spring forks.

WHEELS. 26in. x 2in. Dunlop Beaded Edge Studded Tyres,

heavily plated steel rims with coloured centres, oil retaining dust

and weather proof hubs.

BELT. Jin. Dunlop.

BRAKES. Rear acting on belt rim, operated from foot pedal and

powerful Bowden front brake.

SADDLE. Patent Pan Seat, Gough or other make at our option.

COMPLETE. With stand, carrier, strong wide rnudguards,

armoured Pannier Bags, with tools in roll complete, handsomely

finished in four coats of lustre ename! and all bright parts heavily

plated.

ve Ihe right to deviate in ininoy details from the above specification.

Send for the CALTHORPE Catalogue 1920.

The CALTHORPE MOTOR CYCLE CO.,

Lion Works, Barn St.,

BIRMINGHAM.
(Proprietors : Ths Minstrel and Rea Cyce Co., Ltd.)

The CALTHORPE Bicycle.
" A Bicyc!e with a Name."

Tdciiliom;; CEXTRIL 111'2 & 1113, pmmXGH.UM.
Iclowains: "CEAXK, BIliJIINGH.i3I." W.H W.

048 In answering this adccrtiscincno it is dcsimbh to mention " The 2Iotor Cycle."
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THE INCOMPARABLE

AUXOGLIDER
(Trade Mark),

THE ALL-WEATHER GENERAL PURPOSE MACHINE.
An enjoyable and practical solution of the travelling problem.

Speed—Walking pace to 40 miles per hour.

Watch future advertisements showing the application of the Autoglider as a ssrvlcs mach ne.

f^m*-'-^

SPECIFICATION

ENGINE— 2i h.p.

AutogliderUnion
Two-stroke.

DRIVE -Chain
through stee!

plate clutch.

BRAKES—Two.
Band, one foot

one hand.

CH ASSIS-{!teei
tube fitted with
the patented
Autoglider sus-

pension, of lami-
nated stee
springs.

WHEEL S—Disc
shod with Auto-
glider Palmer
Cord tyres 16x2i.

MUDGUARDS-
The most efficient

ever made.

Price £40 nett
delivered Birmingham.

LIST OF AGENTS WILL APPEAR IN THE NEXT ISSUE.

THE MACHINE THAT IS WELL WORTH WAITING FOR.

Some performances
of tlie unbeaten
Autoglider:

—

Birmingham to

London reliability

run, 112 miles in

4 hours 48 minutes.

SilverMedal—Style
Cop Hill Climb,

July 19th.

est Prize^South-
end Hill Climb.

Gold Medal—
Sutton Bank,

Sept. 8th.

Winner Luton
Speed Trials,

Sept: 13th.

SilverMedal—Style
Cop Hill Climb

Sept. 27th.

The Autoglider
climbed Leathley
Banlc, Yorkshire,

Oct. 4th, with two
passengers ; total

weight of passen-

gers, 19 stone II lb.

Write fbr advance list to-

AUXOCI^IDE^R, Lyimited,
Caxton House, Gr.at Charles Street, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " I'he Motor Cycle." C51
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X-L-ALl MAKE HISTORY-

X-L-ALL fflade the ORIfilNAL Pan Seat Saddle.

X-L-ALL made the ORIGINAL Parallel Motion Saddle.

X-L-ALL made the ORIGINAL Detachahle Ping.

Cstand 219^

Model H2

el H27
with folding
back rest.

X-L-ALL Detachable Plug.

X-L-ALL LTD., Hall Green, Birmingham.
London Office: 329, High Holborn.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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RECISTEREO

!f3nC»* STAND 178
^'^oe ,l^^ OLYMPJA

HECISTEREO

STAND 178 TSnCr
OLYMPIA '^"e t*^

H.A.H. '^^^^^^^ Sole Selling Agent for

COIVIPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHUNC SETS noveSIes GENUINE HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES

A. H. HUNT,
Pig. 410, 2/-

Telegrams;

'KEYAGE
CANNON,

REGISTERED

6ANK8it4/5 p^jj^-j^ ^ 115-117, CANNO ^ ST., LONDON, E.C.4

IMPORTANT NOTE.-Change of Address aftar Xmas, 1919,
RECISTEREO

* ^ IMPORTANT NOTE.-Change of Address aftar Xmas, 1919, * ^
^/VA H.A.H. WORKS, TUNSTALL ROAD, CROYDON, /^fi^
kt, *C V , relephone: CROYDON 2225' & 2225. ENGLAND Telegrams :" KEYAGE, CROYDON." j.„ «C V^

'^O^ HJ^
/n answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " 'J'he Motor Ci/rh." C53
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^^ ^^^^ ^i-^\ ^^-

€^(2!^
(LONDON)

MOTOR CYCLISTS' EXHIBITION
Permanently established in the heart of

LONDON .

EVERYTHING FOR THE MOTORIST.
CARS.

We have contracts with

many of the most

popular types, and can

offer early delivery.

During the Motor Cycle

Show, our representatives

will be on Stands

No. 69 BROUGH

„ 103 CLYNO

„ 86 O.K.

., 60 NEW IMPERIAL

TERMS : CASH

MOTOR CYCLES.
Contracts with all

principal makers.

Early delivery. We
always have one of the

finest selections in the

Kingdom in stock— new

and second-hand. We
have customers in every

part ~ of the United-

Kingdom, and are gener-

ally regarded as the

reliable firm.

ACCESSORIES.
Special features. Our
Showrooms are not a

mere shop, but a per-

manent exhibition of the

latest and best in motor
accessories, and your
inspection is always in-

vited, whether a buyer
or not. A large range of

second-hand accessories

and spare parts.-

OUTFITTING.
The " best stock in the

Kingdom," vide press.

Everything for the com-
fort of the rider awheel.

CREDIT EXCHANGE AND
GOOD SERVICE ALWAYS.

The Service Company (London) Ltd.,
292, 293, and 95 and 96, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.
'Phone: €430 Holborn. Telegrams "Admittedly, London."

^y

«-, —
,

• .^!,;

C54 III unswennf/ t/iis advertisenie7it it i.s desirahle to mention " Tlie Motor Cydf.'
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Ah! you parcha5C(i at Lamte!!
wThen All Roads are Good Roads!

i

DOUGLAS
2|h.p. Blue and Silver Tank, j

68 gns.

1919 BLACKBURNE.
1919 NORTON 3-speed T.T.
1919 ALLON De 1 uxe.

1919 ENFIELD.
1920 HARLEY elec. comb.
1919 ARIEL 5-6 h.p.

1919 ARIEL 3| h.p. comb.
1919 NEW IMPERIAL 8 h.p.

1917 MORGAN Grand Prix w.c.

1919 FORD S-seater.

I

NEW IMPERIAL
I

8 h.p. Combinations
at £135 each.

1919 B.S.A. c cum-b. comb.
1919 TRIUMPH comb.
1920 MATCHLESS.
1919 ZENITH comb.
1917 ENFIELD 8 h.p. c yn mo.
1916 ALLDAYS ca .

1919 METRO-TYLER 2-speed.

191* METRO-'CYLER.
1919 SUNBEAM.

And many others.

SIDECARS AT MAKERS' PRICES.
CANOELET.
All models.

L&MBS

WATSONIAN
Toui-ing.

DEFERRED TERMS BY
151, Hig'i Street, Walthamstow.

'Phone: 169, Walthamstow.
Telegrams

;

B.S.A.
No. 2.

GRINDLAY
De Luxe.

ARRANGEMEN T.

3S7, Euston Road 50, High Road,
(Facing Gl. Porttand St. VVOOd Green Nl

SMion). .p^„„^.

\ '
'

-V
"'^ '

"VV.V '-
'm^ ""' '" *' ^k'^ '^ ii\'^^'^"<'k '•^k'M^; ^ "^ '

"'?itft
' i.^

i Lu <^ ^.^i!L'^u^iJll.^.^^^' !» ik^ ' v ^' '
^.'w.' <.vw"n,i i^» » - i
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Telephone : 995, Cambridge (2 lines). Cables, A.B.C. Code. Telegrams: "Bicycles, Cambridge."

ROBINSON'S GARAGE
32-35, GREEN ST., CAMBRIDGE

Motor Bicycle Spare Parts, Accessories, etc.

In stock at the time of advertising.
Telephone, wire, or cable us your wants. You 'can send confirmation and cash by next post.

Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to H. Robinson and crossed "Lloyd's Bank, C-ambridge.'^

We shall be pleased to quote for any spares not mentioned below.

DOUGLAS 2%Ii.p. Spaies, brand new, genuine nud
pattern.—Footboaids only 32/-, ivith clips 34/8;

fnntrests, 11/- pair; lootrest tubes, 7/9; handle-bars,
upturned and semi-T.T.. Vsin. and 15-16in. steins, -H-ith

grips, 24/6, grips only 2/6 pair; Pedley rubber grips,

4/3 pair; mudguards, T.T. type (Iront and back), 12/1,
touring tvpe (back) 27/6; number plates, Iront 2/3,
back 2/3; stands, front 8/9, back 18/6; lubricator

glasses, 1/9 ; petrol and filler caps, 5/- ;
glasses,

6d. ; stand clips, Iront 1/1, back 4/6 : kick
start bolts, '9/10; springs, flat, 1/1; springs, round,
9d. ; petrol tap and filter combined, 7/- ; drain and
compression taps, 4/-; anuoured toolbags, 14/-; can-
vas tool rolls 7/-, leather 6/6; tool kits, complete, 45/-,

(patternj 30/-; liout brakes, 30/-; guides, 2/6 pair;

shoe with pads, 5/6 pair; pads only, 1/- pair; back
brake pads, 3/6 ; foot brake springs, 1/-; exhaust ivires,

5/-; outer sheaths, 3/-; grease injectors, 3/9.

Front Forks.—Front forks only, 55/-; fork springs,
3/6; Spindles (long and short), 1/6 each; head clips,

10/-; steering column, 16/6; head lugs, 16/6.

DOUGLAS 2^ih.p. Engine Spares.-Cylinders, 1913-
]919, 44/-; iHstons, 1912-19, complete vrith

gudgeon and rings, 19/6; rings, 2/6; gudgeon pins,
2/3; copper ends, 2d.; bushes, big end 4/-, small end
3/-; valves, exhaust 6/-, inlet 6/-; springs, 1/-; collars,
9d. ; cotters, 2d. ; -valve guides, 4/6 ; tappets, complete,
5/4; tappet guides, 4/-; cam wheel studs, 4/6; inter-
mediate wheel studs, 3/6; crankshafts, 55/-; crank-
shaft pinions, 9/4; crankshaft ball bearings, 25/6 and
15/6-; livwheel sprockets, 5/9; fiy\dicel nuts, 1/1; lock-
ing plates, 3/6 ; cam wheels, 30/-; magneto -wheels.

11/-; intermediate wheels, 11/-; inlet and exhaust
valve rockers, 7/9 each; valve caps, inlet and exhaust,
7/9; silencers, 40/6; long exhaust pipes, 15/- pair;
'clips for some, 2/6

;
jointiugs and asbestos washers, all

sizes, for Douglas.

TAN-SADS, complete, 51/-; saddles only, 33/-;
cushions ouly, 5/- : side footrests, -with dress pro-

tector, 6/-; side backrests, collapsible, 7/-.

VALVES for J.A.P., Humber 1912-13 3V'h.p., Kover
Sy^h.p., E.S.A. 1913-14 31/2 and 4i4h.p. (1919),

New Hudson 1913-14 3V2bp., Jiimes 4i/4h.p., Triumph
3'/^ and 4h.p., Douglas 4h.p., 6/6 each.

IItROE.S,—Handle-bar, ebony, Lucas pattern, tine
finish; 12/6 each.

EOHANICAL Horns.—Latest Cowey 60/-, Sleea-
phone 30/-; snuiU sizes 13/6 and 10/6.

DOUGLAS 2yih.p. Gear Box Spares. — 2-spced:
Secondary shafts 27/6. 24T screwed sleeves 18/6,

30T plain sleeves 13/2, mainshafts 18/8. 24T pinions
18/6, dogs 7/9. 3-speed: 16T si^rewed sleeve -18/8.
20T plain sleeve 15/6, 16T pinion 14/3, dogs 10/-, ball
bearings—large 14/-, small 10/6; fixed pulleys 11/-,
pulley keys 7d., chain wheels 15/3, chain wheel nuts
7d., 2-speed 'gear box with pulley and cliain Avheel
£10, 2-speed gear box with clutch and kick starter £18.

M
M

DOUGLAS Wheels, 1914-19.-Back wheel complete,
less tyre, £4/3/9; front wheel, less tyre, £2/9/6;

hub axles, back and front, 7/- each; cups, 3/9 each;
hub axles, 1912-13, back and front, 5/-; rims, 26x
2i4in., back and front, 14/3; spokes-and nipples, 2d.

COLLEGE Mudshields for Winter, 16/6, 20/6, 32/6,
and 36/6 each.

PLUGS.—Lodge weatherproof, 7/6; Lodge_ ordinary,
5/-: Sphinx D41. 4/-; Forward W.M., 8/'

Apollo L.C.V., 5/-; C.A.r. No. 3, 3/6.

1 lkl9 Triumph Spares.-Cylinders, £6/6; front stand,
At/ 7/9; front guard stays, 2/6 pair; rear carrier,
31/-; -valve caps, inlet and exhaust, 5/-; -valve cotters,

3d.; pistons complete, 28/-; connecting rods, 23/6:
conaecting rod rollers, 5/- set; gear cover, complete
with bushes, 16/3; cam wheels, 23/-; rocker arms,
inlet and exhaust, 8/8; cylinder base studs, 4d. ; cylin-
der base stud nuts, 3d.; adjustable tappets, complete
with guides, 9/- pair ; exhaust union nuts, 3/3 ; rear
brake springs, 5d. ; front crown axle and cones, 8/-:
fork buttress, 9/- ; Junior Triumph cylinder, £2/2

;

pattern pistons -with gudgeon and rings, 28/-;. gudgeons
only, 5/-; large bushes 5/-, small 3/6; piston rings,
2/6; valves, inlet and exhaust, 6/6; valve springs, 7d,

:

filler caps. 2/6; extra heavy covers, 34/-; inner tubes,
12/-; footrcst rubbers fitted to frame, 4/- each; foot-
rest complete, 35/-.

AMAC Carburetters for Douglas, 70/-; thrnttle and
air valves, 9/- pair; floats, 2/-; needles, 2/-;

springs, 4d.
;

jets, 6d. ; caps, 2/-; gauzes, 1/-; handle-
bar controls, 15/6; wires, inner and outer, 9/- pair.

IDECAE Mudguards, enamelled, with strong stays,
standard fltting, 12/6.

RENOLD Chains.—A.J.S. and Sunbeam, 101 links,

¥sX%, 24/7; ditto, 56 links, 13/10.

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Spares.—Frame, £21 ; cylinders,
50/-: pistons complete, 26/-; gudgeon pins, 2/6:

connecting rods, 31/-; rings, 2/6; small end bushes,
3/-: big end bushes, 5/-; crankshafts, 70/-; flywheel
sprockets, 5/6; valves, 6/6; springs, 1/-; collars, 9d.

;

cotters. 2d.; valve caps, 7/-; asbestos washers, exhaust
7d., valve cap 4d. ; Renolds chains, 17/9; spare links
1/-; front brake pads, 2/- pair; head clips. 13/-; mud-
suards, front 30/-, back 29/-; extra heavy 4h.p. Doug-
las cover's, 36/-.

WATERPROOF Overalls.-Suits complete, double
breasted, good auality, all sizes; 37/6, 50/-, 70/6,

leggings only, 19/6.

GLOVES, Gauntlets—Leather, "with wool lining, 25/6.
21/6, and 17/6: waterproof -gauntlets, 25/6;

special unlined leather, 10/6.

MAGNETOS, twin and single-cyl., brand new;
O.A.V. £8/5, Thomson-Bennett £7/7/6; control

lever, ivire and sheath comi>lete, 17/6.

S.^

DOUGLAS Accessories. Beliable quality. — Xatei

Bioali-s B170 saddle. 47.'6: springs, 2(6; lani
grips, 2/6; rubber grips, 4/S. Duirlop heavy cover

47/3; inner tubes, 10/3; Dnnlop and Pedley belt

11/5: belt fasteners, li6; K.D. belt punches, 3/6

bunlop outfits, 3/3 and 4/3; Ohemico outfits, Sf
solutions, 9d. ; tvxe leTers, 1/6; \alve extractors 2/1

Duco 5/-; grease injectors, 3/9; K.B. Model (

wrenches, 3/-; Eaugrapliine, 6d. and 1/6; oiljiians, 2/S

goggles. Sir and 3/6; Prices' gear lubricant, 1/?

tunnels, 1/2 and 2/-; Bluemels tyie pumps, 7/-; pnm
connections, 1/3; pliers, 4/- pair; magneto spanner;

9d. ; tappet spanners, 6d.

SIDECAES, brand new, genuine Douglas, -with stori

' aprou, door, 4 attachments, £30 ; Canoelot Mine

(sporting), with apron, £17/8 ; Mills-Fultord Sl;i«, mt
apron, £23; Corvette, ivith apron, £25/5; crates 17/

extra ; Cameo screens, with side shield, £3.

MOTOR Bicycle Agetaies. — Douglas, Snnbeall

Triumph, Coulson-B., and Humber.

BULB Horns, best quality, pl>ated -27/6 and 18/(

black finish 21/6. i

LAMP Sets.-Hesoa head. 55/-; P. and H., 67/- an

42/-; rear lamps, 5/6, 6/6, and 9/6; generaton

with brackets 22/6 and, 10/6, without brackets 15/8

brass Y-pieces, 9d. -

HUNTS' Electric Lighting Sets.-Head lamps, N,J
50/- and 26/6, black lS/6; rear lamps, 9/6

Hellesen batteries, 13/6 and 3/9; leather cases to

batteries, 12/6.

PISTON Kings, high tensile cast iron, for Doiiglai

Triumph. Sunbeam, Rover, A.J.S., Indian„BaB
Triumph, J.A.P., Premier, Hmnber, Enfield, B.i.A

and P. and M. ; 2/6 each; correct sizes; no waitln(

ACCUMULATORS, 4 volt 40 amp., 4x3y2X5y2in

best quality, ready for charging; 30/-.

PISTONS, for J.A.P. 4, 6, and 8h.p., 35/-; fVjh.p
30/-; Premier 3'/.h.p., 35/-; Triumph 3 and 4h.p,

28/-; Douglas 2%h.p.'l9/6, 3V3h.p. 26/-, 4h.p. 261;

complee with rings and gudgeon pins.

SPEBnOMETERS.-Cowcy trip £6, ordinary £5
'Watford trip £5. ordinary £4 ; Stewart trip £5/6

ordinary £4/4; brand new.
;

DOUGLAS Handbooks, 2%]i.p. and 4h.p. ;
descrii

tive illustrations; yonr own repairs; 1/3, rnclud

ing postjige.

HANDLE-BARS, Douglas pattern, semi-T.T., lil

stem, including expanding bolt; any make a

machine; 20/-.

KNEE-GRIPS.—Real leather padded, 10/6; leathe

and canvas padded, 7/6 ; all leather, best qualitj

14/6.

rpoOL Rolls, real leather, with straps, 6/6 ; canvas 7/-

CONDITIONS OF BUSINESS:—
TERMS.—-Goods supplied against Pro-forma Invoice, upon receipt of casli, or by return against approvec

Ledger Accounts.

PROMPTNESS.—^AU orders despatched same day as received if goods in stock.

SATISFACTION.—^There is no risli in ordering by post ; if goods fail to please, your money refunded ii

full if returned to us within seven days..

COLONIAL AND EXPORT orders, when possible, despatched in ii lb. parcels per parcels post, savinj

shipping delays and excessive freight charges.

All quotations are plus cost of postage or carriage and suitable packing, also subject to alteration without

further notice. ' "

.
['_

Robinson's Garage, Green Street, Cambridge,
c6r) III iinKivriiiui t/iix ci(lvi;itlieiiieiit it is dcnirnhh' to iiiriitioii " The Motor Ci/ch
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

DVEHTISEMENTS in these columns

rst 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

;ioual word, Each paragraph is charged

'ately. Name and address must be counted.

3 discauats, conditions, and special terms

igolar traie advertisers will be quoted on

3atian.

stal Orders andCheqmes sent in payment for

rtisements should be made payable..—JTcoT
,IFFi! & SONS Ltd., and crossed....-——["

iury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

iit, shouli not be"sent as remittances^

1 aivefiisj naais in tnis section should be

npmiel with remittance, and be addressed

;e omoes of "The Motor Cycle," Eerlford

t, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

Id be posted in time to reach the oOIces of

) Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

r St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday

,ii; previois to the day of issue.

, 1.3tt3rs relating to advertisements should

I the numisr which is printed at the end of

advertisenant, anl the date of (be issue

dich it appsarel.

e proprietors ara not resronsible for clerical

inters' errors, although every ctre is iskcn

jil misti'ias.

NUMBEHED ADDRESSES.
th^ co.tvaaieuce of sdveriittr^, leltcTs may be

5ed to iminbti-s at '"Ihe Motor Cycle" Office,

this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

ation and to cover postage on rcplitt must be added
! aiv^rtiieoieiit churge, which n.utt include the

Box.o.")o. c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only ti;f number
)p2ir ia the advertisement. All replies shoulct be

sed No. ooo, c/o "Motor Cycle," £o, Tud^r Slreet,

Replies to Box Nxanber advcrtiscmeiUs {oiUaimng
nccs should he sent by regislcreei post, bvi 111 aU sjtch

t 's advisable to mf-.ke use 0} the Deposit System.

le ca>9 of motor cycles olTered for sale under a tox

r,as it U unusual for these to be sold without H-rst

imajteJ by the intending purchaser, £cvertiE€is will

,t9"bU3ia333 by embodying in their ad^ertisen'tnts

rn^ition of the district In whicb the machine
may be seen and fried.

3W^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
0U3 who hesitate to send money to unknown persons
3^1 ii parfect safety by availing themselves of our
t Svite n. If the money be deposited with "The
Cycle," both p:irties are advised of this receipt,

tioia alloived for a decision after receipt of the
3 three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
t to •;h3 seller, but, if not, we return the amount
dip^ntor, and each party to the transaclicn pays
e Die way. For all transactions up to £10, a
: fez of I /- is charged: on (ransacticns over £10
d;r fgo, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and under ;f75, 5 /-;

75 and und;r jfioo, 7/6; and en alt transactions
COD, .V % All deposit matters are dealt wi^h ^.t

lor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheq\:es and money
ihould b5 made p-iyable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
letter " P " at the end of an advertisement is an
io.i that the al vertiser is willing to avail himself of

pOiit Systen. Other adyertifers may be equall;

5, but have no', advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
alors who reply to advertisements and receive m
to th3ir enquiries are requested to reeard the
as an indication that the goods advertised have

' been dispose-l of. Adveitisers often receive sc
enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
Qd by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

.C—Caffyns, Ltd., Eastbourne, distributers lor
Sussex, are bookiag orders for earliest deliveries.

[0062
1ES' Garage, epcoial agents for A.B.C, Broad-
ffav. Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Parade.
I Finchley. [0026
'.C—Deliveries commencing after the Show. Have
you ordered ?—Prompt deliveries from Victor
nan Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant. Liverpool. [0021

^COURT'S Garage, Stamfoid, for A.B.C.'8: sole
aistrilmting agent for Soke of Peterboro* and
V of Rutland ; particulars and illustrations on
't- [0056

VAUCHOPES

?<?/?.(

I

9o/»

cfea/s

sfaare

anc

GC4. ?S/cues-

City Agents for all the

leading makes of Motor

Cycles, Also for cycle

cars and light cars.

A varied selection oj

new and second-hand

fnachines .for sale for

immediate delivery.

Inspection cordially in-

vited. Our usualguar-

antee of mechanical fit-

ness accompanies second-

hand machines. Ifyou

want anything in motor

cycles 'or combinations,

you can usually get it

from

WAUCHOPES
and be certain to get

every satisfaction.

I lie lateii. i^)-*

6 h.p. J.A.P. Twin
Cylinder Engines

' fro.-n Slock. Trade Supplied. Terms on applica-
»on ; these include extras. 50 Engine: to

imnedlaie delivery, £37 10s, eacii.

Second-hand Engines taken in pan
payment. GOOD PRICE ALLOWED.

Makers' Guarantee
Waucliope's, 9, Shoe Lane, lonoo

I'lione : Tlolhorn s^7"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.C. — Book early and fuevent disappointment.
Speeificntion and full particulnrs will lie sent on

nnplirntinn.—Tl'e Spnldinc Motor Co.. Lt^i.. Spnldine.
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. [0015

Ahingdon
ABINGDON" 3i/.h.p., T.T. : £36/10.-Fu]l particulars

from Svmon, Upcrolt, Cborley Wood, Herts.
[5:8278

ABINGDON, 3iAh.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, new- Middle-
ton sidecar, fully equipped; £45.-595. Greci'.

Lanes, Harringay, N.8. : [2440

A.J.S.

A.J.S. Specialists and Agents The Walsall Gara-c
Walsall. Tel. : ^144. f9574

CROW Bros.. High St., Guildford, A.J.S. a-rnts
since 1912, accipt no premiums. [X7943

CHUW Bros.. High St.. t;iiildiord. A.J ^a np-iiv-

'sinrp 1912 - Deliveries have begun '4 -< ^

"j Q15 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 3-speed, hoed,
J- f/ screen, lampa, etc. ; £ 1 10.—97, Chestnut Rd.,
Piurastead. .

[X8693

TWIN 6h.p. 1918 A.J.S,. ridden solo, g-and rordi-
dition; £100.~Vickery, Military Hospital, Holly-

moor. Birmingham. [X8591

A.J.S. 2'r4Ji.p., 2-speed, seuii-T.T., lamps, horn, etc.,

iu excellent condition; £50, or best offer.— 11,
Crescent Rd., Ramsgnte. [2605

A.J.S., 1918, 5-6h.p,, 3-speed, military model, used
=olo only for a few miles, Lucas accessories,

complete; £125.—Below.

A.J.S., 6h.p., 1918, military model, prartically new.
run 1,000 miles, fitted with Mills-Fulford cane

sidecar; £155.—Moss, Wem. [X8658

ALL-BLACK 1919 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, Aug.,
any trial; £170, or best offer over.—Lakeman,

Goldsworth, Woking, Surrey. [X8445

6 h.p. 1914 A.J.S.. and sideoar. 3-speed countershaft
gear, kick sta'rter and clutch; £95.—"Wauchope's.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [2580

23.h.p. A.J.S., 1914 model, countershaft gear bos, ac-
4 cessories, good condition; £45; exchange anything

useful.-22, Campbell Rd., Hamvell. [2473

"I CC|19 Brand New A.J.S. Combination, just received
-Li/ lj("m works; offers; spare wheel, wind screen, etc.—
Baines. 5, Central Rd., Blackpbol. [2634

A.J.S. 1919 6h.p. Combination, delivered late Aug.,
spare wheel, wind screen, apron, and accessories^.

—Box L5,459, C/o T/ie MoioT Cycle. [9484

A.J.S. 6h.p. Military Model and coachbuilt sider-ar,

purchased new Sept., 1919: £150.—Bryant, The
Laundry, Eastergate, near Chichester. [2600a

A.J.S., 1918, 5-6h.p., 3-5peed, military model, with
Sunbeam sidecar, Lucas accessories complete,

in nearly new condition; £160.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0066

A .J.S. 6h.p., late 1913, Canoelel, M.D.L., ^screen,
.t\. Liicas lamps, horn, Cowey, tools, spares, tu*ue, per-
fect engine.-115, Bradford Rd., Manchester. [X8519

6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, delivery expected Nov.,
advertiser, who is next on list, going abroad:

what offers?—Box 767, c/o TTic Motor Cycle [X8459

A.J.S.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd.,
Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.. Ply-

motitli Sole agents. Now booking for earliest de-
liveries. [0061

"B Q16 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., spare wheel, speed-
-Li/ omet?r, 3 electric lamps (accumulator), hcod,
^[reen; £140.-Il.H.. 7, Chatham Close, Golder's Gree.i.
N.W. Thone: Regent 1928. [2604

1 djig A.J.S., new 6h.p. military model, just delivered,
J-«-' Lucas horus and lighting set: best offers over
£125; also £10 spares included; genuine; private OAvner.

-98, Grange Park Rd., Leyton, E.IO. ^ [2993

1 Q14 A.J.S., 2"^li.p., 2-speed countershaft, \nev/
XJ/ t\Te3, lamps, horn, etc., re-enamelled and in
splendid condition.; £43; Darlington.—See Kwiksale
advertisement Miscellaneous Motor Cycles. [2917

"j Ol9 A.J.S. Combination, interchangeable wheels,
X*/ wind screen, hood and cover, storm apron, Luch*
lamps, horn, watch, tools, etc., perfect condition; bet
ffor over £186.—Chadwick. 5. The Crescent, Moreuambe,
Liuus. [2772

6 h.p. A.J.S. Military Mode', brand new from A.J.S.
aeent Anc. 25th, 1919. disc wheels, Lucas light-

ing. Klaxon, excellent condition, 3 montlis' guarantee
reniniuing: £130 cat^h.—Lieut P. D. Gibsou, Edgmont,
Derby Rd , Nottingham. [2493

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, new April, 1919. hood,
wind screen, rtonn apron, spring seat-pillar, lug-

gage carrier, special mat tor eidecnr, 3 Inuij^s. 3 gener-
ators, horn, tools, etc,. ju=t bei^n overhauled : £200,—
Waitt. 81, Lichfield Rd., Stafford. [X8?C0

A.J.S. Spares; engine and gear box repairs; pro"i)tt

de'ivery.—Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, W>"-
verhampton. T.A. : Parts. [2237

AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oT the issue c6i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

ALLONS at Gourlay's, Fallowfield, Manchester.
[2832

ALLON. — Caflyns. Ltd., Eastbourne, for delivery
shortlr. - [0063

1 020 Alien 2-5troke, clntch, kick starter, delivery
J- *y January.—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notts.

[2456
ALLON.—Guaranteed early delivery latest 1920

models.—Parker's, Deansgate, Manchester, Brad-
shawgate, Bolton.

'
[X8722

JONES' Garage, special agents for. Alldays AUon,
Broadwav. Mnsirell Hill, N.IO, and Wocwl.side

Parade, North Finchley. - [0027

1 Q19 Allldays Allon, elctricfil light, epeedometer,
J-«^ Lucas horn, mileage low; £60.-1, Berkley Ter-
race, Norwood Rd., ^^'outhall. [X8562

tf>3.h.p. 1919 2-stroke Allon, 2-speed, free engine and
^^4 clutch, biand new machine; £70.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G. , [2577

ALLON 1915 254h.p. 2-speed 2-stroke, perfect con-
dition, small mileage, powerful lamps, horn,

tools, spare tube; £50, near offer.—73, Cricklade Av.,
Streatham Hill. S.W.2. [X8705

ALLDAYS Allon, 1915, single speed, just overhauled
by makers, spare wheel and tools; £45, or ne;iiiest

ofier ; buying combination.—Apply, Bancroft Scliool-

house, Morley, near Derby. [X8437

A LLON , recent model, 2-speed, Hutchinson tyres,^ saddle, lamps, pillion seat, all- new, complete
tools and accessories ; £50 ; seen by appointment.—
Adams, 50, Redcliffe Rd., South Kensington. [X7608

1 Q14 Alldays Matchless, 2V2h.p. Villiers engine, good
J^iJ condition, unused during petrol restrictions, new
tyres and belt, fitted with accumulator electric lighting;
£35; after 4.-13, Lyon Rd., Harrow. 'Phone: 632.

[2627
F.O.C.H. for the new Allon de Luxe, 2-speed, kick

starter.—Book your order now for early 1920
deliveries, ' starting January. Our motto, ' Strict
rotation and no premiums."

—

P.O.C.Hl (Fair Offer
Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hamp-
stead Tube). "Phone: Hampstead 3752. [9469

Alecto;

ALECTO 1919 Brand New 2-stroke Combination
(coachbuilt), hand clutch, complete outfit; £120.

—H., 2, Balhalm Hill. S.W.12. [2941

Ariel.

ARIELS.—Gourlay, Agent, Fallowfield, Manchester.
[2833

CROW Bros,, High St.. Guildford, Ariel agents,
supply ab makers' prices. [3^7944

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Ariels,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X8625

ARIEL Combination, SV'h.p., nearly new, accessories
85 gns.—Driscoll. 58, Woodfield Rd.. Ealing. [2612

November 2qth, igig.

19 17 SVsh.p- Ariel Combination, perfect running
order; £85.—Jevons, Solicitor, Tonbridge. [X8325

ARIEL, 3y2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, wicker sidecar, good
condition.; £50, near offer.—Bond St. Garage,

Ealing. [2531

JONES' Garage, special agents for Ariels, Brond
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodaide Parade

North Finchley. [0028

ARIEL SV'h.p., October, 1919, standard specificntions-
£95; after 6 o'clock.—Union Flag, 178, Lambetli

Rd., Lambeth, S.E. [2643

ARIEL 3V2h.r., 1919, kick starter, 3-speed. absolutelv
new: immediate delivery London; f100.— Gibbons,

Imperial Hotel, Jesmond, Newcastle-ou-Tyue. [2567

"IQ12-13 Ariel, 3V:>h.p., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer hub,
--«-' machine just been overhauled; £45 solo, £55
with sidecar.—Kwiksale, 35, J'Ong Acre, W.C. [2915

"IQ19 Ariel 6-7h.p. Twin Coachbuilt Sidecar, splen-
J-*7 didly equipped; £125; Cambridge.-See Kwik-
sale advertisement Miscellaneous 'Motor Cycles. [2923

ARIEL, Si/oh.p. and 6h.p. ; early deliveries; all
spare part stocked.—F. Speakman, Ariel Ex

pert, 7, Rochdale^Rd., Harpurhey, Mancbester. [4020

4>3.h.p. Ariel {about 1910), excellently preserved,
-^4 good tyres, belt, thorough order, but wants ac-
cumulatcr; best offer.—102, Grange Rd. East, Middles-
brough. [2946

~|Q19 3i/.h.p. Ariel Combination, fully equipped,
J-t/ excellent condition, privately owned; best offer
over £110.—Aldous and Co., 56", Ludgate Hill, EC
City 2389. [2881

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 6-7h.p. twin Ariel coach com-
bination, fully equipped, small mileage, perfect.—

5, Heath St., Hampstead (r-ear Hampstead Tube).
'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [3036

-j Q19 (July) 6-7h.p. Ariel, coachbuilt sidecar, 3-
JLt/ speed countershaft, clutch, front and rear lamps.
horn, grid, Bonniksen speedometer, mirror, tools, not
done 1,400 miles; £138.-48, Waterloo Rd., Bedford.
^' , . ... [X8584

1 Q19 (A^lgust) 3V:.h.p. Ariel and Sidecar, with horn,
-«-*-' and tail lamp, heavy Dunlop tyres, spare tube
nnd valv'es. guaranteed ridden under 500 mile??, perfert
rnndition. and indi«tingu4shable from new.-W. E H
Bull, c/o Robinson's Garage. 32-35, Green St., Cam-
b.idge. . [2699

SCOTLAND
AND

OLYMPIA.
The great Scottish house of

ROSSLEIGH LIMITED
invite old and new patrons to

meet them at the Show.

Ask for us at the following stands

:

ROVER
TRIUMPH

NEW HUDSON
BRITISH EXCELSIOR
READING STANDARD
ALLDAYS ALLON

HUMBER
SCOTT
NUT.— IVY
SUN
O.K.

PREMIER SUPER RUNABOUT.

ROSSLEIGH LIMirED,
32. SHANDWICK PLACE,
6, QUEENSFERRY STREEX,

EMNBURGH.
Branches: Glasgow, Kirkcaldy, Dundee,

Aberdeen, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

' OF THE NEW

1_ THE SOLO MACHINE
'2 H.P. DE-LUXE

V\e are now in a position to s jpply •

OUR NEW MARVEN
2| HP. LIGHTWEIGHT 2-STROKE

PRICE 37 GNS

Del.very one month from receipt of order.
Write for full particulars of this, wonderfu

machine.

THE
MARVEN
Proprietors; IVIOTOR
A. C.- Heaven: M.C. r*BDf\T
E. Martyr. tJ^rsJi
Bath St., BRIGHTON,

L

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALT.
Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL De Luxe, new, heavy coyer and tl

perfect; £14.-170, Channing St., Slieffleld,

[2WALL Anto-'\\ heel, meohanicaly perfect : £10,
nearest;—Eampling, 15, Bramford Lane, Ipsw

(D) [X8

WALL Auto-wheel, 1914. only run 100 miles, i

stored at Dei^onport; £10.—Commdr. Gerty.
College St., Worcester, [X8

WALL Auto-wheel, 1914. stored during war,,!:

ning splendidly, packed in crate; £15.—Trot
Norleigh, York Kd., Guildford. [2.

WALL Auto-Wheel, complete for bicycle, newly o'

hauled, and excellent condition; carriage pi

£12.—Hughes, James St., Pittenweem, Fife. [XO,

WALL Auto-wheel, fitted stent's Coyentry cycle,
;

overhauled by makers (£6], new tyres thiouglli

excellent coudition ; £20.-V. Martin, Hectory, Oull

Broad. [XS;

Bat.

B.A.T., 4hip., perfect running order, tyres hea

new, iMwerful and fast; bargain, *32.—E.M.,
Buxton Rd., Brighton. [X8(

"I C|19 Bat-Jau 8h.p. Twin Coachbuilt Combinati
Xt? splendidly equipped and a bargain at £1
Cambridge.—Sec" Kwiksale advertisement Miscellane

Motor Cycles. *
, [2!

Blackburnei

GROW Bros., High St., Guildford, are old' Bla

burne agents, and invite enquiries. [X7S

TANLBJ RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wi
iigent for Blaekbume motors • early delivery. [41

JONES' Garage, special agents for- Blackbun
Broadway, Muswell Hill,, N.1'0,- and Woodi

Parade, North Finchley. [01

S'

6
Bradbury.

h.p. Bradbury, new: owner deceased ; Bowser
car, lull equipment; £160.—Box 6,408, c/o '.

Motor Cycle. ,
[21

BRADBURY Combination, '.4b.p., '3;SPeea, clijt

overhauled, running order ;';i£45.—Wardill, Pov

S,t., Carshalton. [21

BRADBURY and Sidecar. 4h.n.,,, 2-speed, perl

running order ; any trial ; £48.—A.H., 22, Buxl

Rd., Brighton. ,
-

~ [X8<

BRADBURY', 4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, B.B., Bo8

climb anything, will take sidecar; £42.-1
Leander Rd., S.W.2. [2f

BRADBURY.—For the earliest possible deHveries

1919 models.—The Walsall Garage, Wolverhai

ton St., Walsall. Tel. : 444. [9!

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 2-speed, good tyres, lamps, g(

coachbuilt sidecar, good appearance and runni

order; £55.—Davis, Lavendon, Olney, Bucks. [2t

BRADBURY, 2-speea, free engine, kick starter, e

late model, jtfst been overhauled; £60, or ni

ofSer.—Studley, Melton, Woodbridge, Suffolk. [27

4h.p. Bradbury, good running order, engine just oi

hauler}, lamp, horn, etc., spare tube .nnd belt; £

or nearest; trial by appointment.—Carpenter, Westde.

Chichester. [2'

BRADBURY 41/ih.p. Chain Driven Combinr.ti

cminterriiaft 3-speed gear, kick starter, hand B

trolled clutch, splendid coachbuilt sidecar, new Dan
heavy cover and tube on rear wheel, the whole outfit

in .splendid condition, and perfect in every way; 8

tiial given: £95.— Griffin, Coombend, Radstock, Soffi

set. (X7a

Brougb.

BROUGH twin Combination, 1915, every accesso

fast and reliable; any reasonable .offer.—11, Pa

Mansions, Vauxhall, S.W.8. [30

1 Q16 Brough, srih.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, chit

XU kick starter, spee<lometer, very fast ; £85

Edward, 1, Ovington Gardens, S.W. [29

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, ar\d Isle

Man Only.—Brough enquirie's.—J. Blake and C
Official Dealers, Liverpool and Manchester. (70

1Q19 Brough. 5-6h.p., in perfect condition, scarci

Xt/ used, Millford sidecar, lamps, etc.; best ofi

over £130.—Advertiser, 18, Fitzwilliain St., Ca'

bridge. [X86

BROUGH 1915-16 3',V4h.p. T.T., engine .just ot

hauled, accessories, last, ridden solo only by i

pert: owner bought car: £60. no offers: trial on depol

—Housekeeper, City Chambers, 65, Fenchurch St.. E.O

B.S.A.

B.S.A.. 3>Ah.p., T.T., 1916; 50 gns.—Ekock, Pel

wern, Neath. [30

1 OlS B.S.A. Combination, in good condition; £90
AJ/. Bounds' Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilbum. [27

TQ19 B.S.A. Model K. Combination, brand new,
JLU stock.—Enipson, Gamlingay, Sandy, Beds. [24

B.S.A. Sole District Agents: book now.—The Wala
Garage. Wolverhampton St., Walsall. Tel. : 4<

[«,5

1 Q20 B.3..4.. all models, order, now for ea/ly.J
Xi? Jivery,—Clifford Motorics, Eastwood, Notte.-

(24

Cb2 • All latteis relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, pnd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

i. Ay^h.v-. latest H. model, all-chain drive, un-

jed; £100.-142, Eelgrave Rd., Wanstead, E.ll.
[2978

v.—Bjok now, 1920 models; special agents.—
urner Eios., 134, Upper Thames St., London,

[2981

i.. Specialists.—Book now, earliest deliveries.—

attisou Bros., 29, Montlord Place, Kennington-;
[X8668

I.—1920 Model K; delivery before show list

rice.—Turner Bros., 134, Upper Thames St.,

I. E.G. [2980

ND New 1919 4^/4h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar;

123; bargain, unused.—Box L5,512, c/o The
Cycle. [3050

ZS' Garage, special- agents for B.S.A., Broiid

:ir, Muswell Hill, NrlO, and Woodside Parafi>

Finchl67. [003C

B.S.A. Combination, SVsh.p., wicker sidecar,

3.B. Bosch, 2-3pfied hub, good order; £45.—
Dunton Green. [X8631

I. 1914 3V'h.p., 2-speed, free, stored during war.

^rfect- £60'.—Wade, 33, Wkitehead Lane, Prim
ill. Hnddersaeld. [XS34e

li.S.A, Combination, 2-speed, clutch, kick-

tarter, all accessories, splendid condition; £75.—
white, Basinkstoke. [X844?

t.. 1919, Model K, sporting sidecar, practical!;

an? new; £120.—Pattison Bros., 29, Montford
Kennington, S.E.11. [X8669

.., 1919, 4»^h.p., enclosed chain drive, and very

3ni!crtable sidecar; £110.—Dr. Mills, 5, East
'arade, Northampton. [X8754

L.. lor Sale, 2-sp3ed, free engine, 2 lamps, horn
icellent condition, T.T. bars; bargain, £48.—
I, Pembroke College, Cambridge. [2794

L., 1915, 4V4h.p., 3-8peed countershaft model

:

72 / 10. or with new coach sidecar, £89 / 10.—
Motor Exchange, Union St. South, Halifax.

[3061
), B.S.A. Motor Cycle, 2 speeds, free, pedal
starting, speedometer, tools, etc., in perfect run-
der; £56/10.—Walker, 6, Fairfax Rd., Chiswick,

[2741

'A B.S.A. Combination, complete with every-

thing (£120), and Singer lightweight (£20),
dern 2-seater.~Thickpenny, Iron Bridge, New
ignell. [254<

.., 4V_'h-P. 1919. new September, No. 2 B.S.A
decar", 3 lamps, in new condition; bargain
Capt. W. Johnson. Dispersal Unit, Frees Heath
Salop. [X87i£

.. Models K, H, and A for earliest deliveries;

der now and avoid disappointment.—Newnham
Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed., W. 'Phone : 80
irsmith. [3044

.., 1919, 4'/ih.p., 3-speed, chain drive, B.S..*
decar outfit complete, in nearly new cond
il45.—Elce and Co., 15-16. Bishopsgate Av
ile St., E.C.3. ;_ [006'.

L., 1917, all chain smart coachbuilt sidecar
icas lamps, speedometer, mechanical horn

;

rithout speedometer, £88; privately owned.

-

:ley Hd., Enth. [-'870

,. 3l2h.p., hub clutch, single speed, just b3er
amelled and ov^rhaulfd at cost ol £18'10. con
;ood, no reasonable offer refused.— I, Allington
istmioster, S.W. [2989

. 1919 Model K., 99 gns. ; B.S.A. No. 2 sidccai
ens. : separate or together ; unused, deliverei

ek: owner unable to use.-10, Asliehujch T^'
liepherd's Bush. _ [263

. Sjiecialists.—All replacements in stock: B.S.A
lecars in stock.-The Countv Cycle and Mcto
lad St.. Birmingham. Tel. : Midland 753. T.A.

;

[20, Birmingham. [S22''

B.S.A. Motor Cycle, lamps, speedometer, side
ar, in excellent condition, in perfect ninninE;
best offer over £ 90.—Advertiser, 1 8, Fitz-
St., Cambridge.

'

[X8691

I 1915 B.S.A. 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed coun-
rshaft, ciiain-cuui-belt, Moutgomery side<.:ar,

grid, lamps, etc., splendid condition ; £S8.—
ton. Morborne, Petei'borough. [X8307

B.S.A. 4'/i,h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed
couutershalt. kick stiut, all accefisories, spare
surance policy ; seen by appointment ; excellent
a; £105.—Isard, Camano, Tonbridge. [2597

., 1916-17. all chain, numerous spares, coach-
lilt sidecar, all in perfect condition, low mile-
res practically new, owner bought car; 100
unt, Lower Bentham, near Lancaster. [XS729

41/ih.p. B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft, C.-rum-B.,
MillsFulford S.C, horn, lamps, speedometer,
i-jet carburetter, good leg shields, good running
pTice £85.—Ernest Hobbs, Little Faringdon,
3- [2733

17 B.S.A. 4i4h.p.. special coachbuilt sidecar,
peedometer. horn, 3 electric lamps. 3 acetylene
nany spares, large well equipped toolbox, splen-
lition; trial given; £110.—Maunsell, 91, Drnv-
rdeus, S.W.IO. [2704

FOR
SHOW WEEK.
We cannot promise
after. Stock limited.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
NEW IMPERIAL, 8 h.p. J.A.P. twin engine.

3-speed, clutcii, all-chain drive, coachbuilt
Sidecar. W.D. all-weather models. Makers'
price, ;fi44 i8s.

Our price £135
ROVER, 6 h.p. J.A.P. twin engine, 3-spe'ed

clutch, chain drive coachbuilt Sidecar.

W.D. all-weather models. Makers' price,

£188.
Our price t125

Oup
representatives'

will be pleased to meet
you on any of the following

stands: Harley-Davidson, Dot,

J.E.S., N.U.T., P.&M., Verus,

Morgan, Matchless, Enfield,

Quadrant A B.C., ivy, Clyno,

Ariel, or at our Show Office,

7, Hammersmith Read.
(Opposite Oi/mpia).

Hammersmith 1581.

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.
SUNBEAM W.D.. 3j h.r.. s-speed £84
DOUGLAS, W.D., 2j h.p., 2-speod £70
RUDGE-MULTI, 1914,3* h.p., speedometer £65
DOUGLAS, W.D., 2? h.p., 2-spsed, lamps £75
JAMES, igrs, 2^ h.p., 2-strolte £53
CONNAUGHtr 23 h.D., single-speed tiH
RUBY, W.D. ,8 h.p. J.A.P. 3-speed £115
ALLDAYS ALLON, igi8, 2i; b.p., 2-=peed tSS
IVY, igift, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, i.inips, etc. . .

—
OALTHORPE, igif>, 3 h.p. Precision £75

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

9 ARIEL, 1916, ^J h.p., 3-speed £115
INDIAN, 1916, 7-9 h.p. Pcverplus £150
SUNBEAM, 1918, 3; h.p., sporting Sidecar £175
JAMES, =.\ h.p., 3-speed, all-chain £95
HARLEY-'DAVIDSON, 1916, 7-9 h.p., mag-

neto, re-enamelled £150
ENFIELD, 1914, Sh.p., all accessor.es .. £130
B.S.A., 1914, 4 h.p., 3-5peed £130
SUNBEAM, 1914, 34 hP-, 3-5peed £110
ARIEL 1919, 3»-h.p., 3-speed £13 J

maudeiWiit^mmt
im,9/wat fhtlxuul St,

JEondcn W.i.

lOQ, Pcuds St, Cxith.

Telegrams :

"Abdicate, We-^do, London."

Telephone : IVIus3uni £57.

Telegram 3 :

" Combustion, Exeter."

Telephone : Exeter 933

'motor

*'«.;
'1 OF SATISCIfjj**

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

r.O.C;H. for B.S.A. "s.—Book your order now tor the
very earliest 1920 delivery, all models. Our

motto, " Strict rotation and no premiums."—F.O;C.H.
(Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone ; Hampstead 3752.

L8618
B.S.A. 1915 4lih.p., 3-speed counterghaft, olutrti, kiit

starter, irith green eoachlmilt sidecar, Cnnieo wind
screen, Pedley grips, electric lights all round, all tvrys
good, spare belt and tube in case, absolut^^^» complct.^.
and in splendid order; £100; after 6.—Trinder. 78.
Tharp Rd., 'Wallington. [2641

"IQ19 B.S.A. (Augustl, chain-cum-belt, and No. 2
-L*' sidecar, large P. and H. lamp set, Stewart speedo-
meter, Lucas horn, luggage grid, storm apron, sidecar
specially painted and gold leaf lined, absclutely perfect,

trial by appointment, mileage 800; £135, no offe's.—

iLewin, Alconbury, Huntingdon. [X82C4

Calcott.

CALCOTT-PEECISION, 1914 2i/2h.p., 2 speeds, gotd

condition: £35.-66. Attlmrdon Rd., Broc-kley- S.T*'.

[2651

CALCOTT, 1913, 2%h.p., fine rimning order; first

cash secures, £35.—Bennett, 318, King St..

Hammersmith. [2797

.Calthotpe.

CALTHOEPE, 2-spced: £34.—Full particulars on ap-

plication, Symon, Upcroft, Chorley Wood, Herts.
[X8279

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1919, 2-speed, free engine, little

used: £55.-176, Walnier Rd., North Eeusiniitim.
[2636

1Q16 Calthorpe-Jap, 2%h.p., 2-speed, new tyre-.,

X«/ new lamps-;, price £50.—Cold, Harbour, Head-
corn, Kent. [2862

1 Q15 Calthorpe, 2")ih.p. J.A.P.. EnfieM 2-speed
i-U gear: £45; excellent ccndition.—Frankhn, 357a,

North End Rd., Fulham. [2955

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2'Uh.p.. Enfield 2-spced, clutch,

enamel and plating perfect; rida away; 42 gns.—

28, Wolstonbury Rd., Hove. ^ [2543

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 1919, 2%h.p., 2-speed, ne«
in stock; £60/3/6. — Elce and Co.. 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3 [0068

CALTHORPE Junior, enclosed countershaft 2-spced,

-fine climber, 120 m.p.g., appearance almost new •

trial here; £34.—Greetham, Millom, Cumberland.
[X8561

1 4*15 Calthorpe-Jap, 2llh.p., fitted with new Grado
-Lc/ Multi gear, in good running order; nde away:

£38.-The Woking Lodge, Ottcrshaw I'ark, Chettsey

1Q16 Calthorpe-Jap, 4-5h.p. twin, Enfield gear and
X«/ clutch, handle starting. Binks, Best and Lloyil

sight feed lubricator, excellent sidecar machme ;
*58.--

63, Solon Ed., Brixton. 12557

F.OC.H. have a 1915 Calthorpe-Jap 2%h.p., 2-spee.l

Enfield gear, (ullv efiuipped. excellent order; laig'

selection in stock.-5. Heath St., Hampstead (near Hauij'.

stead Tube). 'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [sOc'l

Campion.
O-'^MPION-VILLIERS., 2"/2h.p., unridden ;

hougl t

combination; £45 secures.—Food, Shepsl crL

Loughborough. [24 8j

1 013 Campion-Jap, 4h.p., 2-speed, handle ptarting,

-Ltl good running order, tvres good, spare belt ai.il

cover- £38.-Calow, 12, Nathaniel Rd., Long Eaton.

Notts.' [X8331

CAMPION, L919 (Jimel, 2i/,h.p., mileage nnder 200.

good as new, fitted with P. and H. lamps, horn,

and all accessories; £60.—Foster, 170, Elborough St..

Southfields; S.W. [Xe549

CAMPION 2'?.ih.p. 2-stroke. Senspray. E.I.C., every-

thing delivered Oct.. 1919. except 1916 frame.

tvres not run 60 miles; bargain, 42 gns.—Ltridge, Bols-

over, Chesterfield. [245.^

C.B.

T Q15 Demonstration Model C.B. Combinrtinn, nearly

JlO' new, lOh.p., 2-speed, clutch, all-chain drive, ohm)
anvthing, excellent appearance and order, really snniit

outfit- bargain, £125; also spare parts 1915-1916 model-

in stock.—Particulars from Nicholson, 197, Stoiih._iis'

St., Claphaui, S.W. [29Ej

Centaur.

CENTAUR 3iAh.p., Bosch. B. and B., Armstrong ge;;r.

lamps, horn, etc. :
£38.—I'erry, Coronation Ter-

r,ace, Saiidon Rd.. 'Stafford. (X8313

4h.p. Centaur, T.T. bars, Mabon clutch pulley, Dixi;

mag., carburetter, engine in first-class condit.ou,

complete less front tyre and saddle; bargain, £12/10.—
158, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W. 12. [2751

CENTALTR 41i.p. Combination, 2 speeds, free engine,

mag.. B. and B. carburetter. Whittle belt, nearly

new tyres; ride away; £45, or near offer.—L. Stratford,

203, Junction Rd., Upper Holloway. London, N.19.

Chater.Lea.

6h p. Chater-I.ea; £26; 1912 clutch. Bosch, ride

away.—7, David's Kd., Forest Hill, S.E. [2943

CHATER-LEA 2%h.p. 2-stioke, believed 1915, good
tyres, minus mag. ; bargain at £25, offers, carriage

paid, too cheap lor approval.—29, Park Rd., Harringay,

N.15. [2892

\\\ letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. C63
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MOTOR CYCLES FOP SALE.
Chater=Lea.

SOUTH Lancashire Only.—Cbater-Lea enquiries.—J.
Blake and Co.. Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man

Chester. [7040

CHATER-LEA Extended Combination, 6h.p. twinr
all accessories, trial; £65, offer; exchange.

—

Horsley's Garage, Cricket Green,- Mitoham, Surrey.
83-30 'buse--; station, Mitcham Junction. [3052

• Chater=Lea-=Jap,
3.h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap. Bosch, B. and B., a.i.v.,

-^4 good condition; £20.-1, Terront Rd., West
Green, K.15. [3075

CHATEE-J.A.P., 3'ol):p., jnEt completely overhauled,
very fast, new !•; and II. front laimp, tank re-

enamelled; £Z5. — 5, Boulevard, Balham High Rd.,
S.W. -

[2745

Clipat.

THE New 2^ih.p. Clipat 2-strokes, Imilt for economy,
reli.n'.iility, simplicity, direct from factury ; £46/10.

cnninge pnid ; delivery 21 days.—C.P. Euginemng
AVoiks, 62. Wells Rd., Bristol. [X698S

Clyno.
CLYNO, brand new, 2-stroke, with 2-speed ge^v and

hand clutch, in stock.—Moss, Wem. [X8659

NEW Clyno Lightweight, 2^;^h.p., 2-speed. jtist de-
livered; price £63.—Thomiis, Garages, Welt^hpool.

[S8565
CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Iriuirey

agents for the new Clyno.—Order now lor early
dflliveiy. . [4084

BROOK Bros, arc now booking oiders for the new
1920 Clyno motor cycles; write for particulars

to-day; early deliveries.

BROOK Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, -can give delivery
from stock of the new Clyno lightweight; wfite

[or iiarticulars. [9592

NEW W.D. Clyno (8b.p. J.A.P.), noiseless and power-
tnl, compl<Jt^ with tools and horn; £115.-70,

We-J HUl, Waudsworth." [2756

1 Q16 6h.p. Clyno Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
X«^ kick starter; full particulars; £110.—Chestnuts,
Stapleford, Cambridge. [2738

CLYNO 2-stroke, 2-speed. hand-controlled clutch,
fine condition; first cheque secures.—C.'F. Down-

ing, Foit Grange, Gosport. [X8744

1 Q 14 CI )'T\o 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-

Xtf speed countershaft, excellent order.—E. Thet-
tord, Heatherden, Iver Heath, Bucks. [2877

6h.p. Clyno Coachbuilt Combination, good condition,
E-speed, 1919 B. and B., stored 3 years; £67;

room wanted.-17, Garden Av., Mitcham, S.W. [X8'588

CLYNO, new 1919, 8h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, clutch,
with carrier: accept reasonable offer, cash

wanted.—20, Goldsmith's Row, Hackney Rd., E.2.
[2953

CLYNO 1915 6h.p. Combination, complete with
lamps, screen, spare wheel, tools, etc., 3-speed,

kick starter, in perfect condition; 95 gns.; bargain.

—

41, Brown's Rd., Surbiton, Surrey. [3046

Coniiaught.

HOTE Engineering Worke, Davigdor Rd., Hove, sole

district Connaught agents. All accessbriea and
repairs. Established 12 years. [9638

CCONNAUGHT 1915 2-5ili.p.. 2-etroke, 2-speed counter-
'' shntt gear, free etmine. Dnnlops as new, fiist and

powerful mount, not ridden 2 yeais ; bargain, £42 cash.
—Clarke, Furnisher, 74, Overstone Ed., Northampton.

[X8369
Coulson.

SOUTH Lancashire.^North Cheshire, and Isle o! Man
Only.—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,

nffiria] DeaJers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7041

COULSON-B., 1919, 2"^^h.p. Blaokburne engine,
2-speed gear,, a few weeks old, and ridden only a

itw miles, spring frame, Copac carburetter, fitted ixp
wit'i big Lucas King of the Road, Lucas honi, Hunt's
electric back lamp, decompressor, a beautiful little
iiirunt, fast and comfortable; owner taking- deliveiv car;
Nclliiip at list price. 85 gns.—H.M., c/o J. Lee and Sons,
156, New King's Rd., Fulham. [2469

Coventry Eagle.
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2V:,li.p. Villiers, July, 1919,

Jardine S-^^peed, tools; £55; deliver-ed any part of
iMigland.-CowUshaw, Etruria, Stoke-on-Trent. tXa296

Diamond.
CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of all model

Dlamondsi—Ghapel Ash, Wolverhampton. [X8622

1 Q 18 2i..jh.p. Diamond-Villiers, oversize DunlopAv heavy tyres, both unpunctured, in new condi-
r-n, complete with born, headlight, etc.; £35, no
offers.—12, Anson Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2. [2444

Dot
31 h. p. Dot-Jap, 1913, Bosch. Amac, variaWe pulley.

2 horn, Lucas lamps. Michelins, enamel as new,
guaranteed excellent condition, extremely fast; ride
away; £52. exchange lightweight.—Smith, Green
Mount, St:iraford Rd., Bowdon, Cheshire. [X8687

Purchased
from a

CEoTemmeiU
to e.

Not ran
more than
5 minutes

LODGE
AERO
AND
KLK
PLUGS

Althcngli
being soil
as seco id-

hand, they
ar<f EQUAL
TO NEW.

Government
t St bench

Pings.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS at Gonrlay's, Fallowfleld, Manchester.
[28!

DOliGI.AS, • 1914r 2 speeds; £36.—Hole, 129, Pai
Lane, Carshalton. - [26(

1 Q16_4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed_, nice order; £72.-

[26(

Beiltngham Terrace, Catford. (265

GUARANTEED BY US.

muuhlMaMmtr
10G,9jwat fhttiwid St,

Mmdon W.i.

100, Pofds Sr, Cxet&L.

Im'u'.^m-J'.rm'JV.n.' «i=^^-'"---%"-^."

Rateliffe

Bros.,
200. Gt. Portland St., W.I.

and at Frinton-on-Sea.

'Phone : - Mayfair 5042.

When visiting the Show don't fail to

give Hs a call, you can ride our

machines away. We have over 50

machines to choose from.

We are now booking orders for

Ariel, Allon, Blackburne,

Clyno, Enfield, Harley-

Davidson, James, Lea-

Francis, Matchless, Royal

Ruby, Rover, Zenith and

Mobile Pup Scooters, c

IQIS Z'jih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, very iast; £47.—
JLt/ Bellingham Terrace, Catford. [26!

DOUGLAS, brand new 2^;ili.p., T.T., makers' colonii

f70.—E., 5, Victoria Av., Surbiton, [X82<

DOUGLAS Brand New 2iili.p.. W.D. model; J!75.

Eay and Son,, 68, Churcli Ed., Hove. - [27i

fjih.p. Twin Douglas, 1916, W.D. model, unusec
fW* 65 gns.—Spurgeon, Sible Hedingham. [2711

f>iili.p. 1915 2-speed Donglas, good conditionj £47/1
^i. biugain.— 7, Gibson Sq., Istwgton, N.l. [29!

DOUGLAS 1915 2»4ji.p., 2-.speed; bargain, £45.-

Bowles Ed., GUI Kent Rd., London, S.E. [X831

DOUGLAS, 254h.p.. 2-5peed, lamps, top-hole; £66.

57, Clarence Rd., Teddington, Middlesex. [X86!

DOUGLAS 2'>ili.p, Single, splendid condition and m
ning order; £30.—P., 13, Heuuing St., Batterw

[X83(

1 Q19 Douglas. 2")4h.p., conrplct3, perfect, lamps, hor

-M-f spares, tools; £72.-29, Wynell Rd., Forest HiJ

DOUGLAS W.D. 2%h.p., as new, and nccesaoriei

f70.-Bonnds' Garage, 223, Higli Ed., Killrani

DOUGLAS, 2';ih.p., new tyres, in good order; li(

away; £35.-5, Howard Ed.. Bromley, Kent.
[286

3 31i. p. Douglas, used only 200 miles: £66; wantei

4 lady's model.—37, Arlington Ed., Sulbiton.
[250

£32—Dou'^las, 2^*4^. p.. condition exceptional,

brakes.-16, St. Mary Abbott's Terrace, Kensmi

ton. [253

1 015 Douglas, 2->:lh.p., 3-=peed, Colonial model; £61

l£» —Usher, Old Farm Garage, Chorley Wool

Herts. .
t274

DOUGLAS 2'4h.p., speed gear couutsrshaft, nei

just uucroted; f72.-Owen, 19, Battersea Ei;

S.W.ll. .

[2«0

liai9 Douglas 4b. p. Combination, lamps, horn, spni

-li/tvre, apron;. £125; evenings.—Ward, 99, Wardma
St.. W. l256

DOUGL.\S, 1916. 2-'ih.p.. 2-3peed, splendid COI

dition, very Ust; £60.-8, Station Paradl
' Balham. [286

DOUGL-\S, 1911, single-speed, footboards, liMi

excellent tyros; £35.—Mr. Trwin, Leavesden Bd

i

Waticrd. ~ . .
[246

4h.p. Dougla.s, late model, in sound -condition; £7

cash ; appointment.—24, Richmond Rd., Kingstoi

I

on-Thames.
' [248

! <J3.h.p. Douglas Machines, War Office Mcdels;. fV
'44 each; new but shop-soiled.—Wauchope's, 9, Sto

Lane, London. [25*

4h.p. .—-, - ---

Phone: Sticatham .352.—2a, Sestova Ed.,
1 017 4h.p. Douglas, almost new condition; £8i

lif - —
- - " ' ' "

ham, S.W.ia. [248:

SALE, Douglas 25ih.p. motor cycle, 1916. flrst-ctes

condition throughout; £57/10.-Winter, Leasmi

ham, Slealord. [X827

Saii.p. Douglas, 2-speed, Al condition, and O.B. sport

4, ing sidecar; 60 gns., or close.-32, Ifiwi'l
Causeway, Coventry. [X836

DOUGLAS Solo and. Combination; regular month!

deliveries from November,—Llcyd and Son, 2!

Station St, Lewes. 1»58

DOUGLAS 2»ih.p., W.D., makers' colours, new Aprt

ridden 1,500; £65:-Weston, 35, St Bartjoli

mew's Ed., -Beiiding. [262

1Q16 2")ih.p. Douglas, 3 speeds, light uoderilim

ya sidecar, C.B. Watsonian body; £62.-Ct)le, 2.

Belsizc Park, N.5V.3. ' [246

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2?ih.p., 2 speeds, footboards, Boscl

everything complete, grraranteed,; £60, lojvest.-

Claydon, Eastry, Kent. - , .
[X831

DOUGLAS Ih.p. 3-speed Combination, smart m
powerful; 95 gns.—Halifa"s Motor Exchaogi

Union St. -South, Halifax. '[306

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1919 Douglas models, ?l4Ii,l

£80, 4h.p. combination £135.-Moflat, Dougla

Agent, Yeovil. 'Phone ' 50. ' [H"

1019 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, hew type clutcl

Xt7 not run 100 miles,: .as new, lamps, etc.—Edwaw

1, Ovington Gardens, S.W. [290

1 Q19 Douglas .Combination, as new. fully equippec

i-U mileage 500; best offer over ;ei25.—F„ 42, Albl

marie Gdns., New Maiden. [289

1 Q19 4h.p. Doughis Combination, complete with lamp'

Xtf wind screen, luggage grid; etc.'; price "£130j-

Dove, Wragby, Lincolnshire. [250

1 Q15 Special T.T. ,J"4h.p. Douglas, special larg

X X} silencer, 5a cam, all accessories, extremely fast

any trial; £54.-5, Station Ed, Edgware, Middlesex.
[SSSO

C64 A" letters i-elating^to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and-tbe date oi the issue.



November 20th, 1919-

motor cycles for sale.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., late 1913, clutch, kick start,

lamps, horn, tools; ^650, or nearest.—Oepson,

Municipal Offices, Nuneaton. - [X8289

DOUGLAS, 254h.p., 1919 W.D., not soiled, never

been on -road,- 2-speed,- new tyres; £70.—20.
Bournemouth Rd.. Folkestone. [2528

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., Albion, lamps, horn, tools, top-

hole condition, as new; £45, or exchange Rudge
Multi.—Foulkes, Newport, Salop.' -_ .

[2623

DOUGLAS 1915 2SAh.p.. perfect condition, tyres, belt,

etc.. as new, 'lamps, horn, and all accessories- £60.

—Box 739, ,c/o The Motor Cycle. [XS245

DOUGLAS.—Run few 100 milss only, 2-3pesd rnodel.

lamps, horn, spares, trial or examination.—

Parker's, Bradshaivgate, Bolton. [5.8721

SMITH'S, 10-16, Haverstock Hill (opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Station), have in stock new W.D.

2%h.p. Douglases, from 65 gns. [0083

1 Q15 Douglas, 234h.p., T.T.. new lighting set, 1919
JLt/ Stewart trip speedometer, good sportmg mount;
£45._phelps, Butcher, Hereford. [X8596

DOtTGLAS, 1917, 2%h.p., 2-speed, makers' colours,

TT ,
powerful, faultless; £57/10.—Bleucathrn.

Highfleld Rd.. Walton-ou-Thames. j;X8246
,

TQ14 Douglas,. 2'f4h. p., T.T., lamps, horn, footboards,

\.*y pump, tools. Dunlops and engine perfect; £52.—

33, Moreton Av., Stretford, Manchester.. [X825e

DOUGLAS 2Hh.p.. 1916 W.D. model, uncrated

Ootol>er, 1919, 2-speed: 65 gns., or near offer.-

25, Townshend Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [2761

4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, K.S,, re-enamelled and plated,

new tyres, new appearance, thoroughly over-

hauled ; £75.—Wilson, Haxey, Doncaster. [2966

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 2-speedr indistinguishable from
new, fitted with Miller lamp sets, complete set

Bpaies.—Parker's, Bindshawgate, Bolton. [X8726
\

1 Q 20 Douglases.—By one who knows ; delay is

-Lt' dangerous.-^Order yours now from the Douglas

;

Specialist. Gibb, Gloucester. "Phone : 852. [6340

DOUGLAS, 2^h.p., 2-speed, uncrated in May, abso-

lutelv perfect, fully equipped, fast aud smart

;

£65.-60, 'Wallingford Ay., North Kensington. [2495

23.h.p. Douglas, late 1913, lying up for 2 years, and
4 recently overhauled, in perfect condition: £50. or

aearest ofEer.—Macdonald, Airmount, Waterford. [X8054

DOUGLAS 4h.p., 1918 model combination, almost
new, with all accessories; a bargain, £100 : any

trial.—174. Barcombe A v., Streatham Hill, S.W.2. [2712

1 Ql'1 2^4h.p. Douglas, engine and framework splen-

Xt/ did condition, tyres and belt practically new;
£45 or near offer.—Elliott, 110, Hugh Rd., Coventry.

[X8665
DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick

start, in top-hole condition, lamps and horn; £100,
or near ofler.— 19, Ensor Mews, Cranley Gardens, S.W.7.

[25S8
23.h.p. Douglas Motor Cycle, 1917 war model, long

4 exhauirt, firpt-clnss running order; this is the

real goods- price £70.—C. Webster, Weston Hills, Spald-

ing.
- [2824

DOUGLAS 1916 2?,4h,p., Dunlops, footboards aud
equipment, re-enamelled and plated, like new, not

WD scrap- £50.-18, Marlborough Rd., Old Kent Rd.

B.E.' [2651

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combination, complete set

lamps, horn, et3., splendid condition, tyres good:
100 gns.—Hillarv, c/o Budd, itonk Sherborne, Basinfr-

stoke. •• [264Z

DOUGLAS, 1919 (1920 model), deliverd Sept., 4h.p.

( combination, aluminium discs, electric lighting,

done 500, equal new; £150.~Hitchinson, Borough-
bridge. [2825

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 4h.p. Douglas combination, fully

equipped, almost as new, perfect.—5, Heath St..

Hampstead (near Hnmpstead Tubs). 'Phone: Hamp-
Btead 3752. [3037

DELIVERY To-day, brand cew 2%h.p. Douelas W.D.
models, fitted with head lamp, rear lamp, me-

ciianical horn, tools ; 69 gns.— 3, St. George's Rd.,
Eeckenham, S.E. [2722

1 Q16 Douglas Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, new coach-
i«/ built sidecar, excellent tyres, well equipped; £110,
Or nearest offer.—Apply, letter only, Dr. Vincent Denne,
17. Barley St., W.l. [X8657

1 Q19 (September) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, latest
Xt/ type, clutch, royal blue sidecar, complete, P.
and H. lamps, horn; ^£135.-Capt. Kirkland, 57, West
Hill Rd., Southfieldti. [X7131

1 C|14 2%h.p. 2-spced Douglas, lamps, generator, new
*~*y Dunlops, and belt, Cowey speedometer, horn,
engine perfect; 55 gns.; sieen any time.—Read, Aston
Clinton, Tring, Herts. [2749

1 Q19 (August) 2^ih.p. Douglas (not W.D. finish), P.H
JL*? lamps, horn, spare T^elt, etc.*, absolutely new con-
dition; £80.—Tonge, Inns of Court Hotel, High Hoi-
born. Holborn 6499. , [2476

1Q19 Douglas 2s^h.p,, as new, perfect, 2 months old
At/ P. and H, lamps, Lucas horn, speedometer.

' nuraeroua spares, including belt, 'valves, etc.; best oflci

accepted.—EUum, 56, Seiibourne Rd., Boscombe, Hants.
[2723
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LANCASHIRE
afld

CHESHIRE

Motor Cyclists
in these two Counties
will find that the

Best Deliveries
and

Efficient Service
ARE GIVEN BY

COLMORE
DEPOT.
MANCHESTER:

200, Deansgate.

LIVERPOOL:
24, Paradise St.

As we have never encouraged
a long waiting list, several of
the best known makes of
machines are available for

ec.rly delivery.

Birmingham.
We can give early

delivery of several
well-known machines
Colmore Row,
October 30th, 1919.

1

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas

IQig 4h.p. Douglas Combination, new Augnst, lamps,
•LiJ Klaxon, Easting wind screen, luggage grid, fipares,

hardly indistinguishable from new; £125.—Stanclifi, 26,
Wood Lane, Highgate, N.6. [2560

DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T.. knee grips, long exhaust,
recently enamelled, Bosch, Binks, spare tyre,

and lamps, stored 3 years : £ 50, or offer.—Otway,
125, Woodwards Rd., Dulwich. £2879

DOtTGLAS 4h.p. Combination, new clntch, lamps,
storm apron, delivered last Sept., ridden one week,

lullv insured till Sept., 1920 : any trial in London;
£150.—Eos L5,501, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2913

1 Q14 2^,4b.p. Liouglas, sporting model, Triumph T-T.
A-ij bars, long exhaust, just overhauled, condition as
new, enamel unscratohed, lamps, etc., very fast; £50.—
9, Stoneleigh St., North Kensington, W.ll. ^ [2606

1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, with Lucas head
-Lv lamp and generator, rear lamp, Lucas horn, excel-
lent condition throughout; £120.—Robinson's Garage,
32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

[3038
DOUGLAS Late 1914 2>ih.p.. purchased new 1915,

Amac carburetter, finest Lucas head, rear lamps,
and horn (new), everything excellent condition; £56.—
Simpson, Orchard E-d.. Park Ed., Sunbury-on-Thnmes.

[2648
DOUGLAS, lady's 2^4h.p., 2-speea, clutch. Model X.

delivered July, 1914. to present owner, scarcely
\ised, new coodition throughout, all accessories; seen
London; 60 gns,, no offers.—Box L5,404, c/o The Motor
Circle. [2683

IT Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-
li verv—Eli Clork, Douglas Agent, 196, Cheltenham
Ed., Bristol. [0016

DOUGLAS. 23/ih.p.. W.D., late 1916, stored 2 years,
completely overhauled July; £49, no offers; ex-

ceptional opportunity to secure sound, fast, powerful
machine from private owner, at bargain price.—7, Hill-
field Rd., N.W.6. [2937

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
just overhauled, 2 new outer covers and inner

tubes, lamps, horn, 1916 model, perfect condition

;

£125; appointment ;..owuer buying car.-Prout, 5, Broad
Green Av., Croydon. [2816

1 Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, complete with
X iJ lamps, horn, pump, tools, spare cover, etc., Douglas
sidecar, just been repainted, mileage under 2,000, readv
to ride away; what oSers?—Warren, Lyridhurst, Callis
Court Rd., Broadstairs. [2568

DOUGLAS 1918 4h.p. Combinatron, recently over-
hauled, sidecar repainted and upholstered, 3 lamp

sets, new tyres, belt, sprocket and chain, spares; £120,
or exchange Harley or Morgan.—Middleton, 330, Ivy-
dale Rd., Nunhead, S.E.15. [2671

33.h.p. Douglas, W.D., 1916.—A number, all thor-
4 oughly overhauled and in fine mechanical con-

tion, some with m^w tanks and handles, appear as
new ; wire before coming to avoid disappointment.—
\V. Stanford, Midland Bank Chambers. Yeovil. [2393

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, 1918, 3-speed counter-
shaft, clutch, kick starter, special sidecar body

(just repainted) makers' colours indistingnishable
from new, lamps, mechanical horn, tools; 98 gns.
lowest; after 6.30.~Parker, 65, Clifton Av., Wembley
Hill. [2534

VIVLA-N HARDIE and Lane, Ltd., Douglas speci-
alists.—4h.p. combination, £135 ; 2%h.p. solo,

£80; we stock everything you require for your
Douglas.—Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd., 24, Wood-
stock St (off Oxford St), Bond St., London, W.l.
'Phone: Ma'yfair 6559. [0012

DOUGLAS, W.D., done about 400 miles since un-
crated, Binks carburetter, P. and H. lamp set

(not once lighted). Cowey speedometer. Klaxon horn,
dry battery rear light, new tyre (Palmer) on front,
full insurance, beautiful machine; buyer does not re-

quire to spend fortune on accessories; 75 gns.—Rostern,
11, Christ Church Rd., Doncaster. 'Phone: 527.
After 6 p.m. [2894

Edmund.
EDMUNDS, spring frane, you simply float. — Sole

agent, Gourlay, Falksvfield, Manchester. [2831

Enfield.

ENFIELD 1917 2-stroke, 2-speed, complete; £52.-22,
Blatchingtnn Ed., Hove. [3027

ENFIELD Twin Lightweight, 2-speed, Bosch, Binks;
ride awav ; £37.-76, Western Rd., Southall, W".

[2540
ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-flpe6d, K.S., chain drive,

lamps, 1917; £64.-229, Maryvale Ed., Bourn-
ville. [2821

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, excellent condition;
^60.—Usher, Old Farm Garage, Chorley Wood.

Herts. [2743

JONES* Garage, special agents for Enfields. Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [0031

ENFIELD.—Excelleat delivery latest 1920 Bh.p.
combination models.—Enquire Parker's, Brad-

shawgate, Bolton. [X8723

ENFIELD Combination, 6b.p., good running order,
ride away; £75; after 2 p.m.—Wells, Butcher,

Wanstead, Essex. [2537

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
|

Scott.

CCOTT CGnibination, 1916. splendid condition; any
^-J' test; illness cause of sale; appointment preferred:
£75.-16, Comeragh Bd„ West Kensington. [246;

3 3.11. p. Scott Combination, O.B. sidecar, 2-3peed,
4 clutcli, Boscli, lamps, horn, speedometer, jnsi

overhauled, tyres good as new, in excellent condition
throughout; £70, or nearest ofler.—A. D. Cruickshank.
Hill House, Wheatiey, Oxon. [X7259
j Q15 Scptt Combination, 2-speed, kick starter,
-l-«7 sound running order, engine and gears recently
overhauled by makers, radiator replated, Klaxon,
speedometer, lamps, spare heavy Palmer cover. Canoe-
let sporting C.B. sidecar, with luggage grid and tool-
box; ;£78.—Poole, Ivydene, Alexandra Rd., Hounsiow,
\V. (close to Heston-Hounslow Station). [1521

Singer.
CINGER, 1912, 4h.p., 2-speed, countershaft, clutch.

coachbuilt sidecar; £45.—Blandy, 65, Whatman
Rd., Brockley Rise, S.E.23. [2545

1 Q13 Singer, 3y2h.p., 3-speed hub, Boscli mag., B.
Xt/ and B. carburetter, good condition; £40.~Apply,
11; Market St., Tamworth, Bta^ordshire. [S8274

4ih.p. Singer, just completely taken down and over-
2 hauled, Bosch map., 2-apeed, clutcli, in good run-

ning order; £45.—Maddocks, Wytheford, Hatch End,
Middlesex. [X8498

SparUbrook.
SPARKBROOK 2-stroke, practically new condition

perfect imnning order ; £40.-7, Primrose Hill.

Chelmsford. [2&3£

3.h.p. Sparkbrook 2-stroke, 2-speed, nearly newj^ 4 done under 600, lamps, horn ; £ 55.—Holmes,
Jun., 97, Upper Clapton Rd., E.5. [X8619

SPARKBROOK 2V2b.p., 1919, 2-speed, lamp, toole.

Klaxon, done 500 miles^ as new; £57/10, deliveied
to buyer.— 9, Temple St., Basfoid, Stoke-ou-Trent.

[X8295
Star.

STAR, 4'^h.p., 3-speed countershaft, all-chain drive.
Amac, M-Ii mag, aa new ; £80 ; owner requires

lighter solo.—Seen at Stamper's Garage, Bradford-on-
Avon. rX8690
GTAR-J.A.P. 1916 C.B. Combination, 6h.p., 3 speeds
O* O.S. clutch, kick starter, all-chain drive, wind
screen, all in good order and appearance; bargain, £85';

any trial.—Nicholson, 197, Stonehouse St., Clapham
S.W. [3000

Sun.

1 Q16 Sun, V.T.S., 2S^h.p., 2-speed, excellent condition,
-Lv very powerful, fast; ride away; £38, or ofler.—
S. W. Taylor, Carnadon, Castlefln, Co. Donegal. (U)

' [518569
StJN-VII-LIERS 23,ih.p., 2-.^troke, 2-speed. 1917, per-

'

feet condition, nieclianical horn, lamps, etc.,

climb anything ; £42.-77, Crescent Rd., Plumstead.
[2724

Sunbeam.
3Xh.p, Sunbeam, splendid condition, 2-8peed; 75 gns.

2 worth £85.-Bigg, Stotfold, Beds. [2906

6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, fully equipped, perfect.

—Abram, Hoole Lane, Banks, Southport. [X8282

SUNBEAM 2^h.p., 2-speed cluteh, lamps, horn, speed-
ometer, good tvres (one new), decent order.—Seen

at Parker's Garage, Oxford. [3004

1 Q.14 Sunbeam Combination, guaranteed thoroughly
-L??- overhauled, as new, splendid condition; £115,
no offers.—Harris, 24, Grand Parade, Brighton. [2682

SUNBEAM J916 Combination, 8h.p., M.A.G., inter
changeable wheels, hood, screen, etc.; 135 gns.—

Longman Bros., 387, Uxbridge Rd., Acton. 1578
Chiswick. [2514

SUNBEAM 1914 3V'b.p. Combination (Millford), per-
fect running order, tyres good, all accessories;

*95 lowest; seen West London.-Box L5,403, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [2684

1 016 3y2h.p. Sunbeam Combination, complete, with
it/ lamps, tools, spare tube; seen at Eastbourne
by apDointment; price £110.—Write, Box L5,509, c/o
The Motor Cycle. -. [1728

1 Q 1 5 ZV-ih-.v. Sunbeam and coachbuilt sidecar to
Xt/ match, excellent order and appearance; £100,
genuine bargain, no oSers.—19, Millfield Terrace, Gates
head-on-Tyne, Co. Durham. [X8495
MAGNIFICENT 1916-17 Black and Gold Sunbeam,

3 Vail -P-. 3-speed, K.S., and top-hole coachbuilt
sidecar, whole outfit looks like new; sacrifice, ^120, or

• best.-Todd, Waterbeach, Cambs. [X8585

1 Q16 S'Ah.p. Sunbeam, just thoroughly overhauled,!
Xt7 new gears and tyres, all accessories, Bonniksen'
speedometer (£6), perfect condition; ^100.—B. T.
Halliwell, Ramsay Lodge, Edinburgh. [X8292

SUNBEAM 1917- Sh.p. Combination. 3 speeds, kick
starter, complete with hood, screen, lamps, spare

wheel, tools, etc., all as new, any trial; 135 gns.;

bargain.—41, Brown's Rd., Surbiton, Surrey. [3047

1 Ql,9 Sunbeam, 3V2h.p., black and gold, with Canoelet
it/ sidecar, electric head light, rear and sidecar

lightS) horn, luggage carrier, perfect condition, done
1,000 miles, 80 m.p.g.j best ofler over £140.—Stileman,
Exeter College, Oxford. (D) —

^

[S8336

31.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, 1916, frame 3730,
2 black and gold. Millford coachbuilt sidecar, 3

F.R.S. electric lamps and acumulator, leg shields, horn,
pump, tools, spares. 2 spare covers, 4 tubes; iSllS.—
B. England, Belle Isle, Wakefield. [X8293

Phones :

—

Bolton, 1348
MancKester,
864 Central.

BOLTON
And at

MANCHESTER.

When visiting the

SHOW
Don't fail to ask our

REPRESENTATIVES

our deHvery dates for

NEW MODELS

HARLEY- DAVIDSON

NORTON
TRIUMPH
ALLDAYS ALLON
ENFIELD
DOUGLAS

NEW HUDSON
SUNBEAM
MATCHLESS

MERRALL BROWN
LIGHT CAR,

with Coventry Simplex Engine.

Depots

:

BOLTON, 71, Bradshawgate.

MANCHESTER,
245, Deansgate.

19
19
19

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam^

SUNBEAM, 2?4h,p., eemi-T.T. bars, 2-6iieed, li.h.

clutch, free engine, kick start, compile, Lucas
lamps, horn, pump and tools new tyres, entirely OTer-
hauled by makers,last Sept.; best ofler over £65 secures.
—Apply, W. Harris, Gas Worksi Market Harborough.

[2806
Swift.

31h.p. Swift Combination, White and Poppe engine.
2 decompressor, multi gear, Watsoriiiia sidecar, disc

wheel, Miller lamps, good tyres, new tubes ; £70, or
ofler. 'Phone appointment.—Trevor, 93, I,inden Gardens.
W.2. "Fark 615.- -

- [2703
T.D.C.

T-D.C. De Luxe 2-stroke, 2%h.p., Amac, Dixie,
lamps, horn; cheap, £20.—Simons, 15, Bee]3.y St.,

Workington. [X86t8

T.D.C. 4Vih.p. Coachb.uilt Sidecar, Grado kick starter
engine, Amac, mag., belt, machine not gone 500.

accessories nearly new, no accommodation; first money
order secures, very strong, £55.—Heaps, 51, Crosby
St., Stockport. [X860S

Thor.

=1 Q16 Thor Combination, 8-lOh.p., mag.-dynamo mode],
Xt7 foolproof gears, done about 5,000, been" stored,
excellent condition; £125, or nearest: exchange modern
lightweight and cash.—Glenyille, Deaborough Park Ed.,
High Wycombe, Bucks. [X8557

Triumph.
19 Baby Triumph, unused; £60.— Kwiksale, 35,
Long Acre, W.C. , [2919

14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, di?c wheels; £55.-1.
Belllngham Terrace, Catford. [2675

17 4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, C.S., powerful; £68.—
1, Bellingham Terrace, Catford. . [2674

TRIUMPH Junior. 2l4h.p-, 2-Etroke, 2 speeds, new;
£70.—Day, Tutsham, West Farleigh, Kent. [2791

18 4h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Triumph; best ovor

f6S.-Bates, 17, Hamaton TeiTace, N.W.8, [2C45

"1 018 Countershaft Triumph, looks new, and runs
-Ltf better; £85.-72, Cornwall Ed., Brixton Hill.

[2649
TRIUMPH, 1912, Vfitt.V; clutch model, splendid

condition; £40.-8. Station Parade, Balham.
[2870

BARGAINS.—20 Triumphs lor sale, from 1914-18;
call or write.—145, Blackhorse Lane, Waltham-

stow. .
[21''9

TRIUMPH, 1914, T.T., lamps, horn, etc., excellent

condition ; £40 ; after 5.-106, Theobald's ErJ.,

W.C. [2984

-| 019 4h.n. 3-speed W.D. Triumnh, fully equiimed.
-LJ/ ample spares; £85.—Box 766, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [2715

1Q15 countershaft Triumph, in good going order;
i-'J offers.—31, Tupman Place, Friar St., Black-

friar.. [3073

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, good condition; 48
gns.—Longman Bros,, 17, Bond St.. Baling. 689

Ealing. ^ [2517

TRIUMPH 2V''h,p., brand new, delivered too late for

owner- list" price.—Johnson, 145, Sutherland Av.,

Maida Yale. [2765

TRIUMPH, 3V-h.p., 1910, Grado gear, lamps, horn,

perfect running order; £38.-18, Rowan Rd.,

Hammersmith.
" [2940

TRIUMPH, 3'/.h.p., single speed, clutch, with Rally

sidecar, goo5 running order; £55.—Menusan, The
Down, Bexhill. .

[2660

JONES' Garage, special agents for Triumphs, Broad-

way Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [0038

TRIUMPH. 3V>h.p., fixed running order; £30, or ex-

change Wthe and cash.—Odart, 5, Becklow Place.

Shepherds Btrsh. [2657

-| 014 4hp. Trimnph Combination, Stunney 3 speeds,

xt/ clutch; any trial; £68.-ChalkIey, The Broadway,

New Southgats. [2974

-| 014 Triumph, Millford Empress sidecar, tyres new.

jJJ good going order; 'i75.—174, Knocthall Ed.,

Gieenhithe, Kent. [2616

TRIUMPH War Model, 1918, 4h.p., very fast, lamp.5,

tools, etc.; £80.—Lonsdale House, nr. Angell Ed,.

Brixton Ed., S.W.9. [2759

TRIUMPH Junior, late July, 1919, lamps, horn, and.

accessories; £60, no offers.-Clarke, Jeflry Villas,

Green St., Hereford. [X8675

T 019 'Triumph-Gloria Combination, as new, very

JLI/ fully equipped; £135, no offers.-O. J. Neale.

East Bridgford, Notts. [Xe455

TRIUMPH, 1913, S'/ah.p., 3-speed, clutch, new tyres,

just overhauled, unused 3 years.-^Bennett, 318.

King St., Hammersmith. [2795

TRIUMPH Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed, con-

dition as new; £75.—Lewis Bros. (Dover), Ltd.,

Cherry 'Tree Av., Dover. [2958

TRIUMPH 1914 4b.p. Combination, grand condi-

tion, accessories; 70 gns.—Bunting's Exchange,
Mason's Av., Wealdstone. [2857

JUNIOR Triumph, 2-speed, 1919, not ridden 500,
miles, lamps, horn, tools, etc.; £60.-48, Pax-

ton Rd., Chiswick, W.4. [2880

All letters relating to advertisements siiould auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

JONES* Garage, special agents for Rovers, Broad-
way, lluswefl Hill, N.IO, and Woodaide Parade,

North Finchley.

2^16 sy^h.p. T.T.
r0035

Rover, lamps, tools, insurance
policy, very fast; 50 gns.—Ellis, 46a, Ston-

don Park, S.E.23. [2303

*| Ql9 New W.D. 6h.p. Hover Combination, tools,
--«/ piimp, 3 lamps, spares; £128; all chain drive.
Baines, 3, Central Rd., Blackpool. [2635

ROVER 6h.p. Combination, new last July, fnlly
equipped, warranted as new; £140.—Bunting'sequipped.

Exchange, MasDn A v., Wealds tone.

"IQ19 5-6h.p. Rover. 2 lamps;
J-*/ and bulb horns, large toe

[2859

. . F.R.S. head, Klaxon
- .-^- tool kit, spares, fast solo,

equal new; offers.—Smith, Moira, Stonehouse, Glos.
[2503

ROYER, 1919, new Sept., twin combination, power-
ful and fast, complete with lamps, horn ; first

cheaue over £172 Becurea.—The Binswood, Leamington
Bpa. [X8559

1 Q17 SVsh.p. Rover Combination, complete, 3-sped
-L%/ countershaft, clutch, geai' box, near'
reasonable offer considered
lord.

34h.p. Rover,

gear box, nearly new
75, Cromwell Rd., Hert

[2889

1915, .3-3p6ed, clutch, pedal starter,

feet; £70, or near ofler.-

Wich.
-E. Letts, Semer Lodge. Ips-

[24S6

ROVER Single and Twin Models; a limited nnmber
available for next season.—Particul^irs of delivery

dates and pricea from Lloyd and Son, 29, Station St.,

Lewes.
'

[9581

3ih.p. Rover, S-speed, Bosch, B.B., new tyres, tubes
2 and belt, excellent running order, inspectnble,

London; £80, bargain.—Box- L5,483, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [2813
ROVER, 1917. 4h.p., T.T., Lucas accessories, Philip^

son pulley, a beauty; £80; sidecar to suit if

required.—Bunting's Exchange, Mason's Av., Weald
itone. [28^58

1Q14 Rover 3V2b.p., Mabon variable gear, lamps, horn
X«/ almost new Duhlops, enamelling and plating good,
tank as new, also fitted with 3-speed hub, in good condi-
Hon: £50.-78, Hertford Ed., Enfield Wash. [2933

BRAND New.—In stock, for immediate delivery,
5-6h.p. Peace model Rover combination, £138;

also Sy^h.p. Rudge Multi roadster, £90; makers
prices.—Churm'fl, 1, Bank St., Greenock, N.B. [X8442

F.O.C.H. have a 1919 SVnh.p. Rover, 3-speed counter
shaft, clutch, kick starter, small mileage, beauti-

fully equipped, excellent condition; large selection in
Btock.—5, Heath St., Hampstead (near Hampstead Tube}.
'Phone: Hampstead 3752. [3035
1Q19 Model Rover Combination. 5-6h.p. J.A.P., 3
J-»^ flpaeds, kick starter, delivered August, Lucas acety-
lene lamps, also electric head light, horn, tools com
plete, done about 400 miles ; seen Nottinghamshire.—
Box L5,419, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2700
"liQ 18-19 3y2h.p. Rover, 3-speed countershaft, kick
J-t/ starter, coachbuilt sidecar, new Cowey speedometer,
horn, mirror, powerful P. and H. head light, rear light,
2 generators, several new spares, full kit tools, perfect;
£120.—Fenton, Eibblesdale. West Eridgford, Notting-
ham- '

• [X8653
ROVER (1913 approximately] Combination, 3-3peed,

clutch, with Watford speedometer, handle-bar
watch, handle-bar mirror, lamps front and rear, generator,
2 spare tubes, spare belt, mackintosh overalls, tools, etc.

;

450, no offers.—Girling, Electricity Works, Maldon,
Essex. _ ^

. [X8640
Royal Ruby.

JONES' Garage, special agents for Royal Eubys,
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. [0036

IQld Royal Ruby, 2-stroke, condition as new, beauti-i«^ ful machine; £42; owner purchased twin.—Gor-
don Smithdale, Aclo, Norwich. [X8493

Rudge.
CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, Rudge agents,

supply at list prices. [X7948

RUDGE Multi, 1919, SVsh.p., brand new machine;
£90.—Waters, Stone St., Cranbrook. [2526

7-9h.p. Rudge Mnlti, twin, I.O.M. type, absolute latest.^
-159, 6t. Anne's Ed. East. St. Anne's-on-Sea.

3ih.p. Eudge, clutch, wicker sidecar, lamps, etc -

2 £40.~Dewey, 89, Putney Bridge Rd., S.W.15.',
rYQiynp

BAEGAIN.-sy-h.p. Eudge Jlulti coachbuilt combina-
tion; £55.-259, Acton Lane, Chiswick, London.

[2475
3ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1914, Whittle belt, excellent

2 order; 50 gns.—Cranshaw, Old Hall, Pembroke.
rX8484

T.T. Budge, 3%h.p., tully equipped: £48: new con-
dition.—35, Clifford St., Oxford Ed., Manchester.

[2523
RTJDGE Multi 3'/2h.p., 1914, wicker sidecar, splendid

condition, spares; £65, offers.-Eing Lloyd, Hop
3963. [2472

"Id 14 Eudge Multi, 3i/2h.p.: £58, or near offer.-Xt/ Lewis Bros. (Dover), Ltd., Cherry Tree Av
Dover. [29B7
RUDGE Multi Oombination, 1919 model, scarcely

used.
. Millford sidecar, all accessories.—Oatlifl,

UaideAhead-

**8

|T¥OSTROKEi

We would make it better

if we could.

We won't make it better

because we can't.

The above few words
sum up our whole
policy. Every time

and all the time we
are out to produce a

motor cycle of dis-

tinction, an aristocrat

among its fellows, and
we invite you to visit

our exhibit

I
9

^ ^B motor cycle of dis- M
5 tinction, an aristocrat H

M
among its fellows, and ®
we invite you to visit H
our exhibit 5

H On STAND |

Sno. 91 i

I

i

I

when we shall have
pleasure in demon-
strating to you the

various features of

design, all of which go
to make the machine
THOROUGHBRED.

S. A. NEWMAN,
LTD„

ASTON CROSS,

BIRMINGHAM.

!

i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kudge.

RUDGE Multi, 1919, sy-h.p., equal to new; 80
gns.—Longman Bros., 387, Uxbridge Ed., Act- n.

1578 Chiswick. • [251G

JONES' Garage, special .agents for Eudge, Brond-
war. Mnswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parnd^

North Finchley. [003?

IQIS fJuIy) 3V>h.p. Rudge Multi, lamps, mirror,
-i-*^ horn, complete; £90.—Birtle, Lyndon Terrace,
Bingley, Yorks. [2439

3Xli.p, Rudge, variable gear, in good condition; £35.
2 —Apply, Bearman, IS, Dalgarno Gdns., Worm-

wood Scrubbs, W.IO. [2885

5-6h.p. Rudge Multi 1915 Combination, splendid condi-
tion, lamps, horn, complete tool kit; £85, or nearest,

-32, Disons Green, Dudley. Worcs. [X8652

1 QlS 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and Burbury wicker sideear,
-Lt/ lamps, horn; £75, or sell separate.—Linford, 5,

Council St., Walton, Peterboi»ugh. [X8749

EUDGE Mu^ti, 1919, 3V2b-p., in practically new
condition, guaranteed; £90.—Elce and Co., 15-

16, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0069

1Q19 3Vob.p. Rudge Multi, bought Aug. 12th, com-
-i- *-' pleta with horn, tools, spare ralve, etc. ; any
trial; £85.—Apply, Advertiser, H.M.S. Orion, Portland.-

[XB284
RUDGE Multis for Speed Merchants; T.T. models

for earliest delivery.—Newnham Motor Co., 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W. 'Phone : 80 Hammersmith.

[3041

1 Q19 I.O.M. Rudge Multi, Lucas lighting set, horn,
J-*? tools, spare belts; £88.—'Phone; Sutton 1084.—
Redferu, Mount Mascal, Worcester Rd., Sutton,
Surrey. [3058

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, 1919 machine, with free engine
2 and kick starter, includes accessories and tools,

condition as new; £87/10.—Waucliope's, 9, Shoe Lr.ne,

Loi,.1on. [2581

RUDGE Multi, 3'Ah.p., hand clutch, lamps. Klaxon,
C.A.V. Mag.,' foot oiler, speedometer, fast

machine; £70.—Jepson, 67, Bay ,rView, Bowerham,
Lancaster. [2855

1 Q15 Isle of Man Rudge, 3-speed, thorough good
-i-tJ condition, very fast machine; £60, or near offer.

—Seen at the Automobile Engineering Works, 76, May-
bury Rd., Woking. [2908

-| Q15 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi Powerful C.B. Combina-
-L V tion, splendid condition, new Lucas lamps,
generators, horn, speedometer, spares; £75.—W.M., 58,
Abbey Rd., Chertsey. [3016

1 Ol9 3V2I1-P- Rudge Multi and- coachbuilt sidecar,
J-U speedometer, lamps, etc., mechanically sound as
new; £120, or exchange 2-s6ateT, cash adjustment.- 5j
St. Martin's Rd., Knowie, Bristol. [2490

T| Q19 3V2I1.P. Rudge Multi, graduated gear, Dunlops,
M-fJ Jones speedometer, Lucas lamps, horn, and all

accessories, done about 100 miles, as new; £85.—
Petty's, 3, Norbury Parade, Norbury, S.W. [2828

RUDGE Multi, 1919 (Sept.), LO.M.,' Lucas large lamp
set, aluminium rear light, mechanical horn, knee-

grips, all accessories, very fast, guaranteed perfect; £95.
Aiter 6 p.m.—85, Ermine Rd., Lewisham, 6.E.13. [2614

1 Q19 S^^h.p. Budge Multi Combination, coachbuilt
J-iJ sidecar, bought in September, lamps, horn, tools,
spare belt, fully insured, only done 1,000 miles; £115,
lowest; owner has bought car.—Cooke, 4, York Rd.,
Hitchin. [S8374

F.O.C.H. for Rudges.—Book your order now for the
very earliest 1930 delivery, all models. Our

motto, *', Strict rotation and no premiums."—^F.O.C.H.
(Fair Offer Car House), 5, Heath St., Hampstead
(near Hampstead Tube). 'Phone : Hampstead 3752.

[8619

1 Q14 Rudge Multi Combination, 5-6h.p., clutch.
-I- «-' Clincher tyres, complete with 3 new lamps, new
spare belt, tools, very good running order and appear-
ance; £85; insured for £109 until Sept., 1920; first
cheque secures.-Bowen, New Copse Fairm, Tilshead,
Wilts. [X8266

RUDGE Multi, 1916, 3;^.p., T.T. model, tourist
handle-bars, with canoe-shaped sidecar, oversize

tyres, head light acetylene, sidecar and rear lamps
electric, owner getting higher power, machine just re-

ceived from makers after complete overhaul and re-

enamelling, sidecar newly re-upholstered in red, whole
outfit practically brand new; £105: Seen by appoint-
ment only, any evening after 6 p.m.—Jackson, 76,
Brecknock Rd., Camden Rd., Islington, N.7. [2986

Scott.

1 Old Scott, 6 weeks old, Lucas lamps, speedometer;
Xt7 nearest £125.-19,. Sabine St., Stafford. [X8329

SCOTT Coachbuilt Combination, Binks, speedometer,
lamps, mirror, etc.; £65.-112, Iron Mill Lane,

[2893

discs, Lucas lamp, smart

Crayford.

QCOTT, 1914, T.T. bars.
. __ .

O" appearance, 8pare3; £56.—Johnson, 145, Suther-
land Av., Maida Vale. [2766

CHEAP For Quick Sale.—Scott, T.T. bars, new Dun-
lops, lamps, etc., just been overhauled.—Lovett.

Chaddock St., Preston. [X86i7

SCOTT. 1911, S^jh.p., 2-speed. red with black disc
wheels, good platiufr, aemi-T.T. bars, Binks, new

tvre, lamps, mechanical horn, tools and spares; £45.—
14, Elm Rd., Wembley, N.W. rS8330

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement* and the date of the issue. B39
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MOTOIl CYCLES FOR SALt.
Enfield.

"IQ16 3h.p. Twin Enfield, K.S., with lamps andX */ horn, ready for road ; £ 56.—Redler, Fairfield.
Cheddon Rd., Taunton. [X8492

3h.p. Twin Enfield, 1913-14, 2-Ep6ed, kick start, Bosch,
tyres nearly nevr, recently oTerhauled; £45.-39,

AsMoid Ed., Swindon. [2632

1 Q 13 (late) Royal Enfield 6h.p. Coachbuilt Com-
J-iJ bination, lamps, horn, etc., very fine condition;
£ y2 / 10 ; Halifax.—See Kwitsale advertisement Mis-
cellaneous Motor Cycles. [2927

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1914, electric lights,

speedometer, tyres new; trial; 100 gns.—26, High-
britlge St.. Waltham Abbey. [X8548a

1 Q13 Enfield Combination, 6b.p,, Binks, in thorongh
-I-*? running order; £80.—Apply, Jameson, 47, West-
bury St., Millfield, Sunderland. [X3636

1 019 6h.p. Enfield Combination and accessories, in
-1-*' good condition, done little mileage; £155; seen
any time.—223, High Rd., Eilburn. [2709

1 Q15 Enfield, 2i/4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, unused
-Lf/ during war, lamps, horn, tools, as new; £60,

—

Clark, Combe Dale, Chard, Somerset. [X8604

1Q19 Sh.p. Enfield Combination, lamps, speedometer,
-M.*y hood, screen; £148; seen any tinie.—29. St.

Leonard's St., Eromley-by-Bow (near Bow Bjidge). [2932

ENFIELD 2i4h.p. 2-strok6, 2-speed, with special
Brooks saddle and light Watsonian sidecar, not

done 600 miles; 49 gns.—Johnson, Aldergate, Berke-
welL [X8335

ROYAL ENFIELD ]914 5-6h.p. J.A.P. Combination,
splendid condition, lighting set, screen, speedo-

meter; 100 gns., no offers.—41, Sprules Rd., Brockley.
S.E.4. [3014

3jLh.p. 2-stroke Enfield, 2-speed, late 1917, stored
* 1918, mileage under 500, first-class condition;

otters over £50.—Carwithen, 13, Banister Rd., South-
ampton. [X8746

1Q17 Sh.p. Twin Enfield, 2-speed, tyrea excellent,
--•' Bpares, lamps, horn, tools, excellent conditjon,

ride away; nearest £75.—Webb, EUenslea, LichfteM
Rd., Stafiord. [S8298

ENFIELD Motor Cycle, 3h.p., 1913, K.S., 2-speed,

with lamps, horn, and speedometer, in .perfect

condition; £45.—Hadwin Bros., Meathop, Grange-over-
Sands, Lanes. [2072

1 Q14 Bh.p. Enfield Combination, with luggage grid,

-i- «^ - head light, spare chain and tube, just overhauled,
good condition throughout; 100 gns.—Martin, 2, Broad
St., Ratcliffe, E. [2835

"1 Q16 Enfield Sh.p. Twin, 2-speed, and Canoelet side-
J-*y car, all accessories and Spares, wind screen, etc.,

perfeot condition; £85.-165, Broadfleld Rd,, Catiord,

S.E. (After 6 p.m.) [2951

1 Q14 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, 2-speed, F.E., kick starter,
jL*y Bosch mag., lamps, horn, tools, perfect condition;

any trial ; smart mount ; £40.—M. Whitmore, Chase
Estate, King's Lynn. [273^

~| Q16 Enfield 6-8h.p. C-om-bination, excellent condi-
J~*y tion, not done 3,000 miles, fitted with Lucas
dynamo lighting set; £130-—Swainson, 9, Scalegill Rd.,
Moor Row, Cimxberland. [2888

ENFIELD Bh.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 1914,
scarcely used, o^Tier abroad, wind screen, hood,

lamps, luggage carrier, etc:-, £100.—Write Donald Front,
342, Commercial Rd., E. [X8073

ENFIELD; £90, must sell; nice C.B. sidecar, 2-

speed, screen, cover, spares, lamps, fine turnout,
6-8h.p. J.A.P. engine.—View after 5 p.m., at 78, New-
lands Park, Sydenham Station (near 72 and 75 'buses).

[2883
ENFIELD SVoh.p. Twin, late 1915, 3-speed, kick

start, F.E., lamps, generator, horn, tools, tyres
and chain very good condition, just cost £15 for
overhaul, perfect order; £65.—Phillips, Upwey, Dor-
chester. [2864

ENFIELD Combinition, late 1919, indistinguishable
from new, speedometer. Klaxon, 3 F.R.S. lamps,

screen, spare tyre and tube, inclusive insurance Oct.,
1920; £150; any trial.—164, Floyer Rd., Small Heath,
Birmingham. [XB311

Iij^NFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, luggage grid, elec-
-J trie lighting set, mechanical horn, speedometer,

new back outer cover and tube, new driving chain, just
o\erhnuled, in excellent condition; seen week-ends; £145.
—142, Belgrave Rd., Wanstead, E.ll. [2977

"I Q 19 6h.p. Royal Enfield and Sidecar, special
Xt/ Colonial model, powerful engine. 2-speed, Palmer
cord tyres, spare tube, perfect running order, nearly
new. lamps, horn, tools, etc., maguincent turnout;
£160; Hants—Box L5,465, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2776

. TJOYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, Lncas electric
J-w lighting, horn, Orto sliding wind screen with wings,
speedometer, good Palmer light car tyres, splendid
condition and appearance, little used, carefully driven;
£100, no offers.-P. F. Groom, Bury St. Edmunds. [2457

ENFIELD Combination, 1915-16, coachbuilt. 6h.p.,
hood, screen, luggage grid. Pillion sent, electric

horn, Klaxon, lamps, speedometsr (slight repair re-
quired), tyies new (one only uin 200 miles)) spare inner,
also serviceable tyre; £110. or olfer.—Capt. Ponson, 48-
College Rd., Hayward's Heath. ^ [X8320

During the MOTOR CYCLE
SHOW, November 24-29,

OLYMPIA, we shallhave a

representative in attendance

daily on

OFFICIAL
AGENTS
I OR ALL
LEADING
MAKES

SPECIAL
MORGAN
AGENTS.

Stand No. 120
(Morgan Motor Co., Ld.)

WE
SHALL
BE

PLEASED
TO BOOK
YOUR

ORDER FOR
ROTATION
D E L I VE R

Y

at Manufacturers'
list price at time

of delivery.

'Phone :—
Avenue 5548.

'Grams ;

—

" Elcemoyca, London.'

15-16, BISHOPSGATE AVENUE,
CAMOMILE STREET, E.C3.

F

F

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

AMERICAN-EXCELSIOR.-Sole Midland agents.
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., BiTminghain.

[2190T ANCASHIRE, Chebhire. I'^orth-JiVaies, Isle irt Man
-tJ Only,—American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blake
and Co.. Official Dealers. Liverpool -Manchester. [7038

LATEST 1919 Amerioan Excelsior, magneto model,
solo; £136; just unpaeked.—Castra Motor Cycle

Garage. 42, Bridge St., Chester. 'Phone: 943. [2116

BRITISH Excelsior, now in stock for immediate^
,
delivery, 2'/2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, £58/16; with

clutch and kick fetarter. £64/17/6.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [2193

"I 017 American Excelsior 7-9h.p. Combination, Bosch,
-Lt/ lamps, tools, spare chain, in splendid condition,
new Palmer tyres front and rear; and trial; £130, or
exchange lower power and cash.—352, High Rd., Willes-
den. ., [2762

THE Premier Motor Co. will" be p]eas3d to meet
prospective purchasers of the nsw American-

Excelsior at Stand No. 21, Olympia, when orders can
be booked and all information given.—Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham.

. [2191

MOTOR Cycle, British Exeelsior. Bosch mag., Stur-
mey 3-8peed huh and cUitch, Lucas lighting set.

King of the Road, Amac carburetter, drip feed lubri-
cation, everything in good order; best ofler accepted.™
Apply, Rev. W. Turner, Rose Ville, Knighton. Rads.

[X6941
Fafnir

31.h.p. Fafnir, good condition; £25.—Platts, 602,
a King's Rd., Fulham, London, S.VV.6._ [246S

F.N.

F.N. Combination, 4-cyl.. 5-6h.p.. fitted with 2-speed
gear; bargain, £34.—Earl, Athente'um Works, Thft

Vale, Hampstsad, N.W. [2590

5i-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., clutch, Bosch, latest B. and B ,2 just lieen completely overhauled and re-enamelJed,
top-hole condition, ride away; spot ca^h, 50 gnp.—57,
Cecil Bd., Hale, Cheshire. [X8326

N. 2V|h.p., 2-speed, multi clutch sight drip feed,
shaft drive, antOiJiJitie carbnrett^-r, fully equipped,-

fine condition; £25. or nearest.—Vernon Cobb. 25,
Meadow Lane, Nottingham. [X8377

N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., T.T. bars, dropped frame, long
exhaust, nearly new Dunlop and 3-rib Palmer,

thoroughly overhauled, rebushed, excellent running •

order; £35.—W., c/o Oakley's Garage, Yorktown,

'

Camberley. [X8606

F.N. 4-oy]. 5-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, hood.
screen, clutch, 2-sneed, Bosch, Senepray, lampa,

generators, ZY2 eall. tank, overhauled by makers, good
running order, good tyres, inner tubes, spares ; trial

;

£75, or nearest offer; no dealers; seen Siiturday.—Austin!
Fire btation, Batteraea Bridge, London, S.W.ll, [2502

HarIey=Davidson.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—Secure your order now

;

deliveries now expected.—Parker's, Bro^chjiw'
gate, Bolton. PCS725
"IQie Harley-Davidson Combination, mag. model, ex-
J-t/ cellent condition; what offers?—JJunford, Park'
Rd., New Barnet. [3030

ONE Only, Liitest 1919 Harley-Davidson, solo. £154;
a real beauty.—Cast ra Motor Cycle Garage,

Chester. 'Phone: 943. [2115

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1918. 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, good
condition, new tvres, enamel like new; £135.-—

Alex. Thom, 201, City Rd., Cardiff. [2788'

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1915 mag. model, excel-
lent running order; £135. or offer.—Seen, King

Edward Garage, Church End, Finchley. [253S

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Electric Mode! Com-
bination, in perfect condition; £145, or near

offer.—54, High Rd., East Finchley, N.2. [2125

FOR Sale, 1918 Harley-Davidson combination, in
perfect condition, privately owned; price £140.—

H. Cottell, 41, Manor Lane, Terrace, Lee, S.E.13.
[2786

1 Q 16 Harley-Davidson C'lmbination, perfect condi-
JLJ/ tion, new paint, genuine bargain, 3 new Palmer
tyres; £125.—Harris, 24, Grand Parade, Brighton.

[2681

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson, August, mag. model, disc
XJ7 wheels, splendid condition, stored during war;
offers over £90.—Capt. Little, Airships, Pulham, Nor-
folk. [X87S0

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. 1919 Combination,
almost equal to new, magnificent outfit; i7£

gns.—Longman Bros, 17, Bond St., Ealing. 'Phone:
689 Ealing. [251£

HARLEY-DAVIDSON CDmbination, 1917, 7-9h.p.

mag. model, good condition; price £150, or hig^h

est offer.—Call or write. No. 6, Knoll Gardens, Th<
Crescent, Sandgate, Kent. [185!

"1 Q15 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt combina
X«7 tion, dynamo lighting, perfect condition through
out - £120 ; Salisbury.-See Kwiksale advertiseraen
Miscellaneous Motor Cycles. [292-

1 Q17 Harley-Davidson Combination, full equipment
Xt/ 3 spare tyres and tubes, nearly new, perfec

corfdition, owner purchased car; say £110.—BayldoD
14, Dunster St., Northampton, [218*

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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REPAIRERS.
riilNDERS Ground («ir and cycle) and pistons
fitt^; J.A.P,, Douglas, and Triumpli patterna in

k; standard valTea and rings in stock: engines re-
bed and all kinds of welding- done.—Howard Dug-
e. Motor Engineer, 40%, Bristol St., Birmingiara.

[X8684
[STONS, Cup3, Spindles, Gear Wlieels, etc., made
to your refiuirements. Broken frames and claflsis

lired and brazed. Cracked cylinders and broken
6 welded. "Write stating full particulars; estimate
return. Work done for triide.—Wards, 51, Upper
imond Rd., Putney. [2273
ISCS.—We specialise in the manufacture of discs
and can supptv to fit any make of motor cycle

car; aluminium, £1/5 and £1/10 per wheel;
bro; £1 per wheel. If you send your wheels we
fit in 3 days.—Hill and Co., Disc Specialists, 1
3, Walmersley Rd., Bury, Lancashire. [X8671
:ETYLENE and Eleotric Welding. - Broken
flanges, cracked water jackets, scnrced bores, worn

ings, built up; aluminium gear bcxea, crank cases.
broken motor part welded and niacbiued up and
rned in 7 days, 14 years' experience. — Lincoln
ries. jun.. Gun and Motor Maker, 120, Steelhouse
3. Birmingham. "

[7736

IE Harley-Davjdson Motor Co., Ltd.. have ap-
pointed highly trained experts for their service

rtment, and desire to warn all Harley-Davidson
rs. against employing individuals or firins claiming
6 Harley-Davidson experts.- The company positively
» to accept any responsibility for machines handled
epaired by other than their authorised agents.—The
ley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74, Newman St

.

)rd St:. W.l. [1579
IE Tennant Engineering Co., official repairers to
A.C.U. and pioneers in scientific motor -repairing-,
scrapped theij war service plant, taken new pre-

'3 at 238, Bristol St., Birmingham, equipped them
highest grade new machinery specially selected for
)r repairs, and are at the service of motorisfca re-
ing specialised assistance. Cylinders rebored and
rned in two days ; pistons fitted ; oversize and atand-
rings in stock, 2/6 each; engines rebuslied, over-
?d, and returned full of vim ; welding in all metals,
y job handled by real experts, and full satisfac-
guaranteed. [0047

AUSCJ-rKANECUS.
MARTIN'S Accessories.— Below.'

'x2^ Special Clearance Motor Cycle Tubes; 9/6
' —Below.

MARTIN'S Motor Cycle Head Lamp, completp
with generator and brackets, 4in. fronts, nickel
id, 52/6; black and nickel, 55/-; F.R.S. and P
H. lamp sets also in stock.—Below.

'

MARTIN'S Acetylene Rear Lamps, with white
light, 5/6 each; T.W.R. aluminium torpedo-shape
lamps, 8/3 each; P. and H. black and nickel,
each.—Below.

MARTIN'S.—Klaxon.—Genuine Klaxons, Model
C, all-black finish, 36/- each, from stock; Volta
lanical horns, turn-handle type, black and nickel
each ; mechanical horns, push-dfiwn type, 15/6

; bulb horns, all black, 15/6 each.—Below.
MARTIN'S Tool Rolls,
25/- each.—Below.

best quality tools only

MARTIN'S Plated Motor Cycle Pumps, with
loot stirrup. 7 /6_. each.—Below.
MARTIN'S Holdtite Repair Outfits, 2/6 each:

patchquick, 3/- each: tyre levers, 9d. per pair.-
?.

MARTIN'S.—All makes sparking plugs in stork;
Lodge 5/ . Sphinx 4/-. K.L.G. 5/-, Oleo 5/-, Cooke
:h pattern) 5/-, etc., etc.—Below.

MARTIN'S.—Sphinx belt punches, 2/6 each;
King Dick belt fasteners, 1/- each.—Below.

MARTIN'S.—Large stock of tools; one-piece
screwdrivers. 1/6 to 2/6 each; adjustable and
le-ended spanners; pliers, 3/6 per pair; light
ners, 2/6 each; cone pliers, chisels, centre
nes, etc., etc.—Below.

MARTIN'S Goggles.—We have a very large selec
tron, various patterns, 2/6 and 3/6 per pair to
—Below.

MARTIN'S Batteries.—Hellesen 4-5 volt dr\
cells, 13/6 each.—Below.

MARTIN'S Accumulators, 2-volt, 20-amp 12/6
l-Yolt, 40-amp, 16/6; 4-volfc 40-amp, 25/-; 4-volt
ip., 35/-T 6-von 40-anin., 37/6. We euaraute^
accumulators reliable in every way.—Below.
MARTIN'S Aluminium number plates, finished
n dull black background, and polished aluminiun;
mg; orders promptly executed,—Below.
MARTIN'S Accessories.-Write,' 'phone, or caU
od inspect our stock; terms rash' with order
ge extia.—St. Martin's Motor Woiks. 11 and 12
r St. Martin's Lane, London, W.C. 'Phone-'
>t 5070-1. illlii

Stringer, 40. Bishop St.. Cov-
[X7323

LJMPH Tank. 1914. 25/-; B.S.A. front wheel,
brand new.—Moss, Wem. [X8660
VEY Speedmetoer; price -45/
771. c/o TJie Motor Cih-Ic.

PfOLD Chain; 5/6
entry.

INDIANS
POWERPLUS , & SIDECAR

AND

SCOUT, MIDDLEWEIGHT.

We are NOW BOOKING

for EARLY OELIVEBY.

Every machine TUNED
and ROAD TESTED

BY OUR
Mr. JACK MARSHALL,

The fAinous Triumph expert,

WINNER OF THE

TOURIST TROPHY
1908.

or near offer.—Box 1

[X8719|;

Our large contract will

ensure best deliveries

:

our experience — best
service for

1920 INDIANS
Oup Representative will be In

attendance ihroughout the Show
on the Hendee Co.'s Stand.

MISCELLANEOUS.
JONES' Garage, Broadway, Mnswell Hill.

fJIHE Firm Run by Practical Motorists.

JONES' Garage have the largest stock of spara
parti in London.

TONES" Garage for:

"QOUGLAS Sparei.

ARIEL Spares,

T.A.P. Spares,

<pRIUMPH Spares. '

D.S.A. Spires,

PREMIER Spares

T EVIS Spares.

TONES' Garage have P. and M. Gear Parts.

JONES' Garage have some Matchless rear hubs for
1914 all-chain models, complete with sprocket

and internal brakes; price £5 each.

Tl/riSCELLANEOUS :

/CARRIERS, Douglas pattern; 15/-.

"TJITTO, Sh.p Enfield, 1916. 25/-.

Oih.p. Premier Crank Case; 35/-.

"TVITTO Timing Side Flywheel; 12/8.

pALMER Tyres and Tubes; all sizes in stock.

3ifa.p. F.N. Frame, gear bos, etc; adjustable jets,

4 VV.R.S., 8/6, to fit Amac carburetters; Enfield
[6h,p;) handle-bars, 25/-; new B. and B. pilot jet
carburetters, complete, all controls, £2/17/6.

B INK'S Carburetter, complete, all spare jets and
key, controls, etc., suit 4h.p. or big twin, £3/10;

tub liar box spanners, set of 5, 4/6.

COWEY Speedometers, £4/15; brand new Zenith
26 ram. O.E.F. vertical carburetter, with pilot

jet and key, £8, gift; various speedometer heads, new
and second-hand.

DUNLOP Tyres and Tubes, all sizes from stock.
We've even got 24in.x2in. for the Levis, etc.

*r\UNLOP Belts, all sizes in stock: 4 volt accumu-

Catalogues on request.

COVENTRY
MOTOR MART, Ltd.
London Road, COVENTRY.
Telegrams—" Selection, Coventry.'

' Holitni,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbpr at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

lators, best make only, from £1.

J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin Engine, lesa cylinders, pistons,
valves, otherwise complete, new; £15.

JA.P. 2%h.p., less cylinder, piston, and connection
rod. otherwise complete; £12; also brand new.

BOSCH Magnetos, 50°, brand new, £12/10; C.I.O.,
50°, £11; Pedley rubber handle grips, 4/3 pair.

TTEAD Lamps, all makes; from 62/6.

TTOENS, mechanical and bulb; from Z2/8.

CARBURETTER Control Wire Casing (nol
covered), 4d. per ft.; front wheel stands, new,

5/6; rear stands, 10/6.

.B.C. Magneto Controls, complete; 17/6. '

/CARBURETTER Control Levers; only 18/6.

FRONT Brake, Douglas pattern, 25/-; Rcnold chain.
^X-Vs, 6/- per ft.; odd size piston rings, 2/-

each; odd engine valves, 3/6 each; 1910-11-12 Douglai
cnrburett-er bodies and parts, cheap.

H

'ARIOUS Speedometer Driving Wheels ; cheap.

JONES' Garage.—Special tool kits. Huge purchase
of these enable us to offer th« finest thing in

this line at 18/6 and 25/-, best quality only.

JONpS' Garage.—Remember us always as the side-
car specialists. *

REMEMBER the London-Edinburgh and the Six Dayi
Trials, Our new sidecars are the best design

and value obtainable. We specialise In lightweight
sidecars.

SEND Your Enquiries to the firm run by practical
motorists ;all postage extra,—Jones' Garage, 1,

The Broadway, Muswell Hill, London,, N.

the door.
[3069

BINK9 Carburetters.- We specialise In these lor any
machine.—Booth's Motories. Halifax.

OINKS Carburetters.—Good allowance lor your car-—-' burelter io exchange.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

BINKS Carburetters.—Run on parafTln or substitute
and economise.—Booth's RIotories. Halifax.

Supplied promptly; old car-
exchange.- Booth 3 Molories.

(7393

MOTOR' Buses from Highgate pass
'Phone : Hornsey 2563. ,

BINKS Carburetters
buretter l^aken t

B53
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Carry your passenger

in Safety and Comfort
on a *' Royal Leicester"

Pillion Seat.

Made in high grade birch plywood,

light but strong. Coach finished in

green (or other colours to order).

Comfortably padded back, and well-

sprung seat cushion. A strong

waist-strap is also provided.

Supplied complete with attachment

for the cycle carrier.

Supplied In Adults' and Children's sizes

Write for Catalogue.

THE WILLOWBROOK CO.
Belgrave Gate, LEICESTER

SIDECARS !

SIDECARS !

Very Special Opportunity

Bought from the

American

Y.M.C.A.

125 MiUford Sidecars

Suitable for 8 h.p. Sunbeam or
8 ' h.p. , New Imperial or any.
American make.
These Sidecars are fitted with
28 X 3 wheels, and are absolutely
new and unused. Owing to

length of storage, somfe are soiled

and slightly damaged as far as
upholstery is concerned, other-
wise in perfect condition.

ALEXANDER & CO.,
us, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

MISCELLANEOUS.
N.S.U. 2-speed Gear; *2/ 10.—Particulars, Geo. Bain-

bridge, Witton Gilbert, Durham. [X8752

BANCROPTIAN Co., the most reliablo and cheap
est house in the United Kingdom.

TYRES.—Don't buy any until you hare seen our
stock. We have the largest stock of tyres in the

'ountry.

BELTING.—All best makes in stock at lowest prices
Special purchase of high-grade leather belting at

less than pre-war prices, limited quantity only, lin. 3/9.
Vain: 3/2, %iin. 26 per foot

WATERPROOF Overalls.—Highest class, at prac-
tically pre-war prices. Don't buy any until' you

hav6 seen our stock,

MAGNETOS in stock; Bosch, Dixie, D.H., Nil-
melior, etc., at lowest prices.

CHAINS, largest stock in England. Coventry, Beoolds.
practically all sizes; lowest prices.

SPEEDOMETERS (3 great speciality of onrs).-
Largest stock in London. Tlie only firm who de-

livered. Stewart, Jones, Cowey, Watford, Smith's. Re
placements at lowest prices.

CARBURETTERS and Eeplacem6nt3.-Amao, Browu
and Barlow, and others, at lowest prices.

HORNS.-Bulb, 12/6, 17/6; mechanical (smalll, 10/6.
32/6, 36/6, and 38/6.

SCREENS (wind! and aprons in stock. Cameo and
Easting at mauufacturers'. price.

SIDECARS complete from £19/10; bodies, coachbuilt.
all colours, lieautifully finished and upholstered,

with door, fff/19/6,

GAUNTLETS. - Brown leather, lined. 7/11; the
greatest bargain ever offered. Order immediately.

MOTOR Cycles.— Orders taken for all makes: earls
deliveries. We stock everything for the motorist.

BANCROFTIAN Co., 64 and 78, Bishopsgate, Lon-
don, B.C. T.A-: Chaikel. London. Tel,

London Wall
9897
[0053

good

F.N,
of

ODD Timing Wheels, Enfield, Triumph, etc.

chains, various, 2/- foot.—Below.

VAL'VES, Douglas, Triumph, J.A.P., also rings and
odd pistons; three pan saddles, incomplete, IS/-

each.—Below.

ENFIELD Kick Starter, *1 ; various hubs.—7, Gibson
Sa., Islington, N.l. [2508

CLYNO 3-speed Gear Box, clutch,- less controls, new i

condition; 412.—115, Tuam Ed., I'lumstead. [2764
|

TEIUMPH Pulley, 10/-; Stewart speedometer. Model
'

42, 43.—Witton, Station Ed., Heacham. [X8360

SPEEDOMETER, Cowey, 26in. wheel, 60 m.p.h,, per-
fect; 503.—Cott, Ashby Magna, Lutterworth,

[2520

M-L Magneto and Carburetter, good condition ; £5
1

suit Triumph.—Box 776, c/o The Motor Citcle.

[X8601
4-cyI,, dismantling, all paris, serviceable ; first

offers accepted.—Mesuxe, Wooler, Northumberland
[X8629

SALE, sidecar wheel, tube and tyre; motor cycle back
wheel; £2/10 lot.—Kenshaw, Weston, Newark.

[2546
CYLINDER and Piston for 1913 4h.p. Singer.—The

C.G.L. Engineering Co., Swanle'y Junction. Kent.
[X8288

OPFICEE'S 6 gn. Trench Coat, never worn ;' 65/-.—
Write, "Hill, 21, Marlborough Crescent, Chiswick.

[X8353
PHILIPSON Pulley, new, unused; £6.—J. P. Cham-

bers, Pencil Factory, Stapleford, Nottingham.
^

- [2826,
4h.p. Douglas Ciankshnft, 50/-; -also 2%h.p. parts, and

anything for B.S.A. in stock.—Empson.Gamlingav.
[2459

GENUINE Premier Free Engine Hubs, neTv ; £2 each ;

no controls.-Cherry Lane Garage. Lymm, Cheshire,
[8967

i /1|A Motor Cycle Crates; 10/6 each; sold singly.
i-VVf —Waucbope's. 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.

[6875

C.A."V. Magneto, 180°, clockwise, £4/15; N.S..U. gear,
in perfect order, ie4/10.—51, Kendall Bd., Becken-

ham. ,
,

[2757

DROMETEES tor Testing Motor Spirit, com.'HYDl
piete, 7/9.—Smith, Optician, Tranniere, Birken

bead. . ,

'

, [2851

STEWAET - Speedometer, 26in., trip, complete, per-
fect; £3.—Ellis, Westbury, Kendal AV.. Epping,

N.S.U. Gear, fit .4h.p, J.A.P.,
N.S.U., if " " '"

Cycle.

ONE Pair brand new semi-T,T.
with grips; £1,

[2942"

£7/10; ditto, fit

i5/10.—Box L5,413, c/o TTic Motor
[2692

handle-bars, %iu.,
Hutchinson, Harelaw, Dur-

[X8;602

LATHE, Drummond 4in; sCrewcutter, treadle, never
tised; *26.—39, Sebert Ed., Forest Gate, London.

E.7. [2535

CINEMATOGRAPH Mechanism, ' £7/lS; n?w;
sample film and list, 1/6.—D., 61, Inchmery Rd.,

Catford. , -, „ [2819

F'ORKS. minus' fittings, for 1916 Powerplus Indian

;

state prioe.—Harold Petty, Ltd., Halford St.,

Leicester. ' [X7942

ARMSTRONG AND
STURMEY-ARCHER

GEAR REPAIRS
We are pleased to announce that

we are now in a position to under-

take immediate repairs of Arm-
strong and Sturmey-Archer gears,

including Sturmey - Archer gear

boxes. Above all — in urgent

cases we can generally repair

your gear while you wait.

Send wheels clearly labelled to Hounslow L.S.W.
Railway Station.

County Engineering Co.

64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW,
I.OIM DO N, W,

CLARKES
Motor Cycle Works,

ST. ALBANS
EST. 1E03.

Sole District Agent
FOR

MATCHLESS,
INDIAN,

ENFIELD,

A.B.C., ZENITH,
ETC.

Get our delivery dates

B54 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the is,sue.
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1919 Machines
, — FOR —

Immediate Delivery.

METRO-TYLERS

COVENTRY EAGLE

AMERICAN EXCELSIOR

A.V. MONOCAR

8 h.p. SUNBEAM
COMBINATION

VELOCETTE

I.O.M. RUDGE

— THE —
Brook Motor &Engineering Co-

308, D^eansgate, Manchester.

'Phone: 3861 Central.

DRUID
Efficiency.
[n the huge demand we are

experiencing for theDRU i D
Spring Fork, and in our

present inability to execute

orders with our usual

promptitude, the observant
motor cyclist can read the

secret of the DRUID'S
popularity—Efficiency.

We much resret the enforced delivery,

delays, ami crave the indulgdnce ol our
many waiting custcunera.

A. DREW & Co.,
LIMITED,

Leopold

Street,

B'HAM.

I

MISCELLANEOUS.
,
1 A/\,000 Shop-Boiled nnd Secon<l-hand Files, 6in,AW 1 6in., genuine salvEige stock, all gunniateed
usalile. Send 12/6 for 3 dozen assorted, carriage imid,
approviil.— pjilmer's Garage, Tooting. S.W. [2001

PO'vVER Hacksaw, £7; Euk easy staiter, 7/6; con-
ueL'ting rod, suitable for 4V.h.p. Singer,' £2; XL'all

fiiiddle, 25/-; 230-volt fan motor, £1; 1-I6in. sheet
steel, 2/5 per sq. 'ft.-48, Church St., Luton. [X8344

SECOND-HAND Office Furaiture, all kinds, suit all

users, at close prices.—Big lot always on view,
£.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m., at Eeliance House, 2, Grav's
Inn Ed., Holborn. 'Phone: 2388 Holborn. [2436

SENSITIVE Drills, ^in. and-i/oin., £6/10 upwards;
mechanical horns. Ford stocks and dies, breast

•drills, hand drills, tool kits, bench vices; illustrations
free.—Rumo, 108,- Harrow Rd., Paddington, W. [1966

SECOND-HAND Office Furniture, ajl kinda, suit all

users, at close prices.—Big lot .always on view,
f'.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m., at Reliance House, 2, Gray's
Inn ad., Holborn. 'Phone: 2388 Holborn. [2437

TRIUMPH Pattern Pistons -from stock, complcta with
rings and gudgeon pin, 33/-, post free, guaranteed

accurate: ctlier pistons made to pattern in few days—'Whittal] Machinists' Co.. Whittall St., Birmingham
[0018

TWO B. and B. Carburetters, with feed pipe and cou-
trols, 12/6 each; two head lamps, less generators,

7/6 each; one head lamp with bracket, less glass, 3/6;
enclose stamp for reply,— 15, Pinewood Rd., Swansea.

I ^ [S8500
STURMF.Y-ARCHER 3-speed Gear Box. complete

with all controls, gxiaranteed in perfect order,

I

one for half chain and belt dxive, one all chain: £14.—
Brignal, 3, Gbwan Terrace, .Tesmond, Newcastle-on-
Tyne. [X8460

D.OUGLAS 1915 Amac Float Chamber and slide
barrel, with float, needle, jet, and warming device,

30/-; Triumph genuine 3y2b.p. exhaust valve, spring
and cotter, 6/-; all brand new.— 6, Bright St., Poplar.
E.14. [2656

GEARS for Lightweights.—2-speed gears for light
M'eights now immediately available. The 1920 Roc'

auper-cnuntershaft gear suits lightweights to 244h.p.~
Particulars from Roc Gear Co., Hay Mills, Birming-
ham. [2184

BINKS 3-jet Carburetter, new, h.b.c'., £3; Clincher
extra heavy passenger and Dixnlop extra heavy,

28x3, as new, 50/- each; two new inner tubes, 28x3,
9/- each; motor car horn, 12/-.—59, Victoria Ed., Dar-
lington. [3029

PHILIPSON Pulley, fit 4h.p. Bradbury, £4; Mabon
clutch pulley, h.c, £3; De Dion car, 6h.p., w.c,

2-speed, reverse, tyres good. Stepney, hood; first £30,
or exchange motor cycle.—Edge^l, Springhill, Coleford.
Somerset. [X8447

IMMEDIATE Delivery.—Triumph pattern pistons, with
rings and gudgeon, 28/-; Clyno ditto, 30/-; J.A.P.

ditto, 4h.p. 35/-, 8h.p, 35/-, 6h.p. 30/-, 2V2 or 2^.p.
28/-; rings from 2/-; gudgeons from 3/-; bushes from
3/3.-Below.

SINGEE Pattern Cylinders and Pistons.—We are now
in a position to supply these within a few days of

order.—Below.

ALUMINIUM Pistons for Triumph, complete with
lings and giidgeon, 37/6; specially recommended

for speed work. Also other patterns in aluminium.—
Below.

F''00TBOARDS, aluminium. 15in.x4i^in., can be fitted

to almost any machine; 25/- pair. Sketch sent for
approval.—Below.

ENGINE Overhauls, any engine, from 25/-; quick de
livery.-Ason and Harrison, Regent St., Eugby.

[X8552

WE Have Siill a few black oilskin motor cycle suits
left which we offer at 25/- per suit complete to

clear. They could not be made under twice the money.
Send early.—Taylor and Eoss, Ltd., The Rubber Folk,
Nottingham. [9S3S

DROPPED Back Frame and Tank, 45/-; 6 sound
plugs, 10/6; coie clutch, 20/-; coil, 7/6; ac-

cumulator, 7 / 6 ; new exhaust lever, cable, fittings,
12/-; race bearing, 52x16X25, 8/6.-36, Winchester
St., Coventry. [X8655

INDIAN Spares.—2-speed gear box with clutch,
£6/10; Dixie miigneto, £4/10; cylinders, £1/10;

heads, back, .tl/10; springs front and rear; 2-speed
gear parts. Send requirements.—Bolton, Holdenhurst
Ed., Bournemouth. [2497

B. and B. Lightweight Carburetter, single control,
15/-; gunmetal Longuemare carburetter, 10/-; new

accumulator, £1; Mabon clutch, wants repair, £1; rub-!
her goggles, 3/6; Oleo plug, 4/-.—Sutton, 250, Han-'
worth Ed., Hounslow. [X8'348

THOMSON-BENNETT Anti-clock Breaker, with Bow
den handle-bar control, new, £5; ball bearing

countershaft, £1; sea rod and reel, in good order, £1;
"Electric Engineer Institute" books, 8 vols, £4.-31,
High St., Leiston. [2935
SCREWCUTTTNG Lathe, engineers, 4V2in., 4ft. 6in.

bed gap, back geared, 3-speed, compound, sliding
rest, 22 wheels, eccentric motion to throw in back,
gear, pedal motion and power motion ; £ 39.—Madi-
son, Littleover, Derby. [X8685

P.
and M. 2-speed Gear, lightweight frame, tank.'
3h.p. Fafnir engine, l-'';ih.p. Minerva engine .and

carburetter, magnetos, Douglas Amac carburetters,!
quantity tinman's solder.—Platts, 602, King's Rd.,
Fulham, London, S.W.6. [246Sj

YOUR LUBRICATION
TROUBLES AR. ENDED
IF YOU USE OUR

MOTOR OIL
for your Motor- Cycle.

To Garages and all those
interested in the wise lubri-
cation o'f a Motor Vehicle of
any description we invite
your enquiries.

Jlrthur Lumb & Son
Atlas Oil Works,

HAUIFAX, Yoi-lcs.
LEEDS. PARIS.

See these
Forks ? V9"

They take

ALL
the shocks

because they're

SAXONS
Saxon Spring Forks
are the embodiment
of all that is neces-

sary to absorb the

vibration on YOVB
machine. No others

are exactly like

them, nor quite so
good, because Saxons
are the only anti-

vibratory spring
forks that

Take ALL
the Shocks
Send postcard to-day for lull particulars.

S. R. RIDGWAY,
Digbeth, BIRMINGBAM.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o( the issue. bS7
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THE PREMiER
/MOTORCOMPANY.^

HENDERSON and
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR
Motor Cycles ars at the SHOW, at

STAND No. 21.

10 h.p. HENDERSON 3-spaed

The merits of each, will be fully-'

explained by our representative

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
for 'the couatics-of

:

:

.Warwicksliire, Worcestersiiire,

Staffordsljire, - Shropshire,

Leicestserhire, Notts and
Derbyshire.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR COMPANY,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams :

" Primus. Birmingham."

Telephone: Central 4310.

I

ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

HAVE VOU A

MOTOR CYCLE? YES?
HAVE YOU A

Motor Garage? No?
Then you can save money.keep yo r Hall Lino!euni
polished v,i hout the aid of- .. ngine Oil, mUs many
bruises on your shins, and save mu-hbad language

by buying a " Porlfold ' Motor Cycle Hou:e.
(Patent applied for.) floor

Type Length Widtb Heigat Price Extra

CM. 6'0" x2'0" X 3'9" 43/6 14/3

L.W. 6' 6" X 2' 3" X 4'0" 49/3 16/3
M.W. 7'3" X 2'6"x 4'0" 52/9 19/9

H.W. 7' 9" X 2' 9" X 4' 6" 58/6 23/6
L.S.C. 6'9" X 4'3" X 4'3" 63/6 31/6
H.S.C. 7' 9" X 5' 0" X 5'0" 77/3 37/6
O.S. 8'0" X 5' 6"x 5'6" 89/6 44/6
Each section is hinged to its neighbour Folds flat

and may be opened out to any extent. Erects rigid

in any wind. Covered " FLEXPROOF " Cloth
Carriage paid, U.K.

ON SHOW AT

BENETFINKS

Cheapside,

||iilj London, E.C 2.

We can also quote for Motor Garages and Work-
shops, covered Flexproof Clotli,_at 33i to 50%
less than wooden buildings. Built like aeroplane

hangatrs.

D. PARKER WHEELDON & CO.,
126, Bishopsgatc, London, E.C.2.

Works : llford, Essex.

MISCELL4NE0US.
PREMIER SVjh.p. Piston Rings,' gudgeon pin,

unused, 20/-; Triumph carburetter, 4n.p., good
condition. 20/-; Veeder trip motor cycle cyclometer,
unused, 10/-; acetyltoe head lamp and bracket, 10/-.—
46, Wightman Ed., N.4. [2589

ARE You Fumishinff an Office? Then drop in at
2, Gray's, Inn Rd., Holborn. An immense assem-

blage of^ geni^ine second-hand office furniture at the
right price.-—Reliance House, Tram Terminus, Holborn.
'Phone: 2388 Holborn. [2434

GET a Typewriter while in town! Reliance House
13 2 minutes to the left from Chancery Lane

Station. No. 2, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn Corner. A
wide selection of most reliable machines at a great
saving on new prices, [2424

5-6h.p . Twiu Fxam e (for gear bos) , tank , D ruids

,

stands, etc., £9; 2-stroke, complete except poiwer
unit, £12, or separate; Clyno foot plates, 7/6; Rex fot)t-

rests, 7/6; 1914 Triumph parts.—Chalkley, The Broad
way. New Soutbgate. [2975

GRADO Variable Gear, new, £4/7/6; Jones speed-
ometer, as new, perlect, £2/18/6; 26x2V:; tube,

new, 7/6; new ^/iin. belt, 9/6; large mechanical horn,
new, 32/6; Aero plug, new, 2/9.—Fearn, 65, Notting-
ham Rd., Alireton, Derby. [3006

(^ ARAGES.—We can supply timber for building, cut
^ to any lengths. Price list on receipt of -starapefl

addressed envelope. We are also importers of plywooif
euitable Inr ^nachhuitdinp.—Tbe City Road Timber Ynrd
227. Oity Rd., London, E.C.I. [0040

THE Typewriter People Reliance Co., 2, Gray's Inn
Rd., Holborn End.—Typewriters by all the best

makers. Machines that do good work, thaJ; will give
satisfaction, that recommend the vendors at modest
figures. 'Phone; 2388 Holborn. [2423

3ih,p. Triumph Engine, like new, and in perfect
2 condition, recently completely overhauled by

Triumph Co., £20; new frame to suit, £5; new E.S.A.
spring forks, £6; new tank, £4; offers invited.—Apply.
Box 753, c/o The Mot&r Cycle. [XS438

MAGNETO. Dixie. 180°, .£4; 3 contact breakers
(second-hand), platinum points perfect, 12,6

each; 2 1913 Douglas pistons, rings, and gudgeons,
25/-; 1 new 4h.p. Singer valve, 8/6; wanted, Triumph
magneto.^^BIewettj Chemist, Hayle. [X8448

Tj^'GR Sale, Scott carburetter, 12/6; rear brake, com-
J- plete, 12/6; two half compression valves, new, 2/6
each; lever, new, with spring peg, 10/-; also Bradbury
adjustable pulley, 7/-.—J. Baxter, Hawthorn Place,
Gunnerton, Barrasfoid, North Tyne. [2936

CROWN Adjustable Pulleys, from stock, 5in., for

Triumph, Rover, B.S^.. Bradbury, Humber,
Premier, Precision, 14/9; J.A.P., SVain., 16/9, post
free; piston rings, 1/9, for all engines.—Ridington.
202-4, Southampton St., C£.mberweli, S.E. [2928

BRADBURY Spnies.—Cylinder, 89mm., complete
with valves, caps, etc., £3/10 ; piston and con-

necting rod, complete, £2; B.B. carburetter, complete,
£2 ; Druid forks, complete, £3 ; tank and fittings,

f 2/10.-Tweedale, 3, Maclure Rd., Rochdale. [S8627

OWNER Leaving England, has some gcod stuff for
disposal.—-Sidecars, aluminium, streamlined, n'cker,

£7/10, £6; three accumulators, new; two magnetos.
clock and anti, almost n&w ; plugs, etc. ; amateurs only.

—Write Box L5,406, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2686

INDIAN: Corbin speedometer, minus rear wheel driving
sprocket, mileage 1,000, £2; two sprockets, as new

8/- each. Douglas: Watford speedometer, perfect, £5.
butt-ended Dunlop, 26x2V->, 8/-; toolbag. new, 10/-.—
Grice, Cumpstones, Silecrolt, Cumberland. [2996

NEW Amac Carburetter, V/s outlet, 50/-; new C.A.V.
lighting accumulator in case, 60/-; 3h.p. Rivett

motor cycle, rebushed. enamelled, complete less mag.,
£15 ; 3V>h.p. Peugeot, Bosch, B. and B., horn, new belt,

ride away, £26.—Mayhew, 451. West Green Rd., N.15.
[2620

CAPAC Carburetters, £4/4, give masimum accelera-
tion, exchanges quoted; new tool rolls, £1/2/6;

genuine unused army knapsacks, 13V2Xllx4V3in., with
short straps and buckles, 5/6; Corona oil stoves, 25/-.—

Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. Soutli, Hahfax.
[3067

SENSPRAY Carburetter, with control, £1/5 ; B.B.,
' with control, and by-pass. £1/10; 6ft. -VaXi^in.

chain, 15/-; car horn, 12/-; wicker pillion seat, 15/-.

Wanted, heavy frame, take gear box, belt rim, 6iu. head,
or back part fiame.~B., 294,Haydons Rd., Wimbledon,

[2637
HANDLE-BAR Muffs. — Keep your hands warm

The finest value obtainable, waterproof and
warmly lined, 9/6 pair; best quality, 12/6; approval
against cash.—IVIanuIacLurer^, The Para Rubber Co.,

27, 29, John Bright St., and 99, Station St., Bfrminec-
ham. [0011

MOTO-REVE Tank, new condition, all fittings, £1;
2^/4h.p. N.S.U. engine, a.i.v., fitted free engine

pulley, all controls, carbui^tlex, £4; steel pulley off

countershaft, 6/-; Campion-Jap 4h.p., £38 (see classified

columns).—Calow, 12, Nathaniel Rd., Long Eaton,
Notts. [X8332

5 h.p. Twin a.i.v. Rex Engine, £5; Hnrley 1917 back
cylinder, £2; lightweight Amac, 25/-; Ducellier

lamp generator, 30/-; Lucaa No. 46 generator, 7/6;
P: and M. engine sprockets 1 6 and 14, 4/- each

;

lionglas engine sprocket, 4/-.— Gill,. 51, Nassingtou Rd..
Hampstead [2631

SUTCLIFFE'S'^OTOR cycle andOUIVkirrK W MOTOR^CAR SHEDMOTORCAR SHED

LenRth. Width. Heicht toridge. Price.
6itt. 5ft. 6itt
Bltr. 6ft. 6jft
lOSft. 7ft. 8ft.

int. 8ft. .9 ft.

15ft. 12ft. lOtt

2ult 12ft. 10ft.

Floor extra.
£ 9 O O £2 9
£1015 O £3 4
£17 O O £510 O
£2110 O £7
£36 O £14 Q O
£46 o aia O O

An aentcarriage vaid in seciioTia.

Siitcliffe's Motor Sheds are the stronpest built, best designed
Motor Sheds you can get at anything like the price; don'tbe
tempted to buy wealtly construelert Sheds, thoy are mostex-
jiensive in the end. Stndy Sutclrffe's Coostroction— Sides,

ends, roofs built on ^-inch beat match boards, roof also covered
with extra iieavy fell, rainproof framework of tremendous
Btren4.'tb. All flooi^s are double streiiKth will carry a ton or
nioie weight easily. All houses erected and bored before des-
pntch. all bolts supplied free. If any client is not perfectly
satisfied, simply return slifd and we refund purchase price.
Full details in free booklet. Can rail any size in 2 to 6- days,

F. & H. SUTCLIFFE, 44, Wood Top. Hebden
Bridge, Yorks. 'Phone :~58, Hebden Bridge.

Easy Payment Terms.^-All these sheds can ')e bad on
easyjiayraent terms through our agents, Messrs. J . G.
Graves, Ltd., Sheffield. Those who wish to buy this

way kindly write Messrs. Graves for their terms.

TURPIN'S
FOH

A.J.S.

ALLON
ARIEL
CLYNO
DOUGLAS
N O R TO rj

BLACKBURNE
NEW IMPERIAL

HARLEY-DAVIDSON
AUTO GLIDER

(Scooter)

22 & 29, PRESTON ROAD,

BRIGHTON

NATIONAL MOTOR HOUSES
are the Best.

Your machine
will keep spick

and span if

housed in a
NATIONAL.
Prices from

£T 10 O
Latest list post tree from

Dent. "B." National Works, Kirby Moorsiile.

B^8 AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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£5:5:0 £5:3:0
£2:2:0

Will be paid for the best complete

verses, not exceeding twelve lines in

length, advertisiril CHAIRMAN
CIGARETTES in a way to

especially appeal to motor cyclists.

£1 Is. each will be paid for every

other verse accepted.

The proprietors of Chairman Cigarettes

are to be the sole judges.

Winning verses will be published in

"The Motor Cycle." -

Verses to be submitted by the 27th
instant, to—

R. J. LEA, LTD..
Chairman Factory, Broughton Lane,

MANCHESTER.

Telephone: Western 2230.

We are Agents for the following Machines,
,
which can be seen in our Showrooms :

—

MATCHLESS, B.S.A.,
BAT, HARLEY-DAVSDSON,

RUDGE-MULTI.
Call and inspect at your leisure on your

way to OLYMPIA. We are next door to
SOUTH KENSINGTON STATION. We
can give earlier deliveries than most firm.s,

as we liave no long waiting lists, and are
only just commencing to book. We will
not book an order unless we have good
grounds for believing we can give the
delivery stated.

Covvcy Speedometers a.nd Horns,
Cameo Screens Vacuum Oils and

Greases in stock.

jTflnlca. nny
i^hape. toorder.
r.epairsand re-

r- n am e 11 i n c
from 10/6.
Dookletfree.

Auxiliary
tanks, with
filler, tap, T £
piece, pipLDB,
clips, com-
plete, always
in stock.

GREEN. Water St, Blackfrlars, Manchester.
»OTTtrrTiTrriii'ii]piiiiiiMim[imiiiiiiiiijiiiiii[Bigiiti,nTOTf

"^^^ Most standard patterns in stock

Trade supplied.

THE
LIFFORD ACCESSORIES Co.,

10a. Guildhall Buildings,

Navigation Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TYPEWRITER Repairs.—A staK of highly qualified

repairmen always at your service; minor repairs
in 24 hours. If it can be done Reliance Uo. can do
it if the new parts are to be got. Reliance Co. can
find them.—2, Gray's Inn Rd., Holboin. "Phone

:

2388 Holborn. [2428

TRIUMPH Spares.—For these try the promptest firm.
Our spares dept. under the supervision of Mr.

Stretton-Ward, the well-known competition rider, late
of the Triumph Co. See our displayed. ad\t. at end of
this issue.—Forfield Motors, 11 and 1?, Forfleld Place,
Leamington Spa. . [X8696

BOSCH Magneto for 50° V Twin, complete set 3
Lucas lamps for sidecar combination. Palmer

650x65 tube, kn'ee lace-up boots and riding breeches,
tennis racket, ice skates, all perfect condition, good
as new; seen by appointment.—Vincent, 98, Mayola
Rd., London, E.5. [X8681
TRIUMPH Parts (1917).—Engine. £12; Sturmey,

gear bos, incomplete, £7; rear frame, £1; back
wheel, £1; countershaft chain, 10/-; magneto chain
and cover, 12/6; Sturmey stem, brake rod and pedal,
magneto platform, 5/- each.—Ales Howieson, Hay-
wood, by Lanark. [X8688

BODY, coachbuilt. 3 cupboards, finished green,
,
never used, £.7; new heavy Moseley tyre and

tube, 26in.x2Vjin., 57/-; 5in. P. and H. head lamp,
Bausch lens and generator, top bracket, 50/-; not re-
quired, sold machine; Newcastle district.—Box 770,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [X8703

8h.p. Air-cooled J.A.P. (unused), complete with bevel
drive for magneto, £34 ; front and rear axles

with 650x65 wire wheels, 2 semi-elliptic, 2 quarter
elliptic springs for "cycle c^r, £8; old pattern S-speed
gear box. chain drive, £5; or £45 the lot.—Box 755,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [X8489

DISCS.—Make your machine " disc "-tinctive. Alu-
minium discs in stock for Harley, Zenith,

Triumph, Douglas, P. and M., Indian, other makes 3
to 5 days; 70/- set, two wheels; sidecar wheel, 38/6.
Trade supplied.—Maudes', 100, Gt. Portland St.. W.l;
100, Paris St., Exeter. [3031

BARGAINS.—Electric fan or motor, 7/6; 7ft. new
Pedley belt, lin., 10/-; banjo, good condition,

£2; electric -tail lamp, 7/6; 1 pair Winslow roller
skates, ball bearing, 15/-; 1 pair Pedley grips, new,
3/6; pair gum boots, new, size 9, 10/6.—Pickett, Court
Rd., ^Tunbridge Wells. [2844

4-SPEED Jardine Gear Box, clutch, all controls, per-
fect, £10; 2-speed and clutch, countershaft, new,

£7/10; B. and B. carburetter, top feed, new, £2; Amac,
1919, new, £2/10; both suit S^Ah-P. upwards; Watford
speedometer, 26in. wheel, latest type, new, £4.—Hill, 94,
Bridge End Rd., Orantham. [2628

TRIUMPH Connecting Rod, 15/-; springs for
fork, 7/6; front stand, 6/6; Douglas piston,

12/6; 1912 crankshafts, £l/5; new Brampton chains,
V2X3-I6, 10/-; Triumph, Bosch mag., £28; Sunbeam
sprockets, valve, guides, etc., all new; what offers.

—

Simpson, Devona, Sunbury. [3002

ELECTRIC head lamp, unused, suitable lor light-

weight, £1 ; khaki British warm lined lambs
wool, chest 36in,, cost £7, accept £4, hardly used;
1 pair knee flying boots, lined lamb's wool, 9'a, condi-
tion good, ideal for winter riding; £1/10.—Write Aero,
14, Montpelier Walk, Cheltenham. [Xa676

MATCHLESS VS. two-speed wheel, perfect, £7/10;
F.N. spring forks, £2; 6h.p. Minerva, less pis-

tons, £3/10-; 4.^' p 1914 J.A.P., mag. drive, cylinder
scored. £7/10; B. and B. carburetter, 27/6; V.S.
frame and tank, £3; evenings after 6 p.m.—Maxwell,
4, Cambridge Place, Kilburn Park, N.W. [2988

1 018 4h.p. Douglas Spares.—New set of clutch corks,
-Lt/ 5/-; crankshaft, 55/-; fork blades, 40/- pair;
frame, £6 ;

gear box, £Q ; C.A.V. contact breaker,
15/-; Amac carburetter, 40/-; Triumph frame, fork
blades, etc., B.B. carburetter, new, 60/-.—2a, Sistova
Rd., Balham, S.W. 'Phone : Streatham 352. [2571

THE Office Furniture People: Reliance Co., 2, Gray's
Inn Rd., HoUiorn.-200 office tables, 50 typing

tables, 100 filing cabinets and drawers, 20 roll-top desks,
40 knee-hole tables, chairs in abundance, stationery,
cupboards, etc., all good second-hand stuff, marked in

plain figures at such prices that command a ready sale.

[2433

1 Q17 Harley-Davidson Back Cylinder, £2; 5h.p. a.i.

XtF Res crankcase, complete, £2; P. and M. engine
pinions, 16 and 14, 4/- eaeh ; No. 62 Lucas generator,
7/-; square Ducellier generator, 30/-; Cowey com-
plete Ciible, 15/-; front cylinder and piston, a.i.,

5-6h.p. Rex, 25/-.-Gill, Nassington Rd., Hampstead.
[2631

BELTS.—8ft. XlVs, 16/-; 6ft. Bin.xlVa* 13/-; 6ft.

9in.x%-. 10/-; all new and faultless, and of good
make; 26x2Vt and 2';4 wheels, built up on good disc

hubs, plated rims, and spokes, 35/-; Empire de Luxe
medium weight saddle, 22/6; any item carriage paid.—
Dene Motor Cycle Co., Haymarket, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

[X8461
4h.p. Douglas Spares.—Cylinders, £3/10 pair; pistons,

40/- pair ;
' connecting rods, complete, £2 pair

;

crankshafts. £2 and £2/10; crank case, complete, £5.
two 3-speed gear boxes, less some clutcn parts, £4 each;
good tnnk complete, oil feed caps. £2/10; flywheel, 30/-;
back mndgvinrd and carrier, £1; back stand, 10/-; broke
complete, 15/-.—Below.

6h.p. Clyno Engine £10, tank 35/-, frame £7, forks
£4, pair wheels with good tyres £4, mudguards £1

piiir, carrier 10/-, bars 7/6.-7, Gibson Sq., Islington,
N.l. [2993

BLEZARD'S
RUBBER SOLES

AND HEELS
Make your Boots last longer.

Easy to fit, neat in appearance,
and last longer than leather.

PRICES
Men's, large size 4/3\

3/6
3/-

2/6

Soles and
Halt

Post tree.

Youths'
Boys'

.

Ladies'

J. BLEZARD & SONS,
OADIHAM, neat BURNLEY, Lanci.

Wholesalers are Invited to ask
for Terms.

TRIUMPH
ANY PART

PARTS.
- ANY YEAR.

PROMPTEST SERVICE.
Stamped Envelope PLEASE.

ForfieSd Motors, ^Lii'mfS'o^-N l^T
TRIUMPH PARTS.

Make Your Rear

TYRE UNPUNCTURABLE
By fixing the M.P. PUNCTURE PREVENTER and
so cutting oat 90% of your punctures. Lasts for

ever. Post free, 11 /- Send for Illustrated Booklet,

"A Joy Ride over 80,000 Nails." Post free inU.K.

M.P. PUNCTURE PREVENTER CO.,
38, Bath Street, GLASGOW.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. B5g
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RAVERS
LIMITED

MOTOR SPECIALISTS,

WEWCASTLE-0 N-TYME

WE SHALL BE
GLAD TO SEE YOU

AT THE SHOW.

Ask for our
representative.

Lone
9 ft.

CAKRUGE PAID.

PRATTEN'S

Motor and
CycleHouses

TENANTS'
FIXTURES.

Exceptional Low
Offer.

Strong
Floor, pTtra.

£2 4
Wide HiHh PriPR

6 ft. 8 ft. £12 12
8 „ 8J „ 15 15 3 12

12 „ 8 „ 9 „ 18 12 6 4 7 6

14 „ ' 8 „ 9 „ -22 5 5

i6„ g„ 9i„ 27 12 6 7 10
t These liousas are maile in sectior a and bolted f-oeetber, easi'y

erected on .'afiTval, constructed of weil-^eusoned imported ft"

tongued and Krooved matcbboard ; roof covered in addition witla

best quality felt, window to open, doors with bolts, lock and It^y

coiiiplete. Any other sizes quoted on application.

NVrito for FreelllnatratedCataloKue

—

F. PRATTEN, & Co.. MUsomer Norton, BATH.

Highest quality Throttle or Ixhanst
Wire, 4 feet lengths, 1/-, post fres.

WE MANUFACTURE INNER CABLES ONLY

DUNN & KING, LTD.,
LARBERT. N.B.

R. A. WHITFIEI.D & CO.,
spec°afi?tt CARRINGTON STREET,

NOTTINGHAM,
invite your enquiries for early deliveries 1920 models.

MATCHLESS, COULSOIM-B

3-PLY WOOD for

SIDECARS, CARS, Etc. LIST AND PRICES ON
APPLICATION.

Builders and General Traders Co.,

i

83. Colmore Row, BIRMINiGHM.

Phone; Central 2836. 'Grams : "Gentradco," B'ham.

MISCELLANEOUS.
LOOK.—Gent's high-claBB trencli coats, rubber inter-

lined, London style; £5; cheques accepted; trade
supplied.—Irwin, Machinist, Lea-vesdon K.d., Watford.

[2852
PISTONS, latest pattern Triumph, with 3 rings, 35/-

each, all complete; piston rings for Triumph,
B.S.A., Budge, Bover, Sunbeam, J.A.P., 21- each.
Douglas 1/9; carriage paid; in stock. — The Eegent
Motor Co., 38, Regent Place, Birmingham. [X8450

STUE-MEY-ARCHER 3-speed gear box, mjnus clutch
and pulley, £8; also type J.S. liub gear, incom-

plete, £6, or will sell' in parts; B. and B. carbu-
retter, new, 60/-; King Dick tool roll, new, 30/-;
1912 Douglas, 2%.h.p., requires new crankshaft, £30.
Miller sidecar lamp, new, 10/-; Senspray carburetterj
less controls, 35/-.—257, Cavendish Rd., Balbam, S.W.

[2663
DOUGLAS Gear Box, less pulley and sprocket, £3;

4h.p. Ariel engine. W.C. head, £2; 2^4h.p. F.N.
and 3V2h-p. Rover engines, £1 each; 710x90 Dunlop
cover and tube, £2; Low generator, 30/-; B. and L.
drip feed, 15/-; B. and B. carl)nretter, £2; Zenith
2\^in. back wheel. 15/-; 26in.x2i^in. back wheel,
15/-.—Pittuck, Railway Station House, East Ham,
E.G. [2837

AKMT Boots Gent promptly per return with our
guarantee. Fair wear, free pair, or cash refunded.

12/, 9/-, 6/6; brown Colonial boots, 15/- and £1; field
boots, 18/6; infantry leggings, 5/-; in fact, everything
that is leather. Drop P.O. for our catalogue.—M. C.
Lethbridge and Son, Bootmakers, George St., Devon-
port, Devon. Est. 1900. [9678

DOUGLAS 4h.p. Sight Feed Lubricator, 12/6; oU
pimip, 15/-; Dixie coil, perfect, 25/-; breaker bar

with platinum point, 10/-; platinum screw, 8/-, as new;
Triumph crank pin, roller type, brand new ; Peco crank
pin and set of rollers, gudgeon pin, release valve and
lock nut, magneto sprocket: all as new; what cfEers?—
Lucas, 31, Chertsey Bd., Woking. [2470

33.h.p. Douglas Spares, brand new.—Connecting rod,
4 complete, 20/-; cam wheel, 20/-- piston, com-

plete, 17/6; timing studs, ,4, 14/-; ball bearings lor
crankshaft, 20/- each; gear box, second-hand, X4/10:
new layshaft, high and low gear dogs, 15/- each; mag-
neto for 4h.p, Douglas, C.A.V., £5; sprocket for same
10/-.—9, Annandale St., Edinburgh. [2887

GODFREY'S, Ltd., Accessory Dept can offer from
stock well finished pillion seats, easily fitted,

38/-; Cowey and Stewart speedometers, 95/- and 84/-;
chain punches, Vs^- 5/-, %in. 6/-; belt punches, %m.,
lin., IVsin., 2/6 each; enamel, Indian red,- green, black,
and white, 2/6 tin ; goggles, 4/6 pair ; post orders
receive prompt attention.—208, Gt. Portland St., Lon-
don, W.L Tel.: Mayfair 7091. [3054

GOOD Coachbuilt Sidecar, fit any motor cycle, £7,
cheap at £14; new Palmer cord tyre, 26x21^, £2;

good Dunlop rubber studded tyre and tube, 26x2i4.
35/- the two; X.L, pan seat motor cycle saddle, splen-
did condition, 30/-; 3 doz. new plated cycle handle-bars,
£1 per doz. ; good Philipson free engine clutch pulley,
£2.—Bos 743, c7o The Motor Cycle. [X8371

DISCS. Discs, Discs.—Ours are acknowledged to be
the best and simplest to fit, in stock, best

enamelled steel, light, strong, for 26in. motor cycle
wheels; black 33/-, other colours 36/-^ electro-plated
48/- per set for 2 wheels, with all fitments, carriage
paid. All kinds of tinplate work and enamelling
undertaken ; terms for quantities.—Acme Cycle Co.,
10. Lucknow Grove, Greenheys. Manchester. [5693

1 Q15 B.S.A. parts engine, £12; gear box, less
-Ltf clutch cap, all other controls, £15; centre part
frame, £4; front wheel, nearly new cover and front
forks, £5; back stays, carrier and stand, £2; tank
with drip feed, £2/15; timing cover, 25/-; clutch-
pedal, 4/-; brake pedal, 4/-; gear lever, 5/-; back
wheel and nearly new studded cover and sprocket,
£3/10.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [2664

3-SPEED Opperman Small Gear Box, £5/10, no
clutch; new 8h.p. J.A.P, W.C. cylinder, perfect;

driver's side Morgan, side by side, £3/5; 20h.p. Holley
carburetter, £1/5; 4-cyl. car coil, H.T. trembler,
£2/5; wanted, 2-seater C.B. sidecar, stamp, reply;
exchange 1919 lightweight C.B. Henderson, mileage
200.—Ranee, 81, Digby St., Scunthorpe, Lincolnshire.

[3060
REMODEL your Office !—This is of equal importance

and part and parcel of a progressive business
policy. Every firm of standing use typewriters; many
of the best known motor firms buy from Reliance Co.,
the Typewriter people; there's a reason why! Call
when in town, always glad to see old and new friends.

—Reliance House, 2, Gray's Inn Rd., Holborn End.
Thohe: Holb. 2388.,- Business hours, 8.30 ,to 5.30.

[2425
AEROPLANES (a splendid Christmas present lor

- your hoy), genuine flying models, a fascinating
pastime for the open country ; 9in. twin screw
monoplane, length 3ft., 22in- span; signed guarantee
to fly one quarter ol a mile; specially designed to
pack in a small parcel for sidecar or bike; 9/-, post,

free. Smaller model. Bin, twin screw, 300 yards
flight; 6/-. post free.—Morane-Smith Aviation Co..

21, Moring Rd., Tooting, S.W.17. [2235

PISTON Rings.—High grade, properly ground and
stressed, enqijiries invited for sizes from 50 to

110 mm., single rings 1/6 to 2/6 each delivered;
being on mass production, can supply any quantities;
following makes in stock : A.J.S., B.S.A., Connaught,
Douglas, Enfi^eld. Ford, Fordson, Humber, Hudson,
Indian, J.A.P., Levis, Metallurgique. Exjver, Rudge,
Sunbe-am, Singer Light Car, Villiera, etc.—Turley Bros.,
Engineers, St. Mark's Bd., Wolverhampton. [X8302

FROM SOLO TO DUET.
When your machine has been stored
after the Run, and you are mentally
going over the ground again, with a
pipe ior a companion, the Ride loses
more than half its Retrospective
value—Because you Ride Solo.

A SIDECAR
will add to the value of your future
Runs—a companion—a nice Road

—

and a Sidecarwith Splendid Springing.
You will never regret changing over

—

that is, if, of course, your Sidecar is S

LUXUBETTE.
Write for price list.

CALLAND LEE & CO.,
Flint St., Clayton, MANCHESTER.

GODDARD'S
MOTOR OYGLE

HOUSES
Ft. Ft. Ft. £ s. d.

7 X 5 X 64 8 7 6

8x6x7 9 10

Carriage Paid.

These houses are made in sections to bolt

together. Easily fixed. Made of well-

seasoned fin. T. and G. and V-jointed
Matchboards, and complete with floor

and window. Roof felted.

GODDARD'S Vicarase Lane,UVL/l#Hf\l# O ILFORD, ESSEX.

TheClydesdaleSupplyCo.,Ltd.,
AGENTS FOR

ROVAL RUBY, RADCO. IXION.
HOaART & B.4.A.

SECOND-HAND CYCLES WANTED
Head Office:

6, BRIDGE STREET, GLASGOW.
'Phone, 1517 South. 'Grams, Clysup, Glasgow..

SPARE PARTS.
From stock or immediately made to pattern, any
machine. Rudge Parts. Everything for Rudges in
stock. Rudge Repairs our speciality. N.S.U. Gears, '.

.-British made, supplied or fitted to any make.

'

Call or write. All enquiries answered.

XHe C. Vi. MOTOR CO.,
Motor Cvc'« '^^"^clfl'i'its

2C9, Broadway, (Edgware Road), West Hendon, N.W

The SHAHDO LIGHTER SET
Make a 5/- Lighter tor 1/6.

For a windy niEht. The spark alone from this

LiKhter will light your acetylene lamp. Can be
flnished in 15 minutes. EverylhinK reauired,

and British. With illustrated Instructions.

Post free 1/6: 12 Sets 15/-.

BARKER, 21Sa, Rockingham Slreet,

SHEFFIELD.

b6o All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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If you are unlucky and are not able to visit Olympia, read tlie pages of Ihis issue carefully as

the best alternative. They constitute Olympia in a nutshell.
Cl9
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WHY YOU SHOULD BE A

yVlOTOR CYCLIST .:

THE first Olympia Show since the war is the be

ginning of a new era in the history of motor
cycling. Five years ago pessimists were croaking

that the war would be th8 death of the sport ; to-day

we realize that nothing has ^_ ^

done so much to popularize

motor cycling as the great

struggle through which we
have passed victoriously.

Tens of thousands of men
and women have learned to

drive during the war ; hun-
dreds of thousands who
had never before been
driven in sidecars have
learned by practical de-

monstration the value of

these speedy and economi-

cal little outfits. To-day we face the

cui'ious position of finding that we have

far more motorcyclists than motor-

cycles. This peculiar situaton, how-

ever, is not likely to last long. I refuse

to believe that a country that eoiild per-

form the engineering miracles that

were worked during the war can be
beaten by any diificulties, and I look forward to a

time in the near future when there will be ten motor-

cycles on the roads of Great Britain in the place of

every one that raised the dust before the war.

At this great Show there will be thousands of men
and women who have never yet owned motorcycles

but who have oeen made to realize their utility dur-

ing the last five years, and who do not require very

much persuasion to induce them to join the ranks of

those who motorcycle for pleasure.

Ityis to these that I address these

lines. I want them to realize what
the possession of a motorcycle will

mean to them. I want them to

understand that the machine that

did such faithful donkey work dur-

ing the war is in peace time the

greatest boon that has

been given to us by
science.

The . possession of a

motorcycle changes all

one's views of life. .It is

not merely a means of loco-

motion; it is a constant

source of new pleasure ; it

provides a new sport ; it

appeals to both sexes and
to the elderly as much as to

the vcuthful.

Many are at first attrac-

ted by the obvious utility

of the machine. They think it will be useful for busi-

ness purposes, which it will be ndthout doubt, or
that it will serve to take them to the river, the foot-

ball field, or the tennis club. One and all tbey learn
tjiat the pleasures of motor cycling lure them from
the aforetime fascinations of inferior sports.

" Those who have not experienced
the pleasures of sidecarring can

hardly be said to have lived."

C20

"With a motorcj'cle you can start otf m the morning tor the imks,
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Why You Should be a Motorcyclist (contd.).

Those who have patiently patted a white globule

round the same old golf course year after year and
have cursed in the self-same swear words in the same
old b'lmkers and over the same old rabbit holes, sud-

denly realize that there are other .courses to con-

quer. They make new friends; life is broadened.

Soon the fascination of travelling outweighs all other

pleasures ; the motorcycle is no longer regarded
merely as a means of getting about, but as a creature

that is palpitatingly alive.

Most thirigs mechanical

add to the irritations of

life. Trains mean boredom
from which we drug our-

selves by reading papers

that only _ bore us a little

less ; the time-wasting in-

vention of the telephone has

caused more enthusiastic

profanity than any other de-

. vice of man, always except-

ing those hideous burrow-

ings into the home of the

earthworm in which Lon-

doners hang by straps over

seats for which they have

paid.

But a motorcycle is a

thing that every normally-

constructed man or woman can love. To begin with,

it pleases the eye. It is graceful in its lines. It

arouses one's intelligent interest. One wants to know
all about ib. It has moods that have to be humoured
as a lover—poor brute—humours the whims of his

pro tern, inamorata. But milike the lover of woman,

With a motorcycle the world is yours
to explore.

he who gives his^.affections to a motorcycle has the

satisfaction of knowing that it.s_ whims are under-

standable, whereas . But enough has been said.

I am reminded that Motor Cycling has many readers

of the sex that so charmingly adorns our sidecars.

One of my few claims to fame when I am declutched

from this life, and of which I wish to remind obitu-

ary writers, is the invention of thiit terminological

exactitude the " Flapper bracket " which first ap-

peared in Motor Cycling some six or seven years

ago, and which, like " Gipsy Meeting," has become
a household, I mean roadside, word in Great
Britain and America. I have even heard a
Frenchman use it with a pronunciation that it

IS impossible to reproduce, a somewhat strik-

ing testimony to the ubiquity of this journal.

I believe it was the invention oi the sidecar

, that caused the great boom in motor-

cycles. Before that time there were
enthusiasts, some of whom
hitched trailers to their ma^
chines, and inspired Punch
to the famous piwture of a
motorcyclist calling out to

an empty trailer, "Hold on
tight, Auntie, we're coming

to a curve."

The sidecar removed the objection

that motor cycling was a, selfish and un-

sociable pastime. Young men should

be warned that the possession of side-

cars makes it extremely difficult for them to avoid

the careless habit of becoming engaged.
Those who have not- yet experienced the pleasui'es

of sid^carring can hardly be said to have lived. To
set off early on a summer morning with a congenial

fj.iend who knows how to " do" her hair so that the

t . . play your two rounas witnout worrying about having to catch a train at any particular time, .

C21
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and return home in the evening -to your front door, saving yourself a walk from the station."

wind will not disturb it and put her out of temper^

and to leave cities and work behind, to get out into

God's own country, along roads tunnelled through
trees and flecked with sunshine, to rush through pure

air over commons flecked with white geese, past

purple heaths, over wooded hills and open moorland,

IS an experience once enjoyed will never pall.

The need for alertness when driving to avoid the

dangers of the road produces a pleasant stimulation

of the senses- that banishes all cares. One is merely

conscious of a feeling of supremo happiness. Scenes

change so rapidly that the fascination is never

dimmed, and always the white ribbon of ~ read lures

one on to find out what lies round the next bend, or

what view will be disclosed when the summit of the

next hill is reached.

Other sports may thrill, but motor cycling gets into

the blood ; it arouses the wanderlust that can never

be sated. It gives one the feeling that at least one

has discovered wha,t it is to be free. Instead of a

garden, one has counties to play m, or countries or

continents if time permits.

And the desire to explore, to see how God has

planned his great garden, becomes keener as time'

goes on. One-day runs to the country and the sea

are extended into long week-end tours covering hun-

dreds of miles, and still the ambition to go farther

afield grows steadily. Arrangements are made for a

holiday tour. There is no need to decide upon where

to go. The wise man does not make plans of any

sort. He has all of Great Britain to play in, and the

whim of the moment will determine where the next

resting place shall be.

The owner of a modern motorcycle has a machine

that wiU take him to worlds of romance of which he

has formerly only dreamed. He may have it slung

aboard a Channel steamer and the' Continent of

Europe is his to enjoy. The chateaux of France mel-

lowed by the glamour of history, the svmshine of the

Mediterranean, the white Alps that glow crimson as

the sun sinks, the valleys of Switzerland painted with

gentians and Alpine roses, lakes, waterfalls and gla-

ciers that are frozen oceans of lovelier blue. Italy

!

He may learn all that her name means to her lovers

;

Spain with its memories of -Moorish grandeur, its

colour and sun—as time goes on he may know all

these as no tourist who is the slave of railways can

ever know them.

Remember that when one has bought a motorcycle

one has a key to the world. It costs no more, very

often less, to spend a motor cycling holiday explor-

ing Europe than to spend it in England.

If you were given a free pass over all the railways

of Europe would you not travel 1 If you would not

you must be strangely lacking in that spirit of ad-

venture that has made Britain. The motorcycle is a

travelling pass to the lands of which you have read

and about which you have dreamed on so many occa-

sions.

And let me tell you one thing more. If you buy a

motorcycle to-day you will find that it is an introduc-

tion into the society of the keenest,, most hiunan, most
chivalrous sportsmen and sportswomen in the whole

world.

Join them now and may the best luck of the road

.be \>iith you

!

.

~

I

Competitions for 1920.

A MEETING of delegates from each of the terri-

torial districts in which the Motor Cycling
Clubs have been divided by the Auto-Cycle IJnion,

will be held at Olympia at 5.30 p.m. to-morrow,
Thursday. This meeting is principally being held
for the purpose of arranging dates for the more' im-
portant competitions in 1920.

C22

Many Cyclists Fined.

IT is interesting to note that, lq connection with the
tu-ade against real- Janips, no fewer than 50

cyclists were reoentlj^ fined 10s. for omitting to carry
a, rear light. A representative from The Cyclists'

Touring Club attended in order to endeavour to get
the convictions quashed, but his efforts were naturally

,
unsuccessfid.
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One Mile,

5 Miles,

10 Miles,

25 Miles, and

25 Miles

Sidecar

Championships.

The Motocycle

that did it.

FIVE
American National Championships

ivon on

Motocycles
The 25 Miles Sidecar Champion-
ship was won in the wonderful
time of

20 -minutes 36^ seconds,

being an average speed of

72 8 miles per hour,

whilst the 10 Miles Solo was won
at a speed of

94-74 miles per hour.

Exhibiting at Olympia

STAND——93

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
"Indian House." 366-368i Euiton Road, London, N,W-
Telephone—MuBeum 16S4. 'Grama--" Hendian. Eusroad. London.''

AUSTRALIA-I09-1 13, Russell St., Melbourne. AFRICA—
Indian House, 127-9, .•Commissioner Street, Jobannesburg.
Indian House, 579, West Street, Durban. Indian House,
Strand Street, Port Elizabeth.

PLEASE REFER TO "MOTOR CYCLING" WHEN CORKESPONDINff WITH AfVERTISERa. C23
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What are the

Roads like in

Your locality?

On every run you take you surely

cannot be assured of decent surfaces.

Some roads, continuously travelled, will

shake the finest motor bicyclfe to pieces,

and almost do as much for he who rides

it. But—

BROOKStREClSTERED TRADE MARKJ

the saddles super-excellent, with their

perfect system of springing and first-

rate workmanship throughout, will give

the greatest comfort whatever the

roads are like in your locality.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,
77, "Criterion Works, Birmingham.

B175.

A new model built

upon the ti ell-known

principle of ourB170,
has otir Compound

STAND 2361 ^^^P Hinged Lever From.

Cycle and Motorcycle Show,
j

wnie/orjn,ti,crpari,cu-

„i lars.

C34 KINDLY MENTION ^' MOTOK CYCLING'^ WHEN COEEESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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NEWS IN BRIEF.
&Q

Ivlghting-uip Times for Sa.'tiJ.rcla.y, November 29, 1919.
London 4.25 p.m. I Edinburgh ... '. 4.16 p.m.

Newcastle 4.20 p.m. Liverpool ...' 4.30 p.m.

Birmingliam ., 4.29 p._m.
j Bristol ... ; 4.35 p.m.

Dublin 5.13 p.m.

LightiEg-up time in the United Kingdom is now balf-an-bour after sunset. Lamrs must be kept alight until

half-an-bour before sunrise. Moon.— First Quarter SOth.

A Spartan Rider.

THE defendant in a recent speed limit case gave
the novel texcuse that the bumpy road caused

him to go faster than be meant to. One is tempted
to ask—twist grips or levers 1

JDeath While Driving.

AT Birtenhead recently a driver of a sidecar out-

fit with a lady passenger, collapsed in the

saddle. He was picked up unconscious and died im-

mediately. Apparently his last act was to' close the

thr.pttle, and the machine came to a standstill within

a few yards.

Interesting Engine Developments.

WE have often wondered how long it would be
before. the sleeve valve made its appearance

in motorcycle engine, practice. We now hear rumours
of a most interesting. single-cylinder engine being built

in the north, and which has already undergone some
very extraordinary tests most successfully. In its pre-

sent form the engine is of quite small dimensions,

being but VO mm. by 76 mm., but it has shown such

promise that its builders are already embarking upon
a large range of models, runnmg as high as 7 h.p.

To T.T. Aspirants.

READERS will remember a paragraph which re
cently appeared, stating that a well-known

concern was anxious to get in touch with a possible
rider for next year's T.T. race. The result was an
avalanche of applications, and we are now asked by
the concern interested to say that, while every appli-
cation is receiving *consic»'eration, it is, of course,
impossible to reply to each one individually.

Triumph Finance.

ONCE again the Triumph Co. have had a prosper-
ous season. The directors recommended at the

24th ordinary general meeting of the company, held
on the 28th inst., that a final dividend at the rate of
12-^- per cent, be paid on the ordinary shares, and 63
per cent, on the preference shares. These two divi-

dends will account for a sum of £31,137 10s. ; £25,000
will be oan-ied forward to the general reserve fund,
while the pension fund, which has been especially for
the benefit of the employees of the company, will be
increased by £2,000. In addition, the amount of
£13.284 12s. will be carried forward to next^year's
account. During the year the company has lost the

services of Mr. M. J. Schulte, who
was the joint managing director and
one of the founders 'of the company.
Mr. Schulte has retired from busi-
ness altogether.

Royal Ruby Developments.

IN order to cope with the demand
for Royal Ruby motorcycles and

to increase their output, the Ruby
Cycle Co., Ltd., have now taken
over a works at Altrincham for the
manufacture of their 3 h.p. machine.

CAUGHT AT THE
MOMENT.

"Unfaked" photographs of spills taken
at the psychological moment are rare.

These two falls were experienced
during the recent Scott trial and we
are indebted to the Gaumont Film
Co. for permission to reproduce the

photographs.

Dl
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Prices, Deliveries, and Horse-powers—The I.A.E. and the Six Days* Report.

Royal Ruby Price.

AT the time of going to press with the article which
appeared in our last issue there was some doubt

concerning the price at which the new 3 h.p. spring
frame Royal Ruby would be sold. We are now ad-

vised that this has been fixed at 95 guineas,.

The Regent Delivery Position.

WE fear that perhaps the wrong impression may
be conveyed throughTa phrase which appeared

in the description of the Regent motorcycle in our last

issue. We said that deliveries might be delayed
"owing to the extensive tests that had to be carried
out." We are now advised that there are no further
tests to be undertaken, as the producers have already
satisfied themselvesi as to the thoroughness of the
design.

/

The I.A.E.

A SPECIAL meeting for the purpose of discussing
^^ the judges' report on the recent Six Days' Trisd
will be held in the top room of the Princes' suite at
Olympia at 2.30 p.m. on Thursday aiternoon next, the
27th inst. The meeting is open to all interested in
motoring matters, and it is hoped that there will be a
large attendance of the manufacturers who entered
machines in the Trials...

The 1920 T.T. Limits.

WE learn that at the last meeting of the Competi-
tions Committee of the A.-C.U., the basic con-

ditions of the 1920 Tourist Trophy Races were dis-

cussed. It was proposed by Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite,
seconded by Mr. E. B. Ware, and carried unani-
ously, " that two Tourist Trophy Races be held in
the Isle of Man, a senior race for machines not ex-
ceeding 350 c.c, and not over 200 lb. in weight, and
a JAinior race for motoiioycles not exceeding 2oO c.c,

and 125 lb. in weight." The reduction in capa-
city in the two classes is due to the fact
that 500 c.c. machines were becoming too
fast to be safe on the island roads.

\

/ /

A SIDECAR BODY FOR DbCK
SHOOTING

!

Our American correspondent, having
first sealed up all body joints with
pitch, successfully used his sidecar body

as a duck punt.

\,

A Regrettable Accident.

READERS will be sorry to hear of an unfortunate

occurrence to Lieut. -Colonel Charles Jarrott,

the popular president of the Motor Cycluig Club. A
few days before the Car Show opened Colonel Jarrott

had the misfortune to cut his foot on a broken bottle.

The wound proved to be more serious than was at

first anticipated, and eventually he had to enter a
nursing home, where an operation was performed.

We are glad to hear that he is now progressing favour-

ably, and that we may expect to see him amongst the

visitors to the Motor Cycle Exhibition.

D2

The New Humber Model.

IN our description of the 1920 Humber last week,
we inadvertently referred to the new 4^ h.p. model.

The capacity of its cylinders is 600 c. c. , so that it wiU
be at once seen that its power is considerably more.

Lecture at the R.A.G.

READERS are reminded that a lecture on "The
1919 Olympia Show " will be given by Mr.

Douglas Leechman at the Associates' Room, R.A.C.,
Pall Mall, on December 4th next, at 7.30 p.m. The
Essex M.C.C., utider whose auspices the lecture is

being given, extend a hearty welcome to all.
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MIDLAND CLUBS AND 1920 COMPETITIONS.
FOLLOWING on a meeting, held in Birmingham a

week or ^so ago, to consider the question of

amaigamation of the Birmingha,m clubs, at
whicJi meeting it will be remembered the ' clubs
decided not to amalgamate entirely just yet, but to
anialgamate- for^the purpose offopen trials, a meeting
was held on Monday, the 17th iiiet., tO' which meeting
all the clubsi included in the^Midland District under
the new A.-C.U. scheme were invited.

Mr. Frank Urry, the hon. secretary prO' tem. of the
Midland Centre, was asked by Major Vernon Brook,
who was elected to the chair, to read the correspond-
ence he had received from the clubs not represented.
The Wolverhampton Club had been written to several
times, but had not replied to the letters, aiid the
Banbury and White arid Poppe Clubs were evidently
not sufficiently interested to be present. ' Representa-
tives were present from, the following clubs :

—

Birmingham M.C.C.
Sutton C'oldfield A.C.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

Midland Cycling and Athletic Club.

Redditoh and District M.C.C.

Kidderminster M.C.C.

Nuneaton and -District M.C.C.

Clarion M.C.C.

The Chairman, after explaining the objects of the
meeting, said' he hoped it would be possible to come
to an aimicable settleilient as to which clubs or gi-oup

of clubs would have- the four A.-C.U. open competi-
tion permits for 1920 allotted to them, otherwise the
matter would be left in the hands of the A:'-C.U., who
would have to ballot for the- names- of the clubs.

Mr. Murray, of the Clarion'M.C.C, proposed that
the whole of the clubs should amalgamate for the
purpose of running four good open trial-s.

Mr. C. Dawes, of the M.C. and A.C, Mp. F. S.

Whitworth, of the Sutton A.C, and other speakers
were opposed to- this on the ground that by the time
the third or fourth trial came round the officials would
be so tii'ed of their jobs that the events would be
more or less moribund. They aJso pointed out that a
spirit of* friendly rivalry was, necessary if oomo-eti-

tions were to->be kept up to the high water mark of

efficiency and organization, a-nd if all four trials were
in the hands of one gi'oup of officials there would not
be this spirit of rivalry and sportsmanship.

Before the propositio-n was pu(,, it was suggested
that the Redditch and Kidderminster Clubs, who had
already expressed their willingness to amalgamate,
should combine with the Wolverhampton Club and
be,.allotted one of the four permits, this suggestion
being agreed to by the Eedditch and Kidderminster
Club-s, the Wolverhampton Club not being repre-
sented. Mr. Dawes moved as an amendment to
Mr. Murray's proposition that those clubs -desirous of
obtaining an open trial permit should hand in their
names, and the whole m-eeting^wo-uld ballot for the
three most likely clubs, not including the three above
mentioned. The amendment, being put, was carried.
The following clubs applied for permits:—Birming-

ham M.C.C, Sutton A.C, South Bu-mingham
M.C.C, M.C. and A.C, and the Clarion M.C.C
These names "being put to the vote, the count canle

out as follows :

—

M.C. and A.C, 13 votes.

Birmingham M.C.C, 12 votes.

Sutton Coldfield, 12 votes.

South Birmingham, 5 votes.

Clarion M.C.C, 3 votes.

South Birmingham and the Clarion M.C.C, there-
fore, di-op oait of open trial si along with the other
clubs which did not apply, during 1020. It was de-
cided that in the event' of a fifth permit being granted
to the Midland centre, as was considered by the meet-
ing very essential, in view of ^;he 'importance of the
Midlands, not only from the strength of ^its Clubs, but
also as a motofcycle.iJianufacturing centre, then the
South 'Birmingham M.C.C would take it.

The meeting then unanimously elected Major Brook
as delegate to the meeting of clubs to be held during
the motorcycle show, and gave him a mandate to ask
the A.-C.U.'' to confirm the decisions made regarding

, the allocation of permits, and not to grant permits to
any of 'the clubs which did not attend the meeting,
but which might a.pply for them on" their own initia-

tive. The meeting also was strongly of the opinion
that the distribution of permits had 'been very badly
carried out, in view of the importance of the centre
with its 11 clubs, compared with the north-western
district with only four clubs, which was allocated
three permits, and the delegate was instructed to
apply for an additional permit at the Show meetijng,

which takes place this week.

THE MANUFACTURERS UNION BANQUET.
Great Gathering of the Trade and Press—Interesting Statements Made.

THE fifth annual banquet held by the Cycle and
Motor Cycle Manufacturers and Traders Union,

Ltd., took- place at the Criterion Restaurant last
Friday, and was eminently successful.
The chair was taken by Mr. C A. Hyde (of the

B.S.A. Co., Ltd.), who is now resigning from the
position he has held on the Union for three years.
Practically all the leading men in the cycle and
motorcycle industry were present, together with a
very representative gathering from the Press, both
technical and daily, who' listened to the speeches, with
great interest. After the toast of " The' King,"
which was proposed by the chairman, Mr. E. Man-
ville, M.P., President of the Associated Chambers

of Commerce, proposed the toast of the Manufac-

turers' IJnion, to' which -Mr. Hyde replied with some
very interesting remarks concerning ttie state of the

industry. The guests were toasted by Mr. A. Bramp-
ton, J.P., and in resp'onse Lt. Col. Sir Rhys Williams,
Bart., in discussing future road extensions, made
public a sugestion for special tracks for cyclists. The
toast of the guests was replied to in addition by
Sir Allan Smith, K.B.E., and by Mr. Massac Buist

on behalf of the Press. The chairman was toasted
by Mr. Harold Bowden. It is regretted that we have
not sufficient space to report more fully the speeches,

but the more interesting topics discoursed upon ai-e

dealt with editorially this week.
B3
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The Manufacturers
Agree with Our Views.

T the fifth annual ban-

quet of the Cycle and
Motor Cycle Manufac-

turers and Traders Union,

Ltd., naturallj- the favour-

ite topic in the speech-mak-

ing was the state of the

motoi'CiX-le industry. It is

gratifying to note that, in

the ._speeches made by the

chaifman and others
present, many of the sub-

jects we have discussed and
suggestions we have made
editorially during the past

year were brought up, and
our views generally were

agreed upon. It will be re-

membered that a month ago
we prophesied that the

prices ruling- when the

OljTiipia Exhibition opened would be even higher
than they had been in the past. The price question

was very fully dealt with in the speeches, and it was
pointed out that as the price of the motorcycle is

not advanced to anything like tiie same extent as

the increased production costs, the motorcycle, to-

day in comparison with other commodities was really

cheap. It is gratifying to note that the members of

the Manufacturers' Union realize that no useful pur-

pose is served 'by the " cut-throat " policy, and they
intend in the future more than ever to work together

and exchange opinions, all of which will help towa '-ds

producing better motorcycles and more of them. In
this connection a committee composed of ten mem-
bers from some of the leading manufacturers is now
thoroughly going into the question of cast. Another
point touched on in the speeches was that of Over-
seas trade, and again the views we have been ex-

pressing periodically for the past yeaj- were agreed
upon. It is pointeo out that British trade abroad
was being very" severely handicapped owing to our
manufacturers being unable to produce sufficient ma-
chines for our home markets, and consequently mak-
ing no attempt to capture, or even to hold their own
in, the foreign markets. It :'yas urged that all manu-
facturers should make a point of setting aside at any
rate a small percentage of their output for export,

i order that our Colonies and loreigii countries

should not have a chance to forget that the Btitish

made machine is the best of them all'^ If no British

machines are exported, all the export trade will go
to foreign markets, whereas if even only a few English

'

machines are sent abroad, it will form the starting

point of a great export trade, when production makes
thi=' possible. The Secretary to the Minister of

Tra isport in conversing upon road alterations statea
that a proposal had been made for providing
specially-prepared tracks for cyclists. We are of the
opinion that it would be moving more with the times

if .special roads were set apart for motor vehicles ^

; 4

The Need of a Special
Exhibition Building.

TXTE are writing before

YY' the doors of the

The Original Motor Cycling

Journal. Founded in 1902.,

New Series Commenced 1909.

Written, Edited and Illustrated

by a Staff of Practical

Motor Cyclists.

Condacted by

EDMUND DANGERFIELD.

ProprUlors-TBrAPlE PRESS LTD,.

715, ROSEBERY AVENUE,
LONDON, E.G.

I

Cycle and Motor Cycle

Exhibition are thrown open

to the public, but do not

hesitate to prophesy that

the attendance will be al-

most, if not quite as great

as in the case of the recent

Car Show. Those who
visited the latter will agree

that the orush at all times

was so great as to defeat to

a great extent the primary

object of the exhibition,

i.e., facilitating the examin-

ation and comparison by
the public of a number of

competitdve (makes of ma-

chines. The growth of the

populaiity of all species

of motoring is rapid, and with every prospect of a

" boom " season in front of us, it does not require a

very vivid imagination to conclude that Olympia will

not be able to cope with the crowds which will seek

admittance to the 1920 Exhibitions. It is, of course,

impossible to find a cure within twelve short months,

but the obvious solution, in our opinion, would be

the erection in some public park of a building of

sufficient size to house the largest exhibition—be it

of a motoring or any other nature—likely to lj,e held

for many years to come. It should be an exhibition

hail, pure and simple, and it should be possible and

desirable to incorporate with it open spaces in which

demonstrations under working conditions could be .

held, and—in the case of both the car and motorcycle

Shows—a gradient on which hill-climbing power,?

could be demonstrated. Utopian, perhaps, but fea-

sible, and, if only desirable at present, certainly im-

perative in the immediate future. First cost would,

of com'se, be heavy, but it is a charactei'istic of the
" nation of shopkeepers " to encourage exhibitions

of all kinds, and there should be no doubt that such

an institution would be self-supporting. The enorm-

ous crowd which will be present at the Motor Cycle

Exhibition will prevent many from viewing the exhi-

bits as carefully as they would wish. In order partly

to do away with the confusion resulting from sight-

seers trying to push in all directions, irrespective of

any. " rule of the road," we have suggested to the

Manufacturers' Union that some system of traffic

control should be instituted. The -idea is to allow

traffic in one direction only along each gangway.

This could be effected by the use of arrows, whilst

the stationing of JR. A. C. Giiides or A. A. Scouts at

each corner for the purpose of controlling the traffic

would be of considerable benefit to all concerned.

The suggestion has been very favourably received,

but unfortunately it has been made rather late, and it

is therefore doubtful if the necessary arrangements

can be made in time to carry it out.
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THE

GROWTH OF
THE THREE-

WHEELER
New and Interesting

Examples of Light Run-

abouts.

The L.S.D., which sells for £185—the cost of a first-class sidecar outfit.

DESPITE a good deal of prejudice,

the light tliree-wheeled type of

runabout has made remarliable strides

and bids fair to be one o! the most
popular types of cyclecars on the mar-

ket. In'tiie past there has been a

^ great deal of misconception regarding

tliree-wheelers, and its removal is due, in

no imall measure, to tlie unwarciing

iVJorgan range from £145 for the sport-

ing air-cooled model to £160 for the
water-cooled De Luxe, tlie address of

tlie- manufacturers being Tlie Morgan
IN'Iotor Co., Ltd., Worcester Road,
Slalvern Link.
A three-wheeler which is bound to at-

tract a good deal of attention is- the
Coventry Premier, which is made by
Coventry Premier, Ltd., Coventry.

Here a determined endeavour has been
ade to follow what might be described

f all the three--

-the well-tried Morgan.

zeal sliowu by one manuf.icturer of what
must be regarded as tlie most successful

three-wheeler of the day, viz., the

Morgan. No apology, therefore, is

i;ecessary in dealing with tliis car first.

The Morgan will be exhibited on
Stand No. 120, and, although its chief

characteristics no doubt axe familiar to

readers of Motor Cycling, a brief survey
of the specification may be given. The
power iniit is an 8 h.p. J. A.P. tmn,
either air or water cooled, tlie carburet-
ter being an Amac. The' drive is trans-
mitted through a cone clutch lined with
Ferodo to a bevel box througli the
fnedium of_ an enclosed propeller shaft,

he final drive being obtamed by means
of dogs and chains to the rear wheel.
Helical suspension is provided for the
front wlieels, whilst double qUarter-
flliptic springs are fitted at the rear.
Noteworthy features are the fitting of
oversize tyres ~fi.e., 700 mm. by 80 mm.),
and the sturdy design of the band
brakes, wliich act upon thiuns forming
part of the rear wheel. The overall
length is 9 ft., overall width 4 ft. 7 ins.,
and the chassis weiglrs about 2-J cwt.
Steering is direct. The prices of the

as light car practice, a V-twin water-

cooled engine being installed within a

car-type bonnet, and cooling being

effected by means of a handsome radia-

tor in the orthodox position. ,. Beneath
the radiator is found the .starting handle,

which is not placed at the side as in the

case of the Morgan. A leather inverted

cone clutch takes the drive by means of

a shaft to a neat gearbox, which gives

three forward speeds, and what is dis-

tinctly an innovation as regards the
three-wheeler—a reverse. The final

drive is by enclosed chain. Reduced
steering is provided by means of a rack
and pinion, whilst springing is by
t;uarter-elliptics throughout. The
Coventry Premier will be shown on
Stand No. 62, the pri'je completely
equipped with tliree lamps, generator,

spare wheel and tyre being £210.

The third type of three-wheeler hav-
ing fir.al chain drive is the L.S.D., which
will be exhibited on Stand No. 38, and
is priced at 18.5 guineas. The general
trend of design somewhat resembles the
Coventry Premier, inasmuch as a gear-

bo.x is employed, the final drive being
by means of shaft indi chain. The en-

gine, however is . an lair-oooled J.A.P.,
whilst the gearbo^'jonl, ?? 'provides two
forward speeds ana „ .^ reverse. A
patented system of suspension of the

helical type, and probably very similar

to the Morgan, is employed at the front,

whilst quarter-elliptic springing is used
at the rear. The L.S.D. also resembles
the Morgan in so far as steering is con-

cerned ; this is direct. A refinement is

provided by the electric lighting, which
we understand to be a standard fitting,

whilst the equipment includes hood7
tools, etc. The car is manufactured by
Sykes and Sugden, Ltd., Spring Place
Works, Huddersfield.

Only one variety of three-wheeler

A design incorpirating many excellent features—
the Coventry Premier.

D9
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Growth of the Three-wheeler (contd.).

employs belts in the system of transmis-

sion, this being the Wooler-Mule.
Apart from this, it has several very in-

teresting features. The final details are

being jealously guarded by the makers,
I'he Wooler Engineeriirg Co., Alpertoii,

but the following particulars probably
will be found to be fairly au-jurate :—

A

special Wooler engine having horizont-

ally-opposed cylinders, the bore and
stroke of which are 85 mm. and 90 mm.
respectively, is placed under a bonnet at

the front of the car, a cooling draught
being introduced through cowling by
means of a convex-shape flywheel open
to the atmosphere at the front and vanes
upon the periphery of this wheel which
suck in and distribute air round the

cylinder heads. Xhe drive from the en-

gine is transmitted through expanding
pulleys, of which there are six, three on
the extension of the crankshaft and
three on the main propeller shaft im-
mediately beneath it, which transmits

the final drive to theSrear wl>eel. This

car will be shown on Stand No. 47, the

price working out at £150.

The Castle Three, a newcomer to the

ranks of three-wheelers, employs shaft

and bevel drive, being thus a marked

contrast to the Morgan, the Coventry
Premier, and L.S.U., with chain drive,
and the Bantam with friction drive

;

moreover, it is fitted with a Dorman en-
gine, and, therefore, should be an ex-
ceedingly powerful little machine. Epi-
cyclie-type gears are employed, the
oluich being arranged witiiia the gear-
box. A decided departure from the

adopted for the steering. The lighting

is electric or, at a reduced price, either

aicetylene or oil. The car as made by
the Castle Motor ~Ga., Ltd., Kidder-
minster, the price with equipment and
electric lighting being dB2oO.

The chassis of the '

Three."
Castle

other three-wheelers seen at the Show is

the method of springing adopted on the
Castle Three : it is fitted with quarter-

elliptics at the front, but semi-elliptic at
the back—a determined attempt to

eradicate one of the minor disadvantages
of three-wheelers and obtain comfortable
rear suspension. Planetary gear is

The T.B., which is fitted with
a J.A.P, engine.

AjmoiUgst those machines wjiich are

crowded out of Olympia the M.B. and
the T.B. are worthy of mention. The
M.B. is a particularly striking cyclecar

both as regards outward appearance and
design. It is fitted with a four-cylinder

water-cooled engine. Zenith carburetter,

and Thomison-Bennett magneto, two for-

ward gears and a reverse being provided.
Transmission is by shaft and. chain,

semi-elliptio .'springing being fitted at the
front and quarter elHptio at the rear.

The equipment includes spare wheel, and
the price of the car—which is made by
Merrall Brown- Motors, St. Creorge's
Boad. Works, Boltou, Lanes.—is £250.

'

The T.B. is fitted with a J.A.P. en-
gine (85.5 mm. by 85 mm.), the car-

buretter being an A.M.A.C. and the mag-
neto an M.L. Two speeds and reverse
are provided, the di'ivo being trans-

mitted by shaft to the rear wheel, the
final drive being by bevel. A noteworthy
point of the T.B. is the method of sui-
pension at the rear whlich is on the
cantilever priirciple. Full equipment is

provided, including spare wheel, the
price being £200 and the manutactui-ers
Thompson Bros. (Bilston),_Ltd., Aircraft
Dept., Bilstou.

THE O.K.-UNION AND LEVIS END-TO-END TRIPS
ONE of the stunt rides which we men-

tioned in oiuT last week's issue is

tliat undertaken by P. Pike, who,
mounted on a 2J h.p. O.K.-Union, set

out last week Ito ride from John o'

Groats to Land's End in five days. The
test is being ofHcially observed by the

Auto-Cycle Union.

On Monday we received the following

wire;—"Banff.—O.K.-IJnion going well

on most difficult roads of snow, ice and
water. Great strain on rider to prevent

fieqiient broadside sliding. Too dan-

gerous to proceed in dark, therefore three

hnurs behind schedule. P»esume in raorn-

iiig for Aberdeen and Perth. Muddy
j'oads will be welcomed as a picnic."

The next comanunication reaehed us on
AVednesday, and was dated from Edii-

burgb. It said :

—" O.K.-Union proceed-

ing through abnonnal joad and weather
conditions—ice, snow; mud and deluge

DlO

of rain. Making Newcastle to-night, go-
ing well ; half-day behind schediide.

'

'

On Thui'sday we were notified from
Newcastle :

—" Torrents of rain at Edin-
burgh, followed by heavy melting snow.
Regret we have not yeit had fog. Pro-
ceeding Donoaster and Birmingham;
halfJay behind schedule. O.K.-Union
O.K." Evidently the torrential rain has
not damped the rider's humour.

After a terrible journey Capt. Pike
arrived at Birmingham from Newcastle
on Friday at 2 a.m., 12 hours behind the
scheduled time. The worst part of the
journey, from Inverness to beyond Banff,

over 45 miles, was through solid ice with
deep drifts of snow on either side.

After a rest they proceeded on their

journey to Land's Ertd, encountering a
terrible blizzard over the Derbyshire
moors. This, however, Pike considered

a joy ride ! The trial is proceeding at the
time of closing for press.

The Levis Attempt.

DESPITE road and weather conditions

of the utmost severity the standard

Levis, which Kuhn is riding from the

Midlands to John o' Groats and Land's

End, is making good progress. The route

has been altered, for, instead of returning

from Land's End to Birmingham, Kuliu
will come to London in order that the
machine may be available outside

Olympia for such as are interested. Up

.

to the time of going to press Kuhn had
reached Birmingham on the morning of

Friday last, having expei'ienced no
trouble beyond the state of the roads,

which were ice-bound or inches deep in

water and mud. The plucky rider should

reach London on Tuesday unless further

bad weather intervenes, and we hope to

give fuller, particulars of the "trial in our
neit issue.
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The Editor is not responsible for, neither does he necessarily

agree with, the views taken by correspondents. Both sides

of any topic are given equal publicity. A pen-name or

initials can be given for publication; but the writer's full

name and address must always be sent. All communica-
tions should be written on one side of the paper only and ha

in ink. Envelopes should be marked "Correspondence."

The Division of Those Twenty Open Trial Permits!

It would appear from " Signals' " letter in your current
issue that the Auto-Cycle Union is an autocratic body impos-

ing, for reasons only known to'itself, c4r-

The A.-C.U. and tain drastic rules and regulations, which
the " Twenty the clubs have " put up with " so far, but

Limit." which they " bitterly^ resent " and will no
longer bear in "grudging silence." What

could be farther from the truth? The Auto-Cycle Union is a

union of clubs, and it is the clubs' own elected representatives

who are, of course, responsible for this so-called " high--
"^ handed action."

The proposal to limit the number of permits to be issued
next year to 20 was made by a club representative at a
well-attended meeting of the General Conunittee, and not
one of tlje many chib representatives present voted against
it ; but, on the contrary, " received the suggestion with
enthusiasm.

Surely the nom de plume of " Signals " cannot hide a
Bolshevist ; and this gentleman must agree that every sport
must have its controlling body. If so, who better fitted to
control than the elected representatives of the clubs?

This " immense dissatisfaction " and "bitterest resentment"
must be very galling to those 20 club men who, in March last,

had reason to think they enjoyed the confidence of their fellow-
members ! I admit the suggestion to Umit the number of per-
mits was originally my own, and it was made for what seemed
to me very good reasons. But I must also admit that it did
not occur to me that the main reason why a club app'Mes for
a permit is to revive its finances, and that, if prevented from
so doing, it must " shut up shop." On the other hand, I
submit that without trade support an open trial can hardly
be a success from any point of view. This is regrettable, but
must be faced.

During this season several applications for permits
were made and granted, biirt. subsequently withdrawn • on
the club's finding Hhat the trade would not support them.
I happened to kn6w that if we, i.e., the clubs, had not taken
action for next year, the trade would themselves drastically
limit the number of competitions they would support ; indeed,-
they may still take this course. (And those who pay the piper
have some right to call the tune.) Which is the better—

a

policy of "laissez-faire," which will mean general cotrfusion
and discontent, or a cut-and-dried scheme which may not give
us all we want, but should keep our competitions on the high
level which in this country alone motor-cycling sport has
reached?

I should like to joiir issue with "Signals" on another ques-
tion he raises—that of the benefits of membership ; but as it

is entirely irrelevant to the question under discussion, I will

spare your readers. But if any of them, including Mr. " Sig-
nals," care to argue this point at Olympia at Stand No. 2, I
shall be delighted to meet them there.

T. W. LoUGHBOnOUCH,
Secretary, Auto-Cycle Union.

I notice with surprise a letter in last week's issue signed
" Signals," and although I hold no brief for the A.-C.U., I

should like to reply. I think that if I

What was trace the course of events with regard to

"Signals" the allocation of the open permits, your

Object ? readers will readily see that " Signals " has
no cause for complaint.

At the end of October the secretary of the A.-C.U. wrote a

circular letter to the 20 clubs in the home counties district,

pointing out that four permits had been allotted to them, and
suggesting that the secretaries of these clubs should arrange a

meeting to decide which clubs, or which amalgamation of clubs,

should run these events. Of the 20 clubs concerned, only two
secretaries (Ma'. Ellis, of the Woolwich Club, and myself) took

any action in the matter, and eventually a meeting was ar-

ranged to be held at the A.-C.U. At this meeting only six

clubs were represented, two wrote saying they did not intend

to organize open competitions next year, two more wrote in-

timating their desire to amalgamate with other clubs, and one

wrote more or less demanding a permit, and this one I very

much suspect to be our friend " Signals," thus leaving nine

clubs who apparently had no interest in the matter. Of the

six secretaries present, two of these expressed the opinion

that they did not desire to apply for permits.

Now, in analysing the results obtained, it was agreed that

the Woolwich, Streatham, and Eochester Clubs should have

the right to apply for one permit. We ourselves (the Essex

M.C.G.) agreed to run our Southend speed trials in conjunction

with the Southend Club, and in view of " Signals' " ab.sence

he could hardly have been sui-prised if the right to apply for

the remaining two permits had been divided by those clubs

which did attend, but the feeling of the meeting was that they

did not desire to have the only places in'"the sun, but would

rather give some of the smaller clubs a chance, and therefore

the right for a permit was given to " Signals." Even then

there still remained a further permit to be given, and this was
left over to be allocated to one of the remaining nine clubs.

What does " Signals ".hope to obtain ? He has got one open

permit, for he asks for in his letter ; other clubs Irave got what
they asked for, and there still remains another permit for

allocation. What does he want?

Now one further point. "Signals'" slates that tra-de sup-

port is not necessary. Let him then organize a club meeting,

and to attract the unattached sportsmen let him make them
members of the club for the day only, at a nominal fee. He
would then not require a permit. I shall anxiously watch next
j'ear's trials and see whether he takes this advice.

Now, " Signals," I would repeat that you have obtained one
permit, other clubs having got what they want, and we still

have one left. What is the object of your letter?

Douglas S. Kai'.4ijia,

Hon. Secretary, Essex Motor Club.

,
Dll
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Correspondence (contd.).

I should be glad to hear from enthusiastic competition riders

with a view to forming some sort of a union for the purpose
of determining what clubs and trials

A Competition should be supported. Under the present

Riders' Union, system the actual rider has nothing to

say in the matter, and I, for one, am very
fed up with the methods of some clubs in their competitions.

Aleeet MiiNER, Lieut.

May I be permitted to di'aw the attention of both' riders

and manufacturers to the forthcom'^ilg Paris-Nice trial- to be
held in the early spring of next year. This

Dr. A. M, Low trial is likely to be very well supported,

on the and will lead to a great amount of pub-

Paris-Nice Trial, licity apart from its own value. I feel

that it is most important for lis to realize

in this country how large are the markets covered by a Con-

tinental trial of this Itind, and I have been asked by one lA

the principal promoters to bring it to your readers' attention.

i. M. Low. A.G.G.I., etc.

1. Silence.

2. Hill-climbing—an artificial hill of gi-adient of 1 in 4.

3. Slow running.
4. Fast running.
5. Kasy starting.

6. Accessibility.

7. Literchanging of wheels.
8. Magnetos—an artificial pond.
9. Steeling—a hairpin track.

There are other thingsryom readers may think of. Each
firm could have half-a-dozen machines in the arena at once,
and tyre firms could fit up their own apparatus for showing
non-skid and puncture-proof devices. Cyeh, Thkipp.

I notice that Mr. Cyril Thripp is taking myself and others
to task for having criticised the Six Days' trial befoi-e the

Judges' Report was issne-d. There is

The unidouhtedly a certain amount of truth
Judge's in his remarks puiblished on November
Report. 19th, but I would like to point out

that -it was the • Trail which was
being ciiticised two mionfchs ago, and not the report. It

LT

Captured from
a German

officer in PaleS'
tine, this

photograph of
a German

repair shop is

the more in-

teresting
because the

tyreless motor-
cycles bear out
the rumours
of the rubber

shortage which
existed towards
the end of the
war. The
machines

depicted are
N.S.U.s.

An idea thrown out by a new comer to i;'ne world ol motor-

ing created a suggestion which I should like to pass on to you.

When he heard that there was to be a
A Motorcycle Cycle .Show at Olympia he said, "Oh, on

Circus Suggested, the same lines as' the Naval and Military
Show, I suppose." It will be remembered

that in the Naval and ISIilitaiy Exhibition each section "of

H.M. Forces, sends a representative body to show the worth
and skill of that section to the general public, and doubtless
by this he meant that each firm would send one or more of

their motorcycles of the type for the coming j'ear, and twice
a day for six days they would be "put through their paces

"

in the arena, with the tiers of seats, which hold umpteen thou-

sand people, full of the motorcycling world.

And why should not this be so? I do not for one minute
suggest that the present type of Show should be abolished.

Far from it, for it 'is the sole joy of manufacturers, and is ex-

ceedingly good for prospective buyers desiring a close view of

the- machines. -Hold both shows, so that the exhibitor of the
fiist sliow co,n carry out his boasts in the second.

Tliere are about 80 firms, who would be exhibiting, and if

each type of cycle was given about two. minutes, and. such ex-
hibits as magnetos and tyres given a little less, the whole thing
would take about three hours. Or it could be worked on the
cinema system—"continuous performance" from 10 a.m. to
10 p.m., comprising four "turns" daily—and you could walk
it at any time and complete the " round."
The' various subjects capable of being dealt with are the

m.ain essentials of motorcycling, and include :

—

Dl2

should also ibe rem-enibsred, as was pointed out in_an Edi-
torial footnote last week, that thanks largely to the two
months' delay in the publication of the report, the Judges
had had amipte time in w'hioh to think out the wording in such,

a way as to answer many of the criticisms which they had
heard from time to time.

That the Auto-Cycle Union admit maay of the accusations

on the Trial is borne out by the fact that in^several cases

they altered tflieir regulaticms and sySem of deducting marks,
after listening to the majiy oriticisms.

As regards the publication of the petrol consumiption test,

I was rather surprised to see this done, having inside in-

formation as to tflie maimer in which the consumption was
measuied. As a good deal of mystification exists on this

matter, I see no haa'ni in stating now tha,t the level in com-
petitors' petrol tanks was'measured on several occasions before

the morning's start, unknown to the riders. At the lunch

stop the Judges noticed how much spirit had to be poured

into the competitors' tanks until it reached the same level.

Tliere is absolutely no guarantee that addlitiooal petrol was
not added by the competitors during the morning.'s run, which

I am afraid rather detracts from the value of the published .

figures. -
.

I still maintain that the brake test was a farce ; the Judges

admit that tlhey only took irato consideration brakes which

were out of adjustment or ineffective at the end of the Trial,

there being no actual road test. The only road test Which
will ever do away with ineffective front brakes is the descent

of a steep bill in neutral, only one brake at a time being

used. TouBiST.
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I COMPLETE REVIEW OF MOTOR CYCLE EXHIBITS.

iDiini I

I

In the following pages will be found a complete review of the motorcycles exhibited at
Olympia, arranged in alphabetical order. Scooters, lightweight sets, sidecars and accessories

are dealt with in separate sections.

Stand No. 23.

Sopwith Aviation Eng. Co., 65, South
Molton Street, London, W. 1.

'T'HE exhibit on this stand is tlie
' •* much-talkecl-of A. B.C. motorcycle,
designed and constructed on aero pi-ac-

tice lines. The engine is of the horizon-
tally-opposed twin type, set across the

frame, and having cylinders of 69 mm.-
bore and 54 mm. stroke. It is rated at

3 h.p.

A solid two-thrO'W crankshaft is em-
ployed, with roller bearings to the con-

necting rod big ends. The pistons are of

aluminium alloy, and fitted with three
extremely narrow rings. Detachable
beads a.re_ provided to the cylinders^ the

barrels of which are turned from the

steel bar and afterwards heat treated to

ensure good wearing ciualities.

The magneto is situated on a platform
immediately a,bove the cylinders, and just

aft of it is the automatic single-lever car-

buretter, which supplies gas to the en-

gine through an exhaust-heated induction

pipe.

The drive to the gearbox is by a short

shaft and bevels, and four speeds are

provided, operated by a long lever, work-
ing in a gate, mounted on the luiit eas-

ing. Final transmission to the back
wheel is by roller cliain, with shock ab-

sorber in the rear sprocket.

The frame is' sprung on laminated leaf

springs, rigidly secured at ea^ch end,
and so obviating the use of shackles and
pins. The top rail slopes from head
to saddle, the other tubes forming a
cradle in which the engine rests, and of

sufficient width to protect the cylinders
in case of a fall. By merely undoing
four bolts the entire engine and gearbox
unit may be dropped out of the frame.
The bi-akes act one on each wheel,

and both ai-e of the internal-expanding
pattern. An electric Ughting set can be
fitted to order, in which case the Lucas
dynamo is housed in a portion of the unit
casing and the accumulator slung in a
metal box on the seat tube. The finish

of the complete machine is in duU black,
resembling gmimetal.

Stand No. 31.

Stevens, A. J., and Co. (1914), Ltd.,
Graiseley Mouse, Penu Road,

Wolverhampton.

\7ISIT0BS to this stand will miss the
' little 2f h.p. model of pre-war

Shows, and the decision of the concern
to suspend manufacture of this efficient

and popular little mount will be received
with regi'et. However, A.J.S.s have a
fine display^ The 5 h.p. twin three-

speeder may be had either solo or with
their very handsome sidecar, replete with
spare wheel and other luxuries too nuniei--

ous to mention. Practically no altera-

tion is made up6n 1919 practice, save
that the footboards, have been supplied
with rubber half an inch thick and
parallel valve sprmgs have been substi-'

tuted for the conical variety. The engine
has side-by-side valve and detachable
cylinder heads, which are not fitted,

The 3 h.p. A.B.C. has so many original features that it is one of the
centres of attraction at Olympia.

The front suspension
and expanding brake

of the A.B.C.

however, for decarbonization purposes.

Th^ makers recommend that caj'bon be
removed, by detaching the whole cylinder

in the ordinary way.
The carburetter is an A.M.A.C. mul-

tiple-jet two-lever instrument, and the
magneto is a Thomson-Bennett model,
chain driven and controlled from the
handlebar. The three-speed gearbox is

on well-tried car lines. High and low
gears are held by dogs, while the middle
ratio is engaged .by a sliding pinion. Ball
bearings are used throughout. The ratios

are 4.92, 8i86 and 15:92 to 1. This low
ratio should enable the outfit to climb
any hill in tlie country. Gear changes
are effected by a patent gate change-
speed lever having an automatic stop for

each gear.
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A.J.S,—Abingdon King Dick.

The frame is built up v.'ithout a single

bent tube in its design. The tank tits

over the slanting top tube and thus pre-

sents a clean top, except for the oiler

pump and filler caps. Its capacity is 2

j

gallons of petrol and three pints of oil.

A Best and Lloyd semi-automatic oiler in

a vertical position on the tank top sup-

jjlies the engine.

The chains are Hans Renold, f in. by
-|- in., enclosed in perfectly weatherproof
cases. They may be inspected without
the use of tools, and, further; the back
wheel, clutch sprockets, chain, and kick-

starter (this latter also enclosed) may be
removed without disturbance to the chain

cases. The wheels are all detachable and
i;iterohange,able, the spare being carried

at the back of the sidecar above the lug-

gage grid. It is held in place by two
very neat clamps to the rim with thumb
bolts. The front brake is a,Bowden of

conventional design, but the back one is

I

The 6-7 h.p. Abingdon King Dick is supplied with either all-chain
or chain-cum-belt transmission.

A spring seat pillar ensures easy-

riding on the A.J.S.

of the internal-expanding type with large

3lioes on car lines, operated by the foot

on the left of the machine.

The stand is worthy of special mention
on account of its ease of operation. On
the right-hand side is a lever, folding
back and running the whole length of
the stand " ieg." When opened out, this

lever renders the jacking of the back
wheel a simple matter even for ladies.

Tyres are heavy Dunlops, 700 mm. by
80 mm., with mudguards of ample size.

The entire outfit, including handlebars,
is finished black of a, surprising gloss

;

this to obviate frequent plating. A few
special parts have been found more ser-
viceable when plated, and here the plat-
ing is heavy.

Stand Nos. 34 and 140.

Ab1ngdon=Ecco, Ltd., Tyseley,
Birmingham.

A 6-7 h.p. twin-passenger combination
•'"* and a 5^ h.p. single-cylinder ma-
chine form the exhibits of this compajiy.
S^»s sidecar model is etjjiipped with an
Abingdon, King Dick V-twin engine of 73
mm. by 95 mm. bore and stroke respec-
tively. A feature of this engine is'-the

unusually large ports ; the lubrication is

effected by suction from' a separate oil

compartment in the mam tank.

The specification includes three-speed

gear and clutch of the countershaft
bottom bracket type, and the transmis-

sion is either by chain and belt or all

chain with shock absorber, as desired. A
6-in. ground clearance is allowed. One of

the principal new features is the detach-

able hubs; the wheels are interchange-
able, and by the use of a neat and effi-

cient arrangement the back wheel can be
removed from- the frame without upset>-

ting the chain adjustment.. The back

I'

024

Aoingdon King Dick machines .have sturdy countershaft
three-speed gearboxes.

All wheels on the A.J.S. combination
are quickly detachable and inter-

changeable.

mudguard is hinged, and can be swung
back to allow of the easy removal of the
wheel. Stands are fitted to both front

and back .wheels, and the machine is ex-

ceptionally well equipped and finished.

The 6-7 h.p. machine is, suitable for either

solo or sidecar work.
The 3^ h.p. models retain their former

specification, and are made in two pat-

terns, one with a three-speed counter-

shaft gear and the other as a belt-driven
T.T. machine.
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The Alecto Two-stroke—Allon Lightweights— Ariel Models,

stand No. 15.

Cashmore Bros., Ltd., Hildreth Street,

Balliam, London, S.W. 12.

pASHMOEE BROS, are showing
*^ two standard Alecto machines
which are fitted with 3j h.p. two-stroI;e

engines and the Jukes' two-speed gear-

box, which incorporates a clutch and
kick-starter. The machines are chain

anJ "belt-driven , and are made through-

out from the finest material. The en-

gine employed has a bore and stroke of

76 mm. by 76 mm., and is of the three-

port type. The piston, which is of the

usual deflector pattern is made from alu-

minium alloy, and is fitted with three

rings which are pegged in position, the
lower ring acting as a scraper. A double
row of Skefko ball bearings support the

, crankshaft, while the big-end is lined

with white metal. The method oMubri-
cation is as follows :—Oil is fed in at the
inlet port and runs down to a well formed
in the top of the crankcase. From here
it passes through two holes drilled in

webs on opposite sides of the crankcase
to each main bearing."" The main shaft
and crank web are drilled in the trans-

mission side, and oil is conducted through
this passage to the big-end. The machine
is unusually well equipped, and the speci-

fication includes Brampton Biflex forks,

Brooks B150 padded saddle, Dunlop
heavy 26 by 2^ tyres, and Dunlop belt.

The present price of this machine is

£83 7s.

I

ing with any other portions of the ma-
chine This makes decarbonization a

particularly simple operation.

The magneto is carried behind the
cylinder, high up out of the way of

water, and protected from rain by the
tank. Tlie gearbox is neat in desigri.

The large niudguaras and footboards
make a machine which is very clean to
ride in all weathers, and when these are
augmented by leg shields nothing further
in the way of weather protection is

needed. The frame design makes a very
low riding position

,
possible, and the

The Alecto is a medium weight 3J h.p.
two-stroke. It is made by Cashmore

Bros., Ltd., of Balham, London.

and the clutch is controlled from the
handlebar. Chain-cum-belt drive is em-'
ployed, Hnd the belt is adecjuately pro
tected. The chain is neatly encased, and

The Allon lightweight is a popular little mount of smart appearance.

Stand No. 104.

Alldays and Onions, Matchless Works,
Birmingham.

T" WO examples of the Allon two-stroke
•^ are shown, and they undoubtedly
belong to the lightweight de luxe class,

with their large tanks, two-speed gears,

kick-starters and clutches. The engine is

of the three-port type with outside fly-

wheel, and is interesting from the acces-

sibility of the various parts. The lower
portion of the crankcase may be re-

moved by undoing eight bolts, and the
crankshaft and flywheel, together with
the connecting rod and piston, may then
be removed as a whole, without interfer-

attention to detail has been carefully

studied all through the complete design.

A case in point is the guard which pro-

tects the brake. Both front and rear

brakes are by contracting spring bands

on drums attached to the hubs.

The strong frame of the Allon will be
noticed ; no bent tubes are employed at

all. The sloping top tube was early

adopted by the Allon, and the tank de-

sign is particularly pleasing. The tank
is of the saddle pattern and encloses the

top tube, giving a very neat appearance,
besides great strength. This does away
with one dust trap, the crevices formed
by the exposed top tube and the tank.

whole machine is one which appeals par-

ticularly to business men, who must
have considerable regard for appear-

ances.

Stand No. 59.

Ariel Works, Ltd., Bournbrook,
Birmingham.

"yHE Ariel programme for 1920 com-
prises four models, two of which

are eiitirely new. The present models,

3i h.p. single-cylinder and -6-7 h.p. twin,

are retained, with a number of improve-
ments, such as larger and wider mud-
guards and new pattern wheel hubs.

Both these models have the Ariel three-

speed countershaft gearbox and chain-

cum-belt transmission.

The new models are a 4i h.p. single-

cylinder and a 6-7 h.p. twin-cylinder,

both with all-chain drive. The 4i h.p.

machine has an engine with bore and
stroke of 86.4 mm. by 100 mm., giving a

cubic capacity of 585 c.c. The valves

are very large and wide apart, and the

valve pockets have large air spaces com-

pletely surrounding them. Lubrication

is by means of suction from a pump,
with an improved system of oilwayS-.to

all the wearing parts, and the well-

known Ariel decompressor is fitted to en-

sure easy starting. Transmission is by
chain throughout, and a shock absorber

is fitted in the back wheel. The frame

has been specially designed to give a

long wheelbase, long head, and duplex

front tubes. The saddle is mounted on
the Ariel spring seat pillar, and the posi-

tion is low, whilst yet allowing a 6-in.

ground clearance, a fact that will be
much appreciated by Colonial riders.

The wheels are fitted with 28 in, by 3 in.

Dunlop tyres, and the mudguards are

extra wide, with side valances to both

wheels. The back brake is of the inter-

nal-expanding, and the front brake ci'

the ordinary rim type.
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The B.S.A. Twin and Singles—The Bat Range.

The 4i h.p. Ariel single-cylinder is a new model eminently suitable for sidecar work.

An interesting feature is the tank,

wKioh, although very large, is not un-
sightly. The petrol capacity is 2^ gal-

lons, and the oil capacity 5 pints. With
these filled up it should be possible to

travel 150-200 miles without replenish-

ing, an item that is particnlar.ly useful
tc riders who use their machines for

night work.
The twin-cylinder model combines the

above-mentioned improvements, with the
exception that it is fitted with the Ariel
6-7 h.p. engine.

Stand Nos. 188=75.

Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd.,

Armoury Works, Small Heath,
Birmingham.

TWfODELS of the well-known B.S.A.
^'^ motoncycle are shoAvn at 01ymj)ia
with 3^ h.p. and 4^ h.p. single-cyllndeir,

and the 6-7 h.p. twin-cyhnder engines.

Asectionized B.S.A. single-cylinder

engine. /

The former two are shown in vairious

types, the all-chain drive Model H, which,
lists at £95, the chain-cum-belt model
K at £93, and the 3i h.p. T.T. model
D at £77, single gear. The B.S.A.
xjach-brdlt sidecar, model 2, is also

ihown.

D28

The.se models are simi>lar in the main
to those o.f the 1919 season ; a newcomer,
however, is the 6-7 h.p. machine, which
was described recently in Motor Cycling.
This has a twin-cylinder engine of 76
mm.- by 85 mm. bore ajid stroke, giving

a cubic capacity of 771 c.c. The cylin-

ders are placed at an angle of 50 de-

A spring seat pillar ensures easy riding

on the B.S.A. twin.

grees, the valve ports are of ample pro-
portions, and all coiners and recesses jb
the cylinders liave been avoided. A cusli

drive is attached to the engine shaft,
six powerful ^rings absorbing all engine
shocks and ensuring flexible transmission.
Hechanicai pump lubrication is em-
ployed, together with an auxiliary hand
pump.

Transmission is effected by means of

§ in. by | in. roller chain, with the
B.S.A. thj'os-speed countershaft gearbox.
The cluitch is situated in the large chain
wheel, and is of the dr-y-plate variety,
controlled from the handlebar. The rear
brake is internal-expanding, whilst the
front brake operates on a belt rim fitted
for the purpose. The mudguards are
8^ ins. wide, and the wheels are 28 in.

by 3 in., tyres being Dunlop extra heavy
or Pahner cord light car type.

Finish is in the uauial B.S.A-,black and
colouring, mudguards and gearcases being
liaed in gold, with the usual bri^t parts
plated. The price is £130 solo, or £168
for the combination. The spare wheel
is £9 9s,, and the electric hghting set
£29 extra.

Stand No. 82.

"Bat" Motor M'fg. Co. (1918), Ltd.i
2, Kingswood Road, Penge, S.E. 20.

'T'HE various models on view on this
K stand indicate that those re-

sponsible for the design of the Bat
motorcycle axe by iia means content
to rest on their laui'els. It is interesting
to note that the original Bat machine
mad© about 1902 included independent
springing of the driver as part of the
design, and this f eatiu-e is" still retained
on the present-day models, in a much
improved form, of course.
A choice of either a 6 h.p. or 8 h.p.

J.A.P. engine is offered at the same
price. The drive is by chain throughout
through a well-designed three-speed
countershaft gearbox, top and low gear
wheels being constantly m mesh, the
second speed being engaged by a sliding

pinion. The clutch is of unusual design,
being an internal-expanding phosphor-
bronze ring operated by means of wedge
bajs.

The new detachable wheel, particulars
of which were given in a recent

The 4| h.p. B.S.A. is a sturdy solo or sidecar mount
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MOTO^'
The Bradbury Range—The Interesting Design of the Black Prince-

issue, is worthy of notice, inasmuch
as the design allows easy removal
without the use of loose distance
pieces. This operation can be per-

formed in a surprisingly short space of

time, the chain and bearing adjust-
ments remaining unaffected. The chain
wheel r-uns on its own adjustable bear-
ings, and has dogs formed on its inner
face, through which the drive is, trans-

mitted.
We have already referred to the Bat

eystem of carrying -the saddl© and foot-

boards on a separate sprung member.
Both brakes operate on the rear wheel,
these being of the internal expanding
and external contracting band type.

The sidecar is most roomy and comfort-
able, the spring wheel, in conjunction
with the body springs, providing luxuri-

ous suspension. Five-point attachment
is employed.
Resplendent in grey enamel, the Bat

machines present a very serviceable ap-

pearance, and the fact that the designer

is himself a practical motorcyclist is a
point whicli will carry weight with pro-

spective buyers. The price of the three-

speed detachable wheel combination,
6 h.p. or 8 h.p., is £164, electrically

equipped, £181, which figures include a

spare wheel.

Stand No. 52.

Bradbury and Co., Ltd., Wellington
Works, Oldham.

"THREE models are shown:—The new
^ 2| h.p. four-stroke lightweight, the

4 h.p. single-cylinder medium weight,

and the 5 h.p. V-twin passenger ma-
chine.

The lightweight has a single-cylinder

engine of 74.5 mm. bore and 80 mm.
stroke, giving a capacity of 349 c.c. A
detachable head is fitted, held by two
long bolts and a bridging piece. Adjust-
able tappets are provided, and the timing

ge-ar has only one cam wheel. Chain-

cum-belt tTansmission is employed, in

conjunction with a two-speed counter-

shaft gearbox with iand-oontrolled clutch

and kicknstarter. The frame is of neat
appearance, with the duplex front down
tabes which are a feature of all Bradibury

models. The Druid spring fork has a
front rim brake, and the rear wheel a

foot brake worlm-ig in the belt rim.

The new spring frame B.A.T., a most attractive machine.

The 4 h.p. machine is of 89 mm. bore
and stroke (554 c.c). It now has all-

chain drive and three-s-peed countershaft

tkiSa^iS^l

'

The tank switch of the B.A.T.
lighting system. -

gearbox -p'ith hand-oontrolled clutch.

Except for this and the fact that the tank
is finished black with gold lining, the
machine remains the same as in 1914.

The 6 h.p. model has a V-twin engine
of 74.5 mm. by 85 mm. bore 'and stroke

Bradbury's now make three models ;

and has now
the 4 h.p. smgle is here lUustratea,
all-chain drive.

(750 c.c). Detachable heads are fitted

in the same manner as on the lightweit'.ht.

The gearbox provides three speeds, with
kick-starter and hand-and-foot-operated
clutch, the latter being a valuable fea-

ture on any sidecar machine. All-chain
transmission is employed, with semi-en-
closed rear chain. The rear wheel is

quickly detacliable, having a. knock-out
spindle. The footbrake is of the inter-

nal-expanding type, -working inside the
rear chain sprocket, and the front brake
is of the rim pattern, hand operated.

Stand No. 42.

Black Prince Motors, Ltd., Thorngate
Mills, Barnard Castle.

IWI^JCH interest will no doubt csntre

round this stand, for two reasons.

Fii-stly, the machines are of a most un-
conventional design, and, secondly, the
selling prices aje extremely moderate.
The 3^ h.p. engine is a horizontally-

opposed two-stroke, employing only one
sparking plug, and a common combus-
tion space. The mechanical balance is

the same as in the ordin.%ry four-stroke

h.o. twin, i.e., both pistons travel out-

wards and inwards together. Oil their

outward stroke they draw a chargs of
gas into the cranbcase from the car-.

Ijuretter, and on the inw.ard stroke expel
it into the common combustion space via

an automatic valve directly opposite the
plug. Thus the force of the explosion

acts equally on both pistons, forcing

them inwards and sending a fresh charge
through the transfer passage.

The engine is placed lengthways in a

pressed-steel frame, and carried en a

sub-frame of steel strips. Side panels

are used completely to encase the

mechanism. The rear wheel is sprung
by volute springs placed at the lower

end of the carrier supports, and is

driven from the two-speed gearbox by a

cardan shaft and bevels. Transmission

from engine to gearbox is by chain. The
gear ratios provided are 5 and 10 to 1,

and the hand-controlled clutch is of the

Ferodo pattern.

The tank holds 2i gallons of petrol

and -J
ga,llon of oil, and the machine

does 70-80 m.p.g. Its weight is 200 lb.,

and the provisional price is 60 guineas.

Another model to be seen on this stand

is the 2| h.p. lightweight.
_
fitted

with Union two-stroke "engine. This type

weighs 170 lb., and will do 100 m.p.g.

Its provisional price is 50 guineas.
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The 5 h.p. Horizontal Twin Brough—TiOo Calthorpe Models.

Stand No. 69.

Brough, W. E., and Co., Basford,

Nottingham.

ONLY one type—the 5 h.p. passenger
machine—is chown, although a

3j i.p. solo mount is also to be manu-
factured next year. To deal first with

the model exliibited, this has a horizon-

taUy-opposed twin engine of 70 mm. bore

by 90 mm. stroke, giving a capacity of

690 o.c. The cranlicase is a one-piece

casting, which 'ensures a remarkably oil-

tight engine, and the solid two-throw
crankshaft runs on phosphor-bronze
bushes. Plain big-end bearings are em-
ployed, and are ingeniously lubricated by
means of a small trough cast inside the

crankcase, from the spouts of "vvlxich oil

trickles on to the big-ends immediately
beneath. The trough is kept supplied

The ingenious niethod of lubri-

cating the big-ends on the 5 h.p.

Brough.

from a band pump on the tank, and ex-

cess oil from the crankcase is blown on
to the front driving chain so that this

important part is kept continually lubri-

cated. An A.M.A.C. carburetter is

fitted, and part of the induction pipe is

cast with the timing cover, in order to-

entail a mimmum of exposed pipe,

A Sturmey-AKiher three-speed gearbox

is fitted at the countershaft, with the

The 2f h.p. Calthorpe with four-stroke J.A.P. engine.

usual handlebar-controlled clutch, and
all-chain drive, is employed. Tlie frame
is of neat design, and low, with large and
efficient mudguards.
The 35 h.p. machine has a laorizoutally-

opposed engine, of 70 mm. by '54.5 mm.,
and a capacity of 489 c.c. Roller , bear-
ing big-ends are used in this engine, the
inner race being a groove cut in the
throws of the crankshaft, and the con-
necting rod forming the outer race. Aero
engine practice is "seen in the overhead
valves and aluminium pistons. The cy-
linder heads are detachable, and secured
by three studs.

Stand No. 84.

Minstrel and Rea Cycle Co., Ltd., Barn
Street, Birmingham.

"C OR 1920 there are two models of the
^ Calthorpe, and three of each model
are seen on this stand. The machines
are very similar, apart from the engines,
one model being fitted with the new
J.A.P. 2| h.p. ' lightweight engine and
the other'model having the Peco engine,
made by the manufacturers themselves.
This is= a two-stroke engine of 349 c.c,

bore and stroke '75 mm. by 79 mm. The
lubrication system is very thorough, as

an oil duct is formed round the base of

the cylinder, from which holes lead at

intervals into the cylind-er bore, and oil-

ways from a well in the crankease top

lead direct to the main beaxings.

The frame on both models has the

sloping top tube now so popular, and tlie

front forks are arranged to give a good
steering rake. Druid spring forlis are

fitted a« standard, and the 25 in. wheels

are shod with 2^ in. Dunlop tyres. An

D32
Transmission side of the 5 h.p. Brough.

The 3J h.p. Brough has an internal-

expanding rear brake.

Enfield two-speed countershaft gear is

fitted, and the transmission is by belt

and chain. Large mudgniaj-ds are used
with sdde valances of ample size. Aul-
minium footboards are fitted, and the

brake pedal is carried on the off side. On
the two-stroke model the magneto is car-

ried to the rear of the engine, but on the
J.A.P.-engined machine it is carried in

the forward position. A neat cast alu-

minium chain guard is fitted over the

magneto drive, and the main driving

chains to the Enfield gear are also §ji-

doeed by a metal case. A neat tubular

carrier carries two pannier toolbags, and
the back wheel stand is securely fas-

tened by a strong spring clip. The
whole machine forms a sturdy touring

lightweight.
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TWIN SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
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Cedos Features -The Chater-Lea Range.

stand No. 18.

Hanwell and Sons, Components, Ltd.,

Northampton.

HERE we have some Cedos light-

weights which Iiave many novel

features, one of the most noteworthy
being the housing of the circular gear-

box i]i a special lug in the frame built

to accommodate it. The gearbox itself is

an aluminium casting, and has four

pinions constantly in mesh, high and low
geass being selected by movable dogs.

Ball bearings are used throughout, and
tlie gear teeth are carefully shaded. The
end plate may be removed and contents

inspected while the gear is in position in

the frame.
The engine has a bore of 52 mm. and

stroke of 70 mm. (211 c.c). The main
shaft runs on double-row self-aligning

ball bearings and long phosphor-bronze
bushes in order to retain compression. It

will be readily understood that, as these

bushes do not actually support the shaft,

they should last indefinitely. Roller
bearings have been chosen for the con-
necting rod big-end, and are Hoffmann
of i in. diameter. The piston and
cylinders are carefully machined, to les-

sen tile formation of carbon deposit.

i

Many good points are found on the Cedos two-stroke lightweight,

Stand No. 83.

ChaterLea, Ltd., 74=84, Banner Street,

London, E.C,
yWO 2i h.p. lightweights and an

8 h.p. sidecar combination are the
principal items of interest Jiere.

The Cedos two-speed gear is built into the frame.

The company's own carburetter is used;
this has a variable choke tube designed
specially to meet the engine's require-
ments. The exhaust discharges first into
a bulb of 2^ ins. diameter, whence it

travels along a short pipe into' a large
silencer having a broad, flat pipe 2^- ins.

wide and i in. deep. This device deadens
the explosions very effectively, yet is

absolutely free from back pressure,
which is the maximum obtainable from
any silencer-. Transmission is chain to
the countershaft, thence by f in. rubber
belt over pulleys of 5 ins. and 18 ins.

diameter respectively.

The wheels are 24 by 2^ built up on
dust and weatherproof hubs. The brakes
operate on the internal and external
diameters of the belt rim, aictuated by
independent pedals.

Mudguarding has received very serious

attention, the forward guard being of

exti'a wide section and having a valance
of good depth, while tlie rear, continuous
with the undershie.Id and long aluminium
footboards, should shield the rider from
anything the back wheel or transmission
might throw forward in the worst
weather. A ladies' model is also made.

£2

Both lightweights are fitted vvith a

2J h.p. Villiers engine and two-speed
gear. Their specification includes a
quickly detachable rear wheel, laxge sec-

tion mudguards, and a novel form of

front spring-ing. _ The fork links are

rigidly attached to the spindles, thus
preventing wea:.- at the links. The
.ispindles, have grooved oil ways cut in

them, while a small oil sump is provided
in the ceoitie. A rubber buffer, entirely

enclosed, which, is situated at the top of

the fork, permits of a slight caster move-
ment, which has been found to be amply
sufficient.

The sidecar combination is the No. 7
model, whiah was firsit introduced in

1910. It incorpoorates an 8 h.p. 50 de-
grees V-twin air-cooled engine of 85.5

mm, by 85 mm. dimensions (964 c.c).

Adjustable tappets are fitted, and the
valve lifter is enclosed.

A three-speed car-type gearbox is

standard, giving ratios of 3| to 1, 5| to 1,

and 10^ to 1. The clutch is of the en-
gine shaft, multiple-disc, metal-to-metal
variety, which gives a total contact sur-

face of 130 sq. inches. The transmission
is effected entirely by f in. pitch chains,

and 700 mm. by 80 mm. light car tyres

are fitted. The back brake is of the
internal-expanding type, the drum being
7 ins. in diameter by 1^- in. wide, and
Ferodo lined.

The special Chater-Lea spring fork is

fitted, and a very efficien/t spring seat
pillad-, which allows of no side move-
ment. The lightweight motorcycle gear-

box and the special front forks, in addi-
tion to a large variety of hubs, are^ also

shown as components.

The 2J h,p, Chater-Lea lightweight, fitted with two-stroke Villiers engine.
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The Clyno Combination and Lightweight.-^Connaught Models.

Stand No. 103.

Clyno Engineering Co., Pelham Street,

Wolverhampton.

THREE De Luxe sidecar combina-

tions and two samples of .the light-

weight machine are exhibited. The ligbt-

\\'eight this year has a much heavier

flywheel than its pi-edecessor. The frame

has been stiffened, and is now devoid of

the sUghtest suspicion of " wbip," and
the handlebars are wider. Brampton
forkshave been substituted for the make
previously fitted. Details' too trivial to

record have also repeived attention at

the designer's hands. The chief feature

of the model is the embodiment of the

engine and gearbox in one unit and one
casting incidentally. The Clyno gudgeon
pin is now secured in the connecting rod
instead of the piston. By this means
50 per c-ent. more bearing surface is ob-

tained ; it is claimed that little ends

never need rebu3hing;.~its bearing having

a lite equal to that of piston and cylin-

der. Ball bearings have been replaced

by Hoffman rollers wherever possible.

The handlebars have beeii^ widened in

order to afford greater command over the

steering on treacherous roads. Next sea-

son's silencer is considerably larger, and
.the exhaust pipe from engine and that

running from silencer to rear of machine
is li vn: diameter.

The 8 h.p. sidecar combination is an
excellent proposition. Finished in grey

with black wings, equipped with every

conceivable refinement, including elec-

tric lighting and horn, it suggests speed

and luxiu'y at all points.

The engine has detachable cylinder

heads, which practice allows of perfect

machining and simplifies carbon removal,

and connecting rods have cage roller

bearings, the mainshaft bearings being

plain. The pistons have three rings, and
the middle portion of skirt is reduced to

lessen friction. Valve tappets are held

against their valves by springs to reduce
clatter.

The carburetter .is an Amac single-

lever. A Lucas >Magdyno supplies igni-

tion and lighting. The gearbox is

(Jlyno's own design of the constant-mesh

sliding-dog clutch type. By the removal
of the cover plate all mechanism may be
taken out for cleaning purposes. Lubri-
cant IS pumped to the engine mecharii-

cally through an adjustable sight feed on
the tank. A hand pump is provided as

a stand-by and for the pcssibiiity of an
emergency or gearbox lubrication.

The transmission is by roller chains

with mechanical spring shock absorber
on the engine shaft, all soundly pro-

tected. The spring frame has its centre

portion sprung on two quarter-elliptic

springs attacJied to its spring bracket.

Radii centres are provided with phos-

phor-bronze bushes, and spring pins are

specially hardened. —
The mudguards are large, and dome

leg shields .supplement^ weather protec-

Stand No. 102.

Bordesley Engineering Co., Ltd., New
Bond Street, Birmingham.

C\^ this stand are shown four models
^-^ of the well known Connauglit
motorcycle. These are the iMiniature,

which selk-for £52, the two-speed Minia-
ture, which sells for £50, or with kick-
starter and clutch £70, the Standard,
£57, and the two-speed Standard, £65,
or with clutch and kick-slaJrter £75.
The two .Aliniature models are fitted

with a Gonnaught two-stroke engine, of

73 man. bore and 70 nun. stroke;
24 in. by 2 in. Dunlop tyres are fitted,

and a | in. Dunlop belt. Draid spring
forks, Amac or B. and B. carburet-
ter, and Leatheries or Lycett's saddles
are standard The finish is in black, the

MI^^^Kffi^KS^;?*"

The new Baby"' Gonnaught, which has-24'Tn wheels.
edition is made with 26 in. wheels.

A larger

tion. The tank holds 2^ gallons of fuel

and 3 pints of oil. The wheels are the
famous Clyno detachable and inter-

changeable, having voiturette rims and
28' in. by 3 in. Dunlop nibber-studded
covers. The sidecar's are thoroughly
well appointed on spring chassis. Cee
springs suppoi-t the body, in which is

carried the a<:cumulators.

The 8 h.p. Clyno combination is a real "post-war" machine.

tank being enamelled aluminium, with

green panels, lined red. Albion or Stur-

mey-Archer gears are fitted in the two-

speed model.

-'The two Standard models have 2|-3

h.p. Gonnaught engines, of a cubic capa-

city of 293 c.c. The tyres in this case

are 26 in. by 2 in., and Amac or

Senspray carburetters are optional. Two
aluminium footboards are fitted, and the

gear ratio is 5 to 1, instead of the 5g to 1

of , the Miniature models. The tank on

the StaJidard model is black with red

panels, having a capacity of 1-| gallons.

It will be remembered that the Con-

naught was the pioneer of the petroil

lubrication system, and this is still

retained, the results being very satisfac-

tory. The special aluminium manifold

attachment for the induction and exhaust

pipe is cast in one piece, the inlet port

being placed immediately below the ex-

haust port.

This system has a double advantage,

the incoming gases being heated \ty the

exhaust, and "the exhaust gases being

cooled by those incoming. By this ar-

I'angement the annoying "four-stroking,"

so conrmon to two-strokes, is almost ob-

viated. The device is one of the Con-

naught patents, aaid is employed, in a

modified form, under royalty, by many
of tlie best-known two-strokes at

present on the market.
E5



stand No. 32.

Meteor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

98, Tollington Park,
London, N. 4,

•yHREE Corona Junior single-cylin-

* der machines are exhibit^ here

—

a 2| h.p. mode;, a. 4 h.p. solo, and one
of heavier make, of the same iioise-po-wer,

/^v

which is fitted with a two-speed gear,

2| h.p. Blackburne engine, and costs 85
guineas. A 4 h.p. sporting model of

practically the same design, and fitted,

with a Blackburne engine and single

gear with adjustable pulley, priced at 90

guineas, and also a light sporting two-

stroke, the.'Coulson U, fitted with a

.jffi^«53«.4.was».'::

The 2| Coulson B, fitted with Blackburne engine and spring rear wheel.

for sideoar work. The most interesting

feature of these motorcycles is the con-

struction of the engine. The cra.nkcase

and cylinder aie made from cast-iron,

and are in one piece. A removaKIe cylin-

der head is fitted, and the c»ankshaft
is of the one-piece variety, and mounted
on beavy ball bearings.

An automatic lubrication system is era-

ployed on all models, consisti-ng of

a cogged wheel pump, which draws oil

from the sump situated beneath the
cvankcase, and fences it along ducts into

a trough into which the big end dips.

Side-by-side valves are employed, and
the tappets are set at an angle of '5 de-

grees. The cams work direct ori to the
tappets, the intermediate rockers 'being
found unnecessary when the tappets are
inclined at this angle.

Two internal-expanding brakes are
fitted, both on the i-ear wheel. The
wheels, which are fitted with 26 in. by
2|- in. tyres, are provided with knock-
out spindles. All three models are
equipped with E.I.C. magnetos and
Capac .single-lever carburetters.

The front fork is of particularly novel
design. Near the lower extremities a cy-

linder, slotted on its nnderaide, is placed
horizontally on. either side of the forks ;

this.scontains two coil springs. A large
ball is^,situat6d between the two springs,

and is' connected to the front wheel by
means of a beU crank lever, pivoted at
the.endfof the forks. The machines are
finished «n a rather unusual "wny, the
tank i.s striped blaci and white.

Stand No. 16.

Coiilson Eng. Co., Ltd.. Albion Street,

King's Cross, London, N. I.

'T'HREE models of the Coiilson motor-
^

. cycle are shown at this stand, com-
prising the 2j h.p. standard Coulson J3,

e6'

Union two-stroke engine and having a

single gear. The price of this is 57

guineas. The specification of each ma-
chine includes the Coulson patent spring

frame and registered tank design, Lycett
saddle, Dunlop tyres and belt, E.I.C.

magneto, semi-T.T. bars, Pedley grips,

and inverted levers.

Stand No. 119.

D.F. and M. MIg. Co., Ltd., Vane
Street, Wolverhampton.

'T'HIS concern is continuing with its

1 extremely successful model of last

year, eight samples of which are shown
on the stand, in company with some half-

dozen of their'new model, which costs a

little more and boasts one or two detail

improvements, while retaining all the
good points of- its predecessor. Either
may be had with a VUlieraj two-stroke

engine and Sturmey-Archer two-speed
gearbox, clutch and kick-starter, or with
a four-stroke J. A.P. engine and Enfield

two-speed gear.

The rear brake is undoubtedly one of

the simplest and most efficient ever fitted

to a motorcycle. A lug is built in the
frame, and holds a pin upon which the
shoe moves. The pedal is merely an ex-

tension from the shoe, and is operated by
the left heel, thus rods, toggles, and wires

are eliminated, and the brake us reduced
to elemental simplicity. Footboards are

only fitted to the new model, the other

having footrests.

The wheels are 26 ins. by 2^ ins., fitted

with Dunlop heavy rubber-studded tyres.

The carburetter is the new A.M.A.C.,
and the magneto is a C.A.V. Druid
spring forks take forward road shocks.

Tlie forward down tube to the engine is

duplex, and bolted up at the point of

greatest strain, just under the head, by

f in. bolts. The makers declare fracture

to bo an impossibility, as the bolts would
have to shear first. On the Villiers model

The efficientDiamond rear brake.

tills frame further permits a straight ex-
hanst pipe from the cylinder, which must
be a slight advantage at speed. The new
tanjt is larger, holding over If gallons of'

spirit, yet permitting of a saddle only 28
ins. from the ground.

The J. A.P. model Diamond, which has an Enfield gear. A Villiers
machine can also be obtained with or without a gearbox.
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Two Dot Models—The Douglas Range.

Stand No. 113.

Dot Motors, 38, Ellesmere Straet, Hulme,
Manchester,

'yWO models are shown, one a light-

weight and one an 8 h.p. passen-
ger machine. Both are fitted with
J.A.P. engines, and are finished in simi-

lar style, -witli brig-ht red frame a.nd alu-

minium tank panelled red, whidi give
them a distinctive appearance.

Tl>e lightweight is fitted with 2| h.p.

four-stroke engine, Albion two-speed
gearbox, and Sa.xon spring forks. The
gearbox can be supplied either with or

without cJut-c'h and kick-starter. Cliain

cum-belt transmission is employed, the
foot brake working on the belt rim. The
machine is supplied with 26 in. by 2^ in.

tyres, and scales 135 lb.

The passenger model has an 8 h.p. twin
eugine, Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear
with kick-starter and hand-contiroUed
clutch, and semi-enclosed all-chain trans-

mission ; 28 in. wheels are fitted, but the
frame design is such tlrat a low saddle
position is obtained. The foot brake is

of the internal-expanding pattern, oper-

ating in a separate drum on the back
wheel. Saxon forks are embodied.

The Dot lightweight is a particularly attractive little machine.
2| J.A.P. engine.

It hts

the whole of the concern's productive re-

sources for the coming season. In addi-
tion they have been compelled to cut out
other existing models, and the A tvpe
T.T. 4 h.p. and the T.T. 2f h p have

The Douglas

gearbox, clutch

arid kick-starter

cut away for

inspection.

Finished in bright red the 8 h.p. Dot is a handsome and sturdy
sidecar mount.

Sidecar lugs arc built into the frame,
and the sidecar supplied for the machine
has a very rigid chassis, jvitli four-point
attachment and a body of handsome ap-
pearance, very roomy, and withbulbous
back containing a largo locker, suspended
on leaf springs. The total weight of the
comhinatdon is 550.1b., and like the ma-
chine, the sidebai- body is finished in

briglit red and is very handsomely
equipped throiigho'ut.

Stand No. 76.

Douglas Motors, Ltd., Kingswood,
Bristol.

A N attractive display of Douglas model.s
'^ is staged, including the popular 2|
h.p., the 4 h.p. sidecar combination, and
the Sj h.p. model which incoi-porates a
spring frame.

. It will come as a very great suiprise,
however, to the majority of Douglas en-
thusiasts to learn that it is not the in-

tention of the concern to market flie 3^
h.p. for 1920. This id due to the fact
that orders for 2f h.p. and 4 h.p. models
already booked up will more than cover

beeij. entirely deleted from their pro-

gramme.
The 2^- h.p. model is now only sup-

plied with a three-speed gear and a

handlebar-control clutch of the p,ate tj'pe

described at length in Motor Cycling a
little earlier in the year. The latter is

highly efficient, and it is a fact that it

anay be slipped almost indefinitely with-
out any danger of bumnig. The frame

The popular 2J h.p, Douglas is now only supplied with three-speed
gear aad clutch.

e7
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More Douglas Details— Undertrays Standard—Excellent Fork Design.

of this model has been entirely rede-

signed for the coming season. -Steel

stampings for the lugs have now displaced

the malleables previously used. The back

stays and back forks have been widened

to permit the use of large-section mud-
guards as extensive side valances. The
new fork, which has also been described

at length in Motor Cycling, is now fitted

J
;

'The 4h.p. Douglas is a very familiar sidecar machine, particularly to
ex-service riders.

Douglas forks are of a slightly
different shape for 1920.

as standard, and adds vei'y much to the
whole appearance of tTie machine. It

should be remembered that hardened and
ground bearings and thrust washers are

used throughout, and means are provided
whereby lateral movement can always be
taken up.
A minor detail, and one that wiU be

much appreciated, is the use of a larger

driving chain frorn the engine to the

countershaft gearbox. This is now | in.

by i in., and, so far as size is concerned,

is interchangeable with the 4 h.p. ma-
chine.

The under-

tray, which was
a notewortliy fea-

ture on the ma-
chinos which
recently w 9 n ti

through the

A.-C.U Six Days'
Trial, is now
fitted as standard,

and will save no
end of trouble iu

keeping the en-

gine, gearbox and
clutch in respect-

able condition.

For a small addi-

tional charge a pair of patent leather
leg shields, complete with clips, can also

be supplied.

Footrests have now entirely disap-

peared on all models, and the well-known

Sectional power units of all Douglas models are on
view, forming a verv interesting exhibit.

£3

Undertrays are standard on all Douglas models.
Note also the dynamo position and single-lever

carburetter.
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The^ Spring Frame Edmund—A New 3^ h p. Two-stroke.
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Douglas leg and undershield.

Stand No. 33.

Diinford and Elliott (Sheffield), Ltd.,

-96, Bath Street, Birmingham.

MESSRS. L'lmford and Elliott of

Birmingham, are exhibiting an

oxample of their new Dunelt motor-

cyole. This machine is fitted with a

3^ h.p. twxj-stroke engine of original

design. By the use oi a two-diameter

piston it is possible to send through the

transfer passage into the cylmder a
charge greater than the capacity of the

cylinder, this being accomplished by the

bottom of the piston sucking into the

crankcase a volume of gas in excess of

that swept by the upper or working
part. Actually, the displacement of the
lower portion is 770 c.c, and that of the
upper portion 500 c.c. Thus a much
better scavenging effect is E*cured than
is usually the case, and no " dead " gaa
is left in the cylinder to dilute the suc-
ceeding cha,rge, in addition to which the
piston is to a certain extent cooled by
a portion of the fresh charge being circu-

lated around the lower port of the work-
ing piston.

A rigid frame is employed, with slop-

ing top tube, and sprmg forks of special
design. A two-speed gear o-f the ex-
panding ring type, with r.o gear wheels,
is located at the countershaft, and is

The only big single two-stioke—the Dunelt, of 3i h.p.

driven from the engine by two enclosed

roller chains. A clut-ch and kick-

etarter are incorporated in, the gearbox.

Final drive to the ba> : vvheel is by
rubber belt. Very wide domed mud-
guards are fitted, also' aluminium foot-

boards. The wheels are interchangeable,

and both front and back brakes work on
~

the belt rims. 25 in. by 2^ in. tyres aro

standard. The price is to be about £70.

Stand No. 99.

Edmund, C, and Co., I/td., Ciaue Bank,
Chester.

'T' HE outstanding featm'o of a.11 Mie
' Edmnind models—of which three are

shown—i.s the Edmund patent spring sus-

pension of-saddle and footboards.

The principle of its construction as that

the top fraime tube pivots at the steering

head, and, cari'ying the tank and saddle,

is supported at its rear end by two laaniri-

ated springs, whjcli are fixed in sudi a
way as to he adjustable to suit different

riders' weights, to the rear carrier stays.

Short coil springs, acting, as shock ab-

sorbers, are placed at the,lower end of

these stays. The saddle is
.
jnter-con-

nected with the footboaa'ds by means of

an extended saddle pillar passirig -down
the seat tube ; thus the rider is insulated

from road shocks, whilst tlie main frame,
carrying engine and rear wheel; remains
rigid, and demaaids no special sidecar

chassis, should one be fitted. Tlie t:i.nk,

being on the sprang portion of the frame,
is relieved of a great deal of strain and
vibration^ petrol and oil being conveyed
to the engine through pipes of flexible

petrol-proof rubber tubing, as is com-
monly employed in aero work. The •

spring forks are of the Druid type. jg

Tlie foregoing description applies

equally to all'three models, the diffei-ence

between the types being in engine and
gearbox. Model l.;has 2| li.p. J. A.P.

engine.and Enfield two-speed geai", with
all-dhain cusli drive; IModel 2 has sunilar

engine, bu;t the gearbox is a two-speed

Burman with clutch aiid kick-starter and
chain-cum-belt transmission; whilst

!Model 3 has a 2| h.p. two-stroke Union
engine, with the same gear and transmis-

sion as llodel 1.

brass-bound linoleum-covered footboards
will be fitted to all types. There is a
slight alteration in the shape of the tank.
At the time of writing, the price of

the 2-| h.p. model W20 has been fixed at
£90 for the coming season.
The 4 h.p. machine known as model

B20 has not been altered very much from
the type wliich proved so satisfactory in
war service. Perhaps the biggest change
is the incorporation of the plate clutch.
As fitted, this is foot-controlled, but it

can be converted to a handlebar control
with a very little trouble.

The sidecar body to go with the 4 h.p.
has now been vastly improved. It -is

nicely finished in saxe blue and uphol-
stered in a very much darker shade of the
same colour. The price of the 4 h.p.
model complete with sidecar and under-
shield will be £145, which should appeal
to those desiring a first-class outfit. On the Edmund the saddle is supported on a well-sprung sub-frame.

Eil
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The New Enfield Models—Machines for the Lady Rider.

Stand No. 72.

Enfield Cycle Co., ttd., Redditcli.

"T HE Koyal Enfield machines, ou view
' at this stand differ only in minor
detail impirovenients frona previous

models. The 2^ h.p. two-stroke model
is one of the smartest jittle lightweights

on the roa<l, and with its simple Eniield
two-speed gear it is capable of going any-
where that the ordinary rider will care

to take it. Unlike the lai'ger models
tills machine has a sloping top -tube
which affords a very low saddle position.

The efficient spring forks and large alu-

niiniam footboards combine to render
the machine veiy comfortable, while the
all-chain drive makes it essentially a no-
trouble mount.
The "Baby" Enfield should make a

special appeal to novices, for its control

is as simple as it is. possible to make it.

The ignition is fi.xed, and, as the car-

buretter is automatic, only one lever

appears on the handlebar.

Eoiir examples of the Royal Enfield

combination are shown. The power
unit is the famous J.A.P. and does not

call for furthei' comment. The Enfield
two-speed gear is, of course, employecl
with aU-chain drive, the front chains,

being neatly encased in a ca.st almninium
cover. Tlie charm of the Enfield two-
speed gear lies in its simplicity of opera-

tion, each gear being engaged by means
of an expanding ring clutch. This ren-

ders the machine very suitable for a

novice.

The liand-starting arrangement is

simple and the handle folds out of the
way of the di-iver's !eg. The large tank
is provided with riller icaps of largp dia-

meter and the sight feed Benton and
Stone lubricator. The carburetter now.
fitted is the new single-lever natterh
A.]\[.A.C.

The 2J h.p. Enfield two-stroke is an ideal touring lightweight.

The four examples of this model
shown are the standard Model 180, one
with the Lucas Magdyno lighting

set, known as Model 190, on© with a

tradesman's • carrier with a large -coach-
built box carrier, and one with Lucas
Magdyno lighting set and the En-
field hood and . windscreen. The hood is

of a new pattern, and when not in use
folds back in the rear of the sidecar.

The windscreen' is adjustable ti> any
required angle and is lock^ed in the
chosen position by two wing nuts. To
allow the sidecar door to open easily the

screen is arranged to swing out of the
way.
. On those models which have' the Lucas
Magdyno fitted the switch is neatly

.accommodated in the offside of the tank,

sufficiently far forward not to incommode

the driver's leg. The handlebars are of

the well-known Enfield pattern, and in

conjunction with the low saddle position

and long footboards give a very comfort-

able riding position, whatever the stature

of the rider may be.

For this reason and the tractability of

the big twin the Enfield has always been
popular with lady riders, and this year its

increased ease of control due to the single

lever carburetter should result in its

being more popular than ever with the

fair sex. As may be seen, the wheels are

now shod with 700 mm. by 80 mm. tyres,

and this not only increases the riding

comfort very considerably, but minimizes
the chances of tyre troubles.

A notable absentee from the Enfield
exhibit this year is the 3 h.p. twin.

E12
The 6 h.p. Enfield is now fitted with Lucas Magdyno and 700 by 80 mm. tyres.
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The new 6 h.p.

twin B.S.A. is

fitted with

a mechanical

lubrication

system, 28 in.

by 3 in. wheels,

are standard,

and the

miidguarding

is particularly

well carried

out.

;
The 5-6 h.p.

Brough, one of

^P^6^ the few horizon-

W a||^ , ! tally-opposed-

fn 1 1 engined sidecar

. '^i^JBtl 1 machines. The

l^^^fB \ specification

f !

* w
i

includes

\. M Brampton forks

>\..#
,

and Sturmev
Archer gear.

The

Bradbury

is designed to

withstand

the roughest

conditions.

T/ie power unit

is a 6 h.p.

engine construc-

ted at the

Oldham works
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Stand No. 51.

Bayliss, Thomas and Co., Ltd., King's

Road, Tyseley, Birmingham.

SEVEN interesting machines are found
on this stand, and interest centres

round the big sidecar ooitfit. This is the

1920 model, with 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine,

three-speed Stui-nicy gearbox, and chain

drive. The detacliable wheels are a
great feature, ajid are cairied out in a

sound engineering manner. The rear

brake, which is of the internal-expand-

ing type as fitted to cars, is very power-
ful and is Feixxio lined. The strong
wheels with hubs machined from solid

billets o-f steel are worthy of note. The

The 2j h.p. four-stroke British Excelsior lightweight.

A typical Britisher—the 8 h.p. J. A.P.-engined Excelsior sidecar mount.

large tank and many refinements are in-

dicative of the whole nature of the ma-
chine, strength and atteration to detail.

The roomy sidecar is the admiration of

the fair sex. The price of the outfit is

£162 -10s., and the solo machine is iB132

10s. with either 6 h.p. or 8 h.p. The light-

weights shown are the two-speed, clutch

and -kick-stanter models, with 2^ h.p.
J.A.P. engine, at £68 10s., or Villiers

2J h.p. two-stroke a.t £54 17s. 6d., and
similar machines with plain two-speed
geajs at £62 10s. and £58 16s. respec-
tively. Chain-oum-belt drive is em-
ployed on all four lightweight models.
and the standard Excelsior finish of

black with blue lining on the tank is ap-
plied to all models. The lightweights
bear as many refinements as the larger
model. The arrangement of the brake
pedal stop is very neat, for a cam on the
braie pedal butts against the footboard.

The "wheels on the lightweights are 26 in.

by 2^ in., while the big twin has 28 in.

wheels, which render it a particularly

comfortable macTiine.

Typical American practice—the 10 h.p. Excelsior, iitted with Midco
ignition-lighting system.

£14

The dynamo lighting set on the
British Excelsior.

Stand No. 21.

Melchior, Armstrong and Dessau (Lon-

don), Ltd., 14, Great Marlborongh
Street, Oxford Circiis.

TTIIREE Henderson and three Ex-
^ celsior inacoliines are exhibited at
this stand, comprising in each, case a
standard model, an electric model, and
a sidecar combination. The electric

model Excelsior incorporates the Midco
magneto generator and storage bat-

tery, while the Remy generator figures

,on the electrically-equipped Henderson.
The latter machine, although only intro-

duced to this country just before the

war, has attained confiiderable popu-
larity with British motorcyclists-

Its salient features are dealt with in a

paragraph on another page. To return

to the Excelsior, this incorporates tlie

"oversize" power unit so popular across

the water, and as such should appeal to

speedmen and sidecar enthusiasts. Over-
head inlet valves, mechanical lubrication,

and a Schebler carburetter are its main
characteristics. While not so well known
perhaps as one or two other competitive

American motorcycles, it is rajiidly win-

ning an excellent reputation for_ itself,

and the careful observer will notice the
excellelice of design and beauty of fini.sh

displayed.
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F.N.s Once Again—The Harley-Davidson Sports Model and Sidecar Combinations.

stand No. 54.

F.N. (England), Ltd., Kimberley
Road, Willesden Lane,

London, N.W. 6.

'THREE 2i h.p. lightweights,
'• 7 h.p. four-cylinder machines

two
and

"whioli keeps the troug'hs into which the

«big-enids dip filled with oil, and pumps
oil from the tank when required. The
price of the 2j h.p. macliine will be aibout

£85, and the 7 h.p. £155, or as sidecar

combination £175.

The 24 h.p. F.N. lightweight is a handy little mount which has
pleased numerous owners.

one 7 h.p. fom--cylinder sidecar combina-
tion are to be found on the F.N. stand.
Owing to the fact that tlie Belgian fac-

tory hid been in the hands of the Ger-
mans during the war, it has been im-
possible to incorporate many new fea-

tures on these macliines, and their spcci-

ii cation differs only slightly from the 1914
models.

A's is well known, both models are
built throughout on car lines. The light-

weight ha^ the engine placed crosswise
in tlie frame, which has a, duplicated
lower member. A plate clutch is pro-
vided, and the drive is taken thirougli

a two-speed gearbox, aixl theuco by
bevel gears and a shaft to the rear wheel.
The 7 h.p. model follows closely on

these lines, save for the fact that a three

speed gear is provided. An innovation
on this model Ls the automatic lubrication

system. This consists of a rotary centri-'

fugal pump, driven at camshaft speed,

Stand No. 117.

Harley=Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., 74,

Newman Street, London, W.
LJ OEIZONTALLY-OPPOSED twin
' -^ enthusiasts will find much to in-

lerest them in the 4 h.p. Sports model
Harley-Davidson, which makes its initial

bow to the public at this year's exhibi-

tion. It will be rcimembered that the
model was fully described by Motor
Cycling earlier iu the year.

It is an extremely well designed ma-
chine, and any suggestion of inacce.ssi-

bUifcy oaai be dispelled by a close inspec-
tion of \\ovr every vital part is so ar-
ranged as to be quickly get-at-able and
removable. The inlet manifold and the
gear drive of the three-speed box are de-
viations from standai-d English practice,
;aid are especially noteworthy. The little

twin still has its laurels to win in this

country, but- the reputation for excel-

lence of material and workmanship gained
by its big brother—of which several
models are shown—will go far to help it

on its way.
One model is shown coupled up to a

light sidecar specially designed for it.

The combination is attractive and {vill

undoubtedly win over many v.sers from
previous devotees of the big single.

Welcome back !' The popular four-cyhhder F N reappears

' h.p. Harley-Davidson is one of the most popular American
machines marketed in this country.

Of the 7-9 h.p. machines, both the

standard (magneto) model and the de
luxe (electrically equipped) model a.re

staged. Undotiibtedly the de luxe sidecar

combdnatiou exhibited is one of the most
handsome outfits in tiie hall. This com-
pany have realized wha-t important fac-

tors comiort and' elegance are in the

choice of a passenger combination, and
the coachwork displayed is equal to that

ineorporaied in the finest cars. Probably
the special body staged, on which the

hood is of the disappearing variety, is

the most, luxurlctis which has yet been
produced. Tlie upholstered arms are so

arranged as to fold back, thus disclosing

a "well" on each side into which the

hood collapses when not in use.

The excellent practice of staging sec-

tional models of most; of the important
features of the machine .'s followed, and
many accessories speciaDy adapted for

Harleys will also be found on the stand.

El5
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The Four-cylinder Henderson—Hohart.

Novemler SS, 1919.

Stand No. 21.

Melcliior, Armstrong, and Dessau (Lon-

don), Ltd., 14 and 143, Gt. MarU
borough Street, Oxford Circus,

London, W. 1.

THE only serious competitor to the

iMSr.-—the well-known jour-cylinder

Henderson—is shown on this stand. It

is in every way a most interesting pro-

duction, and apart from the sweet run-

ning qualities of its multi-cylinder en-

gine, the fact that the latter is of larger

cubic capacity than any English produc-

tion should make the machine ajipeal

.«;trongly to sidecar enthusiasts who wel-

come a reserve of power.
Readers who are already acquainted

with the salient features of the machine
should look pai-ticularly for the new pat-

tern front forks adopted for the coming
season. These being curved instead of

The Henderson gear change and
handbrake ratchet.

sti-aight as formerly, contribute very
much to the graceful appearance of the
machine, and the fact that the tank is

now streamline in contour and has no
sharp corners also adds to the general
attractiveness. Another feature, which,
to the best of our belief, is only employed
by one competitive make, is the fitting

of a ratchet to the brake lever, so that
the machine can be left unattended with
the brakes on and the clutch out In com-
moi nith most American machines, me

The two-stroke Hobart has a Villiers engine and spring frame.

chanical lubrication is employed, while
there is a choice of models, these being
obtainable fitted with either a Berling
magneto or with a combined magneto
and driving dynamo.

Stand No. 106.

Hobart Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

I_I ERE we have four attractive light-
* * weights, fitted with J. A.P. and
Villiers engines, including a spring frame
model. The Hobart patent spring frame",

which has been under test continuously
since 1915, has proved all the makers
claimed for it, and may be considered
seriously by those who desire a little

more comfort on bad roads than is pro-
vided in the average motorcycle saddle.
The stability and unity of the frame does
not in any way depend upon the springs,

and e-\'en in the event of the utterly im-
possible contingency of all the springs
breaking at once, the machine would still

be able to proceed.

As the company point out, two kinds
of road shocks have to be provided
against. Fii^tly, the violent, associated

with potholes and ruts ; and secondly,

the less intense yet more frequent blows

of badily-ladd paving, stone setts, etc.

Naturally, two sets of springs will be
required to intercept both kiuds of shock,

and this frame meets them bv a combi-

£16
The Henderson now has a shorter wbeeJbase and neater lines.

The Henderson fork spring is

enclosed in a dashpot.

nation of stout springs having a good
range of movement, but slow periodicity

of action, and others vei-y much weaker,
but able to act very rapidly. Ail the
spring mechanism is carried high out of

the way of mud and dirt, while the jour-

nal bearing surfaces are of very generous
propoitions. Brampton spring forks are
also fitted.

The rider's comfort is further studied
by the provis,ionof an X-L-All saddle and
long footboards on ail bub the single-

speed model. Those on the J.A.P.-en-
gined machine are particularly commend-
able, having heel pieces and the up-
turned forward extremity.

On the four-stroke and spring-frame
models a Sturmey-Archer three-speed
gearbo.N: and kick stai-ter are fitted, while
the other two-speed model has a Chatei'-

Lea gearbox, having two speeds but no
clxitch, and it really is doubtful whether
these are necessary on such a handy
little machine.

An Amac carbureter is used, and lubri-

cation is by means of a sight feed drip
oiler. The tanks are sloping and tapered,

of pleasing lines, and have large glass-

topped filler caps.
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SIDECAR OUTFITS DE LUXE.

'

1
The 8 h.p. Clyno

1 is rendered
particularly

I comfortable by

ihe28in. wheels.

spring frame
! and Brampton
! forks. All

\ ^'

wheels areinter-

changeable.

The 4 h.p. Douglas.

A successful c\-

a mple of the

medium - powered

twin op p o se d

engine, first con-

ceived by them.

The instantly

detachable
wheel s, r e-

movable cyl-

inder heads

and saddle
tank are dis-

tinctive, fea-
iui es of the

AJ.S.

E«7
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Two Hazlewood Models—The Hobart Lightweight.

stand No. 107.

Hazlewoods, Ltd., West Orchard,

Coventry.

ON this .stand are shown two side-

car outfits and a very .sporting

solo maohine, praetically tbe^only differ-

ence in the two models being tite patteJ-.n

of the handlebars, the solo having wide
T.T.-pia/ttern -wMle the sidecar outfits

have the ordinary touring type.

Tlie engine, a J. A. P. built speciially to

the order of HazlewKiod's, has a cylinder

capadty of 700 c.c, its dimensions being

70 mm. by 90 nun. The automatic ntodel

B. and B'. carburetter produces the mix-

ture, which is ignited by an M.L. mag-
neto, chain-driven.

The geai'box is of Hazlewood inajiufac-

'ture, an exceedingly workmanlike job of

sound desifn, and 'heavy but not cl'usfKy

constriiotion, designed for a hard life

rmder strenuous loads. It. has toree

speeds, high and low ge.31:" pinions being

ii'^m^'ZS'ms^^s^m^^^ES^'

The 5-6 h.p. Hazlewood combination. The engine is a .1. A.P. of special

dimensions and 700 c.c. capacity.

constanttly in mesh, and enga.ged by
dogs attached to the sliding pinion. A
kick-starter and clutch is, of course, ean-

bodied, the latter having cork insets and

a very gentle action.

The transmission is chain-cum-belt, the

large belt pulley on the geaa-box being

drilled and protected by the diain guards

against bad weather, and should be sub-

ject to very little slip in the heaviest of

rains. The silencer is very efficient, a.nd

has an extension to the rear. Its connec-

tions from the engine axe flexible piping,

helping towards accessibility in this

region of the engine.

The design of the back brake should

be noted. This is the compensating slip-

per type, Ferodo-lined, operating on a
steel drum attached to the back wheel.

Its operating rod is free from bends of

any kind, and pierces the mudguaid in

order to provide a straight pull.

Hazlewood's consider their frames to

-be absolutely unbreakable, not a single

instance of fisaoture having come to their

notice. The tubes are all reinforced by
spiral liners, and lugs for the sidecaiT.are

built up with the frajne, while an addi-

El8

The Hobart is a smart little mount, fitted with a 2| h.p. J.A.P. engine.

tionaJ strengthening piece is bolted up
with the forward connection, providing
an increased margin of safety at this

vital point.

The tank capacity is 1| gallons jd
petrol and 4 gallon of oil, which enters
the engine through a sight da-ip feed

lubricator at its right-hand side. It is

enamelled Hazlewood grey, witli black
.ind gold lines, and presents a very-

artistic appearance. The 650 by 65 mm.
heavy Dunlop tyres are fitted to wheels
built up with heavy -gauge spokes on staut

hubs, having bearings specially designed,

with a view to the exclusion of water aa<j(

road dust. The mudguarding is good,

the forwa•l^d guard having a deep valance,

and the rear an extension on each side,

one for intercepting the belt drum
splas;hes and the other for mud caixied

round by the belt and flmig upward.
The long aluminium footboards provide

several changes of position, and have
heel pieces to prevent the feet slipping

off on very bad roads. Tlie sidecars

shown on the stand are a Millford and a
Canoelet.

Another view of the twin Hazlewood combination.
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Humber's Programme—A New Lightweight Two-stroke.

Stand No. 26.

Hoskison Mnfg. Co., Ltd., 20, Digbeth,
Birmingham.

ON this stand. is shown the new Hoski-

son lightweight motorcycle, fitted

\vith"the Union two-stroke engine, of a

matter and fmallj overcomes that tire-

some iniquity of air-cooled engines, the
immovable valve cap.

A Claud-el-Hobson carburetter is now
fitted in place of the Longuemare of last

season, and from all accounts suits the

The Hoskison two-stroke, a newcomer equipped with a Union
engine and Burman gear.

cubic capacity of 295 c.c. The price of

this model is in the neighbourhood of

65 guineas, and the manufacturers have
spared nothing to make the machine as

nearly perfect as it is possible for a light-

weight to be. A Barman two-speed gear-

box, with kick-starter and iiandlebax-

confcrolled clutch is employed, transmis-

sion being by chain-cum-belt ; 26 in. by
2^ in. Kempshall non-skid tyres, B. and
B. carburetter, and Runbaken magneto
are standard, -ti/hilst the forks are Saxons,

with the additional ]u.Kiu-y of Terry's

spring links. The m\idguards are 7 ins.

wide, with flap splashers both back and
front. A chain case with a sitep bogs

covering the clutch is also fitted.

The tank holds 1| gallons petrol, and
over a quart of oil, and is finished in

French grey, lined black and gold. T.T.

or upturned handlebars are optional, and
the whole machine presents an extremely
smart appearance.

Stand No. 85.

number, Ltd., Coventry.

I_J UMBER'S are concentrating their

efforts on one machine for 1920.

This is an air-cooled horizontally-opposed

twin equally suitable as a passenger ma-
chine or as a solo mount, rated at 4i h.p.,

lias undergone several modifications for

1920, the principal of which is an in-

crease in the cylinder capacity to 600
c.c, the bore aiiid stroke now being 75

by 58 mm. In order to increase the

flow of oil to the big-ends the cranks
now have dippers attached, and the

tappets, which are, of course, adjust-

able, have stuffing boxes of a neat,

design.
Other features of the engine are split

and white-metalled big-ends to the con-

rods, and a special fitting of the valve

pockets. These are held in positioniu
pairs by a yoke .and centre piu, which
practice renders the removal of valve

and seating for inspection a simple

The shock absorber fitted to the
Humber is composed of rubber

buffers as well as springs.

engine very well indeed, while the
E.I.C. magneto is retained.
An important change has taken place

in the gearbox. Last sea«0Ji'sf model
had a high and low pinion constantly in
mesh, and it was found that the turning
effort of the larger of the low gear pinions
revolving tire smaller one idly oni top
gear was appreciable.Thus, the model ex-

liibited has only one set of dogs for high
gmr, both the other ratios being en-
gaged by the movement of a double
pinion, hence, on top speed, only two
pinions are idly in mesJi. A kick-starter

A kick-starter now replaces the
handle on the 1920 Humber.

is now fitted in place of the handle,
while the clutch plates formerly fixed
are now floating, and the clutch is con-

trolled from the handlebar' instead of by
the foot.

The capacity of the tank has been in-

creased to 25 gallons, which makes pos-
sible the taking of a two-gallon can
even though a little spirit remain from
the previous filling.

The back brake shoe is now compen-
sating, and grips the dummy J>elt. drum
inside, where it operates evenly for the
entire length lof th© shoe during the
whole of its life, wear taking pla.ce

evenly. Oj^er noteworthy points on the
machine are the quickly detachable back
wheel, the efficient chain covers, and the
hinged back mudguard.

•rx'-s^.^ '^^:sss'^:v«s^^-v:f^'^^¥'^9-'-^z-^i?p(ST'agsiwv-:ss

The new 4i hp. Humber. Alterations to the gearbox have been made.
El9
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Indians Introduce a New Model—ivy Individualities.

The new " Scout" model Indian—a welcome addition to the ranks of the

small twins.

"Isle of Man Sporting models." The
frame is of special registered design,

with dropped top raU, Duplex girder

tubes being adopted instead of the usual

round down tube. The engine is a two-

stroke, rated at 24 h.p., with bore and
stroke of 60 mm. by 70 mm., giving a

cubic capacity of 224 c.c. Albion and
Sturmey-Archer two-speed gears are

fitted on two models.
The tank is held on by three clips

from the underneath rail instead of on
the top, as hitherto, aj]d has a capacity

of 13 gallons of petrol and 5 gallon of-

oil on all models. The mudguards are

"wider, and are fitted with side valances

for back and front guards. The tyres

are 26 in. by 2^ DmSops, and the two
spoHing models are supplied with disc

wheels. The " AU-pui-pose " models
have footboards and knee shields. The
stand is a combination of the clip-up

Stand No. 93.

Hendee Manufacturing Co., 366=368,

I^uston Road, London, N.W. 1.

T^HE bright and attractive colouring of
' Ii:dian motorcycles comes as a
welcome break in the somewhat mono-
tonous black enamel of the bulk of the
other exhibits. While only two models
will be marketed next year—the well-

known 7 h.p. Powerplus and the latest

departure, the 4 h.p. small twin—many
variations of the machines are staged.
Overcrowding on the stand is overcome
by suspending two of the machines in an
attractive manner under the ornamental
pillars of the facia.

Taking first tie small 4 h.p. twin,

known as the Scout model, this will bs
found staged firstly as a standard model,
then, with T.T. handlebars, and lastly in

conjunction with a special light sidecar.

It is a most attractive little mount, and
we think that in its T.T. form it will

prove an irresistible attraction to sport-

ing riders of solo mounts. Its main fea-

tures have been dealt with recently in

these pages, so that there is iio neces-

sity to dwell on them at length, but we
would "advise those, interested to pay
special aittention to the neatness and
efficiency with which the drive is trans-

mitted to the gearbox through gear
wheels and also to note the extreme
strength of the frame, which includes
duplex down .tubes.

The ultra-observant may notice that,

as staged this model has only one
brake fitted—an internal-expanding on
the rear hub. The models supplied to

the public will also be equipped with an
external exp-anding band brake, Bowden
operated from the handlebar.
A similar range of 7 h.p. Powerpln.s

machines are -^.staged , and of these per-
haps the sidecar combination will attract
the most attention. The super elegance
of the coming season's new design of side-

car body, incorporating, as it does, a
bulbous Back, will undoubtedly prove a
centre of attraction.

Many sectional models of various parts
of the Powerplus machine will be found
on the stand, including one of the en-
gine, the 7 h.p. gearbox, and another
shovning the composition of the clutch.

e20

A sectional view and exterior drawing of the Indian "Scout" gearbox

Stand No. 91.

S. A. Newman, Ltd., Lichfield Road,
Aston Cross, Birmingham.

IVY motorcycles are sliown this year

in four models—single-speed and
two-speed de luxe "All-Purpose models"

and single-speed and two-speed da luxe

and spring-up types, a powerful spring

lifting the sitand the moment the ma-
chine is pushed forward, and bringing

the rail into aji ordinary clip at the tail

of the back mudguard. It is thus held
firmly and without rattle. The machines
present a very smart appearance.

One of the many attractive features of the Ivy is the inclusion of leg guards.
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Ixions—James continue their JJ Twin, Big Single, 6 h.p. Twin, and Two-stroke Models.

The single geared Ixion which has a Villiers engine.

Stand No. 22.

Ixion Motor Mnfg. Co., 35, Gt. Tiudal
Street, Ladywood, Biriuingham.

"1 IIIC well-known Ixion motorcycles
^ are shown this year in four models.
Jlodel A, single gear; Model B, two-
speed, with no clutch; Model B 0IK2,
two-speed, with kick-starter and clutch

;

Model D, two-speed, kick-starter and
cluitch, lady's model. As in the past,

a 2^ h.p. Villiers engine is fitted to all

types. The tyres are 25 in. by 2 in.

IJunlops, the forks Druid girder type,
and the saddle a Leatheries de luxo
or X-L-AU at option. Aluminium foot-

boards are standard on Models BJJK2
and D, and can be fitted for a. small
extra price on the other types.

A. lady's model is particularly neat. The
^shields and dressguards are substantial

and efficient, and the raaclune can be
ridden without any alteration to the

clothing. Above all it is particularly

cleanly, light and easy to stiirt. It

sliouki have a large market amongst
ladies, for no matter what may be said

lo the contrary, there is no doubt tint

the majority of the fair sex dislike special

mutoi cycling clothes.

Stand No. 71.

.)ames Cycle Co., Ltd.
Birmingham.

Greet,

A REPRESEISrTATIVE display of the
'* four James models is on view, from
the little two-stroke lightweight to the

6 h.p. combination. The two-stroke is

of the three-port type, and has chain
drive by two chains to a countershaft,
the gears being obtained by a selective

dog clulbcJi. The wheels are now for 26
in. tyres, and with larger tank, and wide
flat handlebars the small onaohine is

much improved.

The 34 h.p. twin is a particularly at
tractive solo mount. Its engine is dis-

tinctive by reason of its staggered radiat-

ing fins. All-chain drive is adopted,
with handlebai'-oontrol clutch and three-

speed gearbox. The sidecar models are
the big single 4i h.p. and the 6 h.p.

twin. The big single has performed so

well in reliability trials that it is too

well known to need description. All-

chain drive, totally enclosed, is a feature,

and the James three-speed gearbo-x, em-
bodying foot-controlled clutch, kick-

sitarter, and three-speed gear, is particu-

larly strong and neat. A comfortable

riding position with wide handlebars and
large footboards' make a long tour an
easy task, particularly as 28 in. wheels

are now standardized on this model.

The James Canoelet sidecar is comfort-

able and strong, and finished in a rich

brown to match the tank, the whole com

-^(.f- >-«-; •5--%'~'^ri'««t«K<r:snA's;»—'r

. jx at*-" jjw w. kss.-jv .^svjaas&sK.

The James big single sidecar outfit has many attractive features.
A 6 h.p, twin is also made.

The James is one of the few remain-
ing 3J h.p. twin solo machines.

bination makes an irresistible appeal to

the eye. The 6 h.p. twin is a powerful

mount on similar lines, 28 in. wheels

being fitted, and the gain in comfort by
reason of the larger wheels is very great.

The sidecar lugs are brazed on to the

frame of the machine, and five-point at-

tachment is provided. The Luc*is JMag-

dyno may bo had on this model, and is

fitted in place of the ordinary magneto,

high up behind the roar cylinder. ,

The rear brake on this model, as well

as on the 4^ h.p. machine, is of the in-

ternal-expanding type. The mudguards
are of large domed section, and when
fitted with leg shields, which may be liad

as an extra, the outfit forms an ideal all-

weather coniibination.

As an outfit de luxe this James combi-
nation is hard to beat. For the change-

speed control a long lever is mounted on
the right-hand side of the machine, and
is very conveniently arranged.

^?3
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The Popular Levis Lightweight—The Lea-Francis Programme.

One of the new M.A.G.-engined Lea-Francis aaachities.

Stand No. 50.

Lea and Francis, Ltd., Lower Ford
Street, Coventry.

. pODR Lea-Francis machines are
^ exhibited, two with J.A.P. and
two with M.A.G. engines. Owing to the
uncertain conditions of present-day sup-

Detachable wheels are standard on
the new Lea-Francis machines—

plies the option has to re.st with' the
jiiakors, although they do their best to
supply customers with engines of tlieir

choice. These machines follow very
closely the models of previous seasons.

The carbiioretter is an A.M.A.C. single-

lever instrujnent, and a chain-driven
Thomson-Bennett magneto is fitted be-
tween the gearbox and rear cylinder.

This position gives ample weather protec-
tion with accessibility. The transmission
is chain with a cush drive. The chains
are readily accessible by removing the
top half of chain cases. These latter are
dust and oil tight.

The Lea-Francis two-speed gear is of
the sliding-dog constant-mesh type, with
baij bearings throughout. The clutch is

of the multiple-disc pattern and has ex-
cellent provision for lubrication. The gear
ratios axe, so far as possible, adjusted
to the district in which the machine is to
be used ; 26 in. Palmer tyres are fitted,

and both wheels are instantly detachable,
the front witlioiit disturbance to the
brake and the rear without touching the
chain cases. Both brakes operate on a
dummy belt drum internally. The rear

e24

hub runs on double row self-aligning ball

bearings. The tank is enamelled black

with a red panel, and nicely sets off the

rest of the machine ; its -capacity is Ig

gallon of spirit ?nd 3 pints of oil. Lubri-

cation is effected by a sight drip feed,

combined with a hand pump, while the

chains are automatically oiled from the
gearbox supply.

The footboards are curved and of good
length. They have a shield forward to

intercept possible stray splashes that get

past the front guard. Both wheels are

provided with stands, the front having
an nnderscreen incorporated in its de-
sign. The frame itself is of special de-

sign, one very creditable feature of

which is the absence of cranked higs in

the chain stays. Another feature is the
long steering head relieving the ball

races of much strain. In designing this

machine the makers were detennined to

build to an ideal rather than to a price.

From the accompanying iBu.stration it

will be seen that the engine is placed
well forwaiyi in the frame. Tliis tends
towards better weight distribution and
consequeat greater stability in grease.

The fact that the gearbox is in a slightly

raised position not only permits of a
slightly longer length of driving chain
being used, but gives the machine a de-

cidj'.dlv neat and compact annearance.

Stand No. 80.

Butterfields, Ltd., Levis Motor Works,
Station Road, Stechford,

Birmin^liam. _
'THE reputation of the Levis as a tour-
^ ing- machine capable of covering
the severest country and performing
miracles of bill.climbing is well known,
and three examples of the new Popular
model are shown on this stand. The
model diHers but little from previous
Levis machines, but has been improved
ill detail. Levisi riders will at once notice

the new colour scheme, for a grey tank
with black panels and top is now fitted.

The 2^ h.p. engine with boi'e and
stroke of 62 mm. by 70 mm. is fitted, giv-

ing a cubic capacity of 211 c.c. The
piston has a deflector top and two piston

rings are fitted, being pegged to prevent
rotation. The crankshaft isi cai'efuUy

balanced and ground to size. The direct

belt drive is retained for this simple ma-
chine, which can truly claim to be a
lightweight. The wheels are for 2^m.
tyres.

A new model known as the Baby is

also on view, but it will not be put into

I>roduction before midsummer. The same
engine is employed, but is re-desigTied

with a roller be.aring to the big- end of

,-*^ ^g"
K,v. -^

>J^jjj

I^K
^"1 ^^^

1 f iM. I

' # 1)

^-K^
—^and the rearguard is made in two
pieces which can be easily removed.

the connecting rod. On this model a
two-speed Enfield gear is standard, with
chain-cum-belt di-'""

Ihe Baby Levis, which is noted for its hill-climbing powers.
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The Martinsyde Makes Its Debut.

'l

f

J
Side view of the Martinsyde combination.

placed on the rear huh. Mudguards of
good size, with side valances, ensure pro-
tection to the machine and rider. An
electrical equipment is provided, consist-

ing of Lucas head and tail lamps and
accumulator, but no dynamo. E.xtremely
good accommodation is mads for caiTying
tools and spares by two leather bags,
which run the whole length of the carrier,

and have two straps in addition to ths
usual patent fastener. The whole ma-
chine is enamelled a pleasing shade of
dark bhie, and the tank is lined in

gold. The engine unit is buffed and
plated wherever possible, and the crank-
case casting is devoid of projections to
harbour dirfc and mud.

It^is intended that the Martinsyde
sidecar shall form part oif the outfit, and
this comprises a handsome bulbous-back
body, finished in royal blue, suspended
on a well-designed chassis.

Stand No. 43.

Martinsyde, Ltd., Maybury Hill,

Woking.

'pElE machine to be seen on this stand
* is a Martinsydc-Newman, which

is an entirely newcomer to the motor-

(
yeling world, but nevertheless should,

make a strong appeal by reason of its

being produced by a well-known avia-

tion firm 'to the well-tested design of a

noted motorcyclist.

To outward appearance it presents a
ciinventional api>earance, but closer ex-

;nnination will reveal that a feature of

its. 6 h.p. V twin engine is the method
of placing the exhaust valves in the

cylinder heads, over the inlet valves.

'I'he cylinders are set at an angle of 50

degrees, and have a bore and stroke of

70 mm. by 88 mm., giving a capacity

(if 680 c.c. Advantages claijned for the

_^<)V€rhea<i exhaust valves afe that cooling

is improved and that the cylinder is com-
pletely scavenged of burnt gas on the

exhaust stroke, ensuring even cylinder

expansion. Roller bearings are fitted, to'

the big-ends, and the mainshafls rmi on
ball bearings of ample size. Foolproof

automatic lubrication is employed, con-

sisting of a sumo in the timing case and
:i specially-designed flywheel splash

action. The cast aluminium induction

pipe lias no angularities, so permitting oi

an easy passage of gas to the cylinders

Snugly placed between the latter, and sc

eontmnally in a warmed position, is situ

nted the single-lever A.ILA.G. carburet-

ter. The magneto is located in front ol

the engine, low down, and is very com-
•pletoly encased in an ' aluminium box.

'JTie two e.Nhaust pipes join up just below

the timing case, and tlie gas is conducted
to an expansion box supported below the

chainstay, from which a further jjipa

ejects it well to the rear of the machine.
Transmission is all-cliain; with a three

speed gearbox of the A.J.S. pattern

fitted at the countershaft. The cork in

set clutch is controlled from the handle
bar, and a kick-starter is provided. Both
chains are enclosed in oil-tight cases. •

The tank is of square design, holding
two gallons of petrol and half a gallon

of oil. The filler caps are of large size.

Brampton Bidex pattern forks are fitted,

manufactured under licence, and
650 mm. by 55 mm. wheels. The foot

brake is of the contracting band type,

mm4

The valve side of the Martinsyde engine. Note the overhead va
and novel exhaust pipes. The engine has automatic lubrication

was designed by Mr. Newman of "Ivy " fame.

Ives
and

e25
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A Sumptuous Passenger Machine—Two Popular Two-strokes.

Stand No. 48.

Collier, H., and Sons, 44, Plumstead
Road, Plnmstead, S.E. 18.

ON this stand are sliowii several

Matchless sidecar combinations,

the latest edition o-f which is a striking

example of the high level of excellence

which the modern outfit has attained.

The 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, drives through

a silent chain to the three-speed gearbox,

silience, and should on no account be
missed. The tyres are 28 ins.- by 3 ins.,

mounted on detachable and interchange-

able wheels. Another item, of interest is

the method whereby the exhaust valves

are lifted by the free haovement of the
kick-starter crajik, the valves being

allowed to return to their seats at the
moment when the greatest purchase ia

beuig obtained. This does away with
the need for the usual valve lifter lever,

and as the ignition lever is situated on
the left-hand side of the tank, a remark-
ably dean handlebar is tlie result, the

only levers in that -position being those

actuating the front brake, gas, and air.

The sidecar is a most roomy and
luxurious affair, the body being mounted
on laminated springs at the front and

-_coil springs at the rear, which, in con-

junction with the .speaial springing sys-

tem insulating bo-th rear and sidaoar

wheels, provides extraordinary comfort.

Stand No. 65.

Tyler Apparatus Co., Ltd., Banister
Road. Kilbnrn Lane, North

Kensington, W. 10.

yHREE models of the Metro-Tyler
^ two- stroke are to be seen at thia

stand, the single-speed all-belt drive
model, the tsfo-speed chain-cum-belt,
and- the nerw lfl20 chain»cum-belt model!
All three are equipped with a 2^ h.p.

two-stroke engine of 70 mm. by 70 mm.
bore .and stroke respectively.

The new model embodies a number of
unique features which include a welded
frame. The, engine is <A the three-port
variety having an inspection trap over
the transfer passage. The whole power
unit, two-speed gearbox, and magneto
comprise a complete unit and are
mounted between steel housing plates.

These in position form part of the
main frame. The gearbox mav be

The Matchless kick-starterwhich auto

matically raises and drops ttie exhaust
valve by means of a cam.

which is of cylindrical shape, secured to

the frame by means of two substantial

metal straps. Final drive is through a

Renold | in. by | in. roUer chain. Both
chains are enclosed in separate easily-

detacliable and oil-tight cases. Oil is

supplied to the crai3kcase through a

Best and Lloyd .semi-automatic pump,
lubrication to the big-end and main
bearings being under pressure on the

well-knowTi .J.A.P. system of utilizing

crankcase" compression for the purpose.^

Tlie unique feature of the machine is

the rear suspension, the ba-ck and side-

car wheels being linked together by
means of a tubular truss, carried on
compression springs, which airangement
prevents leaning when rounding_ corners.

This design provides.,extraordinary re-

The New Hudson two-stroke, 24 in. wheels are standard, which result

in a very low riding position.

Tire body is built up of sheet metal
panelsj and has a large tool compart-
ment under the seat, while a large locker

in the back accommodates the spare can

of petrol, rugs, etc.

E26

The Metro-Tyler two-stroke is a soundly designed and powerful
lightweight. It hauls a light sidecar quite satisfactorily.

moved along slotted holes in the

plates for chain adjustment, and the

magneto, which is secured to an alu-

minium bracket between engine and

gearbox, may be moved in a similar

way. The machine is equipped with

Brampton forlis, X-L-AII saddle., 26 in.

by 2i in. tyres, and a pai-ticularly neat

toolbox betwetn the number plate and

rear mudguard. The price %vill be £70.

Stand No. 74.

New Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd., Icknield

.

Street, Birmingham.

THE New Hudson policy for 1920 con-

sists of the manufacturing of two-

stroke motorcycles, both models of which

are shown on this stand. Tire power

lunat ihas several interesting features,

which were described fully in a recent

issue of Motor Cycling. Transmission fs

by chain in an oil-bath case to the coun-

tershaft two-speed gearbox, and thence

by belt to the back wheel. The whole

machine is of very smart appearance,

and an especially low riding position is

obtained by tlie use of ?4 in. wheels.

Footboards and knee-shields are stand-

ard on the touring model, whilst tha

sporting model is fitted with tootrestg

and T.T. bars.
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New Imperial Innovations—The Norton Special Speed Models.

Stand No. CO.

New Imperial Cycles.'Ltd., Princip

Street, Birniingham.

r\ N this stand are shown three models
^^ of the New Imperial motorcycles
that are to be standardized for 1920.

These are as follow : — Model 1,

2i h.p. two-speed; Model 2, 2f h.p.

two-speed, clutch, and kick-starter : and
an 8 h.p. combination.
The two lightweight machines are

fitted with J. A. P. tour-stroke engines,

Tlie adjustable footboards and large

silencer now fitted to the New
Imperial.

with bore and stroke of 70 mm. by 76
mm., B. and B. caiburetter, E.I.C. mag-
neto, 25 by 2^- Dunlop tyres, and pan-
seat saddle ai-e used. The tank has been
enlarged, and now has a capacity of 1^
gallons for petrol.

The combination has an 8 h.p. twin
J.A.P. engine, three-speed countershaft
gearbox, and all-chain drive j 28 in. by
o in. Dunlop tyres are fitted, and the

Uiuund clearance of the engine is 6 ins.

The chassis of the' sidecar is strongly

built, and the body is well iipholstered.

The prices of New Imperial tnotor-

cycles are as follow :—Model 1. 58

guineas: Model 2, 65 guineas; and the

8 h.p. combination 138 guineas.

Stand No. MS.
Norton Motors, Ltd., Bracebridge Street,

Birmingham,

A FULL range of Norton models are
•'"^ shown, with either all-chain or all-

belt drive. The "Big Four" Norton is

rapidly becoming a very popular side-

car machine, but is also a taking solo

mount. It has a bore and stroke of 82
mm. by 120 mm., giving a capacity of

633 c.c. Heavy Druid forks and 650 mm.
by 65 mm. heavy Dunlop tyres are stand-

ard. Transmission is elfected by chains
and a three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear-

box is fitted, containing kick starter and
hand-controlled clutch. A large tank is

employed, with a capacity of two gallons

for petrol and three pints for oil. Lubri-
cation is by semi-automatic drip feed.

The makers claim that it is capable of 50
m.p.h. with a loaded sidecar, and un-
doubtedly it makes a very handsome and
sporting combination.
A 35 h.p. Sports Norton is also shown,

the bore and stroke being 79 mm. by 100
mm. = 490 c.c. It has all-chain drive,

with three-speed Sturmey gearbox. The
gears fitted are 4i-, 7|, and 13^ to 1, and
the machine is claimed to be the fastest

The magneto is well protected on
the 8 h.p. machine.

touring model made. The tank, tyres,

etc., are the same as on the ntility model.

Three, machines which always shine at

hill-climbs and speed events are the

Speed Norton, the Brooklands Road Spe
cial, and th« Brooklands Special, exam

The 21 h.p. J.A.P. -engined New Imperial lightweight which is fitted with
Saxon forks.

The 4 h.p. long-stroke Norton is an idejJ all-purpose machine.

pies of which are the centre of a knot of

speed enthusiasts. The 3^- h.p. machine
is fitted with direct belt drive from an
adjustable pulley, and spring forks, 26 in.

by 2^ in. Dunlop tyres, footrests, B. and
B. carburetter, dropped handlebars, long
exhaust pipe with detachable silencer are

standard. Lubrication is by hand pump.
A. low centre of gravity and special atten-

tion to weight distribution have evolved

a machine wliich is very steady at higli

speeds. 'An epicyclic two-speed gear may
be had on the Speed Norton if desired.

Adjustable tappets are now fitted.

Sidecars are catered for in the UtiUty
combination with Norton de luxe side-

car. The rea.r C springs are three-leaf

and shackleless, with quarter-elliptic toe

springs. The deep-green upholstery is

spring padded and the finish is green

with black band. A model with a more
commodious body e.\tension forming a

child's dickey seat and also a sports com-

bination are shown.
e27
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The New N.U.T.— The Cheapest Motorcycle {O.K.}—Omega Models,

stand No. 116.

Newcastle=upon=Tyne Motor Co., ltd.,

St. Thomas Street,

Newcastle=upon-Tyne.

THE N.U.T. machine has been en-

tirely redesigned, and is now pre-

sented in one model only—a medium-

in the V of the belt rim.- Even pressure
over the whole surface of the shoe is en-

sured by- a compensating .device.

Every machine is equipped with the

Lucas lighting outfit. Th« accumulator

is fixed in a metal box on the seat tube,

and is kept charged by the Magdyno.

The N.U.T, has been a long time on the way, but now it has

arrived it fulfils expectations,

weight twin. The engine is a 3^ h.p.

SO-degree V twin N.U.T., with cylinders

of 54.5 mm. bore and 76 mm. stroke.

The mainshaffc runs on ball bearings on

the driving side, and on a. phosphor-

bronze bush. on the timing side.' SLde-by-

eide val-»es with adjustable tappets, are

fitted, and lubrication is by special atito-

matic pressure feed in thfe crankjase.

Ignition is by Lucas Magdyno, wTiich

also provides crurrent for the electric

lights.

The gearbox is a Sturmey-Archer
tliree-epeed, with kick-starter and^ hand-

controlled clutch, and chain-cum-belt

transmission is employed. The gear

ratios are 4, 5^, and lOj to 1.

A 5 in. headlamp is fitted, the clips

for which are brazed to the liandlebar,

and the switch is placed at the rear end
of the tank.
Mudguarding is very efficient, and the

carrier strong and well-designed. Pal-

mer cord 26 in. by 2^ in. tyres are fitted

as standaixl, and a Brooks' saddle and
pannier bags complete the equipment.

Stand No. 86.

Unmphries and Dawes, Ltd., Hall Green
Works, Birmingham.

MESSRS. HUMPHRIES & DAWES
are this year concentrating on

two models of lightweight motorcycles,

both of which are exhibited at . Olym-

The cheapest motorcycia at Olympia—the O.K.-Union, selhng at 38 gns.

The frame is of very low build, and
the tank oval in shape, is help in position

by two nickel-plated straps? The top of

the tank is recessed, so that the top tube

does not project above the tank. A
Druid spring fork is fitted ; the foot

brake is a Ferodo-lined gad which works
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pia. One is a 2| h.p. single-geared two-

stroke model, and the other a 2| h.p.

horizontaUy-onposed four-stroke twin.

The machines are known as tlie O.K.-

Undon, Mark Vm, and the O.K. Junior,

respectively.

The O.K,-Uniou is a remarka-bly oheaj)

motorcycle, selling at the low price of

38 guineas. It is fitted with a Union en-

gine, with a cubic capacity of 293 c.c. ;

26 in. by 2 in. Hutchinson tyres, and
Duulop belt, are supplied, whilst the
spring fork is the patent O.K., with the
flat laminated circular spring. The low
price is attained by the mass production
system which is employed.

Tlie O.K. Junior has a horizontally- "

opposed engine, with a cubic capacity of

347 CO. The fork is of similar design
to the two-stroke type, and the wheels
are 26 ins. by 2^ ins., and are easily de-

tachable. The brakes are internal-ex-
panding, as used in car practice. Foot
boards with- engine, shield in one are
fitted, and the mudguards are domed,
well-valanced, and of ample size. A
two-speed gear with gate change, clutch,

and kick-starter is provided.

Stand No. 46.

Green, W. J., Ltd., Hill Street,

Coventry-.

"THE Omega machines for next sea-
^ son have many small improvements.
The principal one is the placing of

the engine forward a little further for

the purpose of stability on grease. Mud-
guards are now very much wider, that on
the front wheel being 5 ins. from edge
to edge. The chain is now adjusted by
shding the gearbox along a special bot-

tom bracket instead of the front tubes.

Footrests are of aluminium in place of

rubber. The head lug has been strength-

ened considerably.

There are three standard models.

Model A has a two-speed gearbox, but no
clutch, and touring harTdlebars. Model
B is similar, but has T.T. bars, nd
model C, which is similar to mode A,
buti has the addition of a clutch and
kick starter.

The engine is a 2^ h.p. J.A.P. (70 mm.
by 76 mm., 292 c.c), with internal ex-

haust hfter and adjustable tappets. A
B. and B. lightweight carburetter is

fitted, and a C.A.V. or M.L. magneto.
The gearbox is a Burman two-speed,

with pinions constantly in mesh, high
and low_gears being engaged by dogs of

good, size conducted by a lever in a gate

on the right-hand side of the tank. The
_-forks are Braijipton Biflex, and the tank
is finished maroon and black, haying a
capacity oi 1^ gallon of fuel and 1 quart

of oil. Its rear panels are sunk slightly

to»aocommodate the rider's knees. Lu-
brication is by a haaid pump inside the
tank.
Transmission is . b}' ^-in. by 3-16-in.

roller chain to the .cnamtershaft and j-in.

Dunlop belt over larger diameter countei'-

shalt pulley to tlie back wheel. Chain
andjbelt puUey are well protected by an
aluminium guard. The wheels are all

black, and one model is shown with discs

whi'-h mas be had for SOs. extra; 26-in.

by 2|-in. Dunlop studded tyres are fitted.

Tie handlebars may be either nickel-

plated or black finish at purchaser's

option. The front brake is the ordinary

rim pattern and the rear one a heel-

operated brake gripping the outside ol

belt drum below the stays.

Prices are as follow :—Models A and B,;

58-.guineas ; Model C, 68 guineas,
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SOME OF THE LATEST POWER UNITS.
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The Immaculate P. and M.—The Spring-wheel Paragon.

Stand No. 63.

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., 4 Berners

Street, London, W. 1.

THIS exhibit is sure to attract a. good
deal of attention if for no other

reason than tlaat of the declared policy

of the concern in the matter of price,

which is that all machines delivered prior

to March 31st next will be sold at £95.

This is a point that could be copied with
advantage by other manufacturers, as it

spares riders waiting for delivery the

aiguLsh of seeing prices advance perhaps
a few days before the machine arrives.

In general outline the P. and M. re-

mains more or less unchanged, although
there are a number of valuable detail re-

.

finements which indicate that the majiu-

facturers are alive to the necessity of

keeping abreast with the times. The
first point which attracts attention is un-
doubtedly the new design of cylinder,

which has' the radiating fins placed
parallel with the ground, while internally

the valve ports have been perfectly

streamlined and the valves themselves
are larger. This has resulted in a con-
siderable increase of power.
Another departure is the fitting of a

mechanical lubrication pump which runs
at one-fortieth of engine speed, and is

driven by a worm from tie back of the
exhaust cam wheel. The plunger de-
livers oil alternately to the left-hand
main engine shaft (thence to the big-end),
and to the rear of the cylinder. The pro-

The p. and M. toolbag has room
for a spare tube and can be

securely fastened.

increased movement, and it is claimed to

be entirely proof against sidecar drag.
The rear external contracting 'brake is

operated by a pedal and lever, which are
interconnected, the latter working in'

a ratchet quadrajit which holds it in any
desired position. This is a very valuable
feature, as it enables the machine to be
left standing on a hill without any danger
of running away.
Two large tool bags, which are fitted

to the carrier, are secured by means of

spring steel strips, a distinct improve-
ment on the orthodox strap or lock fas-

tenings, the latter in particular, being
prone to give trouble. The machine has
an all-weather finish, even the handlebars
being celluloid covered. The tank is

enamelled in royal blue with light blue
lines and grey panels, the royal Wue
harmonizing with the finish adopted by
the makers for their sidecar bodies.

Stand No. 70.

Paragon Motor Manufacturing Co.,

Manningtree, Essex.

TTHE Paragon motorcycle takes the form

of a 3 h.p. single-cylinder two-stroke,

the engine forming one unit with the

gearbox, mounted in a neatly -sprung

frame.
The cyHnder is of 76 njm. bore and

with stroke of 79 mm. gives a capacity

of 349 c.c. It operates on the a?ual two-

stroke principle, with crankcase compresi-

.sion, but a feature is the automatic air

valve mounted on the transfer port,

which permits of a small quanrt-ity of air

being sucked in on the upward stroke

of tfie piston, and thus entering the cy-

linder in advance of the explosive charge.

It is claimed that this absolutely elimin-

ates "four-stroking" under all condi-

tions on the road. A two-.speed gear is

incorporated, and the final drive to tiie

rear wheel is by J in. belt.

The ^back wheel is spi-ung in a vertical

direction by means of cod springs housed

in the large diameter carrier support,

which permits of a moveanent of 2 ins.

to the wheel. For all practical purposes

the belt tension is uJiaffeoted in any posi-

tion of the wheel. The spring fork is a

Saxon, fitted with rim brake, the foot

brake working on the outside of the belt

rim. An oval tank fastened to the frame

by metal .-straps holds li gaUons of petrol

and 3 pints of oil.

The P. and M. has mechanical lubri-
cation and a re-designed cylinder.

vision of independent lubrication to tht
piston has resulted in the complete
©liminaton of piston slap. The bore and
stroke are the same as before, viz.,

84.5 mm. by 88.9 mm., giving a capacity
of 498 c.c. _

The new kick-starter is of the quadrant
and pinion type, and the crank, ieing
exceptionally long and carried well back,
renders it an easy matter to start the
engine, the half compression device which
has so long been a feature of the Phelon
and Moore assisting this materially.
The spring fork has been slightly

altered, the new design incorporating two
external tension springs in place of the
single encased compression spring
hitherto fitted. The action of the fork
baa been greatly improved by giving it The 3 h.p. Paragon two-stroke, which has a neatly-sprung rear wheel.
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Unconventional Engine Design— The Precision and New Quadrant.

btand Nos. 207-95.

Baker, F. E., Ltd., " Precision " Works,
King's Norton, Birmingham.

A N unorthodox machine which bristles
f^ witli interesting features, the I're-

cision motorcycle, attracts considerable

attention, and it is well that Messrs.
F. E. Baker, Ltd., have provided ten
models for examingition. The machine
was described in detail in our issue of

October 15th, so that it will suffice briefly

to point out the interesting features

which should be noticed.

The, pressed steel tank forms the hori-

zontal frame member and the head and
seat lugs. The tank is formed in two
halves snd welded .together, and as it

has only one compartment, for petrol,

there should be no trouble with leaks.

Quadrant engine and gearbox. Note
the unusual position of the valves.

The front and rear springing by semi-
elliptic leaf springs is very original, the

front spring has been accommodated by
cutting it in half and fixing the two
halves at right angles to one another in

the pivoted cradle.

The large mudguards are pressed from
18-gauge steel and are riveted to the
frame, thus strengthening it considerably.
The carrier consists of a metal box
welded to the rear mudguard. The power
unit is the staiidard 74 mm. by 81 mm.
3i h.p. Precision two stroke.

The engine and gearbox are formed as

a single unit, and the gears are obtained
on the same principle as tJie Enfield
gear. Two chains and sprockets take
the drive from, the engine, and by an
expanding wedge bar either sprocket
can be put into use. The ordinary rear
brake is replaced by a contracting band
brake, which works on the countershaft.
The engine and gear casing carries the

oil supply, which is distributed by the
magneto driving chain, and accordingly
no trouble through, under lubricating of
the gears is possible. To absorb shocks
in the chain drive d-eyices are incorpor-
ated in the countershaft and back
wheel sprocket.

A machine constructed throughout on unorthodox lines—the Precision.

Stand No. 121.

March, Newark and Co., Ltd., 45=53,

Lawley Street, Birmingham.

QUADRANT machines are well known
as being one of the pioneers of

motor cycling, and the lat-est models, as

seen on this stand, are worthy of the
high reputation they have to support.
The two motorcycles are big singles, the
4 h.p. model having a bore and stroke of

87 mm. by 110 mm., giving a cubic capa-
city of 653 c.c. The top tube is straight,

and is enclosed by the large saddle tank
finished in black, with gold lines. The
drive is all-chain, a shpping device being
incoi-porated with the engine sprocket
and a cushion drive with the rear wheel

Prened Sfecl Tsnir

Tube forming
ticjd rvelaea

otto Tarrff-

The original Precision head design
incorporating the front of tank.

sprocket. The first steri of the transmis-

sion is totally enclosed and the rear chain
has a guard, thus making the final drive

easy of access. The Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gearbox is fitted, and the

clutch is handlebar controlled.

The big 6 h.p. model has a bore of 95
mm. and stroke of 110 mm., giving a

cubic capacity of 780 c.c, and it is note-

worthy by reason of the combined en-

gine and three-speed gearbox unit. Both
Quadrant engines retain their miusual
valve arrangement of the inlet valve at

the rear of the engine and the exhaust
valve at the side. The inlet valvei is

actuated ,by a small camshaft carried

across the engine, and on the big 6 h.p.

engine this is strengthened and provided
with gearwheels, as it forms also the lay-

shaft of the gearbox. By this means
there is a considerable saving in ma-
terial and in space, and the big engine

fits exactly the same frame as the 4 h.p.

pattern. Tlie clutch on this model is a
large Ferodo-lined cone, situated in the
back wheel. The brakes actuate on V
rims both front and rear.

Another interesting Quadrant produc-
tien is the scooter, which has a two-
stroke engine arranged in front of the
rear wheel, and drives direct by a single

chain. A saddle is provided, and the
machine is very well mudguarded. The
footboards and fork are both sprung.

The pleasing lines of the new single-cylinder Quadrant.
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Arrival of the Raleigh—Radco Improvements,

Stand No. 64.

Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd., Lenton,
Nottingham.

A LTHOUGH this is the first time a
'» Raleigh motorcycle has been ex-
hibited at Olympia,

,
tlie machine lias

been undergoing exhaustive road tests

for nearly five years, so that prospective
purchasers need not be afraid of getting
a new and untried design.
The engine is of the horizontally-

opposed pattern, placed lengthways in
the frame. Rated at 5 h.p., the cylinders
have a bors and strike of 77 mm. by
75 mm. and a total capacity of 700 c.c.

The combustion heads are detadiable and
the valves are placed side by side and
operated by a very simple timing gear,
which employs no intermediate rockers. ,

The tappets are adjustable, and the valve
springs are conical in shape. Attention
.should be paid to tlxe method of casting
a portion of the induction jiipe integral
witli the timing cover, to which the car-

buretter (A.M.A.C. one or two lever to
order) is bolted direct. Thus only a short
length of exposed induction joipe is neces-
sary. Also, it allows the carburetter to

be kept well out of the way of the rider's

legs.

The forks pass through the tront
mudguard on the Raleigh, and so
allow of a very wide guard being

used.

The frame is of the duplex-tube type,

atid is very efficiently sprung at the rear

on horizontal leaf springs. The gearbox
is cast in bronae, and forms an integral

part of the frame, as the rear portion

hinges on lugs cast in it. As this hinge

is in communication'with the interior of

the gearbox it is kept continually lubri-

cated. Adjustment of the front driving

clyaiir is effected by sliding the engine,

Vius being a -simple matter. A soring

t--^'

The 2^ h.p. Radco two-stroke has been improved in detail for next year.

shock aibsorber is located in the sprocket
on the engine shaft. Botli chain cases
are sohd affairs, and oil-tight. The clutch
is of the ODrk-inset type, and operated
from the 'handlebar.

Both wheels are fvisily detachable and
also interchangeable, the drive .being
taken through a coned joint, wbicli en-

tails no backlash. The rear brake is

internal expanding, woiking in the rea;-

chain sprocket, and the front one consists

of a pad Vi'edging into the V of a dwmmy
belt rim.
Three speeds are provided, operated by

a long lever pivoting on the seat tube.

Different gear ratios will be supplied,

according to whether the niachine is re-

quired for solo or sidecar work. A low
saddle position—28 ins.—is obtained by
virtue of the sloping top tuibe and tank

;

nevertheless, the.'latter holds 2\ gallons

of petrol and has exceedingly large fillers.

Tlie finish of the whole machine is in

black, mill tank lined red and gold. Its

weight is 280 lb. and it will sell for 130
guineas.

Stand Nos. 20666.

Radnall, E. A., and Co., Dartmouth
Street, Birmingham.

A VERY neat lightweight is shown
'' on this stand by Messrs. E. A;
Radnall and Co., Most motorcyclists

will remember that the Radco, when it

was first introduced in about 1912, jva

priced at 23 guineas, and althoTigh, ur
fortunately, the price is no longer pos-i

sible, the workmanship and finish ai'e

good as ever.

The engine is the well-known 2^ h-p.|

Radco two-stroke, and is similar tcj

earlier models, witli the exception of onEl
or two detail improvements. The frarafj

has been improved considerably, espeotj
ally in respect of the rear portion, which
is built up with round tubes, giving, sJ

verv large wheel clearance. The reaij

a?--'•sacs"

t;36

The S h.p. Raleigh is second to none en the point of appearance.

Round tubes are now employed la

the rear portion of the Radco.

fork ends ai'e constructed to take 5 in,

heavy-type hubs, and the whole of these
alteraiions add consideraibly to the
rigidity of the machine.'

Footboards are fitted as standard, and
these are supported on rubber-cushioned
Tods-^a device which deadens all vibra-

tion to the foot. The toe pedal to the
rear brake has been discarded, and the
new models are fitted with an improved
lieel brake, which is much more con-

venient and get-at-able.
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SOME HANDLEBAR AND FORK DESIGNS.
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Reading Standard Improvements—Rex Sidecar Single.

The 4 h.p. Rex is a single-cylinder mount equally suitable for solo or
sidecar work.

Stand Nos. 110=195.

Watson, Stanley J., Berners Works,
37, Sheen Road, Richmond,

London, S.W.

"THE Reading Standard has improved
•^ out of recognition since its original

introduction to this country, and the

models exhibited will be found to be of

most advanced design. The engine is of

lajge cubic capacity—3| ins. bore by 4
ins. stroke—and is rated at 10 h.p. It

follows Etandaid American practice to

a, great extent, ajid incorporates what is

rapidly being recognized as an. essential

featui-e—mechanical lubrication. 'Hie

power unit is especially commendable
for itis clean and well-arranged appear-
ance.
A three-speed gearbox witli gear wheels

and sliding dogs of very ample propor-
tions is fitted, and a noteworthy feature

is the inter-connecting of gear control

and clutch lever, so that a change cannot
lie 'made until all driving load is oft the
engine. The kick-starter is on the off

side, thus conforming with English re-

quirements.
Visitor's to the stand should particu-

larly note the large tanks fitted (three

gallons of petrol and three quarts of oil

can be carried), the high quality of the
mechanical a.nd general finish of the ma-
one of the popular_ large-powered sidecar
machines.
We have heard notliing but praise re-

'jia.rding the performance of the first few
1920 machines "which Have seen road ser-

vice so far, and feel confident that the
Reading Standard will speedily become
one of the popular large-powered sidecar
machines.

Stand No. .SS.

Rex Motor Manutactnring Co., Ltd.,

Earlsdon, Coventry.

P VER since the birth of the motor-
'-' cycle, the Rex Co. has been famed
for its design, and the Eex of tiie season
1920, which, except in small details, is

the Rex of 1919, is true to its forenin-
ners.

For this season the concern is concen-
trating upon the single-cylinder model, ^

which, although very Uttle heavier, if at,
all, than the average single, has a sufH-
ciency of power for sidecar work. The
cylinder capacity is 550 c.c, the bore
being 84^- mm. and the stroke 98 mm.

1)38

The mainshaft runs on roller and ball

bearings, while the crank pinion has twin
cage ruUri's. Lubricatiuu is .-^ludied very

The Rex decompressor and valve
gear.

seriously, and is carried out on car lines

by a mechanical pump through crankcase

and sump to the sight feed on the side

of the tank, whence it runs through
distributor to cylinder, piston, and bear-
ings, and back "again to the sump. The
tank is finished purple, 'and with a
purple sidecar to match certainly makes
one ot_the most haiidsome outfits in the
Show. It is sloping and tapered, and
has a capacity of 2^ gallons.

The gearbox is a Sturmey-Archer
three-speed, having a band-confroUed
clutch, and with 28 in. wheels gives
ratios of 5.2, 8.3, and 13,6 to 1. Other
features to be noticed include the canti-
lever-sprung seat pillar, large carrier
with permanent box, detachable wheels,
and business-like footboards.

Tiie single-lever A.M.A.C. carburetter
is standard, as also are Brampton front
forks. Sidecar lugs are cast integral with
the fr;uue lugs, and are so disposed as to
allow the fitting of the sidecar on either
side.

While limiting themselves to a single
model as regards the machine, plenty of

variety is found among the sidecars. In
addition to the English models, a Con-
tinental pattern is shown fitted to the
right of the bicycle in accordance with
the rule of the road qf the rest of Europe.
The registered design of boat body pro-

mises comfort and area for the passenger,
spacious accommodation for tools and
spares, without appearing the least ini-

gainly. The spare wheel is carried at. the

rear in a strong bracket, and having its

tyre held by the lower fixture, cannot
vibrate against the body on the worst
roads. The chassis is attached to tlie

machine at four points ; the connectio;^3

are braced by a tube running from the

forward coupling to the rear.

Developments in the coramercial side-

cars are exhibited, and embi'ace trades-

men's carriers and the newspaper cars

which have done, and are doing,"\'eoman

service among town and country jour-

nals. Another interesting item is a side-

car designed for extra heavy work,, with I

a .steel body and 28 in. bv 3 in. tyre.

i

The 10 h.p. Reading Standard outfit is probably the highest powered
combination on the market.



Rover Detail Improvements and New Sidecar Body.

Stand No. 79.

Tlie New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd., Queen
Victoria Road, Coventry.

THE most noticeable alteration in tlie

Rover for 1920 is the redesigned

fork, whicli is now very much wider in

order to accommodate^the new mudguard
without excessive trapping. The spring

links, taking end shocks, are iitted with
larger bearing surfaces, and sideplay has

been positively eliminated.

The 3|^ h.p. standard model has now an

all-chain" transmission in place of the

chain-cum-belt, though the p'opular T.T.

model still retains its simple belt drive,

and may be had either witli or without a

Philipson pulley. Two_ chains are used

on the standard : a silent chain from en-

gine to gearbox and a Branipton spring

chain to the back wheel. This latter em-

bodies in itself the functions of a shock

absorber, and under test has been /found

in every way satisfactory, It is seipen-

tin© in form, and its springs automatic-
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Transmission side of the 5-6 h.p. twin Rover.
brake will be noted.

The dummy belt rim front

The three-speed countershaft
gearbox.

ally take up any shock that might prove
harmful to an ordinary roller chain. The
conventional front rim brake of last

year's model has been superseded by one
of the dummy belt-drum pattern now
coming to the fore on account of its sim-

plicity combined with practically no in-

convenience to wheel removal. The rear
brake follows last. season's practice on
the chain-driven model, operating inter-

nally on the chain sprocket. The big-

ends are now equipped with roller bear-
ings in place of the phosphor-bronze
bushes previously fitted, and a less im-
portant item worthy of notice is an in-

. crease in the size of the toolBags.

Apart from the new fork and front

brake, little alteration has taken place
in tJie 5-6 h.p. twin, except in the mat-
ter of chain protection, the totally-en-

closed rear system having given way to a
chain guard over the upper portion of the
chain, which quite sufficiently protects

it from the elements, and renders the
back wheel easily detachable. The tyres

on the twin are 28 in. by 3 in. Dunlops,
while the single has 650 mm. by 65 mm.

All models have received attention to

their mudguarding arrangements, the
new blades being very handsome and of

5-in. dome section. The gearbox is un-
changed on either model, but the clutch,

instead of cork insets, is of the Ferodo
ring pattern, ^ which stands up better in

the hands of a careless drivSr, and every

concern has, of course, to study possible

unfeeling pilots. The gear lever is still

taken up through the centre of the tank,

where it is out of the way, yet close to

the hand. The gear ratios are, on the

twin, 5i, 9, and 17 to 1, while on the

single they are 5, 83, and 15 to 1. Cylin-

der dimensions are, for the single 85 mm.
by 88 mm., and for the twin 70 mm. by
85 mm., their respective capacities being

499 c.c. and 654 c.c.

A notable improvement is observable

iu the Rover sMecar. The body has been

entirely redesigned, and. is now much

The 3^ h.p. Standard Rover is now fitted with chain-drive. The Brampton
spring chain forms the shock absorbei'.

An improvement in the Rover side-

car is the new bulbous back body.

longer and roomier, with far more leg

room than previously. Also, a com-

modious locker is located in the bulbous

back, which forms a means of carrying

a can of petrol in addition to other sun-

dries. Tlie finish is quite up to the high

Rover standard of coachwork, and the

same may be said of the upholstery.

Altogether the Rover outfit, whether

3| h.p. or 5-6 h.p., is one of those dig-

nified-looking combinatious that in-

variably attract admiration in any comi-

pany.
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The New 3 h.p. Royal Ruby—Rudge Programme.

The new 3 h.p. Royal Ruby embodies an inconspicuous springjrame.

Stand No. 101.

Riihy Cycle Co., Ltd., Cannel Street,

Ancoats, Manchester.

C\H this stand will be found examples
^-^ of the latest 3 h.p. spring frame
Royal Ruby (which was fully described

and illustrated in our last week's issue),

together with the spring frame 8 h.p.

twin passengei' machine.

The principal feature of the new 3 h.p.

model is the spring- suspension, both fore

.ind aft, of the frame. To obviate wear
no links ai-e employed in connection-with
these springs, llie eyes working on special

roller bearings. -: Incidentally, should a

spring frame not* be desired, it can be

converted in a tem moments.
The 3 h.p. engine has a bore and stroke

of 74.5 mm. by 80 mm., giving a capacity

of 349 CO., and operates on the four-

stroko principle. It is made throughout
by the company, as is the gearbox, which
provides two- speeds and is located on the

countershaft. Transmission is by chain
and belt, and a handlebar clutch and
kick-starter are provided.

The chain is easily adjustable, and is

enclosed in an. aluminium case. The
foot brake works on the belt rim, and
has a device which ensures even pres-

sure throughout the length of the shoe.

Mudguards of good size ensure-.^'eason-

ahle protection for the-iiaer, and adjust-

able footboards enable a riding position

suitable to persons of different heights.

The 8 h.p. model is fitted with a

J. A. P. engine, and has a spring frame.

Noticeable features of this machine are

the large size of' the pannier bags and
the patented additional safety (duplex)

stays from the steering head to the en-

gine. A Sturmey-Archer three-speed

gearbox is located on the countershaft,

and transmission is by all-chain fully en-

closed. An ingenious eccentric device

operated by a hexagon head slides the
geai'box to effect^ chain adjustment.
A commendable feature of the sidecar

construction is the ample provision made
for lug.^ag6. In addition to personal
luggage and the spare wheel, two tins of

petrol are securely slung on the underside
of the grid.

£40 . .

Stand No. 92.

Rudge=Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry.

'THIS stand is very popular with
-^ everybody on account of .

the

working models exhibited. The !MuIti

gear cannot be properly demonstrated

The new carburetter position on
the twin Rudge.

unless the machine is in motion, so

^Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth, ever enter-

prising, liave supplied the necessary

movement.
Practically no change haa taken place

in the EuHge machines for next year, but
the sidecar is ^considerably improved.
The body has been made wider in front
and an adjustable foot piece to suit the
needs of tall or short riders is .placed
under the mat. The chassis is a remark-
ably fine piece of work without any bent
tubes, and the body quite luxurious.
In addition to the seat locker there is

another at the rear large enough to ac-
commodate a suit -case. ^ The petrol can.

holder and luggage grid has the benefit
of the springing, as does also the mud-
guard. -

, .

The Rudge engine has roller bearings
to both ends o-f the connecting rod, and
a single ring at the top and bottom of
its pistons. The mainshaft runs on-ball
beai-ings. The 5^-, 5-6 and 7-9 h.p. models
have capacities respectively of 499 c.o.

(85 mm. by 88 mm.), 750 c.c. (85 mm. by
132 mm.), and 998 c.c. (85 mm. by
88 mm.). The inlet valves are overhead
ojid easily detachable, while the flywheels
are largo and carefully balanced.
Vernier adjustment is incorporated in
valve and magneto timing. The silencer
is large and inicludes a long tail pipe.

The tanks, are finished in a dark olive
and a paler green. The Isle of Man tank,
as fitted to the T.T. and Multwin
models, is particularly good, furnishing
a, very low saddle position. The filler

cap should be inspected and the captive
one on the oil tank, held in place by a
spring, is also good. Carrying the oil

ill a separate tank gives the petrol tank a
full two-gallon capacity.

The multi geai- gives any ratio be-

tween 3i and 7 to 1, 20 different posi-

tions of the lever being allowed for.

The clutch is handlebar controlled, and
footrests rubber covered. The pedals
may be brought -to their lowest position
together to lake the place of the second
pair. The wheels are 650 mm. by
65 mm., with ribbed tyres and 10 gauge
spokes. These tyres are identical with
those onthe T.T. winner of 1914. They
are considered to be the fastest, safest,

and most durable obtainable. The 3^- h.p.

models Roadster or T.T. are priced at
£90. the 5-5 h.p. single at £98, the
7-9 h p. Multwin at £107, and the side-

car at £33 10s.

Tlj«3ih.p. T.T. roadster Rudge-Multi.
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REPRESENTATIVE TYPES OF PASSENGER OUTFITS.

The 8 h p.

Dot is of

strong con-

struction.

The special

frame de-

sign per-

mits of a

very low

riding
position.
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Scott Improvements and New Features.

Still the sole representative of its class—the Scott water cooled twin
two-stroke.

Stand No. 122.

The Scott Enj^iueering Co., Ltd.,

Shipley Work, Saltaire.

P OUR/ models ot this firm's two-stroke
^ iue on view, the touring model solo

nrid with sidecar, another with semi-T.T.
handlebars, and tlie T.T. machine. With
the e.'cception of the fitting ot a double
sight drip-feed lubricatoy at the foot of

the tank just under the eye of the rider,

practically no alteration has T;aken place

in last year's design. Owing to its low
engine position and scientific design of

steering column and frame generally, the

ycott is perhaps the finest to ride among
all our excellent machines. Those who
have seen it in competition will appre-

ciate what can be done by a good

" corner man," and its performances in

the Tourist Trophy races are instances of

its excellent behaviour in this respect.

The engine is a water-cooled twin two-

stroke, with side-by-side' cylinders. It

has a torque equal to a- four-cylinder

four-strqke engine, and consequently is

light on transmission and tyres.- The
connecting rod big-ends are fitted with

roller bearings, the races being pressed

in and removable when nece.sSary, and

the piston has three rings, two at the top

and one at the bottom. A Binks car-

buretter and Thomson-Eennett magneto

are fitted as standard.

The absence of loose clips of any sort

is noticeable, everything requiring at-

tachment to the frame having a special

log brazed up with the whole. We par-

ticularly noticed the stop to the kick-,

starter as an example.

The two-speed gear is the simplest

possible, relying only on two expanding
rings, one for high and one for low gear,

lb will stand up to all sorts of abuse, and
it is safe to say that nothing more re-'

liable in the way of change-speed devices
has yet been evolved. Two chains hav-
ing different sprocket ratios constitute

high and low gear between engine and
countershaft, whence another chain takes

the energy to the back wheel.. This last

chain is not cased in, but has a deep
guard over its upper portion to protect
it from the ill-effects of rain and mud.
Thorough mudguardi'ry;; has always

been a feature of this machine, and the
jiew model is no exception. Wide val-

ances are fitted to the rear as well as the
front guards, the latter having a splasher
in addition. Broad shields reaching be-

low- the curved aUnninium footboards
iiirther protect the rider, while side and
under shields all quickly sprung into-

position, ensure a clean engine. Other
noteworthy details include the seat pillal'

filler cap, the long shoe ot the rear
sprocket brake, and the concern's jKitent

design of spring fork.

The sidecar, finished to match the ma-
chine, has a large corafortably-uphol-

stered body, sprung on the cantiiever

principle. The moving p»rts are all.

phosphor-bronze bushed, and, with the
screw-down greasei's provided, should
give indefinite service. The main portion
of the chassis ^ia an isosceles triangle,

strengthened, of course, with extramem-
bers, attached to the machine at four

points. -The solo machine costs 110
guineas, while. the combination is sold

for 140 guineas.

The new Scott spring fork and front guard. The
former has a sump containing a month's supolv

of oil.

Ji)42

The protected position of the magneto is one of

the many good points on the Scott.
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Two representative two-strokes, the Sparkbrook and Sun- Vitesse.

Stand No. 77.

Sparkbrook Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Paynes Lane, Coventry.

I_I EEE we fmd an exceeclingiy sturdy
^ ' and well-fiuislied two-speed light-

weight of 2^ h.p., fitted with the well-

known Viltiers engine. The carburetter

is a B. and B. two-stroke model and the

magneto a C.A.V. KUl. The tank is

attractively finislied in green and black

and is supported on brackets brazed to

tlie frame, instead of the commoner top-

tube clips. Mounted on the tank in a

convenient position is a Best and Lloyd
sight-feed lubricator, supplying oil to

the engine. The wheels are 25 ins. by
2 ins., shod with Dunlop tyres ; they have
bearing caps and felt washers to exclude

rain and grit. The spring forks have a
specially-designed long bearing iink,

which ought to run many thousands of

miles without developing play. The
saddle is a Brooks B150. The transmis-

sion is chain-cum-belt over a large dia-

meter rea.r pulley. The gearbox has its

pinions always in mesh ; these axe made
irpm special gear steel and run on self-

aligning ball bearings. Lubrication is

amply provided for in a small reservoir on
the top of the gearbox, which slides along

The 2J h.p. Sparkbrook with Villiers 2-stroke engine.

The Sparkbrook gearbox has self-

aligning ball bearings.

the bottom bracket tubes for the adjust-
ment of the chain. This year the gear
lever is mounted on a special lug brazed
to the frame and works in a gate on the

tank top. Long alimiiniimi footboards
are fitted, which, by the imdoLng of a
single cut, may be swung baok out of
the way to facilitate cleaning or repairs.
The finish is black as far as possible,
including handlebars and hubs. Some
half-dozen machines are exhibited. The
price of the single speed is £59 and the
two-speed model £65.

Stand No. 57.

Sun Cycle and Fittings Co., Ltd., Aston
Brook Street, Birmingham.

1920 Sun-Vitesse motorcycles arc dis-'

played, in their- various models on this
stand.

The engine is set on the slope, run-
ning parallel with the front tube. The
principal claims made for the new mod^l
are the simplicity in the construction
of the engine and the frame and the
compactness ill which the whole of the
following important members aie
carried. -

The cradle, which is cast in one piece,
has three bolt holes for the engine, two
bolt holes for the footboards, and further

bolt holes on which the two-speed bridge
is , carried. . By disconnecting the ex-
haust pipe and removing three nuts on
the cradle, the engine, complete with

The2f h.p. Sun-Vitesse is a distinctive-looking little mount.

Specially long bearings are fitted
to the Sparkbrook fork links.

carburetter and magneto, can be lifted

bodily frorn_ the frame. Simplicity and
efficiency in the engine have been aimed
at by the oonsti-uction of a one-piece
crank chamber, with a single-bearing
scientifically balanoed cra%lcshaft, which
is so made that no orankcaise compra";-

sion can be lost. A sectional model of

tills engine ia shown as well, so that
those interested may see the exact work-
ing of it.

The flywheel is in the usual position

on th« left-hand side of the engine, and
the drive is by means of a chain to the
gearbox and tJrence by belt to the back
wheel. Between the driving sprocket
and the engine -is placed another
sprocket for the magneto drive, the mag-
neto ieing placed on the top of the

crankcase just behind the cylinder. The
back mudguard is of a 7^- in. section,

and the front, though narrower, is well

equipped with side valances. The whole
machine., of which smgle-speed and two-

spee<l models are made, is tastftiilly

finished in black and gold.

Ei5
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Sunbeam's Adopt Detachable' Wheels and Leaf Spring Fork on the 3h h.p.

The wliE'cls are now detachable and in-

terchangeable, a spare being optional on
the sidecai' outfits!. The back whe«l is

Eecured to the rear sprocket by pegs
meshing with holes in a flange of the
hub instead of by the more usual dogs.
By undoing a nut, withdrawing spindle
and. takir^g out a small distarice^ piece,

the wheel may be changed in a inatter

of niinutes. without disturbance to the
sprockets or chain cases in any way.
The wheels are 550 by 65, fitted with
!Dunlop tyres on the T.T. model and
Bates on the roadster. The hubs are
large and waterproof, the front especi-

ally having a neat deflector resembling
more than anything else, a miniature

Note the new type ot tront'fork fitted to 1920 54 h.p. Sunoiams.

Stand No. 49.

John Marston, Ltd., Sunbeamland,
Wolverhampton,

Vy7Hn,E the 8 h.p. model,, except for
''' the substitution of the Lucas Mag-
dyno in the original magneto position,

remains practically as last season, the

3i h.p. has been modified in several

ways, perhaps the most noticeable of

which is the front fork. This is shfswn

with a leaf spring parallel with the front
mudguard, which is now 5 ins. in width,
and has a large splasher at its foot pro-
tecting the engine from mud.
The silencer is now welded up in one

piece, and the cylinder head fins are of
slightly different formation from those of

'Phe fitting of the Magdyno on
th^; Sunbeam.

The adjustment of the Sunbeam
gearbox.

last season. Otherwise thfe engine is un-
changed, its dimensions being 85 by 88
and its capacity 499 c.c. The carburet-,
ter is an A.M.A.C, while an E.I.C.
magneto is standard. The new rear
brake should be noted. It is now' of the
internal-expanding type operating on a,

drum formed by the rear drain sprocket,
and is connected to its lai-ge size pedal
by a Bowden cable. The front brake
shoe also is worthy of a few minutes' at-

tention for by iiascrewing its securing
nut half a turn or so it may be released
from its slot, enabling the wheel to be
pulled clefir. •

Sunbeam seat pillar.

shrapnel helmet-, effectively throwing oflj

mud running down the front fork.

The same gearbox is used on eith^

model aard its works may be inspecte

11: a skeleton model on the stand,

.should be noticed that two separate slid-

ing dogs are used and that all the six|

Dust cap on the Sunbeam front
wheel.

E4.6

The luxurious 8 h.p. Sunbeam—an ideal passenger machine.

pinions are constantly in mesh. The in-

genious cam ' system effecting the

requisite right and left movement in the

dogs should not be missed. The gears

are oiled through the sight feed, which
has a two-v.'ay tap to engine or gearbox.

Both models- have roller chain trans-

mission in oiltight chain cases, the for-

ward case being an aluminium casting.

They are easily detachable, and the rear

one has an inspection port closed by a.

circular cover.

Both sidecars are very handsome and
roomy vehicles, the heavier model pos-

sessing every useful refinement ever

crowded on a chassis. Sectional engines

and individual parts are displayed in

variety for the benefit of discerning pur-

chasers.
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TWO-STROKE AND FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINES.
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The Trusty Triumph Programme— Velocette Two-stroke.

Siaud No. 96.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Priory Street,

Coventry.

T^HREE Triumph models are shown—

•

•'- two being variations, of the- 4 h.p.
model, and the otlier the Jightweight.
A new departure is seea in the all-chain

drive machine, which has a gearbox of
Triumph manufacture. It operates on
the sliding gear-wlieel principle, low
gear being obtained by internal dogs en-

gaging with, projections on the main-
shaft, middle by the teeth of the wheel
meshing with another wheel on the lay-

shaft, and top speed by the wheel slid-

ing bodily into a larger wheel with in-

ternal teeth.

A very ingenious shock absorber is

embodied, by means of wliich all engine
snatch is absorbed by a strong spring.

A metal plate clutch having alternate

.

plates of copper and steel, and operated
from the handlebar, :'s fitted, and par-
ticular notice should be talcen of the
chaincase, which encloses the front driv-
ing chain. This case is, absolutely oil-

tight, and it is from here that the gear-

The Baby Triumph two-stroke, wit* handlebar control for the gears.

the
and
mav

road ^the air lever is opened fully
does not need touching, so that it

be trulv called semi-automatic.

The new 4 h.p. chain-driven Triumph has an excellent shocK aDsorber,
and many other novel features^

box receives its lubricant. The method
is to poiu' a pint'ot oil into the case,
when a correct quantity will pass into
the gearbox by way. of a hollow stud
forming one of thg anchorages for the
cliaincase. Thus' t>ie chain and plate
clutcli continually run in a- bath of oil.

The lubrication of the shock absorber is

•effected by a force-feed device, worked
by the constaiUJy meshing and revolving
kick-starter' •pfinoiis, which squeeze oil

through specia' ductsi and the hollow
mainshaftlo tlie desu'ecC point.

The plam barrel fork spring has been
replaced by a device which eliminates the
powerful rebound and .so prevents break-
age at this poDit. It has also boeji

proved to have a very beneficial effect on
front tyre wear.
The popxilar 4 h.p. engine remains un-

altered It is of 85 mm. bore and
97 mm;'t'iiroke, with ekle-by-side valves,
ojjerated by a single camwheel. A very
clficient decompressor is provided, which
greatly facilitates startnig-up. The car-

buretter is of special design, and is of
the two-lever pattern, although when on

EiS'

The ali-chain machine is called model
SD, the other 4 h.p. machiire being

model H, and fitted with Stunney-

^^^s^^i^^^mm^^-

Archer three-speed gearbox and ehain-
cum-belt transmission, but otherwise
identical with model SD.
The Junior Triumph is a two-stroke

lightweight of 64 mm. by 70 mm. bore
and stroke, and 225 c.c. capacity. It is

fitted with a simple two-speed gearbox
-controlled from the handlebar, and has
no clutch or kiclv-staxter. The wheels
.nre 24 ins. by 2 ins., so that a very low-

saddle position is obtained, and the
weight is only 125 lb. The frame is con-
tinued nnder the cratikcase, and has a
straight top tube, to which the round
tank is attached by metal straps.

An annoying feature of many two-
stroke machines—th« noise made when
the decompressor is operated—is elimin-

ated on the Junior Triumph by provid-
ing a separate lead to the exhaust pipe
from the compression release, valve.

Stand No. 19.

Veloce, Ltd., Fleet Street, Birmingham.

TWTANY novelties > are incorporated in
^'* .the 1920 Veloce exhibited on this

stand. First, particular attention
should be paid to the simple yet efficient

manner in which the engine is supported
in the frame, the down tubes of which
are duplex. The power unit itself is full

- The two-stroke Velocette, which has a splendidly designed lubrication system.
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The New Verus Models—A Heavy Sidecar Machine,

of appealing points, but space limits

more than passing mention of the ample
lengths of the main shaft bearings, the
steel eyliiidrer used in conjunction with
an aluminium piston, and the unique
crankshaft assembly. A new and en-

tireljr successful method of mechanical
lubncatioii is utilized.

To turn to other features of the ma-
diine the gear change is notewOTthy.
The control is by means of a flat-shaped

knob, which just fits the hand. The
shaft to which this is attached passes
through a bracket fitted, to the top tube
in a most get-at-able position, and the
changing of the gears is obtained by
partial rotation of (Jie knob. The gear
itself is a two-speed, although a three-
speed box is being made.
AU workmanship throughout is un-

u.sualiy good, and the exhibit is worth
the closest inspection.

Stand No. 17a.

Wisemab, Alfred, Ltd., Olover Street,

Birnungbaiii.

pOUR veiy attractive Verus machiues
*• are to be seen on this stand. The
single-speed 2^ h.p. two-stroke model is

to sell at a low figui'e, and will un-
doubtedly help to tap a huge market.
The 2i h.p. two-stroke with two-speed
gearbox, kick-starter and chain-cum-belt
drive is a good example of the modern
light touring macliine ; it is priced at

£75. A very interesting feature of these

iwo models is the amount of work actu-

ally carried out on them by the makers.
The cast-iron cylinder and piston and
alnoniniiim crankcase and footboards are

cast by Messrs.- Wiseman in their own
foundry. The other two models are fitted

with 2j h.p. and 4 h.p. Blackburne en-

gines, the more powerful machine having
a Sturmey three-speed gearbox. The
jolour scheme and lines of all models
lie very taking, a purple tank with gold

lines being fitted. Attention to detail

is very marked on these Verus machines.

j For example, the accessibility of the
1 Drake pedal, the strengtherjng of the

! lank, and the fitting of a small filter, as

I

ffedl as the usual filter gauzes, in the

1
iller caps. These interesting machines

I were described in detail in our issue of

October 29tb.

The 4 h.p. Blackburne-engined Verus^

Stand No. 78.

Williamson Motor Co., Ltd., Earlsdon,
Coventry.

THE Williamson Motor Co. are show-
ing their 8 h.p. model, fitted

with a well-tried water-cooled engine,

harnessed to their sidecar, which shows
many improvements for 1920. The
watei'-cooled model has been with us
for many seasons, and its general out-

lines will be known by those who follow

the movement closely. It is fitted with
an 8 h.p. water-cooled horizontally-op-

posed Douglas engine of 954 c.c, and
Douglas threeispeed geatbox, suitably

strengthened for the additional horse-

power. A Gallay honeycomb radiator is

included in the design. Valves are

horizontal and of large diameter, fitted

with tappets which are easily . removable.
The company's duplex frame of great

strength has shown up remarkably well

in many competitions since 1913, and is

too well known for a detailed descrip-

tion. It has a solid steel stamping ball

head of a very substantial nature. Doug-
las forks of an extra heavy pattern are
standard.

The tank has a petrol capacity of 2
gallons and i gallon of oil, whicli finds

its way to the engine via a sight-feed

semi-automatic lubricator fitted at the

The Williamson is ideal for sidecar work.

rear of the tank in a convenient posi-
tion. The filler caps are 2^- in. diameter.
It is finished in Ailsa grey with panel
of royal blue edged with gold, and pre-

sent.3 a very handsome appearance.

The carburetter is an Amac, and a
B.L.I.C. magneto is used. The foot-

boards ave long and wide, carried, on
hfeavy cross tubes, the front pair being
part of the frame and the rear pair
secured to the bottom' bracket.
The drive is all-chain, its cush drive

being housed in the exceptionally large
sprocket on the rear hub. Much atten-
tion has been paid to the mudguarding,
and the front guard is a particularly
thorough job. To the front wh"eel is

fitted a front brake of conventional de-
sign; the rear one, however, is of the
external-contracting pattern, having a
drum 10 ins. in diameter, which should
be capable of arresting the machine's
progress on. any hill where the surface is

sufficiently good to provide a grip. The
tyres are 700 mm. by 80 mm.
Ab innovation is the 6 h.p. air-cooled

model, fitted with a J. A.P. V-twin engine
and bottom bracket three-speed gearbox
giving ratios of 5, 7, and 13 to 1 approxi-
mately. This model follows the general
design of its bigger brother with a few
detail alterations incidental to its con-
struction. The fr.ame has been suitably
altered to accommodate the shorter limits

of the engine plates. The magneto plat-

form is carried on two short tubes of the
frame, which supplies rigid and acces-

sible adjustment to the magneto chain.

Adjustment of the driving chain is on
similar lines, the gearbox sliding along
two tubes at the bottom bracket. The
clutch on this model is handlebar-con-
trolled, and the kick-starter mechanism
is partly enclosed by the chain guard.

"The Williamson sidecar for 1320 has
been redesigned, and is now rather more
roomy, with a shorter apex at the front.

It is finished up to the usual WilHamson
standard, and the colours on the stand
ai'e- eloquent of the firm's good taste.

Some half-dozen sidecars are shown un-
attached, and a sidecar chassis alone is

also exhibited. It will be noted that
not a single bent tube is used in the
chassis design, and the springing is of an
exceptionally high order.

e49
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The Wolf Lightweights—The Unorthodox Wooler,

Stand No. 118.

Wuliruna Engineering Co., Ltd., Great

Brickkiln Street, Wolverhampton.

HERE are shown two exceedingly

workmanlike lightweights, similar

in desijn but -differing as regards power

Model B with Albion gear costs

£59 10s. ; Model B with Sturmey-Archer

or Burman and kick-starter. £65 10s. :

Model C with Albion gear, £64 ; Model C
with Sturmey-^cher or Burman and

kick-starter, £70.

The Wolf is fitted either with two- or four-stroke engine.

2f h.p. J.A.P.—

unit, Model B having a Villiers two-
stroke engine of 2^ h.p., while model C
has a standard 2| h.p. j.A.P. engine.

Model B has an Albion two-speed gear-

box of the constant mesh sliding dog
type, while model C is fitted with a
Burman gear, clutch and kick-starter.

Tlie carburetters on the machines dis-

played are A.M.A.C. lightweight models,
hat a Senspray can be supplied without
extra cost to those who prefer it. Igni-

tion is effected by an E.I.C., 51. L. or

O.A.V. magneto.
The frames are of exceptional strength,

built up from weldless steel tubes, and
are guaranteed to stand the -worst

Colonial 'roads. The spring forks are

either the Druid or Brampton, tlie com-
pany being fully satisfied as to the merits

of both forks. The wheels are 26 ins, by
2 ins., fitted with Dunlop studded tyros,

and are amply mudguarded for the worst
\v Gather.

This model has the

Stand No. 47.

Wooler Engineering Co., Ltd., Alperton,
London.

'T WO models of the new horizontally-
' opposed 2J h.p. Wooler motorcycle
are on show at this stand, the T.T. model
which has dropped bars and foot rests,

and the roadster with upturned bars and
wide footboards.
A special working model is on view,

which clearly indicates the action of the
nine-speed variable pulley gear and the
special lubrication system employed for

the engine. As is well known, the prin-

cipal features of the horizontally-opposed
Wooler are its extreme accessibility and
economy in running. The actual engine
can be taken to pieces in the. remarkable
time of 6g mius., which fact is demon-
strated. Side exhaust valves are fitted

and overhead inlet valves. The valve
gear is self-oiling, owing to the valve
tappet rods being hollow, and thus con-
ducting an ample supply of oil to neat
oil-tight chambers containing the valve
rockers. The oil is raised from a sump
beneath tiie engine by means of an end-
less chain elevator, which thro-w's the oil

.
into the timing gearcase. From here it

drains through ducts to the crankcase,
-vvhich IS fitted with overflow pipes, thus^

ensuring a constant level. The Inbrica-

—while this has a 2\ h.p. two-stroke Villiers.

The 2^ h.p. Wooler has many original features and an unusual appearance.

b50

tion of the cylinders and the bearings is

effected by the splash method. A, pedal

on the right-haii'd side of the machine
operates the gear. The pulley is'under-

geared and of large diameter.

A very satisfactory form of springing

is incorporated, both wheel spindles

being mounted on a' system of springs;

giving a vertical movement. Each spindle

passes through a pair of sliding pistons

working in cylinders at the side of the

wheel, coil springs being interposed above

and below the pistons. No side play can

possibly result from this method.

The road wheels are provided with

hollow hubs and knock-out spindles and
are consequently easily detachable. The
front portion or nose of the tank forms

a reserve petrol receptacle, which ensures^

the rider against any possibility of rnh-<

ning short of petrol.

The present price of the Wooler is

£85, and delivei'ies at the rate of 40 a

week .ire anticipated.
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The New Horizontal-Twin Zenith and its Brothers.

Stand No. 108.

Zeaith Motors, Ltd., Hampton Court.

ZEiNITHS are showing ttiree types of

machines—the SJ h.p. horizontally-

opposed twin, tie 5 h.p. sporting,

and 8 h.p. pas&enger models. Of these,

the first-named is naturally the centre

of attraction. -

It has an engine with a bore and
stroke of 58^ by 65 mm. respectively,

giving 347 o.c, fitted with an outside

flywheel, side-by-side valves on top of

the cylinders slightly inclined.

The drive is transmitted through a

chain to a count-ershaft running on
Skefko double row ball bearings, on the

left hand end of which is fitted the well-

known Gradua gear, which on this model
gives a range of speeds from 5-^1 to 11

—

1. The air release pipe is bent so as to

discharge on to the driving chain, which,
together with the Gradua gear, is well

protected from mud by a large shield.

The frame embodies duplex front and
rear down tubes, and is a suiccessful at-

tempt neatly to accommodate a type of

This new Zenith model is the centre of many admiring crowds.

stand is pivoted about Sj ins. above the
centre of the rear axle, with the idea of
providing tlie extra leverage necessary
for jacking up tlie machine easily.

The 8 h.p. Zenith has a J.A.P. engine, and is intended for passenger work.

engine notoriously difficult to house.
This type of frame, in addition to

possessing a symmetrical appearance,
allows the cylinder to be detached with-
ont disturbing the crankcase. The rear

The saddle on all three models is

mounted on quarter-elliptic springs, two
BUpponfcing the rear, and one, with a
roller end working in a groove, the peak.
The old method of operating the back

The cylinder, camshaft and crankshaft assembly of the 2| h.p. Zenith engine

brake by means of a Bowden wire has
been abandoned in favour of a system
employing rods throughout. All models
will have the back stays and carrier in
one unit, immensely strong and easily

detachable in case of accidental damage.
The 5 h.p. and 8 h.p. models are de-

veloprnedits of similar machines marketed
by the concern for many years past, and
contain many detail reiinements. The
5 h.p. has a J.A.P. engine of 70 mm. by
85 mm. bore and stroke, and is intended
to be used as a- sporting solo machine. lb
is direct driven through the Gradua
gear, giving gear ratios, of from 3|^—1 to

U-i.
The 8 h.p. Zenith is mteiided for pas-

senger work, and is fitted with a
J.A.P. engine of 85 mm. bore and
85 mm. stroke, driving by chain to a
countershaft placed in front of the en-

gine, incorporatini; a clutch and kick
starter. Touring ba.rs are fitted on this

model.
An extremely large mudflap and

undershield is a feature, protecting the
chain and Gradua gear medianism from
the elements. The finish on all models
is excellent, being blaick and grey.

Vi.sitors to this stand will be inter-

ested in the many little detail improve-

ments aAd departures from the orthodox,

which a close inspection will reveiil. As
an instance of the latter, we would draw-

attention to the new pattern stand clip

on the horizontally-opposed twin model,
which does away with the ordinary

method of attachment to the rear mud-
guard. On the two
other types shown, tiha

stand is fixed just

behind the engine, and
this position being
almost the point of

balance, the front

wheel can be very
easily lifted for clean-

ing.

It will be within the

recollection of our
readers that Zenith

machines were very

favourably commented
on in the recent

A.-C.U. trial on the

.score of silence.

Eol
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i
LATE ARRIVALS AT OLYMPIA—The Kingsbury, Olympic, and Victoria.

stand No. 1,

London and Midland Motors, Ltd..

445, Oxtord Street, W. I.

'T'HE well-known Kingsbury scooter,

with and without seat, and a new
production in the form of the Kings-
bury motoroj'cle are exhibited on this

stand.

The Kingsbury scooter is fitted with a

two-stroke engine developing 2-^- h.p. A
particularly good feature is the position

of the engine, which is placed neither
over the back wheel nor over the front.

Stand No. 123.

Olympic Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd.,
Granville Street, Wolverhampton,

T IGHTWEIGHT enthusiasts should.^
not ji.ass this stand without an ex-

amination of the 2^ h.p. Olympic. Per-
haps its most original feature is the frame,
which has a \ patented design of gearbox
suspension, adaptable to any make of

gearbox, providing positive, simple, and
instant adjustment to the chain portion

of the transmission by tnerely turning a

conveniently-placed bolt.

The 6 h.p. twin Bradbury which is described on page 117.

but centrally in the frame, thus assuring
t,'ood balance and stahility. The drive is

conveyed from the engine to a baJl-bear-
iiig counterslxaft by chain, and thence
by chain to the rear wheels. The wheels
iiro-.diso and are fitted with 16 in. by
2g- in. tyres. The brakes are of the band
type on the back wheel and are con-
trolled by heel and Bowden levei'. The
price is 40 guineas, and a seat can be sup-
plied for a small extra charge.

The Kingsbury Motorcycle.
"THK Kingsbury motorcycle is fitted

witli a single-cylinder t\vo-stro];e

erii^ine with bore and stroke of 68 mm.
by 70 Bmn., giving a cubic capacity of

254 c.c. High-speed white ni&tal bear-
ings are fitted to the big-end and nuain

bearings of the crankshaft. A Qj-in.

flywheel ensures steady rimning and an
. efficient silencer with tail pipe is fitte<l.

The magneto is chain-driven and rapidly
adjostable and Senspray or A.M.AC,
carburetters are optional. Transmission
is all-chain, through a two«speed gear-
box fitted at coonteirshaft and a special

oushionina' device io - absorb erigine

."shocks. The spv-ing inrks are of Kings-
bury design, and two pairs of foot-

riii_is are fitted as standard. The tank
taper's from front to rear and jias a capa-
city of Ij gallon petrol and 1 quart ot

oil, semi-automatic sight-feed liibricaitiou

being employed.
One of the most interesting features of

all is, however, the price, which, at £50
only, comes several pounds below the ma-
jority of motorcycles ot this type. De-
liveries are expected shortly after the
Show.

e5?

The gearbox, during the process of

chain adjustment, can swing for a limited

distance around the forward bolt, and
thus provides an arc of travel mor-e than
equal to a whole link in tho( length of

chain, therefore, it should not be neces-

sary to carry half links in the tool kit, as

the entire process takes only a matter of

seconds.

having two flat surfaces in contact when
in operation.

The gearbox on the model shown is a
Bnrman two-speed, with kick-starter and
hand-controlled clutch. The power unit
is a Verus of 2^ h.p., its dimensions being
70 mm. by 70 mm., and its capacity
296 c.c. It is of the three-port type, and
iias' clean, tapering fins to its cylinder,
while the sparking plug placed at an
angle of 40 degrees requires the shortest
possible high-tension wire.

The wheels are 26.by 2^, and are filled

with Ked Streak tyres and all black luibs.

Stand No. 87.

Victoria Motor and Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Dennistoun, Glasgow.

The exhibits on this stand consist of

Victoria motorcycles, and attention is

directed principally to the 5-7 h.p. hori-

zontally opposed twin model. A Coven-
try Victor engine, with outside flywheel,

forms the power nnjt, iind this ia sup-,
plied with gas from a single-lever Amac
carburetter fixed in an uimsual position

above the induction pipe. Full details

of this engine will be found in the e'lgine

section of this issue. v
•

The frame has a sloping top rail, thuj
allowing a low saddle and a lengthy
wheelbase. Duplex front down tubes sup-

port the parallel .stays which form the en-.-

gine cradle, and Bi'ampton forks ara

fitted, with the usual rim brake. A three-

speed Sturmey-Archer gearbox is located

at the countershaft, with kick starter and
handlebar-controlled clutch. Chain-cum-
belt transmission is employed. A notice-

able point is the large silencer, which ia.

attached to the near-side chain stay. The
gas enters it from the engine by a single ;

exhaust pipe with two right-angled bends, }

and reaches the atmosphere by a shorty

fish-tailed pipe. The petrol tank is oE~

good capacity, and lubrication is by hand i

pump. The machine is finished in black,

\Mth gold-lined tank.

The 1920 Victoria is a horizontal twin with Coventry Victor engine and
countershaft gear. Note the novel silencer design.

Straight tubes only are used in the
frame construction,' the rear as well as

the head being reinforced with a web.
The bridge for the rear mudguard is e.x-

ceptionally strong, and permits of vei-y

wide guards being used where necessary.

The stand suppoi't is also ingenious,

Another Vict-oria model is the 2^ h.p.

twq.-stroke lightweight, which has a'ViI-

liers engine. Three types of this model
are made, one a fixed gear, another hav-

ing a two-speed countershaft gear, and
the third a similar gearbox with clutch

and kick starter.
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INTERESTING EXHIBITS AT THE SHOW.

1. The Bradbury gear fitted to the speed model Norton. 2. The horizontally opposed twin engine of the

Black Prince. 3, Studying the lady passenger's comfort—the "iat cabriolet. 4. A rear view of the handsome
James combination. 5. The Quadrant engine showing the unusual valve position.
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LATE ARRIVALS icontd.)—Private Shows.

stand No. 230.

Midland Gear Case Co.

A LARGE selection of leather goods o£

interest to motorcyclists is shown
on this stand, including leg shields and
tool bags. The leather knee-grips for

fitting to the tank are worth examination.

Stand No. 174.

Perry and Co., Ltd., Tyseley,

Birmingham.

A LTHOUGH the majority of exhibits
•** on this stand are of pedal cycle

goods, there are one or two itemis that

are of interest to motorcyclists. Two
sizes of cliains are made, viz., -| in. by
^ in. and -|- in. by | in. Free wheels for

uiotorcycles .ore also' made in two types,

lor 20-tooth and 22-tooth sprockets. All
the articles are well np to> the Perry
standa,rd of manufacture and finish.

Stand No. 228.

British Lighting and Ignition Co., Ltd.,

B.L.I.C. Works, Cheston Road,
Aston, Birmingham.

'THE B.L.I.C. magnetos are well known,
^ and six- models of this instrument
are shown, the ZAl for small single-

cylinder engines, the ZEl for large

singles, the ZEV for twin-cylinder en-

gines, the ZE2 for horizontally-opposed

engines, the ZA2, a similar model for

Bowden control, and the ZA4 for four-

cylinder motorcycle engines.

In design and construction the B.L.I.C.

magnetos' are particularly sound, as may
be seen from the many component parts

on view. Armatures, carbon brush
holders, distributors, contact breakers,

and other component parts are all on

\ lew.

An entirely new Ariel, the 44 h.p. single with chain drive, new forlcs
and redesigbed frame.

Stand No. 13.

The Red Streali Tyre Co.. 62. Basinghall
Street, London, B.C. 2.

'PHE motorcycle tyres here shown have
a tread of the finest I'ed rubbei-.'the

wearing qualities of w-hich have been
demonstrated during past seasons, while
thewalls are of tough white rubber. This
combination is claimed to have a life un-
attained by any other pattern, and is ex-
pected to appeal to hard riders who
grudge time spent on changing covers.

Both ribbed and studded treads are on
view. Another exhibit, costing a little

less, is their No. 6 studded cover of the
same high-grade materials as the fonnerf
but all grey on con^ entional lines.

Crowded Out.

jV/] ESSB,S. Burney and Blackbnrne have
been unfortunate enough to be

crowded out. At their Shaftesbury
,

Avenue showrooms a full range, of their
.productions is on view, and they
cordialUy invite all motorcyclists %o pay
them a visit.

lyiESSRS. Pearson and Sopwith. the
"'^ makers of the P. and S. motor-
cycle, have also been crowded out. It

'

will be remembered, that the P. and S.

was recently described in Motor Cycling.
Messrs. Pearson and Sopwith are hold-

ing a special show at their showrooms at

60, Mortimer Street, London, W.,— to

which all interested are invited

E-54

What Olympia looked like just before the opening. Last minute preparations in progress.
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Stand No. 28.

W.T.T. Eng. Co., Ltd., 6=10, Dalling

Road, Hammersmith, London, W;
'THE Autoped scooter and the British
^ Johiison Motor Wheel attackmenc
for bicycles are exhibited here. The
Autopod scooter is controlled principallj'

by tie steering column. Pushing the
steering ooluimi forward engages the
dutch, an-d when pulled right back the

brake is- put on. Twist-grip control is

fitted for the throttle, and large diameter
tyres are used. The complete weight
of the machine is somewhere in the neigh-
bourhood of 100 lb. The steering column
can be folded down to form a handle

.

for carrying, ajid consequently the ma-
chiiTe can be stor&d in almost any small
space The Johnson Motor Wheel co'i-

si.'its -of a small twin-opposed engine,
which is complete with a magneto and
electric lighting generator fitted inito the

The Autoped scooter, shown on the^W.T.T. Engineering Co.*s stand.

Stand No. 40.

Chas. Day Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

221=222, "shoreditch, London, E. 1.

THE only item likely to be of interest

to motorcyclists at this stand is the

Dayton motor- driven invalid tricar.

This has been designed to meet the needs

of the disabled. The power unit em-
ployed is the Dayton two-stroke engine,

and the transmission is effected by
chain and belt. The engine is geaxed
down to give a raaximmn sipeed of 8

m.p.h., ajid the steering is by a lever

operating on a ratchet. The petrol con-

sumption is very low, being approsi-

Stand No. 39.

J.E.S. Motor Works, Worcester Street,

Gloucester.

T IGHTWEIGHT motorcycle enthusi-
•'-' asts will find plenty of interest in

the latest 1^ h.p. J.E.S. attachment and
motorcyclette, on view at Stand No. 39.

The J.E.S. is exhibited both as a sepa-

rate auxiliary motor attachment ready
for fitting to an ordinary cycle, priced at

23 guineas, and in the complete form
with special cycle, engine, tank, etc., at

38 guineas. The 1919-20 model contains

many improvements over the previous

models. An interesting new feature is

the patent single-lever floatless carburet-

The J.E.S. motorcvclette. vThe J.E.S, power unit.

E57
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The Sitnplex-engined Motorped^Commercial Skootamotas.

ter, which is claimed to give 200 m.p.g.
on a gearing of 8 to 1. The inlet valve
is mechanically operated by a lever
situated in the inlet pipe. An oU sump,
containing a quantity of oil 'sufficient for

nearly 300 miles, and incorporating a me-
chanical oil pump, is a featare of the

.

latest model. The engine has a bore and
stroke of 2^ ins. by 2| ins. respec-

tively, and develops a full Ij h.p. An
aiuminium piston is incorporated, and the
gudgeon pin floats in the piston, instead
of in the connecting rod, as is usual. A
new method of cooling and oiling the
gudgeon pin is embodied.

Stand No. 36.

Patrick Engineering Co., Ltd., New
Summer Street, Birmingham.

A T the' present time anything which
^^ offers a prospect of providing
cheap motor cycling for the million at-

tracts unbounded interest. The Motor-
' ped cycles exhibited on this stand form
a link between the bicycle and the light-

weight motorcycle. The machine is an
ordinary bicycle fitted with a Simplex
power unit, and this was described at

being at the side and the exhaust valve
overliead. The power is transmitted

through the camshaft, which allows of a
sufficiently low gear being obtained with-

out the use of sprockets of undue size,

the wheels being 16 ins. by 2^ ins.

Stand No. 17.

T. and T. Mtr., Ltd., 52a, Conduit
Street, London, W. 1.

TTHE Silva scooter
^ stand. It is.

fitted with a modi-
fi 6 d Auto-'Wheel
power unit, the
small road wheel of

which forms the

front wheel of the
scooter. Tire foot-

board is mounted
on springs and
covered with rub-

fa e r corrugated
matting. The rear

is shown at this

Stand No. la.

Sumner, 'Vauglian and Co., 28, Victorin

Street, Westminster, S.W. 1.

"yWO models of the Whippet motor
^ scooter, together with one of the
power units employed, are shown on this

stand. The scooter is a well-made
article, the frame is of the duplex type,

and the engine, a four-stroke of U h-p.,

is built on advanced aero lines. The

considerable length in our issue of Sep-

tember 17th, 1919. Briefly, a self-con-'

tained power unit, consisting of a 1 h.p.

two-stroke engine with magneto ignition

and clutch, is carried by suitable stays

over the rear wh«el', which it drives

through an additional chain sprocket and
roller chain The tiny power raiit is v-e-

niarkable for the neatness of design .and-

economy of space. The unit can be ob-

tained separately for attachment to

any machine; it weighs 22 lb. and costs

£24 3s.

Stand No. 41.

Campling, Gilbert, Ltd., 1, Albemarle
Street. London, 'W. 1.

T^HE A.B.C. Skootamota is the only
^ exhibit at this stand. Two cora-

n)ercial types are shown, haying a box

for par-oels fitted in iplace of the usual

feat. A' spring saddle being attached

dii'ect to the top of this. A tropical

model is also shown, ename'Sed in light

colours, and fitted with a canopy. Three
standard models are exhibited, one of

which is nickel-plated all over. As is well

linown, this scooter is fitted with a small

four-stroke engine of 124 c.c. ' The cylin-

der is placed liorizontally over the back
wheel, and is ftted with a detachable

head, while the transmission is direct by
chain to the back wheel. The valves are

both located. in the head, the inlet valve

e58

wheel is

with SCO
tyres.' A
section is

is £55. or

12 ins. ill diameter and fitted

mm. by 60 mm. special Palmev

working model of the engine in

also on view. The nircstiit price

with a seit £56.

The Whippet scooter of IJ h.p.

transmission is effected by a roller chain

from the engine to a countershaft, and
from thence to the rear wheel. Both
chains are. easily adjustable, and a shock
absoi'ber is incorporated. The wheels

are quickly, detachable, and are fitted

with 18 in. by 2 in. Palmer cord tyres.

Internal-expanding brakes are fitted to

both wheels, the rear being foot-operated

and the front by handlebar grip. The
machine ia equipped with a Runbakem
magneto, Amac carburetter, and the

price, which includes free registratioiji

and one j'ear's free insurance against"all

risks., is 47 guineas. The Whippet should

not be missed.

The Simplex power unit, which is placed over the back wheel of the

Motorped.
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TYPICAL TWO^STROKE LIGHTWEIGHTS.
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SECTION 3-SIDECARS. -Mills-Fulford-Grindlay.

stand No. S3.

Mills-FiiIIord, Ltd., Crown Works,
Coventry.

pVER since wo have had sidecars, the
'—

' above names have been inseparably
associated with tlio movement. We
therefore loolced for something of exceed-

ing merit, and can honestly say we found
il. The I)e Lnxo model is a sidecar of

exceptionally fine construction. The
body is somewhat on the lines of this

concern's very successful Empress model
of a few seasons ago, but is roomier and
has a larger chassis. This latter has a

special double frame, and- one might
almost describe it as one chassis super-

imposed upon another. Deep springs in

the back and seat, in combination with
the lai'ge Gee springs of the chassis, in-

sulate the passenger from road shocks.

The luggage grid is quite novel; when
not in use it is stowed out of sight in the
back of the sidecar, and is hinged and
merely let dosvn whpn it is desired to

carry luggage. Tliis 'device does not in-

terfere with the seat locker. This model
has been introduced to meet the desires

of big-twin entliusiasts, such as ride.rs of

llarleys, Iitdians, Zeniths, eJtc.

Foni- samples each of the Corvette and
Skiff are shown. The first, which has
been with us for eight years, was' sup-

plied to nearlj' all the Allies during the

])eriod 1914 to 1918. The body is roomy
:ind thoroughly well upholstered. It has

a locker under the seat and another tor-

is not quite so well appointed as the car
jixst described. It is intended for ma-
chines of low horse-power, where weight
is a consideration, and is an excellent

compromise between luxui'y and light-

ness. The Corvette costs £25 5s. and
the Skiff £23. An Olympian Corvette, a
larger model, is also shown for £26 5s.,

but deliveries do not commence until

April next.

The Family model lias an additional

seat for a child and removable screen,

and costs 28 guineas. It has also four
points of attachment, while the above
models liave only three, although any
model not so fitted can have a fourth at-

tachment for an additional 30s.

The Double Pui-pose model .should not
be missed. While principally a trades-

man's sidecar, it has a comfoi'table seat

and upholstered back, and can be used
for the conveyance of goods or persons.
It is constructed of wicker, and in com-
mon with the rest of the exhibits here,
is well finished. The price is £23.

Screens and hoods are shown, the for-

mer at £3 5s. and the latter at £4 4s.

A now luggage grid and petrol can liolder

are two other interesting items on view.

Stand No. 30.

Grindlay (Coventry), Xtd
Coventry.

C\^ this stand are fo
^-^ double-sprung sidi

attached to 'Triumph,

and Harley-Davidson motorcycles^ and oni

unattached. The 1920 models have theii

new windscreen (protected), which is ad

justable to any position and makoi

allowance for the accommodation of ;

second passenger. This model has a new

form of luggage grid and petrol-cai

liolder on very novel lines. The chassii

of a patented design is constructed «

weldless tubing with not a single beni

tube. The wheel is sprung with half

elliptic springs shackled at rear en(is.^ I

boasts a very substantial mudguard 7 ins

wide with side valance. This is fixed t(

body and not to wheel, thus getting thi

benefit of the whole system of springing

The body is of exceptionally roomy pro

portions, of handsome appearance

soundly upholstered, on cantilever sprin};!

(patented system). The front panel ii

of aluminium. In addition to the lockei

under the seat, a small one is provided ii

the dash. This model sells at £33 (ap

proximately), hood, screen^ luggage gric

and petroi-can holder being obtainahli

at extra cost. The additional cost c

a 28 in', wheel instead of 26 in., makiiij

the sidecar suitable for AmericaTi
.
nia

chines, is £2. Purchasers have the choict

between Dunlop and Palmer tyres.

A Grindlay sidecar with windscreen. Very suitable
for Harley-Davidsoiis.

Two well-finished Mills-Fulford

bodies. Note the luggage-
carrying capacity.

ward, rather smaller. The makers
I'ommend it for machines of 3i- h.p.

6 h.p.

The Skiff model has a smaller body, is

minus the forward locker, and its interior

e60
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Sidecars for all Purposes—A Spring Wheel Suspension.

Stand No. 20.

Sidecai' Body Co., 2o, Upper Clapton

Hoad, London, E. 5.

VIINE models of- the Ride-easy side-

^ ' car bodies and chassis consti-

tute the programme of this concern for

1920. The standard body has a very
neat nndershmg chassis, which is beauti-

fully finished and well sprung. A novelty

13 the projectile super-sporting body,

which is made of aluminium to the exact

shape of a shell. The nose, which is

polished, is spun out of one piece of

aluminium. To give it a realistic effect,

copper bands are fitted to the side.

Although strongly built, this sidecaT is

very light and comfortable and has ample
iDcker room.

Two p r o-

ductions of

The Sidecar

Body Co.

much on the liues of the boot of a car.

The tom-ist will be particularly attracted
by this, as there is also room for more
luggage on the Kd of the locker. The com-
fort of the passenger is assured by the
springijig system, which is by coil buffer
springs at the front and by large three-
leaved C springs at the rear, additional
coil springs also being used for a very
heavy body. On both models tJie

upholstery isi carried, out in the best
leather cloth with spring cushion and
back.
The R34 is designed for the sporting

Stand No. I5a.

Sandham Eng. Co., 336. Gray's Inn

Road, London, W.C, 1.

A FULL range of sidecars are on view

at this stand. The super two-

seater, Avhich is extremely long and pro-

vides equal comfort and plenty of room-

A smart

sidecar body

by Birch

Aircraft

described on

page 167.

Stand No. 25.

Watsonian Folding Sidecar Co., Ltd.,
129.131, Conybere Street,

Birmingham.

yV7.\TS0NIAN sidecars are well known
" for their comfort and sporting
appearance, and the chief interest

on this stand centres round the
new chassis Icnown as model U and the
two new bodies known as the Monarch
and E34 or- Zeppelin. The chassis is

triangulated and givos the greatest
strength for the weight. It has four-
point attachment and is suitable for
machines of 4 li.p. and upwards, being
capable of resisting the severest stresses
oocasioned by bad roads or a powerful
machine.
The axle is very strong and is of the

best steel reinforced by double D-section
tubes. The wheel i.=; built on an extra
wide hub, designed to exclude dust and
grit and retain oil. The mixdguard is

intended to bs fitted to the bodywork,
and is of large size and dome-shaped.
The two bodies ai'e both on sporting
lineSj and great attention has been given
to wind resistance.
On the Monarch there is a large nm-

gage locker in the tail, forme<l very

rider, ajjd, a« its name suggests, it is

cigar-shaped. A locker is arranged be-

liind the seat, the back of which hinges

forward to give access to it. The
standard colour is Watsonian blue, and
so finished the a.ppea.rance of both models
is very attractive.

The Grindlay spring wheel,
suspension.

for two passengers, is fitted with a

double springing system at the Imck. and
is priced at £32 10s. The model Elite

is designed to give the greatest possible

comfort. A novelty is ;the upholstery at

the back, which is shaped so as to fit the

back of the passenger. The sidecar has

a bulbous back, and a very large luggage
compai'tment, the price is £25.
The' model de luxe is a well-equipped

sidecar provided with hood .and screen,

and is very suitable for all-round touring
purposes. It is priced at £22 10s. A
sporting outfit suitable for Indian spring
frame machines with an all-metal body
costs £22 10s. A novelty is the single

or two-seater body. The upper part of

the nose can be lifted out, and, being up-
holstered underneath, forms the second
seat, a folding back being provided.

An attractive Watsonian sidecar, known as the R34.
Ees
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Various Types of Montgomery Sidecars—The Luxurious Henderson.

Stand >'o.

Montgomery, W., and Co., Lower Ford
Street, Coventry. '

/^NF. of the pioneers of tlie sklecar
^^ movement was the Montgomery
Co., and that it is still keeping in the
front rank is eviriced by the three ex-

cellent models to be seen on this stand.

A few improvements are noticeable over
the previous produttions, one being that
by a, new back attachment the sidecar

axle may be brought parallel with the
ground, irrespective of the varying tyre

or wheel sizes. Another is the new de-

M£;n luggage-giid and petiol^au carrier,

For the speedman

:

the Sandum
sporting body.

point attaclunent is provided, adju-Ublo
to fit any make of machine. The wnccl
is 26 ins., with a 2|- m. Dunlop or any
other best make of tyre to ordei', amply
mudguarded by a 5 in. blade with in-

side valance, fii-mly ancliored to prevent
rattle. The length of the body is 60 ins.,

and the weight oi the complete sidecar

The-hanasome Doay ana straiglit-tuDed chassis of the Henderson sidecar.

which is fitted as an extra. Yet a, third
is found in the new metliod of uphol-
stery springing and hinged seat.

Ai to the actual models shown, No. 1

is the most luxurious, and possesses a

handsome ooach-built body, finished to

order in either green, grey, buff or black,
suspended by leaf springs on an under-
sluiitr weklkss steel tube chassis. Four-

provideîd underis 136 lb. A locker is

the seat.

Model No. 2 has a similar chassis, but
a slightly shorter body, 58 ins. in length.

The weight of tliis sidecaa- is 122 lb.

Model No. 3 is a much cheaper and
lighter type than the others. The
chassis is not underslung, and three-

coint attaclunent is provided. Tlie. mud-

One of the latest types of Montgomery
sidecars.

guard is 4g ins. wide, and has no
valance, but the quality of the tubing
and fittings is maintained. The body is

58 ins. long, but the weight complete is

but IJO-lto.

Extras, which^ can be fitted to all

models, are : 28 in. wheel, Triplex glass

screen, luggage grid.

Stand No. 27.

Henderson Sidecar, Aero Works,
Fitzwilliam Street, Slieflield.

THE Henderson sidecar has been
" designed on most attractive lines,

and its graceful appearance and high-

grade finish will make a strong appeal to

the sesthetic. The body, while being
roomy and very haodsomely upholstered,
is by no means clumsy or unwieldy. It

is fitted with a bulbous back, which
' masks a compartment large enough to

take quite a (juan'lity of luggage.

Refinement in detail has been studied,

and an instance of this is the extremely
neat urethod of housing the lamp, which
the law now compels all sidecar users to

carry, under the small step shown in our
illustration on the side of the body. The
chassis is composed entirely of straight

tubes, and the method of springing em-
ployed ensures a low centre of gravity-

The new spring frame model, which is

exhibited for the first time, is well worth
special inspection.

For the family man—the tandem-seated Montgomery.
e64

A simpler and lighter type of Montgomery sidecar.
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Sidecars for all Types of Machine—Two New Spring-wheel Suspensions.

stand No. 98.

Mead and Deakin, Rushey Lane,

Tyseley, Birmingham

.

lyr ESSES. MEAD and BEAKIN are
^ exhibiting a range of tHeir side-

cars for 1920. It will be remeniberej

that this firm was the first to introduce

opach-built sidecars on streamline ideas.

Stand No. 35.

The Birch Aircraft Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., 169.171, High Road, Willesden
Green, London, N.W.

"THE objects of principal interest on
this stand are two very well-designed

spring-wheel sidecar chassis. One of

these incoi-porates a single leaf spring,

are two links, which are attached to a
small rectangular member pivoted on to
an extension of the chassis. Two coil

springs are intei'posed between the frame-
work carrying the wheel and the rect-

angular pivoted member. The springing
action can be better understood by refer-

ring to the accompanying sketch. During
the war this concern has had considerable

A well-finished sidecar by the Birch Aircraft Co.
F'

and the models shown come up in every
way to the high standard of design and
efficiency for wliich the firm is noted.
The ordinary Minor, Sporting, and

Standard models are shown, ajid in addir
tion there is oiio called the Military,
which, although it has been manufac-
tured before, has not as yet been pat
upon the market. This has a somewhat
larger body than the Standard, and is

fitted with Cee springs instead of the
usual Canoelet laminated' springs. An
entirely new model with body made of
sectional stampings acetylene-welded to-

gether, with a hew system of springing,
is under construction to be ready soon.

to which the I

wheel is attached
^

direct. The spring

is carried in a The well-known
tubular framework, guard attached
and is provided

with a substantial

shackle of, large dimensions at the near

.end. All the spring bearings are pro-

vided with large grease caps, and are of

hardened steel. The other model is fitted

with two coil springs. The wheel, which

is easily detachable, is mounted in a rect-

angular framework, which is pivoted at

the rear end. At the foremost extremity

Canoelet sidecar, which has the mud-
to the body, and a very capacious
locker in the back.

experience in oxy-acetylene welding in

aircraft work, and they have now applied

this to the production of their sidecar
chassis, which are quite free from lugs,

aU the tubes being welded together. The
neat aluminium step fitted is a useful

adjunct, and adds considerably to the

appearance.

Two novel spring-wheel suspensions to be
incorporated in Bamco sidecars.

I>33
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SECTION 4.—ENGINES: Villiers, M.A.G., Abingdon and Stanger.

stand No. 234.

Villiers Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Blakenhall, Wolverhampton.

'T HIS company has many specimens
^ of its successful 2g h.p. engines on
the stand, yet seldom is the quantity
sufficient to go round among the many

The twin silencers of the Villiers.

inquisitive visitors who besiege it. In
common with all two-strokes, simplicity
is the keynote of its design, and on. this

example/ it is accompanied by substantial
construction without superfluous masses
of metal. Special attention has been
paid to the contour of the piston baflfle,

this counting for so much in two-stroke
engines, the mak&rs only adopting the
present piston after strenuous and exact-
ing tests. Three piston rings are used,
two at the top and one at the bottom

;

all are pinned to avoid the gaps coming
in line. The big-end of the connecting
rod has roller bearings, while the main
bearings are of phosphor-bronze, of good
length and positively gastight. Oil is led

direct from the supply to the engine
through a hollow crankcase boltj the
system being patented by the Villiers

Co. The cylinder capacity is 259 c.c,

the bore and stroke being equal to
70 mm. by 70 mm.
M.-L. or C.A.V. magnetos axe fitted,

the choice of carburetter being left to

the several manufacturers' building ma-
chines with this unit. The price is

£19 17s. „.,

Stand No. 202.

M.A.G. Engine Co., Ltd., Harrow Road,
Willesden Junction, N.W. 10.

A FEATURE of the new M.A.G. en-
*~* gines is the starting handle, which
is connected direct to the crankshaft.

. Being of large dimensions, it renders it

possible, if one so desires, to swing the
engine over compression when starting

up. The push rods operating the over-

head inlet valves on all models will in

Prominent among them will be fonnd
the King Dick spanners and tool kits

—

the former " guaranteed for ever"—also
the well-known King Dick belt fas-

teners, and representative assortments of

An interesting 2i h.p. M.A.G.
I>34

A sectional view of the 2J h.p.

two-stroke Villiers.

future be fitted with enclosed adjustment
at the top in the same way as it is car-

ried out on the M.A.G. engines fitted

to Morgan runabouts.
Two "V-twin engines are shown, an

8 h.p. and 3-^- h.p. An interesting httle

engine is the 2^ h.p. single. All three
types will be imported into this country
ini large quantities during the coming
season. M.A.G. engines were deservedly
popular before the war, and have an
even finer future before them. They are

noted for their excellent finish and cool

Stand Nos. 34=140.

Abingdon-Ecco, Ltd., Tyseley,

Birmingham.

T" HIS exhibit includes, in addition to
•'• the famous 6-7 h.p. Abingdon
Ecco twin-cylinder engine, a variety uf

the components and accessories which
will appeal to motorcyclists on account of

their fine quality arid their fitness for the
purpose for which they are intended.

Two twin M.A.G.s are shown

—

a
3i h.p. and an 8 h.p.

finished articles, such as lubricators up to

2 ins. diameter, petrol needle valves,

petrol filler caps and sidecar hubs.

Stand No. 28a.

Trotman Patent Dandy and Co., Ltd.,

Dandy Works, Wood Green, London.

A NOVELTY on this stand is the
'* Stanger V-twin two-stroke engine.

The cylinders ara set at an angle of 45 de-

grees and are staggered. The crankcase

is divided longitudinally, thereby pro-

viding two compression ohamibers, one
for each cylinder. The crankshaft is set

at an angle of ISO degrees. The engine-'

is rated at 5 h.p., and is suitable for fit-;

ting '^ most types of standard frames.
,

A. HaXelwood and also a P.V. spring
frame machine are shown at this stand,.,

fitted witJh this power unit. It is hoped i

that jlfiliveries will commence immedi-
ately after the Show.

The twin two-stroke Stanger, which
has a two-throw crankshaft and twin

crankcases.
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ENGINES. - Precision and Coventry-Victor.

Stand No. 207 (Gallery).

F. E. Baker, Ltd., Precision Works,
King's Norton.

/^N tliis stand are shown the latest^ products fro 11 the Preiisiou woiks.
The twin engines are entirely new, and
three of them are shovvn, suitable for

heavy outiits or cyclecars.

The 8 h.p. engine lias a bore and
stroke of 85 mm. by 85 mm., which gives

a cubic oapaicity of 964 c.c. The other

two have, a longer stroke, 96 mm., the
bore being the same, 85 (mm., which
gives a capacity of 1,096 c.c. Excepting
in size, the three engines are similar in

design, with large valves plaiced side by
Bide. The timnig gear has been com-
pletely re-designcd. JThe fins on the air-

cooled models are cast square in place of

(lie more usual conis;htric.fins.

The 3j h.p. 2-stroke Precision has
an ingenious lubrication system.

A feature which makes for easy start-

ng and slow running is a stuffing box
ievice on the inlet valve stems ; this en-
Jrely eliminates air leaks at tliis vital

loiut. Lubrication is by splash, and the
Tankcase is fitted with a simple but
iiffeetive breather which acts as a non-
eturn valve. The timing case is lubri-

cated through this breaUier and super-
luous oil is carried quite clear of the en-
gine by an oil vent from the timing case

Stand No. 143.

Coventry Victor Motor Co., Ltd.,

137, Cox Street, Coventry.

VVTE find here two models of the
'' Coventry Victor 5-7 h.p. hori-_

zontally-opposed twin engines, one air-

cooled and one water-cooled. The dimen-

A Coventry-Victor connecting rod.

sions are identical in both cases, namely,

75 mm. by 78 mm. (688 c.c). The
craukcases 'present a remarkably clean

appearance, and are supported in the

frames of their machines by two
parallel grooves which fit frame members
to which they are clamped.
The' crankshafts are tlie customary

two-throw pattern of this type of engine,

and the big-end design is ingenious, hav-

ing its bushes in the form of a D, which

facilitates their removal when eventually

necessary. The valves axe large, and
situated'at the top of the cylinder, work-
ing horizontally with adjustable tappets.

Blixture is furnished by the new pattern
Amac carburetter, whde either a TTiom-
son-Bennett or C.A.V. magneto sup-
plies the spark. .At £38 10s. this engine
is an attractive proposition.

Another exlubit here is the Speedway
two-speed gearbox, a very workmanlike
job with constant mesh pinions and slid-

ing dogs. Whsi the cover is taken off

the whole intemal,mechanism may be re-

moved without taking the gearbox from
its frame. The Warner patent rear spring
fork should also have a few minutes'
3,ttention, embracing as it does several
novel featm'cs of which space forbids
description.

ij;g;;^5g^^:mB';^OTKOTs»-

The cra'nkcase release on
the Coventry-Victor

blows oil on
to the front
sprocket.

Another view of the 3J h.p.
2-stroke Precision.

Stand No. 172.

Hobday Bros., Ltd., 23, 25, 27, Gt.
Eastern Street, London, E.C. 2.

"T HOSE who favour the two-stroke en-
'^ gine would do wp" to jnsp-cct the

latest Dalm engine sho ^vn on Ima stand.
It is a 3 h.p. two-stroks of particularly
sound construction. There is ajjso a large
display of most of the leading Imes of
accessories

Carburetter side
of the 5-7 h.p.
Coventry-Victor.

An example of

a water-cooled
Coventry-Victor
^, engine.
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SECTION 5.-IGNITION AND LIGHTING APPLIANCES.

stand No. 166.

Vandervell, C. A., and Co., Ltd.. Warple

Way, Acton Vale, London, W. 3.

THE two chief items o£ interest on

this stand are two new types of

magneto—the K.U.I and the K.U.2. The
former is a lightweight magneto for

single-cylinder four and two stroke

motorcycles up to 3 h.p. It is sold com-

plete with high-tension terminal at

£6 12s. 6d. The K.U.2 is for twin-cylin-

Section of a C.A.V. high-tension
brush.

der motoorcycle engines up to 3 h.p.,

firing at 180 degrees. The price of this

model is £7. These two> new models have
been designed to take the place of the

original C.A.V. magnetos, models 3U1
and 2U2 in the case of machines of low
horse-power, where small weight and size

,

are important considerations. They are

of the single-magnet type and totally en-

closed. It is practically impossible for

water to enter under any circumstances

;

in fact, it is possible to immerse them in

water and still obtain satisfactory nin-

ning. These magnetos embody the same
type of armature as the larger models
and the well-known C.A.V. contact

breaker. Another poiiut worthy of note

is the carbon brush holder and terminal,

which are made in one, and thus ensure

a secure electrical connection, which is

quite waterproof.

Stand No. 213.

M.L. Magneto Syndicate, Ltd., Victoria

Works, Coventry.

THE M.L. Magneto Syndicate was one

of the first to take up the threads

of the German industry in 1914, and pro-

duce a thoroughly reliable article of all-

British manufacture. During the war
they supplied no fewer than 50,000 mag-
netos to the authorities, many of which
were fitted to W.O. Triumphs. On one
part of the stand is shown a magneto
actually running and functioning pro-

perly under water.

Another position is devoted to the dis-

play of separate parts, and shows the
various stages of manufacture from the
raw material just as it arrives at the
works to the finished article ready for
fitting. Armatures and condensers are
shown in the many stages through which
they have to pass before completion, and
sectional models help the uninitiated to
understand the relation of one part to
anotheir., A further section demonstrates
testing processes for regularity of spark-
ing both at high and low speeds. In-

dividual parts are also shown under test,

notably the armature', which is subjected
to a high frequency alternating current
of 1,500 volts.

The complete magnetos displayed in-

clude a full selection suited to motor-
cycle engines, from the P.M.I and P.M.2
for single and twin lightweights respec-
tively, to the C4 for engines having four
cylinders. The special features which
should be examined are the laminated
pole shoes, a new pattei'u condiensier, jump
spark distributor, and the non-hj'dro-
scopic pivot bush in the contact breaker.

The KU2 type C.A.V. for horizontal
twins.

Stand No. 151.

Sphinx Maniifacturinf^ Co., Bradford
Street, Birmingham.

/'^-NE of the most popular of sparking
^-^ plugs is the Sphinx Speed model,
which is on view with all the other
types of this well-known make. AH have
b^n improved in detail, and it must be
remembered that the experience gained
during the war has taught us much in re-

lation to internal-combustion engines and
their equipment. A new model is on
view, known as the Bor type. Two cir-

cular bars are placed at right angles,

forming the electrodes. It is claimed

A group of M.L. magnetos, showing (leftto' right) the single-cylinder,

lightweight and twin-cylinder types,
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that a weak current is concentrated b&r
tween fine points, the nearest approach
of the two bars to one another, as a Uttle
thought will showi When the current
increases the makers claim tliat the gap

Another view of the M.L. single-
cylinder magneto.

increases also, thus easier starting and
slower runnmg should he given, with the
maximum efficiency at high speed. The,
plug is made with either mica or ceramic
insulation, and is said to be suitable for
all varieties of engines.

Stand No. 204.

E.I.C. Magnetos, Ltd., Sampson Road
North, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

"THE E.I.C. Co. are exhibiting mag-
'^ netos for single or twin-cylinder
motorcycles. These are shown in, varioua
types : Type A, which weighs 6j lb.,

has proved very satisfactory on two-
stroke engines; type "A Ref. D,"
weighing 7^ lb., is specially desiglied for

large single-cylindei' engines, and gives a
hot flame spark at low speeds, whJst re-

niaining efiicient at any speed the engine
is capaiblo of developing. Twin-cylinder
magnetos are represented by the type
" A2 " for 180 decree small twin-cylinder
engines, such as the 2§ h.p. Douglas, and
the type " A2 Ref. D" for 180 degree,
large twin-cyliilder engines.

The K L G. plug cleaner in section.

The design is in accordance with well-

tried practice. The insulation is tested

at each stage of ibuilding up, and the
aiuiiature windings and oondenser are-

perfectly balanced. E.I.C. magnetos are.

constructed in sudh, a manner as to re-

quire no oil, and the danger of over-
lubrication is thus avoided.

Stand No. 83.

Chater Lea, Ltd., 74=84, Banner Street,

London, E.C.

A NEAT high-tension cable terminal
**• which, although not particularly

well known, has yet been on the market
for some time, is a little speciality

of this concern. To fix the cable, it ia-

only necessary to bare about an inch ot'

the wire, and push it well home into the.

terminal, and give the slotted portion ai

sharp tap with a hammer. This holds th«<

wire securely in position. '

i
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The Lucas Magdyno, Thomson-Bennett Magneto and Some Plugs.

Stand No. 191.

Lodge Sparking Plug Co., Ltd., Rngb^.

SINCE the very earliest days of

motoring Lodges have beeu in-

separably associated with plugs, and

theii' several types to suit all engines are

known to all patrons of the petrol

vehicle.

The standard model is the C3, suitable

[or nearly all English raotoicycles. Its

construction permits of its being taken

ipart for cleaning purposes. Model C9
is a similar plug, but is non-detachable.

Both these types are sold at 5s. The
Model MB is also suitable for most Eng-
lish machines, and adds to its merits

security against bad weather conditions,

its high-tension parts being all enclosed

and so protected from rain, and st 7s. 6d.

is excellent value for money.
The smallest pattern, CE2, specially

made for machines of small tank clear-

ance or small engines, such as scooters

and auto-wheels, where a large plug

Stand No. 189.

Lucas Electrical Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

"THE famous Thomson-Bennett mag-
•' netos which have assisted in so many
aerial exploits and are equally well

Lucas, Ltd.

Lodge motorcycle plugs, showing the Aero, Baby
(for lightweights) and waterproof types.

looks out of place, is retaOed at 6s. The
|KE3 is an aero type suited to xaeing by
(virtue of its constructional facilities for

loooling, wliich peniiit of its use in very
Ihigh oompressioned engines without fear
jof pre-ignition or other troubles. This
model is priced at Ss. 6d.

A new plug, embodying a priming de-

fvice, is also shown, priced at 13s. 6d.

The Magdyno junction box.

known in the motor-cycling world are

seen here, as the Lucas Electrical Co.,

Ltd., ai-e the successors tO' Thomson-Ben-
nett Magnetos, Ltd., and are now under-

taking the electrical side formerly

handled by the parent company, Jciseph

In addition to the mag-
netos, much interest

centres round the new
Lucas Magdyno. This is

a combination of the
Lucas 6-volt lighting dy-

namo and the Thomson-
Bennett magneto, and
although botJi instru-

ments aie combined in a
single unit, they are

electrically separaAs.

The small cylindrical dy-

naimo is on sta,ndard

Lucas lines and is housed
in the magnet of the
magneto and driven
through a train of gear-
wheels from the mag-
neto shaft. The neces-
sity of a separate drive

for tne aynamo is thus eliminated and a
saving in weight is also effected.

This, one _of the most interesting

novelties at the Show, was described
fully in a recent issue. The junction
box and switch are of particularly neat
design, and the instrument as a whole
appears to be singularly well thought
out.

Stand No. 214.

Ripault, Leo, and Co., 1, King's Road,
St. Pancras, London, N.W.

"THE chief items of interest heie are

f the Eipault lever compression tap

and the Oleo plugs. The compression
tap is'-operated by means of a screw-down
tap and is perfectly gastight when closed.

The aviation type Oleo plugs ai'e of

particulai' interest, as they ^were
selected by the Air Ministry in favour of

all other plugs for super-compression en-

gines. The ^insulation of the mica is

tapered, forming a perfect joint, while
the electrode is of nickel steel of high
tensile strength which is guaranteed
against pre-ignition and oil.

The switch of the Magdyno is

operated by one knob.

The Oleo waterproof terminal is suit-

able to attach to anj plug fitted with a
spigot end and can be easily connected or

disconnected." It is unaffected by vibra-

tion and consequently always remains in

perfect 'contact. This is sold for Is. A-
novel plug tester is also on show. The
construction of this will,.be easily seen

from the accompanying illustration. It

forms an easy method of testing'the plug
whilst in the engine. If the plug is snort
circuiting no spark will appear between
the electrodes of the tester. This is

priced at 2s. 6d.

SparKs here

From lett to right The Apollo aviation plug, the single-point Oleo, the K.L.G., the racing Forward, and
the Leo Ripault spark tester.

d4I
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WELL-KNOWN LIGHTING SETS: F.R.S., Hunt, Smith, and Lucas.

M-

The F.R.S. Lamps, Pershore Street,

Birmingham.

[ANY riders have facilities for

charging accumulators easily, and
the F.R.S. combination electric lighting

set appeals very strongly to such. It

consists of headlamp, side lamp, tail

lamp, and accumulators, and a pressure

of 4 volts only is utilized. The head-

lamp is strongly constructed, and is 7 ins.

F.R S. electric

rear lamp.

in diameter. It has adjustable side

sockets attached to handlebar fittings.

The secret of the success of the lamp is

the parabolic reflector in conjunction
with the special fUament bulbs. The
focus is adjustable, and the bulb may be
removed while still alight from the rear

of the lamp, thus providing a ready and
useful inspection lamp.

The side lamp has a small screw bulb
which is also removable while alight, and
the tail lamp follows the same practice.

The accumulator is carried in a stout teak
box, and provides current for 20 hours
light. The standard set is priced at
£8 8s., but with 6-volt battery it costs

£9 10s. A set for solo machines has a
5g in. diameter headlamp, with the accu-
mulator carried in a black polished box
which fits on the top tube of the machine.
This is priced at £5 10s. Other useful
exhibits are the adapters to allow elec-

tric lighting to be used in existing gas
lamps. This is a small clip, carrying a
3i-voIt bulb and small reflector, which
fits over the existing burner. The mirror
lens of the lamp is used and the focus is

not disturbed. The price of this small
fitting is 4s. 9d.

The well-known F.R.S. system for
utilizing the primai-y current of the mag-
neto for"" lighting purposes is again on
sale. A small side and tail lamp set

for sidecars is also interesting. The side

lamp is egg-shaped and the tail lamp is

spherical, both are fixed in position by
a single bolt and nut which projects from
the lamp body.

Stand Nq. 178.

Hunt, A. H., 115=117, Cannon Street,

London, E.C. 4.

A LARGE selection of accessories are
•'* on view at this stand, including
electric lighting sets for cyclecars, motor-
cycles and sidecar combinations, which
are complete in every way, and include
lamps, batteries or accumulators and
candying cases for solo machines. A par-
ticularly good eJectric headlamp is the
Daylight, made either for attachment to

the handlebar stem or the cross member.
There is a large variety of electric rear
lamps with and without combined
switches. Most types of the Hellesen
dry battery are on show, and accunlula-
tors of special design to stand road vibra-

An F.RS. elec-

tric headlamp.
d42

The Daylight lamp, by Hunts.

tion such as is met with on motorcycles.
Other items are metal and leather bat-
tery can-ying cases, ignition coils, high
and low tension cables, Morse signalling
lamps, and, voltmeters and ampere-
meters, which are particularly well
finished . with jewelled. movements.
Amongst the novelties are special A.A.
badge clips for attaclung the A. A. badge
to the niimber plate, handlebar match
boxes and route card holders.

Stand No. 203.

Smith, S., and Son (M.A.), Ltd.,

179,185, Great Portland Street,

London, W. 1.

"THE Smith equipment comprises a
* very complete and up-to-date range

of motorcycleraccessories. Every article

offered by this concern is built for the
highest standard,of quality and efliciency,

and is guaranteed thoroughly reliable ui

operation. Their exhibits include speedo-
meters, revolution indicators, carburet-
ters, lighting systems, electrical, me-
chanical and bulb horns, mascots, tyre
pumps, and also M.L. magnetos, K.L.6.
sparking plugs and Euk easy staiters, for

which this concern are the only selling

agents. The now famous K.L.G. plug,
the stajidard model of which will be

adopted on post-war Rolls-Royces, is

priced at 5s., and many other models for

various type of engines are shown at

5s. 6d. and 10s. 6d.

Stand No. 189.

Lucas, Joseph, Ltd., Gt. King Stre«t,

Birmingham.

f U^AS equipment in every variety is

'-' handsomely staged, from the tiny

but ever-useful "Girder Minor" span-
ner to the latest Lucas, 6-volt. lightiag

set. The advantages of electric lighting

are many, but perhaps the chief one is

the absolute immunity from trouble. For
such as prefer acetylene, or cannot afford

Lucas King of the Road set.

the luxury of an electrical outfit, there
is tlie famous King of the Road head-
light set with its many refinements, Man-
gin lens mirror, adjustable double brac-

ket, instantaneously-removed carbide
container, etc. The smaller pattern for

. lightweight machines, the^King's Own,
is also shown, and a variety of sidecar

lamps, tail lamps, etc. Tlie clean lines

of the cyclorns, with the coiled tuibe

contained in tlie body of the horn,

are always admired, and a forced-feed
oiler is an accessory which every rider

should, have in his private garage, as it

A Lucas electric headlamp.

ensures a positive supply of oil to this'

bearings, and is also very useful for

lubricating Bowden cables, as shown in

a rasent article in these pagfes.

Lucas' Motoralities have long been
held in high esteem by all riders, and
there is no need for us to enlarge on
their mca'its, ei*cept toisay that- the con-

struction and finish are quite up to e«-

pectations.
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Miller and Powell and Hanmer Lighting Sets—Cooke Plugs—B.L.I.C.

Staud No. 193.

MUler, H., and Co., Ltd., TMiller Street,

Birmingham.

A VERY representative display of elec-^ ti-ic and acetylene lighting sets is on

view. Two patterns of acetylene lamps

The fixing of the Miller lamp set.

have been concentrated on, and these are

known as 31H and 22H. The former set

is fitted mth a mangin lens miiTor of

4 ins. diameter, and is supplied with a

patented bra,cket for bearing both the
projector and'the generator. The strength

of this carrier is snch that al case of

breakage is unknown. This desirable re-

sult is attained by careful selection of the

material employed and the patented de-

tails of the design.

Both lamps and generators are made
from the finest materials. The 22H
model is similar in design and construc-

tion, but is smaller. The reflector is 3^
ins. diameter. The very neat tail lamp
exhibited is particularly strong, and the

neat carrying bracket, which is adjust-

.

able, is worthy of attention.

Stand No. 187.

Powell and Hanmer, Ltd., Chester Street,

Birmingham.

A FULL range of the well-known" P. and H. lamps and generators is

to be seen on this stand, and their sturdy

construction is worthy of note. The
chief interest lies in the dynamo light-

ing set, however. The dynamo is de-

signed to give its full output of 5 volts

5 amps, at 1,440 r.p.m., and no matter
what the speed of the motorcycle be the
speed of the dynamo is kept constant" by
the use of the P. and H. patented con-

trol which works as follows :

—

The control is in reality a patented
clutch, consisting of a driving face and
a driven face held together by the action

of a spring acting through a toggle. Now
for a certain output the power required
can be calculated and the spring set

accordingly. Should the speed of the
machine i-ise the spring is unable to cope
with the increased torque of the arma-
ture and the clutch accordingly slips. It
is claimed that by this means a more

Showing the method of attaching,

the Miller rear lamp to the carrier.

efficient generator is possible than when
electrical control by means of a third

brush is relied upon. A very neat switch

with an ammeter combined is also

shown ; it is designed to clip on to the

top tn-iie or the handlebar, and in addi-

tion to being waterproof is ex-

tremely neat and unobtrusive.

The increasing demand for an effi-

cienit lighting set will doubtless xe-

SSlit 'in an eoormous demand for
t:iif outfit.

-J3BiBaSSS&

UiWNATED ^0L£. 5H0ES.

The maximum magnetic field is

obtained on M.L. magnetos by the
use of lamiuated poleshoes.

Stand No. 212.

Cooke, Howard S., and Co., 116=118,

Northwood Street, Birmingham.

A FULL range of Cooke sparking plugs
^"^ are on view, and as these plugs

have lately made a name foa' themselves
by functioning perfectly on an engine
which has proved itself a devourer of

plugs they deserve the attention they
receive. Type B is particularly suitable
for motorcycle engines, and is strongly
constructed, its length overall is 3 ins.

Having regard to the severe conditions of

winter riding, the most interesting ex-

hibit is the new Cooke weatherproof plug,
which should entu'ely eliminate all

trouble from this source.

Our own experience of these plugs used
on a Harley-Davidson comibiiiation was
very satisfactory, although a large num-
ber of other nrakes that had -been tried

had failed.

In addition a very neat terminal for

the h.-t. wire is shown. Tliis consists

of a vulcanite bush, into one end of which
the h.-t. wire slips. Into the other end
a brass slotted hook screws. A portion
of the h.-t. wire is bored and passes
through a small hole in a partition in the
vulcanite bush, being" gripped between
the partition and the shank of the hook.
This fitting is easily assembled on the
h.-t. wire, and no tools are necessaiy
bej'ond a knife to bore the end of the
h.-t. cable.

The P. and H. dynamo set.

the driving pulley.
A slipping clutch device is embodied in

Note the neat handlebar switch. The B.L.LC. single-cylinder magneto.
d43
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SECTION 6—CARBURETTERS : A,M,A.C., Senspray and Everest

stand No. 152.

A.M.A.C, Ltd., Aston Cross,

Birmingham.

'T'HE most iateresting exhibits on this
' stand £,re undoubtedly the new
model carburetter. Special interest at-

taches, to single-lever instruments at the
present time, for which there is un-
doubtedly a growing demand. Fbui
distinct types are shown : the vertical

Sectional view

of the single.

levtrAM.A.C.

on the side of the body. The tlu-ottle

barrel itself is now a gunmetal casting

accurately ma/chined.

Appearance is not everything, how-
ever, and closer examination reveals the

fact that the internal construction has

The new jet ar-

rangement and
slides of the two-
lever A.M.A.C.

been improved by the introduction of a
(laimper principle so arranged that it is

proportionately and automatically cut

out of action as the throttle is opened,
and provides perfect slow running and
eisonomy.

The damper ports ai'e adjustable by
simple means as easily effected by the
novice as by the expert.

The main characteristics of the old
Senspray, viz,., the straight-through

double and single control models and tap
horizontal double and smgle control

models. The same principle underlies all

the types, that is, a submerged jet

which merely serves to regulate tlie flow

of petrol, and a vaporizing device. Air
passing six minute holes lo»ms a vapour
with the petrol, and the manufacturers
claim that liquid petrol never finds its

way into- the main inlet passage. The
models are very similar in construction,

but an adjustable air valve is found on
the single-lever instruments, wlnle the

float chambers of the vertical and hori-

zontal types differ slightly. Sectioned

instruments show the action of the con-

trols.

Stand No. 154.

Piigh, Chas. H., Ltd., Whitworth Works.
Tilton Road, Birmingham.

LAEGEL'i: as a result of experience

gained in the rapid strides made
in aviation during the war, the internal-

Combustion engine of 1920 is a vastly im-

proved unit, and possesses a degree of

eificiency to which the improvements
effected in carburaiion are in no small

measure attributable.

Messrs. Charles H. Pugh, Ltd., who
are weU-known as the manufacturers of

the carburetters ; fitted to, the winning
j'lachines in both the Senior and-J^Junior

T.T. races of 1914, have effected several

niaterial;.'improveinents in the Senspray
carburetter, and various examples of

their 19Z0 models are shown at Olymjpia.

The mostvnotioeable alteration at llrst

glance is in the^material now employed
in their. manufacture. The' main body
nndj the throttle, chamber caps are^now
aluminium-die castings, Ihe latter being

fitted with gunmetal bearings in which
the throttle barrel spindle is houspd.

These end caps are detachable, and 'are

lield in position by a flat spring pivoted
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Stand No. 184.

Messrs. Rotherham and Sons, Coventryi

"THE Everest carburetter her6 showa
•' has many jjoints of refinement em-
bodied in its design, and now has an
additional barrel forming a separate con-

The 1920
Senspray,
showing.,
damper ad-
justment.

trol to the air supply. This is closed

only tor starting up, after which it may
be left fully open, the other bai-rel_ con-

trolling air and throttle opening simul-

taneously. The jet orifices are situated

in the face of the jet tube in spiral forma-

tion, and a sleeve working in oonjvmction

with the throttle vmcovers one or more,

accordmg to engine requirements. The
throttle piston also controls the air

supply subject to . the position of the

other piston, the carbiu'etter being of

the straight-through pattern. This in-'

strujnent, recently,

on a 3g h.p. ma-j
chine over give-and-

take roads registered-

a consumption of 120

m.p.g., and by virtue

O'fits oorstructdon is.

easily adaptable to

the indi"idual demands of any engine.

The combined petrol gauge, filter and
filler should be seen, nor should the

motorcycle automatic oil pump be missed.;

•The' angular filter, the gauze area of'

which is six timeSj greater than the pipe

bore, should be inspected. This' gauze

may be removed for cleaning purposes

by unscrewing a hexagon cap without
disturbance to the unions.

way, and the method
of obtaining; atomiza-

tiou are retained in

the new models.

Of topical interest

is the set of R.R.C.H.
(Eagle) carburetters,

as manufactured by
I\Iessrs. Pugh, and
fitted to the "Rolls en-

gine on the aeroplane

which acooniplashed

the - first successful

'

transatlantic flight.

A variety ofj.,, the
,w ell-known Altred
Appleby aird Atco
-roller chains for

motor and ordinary
cycles, and

,
a .selec-

tion of stamped steel

pressings, frame
lugsf^etc, complete
this exhibit.

The Senspray car-

buretter had an en-

viable'i' pre-war repu-

tation as regards effi-

ciency and economy,
which the latest

models should en-

hance considera'bly,

both the finish and
workmanship being
excellent

JET SLEEVE
THROTTLE
BARREL.

The Everest carburetter, made by Rotherham's
of Coventry.
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rhe Binks Carburetter—The B. and B. Variable Jet Model,

stand No. 209.

Brown and Barlow, Ltd., 8, Laurence
Pountney Hill, Cannon Street,

London, E.C.

THE various models of the famou.^

B. and B. carburetters are on view,

and include the B.S.V. model, the single

jet model, the universal model with
variable jet, the tvfo-stroke carburetter,

and a two-stroke model with variable

jet. The B.S.V. model has a needle

attached to the throttle slide. This
needle works in the jet orifice and,

being tapered, the jet is varied in size

according to the throttle opening. The
jet is situated in a small choke tube, and
over the jet is a cap in which several

small holes are drilled. The petrol spray
and air have to pass through these small
holes, and are still further broken up
and mixed together, thus ensuring per-

fect vaporization.

The single jet model is practically

automatic in action, and, having started

the engine, the air lever is thrown opeir

to a position depending upon the size of

the jet. The carburetter is then auto-
matic in action, and is controlled only on
the throttle lever until a severe overload
of the engine, such as on a hill, calls for

a reduction in the air supply. The two-
stroke carbui'etters are on thi? principle.

Stand No. 220.

Binks, C, Ltd., Phcenix Works,
Eccles, Manchester.

r\ N this stand is exhibited a vaned
^-^ assortment of motorcycle aaces-
sories, of which, perhaps, the best known
is the Binks carburetter. Practically no

B. an J B. jets can be obtained in a
neat case to fit the waistcoat

pocket.

alterations have been made for next year,
th9_ three-jet ^principle, with damping'
device, still being employed. The action

A sectional
\

vievir of the

Binks
I

carburetter, i

-4^

is as iollows : when the throttle is prac-

tically closed, and the engine just ticking

over in neutral, only a very small pilot

jet is in use, but as the throttle is opened
up so two larger jets are successively un-
covered and supply more petrol to car-

buret the greater volume of air admitted.
Two levers are provided, so that the
extra air supply can be regulated. Great
petrol economy and efficiency are claimed
for this carburetter.

For Scott machines a special two-jet
model is recommended.
A new departure for this concern is

the manufacture of a sparking plug,
the special feature of which is a quick-
detachable high-tension terminal that can
be operated when the engine is running,
in order to test if the cylinder is firing

properly. The wire is held by a spring-

loaded insulated knob, which has onty to

be lifted to release -the wire. It is im-

possible for the wire to detach itself.

Silencers, filters and hot-air muffs are
also to be found amongst the exhibits on
this stand.

The B. and B. variable jet model.

Stand No. 146.

StoBehouse Works Co., Spon Lane Mills,

Houghton Street, West Bromwich.

\/ARIOUS specialities and accessories
" are displayed on this stand, and
they are especially int^restmg" as they
BTe produced by the manufacturers, who
have their own rolling miU, from the
raw material. Very extensive works
and plant development is nearing com-
Jletion, and the output will shortly be
irebled. Motorcycle belt rim brakes
iWere a speciality of this firm before the
war, and although they had to be

.

divjppod to give place to urgent war
mateiial their manufacture is again well
nnder way.
A fltrongly-constructed tyre pump ia

•Iso shown, and although apparently of
ceUiiloid it is in reality a metal pump

with celluloid covering. Another exhibit
of interest to the rider who prefers to do
his own small repairs is a very strong
hacksaw frame.

Stancf No. 7.

Koberls, Alfred, and Sons, Ltd., Grip-
well Works, Gt. Lister Street,

Rinningham.

A FULL range of this company's
'^ manufactures is shown on Stand
7. Ill addition to their well-known goods
some now and interesting lines are ex-
hibited. These include gaiters, plasters,

horn bulbs belts, repair outfits, motor-
cycle covers and tubes, radiator hose,
gas tubing, valve parts, prepared
patches, security bolts, vulcanizing , ma-
terials, brake blocks, rubbers for foot-

rests, lamp and pump washers, rubbej

solution in tubes -and tins, reinforced

liners, and all moulded and tubed goods.

Stand No. 201.

Bowden Brake Co., Ltd., King's Road,
Tyseley, Birmingham.

f^ N this stand are shown all types of
^-^ Bowden wires and casing, includ-

ing the well-known Bowdemte and
Bowdenoir, which are almost universally

used for controls of motorcycles from
the smallest two-stroke valve lifter to

the heaviest flexibly-controlled back
brake. In addition are exhibited com-
plete sets of Bowden handlebars, fitted

with controls, including various models
of valve lifter, magneto, carburetter,

and clutch controls. The various appli-

ances are in such profusion that they
defy adeauate description
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SECTION 7.—TYRES, etc. : Dunlop, Kempshall, Avon and Bates

Stand No. 67.

Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., Aston Cross,

Birmingham:

'THE Dunlop Eubber Co. are showing
* a complete range of their motor-
cycle tyres. These include the famous
rubber-studded type, which are made in

two-ply for solo work, three-ply for

heavy solo work, and four-ply for passen-

ger work. Eubber and steel covers are
also exhibited, as well as the three-ribbed
pattern. Various sizes in flat and
rounded-topped motorcycle belts, as well

•IS their usual range of accessories, are

on view.

Stand No. 10.

Kempshall Tyre Co. (of Europe), Ltd.,

97=98, Long Acre, London, W.C. 2.

A COMPLETE range of Kempshall
'* tyres is exhibited. The round-
tread anti-skid cover is now made with
a solid tread, and is of heavier weight

A Dunlop rubber studded cover
in section.

in all sizes. The sqaare-tread non-skid
cover has also been improved, and in

addition to gripping by suotion, it now
has transverse grooves in the tread, mak-
ing it a still more effective non-skid
cover. During the coming season all

these tyres will be made under a special

patent process, whereby the rubber is

consid^'^ably toughened, and the life of

the cov^r increased by at least 25 per
ceni.

Stand No. 44.

Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd., 19, New-
man Street, Oxford Street,

London, W. I.

^ O particular novelties are on view
^ ^ at the Avon stand, bxit the com-
pany are exhibiting very fully their well-

'he Kempshall anti-skid tread.

"inown range of mo'torcycle tyres and ac-

".essories. Among the features of interest

is the new Avon three-ribbed cover for

high-powered machines with voiturette

{•motor flat base) rims, and the Avon
Combination, a non-skid tyre combin-
ing rubber bars and steel studs, suitable
for machines up to 5-6 h.p. Two types
of Auto-Wheel covers are'also worthy of

notice, the six-line and the studded pat-
tern, specially made for use on cycles

fitted with motor attachments. These
tyres can in a number of cases be used for

scooters.

Also on view is the nibber compound
and canvas belt, with Watershed
top to conduct wat«r safely be-

yond the engine pulley. Another in-

teresting exhibit is the Avon Dome-end
tube, a novel device ensuring perfect
locking, absolutely air-tight, and quickly
detachable. The Avon Co.'s useful
motorcycle gaiters and shaped motorcycle
plasters, specially intended for tyre outs

or bursts, are worthy of notice among
tilie items on view.

The Dunlop combination steel and
rubber tread.

Stand No. 131.

Bates, W. and A., LtdT, St. Mary's Millj,

Leicester.

"TYRES, belts, repair bands, gaiters,
^ etc.

Among a representative exhibit of_

this company's many products probably
tlie well-known Bates tyres and belts will

have the largest share of attention from
motorcyclist visitors. The Bates No. 1
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Three types of non-skids. From left to right—Avon Stonehenge,
Bates and Avon Sunstone.

The Avon rubber belt, showing
the Watershed top.

Pattern, which has been with us sinou-

911, is of special interest on account of

its recent success in the Johannesburg-
Durban race revived this year. Messrs. j

Bates- claim that, taking mUeage intoj

consideration, this production is the

cheapest tyre obtainable, though its first

cost is rather more than some of ita'

competitors.
j

The No. 2 pattern is of the same i

quality, but has a three-rib tread, th«

centre rib being fluted at intervals of

about 5 ins. A 26 in. by 2i in. cover

costs 583. and a tube 10s. The motor-
cyolette tyre at 233. foi: the 24 in. by 2 in.

size, and the sidecar tyre at 27s. 3d. iat

26 in. by 2| in. are cheap tyres for IoWf

powered machines.
The belts are full section, and th*

rubber is evenly distributed round the

core. In their manufacturing procem
W. amd A. Bates cla.im to have reduced
stretch to a minimum without loss ol

flexibility.
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SOME FOUR-STROKE LIGHTWEIGHTS.
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On the 2% -h.p. Dot
J.A.P. Saxon forks

and the Albion two-

speed gear are
standard.
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Various Types of Tyres for the All-weather Rider.

stand No. 137.

David Moseley and Sons, Ltd., 19-20,

Holborn 'Viaduct, London, B.C. 1.

PROMINENT among the exhibits of

Messrs. David Moseley and Sons is

the Moseley grooved tyre. This has been

considerably improved of late, and has

now a much greater air capacity. As is

fairly well known, the Moseley grooved

tyre, when new, comes into contact with

the road on two of its five ribs. As these

are worn down the other two are called

into- commission, consequently - this type

greatly reduces the tendency to skid.on

greasy roads. Other exhibits are steel-

studded tyres, tubes, tyre gaiters, -garage

hose, matting and other rubber manufac-

tures of interest to the motorcyclist.

Stand No. 134.

The Thames Rubber and Leather Co.,

199, Upper Thames Street,

London, E.C. 4.

COMPREHENSIVE selection of

rubber and leather goods, includ-

ing such items of special interest as

tyi-es. Rich Patent. Tubes, motorcycle

clothing and accessories, is on view at

the Thames stand.

A variety of covers are exhibited,

among which may be noted the

Thames heavy, extra strong motor-

cycle tyre, for strenuous driving wheel

work, rubber studded, and the Passen-

ger, specially designed for high-

powered machines and- sidecar work.

This cover is of the three-ribbed type,

with four-ply casing. The Thames
sidecar tyre, a seven-ribbed pattern, is

of particular interest. It is made from

the finest material, and is of ample thick-

ness. Of special interest at the present

time is the Thames Double Texture
motorcycle suit, with double-breasted

coat, warmly lined throughout, storm

collar and cuffs, and ankle-leggings to

match. Thames mud splashers, in imi-

tation or real ieather, are also among
the exhibits.

A

Stand No. 6S.

Etablissements Hutchinson, 70, Basing^

hall Street, London, E.C. 2.

EPOUR interesting grades of motor-
^ cycle eyres, ranging from flight

solo to the really heavy pattern, are

noticeable among the Hutchinson exhi-

bits. Oommencing with the light covers,

the Brooklands is shown for very

easy work; next comes the Tourist

Trophy, -a medium .cover for solo ma-
chines. For heavy sidecar work, in

either the three-ribbed or rubber-studded

pattern, the Passenger is on exhibit,

while a still heavier .type, made specially

for use on motorcycles fiUed with voitur-

ette rims, is the Hutchinson three-rib, a
really -hefty cover, which ia specially

adapted to punishing work on the driving

wheel.' This tyre'is supplied for machines
fitted with round rims only.

Stand No. 6.

The R.O.M. Tyre and Rubber Co. (1909),

Ltd., 35 and 36,. Brooks Street,

Holborn, London, E.C.

A PLEASING variation of tyres to

suit all types of motorcycles, from

the lightweight to the heavy sidecar ma-
chine, is to be found on the-'R.O.'M.

stand. The R.O.M. Co. particularly ad-

vocate their oversize tyres for pas-

senger machines, much trouble having

been experienced in the past with rear

driving covers which were too light and
small in section. One of the most in-

teresting among the exhibits is the

R.O.M. combination non-skid tyre, which

IS advocated to render the machine prac-

tically free from punctures,^ being, at the

same" time, " skid proof
."

' The heavy
tyres for flat-base rims, 700 mm. by
80 mm. and 650 mm. by 65 mm., are

-worthy of note. The R.O.M. rubber stud

non-skid and rubber car covers are very

serviceable-looking, all-rubber non-skids,

Avith attractive treads and at moderate
prices.

Top (left to right) : Bates, Hutchinson Passenger, Thames, R.O.M.
Bottom : John Bull, Clincher, Goodrich.
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Stand No. 90r

The North British Rubber Co., Ltd.,

257=239, Oxford Street, London, W. 1.

T^HE North British Rubber Co.'s'
^ stand contains .a selection of tyres'^

for every type -of vehicle. The Dread-
nought passenger extra heavy tyre has a
particularly strong tread, and is very

suited to sidecar work. The Deluxe
extra heavy rubber non-skid and the

Deluxe heavy are both suitable for heavy
motorcycle- use. Tyres for lightweights '

are ' the Junior Deluxe rubber non-skid
and the Dreadnought three-ribbed.

Clincher Flexis motorcycle belts are also

exhibited.

Stand No. 125.

The B. F. Goodrich Co., Ltd., 117=123,

Golden Lane, London, E;C.

-THE Safety Tread Goodrich tyres
* which are on show at this stand are '

made from the same rubber and cotton
fabric as the famous safety, tread motor
tyre, and possess the same perfect bal-

ance and resiliency. These tyres are
some of the strongest of their kind on
the market, and are eminently suited for

sidecar work._ Goodrich ruibiber solution

and vulcanizing compomids, such as. used
in the manufacture of the tyres, are also -

on show. Gas tubing for "lighting sets,_

and reel hose for garage use is also worth
examination. The former are exhibited
in all sizes in red and black. The hose is

of the two-braided construction variety,
and is extoemely durable, and cannot
kink.- It is obtained in any length up
to 250 ft. /

Stand No. 89.

The Leice.ster Rubber Co., Ltd., Post
Office Place, Leicester.

tJERE we find a profusion of every-
' ^ thing made of rubber, useful fo
the mqtorcj'clist, including John Bull
compi-essed rubber tyres in ribstud and
cross-groove tread, in various sizes up to..

650 mm. by 70 mm. by 65 mm. and 28
in. by 3 in. for American heavy passen-

'

ger outfit*. The John Bull tubes are
made from the .finest Para rubber, and
their Tourist Trophy, a tubfe of double
thickne^, is attractive to those riders

who 'find the average tube insufficiently-

stout for their needs. The John Bull

deep-drive belts, which helped PuUin on -

the winning Rudge in the last T.T. to^
achieve his victory, are claimed by the "

company to haA'e increased driving sur-

face and greater gripping powers than

any other belt. John Bull compound and
sticlcy patches are exhibited and demon- ,

strated, some well-equipped repair oirtfits ;

are shown, also the John Bull strip

patches, which are purchased in a roll

and cut oft as required.

The Mend-a-Tear outfits, indubitably

the most satisfactory method of repair-

ing motor-cycling waterproofs, are shown
and explained to those interested.

In addition to all the above, visitors

will find footrest rubbers, clipping gai-

ters for outer covers, pedal i-ubbers, insu-

lating tape, retreads for motorcycle'

tyres, valve seatings, overalls, handlebar

grips, horn bulbs, and a host of other

things too numerous to record.

k
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Wood-Milne, Moseley, and Palmer Tyres.

stand No. 129.

Wood^Milne, Ltd., and George Spencer,
Moulton and Co., Ltd., 42, 44, 46,

Wigraore Street, London, W. 1.

A T stand- No. 129 are to be seen ex-
** hibits of the Wood-Milne motor-
cj'cle covers, tubes, and belts. Among
tlie covers, an iuteresting exhibit is the
Keygrip, a popular racing tread,

which is shown in twoi patterns, three-

ply and four -ply. A heavier cover is on
view in the form of the Four-ply Com-
bination ; this steel-studded tyre is

specially advocated for reliability and
lasting wear. Motorcj'cliste who have
suffered from excessive belt trouhle will

find on Stan-d No. 129 an article worthy
of notice in the Wood-jMilne motorcycle
belt, specially designed to overcome this

bugbear of all-weather riders. Wood-
Milne motorcycle tubes to fit the covers

'referred to above are also on view.

Stand No. 137.

Moseley, David, and Sons, Ltd., 19.20,

HoIborR Viaduct, London, r.C. 1.

'TWO items in this exhibit are of par-
^ ticular intei'eat to- motca-cycKsts.

One of these is the Moseley heavy motor-
cycle tyre for medium-powered machines
up to 6 li.p., which -is of the tlnee-iib-

tre.id variety. This tyre has a foundation

of a S])ecial weave heavy motor tyre'can-

vas of three or four plies, according to

the size.
_
The other is the Moseley

rubber-studded motoi-cycle tyre, w'hich is

suitaible for lightweight motorcycles of

two strokes, up to 3 h.p., with or with-

out sidecaTs. Tliis tyre, although de-

Stand No. 45.

Pedley, J., and Son, Ltd., Oxford Works,
Gt. diaries Street, Birmingliam.

C\^ this stand a full range of -the
^-^ articles manufactured by J. Ped-
ley and Sons, Ltd., is exlribited. The well-

known Pedley tlrree-rib heavyweight
motorcycle tyre is shown, as is also the
inner tube, the Pedley belt, and specially

prepared tyre patches. An item of in-

terest to all motorcyclists is the pneu-
matic handlebar grip, which is so con-

structed as to prevent almost, all vibra-

tion on the handlebar from being trans-

ferred to tlie rider's wrists and arms.

The three-rib
Moseley motor-
cycle cover.

signed for light work, is made of full

thickness extra tough grey rubber, and
has a foundation of three plies of heavy
woven canvas, A complete range of
c>cle and motorcyxle tyre, aocessoi'ies
is also shown.

Stand No. 182.

Patchquicks Patents, Ltd., Tiverton,
Devon.

THE Pat«hquick exhibits at Stand
* No. 182 will includa' samples of
the famous tyre patches, made in numer-
ous sizes and shapes to suit every punc-
ture or burst .liKely to occur, together
with the special Fix to be used in con-
junction with the patches. The complete
^re-repairing outfits, containing patches,
Twibe of Fix and other necessities, will
also be on view.

"

The Pedley pneumatic handlebar grip.

Stand No. 9.

Capon, Heaton and Co., Ltd., Hazelwell
Mills, Stirchley, Birmingham.

A GE.EAT variety of tyres and tubes
'^ is found on this stand, all sizes

being shown and various pattern treads.

Eveii'ything, in fact, for the robber
equipment of the motorcycle is shown,
handlebar grips, footrest rubber pads,
footboard matting.

Stand No. 160.

Surridge, R., 73, Church Street, Camber-
well, London, S.E. 5.

T N addition to the well-known Hold-
^ tit« tyre patches and repairing out-

fits, Messrs. Surridge's Patents are show-
ing two interesting novelties at their

stand.

All'-usei's of lighting apparatus other
than electric will be interested in the
new de.sign of. aluminium rear and side-

car lamps which, it is claimed, are im-
mune from accidental blowing out.

Another useful patent is shov/n in the
form of a novel design of head:aiid rear
bag. connectors. ' A full range of Holdtita
specialities is exhibited, also patches,
solution, inflators, belts, overall suits,

etc.

Stand No. 4.

Clipper Tyre Co., Ltd., 52=60, Steelliouse

Lane, Birmingham.

/~\ N this stand are shown the well-
*—

' known Clipper motorcycle tyres.

These are made in two models, the ordin-

ary Clipper for average weight motor-
cycles and the Reflex-Clipper Ideal tyre,

which is specially constructed t&-meet
the requirements of high-powered en-

gines. Motorcycle tyre lepair kits are

shown, including the Silent outfit, which
is supplied in a..:leather roll.

Stand No. 111.

Cuthbe, Chas. L., and Co., 37, Gt.
Eastern Street, London, E.C. 2.

"THE Max Cycar tyTC is of a par-
^ ticnlarly sturdy nature and very
suitable for sidecar work. The Max End-
to-End a.nd lightweight tyres are also

exhibited.

Stand No. 8.

Midland Rubber Co., Ltd., Ryland
Street, Birmingham.

A VARIED array of goods will be ex-

hibited by the Midland Rubber
Co., who eaTced a reputa.tion as rubber

manufacturers before motorcycles
_
were

considered practicable machines. Fore-

most amongst the motorcycle tyres is

the Britanmc and Studded tyre, and this

is followed by the Midland, which is

made in three types—ribbed, grooved,

and studded. In addition to tyres,

several small rubber accessories of in-

terest to motorcyclists are exhibited.

Stand No. 133.

.Macintosh, Chas., and Co., Ltd., 22=23,

Jewin Street, London, E.C.

A FTTT.T, range of motorcycle tyres is

'^ exhibited at this stand. The
Chain pattern cover is worthy of note,

and is made of best Egyptian canvas and
best quality rubber. Tliis particular

tyre is made m all the usual sizes. —

Stand No. 112.

Palmer Tyre, Ltd., 119, 121, 123,

Shaftesbury Avenue, London,

'THIS exhibit comprises Palmer niotor-
^ cycle tyres of varying grades, Pal-

mer two-ply tyres for sidecar use, and ths
Palmer Scooter tyre. No particular

change of programme is iiidicated by the
Palmer tyre display, but certain grades
of the tyres shown are identical with
those used by winners of numerous trial?

and competitors during the past year. It

is noticeable that the rec[uirements of

sidecar- users are now fulfilled by Palmer
two-ply tyres, instead of the sidecar

tyres which were hitherto advertised.

An interesting and novel feature of the
exhibit is the Scooter tyre, the demand
for which has been enormous.

The well-known Palmer cord tyre.

Stand No. 132.

SelfSealing Rubber Co., Ltd., Ryland
Street, Birmingham.

'T HE well-known Hermetic speci-
.* alities are on view, and amongst
other exhibits are seen the specially

moulded heavy motorcycle tyres knowfi

as'tJie Hermetic Peerless. Three other

[.rades of Hermetic tyres are nlso ex-

hibited, and the Fixkwik compound
patches for tubes and tyres. Everything
relating to tyres is to be seen, incl.idin;:

repair outfits, plasters, gaiters, and ,f:pair

bands. Horn bulbs and motorcycle belts

of all sizes are also shown.
E53
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SECTION 8,—Lubrication and Tank Fittings.

Stand No. 221.

The Anglo-American Oil Co„ Ltd., 36,

Queen Anne's Gate, London, S.W. 1.

A tL grades of motor spirit, together
'* with illuminating oils and fuel oils,

.'lie exhibited at the Anglo-American Oil

Co.'s stand. Of special interest to motor-
lyclists will be found Pratt's Perfec-

tion spirit, in the familiar green can,

the standard grade o-f motor spirit for a.11

classes of motor vehicles, and Anglo's

Benzole, a very p<)pular fuel. Victory
Spirit, a well-balanced petrol-benzole

blend, is another interesting feature.

Stand No. 181.

Challenge Oil Co., Ltd., Howard Works,
Howard Road, Stoke Newington, N.

T^HE Challenge Oil Co. are exhibiting
^ a good variety of motor oils for

air-cooled and water-cooled engines, all

types of greases, carbide, petroleum jelly,

French chalk and many lubricants.

Stand No. 171.

Price's Co., Ltd., Belmont Works,
Battersea, London, S.W. 11.

AT Messrs. Price's new stand, No.
'* 286, is to be fomid a comprehen-
eive range of the oils produced by this

concern to meet the varying conditions

of internal-combustion, engines of all

types.

Among the exliibits are shown such
well-known brands as Motorine, Huile
de Luxe, Hub Lubricant, Oleqgene, Bel-

inogene, etc. Messrs. Price's are exhibit-

Rotherham's combined petrol gauge.
iilter and filler, to be seen at Stand

No. 21C

ing a novelty in hub lubricants, entitled

Hub Lubricant Stiff. This material,

of a new grade, is particularly suitable

for use in motorcycle ball bearings
where it is required, not only for lubri-

cating purposes, but also to act as a pre-
'

ventive to the admission of water,

mud, and dust. It is also advocated as

admirable for leaf springs, whether ex-

posed or enclosed.

Stand No. 141.

Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd., Caxton House,
Westminster, London, S.W. 1.

T UBRICATION requirements of all
•'—

' makes and models are provided for

at the Vacuum Oil Co.'s stand.

Riders requiring a light-bodied oil are

recommended to use Gargoyle Mobiloil

"A," the "B.B." grade has a heavy
body, while " B " serves where an extra

heavy oil is required. The "T.T." grade

is designed for use in racing machines.
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Besides the^e varieties-there is on exhibi-

tion the ,
Gargoyle clutch oil and Mobi-

lubricant, a medium-bodied grease, freed

from particles, for covering Tchains, pack-
ing wheel hubs, and similar purposes.
Motorcyclists visiting the stand are re-

commended to ask for a copy of the new-
edition of "Correct Motorcycle Lubri-
cation," which, besides _ technical in-

formation and advice upon the subject of

lubricants, contains the company's chart
of recommendations applicable to all

their makes.

Stand No. 167.

Wakefield, C. C, and Co., Ltd., 30=32,

Cheapside, London, £.C.

A FULL selection of standard Castrol
•'^ motor oils and grease® will be on
show at this stand. This will include the
celebrated Castrol E, the lubricant used

Wakefield's locking tap for oil drums
and petrol barrels.

on each of the transatlantic flights.

Castrol Gearcase and Castroleum will be
among the greases exhibited. The patent
locking tap suitable for both drmns and
barrels is of particular interest. All
Castrol drums and barrels are now sup-
plied fitted with a hermetically-sealed
apertui-e in which the patent locking tap
is inserted. No cutter is required and
one tap will serve any number of barrels
or drums. Only the one size of tap (| in.

bore) is needed for both receptacles. The
tap is simply inserted in the spertm'e and
screwed home by hand in a few seconds.
The present price is 5s. 9d., and it can
be obtained from all Castrol agents.

Stand No. 149.^

Coventry Movement Co., Ltd., Spon
Street, Coventry.

'THIS company provides a display of
* screws, studs, ball joints, nuts,

grease cups, brass taps, etc., of excellent

finish. Their patent spring-lid lubrica-

tors are shown in all sizes from the
smallest to a monster 8 ins. in diameter,
which they jestingly aflBrm is intended
for magneto bearings. One of the most
interesting features from the motor-
cyclist's point of view is their petrol or

oil-level indicator.. It comprises a cork
float having an up-and-down movement,
held in place by a tube passing through
its centre. Inside is another tube having
a spiral slot, whicli causes a turning
movement as the float falls and rises with
the level of the liquid in the tank. Fixed
to the spirally-out tube is a white disc,

the relative position of which shows the
amount of petrol or oil through a glass

on the tank top. It is imdoubtedly a
great convenience to be able to see at a
glance the amount of petrol in the tank,
and the number of indicators in the
Show, of which this is a typical example,
is a sign of the times;

Stand No. 203.

Best and Lloyd, Ltd., Cambray Works,
Handsworth, Birmingham.

T^HE semi-automatic drip feed, now so
.

^ popular, on motorcycles of all sizes

from two-strokes to big twins, is to be
seen here, and interest centres in the
new mechanical oil pump, which is de-

signed to work in conjunction with it.

The Coventry Movement Co.'s petrol
. or oil indicator.

This we receintly described, and it may
be remembered that an ingenious reduc-
tion gear of 60 to 1 drives a small pump
plunger which takes in and delivers oil

through the valves of the hand pump.
The chief advantage is the elimination of
the human element, and the provision of
a regular and constant flow of oil to the
engine. .The adjustable stroke of the
pump makes it suitable for all conditions
of engine load, and it may even be con-
nected to the throttle if so desired. Other
interesting exhibits are tank fittings of
many varieties, glass-topped filler caps,
screw and bayonet joint filler caps, petrol
gauges and filters, petrol taps for one,
two or three-ways, evei'ything, in fact,

for the convenience of the rider as
applied to petrol tanks.

This concern is one of the best known
in its own particular sphere of activity,

and visitors should make a point of in-

specting this representative stand, par-
ticularly the mechanical oil pump de-
scribed in the foregoing.

The Best and Lloyd hand sight-feed

oiler.
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SECTION 9.-SADDLES AND OTHER LEATHER GOODS, etc.

stand No. 236.

Brooks, J. B., and Co., Ltd., Great

Cbarles Street, Birmingham.

T B. BROOKS AND CO., LTD.,

J* have always specialized in saddles,

and ttis year several types aie exhibited.

Most of them aje fitted with the well-

known Brooks compoimd spring, but the

B220 has laminated springs, ajichored.iii

the centre, and giving free movement
ait either end of the sparing. This saddle

is particularly suitable for • spring-frame

machines, or for ridexs who require a

low seat position for speed work.

Another saddle particularly recom-

mended is the B400 type, which is made
with springs of several different

The Brooks B400 saddle.

aferengths, to suit riders of vai-ymg

weights.

Various tool anS. carrier bags are

shown, including the Brooks motorcycle

carrier bag. The outside dimensions of

this are 15^ ins. by lOi ins. by 6^ ins.,

ajid it is made in two parts, the outside

j

part being permanently fixed on the

1 carrier. The inner case and its contents

j

are thus kept dry and free from dust,

I and when required can e:asily be re-

i moved.

j

The -Brooks spring-on leggings are

also exhibited. Tliese are made in

various sizes, and they can be clipped

[
on, or removed, in a few seconds—a fact

I which everyone who has struggled oat

I
of the ordinary type at the end of a

wet ride will much appreciate.

87, and 91. These incorporate the com-
pany's patent double hangers, shock ab-
sorbmg links, and pressed steel anatomi-
cal bases. The models comprise a sus-

pension seat, which yields to the rider's

weight along its entire length, indepen-
dently of the under frame. Any vibratioa

or shock is absorbed before it can reach,

tlie rider, -whilst any tendency towards
bouncing is eradicated, . even on tha
roughest roads.

The Brooks spring-on leggings

.are very easy to remove.

of the motorcycle saddles Nos. 970-1 B
and 975-6 B. Two very businesslike tool

bags are shown, one being metal covered

and having straps in addition to its

spring fastener and lock. The strap

undoubtedly relieves the lock from a cer-

tain amount of strain, more especially

so when the bag is rather full, which
usually happens early in its career. The
mudguards have deep valances on the

front, and an extension piece at the edge

of the rear one, are well finished and
fitted with stays of stout gauge.

One of Tan-Sad's pillion seats.

Stand No. 229.

Leatlieries, Ltd., Sampson Road North,

Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

MOTORCYCLE saddles, pamiier
bags, belt and tube cases, back

rests, fixed and folding, carbide carriers,

plug cases and carrier touring bags, are

shown on this stand. AH of them^ are

made of the besit materials, and are listed

at competitive prices.

The saddles exhibited are the Nos. 73,

A well-sprung saddle by Middlemore
and Lamplugh.

Stand No. 138.

Middlemore and Lamplugh, Ltd., Little

Park Street, Coventry.

THIS stand, while catering very

largely for cyclists, has upon it

« great deal to interest motorcyclisfta.

The Lamplugh saddle's especially have
'been known for many years past, and
ijisitors will 4o well to ii:ispect the merits

A L,eatDeries nag tor attaching to the
carrier.

Stand No. 211.

Tan^Sad Works, 9, Freeman Street,

Birmingham.

PILLION riding is a much debated
practice, but undoubtedly any risk

is greatly lessened when the passenger is

provided with a comfortable seat. The
Tan-Sad seat is v/ell known, and it is

shown on this stand in various forms,

with back rest, foot rests, tool bag car-

rier, petrol can carrier, etc., all built up
round the central idea.

A further development is a saddle
which fixes to the carrier of the machine.
The pivotal point is placed as far behind
the rid«r as possible, and six coiled

springs are utilized for the suspension.

'Hiis combined saddle and pillion seat is

clained to provide all the advantages of

a spring 'frame.

This saddle is also shown with a col-

lapsible back, which can be raised by the

A tube and belt ease by Leatberies.

Another Lamplugh type of saddle.

rider when on the machine, and a further
development is a footboard attachment
by means of which the feet ai'e spi-ung

in conjunction with the saddle. A new
departure for the Tan-Sad works is a
rear lamp combined with a number plate
in one piece, thus avoiding all chances of
the lamp working loose thi-ough vibra-

tion. Tlie burner is mounted in a slide

held by a spring and connected to the
lamp top, which can be raised to expose
the burner when lighting-up time cornea,,
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Saddles continued—The Chain Association's Work.

Stand No. 183.

Lycett Saddle and Motor Accessories

Co., Ltd., Bromley Street,

Birmingham.

/^N- this stand aie eliown various
^-' models of the well-known Lyoetts

La Grande saddles. The manufacture
of the ordinary type belts has been dis-

continued, and a new rubber link belt

has been introduced in place, the main
features of which aie shown clearly in

cur illustration. The body of the belt

is composed of V-shaped pieces of solid

rubber. Round the centre of each
piece is a i spring 'Steei clip, which is at-

tached by means of two small staples on
the top. These clips aje held together
by links, which caimot become detached

A novelty in b It construction—
the Lycett rubber link.

unless the staples and the rubbers are
removed. Flexibility is obtained by
means of the spring clips, and as the
main wearing part of the belt is com-
posed of solid rubber, almost indefinite

life should be assured.
The saddles are on similar lines to the

1919 productions. A very interesting

feature is that they are hinged at

the front and at the top of the rear ten-

sion springs. By this means a straight

pull action is obtained.

Stand No. 179.

Association of British Driving Chain
Manufacturers, Bassishaw House,

Basinghall Street, London,
E.C. 2.

AS the various manufacturers of driv-
'*• ing chains are* exhibiting specimens
of the naw standard sizes at their

respective stands, literature only is to be
found at tire stand of the Association of

British Driving Chain Manufacturers.

Stand No. 155.

Alfred Appleby Chain Co., Ltd., Whit-
worli Works, Tiltoa Road,

Birmingham.

f~\ N this stand is sliown a fuU range of
^^ motorcycle chains, stamped steel

pressings, frame lugs, fork crowns, etc.,

used in the manufactm'e of motoTcycles.
• The well-known Alfred Appleby and
Atco roller chains are^ prominent.

Stand No. 190.

Brampton Bros., Ltd., Oliver Street

Works, Birmingham.
KJOW tliat chain drive is becoming
•^ ' so popular, pai'ticular attention

must be paid to the quality of the chains.

On Messrs. Brampton Bros.' stand, all

types of roller chains are on view, and
in addition there are various sizes of the
inverted tooth, or, as it is usually called,

silent types. The latest Brampton chain

1)56

Stand No. 208.

Gough and Co., 180, Park Road,
Hockley, Birmingham.

GOUGrH productions do not differ to

any great extent froan those which
have been on the market during 1919.

Thej'e is, however, one innovation in the

form of a patent leaf spring saddle,

which gives a very low and eomfortable

riding position. The well-known Gough
semi-pan seat saddles are shown, as are

the company's usual range of leather

toolbags, tube- and belt cases, carbide

carriers, and the like.

Stand No. 219.

X.L-All, Ltd., Hall Green, Birmingham.

VARIOUS types of the well-known
X-L-AU saddle and two types of

sparking plugs are shown on this stand.

The 1920 saddles are designed on particu-

larly substantial lines, and embody
several special refinements. Tlie under-

work of the saddle is constructed in

steel, and the various fitraente which
were previously riveted are now aeety-

lene-welded to the main portion. All

the types are of the parallel-spring

motion with the exception of model S2,

which isi designed to meet the demand'
for a comfoirtable saddle at a Ioav price.

An innovation is a folding back rest,

which, when not in use, can be folded

over the saddle, completely covering it.

This should be most useful in wet wea-

ther.

The well-known X-L-AU detachable

plug is shown. Large insulating porce-

lains and adequate cooling fins are pro-

vided, and the upper portion can be re-

moved for cleanmg pxirposes when re-

quired and screwed back without the'

position of the centre electrode being

disturbed. This model retails at 6s.,

and tJie X-L-AU standaid ron-detachable

plug, which is suitable for all ordinary

purposes, at 3s. 6d.

Stand No. 223.

Wil'oy, A. E., Ltd., U31I5, Holloway
Head, Birmingham.

A COMPLETE range of Wilby saddles-^ and other leather goods for motor-
cycles are shown on this stand. The
sound yet simple design and substantial

construction are worthy of note, only the

For lightweights—The Lycett
No. 6 saddle.

finest materials being employed. Pannier
bags in )nany different shapes and sizes

are also exhibited, the strong flaps being

a^commendable feature. The importance
of a, strong panniai' bag for the reten-

tion of the tool kit is highly necessary,,

and one has onlj' to glance at the dilapi-^

dated pannier bags of an old machine and
then at the latest e.xaniple-s as shown on
this stand to realize the strides that have
been made in this and similar directions.

CHAIN TRANSMISSION.

is the "spring" type, which can be ad-

justed very tight, the springs being an
excellent substitute for a shock absorber.

Numerous models of motorcycle hubs,

for belt or chain-driven machines, are

also shown, including the pateiit dust-

proof hub.
Five models of the Bramptdn Biflex

spring fork may be seen; these are suit-

able for motorcycles from 2^ h.p. to

10 h.p.

The Brampton spring-link chain takes

the place of a shock absorber.

Stand No. 165.

Coventry Chain Co., Ltd., Spon End
vVorks, Coventry.

/^ N this stand are photographs of the
^-^ Coventry inverted-tooth chauis.

Thf>se include engine to countershaft,

magneto, camshaft and lighting-set

drives. This type of chain is slowly but
surely coming to the fore on account of

its silence, long life and kindness to

sprockets. Among other concerns, the ;

Rover and Matchless coanpanies are tak-

ing the drive from engine to gearbo.x on
chains of this pattern, in preference to

the older and noisier roller variety.

Stand No. 192.

Renoldi Hans, Ltd., Burnage Works,
Didsbury, Manchester. :

C OME examples of countershaft and
'-' rear drives are exhibited, suitable

for all powers—from lightweights to

9 h.p. models. The comitershait drive

for the heavier models is of the inverted

tooth (silent) type, with segmental bush
bearing. This chain is , of new design,

and fiDTOvides a greater beating area,

together with improved bearing suxface,

than .iny previous design. The construc-

tion of this bearing permits of, extreme
accuracy of pitch and, as the 'full bear-

ing area is utilized the moment the chain,

is put into service,- a longer chain life

is assured. '

' Self-contained means of lubrication,

'

maximum bearing area, minimum weight'
of chain for given bearing area, and im-

proved be.aring surface, are outstanding

features of the above chains. The rear

diive cliains are of the roUei pattern,

and, by the use of special alloy studs and
heavier luiks, the minimum breaking
strength is increased by 50 per cent.

i
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SECTION 10.-SPEEDOMETERS.-Watford, Cowey, Bonniksen, Jones, Stewart,
and Smith.

Stand No. 210.

Nertb and Sons, Ltd., 14, Soho Square,
London, W. 1.

ONLY two mcdels of the Avell-kiio\vn

Watford speedometers are on ex-

hibit at tie makers' stand. Jlodel 42

if a black finish, nickel-plated bezel

speedometer, priced at £5 5s. The dial

is black with white figures and indicates

speeds up to 60 m.p.h. , the total mileage

counter runnhig up to 10,000, when it

repeats. A quickly reset trip counter up

The Watford.

to 100 miles, showing tenths, is incor-

porated with this model. Model 40,

priced at £4 15s., corresponds in all de-

tails to the former, with the €xception
of the trip comiter, which is not supplied
with this model.

Stand No. 196.

Cowey Engineering Co., Ltd., Archer
Works, Kew Gardens, Surrey.

V/iRIODS" jnodels of Ckjwey speedo-
' meters and mechanical horns are

on exhibition at Stand No. 196. Model B
speedometer, finished in nickel or blaick

according to taste, indicates speeds
from 5 to 65 m.p.h., and is priced

at £4 15s. Model B.T. is identical w-ith

model B, but has the addition of a trip

counter. This model is, priced at £5 Ss.

Speedometers calibrated" to 80 m.p.h.
may be obtained for 10s. extra.

One model only of Cowey mechanical
horns for motorcycles is on view ; the

imodel B, finished in ijickel or black, and
Ifitted with top tube or handlebar
bracket as preferred. It gives a pai-ticu-

ilarly loud and piercing note, and is

[priced at £3.

The Cowey Speedometers, and
i

Mechanical Horn.

Stand No. 175.

Markt and Co. (London), Ltd., 98100,
Clerkenwell Road, London, B.C. 1.

"THE Joi:es speedometer (now
under the control of the Johns-

Man ville Co.) is little altered from
tlie original pattern, the only dif-

ference being a circular form of
scale instead of the old Jones shoit
ar-c. The speedometer reads up to

50 m.p.h. with total and trip mile
age, but is without the- old max
mum-hand feature. There is no
change to recoi'd in the Veedei
cyclometer, save in price. The star
wheel and striker type of motorcycle
cyclometer is now 20s., and the Har-
ley-Davidson model 32s. 6d. The
gear-driven instrument with axj.a

fitting is 35s.

Other items of interest are the Long
mechanical motorcycle horns and the
Delta electric lamp with top-tube bat-
tery. There is a large variety of wrenches,
including the Mossberg revolving dome
and Sterling rotary ai'Ie dome type.

Stand No. 184.

Rotherham and Sons, Ltd., Coventry.

Stand No. 215.

Cooper-Stewart Engineering Co., Ltd.,
II, Broad Street, Bloomsbury,

London, W.C". 2.

TWO MODELS
OF THE
STEWART
SPEEDO-

METER.

Bonniksen Isochronous.

"THE Bonniksen Isochronous speedo-
meter is governed by a balance

spring, as a wa.tch, and is positively un-
affected by vibration. It? dial is cali-

brated in miles up to 50 m.p.h., after

wliich it repeats, thus its reading powers
are actually unlmiited.

Ttiese can be
obtained with
or without

trip mileage.

"THIS season's Ste«'art speedometers
^ are m.od©lled more on the lines of
their successful car type, which has a
white dial. Two models are shown, No.
43, which is without trip and costs four

guineas, and No. 42, incorporating a

trip and priced at five guineas. These
speedometers are for front-wheel drive

only, and register from 5 m.p.h. to 60
m.p.h.

Stand No. 200.

Smith, S., and Sous (M..4.), Ltd.,

179=185, Great Portland Street,

London, W. 1.

Smith and Sons' speedometer.

'THE new Smith speedometer is a gre;it
^ improvement on the pre-war model.
The dial -has been entirely redesigned,
piving a perfectly clear reading, wliile

the hand is claimed to be as steady as a

clock hand at all speeds. The speedo-
meter, which can be obtained in nickel

or black finish, is priced at £4 10.3., in-

cltiduig the drive.

Some particularly well-made mechani-
cal horns are shown, which are extreyely
strongly made and wiU withstand the
hardest wear. They are supplied in

ebony or black enamelled finish at £1 15s.

or with nickel-plated trumpet at £2 7s
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SECTION 1 1.—MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES: A New Sturmey-Archer Gearbox.

Stand No. 163.

Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd., Lenton,

: Nottingham.

THERE is always a nmnber of visiters

to the Show specially interested in

the Sturmey-Archer exiiibit, for, though
they are mostly well acquainted with
the outside of the Stui-mey-Archer gear-

box, only ya comparative few of them
have had an opportunity ^f' examining
the internal mechanism and thereby find-

iug out the how and why of the gear

itself.

At the stand there are shown the three-

speed countershaft geax and the two-
speed countershaft gear for rndtorcycles.

Each of these geais is sectionized to show
the working' paits,- and very little expla-

nation is vrequh'ed for anyone of a
mechanical turn of mind to gi'asp the

method by which the gears work.

ffL^fej

Lake and Elliott's Millennium
spanners.

box

The three-.speed countershaft gear,

which has doaie such wonderful work in

every .battle area during the war, is per-

haps' too well known to make any long
description . necessary. The only slight

slteration that"has beeuimade recently is

in the contifol, which is now carried on
the down tube just underneath the tank,

and is protected. fix)m wet, mud, "etc. It

consists of'a circular disc, on the face of

which are cut V-shaped notches which
correspond to the gear positions. An-

\

other circular disc having similarly-

sliap-ed projections machined on its face

is held in position in the notches men-
tioned by means of spring pressure. This
disc is seourely fastened,to the long gear

lever which takes up a horizontal position

in bottom gear, along the tank, and is

tlius more conveniently placed than the
.old gear lever carried on the^box itself.

The lever can be set in diiferent pos'i-

tions to suit individual taste.

On the new conk-ol the levers actuating
the gea.rs are made longer than on the old

type, so that wear on the pin joints will

Stand No. 142.

Lake, and Liliott, Ltd., Albion Works,
Braintree, Essex.

CO^IE vei-y useful tools for the use^ of repairers or Qie man who is

lucky enough to have a well-equipped
private garage are shown. A Universal
valve truer for tlie facing up of badly-
pitted valves, also n, cutter for the valve

'

seatings are very interestmg. Valve
spring lifters and gudgeon. pin removers,
are two other visaful ' tools. The keen-
rider will also be interested in the tools

and appliances which arei-used in the
manufacture of his macliine, such aa

wheel truers, spoke cutters, and screw-
ing machineSj all of which may be seen.

Lucas straight pattern hornf

not affect the positioning of the gears to

anything-like the same extent as obiained
•mSa. the old control. Arraiigements'^have
also been made internally in .the. gearbox
to allow a gi'eater latitude between the
gears in the neutral position.^ The gear-

box itself is 'much neater and can easily

be kept clean. Interest v.'ill be specially

The Speedway gearbox.'

centred in the new two-speed counter-

shaft'gear, which is inteiided for use on
lightweight motorcycles. The mam prin-

ciple in this is similar to the three-

speed, the geai's being in mesh all the

time, and the change being effected by
sliding dogs.

The Universal valve truer.

Stand No. 225.

Dover, Ltd., Northampton.

A NOVELTY here .is the Dover warn-,
ing signal, introduced to prevent

the needless stoppage of 'kindly-disposed;
d rivers under the impression that a car
or motorcycle ^.merely held up for a few
minutes requires assistance. This device
consists of 'one triangle displaying the
letter R (resting), with another showing
D (disabled), and, aiccording to which is

displayed, the j passing driver knows
definitely If he should stop. Normally,
both triangles fold back out'of the way,^,

and fittings are supplied for motorcycles :

as well as cars.
,

Another item, interesting in these days -

of electric lighting, is an accumulator re-

pair outfit, while the company's pumps,
grips, gear handles, etc., should be r

noticed.

The gearwheels and dog clutches of the two-speed
Sturmey-Archer and (right) the complete box.
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SECTION 11.-MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES: The Lamplugh Throttle-
controlled Oiler,

Staud No. 235.

Hoffman Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Chelmsford, Essex.

A COMPLETE raiigo of the standard
*" sizes of ball and roller bearings and
steel balls and rollers is exhibited.

Special prominence has been given to
those sizes and types which are most
suited for use in the construction of

motovcvcles.

A Hoffmann roller bearing.

Stand No. 158.

Davenport, G„ and Co., Ltd., 99-IOS,

Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 1.

A LARGE range of accessories is on
^^ show here, including drivuig mir-
rors, watches, and cases for fitting to the
hajidleba.rs, goggles, and a lighting and
ignition dynamo There are -also several
r.ew designs in mileage recorders and
speed indicators.

Stands Nos. 186=88.

Dunhills, Ltd., 359=361, Euston Road,
London, N.W. 1.

•yHREE important new sidecar chassis
^ are on show here, one suitable for
featherweight sidecars, one specially con-

structed for touring purposes, and a very
sitrongly-made aa^ticle which is designed
to caiiry a large coachbuilt body, suit-

aible for two adult passengers and lug-

gage. A selection of touring lightweight
and two-seater bodies isi displayed ; also

windscreens, triple or single, with

1
^

^

__jii,i«;

1
F^
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Lake and Elliott's gudgeon-pin
remover.

polished walnut frames aKd celluloid win-
dows with brass or aickel fittings There
is also a selection of motor-cycling cloth-

ing, which includes waterproof, leather

and tweed jackets, also caps, gloves,

leggings, goggles and handlebar muffs,
many of which were described in our
Winter Equipment Number. In the way
of accessories there are lamps of all de-

scriptions, mechanical and bulb horns,

ajid many other aooe.ssories of a useful
and prastidol ^description.

I)@4

Stand No. 176.

Lombard Rim and Tube Co., Lombard
Street, Birmingbam.

/COMPONENTS for the manufacture^ of motoroycles and sidecars are

seen on this stand, and possess many
points of interest for the man who takes
an intelligent interest in his machine and
likes to know how itjis manufactured.
Rims for wheels are on view of various
types, and one interesting pattern is seen
to have specially formed depressions to

accommodate the heads of the spoke
nipples. This, allows the nipples to bed
down into the rim and lessens'the possi-

bility of trouble with inner tubes. Rims
for scooters are also shown, and ^ the
family man may find even perambulator
rims interesting. A large selection of

handlebars is shown, and any type or

shape can be obtained. Seat pillars,

luggage carriers of all sizes and patterns,

and back and front wheel stands, are

some other specialities. Exhatisti pipes

of every shape and size appeal to the
speed merchant.

Davenport's handlebar watch.

Stand No. 161.

Bluemel Bros., Ltd., Wolston near
Coventry.

/^NE of the most attractive exhibits
^-^ here is the patent sidecar wind-
screen, which in design is far ahead
of the '^average, offering very little

resistance to the wind, at the same time
thoroughly protecting.? the passenger by
its curved edges and side panels. Instant
fitting and detachability are two of its

merits, and its sliding ^ adjustment of

12 ins. to suit different passengers and
varying wea;ther conditions will be
readily appreciated by "those used to a
rigid screen. Its finish and lines rather

enhance the appeai-anoe of the sidecar

than otherwise, and its weight is practic-

ally negligible.

The Bluemel pump is really too

well known for comment, but we
might remind readers that its barrel is

steel lined to guard against warping if

carried near a hot engine, and its sub-

stantial stirrup lessens the fatigue of

inflating a large section tyre. Other
interesting items are celluloid-covered

handlebars and a large variety of

grips, amongst these latter probably the
" Autogrip," with a hook at its ex-

tremity, and the " Suregrip," fashioned

to accommodate the fingers, are likely

to make the strongest appeal to most
riders.

Stand No. 218.

Bowden Wire, Ltd., Bowden Works,
Victoria Road, Wiilesden Junction,

N.W. 10.

AS usual, a very comprehensive range^ of this > concerir's productions are
on show at their stand. Operating me-
chanism for all types of motorcycle
brakes, gears and clutches are exhibited,

also the Bowden extra air device.

A Hoffmann single-cylinder big-end

roller bearing.

Stand No. 173.

Lamplugh, S. A., Ltd., King's Road,
Tyseley, Birmingham.

MESSRS. S. A. LAMPLUGH are

showing a variety jf petrol taps,

c6mpression~ taps, drain taps, etc., but

their chief exhibit is the new throttle-

controlled mechanical oU pump.
The body of the pump is m.ade from an

aliuninium die cashing, and is, machined

out to take a revolving drum, which also

carries a double-ended plunger_ and a

spur f gearwheel. The drum is rotated

by a sipur pinion, wlxioh gives a reduction

of about 7 to 1, and on the outside edg^
of the drum is machiined a channel, into

which the oil is alternately sucked in

and pumped out by the double-ended
plunger. The plunger is a sliding fit in

The Lamplugh throttle controlled
lubricator,

the hole provided for it, and is machined
across 'the centre to take the eccentric.

The position of the eccentric controls the

a:mount of oil that is delivered to the

engine,- the exact position being actuated
by the tlirottle wire. When the throttle

is closed, the position of the eccentric

is such that iro action is imparted to the

plunger. As the throttle is opened, so

the pump plunger throw is inoreasedi
and oil passes in proportion.
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SECTION 11.—MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES : Tubing and Fittings.

stand No, 199.

Elephant Chemical Co., Ltd., 174.176,

Neate Street, Camberwell,
London, S.E. 23.

pLEPHANT specialities ai-e well
'--' known for quality and reliability.

A full range of their productions are on
view, including oUs, greases, enamels and
products for the workshop, snch as
Brazine brasing flux, Caseardine com-
pound and soldering fluxes.

Stand No. 170.

Coventry Plating and Fresswork Co.,

Ltd., Raglan Works, Coventry.

'T' HIS concern makes a good sjiow of
^ motorcycle petrol tanks of several
sizes and in a vai'iety of stages. Heavy
and light steel pressings, brass spumings,
belt drums, carbm-etter floats, chain
guards, and a host of otlier component
parts of interest to the man who likes to
compai'e details apart from the machine
as a whole. Mudguards, bridges and
stays are here in great profusion in

patterns and sizes to suit every make of

machine.
Stand No. 153.

Accles and Pollock, Ltd., Oldbury,
Birmingham.

A CCLES AND POLLOCK, LTD.,
.'» are exhibiting all types of steel

tubing used in the manufacture of motor-
cycles. The tubing is shown in its plain

form (and also in single and double-

butted tubing of the various components,
such as steering tubes, handlebajs, lugs,

seat pillacB, chain stays, fork blades,

etc. There are also all types of box
spanners. This stand cannot fail to at-

tract the motorcyclist who takes an in-

telligent interest in the manvifactnre of

bis machine.

The
Lucas handlebar

mirror.

Stand No. 221.

Manufacturers' Accessories Co., Ltd.,

85, Gt. Eastern Street,

London, E.C. 2.

A LARGE number of accessories are
'^ on view at this stand bearing the
familiar trade mark M.A.C. and
M.A.C.O. The display is divided into
three distinct sections : motorcycle fit-

tings and accessories, tools and bicycle
fittings. The motorcycle section embodies
sidecar parts, hoods, windscreens, side-

car lamps, speedometers, tyres, clothing,
etc., and a full complement of replace-
ments, such as piston rings, washers,
split pins, etc., and in the tool section
pliers, twisit drills, hand and breasit drills,

brazing lamps and garage appliances of
types and sizes which sft .uld make a
strong appeal alike to professional and
amateut.repairers.

Stand No. 157.

Stourbridge Rolling Mills, Ltd.,

Stourbridge.

TTHIS firm has on view samples of
^ cold-rolled bright steel for press
parts for motorcycle construction, to-

gether with specimens of pressings lent

by their customers.

Stand No. 159.

British Hub Co., Ltd., Clyde Works,
Weaman Street, Birmingham,

WARIOUS types of hubs are made by
* tills company, and the majority of

them a/Te exhibited on. Stand No. 159.

The company has been obliged to aban-
don the manufacture of axles, steering

heads, steering arms, etc., in order to

concentrate on their hubs. Foremost
of these are the " 3B car hub," which
has a width over flanges of 3| ins., and is

drilled for 40 spokes, 10-gauge; and the
"Motor hub No. 2" series, which is

drilled for 35. 12-gauge spokes for front

wheels and 40, 12-gauge spoTies for back
wheels.

The Jones speedometer drive.

British agents are Markt and Co.
(London), Ltd., 98-100, Clerken-

well Road, E.C.

Stand No. 144.

Kerslake, Ltd., Kyron Works, Deodar
Road, Putney, S.W. 15.

AMONG the Kerco Specialities of
•»* interest to motorcyclists at Stand
No. 144 are an all-brassi tyre infiator

and a patent duplicator for reproducing
fimall drawings, ttracings, and details,

etc.

The makers state that they are cap-

able of producing tliis iiiflator, a high-

class, nickel-plated, all-brass solid drawn
article, at the rate of 10,000 weekly,
and they are exporting it tO' all parts of

the world. The inflator is priced at

42s. Amateur designers will b© espe-

cially interested in the Kerco
Swiftograph Duplicator, a wonderfully
simple machine, which is claimed to do
all the work of a £25 ai'ticle, with the
same speed and efficiency. The dupli-

cator is sold in box, with accessories

complete, at £3 17s. 5d., quarto size,

ajicl octavQ, £3 3s.

Stand No. 231.

East London Rubber Co., 29-33, Gt.

Eastern Street, London, E.C. 2.

A FULL- range of the well-known
•* Kerry motorcycle goods is on ex-

hibit at this stand.

The exhibits include Kerry motorcycle
accessories in great variety, together

with Kerry sidecars and chassis. Kerry
tools, specially made for motorcycle
work, are also on view, "and in counec-

(Right) The Lodge quick detach-
able high-tension terminal.

(Below)
The K.L.G.

plug.

tion with these is

shown a comprehensive
range of stocks and
dies. In the cover
and tubeline/all types
of machines are pro-
vided lor by such
popular Tiiakes as
Ideal. Saxon, Sterling,

Celtic,, County, and
Duros. A feature of the exhibition
specially of interest to all motorcyclists
at the present time is the inclusive range
of Kerry motorcycle weax suitable for all

climates-

Stand No. 216.

County Chemical Co., Ltd., Chemico
Works, Bradford Street,

Birmingham.

A REPRESENTATIVE display of
•'*• Chemico products contains,
amongst other items, the following :—

-

Chemico carbide and the useful leather
case designed to accommodate a spare
half-pound tin of carbide, rubber solu-

tion, tyre stopping, and complete repair

outfits for tyres. Sunproof tyre, paint
will interest any demobilised men who
have had experience of riding under an
Eastern s-un. Tyre repair bands and
plasters, the well-known Chemico blow-
out patch, Reliance patches, and all

other tyre acces-sories- and necessaries are

also shown. Those riders who like to

touch up any faulty enamel and pre-

serve the appearance of their machines
will find various enamels and the famous
Robbialac of interest.

Stand No. 226.

Micrometer Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Spon Street, Coventry.

THE oliief item of interest here is the
company's patent Klexo water-

proof motorcycle saddle, a novel feature

of wliich is the waterproof flexible top

absorbing all bounce and road shocks not
taken up by the springs. Tiiis saddle top

has a pleasing polith and is fastened to

its frame without the aid of unsightly

rivets. Sections and fr:mies are ex-

hibited showing its conotruction. Tho
motorcycle sizQ„selb for 38s. 6d.

C26
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A Plethora of Useful Accessories.

stand No. 232.

Ashby, Frank, and Co., Charlotte Road,
.Stirchley, Birmingham.

AJIONGST a variety of fittings and
Email accessories is a very useful

range of lamp brackets for use on either

the machine or the sidecar. Brackets

for the ^ sidecar are nob always easy to

obtain, but whatever be the shape of the

body there is sure to be a, bracket to fit

from amongst the selection on this stand.

Three varieties are shown suitable for

fitting to the coachwork, one of which is

useful if it is desired to carry a lamp
on the nose of the sidecar.

Another useful bracket is arranged to

clijj to a tube or spring. A fitting for

which there should be a good demand is

an adjustable bracket for carrying the

tail lamp. It is arranged to bolt-securely

to the carrier, and, being very substan-

tial and of heavy gauge steel, it is capable

of supporting quite a heavy lamp. The
whole range of brackets are very solidly

constructed and nicely finished, in black.

A belt punch made by Terry's.

Stand No. 185.

Terry, Herbert, and'Sons, Ltd.j, Novelty

Works, Redditch.

IX wiU astonish but few peoiple to know
that the valve springs which played

their part in the famous Atlantic flight

of 'E34 emanated from the house of

Terry. Valve springs of all descriptions

are seen on this, stand, and in addition

springs for every other purpose of a
motorcycle.
A neat metal clip which supports the

bulb of a horn and sp prevents the rub-

ber cracking through incessant vibra-

tion, a small wire brush for cleaning

choked acetylene burners, and a novel

set of tyre clamps which simplify the

|task of removing and replacing very

stiff covers are cases in point.

An ever useful set of spanners consists

of five double-ended spanners for ^ in.

to i in. Whitworai nuts. They are

made of tempered steel and are very

light and durable, the finish is' plated or

osydized, and when complete, with a

smaU leather case they form an ex-

tremely neai set for pocket use, thus

often saving Ihe rider from mijjacking

his pannier bags and disturbing his care-

fuUy-packed tools^nd-smali spares.

Stand No. 177.

Atkey, A. R., and Co,, Ltd., Trent
Street, Nottingham.

T NTENSE intere.st centres round the

Fault Finder exhibited here for the

first time. By its aid it is possible for

anybody, whether novice or expert, to

Some of Ashby's lamp brackets.

locate leakages and shorts in magnetos,
dynamos, and, in fact, every conceivable

form of electric appliance. Magnetos can
be tested on high or low tension circuits,

and it is equally useful applied to light-

'

ing sets in car or house. Demonstrations
are held more or less continuously, and
interest never seems to flag. The whole
instrument is encased in a polished wood
box, 18 ins. by 15 ins. by.& ins., thus
adding portability toi its other merits.

The company are in the happ^ position

of being able to deliver this and their

other speuialities, including tools, span-

ners, etc., ex stock.

The Terry spring fork link.
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Enots sight-feed lubricator.

Stand No. 168.

Benton and Stone, Ltd., Bracebridge
Street, Birmingham.

"V HE tank fittings which bear the trade
'• mark "Enots" are well known,
and are found in profusion on this stand.

Seasoned motorcyclists will see all the

well-known patterns of petrol taps, filler

caps, etc., and, in addition, a few new
patterns of considerable interest since

they were lai'galy called into being by
the' demands oi *he Air Force.

In particular there are some cork disc-

seated taps which never leak and which
never bind; the ease of manipulating

them is wonderful. Quite the neatest

petrol filter yet offered to motorcyclists

is also shown, and is in reality a com-
bination of petrol cock, filter, and drain

tap. This is a small cylindrical body
which carries an inlet and outlet pipe.

The inlet pipe screws into the tank and
the, outlet pipe is connected to the petrol

pipe to the carburetter. The tap has

three positions : on, off, and drain.

The Enots automatic lubricator is too

well known to need description, but it

may be mentioned that valve spring

lifters, tyre pumps, filler caps, spare

tyre carriers for sidecars, and many other

diverse accessories emanate from the

tame house.

Ryley's lamp tubing clip.

Stand No. 164.

Brown Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern Street,

London, B.C. 2.

A S is their usual custom, Messrs.
'* Brown Bros, show a very comjire-

hensive range of all types of motorcycle
accessories. An interesting line is the
Dnco spring gaiter, which is now made
for motorcycles embodying spring frames
and spring forks of the leaf spring type.

Only one model of the Vindec motorcycle
is being shown; this is a Villiers engined
two-stroke.

^ --
r

Stand No. 147.

Ryley, J. ,\.. 7.S, Wehman Street,

Birmingham.

A ilONGST the various Ryley speciabV
'* ties sliovvn at this stand, such --is'

speedometers of various kinds, lighting

sets, ' lamps, and horns of all sizes and
descriptions, both bulb and mechanical,

there is a very neat clip for attaching

the rubber tubing from the generator to

the lamps to the frame of the machine.

This is a simple clip of spring steel in

which Ls formed a loop to carry the

rubber tubing. It is easily sprung over

the frame member and securely holds the

tubing.

Ripault (left) and Lamplugh com-
pression taps.
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Motor-Cj^cle Tyre's
remarkable three
years' record.

AMoseley motor-cycle tyre has

done 23,400 mtles in three years

and is reported to be in excellent

condition with lots of service still

in it.

It is one of the rubber studded

motor-cycle tyres, 26 x 2, and was
fitted to a lightweight machine in

December, 1915.

It was returned to us in January,

1919, with the information that during

this period of 37 months it had been

in continuous service and had covered

an average distance of 150 miles

weekly. When we received the tyre

it was in excellent condition, there

^being a full one-eighth of an inch of

rubber left on the tread.

MOSELEY
Complete Cycle and Motor-Cycle Tyre List, post free, from

DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD
CHAPEL FIELD WORKS : ARDWICK : MANCHESTER
Manchester: 2, 4 cS: 6, New Brown Street; London : 19 & 20,
Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I; Glasgow; 126, Ingram Street; Bir-
mingham : 4, Lancaster Street, Corporation Street ; Newcastle-
on-Tyne ; 44 & 46, High Bridge ; Dublin ; 16, William Street.

Olympia Cycle Show, Stand Nc. 1 37.
C.W.TI.

I Bill ! ^ — Mi Mil Mi ! ! 1 M'

KINDLY MEiSXlON " MOXOR ClUUNG'' WHEN COKKESPOHDING WITH ADVEETISEPS. 6?7
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Motorcyclists cannot carry away
our Building, but can obtain tlie

BEST VALUE IN OUTFITTING

" GOOD SERVICE " OILSKINS do not crack or stick, andare durable. Our Service

Grey D.B. Belted Coats at 32/6, Seatless Trousers, 21/-, and Overalls, 10/6, are

a-bsolutely the very best value obtainable.

"GOOD SfefevicE" All-weather D.B. Belted Coats, 57/6; Seatless Trousers, 27/6.

Heavy make, strong and durable in wear, tlioroughly waterproof.

GAUNTLET
GLOVES

Tan, Asbestol lined, 17,6 One Finger Mitts, lined, best quality, 22/6

Best Quality Nappa, 18/6 FurGauntlets, cape palms, strap wrist, 42/-

HOfiSE-HlDE MITTS, WooUen Wrists, lined, 3/9; TAN HIDE MITTS, One Finger,

Woollen Wrists, lined, 8/6; One Finger Mitts, Sheepskin, waterproof backs, 7/6;

One Finger Mitts, double palm, lined, 4/6.

BOBI HANDSHIELDS:
Khaki Mac, cloth __

lined ' 12/6
Black Mac. cloth

lined ... ... 16/6

Black Mac, fleece

lined 21/-

Tan Cape Leather fur

lined 39/6

For J and i in. handlebars.

SERVICE WADERS.

Best
make,
soles

quality,

heavy
strong

rubber

27/6

State size of boot

worn.

LEATBER WAISTCOATS

S.B. Sheepskin Jer-

kins 11/6

Best quality tan D.B.
with sleeves, lined 70/-

Tan Leather Throat
Protectors... ... 6/6

(London)

289-293, High Holbcrn,

LONDON WX.

STAND
229

Are you visiting the Olympia Show ? If so,

call at Stand 229 axiA examine the "Empire-de-

Luxe Pan Seats—the most comfortable and durable
saddles on the market.

The Empire-de-Luxe has many special features which will

interest you, including the Patent Shock-absorbing Link

at peak and the Double Hangers with Extension

Springs at rear, which eUminate bouncing and
prevent vilaration reaching the rider.

If unable to call, write for Catalogue, which
gives full particulars.

THE LEATHERIES LTD,

^^^ BIRMINGHAM. ^^

OLYMPIA
:KINDLY mention " MOTOK CYc'f^Q " -WHEN COEEESPONDING WITH ADVEETISEKS.
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Lynn Motorcycle Repair Bench.
(Patented in all Countries),

Motorcycle Repairs Made Easy.

HANDY-SAFE-RELIABLE.

simpncitj^ Price: £3 17 6 (delivered^. tmaencj^

The Machine is wheeled on the Bench, raised on its own Stand and easily lifted by one person. Everything to

hand. Legs automatically open or shut in raising or lowering. Drawer for nuts and small parts.

Makers—

A. E. W. GWYN, Ltd. (M.B.Dcpt.), 5, Budge Row, London, E.C.4.
Telegrams—''Asunder, Cannon, London." Telephone—7457 City

'^i'n

Gear Driven, Positive Drive.

Trip Cyclometer

for Motorcycles. . .

Star Wheel and Striker

Pattern. Price 20/- each.

A substantially built

: and reliable :

instrument for

accurately measuring

the mileage.. '^

Price 33/- each.

Stand 175 (Gallery),

Olympia Show,
Nov. 24th to 29th, 1919.

THE WORLD S

STANDARD
DISTANCE RECORDER

fu// parficulars from :

MARKT& Co. (London), Ltd.
98/100, Clerkenwdl fid.

London, EC.

KINDLY MENTION MOTOR CYCLING " WHiJN COEEESPONDING WITH ADVERTISEES. Czg
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LYCETT'S LINES
for the modern Motorcycle

may be seen at

Olympia, Stand 183 Gallery
where we shall have on view a representative

selection of these world - famed accessories.

LYCETT'S, "The Saddlery,"

BIRMINGHAM.

THE VrONDERFUL

Four models will be shown, fitted with

2 and 4 - stroke engines.

Prices range from £59-10-0 to £67-10-0
Fitted with the latest pattern Sturmey-

Archer countershaft kick-starter gear.

Call at Stand 118
Wulfruna Engineering Co., Ltd. Wolverhampton.

KINCLY MENTION " MOTDE CYCLING "' WHEN COKEESPONDINQ WITH ADVEETISEBS.
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Editorial Offices :

Hertford Street, Coventry.
TeLegraim :

" Motorcrcla. Coventry."

Northern Offices:

199, Deansgate, Manchester,
Telegrams: " Iliffe, Mancliestei.

"

Advertising and Publishing Offices:

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.
Telearams : " Cyclist, Fleet. London."
'leUohone : 2846 Ciiy \.nma lines,). ' Telephone: 10 Coventry i&velmeat. Teutnhone : 620 City.

Subscription Rates: Home, I7s. 4cL; Canada, \9s, 6d<; other countries abroad, 23s. lOd, per annum.
The Foreign races quoted above apply also to men in the Services abroad.

Colonial and Foreign agents:
Thited States—The International News Acency, New York. Canada—ToronM N«wb Co.. Ltd.. Toronto : Montreal News Co., Ltd., Montreal; '^'Inniitfig

Sews Co., Winnipeg: British Columbia Newa Co., Vancoaver; Gordon i Gotch, Ltd., 132. Bay Street, Toronto.
AUSTRALXA—Gordon A Gotch, Ltd.. Melboarne (VicLoria). Sydney (N.S W.). Brisbane (Queensland). Adelaide (S.A.I, Perth (W.A.). and Lannceston Tasmania'.

New Zealand—Gordon a Gotch. JmI.. Wellington. Auckland. Christchurch, and Dnnedin India—A. H. Wheeler &. Co.. Bombay, Allahabad, ana CJcatta.
SOUTH-AFRICA-Central News Asency. Ltd. Paris—Smith's EnRlish Library. 2i& Rue Rivoli.

Olympia in 1919.

THIS is an age of records ! Our minds have

been broadened by the custom of dealing

in huge figures during the war, and this

has had tlie natural effect of exerting its

influence in peace-time programmes. The
Car Show at Olympia. broke all records, both in

the matter of attendance and the volume of

orders placed. The present Motor Cycle Show
promises to outshine any previous exhibition of

the kind. Its widespread interest was manifest

on the opening days, and the future outlook is

of the rosiest kind. The potential field of bujers

in the' motor cycle world is enormous, and must

be greater than in any other sphere of automo-
bilism, since the price factor must ultimately

exercise a preponderating influence upon the

buying public. A pleasing fact in this connec-

tion is that the British motor cycle industry re-

mains supreme ; indeed, its supremacy has never

been seriously challenged in the same manner
that imported cars threaten to challenge the lofty

position which British-made gnotor vehicles enjoy.

In saying this, we are fully cognisant of the ex-

cellent mounts, particularly powerful twin-cylin-

der machines, which find their way across the

Atlantic, and we have also recognised, already,

the great strides our French allies have made,
since the war, in the production of high-class

motor cycles. Comment is free and unchecked
in this country, and to that fact we attribute,

in large measure, the perfection to which the

motor cycle has attained. 1920 design once

again displays notable progress. With few
revolutionary designs, the all-round improvement
in well-tried models is not difficult to discern.

Increased engine efficiency, due to a better under-

standing of the requirements in the design of an

air-cooled engine, improved lubrication systems,

superior materials—^particularly for valves, which

now need never break, thanks to aero-engine

disclosures—^studied accessibility, protected kick-

starter mechanism, more adequate bearings for

gear boxes, stronger transmission systems ; these

and more can be observed among the distinct

improvements in modern motor cycles.

Standardisation is the motto" of most progres-

sive firms, only one or two models at the niost

replacing the range of patterns frequently

favoured in the past. Luxury is a relative term,

and it can be correctly applied to the modern
economical motor cycle, for electric lighting out-

fits, detachable wheels, spring frames, and a jack

for every wheel, are features commonly encoun-

tered. The sidecar coachwork, too, is specially

attractive, and the now popular windscreen for

the passenger, combined with a neat hood,

give to the sidecar outfit a new delight which
ladies are not slow to recognise.

Future of the Lightweight.

In particular we note with joy the increased

attention being paid to lightweight motor cycles :

a type of mount which sooner or later must pre-

vail. Sidecar outfits there are in abundance,

and commendable examples at that, replete with

all desirable and essential equipment for touring.
" No extras" is a feature of 1920 mounts. In
juxtaposition, one may examine three-wheeled

runabouts of varying types, and the ultimate

battle between the two forms of three-wheeled

motor cycles will be interesting to watch, the

three-wheeler starting wtih the real advantage
that both occupants are ^jrotected from the

elements.

Many years ago, when dynamos were intro-

duced for cars, we urged that it would be but
a matter of time before dynamo lighting formed
part of the standard equipment of a motor cycle.

The 1919 Show exemplifies the coming of this

new pleasurable era, and the passing of the

acetylene lamp.

To all who can conveniently attend the Show,
we promise that the time expended will be well

spent and enjoyable, besides an education in the

progress displayed by this the most economical
section of the great and growing automobile
movement.

An Index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on advertisement pase94.
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ENCOURAGE THE LIGHTWEIGHT !

An Article in favour of Developing the Genuine Lightweight Motor Cycle.
Open Frame and a Limit of 112 1b. recommended.

Lightweights have competed most creditabjy with larger machines in the leading competitions, but the boulder and rock-strewn tracks,

combined'with the high average speed, have resulted in weights growing up to nearly 200 lb.

A PLEASING feature of the present Olympia Show
is the increased number of lightweight motor
cycles to be observed on tlje different stands.

The lightweight is a desirable type of mount to be

.

encouraged and developed, though the term " light-

weight " is elastic and often misapplied.

Few experienced rnotor cyclists doubt that the motor
bicycle of the future for solo use will be a lightweight

scaling, say, less than a hundredweight. We are not,

of course, likely to get & perfect machine for the

million next year or the year after, but its ultimate

advent is a certainty. Are we progressing fast enough
toward that ideal ? Let us look back a few years and
endeavour to trace, its progress.

Looking BacK'vtrard.

Twenty years ago the original motor cycles, such as

the Werner, the Minerva and the ij:; h.p. Quadrant,

were lightweights, but they died a natural death on

account of lack of engine power, and failure to main-

tain the limited efficiency they originally possessed. As
engines improved in quality, fourteen or fifteen years

ago, further attention was given to the attempt to

evolve the genuine lightweight, but even those attempts

were premature, for engines in those days still -lacked

•staying power, whilst change- speed -gears (which help

Bt8

to cover up or camouflage the shortcomings of an

engine) were uncommon. Again, designers went ahea

with the practicable go-anywhere motor bicycle, an

lightweights were neglected, despite the insistent dt

mand for a light machine easy to handle and eaS'

to manipulate and store. The Fairy and the Douglj
were two excellent attempts to solve the problem, hi

• the Douglas grew in size and weight to the fine g(

anywhere.machine it represents to-day.

The Advent of the Two=stroke Engine. .

Years rolled by, and the two-stroke engine came int

the limelight, due to Mr. Alfred Scott's long-continue

experiments, and tiny two-stroke single-cylinder enginf

of a capacity lio bigger than a teacup were evolved b

Levis, Connaught, Triumph, Villiers, and others. I

the two-stroke motor, engineers saw the solution (

the successful light power unit for the loo lb. machir

that so many thousands yearn for. But road con

petitions seem to have developed them on th

wrong lines, for too much has been expected of thes

lilliputian mounts when matched against more expensiv

and powerful machines. They were, too, alway

classified by engine capacity only, the all-importai

factor of weight being ignored. The man in the stre£

is not seeking a machine which will climb mountainou

i
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Encourage the Lightweight!
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tracks or a mount possessed of great speed and
ability to traverse boulder-strewn hillsides. He
seeks reliability, easy starting, and reasonable com-
fort and protection. Up to the present, the Auto-
Cycle Union cannot be congratulated in ignoring the
existence of this huge potential field of buyers. Its

contests have seldom given special encouragement and
prominence to the doings of the little chaps, and their

performances have always been overshadowed by the
bigger mounts, and the result has been a glut of double-
purpose solo and sidecar machines, with no prominence
for the low-priced lightweights, except what their in-

trinsic merits gained for them.

Special Lightweight Events Necessary.-
A little 2 h.p,. O.K., in the Six Days Trials in

Yorkshire, in 1914, demonstrated the capabilities of
the type, but still no event was arranged to develop
the breed of the true lightweight. Half the craze for

unproved scooters last spring was, in the writer's

judgment, due to the absence of trials and propaganda
ill favour of the true lightweight motor cycle. The
choice of a motor cycle to-day commences with a
machine of about 160 lb. (the weight of a 3^ h.p.

machine of ten years ago), with the exception of the

J.E.S. This state of affairs must not continue!

The Motor Cycle has led the way with the offer of a

challenge cup for a genuine lightweight Tourist Trophy
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Race in the Isle of Man next year, recofnmending
that actual weighl, not engine capacity alone, define

the machines to be admitted. But a race alone is not

sufficient.

An Open Frame Advocated.
If the A.C.U. is to be regarded as the progressive

body it claims to be for the development of the breed
of motor cycles, lightweight events must form an out-

standing feature of the 1920 competition programme.
Lightweight motor cycles for solo use are safe in

grease, easily lifted up steps or kerbstones (which
facilitates st67age), are cheap to buy and cheap to

run, and on that account must outlive all other types.

We want a lightweight which is midway between the

best of the open frame scooters and the best modern
lightweights, preferably with an open frame, sO' that

a big coat may be worn in winter. Those actual and
prospective motor cyclists who agree with the

writer's remarks will notice with pleasure the increas-

ing attention being paid to serviceable lightweight

motor cycles, and the frequency with which they are

encountered atOlympia. It is left to the A.C.U.
and enterprising clubs to> organise events in order to

encourage the type, and demonstrate their road-

worthiness. Commercial travellers in their thousands,

and elderly riders who find pedalling too tiring, quite

apart from the myriads of pleasure-seeking riders,

await developments with more than ordinary interest.

Revolution Counters and Multi-gears.
How the Use of a Tachomeler may Increase Efficiency.

[T often seems strange to me that revolution counters
have never become popular among the motor
cycling fraternity. They really provide a much

Tiore exact and reliable method of keeping a machine
ap to concert pitch and of getting the most out of a

machine than a speedometer, and they would con-

siderably enhance the pleasure of riding, at least to an
enterprising and careful motor cyclist.

Imagine the pleasure of finding the number of

revolutions at which the engine develops its maximum
power, and, in the case of, say, a Zenith-Gradua or

my other multi-gear«d machine, keeping the engine
:urning over at that number of revolutions, or as near
\:> possible while climbing a long hill. It is a known
'act that most speedometers are only accurate within

imits. I think " Ixion " once stated that at speeds
above 40 m.p.h. few speedometers are reliable ; in this

[ agree with him entirely. Tachometers, on the other

land, have been made absolutely accurate and reliable.

In the case of a long-stroke single especially it is

jften found that on a long hill the e..gine settles down
:o a regular steady beat, much slower than would be
expected. This is the stage when the maximum power
s being developed. As examples for a comparison, I

.vill choose the 5 h.p. Rudge-Multi sidecar outfit and
:he 6 h.p. A.J.S. three-speed combination. The
Rudge has as its lowest gear about 7 to i, as given

Dy the variable pulleys ; a high bottom gear compared
to the 16 to I bottom gear given by the A.J.S. Yet I

should say there is not much to choose between the

two on hills. One engine is turning over just over
twice as fast as the other, yet both may be developing---

the same power. The comparison between these two

machines would be well worth ti7ing if both were

fitted with tachometers.

Supposing we know that an engine develops its

maximum power at 2,000 r.p.m., it is a waste of fuel

to run it at a higher rate. Under touring conditions

the gears should be arranged to suit the normal revolu-

tions of the engine. -If we wish to climb a hill »'

twenty miles per hour and the hilf demands maximum
power, we must gear about 7 to i. This would mean
that the engine can only exert full power at 20 m.p.fc

If we have infinitely variable gears we can make_ the

engine exert full power at any road speed, which is

really the ideal condition of things.

Under racing conditions, and particularly in the case

of speed test on a hill, the revolutions of the engine

ought to be considered. To reach the top of the hill

in the shortest time, the maximum power must be

given off. With the aid of a revolution counter and the

knowledge of the critical number of revolutions, the

gear best suited tp the hill can be found more rapidly

than by experimenting with gear ratios against the

speedometer.

With fixed gear ratios perhaps one would not

appreciate a tachometer, and that is probably the

reason why it is not in general use. Of course, on
every aeroplane it is a standard fitting, and now that

motor cycles are tending to be influenced by aeroplane

design perhaps we may yet see it as a standard acces-

sory for motor cycles. -An increase in the numbers
• of infinitely variable gears would no doubt encourage

its use ; and to judge by the patent lists and press

rumours we may expect several varieties of friction

gears for motor cycles. Argon.

B2I
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E. W. Merrall,

with his Morgan,
on the virgin rock

read approaching
the hilli Stay-a-

Lfc;le.

A HASTY DECISION AND AN UNLUCKY ENDING.

READING the preliminary regulations of the Six

Days Trials in The Motor Cycle fired our en-

thusiasm, and my friend and I decided to see

if we could not win a gold medal. It was no easy
task we had set ourselves, for my machine was an
ancient Morgan Runabout, made in 1915, fitted with
an 8 h.p. air-cooled J. A. P. engine; it was the de
luxe model, and consequently very heavy. I had
purchased the machine second-hand some three, months
previously, and most of the parts, especially the body-
work, seemed to be on the point of dropping to

pieces, for the machine had covered many thousands
of miles before it canje into my possession. My
friends ridiculed the idea of entering a machine they
jocularly dubbed the " Bath Tub " in such an event

as the Six Days, and their most liberal estimates gave
us a couple of days in the trial.

The Bath Tub earns its Title.

We did what we could to get the machine into

shape, but not being experts and having few tools

and no shop, we decided to go to the works for a
final overhaul. On the Saturday before the trial

we called for the machine at the works, and we were
informed that they had had to replace one cylinder,

as it was badly worn. An engine with one brand
new 1919 cylinder, fitted with thin 'valves, but with
the old piston inside it, and one old 19 15 cylinder,
with the original heavy valves, did not impress us,

and we began to have misgivings as to the balance
being upset. However, a trial run up the Old Wyche
at Malvern, which we climbed with ease, set all our
fears at rest, and we started for Llandrindod Wells
in pouring rain,, with no hood nor screen, as we had
removed these fittings at the works lest we ' should
reduce 'our speed in the trials with extra wind re-

-

sistance. The machine certainly earned its title of
the " Bath Tub " on the way to Llandrindod, for
everything was swimming in water before we got there.

Monday came at last, and at the appointed time we

were sent off, thirty-fifth in the procession, feeling none

too confident as to the, result. The consistent driving

test came upon us unexpectedly, but we managed to

lose no marks, and on the fast section we completed the

course at 18 m.p.h. on our bottom gear of eleven to one,

so the engine was capable of a high rate of revs. The
long ascent over the moors from Llangynidr later on

was a severe test for an air-cooled engine, but we

came up without a sign of overheating. After tea

at Abergavenny came the lamp test, and a long easy

run home. Everyone seemed to pass the lamp test

easily enough, but I wonder how many could have

repeated this test at the end of the week. I, for one,

could not have done so without the aid of some soap;

or putty, for on the Wednesday the water chamber
sprang a leak, and emptied its contents into my pas-'

senger's boots.

A Test of Frames.
Tuesday's run was a test of frames ; the surface had^

been cut up by heavy timber traffic, deep ruts and

corrugations crossing the road at all angles. We
bumped, swayed, and bucketed over the awful track

that once had been a road at twenty miles an hour,

every moment expecting a frame breakage. With

our three tracks, we could not pick a course, even

had there been a course to pick, which there was not.

Surely purchasers of 1920 makes that came through

Tuesday's test should not be troubled with frame
breakages in ordinary use.

Beaten by Bwlch=y=Groes.
The Wednesday's route turned to be a test of hill-

climbing; we climbed interminable hills till finally we
reached the famous Bwlch-y-Groes Pass (1,790 feet).

We went straight at the hill without any preliminaries

such as cooling down and running out hot oil from
the crank case, rounded the hairpin bend at the

bottom on two wheels only, and roared up that first
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iradient with ease, congratulating ourselves at having

'imbed the hill and wondering how far the lunch stop

as. We changed up to top, rounded a bend in the

ill, and our speculations about lunch froze on our

ps, for there straight in front rose the second and
orst instalment of the hill. I knew then that I had
;;en over-confident; that fast drive to the foot of

lie hill, rushing the first half, and the change up to

ip gear with its consequent wide throttle opening

-oved fatal to an air-cooled engine. A quick change

jwn to bottom again, and we went up die first bit

;

le engine was by now nearly red hot, there was not

breath of wind on- the hill, and the day was a

i-elteringly hot one; we struggled on gamely till the

igine petered out ; my passenger dismounted, and I

imbed the remainder of the hill alone. We reached

;e top in a chastened frame of mind, and resolved

I be more careful of Welsh hills in future.

A Change of Valves.

On Wednesday evening, my passenger and I con-

iered the', whole matter __

id decided we could not

> on with little or no com-
ession in the engine. We
udied the Thursday's route

refully, and decided
at time must be made up
enable us to change the

lives, or grind them

, so we started

med with two spare

lives and springs

id a tin of grinding

aste. Thursday
orning gave us no
jportunity to make
p time anywhere,
It, after lunch at the
evil's Bridge, we
id twenty-five miles
' splendid roads,

>t as far ahead of

Me as we dared,
id stopped to change the valves outside Machynlleth,
ortunately, I had a pair of Asbestol gloves on, but
/en then I burnt sundry other things, including my
othes and my passengers' fingers in changing those hot
lives. The new valve for the old cylinder left nearly

1 eighth of an inch clearance between -the valve stem
id the tappet, and the tappets were the old 1915 fixed

attern, so we decided not to use it, but to grind in the

Id valve. In this we were not very successful, though
e certainly improved the compression; and it was
ell we did so, for the biggest climb of the week
lomed in front of us, viz., Plynlimmon.

Atmospheric Conditions and HilUclimbing.
Fortunately for the competitors, there was a cold wind
ith sleet blowing across the hill, amounting almost
> a gale near the top. Had the weather conditions
n Plynlimmon been similar to those on Bwlch-y-Groes
16 previous day, there would have been few clean
scents of the hill, and we should certainly have been
umbered amongst the failures. Later on in the after-

oon, whilst climbing the little hill near Tylwch, the
igh gear chain jumped off the sprocket through being

\
'\
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too slack. It was most annoying to have a failure

recorded against us on a hill we were romping up on

top gear after climbing Plynlimmon. The subsequent

repair to the chain cost us three minutes on the check

outside Rhayader, a total loss of seven marks for the

day; this, with four marks for failing on Bwlch-y-

Groes,. brought our total loss up to eleven for the

week. This left us a balance of nine only if we were

to secure the coveted award—none too wide a margin

for the condition marks at the finish.

An Unlucky Day.
Friday's was the least picturesque run of the whole

week : the district around Swansea seemed very unin-

teresting after the glorious scenery we had passed

through on the other days. Friday morning and the

first half of Friday afternoon were uneventful ; we
cHmbed all the hills, including Constitution Hill and

Caio Hill, with ease, though the spectators on the first

named gave us little enough room to pass a sidecar

outfit crawling up on a very low bottom gear.. Friday

afternoon's course was rough and liilly, and most of

the competitors lost

time on this section,

with the result that

when a good piece of

road did turn up it

was a case of all out

to make up the lost

time. This proved

our undoing. Near the

village of Cilycwm,
within thirty miles of

the finish, and with a

gold medal almost

'within our reach,

we came to grief.

Whilst travelling all

out on a good piece

of road, a large Welsh
sheepdog suddenly

darted into the road-

way ; the machine
struck the poor
animal with terrific

force, though I did all in my power to avoid it. We
swerved violently and collided with the bank, twisting

the back wheel over at an angle of 45° ; after that we
struggled along, breaking and mending chains the

whole way, and got up the consistent driving test hill

at a speed of sixteen miles per hour on the fast

section.

A Chapter of Accidents.

The petrol tank had sprung a leak owing to the colli-

sion with the dog, and whilst climbing a short hill

outside. Builth the engine " popped back " into the

carburetter, and immediately the leaking petrol tank

caught fire. We had a blaze, which my passenger ex-

tinguished with cap, gloves, coats, and anything he
could lay his hands on.

1

Before the end of the day's run we broke yet

another chain on that twisted back wheel, and finally

landed home at Llandrindod Wells just over the hour
late, and therefore counted as retired—gold, silver,

bronze medals lost, back wheel twisted, and machine
nearly lost through fire— all within thirty miles of the

finish. E. W. Merrall.
,

Merrall and his 1915 Morgan at Devil's

Bridge during the Six Days Trials.
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Distinguo.

n
BELIEVE it is a doctrine amongst Catiiolic school-
men that any liquid may be used for purposes
of baptism in an emergency, provided that liquid

contains a^-najor percentage of water. The story goes
that a novice under examination in a seminary was
asked whether baptism in soup was valid. His reply
was, " Distinguo. If the soup be that supplied at the
tutors' table the baptism might be valid ; if the soup
be that dealt out at our table, the baptism would'
unquestionably hold good." I should like to use his

prefatory " Distinguo " to my critic, Mr. Henry Evans.
In this colkmn I necessarily deal with generalisations.

Life is too short for me to cover 5,000 annually on a

sample of every machine that is made. I write of

machines as I find them. If they drip nuts, I generalise

on this evil trait. It may well be that somebody
makes a machine which never sheds a nut. If so,

I have not ridden it. The last time I rode a Triumph
in a trial, I shed four front brake shoes complete.
(No, I was not robbed of my gold by the condition
mark clause. I had previously shed similar parts in

private riding, so I had a pocketful of spares.) I have
hot ridden a Sunbeam lately, so cannot join issue

with Mr. Evans on that score. I will get hold of one,
do a bit of road-burning, and report.

Three Types of Rider.

FROM a nut-shedding standpoint there are three
types of owner. There is the man who treats

his machine as an elderly spinster cherishes, her
one bit of Sevres china—you must not breathe on it

unless you have first taken a foi-mamint.
. He counts

the nuts every time he stops, and his bill for spares is

small. The great majority of owners are less fiddley,

but they are tolerably me'ek riders, and enjoy sufficient

leisure to inspect the machine as often and as

thoroughly as a regular company commander puts his

men through it before the local general comes down.
They do not drop very much on the road. Finally,

there are madmen like myself. Nothing would please

me better than to overhaul my mount nightly. But I

simply have not time. I am the sort of fellow who
burns the candle at both ends. I have two or three

professions, a dozen hobbies, a score of public in-

terests, and innumerable vices. My day is too short

for a lot of wash-leather and spanner work. And I

ride quite particularly " blue." It is cheaper for me to

shed nuts than to make time to glance over the 'bus

nightly or to pay somebody else to do it. Judged by
this standard, I know no machine which is faultless.

If it were difficult or impcssible to prevent nuts from
coming off, I would put the blame on myself, and hold
my peace. But years of road experience have taught

me that on several good machines there are only a few
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details which 'require periodic tightening. I knq
those details, and a fortiori the malcers know the;

better than I do, as their spare part orders reflect n
experience raised to the «th power. It follows tha

if these firms would apply one of the known and nume
ous methods of securing the vulnerable details of the

mounts, these machines would instantly become ii

vulnerable, even in the hands of such a 'bus-bust(

as myself.

And About Kick-starters.

THE same kindly critic chides me for .anoths

generalisation about kick-starters. Let it fc

granted that sorne kick-starters are better tha

others: did I not impudently pat the P. and M. d(

signer on his broad back for that very reason? M
main point was that the average is by no means goo

enough. I select two illustrations from a bulgin

memory. One is the motJth of my critic himself. H
remarks, " the trouble is people do not drop the val*

at the right moment." Exactly. (Or, rather, that i

one of the troubles.) The average motorist is nc

capable of getting the best out of an imperfect device

Last week I watched the demonstrator of a famous ca

company operate the electric starter of a brand nei

chassis for some' ten minutes by the clock withou

getting a spit out of the engine. The week before

friend of mine wrecked the battery of his new car b

liberal use of his starter and hea'd lamps during severa

days with the dynamo permanently " off charge." M-

other illustration concerns a. very famous rider indeed

This summer I rode behind him for sixty miles on'

,

job which necessitated' our stopping at very frequen

intervals. He rode a very famous, very expensive out

fit, which was so heavy that a kick-starter was essentia

except when he started ;down a single figure gradient

His machine had been most carefully and expertl;

tuned. Yet it was comparatively exceptional for hin

to get it firing with one kick after a two-minute sto]

with a really warm engine. Awkward location of thi

kicker, insufficient leverage, poor tune, and a trick o

dropping the valve too late prevent many motor cyclist

from enjoying the potential blessings dormant in thei

kick-starters. I fancy it is easier to devise a foolproo

starter than to educate our community up to those w
now have.

Why he did it.

SOME years ago I took delivery of a machine, anc

noticed that all its oil and petrol pipes, whicl

were legion,, included flexible insertions,

asked the designer why he had incorporated thes(

lengths of armoured rubber bound with wire. He le

off some gas about frequent fractures due to vibra

tion, which I denied hotly. Then he grinned, anc

said tha,t the insertions were a manufacturing econoih]
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i-^they saved a lot of expensive labour in fitting up.

il never had sufficient curiosity to notice how such

!big firms as the Triumph and Douglas shape up their

piping, but I am sure the large American factories

use a jig. However, here is my point. I do not

advise manufacturers to crib these insertions from
aircraft practice. I have just spent a holiday in a

rural fastness some ten miles from a garage, and all

my insertions began to leak or even split, attaining

decrepitude simultaneously. The local supply of

tubing of any kind was scanty to a degree, and
ranged from inflator connections, which were too

small, to baby's bottle tubing, which was too weak,

jp to a formidable hosepipe which, I understand, had
last been used for drenching a cow, whatever that

nay mean. I spent a very finicky half-day; and con-

fess that I eventually made all tight by jointing the

jipes with the tin portions of some cheap penholders,

:aulked with soap, and lagged with insulating tape.

Incidentally, I discovered the real reason for the

Dresence of these insertions on the machine. One of

he oil pipes is—quite unpardonably—a three-branch

)r Y pipe, with very short arms. I will bet that

he designer found these short stiff pipes snapped

mder vibration ; and that if they did not snap, the

ask of registering three unions on one pipe was too

nuch for his customers when they fell a-tinkering.

30 he solved that pipe difficulty by using rubber

oints ; and having by this time got fractured piping

m the brain, he " dittoed " his petrol pipes for luck.

[ wish he had not.

The A.C.U. Hits Out.

EVER since the Llandrindod week, the trade and
the A.C.U. have been engaged in a kind of

billiard match. The trade broke the balls and
icored a lot of points. Now the judges are at the

ablo, and have piled up a big lead. I think the

^.C.U. has emerged with the honours. It has con-
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ceded practically every point on which it was criti-

cised, but, in return, it has shown a distinct gift for

criticism. Indeed, some of the judges' strictures on
'modern design are so biting that it is almost a pity

they have been published. Not because they are either

exaggerated or untrue, but because for idealists the

times are always out of joint, arid the ideal machine
for which the judges pine will not be produced for

many a long day. Meantime the man in the street sees

the report—it was condensed in many lay journals—
and concludes that motor cycles are rotten. The case,

rather, is that a good trials judge, exactly like a good
technical journalist, should resemble an enthusiastic

designer. All three men should cherish such high

ideals that they are difficult to satisfy. On the other .

hand, the Six Days have their advertising side, and it

is a blunder to utilise them for crabbing the machines
which they are meant to foster, particularly when an
average machine will do all that an average user can
reasonably ask of it.

A Tale with a Moral.

THE other day I saw a distant push cyclist fall

off his machine. As I approached at a rapid

walk, he remounted, and fell off again. When
I drew level with him, he repeated the performance.
I saw at a glance that his pedalling chain had come
off. -Yet he made three separate attempts to ride

on before he realised that his transmission had gone,

and ev3n then he had to examine the machine care-

fully before he realised what had happened. Now
this individual was a member of the Metropolitan
Police Force. 'Policemen are far above the average
of the male population in intelligence. Men on the

average are more intelligent than women in things

mechanical. It follows that a motor cycle manu-
facturer builds machines for customers who are mostly
fools. I think if I were a designer, I would get

Gordon Crosby to make a sketch of the above incident,

and I would hang it up in my drawing office.

THE PRINCE OF WALES'S VISIT TO MONTREAL.
The advance police guard in the procession from the station was mounted on sidecar outfits. In the U.S.A., too, the police, in their

various spheres of operation, have long realised the value of the motor cycle.

?ai
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Oimcs to "Clgbt TLamps.
Greenwich Time.

Nov. 27th 4.26 p.m.
... 4.24 ,,

Dec
29th
1st

3rd
4.23

4.23

A New Record.

Once again Tim Motor Cycle establishes
a new world's record in the circulation
of motoring journals. The printing order
for this Olympia Show Report Number
exceeded 130,000 copies.

Accident to Col. Jarrott.

We regret that Lt.-Col. Charles Jarrott,
C.B.E., President of the Motor Cycling
Club, has suffered an injury to his foot,

which has necessitated an operation. It

is hoped that he will be sufficiently well
recovered to attend the M.C.C. dinner
on the 6th prox.

The Recognised Medium.
There is still great activity in the.second-

hand motor cycle market. 1,482 mis-
cellaneous advertisements were - published
in the last issue of The Motor Ci/cle—
more than three times the total appearing
in any other motor cycling journal.

I.A.E. at Olympia.

Arrangements' have been made for a
special meeting of the Institution of Auto-
mobile Engineers for the discussion of the
judges' report on the 1919 A.C.U. Six
Days Trials.

The meeting will be held in the top
room of the Princes' Suite at Olympia
this (Thursday) afternoon, the 27th inst.,

at 2.30 p.m.

Summary of Lighting Regulations.

In the case of a motor cycle ridden solo,

tl\e following arrangement of lamps must
be adhered to. (a) Lamp at front
showing white light in direction which
the machine is travelling, (h) Lamp
at rear showing red light in the reverse
direction. With a sidecar attached, two
front lamps and one rear lamp must be
used.

Contents oi the Next Issue.

A continuation of the description of the
Olympia Show exhibits will be published
next week, when sidecar attachments
and accessories will receive the same
exhaustive treatment that the motor
cycles and runabouts receive in this issue.

Furthermore, critical articles upon the
exhibits, by well known contributors to
The Motor Cycle, will form a leading
feature.

An Obstructive Cattle Drover.

At Petworth Police Court recently, the
Automobile Association successfully prose-
cuted a cattle drover, under the Highway
Act, 1835, for unlawfully preventing the
free passage of the highway. The evidence
showed that a motorist came upon a
number of cows in the charge of the
defendant, who refused to clrive the
animals to one side of the road and allow
the car to proceed. He also stated that
when driving cows he never gave way
for cars to pass, and this statement was
subsequently repeated to a police sergeant.
The Bench fined the offender £1.

^^

EX-POLICEMAN BUILDS AN ATTRACTIVE MOTOR CYCLE.

The photograph depicts a machine assembled by Mr. Challis E.Hircock, who. has left

the Coventry Police Force to open a garage In the City of Three Spires. The engine is a

3 h.p. J.A.P., and the equipment includes Sturmey-Archer gear, Brampton forks, Amac
carburetter, and flexible exhaust pipes. . -

.

Special 'yealures.
SHOW REPORT.

A PLEA FOR THE LIGHTWEIGHT
THE TREND OF DESIGN.

Metropolitan Police Activity.

We hear that the Metropolitan Poll

are particularly active in seeing th.

motor cyclists are conforming to the ligh

ing regulations. Particulars are beir

taken with regard to the carrying of rei

lights and to the 'illumination of numbi
plates.

Life Membership of the A.A.

In response to a suggestian received b

.the Automobile Association, it has bee

decided in all cases where a life memb(
has been "" killed in action," to transtf

such membership to the next-of-kin whei

desired. Those interested are invited t

communicate with the Secretary, i

Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, Londoi
W.C.2.

Prominent Eaginee" Honoured.

Motor cyclists, especially those intsi

ested in Harley-Davidsons, will ur

doubtedly join us in congratulating Mi
Duncan Watson, managing director c

the British interests of the famous Amen
can firm, on his election to the Mayoralt
of Marylebone.
Mr. Watson also, it will be remem

bered, was recently elected a member
the Harley-Davidson Board of Director

in America.

Manufacturing Facilities Wanted.
There are many new firms enterinp

or about to enter, the motor cycle trade

A glance at the Olympia Motor Cycl

Show will show that some of them hav
their programmes cut and dried, ani

their models well on the way toward
production. At the same time our corre

spondence shows that some, firms, wli

have recently decided to take up th

manufacture of motor cycles, are hesitat

ing as to which type of machine to adopt

Such concerns will be interested to hea

that we know of two recently demobilisei

officers who have almost completed tin

designs for a new motor cycle f\tte(

with their own engine. Both thesi

gentlemen have sixteen years' experienci

of motor cycles and have five years wa:

experience as D.R's., and added to thi;

they are responsible for the design of i

well-known and increasingly populaj

motor cycle.

We shall be happy to bring anyoni

who is interested in motor cycle construe

tion into touch with the designers S
whom we refer.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters must to addressed to the Eiitor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street. Coventry, and must be accomoanied by the writer's name and address.

A COMPETITION RIDERS' UNION.
Sir,— I should be glad to hear from enthusiastic com-

petition riders, with a view to forming some sort of union,
for the purpose of determining what clubs and trials should
be supported. Under the present system, the actual rider
has no say in the matter, and I for one am very fed up
with the methods of some clubs in their competitions.

ALBERT MILNER.
THE LIMIT.

Sir,—I quite agree with " Ision's " comments on charges
for accessories in last week's issue of The Motor Cycle.
The 6in. King Dick pattern spanner is sold wholesale

at 4s., aad the retail price is 6s. Copper petrol tubing
can be bought at 6d. per foot wholesale, and should retail

at Is. to Is. 3d. easily.

I think it is about time some of the numerous trade
organisations took up the matter of profiteering in the trade,
and let the old price-cutting propaganda die out.

REG. SAMSON.
THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL.

Sir,—May I be permitted to draw the attention of both
riders and manufacturers to the forthcoming Paris-Nice
Trial, to be held in the early spring of next year.

This trial is likely to be very well supported, and will

lead to a great amount of publicity apart from its own
value. I feel that it is most important for us to realise

in this country how large are the markets covered by a
Continental trial of this kind, and I have been asked by
one of the principal promoters to bring it to your readers'

attention. A. M. LOW, A.C.G.L, etc.

AUTOMATIC CARBURETTERS.
Sir,

—

Re " Ixion's " first comment ' in your issue of

"November 13th, my experience in this direction may- per-

haps be of interest.

When cold my 'bus^—a Cotilson B (Gayac carburetter)

—

absolutely refuses to fire unless the throttle is quite shut.

When that is done, it starts quite easily without injection

or flooding, but open the throttle only a little and one may
push miles without success. Yet I can assure you that

pie carburetter is in perfect adjustment. I put it down
to tire fact that it is automatic, and that when really cold,

unless the throttle is quite shut, the mixture is too weak.
Shut the throttle, and the by-pass is able to supply suffi-

cient juice to combine with the very small amount of air

passing the butterfly throttle to produce a combustible
charge.

As soon as the engine- has fired a few times, and lost

its first chill, the carburetter is perfect. E. 0. GURNEY.

VARIABLE GEARS AND BELT WEAR.
Sir,—I was glad to see the letter of " Rudge-Multi " in

TJte Motor Ci/cle, and I too would like to help to dispel

the hoary old superstition that multi gears are hard on

belts. Properly used they are as hard wearing as any other

system, and they are a perfect delight to drive. I have

done over 6,000 miles on a Rudge-Multi in the last three

•years over some of the worst roads in Donegal, and I have

yet to break my first belt. I must also say that the system

is peculiarly easy on bearings and tyres. Usual disclaimer.

Co. DonegaU ' RUDGE-MULTI NO. 2.

Sir,—I read with interest " Rudge-Multi's " letter on
iiie subject of belt wear with variable gears some little

time ago. To my mind, the multi gear suffers from two
disahillties : (1) belt wear ; (2) belt slip.

As far as the former is concerned, I only got 1,500 miles

out of ray belt, and the next owner found the same,^ yet

we both conscientiously tried to carry' out the makers' in-

structions. When I meet a multi owner now I always en-

quire as to what belt mileage he obtains, and the great

majority confirm my own experience, which convinces me
that the average driver does not get normal belt mileage

with this gear, while having to nurse the belt detracts from

the pleasure of driving.

Now as to belt slip, this, I consider, is the more serious

fly in the multi ointment. The pulley is smallest when belt

grip is most required, e.g., when (cl) climbing a hill on low

gear ; (h) proceeding at a crawl owing to ruts and slippery

surface. If the lowest gear position was still equal to a 6in.

pulley, then the gear would be ideal.

1 did a good deal of riding in hilly country and wintry
weather, with lots of rain, slush, and snow, and it was the

result of this experience which decided me finally to dispose

of the machine.
In spite-, of these two disabilities, I should be the last to

deny that the multi gear has a considerable charm, as witiies.s

the number of such machines on the road, whilst I m.yself,

on a fine, sunny day with good roads, have felt it to be " a

thing of beauty and a joy," but our British weather is un-
fortunately not always so. J. D. MACDOWELL.

CARBURETTER BOOKLETS.
Sir,—We notice in ?7ie Motor Ci/dn o£ . November 13th

that Mr. E. R. Foyster' says that he wrote to the makers of

his carburetter for a descriptive booklet, in accordance with
the invitation of their advertisement in The Motor Cycle,
and has heard nothing from them.
As we invite our clients to apply for a descriptive booklet,

we have gone to some considerable trouble to see if we have
received a communication from the above named gentleman,
but without result. We think, before statements of this

kind are made, considering the conditions of the postal service
at the present moment, it would be advisable for .clients to

follow up their request to see if their communication has
been received in the first instance. We ourselves make a
special point of dealing with all letters the same day they
are received, and we should much appreciate your inserting
a notice to this effect. C. BINKS, LTD.

COMPRESSION RELEASE V.EXHAUSTVALVE LIFTER.
Sir,—Referring to my old friend C. S. Barney's letter, in

your issue of November 6th, he and your readers may be
interested to know that several of the earlier motor cycle
engines were fitted with a compression release and no exhaust
valve lifter. - At least pne of the Minerva types was so

fitted. The release took the form of a ball held against
a coned seat by means of a spring with a Bowden wire
operated bell crank and rod to force the ball off its seat

against compression.
During 1904 I had a Forward motor cycle fitted with a

2i h.p. Cyclone engine, and, due to the nature of the gear
operating the valves, an exhaust valve lifter was not con-

venient. I therefore fitted a large compression tap in the

centre of the cylinder head with a lever and rod on the top

tube to operate it.

I was present, with this so fitted, at the Auto Cycle Club's

100 miles passenger trial, starting from Hatfield on November
5th, 1904, when Julian Orde was the starter, and the event
was won by Tom Sopwith (then about si.\teen years of age)

in a very masterlv manner on a 6 h.p. water-cooled Pearson
tricar.

"

HAROLD IvARSLAKE, .

C5
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PATENTS.
Sir,—I should like to draw your attention to a mis-

statement which occurs in the letter of your correspondent,
Mr. P. Banham (October 30th), relating to methods of valve
operation.

He says :
" In the Eeardmore . . . the rods are used

only for opening the valves . . . which are closed in the
usual manner, i.e., by spiral springs."
In the Eeardmore, however, the valves are closed by leaf

springs, which, from my own experience in France with these
engines, are much more satisfactory, and keep their strength
much longer. In fact, I know of one engine in particular
which did over 250 hours on one set of springs.

C. FURLONGER.
SILENCE.

Sir,—On reading the judges' report of the A.C.U. Trials,

I was astonished to see that equal marks had been deducted
from the Scott on the. score of silence as from Triumphs,
Ariels, and Nortons.

Surely Dr. Low's instrument is affected differently from
the human ear.

I have ridden both the Scott and two of the singles above,
and can easily give an' approximation of their respective
silence by the ability or otherwise of sustaining conversation
with the passenger. The detonation of a single affects the
human ear considerably more than the higher pitched hum
of the Scott, even though the total noise mav be about the
same. J. W. ROWLAND.

KICK STARTERS.
Sir,—In the issue for October 23rd there is an "Occasional

Comment " by your contributor " Ixion" that is likely to give
intending motor cyclists a totally wrong impression regarding
modern kick-starter fittings. Apparently, it is his idea that
there is not one really efficient one on the " market. Per-
sonally, I have had two 1919 combinations this season, the
first one a 4 h.p., on which machine the design and method
of operation of the kick-starter left nothing to be desired,

but, owing to the material employed, the teeth on the" kick-

starter sprocket wore very badly indeed, so much so that

I disposed of the machine and obtained a new 3g h.p.

Rover combination. This outfit I have only driven for about
3,000 miles as yet, but the kick-starter, in common with
the clutch and primary chain drive (three items which
accounted for about 90% of my troubles' on other well-known
makes), has, up to now, given me no trouble whatever, and
teems as near perfection as anything we can get in this im-
iierfect world. '

L._,.-- ;..::.„-::.,- ~^-

A SCENE IN THE SOUTH BIRMINGHAM' CLUB'S SANGSTER CUP TRIAL.

B. Kershaw, on a 2i h.p. Blackburne-englned Varus, checking in at the conclusion of the event

I may add that I have no connection with the Rover Co.

other than as a very satisfied user of their products, but,

being a manufacturer, although not in the motor line, I

know what other people are up against in trying to give

deliveries. L.W.230.
Putney.

HONODR TO WHOM HONOUR.'
Sir,—Recently, through my carelessness in not keeping

it properly adjusted, the whole hub, except the outer shell,

of the back wheel of my 1914 Clyno went into "mash."
How long it had been running like it before I discovered

it, and how it managed to run at all, are mysteries to me.
I had to go across to London just recently, and broke

my journey at Wolverhampton in order to get the wtee]
repaired.

'

,

Nothing could have been more courteous than the way
in which I was received by Mr. Braine. He immediately
started a man on the job, and then proceeded to enquire
whether it was the firm's fault that the thing had gone
wrong, as, if so, he would put it I'ight free of cost. I have a
shred of conscience left, so placed the blame in the proper
quarter. . •

While_the job was in hand he introduced me to Mr. Cocks',

who, finding that I ha<J very little time to catch the train,-

placed an experimental model sidecar outfit at my disposal

to get to the station. • •

Usual disclaimer : though I must admit I have a big

interest in the Glyno-Co.—^the interest any man takes in a

firm that treats him decently.
~

H.J.S.
'

Dublin.. . ,

Sir,—A -short time ago I bought a motor cycle from
fi'iend.". He .informed me that the cylinder of the machine-
was cracked between the valve cap seatings and , that the
cylinder had been sent to Inverness to be welded. The firm

'

there had retained it for nine inonths, and, after some corre-

spondence, returned it to me unrepairid (stating that it was
unrepairable). I at once sent it to Mr. Herbert Heap, 105,
Bissell Street, Birmingham, who forwarded me 'pro forma
invoice tliree days afterwards, and within a week I received
the cylinder beautifully welded and rethreaded.
"Such prompt and businesslike methods deserve commenda- .^

tion, especially when the great distance from here (Ross-
shire) to Birmingham is considered.
Usual disclaimer. H. G. MACKENZIE.

DOUBLE CLUTCHING.
Sir,—I have never seen in your paper any reference to

the process ,of "double-clutching" as
. — « ^.» ,...„- -a--,, applied to. motor cycles, and it has

" ' ~ "" • occurred to me that if this method of'
gear changing were adopted more

.

extensively, gears would benefit. Ofj
course, I learnt it on a car, and have
only tried it on a bicycle lately (2^ h.p.
two-speed Imperial-Jap).
The application of this, system to

clutchless bicycle makes the title seem
rather inappropriate, but the method
acts beautifully by nsing the neutral
gear position instead of the clutch,
and is easily acquired with a little

;

practice.

The process is (changing down only,
of course)

:

(1.) With the controls set to a snialll

throttle opening, lift the exhaust lever

;

(2) change to neutral; (3) drop the,
exhaust lever, then accelerating the
engine to the speed it ought to go at

J

when in low gear (this only for half a :

second)
; (4) lift the exhaust and change .'

from neutral to low gear. The dogsj
engage without a. sound, and the.!

exhaust lever is then dropped in the]
usual manner.
Apropios " Ixion's " recent remarks

on Army haversacks, I have found them
'J

invaluable, and have discarded tool

bags, even the armoured (?) type, in

their favour.
. F.H.M.

Rugbv.

.
I
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North to South
in November.

AN ENDURANCE TEST FOR
MAN AND MACHINE.

750 Ailes over Ice, Snow,
and Aud on a New Single-

geared Lightweighl.

WHEEEVER a wheeled vehicle can
make progress the modern motor
cycle is expected to go, and past

trials and tests have proved that they

are capable of such achievements. With
three speeds, a povperful engine in rela-

tion to its weight, and a third wheel to

prevent the possibilities of skids, a thou-

sand miles run even in winter is within

the scope of almost every owner of such

a machine, but how many riders of a

lightweight, single-geared and belt-

driven, would care to undertake a winter

ride from John-o'-Groat's to Land's End?
The man who could accomplish such a

run must be a very capable rider and a

plucky one withal. There are many such

men sufficiently enthusiastic to start on

a ride of this character, but there are

but few who could bring it to a success-

ful conclusion.

But such a, demonstration of endurance

was carried to a successful conclusion last

week, Messrs. Humphries and Dawes
organising a John-o'-Groat's to Land's

End run under A.C.U. observation.

,Capt. P. Pike was the chosen rider, the

machine being a 2| h.p. O.K. with

Union two-stroke engine.

Owners of machines costing from £100

to £150 should ask themselves whether

they would care to undertake such a ride

on their fully equipped mounts in the

depth of winter, and then bring their

62Q

For over 200 miles in Scotland, snow and ice covered roads were encountered.

mind to realise that Pike's machine costs

but thirty-eight guineas. One may
expect big things from a machine em-
bodying everything designed to make
riding easier, more certain and safe, but
from a popular priced lightweight one
naturally expects a more limited scope,
and perhaps a little skimping in quality.

But Pike has demonstrated that a low?
priced machine is not necessarily shoddy,
and the makers of the new O.K. have
proved that good quality is possible at a
low price by factory organisation per-
mitting massed production.

Capt. Pike, with Mr. C. J. Cuffe, the
A.C.U. observer, and Mr. S. Kempson
Jones, the organiser of the test, jour-

neyed to Wick, intending to start from
John-o'-Groat's, but heavy snowstorms of

a character responsible for long delays in

the delivery of mails by rail and render-
ing the roads impassable necessitated a

new starting point. The three "mad-
men," as they were harshly termed in

the North of Scotland, made exhaustive
enquiries regarding the state of roads
south of Wick, but from everywhere'
north of Inverness reports were received

Through miles of traffic, fog and rain soaked roads, the intrepid rider of the O.K. was followed by the A.CU. observer.

Dl
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From North to South in NDve3i')3r.

—

that road traffic was impossible, so the
A.G.U. official refused to permit Pike to

attempt the journey unless Inverness was
made the starting point. Consequently
the trial became a winter run from the
Highland capital to the most westerly
point of England, and a very rough
journey it proved to be.

For the first 200 miles snow-bound
roads were encountered, and in places ice

made going exceedingly difficult, which
resulted in several spills. For many
miles the schedule speed of 20 m.p.h.
was impossible.

The following extracts from telegrams
despatched en route will convey some idea
of the conditions Pike had to face :

First tsjegram, from Banff, reads :

" Eo.nos snow, ice and water made progress
slow—three hours l)ehind shedule—travelling
fifty miles east of route. Original route too
dnnserons, aud A.C.U. would not proceed.
Imiiossilde t-"- do any riding after dark ; water
in Hiagneto which has now frozen solid, other-
wise all O.K."

From Aberdeen :

" 46 miles solid ice roads, change contact
breaker owing to yesterday's flush, then rapid
freezing, everything going O.K. Hope to
leacli Perth ; polar bear wanted to complete .^

arctic conditions."

From Perth :

''Welcome clianee in weather; wind, rain,

sleet, and mud very bad; proceeding Dundee."

PT©]S((YCILE NOVEMBER 27th, igig.

The rider recovering his machine alter a

skid on the ice bound road surface between

Banff and Aberdeen

From Edinburgh :

"Reached Edinburgh ten o'clock after thiitr

miles blinding rainstorm."

From Newcastle :

" Roads very bad, much snow on Carter
Bar, Berwick,- though shows every sign of
thawing at present,"

After a further 250 miles in blinding
sleet, the party arrived at Birmingham
at 2 a.m., where they much appreciated
the arrangements made for them at the

Midland Hotel.
The following morning a restart was

made in drizzling rain on the final stages

to Exeter and Land's End. Pike was
accorded a hearty send-off by Midland
two-stroke enthusiasts who had turned
out to see him off ; in fact, in most towns
where a short stop was made, readers
of Tilt Motor Cycle recognised him, and
tendered good wishes for a successful run.

Captain P. Pike, 2j h.p. O.K.-Union, photographed on his departure from Birmingham.

He was given a send off by local enthusiasts.

[] OOOOOOO&OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO |-]

S At the Show, Lady t\oiox

Cyclists will be interested
in

—

The open frame Ixion.

The Sun-Vitesse open framed mount.

The Cedos lady''? or gentleman's mount.

The oriental model Skootamota.

The various Lilliputian engined scooters.

The mirror in the dash of one ot the

Saudura sidecars.

The Bat limousine coupe sidecar, lor

p.a5sengers of slender build. v

The Mills-Fulford luxury sidecars, with tool y
compartments not under the seat

!

Dooooooooooooocooooooooo
Although it was noon before the party

left the Midland metropolis, they reacljed

Exeter (a distance of 160 miles or more)'

that night. Pike had the advantage of

knowing the roads well, and, despite their

muddy state, the original schedule speed

of 20 'ra.p.h. was well maintained.

Early next m'orning The Motor Cycle

received a telegram from the Devonshire

county capital, from which the following

is an extract :

" Going w-ell now, leaving on last day's
run of the trial "to Land's End."

Then came the final message that the

O.K.-Union reached Land's End on

Saturday evening last. For the last four

hours of the long journey thick inist and.-

heavy roads were encountered—a fitting

conclusion to a week during which not a

mile of dry road was covered. All hills

were climbed with power in' reserve.

"Pike's machine was immediately taken

to Olympia, where it forms an attractive 1

exhibit on the stand of Messrs. Humphries
and Dawes.
We congratulate Capt. Pike upon the •

successful issue of his undertaking, and t

also Messrs, Humphries and Dawes upon :

the performance of their new machine,

which makes its dihut to the public in

such a praiseworthy manner. This record,

of a trying test would not be complete

without some reference to the sportsman^

ship of the A.C.U. observer, Mr. Cuffe,

and the manner in which his untuned

Sj h.p. Sunbeam behaved as the tender.

Designed by one who objects to the shackles of the convention, the 2i h.p. Sheffield-Henderson

bristles with new features.
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A Commenlary on Ihe 1920 Olympia Show from an Engineering Standpoint.

Predominant Features of 1920 Design.: Fiat Twin Engines—Spring Frames—Aechanical
Lubrication—Countersliaft Gears—All-chain Drive.

A ROUGH survey of the Olympia Motor Cycle
Show is apt to convey the fallacious impression

of ,a general rehashing of pre-war designs.

Closer inspection will reveal the importance of various

tendencies observable. One must remember that the

last Olympia Motor Cycle Show took place in i9r3,

and it is with that event that the present exhibition

should be compared, since the number of motor cycles

produced for public use since that date is negligible.

Motor cyclists, however, are notoriously keen on their

hobby, and, in spite of the wai", most of them have
kept in touch with the doings of the motor cycle world.

In consequence, they are apt to look upon the few
experimental models produced during the. war as

accepted types, and to be disappointed at the lack

of change in the standardised types displayed.

Manufacturers as a whole are only just- able to con-

centrate upon their peace-time programmes, and their

, efforts to improve have been fruitful, as a little study
will show.

As might reasonably be expected, the greatest novel-

ties are staged by new firms, who are not handicapped
by the necessity of scrapping - existing patterns and
machinery, in resolving upon a new model. It is

probably true that these hrms will, for a time, lead

the way in departures from accepted design. Much
greater strides may be expected in the next twelve

months.

ENGINES.
Flat Timns.—The most pronounced tendency in

four-stroke engines is the adoption of the flat twin

—

a tribute to the Douglas. Such additions as the new
A. B.C., Humber, Brough, Zenith, Coventry Victor,

Harley-Davidson, Raleigh, and Wooler make ah itri-

posing list, and clearly show which way the wind
blows.

-

Two-sirokcs.—Another most noticeable feature is

the increased number of small two-strokes, a type of

engine which has been considerably improved in detail

since the Show in 1913. These engines offer a simple

manufacturing proposition, and can be sold cheaply,

added to which they give excellent service, especially

to that ever-growing section of the public which desires

a machine simple to handle, and with a minimum of

complication. Generally speaking, there is a lack of
originality in two-stroke design except for minor de-

tails, the most striking exceptions to this rule bfeing

the Cedos, Dunelt, Black Prince, Velocette, Union,

and Scott. The last-mentioned must be considered

original in more ways tlran one, though it has under-

gone but little alteration since the last Show. Two-
strokes of the larger size are becoming more numerous,

of which the Dunelt (500 c.c), Alecto (350 c.c),

Paragon (350 c.c), and Precision (350 c.c.) may be

mentioned.

Outside Flywheels.—The increase in flat twins and

two-strokes is partly responsible for the fact that tjie

outside flywheel is at last coming into its own, tliough

the smooth running of the Blackburne engine is re-

sponsible for much useful propaganda in this respect.

It is also significant that several small four-stroke

engines on exhibition have outside flywheels.

Overhead Valves.—Enthusiasts will be disappointed

at the small number of British engines fitted with

overhead valves, but one may expect developments in

the next year or so. There is already a tendency

amongst new firms to incorporate this- feature in their

designs, and the sceptics will gradually be converted.

The difficulty of fitting an overhead valve engine in

a low frame has been the cause of a few firms hold-

ing back. There is a prevalent idea that overhead

valves and gear are unreliable, but the sooner this

notion is dismissed the better for the advancement of

motor cycles.

Lubrication.—Fortunately for riders, the vexed

question of lubrication is receiving more attention,

and several firm.s are now marketing models with

mechanical oiling devices, while many more are ex-

perimenting in that direction. The Humber (4I h.p.),

Douglas (3^ h.p. and 4 h.p.), Velocette, Clyno, Rex,

J.E.S., B.S.A., P. and M., and Precision are

amongst' the British converts to mechanical systems,

moreover the F.N. and practically all American
machines are so fitted.

Composite cylinder construction is unusual, and is,

in fact, limited to two or three examples in the Show,
though a good deal of experimental work is being

done in this direction, and aluminium pistons are

beginning to make headway.
Protected Valve Gear.—There is still plenty of

room for improvement with regard to quiet valve gear,

and in this connection it is curious that more firms

have not given their minds to enclosing tappets and
valve springs. This can be done without materially

detracting from accessibility, and it has the additional

E3
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advantage of reducing wear on valve

tappet guides.

The growing popularity of the

sidecar has caused a - rise in cylinder

capacity as regards single-cylinder

engines, though in the twin class

there are but few new 1,000 c.c.

engines. The Clyno is perhaps the

most striking example of up-to-date

design amongst the new large engines

on view. '

GEARS.
Tourist Trophy races and experi-

ence during the war account for the

disappearance of the hub gear. A
light two-speed countershaft gear is

the- most favoured for lightweight

motor cycles. Countershaft gears in

one form or another are almost

universal, the exceptions being those

firms who stand by the simple belt

transmission, such as the Rudge,
Zenith, and Wc%ler, and even the

Zeiiith may be said to possess, a

countershaft. One of the simplest

and most efficient types of counter-

shaft gears—the expanding ring type

—as exemplified by Enfield, Scott,

and P. and M. machines, has gained

some new adherents, notably the

Dunelt and the Precision.

Three-speed countershaft gears

may be considered to be standard

for sidecar ' machines, but the

majority of light solo mounts have
two ratios only, the A. B.C. being

an exception, with its four-speed

box. Proprietary gears are more
common than gear boxes made by
the manufacturer of the motor cycle,

and motor cycles as a whole give the

impression of being assembled rather

than designed. This criticism re-

quires qualification, as the assembling

of specialised parts is often de-

sirable, provided that each part has
reached a sufficiently advanced stage

of development, and that the com-
plete machine is well laid out.

Provision for Adjusimeni and
Oiling.—Oil fillers for gear boxes
are often too small, but more atten-

tion has been paid to the methods
employed for moving the boxes to

adjust the primary chain. The new-

Triumph micrometer adjustment is

excellent, whilst the Cedos, Lea-
Francis, and Matchless are also first-

class in this respect. Some firms,

notably the British Excelsior, fit

simple micrometer adjustments to

proprietary gear boxes.

Epicyclic gearing is conspicuous by
its absence, in spite of the fact that

il is a very quiet form of gearing, and

INTERNAL FEATURES
OF 1920 PATTERN

ENGINES.

Heat insulator

(sectioned) at top of

valve springs on the

1920 3i h.p. Sun-

beam engine. Knife

edg-ss at points of

contact w^ith cylinder

and valve guide prevent conduction of heat.

A deep waist is

formed on the 6 h.p.

Martinsyde piston.

Note the gudgeon
locking device

The single forged

connecting rods

with roller big

ends used on the

7-9 h.p. Harley-

Davidson.

Detachable balance weights and a roller

bearing connecting rod are features of the

Harley-Davidson flat twin engine.

provides a very smooth pick up

;

probably the difficulties of manufac-

ture are responsible for its non-exist-

ence. Amongst the simplest fonns of

variable gear ratio, the Philips.on

pulley must not be forgotten.

TRANSMISSION,
We seem to be as far as ever from

the weatherproof shaft drive of ideal-

ists, although this system of trans-

mission is not entirely absent.

Variable pulley gears are in much
the same position as in 191 3. The
firms who specialise in" this form of

transmission have retained their de-

signs, and little change is discernible.

Chain and belt drive is the
'
usual

form of transmission for the lighter

machines ; such exceptions as the

Enfield and Velocette may. be con-

sidered to prove the rule. This type

of drive is still used on many of the

larger machines, but all-chain drive

has made considerable progress. In

conjunction with a well-designed

shock absorber, it forms an admir-

able transmission, especially for side-

car machines, and some of the shock

absorbers now marketed are truly

excellent.

Combined engine-gear units retain

the position they held in 1913,

although not necessarily by the same

manufacturers. The big single

Quadrant, Precision, and Paragon are

among the new designs embodying

this principle.

Little doubt exists that a totally

enclosed chain running in an oil bath

is the best form of primai7 drive,

though there is still considerable

divergence of opinion as to the desir-

ability of totally enclosing the rear

chain. To quote examples : The
Triumph, Ariel, Indian, and others

prefer an open chain protected at

the top, while the Sunbeam, Lea-

Francis, Raleigh, and Clyno, amoni;

others, believe in an entirely enclosed

chain; whilst the Rover, after a year

with an enclosed rear chain, now ap-

pears with a guard only. From the

point of view of accessibility, ihe

former scores, but rear chains should

obviously last longer and need less

attention when completely enclosed.

FRAME DESIGN.
The Motor Cycle has consistently-

urged the desirability of spnng
frames, and it is encouraging to note

that this feature each year makes
considerable headway.. New spring

frames are exhibited on the 3^^ h..p.

Douglas, the A. B.C., Matchless,
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Raleigh, Indian, Royal Ruby, Pre-
cision, Paragon, Coulson, Wooler,
and Clyno.

Many other finns are. experiment-
ing in this direction. The spring

suspension of the type so well pro-«ed

by the Bat and Edmund, in which the

saddle and footboards are sprung,
' has also gained new support.

Spring saddle-pillars are found on
the Ariel, A.J.S., B.S.A., Chater-
Lea, and Rexj and the Barnes
spring saddle, as fitted to the Zenith,
creates a new departure, in that the

springing is so excellent that some
consider that it obviates the neces-
sity of spring frames. Straight top
tut)es have gained a lot of ground,
-and amongst the many firms who have
adopted this practice are the A.J.S.,
Clyno, Raleigh, Hobart, A. B.C.,

. Allon, Excelsior, Chater-Lea, Dunelt,
Coulson, Verus, Levis, Velocette,

O.K., and Quadrant.
There is a noticeable tendency to

use steel lugs instead of malleable
castings ; but beyond these points

the A. B.C., Precision, and Black
Prince form the most striking

examples of original frame design.

The Precision, in particular,' is inter-

esting in that, besides utilising the

pressed steel tank as a frame member,
the .mudguards - are specially heavy,
and are used to triangulate the front

and rear frames.

TYRES.
In almost every case, tyre sizes

have increased : we record this with

pleasure. The section which in

1913 was considered ample for a

33^, h.p. speed machine is now in al-

most standard use on 2^ h.jp. light-

weights. On passenger machines
detachable and interchangeable
wheels are becoming universal prac-

tice amongst the heavier machines,
at any rate, and their diameters, too,

have increased to 28in., whereas at

the last Show this size of wheel was
practically confined to American
motor cycles.

MUDGUARDING.
Mudguarding has received the at-

tention due to it, large guards and
better designs in valancing. being
obvious improvements on most new
models, while the problems df acces-

sibility have not been overlooked,

although not entirely overcome, by
many designers.

In finishing their machines, makers
now show a decided tendency to

reduce the number of plated parts.

REAR SPRINGING
SYSTEMS.

One of the few machines in which

completely enclosed chains and a spring

frame are combined is the 5-6 h.p.

flat twin Raleigh.

A prototype of many successful systems

of rear springing, the Indian cradle spring

frame.

1
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while tank decoration is more conser-

vative, the black and gold finish

being much in evidence.

SCOOTERS.
In the junior class of motor cycles,

the scooter must not be overlooked.

The several excellent examples of

these miniature motor cycles attract

their full .share of attention, particu-

larly those provided with a seat. As
The Motor Cycle has often asked,

why stand ? Some of the most inter-,

esting engines in the Show are to be

found among these lilliputian power
units. The Whippet, for instance,

with aluminium cylinder and over-

head valves, is the only example of

the steel lined cylinder with alu-

minium fins with which such progress

was made during the war by aircraft

engine experts.

CARBURETTERS.
Single-lever carburetters are shown

on many makes of machines. This

practice has been standard in

America for years past, and has

formed one of the great attractions of

American motor cycles, and it is sur-

prising that it is not, already, more
common in this country. Two-lever
carburetters are sure to be retained

for some time by the speed enthusiast,

but, without a doubt, the average

rider will get as good or better results

out of a single-lever instrument.

There are several new automatic
carburetters designed specially for

motor cycles, and as a proof of the

satisfactory results obtained from
them it is only necessary to note the

names of the firms who are now
standardising this type. Like most
other mechanical devices, there are

good and bad instruments, but, after

several years' experience of automatic
carburetters on motor cycles, it may
safely be stated that good .single-lever

types are very good, and will be
found to be a blessing which will be
especially appreciated by novices and
those who use their motor cycles for

business purposes.
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Coil springs are not often used lor

h'ame springing on heavy sidecar macliines.

altKough they are successfully employed on

the Matchless.
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A STAND-TO-STAND DESCRIPTIOiN OF THE MOTOR CYCLERS, SCOOTERS, AND
RUNABOUTS DISPLAYED AT THE MOTOR CYCLE SHOW (NOV. 24th-29th).

The reports have been prepared by ihg staff of "The Motor Cycle'' after personal examination of the exhibits,

and are arranged. in three sections for the convenience of the reader.

ABINGDON, Nos. 34 and 140.
3g h.p. single four-stroke Model :

85x88 mm. (499 c.c); side-by-side

valves ; Amac carburetter ; Thom-
son-Bennett magneto, chain driven

;

three-speed gear ; chain-cum-belt
drive ; 26 x 2^in. tyres. Also single

gear model.

Abingdon-Ecco, Ltd., Tyseley, Bir-

mingham.—Two types of single-cylinder

motor bicycle are to be seen on this

stand. The 3i h.p. sporting T.T. model
single gear belt drive, and the touring

model equipped with three-speed gear,

kick-starter, and chain-cum-belt trans-

mission. Abingdon-Ecco, Ltd., are famous
• for their carefully made engines, of

which the sj'stem of lubrication has been

50000000000000000000000

WHAT THE SHOW REVEALS.

ON other pages of this issue

will be found an exhaustive

review of the tendencies in

design in 1920. For the benefit

of those readers visiting Olympia

with the object of studying the

progress discernible in the new
models displayed, a brief resume

of the more notable features of

the Show is appended :

(1) The large proportion of flat twin

engines.

(2) A great increase in the number of

machines fitted with two-stroke

engines.

(3) The almost universal adoption of

countershaft gears.

(4) The popularity of all-chain trans-

mission.

(5) Improvements in lubrication systems.

(6) A desirable increase in tyre sizes.

(7) Improved mudguarding.

(8) The proportion of spring frames and

saddle-pillars (in favour of which

The Motor Cycle campaign will be

recalled)

(9) Straight top tube frames.

(10) The remarkably complete equipment

of sidecar combmations.

(1 1) More three-wheeled runabouts.

"

(12) The prevalence of dynamo lighting.

Hingedrea mudguard of the Abingdon King-Dick. <x>OOOOOOOOC>0<XXXXXxOOCOC>n
06

an outstanding feature for many years
in fact, their designer was one of the fi^

motor cycle engineers to study the cu

ting of oilways in the bearings in an
telligent manner.

6-7 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model:"
73x95 mm. (795 c.c.) ; side-by-side

valves ; Amac carburetter ; Thonj-
son-Bennett magneto, chain driven

;

three-speed sliding gear ; chain

drive; 28x3in. detachable wheels.

This is a medium price practical 6 h.p.

sidecar outfit with chain-cum-belt drive,

Saddle tank and leg guards of the Allen

two-stroke. Note the position of the inflator.
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The Olympia Show.—

Transmission side of the 6-7 h.p. twin

Abingdon power unit.

thoroughly well thought out, and is sinjilai-

in its main details to the more elaborate
chain-driven model which is an ex-
tremely handsome well-finished and
solidly constructed sidecar outfit equipped
with enclosed chain transmission, which
is capableof going anywhere. The ques-
tion of lubrication has been well studied,
and to this machine the Benton and
Stone new lubricator is fitted, with drip
feed working by suction and incorporat-
ing a hand pump for emergencies. It is

fitted with a mudguard in which a large
section is detachable, allowing access to

the major portion of the tyre. The lower
portion of the mudguard is hinged and
fastens against the back number-plate,
which likewise swings back. This opera-

tion is effected by undoing one wing nut
and only occupies a few seconds. This
model ,is fitted with detachable wheels,

and is well worth the 'attention of the
sidecar enthusiast.

A.B.C., No. 23.
3 h.p. flat twin four-stroke Model :

69x54 mm. (398 c.c.) ; overhead
valves ; C 1 a u d e 1 carburetter

;

C.A.V. gear-driven magneto; four
speeds, sliding gear ; chain drive

;

26x2;^-iu. Clincher tyres.

, The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd., 55,

South Molton Street, W.I.—Tb« A.B.C.

OOOOOOOCOOOOCCKXXXOOOOOO

INDEX TO OLYMPIA
EXHIBITS.

Descriptions of the various 1920 ,-,

models at Olympia will he found
on pages indexed below.

The front footboard supports of the Allen

pass through the silencer.

PAGE.
A.B.C 635
Abingdon 634
A.J.S. 657
Alecto 657
Allon 672
Ariel 635

Bat 655 <>

Beardmore-Precision 673
Black Prince 674
Bown-Villiers 670
Bradbury 660
Britisii Excelsior 653
Brough 665
B.S.A 637

Calthorpe 679
C«dos : 669
Chater-Lea 638
Clyno ..." 671
Connaught 674
Corona, Junior 677
Coulson 668

Day 681
Diamond 675
Dot 661
Douglas 638
Dunelt 668

Edmund 676
Elswick 674
Enfield 664
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F.N 643
Harley-Davidson 679
Hazlewood 677
Henderson 641

Hobart .' 673
Hoskison 638
Humber 640

Indian 666
Ivy 641
Ixion 678

James 661

J.E.S 670
Johnson Motor Wheel 670

Kingsbury 680

Lea-Francis ? 659
Levis 642

Martinsyde 671

Matchless 647
Metro-Tyler 667

New Hudson 672

New Imperial 644
Norton 663

N.U.T 669

O.K 680

Olympic 672

Omega 643

P. & M 646
Paragon 646

Quadrant ^ 648

Radco 669
Raleigh 664
Reading Standard 678

Res 658

Rover 654
Royal Rubv 676
Rudge 650

Saltley 679
Scott , 653
Simplex 68i

Sparkbrook 658
Sun 675
Sunbeam 662

Triumph 659

Velocette 649
Victoria 680

Verus 666
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Fof Scooters see page 682.
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exhibit consists of five models, of which
, one is attached to brackets on a built-up

wall, to which it is fixed by the side-

car lugs. The background is of white
plush, and electric lamps cast their light
upon the background, aud the machine
stands out in relief against it—a very
excellent idea. There is also a complete
engine in section, and several black
pyramids on which are sliown the various
component parts of the machine. For
the first

,
time the general public will

be able to "see the production- model
A.B.C, which has now really been
brought down to its final stage. There
are still points about the finished model
upon which we have not yet dwelt.
Among these we may mention a needle
valve type compression tap at the foot
of each inlet pipe adjacent to its union,
an excellent accumulator box, the top
and sides of whicli are quickly detach-
able, and provided with rubber studs,
keeping the accumulator firmly in posi-
tion. The accumulator box is carried
on the sprung portion of the machine,
and this is an important point. The
electrically equipped model has a celluloid

On the A.B.C. the speedometer Is fitted in

a convenient position on the tank. The large

tank filler caps will be observed.

top fitted to the gear box, so that the
interior mechanism may be clearly seen,
but this is only for show purposes.
Abaft the carburetter is the metal switch-
box in which there is sufficient space for
the carrying of bulbs and other spares,
while underneath the engine is the tool-
box containing two spanners for every
nut on the machine. A kick-starter of
novel design is also shown for the first

time.

ARIEL, No. 59.
4j h.p. single four-stroke Model :

86.4x100" mm. (585 c.c); side-by-
side valves (decompressor) ; B.
and B: carburetter; E.I.C. chain-'
driven magneto ; three-speed sliding
gear; chain drive; 28x3in. tyres.

Ariel Works, Ltd., Bournbrook, Bir-
mingham.—The success of the Ariel
single-cylinder machine as a sidecar mount
in the pre-war and post-war trials has
induced Messrs. Ariel Works, Ltd., to
introduce a new single-cylinder model
with a larger engine. The engine fol-

lows the general lines of the 3^ h.p.

model, but has a capacity of 586 c.c. in

stead of 500 c.c. As on the 3^- h.p.

D7
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A Notable Trio of 1920 Models.

An example of the 6-7 h.p. Abingdon
'King Dick" three-speed sidecar

The new 4J h.p. Ariel for 1920 has a sloping

top tube and girder front fork

The entirely new designs of motor
cycles draw the biggest crowd at

Olympia, the A.B.C. fiat twin being

among such machines

model, a decompressor is fitted, but for

the first time the exhaust lifter lever is

omitted. The gear box is the same that

has been fitted to Ariels for the past few
years, but here all resemblance to the

'later types disappears. The outstanding

feature of the new models is the pressed

steel front fork, which is of the parallel

link type, and has two long coil springs,

which are used in tension. The frame
at first strikes one as being somewhat high

from the ground, but the top tube has a

pronounced curve, which commences
almost at the head. The front part of

the frame is of duplex construction, and
is bolted directly to the front of the crank

case. Another feature new to the Ariel pro-

ducts is the adoption of all-chain drive.

The final chain is of the spring link type,

and the hubs of all wheels have hollow

spindles, and are lubricated through the

outer nut of the spindle. The rear brake
is of the internal expanding type, carried

An unusual type of rear suspension on the

new Ariel.

inside the rear wheel sprocket. A feature
which is more important now than it was
befoi'e the war is the Ariel spring seat-

pillar, which is fitted to all models

;

while the wide and detachable valanced
guards also will be much appreciated. .

3j h.p. single four-stroke Model :

86.4x85 nun. (498 c.c.) ; . side-by-
-

' side valves (decompressor) ; B.
and B. carburetter; E.I.C. chain-
driven magneto ; single-speed ; belt
drive ; 26 x a^in. tyres.

This machine is identical iii every way
with the 1919 pattern, and is the one
which has done so inuch to enhance the
Ariel reputation as a single-cylinder
sidecar mount. The engine is fitted with
a d^olnpressor, but on this model an
exhaust lifter is- also fitted, apparently
only for the reason that deviation from
the 1919 specification has not been made.
The equipment of the machine includes
Druid forks and chain-cum-belt trans-

6-7 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

73x95 mm. (795 c.c); side-by-side
valves; Amac carburetter; E.I.C.
magneto, chain driven ; three-speed
sliding gear ; chain drive ; Dunlop
28x3in. detachable wheels.

This model is in general outline similar

to the 44 h.p. type, but is fitted with a
6-7 h.p. long-stroke twin engine, and
altogether forms an interesting addition

to the range of big twins now available.

I
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The Olympia Show
B.S.A., Nos. 75 and 188.

6-7 h.p. V twin four-stroke jModel :

76x85 mm. (770 c.c.) ; side-by-side
valves; Amac carburetter; E.I.C.
magneto, chain driven ; three-speed
constant mesh gear-; chain drive;
28 X Sin. tyres; detachable wheels.

Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd.,
Small Heath, Birmingham.—One of the
best designed additions to the sidecar
class of motor cycle is the new 6 h.p.
B.S.A., which is exhibited to the public
for the first time at Olympia. The twin
engine is a fine piece of work, with well
thought out valve gear and ports, and in

the timing case is incorporated a neat
oscillating oil pump, which delivers oil

to a distributing arrangement, whereby
the front cylinder is assured of sufficient

lubrication under all circumstances. In
front of the engine is a large aluminium
silencer with ample provision for clean-

ing, and above this is placed the E.I.C.
magneto. Directly behind the. saddle
tube is a three-speed constant mesh gear
box, in which is comprised robust kick

A newcomer in the twin-cylinder field

; the 6 h.p. B.S.A., which has enclosed

cham-drive and interchangeable wheels.

Mechanical lubrication on the 6 h.p. B.S.A. is effected by a

small oscillating pump driven by skew gear from the half-lime

wheel.

starter mechanism. This gear box is a
' redesign of that already associated with
B.S.A. practice. It is well carried out,

tv

and the engine may now be started in
the neutral gear position. As is now
almost the usual practice, the chain drive

is entirely enclosed in

aluminium cases, but
special precautions
have been taken to
avoid inaccessibility.

Mudguards of excep-
tional width are em-
ployed, and the edges
are rolled over so as _

to form channels to

lead away liquid
mud. The B.S.A.
spring fork has been
somewhat modified to
suit this model, and
a single long com-
pression spring is

now used in place of
the short compres-
sion spring and recoil

spring. A very neat
and efficient spring
saddle - pillar is em-
ployed in lieu of
spring frame, and
quickly detachable

wheels ar.e fitted throughout. This last
feature has been extremely well executed,
and the drive from the sprocket to the
rear hub is taken through serrations
instead of the more usual form of dog. A
special sidecar has been produced to
suit the machine, and, as may be
expected of the B.S.A. firm, not only

is the chassis of extremely stout con-

struction, but the finish is of the highest
quality. Springing and upholstery are

The 6 h.p. B.S.A. gear box dismantled. The central member in the foreground is the
kick-starter segment, which has a spring tooth.

A redesigned spring fork, on the B.S.A.
on which is used a single coil spring of

ample strength.

excellent, and there is ample room behind
the seat for a petrol can and quite a large
amount of luggage. The brakes fitted

are of the rim type, a rim being attached
to each wheel to render them inter-

changeable.

4a h.p. single four-stroke Model :

85x98 mm. (557 c.c); side-by-side
valves; B.S.A. carburetter; chain-
driven magneto; three-speed
sliding gear; chain drive; 26x2^in.
tyres.

The ^ h.p. B.S.A. sufficiently dis-

tinguished itself by carrying off the -team
prize in the 1919 A.C.U. Six Days Trials.
Beyond this it is hardly necessary to go
any further, as it attracted so much
attention through this performance that
there are few who are not' familiar with
its details. The machine may be obtained
either with all chain or chain and belt
drive, but the main details of each type
are similar. It follows the accepted lines
of big single-cylinder engined machines,
and is extremely well fitted throughout,
both as regards mudguarding and acces-
sories. The chains also are cai-efuUy
protected. Brakes, front and back, are of
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the internal V type, acting in dummy belt

rims, and lubrication is thx-ough a sight

feed drip.

The 3^ h.p. model B.S.A., having a

bore and stroke of 85x89 mm., will now
only be supplied in T.T. form, with a

direct belt drive, and footrests in place

of footboards. This is a fine example of

a sporting machine, and will attract the -

attention of many solo riders.

CHATER-LEA, No. 83.

8. h.p. V twin Model: 85x85 mm.
(964 c:c.) ; side-by-side valves;

Amac carburetter ; chain-driven
magneto ; three-speed sliding gear ;

'

chain drive; 700x80 mm. tyres.

Chateb-Lea, Ltd., 74-84, Banner Street,

E.C.I.—The Chater-Lea exhibit consists

of two lightweights, the No. 7 sidecar

outfit, samples of the Chater-Lea engine,

the new Chater-Lea spring forks, the

Chater-Lea seat-pillar, and various
fittings and components, including the

Chater-Lea terminal. Few sidecar out-

fits have met with greater success in

this country than the No. 7 type
Chater-Lea. So
satisfactory has
this machine
been that its

makers have
wisely re-

frained from
altering it to

any great ex-

tent. For the

first time it is

shown fitted

with a single-

lever carbu-

retter, . while
the improved
detachable
wheel, illus-

trated in TJi e

Motor Cycle
of Novernber
2 1 li, is an
important im-
provement. The

fixed portion of the wheel carrying the

chain sprocket also comprises the ^ brake
drum, and the detachable portion en-

gages with the latter by means of studs.

.*SS^ NOVEMBER 2ph, igio.

One oi the improvements

on the 2f h.p. Chater-

Lea for 1920 — a re-

designed spring fork.

A newcomer in the motor cycle field, the 2] h p. two-strolce HdsIciSot.

The whole idea is very well carried out
in a practical manner.

2^ h.p. two-stroke Model : 70 x 70
mm. (269 c.c); Amac carburetter;
M-L chain-driven magneto ; two-
speed sliding gear ; chain and belt

drive; 26x2in. tyres.

This exceedingly attractive little light-

weight is fitted vfith a Villiers engine
and Chater-Lea two-speed gear box.
In addition to the detachable rear wheel
dealt with in The Motor Cycle of Novem-
ber 20th, another interesting feature is

the new Chater-Lea spring forks, which are

strong and well-designed somewhat on
the lines of the larger model.

HOSKISON, No. 26.

2| h.p. single-cylinder two-stroke

Model: 70x76 mm. (292 c.c);

B. and B. carburetter; Runbaken
magneto, direct driven ; Burman
two-speed gear ; chain-cum-belt
drive; 26x2^in. tyres.

HosKisoN Manufactueing Co., Ltd.,

20, Digbeth, Birmingham.—The Hoskison
Manufacturing Co. pin their faith to one
type of motor bicycle, of which two
examples are shown. Of these, one is

fitted with disc wheels, and has a very
attractive appearance. The .2| h.p. Hos-
kison is an extremely sensible lightweight,

built up of the best components, but not

possessing any very startling features.

Its motive power is a Union two-stroke
engine, while the transmission is chain-

cum-belt, and the gearbox is the Burman,
incorporating a clutch and kick starter.

The front forks are of the. Saxon type,

but fitted with Terry's links, and the
mudguards are of 7in. section, with
splashguards on both. The machines are

Appearance and serviceability have been carelully studied in the Chater-Lea 2i h.p. two-stroke.

Note the improved straight-tube frame.

The new front brake on the Quadrant.

finished in black with French grey tatta

lined in black, grey, and gold, and , tH
manufacturers expect to produce then
in considerable quantities. The price oi
the machine, with Dunlop belt, LycetR
pan-seat or ijl-All saddle, i-ubber-covered
footrests, semi-T.T. flat or upturned
handle-bars, is 65 guineas.

DOUGLAS, No. 76.

2| h.p. flat twin four-stroke SIodel :

60.9x60 mm. (350 c.c); side-by-
side valves ; Amac automatic carbu-
retter; E.I.C. gear-driven magneto;
three-speed sliding gears; chain
and belt drive; Clincher 25x2iin.
tyres.

Doitglas Motoes, Ltd., Kingswood,
Bristol.—The popular 2| h.p. Douglas has :

been largely redesigned for the 1920
season. At first sight the alterations are
not very appareiit, but on closer inspec
tion it will be found that a modified form
of frame has been fitted, which permits
the use of considerably wider guards, and
a new tank, having rounded top edges,
provides a pleasing appearance. "I'ho

&I3

I
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A kick-starter is, of course, fitted to

all types, as also is the big tool box
already mentioned. The 4 h.p.

Although its main lines,remam unaltered, the 2f h.p. Douglas has many detail improvements.

Three-speed gear, clutch, and kick-starter are now fitted.

forks also are considerably wider and
stouter, and the links are adjustable for

wear. The 2| h.p. engine remains practi-

cally unaltered, but this type of machine
is now fitted with a three-speed counter-

shaft gear and clutch as standard. A
heavier chain transmits the power from
the engine to the gear box, the pitch being

fin.', and the width of the roller ^in.

A new silencer is fitted below the engine,

and has a pipe extending beyond the
rear spindle, where a fish-tail end com-
pletes the arrangement. The spring forks

are lubricated by grease cups throughout,
and a new carrier with a very large tool

bos is now standard. A foot brake, act-

ing above the chain stay and on the inner

V of the belt rim, is provided, and a

large underscreen not only saves the
engine and gear box from mud, but helps

to prevent belt slip and keeps the rider

clean, assisted by neat brass-edged foot-

boards. The 2| h.p. model represents a

most practical "go anywhere" touring

machine of medium weight, and its. popu-
larity, already great, will be largely en-

hanced by the latest improvements. This
machine, together with the 4 h.p., will

form the main production programme of

the Bristol firm

4 h.p. flat twin four-stroke Model :

74.5x68 mm. (593 c.c.) ; side-by-

side valves ; Amac automatic car-

buretter ; E.I.C. gear-driven mag-
neto ; three-speed sliding gears

;

chain and belt ; Clincher 26 x 2|in.

tyres.

The already well known 4 h.p. Douglas
has undergone practically no alteration,

except for the fork improvgments, already
described in the 2| h.p. The side-by-side

valves lie above the cylinders, and
mechanical lubrication is employed, oil

being pumped from a Sump in the crank
case to troughs below the big ends, and
also to the front cylinder. The gear box
is similar to that of the 2J h.p., and the
clutch, which is also similar, is of the
Ferodo dry-plate type, controlled from
the handle-bar. It should be mentioned
that, owing to the fecial arrangement
of the clutch spring, which works through
a simple system of levers, the pull re-

quired to release the clutch is remarkably
light. On one model is shown a particu-
larly neat form of dynamo installation.

Douglas is a fine sidecar machine, and
has earned its reputation largely through
war service. A feature of the new
Douglas motor cycles is that malleable

lugs have been entirely replaced by steel

stampings.

Priming taps near the base of the

cylinders are fitted to the 3-^ h.p.

Douglas.

3^ h.p. flat twin four-stroke Model :

68x68 mm, (500 c.c); side-by-side

valves ; Amac automatic carbu-

retter; E.I.C. gear-driven mag-
neto ; spring frame ; three-speed

sliding gears ; chain and belt

;

Clincher 25x2|in. tyres.

An exhibit which creates a great

amount of interest on the Douglas stand

is the new spring frame Sj h.p. This is,

to a certain degree, an experimental

039

model, and will not be sold to the public
until 1921. The engine, in main features,
is a large replica of the 2| h.p., but is

provided with an oil pump, which sup-
plies oil to the front cylinder through a
sight feed drip. Roller bearings are fitted

to the big ends, and the magneto, which,
as is usual in Douglas practice, lies on
the top of the crank case, is held in posi-

tion by a horseshoe frame and distance
pieces. This renders the whole magneto
extremely accessible, as it is driven
through dogs, and can be removed or
replaced without disturbing the timing.
From our own
experience w e

can state that
the spring frame
is most effective.

It is controlled by
means of enclosed
coil springs
under the tank
through a simple
system of links,

and, should wear
occur, this is

readily taken up.
So neat is this

frame that the
•casual " observer
may be forgiven
for failing to

notice the
springing device.
In spite of the
fact that many
will be anxious
to obtain speci-

Overhead inlet valve

operating gear on the

American Excelsior,

showing also the en-

closed exhaust valve

spring.

mens of this model, Messrs. Douglas's
policy of thoroughly trying out their new
departures before placing them on the
market is to be highly commended.

EXCELSIOR (American), No. 21.
7-9 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

84.5x88.9 mm. (1,000 c.c); over-
head inlet valves ; Schebler carbu-
retter

;
gear-driven magneto ; three-

speed sliding gear ; chain trans-
mission ; 28x3in. Firestone tyres.

Melchior, Aemstkong, and Dessau
(London), Ltd., 14 and 14a, Great Marl-
borough Street, Oxford Circus, W.l.

—

Two well-known American makes are
exhibited on this stand, the Excelsior
and the Henderson. Of these, one of

each make is an electrically equipped
model, and two are standard mounts
equipped with sidecars. The various

The latest Douglas production— the spring trame 31 h p. mount

D13
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The special valve carrier supplied witK

the Brough machine

HUMBER, No. 85.

4i h.p. flat twin four-stroke Model ;

78x68 mm. (600 c.c.) ; side-by-side

valves ; Claudel - Hobson carbu-

E.I.C. gear-driven mag-
three-speed sliding gear

;

drive ;_ 26 x 2^in. Dunlop

retter

;

neto

;

chain
tyres.

One ot America s most powerlul twms, the 7-9 h.p. three-speed, chain-driven Excelsior.

component parts of these machines are
also exhibited. Of these the Excelsior
is. an attractive V twin, possessing many
of the desirable features embodied in
motor cycles hailing from the U.S.A.,
such as automatic single-lever, carbu-
letter, mechanical oil pump, and spring
seat-pillar. The chief features of the
Excelsior, dealing first with the engine,
are the overhead inlet valves and the
simplicity of the timing gear. The oil'

tank is carried behind the saddle tube
and forms part of the accumulator case.

It is of large dimensions, and oil is de-

livered from it to the crank case by a
mechanical pump. It is worthy ot note
that both the inlet and exhaust valve
stems are enclosed. An interesting

feature is the fact that the kick-starter

is coupled up to the e.xhaust valve lifter,

keeping the valves raised during the
whole of the stroke of the kick-starter

and' dropping them at the right moment.
The usual type of three-speed ball bear-

ing gear box and multiple-disc dry
clutch running on roller bearings is

fitted. It should be noted that the

auxiliary horizontal tube of the frame
is made detachable, so as to allow the

cylinders to be removed without taking

the engine from the frame. Features

usually associated with Airierican motor
cycles, such as 28x3in. tyres, twist grip

control, and an electric lighting 'system

are included. The head lug is an excel-

lent piece of construction, and the long

HtTMEER, Ltd., Coventry.—The motor
cycles exhibited on Messrs. Humber's
stand consist of two of the new 4^ h.p.

flat twin models, one fitted with a fine

example of sidecar work. The 4-2- h.p.

model was described in T7ie Motor Cycle
of November 13th, and requires little

The redesigned flat-twin Humber. The 41 h.p. engine replaces the original one of 3-^ h.p.

curve of the top tube running into the
line of the back stays gives a graceful

outline that is often lacking in heavy
high-powered machines.

The new 6 h.p. Mprtmsyde-Newman makes its debut at the Show.
and attracts much attention.

D14

further colnment, since its details are

already known. It is, to all intents and-^

purposes, a larger edition of the well-

known 3^- h.p. flat twin Humber, with
one or two slight but important modifica-

tions. The valves lie along the tops of

the cylinders, and are located in pockets,

which can be quickly detached by undoing
a single nut and dog. An improvement ot

some importance in the engine—which,
incidentally, shows the trend of modern
design—is the incorporation of mechanical
lubrication, oil being carried in a sump
below the crank case and pumped hy a

gear pump to troughs below the big ends.

From these troughs special dippers on the

crank webs pick up the oil and lead it

into the hollow crank pins, whence it is

thrown to the white-metal-lined big ends
by centrifugal force. The gear box has

also undergone some modification in that

the sliding member novv comprises the

gear wheels of both first and second speed,

the top gear being engaged by means of

dogs. Incorporated with the gear box is

a neat and substantial kick starter—an
improvement on the 3^ h.p. model that

will be appreciated by many. A special

spring shock absorber is applied to the

rear nub, the transmission shocks being
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taken, by coil springs, and the rebound
by rubber blocks. Finished in black re-
lieved by gold lines, the new model has
a very attractive appearance, and should
be specially suitable for sidecar or fast
solo work. The automatic carburetter,
which has been a feature of Humbejr
models for some little time, is another
item that tends to show the precautions
taken by up-to-date designers to simplify
the controls.

641

Enclosed kick-starter mechanism is

a desirable feature, and a neat example

occurs on the 4^ h.p. Humber.

lYY, No. 91.
2^ h.p. two-stroke Mobel : 64x70 mm.

(225c.'c.); Amac carburetter ; E.I.C.
chain-driven magneto ; two-speed
sliding gear ; chain-cum-belt drive

;

25x2^in. Dunlop tyres.

S. A. Newman, Ltd., Lichfield Road,
Aston Cross, Birmingham.—Messrs. New-
man's exhibit consists of the one type of

machine upon which they are now con-

centrating their whole attention, namely,
the lightweight two-stroke. There are two
types of this machine, i.e., the touring

_

models and the T.T. or sporting models.
Each of these models is sub-divided
into three types, a single-speed, two-
speed, and two-speed with kick-starter.

The four-cylinder Henderson ; an 8-10 h.p. American machine which has the power
unit, clutch, and gear box en bloc.

The main details of all these machines
are practically the same, and the single-

speed model of either type can, if neces-

sary, be converted to a two-speed model,
as the frames are identical, and merely
the addition" of the gear box is all that

is necessary. , An interesting point with
regard to the frame construction is the
duplex down tube, which adds consider-

ably to the strength of the machine. The
sporting, models have discs fitted to the

wheels as standard, which give a sport-

ing and neat effect, while all the touring
models have ample mudshields fitted to

protect the rider's legs. All the machines

Tlie brake pedal lever

on the 1920 Ivy is fitted

with a stop

are conventional in design in all other
respects, and their appearance with khaki
finish, and tank picked out with black
panels, gives a very pleasing effect.

Another useful fitting is the spring-

operated rear stand, which obviates the

necessity of fixing this fitting after a stop

—a process which is often a muddy and
annoying one when short runs in town
are undertaken.

Acetylene welding is used

m the production of the

one-piece silencer on the

Ivy two-stroke.

HENDERSON, No. 21.
8-10 h.p. four-cylinder four-sfroke

iMoDEL : 69x76 mm. (1,168 c.c.)

;

overhead inlet valves ; Schebler
carburetter ; Berling gear-driven

_ magneto ; three-speed sliding gear ;

chain drive ; 28 x 3in. Firestone
tyres.

'

JMelchioh, Armstrong, and Dessau
(London), Ltd., 14 and 14a, Great i\larl-

borough Street, Oxford Circus, W.I.—

?J mm
A detail of

design on the

Henderson, a

folding kick-

starter pedal.

Leg shields extending from steering head to footboards add to the efficiency of the new
Ivy, a two-stroke of decidedly pleasing appearance.

The Henderson is naturally one of the
most interesting motor cycles in. Olympia
because it is one of the only two fitted
with a four-cylinder engine at present
on the British market. In its thoroughly
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modernised form with a three-speed
sliding type gear box and clutch, all

enclosed in a unit with the crank case,
the machine is practically a two-wheeled
ear. The electrical model, fitted with
a direct current dynamo manufactured
by the General Electric Co. and driven
from the timing gearshaft, is one of the
most luxuriously equipped motor cycles
on the road. An Exide battery is fitted,

a genuine Klaxon horn and an ammeter
complete the equipment. Points of detail

have been well studied ; there are spring
clips over the lubricating holes in the
inlet valve rockers, and adequate means
are provided for lubricating the moving
parts of the spring forks. The control
of the spark and throttle is by twist
handle, while it is worthy of mention
that the clutch may be actuated by a
hand lever, which, when pushed .forward
as far as it will go, applies the internal-

expanding brake in the rear hub, and
also by the pedal which controls the
clutch alone. The external brake is

applied by a pedal. The sidecar model
Henderson fitted with acetylene head,
side, and tail light, and aluminium disc

wheels, is a very handsome outfit. ~ It is

equipped with a new pattern luggage-
carrier of ample dimensions.

LEVIS, No. 8Q.
2^ h.p. two-strolce Model : 62x70 mm.

(211 CO.); Amac carburetter;

E.I.C. magneto, chain-driven;
two-speed clutch gear ; chain
drive ; 26 X 2;^in. Hutchinson tyres.

BuTTERFiELDS, Ltd., Station Road,
Stechford, Birmingham.—The new Baby
Levis is bound to attract many prospec-

'

five motor cyclists. Unfortunately, from
their point of view, no deliveries are

anticipated until the end of the summer
at the earliest. This little machine has
an engine of the same bore and stroke
as the popular model, but roller bearings
are fitted throughout the crankshaft.
An unusual feature is that the flywheel
is arranged on the opposide side to

the transmission, which is through an
Enfield two-speed gear on the left-

hand side of the engine, thus enabling
a iieat chain case to be fitted, which
protects not only the transmission chains,

but also the magneto chain. A sloping

top tube is used on this frame, and
the oil tank is made entirely separate
from the petrol tank and is readily
detachable should occasion arise. As in

the case of the Popular model, the
front mudguard is fitted with valances

NOVEMBER 2-jth, igig.

behind the fork, and the rear guard is

extended in the form of side wings on
either side of the wheel. The new Baby
model is a practical and durable light-

The 2ih.p. two-stroke Levis popular mode! with Hxed gear.

weight, the performances of the Levis
with the Enfield gear having been suffi-

ciently demonstrated in the A.C.U. Six
'Days Trials.

The oil tank and lubricator

are detachable complete

from the Levis tank

Observe the arm
carry I ng the
Enfield change

tpeed lever.

2\ h.p. two-stroke Modejl : 62x70 mm.
(211 CO.); Amac carburetter;
E.I.C. magneto, chain driven;
single gear: 24x2in. Dunlop tyres.

Dne of the most interesting little

machines at Olympia ' is the standard

2^ h.p. Levis. This is the case for
more than one reason. Its performances
are already so well known that there
is little

^
or no need for us to enlarge

on this important point, for not only in
competitions, but also in
standard everyday use,
the Levis has made its-

name. However, we wish
particularly to emphasise
this point : the fact that
the little Levis weighs not
more than 1 cwt. un-
laden ! This is a very
big advance in the right
direction, and we- are
given to understand that
even further lightening
can safely be carried out,
and will be carried out in

the near future. The
Levis three-port two-stroke
is one of the forerunners
of this class, and its

makers still claim it to be
one of the best of its

- type. There are prac-
tically no alterations in

the' 1920 model, except
that a new internal V

brake is fitted to the rear wheel, and
that the tank has been improved in

shape and colour, a black panelling now
lying on a deep grey background. It is,

of course, hardlj- necessary to state that

the Levis lubrication system, ' in which

The 2J h.p. Levis two-stroke was a forerunner of its type. A sloping top tube and
wedge-shape tank have been adopted.

**
On the Levis lightweight the brake block

operates inside the belt pulley as shown

Dl6
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The 2| h.p. JA.P.-engined Omega. Detail

improvements are to be found on the 1920
.model

.

a supply o£ oil is fed through a sight-
feed drip directly to the piston and main
bearings, is still incorporated. One
other feature of the Levis popular model
which is worthy of note is the fact that
both petrol and oil pipes are formed
of electrically-deposited copper, which
form of pipe has been found to with-
stand vibration better than the more
normal type. Brooks saddle and tool-

box are now fitted. Levis Popular
models are shown with three different
types of handle-bars, the up-turned
pattern being shown on a machine which
is also fitted with a' dress guard for

ladies' use.

OMEGA, No. 46.

2| h.p. single four-stroke Model :

J.A.P. engine ; side-by-side valves
;

B. and B. carburetter ; chain-driven
magneto ; two-speed constant mesh
gear ; chain-cum-belt' drive ;

25x2|in. Dunlop tyres.

W. J. Green, Ltd., Hill Street, Cov-
entry.—Six models of the Omega light-

weight single-cylinder four-stroke are

exhibited by Messrs. W. J. Green, Ltd.
These are all fitted with the 2J h.p.

J.A.P. engine, and vary only in detail,

such as handle-bars and gear box. As
in the 1914 models, the frame embodies
a very substantial one-piece head, and
has a curved top tube. As a special

attraction on this stand, an Omega with
red and black disc wheels is shown.
As on several other machines of high-
class specification, the Burman gear box
is used, controlled by a hand gear lever

mounted in a clip on the down tube. The
gear box is suspended from a platform

The only shaft-driven lightweight in the

Show, the well-tried F.N.

which is detachable from the main frame,
and forms part of the construction of the
rear forks. The machine generally has
been improved on minor points, and the
equipment now includes the Brampton

To devise a kick start mechanism on a shaft-driven four-

cylinder machine is not an easy matter, and the F.N. designer

has overcome the difficulty in the heat manner depicted above.

Bifiex forks. Altogether, these machines
are exceptionally well finished, and in-

clude the minimum of plated parts, the
disc-wheeled machine being fitted with
bars finished by a new oxidising process
which is very durable. Internal cables
are used on all Omega models. The rear
guard is of 5in. section, and is con-
structed in one piece ; it is also of ample
width, and has wide valances. The
models are obtainable at the following
prices : With two-speed gear and semi-
T.T. or touring bars 62 guineas, with
kick starter and handle-bar-controlled
clutch 71 guineas. This latter model is

fitted with a Brooks saddle and larger
pannier bags and aluminium footboards.

643

F.N., No. 64.
7-9 h.p. four - cylinder four - stroke

Model: 52x88 mm. (748 c.c);
valves on each side of cylinder

;

Amac carburetter ; Fellows gear-

driven magneto; three-speed F.N.
sliding gear; shaft drive; 25x3in.
Palmer tyres.

F.N. (England), Ltd., Kimberley
Road, Willesden Lane, N.W.6.—Seen
for the first time since 1913, the resusci-

tated four-cylinder F.N. is bound' to

attract attention, especially as the fac-

tory where it is made was one of the first

to suffer when the enemy overran
Belgium in 1914. The exhibit consists

of three 7-9 h.p. four-cylinder machines

—

one fitted with a sidecar, and three of-

the 2^ lightweights. The engine has sepa-

rate T head cylinders with the exhaust
valves on one side and the inlet valves

on the other. In front, the mechanical
oil pump is situated, and above it a

lubrication indicator, through the glass

in which two small star

wheels can be seen rotat-

ing so long as the oil

flov.'s. The pump serves

to draw oil directly from
the tank and sump to sup-
ply the troughs into which
the big ends dip with
a constant supply. Oil is -

also sprayed over the ball

bearings of the main shaft
and the other principal

bearings. Another feature
of the engine is the size

,

of the crankshaft, and the
flyxvlieel is of ample
dimensions in contrast
with the earlier models

;

it also contains a multi-disc clutch.

In the beautifully-made gear box car

practice is ' followed ; the shafts run

wheels slide on a splined shaft. There
is a large circular inspection plate at

the side of the gear box. The latest

model is fitted with an Amac carburetter

—an innovation for this firm—and a

Fellows magneto. As soon as deliveries

are forthcoming this particular model
should be in great demand.

The mechanical oil pump on the lour-

cylinder F.N

0:9
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A trouEer guard over the exl^aust branch

of the new four-cyhnder F.N.

2^ h.p. single-cylinder four-stroke

Model: 65x88 mm. (285 c.c.)

;

side-by-side valves ; Amac carbu-

retter ; Fellows gear-driven mag-
neto ; two-speed sliding gear ; shaft

drive; 25x2in. Palmer tyres.

In these days when shaft drive is

attracting so much attention, consider-

able interest will doubtless be displayed

in the lightweight F.N.—the only light-

weight in the Exhibition to be fitted

with weatherproof positive transmission.

Since exhibited at the last Olympia
Show, the lightweight F.N.. has under-

gone very few alterations. It is now
fitted with an Amac two-lever carbu-

retter and a Fellows magneto. Its chief

features are the rendering of the engine

and gear box practically oiltightj and
the fitting of a special form of valve

cap which cannot come unscrewed. Both
valve caps have serrated edges, and
when they have been screwed in as

tightly as possible with a spanner a

bridge piece bolted on to the cylinder

head and designed to engage with each

valve cap absolutely prevents them from
becoming loose. This little machine has

been most carefully thought out. The
clutch is handle-bar control-led, and^ in

the general arrangement of engine,

clutch, and gear, car practice has been

followed as closely as possible. A^ small

detail which is worthy of mention is

that the oil pump piston, instead of

being fitted with the ordinary type of

leather washers, is provided with two
stepped piston rings.

NEW IMPERIAL, No. 60.

8 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c); side-by-

side valves ; B. and B. carburetter
;

E.I.C. chain-driven magneto ; three-

speed gear; chain drive; 28x3in.

Dunlop tyres.

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., Princip

Street, Birmingham. — Al-

though the New Imperial

name is more closely associ- ^5

ated with lightweights, the 8 h.p. model,
introduced for an Allied Government
during the war, is a worthy addi-

tion to the New Imperial range. Its

design is characterised by sturdy cd^-

struction, which should render it suitable

for the most difficult conditions. One
point which is quite apparent is the ex-

ceptional ground clearance, which was a

necessity for the special purpose for which
the machine was designed, and is an ad-

mirable point for Overseas conditions.

The details of the design appear to be
very well carried out. As on the majority
of machines of this type, the wheels are

quickly detachable, while the mudguard-
ing is ample, and includes an exception-

ally wide shield to protect the magneto.
The back guard is divided, which allows

the rear portion to be swung round for

tyre repairs. This , rear portion is con-

nected to the frame by a slotted lug and
a spring bolt, so that no tools are neces-

sary. Aluminium footboards, Gough' pan-
seat saddle, two pannier bags, spare tube
case, Brampton forks, drip feed lubri-

cator, and metal chain cases form part

of the equipment. A De Luxe model in-

cludes the Lucas IMagdyno lighting set.

ANOTHER ENLARGED ISSUE
NEXT WEEK!

The special contents of next week's

issue of "THE MOTOR CYCLE "

include

—

A Review ol Sidscar Attachments
and Bodywork at Olympia.

Tyres Available in 1920.

A Survey of the Accessory Exhibits.

Critical Articles on Motor Cycli and
Sidecar Design in 1920.

The regular features of this Journal
will be retained.

Out on THURSDAY- 3d as usual.

The price of the complete outfit, with
electrical equipment, is 174 guineas, the
motor cycle itself is 118 guineas, and
the passenger sidecar 29 guineas. The
passenger attachment has an exceptionally
large body, supported on an underslung
chassis by means of three springs at the
rear' and long quarter-elliptics at the
front. A capacious locker is provided,
with door in the rear of the body.

An additional shield extends horizontally

beneath the rear number plate of the New
Imperial lightweight, thus giving the back of

the rider extra protection from mud splashes.

2| h.p. single-cylinder four-stroke

Tourist Model : J. A. P. 70x76
mm. (292 c.c.) ; side-by-side valves;

B, and B. . carburetter; E.I.C.

chain-driven magneto ; two-speed

gear ; chain - cum - belt drive
;

2&x25in. Dunlop tyres.

It may be said that the New Imperial

Jap lightweight did more to popularise

the small J.A.P. engined machine before

the war than any other make, and the

new mod.el exhibited at this stand shows

evidence that its makers have progressed

one step further in producing an all pur-

pose solo machine. The tank has been

enlarged and has a capacity of two
gallons, which is, perhaps, exceptional on

a machine of only 2| h.p., and both front
,

and rear guards are of 7in. section

—

another commendable point on a light-

weight machine. The front has a wide
splash guard, which should do much to

protect the rider's feet and the magneto
from wet thrown up from the road, while

care has been taken to protect the belt by

a gutter fitted round the gap through

which the belt passes. This is so de

signed that water and mud running down
the inside of the guard are completely

diverted to the side instead of dripping

constantly upon the belt. The forks fitted

are of the Saxon type, made by the New
Imperial Co., and the equipment includes

aluminium footboards, large toolbag.

Gough pan-seat saddle, and Dunlop belt.

The price, with two-speed gear, is 64

guineas, and an alternative model, which
has a kick-starter and

-^ hand-controlled clutch, is

offered at 72 gns.

The 8 h.p. three-speed and the 2-i h.D. New Imperial models for. 1920
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Arrangement oi the latest pattern Scott

kick starter,

.

Combined flywheel and chain cover oi

the two-stroke Verus

The Starley patent pressed steel forks on
the new Ariels

A PAGE OF
DETAILS.

Neat rear springing system adopted on the

3J h p Douglas.

A very simple

system of guided

plungers, work-

mg against coil

springs, is used

in the Paragon

frame springing.

Tlie very simple type of saddle springing

adopted on the Clyno

To enable easy starting on the Matchless,

the exhaust valves are automatically released

at the correct moment by a cam on ihe

quadrant of the kick starter crank.

The neat and readily detachable footboards

on the Omega J.A.P.

Improvements have been made m the J.A.P. oiling system.

A much larger oil chamber is cast on the crank case. Showing the efficient mudguarding and radiator of the Vi h.p. Scott
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A simple starter, operating directly on the engine-shaft, is fitted to the 1920 P. and M.
Observe the mechanical pump

P. and M., No. 63.
h.p. single four-stroke Model :

84.5x88.9 mm. (498 c.c.) ; side-by-

side yalves ; Amac carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; two-speed
gear ; chain drive ; Kemps hall
26x2iin. tyres.

Interconnected peda
and ratchet hand lever

rear brake on the 1 920

P and M.

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., 4, Berners
Street, W.I.—The P. and M. exhibit con-
sists of two . sidecar and numerous solo

machines. A detailed description of the
latest model appeared in The Motor
Cycle of November 20th. The prin-

cijoal innovations on this popular

mount are the fitting of an engine from
which much greater efficiency can be ob-

tained than before, and the casting of the
cylinder fins so that they are parallel

with the ground, thus greatly assisting

the cooling of the engine, while an ex-

tremely interesting innovation is the
ingenious oil pump, which conveys
the oil alternately to the big end
and* to the cylinder. Points of

convenience have been carefully

studied in the latest pattern P.

and M. Spacious toolbags are

fitted to the luggage carrier and

.

secured by an iron bar, so that

they can be effectively locked up,

while an extremely comfortable
saddle, the nose of which is hinged
on to the top tube, is fitted.

Messrs. Phelon and Moore were
among the earliest firms to con-

sider the fitting of a ratchet brake,
so desirable a feature on motor
bicycles to which a sidecar is

attached, and excellent examples
of this brake are to be seen on
the P. and M. machines. The
firm have loiig studied the pas-
senger question, and though the
P. and M. is of moderate horse-

power the machine has acquitted itself

extremely well during- the war witn side-

cars attached, and also, of course, as a
solo mount. It is extremely gratifying to
note that the company have been so far

encouraged by the extra efficiency de-

veloped in their latest engines that they
propose entering for the 1920 T.T. race.

The finish of the firm's productions is
1

proverbial, and it~ would be difficult to
j

find a better finished machine in the

'

exhibition. Messrs. Phelon and RIoore
are one of the oldest exhibitors, and the
fact that their mount retains most of its :

original features, with up-to-date modi-
fications only, speaks well for the design
and reliability of P. and M. motor cycles.

PARAGON, No. 10.

3 h.p. two-stroke Model : 76x79 mm.
(349 c.c); Amac .carburetter;

gear-driven magneto ; two-speed
gear ; gear and belt drive

;

25x2^ tyres.

Paragon Motor Manufacturing Co.,

Manningtree, Essex—Particularly neat
and compact in appearance is the J.920
Paragon motor cycle, in- which the gear

box is cast integral with the crank case.

The engine ot the popular P. & M. now has horizontal radiating fins and mechanical

lubrication.

Two-speed gear integral with crank case,

a feature of the Paragon two-stroke engine.

The construction is somewhat unusual,

as also is the design of the two-speed

gear mechanism, in which the driving

and driven pinions are constantly in

mesh. The gear box is simple in con-

struction and operation ; the gear ratios

employed are 4a to 1 and 7| to 1.

The 3 h.p. two-stroke engine, which
has a bore and stroke of TSxTO mm.,',

fellows standard practice. One fitting,

however, that has been adopted by this

firm ' since its earliest production, and

has been found of considerable utility

in separating -the inlet and exhaust gases,

consists of a small extra air valve, pro-

vided with a dust cap, which allows air

to be drawn into the transfer port in

order that a blast of air may rush out

directly this is opened by the descent

of the piston. This layer of pure air

divides the exhaust and inlet gases, but

does not, however, remain in the cylin-

der to weaken the mixture. It is

claimed by the makers that a consump-
tion of 135 miles per gallon has been
attained by the use of this device.
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Plain bronze bearings are used through-
out, this type being favoured by the
makers iu consideration o£ the replace-
ment of spare parts and simplicity in

manufacture. The lubrication is of the
conventional type, suction feed to the
oil grooves in the cylinder vcalls lubri-

catuig the latter, the small end, and the
piston, whilst the big end and crank-
shaft bearings are fed by the usual
splash feed. A C.A.V. magneto is

mounted . on a plate cast integral
with the crank case, and is driven
through an intermediate pinion, from
the low gear driven pinion. Another
feature of this machine is the new
pattern spring frame—the manufac-
turer's patent. The rear knock-out axle

is secured on either side to sleeves, which
reciprocate in the two side tubes form-
ing the main frame of the rhachine.

Between the closed ends of these sleeves

and the head of the tube are two springs,

the weaker but longer one providing a
lively movement for the smaller road
shocks, whilst the shorter one of greater
strength takes the maximum shocks in

order to prevent the complete contrac-
tion of the longer spring. A small re-

coil spring is located at the bottom of

Hi

Frame springing, detachable wheels, and electrica!

equipment are all mcluded m the specification oi the

1920 8 h.p. Matchless.

A commendable feature on the Matchless is that the

speedometer drive is enclosed within the rear chain case.

the tube, and is held in position by a
cap, through which a rod, brazed at

the top of the frame member, is passed,

and is provided with a nut and washer
which locks and encloses the complete
spring mechanism. Adequate lubrication

is ensured, the sleeves being packed with

grease. The rear wheel may be with-
drawn without interfering with the brake
block or any other fitting. A drop-out
axle is also employed on the front wheel,

which is sprung by a Bramp-
ton Biflex fork. Two brakes
are furnished, one on the front
wheel rim and the other,

which is foot-operated, on the
rear belt rim. A standard
Araac carburetter is fitted, and
fed from the oval tank, which
has a capacity of one gallon
three pints of petrol and three
pints of oil. The price of

this mount, which, altliough

equipped with toolbags, is not
provided with tools or acces-
sories, is £60.

MATCHLESS, No. 48.
8 h.p. V twin Model :

J.A.P. ; 85.5x85 mm.
(975 c.c.) ; side-by-side

valves ; Amac carbu-
retter ; Lucas chain-
driven Magdyno ; spring
frame ; three-speed slid-

ing gear ; chain drive

;

28x3in. Clincher tj'res.

H. COLLIEE AND SoNS, 44,

Plumstead Road, Plumstead, S.E.18.

—

Described in detail in the issue of

July 17th, 1919, the 8 h.p. Match-
less sidecar outfit has undergone very

little alteration. It is, as its makers
have aimed that it should be, the
last word in sidecar outfit construction.

E.Kcellently sprung fore and aft, the
machine is extremely comfortable, and
the makers have succeeded in obtaining
the maximum amount of ease both for the

rider and for the passenger. Two slight

modifications have been incorporated in

The 3 h.p. spilng frame Paragon, which has the g^ar combined with the crank case.

Chain adjustment on the Matchless is

easily effected, the gear box being mounted
in a tunnel with an eccentric sprocket.

the latest model. The magneto is now
parried on a bracket sliding on the top
of the engine cradle, which also holds the
gear box, so that if the attachment bolts

are loosened any slack in the magneto
chain may be easily taken up. Another
point which is well worthy of examination
is the method of driving the Watford
speedometer. The driving sprocket of

the instrument is attached inside the
chain sprocket, and it and the driven
pinion are situated inside the oiltight

chain case. This ensures the speedometer
drive working under the best conditions,

since, being entirely protected from the

elements, it should last almost in-

definitely. The novel method of holding
the gear box is also well worthy of men-
tion. The case is round, and is held in

steel straps. In the event of it being
found necessary to tighten the engine
chain, the whole gear box may be moved
round to a slight degree after loosening

the straps. Messrs. Collier and Sons were
the first British firm to interconnect kick

D25
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starter and exhaust lifter. The exhaust
valves are raised by means of a cam on
the inner side of the kick starter

quadrant, which, on the pedal being de-

pressed, comes into contact with a trip

on the exhaust lifter arm. The valves

remain open during one-third of the

quadrant's travel ; the trip then slips off

the drum, and the valves are dropped
exactly at the right moment. A complete
engine and gear unit is also shown on the

Matchless stand, and affords potential

buyers an opportunity more closely to

examine these parts.

WILLIAMSON, No. 78.

. n.p. V twin four-stroke IIodel ;

76x85 mm. (770 c.c); side-by-side

valves ; Amac carburetter; B.L.I.C.
chain-driven magneto ; three-speed

Kturmey-Archer gear ; chain drive ;

650x55 mm. tyres.

Williamson Motor Co., Ltd., Earls
don, Coventry.—The most notable in-

novation on the Williamson stand is the
new 6 h.p. V type twin fitted with J. A. P.

engine and Sturmey-Archer gear. This
power plant is neatly fitted into a

standard Williamson duplex frame.
Transmission throughout is by chain, a
spring shock absorber being fitted in the
rear sprocket There are several features
of considerable interest on these machines.
First, the rear brake is of the contracting
band type, standard on Williamson
machines, the drum being of exceptionally
large diameter. This brake is operated
by a, pedal having extremely long lever-

age. The forks are of the Douglas type,
and the mudguarding is unusually com-
plete. The aluminium footboards, which
are of large size, are sprung at the
rear end, and behind the engine and
above the gear box is fitted a large accu-
mulator box, which sets off the general
lines of the machine in an effective

manner. This . is an unusual feature, in

that the addition of an accumulator box
usually renders the appearance of a motor
cycle clumsy. Lubrication is tlixough a
sight feed drip to the crank case, the

internal lubrication being carried out on
the well known J. A. P. system. A large

silencer is placed in front of the engine,
and both chains are protected by covers
only, and are not fully enclosed. Fitted

with 650x65 mm. tyres, this is an ex-

tremely practical sidecar machine, and,
although it is large, it is not clumsy,
and is a readily controllable solo mount

NOVEMBER 271/1, igig.

Enthusiasts of the big single-cylinder are

well catered for on the Quadrant stand.

The model illustrated is a 4-]: h.p with

-chain drive

8 h.p. flat twin four-stroke water cooled

Model : Douglas; 85x85 mm. (964

c.c); side-by-side valves; Amac
carburetter; B.L.I.C. gear-driven
magneto ; three-speed sliding gear ;

chain drive; 700x80 mm. tyres.

The standard Williamson production is,

of course, represented by the 8 h.p.

The main and lay shafts ol ihe Quadrant

gear incorporated with the engine on the

new " big single " model. The latter also

acts as the camshaft to operate the inlet valve.

water-cooled model. This is fitted with

a three-speed gear specially designed for

the work, carried in the duplex frame
already mentioned, with the exception of

the gear box. The engine details are

fjlmost exactly similar to those of the 6

h.p. model already mentioned. The
clutch in this model is foot-controlled,

and the kick starter is of curious but
attractive design, in that the rack is in-

«*»

A Williamson passengei machine with duplex frame and the 6 h.p. I.A.P. engine

(ernal, and all the framework of the pedal

position surrounds the central pinion on

the crankshaft. The neat radiators are

fitted on each side of the head, and the

machine forms a very fine example suit-

able for heavy sidecar work. A similar

air-cooled model is also made, but is not

exhibited. Williamson sidecars are, of

course, well known, especially for their

excellent springing and large and roomy
bodies. The chassis design is very stout

and powerful, and the sidecar wheel is

completely surrounded by a tubular

frame, so that the knoclc-out axle is sup-

ported on both sides of the wheel.

QlVADRPlNT, No. 121.
4^ h.p. single four-stroke Model :

87x110 mm. (654 c.c); exhaust
valve at side, inlet valve at rear, of

cylinder ; Amac carburetter ; M-L
magneto, gear driven ; three-speed

gear; chain transmission; 26x2^in.
Dunlop tyres.

Quadrant Motor Cycle Co., 45, Law-
ley Street, Birmingham.—A special

feature of the engine is in tliei

distribution gear. A crankshaft pinion

drives above it the cam wheel of the'

side exhaust valve and , behind it

the gear of a transverse inlet valve
camshaft ; the latter gear engages with the

magneto drive pinion. Thus no idler

wheels are required, and a very com-
pact and workmanlike arrangement is

attained ; in fact, the machine as a whole
gives an appearance of neatness which
IS enhanced by the sloping top tank
being of the saddle type and screening
the two top frame tubes. The tank
is capacious, accommodating 2| gallons
of petrol and half a gallon of oil. An
enclosed chain occurs between engine
and gear box, while the rear chain has

a full half cover for the top section.

Aluminium footplates are standard. The
engine valve arrangement is peculiar, for

the exhaust is on' the right side and the

inlet 90° away at the rear of the cylinder.

5 h.p single four-stroke Model:
95x110 mm. (780 c.c); exhaust
valve at side, inlet valve at rear, of

cylinder ; Amac carburetter ; M-L
magneto, gear driven ; three-speed
gear integral with crank case ; chain
drive; 2ox2iin. Dunlop tyres. -

The design and arrangement ol

the combined engine crank case and

D26
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This newly designed Velocette two-stroke should become popular, since on its first competition

appearance it won a gold medal in the Six Days Trials.

three-speed sliding' gear box are of
peculiar interest, for the system eliminates
the primary chain. The drive is con-
veyed through spur gearing from the
crankshaft to a layshaft, which also forms
_the inlet camshaft, the shaft carrying
the sliding gear wheels being in the same
housing sfightly to the rear,. The driving
chain sprocket is on the end of the last-

named shaft, while the clutch is located
in the back hub and is of the cone type.

- Both this model and the 4^ h.p. are
suited to sidecar work, the larger
especially representing a good example
of -the powerful single tor passenger

. combinations yet equally fitted for solo

work. The examples of sidecars shown
attached are all Canoelets with four
attachments all held by lugs permanently
secured to the frame.

VELOCETTE, No. 19.
2i h.p. single two-stroke Model :

52x70 mm. (211 c.c); Amac or
-B. and B. carburetter; C.A.V.
magneto, gear driven ; two-speed
sliding gears ; chain drive ; Dunlop
24x2^in. tyres.

Veloce, Ltd., Sixways, Aston, Bir-
mingham.—With the exception of the
three-speed Velocette which gained a
"gold medal in the Six Days Trial, onlj'

one type of this make is to be seen on
this stand. An excellently thought-out
and useful type of lightweight, carefully
designed from stem to stern, it possesses
numerous special features such as

mechanical lubrication—a point of detail

design for which the firm have always

been noted. The lubrication is effected

The power unit ot the two-stroke

Velocette. The cubical capacity of the

engine is 21 1 c.c.

by a pump driven off the intermediate
magneto pinion, conveying oil. to all the
principal bearings. The extremely neat

The Velocette piston.

6yp

design of the gear bo.x and change-speed
lever call for special attention, and are

well worthy of careful study. All-chain

transmission has been adopted, and in

the rear sprocket is a spring shock-

absorber and also an internal-expanding
brake. By removing a tapered pin in

the head, oil may be injected so as to

lubricate adequately both head ball

races. The frame
is extremely
strong, the down
tube being of the
duple.x variety
and carried right

to the end of the
engine union as

far as the gear
box. The space
between the rear
mudguard and
the saddle tube
is entirely occu-
pied by a capa-
cious toolbag.
Points of detail

have been well studied, and the bracket
for the generator is brazed on to the
side of the saddle tube.

WOLF, No. 118,

2i ii.p. single two-stroke Model:
70x70 ram. (269 c.c.) ; Amac carbu-
retter ; i\I-L chain-driven magneto

;

three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

;

chain and belt drive; 26x2in.
Dunlop tyres.

WuLPRUNA Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Great Brickkiln Street, Wolverhampton.

—

Practically, the 1920 model follows the
design of that produced this year, no
variations of note having been considered
necessary. A Villiers two-stroke engine
is used with the primary chain of the
transmission having a side cover. Druid
spring forks are standard, the same ap-
plying to the aluminium footboards. The
pedal-operated brake follows normal
practice, and is applied to the interior'

periphery of the rear wheel belt rim.

2| h.p. single four-stroke Model :

J.A.P.;
_
70x76 mm. (292 c.c);

side-by-side valves ; Amac carbu-
retter ; M-L chain-driven magneto ;

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear

;

chain-belt drive; Dunlop 26x2in.
tyres.

This neatly designed solo mount has a
J.A.P. engine and Druid forks, the
general arrangement of the units being
almost identical with that of the 2 h.p.
two-stroke model and the largest of the

Two-stroke and four-stroke Wolf lightweights, produced by the Wulfruna Engineering Co., Ltd.

Dal
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series, a 4 h.p. type, with a single-

cylinder four-stroke J.A.P. engine. The
4 h.p. machine is not, however, exhibited,
but it may be said that it forms the model
offered for sidecar use. All Wolf machines
have a special feature in the reinforcement
of the down tube from the steering head
to engine bracket ; the usual weldless
tubes have an inserted fiat side plate or
web running across the full diameter, and
from end to end of the tubes. The carriers

of all models are made of ^in. steel tubing,
with the stays and struts welded together
and in position.

RUDGE, No. 92.
3^ h.p. single four-stroke Model :

85x88 mm. (499 c.c); overhead
inlet valve ; Senspray carburetter

;

gear-driven magneto ; Multi gear

;

belt drive ; 550 X 65 mm. Dunlop
tyres.

Rudge-Whitwoeth, Ltd., Coventry.—
JMessrs. Rudge-Whitworth have made no
great departure from the general design
of their standard models, though many
detail improvements may be observed.
The famous Multi gear, with which
the firm have gained such repute, is

still retained on all their models. This
gear is too well known among motor
cyclists to need detailed description. As
niost are aware, it consists of expanding
and contracting pulleys, the slack of the
belt being taken up by the belt rim, also
expanding and contracting. The method
of changing gear is by means of a long
lever at the side of the tank. Its move-
ment from front to back increases the ratio
by progressive stages. A point which
at once impresses itself on one glancing
at these machines is the cleanliness of the
crank case, in which all sharp corners
have been eliminated as far as possible,

this should render the machines ex-
tremely easy to clean. A plate clutch is

situated on the engine-shaft, and is

operated by a Bowden control from the
' handle-bars. The colour of these
machines has also altered since we
saw them at the last Show, the tank now
being of dark service green with black
panels. A good point is the fact that
very few bright parts exist, such parts
as the handle-bars and hubs being coated
with black celluloid. Lubrication on all

models is effected by a pump operated by
a pedal situated just behind the right
footrest. The standard model is fitted

with pedals, which, as usual in the Eudge
machines, are used for starting the en-

gine. By means of a clever device, one of

these pedals may be dropped, thus giving
an extra pair of footrests.

Another model shown is the famous
T.T, machine, which is almost identical

in every respect to the one used by Mr.
Cyril PuUen when he put up such a
magnificent performance, winning the
1914 Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle of

Man. This differs from the 3^ h.p.

roadster, inasmuch as the frame slopes

from the steering head to the saddle,
giving a delightfully low riding position.

This model also is fitted with a clutch in

addition to the multi gear. It has no
engine starting device, however, and a
pair of fixed footrests are fitted in place
of the pedals.

7-9 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

85x88 mm. (998 c.c); overhead
inlet valves ; chain-driven magneto

;

Multi gear; belt drive; 550x65
mm. Dunlop tyres.

All sporting readers will welcome the
new model of Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth,
namely, the 7-9 h.p. Multwin, as it is

styled. This is a model which was com-
menced just before the war, and the pro-

gress of which, so far as the public is

concerned, was cut off by this disaster.

Spring held filler cup on the oil tank affixed

to the seat tube of the Rudge

belt drive; 650x65 mm. Dunlop
tyres.

A fourth model shown is the long-

stroke single, which must appeal to

all sidecar enthusiasts who desire a

powerful machine of extreme simplicity.

A fast sidecar machine, the 7-9 h.p. Rudge. The Multi-gear and all-belt drive are retained on

all Rudge models.

A neat manner of operating an exhaust lift

without interior mechanism. The small
cable actuated levers on the Rudge Multwin

However, tests were continued throughout
the war, and the resulting machine is one
which will please the eye of all speed-

men. In general outline it closely re-

sembles the T.T. model, as "it has the

same sloping frame. The engine i? in

many respects a twin replica of the

3g h.p., having overhead inlet valves,

situated directly above the exhausts, and
operated by rocker arms and push rods.

The magneto is situated in front of the

down t,.'be, and is driven by chain. It

does not, however, embody the extremely
neat verniei adjustment for timing which
is characteristic of all the other Rudge
models. An inverted Senspray carbu-
retter is fitted compactly between the
cylinders. Multi gtar is also used on this

model, and it has a clutch and the pedal
starting device. Two examples of the
Multwin are shown, both attached to side-

cars, which are manufactured throughout
in the Rudge-Whitworth works, and are

of very pleasing appearance.

5-6 h.p. single four-stroke Model ;

85x132 mm. (750 c.c); overhead
inlet valve ; Senspray carburetter

;

gear-driven magneto ; Multi gear
;

This machine follows the usual Rudge
practice throughout, with the exception

of the elongated cylinder, which is at

once noticeable, and necessitates the tank

tube being cranked.

The clutch on the Bradbury has combine!

hand and foot control, though each may be

operated independently
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A FINE SELECTION OF TWO-STROKE
LIGHTWEIGHTS.

•«s5&s

Up-tumed aluminium footboards are now
fitted to the flat-twin Wooler.

The spring-frame lightweight Hobart.

2i h.p. two-stroke two-speed Clyno for 1 920. The engine of the machine rotates in the

opposite direction to usual practice

Enclosed engine and peculiar con-

struction of the crank case of the

Sun two-stroke.

Details of the detachable wheel on the

Bat. The illustration shows the chain case

as well as the locking bolt for the detach-

able hub. One of the newcomers to the lightweight field, the new Kingsbury two-stroke.

DHI
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ZENITH, No. 108.
2| h.p. flat twin four-stroke Modbl :

58.75x65 mm. (347 c.c); side-by-

side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

C.A.V. gear - driven magneto

;

Gradua expanding pulley ; chain
and belt drive ; 26 x 2^in. Dunlop
tyres.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., Hampton Court,
iMiddlesex.—This is an entirely new
model, and one that should make a very
wide appeal to potential motor cyclists.

All details of the engine are accessibly
arranged ; the valves can be removed,
ground in if need be without disturbing
the cylinders or any other part, while the
cylinders themselves can be detached
with ease while the crank case remains
in position. Hand pump oiling is used.
The transmission consists of' a chain
driving a countershaft immediately below
the crank case, and thence by Gradua
gear and belt to the rear wheel. The
fitting of the countershaft below the
engine allows a long belt to be used, the
actual length being 7ft. 6in. The belt

tension is automatically regulated as the
variable pulley is closed or opened out,
and in 'this connection a very ingenious
system of pedal brake linkage has been
adopted for the 1920 models of all Zenith
machines. The brake in question is a pad
acting within the belt rim, but, to

prevent the brake efficiency and adjust-

ment being upset by the moving back of

the wheel centre when the gear is oper-
ated, the final motion is conveyed by a

NOVEMBER spk, igig.

A neat cover is now fitted to the primary

chain-drive of the twin Zenith,

vertical member with an open jaw at its

bottom end embracing a rod that moves
upward when the pedal is depressed.

Thus as the wheel centre moves back the

brake pad and its immediately adjacent

linkage are carried back also, and the

open jaw merely slides along the longi-

tudinal rod that moves bodily upward to

operate the brake. The countershaft is

supported by ball beaxings in an alu-

minium bracket, which in turn is held by
bolts passing through slotted holes in the

hanging brackets. The chain can there-

fore be adjusted by a vertical movement
that does not affect the tension of the

belt. The latter is provided with a

limited range of adjustment, which can
all be taken up during the course of a

run, if need be, without the rider being
called upon to reduce the length of the
belt until he has time to spare for that

process. The engine as a whole is sup-

ported above a steel baseplate, which in

D3-2
. .

Amongst belt-driven adherents the 8 h.p. Zenith is a popular mount.

will be particularly noticed.

The well-sprung seal

turn is attached to two tubular cross

members of the widely separated tubes

depending in pairs from head and seat

support. It is by reason of the width
between the units of each of the dual

tubes that the cylinders can be so easily

detached. The magneto is also very
accessible, for it is mounted on top of

the crank case, belo-tv the tank, with its

contact breaker arranged conveniently for

adjustment on the right-hand side. The
magneto chain drive is all enclosed. Wide
mudguards are fitted fore and aft, those

at the back having a segmental extension

at each side reaching from the back stays

to the rear end of the carrier.

4-5 h.p. V twin four-stroke IModel :

70x64.5 mm. (496 c.c.) ; side-by-

side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

Thomson-Bennett chain-driven mag-
neto ; Gradua expanding pulley

;

belt drive; 650x65 mm. tyres.

The outstanding innovation on this

model is the combined carrier and rear

stays, each side of which is formed of

two lengths of tubing telescoped over the

axle centre line, and shaped to a tri-

angular form in side elevation. A very
sturdy construction is thus provided, for

the |in. diameter side tubes of the carrier

are stiffened at two points by brazed-on
cross tubes, while the stays themselves
are Jin. in diameter and have a tubular

brace at the top end in addition to the

transverse bolt that holds them in posi-

tion. The unit can be removed as a

whole from the main frame without dis-

turbing any other part. The new stand

A new model in the Zenith range fitted

with a flat twin engine of 347 c.c.

A capacious loolbag is used on the new
Zenith, with separate compartments for

spare tube and tools.

is unusual, for it consists of two flat

tubular supports hinging togetheir from a

lateral bearing near the centre of the

machine, the centre line of the bearing

being located between engine and rear

wheel. The same type of stand occurs

on the 8 h.p. mo^el, and both are fitted

with J.A.P. engines.

8 h.p. four-stroke twin Model : 85.5x85
mm. (976 c.c); side-by-side valves;

Amac carburetter ; Thomson-Ben-
nett chain-driven magneto ; Gradua
expanding pulley ; chain and belt

drive; 650x65 mm. tyres.

The special features of this machine,

the chaiu drive to a forward countershaft

and the very long belt lo the rear wheel,

are continued, the same type of Gradua
variable pulley gear being in evidence.

But in the machines supplied for com-
bination work a free engine clutch can

be embodied. This is a very workmanlike
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device, consisting of a combination of

friction cone (metal-to-metal, running in

oil) and positive dog clntches. The cone
-takes up the drive smoothly and without
shock, but the spring pressure is -not
sufficient (and is not intended to be) to

provide other than a slipping drive, the
final upward movement of the clutch pedal
allowing the dog teeth to drop into mesh
—that is, when the driving and drTven
members are running at similar speeds.

The dog teeth are bevelled on their

edges, and have no tendency to over-

run and clatter. On this machine, as on
all Zenith 1920 models, a new sprung
saddle is fitted ; its springs are of the

leaf type, viz., quarter-elliptics, one of

the three supporting the front of the seat

and the other two the rear portion. It is

a well-conceived design, and one that

should be exceedingly comfortable in

use without permitting lateral sway and
tendency to affect steering. Altogether,

the Zenith exhibit presents an exceed-

ingly interesting display, and the

machines embody a very great deal of

well thought out and practical detail.

SCOTT, No. 122.

3| h.p. twin two-stroke Model :

Binks carburetter ; Thomson-Ben-
nett magneto, chain driven ; two-

speed expanding clutch gear ; chain

drive; Palmer 26x2i-in. tyres.

Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Saltaire,

Yorkshire.—Four models are shown, three

being solo machines, i.e., the standard
touring, another with semi-T.T. bars,

and a third termed the sports model,
which has a higher gear ratio, full T.T.
bars, and narrower mudguards. The
fourth type is the sidecar machine, which,

has 26x3in. Palmer Cord light car tyres,

and gear ratios of 4.69 and 8.62. the ratios

of the solos being : Standard 4.25 and
7.85, sports 3.75 and 7.2. Variations and
improvements for 1920 include wider
mudguards (sports -model excepted),

having an overall width of 5Jin. The
rear brake now has a much larger shoe

The lubrication system on the 1920 Scott

embodies a neater form of separate sight feed

for each crank case.

Sco'.t two-stroke sidecar combination lor 1920. The efficient guards will be noted

Icr-cooled two-stroke in the Show

operating witliin the drum formed as a
unit with the chain sprocket. A new
sight feed for the oil is arranged hori

zontally, with a glass enclosing the two
feeds, one to each of the cylinders : tlie

new arrangement brings the oil feed into

direct view when the rider gjances down
The honeycomb radiator is wider and
deeper, affording a larger area of cooling

surface, and the kick starter stop now
consists of a rigid lug on the bottom fork
tube of the rear wheel. The sidecar ex-

hibited is worthy of careful inspection.

The chassis is the Scott patent cantilevei
type, with all straight tubes and four-

point attachment. Coil springs are
used at the rear, and are adjustable
to suit the weight of the passenger,
while C springs support the front of

the body. Behind the seat is a covered
compartment that will hold a two-gallon
tin of peti'ol, tin of oil, and tools, while
under the forepart is a tray for maps.
small parcels, etc. On general lines the
1920 Scotts follow the makers' established
practice, and that it represents a success-

ful system in principle and construction
the recent A.C.U. Trials have given con-
clusive evidence.

BRITISH EXCELSIOR, No. 51.
2^ h.p. single two-stroke Model :

Villiers 70x70 mm. (269 c.c.)

;

Amac carburetter; C.A.V. chain-
driven magneto ; two-speed constant
mesh gear; chain-cum-belt drive;
26x23in. Dunlop heavj' tyres,

Bayliss, Thomas, and Co., Ltd.,
King's Road, Tyseley, Birmingham.

—

Although perhaps the Excelsior was
better known in the larger sizes before
the war, the new lightweight models
recently introduced bid fair to live up to

the reputation created by their predeces-
sors. Of the former, the Villiers-engined
two-stroke is an exceedingly taking
machine, having a sloping top tube and
a wedge-shaped tank holding eleven pints,
finished in -black with Cambridge blue and
gold lines. The forks fitted are larger
than is usually the case with lightweigliis
of this type, being of the wide bearing
pattern, and the mudguarding is well
carried out both front and rear. The
former guard has deep valances, and the
latter flat extensions on either side, giving
altogether a width of 7in. There are
very few plated parts on the machine,
the bars being enamelled black and fitted

with Bowden levers with outside cables.

E5
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The equipment includes two pannier bags
with tools, inflator, Best and Lloyd sight

feed lubricator, . aluminium footboards,

Dunlop belt, and Renold chain. The
price is £58 16s.

2| h.p. single four-stroke Model :

J. A. P. engine ; side-by-side valves ;

Amac carburetter; E.l.C. chain

driven magneto ; two-speed gear

;

chain-cum-belt drive ; 2-iin. Dunlop
heavy tyres.

This J.A.P.-engined machine is similar

in design and equipment to the two-stroke
model, and is probably one of the most
compact machines of this type. The
price is £65 10s., or with hand-operated
clutch, £71 10s.

8 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

J.A.P. 85.5x88 mm. (980 c.c);

side-by-side valves ; Amac carbu-,

retter ; M-L chain-driven magneto ;

three-speed Sturmey-Archer gear

;

chain drive; 28x3hi. tyres.

Our older readers will recall the pre-war
-hill-climbing expeditions of Mr. W. H.
Carson, an enthusiastic sidecarist, who
made a hobby of searching for and assail-

ing hills considered to be unclimbable. It

has been cTiiefly from the experience gained

The 8 h.p. British Excelsior sidecar outfit

is a fine example of its type.

Detachable and mterchangeable wheels

are a feature of the 1920 8 h.p. British

Excelsior.

in these trips and thousands of miles of

all-weather driving that the new 8 h.p.

British Excelsior sidecar has been evolved.

It is a serviceable model, with 28x3in.
quickly detachable and interchangeable
wheels, a spare being carried in the
underside of the folding grid supported
on the back of the sidecar body. Every-
thing is of strong construction, and
follows sound comraonsense lines. The
sidecar is sufficiently long in the body
to provide acconmiodation for a child's
seat. This is made to slide upon slotted
plates secured to the body and the door
respectively, and a hood and screen form
part of the very complete equipment.
The body is suspended on C springs well
extended at the front which should re-
move the vibration at the feet which is

noticeable on some sidecars. The model
on exhibition is equipped with a Lucas
dynamo lighting set, neatly installed.
The generator is clipped to the seat tube
of the machine, and is driven by a chain
from the outside on the.- primary dr'ive
casing. The dynamo chain is protected
by a metal guard. The Excelsior
standard model is fitted with a comfort-
able pillion seat attached to the carrier,
upholstered in Bedford cord, mounted on
C springs, terminating in coil springs, to
which the • upholstery fitted is attached.
It would be hard to find a more com-
pletely equipped sidecar outfit or one con-
structed on more practical lines. The
price of the outfit is £162.

PSiVER, No. 79.

h.p. single four-stroke JIodel':

85x88 mm. (499 c.e.) ; side-by-side

valves ; B. and B. carburetter-;

E.l.C. silent chain-driven .mag-
neto ; . three-speed sliding gears

;

chain drive; 650x65in. Danlop
tyres.

The Rover change speed lever projects through

the tank, and is handily situated.

New Rover Cycle Co., Ltd., Coven-
try.—Very few alterations have been
made to the 3^ h.p. single-cylinder
Eover. The engine primary transmission
of the gear box remains as before, the

The Torpedo-Prec.sion !wo-stroke two-speed lightweight. A Vilhers engined Excelsior hghtvvelght.

e6
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A departure immediately noticeable on

the 5 li p. Rover is the adoption of a

rear cham cover m place of enclosed

transmission

nidiu ieaLuie thus, la,i being the silent

chain transmission to the gear box.
The most noticeable altei'ation is that tlie

final drive is now carried out through
a spring link chain instead of a belt.

As in the 5-6 h.p. model, this chain is

protected along the upper" run only.

A leather bolster is fitted undei

the end of the governor spring in the

Philipson pulley in order to eliminate

breakages. ^

In all its main details this type re-

sembles the 5-5 h.p. excepting tor the

Eact that it is fitted with a single-cylin-

der Rover engine, which is exceptionally

quiet in running, especially as to its valve

gear. The T.T. belt-driven models are

also shown on this stand. These ma-
chines have a similar engine, but the

transmission is by belt, either from a

plain adjustable pulley or a Philipson

pulley. In the case of the Philipson

pulley, a very simple hand control may
be fitted operated by a small lever on
the handle-bar.

5-6 h.p. V twin four-stroke JIodel ;

70x85 mm. (654 c.c.) ; side-by-

side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

E.I.C. chain-driven magneto; three-

speed sliding gears ; chain drive

;

28x3in. Dunlop tyres.'

A very fine specimen of a powerful

solo or light sidecar machine is displayed

on the Rover stand in the new 5-6 h.p.

model. There are- several extrertiely

interesting features in this machine.

First, the primary drive is throngh a

noiseless chain, neatly enclosed in an

aluminium case, the final drive being

of the spring link type chain so long
associated with Rover practice. . This
chain is protected by a guard along the
upper run, the guard being extended
over a considerable depth on each side.

'Very simple and positive adjustment for

the tension of the final chain is provided
in a notched quadrant, which makes it

very easy to Keep the wheel in line.

The gear box is of sturdy construction,
having an entirely enclosed kick-starter.

The clutch is of the dry-plate type,

and is operated by a pedal on the right-

hand side of the engine. The gear box
is provided with an unusually large

inspection cover, through which it may
be filled with lubricant. Air internal-

expanding brake is fitted in the rear

sprocket, and the rotation of the front

wheel can be controlled by a shoe act-

ing in the V of a dummy belt rim.

Forks of the Druid type are fitted, and
spring top fork links are used, very wide

flat mudguards being provided for

each wheel. These guards are rolled

over at the edges to form a small val-

ance, and the back part of the rear

guard can be removed for the purpose

of tyre inspection. A large splash

shield protects the magneto and the front

part of the engine from any mud which

might escape from the front guard, and

a particularly neat round-edged petrol

tank, through which
^
the gear striking

lever projects, is carried in- the dropped

top tube of the frame. Following

Rover custom, the oil tank is of circular

formation, and is let into the petrol tank

655

in such a way that the oil pump is

"fixed on the right-hand side and projects

in a convenient manner. Jiletal-beaded

footboards complete the main specifica-

tion of this machine, though the large alu-

minum silencer should not be forgotten,

as Rovers are notably silent on the road.

Attached to the 5-6 h.p. Rover is a fine

sidecar beautifully upholstered and
finished in grey. A wide flat guard,

similar to "that on the motor cycle,

protects the passenger from mud from

the sidecar wheel, and the chassis, which
includes a sidecar stand, is simply and
strongly constructed. One feature of

considerable importance is the method of

supporting the mudguard to prevent

rattle. This is carried out. by stout

tubular stays which are perfectly rigid.

BAT, No. S2.

8 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

85.5x85 mm. (980 c.c); side-by-

side valves ; Amac carburetter ;

C.A. V. magneto, gear driven

;

three-speed sliding gear ; chain

drive.

Bat JIotor Manuk.\cturino Co. (1918),

Ltd., 2, Kihgswood Road, Penge, S.E.20.

—A noteworthy feature of the 1920 8 h.p.

Hinged fork end and distance piece used

in connection with the Bat detachable wheel.

It is locked by a do!^ on .he knock-out

spindle

Bat machine is, in addition to its general

robust construction, the ingenious design

of the rear detachable hub. An advance
upon previous design has been made, inso-

much as no loose distance pieces are used.

These have been superseded by a fixed

distance piece, hinged ,to the rear fork

y^^sJ^u(0i0^' 'msi

Speed men arc catered tor in the 34 h.p. Rover 1 .T. model, which

hand-controlled Philipson pulley

Kg
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An historic name in the motor cycle

World represented by an 8 h.p. Bat.

^ ^rZ

end, and provided with a longitudinal
slot to accommodate the knock-out spindle.

The head of the rear spindle is provided
with a steel washer, which, w-lien the
wheel is in position, locks the flange on
the distance piece rigidly to a similar

flange on the rear fork end. This method
of locking makes the usually tiresome
duty of changing a wheel a very simple
and rapid operation, as the removal of

one nut on the near side of the spindle

permits the removal of the bolt which
automatically releases the hinged distance

piece, when the wheel may be taken out.

The drive from the rear chain sprocket,

in which an internal expanding brake is

located, to the wheel hub is transmitted
through substantial dog teeth, cut e.\-

teruatly on the former, which engage with

similar teeth cut internally on the latter.

In order to facilitate the removal of the

wheel, the rear mudguard is capable of

being lifted up, and this is effected by
withdrawing a long bolt beneath the

lugjgage carrier just behind the large

^etal- enclosed toolbags. Other interest-

ing features of this machine include the

rear springing device, which completely
isolates the saddle and footboards from
the remainder of the machine—a feature
which has long been standard practice
on Bat machines—and the Lucas Mag-
dyno equipment. Five models in all will

be produced next year, a solo and a side-

car machine with the clutch hiounted
on the gear box, and two similar

machines with the rear wheel clutch,

whilst the machine de luxe will be elec-

trically equipped.

• 5 h.p. twin four-stroke Model : 76x85
mm. (770 c.c.) ; side-by-side

valvSS : Amac carburetter ; C.A.V.
gear-driven magneto ; three-speed

sliding gear ; chain diive.

The 6h.p..B"at motor cycle is practically

identical with its companion, the 8 h.p.

model, the principal difference, of course,
being the lower powered J.A.P. engine.
Three models will be produced, fitted

with the new rear detachable hub, two
of which will be sidecar outfits, equipped
with the Bat sidecar, which, it will be
remembered, has a novel and highly
efficient springing system. The remain-
ing two models, a solo and sidecar
machine, will retain the original rear
wheel clutch, and will not be fitted with
detachable and interchangeable wheels. A
feature of both the 6 and 8 h.p. Bat

A 2i h.p.lwc-strcke, the Vir.dec, marketed

by Messrs. Brown Bros.

A novel machine at the Show which is attracting

much attention and comment—the 8 h.p. Bat-

Jap, with coupe sidecar.

models is the method of carrying the gear
box, which is supported on a special sub-

frame running from the rear wheel to the
lower haH of- the crank case. Both
machines also are finished in grey and
have circular tanks. Several examples of

Bat sidecars are displayed, and, perhaps,
the most striking model is an entirely en-

closed miniature limousine body.

VINDEC, No. 164.

2-i h.p. two-stroke Model: 64x70 mm.
(225 c.c) ; Amac carburetter ; T.E.
chain-driven magneto ; two-speed

'gear; chain and belt drive; 24x
S^in. .tyres.

Brown Bnos., Ltd., Great Eastern
Street, E.G. 2,—Simplicity is the keynote,
of the Vindec layout, since a two-speed
transmission is obtained without the use
of a gear box. On each side of the
crank case of the 2\ h.p. two-stroke
engine are chains da'iving countershaft
sprockets of different diameters. These
sprockets are connected to the shaft as
desired by means of a sliding dog, and
the final drive is by belt to the back
wheel. The two-stroke engine is of the
usual three-port type, and both engine
and gear box are carried in a substantial
loop frame. All old-time riders will be
well acquainted with the name Vindec,
and will be glad to see it carried on by
Messrs. Brown Bros, at the present time
by a lightweight machine well worthy of

the reputation of its predecessors.
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THOUGHTS of Olympia are thoughts of new
machines—new ideas -new methods of
construction. Old riders will contrast the

early days with the present—new riders will
find much to make their choice bewildering.

Maudes Motor Mart can assist both.
There you will find skilled advice

—

honest dealing-, and satisfaction—always.
We are iarge contractors of the following

machines, and in many cases can give
early delivery:

—

A.B.C. BLACKBURNE. TRIUMPH. REX.
ZENITH. MATCHLESS. B.S.A. HARLEY-
DAVIDSON. CONNAUQHT. A.J.S. MORGAN.
ALLDAYS. ARIEL. NEW IMPERIAL.
BRADBURY. CLYNO. CHATER-LEA.
ENFIELD. HUMBER. J.E.S. P. & M.

NORTON. N.U.T. RUDQE. ROVER.

MAUDES
MOTOR MART,
100, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.l.
Telephone

:

Museum 557.

Telegrams:
Ab:icateWesdo, London."

We are offering
ROVER and NEW
IMPERIAL Coittbin-
ations at less than
makers' prices :

Nevr Imperial.—8 h.p.
J. \.P. twin ent!me,3-speeiA,
clutch, aU-chain drive,
coaclibuilt Sidecar, W.D,,

all-weather models.
Makers' Price .£144 IKs.

Oup Price - £135

Rover.—6 h.p. J.A.P.
twinengine,3-speed,fluti;h,
chain . drive, coaehbullt
Sidecar, W.D., all-weatlier

models.
Makevi' Price - i'lHs

Our Price - £125

EXETER : 100, Paris St.

Telephone: 933 Exster.
_,

Telegrams

:

Combustion, Exeter."

Temporary Show Address :

7, Hammersmith Rd.
(opjt>osf/eO/ymp(a) London.
'Phone : 1581 Hammersmith.

In answeriufj t/iis advertisement it is ih-siraUlc to mcnUnn " 7'/iti Motor Cycle,
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ffl A Private Owner's 12 Reasons
a for Riding a Sunbeam. =
B
a 1^ a recent competition in the Auto Cycle Illustrated, in which

^ ^ riders were asked to state reasons whi.ch influenced them in

™ purchasing the machine which they ride, Lieut. U. A. INEWriAN
M obtained a prize, giving the following 12 reasons as to why he
m purchased a Sunbeam:— ^'
a

g (1)1 have owned thirty-six machines, light weight, heavy weight, solo and

g sidecar, and I find that it is THE BEST.

^ (2) There is an old motto that " The best is the cheapest," and although the

l]j]]
Sunbeam is the dearest machine on the market it is the cheapest to

a run, and fetches the highest prices, pro rata, second-hand.
M
a (3) Transmission is Weatherproof, absolutely. There is no other machine on
M the market with such solid and perfectly made chain cases.

S (4) It will take a Sidecar anywhere, and 1 mean ANyWHERE.
B (5) The drive is absolutely smooth at the slowest speeds. Noneof the belt-driven

H machines, or Chain-cum-Belt, on the market are its equal in this respect.

B (6) It is better for all-round work than a machine with two or more
^ Cylinders, as less attention is required to keep it in Tune.

^ (7) It steers magnificently. I proved this in the recent Scottish Six Days

Q]]]
where I won a Gold Hedal.

m
QU (8) It climbs anything with total absence of Fuss.

^ (9) It is extremely silent.

"
(lO) I can point out advantages on the Sunbeam single which no other

a riachine can claim in entirety.

(II) The bearings wear ALMOST INDEFINITELY.

^ (12) It starts perfectly, no injection or decompression device being needed,

g In regard to my claim that a 3^ single is the best machine for all-round
11 purposes : it is the type which has been most consistently successful for

W. many years. The only claim in favour of the flat twin is the smooth
B running. I maintain that no flat twin runs smoother than the 3h Sunbeam.

^ As regards a bigger engine, if the 3 1 Sunbeam can do everything, why
* buy a machine of greater power?
a

1 STAND 49, OLYMPIA.
m '

^ MAKERS :-

g JOHN MARSTON, LTD., 11, Sunbcamland, WOLVERHAMPTON
E3
H, LONDON SHOWROOMS :-5 7, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C.I.
B' - '

II 157, SLOANE STREET, S.W.I.
a

mm ^umamammmammmmmmmmmmm^mmmmmumumwmmmmmmmammmumum^m
In aiuwennij //lis advertisement it is desirable to mention " 'Die Motor Cycle."
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The well-balanced proportions of the

'atest 6 h.p. A.J.S. will be appreciated

from this view. A spring seat-pillar is

now a standard fitting.

057

A.J.S., No. 31.
5 li.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

74x81 mm. (749 c.c); side-by-side
valves ; Amac carburetter ; Thom-
son-Bennett chain-driven magneto

;

three-speed sliding gear

;

chain drive ; 700 x 80 mm.
Dunlop tyres.

A. J. Stevens and Co. (1914),
Ltd., Penn Eoad, Wolverhamp-
ton.—One type only of A.J.S.
is shown on this stand, which is

the 5 h.p. sidecar outfit, one of
the most practical and popular
machines of its kind on the
British market. It is full of

interesting points. The careful

student will note the width of

the saddle-tank situated above
the top tube of the frame, ren-

dering it easy to clean. The
width of the mudguards will

be commended, .whilst a very
practical form of spring seat-

pillar, in addition to the com-
fortable saddle fitted, absorbs
all road shocks. The extra hand
lever attached to one side of the

back stand is another practical

feature which enables the rider

to put enormous leverage on to

stand and to raise the whole of

machine with the minimum amount of

effort. All these models are fitted with

the Amac single lever carburetter, con-

cerning the working of which the designer

Is most enthusiastic. The footboards are

rubber covered, with deep studs effectu-

ally absorbing any vibration that may be

felt in the feet. ' The only variation in

types is the fitting of electric light in the

case of one model shown, which is

equipped with a Lucas dynamo, driven

by a Whittle belt neatly enclosed in a

case, off the engine- shaft. The dynamo
is eccentrically momited in its housing,
and if one of the holding-down bolts
is loosened the whole dynamo may be
twisted, and, by this means, aHiy slack in

The cradle supporl

ng engine, sileno

nd iootboaids,

he Alecto.

the
the

the belt may be taken up. "The sw
controlling the lights is fitted to the
of the tank. No one can examine
A.J.S. machines exhibited without
marking upon their practical points
excellent finish throughout.

itch

side

the

re-

and

The centrally operated exhausl

mechanism on the A.J S.

liller

ALECTO, No. 15.

3^ h.p. two-stroke JIodel : '?6x76 mm.
(345 c.c); Amac carburetter;
C.A. V. magneto, chain driven; two-
speed Burman sliding gear ; chain-
cum-belt drive; 26x2^in. Dunlop
tyres.

C.ismwHEBBOs., Ltd., Hildreth Street,
Balham, S.W.12.—Two solo motor bicycles

are to be seen on this stand.
The Alecto is a two-stroke which
po.ssesses several original features
and many interesting points.

- .-Vmong these we may mention
the twin system of exhaust pipes
entering a large silencer, and the
compression release connected up
to the exhaust pipe so as to
eliminate any objectionable
noise. It is interesting to note
that the silencer has three times
the capacity of the cylinder

;

consequently the Alecto should
be among the quietest of two-
strokes. The latest model is now
fitted with a hnndle-bar con-
trolled magneto. .Another special

feature of this machine is the
size of the radiating fins on the
cylinder, which should render

the engine very cool running.
The piston is of an aluminium
alloy known as Magnalium, pos-
sessing tW'O rings, a comjiressior*

ring and a scraper ring. I'his is one
of the new firms which has developed
since the war, and the fnct probably
accounts for the desiuiiers having in-

corporated the novel features, to which
we have referred, wliicli mark a de-
parture from standard twu-stroke pra^.-

tice Among other impio\ements, we
ni IV I'lenlion the f,]ct th.it the split

'Ixtra deep rubber studs are a feature ol

,c A.I.S. footboards. One of the newcomus, the 3.J h.p. Alecto, fitted with ..n engine ol 550 c.c

M
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pattei^n big end is incorporated, the

bearing being lined with white metal,

which is by no means a usual feature

fJ^^(^lLII

A wo-speed model cha;n and belt-driven Sparkbrook. This is one ot the best finished

two-strokes in the Show.

in motor cycle construction. The machine
is finished in dark blue with red
bands, and was described in the issue
of The Motor Cycle of July 31st,

1919, page 112. Since that date one
or two minor improvements have been
incorporated ; the rear brake is now con-
trolled by the rider's toe instead of the
heel, and sensibly wide handle-bars have
been fitted.

SPARKBROOK, No. 77.

2^ h.p. single two-stroke Model :

70x70 mm. (269 c.c); B. and B.
carburetter; C.A.V. chain-driven
magneto; two-speed gear; chain
and belt drive; 25x2in. Dunlop
tyres.

Sp.\rkerook Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Payne's Lane, Coventry.—For the forth-

coming year, the Sparkbrook Co.. have
decided to market one main model oiily,

and, by concentrating on this, their
output, it is hoped, will be considerably
increased. The Sparkbrook is one of

the really, high-class assembled two-
strokes which are now obtainable. Fitted
with a Villiers two-stroke engine and a
two-speed countershaft gear of the coni;

pany's own manufacture, it is an ex-

tremely neat and serviceable little mount.
The detail work is excellent and the
finish e.xtremely taking. Few alterations

hJfve been made, but the following points
are noticeable ; The oil supply from a
Best and Lloyd sight-feed is connected
to a hollo\v engine bolt and passes to

the crank by this means. A very
serviceable and stoutly constructed heel

brake operates a shoe mside the V of

the belt rim, and thus the shoe does not
get in the way of the rear wheel when
the latter has to be detached.' The stand
also has been somewhat improved, and
neat aluminium footboards with service-

able heel plates are fitted. Besides the

two-speed model, a single-gear type is

also shown, and this is exceptional, in

that a countershaft is fitted, and a

chain and belt transmission used. In
both these models, the two-speed or

the countershaft, as the case may, be, is

attached to a special lug by means of a
single large diameter bolt, which,
besides serving as a fixing, is utilised as

a method of lubrication, being fitted

E14

at the top with a large oil cup. Touring
and sporting models of each of the above
types are staged complete.

REX, No. 55.
4 h.p. single four-.stroke Model 77

:

84.5x98 mm. (550 c.c); side-by-
side valves ; . Amac carburetter

;

M-L chain-driven magneto ; Stur-
nieyTArcher three-speed gear, chain
and belt drive; 28x2^in. Dunlop
tyres.

Rex Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Earlsdon, Coventry.—The Rex will long

,

remain in the memory of old motor
cyclists as one of the pioneer makes which
did so much to develop the industry at a
time when it appeared to be in danger of
becoming extinct by the apathy of manu-
facturers' generally concerning motor cycles
some fifteen years ago. The Rex reputa-
tion generally has been bound up more
with twin-cylinder machines than with
those ' of the single-cylinder type, and
though the non-appearance ot the twin-
cylinder Rex at the Show has no doubt
been a source of disapointment to twin
enthusiasts, the new single-cylinder model
should, on the other hand, go far to
revive the Rex name in the world of first-

class motor cycles. Unlike the majority
of single cylinders the new Rex engine

NOVEMBER 2p/i, igig.

has mechanical lubrication carried out

,

more or less on car lines. A large sump,
which also forms a platform for the mag-
neto, is part of the crank case, in which
three pints of oil are carried, and this, in

conjunction with the auxiliary oil com-
partment in the main tank, provides
lubricant for approximately 500 miles. A'
worm-driven pump is fitted inside the
sump, and may be removed complete, if

necessary, by detaching six screws.
Lubrication, in fact, appears to have been
closely studied throughout the machine,
and not least amongst the features of the
framework rriay be mentioned the use of

steel lugs and the large lubricator on
the steering head. This forms part of
the head lug, and has a duct to the lower
ball race. The brake pedal lever also has
a means of lubrication in the form of a
screw-down grease cup, and the bearing
which supports the separate belt wheel

The new oil sump on the Rex outfit

is lubricated by means of a similar grease
cup located at the extremity of the outside
back stay. Large lubricators are also
fitted to the wheels, A noteworthy point
in the engine is that it is fitted with an
aluminium alloy piston of the lantern
pattern,^ and ' the roller bearing big end
and mainshaft are supported on each side
by a large sized ball bearing, the driving
sprocket being further supported by a
bearing of the roller type. The fra'me-
work of the new Rex embodies integral
sidecar lugs, which are of the parallel
type and arranged so that the sidecar
1 \y be fitted on either -side as required.
One of the complete outfits has a sidecar
on the right side of the machine.

The 4 h.p. double-purpose Rex single-cyhnder machme, which is notable for its

long wheelbase.
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The 21 h.p. Junior Triumph two-strol^e.

TRIUMPH, No. 96.
4 h.p. single four-stroke Model : 85x97

mm. (550 c.c.) ; side-by-side valves
;

Triumph carburetter ; M-L chain-
driven magneto ; three-speed sliding

gear ; chain drive ; 26 x 2iin. tyres.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

So far as the Show is concerned, all the
four-stroke models seen on the Triumph
stand are new, ^for it will be remembered
that the 4 h.p. countershaft model, so

extensively used by our D.R.'s in all parts,

of the world, was not to be seen when
Olympia was last held: The two-stroke
is familiar, and remains unaltered. The
real feature of interest on this stand,

however, is the new all-chain-driven
model, known as the S.D. type, which so

distinguished itself as a sidecar machine
in the recent Six Days Trial. The general
outlines jjf this machine closely follow
those of the 4 h.p. chain-cum-belt model,
and here for the first time we see a
Triumph fitted with all-chain transmis-
sion, which has, as might be expected,
been designed in a neat and yet workman-
like manner, in keeping with the Triumph
standard.
The three-speed gear box is one of

the Triumph Co.'s own design and
manufacture, and is of the sliding pinion
and dog type. An interesting point in

the construction of the gear box is that
no splines or keys are used for carrying
sprockets, etc., these being held by pro-

jecting dogs formed on the main shaft.

4- quick thread shock-absorbing device
is introduced, and is mounted on the
gear box main shaft. The clutch is of a
multi-plate friction type running in oil,

and is controlled by means of Bowden
control from the handle-bars. Simplicity
throughout is undoubtedly the chief

feature in all the Triumph models, even
to the internal details. For instance,
both valves are actuated from the one
timing wheel ; the well-known Triumph
spring fork with its one moving joint is

retained until the later enclosed spring
type with its neat damping device can be
manufactured in quantity. The general
clean design of the machine is continually
impressed upon one when examining this

exhibit.

Both the 4 h.p. models are seen
fitted to Gloria sidecars, which have been
re-designed, having a spring wheel sus-

pension which quite insulates the chassis
from road shocks. For the first time
sidecar lugs are incorporated in Triumph
frames.

2^ h.p. single two-stroke Model
mm. (225_c.c.); Triumph
retter ; M-L chain-driven
two-speed gear ; chain
drive; 24x2^in. tyres.

64x70
carbu-

niagneto ;

and belt

To prevent damage to gears when
changing, a sprmg device is interposed

between the control and striking fork in the

latest Triumph gear box.

The Junior Triumph still has its two-
speed gear box operated by handle-bar
control—a point which must appeal to .

all beginners or nervous riders. Lubrica-
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tion is by petroil, a small valve operated
by a plunger allowing the oil to be re-

moved from the oil tank for admixture
with the petrol.

LEA and FRANCIS, No. SO.

3^ h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

J.A.P. ; 70x64.5 mm. (494 c.c);
side-by-side valves ; Amac carbu-
retter ; Thomson-Bennett chain-

driven magneto ; two-speed sliding

gear ; chain drive ; Palmer Cord
26x2|in. tyres.

Lea and Francis, Ltd., Lower Ford
Street, Coventry.—The reappearance of

the Lea-Francis motor cycle after a
somewhat prolonged absence from the
public view will be gratefully noticed by
all interested in an essentially all-weather
and reliable solo meunt. In the first

place, the makers adopted a design
at once neat in outline, and tending to
secure the above-mentioned qualities.

Taken generally, -the machine does not

deviate to any great extent from the
original layout, which proved its worth
in the big trials of 1913 and 1914. Deal-
ing first with the J.A.P.-engined model,
the power unit is the 3^ h.p. twin, em-
bodying the oiling system associated with
that "make, adjustable tappets, and a
simple external exhaust lifter. The mag-
neto is situated behind the engine, and is

driven from the mainshaft, consequently
the contact breaker is easily accessible

on the off side. Transmission from en-
gine to the detachable back wheel .is by
chain, through a two-speed constant mesh
gear box, which is housed in a cylindrical

bottom bracket housing. The final drive
passes over to the right of the machine,
and is enclosed in a compact case of the
same depth from end to end. A multi-
plate clutch is fitted with an ingenious
arrangement of separate handle-bar and
foot controls. Brakes on both front and
rear wheels consist of V-shaped pads
working inside dummy belt rims. This
type of brake, as applied to front wheels,
was originally introduced by the Lea-
Francis firm, and a glance round the
Show indicates how largely this system
has been followed by other designers. A
large silencer, connected to the cylinder
by flexible exhaust pipes, accounts for
the filence of this machine on the road.

Excellent mudguarding has always
been a feature of the Lea-Francis de-
sign, since, in addition to the deeply

A newly designed tlifee-speed gear and all-chain transmission are the chief

alterations on the 1920 model 4 h.p. Triumph.

EI9
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TTie Lea-Francis in 1920 will have an

M.A.G. twin cylinder engine.

valanced front guard, there is a screen
across the front of the footboards
which adequately protects the engine
and the feet of the rider. Details

worthy of attention are the neat in-

spection holes in the chain cases covered
by small discs (similar to contact breaker
covers), held in place by flat springs, the

metal tubes through which the high-ten-

sion wires are led, and the method of

adjusting the front chain by rotating the
gea.r box in its shell. The points just

mentioned serve to show the care dis-

played by the designer in adapting the
machine to the requirements of the prac-

tical motor cyclist.

The second model is engined with the

V twin M.A.G. unit. This has overhead
inlet valves, which, with their cages and
tappet rods, are completely enclosed.

By this arrangement, the whole valve
mechanism may be lubricated by oil spray
from the crank case, and this causes the

engine to be noticeably free from the
mechiinical noise and clatter often asso-

ciated with overhead inlet valves. On
general lines, the specification follows that
of the model already described.

BRADBURY, No. 52.

2| h.p. single four-stroke Model :

74.5x80 mm. (349 c.c); side-by-

side valves ; B. and B. carburetter
; ,

magneto, chain driven ; two-speed
constant mesh gear ; chain-cum-belt
drive ; 26 X 2^in. tyres.

Bradbury .and Co., Ltd., Wellington
Works, Oldham.—Undoubtedly one of the

most attractive solo propositions in the

Show o! the single-cylinder type is the
new 2| h.p. Bradbury. The engine i.s of

a size which a large number of riders

consider ideal for solo work, i.e., 550 c.c,

and the new Bradbury reminds one very
much of a 3^ h.p. countershaft model
slightly cut down in engine size. Every-
thing on the machine appears to be of

excellent quality and finish, and is pro-

duced throughout in the Bradbury factory.

.The frame is of duplex construction at

the front, and embodies the commendable
Bradbury feature of forming the crank
case as a nucleus of the frame. The
main portion of the crank case is a malle-

able iron casting, and upon the side is

bolted an aluminium cover plate embody-
ing the timing case and the inner side of

the magneto cliain case. This form of con-

struction provides rigidity, eliminating,

as it does, the use of engine plates. From
the seat tube to the rear of the gear box
bracket 'an auxiliary member is fitted.

Note the duplex down lube and detachable

tank platforms of the 1920 6 h.p. Bradbury.

which forms a small triangle to which the

gear box is attached. The tank, finished

.m the growingly popular gold ;md black,

has rounded sides, and tapers to the rear.

The two-speed gear differs from the

The 1920 6 h.p. Bradbury, a V twin

with detachable cylinder heads.
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majority, inasmuch as the cork inset

clutch is embodied in the engine pulley.

A kick-starter is fitted on the right side

of the machine, as in the case of the 6 h.p.

model. Druid Mark 11. forks. Brooks

saddle, aluminium footboards, and the

usual tool-box are included in the specifi-

cation. The price of this mount is £85.'

6 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

74.5x86 ram. (750 c.c); side-by-

side valves ; B. and B. carburetter

;

magneto, chain driven ; three-

speed sliding gear; chain drive;

650x65 mm. Dunlop tyres.

The leading Bradbury mount is the 6

h.p. V twin, much after the lines of the

pre-war model, but improved in many
details. Detachable cylinder heads are

used, secured by two long bolts fore and

aft of the cylinder and a yoke which bears

on the cylinder head at two points. The
adjustable tappets have large heads, and

are offset to the valve stems. Installed

behind the engine is a three-speed

countershaft gear box, which has en-

closed kick - starter mechanism. The
machine presents a workmanlike appear-

ance, the efficient magneto shield and

large aluminium footplates being Avorthy

of special mention. Unlike most similar

machines, both the primary and secondary

chains are protected only by a top guard,

a point of design favoured by many riders

who have suffered a chain breakage.

The hub of the rear wheel is of the rj-ick

detachable type, and when removed the

transmission and internal expanding
brake remain undisturbed. A Grindlay
double sprung sidecar is a standard at-

tachment used by Messrs. Bradbury and
Co. on this model, and the complete outfit

will make a wide appeal. The price of

the machine without sidecar is £122 10s.

4 h.p. single four-stroke Model :

89x89 mm. (554 c.c); side-by-'

side valves ; B. and B. carburetter

;

T.B. magneto, chain driven; three-

speed sliding gear; chain drive;

26x2-|in. Dunlop tyres.

This model was one of the favourite >

single-cylinder machines for sidecar work
before the war, and it is not surprising ;

that Messrs. Bradbury and Co. have re-

introduced it for the 1920 season. It

may be recalled that it was on this

machine that Mr. Hugh Gibson put up
some wonderful performances at a time
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vhen the general public was doubtful
oncei'iiing the suitability of the type for

idecar work. Very few alterations have
leen made in the model shown at Olympia,
,nd consist chieiiy of refinements in de-
ail. The tank, like the 2| h.p. model,
las rounded sides and tapers to the rear.

rhe equipment is siniilar to that of the
mailer model, only, of course, everything
s so much larger. As on the twin model,
he rear brake is of the internal expanding
ype-

HOT, No. 113.

8 h.p. V twin Model : 85.5x85 ram.
(976 CO.) ; side-by-side valves

;

Amac carburetter; E.I.C. chain-
driven magneto; three-speed slid-

ing gear ; chain drive ; Dunlop
26x3in. tyres.

Dot Motoes, 38, Ellesmere Street,

ETulme, Manchester.—A noticeable fea-

ure of this sidecar model is the design and
jenerous dimensions of the pedal-operated
ear wheel brake. It is of the internal-

expanding type with a drum Sin. in

liameter and Ijin. wide ; the adjustment
s e.xternal and peculiarly accessible,

rhe machine is shown attached to an
!,\ceptionally roomy sidecar, the up-
lolstery of which is in imitation pig-

skin, while the outfit as a whole, like

,he other exhibits on this stand, is

inished in red. The sidecar has a capa-

-ious bo.x in the bulbous rear portion
,vith a large lock-fitted lid. The sus-

pension is. by means of C springs fore

md aft, while the four stays for attach-

nent are brought to three points on the

rame of the cycle, the two central

ubular members, leading from the lower

ube of the chassis, being carried to a

ag below the saddle tube clip. All the

ugs are integral with the frame of the

nachine, which is fitted with Sa.xou

.pring forks. The mudguarding should

)e particularly effective, for the front

juard is 5ain. wide, the sidecar wing
l|in., and the driving wheel guard 6|in.,

nchiding the flat side extensions.

2| h.p. single Model: 70x76 mm.

(292 c.c.) ; side-by -side valves;

Amac carburetter ; two-speed con-

stant 'mesh gear; 26x2in. tyres.

Two examples df this solo model are

(hown, one with semi-T.T. and the other

Ivith upturned handle-bars. The latter
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The 8 h.p. Dot sidecar machine immedi-

ately strikes one as being particularly clean

in design.

has an Albion gear with kick-starter and
hand-controlled clutch ; both have Saxon
spring forks. The rear brake, pedal-

operated, actuates within the belt rim,

and is provided with a pivot pin

The 1920 3 h.p. Dot has^an internal expanding

brake in the rear hub.

anchored in a slotted lug so that the

most effective angle of pad can be main-
tained when belt adjustments must be
made ; this slotted fixture is additional

to the usual adjustment on the actual

rod between pedal and shoe.

JAMES, No. 71.

5 6 h.p. V twin 'four-stroke Model:
70x76 mm. (662 c.c); side-by-

side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

chain-driven magneto ; three-speed

gear; chain drive; 28 X Sin. Dunlop
tvres.

James Cycle Co., Ltd., Greet, Bir

mingham.—The James Cycle Co. stage

several interesting models, but the 5-6

h.p. will be dealt with first, as it is the

most recently produced. The engine is

a 50° twin-cylinder, having the usual

distinctive James radiating -fins. Trans-
mission from the engine to the gear box
and thence to the rear wheel is by totally

enclosed chains. The gear box is a

special three-speed countershaft gear of

the firm's own manufacture, and the
rear wheel has an 'internal expanding
brake, operated by a pedal on the left-

hand side of the engine. The clutch also

is operated by a pedal on the opposite
side. The front mudguard is fully

valanced, and a very wide rear mud-
guard, extending outside the frame tube
members, is used. Behind the engine
and attached to a seat tube is a Lucas
Magdyno, driven by a chain from the
timing gear. A very simple adjustment

The Vi h.p. James— a solo twin ol 5UU c.c.^with the Renoid chain guard removed,

On the Metro-Tyler the magneto and gear

box are totally enclosed.

is provided for chain tension. Druid
type spring forks are used. Attached
to these machines is a fine example of

James de luxe sidecar, finished in brown
to match the tank, and attached to the
cycle at four points. This sidecar is

fitted with an extremely neat and in-

genious windscreen. The main screen is

of glass, having hinged celluloid side

screens. The whole screen automatically
folds a.w-ay as the sidecar door is opened,
so as to admit of an easy entry. Once
inside, the passenger can, if desired,
utilise a fabric cover for protection.
This cover may be rolled up to the little

dashboard, or, if no passenger is carried,

can be used to cover the seating accom-
modation. A similar ex]ieriniental model
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Flywheel side of tlie 2i h.p. James
two-stroke for 1920.

is shown on tlie stand, the chief altera-

tion being a somewhat larger engine of

750 C.C., having enclosed valve springs, a

larger brake, and a very neatly enclosed

kick-starter. This last-mentioned feature

is standard on all James models. It

must be clearly understood that this

model is purely experimental, and that

no manufacturing programme has been

laid out, so that enquiries from the

public at the present time will be use-

A laminated leaf spring is used in the fork

of the 1920 3^ h.p. Sunbeam.

less. The larger type of machine is also

fitted with Brampton duplex forks.

4^ h.p. single-cylinder four-stroke

Model: 86x103 mm. (600 c.c.)
;

side-i)y-side valves; Amac carbu-

retter, Thomson - Bennett gear-

driven magneto ; three-speed gear ;

chain drive; 28x3in. tyres.

The 4i h.p. James has given satisfac-

tory service for some years past, and its

performance with a sidecar in the recent

Six Days Trials was extremely credit-

able The transmission of the James big

single is similar to that already described

on the 5-6 h.p. model. The James big

single is primarily designed for sidecar

service, and the frame incorporates all

the necessary lugs for sidecar attach-

ment A decompressor is included m the

timino- gear to" facilitate starting^ and

throughout the machine is solidly and

sensil5iy constructed. One feature which

James riders will miss is the use of

Timken roller bearings m the wheels

These bearings are necessarily omitted

owinn- to the impossibility of obtaining

delivery, but a very satisfactory ball

bearinn- has been evolved, m which un-

usually large balls are used, and this type

has shown itself an excellent substitute

in every way.
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3;^ h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

64x77 mm. (500 c.c.) ; side-by-side

valves ; Amac carburetter ; Thom-
son-Bennett chain-driven magneto ;

three-s)_ieed gear ; chain drive

;

26 X 2^in. Palmer tyres.

Primarily designed for solo work, the

3i h.p. twin James is an extremely

handy little mount. Its performance in

the T.T. as regards speed will be re-

membered by keen motor cyclists. It is a

smaller replica of the 5-6 h.p. already

described, though perhaps it would be

more correct if it were called a proto-

type.- This machine is one of the few

motor cycles in the Show which are

purely designed for high speed solo

work, the makers having no intention of

it Toeing used for sidecar purposes. ^ It

is an extremely fine example of its type,

and will be of considerable interest to

the sporting type of rider. In the case

of the 3i h.p. & multi-plate clutch is con-

trolled from the handle-bar.

2i h.p. - single-cylinder two-stroke

Model: 64x70 mm. (226 c.c);

Amac carburetter ; Thomson-Ben-

nett chain-driven magneto ; two-

speed gear; chain-cum-belt drive

;

26x2iin. Dunlop tyres.

The two-stroke James is another model

which performed very creditably in the

Six Days Trials. The engine is the usual

three-port type, but the gear is some-

what unusual, in that there are two

chains from the engine, which are con-

nected as desired to the main camshaft

by dog clutches, whence a belt drive

transmits the power to the rear wheel.

Both the engine and gear are mounted

within a simple loop frame.
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SUNBEAM, No. 49.

3^ h.p. single four-stroke Model
85x88 mm. (499 c.c); side-by-sid

valves ; B. and B. earbuj^tl^t

E.I.C iriagneto, chain - at-.^^e^t

three-speed countershaft ^eap

chain drive in oil bath; 650 x€
mm. tyres.

John Marston, Ltd., Wolverhampton
—There would be much heartburning i

bv any chance Jlessrs. John JIarston

Ltd., "elected to abandon the manu
facture of the popular 3^ h.p. Sun

beam. For some time it has bee:

the Rolls-Royce of solo motor cycles i;

the opinion of a large coterie of single

track enthusiasts, and the rumour curreii

for some time that the well-known singl

would be replaced by a similar machiii

of larger capacity was not received wit

acclamations, as it was considered tha

to enlarge the capacity would be to ms^k

it more suitable for sidecar use than tc

solo riding. The most drastic alterat;io

is the adoption of a new type of spriri

fork, which embodies a laminated le^

The seat lug of the 3J h.p.
|

Sunbeam frame has the rear stays

brazed in. An expander-bolt and

cone secures the saddle-pillar, and

a special lug is provided for the

sidecar attachment.

spring in a very neat manner. The sprii

approximately is 12in. long, and ll

inner end is secured by four" bolts and

cross plate to a platform, which forms tl

bottom pair of links oi the fork. Tl

outer end of the spring slides betwei

two rollers carried in a bracket fixed

the forward extension of the guard, an

The 19i0 3i h.p. Sunbeam, whicn has quick detachable :,nd interchangeable wheels

and a new type of laminated sprmg fork.
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A T section bottom bracket

lasting is now employed on

he 3J h.p. Sunbeam. Front

;hain adjustment is effected bv

I draw bolt

incidentally, also support? the front

number plate. Other improvements are

connected chiefly with details not immedi-
itely apparent. The wheels are now
detachable and interchangeable, and side-

jar lugs are integral with the frame.
The wheels are 650x55 mm., and im-
proved mudguards are fitted, both front
and rear being exceptionally wide. Im-
proved stand clips, screw adjustment tor

the gear box, and a new pattern cylinder
casting are also alterations from the 1919
machine. As in previous models, the
well-known Sunbeam oil bath cases are
ised for the- transmission. The sidecar
chassis for this model is a new design of

the Sunbeam Co., , and is of the under-
ilung type, having the wheel axle sup-

ported at both sides. On the inside the
ivheel spindle is secured by an upright
nember from the longitudinal tube of

;he, chassis, but on' the outer side two
lubes from the front and rear of the wheel
ire inclined, and meet at the wheel
ipindle. The sidecar botly is' low, but
oomy both as to length and width. It

s of metal construction and well uphol-
stered. The guard of 7in. section is

ecured to the body. The finish is made
match the black and gold Sunbeam

iiotor cycle.

8 h.p. four-stroke Model : 85.5x85 mm.
(976 c.c); side-by-side valves;
A m a c carburetter ; jNIagdyno

;

i three-speed countershaft gear

;

1
chain drive ; 28 x 3in. Dunlop tyres.

For 1920 the 8 h.p. Sunbeam very
ilosely follows the lines of the 1919 model,
;

hich in truth would be very difficult to

nprove. Engined with an 8 h.p. J. A. P.
lower unit, fitted with a Sunbeam three-
joeed gear box, and having its chain
(rive enclosed in oil bath cases, this

[iachine is a leading example of V twin
liotor cycles. .The black and gold finish

hich has characterised Sunbeam produc-
es since their inception (and, inciden-
lly, is being copied) is retained, as are
e leg shields, rubber-faced aluminium
fitUoards, and Brampton type forks.

On one of the models exhibited the
icas JIagdyno is fitted, together with
iwey speedometer and the new horn of

e s;ime accessory firm.

NORTON, No. 115.
3i h.p. single four-stroke Model :

79x100 mm. (490 c.c); side-by-
side valves ; B. and B. carburetter

;

C'.A.V. chain-driven magneto

;

belt ; Dunlop 26 X 2^in. tyres.

XouTON Motors, Ltd., Phillips Street,
Jton, Birmingham. — Both Norton
i| chines (there are really three of the
' h.p. belt and chain-driven types, and

viewed as distinct) are designed to be
capable of use with sidecars, but this

model with a single-speed belt drive is

obviously intended for solo work. For
passenger use all-chain drive is recom-
mended, but the belt-driven machine can,

if required, be fitted with a PhUipson
pulley or a Bradbury gear. Full T.T.
bars are standard. This machine is

generally known as the 3| h.p. speed
Norton, and in one form is equipped as

a track machine, every individual model
of which has been certified to exceed 75
m.p.h. Druid forks are used, and a
pedal-operated rear brake with the pad
operating within the V of the belt rim.

Sj h.p. single four-stroke Model :

79x100 mm. (490 c.c); side-by-

side valves ; B. and B. carburetter
;

C.A V, chain-driven magneto ; all-

chain drive ; Sturmey-Archer gear
box; three speeds; Dunlop 650x
55 mm tyres.

This model is fitted with the same
frame as that used for the Big Four Nor-
ton, and provides a 5in. ground clear-

ance for the crank case. T.T. bars are

standard, and also a tank holding two
gallons of petrol and three pints of oil.

As with the speed models, a straight-

through exhaust pipe is fitted with a
capped and drilled extension piece. The
rear brake on all Nortons is now ad-

justed by rotating a left and right-hand

threaded coupling rod, w-hich is of

hexagonal section. The front chain ad-

justment is provided with a draw-bolt
that applies to the anchoring studs of

the gear box, this draw-bolt being
neatly arranged below the bracket with
the head accessibly placed at the rear

end. Similarly neat and precise adjust-

ment is provided for the magneto chain.

On this model, and on the Big Four,

the brake pad applies to a special rim
on the rear wheel. The frame lugs are

exceptionally long, that frpm the head
in which the down tube is telescoped,

for example,- being a full six inches in

length.

4 h.p. single four-stroke IModel :

82x120 mm. (533 c.c); side-by-

side valves ; B. and B. carburetter ;

C.A.V. chain-driven magneto

;

three-speed sliding gear ; chain

drive ; Dunlop 650x65 miii. tyres.

This model represents an unusually

powerful single-cylinder machine for

^TorTon)

3i h.p. T.T. Norton power unit ol 79 x 100

mm. It has a Philipson governor pulley

sidecar work, for, although it is termed
4 h.p., it develops over 11 h.p. at 2,000

r.p.m. Tlie frame has integral lugs with
taper holes for sidecar attachments 'at

tour points ; a noteworthy and com-
mendable feature of the tube arrange-
ments is shown in the triangulated front

members, which provide an unusually
stiff connection and give evidence of

careful consideration ot the stresses im-
posed. The standard type of stand tor

all models has three positions, 7.C., dropped
tor supporting the machine as usual out
of use, and a middle state, where it is

merely pushed on to the ground behind
the wheel and is able then to support a

solo machine by the presence of a power-
ful spring that holds the stand normally
in or out of use.. The chain drive on this .

model is completely enclosed, but the
rear portion has a large and easily re-

movable end that allows the wheel to be
detached in a few minutes. The foot-

boards, of aluminium, are of unusual
area, and have upturned front ends. The
mudguards are very wide—those over the
back wheel and on the sidecar are of D
section (car type), 7in. wide. Three
sidecars are shown, one. that fitted to the
Big Four, having a patented dickey seat
arranged in the tail, the lid of the latter

4 h.p. three-speed Norton with enclosed chain transmiss,o:i
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forming the back-rest of a seat capable -j^g Hglitweight representative of

of accommodating a child up to ten or ^^ Enfield Cycle Co. For the
twelve years of age. When not in use as

jggent the excellent and popular
a seat the cushion drops down and the

^25 c c twin is not listed.
compartment forms a large space for lug-

gage, petrol tin, etc. All sidecar mud-
guards are fitted to the body, and are,

therefore, sprung. The sporting sidecar

attached to a 3^ h.p. chain model some-
what belies its title by affording a degree

of comfort and luggage space unusual on
sports models. But the weight is low,

nevertheless, and the reduction of wind
resistance has been carefully considered.

The lit luxe sidecar cannot fail to attract

attention - and favourable comment, if

only by reason of its hinged back, which
allows a suit case to be carried with room
to spare for a petrol tin, while a long

space running the full length under the

floor of the body will hold golf clubs,

fishing rods, or a gun case.

ENFIELD, No. 72.

6 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

J.A.P. ; 76x85 mm. (770 c.c);

side-by-side valves ; Amac (one-

lever) carburetter ; Thomson-
' Bennett chain-driven magneto

;

two-speed expanding clutch gear

;

chain drive; Palmer Cord 7C10x

80 mm. tyres.

Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Redditch.

—

Not only in this, country, but also in

the Colonies, has the Enfield made for

itself an enviable 'reputation. The com-

pany are specialising on two models

—

the 6 h.p. and the 2i h.p. The well-

known 6 h.p. J.A.P. forms the power
unit of the former, and the transmission

is by the Enfield Co. 's own selective clutch

gear, there being two chains from the

engine to the countershaft with sprockets

giving " unequal ratios. Either of the

sprockets may be clutched to the counter-

shaft, driving the rear chain at will. In

the hub lies a cush shock absorber.

Quickly detachable wheels are used

throughout the Enfield sidecar combina-

tion, and both front and rear wheels

are fitted with dummy belt rims in which

act internal V brake shoes. .The tank

holds a full two gallons of petrol and

one and a half quarts of oil—^^a desirable

feature in powerful sidecar machines.

The Enfield Company was one of the

first to adopt really wide mudguards
extending well outside the forks and
frame tubes. It has also clung

throughout to handle starting. One of

A mud shield is fitted to the torward end

of the Enfield tootboards

the earliest firms to adopt special pro-

vision for dynamo lighting %vas the

Enfield, and its 6 h.p. model is a very

excellent example of a powerful sidecar

The 6 h.p. Royal Enfield and sidecar, a justly popular outfit noted alike for simplicity 0;

construction and reliabilitv in running.

mount, which has proved itself extremelj

popular throughout the world. As th(

sidecar is constructed specially for thi

motor cycle, one never sees the two mail

portions of the combination leaning in

wards—a sight which is only too commoj

on our roads. Lubrication is by sigh

feed drip.

2^ h.p. single two-stroke Model
64x70 mm.- (225 c.c); Amac (one

- lever) carburetter; Thomson
Bennett magneto, chain driven

two-speed expanding clutch gear

chain drive ; Palmer Cord 24 x2iiij

tyres. I

In contradistinction to the 6 h.f

Enfield, the little 2^ h.p. model is

purely solo mount. It is of the thres

port two-strolce type, combining a light

sloping top tube frame and good muc^

guarding, with the usual Enfield chaii

transmission and selective clutch tw(|

speed gear. A large aluminium silenctj

is fitted 'in front of the engine, and tlij

aluminium footboards are provided wit'

small but effective leg shields. Til

miniature Enfield spring fork providf

comfortable riding, so far as the froi

wheel is concerned. Many riders wi

miss the well-known 3 h.p. solo mi

chine from the Olympia exhibit. Th
little machine, with its overhead inli^

valves and mechanical lubrication, hi

long been an outstanding feature in tl

firm's productions. The Enfield cor

pany wisely avoid plated fittings in ,i

their models where such can be avoidc'^

and their black finished worl<manlil|

productions are most effective. "
'

RALEIGH, No. 64.

5 6 h.p, flat twin four-stroke MoDEr

77x75 mm, (698 cc) ;
side-by-sii

valves ; Amac carburetter (one

two-lever)
;

gear-driven magnet

spring frame; three-speed slidii

gears built into countershaft ; cha

drive ; Dunlop 650 X 65 mm, tyres

Raleigh Cycle Co,, Ltd,, Lento

Nottingham,—For the first time for ma

years the Raleigh Co. offer a motor cy<

at Olympia. It is only to be expect

that when this well-known cycle firm

entered the motor cycle industry

production would be of' the highest ord

The fiat twin Raleigh is certainly one

the nicest designs in the Show, and, i

E24
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ike many opposed twins of the lai-ger

ize, the design is such that there are no
igly gaps in the assembly. This result

las been secured by a duplex frame, the
ront cylinder being snugly disposed of
n the triangle formed by the two front'
ubes, while immediately behind the rear
yhnder the vertical duplex members of
he frame are attached to a large casing
vhich forms the main part of the gear
lox. As the latter takes up very little

oom, and the frame elements are imme.-
liately above it, no space is lost between
he rear cylinder head and the mudguard
f the back wheel ; consequently a 5
i.p. flat twin is obtained with a wheel-
lase less than in many single-cylinder

IJ^OT^ILE

jss;^

66^

lies below the back cylinder and has a
long tail pipe to provide the final exit
for the exhaust gases. The chain from
the engine to the Sturmey-Archer gear

The 6 h.p. Raleigh, a flat twin that will appeal to ail because of its distinctive appearance quite apart

from its praiseworthy mechanical features.

- The shock
absorber on the

5-6 h.p.Ralelgb

flat twin engme-
shaft sprocket.

Rear stand bear-

mg on the Raleigh

flat twm ; a spring

washer prevents

rattle.

aachines of the conventional type. There
re several specially striking features
bout the engine, among which may be
iientioned the large aluminium silencer.

Phis is placed directly under the power
init, and extends for practically its entire

ength, two very short exhaust pipes lead-

ng into it. The method of supporting
he engine in the frame, too, is interest-

iig ; jt is carried on the horizontal

members by means
of two special

clips and bolts.

The Raleigh
is also fitted with
a spring frame,
embodying two
quarter - elliptic
springs, carried
from below the
saddle to a loop
which iis pivoted
on the "back fork
near the wheel
centre. Those
who have been
troubled with
rattling tool

lixes and damaged tools through their

rriage in pannier bags on the carrier

their machine will note with pleasure

e position of the Raleigh tool case

ider the horizontal members of the
ame. By placing the toolbag in this

isitioh the contents are insulated from
ad shock. The equipment in every way
good, and includes wide guards and
iminium framed footboards with rubber-
vered centres. The black finish with
A and gold, lines gives the machine a

tinrjiiished appearance.

The gudgeon-
I
pins on the Raleigh

i
flat twin are

' clamped into the

[connecting rod
' small . ends.

BROUGH, No. 69.
5 h.p. flat twin four-stroke Model :

70x90 mm. (690 c.c); side-by-side

valves ; Amac carburetter ; Lucas
Magdyno, gear driven ; Sturmey-
Archer three-speed sliding gear

;

chain drive ; Dunlop 650 x-65 mm.
tyres.

W. E. Beough and Co., Basford, Not-
tingham.—It is an undoubted fact that
Messrs. Brough and Co., besides turning
out a fast machine, have always succeeded
in making their productions extremely tak-

ing to the eye. The latest model 5 h.p.

Brough is no exception to this rule. In
main features there are but few altera-

tions since it was last described, but the

cylinders are now cast with circular

radiator fins. These fins have 'a series

of grooves cut longitudinally at intervals

so as to permit a current of air to reach

all the required spots. The valves are

disposed above the cylinders, and are

closed by rather short but powerful
springs, a,nd the adjustable tappets are

easy of access. One of the most striking

features of the engine is its cleanliness,

even after long use. This is largely

accounted for by the fact that the crank
case is made in one casting closed by a

single cover plate which also forms the

central portion of the induction pipe to

which the carburetter is attached, thus

the incoiSing mixture is warmed by con-

tact with the engine. Two short stub

pipes connect the cylinders to the carbu-

retter. The two-part aluminium silencer

box lies outside the flywheel, and is

covered by a cast aluminium case, the
final chain being protected over the top
run only. Brampton forks provide the
front springing, and the magneto, which
lies above the camshaft, is particularly

accessible. Lubrication is effected by a

simple hand pump, the oil being forced

to a trough with overflows to each big

end bearing ; thence the oil passes to the

crank case and oil well.

Plain bearings are used throughout the
crankshaft, the main shaft bearings being
fed from a point close to the outer end,
and oil is screwed back by means of a

special threaded bearing. The internal

construction of the engine is most inter-

esting. Messrs. Brough have detei-mined
that offset connecting rods are undesir-

able, and in consequence have preferred
to offset the cylinders. An aluminium
piston and hollow gudgeon pin are used
and a special system of scraper I'ings to

ensure equal lubrication to each cylinder.

The workmanship of the internal parts

is extremely fine, and all vital parts are

ground to fine limits. Externally also

the workmanship is good, and blind-

ended nuts are used throughout the
engine. It may be mentioned that it is

possible to remove either cylinder with-

out dismantling the engine, but as it is

an extremely simple process to remove
the whole power unit it is preferable to

do this in the case of an overhaul.

The new Brough is a fine example of

a machine designed by a practical rider

The new 5 h.p. Brough flat twin, a model suitable for either solo or sidecar work
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.who willingly admits the enormous
amount of knowledge of internal com-
bustion engines that he has gained dur-
ing the war, and embodied in his latest

machine. The sidecar, which is specially

built to suit the machine, has a very
simple and strongly constructed frame,
and a roomy well upholstered body is

attached to the motor cycle at four
points, and in addition to the leaf ,spring-
ing for the body the wheel is suspended
on another leaf spring in a particularly

ingenious manner. A large locker is

formed in the back of the bodv.

only : the other an entirely new

model, i.e.. the 5 h.p. twin known as

the Scout.' The latter is a pavticu-

An induction manifold is cast

in the timing gear cover of the

5 h.p. Brough.

INDIAN, No. 93.

5 h.p. V twin fpur-stroke Model :

70x78 mm. (596 c.c.) ; side-by-side

valves ; Schebler carburetter
;
gear-

driven magneto; three-speed gear:,

transmission by spiral gears and

chain; 26x2iin. tyres.

Hendee Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

366-368, Euston Road, N.W.I. —The
Indian exhibit consists of two models

—

one the much appreciated 7-9 h.p.

Powerplus, which is altered in detail

Complete electrical eauipment is fitted on the 7-9 h.p. Powerplus model Indian.

larly attractive mount for solo riders.

Although at first glance this machine
appears to differ from the 7-9 h.p. Power-
plus in size only, a -closer inspection re-

veals the fact that it is in reality different

in many respects, an interesting point

being the double tube frame, which enables

an extremely low centre of gravity to be
obtained and great strength withal. The
front forks are almost exactly similar to

the cradle pattern fitted to the Powerplus.
The engine is a very substantial unit, and
is almost a miniature of the big 7-9 h.p.

Mechanical pump lubrication is provided,

the oil being drawn from the front com-
partment of the ordinary two compart-
ment tank. A three^speed gear box with

a kick-starter is fitted, forming one unit

with the engine, though it is possible to

separate them. An interesting feature,

especially from «a sidecarist's point of

view, is that practically everything which
is ever likely to require attention, such
as chains, kick-starter, and many other
similar fittings, so frequently hidden
away on the left, and, consequently, in-

accessible when a sidecar is fitted, are

all situated on the right-hand side. Con-
trary to usual American practice, the

wheels are 26in. in diameter instead of

28in. ,
This also helps to keep the riding

position very low. Another somewhat
unconventional feature is the exhaust
outlet arrangements. No expansion
box is fitted, the exhaust pipes

being led from the cylmders mto

a somewhat larger pipe flattened
;

the end.

7-9 h.p. V twin four-stroke MoDEt
79x700 mm. (997 c.c); side-b
side valves; Schebler carburettei
gear-driven magneto ; spring fram(
three-speed gear; chain drivi
Goodyear 28 x Sin. tyres.

The 7-9 h.p. Powerplus is shown fittr

to a very smart sidecar, and one is al
to be seen solo. The points which diff
from previous Indian practice are :

details only. For instance, the front fo
connecting links are now drop forgint
and the bell cranks are much largei', t

beanngs of these are adjustable ai

fitted with large screw-down greasei
There is also a greaser fitted for the iub
cation of the rear spring frame hiii

joint.

A solo model Indian, the 5 h.p. Scout, which has duplex loop frame without the rear

springing associated with this make.

E28

mM
Douglas frame tubes have been adopted oi

the new 8 h.p. Williamson.

. VERUS, No. i7a.

2i h.p. single two-stroke i\IODt

62x70 mm. (211 c.c) ; Amao carl

retter; E.I.C. magneto, cli'

driven; belt drive; Dunlop 24,X?|
tyres.

_
. I

Alfhed Wiseman, Ltd., Glover Strfj

Birmingham. — Although comparative
new to the motor cycle public, the if

Verus machines produced during 1^
have performed consistently well in f

competitions this year. The Verus m;f
its debut in the London-Edinbur|^i r.

and was successful in securing for its li

a gold medal. Since then, liowei

,

JMessrs. Wiseman have considerably -

tended their scope by the introduci i

of other models, two of which ni
'

their first public appearance at Olym
The model exhibited is fitted: with
wheels, and the equipment, finish, I

general appearance are distinctly go(
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The Ih h.p. two-stroke Verus, fitted with countershaft two-speei gear.

24 h.p. single two-stroke Model :

70x70 mm. (269 c.c); Amac carbu-
retter; E.I.C. magneto, chain
driven ; Burman two-speed gear

;

chain and belt drive ; Dunlop
26x2J;in. tyres.

'

A more elaborate two-stroke model is the

2^ h.p., as it is fitted with chain-cum-
belt drive and two-speed gear box, pro-

vided with a kick starter. One of its

most notable features is the single alu-

minium casting which completely enclose.^

the flywheel and the chain. It can be
detached by removing three bolts. It is

a commendable idea, and efficiently pro-
tects the most important parts of the
engine, as well as preventing mud from
being splashed upon the rider by tlie

"outside" ilywh^el. A by-pass from
the compression release to the exhaust
pipe is fitted, thus preventing any noise

when the compression is released. Both
in this engine and on the smaller one, to

which we have just referred, the lubrica-

tion is carried out in a; thoroughly prac-
tical manner by means of a Best and
Lloyd drip feed. The oil is first led

to the base of the cylinder. After lubri-

cating the piston it then drops down into

a well at the top of the crank case, and
from there enters two holes on each side
leading to the main bearings. The
crankshaft is drilled to register with the
holes, and the oil passes through ducts in
the webs of the crankshaft to the crank
pin, thus lubiiciting the big end by
centrifugal foice

2J h.p. single four-stroke Model :

Blackburne; 70x88 mm. (339

c.c); side-by-side valves; Amac
carburetter; E.I.C. magneto, chain
driven ; Burman two-speed sliding

gear ; chain and belt drive ; Dunlop
25x24in. tyres.

Another practical type of mount is the

Verus fitted with a 2| h.p. Blackburne
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The fourth model is the 4 h.p. Black-
burne engined machine, intended to meet
the requirements of those who require a

dual-purpose machine. It is fitted with
the latest type of Sturmey-Archer three-

speed gear box and kick starter. Both
this and the lighter types have wide
tanks and are well equipped. The power
and transmission units employed being
well known, need no more than a passing
reference.

WETRO-TYLBR, No. 65.
2^- h.p. single two-stroke Model : 70x70

mm. (269 c.c); Amac carburetter;
C.A. V. magneto ; two-speed gear
(unit construction) ; chain and belt

drive; 26x2^in. tyres.

Tyler Apparatus Co., Ltd., Banister
Koad, Kilburn Lane, North Kensington,
W.IO.—Three machines of the two Metro-
Tyler models are exhibited by the Tyler
Apparatus Co. One of these is the new-

model, which has a, rather distinctive

frame, the seat tube being almost verti-

cal. This and the front tube are one
member, forming a wide loop, in which
the engine and gear are fitted as a single

unit. There are several features which

^--^SSai-.-*- jf^-

-

The 2-J h.p. Metro-Tyler has been redesigned for j 920, and now carries the engine

and gears m a unit assembly.

engine, which suits the taste of the rider
who needs a medium weight mount and
yet does not care for a two-stroke. It is

interesting that this is the only machine
on the -stand -fitted with the Amac two-
lever., carburetter, all the others being
equipped with the siiigle lever variety.

One of the newcomers Into the motor cycle world—the Verus. The model shown has a

Blackburne engine.

make the machine worthy of a close in-

spection, which will reveal that the crank
case, magneto, and gear box are fixed

in the frame between two long side

plates. These plates have an aluminium
top, and so form a case enclosing the
three units, and on the sides are alu-

minium covers enclosing the magneto and
main drives, the belt emerging from a
slot above the countershaft pulley. The
whole assembly strikes one as being a very
goo-d job, and it will make a strong
a.ppeal to those who have long urged the
desirability of enclosing the mechanism.
Frequently newcomers to the pastime have
hesitated on account of their ignorance of

mechanics and the apparently complicated
mechanism of a motor cycle. This model
will go far to remove such impressions,
besides keeping the rider free from grease.

It should have a very ready sale. With
its introduction, the Tyler Vo. enter the
manufacturing field as distinct from the
fitting of proprietary units, as the
machine is built throughout in the com-
pany's works. The other model exhibited
follows more conventional lines, and both
are finished in the deep maroon colour
which has characterised Metro-Tylers
since their introduction early in 1919.

533
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COULSON B, No. 16.

4 h.p. four-streke Model: 85x88 lim.
'

(499 c.c.) ; side-by-side valves j

Capac carburetter ; E. I. C. chain-
driven magneto ; single speed j belt

drive j 25 x 2^-iu. tyres.

F. ASLETT-CODLSON EnGINEEEING Co.,

Albion Road, King's Cross, N.—Three
Coulson motor cycles are staged on this

stand. A new model which has not_
been shown previously is the 4 h.p.

Blackburne-engined single gear sporting
model, which is bound to appeal to the
young motor cycle enthusiast, as it is

of medium weight, does not possess the
complications of a change speed gear,

and yet has sufficient power for a high
turn of speed and for hill-climbing under
ordinary conditions. The Blackburne
engine, with its large outside flywheel

and excellent pulling powers at low
speeds, is an excellent power unit for

a single'geared mount, and from our own
experiences with this engine we can
safely prophesy good results. This model
is fitted with the new Young spring

forks. They are of the usual girder

pattern, but employ two leaf springs

connecting the rigid to the moving por-

tion. The two-stroke model referred to

later has a plated finish specially for

the Show.

2| h.p. four-stroke Model : 71x88 mm.
(350 c.c.) ; side-by-side valves

;

Capac carburetter; E.I.C. chain-

driven magneto ; Albion two-speed
sliding gear ; chain and belt drive ;

26x2iin. tyres.

Another type which is more widely
known among our readers and which has
attained a considerable amount of well-

deserved popularity is the 2| h.p. Coul-

son B, a machine with which we had
some interesting experiences during the
early part of the year. It has sufficient

power to render it delightful for touring
purposes, affording a good turn of speed
on the level, and with a gear which will

enable it to climb any hill this model
should meet with a very ready demand.
The chief points about the Coulson
motor bicycles are the Capac single-lever

carburetter, which certainly gives great
satisfaction on these machines, the fittifig

of a new band brake, and a new stand,

and, of course, the excellent spring
frame. These points were referred to in

our issue of November 20th.

NOVEMBER 27th, jpip..

A new leaf spring

front fork, the

Young, fitted to a

Coulson B.

2| h.p. two-stroke Model : 69x78 mm.
(292 c.c); Capac carburetter;
Eunbaken magneto ; single speed

;

belt drive ; 26 x 2jin. tyres.

Unlike the other machines made by
the P. Aslett-Coulson Engineering Co.,
the Coulson two-stroke is not fitted with
a Blackburne engine, but with a Union,
two-stroke. This is of 2| h.p., and
should appeal to the rider who is a
novice and requires a machine of ex-
treme simplicity and yet of solid con-
struction and reliability.

Also shown on the Coulson stand is a
Blackburne engine fitted with the David
Lightning oscillating valve, which was
described in The Autocar of July 5th,
1919. The combustion chamber is,

roughly speaking, cast in the form of a
hollow ball, in the interior of which is

an oscillating valve, mounted on trunnion
bearings. The valve (in plan) is cir-

cular m shape, has rounded edges, with
two step-cut rings, and is designed to fit

closely inside the spherical combustion

One of the few unconventional
designs in the Show. The 500 c.c.

two-stroke Dunelt designed as a

sidecar mount and having a trun-

cated piston.

A cable-operated band brake is

tilted to the Coulson B.

herent difficulties of a large two-stroke

Bingle-cylinder of the three-port type

have been overcome in this model by the

use of a truncated piston. In addition

to providing a charge fully fifty per cent!

larger than %
possible with the

conventional type
of piston, in-

'

ternal cooling is

provided by the

entrance of the

gas in the annular

chamber. Opposite to each other in the
combustion chamber are two ports—^the

inlet and exhaust—and on the side
thereof is the sparking plug. This valve
has an oscillating motion given to it by
suitable means from the timing gear, and
alternately covers and uncovers the inlet

and exhaust ports. With the type of

valve^ gear employed no springs are neces-
sary, 'as the movement is positive. We
understand that a number of well-known
people are interested in the idea.

DUNELT, No. 33.

3^ h.p. two-stroke Model : 85x88 mm.
(499 c.c); Amac carburetter;
chain-driven magneto ; two-speed

fear, expanding ring type ; Dunlop
5x2|in. tyres.

DUNFORD AND ElLIOTT (SHEFFIELD),

Ltd., 96, Bath Street, Birmingham.

—

If only because it is by far the largest

two-stroke engine in the Show, the new
Dunelt 500 c.c. machine was bound to

create a great deal of interest. Hitherto,

all attempts to make a two-stroke engine
of this size have met with but moderate
success, but it is claimed that the in-

space above tne trunk and outside the

piston body. The engine exhibited
strikes one as being a particularly

massive unit, but, as placed in an
inclined position in the frame, the
appearance of the machine does not

suffer. We are told that the nominal
h.p. at which it will be rated has not

yet been decided, as, although the engine

is only of the same size as the four-

stroke 34 h.p. engine, the power developed
is in the neighbourhood of 7 h.p. The
change-speed gear is of the expanding
ring type embodj'ing a kick-starter. The
mechanism is very neatly disposed in

an aluminium case. The main drive is

taken from the left side of the machine,
while the large flywheel and the magnetp
chain drive are on the right. The
Dunelt has the front and back wheels

detachable and interchangeable. Each
has a belt rim ; when in the front posi-

tion, the groove of the belt rim is used

for the front brake. The mudguards
are particularly wide, and the forks are

of the girder variety, linked so as to

give a rocking as well as the vertical

motion. A leaf spring fork is used, the

laminations being of chrome-vanadiijm steel.

r>34
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transmission unit is used for both. The
standrird Cedos is a thoroughly wel!--

desigiied and practical two-stroke light-

Transmission side of the 1\ h.p. Radco, a two-speed two-stroke model.

RABCO, Nos. 206 and 66.

23 h.p. two-stroke Model : 62x70 mm.
(211 c.c.) ; Amac carburetter; Lion
chain-driven magneto ; single speed ;

belt di-ive; Dunlop 24x2m. tyres.

E. A. Radnall and Co., Ltd., Dart-
mouth Street, Birmingham.—This firm
has on exhibition several examples of

the 1920 model which, in many respects,
resembles the pre-war product. The
engine is of the conventional three-port
type, having a magneto platform cast at
the rear of the crank case. The inner
part of the magneto chain case., also, is

integral, a construction and. design which
places the magneto well out of the way of
mud thrown up from the front wheel.
The frame follows conventional lines, and

'

the forks now fitted are of the Druid
type, while the equipment includes alu-
minium footboards, Xl-All saddle and
two pannier bags. Both single and two-
speed models are exhibited, the prices of
which vary from £48 to £55.

CEDOS, No. 18.

2i- h.p. two-stroke Model : 62x70 mm.
(211 c.c),; Cedos carburetter; Run-
baken chain-driven magneto ; two-
speed gear ; chain and belt drive

;

24x2i Dunlop tyres.

Hanwell and , Sons Components,
Ltd., Northampton.—Though two types
of Cedos two-stroke motor bicycles are
shown on this stand, the sam_e power and

A well-designed lightweight, all the com-
ponents of which, including power unit, gea""
and forks are manufactured by the Cedos Co

weight in which a number of interesting

features is embodied. The engine is of

the three-port variety, of which the

cylinder is an extremely light and strong

casting, carefully ground as to the bore
and combustion chamber so that no rough
surfaces are left to encourage carbonisa-

tion. The exhaust ports are double, and
are cut in the thickness of the cylinder
wall only, thereby allowing an immedi-
ate expansion of the gas inside the en-

larged passage to the exhaust bulb. The
small end bearing is of large diameter,
and is a grooved phosphor bronze bush
with a slightly tapered hollow gudgeon
pin. Lubrication is effected by the oil

entering the cylinder wall through the
collector slot on the side of the piston.
The big end is fitted with Hoffmann
roller bearings, wliile the main shaft runs
on self-aligning ball bearings and finally

on phosphor bronze bushes grooved so as
to keep the oil in the crank case, and
thus prevents crank case compression
leakage. Particular attention has been
paid to the balance of this engine. The
engine should keep cool owing to its good
design, and further to assist this the top
radiating fin is of copper. In order to
allow access to the one cylinder nut,
which is shielded by the magneto chain
case, on the undoing of one screw a large
V-shaped piece can be taken out of the
cover. The carburetter fitted is of the
firm's own design. It has horizontal
throttle and air tubes arranged in the

66q

direction of the flow of gas, and is so

designed that it gives slow running with-

out four-stroking. The gear box is of

particularly neat design, is cylindrical in

shape., and is mounted concentrically in a

cylindrical lug. To take up any slack in

the chain it is only necessary to undo one
nut and insert a small tommy bar pro-

vided in the tool kit in a hole on the

exterior of the gear box casting, when a

couple of taps with a hammer will effect

the required adjustment. The adjust-

ment of the magneto chain is equally well

provided for, as the magneto is mounted
between two V-shaped wedge pieces, of

which one is loose and the other a fix-

ture, and the undoing of one liut allows

the magneto to be slid in either direction

without altering the chain line. As an
example of the care displayed in the de-

sign of this motor bicycle we may men-
tion that an undershield is fitted beneath
the power unit, which is raised up in

front so as to protect the rider's feet

from mud, while there is only one sepa-

rate clip on the machine, and that is on

the down tube for the purpose of hold-

ing together the control wires. All other

^\/

The Cedos flywheel and chain cover

lugs, such as those for the brake
brackets, are brazed on to the frame.
Both brakes act on the rear wheel, one
on the outside of the belt rim and the
other on the inside ; these are controlled

by the rider's right and left feet. So
far as the control is concerned, there are
two double sets of control levers on the
handle-bars, one set working the air and
throttle, another the spark, and the
fourth the change-speed mechanism.

N.U.T., No. 116.
32 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

64.5x76 mm. (496 c.c); side-by-

side valves ; Amac (two-lever) car-

buretter ; Lucas Magdyno, chain
driven ; Sturmey-Archer three-

speed ; chain and belt drive

;

Palmer Cor-d 26x2^iu. tyres.

Ne,\vcastle-up6n-Tyne Motor Co.,
Ltd., St. Thomas Street, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne.—Several examples of the newly-
produced N.U.T., the North-country pro-
duction, which has created so great an in-

terest in the motor cycle world. Built and
designed after considerable experience in

numerous T.T. races by a practical rider,

the new N.U.T. is certainly a solo mount
that will strongly appeal to all types of

motor cychsts. Though built up of high-
class conponent parts, the machine bears
evidence of having been carefully de-
signed in all its details. The engine is-
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E^Si^lUS

Complete electrical equipment is somewhat rare on British so'o machines. The 3J h.p. N.U.T.
has the Lucas combined lighting and ignition Magdyno.

specially consti^ucted for the firm by-

Messrs. J. A. Prestwich and Co., and the
frame has been carefully adapted to take
it whilst retaining the low position so
generally favoured. Beneath the engine
is a^ spacious aluminium silencer of shapely
design, wliich greatly enhances the ap-
pearance of the machine. It is fitted
with the Lucas Magdyno set, with the
battery box attached to the saddle tube
of the frame, and the lighting switch
situated at the rear of the tank. Instead
of trusting to the ordinary type of lamp
bracket for the Lucas head lamp, the
makers have specially cast lugs on the
handle-bars, and have designed a light
double member bracket carr-ying the
lamp well forwai'd and low down, so
that there is a beam in just the correct
position. The handle-bars are wide,
and afford a comfortable riding position.
The small petrol injector, instead of being
carried loosely in the tool-bag is specially
provided for in the hfead, being held
securely by spring clips. The chain from
the engine to the gear box is enclosed
in a neat aluminium case, whilst the brake
acting on the rear belt rim is of ample
dimensions. Altogether, the N.U.T. is

a really atti-active mount, its well-
balanced lines commanding appreciation.

JOHNSON MOTOR W^HEEL,
No. 28.

__ Horizontal flat twin two-stroke
Model : , _

Johnson carburetter
;

magneto in flywheel, also acting
as dynamo; chain drive; 26x2in.
tyres.

'

W.T.T. Engineehing Co., Ltd".,

6-10, Calling Road, Hammersmith, Lon-
don, W.l.—The Johnson motor wheel
was recently described in The
Motor Cycle. This is one of the

most practical forms of motor attachment
for pedal cycles. The power unit is a
horizontal flat twin two-stroke with a
flywheel magneto, which also acts as a
dynamo, and a special rear wheel chain,-

driven and equipped with a spring
drive.

BOWN-VILLIERS, No. 148.
2^ h.p. Villiers two-stroke Model :

70x70 mm. (269 c.c.) ; Amac car-

buretter; C.A.V. chain-driven mag-

-. -The latest model N.U.T. has a switch-box

fixed on the rear of the tank.

neto ; two speeds, Sturmey-Archer
or Albion gear ; chain and belt

drive; 26x2iin.- Dunlop tyres.

BowNS, Ltd., ^olus Works, Summer
Lane, Birmingham.—Bown motor _ cycles
were commencing to gain an enviable
reputation for sound design before the
war placed a temporary restriction on
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their output. One of these machines now
reappears on the stand of Chas. B. Tim-
perley and Co. in the Gallery, and ex-

amination reveals much of the care which
has been exercised in its design. While
it follows conventional specification,

special attention has been paid to details.

Large hubs are fitted, f^in. spindles being

used, while, to eliminate cranking of the

rear brake rod, a specially designed pedal
has been made which leads the control

behind the flywheel. The price, with
two-speed hand-controlled clutch and
kick-starter, is" £65.

J.E.S., No. 39.

1 h.p. single four-stroke Model:
55.6x60.3 mm. (146.4 c.c); over-

head m.o. inlet valve; J.E.S. float-

less carburetter ; Lion magneto,

chain driven ; single speed ; belt

drive; Dunlcrp 26x1Jin. tyres.

J. E. Smith, J.E.S. Motor Works,
Gloucester.—An exceedingly interesting

little lightweight, the power unit of which

is well worth a careful study. The inlet

valve is of the overhead variety, and the

tappet mechanism is entirely enclosed.

There is a sump at the base forming part

of the crank chamber, and oil is delivered

from this by means of a pump submerged
therein to the principal bearings. Owmg
to an ingenious arrangement, the hollow

floating gudgeon pin receives oily vapour,

and is adequately Lubricated. There is

only one bearing, that on the flywheel

side, the flywheel being of the external

variety, and the crankshaft has a flying

balance weight and an extension driving

the timing gear. The piston is of alu-

minium. Gas is fed to the engine through

a, floatless single lever cai'buretter. The
other lever of the two on the handle-bars

raises the exhaust valve for starting.

The J.E.S. is not, strictly speaking, a

motorised bicycle, although the unit is

designed to fit into the diamond frame of

an ordinary cycle. The makers, however,

prefer to sell it as a complete unit. It i

has been very carefully thought but, and 11

is a very fine piece of design. The' com-
'j

fort of the rider has been well studied, 1

and Druid spring forks of the lightest •

pattern are pi'ovided. The transmission •

is by Whittle belt, the tension of which '

can be varied by means of a jockey pulley. ,

A front rim brake is fitted whilo
.

the rear brake is of the coaster pattern.

It is clearly the lightest motor bicycle

made at the present time.

The 2i h.p. Bown-Villiers two-stroke two-speed lightweight for 1920.

D38

The latest J.E.S. 1 h.p. motor bicycle, probably the simplest

machine in the Show.
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CLYNO, No. 103.

8 h.p. V twin Model : 76x102 mm.
(925 c.c. ); sicl§-by-side valves;
Amac carburetter ; T.B. magneto,
chain driven ; spring frame ; three-
speed sliding gear ; chain drive

;

28 X Sin. wheels.

Clyno Engineering Co., Ltd., Pelham
Street, Wolverhampton.—One of the
most attractive sidecar machines in the
whole Show is the new model Clyno.

The interior ol the Clyno t.mmg case

showing exhaust lifter gear. When the

control forked member is lifted by the Bowden
control, the exhaust rocker arms are forced

outwards, thus raising the exhaust valves.

Two sidecar outfits are shown, while

one of the famous machine gun outfits

which has been dug up from some
Government dump is also exhibited,

and will undoubtedly prove a point

of interest to the many members of

the Machine Gun Corps, who propose
to meet at this stand during the Show.
In addition the little lightweight two-
stroke is also shown. To describe

fully the many interesting points would
occupy too much space, so we must con-

tent ourselves with just a few of the
most notable details. The engine is of

extremely neat appearance, and, an en-

tirely new feature for the Clyno, is fitted

with detachable cylinder heads. The
spark plug is situated in a pocket of its

own directly over the inlet port, the %'alve

caps being thus unhampered, and pro-

vided with cooling fins. The engine is

lubricated by means of a mechanical
pump, which is of the vane type, and
derives oil from the tank via a sight-feed

regulator. From the pump the oil passes

to the front cylinder, and thence by
splash to other parts. All surplus oil

which reaches the rear cylinder passes

by means of a duct again to the front.

The exhaust lifter nTechanism is also ex-

tremely neat, all the Bowden working
mechanism being readily accessible out-

side the engine and easily removed for

replacement. These machines are finished

in slate grey with black lines and black
guards and forks, which give a most
elegant and serviceable appearance. All

parts of the machine are unusually acces-

siljle, and the appearance throughout is

both extremely pleasing to the eye and

at the same time very practical. The
sidecar is of Clyno manufacture, and is

fitted with a windscreen ; it is extremelj'

roomy and comfortable.

2^ h.p. two-stroke JIodel : 70x70 mm.
(269 c.c); Amac carburetter; gear-

driven magneto ; two-speed integral

with crank case ; belt drive

;

26 X Sin. wheels.

The Clyno lightweight, which has now
been on the market for a considerable
number of years, and has proved itself

to be one of the finest machines of its

class, is unaltered in its principal fea-

tures. The compact engine and gear unit
"is a feature which is at once most notice-

able, incorporating as it does the two-
speed gear and metal-to-metal plate
clutch, with final belt drive.

_
The front

pulley is protected by a cast aluminium
shield. Beyond the engine unit the
machine is conventional. Lubrication
is by drip feed to the transfer port,

which method gives the dual advantage
of drip feed and petrol-oil systems.

MARTINSYDE-NEWMAN,
No. 43.

,6 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

70x88 mm. (680 c.c); overhead
exhaust valves ; Amac carburetter

;

M-L magneto, chain driven ; three-

speed sliding gear ; chain drive
;

650x65 mm. tyres.

Martinsvde, Ltd.; Maybury Hill,

Woking.—Shown to the public for the
first time at O'lympia, the new Martinsyde
cannot fail to attract attention. De-
signed by a well-known motor cyclist

in conjunction with the experts of an
equally well-known aeroplane works, with
excellent facilities for production, this

machine starts with every hope of success.

One of the chief features of the engine
is the disposition of the valves, the

exhaust valve being above the inlet.

The ports are of the streamline variety,

so that the maximum amount of efficiency

can -be anticipated. Adjustable tappets
are, of course, fitted. The deeply
waisted pistons are of cast iron, are light,

and have one ring fitted at the top and
one ring at the bottom, while the gudgeon
pins are held by a split ring—a system
often adopted ill aeroplane practice.

Lubrication is by splash, and the car-

Overhead exhaust valve cage on the 6 h.p

Martinsyde. Note the flanged jointS-

buretter chosen for the coming year is

the --single-lever Amac. Quite a good
feature is the carrying of the M-L mag-
neto in an aluminium watertight case
provided with inspection doors so that
it can be rendered accessible in a moment.
Messrs. Martinsyde, Ltd., have been very
wise in their choice of a gear boS, having
adopted the A.J.S. three-speed counter-
shaft gear incorporating a cork insert
clutch and kick-starter, and this they in-

tend to manufacture under licence. The

Power unit of the 1920 model 8 h.p. Clyno sidecar machine. Attention is drawn to the

mounting of the Lucas Magdyno and the switch on the tank.
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Overhead exhaust valves, situated

above inlets, are features of interest

in the new Martinsyde-Newman
6 h.p. engine.

transmission- is by chains enclosed in oil-

tight cases. A foot-controlled external

band brake working on a drum of large

dimensions is fitted on the rear hub and
the front brake on the Brampton spring

forks is of the conventional shoe type.

A hood and an Auster screen form part

of the sidecar equipment. _
ALLON, No. i04.

2| h.p. single-cylinder two-stroke
Model: 70x76 mm. {292 c.c);

B. and B. carburetter; chain-driven
magneto ; two-speed sliding gear
with clutch and kick starter

;

chain-cum-belt drive; 25x2gin.
tyres.

Alldays and Onions, Ltd., Birming-
ham.—Messrs. AUdays and Onions are

showing three of their machines, all of

which are of the same model and differ

very slightly from the firm's previous pro-

ductions, which have won for themselves a

name as most substantial and roadworthy
lightweights. The engine is of special
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and has a handle-bar controlled clutch and

a substantial kick-starter. The tank has

a flush top, which is now becoming
popular on other makes, and not only

gives a very neat appearance, but obviates

the difficulty of cleaning dust and dirt

from beneath the top tube. This model

is priced at £70.

OLMYPIC, No. 123.

2i h.p. two-stroke Model : 70x70 mm.
(269 c.c.) ; Amac carburetter; chain-

driven magneto ; two-speed gear

;

chain-cum-belt drive; 26x2iin.

tyres.

Olympic Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd.,

Granville Street, Wolverhampton.—The
Olympic is a nice little machine built

i on modern lines, the power unit being
•-' the Verus two-stroke. This engine is

design, and has many interesting ponits. fitted with an external flywheel, and out-

The cylinder and top half of the crank side the flywheel there is a chain sprocket,

case are cast in one, and access to the the chain being enclosed m an aluminium

piston for cleaning, etc. . is obtained by case, conveying the drive to the counter-

dropping the lower half of the shaft gear, which mcor-

crank case, a very simple process - *^*.«.
porates a

_
clutch^ controlled

in this design. The
crankshaft, connect-

ing rod, and piston
may then be with-
drawn. This firm was
one of the first to

adopt the sloping
type top tube, thus
enabling a very low
riujng position to be
obtained, and it has
for a considerable
time fitted external
contracting band
brakes to both
wheels, the fronB
being operated from the handle-bar,

while the rear is apjAied by the usual
pedal. A two-speed gear box is fitted,

fiom the handle-bars and a

A distinctive two-stroke, the Allon, which has a large saddle tank and high leg shields.

The Olympic-Verus two-speed chain and belt driven machine.

kick starter. One of the most interesting

features of the machine is the suspension
of the gear box, -which is attached to

a special bracket, the centre of which is

pivoted from the bottom bracket of the

frame. The forward end of the plates

forming this bracket is slotted, and 1

there are two, small distance screws also

at the forward end and above the slot

bolts. To adjust the chain it is only-

necessary to loosen the pivoting bolts '

and the slot bolt, and give a very

slight movement
. to the ' distance

bolts, when the gear box is dis-

placed sufficiently to allow the neces-

sary chain adjustment. The construction
of the frame is not without interest, as

there are no curved tubes ; also, a special

flat is provided underneath the rearward
portion of each chain stay, against which
the legs of the stand abut. The handle-
bars, we may mention, are wide, and
should give an excellent control of the

machine on rough roads. Footboards of

ample dimensions are fitted. . The tank is

wide and of ample capacity for fuel and
oil.

NEW HUDSON, No. 74.

2i h.p. two-stroke Model : 62x70 mm.
(211 CO.); B. and B. carburetter;

chain-driven magneto ; two-sgeed

gear; chain-cumrbelt transmissioji;

24x2in. tyres. ' .

New Httdson Cycle Co., Ltd., Ick-

nield Street, Birminghain.—For 1920 the

New Hudson Co. will concentrate on a

D40
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A lightweight de luxe. The touring model two-stroke 2i h.p. New Hudson, fitted with deep
mudguards, leg guards, and footboards.

2j h.p. two-stroke model, having stopped
production of their larger types. The
two-stroke will be produced in quantity,
and is a very handy little runabout. The
engine is designed on standard two-stroke
lines, and is of the three-port type, lubri-

cation being by means of sight feed drip,

and a branched pipe which leads to the
base of the cylinder and the magneto
drive side bearing. The release valve is

connected to the silencer, so as to avoid
noise, and it is actuated in a particularly
neat manner by a little plunger operated
from a bracket on the lower tank rail.

From the engine the drive is taken to
the two-speed countershaft gear by an
entirely enclosed chain, final drive being
by belt over a large diameter front pulley.
Mudguarding has received special atten-
tion, and- in addition to full valances on
both guards both aluminium footboards
and leg shields are fitted. The rear
brake acts on the outside of the V of the
belt rim.

BEARDMORE-PRECISION,
No. 95.

3^- h.p. single two-stroke JIodel : 74x81
mm. (350 c.c); Amac carburetter

;

Thomson-Bennett magneto ; chain
driven; spring frame; two-speed
gear, expanding ring type, integral
with crank case; chain drive;
26x2|in. Dunlop tyres.

F. E. Baker, Ltd., Precision Works,
King's Norton, Bir-
mingham. — Messrs.
F. E. Baker, manu-
facturers of the

famous Precision engine which has been
so well-known for many years, are now
introducing, in conjunction with the

famous aeroplane firm of Beardmore, a
lightweight of most distinctive design.

Possibly -the featiire which is most
noticeable at first glance is the novel
construction of the frame, which is sprung
both back and front, its outstanding
distinction being that the tank is fornled

of two steel pressings welded together
and taking the place of the top main
tubes of the frame. This gives a very
clean appearance, there being no corners
or crevices for the collection of dust
and dirt. Another extremely novel

feature of the frame is the fact that

the mudguards, which a-re also steel

pressings, form essential parts of

the frame, acting as they do in the

dual capacity of mudguards and
triangulating the front and back
units of the construction. Tnis not

only affords very great strength, but
also ensures most excellently rigid

guards and obviates a number of

fiimsy stiiys. The springing, both
back" and front, is on the cantilever

principle and extremely original in

design. The back stays are hinged
at the bottom bracket on ball bear-

ings, which are naturally adjustable

for wear. The engine has many novel

features worthy of notice, the one
which possibly appeals to the average
rider most being its excellently carried

out system of automatic lubrication. The
engine and gear box are formed in one

673.

unit, and the gearing, which is of the

double chain variety, actuated by ex-

panding clutches mounted on the crank-

shaft, is entirely enclosed in' the crank

case and runs in the oil sump.
.
An

interesting point in connection with

the gears is that, although double chains

are used, each chain is independently

adjustable by means of arms on either

side of the crank case working in a

quadrant. By turning these arrns jockey

sprockets, workmg on eccentrics, take

up any slack which may exist in that

chain. The brakes also are novel, the

footbrake, which is of the contracting

band type, acting inside the gear box.

The front brake also has a contracting

band of ample dimensions. .
Another

point which attracts one's attention is

the carrier, which is composed of a steel

box and is fitted out with recesses

specially designed for the holding of tools

and spares. This also gives a neat

appearance" and obviates many corners

for the collection of dirt. Aluminium

footboards are fitted in which the front

ends are upturned, forming very effective

A striking exhibit is the all-steel 330 c.c. soring frame BearJmore-r'recision.

The 350 c.c. Precision two-stroke engine, with

sections cut away to show the design of the internal

parts.

leg guards. All the controls are operated

from the handle-bar With the exception of

the foot brake, and both the front brake
and compression release valve are operated
by roller levers.

HOBART, No. 106.
2| h.p. fonr-stroke single-cylinder

Model: 70x76 mm. (292 c.c.)

;

side-by-side valves ; Amac carbu-

retter ; C.A. V. chain-driven mag-
neto ; spring frame ; two-speed
Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain-cum-
belt transmission; 26x2^ in. Dun-
lop tyres.

2-2 h.p. two-stroke Model : 70x70 mm.
(259 c.c); Amac carburetter:
C.A. V. chain-driven magneto ; two-
speed Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain-

cuni-belt drive; 26x2|in. Dunlop
tyres.

HoEAET Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

Messrs. Hobart have on view two types

D<(3
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of machine—one a two-stroke, the other
being fitted with a J.A.P. engine. The
machine which is the most interesting,

ijowerer, is the spring frame model. This

Exceedingly neat frame design characterises the 2-| h.p. two-stroke Hobart.

suspension is extremely neat and incon-

spicuous. It is original,.' and differs

from the majority of spring frames in

that the springing- is carried out by
means of coil springs, and is very similar

in action to the usual form of front spring

fork. It is very neatly arranged, and,

having a 6in. bearing where the rear

frame hinges alignment is ensured.

Front springing is by Brampton Biflex

fork. The sloping top tube and torpedo-
shaped tank, which has a flush top en-

tirely covering the frame tube, give a
neat and cleanly appearance. These
ma'chines are fitted with two-speed gear
boxes with kick starters ; the two-stroke
model, however, has handle-bar control

for the gears and no clutch. All models
have Best and Lloyd pump lubrication.

A front rim brake with Bowden control

is fitted, that at the rear being of an
improved pattern worked on the inside

of the belt rim. The machines are

finished in all-black, and' are shown with
both touring and T.T. bars, and a single-

geared two-stroke is listed.

ELSWICK, No. 97.

3^ h.p. single two-stroke Model :

74x81 mm. (348 c.c); Amac car-

buretter, Thomson-Bennett chain-
driven " magneto ; two -speed
Sturmey-Archer gear ; chain and
belt transmission; 26x2^in. Dun-
lop tyres.

Elswick Hopper Cxclb akd Motor
Co., Ltd., Barton-on-Humber.—On this

stand are shown two motor cycles. Botn
machines are identical, except for finish,

though one is known as the Elswick
and the other as the Torpedo. The
Elswick is an extremely neat light-

weight, fitted with a Precision 3^ h.p.
two-stroke engine, which has sump lubri-
cation, as described in the Beardmore-
Precision. The machine is quite simple,
and on strictly conventional lines. It is

finished in the well-known Elswick shade
of green, and lined with gold, and has
a particularly distinctive appearance.
The engine chain is neatly encased, the
cover also enclosing the outside flywheel.
A^ Sturmey-Archer two-speed gear box
with kick-starter is fitted, and the
machine has Brampton Biflex spring
forks.

CONNAUGHT, No. 102.

2i h.p. single two-stroke Model~: 73x70
mm. (293 c.c.) ; Amac, B. and B.,

or Senspray carburetter; B.L.I.C.

chain-driven magneto ; single or

two-speed ; sliding dog gear

;

25x'24in. Dunlop tyres. .

"BORDESLEY ENGINEERING Co., LTD.,

N"ew Bond Street, Birmingham.—Two

Combined exhaust and inlet pipe casting

on the Connaught two-stroke. The lower
port passes the mixture from the carburetter

to the cylinder, considerably cooling the

exhaust port above, and the gases passing

through the tw.n pipes to the silencer. The
exhaust gases in turn heat the mixture
entering the cylinder.

types of this machine are exhibited—one
the standard, which is shown as a single
gear model and also as a two-speed model
with chain-cum-belt drive ; the other, the
Connaught miniature, which is a smaller

The latest model of

one of the pioneer two-

machine, but with the same sized jengine.

This also is shown as a single-speed and
as a two-speed. A notable feature in the
construction of the engine, and a point
which this firm was the first to adopt, is

the combined exhaust and inlet manifold,
which allows the incoming gases to cool
the exhaust port and the ingoing cold
charge to be heated—a considerable ad-
vantage on a two-stroke. Another inter-
esting point in the construction of this
engine is the size of the crankshaft and
bearings, which are very substantial
indeed. PetroU lubrication is used, and
a measure is fitted to the machine between
two pump clips, which is quickly acces-

stroke, firms, the Con
naught 2jK.p. model

The Connaught change-speed bracket is

clamped to the front down tube, the
operating lever thus being accessibly

pla ed.

sible. The oil tank is provided with a
pump for withdrawal of the oil for admix-
ture with the petrol. . The miniature f

model is a very handy little mount,
especially for town work. The machine
generally is of orthodox design, and is

nicely finished.

BLACK PRINCE, No. 42.
4 h.p. two-stroke flat twin Model ;

73x60 mm. (500 c.c).

Black Prince Motors, Ltd., Barnard
Castle, Co. Durham. — Unfortunately,
owing to the moulders' strike, the makers
are unable to show the complete machine.

The horizontally-opposed . two-cylinder
power unit is shown, and an example of

the pressed ' steel frame in which it
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proposed to mount it. The engine of the

4 h.p. horizontally-opposed two-cylinder

motor cycle has been increased in dimen-
sions since the time it was first described

in The Motor Cycle of July 24th last.

The bore and stroke are now 73x50 mm.,
ajid, whilst the engine is rated at 4 h.p.,

it is claimed that it develops 8^ h.p. on
the brake. It will be recollected that a

feature of particular interest in this

engine is the common combustion
chamber for the tw'o cylinders. The con-

siruction of the engine is extremely
simple, the entire power unit consisting

of only two castings, which are similar.

The gases enter into the lower part of

the rear cylinder, and are passed by
crank case compression into the common
combustion chamber, where they are fired

by a single sparking plug placed in the

centre. Admission into this combustion
chamber is through a small automatic
valve. It is claimed by the makers that

a particularly uniform flow of gases is

obtained by their system, a com-
paratively slow flame propagation being

produced. Underneath the engine is

attached a large aluminium silencer of

rectangular form, which is rigidly bolted

up to the two exhaust ports, and forms
a part of the power unit ; it is also used

for the attachment to the frame.

A smaller model of the pressed stee!

frame is also shown, which is fitted with

a Union single - cylinder two - stroke

engine.

In addition to these two motor cycles,

a new Black Prince four-wheeled run-

about is being demonstrated outside

Olympia. This machine is very interest-

ing. A two-cylinder two-stroke engine

is fitted, 70 mm. bore by 78 mm. .:itroke,

giving a cubic capacity of 670 c.c. The
fi.A.C. rating is 6 h.p., but the [.ower

developed on the brake is Miid !o be
9 h.p. The engine is, . in fact, two
single-cylinder two-stroke engines fitted

together.

SUN, No. 67.

2i h.p. two-stroke Modkl : 70x70
mm. (269 c.c.) ; B. and B,- carbu-

retter ; chain-driven magneto ; two-

speed constant mesh gear ; chain

and belt drive; 26x2in. tyres.

1 SuN' Cycle Fittings Co., Ltd., Bir-

i mingham.—Two models of the new Sun

I

lightweight are staged by the Sun Co.

The two types differ only in frame con-

! struction, one being more or less on con-

,
ventional lines, and the . other a drop

, frame model, which will appeal to lady

I motor cvclists. I" both models the three-

Detachable head con-

struction gains in popu-

larity. This one is from

the engine of the 2J h.p.

'oat twin Wooler.

port two-stroke engine has the cylinder

placed inclmed in a forward position.

The engine itself is of simple construction

embodying the crank case, which consists

of a main body and a recessed side plate.

A single plain bearing and of good length

supports the main shaft, the crank being

of the one web tyjae. This construction

brings the flywheel, main drive, and mag-

neto drive all on one side, and to dis-

tribute the weight evenly at each side of

the centre line of the machine, the cylin-

der is offset in the frame. On the drop

frame model the guarding is exceptionally

well carried out in metal, a dress shield

forming part of the rear mudguard be-

tween the two pairs of rear stays. The
magneto chain and driving chain are pro-

tected by a combined guard, which also

embodies a cover for that portion of the

belt between the countershaft and the

rear mudguard, which, incidentally, is

exceptionally wide for a machine of its

size. Both two and single-speed models

are exhibited, and kick-starters are fitted

Tappet adjustment on the Wooler flat

twin may be effected by the fingers when

the split-pin is withdrawn.

delivered via a chain driven off a sprocket

on the timing-shaft through the timing

gear case, and thence into the crank case,

in which a constant level of oil is main
tained. The big ends dip into this oil,

and the rest of the moving parts ars

lubricated by splash. The ingenious

pulley gear is also well worthy of inspec-

tion. The pulley is under-geared, and is

so arranged that it is expanded as it is

swung forward, and no matter what the

gear ratio the same belt tension is main-

tained. Thei'e is also an ingenious method

The open frame Sun-Vitesse two-speed mount suitable for the use of either jex.

on all the former. An all-black finish

with gold lines has been adopted for most
of the machines, but in the centre of the
stand there is one model finished in stone
grey with red lines.

WOOLER, No. 47.

2| h.p. flat twin four-stroke Model :

50x50 mm. (340 c.c); overhead
inlet valves ; B. and B. carbu-
retter

;
gear-driven magneto ; spring

frame ; nine-speed expanding pulley

gear; belt drive; Palmer 25x25in.
tyres.

Wooler Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Alperton, London.—Two types of Wooler
motor bicycles are to be seen on this

stand. Of these, the T.T. type has
dropped handle-bars and footrests, while
the touring model, fitted with upturned
handle-bars and footboards, is mounted
on a platform. A model of the variable

pulley is also shown, also an engine with
the timing gear cover removed. There
is a nickel-plated section of the frame
showing the springing and various parts.

The 2J h.p. Wooler was the first entirely

new motor bicycle to be described in our
jjages after the Ai'mistice,- and was fully

described in the issue of November 28th,

1918. It has many interesting features.

Among these may be mentioned the en-

closed inlet valve mechanism and the
ingenious system of lubrication. Oil is

of taking up any slack in the belt by
sliding the gear- forward. The frame is

suspended fore and aft on enclosed coil

springs. The Wooler is distinctive in

appearance, and is full of ingenious
points.

DIAMOND, No. 119.
2| h.p. four-stroke Model: 70x75 mm.

(293 c.c); side-bj'-side valves;
Amac carbui'etter ; C.A.V. chain
driven magneto ; two-speed Enfield
gear ; chain and ' belt drive

;

26x2i Dunlop tyres.

D.F. AND M. Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Vane Street, Wolverhampton. — The
standard four-stroke is a very practical
little machine fitted with the latest type
2| h.p. J.A.P. engine,- footrests, chain-
cum-belt drive, the ch.an being enclosed
in an aluminium case. The gear is of the
Enfield variety, giving two speeds, while
the brake is of simple design, and is

actuated by the driver's heel, the pedal
giving ample leverage, thus rendering the
brake extremely powerful. The newest
model of this type, which will be delivered
early next year, possesses several im-
portant improvements. The tank now
holds, just under two gallons of peti'ol.

Comfortable aluminium footboards are
provided. The mudguards are much
wider, giving far better protection to the

rider than previously, and the same
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efficient type of footbrake is fitted. Con-
siderable improvement has been made in

the frame design. The down tube is of

the duplex variety and made in two por-

tions, of which the upper is a steel press-

ing bolted fore and aft of the head tube.
The lower portion enters, and is brazed
into, the duplex tubes. This arrangement

NOVEMBER 2 Jill, igig.

The detachable front down tube of tVe

, Diamond J.A P. lightweight.

tends to great strength, and in the un-
likely event of a frame breakage a new
portion can be inserted instantly, and
without tro,uble. -The horizontal tube
beneath the tank is detachable.

2| h.p. two-stroke Villiers Model :

70x70 mm. (269 c.c.) ; Amac .ear;

buretter ; C.A. V; chain-driven
magneto ; two-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear ; chain and belt drive ; 26 x
2^in. Dunlop tyres.

The Diamond tvvo-stroke is a very
smart little model fitted with a Villiers

engine, built into a frame which, except
for the engine bracket, is interchangeable
with the four-stroke frame. Comfortable
aluminium footboards axe provided, and
a two-speed lightweight Sturmey-Archer
gear is employed, incorporating clutch
and kick-starter. Since the frames are,

as we said before, practically interchange-
able, the same excellent features obtaining
in the four-stroke are incorporated, such
as wide mudguards, the improved form
of down tube, and the capacious tank.
The lubrication is by pump and sight

feed, leading directly to the crank case.

EDMUND, No. 99.

2J h.p. four-stroke Model : 70x76 mm.
(292 c.c.) ; side-by-side valves

;

M-Li chain-driven magneto ; Amac
carburetter ; Enfield or I3urman
two-speed gear; chain drive; ,26x
2iin. Dunlop tyres.

Chas. Edmund and Co., Ltd., Crane
Bank, Cheater.—Messrs. Edmund and Co.

will -be remembered to be one of the
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When at Olympia do not
fail to see

—

The new flat twin Zenith—F. W. Barnes's
modem production.

The all-metal Canoelet sidecar body.

The experimental spring frame Ariel.

The 1920 model Ariels, with curved top
tubes.

The all-steel Beardmore-Precision.

The electrified N.U.T. - J.A.P. — Hngh
Mason's latest—which is now priced

at 140 guineas., 6

The Bramco ^^40 sidecar attachment, with
all-welded joints.

The latest in sidecars on the Harley-
Davidson stand—concealed hood, a
screen, dickey, and all.

The 2^- h.p. Model W Douglas machines
for H.R.H. Prince Albert and H.R.H.
Prince Henry.

The latest production of an aircraft factory

—the Martinsyde-Newman combina-
tion.

The lightweight Velocette, one of the most
original two-strokes iu the Show.

The little mauve Cedos, a machine bristling

with practical points. - Designed by
Sergeant Ernest Smith, late of the

M.M.G.S.

The Motor Cycle Exhibition of photographs
of 1919 events, Stand No. 100.

The Indian " Scout " Model—C. B. Frank-
lin's contribution - to British motor
cyclists.

The enclosed power unit of the new Metro-
Tyler, which brings the hosable motor
cycle nearer realisation.

The flat twin spring-lrame Haleigh, which
marks the return of a pioneer firm to

the motor cycle world. <>

The all-weather dull , black enamel finish

of the production jnodel A.B.C.

, The various three-wheeled runabouts which
exhibit marked improvement in design.

A machine with its carburetter fitted

upside down. Fact

!

6 "
-

nooocooooooocooooooooooo

: earliest who attacked the problem of rear

springing^ and, although their device does

not actually spring the rear portion of the

motor cycle, the rider is most de-

lightfully insulated from all shocks

on long leaf springs. The saddle

tube passes through the down tube

'

of the frame, in which it slides, and
to which the aluminium footboards

are attached and sprung in unison with
the 'saddle. There are two models of_

this machine exhibited, one being fitted

with a J.A.P. four-stroke engine, the
other with a 2| h.p. Union two-stroke.

The four^stroke models are fitted with
the Enfield double chain selective two-

speed gear, enclosed in a, very neat cast

aluminium case. The . top tube of the

frame is hinged at the steering head, and
also moves with the sacldle, thus giving

a most rigid effect to the springing de-

vice. The petrol tank, which is of the
pannier type, one compartment being
each side of the main frame tube, is

attached to this tube, and -is also sprung,
the petrol connection to the carburetter

being by flexible peti'ol-proof tubing.

The springing is readily adjustable to any
weight of rider by merely turning an ad-
justing nut on the back spring carrier

stays, on which are fitted rebound springs.

2| h.p. two-stroke Model : 70x76 mm.
(292 c.c); M-L direct-driven mag?
neto ; Amac carburetter ; spring
suspension ; Burman two-speed gear

;

chain drive ; 26x2jin. Dunlop tyres.

"The two-stroke model is identical with
the four-stroke, but has a Burman two-

speed gear with kick starter, the mag-,

neto on this model being directly coupled

with the crankshaft on the engine. Six

machines are shown. These are all

finished in black, and- have a neat and
pleasing appearance,

ROYAL RUBY, No. IQi.
8 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

J.A.P. ; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c);

side-by-side valves ; Amac carbu^

retter ; chain - driven magneto ,-~

three-speed Sturmey-Archer geaf

;

chain drive ; Dunlop 28 x 3in. tyre^.

Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd., Cannel Street^

Ancoats, Manchester.—A very fine display

of the two models of the Royal .Ruby
machine is to be seen on this stand, there

being three sidecar outfits and six light-

1

weiglits. Probably the chief point of

interest in the sidecar machine is the

substantial and original arrangement of

springing. In this model the carrier is

sprung with the frame. , A single, lami.-

nated spring is used both back and froiitj

and iii each case it is supported on roller

bearings, which dispense with the neces-

sity of shackles.
Quickly detachable

1920 model 2i h.p. spring frame Edmund-Jap
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Locking plates which prevent the

slacking of the spindle nuts are fitted

on the spring fork links of the

3 h.p. Royal Ruby.

nd interchangeable wheels are also a

loteworthy feature. Tire adjustable foot-

loards will interest many riders who find

he standard position of certain machines
incomfortable. The rear wheel brake is

notliei- new feature. It is of the internal

xpanding type, aud is situated at the

ide of the hub. The sidecar is very

oomy, and is undoubtedly most corafort-

ble. A novel feature is the method of

pringing the body, which, in conjunction

vith the spring wheel, gives luxurious

iding, and at tne same time considerable

ateral stability. The whole outfit gives

he impression of great strength. The
inish is good, and th^ red and black

mamel of the tank" gives a smart
ippearance.

3 h.p single four-stroke Model :

74.5x80 mm. (349 c.c); side-by-

side valves ; Amac carburetter ;

Thomson - Bemrett chain - driven

magneto ; spring frame ; two-speed

countershaft gear ; chain and belt

drive; Dunlop 25x2^in. tyres.

The lightweight model is a most dis-

inctive "machine,- and also includes the

ear and front springing system as fitted

the larger machines. The carrier, how-

iver, on the lightweight is not sprung,

[he whole machnie, including the engine,

s of Royal Ruby manufacture. A
itripped model of this type is shown with

he spring tension slacked oft', so as to

ihow the action of

the spring frame. i

Both the 8 h.p. as

.veil as the smaller

model have a

specially designed

silencer, which is

situated alongside

the crank case on

the right-hand side, and botji models
have a neat undershield, which also covers
in the silencer. A sensible fitting on both
types is the locking device for the front

fork shackled nuts.

HAZLEWOOD, No. 101.
5 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

J.A.P. ; 70x85 mm. (654 c.c.) ;

side-by-side valves ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; JM-L chain-driven mag-
neto ; three-speed gear ; chain and
belt drive; Dunlop 550x65 mm.
tyres.

Hazlewoods, Ltd., West Orchard,
Coventry.—Two sidecar combinations and
one solo machine are shown, the latter

having T.T. bars, though it can be sup-

plied with any other type if required.
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aluminium case bolted to and suspended

from the lower steel member of a tri-

angulated portion of the frame. The
kick stjarter gear is unusually substantial

,

and is completely enclosed \v.ithin the

gear box itself, the ratchet faced pinion

being mounted at one end of the main
shaft. The rear brake, pedal operated, is

particularly worthy of note. It consists

of a drum, secured to the right-hand

side of the rear wheel, to which is applied

an exterior fabric-lined shoe ~ 7in. in

length. Accessible right and left-hand

threaded adjustment is provided, and

also a stop against which the shoe_ is

held when out of action by a spring

Specimen ol the 5-6 h.p. Hazlewood-Jap, three-speed, solo and sidecar mount.

The machines are identical as regards
engine, gear box, and transmission, and
the frame of the solo mount has the
same integral lugs for sidecar attach-
ment. An improvement for 1920 lies in
the gear box, which now provides a
straight run through from first to second
and from second to third, the neutral
notch on the quadrant being between
first and second. Formerly the high gear

notch was central, and it

was necessary to pass into
and out of that gear while
changing from low to middle.
The gear box in general

form has not,
* however, been

J
changed, and still

A very complete passenger machine is the 8 h.p. spring frame Royal Ruby sidecar outfit

illustrated Detachable wheels are used.

taking effect at its opposite end. A point

worthy of commendation is the additional

support afforded to the uppermost front

tube of the sidecar attachments. In

addition to passing through one of the

integral lugs; the tube carries alongside

the head an S-shaped oval plate, which
is anchored at the top to a bolt passing

through the top head lug. . By this means
the head of the machine is relieved from
a large proportion of the torsional stresses

set up by the sidecar, the tube itself is

given additional support, and what in

practice amounts to a bearing some 9in.

in length is provided for this point of

attachment.

CORONA JUNIOR, No. 32.

4 h.p. single-cylinder four-stroke

Model: 72x110 mm. (488 c.c);

staggered valves ; Amac carbu-

retter; E.I.C. chain-driven mag-
neto ; single gear ; belt drive

;

Dunlop 26x2|in. tyres.

Meteor Manhfactdring Co., Ltd., 98,

ToUington Park, N.4.—The Corona is

fitted with an engine that has several

very novel features. The crank case and
cylinder are cast in one piece. One side

of the crank case is entirely detachable,

so that the crankshaft can be easily re-

moved. The cylinder head is separate, so

that decarbonisation is possible, while the

engine is still in the frame. The cylin-

der head, it may be mentioned, is made
of special alloy tc give efficient radiation.

The crank case is made of a one-piece

stamping of nickel steel, and the cylin-

der is set slightly desa.ri in order to

reduce the wear and side stresses on the

cylinder wall. The crankshaft runs on
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large size ball bearings, and inside fly-

wheels have been avoided in the design.
The arrangement of the valves is particu-
larly interesting. These are staggered,
and so 'situated that the stems incline
to a common centre, meeting at the axis
of the camshaft. This position simpli-
fies the timing gear, and does avpay with
any necessity for rocker arms; conse-
quently there are only two gear wheels
in the timing gear case. The valves are
enclosed and have adjustable tappets.
Within the magneto chain case is a small
sprocket which drives the lubricating
pump. This pump delLvers oil from a
sump on the outside of the crank into a
trough in the base chamber into which
the connecting rod dips. The connecting
rod has split bearings, and the piston is

provided with two rings. The models
shown are of the single gear variety, but
the company is at present engaged in

manufacturing suitable gear boxes of the

two and three-speed types. The rear

wheel is provided with two internal ex-

panding brakes, and the springing of the

front forks is rather out of the common.
The front wheel is mounted on two bell

crank levers, and is suspended on an in-

genious coil spring system.

IXION, No. 22.

2i h.p. single-cylinder two-stroke

MoDEi; : 70x70 mm. (269 c.c)

;

Amac carburetter ; chain-driven
magneto ; two-speed gear ; chain-

cum-belt diive ; 26x2in. Dunlop
tyres.

IxioN Motor Manufactubing Co.,

Ltd., 35, Great Tindal Street, Ladywood,
Birmingham.—This firm's exhibits consist

of seven machines, including four distinct

types. The engines are the same size in

every case, the chief difference being in

the nature and manner of the equipment.
There is one single gear model, in

which belt drive is employed ; two two-

speed models, one of which is fitted with
the Burman two-speed gear box, and the

other with the Sturmey-Archer two-speed
lightweight gear box. In the case of

the Burman fitted model, the Ixion
Motor Manufacturing Co. have provided

SPRING SADDLE PILLARS-
THE BEST ALTERNATIVE

TO A SPRING FRAME,

The seat tube

is utilised on

the Ixion for

fitting of

the change
lever

bracket.

their own control, which is extremely
simple and acts directly on to the gear

box, thus saving complication. All the

three models referred to have footrests

fitted as a standard, but footboards can

be provided at a slight extra cost. The
lady's model is shown fitted with a

Sturmey-Archer two-speed lightweight

gear. In this the dress-guarding is very
carefully carried out, and footboards are

fitted as a standard. In these types lubri-

cation is by Best and Lloyd drip feed.

Spring saddle-pillars are growing more

popular. The Rex cantilever seat was intro-

duced many years ago, and is still fitted in

improved form.

Great simplicity and easy application to a

standard motor cycle frame characterise the

Chater-Lea spring seat-pillar.
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READING STANDARD, Nos. IK
and i95.

10 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model
85.7x101.6 mm. (1,170 c.c); side

by-side valves; Schebler carbu

retter ; Bosch or Berling magneto

three-speed sliding^ gear; chai:

drive; 28 X Sin. tyres.

Stanley J. Watson, 37, Sheen Road

Richmond, S.W.—The Reading Standar

will be remembered - as an America

motor bicycle which has always closel

adhered to English ideals whilst still ri

-1.^ J

The Ariel is one of the many machines in

which the saddle-pillar is spring supported.

The clutch and

gear levers, of the

Reading Standard.

The gear lever

shown on the left

cannot be moved

until the clutch is

withdrawn, which

removes the block

on the clutch lever

shaft from beneath

gear lever bolt.

The illustration

above depicts the enclosed valve sprmgs

and tappets on the Reading Standard.

taining
'

several desirable Americ

characteristics, suet as the smgle-lev

carburetter, high power, and sound cc

struction. The valves are situat;

side-by-side, and their sprmgs are neat

enclosed in telescopic protectors, bpec.

. attention has been paid to the mater:

of the valves, which are of chrot

vanadium steel, and are guaranteed B

to warp or become pitted. Roller beii

ing connecting rods are fitted. The gej

box is also worthy of mention, in tlii

it contains three speeds, is of '
st:

stantial construction, and the shafts r

on ball bearings throughout. Lubrn

tion is effected by means of a skew-driy

mechanieal oil pump, which maintai'

a constant level of oil in the era

chamber, and by an auxiliary hand pM^

The transmission is by -|in. wide by J'

pitch roller chains. The mudguards :

wide and carefully valanced. Li

many other American motor cycles,

possesses a spring seat-pillar in additi

to a comfortable saddle. This pu

consists of a movable rod in the saa(

tube carried between two heavy sprmi

one taking the load and the other chec

mg the rebound, while it also posses;

the advantage of being adjustable bo

to suit the rider's weight. The moi

bicycle shown is fitted with a Splitd'

electrical generator _ carried entu'

separate from the magneto and dm
by belt off the mainshaft.
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SAhThBY, No. i48.

2| h.p. Villiers two-stroke Model :

70x70 mm. (269 c.c^) ; Amac car-

buretter; C.A.V. chain-driven mag-
neto ; two-speed Albion gear ; chain
and belt drive ; Dunlop heavy
tyres.

Saltley Cycle Co., 86, Snow Hill,

Birmingham.—A neat two-stroke light-

weight, the. Saltley is shown on the stand
of Timperley and Co. in the Gallery.
The machine is manufactured on standard
lines, and a sporting layout is followed.
The Villiers engine is fitted, and lubrica-
tion is effected by direct drip to the crank
case through a Best and Lloyd sight feed
oil pump. T.T. bars and disc wheels are
fitted as standard, and aluminium foot-
boards, with a neat heel brake pedal on
the left, ar^ provided. The Albion gear
box, with or without clutch and kick-
starter, is fitted, and single-speed models
are also offered.

CALTHORPE, No. 84.
2| h.p. two-stroke Model : 75x79 mm.

(350 c.c); valveless gear; Amao
. carburetter ; C.A.V. chain-driven
magneto ; chain and belt drive

;

two-speed selective clutch gear

;

26x2in. Dunlop tyres.

Calthoepe Motor Cycle Co., Barn
Street, Birmingham.—Two models, each
of which is subject to slight varia-
tions, are exhibited on the Calthorpe
stand. The two-stroke is fitted with an
engine following accepted practice and
having a detachable plate covering the
transfer port. Lubrication is by sight
feed drip to a groove surrounding the
cylinder, from which oil passes to the
piston and finally to the crank case. The
gear fitted is an Enfield with final belt
transmission. Front springing is effected
through Druid type forks with spring top
links. Both front and rear guards are
partly valanced, and the rear wheel
brake acts on the inside of the belt
rim. A very practical feature of one ex-
ample is the neat all-black finish.

2J h.p. single four-stroke Model :

J.A.P.;
_ 70x76 mm. (292 c.c);

side-by-side valves ; Amac carbu-
retter ; C.A.V. chain-driven mag-
neto ; chain and belt drive ; two-
speed selective clutch gear ; Dun-
lop 26x2in. tyres.

The 2| h.p. four-stroke is almost exactly
similar to the mode! just described, ex-
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cepting for the fact that it is fitted

with the popular single-cylinder
J.A. P. engine. Tlie magneto, how-
ever, being in front of the engine,

A Calthorpe, with J .A.P. engine and Enfield gear. One of the several lightweights offered

by the Calthorpe Co.

is protected by a simple aluminium
shield. All Calthorpe models are dis-

tinguished by the striking octagonal tank

A smgle coil

spring IS used on
the ,front forks

of the Harley-

Davidson flat

twin.

and slopmg top tube. Black or plated
finish of either type is optional. The
chains in both models are protected by a
wide guard.

An American flat-twin—the 4 h.p. Harley-Davidson, a machine that already has good
records to its credit in the U.S.A.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, No. ill.
7-9 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

84x89 mm. (986 c.c); overhead
inlet valves ; Schebler carburetter;
Berliug gear-driven magneto ; three-

speed gear ; chain drive ; Goodyear
28x3in. tyres.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd.,

74, Newman Street, W.—The Harley-
Davidson Motor Co. have an imposing
exhibit of three sidecar outfits and three
solo motor cycles. These include the
electrical and magneto models, as well as

the handy little flat twin Sports model,
which is bound to be popular among motor
cyclists during the coming year. There
is a certain fascination about the heavy
solo of big horse-power which appeals to

a vast number of riders, and it is in the
design of this type of machine that the
American manufacturers have excelled.

Also the same type gives ample reserve
of power when attached to a sidecar, and
the sidecar models on this stand will

receive special attention in our sidecar
article in next week's issue. The 7-9 h.p.

Harley-Davidson possesses many excellent

points. Among these may be mentioned
the spring seat-pillar, having the spring
enclosed in the saddle tube, and the
spring forks, the springs of which are

just as neatly hidden inside the fork
members. So far as the engine is con-
cerned, it may be mentioned that of the
two connecting rods the main runs on
roller bearings. The lock nut of the valve
tappets is of very ingenious design : it

permits very fine adjustment, and when
once locked is quite secure.

4 h.p. flat twin four-stroke Model :

70x76 mm. (584 c.c.) ; side-by-side

valves ; Schebler carburetter
; gear-

driven magneto ; three-speed gear ;

gear and chain drive; 26x2|-in.
tyres.

The Sports model will certainly appeal
to the rider who wants a mediumweight
mount for solo riding which will give a
fair turn of speed. ' It is full of interest-

ing features, such as the staggered \'alves

actuated by one camshaft, the ingeniously

heated induction pipe, and the sim)5le

form of'single chain transmission. Roller

bearings are fitted throughout, including

"5»
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TKe Victoria motor bicycle is fitted with a 5-7 h p. Victor flat twin engine.

the crank pin bearings, and large balance
counterweights are fitted to the crank-
shaft The question of cooling has been
carefully gone into, even the valve caps
possessing radiating fins. The valve
guides are screwed into the cylinders,

thus allowing easy replacement.

VICTORIA, No. 81.
5-7 h.p. flat twin four-stroke Model :

Victor; 75x78 mm. (688 c.c);
Amac . carburetter ; C.A.Y- gear-

driven magneto ; Sturmey-Archer
three-speed countershaft gear ; chain
drive; Dunlop 650x65 mm. tyres.

Victoria Motor and Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Dennistoun, Glasgow.—The most striking

Method of mounting the Victor engine on
the duplex tubes of the Victoria motor
bicycle.

exhibit on the stand of the Victoria
Motor and Cycle Co. is the Victor-
engined fiat twin model. The machine
is novel in many respects and should prove
a fast solo mount and a sturdy example
of a sidecar machine. The framework is

duplicated below the tank, and the engine
rests on two parallel tubes. A special

framework supports these tubes from a

T lug and the base of the saddle tube.

Throughout the whole framework the
massive proportions are particularly

,
noticeable, as also is the fact that lock-

nuts are used wherever necessary. Bramp-
ton Bifiex forks provide front springing.
The front mudguard is fully valanced,
and the real' guard is of exceptional
width. The chain from the enmne to

the Sturmey-Archer gear box is pro-

tected by a sheet metal cover, and wide
rubber-covered footboards are provided
for the i-ider. Lubrication is by sight

feed drip, and a very large torpedo-
shaped silencer is attached to" tlie chain
stays.

D52

O.K., No. 86.

21 h.p. single-cylinder two-stroke

Union Model : 70x75. mm. (292

c.c); Amac carburetter; Runbaken
magneto, direct driven ; single

speed; belt drive; 26x2in. tyres.

HuMPHftlES AND Dawes, Ltd., Hall
Green Works, Birmingham.—A large

amount of attention has been attracted

to the new O.K. Union by the plucky
ride- which was undertaken by Capt. P.

Pike from Inverness to Land's End. The
machine, which is to sell at the moderate
price of 38 guineas, is , to be mass pro-

duced, and will undoubtedly attract a

large number of prospective purchasers,

owing to its sound construction. The
Union two^stroke engine forms the power
unit, and it will be remembered that one
of the most outstanding features is the

magneto driven direct from the crank-

shaft. The lubrication is by sight feed
drip directly to both main crankshaft bear-

ings, plain bearings being used through-

out. An auxiliary lead from the main oil

pipe feeds directly to the piston. . Large
diameter bearings and a drilled connect-

ing rod with split big ends are employed,
" and. the one-piece crankshaft has disc

webs carefully balanced. Special pro-

vision is made to prevent oil leakage from
the hearings. With regard to the con-

struction of the frame and details, the

broad outlines are pleasing, and the all-

black finish is most practical. The O.K.
leaf spring fork is extremely simple, and

NOVEMBER 27th, igig.

should provide great comfort, while a
metal tool box is carried on the top tube,
where it receives less vibration from road
shocks than on any other part of a motor
cycle.

A Union engine in section is also shown
on this stand."

2| h.p. flat twin four-stroke Model :

60x60 mm. (348 c.c); overhead
inlet valves ; Amac carburetter

;

C.A.V. magneto, chain driven ; two-
speed gear ; chain-cum-belt drive

;

26x2iin. tyres.

Another model which will be exhibited
to the public for the first time is the flat

twin O.K. This is an interesting little

machine in many respects, especially as

regards the valve gear. As indicated in

the heading, the inlet valve is directly

over the exhaust, but a feature which is

well worthy of notice is the fact that the.

valves are operated by a single cam, which
is driven through internally cut gearing.
This is perhaps the simplest form of valve

The shapely tank of the new O.K.
union, which Humphries and Dawes are

introducing to sell at a popular price.

gear possible for a flat twin. The frame
is of duplex construction, and is both
strong and light. Forks similar to those

described on the O.K. Union, but of a
slightly heavier type, are fitted.

KINGSBURY, No. 1.

2J h.p. two-stroke Model: 75x79 mm.
(349 c.c); Senspray carburetter;
chain-driven magneto ; belt drive

;

25x2|in. tyres.

London and Midland Motors, Ltd.,
445, Oxford Street, W.I.—A new light-

weight, manufactured by the Kingsbury
scooter firm, is one of the chief exhibits

staged by London and Midland Motors,
Ltd. It follows conventional lines, but as

regards design and general speciiicatio:!,

it has a straight tube frame, Brampton
forks, Xl-All saddle, and plain mud-j
guards. Two pairs of rubber-faced foot-

rests are fitted. The price is £5'0.

The 2J h.p. O.K. Union single-geared mount, one of the cheapest machines in the Show.
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LEVIS &

ASK FOR OUR
REPRESENTATIVE

AT THE SHOW.

1920 4 h.p.

DOUGLAS
COSViBINATION
(With CHELSEA DISCS),

now on view at

our Showrooms.

DOUGLAS REPAIRS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

SPECIAI-ITIES IN STOCK.
Douglas Spares. Douglas Instruction Books, 1/3. Tan-Sad Seats, 33/- P. & H. Lamp
Sets. Complete Cycling Suits, £2 2s. Dunlop and Hutchinson Tyres Douglas
Aluminium Chain Guards, 12/6. G.L. Sidecars and Canoes. Cowey Horns, £3.

Cowey Speedometers, £4 1 5s.

sole: agents for CHEI.SEA discs (The best in the Wo.Md).

24, Woodstock St. ( ), Bond St., W.I.o-PF Ox-Foi-d
S-ti-ee-fc

Telephone : Mayfair, 6559.
For the convenience o5 our cl;ent&, we have taken an o*^fice at 1 8, West Kensington Gardens (Hammersmith Road Entrance to Olympia) where our
representatives will be pleased to meet anyone interested in the machines for which we are agents. Our representatives will also be in a tendance
on the stands of the firms above mentioned.

In answoiiiff this advertisement it in clesinihle to mention " The Motor Ci/cle." D53
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STAND NO.

GROUND FLOOR 108
Enter from Hammersmith Road,
left incline, and see the

ZENITH
19 20 MODELS
all Sited with the famous. GRADUA GEAR.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.

HAMPTON COURT, ENG.

2| h.p. H. O. TWIN MODEL, an

entirely new production.

5 h.p. MODEL C— the Sporting model.

8 h.p. MODEL H.—for Passenger work.

NOTICE.
STELASTIC TYRES, LIMITED, regret to announce to their

customers that they are still unable, owing to shortage of skilled labour,

to re-commence the production of

STELASTIC ARMOURED MOTOR CYCLE HRES
having had to concentrate all available labour on the production of

STELASTIC ARMOURED CAR HRES
They hope, however, to re-commence delivering in the spring of 1920.

STELASTIC TYRES, LTD.,
14 & 16, GARWAY ROAD, WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON, W.2.
I'elegnrns— ' Torkitire, London.' Telephones—.'271 ^272 Park.

D54 In ansiverinfj these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor CycU "
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SIMPLEX, No. 36.

1 h.p. two-stroke SIodbl : 51x51 mm.
(105 CO.); Amac carburetter; Run-
oaken magneto ; gear driven ; chain
drive.

Patrick Engineering Co., Ltd., New
Summer Street, Birmiugham.—The Sim-
plex is one of the earliest attachments for

motorising a pedal c.ycle. The unit, we
may remind our readers, is fixed by
means of a hinged clip on to the seat-

pillar tube, and there are two supporting

stays from the engine base to the cycle

wheel spindle. The driving .wheel is

attached by special tubular spokes,

through each of which wire passes through
small holes pierced in the riins between

the ordinary spokes. The engine is a

two-stroke, and drives by gear to a

countershaft on which a small chain

wheel is fitted. ' There is a tiny plate

clutch which enables a free engine posi-

tion to be obtained.

DAYTON MOTOR TRICYCLE,
No. 40.

Ij h.p. two-stroke Model : Araac car-

buretter ; Lion chain-driven mag-
neto ; adjustable pulley ; bell and
chain drive ; 25 X li Warwick tyres.

Chas. Day Mfg. Co., Ltd., 221, High
Street, Shoreditch, London, E.I.—This
is a motor-propelled invalid tricycle of a

type about which we are' often asked by

those who have been unfortunate enough

to have been seriously disabled while

fighting for their country. The motive

power is a Dayton two-stroke engine

carried in an under-frame. The drive is

by chain to a countershaft, and thence

by belt to the near side wheel. Every-

thing is of the simplest. There is a tank

holding one gallon of petrol and one pint

of oil, on which there is a ptmrp for in-

troducing the oil into the petrol as the

petroil system sf lubrication is employed.

The small pulley is ad.iustable, so that

the gear ratio may be altered. A short

tiller is provided for the steering, which

moves the back wheel through a rack and

pinion. On this tiller is a brake lever,

and one actuating the compression release.

Adjacent to the left hand is the carbu-

retter control. The tricycle was origin-

ally designed to

be propelled by
Iiand, and we

; ire assured
that it is pos-

sible to start

the engine with one hand. The speed

attainable is from three to twelve miles

an hour.

CYCLO-MOTOR, No. 200.
IJ- h.p. four -stroke single - cylinder

Model: 50x55 mm. (105 c.c.)
;

friction transmission.

The British Motor Cab Co., Ltd.,

Grosvenor Road, S.W.I.—The auxiliary

motor attachment is represented at

Olympia by designs from England,

U.S.A., and France. The latter produc-

tion is known as the Cyclo-Motor, and

is on view at Messrs. Smith's stand in

the Gallerj;. Of the four-stroke type,

the engine is carried on a pair of special

A French auxiliary motor unit, the

1| h.p. cyclomotor which drives a pedal

cycle front wheel by friction roller on

the tyre.

forks intended to replace the existing

forks of a pedal cycle. Transmission is

by friction wheel " on the tyre of the

bicycle wheel, and a lever is arranged

to enable the friction pulley to be raised

and so act as a
clutch. A small
tank with a
capacity of one-
third of a gallon

is carried on
the handle-bar.

Arrangement of drive on the Dayton
invalid tricycle.

YOUNG, Nos. Hi and 221.

1| h.p. single - cylinder two -stroke
Model: 70x70 mm. (269 c.c.);

Amac carburetter; Runbaken
chain-driven magneto ; chain trans-

mission.

Mohawk Cycle Co., Ltd., Hornsey,
N.—Having an engine of slightly larger

horse-power than those usually fitted to

pedal cycle motor attachments, the
Young engine and transmission set should
appeal specially to heavy riders or those
who live in hilly districts. Conventional
three-port practice is followed in the
engine design, excepting that the transfer
port is covered with a plate fixed by
screws, ^nd that a detachable head is

fitted. The engine is mounted on a
frame or carrier which fits on the seat
stays, and has two additional struts ex-

tending to the axle. A further stay of
flat steel, having a yoke or bridging
piece in it to accommodate a small
countershaft, is fitted between the engine
and the hub spindle. The cylinder ex-
tends rearwardly and horizontally, the
flywheel is to the right of the machine,
and the magneto is between the crank
case and the rear of the cycle saddle.
Transmission is by chain. The first re-

duction is to a large sprocket on the
countershaft beforementioned, and in this
is situated a handle-bar controlled metal
cone clutch. From here the drive is taken
to the back hub, on which a chain
sprocket is screwed on the side remote
from the pedalling free-wheel. The
makers hope to market this attachment
at a reasonable price, probably in the
region of £20.

Amonj a variety ot Show exhibits is a motor-assisted invalid chair, propelled by a Dayton
two-stroke engine

The A.C.U. and Olympia.
The Auto Cycle Union are at Stand

No. 2, where members will receive every
attention at the hands of a large staff.

Special facilities are provided whereby
prospective members may enrol without
any of the formalities which are unavoid-
able when writing. The Senior and
Junior Tourist Trophies and other
famous challenge cups are on view. A
number of road guides are distributed
throughout the building and its immedi-
ate vicinity to give a helping hand to all

and sundry. Members will doubtless
avail themselves of the lounge—provided
by the Union in the well-known Princes

Rooms—where special arrangements have
been made for the provision of tea and
light refreshments.

055
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NOVELTIES IN SCOOTER DESIGN.
Examples of Miniature Two-wheelers Exhibited at Olympia.

SKOOTAMOTA, No. 41.

1^ h.p. four-stroke Model: 60x44 mm.
(125 c.c.

) ; overhead exhaust valve;
Amac carburetter; C.A.V. mag-
neto, gear driven ; single gear

;

chain drive; 16x2|in. Clincher
tyres

Gilbert Campling, Ltd., 1, Albemarle
Street, W.l.—Designed by Mr. Granville
Bradshaw, the Skootamota is full of

ingenious points. It is interesting to note
that its cylinder forms half the unit of the

neat little flat-twin stationary engine

features of the Skootamota is that it is

built as a miniature motor bicycle. The
power unit is extremely neatly designed,

and the transmission to the rear wheel
is by a protected chain. The designer
did not intend that the scooterist should
stand, and the Skootamota is equipped
with a comfortable pan seat. A novelty
on this stand is a Skootamota equipped
as a miniature tradesman's carrier, bear-
ing the name of Messrs. Harrods, Ltd.,
and in this capacity it is possible that
these little vehicles may prove to be
extremely handy for the delivery of small
parcels. Another scooter carrier shown
is built for Messrs. Morel Bros. One
Skootamota has a plated finish, and yet
another is provided with a canopy tor

use m tropical countries

A modified Aulo-
wheel unit forms
the front por-

tion of the Silva

scooter

A large box is fitted beneath the seat on the

commercial model A.B.C. Skootamota.

which Mr. Bradshaw designed for electri-

cal generating sets and blowers for filling

airships during the war. Following the
original A.B.C. practice, the exhaust
valve is situated in the cylinder head,
which is detachable, and the inlet valve
beneath it, while the cylinder is of steel,

and is turned from the solid. One of the

QUADRANT SCOOTER, No. i21.
2 h.p. single two-stroke Model : 70x76

mm. (292 c.c); Amac carburetter;
M L chain-driven magneto ; single

speed ; chain drive ; 16 x 2^in.

Wood-Milne tyres.

Quadhant Cxclb Co., Ltd., 45, Lawley
Street, Birmingham.—This is quite a new
product, and has every appearance -of

being a practical type of machine, with
refinements not usually associated with
motor scooters. Except for the small
diameter wheels, it may well be con-

sidered a lightweight motor cycle, the
weight being 110 lb. Spring forks, a
sprung platform, and adjustable height
handle-bars and seat-pillar are in evi-

dence, and a fiont wheel rim brake.

A scooter produced by the Quadrant Co., which approaches a miniature motor cycle

'\

The engine is located between the vertical
saddle tube and the rear wheel, and is

surmounted by a rectangular tubular
frame, which displaces rear stays, serves
to support the one and a half gallon
petroil tank, and forms a substantial
luggage carrier. The rear wheel stand
has, like the larger Quadrants, a spring
clip mounted on a lug extending from
the back fork on the left, thus relieving
the mudguard of the duty of supporting
the stand.

SILVA, No. n.
1 h.p. single four-stroke Model ;

52.5x54 mm. (117 c.c); automatic— inlet valve; S.U. single-lever car-
buretter; C.A.V. gear-driven mag,
netoj single speed; chain drive

;^

Avon 20x1Jin. tyre on front and
Palmer Cord 300x60 mm. tyre on
rear wheel.

T. AND T. Motors, Ltd., 52a, Conduit

f
treet, W.l.—On this stand is to be seen

the Silva scooter, the motive power of
which is an Auto-wheel unit suitably
placed in the forks. The rear wheel is

considerably smaller than the front, and
is fitted with a 300x60 mm. Palmer Cord
tyre, while the, front wheel is equipped
with an Avon 20xljin. tyre. The rider
is intended to assume a standing position
on this scooter, but a seat may be fitted
at a slight extra cost. On the opposite
side of the power unit is a small box de-
signed to carry an accumulator for light-
ing and a few tools. The Silva scooter
is fitted with a simple form of single kg
stand.

AUTOPED SCOOTER, No. 28.
W.T.T. Engineering Co., Ltd.,

6-10, Dalling Road, Hammersmith, Lon-
don, W.l.—There is shown on this stand
the Autoped scooter. This machine is

of very ingenious construction and
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rhe Olympia Show.—
;mbodies twist grip controls, clutch, and
3ywhee.l magneto. The construction oi

;he frame is most ingenious and well

ivorth a careful study. The steering

pillar when depressed provides a free

;ngine posi.tion.

'*t5i*- A feature of particular

interest en the Whippet
scooter is the aluminium
cylinder. Overhead valves

are used on the engine.

LONDON-EXETER RUN.
Up to 21st of November fifty-one

entries had been received for this sport-

ing event—a large number of them from
new members joining specially for the

winter run. Members are reminded that

entries close on December 8th. Owing
to the fact that it has been found im-
possible to arrange for a meal at the
Bridge House Hotel, Staines, competi-
tors must make their own arrangements
before the start. Meals have been
arranged for at the White Hart at Salis-

bury on both outward and homeward
journeys, and breakfast at the Bude
Hotel, Exeter. Hot refreshments will

also be obtainable at Yeovil.

The hon. sec, Mr. B. Alan Hill,
" Ajjsley," Fellows Road, Farnborough,
Hants, would be glad to hear from any
motgr cyclists who would be willing to

help along the route as marshals, etc.

KINGSBURY, No. i.

2!^ h.p. two-stroke Model: Amac car-

buretter ; C.A.V. magneto ; chain-

driven ; chain transmission ; single

speed.

London and Midland Motoks, Ltd.,

145, Oxford Street, S.W.I.—A substanti-

illy built scooter, embodying a pressed

iteel frame arid' large platform. The
iingsbury is one of the best of the " stand
ip to ride " types. The engine is located

n the front end of the " chassis," and has
I detachable head, the cylinder barrel and
:rank case forming one casting. Chains
je used for the transmission, the primary
Irive being to a ball bearing countershaft
inder the platform. The final driving
:hain is covered by a metal case. Solid

lisc wheels are fitted, and the front wheel
s carried in a neat spring fork having a

'ertical motion. Two external contract-
ng brakes are provided, oijerating upon
k'ums attached to the rear hub.

WHIPPET, No. la.
I5 h.p. single four-stroke Model :

overhead valves ; Amac carburetter

;

magneto ; single speed ; chain drive.

W. 6. C. Hayvvaed and Co., Ltd.,
ieaufort Works, Cambridge Park,
Pwickenham.—The engine of the Whippet
iCooter is remarkable as the only engine
n the Show embodying a method of
onstruction often referred to in our
lages and successfully used in aeroplane

practice, viz., an aluminium cylinder
with a steel liner and a detachable head.
The engine is a Ij h.p. four-stroke, and
is situated almost below the saddle, the
supporting tuTjes of which divide and
pass on each side of it. The pistons are
also of aluminium. The petrol tank is un-
usually large for a scooter and
contains 1^ gallons of petrol as
well as oil. ' The upper half of
the rear wheel is enclosed, and
both wheels are fitted with con-
tracting band brakes, that in
front being operated from the
handle-bar by a Bowden cable,
and that in the rear by a peda

'

WHAT NEXT IN SCOOTERS?
Cu te an attract'on at the Show is the Oriental model Skootamota.

which has a silk canopy, as shown.

The T.T. Races in 1920.
We hear that the Manx people are

looking forward to the renewal of the
T.T. races in 1920, and the R.A.O. has
received a hearty invitation to organise
laces. The A.C.U. has provisionally
arranged the programme, which will
include a lightweight race for the trophy
presented by T/ie Motor Cycle., to take
place in May next.

The Kinsisbury scooter, which has a twp-stroke engine and disc wheels

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"
SHOW REPORT;

This issue creates a new world's record
in the circulation of motoring journals,
the printing order being for over 130,000
copies. Apart from circulation, however,
there are actually more pages than in any
previous issue, the weight of paper alone
exceeding 70 tons. There are approxi-
mately 300 illustrations.
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THE RUNABOUTS AT OLYMPIA.
La(est Examples of Three-wheeled Passenger Motor Cycles available in 1920.

Definile Progress Achieved.

,/"-;^

The latest Aero model water-cooled Morgan.

MORGAN, No. 120.
8 h.p. V twin Model : 85.5x85 mm.

(976 c.c.) ; side-by-side valves

;

Amac carburetter
;

gear - driven
magneto ; two-speed gear ; chain
transmission ; 700 X 80 mm. tyres.

. Morgan Motoe Co., Ltd., Malvern.—
In addition to a chassis, eight complete
machines are shown. These comprise
two standard air-cooled models, one with
an 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, and the other
with a 10 h.p. Precision (85x96 mm. V
twin) ; two with a type of body termed
the Aero model, and having water-cooled

10 h.p. J.A.P. (85.5x85 mm.) and M.A.G.
(82x104 mm.) engines respectively; two
de luxe machines, one with an air-cooled

J.A.P. engine, and the other with a

water-cooled motor of the same make

;

while the last two consist of a 10 h.p.

M.A.G.-engined standard Grand Prix
water-cooled model, and a 10 h.p. water-

cooled J.A.P. -engined four-seater. The
latter is shown for the first time in

public, and is primarily intended for two
adults in front and two children behind.

A vaned flywheel enclosed in a dummy
radiator provides a forced cooling draught for

the cylinders of the Wooler mule.

The front seat is adjustable for length

of leg, and can be brought well forward
if, on emergency, two normally-propor-

tioned adults were to be carried behind,
though obviously this little machine coulo

not be expected to cope with a reguJai

load of, say, 40 stones. The back seat,

nevertheless, is quite as roomy as thai

at the front, and is well upholstered ; i1

will certainly accommodate two well-

grown children even if a week-end suit

case or parcels were carried betweet
them. The general design of the Acre
body model is particularly attractive,

for the streamline tail harmonises welj

with the fore part of the machine. Th(
dashboard is aluminium faced, and

carries a speedometer and clock flush

fitted, besides the sight feed oiler in the

centre. The -Grand Prix type is well
known as a wonderful hill-climber anc

exceptionally speedy for a motor vehicli ' -

of this weight and type ; it is capabli

of a speed of over 60 m.p.h. on the level

Various detail improvements have beei

embodied in all types for 1920 ; for in

stance, the taU is now hinged so that

after two holding-down springs have beei

released, it can be lifted instantly fni

tyre repairs, inspecting, or adjusting tl)i

chain. The withdrawal mechanism ol

the clutch, too, is now provided, with s

ball thrnst race, considerably reducin;.

wear at this point and facilitating chang(

of gear. But in general design there has

been formd no call for variation.

WOOLER MULE, No. 47.
1-0 h.p. flat twin Model: 85x90 mm

(1,022 c.c); single valve and dif

tributer valve ; Wick carburetter ,

C.A.V. gear-driven magneto ; vaii

able pulley; -belt and shaft drive;

700x75 mm. Palmer cord tyres.
WooLEE Engineering CIo., Lid-

Alperton.—One of the most novel passeji

ger machines staged at Olympia is tii^

A pair of Auster triplex aero type windscreens fitted to a

Grand Prix Morgan. Observe the aluminium mstrument board.

558

The Wooler-Mule, a three-wheeler embodying many unconventional

features in the engine, transmission, and springing system. **
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At Olympia
The 4| h.p. Humber Motor Cycle

exhibited at Olympia has a flat twin

cylinder engine, as in the 3i h.p. model,

but it should create a greater demand,

because it is constructed for sidecar

work as well as solo, whereas the 3h h.p.,

though it did splendid service for riders

with combination attached, was gener-

ally recognised as a " solo machine."

Stand
No. 85.

There is ample margin of power reserve in

sidecar work with the 4J h.p. 1920 Humber.

The engine, 75 bore, 68 stroke, has hori-

zontally-opposed cylinders, perfect balance, and

smooth, easy-running qualities.

The model is staged at Olympia, both as

solo and with attractive and comfortably-

sprung sidecar.

HUMBER LIMITED,
Head Offices and Works :

COVENTRY.

/;i answering this advcrlisemcut it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. D59
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Stand
No.

Wherever a goodly number of Motor Cyclists

congregate, there also you will find all kinds of

mounts fitted with Palmer Cord Tyres.

At the Show—
Stand No. 1 12 will be also the rendezvous of users of

Palmers (from the owner of the light little two-stroke

to the driver of the powerful combination shod with

Palmer Cord Car Type Tyres) and also the Stand of

particular interest to prospective users of Palmers,

who have noted their consistent reliability and dura-

bility in the past season's Races and Reliability Trials

THE PALMER TYRE, LIMITED,
119-123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
CYCLE TYRE DEPT., 103, St. John St., Clerkenwell, E.C.
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The Olympia Show
new Wooler Mule. Beginning with the
engine, this is full of interesting featm-es.
First, the heads of the horizontal cylin-

ders are detachable, and held in position
by a ring fixed by long holding-down
bolts. The valve gear consists of a single
poppet valve, which remains open from
the beginning of the exhaust stroke to the
end of the inlet stroke, its functions being
determined by a semi-rotary valve oper-
ated from a sepai-ate camshaft. As the
engine is placed across the frame, the
cylinder heads protrude from the bonnet,
and, in addition to being exposed to the
air, they are cooled by a simple arrange-
ment of forced draught. A conical web
of the flywheel projects from a circular
dummy radiator, and on the periphery of
the flywheel rim fan vanes are disposed.
These force air over the cylinders, and
by means of baffles the airflow is directed
on to the cylinder heads. The trans-
mission is particularly ingenious. Gear
ratios, varying from 4^ to Hi are ob-
tained, and the drive first passes
through two enclosed Whittle belts.

A single poppet valve and semi-rotary
- distributing valve are used on the Wooler
Mule.

From the belts the drive is taken through
a horizontally jointed propeller-shaft to a
worm gear in the back axle, there being
two rear wheels placed close together. It

should here be stated that all four wheels
are interchangeable. -A simple armoured
wood girder chassis is employed. Steer-
ing is by worm and wheel,
and the springing of both
front and back wheels is

The Castle Three. A light car

on three wheels.

similar to that of the Wooler motor cycle,

that is to say, by coil springs enclosed
in guides, the wheels being frfee to move
vertically. Both brakes act on the rear
wheels, one being of the contracting band
type and the other of the expanding shoe
type. The body at present fitted will be
somewhat increased in size in the future.

Altogether, this machine- is a striking

novelty, and will be further dealt with
at 'a later' date. Light weight and a
moderate price (£185) are further features.

CASTLE, No. 37.

10 h.p. four-cylinder Model: 64x85
mm. (1,094 c.c.) ; side-by-side

valves ; Zenith carburetter ; spiral

gear-driven magneto ; two-speed
and reverse epicyclio gear ; shaft

drive; 710x85 mm. tyres.

C.iSTLE Motor Co.j Ltd., New Road,
Kidderminster. — An elaborate three-

wheeler built entirely on car lines. The
motive power is a four-cylinder Dorman
water-cooled engine, driving through a

clutch and two-speed epicyclic gear, and
thence by propeller-shaft to a universal

joint, from which the power is trans-

mitted by a short shaft, very slightly out

of line w'ith the first shaft, and by bevel

gear to the rear wheel. The latter is de-

tachable by means of a withdrawable
spindle and without disturbing the brake
drum. There are two brakes, that oper-

ated by hand acting on a drum running

in oil in the gear box, while the foot

brake is of the internal expand-
ing pattern on the rear wheel.

The steering is carried out
through planetary reduction gear.

and the column is adjustable. The
chassis is composed of channel steel

members. The three-wheeler is sold

complete with hood, screen; and dynamo
lighting set, and the whole machine is a

car in miniature. The suspension is by
short quarter-elliptic springs in front and
semi-elliptic springs at the rear.

Broadside of the L.S.D. three-wheeled runabout, which has Sankey steel detachable wheels.

The front wheels of the L.S.D. runabout

are suspended on enclosed coil springs

L.S.D., No. 38.
8 h.p. V twin four-stroke Model :

J.A.P. ; 85.5x85 mm. (976 c.c);
side-by-side valves ; Amac carbu-
retter ; M-L gear-driven mag-
neto ; two forwai'd speeds and
reverse ; shaft and chain drive

;

Dunlop 700x80 mm. tyres.

Sykes and Sugden, Ltd., Spring Place
Works, Huddersfield.—Two three-wheeled
cycle cars are exhibited, one complete and
one partially finished. The J.A.P. engine
conveys the power by means of a leather-
to-metal cone clutch through a shaft to
the two-speed gear box, which is of the
firm's own manufacture. It contains a
reverse actuated by a separate • lever in
the centre of the vehicle, adjacent to
the driver's left hand. The change speed
lever is on the_ right, and when the re-

verse lever is in operation the forward
gears are automatically locked. The main
longitudinal members of the frame are i:i

ash. The back portion of the frame is

of angle iron on ash. The- rear wheel
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is mounted on a separate frame, the
longitudinal members of which act
radius rods, and their length cai

alteied toi chain adjustment, whil
spiinging IS of the quaiter elbpti

vallate To detnrh the back \\h

Chassis of the new 8 h.p three-speed Premier runabout.

IS necessary to withdraw the back spindle
after first uncoupling the two side-by-

side band brakes. The front portion of

the chassis is mounted on enclosed coil

springs ; the steering is direct, and the
steering wheel is of large dimensions. A
roomy body is fitted with doors at each
side, and provision is made for a third

seat. An outstanding feature of the
vehicle is its admirable accessibility.

COVENTRY PREMIER, No. 62.
8-10 h.p. twin Model: 80x105 mm.

(1,055 c.c.) ; side-ljy-side ^valves
;

Atmos carburetter, gear-driven
magneto ; three-speed and reverse

gear box ; shaft and single chain
transmission; 700x80 mm. tyres.

Coventry Premieh, Ltd., Read Street,

Coventry.—The complete runabout and a

chassis exhibited by the Premier Co. are

attracting the full share of attention on
the part of the public that was antici-

pated by all who are conversant with the
specification of. this new and highly in-

teresting three-wheeler proposition. While
the finished vehicle probably
appealed most to the un- !

mechanical, the chassis I

NOVEMBER sytli, igig.

made a strong appeal to those who pay
closer attention to the mechanical ele-

ments. The whole design is extremely'
neat, and does not convey an impression
of being a light car on three wheels,
although at several points car practice
has been followed. The frame has
pressed steel side members, tapering at

the front, -and fitted with, short quarter-'
elliptic springs to a drop front axle of
tubular construction. The cross members'
are tubular, and support at the front end
a small sub-frame, upon, which is carried
the engine and clutch unit. At the rear
of the frame the tubular cross member is

raised above the line of the frame by
two substantial lugs. Upon this super-
structure are fixed the two large quarter-'

elliptic rear springs, which are inclined
slightly to miss the transmission. From
the engine unit the transmission is by
shaft to a three-speed and reverse gear
box, which is also supported on the rear
cross member in such a manner that the
centre of the chain sprocket coincides
with the pivotal point of the back wheel
forks. The final drive is by one duplex
chain, which is enclosed in a case fitted

with lantern hinges.

1 Fe two-seater 8 h.p. Premier Runabout stagM at Olympia

The Motor Cycle Show at Olympia, 9 a.m. Monday, all dressed up and—waiting for the visitors who arrived in their thousands

an hour later, and a crowded house is the rule.

il
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A VOYAGE ROUND THE GALLERY.
Things to see Amongst the Accessories. A Mo;or Cyclist's Tour cf Inspecfion.

CONFINED to his apartment by force

of circumstances, Xavier le Maistre
created a work of lasting literary

fame, which he called "A Voyage Round
my Room." If a book could be written

around the impressions of one's own
room, how- impossible it > seems to com-
press within one short article even the

merest details of a glimpse at the

assembled accessories and equipment on
the Gallery at Olympia !

'

Next week T!ie Motor Cycle will refer

in more detail to sidecars, accessories, and
tyres, but our present purpose is to take

a passing glance at the fittings and
" gadgets " while our confreres deal with

the motor cycles, glittering on the stands,

which take pride of place in this issue.

Leaving the crowded ground floor for

the no less crowded region upstairs, one
finds : an array of minor components and
equipment in a variety which at once

dazzles and gratifies the confirmed acces-

sary fiend, to which class of rider the

writer must confess to a decided bias.

The Electrical Equipment

He who is interested in the latest

tendency towards electrifying the motor
cycle should at once make for the stands

of Lucas, Powell and Hanmer, M-L, and
Smith. These show respectively the

Magdyno, combining a separate dynamo
and magneto in one machine, and driven

by one <:hain ; the P. and H. dynamo set

;

the ftl-L lighting and ignition unit, which
both lights the lamps and ignites the

charge off the current from the one

generator ; and, finally, the Smith dynamo
outfit, a neat instrument shown fitted on
to an 8 h.p. Blackburne and sidecar.

IncidentaUy, one may light one's

cigarette from a high-tension spark on

the M-L stand before passing on.

A majority of the exhibits are of trade

interest, consisting of component parts

which will assist the assembler, and tools

to equip the workshop of the repair man.
In this class are the stands of such firms

as Brown Bros., Ltd., where the trade

man may order anything from a split. pin

to a lathe. There are many other stands
with a like variety displayed.

Motor cyclists who do their own re-

pairs, and in consequence delight in con-

venient tools, will see innumerable labour-

saving devices on Lake and Elliot's stand,

such as valve truers, gudgeon pin re-_

movers, and similar tools ; while they
may look with longing at the splendid
samples of adjustable spanners on the

Abingdon and Lucas stands, and of tube
spanners of the Apollo brand shown by
Accles and Pollock, Ltd.
Riders who have booked a machine

and expect ' a favourable delivery will

find in the Gallery all the accessories
which their taste and inclination will

The new combined engine anJ gear unit

of the latest big single QuaJrant.

A new comer
The Corona

to four-stroke singles

—

ever lead them to desire. Mechanical
horns, speedometers, and distance re-

corders ^are here in profusion shown by
Smiths. Cowey, Markt, and others. The
Cowey mechanical horn is of a quite
unusual pattern, and, finished in alu-

minium,, looks exceedingly attractive.

Lighting sets of all types—electrics,

shown by Hunts, P. and H., and Lucas,
and acetylene outfits by Millers, in

addition to the two last-named, are to

be seen and compared.
Before completing one's tour of the

Gallery, special notice should be made of

some of the effective methods of display-
ing the nature of the exhibitors'

business. Thus a gargantuan sparking
plug, with Sphinxes at the base, form-
ing a groujj somewhat like Cleo-

patra's Needle on the Embankment^ at

once indicates a sparking plug which we
all know to be excellent and enduring.

The Crackle of Lively Sparks.

The M-L and Lucas people naturally

run their magneto-dynamo machines so

that we may see the light and the spark,

while at such stands as G.A.V., E.I.C.,

Lodge, and Xl-All, we must expect to

raise our voices to be heard above the

crackle of lively sparks which demon-
strate the efficiency of the respective

magnetos and sparking plugs.

Mechanically-minded people who are a

little hazy on the operation of an epi-

cyclic gear will see a working model with

pinions as big as soup-plates, this being

an excellent indication of the nature of

the Sturmey-Archer products.

Before departing we take a glance

at the Lamplugh throttle - controlled

mechanical oil pump, of which a work-

ing model is fitted on to a small J. A. P.

engine. Best and Lloyd also show a

device of a similar nature. We then pass

on to notice the B. and B. and Amac
automatic carburetters, pausing awhile to

examine the, beautiful samples of war
material which recently occupied the

makers of the Senspray carburetter.

With an admiring look at all the

things we cannot mention for lack of

space, we will bid the reader adieu,

directing him downstairs to the refresh-

ment room, while we recommence our

voyage, calling at every port/ in order to

make the complete report of the acces-

sory and tyre exhibits, which will appear
fl - in detail in next week's

t's-'i. issue.

In the Diamond models the tubes of the newly designed frames closely follow a correct diamond formation
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A selection of questions of general inceresl received trom readers and our replies thereto. Ail questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,'*

20, Tudor Street, London, £.€.4, and whether intended lor publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents

are ur(»ed to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

quest! ens should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand conier of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Lady Motor Cyclists.

I should be grateful if you
would tell me whether the
A.C.U. has any lady members.

—

A Cheshire Lady Motorist.

The A.C.U. has many ladies amongst
its members. Your other questions will

be dealt with by post if you will comply
with our regulations and send a stamped
and addressed envelope.

Removing Belt Drum.
Will you inform me how to

remove the belt driving wheel,

which is iixed to the hub of the
1915 4-1 h.p. B.S.A. motor cycle?

—Fixed.
The belt pulley on the rear wheel of the
1915 B.S.A. motor cycle is screwed on
with a left-hand thread (the lock ring is

right-hand thread. These pulleys are

extremly difficut to remove, and, unless

you have special apparatus, they are easily

damaged in the process. We would re-

commend you to return the wheel to the
makers if it is necessary that the pulley
should be taken off.

Starting Difficulties.

I am troubled by difficult

starting from cold on my 4^ h.p.

B.S.A. Can you give me any
useful suggestions?—J.J.H.B.
(Sierra Leone).

'We should have imagined that in your
cliinate starting the engine even from
cold would -be fairly easy. We would
suggest the following points in order to

make the starting easier. Open the
adjustable jet on the B.S.A. cai-buretter

one complete turn, advance the ignition

almost fully, and place the gear lever in

the third speed, release the exhaust valve,
when the foot starter pedal is almost at

the bottom of its stroke.

Rebpring Cylinders.
• I am thinking of having the
cylinders of my 3J h.p. Douglas
rebored and fitted with new
pistons. Will you inform me
what is the least amount of

metal one can leave with safety? Surely
the thinnei" the walls the better the
cooling would be. Can you recommend
reboring?—C.F.L.

If it is necessary to rebore the cylinders
of your Douglas, we should suggest that
you approach the makers, who would
perform the work far more satisfactorily

than most smaller firms. If the ovality

of the cylinders necessitates removal of
more than j^njuj "^^ should advise you to

ihave them renewed.

D64

Timing A.I.V. Engine.

Will you please help me in the

following : An old type Minerva,
engine under bottom tube,

battery and coil ignition, about
2 h.p. Please say how to time

same '(automatic inlet). Also,

the plug appears at times to spark not

at the points but some distance higher

up. What is the fault, if any?—I.S.P.

Timing as follows : Inlet—Automatic.
Exhaust—Valve closes when the piston

reaches top dead centre.' Ignition—Set

control two-thirds retard ; spark to occur

with the piston on top dead centre (com-

pression stroke). Plug is apparently
shorting across the insulation. A new
one is advisable.

Overtaking a Tramcar.

Will you kindly tell me which
is the correct side on which to

pass a tramcar both when run-

ning and stationary ? I was told

recently that it is_correct to pass

a stationary car on the near side, but as

passengers are usually mounting or dis-

mounting when the car stops it is more
of a difficulty to pass on the near than
the off side.—E.P.J.

In overtaking a tramcar a good deal of

discretion has to be used, and there is

no very definite legal ruling on the

point. When a tramcar is in motion it

is better, if at all possible, to overtake
it in the ordinary way on the off side,

but circumstances may compel you to

keep on the near side. The same applies

also when it is stationary.

Leakage from Gear Box.

I have a 1917 3^ h.p. Ariel

sc. outfit. After running a few
miles my belt becomes smothered
wiUi grease from the gear boy.

Last week I partly filled the

gear box with grease before starting

on a long journey, but on arriving at

my destination the box was nearly

empty. Please tell me how to stop
this. What is the best means of clean-

ing the belt ? Is petrol injurious ?

Wnat grease do you recommend ?

—

C.W.W.
The only thing to do is to have the gear
box taken down and find the cause of

the leak. It might be that the bearings
require rebushing or that a felt washer
is needed. All you can do is to wipe the
belt with a rag soaked in petrol. Petrol
naturally destroys rubber, but if it is

wiped quickly and lightly no harm should
ensue. Ambroleum or thick engine oil

is generally- used.

Unsuitable Magneto^

I have bought a 6 h.p, N.S.U
and do not think that the mag
neto is the right one for it. Th
cylinders are set at 50°. If

set No. 1 exhaust to close to

dead centre, will the other come right

Contact breaker cams are set at 180°
is this right ? If not, can I alter thef
to suit the engine?—A.H.

(1.) If both valves are worked from on
cam you need only time one valve, and i

this is done properly the correct timini
of the other will follow. (2.) If the mag
neto is one designed to suit an engin
with cylinders set at 180°, it will be im
possible to modify it to suit a 60° V twi:

engine
; you would need another mag

neto suited to the latter angle. Tb
cams should be set at 150°.

Timing Old Pattern Engine.

(1.) Will you please give m
the correct timing of the exhaus
valve of my old type Fafni
motor cycle?" (2.) If this wer
wrong, would it cause ovei

heating?—E.H.E.S.

(1.) The timing of the exhaust valve c

your engine, which is presumably on
with an automatic inlet valve, is a

follows : Rotate the engine until th
piston is at the top of the stroke, thei

insert the cam wheel so that the valve i

just closing. (2.) If the exhaust valv(

timing is very much out it would caus
poor running. Most probably the trouW
is the result of late ignition timuig o

insufficient lift of the exhaust valve du
to a worn cam or too much clearanc
between the tappet and the valve stem

Ownership of Stolen Machine.

I bought a second-hand coir

bination from a private indi

vidnal, and obtained an authenti
stamped receipt for the purchas
money. - But the outfit happen

to be a stolen one. Some days late

the person from whom it was stole;

identified the machine while I wa
riding it, and claimed it as his pre

perty. How do I stand' in the matter
Have I to give up the machine am
claim against the person from whom
bought it, or what should real!'

happen?—A.C.E.
In the event of your unwittingly purchas

ing a stolen machine, the law would com
pel you to hand it over to the rightfu

owner. You can only claim against th

person from whom you purchased th

machine.
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MISCELLANEOUS ^ADVERTISEMENTS.
PR1C£S>

DVEHTISEMENTS in these colonins

rst 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

tional word. Each paragraph is charged

rately. Name and address must be counted.

IS discounts, conditions, and special terms

)gular trade advertisers wiU be quoted on

ioation. .

)stal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

rtisements should be made payable___-r'cor
JFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed,,—
sury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

sit, should not be sent as remittances.

1 advertisements m this section should be

mpanied with remittance, and be addressed

le offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

It, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

Id be posted in time to reach the offices of

^ iVIotor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

ir St., E.C.4), by the first post on Friday

linj previous to the day of issue.

1 letters relating to advertisements should

8 the number which is printed at the end of

advertisement, and the date of the issue

hieh it appeared.

le proprietors are not resFonsible for clerical

rinteri' errors, although every care is taken

roil mistalces.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
the coavenieuce of advertisers, letters may be

ased to numbers at " Tbe Motor Cycle" Office.

this is desired, the sum o£ 6d. to defray the cost of

ration and to cover postage on replies must be added

e advertisement charge, whicb must include the

,Bo.tooo, c/o" The Motor Cycle." Only the number
ppear in the advertisement. All replies- shoula be

ssed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

. -Replies io Box Number advertisements coiitainmg

ances should be sent by registered post, but in all such

it 's advisable to ntal^e use of the Deposit System.

he case o( motor cycles offered lor sale under a lox

er, as it I3 unusual lor these to be sold without first

inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

ate business by embodying In their advertisements

tnention of t^e district in which tbe macliine

d may be seen and tried.

m- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
sons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

ieal i.i psriect safety by availing themselves of our
iit Svstein. If the money be deposited with "Ihe
: Cycle," both parties are adVised of this receipt.

; time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

U three day^, and if a sale is effected we remit the

iit to the seller, bat, if not, we return tbe amount
; dip05itor, and each party to the transaction pays
ge one way. For all transactions up to £^io, a

it fee of i/- is charged: on transactions over £to
nder £50, thefee is 2 /6 ; over ^f.so and under 05. 5 /-;

C75' and under jfioo, 7 10; and on all transactions

Cioo, h % All deposit matters are dealt with at

idor S'treet, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
) ..hould be made payable to Ilifle & Sons Limited.
; letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
tion that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

tepo.^it System. Other advertisers may be equally

us, but have no': advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
leaders who reply to advertisements and receive no
ir to their enquiries are requested to reeard the
a as an iirdication that the goods advertised have
ly been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

enquiries tliat it is quite impossible to reply to
OQd by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALH.
A.B.C.

'FEES Wanted for early delivery A.B.C. motor
cycle ; £10 deposit paid.—A. Irving, N.Z. Ordnance,

oi'd.
^ [3554

NES' Giimge. special agents for A.B.C, Broad-
way, IMuswell Hill, N.IO, und ^YGodside Tarnde,
u Finchley.

~
[0026

B.C.—Deliveries commencing after the Show. Have
you ordered ?—Prompt deliveries from Victor

^nian, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool. [0021

vNCOUHT'8 Gnrape, Stamford, for A.B.C.'s; sole
nistji'mtins .T^eiit for Soke of Peterboro' aud

pty of Rutland; particulars and illustrations on
eat. [0056

VAUCHOPES

Our Slock includes the following Machines. Price List

on application.

NEW.
No.

12087.
12162.

12154.
12 163.

161.

H.P. Machine. Year,
8 MATCHLESS Combination 1920
3i ARIEL and Sidecar 1920
2 J CLYNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed clutch 1920
4 BLACKBURNE and Sidecir 1920
8 NEW IMPERIAL and Sidecar 1919
4 DOUGLASCombination, Model" B" .. 19
4 DOUGLASCombination, Model" B" . 1919
2} DOUGLAS, W.D. Model . 1919

12167. 3i I.O.M. RUDGE-MULTI 1920

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.

6 ZENITH, Gradual gear.

8 MATCHLESS, single gear.

2} DOUGLAS, shop-soiled, 2-speed, T.T. bars.
3.1 CORAH-il.A.P., single-speed, T.T. bars.
3V RUDGE-MULTI, clutch.
3J RUDGE, single-speed.

4 TRIUMPH, s'speed,' clutch, and kick-start.

4 DOUGLAS, 3-5peed, clutch, and kick-start,

19 19 model.
3i N.S.U.

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.

12074-
12059.
12102.
12012.

156.

117S2.
152.

12160.

12169.

12 1 66.

12010.

12120.

12082.

t2000.

12083.

12133.

12158.
12153.
12159-
I2II9.
12165.

I2I36.

11977
12168.

8 ENFIELD Combination, 2.speed, handle-start.
7-9 JAMES HOWARTH Combination, 3-speed,

clutch, and kick-start.

3J KERRY ABINGDON and Sidecar, 3-speed,
clutch.

5-6 INDIAN Combination, 3-speed, clutch, and
kick start.

7-9 INDIAN Combination, 3-speed, tree engine,
clutch.

4i QUADRANTCombination, 3-speed, free engine,
clutch.

8 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 2-speed, free
engine.

8 MATCHLESS Combination, 1919 model.
4 TRIUMPH Combination.
5-6 RUDGE-MULTI and Sidecar.
5-6 A.J.S. Combination, 3-speed, clutch.

8 NEW IMPERIAL and Sidecar, 3-speed, clutch,
and kick-start.

3i RUDGE-MULTI and Sidecar.
8" WILLIAMSON Combination.
7-9 INDIAN Combination, 2-speed, clutch, and

kick-start.

SECOND-HAND CARS.

12135. — CARDENA Cycle car, 7-9 b.p.Harley-Davidson
en;;ine.

12099. S DUOCar.double beltdrive, .^.C.-J.A.P.engine.

Canoelet Min#.
Canoelet 04.
Canoelet K4.
Canoelet K3.

SIDECARS.
Royal Ruby.
" Wauchopes " No. 1.
" Wauchope's " No. 2.

The Latest 1919
6h.p. J.A.P. TWIN-CYLINDER ENGINES.

From stock. Trade supplied. Terms on application ;

these include extras. 50 engines, for immediate deliver)'.

£37 10s. each.

Second-hand Machines taken in Part Payment. Good
price allowed. Maker's guarantee.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, E.C.4.

'PJionc: Holboni ^yyj
'Grams : Opificer, Fkel, London

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.C. — Book early and preyent disappointment.
Specification and full pniticulars will be sent on

anpliration.—Tlie Spalding Motor Co.. Ltd., Spalding.
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. [0015

ADinguon.
ABINGDON King Dick, 1912, 3^Ah.p., clutch, 2-speed,

lamps, newly overhauled; £40.—Jack, 49, St.
John St.. Oxford. •. [X8833

ABINGDON King Dick. 3V'h.p., T.T. model, with
Mabon clutch, Binks 3-jet carburetter, Bosch

mag., new tvres, in good condition throughout, lamps,
etc.; ,-£44; exchanges.—R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Ray-
leigh, Essex. [3217

A.J.S.

A.J.S. Specialists and Agents : The Walsall Garage.
Walsall. Tel. : 444. [i9574

A.J-S. 1920 Combination; delivery December; offers.-
3, Shaftesbury Av., Bath. {XeiS'J

GROW Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.S. agents
since 1912, accept no premiums. [X7943

A.J.S. Coach Combination
; £95 ; owner abroad.—Mrs.

Newman, 24, Cottage Grove, Surbiton. [3655

C'lROW Bro3.. High St.. Guildlord. A.J.S. agenta
-^ eince 1912.— Deliveries bave begun. [4083

"1020 A.J.S. Combination, delivery early December;
J-t/ £5 premium.—Box 811, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X9294
33.h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, fully eaiiipped, as new; 60

4 gns.; after 6.—K., 9, Beresbrook Rd.,- Tufnell
Paik. [3635

A.J.S., late model, just been overhauled; can be seen
nfter 6, Saturdays excepted.—50, Dukes Av., Mus-

well Hill, N.IO. [3489

A.J.S.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd.,
Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., Ply-

mouth Sole agents. Now booking lor earliest d'e

liveries. ^ [0061

1 Q16 A.J.S. 6h.p., Combination, hood, lamps, horn,
X«7 spare wheel; what offer?—77, Roystbn Rd., En-
field Wash, Middlesex, N [3172

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, latest show model,, de-
JLiJ liverv first week December; what offers?—Box
803, c/o The TtJotor Cycle. [X9222

4h.p. 1916 A.J.S. Combination, Lucas lamps, speed-
ometer, horn, excellent condition; £140. Glouces-

tershire.-Box 810, c/o The Motor Cycle. rX9263

1 C|19 A.J.S. Combination, as new, spare wheel un-
-Lv used, Lucas lamps and horn, screen, any trial;

£180; Midlands.—Box 778, c/o The Motor Cvde.
[X8813

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1914 Combination, engine and gear box
recently overhauled, Watford speedometer, lamps,

tools, etc.— Stanley, Eagle House, Pevensey Rd., St
Leonard's-on-Sea. [X910 j

1Q19 A.J.S. Combination, excellent condition, fully
-l-t/ equipped, 2 head lamps. Klaxon, spare wheel,
hood, screen, tools ; £180, or nearst.—Glendinniug, I.

Park Parade, Cambric^^e. [X9287

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1917, interchangeable
wheels, condition perfect; first offer £135 accepted.

—Hardie, 24, Woodstock St., New Bond St., W.l.
'Phone; Maj'fair 6559. [3450

"IQ19 A.J.S. Combination, as new, nnpunotured and
X«7 guaranteed perfect, spare wheel, spring, seat-pillar,

screen, apron, lamp.«, horn, tools; any trial; owner Ijuv-

ing car; nearest £175.-1, Castle St., Warwick. [X9291

A.J.S. 1^15J^ 6h.p. Combination, luggage grid,
wind screen, apron, 3 interchangeable wheels,

Lucas lamps, overhauled at makers, any trial; £115.
—Martin, 13,' Cleveland Mews, Leiuster Terrace, W.2.

[2247
1 Q 16 4-5h.p. A.J.S. Combination, completely over-
-LJ/ hauled, Binks, hood, wind screen, luggage grid,
spare wheel, lamps, horn, spare.?, splendid running
Older; £120.—Beardmore, Holt, Forest Rd., Lough-
borough. , [X9053

A.J.S. Combination, late 1915, Bh.p., little used, and
in excellent condition, interchangeable wheels,

speedometer, spares, hood, side curtains, screen, etc.;
cash wanted, sacrifice £112.-15. Summerhill Rd.,
Dartford, Kent. ' [3636

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination.—Advertiser invites offers
J.*y of reasonable premium over list price for first

place on waiting list for above model, delivery definitely
promised in two weeks, private owner.—Box 780, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X8868

1 Q20 A.J.S. Combination, done 500 miles, lieen p:g-
XtJ perly run in, spare wheel (unused), hood, epecinl
seat-pillar, wind screen, tools ; Southampton district

;

£190, or near of?er; pukka reason for selling.—Bos
L5,675, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3538

A.J.S. 1917 Combination, beautiful De Luxe side-
car, screen, apron, Ir.mps, tools, spares, as new,

practically unscratched, photo available, top-hole con-
dition, an, outfit to be proud of; any trial; nearest
£140.—Blakemore, 59, Rogers Rd., Birmingham.

[X9182

All letters relating to adyertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. C43
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S,

1Q19 A.J.S. MiM- Combination, 4 interchangeable
JLi/ wheels, wind screen, Lueas hoxn and head lamp
set, electric side and rear lamps, special Brooks 170
saddle, handle-bar muffs, tyres impnnctured, small mile-
ape, new September, absolutely a perfect and complete
ontflt; £175.—Wainwright, irillfields, Wolverhampton.

, [X8814
1 Q19 A.J.S. Combination, electric ligMiiig, 3 lamps,
X«7 hood, screen, spare wheel, spring, saddle pillar,
T,acas horn and Klaxon horn, also brand new Wat-
ford trip speedometer, special A.J.S. model, iully
insured; the whole of the outiit is in brand new
ccndition, and is open to any trial; £210.—Blacker,
^3, Central Rd., Blackpool. [X9052

A.J.S. Spares; engine- and gear boK repairs; prompt
delivery.—Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wol-

verhampton. T.A. : Parts. [2237

Alcyon.

1Q14 Alcyon, 2^/4h.p., splendid little machine, climb
-IL*/ anythine, B, and B., Boseh, no farther use for
it; bargain, first cheque £35; no dealers.—Bine Ball
Inn, Brannston, Oakham, Rutland. tS8969

A 11daya.

ALLONS at Gourlay's, Fallowfield, " Manchester.
[2832

1 C|16 Alldays Allon, 2-speed, in perfect order; £45.—
i«/ Dudley, Fairfield Rd., Grove Park, S.E.12. [X8842

A LLON 1917, 2-speed, accessories, good oondition
xi, £55.—Morven, Canonbie Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.

[3362
ALLON, 1 91 6, new lamps, horn, perfect condition

throughout; owner emigrating; £42/10.-70, Rinp
Etead Rd., Catford. [3351

JONES' Garage, special agents for Alldays AUon,
Broadwnv. Muswell Hill., N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. j [0027

ALLON de Lnie, 2-stroke, and sidecar, as new, not
ridden 50 miles, bought August, 1919; ofi!ers.—

Surridge, 133, Sloane St., S.W.I. [X9180

ALLDATS Matchless Combination, 1915, 3-speed
countershaft, clutch, cane toTpedo sidecar, perfect;

£74.-175, Merton Rd., Wimbledon. [3642

ALLON 1916 aKh.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, lamps, horn,
pump; best offer (about £45).—Mackie, seen at

Bickell's, 251, Archway Rd., Highgate, N.6. [3660

ALLDAXS Matchless, 2^/4h.p., 2-8troke, fully equipped,
tvres and appearance good; ride away; oflers over

£30.-62, Southfleld Rd., Bedford Park, Cliiswick. [3078

1 Q19 Allon, 2-speed, kick start, hand clutch, nearly
*-*' new, mileage 250, electric lighting, leg shields;
£69.-Patterson, 3, St. Andrew's St., Cambridge. [335,6

1 .ftl9 Allon Model de Luxe, 2 speeds, hand clutch,
-E-v leg shields, lamps, tools, etc.; owner expecting dcr
livery of combination; £70, or nearest ofler.— 36, Gor-
don Rd., Ealing, W. t3326

ALLDAYS Matchless, 2S/ih.p., 2-Etroke, new Dixie
mag., Senspray carburetter, new Pedley belt, tyres

almost new, spare Whittle belt and pnmp ; £35.

—

M. Roberts, 55, Fairfield Rd., Bow, E. [3358

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, watch, Watford
speedometer, lamps, A.C.U. badge, Senspray com-

plete, overhauled this month, new etxra- heavy back
tyre, new chains and sprockets, guaranteed mechani-
cally perfect; any examination or trial; extras^-Binks
carburetter, electric lamps, new belt, tyre; £55;
stored during war, owner now going abroad.—Garner,
Mulberry Green, Harlow, Essex. [X9Z66

Ariel.

ARIELS.—Gourlay, Agent, Fallowfield, Manchester.
[2833

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, Ariel agents,
supply at makers' prices. [X7944.

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Ariels.—
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X8625

JONES' Garage, special agents for Ariels, Broad-
wav, Muswell Hill. N. 1 0, and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. - ^ [0028

ARIEL 1919 3V2h.p. Combination, new October,
done 200 miles, lamps, etc. ; £ 122 / 10 ; equal

to new.~47, Newland Av., Hull. [X9184

ARIEL SVoh.p., No. 7830, 3-speed countershaft, C.B.
supreme car, Lucas set, recently overhauled and

enamelled; £90.—Write, 12, High St., Chatham. [3352

ARIEL, 3V2h.p. and 6h.p. : early deliveries ; all
spare parts stocked. — F. Speakman, Ariel Ex-

pert, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester. [4020

BQ19 Ariel (Nov. 16th) 3'Ah.-p., 3-speed countershaft,
-Lt/ fully equipped and insured; best over £110;
owner getting car.- Box 801, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[^91964 RIEL, S^Ah.p., single speed, in good running order,
-/a new Fellow mag. and new carburetter, good tyres.
—Lake, Vancouver House, Norwich Rd., Holt, Nor-
'clk. [3178

1 Q20 Ariel, brand new, just unpacked, 3ydi.p., 5-
J- *J speed, kick starter, etc., at makers' Ust price,
£35, or nearest; owner miist sell; Essex.—Box L5.657,
r/o The Motor Cycle. [3443

f Q19 Ariel and sidecar, fitted with 3-speed counter-
-!-«/ shaft gear, P. and H. head lamp, Lucas horn,
in very good ordsr; X95.—King and Harper, 6 and 7,
Bridge St., Cambridge. [3516

FOR
SHOW WEEK.
We cannot promise
after. Stock limited.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
NEW IMPERIAL. S h.p. J.A.P. twin engine,

3-speed, clutch, all-chain drive, coaphbuilt
Sidecar. W.D. all-weather models. Makers'
price, £144 i8s.

Our price £135
ROVER, 6 h.p. J. .A. P. tivin engine, 3-speed

clutch, chain drive coachbuilt Sidecars

W.D. all-weather models. Makers' price,

£188.
Our pr.ce £125

OUf
representatives"

will be pleased' to meet
you on any of the- following

stands : Harley-Davidsoit, Dot,

J.E.S., N.U.T., P.&M.. Verus,

Morgan, Matchless, Enfield,

Quadrant A B.C., Ivy, Clyno,

Ariel, op at our Show Office,

7, Hammersmith Road.
(Opposite Olympla).

Hammersmith 1581.

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.
SUNBEAM, W.D.. 2 J h.p.. 3-speed £84
DOUGLAS, W.D., 23 h.p., 2-speed ...... £70
RUDGE-MULTI, 1914, 3S h.p., speedometer £65
DOUGLAS, W.D., ij h.p., 2-speed lamps £75
JAMES, igi-i, 2} h.p.. 2-5troke £50
CONNAUGHT, 2.I h.n., single-speed £35

RUBY, W.D., 8 h.p. J.A.P. 3-speed. . £115
ALLDAYS ALLON, igrS, 2J h.p., 2-speeri £55

IVY, 1916, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, lamps, etc. . .
—

'!ALTHORPE, lOi", 3 h.p. Precisi.-m .... £75

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
ARIEL, 1916, 34 h.p., 3-speed £115
INDIAN, 1916, 7-9 h.p. Powerplus £150

SUNBEAM, rgiS, 3t h.p., sporting Sidecar £175

i5AMES, =! H.p., 3-speed, all-chain £95
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, 7-9 bp-. mag-

neto, re-enamelled £150
ENFIELD, 1914, 6 h.p., all accessDr.es .. £130

B,S.A., 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed £130
SUNBEAM, 1914, 3* li-P-. 3-5peed £110

ARIEL 1919. 34h-P-. 3-speed £133

mmdeiWotaniMt
/OQ;pA£atfhiCUutdSt,

jGmxhn W.i.

IOC, PcvUs St: CxetefL.

Telegrams :

'^Abdicate, Wesdo, London,**

Telephone : Museum 557.

Telegrami :

" Combusl'ion, Exeter.'

^

Telephone: Exele*933

:mot0r

MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
Ariel.

"jQlS Ariel 6-7h.p. Twin, lamps, hoin, speedome
J-«^ coacbbuilt sidecar, all as- new; £125; Londo)
See Kwiksale adyertisement, Miecellaneous Cycle coliu
Introduction giTen free. [3'

1 Q,19 (AxigusO 3i|.h.p. Ariel, and Sidecar, with he
-L*^ and ta-ii lamp, lieavy Dunlop tyres, spare t:

and valves, guaranteed ridden under 500 miles. perJ
rondiiir.n. and' indistinguisiiable from new.—W. E.
Biall, c/o Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Green St., Gi
bridge. '

[21

A uto,--Wheels
WALL Auto-AVheel. good running order; £11

Mills, 15, Russell St., Bolton. [X9;

WALL Autowbqel and Court R-oyal cycle, eq
new ; £22 ; would separate.— 16,- Coronation ;

King's Lynn. [3:

B.S.A. AVall Autowheel. model de luxe, cost £
only ridden, few miles; £16.—Hudson, Br

Pd., Redhill. [3;

B.3.A.. Auto-Wheel, in perfect cbndibion, not d)

600 miles; ;£14, or near o-ffer.—Mugleston, 0'

seal, nr. Ashby-da-la-Zoucb. [591

WALL "Auto-whe^l, attriched Xew Hud?on cycle;

speed, splendid- running order, nccessories, Inm
£15/10,-128, Mackenzie Ed., Beekenbnm. , [31

AUTO-WTLEEL and Lady's Bicycle, both in excell

pondition: will spII separate or tog-ether.—Ap;
16, Lancaster Mews, Lancaster Gate, VV:.2. [3!

AXTTO-'WHEFL and B.S.A. specially built Allto-^Tl

mndel cycle, smart, and: in perfect order, liai

used, born, bandle-bar mirror, carrier, etc. : bnrgi
P.25. near otter considered; pboto free.—Hoare,
.'iJQutb Side,. Clapbam. Common, London, S.\V.4. [3i

Bat.

BAT Springr Frame. 5-6h.p. J.A.P., ooaebbnilt &

car, Bosch mn?., all chain, hood, lamps, «
screen, born, £80; also 2^-ih.p. Ariel, early model. £
appointment.— 56, Iz^ne Ed., Bexley Heath. [X&

Bat 'Jap.
BAT-JlA-P.. Gh.p.. 2-speed N.S.U.. and ^'sne ^

car; .-eeQ.—Mead, East Coker, Yeovil. [3:

h.p. Bat-Jap. spring frame, Boscb. Mabon elm
perfect; £50.-56, Scales Rd., Tott?nbmn. fJ.

BAT-J.A.P. 6h.p., solo, 2-speed, K.S.. sound coi

tion throughout; £40, or near oiler.—Bond. Brant

Kent. [X3'

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p.. 2-speed, speedometer, Ian

coachbuilt sidecar, graiid condition; £75.—B«
ing's, Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [31

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p., chain drive, countershaft r
Coronet' coach sidecar: £75.—Halilas Motor

.?himge, Union St. South, Halifax. [3

BAT-J.A.P. Combination. 8b. p.. splendid condift

engine a? new : too powerful for owner ;
£75.-^E

J. B. West, Knoll End, Dorking, [3:

BAT-J.A.P., 1919, 8b. p., HendeTson Elite sidecar,

grey,- disc*:, electric lighting and born, insnra

policy, numerous tools, spares, splendid turnout, i

August, mileage 1,000;. £177.—Daubeny, Selwyn (

lege, Cambridge. [3;

1 (t|13 T.T. 5h.p. Bat-Jap, 3-speed Armstrong, em
L?/ rebushed, gear just overhauled, new Dunlop t

Lucas lamp, spares, tools, aluminium discs, tyres <

reueral condition excellent, stored, during war, used- \

little since: £70, or best ofEer.—Hall,. Woodlands. 1

coner Rd., Bushey, Herts. [3i

Blackburne.

CROW Bros., High St., Giiildford, are old Bh
bume agents, and invite enauiriee. [S.7'

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newpoi-t, sole Isle of Wi
' agent for Blackburne motors ; early delivery. [41

JONES' Garage, special agents for BlackhiiT)
Broadway, Muswell Hill, N. 1 0, and Woodi

Parade, North Finchley. [Oi

Bown.
BOWN (Babv) 2-stroke, been stored, condition as Oi

£35.-Bond, Brasted, Kent. [X9:

8

B
Bradbury.

R-iDBTJEY Specialists.—Bright and Hayles,
Church St., Camberwell, London. [3J

2SLh.p. Bradbury, B. and B., pan sent, good ti

4 c-omjilete : bargaiu, 9 gns.—76, Western I

Soutball, Middlesex. [31

BRADBURY, ),920 models: Book .vour order nov
Agents, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church

Canjberwell, London. [3!

BRADBURY 4b.p., Bosch, lamps; horn, splendid I

' ning order: £40: owner going abroad.—Chant
HinxhiU, Ashfoid, Kent.

'

[X9:

BRADBURY.—For the earliest possible deliveries

1319 models.—The Walsall Garage. Wolverhsi
ton St., Walsall. Tel. : 444. [9i

BRADBURY, 4h.p., Bosch, adjustable pulley, tj

good condition, good running order; first che'

£59.-48, Leigh Rd.,. Hale, Cheshire. '[3:

C44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issu*-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley=Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVlbsON, magneto model, new Aug.,
1917, and handsome sporting sidecar, disc

wheels, electric light, Klaxon and electric horns, wind
screen, speedometer, and spares, a most luxurious
outfit; £160.—Cecile, 25, Battersea Rise, S.W. [2621

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD 5-6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick

start, excellent condition; £85.—Wigley, near
Church, Old Normanton, Derby. [X8863

NEW Model HazJewood, 6h.p. twin, with J.A.P. en-
gine, 3-speed gear bos, chain-cum-belt drive,

Canoelet sidecar; delivery from stock; £150, plus
caninge.—Victor Horsmnu, Ltd., 7, Muunt Pleasant,
Liverpool. [3025

1 Q15 Hazlewood, 31642, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft,
X«/ kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn,
speedometer, perfect condition; £80; Harwell, Berks.—
See Kwiksale advertisement, Miscellaneous Cycle
column. Introduction given free. [3728

Henderson.
HENDERSON 4-crl. — Sole Midland agents, The

Premier Motor Co.. Aston Ed., Birmingham.
[2193

HENDERSON". 1916, S-lOh.p.. 4-cyl., 2-speed, £105;
Canoelet sidecar, £17; exchange eutertaiued.— 109.

Walton Rd., East Molesey. ' [.m67

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle <•

M;in.—Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. invited— .1

Blake and Co. Otficial Dealers. Liverpool-Maachester
f703>-

THE Premier Motor Co. will be pleased to meet pro-
spective purchasers of the new Henderson lOh.p.

4-cyl., the aristocrat of motor cycles, at Stand No. 21,
Olympia Show, when orders can be booked ; latest
models now on view in our showrooms.—Aston Rd.,
Birmingham. [2194

H.G.

I Q19 H.G.. brand new, 2%h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-

-Lt/ speed, kick starter, hand control clutch, a lovely
machine ; owner must sell ; at makers' list price, 85
gns., or nearest offer; Cambridge.—Bos L5,655, e/o
The Motor Cycle. [3441

Hobart.
HOBART, 1919, 2-stroke, 2-speed, £60; just de-

livered from works; also second-hand 1914 Singer,
Sy^h-p., £40; 1914 James combination, 3-speed counter-
shaft, and clutch. £85.—The Ripley Motors, Kiplev.
Derbys. [3383

H umber.
IQig Humber, 3V2h.p. flat twin, new August, mileage
--»/ 200; £87/10.-Rose's Garage, Usbridge. [3486

HUMBER Lightweight, good condition ; ride awav

;

aft^r 6.30 p.m.; £25.-r-96, Belgrave Rd., Wanstead
E.11. ' [3199

HUMBER 6h.p. Water cooled 3-speed Twin Com
bination: £93.—Halif: x Motor Exchange, Union

St. South, Halifax. [3718

HUMBER Lightweight, new appearance, mechanically
sound, fast; £30, carriage paid.—Caine, 8, Salis-

bury Rd., Gloucester. [3227

HUMBER 2';4h.p. Twin, 3-speed, clutch, perfect; 45
gns. ;

by appointment.—White, 35, Leamington
Gardens, Seven Kings, Ilford. [3423

HUMB.ER 3^/-2h.p. Combination, 2-speed, spares, tools,
lamp, good tyres, tubes, new belt; ride away; £50,

—Jas. Orr, Station House, Leadhills, Lanarkshire.

..« [X9116
1 Q ^9 Humber, twin horizontal engine, fitted with
A*' canoelet sidecar, new P, and H. lamps and
horn; £145.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St.,
Cambridge. [3521

HUMBER 3'2b.p. spare parts for sale, frame, tank,
and engine, less magneto and other small parts,

all parts new; £25 for quick sale.—Box 802, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [X9232

31.h.p. Humber C.B. Combination, 2 speeds, handle
,

2 condition and appearance excellent, 2 lamps, horn,
ijpares, thoroughly reliable; £55.-115, Gainsborough
lEtd., Crewe. [3576

3ih.p. Humber, 1911, mechanical condition excel-
2 lent, in splendid running order, new b^lt and

:)ack tyre; £45.—A. Savin, 10, Springfield Buildings.
!3hippenhani, Wilts. ,

- [3417

31h.p. Humber, 1915, 3-speed, clutch, coachbuilt
2 sidecar, adjustable puUey, lamps, spare valve,

)i)elt, tools, etc., splendid condition; £75.—2, Pelham
!l*lace, Seaford, Sussex. [3625

HUMBER 3.4h.p., 2-spsed, free engine, handle start,
lamps, pump, magneto, overhauled, remagnetised,

londition splendid ; evenings, Saturday afternoon

;

iHers.—Smith, 20, Kingscliffe Gardens, Sonthfields.
[X9234

Indian.

NEW Indian ComDination, only done 300 miles; trial,

-57, Eltisley Av., Cambridge. - [3436

fNDIAN, 7-9h.p.. 2-speed, kick starter ; £ 65.-78,
Church St., Camberwell, London. [3504

[NDIAN.—For earliest deliveries, get in touch with
tlie Indian agents, Newport Motor Co., Ltd., New-

'ort. MoQ. . [0041

[NDIAN, 1913, 2-speed, clutch, in good running
order; £50,—Whitehead, 77, Marylebone Lane,

>xIord St., W.l. [3542

LANCASHIRE
and

CHESHIRE

Motor Cyclists
in these two Counties
will find that the

Best Deliveries
and

Efficient Service
ARE GIVEN BY

COLMORE
DEPOT.
MANCHESTER:

200, Deansgate.

LIVERPOOL:
24, Paradise St.

As we have never encouraged
a long waiting list, several of
the best known makes of
machines are available for

early delivery.

Birminghani.
We can s:ive early

Clelivery of several
well-known machines
Colmore Row,
November 27th, 1919.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.-

1 u[i 19 Indian Combination, nnlenge 300, deliverefl
At/ Noveiuher. full equipment, dynamo, etc. ; £170.
—Sayles, Goldthorpe, Rothetham. [X9169

INDIAN 7-9h.p., 1914, just overhauled; owner ordered
foreign servine ; accessories ; £70, or nearest olEer.

—AVoodhall, Craivley, Susses. [X9152

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, very fast outfit; will 'accept £85 for quick

sale.—103a, High St., Wandsworth. {3302

DON'T Foret to see the Indians at the Show, and
place your orders with J. Horswill, Castra Motor

Cycle Garage, 42, Bridge St., Chester. [2118

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. 3-speed Combination, electric
lighting, alniiiiiuu!n discs, in tiii-top order through-

out; £125.-27, St John's Rd., Putney. [3409

1 Q 15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, 3-epeed, 3 lamp
-A- 1' sets, and all accessories ; £90 ; exchange con-
sidered.— 18, Hawarden Rd., Colwyn Bay. [X9272

T|Q16 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, hand and
Jl <^ foot clutch, 2 lamps, horn, in good condition

;

£85.—Jenkins, 4, Glamorgan Terrace, Swansea. [5482

1 Q 15 Indian, 7-9h.p., perfect condition, 2 sets of
JLt/ lamps, electric and gas; seen any time; £65.—
Jelks, The Garage, High Rd., Whetstone, N.20. [3370

7-9h.p. Indian, Millford sidecar, just overhauled, 2-
speed. clutch, electric lighting, speedometer,

Klaxon horn, new tyres.—-Lt. Tidy, Roseneath, Ascot.
[X8950

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Road Racer, 1915 model, clutch,
lamps, very fast, in perfect condition; £65: can

L>e seen any time.—Capt. Buckley, Queen's Hotel, Folke-
stone. [3392

1Q15 Indian, 5-6h.p., sidecar, 3-5peed, clutch; kick
J-v start, perfect running order; £75.—Pollard,
draper, Freemason's Rd., Custom House, E.16. 'Phone :

East 4236. [3236

1 (Q16 Powerplus Indian Combinalion, 3-speed, T.T.
J-»-' bars, Millford. electric head, tail, and horn, -ex-
cellent condition; price £130, offers.—38, Einald Place,
Uplands, Swansea. [3380

INDIAN 5-6h.p., with P. and M. 2-speed gear and
clutch, new Palmer cords, Klaxon, lamps, fast ma-

chine, in very good condition; £55,-135, Caun Hall
Rd., Leytoustone. [3149

1Q15 Indian, 739558, 7-9h.p. twin, 3 speeds, coach-
-*-*' built sidecar, lamps, horn, sound condition; £90;
Cambridge.—See Kwik:^ale advertisement, Miscellaneous
Cycle column. Introduction given free. [3726

j (Q 15 7-9h.p. Spring-frame Indian, excellent condi-
i«-' tion and appearance; the tank, 3-speed, and
28x3 Dunlops are all new; selling because disabled;
first £77/10.-Collis, 77. Birkbyhall Rd., Huddersfield.

[3164
7-9h.p. Indian Spring-frame Combination, 2 speeds,

clutch, K.S.. head and rear lamps, mechanical
horn, tyree 28x3 (front new, rear nearly), mechanical
condition good, enamel as new; £100.—Betts, Moulton,
Tivetshall. [3125

1 Q16 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, 3-spe6d,
At7 clutch, kick staiter, electric lighting. Klaxon,
etc.; immediate sale, owner going abroad; 100 gn^—
Capt. Malet, Austin House, Frome. 'Phone: 136
Frome.

'

[3101

INDIAN Combination, late 1915, 7-9h.p., spring
frame, Mills-Fullord coachbuilt sidecar, electric

lighting, kick starter, 3 speeds, clutch, excellent
engine and condition; 100 gns.—46, Vale Rd., Ton-
bridge, Kent. [2792

"IQ19 Indian Powerplus, 7-9h.p., Burbery sidecar,
Xt/ wind screen <nnd hood, inner tubes unpunctured,
spares, ridden 1,000 miles in fine weather only, gcod
order ; lowest £ 1 75.—Suaith, 1 5, Marine Approach,
South Shields. [3316

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p. Combination, kick start, clutch,
2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, electric lighting,

stored 3 years, iust overhauled at cost of £40,
splendid condition; 100 gns.—Blow, Gadebridge Camp,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. [X9237

INDIAN, .1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick-starter,
Mills-FulIord sidecar, hood, wind -screen, luggage

carrier, electric light, horn, speedometer, only done
3,000 miles, just overhauled," very fast; £100.-Box
1.5,700. c/o The Motor Cycle. [3746

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 1914, 2-speed, clutch,
speedometer, .electric lights and horn. Klaxon, dific

wheels, Millford sidecar, overhauled and repainted, new
Palmer cords, beautiful conditon; £100, or near offer.

—Potter, Tl.A.F., Lympne, Kent. [3337

Invicta

2ih.p. invicta, ViUiers 2-stroke engine, single
2 speed, a thoroughly reliable machine; ^50, or

on extended payments 4% extra.—Ilarrods Motor
Showrpoms, 116-118, Crompton Rd. (opposite Main
Building), London, S.W.I. [3321

Ivy

IVY.—For the earliest possible deliveries, book your
order now.—The Walsall Garage. Wolverhampton

St, Walsall. Tel. ;. 444. [9577

1 Q14 Ivy 4^4h.p. 3-speed Combination, with sporty
A »/ sidecar, perfect condition ; £65.—Barker. 1 3,

Victoria St., Cliiton, Bristol. [3657

H. G" HENLT and Co. are sole London Agents for

the popular Iw 2-stroke.—91. Gt. Portland St..

W 1. 'Phone: Mayfair 4084. [0022

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ixion.

IXION", Vniiers 2i.4h.p. (1919), Amac, Diinlops, Bosch-
Blic, splendid <jQndition ; £42.-508, Southwnik

I'ait Rd., Loudon, S.E. [3413

James.
JAMES 2-stroke, 1915, 2-speed find free, perfect con-

dition; any trial; £46.-175, Meitou Ed., Wim-
bledon. £3641

TO 19 James, 5-6h,p., all tools, lamps, H.D. sidecar,
^iy Cameo screen; £120.—Box L5,638, c/o The
Motor Cycle. CD) [3364

JAMES 4h.p. Motor Cycle and sidecar, 2Tspeed, clutch.
kick start, good order; £70.—Central Gnrape,

Bromley. Kent, [3495

JAMES 2Vih.p. 2-stroke. complete, just delivered,
not wanted; ,£60.—Write, Collins, 33, Rathgar

At., Ealing, W. [3309

"IQIO James 2-stroke, 2-speed. 2^.p., new Jnlv.
J-*/ ridden 400 miles only, Klaxon; £60.—Bussell.
85, Rectory Grove, S.W.4. [349C

4ib.p. James Comliination, 1916, 3-speed, chitch. kicl.
4 start, thoroughly overhauled; must sell; £80.-

Suellgiove, 89, High St., Winchester. [508

J

1 Q19 James Motor Cycle, si'Jecar, 4i4b.p., absohrtel:
--*^ new, tick start, beautitul model; oflers.— Cauip-
hell, Stanmore, Elmsleigh Drive, Leigh-on-Sea. [340',

4ih.p. James, 3-speed, recently overhauled, complete
4 with lamps, horn, clutch, in perfect running

order; £55.—Lt, Saunders, "Excellent," Portsmouth.
[S8951

JAMES have a large range of models. May wt
book your order for one ? Earliest deliveries.—

Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Rd., W,
'Phone : 80 Hammersmith. [3043

1 Q18 James Combination, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, C.B.
J-*-' sidecar and screen, speedometer, etc., £120. or
near offer; would exchange for lightweight.—Kelvey.
194, Oxford Rd., Manchester. [X9262

BLACKER and Blake-Marsh, Motor Mart. Bexhill
and Midland Bank Chambers, Eastbourne.—Sole

James agents for Bexhill-Hastings district. Early de
liveries; orders booked in rotation. [3110

IQIS 5-6h.p, James and Triumph Gloria Sidecar,
Xt/ good outfit, excellent condition, mileage about
700, cost £173 in July: no rea,sonable offer refused
—Box L5,402, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2701

JAMES Combination, 1918, 5-6h.p. twin, Tvas stored
for 10 months last- winter, in really splendid con-

dition, tyres unpunctured, many spares; £120.~Bi?gar.
6, Gnadaloupe Terrace, Sandown, Isle of Wight. [3192

JAMES (no premium).—Advertiser, expectijig de-
livery 01 5-6h.p. model de luxe outfiE^ cannot

accept owing to unforeseen circumstances; wishes to
dispose at makers' list price; appointment.—Box
L5,691, C/o TJie Motor Cycle. [3609

1 019 James 4i/ih.p.. done 600 miles, fitted with Stir-
-I-t? ling leg shields, valve guard, knee-grips, long
plated exhaustj lamps, horn, mirror, tools, and spares
ideal winter machine; £110, or best offer.—Windle. 4
Esseuden Rd., St. Leonard's, Sussex. [3411

J.A.P.

J.A.P. 2i^h.p., new condition; £38.—Speecliley, 1,

Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Hill, W.3. [3599

6b. p. J.A.P. Combination, 3-speed, K.S. ; what oflers?
seen Sunday between 11 and 12.—82, Coledoniai)

Ed., London. N.l. £3118

J.A.P. 4h.p., T.T., dropped frame, spring forks, foot^
boards, stand carrier, splendid condition : £35.—

Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, HoUiorn.
[X9190

"jQ19 (September) 4h.p. Twin J.A.P. T^a-Fiaucis,
J-*' 2-speed, clutch, all-chain drive, lamps, etc., oulv
ridden 600; £95; as new; owner buving light car.- 6.
Cope St., Coventry. [59159

1 Q14 5h.p. J.A.P. Combination, cane torpedo side-
X«/ ca^ Gradua gear, Bosch, B.B. ; real bargain,
65 gns.

;
perfect running order.—L. R., 58, Tranmere

Rd., Earlsfield, S.W.18. [3249

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Motor Cyclette, good running order, 1912

;

£16/16.—Chandler, Shepherdswell, Dover. [3552

LANCASHIRE and Cheshire Only.—J.E.d. motoi
cyclette and attachment sets; enquiries invited.-

J. Blake and Co, Liverpoo I-Manchester. [7042

Juno.

JUNO 2-stroke, 1916, lamp, accessories; £29.-128,
Oaord Rd., Barnsbury, N.l. [3387

Kerry.
31h.p. Kerry, a.i.v., mag., B. and B., tyres good,

2 ride away; £17.—Houlston, 560, King's Rd.,
Hulham. [X8970

KERRY 2^h.p., B. and B. carburett3r, new tyres,
new E.LC. mag.; £21.-Limmer, Fernlea, Grove

Hill, Woodford, E.18. [3222

Lea°Francis
LEA-FRANCIS, 1915 4h.p. J.AJP., S-speed. clutch,

kick start, Canoelet sporting sidecar; £85.-14.
Cnnndinn Av., Catfoid, S.E. 6. [3188

Frank

Whitworth,
LTD.

have placed large

contracts for de-

liveryfrom among
the best machines

at the Show and
invite all

Midland
Visitors

to Olympia to

secure favourable

delivery by getting

into touch with

one of our

Several

Salesmen
who will be in

attendance. Just

ask for " Frank
Whitworth'

at either of

stand 23, A.B.C DiSiinctian.

02, PREMIER Comfort

„ 86, O.K. Economy.

9t, IVY Daintiness.

„ 101, ROYAL RUBY Reliabiiity

„ 110, READING STANDARD. .. Power.

„ 116, N.U.T. Speed.

„ 121, QUADRANT .. .. Proved Merit

Dot, Hazlewood, Chater-Lea, Sparkbrook

Frank

Whitworth,
LTD.

139, NEW STREET,

Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOP SALE.
Lea'Francis.

LEA.-FEANCSIS.— Orders ore now being booked for
fnture delivery of these splendid machinsi.—

Hucklebridge, 133, Bloane St., London, S.W.I.
[X55U

LEA-FEANCIS, 1919. — Place your name on our
waiting list for delivery of these ariatocrotio

mounts.—A. J. Bproston, 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l,
[6612

~|Q19 Lear-Francis and sidecar, condition as nev?,
At/ fitted with P. and H. lamp, Montgomery side,

car; £1JS.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St.,

Cambridge. . XJSaO

Levis.

19 Levis, new; ^£45.19^

19 19 Levis, lamps, etc., done 200 miles only; ^£48.

CAMBRIDGE Auto, and Engineering Co., 21, Hob-
son St., Cambridge. (3215

LEVIS 1916 Popular, splendid condition; f43.-Bull,
St., Giles' Sq., Noitlamptou. CV8799

CYEIL WILLIAMS, lor early delivery of Levis.-
Ohapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X862S

t>ih.p. Levis, in perfect running order and appear-
/W4, anoe as new; £30.-20, Church Walk, Hamp-
stead, N.W.3. [3246

LEVIS, Popular Model, 1916, lamps, hol4i, in good

condition; £33.—The Motor Cycle Mart. Staf-

ford St., Walsall. [X9063

LEVIS 2-Btroke, single and 2-speed models—Earlj
deliveries from the appointed agents, Lloyd and

Son, 29, Sfation St., Lees. - [9682

HOVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Hd.. Hove
sole district Levis agents; all accessories and

repairs; established 12 years. [9637

LEVIS 1916 2-strok6, excellent condition, electric

bom, lamp set, etc.—H.W.D, Motor Co., 1, Bro.nd-

way Parade, Brent St., Hendon. [3643

LEVIS Popular, the finest 2-Etroke in the world;

book now for early delivery and super-service.-

The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [9578

LEVIS Popular, 1916, P. and H. lamps, horn, ac-

cessories, tubes, tyres perfect, carefully used;

£37/10; combination wanted.—29, WUton Av,, Chis-

wick. [X9107

LEVIS. 2V2h-P-, just renovated, -lamps, generator,

Klaxon, belt, pump, carburetter, all new. bach

tyre and tube unpunctured; £40; after 6 p.m.—11
Buskin Av., Kew. [X928e

~|016 Levis 2iAh.p. Popular Model, good condition,

X«? tools, pump, and 2 belts, but no lamps, ridt

awav £33; a trial can only be had Sunday.—Lupkin,
next Tram Depot, Brighton Rd., Purley. - [3754

Lincoln-Elk.

LINCOLN-ELK 4lAh.p., 1914, 2-speed, free encine

kick starter, in excellent running condition: £48.-

H. Deerin, Forrestfleld, by Airdrie. [X895(

3ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, believed 1914, kick sart, Bosch
2 B and B., footboards, 2-speed, running order;

£28, or ofler.—J. Blackburn, Carnadorc, Castlefin. Co
Donegal. [339C

Matchless.

MATCHLESS Spring Frame Model H; examine tlii!

machine now.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X9361|

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 7-9h.p., 2-speed and clutch!

coachbuilt sidecar; £65.—Elton, Cowley Rd.

Oxbridge, [X9071

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surre;

agents for the new Matchless.-Order now fo

early delivery. . [406!

JONES' Garage, special agents for Matchless, Brond

wav, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade

North Finchley. [O03;

MATCHLESS 8-lOh.p., 2-specd, coachbuilt sidecai

lamps, speedometer, wind screen; £80,—Stooke, 4

Berrylands Rd., Surbiton, [373.

~| 018 W,D. Matchless Combination, lamps, horn
J-57 tools: bargain, £150, or offer.—Wright, 97

Reading Rd., Henley-on-Thames. [X905I

MATCHLESS, Model H, for earliest deliveries

order now.—Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hamnifil

smith Rd., W. 'Phone : 80 Hammersmith. [303i

MATCHLESS Model H., the superb combinatior

will be the success of 1920. Book now for earl

delivery at makers' list price with Clapham (Motors

King George St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. [355

MATCHLESS Victory Model 8h.p. Combinatioi
interchangeable wheels, spare wheel, 3 Lucas lampi

hood, wind screen, speedometer, splendid outfit; £16!

—Lyons, 136, Lambeth Walk, S.E. [315

1 Q20 Matchless Combination, brand new, Model B
i-*y latest spring frame model, wind screen, etc.,

detachable wheels; £190, or nearest offer. Cambridgf
shire.—Box 5,558, c/o The Motor Cycle. (328

MATCHLESS Combination, 1919 (July). M
equipped, D.A. cylinder lighting, disc wbeel

special adjustable handle-bars, only done 1,000;-

Apply, Crips Bros., Main Rd., Sidcup, Kent. [360

B34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM, 1915, SMj^h.p., 3.-speed, clutch, kick
start, with coachbuilt sidecar, Bosch mag., B.

and B. carburetter, Dunlop studded tyres, just over-
hauled, in fine condition throughout, complete with
lamps, both, luggage grid. etc. : £115; exchange.—
R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Rayleigh; Essex. [3713

T.D.C.

1Q19 T.D.C. de Luxe, 2-stroke,XU order, little used, lamps, horn, pump
Strong, "Woodstock, Oson.

in perfect running
£42.-

[S9149

1Q14 T.D.O. 3iAb.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-3peed,
J-t/ clutch, Bosch, B. and.B., Saxon forks, recently
overhauled, enamelled black; £65.—Rhodes, 26, Helena
Rd., Walthamstow. [3578

ONE Brand New 1920 Type T.D.C. 2%h.p., 2-speed
2-stroke. Dunlop tyres, Brooks's pan saddle,

Brampton Biflex forks, E.I.C. mag. (waterproof), B.
and B. carburetter, magnificent pair aluminium foot-
boards with raised heel pieces, special crucible steel
cones, variable pulley, Dunlop belt, strong carrier and
tool bags, horn, and full kit of tools, a luxurious
mount, listed £60; first cheque or nearest offer to
£48 secures; guaranteed to take a sidecar and 20
stone; immediate delivery; the firm who never pro-
fiteer.—Motorities, 191, Sweetman St., Wolverhampton.

[3651
Torpedo

4ih.p. Torpedo Precision, 3-speed, clutch, K.S., etc;
4: £58; for good piano; cash either way.—Whitehead,

18, Lark St., Burnley. [3109

TORPEDO-PRECXSION, 2V^.-p., 2 speeds, B. and B.,
horn and carrier, iyres as new, perfect order; £35,

or exchange 3-whe6ler.—12, Lesbonrn© Rd., Reigate.
[3449

Triumph. '^

TRIUMPH Babv. 1916, with lamps, splendid condi-
tion; £58.—Below. ' -

TRIUMPH 1914 4h.p., 3-speed. with sidecar, good
machine; £85.—Bull, St. Giles' Sq., Northampton.

T«,^
™ '

fX8798RIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speeds, like new; £68.-365, King
St., Hammersmith. [3664

I TYRES
y SPECIAL
Z Clearance Lines

All goods sent
days' approval
remittance.

on sevsn
SLgSLt nst

41i.p. Triumrili and sidecar, 1919 model; jei25.—Wau-
chope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London. [3703

TRIUMPH; new tyres, lamps, horn,' running order;
£JO:^Warden, Bushes Rd., Sevenoaks. [3624

TRIUMPH, 1918. 4h.p., unused; 76 gns.. offers.—
112, Ckjlomb St., JE. Greenwich. ' [3225

TBIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed Sturmev, done only 9.000
Tvhat offers?—W. Pugh, Pr^steign. [X9274

UNUSED Countershaft Triumph; £110, or very near.
—6, Boycott St., Ererton, Liverpool. [3185

TRIUMPH, countershaft, 44965. in new condition

;

70 gns.—55, Wiltshire Ed., Brixton. [3350

NEW Baby Triumph, never ridden ; £70
offer.—Box 789, c/o The Motor Cych.

or near
[X8941

BARGAINS.-
call or write.—

stow.

3ih.p. Triumph, 2-speed N.S.U. ; genuine bargain,
2 £38.—Nash, 5, Hillside Terrace, Steyning. [3108

TRIUMPH, countershaft model, in excellent condi-
tion.—Miss Andrews. 23, Main St., Cockermouth.

[3570
20 Triumphs for sale, from 1914-18;
"" 145, Blackhorse Lane, Waltham-

[2149

TRIUMPH, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, perfect through-
out; £55.—Button, Red Lion Hill, East Finch-

ley. . [X8943

1 Q19 Triumph Combination, as new, complete with
--V horn and fittings; £130.—Hayes, 344, Enston
Ed., N.W. [333."!

1Q1S Triumph, 3-speed countershaft model, as new:Av barcain. £74.—Beecher. 472. Arcbwa,v 'R.dbargain,
London, N.

19^

£74.—Beecher, 472, Archway Rd..
[3594

31h.p. Triumph, early model. m.o.i.Y., in perfect order.
2 less magneto; £15.—Dudlev, Fairfield Rd.. Grove

Park. S.E.12. [58843

16 Triumph, 4h.p., countershaft 3 speeds, clutch
model: bargain, £65.-116, Sternhold Av., Streat-

ham Hill, S.W. [3571

TIRIUMPH, 1913, clutch model, new Dunlop tyres
*- and belt, all accessories ; £40.—Harveyson, Station
Sd., Finchley. [3312

JONES' Garage, special agents for Triumphs, Broad-
way. Mnswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [0038

1 Q19 Triumph, 4h.p., excellent condition; £90; viewedJ-v by appointment week-end.—Jones.- 33. ConverKby appointment
Ed., Btreatham, S.W.

Converg
[3494

TRIUMPH, late 1916, countershaft, 3-speed, kick
start, splendid condition; £70.—Hutton, Red

Uon Hill, East Finchley. [X8942

BABY Triumph Motor Cycle, 1919, new end of
August

; £ 60, or oHers.—To be seen at The
Spring, Stoke, Coventry. •[X9160
^h.p. Triumph, as new, countershaft, 3-3peed clutch3 .kick starter, new tyres; £78.—Oakdene, Anerley

[3263Park, London, S.E.20.

TpEIUMPH 1912 3y2h.p., clutch model, completely
-- Overhauled ""'' -''^-- - —
209, King's Rd

£45 ; afternoons only.-
Ohelsea.

Henderaon,
[3575

i COVERS.
] Oar List

I Price. Price.

]'

" CANJ,'OT ADVERTISE NAME."
25x2ipassengerheavyrubberstud. 49/6 5S/-

I 20 xsiTouriit Trophy ....39/6 45/-
1 26X2i „ „ rubber 5tud. 39/- 44/6

I
26X2iX2i„ „ 43-/6 sol-

! 26x2} Passenger 52/6 55/6

I ELITE— '

"

] 2^ X2i Heavy grooved 37/6 —

I

GOODYEAR—
I

29 X2j oversize for 28x2* rim, rub-
ber studded ." 42/- —

.

1
28x25 Diamond stud 45/- —

I

28 X 2 Rubber studded O.S 35/- 44/-

I PALMER—
I 28x3 4-ply fabric 65/- —

I

PEDLEY—
126 X 2i Heavy Model 60 /- —

26X2jX2} Heavy Model 69/- —
I

26 X 2i Medium 52/6 —

I

AVON-
I

28x3 Extra heavy 3-ribbed 72/6 90/9
700 X 80 Extra heavy 3-ribbed 70 /- —

I 650x65 Extra heavy 3-ribbed 61/- —
I

650 X 65 Heavy 3-ribbed 58 /- —

I

BATES—
- 26 X 2i Special heavy 52/6 —

I KEMPSHALL—
~~

26 X2i Heavy nOQ-skid 45/- 6^/-

WOOD-MILNE—
26x2} Extra heavy Keygrip 60 /- —
650 X 75 X 65 Heavy Keygrip 62 /- —
26x2^ Combination .. .r 84/- —

TUBES.
NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED

26X2t 10/- rr/-
26X2.i 9/6 ri/6
26x2} 10/- ir/-
28x2 9/- ir/-
650x65, with car valve 12/6 13 /g
26 X 2i X 2 J, lap-end butted 8/6 —

BELTS.
All makes in stock at special prices.

RETREADING
Extra heavy 17/6
Heavy i5/_
Medium 12/6

Wc have a larse motor tyro stock
and shall be pleased to quote on
receipt of postcard.

l%% Vanxhall Bridge Road,s.w.
Victoria, *•

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALH.

B Triumph.
TWO Brand New Triumphs, £105 each; also new

combination, £123, or near offer.—Hazleview.
Clarendon Rd., Cambridge. _ [X9255

TEIUMPH syoh.p., 1913, clutch, kick start, tyres
nearly new, lamp3, horn ; any trial ; £42.-95,

RiTcrsdale Rd., Highbury, N. [3096

SEPTEMBER, 1919, 4h.p. Triumph, Milford sidecar,
perfect condition, 500 miles; only £130.-22,

Mora Rd., Cricklewood, N.W. [X8870

1Q14 Triumph, cane combination, 3-speed hub,J-^ clutch, lamps, tools, good condition; £68.-16, -

Mervan Rd., Brixton, S.W.2. ^ [X9285
TRIUMPH 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick starter,

fine machine; 68 pns.— 5, Eglon Mews, Primrose
Hill (near Chalk Farm Tuba).

. [3589

TRIUMPH, 1911, recently overhauled, good tyree,
lamp, horn, etc.; any trial; mag.; ^30.—Nye, Kew

Lodge, Heath, Canterbury, Kent. [3631

1 Q19 Triumph, 2-stroke, 2i4h.p., new condition; £60,
J- *J no offers ; seen by appointment.-Burbidge, Dar-
laston House. Warwick Rd.. Coventry. , [X9155

TRIUMPH 1918 4h.p. Countershaft Combination,
Gloria sidecar, new throughout, spares ; £90.—

Faulkner, 7, Linda St., Battersea, S.W. [3200

"1Q19 Triumph, 4h.p., splendid condition, tyres un-
J-v punctured; £95. 'Phone: Eington 826.-39,
Langham Rd., Teddington, Middlesex. [X8802

TRIUMPH, torpedo wicker sidecar. N.S.U, 2-speed,
sprung luggage carrier, sound throughout; £45.

—Dugdale. 19^.Kingsley St., Nelson. [3637

TRIUMPH 1911 3J.2h.p., lamps, horn, trols, good
condition and appearance, ride away ; £35.^

Whitaker, 51, Penn Rd., Holloway, N. [3137

TRIUMPH, S'/oh.p., 1913, 3-speed, clutch, lamps,
tools, spare belt, tube, valve, good order ; £4S.—

PI. Francis, St. John's College, Cambridge. [3393

n^RIUMPH, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, new tyres, ex-
JL cellent condition; first £65 secures.—Gray,
Fiona, Bromley Rd., Shortlands Station. [3258

3ih.p. Triumph, clutchlees, new tyres and mag., B.
2 and B. carburetter, P. and H. lighting set; £35.

—J. P. Wakefield, Bretton, near Wakefield. [3161

~l Q IB Triumph, enamelled black and gold, disc
-Li/ wheels, mileage about 2,000; £86. Wanted,
lady's Douglas.—37, Arlington Rd., Surbiton. [3630

TRIUMPH sy^h.p., 1909. bright parts recently re-

plated, engine wants slight overhaul; fiist money
order £25 secures.—Piout, Canon St., Taunton. [3160 .

1 Q19 (Ang.) 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, done 800 miles.
--*' expsrienced driver, unscratched, long copp?r
exhaust, tools, pump, horn, knee-grips, very fast; £75.
—Henshaw, 35, Old Dover Rd., Canterbury. [3278

4h.p, Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, £50; also 4h.p.
Triumph cylinder and piston, £4.—Whinfrey,

Butcher St., Thurnscoe, near Rotherham. [X9176

TRIUMPH, countershaft, late model, good tyres and
t elt, plating and enamel perfect, ride away

;

£83.-6, Hemstal Rd., West Hampstead, N.W.6. [5752

1 Q19 Baby Triumph, 2V2h.p., 2-speed, as new, ridden
Xt/ dtly 20 miles, makers' grease still on ; £68

:

Cambridgeshire.—Box 799, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[X9153

1Q19 Triumph Road Racer, fully equipped, Cowey
X£/ speedometer, magnificent condition through-
out; £85.—Mackenzie Cott, Lion Hotel, Cambridge.

[X9348

'IQ19 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, just delivered, not run
Xt/ 50 miles, lamps, Klaxou, tools, owner bought
car; best oSer over £90.—Pope, Hill House, Esher.

[X8967
TRIUMPH 1917-1913 4h.p., countershaft, 3 speeds,

re-enamelled, plated, condition as new, genuine
bargain; £85.—White, 121, Adelaide Kd., Chalk Farm.

[X8B21
TRIUMPH, just delivere<3, 1919, 4h.r., 3-spe?d

countershaft, kick start, 5 gn. Lucas lamp set, and
horn, as uew; £111.-60, Drayton Gardene, South Ken-
sington. [3318

1 Q19 countershaft Triumph, P. and H. lamp set,
XtJ' tail lamp, pump, tools, small mileage, owner
bought car; £110.—T. Blackburne Williams, Ty Mawr,
Abergele. [X887L

T.T. Triumph, 3i^h.p., Bosch, pilot jet B. and B..
new cyl., piston, valve>s, adjustable tappets, eti^..

recently fitted; £42, lowest.—100, Lansdowne Rd., Seven
Kings. Essex. [3336

TRIUMPH 3\l>h.p., makers' renovation, new piston,
new bushes just fitted, tvres, enamel good, lamps,

Stewart mechanical warner; £38, or offers.-97, Violet
St.. Derby. [X8862

TRIUMPH, 1907, 3'/J.h.p., B. and B.. Bosch mag-
new belt, splendid running order, trial anv

time: bargain, £30.—H. Gant, Barnham, Thetlord.
Norfolk. [X9231

1 Q 19 Triumph Countershaft Combination, coach,
Xt/ lamps, mechanical horn, spares, tools, insur-
ance; ;£120.—53, Riverview Grove, StramJ-on-Green,
Chiswick. [3307

1QI9 V'i^.p. Triumph Combination, coachbuilt.
Xt/ lamps, genfTatcr. horn, chain-cum-belt, 3-speed
gear box; £105.— Smith. Staipes Rd., Bedfont.
Middlesex. [3674

advertiseme^jt. and the date of the issue. b39
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

1Q13 4Vo!i.p. Countershaft Triumph, new Sturrney-
-i-iy Archer 3-speed gear bos, very cfirefuUy used,
delivered ia August; £119.—McGildoTvny, Cobb Court,
Storrington. [3459

1 Ql9 4h.p. T.T. Triumph, in excellent condition, conv
--*' plete with acces'jories, only done 2,000, -very fast:

£85; peen by appointment.—H. F. Moon, The Camp
St. Albans. [3487

TRIUMPH 3l^h.p., clntch model, Luens lamps, horn
speedometer, tools, in excellent condition, ready to

ride awav; £48.—Apply weekends, 119, Broadwater Rd.
Tcttenbam. [X8815

TRIUMPH 1919 Model, 4h.fi., 3-speed countershaft^
excellent condition, all accessories and spares, in^

eluding new head light and inner tube; 83 gns.—100,
Station Rd., Harrow. (D) [3357

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3M;h.p., clutch model, Bosch mag.
Dunlops tyres, touring bars, excellent condi

ticn throughout; £45; exchanges.^R. D. Varty,
Thundersley, Rayleigh, Essex. [3712

TRIUMPH, 3i/2h.p., 1911, new Grado gear, kick
starter, just thoroughly overhauled at coat of £16,

lamps, horn, accessories; £42, or ofEer.-De Meur, 20,
Sherrington, Codford, Wilts. [X8934

TRIUMPH 2-stroke, 2i4h.p., 1917, just overhauled
(£7), re-enamelled, splendid hill-climber, lamps,

horn ; £55.-2, "Victoria Av., Chuich End, "Finchlev.
'Phone: Finchley 1427. [3:9281

31.h.p. Triumph, reliable, economical, Clinchers.
2 Duulop belt as new, adjustable pulley, enamel

and plating good; £34; seen by appofeitment.—Sutton,
77, Pelham Rd , Gravesend.

^'
[3469

TRIUMPH 1919 Gloria de Luxe Combination, as
new, all accessories, small mileage, privately

owned; 110 gns., no offers.^Dowding, 23, Gorst Rd.,
Wandsworth Common, S.W. [3212

TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch, eneine just rebushed and
overhauled, lamps, horn, Pnulop tyres and belt a

new. splendid condition ; £35.—Buckerfleld, Bungalow:
Shelford Rd., Cambridgeshire. [X8819

TRTUMPH Combination, late 1913. 3 speeds, dutch,
kick start, Gloria spring wheel sidecar, wind screen,

new tyres and belt, excellent condition; £68; evenings.
-33. Windsor Rd., Ealing. W.5. [3155

1 Ql9 4h.p, Triumph and cdachbuilt Sidecar, lamps,
Ji*y horn, etc., spare engine sprocket and valv3,
mileage under 2,000, condition as new;- £130.—Hen-
shaw, 34a, Watling St., Canterbury. [3277

TRIUMPH S'/^h.p.. clutch, semi T.T. bars, engine over-
hauled, rebushed, new Dunlop lin. belt, lamps,

horn, liberal spares, fast, sporty mount; £48, no offers.

—Rogers, EUerdene, Church Stretton. [X8797-

TRIUMPH S^^h.p., Bosch mag., lamps, horn, new
heavv Dunlop tyres, enamel and plating in very

good condition, very fast machine; nearest offer to £35.
-H. Deerin. Forrestfield, by Airdrie. [X8957

BABY Triumph, 1919, new August, very little used,
carefully run in, owner driven only, better than

new, owner buying car; 62 gns. — Capt. Hughes,
Brabyn'.5 Hall, Marple Bridge, Cheshire. [X9264

TRIUMPH 3'/jh.p., 1912, clutch, accessocies, new
Hutchinsons, just overhauled, re-enamelled, ex-

cellent appearance, Gradua gear; £40.—Write, New-
man, 70, Palmerston Rd., Bowes Park, N.22. [X8857
^TRIUMPH SVoh.p,. fixed, Bosch, B. and B., nearly

new Dunlop belt. Dunlop tyres, footboards, lamps,
horn, good going order

;
, £25 or offer ; Saturdays or

Sundays.—38, Townshend Terrace, Richmond, Surrey.
[X9130

LATEST Countershaft Triumph, done 200 miles only,
fully enuipped, aluminium discs, T.T. bars, smart-

est Triumph extent; reason for selling, broke: £85,
offer.—Seen at Whiteleys, 238a, Dalton Lane. N.E.

rS9289
1Q14 Triumph, 4h.p., 31127, Mabon variable gear.
-i-t? countershaft, lamps, horn, coachbuilt sidecar,
perfect condition; £71/10.—See Kwiksale advertisement,
Miscellaneous Cycle column. Introduction given free.

[3729
4h.p. Triumph Combination, quick detachable side-

car, lamp, horn, speedometer, new tyres and
forks, perfect condition, £84; similar solo machine.
£63.-105, Kenilworth Court, Putney.. {View Sat-
urday after 1, or appointment.) [3244

TRIUMl'H 1918 Combination, coachbuilt, luxurious
sidecar, Sturmey 3-speed countersliaft, electric

lighting, hood, screen, apron, speedometer, horn, splen-
did condition.-W., c/o Bryant. Canfield Mews, Finchlev
Rd., N.W.6. Tel.: Hampstead 563. [3385

1Q19 3-speed 4h.p. Triumph, sporting Swan sidecar,
-I-t/ disc wheels, 2 acetylene lamps, A.A. insurance,
and tools, etc., complete, only been delivered a month,
perfect running order, very reliahle and fast; £130.—
Lieut. Watson, Cavalry Barracks, Windsor. [3129

1 Q13 Triumph, 3i^h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed,
-L*/ lamp, tools, etc.. recently overhauled, new gears,
good appearance, mechanically sound; £55; owner just
received new B.S.A. : seen Saturday afternoon, Sunday,
Monday.—46, Queen's Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [3491

1Q19 (July) Countershaft Triumph, very little used,
X«/ plating and enamelling almost as new, complete
with lamps, mechanical born, mirror, full kit of tools,

the whole in first-c^laas condition; £105.—Capt. Frith,
The Lord Derby War Hospital, Warrington, Lanca.

[X885G I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH Combination, 1919, with racing sidecar'
(cost £18), only done 650 miles, 3 lamps, me-

chanical bom, speedometer, all accessories, smart tum-
ont, most sporty: genuine bargain, £115.—Kearey, 41,
Marsham St., Westminster, London. 'Phonfr; Vie.
6564. [3367

1<[il2 3Voh.p. Triumph, T.T. racer, hand clntch, ad-
-LV instable pulley. P. and H. lamp set, mechanical
horn, lin. belt, all new. knee-grips. Brooks E170, tools,

pump, spares, good appearance, condition; some shifter;

£45, no offers.—Write appointment, Scott, 22, Flonan
Bd., Putney. [3186

1 Ql9 Triumph 4h.p., 3-speed, countershaft model,
-Lc/ semi T.T. bars, £4/4 Lucas lamp' set, rear lamp,

large Lucas horn, special exhaust pipe, specially tuned

engine, a real sporting mount, only used 800 miles, and

guaranteed to be like new and perfect; £99; owner

bought car; Cambridge.-Box L5,658, c/o The Motor

Cycle.
[5'*''*

19 Triumph Combination, 4h.p., 3-Bpeed' model,

large Mills-Pulford sidecar, large P. and ±1.

lamp set, rear lamp set. sidecar lamp, large horn. Caineo

wind screen, all disc wheels cost £7; combmatiou has

only been used carefully 800 miles, and is like new;

perfect bargain. £132; Cambridge.—Box 1-5,659 c/o

The Motor Cycle. l'''''^

TRIUMPH, 1919 (October), 4h.p., latest gear

change, sand-blast finish on brake rods, pedals,

etc., wheels, spokes, hubs enamelled grey to niatoh

tank and save cleaning, Lucas largest lamps, horn,

and tail light, latest Cowey speedometer, 2 sets

sprockets and chains, making gears aV-^ or 5 to 1 on

top. special sprung Brooks saddle. Binks carburettet-

speciaily made solid leather case, immediately detach-

able from rear carrier, insured, cost with spares and
fittings £130. done 400 miles; accept £105 cash;

condition guaranteed perfect; seen Hampshire district;

owner going abroad.—Box L5,701. c/o The Motor Cyelr
[3747

Tyler.

Ih p Tyler 2-s:,roke. single speed, di%c wheels and
2 long nickel plated exhaust; £55/10, or, on

extended payments, 4% extra; other models m stock.

—Harrods Motor Showrooms. 116-118. Brompton Kd.

(opposite Main Building), London. S.W.I. [3320

Velocette.

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Velocettcs.

—Chapel Ash Depot Wolverhampton. [X8623

VELOCE 2SAh.p., 2-speed, free engine, just been over-

hauled; £38,-54, Queen St., Camden Town. [3089

VELOGETTE 2-stroke, 2-speed, chain drive; £38:
or with cash for twin combination.—92, Blyth

Rd., Leyton. "

_ [X9070.

VELOCETTE, 2l/lh.p., 2-strok6, 2-Bpeed, Senspray,'.

E.I.O. mag-, lamps, horn, etc., discs, T.T. bars,

good condition; £45.—Songer, Anchor Lane, Silver St„

Cambridge. [3422

VELOCE, 1914, 2i/-h.p., 4-stroT!e, 2-speed, clutch, me-

chanical lubrication, £15 just spent on enamelling,

overhauling," tvres, belt, eio.: £42, or ofl!er.-23. Hamil-

ton Rd., Reading. - .
1=234

VELOCETTE 2-strolies. automatic lubrication;

order now for earliest deliveries.—Newnham
Motor Co., 223. Hammersmith Rd., W. 'Phone:
80 Hammersmith. [3040

.|

Villiers.

1Q19 Villiers 2-5troke. 2-speed, countershaft, P.

J-iy and H. lamps, horn, excellent condition; a bar-

gain, £56.-100, Green St., Bethnal Green, E.2. [3239

v.s.

-IQIS 6h.p. V.S.-J.A.P., 2-speed, large O.B. touring

JLJ/ sidecar, hood, wind screen, speedometer, and

lamps, complete, the whole combination in beautiful

condition, tvres like new, engine not done 500 miles;

bargain, 95 gns.—81, Cecil Av., Wembley. (Seen

Harris's, Wembley, any time.) [X9a7a

White and Poppe.
41h.p. White and Poppe, Bosch mag., B. and B.,

4 new tyres, tubes, and belt, adjustable pulley,

mechanical horn; £30, or near.—206, Maxey Ed.,

Plumstead, S.E. [3689

WilUinson.

1Q13 Wilkinson, 7h.p., 4 cyls., 3-6peed gear box, re-

i-tr enamelled, coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, etc.;

£75.—Kwiksale, 35, Long Acre, W.C. Introduction

given free. [3724

Williamson.

8h.p. Water-cooled Williamson Combination, counter-

L

shaft gear, kick starter and clutch, brand new

heavy 700x80 Dunlop cover and tube on back, Willi^-j
son coachbuilt sidecar, machine has been thoronglWI
overhauled and is in splendid condition, complete wiM r

tools, horn, and lamps; £90.—Griffin, Coombend, Ead-

stock, Ssmerset. [0081

WoM.
WOLF, 2%h.p., new Sept., 1919, countershaft 2-Bpeed,

Vilhers engine, perfect; £58.-73, Bisbygnt*,

Bury St. Edmund's. [3471

Wooler.
LOCKWOOD'S Garage, Commercial Rd.. Eastbourne^

Sussex agents for Wooler motor cycles. [3448

B40 Al' letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.

M
jlTIDDLE

MIDDLETON'S, London, oldest established sidecar
makers, note with pleasure tbe growing popu'

arity of the sidepar, which they helped to create.

MIDDLETON'S note a number of new sidecars on
the market. There's also a lot of new Bacon

ihout since the war. Be careful

IITIDDLETON'S now ask Bacon and Bos to oblige
i-'J- nith sons and dance to cheer up the Gdrrett-
i'ellar Sidecar Makers* Aesociation.

|LfIDDLETON'S New Novel. Shall we forgive her
LTJ. or wns the sidecar to blame? Also Tips for
totor Cyclists: a remarkable work explaining how to
ret off, how to get on, how to stand up when oiled, why
ingle men have twins, coppers all about them ; illus-
rations showing abnormalities easily detected on the
noe of the scarce and remarkable copper who does
lot take a tip.

^/TIDDLETON.—Now ladies, gentlemen, and others, to
LTX imsiness. TVe have three models for immediate
lelivery.

ilTIDDLETON'S Touring Coach Model, bulbous, with
LtX lookers under seat and at rear, sprung upholstery
J24, fitted free.

'

M
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IDDLETON'S lightweight Coach, bulbous back
lockers, etc., same as touring model; £20, fitted

IITIDDLETON Flier, the fastest sidecar in the world-
L'X fl9. We are willing to pay a proportion of-any
ine for speed inflicted on a purchaser of this model
18 we feel to blame for selling such a speedy sidecar

the ge'nerol public. Hie offer holds good for three
Qonths after purchase.

ITIDDLETON'S, the oldest established sidecar makers
-tX ]n London. Also repairs. Trade supplied —27
itroad Green Ed., N.4 (near Finsbury Park Tube
;tation). - [J215

POE

aANDUM, the Smart Sidecar Specialists.

5[ANDUM Sidecar Catalogue, the most comprehensive
-^ in the trade.

SANDCM Sidecars.—Our touring models, Nos. I, 2,J and 3, are designed for comfort.

aANDtTM Elite Sidecar, i26; the smartest sidecar on
•^ the road ' - - . - —
!ycle."

2ANDUM Sidecars, prices to suit all, from £16/10 to
-' £35; absolutely honest value.

aANDUM Patent Convertible Sidecar with the dis-J appearing seat; a de luxe single-seater, vet capable
J seating two adults comfortably; the latest evolution
f the sidecar body; fully patented.

SANDUM Featherweight Streamline Body, smart audiJ racy, weight 18 lbs., locker in back and under
sat; when not in use the seat back hinges forward and
eat coverall encloses the whole; price £4/17/6.

SANDITM Hoods, plated fittings, suit any body im-

1

-^ mediate delivery: £3.

SANDnM Combination Hood and Screen, absolutelyJ storm-proof.

JANDUM Sidecars.—Wholesale
^ coQchbuilt bodies, chassis,

highly commended in " The Motor

prons.

manufacturers of
hoods, screens, and

2ANDUM Sidecars.—The most noted body-builders in^ the country.

i^'nHAlI Engineering Co., 336, Gray's Inn Ed.,
-' n.C.l, 'Phone: Holborn 933. Factories: 158

164, Pentonville Kd., N.: and Britannia Works,
Intannia St., W.C. [0019
^TEVEN'S Sidecars; direct from factory to rider.

JTEVENS.- Immediate delivery.

3TEVENS.—Call and see our Popular Model at
I

*16/10; absolutely the best value on tlie mar-
et to-day.

3TEVENS.—Torpedo racing model de luxe; £20
-' complete. '

aiEVENS.-De luxe model, the, most luxurious side-
-" car obtainable; 2623/10, complete.

JTEVENS.—Chassis, bodies, wind screens, hoods
-* aprons, etc., etc.

'

2TEVENS.—Several new Montgomery sidecars and
' chassis in stock at 4-easonable prices.

JTEVENS.—Sidecars fitted while you wait.

STEVENS.—Every sidecar is supplied with the special
nttmgs to suit the machine they are reauired

ir, I.e., Triumph, B.S.A., James, etc., etc.

2TEVE?f'S Engineering Co.. 184186, Pentonville
Kd., King's Cross, 'London, N.l. [1211

s

I

I

I

I

We would make it better

if we could.

We won't make it better

because we can't.

The above few words
sum up our whole
policy. Every time
and all the time we
are out to produce a ^
motor cycle of dis- M
tinction, an aristocrat m
among its fellows, and

I

I

I

M
among its fellows, and g
we invite you to visit I

% our exhibit 5

I On STAND I

!No. 91i
I

I

I

I

when we shall have
pleasure in demon-
strating to you the

various features of

design, all of which go
to make the machine
THOROUGHBRED.

S, A. NEWMAN,
LTD.,

ASTON CROSS,

BIRMINGHAM.

I

I

I

I

I

Smstocmt!
I OF ITSTYPE I

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
IDECAR Chassis, off 4i/ih.p. James, good order

;

£1/15.—Wm. Eoyer, 1, Curzon St., Ibstock. [X9280

LIGHT Coachbnilt Canoelet Sidecar, good tyre: cost
£16/16, sell £11.-Sharps, South St., Yeovil. [3394

UNDERSLUNG Coach Sidecar, suit 4-6h.p., 26in.
wheel; £12.-51, Beckenham Rd.. Beckenhani.

[3499
SWAN Chassis, 28in. wheel, good tyre and tube

;

£10.—Broom, 77, Marylebone Lane, Oxford St.,
W.l. [3543

THREE Empire C.B. Sidecars, good condition, ofE

Triumph and Barley.—Majestic, 197, Stonhouse
St., Clapham. [3670

1Q19 Light Henderson Chassis, iitted with racing
J-tf torpedo body: £12.-90, Ashbourne Rd., Mit-

'

Cham, Surtey. [3580

SIDECAR large wicker in grand condition apholsteied
' as new; £7/10, or offer.—38, Townshend Termre.

Richmond, Surrey. [X9131

CANOELET Coachbuilt Sidecar, 4-poiut attachment.
with tyre, tube, wind screen; £15.—Gleaves, 105,

Lewisham Rd., S.E. [3107

INDIAN Tandem Sidecar, new, complete with hood
and screen, to fit spring frame.—Ratclifle -Brns..

200, Gt. rortland St., W. [3328

BRAMBLE Coachbuilt, green, Al, side door, pockets,

locker, 4-point. suit 3V'-4h.p.; offers to £14.-2,
Clarence Rd., Esmouth. [X9217

DOUGLAS Sidecar Chassis, complete with wheel
and tyre, appearance new ; £8.—Hutton, Red

Lion Hill, East Finchley. [X8944

CAMBER Sidecars, to suit all makes.—Makers.
Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.. Camberwell.

London. Established 1899. - [3503

NEW Perfection Lightweight Coach Sidecars;

£17/12/6- prompt deliveries.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Union St. South, Halifax. [3721

RENNOO Sidecars are mannfacured at the Eennoc
Motor Sidecar and Engineering Works, 86, Vic-

toria Rd., Stroud Green, London. N.4.

RENNOO Sidecars.-We supply lugs, rims, spokes,

upholstering material, tubing, springs, and all

fitments for any make sidecar.

RENNOO Sidecar Bodies, hoods, screens, wheel discs,

etc., actual manufacturers, wholesale, retail, and
export.

RENNOC Sidecars.—We specialise in frame repairs to

motor cycles and sidecars.

ENNOO Sidecars.-Special department for sidecnr
body repairs, repainting, upholstering, lining, etc.

T3HCENIX Sidecars.—The Kennoc Co. can supply all

-- spares and undertake repairs for this make.

RENNOC Sidecars.-14 models to fit all motors;
tandems a speciality.

ENNOC Sidecars.—We can give immediate delivery
of most models.

ENNOC Sidecars to suit Harley, Yale, Indian, Ex-
celsior, Pope, and all American models.

ENNOC Sidecars have always in stock second-hand
and clearance sidecars ; special list.

RENNOO Sidecars ha^e in stock 17 different de-

sign bodies to suit old aud new pattern chassis.

RENNOC Sidecars advise you to place your present
sidecar with us to be overhauled ; we . have a

special department.

RENNOC Sidecar Works. 86, Victoria Rd.. Tollintr-

ton Park, Stroud Green, London, N.4. {George G.
Conner, Managing Director), and I'rogress Body
Works, Marlborough Rd., N. 'Phone: Hornsey 850.

12847
SIDECARS, second-hand and clearance, several; also

' clearance bodies. Send for special list.—Rennoc
Works, 86, Victoria Rd.. Finsbury Park, N. [2849

BROOK Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, have a few new
sidecars to offer at special prices with hood

and screens; write us to-day for particulars. [9593

DOUGLAS Sidecars.—Three for sale, perfect condi-
tion, brand new, C.B. bodies, good tyres; £15 each.

—Lieutenant, Vineys Cottage, Amesbnry, Wilts. [3349

CANOELET Sporting Wedge Sidecar. fi.nished royal

blue, disc wheel, not done 300 miles; £18/10, or

close offer.—Park, Rose Cottage, Forest, Mellisham,
Wilts. [3342

PRACTICALLY new very light Sidecar, wicker np-
holstered bodv, with apron, 26in. wheels; seen

between 6 and 7; £10/10.-3, Palmerston Rd., Wimble-
don. [3564

ROYAL Lei<ipster Sidecars.—Models for .nil purposes,
first-class finish; quick delivery; satisfaction gunr-

finteed. Write for catalogue.—The Willowbrook Co..

Leicester. [0049

COACHBUILT Sidecar, off 1916 3V:th.p. Sunbeam,
complete, £10/10; wicker torpedo sidecar, off Tii-

umpk, complete, £5/10.—Burrows, Motors, Barnslev.
•Phone: 160. [3401

FOR Sale. Sandum Flyweight C.B. sidecar, with cover-
all apron, delivered 3 weeks, onlv been 10 miles,

suit S'/ob.p. T.T., cost £20/10; first cheque £19/10
gets it; bought heavy combination.-Curdell, Tretheiias.
Newquay, Cornwall. [3220

R
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SWAN Sporting Sidecar, cost £30 in Aug., accept £25
or near offer ; woxild exchange with. Gloria and cash

adfiistment ; seen by appointment.—A.J.E., 113, Helis
Rd., Brixton Hill, S.W.2. [3501

"lyrOTOR Cycle, sidecar, C.A.V. lighting set, accnmn
-'-'-- lator, complete with special box, wiring, and
switch, ready for fixing, good condition; £4/10.—Major
Luthbury, Chipperfield, Herts. [X8936

i^OACHBtriLT Sidecar, Tinderslung, cfl Triumph,
^^ £15; Fullford light sidecar, coachbuilt, boat-shape
body, splendid condition; £12.—Murrav, 37a, Charles
St.. Hatton Garden, Holborn.

'

[X9186

SUNBEAjM olive green coachbuilt 4-poinfc attachment
sidecar, waterproof apron, P. and H. lamp, new

September 10th off Model H Triumph, tyre and tube
as new, mileage 480, first-class condition, Glamorgan
district, reasonable trial given; £25.—Box 804. c/o
TJlc Motor Cycle. D. [9218

CLAPHAM (Motors) Greenwich.—Grindlay de Xuxe,
the last word in comlort,,-- See it at Olympla or

Greenwich, immediate delivery from stock, all models.
Large selection of high-class sidecars just arrived. Hen-
derson, Willowbrook, Comfy, Burbury, etc. Chassis,
auxiliary arms, etc.—Book now for early 1920 delivery

. with Clapham (Motors). 119, King George St., Grean
wich. {3559

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PA!?CEt-CARS
MOTOR, Anto-Carrier, in good condition ; vei-y

cheap; reason for selling, want a large car.—
Apply, 243, Dalston Lane, Hackney, E.8. [3426

WALL Parcel Car, 8h.p., 6-cwt., model van body,
aa new, £120; ditto tricar, 4'-2h.p., second-

hand, £40.—Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Birmingliam.
[3343

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
CYCLE Car, 2-seater and dickey; £65, bargain,

232, Brixton Rd., S.W.9. [3140

A.V. Monocar, September. 1919, 2-speed, complete.
—Baker, Wollescote Rd., Stourbridge. [X9067

HUMBER 8h.p., a.c, 3 speeds and reverse, screen
and hood; £85.-77, Guildford St., Chertsey.

[3091
MORGAN, 1914-15, splendid condition, very fast,

fully equipped ; £ 1 75-—Oakleigh, Charlestown,
Weymouth. 13676

NEW Garden Runabout, fitted with lamps and horn;
£150. -King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St.,

Cambridge. [3527

JANOASIURE {except Fylde) and Cheshire Only.-
-J A.V. monocar; enqu es invited.—J. Blake and

Co.. Official Dealers. Liverpool-Mauchester [7037

G.N., single-cylinder, about 1913, electric lights,

gcod running order; £60, or nearest.—W.,
Bandora, Granville Rd., North Finchley, N.12. [3692

SABELLA Tandem Cyclecar, complete; ideal set of

components for making up own cycle car during
winter, Bh.p. J.A.P. engine, as new, £55.—Railway
Garage, Staines- [3648

1Q19 Grand Prix Morgan, perfect condition, lamps,
-i-t? hood, screen, discs, horn, tools, spares, as new
throughout; nearest £193; take late solo part.—55,
Watling St.. Wellington, Salop. [X8857

8h.p. J.A.P. Cycle Car, recently overhauled, coach
painted, friction drive, Bosch, B. and B.

;

absolute bargain, £65, or near; needs very slight
attention.—46, Chapel St., Marylebone. [X8816

DE DION 8b. p., single, exceptionally good condi-
tion, 4-seater, 2 behind for children, Bosch h.t.

and accumulator, 760x90 tyres, screen; £65.—Hunt's
Motor Stores, Hawkinge, near Folkestone. [X9110

HITMBERETTE 8-lOli.p., exceptionally smart,
yellow and black, disc wheels. Stepney, dickey

seat, hood, screen, and electric lights, very fast and
sporty; £155, or exchange.—17, Cecil Rd., Enfield.

[3190 I

CYCLE Car, 7-9h.p. water-cooled twin, 3 speeds
an i reverse, lamps, horn, and Stepney, tyres as

'

new, in splendid running order; first cheque over
£70 secures this bargain.—Westrope, Ashwell, Herts.

[X8869
MORGAN Runabout, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, new

hood, driving shaft, bevel gears, dogs and chain
sprockets fitted, acetylene head lamx^s and generator,
electric tail lamp; any trial; £120.—Mugleston, Over-
seal, .nr. Ashby-de-la-Zouch. [X9247

1Q17 G.P. Morgan, 8-lOh.p. w.c. J.A.P. engine,
JLtf disc wheels, 3 lamps, mechanical horn, com-
plete set of tools, recently overhauled and repainted
nelio by Messrs. Morgan, in perfect running order,
driven anywhere; £210; no dealers.—Box 444, Smiths'
Advertising Agency, Ltd., 100, Fleet St., London,
E.C.4. [3546

TAMPLIN (late Garden) Tandem Cars. £150; super-
sede sidecar combinations; a car-comfort vehicle

at motor cycle price; economical, smart; ideal for
professional use or pleasure; finest components: 8h.p.
J.A.P. engine in front, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear
box, seat kick-starter, inside controls, weight 3V2 cwt.,
consumption 60-80 m.p.g., 1920 features, deeper rear
seat, car type wheel bearings, live rear axle, coach
finish blue and black, delivery about 8-12 weeks
against deposit with order; demonstration cars running
outside Olympia.—Temporary showroom ; 71, Hammer- I

Phones :—
Bolton, 134S
Manchester,
864 Central.

BOLTON
And at

MANCHESTER.

When visiting the

SHOW
Don't fail to ask our

REPRESENTATIVES

our delivery dates for

NEW MODELS

HARLEY- DAVIDSON

NORTON
TRIUMPH
ALLDAYS ALLON
ENFIELD
DOUGLAS

NEW HUDSON
SUNBEAM
MATCHLESS

MERRALL BROWN
LIGHT CAR,

with Coventry Simplex Engine.

Depots

:

BOLTON, 71, Bradshawgate.

MANCHESTER,
245, Deansgate.

smith Rd. (Opposite Olympia side entrance in main I

[3645 I.road.)

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN 1916-17 Sporting loh.p., M.A.G. engini

o,i.v., air-cooled, hood and screen, kit of tools
pump, acetylene lighting, oversize tyres, disc wheels
in good condition, little used; price £170, no offers

—Bromilow, 78, Plank Lane, near Leigh. [X911

CARS FOR SALE.
NEW LEADER 2-seater 4-cyl. Car, overhauled; Srs

cheque £S5 secures.—Garrett, The Bungalovi
Gameldon. near Salisbirry, Wilts. [359

AUTO-CARBIER 2-seater Sociable, 5-6h.p., ii

splendid condition, screen, very reliable: £7J
—103a, High St., Wandsworth. [330!

1 ^-20h.p. S-seater Wolseley, 1913, Lucas accej
-LO sories, in excellent condition: £425.—

B

Liddiard, Downing St., Cambridge. [354

TJTJNABOUT, 3-\vh6el N.S.0., in perfect runniu
-tV order; £60; any evening; stamp, photo.—Poriis, "i

Old Paradise St., Lambeth, London. [345!

HDMBERETTE, special bcdy, done up, repainted
perfect condition: £143.—Write appointmenl

40, Queen's Av., Muswell Hill, N.IO. [325

"IQ19 Morgan 4-seater, new September, mileag
Xi? about 500, -water-cooled .T.A.P. engine; offers

Herts.-Box L5,664, c/o The Motor Cycle. [329

SERVICE'S, the Bargain Specialists, 26, Page St,

Westminster, absolutely can't fathom why peopl

are such pie-cans as' to buy cars elsewhere.

SERVICE'S are really doing the phiL-mthropist stuni

especially for a few weeks, just to^make an m
pressive start. We're newcomers, savvy? (Fortunatel;

not "established 1902.")

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St.—Nice little De Dion Boutoi

light car, 2-seateT, Bosch watertight, hori^onte

Solex, good; £65.

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St.—Smart 8-lOh.p. Jackso;

flnsih-sided torpedo 4-seater, De Dion engine; bai

gain, £95.

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St.-Sporly 12h.p. 4-cyl. Sirair*

Naudin, 2-seater, dickey, monobloc, Zenith; £16£

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St.—12h.p. ITnie taxi-landanlel

smart, economical hire car, runs nicely; £185.

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St.—Smart 8-lOh.p. late modi

De Dion, 2-seater, double dickey; bargain, £226.

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St.-15-18h.p. Bedford-Bnic

torpedo, detachable wire wheels, domed mudguards

£235.

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St.— 11.9h.p. Belsize strean

line 3-seater dickey, worm drive, monobloc, smart

£285.

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St—Smart 11.9h.p. Briton toi

pedo, detachable wheels, pointed radiator; £285.

SERVICE'S, 26. Page St.—Sporty 1915 Horstman
light oar, 4-cyl. monobloc, self-starter, smart

£285.

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St.—IS.Sh.p. Arrol.Johnrtol

torpedo 2-seatei, dickey, detachables, enolosei

valves; £385.

SERVICE'S.—3iA-ton 1915 Seabrook-Standard lorrj

40h.p., enclosed valves, thoroughly overhauled an

retyred; £48'5.

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St.—50-cwt. 1916 Vinot lorl)

worm drive, 4-speed, runs nicely; £585.

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St.—Super-sporting 20-43h.l

Prince Henry Vaushall, bulbous-back 4.fieater, 6

m.p.h., dynamo; £850.

SERVICE'S, 26, Page St., Westminster (MauafC
Victor N. Lavender), have above all on vieT

Please call. [365

WEST Norwood.—Paxton Car Depot for bargains

lOh.p. 4-cyl. light car chassis, live axle, maj
good tyres; £80.—Paxton.

WEST Norwood.— 10-12h.p. 4-cyl. Humber 2-seate;

runs well, £135; 10-I2h.p. Siddeley-Wolseley to

pedo 2-seater, nice, bargain, £150.—Paxton.

WEST Norwood.—15. 9h. p. Berliet semi-sporting .

seater. Zenith, fast, £275; 15-18h.p. Hupmobi
f^treamliue torpedo, sporting, detachables, £385.—PastoJ

PAXTON Car Depot (Pioprietor, Stanley ,L Cooke
228a, Gipsy Rd., West Norwood, have above ba:

gains. Call. Service 3 'bus to Paxton Hotel opposjt-
1365

ALLDAYS 8-lOh.p. 2-seater, C.A.V. electric ligb

repainted, perfect condition; £155; exchang
1919 twin combination.—2, South Park Rd., Wimbl-
don, S.W. [361

HUMBER 2-seater, w.c, reupholstered and ren>

vated, lamp, horn, etc., requires slight attentior

offers; 8-lOh.p. Blumfield twin engine, Zenith fram

cheap.—10, Gap Bd., Wimbledon. [X883

8h.p. Rover 2-seater, dickey, hood, wind screen, Ste]

ney, in good running order, would make fit

tradesman's lorry, for countershaft Triumph; or se

£85.—Box 5,570, c/o The Motor Cycle. [329

RAILWAY Garage. Staines ('phone: 139) offer

4-seatSrs: Wolselev-Siddeley, 12h.p., 2-oy

vertical, £85; U.C.K., 1913, new gears, £135;
seaters: Studebaker, 1913, £195; Whiting-Grail
lighting, starting, £265.—Call week-days only, '<ao

6. p.m. [36'

B44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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TYRES.
BASTONE'S for Covers and Tubes, new and clear

nnce lines.

BASTONE'S.—Hntchinsrn, Tourist Tropliy, rubb;r
studded covers, 26x2 '4. 44/-.

BASTONE'S.—Dunlop rubb;r-studded heavy, 26x2H
51/9, 26x2;.^ 47/3.

BASTONE'S.—British-maie rubber-studded, 26x2;^,
33/-.

BASTONE'S.—Palmer heavy, 4.ply, ribbed, 28x3,
65/-; ditto, 2-p!y, 24x2, 3S/9; 26x2„40/-: 26x

2!4. 43/-. - -

BASTONE'5.—Goodyear all-weather diamond tread
28x21.2 diamond studded 45/-, 29x2''^ (oversize

tor 28x2^2) rubber-studdid 42/-, 650x65 heavy dia-
mond 81/6.

ASTONE'S.—Goodrich safety tread, 26x2;^, 55/-;
26x2!^ (to fit 2>i), 60/-.

t> ASTONE'S.^Wire edge Miohelin, 26xl?i, U/6.

BASTONE'S.—'Tn'oes 26x2J,i, 7/6; 26x21^, 9/-; 2Sx
3, 10/-.

BASTONE'S for Belts.-John Bull and Pediey, all

sizes in stock.

ASTONE'S.-Hours of business. 9 till 6, Saturdays
9 till 1.

BASTONE'S, 228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,
London, N.l. Tel.: 2481 North. [1230

1.000 Dunlop Tubes: 2/6 each.—Specchley, 1. Gun-
nersbuiy Lane, Acton Hill, W.3. [3600

CAST no more tyres aside; we can repair and retread
equal to new again, no matter how far gone.—

Below.

POUNDS can be saved by letting us help you to get

the very last out of your old tyres: 26in. 17/6,

650x65 ditto, 28in. 20/-. Repairs from 3/6, relumed
carriage paid, done in 3 davs.—TITe PhtEnis Tvre Re-
pairing Co., 224, Sherlock St., Birmingham. iX9183

NEW Wire Edge Covers. 26x2>4, 21/-: good make;
can be used on sidecars.—Burrow, Blackweil Gar-

age, Kidderminster. [517489

TYRES.—See Bancroftian Advertisements under Mis
cellaneous. Stelastic, Pediey, Kempshall, Hutcfiin-

son; estraordiaary prices. [0054

BRAND New Clincher, rubber-studded, 28x3, 42/6:
26x2'A, 39/6; 26x21/1, 33/6.-Wandsworth Motor

Exchange, Eliner St., Wandsworth Town. [7862

SECOND-HAND Dunlop Tubes, 214, 2%, slightly
patched; 3/6; money returned if not satisfied.—

Williams, Cycle Agent, AA'andsworth Rd., S.W.8. [3619

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.—New eleara:rce coven, tubes,

belts, at gi«at]y reduced prices ; staudara goods
sent on 7 days' approval, carriage paid, against remit-
tance.

ECONOMIC—We have a small parcel of the follow-
ing in Kempshall clearance :

ECONOMIC—Clearance 26x2ii non-skid, 40/-, listed

64/4; 26x21/2X21/1 non-skid, 50/-, listed 79/9.

CONOMIC—26X2% non-skid, 45/-, listed 69/3;
28X3 heavy anti-skid, 45/-, listed 74/3.

E0ON0MIC.-24X2I4 Clincher, 45/6; 26x21/1, 60/-;
26x21/2X214, Rom square stud, 62/5; 26x2%

Kempshall anti-skid, 54/9.

ECONOMIC.-26x2y2 Maseley grooved, 61/6; Rom
rubber bar, 77/-; rubber stud, 50/9; Dunlop

heavy, 61/9.

ECONOMIC—28x21/2 Goodyear diamond, 45/-; 28x3
Dunlop heavy, 69/-; Rom combination, 127/8.

ECONOMIC-Tubjs : 26x2i/, clearance, 7/6, list

10/3; 26x2%, 11/-; 26x2i'., 11/6; 28x2l/,, 11/-;
28x3 American valves; 8/6; British, 10/.; 650x65,
13/3.

E

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 314, New Cross Rd., S.E.14
(near Town Hall). 'Phone: New Cross 1393.

(One o'clock Saturdays.) [3008

DO You Want reliable high-class retreading, bursts,
vulcanising, chafed beads remoulding, or butt-ends

fitting? Then get in touch with The Melton Rubber
Works, Melton Mowbray. You will never regret it.

[1323
NEW Heavy Beaded covers, 26x2 25/-, 26x214 27/6,

26x2% 30/-, 26x2V' 32/6; buttrended tubes, 26x
2 7/6, 26x3 10/6; endless tubes, 26x2 6/6, 26x21/4
8/6, 26X2% 9/6, 26x3 10/-; new rubber belts, 7ft
6in,x7ein. 12/6, aft. ein.xysin. 15/-; sent approval,
carriage paid receipt remittance.—Palmer's Garage, Toot-
ing, R.W [2002

1,000 Brand New Dunlop Covers, also Kempshall
non-skid and Hutchinson. These tyres are brand

new and not clearance, as received from the makers,
2Bx2i/2in., 2 gns. each; maker's price £3/17/6. Also
1,000 tubes, 26x2in., brand new, 6/6 each; 500
Hutchinson tubes, in boxes unwrapped, 9/- each.—J.
Smith and Co., 16, Hampstead Rd., N.W. 98590

TANKS.
TANKS Re-enamelled from 10/6. — Bright and

Hayles, 78, Church St., Camberwell, London.TC3510ANK3 of every description; repairs, re-enamelling,
write for booklet.—Green; Water St., Blackfriars,

Manchester. "^ [0006

1920
AGENCIES.

O.K.-Union
O.R.-Junior

Wolf
Coventry Eagle
Olympic
A.J.S. 6 K.p.

Ariel 5J K.p.

Ariel 6-7 K.p.

B.S.A. Ai h.p

B.S A. 6 h.p.

Rudge 3i h.p.

Rudge 5-6 h.p.

Rudge 7-9 h.p.

Sidecars : The largest

variety in London
always.

The new O.K.-Union is a
perfect masterpiece in price,

M^orkmanship, and utility

;

supplies in 1920 will be
limited, therefore you will

be wise in ordering now.

November 24th to 29th,

OLYMPIA.
MEET ME AT

STAND No. 86.

F. J. Youngs,
2, 3 & 5, The Parade,

KILBURN, N.W.6.
Telephone

:

Hampstead 4807
Telegrams

:

" Yuparkil, Kilb,

Londen."

TANKS.
TANKS.—Tanks, any shape, to order; repairs, or

enamelled. Discs for motor wheels; lists free.

—

Attwoods, 86 Rosebery Av., E.C. Tel.: Central
12445. . .[3539

INSURANCE.
ROTS, Ltd., for the insurance of motor cycles', motor

cyf-Ies and sidecars, scooters, auto-carriers, etc.

—See below.

ROYS, Ltd., for complete comprehensive policies
lowest jatea, immediate repairs at any repairers

and prompt claims settlements.—See below.

ROYS, Ltd., issue Dreadnought motor policies at

Lloyds, payable yearly, quarterly, or monthly,—
See below.

T> OYS. Ltd. . effect insurances of every description,
-i-i) including accident and sickness, burglary, em-
ployers' liability, fire, plate glass, householder's com-
prehensive, life^ third party, all risks, inniine, lilts,

cranes, boilers explosion, riots, etc.— See belcw.

ROYS, Ltd., invite euqiiiries for insurance of all

kinds. Prospectuses and rates, quotations and
"proposal forms sent on application.—The "Secretiirv,
Insurance Offices, 170, Gt. Portland St., London, W.i.
Tel. : Mayfair 2272 and 2273. [0055

FOR Insurance of alii kinds (specially motor), apply,
Ernest J. Bass, Insurance Broker, Bishops Stort-

ford. . [0005

CLAEK, Fulton, and Co., effect motor cycle and
scooter policies at Lloyd's. Comprehensive policies,

low rates. Immediate repairs at any repairer. Pros-
pectuses and proposal forms on application. Motor cat
and insurances of all kinds effected.-Clark, Fulton, and
Co., Insurance Brokers, 4, Drapers Gardens, Throp-
moiton Av., E,C. [2419
" nr^HE Motor Cycle " Insurance Policy (subscribed by

-i- Lloyds' Underwriters) covers motor cycles or cycles
and sidecars used for private purposes. Complete com-
prehensive cover. Maximum benefits, minimum rate.$.

Free weekly coj)y ot " The Motor Cycle " to all policy
holders paying a premium of £3/7/6 or over.—Full par-
ticulars and prospectuses on application, The^ Manager,
" The Mntor Cvcle " Insurance Department, ~20, Tudoi
St., London,- E.C.4. [0007

TUITION.
HAWIflNS' Electrical Guides should be in handa

of every up-to-date m»torist; 10 volumes, £3.—
Mansfield, Electrical Engineer, New Brighton. [3478

AUDEL'S Automobile Guide is a standard book on
American practice, and should b3 in hands ot

all motorists; price 8/6.—From Edwin Mansfield,
Engineer, 94, Victoria Rd., New Brighton. [3479

MOTOR Tuition.—Tlie British School ol Mutuilug,
Ltd.. gives the h'ighest standard of training in

driving, mechanism, and repairs for The lowest fees in
England Call, or write for full particulars.—The Briti.ih
Sfliooi of Motoring. 6. Coventry St., I'iccndilly Circim,
W. - [0014
ACCOUNTANCY, Secretaryship, Business Training.-

An appointments bureau (free) is open to all

qualified students of the Metropolitan College—the
'Varsity of .Secretarial and Accountancy Training:-
Specialised postal courses (practical training and exaTo,.

coaching) taken at home in spare time, under the
most highly qualified staff in the kingdom, comprising'
many Final Honours men, chartered accountants and
barristers-at-law. Fees are most moderats, and may
be paid by instalments. Write to-day (postcard wifl
3uf[ic3) for list of recent appointments vacant, particu-
lars of scholarship scheme, and copy of Stud nt's Guide
tree of charge or obligation.—Sletropolitan College,
Dept. 124, St. Albans. [1175

PATENT AGENTS.
JE. S. LOCKWOOD, Motor Patents Specialist. -

• Guide free.— 3, New St., Birmingham. [4264

INVENTORS' Advice and Handbook Free. — King's
Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria St.,

London. [0052

WBRYSON, B.Sc, Assoc. M.Inst.C.E., A.F.R.
• Ae*., Chartered Patent Agent, 29, Southamp-

ton Buildings. London, \V.C.2. [8934

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

WANTED, motor cycle and cycle business, must
he good, with agencies; cash down.—Box

L5.213. c/o The Motor Cycle. [1507

FOR. Sa'.e, motor cycle and cycle business and
premises, good living accommodation, main road,

8 miles from city, established 8 years; ill-health csoat
of sale: premises, goodwill, and fixtures, £700, stock
at valuation.—Box 5.569, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3296

PATENTS.
THE Registered Design of a well-known sporting

motor mascot for sale, easily mnnufnctured, ex-
ceedinglv fiiileable and profitable; appointment.—Loftus.
211, Piccadilly, London. [3639

THE Owner of Patent No. 102.482, for driving and
braking mechanism for cj'cies, desires to licenc;

or sell the patent rights in Great Britain.—Addr -s-,

E. P. Alexand'-r and Son, Chartered Patent 'Agi^nt.s.

306, High Holborn, London, W.C.I. [3753

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number ni the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. 347
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SITUATIONS WANTED,
ENGINEER, young. 14 years' experience, general

motor work, seeks position of trust or travelling
representative.—Box L5,562, c/o The Motor Cvcle.

[3289
YOUNG Man, with 2 years' R..A.F. experience, re-

quires situation with engine manufacturing firm
as improver; interview a pleasure.—71, Ross Rd.,
Wallington. [3341

ENERGETIC Young Man, age 20, requires position,
motor cycle or car demonstrator or tester, 6

years' experience, late mechanical transport.—Box
L5,674, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [3536

TWO First-class Motor Mechanics seek situations, ex-
pert frame building, assembling, engine repairs,

tuning-up; would take charge, works or garage.—Box
L5,568, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3295

SITUATIONS VACANT.
PRACTICAL Sidecai Bodybuilder Required, with

capital.—Box 793, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9068

PUPILS Required for Drawing Office; exceptional
prospects.—Box 794, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9069

MOTOR Cycles Salesman.—Required for Burma,
young man, unmarried, as salesman in large motor

cycle and cycle house, thoroughly experienced in sell-

ing all makes, every opportunity for advancement, 3
years' engagement.—State age, experience, etc., to
Box L5,698, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3744

FIRM of Motor Cycle Manufacturers in London re-

quire a works manager; applicant must be ener-
getic, willing, of first-class appearance, and tactful
wit^ men, must have had suitable experience, and be
able to maintain output; experience, .age, and salary
should^ be stated.—Box L5,640, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[3366
AGENCIES.

ITALIAN manufacturer desires to g3t in touch with
English firm wishing to manufacture cars and

motor cycles in this country. — Marfe, 16, I'ont St.,

S.W.I. [3759

HAVE you anything to buy in France? Have you
anything to sell in France 1 Buy and sell

through Boullay, exportation and importation, 25,
rue President Wilson, Havre, France. [X9359

PARTNERSHIPS,
PARTNERSHIP Required in Small Motor Business

in healthy district, country or town (country
preferred) ; advertiser prepared to invest moderate
capital and work hard; highest references.—Box
L5,566. c/o The Motor Cycle. [3293

GARAGES.
ARAGE for Solos and Combinations; moderate.—
Dennett, 4, Morton Mews, EarVs Court, S.W.

[3147
GENERAL TRADE.

WILL buy wholesale' motor and cycle accessories,
tools, hubs, chains, balls, tyres, and send offers

and prices to Boullay, exportation and importation,
25, Rue President Wilson, Havre, France. [X9358

PERSONAL,
UNLESS Lt. E. Wallis's motor cycle, left for re-

pairs in Febniary, 1918, is called for and
charges paid by December 31st next, the machine will
be sold.—A. Markham, Motor Works, 345, Edgware
Rd., W.2. [3513

WANTED.

G

Tj Qll Dougla
feld St.,

1 Crankshaft.-
Blackburn.

-Particulars to l32, Stans-
[X9126

-Godolphin,
[3384

belt drive.
Princess Rd., Kilburn. [3237

t^T"ANTED, sidecar for Scott or chassis alone.—Vale

MAGNETO for F.N., 4-cyl., any condition.-
Lnhvorth Camp, Dorset.

Tj^RAME, ^tc., heajpy, dnspped top tube.

Stapenhill, Burton-on-Ti-ent. [X9197

TRIUMPH Parts, any year.—Ward, Gower House. 11
Radford Ed., Leamington Spa. ' ""[X9362

WANTED, screen, also hood, 8h.p. Rover car; state
price.—Home, Douglas, Man. [3735

3ih.p. or 4h.p. Triumph Engine, also T.T. bars.—76.
2 Western Rd., Southall Middlesex. [3430

WANTED, lined leather suit, 6ft. 42 chest;
—D., Boulton, Saffron Walden.

C.B. Sidecar,
caster, 124, Maple Rd., Surbiton.

cheap.
[3405

in good_condjtion, 26in. wheel.—Lan-
[326:=:

Triumph, 78 mm. bore.—
Maidstone, [3180

WANTED, motor cycle, moiflern, frame; cheap —
Box L5,563, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3290

T UCAS King Road Lamp Set, also Lucas hooter.

CYLINDER for 1906
Jeaner, 8, Hope St.,

38, Airthrie Rd., Goodmayes. (D) [X9054

SPRING Forks, stand, and carrier, suit Levis.—62,
Clarendon St., Aston, Birmingham. [X9192

1 A/i Motor (>cle3 wanted; bring or send; for Bpoi-»-"" cash.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [0010

AN Old Motor Cycle Wanted, condition immaterial
—Box L5,654, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3440

Carburetter, good condition.-;Speight, Brani-
Whitcliffe, Cleckheaton. [3119

THE

Walsall Garage,
WALSALL.

Telephone : 444.

We have lapge contracts and

can give good delivery of

—

A.J.S.
B.S.A.
IM.U.T.

IVY
LEVIS
RUDGE
BRADBURY
MORGAN

Applications invited for Agencies

for StafFordsliire for N. U. T.

Our representative will be

on

STAND m. 91

OLYMPIA
where we shall be pleased

to interview and advise

clients.

H.
London Depot:

. HENLY & CO,
Sole Wholesale and Retail Agents
for the famous Ivy two-stroke
tor London and 25 miles radius.

Head Offices and Showrooms

:

91, GT. PORTLAND STREET, W.I.
Telephone : Mayfair 4084.

Works: Estcourt Road, Fulham, S.W.
Telephone Hammersmith, 1936.

100
w

B.S.A.
hope K.d

B48 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

WANTED.
PRIVATELY, good solo or combination; good price

oHered.—17, Gresham Kd., Oldbury. [X883b

SIDECAR Wanted, to suit B.S.A.; send sketch and
price.—66, Roseneath Rd., S.W.ll. (3535

TRIUMPH Wanted, must be cheap; send full par-
ticulars.—56, Roseneath Rd., S.W.ll. [3534

3-STROKE Cycle, Levis preferred, condition im-
material, cheap.—26, Bath St., S.E.I. [3257

A.J-S. 6h.p. Combination; state price, etc.—Bogg,
167, Church St., Eccles, Manchester. [3435

W.D. Sunbeam or A.J.S., in new condition.—Write,
Hall, .CrestluU Av., Grays, Essex. [3592

1Q12 Indian Gear J3ox, good condition essential.—
-Li/ Douglas, 6, Spring Gardens, Newark. [X9258

3-SEATER Car, 4-oyl., wanted, not earlier than 1316.

—76, Western Rd., Southall, Middlesex. [3431

ARMSTRONG Gear Parts Wanted, good prices

given.—Simpson, 16, King St., Weymouth. [3678

Motor Cycles Wanted; spot cash paid; bring

or send.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [0008

ANTED, cylinder and piston, 1913 Triumph,
3y2h.p.; stste bore.—Higgins, Lostwithiel. [3483

COACHBUILT Combination or Cycle Car, reason-

able price.—27, Gayhurst Rd., Dalston, E.S. [3462

GOOD Motor Cycle, also combination; cash -waiting.—

16, Oaten Mews, Emperor's Gate, Kensmgton.
_ [2836

WANTED, combination, or Morgan, perfect, with

accessories; cash.—97, Sheffield Rd., Barnsley.
[3403

WANTED, N.S.U. gear for Triumph; pair of N.S.U.

650x65 wheels.—Pearson, Woodview, Armagh.
[a.8939

SIDECAR Wanted, light Watsonian or similar, fit

P and M.—61, Beckenham Rd., Beckenham.
[3500

REX.—Wanted, front cylinder and piston tor 1911

7-9h.p. Rex.—Glilton, 18, Montague St., Rushden.

£2 000 Waitinj.—Wanted, several good lightweig.'its;

reasonable prices given.—Booths Motorics, ^l"'''"-

WANTED, solo or comhiuation; also lady's and

gent's cycIe.-H. Teat, Ancaster, Grantham
[A8664

JAP 8 h p. Engine wanted, new, integral mag-

neto platform type.—Railway Garage, Staines.

SECOND-HAND or New Accessories, spares, tyres,

wheels, etc.—Smith, 28, Mossbnry Rd., S.W.ll.

ANTED, motor cycle frame, complete, suit 4V4h.p.

Precision; good condition.—Saunders, y^^Si
Eye. [xe8Z4

HARLEY, Enfield, or Matchless combinations wanted
for cash.—51, Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton Heiitli.

S.E. [3586

DOUGLAS, 2V,h.p., not earlier than 1915, good
price.—Write, J.N., g/o A. Brook, 19, Oakley Sti..

N.W.I. [3209 !

DOUGLAS, 1915 or later, lightweight 2^h.p.—Par- I

ticulars, price, to Box L5,678, c/o The Motor]
Cycle.

'

[3531
j

N.S.U. Gear, any condition, also magneto and car-i'

buretter, cheap. — Box L5,696, c/o The Motor'
Cycle. [3742

1

WANTED, motor cycle, also combination. Enfield
or A.J.S. preferred.-73, First Av., Waltham- '

stow. [35611

ENFIELD 2S4h.p. Spare Parts Crank pin and bnsli,
|

thrust bracket and pinion.—Sharps, South St,

;

Yeovil. [3393

WANTED, 1912 Rex engine; state price and con-
dition.—J. Squires, Barrow-on-Soar, Leicester-

shire. [XSlOSi

WANTED, cylinder for 2^4h.p. Minerva, or would
buy engine, cheap.—Jessup, 47, Argyle St., Cam-

bridge. [349B

FIRST-CLASS 1919 Combination wanted immedi-
ately.—Whitehead, 77, Marylebone Lane, Oxford

St., W.l. [3544

FORKS, minus fittings, for 1916 Powerplus Indian;
state pricp.—Harold Petty, Ltd., Halford "'

Leicester. [X7942

MOTOR Cycle wanted, cheap, useful machine; give

fall particulars. — Ashton, Thornhill Edge,
Dewsbury. [3541

WANTED, flywheels for 1910 Triumph.—Partifn
lars to T. Battersby, Holme-on-Spalding-Mooi

.

Yorkshii-e. [35S0

WANTED. Morgan or similar runabout, good goins
order ; cheap.— Honnor, Aberglaslyn, Loose,

Maidstone. [X9345
WANTED, 4-cyl. F.N.'a, T.AC.'s, T.M.C.'s. Hendu

sons.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St,

Wandsworth [1137

WANTED, front cylinder tor 1914 New Hudson Bis

Six, good condition.—Baldock, Whitesmith. Hal

land, Sussex. [310^

WANTED, a6x2'/i wired motor cycle front rin

or wheel, new or second-hand.—F. Ellis, High St.

Beaconsfield. [345'

W1

an;
St.J
9421
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THE NEW BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE -

With 4-cycIe long stroke engine, outside

flywheel, one piece crank case and cylinder.

Has fewer w^orking parts than any other.

SEND FOR PARTICULARS:

The Meteor Manufacturing Co., Ltd,,

Homseij, 2430. 98, TOLLINGTON PARK, N.4.

aGnnnDDDnnDDnnDDnDnDnDnDananDnnnDnnnndDnnnnDaDnnaDD dd DDDDoaDDDnnDDDDnnnnnnDDDL.

Don't spoil the enjoyment of the ride by us-

ing an uncomfortable saddle— fity our mount
OTth an EMPIRE-DE-LUXE— the most
comfortable and luxurious saddle made.

However rough the road, you can always "sit

at ease" on an Empire-de-LuXe Pan Seat—
it eliminates all vibration and bouncing.

Write for detaUs and prices.

THE LEATHERIES, LTD.,
Sampson Road North,

BIRMINGHAM.

IMHE-DE-UIXE

^TJ Fjl^ ;

"UieO**e^ Onisr^

Also

MotorCycle Super
Suits, Non—nip
Tubes, and Tyre

Holders.

Riist sinnply can not

get at your tubes.
MANY Motor Cyclists overhaul their

machines periodically, in order to

arrest "vvear and tear, but there is one

spot which they seldom see : that is,

inside the rims.

It is here that tust gets to work, slowly

but surelv, all the time— it never rests.

It works at night whilst you are

asleep—it eats inner tubes.

The Leo-SCO Patent Tube Saver pre

vents the inner tube of the tyre coming
into contact with rusty rims and with

spoke heads. It saves the tube from
danger and destruction. It acts as an

additional buffer between the rim and
the road, and prevents internal nips or

punctures.

Order to-day— it will save you pounds !

Price 5/- each. Postage 4d,

Obtainable from nil Agents, Factors,

or direct from the sole iManufacturers

and Patentees :

LEO SWAIN & CO.,
237-9, Deansgate,
MANCHESTER.

Works and Garage: Si. Jol>n Street.

Tclerhonc : City 51S0-1.

Telegrams : " Immaculate,
Manchester."
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THE

HOBART
SPRING FRAME

LIGHT - WEIGHT

This machine is not an experiment, but a proved

success. One Hobart Spring Frame was entered in

the London - Edinburgh Trial, and it gained a

Gold Medal.

Hobart Motor Bicycles have been before the

public since 1901, and are renowned for reliability.

We are now fixing 1920 Agencies

have we your application yet?

Businjss established 1884.

HOBART "WORK.S

m\^^^^0mm^m^^^^^^m^^ '^^W^i^^i^^^^M^^^^*^

In ordering, please state colour needed, give

jachet length and inside leg measure, and
enclose remittance.

'

7. Barboui!i5onsLV>
So 3ni£i,PS.

' BEACON OILSKINS
NEVER GO STICKY OR LET in WET.

Money hack in full if they fail on any point.

Authorities in tvery branch of Sport praise Beacon Oilskins. ' Ixion,"
of "The Motor Cycle," says they are the only things which have kep'

him dry; *' Kuklos,** of **The Daily News and Leader," never rides

without I hem
J
aud they will give you the same sure freedom from

Weather Worries, though you nde all day against the cutting wind-driven
Rain and Sleet.

Jacket GrSeated Trousei Oveiallscom
t>leie, tn Black, double thickness 4-7 /6
/fi Grey-Green .. . . 56 /-

Pestage Free U.K.: abroad exir .

Overseas Orders need extra time tor

\i.£ciai Seasoning.

I rices given are lor Jacket length
=3in. For 36in. and 3910.please add
2/6 and 5/- per suit respectively.

Overalls: pr;ces are ior 2810. to 33;n.

inside leg, and up to 4oia. Waist

Send a. postcard for lllustra.ted Cataloerue to—
BARBOUR'S, Ltd., 26, Beacon Buildings. South Shields.

ECONOMICAL INSURANCE FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
RROVIDENT ACCIDENT AND GUARANTEE Co., U-td.

Established 1865*
Telegrams :

—

"Perpend ,Ave, Ijondon."

SPECIAL
POLICIES

FOR
SCOOTERS.

HEAD
OFFICE 61 Coleman Street, London, E.C.2.

WEST END OFFICE: 199. Piccadilly, London, W.1.

PREMIUMS for TuM Comprehensive Policies (including Sidecar)

:

Up to 3 H.P (with or) .. £2 2 6
3-^-41 „ without .. 2 12 6

5 .. ISidecar) .. 2 17 6

(with Sidecar .

.

3 15
' Iwithout Sidecar .

.

4 5
6-10

Telepbanps

—

London Wall. 5306 J lineal.

15% REDUCTION if

insured bears the
first £1 of all Claims.

25% REDUCTION if

insured bears the

first £2 of all claims.

Extra Benefits and Personal Accident Insurance included at slightly increased Premiums
Reasonable Policy Conditions. Prompt Settlement of Claims.

SmmSmmil^m^^^'^^'^^^s^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m

'adco
Illustrated Lists upon application.

E. A. RADNALL & CO., "^bSSa^^

Orders Will be booU^'l in
strict rotatii

fea^s-s^.'s.sgfflPFa'Bl
l^op L[GHT>N î\^

Gent's Sinele-speed Model for 1919 36 Gns. plus
l2.i7o Gent s Two-speed Model for 1919 43 Gns.
plus I2i7°-

(•ware o overchar';e i^v prollteers.

n^^^^^^^^^^^^m^m

s E E THE VE L.OC ETT E .

A.C.U. Six Days Gold Medal VMrinnev.

v^e.oc E LIMITED, BIRMINGHAM.
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What mileage have YOU
covered ? ^

NEW GEAR DRIVEN
Price 35/ -each.
WILL TELL YOU.

A SUBSTANTIALLY BUiLT AND RELIABLE INSTRUMENT FOR ACCURATELY
MEASURING THE MILEAGE CF MOTOR CYCLES.

THE WORLD'S STANDARD DISTANCE RECORDER.
Write for particulars from

:

EVIARICT & 00. (LONDON), LTD., 98-100, Gierkenweil Road, E.C.

THE SCRE

READY FOR THE PASSENGER THE CAMEO." READY FOR THE ROAD.

/~\ 4 • To supply a Wind-screen which can be fitted to any Sidecar—by a

V^ ill x^im novice—in a few minutes—and when fitted to give the required and ex-

pected service—to fulfil all we claim—and thereby complete the great

enjoyment possible only with a Sidecar combination, by protecting the passenger, often of the

fair sex, from the varied climatic conditions of wind, rain, and dust, so common in this country.

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees

:

OLLARD, WESTCOMBE & CO., Ltd.,
46-47, Great Charles Street,

—BIRMINGHAM.

£2 -15-0PRICE, Screen only - -

„ with Side Valance

as illustrated - - - £3 -

TRADE ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED, 'Phone: Central 682. Telejrams :
" Ollard, B*h"m."
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I UNFAILING I

I
POWER

I

I In the GREEN CAN I

I PRATT'S i

I "PERFECTION" !

I SPIRIT

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE

BY APPOINTMENT

Anglo-American Oil Co., Ltd:

36, Queen Anne's Gate,

London. S.m\.

OVERALLS for Motor Cyclists
DIRECT FROM TBE "ALL-BRITISH" WORKS.

Here is an opportunity for Motor Mechanics and others to obtain
Overallsdirect from the " AU^-British," Works/Northampton, at Bar-

gain Prices. These
Overalls are c'lt so as

to give perfect free-

dom of movement,
and every garment is

fully guaranteed ex-

cept against carboni-
sation. Every
'* Draperstyle " gar
ment is precisely as

described, and is sold

on tbe distinct undet
standing that if you
are for any reason
dissatisfied you re-

turn It to us within

four days and we will

refund your money
immediately. When
ordering simply state

article required and
chest and inside leg

measurement. To
works managers and
others special quota-'

tions given for large

(quantities.

Wiite for pD^rticularS'

Mechanics* Overalls fas illustrated) Bib Combina
Jackets Troiiseis Overalls tinn suits

N0.043 Blue Dongareedst quality) 10 6 9 11 11/- 20/6
No. 044 B-own Denim 10/- 9/6 10/6 18/3
No.045BlaeDongare2'3ndqu;^iity) 8/3 7/9 8 '6 14/11

Loose Overall Coat.
No. 032 —In Fawn Colour Drill 14/11
No. o33~Dark Fawn Bush Drill 16/11
Carnage paid to your do(jr. Illustrated booklet giving particulars of

Draperstyle Overalls tor all occupations. Sent post free on request.

ERNEST DRAPER & CO., LTD.,
54, "ALL-BRITISH • WORKS. NORTHAMPTON.

X-L-All
N£W MODELS OF THIS

FAMOUS SADDLE.

NO 1920 COMBINATION
COMPLETE

unless fitted with

MODEI. H.27
FITTED WITH FOLDING BACKREST.

X-L-ALLLTD., Hall Green. BIRMIN'DHAM.

A14 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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IIDMIIIIIHI

I
HAVE YOU JEVER

I
THOUGHT

=: How delightful 1^ would be ro have a perfectH ssfe'y razor that would enable you to obtain a™ ^uick, clein, and plea ant shave ?

= The ROLLO-FOAM SAFETY RAZOR does— this and more. It is really a new safety razor_ that embodies a device that no other safety~ r?^""" possesses; the usual matal guard orm comb isreplacedbyebonyrollers, Iherefore
It does not scrape the skin, it rolls. The action— of the rollers is delightfully smooth and sooth-_ 1 ig (o the skin, and effects a perfectly clean and— ^frssninsshave with ease and rapidity. Il s— easily cleaned after use by rolling over a dry

iS towel.

H The ROLLO-FOAM RAZOR is ALL-DRIJISH— made and of the finest qvalily and finish, packed in— ntckel-platea case, together with 12 blades and two"^ plated blade cases .

E

ASK FOR -^ .Ji t ASK FOR
THE •*

/ THE
R.F. ^j 11- R.F.

RAZOR. '^
RAZOR.

#

— Moa/n

SAFETY RAZOR
^ From all High-class Stores or direct.

Write for interesting Booklet ori "The Science 01

Shaving " free on application to—
LEWIS REGNARD & CO., != (Dept. M), "j

= 90, Lower Thames St., LONDON, E.C. =1

iiiiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiajiiiiititiiiv^'i'i'jii^

IF
you want your engine to DO THINGS
you must help it. Study out its

problems, heat and friction are two of

its greatest bugbears, are you trymg
to minimise them? If you are, you
will at once realise that discrimination

in the matter of oil is called for.

There is oil—there is motor cycle

oil—there is superfine motor cycle

oil—and there is "Coolie"

—

All users — and to-day they are

numbered by the tens of thousands

—

admit that by using "Coolie" Motor
Cycle Oil they have been able to

secure a cool engine even under stress ;

that even at the end of long strenuous

journeys cylinders, etc., are excep-

tionally clean, and that perfect

lubrication is absolutely assured by
its use.

IT IS NOT GOING TO COST
YOU A LOT JUST TO TRY IT
(You can get a quart tin from any

motor cycle dealer) BUT IT IS

GOING TO SAVE YOU A
LOT IN THE LONG RUN IF
YOU DECIDE TO USE IT.

If you really cannot obtain locally

you have only to write

The County Chemical Co., Ltd.,

IfHEMICO? Works.

BIRMINGHAM.

^n answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." Bl-J
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3

NOTE.
The Nineteenth Edition

sold out in a few weeks,

and as the demand for

this edition is likely to be
as great, copies should be
se:;ured without delay.

& haw tomanage them

NOTHER NEW EDITION
(THE TWENTIETH)

of "MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO
MANAGE THEM "-the Stand?ird hand-

book on the motor cyc!e, its care and
management. Fully revised throughout

by the staff of " The Motor Cycle." Fresh

matter added dealing with new models,

lubrication, springing (forks and frames),

etc. Many new illustrations. All obsolete

matter deleted. 286 pages. Nearly 400
illustrations.

Price 2/6 net ; by post, 2/10

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4

AND LEADING BOOKSELLERS-

*

qpRACING
MOTOR CYCLE

Troubles

'A reliable system for tracing motor

cycle faults and of remedying any

trouble when found.

The Fourth Edition of "Tracing Troubles,"
By "Road Rider."

Carefully Revised, and corrected where necessary to

bring it up-to-date, this book will be found invaluable

to all motor cyclists, and particularly useful to those

who have recently purchased their first machine.

Price 2/- Net. By Post 2/3.

B18

and leading booksellers.
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MARTINSYDE
Deliveries -

J.n, 1S2J.
Agencies
for 1920
invited.

6 h.p. ':V" TWIN COMBINATION.
Specially designed coachbuilt sidecar.

SPEED, RELIABILITY, and COMFORT.
PRICE ^170.

SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE.

70 m/m bore x 88 m/m stroke 680 c.c. 50 degree Twin Cyl-

inder with si)ecial overhead exhaust valves, designed and finished

to give perfect cooling, also giving a perfect scavenging stroke
and ensuring even cylinder expansion. . Side inlet valves, stream-
line valve pockets permitting high velocity of gas intake and
exhaust. Fool-proof automatic lubrication of all internal parts
by means of timing case-sump, thence by specially designed
flywheel splash action regulated by carefully designed baffle

plates. Twin-FoUer big' end bearings. Extra large size -ball

hearings to both sprocket and timing sides of camshaft, set in

specially thickened crank case to eliminate distortion.

IGNITION.
High Tension M.L. Magneto.

CARBURETTOR
Special Amac fitted with double control on handle-bat

All parts heavily plated.

CONTROLS.
Ignition, throttle, air exhaust valve lifter, clutch and front

brake, all controlled from handle-bars.

GEAR BOX
A.J.S. 3-speed Countershaft with cork inset plate clutch

hick-starter (manufactured under licence).

TRANSMISSION.
Chain enclosed in oil-retaining case.

BRAKES.
Foot controlled, band brake fitted to the rear hub.

FRAME.
Scientifically constructed and designed to give low saddle

position, rigidity and comfort.

FORKS.
Brampton Biflex action springing, giving both vertical and

horizontal motipn (manufactured under licence).

TANK.
Square design, capacity 2 gallons petrol, J gallon oil. Fitted

with large diameter filler caps, primmg tap hand pump and
semi-automatic drip feed.

FOOTREST.
Specially designed to give comfort.

SADDLE.
BroDjcs Saddle.

CARRIER.
Stronglv constructed to take two Biooks long Pann;er Tool Bag^

MUDGUARDS. '

^ .

Designed to give ample .mudguarding with side Valance?

STANDS.
Separate stand? are fitted for jacking ur either wheei

WHEELS.
650 X 65 heavily plated black centres lined go.d

TYRES.
Dunlop's special 650 x 65,

EQUIPMENT.
Every machme is fitted complete with earner, tool bags,

number plates, inflator, horn, oil can and spanners, and the

machines are fully tested on the road before being delivered.

FINISH.
The highest possible worlcmanship in every detail. Enamelled

black and lined gold. All bright parts heavily plated.

SPECIFICATION OF SIDECAR
CHASSIS.

For leffhand side of Motor Cycle built of the finest quality steel

tubing. Specially designed for accessibility and quick detachment.

SPRINGS
3 Leaf Cee Springs

WHEEL.
650 X 65 heavily plated, > lick centre lined gold, fitted witl

DunJop 650 X 65 Tyre.

MUDGUARD -

Specially designed for accessibility and ample mudguardint>
fitted with cide valances to protect body from mud.
BODY.

Coach built painted Royal Blue panelled, lined gold and fitted

with specially designed Luggag< Carrier at the rear of body
Upholstered Royal Blue.

FINISH. '- ...
Chassis finished in best black, bright parts heavily 1 bted.

Lamp bracket fitted, spanners supplied

EXTRAS.
HOOD.

Filled with Austers palent fittings and water-proo cov.i.

WINDSCREEN.
Auster's pa tent windscreen filled as near the passenger as pos ble.

THERE WILL BE NO INCREASE IN PRICE DURING 1920 SEASON.

Head Office and Works :

Maybury Hill, Woking, England.

Telephone: Woking 551. 552, 553.
Telegrams : Martinsyde, Woking.

MANUFACTURERS :—

MARTINSYDE LTD
Aeronautical and General Engineers.

London Office

:

17, Waterloo Place, Regent St., S.W.i

Telephone : Gerrard, 4500.
Telegrams: Martinsyde, Charles, London.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'* B2I
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P.&M. 1920 Improvements

Fn^ine Lubrication ^' ^ ^' i^i^chanical lubricator delivers

,

o * fresh oil positively to the cylinder and
big end alternately. No valves or springs are incorporated, the

pump being foolproof. Increased engine efficiency, and reduced oil

consumption are obtained.

Ratchet Hand Brake. P-
^ ^:

introduces a unique and
much-desired mnovation m motor

cycle brakes. The P. & M. foot-brake (" the brake that never

fails ") is interconnected with a hand lever working in a notched quadrant,

enabling the machine to be left on any gradient with perfect safety.

Foot Starter P- & M. foot starter cuts out friction and waste
of effort by acting directly on the engine shaft,

and can be operated from the saddle in perfect comfort.

SuSDension ^' ^ ^- spring forks provide enormous bearings
^ * at the wheel spindle, and are, therefore, positively

proof against sidecar drag. P. &- M. abolishes useless seat pillar,

and provides perfect saddle comfort.

P.' & M. replaces straps on tool bags by quick-acting spring plates
;

fits a really efficient silencer, and provides mudguards and chain

cases, which are unapproachable for neatness and strength.
•

P. & M. workmanship is the best in the world, and 1920 P.. & M.
finish will be more than worthy of P. & M. reputation.

^^^&SJ'l

1920 Model - - - Price, £95.

An honest machine at an honest price.

PHELON & MOORE, LTD.,
Works: London Depot:

Cleckheaton, Yorkshire. . 4, Bemers Street, W.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Advertising and Publishing Offices

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G. 4.

T^lefframs : "Cyclist, Fleet. t,ondon."
lelepiuina ; 28J8 City (nine lines).

Subscription Rates: Home, 17s. 4i.; Canada, 1?3. 6d

Editorial Offices :

Hertford Street, Coventry.
Teleo>'ains :

" Motorcycle. Coventry."
Telephone : 10 Coventry ifive liaesj.

other countries abroad, 235. lOd. per annum.

Northern Offices:

199, Deansgate, Manchester.
Te'ie^rams : " Illffe. Manchester.''
Telenhone . 620 City.

The Foreign ratis qnoted above apply also to men in [he Services abroad.

Colonial akd Foreign Agents:

United states—The International News Agency. New York. Canada—Toronto NeT\a Co.. L-d.. Toronto : Montreal News Co.. Ltd.. Montreal; Winnipes

Sews Co.. Wlnnlpez- British Colnrabia News Co., Vancouver: Gordon Ji Gjtch. Ltd.. 1.S2. Bay Street. Toronto.

AnsTKALU—Gordon >t Qoich. Ltd.. Melbourne (Yictorial. Sydney IN.S W.). Drisbane (Queensland). Adelaide (S.A.), Penh (W.A.), and Launceston 'Tasman)a'.

NEW Zkalaxd—Gordon * Goteh. Ltd.. Wellinston. Auckland. Christchurch, and Dunedin India—A. H. Wheeler 4 Co.. Bombay. .Allahabad ana Calcutta,

Sou tH AprtloA—Central News Acency, T td. Parts—Smith's Enelish Library, 248 Rue Rivoh^

Lessons of the Show.
STARTLING novelties were no more common

at the Olympla Motor Cycle Show than

in previous years. There were one or two

innovations in engine design which show

real promise, but this is not unusual at

show time. To those who remember the Max
and Motofrip, even the scooter is not new,

though there are more, exhibitors of this type

of runabout than in previous years. Flat twin

engines have encouraged the use of duplex

frames, and in one or two instances these show

that the designers have realised essential points

in frame construction which are too often

neglected.

Two-strokes ha\'e improved immensely, but

there is often plenty of room for further advance.

This stricture does not apply to two-strokes

only, .for the average foui--stroke is still lacking

in many refinements, particularly as regards

silence and protection of valve gear, and the

arrangement of cooHng surfaces.

On the other hand, gear boxes show an

enormous advance, and in some cases are well

ahead of car practice.

Spring frames have obviously come to stay,

and in this connection our readers will remember
that the motor cycle has striven for this end

for several years past. There, is a general im-

provement also in spring forks, and a welcome

tendency to an all-round increase, in tyre sizes.

Dynamo lighting is increasingly common, and

we note with pleasure the fact that many motor

cycles look more like designed machines rather

than a set of components strung together.

Nevertheless, a lot of cleaning up remains to be

done, and, if more designers had to look after

and clean their own motor cycles, there would

undoubtedly be an increase in accessibility and

better mudguarding of ifie cngitie and trans-

mission.

An increase in the number, of passenger

machines is particularly noticeable, and sidecars

have improved to a very large degree. The

passen'ger's comfort is a most important point,

especially as it is usually one of the fair sex who
occupies the sidecar. We were particularly

impressed with the luxurious appointments of

many high-class sidecars, and welcome with joy

the reintroductiqn of spring sidecar wheels.

This is perhaps the simplest and best method of

overcoming the difficulty of chassis breakages.

There is a danger of the heavier sidecar out-

fits becoming over-developed, in which case they

will undoubtedly suffer from the competition of

light three- and four-wheelers, which start with

the advantage of protection for the driver, while

the more elaborate passenger motor cycles can

no longer claim th'at they can be used as solo

mounts if so desired.

.Automatic carburetters and mechanical lubri-

cation are two features which are becoming in-

creasingly prominent, and we venture tO' pro-

phesy that both will become almost universal

in the course of the next few years, though at

the present time the opinion of highly skilled

riders and the prejudice of the old hands are

often against them. At the present moment
a few unsuccessful examples might cause a

regrettable setback to what is undoubtedly a step

in the right direction.

There were but two or three real lightweights

in the Show. On, the other hand, there are

thousands of potential lightweight riders amongst
those who are forced, by the shor^tage of houses,

to live long distances from their work. There
should be a fortune awaiting the firm that will

first market a mass-produced lightweight shorn

of all but essentials.

Scooters will probably attract a small portion

of this market, but the main function of these

little vehicles is to provide a handy method of

quick shopping for the lady of the house, and
of covering quite short journeys, while the light-

weight motor cycle will undoubtedly form a con-

venient method of transport for quite long week-

end outings, provided that really severe hills be

avoided.

An Index to the advertisements In this issue will be found on advertisement page 76,
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The Glory of Electric Lighting.

THE lighting dynamo will undoubtedly prove itself

to be the most fascinating novelty of motor
cycUng in 1920. In a sense, it is not a noveltv,

for years ago we had good outfits on sidecar machines';
but never before have we enjoyed powerful and
reliable lamps on solo mounts. It is no exaggeration
to say that the outfits transform nightwork. The road
is flooded with light at a touch of the button—there
IS no "waiting for the smell," or blowing through
a dust-choked water valve. The light is better than
that of the best acetylene equipment, partly because
It IS absolutely steady, partly because there is no
burner to interfere with the action of a scientifically-
designed reflector. After three or four hours, the
ight is just as good-as it was at the start, and you
know _its_ efficiency will continue all night, if need
be

;
this is better than having to gouge out a sodden

mess and recharge -with carbide and water stored
in awkward receptacles. The chances of trouble
are so entirely remote that they are out of mind. Hour
after hour the long beam stretches ahead of you,
serving equally to illumine and to clear the road.
Imally, when the destination is reached there is no
cleaning to be done.

Chances of Trouble.

FOR a year or so motor cyclists will probably
display a certain nervousness about the relia^bility
of dynamo outfits, but there is no longer any

rational cause for alarm. So far as my experience
goes, dynamos are nearly as reliable as magnetos-. '

The possibilities of trouble are in practice confined to
the accumulatdr, the wiring, and the lamp bulbs.
The accumulator can, and should, be tested before
each long ride. If it is fully chl'rged at the start,
only one mishap can befall it en route, namely, an
internal short-circuit due to loose packing and vibra-
tion, for the fuse wire will protect it against external
shorts. Therefore a fully charged accumulator,
properly packed in its case, can be trusted to the
limit. Wiring has made an- enormous advance since
the days of accumulator ignidon, when our mounts
were festooned with flimsy wires of indifferent quality
and thoroughly bad fitting. Armoured wire, imper-
wous to oil and wet, too sturdy to fracture as the
result of "pull" or vibration, and veiy neatly fitted
is the rule nowadays; and short-circuits on such
wiring should be practically unknown. If a short
occurs, the fuse ware localises the damage; and the
tracing of the short is as simple as finding out whether
petrol starvation is due to a choked jef, a choked
feed pipe, 6t an empty tank. Lamp bulbs must give
out occasionally—that goes without saying: but tlfe

modern filament is extraordinarily strong, and a bulb
will often last a full year. Lamp stops by the roadside
promise to become increasingly rare.

*

E24

ccasional
^ommenif

Sudden Darkness.

D
SHALL not be. surprised if the standard outfit

does not undergo one modification -in the course

of time. An electrically-lit motor car is normally

driven af night with four forward-facing lamps.

Should one, two, or even three of these lamps

suddenly be extinguished by an electrical fault, no

danger arises ; the surviving lamp or lamps give

sufficient light to enable the driver to pull up in safety.

Solo motor- bicycles only carry one forward-facing

lamp, and, if it is suddenly extinguished—especially

on a twisty road—the situation is none too pleasant.

Of , course, this peril is common to electricity and

acetylene alike. But two factors add to its unpleasant-

ness where electricity is the illuminant. Acetylene

very seldom fails instantaneously; indeed, I have

never known it to do so, except when a rider's body

pinches a badly fitted gas tube. But a solitary electric

bulb may plunge the rider into Cimmerian darkness

at any moment, though in practice such a mishap

will not occur more than once a year. The second

factor is that electric hghting is so bright that riders

are tempted to. drive rather fast with it. Perhaps there

will be 100,000 dynamo-lit motor cycles on the road

in 1921 : if each of them is suddenly plunged into

darkness once in that year, some of them will be

riding fast on awkward roads at the time and a crop

of accidents will occur, most of them quite petty, no
doubt, whilst the total will be insignificant compared
with the enormous mileage' which will be covered in

safety and pleasure. Still this consideration rather

suggests that it is unwise to rely on a single forward-

facing bulb, and that the outfit of the future will I

include a second low-power bulb, consuming very

.

little current, which will safeguard the pull-up when
the main head lamp bulb chances to go out of action-i

without warning. Subject to this consideration, the

new dynamo sets are simply ideal.

The Fair Sex and Scooters.

TWO correspondents have assailed me privately with

much vigour for a paragraph published under the

above heading on November 13th. I cannot

retract a word of it. Not a word of it had reference

to experienced girl riders. It was inspired simply and
solely by the somewhat cynical fashion in which a

section of the trade is inclined to exploit a section of

its. potential female custom. Feminine motor cyclists

as a class stand to-day pretty much where men stood

twenty years ago. They are keenly interested in the

hobby, but know next to nothing about it. Even-
the ex-Service girl riders cannot wholly be excluded
from this assertion, for most of them handled machines
which were inspected and overhauled nightly by male
mechanics : conditions which in no sense apply to

private ownership. Hence the girls must not take it

amiss if men who have paid dearly for experience try
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to help them. Years ago the trade pretended that

their machines were much more efficient than the

facts justified. We. accepted their word and bought
raacliines whicli were fundamentally bad. So far

as touring mounts are concerned, the girl novice of

to-day runs no such risks as we men ran in our

novitiate long ago. These machines are so' good that

a feminine novice without mechanical instincts should

have a very happy time in her first season. But, as

I stated on November 13th, this is not necessarily

frue of scooters. Scooters have been largely ordered

by women, and by women of a type^who may never

make motor cyclists, even under the best conditions :

for example, elderly women, who are not even pedal

cyclists. Some of these women live in districts where
thfe roads are more often greasy than not and where
hills which will puzzle any scooter are common. The
local agent in most cases does not yet possess a

demonstration mount on which a trial run can be
accorded : in some cases he has never either seen or

ridden a scooter .himself. On the other hand, there

are scooters on the market which cannot be termed
good hill-climbers. It follows that some firms and
agents have slipped into grossly unsound business

methods. If I were a scooter agent in Newcastle or

Torquay or Inverness, and an elderly woman tried to

place an order with me for a scooter which I had
never seen, I would not jump at the business. I should

accept the order provisionally, maybe ; hut I should

invite her to come round and test my demonstration

model as soon as it was delivered and give her the

option of cancelling her order if she desired.

A Show Memory.

nT is hardly conceivable that a few years ago the

new model motor bicycles were thinly sprinkled

through a giant assembly of push bicycles, and

that the whole caboodle was easily stored in a far

smaller building than Olympia. Most stands staged

twenty or more pedal cycles to each motor cycle, though

the latter usually had the place of honour. It took

the centre more because that was the only way of

balancing the exhibit than because it was answerable

for the bulk of the business done. The general public

consisted largely of youths with exaggerated calves, and

thin black stockings, and the few motors on show

evoked quite as many sneers as plaudits. The pro-

vincial agents treated the petrol side of the affair quite

cavalierly, and the visitors drew caustic contrasts be-

tween the pleasing appearance of an exhibition motor

on a red velvet platform and its subsequent eccentric,

noisy, and dirty progress on the road. If one desired

to make a technical enquiry, or

—

mirahile dictu— to-

place a definite order, one shouldered one's way into

the office through a crowd of sleek people discussing

free-wheels. When' one secured a hearing and the

astounding fact that this well dressed fool actually

wanted to buy a motor bicycle became plain, there was

a frenzied search for "our Mr. Jones," who alone

of the staff knew how the beastly thing worked. Unless

memory has betrayed me, I once attended a Stanley

Show which was graced by just one solitary motor

cycle, and the crazy individual who had the temerity

to invade the holy of holies with the contraption had

to seek refuge from the chaff of an outraged industry

in an outside bar for the remainder of Show week.
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The new bonnet on air-cooled

Morgans.

Cantilever springing tor the body is a feature ot the

simply designed Rex sidecar chassis.
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SOME NOTES ON
SIDECARS AT OLYMPIA.

A General Review of Sidecars with Special Reference (o Che Comfort and

Convenience of (he Passenger.

By W. G.

CONSIDERING how very little he knows -about

them, the average motor cyclist takes, quite an

interest in sidecars. At Olympia Show, under

the benign influence of feminine persuasion, he even

goes so far as to try some of the more attractive-

looking models—an action which,- in so far as real

judgment is concerned, is just about as effective as

trying to assess the merits of a car by sitting in the

dickey seat. But it leaves him in total ignorance of

the fact—as from personal experience I am prepared

to testify—^that the modern sidecar represents pro-

bably the most luxuriously comfortable form of road

travel known to mankind. The motor cyclist—wise

man—appraises the sidecar purely and simply as an

auxiliary to his machine. Will it make a favourable-

looking combination ? Is it light enough ? ; Is it

strong enough for those hill-climbing stunts, etc. ?

Once upon a time I adopted this attitude myself. I

permitted any justifiably regular passenger to select

her sidecar, whilst I attended to the wangles associated

with early delivery of the gallant machine that was to

propel her and me. I have since perceived that I.

was grievously mistaken. '
I ought to have sent her

to a motor school to learn how to control a- powerful

twin, whilst I sampled and chose the attachment that

was to float me over the rough roads and lull me into

delicious mental abstraction with its lazy, nonchalant,

easy-going motion.

Converted from Saddle to Sidecar.

This enthusiasm for sidecars is a war product, purely

and simply. In the course of duty I used to bestride

Triumphs, Douglases, and Clynos, and do my best,

as in duty bound, to dash them to pieces on the high-

ASTON.

ways and byways of Flanders and Northern France.

But one day, in a fit of generosity— I had been con-

sistently putting a vertical gust up my mechanist

sergeant, and thought it only fair to let him have a

return match on me—I climbed into the sidecar.

From that day forward I renounced the saddle in

favour of the hfe of padded luxury which I found was

assured by acceptance of the passenger seat.

Perfect Comfort.

Such being the case, I hold it quite impossible

that the Editor of The Motor Cycle could have pitched

upon anyone ready to deal with sidecars with greater

enthusiasm. Had I the. liberty to do so, I could

write reams of appreciation. As it is, space forbids"

me to let myself go. Suffice to , say that, the war
- being over, fate ordains (without regard to my own

personal \yiews upon the subject) that, with no

mechanist-sergeant, I must return to a saddle that

is a little less strenuous than of yore—thanks to spring

frames. I shall do so without protest, for the saddle

has joys of its own—but I shall never look upon the

sidecar again as once I did. Setting aside malice i

and all uncharitableness, I shall still regard its occu-

pant with envy. The. sidecar combination may be,'

and I make no doubt certainly is, the Ultima Thule

of economical motoring, but_ from the moment he

or she climbs into the nest of cushions and repose,

the sidecar passenger is one of the idle rich. Idle,

you who have mended punctures whilst she powdered
her nose, will easily grant. Rich ? Who wants,

greater wealth than the enjoyment of speed, air;

scenery, and perfect comfort. And all that with a

complete detachment that is only comparaljle to sleep.

Sporting doorless sidecars : The Canoelet, which has a wide section domed guard sprung on the body, and the DunhiU Limousette.

B26
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Some details of 1920 sidecars. The Henderson combined lamp and step. The Royal Ruby springing in diagrammatic form ; below js the
*^

_ body springing of the same machine. On the right is seen the front springing of the Montgomery.

i
" It appears as if the resources of science had been

ransacked in the interests of promoting, sidecar

efficiency. The modern sidecar is a good-looking

affair, graceful in outline and pleasing to the eye no
less than- to the vertebra. The suspension is a.

miracle of thoroughness. Between the passenger and

the bump on the road are inteiposed a variety of

shock-absorbing devices. First, the cushions—and
these are better than ever. Secondly, the body springs

connecting the carrosserie (this is the word!) to the

chassis. Thirdly, the chassis springs connecting the

frame to the axle. Finally, the pneumatic tyre. Here
is a. fourfold defence that nothing short of an explosion

can penetrate. ' Some designers cut out the chassis

springs altogether without, apparently, ill effects. But

whether or' not, in solving the problem of providing

perfect com.fort to tlie only thing connected with the

modern motor cycle that does not work, they seem to

have all found a different solution.

Here follow a few notes on sidecar design as re-

vealed after a buffeting walk round Olympia.

A Welded Chassis.

The Bamco design, is full or originality. The body
reposes upon coil springs contained in cylindrical

housings, which act as slides and guides for a pure

up-and-down motion. At the base of each slide is

a rubber buffer to take up the return shock. The axle

is itself sprung, the hub of the wheel being supported

detachable roof and curtains.

A Watsonian novelty. Hinged dash

embodying screen and side shield with

On the right is seen the Rover rear locker.

by a link arrangement with coil springs in tension.

There is a neat little aluminium stepboard, so beauti-

fully polished that it would be a shame to set foot

upon it. The chassis is made of tubes acetylene

welded together according to the best aircraft practice.

There are no lugs of the ordinary kind whatever. A
two-seater model chassis, in which the axle is not
sprung, has been tested for a long distance with a load

of one and a half tons. Sidecar passengers will

regard this no doubt as an insult, but it certainly

is the right sort of test. On another Bamco model
(all sidecar firms make a great many models—they

are all so good that no one can make up his mind-
which is best) the chassis is suspended on leaf springs

and the body on the usual strip C arrangement..

Detachable Wheel.
The Mills-Fulford models are distinguished by great

strength in tlie frame, whereof the tubes are duplicated
to provide great rigidity. When lugs occur, these are

generously webbed. The mudguards, one noticed, in

the new design, are supported by stays radiating from
a star or spider at the hub. - This has been done to

facilitate ease of replacement in case of crash, and to

eliminate any possibility of looseness or rattle.

In the Rex combination detachable wheels are fitted.

The sidecar wheel is enclosed by an elliptic tubular
stay carrying the outer extremity of the hub. This
stay, how-ever, is easily freed, so that it can be

hinged out of the way. The spare wheel
is carried at the back of the sidecar in

a metal pan, and has its hub secured to

a slotted'standard. The sidecar itself has
a rigid frame, and the body is suspended
each side on long cantilever leaf springs.
In front it is supported on double coil

springs capable of absorbing the rebound.
A noticeable point is that to relieve the
chain stays of possible strain, a long
diagonal tube runs from the front head of
the cycle to the rearmost sidecar attachment.
The sidecar chassis is also itself heavily
braced diagonally.

In ^he Grindlay design one finds that
the chassis is carried on a couple of long
half-elliptic springs, one each side of the
wheel ; whilst the body is independently sup-
ported on full cantilevers, with double coil

Brg
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springs in front. The modele de luxe lias a celluloid

screen with metal and wood framing. This is carried

on folding tubular stays, in the manner of the Auster

rear screen for cars. It is adjustable as to angle and
distance from the passenger, and when not required

folds down flat on the apron. The hood is effective

and simple in operation.

Ample Carrying AccotnmodatiGn.
The Henderson, is one of several samples which

unmistakably suggest that, as a master of springing,

the sidecar designer has no equal. In this case, the

chassis being rigid, the body is mounted upon canti-

lever springs, at the normally fixed end of which are

additional coil springs in compression. The front

springing is of the flat-leaf C variety. At the back

of the sidecar one finds admirable luggage accommo-
dation. A big locker has a rubber-covered top with

a rail, so that suit cases may go both without and

within. On a lighter model, the body is carried on

plain coil springs. As if this were not enough, there

is a special model definitely' designed for rough roads

(as though there were anything but patches of the

other sort nowadays !). In this the axle is sprung upon

a central inverted C spring, whilst between the body

and chassis are coil springs in tension at each side..

The spring axle on the .'atest Henderson.

These people have a neat little aluminium' step, which

contains a side lamp, and is screwed on to the sidecar

flank. It can also be made to act as a bracket for

a metal-covered tool case.

The Watsonian models are equipped with the con-

ventional form of suspension, i.e., C springs behind
and coil springs in front. A de luxe type consists of

a sort of coupe having a weatherproof head with front

screen, and side panels of celluloid, which, after

being lifted up tO' allow ingress, close down upon the

passenger in a somewhat formidable manner. How--
ever, if she is disposed to "go quietly," you can

unbutton the leather part of the hood. Adjacent to

this stand I heard one or two anxious motor cyclists

breathing the magic words, " mother-in-law," and
evidently the design appealed to them. This is, of

course, only chaff. As a protection against wind and

B30

rain, I would give the design something approaching
" full marks," especially as it comprised really gooc

luggage capacity. It had a commodious boot bij

enough for a couple of petrol tins, and an aluminium'

covered lid, quite large enoTigh for ordinary luggage.

There was also a sporty fishing-float shaped lighi

sidecar : long, neatly streamlined, and roomy. Ir

this -there was a good sized locker behind the bad
cushion.

Super Springing.

I imagine that it would take a considerable road

shock to get past the A. B.C. sidecar suspension. Tlx
wheel is connected to the chassis with a many-leaved
" grasshopper " spring. The body rests upon long

C's behind, and upon a transverse-shaped leaf spring,

semi-elliptic, in front. One noticed also that the rear

sidecar attachment embodied a ball universal joint or

the chain stay of the bicycle, so that absolute independ-

ence of action as between sidecar and machine was

provided for. I likewise admired the very graceful

Gracemill body on an A. B.C. chassis. This was an

excellent example of neat aluminium panel beating.

Weighing only 44 lb., the body had locker roona in the

"toe," and cupboard space under the seat. When
unoccupied, it could be completely covered in with

a detachable twill apron fixed by patent fasteners.

A curious exhibit was the Shell sidecar body on the

Sidecar Body Co. 's stand. It was even complete with

a' copper obturator ring which is guaranteed to give

it a gastight fit when passing through the air. The
" shell " was of aluminium, the rear portion squared

off contrary to aeronautical principles, but strictly

in accordance with projectile design. This pro-

vided considerable locker accorhmodation. As far as

I could see, the only point in this highly original de-

sign was the very sharp fuse cap in front. A more

practical type was a sporting sidecar of hydroplane

form, shallow, but remarkably roomy. For its kind

it struck me as being unusually comfortable, and was

agreeably well sprung and light.

On the Sandum stand, one perceived that sidecari

makers have no fear as to the power of motor cycles.-

Here are found a couple of comfortable two-seaters,

one of the permanent type complete with a separate

door for each passenger. Considering the accommo-

dation provided,., this model was remarkably neat. A
second design had a folding front seat, which, when

not required; almost miraculously slid into the top

panelling, out of sight and out of the way. In order

to provide the front passenger with extra leg room

(standing over six feet I was touched to the quick by

this solicitude), a portion of the toe of the body opens

out into a capacious pocket like the bellows of a

camera. The' more ordinary type of body I had the

more cause to admire. The chassis was unusually

strong and the finish good. The feminine passenger

would appreciate the glove box and mirror—this is

real luxury—provided in the single-seater. There was

also a neat and light racing type. One of the most

practical sidecar screens I saw in the Show was on

this stand. It consisted of a broad celluloid shield

with leather edging held in standards in such a way
as to be adjusted in all required directions,, and,

furthermore, it gave instant ingress and egress Trom
the bodv. I alsr> inspected details of a ^distinctly
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A shell type body fckhibited by the Sidecar Body Co.

Watsonian " R 34 " type, sporting model sidecar.

A newly designed Millford sidecar with a folding grid.

A very capacious locker in the rear of the Henderson.

An egg-shell aluminiuirv body fitted to the A.B.C.

Rudge sidecars are provided with a deep locker.

SOME EXAMPLES
OF SIDECAR BODY-
WORK FOR 1920,

SS-_-:
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clever and practical screen used on a sort of coupe

hood. This works on the roller blind principle, and

appears to be perfectly weatherproof,

Infant Necessities.

Dunhills are people who evidently believe in the

need for roominess.- Their Limousette—I -do not

know why so-called any more than did the stand

attendant—has a body of agreeable and unusual depth

and of remarkable comfort. I would have asked

nothing better than to recline in it, peruse The Motor
Cycle,- and'itsten to. the melodious band. Alas, other

duties called. But I, had time to observe and admire

the adequate locker accommodation at the tail of the

body and to appreciate the neat fixed windscreen. A
second Dunhill design of sidecar has a body swelled

out on the off side, i.e., towards the motor cycle, so

as to allow the mother and the che-ild- to be there.

This seemed to me to be a sound solution of the

family problem, the infant being firmly fixed between

Mamma and Dadda, so that, in the event of precocity,

he can fret it from both directions at once.

The rear portion of the luxurious Harley-Davidson sidecar.

In Mr. Norton's excellent design, he displays a

true knowledge of motor cycling requirements.- His

sidecar, whether it be just the ordinary standard model

or the affaire de luxe, has plenty of roominess. He
provides broad semi-elliptical section mudguards, and

he allows for plenty of locker accommodation, as is

well showi.1 in the sketch. What I particularly liked

about the locker accommodation was that it was divided

into two spaces by a hinged wooden panel, so that

clothes may be kept separate from petrol tins. The
screen is adjustable as to angle, and is fixed to a

hinged scuttle, which is readily lifted out of the w^ay

to allow the passenger to get in and out. Mr. ^Tortoh's

views on children are, however, at variance with

Messrs. Dunhills. In the family machine the child's

dickey seat opens out at the back. ' Should the fire of

juvenile questions come tog hot. Daddy, in response

to a signal, can open the throttle a little and drown

inquisitive conversation in the breeze. Well, well,

Mr. Norton, perhaps you are right.

There is a rather unusual suspension in the S,cott

sidecar. The body is carried on, and sprung from, a

cross tube connected with a bell-crank, which pulls

against a horizontal central tension spring. In the

front the car is mounted on small C, springs. The
arrangei -^ent !.=; very- simple and efficient.

DECEMBER 4ili, igiQ-

No examination of sidecar design would be complete

without reference to the Royal Ruby, which embodies

an unusual volume of elaborate workmanship. The

body is supported upon Z shaped leaf springs, four

in number, whilst the axle responds to the action

of a grasshopper leaf spring which is limited in travel

by a rubber buffer. The chassis as. a whole, to say

nothing of the motor cycle, is a remarkable example

of tube work. For ease of interchanging the detach-

able wheels, the sidecar hiudguard is readily remov-

able-. The sidecar chassis, by the way, is connected

solely to the sprung part of the cycle 'frame. At its

rear is a box of sufficient size to hold two^ two-gallon

tins of petrol, and this is surmounted by a luggage

rack. . The battery box for the electric lighting set

is-under the sidecar seat. These points are made clear

in the accompanying sketches.

I could not possibly pass by without mentioning

the nice-looking Harley-Davidson sidecar, with its

windscreen complete with adjustable side panels, its

child's dickey seat at the back, and its—^wonder of

wonders—concealed hood. It just showed what a

sidecar designer could do when he let himself^ go,

and was enough to make any Rolls-Roysterer eiivious.

It is a. good thing that in this article I have been able

"^to keep away from the question of prices

!

Simple and Effective.

The Douglas sidecar has a springing system quite

of its own, and, I .should say, both simple and effec-

tive. C springs at the front work in conjunction with

an inverted transvetse half-elliptic leaf spring at the

rear, which should result in complete freedom of

motion.

On the Triumph, outfit one finds that, whilst C
springs are used for the body suspension, the

wheel is separately sprung on volute springs, and a

stout U-shaped link hinged in front. Room for a

can of petrol is provided between the cycle and the

sidecar.

I came to the conclusion that the Rudge sidecar 'was

extraordinarily nvell made, and I confess I liked the

polished aluminium toe panel. I hope this was not

just " Show finish," as it lent an agreeable air of dis-

tinction to the ensemble. There_was a sizable luggage

grid of L section members sprung with the body, and

also a roomy locker at the rear covered in with a lid

that had every appearance of being really weather-

proof.

In the new Rover sidecar combination one found
' several points to admire. First, the wide domed mud-
guards, then the general neatness of the body with

'

its good locker accommodation at the back. One
noticed, also that to get the chassis nice and low the

attachment to the, cycle chain stay was made through

a rigid right-angled stay—-possibly ungeometrical

,

but effective.

The Clyno sidecar has been well considered to act

with a'spring frame. The chassis thereof is suspended

on a long leaf spring, in addition to which the body
has C springs. The sidecar wheel is well supported

each side by an elliptical tubular framework which

acts as a front-pivoted radius rod. In the rear one

finds a useful luggage carrier.

" I vas enjoined not to get into the Bat limousine

sidecar : a reduction in miniature of the sort of thing
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one associates with a 45 h.p. Daimler. However, it

could be -got into, as I saw several people in it.

Another mother-in-law joke ! Needless to say, the

unlettered halfpenny press leapt at it, and the explo-
sion of their flashlights o' mornings was as the bom-
bardment preliminary to the Somme push.
The A.J.S. people have a shrewd and practical idea

as to what a sidecar should be like : at- all events,

in point of luggage capacity. Under their suit case

platform they provide a useful toolbox, and (which
is something to make a note of) the spare wheel can
be extracted without trouble, even when the suit cases

are strapped in position.

_ The Matchless designers always express strong in-

dividuality. In their sidecar are found coil spxings

used throughout, the same being adopted on~the motor
cycle spring frame. By this means both chassis and
body were independently suspended, though at the

front quarter-elliptic leaf springs were adopted-
Twin rear locker on Norton sidecar.

The Fifth Annual Banquet of the Cycl
Traders'

THE annual banquet of the Motor Cycle Manufac-
turers' and Traders' Union was held at the

Criterion Restaurant on the 21st ult., under
the chairmanship of Mr. C. A. Hyde, the president.

The toast of "The Manufacturers' Union" was
proposed by Mr. Edward Manville, M.P. for

Coventry. He said that Coventry was the centre of

the industry, and he hoped it would long remain so.

Speaking of motor cycles, he mentioned the great

strides that had been made in the construction of

these rnachines. He dv/elt at sorrte length on the

irnportance of exhibitions.

In reply, Mr. C. A. Hyde spoke of the demand for

motor cycles, and referred to them as the most effi-

cient and' reliable means of light transport at the

present time. The demand was in excess of the supply,

but he hoped that this would soon be overcome.

e and Motor Cycle Manufacturers' end
Union, Ltd.

Mr. A. Brampti.m. J. P., proposed the toast of '' The
Guests.' which was replied to in a speech by
Lt.-Col. Sir -Rhys Wilhams, Bt., D.S.O., K.C.,
;M.P. Speaking on behalf of the Transport Ministry,

and not, he said, as a motor cyclist, he mentioned
what the Ministry was doing for the roads, and pointed

out that the Ministry was greatly interested in the

motor cvcle industrv.

This was replied to in an excellent speech by Mr.
H. Ivlassac Buist.

The toast of " The Chairman " was given by Mr.
H. Bowden, who- in the course of his speech said how
fine a thing it would be for the industry if workmen
and masters agreed upon peace just for one year, so

that the remarkable results in the way of output

achieved during the war might be repeated now the

war is over.

The I. A. E. Meeting at Olympia.
A Discussion of Ifie Judges' Report

ON Thursday, November 27th, the Institution of

Automobile Engineers held a meeting at

Olympia to discuss the judges' report on the

A.C.U. Six Days Trials. The meeting was open to

'all interested.

The Chairman, Mr. Clarkson, in introducing the

subject, stated that tlrere appeared to be a consider-

able divergence of opinion as to the justification of

certain views expressed in the report.

Mr. Webb (The Motor Cycle and Cycle Trader),

who was partly instrumental in the meeting being

convened, called upon constructors to give their

views ; and
Mr. Basil Joy (secretary I.A.E.) read extracts of

the report, calling attention to the more contentious

points.

Many well-known figures in the motor cycle world'

took part in the discussion, including Messrs. H. A.

Collier, E. B. Ware, D. Leechman, J. E. Greenwood,

Hugh Gibson, J. L. Norton, and others.

on Ifie A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

- The subjects of the silence test, consistent driving

test and examination of machines were much criti-

cised. Several pointed out that old machines Avhich

completed the trial s.uccessfully were likely to be

unduly penalised on the score of condition.

Mr. Norton made some telling remarks against

water-cooliiig and the adoption of large multi-cyhnder

engines, as suggested in the report; and Mr. Leech-

man and others criticised frame design, from an

engineering standpoint, in no uncertain terms.

Mr. Loughborough, in an excellent speech, made a

masterly reply for the A.C.U.,, and Dr. Low gave a

turn of humour to his defence of the audioriieter.

The Chairman, in summing up, stated that the -dis-

cussion was most useful and practical, and that a

report, jn full, of the proceedings would be forwarded

to the A.C.U. for reference;

The meeting, at which about fifty well-known trade

representatives were present, was concluded by a

hearty vote of thanks to the chairman.

c^
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SOME SHOW. IMPRESSIONS.
Political Tendencies of the Motor Cycle Movement: Observed by B. H. Davies.

THE keynote of the, 191 9 Olympia is not me-

chanical, but political. Veteran Show habitues

like myself enter its portals with brains bubbling

over mechanical innovations. In five minutes we
have completely for-gotten the new engine for which

we were making tracks, and are gazing in mute

astonishment at the crowd. The Show is the tirst

incarnation of a changed England. In former years,

until the Saturday night came round, the stands were

thronged by tweed suits and the Oxford manner.

This. year the bulk of the buyers who mean business

are plainly men who wear fustian, corduroy and

dungaree from Monday morning till Saturday mid-

day ; and most of them adorn the King's English

with a charming burr or accent of some kind, which

banishes wet, foggy London, and reminds one of

bygone tours to the West or the North- or to Shake-

speare's country. We welcome these new recruits

warmly on all grounds. Hardly less noticeable is the

influx of riders of the fair sex. The Motor Gych
always prophesied their coming, even in days Avhen

petrol and petticoats were -poles asunder. The war

has transformed thousands of girls into embryo

engineers. The scooter has opened the door to the

mothers no less than' the maids. The new wage

standards have solved the special financial problems,

for the modern maid does not have to wheedle

cash out of Papa—she earns plenty, and can afford

to motor cycle if she can resist the rival temptation

of the lingerie shop.

The New Type of Motor Cyclist.

Whereas a typical 1913 customer wanted a single-

geared 8 h.p. J.A.P. with overhead valves, a quite

predominant type of 1919 customer is after a powerful

combination with ample accommodation for several

olive branches. He does not want a stunt machine.

Most of his riding is done at week-ends. It is his

safety vent from the mine, the factory, and the

Bolshevist microber. There is no nurse to mind the

babies, so they must come along as well. He plunges

for solid, reliable family transport. He does not mind
getting dirty, for his job is a dirty one; so he is not

as down on current mudguards as the man who wears

pale mauve socks might be.

The maidens, too, will have their say presently. At

present they do not kiiow enough to be sure what

they want. They are acquiring their experience, and

the critical mood will develop later. Besides, there

have never yet been enough of them to interest the

factories. At the moment, we can offer them very

little choice. Many of them must elect to straddle -

machines designed specifically for males. But they

will stamp their own hall-mark on the industry in a

year or two. And who can doubt that their influence

on technical developments will be a corrective.

Turning from the spectators to the stands, my brain

kept running on the two new types of customer broadly

outlined above, and I consequently felt less astonished

at the general similarity between the exhibits of 1919
and those of 1913- On the bulk of the stands all

that was new might be summed up as " dynamos and
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details." Complete breaks with the past are certainly

to be seen : witness particularly, of course, the A.B^C.

and the Precision. But whether the cause is innate

conservatism, or the desire for early, production, or

the fact that the industiy is nearer its technical zenith

than dreamers' fancy, or the trade grasps on the fact

that most of its 1920 customers desire staunchness

rather than novelty and frills, fundamental innovations

are scarce. In the old days we made the best motor

cycles Jo the world, bar none. To-day we offer the

same stuff, perfected in detail, and adorned with the

first roadworthv lightings system motor cycles have ever

had. The new breaks are like the gold medal blooms

at a National Rose Show. Everybody has a stare at

them. The specialists and the rich men buy them.

The canny enthusiast with a limited purse covets them

earnestly,' but often decides, "I'll wait and see if

she is a good goer 1"

Sighs for the Ladies.

History-, nevertheless, repeats itself. Items which

are no longer novelties to the journalist, because he

bought and tested them when they were audacious

experiments, are practically novelties to thousands of

users. But only a small percentage of the great ciwyds

at Olympia last week have ever owned a lighting

dynamo, a detachable cylinder head, a spring frame,

a two-stroke engine, an overhead valve, or any flat

twin larger than 350 c.c, not to speak o'f all-chain

drive, autonratic carburetters, integral speedometer

gearing, four-speed gears, leg-shields, und'erscreens,

and other items, which now excite no heavy com-

ment from experts, .and may all be standard practice

within a year or two. Mechanically speaking, the real

novelty of ..the Show lies in the popularisation of items

which were semi-experimental in 1913- The average

buyer of a new machine will take deUvery of a specifi-

cation including five or six vital items which are abso-

lutey new^ to'/iip?, and Iiis 1920 riding will, therefcu-e,

be pregnant with excitement.

I confess to feeling rather sorry for the girls. I

have often lent my machine to them, and taught them

to ride. When they can. handle a mount, and produce

the cash to buy that first mount which is either' the

grave or the parent of many dreams, I seldom know

what to advise. Recommend a man's machine : thc)-

may take to it, they may hate its weight,_ or they may
dislike trotting round in breeches when the day's run

is over. Recommend something small, and when the

bridal ecstasy is over, they will either rave about it

continuously, or stigmatise it as a mere toy. I give

my girl friends a wide berth at Show time, and 1

earnestly hope the trade will give their, needs more

attention before November, 1920. But I notice that

they are all very interested in the A. B.C., and I have

the wind up ; for many of them noticed a picture in

The Motor Cycle for March 20th, which showed me
dandling the experimental bantling in my arms, and

. as they haven't read the A.C.U. trials report they

don't know what the production model weighs. One
or two slim-wristed damsels I wot of will murder me
when they find out, but, please,"^ ladies, _"it_\v?.sn't I

who put the dynamo, etc., on it.
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An Analysis of the

Trend of Light Passenger

Machine Design.

THE increased and still increasing cost of motor

cycle and sidecar combinations has had the

effect of drawing closer attention to the alterna-

tive type of passenger-carrying three-wheeler, for

there no longer exists the pronounced difference in

prices that obtained at the time of the signing of

the Armistice and- for several months after. The
price of the three-wheeler with two' seats side by

side, giving protection for the driver equal to that

afforded on a car, very closely approximates the cost

of some fully equipped sidecar combinations of 6

to 8 h.p. The respective prices, do not differ to any

great extent and for the most part are in the region

, of ;Q2oo, although in one case a three-wheeled light

car costs £,2$o. In all cases the price covers com-

fortable seating for both occupants, a windscreen

shielding the driver as well as the passenger, and a

hood that protects both from the elements. But ;£25o

is an exceptional jorice, and includes a four-cylinder

engine and shaft drive. The examples embodying

motor cycle practice, and comparing more closely with

the sidecar combination, are not far removed from

the price of the latter—the neighbourhood of ;£2oo.

A decision to select the alternative to the sidecar does

not invariably carry with it, as it did of old, a neces-

sity for a deeper dip into financial reserves.

The three-w'heeled light car on motor cycle lines

may therefore be said to appeal with direct force to

the motor cyclist, and the examples of this type of

machine at Olympia should give rise to considerable

interest. As regards speed and hill-climbing abilities

there is little, if anything, to choose between the best ^

examples of the two types, while in cost of running

it is questionable whether one holds an advantage

over the other.

Engines.
Reviewing the outstanding characteristics of the

runabout—as the three-wheeler of the type in question

is called—the prevailing practice is to use a V twin

r.6

engine of 8 to lo h.p., the result frequently being

a replica of the power plant standardised for sidecar

machines. It occurs with both air-cooled and water-

cooled cylinders, and has proved quite as satisfactory

in the sinapler form as the air-cooled twin engine on

motor cycles. But water-cooling can be provided

much more conveniently on the runabout, and the

scales are not so 'weighted against the system as they

are in the alternative type of machine. Air-cooling

has undoubted points in its favour, of which sim-

plicity is nqt the least important. Water-cooling, how-

ever, has advantages, and personal opinions vary as

to W'hich is the better proposition all round. The
water-cooled engine is not so prone to " konking " as

the other, and is less liable to overheat. But under

certain conditions, and at certain times of ^ the year,

»

it causes the cylinders to be kept cooler than is de-

sirable from an efficiency point of view. ^The best

working temperature of an "engine is well above the

boiling point of water, and yet 212° Fahrenheit is

theoretically the highest ' temperature a water-cooled

engine can attain.

As suggested already, one example of/the runabout

at Olympia has a four-cylinder engine. This is a

water-cooled type on car lines, with thermo-syphon

water circulation..

The engines of these machines are invariably placed

in front under a bonnet, and have their crankshafts ^
set longitudinally in the frame. At some point in the

transmission, therefore a right angle drive is neces-

sary, and, unless a complete shaft, drive is adopted,

the bevel gears that are generally used must occur in

front of the final transmission unit. But this point

will be referred to later.

Engine Lubrication.
The most frequently adopted lubrication system is,

that embodying a hand pump, with or without a sight-

feed drip,- with splash from the crank case. But in

one instance, a fully forced system is used, the oil
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THE TRIUMPH reputation is built on three

solid fads. The TRUSTY TRIUMPH
was a pioneer—the father of the big single.

From the earliest days the magnificent quality of

material and craftsmanship has been jealously

maintained. From the first we have concentrated

on one type of engine, the no-trouble single.

Those facts explain the present day reputation

of the TRUSTY TRIUMPH. They explain

why the TRIUMPH has never lost its gfip of

the market — and vyhy it never will.
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Who, having besn at Olympia last week,

could have failed to understand the position

held by theOLYNO
8 h.p. Combination and "The Aristocrat of

the Lightweights " among machines of sterl-

ing worth ? Crowds surged . around our

stand all day and every day. If ever Fame
attended an exhibit she attended ours this

year.

And now as to the future. You're waiting

tor delivery. We're hastening up production.

And if the period of waiting is monotonous,

well, you'll be right royally rewarded. Get

in touch with -us or anf of our Agents for

additional information you require.

CLYNO ENGINEERING Co. Ltd.
PELHAM ST. - WOLVERHAMPTON

a In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " T7ie Motor Cycle."
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Three-wheeled Bunabouts at Olympia.—
being led through a drilled crankshaft to the main and
big end bearings. One engine-—the four-cylinder

already referred to—has a sump for a large supply of

oil below the crank case proper, and a pump draws
lubricant therefrom, and delivers it. to constant level

troughs arranged under the big" end bearings, and
into these the latter dip at each revolution of the

crankshaft.

Cltitc/ies.^—The cone type, faced with leather or

fabric, is most widely in use ; but the multi-plate pat-

tern is represented. Pedal operation, as in car" prac-

tice, is invariable.

Gear Boxes.—Sliding gears are in the majority,

though in the best known example of the runabout

—

the Morgan—-the gears are changed by meshing one

of two pairs of dog clutches ; but then the Morgan
has not' a gear box in the usual-sense, as the two ratios

of transmissio-n are provided by the duplicated final

chain drive. -One machine has an epicyclic type of

gearing, giving two speeds forward and a reverse : the

latter, by the way, being in evidence in all the recently

designed runabouts. Epicyclic gearing is not novel

in motor cycling practice, for the hub type of' variable

gear embodied the same principle. But in therun-
about iu question the- gear box is a separate unit,

somewhat on the lines of the Ford car gear, the low

speed being brought into use bv depressing a pedal,

which, when released, allows the clutch and top speed

to be engaged ; neutral is the mid position, where

the pedal may be held by partially^ or fully applying

the hand brake. The reverse is obtained by depress-

ing a second pedal ; this also serves as a transmission

brake.

Gomplete Transmissions.

If we consider details minutely, it may be said

that no two runabouts have the same systems of trans-

mission from engine to rear wheel. But they may
be roughly arranged in three classes :

1. Shaft, bevel, and chain.

2. Shaft, spur gears, bevel, and chain.

,V Shaft, spur, and bevel.

The last is really an all-shaft drive, for on top

gear the drive is direct, without intermediate gears

in use. from the engine to ' the bevels on the wheel.

The ]\Iorgan is the protagonist of No. i, while

the Premier and L.S.D. are in the" second class.

Wire spoked wheels predominate, thougli, ;the

pressed steel ty;pe of artillery wheel has appeared in

its detachable form. ' The question of rear wheel de-

tachability and the interchangeability of all the wheels

has received close attention. In several ca.ses there

is no need to touch the chain adjustment, brakes, or

brake adjustments to remove, or replace the rear. wheel.

Knock-out spindles are generally used- to attain this

very desirable end.

Quarter-elliptic springs of the leaf type are very

popular, and onlv one machine at Olympia did not

use this kind, either at the hack or front, or both.

But coil springs within the steering pivots occur in thrf e

cases in front, and a pair of semi-elliptics, one each side

of the back wheel, obtain in the new Castle runabout.

It is pleasing-^to note that more careful consideration

has been given to stiffening up the rear part of the

frame and suspension to provide .greater . lateral

Brakes.—With
brakes invariablv

_ TOI

stability, and to the matter of centralising the pivot

axes of back forks, chains or shafts, and rear springs

—the verticai movement of the Ijack wheel allowable

by the springs should not result in imposing longi-

tudinal stresses on shafts, chains, or springs them-
selves. Brake adjustments, also, should lie unaffected

by spring flexion, and the final rods should be centred

at their front ends on the same lateral line as the

rear fork axis.

one exception only, the two
take effect upon the rear wheel

hub ; but arrangements differ, both in regard to the

placing of the. brakes and in the type of brake used.

Band brakes occur both on one side and applying

to the same drum, and, alter-natively, to a drum at

each side of the wheel. The Premier, on the other

hand, has two sets of internal brakes on the same
side, and more consideration than usual has been given

to rendering the adjustments accessible.

Ciiain Protection.—It is disappointing to find that,

all the makers using a chain or chains for the trans-

mission have not given more attention to the protec-

tion of the chains. B,ut this criticism can certainly

not apply to the runabout mentioned in the last para-

graph, for the chain is fully enclosed in an easily

detachable case, but is, nevertheless, readily adjustable.

Steering Systems and Frame Gonstruction.

Steering.—Four- types of steering gear are in

evidence : direct, rack and pinion, worm and sector,

and epicyclic. AH have car type ^vheel control. The
direct type has a lever at the lower end of the column,

which acts directly upon the rod leading to the

coupled steering pivots. This type may be deficient

theoretically, but in practice it has proved successful.

'Frames.—Tubular, pressed steel, and ash reinforced

with -flitch plates are the three types of frames in

evidence, and so long as the principle is carefully

^vc>rked out, each has points in its favour. But the

pressed steel variety has eliminated the others in car

practice, and there is a probability that it will

eventually be the survivor in runabouts. The first

costs in manufacturing are. higher, for there are special

dies to be made; but afterwards it becomes a simpler

proposition, low in cost, convenient for supporting

the engine, and gear box, and without disadvantage

to the user.

General.—Crude though the original runabouts were,

design has gradually but obviously improved, and as

practical machines for everyday use they are at_ least

the equal of the sidecar combination, possessing, in

respect of passenger protection, points in their favour

that canijot find their equivalent in the more prevalent

two-passenger motor cycle. The advent of the readily

detachable and inlercjhangeable rear wheel has removed
an objection that previously had weight, and the carry-

ing of a -spare with fully inflated tyre puts the user in

a position equal to that of the car driver, so far as

punctures and bursts are concerned.

One objection is sometimes raised against the run-

about, and that -is, its three tracks, which make it

diflicult for the driver to "straddle" pot-holes and

loose stones. But tliis dr-awback is, to a large extent,

counteracted by the excellent systems .of all-wheel

spring siispension that are in evidence in one form or

another.
'

. _

C9
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PROPRIETARY ENGINES AT
OLYMPIA.

A. Survey of Engine Units to be marketed in 1920.

SOME of the best features of engine
design seen at the Show were found
in component power plants con-

structed by firms which specialise in their

produclion. It is interesting to note that

the adoption of a s'tandardised unit has
always been a characteristic of a great

many motor cycles, and this policy is

being now taken . up very widely by car

manufacturers. It is undoubtedly a

sound one, as through specialisation and
the fact that large outputs are handled,
economy in cost and efficiency in the ser-

vice of spare and replacement parts are

simultaneously obtained.

Blackbuine.

The Blackburne engines were found on

several stjinds, and it is safe to say that

no- single motor has had a more salutary

influence upon motor cycle engine design,

especially iu the direction of outside fly-

wheels and efficient valve cooling. Xliere

are three types—singles of 2| and 4 h.p.

and an 8 h.p. twin. In each case the

head is separate from the cylinder barrel,

thus minimising any distortion due to

unequal expansion. The method of hold-

ing down each cylinder by three bolts is

admirable in every way. Each bolt has

a hexagon shoulder towards its lower end,

which forces the flange at the foot of the

cylinder hard up against the crank case.

The extension of each bolt passes through
the cylinder "head, which is secured by
ordinary nuts. This method of attach-

ment is simplicity itself, and has the

advantage that the i-emoval of the cylin-

der head, which comes away completely
with tlie valves, in no way interferes with
the cylinder itself, which latter, in the

ordinary course of events, requires to be
removed very seldom. The accompany-

The single-cylinder Blackburne engine,

with outside flywheel

One cl the range of IVl.A.G. V-twin

engines, whicii, as will be observed, has

overhead enclosed iplet valve mechanism,

lubricated automatically from the crank case

ing sketch illustrates the arrangement of

the bolts, and also shows the thorough
manner in which the valve pocket is fur-

nished with cooling fins. Webs are cast

across the exhaust valve cap to enhance
radiation. The tappet adjustment will

be noted. In this the two hexagons are

placed sufficiently far apart to enable

ordinary spanners to be used without
difficulty, a point which will be appreci-

ated by the practical rider. Another neat

item of design is the making of the inner

part of the magneto chain case in one
casting with the timing gear cover,

whereby the engine is made much neater.

Abingdon-Ecco.

There were two weU-constructed types

of Abingdon King Dick engine—a 3-^- h.p.

single, 85x88 mm., and a 6-7 h.p.

twin, 73 X 95 mm. In general design
they are on similar lines ; but whereas
the single has its crankshaft sup-

ported on ball • bearings each side, the

twin shaft is furnished with a double ball

race—four rows of balls in all—on the

driving side and a plain phosphor-bronze
bush on the timing side. This bush plays

an . important part in the lubrication

system. At its outer end it is hollowed
out into an annular ring into which oil

is led from the sight feed. Inside its

bore it has a helical groove, and- the rota-

tion of the shaft causes the oil to be
driven along this. On emerging, the oil

is thrown out by centrifugal force to a

circular gutter in the fly-wheel, whence it

passes to the big end bearings. Ducts
are provided, so that the oil mist in the

crank chamber is directed to the timing,

gear, and keep this last constantly lubri-

cated. An niteresting point is that if

occasion should arise for the engnie.to be

given an extra supply of od, this hrst

fills the annular ehamber in the crankshatt

bush, but the rest, without having to pass

through the bearing, goes directly to

the crank pin, whence it is flung on to

the cylinder walls. In other points of

design the Abingdon-Ecco engines follow

conventional lines, though m many details

originality is shown." For instance, the

tappets are fitted with hardened steel

rollers. The pistons are of the plain cast

iron type, witli two rings at the top, one

at the bottom and a wide guard ring

over the gudgeon pin in the middle of

the piston waist.

- M.A.G.

No engines enjoy a higher reputation,

especially for perfection of workmanship,

than the famous M.A.G., of which two

models are made, both twin-cylinder, of

3i h.p. and 6 h.p. respectively. Tlie

former has a bore and stroke of 64x77
mm. Tl^e general lines of iM.A.G. design

are well-known, and these have not been

departed from in the 1920 models. The .

great feature of the engine is its use of

an overhead inlet valve, in which the

whole of the operating mechanism, in-

cluding the rocker and the vertical tappet

rod, is entirely enclosed. The accompany-

ing sketch, illustrates the scheme. The

inlet .valve complete with its .mechanism

is readily removable. The great advant-

age of this design is the effectual manner
'

in which grit or moisture is prevented

from reaching the tappet mechanism. -

Since this is entirely encased, it receives

lubrication from the crank case to keep

it in perfect condition ; its noiselessness

of working is much enhanced. The

exhaust valves are operated in the usual

A popular four-stroke—the Abingdon

King Dick.
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Proprietary Engines.

manner. Xlie magneto is chain-driven,
and, instead of being held dowii on to
its platform by the usual set sei-ews, is

clamped in position by two long bolts
passing through the extremities of an
alnmmium bridge piece.

Villiers.

The Villiers two-stroke motor cycle
engine is one that has long established
a high reputation, and a very excellent
design it is, as is well proved by its

One of the most popular ol' the two-strokt

power units—the 2\ h p. Villiers.

popularity, for it was to be found on a
large number of stands in the Show. It

has the usual arrangement of ports,
transfer poi't at the rear, compression
release \:alve on top of the cylinder-head,
and the inlet poi't with Amac carburetter
socketed into it at the fide. The exhaust
port is at the front, and the exliaust pipe,
in some models, is swept outwards and
downwards, with a ratlier sharp corner,

to avoid the frame down tube. On some
machines a double down tube is used,
and in this case a straight exhaust pipe
can be fitted which passes between them.
The sketch illustrates the unusual care
which has been bestowed upon the
."ilencer arrangements. The two expansion
bo.xes are "in series," and are carried

under the crank chamber, for which they
form an effective undershield. The final

exhaust pipe will be noted. This double
silencer is very neatly and "effectively

made, and is an admirable feature of an
admirable little engine. The lubrication

is upon simple yet efiicient lines, the oil

being delivered from the pump to one of

the crank chamber bolts, which is hollow,
and whereby it is passed directly to the

thrust side of the piston. The outside fly-

wheel is of large diameter.

Precision.

In addition to the 8 h.p. twin, the

design of which is well known, and calls

therefore for no partieulaa- comment,
Precision engines for 1920 comprise a

very neat 359 c.c. two-stroke, which has
a bore and stroke of 74x81 mm. This
is the type of engine which is fitted in

the interesting new Beardmore-Precision
motor cycle. The design is up-to-date in

every respect, the big end having large
diameter roller bearings. The most out
standing feature of the motor, however,
is its unique lubricating system. A
supply of oil is carried in the crank
chamber smnp, and is circulated by the

The totally enclosed overhead
valve mechanism of the IV].A,G
4 h.p engine

magneto driving chain, which dips into
the sump and lifts the oil up to a filter

-

chamber cast on the chain case. After
passing through a filter, the oil proceeds
through an adjustable valve to the engine,
every part of which it lubricates before
dropping down again into the sump and
being again put into circulation. It will

The twin exhaust boxes on the Villief?

two-stroke power unit.

be remarked that this exceedingly clever
system calls for no additional working
parts whatever. It may be added that

A 350 c.c. two-stroke with mechanical

lubrication—the Precision.

the engine alone is sold ^d not the
integral gear unit incorpoi'Sted in the
Beardmore-Precision machine.

- 703

LTnion.

The Union two-stroke engine is a
modern power plant on" which it is clear

that much careful thouglit has been
expended. . Examination of its details

indicates that in no way has the construc-

tion been skimped, but that rather a new
standard of efficiency has been sought.

A good point is that the exhaust port is

slightly to one side of the cylinder barrel,

thus facilitating the mounting of the

engine in the frame, as the exhaust pipe
does not have to be bent at a sharp
angle to escape the down tube. The
crank case is of the pill-box type, with
a detachable end plate which carries a

webbed extension forming a bracket for

the magneto. The latter is driven from
the crankshaft directly, and without the

intervention of chain or gearing. An
unusual feature is that the transfer port,

which is at the rear side of the cylinder,

is cast with its top end open, so that the

.port itself can be smoothed out and
shaped, the opening being covered in sub-

sequently with an aluminium plate. The
crankshaft is of the two-bearing type
with balance weights, and is an excellent

piece of sturdy workmanship. The lubri-

cation system is very thorough. Oil .

led to a distributer on the cylinder,

whence it passes, first, directly to the

thrust side of the piston, and, secondly,

One of the several complete* power units

at the Show—the Union, a model produced

to meet the demand for lightweights

to each main bearing. The compression
release v;tlve delivers by a short branch
pipe into the main exhaust pipe.

Victor.

A new proprietary engine is the hori-

zontally-opposed Victor of 5-7 h.p. In
general, it follows conventional Hues, the

offset being quite small and the cooling

ribs running parallel with the cylinder

axis. The timing case is of pyramidal
shape, and_ is carried on the top of the

crank, chamber. The valves, which are

over the cylinder and are not inclined to

its axis, are side by side and interchange-
able. Screw-down priming cocks are

provided half-Avay down the cylinder bore.

The engine is designed to be supported
on two parallel tubes, which pass through

CI3
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grooves cast in the crank chamber bottom
half, and this certainly provides a very

neat form of mounting. The outside fly-

wheel is of good diameter. The magneto
is mounted on the top of the timing case

and is gear driven. The carburetter is

placed on the top of the inlet pipe, and
IS of a curious inverted pattern. The
exhaust pipe passes between the flywheel

a«d the cylinders, and although the front

cylinder discharges into it through a

curved portion the rear cylinder exhaust

enters it through a short right angled

pipe.

Stanger V Twin Two-stroke.

In the issue of November 20th there

appeared a full description of the Stanger

two-stroke engine. Multi-cylinder two-

stroke engines are comparatively rare on

motor bicycles, and so the exhibit under

notice did not fail to attract attention.

The engine is a V twin of the three-port

variety, the radiating fins are of large

dimensions, and the cylinders are placed

in a staggered position on a double alu-

minium crank case and are set at 45°.

Every effort has been made to avoid rough

places in the cylinders and so prevent

carbonisation by machining their entire

interior. Cast iron pistons of the deflector

type are used with two rings at th'te'top

OTSMOTCILE

V twin two-stroke Stanger. A type of

engine of which only one representative was

exhibited.
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manner to force the oil to all the prin-

cipal bearings. In the later models the

design has been slightly modified, one of

the most important improvements being

the increase in size of the oil chamber
cast integral with the crank case of these

engines. The pistons are now fitted with

nairo\ver_. and lighter rings, while the

gudgeon pin bearings have been increased

in size from ^in. to fin.

We have already made reference in

these pages to the 2| h.p. single-cylinder,

formerly known -as the 2i-h.p., which is

now equipped with a chain-driven

magneto, a perfectly oil-tight timing

gear case, two bearings to the cam wheel

spindle instead of one, an' internal

e-\hanst valve lifter and adjustable tap-

pets. All bearings have been enlarged.

The "range of engines whioli Messrs.

J. A. Prestwich are now manufacturing

includes the 2| h.p. single-cylinder, 70

X

76 mm. ; 4 h.p. twin. 70x64 5 mm. ; 4 h.p.

single, 85.5x85 mm.; 5 h.p. twin, 70x
85 mm.; 6 h p. twin, 76x85 mm.; and

the 8 h.p. twin, 85.5x85' mm., which

may be had either air or water-cooled.

J. A. P. engines per sc were not shown

at Olympia, but numerous examples of

them 'were found on different makes of

motor cycles thrgughout the Exhibition.

Coventry Victor flat twin

and one at the skirt. Hollow gudgeon

pins are fitted. The two-throw crankshaft

is hollow and made in one piece. It is

composed of 50 ton case-hardened steel,

and the cranks are set at 180°. It runs

on double self-aligning ball bearings, and
compression is retained by means of

special compression-tight bushes. As the

crank case is divided into two portions

each throw revolves in a complete crank
chamber of its own. '

J.A.P.

J. A. P. engines may be said to have
grown and developed with the pastime
itself, and there .is no doubt that the
industry owes a great deal to them.
They first saw- the light in 1903, when
British motor cycle engines were practi-

cally non-existent, and the then sniall

works of Mr. J. A. Prestwich were de-
voted to turning out a certain number
of those engines which helped to make
the success of the earliest all-British
motor cycles.

To-day, scarcely one motor
cyclist in ten thousand is

unaware of their existence,

and literally thousands are

in use at the present time,

hence any alteration in models
is of great interest to the

motor cycle fraternity. /

The improvements which
[

have been incorporated in

the latest models include the ,

lightening of the distribution '

and tappet gear, which is

now- only half the weight it

was previously. Particular
attention has also been given
to the valves, which are made
from a steel of a particular

s]jecification. It is not gener-
ally realised that the J. A. P.

system of lubrication is a

genuine force feed, but this is

actually the case, and the

crank case compression is

utilised in a most ingenious

s

•^.P. engines ha(ve a reputation exlendmg to the

ei»ly days of the' motor cyde.

The Diilm two-stroke.

:DaIm.

It is hard to conceive a more simple

strai_ghtforw:ard design thani that of the

balm, two-stroke engine. A one-piece

crankshaft ruiis in plain phosphor bronze

bearings lubricated, through ducts from a

well round the base of the piston. The
engine is of the three-port type, and
has two exhaust pipes leading directly

from the cylinder to the silencer. This

arrangement avoids the sharp bend in

the pipe so often necessary to clear tlie

frame tube,, arid gives a free run to tne

gases.
-~

,

Cast with the crank case is a platform

for the magneto, this unit being placed

behind ttie cylinder and driven by an
enclosed chain.

Balance weights are jiveted to the

crankshaft, and the gases froih the

exhaust release valve are led directly into

the exhaust port casting.
"

C14
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A Short Trip into North Wales on a Sporting Solo Mount,

THE touring department of The Motor Cycle,

which deals with the recommendation of routes,

received so many enquiries regarding the state

of the roads in North ^y,ales that during the holiday

season it was considered advisable to obtain some
''

first-hand knowledge thereon.

Accordingly we planned a sketchy route with the

idea of covering as much of the district as possible in

the short time available—and so, armed with camera
and notebook, we set out from Coventry a little before

three o'clock one bright afternoon, mounted on a

3>^ h.p. T.T. Norton.

No very hard and fast schedule (or even destination,

for the matter of that !) was decided upon—the chief

object being the finding of the bad patches and the

best roads from the Eastern Midlands, avoiding the

larger towns as far as possible.

The Road Across Middle England.
VVatling Street, worthy .monument of Roman en-

gineering, stretching its unbroken lengths across the

face of England in such a proud and uncompromising
way, was the first objective, and was reached by way
of Stonebridge and Castle Bromwich.
From Chester Road to Brownhills, where the Roman

road is really entered, the/Surface was far from good,

being bumpy and loose, and again near Cannock the

same discomforts were met; but the " street " has its

advantages in the form of long straight—dare we
suggest it ?—speedways singularly free from towns, for,

while it is within easy reach of the Black Country and

the district around Stafford, one has an uninterrupted

run froni east to west, Wellington being neady skirted,

until the picturesque streets of Shrewsbury are reached.

Let the traveller be content with the assurance that

Shrewsbury is picturesque if he has any desire to pass

,
through the town non-stop on a clutchless mount at

6.30 in the evening on market day, as we did. The
main street has no mean gradient, and there is a police-

man at the end of the J:own round whom one must do a

right angle as neatly as one dodges the bottles in a

skilful driving competition at a gymkhana.
Oswestry is quickly reached, and her^arbouts the

'

scenery is typical of the foothills surrounding most

mountainous districts, rolling and undulaUng country

separating the level plain from the rugged contour of
the far distance; the main road through Oswestry and
for a few miles beyond was decidedly bad, but it could

be avoided by keeping to the right at the Queen's-
Head Hotel, about fifteen miles beyond Shrewsbury.
At Chirk a sharp rise is encountered as the River

Ceiriog is crossed, and the bends are sufficiently acute
to prevent one geTting anything but a fleeting glimpse

of the imposing double viaduct visible higher up the

valley; this was the first real hill of the journey, and
shortly a left turn was made into the"^ beautiful Vale
of Llangollen.

The valley is quite, narrow, and is hemmed in by
serried peaks of varying altitudes, which, rising from
the road in places with steep and unbroken slopes,

give an effect of mountainous surroundings to a much
greater degree than in many less confined areas of

greater elevation.

Winding along with the course of the Dee the road

is one presenting prospects of ever-changing interest,

and, although somewhat sinuous and demanding care

on the corners, tlie surface was gQod, and if the pace

be kept moderate there is scenery on every hand worthy

of admiration.; over to the righti as the vale narrows,

may be seen the ruined castle of Dinas Bran at the

crest of a minor conical peak, which standing against

the dark mountain background in the light of the

setting sun, as we saw it, made an impression of almost

theatrical vividness.

The Vale of Llangollen.

Passing through Llangollen with regret that time

would not permit a stay here, we quickened our speed

into Corwen, where the first stop was made for a vej^y

excellent meal at the Owen Glydwr Hotel.

From Corwen to Bala there is a cho.ice of two roads,

and, as we always prefer the route which gives prorriise

of the best scenery, we naiurally. chose the one which

runs nearest to the water and the mountains instead

of that which branches to the right and crosses, the

Dee just outside the town.

Running into Bala just on nine o'clock, we decided

to stay the night, and spent the last hours of day-

light by the shores of the lake, which opens out before

one almost as soon as the town is left behind. The
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sight is probably one of the finest in the country, and

the photograph at the head of this article can give no

real impression of the blue waters reflecting the clouds,

rose-tinted by the after-glow of the departed sun, nor

of the pearly greyness of Aran Mawddwy rearing its

head in the distance.

Morning brought a shower, but the sun smiled again

as we got on the road.

Mouniains, River, and Sea.

Quite a steady pace was maintained along the banks

of Bala Lake, the scenery being top delightful to

permit speeding ; beyond Llanuwchllyn, where the road

and railway together run between Aran Mawddwy and

Rhobell Fawr, the surface was somewhat loose, but no

hard climbing was involved. We left Dolgelly on our

left hand, and, keeping straight on, crossed the

River Eden at Llanelltyd, following the road on the

right of the Barmouth Estuary—surely one of the

loveliest stretches of road in existence. With Cader

Idris towering on the left, and the ever-widening River

Mawddach before one, it only, needs the -Strong, ozone-

laden atmosphere from the blue sea, soon to come

into view, to thrill the jaded pulses of townsmen fresh,

from sultry streets and stuffy ofifices.

The road surface from Barmouth to Llanaber, along

the coast, was bad, but presently improved. Pausing a

moment to photograph Harlech Castle for the sake of

its resemblance to Mont Orgueil in the Channel

Islands, we regretfully turned inlarid again near

Llandecwyn, and hurrying through Fesfiniog, assailed

the pass over the hills, through the slate quarries of

Blaenau Festiniog. This indeed is a valley of desola-

tion, and in winter time might well have ionned the

subject of a Dore "Inferno " illustration.

The surface hereabouts was stony but firm, and the

hill is quite respectable as regards length and gradient

(sufficiently so to require a second attempt to enable the

Norton to make a clean climb with its Philipson pulley

well opened put). From the top the steep descent to

the lovely valley of the Lledr was frightfully loose, but

from there to Bettws-y-Coed the road was perfect.

From Bettws to Corwen the main London-Holyhead
road is delightfully graded, and indeed Telford's high-

way compares well with the Roman road, over which

we came, and is in somewhat striking contrast with

the roads of most- other hilly districts, where the

engineers have shown little apparent desire to skirt

the obstacles, and asskil the gradients with careless

abruptness.

A Place to Avoid.

Wishing to call on a friend in Holt, we crossed the

river at Llangollen, and followed the Wrexham road

through Ruabon. We would strongly urge upon all

and sundry th^ avoidance of the latter place with its

three level crossings in the main street. From Holt
vich Malpas, Whitchurch, Market Drayton, Eccleshall,

Stone, Rugeley, and Lichfield, the roads were all in

-M^^^-^*JP^

W

(Left) The mountain road beyond Blaenau Festiniog (Top) A scene near Bala. (Right Approaching the hills (Harlec> to Festinio?!

ci8
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good condition : in m.any parts, indeed, excellent, and

good speed was maintained. At Fazeley, jusf beyond

Tamworth, where the Watling Street is again reached,

instead of crossing straight over and passing through

Coleshill direct to Coventry, the writer, in a moment
of forgetfulness, turned left to Atherstone, thence to

Xuneaton, beyond which place a veil must be drawn

over his sufferings upon the vile road surface, where,

clashing from pot-hole to pot-hole in the gathering

dusk, he discovered later that he -had left a scattered

trail of spares, tools, rear lamp, and dust-coat: indeed,

all the loose impedimenta which could fall off with

vibration did so.

Excepting this last section, the three hundred
miles covered during the course of the trip were
thoroughly enjoyable, and well worth the while of any
keen rider.

The Dolgeily-Barmouth road ; a beautiful stretch—Cader Idris above, and below the ever-widening River Mawddach.
which opens into the sea a few miles further on.

A Simple Change-speed Gear for Runabouts.
Two-speed and Reverse Chain and Shaft Transmission without Complications.

SIMPLICITY in runabout design more often than
otherwise means crudit)^, and, although a large

number of designers have striven to produce a

transmission suitable for this type of vehicle, very few
have fully succeeded.- The Morgan transmission, pro-

bably, is the most simple form of two-speed gear, but
Mr. T. Foulkes, of 145, Cobden Street, Blackley,

Manchester, has patented a transmission system which
may interest those who are contemplating manufac-
turing a runabout. Side elevation showing in diagrammatic form the system applied

Brieiy, the Foulkes system consrsts of the usual to a three-wheeler.

two ratio chain transmission embodying expand-
ing clutches of the Enfield or P. and M. type locafed

under the crank case, where it could be con-\'eniently

hou.sed in a hollow steel or aluminium bracket sup-

porting the engine. In one forni a starting handle

is intended to be carried on a shaft on one side of the

supporting bracket, but it would not be difficult to

adapt the usual Enfield handle starter to be operated

Plan of the Foulkes transmission intended for a four-wheeled
f'°"^ the driver's seat,

runabout. The reverse is obtained by an additional crown wheel The idea is equally applicable to tliree and tour-

on the axle. wheeled runabouts.

C19
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Greenwich Time.
4th ... - ... 4.22 p.m.

... 4.21
Dec.

6th
8th

10th

4.20

4.20

French Scooter Trial.

Our Parisian contemporary, i'^-lx^o, will

organise a scooter trial next year. April

is the month provisionally selected, and
there Avill be a speed contest on the

level, a hill-climb, and a competition for

the best appearance. Tlie French term
for the scooter is 'pat'mcUc aiifomohile.

Dangerous Cross Roads.

We are informed that a number of

accidents have occurred at the cross roads

by the " Plumbers' Arms," Limpsfield.

This is a junctjon of the main Redhill-

Sevenoaks and the London-Edenbrid«e
roads. iSIctor cyclists are advised to

exercise caution at this point.

The London-Exeter Run.
We understand that , over forty new

members were recently elected at a

'committee ftieeting of the M.C.C.,- who
joined specially for the London-Exeter
run, and it is anticipated that there will

be well over 100 entries. ,

Catalogue Fiends at the Show.

-

Everyone connected with the motor
cycle trade linows liow difficult it is to

protect himself against the assiduous
catalogue collector, who has no intention

of purchasing a motor cyde. Despite
the vstill existing paper shortage, a vast
cjuantity of literature was distributed, its

most ardent collectors being school-boys,

who nowadays turn those longings which
were once lavished on the productions of

the pastrycook towards the manufactures
of the motor cycle maker. At the other
end of the scale, however, one old gentle-

man was observed conscientiously touring
the stands and tilling a large fraversack
with every available sample of gratuitous
printed matter.

Special "yeatures.
SOME NOTES ON SIDECARS. SHOW

REPORTS OF ACCESSORIES AND ENGINE
UNITS. -REVIEW OF THREE-WHEELERS.

G. Kuhn on the single geared Levis, with which he completed an unofficial run from

John-o'-Groat's to Land's End and Olytnpia-

Average Second-hand Prices.

Despite the advent of the Show, ,
with

new models in the air and hopes of mass •

production during the coming year, there-

is. yet no appreciable fall in second-hand
,

values.

The only noticeable tendency is towards
a distinct moderation in the prices asked

for old type and obsolete models, many
of which, in the spring of this year,

changed hands at fabulous prices. This,

at any rate, is an indication that the

day is passing when anything on two
wheels and possessing an engine of sorts

may be sold off to the highest bidder in

a queue of eager buyers. It is to be

. hoped that this tendency will persist

throughout the winter, when it may
be possible for production to overtake
demand.

^ ilachines of 1919 manufacture, after

a season's use, still bring list price, or

even slightly more, but the fancy figures

demanded by some optimistio owners of

certain American products appear to be
on the decline.

.\.J.S., IQ14, 6 b.p., ?.icleczr ^07
1916 and later *.

. . ^1.18

Ariel. G-7L.p., sidecar , ^150
AUon, 2-5troke^ 2-speed £^0
B.S. A., 4J h.p., 3-3peed sidecar. £115
Calthorpe-Jap, 2^ h.p., 2-speed £4^
Cl>'no, 1916, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £110
Douglas, 2j h.p., W.D., 1915 £}z

2} h.p., 1919 £68-

,, 4 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £112
Enfield, 2 j h.p., 2-stroke £50

,. 1917, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed ^70
,. 6 h.p., sidecar £iro

Harley-Davidson
,
3-speed, sidecar ^130

Humber, si li-P- 2-speed hub, and sidecar £45
Indian, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, sidecar £80

"

,. 1916, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, sidecar £110
Lea-Francis, 1914, si h.p., 2-speed £70 \

Levis, 2i h.p., single-speed £37
"'

Matchless, M.A.G. or Victory Models, and sidecar £144
New Hudson, 1914, 3I h.p., 3-speed hub, sidecar £6^
New Imperial, 2p h.p.. 2-speed, 1914 and 1915 . . £42

„ 2} h.p., 2-speed, 1919 £65
P. & IVL, 1919, 3i h.p. solo £90
Rover, 1918-19. 3* h.p., .T.T £80

„ 1914, si h.p., 3-speed hub, and sidecar . . £70
„ 1919, 3i h.p.; S'Speed c/shaft, and sidecar £130

'

Rudge-.Multi, 3'j h.p., 1919 £86

" 5-6 h.p., and sidecar, 1915 £80
Scott, solo, 1919 .- £125

„ and sidecar, 1915 £7^
Sunbeam, 1915-8, 3^ b.p., solo £100

„ 3j h.p., and sidecar £120
Triumph 3I b.p., 1912, single-speed £42

„ 4 h.p.. 3-speed hub, and sidecar £65

„ 4 h.p., 1917, 3-speed countershaft, solo £78

„ 4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft, sidecar . . £130
„ 2^ h.p., 2-stroke £65

Zenith 6h.pr, solo, , fya
8 iL.p.r 19^ co'ii^tershaft,. aod sidecar , . Ciyy'-
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The Rev. P. W. Bischofi, who has decided to abandon the ministry and enter the motor trade

Mrs. Bischoff IS seen seated in the Clyno sidecar.

From the Church to the Motor Cycle Trade.

It may be said that before the. war
almost every reader of The, Motor Cycle
had heard- of the Rev. P. W. Bischoff,

who was so closely associated with com-
petitions on the road and track. He
was known as. a keen Triumph and Clyno
rider, and competed with success in

many of the classic trials. Motor cycling

was his hobby and the Church his pro-
• fession. After serving with the Navy
during the war, he has now depided on
joining the staff of one of our largest

majiufacturers of motor cycles, and was
to be seen on their stand during the
latter part of Show week. The Eev. P.

W. Bischoff has been a motor cyclist for

just twenty years, and has the honour
of having been the secretary of the Auto-
Cycle Legion, an active body of riders

called into existence by the War Office

when the Government first realised the

possibilities of the motor cycle as a "war

machine. The Legion was practically the
embryo of the despatch riders, and the
M.M.G., who covered themselves, with
glory in ihe late war.

Mrs. Bischoff, too, is well known to aU
who followed the sport before the war.
A very keen rider, as Miss Beatrice

Langston she was the first lady competitor
to win a motor cycle race at Brooklands.
This was the 100 miles non-stop high
speed trial organised by the B.M.C.R.
Club.

New Models Coining.

Judging from the number of firms who
are experimenting or preparing to prod.uce

new models, a show held in six months
time would produce many more startling

innovations than were exhibited at

Olympia.

At the present moment manufacturers
are too busy turning out modifications of

their 1914 models to make alterations to

their plant. On the other hand, all go-
ahead concerns are at least contemplating
more up-to-date designs, and many new-
comers to the trade already have experi-
mental models of advanced design under
test.

An Absentee.

We regret that Mr. E. C. PaskelL well

known as the proprietor of the Colmore
depots, was too unwell to be able to
attend the Motor Cycle Show. His com-
munication finishes: "You can bet I,

appreciated The Motor Cycle, but I do
so keenly regret not seeing the Show.
Kind regards and congratulations on your
fine issue."

Tank Corps M.C.C. Trial.

A sporting trial among members of the
Tank Corps Gunnery Camp at West Lul-
worth, Dorset, was organised to take
place yesterday, the 3rd. At the time of

going to press we understand that an
entry of about forty had been received,
and that there was every promise for a
successful event. One of the prizes is a
cup awarded by The, Motor Cycle for .the

most plucky performance in the race of

adversity, an award, to the man instead
of the machine. In modern trials the
competitor who has the best machine has.
.the, greatest chance -of winning the chief
award. The Motor Cycle idea is to en-
courage the man who has • ill luck but
" carries 'on " in spite of it.

The Tank Corps was originally re-

cruited by The Motor Cycle, and the
majority of its present members are en-
thusiastic motor' cyclists, who should
make competition very keen.

A Story of Show Literature.

A certain accessory manufacturer, who
deals mostly with the trade,^ prepared a
Show folder embodying some exceedingly
attractive pictures, and the first day's
experience told him that these were
being taken up at a rate which would
soon exhaust his stock. Fortunately, a
plan suggested itself. Recollecting that
a large consignment of annual reports of
his local Chamber of Commerce had been
given to him for distribution, he got
these to Town and placed large piles on
his stand, keeping his own matter further
back. The ruse was absolutely successful,
and there was much amusement among.st
those in the know as the "catalogues"
were seized by the souvenir hunters.
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Reunions.

Olympia was" the scene of many re-

unions. Not only did D.R.'s and
MvM.G.S. arrange rfiany gatherings, but
with the exception "of the A.C.U. Six
Days Trials there has been no congrega-
tion of motor cyclists to approach the
Motor Cycle Show.
Even those who are in constant touch

with the trade met many old friends

whom they had not seen for the past five

years.

M.C.C. London-Exeter Run, Dec. 26-a7.

A large entry has already been received
for the London-Exeter run organised by
the M.C.C. The event, which is an
annual one, only interrupted by the war,
will take place as heretofore on December
26th and 27th, and is of a thoroughly
sporting nature. It will be observed
from the subjoined list (complete up to

November 28th) that there is no lack of

hardy souls willing to essay a journey
which is usually enlivened by every
variety of winter weather conditions.

Mr. B. Alan Hill, the hon. sec, of

.^psley, Fellows Road, Farnborough,
would be glad to hear from any motor
cyclists willing to act as marshals and
obser\^ers.

S<ttOS.
W. S. Hemy (2V2 Me.ti-o-Tylevl
Tudor Thompson (23^ Douglas)
W. S. Jameson (4 Indian)
F. Notari (4 Triumpli)
A. Wooding (4 Sunbeam)
V. Oleson (8 New Imperial-Jap)
C. W. Rowe (31,;, B.S.A.)
P. T. C. Body (51/2 Sunbeam)
W. G. Boyer (4 Triumph)
S. Brown (7-9 Excelsior)
J. Harrison {2Mi New Imperial)
Norman J. Sims {2\'n Radco)
II. J. Soale (31/2 New Scale)
C. Inues-Browne (3^i Scott) 1

II. J. White (4 Triumph)
J. Armour (3',4 Indian)
George Richardson (4^^ James)
B. W. Bonham-Carter (2% Coulson B)
B. E. Lewis {A.V. Moubcar)
K. R. Goes (4 Indian)

SIDECARS.
E. A. Bridgman (7 Indian)
J. A. Masters (7 Harley-Davidson)
E. Atkins (3V2 Ariel)
Thomr>son Thompson (4 Douglas)
P. W. White (31/. Sunbeam)
T. J. Rose (8 Matchless)
R. Boser (8 Matchless)
J. A, Hoult (8 Matchless)
E. J, Pittock 15 James)
H. A. Reyre (5 James)
H. V. Colver (8 Matchless)
E. J. Ellis (3 Matchless)
W: A. Fell-Smith (8 Blackburne)
F. C. Townshend (4 Sunbeam)
H. W. Glendinning (8 Blackburne)
S. Julian (8 Matchless)
H, T. Whitty (4 Triumph)
C. A. McReand (7-9 Ilarlev-Dayidson)
A. Mihvard (4 Douglas) .'

Haydon 11. Robinson (5-6 James)
E. H. Newnham (8 New Imperial)
C. Wilkinson (,4 Douglas)
T. H. Wilby (6:7 Abingdon)
L. Arnold (8 Chater-Lea)
E. W, Choldcroft (6 A.J.S.)
L. Finder (8 Zenith)
J. A. llilgcr (SV- Rover)
F. B. Jones I3>A Ariel)
R. L. Richardson (414 B.S.A.)
P. W. Baker (8 Matchless)
G. W, M. T.. Henderson (7 Excelsior)
S. Packman. (8 Matchless)
Rev. E. S. Powell (6 A.J.S.)
B. J. Blakemarsh (4 Triumph)
L. A. Apsey (8 J.A.P.)
H. Dale (8 J.A.P.)
A. L. HuKgins (8 Zenith)
A. G. Carr-Stone (4 Triumph)

CARS.
W, H. Wells (25 Overland)
W. Cooper (11.9 Morris-Oxford)
K. A. Macdonald (8 G.W.K.)
C. Finch (10 C.N.)
W. J. Biuncll (11.9 Jfrris-Oxtord)
W. M. PatLison (3 MifEai!)
A. E. de I.nccv (15 Striiker-Squire)
H. M. Lloyd (15-20 Overland)
C. J. D. Cliai>man (8 Morgan)
S. EllisGilmore (10 G N.)
B. Alan Hill (not stated).
R. Mundy (not stated)
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A New Tandem Sidecar.
A Two-sea.'er produced (o Meet Ihe Requiremenls of (he Family Man.

FOR the family man of moderate
means, the motor cycle with a
double-seated sidecar meets all re-

quirements, even if four adults constitute
the family party, and the number of motor
cycles now on the road with such a load
are a standing tribute to the utility of

the motor cycle, the strength of the
framework, and the power of its engine.

One of the latest two-seated sidecars

to be introduced is the '

' Luxurette
'

'

attachment, made by Messrs. Calland,
Lee and 'Co., of "Flint Street, Clayton,
Manchester. Unlike many " tandem
seaters, in the "Luxurette" an excep-
tionally long appearance has been
avoided, and when the body is empty,
it is , not immediately apparent that it

is a two-seater. , The construction in-

cludes an ash, frame, panelled with three-

ply birch
_ and upholstered in a good

quality leather cloth._ . Back and seat

cushions of the main seat are sprung,
and the forward passenger is accom-
modated in an adjustable bucket seat.

The weight of the body is approximately
60 lb.',' and the price of the complete side-

car is 33 gns.

The Luxurette is one of the very few
double-seated sidecars which looks com-
pact, and it is excellentlv finished in

all respects.

A doiible-seater side-

dtir of recent design

produced by Messrs.

Calland and Lee

Extending the Scope of the Sidecar.
Trade Carrier and Passenger Requirements fulfilled by the Same Body.

MA.NY small tradespeople who find the
need for a light delivery vehicle

in connection with their business

have considered the sidecar outfit as a

suitable medium for their purpose.
Apart from its obvious advantages, siich

as ease of .handling and storage, as well-

as low cost of upkeep, there is the addi-
tional fact that the same vehicle is always
available at week-ends and holiday times
as a passenger machine, the usual pro-
cedure 3eing to use two bodies, one of

the usual type, and one for the carriage

of goods.

In order to obviate the waste of time
and accommodation which this method
entails, Messrs. Simkin and Aldous, 13,

Croft Road, Coventry, have registered a
body design which, will answer the dual
purpose. The body is very roomy, and
has a wide front quite free from interior

lipholster'ing and trimming.

Chair Lilts Out.-

At the rear is a well-padded seat, with
sides and back in one unit, secured in

position by locating pieces which rest

against the side posts of the body. On
lifting out the seat, the inside of the car

is left entirely clear of obstructions or

fittings liable" to be damaged by mer-
chandise.

A detachable top, secured in position

without tools, and having a hinged lid.

covers the whole of the body ; when this

is in position the side door may still be
opened, a distinct advantage in wet
wea.ther when dealing with goods easily

damaged by rain. For purposes of trans-
port the seat . can be placed inside the
body, even when the coyer is fitted.

Both as a passenger and a commercial
vehicle, the Simkin and Aldous presents
quite a good appearance, and is exception
ally roomy.
The body is made to suit any modern

undersliing chassis which is free from
diagonal stays, and at a later date the
makers hope to sell.it as a complete side-

car, the convertible body being mounted
on a chassis of- their own design.

Simkin and Aldous double-purpose

sidecar body.
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THE T.T. RACES.
Three Classes and No Weight Limit.

THE 1920 T.T. races will be held in

the Isle of Man on Wednesday and
Friday, June 16th and 18th. At

ifirst it was considered desirable to drop
jthe Seniqr Race for 500 c.c. machines
inext year, owing to the dangers of the
[course with such fast machines. The
[two events proposed were the 350 c.c. and
jthe new lightweight 250 c.c. race, but
llsfst Tuesday the A.C.tT. leaders enter-

Itained to dinner a number of trade repre-

sentatives, when an informal discussion
took place. The manufacturers' feeling

veered toward a repetition of the classic

500 c.c. event, notwithstanding the fact

Ithat many former adherents of the 500
OjC. engine have now migrated into bigger
classes. The proposals were that the 350
c.c. and 250 c.c. machines race together.
A race for lightweights created great
interest. .^

A former rule which would 'prove an
obstacle to entries next year is to be
waived. We refer to the necessity for
manufacturers listing and selling

machines entered for the race.

The Present Position.

The A.C.U. will reconsider the T.T.
programme and again consult the manu-
facturers if necessary. Bat in all prob-
ability the events will be :

-

A Senior Race for machines up to 500
c.c. ^
A Junior Race in two classes run con-

currently : (a) for 350 c.c. machines, and
(h) for 250 c.c. machines.

It is probable after all that ma.\-imum
weights will be abandoned, though we

regret that this may be the case. It is

felt in some quarters that tyre sizes for

instance would be sacrificed in order to

reduce weight, but this can be guarded
against, and, in any case, no one ever

heard of a long distance T.T. race being
won on doubtful or flimsy tyres.

The A.C.U. Competitions Committee
will shortly reconsider the whole matter
of the T.T., when final d-etails will be
decided.

Taxations.

Knowing that the taxation of motor
vehicles will shortly be revised, the Motor
Legislation Committee has suggested that

taxation should be as far as possible

proportional to the use of the vehicle

taxed. That the taxation of motor spirit

is the most practical method, and that

there should be a flat rate of 4d. per

gallon import duty on all imported motor
spirit used by mechanically propelled road
vehicles of every description. They
further suggest that the existing basis of

taxation for motor cycles and private,

cars should not be altered.

It was decided that if any annual
charge on motor cycles was to be re-

tained it should take the form of a wheel
tax on all road using vehicles of, say,

2s. 6d. per wheel, such tax being a fee

to use the road for the year from the

date of payment.

Additiona Premises.

The A.C.U. has taken additional pre-

mises at 83, Pall Mall, S.W.I., on the
floor below its existing oflices.

THE JUNIOR CAR CLUB DINNER.
THE first annual dinner of the Junior

Car Club was held in the Great
Gallery of the R.A.C. on Thursday

evening last. Dr. A. M. Low, D.Sc, was
in the chair, and, after proposing the
toast of " The King," he rose to pro-

pose the health of the visitors, and re-,

gretted the absence of several distin-

guished people who had promised to be
present, including Gen. Sir John Nixon,
Mr. Charles Jarrott, O.B.E., Gen. Cadell,
and Sir Henry Norman. He coupled
with the toast of "The Visitors" the
name of Jlr. H. Massac-Buist.

Mr. Massac-Buist, in his reply, spoke
at some length on the future of the light

car, in which he had the fullest confidence.

Sir Julian Orde was then called upon
to present the prizes won during the
various competitions held during the past

season. jAmong the awards two were given to

riders oi the type of cycle car with which
this journal deals. In the general effi

ciency trial a .gold medal in Class I.

was won by E. A. Tamplin (Garden
Monocar) ; in the second class by H. S.

F. Morgan (8 h.p. JMorgan).

THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL, FEBRUARY 13-14.

WE are able to give further infor-

mation concerning the Paris-Nice
trial to be held between the

above-mentioned dates. Gups will be

given by Lt PetiteJournal, Motocyclismc,
and the Moto-Club de Nice, while a prize

will also be given by the President of

the French Republic. Two of these cups
will be allocated as team prizes for clubs
and manufacturers, and we understand
that there are several English firms and
teams nominated by clubs desirous of

competing for these special prizes.

The route will be Paris-Dijon via Val
Suzon (a non-stop section), Dijon-Lyon via
Nantua (the same route as in 19l4). After
Nantua there will be a non-stop section,

and competitors will have to traverse a

snow-covered pass, but they will be pre-

ceded by a snow plough, which will clear

the road. The next section will be Lyon-
Marseilles, and the final stage will be from
Marseilles to Nice, via Trets, Brignolle,
Frejus, and Cannes. Though Nice is the
actual finishing point, the trial will con-
tinue through Nice to La Turbie, eighteen
kilometres distant, the final section being
a non-stop section finishing at Mont Agel.
The last part of the trial will comprise a
flexibility test.

M. Gaston Sweerts, who is over in

England, informs us that he has 'i-eceived

promises of support from a number of the
best-known British firms, and Continental
entries, he tells . us, are also coming in

satisfactorily.
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OBSERVATIONS AT
THE SHOW.

Monsieur Paul Kelecom, the F.N.

engineer attached to the Liege factory,

was an interested visitor to the Show,
showing the same' keen interest in the

various designs displayed as he did in

the Six Days Trial machines at Llan-

drindod Wells.

Much praise was bestowed on the latest

designs of runabouts, two or three form-

ing essentially practical jobs, to use an

engineer's expression.

Will anybody cwr forget the 1919 Six

Days Trials? Ask S. L. Bailey 1

The suspension of the Clyno Co. for

advertising an unofficial Scottish Trial

is not likely to last long.

Keen interest was displayed in the

A.C.U. decision to organise a real light-

weight T.T. for machines under 250 c.c.

The go-ahead Cedos firm immediately

announced their intention to enter six

machines.

A visitoM went to the A.J.S. stand

to congratulate the makers on such a

fine product as he possessed.

We were told that the new Raleigh

will iiot be available for delivery until

next June.

The Stanger V twin two-stroke was one

of the real novelties in the Show. Its

road performances wUl be watched with

interest. ,

Talk of further A.C.U. observed trials

was prevalent at Olympia.

Gapt. P. Pike was entertained to dinner

on Friday evening following his successful

ride from North to South on an O.K
two-stroke described in our last issue.

A general reunion of motor cyclists was
observable at Olympia. We met many
men recently discharged from the Services,

including W. H. Bashall, A. G. Fenn,
Cecil S. Burney, and J. Cocker.

June, after all, is the month for the

T.T. next year, the 16th and 18th having
been arranged for the two races. It is

highly probable, if the 500 c.c. event is

reinstated, that the Junior and Light-

weight events will be run concurrently.

Such is the divergency in prices that

some high-class sidecar outfits are actually

cheaper than solo mounts. Instance the

new P. and M. outfit at £127, than which
no better finished machine exists. Several

motor bicycle prices are much higher

than this figirre.

Observe that scooters are growing in

size, wheels, etc., being increased until

the weight approaches 100 lb. We are

getting nearer to the miniature open
frame motor bicycle every day.

One of the many Show reunions was
the meeting with Southcomb May of

many of the original members of the

M.M.G.S. at the Clvno stand.
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NOVELTIES IN ENGINE DESIGN.
A Big Twin with Overhead Camshaft and a Two-stroke Flat Twin with One Combustion

for Both Cylinders.

Metric Engines.

AERO practice is slowly influencing
the design of motor cycle power
units, and one of the latest examples

in which our accepted practice has been
aba,ndoned is seen in the Metric series,
which will be offered in various sizes of
single and two-cylinder models.
Many advanced features are incorpor-

ated in the design, such as detacliable
heads, overhead valves and camshaft, and
mechanical lubrication.
The camshafts are secured in completely

enclosed housings above the_ cylinder
heads, and they are driven by skew gears.

* Complete details of these engines will be

A two-stroke cycle attachment—the Young.

given in ne.xt week's issue of The Motor

Cycle.

The Young Attachment.

A pedal cycle motor
set having a If h.p.

two--stroke engine is-

the Young, which is

handled by the Mo-
hawk Cycle Go., Ltd..

Horasey, N. This power unit Jbas a

detachable cylinder head, into whicli the

plug and release valve are. screwed, while

the transfer passage also is covered by a

removable plate.

The Black Prince,

This..engine is very unusual, in that,

although, it is a horizontal two-cylindev,

two-stroke, only one sparking plug is,

used. A passage cast with the cylinder,

heads brings this plug into conimunication

with both cylinders, so that the explosion;

occurs in each simultaneously. By this,

method the torgue obtained is that
^
of

a single-cylinder two-stroke, i.e., one iift-j

pulse per revolution, but the balance,

of course, is almost perfect. Amongst
other novel features may be mentioned

the casting of each half of the crank case

in one piece with its corresponding

rvlinder.

The Metric engine, \%hich has overhead camshaits.

A new type of engine, a one-plug twin—the Black Prince

power unit.

PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME OF 1920 OPEN EVENTS
IT is well known that a decision had

been arrived at between the A.C.U.
and the leading clubs not only to limit

the number but also to distribute as
widely as possible the open events.
The subjoined list of fixtures is pro;

visional, and may be subject to some
sUght variation. At the same time, it

shows that the -sporting element of the
motor cycling community has not been
forgotten in any part of the country, and
it is sincerely to be hoped that adequate
support will be forthcoming for even the
niost outlying competition.
Feb. —.—Sutton Ooldfleld A.C. Reliability Trial.
March 20tii.—Home Counties Club. Reliabilitv

Trial.
.\pril 5th.—Westmorland M.C.O. Hill Climb.
.\pril 17th.—Birmingham M.C.C. Reliability Trial
May 22nd.—Bristol M.C.C. Reliability Trial.
May 29th. -Liverpool M.C.C. Speed TriU and

Hill Olimb.
June 5th.—Ililey M.C.C. Reliability Trial.
June 16th-18th.—A.C.U. T.T.
June 26th.—Midland C. and A.C. Reliability Trial.
July 3rd.—Elackburne and District M.C.C. Hill

Climb. "•

•July 15th.—Essex M.C. and Southend-on-Sea and
District M.CO. Speed Trials.

July 17th.—Cumberland County M.C.C. Relia-
bility Trial.
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July 31st.—Aberdare and District IjJ.C.C, Welsh
A. and A.C, and Cardiff M.C.O. Hill Climb.

Aug. 7th.—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C,
Loughborough and District M.C.C, North
Derbyshire M.C.C, and Nottingham and Dis-

trict M.C.C. Speed Trial and Hill Climb.
Aug. 14th.—Carmarthen and District M.C, and

Ystalyfera and Swansea M.C.C. Speed Trials.

Aug. 22nd-28th.—A.C.U. Six Days.
Sept. 1st.—Yoik and District M.C.C Hill Olimb.
Sept. 4th.—Woolwich, Plumstead and District

M.C.C. Streatham and District M.C.C,
Rochester, Chat^ham and District M.C.C, and
Surrey M.CO. Reliability Trial.

Sept. 11th.—Bristol M.C.C. Hill, Climb.
Sept 18th.—Liverpool M.C. Reliability Trial.

Sept. 25th.—Redditch and Distr^t M.C.C., Wol-
verhampton M.C.C, and Kidderminster M.C.C.
Reliability Trial.

A SIMPLE ATTACHMENT
We learn that Messrs. A. Pickard, 4,

New Burlington Street, London, have
been appointed general agents for Great
Britain and the Colonies for the Cyclo-

Motor attachment, which was exhibited

at both the Paris • and London Shows.
This device can be fitted in five minutes
to any make or type of pedal cycle, and
the method of fixing is such that no
alterations are required

MODERN STEEL.
Dr. Leslie Aitchison, of Sheffield, rea^,

a paper on " Modern Automobile Steels,''

on Wednesday,' November 25th, at tht;'

Baths Assembly Booms, Wolverhamptou,
before the members of the Birmingham
Metallurgical Society (who paid a visit

to the works of the Sunbeam Co.}^ the
Wolverhampton engineers, and the Society

of Chemical Industry to the number of

450. Mr. Lantsberry, chief cheniistj

B.S.A. Co. (Birmingham), presided. Dr.

Aitchison pointed out that automobile
steels must have comparatively high

.strengths. This meant tliat the aut6-

'

mobile engineer was primarily interested-

in alloy steels, since the plain carboii'

steels could, not be relied upon, to giyo

the same high strengths as were to be'

obtained from the alloys. Many of the;

alloy steels would give any raaximura_

stress between 50 and 100 tons per square

inch, but all did not do this with, the'

same ea.se. The only structural steel of

a reasonable price wnich would give lOO,,'

tons per square inch easily was nicke''

chromium steel. ' '
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-We must keep down Expenses-
"The Amateur Mechanic," compiled by skilled

craftsmen in simple, non-technical language,
and helpfully illustrated, is

The Guide to Show Us How to Do It.

"THE AMATEUR MECHANIC" includes practical leachiu^ lor the Motor Cyclist and Motorist on How in Clcnn

overhaul, and do simple repairs Lo theif Motors.

It also teaches those money-saving arts which are uivaluable to e\'ery citizen : Shoe-making:

Boat-building; Book-binding; Picture-framing; Sign -and Ticlcet ^^ riting ; and Repairmg ol

T>'pewriters, \Vindows, Spectacles, *Mailcarts, etc., etc.

Hou-^e Decorniion
l'uniiKn-c. BkvJ

For the Motorist.

As an instance of the thoroughness with which

every subject is treated, we append a list of the

titled sub-sections, into which the section on " How
to Overhaul a Motor Cycle " is divided : The Wheels
—^The Frame—The Tank and Fitments—^The Car-

buretter-^How the Engine Works—Overhauling the

Engine—The Driving Gear—^The Ignition Apparatus

—The Reassembling. This section has four practical

illustrations.

The section on " Overhauling a Motor Car " has

titled sub-seTcions as follows : Introduction—Tlie

Preliminary Examination—Engine—Bearings—Car-

buretter—Couplings, etc.—Flywheel—Clutch Fork,

etc. — Change Gear— Steering Gear, etc.— Road
Wheel—Frame Springs, etc.—^The Ear Test—^Test-

ing the Engine : Compression Testmg—Testing with

the Engine Runnhig—Worn Bearings—Knocldng—
" Popping "—r " Huiiting "-^ Silencer at Fault —
Clutch—Change Gear—Undue Heating ol Circula-

tion Water—Lubrication—^Testing on the Road-
Ignition—Valve Timing—Defective Compression

—

The Shafts—A COMPLETE OVERHAUL: Test-

ing for alignment—Swivel Bearings, \^'hccl Bearings,

etc.—Tyres—Removing Valve Chamber Co\'crs

—

Grinding in Valves—Removing the Engine—Te.stiug

Truth of Pistons—Removing Flywheel—Timing Gear

—Magneto—Gudgeons and Pins—Case-hardening

—

Removing Piston Rings—Engine Repairs—Testing

Bore of Cylinders—^Truing Journals—Truing Brasses

—Bedding the Crankshaft—Big End Bearings—Re-
- newing Clutch Leather—Ball Bearings Gear Renewal,

etc.—Oiling Axle Springs—Aligning Gear Box and
Engine—Reassembling Engine Accessories—Brakes.

This section has 27 illustrations

For the Citizen,

Mr. LEONARD ROE, Quorn. Leicestershire, wr.iL-s :

' 1 am very much interested in your ' Amateur
Mechanic' 1 have mended my watch, which had
not been going for twelve mouths, from its instruc-

tions. Now I am: going to restore the colour of a

pair of old brown boots. The articles on ' Miniature

Electric Lighting ' are very interesting ; I have
already fittexl my cycle w^ith electric light through

these." —
' -^

To make
and to mend,
to alter and
adapt and
improve

things used in

the house,

the office,

the works,

the field,

and
the garden.

Invaluable to the
motorist

as a rider and as a
citizen.

How to p.iint and paper a i"oora—To sole and
heel and patcii boots and shoes—To mount maps

—

To bind magazines and to rebind old books—^To

make a pair of hand-sewn boots—To restore colour
of old brown shoes—^To make household furniture

—

To reseat chairs—To upholster sofas, etc.—^To install

a speaking lube—To make a wire bracket lor placing

over oil lamp or gas bracket, so that food can be
heated over it—To clean a Primus or other -tove

—

To repair bicycles—^To overhaul a motor car—To
repair motor cycles—To work in metal—To colour
metals—^To make a garden frame—To repair v/atcr

taps—^To varnish a violin—To reiiiedy damp walls

—To repair the piano—^I'o make a padded chair

from an old cask—To make mailoart and perambu-
lator hoods—To mend penknives—To stuff animals—^To dress furs—To stuff and mount birds—To do
wood inlaying—To cure a smoky chimney—^l"o pre-

pare working drawings and how to read working
drawings—lo make a chemical wcather-glass^-^To
renovate a grandfather's clock—To make invisible

ink—To make gai'den furniture, arbours, arches,

seats, summerhouses, tables, etc.—^To use metal-
drilling tools—^To clean bookcovcrs—^I'o renovate
mirrors—To upholster furniture hi leather cloth

—

To mend broken china—To do Irclwork—To build

a boat—To make a canoe, etc.—To lime-white
poultry-houses—^lo do gold-plating and silver-

plating—To clean a watch—To mend keyless watches
and ordinary watches—To distemper ceilings and
walls—^To make picture frames and '.ramepictures

—All about curtain fitlings^To make metal cast-

ings—To make tracing paper, waterproof papei;
lircproof paper, etc.—^l~o-^ean paint off glass—To
fit up a motor workshop—^To clean boilers—^To hx
an anthracite stove—^To rcgild and restore picture

frames—How to use spanners—^To make doors and
windows draught-proof—^To paint walls—^T'o make
a garden path—How to do nickel-plating—^To cure
noises in hot-w'ater pipes—To make soap at home

—

India and glue varnishes—To clean and repair locks

—All about acidi for etching metals—Micrometers,
how to make and use them —How to make p'-i^iet

casts etc.. etc.

Mr. T.G. KIORDAX, Upper Tooluig, b.W. wr.ies
'" With absolutely no knowledge to guide me,

alter reading the articles in ' The Amateur Mechanic
on Boot-making, I was abl6 to make a pair of boots,

partly hand-sewn and partly riveted : and not only
make them, but make them well Since then I have
made a very fine pair of lady's shoes, which are

also a success. I consider nothinr; I could say about
the work would be too nuich. .

."

OUR

FREE BOOKLET
will tell you all about it. It
shows pages an^ pictures
from " The Amatenr Mechanic.'*

' Mr. a. J. TATTON, Keresley, near Coventry, writes
" ' The Amateur Mechanic ' is beyond praise. I feel con-

vinced I can m.ake or repair most of the articles dealt with
depending only upon the beautiful illustrations."

NO CHARGE AND NO OBLIGATION TO ORDER.

lo THE WAVERLEY BOOK CO., LTD. (M.C.7. Dept.)

06, Farringdon Street London H.C.^

Please send me. without charge or obligation to order, your Free Illustrated Booldel
containing all particulars as to contents, etc., of " THE AMATEUR MECHANIC," also
information as to your offer to send the Complete Work for a mere nominal first pay-
ment, the balance to be paid by a few small monthly payments, begimiing thirty days
after delivery.

i

Name.

:, M>C.]i,igig. ...

In answering tliis advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cvclt.'
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The Masterpiece of

Motor Cycle Construction

kUBY
Patent Spring Frame and Spring Wheel Sidecar Chassis, and

the reasons for its great popularity.

Specially designed head. Eccentric adjustment tor chains, giving a

forward and backward movement. Patent silencer. Adjustable foot-

boards Patent strengthehmg stays to front down tube and from seat tube

to gear bracket. Interchangeable wheels with spare wheel of knock out

spindle type, with Royal Ruby patented quick detachable wheel

removing system. Rear internal brake. All chain drive. Hans Renold

chains. Lucas Electric Lighting Set, Tank, special registered design.

The Sidecar is fitted with Royal Ruby patent spring wheel and other

improvements, specially designed body for comfort, fitted with hood

and screen

Facilities have been made for quickly removing pleasure car to be replaced

by tradesman's carrier if desired ; this only takes a few minutes, without

interfering with any springs or shackles.

The Ruby Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Manufacturers and Patentees of the Royal -

Ruby Cycles, Motor Cycles, and Sidecars,

CANNEL ST., ANCOATS, MANCHESTER.
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Not the least interesting items among the Motor Cycle goods introduced for the coming year are the many new

accessories which are now available. In the following pages we give a compi'ehensive review of these small but

necessary adjuncts to the pleasures of the pastime which were exhibited at O.lympia last week. In addition, there

are included other useful fitments which were not exhibited by their makers, but were to be found on the stands

of other firms or in the sample cases of city showrooms

Messrs. Bhown Brothers, Ltd., 20-

54, Great Eastern Street, E.C.4.—This

irm lias now adopted its well known
Duco spring gaiters for cycle cars. These

are most useful

for retaining
grease in the

spring leaves,

causing m u c h

easier riding to

the vehicle and
protecting the
springs from the
elements. A
novelty shown on

A Brown Bros tail
y^j^ gj._.^,.,(j ^^^^ ^

'^"''P' pair of elec-

;rically-heated gloves, of the type used

py our airmen during the war. They
should be especially interesting to those
Tiotor cyclists . who own electrically

Equipped motor cycles, as they are sold

ii types suitable for 6-volt outfits. They

addition. The B.225 is a saddle with
entirely leaf suspension, and the new
B.175 can now be supplied to fit directly

to the frame instead of by the usual seat-

pillar A collapsible valise was also shown.

The County Chemic.\l Co., Ltd.,
Chemico Works, Bra,dford Street, Bir-
mingham.—Under the name of Chemico

The Leatheries, Ltd., Sampson Road
North, Birmingham.—The saddles con
striicted by this firm are already popular.
A new feature displayil \v;is a special

L!iown s mo'.or cyci

i-diidie-bar In rroi

ire intended to be vvQrn inside ordinary

jloves. Shown for the first time on

.his stand was the Highlow petrol gauge.

'
J. B. Brooks, Ltd. , Cireat Charles

Street, Birmingham.—The feature'on this

itand was, of course, Brooks saddles, of

vhich there are several well-known
ypes. All the latest models have a small

oil spring under the nose. Besides this

'eature, the frame of the B.185 is sus-

lended on cantilever leaf springs, the
Srooks normal coil spring being used in

)04 and 613

A collapsible valise for the carrier—one ot

the Brooks range of leather goods for

motor cyclists ^
many well-known proprietary articles

were e-xhibited. Coolie motor oil,

Chemico patches and repair outfits,

enamel, etc., are well-known standard
lines, and Apollo electric horns, sparking

plugs, etc., were also .exhibited and sold

by this company.

The Tan-Sad Works',
Street, Birmingham.—The
prised various forms of

the well-known Tan-
Sad pillion seats, the

new seat suspension re-

cently described in The
Motor Cycle, and the

very neat acetylene rear

light "combined with the
rear number plate,
which was illustrated

in the same issue (Nov.
20th, pp. 604 and 613).

9, Freeman
exhibit com

The improved Tan-Sarl—now upholstered

and having shorter springs,

pan seat for scooters. It will be re

,

membered that the firm manufacture the
excellent detachable expanding valises

(fitted with special carrier attachments)
mentioned in 'I'lie Motor Cycle in the
issue for November 20tli.

" Messrs. Bluemel Brothers, Ltd.,

Wolston, near Coventry.—In addition to

the . usual range of tyre pumps, cycle

car steering wheels, celluloid handle-bar
grips, and sparking plugs, Messrs. Blue-

mel Brothers were showing a simple side-

car screen of cejluloid with side window?
and apron, and fastened to the body
by means of two clips, one each side.

On these being loosened, the screen may
be lifted clear, so as to give the pas-

senger access, to the sidecar body. This
was illustrated in our issue for Novem-
ber 20th.

Tan-Sad combined seal and pillion.
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Accessories tor 1923.

—

Messes. A. E. Wiley, Ltd., 113, Hollo-

way Head, Birraingham.—The Burton
plug formed the chief exhibit on this

stand, though motor cycle accessories of

several types were included, such as tube
and belt cases and a carrier seat: Burton

A pillion seat by A. E. Wilby

plugs are made with detachable bodies,
the steatite being carefully shrunk to the
correct limits. One, two, or three-point
plugs can be supplied. •

The MECH.iNiCAL Products Co.,
Armoury Close, Bordesley Green, Bir-
mingham.—A very handsome semi-stream-

The two-lever Everest carburetter and a

section of the Auto-wheel model,

and Auto-wheels, the Bonniksen speedo-
meter, which is being manufactured in
large quantities, and an ingenious lubri-

cator consisting . of an. ordinary lubri-

cator, provided with a ball resting on
the seating. When the machine travels
along the road the ball- jumps off its seat-
ing and allows the oil to flow through
gradually; whea the machine, is _ at rest
it retains the oil, as the ball remains on
its seating.

I he M.P. acetylene lamp set.

line acetylene head light, complete with
generator and tail light, was exhibited.

Banckoftian Co., 64-78, Bishopsgate,
E.G. 4.—A large range of standard acces-

sories, tyres, lamps, spares, and fittings

is handled by this firm. Mechanical

Two ot Surridge s lamps in cast alummium
for sidecar and rear number plate.

R. SuRRiDGE, 73, Church Street, Cam-
berwell, London, S.E.5.—Samples of the
well-known Holdtite patch, and new and
attractive tail and sidecar lamps made
o£ aluminium castings and with air Iroles

scientifically ' d e-
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may be remembered, the Senspray woi

on the injector • principle. The lat

pattern is. practically automatic in

action, and can be quickly adjusted
suit changes in tempei'ature or, clims

Another feature o» the stand wm
handle-bar control,, in which the putf
the wires was direct, as they do i

have to bend round a drum-shaped lev

Xl-All, Ltd., Hall Green, Birmij

ham.—The parallel motion' saddles we
of course, exhibited, also the X1-.

The Xl-All saddle

with back rest.

plug and a small model known as ,t

Baby. A sectional saddle showed t

interesting features of the parallel motii

very clearly. All the latest patterns we
shown, including a saddle with a coi

fortable back rest.

Patchquicks Patents, Ltd., Tiverto
—Patchquick repair outfits are too we
known to our reaiders to need more thi

a passing reference, but we can speak
their excellence after years of experien
with them.

The Elephant Co., Ltd., Neate Stref

Camberwell, S.E.5.—Among the numero
productions of this company we notici

an excellent rej)air outfit containing,

addition to the ugual articles, a sin,8i

tyre gaiter, a small roll of copper wi.t.

a srnall roll of insulating tape, and
sparking plug washer, useful items wliK

every motor cyclist should be glad
have on his machine.

Interior ot Bancroftian Co.'s mechanical

horn.

horns are a' speciality, and they are one
of the few houses with a really large

'stock of these necessary fitments.

Messrs. Rotherham and Sons, Ltd.,

Si^on Streetj Coventry.—Everest carbu-
retters, also a model of the one-lever
variety, specially .uitable for scooters

C32 ^

signed, rubber
tubing for acety-

lene lamps incor-

porating a gas
bag, all kinds of

head and tail

lamps, and horn
bulb

.
patches for

the purpose of re-

pairing damaged
horn bulbs.

Messrs. C. H.
P u GH, , Ltd.,
W h i t w r t h
Works, Tilt on
Road, Birming-
ham, were show-
ing the latest,
pattern Senspray
carburetter i n

part section, so

that visitors to

the Exhibition
could see its

w r k i n g. As

INDBC_EZWI. ya.?OiaZEK„ capable of noiAiioif

suPKsimo sLsev?

.
CUP

OF 'CiPOEtZER-'

Sectional elevation of the improved Senspray carburetter, with

new damper action, which decreases or increases the suction on

the jet at low speed
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l^iessories for 1920.—

rtriCTOEY Co., engineers, 145, Lincoln's
1, Birmingliam.—A very neat floating
[adle-bar is the invention of tliis firm,

e bars- are hinged close to the pillar,

i have interconnected extensions so as
ensure correct " action. A lever ex-

[iding downwards from each pivot is

uiected to an ingenious system of
springs. Two
springs are
employed, a

1 i g h t spring
coming into
action first to

absorb slight

^^K - // 1^ vibrations, and

~~i^'WA [
'/ '' more power-

W wn?T \ '"' spring to

^^/'(HK \ a b s r b the
'

eaviei' road
,, A [ yi shocks. Both
Y jf/\^ \ ^ Jfcf springs are en-

J^ \^ t-^~*^\ closed in a

<^f i F5^v k telescopic tube,

and by a n

arrangement of

spring stops,

a n y upward
pull on the'
bars affects the

strong spring,,

lus ensuring the necessary rigidity to

,ve a safe feeling. The Victory floating'

mdle-bar has already 'undergone road
i^ts with vei'y satisfactory results, and
"specially adapted for scooters.

MiDDLEJIOBES (COVENTRY), LtD., Little

ark Street, Coventry, were showing
ro motor cycle saddles of somewhat
milar pattern, oiie of which had the
lil springs connected to the frame of the
,ddle. by means of plain stright rods,

hile in the case of the other single leaf

irings were employed instead of the
ids."

'

/

The Midlaxd Ge.\r C.\.se Co., Ltd.,
ridge Street Works, Birmingham.—The
thibit consisted of tcfol cases and tool-

igs, including many other leather
)ods.

BowDEN" Wire, Ltd.. Victoria Road,
[illesden Junction, N.W.IO. — Well-
aown Bowden accessories, such as the
owden extra air inlet, Bowden wires

id cables of all descriptions, together
ith special brake and clutch attach-

lenti:. fui m a striking disi>lay. The

/ic'.orv spring handle-bar

standard articles- manufactured by this •

firm are probably known to every motor
cyclist. •

Messrs. Herbert Terry and Sons,
Ltd., Redditch.—This firm was show»
ing the Terry patent spring links for

motor cycles for improving the motion
of spring forks, spanners, valve spring
compressors, pump clips, screwdrivers,

belt fasteners, a
tyre clamp for

holding a section

of the tyre in posi-

tion when mount-
ing it, and springs
for every purpose
connected with
motor cycling.

Messrs. Alfred
DuNHiLL, Ltd.,
359-361, . Euston
Road, N.W.I.

—

Messrs. Dunhill
had arf extensive
exhibit of acces-

sories and cloth-

ing. Among the
former we noticed

Terry's check spring an ingenious emer-

for sidecars. - S.^ncy light, con-

sisting of a sfliall

brass container and wick, held in a spring

clip and designed to fasten round the

burner of an acetylene lamp in the case

of the generator failing. This little con-

A ratchet brake pedal by the Bowden
Wire Gompany,

Emergency petrol light lor head lamps

marketed by Dunhill, Ltd.

tainer is filled with a few drops of petrol,

and will burn with a small light for a
considerable time, thus enabling the motor
cyclist to reach home. Other specialities

of this firm are a lighting se,t run off the
accumulator, consisting of a handsome
head light, side light and tail light,

finished in black and with plated rims.

We were also shown a > magneto com-
bination knife, which ineiuded a blade.

7^5

/
a' plug tester for shorting the plug be-

tween the terminal and plug body, and
a clearance gauge for the contact breaker

points.

The Coventry Plating and Press-
work Co., Ltd., Raglan Works, Lower

V section fiont

mudguard ex-

hibited" by the

Coventry Plat-

ing and Press-

work Co.

Ford Street, Coventry."—Various examples
of presswork, such as small spanners,

change speed gates, also an excellent V
section mudguard, wide at the base and
slightly turned up at the front, so de-

signed that it prevents mud from being
splashed all over the riders, were shown.

Messrs. Joseph Lucas, Ltd., Great
King Street,, Birmingham.—A fine range
of very beautifully finished acetylene

head lamps, horns, and adjustable

spanners. The firm has long been famous
for its magnificent workmanship. Its

electrical exhibits are dealt with else-

where in this issue.

Lake and Elliot, Ltd., Braintree,

Essex.—As large manufacturers of tools

for the cycle and motor cycle repair

trade, some excellent labour-saving de-

vices have been designed by this firm.

Two of these will appeal to the rider

who effects his ow'n repairs. The first

is the Millennium valve truer, -which will

effectively reface any size of motor cycle

valve ; it may be held in the vice or in

the hand as convenient, and its use will

eliminate much of the labour of valve

grinding. The other useful little tool

'we must mention is the inagneto sprocket

and gear wheel drawer, which has

specially toughened jaws of compact
form, so that they may pass behind a

sprocket in a case where there is little

clearance.

A useful tool lor the motor cyclist's garage

kit—the valve truer made by Lake and

Elliot.
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Ltcett Saddle, and Motob Acces
SOEIES Co., Ltd., Bromley Street, Bir-

mingham.—A large range oX toolbags,

tool rolls, and a collapsible' swag bag for

attaching to a motor bicycle carrier

which will contain all the motor cyclist

needs in the clothing line for touring.

A saddle-pillar is dispensed with by the

Lycett patent motor cycle seat.

The firm is showing a saddle hinged to

the top tube, and with a crossbar at the

rear clipped on to the carrier. This does

away with the need for a saddle post.

Another form of saddle has the coil

spring attached to a hinge so that it

follows the movement of the rod attached

to the saddle frame, which is fastened

to the lower portion of the spring, thus

ensuring a direct pull on the spring under
all conditions. .

Messrs. BaowN and Barlow, Ltd.,

Westwood Road, Witton, Birmingham.

—

Examples of the well-known Brown and
Barlow carburetters, including the two-

stroke variety, specially designed to give

even firing at slow speeds without four-

stroking. It consists of a small jet and
choke, and above the jet a vaporisiiig

cup. The back cap over the main air

V>. & B. standard model pilot jet carburetter.

intake is supplied in various sizes, with
different numbers of holes in each for the

admission of air, and by this means tjie

carburetter may be made to suit the

particular engine to which it is fitted.

The other model shown is the well-

known tapered needle pattern, provided
with a pilot jet.

Messrs. S. North and Sons, Ltd.,

14, Soho Square, W.I.—An excellent dis-

play of the well-known and accurate

Watford speedometers, which are now
provided with black dials on which there

C36
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a tyre cover, in that they are made of

special composition partly composed
rubber and have a canvas liriing, \^
provides just sufficient stretch to r^
the saddle thoroughly flexible. J
back plate for the springs is moulded)
and the saddle is waterproof and ve
flexible.

Messrs. G. Davenport and Co., Lti

101, 103, and 105, Clerkenwell Eoa

Rear wheel drive is adopted on the

Watford speedometer.

are white figures. Numerous examples
of magnetos were shown, but unfor-
tunately there was not a single motor
cycle pattern among them, which was a
pity, as Watford magnetos are famous
for their accurate workmanship and high
finish. _

I

Messrs. Brampton Brothers, .Ltd.,

OliveiL Street Works, Birmingham.—The
well-known Brampton spring forks, motor
cycle lugs and their spring chain, every
third pitch of which is connected by a

spring. This chain gives a. flelfible drive,

and does away -with the- necessity "Sf a
transmission shock absorber.

Messrs. S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd., King's
Road, Tyseley, Birmingham.—A plunger
oil pump with only three moving parts

Throttle control is fitted to the Lamplugh mechanica. pump
which is here shown dismantled.

Speed and tiip mileages are both indicated

by hands and the dial of the Davenport

speedometer.

E.C.I, were showing goggles, handle-ba
mirrors, motor cycle handle-bar watche:

and a speedometer working on the cei;

trifugal principle.

Prices' CoMTiNi
Ltd., Belmont Worki
Battersea, S.W.ll.-
Saraples of oil for ai

types of motor cycles

Manulav motor soap fo

cleaning the handt
hub lubricant, and 1

new grade of hub lubri

cant which retains it

properties for a con

siderable length
time, and which wil

be found invaluable foi

inserting between thi

spring leaves 'Of till

sidecar.

and without valves. The pump throw is

altered by varying the eccentric, and this

is interconnected with the throttle so as

to give more oil as the load increases.

It may be driven ofi the magneto shaft

and is practically a flush fitting in the

magneto transmission casing.

The Micrometer Engineering Co.,

Ltd., Spon Street, Coventry.—Jelley

motor cycle saddles having specially con-

structed tops were exhibited. 'These tops
are constructed somewhat on the lines of

The Coventrt-Chain Co., Ltd., Cov-

entry.—Famous for having made thi

chains fitted to Tanks, this firm wai

showing various types of motor eycit

chains,, including both the roller and

silent varieties.

The East London Rubber Co., Ltd.,'

29, Great Eastern Street, E.C.2.—This
was one of the largest exhibits in the

Gallery, and staged almost everything

the motor cyclist can desire, from the

smallest detail to the complete Dalm two-

stroke engine. Easting screens, toolbags,

tools, clothing, etc., were shown.

Two new single lever carburetters. The new Claudel-Hobson designed for the A.B.C., and

the Capac which is already a standard fitting on some makes.
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aiORCYCLE

SPECIAL PRIVILEGE.
-A free weekly copy of

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"
is sent to every policy holder -when the

premium paid is £3-7-6 or over.

i«-«»«»-^»««j'

Insurance Policy
(Subscribed by Lloyd's Underwriters only).

COVERING MOTOR CYCLES or CYCLES and SIDECARS-USED fOR PRIVATE PURPOSES.

Complete Comprehensive Cover vexatious Restrictions.

RISKS COVERED.
THIRD PARTY, complete indemaity up to an unlimited amount
against all legal liability. AU law costs incurred by Underwriters' coBsent paid in

i.dditioa-to compensation awarded. Defence of any police summons for driving

to the danger of the public when an accident, as insured, is concerned free of

Jegal costs.

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE op to full value, including side slip. Reasonable

repairs up to £5 may be put in hand at once.

— Comprehensive Policy —
SCHEDULE OF PREMIUMS.

Motor Cycles not exceeding

3h.p. ^h.p. 5 t.p- 6h.p. 8h.p.

£2 15 £3 O £3 10 O £4 5 £4. 10

Third Party, Fire, and Theft only. j

£17 6 £1 10 O £1 12 6 £1 15 £1 17 6 1

FIRE up to full value, including tyres aod

accessories.

THEFT up to -full value, including; tyres and

accessories when machine is stolen. Damage through

attempted theft included.

TRANSIT. Accidental damage during transit by

road, rail, oc inland waterway.

BONUS : 10% reduction oQ
renewal premium if no claim.

If maker's list price, including all

accessories, exceeds £ioo, an extra
premium of 10/- is payable.

Cycle used without sidecar at-

tached to carry passenger on
pillion seat or luggage carrier

—

50% extra.
If machine driven by any person
other than owner

—

10/- Gxtreu
It named extra rider— 6/-
extra.

Occasional business journeys, 25% extra. Professional-purposes, 40% extra. ' Trade purposes. 75% extra.

REDUCTIONS.
To be taken oS premiums in schedule only.

15% if Insured bears first £1 of alt claim:^

25% „ . £2
33^% „ „ . £5
50% „ , £10
Two cycles insured—une out at one time 25%

ACCIDENTS TO OWNER.
BENEFITS: Death, £250, Loss of two

limbs or sight of both eyes, £250.
Loss of one limb or sight of one eye, £150.
Total disablement, limited to 26 weeks each
accident, £3 per week.
Premium 25/- cycles, 20/- cycles witb
fidecnrs.

Half Benefits—Half Premiums.

ACCIDENTS TO PASSENGERS.

BENEHTS AS FOR OWNER: it

passenger speci fied by name. ' Premium 15/-

sidecars. Any passenger of not less than

16 or more than 5 5 years of age. Premium

20/- sidecars.

PROPOSAL FORM. ^j;«fcTS:.'

Make. H.P.
Date 01

Make.
If with
Sidecar.

Value (incladino Accessories).
Registered Letter

and Numt>er.NEW Cost. Present Value.

(I) £ - £

(2) £ £

Owner's Name (in full)..

Address

it not, please give full particulars

Will cycle be solely driven by proposer?..

•* Have you ever had your licence endorsed or suspended?..

Occupation (if any)

Have you any physical defect orin&rmty ? Age

Wm cycle to be insured be used solely for private pleasure purposes ?
insurance or required an iucreased premibn ?/

/ declare Oiat tlie above siatetnents are -rue and complete.

Date..^ Proposer's Signature

Are you now, or have you ever been, 1

insured in respect of a Motor Vehicle?)

Has any Company refused to renew your 1

Immediate protection can be ob'tained by forwarding this Form, filled m, and remittance jor first premium to

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" Insurance Dcpt., 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.
Telegrams—"Cyclist, Fleet, London." Telephone—2848 City.
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CROYDON AGENTS.

Moore's Presto Motor Works, Ltd..

Tamworlh Road, Weal Croydon, Surrey.

Established 1881. 'Phone: Croydon 1545

THE VORTEX CARBURETTER
G^ves easy starting, slow running in traff c, high
speed? on the open road, p'cks up well and climbs
h'lls slowly or feist with either benzol or petrol.
The fuel consumption was sightly belter than 100
m.p.g. on a test run from -Leek to Stony Stratford ;

3h h.p. 191 ' Rudge u8°d.

^aTi o e: addyman,
STARBECK, HARROGAXE.

PUL.i.EYS for any rnol
Adjustable,. 5in. diameter, 14/6, Plated
Fixed, to 5in. diameter, 7/6.

Supplied In size 3fn. to 9in. diarnel'

1Wet.L-KNOWIM IWAKES IN STOCK.)
Guaranteed. Post Free.

J. PERKINS. '"='.S#?o5?

C40 In answering tJiese advertisements it is desirahJe to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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icessories for 1920.

—

Messrs. C. Binks"; Ltd., Phcenix
I'orks, Church St., Eccles, Manchester.

-

-Naturally, the chief exhibit on this

:and was' the Binks three-jet damping
rburetter. This has been described,

id has manv- staunch adherents. Binks

^^f(^€ILE 717

A novel plug—the Binks.

arburetters in all fornis were exhibited,

-icludiug the racing model and three

.ypes of Binks plugs. In , addition,

ilencers and other Binks productions
/ere staged.

Messrs. Markt and Co., Ltd., 98-1-00,

Jlerkenwell Eoad, E.C.I.—We are often

sked for mileage recordet^s which are

eparate frorri speedometers, and motor
yclists will find the gear-driven Veeder

cyclometer shown at

1 y m p i a will fill

\!ieir wants in this

direction. This firm

also e.xhibited .
the

.Johns - Mannvllle
speedometer. ' which
works on the centri-

fugal principle, is

graduated up to 60
m.p.h., and has
white figures on a

black ground." The
well-known long
liorn was also shown
on this stand.

Markt's " Long
" T HE St a n l e y

horn Mqtor Belt and
Fastener Co., 32,

London Eoad, Bromley. Kent.—This firm
lot only makes and supplies a useful belt
x\ sizes ranging from |in. 1-^-in., but deals
.n numerous accessories for beltsT The
Stanley belt fastener is well constructed,
md can be supplied with three different
size hooks, which adequately make up for

my adjustment to the belt Caused by the
lecessity for shortening through stretch,
5r owing to the use of an adjustable
ouUey. A further adjustment may be
iccomplished by the use of the Stanley
spare link, while yet another device is the
Stanley belt fastener shield, which pre-

The Gill piston ring, marketed by

Stanley Watson.

vents wear of the pulleys. It is specially

designed for use with Philipson and
other expanding pulleys. Quite a useful
item is the box of Stanley spares, which
contains a belt fastener, a spare link,

and a belt shield, as well as various sizes

of hooks. The company have also intro-

duced a plain but well-made belt drill,

designed so as to cut a clean hole of the
correct size.

Rose and Co., 365, Foleshill Road.
Coventry.—SjDring footrests and foot-

boards for standard maclAnes have been
introduced by this Midland firm vhich

^ The Roseden spring attachment for

standard motor cycle footrests.

are of first-class Ciuality and neat in

appearance. The footrests . are 16s. 6d.

per pair, and the footboards £2 2s. A
model of the former is also made in

polished aluminium.

WestWOOD Rut and Patents, Ltd..
Bordesley, Birmingham.—One of the chief

advantages of Westwood lamps is that
the burner is easily removable by un-
screwing the base while the burner union

Torpedo - shaped lamps, such as this

Westwood acetylene model, are neat and

easily cleaned.

IS threaded at the botlom so as to take
a pump connection. This is an exceed-
ingly useful feature, as it enables the tyre

pump to be screwed on to the base 'of the
burner and a blast of air blown through
it, effectually clearing any obstruction.

The lamp, which is designed to be bolted
on to the number plate, has the white
glass of the semi-opaque variety, which
effectively distributes the light on to the
numbers.

The Aston Motor Accessories Co.,
Ltd., Aston Cross, Birmingham.—The
automobile carburetter, so highly spoken
of at the jjresent time, is shown in sec-

tion ; also the two-lever type. A novelty
on this stand was a new control lever,

which can be made to open either from
I'ight to left . or left to right, and by
removing a Washer it can be instantly
converted from a single to a double lever.

The Aston Motor Accessories Company
proudly boast that .there is no rise in the

;.(.

One of the types of Amac single lever

carburetters.

prices of their goods while they are of

twice, the value they were previously.

Messrs. C. A.
Wakefield and
Co., Ltd., Wake-
field House, 30-32,

Cheapside, E.C.2.
—Girades of oil
suitable for all

I motor cycles, and
1 an ingenious oilcan

carrier by which
the oil can be

I
clamped to the run-
ning board of a

cycle car or even
clamped on to the
carrier of a motor
bicycle or sidecar.

The Challenge
Oil Co., Ltd.,

Howard Works, Howard Road, N.16.—

A

large range of suitable oils, greases, and
carbide.

James Orose, Ltd., 4, Old Jewry,
S.0.2.—The aim of every motor cyclist

The Wakefield oil

tin carrier for the

step of the sidecar.

Grose set of spanners ; the largest has a

three-mch measure stamped on. The sizes

are indicated " over-flats."

should be to have a set of spanners which
will fit every nut on his motor cycle.

Spanners made to take a particular nut
are the ' best to use, as they do not
damage the nuts, and save both time and
trouble in malting adjustments. Messrs.
James Grose have lately placed on the
market a set of six spanners designed to

take the smaller nuts on a motor cycle,

which are all held together by one central

screw, thus allowing these six spanners
to take up very little more room in the

toolbag than a single one.

C.| I
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The Meteor MANnFACTUBiNG Co.,

Ltd., 98, TolUngton Park, N.4.—An in-

teresting accessory -which was exhibited

The Crocodile The M.P.G. petrol

spanner, including consumption indi-

a screw-plate. cator.

by this firm, is the M.P.G. consumption
indicator, of which there are two models,

one for cycle cars and the other for

motor cycles. When it is required^ to

test the petrol consumption of a vehicle

the machine is driven to the commence-
ment of a measured mile, and the indi-

cator is filled with petrol to the starting,

level indicated by an arrow. The flexible

pipe located below this device is con-

nected directly to the float chamber of

the carburetter. The machine is then
driven over the measured distance, at

the end of which the consumption in

miles per gallon will be indicated by the

spirit in the glass tube at the side of a

graduated scale.

H. Taylor and Co., Ltd., 21a, Store

Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.I.—

,

One of Taylor's novelties for 1920 is the
Crocodile spanner, which is made to

talke nuts of . various sizes, and has a
screwdriver end. It also possesses the
advantage of having three dies, designed

Taylor's adapter for the conversion of

acetylene lamps to electric.

to take bolts of the following sizes,

-rViP-, iiu., and fin., which should prove
exceedingly useful in the case of a bolt

with a burred end. Another useful ac-

cessory is an adapter made to screw into

042

the place of the acetylene burner, so as
to convert the lamp into an electric one.

It is well made, easily fitted, and pro-

vided with a bayonet joint for the lamp
and a bayonet joint at the base of the
electrical connection.

Messrs. Powell .4nd Hanmep., Ltd.,
Cheston Street, Birmingham, were show-
ing a large range of acetylene lamps.
The chief novelty, their electric lighting

set, is dealt with in another portion of

this issue.

Messrs. Ersest H. Hill, Ltd., Beta
Works, Broomhall Street, Sheffield.

—

Some excellent examples of foot pumps
and British-made horns, for which there

is now an immense demand.

DECEMBER .fth, jgig.

Abingdon Ecco, Ltd,, Tyseley, -gir

roingham.—In addition to the well-knowi
Abingdon engines a very complete rangi

of King Dick tools of all kinds were ex

Magneto pinion removal is facilitated by this

neat Lake and Elliot tool.

Dover, Ltd., Northampton.—Dover
specialities consist of steering wheels,

handle-bars, etc., covered with Doverite,

which . gives a beautiful black finish.

Dover's signals were also exhibited in

addition to motor cycle inflators.

Messrs. Best and Lloyd, Ltd., Cam-
bray Works, Birmingham, were showing
their clever mechanical lubricator work-
ing in conjuction with their sight feed

and hand pump, allowing tie hand pump
to be used when it is desired to give

the engine an . extra charge of oil. The
mechanical oil pump is best fitted to the

timing gear, but in many existing models
it is fitted to the front end of the niag-

neto chain case against the aluminium
casing, with which it is flush-fitted. It

is then driven oft the end of the rnag-

heto spindle by means of a coupling.

The throw of the pump may be altered

so as to give more or less oil.

Messrs. Godgh and Co., Ltd., 180,

Pa*k Road, Hockley, Birmingham.—An
excellent motor cycle saddle, the rear

of which is suspended on the usual coil

springs. The peak is also sprung, being

provided with a leaf spring.

The Cooper - Stewart Engineering
Co., Ltd., 11,

Broad Street,

Bloomsbury,
W.C.2.—Stewart
speed o meters
have long been
known to the
public, a;nd on
this stand were to

be seen examples
of this popular
and accurate in-

strument. The
Stewart speedo-
meter works on
the magnetic
principle, and is

b ea ut if u 1 1 y
finished.

Magnetic action isem-

ployed in the Stewart

speedometer.

Practical equipment is a feature of the

Abingdon King Dick tool roll.

hibited by this firm, which has a world
wide reputation for the quality of it

adjustable spanners.

Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd., Fata
day Road, Lenton, lS[ottingham.—Twi
interesting "models in part section of tb
Sturmey-Archer two-speed and three

speed gears respectively -were exhibited
These gears work on the dog clutch ,jH;iii

ciple, and the two-speed form was showi
for the first time. It is sold with '0

without a kick-starter. For 1819-20 a ne\

control has been designed, which is car

ried on the down tube just imderneatl
the tank,. so is protected from wet, mud
etc. It consists of a circular disc on -th'

face of which -are cut V shaped notohe
which correspond to the gear positions

Another circular disc having V shape(

projections machined on its face is hell

jn position in the notches mentionei
above by means of spring pressure. Thi
disc is securely fastened -to the long gea

lever, which takes up a horizontal posi

tion in bottom gear, along the tank, am
is thus more conveniently placed thai

the old gear lever carried on the box it

self. The lever can be set in three dif

ferent positions to suit individual taste

Messrs. Leo Ripault and Co., 1

King's Road, St. Pancras, N.W.I.—01&
plugs for almost every type of eng«
were shown. One particularly fin

example was included. This had a mic;

insulation, and was covered with a poicc

Thumb operated spanner (Leo Ripault).

lain dome. Tlie plug is particuljsrlj

suited for high efficiency engines, -and ii

instantly detachable by the use of thi

fingers only. Compression plugs and i

very neat push-on high tension tormina
were -included, and an adjustable spannei

which can be -instantly set to the sizi

of nut required was shown. Anothe:

useful accessory consisted of a - sparl

tester for shorting plugs while the engini

is running. A vacuum tube is included

and if the spark at the plug is satis

factory a bright blue flame is .visible

if, however, the plug is sooted up a snial

white spark only is seen.
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A usetul accessory tor motoi cycle garageseim accessory tor motoi cycie garage

men—a self-locking oil tap, placed on the

ket by C C. Wakefield & Co.. Ltd.mark

The Bowden Beake Co., Ltd., Harrow
oad, Willesden Junction, N.W.IO.

—

[andle-bars, fitted with Bowden levers,

jntrolling the spark and throttle, the

rake and exhaust litter wires being

irried inside the bar and passing

irough a special Uig jnst above the stem.

Flitten Beos., East Road, Cambridge.
-The Wallis is an e.Kcellent petrol filter

litable for motor cycles. Petrol enters

; the top, and its only exit from the

Water
Resistinq

Water &
refase
Sump,

Valve to drain
Stimp

To^l^scr«'v^

body ptif

penny In

bottom of

body
Clean pclro'

1 his section ot the Wallis petrol tap and,

filter reveals its ingenious construction.

hamber of the filter is through the
ome-!5haped gauze at the top of the
tnall tube, consequently before the petrol
an flow through, the chamber. or sump
as to be full of the liquid, and the water
nd refuse is collected

t the bottom, "The
kelihood of the gauze
€ i n g choked is ex-

remely small owing to

.3 position, and it would
ppear that the filter

eed not be taken down
6 r y frequently for

leaning purposes, as at

be base of the sump i.*

Icnurled ring ground
n to the base thereof
1 which are two holes
Bgistering with two
dies in the sump, so

bat if the ring be
u rn e d opposite the
rrow on the filter body

both holes will allow water or solid par-

ticles to escape.

The Mohawk Cycle Co., Lid., Alex-
ander Road, Hornsey, N.—In addition

to the Young engine, the two-stroke cycle

attachment which has already been dealt

with, the firm exhibited lamps, horns.

r.ilS

Two F.RiS, specialities—the ^ritish

mechanical horn and a tyre punap with

folding foot.

accumulators, handle-bar mio-ors, etc.

There was a fine display of F.R.S,
lamps, both electrical and acetylene.

Distribution, Ltd,, 7, Grape Street,

Shaftesbury Avenue, W,C,1.—Any de-

vice which will effectually baffle thfe

motor cycle thief is well worthy of

mention in these pages. An ingenious
attempt to render a motor cycle in-

capable of being started is the Leede-
Endacott ignition lock. This consists of

a small letter lock carried in a compact
case and clipped to any convenient part
of the frame. When it is required to

break or make -the circuit, it is only
necessary to undo a small clip and slide

the switch forward, when it is exposed
to view^ It consists of an ignition switch
interposed at any convenieiit point in the
high-tension cable, and may be had suit-

able for single, " twin, or four-cylinder
motor bicycles. ~ It comprises four
separate portions, the ends of which are
connected to the ends of the high ten-

sion cable by means of long screws which
penetrate the cable core,- and three in-

ternal discs on which the letters are
printed. Two of these discs allow the
contact points to be placed in four dif-

ferent positions, so that at any time the
combination of letters required to switch
on may be changed. One of the .ends

i-s provided with a long brass spindle,

on which the discs are free to rotate,

and tl<B is held in position by the small
grub screw shown in the drawing. The
spring contacts which engage with the
brass contacts, are shown separately

A thelt prevention device

—

the Leede-Endacott lan'tion

k

Leo Swain axd Co., 237-9, Ueaifsgate,

Manchester.—Amongst a general collec-

tion of first-rate tyre sundries, the

Leosco Non-Nip tube calls for attention.

By virtue of a patent method of con-

struction this tube (illustrated on another

page) assumes the shape of the outer

part of the cover when deflated either

accidentally or otherwise. The arrange-

ment prevents the damage which occurs

to normal type inner tubes, which drop
into the rim when punctured and de-

flated, and are there easily trapped in

the tyre bead.

The Cowey Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Archer Works, Kew Gardens, Surrey.

—

In addition to the horn described in the

issue of November '20th, the Cowey
Engineering Company were showing
their new speedometer, which works on

an entirely new principle ; in fact, two
principles are involved in its construc-

tion, the centrifugal and the impulse

system, which latter system has been the

company's speciality for many years.

There are two crescent-shaped segments

connected by light flat springs, and in

the centre of each of these there are

two other seg-

ments forming a
Top tube/itting perfect crescent.

These are con-

nected to the
drive, and as the
driven pinion
rotates, it trans-

mits the power
through a flexible

shaft consisting

of numerous
short links to.

t h e segments,
which, as t-lie

speed increases,

tend to fly out-

wards, carrying,

of course, the

smaller crescent-

shaped segments

ffdri'ffe&ir/ztfmg

An exceedingly neat

mechanical horn, the

Cowey.
with them, which, as they fly round,
hit a short shaft connected to the im-

pulse movement, which drives the in-

dicator needle. The whole system is

extremely interesting, and we hope to

deal with it at greater length in a future

issue.

The Coventky Movement Co., Ltd.,
Spon Street, Coventry.—A neat little

petrol gauge, consisting of a float and a

dial. The float is varnished throughout.

Petroled oil .evel indicator by the Coventi

Movement Co.

and is unaffected by benzole. The hand
on the dial is connected to a tube in

which there is a spiral groove cut, which
rotates inside the main tube of the gauge.

Messrs. S. Smith and Sons, Ltd.,

179-185; Great Portland Street, W.I.—
In addition to their electrical accessories,

described elsewhere . in this issue, we
noticed an extensive display of handle-

bar watches, productions for whi/;li this

firm has long been famous, motor cycle

C43
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Accessories for 1920.

—

head and other lamps, horns, and the

well-known Smith speedometer, which
works on the centrifugal principle.

Triplex Safety Glass Co., Ltd., 1,

.Mbemarle . Street, ^J_, have intro-

BECEUBEK itii, jgig.]

A sartiple ot goggles fitted with Triplex

safety glass.

duced a pair of goggles fitted with
Triplex glass, which should specially

appeal to motor cyclists of either sex, as

in the event of a fall there is no danger
of the eye being damaged by flying glass

splinters. Triplex safety glass has amply
proved its worth on war service.

Wallis, Sutton and Wilson, Irvhig
Street, Birmingham.—A handy petrol

filter, which can be easily carried by
every tourist, should have a ready sale.

A petrol pourer

with two filteririg

gauzes. It screws

directly on to the

stopper of the tm,

and is known as

the *'
Ideal."

Such an article is the " Ideal," illus-

trated herewith. Being provided with a

union nut, it can be screwed on a petrol

tin in any position, and contains two
gauzes impervious to water. Thus, it

enables the tank to be filled quickly and
without waste. Made in brass, this use-

ful little article is sold at 5s. ; a cheaper
model, in tin, costs 3s. 6d.

Messks. Benton and Stone, Ltd.,
Bracebridge Street, Birmingham.—In
addition to their cork-faced petrol tap,

this firm was showing an excellent col-

lapsible funnel and_a burglar-proof petrol

tap. The latter possesses several push
buttons round its extei-ior. Opposite to

One ot the several types of Enots

cork sealed disc petrol cock.

eacli of these is a letter, and unless the

correct buttons are depressed, or if more
than the two correct buttons are de-

pressed, the tap when once shut cannot

C44

be opened. We also noticed an in-

genious valve spring compressor working
on the lazy-tongs principle.

Messhs. Hans Renold, Ltd., Burnage
Works, Didsbury, Manchester, were
showing various types of motor cycle

chains, of both the silent and the roller

variety. The popu' rity of the Hans
Renold chain is well ueserved, and they
were showing ori their stand a photo-

graph of practically every make of motor
bicycle which is equipped with their

production. The latest chains are being

fitted with an even further improvement
in stud material.

Messrs. Miller and Co., Ltd., Miller

Street, Birmingham.—A large range of

A Miller acetylene lamp set

acetylene lamps. We were particularly
impressed by the handsome little light-
weight set, plated, complete, and fitted
with a black finished bracket designed
to dip on to the h?^dle-bars. Electric
equipment is described elsewhere.

Messrs. How.4Rd S. Cooke and Co.,
116, NorthWood Street, Birmingham.—
Some excellefit Steatite plugs were dis-
played, and, in addition, a new plug
with mica insulation and detachable
centre was shown for the first time. In
this plug there are "no loose parts except
the washer. Cooling fins are turned on
the body. Another H,.S.C. feature was
the quickly detachable weatherproof ter-
minal, in which device the high tension

wire can b e

attached to the
terminal ' with
extreme ease.

On the same
stand the R.P.
variable pulley
was show n.

This is a vari-

able pulley
gear, in which
the tendon of

the belt^s kept
constant b y
a n eccentric

motion of the

internal geared
pulley ; fifteen

ratios are pro-

vided for by
notches on the

quadrant.

Th^ Cooper-
Stewart En
gineering Co.,

A tail light provided
with a ref!ec;or—the
Miller.

Ltd., 11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury,
W.C,2.—The Stewart speedometer has long

been known to the public, and on this

stand was to be seen .examples of this

jjojoiilar and accurate instrument. The
Stewart speedometer works on the mag-
)!etic principle.

B,. V. Sidecar Co., 92, Humber
Avenue, Coventry.—A neat sidecar stand

Electrically-heated gloves, mar!.eteJ b- ^

Brown Bros.

wliich may be readily fitted to any stan

dard chassis of tubular construction ii

manufactured
by this com-
pany. "' It is at-

tached to one
of the main
chassis tubes
by a fouir-bolt

clip, and con-

tains a sprihg-

loaded pUmger,
whereby it is

retained either

in or out ^ of

miction. This
device should
be very useful,

also, in the case

of _ a sidecar

sidecar which is

often detached
from the motor
cycle, as by fitting it on the chassii

near the chain stay attachment, it woulc

form a support, and so be of consider

able assistance in handling the sideca)

when it is separated from tire machine.

fl.e Leosco^non-

nip tube, showihj

the p o s i t i o n . it"

assumes when de

Hate.l.

The R. V. sidecar

stand.

TRADE EXHIBITS AT
OLYMPIA.

At Olympia last week there were .i

large number of exhibits which, whili

not of great interest to the motor cyclist

were of goods which play an importi

part in the construction and equipmgft'

of their machines. We refer to wha'

are known as the "trade" exhibits, io

eluded for the benefit of the maniifao

tnrers of motor cycles. Perry and Oo
were showing chains, as were the AlfrS^

Appleby Chain Co. A. R. Atkey, o'

Nottingham, showed tool equipment
the British Hub Co., hubs for motO
cycles and cycle cars ; W. Canning atf)

Co., platijig and polishing equipment
the Hoffmann Manufacturing Co., bail

and roller bearings ; Accles and Pollock

box spanners and tubes ; J. A. Rytey
spring clips ; the Stonehouse Works
brake equipment ; and Alfred Smith, oil

cans, pump clips, etc. In addition, thetf

were several large wholesale houses, KI5

Hobday Bros, and the Manufacturers
Accessories Co., showing lamps, horffi

carburetters, and general accessories.
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TYRES AT THE SHOW.
A DescripCon of the Aotor Cycle Tyre, Belts, and Allied Accessories.

AVON.
wide range of Avon covers was-
n in ajl motor, cycle sizes. Three-
nd combination treads, together with
Jed and the well-known Stonehenge
re tread with transverse grooves are

; made in various sizes and weights,
rests, rubbers, brake blocks, inner

von Stonehenge

s, and generator tubing are also

ngst the products of the Avon
ber Co.

BATES.
his Leicester firm has decided that
variation from its previous range
lecessary. A speciality is made of

oughly sound and heavy covers for

i-powered machines. Two patterns
tread are principally favoured, one
ig of the well-known form having a

linuous rounded centre portion with
ridges slightly undercut
function as sideslip pre-

.ers while the other has
outer ribs with a central

of long rectangular studs.

!S tyres have been success-

f used in South Africa, the
jrity of finishers in the great

mnesburg - Durban Race
ng successfully completed
arduous event on them.

CAPON-HEATON.
xcellent quality is a characteristic of

Capon-Heaton inner tubes, .which

e shown amongst a varied assortment
tyres and general rubber manu-
)ures.

CLINCHER.
'\o change has been made in Clincher

adnought, A-Won, and De Luxe tyres

> latter being supplied with heavy
extra heavy casings), nor in the

icher Flexis belts. The Dreadnought
De Luxe tyres earned a very en-

)le reputation 'for the manner in

ch they performed on W.D. motor
:es. Scooter tyres are being manu-
;ured by the North British Rubber
, Ltd., and we noticed an ex-

lingly robust model of this type in

'

standard 16x2|in. size.

CLIPPER.
lipper motor cycle covers and tubes

made in all standard sizes and pat-

is.

DUNLOP.
.s one of the pioneer firms in the

umatic tyre industry, the products of

Dunlop Rubber Co. are always of

interest, even though no change in de-
sign or construction have- been found
necessary. The various tyres manufac-
tured are th? result of, long experience,
and the well-known tread with its double
row of large staggered studs has. proved
its worth in innumerable competitions.
There are also light sidecar, heavy com-

bination steel and
rubber - studded and
three-ribbed treads.

Scooter wheels too
are made by the Dun-
lop Co., and a neat
sample of the disc

typp with a detach-
able rim was noticed.
Many other samples
of Dunlop specialities

were seen at the
Show, such as belt

punches, tyre levers, repair outfits, and
iastl.v, but by no means the most un-
important, the round-topped Dunlop
beU.

GOODRICH.
These American tyres are built up on

a heavy casing, reinforced beneath the
point of road contact. Skidding is

guarded against by the Safety Tread'pat-
tern, w'hich consists of thick parallel
rubber bars longitudinally disposed, with
a crossbar un each series of three.

Clmcher Dreadnought

HUTCHINSON.
Studded and the popular three-ribbed

'treads are used on Hutchinson tyres, and
it is interesting to note that Pike, on the

recent Inverness-Land's End run, used

tyres of this make on his O.K. -Union
machine.

JOHN BULL.
The Leicester Rubber Co. exhibited a

comprehensive range of John Bull tyres

and accessories, including their famous
cross groove and rib -stud covers, which
are extremely heavy and suitable for

powerful machines. While somewhat
similar to a three-rib tyre, the rib-stud

has its ridge interrupted at intervals, so

that long studs are formed. A lighter

and cheaper cover may be made early

next year. Amongst other things which
are manufactured under the John Bull

iiarae are the new pattern cushi&n grips

for handle-bars, which were very popular
amongst competitors in the Six Days
Trials. Riders of belt-driven machines
will be interested in a new belt fastener,

which is fitted with leather pads at the

sides of each end, thus preventing click-

ing on the pulley and eliminating wear
of the belt ends. Used in conjunction

with the John Bull deep drive belt, an
exceedingly efficient drive should be
obtained. Also amongst items not to be
overlooked is jMend-a-Tear, the handy

repairing material for rents in

all kinds of fabric, such as

raincoats, overalls, or clothing

of any description. .

KEMPSHALL.

uniop Hermetic,Goodrich.

HERMETIC.
Specialities of this name are shown

by the Self-sealing Rubber Co., of Bir-

mingham. A heavy motor cycle cover

is being made, known as the Z Peerless.

It is moulded on a heavy four-ply casing,

and is manufactured on motor car lines.

A 28x3in. model is being introduced,

suitable for American size rims. Amongst
the large selection of patches, rubber-

faced canvas for cover repairs, and motor
cycle .belts, we noticed a decidedly prac-

tical horn bulb. This is reinforced With
canvas insertions and additional rubber

moulded at the neck, where vibration

usually has such deleterious effects.

Having a fabric base of

special construction and a tread
justly famous for its anti-skid

and non-slip properties, the

Kempshall tyres have earned a

truly famous reputation. Their
successful use on the machines

of the winning teams in four Six Days
Trials is greater testimony to their ex-

cellence than anything we can say. AJl
standard motor cycle sizes are offered

;

a new ovgrsize cover is beiilg made for

650x65 mm. rims, and it should be very
acceptable to owners of high-powered
outfits ; the dimensions, of this cover are

700x85, and it is a really sturdy speci-

men of tyre manufacture. Another over-

size cover by the same makers is the
26x2|in. for the 2iin. rim, and this we
believe to be only one of its kind. Riders
of old-type machines which are under-
tyred and fitted with small rims would
do well to make a note of the above.

John Bull Rib-Stui Hutchinson 3-rlb Reflex Clipper "Ideal. Kempshall
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Tyres at the Show.—

KERRY.
Marketed by the East London Rubber

Co., the Kerry motor . cycle tyres have
long held a name of repute for excellent
quality. They have a heavy tread of
satisfactory anti-skid properties and are
built upon various weights of canvas
casings. Suitable 'inner tubes are also
supplied, and a comprehensive range of
sizes is manufactured.

MACmTOSR.
Only one motor cycle tyre is at present

manufactured by Chas. Macintosh and
Co., Ltd., but another heavy moulded
pattern will shortly be placed upon the
market. The tjTe which was exhibited
is known as the Anti-skid, and is of
particularly robust construction, with -a

'

ta'ead composed of two _ribs enclosing a
series of long rubber studs, which are
of peculiar shape, resembling obtuse-
angled V's, with one arm parallel to, and
the other crossing, the tread at an angle.

MAX.
Several motor cycle tyres are manufac-.

tared by Chas. Cuthbe and Co., Ltd.,
amongst them being the Cycar, having
a heavy grooved tread with a central
row of elliptical studs ; the Combination, ^
having T shaped rubber projections com-
bined with- steel studs; and the Mileage,
which has a car type of cross-grooved
tread. The same company also manu-
factures, amongst other rubber acces-
sories, the Silverstreak belt, which is

built around a canvas core, each layer
of which is insulated
from the next by an
appreciable thickness
of rubber. We noticed
that a great variety
of repair outfits weie
put up by this firm,

and it was evident
that the practical
rider's requirements
had been studied,
since generous sup Midland,
plies of solution and
also some excellent long strip patches,
suitable for dealing with bursts and slits,

were included.

MIDLAND.
A standard range of covers, inner

tubes, and belts is manufactured by the
Midland Rubber Co., Ltd., of Birming-
ham. Three-ribbed treads and also a
pattern with a central rib between two
rows of studs are applied to the four-

ply Midland casings, while the two and
three-ply Britannic covers .are of the
standard studded pattern. Inner tubes
are, of course, supplied, and attention
must also be drawn to the excellent belts

offered under the Midland name.

MOSELEY.
The products of this Manchester house

are undergoing no charlge, their success
in the past having fitlly justified the '

reputation gained during the makers'
long experience of tyre manufacture.
Various popular tread designs are made,
and an extensive range of sizes and
weights is available.

PALMER.'
All the usual range of Palmer tyres,

together with endless and 'butted tubes,

Kerry. Macintosh. Max.

are being manufactured by the Palmer
Tyre, Ltd., and, in addition, a I6x2|in.
scooter pattern' has been added. The
last'nientioned is of the three-rib type,
OH a four-ply canvas casing. Owing to

the success of the Palmer Cord Combina-
tion cover in the smaller sizes,, a 28x3in.
model has been added to the list ; the
tread has two outer fibs of solid rubber
and a ' central row of steel studs, and
is admirably adapted to the heavy side-

car machines which are now being fitted

with this size and section. In addition

Moseley, Cord.

to the well-known Cord tyres in the
standard sizes, various cheaper patterns
are made on different thicknesses of

canvas casings, and they are suitable for

all types of motor cycle from the light-

weight solo machine to the heavy passen-

ger outfit.

PEDLEY.
Every variety of accessory suitable for

the motor cyclist that can be made in

rubber is manufactured by J. Pedley
and Sons, of Birmingham. One of the
special lines is the Pneumatic Handle-bar
Grip, which is supplied complete with
the necessary fixing tape fbr attaching
to the .bars. It gives a particularly-

Redstreak Rom. Wood Milne.
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flexible and comfoi-table grip w
eliminates the greater portion of

vibration which is not absorbed by
spring forks. Other lines are thvft

tyres in light, medium, and h
weights, and a full range of belts,

bulbs, and motor cyclists' weatherj

•suits are also offered. The Pedley t

are extremely sturdy, and, although
are not cheap in' price, their servit

such that true economy is the n
of their selection. Belts also mam
tured by this house are superioi

quality, and per;

excellently' on -

ably-geared mack

RICH DETA
ABLE TUBl
These excellent

tachable tubes, 'V

i n c or p orate
liandiness of

butted tube with
advantage of afl

less air passage,

'

shown by the Thames Rubber
Leather Co. Having been many y
on the market, they have proved t

efficacy many times, both in private

and in competitions. Although '

are so well known as almost to neec

detailed description, it may be wel

remind the reader that the joint of

tube is made by means of thickened
slightly "undercut" rims at the (

of the tube. These are smeared wlt

lubricant provided, one inserted wi

the other, when the internal pre^

after inflation

the joint.

ROBERTS.
- A great variety

tyre accessor
is manufactiu-ed
Alfred Roberts
Sons, Ltd., and
range should gre

interest the W
cyclist. Excel-

repair outfit?

made up, also handy boxes of dn)l

patches and both inside and outside 1

gaiters. The latter are clipped ni

the bead, and form a most useful ^

for any rider who undertakes
journeys, or who runs his covers -to

state of absolute breakdown.

ROM.
Large studs of rectangular form,

rubber bars, and a combination of

latter with steel studs comprise the fil

patterns of Rom tyre treads. "-Tl

covers are extremely heavy, and hav«

excellent thickness of rubber wKfett

.is most needed. Powerful canvas (

are used, and in the round-base voit*
sizes the driver of a heavy three-*b<
will find that he has a sound investm

WOOD-MILNE.
An advantage of the Wood.-M

tyres, in both Combination and Key-]

patterns, is that while, they preieB
continuous surface in contact with
road, a practical anti-skid design is

corporated. Unlike many firms,

makers are laying ..themselves out for

requirements '
of. . the scooter m»nu

turers, 16 and 18x2-|in. sizes being 0"

Pedley.
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Electrical Equipment at Olympia.

L DVANCINQ years' and an increasing

\ love of comfort lead one to seek with
deep interest for anything that can

100th the way of the motor cyclist, and

Id to the ease and pleasure of riding.

LiU electrical equipment has arrived in

,e car world, and to go back upon its

lights is unthinkable. Jlodern progress

)ints towards the ultimate achievement

a similar position also in the motor

cycle world.

P. and H.

In surveying the excellent variety of

ectrical equipment in the Gallery, one

iturally considered whether, by the time

1 desirable items had been fitted to

le's machine, it would be grotesquely

'er-burdened. On the stand of Messrs.

owell and Hanmer, however, a 4 h.p.

ouglas was shown fitted up with their

ectric lighting outfit, the whole equip-

ent being remarkably neat and incon-

licuous. The dyn.amo is fitted in front

ilow the down tube and driven by a

Tiittle belt-irom a pulley on the outside

the flywheel, and the accumulator box
id Special junction box are located, the^ one in front
j^^^^^^^^-^JkV and the other

' * behind the seat
tube. T h e

dynamo, it will

be recollected,
is fitted with a

very ingenious
patent clutch,

which ceases to

drive a&to-
niatically when
a certain pre-

determined out-

put has been
exceeded. A
feature of this

lighting set is

the neat ar-

rangement {

the combined
ammeter and

ritch on the top tube, the latter afford-

g positions whereby either full light
' dim light may be used.

Lodge.

Of the full range of Lodge plugs shown
(f Messrs. Lodge Plu^, Ltd., the mo'st

iteresting is naturally the new model
.E.P. priming pattern. The model,
liich is maiie specially for .motor
icycles, is very small and neat, and is

iapted either to replace or to suppje-
lent the usual sparking plug, and may
.so be used in the position- of the cora-

ression tap, its length bemg such that

will even fit in under the top tube of

ost vertical single-cylipder machines,
he construction is simple;, the i^riminjpi

live can be opened easily by hand, and
not likely to leak. The standard model
3 Lodge plug, which is made in two
ieces only, and can be very easily taken
oart for cleaning purposes, also naturally
ppeals strongly to those who prefer a
lug which can be readily dismantled and.
.eaned when occasion arises.

A Short Survey of Lamps, Magnetos, and Plugs.
which tests were carried out quite inde-

pendently of the makers of the magneto,

who had no special intention of guarantee-

ing that their machines would spark under

water. The principal difference in the

MiUer.

On the stand of-H. Miller and Co., Ltd.,

was exhibited their new patent self-regu-

lating dynamo, which is another welcome

Internal arrangement of

the P. and H. accumu-
- lator junction box.

The Lodge priming plug. ke plug.

addition to the number of neatly-designed
and readily adaptable instruments for

motor bicycle use.

Smith.

A six volt set, designed for sidecar use,

including three lamjjs and an electric

horn, was shown by S. Smith and Sons,
Ltd., adapted to a 6 h.p. Blackburne and
sidecar. The dynamo fits-weatly in front
of the front down tube, whilst the accumu-
lator box is carried on the left footboard,
and the electric horn is mounted on the
front stay connecting the sidecar with the
motor bicycle. We were given to under-
stand that the makers are still experi-
menting v.itlr these sets, and modifica-
tions in design may be expected in future
patterns. The dynamo is of \!be self-

regulatiug type, and a neat design of

centrifugally controlled cut-in is incor-

porated in the machine.

E.I.C.

Passing further along, one next arrived
at the stand on which E.LG. magnetos
in considerable variety were displayed.
It will be remembered that these magnetos
have performed some very remarkable
feats of endurance in bSing driven
through water on B.S.A. motor bicvcles.

The Lucas inspection

lamp.

various types made by this firm is in the

base, which is altered to render the

machines adaptable to different makes.

Sphinx.

One could not pass by the Sphinx stand

without being arrested by the very re-

markable and admirable scheme of decora-

tion, which was suitably set off by an
enormous scale model of the Sphinx spark-

ing Jilug in the centre of the stand. The
firm ma'ke sparking plugs in great variety,

claiming that they can provide the neces-

sary ignition point for every kind of

machine, ranging from the smallest scooter

to the largest tractor. Two ne\v designs

are now upon the market, differing only

in the nature of the material used. The
feature of this plug, the -Bar-type, is the

design of the firing points, which are so

formed as to give the hottest possible

The new Sphinx bar type plug.

spark when the magneto is running slowly

and its impulse is at its weakest. The
two i»iodels are the "Steatite." w,bich is

the general purpose pilug, whilst a mica
insulated type is recommended to be used

where excessive heat or vibration is

involved.

Cooke.

Upon the opposite side of the Gallery

one next perceived a very full and com-
plete range of the Cooke sparking plug.s.

In this case, also, the makers provide a

plug for every form of vehicle -from the

smallest to the largest, and in great

variety as regards length of body and
length of screw thread.

M-L.
" Another ' exhibit which arrests tlie

attention of the electrical enthusiast was
that of M-L niagrtetos, and the merely
curious onlooker with no sjiecial interests

was invited to light his cigareitc at the

flood of sparks which were being poured
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Electrical Equipment at Olympia.

—

forth from one of these machines running
on this stand at a speed of 3,500 r.p.m.

The testing of magneto armatures was
also displayed on this stand, the standard
.test being carried out at 15,000 volts and
a frequency equivalent of 2,000 sparks per
second, conditions the severity of which
at the prefi'cnt time,' it may be remarked,
are never even approached in ordinary
running. One special feature of tliese

machines is the design of the condenser,
in which rectangular mica plates are

used ; also the very neat and compact
little boxes of spare parts which were
exhibited could K ot fail to attract the
attention of all those who seek to ^quip
themselves against every possible ' con-
tingency. _ .

Oleo.
- All motor cyclists of long experience
are familiar with the Oleo plugs, and the
latest designs shovvn at Olympia displayed
still further advance on the well-known
reliability of these old friends. The Ol'eo

weatherproof terminal is particularly neat
and handy, and provides an instantaneous
method of connection to any ping fitted

with a spigot end.. Particular care lias

been taken to make it proof against vibra-

tion. The Oleo motor cycle plug. No.
2, is guaranteed to be gas-tight, as is

Lucas single terminal rear lamp

tested to withstand a pressure of 200 lb.

per squai% inch in every case.

Lucas.

The principal attraction on the stand
of the Lucas Electrical Co., Ltd., is,

naturally, the combined lighting dynamo
and magneto, which is a concentration in

one compact machine of two entirely

separate instruments. By .swinging
aside the strap over the commutator
cover the dynaino may be instantly with-

drawn intact from the machine, the mag-
neto portion of which remains and acts

independently. Thus, if ,it is desired to

mount the dynamo separately from the
magneto such an arrangement is still

possible with this combination. . The
complete Magdjaio set for sidecar use
formed a very attractive exhibit. Also
shown was the full range of the Thomson-
Bennett magnetos, a particularly neat
and attractive example of which is . the
Midget single-cylinder magneto, intended
especially for lightweight engines up to

2^ h.p. The question of weight in elec-

trical equipment, it may be added, is one
which is naturally deserving of .special

study, since the tendency for a long time
has. been for the weight of motor bicycles
to go up, owing largely to the somewhat
elaborate equipment which is now
demanded. Those who favour the light-

weight look eagerly for examples of elec-

trical equipment in which weight has
been reduced, as ' in this case, to a
minimum.

C48

Hunt's handle-bar magneto cut-out.

C.A.V.

Perhaps the most cheering exhibit in

the whole Gallery was that of the C.A.V.
magnetos. A really large number of these
instruments was displayed upon the

C.A.V. stand, truly suggestive of the
mass production which the firm is under-
taking. - Twelve of these magnetos were
shown running, and a thirteenth deliver-

ing a large number of sparks round the
circumference of a revolving ring. A new
motor cycle type of head lamp with a
special aluminium bracket is also being
made by this firm, which will maintain
the admirable reputation already achieved
by its products. The new C.A.V. mag-
netos are of the single magnet type and
totally enclosed. The utmost care has
been taken to make it impossible for

water to enter, ' and
either of the two latest

designs is guaranteed to
- - continue sparking under

water. The carbon
brush holder is worthy
of special attention, the
holder and terminal
being formed in one
piece, thus ensuring a
secure and absolutely
waterproof, electricalcon-
neCtion.

;
xi'Aii.

Xl'AU detachable plugs were shown
in full range on the stand of the manu-
factul'ers,_ Messrs. Xl'AU, Ltd., Hall
Green, Birmingham. The features of this

design are that the central electrode can
be removed and cleaned with great
expedition. A large insulating surface
is provided by the porcelain, thus obviat-
ing the chances of shorting in wet
weather. Three different designs of

electrode are manufactured, one being for
general purposes, another recommended
for use in high compression and hot run-
ning engines, whilst the third is intended
for cool running water-cooled engines.

. Hunt. .

Last, but by no means least in the
matter of electrical accessories displayed
in the tour of the Gallery, came the

An interior view of the Lucas switchboard
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-stand of Messrs. A. H. Hunt, on wbic]

an exceedingly interesting range
1

equipment was shown, including not
few I'eal novelties. We are asked I

state that this firm is moving into largi

\yorks, and tliat there will be a chanf!

of ' address after Christmas, the he

address being H.A.H. Works, Tunsti
Road, Grpydon. The well known ai

proved Hellesen hand lamps were shoW
together with a full range of Hellist

dry batteries. Cofnplete electric lightiJ

sets with either accumulators or '$

batteries are also made in variety aSftJ

able to any type of solo machine or Ife'

car -outfit, but to -one interested in ai<

to the easy. maintenance- of a ma(3
perhaps the most interesting items exb

bited were the H.A.H. wiring sundrii

and the new .variety of insulating 't^j

of only ;^in. width. How often hasii
writer not found the standard tape fi

too cumber.5ome for some finicky job thi

had 'to be done? The new handle-'bi

or top tube lamp switch, with its siJftp

positive screw contact, is also a "vii

practical innovation.

F.R.S.

Though not a dynamo set in the ffi

sense of the .-terra,, a. very simple MgH
ing outfit is supplied -by the makers k

the well-known F.R.S. lamps'. E.<t(te

current from the magneto is employei

Hunt's plug

protector and

terminal at-

tachment.

and, after passing through the_ necessai

damping arrangement, lights a head ai:

tail lamp. The lamps are of ne;

. and sound construction, but somewh;

less bulky.- than those of the averaj

dynamo set. The necessary coil

housed in a neat black finished bo:i

which may be attached to the tank ra

or other convenient spot. The box all;

contains a small accumulator to provi(

light when the machine is statioiiar;
'

: Four-volt bulbs ' are fitted, but a tw

volt accumulator is supplied, so that tl

light . produced when the engine is u'

running is dimmer.. One of the advar.

tages of this system is that no mechanise

!

or driving gear is needed, and it is on.;

necessary to find room for the sma,

accumulator box. The price of theKeal

and tail lamp, thl-ee-way swi4ch, acc'uni'

later, coil, and all necessary fittings fi
:

a motor cycle set is £5 3s. 6d.

B.L,I.C.

Eight types of the B.L.I.C. mag
were exhibited by the British Ligh
and Ignition Coi, which, incidentally,

a branch of Viekers, Ltd. The mfidS

shown include{l those suitable for li|6

weight single-cylinders, lightweight fli

twins, large V twins,
Having had enormous experience 1

magneto manufactui'e, and possessing

works organisation extending back to'tl

earliest days, of magneto manufacftir

this company Ms in a very favoiirSB

position, not only ia tegar-d to produe(i(

but to repair work, which it also

takes.
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MODERN
SIDECAR DESIGN
A ccmmenlary on (he con-
sti ucfional details of passenger

attachments at the show.

mihl.FORD.
MiLLS-FuLFOKD., Ltd. , Crown Works,

Coventry.— JNIills-Fulford, Ltd., are one
of the oldest established sidecar manu-
facturing firms in this counti-y, and they
exhibited an extensive range of all types.
The well-known Millford light chassis,
while retaining the straight axle, also

permits quite a low body position. To
those who possess high-powered machines
and desire the utmost luxury and
strength in the passenger attachment, the
modele de luxe will especially appeal.
All the chassis tubes of this sidecar are
duplicated with the exception of the front
cross member, while ' the diagonal stay
from the seat lug of the machine to the
axle is adjustably secured on the latter

by a double clamp which divides the
stresses equally between the two tubes.
The coachwork-on this model is of the
most- elaborate order, and the upholstery
is edged with aluminium beading. Lug-
gage accommodation, morever, is pro-
vided for in a remarkably neat and un-
obtrusive manner. Behind the seat the
bulbous back of the body is hinged and
may be lowered and secured in a hori-

zontal position by the same straps which
are used to hold a suit case or whatever
other luggage may be carried. When out

Millford luggage grid on Corvette body.

of use the e.xistence of this luggage carrier

is quite unsuspected. Amongst other
models shown was the "Family" double-
seated sidecar, which follows the general

I
lines of the Corvette, but is suitably

elongated and fitted with a
small removable seat in the
front part.

A tradesman's sidecar was
also staged, and it is almost
identical with the delivery
sidecars which were designed
for and supplied to the French
Government in large numbers

Gnndlay doub'e

spring sidecars

with s p r 1 n g
wheel and adjust-

able w.ndscreen.

during the war. The body is not parti-

cularly attractive in appearance, being
merely , a large wicker box with a
removable lid, but the carrying capacity
is exceptionally great.

GRINBLAY.
Grindl.m' Sidecars, Ltd., Spon End,

Coventry. — Six Grindlay bodies were
shown, and five of these embodied the

well-known spring suspension of this

make. The wheel is carried between two
long semi-elliptic springs^ these being
shackled at the rear. By this method all

unsprung weight is eliminated except
that of the wheel itself. _ The standard
bodies are sufficiently roomy easily to

accommodate a full grown passenger i:)

acTdition to a child, and, owing to the
efficient system of springing, no excessive

strain is thrown upon the motor cycle or

the connections by such extra loading.

A new type of 1 uggage~~carrier has been
fitted to the body in place of the one
formerly attached to the rigid part of the
chassis, and a simple and convenient
petrol can grip is located under this.

One especially luxurious body was fitted

to a Harley-Davidson outfit, and this has
a mahogany framed windscreen with fold-

ing side panels, which may be adjusted
at various angles and inclinations across

the front of the sidecar by means of the

double-jointed arms on which it is sup-

ported. The upholstery on this model
.

was worthy of the highest class of car,

being carried out in a cord cloth beauti-

fully patterned in grey and brown.

SANDVM.
The Sandham Engineering Co., 336,

Gray's Inn Eoad,- W.C.I.—Double-seated
sidecar bodies are a speciality of the

Sandham Engineering Company, a special

type of chassis being manufactured.
"This is of underslung construction, and
has two sets of C springs, one before

the other, so that there is a bearer bar

underneath each passenger. Since a

double-seated sidecar is not always fully

occupied, the firm have designed a

shorter body which is readily convertible

to the single-seated model. The accom-

"

modation is almost equally as good as

in the larger one, owing to the fact that

the dash over the front seat is cut away

B35
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Sidecar Progress.-
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MODELS TO MEET
ALL REQUIREMENTS.

TVie MilHord Modele de Luxe, showing how
the rear panel is used as a luggage platform.

.'Msaassfc-va^-'^":'^^ f #v?

V-'" .":^^-.^v\/'^^' ^ / ''^'

^**",Hi»-

The Sandum two-seater. Note the drop-

down well for the feet of the front

passenger.

The R34 pattern

Watsonian •

LUXURY IS THE KEYNOTE
OF MODERN SIDECAR

DESIGN.
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to give the foremost passenger ample
room. When the single seat alone is

required, the one at the front is taken

out, folded up and reversed, when it

slides along runners at the sides of the

front of the body, and acts as a panel,

filling the cnt-away space just mentioned.
The touring model attracted a good deal

of attention amongst prospective lady

passengers, by virtue of the fact that

the flap of the small locker in the front

of the sidecar was fitted with a mirror.

Also shown on this stand was a very

original sidecar windscreen.

V/ATSONIAN.
The Watsonian Folding Sidecar Co., ,

Conybere Street, Birmingham.—Feather-
weight, Tourist, Coupe, Semi-sporting,

;

and Sporting models were exhibited by
this well-known firm of sidecar specialists.

ILittle alteration .has been found _neces-

sary in the Featherweight model, the
chassis of which is of the simplest con-

struction. The body is extremely light,

and is supported by large compound
springs similar to those used on the
Brooks saddle. It is essentially a pas-

senger attachment suitable for low-
powered machines. The Tourist and
Semi-sporting models follow conventional
lines, and are fitted on a very sub-
stantial underslung chassis. The Coupe,
l.owever, is a new type, and offers very
' omplete protection against the weather.
Scuttle dash, screen, side windows, roof,

. nd hood form one unit, which is hinged
at the back of the seat and secured at

the front by a catch, and in order to

enter the sidecar it is merely necessary
to swing back the whole assembly as one
piece. The , screen and side windows
cannot be removed, but the roof and
hood, which are of leather-faced material,-

_ may be quickly detached. By unscrew-
ing the wing nuts, the upper part of the
coupe"' may be removed completely,
leaving a body of the normal open type.

Behind the seat a long extension of the
.body forms a boot in which it is pos-
sible to carry petrol cans and spares.

The top of this receptacle is covered
with almninium, and is sufficiently large,

to accommodate a large suit case.

Another new model is the E.34. Thia
is of an extremely low and racy torpedo
shape ; no side door is fitted, but a step

i.i situated on the side of the chassis,,

thus permitting easy entrance.

BAMCO.
Birch Aircraft Manufacturing Co.,

High Road, Willesden Green, N.W.IO.—
Bamco sidecars manufactured by the
Birch Aircraft Manufacturing Company
are amongst the few from which the

ordinary type of brazed lug construc-

tion is eliminated, since they are made
entirely of heavy steel tubing suitably

mitred at all the joints and acetylene

welded. Wheel springing is carried out

in two entirely different ways. The
first method, which was to be -seen on

the No. 4 Modele de Luxe, is somewhat
similar to that recently described in 2'he

Motor Cycle, and consists of a fork

hinged at the rear of the frame and
supported at the. front by two shackles

at right angles to each other, and bridged

by spiral springs which are hooked .on

;

they are thits easily replaceable in the

unlikely event of breakage. The sprinfj--

ing of the body itself is effected by cod
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springs working in cylindrical housings,

and exceptional shocks are provided
against by rubber buffers at the base

of these. On the second spring wheel
model a large half-elliptical spring swung
on a bracket in front of the wheel

and a shackle at the rear carries the

lug which holds the stub axle. This is

an extremely simple arrangement, and
promises to become one of the firm's

most popular features. The bodywork
on the Bamco sidecars is exceptionalFy

fine, only the highest class of coachwork
and finish being used throughout. Prices

m consequence are somewhat higher than

usual, the figures for the No. 4 model
being £45 to £50, according to the finish.

MONTGOMERY

.

W. Montgomery and Co., Lower Ford
Street, Coventry.—Twelve models of

Montgiymery sidecars were staged, and
almost without exception they embodied

a simple chassis with a straight rear

axle. Dropped below this is another

cross-member, from which lead the main
tubes ; these converge towards the front.

Four-poinr attachments witli connections

of the nut and union type are used.

Grea't variety is displayed in the style of

the bodies which are sprung on C springs

at the rear and S shaped coils at the

fi'ont. A comprehensive range of

additional fittings can be supplied with
Montgomery sidecars, such as windscreen,

hood, and luggage grid.

DUNHILLS.
DuNHiLLS, Ltd., Euston Road, N.W.
—Three models of Dunhill chassis are

made and the same general principle is

followed in all of them. The essential

feature of the design is the employment
of a tube running from the front connec-

tion to the lug which holds the hub
spindle. In plan view, therefore, the

chassis has the form of a right-angled

triangle, the axle representing the base,

the longitudinal member being parallel

to the motor cycle, and the remaining
tube forming the hypotenuse. According
to the weight of body, requirements of

spring fixing and power of the machine
modifications are made by the addition
of extra cross-members ; also three, four,

and five-point connections are used as

required. Wheels in all cases are detach-
able, in the simpler models being fitted

with a cone and nut fixing of the axle,

while the mudguards may be readily re-

moved. On the heaviest chassis the

wheel is completely surrounded by a
frame, and on removing the mudguard,
which is quickly detachable, and revers-

ing one of the stays which acts as a
stand, the wheel may be lifted out from
the top, thus avoiding any lifting of the
chassis.

Various types of bodies are fitted, one
which is extremely original being of the
sporting type, bulbous in form, and with-
out side door. The passenger reclines in

a deep comfortably padded well in the
interior and is protected by a small
windscreen. Also small lightweight
bodies, a handsome purple finished tour-
ing type with hinged dash and very com-
plete equipment. The later model is ex-
tremely light for its size and laxury, the
total weight being only 140 lb. with all

fittings.

The Montgomery with Ace disc wheel

A Dunhill family sidecar. Note the method adopteJ to obtam an extra wide seat to

accommodate adult and child.

The Bamco chassis has a welded lomt and spring wheel
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The latest Paragon sidecar I

PARAGON FOLDING SIDECAR.
WiNCYCLE Co., 236, High Holborn,

WiC.l.—We have previously referred to

the Paragon folding sidecar,

which is a great boon to all those

motor cyclists who have not wide
entrances to their houses or

gardens. When folded up, the

motor cycle and sidecar chassis

will pass through a 30in. door-

way. It also possesses another
feature, and that is the fact

that the body is very quickly
- detachable, so that the trades-

man may use the machine for

delivering goods during the week
and as a sidecar outfit over the

'week-end. The latest pattern

is fitted with a comfortable and
well upholstered body. The long

side member of the sidecar

chassis is now in one piece, and
the lugs in the latest models are

at the sides of the members, so

that the bolts .do not pass

through the tubing ; and the axle

is now underslung.

HENDERSON. On
Henderson Sidecars, Ltd.,

Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield.

—

This exhibit was undoubtedly
one of the most interesting in the Show,
since the maker of the Henderson side-

cars has designed his products not only

from the practical, but also from the

theoretical, standpoint. A special feature

of all the chassis which were shown on

the Williamson sidecar, the springing is effected by double-

ended laminated springs.

this stand is the employment of steels of.

varying specifications, according to the
nature of the stresses which they arg

called upon to resist. Thus, all the

bright parts are of stainless steel, while

special high tensile metal is used in the

axles and bearings. ' All moving parts are

fitted with bronze bushes, and even a

A Dunhill sidecar screen with side wings,

which are adjustable m any position.

special process is used in order to secure

perfect uniformity in the malleable cast-

ings which form the lugs. A new type

of spring wheel is shown, and this

achieves a point often sought by
designers, namely, the elimination of

the bulk of the unsprung weight,
only 11 lb. dead load being carried by
the axle. All the touring Henderson

bodies are equipped with a large
locker behind the seat, and ac-

commodation for luggage is pro-
vided on the top of this. On
the heavier models Sin. car type
domed mudguards are used, and
these are sprung with the body.
A further novel feature of the
Henderson construction is the
type of frame attachment. This
consists of a heavy casting with
a taper hole at one end, corre-
sponding to the conical projec-
tion on the clips which are
attached ta the machine. At
the outward end of this casting
are two small set-screws, which
project within the bore, and
passing between them is a long
sleeve nut operated by a tommy
bar and having the outside
diameter of its central portion
somewhat reduced. When
screwed up this- nut draws the
casting tightly on to the frame
lug, making an extremely secure
connection. When it is desired
to detach the sidecar, the nut
is uiiscrewed until the shoulder

of its larger diameter abuts against
the above-mentioned set-screws, when
it withdraws the casting from the
cone, thus enabling the sidecar to be
easily removed without hammering or
any other violent means being employed.
Others models on this stand are the
well-known Featherweight, which has

How the toldmg seat is ai'ranged on

the Sandum.

The Henderson model lor spring frame

machir.es. Note the g.aceful mudguards.
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DOUGLAS
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4 h.p. Combination £135
2f h.p. Solo .. .... .. £80
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Also severa.1 1919 used mEichines ready "to drive away.

DOUGLAS SPARES STOCKED.
SOUE AGENTS FOR CHEL.SEA DISCS (The best in the WoHd).
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an extremely light triangulated chassis

and three-point suspension, and the

Model B, which is a somewhat heavier

pattern, suitable io^ 3g and 4 h.p.

motor cycles. The springing of the
body on the latter is somewhat unusual,

short quarter-elliptic springs being fixed

almost vertically on the rear axle, and
the body is hung from these on a type

of coil spring shackle which is adjust-

able. A further model is the Elite. This

is suitable for high-powered machines,

and embodies mosjb luxurious detail fit-

tings. The accommodation for the pas-

senger is extremely roomy and comfort-

able. A large luggage locker is fitted

at the rear, and, as an example of the

manner in which detail is studied on this

attachment, the lock is of special con-

struction, in order that it may hold the

lid securely and without rattio when the

machine is running. Special jjttings are

made to render this chassis suitable for

Indian and other sprung frame machines.

CANOELET.
Mead and Deakin, Ltd., Tyseley, Bir-

mingham.—A large range was shown by
this firm, one model, the Canoelet-Nor^

are carried within the frame by a form

of double-ended laminated spring at each

side. Williamson sidecars can be made
to suit any medium or high-powered

motor cycle.

The rear locker and spring grid are now
regarded as essentials on the modem side-

car. An excellent example—the Rover.

wood, being en|tirely new and a great

departure from conventional practice.

The axle is a steel stamping of H sec-

tion, and the chain stay connection and
wheel axle are held in conical housings.

Springing of the acetylene-welded sheet

steel body is effected through a link

action controlled by a single adjustable
tension spring. Other types shown in-

clude the famous Canoelet Minor sport-

ing model, while some ingenious luggage
and petrol tin openers are also exhibited,

the latter being of such a form that two
tins could be securely fixed in addition
to other packages.

TRIUMPH (GLORIA).
Gloria Sidecar Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—Gloria sidecars were shown on the new
chain-driven Triumphs, and these em-
body the well-tested wheel springing
arrangement which is extremely popular.
Incorporation of sidecar fixing lugs in

the motor cycle frame has simplified the
attachments, which are particularly neat.

Another new feature is a sprung luggage
platform, covered with rulDber matting,
fitted at the rear of the chassis. No
comment is required regarding the ex-
cellent appearance of^the Gloria purple
coachwork.

One of DunhlU's new designs—the

Limousette.

CHATER-LEA.
Chater - Lea, Ltd. , 74-84, Banner

Street, E.G.—Both light and heavyweight
sidecars w;ere shown, and these were on
conventional lines. The heavy model
has an extremely substantial duplex
chassis.

SIDECAR BODY CO.
Sidecar, Body Co., 25) Upper Clapton,

E.C.5.—A variety of b'odies" was shown
by this firm, ranging from conventional
light and mediumweight types to an ex-
tremely novel projectile model. This was
constructed of aluminium, cylindrical in

form, with a pointed nose, and having
a broad copper band imrnediately behind
the seat.

WILLIAMSON.
Williamson Motor Co., Ltd., Earls-

don, Coventry.—Extreme sim-

plicity is a characteristic fea-

ture of the Williamson
chassis. This is not under-
slung, and it is extended
rearwardly to form a luggage
platform. Various types of

bodies are made, and they

BROUGH.
The sidecar for the 5 h.p. Brough flat

twin embodies a neat wheel springing

device. The wheel stub axle is carried

on a short pivoted link, and a slide at

the end of this bears on the underside

of a fiat laminated spring anchored at

the rear of the chassis. The body is

roomy, and is carried on C springs at

the rear and on a transverse leaf spring

hung from two shackles at the front.

REX.
The Rex Chassis construction is ex-

tremely simple, and the main portion

entirely surrounds the body. The outer

portion of the wheel-supporting member
is readily detachable, - thus permitting
the wheel to be withdrawn outwardly
without raising the sidecar high above
the ground. Four connections are fitted

The Rideasy—one of the

models of the Sidecar

Body Company.

"^.„t:-
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between the machine and sidecar, and
the lugs forming the points of, attach-

ment are integral with the cycle frame.
For the springing, long cantilever

.

springs are used at the iront and coil

springs at the rear. At the extreme
end of the body is a small well, into

which the spare wheel drops, and it is

thus carried vertically and secured by
means of a bolt passing through the

hub.

A.B.C.
Owing to the enormous amount of in-

terest which has been aroused in the
• A.B.C. productions, this stand was one

of the most largely attended in the Show.

The sidecar fitted to the 3 h.p. A.B.C.
was the subject of much admiration,

since its design is extremely good and on

thoroughly workmanlike lines. Rigidly

attached to lugs incorporated in ' the

sprung portion of the motor cycle frame,

the chassis forms an extension some-

what in the nature of an outrigger, and

the rear cross-tube, or axle, is carried

at the rear end on two cantilever springs.

This tube is also fixed to the chain stay

of the machine, by means of a simple

from the passenger seat. Nofe the height

and depth of the back cushion.

minium, and has rio side door, being

entered from a step between the cycle

and sidecar.

here is accommodated the

and also a petrol tin carrier

tins, which are -covered by

spare whe
housing tw^
a lid and

&)il springs are used on a Watsonian sidecar.
The P. & M. sidecar showing the rear locker and petrol tin carrier.

form of ball joint, in such a way that

the rear wheel and sidecar wheel may
move to some extent independently.

The body is egg-shaped, of polished alu-

ROYAL RUBY.
The Royal Ruby spring wheel sidecar is

characterised by robust construction.

Behind the body is a large platform, and

A lightweight body of polished aluminium—the Gracemill attached to an A.B.C,

then secured by a special crossbar, which
grips the handles, and is then secured

by a tommy-headed screw.

NORTON.
Very substantial connections are used

in joining the sidecar to the Norton "Big
4" motor cycle frame, and particular

attention has been paid to luggage accom-

modation. A most capacious locker is

fitted in the rounded back of the body,

and a dickey seat suitable for a chiW
can be incorporated.

A.J.S.

A.J.S. sidecars are almost too well-

luiown to need description. A hinged

dash, which extends over the front ol

the body to the level of the seat, carries an

adjustable windscreen, which forms part

of the standard equipment. In common

with the general tendency, the A.J.S,

sidecar has a folding luggage platforit

mounted on the body, so that it has th(

advantage of the insulation afforded bj

tlie springing. The platform is covered

with rubber matting, and beneath it il
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tool drawer, which is very readily

accessible. The spare wheel is mounted
limmediately behind the body, and is

held in position by two special clips,
which are clamped firmly on the bead of
the rim by means of easily-operated wing
QUtS.

F.N.
The sidecar shown by the English

representatives of the well-known Bel-
3;ian firm was attached to the new
7 h.p. four-.cylinder model. No lugs or
brazed joints are employed in the con-
struction, the whole chassis being built
up of steel tubes welded together. Three-
point attachment is adopted, and the
connections are made to sidecar lugs in-
tegral with the motor cycle frame.
The body itself is of the normal coach-
built type.

EXCELSIOR (BRITISH).
Only one sidecar model was shown on

the Excelsior stand, and this is a large
,double'-seated pattern on a Milltord type
of chassis. Single-seated sidecars, how-
ever, will be made by this firm. Pro-
vision for carrying a spare wheel is made
on the folding luggage grid, which is

attached to the rear of the body. One
of the lugs is drilled and tapped, and
the wheel is secured to this by passing
a long bolt through the hollow spindle.
When no luggage is carried, the plat-

form and the wheel may be pushed close
up to the back of the seat, but when
the former i.= in use the wheel lies hori-
zontally, and is out of the way of the
luggage which is being carried.'

SCOTT.
Scott sidecar chassis are unique in

being the only type in which complete
triangulation is achieved, not only in
themselves but in relation to the frame
of the machines to which they are
attached. Four points of attachment are
incorporated in the motor cycle frame,
and the two front ones

are joined to the apex
of the triangular chassis.

The axle is straight, and

of girder form. Spring-

ing is effected by coil f\,,.^l
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The Zenith sidecar body with folding dash

handsomely enamelled in Scott purple,
and having the locker at the rear en-

larged sufficiently to admit petrol tins.

KARLE Y-BA VIDSON.
Some extremely luxurious sidecars

were fitted to these powerful Ameri-
can machines, one especially being
a splendid example of the coachmakers'
art. It was equipped with a disappear-
ing hood, wliich, wlien out of use, is

concealed- beneath the uppermost rolls

of the upholstery. This body was replete

with every possible refinement conducive
to' the passenger's comfort, and was one
of the most elaborate on show.

INDIAN.
Indian motor cycles are fitted with

extremely neat sidecars, the smaller

Scout model being attached ^

to a chassis with a straight

axle of the Millford type. - ^

The top front connection clamps both

tubes of the motor cycle duplex frame,

while the lower one reaches from the

engine lug almost to the extreme outer

end of the chassis front cross-member.

This feature is also noticeable in the

heavy model, which has special connec-

tions to suit the spring frame of the

Powerplus machine. A commodious body

is fitted on this sidecar, and a large

compartment for spares is provided m
the rounded rear portion. The upholstery

is exceptionally • deep and the back is

high, which should make for easy riding,

a point to be appreciated on long

journeys.

springs in tension, working
through a link system, and the'

body is further carried on two
short compression springs. A
neater body is now made, com-
posed entirely of aluminium. The Norton sidecar with dickey seat

Coil springs are used to suspend the

Bamco wheel.

CLYNO.
In plan view the Clyno chassis is a

truncated triangle, and it is attached

to the spring frame of the motor cycle

by four connections, which are only

capable of slight adjustment. The wheel

is carried in a fork hinged at the front,

and controlled by a laminated quarter-

elliptic spring. Luxury is the keynote of

the body, which is provided with every

convenience for the carriage of spare

wheel, luggage, and petrol. It is equipped

with hood and screen.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be aceomoanied by the writer's name and address.

MOTOR CYCLING IN INDIA.
Sii-,—I am contemplating taking an appointment in India

(Plantong), and understand that a motor cycle is a necessity.
Now, I have a 2^ h.p. two-stroke Metro-Tyler, which has

given me every satisfaction, and I am wondering if this
would stand up to the work required in India, or whether
I should, do better to invest in a higher-powered mount in
England and take it with me, or whether it would be better
to purchase a machine on arrival.

If any of your readers could help me in this matter, I
should he obliged. - TWO-STKOKE. '

Bristol.

SCOUTS AND ROAD GUIDES.
Sir,— I read with the greatest pleasure what the A. A.

scouts have been doing in all parts of the kingdom. My
father, who has been using his motor cycle for the last eight
or ten months in travelling about Cornwall, joined the
A.C.U. in April or ilay last, thinking that their scouts
might be useful to help him. Much to his surprise, he has
not seen a single A.C.tf. scout up to this day. A.A. scouts
aie frequently met at St. Austell, Truro, Camborne, and
Penzance. Once they had the courtesy to help my father,
who then definitely decided to substitute his present badge
for an A.A. one.

Surely the motor cyclists of the south-western districts

p,re entitled to the benefits of the Union as much as other
districts, or is it that other districts are suffering as we are?
I should like the A.C.U. to give me an answer.. J.H.B.

THE LIGHTING REGULATIONS.
Sir,—As a humble, push cyclist, I should like to support

strongly your remarks with regard to the rear; lighting of
push cycles on the road.
As " Sommon Cense " remarked in your columns recently,

the purpose of rear lights oiT any vehicle is to give due warn-
ing to other vehicles approaching from behind. If there are
three vehicles on the road, A, B, and C, with respective
speeds of 30, 20, and 10 'm.p.h., it stands to reason that if

any one of them is to be exempted from carrying a rear light

that one should be vehicle A, the fastest, because it is not
overtaken by anyone else. Of course, in practice, a rear
light is necessary on all, if only for stoppages, but the same
principle applies, viz., that the slowest vehicle on the road
should be the most .careful to carry rear lights.

It is foolish for " Sivel " and others to be " forced to the
conclusion " that the desire for rear-lighting " is the outcome
of the unfortunate craze for speed among the more reckless
members of our fraternity." Such an argument can only
be advanced by those who are unaware how invisible a cyclist

usually is from behind at night, especially if the road surface
h.^ppens to be dark (unless, of course, he has the consideration
to carry a rear light). When riding quite slowly at night on
a push bicycle with a good front lamp I have ofte;i had
considerable difficulty in avoiding lampless cyclists in front,

tt'ho, until within a very short distance, are well-nigh in-

distinguishable.
• Personally, my opinion is that cyclists' objection to carry-

ing a rear light is rooted in mere lazines.s, the feeling of

"I cnunot be bothered to mess about with another lamp."
I ha\c discussed this matter with many cyclists, and they
all agree that, both in order to ensure safety and from a
regard for the feelings of other users of the road, a rear light

should be carried. TOLERATIOiSi.
Clifton.

Sir,—Will you kindly allow me space in which to reply

to the letters appearing in The Motor Cycle of November
20th referring to my communication published in a recent

issue?

It is evident that no result profitable for anybody can

ensue from any discussion Avith a man who treats the subject

as does "lorwarth." His deliberate misquotations from my
letter, and imputations of lack of sense on the part of all

cyclists, coupled with generally cheap rhetoric, do not " cut

any ice" in this matter. It is a poor cause that necessitates

such bolstering.

I deny emphatically the statement of "M5229" that

"there can be no doubt of the advantages of the rear lamp."
Its notorious unreliability, both as regards its keeping alight

and it value as a preventive of accidents, is~ surely too

well known to anyone who reads the daily papers regularly

to need comment.
"Sommon Cense" treats the matter much more reason-

ably. But the whole kernel of the matter is that the en-

thusiasts of the rear light start from an erroneous basis.

I hold the unalterable view that the onus of avoiding acci-

dents- should lie with the overtaking vehicle. It does not

matter whether the "obstacle" is a cyclist, pedestrian,

vehicle, child, or anything else, and if I had the ordering

of things, rear lights on all vehicles should be done away
with. What, in the name of sense', do we carry a head
light for? .Surely to show us what is in front, and, for our

own skins' sake, if for nobody else's, to avoid running into

it ! I repeat that no one has any right to be travelling at

night at such a speed that he is unable to discern any other
traffic in time to avoid it. Instances are common enough
of cyclists being run into in spite of their rear lamps.

There are probably road hogs amongst cyclists, as_there
are amongst motorists (I hold no brief for either in this

matter), but, amongst cyclists, can "lorwarth" match me
the- incident that has occurred since my last letter was pub-
lished, where, in a West-end street, a doctor was knocked
down by, the driver of a car, and (for all the driver cared to

the contrary) left to die there? SIVEL.
London, N,

SCOOTERS.
Sir,—I have read one or two letters, in The Motor Cycle

on the future of the scooter, and as I believe I have probably
had more experience of these machines than anyone in Great
Britain, I am venturing to air my views on the subject. I

cannot yet decide whetlier or not they will survive. As at

present constructed they fall between two stools. To the

experienced motor cyclist they provide a cold, undignified,

and altogether miserable mode of progression. On the

other hand, the complete novice will have such difficulty in

starting them and keeping them in working order that he

is likely very early to abandon them as hopeless. I can

assure those who favour a seat on scooters that tliey

had better abandon the idea right away. A scooter with

lOin. wheels is rideable on quite bad roads standing and no

inconvenience is felt from vibration. The scooter does not

skid except under extreme provocation, and when it does

so it is neither dangerous nor in the least alarming. On
the other hand, " Speedman's wobble " (or wabble) on a

scooter is a truly harrowing experience. As far as steering .

and balance are concerned, a scooter can be ridden by almost

anyone at the first attempt. Yet, before it can become
popular, there are one or two very thorny problems to be

overcome. The most serious difficulty is to provide a small
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engine of considerable efficiency which is easily pushed off
from coH on a very low gear. The propulsive power of
the average girl hopping along pn one leg is lamentably

- small. She is also utterly unable to carry 100 lb. up the
' front steps. She does not know when the mixture is too

rich or too thin, and takes a very, long time to learn ; much
longer than she takes to get utterly fed up with scooters.

_ Such refinements as automatic inlet valves and drip feed
. carburetters helped to brighten the life of our old friend

Herr Gottlieb Daimler. But they became obsolete on road
vehicles. They enjoyed a fresh 'lease of life when the in-
ternal combustion engine was first applied to aeroplanes,
and again when it was applied to farm tractors. In every
case they blossomed and died, and there is no very obvious
reason for going all over these ghastly experiments again
in the case of the scooter. It is otherwise with the flywheel
magneto, which is simple and understandable, and provides
a useful low-tension current for the lamps.

I am quite sure it is neither necessary nor desirable for a
scooter to be capable of a greater speed than 15 to 20 m.p.h.,
nor to be able to climb anything more trying than an
ordinary main road hill of 1 'in 12 to 1 in 10. It grieves
me to read that the A.C.U. proposes to take a hand in
scooter design. From an engineering point of view, I
sympathise with what I imagine is their ideal scooter, namely,
four cyhnders, water-cooled, three-speed and reverse, electric
light and self-starter, etc., etc., but it is not the slightest
use to my Aunt Jane. It is she who in her thousands is

going to design the ultimate scooter.
In conclrfsion it is well to remember that the tractive re-

sistai|ce of a scooter is much greater, wind resistance at least
equal, and weight not. much less than in the case of a
motor cycle. Consequently, anv old engine will not do.

J. KENNEDY (Maj., R.G.A.).

A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Sir,—In looking over the results of the 1919 A.C.U. Six

Days Trials, I was rather surprised to see that one or two
machines of some of the well-known makes retired during
the trial, whilst the remaining machines of the same make
obtained gold medals. In the entry, for instance, of two
machines of the X.Y.Z. make, one obtained a gold medal and
the other retired, so that the average value of the perform-

» ance could not be considered as very high. The reasons for

failure I am not going into now.. They are very interesting,

and are, in many cases, particularly if due to tyre trouble or
- baulking, quite unavoidable. To the average man (who is,

I suppose, a sort of half brother to that mythical person
the " man in the street ") the average performance of the
particular machine he uses or fancies may be of interest, and.

con.sequentIy, I have roughed out the following list, and hope

it will be of interest to your readers

:

Class A.—250 c.c. Solo.
No. of Average

TWO LUXURIOUS SIDECARS.

(Left) A two-seated saloon body made by a Coventry enthusiast

and fitted to a folding chassis.

(Right) A French coupe sidecar, designed tor taxi service.

Make of machines No. of Order of

machine. starting. marks. merit.

Levis 1 ... 175 ... 1

James 1 ... 162 ... 2

Velocette
*

2 ... 87 3

Class B.—350 c.c. Solo.

Verus * 1 ... 165 ... 1

Douglas 2 ... 146 ... ~ 2

Class C.-500 c.c. Solo.
Rover 3 ... 177 ... 1

Blackburne 2 ... 170.5 ... 2

James 1 ... 170 ... 3
' Ariel 3 ... 150.5 ... 4

Sunbeam 9 ... 150 ... 5

P. and M. 3 ... 121 ... 6

A.B.C. 2 ... 65 ... 7

Class D.—750 c.c. Solo.
Rover 1 ... 189 ... 1

A.J.S. 1 ... 188 ... -2

B.S.A. 5 ... 180 3

Norton 2 ... 170 ... 4

Triumph 4 ... 165 ... 5

Scott 5 .... 146 ... 6

Zenith 4 ..: 153- ... 7

Class E.—i,000 c.c. Solo.

Ariel 1 ... 178 .\. 1

Class G.—500 :.c. Sidecar.
Ariel 1 ... 152 ... 1

B.S A. 1» ... 148 ... 2

Class H.—750 c.c. Sidecae.
Norton 1 ... 169 ... 1

G.L. 1 ... 167 ... 2

Douglas 1 ... 155 ... 3

A.J.S. 5 ... 136 ... 4 -

James 2 ... 134.5 ... 5

Triumph 2 ... 133.5 ... 6

B.S.A. 2 ... 25.5 ... 7

Class K ,—1,000 c.c. Sir ecar or Cycle Car.
Harley-Dav dson 1 ... 182 ... 1

Blackburne 1 ... 178 «... 2

Matchless 5 ... 173 ... 3

Enfield 4 ... 172 ... 4
Clyno 1 ... 165 ... 5

Indian 2 . ... 141.5 ... 6

Morgan 5 ... 105 ... 7

Ariel 2 ... 61 ... 8

Class L.—Sldecae or Cycle Car ExrEEDiNC, 1,000 C.c.

Morgan 2 ... 80.5 ... 1

In closing, I w-ill point out that the marks were obtained
by adding together the total marks awarded to each machine
oi the same make and class and dividing the sum by the

number of machines of that same make and class that actually

started, but not necessarily finished

ST.ANLEY WELLS.
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SPARE PARTS.
Sir,—While overhauling my Calthorpe-Jap lightweight I

found it necessary to renew several parts. I wrote to the
Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co., who quote.d the price of the
spares per return. I sent the money and received the spares
m two days. When buying a new machine I shall not forget
the firm who sent spares as quickly as possible. I have
no interest at all in the Calthorpe Motor Cycle Co., but am
quite satisfied with their goods. F. C. HOWLING.

BENZOLE.
Sir-—We were all very patriotic towards our country

during the war. Now that the war is over, I think a lot of
us are getting rather slack in this direction.

Benzole has been tested, and proved to be as good as
petrol for fuel as regards motor cycles. Why, therefore, do
we not use more benzole? Benzole is made in our own
country, and its manufacture means increase in home industry
and .labour.

Now that we are on reconstruction, we should all do what
we can to help this great work.
Anvers, Belgium. A BENZOLE USER.

AUTOMATIC CARBURETTERS. .

Sir,—I was interested in "Ixion's" remarks on automatic
carburetters in your issue of November 6th.

I notice he does not mention the Capac, which is entirely
automatic (not even an air slide to twiddle), and. the smooth-
ness of the working of the Bowden control is a joy unknown
to the owners of the two-lever type, who occasionally suffer
broken wires even in these days.
As regards consumption, my 2J h.p. Coulson B used one

gallon two gills of petrol on a 150-mile run, which compares
favourably with other types, I think.
The Capac is standard, on the- Coulson B.
I should like to add that the Coulson Engineering Co. are

an ideal firm to deal with, always a reply by return, and
nothing too much trouble, and the machine they make is very
near to perfection.

The usual disclaimer. L. HEMINGWAY.

THE JUDGES' REPORT, A.C.U. TRIALS.
Sir,—The judges of the A.C.U. Six Days Trial are to

be congratulated upon their report, which i. . in general,
good and very interesting reading, and should be of un-
doubted value to that section of the trade who are not too
wise to learn.

I was, nevertheless, disappointed to rccd tiiat section
devoted to engines, where it said :

" The judges regret to

see so few examples of the larger multi-cylinder engines,
both four and two-strokes. They consider also that attention
might usefully be directed to water-cooled multi-cylinder
two-strokes for sidecar use where cleanliness, together with
the absence of uneven torque, noise, smell, and dirt, is of

maximum importance."
lu spite of the qualifacation, and" without in any way

depreciating the excellence of the Scott—which is deservedly
mentioned—I am sorry to see the recommendation, and it

surprises me that a quintet with the experience of the
A.C.U. judges should advise water-cooling for the motor
cycle. The opinion of such authorities cannot be lightly

set aside, but, even so, I am among those who are not
convinced that the recommendation is a good one, and
who consider water-cooling unnecessary and therefore to be
deprecated. We know a good air-cooled motor cycle engine
will do all that is required of it (except possibly under
extraordinary conditions) ; why then advise additional weight,
cost, and coiuplication, rather than improvement in the
direction of efficient simplicity? Water-cooling is a con-
cession to imperfect design or material, with the useful
effect of largely equalising the temperature of cylinder walls;
but there are other ways and means of doing this, and I am

.
Hrmly of opinion that such means will, in the end, prevail,
and water-cooled engines on vehicles (except for very special
purposes) will become obsolete. Even to-day a water-cooled
car cannot be said to be truly up-to-date, because of not fully
utilising the fruits of modern research, and yet water-cooling
with its costly weight and complication is recommended for
a vehicle whose birthright should be low cost and simplicity.
The expression of regret lo see so few large multi-cylinder

engines also comes as a surprise. Personally, I would rather
have seen it reported that the judges regretted to find it was

considered .necessary to fit large and heavy engines into J
type of vehicle, the very existence of which depends upon

'^

comparatioe light weight and handiness.

My comments are made in some little fear and trembling,-

but from an earnest desire that the greatest possible value

should be obtained from'the trial, and that the motor cycle,

should not suffer from the evil known as over-development,;

or development in the wrong direction.

JAS. L. NORTON.

WOMAN AND THE MOTOR CYCLE.
Sir,—It is not often I trouble your correspondence

columns, but sometimes an onlooker, sees most of the game,

and I therefore ask leave to put before you some views

and suggestions regarding the motor cycle.

First of all, I am such a lover of the solo motor bicycle,

believing it to be of all forms of motoring the most genumely
sporting, that I feel compelled to ask whither i§ this pastime

drifting?

We find to-day the motor bicycle becoming heavier and

heavier, more powerful and yet more powerful, more car-

like every day. It can never be a car ; it must always re-

main a bicycle, but in this striving after what it never

can be, I think it is losing its charm and individuality,

and, consequently, losing many potential adherents. The
reason is, of course, the sidecar, and if we seek further

we find the real reason is what is contained in the sidecar,

that is, "la femme."
If motor cycling is going to become simply a method uf

transportation—draughty, uncomfortable, and a cheao imita-

tion of a car—well and -good, but it is not that w1^ that

the sport will be kept alive ; the 'woman must become also

a motor bicyclist; ; she must taste the joys of a light solo,

and not be content to remain luggage.

The war taught us many things ; one was that a woman
was a biped (a great discovery this), and that when dressed

in breeches she does not lose in any way her femininity

(if this is in doubt, see Fay Compton as a motor cyclist

in " Summer Time ") ; finally, that a girl can drive s

motor cycle as well as a man.
The future of 4notor cycling depends, therefore, on her.

Will she be persuaded to share the pleasures of the road

as a co-equal with man, or is she content to freeze at

. his side ? .
— -

.

Propaganda and education alone will evolve the motor
cycling girl, and in your hands, Mr. Editor, lies the future.

We do not want a, lady's machine ; it would be as logical

to try and breed a drop-framed horse ; if you Can get ker

to like it, that is all that is required.

What should be done at present is to encourage women
to enter competitions, reserving every time a class especially

for them ; also compelling all entries by firms for team
trials of whatever kind to have- one at least of their

machines mounted by a woman.
I know that I have set you a heavy task ; I know that

the. class that motor cycle are very conservative—in some
ways very prudish—but their education lies in your hands.
Should you succeed, niuch happiness will be given to many;
many more bicycles wUl be .sold. It is a task that is worthy
of an endeavour, and your success in it is the earnest wish
of J. T. C. MOORE-BRABAZON.

I Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
ft, Issued in contnnct'on with "r/ie Jtfo/or Cyc/e."

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE Price

THEM." The standard handbook on the motor net.

cycle—its care and management. Twentieth Edition.
286 pages. ^oo illustrations

•HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Containing over 400 useful "wrinkles" and helpful
hints in regard to motor cycles. Si.xth Fdition.
(Second Reprint.)

"TRACING MOTOR CYCI E TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing mc tor cycle faults and
of remedying any trouble when foun^T Fourth
Edition

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD, MAPS.
England and Wcdes. Scotland. London (showing
roads into and out of London and avoiding London).
Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case 4/6 4/10

21-

By
post.

2 IS 3 /lO

2/- 2/3

Obtainable by post (remi ttance wi th order) from ILIFFE & SONS Ltd.,
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.+, or of leading Booksellers and

.

Railway Bookstalls.

^^'^c
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Lubricating Valve Stems.

On the 1911 twin Re-x there is

a pipe witli a tap and union run-

ning from the cranU case to the

branch of the induction pipe.

What is its purpose?—H.T.

The tube from the timing case to the
induction pij^e of the Rex engine was so

placed in order that a certain amount of

oil should flow from the crank case into

the induction system in order to lubricate

the inlet valve stems

A Fluffy Exhaust.

I have a 4 h.p. Bradbury, and
on my last run the sound of the
exhaust, which is usually very

sharp and clear, all at once
seemed to become hoarse, or

muffled, and I had to keep the throttle

well opened, which has never been
necessary before. Loss of power and
difficult starting, with largo petrol

consumption, and the exhaust muffled
are the symptoms of the trouble.

Could you kindly help?—H.T.

The probable cause of your engine trouble
is that the exhaust valve has become
burnt or stretched. Note whether there
is any clearance between the end of the
valve stem and the tappet. There should
be about one-hundredth of an inch, If

there is no clearance, or if the valve
seating has become burnt, you will lose

compression and -find all the defective

symptoms which you describe. A new-

valve will be required if it has stretched
badly, but if only slight the stem may
be filed short enough and the valve
refaced.

The 21 h.p. F.N.

(1.) Oil is splashing from the

^^ flywheel to the outside of the

> machine. Is it due to over-
-iJ lubrication*? (2.) When, taking

the engine out for cleaning pur-

poses, I presume that I need not detach
either the magneto or gear box, but
only the shaft drive. Am I correct?

(3.) Shaft drive. How is this con-

nected and disconnected when I want
to take out either the engine or back
wheel? (4.) Could I get the fixed type
Bosch magneto converted into an
advance and retard type?—W.L.

The overhauling of the 2| h.p. F.N. was
thoroughly dealt with in an article which
appeared in The Motor Ot/ch of January
9th, 1919. (1.) The trouble of oil splash-
ing from the flywheel is probably due to

wear in the main shaft bearing. (2.)

The engine unit can be removed complete
with magneto, flywheel, etc. (3.) The

connection between the transmission and
the engine is merely a sliding one, and
you can draw the engine forward clear of

the front universal joint. ^ To remove the
rear . wheel take out the axle bolt, when
the wheel may be drawn out. The shaft

drive does not require disconnecting in

any other way. (4.) We cannot state

whether the magneto can be converted
as you suggest without examining it.

A M.srepresented Bargain.

On September 18th an adver-
tisement appeared in T?ie Motor
Cycle oft'ering a 1918-1919 com-
bination for sale. I journeyed
over 200 miles to bring it down

by road, but, on my arrival, I found
• the description entirely wrong, as it

was a 1916 model, and in a shocking
state. Do you think, under these cir-

cumstances I can sue the- advertiser for

damages? I consider it entirely wrong
of him to allow one to do such a journey
on a false errand. I should feel grate-

ful if you could advise me.—L.E.B.
The point which you raise is novel and
interesting. We presume the correspond-

ence would clearly show that you were
making the journey for the express pur-

pose of inspecting the machine, the

owner agreeing to this. If you had
actually bought the machine you could

have commenced an action against .the

seller on account of his misrepresentation,

and would have succeeded, whether the

seller made the representation innocently

or fraudulently, because there would
have been a breach of contract. In this

case, however, there was no contract,

and in order to succeed in an action you
would have to show that the ow'iier of

the motor cycle made the representation
fraudulently. In other words, you would
have to show that the owner knew that
the statement in the advertisement was
false, or else that he made the statement
with recklessness as to. whether it was
true or not. Of course, the owner might
have made the misrepresentation quite
innocently, as he may have bought it

himself under a similar misrepresentation,
and without discovering it was in fact a

1915 machine. In such a case he could
not be held responsible for the incon-
venience involved.

,A SCENE IN THE O.K.-UNION INVERNESS-LAND'S END TR1.'\L.

The road from Birmingham to Bristol commences w.th about (our m tes of tiamlmes.

Capt. Pike, accompanied by an obsei-ver, is here seen lieadlnj for Bristol on tlie allcmoon
of Friday, the 2)st ult.
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Carburetter Blow-ba.ck

Will you tell me the cause of^ petrol being thrown back through

V the carburetter? There have
-SJ been no alterations to the valve

timing or carburetter ; in fact,

the valves are on the makers' mark.
The valves have been ground in, 4nd
there is the recognised clearance be-

tween the tappets and valve stems.

Compression is good, anid there are no
air leaks about the induction pipes. I

shall be greatly indebted if you can

suggest "a remedy.—J. M.S.

Blow-back through the carburetter is a
common fault with many engines. As,

however, you feel sure that the valve

timing is correct, we can only suggest

that it is caused either by a delayed

closing of the valve or bouncing of the

valve on its seating. Stronger inlet valve

springs might cure the trouble. If not,

try timing the valves to close a little

earlier, say, an advancement of one tooth

on the half time .wheel.

Claim after Purchase.

Early this season I had a
well-known motor cycle and side-

car offered me for £50; and,
after a short trial run and being
told that the machine was a 1912

and in thorough good order, I agreed
to give £40 for it, giving a cheque
for £20 on account. During the next
few days, on further trial, the machine
developed engine and gear trouble, and,

on taking it to a garage, I was ad-

vised to nave it put right, which cost

about £7. On seeing the late owner,
and explaining matters, he took off £5
—I giving another cheque for £15,
making £35, for the turnout. Ever
since that time the cycle has been more
or less a trouble, costing in repairs and
extras another £7, and the last time
I was at a garage I was there informed
it was not a 1912, h^it a 1910. Now,
I shall be very much obliged if you
will tell me if I have any claim against

the late owner, seeing I have spent
this money on the machine, and had
it several months.—B.A.C.L.

We do not think, under the circumstances,

that you can make any further claim
against the late owner of your motor
cycle. As you obtained it at a consider-

able reduction in price in the first in-

stance, we think that in the event of a
legal action, the amount deducted would
be taken as balancing the subsequent ex-

penditure necessitated in putting the
machine in good running order. Of
course, if you can prove that the date
was wilfully misrepresented, you have
good grounds for demanding compensa-
tion, but these appear to be prejudiced
by the fact that you have retained and
used the machine so long.
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READEES' REPLIES.
I notice a reader, " R.N. B.," requires

to know of some preparation for blacking
cylinders. I have used many of the

various preparations sold for the purpose,
and Rosco, made by Owen Bros., of Hull,

is the best I have tried. Many of these

are simply enaniels, and are harmful to

the cooling, but I have never found Rosco
to affect the cooling in any way. Of
course, you require to paint it on periodi-

cally.~R.S.

b5(>

Norton Big Four.

In your issue of October 9th I noticed

a query as to the wearing qualities of the

Norton Big Four. If the enquirer cares

to write me I can put him into communi-
cation with scores of private ridel's who
can testify to the excellent wearing
qualities of all Norton engines. Or I

can show him in Sheffield two 1919 Big
Four, Norton combinations which have
both done over 5,000 miles, some of it in

strenuous competition, and the engines

of which have had not the slightest atten-

tion except for decarbonising. These
engines are in perfect condition, and open
to any examination. I recently met a

man who had just purchased a Norton
combination under the impression that

A novelty in spring forks on the new Corona
motor cycle ; the action is obtamed by the

use of bell cranks and enclosed coil springs.

he had bought a 1914 Big Four. (It was
described as such on his receipt.) I

pointed out to him that he had got a
1910 3^ h.p. But even then he expressed
his complete satisfaction with the machine,
and averred that the speed and power
were a revelation to him.- That machine
was nine years old.

—

Dan Bbadbury.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"R.S." (Oxford).~5 h.p. Zenith-

Gradua-Jap, clutch model. Petrol con-

sumption, starting, hill-climbing, gear,

and belt drive, sidecar and solo.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
LlJfCOLN TO COLWYN Bay.—E.V.W.

Lincoln, Newark, Nottingham, Len-
ton, Derby, Mickleover, IJttoxeter,

Stone, Eccleshall, Market Drayton,
Whitchurch, Wrexham, M-old, St. Asaph,.
Abergele, Colwyn Bay.

SHErriELD TO Ely (Cambs.).—E.B.

, Sheffield, Worksop, Ollerton, Newark,
Grantham, Stamford, Peterborough, Wis-
bech (straight on via King's Lynn for

Hunstanton), turn right for Ely.

Change of Address.

The makers of Velocette motor cycles,

have removed to larger works, the newi

address being Veloce, Ltd., Victoria!

Road, Six Ways, Aston Manor, Bir-:

mingham.

Vacuum Oils in France.

Motor cyclists who have occasion tc

visit France, and who propose takin"

their motor cycles with them, will be

glad to learn that Vacuum Mobiloils in

all the well-known grades are readilj

obtainable throughout that country.

Merrall Brown Three-wheelers.

Owuig to confusion with similar nainei

,in the motor industry, the Premiei

Motor Engineering Co., of Bolton, Lanes.,

who manufacture the Merrall Browr

three-wheeled runabout, will in future b(

known as Jlerrall Brown Motors, th(

address being St. George's Road 'Works,

Bolton.

Royal Ruby Prices.

Owing to the increased cost of materia

and labour, the Ruby Cycle Co.,
^
Ltd.,

regret that an advance in prices is un-

avoidable. The nett figures now stand

at £48 for the single geared two-stroke,

and £155 for the 8 h.p. sidecar outfit

the cost of the motor cycle and sidecai

being £122 and £33 respectively;

Anglo-Mexican Staff Lectures.

Professor C. R. Darling, A.R.C.S.;

F.I.C., gave an interesting lecture on

"Heat" to the staff , of the Anglo-

Mexican Petroleum Company, at 16:

Finsbury Circus, on Wednesday last,.

The lecture, which was the first of s

series to be given during the wintei

months, was illustrated by sundry experi-

ments and was greatly appreciated.

C.A.V. Magnetos.

We have received a folder describlnpi

the new XUl and KU2 C.A.V. maR-

netos, issued by Messrs. C. A. Vander-

veil and Company, Ltd., Warple Way,

Acton Vale, London, W.3,
Of these, the KUl is a lightweight

magneto for single-cylinder motor cycles

up to 3 h.p., while the KU2 is a twin-

cylinder model for engines rated up to

3 h.p. firing at 180°.

1S19 Speed Trials.

In reviewing the results of the past

season's speed events, it is interestins

to observe that the thirty-three com-

petitors who secured "firsts" in the

Essex Motor Club Open S|3eed Trials,

the fourteen " firsts " in the Weston-

super-Mare Speed Trials, the fourteen

"firsts" in the Luton Speed Trials, and

the six "firsts" in the Scottish Speed

Trials, all pinned their faith to Wakefield

Castrol, in addition to which all the com-

petitors who finished in the Scott Trial

used the same oil.
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Motor Cycle Taxation.

WE
cannot but congratulate the Auto-Cycle

Union on its attitude towards the

question of motor taxation whicli is

bound to come up in the near future.

'The,A.C.U. has not gone on the lines

'' we want to be taxed," but it has realised that

an alteration in the present taxation of motor
vehicles is inevitable, and it therefore has

approached the authorities with a reasonable

suggestion, putting forth proposals which, if

adopted, will bring in a useful source of revenue

and will, at the same time, be fair to all users

of motor cycles.

The suggestion is that the taxation of motor
spirit is the most practical method of spreading

the burden fairly over the whole motoring com-
inunity, and that -there should be a flat rate of

4d. a gallon import duty on all imported motor
spirit used by mechanical road vehicles of every

description. This scheme covers everyone alike
;

commercial vehicles, touring cars, and motor
cycles of all kinds and used for all purposes.

Everyone, therefore, bears an equal share, and

no one has preferential treatment. The A.C.U.
also thinks that if, in addition to the tax based

on the use made of a motor vehicle, an annual

charge on motor cycles is also to be levied, this

should take the form of a wheel tax on all road

vehicles, say, 2S. 6d. per wheel, such tax being

a fee or licence to use the road for one year from

the date of payment, and this, again, is a very

reasonable suggestion. It means that, in

addition to the petrol tax, the motor bicycle

owner would have to pay 5s., the three-wheeler

owner (including sidecafs and three-wheeled

cycle cars) 7s. 6d., and the four-wheeled cycle

car owner los.

An important point is that the road tax, in

other words, what is now known as the local

taxation Hcence, would, if the scheme be

adopted, be available for one year from the date

"oj payment. Under the existing conditions the

local taxation licence expires on December 31st,

irrespective of the date on which the user takes

out the licence. This means that since the only

rebate is los. from October ist, a motor cyclist

may only get six months' use of his machine

and yet have to pay the full fee.

Tourist Trophy Events in 1920.

IN
our last issue we outlined the present posi-

tion with regard to the T.T. Races in

1920. Whereas the original proposal was
that the 500 c.c. event should be dropped

next year (largely on the score of the risks

attendant upon the rider, and to the increased

efficiency and, consequently, added speed of

modern machines), manufacturers who take an

interest in racing feel that to abandon the classic

,500 c.c. event would be wrong policy. As a

result, the question is being reconsidered, and

there is a distinct probability, if we are able

accurately to judge the feelings of the trade by
our conversations with them, that the 1920 Isle

of Man programme will include a 500 c.c.

event on one day, in addition to races for 350
c.c. and 250 c.c. machines run concurrently on
another day. The fastest machine in this latter

event will probably be awarded the Junior T.T.,

and the winning 250 c.c. machine the trophy

offered by The Motor Cycle some months ago to

encourage lightweight development. Weight
limits, as already recorded, may be abandoned,
and we regret this course from many points of

view, particularly in the case of the smallest

machines. The average solo rider wants a light

machine, and he regards the weight factor as

being more important than engine size, pro-

vided always that the engine is up to its work.

As engine efficiency is increased, the usual course

is to strengthen the frame and so increase its

weight. Instead, the lightweight idea should

be retained and the engine gradually cut down
in size to suit the light frame.

We fear that many critics are drawing upon
ancient experiences with lightweights when dis-

cussing the question of weight limits.

An Index to the advertisements In this Issue will be found on the page faclnS the bacl< cover.
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Slow "Wofk!

KDO not know whether it took longer to get round
the Cycle Show or the Car Show. At the latter

one was jammed in an impenetrable, slow-moving
mob. At the former the gangways were comparatively
clear,, and encounters with old friends were continuous—few of them seen for years owing to the war. On
top of that the exhibits demanded far more attention
than authorities had predicted. It was common talk
that there would be few real novelties staged, whilst
the revolutionary designs had been published long
enough ago for us all to have realised them and dis-

cussed them. But when we got in front of the actual
machines, whether they were sedately conventional or
audacious to the verge of the bizarre, we began to
fall out with our best friends as argument waxed warm.

Flat Twins, fof Example.

FOR instance, the fiat twin has long ago ceased to

be a novelty. Jones, just home from Russia,
waxed enthusiastic about the Raleigh. Three

of us, who had then spent four days in Olympia,
prepared to be bored. But inside ten minutes we were
cawing like a rook's parliament. ' Somebody said
something about housing such engines in a motor cycle
frame. We went to see the Brough, with its lonely
front cylinder sticking out all by itself in front of the
down tube. Then we adjourned to show Jones the
transverse mounting of the A. B.C., and from that we
wandered on to marvel at the Harley-Davidson ideas
on the subject. By this time we had veered into a

discussion on flat twin induction' pipes, and the
pilgrimage oscillated in the reverse direction, and
was extended to include every flat twin in the Show

—

not forgetting the quaint Black Prince. Bored ? Not
a bit of it. When once the notions of different

designers begin to soak in, a week is far too short, even
when—as the blase expert callously pretends—" there

is really nothing new "
!

Should be Standard.

THERE is a pleasing strain of innocency in my
make-up, and, as I grow older, my cerebellum
revs, rather feebly. So I stood for a long time

with goggling eyes fixed on the enormous brake belt

rim of the Dunelt front wheel. Still, many humiliating

memories have rendered me cautious. I did not say

to the designer, " You are a fool to fit such a powerful
brake to a front wheel. Halve its diameter, of fit

two shoes to the rear wheel rim, as the Cedos folk

rather wisely do." Not me. I put on my best plough-
boy expression (Monsieur Dunelt does not know me
from Adam), and said meekly, "Please, sir, why is

your front brake rim larger than any other in the

Show" ? He accomplished a lightning feat of

legerdemain, and, hey presto ! he had swopped the

front and back wheels round ! Not a bad idea, is it ?

For one thing, it is much nicer to sit on a low wall

and cuddle the front . wheel in your lap when it

punctures than to lie on your tummy in the road. For

another, when the canvas of the rear tyre begins to;

show througli the tread, you do not have to dis-

mount both covers^—^you merely change the wheels

round. Wonder nobody has deliberately applied this

to solo machines before.

A Promising Absentee.

HALF by accident, I stumbled on one of the

"cleanest" engines I have ever seen, which,

ought to have been inside the Show instead of

in a window in Hammersmith Road. The Metric

is turned out in eight sizes—four singles and four

twins—by a little coterie including Brewster,, the ^ex-

Norton expert, and Bacher, who has had a big finger

in sundry J. A. P. engines. It is not a hybrid between

those two famous power units, though it evinces the

cleanliness of both : for it has been heavily crossed

with, aero engines in the second generation. Over-

head valves, with pump lubrication; two exhausts per

cylinder and one inlet; cylinders with detachable alu-

minium combustion heads ; ball bearing crankshaft

;

and roller bearing big ends (rollers and races by Hoff-

mann). It is a super-modern hot-stuff engine, and \^'e

shall hear- a lot more of it. Mr. Blackburne was in

charge. I am not going to tell you the names of all the

motor cycle magnates who have been sniffing at it,

but he told me he had booked orders for 23,000!

Combined Cylinder and Crank Case.

DN the car world it is quite common to find cylinders

cast in one with the top half of the crank case

;

but I fancy the Black Prince is the first motoi

cycle engine constructed on these lines, and it is

certainly something of a fea< to produce the entire

"body " of a '4 h.p. flat twin out of two castings.

Little brain waves of this type suggest how it may be

possible to cheapen the motor cycle without making
it nasty. If similar simplification were applied to

every detail of a machine, we should see the long-

'

awaited "Ford" pattern two-wheeler arrive.

Cheap Sidecar Combinations.

nPUT in the centre word lest the ungodly should

guffaw.- It was commonly stated before the Show
that a decent sidecar combination was going to

cost at least .;£2oo a time in 1920. Some of our

e.xperts have darkly hinted that four-wheeled cai'S

would put the breeze Hrp sidecars by underselling them.

'

Of course, one expects to pay ;£2oo and a bit for',

such an outfit as the Bat limousine, with cut-glass

chrysanthemum holders. But, even now, Olympia
contains combinations which have no kinship with

mangles and sell at far less than ^£200. Perhaps the

most astonishing example is the 7 h.p. four-cylindej

F.N., at £i)S—including 33j^% import duty! \

hear the Huns left the jigs intact at Liege, and stacks

of bijou Bosch magnetos, which were too small, to suit

any military purpose. Or again, the Scott combination
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Occasional Comments.

—

at 140 guineas is quite of the de luxe class, if it is

not high-powered for its job7 The four-wheeled cycle

car has a long furrow to hoe before it competes with
such bargains as the above, both of which are as
smooth running as anything money can buy.

The New Precision.

ACHINES like the new Precision are sure of a

particularly warm welcome. During the war
both design and production made great advances

in allied branches of engineering. We expected a big

infusion of new wine when peace returned. We have
not had it. Our disappointment is explicable enough.
There was an immense shortage of machines. The
obvious thing was to go ahead and make that which
was easiest to make, and which was known to be

good. But we do not want to see the whole industry

bogged in the old rut. Every few years some revolu-

tionary machine—a Douglas or a Scott—astounds, the

industry, and proves that our previous best is not

better than some previously unthought-of alternative,

and, indeed, may not be quite so good for sundry

special purposes. We all hoped that the aftermath

of the war would include perhaps a dozen revolu-

tionary machines, appealing to users beset by special

requirements, offering a fresh sensation to the palates

of jaded veterans, stimulating conventional designers

to improve the weaker points of old designs, and so

on. The A. B.C.—as yet largely untried—was the

first of the expected debutantes. The new Precision

is the second.
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A Qtiadrtjple Slogan.
GLANCE at the specification of the new Pre-

cision suggests that cheapness, light weight,

comfort, and simplicity are its four inspirations.

When production is in full swing, and we have all tried

the newcomer for ourselves, we shall be able to

estimate how far it goes towards success. Personally,

I am sure its sponsors may be congratulated. A
famous preacher once said that the chief secret of

the pulpit consisted in knowing what to leave out.

The Precision designer must have been tempted to

insert a lot of items which are not essentials. Pre-

viously light, cheap machines have often been spoilt

by uncomfortable frames, bad gear boxes, ill-balanced

engines, shortage of power, and flinisiness of detail.

The Precision seems to have steered a happy mean,
disregarding nothing which is vital, and incorporating

no"weighty or expensive luxuries.

Still Room.
THUS two of the expected revolutionaries may be

said to have made their bow—the A. B.C. as

a mediumweight de luxe, the Precision as a

raediumweight built down to the lowest weight and
cost consistent with quality. A yawning gap remains.

We are still waiting for the principal need to be
supplied—the Ford motor cycle. The greatest de-

mand of all is for a machine absolutely devoid of

frills, selHng at a rock-bottom price, and capable of

40,000 miles at economical^ maintenance costs. It

need not be fast. It need not be any more com-
fortable than the average single-cylinder with a rigid

frame (and that is not saying much). It cannot be
conventional (or it will cost too much). It need not
be beautiful (nobody ever loved a Ford for its looks).

Simple, cheap, substantial, and a reliable goer—Avho
will be the first to build it? It would be of incal-

culable political value, for it would ventilate Bolshe-
vism out of the country, arrest the trek off the land,
and, incidentally expand its producer into an inter-

national financier of the first water.

YORKSHIRE LANDMARKS.
(Left) The ruins of Middieham Castle,

the home of the " King Maker," Earl of

Warwick. (Right) The Devil's Arrow,

an ancient stone on the roadside near

Boroughbridge, supposed to have been

placed there by the Romans.
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cJlm^/G^n^ Qoinpeiiuons

A Briet Review
of Post-war

Reliability Trials.

ALTHOUGH the year has been a blank so far

as .records are concerned, owing to Brooklands
being " closed for repairs," there have been

numerous speed events to show that, had the track

been available, some high speeds would have been
recorded. The Luton Hoo, Weston-super-Mare,
St. Andrews, and Southend flat events were revived,

and the hill-climbs, at which some really remarkable
speeds were obtained, included several events on Stile

Cop and Sutton Bank. In the Stile Cop events, un-

doubtedly the star performances were those of the

Sunbeams and Levis two-strokes in their respective

classes; while the Lidian, A.B.C., A.J.S., and
Triumph figured conspicuously on Sutton Bank.

At the Luton Hoo speed trials, the outstanding

achievements were those by H. Le Vack (3^^
Edmund M.A.G.) and E. Baragwanath (8 Zenith);

while at . Weston Douglas machines shared the

honours with Sunbeams, Harley-Davidsons, and
Nortons. In the Scottish speed championships meet-
ing at St. Andrews, the Douglas carried off the light-

weight events, and a Triumph and an Indian scored

in their respective classes.

Of all the speed trials, the Essex Club's speed
event at Southend was the best attended, and the

honours were so well distributed that it is difficult to

recall any particularly outstanding performance, but

single riders on a Zenith, Douglas, and Matchless,

each w'on three events.

The Trials.
Reliability trials have been organised in greater

numbers, and, apart from the two Six Days events,

the most important have been held by the Midland
clubs. The first big trial of the year, and one which
created a great deal of interest, was the Victory Cup
event organised by the Birmingham M.C.C. The
trophy was carried off by G. Kuhn on a Levis in com-
petition with seventy-seven machines of all types.

There were so many equally good performances that

the premier award was made on a speed-judging test,

and in consequence brought forth a storm of protest

against the inclusion of "speed-guessing" in trials

Hill-climbs and
Other Speed
Trials of 1919.

which are organised primarily to prove the efficiency

of motor cycles. As a result of this, most subsequent

open trials eliminated split second timing for the pur-

pose of finding a winner, a notable example being the

one-day two hundred miles trial organised by the

Midland Cycle and Athletic Club, in which were in-

corporated a number of tests including Alt-y-Bady

Hill in Wales, a gradient on which very few of the

sidecar machines succeeded in making a clean ascent.

The premier award was won by H. B. Denley on an

8 h.p. four-speed Morgan; while out of an entry of,

seventy only three sidecar competitors secured gold

medals. These, were F. W. Giles (6 A.J.S.), J.

Stevens (6 A.J.S.), and L. Newey {a,% Ariel); while

the gold medal soloists were L. L. Sealey {i^% B.S.A.),

G. A. Strange (5-6 James), and H. J. Stretton Ward
(4 Triumph).

Contests of Increasing Severity.

Of the several one-day events, the M.C.C. team trial

for The Motor Cycle Clip, the Scott sporting trial, and-

the Liverpool Club's event in Wales, were among the

most important. The former attracted an entry of

fifteen teams, and resulted in a win for the Coventry

Club. The Scott event was an arduous trial over moor-

land tracks and through many watersplashes. Geoffrey

Hill, who won the event on a 4 h.p. Triumph, averaged

22 m.p.h. over a course which the organisers con-

sidered a most' difficult one at a 17 m.p.h. schedule.

This trial is unique in being one of the few specially

organised to include the most arduous conditions

possible, and it is of immense value as a test of

machines produced to withstand overseas conditions.

The Liverpool Club's Autumn Trial for the Reliance

Cup was a hard day's gruelling over greasy mountain
lanes and through watersplashes which heavy rains,,,

had turned into deep and swift torrents. The
premier award was won by E. L. Boston (3 J™

Sunbeam).
Although not exactly in the same category as a trial,

the I^ondon-Edinburgh Run at Whitsuntide should be

included in the year's competitions. The single

journey only was made this year, and no fewer than
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The Year's Competition;.—
142 members competed, of which 125 completed the

run. It was a most successful svent and will long be
remembered as the first big reunion of competition

riders after four years of war.

The Arbuthnot Trophy Trial, although exclusive,

.bids fair to be one
of the amiual classic

motor cycle events

of the future. As
its title suggests, the

competition is for a

perpetual trophy
put up for com-
petition among
naval officers b y
the A.C.U., the
trophy being a

statuette of the late

Rear-Admiral S i r

R. K. Arbuthnot,
Bart., and the event

was inaugurated as

a memorial of his

• gallant death at the

Jutland battle. The
honour of being the

first holder of the

trophy fell to Lt.

E. S. K. Evans-
Greaves, R.N. (4 Showing the great public interest shown

Triumph). taken on the Old Wyche, Malvern,

As in the days before the war, the Scottish Six Days
proved a popular and most sporting contest. There
were seventy-two entrants, of which fifty started, most
of the withdrawals being due to the trade organisation'^

delay in coming to a decision regarding the trials to

be supported by them. Eleven competitors secured

first-class awards, ten second-class, and three third-

class. Retirements in the solo class represented 50%
of the starters, while in the sidecar class the propor-

tion was a little over 55%.

74.1

The 1919 A.C.U. Six Days Trial proved to be a

strenuous ' and trying event of a nature which has

characterised the big trials of the chief motor cycle

organisation. As in previous "English" Six Days

Trials, the sporting spirit was subservient to a .more

serious demeanour as befitted the importance of the

event. in com-

petitors started, of

\ which 82 finished,
^ 26 being awarded

gold medals, 34
silver, 14 'bronze,

and 9 no awards.

A B.S.A. team won
the much coveted

team prize, and
perhaps the out-

standing feature of

the various per-

formances was the

consistent good
showing of the two-

stroke twin Scotts

and, in fact, of all

two-stroke machines.

F. ' G. Edmpnd (4

Triumph sc.) was
the only single-
cylinder sidecar
competitor to secure

in motor cycle trials. The photograph was a gold medal, and
during the Victory Cup Trial last April. two 3^ h.p. engined

sidecars succeeded in obtaining silver medals.

The competitions of the year 1919 will be com-

pleted by the historic London to Exeter and back run

and the Bristol-Land's End trial, both of which will

be held on Boxing night.

Altogether, one may conclude that motor cycles

have improved since 1914, and that the men who ride

them are in every way the compeers of their fellow

enthusiasts whose names figured in the prize lists of

pre-war days.

Is the Ford Type of Motor Cycle Wanted?

A GOOD many words and a great deal of ink have

been wasted on the subject of the "Ford" or
" quantity " production motor cycles to be mar-

keted at a ridiculously low price in this country. These
machines were to be produced in the United States

according to some rumours, and again by newly

capitalised companies in England. On the face of

them, the various statements were absurd, and a

writer in our American contemporary, Motor Cycling

and Bicycling, airs views on the subject which are

refreshing and candid. He says :

" The trouble is, what factory do you know of in the

production end of motor cycling that would have the daring

to risk a year's business to sound out the desires of the

purchasing public ? We blame the whole thing on the

American idea, this seeming limit to the use of motor
cycles. Too many citizens are eager to own a car, for that

is a sign of affluence, no niatter how old and decrepit it

may look and sound. Haven't you had 'em ask you, ' Why
don't you buy a car ? I think it would be so much nicer

than a motor cycle.' Sure you have, and they cannot grasp

the idea of better quality and more fun you get when you
possess a motor cycle.

" The Whozis, down the street, roll up in a new car.

The neighbourhood is in an uproar of covetous gossip, and it

swells their pride to be the subject of talk. This is lacking

when the same family purchases a motor cycle. So you can

count that one of the big factors against more folk riding

motor cycles—an overweening desire to put on ' dog,' to say

it bluntly.

" The motor cycle factories are ever eager to double their

output, but they are cautious about making experiments
that may prove too costly.

" It sounds good in print, this talk of all types and prices

for motor cycles, but it doesn't work out well in fact. JMore

than one dealer has a second-hand problem that has him
worried. Probably not now, with the scarcity and high
prices of new machines, but it was present a season or so

ago. Try to convince a prospect that a 1912 single-cylinder

outfit, lacking the refinements of later models, will be just

as efficient transporting him to and from work as a 1919
electrically equipped three-speed, and use that lure of the
difference it will make in the size of his bank roll. Then
see him flop for the shiny new outfit, regardless of price.

With a ' Ford ' type of motor cycle selling for ' Ford ' prices,

you'd run up against the same snag, and your ' Ford ' type
machine would not be near so good a proposition as an old-

timer of a few years back."
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What
the Ladies

Think.

Commen(s on 1920 Machines by Two Well-known Lady Motor Cyclists.

WE live in an age of luxury, and modern
motor cycles are well designed for ease and
comfort. We have long asked for elegant

sidecar outfits combined with more locker space, and
many 1920 models have these good points. Prices

have risen; but that we must expect and, given all our

whims, we must not grumble on the score of expense,'

but rather readjust our minds to the change. Practi-

cally all the firms who market a motor cycle of ^%. h.p.

and upwards list it as a passenger turnout. One of

the gems of sidecar construction in the recent Show
was attached to the big Harley-Davidson de luxe

model. It was a wonderful piece of craftsmanship.

By some contrivance the padded elbow rests of-the

sidecar could be turned back and the hood passed
down out of the way and out of the reach of damage.
The bulbous' back concealed a locker, or could be
used as a dickey seat for two children. There Avere

no projections in any of the woodwork, all hinges

and such things being buried out of sight. The finish

of the bodywork in fawn enamel was superb.

Sidec3:.r Comforts.

There are also other sidecars that provide additional

seating accommodation in various ingenious ways. I

know, personally, a family who take their jaunts with
a tiny girl tucked down in the toe of the sidecar. This
is not really comfortable, and no excuse can now
be offered for this mode of travelling. The Canoelet
has a new model which ought to be popular. It is

most sporting in appearance, yet gives far more con-
venience than is usually found in such models. It

gives three distinct seating positions, good locker room,
and is well sprung. No door is provided, but a
slight compromise exists in the form of a step. The
finish is a bright colour with aluminium disc wheel.
I overheard a middle-aged lady say that the sidecar

seats were most of them too low. Adjustable seats

are really necessary, as the older generation were
taught in their youth to sit upright, and cannot forget

their early training and recline in the manner of the

youth of to-day. Sonre six years ago I designed a

screen for my own motor cycle. The glass or celluloid

was attached to a scuttle arrangement that hinged
back to allow the door to be used. I found in this

year's Show quite a number on exactly these lines.

Evidently great minds still think alike ! There are,

however, many passenger- machines that have no
fripperies but give solid comfort. The Sunbeam,
New Imperial, Enfield, Ariel, and P. and M. outfits

are especially noticeable in this respect, and sell at

a reasonable figure.

Runabouts bid fair to compete with tlie more ex-

pensive machines. The well-known Morgan three-

B4

wheeler costs less to-day than several of the de luxe

sidecars, and, if only delivery were more easily obtain-

able, would be preferred by many who require car

comfort and cleanliness in thfe bad weather. The
Premier runabout is a promising newcomer with a

pleasing layout. The Castle-Three would also appeal

to the lady owner, and one could not go far wrong in

selecting any of these in 1920.

Scooters.

To digress, we must have suitable clothes for winter

riding, and the Dunhills stand in the corner of the

Gallery came in for a good deal of attention. Riding

coats and other motoring apparel were displayed, com-
bining protection with good taste, so that there is

small excuse nowadays for the woman who is not clad

suitably for hard weather riding.

I must not overlook the scooters. So many people

are interested in these that it was a difficult matter

to get near. The Whippet desei-ved to be a favourite.

The weight was well distributed, neither too far for-

ward nor too far back for good design. The Quadrant
autocyclette was another that was particularly neat,

and may take the place of a lady's open-framed model
motor cycle. These little mounts will bring many
women into the motor cycling world. There is room
for them all, and if Olympia becomes overcrowded
and confined, on the broad highway will be found
.space enough. May Walker.

MANY MODELS REVIEWED.

THE first thing to attract my attention on entering

Olympia was the spring frame Royal Ruby, and
I was delighted with it, as I was later with the

other frame spqnging .systems, which I soon learned

were becoming universal.

This was a good beginning to the day's enjoyment,

and I passed on to the next item, and found a much
altered old friend fitted with a Sturmey gear and
an automatic Amac : to wit, the Comiaught two-

stroke, which seems an ideal lady's machine. Every-

where my eager eyes turned they seemed to find the

spirit of dear old 19 13-14, together with the advance-

ment of 1919.
Take it from me, some of the two-sti'oke people

have not been asleep ! The new Scott is something

which should be examined by every lady, for the

whole affair is. simply lovely, and it should appeal to

all who desire a machine that is clean to ride and^

on which no special protection for the feet is necessary.

Among the " sporting 'bus " element, I saw several-;

" first-raters," and one of the nicest was the 3

Diamond four-stroke, for the riding position was aboutl

the best that I have ever experienced, and the speed'l
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capabilities of this bicycle need not be enlarged upon.

'Another, this time a two-stroke, was the new Dunelt
500 CO. model, which I shouldi like very much to try

for its power on hills, as its engine should pull better

;at low speeds than a 500. c.c. four-stroke.

But there are many from which to choose, and, as

ladies nowadays will ride anything on two wheels, it

becomes difficult to class any particular machines as

"ladies' mounts."
Three American exhibitors who are running for

star places for our next season's riding are the Indian,

Harley, and Reading-Standard.
The new Indian Scout is quite in a place by itself,

and if I had been born in Australia I .'fliould call it

'• Dinkum," for it was simply gorgeous. My favourite,

the high-powered Reading-Standard, was also shown
off to advantage.

Among flat twins the Harley-Davidson is certainly

a winner, for it has a medium-sized engine, automatic
carburetter, and all the refinements which the V twin

possesse's coupled with several new features^ such as

\tht absence of the noisy high-speed front chain.

; Of course, the Precision motor cycle is about the

only thing which is entirely brand new in eveiy detail.

It even has a countershaft brake, not to mention the
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audacious design of springing, and the compact tool

box. If Henry Ford had designed this 'bus, he could
hardly have nilWe a better production job.

I met some old friends on the Zenith stand, and,
after Mr. Sumner had tried to make us purchase the
entire stock of Zenith flat twins, I hopped over to see

Mr. D. R. O'Donovan about something .serious, for,

horrors! I could see a T.T. Norton with what appeared
to be an N.S.U. gear attached, and I was rolling

up my sleeves for a frontal attack when I discovered
the gear to be the new Bradbury epicyclic, so " all

clear " was sounded.
I am saying nothing about the rest of the Nortons,

because it goes without saying that Mr. J. L. Norton
makes everything worthy of his name.

By this time I had gathered a new host of impres-
sions about the trend of things in general, and it must
be said that everything is going ahead in a wonderful
way for the future happiness of us moiocyclisies.

In conclusion, I must mention the dear little A. B.C.
flat twin, which is quite as unique as the Precision.

"

Its really well thought out front leg guard system,

incorporated with the frame duplex down tubes,

appears to be jiist what one would desire.

Minnie . Tully.

AT THE MEET. In these days of high cost, the comparative economv

ot the sidecar is appreciated, especially on purely pleasure runs.

THE PARIS-NICE TRIAL,

THE Paris-Nice Trial has always been an attrac-

tion to English motor cyclists. In 1913 The
Motor Cycle organised a most successful party

of some twenty riders, Avho took part in this event.

They all enjoyed themselves thoroughly, the novelty

of the competition and the beauties of the Riviera

greatly appealing to them. In 1914 an English team
also took part in the trial, while for next year the

organisers, Le Moto Club de Nice, aided by Moto-
cijclisme and Le Petit Journal, are endeavouring to

improve upon the rules of previous years. Mr. G.
Sweerts, editor of Motocyclisme, is endeavouring

FEBRUARY 13lh-16(h. 1920.
to get entries of teams of military despatch

riders entered by the Governments of the various

countries who will take part. He has already

approached the French Minister of War, and, we
believe, the British War Office. Provided the French
Minister of War agrees with the idea, it is po-sible

that Great Britain may send a team, as well as

Belgium, Switzerland, and possibly Italy, while the

Americans are also being approached. We hope to

publish the rules shortly, and shall keep our readers

well informed with the progress of the organisation

of the event.

B5
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'OETHCOMING FEEMCH EVEMT,
S.'renuous and Inleres(ing Competitions.

A French cycle car, the Noel, passing over typical French paue roads.

THE year 1920 will be a busy one in French motor
cycle and cycle car circles. Not only will there

. be several big international races and competi-
tions held by the national authority in France, but

all the local clubs are showing signs of activity, and
are preparing to request permission to hold races, hill-

climbs, and touring competitions.

It is impossible, at the present moment, even to

outline the full programme, for the clubs are just be-

ginning to discuss their future events, aijd cannot
definitely decide on them for several months to come.
The first big event of the year will be the Paris-

Nice trial, which has been fixed for February 14,

15, 16, and 17. This promises to be well supported

by both trade and amateur riders, and machines of

many makes and nationalities will be represented.

Already the Union Motocycliste of Brussels has

selected its official team, which will consist of M.
Taymans on an American Excelsior, Madame Taymans
on a Triumph, M. Werder on a Harlej^-Davidson, M.
Dandois on a James, and Lieut. Requille on an un-

designated make of machine. It would be contrary to

French custom to select a team so long in advance,

but the Frenchmen will be there nevertheless. English

riders may be counted on in substantial numbers, and
altogether the early-spring trip to Nice should be full

of interest.

Races.
The great reliability trial of the year w-ill be held in

the French Alps, radiating from Grenoble, during the

middle of the summer. With such climbs as the

Galibiers, the Lautaret, Col d'Allos, etc., from six to

ten thousand feet above sea level, to say nothing

of the run from Grenoble to Paris, the severity of the

trials is undoubted. There is, moreover, further attrac-

tion in that they take the competitors through some
of the finest scenery to be found in Europe, and they

will introduce riders to wonders of nature unknown at

home.
The great speed event of the year will be held in

the neighbourhood of I.e Mans, during either August
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or early September. The Automobile Club of the

West of France intends to organise either a two or three

day meeting. It is more than probable that there \vill

be separate long distance races for motor cycles, for

cycle cars, for voitnrettes—by which is meant machines

weighing not more than 10 cwt.—and also for three-

litre cars. This will be a .race pure and simple, over-

a very fast, level course, specially prepared, boarded

off, and guarded by troops.

There is a proposal to hold another race in the hilly

district around Lyons. This suggestion comes from the

Lyons Club, which is one of the most vigorous of the

many provincial clubs in France. The exact nature

of the competition has not been decided, nor has the

date been settled.

In the neighbourhood of Paris quite a number of

races and competitions may be expected. Among them

are the Circuit de I'Eure, Paris-Trouville, Paris-Deau-

ville, Circuit de Paris, etc., all interesting in their way,

but all more or less of a local nature.

Growing Activity.

It is rather curious that, while car manufacturers in

France are not very enthusiastic about xacing and com-
petitions, the makers of motor cycles, on the - other

hand, are only too anxious to enter public trials. Pio-

bably this may be accounted for by the fact that there ,

are immense possibilities ahead of the motor cycle, •

and its development will be favoured by the high

prices prevailing for motor cars. The cheapest motor
vehicle is now really expensive according to pre-war

standards," and, as motor transportation must be

secured, the motor cycle and the sidecar will be

adopted.
,
Before the war the great centre for motor

cycle competitions and trials was England!^ It looks

now as if France is to become a competitor.

This week the French postal authorities put into

sen'ice for the Fifteenth District of Paris four motor
cycles and sidecars for collecting letters from pillar

boxes to the central office. Trials have already been
made in another district of Paris, so that this move
must not be looked upon in the nature of an experi-
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Forthcoming French Events.

ment. The French postal

authorities have been led

to this action by reason of

the increasing cost of

labour. It is believed that

one man with a motor cycle

and sidecar will do as much
work as three men afoot.

Experiments have been

made in Paris with electric

vehicles, but these were not

found satisfactoiy for the

work required of them.

The French postal authorities also contemplate pur-

chasing motor cycles for country postmen, and par-

ticularly for those in mountain regions. The French
gendarmes have already been provided with motor

An example ol French motor cycle design, the Bleriot 4 h.p,

vertical twin. The two-speed gear box is combined with th«

crank case. Note the neat spring frame and disc wheels.
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at the present time at the

military motor park at

Dourdon, where they are

taught not only to ride but

to care for their machines.

In view of this statement,

the vi.sitor to Paris must not

expect to see city police

running up and down the

boulevards on motor cycles.

Gendarmes, who have been

motor cyclarised—if the

term may be permitted

—

are an entirely different

body from the city .police, with whom they are often

confused by foreign visitors. The gendarme is half

policeman, half soldier. He has authority on all the

roads and in all the villages of France, but he is never

cycles, and a number of these men are under training found on duty in the streets of Paris.

A SIDECAR LANDAULET.
Complete Protection from the Weather. A Comfortable Double-seated Body.

^tf^HE idea of placing "taxi" sidecars on the road was
I mooted with a view to relieving traffic problems and

I providing a quick and inexpensive method of pas-

senger transportation. Unfortunately those local

authorities -who were approached, for some unknown reason
refused to issue hackney carriage licences for the swift and
handy sidecar outfit, and in consequence the scheme has so

far come to nothing, although we now hear of the possibility

of its successful revival.

The Taxicab Body.
We have lately examined a most creditable piece of the

sidecar bodybuilders' art, which was designed primarily for

the above purpose, and regret that, owing to the official atti-

tude, large quantities of these are not on the road fulfilling

the duties for which they were intended. The body, shown
in the accompanying illustrations, is fitted on a Gloria

chassis attached to a Triumph motor cycle, and it is so little

heavier than the standard coachbuilt body that the engine -

has suflered no rioticeable distress in consequence of its use.

Mr. H. S. Harvey, of the R.V. Sidecar Co.,. 92, Huraber
Avenue, Coventry, is responsible for the design. and produc-

tion of this body and its fittings. It will be noted that

exceptional depth is given to the seat and sides of the side-

car, and that an additional folding seat is fitted, enabling

two children to be comfortably accommodated in front of an

adult passenger.

.Sliding celluloid windows are fitted in the door and on

the opposite side, while the windscreen is of the same

The double-seated

R.V. sidecar body may
be entirely enclosed

Interior o': the R.V. sidecar, showing extra seat and readily

erected hood. The screen may be set and retained at any angle

by means of a spring locking hinge.

material, and, when the hood is collapsed, may
be tilted to any angle. A neat spring-operated

locking device enables the slope of the screen to

be permanently maintained without the use of the

usual friction or serrated washers and wing nuts.

Erection of the hood (which incorporates the frames

for the side .windows) is easily effected by one

hand of the passenger, who can carry out the

operation without moving out of the sidecar, and

complete protection from the elements is assured.

Excellent Detail Work.
A large spring luggage platform is fitted to the

rear of the chassis, which will accommodate a suit

case and also haS provision for the carrying of a

spare petrol can.

The external finish of the bodywork is quite in

keeping with the rest of the outfit, the general

scheme being grey (to match the tank), with black

mouldings and mahogany screen and window
frames. The hood material is also of the same
sliade of grey. Well padded upholstery and com-

fortable seats are provided, and special care has

been devoted to prevent ingress of water at the

windscreen and hood joints.
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SlilPLICITY with efficiency is a com-
bination hard to obtain in a run-
about, if only for the reason that it

has to equal the reliability of the motor
cycle and be almost as silent as a car.

It has been proved many times that a
machine following motor cycle practice
is not always a satisfactory commercial
propositic-n , because the noise which is

usually tolerated in the simpler type of

vehicle is accentuated when the same
kind of engine and transmission is

enclosed.

By raising the back cushicn of the

Victor, access is obtamed to a large locker.

Incidentally, the construction of the body
Is shown m this illustration.

Notwithstanding the difficulties to be
faced, however, there are still many fresh

designers who are making big efforts to

produce a comfortable four-wheeler

which appro>;imates to the motor' cycle

so far as the mechanical elements are

concerned. Some of these machines are

far superior to those of 1912, and these

may become serious competitors to the

motor cycle. On the other hand, there

are others which reveal lack of appre-

ciation of the causes of failure in pre-

vious designs. It is interesting, however,

to watch the trend of design, and to

record the advent of new designs and
endeavours.

The Coventry Victor.

Recently we were able to take a trial

run in a little four-wheeler fitted with
the first of a new water-cooled engine

produced by the Coventry Victor Motor
Co., Ltd., who are making a 5-7 h.p. air-

cooled opposed twin for motor cycles.

" Officially
'

' there are no cycle cars.

All three-wheelers are motor cycles, and
any type of machine on four wheels is a
motor car. Thus at the recent Olympia
Shows there were anomalies to show the

results of such a clear cut line of
demarcation. It would appear that the

number of wheels does not quite adequately

mark the point where the motor cyclist's

interests become those of the car owner,
and whether a machine has three wheels
or four, it cannot fail to interest a section

of the motor cycling fraternity if motor
cycle practice in engine and transmission
is followed, and above all if the price is

approximately the same as that of a
motor cycle and sidecar. The small four-
wheeled runabouts described and illus-

trated in the following pages are of this

type of four-wheeled motor cycle.

The little car itself is extremely inter-

esting if only for the system of construc-
tion, which is reminiscent of the canvas
canoe, but, instead of canvas, aeroplane
fabric is stretched over a light lathwork
of wood. This construction is not obvi-
ous, however, and at first sight the body
appears to be built of wood. At the
rear of the body there is a capacious
locker, access to which is obtained by
raising the back rest.

Little can be said at the present time
regarding the vehicle as a commercial
proposition, but we understand that in

all probability a company will be formed
to market it. That it is more than the

average experimental chafsis put together

to test an engine or transmission becomes
evident when the car is examined.
The main object of our run in the car

was to test the engine ; and we can say

that for a first engine of the batch about

to be produced, it struck us as being
remarkably quiet and flexible. ITie

capacity is only 750 c.c, the bore and
stroke being 80 and 78 mm. respectively,

and since the car Weighs about 8 cwt.,

gear changing was naturally somewhat
frequent ; but on the whole the vehicle

had a good turn of speed, and whether in

low gear or " top," engine vibration was
unnoticeable. '

The transmission is the subject of a

pending patent, and therefore cannot be
described. We think, however, that the

designers will be well advised to instal'

larger countershaft pulleys.

A Novel Sidecar Alternative—the
Tamplin.

A four-wheeled vehicle which created,
a great deal of interest outside the car

and motor cycle shows is the Tampliii
tandem-seated cycle car, whie!', in spite

of its curious appearance, is possessed of

many pleasing features.

An 8 h.p. air-cooled J.A.P. engine is

located at the front end of the framr,
the drive being transmitted, through a

universal joint, to a chain sprocket on,

the near and outer side of the body,
and thence through a standard Sturmey-'
Archer gear box to a single belt pulley

on the live rear axle, which is mounted
on large Skefko ball bearings, enabling;:

the single belt to drive both rear wheels.'

The Tamplin on the road requires
careful handling during the first few
miles of initiation, as the direct steering

gear necessitates a very light touch on'

the wheel. Later, however, we found
the control to be most satisfactory, and
in dense traffic the narrow track and
quick response to the steering wheel
enable the driver to gain mucli advan-
tage over larger vehicles. The comfort

provided for the driver is excellent, but

The light four-wheeler, in which the

Coventry Victor Motor Co. are testing

their new water-cooled flat twin engme.
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A £150 tandem-seated runabout—the Tamplin, which is fitted with an 8 h.p. twin engine

Sturmey-Archer gear box, and final drive by single beh to live axle.

be accommodation tor the passenger

i not over roomy. When fitted with
windscreen and hood, the Tamplin

hould be of great utility. The price of

his machine, less accessorie^e, is £150,
nd it is manufactured by Messrs.

'amplin, Railway Garage, Staines.

A Fovir-cyiinder Air-cooled Machine.

Another proposition designed as a

idecar alternative, but which follows

nore conventional lines, is the Barnard
ycle car, which its makers intend to

>roduce at a figure comparing favourably
vith the price of a sidecar outfit. £168
s the suggested figure for a standard
nodel, but in order to permit its produc-
ion at the price mentioned, s'ich refine-

nents as detachable wheels, reverse gear,

ind dynamo lighting are omitted. A rfe

iijc model will be made, however, in-

corporating these features, the price of

vhich will be £188.
The engine is a Henderson four-cylinder

lower unit, arrangements for the import-
ng of which are well in hand. As most

Canvas covers are used over chains to back

axle on the Barnard cycle car.

iiotor cyclists know, the unit embodies
1 three-speed gear and multi-plate clutch,

30 the manufacturers are left very little

'M do but to connect it up to the rear

ixle by a chain.

An auxiliary cooling fan and a pedai
barter worked by a rack and pinion will

be embodied, however, whilst the trans-

mission will be by a single chain from

gear box to countershaft, thence by

another chain to the centre of the rear

axle. Provision is made for adjustment

of both chains, and the countershaft runs

on roller bearings of genei'ous dimensions.

Two radius rods at-

tached to the top and
bottom of the axle

sprocket housing are

utilised to form a frame
for the chain case,

which is made of

canvas fabric stretched

over the rods and
buttoned together.

Eoller bearings are
also ^ used to support
the rear axle, and
quarter elliptic springs
are fitted front and
rea-. The specification
inclndes 700 x 80 mm.
tyres and steering by
double cable and bob-
bin.

The St. ilary's En-
gineering Co., 104,
Whitechapel Road,
E.l, are equipping a
factory vrith the in-

tention of producing vehicles immedi-
ately the power units are available from
the, U.S.A.
One of the earliest vehicles in the class

under review was the Chater-Lea,' which
competed in a London-Edinburgh run
several years before the term cycle car
was originated. This machine was to all

intents and purposes a redesigned quad-
ricycle with the engine on one side and
the drive taken to one of the rear wheels
by means of a belt. The idea has been
revived several times, and among the new
propositions now reviewed there are two
which follow the same general idea, while
a third is undergoing experiments in the

hands of one of the largest motor cycle

manufacturers in this country.

The first is an Italian machine, and is

interesting for the fact that it is a

development of a machine designed to be
steered by the feet.

Landini Foot-steered Runabout.

The first idea of the inventor of another

vehicle, Signer Landini, the chief

pilot at Cameri aerodrome, near Nevara,
Italy, was to pro\'ide a light car which
should accustom the pupils to control the

direction of flight by foot instead of in-

stinctively doing so by the hand lever,

which is not intended for that purpose.

A system was found to effect this, and
the machine was put through regular

road tests by the military authorities,

and became the recognised first step to

flying instruction at that school. Tiie

development of the idea for the help of

the armless and maimed came as. a matter
of course.

The power plant is an 8 h.p. V air-

cooled Stucchi engine mount, d on the re-
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A aiiufting little vehicle, ttie tJarnard embodying a lour-cylinder motor cycle power unit.

The Barnard power unit, a 10 h.p. four-cylinder Henderson

engine. Observe the fan and foot starter.

inforced right side footboard and driving

the back wheel on the same side by chain

through a two-speed gear integral with

the motor.
Steering in the original model was

effected by a tiller-like bar pivoted at the

centre and running transversely to the

car's line of travel, slipping of the feet,

which are accommodated in footrests at

its extremities, being, of course, pro-

vided against.

A kick-starter or an automatic cnjiiie

starter was fitted, and the gears and
accelerator were operated by a sideways
movement of the knees, much as is the
swell of an harmonium.
One illustration shows a standard car

with a gear lever in the normal position,

which is a development of the first type
towards a bigger and more usual type of

four-seater which it is proposed to sell

at a figure in the neighbourhood of £125,
and which the Cameri works are now
turning out ui quantities. It is reputed
to do fifty-five miles to the gallon.

La Rapide.

A machine, on similar lines so far as

the layout is concerned, and called La
Eajiide, is about to be placed on the
market by Mr. H. Jordan, of 7, Pall

IMall, London. It is to be built in qunn-
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EXAMPLES OF FOUR-WHEELED RUNABOUTS.

A light machine with single belt drive to live axle—the Marcus.
An Italian four-seater with the engine and gear box on the running board—the Landini.

La Rapide, an English design which follows the Chater-Lea idea.

The power and gear units in La Rapide are located in a compartment on the side of the

body like the Scott Sociable.

tity and marketed at £200. As in the

Landini, a motor cycle power unit is

located on the right side running board.

Between the two special wings is a com-
partment in which is placed an 8 h.p.

J. A. P. air-cooled twin engine drivini;

through a chain to a three-speed Sturmey-
Archer gear box and clutch, and thence

by belt to the right-hand rear wheel.

The front mudguard protects the engine
and gear box, but at the side between
the mudguard and the body there is a

cowl which directs the air on to the

engine cylinders, similar cowling allow-

ing it to escape at the rear.

Steering is direct, and the chassis,

composed of angle iron, has one forward
and one rear cross-member, being mounted
both at the front and the rear on quarter-

elliptic springs.

We are informed that there will be a

considerable number "of .modifications to

the machine before it is ready for quan-
tity production ; for instance, the type of

engine will be altered, a three-speed and
reverse gear box of a different design
will be fitted. ^Vhatever the engine,

how-ever, an extension of the crankshaft
will be brought under the driving com-
jjartment in order that a- rack and pinion

hand starting gear may be fitted, while

on the same shaft a pulley will be placed

to drive the dynamo, supplying current

to the accumulators for two powerful
side lamps and one tail lamp. The price

mentioned includes these accessories.

There is a certain amount of experi-

mental work to be carried out concerning

braking systems and such minor points.

At present internal expanding brakes are

fitted to each rear wheel separately,

operated by hand and foot respectively.

The side-by-side seats are quite comfort-

able, and the body is equipped with the

usual instrument board, hood, and screen.

At the back of the seats is a large com-
partment to hold a suit case, spare petrol

and oil tins, while below one running
board there is a large tool locker.

The Mai'CUi.

A little four-wheeler of the simple

type, and one which closely resembles one

of the early G.N.'s, is the Marcus run-i

about, designed to sell at £100. Origin-

ally known as the Challenge, this little

vehicle has double quarter elliptic springs

front and rear and is steered by cable and
bobbin. The engine is located at the

front, with the crankshaft across the

frame, and drives by short chain to a gear
box, from which a single belt transmits

the power to a belt drum in the centre of

the live axle. The maker is L. MarcuS',

9, Golders Green Crescent, Hendon,
N.W.4.

Provided the weight is kept low and

a little more attention is paid to the

design of the body, there are no reason.'

why the IMarcus should not be a

mechanical and a commercial proposition.

The single belt for the final transmission
should be satisfactory, as the Marcus is

light, and the single belt is long and
drives both rear wheels. The modern belt

is a very different proposition from some
of those which were sold before the war,

and, after all, the chief failure of belt

drive in 1911 was due to the inconsiderate

use of expanding puUeys of too small s

diameter.
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Four-wheeled Runabouts.

—

The Buckboaid.

The simplest of all new four-wheelers,

the Grahame-White Buckboard, may be
said to occupy the same position in the

"car" world as does the scooter in the
- sphere of motor cycles. It is a small

vehicle consisting of little more than a
. motor-driven rear axle and a front axle

connected by a platform of wood with-
out springs, the flexible qualities of the

;
wood being considered sufficient to insu-

, late the passengers from the worst road
shocks. A 3 h.p. two-stroke engine pro-

. rides the power, the transmission being
by chain to a countershaft gear box at

the rear of the platform, thence by belt

, to the axle. Incidentally, this Buck-
board is a development of a little macliine
which has been marketed in America for

some time ; it is known as the Smith
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Flyer, and differs in so far

that the power is provided

by an Auto-wheel. The
price is 95 guineas.

The Black Prince £100 cycle car having two Union two-stroke engines, epicyclic two-speed

gear and single belt drive.

The simplest of all four-wheelers—the 3 h.p. Grahame-V/hite Buckboard

Black Prince.

Another £100 proposition is the Black

Prince runabout, a small four-wheeler

embodving several features which depart

from the conventional.- The springing is

by coil springs, "and the power is provided ^

by two Union two-stroke engines having a

total capacity of 584 c.c. These are placed

side by side in a vertical position, and

depend" upon a 180° magneto'for ignition.

An epicyclic two-speed ,gear is fitted at

one end of a countershaft, at the other end

of which is the pulley for the final single

belt drive. The frame and body are

made in one, and the total weight is

said to be under 3 cwt. The manufac-

turers are Black Prince Motors, Ltd.,

Barnard Castle, Co. Durham.
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1920 MODELS,
An Index to Advance Descriptions Already Published.

For the benefit of new readers W2 ^ive tin accompanying, list of dats^ on which advance descriptions of new models

\ . have appeared.

h-7 b.p. AbingdoD
I'j h.p. Akkeni. 2-5troke ....

4.V h p. Ariel

350 c.c. Alecto

79 h.p American Excelsior
.AutoglJder (Scooter)

Arden, 2.I h.p. uDgi.ie

2,' h.p. Alloa

Aato-Ped Scooter
Ih o. A.B.C
6 h.p. A.J.S

2,^ h.p. Bradburj'
4 b .p. Bradbury
6 h.p. Bradbury
8 h.p. Bat
4 h.p. Bianchi
6h.p. B.S.A
8 h.p. British Excelsior
Black Princo . ,

.'

8 h.p. Blackburne
4-cy!. Baird

4 h.p. Blackburne
Barr & Stroud Sleeve-valve

Engine '

4 h.p. Corona Junior
Cleveland lightweight

2^ b.p. Cedoi
8 h.p. Clyno

3^ h.p. Danelt

3J h.p. Duzmo
8 h.p. Dot
2.; h.p. Dot
Douglas (spring frame). 3.^ h.p.

and

Pa^e ^36,

. 635..

30S,

228,

452.
5IO.

462.

242,
206,

504,
504,

504.

457
409.
368,

85,

370,

258,
20S,

Nov. 2?
Oct. 16
Nov. 27
Julv 31
Sepl 18

Aug. 28
Oct. 23
May 22

May S

Mar. 1

3

Feb. c7

Nov. 6

Nov. 6
Nov. 6

Oct. 23
Oct. 9
Oct. 2

Aug. T4

July 24
Apl. 10
Mar. 13
Feb. 27

006, Nov. 20

600, Nov. 20

425, Oct. 16

384. Oct. 9
184, Feb. 2Q

509, Nov. 6
223, Aug. 28
508, Nov. 6
508, Nov. 6
441, May 1

498, May 15

Emscote Runabout . . .

.

zh h.p. Endurance

6 h.p G.L
Gibbons Runabout . . .

.

ID h.p. G.N

4J h.p. Humber
6 h.p. Harley-Davi Ison

10 h.p. Henderson
5 h.p. Haziewood

7-9 h.p. Indian

5 h.p. Indian

JohtTson Motor Wheel .

2j h.p. Kingsbury

7-9 h.p. L.M.C
L.J. Runabout
Lucas Magdyiio

2i h.p. Metro-Tyler
4-cyI. Militor
Merrall-Brpwn Runabout . .

.

8 h.p. Matchless
6 h.p. Martinsyde-Newman .

.

21 h.p. New Hudson
3^h.p. N.U.T

2j h.p. 0-U Union -.

2I h.p. O.K. Flat Twin

Sl h.p. P. & M.
and

Premier Runabout

Page SIS, Nov. 6

,. 432, Oct. 23

208, Aug.. 21

„ 260, Aug. 21

97, Jan. 23

.. 534, Nov. 13

„ 181, Aug. 14
76 July 17

„ 677, Nov. 27

456. Oct. 23

„ 45^, Oct. 23

., 605 Nov. 20

168, Aug. 14

302, Sept. 18

510, Nov. 6

476, Oct. 30

595, Nov. 20

399, Oct. 9

„ 273, Sept. II

68, Julv 17

,, 671. Nov. 27

,. 507, Nov. 6

., 592, Mov. 20

„ 501, Nov. 13
„ 198, Feb. 27

„ 599, Nov, 20
„ 287, Sept. II

., 47.1 Oct. 30

2.1 tup. P. cV S
350 c.c. Precision

10 h.p. Precision engine .

.

350 c.c, Preri-ion engine .

Parr-Easle Runabout . . .

.

4I h.p. Quadrant
G h.p. Quadrant
2 h.p. Quadrant (scooter) ,

3 h.p. Royal Ruby
7-9 h.p. Rudge
5-6 h.p. Raleigh
Richardson Runabout
3I h.p. Rudge-Muiti

4 h.p. Rex
8 h.p. Royal Ruby
10 h.p. Reading Standard .

.

5 h.p. Stanger V 2-jtrnkp en-

gine

li h.p. Silva Scooter
Speedy Cyclecar
3,\ h.p. Simplex (Hrllaiuh . .-

Simplex auxiliary motor ....

350 c.c. Scale
Skootamota

Page 4s8, Oct. 23
., 418, Oct. 16

38. July 10

,. 534, May 29
491, May 15

,, 492, Oct. 30

492, Oct. 30

., 493. Oct. 30

., 60S, Nov. 20

„ 537, Nov. 30
.,

' 601, Nov. 20

„ 126 ,lu!y 31

, 384 Apl. 17

, 385. Apl. 17

., 75i Ian. 16

678, Nov. 27

4 h.p. Triumph
Trident Runnboui .

.

2J h.p. Union engine

2.i h.p. Velocette

2i h.p. Verus

2,1 h.p. Zenith fla* twin

603, Nov. 20

514, Nov. 6

426, Oct. "16

386, Oct. 9

255, Sept. 4
136, Aug. 7

539, May 29

535. Nov. 13

33. jLiiy 10

246, Mar. 13

201, Aug. 21

506, Nov. 6

490. Oct. 30

D<>=^><>o<>o<>oo<>o<>o<><>c><>c<>oo<xx><>cxxx><>^^ D
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4^<^. A-ft,

I
THE new JNorton decompressor has the

merit of being cheap to make and
simple in action. The rider's con-

trol pedal rocks a short shaft, carry-

ing a double-armed lever. With the

control pedal in the operative position,

a dog projecting sideways from the inlet

cam engages another dog on one end of

the decompressor lever, and
,
lifts tlie

other end of this lever, which in turn

raises the cam runner interposed be-

L. Norton's decompressor. No. 126,200.

22/6/18.

tween the exhaust cam and tappet. The
parts are, of course, so "timed" that
the decompressor comes into action after
the inlet stroke is complete.

A Scavenging Two-stroke.

Messrs. Alexander and Halliday have
designed a two-stroke engine with motives
which seldom govern such labour so far
as motor cycle engines are concerned.
When an engineer concentrates his brain
waves on a wee air-cooled two-stroke, he
is usually thinking of the " dud " type
of buyer, and trying to evolve a particu-
larly simiile engine, so that the wayfaring
man, though a fool, may not err therein.
The present inventors consider that the
two-stroke has such an attractive cachet
of its own that it is worth cultivating
on other grounds, and seek to evolve what
the knuts would term a " hotstuff

"

two-stroke; in dojng so they have
jettisoned the simplicity of the conven-
tional three-port design, as will presently
appear. As the drawing indicates, the
piston is of the compound type, and the
upper portion, i.e., the smaller diameter,

C4

governs the explosion and exhaust strokes

in the usual way. The ring-shaped ledge
of the lower portion, which is of greater
diameter, attends to induction and trans-

fer, whilst the underside of the piston

forces a scavenging blast of pure air up
the transfer pipe at the left of the engine,

and scours out the exhaust. The over-

head poppet valve is an ordinary exhaust,,

and the slide valve on the right controls

the ports essential to the rather compli-
cated cycle. The cycle in outline is as

follows :

1. Explosion occurs.

2. During the descent of the piston
the control of the three ports in the right-

hand side of the cylinder is as follows :

(a.) Top port (gas transfer) closed

first by piston, and later by slide

valve.

(b.) Middle port -(intake from
carburetter to large diameter of

piston) opened part way down stroke.

(c.) Bottom port (intake for pure
air required for scavenging) closed

by slide valve.

'Alexander and Halliday's two-stroke engine.

No. 119,390. 20/2/18.

3. Two-thirds of the way down the
stroke, the exhaust valve (poppet) opens,

and immediately afterwards the scavenge
transfer port on the left is uncovered,
so that the scavenging blast of pure air

is forced up into the combustion chamber,
and drives out the burnt gases.

4. During the ascent of the piston, the
action is as follows :

(d.) Slide valve closes the middle
right-hand port.

i

(e.) Exhaust valve is mechanically
shut.

(f.) The scavenge transfer port (on

left) is covered by the rising piston.

(().) The slide valve opens the top
right-hand port (gas transfer), and
the very rich mixture, which is being
compressed by the larger diameter of

the piston, is driven up to join the

less compressed air remaining in the

combustion chamber from the scaveng-
ing portion of the stroke.

(h.) About halfway up the stroke,

the slide valve opens the bottom
right-hand port, and a fresh supply
of air for scavenging purposes is

drawn into the space beneath the

piston. (This air is drawn through
the hollow centre of the slide valve;

and cools it.)

The name of freak two-strokes is

legion, and" engineers are apt to dismiss
them with a sniff. The present example-
is admittedly very complex, but attains

certain eminently desirable features. For
example, no fuel enters_the crank case :

all the gas is burnt : scavenging should
be excellent. The inventors hope to get
double the power which a four-stroke of

siiSilar capacity would furnish, without
exceeding its fuel consumption, e.q., in

a 3i h.p. type to obtain double figure

horse-power on 100 m.p.g., or there-

abouts. These are tall claims. Would
the engine keep cool ? I would risk
singeing my new Burberry leggings to

find out.

A Frame without Lugs '

Messrs. W. W. Douglas and S. L.
Bailey are associated in the invention of

the new Douglas motor cycle frame,
which diflfers from the conventional
pattern in that it is devoid of the usual
lugs and brazed joints. The fork ends of

Douglas improved, frame dessgn

No. 126,161. 13/5/18.

the rear chain stays are the only lugs used
in the ' frame. All the other joints, in-

cluding the attachments of the tank
-brackets, foot-rests, and brake pivots are

acetylene welded, the ends of the hori-

zontal tubes being mitred for the purpose.

If preferred, the rear triangle of the frame
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Wilkinson's friction drive. No. 123.929. 30/9/18.

may be attached by bolts; Tlie nett
result of this method of construction is

that the frame is lighter and cheaper
than the standard pattern. It is further
claimed that acteylene welding provides
greater strength than lugs and brazing.
Webs, fillets, and radius pieces may be
added to confer additional strength or to

improve the appearance.

Friction Drive.
An engineer resident in India. Mr. H.

E. Wilkinson, has patented a most in-

genious friction driv^ for cycle cars.

It is not unlike the drive originally
planned for _the A. B.C. light car, seeing
that it employs four friction discs to
give the forward and reverse speeds, a
clutch effect, and a differential. It niay
interest Mr. Wilkinson to know that the
far simpler arrangement once contemplated
for the A. B.C. was abandoned because it

showed a very little saving in cost over
a normal transmission of the positive type ;

and all his ingenious little control gad-
gets would render his system peculiarly
expensive. To give a brief description,

two discs are mounted on the driving-
shaft, and a couple of driven discs are
slidably mounted on half axles between
the driving discs. Change of gear ratio

is obtained by sliding the driven discs

across the face of the driving discs

;

change of direction of drive

—

i.e., from
forward to reverse—is afforded by trans-

ferring each driven disc into contact with
the other driving disc. A clever arrange-
ment of a coarse pitch screwed rod with
right and left hand threads, acting in

conjunction with levers, is utili-sed to

control the discs. The driver changes
gears by operating a featherweight chain
and sprocket gear, to which a lever may
be fitted if prefeiTed. The differential

is not entrusted to enforced slip of the
discs driving the inside half a.vie round
a corner, after the brutal fashion accepted
by certain other inventors. The control
of the driven discs is linked up by a cable
and bobbin arrangement to the steering
Column of the cycle car, so. that the inside
road wheel is geared down automatically
in proportion to the abruptness of the
curve or corner.

Wheel Steering.
Mr. W. G. Moore, of Indianapolis, is

dissatisfied with the standard steering of
motor bicycles, and, has patented the
somewhat complex device shown in the
accompanying drawings. It is impossible
to elucidate this system fully in the space
at my command, and the task must chiefly

be entrusted to the sketches. On ordi-
nary machines the steering head is too

short, and too far

behind the wheel
axle, whilst road
shocks are trans-

mitted to the steer-

ing head with con-

siderable leverage as

the result of the
construction. Under
Mr. Moore's system
the distance between
the upper and lower
steering head bear-

ings is about 18in.

in the case of a

28in. wheel, and the

axis of the steering

head is only an inch
or two behind the

wheel spindle. For
not easily followreaders who do

mechanical drawings, I may explain that

the wheel is carried in an inverted U-
shaped "yoke," of which the side mem-
bers slide in guides formed in the motor
cycle frame. The up and down motion

of the U shaped yoke is restricted by

W. G. Moore's steering adjustment. No.
125,780. 30/4/18.

strong coiled springs, anchored at their

top ends to the yoke, and at their lower

ends to the guides in the frame. The
tips at the base of the U are connected
together by a bowshaped bridgepiece.

Turning to the steering head, a stub

stem projects above the crown of the

steering fork, and is provided with an
upper ball bearing housed in the top

centre of the U shaped yoke. The fork

possesses the usual pair of side blades,

which are connected by a bolt and nuts

to the axle on which the wheel hub revohes,

The axle is iirthe form of a hollow barrel.

The lower ball bearing of the ste.ering head
is mounted in line with the upper bear-
ing, but inside the wheel and an inch or

or two behind the hub axis. Further
reference to the small sketch shows how
this bearing is arranged. For steering
purposes two arms project to the rear
from the crown of the steering fork.

A steering wheel is utilised in lieu of the
usual handle-bar, and it is claimed tl>at

the steering is easy and sensitive.

Saddle Springing.

I am never quite sure w-hether the
merchants who patent spring mountings
for saddles hold cynical opinions of
spring frames, or wish to jjropound a
cheap substitute for the more complete
type of insulation Mi J P Maclean's

The Finch ball-beaimg contaci-bri;i.kc

Maclean's saddle springing. No. 125,322.

11/9/18.

design is self-explanatory. He mounts
his saddle on a frame which is

sprung against both vertical and hori-

zontal shocks. The rear ends of the
frame- are suspended vertically on coil

springs from the side bars of the car-

rier. The front end of the frame is

hinged to swing horizontally from a

davit, and this motion is restrained by
the lower spring shown in the sketch.

No More Sticking Rocker Arms.
Much ingenuity has been lavished of

late on magneto contact breakers, partly
with a view to the prevention of stuck
rocker arms in damp weather, partly to

withstand the colossal rate of oscillation
required by modern aero engines with
nine or more cylinders. Mr. Finch's
design appears sound from both points
of view. He provides a compact and
simple ball bearing on each side of the
rocker arm, for which two small balls

suffice. Each ball is

WMSM&mBM^'r-i lio"sed in a pair of half
cups, one of which is

formed in {Tie rocker arm
itself,, and the other
in an adjustable steel

screw. The screws are
drilled out axially to

contain lubricant. I am
informed that the bear-
ings withstood a seven-
hour test at the rate of

12,600 oscillations per
minute. To prove that
no grease could escape
from the bearing and
oxidise the platinum
points, a sample contact
bearing was immersed
in sal ammoniac for

several hours, after

which period no rust

was present in the bear-

ing.

C7

s^-i'Ss?
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SIDECAR BEADING WITH
INVISIBLE FIXING.

ALUMINIUM beading is used quite
extensively in car body building,

and of late there has been a ten-

dency for makers of high-class sidecars

to tiijisa their

cars in this way.
The one disad-
vantage of this

beading has been
the number of

small screws re-

quired which,
after a little use,

become rusty and
also collect dirt.

Mr. C. R. Little,

of 14, Butcher
R,o w , Coventry,
has patented a

beading section

and a method of

fixing by which
the latter is in-

visible.

Screws are
fixed to the
wooden " rail " at

intervals, and the
bead is so sec-

tioned that it

tube. It is quite easy to take the

device to pieces. When the correct com-
bination has been lost it is impossible to
.turn on the petrol.

Little's aluminium
beading for sidecar

bodies. The method of

fixing IS concealed.

STANLEY SPARES.

AUSEFUL item for the toolbag of belt-

driven machines is a box of Stanley
spares, which the Stanley Belt and

Fastener Co. are now marketing. It

contains a belt fastener, spare link, a belt

shield, and a set of hooks.

Box of Stanley belt-fastener spares.

slips over the heads of the screws, the
slot being closed when the head is " ham-
mered " down by means of a mallet and
a special tool similar to that used by
blacksmiths for "swaging."

AN INGENIOUS ANTI-
THIEf DEVICE.

BY utilising the principle of the letter

lock in an invention for preventing
the theft of a motor cycle, Mr. H.

Birch, of 109, Lansdowne Road, Totten-i
ham, London, N.17, has produced a lock
which will baffie the motor cycle thief.

The idea is to place the petrol unions
in position at a small hole in the body of

the device. When a certain combination

THE RADMILL REAR
LAMP.

THE Mohawk
Cycle Co.,

Hornsey, N.,

have recently
placed on the

market a, neat
sheet metal rear

lamp of sturdy
construction,
which we illus-

trate herewith.
A well-finished acetj'Iene

rear lamp.

Parts of the combination lock petrol tap.

of Igtters has been brought into line it

also brings into line four slots in the
rings upon which the letters are en-
grayed. These engage with four tiny
spring bolts in the spindle attached to
the petrol tap. When the correct com-
bination has been found to open the
petrol tap it is only necessary to pull up
the milled nut on the head of the central

c8

THE SENSITIVE CONTROL.
ANEW form of control, devised to

enable a motor cyclist to open the
throttle suddenly independently of

the air control levers, has been invented

by Mr. J. Gordon-Hall, 5, Albany Court,
Piccadilly, London, W.l.
The Sensitive control lever, it will be

noticed, is fitted underneath the handle-

bar and adjacent to the handle-bar grip.

It works on the pulley block principle,

and, while the ordinary throttle lever

may be set just a sliade open, the
Sensitive control lever

can be opened in-

dependently of it, and
when released will only
allow the throttle to

close to the degree con-

trolled by the throttle

lever. Also it allows
the throttle to be
opened suddenly, and
as it is conveniently
placed on the handle-
bar it will enable the
air to be opened at the
same time, so that the
mixture is not upset.
The control is enclosed
in a neat case, not
shown in the illustra-

tion.

A SPEEDOMETER ON A
NEW PRINCIPLE.

ANEW speedometer, which created

a great deal of interest at

Olympia, and which is known as

the Atmo, is being marketed by Stanley

J. Watson, 37, Sheen Road, Richmond.
Its operation is governed by the fric-

tion set up between a revolving film of

mercury and a stationary metal disc.

The flexible shaft, by which the instru-

ment is driven, is connected to a closed

A new design of speedometer—the Atmo.

drum containing mercury, through wliich
passes the spindle connected to the finger

pointer, which is seated upon a jewel
bearing at its lower 'end. Two discs ara-i

attached to the spindle inside the drum,
one of which, the lower, is in contact
with the mercury.
As the drum is caused to revolve, the

drag between the mercvrry and the disc
tends to turn the spindle, but is pre-
vented from doing so by three spiral
springs of different strengths, which
come into action successively. A little

consideration will show that as the speed
of the drum increases, the drag becomes
greater, and the tension on the springs
IS overcome, which forces the pointer
round the index dial. At high speeds
tlie mercury is thrown by centrifugal
force against the walls of the drum,
bringing the second disc into operation,
and so- increasing the friction.

During a close examination of the in-
strument in operation we. were surprised
at its steady registration.

A " sensitive " finger throttle control mounted on the handle-

bar and connected with chain and pulley actuating device.

(This is shown detached from casing to indicate chains and

pulleys.)

i
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Capt. Miller (5-6 h.p. Zenith), winner of The Motor Cycle Cup. negjtiating a beni on WK'teway's Hill. Tliis hill was climbed

in a thick mist and ram.

MOTOR cyclists of the Tank Corps
have tormefi a club of their own.
The opening event took place

over the Purbeck Hills on Wednesday
last week. A well planned course, over

a distance of about tifty miles, had been

arranged with a view of providing the

usual tests of reliability ; but the

severity of the trial was considerably

enhanced by the weather encountered,

which consisted of a most unsavoury
mixture of fog ahd rain.

The starting point tor Wednesday's
run was at \\'ool, and from there the

Dorchester Road was followed to Ower-
raoigue. Here the competitors left the

main road, and encountered some very

bad surface on the way to Bere Regis

r'ui Puddletown. Through the training

area and into Wool again proved easy

riding, as .the road was familiar to all,

but the long climb through Coombe
Regis to East Lulworth made a bad pre-

face to Creech Barrow Hill, which was
under observation.

The going was extremely rough in places,

but the men who man the tanks are used

to rough riding, and it speaks for their

enthusiasm as motor cyclists that they

did for pleasure and sport what they are

often called upon to do when aboard their

tanks.

Unfortunately, only twelve of the

seventeen entrants faced the starter, and
of these six finished. There would have
been more no doubt, but since the trial

was first mooted many supporters of the

club have been demobilised.

Individual Performances.

Capt. Frost (3| Scott) made vei-y good
performances on all hills, but he lost

marks at each check, and had the
misfortune to break his magneto chain.

He finished, however. Sgt. Sharp (S-j

Rudge) suffered from no fewer than three
bui:st tyres, and was forced to retire.

Lt. Lever (4i B.S.A.) made good ascents

of all hills but Kingston, ou which he
was only moderately good. In the accele-

ration test his performance was good, and
his loss of marks on time was only four.

Capt. Perry was less fortunate in this

connection, and lost twelve marks on time,

but made . a better showing on liill-

climbing. Capt. Bradley (3^ Premier sc.)

lojt his way, and Lt. Male (3^ Rudge)
retired through lubrication defects.

Capt. Fairbank. who aiade the best per-

formance in the trial, lost one mark only,

and this was in the acceleration test.

His machine w-as a J.A.P.-engined mount
assembled by himself, arid had a Chater-
Lea frame.
The most plucky performance was made

by Capt. Miller (5-6 Zenith), to whom
the judges have awarded The Motor Ci/rJe

cup for the best pextormance in face of

adversity. Capt. Miller had not ridden
the machine prior to the trial ; more-
over, it was an antiquated model,
badly sliod, and in a generally bad condi-

tion. He rode without coat or macintosh,
and, in spite of breaking the throttle

wire, he cheerfully finished the course
with the bare wire in his hand with a loss

of only nine marks.

Awards.
Best performance of the daj'.—Capt.

Fairbank (8 J.A.P. sc).

First Class B.—Sgt. Smith
Second Class B.—Lt. Lever
Third Class B.—Capt. Perry (4 Triumph).
The Motor Cycle cup for the best per-

formance in lace of adversitv.— Capt.
Miller (5-6 h.p. Zenith).

(34 Rover).
(4J B.S.A.).

AT THE START OF THE TANK CORPS TRIAL. Amonj the makes of machines

represented were the Premier, Triumph, Scott, B.S.A., and Rover.
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SCENES AT THE TRIAL
HELD BY THE

TANK CORPS M.C.C.

(1) Capt. Fairbank on Gallows Hill. (2) Col. Sacks starting the men from Wool. (3; Capt. Frost (Scott), Sgt. Sharpe (Rudge),

and Lt. Head (Douglas) at the commencement of the trial. (4). Capt. Frost on the way from Bere Regis. (5) Lt. A. W. Lever

(B.S.A.) on Gallows Hill (6) Lt. Head (Douglas) starting away.
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A.C.U. Competition Expert.

The name of JMr. G. E. Kuhn has
been added to the " competition^ ex-

perts' " list of the Auto Cycle Uiilon.

Observers for London-Exetet

A few motor cyclists who would act

as observers on Trow Hill, near Sid-

mouth, -are required for the JM.C.C.
London-Exeter run on December 25th
and 27th. Those willing to give their

.services on this occasion are requested
to communicate, as soon as possible,

with Mr. Frank Haiisford, Ilminster.

Motor Cycle Records.

A new edition ot " British Motor
Cycle Records" has been issued by the
A.C.U., and existing records for all

powers and recognised distances are

, clearly tabulated. Copies, price 6d. post

free, may be obtained from the Secre-

tary. A.O.U., 83, Pall Mall, London,
S.W.I.

A Warning to Motorists.
' Many complaints of inconsiderate

driving of cari and motor cycles have of

late been received by the R.A.C. and
A.C.U., notably on the Great North
Road and on the London-Hastings road
through Dunton Green, Riverhead, and
Sevenoaks, where the police have received

instructions to enforce the legal limit. It

is believed that most of the offenders

have acquired their machines since the
Armistice, and are not acquainted with
the ordinary courtesies of the road.

The A.A. Benzole Test.

The report of the A.A. 10,000 mile
benzole test carried out on the Sunbeam
car is now out of the printer's hands,
and copies may be obtained from the
offices of the Automobile Association,
Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, W.C.2,
the price being 3s. 6d. post free. Despite
the fact that the mean weight of the
car on the road was 1.8 tons and that
the average speed over the total distance
was in tie region of 23 m.p.h., the
average consumption was 24.57 m.p.g.
Ihe report of the motor cycle test of

5.000 miles on Triumph machines is

I xpected in the near future.

An M.C.C. Club for Crook and District.

A club has been formed by motor
cyclists in the Crook district, Co. Durham,
and others who are interested are advised
to communicate with the hon. sec,
Mr. A. F. Chandler, 10, Alexander
Terrace, Crook, Co. Durham.

The Blaenavon M.C.C. Dinner.

The first annual dinner of the above
club will be held at 5 p.m. on Wednesday,
December 51st. All local motor cyclists

are invited to attend. Tickets, price 5s.

each, may be obtained from the hon. sec.

at the Prince of Wales Hotel.

Cardiff M.C.C. Reliability Trial.

The Cardiff Motor Cycle Club (late

Cardiff City and District Motor Cycle
and Light Car Club) recently held a very
successful consistent driving and relia-

bility trial. The course was forty-two
miles, mostly over country lanes and
third-class roads. The winner was the
competitor who lost the least number of

marks on observed hills, etc., and who
maintained the average speed—16 m.p.h.
Result : First, D. McKenzie (4 Douglas
sc), 3m. 48s. late; second, P. White (5-6

Brough), 3m. 50s. early; third, J. E.
Cleverley (B.S.A.), 5m. 30s. early;

fourth, A. Thom (7-9 Harley-Davidson).

Special JP^ealures.

THE YEARS COMPETITIONS.

WHAT THE LADIES THINK.-

FOUR-WHEELED RUNABOUTS.

IN THE CORNISH BY-LANES.
The Royal Ruby is negotiating Black Hil

near; Trebarwith Strand Beach.

Provincial Government Sales.

The Ministry of Munitions is arranging

a further provincial sale of motor cycles

at Edinburgh on the 22nd inst. The
auctioneers are J. Croall and Sons, Castle

Terrace, Edinburgh. The last sale was
held at Halifax on Tuesday, the 9th inst.

Government Sale of Motor Cycles To-day.

A fmther sale by the Ministry of Muni-
tions of a large number of motor cycles

is advertised to take place to-day (the

11th) at Earl's Court. The lots include

Douglas, P. and M., Clyno, Indian,

B.S.A., and Scott machines, many with

sidecars ; also 140 cases of spares and
accessories for Douglas and Enfield

machines. The first item will be offered

at 2.30 p.m.

Silver Cup and Bowl for Plymouth M.C.C.

The prospects of the sporting side of

the Plymouth and District M.C.C. for

next year are very good. A silver bowl
has already beeii offered by Mrs. Snell,

of Plymouth, for a reliability trial, while

a silver cup has been presented by i\Ir.

Clarence Spoonei;, of Plymouth, for. a

hill-climb. The yearly subscription of

the club is 10s. per annum, bufT^it has
been reduced to 5s. for the rest of the

year. The hon. secretary, Mr. Lionel B.

Jackson, The Old Grammar School,

Plympton, will be glad to receive names
of prospective members.

United R.A.S.C. Club.

At a recent conference at the War
Of^.ce it was decided that the new Royal
Army Service Corps Club, in course of

formation, should be named the United
R.A.S.C. Club. Membership is to be

open to officers of all branches of the
corps, namely, to officers of the Regular
Army, Special Reserve, Territorial Force,
temporary officers of the R.A.S.C. who
served during the war. Motor Volunteer
Transport Corps, officers of the corps in

Overseas Dominions, also to the Indian
Supply and Transport Corps. All officers

who have served in any branch of the
corps, whether on the active lists, retired,

or demobilised, will be eligible tor

election.

C15
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Four Hundred Kliles Non-engine Stop.

Late on Thursday night last the G.N.
cycle car, driven by Eex Mundy, arrived
in Edinburgh, after complrting the long
Journey from London without an engine
stop. The run was accomplished under
R.A.C. observation, and a 20 m.p.h.
average was maintained. This is the
first time that an air-cooled engine has
jjropelled a vehicle over this course
under official observation with the engine
running continuously. Apart from test-

ing the 10 h.p. G.N. itself. National
benzole, Cooke plugs, Sthenos car-

buretter, and an Easting windscreen of

a new pattern were fitted to the small
car. Other equipment carried in-

cluded Smith's speedometer and dynamo
lighting set. Palmer cord tyres were
fitted, and Coolie oil was used for

lubrication. A test of this description is

ahnost equally one of the driver's skill

as of the reliability of the machine.

' The Price of Petrol. •

The price of petrol in this country is

twice the amount charged in New York. It

is delivered to the tankei's for shipment
to England at less than a shilling per
gallon, yet motorists on this side of the
Atlantic are called upon to pay three times
this amount. Until Britain produces fuel

at a reasonable price, motorists will

always be at the mercy of the Trusts.

Petrol Profiteering?

The committee formed
to inquire into petrol r-_'

prices under the Profiteer- !

ing Act will consist of

Mr. P. G. L. Webb
(Board of Trade), Mr.
W. H. L. Paterson (Petrol

Control Board), Mr. A.
Smith (Vehicle Workers'
Union), representatives
of the A.A., the Com-
mercial Motor Users'

Association, Sir Wilfred
Stokes, K.B.E., Mr.
Frank Chitham (director

of Harrods, Ltd.), and
Baillie P. Gillespie (Secre-

tary Horse and Motor-
men's Union). This com-
mittee will inquire into
the reasons for the differ-

ence between the land-
ing price of petrol.
Is. 9^d. per gallon
(including tax), and the
retail price, 3s. O^d. per
gallon.

A Boxing Day Social Bun.

The Birmingham Branch of the
N.M.C.F.U. are holding a social run on
the 26th inst. to the Red Lion Hotel,
Knowle, starting from the Swan Hotel,
Yardley, at 10.30 a.m.

Obstruction by a Char-a-banc.

The Automobile Association recently
prosecuted the driver of a char-a-banc
who was alleged to have wilfully ob-
structed a member's car for a considerable
distance.

Having regard to the fact that the
driver had been discharged from his em-
ployment, the case was not pressed, but
it was stated that the case had been

.

brought forward -as a warning to others.

The Bench dismissed the case with a
caution, warned owners of other chars-a-

bancs of the consequences of further
obstructions of this kind, and expressed
the opinion that every char-a-banc should
be provided with a conductor, who would
have the means of communicating with
the driver. The Bench thanked the A.A.
member for bringing the case forward.

The Genuine Lightweight.

There are several designers of scooters

who are seriously thinking of the possi-

bilities of a genuine lightweight which
will be almost as light as a scooter, but
-have greater scope. We have welcomed
the advent of the scooter because in it

we see the nucleus of the real lightweight.

ORIGINALITY IN
LEG-GUARDING.
This Venetian blind type

of leg-guard is soon to be

placed on the market by

Messrs. J. Collier and Co.,

Birmingham, in a slighty

different form.

Extra Capital.

It is proposed to increase the £200)000
capital of J. B. Brooks and Co., Lt4->
to £300,000 by the creation of 100,000
additional shares^of £1 each. An extra-
ordinary general meeting is being hdd on
Monday iiext at the Chamber of Com-
merce Buildings, Birmingham.

Wooler Developments.

The manufacturers of the Wooler
motor cycle and three-wheel runabout
are floating a company with £200,000
capital. We understand that the pro-

spectus will be issued to-day, the 11th,
\

and that the title of the company will
be the Wooler Motor Cycle Company
(1919), Ltd.

Criticising New Designs.

"An instructive address by Mr. Douglas
Leechman was given to members of the
Essex Motor Club and others at the
Royal Automobile Club, Pall Mall, during
the Olympia Show. The lecture consti-

tuted^ a severe criticism of the new
featirfes incorporated in the design of

new models exhibited at Olympia. Spring
frames were enthusiastically discussed.

M.C.C. London-Exeter Bun.
Up to the

_
5th inst., the following

additional entries have been received for
the above trial, bringing the total up to
103. The event is to be held on Dec.
26th.

SOLOS.
K. V. Chidley (2% Wooler)
L. Pulham (SVz Ariel)
A. J. Sprcston (31/2 M.A.G.-Lea-Francis)
Carl Heiberg (4 Trmmph)
E. C. Staunton (4 Trmmph)
C. K. Robinson (3 A.B.C.)
L. W. G. Pbtley (a'A Omega)
P. E. Salter (2?4 Zenith) ,

P. Pike (214 Levis)

SIDECARS.
E. B. Clark (8 Jap-Matchless)
R. C. Davis (8 Chatcr-Lea)
R. C. Charlesworth (8 Jap-Zenith 1

P. J. Watson (3Vi Ariel)
C. Crostwaite (8 Excelsior)
5. E. Longman (8 Matchless)
G. S. Wright (7-9 E-Kcelsiai)
G. W. Wilkin (3I/2 Wilkin) -

E. Chidley {3% P. and M.)
W. P. Tippett (4 Rex)
W. E. Line (10 Reading-Standard i

6. G. C. Pigott (31/2 A.B.C.)

OARS AND RUNABOUTS.
B. Alan Hill (8 Morgan)
S. C. Westall (12 A.C.)
H. L. Bing (20 Scripps-Booth)
K. Don (10 A.C.)
C. A. Hardy Mason (11.9 Morris-Cowley)
H. Claude Maybury (45 Oakland)
G. Petty (11.9 Bean)
C. Dickinson (10 Eric-Campbell)
S, E. H. Davis (11 McKenzie)
Lt. L. J. Martin (27 Buick)
C. J. Mebes (10 Crouch Carette)
L. O. L. Frisby (10 M.E.C.)
W. G. Brownsort (12 6-oy!. A.C.)
P. C. Stead (10 A.C.)

\

BRISTOL LAND'S END TRIAL ON BOXING DAY,
IN pre-war days the Bristol Club's Christ-

mas trial to Land's End and back was
one of the most strenuous of the year.

]\Iany riders have vivid reoollejctions of

the all-night journey over the coast roads
of North Devon. To climb Porlock and
Lynton hills in the wee small hours in

pouring rain and a gale of wind furnished
suflicient excitement for the most hardened
of trial riders.

The objects of the, trial are commend-
able. They are to demonstrate that
modern motor cycles can be driven over
400 miles at an average speed of 20 m.p.h.
in mid-winter over what is perhaps the
most difficult main road route in the

Ci6

country. It will prove also the eflaciency

or otherwise of modern lighting arrange-

ments, as competitors are compelled to

ride in at least fifteen hours of complete
darkness.
The outward route will be Bristol,

Bridgwater, Porlock (control), Lynmouth
Barnstaple, Bideford, Holsworthy,
Launceston, Truro, Penzanoe, Land's End
(control).

The return journey will be via Penzance,
Truro, St. Austell, Tavistock, Liskeard,
Two Bridges (control), Ashburton (control),

Exeter, Taunton, Bridgwater, Bristol.

No secret checks will be taken, nor will

any observed hill be included.

Gold medals wUI be awarded to all who
do not exceed five minutes variation at
each check, silver medals up to ten
minutes ei'ror, and bronze medals up to
fifteen minutes error, with the exception
of Lynton check, where the error allowed
wOl be fifteen minutes, twenty-five
minutes, and fifty minutes respectively.
Those intending to compete should com-

municate with the secretary, Mr. Allan
King-Smith, near Bristol. Entries will

close on the 18th . inst. , late entries at

double fees first post on the 22nd. The
fees are £1 10s. for trade entrants ISs.

non-trade ; club members 25s. and lOs.

6d. respectively.
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Motor Cycle Engines with Overhead Cams.
The Metric Range of Engine Units which follow Advanced Lines.

FOR some time cax engme designers

have shown a tendency to consider

overhead valves operated by cam-
shafts over the cylinder heads, and at the

Paris Salon the Louis Clement motor
cycle created a great deal of interest,

chiefly on account of its overhead valve

gear.

There is nothing really new in this

principle ; m fact, an experimental Norton
of about 1912 had an overhead camshaft
driven by a chain, and- a little four-

cylinder V air-cooled engine produced in

Plan view of cylinder head of the racing

model, showing location of the twin exhaust

valves, inlet pocket, and sparking plug hole.

America some time ago for cycle cars also

had a chain-driven camshaft located over-

head.
It is gfenerally conceded, however, that

the overhead valve engine is more efficient

than the side-by-side type, partly on

account of the fact that a hemispherical

combustion, head is possible, which makes
for greater thermal efficiency. Whether

Section of the Metric engine cylinder

head. The. valves are operated by rockers,

and an overhead camshaft contained in a

casing cast in one with the cylinder head.

overhead valves are operated by push rods
from a cam chamber on the side of the
crank case, or by cams immediately
ladjacent to the valves, is not a matter
affecting thermal efficiency, but rather

**\ y:

The twin Metric, which is made in tour sizes.

one of refinement in design. Neverthe-
less it is interesting that a new firm of

engine unit manufacturers has decided to

market a range of engines embodying
overhead camshafts. This firm is the
Metric Co., of 55, Victoria Street, Lon-
don, S.W.I, and the engines of its

manufacture which we have inspected
show distinct promise.

Consistent h.p. Rating.

The range of engines is rather more
extensive than one expects from a new
firm entering the field, but many use the

same cylinders arid other important com-
ponent parts, so that the production of

the eight sizes does not necessarily mean
eight different designs. The sizes are as

follow :

Single Cvxinder.
2.5 h.p., 64x80 mm. (255 c.c).

3.2 h.p., 64x100 mm. (320 c.c).

4 h.p., 80x80 mm. (400 c.c).

5 h.p., 80x100 mm. (500 c.c).

Twin Ctiinders.
5 h.p., 64x80 mm. (510 c.c).

6.4 h.p., 64x100 mm. (540 c.c).

8 h.p., 80x80 mm. (800 c.c).

10 h.p. 80x100 mm. (1,000 c.c).

Incidentally, we are glad to see that

this company nonnn I'h rites the power

Skew gears are used to drive the vertical

shaft of the valve mechanism. The gear

wheel above' drives the magneto.

of its engines by a definite rule founded
upon the cubical capacity of the cylinder,

and that, as suggested several times in

The Motor Cycle, 100 c.c. is regarded as

representing 1 h.p.

Having a hemispherically-shaped com-
bustion space, the cylinder heads are
detachable, and have integral with them
a casing containing the camshaft, which
runs on a double row of baU bearings.

Cross section of the single-cylinder engine,

showing the overhead camshaft.

Tlie camshafts are driven by skew gears
in the timing case, and by similar gearing
in the cases on the cylinder heads. The
vertical shafts carrying these gears are

The oil pump shown in part section and
in diagrammatic form. The rotating member,
driven from the camshaft skew gear, throws

oil by centrifugal force into an aimular

chamber and thence through a pipe to the

crankshaft, and to the overhead valve gear

on each cylinder head.

enclosed in long tubes, but on one shaft,
about midway, there is a third gear
wheel which drives the magneto.
0£E the timing gear there is also driven

a centrifugal pump, drawing oil from

CI7.
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Motor Cycle Engines with Overhead Cams.^

the base of the timing case up a separate
pipe to the camshafi casing, and pre-

serving therein a constant level of oil

about a quarter of -an inch in depth,
while the oil pipe is enclosed within
another so designed that any excess of

oil runs through the outer pipe back
again into the timing gear, thus main-
ta,ining constant circulation. Provision

-

is made so that oil cannot leak from the
camshaft, casing into .the combustion
chamber, as the oil level is well below

that of the top of the valve 'glides, the

stems of which are always working i(i

an oil vapour.
The whole of the design has been care-

fully thought out, and one of its princi-

pal features is the interchangeability of

parts. The main-shaft runs on ball

bearings, and the big end is provided
with roller bearings. In the racing engine
there are two exhaust and one inlet

valve, but there are only single valves

in the ordinary touring engine.

The radiating fins, as are also the inlet

and exhaust passages, are of generous
size, and the valves are large. Exter-
nally the engine is of clean design, and
the crank case halves are fastened by six

bolts of equal size, and equally spaced.
The timing gear case is circular in shape,,

and is concentric with the crank case.;

Owing to the absence 'of outside bosses,,
it is smooth and neat in appearance.
The makers hope to be in a position to

deliver engines in quantities early in

February, and we learn that they are

being rapidly booked up.

The Motor Cycling Club's Dinner.
A Revival of an Important Pre-war C!ub Meeting,

THE Motor Cycling Club's annual
. dinner was held at Gatti's Restaurant
on Saturday evening last under the

chairmanship of Lt.-Col. Chas. Jarrott,

O.B.E., the president of the club.

After proposing the health of the
King, the Chairman rose to propose the

Motor Cycling Club. It was, he said,

difficult to realise that the last dinner
that the Club had held was in 1913,

so much had happened in between,
ilany members then present were no
longer in their places. Many had joined

up at the outbreak of hostilities.

Efficiency was the tradition of the Motor
Cycling Club, and, owing to the train-

ing they had received in the Club com-
petitions, they had done extraordinarily
good work as despatch riders. The war
had helped enormously to develop the
motor cycle ; it had increased production,

and many present riders of motor cycles

would never have been motor cyclists

had it not been for the war. When
the country was short of men, women
motor cyclists had stepped into the
breach, and had done their "duty nobly.

He believed that the R.A.P. was first

to employ ladies as motor cyclists to any
extent..

A Tribute.

He had already referred to absent
friends. Among these he would like to

mention that splendid sportsman and
gallant officer, the late Rear Admiral
Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, who, had always
taken such an interest in tire Club. One
had only to read the books recently

written by Lords Jellicoe and Fisher to

learn how much his services were appre-
ciated in the Navy, and he thought it a
great compliment to the Club that Sir

Robert had taken such a keen interest

in it.

The Club was fortunate in having a
very efficient secretary, and he had
pleasure in presenting, on behalf of the
members, a small token of appreciation
to Jlr. Southcomb May for his valuable
work (this took the form of a fitted

luncheon basket). Mr. May, in response,
gave a few figures concerning the Club's
competitions, and mentioned that the
Exeter Run had already received over 100
entries.

The next item on the programme was
the distribution of prizes, which was
carried out by the president. . After dis-

tributing medals won in the London-
Edinburgh and other competitions, the
President handed to Mr. "V^ictor Holroyd

(representing the Coventry and Warwick-
shire Motor Club) Tht Motor - Cycle

challenge cup for the M.C.C. Team Trial.

On being called upon for a speech, Mr.
Holroyd said that it was nine years ago

since he had performed a similar pleasant

duty in London at the occasion of the

M.C.C. dinner. Next year he considered

that the competition should be held in

the district in which the winning club

was situated.

A 1914 Prize.

Silver medals were then pres_ented to

Capt. Norman Longfield, representing the

Ilkley and District M.C.C, which was
second in the competition.

The next prize to be presented was the

Jarrott Cup, competed for in 1914. and

won by Mr. E. A. Colliver, who, being

called upon, made a brief . and suitable

speech.
The toast of "The "Visitors and Press"

was by Mr. Arthur Candler, mentioning
Mr. Rutter in connection with the press,

and Mr. Holroyd in connection with the

visitors, to which both these gentlemen
suitably replied.

The last toast of the evening was that

of "The Chairman of the Committee,"
Mr. Robert Head, proposed by Mr. E.

M. P. Boileau (The Motor Cycle), ilr.

Head, in the course of his reply, said

that his friend, Mr. Arthur Mescheni had
stated that the Lugano Cup was still

open. This, it may be remembered, was
to have been competed for in 1914, and
was in the nature of a trial fiom London
to Lugano, Switzerland, and should prove
an interesting event.

THE MOTORISED BICYCLE.
Accessibility ot the Simplex motor attachment is one of its striking features. On swinging

back the petrol tank the top half of the crank chamber can be removed.
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The 7-8 h.p. Twin-cylinder Iver-Johnson.
Side-by-side Valve Even Firing V Twin Engine, wiili Two-throw Crankshaft.

FEW English motor cyclists have heard
of the Iver-Johnson motor cycle,

which hails from the United States,

and it was the original intention of a
British firm to place it on the English
market. However, the manufacturers are

unable to deliver, and the one example in

this country is to be sold, so the make
will not be on the market here for

some considerable time. It presents,

however, several interesting features, for

which reason it cannot fail to interest our
readers, and we propose to give a brief

description of it.

A powerful American machine little known in this country.

Two-throw crankshaft of the 7-8 h.p.

Iver-Johnson , V-twin. which permits even

firing.

In general, the machine leaves much to

be desu-ed by the English rider. The
handle-bars are narrow, while the trans-

mission is by long single chain. The
engine, however, possesses several good
points. It has a bore and stroke of

3i-_X 3|in. (82^ x 95^ mm.) respectively,

and is provided with particularly wide
plain bearings. The crank is made from
a di'op forging telescoped in sections,

which are keyed, locked, and double
riveted. The crank sections are recessed
to allow of wide eflScient main and con-
necting rod bearings. The double crank
is contrary to usual motor cycle prac-
tice, and its construction allows one
piston to finish the exhaust stroke at the
exact moment when the other piston is

completing its compression stroke, conse-
quently the firing is even.

It may be recalled that a V twin engine
manufactured by Messrs. AUdays and
Onions embodied a similar double throw
crank pin to obtain even firing.

The timing gear is also a distinct

departure from the ordinary. The small

timing wheel rotates inside an internally

toothed ring, on the outside of which are

the cams which actuate rollers on the

base of the valve tappets. The. method
of driving the oil pump is also ingenious.

The pump is a plunger with a cone

rotated in the socket by a ratchet operated

from the inlet tappet of the front cylin-

der. The spring-actuated plunger within

the cone is withdrawn by a cam surround-

ing the plunger, and when it slides oft' the

cam the sprmg drives the plunger down
and discharges the oil directly into the

crank case. The amount of oil delivered

is also capable of adjustment.

Under-geared Transmission.

An epicyclic reduction gear on the

engine-shaft embodies a clutch, and a

two-speed hub can be fiUed at an extra

charge. A kick-starter is provided, but

this, as in many other American machines,

is on the near side.

The American manufacturers are the

Iver-Johnson Arms and Cycle Works,
Massachusetts.

Piston Packing.
A Substi!u!e for Ccnventional Piston Rings.

rHE piston packing shown herewith
has been devised by Mr. P. Shutler,

98, Northfield Road, Coventry, to
take the place of the usual piston rings.

He describes it as follows ;

The packing consists of three split

spring rings, which assemble in a single
groove. The ring A is a plain piston
ring, but is carried on a sleeve ring B,
so that their joints when broken are
sealed to gas ; then, if an axial pressure
is maintained in the groove, so that gas
is prevented from escaping from the
bottom of the groove up the front side, a
perfect gas joint is obtained. This axial
pressure is obtained by means of a bevel
on ring B engaging with bevel face on
ring C. This ring C is also so arranged
that a proportion of the pressure behind
the piston is admitted under the ring B,
and also under itself (C). Thft results

\.

behind the piston

A piston packing designed to replace the

usual rings.

in an added radial pressure when com-
pressing and firing, and also an added
axial pressure, both being necessary when

the pressure
increased.

We are informed that it has been fitted

to a number of engines, and is giving

excellent results. On test, it is claimed,

it gives constant compression, and, ol

course, all that this implies. The inventor

tells us that experiments have shown that

with the engine choked with oil it is

impossible to get a smoke trail, even
when additional oil is then forced into

the crank case. Nothing more than a

film of oil, sufficient for lubrication, is

allowed to "et on to the cylinder walls.

Thus a whole list of defects, due to the
present system of packings, is said to be

eliminated. Further, a saving of quite

33% is claimed on fuel consumption.
These are the principal features of a

simple device, which is easily fitted, and
which should be quite reliable.
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An Aluminium Sidecar Body.
The Midland Sidecar. A New Attachment wih Navel Springing.

?f\^
manner which is made quite clear in the

illustration. From each end of the two
longitudinal members the four laminated
springs are extended. At the far end
these springs fit into a box formed integral

with the T lugs of the frame, and are

secured by a single bolt at theii' rear end.
' The springs approximate to a U shape,

doubling back to support the front end
of the body. Of similar design, the rear

springs are shackled to the body. Four-
point attachment, a detachable wheel, and
a well-stayed guard, form part of the

specification..

Turning to the body, we were, struck

by the particularly good quality of the

workmanship and finish. The p'anelling

of aluminium on laminated corner

I weighmg

DESPITE the increase in numbers of

'motor cycle manufacturers who offer

their machines complete w'ith side-

car, pa.ssenger attachments as a separate

proposition are attracting a large number
of new firms who have suitable facilities.

One of the latest additions to the "pro-
prietary" sidecar manufacturing firms is

Chassis construction and springing of the

Midland sidecar.

the Midland Sidecar and Light Body Co.,

of Stratford Street, Upper Stoke, Coven-
try, who for some time have built a large

number of bodies for motor cycle manu-
facturers. In deciding to introduce a

model of ^their own, however, those re-

sponsible had the good sense to realise

that the production of a complete sidecar

was a matter, more serious than a mere
question of placing their body upon
standard type chassis. They are body
specialists, and they decided to work in

conjunction with another firm specialising

in sidecar chassis. This firm is the Ball

Pedal Co., of Byron Street, Coventry,- a

concern which has * produced chassis of

special design for the trade for several

years, and the combined eiSort is a

splendidly made, well-designed, and com-
paratively light attachment.
The "chassis" is rectangular, and is

dropped below the wheel centre in a

The grid of the Midland sidecar forms the

loclcer lid.

pillars; the majority of the beads are

swaged in the metal. The upholstery is

of Crochett's first quality American cloth

very closely resembling leather, and the

seat and back cushions are deep and well

sprung. At the rear of the body there is

a fair sized locker, the lid of which is

fitted with a small grid enabling it to'

be used for the carriage of a suit case.

The standard colour is a rich dark blue,

but an all-aluminium finish may be
obtained if desired at the same price,

i.e., 32 guineas, which includes an apron,

but the grid and cjuick detachable fittings

are extras.

A COMPOSITE DISC AND WIRE WHEEL.
WITH the. idea of producing a type

of wheel which would be rela-

tively inexpensive to manufacture,
and embody the advantages of both disc

and wire wheel, Mr. Norman Ryecroft,
of Coventry, recently designed and
patented the composite wheel illustrated
below. It will be seen that the wheel
has a rim of the voiturette type, against
which are fitted two light pressed steel

discs with inwardly flanged edges at their

peripheries, and which abut against each
other at this point, forming a seating for
the rim.

The hub consists of a shell, having six

splines milled upon the outside, which
carries two flanged sleeves with corre-
sponding splines fitting friction-tight on
each end of the hub. By this construc-
tion tJie flanged lower edges of the discs
are placed inside the hub flanges. A
minimum number of spokes are used,
;:iid these extend from the flanges of the
i: ;'h sleeves through holes around the

central hole of the ad-

jacent disc across the

middle plane of the

wheel and through the

peripheral flange of the

other disc. In this way
the spoke tension tends

to draw the discs to-

gether, so that they can

share the driving strain

with the spokes.

It will be observed
that, while the spokes
hold the rim in com-
pression, all road shocks
are absorbed by the
discs, which are also

held in compression.
Thus this construction

provides a certain

amoiuit of resilience

which- is present in a
wire wheel, but which is

absent in the disc type. Details of the Ryecroft disc wheel constructi-in.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hettlord gtreet, Coventry, and must be accomnanied by the writer's name and address.

MVDQUARJinslG.
Sir,—We have read with interest your leading article on

passenger machines in the issue of The, Motor Cycle. . for
November 13th.
Your last paragraph says :

" Mudguarding, especially with
regai'd to the front wheel, is still capable of improvement."
We might say that our latest sidecar, in which the front
portion has been raised in order to give a more streamline
effect, shields the passenger admirably—more so than any
improvement to the mudguard could have done.

RUDGE-WHITWORTH, LTD.
JET SIZES.

Sn-,—May I be permitted, through the medium of your
paper, to thanli those of your readers ivho so kindly gave

- nie advice in i-eply to .my query of October 9th as to jet
sizes for a 3^ h.p. Sunbeam combination with Amac
carburetter?

, I am glad to say I have found the solution of my troubles
ni JTB.A. benzole, w-hich has enabled me to fit a jet three
sizes smaller, reduce my running costs, lowered my con-
sumption by about 25%, and at the same time gives me an
e.Ktraordinary increase of power on hills. I am now an
X.B.A. benzole enthusiast. CT

Shalford.

A MAGNETO TIP.
Sir,—Maybe the following may be of use to users of

Thomson-Bennett magnetos. Recently I had the misfortune
• to have the carbon brush removed from my Triumph motor
bicycle by some meddlesome person while I was away on
holiday in the country.
Being some fifteen miles from the nearest repair shop or

town, something had to be devised on the spot. On examina-
tion I found that in the brush holder there is a brass sleeve
to contain the brush spring. By removing, the rubber
washer the brush holder will fit ''home," and enable the
brass sleeve just to bear on the armature. I was thus able
not only to ride home, but also to complete 300 miles before
fitting a new brush, and during the whole time I never
had a misfire. By the way, a local repairer charged me
3s. for a new brush, which strikes me as distinctly like
profiteering. A. RID'ER.

Dublin.

THE VALVE OF THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATIONS.
Sir,—As many motor cyclists seem doubtful of the advant-

ages offered by joining the A.A., may I relate the following
incident? When stationed at, Portsmouth I ordered a well-
known make of motor cycle in May, paying a deposit on
the understanding that delivery would be late in June. De-
mobiUsed and settled in Glasgow, I wasted a glorious summer
-waiting for my mount. Reply prepaid telegrams and letters
were sent and not repUed to. Finally, in October, I
obtained another make and joined the A. A. I brought the
matter before the secretury, and, to my surprise and
gratification, ivithin a week I received deposit in full with
letter of apology. EX R.N.O.

Liscard.

Sir,—I have read lately in the cycle press various comments
on the A.C.U. scouts and get-you-home scheme.

I met with an accident on Saturday, August 30th, while
travelling, with my wife in the sidecar. I overturned in
avoiding collision with a car which came unexpectedly out
of a narrow side road at Hoc Green, Knutsford. My wife
and I were badly knocked about—my injuries consist of a

broken collar bone, and two ribs. I was almost too much
hurt to bother about any sort of scout, but an A.A. man
quickly turned up and rendered what help he could, although

I am a member of the A.C.U. However, after being

attended to—I must say very kindly indeed by everyone

at the " Hoo Green Hotel" (proprietor Mr. Power)—we
proceeded to return to my home, nearly twenty miles away,
by taxi.

J
Last week I wrote to the Secretary of the A.C.U. giving

particulars of above, and, although the cost of the ta.xi was
£2, I received a cheque for this amount almost by .return

of post. This action speaks for itself, and although I think

that, perhaps, it would be an economical advantage for the

scouts of both A.A. and A.C.U. to be amalgamated it is

without doubt to the advantage of all motorists to be a

member of both the A.C.'U. and the A.A. K 1147.

St. Helens.

APPRECIATION.
Sir,—As a reader of The Motor Cycle from its initiation,

I would like to congratulate you on the issues for November
13th and 20th. Those readers who cannot get to Olympia
will appreciate the splendid descriptions of machines, and
the many items of interest connected with the Show.
Although I intend visiting the Show 1 would forego this

pleasure rather than miss what jn-ust be the crowning success

of your journal.
""

Motor cyclists cannot afford to be without The Motor
Cycle. May I make one suggestion ? Instead of the word
"pastime" on your heading, would not "movement" be
better? It is more than "pastime" to-day, and I am sure
that many motor cyclists will agree that a motor cycle is an
absolute necessity, for business and pleasure alike.

I was about to suggest the word "sport" instead of

"pastime," but fear this would be inadequate. Perhaps
some reader will suggest a word better than "movement."

S. BARKER.
[We are grateful to our co-respondent for his suggestion and

remarks. The former shall have our consideration. The
word '

' movement '

' is already used on the cover.

—

Ed."]

WATERPKOOF CAPS.
Sir,— I see in your issue of October 23rd that " Ixion "

complains of the inadequacy of the cap as a motor cycling
head gear.

I suggest that he tries what is known as a " fishing hat,"
that is, if he has not already done so. This consists of a
circular high-crowned hat with a brim about 2iin. wide all

round it. The material should be Harris tweed or some
lieavy material of that kind. There is also a lining, of cloth
in my case, but I would suggest that this could be made
of ordinary macintosh if required. There is no stiffening

material used, such as the cardboard in a cap brim.
I first tried this hat in 1911, and have always used it

since. It is amazing how much wet it will turn before
becoming sodden—in fact, with a water-proof lining it should
never get wet through. The brim can he pulled down over
the eyes to protect the goggles, and, while projecting far
enough to prevent water running down the neck, it does
not catch the wind and cause that tilting over the eyes
that one experiences with a south-wester. Owing to the
fact that the crown is dome-shaped, and therefore has a
slight taper, the harder one pulls the hat on the harder it

is to get it blown off, I do not think that this has happened
to me more than once or twice.
This hat has been well tested, for I used to ride throughout

the year in all kinds of -weather on powerful machines,
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and, though perhaps my description makes it sound some-
what unsightly, it is by no means as bad as some of the head-
gear one may observe almost any day on the road.

I have been out here since August, but have not got a
machine, as the season is so nearly over and the roads are
impassable in winter, and are bad even in summer.
While on the subject of clothes for motor cyclists, it may

interest you to hear that the appearance of the average
motor cyclist over here is infinitely worse than in England.
It appears to be the fashion to wear rough clothes which
are liberally smeared with oil ; since no overalls are worn,
one can see people come into hotels looking more like
mechanics, and dirty ones at that, than anything else.

This applies both, to men and women. One continually
hears remarks about the dirtiness of motor cycles, con-
veying the hint that tliose who ride them are not fit for
decent society, not unlike it used to be in the good (or
bad) old days. ^ E. T. LEATHER. _

.
Quebec, Canada.

STRENUOUS HIDES.
Sir,—I notice that Captain Pike's ride from John-o'-

Groat's to Land's End in five days seems to be considered a
strenuous test for man and machine. I should like you to
recall the fact that years ago G. P. Mills did the' same
journey in less time on a push tricycle. Surely the modern
lightweight is a faster machine on" a long journey than the
old tricycle? H. WAYWELL.
[Lieut. -Colonel G. P. Mills's fine ride was not done in
November or amid ice and .=now.

—

Ed.]

ATTACHMENTS FOR THE AUTO-WHEEL.
Sir,—My attention has been called to a statement in a

recent number of The Motor Cyde that Messrs. Auto
Wheels, Limited, were the inventors of an attachment for
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The patented attachment referred to by
Mr. Frank Hucklebridge.

fitting an Auto-wheel to a' tricycle. This, however, is an
error on your part. The attachment used by Messrs. Auto
Wheels, Limited, is designed, patented, and made by my-
self, and I have pleasure in sending you a photograph
showing the attachment.

FRANK HUCKLEBRIDGE.

KICK-STARTERS.
Sir,—I think the impression given by "" Ixion's " com-

ments that there are no efficient kick-starters should be
corrected. Personally, I have experience of two efficient

types, i.e., the Scott and the Triumph. Pre-war I had a

Scott in constant use, winter and summer, using petrol or

benzole, and I never had any difficulty in .starting with the

kick-starter. During fifty-three months as "a D.R., the

greater portion of which I used a countershaft Triumph, I

could always start when, and how, I wanted to. I have
been in four different countries and climates, and the
spirit we used to get resembled paraffin, but if the machine
did not start in two or three kicks I knew that the kick-

starter was not the thing to be blamed.
The whole point is this, the average rider expects a

mechanical fitting to do work wliich he himself would
gibe at when the machine is not in tune. Keep the machine
as fit as if you had to push, treat it in the proper manner
when preparing to stai't, learn the knack, and j'ou will
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always be able to start easily. It is not always a case
of dropping the valve-lifter, a Triumph can be started in
one kick without using this on the decompressor.

G. HAEOLD DUNSTON.
TAPPET CLEARANCES.

Sir,—With reference to "B.S.A.'s" letter (November 20th)
on the subject of tappet clearances, it has occurred' to me
that the following jnay be the con-ect explanation. When
the engine is warmed up to the average running temperature,
both the cylinder barrel and valves lengthen slightly owing
to expansion, but as the former is considerably longer than
the latter, it necessarily follows that the valve is, so to

speak, lifted away from the tappet, owing to the lengthening
of the cylinder barrel. When, however, the engine is run
"all out," the temperature of the cylinder barrel does not
increase to anything like the same extent as that of the

—

l)ractically uncooled—exhaust valve, owing to the radiation
of heat via the cooling fins, so the valve stem then lengthens
to a greater extent than the cylinder barrel, and the tappet
clearance diminishes. R. P. MANN.

TRAMS.
Sir,—As a keen motor cyclist, I feel I must say a few

words of regret that the London County Council are pro-
posing to extend their tramway service in various districts.

Surely we motorists ought to have something to say against
this. Every motorist who rides about the larger towns of

this country has experienced great inconvenience caused by
the tramcars in traffic. One more often than not cannot
pass them, and they cannot make way for any other vehicle
owing to t'ne tact that they are tied by their lines.

If the L.C.C. must have trams, whj' cannot they use the
system whereby overhead wires are used and the trams,

modified of course, run on four wheels without lines, the
same as an ordinary omnibus.

Cannot the A.C.U. or the A.A. take up this matter for

us, and put forward objections when the time comes for the
hearing of the proposals? J. L. JEFFREE.

Smethwick.

OVERHEAD V. SIDE-BY-SIDE VALVES.
Sir,—Undoubtedly the reason given by your correspondent

Albert A. Graham for the present decline of the overhead
valve arrangement is quite feasible, but does he carry his

conclusions far enough? Continuuig on the line of reasoning

adopted by him, the following question obviously arises.

Does the increased efficiency obtained from the improved
shape of the overhead-valved combustion chamber effectively

compensate for the greater strain in the timing gear induced
by stronger valve springs and increased friction developed

by the use of extra bearings? (Incidentally, it is quite

obvious that extra strain on the timing gear can be com-
pensated, for in construction.) If at does not do so, why
adopt this arrangement, even in racing models? If it docs

do so, why not adopt it in the touring model? The only

reason, as far as I can make out, is that "the tourist wants
to increase his reliability as much as possible." Certainly _

he does. Yet I can see no reason for the. overhead arrange-

ment being less reliable than the other. Surely it is only

a matter of suitably constructing the parts, and securing

the right quality of material. And I venture to suggest that
:

the unreliability, if any, of the overhead arrangement is '

due to insufficient development, which perhaps, in its turn,

is due simply to prejudice on the part of the buying public.

In this connection it is interesting to note the letter in

your columns from the makers of the Duzmo engine, who, >'

I thmk, should be commended for their attempt to prove the
claims of the overhead arrangement in the best possible way, ,

by incorporating it in a standard model. Incidentally, it

would be interesting to know if the Duzmo combustion
chamber is shaped as perfectly as regards thermal efficiency

as is that of the new A. B.C. I have not seen a section

of the Duzmo engine, but, judging by the position of the
valve stems, as seen in the photographs of this engine, I

doubt if it can be.

Albert A. Graham, incidentally, raises another interesting

query : When will some enterprising designer produce -a

sleeve or cuff valve motor cycle engine? In the days when
the single and V twin lield the market, difficulties of balance
killed any possibilities of using this type of valve. With the
modern developments in design, surely these difficulties are
no longer insurmountable. , S. LATOUB HORDLE.
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RISK OF FIRE.
Sir,—^Lately I have suffered the painful experience o£

witnessing and hearing about a number of motor cycles

which caught fire and have tlius been materially spoilt

\before they could be extinguished.
Surely some enterprising firm will make a fire extinguisher

or supply a carrier for one. Maybe someone else has views
-on this subject. RUDGE MULTIST.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
Sir,—Just a word, about motor scooters. Being a

woman, I fail to see the use of such machines if they
are for women to go shopping with. How are we to carry
-our parcels and packets ? It strikes me it would take us
all our time to hold on to the machine if the roads were
at all rough. Can there not be something more suitable

—

say, an Auto-wheel fixed to a sidecar, or the works under-
neath, or just a small car to carry one lady. I think this

would prove a great boon to middle-aged ladies.

J. C. PATRICK.
PETROL PRICES.

Sir,—It may interest those readers who grumble from time
to time about the high prices of petrol prevalent at the
present time to hear that we humble persons in this colony
have to pay Rs. 38 a case of eight gallons, deducting a
loss of one gallon in transport to Mbarara, which is under-
taken on petrol lorries. The price per gallon at the present
time works out at the colossal figure of over. 7s. per gallon,

»

and yet we are only too pleased to get the liquid at the
price. CO. FREEINE.

JMbarara, Uganda.

CHAIN CASES.
Sir,—I have noticed while reading the descriptions of

new models appearing from time to time in your excellent
pajjer that in the case of all-chain-driven machines there is

a tendency to leave the rear chain open or else to provide
it with a meagre guard. I suppose the reason for this is

accessibility. But surely a totally enclosed chain will last

much longer without attention than one running in mud
and wet ? The Sunbeam oil bath transmission is as near
perfect as one could wish for. There is not a sign of

rattle from the chain cases, and the chain itself is kept
adequately lubricated and in beautiful condition. I fully

realise that chain cases are hard to perfect, but it is surely
rather cowardly to omit them altogether. The case of-

the new Premier Runabout seems neat and accessible.

The sidecar, of course, makes the average chain case hard
to get at, but the Sunbeam people have solved the problem
by taking the chain down the right-hand side of the
machine.
These remarks apply only to the rear chain in the case

of heavyweights, though I think the front chain in many
lightweights might b& provided with a case. The 1920

New Hudson sets a good example here. I consider this

non-enclosing of the chain one of the few weak points in

the design of the A.B.C. A.H.S. -

Enfield.

THE PASSENGER OUTLOOK FOR 1920.

Sir,—Mr. Davies's article in your 'humber of November
13th is of exceptional interest, both to the manufacturer
and to the public. His final recommendation—" massed
production of runabouts"—concerns us very closely. Per-
haps we may be allowed to say something on this point,

for we entirely agree with the article in question. Mr. H.
Ford (who ought to know) is reported to have said that an
output of 10,000 cars per annum secures the utmost economy
of production. The "correct counterblast," therefore, to

the threat of the competition of the cheap light car is a

production of at least 10,000 runabouts. Now it is scarcely

doubtful that more than that number of orders could be
secured at the Show alone for a popular machine. Yet we
must admit that we are booking only a limited number
of orders, much to the discontent of our agents, who are

promised tens where they are asking hmidreds. What is

the reason? Simply the impossibility of. largely increased

production under present circumstances. We cannot secure

the necessary parts. If we gave an order, let us say, for

10,000 engines, it is very unlikely that they would be de-

livered. If we could get twenty a week from one well-

known English manufacturer, at the present time we should

be delighted. Why not then make our own engines? Is it

likely that within the next twelve months we could accom-
plish what old-established firms are unable to promise? It

is the same in regard to other things. Given the materials,

and we have the means of mass production, but they are

not given and cannot be obtained. There are therefore two
courses open to us, either to make promises which it is very

unlikely that we should be able to fulfil, or to limit our

acceptance of orders and trust to increase our output under
better conditions, even though we know that this limit in-

creases the cost of production.
But the strength of the light car competition depends on

whether the producers are more fortunate in this respect'

than ourselves. Light cars, some of which have never yet

been on the road, and most of which at present exist in

twos and threes, Jiiay be able to secure what we have found
unprocurable. But unless they can do this, and do it before
the older firms are in a better position, the competition will

be negligible. We fancy that before that time the "correct
counterblast," of which your contributor speaks, will be in

full operation. MORGAN MOTOR CO., LTD.

THE "WHAT IS IT."

Sir,—The inventor sometimes thinks that he knows, and
sometimes the spectator has a say. "Oh! what is it?"

It has no particular shape. It is absolutely weatherproof.
Seats two with comfort. The seat back is detachable, and
forms part of a mattress for sleeping on. The space behind
the 'seat holds 60 lb. of luggage. The space in front beyond
our feet holds another 40 lb. We have travelled 800 miles
and slept in it ten times. It can be driyen hands off on a

level road. The body has no side next the machine. The box
for the di'iver's feet is unsprung and has flexible canvas sides,

the rest of the body being sprung. The hood is detachable,
but we always leave it up on account of the dense clouds
of dust on our Sydney bush tracks.

...A ..

I

PROTECTION FROM THE ELEMENTS AT A COST.
A two-seater sidecar, with interior steering and controls, referred

to by our correspondent, Mr. Louis Russell.

Ingredients? Yes! One Harley-Davidson, £115; chassis
and alteration, £38 ; body material, etc., £15 (body home-
made). Take the Harley-Davidson, strip handles, footrests,
front stand, clutch, foot mechanism, carrier, seat, and seat-
pillar. Change the foot brake to the opposite side and well
forward, work the ignition control by a small lever near the
magneto. Connect the chassis, put the body on, fill in spaces
with canvas, allowing for springing motion, fill the tank, put
in fishing rod, bait lines, enough food for four meals, pillows,
blanket and sundries, leave home at 1.30 p.m. on Saturday,
over the hills to the favourite spot, back again Sunday even-
ing or Monday morning. Petrol. 35 m.p.g.

Hills? Climb anything up to 1 in 3 so far.

If any manufacturer cares tor the design let him wire in,

as it is fully unpatented. We cannot manufactuj'e here, on
account of high wages.

1 In conclusion, let me say that the outfit is satisfactory in

every respect, and has been tested on the roughest tracks
imaginable. We have solved the problem.
Sydney.

.
LOUIS RUSSELL.
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SPARE PARTS. -,

Sir,— I should be very pleased if you could find space to

publish this letter in your most interesting paper.

I have a motor cycle fitted with a Jardrne four-speed gear
box, and was unlucky enough to break the belt pulley. After
failing to obtain a new one locally, I sent an e.xpress letter

to the makers, asking the price of the pulley. One can
guess my surprise when I received a new pulley two days
later by express post.

I have no connection with this firm except as a satisfied

ow-ner of one of its gear boxes. SATISFIED.
Southampton.

Sir,—I have been much interested in the letters appearing
in The Motor Cycle, giving examples of good treatment
from certain firms in supplymg spares. I am afraid I am
one of the customers whom •'Lieutenant, B..N.," in your
issue of November loth, describes as those treated indiffer-
ently. Two months ago I bought a new lightweight from
the local agent. I had not run the machine 100 miles before
the magneto gave out. I returned the machine to the agent,
who dismantled the magneto and found it faulty, and im-
mediately despatched it to the makers of the machine. This
firm acknowledged receipt of it, and said they had sent it

to the manufacturers. After three weeks, having ho news
of the magneto, the agent wrote to the magneto manufac-
turers. In reply, they stated that from the description the
magneto was evidently faulty, and that they would replace
it as soon as it was received. Apparently it had never been
sent on to them. Repeated letters and a telegram have
brought forth no reply from the makers of the motor cycle,
and I am still without my machine.
As you publish, and quite rightly, appreciations, I should

be very much obliged if you will publish this, a-s such a
display of negligence should be shown up.

B. w. robinson;

Sir,-—After all the laudatory epistles from readers regarding
the fair dealing, etc., of various firms, I should like to point
out that the other side of the picture should be given equal
prominence.

I own a 2| h.p. twin, and have ridden it^ui- times. The
first time the chain broke. Second time : Bolts holding the
magneto to the crank case stripped the thread in aluminium.
To cure this fault, I had to put a steel band right over the •

magneto, the ends of the steel band fixed under the plugs
each side of the case. Third time : The magneto timing
wheel stripped its teeth, the flywheel became slack, and the
engine loose in the frame. Fourth time ; The main timing
wheel teeth all came off, causing the following : Intermediate
wheel stud and wheel useless, magneto pinion again stripped
its teeth, and, worse than all, bent the armature-shaft.
Lower down the cam wheel w'as absolutely spoilt by the
damage to the main pinion. Inside the engine both connect-
ing rods were bent^

All this trouble is directly traceable to faulty material and
bad case har-dening.

The mere replacement of parts by this firm (or any firm
for that matter) can never compensate for the trouble and
inconvenience caused by faulty parts. Good steel can be
obtained, proper hardening of parts can be done, and there
is no excuse except that of " getting rich quickly," for the
sake of inferipr material or slackness in examination of parts.

Firms who carry on in this manner with the general public

will get a verv rude shock in the near future when conditions

become more 'normal, ALBERT V. HUGHES.

THE LIGHTING REGULATIONS.
Sir,—There is, I am afraid, an entire absence of logic in

both the letters written by " Sivel." In the "deliberate
misquotations" , imputed to " lorwarth," the difference is in

wiirili only ; the sense is in no way changed, nor does a

suggestion that one class has some sense necessarily impute
lack of sense to another class, although it may do so. For
suggestions that cyclists have no sense I would refer " Sivel

"

to the cycling press, where he wiU find it stated that the
lighting regulations are too complicated for them to under-
stand, and •also to the fact that they often display red lights

in front and white lights behind. It is a poor cause that

necessitates such bolstering.
" Sivel " says (I must be careful to get the quotation

exact) : " I have, myself, on numerous occasions escaped

c.io

by a hair's-breadth being smashed up by passing motorists
at night—in spite of my rear lamp I

" How does he know
that his escapes have not been entirely due to the presence
of his light? It is absurd to suppose that because accidents
have unfortunately happened when rear lights have been
carried that they are of no use. Running down cases have
happened in daylight, but does anyone suggest that daylight
is insufficient to give satisfactory vision ? I have myself ,

had a- few narrow escapes from running down cyclists, in
each case because of the unexpected antics of the cyclists

themselves.
" Sivel's " letters make me wonder whether he has done

much night riding away from North London. In the country
it if. largely the bright lights of cars that make it so difficult

to see unlighted cycles, and it is the presence of unlighted
cycles that makes these blinding lights necessary. Here we
meet with a vicious circle. In meeting these blinding lights

one seems to ride into pitch darkness, but a red light is

quite visible. Therefore I entirely agree with the statement
of " JI 5229 " that " there can be no doubt of the advantages
of the rear lamp." jMany rear lamps are perfectly reliable.

I hold no brief for the road hog, and do not approve of his

methods, being mvself a careful rider, but I hav* to do more
night riding than" I like. JOHN HOLLAND.

Sir,—With reference to ' the letters of Isaac Bartu and
" Sivel " in your issue of November 6th, 1919, may I be
permitted to disagree entirely with them as regards the rear
.light for cyclists?

I ride a 3^ h.p. combination home every night from White-
hall to Richmond, and as I go via Kensington High Street,

Hammersmith, Barnes Common, and Sheen, I get a " little

of all sorts," as far as traffic and road lighting are concerned.

t am not a " speed merchant," and my experiences are not

due to "hogging it." Further, my eyesight is perfectly

normal, and my head lamp an exceedingly good one.

I have been astonished at the difliculty I find in seeing

cyclists on these dark nights, unless they carry a rear light,

especially if they are riding astern of some well-lit vehicle

(such as a motor 'bus), which seems to accentuate the gloom
behind it, and on several occasions I have found myself
nearly on top of a pedal cyclist before my lamp chanced to

show'him up. The huge glare from some cars, whose owners
insist on using head lamps of the searchlight variety, in-

creases the difficulty, as for some few seconds after they
have passed nothing unlit can possibly be seen.

Of course, if the cyclist happens to come within the direct

ray of my head light, that is another jnatter, but I, for

one, am convinced of my own experience that, near London
at any rate, rear lamps for cyclists conduce greatly to their

safety. Even the red glass astei*n by itself is useful, as

one's light picks it up at a distance when the cycle itself

is not visible.

I find pedestrians equally hard to see. but the sensib'.e

pedestrian faces the oncoming traffic, and looks after him-

self when crossing the road. The cyclist, on the other hand,

has his back to overtaking traffic, and, to my mind,- the

two ca.ses are not analogous, any more than "are the other

"impedimenta" mentioned by "Sivel." C. TYERS.

« Books and Maps for Motor Cyclists.
J;

<\ Issued in coniunction with "The Motor CydJ.
(j

I "MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
<5 THEM." The standard handbook on the motor
ft cycle—its care and management. Twentieth Edition.

^ 286 pages. -loo illustrations

§ "HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
V Containing over 400 useful " wrinkles" and helpful

^ hints in regard to motor cycles. Sixth Edition.

(Second Reprint.)

"TRACING MOTOR CYCLE TROUBLES."
A reliable system for tracing motor cycle faults and

of remedying any trouble when found. Fourth

Edition

"THE. MOTOR CYCLE" ROAD MAPS.
England and Wales. Scotland, London (showing

roads into and out of London and avoiding London).

Mounted on linen. Set of three, complete in case

Price
net.

ey 5
post. 5

2/5 3/10 5

-121-

4/6

Obtainable by post (remittance with crder) trom ILIFFE & SONS Ltl.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.^, or of leading Booksellers and
Railway Bookstalls.
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X-L-All
DETACHABLE
PLUGS

EXCEL ALL OTHERS

Opinions 0? Users or

X-L-AII Plugs.

"The pluQT you supplii.l w
fitted to a 2-stroke
whicli msiohlne I have used for

Ave years. The plug is tho Bes'

I -have ever used, especially as
to cooling, the engiao now
being cured of its tendency to
overheat."

n.S., IrswiCii

FROM ALL AGENTS

6/- POST FREE
FROM

X-L-ALL WORKS,
HALL GREEN,

BIRMINGHAM.
uoridou uiiicj :

^2). riijb Holbora. VV,^_

SUPER
WILKIN

EFFI-
CIENT

THREE MODELS ONLY.

Model "A" 2| h.p. Villiers engine, 2-speed, kick-

starter, handlebar clutch, 26 x 2|
T.T. Hutchinson tyres.

PRICE 68 GNS.

Model "B" 2| h.p. Blackbume engine, Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed gear, kick-starter,

handlebar controlled clutch, all chain

drive, cush hub, 26 x 2 J T.T.

Hutchinson tyres.

PRICE 90 GNS.

Model "B4" 4 h.p. Blackbume engine, Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed gear, kick-starter,

handlebar controlled clutch, all chain

cush drive, totally enclosed, specially

designed frame, sidecar incorporated

in the frame, yin. mudguards.
PRICE 100 GNS.

Lucas lyiagdyno 23 gns. extrx Several Agencies still open. -

WILKIN MOTORS, LTD.
ONSLOW ROAD, SHEFFIELD.

There is

NO BETTER
Motor Cycle

than the

world famous

J.A.P
3 The finest motor cycle engine in the world,
and the finest workmanship and equipment
characterise the OMEGA-J.A.P. result

a standard of quality that is unsurpassed.

W. J. GREEN, LIMITED,
OMEGA WORKS, COVENTRY.

Model A.

Model B.

Model C.

PRICES.

Tourist .

.

Sporting .

.

Illustrated

62 Gns.

62 Gns.

JO Gns.

Book NOW to ensure
EARLY DELIVERY.

inualral'.on ol the O.MEGA-J ..-l.P. Hold C. :fil!i

cUilch an I kick-starti:!-.

Heritage ^r" Peter?

In answerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention "7'/ie Motoi Curie.". C31
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THOUSANDS OF MEN
Palmer's Garage

^

TOOTING.
THEY ALL HAD

A GOOD
CHEQUE
You will be SURE of a good cheque it

you sell your machine at PALMER'S
GARAGE, TOOTING.

Automobiles accepted on low terms

Cash offer made at sight

have sold their Motor

Cycles and Cars at—

BARCLAYS BANK 4lM^D ~"h .wr;^ ,o *m,,o,mj l -;,£ /

>OND0N PROVIN'rL\U&^OrTH\^'ESTtH s =3>AMi.

, I ^ - ^|-^--^-'S^*C0

Selling commission, 7| %, not chargeable

unless machine is sold

SOLE ADDRESS

:

t Palmer's Garage & Engineering Works, |

I 208:'s1r°eT.L.. 183-199, High St., Tooting, London, S.W.I 7. '^£a?.VeSS> |

W.D.
NEW IMPERIAL
COMBINATIONS

WAR FINISH

K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
!«
X
K
K
K
K
K

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

8 h.p. J.A.P. Engine,
countershaft 3-speed
gear clutch, kick starter,

enclosed chain drive.

Cash Price. £135.
Deferred Payment Terms.

Deposit with order £37 10.

1 2 monthly instal-

ments of - - - - £9 5.

Eastern Garage Co.,
Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A..V & M.U.

418, Romford Rd. Forest Gate, E.7.
Telephone—dOO East Ham. Telegiams—" Egaraco, London.'

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
oj New and Second-hand Government Stores, Surplus

Clothing, Horse Equipment, Military Stores, etc.

All Wool Khaki Trousers .. ... •• se
„ Black „ 8/6
„ Khaki Tunics.. .. .. . •• 6/6

Corduroy Trousers .. ,. .. .- ..8/6
Khaki Riding Breeches, Serge - • ,

. 6 ,'6

Australian Riding Breeches (Bedford Cords) -• 10/6
Australian Khaki Rubber-lined CapesClong), beauti-

ful condition ,. .. .. • ..10/6
New Army Shirts .- • •• •• 6/6

„ Socks (Orey) .
. 2 ,'9

Combination Sheet and Driving Cape (soiled).
Original Cost 50/- riy price, 4/6

New Heavy Blue Serge Trousers' .. .. ..15/-
,. . „ „ Whipcord ,. .. ..15/-

Beautiful White PleecY Blankets .. .. .6/6
Large Size American Army Blankets (64 x 90) . . 13/6
Leather Waistcoats .. .. .. .. ..10/6
Khaki British Warms .., .. ..17/6
Heavy Blue Overcoats

'

.

.

.

.

..17/6
Rubber Sheets, 6ft. .\ 3ft., fitted with brass eyelets,

2 for 5/6, 4 for 10/-
Cheaper quality, suitable for coveringouthouses 1 5/-doz.
Black or yellow Oilskin Jackets .. .. ..7/6

,, ., ,, Trousers .

.

.

.

. . 7 /6

Army Boots, re-soled, perfect uppers, grand line .. 10/6
Black Rubber Suits (Coat, Trousers, and Sou'-
wester) made for Air Force apd cost the Govern-
ment 63/-. my price .. .. 20/-

New Rubber Waterproof Aprons .. .. .. 12;6

Hundreds of other lines loo numerous to advertise.

SEND FOR BARGAIN LIST. Terms : CASH WITH ORDER.

All Goods Carriage Paid and Orders treated in Strict Rotaiion.

Currie's Stores (^™,') 29, Downing St., Manchester.

In answering these advertisemenit it is desirable to mention " l^he Motor Cycle.
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^ T^J^l^?^ ,°? «";^''°°^ °' general interMt received from readers and O'jr repl.es thereto. All questions should Oe addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, ludoritrcet London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondent

nu'eslimf shoTJiL .^YrL^" l°° ^?t, ws ,*<! T'"/ ""'^^ °T''"'?K each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legaquestions should be marked Legal m the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Timing with Fixed Ignition.

Could you let me know the
correct ignition timing (in milli-
metres, of stroke—also degrees)
for a. 1914 or 1915 Precisjgn
Junior 2 h.p. engine, with fi.'^^

ignition?—D.H.M.S.
The spark should occur 5 mm. from the
top of the compression stroke, or 20° in
advance of top dead centre.

Misiiring on One Cylinder.

Will you kindly tell me if the
W.S.R. variable jet adapter would
give me the improvement the
makers state. My machine is a
1914 6 h.p. Enfield fitted with

an Amac carburetter, and I find in
throttling down to run slowly that it

only runs on one cylinder.—J.W.S.
The W.S.R. jet adapter is quite a satis-
factory article and fully meets the object
for which it was designed. It is doubtful
whether its use would eliminate the
particular fault to which you refer. It
would appear that either there is an air
leak in the induction system of the offend-
ing cylinder or eke that the plug is un-
satisfactory.

A Dynamo Lighting Arrangement.
I have one of the C.-4.V. haod-

' fo starting magnetos. By removing

j
^ the contact breaker and connect-
LSJ ing a small four-volt bulb to the

primary winding I can light it

brightly bj' turning the magneto by
the handle. I intend to replace the
handle by a pulley, which will be

^ geared 5 to 1,' to the armatm-e. (1.)

About what speed should the armattire
be run to obtain the maximum primary
current? (2.) I want to light one head

' lamp and a rear lamp. (5.^ Jly
machine is a standard 3^ h.p. Rudge-
Multi. Can you suggest a means of
fitting a pulley to the engine to run
the magneto as a dynamo? All rotating

I
parts of the Rudge engine are well
enclosed, v.-hich adds to the difficulty

of fitting a pulley.^A.U.
(1 and 2.) Possibly you can use the C.-\.V.
magneto as a light generator, as you sug-
gest. We should think, however, that
you will find some difliculty in keeping
the bulbs in order owing to the continual
variations of voltage. The maximum
primary current will be obtained at about
1,500 r.p.m., and will probably amount
to about twenty-four volts. It will be
necessary to include a choking coil in the
circuit, so. that you can use four-volt
bulbs. (5.) We do not think that the

3^ h.p. Rudge engine lends itself to the
incorporation of a dynamo drive, as there
are no convenient rotating parts exposed.

Fitting a Kick Starter.

I wish to fix a " kick start

"

Bto the off side of a 1912 Triumph
engine, and shall be obliged if

you will kindly advise me if it

is possible to utilise the rear
pinion of the timing gear ?—H.K.L.

We should not recommend the fitting of

a kick starter on the lines you suggest.
The Triumph timing gear is not designed
for this purpose, and would, in all pro-
bability, develop trouble.

Cattle on the Road.

I should be glad if you would

? inform me on the following : I

was travelling between 12 and
-i-l 14 m.p.h. up a long hill, all

lamps alight, on the correct side

of the road, when I crashed into a

drove of horses. There were seven
altogether. The first thing I saw was
three or four of them—some on the
grass and some on the (my) left side
o! the road. I wrenched the machine
across the road to avoid those I saw,
but crashed into the remainder. We
completelj' overturned, but, luckily, were
not badly hurt. The sidecar body is

beyond repah'. I have an estimate for

a new one (£23), and more expense
straightening the chassis. The cycle is

undamaged. I had sold the turnout
the same afternoon the accident oc-

curred, intending to deliver it on my
return from this journey. Of course,

I could not complete my contract. I

am also out of pocket by the expense
in getting the machine hSme again.
It appears that one employee of the
owner of the horses had released them
from the stable and was following on
behmd, while another was v;aiting at
the gate of the field to turn them in

when they arrived. The distance
between would be about 300 yards. I

have a witness who was standing about
fifty yards ahead of where we crashed,
who says the horses were trotting when
they passed him, and he remarked to
his friend at the time,, " There would
be a smash." The horses were loose,

not roped. The road is about 20ft. -

wide. It was a misty night, and I

could see absolutely nothing until they
were on tcip of me. Is it lawful to

drive loose horses along a main high-
way at night? Are horses classed as

cattle under the Lighting Act? Is the
owner liable for the damage and other
losses? There was quite a lot of motor
traffic on the road, owing to the railway
strike.—J.A.B.

It seems to us that you have a good claim
for damages against the owner of the

legal

horses on account of his employee neglect-
ing properly to control the horses while
on the highway, under circumstances
which could not excuse him from such
liability. It is laid down that if anybody
by his own act, or that of someone for

whom he is responsible, causes any
animal, though not of a savage disposi-

tion, to go on to the highway un-
attended, under circumstances ' which
I'esult in damage being done, he is

liable for the damage. A recent case
confix'ming this is that of Turner v.

Coates decided in 1917. A boy was lead-

ing an old mare who was followed by a
colt which was accustomed to the mare,
the owner coming behind driving a cart

to prevent the colt from running back. A
cyclist approached, and the colt, startled

by the lamp, knocked the cycle over and
injured the plaintiff, and it was held that
the owner of the colt must pay damages.
You would not succeed if the court was
of opinion that you yourself were going
too fast having regard to the fact that it

was after dark. \Ve are not aware that
the owner is guilty of an ofi^ence with
regard to not having any light. There
was such a regulation in force during the

war, but it was revoked early this year.

Cast Iron Valves.

I should be pleased if you could^ settle a little dispute between a

^ friend and myself on the question
-iJ of steel and cast iron valves.

He maintains that . a cast iron

valve is far superior to a steel valve.

On the other hand, I hold that such
is not the case, and maintain that a

steel valve is better suited on account
of the seating not pitting so easily and
the stem not so prone to break.

Further, I claim that my case is proved
by the fact that cast iron valves have
been tried, have failed, and been dis-

carded.

—

Novice.

Your friend is correct in maintaining that
cast iron is superior to ordinary steel

as a valve material. The chief trouble in

the employment of cast iron, however,
is that it is impossible to make the stem
of the same material, and when a steel

stem is screwed into a cast iron head
there is always considerable danger of

its breaking away at the end of the

threaded part. You will get conclusive

proof that cast iron valve seatings do not
burn as rapidly as steel ones when you
consider the fact that the seating in the
cylinder is usually far less affected by
prolonged use than the seating of the
valve itself, which in almost all cases is

made of steel, but, of course, it is far

less hot than the valve. The best valves

are made of tungsten steel.

E9
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Various Questions.

(1.) What principle is employed
in the J. A,]?, system of lubrica-
tion? (2.) Are any firms likely to

market a 3^ h.p. or 4 h.p. four-
stroke water-cooled motor cycle?

—F.K.P. (India).

|1.) The J. A. P. system of lubrication
depends upon the effect of the partial
vacuum created in tlie crank case. Ad-
vantage is taken of the existence of this
vacuum to induce a continual drip of
oil from the tank through an adjustable
sight feed lubricator. Oil is drawn into
a box on the side of the crank case,

whence it passes to the main shaft (tim-
ing side) bearing, and it is then led along
suitably drilled oilways by centrifugal
force to the big end. (2.) We do not
know of any firms who^ are contemplating
the regular manufacture of four-stroke
water-cooled 3^ h.p. motor cycles, or
who are likely to do so, since air cooling
is now so efiBcient that water-cooling is

unnecessary.

Completing a Purchase.

Will yon kindly inform me on
the following points? I sold a
second-hand machine, and just
before the purchaser left he
noticed a scratch in the enamel

on the head lug. I scraped away the
enamel, and found the frame had been
repaired. He seemed satisfied, how-
ever, and took it away. After ten miles
the bad roads caused the repair to

break, and, consequently, I offered to

fit, free of charge, another frame which
is quite sound. The purchaser said
that if the machine (fitted with the
sound frame) ran all right he would
accept it. Instead of coming to test the
niachine he now' asks for his money

I
back. I maintain that I cannot refund
the money, especially as I have gone
to the trouble of fitting him .a sound
frame. I believe I was not liable even
to do this, as he was shown the repair
in the first instance, and was satisfied.

I consider I acted generously, and think
he has no claim for the return of the
money. Am I correct in this opinion ?—H.L.M.

In the case of the motor cycle you de-
scribe, we think that you treated your
customer quite fairly with regard to the
replacement of the frame, and, in conse-
quence, you are justified in holding him
to his agreement.

Broken Spokes.

I have a 1916 A.J.S. 6 h.p
motor cycle and sidecar, which
has been giving a lot of trouble
in that it is continually breaking
the spokes in the rear wheel

;

but the curious thing is that it seldom
breaks the outer ring of spokes, but
smashes the inner ring by the dozen.
Why is this? Can it be tiat the
transmission is too rigid? I think the
slipping device on the sprocket is

working quite properly. I should be
very much obliged if you could help me
by suggesting any reason. The previ-
ous owner had a lot of trouble with the
sidecar spokes which often pulled
through.—J. S.C.

Spoke breakages jn the driving wheel
of the A.J.S. motor cycle are not particu-
larly common, and we think the' cause is

?

most probably due to your method of
driving. You should guard against run-
ning- the engine on top gear at extremely
low speeds, as this puts a great strain
on both transmission and wheels. Sudden
gear changes and violent braking also
have the same effect. Maybe the spring-
drive could be slacked off somewhat, and
this would soften the drive considerably.

READERS' REPLIES.

Blacking Cylinders.

On October 30th, one of your readers
asked if anyone could tell hini of a good,
cylinder black, as he had tried several
.so-called cylinder blacks which were not
satisfactory. I was in the same fix until
I saw Roseo cylinder black, supplied by
Owen Bros., Hull, advertised in Thu
Motor Cycle.. I sent for a Is. 6d. tin and
was delighted with the results. It made
my cylinders like new, and it thoroughly
withstands heat. It can also be used to
give an oxidised appearance to hubs,
lamps, etc., as it is also rust-proof.
I' hope this exjjerience will prove useful
to other readers, who have not been able
to get a satisfactory cylinder black.

—

Jack Henson.

With reference to "E-.N.B.'s" enquiry
regarding blacking cylinders. I have
found a paint composed of boiled linseed
oil and graphite to answer excellently
for my single-cylinder B.S.A. It remains
perfect from one decarbonising to another,
except round the exhaust port, and even
this can be kept free from rust by giving
two or three coats and allowing plenty
of time for drying between each.—E. E.
Oldershaw.

Irregular Firing of Two-stroke.

In reference to the question in the
November 20th issue of Tlit Motor Cycle
by "S. A.J.S.," who has trouble with the
firing of his two-stroke. I have had the
same trouble on my own machine, and
suggest that he should inspect the
sprocket wheel screw of his magneto to
make certain that the timing does not
slip, thus causing the engrae to fire

irregularly.—^D.E.

Starting Difficulties.

Probably the following tips for starting

a B.S.A. 4| h.p. may be useful to some
of your readers, particularly "J.J.H.B.,"
Sierra Leone. Open the throttle about
half waji-, and almost close the air. If

everything is in order the engine should
fire with the ignition lever in any posi-

tion. In order to avoid back-firing, I

usually start with the ignition well re-

tarded. Open the adjustable jet to its

fullest extent for a second or so, then
close it down to normal position (about
threequarters or one turn open) ; this

floods the carburetter. Give the engine one
or two turns round with the exhaust
valve lifted, and' the gear lever in the
loAV speed position. Now work the kick-
starter until compression is felt, lift the
exhaust valve, give the kick-starter a
vigorous push, and immediately release

the exhaust valve, when the engine will

fire. By this method I can always start

with the second kick without priming,
on frosty mornings after the engine has
been standing several days.^-CnESHiEE
C.vr.

DECEMBER nth, igig.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Weymouth to Leicester.—I.M.
Weymouth, Dorchester, Blandford,

Salisbury, . Amesbury, Pewsey, Marl-
borough, Hungerford, Wantage, Abing-
don, Oxford, Banbury, Daventry, Rugby,
Lutterworth, Leicester. ,

Southampton to Canterbury. — U.S.

(I.W.).
Southampton, Fareham, H a v a n t,

Chichester, Petworth, Billingshurst,

Horsham, Crawley, East Grinstead, Tun-
bridge Wells, Pembury, Maidstone,
Charing, Canterbury. Approximately
140 miles

Liverpool to West Hartlepool (Dur-

ham).—E.G.D.
Liverpool, Ormskirk, Preston, Gars-

tang, Lancaster, Kirkby Lonsdale, Sed-

bergh, Kirkby Stephen, Bowes, Barnard
Castle, Darlington, Stockton, ; .West
Hartlepool.

Watford to Risboeough.
Watford, Scott's Hill, Rickmansvyorth,

Chenies, Chalfont Road Station, Amers-
ham, Little IMissenden, Great Jlissenden,

Hampden Glade, Whiteleaf Cross, Jlonk
Risborough, Princes Risborough. Dis-

tance (approximately), 35' miles. '

Coventry to Aberdeen via Blackpool
AND Glasgow.—.4.

(1.) Coventry, Coleshill, Lichfield,

Rugeley, - Stone, Newcastle-under-Lyme,
Holmes Chapel, Knutsford, Warrington,
Wigan; Preston, Kirkham, Blackpool,

Poulton, Garstang, Lancaster, Carnforth,

Kendal, Shap, Penrith, Carlisle, Locker-

bie, Beattock, Abington, Douglas Castle,

Hamilton,' Glasgow, Cumbernauld, Denny,
Stirling, Dunblane, Blackford, Perth,

Montrose, Stonehaven, Aberdeen,. (2.)

Via Edinhurgh. Coventry, Leicester,

Nottingham, Worksop, Doncasteir,
Ferrybridge, Aberford, Wetherby,
Boroughbridge, Northallerton, Darlington,

Morpeth, Aln-^vick, Belford, Berwick,

Ayton, Dunbar, Haddington, Edinb-urgli,

Granton, ferry across to Burntisland, then
Kinross, Bridge of Earn, and join No. '1

at Perth. (3.) As regards the best route,

we recommend you to follow No. 1 , to

Abington, and then via I^anark, Carluke,

Airdrie, and then join No. 1 again at

Stirling for Aberdeen. '

Circular Route prom London tc

PenzaxcS;.—D.W. ..

London, Kingston, Esher, Ripley,
Guildford, Farnham, Alton, Winchester,
Totton, Lyndhurst, Christchurch, Bourne-
mouth, Poole, Wareham, Dorchester,
Bridport, Lyme Regis, Colyford, Ottery
St. Mary, Exeter, Moretonhampstead, Two
Bridges, Tavistock, Gunnislake, Calling-

ton, Liskeard, Bodmin Road Station,
Lostwithiel, St. Austell, Probus, Truro,
Perranwell, Polgreen, Helston, Marazion,
Penzance, Hayle, Redruth, Zelah,

Mitchell, Fraddon, St. Dennis, Goss
Moor, Lanivet, Bodmin, Launceston,
Lifton, Bridestowe, Okehampton, Bow,
Crediton, Tiverton, Wellington, Taunton,
Durston, Othery, Glastonbury, Wells,

Frome, Trowbridge, Devizes, Marlborough,
Hungerford, Newbury, Reading, Maiden-
head, , Slough, Colnbrook, Hbunslpw,'

. Shepherd's Bush, London. If you wish
for a longer round return Tjy the north
coast of Cornwall, Devon, and Somerset.
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nil
S ONE BLAZE iFMW MODELS

GODFREY'S SHOW CONTINUES
to be the centre of attraction, and presents a unique opportunity for

those who were unable to visit Olympia to call and inspect what is

admitted to be the finest exhibition of motor cycles in London.

NEW MODELS ON VIEW (Solo and Combinations) :

A.B.C.

ARIEL

ALLON

BLAGKBURNE

B.S.A.

CLYNO Lightweight

COVENTRY EAGLE

DIAMOND

INDIAN

MATCHLESS

NEW IMPERIAL

ROVER

LEVIS

SCOTT

TRIUMPH

SIDECARS (various models) : MILLFORD, HENDERSON, CANOELET

Immediate Dzliveries can be given of the following nsw machines :

ALLON CLYNO LIGHTWEIGHT COVENTRY EAGLE
BLACKBURNE DIAMOND ROVER T.T. 5-6 H.P. ROVER

Wrile for full lists of Second-hand Guaranteed Machines.

'Phone

:

7091
Mayfair
{2 Unes).

GODFREY'S Ltd.,
208, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l.

i:

!l! Iliiilll i$! WW.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.

Our Stock includes the fallowing Machines.

NEW.

PRICBS.
ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

additional word. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must' be counted.

Saries discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trade advertisers will te qvoted on

application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payrr.entfor

advertisements should be made payable^,—XTcoT
to lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed.,

—

^''^^

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, should not be sent as remittances.

All advertjsirnents m mis section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offlces of "The Motor Cycle," Eertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be pasted in time to reach the ofRces oi

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or iondon (20,

Tudor St., E.C.4), by the first post on Fiiday

morning previous to the day of issue.

AU letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at (he end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible tor clerical

or printers* errors, although every care is laken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Ofiice.

When this is desired, tlie sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on repliefe must be added
to the advertisement charge, wliich must include the

words Box 000, c /o " Tlie Motor Cycle." Only tne number
will appear in the advertisement. All replies should be _ . , .

addressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, 12206. s-uZENITH J914

E.C.4. RetJUes to Box NiDiiber advertisements conlaimng

i\o. H.P. Machine. Year.
12154- =i CLYNO 1920
12163. 4 BLACKBURNE and Sidecar . .

.

igao
12161. 8 NEW IMPERIAL and Sidecar . 1919
12183. 4 DOUGLAS 1919
12209. 4i QUADRANT Combiualiou 1920
12212. 4I QUADRANT, solo 1920
12197. 2} DOUGLAS 1019

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.

12074. 6 ZENITH, Gradua gear 19x4
12059. 8 MATCHLESS, single gear 1913
120I2. 3I CORAH-J.A.P. 1912
12193. 4 DOUGLAS 1919
12186. 2} O.K.-JUNIOR 1917
11762. 31 RUDGE 1913
12152. 4~'TRIUMPH 1916
12156. 3.V RUDGE-MULTI 1915
12079. 2i TRIUMPH JUNIOR 1914
12169. 3; N.S.U —
12187. 3I- TRIUMPH 1914
12205. 2* CHATER-LEA 191+

remittances shoidd be sent by registered post, bitt in all sitch

cases it 'S advisable to make use of the Deposit System

In the case of Motor cycles oDered lor sale under a lox
number, as It is unusual for these to be sold without first

being inspected by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

facilitate business by embodying in their advertisements

some mention ol the district In which the machine
offered may be seen and tried.

SECOND-HAND COiVIBINATIOKS.

12166. 8 ROYAL ENFIELD Combiiialion 1919
12010. 7-9 ilAMES-HOWARTH Comb. . . 1914
12120. 3^ KERRY-ABINGDON Comb. .. 1914
12082. 5-6 INDIAN Combination 1913
12000. 7-9 INDIAN Combination 1913
2184. 6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combiualion 1517

12207. 3' DENE aiid.Sidecar 1912

A n^^nirnrkCTT cvcrcM '"9<'- *" DOUGLAS Combination 19199 J)*" DEPOSIT SYSTEM. 12101. 4 A.J.S. and sidecar 1915
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons 1x977. 8 WILLIAMSON Combination . . 1914

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our 112x59. 5-6 RUDGE-MULTI and Sidecar .. 1914
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The

1 12x64. 4 (twin) ZENITH and Sidecar .. . 1919
ilotor Cycle," both parties' are advised of this receipt. X2134. 4 TRIUMPH and Sidecar X918~ ... I

7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb. . 1915
6. ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 19x3

4 DOUGLAS Combination 1919
3; RUDGE MULTI 1916
*'-9 INDIAN Combination X913
6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination X9X3
5-6 INDIAN and Sidecar X914
6 ROYAL ENFIELD and Sidecar 1918

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the 12 104.
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the '12 188.
amount to the seller, but, if not, we return the ainount

J12189.
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

1 12 136.
carriage one way. For all transactions up to £10, a[i2i68.
deposit fee of i/- is charged; on transactions over ^xo 'X1983.
and under £50, the fee is 2 /6 ; over £50 and.under£75, 5 /-; 12204.
over £73 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions 12203.
over £roo, i % All deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders should be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that the- ad vertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have no* advised us to that effect.

Price.

£63!

£135 5

£105
£122 10
£95
£80

£84
£72 10
£48
£116
£55
£45
£87 10
£75
£52 10
£22 10
£57 10
£45
£57 10

£167 15
£125
£72 10

£125
£85
£155
£45

£125
£130
£110
£87 1A

£145
£125
£150
£87 10

£120
£130
£77 10
£82 10
£80

£165

SECOND-HAND CARS

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers vho reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
manj enquiries that It Is quite impossible to reply to
each one d; post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

WHAT Offers for option on A.B.C. metbr cycle? £5
deposit paid February.—Grant, Woodlands, Epsoni.

[4609
TONES' Garage, special nsentg for A.B.C, Bioiul-" way, Muswell Hill, N.lti, and Woodside I'arade.
North Finehley. [0026

- CARDENA Cycle Car, 7-9 h.p. Har-
ley-Davidson engine £145

DUO Car, J.A.P. engine £150

SIDECARS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C

I
/^FFERS wanted for early dclireiy - A.B.C. motot
^^ cycle. (Second on waiting list of agent receiving
very early deliveries.
The Motor Cycle.

£.5 deposit paid.- Box L5,980. c/o
[4640

A.B.C. — Booli early and prevent disappointment.
Specification and full particulars will le sent on

nuplicatiou.—Tiie Spnldiug Motor Co., Ltd.. SpaMinp,
distributing agents for Lincolnshire. [0015

A.B.C—Highest ofier senires 3rd place on list of
well-known agent. Lielivery this month. Also in-

.suranee, £4 premium just paid. Naval olficei nnnhle to
J:al:e delivery.—Bos 895, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X0326

Abingdon.
ABINGDON K.D., SVah.p., in perfect order; £40.^

44, Fore St., Trowbridge. fX0499

ABINGDON King Dick, 1915, 5-6h.p., Roc 2-Bpeed,
Milllord Empress sidecar, accessories: £75.—W.

Wilson, Earkway, Royston, Herts. [4721

1 Q16 Abingdon King Dick, just overhauled, replated,
-L*/ Philipson variable, -lamps, etc.; ride away; £60,
or nearest ofiei*,—29, Alexandra St., Southend. [4600

A BINGDON 3^,i.h.p., Grade gear, coachbuilt side-
*^ car, luggage grid, tyres good, ready for road;
£45, or nearest.—25, Elderfield Rd., Clapton. [5082

"I Q19 6-7h.p. Abingdon King Dick Combination, 3-

J-*^ speed countershaft, fully equipped, spare tyre
and tube, new in Jnly last; bargain, £155, or near
offer.—Arnold, 35, Oldridge Rd., Balham, London.

[4697
A.J.S.

The Walsall Garage.
[9574

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, A.J.S. agents
since 1912, accept no premiums. [X7943

C^ROW Bros., High St.. Guildlord. A.J 3 aEentB
-^ since 1912.— Deliveries have begun [4083

jCfcl6 2^/4h.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, complete lamps, horn,
-Itf etc.; £72.—Cross, Agent, Rotherbam. [X0525

A.J.S. SpeciiJists and Agents;
Walsall. Tel. : 444.

DEPOSITS
SPECIAL NOTICE.

The atteniion oi Advertisers is ca Jed .o he

tact that Deposits arc now' dealt Wit ix

20,Tudor St., London, E.C.4,

to which address all ccmmunication'j rciaan-

to deposits should be directed

Cancelet Minor.
Ganoelet D4.
Canoelet K4.
Canoelet K3.

Royal Ruby.
" Wauchope's " No. 1.
" Wauchope's " No. 2.

Williamsons.

. Have
Victor
[0021

A.B.C—Deliveries commencing after the Shov
you ordered ?—Prompt deliveries from

Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant. Liverpool.

FANCOURT'S Garage, Stamfoid, toi A.lS.C.'s: sole
distributing agent for Soke oJ reteibnro' aud

County of Rutland ;
particulars and illustrations on

request. [0056

The Latest igig
J.A.P. TWIN-CYLINDER ENGINES.6h.p.

From Stock. Trgide supplied. Terms on application
;

*ne=e include extras. 50 engines, for imj-nediate delivery,
£37 10s. each.

Second-hand MachiBcs taken in Part Paj-Ttient.

price allowed. Maker's guarantee-
Good

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, E.C.4.

'Plionr: Holborn 5777
'Grams : Opificer, Fleet, London

A.J.S. Brand New 6h.p, Combinatiou, screen, spare'

wheel.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton. [X0365i

A.J.S. Combination, 1920; immediate .delivery;
jvanted.—Palmer, 33, Minster Ed., Oxford.

[X049a^
1 Q 20 A.J.S. Combination ; will transfer February do
A«-' livery; what offers?-Capt. Robins, Signals. Cork.

[X0488
A.J.S. 6li.p., 1915, Millford family sidecar, screen,

and child's seat.—Catley, 8, Brunswick Hill,

Reading. [5009

"1 (1119 Brand New A.J.S. Combination, just delivered;
Xt/ offers. Spare wheel, wind screen, etc.—Bnx 904,
c/o The Motor Cycle [S0441

A.J.S. Spares; engine and gear box repairs; prompt
delivery.—Cyril Williams, Chapel Asb Depot, Wol-

verhampton. T.A. : Parts. [2237

witli Millford cane sidecar,

spares, excellent condition:
—DICKS, Greenhill, Evesham. [X0363

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London; 1915 A.J.S.
4-5h.p. machine, 3-3peed and clutch, and kick

A.J.S., 6h.p., 1914^
lamps, horn, tooI<

starter, with coachbuilt sidecar; £130. [4963

A.J.S.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd.,
Bath Rd., Exeter, aud 28, Tavistock Rd.. Ply

moutli Sole agents. Now booking for- earliest de-

liveries. [0Q6I

LATE 1914 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., stored during
war, splendid condition, complete with lamps,

speedometer, etc.—MeikleJohn, 159, London Rd., Cam"
berley, Surrey. .

[X0188

A.J.S. Combination, brand new, never been used, com-
plete with full accessories; cost £200, will take

£212; district, the Midlands.—Bos L6,037, c/o Tht
Motor Cycle. [5269

-| Q16 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 4 detachable wheels,

Xt/ speedometer, lamps, mndshields, wind screen, etc.,

recently overhauled, appearance as new; £130.—Dowse
Motor Cycle Depot, Tidworth. [X0190

BI2 AH letters relating to ndvertisements should qi:ote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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i MOTOR CYCLES FOP SALE.
A.J.S.

A .J.,S. 6I1.P. Combination, detachable wbeelg, nearly
oL new, exceptionally fine condition, olive finish

;

i£165, or exchanse for single-cvl.—Cliflord Wilson Mfg.
30., 70. Koyal Hospital Ed., Clielsea, S.W.3. [5031

A.J.S. Combination, 5-61i.p., jnst oferliauled, sidecar
new, all tubes and 2 covers aaw, complete -with

'lamps, generator, mechanical iiorn, etc., ready to ride

laway; £90.—W., c/o Aahby'e Brewery, Staines. [4675

A.J.S. 1919 (October) Solo, done 700 miles, Ace
disc wheels, Lucas ectuipment, spring seat-pillar,

iiandle-bar muffs, a perfect machine in perfect condi-
;tion; offers over £140.—Hackelton, Warwick. [X9881

A..T.S. 1916 2^.ih.p., with 3-speed gear, hand-con-
trolled clutch, and kick starter,' little used, in

perfect running order, and looks like new; £55, or
nearest-—D. M. Twomey, Motor and Cycle Agent,
Macroora, Ireland.. [X9780

JQIS A.J.S. and Sidecar, guaranteed Aug., 1919, Mili-
:-l-t/ tary Modt.4, D.A. set. Easting screen, spare wheel
, Hid 2. spare tyres and tubes. Klaxon, Lucas lamps,
.liuner silver cup, gold medal, and bronze; quick sale,

,ei50.-Gething, 22, Aquarium St., Rhyl. [X0324

A.J.S. 1919 Combination, under guarantee, any trial,
fitted with screen, hood, and side curtains, spare

ffbeel, leaf spring pillion seat, Bowdens air valve and
ishaust whistle. Lucas lamps, horn, and miri'or; £185,
10 offers.-Moorhouse, 15, Daimler St., Alms Hill,
Manchester, [5017

BRAND New 1919 A.J.S. Combination, detachable
wheels, just received from works, complete with

;iest set of Lucas lamps, horn, and all accessories ; owner
selling on account of ill-health and buying ear.—Par-
ticulars from G. F. Piueger, Manor House, Eodmarton,
oear Cirencester." [Z0479

Alecto.

A LECTO 2-stroke 3Vjb.r.—We are sub-agents for these
ti manhiues. and oan supply from stock.-B.M.C.,
Ltd., 254, Archway Ed., Highgate, 17. Tel. : Horusev
563. ^ [4586

\
Alldays.

ALLOKS at Gourlay's, Fallowfield, Manchester.
[2832

A LLOIS", the world's best 2-stroke, kick and clutch.-
,^1- Clifford " Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [4759

KEMP'S Garage, Louth, Lines, commence delivery
of 1920 Alidavs Allons in January. Book now.

!

[X0415

[1019 Allon 2-stroke, single speed, condition as new;(Av any trial; £40.—Garner, The Common, Saffion
j'Walden. [4598

ALLDATS Allon, 1916, 2^ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-6peed,
all accessories; bargain, £50.—Windsor, Eernhill,

Horley, Surrey. _ [4668

JONES' Qnrage. special agents for Alldays Allon,
Rrondwav. Mnswell Hill, N.IO, and Wondside

iParade, North Finchley. [0027

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed -countershaft, clutch, kick
starter, braud new, at makers' price, £70 ; in stock.

!-WiIkins, Simpson and Co., opposite Olympia, London.
[4814

ALLDAYS Matchless SVoIi.p., 1915, new coachbuilt
bulbous back sidecar, good condition, 3-speed,

lutch model, Bosch mag., Sensprav, usual fittings

;

30 gus.—Wright, Woodville Rd., Ciuderford. [4995

ALLDATS Allon Demonstration Machine, - delivered
hist September, complete lamps and horn, 70 gns.

:

'new Canoelet Minor sidecar to fit, complete with apron
lamp, generator, and diac wheel, 21 gns.—J. C. "Phipp
.SUerston, Malmesbury Wilts. [5241

ALLDAYS Matchless 4h.p., 2-speed, handle start-
ing, Bosch, Senspray, lamp, horn, and under-

slung wicker sidecar with child's seat, excellent run-
ning order; £47/10 ; seen by appointment.—Owen,
95, High Rd., East Finchley. [X0409

Ariel.

A EIEL Sy^h.p., new 1920 in stock; £100.—Below.

I A EIEI>.5h.p. Twin, 1916, countershaft, excelletit- con-^ dition; bargain, £70.—Edwards, Exhibition Rd.
3outh Kensington. [4820

ARIELS.—Gourlay, Agent, Fallowfield, Manchester.
[2833

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, Ariel agents,
supply at makers' prices. [X7944

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Ariels.-
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X8625

ARIEL.—Immediate deliverv 1919 3V>k.p. models.—
-Edward and Gill, 118, Hampttead Rd., N.W.I.

[5290
JONES' Garage, special agents for Arlels, Broaii

wav. Mnsweli Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parndp
l^'orth Finchley. [0028

ARIEL Combinations 6-7h.p.. DougIas,_ AVolf_, Britisl
Excelsior. Omega,

Rastwpod, Notts.
Hoskinson. -Clifford Motoriei

[4741

ARIEL, 3Vr'*b.p., S-speed, clutch, Canoelet sidecar.
hood -and apron, all lamps, topoiug machine; bar-

?nin, £88.—Longney, Bailey St., Oswestry. [X9727

AEIEL. 3V2h.p. and 6h.p. ; early deliveries: all
ftSu spare 'parts stocked. — F. Speakman. Ariel Ex-
port,, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester. [4020

Great

Reductions
in prices of Second-
hand Machines.

In order to make room
for 1920 models, we
have reduced the
prices of our Second-
hand Stock.

SOLO MACHINES.
CONNAUGHT, 191 4.. single gear £39
RUDGE Mulli, 1914, 35 h.p., speedo-

meter r £65
JAMES, igi^, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2-fp. £46
NEW RYDER, 1919, 2j h.p. J. A. P.,

2-speed £57
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-.=peed ... £65
IVY, igi6, 2I h.p., 2-ilroke, 2-p2ed. £50
DOUGLAS, 25 h.p., W.D. model, as

new £63
RUBY, 8 h.p. 'J.A.P., W.D. model . .£115

NEW MODELS.
VERUS, 2? h.p., 2-stroke,

2-speed, kick start, clutch £75

CLYNO, 2.} h.p., 2-stroke,
2-sp=ed £63

Millford, Montgomery & Canoelet
Sidecars.

Immediate Delivery.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS. J
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, igrg, 7-9 h.p., S^

electric £205 "^
ROVER 1915. 3l lip-i 3-speed £90 ^^

^p INDIAN, 191S, 7-9h-P-, Powerplus. £138 Sf^ SUNBEAM, 191S. 3ihp-> 3-5peed, '"7

ft sporting Sidecar £170 «j3

^k. REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2-speed £84 ^
*T B.S.A-, igrs, 4 h.p., Chain-cum-belt. £128 -^
fi^ ARIEL, 1919, 3! h-P-. 3-5peed £125 ^P

10G,9/vcat fhtiand St,

J^hnchn (0.1.

lOQ, PcUiis St, Cxjit^.

Telegrams :

'* Abdicate, Wesdo,
London.'*

Telephone :

Museum 557.
Telegrams :

"Combustion, Exeter.'
Telephone: Exeter 933

%*%'# ^.::^^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL, late countershaft model, Mills-Fuliord side-

car, complete with lamps, all in beautiful condi-
tion, engine just returned from Ariel works; £120,
or offers.—Brown, South Cottage, Bolney, SusseK.

[X0483
-I Ckl4 Ariel 3V,h.p. Combination, S-apeed, kicl; start,

-L«/ speedometer, large roomy aidecar, decompresBor,

reliable, all accessories, insurance policy, just overhauled

:

£80.-120, Battersea Bridee Ed., Battersea, Loudon.
S.W.ll. - [S;0307

Auto-Wheels.

WALL Auto-Wheel, good running order; £9/10.-nay,
2. Bond St., Kuncaton. [X0481

AUTO-WHEEL for sale, in perfect order; £9.—
Brook, Burnham, Somerset. [4683

AUTO-WHEEL, with fittings; £12; good oider.-Kat-
clifle, Gt. Holland, Essex. [4611

AUTO-WHEEL, new, guarantee; cash or instalment

(41/S month).—30, Hitherfleld Rd., Streatham.
[5030

WALL Auto-Wheel, perfect condition; £14, or

nearest offer.—Peake, 4, Bulkington Ed., Bed-
worth, Nuneaton. [X0507

B.S.A. , Auto-Wheel, Mcdel de Luxe, mileage 300,

perfect running order, good condition ;
£11.—Bex

915, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [X0502

AUTO Wheel, 1919 Model de Luxe, perfect condi-

tion, little used. £17/10; also B.S.A. bicycle to

suit.—75, Mare St., Hackney. 'Phone; Dalston l^y.

AUTO-WHEEL, perfect condition, bearings,' etc., as

new, tyre and tube new; cheap, £12/10, packed

and carriage paid.-Fitz Hugh, Country Club, Pang-

bourne, Berks, [X0225

Bat.

BAT.—We can give earliest delivery of solo or sidecar

models.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Ken-
sington. W827

4h.p. Bat Spring Frame M.C., in good condition, less

power unit; a bargain, fl2.-A. Waite, 18, Wall-

bridge, Stroud. - [''646

"1 O 20 Bat, just delivered, extra large sidecar, 700 X 80

iSV tvies; £160; owner bought car.—Turner, West-

bourne House, Eiehmond Ed., Twickenham. 'Phone:

Richmond 217. [4685

1 Q19 Bat-Jap Combination; £170; cheaper comhina-
-L«J tion and cash considered.—81, Blackheath Hill.

Greenwich, [4643

BAT-J A.P.'s.—Immediate delivery all models. Orders

accepted in rotation.-W. H. Grimes and Co.. 18,

Bruton Place, Bond St., W. [4608

BAT-J A P. 8b. p., chain drive, countershaft gear,

Ccnonet coach sidecar: £75.—Halifax Motor Ex-

change, Union St. Sotith, Halifax. [4834

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, magnificent sidecar

2-speed, kick starter, lamps, accessories; £80.-

Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.l. [484!

BAT-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, new, just delivered,

all accessories. Klaxon; price £165.—Aliard.
Julians, Hempstead Rd., Upper Walthamstow. [5171

AT-J.A.P. 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft, C.B. side-

car, all accessories, in splendid condition; £95,
offer; any 'time.—C.S., 14, Swaton Ed., Bow. E.3.

[5143

Blackburne.

CROW Bios.. High St., Guildford, are old Blaclc-

burne agents, and invite enquiries, [X7945

EGERTONS, Northgate Street, Ipswich, can give

early delivery of Blackburne ordered now. [4630

1020 H.B. Blackburne 23/ih.p., 2-speed, kick
-Lil starter, brand new.—Box 907, c/o Tlie Motor
Cycle. [X0470

BLACKEURXE 8h.p. Combination or Solo; delivery

promised- this month; what oflere?-Box L6,036,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [5268

JONES' Garage, special agents for Blackburnes,
Btoadwav, Muswell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside

Parade, Noith Finchley. [0029

-| iri20 4h.p. Blackburne Motor Cycles ror iramediato
-i-tl deliverv, in stock.—Chandler, Eeyre, and Williams,

Hitchin. 'I'lione: 166. [4606

WAUCHOPES, 9. Shoe Lane, London; 41i.p. new
3-spced countershaft Blackburne, 3-speed coun-

tershaft, Sturmey-Archer gear, with sidecar; £155/5;
could be sold without sidecar. [496.-

Biadbury.

BRADBURY 1920 Models, early deliveries.—

Agents, Bright and Hayles, 78, Church St.,

ramberwell. [6109

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 2speed, and C.B. sidecar, good
and cheap; £43; trial daylight.—85, Church

Lid., Willesden. [4776

BR\DBURY 1919 4h.p., T.T., brand new, in stock;

£82 —Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,

Oamomile St., E.C.3. [0065

4h.p. Bradbury and Sidecar, N.S.U. gear, new rings,

gudgeon pin, and big end bush ; £70.—J. H, Isaac.

17, Utford St., S.E.I.
" [4727

B

All lette.-s relating to advertisements shDuld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. Bl^i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Bradbury.

I

BRADBURY.—For the earliest possible deliveries ol

1319 niodeis.—The Walsall Garage, Wolverhamp-
ton St., Walsall. Tel. . 444. [9575

BEADBURY, Green-Preoision 4^/4h.p., "water-cooled,

l^ast, powerful, semi-T.T., discs, lamps, etc. ; £35.
—10, E.iV-onsmend Rd., Barnes. [4899

BEADBURY 1920 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick
sarter, chain drive, Conoelet sidecar, storm apron,

brand new, at makers' price,, £147/5/6.—Wilkins, Simp-
son and Co., opposite Olympia, London. [4815

Brough.
j Q16 5-speed Broiigh and torpedo sidecar, tip-top con-
-*-*' dition; £100, or near offer.—Highlands, Peuarth,
Glamorgan. [SO330

SOUTH Lancashire. North Cheshire, and Isle ol

Man Only.-Brough enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,
Official Dealers. Liverpool and Manchester, [7039

DROUGH 1916 SV^h.p. Twin, 3-speed countershaft,
-L> clutch, kick start, all accessories, any examina-
tion; £90. After 6.30 p.m.—6, Colivlle Rd., Leyton-
stone.

. ^ [X0445

1 Q20 Brough, 5-6h.p., Model G, delivered November,
-M-^ absolutely first-rate mount; owner bought car;
first. cheque £125 or nearest offer secures.—Le Cham-
pion, Crick, Rugby. [5216

"I C|16 Brough, syoh.p, twin, lamps, horn, etc., excel-
-»-t/ lent tyres, Watsonian sidecar, good condition
throughout; £90; Eenniugton, S.W.—See Kwikeale ad-
vertisement. Miscellaneous Sale column. [4875

Brown.
MOTOR Cycle, in good running order. Brown engine,

Bosch mag., SV^h.p., also 2 new ribbed Palmer
tyres (26X2 and 26x2V'), and 2 new plugs; the lot,

£3.3.—J. A. Wintle, Whitchurch, Oxon. [X0477

B.S.A.
~i Q15 B.S.A, Combination, chnin-cum-belt, as good as
J-«/ new.—50, King Si, Southbunk, Yorkshire.

[X0085
B.S.A, 1916 Combination, complete and good order;

any trial;. £94.—Longney, Bailey St., Oswestry.
tX9728

B.S.A. Sole District Agents; book now.—The Waisall
Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walsall. Tel. : 444.

[9576
1Q16 4%h.p. B.S.A., Model H, all chain, 3-speed,
-1-t/ countersiiaft, kick starter; £60.—Tandy, Kano,
Crewe, [5196

JONES' Garage special agents for B.S.A., Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside I'arade.

- North Fincljley. [0030

B.S.A., 1913-14, Si^h.p,, F.E., Philipson pulley,
Bosch mag., B.B. ; £35.-Wright, Strawberry Cot-

tage, Haworth, near Eeighley. [X0370

1014 B.S.A., SVijh.p., 2 speeds, very sound condition;
J-*^ £50; Hampstead, N.W.—See Kwiksale advertise-
ment. Miscellaneous Sale column, [4877

IQIS 4h.p. B.S.A., clutch model. Thomson B. mag-
-*-^ ncto, Amac carburetter, excellent solo mount;
£50.—Walton, Dawson Square, Burnley. - [X0311

B.S.A., 1915, 41411. p., 3-speed countershaft model;
£72/10, or with new coach sidecar, £89/10.

Halifax Motor Exchange, Union St. South, Halifax
[4833

B.S.A. 4y2h.p., countershaft 3-speed clutch, in good
order, also box carrier, all-chain drive ; £58

;

call any time.—262, Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow.
[5149

B.S.A. 4,'4Ti-P.. 1917, with Phoenix sidecar, chain-
cum-belt, 2 lamps and horn, perfect condition;

£110.—Morgan, Mount Edgecombe, Linkfield St., Red-
hill. [X0459

B.S.A, 1917 4i^h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick start,
with coachbuilt sidecar, 3 electric lamps, horn

;

£90, or ofEer.—Muir, Yellow Wood, Egerton Rd., Wev-
bridge. [4890

B.S.A. 1914 4Vili-P-. chain drive, 3-speed countershaft.
Ivy coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, spares, little

used, everything splendid condition ; £90.-10, Albinn
St., Aylesbury. [X0270

"I Q19 (June) B.S.A- 4i/ilr.p. Combination, 3-speed,
-LtJ clutch, kick starter, luggage carrier, horn,
tools, spares; any trial; £120.—Robei:ts, 13, Preston
Rd., Brighton. [5012

I^OR Sale, B.S.A., 1919, all chain, lamps, Klaxon,
i- 2 spare tyres, tubes, valves, etc., perfect order;
£100; Easting wind screen, £4.-47, Chantry Rd.,
^Woodseats, Sheffield. [5186

B.S.A. Specialists.—All replacements in stock: B.S.A.
sidecars in stock.—The County Cycle and Motor

Co., Broad St., Binuingham, Tel.; Midland 733. T.A.

:

Coniocyco, Binuingham. [S224

B.S.A. 1913-14 4i/ih.p. Combination, free engihe,
clutch, Boscn, lamps, good reliable outfit,

£82/10; ' exchange 6-9h.p. solo; cash adjustment if

combination.—Vince, Builder, George Lane, Wood-
ford, E.18. [5157
IQl'* B.S.A. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-speed, clutch,
-LtJ P. and H. lamps, Lucas horn, new DunlopSi spare
tube, valves, etc, carefully stored 3 years, perfect con-
dition; bargain, 80 gns. ; Suffolk.—Box 894, e/o The
Motor Cycle. [X0308

LANCASHIRE
and

CHESHIRE

Motor Cyclists
in these two Counties
will find -that the

Best Deliveries
and

Efficient Service
ARE GIVEN BY

COLMORE
DEPOT.
MANCHESTER:

200, Deansgate.

LIVERPOOL:
24, Paradise St.

As we have never encouraged
a long waiting list, several of;

the best known makes of
machines are available for

early delivery..

Birmingham.
We can give early

delivery of several
well-known machines

Colmore Row,
November 27th, 1919.

" MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

B.S.A.

"IQ19 B.S.A. 4Wh,p., new September, and Enfiel
J-^ C.B. sidecar, small mileage, condition equs
new; £140; bargain.—Seen and tried at Static
Garage, Bridge St., Banbury. [X026

BRAND New B.S.A. 414I1.P. Model K.. 3 speed;

elutoh, liifk start, front and rear lamp, lion

senerator, etc.: neai'est ofler £105,—Fowler and Brid)?ei

130, Enston Ed- Tel.: 4827 Museum. [454

B.S.A. Combination, 1916, 3.speed, conntershafi
kick starter, cliain-cum-belt, 3 lamps, horn, lu?

gage grid, new tvres, stored until July last; nearea
£100.—Mallinson, Spring View, Bedlington. ,[X052

B.S.A., 1915, 4Mli.P., 3-speed countershaft cUitcl
K.S.. sporting bars, electric head lamp, speedc

meter; £75, or oHer; owner bought car.—Bignolc
119, Wymering Mansions, Maida Vale, W. 491

Calthorpe.

LATE 1919 25/ib.B. Caltliorpe, unsciatehed, eletri

lighting Enfleld 2-5peed and clutch; f60.—Chose
Cottage, Hucclecote, Gloucester. [S.036

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 2"T4h.p.. Enfleld_ Z-.5peed. bran
new, at makers' price, £65/2.—AA ilkins, SimpsO'

and Co., opposite Olympia, London. [481

CALTHOEPE 2-stroke 2J4h.p., Enfleld 2-speed, bian
new, at makers' price, £64/1.—Wilkins, Simpso:

and Co., opposite Olympia, London. [4^1

CALTHORPE Junior Precision, 2-speed, oyerhaide
recently, enamel and plating in excellent condj

tion; £40.—H. Grout, Buech Comer, Isleworth. [X026'

1 Q16 Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2.speed, Binks rarbnrette)
-*-v p. and H. lamps, etc., good order; £49: witbba
Binks £46.—Robinson, 75. Bolton Blow, Sowerby Bridjif

[X033
CAL'THOEPE-J.A.P. Combination, 5h.p. twin, coat

sidecar, Enfield 2Tspeed, handle start, accessoriei

smart appearance; £70.—Homewood,- Loose, Maidston*
rX037.

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P. 4-5h.p. Coachbuilt Oombiaatior
Enfleld gears, engine .iust been overhauled and n

bushed, and sidecar repainted, complete with lampi
Easting wind screen, hood, speedometer, tools, ani

spares, in perfect condition : any trial given ; price £8C—"WiUimott, 3, Clare Cottages, Sidcup Hill. Sidcui
Kent.

I

t491;

Campion. -'

CAMPION 2-stroke, 1920, in stock; price £60.—

W

Saunders, Ltd., Colchester. [X043.'

NEW Campion Villiers 2-stroke, Albion 2-speed

list price.—Browns Garage, Maltby, Eotherham.
[519!

1Q19 (September) Campion, ^Voh.p. Villiers 2-stroke
-Lt/ 2-speed, best Miller lamp, Kla.xon, as new
£60.—Venmore, Bethel, Carnarvon. [4991

Centaur. >

CENTATJE SV'h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, as new; £50.-
Kershaw, Lonsdale Ed.. Dorking. . [485.

3JLh.p. Centaur. 2-speed, free engine, handle start

2 good order, tvres perfect; £35, bargain; after 6

—Hicks, 21, Moreton Place, Victoria. [X045'

Chater-Fafnir,

CIIATEE-FAFNIR, 3h.p., o.h.i.v., Bosch, B. ani.

B ; £17.—Oak Cottage, Court House Ed/
Maidenhead. [S18:i

Chater-Lea.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London: 1915 ,2',

h.p. 2-stroke 2-speed Chater-Lea; £45. [4961

SOUTH Lancashire Only.—Chater-Lea enquiries.—

J

Blake and Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Man
Chester. (7041

CHATER-LEA 3.5,4h.p, Wateir-cooled Combination
Bosch, B and B.. Grado gear, handsome sport

mg model, perfect order; £38.—Duckworth, 21, Mid
dleton Rd., Leeds [X031!

CHATER-LEA 1911 8h.p. Combination, coachhaill

3 speeds, handle starter, acetylene lamps core

picte, speedometer, new chains, 2 new tyres
;

price lOr

gns. ; seen any day before 1 p.m.—F. AA'. Taylor. AI

Saints' Vicarage, Upper Norwood, S.E.19. [466'

Chatef-Lea-Jap.

CHATEE-.T.A.P. eVoh.p. Comhination. 2 speeds, spIcO'

did condition; iiearest reasonable offer.—20, Effr;

Ed., Wimbledon. [502

CHATER-LEA 6h.p., J.A.P., countershaft gear box

hand clutch, all-chain drive, C.B. sidecar, wini

screen, lamps, horn, etc., very fast, and powerful

£70. or offer; any time.—C.S., 14, Swaton Rd., B6\v

E.3- Tel. : F- 3155. [514'

Chater-Lea-White and Poppe.

3ih.p. Chater-Lea. White and Poppe free engine

2 Mabon gear, C.B. sidecar, Bosch, Druids, low

fine condition; bargain. £45; appointment.—Thomas
"Nurseries, Upper Halliford, Shepperton. [<'79.'

Clyno.

CLYNO 1920 2V'h-p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand clutcl

in stock; list price.—Moss, Wem. [X053

CLTNO New 1920 2-strok6 in stock; £63.—Editardi

7, Exhibition Rd;, Kouth Kensington. [482

Pl-i AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

1 Q 18 6h.p. Clvno Combination, 3-speed, K.S., spare
XV wlieel; £105.-9, Churcli Kd., Willesden, N.W.

[5014

CEOW Bros., High St., Guildford, West Surrey
tigents for tlie new Clyno.—Order now for early

delivery. [1084

BEOOK Bros., Bnrnham-on-Sea, are now booking
orders lor early Clj-no delivery in 1920. Write for

partiuulars. [4566

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, supply new
Clvno 2lAhrp. 2-strokes, 2-speed and clutch, 1920

models; 60 gus. [4952

BRAND New Clyno 2V2h.p., 2-speed and clutch, in

stock : list price.—Walbro IMotor Cycle Works,
High bt., Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone: 45. [XOMS

5-6h.p. Clyno Combination, 1916, 3-speed, kick start,

interchangeable wheels, good tyres; £110.-150.
Camberwell Grove, Camberwell, S.E.5. [4583

1 Q16-17 Clyno Combination, 3 speeds,, clutch, kick
J-^ starter, 2 new tvres. in splendid conditon through-
out; hargain, 95 gns.—65, Ethelred St., Kennington,
S.E.n. [4887

rQl5 Clyno Combination, 3-speed, kick start, lamp,
*' speedometer, condition as new, guaranteed per-

fect, not used since 1916; £80.—Hood, 45, Eow Com-
mon Lane, Bow. [5061

1 Q20 Clyno Lightweights in stock for immediate
J-tJ delivery; combination 8h.p. orders booked for
earliest delivery in rotation, commencing February or
March.—Grover, Smith, and Willis, Basingstoke. [4438

TO 16 Clvno Combination, 6h.p., detachable wheels,
J-tf splendid tyres, just overhauled and enamelled;
£80 for quick sale; seen bv appointment.—J. Dooley,
33, Killyon Ed., Wandsworth Rd. Station, S.W.8.

[5166
1 Q19 2^,ih.p. Clyno, 2-strofce, 2-speed gear, hand
-t.v clutch, complete with lamps and accessories.
as new, bought November; 65 gns.—C. C. Bate, 1.

Queen's Ed., Reading; or The Mount, Tarportev,
Cheshire. [5208

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, late model, 3-speed,
countershaft, clutch, K.S., enclosed chains,

Brampton forks, oversize tyres, spare wheel, magni-
ficent order and appearance; 95 gns., bargain.—21,
Newton At., Acton W.3. [5117

1Q18 8h.p. Clyno-Jap, 3-speed, countershaft, de-
-i-t/ tachable wheels, W.D. model, brand new 6
weeks ago, P. and H. lamp sets and horn, studded
Dunlops (not touched); £110.-Wallis, 49, High St.,

Saffron Walden, Essex. 'Phone : 45. [X0349

CLTNO Combination, 1917, thoroughly overhauled,
re-enamelled and plated, detachable wheels and

spare wheel, Brampton bi-flex spring forks, spring se.nt-

pillar, lamps, horn, and tools; 110 gns.—Stanley, 74.
St. George's Square Mews, Pulford St., off Lupus St.,
Westminster, [4991

CLTNO-J.A.P. 1919 8h.p. Combination, extra large
luxurious sidecar, not done 50 miles, perfect in

every way, 3 speeds, clutch, and kick start, enclosed
traMsmis.«ioD, 28x3 Dunlops, interchangeable wheels,
spring pillion seat, but no accessories, too powerful lor
owner: best oiler over 125 gns.; London district.—
Apply, Box L6,040, c/o The Motor Cvde. [627S

Connaught.
KE^IP'S Garage, Louth, Lines, commence delivery

of 1920 Conaaughts in January. Book now.
[X0416

C10NNATJGHT 2?4h.p., 2-speed, 1915, just over-
^ hauled, lamps, etc., tyres excellent condition; £45,

—Gibbons, 7, Albany Rd., Doncaster. [4700

"IQ19 Connaught 2-stroke, 2-3peed. complete with
J-^ lamps, mechanical horn, brass mascot, disc
wheels; £62/10.—Scholefleld, Middlewich. [XOSll

CONNAUGHT 1917 2?.'ih.p., 2.stroke, ready to ride
awav. in perfect condition, lamps, etc.. 112 ui.p.g. :

£35.-150, Camberwell GroTe. Camberwell, S.E.5. [4584

Coulson
•VTEW Coulson B for Sale.—Greyshott, OresthiU Av.,
•1-^ Grays, Essex. [5080

COULSON B 1920 model in stock, list price.—W.
Saunders, Ltd., Colchester. [X0434

EGEETONS, Northgate Street, Ipswich, can give
early delivery of Coulson-B. ordered now. [4639

COULSON B 2%h.p., 2-speed model, in stock.—
Malvern Agents, Woodyatt, Ltd., Malvern. [3865

SOUTH Lancashire, North Cheshire, and Isle of Man
t)nly,—Coulson B. enquiries.—J. Blake and Co.,

Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7041

COULSON B Machines, 1920, 2S,ih.p., in stock; can
supply you at once; no waiting lists; 85 gns.—

W. Saunders, Ltd., Red Garage, Colchester. [4658

COULSON B, 1919. 2%h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-
speed, spring frame, lamp, horn, tools, perfect

condition; £90; delivered SeptemiDer.—Grubb, 50, All
Saints Rd., Peterborough. [5152

COULSON-B., 2%lh.p., 1919, standard model, one
month old, tools, lamps. Klaxon horn and speed-

omi-ter: cost £103, what offers?—Z., 24, Epperstone
Rd., West Eridgford, Nottingham. [X0321

It is perhaps-a little wearying
to be continually urged to
order your new machine, but
it really is essential that you
do not delay a day longer than
is neceesary if you desire early
delivery.

It is abundantly evident that
there will be a great shortage
of new motor cycles next
spring and summer, and the
limited supplies expected are
rapidly being booked up.

We shall be pleased to send
you catalogues of any of the
following machines for which
we have contracted, and if

your order is placed with us
it will be executed in strict
rotation.

fflU

O.K.
A..BC.
N.U.T.
CL.YNO
SCOXTOMEGA
BROU GH
Dl AIVI ON D
SVIATiCHU.SS

IVIA R*rINSYDE
NEW lIVgPERIALi
WSETRC -TY«_ER
BL.ACKBURNE
TRI U BVI F>H
Z ENITH
ROVER
RUDGE
AUfi.ON
ARIEL.
B.S.A.
SUN

A selection of new machines
are available for immediate
delivery—we shall be pleased
to send list upon request.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
OfSc'al Repairers to K.A.C, A.C.tl., A.A.. & M.IT.

418, Romford Rif., Forest Gate. E.7.

Telephone

—

490 East Htun.
_

^
Telegram<(

—

Egaraco, London.'

IB
m
m
m
m
m

m

All letters relatin.^ to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coulson.

BRAND New 2^\'ih.p. Conlson-B. motor cycles actunllv
in stock, just delivered from works; list price 85

gns.—Jno. Hall and Co., The Garage, Warminster. [4607

1Ctl9 Coulson B, 2^^h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-speed,
-»-<-' patent spring frame, brand new, for immediate
deliverv from stock; £89/5.—Cambridge agents, Robin-
son's Garage, 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel. : 995.
T.A. : Bicycles. [5246

De Dion.

DE BIOS' 3V2h.p., Bosch, B. and B., new tvres. per-
fect running order; £35.-26, Howard Rd.. Brom-

lei-, Kent. [X0200

Diamond.
CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of all model

Diamonds.—Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton. [X8623

1 Q20 Diamond Lightweights in stock; immediate de-
-fl-it? livery: £50 each.—Jones' Garage, Lichfield.

rX9567
1 CJ16 Diamond-Jap. Enfield 2-speed gear, just been
-Li' overhauled; £57/10.-4, Woodside Parade. N.
Finchley, N.12. [4576

Douglas.
S>3.Ir.p. Douglas, 1915, just overhauled; £46.—Below.

4h.p. Douglas, 1917, just overhauled, fine condition:
£70. or near offer; seen any time.—J. Dooley,

33, Killyon Rd., Wandsworth Rd Station. [5165

DOUGLAS at Gourlay's, Fallowfield, Manchester.
[2830

DOUGLAS, 1915, like new; a bargain, £53.-55
Wiltshire Rd.. Brixton. [499E

D
D

D
D
D

[4993

4h.p. Douglas, 1915, solo; 60 gns.—Adeney, St.

John's College, Cambridge. [5008

DOUGL.AS 4h.p., K.S., new condition; £82.-262.
Blackhorse Lane. Walthamstow. [3848

OUGLAS 2iih.p.. 1916: £52: first to see will huv.-
517, Wandsworth Rd., S.W.8. [4922

OUGLAS 2ijih.p., 1915, 2-speed; £57.—Central
Garage, Lord St., Southport. [X0578

OUGLAS (Oct., 1919) 4h.p. Combination, new,
clutch. Cameo, lamps; £145.—Below.

OUGLAS 2%h.p.. 1915, overhauled; £50.—Edwnrds,
7, Exhibition Rd., South Keniington. [4825

OUGLAS 4h.p., 1918, overhauled, new condition:

75 gns.— 17, Tamworth Park, Mitcham. [4904

OUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1911, splendid condition, fnet,

smart; £27.-17, Heaton Rd., Mitcham. [4702

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle for sale, cheap, 2-speed.—

155, Uxbridge St., Burton-on-Trent. [X062a

DOUGLAS 1915 2ilh.p., 2-speed. perfect; £65.-
Ellis and I'ettitt, High Ed., Whetstone. [4553

Qilh.p. W.D. Dopglas, uncrated June, good condi-
'W4 tion; £60.—Newton, Biucleaves. Westerham.

[3882

DOUGLAS 4h.p., late model, requires a little atten-

tion; £55.—Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton.
[4710

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1915 model, 2 speeds: £50: just

overhauled.— 199. King's Cross Rd., London, W.C.I.
[5257

23.h.p. Douglas: £24, or pood push bike and cash ad-
4 justment.—E.J., 23, Moring Ed., Tooting, S.W.17.

[4736
DOUGLAS 2^fih.p.. 2-speed model, excellent condition,

lamps, spares.—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.
[X0364

DOUGLAS, W.D., 23,ili.p., 2-speed, new Aug., fully

equipped; £65.— 5, -Lansdowne Ed., Wimbledon.
[4552

DOUGLAS 1917, almost new. L'^^^h.p., full equipment;
£65.—Grimes, 18, Bruton Place, Bond St., W.

[4842
1Q19 2:'4h.p. Douglas, as new. Write or call after
-Lt' 6.30 evenings.—Veal, 92, Highlever Rd., W.IO.

[5063
DOUGLAS 2%h.p., W.D., like new, 2-speed, lamps;

£69.—Central Garage, Lord St:, Southport.
[X0577

10115 Douglas 25,4h.p., 2.speed, very fast machine;
i-iy £60.-4, Woodside Parade, N. Finchley, N.12.

[4677
DOUGLAS 23,lh.p., W'.D., i919, unnsed ; £72.-Write,

or call after 5.30 p.m., 705, Finchley Ed., Lon-
don. [4623

DOUGLAS 2%h.p., 1910, requires attention; what
offers.—Mattock Motor Co., Mattock Lane, Ealing,

W.5. [5162

T Q16 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3 speeds; C.B. side-
-Lt' car; bargain, £95.-49, St. Leonard's Rd.. Mort-
lake. [X0392

WAUCHOPE'S.' 9. Shoo Lane, London, are city
agents for Douglas machines; book for quick

delivery. [4964

OiLh.p. Douglas, purchased new Aug., aluminium disc^ 4z wheels and chain cover; £65.-37, Arliugton Ed.,
Surhitou. (4929

DOUGLAS. 1915. 2-speed, recently overhauled, per-
fei-H: £52.—Gron, Vedrinnes, Alma Rd.. New

Southgate. [X0410

DOUGLAS, 1915. 2-speed, eq-. ll to new; £50; scon
bv appointment.—Owen, 95, High Rd.. En-^tw Finchley. [X0411

advei-tiseniint, and t'.ie date ol the issue, bis
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Douglas.
OUGLAS 2^ijh.p.. 2-speei:l. used once, two weeks'
old, electric lamps; £68.—Foulds, 49, Medway

Rd., Bow. [5062

DOUGLAS. 1916, perfect maeliine in good conditon
cheap; £55.-51, Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton

Heath, S.B. , [5061

DOUGLAS Combin.ntion, 1919, new, fullv equipped
£135.—Dentist, 216, Poitobello Ed., North Ken-

sington, W. ' [X0376

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2%h.p., 2-speea, lolly equipped,
perfect throughout; £55.—Windsor, Fernhill,

Horley, Surrey. [4669

DOUGLAS, 2"'ih.p., 1915, 2-speed, BcBCh, Amao,
Eood order, discs if reauircd; £55.-19, Jerning-

hnm Ed., S.E.14. [4679

DOUGLAS 4h.p. and fine lios sidecar, S-speed, K.S.
clutch, 1916 model; £85.-199, King's Cross Ed..

London, W.C.I. [5266

1 Q20 Douglas, 3-speed, kick start, Show model,
J-tf handle-bar clutch control; what offers.—Ney,
Carberry, Rye. • • [5166

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2%lh.p., 2-speed, overhauled and
renovated: £45.—Franklin, 357a, North End

Rd., Fulham, S.W.6. [4798

DOUGLAS, 2=j4h.p., single speed, just oveihauled^
goo<l tyres: seen in London; £35.—Bos L6,001,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [4758

1Q19 (August) 23,4h.p. Douglas, T.H. lamps, horn,
-*-«^ spare belt, etc., new condition.—268. High Hoi-
born. Holborn 6499. [4896

DOUGLAS, 2';4h.p., 2-speed, 1916; £60.-Newnham
Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Kd., W.6. 'Phon«:

Hammersmith SO. » [4168

DOUGLAS Solo and Combination; regular monthly
deliveries from November.—Lloyd and Son, 29,

Station St., Lewes. [9583

DOUGLAS 4h.p. C.B. -Combination, 1918, lamps,
horn, etc., ,1 fast Jot; £120.—Temple, 3, Broad-

way, Ludgate Hill, Lonaon. [4868

DOUGLAS, 25ih.p., late, special T.T.. \V,D.. as new
little wear, Klaxon, accessories; £60, offers.—29,

Capstone Ed., Bournemouth. [4707

ANuniljer of Douglas 2»/,h.p. 2-speed Models; none
earlier tban 1916; from £50.—Edward and Gill,

118, Hampstcad Ed., N.W.I. [5289

DOUGLASES.—Call at Smith's for ,vour next
Douglas.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill, bppo

site Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0093

1 Q19 (June) 4h.p. Douglas Combination, electri( lighti.
-»- «.' discs, spares, excellent condition ; what offers ?
-B. Pool, 56, Abel St., Burnley. [S0333

DOLTGL.AS 4h.p. Combiuiiticn ; list price £135.—
Newnham Motor Co., 223, Hammersmith Ed.,

W.6. 'Phone; Hammert^mith SO. [4167

1 Q20 Douglas Models. Now delivering 2"4h.p. 3
-•-»/ speed, £90; 4h.p. lonibination, £145.—Moflat,
Douglas agent, Yeovil. 'Phone: 50. [1103
"TiOUGLAS, 2%ih.p., 1916, 2 speeds, Lucas horn,
J-' lamp, new tyre, good running condition; £60.—
Tilley's, The Esplanade, Weymouth. [5045

SMITH'S have in stock new W.D. 2%h.p. DouglascL
at 70 gns.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill,

opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0083
19 Douglas 4h.p. 3-speed Combination, Lucas
lamps, born, etc.. new last March; £115.—Write
Blewett, Merchant, Penzance. [4714

OUGtAS 25/,b.p., 2-speed, £45; lamps, spare tube,
condition perfect.—Apply anv time, Haskins, 204

Ladbroke Grove Notting Hill, W.io. [4612
"TiOUGLAS 2'!ib.p., W.D., horn, spares, unerated^ August, ridden 800 miles, perfect '60 gns.— 6 St
Margaiet s Hd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [x6586
IQIO Douglas, 2%ih.p., W.D. model, not done 500-^«^ miles, splendid condition, lamps, horn, etc
£70.—Jones, 30, Mona St., Amlwch. [X0523
1016 Douglas 25.1h.p., W.D. model, 2-speed, TT
;^ m °^^b B?od condition; 67 gns., or near offer.—
25, Townshend Rd., Richmond, Surrey. [6005

JO 13 Douglas Combinatioil, ispecd, K.S, less

..^ >nagn_;'to and front guard;. £48: call any time.
—262, Black Horse Lane, Walthamsto.v., [4793

"I
015 Douglas; fitted with P. and H. lamp and hornJ-tr machine in very nice order ; £56.—King and

Harper, 6 and 7, .Bridge St., Cambridge. - [4690

SMITH'S for Second-hand 1916 23:lh,p. Douglases
,

overhauled, from 50 gns.-Smith's, 10-16, Haver-
stock Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0092

"PJOUGLAS, 2?4h.p., 2-speed, E.S., clutch, new Dnn---' lop, new tube, lamps, nice condition- 42 gns no
oflers.—Davison, Singer Shop, Gainsborough. [So'629

1 Q20 Douglases.—By one who knows; delay r^J-" dangerous.—Order yours now from the Douglas
Specialist, Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone: 852. [6340

1Q16 Douglas, 2»41i.p., 2-speed, in perfect condition-t*/ last, and smart appear:>nce, just overhauled- £50'
bargain.— 9, Stonelcigh St., Notting HDl, W.ll. '[489'7

LATE 1913 2i4h.p. Douglas, recently re-enamelled
and thoroughly overhauled, splendid runnin"

order; £45.—Harlow, Orchard St., Bournemouth "

[X0501

E16 All letters relatin.iS to adverti.senients sho
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CASH, EXCHANGE, OR
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

If there is not a Machine in this list to meet
your requirements, have a chat with us on the
'phone. We can probably fix you up; or write
tor our full list of 50 Machines" in stock.

<>C<><>0<><><><><><>C>0<>0<>C<><><>000

Allen-Bennett Motor Co.,

9, 10, 11, Royal Parade, London Rd.,

WEST CROYDON.
'Phone - - Croydon 2450.

ALLEN-BENNEin
. MOTOR^C9

EVERY ONE GUARANTEED
AND

ALL OVERHAULED.

O.H.V. ZENITH, 90 bore, J.A.P., 1915 £120

O.H.V. MORGAN Grand Prix, 90 bore,

J.A.P., W.-C.; 1915 £197 10

O.H.V. BAT, 5-6 h.p., T.T., re-enamelled £50

BLACKBURNE, 4 h.p., 3-speed., brand
new. List price £110 5

ZENITH, 6 h.p., T.T. model, brand new.
List price £112

COULSON-B., 2jh.p., 2-speed, spring
frame, brand new £89 5

ARIEL, 6 h.p., 3-speed, brand new. List
price £120

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., s-speed, brand new.
List price £65 2

1919 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, lamps;
run 50 miles £110

1919 ZENITH, 4-5 h.p., c/shaftj coach-
built Sidecar £140

1919 L.M.C., 4i h.p., 3-speed, MiUford
Sidecar ; run about 500 miles £115

1917 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, de luxe Side-

car, electric model £160

r9i6 NORTON, 3;, h.p., 3-speed, c /shaft,

lamps, speedometer £90

1917 RUD6E-MULTI, LO.M., and Flying
Middleton Sidecar £100

1916 ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed, Canoelet
Sidecar £85

1918 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p. 3-speed c/shaft,
T.T. or touring bars £85

19x5 INDIAN, 7-g h.p., clutch model, as

new throughout £72 10

1914-5 ZENITH, 6-8 h.p., and sporting
Phoenix Sidecar £125

1919 JAMES, 5-6 h.p., and sporting Side-

car, unscratched . . „ £145

igi6 GLYNO Combination, spare wheel . £105

1916 JAMES 4} h.p. Combination, 3-speed £110

1919 DOUGLAS 4 h.p. Combination,
lamp, horn, etc £140

1915 DOUGLAS3 2I h.p., 2-speed, T.T. . . £50

1919 A,V. Monocar, 4-5 h.p. twin £120
'

1914 BROUGH, 6 h.p., T.T. ; very fast . £50

1915 NEW IMPERIAL, -J h.p., T.T.,
gold medal winner £49 10

1914 TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-speed, re-

enamelled £65 - 0.

1916 INDIAN 7-9 h.p. Powerplus Com-
bination, as new - £135

1914 ZENITH. 8 h.p., T.T., and Sidecar . £90

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas,

DOUGLAS 2%Ii.p., 2-speed, unerated in July, abso
lutely perfect, I'ully ejnupped, low mileage, 8uiiu1

and fast; £62.-60, Wallingford Av., N. Kensington.

23.h.p. Donglas, 1915, 2-speed, just been overlianled,
4 excellent condition; £50 for qaick sale.—Seen

at Bound's Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.
[39464 h.p. Douglas Combination, Oct., 1916, 3 speeds,

kick starter, just overhauled and renovated; £95,
—Franklin. 357a, North End Rd., Fulham, S.W.6.

[4137
1 Q19 2^Ah.p. Douglas, new August, perfect condi-
--«.' tion, makers' colours. Klaxon, new lamp set,
pump, tools; £76.—Stainer's Dairy, Ryde, I.O.W.

[5106
03.b.p. Donelas, T.T., lighting set, tool kit, accessories,
^4t new tyres and tubeS;
new ; £.53.-

Surrey.

little used, appearance jis

Seen The Haven, Portsmouth Rd., Eslier,

[4829

T^OTTGLAS 2^Ii.p., 2-speed, late 1915, htis had Ter>
--' little use, and is in perfect condition throughout;
price £52.—A. J. Luce, Hamilton Rd. Garage, Rending-.
'Phone: 967. [4602

1 15 2-'^h.p, Douglas, 2-speed, Dunlops, good ap-
*-^ pearance and mechanical condition ; £45 ; ng
offers.—7, Gibson Sq., Islington, N.l. (nr. Agricul-
tural Hall). [4850

£42; T.T. Douglas, 1912, 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
appearance good, knee grips, footboards, just

overhauled.—Barrett, 19, Furness Rd., Fallowfield,
Manchester. [X0432

DOUGLAS 4b,p. Combination, 1918, lamps, horD,
valuable spares; reasonable offers invited, splen-

did condition.—Lewis, Stanley Terrace, Castle fields,
Shrewsbury. [5134

W.D. 23/4h.p. Douglas, perfect order, any trial, bought
new machine ; £58, bargain. 'Phone : Viotorja

8240. Extension 7.—Williams, Five Went^
Swanley, Kent.

Housie,

[4782

DOUGLAS (late 1916) 23^h.p., 2-sp3ed. very smart,
enamel and plating in splendid condition, horn,"" 1915 ditto, £52 '" - - —pump, etc., £60

Charlton, S.E.7.
67, Little Heath,

[5057

~IQ15 2^fih.p.. Douglas, 2-speed, lamps, horn, etc.,
--•-' guara.iteed appearance, date, and mechanically
sound; trial any tiine;
Waltham Abbey

£45; exchange. -44. Sun St.,

[4999

1 C|19 Douglas 2^:,h.p., maKers' colours, Jong exhaust,
J-tf Klaxon, lamps, spare tube and yalve. litth

used ; bargain, 70 gns..

Hampstead, N.W.6.
no offers.—10, Parsifal Rd..

[5200

SIX 1915 Douglas Motor Cycles, in good condition;
£50 each, mus0 be sold; would consider ex-

change for modern
Wimbledon, S.W.19.

Bin. lathe.-—141. Merton Rd.,
[5003

WAUCHOPE S, 9, Shoe Lane, London ; 4h.p.
Douglas 1919 combination, not done more than

1.500 miles, £l25; also Army model, 2^;4h.p., 2-5peed,
all black; £75: new. [4947

1 Q 18 4h.p. Douglas, with Swan sporting sidecar,
JL*-' bought March, 1919. low mileage, lamps, tools,

spares, insured; £110.—10, Souidern Rd.,- Brool(

Green, Hammersmith, W.14. {5214

Q3.h.p. Douglas, 1916, W.D. model, 2-speed, only dcfliei

'V4 100- miles, fitted with every accessory, iu- perfect
mechanical conditonj nny trial ; price 65 gns.-
Underhill Farm, Barnet, Herts.

-Sharpy

[4570

NEW 2''4h.p. Douglases.—One 1919 -2-epeed luod^
,

£80; one 1920 3-speed, kick starter, clutch
' '^. Phipp.

[5243
model, £90; deliverj' charges extra.-
Sherston, Malmesbury, AVilts.

A2^ih.p. Douglas, bought new last August, mileage
450, very fast, all accessories, owner -bought

Douglas Combination; a Ijargain for £70.—Sleep, 149,
High St., Notting Hill Gate, W. [5072

4h.p. Douglas 1915 Combination, 3-speed, engine
overhauled by makers, with "1919 renewals, new

clutch, new tyres, speedometer, Binks carburetter; 95
gns.—Chnplaia, College, Worksop. [4808

1 (rtl9_ Douglas 4h.p. Combination (new), latest modeli
Xt/ 4 volt accumulator, electric lights throughout,
hooter; sought higher power; £145.—Owen, 52, Fout-
arabia Rd., N. Clapham Common. - [4618

DOUGLAS 1917 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed and
clutch, enamel and plating good, new tyres, nice

sidecar, just renovated; £92/10.—Edwardes, 277,
Camberwell Rd., S.E.5 (near Green). ' [5118

1 Q19 Douglas Combination, coachbuilt, magnificent;
-!-»' outfit, kick starter, S-speed, wind screen, Tan-
Sad, warranted, done about 1,000 miles; £130.
nearest.—Weston, Butcher, Chipping Norton. [5063

Douglas Combination, brand new, complete
ith storm apron: prices and terms

tion.—Hnrrods Motor Showrooms, 116-11 8, BroniptOB
Ed., opposite Main Building, London, S.W.I. [459£

4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-speed, countershaft,
clutch, kick start, 1916 model, but has had very

little use, perfect condition; £90 for Quick sale.—
Seen at Bound's Garage. 223, High Rd.. Kilburn,
N.W. [3945

IT. Appears Ridiculous to Advertise when ynu have
no stork, but we are giving deliveries to the early

birds. Place your order at once if you want de-
livery,—Eli Clark. Douglas Agent. 196, Cheltenham
Rd., Bristol. [0016

4_h.p. ]^ wr

ulj Guote the numher nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

LATE 1918 4b. p. Douglas Touring Combination,
coachbuilt sider-ar, countershiift 3-speecl gear,

tutch, kick start, fully equipped, electric li&litmg,

pore tyre, etc., perfect condition; £150.-174, "Viciirage

•A., Leyton. [4713

JQ19 4h.p. Douglas ivith Sideciirs, brand new, ivith

Li/ Int&st type clutch; one or two only for imme-
liate delivery at the old price, £135.—Robinson's Gar-

ge, 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A.

:

licycles. - [5245

DOUGLAS 1919 (October) 4h.p. Combination, new
type ciuteh, mileage 1,000, carefully run in and

aiied hv eiperieuced owner, variable jet, lamps, Klaxon,
i(3ols, Spares : £140.—Bickmore, 2, Seymour Rd., Soutli

ilelds. S.W.18. [X037E

JQ19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, delivered Septem-
l-t/ ber, latest clutch, Premier horn, perlect con-

tit ion, ridden about 500 miles; owner leaving
^ngland; £130. — Courtial, French Consulate,
jiouthampton,

,
[5124

11 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, latest sidecar
jLt7 with side door, P. and H. lamp sets and born,
')een little used, and in quite new condition, runs
j.erfectly; £138.-Wallis, 49,,Hi2h St.. Saffron Walden
lilssex. 'Phone ; 45, [X0348

Jh.p. Douglas, 1915, T.T., 3-speed, with Swan sport-

i ing sidecar, complete with accessories, lamps,
leftric and bulb horns, etc., new condition, stored
luring war; bargain, £120.—Bell, 38, Cromwell Ed.,
Kingston, Surrey. [X0<;25

I Q15 Douglas 234h.p., C.A.V. magneto, Amac carbu-
i-iJ letter, new tyres, tubes, and belt, thoroughly
iverhauled, £55; another same condition, 1916, £€0.'
ilemembsr condition guaranteed.—Walton Bros., Daw-
ion Square, Burnley. [X0312

IQ19 4h.p. Douglas Combination, 3-6peed, kick start,
-Lt? brand new, unseiatclaed, only used few times,
:Lucas lamp set, trio speedometer, outfit delivered Aug.

;

-largain, £135, no offers.—31, Claremont Kd., Alexandra
Park, Manchester. [X0494

DOUGLAS 4h.p. W.D. 1919 Combination, in per-
fect condition, complete with lamps, horn, new

;peedometer, storm apron, toolsj etc., only ridden 300
niles; 140 gns.—Lieut. H. West, The Orchard,
^oathland, Yorkshire. [X9408

DOUGLAS, 2^/4li.p. single speed engine and Bosch
mag., just overhauled, brand new Palmer rear

tyre and inner, front good condition, new belt, B. and
B. carburetter, lamps complete; £28.—Jones, St.

Kilda, Buckhurst Hill. [5258

4h.p. Douglas, about 1916, and sidecar, in first-cIat^s

order, 90 gns. ;
2S4h.p., 1914, in absolutely per-

fect order and as new, not scratched, £70; going in for
small car; genuine, and any trial.-Gaydon, Jeweller,
Norwood, S.E.19. Sydenham 182. [4695

DOUGLAS 2^4h.p. T.T. model, 2 speeds, 1914. stored
during war, Lucas lamps, horn, Cowey speedometer,

knee-grips, long copper exhaust, polished aluminium
aiscs, W.S.R. Pilot jet, -nerfect condition; £60, or offer.

—J. D. King, Broom, Biggleswade. [X0354

"Id 20 2^;'ih.p. Douglas, with latest type of carbu-
J-tF retter. hand clutcb, 3-3peed gear; orders now
being accepted for deliveTy in strict rotation ; nett
price, £90. plus carriage.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35,
Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A. : Bicycles.

[5247
33h.p. T.T. Douglas, W.D., nncrated July, makers'
4 colours, buffer spring fork, long exhaust pipe,

knee-grips, hoi'n, tools, tail lamp, enamel and tyres un-
scratched, 800 miles only ; 68 gns.—'Phone : Battersen
499. [5035

33.h.p. Douglas, W.D., 1916 and 1917.—A number,
4 all thoroughly overhauled, and in fine mechani-

cal condition, some with new tanks, handles, and mud-
guards appear new; on view Bristol and Yeovil.—
Stanford, Midland Bank Chambers, Yeovil. [3765

23.h.p. W.D. 1916 Douglas (engine 38239), uncrated
4 October, 1919. Miller head light, rear lamp, 2

generators, mechanical horn, hot-jacketed Ainac, long
exhaust, complete tool kit, spares; £70; new machine
delivered; alter 6.—Charles Dixon, 9, The Crescent.
Surbiton. [5224

1 Q20 4iLp. Douglas with Improved Sidecar, latest
Ji*y type of carburetter, many improvements; orders
now being booked for delivery in strict rotation; nett
nrice, £145. nhis crate and carriage.—Robinson's
Gniaise, 32-35, Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995. T.A.

:

Bicycles. [5248

VIVIAN HARDIE and Lane. Ltd., Douglas speci
alists.— 4h."p. combination. £135; 2-l4h.p. solo,

£80; we stock everything you require for your
Douglas.—Vivian Hardie and Lane. Ltd., 24, Wood
ftock St (off Oxford St), Bond St.. London, W.L
'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0012

DOUGLAS 2';4h.p., 1919, delivered October, and
hardly been used, complete kit tools in case, P.

and H. lamps and generator (iinused). Tan Sad pil-

lion seat and cushion, a perfect machine, fully in-

sured; seen by appointment; what offers.—Apply to
D.S., 34, Adelaide Sq., Windsor. [X0264

Edmund.
EDMUNDS, spring frame, you simply float. — Sole

agent, Gourlay, Fallowfield, Manchester. [2831

Accessories.

H.A.H.
Complete
Electric

Lighting
Sets.

Specialities.

Genuine

Hellesen

Dry
Batteries.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

WILL ALL CUSTOMERS
KINDLY NOTE

that on and after DECEMBER
20th, 1919, this business will be
transferred to entirely new
Offices, Warehouses and Works,
and the address wOl then be

:

A. H. HUNT,
H.A.H. WORKS

TUNSTALL ROAD.
CROYDON, ENG.
Telephones ;

CROYDON
2225 & 2226.

Telegrams :

'• KEYAGE •

CROYDON

L

ALL COM MU NIDA-
TIONS after December 20th
should be sent to the new address

ALL GOODS should be care-

fully addressed as above, and
consigned to

East Croydon Main Station

THE NEW PREMISES
are 7 minutes' walk from East
Croydon Main Station (L.B. &
S.C. Railway and S.E. & C. Rail-

way) which is 20 MiXL'TES Froii
London Bridge.

THE REMOVAL has been
rendered necessary owing to the

enormously increasing demand
for H.A.H. Accessories and
Specialities, and, in view of this.

New Premises and Works have
been specially built in order to

INCREASE PRODUCTION

and give all customers

FULL SATISFACTION
by EARLY DELIVERIES.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, Cannon St., LONDON, E.0.4.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELn 2-stml;i', 2-sp?ed. reifect: f47.-Ellis and
Pettitt, High E.I., Whctitone. [4557

33.h.p. Enfield, countershaft, excellent condition,
4 iast: £37, bargain.—39, South Parade, Oxford.

[5211

JONES' Garftge, special ngents ior Enfields, liroad-

way, MusiveU Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.
North Finchler. [0031

ROYAI, ENFIELD Sh.p. Combination, new April,

1919. iierfect mechanical condition.—Robinson,
48, Lambert Hd., Grimsby. [X0486

ENFIELD 2-strol;6 2J4b.p., Enfleld 2.speed, brand
new, !it makers' piiee. £63.—Williins, Simpson and

Co., opposite Olympin, London. . [4818

ENFIELD 2"ih.p. Lightweight Twin, 2 speeds, all

cliain drive. Bosol). Amae; £35.-Mylam, 197,
London Ed., Croydon. 'Phone: 2379. [46£3

ENFIELD, fitted 3h.p. twin J.A.P., Grado pnlley

;

£55- after 12 o liot-U Saturday or appointment.—
Ashleigh, Shiew-sbury Lane, S.E. 18. [4382

ROYAL ENFIELD Combination, 1912, J.A.P.
engine, Bosch mag., splendid condition; £90.—

Barraclough, Denby Dale, Hnddersfield. [X0504

BBANIJ New 6h.p. Enfield Cnnibinntion, just riddfi

troui works, Ln' as bi.r;i : se.-n by appomtiifut

:

I'est offer.-Box 888, c/o The U'jlur Cycle. [XO-l.l

ENFIELD 1915 31i.p. Twin, 2-speed, clutch, kick

start, lamps, hern, pump, etc.. excellent order:

50 gns.—14, Kildoran Rd., Acre Lane, Brixton. [5197

1Q19 (Oct.) Enfield 6h.p. Combination, complete with

J-«7 lamps, tools, etc., "spare tube and yalve. not don:

250 miles: £150.-Hawley, Goodall St., Walsall. [X044 ?

WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London, has for sale

1919 Bli.p. Kov.^l Enfleld combination, £165;
1917 combination, £155; 1913 or 1914, £87/ 10. [4961

1Q13 Enfield Combination, excellent running condi-

XJ7 tion new gears, engine ovirhauled, eljctric light-

ing; £80.-Halliday, 19, The Avenue, Andover, Hants.

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p., 1917, C.B. sidecar, lainrs.

hood, screen, tyres as new, excellent condition;

£120.-GilbErt, 4, St. Helen's Gardens, N. Kensin_;-

ton.
[5°"

Ifkig sh.p. Enfleld Combination, mileage 2,000.

Lif hood, screen, lamps, condition guaranteed;

£140—Watson, Forester's Arms, Brady St., White^

chapel. C50.0

14116 6hr Enfield Combination, with lamps, gener-

XU ator, and horn, engine, gears, plating and

enamel good; £95.-J. C. Phipp, Sherston, Malme:-

bury, Wilts. L52<:4

ENFIELD Motor Cycle Coniliiuation, eh.p. J.A.P.

engine, speedometer, watch, mirror, all accessaries,

nil in good condition, reliable outfit: room wanted:

£120, or near offer.-Apply, 17, Bevau St.,
Iff'J^'J'j

1 ni3 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., electric lamp;,.

At/ wind screen, spare tyre and tube, m excellent

condition, engine perlect; expert examination wel-

comed ;
price £75. bargain.-Tompsett. The

^\0f=-
Marden, Kent. ^-^^^^

6hn Enfiekl Coach Combin.ation, 1914, unused 3

years perfect condition, lamps. Klaxon, speed-

ometer' luggage grids. Tan-Sad, all spares, new re:ir

tyre and tul.e; must sell; any trial; first £90 sf™^'.-
I'earsou, 135, Newland Av., Hull. [X0452

ENFIELD Coach Couildiiation, Sh.p. De Lnxc-

model, Lucas dynamo lighting throughout, tullv

eonipped, speedometer, tools, etc., heayy Palmer cold

tyres guaranteed 1,600 only; £135, or exchange solo

,machine.-51. Church St., Wolverton. [52^1

14 (late guaraiit;e.l) Royal Enfleld, 6h.p., engine

No 7959, Jill chain, 3 acetylene lamps as new,

horn etc coiichbuilt sidecar, stored 2'!; years, excel.eut

condition; £115: Plaistow, E.13.-See Kwiksale .adver-

tisement, Jliscellaneons Sale colmnn. [4876

ENFIELD 61i-r. Combination, late 1916, only 500

miles since overhaul [engine ,at J.A.P. woiks,,

worn parts replaced, Lucas lamps. Easting screen

Klaxon, luggage grid, Kemnshall (500 nllles], Dunlo)'

(8t)0 miles), spares; £125.-93, Biuley Rd., Covmtry
[X0583

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR New 2-^tifike. 2-speed, in stock; £58 16.

—Edwiirds, 7, Exhibition Ed., South Keusiiist"n.
[4823

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, Isle ol Bun
Only.-American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blaki

and Co.."0(ricial Dealers. Liverpool-Manchester- 1703d

1 017 7-9h.p. American Excelsior, 3-speed, clutch,

-LJJ kick starter, as new, not done 1,000 miles,

fitted with large coachbuilt torpedo sidecar, alu-

minium discs, lamp, mechanical horn and tools, tyres

hardly soiled. This machine is as good as new, must
sell; £135, or good otter.—Drew, 1, Station Rd., Vv-
minster, Essex. [4932

Fatnir

4h.r. Fafnir, E.I.C. mag., li. and T!. carburetter, got ,1

running order and tyu-s; £22.-150, Camberwc::
I Grove, Caiiiherwell, S.E. 5. [4505

19'
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Flanders,

4I1.P. (American) Flanders, believe 1914, take sidecar^
Indian red, B.E., mag., Palmer cords, new wheels,

eporty and powerful; £25, or exchange for 2-stroke.—
Bos L6,046, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5280

F.N.
£25.—5-6h.p. F.N., perfect condition; new leather

jacket, 15/-.—Hamlyn, Darley Abbey, Derby.
[X0426

F.N. , 4-cyl., 2 speeds, out-down frame, just over-
hauled; £40.—Earl, Athengeum Works, The Yale,

Hampstead, N.W.
,

[4795

F.N. Latest Model 5-6h.p. ^^yh Combination, 2-speed.
hand clutch, Bosch, low mileage, plating and

enamel as new, original front tyre on, Leavy Bunlop on
back, new Palmer tubes, lamps, tools, accessories, pri-

vately owned; £75.—Anderson, 125, High St., Merton,
B.W.19. [5020

Harley-Davidson.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London; Harley-

Davidson 8h.p. 1916 combination; £155. [4965

KEMP'vS Garage, Louth, Lines, commence delivery
of 1920 Harley-Davidsons this month. Book now.

[X0417
HAELET-DAVIDSON New 1920 Model F. solo in

stock: list price.—Edwards, 7, Exhibiton Ed., South
Kensington. [4824

19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Standard Model, just
delivered; £154, first cheque secures.—F.E.W.,

High St., Oxford. [X9550

BROOK Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, are now booking
orders for early Harley-Davidson delivery in ,1920.

Write for particulars. [4565

HABLEY, 1916, beautiful combination; fetch £150
in the season, now £125.—51, Maplethorpe Ed.,

Thornton -Heath, S.E. [SOSO

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, 1915, electric model, and 2-

seater sidecar; reasonable offer accepted.—15, Wey-
mouth Mews, Portland Place, London, W. , [4597

1 Q 15 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, speed-
-L*/ ometer, lamps, 2 new tyres, little used 2 years,
good condition; £105, offers.—80, Kingshill, Swindon.

r4894
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1918. Swan sidecar,

polished aluminium disc wheels, lamps. Klaxon,
fine turnout; £175.~-H. D., 45, Venner Rd., Syden-
ham. [5169

LEICESTER Motor Cyclists are invited to examine
the latest 1920 Harley-Davidson motor cvcles now

being shown at the Colmore Depot, 62, High St.,
Leicester. - [3893

LIVEEPOOL Motor Cyclists are invited- to examine
the latest 1920 Harley-Davidson motor cycles now

Iteing shown at the Colmore Depot, 24, Paradise St.
Liverpool. . [3894

1 Q15 Harley Combination, been stored 3 vears, re-
J-*/ cently overhauled and enamelled olive brown by
the Harley people; £110.—W. Stobo, Maesydre Rd.,
Wrexham. [4790

BIRMINGHAM Motor Cyclists are invited to ex-
amine the latest 1920 Harley-Davidson motorcycles

now being sho^vn at the Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Bow, Bixmingham. [3895

MANCHESTER Motor Cyclists are Invited to ex-
amine the latest 1920 Harley-Davidson motor

cycles now being shown at the -Colmore Depot, 200,
Deansgate, Manchester. [3896

1Q19 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, luxurious
-L*J sidecar, electric lighting, hood, wind screen,
'speedometer, disc wheels; £215; appointment.—H., 142
Kilig Henry's Rd., Hampstead. [4735

BROOK Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, are sole agents for
the new Harley-Davidson models, and specialise

in service to the owner ; book your order now for early
delivery. Write for our new catalogue. [0051

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Twin, and sidecar, hood,
screen, special luggage carrier, all accessories,

grand mechanical condition, fast and powerful; any
trial invited; £130.—Debenham, Richmond, Yorks. [5238

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Khaki Combination, mag.
model, electric lights, bulbous back sidecar, hood

and screen, fully equipped, best cambination on the
road; 175 gns.—Smith's, 10-16 Haverstoek Hill, oppo-
site Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0091

1 Q17 (late) 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson Combination,
X*7 electric model, new tyres and tubes just fitted,
Tan-Sad and fittings, screen, everything in really nice
order, and is property of private owner giving up; bar-
gain at £150.—Apply, Top Flat Door, 13, Mayow Rd.,
Forest Hill, S.E.23. [4704

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1916, Swan
sidecar, with luggage grid, stand, apron, and

Klaxon, lampSi pillion, mudshield, spares, just thor-
oughly overhauled, replated, enamelled, perfect con-
dition, ridden carefully and infrequently; £135.—
Robinson, 39, Catherine Sfc., Salisbury. [5140

**|Q16 Harley-Davidson, magneto model, with special
Jl^J coachbuilt sidecar, hood and screen, 3 electric
lamps, tyres as new, enamel and plating unscratched,
guaranteed in good condition throughout; this
machine has been kept up regardless of cost; photo
willinglv; price £130, or very neai; offer,—2, Meyrick
St., Pembroke Dock. [4270

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING.
"Elite Rivetless Soles."

Soles STUCK ON — NO TOOLS
REOUIRED.

These Soles are specially prepared with
an adhesive surface and fixed with Elite

Sol-fix Solution. WE GUARANTEE
THEM TO HOLD AS FIRM AS
RIVETS OR SEWING. The process
of fixing is exactly the same as that of

repairing a punctured Motor or Motor
Cycle tube. One of the many great ad-
vantages of our process is that no
damage whatever is done to the Boots
or Shoes which, when fitted with our
Soles become ABSOLUTELY WATER-
PROOF. Full instructions given with
each pair of Soles.

PLAIN SOLES — PRICES :

Gents'

:

Ladies'

:

Size. Per pair. Size. Per pair.
10-11 - - 2/9 6-7 - - 2/-
8-9 - - 2/9 4-5 - - 2/-
6-7 - - 2/6

Boys' and Youths'

:

Size. Per pail'. Size. Per pair.
4-5 - - 273 1-13 - - 21-
2-3 - - 2/- U-12 - - 1/9

Sole Pieces, Adjustable.
Size 7 for 8 Boots - - 2/3

., 6 „ 7 „ - - - 2/-

„ 5 „ 6 .. -, - - 2/-

„ 4 ,. 5 „ - - - 1/9

., 3 ,. 4 .. - - - 1/6

Sol-fix Solution:
InTtis 8d., 1/3, 2/6, and 4/6. An 8d. tin is

sufficient for 2 pairs of soles.

Solution Brush, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will be refunded.

ELITE RUBBER Co.
Ltd. (Dept. A),

264-266, Vanxhall Bridge Road,
VICTORIA, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HAELEY 1919 Electric Moilel, smartest outat (

the. road (absolutely), mileuf?e 2.200, guarantee
with sperial built sidecar with detachable child's sec
hood, Avind screii, and footrest (cost 50 gns.), pilUt
seat, speedometer, separate accn'.nnlator lor sidecar,
spare chains and inner tube, a uic*t gorgeous turnoni
bought car : £200, no otters considered.—Jones Brot
Dairy, Santley St., Brixton, S.W. [4«1

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD, 2%h,p., S-speed solo, J.A.P. engim

guaranteed mechanical condition, speedometei
reasonable price.—Winchester, 35, Clarendon Rd., Hot*

[467
5-6h.p. Twin Hazlewood-Jap Combination, coach,

speed countershaft, kick start clutch, chain-cun
belt drive, Tcrv powerful, guarantee and trial givei

lamps, etc.; £80.-97, Mount Gr0T6 Ed., Highburr," J
[X008

Henderson.
4-CTL. Henderson Combination, in first-class orde:

speedometer, horn, and lamps ; £85.—Grimes, 1(

Brnton Place, Bond St., W. [484

1 Q20 4-cyI. Henderson Combination, mileage nnde
J-" 200; £195; seen at Marston's, 31, Bridge St
Chester.-Graham, Spring Kd., Wrexham. [478!

LANCASHIRE. Cheshire, North Wales, and Isle t)

Man.—Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. invited.—

J

B!ake and Co.. Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester.
[703(

H.B.

H.B., 1920, '2'4h.p. Blackburne engine, 2-6peed, Idol

starter; 85 gne.—Early delivery from sole dil

trict agent-5, Joseph Devey and Co., 50, Darlington St.

Wolverhampton. Tel.: 606. [X036!

H
Hobart.

OBABT 41411. p., good running order, tyres sounS
£15.—Rrrddock, 3, Forest Lane, E.15. [485*

1Q19 Hobart, ZVoh.-Q. 2-stroke Villiers engine, a
itJ' new, accessories; £59/10.—Hayllar, Newport Pag
nell. [4621

SEVERAL Hobart Mac.liines of our first hatch stil

unallotted. Early delivery assured. Send stamj
for descriptive leaflet from sole agents for Brighton aat

Hove, The Goldstone Motor Cycle Depot, 32, Goldstom
Villas, Hove. [X996-

Humber.HUMBER 6h-p. Water cooled 3-speed Twii, Com-
bination; £98.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Union

St. Soutlj, Halifax. [483E

31h,.p. Humber, 2-speeds, witb Canoelet sidecar, good
2 running order; £60, or near offer.—Apply, 4(

Mary Abbotts Place, Kensington. [5202

HUMBER Lightweight, just overhauled, Bosch, B,

and B., Lncas lamps, new cover and tiibe, spareaj

ride away: £35.-15, Angel Lane, Hayes End, Middle-
sex. [4732

1 19 Humber, twin horizontal engine, fitted with
Xt/ Canoelet sidecar, P. and H. lamps and horn;
£145.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cam-
bridge. [4692

1 Q14 Humber, SV^h.p., engine No. E4657, good run-
J-v ning or4er, Sturmey-Arcber 3-speed hub, P, and
H. lamps, liorn, coachbuilt sidecor; £68; London, N".-
See'Kwiksale advertisement, Miscellaneous Sale column.

[4674

HUMBER 1915 4h.p. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, re-

cently thoroughly overhauled, 3-speed hub gear,

kick stai't, complete with lamps, horn, etc., perfectlj

reliable outfit; £70.—Apply, Gas Distribution, Ltd.,

Nuneaton. [XO4O0

HUMBER Bh.p. Water-cooled Horizontal Twin,
Lucas dynamo lighting ^et wi th car lamps,

specially coachbuilt sidecar, aluminium panelled, with
hood, screen, oide curtains, etc., upholstery leather,

speedometer, and horn, full set tools and spares,

photo, any trial.—Apply, Bo.x L6,034, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [5266

1 Q19 (June) Humber Twin and Montgomery Side-
-L«7 car, apron, mat, born, 3 unused Lucas acety-

lene lamps, tools, spare links and plugs, 2 pairs

goggles, used 4 months only, just overhauled, looks

splendid and mechanically perfect; seen Coventry;
first offer £130 secures.— Apply, Box 903, c/o Ths
Motor Cycle. [X0399

Indian.

EGERTONS, Northgate Street, Ipswich, can give

early delivery .of Indian ordered now. [4634

INDIAN 1914 7-91i.p. Combination, in good order;
£87.—Longney, Bailey St., Oswestry. 'Phone:

128. _ [X9726

INDIAN.—For earliest deliveries, get in touch with
the Indian agents, Newport Motor Co., Ltd., New-

port, Mon. [0041

1 O20> Indians; prompt deliveries.—E. Brown, Indian
Xt7 Specialist, 3 and 7a, I'aiker Lane, Burnley.

Tel.t 194. [X0334

WAUCHOPE'S; Indian 7-9h.p., 1914, 2-speed
spring frame and sidecar, £87/10; also another,

also 1914, £85. [4966

1 Q15 Indian, 7-9h.p., 3-speeds, clutch, spring frame,
X*/ all aocessories; best offer over £65.-8, Station

Parade, Balham, S.W. [5047

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Sidecars for Trade Purposes.

FOR
many years the motor cycle movement

in France was apparently moribund, and,

in appreciation of the commercial value

of the sidecar outfit as a means of trans-

portation^ England and America un-

doubtedly took the lead. During the war, how-

ever, the practical worth of the sidecar was

demonstrated to our French neighbours in no

uncertain manner, and we now find that they are

in a fair way to commence the teaching of their

masters.

Almost the first news item concerning civilian

motor cycling which we received after the

Armistice was that, in order to relieve the taxi-

cab shortage, .motor cycles with comfortable

sidecars attached would ply for hire on the

streets of Paris. That this venture failed

(although in no way was it due to the motor

cycle not performing its, duties efficiently) is

rather outside the sphere of these remarks : the

essential point being that in our own country

similar -efforts were frustrated in their conception

by the refusal of the authorities approached to

grant hackney carriage licences to motor cycle

outfits, the reason being shrouded in obscurity.

While the small private trader has for some
lime demonstrated his faith in the sidecar as a

light delivery vehicle, surprisingly few large

bodies or firms have seriously considered this

handy form of transport.

In France, however, a move in the right direc-

tion has again been made by a company which

'proposes to use at first a number of British

machines, and later will adapt a French product,

which may be counted amongst the latest and

most advanced types of motor cycle. This firm

has equipped a fleet of large sidecar delivery

vans, ,tend purposes to hire them out by the

day at a fixed fee, based on a certain maximum
mileage, the charge covering the services of an

expert and trustworthy driver.

Besides performing a, u.seful public service, no

finer propaganda scheme for the general benefit

of the movement could have been evolved.

Those who have been attracted by the obvious

merits of the sidecar for the rapid transport of

miscellaneous goods will be enabled to test its

capabilities without the expenditure of capital

in the purchase of an outfit. Furthermore, it

is almost certain that those who at first avail

themselves of this service, even without any

serious thought of themselves owning machines,

will turn their ideas in that direction after having

its efficacy demonstrated to them in the ordi-

nary course of the work performed.

Aero Engine Practice.

LIGHT weight and a wide weight-power

ratio are absolute essentials in the designs

of two types of machines, i.e., the motor

cycle and the aeroplane. Therefore, aero

engine design is likely to have great effect

upon the future motor cycle engine.

No doubt much was learned during the war

which will be of inestimable value to motor cycle

engine designers and all whO' are connected with

"the production of such engines.

Probably the three greatest points where aero

engine practice will influence the motor cycle

ar£ : (i) The reduction of weight, (2) the use

of aluminium cylinders, and (3) overhead valves.

Regarding the last-mentioned, there appears

some doubt in the minds of many that consider-

able risks attend the adoption of overhead valves,

and that there appears to be a tendency for

makers to " leave well alone." Leaving well

alone is synonymous with stagnation. ' The
recent successful flight from England to Australia

has demonstrated the reliability of overhead
valves, for the two twelve-cylinder Rolls-Royce
Eagle engines, with which the flight was accom-
plished, were fitted with such valves ,and the

fact that forty-eight overhead valves continued

to function for a flight of eleven thousand miles

should be sufficient proof that, properly designed,

the overhead valve is as reliable as tlie side-by-

side type.

An index to the advertisements in tills issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover.



Automatic Carburetters.

THE vogue of the automatic carburetter is increasing

by leaps and bounds. Every carburetter maker
has one on offer, and many motor cycle makers

now give us the option. We are still waiting for the
one-lever device which will give us the efficiency of

the two-lever with no sacrifice of economy. The
trouble, of course, is that if an automatic affords an
easy start from cold and will take the road without a

lot of warming up, it is usually extravagant in fuel.

But designers are optimistic, even about this. I

should not be surprised if we find standard 500 c.c.

engines doing their 100 m.p.g. on one-lever car-

buretters before long.

Flowmetered Jets.

EN the old days we all placed a childish trust in

the numbered jets which we bought to experiment
with on our carburetters. A "32" jet, we

fancied, was the dead spit of every other "32 " jet,

so long as we did not gouge it out with a knitting

needle. Then the war came along, and science was
enlisted to help the Government in trj'ing to get good
results quickly from its millions of carburetters ; and
science found that, out of a dozen jets stamped with

the same figure, no two gave the same fuel delivery.

Finally, the flowmeter solved the problem, and jets

became genuinely interchangeable, so that differences

in individual engines remained as the chief variant in

providing good carburation for a big batch of engines.

I was under the impression that all motor cycle jets

were now flowmetered. It is not - so. In many
instances the jet size numbers are still onlv a vague and
approximate indication of the fuel which a jet will

deliver. By the next Show, most jets will be accurately

flowmetered : but for the present testers, whether
professional or amateur, must continue to take jet sizes

with the usual pinch of salt in the absence of definite

information to the contrary.

Four-wheeled Competition with Sidecars.

GENERAL rise in prices at or before the car

Olympia has distinctly weakened the threatened

competition between sidecars and four-wheelers,

for the prices of the latter are now well above cur-

rent sidecar figures. Thus, the A. B.C. sports car

is now listed at ^£295. The Rover stands at_;^23o,

the Palladium two-seater at 275 gns., and the Cos-
mos at £^2\o (the latter will not be available for nine

months or so). The redesigned G.W.K. is now
catalogued at ;£275, and the Grahame-White Buck-
board at 95 gns. ; since the latter only boasts 3 h.p.

and two speeds, it cannot compete with a high-

powered combination. Of course, we do not know
that the bigger sidecar outfits will keep below the

*3o

Cosmos and Rover price levels ; but it is doubtfi

whether cycle cars will have any serious effect on th

sidecar market for some time to come. Our ol

friends, the G.N., L.M., and Garden are still th

sole high-performance four-wheelers at a motor cycl

price, unless one or two newcomers should prove t

be livelier than their specification suggests. On th

other hand, there are at least half a dozen differer

makes of three-wheeled runabouts on offer.

Watching the Wheels Go Round.

YOU cannot identify the best exhibits at Olympi
by spotting the points at which the crowd i

thickest. Novelty usually draws a crush, bu

a sound technical novelty does not necessarily attrac

tmless it has great publicity or ex)treme cheapness a

an extra draw. But when all is said and done, th

best possible draw is to set some bit of mechanisn

in motion with the aid of an electrical motor—rathe

noisily, for preference. I thermometered the en

thusiasm at Olympia on several occasions, and thi

result was always as follows, the crush being tabulate(

in order of thickness :

(i.) Rudge stand (multi gear in motion).

(2.) A. B.C. machines (novelty, plus publicity).

(3.) Sundry scooters (novelty, plus cheapness).

By comparison, some of our staunch old roadster

or such unboomed but excellent novelties as thi

Beardmore-Precision did not magnetise the crowd

:

but they got the business all the same. When I stag(

a motor cycle of my own invention, I shall saw fou>

complete machines in half frofti end to end and rur

them off the electrical main from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m:

daily. It will cost a lot in current, but my stand wil

be simply impassable.

All Belt.

I
SEE an Overseas correspondent is still hankering

after belt drive. No man could have been more

conservative in that respect than I was, and I am

still distinctly fussy when I select a chain drive : there

are several patterns on the market which I will nol

touch with a bargepole. ' Nevertheless, I proclaim

my general conversion. If most of my riding were

done in ordinary British undulating country, I should

still be faithful to the belt for solo- work : under

such conditions, I know nothing to equal a Rudge 01

Zenith. I have recanted simply and solely as the result

of freak hills. Annually, or twice a year since 1910

or thereabouts, it was my fate to tackle a Six Days

in the assorted weather which usually accompanies

those jaunts. The combination of a fierce hill, a small

pulley, and pouring rain, occasioned me worlds of

trouble. I switched over to the chain-cum-belt, and

was perfectly satisfied with it. I should still use it if
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the sidecars had not driven the trade off it to a very

large degree; and, as a solo man, I ask for nothing

better. I now use a lot of all-chain drives because
ithey figure on machines vifhich are otherwise desirable,

iand because they have lost their old harshness, whilst

j

constructional details, though seldom perfect, are at

(least free from the old crudities. It must be admitted

fthat the proper sphere of the all-belt drive is now
[identified in the solo 'bus, and by emphasis in the

(Solo 'bus designed for fast work in easy districts. The
[chain, with such faults as it retains, is unquestionably

! the best drive for exacting duties with a sidecar.

. Air-cooling at the Cat Show.

THE many motor cyclists who' visited the Car Show
at Olympia naturally made tracks for the stands

on which air-cooled cars were exhibited. Those
of us who still dare to yearn for hoseable machines
were specially interested in the cowled engines. It

was obvious that the designers of air-cooled engines

for cars fall into clearly defined schools. On the

one hand, there are audacious people who drill count-

less holes in the front of the bonnet, and leave the

engine as a whole to cool in the vague draught whicli

filters through these orifices. On the otiier hand, a

rival school boxes the engine in with metal plates till

4t looks as if it were water-jacketed, cut a single air

intake in the box over the cylinder head, mount an

air scoop handily in the side of the bonnet, and

employ an enormous fan to suck air- through the cowl-

ing. If we take both schools at their own valuation,

the deductions—so far-as cars are concerned—are that

a naked engine will keep decently cool in an aimless

kind of draught, which slops itself at random over

the whole exterior -of the engine; but that even better

cooling is obtained Ijy boxing the engine in and using

forced draught over the hotter parts of the cylinder.

(One suspects en

passani that a per-

fectly designed en-

gine requires no
cowling.) Applying
these presumptions

to motor cycles, one
draws the moral that

our engines require

no cowling or fans,

but that if anybody
should take it into

his head to design a

smooth-si(3ed motor
cycle, encased in

aluminium covers,

capable of being
cleaned in five

minutes with a hose
and sponge or a wet
cloth, the job would
be quite simple, and
the cooling would be
—if a n y t h i n g—

•

better with the

covers on than with

the covers off. - _It

follows, incidentally,

as the Car ' Show

THE GREAT NIGHT RIOE.

Already the problems ot lighting are being faced by entrants in the M.C.C.

London-Exeter trial, the start of which takes place on Boxing night from Stames.

The photograph depicts a scene at the start of the last trial held in 1913

proved, that accessibility would be slightly impaired,

and that manufacturing cost would be fractionally

increased. But if any revolutionary produces a motor

cycle which conveys no suggestion of a porcupine,

and has no objection to a hot bath, he will find

customers galore.

Shocks in Geat Changing. _

SOME of our correspondents have not fully grasped

one of the points which I desired to emphasise

anent gear changing. With many machines a gear

change entails a physical shock reminiscent of stubbing

one's toe against an unseen doorstep. The gear goes

in with certainty, there is no mechanical noise, but the

machine pauses, shakes itself, and goes on again. Such

an experience is not unknown on a bad car handled by

a clumsy driver, but on most cars the gear change is

sufficiently simple to be mastered by the average driver.

On bicycles it is. not. An expert can effect a shockless

change with almost any bicycle, but some of the best

bicycles bafifle a rider of ordinary skill. The problem

is, of course, much thornier than that which a car pre-

sents. The steering and^ the clutch account for the

contrast. One hand at least, and very possibly both,

are really absorbed in steering, and a lightning removal

of one hand from the bar is all that can be spared at

speed or on rough going.. Secondly, the clutch is

usually very small, and .neither th6 foot nor the hand

is sufficiently composed to operate controls delicately,

unless the frame is sprung; with a spring frame, gear

changing becomes similar to car driving, but not when

a rigid frame subjects wrist and ankle to jerks and

jolts and vibrations. For all these reasons changing

on the valve lifter is approved by many designers,

and such a change usually necessitates a shock; the

shock in turn normally promotes a momentary wobble.

Perhaps the chief exceptions to these common faults are

the infinitely variable gears, e.g., the Rudge and Zenitli.

With such designs

there is no break in

the drive during

gear changing, and

it follows that there

is no shock. There
may still be a

wobble, but if so it

is exclusively due to

loose steering while

one hand visits the

gear lever : and
such a wobble will

be less pronounced
than a shock-
wobble, and can

only occur at very

high speeds or on
very rough roads.

This matter is

admittedly not of

prime importance,

but our trade should

note that it forms

part of the modern
idea of comfort,

and the Ameiicans
are taking it into

account.

•A.u
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TO the speculative technical mind, and in regard to

new features of engine construction especially,

the Motor Cycle Show is habitually more inter-

esting than the Motor Car Show which precedes it.

The reason is not at all far to seek. Designers of

motor cars are on the average considerably more pro-
gressive, and yet at the same time more '

' much-of-a-
muchness," than those who scheme out new motor
cycles. Also, it may as well be frankly admitted, they
are decidedly better engineers. Thus between the

worst car and the best there may be no veiy wide
gap, whereas between the best and worst motor cycles

there is a great gulf fi.xed. This is because the

majority of motor cycle manufacturers are highly con-
servative : they have found themselves in grooves
which are safe and profitable, and they show no in-

clination to leave them (and with things as they are,

why should they ?) ; whilst others, full of enterprise

—

and in some cases more full of enterprise than sound
engineering knowledge—are positively venturesome. I

am not for the moment referring tO' the accepted and
established maker for whom progress has got into a
regular sort of swing, but to the numerous newcomers
who, here and there, make an Olympian debut before
the critical public. Instructed to. dig out any new ideas
in engine design which caught my eye, I found that
most of them bore unfamiliar names. It is as though
the motor cycle movement were being gingered up
from the outside because its internal springs of energy
had shown signs of drying up. This I take to be a
good augury for the future; it is, at all events, some
warranty against possible stagnation, which, in the
motor cycle industry, the same as in any other, is

invariably the by-product of progress. In -present cir-

cumstances, it is more than any established maker can
do to keep pace with the insistent demand, and, there-
fore, for him to have left the sound path for the
experimental track would have been utterlit foolish.

For my own part, I think, however, he might, as a

type, have shown a little more enterprise and a little

less conservatism. Probably, however, he has plenty
of plans for the future, although he would appear to
be keeping them under his hat. If the figures as to
output, commonly given in response to enquiry by the-

various makers,
are to be trusted,

these new ideas

will be called

for in a year or

two's time for

certain, for by
that time, with
supply catching

up demand,
hand - over - fist

The Lightning oscillating valve on the

Coulson B.

competition will have put a premium upon progress,
and that which is merely conventional, and materialises

the
'

' playing-for-safety
'

' policy, may have to take
a back seat.

In dealing with such a subject as new features in

engine design, it is very difficult to treat the matter on
a logical basis and endeavour to bring novelty into

definite relation with standard practice. I believe,

however, that motor cyclists are, as a rule, extraordi-

narily well informed as to what is going forward in

technical directions, .and I shall, therefore, make no
excuse for striking out on a purely haphazard course

—much as one does at Olympia, however logically and
systematically one may have planned the circuit.

A Rocking Valve.
A curious type of valve was to be seen, on the

Coulson B stand, adapted to a single-cylinder engine.

I understand that the name of it is the Lightning.

In view of its curvilinear character, this name may
possibly be a side reference to Mr. Einstein. The
character of the valve is made clear in the sketch. It

consists practically of a rocking cylinder head working

within a spherical sided chamber, and oscillating so

as to open and close the exhaust and inlet ports, which

are at opposite ends of a diameter. The valve, which

is neatly placed in position through a vertical slot in

its housing, is furnished with a couple of rings at its

base, which share a common groove. It is worked
through a crarik from a

'

' tramway '

' cut in the face of I

the flywheel, in the manner of the old Motosacoche, ;,

or by any other convenient reduction gear. Since, it,

(

has varying intervals of rest and motion, it is worked"!

in a series of jerks. This appears to be its worst

feature, as the inertia of the valve is considerable,

although this, I was informed, has been reduced to the

minimum by making it of an alloy of steel and

aluminium, the composition-~of which I am ignorant.

The other objection is bad cooling, owing to the dishing

of the head and the impossibihty of maintaining mole-

cular contact between the valve
^

and its casing through the neces-

sary film of lubrication. Un-
doubtedly, however, the Lightning

valve gives a quick cut-off and a

big port, and I am not surprised

to be told that on the test bench it

has led to some very high revolu-

tions being obtained.

A V Twin Two=stroke.
The Stanger 5 h.p. twin two-

stroke is an interesting and well- ti, • » .j
. ,, ° , 1 he piston usea

made engme, and of a type that
;„ ^^ 5 [,.p. two-

appears to have a considerable stroke Stanger.

A32
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ifuture, - although, in a sensCj its design is subservient

to the requirements of the ordinary type of motor

'q'cle frame. It is, in fact, intended to supplant the

lordinary V'twin four-stroke. It has double the torque

of the latter, but the. firing intervals are not regular,

as each interval is alternately 180° plus or minus the

I angle between the cylinders. In this regard, the

Stanger engine is not so good as the Scott type. The

.crank chamber is divided by a wall, and spHt hori-

izontally. The centre bearing is provided with gas-

i

tight washers, and is lubricated independently of the

irest of the engine by a grease cup underneath the

\ crank chamber. The big ends are fitted with roller

: bearings, the rollers being chamfered at each side,

j

and thus allowing a distinct radius to be retained on

i the crank pin. The engine is of the three-port type,

the inlets being arranged on the thrust side of the

pistons, and the transfer ports and exhaust ports are

on the non-thrust side. This is certainly bold prac-

tice, as it is directly opposed to accepted two-stroke

principles. But I understand that the motor has given

good results. I give a sketch of the piston, which

illustrates the peculiar arrangement of the deflector,

-. the gudgeon pin (partially withdrawn), and the bottom

ring with its locating peg.

Designed for Ease of Production.

Several instances of originality are to be found

in the single-cylinder Corona engine, which is prin-

cipally notable for having its cylinder and crank

chamber in one piece, on top of which was placed a

detachable aluminium cylinder head. The crank

chamber is open-ended after the

fashion of the old Clement-

Garrard. This is a form of con-

struction that has many advan-

tages, and ought especially to be

economical. The whole design of

this unit is directed towards sim-

plification and low production cost,

and the solution of the various

problems appears to be very prac-

tical. In order to use a single

cam, or, rather, two cams on one

body, the valves are arranged at an

angle to one another, the disposi-

tion of the tappets being as shown

in the sketch. These tappets have

flat shoes which bear directly on

the cams. This is more or less

^common motor cycle practice, but it is difficult to

: understand why rollers should not be more frequently

adopted. Another interesting feature of the Corona

engine is that the lubricating oil pump is driven by

the magneto chain which rides over its sprocket.

The Dunelt 500 c.c. two-stroke is a formidable

single-cylinder motor, which, however, is of pleasing

appearance, and has many commendable points. .
In

this engine the exhaust port is dead in front of the

cylinder, whilst the inlet and transfer ports are each

threequarter rear, so that they are at least partially

under the thrust of the piston. This last has two dia-

meters, the lower having the effect of promoting the

crank case compression. On its down stroke it draws

in a charge round the small diameter of the piston,

so cooling it, and the up stroke passes this charge

Corona tappets and

valve guide.

&)mponents of the Velocette

oil pump.
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through a subsidiary transfer port back into the crank

chamber. Double-diameter two-stroke cylinders have

often been proposed, but this seems to be about the

best materialisation of^the idea that one has seen.

Reducing CranK Cass Space.

I am greatlv impressed with the neatness and

generally admirable design of the Velocette, which

I think calls for the

highest praise. As far as

the main layout of the

engine is concerned, con-

ventional lines are fol-

lowed as to the motion

and the arrangement of

ports, etc. The open-

ended crank chamber is

furnished with a screwed

aluminium end plate,

which holds in position a

solid aluminium block that

serves to reduce the gas

content of the crank

chamber to a minimum.
The plate gives a desir-

ably' smooth external

finish, and is easily re-

moved for the purpose of

giving access to the con-

-necting rod and big end, etc.; It also makes for great

simplicity in machining. The Velocette engine is par-

ticularly distinguished by its mechanical lubricating

system—decidedly unusual in so modest a unit—for

which purpose the oil is carried in a sump in the base

chamber, filled through a hinged aluminium lid just

beside the cylinder foot. The oil pump is of the

plunger' variety, and its principal details are shown in

the sketch. A vertical rod is rotated by a low gear

worm on the magneto drive. As well as rotating,

the rod, which is in fact the plunger, is reciprocated

up and down by a face cam against -which a right-

angle pin upon it is held .by ^an adjustable spring.

By means of the latter, the feed of oil can be regu-

lated through a graduated thumb nut. Outside the

plunger is a sleeve which fits inside the cylinder, which

last is bolted and flanged to the crank chamber

bottom. The sleeve is provided with ports which, in

accordance with the movements of the plunger, pro-

vide an inlet and outlet for the oil.

A Novel Exhaust Pipe.

Another two-stroke of remarkable interest is
.
the

Cedos, which is full of good points and redolent of

experienced cleverness. The piston, for instance, com-

plete with its deflector,

is- so designed as to

be easily machined

all over, the radii

being struck so that,

where a face plate

cannot be employed, a'

form miller can be

brought into action.

The exhaust port,

which is on the front

of the cylinder, is

verv wide and is in The Ccdos crankshait
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duplicate, both opening into a bulb-shaped arrange-

ment on the exhaust pipe. This is shown in the

sketch. It might be suggested that this formation

is not productive of the best streamline shape, but,

as the exhaust flow is

irregular, it is more
than probable that

any disadvantage in

this direction is more
than outweighed by
the free and imme-
diate expansion which
the bulb allows.

Great care has

been taken in this

engine to keep the

crank chamber as

small as possible. It

is, in fact, only

of the shape shown in

The narrow crank pin

Exhaust box and silencer of the

Cedos lightweight.

ijin. wide. The crankshaft,

the illustration, is built up.

fitted with roller bearings for the big end, is tubular,

and is integral with the main crank cheek. One
noticed on the Cedos engine that the top radiating fin

was a disc of copper held in position by the compres-

sion release valve. This is an eminently sensible idea,

as it is always the top fin which gets most easily

damaged.
With a -i-iew to enhancing cooling effect, many

engines, including Douglas, J.A.P., and Blackburne,

are furnished with finned exhaust valve caps. Such
unanimity of opinion points to this notion being

thoroughly practical and of unquestioned advantage.

Valves.
One is glad to see that more makers have adopted

r^etachable cylinder heads, as, for instance, Raleigh,

Clyno, and Precision. . The two-stroke of the last

make is an exceptionally interesting design, with

its chain-elevator lubricating system, but need not be

described here as it has already been fully dealt with.

Amongst new valve ideas one noticed the telescopic

spring covers of the Indian, the exhaust placed over

the inlet on the Martinsyde (this is in accordance with

the pre-war A. B.C. and aircraft engine practice, but

the direct opposite of the Rudge-Whitworth system),

and the arrangement of the flat twin Humber engine,

in which the valves are in seats which are separate and
clamped down on to the L
cylinder head. This last

system is not found on any
other erigine, and is a modern
tind apparently excellent adapta-

'tion of an- old principle.

The A.C. Junior is a

peculiar machine, into the pros

and. cons of which I do not

propose to enter. The valve

design is, however, strikingly

novel.' Both valves are over-

head, and are worked by rods

and rockers. As in the case of

the Corona, simplification is

sought by using a single cam
Valve gear of the A.C. body and inclining the tappet

Junior.
' rods, as shown in the sketch.

This .occasions a slight side thrust on the rockers, but

this is probably of very small consequence. The:
exhaust valve lifter is, as will be seen, very neatly

devised. J--

Several notable points are to be found on the new
Brough, in which, first of all, we remarked that,

although the cylinders are horizontally opposed, the

fins are at right angles to the cylinder axis. It is hard
to see why this should have been done, but no doubt it

'works all right. The disposition of the motor in the

frame is unusual, the crank chamber being made to

act as a frame component. The front down-tube is

taken to the timing case so as to leave the front cylinder

overhanging and entirely unobstructed. The foot-

rest bar, which is carried by an aluminium brackeLin
the crank chamber, struck me as being a somewhat
dangerous piece of design. I should have thought

that so vulnerable a part had better be' attached to the

frame rather than to an aluminium casting. On this
'

engine the valve springs were let deeply into the

valve chests.

Mechanical Lubrication. .

In regard to cooling, the horizontal fins on the

sloping P. and M. cylinder are notable, and^ will

undoubtedly lead to higher efficiency. This engine is

now fitted with a mechanical oiling system of a verv

complete character. The various parts of the- pump

Parts of the P. arid M.
lubricating pump shown
extended.

are illustrated in the accompanying sketch.
"' One o|

the valve cams carries a worm gear which rotates

rod with a flattened lower end. This rod is drilled

to form a very small cylinder, into which fits a plungerl

carried in an extension of the rod, which also has aj

groove fitting the flattened tongue already mentioned.

This enables the two parts of the rod to revolve as one
piece, but to move axially relatively to each other. Re-
ciprocation of the plunger is effected by a " wobbly "

cam engaging with a peg on the inner wall of a collar.

The whole fits inside a small barrel casting attached to

the crank chamber. In its rotation the rod uncovers

inlet and outlet valves, and, drawing oil from the

tank, discharges it through tAvo pipes to the cylinder

and to the big end respectively. In the latter case the

feed is to an' undercut annulus in the flywheel, whence
centrifugal force drives the oil to the crank pin. Need-
less to say the workmanship on the P. and M. oil;

pump was of the very finest.

An Unusual Combustion Chamber. \

One of the most unusual engines in the Show was
the Black Prince horizontally-opposed two-stroke.

This is of 480 c.c, with a bore of 73 mm. and a-

stroke of 60 mm. In this, contrary to usual practice,

the pistons have flat heads. A single inlet port admits

gas to the common crank chamber through a ring of
holes, whilst each cylinder has its separate exhaust at :

the bottom of the stroke. The two cylinder heads-
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are united by a finned cast iron pipe containing the
single sparking plug and a decompressor valve. The
latter acts as a cut-off valve also, and I understand

!:that it is intended that ultimately this valve shall be
mechanically operated. On the out stroke the pistons
induce gas from the carburetter, on the following in

stroke they compress it in the crank chamber until the
valve aforementioned opens and the charge is expelled
to the cylinders, so accelerating the outlet of the ex-
haust. The single explosion applies to both pistons
equally, and it remains to be seen whether the idea
of igniting the gas in a long pipe instead of inflaming
the cylinder-full is _a good one. Qff-hand one would
think it was bad for several reasons, the principal
being that the combustion chamber is very ill-shaped
and not at all what the interests of efificiency would

;j

dictate. A common silencer for both cylinders is

! placed underneath the engine, and it is undeniable

j

that the -whole forms a neat unit.

The power plant of the Whippet scooter has many
points of interest^ with its aluminium piston, aluminium

773

cylinder with steel liner pressed in position, and de-

tachable cylinder head. It is, in fact, a very remark-

able little miniature. I found that an unusual

type of decompressor is fitted, the same being dia-

graramatically shown
in the sketch. A single

half-time wheel is in-

tegral with the inlet

and exhaust cams.

The latter is arranged

so that a secondary

and rudimentary cam
cjynr be slid into opera-

tion along the hollow
spindle of the cam
body, this small cam
being normally held by
a spring in a cavity in

the exhaust cam. This device certainly has the merit of

simplicity, and, so far as one could tell by turning the

flywheel of the engine whilst actuating the decom-
pressor, tlie secondar}' cam is easily brought into action.

Cam gear of the WhI ppet scooter.

A Diatribe on the Discomfort of Saddles.
The Opinion of a Motorist on Motor Cycle Seats.

NCE upon a time my friend " Ixion " criticised

a few cursory remarks of mine in The Autocar
on the extraordinarily conservative use of the

push-cycle saddle long after its original raisoit d'etre has
departed. I forget all that I wrote about it—^it would
be a horrible thing to be able to remember all one's
weekly outpourings : my brain would become absolutely

clogged—but I am not convinced in the least by his

argument that that eternal triangle is .incapable of

improvement, lliaie a bicycle saddle. Very often my
present one has hurt me very much indeed, although I

must confess that, as a rule, this has been because I

have omitted to remove my trouser-clips,' which I keep,

as a rule, stuck into the ventilating hole in its middle
for convenience sake. Mine is a Brooks, and marked
foi: a man of fourteen stone, so evidently I cannot
better the best.

I have tried others. In 1896 I had a pneumatic
one warranted to make cycling a pure joy. That burst

one Sunday afternoon, and thenceforward I . was
resolved that there is nothing like leather. A friend

of mine has a push-cycle made like an attenuated

Forth Bridge, with a saddle resembling a string bag,

but I know of no other variation. All cycle saddles

are perforce the very last things in uncomfortableness,

and I grieve for the future of motor cycling if its

experts and inventors cannot find in all the resources

of civilisation some form of seating accommodation
other than a direct copy of the primitive kind, only

constructed originally for a purpose entirely different

'from its present use.

Ho'w the Cycle Type Saddle Fails.

Go tO',
" Ixion." Your arguments remind me of

the bear that lost its tail tobogganing, and went round
to all his friends telling them that no tails were the

only wear. Truly, just as there are more ways of

killing a dog than by hanging him, there must be many
more comfortable forms of seating accommodation for

motor cyclists than perching on a narrow hard shiny

leather strip, simply because it used to be the only

way to reach both pedals in the days when one's feet

were one's only horse-power.

Consider a cycle saddle. Just as the earliest motor

cars were copies of ordinary horse vehicles, and as the

earliest railway carriages were exact cribs of stage

coaches, so the cycle saddle of to-day is nothing but

a reduced type of horse saddle, even to the flaps.

I almost wonder who was the bold reformer who did

away with stirrups. Now that recognised flapper

brackets have taken the place of pillions, I should

have thought that someone would have had the courage

to bring saddles up to date. But, no, they persist,

just as do turned-back cuffs, the slits aft our evening

dress, and the two lost little, 'lone litde, buttons that

live in sheer uselessness at the middle of our tail-

coats, in the spot that is euphemistically called the

small of our backs.

The Ultimate Test.
'

' Ixion
'

' said my words betrayed me and showed

that I was not a motor cyclist myself.' I was, many
years ago, but, not knowing how to stop my first mount,

the owner would never let me try again. Then I

married and, of course, I wanted a car; a "bicycle

built for two" did not tempt me and, far less, her.

Since which time a motor proper has furnished all I

need to ask. But I must confess that—so fascinating

must motor cycling be to make over a hundred

thousand motor cyclists so interested in The Motor
Cycle—I am to-day attracted by the notion, although

I feel I am getting on towards the sere and yellow,

as they say. Perhaps—who knows ?

If I am wrong in my notions as to the effeteaess

of the modern motor cycle saddle, I want to' feel I

am wrong. If I am right—well, I do not want to feel

it at all.

I trust r have made myself clear. Owen John.
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A Modernised Veteran.
Some Up-to-date Features
incorporated in a 1903

Humber, which Still Continues
to Give Salisfaction.

DESPITE the fact that it is one of the
earliest machines made, the chain-
driven Humber which forms the

subject of this article is still giving great
satisfaction, while thanks to the skill and
ingenuity of its owner many up-to-date .

improvements have been made from time
to time.

Mr. J. A. JMiUs, a motor engineer of
Mansfield, who is responsible for these
alterations, tells us that the- parts still

remainino; of the original machine are the
engine, the main blades of the front forks,
the chain stays and bracket shell, and the
hubs, which, with their cups and cones,
are still in perfect condition.
The specification of the machine is now

as follows : Spring forks, adjustable
handle-bars, magheto ignition, large
silencer, sprung saddle interconnected
with aluminium footboards, clutch, and

two-speed chain
t r a n s m i s s ion-,

aluminium chain
cases, inter-

nal expanding
brake, and im-
proved carrier.

Engine fi.\ing

is arranged on
the same lines

as those made
familiar by the
P. and M., i.e.,

long bolts pass
through the
crank case to

the cylinder
head. The en-

gine, of course,

is of the auto-

matic inlet
valve type, and
it has been im-

proved by the fitting of a B. and B.
carburetter and a weatherproof magneto.
A long head is incorpoi'ated in the
frame, which is otherwise conventional in

appearance.

A Spring Seat-pillar.

Suspension of the Brooks saddle is

effected by a seat-pillar hinged on the
frame and supported by a plunger work-

The spring fork fitted

by Mr, |. A, Mills to a

1903 Humber,

A rejuvenated ancient,

the 1903 Humber, as

it appears, with the

many improvements

described in the

accompanylngarticle.

ing in a tube against the resistance of two
compression springs. This tube is hinged
near the bottom- bracket, and midway
down its length between the springs is a

sliding block connected to an arm, which,
in turn, carries the rear cross-bar of the
footboards.

Front springing rather follows American
practice and the device consists of short

links pivoted at the ends of the rigid

forks. These carry the hub spindle, and
they are connected by a fork to a sliding

block working in a large tube in front of

the steering head. The movement of this

block is controlled by coil springs, one
above and one below, in the same way as

the footboards are sprung,
A large and sturdy carrier has been

fitted, and this, together with the mud-
guard, can be swung out of the way on
removing four bolts.

Two-speed Gear.

Transmission is by a chain to the
countershaft, through a metal cone clutch

on the engine-shaft. This clutch was
turned out with the ' engine,- and is still

in perfect ordei', but a ball thrust has
been added to take the pressure when
disengaged. From the countershaft two
chains convey the drive to the rear wheel,
sprockets of different size being used on
either side to secure the high and

,
low

ratios, ' The countershaft sprockets are
engaged by a double sliding dog, operated
fi'om a neat control beside the tank.

It is interesting to note that the high

gear Renold chain has been in use for the

last eleven years—surely a record ! An ;

internal expanding brake is fittec^ in the

"

right-hand rear sprocket.

Other features worthy of note are the

quickly detachable aluminium chain

cases and the reversible and adjustable

handle-bars.

Slidinq
BLOCIv

FOOTBOAED

Interconnected seat-pillar and lootboards,

showing springing system.

Altogether the detail work, as can be

seen in the photograph, . is exceedingl.v

well carried out, and it reflects great

credit on the practical abilities of _the

owner.

WE give below the evidence to be.

submitted by the Auto Cycle
Union to the Lights on Vehicles

Committee appointed by the ilinistry of

Transport

:

The Auto Cvcle Union recommends
that Part I, of the Lights (Vehicles Order)
of December 16th, 1918, touching the
carrying of rear red lights,- be perma-
nently adopted subject to slight amend-
ment as to the position of the lamps as
follows: Section (I.) (a) The lamps should
be placed as near as reasonably practicable
to the extreme off and nenr side of the

B4

LIGHTS ON VEHICLES.
vehicle respectively ;' (b) Lamp skould be
placed at the x-ear, or, in case of vehicles

carrying loads projecting more than 6ft.

to the rear, at the rear of the load ; or,

instead of red rear lamps the A.C.U.
suggests reflex lights properly designed
and approved by the Home Office for solo

motor bicycles or pedal cycles.

As regards lighting-up time, the perma-
nent enactment of " summer time " would
be heartily welcomed by motor cyclists.

The Auto Cycle Union recommends that
no vehicle be allowed to display more
than two head lamps as distinct from

or as incorporating the two side lamps
which indicate the width of the vehicle.

That it should be an offence for any
vehicle to remain stationary during the

period in which- lamps must be lit unless

on the near or left-hand side of the high
wa.y relatively to direction in which it

is facing.

The Auto Cycle Union recommends that
the Lights (Driving of Animal Order)
October 11th, 1916,, be permanently
adopted, but amended by the substitu-

tion of a red light for the white light

prescribed in the said Order.
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EFFECT OF WHEEL SIZE ON ROAD SHOCKS.

Some Advantages of Large
Wheels Simply Explained.

THE subject of wheel sizes in connection

with shocks is bound to be of excep-

tional interest in these days of bad
roads and startling developments in design.

So much attention is now being given to

springing and shock '.absorbing devices that

motorists are beginning to look a little

deeper into all matters connected with road

shock, aiid,. in fact, a little controversy

springs up now and again about the size of
-wheels. These little discussions are not

entirely novel, as there has always been,

in the motor cycle field, for instance, difference of
opinion regarding the merits of 28in. wheels, such

as supplied upon many American machines, and the

more usual 26in. wheels.

The object of the present article is to discuss, with

the aid of a few diagrams, the effect of various wheel
sizes when running over rough roads. -

At the beginning it will be well to

analyse the action of the wheels

when a motor cycle is travelling over

a " humpy " road.

Road Effects with Standard
Wheels.

Fig._ -^- I is a diagram showing the

road surface a containing a medium
sized hole b in which the wheel w

.

is able to run a short distance,

with contact between the bottom of the hole and

the lowermost part of the wheel existing all the time.

Now, in this case, any point p on the wheel, suppos-

ing it is in contact with the road, tends to describe a

cycloidal curve, shown dotted, provided that the

wheel is running On a surface which keeps the wheel

continually revolving, and this action, when the wheel

runs into a slight hollow, is only varied to an extent

depending upon the dimensions and shape of the

hollow.

The case is a little different, however, when the

hole has a sharply defined edge as at q, the wheel in

this case rotating as above described until the centre

is over the edge of the hole on the line I, assuming

. that the road is perfectly flat and level in front of

the hole. When the wheel reaches this positfen, how-

ever, the point f, which is now considered as being

n ^

There is more advantage in large wheels

than first meets Vie eye of the casadl

observer, who is apt to conclude that the

distance a wheel will drop into a pot-hole

is the only test of wheel size which can be

applied. The effect that wheels of different

sizes have upon the force required to drive

a motor cycle over a rough surface is,

however, still more important.

By H. George Harley.

resting upon the edge of the hole, ceases

to describe the curve as previously de-

scribed, but remains motionless while the

centre of the wheel c describes an arc ^

which connects the line Z with the line m,

and this is normal to the first stretch of

effective surface encountered by the wheel

inside the- hole. The wheel centre having

reached the line m, the point p leaves the

point q and describes a curve depending m
shape upon the dimensions and shape of

the hole as previously stated. Now these

actions of the wheel are important as they determine

the shai:.e of the line d described by the centre of the

wheel and it is the shape of this line between the

points' Z and n that determines the kind and uitensity

of the shock received by the vehicle through the spjmgs.

Fio- 2 shows a little worse case, which is applicable
'''

to a discussion on the effects of

"pot:holes." In this case the hole

is deep and small in diameter, and

the wheel is not able to bear effec-

tively upon the bottom of the hole.

The wheel runs along until its centre

c reaches the line I, when the point

p remains stationary upon the point

,;,- and the wheel centre c describes

the arc .?. The important differ-

ence between this case and the_ pre-

vious case IS that the hole is so

narrow that the rim of the wheel touches the opposite

side at e before the wheel centre c is able to reach

the line ?it, the arc s thus stopping short at the line o.

It will be obvious that the rim the moment it touches

at the point e ceases to bear at the point q and the

wheel instantly commences to lift out of the hole, the

wheel centre describing the arc ij ; the dift'erence between

the case in fig. i and the case in fig. 2, as regards the

shock at X, is very obvious. In fig. i the point x is

approached on a gradually reducing curve, while in fig.

2 the curve is rapidly increasing and changes instantly

at X to a path which is in a totally different direction.

The jerk that would result when_ the_ wheel centre

reached x in fig. 2 may easily be imagined.

We may now commence to examine the effects of in-

creasing the wheel size by means of the diagram, fig.

3 wliich shows a hole b exactly identical with the one

4-
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in fig. 2 : while the wheel is approximately twice the
size, the enormous difference in wheel size is, of course,
only used for the sake of making the effects clearer.

The big wheel will be seen to have the effect of re-

ducing the distance h, that i«, the di.stance which the
wheel drops into the hole, by a considerable amount.
The improvement does not stop at ^ - -

that, howevSr, for not only does the
wheel lift through a smaller distance,

but it is spread over the same period
of horizontal distance and, therefore,

time, and, in addition to this, the
parts of the arcs 5, and .?„ which are
taken away, are taken away from the
arc at the end which has the greatest

shocking effect.

Fig. 4 shows a still smaller wheel
travelling over the same sized hole.

The curve may at first glance seem to be much better
shapefi at x, but a closer examination will show that,

for all practical purposes, the defects previously en-

countered at the point x have now to be encountered
at the point" J.

Kslations batween Wheel Sizes and Forces
Applied.

It is now desirable to di.scuss the effect of wheel
size in proportioning the forces which are brought into
play when a wheel is running over an irregular surface.
These forces comprise the force' caused by the vehicle
trying to travel in a horizontal direction and the force
caused by the obstruction trying to lift the wdieel. It

will be clear that as the wheel must travel over the
obstruction, it must be lifted over by the force that is

being applied in a horizontal direction. Having got so
far, we can now turn to fig. 5. It will be clear from
the foregoing that the wheel centre c will try to de-
.scribe an arc s about the point q, and, as the pivot is

thus at
(J
and the weight of the vehicle is applied in a

downward direction at c, the w^eight of the vehicle must
be applying a force in pound-feet which is equal to
the weight on the wheel multiplied by the length of /
in feet. It seems necessary to explain here, for the
benefit of non-technical readers, that one pouiid-foot
is the unit of force for forces acting upon a lever or
similar mechanism, and equals a force of one pound
acting at the end of a lever one foot long. Therefore,
if the wel^4-it w, fig. 5, was two hundred^pounds and

the length /' was
one foot, then

r the force tending

to rotate the
centre c about
the point q
would be t w o
hundred pound-

feet. Now it will be easily understood that. this force

must be overcome in order to lift the wheel centre

through the arc s, and the intensity of the horizontal

force V required to do this may be found by a similar
'

method of treatment. The I'ength of arm k of the

horizontal force is measured as shown in the figure,

that is, from the height of the line / to the wheel
centre c. Now, if the length of k were equal to the

length of y, the horizontal force v required at c would
be" equal to the weight w : if the length of k be longer

b8

travelling over an obstruction such as shown in fig

Fig. 4

than 7, then the force v required at c wouM be less in

proportion to the increased length.

To come back to the example previously explained
;

assuming that w is two hundred pounds and ; is one

foot, then the vertical fo'rce required to lift the centre

c would be tW'O hundred foot-pounds. If the length

of k were also one foot the force v would also have to

be, neglecting mechanical efficiency,

two hundred pounds ; if the length of

k were, say, two feet, the force v

required would only be one hundred

pounds, while if the length of k were

only six inches the force required

would be four hundred pounds. It

is necessary to understand these

points clearly in order properly to

follow the- next points to be ex-

plained ; and it may now be safely

stated that,, in the case of a wheel

_

"

S
having a sharp edge, the force v required to lift the

wheel against the weight of the vehicle and load is

inversely proportional to the length of the arm k.

The portion of fig. 5 which shows the smaller wheel

will illustrate the effect of reduced wheel size if ex-

amined with regard to the points previously outlined.

Owing to the geometrical properties of the circle,

however, points such as those previously explained

are difficult to discover to the non-technical student on
account of the difficulty of isolating any one point of

research from the others. For these reasons it is

necessary to examine fig. 6 carefully at this stage in

order to discover jiist by what amount the length of k

is greater in the case of b than in the case of a ; the

length 'Ofy is also greater, and, if the increase of j were
directly proportional to the increase of k, there would
be no advantage in the increased size of the wheel in

h. As it happens, however, the increase of k with the

larger wheel is very much greater proportionately than

the increase of j—for instance, with the sizes drawn
with wheel a, the proportion of ^ to 7 is as .75 is to

I, while with steel b the proportion of k to j is as

1.4 to I.

It is now to be assumed that the weight w in both cases

equals two hundred po'unds, and if, for the sake of the

comparison, we
neglect the fact

that the centre c

travels up a kind
of inclined plane

instead of in a

purely vertical

direction (neg-

lecting this point

in no way affects

the truth of the p. ,

principle nor .

'S-
•

the proportion of the figures, but only their numericail

value), we now know that with wheel a the force v re-

quired to lift the weight w over the obstruction is

266 lb., while in the case of wheel b the force v

required is approximately only 140 lb.

Action of Tractive Force vv^hen Meeting Bad
Surfaces.

The effect of the obstruction upon a motor cycle is

briefly as follows : The machine has a certain hori-
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zontal or tractive force caused by the engine and the
stored up energy due to the weight of the moving
vehicle, and

.
when it reaches an obstruction such as

above described, this tractive force is suddenly reduced
by an amount equal to the force required to overcome
the obstruction ; the cycle is also to all intents and pur-

.. poses struck from beneath by a force equal to the
force that Avould be given out by the weight falling
& distance equal to the height of the obstruction and
at the same rate as the 'cycle is travelling up the
obstruction.

Obviously, then, if the length of ; be greater as it

certainly is with a larger wheel, then the rate at which
the obstruction throws the cycle upwards is proportion-
ately slower, and also if the length of k be greater.

which is also the case with a larger wheel, then the

reduction in tractive effort, due to the obstruction, is

proportionately smaller.

The disparity of wheel sizes, however, such as sho^vn

in the accompanying figures, could not, of course, be

allowed in actual practice, as it is obviously impraciical

at the present time to double the size of motor vehicle

wheels. Enough has been said, however, to allow the

motor,cyclist who is interested in the problem of wheel

size to study the matter with an intelligent appreciation

of the results to be expected from small increases in

wheel size and to allow him to consider whether it is

possible to gain still a little more appreciable increase

in shock-absorbing efficiency by increasing wheel sizes
,

as rnuch as the apparently everlasting problem of com-
promise will admit.

On the Road with a 1920 T.T. Norton.
A Fast and Flexible Solo Mounr. Smooth Transmission witii All-chain Drive.

FOR the past three months I have done most of my
riding on a post-war modfl of the T.T. Norton,
which is to be retained without further alteration

for 1920. This famous machine has long been at the
top of the tree in its class, and though it has yet to
win the T.T., its Brooklands record is probably un-
surpassed, and it enjoys a unique vogue amongst speed-
loving roadmen.
The principal impression which it has made upon

me is one of power. If there is a heftier 31^ h.p. on
the roads of any country, I should like to' meet it.

On the level it accelerates from a crawl to the sort of
pace which is often, talked of but seldom experienced
.outside Brooklands: it is a mount which a sensible
rider will very seldom dare to open out to the full on
the road. Uphill its second gear is more than sufficient

for any hill at which a. run is obtainable; indeed, it

should be handled with caution even on single-figure;

gradients, which it can devour at the most ferocious
gait on full throttle. Bottom gear is never necessary
except when a 'very rough surface or a very sharp
corner suggests extreme caution in the matter of pace.
On tlje other hand, the machine is as docile as a light-

weight. The arc of the throttle opening is long, and
the acceleration is smooth and gradual ; if a firm fore-

finger is kept on the throttle lever, the machine will

burble along like a sucking dove, and a raw novice will

find it controllable in thick city traffic.

A Smooth Chain Drive.

The second merit of the design- is the quite extra-

ordinaiy smoothness of the chain drive. iVIany experi-

enced riders still hold that chain drive is necessarily

harsh behind a single-cylinder engine, and especially

behind a power unit of the T.T. type with a high

compression ratio and big ignition advance. Half an
hour on the new Norton would disabuse them. It is

no exaggeration to say that the 1920 Norton chain

drive is as smooth as any belt has ever been, and

—

until the chains and sprockets show signs of appreci-

able wear—quite as silent ; the only perceptible noise

is the faint hum of the gear box. It shows an immense
advance over the chain drives of pre-war days, an
advance which I believe to be characteristic of most
high-class modem productions. Nobody could yearn

to revive the belt after a taste of this quality, and 1

do not wonder that Mr. Norton has scrapped the belt

on all but his track models.

Criticisms.

During prolonged hard work of a ruthless character,

combined with the negligent upkeep to which most
journalists' machines are foredoomed, the machine has
shown great reliability. No misfires, engine stoppages,

or transmission troubles of any kind have been experi-

enced. Two nuts have evinced a disinclination to

remain in position, namely, the nut on the off side of

the brake pedal spindle, and the nut securing the off

side struts of the carrier to the rear fork lug : the former
is rather a serious mishap, if unobserved. One part

may be regarded as weak either in design or material,

according to one's standpoint, ^he exhaust valve

tappet is lifted for control purposes by a lever pivoted

to a crank case 'bolt ; the eye, at the end of this arm
is slotted to facilitate fitting the Bowden wire. The
lever is apt to crack across the slotted eye ; and -a new
lever cannot be fitted without dismantling the exhaust

valve. Road Rider.

TKe first .ady member ol the Cardiff Motor Cycle Cliib,

Mrs. R. B. Williams, on her Levis two-stroke. The Cardiff

M.C.C. intend catering especially for lady motor cyclists, and a

special section is being formed for them.
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A New Engine for Runabouts.
The Novelette Cycle Car Engine of 1.100 cc.

made by a Well-known Aircraft Engine Firm.

IT is fairly well knowii thatr- there is a

shortage of engines suitable for run-

abouts and cycle cars. Motor cycle

engines of a large capacity are being;

employed with success ; the question of

supply, however, necessitates an increased

output, and the British Anzani Engine
Co., Ltd., realising this, have made pre-

parations to iDi'oduee both water and air-

cooled power units which will be designed
expressly for cycle cars. Altliough the

general design of the engine follows

standard practice, a suggestion of aircraft

construction can be clearly seen in some
of the principal features.

The flywheel is located at the rear of the crank

case in the Novelette engine of 1,100 cc.

Two cylinders, having a bore

and stroke of 85x95 mm., 1,100

cc, set at an angle of -57°, are

bolted to an exceptionally large

crank case. The flywheel is

located at the rear of the crank
case in order that it may be
ustd for accommodating the

clutch. An efficient system of

lubrication embodies a mechani-
cal plunger pump, driven from
an eccentric disc on the half-

time camshaft, the oil being
circulated to the main engine
bearings, lire hollow balanced
crankshaft is drilled in order
that the oil may flow to the big
end, the residue from which
lubricates the cylinder walls,

piston, and gudgeon pin by-

splash. Sufficient oil for 300
miles is carried in the sump.
Aero engine practice is em-

ployed in the construction of
the cast iron piston, which,
although fitted with two rings, is of very
shallow depth. Considerable attention has
been paid to the efficient heat distribution,
and the cylinder casting on the air-cooled
model has been designed to permit- a cool
draught of air being' circulated completely
round the exhaust valve pockets. To
assist in the cooling of the cylinders two
fans are mounted on lugs cast integral

with the cylinders, and driven from an
external pulley fixed to the front end of

the crankshaft. The draught-producing
end of the blades passes du'ectly across
the exhaust valve pocket of each cylinder
and so forces cool air between both inlet

and exhaust pockets.

The valve gear is of the conventional
type, the four valves, which are fitted

A new cycle car engine—the Novelette— to be produced

on a quantity basis. Mechanical lubrication is adopted,

the sump holding sufF.cient oil for a 300 miles journey.

with adjustable tappets, being driven

through the media of rockers from a

single cam wheel mounted directly above

and driven from the crankshaft. An M-L
magneto is bolted to a platform cast

integral with the crank case, and is driven

directly from the camshaft, and protrud-

ing from the fan pulley is a fitment

provided for the accommodation of the

starting handle.

Quantity production is under considera-

tion by the makers, and it is hoped that
a number exceeding 20,000 engines will

be the product of next year's programme.
These engines will be handled in London
by Mr. J. W. Smith, 29, Red Lion Square,
Holborn, London, W.C.I. . to whom
enquiries^ should be addressed..

' Triangulated Construction.
Straight Tubes and a Complete System of Triangulation used throughout the Frame

and Chassis of the Scott Ouifit.

AN interesting item in the exhibit of

the Scott Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

at the recent Olympia Show was a

complete motor cycle^frame and sidecar

chassis stripped to enable the lines of the

general construction to be readily appre-

ciated. It will be noted that the design

is sucli that the motor cycle frame itself,

as also the chassis, consists of a series

of triangles. Furthermore, the frame
and chassis, considered in relation >to each

other, also form a triangulated system.

All the triangles are perfect except tho.-;e

having their apices at the steering liead,

whicli truncates the main vertical triangle

of the frame. It will be observed that

the engine gives rigidity to the central

portion of the frame, forming as it does

the base of the main members ; at the

same time it does not form a link between
any entirely separate parts of the frame.

Another point of interest is the fact

that the oil supply is carried in the two
large frame tubes.

Stripped frame and chassis of the 1920 Scott sidecar outfit.

The sidecar springing is effected by an
inverted laminated C spring at the front
and a rocking link at the rear controlled

by two coil springs in tension., Smalll
shock-absorbing springs in compressioU'l

support the body on the cross bar.
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A Detachable Wheel. '

MR, D. L. HICKS, of Long Island, has
hit upon quite a nice dodge for

detachable wheels of the knuck-out.

spindle type. The driving sprocket and
brake drum are carried on ball bearings

upo;i sleeves secured to the frame. The

Hub exterior of Hicks's detachable

sketch shows how the wheel hub attached
to these two members is centred by small
dowel pins and locked in position by bolts

passed through the forked extensions. An
ingenious detail is the adjustment of the
ball bearings on which the sprocket and
brake drum rotate. The outer cone in
each case is fixed. The inner cones are
pushed outwards by the double sleeve
"spreader" shown in the middle of the
sectional drawing. " This spreader is adjust-
able by means of a tool inserted through
a slide in the hub barrel.

A Sight-feed Improvement.

The late Mr. R. J. Isaacson had
noticed that it is often rather difficult

for a motor cyclist to get a satisfactory

view of the oil dripping- through the

siglit feed glasses fitted to motor cycles.

He proposed to fit a small tilted mirror
behind the glass dome, so that the rider

could watch the drip without getting

a stiff neck. Unfortunately, this laud-

able object may often be checkmated
by oil clinging to the surface of the

Laacron's sight feed luLrxation .

No. 126,203. 27/6/18.

dome. Possibly, this would be^ less

likely to occur if the patentee had
adopted a circuit in which the mechani-
cal pump sucked oil out of the glass, in

lieu of pumping oil into~
the glass ; as the mirror

is the heart of the
patent, such a midifica-

tion is quite psrraissible.

"Roll -Top" Sidecar Locker.

As a haughty motor cyclist, I am
bound to resent the preamble to Mr.
H. J. W. Dunn's patent, " Improve-
ments in the Bodies of Sidecars, Peram-
bulators, or the like "

; perhaps my in-

, dignation is pedantic, since many modern
owners treat their sidecars as perambu-
lators. Anyhow, Mr. Dunn proposes to

extend the sides of the car to the rear

of the seat in a graceful semi-circular
sweep, and to close the roomy locker

thus provided by means of the wooden
blinds familiar on rolHop desks. - -If

desired, a pull-out drawer is fitted in the
base of the locker ; and this drawer
may be arranged for use as a grid to

carry extra luggage. Sidecar weddings
are already conn-non ; the next step will

be furniture removal by sidecar. , An
ingenious and convenient body, despite
my jests-.

Positive Kick-starter Engagement.

There is a certain amount of difficulty

in providing a foot-starter on engines,
notably four cylinder motors, which, have
their cranlcshafts in line with tlie frame.
In most' kick-starters, the pedal swings
in a plane at right angles to the axis
of the shaft w-hich lias to be rotated.
J\Ir. A. A. Scott has protected the de-
vice illustrated herew-itli for imparting
motion to a . crankshaft set, in line with
the wheelbase. \Yhen the pedal is

kicked, the toothed quadrant immediately
forces a' ratchet cut on one face of a
loose worm on to another secured to
the shaft, and the further motion of
the pedal consequently spins the shaft.
A small coiled spring assists the mesh-
ing of the ratchet, and a plate bolted to
the farther end of the toothed quadrant
ensures the disengagement of the ratchet.
The device is plainly both strong, and
simple. I wonder if it is to figure on
the Scott Sociable?

Section of the hub of Hicks's detachable wheel. No. 126,211,

11/7/18. (Fig. 2.) Scott's improved kick-starter. No. 126,591. 29/M'\9.

C3
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A Strong and Light Chassis Construction,
The R.V. Sidecar. Wooden Members, Sliffened wiih Steel Flitch-plates, Readily

Assembled without Brazing or Welding.

WE have frequently urged, and trials

and the experience of 'war service
have given weight to our con-

tention, that the secret of successTuJ
sidecar design lay rather in the em-
bodiment of inherent flexibility than in

the manufacture of an ultra-rigid struc-

ture, with a multiplicity of connections
between it and the motor cycle.

Only to refer back to so recent an
event as the Six Days Trials, we find

that a sidecar with only two points of

attachment came through with flying

colours, while others, more rigidly fitted,-

collapsed under the vibration and bump-
ing experienced on the rough and raoun-
tamous roads.

The same lessons were learned during
the war in the heavy lorry industry, and
those trucks which possessed chassis

built of materials naturally resilient

were found to give much longer service

than those having stiff and rigid frame-
work.

One o( the lugs in which the wooden
chassis members are secured by bolts and
plates in the box-like junctions. This one-

supports the wheel hub

size, anyone can erect the chassis, which
is a great consideration when export
trade has to be considered.

Suspension of the body is effected by
the usual C springs at the rear and a

double-shackled transverse spring in

front. The chassis is extremely light,

despite its great' strength, and can easily

be lifted with one hand.
As ari extra fitting a commodious

spring luggage platform and petrol tin

carrier is fitted at the rear on detachable
cantilever extensions, which are fixed

parallel to the chassis side members.
This luggage grid can also be supplied

to fit most standard makes of sidecar

chassis.

TJ»e price of the B.V. chassis will be
in the neighbourhood of £12, or, as a

complete coachbuilt sidecar, £22 ; the
luggage, grid will cost £2 5s. extra.

Arrangements are being made for the
production of the sidecars in large
quantities.

A NON-TUBULAR SIDECAR CHASSIS.

d petrol can carrier

d adaptable to any

(Left) A spring luggage

fitted to the R.V. sidecar,

standard make of chassis.

(Right) The R.V. sidecar chassis. No brazing

or tubes are employed, the main members being

constructed of ash, between light steel flitch plates,

bolted into interchangeable lunction lugs.

We have now under review a chassis
which will accommodate any type of

sidecar body and which may yet claim
to be unique. Its design is the work
of Mr. H. S. Harvey, of the R.V. Side-
car Co., 92, Humber Avenue, Coventry,
and it is so arranged that a practically

unbreakable framework is secured. The
main chassis members are of 'rectangular
section ash, strengthened on each side

by continnons strips of thin steel. In
plan, the chassis presents the' view of

a truncated triangle, with the apex for-

ward, and the connections at this point

C4

and also the cross-members at the rear

are bolted together in ^iff malleable-"

cast lugs.

The lugs at the rear support the wheel
stub axle and the chain stay connection,

and have box-like junctions, into which
the side and cross-members fit snugly.

Stiffening plates also are fitted across

the angles. It will be seen that as no
brazing is employed, all the main de-

fects of tubular chassis construction are

eliminated ; moreover, as the whole of
the parts are interchangeable aiid as-

sembled with bolts and nuts of uniform

PRE-IGNITION.

ON a recent occasion we were trying
a 4 h.p. single-cylinder sidecar out-

fit, which ran quite satisfactorily

with the sidecar empty, but as soon as

a passenger was carried and the load
increased, pre-ignitibn set in, and the
niachine refused to climb quite a slight

hill. The usual symptoms were experi-
.

enced
;

persistent knocking, followed

by the engine immediately " konking
out." After a few minutes' rest the
engine would start again, until the
symptoms- recurred. At the very next
opportunity we removed the plug, which
appeared to be sound except for some
minute cracks round the base of the in-

sulating material, and replaced it with
an orange-coloured K.L.G. plug, of the
type recently discarded by its makers.
As soon as the new plug was inserted

a very marked improvement was notice-

able, and all signs of pre-ignition ceased. •

This is very curious, as the original plug
was of such a design that pre-ignition

would not be thought possible.
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A French Sidecarrier Service.
Scheme to Employ 150 Motor
Cycles for Parcel Delivery in

Paris.

WITHIN a few days Paris will have
a motor cycle parcels van de-

liveiy service. The idea originated

among a group of French Flying Corps
officers, who realised that there was need
in Paris for quick motor delivery^ vehicles

which would be- as fast as the motor van
whilst being considerably lower in cost.

- According to the officials of the company
which is inaugurating the service, a con-

tract has -been secured to undertake the

deliH-evy of all the Paris -newspapers from
the printing offices -to the railroad stations

and to the kiosks scattered about the

city. In addition to this, it is intended to

let the motor cycle delivery "vans out on hire

to the big departmental stores.

For a 'fixed charge of fifty francs a day
the company will supply the vehicles,- com-
plete with driver, petrol, oil, etc., and will

assume all responsibility as regards acci-

dents, theft, etc. The mileage is fixed at

fifty kilometres (thirty-one miles) per day,

an' extra .charge being made for each kilo-

metre above the fiftieth. At nominal
exchange, this- would be equivalent to rather less

than £,2 per day for a maximum mileage of thirty-

one. With the rate of -exchange as it stands at

present, the charge is only equal to 25s. per day.

The company states that it not only will provide motor
drivers, but responsible men who will deliver parcels

and collect payment on them, according- to the

practice very commonly adopted in -Paris. In all

cases where horse' vans are employed, two men have
to be engaged, one driving the horse and the other
delivering parcels and collecting accounts. In making
a comparison, therefore, this extra cost of a delivery

man should be taken into consideration. "WHienever

a business house engages ten or more machines, a
skilled mechanic will be 5ent for each ten machines
to repain entirely at the disposal of the company.

British Machines Selected.
Various makes of machines have been selected for

this work. The first to be used will be fifty B.S.A.'s.

These will be augmented by sixty Louis Clement twin-

cylinder' machines, and by fifty 'French-built A.B.C.'s.

All the machines will be fitted with -the detachable

of the types of sidecarriers which will be used by the Pari'! parcel

service. A pressed steel-framed Louis Clement with overhead cam-

Oi

delivery

shaft—a most advanced design

rates of disc wheel as used on the standard Louis Clement

motor cvcle. These wheels are interchangeable

throughout. The deliveiy van is placed on the .right-

hand side, and- is designed to carry a load of about

1% cwt.

Opportunity for Ex=army Drivers.

It is not expected that there will be any diffi-

culty in securing suitable drivers for these machines.

Already there is a big waiting list, anjong them being

many men who served as despatch riders in the French

Army: The drivers will be paid twenty francs per

dav, plus a bonus of two francs for each day without

accident or mechanical breakdown.
It is worth noting that the attempt to put motor

cycle taxis on the streets of Paris seems to have been

a failure. One of these machines made its appear-

ance and then disappeared to be followed by no others.

The French public did not appear to be attracted by
the idea of travelling in a sidecar, even though the

price was considerably below the charges for an

ordinary taxi. This delivery scheme, however, looks

more promising, and no doubt such a ser\'ice would
meet with a certain measure-of success in this country.

Mr. J, L. Norton, the designer of the "Big Four "

bearing his name, in giving his impressions of the

recent Show to our trade contemporary Tlxe Motor
Cycle and. Cycle Trader, stated that he regretted the

general trend of design was .not more in the direction of

simplicity. Apart from the little two-strokes, Mr.
Norton considers that there appeared to be a tendency
to over-develop and over-elaborate the motor cycle

and sidecar outfit. "I should have liked to have

seen,'' he said, "a real lightweight motor cycle, but

did not."

Mr. Norton evidently had in mind a little two-

stroke-engined lightweight, which he made experiment-

ally some ten years ago, and which weighed just

under 56 lb. We also should like to see a revival

of this tvpe of machine on up-to-date lines.

C7
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eURRENTCHAT

Olmes to Clgb*^ TLamps.
Greenwich Time.

Dec. 18th 4.20 p.m.
20th
22nd
24th

4.21.

4.21

4.23

Christmaj.

Next week's issue will be dated

December 25th, and the principal features

will be of a seasonable character.

Cable Suspension.

A most ingenious system of springing

is described in The. Autocar of December
13th. All four wheels are . sprung by
means of a single coil spring acting

through cables. The springing is in-

stantly variable to suit the load, and
automatically incorporates an anti-rolling

device. A modification of the design

might be made applicable to motor cycle

suspension.

Smuggling a Motor Cycle.

The chief electrician of the Whit-e Star

liner Celtic was recently fined £100 for

spiuggling into the country and selling a

foreign motor cycle. This is the tirst

case on record of an attempt to avoid

the pajTuent of the 33|% import duty
on motor cycles. It was stated that £60
was paid for the machine in America,
and £135 the price obtained for it in this

country.

Imports and Exports.

Imports of motor cycles and accessories

show nearly a 10% increase over last

month's figures, the value of machines
alone, apart from accessories, being
£9,259.

Imports.—Novembek.
1917

NiimVier of motor cycles —
Value of motor cj'cles,

liaits ;md aoce-'viies £2,907

1918

£491

1919
134

£17,340

Exports.

November figures show an increase

over the previous month of £12,000. It

is satisfactory to note an improvement,
but the amount is comparatively trifling.

The total export figures, 'which include
tyres, accessories, parts, are £115,035,
actually £38.572 less than the figures for

the corresponJing month of 1917, when
we were in the thick of the war. Many
factors exist which -mitigate against big

' exports, but even so there is room for a
considerable improvement.

1917 1918 1919
Kuiulier of iiiott 1 cy.-les 1,594 493 838
Value of 1110*01 c;cles.
paits and accessoi-es £155,607 £49,601 £115,035

Free \o A.C.U. Members.
The Auto-Cycle Union has designed

an artistic addition to the badge supplied

to members for fitting to their machines.
This takes the form of a tab bearing the

figures '" 1920/21," and will be supplied

free to all members. The tab will, oi
course, be replaced each year when
members renew their subscription, and
its colour will -be altered on each occa-^
sion so as readily to proclaim the cur-

rency of the badge. The Union is now
also issuing a unique universal clip by
means of which the badge may be easily

fitted to a mudguard, number plate,

lamp, or to the sidecar. Those members
desiring to fit the badge to their handle-
bars are supplied with a special form of

clip for that purpose.

World's Records.

The Automobile Club of Switzerland
has asked the Federation Internationale
des Clubs Motocyclistes to accept the
following as world s records. It will be
noted that the greater part of the times
are not equal to the British record times
for the same distance, but those which
the A.C. of Switzerland want accepting
were made under a rule of the F.I.C.M.
for world's speed records, where the
aggregate of the outward and homeward
journeys is taken, the one being against
the wind and the other with it, whereas
the' comparative British records were
made on a- straightaway course, or a

circular track. The following are the

Special 'y^a\\xr^s.

EFFECT OF WHEEL SIZE IN ROAD SHOCKS.

A MODERNISED VETERAN.

NEW IDEAS IN 1920 ENGINES.

Swiss flying kilometre records that the

F.I.C.M. are asked to accept :

The first time is the outward, and the

second the return journey.

MOTOE BICYCLES.
250 c.n.— Alfter iCondoil, 39.S., 34s... average

36.5s. = 98.6 kilometie.-' an hour.
350 c.c—Progiri (Motosacocbe). 53s., 3213. : average

32.8c5. = 109.75 kilometres an Lour.
500 c.c—Lavanchy (Motosaeoehel, 3O5S., 27is ;

average 28.9s. = 124.57 kilometres an hour.

SIDECARS.
508 c.c^.—Ges (Motosacoche), 42gs., 39ts. ; aver.Tiie

48.&S. = 88.225 kilometres an hour.

The Circuit de la Sarthe.

There is some doubt it the Grand Pri.N

of the Automobile Club de France will

be run over the Circuit de la Sarthe.
If, however, it is not possible to get

support for the car event, it is likely

that a motor cycle and cycle car rade
will be run over this course, such an
fevent having been projected in 1914.

Rudge-Multi Prices. ^
The revised prices of Rudge Multis

and sidecars from January 1st, 1920, will

be as follows : 3| h.p, Rudge Multi
(roadster and T'.T. model), £100;. 5-6 h.p.

Rudge Multi, £110; 7-9 h.p. Rudge
Multwin, £130 ; and Rudge sidecar,

_i!37 10s.

Rex G. Mundy on the G.N. cycle car at Edinburgh after driving from London to Edinburgh

without stopping the engine, which was air-cooled

c8
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A Satisfactory First Year.

The fii'st annual dinner of the Blaen-
avon M.C.C. was held on the 3i'd inst.,

when 80 were present.

A French Reliability Trial.

The Touring Motor Club of France
has -decided to hold a Eeliability Tour-
'.ing Trial on June 20th, from ^aris to

Cabourg. . The secretary of this organisa-

tion is --Monsieur Poulain, 4, Avenue de
Villiers, Paris, and the annual subscrip-

tion is 30 francs.

Vacuum Flasks and the London-Exeter.

Competitors will be glad to learn that

in a-ddition to the usual provision at

the^ Bridge. Hotel, Staines, Miss Dixon,

of the Mikado Eestaurant, near the hotel,

is arranging to fill vacuum flasks with

tea, coffee, cocoa, etc., and also for

suppers. "\

Amalgamation of East Lanes. Clubs.

AtThe dinner of the Blackburn M.C.C.
last week, Mr. S. W. Phillpott, of Liver-

pool,- referred to - a conference that had
been held the . same evening between
officials of the Blackburn, Burnley, and
Preston clubs with a view- to amalgamat-
ing these clubs. This fusion of interests,

we understand, is to' take place immedi-
ately, when the North East Lancashire

M.C.C, as it then will be called, should

be in a vex-y .strong .position to organise

competitions.

IJ^OT^IL®
Petrol Profiteering Committee

Capt. R. H. Montgomery, head of the
Fuel Department of the Automobile Asso-
ciation, also secretary of the Joint Fuels
Committee, has been appointed to repre-
sent the Automobile Association on the
Petrol Profiteering Committee.

Rochester Club's Successful Year.

Tile Rochester, Chatham and District
M.C., which was revived at the early
part of the year, have had a very success-

ful season, and concluded the year's
programme with a whist drive and dance
last week.

Bristol-Land's End and Back Qpen Twenty-
four Hours Trial.

Motor cyclists who wish to enter for

the above trial should telegraph at once
to Mr. Alan King Smith, Bitton, near
Bristol.

We hear the Bridgwater-Porlock and
Launceston section is in really good con-

dition with the exception of a few loose

stones on Woodstock Hill. One or two
patches near CanteTbury Gate will re-

quire careful negotiaiion, especially by
the so4o competitors.

The Launceston check is cancelled, but
there will be one at Bodmin.
Refreshments free of charge are being

. provided at Porlock and Bodmin. Those
desiring a meal before the start at 5 p.m.

on the 26th should telegraph Full Bloon

Hotel, North Street, Bristol.

IMPRESSIONS AT THE TANK CORPS TRIAL.

783

The London-Exeter Run.
This run was inaugurated in 1910, when

seventj'-eight entries were received, and
consisted mainly of motor cycles. In 1911
the entries increased to 119, and the
number of sidecars was greater than in

the previous event. The 1912 event
attracted 163 entries, and in 1913 no
fewer than 231 numbers were issued.
This year -the total entry numbers forty
solo riders, sixty-seven sidecars, and
one car and one scooter.

The Surrey M.C.C. Crow Cup Trial Results.

A list of aw;ards made in the above
trial, which was run off on December 6th,

is now to hand. Owing to the weather
conditions, several of the hills were
eliminated, the route markers finding
them impassable. The course was some-
what arduous, but few failures were
recorded, on the hills, of which several
were included in 'the day's run of 101
miles.

A flexibility trial was introduced - in

order to find a winner, and the following
awards were made

:

C. Charlesworth {5 Zenith), Crow chal-

lenge cup and silver medal.
F, P. Verney (4 Zenith), second, silver

medal.
F. J. P. Disney (4 Zenith), third,

bronze medal.
F. - G. Meeten (4 Blackburne), bronze

medal (non-stop).
— Gibson (— Zenith),. bronze medal.

Copt:'Dillo9 ^ives tijt Press' o,
^'f^

— ,AAi?7!(J|

or rotlier - Q series of lif^S ^^ I
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5,000 MILES OBSERVED TEST ON BENZOLE.
Summary of the Report on 4 hp Triumh, issued by the Automobils Association and

Motor Union.

SOME interesting information is con-"

tained in the report of tlie 5,000 mile

benzole test with a chain-driven

Triumph, which was organised by the

A. A. and M.U. . to demonstrate that

benzole had no deleterious effects on the
engine and tank. In every way the test .

may be regarded as being highly success-"
ful, and removes once and for dll the falsS"

impression which had existed in many
minds that benzole caused corrosion and
luidue wear and tear.

Prior to the test being made, the
engine, tank, carburetter, and fuel feed

pipe were examined by Mr. R. S. Fox,
appointed by the Institution qf Auto-
mobile- Engineers, and Capt. A. D. Allen,

O.B.E., of the A. A. Engineering Depart-
ment, and at 2,137 miles the engine was
decarbonised by Mr. Fo.x, when the
amount of carbon was found to be about
50% less than the ayerage amount
deposited when petrol is used.

On the completion of the 5,029 miles,

a further examination was made by Mr.
Fox and Capt. Allen, when it was found
that the condition of the internal parts
of the engine was excellent, the effects

of wear and tear being in most cases
almost negligible and in no case exces-

sive, with the sole exception of the first

of the four exhaust valves used.
The fuel tank was clean and bright in-

side, and in excellent condition. No signs

of corrosion were discernible, and the
presumption that the enamel round the
liller cap on the outside of the tank would

hare been removed by the action of

benzole did not materialise. The condi-

tion of tlje enamel was exceptionally good.

The 'carburetter used was the Triumph
1

THE 1R\/\L SUV4MARISED
The mean weight of the 4 h.p. Trinmph and
sidecar outfit complete was 7 cwt. 1 qr. 26 Xb.

Total number of- gallons used during the test,

59.gals. 7 pis.

Average mileage per gallon, S4.

Average ton mileage per gallon, 31-34.

Consumption of lubricating oil 4 gals. 2\ pts.

Average oil consumption, 1-166 m.p.g.

Average speed throughout the run,

approximately 19-88 m.p.h.

Highest consumption, 67 m.p.g. over 105 miles.

Lowest consumption, 109-6 m.p.g. over 137-1

miles.

[SjclP[§n[S]cip[§a:§j[g][ip[S][S3Sl:i3[5]£g]c5iigl[g][jpc5][S][SJc§3:g3[g][S:

standard instrument, the only alteration

being the fitting of an extension pipe,

about 4in.' long, on the air intake. The

machine was driven throughout the whole

of the trial by H. Finch, of the Triumph
Co., the official observers being repre-

sentatives of the various motor- cycle

cltfbs
' in the districts visited- and the

press, including The Motor C'l/de. From
the start of the test to 2,428 miles Mr.

H. 'W. Bartlet represented the A.A., and

from that point to the finish Mr'. H. B. L.

Smith oflBciated.

Throughout the entire test the same
Lodge plug was used, and no record

appears in the log book of the run of its

ever having been cleaned. At 271 miles

trouble was experienced with the magneto,

due to a piece of insulating tape having

caught the water and let some into the

magneto. The tape was removed, and

no further trouble was experienced.

When decarbonised at 2,200 miles the

deposit was carefully collected and
weighed, the car,bon weighing 3.3

grammes, or 51 grains. At the conclusion

of the test the amount of. deposit was 4.4

grammes (68.2 grains). The total oil

burnt during ' the tes> was, 4 gallons 1

quart ^ pint.

Altogether the test has been most inter-

esting, and the A. A. deserve the thanks
of motor cyclists for giving such a con-

clusive proof of the merits of benzole.

The Triumph Co., top, ai'e to be congratu-

lated upon the good performance put up
by .the machine.

M.C.C. London-Exeter-London Christmas Run.
THE last "London-Exeter" attracted

no fewer than 231 entrants, and
while this figure has. not been

reached for the 1919 event, the entry of

110 may be regarded as very satisfactory.

The start is from the Bridge Hotel,
Staines, at 8 p.m., on Boxing Night,
and the route outward will be via, Bag-
shot, Basingstoke, Andover, Salisbury,

Shaftesbury, Chard, and Honiton. The
return journey will be via Trow Hill,

Lyme Regis, Bridport, Dorchester, Salis-

bury, Basingstoke, etc., to Stainess.

There will be a stop of one . hour at

Salisbury, both in the outward and home-
ward journeys. The two test hills. Chard
and Trow, have to be ascended non-stop.

List of Competitors

:

W H. Wells (2 5 Overland)
VV. C. Heny (2?, Metro-Tyler)
A.' J.,€proston (3-\ Lea-Fr.-incis)

Vivian Olsson (8 New Imperial)
C. Heiberg (4 Triumph)
J. Harrison (2-i Nev,- Imperial) •

W. 'J. Fleetwood (.3 .\.n.C.}

Thompson Tudor (2-^- Douglas)
\V. S. Jameson (32- Rudge-IVIulti)
S. Brown (7-9 American Exceliiior)

C. Innes-Browne (3? Scott)
~ *

P. T. C. Body (3i Sunbeam)
P. Pike (2j Levis)
F. C. Townshend (3! Sunbeam)
A. Wooding {4 Sunbeam)
F. Notari (4 Triumph)
C. W. Rowe (3! B.S.A.)

B .M: Sims (2J Radco)
H. .1. Scale (3I. Scale)

VV. Ci, B.-ivcr (4 Trinmph)
II.

I
. While (4 Iriumph)

F. E. Salter (2-5- Zenith)

L. \V-. G. Gotley {2i Omega).
W. Ford (2} Coulson-B.)
F. Thorpe (2J Douglas)
G. P. G. Kidston (3-^ Sunbeam)
J. Armour (3I Indian)
G. Richardson (4J James)
R. C. 'Staunton (4 Triumph).
T. T. Gibson (4-5 Zenith)

C. K. Robinson (3 A.B.C.)"

D. W- Bonham-Carter {2J Coulson-B.
K. V. Chidley (zj Wooler).

-L. Pulham (21 Ariel).

D. H. Noble

J. F.- Hull (2} Wooler)

J. Emer=on (3 A.BiC.)

H. Le Vack (4 Harley-Davidson)
F. S. Spouse (25 Verus)

E. Liverett (li Whippet Scooter:

R. R. Goes (4 Indian Scout).

SIDECARS.
B. Alan Hill (3I Scott)

E. A. Bridgeman {7 Indian)

1. B. Clark (S Matchless)

J. A. Hilger (3i Rover)
E. S. Powell (6 A.J.S.)

P. W. White (3I Sunbeam'
F. W. Baker (8 Matchless)

H. T. Whitty (4 Triumph)
J. A. Watson-Bourne (10 Reading Standard)
G. W. M. Henderson {7-9 American Excelsior)

J. A. Masters (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
H. W. Glendining (3 Blackburne)
W. A. Fell-Smith (7-9 Harley-Davidspn)
C. A. McKeard (7-9 Harley-Davidsoa)
Tlinmpson-Thomp-=on (4 Douglas)
C^pt. A. E. French (8 Sim beam).
Capt. B. Charleswortb (8 Zenith).

L. S. Pindcr (8 Zenith)
R. Creak-Davis (8 Chater-I.ea)

E. W. Choldcroft (6 A.J.S.)
r., J. Pittock (5-6 James)
C. D. Wi-ight (7-9 Harley-Davidson)
W. P. Tippett (4 Rex)
H. A. Reyre (5-6 Jamesl

T. H. Willey (6-7 Abingdon)
L. Arnold (8 Chater-Lea) -

C. Wilkinson (4 Douelas)
F. E. Jones (si Ariel)

G. Packman (8' Matchless)
L. R. Richardson (4J B.S..A.)

J. B. Blakemarsh (4 Triumph)
E. H. Newnham (3 New Imperial).

F. J. Watson (3-> Ariel)

L. A. Apsey (8 Royal Ruby).
H. Dale (8 Royal Ruby).
C. Crosthwaite (8 Briti-h Excelsior)

S. E. Longman (8 Matchless)

A. L. Huggins (8 Zenith)

G. S. Wright (7-9 Indian)

S. W. Wilkin (3-1 Wilkin)
H. Haj'don Robinson (5-6-Jamesj
A Milward (4 Douglas)
H. V. Colvcr (8 Matchless)

.

E. Atkins (3-J- Ariel) "

F. I- EQis (8 Matchless)
T. i . Ross (3 Matchless)

E Bo.xer (3 Matchless)

J; A. Hbult (8 Matchless)

E. F. Chi-iley (3S P. & U.i
G. G. C. Pigott (3 A.B C.)

W. E. Line (10 Reading Standard)
K. de B. Smart (8 Zenith)

A. F. Pulling (6 Royal Enfield)

Capt R. Hay-Wills (6 A.J.S.)

J Simpson (3 Rex)
, J. P. Le Grand ((5 Rex;
W. A. Jacobs (6 Rex)
L. E. Frost (8 Matchless
B. S. Allen (S Matchless)

C. E. Bennett (7-9 Harley-Davidson;
F. White (3 Rex)
W. H. Bashall (6 Martins yde Newman
j. T. Bashall (6 Martinsyde Newman)
S. H. Dawson (8 Monarch)
C- Pearson (4 Douglas)
A. E. Carr-Stone (4 Triumph)
Capt. C. R. E. Pope.
Kaye Don (8 Tampliiii

S. Julian (8 Matchless)
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An Improvement
in Air-cooling.
Completely Enclosed Air-

cooled Engine, permitting

Thorough Mud -guarding
and Protection for the

Rider.

ENGINEERS have at last begun to

realise tTiat there are other means
of cooling by air thaji casting cylin-

ders with fins thereon, and leaving the

rest to chance. Air-cooling has been
rendered more suitable for internal com-
bustion engines by methods of construct-

ing the engine ; for instance, by the use

of steel cylinders and aluminium pistons,

and also by extraneous means, as in the

case of the system we are about to

describe.

Showing the cast alummmm jacket, which
totally encases the cylinder, but leaves the

valve springs and caps accessible.

This ingenious idea has been brought"
out by Mr. Hawley Morgan, formerly a

,

member of the staft of this journal. He
has left nothing to chance, and has
worked out the wliole system most
thorouglily. He entirely encloses the

pii«@XSI

The 2f h.p. New Imperial, to which is fitted a

unique cooling device for the engine

7S5

The air-cooling device and cylinder sectioned

to show air passages.

cylinder in a ca.st aluminium jacket, which,

in no way- interferes with the general

design of the engine, as the same valve

caps are retained, the valve springs are

outside it, and everything is just as acces»

sible as it was before. It is fitted to a
2| h.p. J.A.P. on a New Imperial

machine.
With this system in use it is possible

to enclose the front of the engine entirely

by means of ' an aluminium mndshield,

w'hicli would not be possible, of course,

unless a special

cooling device

were incorpor-

ated. The jacket

is made in two
halves clamped
together, while

the head forms a
Detachable head show-

separate portion. ^^ ^f accessibility
The existing.

to valve caps.
silencer is re,-

_ rained, but it is provided with a small
* cone-shaped exit pipe. Connected to this

there is an additional silencer or chamber

in which there is a special ejector (giving

about G^in. vacuum) connected by a

rubber hose pipe to the suction pipe on

the arutnitiium" casuig. On the right of the

slot to which the suction, pipe is attached

is a barrier of a diatherminous .substance.

In addition to the cylinder being provided

with fins, there are also aluminium fins

on the casing. Cool air

is drawn in a continuous

stream through- the slots

arranged round the cas-

ing, causing a current

of air to pass through
the fins not only on the

sides of the cylinder, but
also directly over the

head, .and this portion

has been most carefully

thought out, as 75% of

the heat in th-e cylinder

is to be found in this

portion.
"

This system has been
beautifully installed on
the experimental
machine. It is well
finished and attractive
in appearance. The only
fault developed so far is

the ground clearance,
which the shield has
reduced to too great an
extent, arid this, of

course, will be remedied. When started

it is easy to see that a strong suction is

developed, as it will even suck the ash
off the end of a cigarette and draw it in.

When the pipe is coupled up the flame
from a match held near one of the slots

is visibly drawn towai'ds it.

We have not yet tried the machine on
the road, but hope to do so shortly.

With this cooling system, as we said

before, it is quite possible to shield the
engine entirely, with the result that the
rider can travel through any road condi-
tions without getting a speck of mud
thrown up either on the engine or on
himself.

IN GOOD COMPANY
We learn that of the team of six

machines entered by one firm in the
forthcoming French Scooter Trial, three
will be ridden by well-known actresses,

and the others by .a champion pugilist,

a famous golfer, and a French "Ace."
Since a correspondent recently com-
plained that so far scooters appear to

have been manufactured solely for the
benefit of such notabilities • as actresses,

golfers, and journalists, and as the above
list rather bears out his statement, we
feel that at any rate we have been in

good company. .

Details ol the

air-cooling system

devised by Mr.

Hawley Morgan
Inset shows the

special ejector which

creates a vacuum.

CI3
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Triumph of the Petrol Engine
Made Manifest.

, HaH-way Round the World by Aeroplane in

27 Days 21 Hours.

IT is not many years ago that in motor
cycle trials it was necessary for

officials to be posted every mile, be-

cause it was doubtful whether an internal

combustion engine could be relied upon
to function for a definite period, but

now, the same type of engine, improved
and developed by one generation of

engineers, drives a giant aeroplane from
London to Freemantle, a journey of

11,294. miles. Truly, the triumph of the

petrol engine is made manifest, and those

who have had doubts regarding the over-

head valve engine should at last be con-

vinced that it can be made as reliable as

the side-by-side type, for the RoUs-Uoyce
engines fitted in the Tifckers-Vimy aero-

plane which accomplished the journey
iiad overhead valves. Each engine has
twelve cylinders, therefore there were no
fewer than forty-eight overhead-operated
valves to go wrong—yet the Rolls Eagle
is considered perhaps the most reliable

aero engine in the world. The paramount
value of quality is obvious in such a
flight, and in this connection it is note-

worthy that the Rolts-Rovce car,' so often

quoted as a synomyn of perfection in

loaJ vehicle^, has built up its great

reputation solely on quality of design,

material, and workmanship. By that
quality the Atlantic flight, and no.w the

Australian flight, have been made pos-

sible, and in eulogising the engines we
are apt to overlook the man to whose
genius the outstanding quality of their

performance is mainly due. i\lr. F. H.
Royce was born in 1863, and is the son
of a Rutlandshire farmer. He served his

apprenticeship at the G.N.R. Locomotive
Works at Peterborough. In 1903 he

turned his attention to the
motor car industry at the

instigation of the late Hon.
C. S. Rolls, the outcome of

which was the first Rolls-Royce
car, a 10 h.p. vehicle, which
has, gradually begn developed
into the 40-50 h.p. six-cylinder

Rolls as we now know it^

During the war the firm's

attention naturally turned to

aero engines, and the original

250 h.p. Rolls developed into

the 360 h.p. Eagle, Mark
VIII., which occupies a similar
position amongst aero engines
to that of the Rolls car in the
automobile world.

F. H. Royce, who was responsible for the

Rolls-Royce 360 K.p. Eagle engine.

Capt. Ross Smith, M.C., D.F.C., A.F.C. (pilot), .

Lt. K. M. Smith, R.A.F. (observer), Sgt. W^ H
Shiers, A.F.M (mechanic), who, with Sgt. Bennett

A.F.M., formed the crew

The Vickers-Vimy aeroplane is also the

-. production of a firm of world-wide repute,

and though it was originally designed as

a long-distance bomber, it remained for

peace to demonstrate its true utility as

a weight carrier of proved reliability.

Having made the great flight mechani-
cally possible, there remained_,the humair
element to bring it about. The pilot and
.observer were two South Australian
brothers, who were born and educated In
Adelaide—Capt. Ross Smith and Lt.

Keith Smith—while the mechanics were
Sgts. Shiers and Bennett. These
mechanics have served under the Smith
brothers during the greater, part of their

flying career, and after the signing of the
Armistice volunteered together and served
in the Afghan campaign.
That this great flight was not without

incident is shown in the following cable-

grams sent by Capt. Ross Smith during \

the journey :

" RoME.^Start sensational. Bennet
held tail down until machine was moving,
then made running jump at rear cockpit.

Hauled aboard by Shiers as machine was
leaving ground. *

.

"Akyab.—Left Calcutta at 8.30;
landed at Akyab at 1. Large' distin-

guished gathering to see us off, including
Lady Ronaldshay. Racecourse at Cal-

cutta is small, but when taking off many
hawks circled round close to the ground.
Very frightened hawk would hit propeller,

smashing it.

"Just off the ground the machine
struck two hawks, one hitting the pro-

peller. Nasty moment as machine almost
hit trees in avoiding more birds. No
damage to propeller, but pieces of hawk
hanging on machine whole journey."
The record of the flight is given below.

Toplane, engined by two Rolls-Royce twelve-cylinder Eagle engines
- IS the identical machine that accomplished the journey from

Plate.

Houuslovv . .

.

Lyons
Rome
Cairo
Damascus .

.

Ba-fa
Calcutta . .

.

Rangoon . .

.

Bangkok . .

.

Singapore . .

.

West Java .

.

HorL Darwin

Miles.

603
1,225
2.84.';

3,259
4.047
6.895
7,688
8,038
S.goo

9,551
11,294

Dates.
Nov. 12

14-

18,

Dec.

28.

30-
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Repair of Government Motor Cycles.
How the Work of Recovery and Recons!ruction goes on ai Slough.

Sidecar chassis and bodies awaiting entrance to the Repair Department

ON jMonda)', December 8th last, we -formed one

of a party of technical journalists who, bv

permission of Lord Inverforth ajid the Ministry

of Munitions, paid a visit to the Government Motor
Vehicle Repair Depot at Slough. In addition to the

very large number of motor lorries and tractors which

were there undergoing repair, we noticed that practi-

cally the whole of one shop was devoted to overhauling

and reconstructing motor cycles of the various makes
employed during the war. Upon arrival at Slough, a

large percentage of the machines are,

as maybe expected, in a very decrepit

and incomplete condition, and have
ptactically to be reconstructed through-

out. This work keeps a large staff of mechanics con-

llnuallv emploved, and at the present time we were told

that about fifty cycles leave the shop as " runners
"

every day. Apparently, no attempt is made to put them
in first-class running order, but, after assemblir^g, each

machine is subjected to a short road test, and should

be lit for hard work on the road after a little tuning

up. After all mechanical defects have been attended

to, the machines are painted, though a high standard

of finish in this connection is not considered necessary.

THE ANGLO-
THOSE of our readers who are keenly interested

in competition matters, and especially those who
supported the event in pre-war days, will be

glad to learn that there is eveiy propect of a resump-
tion of the reliability trials between teams of Dutch
and English motor cyclists^

Correspondence has already passed between the

secretaries of the A.C.U. and the K.N.M.V., the

organising bodies in the respective countries, and the

English Competitions Committee will favourably
consider the event for 1920; it will be run in Holland,
since the last one held took place in England.

(Left) A large batch of Douglas

motor cycles which have been through

the repairs depot and are ready tor

despatch. (Right) Some of the head

. . mechanics in charge of the various

departments at Slough.

DUTCH TRIALS
Great enthusiasm has been displayed in Holland at

the prospect of this renewal of the sporting and
amicable rd?afions which were engendered by the

holding of these international reliability trials in the

past, and we have full assurance that the motor cyclists

of Holland will do their utmost to ensure the comfort
of the English competitors who go over.

It is hoped that the date will be fixed in the near

future, sirice the English competition programme is

being rapidly filled for the 1920 season, and it would
be regi'ettable if our best riders should be unavailable

owing to their engagements in other events.
'

.
. C17
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TJie Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All utters must bs addressed to the Editor, *"The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street," Coventry, and must be accomnanied by the writer's name and address.

THE VALVE OF THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATIONS.
Sir,—I should like to testify to the value of the Engi-

neering Department of the A. A. Recently I asked for their
assistance concerning the purchase of a second-hand motor
cycle. They spared no efforts on mj' behalf,, with the result

that I obtained a refund of £20. Surely a good return
for one year's subscription ! E. E. KIRBY.

A.C.V. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Sir,—On reading the letter of Mr. Stanley Wells, in your

issue' of December 4th, we noticed a slight error in the
table of averages, which we are taking the liberty of point-
ing out.

In Class "D" Mr. Wells state? that five Scotts entered,
scoring an average of 145 marks. On looking through the
final scl*edule of results of the six days, as published in

The Motor Cycle, of November 5th, we find that the average
figure for the five machines entered was 181.8.

Doubtless this error was created owing to the original

report that Mr. Jesse Balcer had retired, whereas in the
final report he was granted a silver medal. This naturally
makes the last column of Mr. , Wells's table quite wrong.
Furthermore, the Scott average is higher than any other
make of machine entering more than one machine in any
class. THE SCOTT MOTOR CYCLE CO., LTD.

MOTOR CYCLING IN INDIA.
Sir,
—"Two-stroke" would probably find that a d-^ h.p.

machine would answer his requirements better than a
lightweight. It should preferably be of a well-known make,
so that spares might be the more readily available. He
"should certainly purchase in this country, as prices in India
at present are very much in excess of _what they are even
here. 1915 Triumphs often fetch well over £100.

,

He would do well to take the following tip to heart :

Never send your machine for repairs to a firm where it will

not be under European supervision. " H.J.
Punjabis, L.I.

Sir,-^" Two-stroke " writes in your issue of December 4th

to ask about the capabilities of a two-stroke for India.

Let me assure him that this class of machine is excellent

for India, and that if his has proved satisfactory here it

probably will there. In the planting districts I know the

roads are bad, and-there are often weeks of continuous rain.

I ran a new two-stroke on the medium quality roads of

the Poona district for over a year, and found it invaluable,

and nothing ever went wrong with it.

In India new motor bicycles are now difficult to get, and
\the " second "-hand ones are only so labelled by courtesy.

They have usually descended through many short generations
of unmechanical subalterns.

Tyres are obtainable, but a reasonable selection of other
spares is desirable. ®
Almost anywhere, " Two-stroke " may be interested to

hear, a motor bicycle -which will go is a readily realisable

asset.
'

RIKI.
Corstorphine.

Sir,—With reference to " Two-stroke's" letter in The
Motor Cycle on motor cycling in India.

I spent some years in India during the war, and was
continually using a motor cycle. My experiences were with
Douglas, Triumph, Ariel, Harley-Davidson, and Indian.
Any of the above machines wiU stand up to the rough Indian
ci8

roads. Personally, I found a Powerplus Indian the best,

notably for springing, clearance, cooling, and electric lighting.

I should not advise "Two-stroke" to take out his present

machine, ijnless he is going to live in towns like Bombay,
Calcutta, or Poona.

,

For up-country stations, good springing, large size tyres,

good clearance, and electric ligfiting are most essential.,

AI.SO plenty of power : a fast'machine is more than a delight

out there, as there are no speed limits.

Spares for—American machines are more easily obtainable

in India than for British.

I should strongly advise "Two-stroke" to purchase a

machine here and take it- out (after using it) as personal

luggage. I found Dunlops best for hot roads.

Coventry. ACHCHHI-BAT.

COMBINED CYLINDER AND- CRANK CASE.

Sir,—In " Ixion's " Occasional Comments, in your issue

of December 11th, he refers to a certain make of motor
cycle engine in which the cylinder is cast in one with the

top halt of the crank case, and states his opinion that this is

the first motor cycle engine constructed on these lines.

Will you allow us to say that this method of construction

was introduced 'on the Allon 2J h.p. two-stroke engine in

1914, and has been in practice ever since?

ALLDAYS AND ONIONS, LTD.
Matchless Works (Cycle Department).

THE BLACK PRINCE ENGINE
Sir,—In your issue of December 4th you describe the

Black Prince engine as a new type. Now in 1908 the

Jowett Motor Co., of Bradford, Yorks., designed and built

a horizontally-opposed two-stroke engine having one combus-
tion chamber connecting the two cylinders, and, of course,

one sparking plug..

The balance was excellent, and naturally the engine could

run at a high rate of speed almost free from vibration.

The design was clever, and much in advance of the times,

though now, I understand, the firm market a light car fitted

with an up-to-date flat twin engine.

Coventry. . E.A.

THE LIGHTING REGULATIONS.
Sir,—Before the new Lighting Regulations are issued, may

I appeal to you to use all your influence to have regularised

the fitting of a tail light and number on the off side of

the sidecar body .itself.
' With gas there is much less

draught, and with electric lighting bulbs last four times
longer, and in both cases the plate and lamps can easily

be kept clean. Even our Chief Constable, admits this,

though he thinks they are at present illegal.

Newton Ferrers. T5409.

Sir,—I, as both a cyclist and a motor cyclist, have read

with interest the letters appearing in The Motor Cycle on
the question of rear lights.

Your correspondent " Sivel" is surely in error in some of

his views. He says (I hope I quote correctly), "What, in

the name of sense, do we carry a head light for? Surely to

slipw us what is in front, etc." Now, a ship carries lights,

not to light her on her way, or to show what is in front, but
in order that other ships may be made aware of her presence,

and of the direction in which she is moving. A vehicle is

ordered by law to carry lights—one or two white lights iii

front and a red light in the rear. Why ? In order that other
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gfehioles may know of its presence and directvon of travel.
The law is not concerned with the question as to whether
the lights ai-e strong enough to illumine objects in front.
The question of the strength of the lights rests with the
driver of the vehicle. Arguing on this lijie it is clear that
a vehicle of any kind that carries kead lights only is only
half illuminated, as it makes other vehicles aware of its
presence from one direction only.
The question of lights on pedestrians, dogs, stray brickbats,

etc., is beside the argument, for pedestrians and dogs are
expected, in view. of their own safety, to travel principally

J5n the side walk or the side of the road, while brickbats are
accidents pure and simple.

, H. W. BEAUMONT.
Sir,—Your correspondent, " Sivel," seems to be under

the impression tliat the lighting regulations are a plot de-
signed to, throw the onus of avoiding accidents on the
unfortunate cyclist. A more natural view is that the
object • of the regulations is simply to prevent accidents
from occurring.
Again, in the unfortunate event of a cyclist, with a

properly burning tail lamp, being run into from behind,
surely all the blame would attach to the other party.

"Sivel," however, denies that rear lamps prevent acci-
.
dents.

_
It is evident that no lamps can absolutely prevent

all accidents ; but they afford a decent chance of' avoiding
them. Even if such lights cause only one accident to be
avoided in twenty possible cases, their use is justified.
Of course, if "Sivel" denies that a cyclist with a rear 1

la,mp is more easily seen than one without, on a pitch-black
night, there is no. more to be said.

. Efficient head lamps are good Tail lamps on all vehicles
' make assurance doubly sure.

. Personally, I would rather do my best to avoid being run
into in the first place than be bowled over in the mud, and *

then console myself with the thought that I was not to
blame, and that the onus was tpon the other fellow.
Twyford.

. PUSH-CYCLIST.

Sir,—My letter appears to have had the excellent effect of
making "Sivel" lose his temper. He now comes out with
the " unalterable view " (surely this is is not a " deliberate
misquotation"?) that the onus of avoiding accidents should
lie with the overtaking vehicle. As he is not open to con-
viction on this matter, I may as well state that I entirely
agree w_ith him. But why should he wish to make it more
difficult for the overtaking vehicle to carry out its duty
(difficult enough at any time) by removing the only part of

the vehicle in front that is easily seen?
I entirely agree with "Toleration's" very sensible letter.

Laziness is at the root of the matter, and- if cyclists cannot
be induced to " mess about with another lamp " I suppose
we must all take the consequences.
"Sivel" evidently reads the papers from the point of view

of seeing how many accidents have occurred. Does he ever
consider how many have not occurred, a_nd, therefore, do not
get into the papers at all, simply becaiise people have been
sensible enough to see the value in a rear lamp?

Finally, " Sivel " is right in supposing that I cannot match
his bloodthirsty tale of the West End and the unscrupulous
motorist ; but, then, motorists do not make a habit of doing
things of that kind ; and " road-hogging " in the heart of the
West End is a vice that is new to me. lORWARTH.
Cambridge.

Sir,—As a regular reader of your interesting paper, I

have been following your readers' views on the above subject.

Often views are one-sided and inclined to be selfish, and in

some cases it is evident that your readers ride chiefly in

well-lighted London district roads, whilst with riders in this

part of the country it is quite a different proposition.

We in this district are very glad all vehicles have to use
rear lights, and this is the only safe way of travelling,

especially in the winter.

A number of my friends agree with me that very strong
head 'lights (which one of your correspondents advocate) are
a distinct danger to the public in general. Moderate strength
lamps and rear red light are the safest for everybody con-

cerned, whether a motorist or not.

Even solo riders, with rear lights, feel a great security
On slippery roads when hearing large cars overtaking them.
I hope the present regulations will be permanent for the
general welfare of the road-using community. W.H.T.
Plymouth.

THE A.C.V. REPORT.
Sir,—I was interested to see in your issue of December 4th

a letter from Mr. Jas. L. Norton on the judges' report in the

A.C.U. Trials. -

There has, I believe, beeVi a rather ominous silence on this

report as far as the motor cycle world is concerned ; in other

Avords, the report was such a crushing criticism of the

present-day motor cycle that probably few people have cared,

to refer to it.

I see Mr. Norton was " disappointed to read " the section

of the report which dealt with engines.

One can quife imagine many motor cycle designers being

considerably more than " disappointed ; they have had what
might be termed " a nasty jar."

I do not wish to single Mr. Norton out in particular for

criticism, but I should like to remind him and others that

the A.C.U. j»dges also dealt with other points—for uistance,

lubrication and transmission.

Now for a very long time some of the leading firms in the

motor cycle industry have been exploiting to their utmost

a type of machine which, to any true lover of a motor v.ehicle,

cannot approach the ideal. That is the single-cylindei-, belt-

driven motor cycle with no adequate form of lubrication and
often a single speed. We all know that simplicity is a great

asset and conducive to cheapness, but when it sacrifices

efficiencj and comfort and general utility there is not much
to be said for it. •

- .

"

Now I imagine that the great test of utility is that a

machine shall be able to do a long and possibly non-stop run

over any road and under any conditions of abnormal heat

or cold—or wet—and turn up at the end ready to do the

same thing over again at once.

Most people will admit that almost any car is capable of

this provided it is not grossly out of tune ; but I think very

few motor cycles are, and I believe the main reason is that

the car water-cooled engine is properly cooled and the air-

cooled cycle engine is not.

The air-cooled engine is all right so long as it is in perfect

tune and in expect hands, but not under other conditions.
' I see Mr. Norton says water-cooling is a concession to

imperfect design. I should be inclined to reply that air-

cooling was an obsession of imperfect design ; and is Mr.
Norton intending in this remark To refer to a Scott, or -a

Lanchester, or a Rolls-Royce—all water-cooled by the way?
I believe that tlie words of the A.C.U. judges were, on

this point, something to the efliect that " many of the

machines arrived in a deplorable state of overheating, knock-

Probably the most famous historical cottage in , the country

—

Anne Hathawav's home at Shotley, near Strat(ord-on-Avon, ^

Warwickshire.
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ing, and oiliness." This exactly describes the state ot the _

average motor cycle at the"end of a long and trying run,
whilst any old and indifferent 10 to 15 h.p. car would arrive
at the end of the same run probably, quite reasonably cool

and clean.
,

Old fallacies die hard. That is quite clear from this year's
Show, but let Mr. Norton and jjthers remember that this year
the Triumph Co. have produced a chain-driven model and the
B.S.A. Co. a twin—two rather notable events. Some day
perhaps we shall see watev-cooling, shaft-drive, automatic
lubrication, and automatic carburetters just as' effectively

standardised for cycles as cars.

Motor cycle designers would do well to remember also

that many motor cyclists have driven cars ; but one is some-
times driven to think that motor cycle designers never have.

Barnes, S.W. LIGHTWEIGHT.

THB VALVE OF SIDECARRIERS.
Sir,^I am sending you a photograph of a Triumph motor

cycle and trade carrier, which possibly may interest trade
users, also a few details as to the adaptability of the

box. The chassis is an underslung ,Duco, with extra

strong four-point attachment, the box being framed in ash,

2xliin., and covered with three-ply wood. The lids

are halved ori top, opening from outside ; this enables

ladders, planks, etc., to be carried on toj), the lids being
folded to the front and. securely tied, whilst space in the
back is available for paints, etc. I can take easily the

' whole plant of material for painting the outside of" a house,

and ladders up to thirty-five rungs. The box is mounted
on the chassis by screwing into the two crossbars from C

A tradesman's sidecarrier attached to a Triumph. This outntlias

given the owner, Mr. R. Harman, great satisfaction.

springs four 3x|in. bolt.s, which are tapped and screwed
into the bars firmly. The box is dropped on to the four

bolts and secured by a washer and thumbscrew inside.

When carrying heavy goods, such as cement, sand, etc.,

too heavy to lift out of the box, I leave the two front
thumbscrews off, and I then lift up the box towards the
back, which is arranged to come exactly on the ground,
and heavy articles can then be pulled out. Also, any ad-

justment to the engine, etc., can easily be made by tilt-

ing the box, usually difficult when the sidecar is a fixture.

For pleasure riding I have arranged a coachbuilt sidecar

to drop on in the same manner, and I can change either

box or sidecar in less than five minutes. The machine has
'done thousands of miles in a country district, saving much
time and labour. A regular reader of your paper for years,

I have gained much from its useful columns.
R. HARMAN.

RIDING AT NIGHT.
Sir,—A recent article in The Motor Cycle noticed and

illustrated a Magdyno set by a well-known maker. Thinking
the set to be generally good, but having certain serious short-

comings, I wrote the manufacturers, setting out my ideas

substantially as in this letter to you. They replied they
were very " interested," but " at present we do not consider

the demand for a set of the type suggested would be suffi-

cient to warrant its manufacture." After a perusal of the

following, perhaps other night riders will give their opinion

on the manufacturers' verdict.

The average motor cyclist, apparently, being afraid of

troubles on the road after dark, appears to arrange to arrive
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home by dusk; only carrying lamps so as to get home if

held up for a few minutes after lighting-up time. For such
the Magdyno set in question is no doubt O.K. There are,

however, a minority of riders who, like myself, expect to
ride almost anywhere at any hour of the day or night. I

leave points over one hundred miles from home either ^ery
late in the evening or very early in the morning to drive
through exactly as if it- were day time. Such runs need
powerful lamps if speed is to be safely maintained, and I

find a head lamp plus small sidecar lamp to be insufficient- on
an outfit. (I do very little .solo riding.) A second head
lamp (as Lucas "King's Own" No. 454), used as a sidecar
lamp, enables one to drive, using the near side kerb or hedge

' bottom as a guide, causes a Hash off the bright pedal cranks
of push bicycle riders, enabling one to pick them out when
they attempt suicide by riding without a rear light, and
greatly helps the head light (say, a Lucas "King of the
Road " No. 452) to show up cattle, country carts approaching
unlighted _on tha wrong side, etc. '

'M^ experience, therefore, causes me to believe that the
makers of the Magdyno set should market an alternative
set, the sidecar lamp being the same size arnd power as the
head lamp, and embodying the following features:
This lamp should riot be carried. over the sidecar mudguard,

but ,well forward, on a bracket screwed to the near side of
the sidecar body, say, well in front of the door, as nearly
a.s possible in line with the head lamp. It should have a
fitting quickly detachable from this' bracket, little leg.s so
that it would stand on the ground, and a separate three
yards "or so of easily detachable flex, so that it could be
removed from the bracket and moved around to get a good
light for repairs. The -sidecar lamp should be the removabli?
one, as the head lamp and rear lamp should always be left
in place, as if the machine is drawn up close to the' near side
of the road with tJrese lamps burning, the machine facing
the direction one should be travelling, there is little chance
of being run down.
A most essential - additional fitting is a torch, carried in

a clip (say, on the handle-bar), from which it could be
instantly lifted, to switch on and oft" as desired, powerful
enough to throw a beam the width of the road, thus enabling
one to read signposts from the saddle when standing with the
clutch out and engine running. This torch could have 3ft.

or 4ft. ot flex, self-rewinding into a small box, like a
" Chesterman " steel tape, and thus arranged would be
invaluable for the purpose cited ; also as an inspection lamp
and on repfiirs in conjunction with the powei'ful, movable
sidecar lamp already referred to. If clipped near the right
handle-bar grip, glass facing forward, one could switch it

on for a few moments to show an approaching car the exact
width of the combination when apjiroaching each other on a
dark naa'row country road.
As both the head and- sidecar lamps should be fitted with

both dim and full light bulbs (lamps), there would be no
need to use_ more than sufficient light on any occksion, or
dazzle the sight of those approaching. One switch to control
the dim and full light on both these lamps simultaneously
would be preferable.

;

I know from the powerful set of carbide lamps I use,
movable by connecting up ^vith a long spare piece of rubber
tube, that, much' as I desire *le{rtric lighting, the convenience
of the carbide set, to one who really rides at night on
deserted and unlighted "country roads, must at present appeal
more strongly to me. Properly fitted and kept clean I find

Lucas carbide lamps seldom give trouble, not even the rear
lamp run off the head lamp generator v[a large bore metal
tube. (Carry a spare burner tor each lamp, and throw away
the used one occasionally.)

I am afraid I have made an uncomplimentary remark
regarding push cyclists. Perhaps they will take it in good part
when I mention I purchased my first bicycle—a broken-down
solid-tyred aft'air—for about six shillings before the Boer
War, and ha-ve ridden many push and motor bicycles since.

Why does not Lucas make push cyclists a rear lamp
similar to the No. 344?
Why do not Bowdens make a tube, similar to their outer

cable, that is carbide gastight, to take the place of rubber
and metal tube for connecting up. Ordinary Bowden outer

cable will only retain carbide gas for a few weeks, then it

gets slightly porous all over, and one gets a bad light.

Otherwise, It would be a neat, flexible connection that could

not get nipped. J.M.
Sheffield.
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A sejecuon ol questions of general inceiest received trom readers ana ojr replies thereto. A:i questions snould De addressed to the Editor, "The Motor cycle,"*

20, Tudcr btreet, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for pubiication or not )riU£i be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelops for reply. Correspondents
are urped to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legaj

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Keboring Cylinder.

(1.) I have a 3^ h.p. water-
cooled engine and the cylinder
has become scored ; how much
should I bore it out? (2.) What
working clearance should there be

• between cylinder and the new piston ?

(3.) Are step-cut piston rings better
than those with plain sloping cuts?

—

C. J.H.
(1.) We should not advise you to grind
the cylinder bore more than" 8/1000. (2.)

The piston clearance should be approxi-
mately 2/1000 at the skirt, and five to

seven thousandths at the piston top.

(3.) Step-cut piston rings retain the com-
pression more effectively than those with
plain slots, but should be fairly wide.

Double-acting Two-stroke.

Will you kindly tell me if an

Q internal combustion engine, firing

> at both ends of the stroke and
-2J working on the two-stroke prin-

ciple, so that the piston has pro-
pelling force behind it on each stroke,
has ever been invented and patented?
In your opinion how would such an
engine compare in respect of efficiency,

economy, vibration, " revving," with
the ordinary four • or two-stroke

- engine?—:O.B.M.

Several double acting twt)-stroke engines
have been designed, but we cannot

. recollect one being manufactured com-
mercially. It does not appear that such

-J.

an engine will have verj' great advantages
over. existing types, largely owing to the
weight of the reciprocating parts and
piston cooling difficulties.

Oil Pump Trouble.

I am troubled by the oil pump
(semi-automatic type) on a B.S.A.
On pushing the plunger to the

bottom of its stroke, the oil will

drip at first, then gradually stop.

I have put new packing in the gland
(ordinary string), and left it so slack

that the oil leaked a little ; but it was
of no use. I then got a new spring

from the makers with no better result.

Is the packing wrong? It seemed to be
string which was used in the first

case.—L.C.D.
Possibly the trouble with the semi-auto-

matic oil pump on your B.S.A. is due
to the non-return ball-valve being choked
with dirt. It is situated immediately

• to the right of the oil-pump plunger

on the connection between the pump
barrel and the sight, feed lubricator, and
is covered by a small set screw. It is

usual in pack'ing the pump plunger gland

to use asbestos string.

Belt Trouble.

My machine, a 3^ h.p. Rudge
Multi, has run 3,750 miles, about
half of which has been done with
my wife as pillion passenger.

. The motor cycle has given every
satisfaction, but I want your help in

ciioosing a suitable belt, as I have used
four already in the above distance.

One of these was a lin. belt, which I

found was not flexible, and would not
bend . round the pulley on low gear.

Consequently, I have konked out on
hills through not being able to get
down to the bottom of the pulley.

This belt has lost some of the rubber
from its sides after a few miles only.

There is another item which has caused
me a little trouble. The heads of

the right-hand spokes on the back wheel
keep breaking occasionally, always in

the same place.—W.H.
Excessive belt wear in connection with
the Rudge Multi transmission is usually
the result of incorrect methods of driv-

'

ing. You certainly appear to have been
unfortunate, and we suggest that you take
special care when manipulating the gear
to effect the changes gradually, working
the gear, lever notch by notch. Under
no circujiistances should you move it

suddenly from one extreme to the other.

You will understand that a lin. belt

used on the multi gear does not permit
so low a ratio as a gin. belt. The spoke
breakages in the rear wheel may also be
the result of violent gear changing and
harsh use of the clutch.

Fitting a Gear.

Can a three-speed Sturmey-
Archer countershaft gear be
fitted to a single-speed standard

^ h.p. 1914 Rudge?—W.E.H.
A Sturmey-Archer three-speed counter-

shaft gear might be fitted to the single-

speed 1914 Rudge motor cycle, provided
you could obtain a special bottom bracket

to carry the gear. The fitting of this

would necessitate rebuilding of the rear

part of the frame. Consult the makers.

Overheating.

I have a 1911 3^ h.p. motor

qI cycle whicli gives a lot of trouble

> through overheating ; could you
-2J give me some advice how to keep

it cool? Also could you let me
know the exact valve timing tor this

engine, and the best size jet for solo

work? The engine has just been over-

hauled.—N.E.S.
Since your engine has just been over-

hauled, the overheating is most likely the

result of late ignition timing. The best

setting for the ignition is as follows :

Retard the magneto control two-thirds,

rotate the engine until piston is at the

top of the compression stroke, and then
connect the magneto drive when the con-

tact breaker points are just separating.

Valve timing as follows : . The exhaust
valve should close as the piston reaches

the top of the e.xhaust stroke, and the
inlet valve at this point should be just

commencing to open. The most suitable

size for the jet is No. 32.

Glancing at this sidecar one would not suspect that it is equipped with a hood, yet by opening

lockers for which the arm rests form the lids, a hood can be raised in.;lantly. The sidecar

was one of the attractions on the Harley-Davidson stand at the recent Olympia Show
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Life oi Machine.

I have recently purchased a

^1 good, sound 1915 Douglas, which
> I use for taking me into busi-

-iJ ness every day. The distance is

eleven miles, making a total run
of twenty-two per day. The machine
is in sound condition, and the roads
are splendid. Now, do you consider

this daily run, for an indefinite time,

too hard on the machine?—V.B.
A daily run of twenty-two miles will

not overta.^ your machine, provided it

has a certain amount of attention. Given
reasonably good fortune, you should
easily achieve a mileage of 5,000 without
serious repairs or renewals being necessi-

tated; The machine should then be

thoroughly examined, after which it

should be good for the same, or even a

greater, distance.

A Complicated Accident.

I should be much obliged for

^ your opinion on the following

5 matter. Recently I was driving
-iJ my 8 h.p. and sidecar outfit from

Barnet towards London, and just

before reaching Whetstone a pedal

cyclist, who was evidently riding out-

side the range of my two head lights

on the left of the road, and whom
neither I nor ray wife saw, suddenly
shot in front about 10ft. away. I

applied my brakes and brought my
machine to a standstill, but not before

colliding with the cyclist in the rear.

The impact was- sufficient to turn my_
handlebars in the head, and just to

send my machine on to the tramlines

on the other side. A Ford car, coming
in the opposite direction, ran into me,

and caused considerable damage to my
outfit. I was driving on the tramlines

on the left of the road ; the Ford on
the lines on its side of the road. Jly

wife was injured on the head and arm,
and while I was attending to her the

cyclist disappeared, so I did not get

his address. The Ford owner has now
sent on a claim for £30 damage to his

car, which I shall dispute. When the

car hit me I was stationary, ily speed

when I hit the cyclist was 18 m.p.h. I

estimate the speed of the car at ap-

proximately 25 to 30 m.p.h. The Ford
owner told me he was fully insm-ed.

Unfortunately, I am not. The Ford's

front axle was pushed back about 6in.,

and other minor damages. My sidecar

body was smashed, chassis bent, and
front forks badly buckled. Will you
please inform me if, under the circum-
stances; the car owner can hold me
liable? This accident would not have
happened if the cyclist had carried a

rear light.—A.G.C.
The evidence which you place before us
is somewhat confused, and, in certain

senses, contradictory. The accident ap-

pears to have been one of those occur-

rences in which neither of the parties

involved could legally be blamsd. We
think your best course will be to submit
the whole matter for the arbitration of

the Automobile Association, since you
are both members. Although, of course,

the lack of the rear light on the pedal
cycle was the initial cause of the accident,

the law at the time did not compel the
carrying of a rear light on cycles, and,
consequently, ' you could not proceed
against the cyclist on that account.

BI4.

Sprocket Sizes.

My present top gear on a 3j^ h.p. motor cycle and sidecar

? (fitted with Bowden gear) is 5
-^ to 1. I am anxious to lower the

top gear to about 5 to 1, and
should esteem your assistance. At
present the sprocket on the engine-
shaft Js 13t., countershaft sprocket
28t., with Sin. pulley and 19in. belt

rim. I propose changing the counter-

shaft sprocket from 28t. to 30t.

Would this have the desired effect?

—

J.P.

With the sprockets and pulleys at present
fitted to your machine the gear is 5.1 to

I. A thirty-tooth sprocket on a counter-
shaft would give you 5.5 to I. The best

way of reducing the gear to 5 to 1 would
be to retain the present countershaft
sprocket, and fit one with eleven teeth on
the engine-shaft, if this is possible.

READERS' REPLIES.

Oil Slinging bom Gear Box.

Referring to " G.N. 's "'query on page
617 of your issue of November 20th, I

experienced the same trouble of oil

slinging on my 3^ h.p. Rover about six

months ago, causing excessive belt slip,

and covering everything in oil. After
endless trouble, I got over the difficulty

by taking down the gear box and fitting

a stout felt washer, and using thicker

grease in the box, being careful to fill it

only just up to the shaft. At first I

thought the oil came from the engine
through the chain case to the belt pulley,

but in the end I found all the trouble

was from th* gear box.—H. Vincent-.

Fedden.

On page 688 of the issue of November
27th there is a reply to a question re-

garding an Ariel gear box. Apparently
this' requires a new felt washer, and, if

the pawner will have this sent along to us,

we shall be pleased to do what is neces-

sary. The grease we recommend for our-

gear box is Price's Belmoline " B," and
we use this ourselves. Ordinary engine
oil is not satisfactory.

—

Ahiel Wokks,
Ltd.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES. ^

Froue to Holyhead.—P.L.
Frome, Bath; Swainswick, Stroud, Glou-

cester, Tewkesbury, Worcester, Kidder-
minster, Bridgnorth, Shrewsbury, Oswes-
try, Llangollen, Corwen, Bettws-y-Coed,
Bangor, Holyhead. Approximately 210
miles.

HlGHG.^TE 10 MaBPLE.—F.G,
Highgate, Finchley, Barnet, St. Albans,

Dunstable, Fenny Stratford, Stony Strat-

ford, Towcester, Weedon, Daventry,
Ashby, Kilsby, join Watling Street and
straight on to Atherstone, Burton, Tut-
bury, Sudbury, Ashbourne, ilayfieldj

Leek, ilacclesfield, Marple.

Leicester to Tooting.—E.J.H.
Leicester, Lutterworth, Kilsby, Daven-

try, Weedon, Towcester, Stony Stratford,

Fenny Stratford, Dunstable, St. Albans,
Elstree, Edgware, straight on to Marble
Arch, Park Lane, Kni^tsbridge, Bromp-
ton Road, Fulham Road, Battersea
Bridge, Clapham Common, Balhara,
Tootmg.

National Union oi Manufactuters

We are informed that the British

Rubber Tyre Manufacturers' Association

has recently jouied the National Union

cf Manufacturers.

Petrol Taps and Motor Fittings.

Messrs. S. A. Laniplugh, Ltd., King's

Road, Tyseley, Birmingham, send, us an

exceedingly well got up catalogue of

petrol taps, compression taps, and other

useful fitments. In it is described lucidly

and in detail the ingenious throttle-con-

trolled automatic oil pump for motor

cyclists marketed by this firm.

^Arden Two-stioke Engines.

We learn that these engines, which

were recently described in the pages of

The Motor Cycle, are now being produced

in fairly large quantities. The Endurance

Cycle Co., Sheepcote Street, Birmingham,

who are the sole distributing agents, are

now rapidly booking up contracts for 1920

production.

McLean Fork Springs.

For some time we have been testing ,

the McLean spring on a 4 h.p. Triumph.

This was described in TKe Motor Cycle,

October 16th, page 425. It has proved to

be eminently satisfactory, as it greatly

improves the appearance of the machine

and renders the riding most comfortable.

The McLean spring fork is in future to

be handled by the Gosport Engineering

Co., Jjosport, Hants.-

Welding Repairs in Ireland.

Messrs. Barimar, Ltd., inform us that

they have now opened a branch depot at

185, Great Brunswick Street, Dublin,

Ireland, where they will undertake all

welding repairs, and thus save unneces-

sary delay in sending these to the head

office in London.
Tliis . firm also intends to open

branches in France, Australia, , New
Zealand, Delhi, Calcutta, Bombay,
Madras, Karachi, Burma, Ceylon, South

and East Africa, Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden.

Dissolved Acetylene.

Numerous queries have reached us in

the past concerning the lighting of motor

cycles by dissolved acetylene. The re-

quirements of our readers are now being

carefully studied by Messrs. Allen-Liver-

sidge, Ltd., 106, Victoria Street, London,
S.W.I, and this firm will shortly place

on the market a cylinder for motor cycles.

The dimensions of this will be lOin. x3in.,

and the weight will not be excessive on
either solo machines or sidecar outfits.

The cylinder is of steel, and is fitted with
a gauge at its base showing how much
gas there is inside. The cylinders will

be sold at £3, and refills will be obtain-

able for 3s. Roughly speaking, one of

these cylinders will light a head lamp
for the space of twenty-four hours.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First Vi words or less 2/-, and 2d. tor every

additioual word. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts, conditions, and special terms

to regular trale advertisers will be quoted on
application.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

advertisements should be made payabIe___--r-557
to ILIFffi & SONS Ltd., and crossed,--*

—

'

Treasury Notes, being untraceable it lost in

transit, shouli not be sent as remittances.

All aiverasj;nencs in this section sbould be

aoeo spaniel with remittance, and be addressed

to the olflces ol "The Motor Cycle," Herttord

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the ofllces oi

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or london (20,

Tudor St., E.G.4), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day ot issue.

AU tetters relating to advertisements Ehould

quote the number which is printed at the end ol

each advertisement, anl the date ot the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoil mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
I

For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
iddressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle *' Office.

kVhen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
egistration and to cover postage on replied must be added
:o the advertisement charge, which must include the
vords Bo.^ o:")o, c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only the number
viU appsar in the advertisement. All replies shoula be
idressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

I.e. 4. Replies to Box Number adverlisentettts coniaimng
emittances should be sent by regisfcreti post, but ht all suck
ases it 's advisable to make use ol Hie Deposit System.

In the ca^e ot motor cycles ofTered for sale under a box
lumbsr. as it is unusual for these to be sold without first

ieingin->}e3telb7 the intending purchaser, advertisers will

acilitate busiaass by embodying In their advertisements
ome mdntion ot the district in which the machine
Oered may be seen an»1 tried.

mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknoi\'n persons
lay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
leposit Systeni. If the money be deposited with "The
[otor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The tirae allowed for a decision after receipt of the
oods is thre# days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
nount to the seller, but, if not, we return-the amount
) the d3p03itor, and each party to the transaction pays
irriage one -way. For all transactions up to £10, a
eposit fee of i /- is charged: on transactions over ^10
ad undsr ^fso, thefee is 2 /6 : overjf5o and under£75, 5/-;
rer f75 and under £100, 7/6; and on all transactions
/er f loo, k % All deposit matters are dealt with at
Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and-money

'ders ..ho'ild be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is ah
dication thit the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

Deposit Syitem. Other advertisers may be equall;
sirous, but have no*; advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive nc

iswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
lence as an indication that the goods advertised have
ready 'been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
any enquiries that It is quite impossible to reply to
icb one by post.

VAUCHOPES
[5429
in ex-

Victoria St..

[5439

Our stock includes the following Machines

NEW.
No. H.P. Machine. Year. Price.

12154. 2J CLYNO 1920 £63
12163. 4 BLACKBURNE and Sidecar ... 1920 £135 5
I2i6i. 8 NEW IMPERIAL and Sidecar . 1919 —
12183. 4 DOUGLAS 1919 £105
12209. 4j QUADRANT Combination 1920 £122 10
12212. 4i QUADRANT, solo 1920 £95
[2197. 2i DOUGLAS 191Q £81)

2j DOUGLAS, 3-spsefd 1920 £90
4 DOUGLAS Combination 1920 £145

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.

12074. 5 ZENITH, Gradua gear 1914 £84
12059. 8 MATCHLESS, single gear 1913 £72 10
12012. 3.V CORAH-J.A.P. 1912 £48
12193. 4 DOUGLAS 1919 £116
12186. 23 O.K.-JUNIOR 1917 £SS
ii7'^2. 3i RUDGE 1913 £45
12152.4 TRIUMPH 1916 £8T 10
12156. 3l RUDGE-MULTI 1915 £75
12079. 2i TRIUMPH JUNIOR 1914 £52 fo
12169. 3i N.S.0 — £22 10
12187. 3.! TRIUMPH 1914 £57 10
12205. H CHATER-LEA 1914 £45
12206. 5-6ZENITH 1914 £57 10

I MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

A.B.C.

A-B.C. Motor Cvcle : first delivery option for premium.
What offeis?-Box L6.148, c/o The Motor Cycle.

A .B.C. 1914 31i.p. Twin, fast, sporty model
, cellent condition

; £62.—Barker, 13, Vict(

I

Clifton, Bristol.

JONES' Garage, special agents for A.B.O., Broad-
way, MusweU Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [0026

A.B.C.—Deliveries commencing after the Show. Have
you ordered ?—Prompt deliveries from Victor

Horsman, Ltd., 7, Mount Pleasant, liiverpool. [0021

FANCOURT'S Garage. Stamfoid, for A.B.C.'s; sole
distributing agent for Soke of Peterboro' and

County of Rutland ; particulars and illustrations on
request, [0056

A.B.C. — Book early and prevent disappointment.
Specification and full particulars will be sent on

application.—The Spalding Motor Co.. Ltd.. Spaldins.
distributing agents for Lincolnshire [0015

Abingdon.
brand new T.T. show
Showrooms, 116-118,

Btompfon Bd., opposite Main Building, S.W.I. [5332

1Q19 6-7h.p, Abingdon King Dick Combination.
-*-*' 3-speed, countershaft, fully eanipped, spare
tyre and tube, new July; £155, or nearest otfer.-
Arnold, 35, Oldridge Ed., Balham, S.W. [5793

ABINGDON King Dick 3V.h.p. T.T. Jlodel, with
Alabon clutch, Binks carburetter, T.T. bars,

Moseley tyres aS new, lamps, horn, in excellent condi-
tion throughout; £45; exchanges.—R. D- Varly.
Thundersley, Essex. [5996

A.J.S.

A .J.S. Speci;.lists and Agents: The Walsall Gara.-;

3ih.p. Abingdon King Dick,
2 model.—Harrods Motor

Walsall. Tel. : 444.

"IQ20 A.J.S. Combination in stock;
J-*^ Cross, Agent, PvOtherbam.

CROW Bros., High St.. Gnildtord. i
since 1912, accept no premiums.

list

[9574

price.—
[X1087
apents
[X7943

/ •"HOW Bios..
V> Eince 1912.

High St.. Uuildrcrd. A J a
Uelivenes have hegui

A.J.S. 2i„h.p. 3-speed T.T.
£55.—2b, St. Mary St.,

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
12166. 8 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1919 £167 15
12010. 7-9JAMES-HOWARTH Comb. .. 1914 £125 ul

12120. 3.V KERRY-ABINGDO.M Comb. .. 1914 £72 10
12082. 5-6 INDIAN Combination 1913 £125
12000. 7-9 INDIAN Combination 1913 £85 l

6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1917 £155
3.\ DENE and Sidecar 1912 £45 (1

4~ DOUGLAS Combination 1919 £125
4 A.J.S. and Sidecar 1915 £130
8 WILLIAMSON Combination . . 1914 £110
5-6 RUDGE-MULTI and Sidecar .. 1914 £87 10
4 (twin) ZENITH and Sidecar . . . 1919 £145
4 TRIUMPH and Sidecar 1918 £125

I2i54. 7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Comb. . 1915 £150
12188. 6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1913 £87 10

4 DOUGLAS Combination 1919 £120
3^ RUDGE MULTI ..1916 £130
7-9 INDIAN Combination 1913 £77 10
6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1913 £82 10
5-6 INDIAN and Sidecar 1914 £80
6 ROYAL ENFIELD and Sidecar 1918 £165
4 TRIUMPH 1916 £84

12184.
12207.
12196.
12T01.
11977-
12159.
12164.
12134.

12189
12136,
12168,

11983.
12204.

12203.

SECOND-HAND CARS.

12135. - CARDENA Cycle Car, 7-9 h.p.' Har-
iey-Davidson engine £145

12099. 8 DUO Car, J.A.P. engine £150

SIDECARS.

modal, all on, v^ry fast;
Woolwich. [X1069

11014 A.J.S, Combination, in perfect running order,
l-L^ all tvres new; £98.-26, Castlebar Mews, Ealing.

[5602

A.J.S. Brand New 6h.p. Combination, screen, spare
wlieel, tvre:—Parker's, Bradshawgate, Bolton.

^ ' [X1115
A.J.S. 1914-15 Combination,^ as new, spares and ac-

cessories
:

Wood,
fllO.-S., 6, Neville Court, St. John's

.

[5394

A.J.S. Spares; engine and gear box repairs; prompt
delivery.-^Cyril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot. Wol-

verhampton T.A. : Parts. [2237

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch, tick start;
£97, or exchange for lightweight and cash.—35,

Rosemary Ed., Clacton-on-Sea. [5376

WAUCHOPES, 9, Shoe Lane, London; 1915 A.J.S.
4-5h.p mechine, 3-speed and clutch and kick

starter, with coachbuilt sidecar; £130. [5991

33h.p. A.J.S., 3
4 tion; £60

Canoelet Minor.
Canoelet D4.
Canoelet K4.
Canoelet K3.

Royal Ruby.
" Wauchope's

'

" Wauchope's

'

Williamsons.

No. 1.

No. 2.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Christmas

Holidays, the issue of "The
Motor Cycle" for January
1st will be closed earlier
than usual. All copy and
instructions for Miscella-
neous Advertisements must
therefore be in our hands
not later than first post on
Tussday. December 23rd.

The Latest 19T9
J.A.P. TWIN-CYLINDER6h.p. J.A.P. TWIN-CYLINDER ENGINES.

From Stock. Trade supplied. Terms on application
these include extras. 50 engines, for immediate dcliverv

£37 10s. each.

te20nd-hand Machines taken n Part Payment. Good
price allowed. Maker's guarantee.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, E.C.4.

'Phone: Holbom $yyy
'Grams: Opificer, Fleet, London.

kick starter, splendid condi-
tion ; £60 ; seen in Derby by appointment.—

Snyer, Hill Bank, Quarndoiii near Derby. [5383

A.J.S. Combination, jnst delivered, brand new, spare
wheel, spring seat-pillar, wind screen, tools ; i200

cash, or ofEe;:.—Box 955. c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1019

A.J.S.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd.,
Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd.. Ply-

moufi Sole agents. Now booking for earliest de-
liveries. [0061

1 Q 15 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 3-speed, counter-
-i-t' shaft, kick start, screen, 3 lamps, new Watford
speedometer, sound condition; £110.-18, Cecil Av.,
Wembley. ' [X1091

1 Q IS 6h.p. A.J.S. and Sidefar, 3-speed. counter-
-LiJ shaft, hand-controlled clutch, complete with
lamps and horn; £110; in very good running order.
—Bo.v L6,20I, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6003

A.J.S. 1915 Sli.p. Combination, complete lamps, horn,
spare , wheel and tyre, liood, screen, luggage

grid, etc., excellent condition; £125.—Rey. Copleston.
\Vidworthy Rectory, Honiton, Devon. [5869

1 (Q 19',{. A.J.S. Combination. 3 Lucas lamps, hood,
--»/ screen, horn, speedometer, spare wheel, sprinff
">at-pillar, tools, excellent cniditinn ; owner bnvine car:
£180.—Naylor, Lea Haven, Oldnall Rd.-, Kidderminster.

[X0921
"IQ19 A.J.S., delivered Nov. 16th, wind ficreen, spare
JLv wheel, apron, 4 brass lamps, big' head lamp cost
£14, 2 pidecnr lamps, fitted like a oar, electric lighting,
2 accumulators; best over £200. —Gee, 65, AbleweM St.
Walaall. [X0675

A.J.S., 1919, military model, 6h.p.. ridden 70 miles,
condition uew, Lu'";w horns, lighting set, tools.

—3-3peed, Tan-Sad; first offer over £130 securer; pri-
vnte.—Apply, Harry Perry, 98, Grange Park Rd., Lev-
ton. E.IO. [5695

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. BI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOH SALE.
A.J.S.

1Q19 A.J.S. Combination, hood, apron, curtains,
-I-*-' lamps. Klaxon, Watford trip speedomet'^r,
special Triplex wind screen, spare wheel, plugs, tools,

knee-grips, insurance £250. This excslhnt turnout to
bs sold complete with 8ft.x6ft. portable garage, 5sin.
matfhboarding, felt roof, bolts; £225; no offers. Seen
in London by appointment.—^Box L6,076, c/o The
Motor Cycle, [5301

1Q19 A.J.S. Combination (mid-Sept.), spare wheel,
i«7 luggage carrier, apron, screen, mat, tools,

pump, mileage under 900, all tyres practically as new,
Lucas King of Road head, T.W.R. side, P. and H.
rear, Watford speedometer, foot Klaxon, Lucas horn,
Clayrite mirror, handle-bar muffs; £195; would ex-

change 1920 Morgan, cash adjustment; Friday, after
6.-64, Gladsmuir Rd., Highgate, N.19. [5674

A.J.S. 1916 5-6h.p., 3-speed countershaft, inter-

changeable wheels, kick starter, hand clutch, spare
wheel nearly new, wicker sidecar, special carriers,

apron, skin mat, engine lately overhauled (£20), new
enamelled tank, combination lamps, bsst horn, spare
chains, new valves, etc., perfect order, negotiating 2-

seater; best offer over £110; also light cane sidecar lor

3>2h.p. engine, £7.—Sedgwick, Kirkby Lonsdale, West-
morland. [5698

Alldays.
ALLONS at Gourlay's, Fallowfield,

ALLON, 1919 (July), 2-speed. clutch, spare belt, eplen
did condition, tyres unpunctured ; £65,

Manchester.
[2832

Rd., Horsham.
Hurst
[5398

ALLON 1916 2-stroke, 2-speed, Dnnlops, head lamp
horn, etc.—Wilkins, Simpson and Co., opjinsite

Olympia, London. [5445

ALLDAYS, Alien, 1917, excellent condition throughout,
ridden only week-ends ;

"

'

Leonard's
[X0810

JONES' Garage. Bpecial
Broadwav, Muswell

£45.-49, St
Rd., Mortlake,' S.W,

agents for Alldays Allen,
Hill, N.lO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. [0027

ALLON, September, 2-speed, clutch, kick, acces-
sories, mileage 200, faultless; bargain, £65.-55,

Watling St., Wellington. Salop. [X1092

ALLON 1920 Model de Luxe, delivered Dec. 8, 2
speeds, handle-bar, F.E., clutch, kick-starter;

listed £70. Streatham 2384^ or after 7.-63, Foxbourne
Rd., Balham. [5626

1 Q19 AlIoD 2-streke, 2-speed, clutch and kick starter,
JL«7 recent deliverv, little used, together with lamps,
horn, and Tan-Sad; £75.—Phillips, 57, Plumstead Com-
mon Rd., Plumstead, S.E.18. [X0678

ALLDAYS 2^.p.. July, 1919, perfect condition, un-
punctured, net ridden 400 miles, stored lost two

months, horn, and lamps; £60, or nearest; Shropshire.
—Box 947, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X0949

ALLON, 1916, accessories, has run under 300 miles,
since fitted with new type engine, saddle tank, leg

shields. Renolds chains, excellent condition ; £50, no
offers.—Wykes, Rothley, Leicester. [X0951

8h.p. Twin Alldays Combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick
starter, enclosed chain drive, hood, screen, speed-

ometer, lamps, under 5,000 miles, 1915; £105.-191,
Shernhall St., Walthamstow, E.17. [5355

ALLON, 1917, 2-speed, recently overhauled, excel-
lent condition, brake and chain guards fitted,

lamps, horn, owner-driven; 52 gns., near offer.—Mor-
ven, Canonbie Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.. [5677.

ALLDAYS Alion, 1917, 2^4h.p., 2-Bpeed, speedometer,
Klaxon, lamps, tools, band brakes, perfect condi-

tion, recently overhauled; £55.-68, Primrose Mnn-
eions, Battersea Park. (After 5, Saturday 2.) [5594

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Allon. Earliest
delivery, in strict rotation, at makers' prices

ruling at time of delivery. — 9-10-11, Royal Parade,
London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [5922

1Q19 2'^ih.p. Allon De Luxe, 2-speed, kick starter,
M-ij hand control clutch, electric lights, leg shields,
and accessories, absolutely new, only been 200 miles,
perfect; bargain, £72/10; Cambridge.—Box L6,l,75,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [5954

Ariel.

ARIELS.—Gourlay, Agent, Fallowfield, Manchester.
[2833

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, Ariel agents,
supply at makers* prices. [X7944

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Ariels.—
Chapel \sh Depot, Wolverhampton. [X8625

ARIEL, brand new S^^h.p., 3-speed countershaft
model, just arrived ; list price.—Moss, Wem.

[X1146
ARIEL 1919 Sy^h.p., 3 speeds, F.E., K.S., counter-

shaft, lamps; and horn ; 86 gns.—K. Swabey, Asb-
tead, Suriey. [5316

for Ariels, Broad-
and Woodside Parade.

[0028

JONES' Garage, special
way. Muswell Hill. N.lO,

North Finchley.

ARIEL_Combination, 3'^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, wicker
sidecar; cash £50, cheap.-Fair View, Cranham

Park, Upminster, [5514'

ARIEL 1920 3Voh.p.
in stock; £130.-

South Kensington.

Combination, Millford sidecar
-Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd.,

[5757

XMAS
PRESENTS

Ready for

Immediate Delivery.

In order to make room
for 1920 models, we
have reduced the
prices of our Second-
hand Stock.

SOLO MACHINES.
CONNAUGHT, I9H, single gear £30
RUDGE Multi, 1914, 3ih.p., speedo-

meter £65
ilAMESp 1915, 2;i h.p., 2-stroke, 2-sp. £46
NEW RYDER, 1919, 2} h.p. J.A.P.,

2-speed £57
TRIUMPH, r9i4, 4 h.p., 3-speed ... £65
IVY, rgie, 2} h.p., 2-5troke, 2-Epeed. £80
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., W.D. model, as

new £63
RUBY, 8 h.p. J.A.P., W.D. model . .£115

KEW MODELS.
VERUS, 2? h.p., 2-stroke,

2 -speed, kick start, clutch £75

CLYNO, 2] h.p., 2-5troke,
2-spsed £63

Millford, Montgomery & Canoelet
Sidecars.

Immediate Delivery.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1919, 7-9 hp-,

electric £205

ROVER 1915. 3l h.p., 3-speed £90

INDIAN, 1916, 7-9 b-P-. Powerplus. £138

SUNBEAM, 1918, 3jh-P-. 3-5peed,

sporting Sidecar £170

REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2-speed £84

B.S.A-, 1915, 4 l^'P-j chain-cmn-belt. £128

ARIEL, 1919. 3* h.p., 3-5pced £125

math Mm ^(ut
£o>ukn W. 1.

100, Poms St, €x^.
Telegrams :

" Abdicate, Wesdo,
London.'

Telephone :

Museum 557.
Telegram 3

:

" Cnmbustion, Exeter."
Telephones Exeter 933

M,OTOR

'^^L OFSATlSliO^

MOTOR CYCLES
Ariel.

SVah.p. and 6h.p.

;

FOR SALE.

ARIEL, SVah.p. nnd 6h.p. ; early deliTeries; nil

spare parts stocked. — F, Speukmnn, Ariel Ex-
pert, 7, Rochdale Rd., Harpurhey, Manchester. [4020

ARIEL SV^h.p., good condition, belt, tyres, tubei,
mag., nearly new ; bargain, £30.—Bds. Iblis,

.

Salvation Hut, Tank Corps Depot, Wareham. [5910

1 )Q19 Ariel Combination fitted, -with 3-speed counter-
J-iy shaft gear, 1*. and H. head lamp, Lucas horn, in
very good order; £95.—King and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge
St., Cambridge. [5479

ARIEL SVs-lh.p. Combination, Oct., 1917. 2 lamps,
horn, luggage carrier, some spares, insurance

policy, splendid condition; £110.—Crosscliffe, First
Av., Gillingham, Kent. [5806

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Ariel. Earliest
delivery, in strict rotation, at makers' prices

ruling at time ol delivery. — 9-10-11, Royal Parade,
London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [5924

Auto=Wheels
TjyALL Auto-Wheel, perfect; 12 gns.

-

Peter St., Tiverton.

AUTO-WHEEL for sale, in perfect order;
Brook, Burnham, Somerset.

W^

Wntson, St.

[s:i02i

£9.—
[4688

AUTO^WHEEIi, eplendid order; fl2.-Hall, next to

Green Man Hotel, Whetstone, Middlesex. [5371

WALL Auto-Wheel, perfect running order: £12.—
Swame, Red House Farm, Amesbury, Wilts.

[X0887
ALL Auto Wheel, Model de Luxe, just delivered,

never used; first £23/10 secures.—Swift, Howard
St., Ledbury, Herefordshire. [5579

AUTO-WHEEL, fitted to almost new 3-speed B.S.A.
cycle, complete lamps ; f28 ; would separate.—

Jackson's Garage, Horsham. [5409

AUTO-WHEEL, thoroughly overhauled, and now in

. perfect condition ; 10 gns., or nearest oiler.—Jack
Pruen, Oxford St., Weston-super-Mare. [5361

AUTO-WHEEL de Luxe, by Wall, 2-8peed gear, free

engine, fan-cooled, stored during war; 15 gns., or

with strong Sunbeam cycle, fitted for same, and with I

Brooks B130 saddle. 20gna.—H. B. Tollord. Evesham.
(D) [X0962

WALL'S Model de Luxe Auto-Wheel, purchased
August last, ridden about 120 miles with cycle,

3-speed gear, strengthened frame. Clincher Vacuum tan-

dem carrier tvres; £26: seen bv appointment London.—
Box L6,149, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5430

Bat.

6 h.p. Bat-Jap and sidecar, 2-speed countershaft, clutch,

good condition; £75.-43, Morley.Rd., Lewisham.
[552]

BAT.—Sole Birmingham agents. The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Biimingham. 'Phone: Central

4310. [6563

B.A.T.—We can give earliest delivery of all models;
solo in stock.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd., South

Kensington. [5758.'

AT-J.A.r.'s.—Immediate delivery all models. Orders
"

accepted in rotation.-W. H. .Grimes and Co.. 18. '

Brnton Place, Bond St., W. [4648

1919, not
£130.-33,

Ewhurst Ed., Orolton Park, S.B.4. [6497

AT-J.A.P., 8h.p., chain drive, countershaft gear,

Coronet coach sidecar ; £75.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Union St. South, Halifax. [6564

4T-J.A.P., 6h.p., 2-speed, picked engine, T.T.

bars, large tank; evenings; 48 gns.—120, Marl-

B^

B AT-J.A.P., K.S., 3 speeds, new Oct.,

riddeD 100 miles, perfect condition
;"

B^

B^ „
borough Flats, Walton St., Chelsea, S.W.3. [6010

Blackburne.

CROW Bros.,- High St., Gflildford, are old Black-

burne agents, and invite enquiries. [X7945

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
' agent for Blackburne motors ; early delivery. [5297

JONES' Garage, special agents for Blackburne?,
Bro,^dway, Muswell Hill, N.lO, and Woodside.

Parade, North Finchley. [0029

33.h.p. Blackburne, o.h.v., fixed gear, Bosch, Amac,
4 new tubes,' belt and tyre, -wants few adjustments

;

must sell; £16.-20, Herberton Rd., Bournemouth.
[6449

LACKBURNE.—New 1920 4h.p. models actually

stock; no premium required.—Chandler, I

Heyre and Williams, Hitchin, Herts. 'Phone : 165
Hitchin. [0062

WAUCHOPE S, 9, Shoe Lane, London; 4h.p. new
3-speed countershaft Blackburne, 3-speed coun-

tershaft, Sturmey-Archer gear, with sidecar; £135/6;
could be sold without sidecar. [5987

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Blackburne. Earliest

delivery, in strict rotation, at makers' prices

ruling at time of delivery.— 9-10-11, Royal Parade,

London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone ; Croydon .2450. [5925

B^

Bown.
2^ih.p., 2-speed, brand new

;

BOWNS-VILLIERS, -,.^.,., --,--,, „ „
in stock at £62/10.—Charles Moxham and Co,

32, Torwood St., Torquay. \ [5463

BOWN, 1919, 3h.p. Dalm engiua, perfect condition,

lamps and horn, new; £50.-72, Vernon Ed.,--'
, [5374Copnor, Portflmouth, Hants.

Ei8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas,

23.I1.P. Douglas, 2 speeds, late model, renovated;
4 48 gns. : exchange combination.—81, Dundee

Ed., South Norwood. [5670

DOUGLAS, 1915, 23,4h.p., 2-speed, overhauled and
renovated: £ 45.—Franklin, 357a, North End

Ed., Fulham, S.W.e. [4798

1Q19 4h.p. Douglas, indistinguishable from new, lamp
-""Y sets, black and tilated ; £100.—Dawson, 13. Re-
gent's Terrace, Cambridge. ^ ;X0650
T)OUGLAS, 1916, 2=ih.p., 2-speed, T.T., buffer,
.*-' heavy Diinlops, genuine, smart machine.—SOgns
—21, Newton Av., Acton. [5947
'pwp 1917 4h.p. 3-speea Douglas Combinations: any
-»- trial; £95, £85: stamu, reply; no ofiers.-Olegg,
1, Shirley Ed., Southampton. [5726

3 -SPEED 2^4h.p. Douglas, hand-operated clutch
kick starter, Lucas lighting, as new; £75.-19,

Highgate Av., Highgate, N. [5807

piOUGLAS 2?ih.p., late 1914, 2-speed, verv fast, per-
•^-^ feet condition, stored during war, new valves, rings,
chain, tyre and tubes.—Below.

^h.p. Douglas Combination, overhauled, new bearings
j; throughout, valves, rings, tvres, tubes, belt new
Below.

"TklSMANTLING SVih.p. Douglas, all parts except^ magneto; 3h.p. Kerry engine, with pulley, car-
buretter, and exhaust lift; offers wanted.^Stannaid,
Lynn Ed. Bakery, Downham, Norfolk. [6582
r)0UGL.4.SES.-CalI at Smith's for your nest
+r Douglas.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill, oppo-
site Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0093
"I Q20 Douglas Models, Now delivering 2?ili.p 3-
±-^ speed, £90; 4h.p. combination, £145.-Moflat,
Uouglas agent. Teovil. 'Phone: 50. [1103

Oah.p. Douglas, 1915, 2-speed, thoroughly overhauled,
/^^ perfect condition, bargain; £50.—Cooke, 33,
Hoveden Rd., Cricklewood, N.W.2. [5855

SMITHS have in stock new VV.D. 2^4h.b. Douglases
at 70 gns.—Smith's, 10-16, Haverstock Hill

opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0083

"piOUGLAS 4h.p. Combination, brand new; immediate
i

-•-' dehvery.—Pearson and Sopwith, Ltd., 60, Morti-
imer St., W.l. 'Phone; Museum'4169. [5461
"TkOUGLAS 2")4h.p., W.D. type, mileage 80, leg-
-^ shields, horn; £75; appointment only.—Lieut.
Franklyn, King's Arms, Berkhamstead. [5765

"PJOUGLAS, 2"/ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick starter,
--^ speedometer, good condition; £45, no offers;
stamp.—Darke, North Cheam, Surrey. [5866
pjOTJGLAS, a-'jjh.p., W.D., horn, spares, nncrated
»-' Aug., 1919, ridden 800 miles, perfect- 60 gns.—
6, St. Margaret's Ed., Plumstead, S.E.18. [X0830
TTJOUGLAS 2'!ih.p., (speed, uncrated in October, ahso-
f-' liitely perfect, well eguipped, beautiful machine:
£65.-60. Walliugford Av., N. Kensington. [5616

"TJOUGLAS 2')4h.p., 2-speed, 1919, splendid condi-
^-' tion. accessories; £68.—Clifford Wilson Mfg
Co., 70. Royal Hospital Ed.. Chelsea, S.W.3. [5820

fjiOR Immediate Delivery, two brand new WD 2%l
-•- h.p. Douglases: £65 a-piece.—Edwards and Parry, 4.
Blenheim St., Bond St., W.l. ,Mayfair 2666. [5551

MITH'S for Second-hand 1916 2^4h.p. Douglases,
overhauled, from 50 gns.—Smith's, 10-16, Haver-

stock Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station. [0092

"P^OUGLAS 2i5,4h.p., W.D., new June, lamps, etc., com-
^-' plete. good tyres, excellent condition; by appoint-
ment; £64.-E. W., 1, Spring St., Paddingtdn. [5393

"IQ19 Douglas W.D. 2%h.p., lamps. Klaxon,, .and
-J-t' spares, litle used, ready to ride awav; £80.— Blake
Noiton House, Midsomer Norton. 'Phone: 38. [X0981

:1O20 Douglases.—By one who knows; delay is

t" ,
diingerous.-Order yours now from the Douglas

specialist, Gibb, Gloucester. 'Phone : 852. [6340

T1Q16 4h.p. Douglaa Combination, complete with all
\^^ accessories, lamp, horn. etc.. in splendid condi-
tion; price £95.—Chapman, 42, Dnke St., Norwich.

i|r)OIJGLAS 2%lh.p., late 1915, 2-speed, Bosch,'Amic^r^ Dunlops (nearly new), semi-T.T., excellent condi-
tion; private, ownar; £55.-10, York Av., Brighton.

[5894
OTJGLAS, 2%h.p., 1915, generators, lamps, and
mechani-jal born tyres, and evervthing perfect-

.bargain, £48.-7 Recreation Ed., Sydenham, S.E.

rVOUGLAS 1915. 2%h.p., 2-speed, alumininm'"nd-' blue fitted with new Binks carburetter, long
xhaust. looks like new; £57/10.-Clarke, Queen St
Cxjuth [579^
(019 4h.p. Douglas Combination (September), run
^»^ 500 miles only, complete: owner going abroad;
K135, no offers.-Brereton, Hardham Rectory, Pul-
lorough. [5827
r\OUGLAS, 1916, very carefully used, overhauled^ and re enamelled, in guaranteed mechanical con-
lltion tyres and belt good; £52.-87, Station Rd.
inchley. [5705

s

w

1Q19 Douglas 4h.p. Combination, fltted with lamps
\,'i„

and Easting wind screen, splendid order; price
,130,—Apply, American Studios, 167, Commercial Ed
Portsmouth, [5377

MOTOR CYCI.KS lOR SALt

DOUOLAS 2'|]i.

Tiiii-Siid iiillinij,

Av., Actuu, W.3,

inlitiuii

very

Douglas.
1916. iiuiT;tteil (Ifto

, iii.nv liiiti]is, K!;txiii

f;i.st: i60.— Iliiwtci

[XC^O/

T\OUGLAS 2''.|]i.p., delivered new An?., 1917. Con-
J-^' tinental type, 3 spefls, liand i-lutfli, kirk r-taiit'i-,

Lncas lii^litinp set?* excellent condition; £65.—Pinirk-
ridge, Petersfield. [5878

DOUGLAS 41i.ii., 1918, good rondition. nnd uieoliani-

callr sound; exchnnge for Uite model 2^':il:.ii., m
countershaft Trinmijli ; no dealers. 11. Cowper (iaideus.
^^"all^ugton, Surrey. [5^19

"1 Q19 4h.p. Douglas Combination (Sept.J, latest clutch
A«-' fully ertuipped, lamps, horn, Saunders extra air

price £145.-Ynot done 1,000 miles
hay, I'eterborough,

kers, Fi^tUernuy
[X03i9

WAUCHOPE S, 9 Shoe Lane. London; 4h.p.
Douglas 1919 combination, not done more than

1.500 miles. £125; also Army model, 2-;4h,p., S-pneed.
\r.^\r . r^rjc . „„.„ fCQCnall black; £75; new. [59?5

H
~

• The best example 5
H of high-class light- M
• weight motor cycle ^
19 construction at the H
M recent Olympia S
j Show. H

I
•

I

I
A Postcard iviH bring M
you full particulars p|

I S. A. NEWMAN, |
9 LTD., ^M ASTON CROSS, Z
1 BIRMINGHAM.

JARISfOCMr!
I OF ITSTYPE I

1 Q 19 2'^41i-P- Douglas, 2-speed, brand new, 1 only
J- 1/ left in stock; £80 plus can iage.—Robinson s

Garage, 32-35. Green St., CarabridiiQi Tel.: 995 (2
lines). T.A. ; Bicycles. [5913

DOUGLAS, 2";4h.p.. new W.D. 2-;peed model. £60;
also a second-hand 2'',ih.p. 2-speed model, with

accessories; £60.—Elce and Co , 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av.. Camomile St., E.C.3. [0067

1 019 4h.p. Dougla.^ Comhinntiou, 3 speeds, clutch,
-*-t/ kick starter, inechnuical horn, .and accessories
couiplete,- condition as new; £140, no offers.—Box
L6,154, c/o T/te Motor Cycle. [5520

ACTUALLY in stork for innucdiate delivery, uo lue-
.mium, brand new 41i.p. Douglas oombinatinu:

first cheque secures.—Kdwaids and Parry, 4, lilenheim
St., Bond St., "W.l. Mayfair 2666. [5550

IQ 19 Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed. T.T. (August), 127 P.
-JLt/ and H. lamp set. horn, tools, etc., perfect order.
200 miles: 78 gn.^. ; delivered 50 miles.—Spratt, 10,
Hickey-s Grove,, Eiclimoml, Surrey. [5949

"IQ17 Douglas 4h.p. Combination. 3 speeds, and
jay clutch, enamel and plating good, also tyres,

new sidebar body; accept £92/ 10.—Edwardes. 277.
Camberwell Rd., S.E.5 (near Green). [6005

,

"1015 2^'4h.p. Douglas, completely equipped in eveiy
J-*y detail, specially tuned engine, special couueitiuHi

rods and pistons, guaranteed perfect, and in new condi-
tion; £65, or I'est otfer.-Day, OkeUampton. [5343

4h.p. Douglas Combination, brand new, complete
with storm apron ; prices and terms on applica-

tion.—Han ofis Motor Showrooms, 116-118, Broniptfii

Ed., opposite Main Building, London, S.AV.l. [5329

DOUGLAS 2";4h.p.. November (1919), haidly used
complete with best accessories, including Ved"»-

meter and insurance policy, extra mudguuid for winter;
best offers.— J. Yeomans, Newton Rd., Buiton-ou-Treut

[5523

I Q14 Douglas. 2-speed. Lucas lighting, horn, tools.

J-t^ spares, special wind shield, larg^e pan saddle,
all original,- eoual new, been stored, only'needs seoiog;
£55.-436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E.

[5648
"IQl-9 4h.p. Douglas, with sidecar, brand new, with
Jit/ latest type clutch, 1 only lelt in stock; £l35
plus carriage.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35, Green St.,

Cambridge. Tei. ; 995 {2 lines). T.A. : Bicycles.
[5911

IT Appears Ridiculoui* to Adveitise when you have
no stock, but we are giving deliveries to the enrlv

birds. I'lace your order at once if you want de-

livery.—Eli Clark. Dongln-a Agent. 196, Cheltenham
Rd., Bristol r0016

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, 1916, 3-speed counter-
shaft, clutch, kick-start, had very little use, per-

fect condition throughout, tyres excellent, take 5
anywhere; bargain. £90.—Cooke, 33, Hoveden Rd.,
Cricklswood. N.W.2. - [5854

DOUGLAS 4h.p. 1918 Combination. 3-speed. clutch,
kick start, special sporting aluininum canoe

shape sidecar, lamps, mechanical horn, pump, tools,

insurance, just rebushed and overhauled, tvres sound:
£100; evenings.—33, Windsor Rd., Ealing, W.5. [5745

DOUGLAS W.D., done about 400 mijes since un-
crated. Binks, r. and H. lump set {not once used),

Cowey, Klaxon, dry battery, rear light, full insurance,
verv fast machine; £75, or offers.— Major Rostern, 11.

Christ Church Rd., Doucaster. 'Phone 527 alter 6 p.ur
[5323

DOUGLASES, 1920 models.—The noted house in

the South for early deliveries. We are specialists

and stockists for Douglas machines only for over
I I years.—Sole District Agents. Thompson and Co.,

408, Commercial Rd., Portsmouth. "Phone: 7105.
[5891

1016-1917 4h.p. Douglas, with sidecar chassis, en-
-Lt? gine dismantled, Bosch mag., n*w Amac car-

buretter, 3 new tyres. 3 new tubes; bargain, £70.—
Call between 10 a:nd 12 o'clock at Garage, I, Blenheim
Terrace, St. John's Wood, or write for appointment.

[5776
DOUGLAS, 1911, Bosch, Douglas cnrblirctter. good

running order, replated. re^uameiled nud lined,

new Dunlop on bark, good Avon front, tubes unpuuc-
tured. like new, hum. footboards; bargain. £28. or

nearest.—Pearson, Railway Bridge House, CoUvnoft
Bedworth. [X1164

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the »nd of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALH.
Douglas

1 020 2^4h.p. Douglas, with latest type ol carbii-

Xt/ retter, hand clutch, 3-speed gear; orders now
being accepted for delivery in strict rotation; nett
price, £90, plus carriage.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35.

Green St., Cambridge. Tel.: 995 (2 lines). T.A. :

Bicycles. [5914

1 Q 19 4h.p. Douglas Combination^ delivered Nov.
JL*/ 26th, latest clutch, storm a^ron, all lamps,
bulb and mechanical horns, spares, done under 100
miles, carefully run in, and indistiugaiishable from new;
anv trial; 150 gns., no offers.—Box 1,6,173, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [5952

1 Q20 4tup. Douglas with. Improved Sidecar, latest
J~iJ type of carburetter, many improvements; order;
now being booked for delivery in strict rotation; nett
price,' £145 plus carriage.—Robinson's Garage, 32-35,
Green St., Cambridge. T.A. ; Bicycles. Tel. : 995
Cambridge (2 lines), [5915

VlViAN HARDIE and Lane, Ltd., Douglas speci
alists.—4h.p. combination, £135; 23^h.p. solo.

£80; we stock everything you require for your
Douglas.—Vivian Hardie and Lane, Ltd., 24, Wood
stock St. (off Oxtord St), Bond St., London, W.l.
'Phone: Mayfair 6559. [0012

"I Q 19^4 '4h.p. Douglas T.T. Combination (coach-
-LiJ built), mileage. 300, recently overhauled by
makers, topping condition, all tools, apron, etc.,

bulbous bacK sidecar, latest clutch, as new; 120 gns.;
might exchange A.V. 1919 2-speed or Morgan.—
Camel, 53, Willows Rd., Cannon -Hill, Birmingham.

[XI090
Edmund.

EDMUNDS, spring frame, you simply float. — Sole
agent, Gourlay, Fallowfield, Manchester. [2831

Elswick.
*|Q^5 Elswick 2i/^>h.p. Precision. 2-speed. lamps, hnin.
J~if etc., stored during war; £35.-8, Brandreth Rd.,
Balham, S.W. [5538

EnQeld. .

ENFIELD 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamp, horn, etc. ; £43.—
Sissleys, ChadwoU Heath. [5825

C.W.S.,
[5679

I

ENFIELD 2iAh.p. Twin, early model; £20.
19, Temple Ed., Croydon.

E
FIELD 2V^h,r>., 2-stroke, 1920; delivery this week

NFIELD 2-stroke,- 2-speed, grand conditon, with
lamps: £55.-11, May St., Newport, Men. [5311

3h.p. Twin Enfield, good running order; £25.-93,
Montague Rd., Clarence Park, Leicester. [X1095

ENFIELD 1914 Combination, splendid condition;
£110.—Holden, West Wickham, Beckenham,

Kent. • [5787

ENIIELD 1919 3h.p. Light Twin, not ridden 500
miles ; £75.—Davies, Glenthorne, Norton, Sfoui-

bridge.
'

[X0977

£65, or offer.-Enfield, 3h,p., 1915, Bosch, acces-
sories, excellent condition.—Pea re e, Bryntirion,

Berkbamsted. ^ [X1035
"1019 3h.p. Enfield. 2-speeJ, clutch, just delivered,
A^-' unused; best offer over £81.-55, Ballspond Rd..
Islington, N.l. - [5399

JONES' Garage, special agents for Enfields, Broad-
way, MuBwell Hill, N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Finchley. [0031

ENFIELD 25/ih.p. Twin, 2-6peed, just overhauled,
foot pump, lamps, etc. ; £42.—King's Arms,

-Waltham Abbey. [5687

ENFIELD Combination., 1913, good running order,
3 lamps; £87.—Inwood Motor Co., 96, Upper

Richmond Rd., Putney. [5696

LATE 1916 3h.p. Twin Enfield, 2 speeds and kick
starter, nice condition, fine machine,' complete

;

£65.-3. Parker Lane. Burnley. . [X0869

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, wind, screen,
speedometer, 3 lamps, excellent order; trial; 100

gns.— 1, Palmer Rd., Salisbury. [5828

1 Q19 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., Lucas accessories,
J- */ ridden 700 miles, perfect condition ; £137.—
Eveson, The Dingle, Stourbridge. [5628

"IQ18 3h.p. Enfield, electric lighting, small mileage,
JLt/ uew condition; 70 gns. for quick sale.—Cassard,
19, Al'ington Grove, Northampton. [5511

WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe L^ne, London, 1919 8h.p.
Roval Enfield Combination, £165; 1917 com-

bination, £155; 1913 or 1914, £87/10. [5990

T|Q17 Royal Enfield, 2V2b.p., 2-stroke, done less than
i t7 200 miles ; delivered September ; 56 gns., or
nearest.—C, St. Marie's, Dale Rd., Parley. [5421

33.h.p. Royal Enfield Twin, Bosch, newly pointed, ex-
4 oellent running order; £27.—Apply, C. School-

meester, Mais-y-Coed, Abergwili, Carmarthen. [X0886

ROYAL ENFIELD Lightweight Twin, overhauled and
enauielled Indian red, Bosch, Amac, long exhaust

etc.; £57/10.-36, High St., Old Woking, Surrey. [5413

ENFIELD 8h.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo outfit,
whole machine in splendid order; £145; light

car wanted.—Bunting's Motor Exchange, Wealdstone.
[5775

ENFIELD 3h.p., the ever ready solo mount, handy,
stvirdy, dependable, this a perfect specimen,

equal to new; £70.—Bunting, Motor Exchange, Weald-
stone. [5772

LANCASHIRE
and

CHESHIRE

Motor Cyclists
in these two Counties
will find that the

Best Deliveries
and

Efficient Service
ARE GIVEN BY

COLMORE
DEPOT.
MANCHESTER:

200, Deansgate.

LIVERPOOL:
24, Paradise St.

As we have never encouraged
a long waiting list, several of
the best known makes of
niachines are available for

early delivery.

1

Birmingham.
We can,gfive early

delivery of several
well-known niachines
Colmore Row,
November 27th, 1919.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

Tj^NPIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1918, 2-speed, kick etart,
-*-^ Lucas lamp, Elaxon, tools, etc., perfect condition;
£6e, no offerfi.-34, Springfield Ed., King's Heatli, Bir-
mingham. [X1048
IQie Enfield 3h.p. Twin. 2-speed, clutch, tick
J-ft^ start, new tyres, lamps, -mechanical horn,
hardly scratchsd, new condition; £50.-51, New Kent
Rd., London, [5747
~l Q14 6h.p. Enfield Motor Cycle with coachbuilt eide-
Jr^ car, jiist been overh<^uled ; price dBlOO ; owner
btiying oar.—Apply, Vancouver, Linden Gardens, Tun-
bridge Wells. [5474

"I Q 20 2-6troke Enfield, last show moclel, Araac (one
-*:*' lever), mud shields, brand new, not ridden ;- small
premium over £63 secures.—Rogers, 30, Fore St., Cal-
lington, Cornwall. [54'69

ENEIELD Twin, 2%h.V; 2-speed. clutch, K.S.,
lorced lubrication, lighting set, recently over-

hauled, smart machine; £40.—Clarke and Wilkinson,
'Market Harborough. [XllOl

1 Q 19 Enfield 6h,p. Combination, hood, screen,
-Lt^ electric lighting, speedometer, spare tyre, chain,
all tools, mascot, insurance policy, splendid condi-
tion; 150 gns.—55, Water Lane, Brixton. [5948^

"1017 Enfield Combination, hood, screen, Lucaffl
-I*' lamps. Tan Sad pillion. In good order and anw
trial; £135, or exchange lor runabout, Morgan pre-

ferred.-58, High Rd., Willesden Green, N.W.IO. [5865

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1919, run 1,000 miles^
only, full lamp set, spares, etc., condition indis-

tinguishable from new; any trial; guaranteed perfect;
£125.—Watson, 132, High St., Aldeburgh, Suffolk.

[5892
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., :^ondon.-

2 Royal Enfields Combinations, 1919, on offer;

1917 combination, £155; 1913 or 14 combination,
£87/10; 2i4h.p. 1920 2-stroke 2-speed model, £63;
new. , [5976

;

1 Q 13 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., electric lamps,
-LJ/ wind screen, spare tyre and tube, in excellent
condition, engine perfect; expert examination wel-

L'omed; price £75, bargain.—Tompsett, The Moors,
Marden, Kent. [3877

ROYAL ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916, fine

conditionj recently o^vhauled, hood, wind screen,

3 lamps, home, and tools, extra new tyre, seat in side-

car lor child, stored 2 years; £120.—Woodlands, Manor
Rd., Bishop's Stortford. [5468

ENFIELD 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, excellent condition, not
done 600 miles, lamps. Klaxon horn, special saddle,

fitted with torpedo Watsonian sidecar; 55 gns. I'^vill sell

sidecar separate, 10 gns.—Clark, High Cross, Bal^^all

Common, neiir Coventry. [X0896

6h.p. Enfield Combination, engine No. 3544, Bosch
mag., all chain drive, in good running order; canl

he seen and tried any time; £90, or exchange with cash
difference lor 1919 4h.p. combination.—Farnham, Ash
Tree Rd., Bitterne Park, Southampton. [X0815

£90.—Enfield combination, 6h.p., 2 speeds, etc., coach-
-.built, good tyres, mechanically sound, as just over-

hauled at a cost of £20, receipt shown; bargain, £90,
quick sale, as owner just taking delivery of new com-'
bination.—R. G. Nye, Kew Lodge, Hoath, near Canter-
bury, Kent. [5542-

M.A.G. 3V2I1.P., T.T. model, 2-speed Enfield gears,-

Bosch shaft drive rnag., B. and B. variable jet car-

buretter, royal blue disc wheels, 2 sets of footrests.

Brooks saddle, very spcrt> model, similar to the macluiie
that won the tour in the Alps in 1914, complete with
lighting, carrier, 2 toolbags, and hand. Klaxon; bar-

SLiin. £44/10.-lC8, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W. [5593

Excelsior.

LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, Isle ol Man
Only.-American Excelsior; enquiries.—J. Blake

Hod Co., Official Dealers, Liverpool-Manchester. [7038

BRITISH Excelsior, 5-6h.p. eingle, 3 sp-eds, kick
start, chain drive, coachbuilt, not done 1,000

miles, all on, handsome outfit, take 3 anywhere ; ^

£140.-12, Erlanger Rd., Navy Cross. [5743

AMERICAN Excelsior.-Enquiries invited from the •

counties of Warwicks., Wores., Staffs., Salop,

Leics., Derbys., and Notts, by sole Midland distributers.

The Premier Motor" Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5555.

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—American Excelsior.

jEarliest delivery, in strict rotation, at makers'
prices ruling at time of delivery .-^9-10, 1 1 , Royal
Parade, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : Xroydon 2450:

[592"

THE New 1920 American Excelsior represents thi

best value for money on the market; book noy

for early delivery; fitted with Swan de luxe sidecars.

-

Edwards and Parry, 4, Blenheim St., Bond St., W.l
Mayfair 2666. [555:

AMERICAN Excelsior.—We have one of these ma^
chines available for delivery in January, Model 19i^

7-9h.p. V twin. 3-8peed, hand and foot clutch, 28 xT
tyres, price £126.—Forfield Motors, 11-13, Forfieli...

IMace, Leamington Spa. [X1027^

AMERICAN Excelsior 1916 • Combination, 7-9h.p.

forced mechanical lubrication, with emergency
hand pump, Schebler automatic carburetter, electrio-i

lights, horn, and and starting switch, speedometer, hood,"-

screen, and mirror, steps to sidecar, and many otheri

.refinements, most reliable, powerful, and economical, in'

splendid condition; owner buying car; £150; prinripard

only.— Manager, Broadway Theatre, New Cross, S.E.14^

B22 AH letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOP SALE.
Excelsior.

AMERICA?? Excehior, 1916, 7-9h.p., 3-speed clntch,
K.S., horn, dynamo lighting set, and Cicnoelet 4-

ri-'iiit sidecar, just overhauled and repainted by Egertons,
Ipswioh; any trial; best offer over £110.—Olivos, 120,
Eollo Bridge Rd., Acton, \\.3: [5838

F.N.

F.N. 2i^h.p., ]'ust overhauled, new mag., new tyres,
condition excellent; £30.-52, Conduit Rd.,

Stamford.^ - [5901

23.h.p. F.N., 2 speeds, clutch, Bosch, B.B., electric
4 liffliting. Klaxon, easy starter; £35.—Main, 108,

Broad St., Bridgeton, Glasgow. [X0674
5-6h.p, 4-cy]. F.N. Coachbuilfc Combination, kick

start, Bosch 2-speed, clutch; £50. Seen London.
-Box L6,159. c/o The Motor Cycle [5635

4)3.h.p. F.N., TJ.H. mag., B.B. carburetter, in splen-
^ 4 did running order, very fast ; £28-—Sawyer,
ToUgate House, Risbj, nr. Bury St. T^dmunds. [5681

F.K". 1920 Models, 7h.p. 4-cyl and 2V2h.p. 2-fipeed

lightweight ; orders now booking, Birmingham
only.—The Premier Motor Co.. Aston Ed., Birmingham.

[5557

"I
Q13 5-6h.p. 2-speed F.N., good order and tyres, solo

J- J7 or sidecar ; best offer.—E. T. Morrias and Co.,
Ltd.. Marmet House, 139, Finchley Rd., Swiss Cottage,
^'.^y.5. [5343

F.X. 5-61i.p., just overhauled and enamelled grey,
waats distributer and oil and petrol pipes, tyres

good; £52, or near cfEer.—Barker, 13, Victoria St., Clif-

ton, Bristol. . [5438

LATEST F.N., 7-llh.p., 4-cyI., 3-speed, clutch
madel, combination, kick start, dual clutch con-

trol, etc., Bosch mag., Watlord speedometer, electric
hoin, Lucas electrip lamps, new tyres, 2 spare tubes,
tools, etc., coachbuilt 2-seater sidecar, screen, and
apron, low mileage, machine delivered England July,
1914, and laid up during war; nearest offer £200
secures: trial, district Birmingham.—Bo.\ 959, c/o
The' Motor Ci/clc. [X1093

HarleV'Davidson.
WAUCHOPE'S. 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.—

Harley-Davidson 1916 combination, £150. [5977

"I (Q 19 Harley-Davidson, electric equipment, excellent
J-t7 condition; £140.-0. E. Lovick, Crowthorne,
Berks. [X0938

HARLEY-DAYIDSON Combination, 1915, electrically
equipped, overhau'ed by makers; £125.—Sisslevs.

Chadwell Heuth. [5822

BROOK Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, are now booking
orders for early Harley-Davidson delivery in 1920.

Write for particulars. [4565

T Q19 Harley-Davidson, brand new Model J., just de-^^ livered, only done 200 miles; £160, or nearest
offer.-'Phone: Tilbury 522.

-
[5349

HARLEY Combination, 1916, beautiful turnout,
Christmas box for some lucky nut; £125.-51,

Maplethorpe Rd., Thornton Heath. [5738

1 Q19 Harley-Davidson, brand new, just received, model
-L«7 J, with full electric equipment; under list price,
^158.—Box L6,081, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5533

1 Q 19 Harley-Davidson, brand new, jnst received,
Xt/ sports model, with full electric equipment; list

price £130.—Bos L6,082, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5334

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model F, solo, in stock; list

price; ea-rliest delivery of complete combina-
tions.—Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd., South Kensington.

[5760

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p. special racing model
X*7 K engine, single gear, clutch, T.T. bars; £95.
— Cni)t. Williams, R.A.F. Station, Manston, near R^me-
gate. [X0682

LEICESTER Motor Cyclists are invited to examine
the latest 1920 Harley-Davidson motor cvcles now

being shown at the Colmore Depot, 62, High St.,

Leicester. [3893

LIVERPOOL Motor Cyclists are Invited to examine
the latest 1920 Harley-Davidson motor cycles now

being shown at the Colmore Depot, 24, Paradise St.

,

Liverpool. [3894

HARLEY-DAYIDSON Combination. 1917, tyres and
lamps in good condition; £150, or nearest offer.

—Geo. Davidson and Co., Teams Glass Works, Gates-
head-on-Tyne. [X1053

BIRMINGHAM Motor Cyclists ore invited to ex-
ahiine the latest 1920 Harley-Davidson motorcycles

now being shown at the Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Row. Birmingham. [3895

1 Q15 7-91?. p. Harley, 3-speed, mag. model, complete
Xtf with Millford sidecar, lamps, tools, etc., an
exceptionally fast one; any trial; sacrifice, £105.—
Else, Dimple. Matlock. [X1086

MANCHESTER Motor Cyclieta are invited to" ex-
amine the latest 1920 Harley-Davidson motor

cycles now being shown at the Colmore Depot, 200,
Deansgate, Manchester. [3896

HARLEY Combination, 1916, .electric lamps' and horn,
speedometer, new tyres and tubes throughout, new

chains, spares; any trial
:

'125 gns.—Atkinson, 14, Den-
mark Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [5395

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915 electric 3-speed model,
7-9h.p., and C.B. sidecar, in thorough running

order, little used, spares; any reasonable trial; £105.-
Calvert, Gas Works, Northallerton. [5488

AU tetters relating to advertisements should

GARAGE
If your choice lies with
any of the Motor Cycles
listed below we seek the
favour of your enquiries.

As contracting agents we
can give you preferential
delivery and our repu-
tation ensures your re-

ceiving scrupulously fair

treatment and courteous
attention.

O.K.

N.U.T.
OUYNO
SCOTT
O IVI EG A
BROU GH
DIAMON D
MATCHUESS
IVIARTINSYOE

NEV«f IRERIAU
iVIETRO -TYB_ER
BUACKBURNE
TRIUMPH
ZENITH
ROVER
RUDGE
ALLON
ARIEL.
B.S.A.
SUN

A selection of new ma-
chines are available for
immediate delivery— list

will be sent upon request.

If you have a machine to
exchange we shall be
pleased to allow you its

full value in part pay-
ment.

DEFERRED PAYMENT
TRANSACTIONS ARRANGED

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
Official Repairers to R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A., & ^^.U.

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7.

Telephone—
490 East Ham.

,,
Telegramg—

ERaraco, London.

'

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

ROOK 13ros., Burnham-on-Sea, are sole agents for

the new Ilailey-Davidson modelf, and specialise

in service to the owner; book yonr order now for par'v

delivery. Write for our new catalogue. [0051

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, electric light-

ing, perfect condition, looks as new; £160;
exchange entertained.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70,
Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. [5817

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co. — Harley-Davidson.
Earliest delivery, in strict rotation, at makers'

prices ruling at time of delivery.—9-10,11, Royal
Parade, London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450.

[5929
HARLEY-DAVIDSON" 1916 Combination, electiie

model, complete with disc wlieels and speed-
ometer, little used, in perfect condition: £140, no r'flei"i.

-'Phone: Park 3184, or apply 6, Holland Park Mew'*,
|w.ii. ' [xosea
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Khaki Combination, mag.

model, electric lights, bulbous back sidecar, hood
and screen, fully equipped, best cambination on the
road; 175 gns.—Smith's, 10-16 Haverstock Hill, oppo-

I
site Chalk Farm Tube Station. - [0091

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1914, 7-9h.p.."

mag. model, 2-speed hub gear, clutch and pedal
starter, Montgomery sidecar, just overhauled and
enamelled, good tyres, lamps, horn, and speedometer;
price £85; letters only.—Daly, 5, Hurdwick Place,

London. N.W.I. [X1094

IQig Harley-Davidson Combination, Model 19F.,
-LJ/ mag., onlv 2 months' use, in absolutelj- first-class

order and condition, fitted with lamps, generEitor, speed-

ometer, horn, Tan-Sad. clock, with all tools, and Harlev-
Davidson sidecar, Model 176 : 190M! gns.—Skinner,
Queen's Court Hotel, Eastbourne. [5400

1 Q19 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, electric model, com-
J-«^ plete with Bonnik,sen speedometer, dropped
handle-bars, disc wheels, Brookfl box on carrier, and
lull eet of spares and tools, and new Henderson £42
Elite sidecar; a splendid combination in new condition

;

price £190.—Chapman, 42, Duke St., Norwich. [X0819

1Q16 Harley-Davidson 7-9h.p. Combination, electric
-l-i' model, demonstration machine, tyres as new.
all usual accessories, including Stewart mechanical
horn, petrol tin carrier, new sidecar apron, complete
overhaul by makers costing £20, finished November;
any examination and trial; owner sailing for America;
£150.—Leake, Roseneath, Hale Rd,, Altrincham,
Cheshire. [5916

H.B.

H.B.. 1920, 23^.p. Blnckburne engine, 2-speed, kick
starter; 85 gn«.—Early delivery from sole dis-

trict agents, Joseph Devev and Co., 50, Darlington St.,

Wolverhampton. Tel. : 606. .fX035.9

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co. — H.B. Earliest
delivery, in strict rotation, at makers' prices

ruling at time of delivery. ~ 9-10-11. Royal Parade,
London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [5932a

Henderson.
LANCASHIRE, Cheshire, North Wales, and Isde of

Man.—Enquiries for Henderson 4-cyl. invited —J
Bliike nod Co. Official Denlers, Liverpool-Maachester

HENDERSON" lOh.p. Combination, 1915, apton', wind
screen, etc., in perfect piechanical condition, all

new tubes: price £98/10, no offers for quick sale.— 4.

Denman Place, W.l. [X0851

HENDERSON.—Enquiries invited from the counties
of Warwicks., Worca., Staffs., Salop, Leics.,

Derbvs., and Notts, by sole Midland distributers. The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Kd., Birmingham. [5556

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Henderson. Earlie.<^b

delivery, in strict rotation, at makers' prices

ruling at time o! delivery. — 9-10-11, Royal Parade,
London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450, [5930

Hobart.

HOBART New 1919 2-stroke, 2-speed model; £63.
—Clarke Bros., Lonth. [5797

1 019 Hobart, 2-speed, makers' list price; deliverv
-Lt/ from stock.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., 2, East-
bnnk St., Southport. [5365

HOBART-VILLIERS 2V_.h.p., 1919, 2 speeds, lamps,
horn, cvclometer, done 300 milfs, as new : £60.—

Hart, 142, Goddard Av., Swindon. [X1020

HOBART, 1919 (June) 2Vi;h.p., 2-speed, splendid con-
dition, 2 lamps and generators, horn, fully equipped;

£35, or near offer.—Jasper, 42, Lancaster Gate, Lon-
don, W.2. [5524

Humber.

HUMBER, 2^ih.p., ride away: £18, offer.- 10.
Boundary Rd., Tooting Tram Terminus. [5870

HUMBER Combination 3'/.h.p., excellent condition;
100 gns.—Reynolds, Sundridge, Sevenoaks. [5744

HUMTTER 6h.p. Water-cooled, S-speed. Twin Com-
bination: £98-. —Halifax Motor Exchange, Union

St. Soiith, Halifax. [5565

3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, free engine, handle start.

2 Bosch, B. and B.. all in running order; £25.—
Mnrey, Totland Bay, Isle of Wight. [5605

-| Q14 3V'h.p. Humber, 3-speed, kick starter, lamps.
-Lt/ wicke'r sidecar, in good condition; £65, or nearest

offer.—Crane, Tliornbury, near Itristol. [X1134

1 Q1^2 Humber Lightweight, just overhauled at Hum-
X «7 ber works for £9, first-class condition ; £34

;

I

applv bv post to arrange view.—32, Belsize Sq., Hamp-
' stead, N.W. " [X0831

auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. b2H
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
number.HUMBER (1913) 3M.h.p. Combination, 2-speed, free

engine, excellent tyres, large sidecar, running order:
£3S, ciirriiige paid; cheque accepted.—Ii win, Leavesden
Ed., Watford. , [5526

IQIS SV^li-P. Humber, 2-spetdj free engine, handle
J-*-' start, coachbuilt sidecar, good running order;
£60, or near offer; seen by appointment.—63, Porto-
bello Rd., W.ll. [5816

3Xh.p. Humber-ftamed Motor Cycle, Bosch Tvater-
2 tight, semi-T.T., Amac, adjustable pulley, petrol

economiser, tank dented, fast machine; £50.—Steed,
69, Claremont Kd., Highgate, N.6. [5412

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Humber. Earliest
delivery, in strict rotation, at makers' prices

ruling at time of delivery. — 9-10-11, Royal Parade,
Loudon Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [5932

3ih.p. Humber, 1914, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,
2 and adjustable pulley, just overhauled, tyres new,

stored during most of war, splendid condition ; seen Lon-
don district; £60, or nearest offer.—Box 960, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [X1105

HUMBER, 1920, special tuned flat twin engine. 3-

speed, hand controlled clutch, F.R.S. electric equip-
ment, horn, tools, etc., delivered Saturday, guaranteed
uriridden ; must sell, bought car ; sacrifice best offer o\er
£100.—Williams, Park St., Rugby. (D) [XOgeS

1Q12 Humber 3V2h.p., 2-speed, handle start, wicker
J-v sidecar, recently completely overhauled, very good
mechanical order, 3 lamps, speedometer, new Palme)
cord, many spares: trial, expert examination invited:
owner going abroad; £50.-49, Park Ed., Dartford.

[5344
HUMBER Lightweight, engine No. 1185, Bosch

mag., B. and B., Grado gears, new Dunlop tyres
and belt, 26in. wheels, plated, long exhaust, lighting
set, horn, thoroughly overhauled; open to expert ex-
amination; £32.—4, Yewtree Rd., Beckenham, Kent.

[5849
Indian.

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Combination, 2-speed; £70.-20, Roe
St., Macclesfield. [X1056

7-9h.p. Indian Road Racing Model; 58 gns.—2, Tam-
worth Villas, Mitcham Common. [5763

INDIAN 5-6h.p., 1916 3 speeds, clutch, K.S., new
condition; £86.—Wharton, Wharton, Kirkby

Stephen. [X1074

"I Q20 .Indiana; prompt deliveries.-E. Brown, Indian
J-t/ Specialist, 3 and 7a, Parker Lane, Burnley
Tel.: 194. [X0334
INDIAN.—For earliest deliveries, get in touch witl-

the Indian agents, Newport Motor Co., Ltd., New-
port, Mon. [0041

WAUCHOPE'S; Indian 7-9h.p., 1914, 2-speed
spring frame and sidecar, £87/10; also another,

also 1914, £85. [5986
"jQ15 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds and kick
tM-iJ starter, nice condition; big snip, 85 gns.— 30. Tal
bot St., Burnley. [X0870

T.T. Red Indian, 5h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, fast, spo3ty

;

£60 ; lightweight part exchange.—P. Saunders
Longwell £reen, near Bristol, [X1135

1Q15 7-9h. p. Indian Combination, 3-6peed gear, clutch,X »/ etr-., electric lighting, condition first-class ; pric(
£120.—Chapman, 42, Duke St., Norwich. -[X0817

1 Q19 Indian electric model complete, 7h.p.. spsed-
--«-' ometer, aluminium disc wheels, nearly new:
£155.—Eveson, The Dingle, Stourbridge. [5629

1 Q19 Indian Combination, brand new Powerplus model,
J- *^ with full electric equipment ; under list price-
£175—Box L6,085, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5338

"jQ14 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, clutch model, nei^
J-«/ C.B. sidecar, lamps, generator, Elaxon, eood
order; £68.-35, Salisbury Av„ Barking. [X6974

1 Q15 Indian, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, lamps, horn, very
-L*/ sound, stored 2 years; £70; London.—See Kwik-
jale advertisement, Miscellaneous Sale column. [5531

1 Q 19 Indian 7-9h.p. Powerplus Combination, fully
J~*^ equipped, done 200 miles, absolutely like new.
anscratched; offers over £175.—Ward, Wai-field, Radlett.

[X0948
INDIAN Combination, C.B., 1914. 7-9h.p., 2 speeds,

kick start, lamps, hood, screen, etc. ; any trial

;

bargain, £90.—Steward, 57, Forest Drive West, Leyton-
stone. [5456

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-sreed, Mills-Fulford 6ide
car, electric lighting, speedometer, spares, tools,

in first-class condition; £85.-74, Warwick St., Leam-
ington. [X08<i0

INDIAN 5-6h.p. Combination, 1915, 3-speeds, clutch
electric lights, Klaxon tools, good condition and

appearance; £90.—Smith, 162, Usk Rd., Battersea,
S.W.ll. . £5846

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p.. ciutch model, excellent condi
tion, tyres good, fully insured; £65; owner goinj.

abroad; after 6 p.m.—Warmington, 13, Queen's Rd.,
Bromley, Kent. [5595

1015 Red Indian Combination, lighting set model
-*-«/ very fine turnout, tiie whole ns new; for qnirl;
sale £100.—Hyde Park Garage, la, Lancaster Gate, W.2
Paddington 1024. [534;

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 1915. 2
speed, hand and foot clutch, kick start, tyre^

perfect, generator, lamps, and horn; bargain outfit
£92.-7, Recreation Rd., Sydenham, S.E. [575''

The Best
known
SPEED
HEN

—men whose names are famous
in the annals of the Sport
have, almost without exception,

proved their faith in the

rORWAKD
FASTENER
Such is weM worth its extra
cost for it is the most reliable,

the strongest of them all. It

has never yet been rivalled;

and if you want immunity from
trouble in this direction, you
must procure one.

PRICE 1/6
FORWARD SPARKING PLUG CO.,

Summer Row. BIRMINGHAM.

7 44A

! Tanks, an v

! ithape.toorder.
Repairs and re-

• ennmell i nit

;
from 10/6.

]
Booklet free.

Auxiliary
tanks, with
filler, tap. T
piece, pipiiiK, E
cIIds, com-
jj.'eto, always
in bcoclc.

A . G R E EN , Water St, Blacktrlara, ManehMter.
iy/i>iiiniiiiiiiiiiliiliiiiiyiirimiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinwiUiii»^«Ttf

MOTOJR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

CHEERIO, Boys ! Indians "
galore. , Order now.

Note new prices : N.E.20 combination, lully
equipped, £180; solo. £148; Model G, £115.—
HorswiU, 42, Bridge St., Chester. 'Phone ; 943.

[4025
INDIAN Powerplus . Combination, spring frame,

electric light (battery), carrier, alluminium tor-

pedo-shaped sidecar, perfect order, run 1,500 miles.—
R. J,, c/o Highwood House, Upper Parkstone, Dorset.

[5640
INDIAN" 5-6h.p,, 1915, like new, 3-speed, clutch, kick

starter, complete new electric lighting, re-enamelled,
renickelled, machine guaranteed, perfect meclmnical con-
dition, bora, and new tool kit; triul anytime; £90.—
237. Iffley Rd., Oxford. [5609

INDIAN 7-9h.p. 1915 Combination, 3-speed. clutch,
K.S., aluminium discs, electric lighting, volt-

meter, long exhausts, the whole turnout in topping
condition, like new; £115, no offers.~27, St. John's
Rd., Putney, S.W.15. 'Phone: 1177 Putney. [5893

INDIAN 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 1913.
spring frame, Bosch mag., 2-speed, clutch, kick

start, heavy Dunlops, as new, full accessories, per-
ect condition ; £ 95 ; seen Sunday morning only.

—

Smith, 1, Gladstone Villas, Farnborough, Kent. [5753

IQl-S 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, all red, Bramble
X»/ underslung sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, kick-
starter, 3 extra heavy Dunlops, as new, lamps, tools,

in good condition ; nearest £ 100 ; or exchange
Triumph, countershaft.—9, Eaton Rd., Coventry:

[X1169
INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, fine running order,

exceptionally good engine, new extra heavy Dun-
lops all round, gas ~ and electric lamps, latter require
accumulatore ; for disposal second week in January

;

lowest price here £95.—Barker, Cromford Mills, Mat-
lock.

^
[X0920

1 Q15 5-6h.p. Indian Combination, 3 speeds, clutch,
;

-1- 1' kick starter, sporting torpedo sidecar fitted witt '\

Auster Triplex wind screen and hood, the whole outfil M
complete with electric lights, electric horn, speedometer; 'J

mirror, and a Quantity ol tools and spares, tyree practi- "J
ciilly new, engine recently overhauled, fully insured;

,

one of the smartest turn-outs on the road; £100; Kent :;

-Box L6,079, c/o The'Motor Cycle. - [5304

Ivy.

1019 Ivy 2V.h.p., in perfect condition, used only
1*7 months; £56.—Ault, Park Side, Belper. [X096!

IVY.—For the earliest possible deliveries, book your
order nnw.—The Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton

it , Walsall. Tel. : 444. [9577

J 014 Ivy 4-stroke, 3-speed and clutch, 4i4h.p., a fast
LJ/ and powerful machine; £48, or near otter.--

Barker. 13. Victoria St.. Clifton, Bristol. [5434

H. G, HENLY and Co. liave for immediate delivery
^

2 or- 3 Ivy motor cycles.—Full particulars re-j

liarding price, etc., at Head Office, 91, Gt. PortlandJ
St., w.i. [oosar

IVT-J.A.P, 90X771/1., twin, overhead valve, 1914{ enamS
elled blue, bright aluminium discs, copier ex^

musts, long> mechanical horn, electric headand tail, jiistl

iverhauled, exceptionally fast, real sporting mount; £70.1
-E. F. Godfray, Weeks, Winchester, Hants. [5367j

James.
WAUCHOPE'S. 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-

3^2h.p. 1920 Jam£s all-chain and new, £115.
[5980

1 C|19'A James Lightweight, 2-speed, Lucas, horn, P.
JLJJ nnd H. lamps, done 500 miles.—4, Eame Rd.,
Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X06_58

1 (D)16 4b. p. James Combination, Canoelet sidecar, 2-

1- »/ speed, tools, and lamps, in first-rate condition

;

£95.-Stanbridge, Craubrook. , [5502

JAMES Lightweight, 2-8troke. 2-speed, splendid con-
dition, just overhauled by makers; price £55.—Bas-

ombe, 167, Duke St., Liverpool. [5.0908

I Q20 No. 9 5-6h.p. James de Luxe Combination for
LJ> immediate delivery; price at works £156: first

lire secures.—Day, Okehimipton. [5347

JAMES Combination, 4h.p., single-cyl., in running
order, privately owned; offered for qucik sale at

£75; genuine bargain.—Britten, Lusten, Leominster.
[5624

JAMES 4Vih-P- 1915 Combination, countershaft chjiiii

drive, 3 lamps, horn, complete, 3 new tyres August,
1919; £72, bargain.—WelfOld, West Parade, Weymouth.

[X0982
JAMES 1919 5-6h.p. Twin Coachbuilt Combination,

as new. Cameo wind screen, 3 lamps, horn, ac-

essories ; £ 138.—"Phone : 1779 Streatham.—103
L'hurlow Park Rd., West Dulwich. _ [5762

A LLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—James. Earliest
^Jk- delivery, in strict rotation, at makers' prices

uling at time of delivery. — 9-10-11, Ro.val Parade,
.ondon Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [5933

I C|19 James 4^1^.p. and sporting canoelet sidecar,
1 tf fi.tted disc wheels, Binks carburetter, long cx-

laust, all accessories and spares, very fast and in per-

?ct condition, special outfit; £135.—C. R. Parsons.
[Church End, Shustoke, Birmingham. [5637

J.X.P.

T.A.P. 4h.p., mechanically operated valves, map., B.B.
carburetter, adjustable pullev, tyres sound, suit

oung spoiting lider ; £35. or offjr; after 7 p.m.—53,

Ansdell Rd., Holydale Rd., Peckham, - [X0814

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date, of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES
J.A.P.

FOR SALE.

mnto
ted
(704-

81i.p. 1915 J.A.P. Coml-iination, large sidecar, licocl

wind st-reen, lamps, spesdortieter, Druids, Brcokf
p;in saddle, engine not done 500. miles, tyres like new
the wlid'e in splendid condition and perfect order; bar
gain, 95 gns., or offer,—Knight, 81, Cecil Av., Wemblev
'Phone: Gerrard 2898. [X085i

J.E.S.
T ANCASHIRE and Cheshire Only.-J.E.3.
-I - cyclelte and attachment sets; enquiries invited
J Blake and Co. Liverpool-Ma Qcheater

J.H.

WAUCHOPE'i, 9, Shoe Lane. London; 8h.p. 19U
J.H., M.A.G, twin-cyl. engine, Sturmey-Archei

countershaft gear, clutch, and kick starter; £115.
[5984

Kerry.
3ih.p. KeiTv, TJ.H. mag., B. and E., tyres good.—C.

2 Huulaton, 560, King's Ed., FuUiam. [5832

rZ'EEKT 2^f4h.p., new E.LC. mag., new trxes, B. and
LV B. carburetter; £17.—Fernlea, Grove Hill, Vi'ood-
ord, E.18. [X0972

Lea-Francis
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-

Lea-Francis, for delivery early next season ; book
now for 1920 models. [59,78

„ booked toi

, of these splendid machinfe^.-
Hucklebridse, 133, Sloane St.. London, S.W.I.

_ 1X3511
TEA-FRANCIS, 1920. —Place your name on oni
J-i waiting list for delivery of these aristocratic
mounts.—A. J. Sproaton, 198, Gt. Portland St., W.l.
_ [6612T EA-FRANCIS, 1919 (Oct.}, as new, not done, 300
J-' miles, all-chain drive; £118. or near offer; alsc
second-hand light sidecar, metal body, new tyre, £10.—
Watson, 28, Kendrick Hd., Reading. [535£

Levis

LEVIS 1920, brand new; £55.-Levis, 13, Park Hill,
Ealing, \V.5. [5354

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Levis.-
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X8626

T EYIS for sale, cheap, late model, good running order.
-*-^ —End Yievi-, ISTetherne, Coulsdon, Surrey. [5615

LEVIS, 1915, sound, fullv equipped, brand new acety-
lene lighting set; £34.-11, Buskin Av., Kew. [555^,

"j Q16 2';4h.p, Levis, lamps and horn, perfect;
J-*^ £37/10.—Oak Villas, Station Rd., West Byfleet,
Surrey. [5887

LEVIS 234h.p., 1914. single-speed, long exhaust pips.
Bosch. DunloDS: £29.-36. St. Thomas Rfl._

LEA-FRANCIS.— Orders are now being
future delivery ' " ....

Bosch,
Hackney.

Thomas Rd
[5702

3ih.p. Levis, 1916, good running order, tyres excel-
4 lent: £33;iO.-Fry, 39, Walliacole Rd., "Weston-

super-Mare. [5362

BROOK Bros., Burnham-on-Sen, ore now bookins
orders for early Levis delivery in 1920. Writ?

for particulars. [456'3

LEVIS 2-stroke,' single and 2-speed models.—Early
deliveries from the appointed agents, Lloyd and

Hon, 29, Station St., Lees. [9582

LEVIS, brand new. been 150 miles, Z^/^h.-p., 2-speed
model; first cheque secures, with lamps and horn,

£65.-Wallis, Lj'nn Ed., Ely. _ [5336

HOVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Ed., for super
seiviL-e. Sole Levis agents Brighton and District.

All accessories. Establi.shed 12 years. [4255

LEVIS Popular, the finest 2-stroke In the world-
book now for early delivery and super-service.—

The Walsall Garage, Walsall. Tel. : 444. [9578

LEVIS, new 1920 2i4b.p. Popular model; orders now
booking at makers' list price,' Birmingham only.

—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.
[5558

LEVIS 1919. T.T. handle-bars, running 8 weeks, Wat-
ford registers 180, but has done 225, Hutchinson,

almost as new, inners in good condition, acetylene, tool
(jutfit, spare Lodge, chain drive. Klaxon, wide mud-
guards, registered London; owner asks £55.—Seen at A.
V. Hyle, Kingsmeat, College Bd., Dulwich Village,
S.E.21. [5428

Llncoln^Elk.
1913. fine condition, stored

, recently rebushed. and new Philipson
pulley fitted, new belt, new heavy LHmlop on back,
front and rear lamps, separate generators, T.-T. bars;
£35, or near ofler.-30, Spenser Rd., Heme Hill, S.E.24.

[5314
L.M.C.

L.M.C. Twin, tyres, etc., good condition, wonts mag.

;

£14, or push cycle part exchange.— 1, Bye Hill
Park, Peckham, S.E. [5373

Matchless.
WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.^

Matchless 8h.p. twin, single-speed, £72/10.
[5979

MATCHLESS, 7-9h.p., 2-apeed, kirk start, perfect
condition ; £85.-Barnes, 14, Buxton Ed., Mori-

take. [5693

LINCOLN-ELK 3h.p.,
during war.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

WILL ALL CUSTOMERS
KINDLY NOTE

that on and after DECEMBER
20th, 1919, this business will be
transferred to entirely new
Offices, Warehouses and Works,
and the address will then be

:

A. H. HUNT,
H.A.H. Vl^ORKS

TUNSTALL ROAD.
CROYDON,
Telephones

:

CkOYDON
2225 & 2226.

ENG.
Telegrams :

'KEYAGE'
CROYDON

ALL COMMUNICA-
TIONS after December 20th
should be sent to the new address

ALL GOODS should be care-

fully addressed as above, and
consigned to

East Croydon Main Station

THE NEW PREMISES
are 7 minutes' walk from East
Croydon Main Station (L.B. &
S.C. Railway and S.E. & C. Rail-

way) which is 20 Minutes From
London Bridge.

THE REMOVAL has been
rendered necessary owing to the

enormously increasing demand
for H.A.H. Accessories and
Specialities, and, in view of this.

New. Premises and Works have
been specially built in order to

INCREASE PRODUCTION

and give all customers

FULL SATISFACTION
by EARLY DELIVERIES.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117,Oannon St., LONDON, E.C.4.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS.—Order now for delivery February and
March. -Edwards, 7, Exhibition Rd., South

Kensington. [5759

CKOW Bros.. High St., Guildford, West Surrey
agents for tho new Matchless.—Order now for

early delivery. [4085

JONES' Garage, special agents for Matchless. Broad-
way, Muswell Hill, N. 10, and Woodaide Parade,

North Finohley.' [0032

MATCHLESS Combination, 2-speed, kick start, fine

turnout; £80.-57, Kenbury St., Coldharbour
Lane, Camberwell, S.E. [5651

MATCHLESS, 8h.p., 3-speed, 1914, O.B. Combina-
tion, lamps, horn, etc.; £140.—N. Hert, Thorn-

leigh. New Eltham, S.E.9. [5945

MATCHLESS C.B. Combination, countershaft 3-

speed. K.S., fine condition; £95, or offer.—O.S.,

14, Swaton Rd., Bow, E.3. [5783

"I Q-20 Matchless Combination. Model H., delivery pro-
JLiJ mised mid Januarv ; £40 deposit paid; what ofters

-\Vilkin.son, Harleigh, Bodmin. [X0815

MATCHLESS Victory Combination, late 1918, per-

fect condition, London district, any trial; £140.
—Box L6,176, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5955

IMMEDIATE Possession, Matchless, 1914, 8h.p.

M.A.G. engine, solo, very powerful; 80 gns., or

near offer.—195, Kennington Rd., S.E.ll. [5971

MATCHLESS, Model H.—Book your order now for

earliest delivery.—Shorts Motor Stores, 485-493,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. 'Phone :

Richmond 394. [3913

MATCHLESS 6h.p. Twin, fitted with Ivy coachbuilt
sidecar and luggage carrier, 3 lamps, and all spares,

splendid outfit; £95, or ofler.—Sherman, Decorator,

High St., Southall. [5313

"I
020 Matchless Model H Combination, Lucas light-

it' ing, horn, spare wheel, tools, etc.; offers oyer

£200 secures; not been ridden; private.-Apply, 98,

Grange Park Rd., Leyton, E.IO. [5694

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co.—Matchless. Earliest

delivery, in strict rotation, at makers' prices

ruling at time of delivery. — 9-10-11, Eoyal Parade,

London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone : Croydon 2450. [5934

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, Bramble
cc'ichbuilt, 2-speed, lamps, horn, speedometer,

apron, wind screen, perfect condition ; real bargain, 85
gns quick sale.—Howe, 19, Park Av. South, Crouch

End, N.8. [5941

MATCHLESS Victory Combination, 1919, detach-

able and spare wheel, oversize car tyres. Easting

screen, aluminiam discs. Lucas lamps and horn, per-

fect throughout; £170.—B. Hodgson, Castle Rise,

Cottingham, E. Yorks. [5899

MATCHLESS Model H., 1920. the superior com-
bination. To ensure earlv delivery book your order

with the firm that delivers th« goods at makers' list

price. No premiums.—Clapham (Motors), 119, King
George St., Greenwich, S.E. 10. [5359

1 Q14 Matchless-Jap,, 5-6h.p,r latest Zenith 'carburetter,

J-f Bosch mag., good tyres, belt, lamps, horn, pump,
and spare tube, Best's lubricator, tank re-enamelled by

makers, a sporty bike ol goad appearance, fast and

sound; a gift, £55.—Homestead, Birchington. [5608

MATCHLESS Victory Model, new November, 1913,

fully equipped, spare wheel, Dunlop heavy tyres.

Lucas lamps and horn, hood and triple Orto wind

screen, in good condition; £145.—Hubbard, 126, High
St., East Ham, E.C. 'Phone: East Ham 317. [4976

MATCHLESS.—The new Model H spring frame will

8hortly be ready; write and book for earliest de-

livery; Lucas dynamo lighting at option; decide now.

and order the best combination; no premium, and 5%
on deposit to date of delivery.-J. Tassell, la. Bloom-

field Kd.. Plumstead [6798

MATCHLESS Combinations.—Book your orders early

from T. J. Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee, S.E., for

1920 spring frame 8h.p. Matchle.s3 combinations; a H
model always on view at above address. Deliveries

guaranteed strictly as per order received. Retail price

as ruling at time of delivery. [1505

MATCHLESS Combination, new in November, 1918,

tyros good, spare wheel, luggage carrier, Lucas

head side, and tail lamps. Klaxon horn, mirror, new

sidecar springs, very carefully used, complete, and ready

to go anywhere- f 150.—Julians, 34, Broad St., Eeadiiie.

'Phone 1024 Biggest dealers in the South. [0076

MATCHLESS 6h.p. J.A.P. Twin, T.T., special

engine, new March. 1919, Bosch, Amac, 1919

Mark VII Druid forks, 650x65 Palmer cord tyres,

spare cover and tube, Lucas 462 head lamp. 3 Lucas

generators, T.W.R. rear lamp, Stewart horn, all

accessories, spare valves, chain sprocket wheels, etc..

gold medal London-Edinburgh this year, gold medal

first over 500 c.c. hill-climb Stile Cop. August 19tli

this year; £80.—Harveysou, Station Rd„ Finchler^
[6707

Metro.

1 fkl9 Metro-Tvler, 2-speed, completely equipped, as

i«7 new £67—332, Wandsworth Bridge Ed., S.W.
[5719

1 fk 1 9 Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, disc wheels, absolutely

J-«/ as new- £67.-G. Dawson, 60, Regent St., Cam-
bridge.

' [X0652

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. A33
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Metro.

19 (Oct.) Metro-Tyler, 2-speed, disc wheels, long
o^li'inc+ f^nlotiHi/l /^nnrlitinn riffpro TAffiivinff— *y exhaust, splendid condition ; ofEers ; leceiTiag'

Moigan.—Baines, Square, Eetford. [X0828

Moto=Reve.
2^h.p. Moto-Eeve, spring forks, mag., B. and B.,

4 pood tyres, requires sligTit adjustment ; £18

;

fift-ei 6.30.— 2, Charlton King's Ed., Leighton Rd.,
Kentish Town. [5470

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE 1914 2Voh.p., Grodo pulley, Beach,

Amac, just thoroughly overhauled «ud enamelled,
tyres excellent, one new, very last; £25.-145, Widmore
Rd., Bromley, Kent. [X0953

Neall.

NEAIX 2y^h.p. 2-stroke Motor Cycle. Peco engine,
in thorough order; £40.—CrosSj Quarry Rd., Tun-

bridge Wells. [5494
New Hudson.

NEW HUDSON 1914 6h.p. twin coachbuilt sidacar,

3-speed, good; £80.-20, Derby Grove, Notting-
ham. [X1085

1 014 4h.p. Kew Hudson Combination, Sspeed Aini-
-i-t/ strong; £80; exchange Enfield 6h.p.—28, Mostvn
Rd., Bow. [5351

1 QlS New Hudson 2-stroke, tyres and condition very
X%7 good, 1 new Dunlop, in perfect running order;.
£35.—'Phone : 888 Hammersmith. [5779"

"I 019 New Hudnon, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick
Xt/ start, handle-bar control clutch, only done 400
miles; £80.—Young, Southend At., Darlington. [X0821

NEW HUDSON Combination, 1914, in running
order, 3-si)eed, clutch, lamps, horn, glass screen,

enamel good; £120, or near offer.—Box 965, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [5880

NEW HUDSON, single, 1914, 3-speed and clutch.

chain-cum-belt, fully equipped, Klaxon, speed-
ometfr, and lamp sets. et<;., hardly used; £70.—.Sissleys,
Cl.adwell Heath. [5824

"I Q14 4h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, sprung
M-Zf aluminium footboards, all accessories, excellent

fondition ; £70, or offer.—Main, 215, Wimbledon I'ark

Rd., Southfields, S.W. [5735

1 Q16 Sporting Model New Hudson 2i^h.p. 2-stroke,
-M-*y 2 speeds, horn, P. and H. lamp, wind shields,
spares, etc., excellent running order; £42, or nearest.
—Berwyn, Marsh Rd., Pinner. [5786

NEW HUDSON 1916 Big Six Twin Combination,
lamps, speedometer, etc., sound mechanical con-

dition; ride away; owner going abroad; £90, qiiiek sale.

—I'owell, Hunton Cottage, Sutton Scotney, Hants. [5366

1 Q14 6h.p. New Hudson Combination. C.B. sidecar,
Jt~i7 Armstrong 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, Bosch,
chain-cum-belt, perfect order, ready to ride anywhere,
tyres excellent, 3 lamps, mechanical horn, tools, etc.

;

£100; Bristol.-Box 962, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1145

<r>3.h.p. New Hudson-Jap (1913 orl914). 3-speed, clutch,
^4: 2 lamps, mechanical horn (new), tools, etc-., stored
tliroughout petrol restrictions, new tyre and tuberv. splen-
did mechanical condition, fast, take 2 iinvwhere-. bar-
gain, 38 gns.— 67, Frederick St., Widnes, Lanes. [5597

New Imperial.

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, have contracted
largely for 1920 New Imperials. [X7946

1015 New Imperial, 2^h.p. J.A.P., guaranteed in
Xt/ perfect order; £40.-16, York St., Dover. [5327

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., Z'-AKv., 2-speed, good run-
ning order.— 8, Western Ed., Bexhill-on-Sea. Sussex.

[X0862
'VTEW IMPEEIAt, 2V2h.p., 2-speed, excellent con-
-Li dition, completely equipped; £45.—Long, 30,
Belvedere, Bath. [X0676

NEW IMPERTAL-J.A.P. 2-,4h.p., 1919, indis-
tinguishable from new; price £70.—W. Saunders,

Ltd., Colchester. [XIO66

NEW IMPERIAL Combination, Sh.p., unused, olive
finish; £135.-Clifiord Wilson Mfg. Co., 70,

Royal Hospital Rd., Chelsea, S.W.3. [5818

1 Q19 2^,ih.-p. New Imperial-Jap, 2 speeds, clutch,X tf kick starter, fully equipped, as new; £65.—
Loweth, 6, Mount Pleasant Rd., Ealing. [5688

1 Q19 New Imperial Sh.p. Twin, 3 speeds, lamps,
Xt7 horn, only done 550 miles; £90; Rye.—See Kwik-
sale advertisement, Miscellaneous Sale column. [5532

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2^;^h.p., 2-si:)eed, counter-
shaft, lamps, toolbag, good appearance and

condition, ride away; £37; any time by apiiointment.
— Gough, 145a, Abbey Rd., N.W.6. [3958

1 Q19 New Imperial-Jap, Zf^h.v., 2-speed, lamps, horn,
Jl */ tools, spares, almost new, uneeratched ; a real
bargain, £65, no offers; after 5.30, or Saturday by ap-
pointment.—Avalon, Lewis Rd., Sutton. [5420

1 Q19 2'4h.p. T»^w Imperial, 2-speed, kick starter,X t/ band control clutch, kmps, and horn, only
used 500 mile?, guaranteed as good as new, Cam-
bridge; £52.—Bo.-; L6,174, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5953

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor Co. — New Imperial.
Earliest delivery, in strict rotation, at makers'

prices ruling at time of delivery.—9-10,11, Royal
Parade, London Ed., Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450.

[5935

HOME

BOOT
REPAIRING.
"Elite Rivetless Soles."

Soles STUCK ON— NO TOOLS
REQUIRSD.

These Soles are specially prepared with
an adhesive surface and fixed with Elite

Sol-fix Solution. WE GUARANTEE
THEM TO HOLD AS FIRM AS
RIVETS OR SEWING. The process
of fixing is exactly the same as that of

repairing a punctured Motor or Motor
Cycle tube. One of the many great ad-
vantages of our process is that no
damage whatever is done to the Boots
or Shoes which, when fitted with our
Soles become ABSOLUTELY WATER-
PROOF. Full instructions given with
each pair of Soles.

PLAIN SOLES — PRICES
Gents' Ladies'

Size. Per pair. Size.
10-11 - - 2/9 6-7 -

8-9 - - 2/9 4-5 -

6-7 - - 2/6

Boys' and Youths'

;

Size. Per pair. Size.

4-5 - - 2/3 1-13 -

2-3 - - 2/- 11-12 -

Per pair.

21-
21-

Per pair.
- 21-

1/9

Sole Pieces, Adjustable.
Size 7 for 8 Boots - - 2/3

„ 6 „ 7 „ - - - 2/-

„ 5 „ 6 „ - - - 2/-

„ 4 „ 5 ,. ^ - - 1/9
„ 3 ., 4 ,. - - - 1/6

Sol-fix Solution:
In Tins 8d., 1/3, 2/6, and 4/6. An 8d. tin Is

sufficient for 2 pair's of soles.

Solution Brash, 4d.

Please remit 6d. to cover cost of
postage. Any excess will bo refunded.

ELITE RUBBER Co.
Ltd. (Dept. A),

264 266, Vauxhall Bridge Road,

VICTORIA, S.W.I.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

'

New Imperial.
"B QlS New Imperial CombiDatiou, 8h.p. J.A.P. en-
-*- 1/ gine, 3 speeds, and enclosed chain drive, completely
fitted out with lamps, wind screen, carrier seat, horn, and
tools, 28X3 tyres; this machine is practicaly as new in
every respect; £135.—Hal's Garage, Ltd., SteTenaee,
Herts. [5486

"IQ19 8h.p. New Imperial Combination, very power-
-'-*' fill, with large comfortable sidecar, with laj0e
enclosed luggage compartment at rear. Easting wind
ecreen, P. and H. lighting set, tools. Klaxon, and all

accessories, in perfect condition ; reason for selling,

owner buying car.—R. W. Bromfield, 35, Keswick Rd.,
E. Putney, S.W.15. 'Phone: Putney 1598. [5384

Norton.
CHOW Bros., High St., Guildiord, Norton agents.

Let us reserve you one. [X7947

NORTON 4iih.p., Sturmey-Aicher countershaft, disc
wheels all round, low underslnng sporting sidecar,

lamp, and all fittings; £115.—C. and J. Dawson, 62,

Regent St., Cambridge. [X0653

IQle (July) 3V>h.p. T.T. Norton, acetylene lamps. 2
J-U geuerators, tools Dunlop tyres, all in very good
condition, just enamelled ^Matchless grey and fitted with
jiew tank, Icnee-grips, pnd 2 new belts, in good running
order, and looks like new; £70, no offers.—W. Halford.
Cleeve Prior, Evesham. - [XI 110

N.S.U.

Sh.p. N.S.TJ., perfect order; £15, with accessories.—
Hall, Hockman, Whetstone, N.20. [5370

N.S.tJ. 5-6h.p. Twin, ^ood condition; ride away; £30
cash. 64, Buchanan Gardens, Kensal Rise, N.W.IO.

[5322
6h.r. N.S.U., 1911, less buck cylinder and piston, SV-*

h.p. Res, 1911, less piston; parts for sale, includ-
ing frames, wheels, tvres, magnetos, and belt ; offers

wanted.—Wells and Davis, Highflelda St., Earl Shilton,
Hinckley. tX0973

N.U.T.

STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
ngent for N.TT.T. motor cycles; early delivery.

[5295

N.U.T., Sh.p. J.A.P. engine, o.h.v., T.T. model, ex-
ceedingly fastT £80.—Ward'.i, 129, Larkhill Lane,

Olapham. (Privately owned,) [5417

1 Q15 Nut-Jap Twin, 6h.p., 3-epeed, good condi-
-i-*y tion; £79, or nearest offer; leaving country.—
22, Duudonaia Rd., Ramngate. . [5450

N.U.T.—Sole agents for Staffordshire. For particu-

lars of prices and deliveries, watch future an-
nouncements.-The Walsall Garage, ^Yolverilampton
St., Walsall. -Tel.: 444. [9679

N.U.T., S'/oh.p., o.h.v. twin J.A.P., 1917 (Nov.), 3-

.^peed, clutch, T.T., Klaxoii, Lucas lighting,

Amac, speedometer. Tan-Sad, Dunlops," perfect con(^i-

tion, fast and sporting, complete with tools and spares;

£90, or offer; seen London by appointment.—Holmes-
Tarn, 35, Duke St., St. James's, London. [5886

O.K.

O.K. Motor -Cycle, 2i^h.p., 4-stroke, 2-speed, in good
condition; £38.-7, Chapelhay St., Weymouth.

[XH36 ,

O.K. Junior, 2h.p., 2-speed, all good condition, fafit,

reliable ; £38.—N. G. Avery, Biddenden, Kenf..
[X0888

BROOK Bros., Burnham-on-Sea, are now booking
oideis for early O.K. delivery in 1920. WriteJot .

particulars. [4567 ;

O.K.—New 2-speed 2-stroke, Villiers, in stock.—
Chandler, Re-S're and Williams, Hitchin. Herts.

'

'Phone : 165 Hitchin. - _ [0064

JONES' Garage, special agents for O.K. machines,
'

Broadway, Mnswell Hill, N.IO, _and Woodside
Parade. North Finchley. [0033

HOVE Engineering Works, Davigdor Ed., for super^

service. Sole O.K. agents Brighton and distriet.

All accessories. Established 12 years. [4254

1 Q16 O.K., 2-\?peed, free engine, countershaft gear,'

-i- *y lami)E, horn, etc., condition excellent throughout ;

bargain, £46; ride away.— 5, Howard Ed., Brcmleiy,

Kent, [5385

2ilh.i). O.K. 2-speed, M.A.G. engine, overhead inlet,

4 new April, not mn 500 miles, original tyres as

new, aluminium footboards, new P. and H. lamps, horn;
£55, bargain.—20, Derby Rd., Croydon. [5534

Omega.
STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight
- agent for Omega-Jap motor cycles; early delivery,

[6296
OMEGA-J.A.P. Model de Luxe and 2-speed Models;

68 gns. and 58 gns. respectively,—Stocked by
Lloyd and Son, 29, Station St., Lewes. [9584

OMEGA-J.A.P., new Sept., 1S19, mileage 200, 2-'

speed countershaft gears,* complete tool kit; sell-
.

ing 38 owner is in ilj^health ;
genuine bargain, £53

cash.-CoUins, 5, Churchflelds, Salisbury, Wilts. [5507

P. and M.

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of P. and
M.'s.—Chapel Ask Depot, Wolverhampton. -'"

[X8624
,

P.
and M., incomplete, 1917; £30 Quick sale; seen

week-end.—91, Mapledene Kd., Dalston, F 8.

I [5792 •

A34 All letters relating to .ndvertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
P. and M.

1 Q 19 Phelon and Moore Combination, 500 miles
J-iJ only, new condition,—Eay, 39, Tottenham Court
Rd., W. [5473

1 016 P. and M., 2-speed countershaft, fine condition.
M~*y ^h.-Q.. mudshields: £50.—G. r«iw30n, 62, Re^^eut
St., Cambridge. [X0655

P.
and M. Cycle and Sidecar, Cowey speedometer,
P. and H. Lamps, just overhauled; £55.—E.

B., 71, Foyle Rd.. Blackheath, S.E.3. [5740

P. and M., Sy^h.p., 2-speed, requires few repairs,
ready tor spring; a bargain(^ £28/10; bought Enfield

combination.—Inesou, Longfield, Heckmondwike, Yorks.
[X0664

P.
and M., 1917 R.A.F. model, solo, g:ood condition
throughout; £55- trial by appointment; seen even-

ings after 7.—Holly v iew. White Rose Lane, Woking,
[5613

1 Q19 P. and M., excellent condition, lamps, horn,
-M-iJ spare tube, spare valve, pilion seat; £85; selling

to get car.—Can be sen at Pimm's, North St., Guildford.
[5475

1 Q19 P. and M. and Sidecar (coachbuilt), complete
JLt7 with tools> lamp and horn; price £115; can be
seen and tried by appointment.—Haines, Littlewick,
Maidenliead. [S0826

1 Q 19 P- and M. Combination (November) , horn,
-L*y tools, pump, mileage under 200, guaranteed
perfect; £l20; Friday, after 6.-64, Gladsmuir Rd.,
Highgate, N.19. [5675

P. and M. 1914 3V2h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, good
tyres, good running order; £45,—Mebes and

Mebes, Motor Cycle Depot, 154-6, Gt. Portland St.,

W.l. Tel. ; 3426 Mayfair. [6004

"IQ19 P. and M. Combination, complete with tools,
-i-*7 lamps, Klaxon, and petrol can carrier, new
Dunlop steel-studded cover on back wheel, spare cover
and 4 tubes; £125.—Dover, 31, Airedale Rd., Balham,
S.W.12. [5812

1 C|14 P. and iVI. Combination, 3V2^-V-, 2-speed, kick
-Ltf starter, with new Bastone sidecar and spore tube,
apron, tools, pump, etc., engine and gears recently over-
hauled; £78, or near ofEer.—Barker, 13, Victoria St..

Clifton, Bristol. [5435
Precision.

WATJCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London; SVih.p. Pre-
cision-engined motor cycle, Sturmey-Archer, 3-

speed gear, fitted with coachbuilt sidecar; £45. [5993

Premier.

PREMIER Lightweight, 2iAh.p., 1914; £33.-Dentist.

,

9, High St.. N. Finchley, [5422

3Xh.p., 3-speed, handle-bar clutch, 1913 Premier, in
2 good condition; price £35.—Blackborow Bros,

Tavistock, Devon. [X1139

PREMIER 1914 2i^h.p., Bosch, Amac, just thor-
oughly overhauled, tvres good, all tools, etc. : £30.

-129, Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent. [X0954

PREMIER 3\yi.p., genuine T.T., fast, just thoroughlv
overhauled, Bosch. Senspray, new P.H. lamp, horn.

etc.—Lilley, 39, Milton Rd., WestclifE-on-Sea. [5598

PREMIER (late 1914) 2>ih.p., C.A.V. mag., just
been thoroughly overhauled, condition excellent;

£45 for quick sale.—B. S. Marshall, Ltd., 33-34, Foley
St., W. 'Phone: Mayfair 5906. [0077

LATE 1915 Premier, in new condition, original tyres
sound, SVoh.p., 3-speed cmintershaft, clutch, kick

etart, lamps, generator, horn; £65, or 2-stroke part.

—

Hall, Cresthill Av., Grays, Essex. [5683

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 3h.p., good running condition; £23.—

Barker, 13, Victoria St., Clifton, Bristol. [5436

3h.p. Quadrant, just reently overhauled, B. and B..
spring forks, good tvres (less magneto}; £17, or

ofCer.—19, Dickson Rd., Well Hall, Eltham, S.E. [5405

QUADRANT 2h.p., coil ignition,* low built, 26in.
wheels, Amac, footboards, etc., perfect running

order; £11.-14, Waterloo Rd., St. Thomas, Exeter.
[X0S56

QUADRANT 4h.p., 1919, E.S.A. 3-speed gear box,
complete lamps, horn, onlv driven 500 miles ; any

trial; £92/10.—Seymour and Baker, 215, High, St..

Lewisham, S.E. [5485

4ih.p. Quadrant, brand new show model, 3-speed,
2 clutch, and kick starter ; £95.~Harrods Motor

Showrooms, 1 1 6-118, Brompton Rd., opposite Main
Building, S.W.I. [5331

QUADRANT 4'/2h.p.. late 1914-1915, 3-speed, clutch,
Bosch, B. and B., mechanical horn, lamps, T.T.

bars, fast, spoitv, Indian red; £68, or near offer.—55,
Turney Rd., West Dnlwich, S.E. [5342

QUADRANT, 1920 models, delivered from stock,
4V2h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, £95; combination,

£122/10; extended terms if desired.—Elce and Co.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.3. [0065

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, London, supply new
Quadrants from stock; 1920 models for im-

mediate delivery, 4y2h.p., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer
countershaft gear, clutch and kick starter, all-chain
drive; solo machines, £95; sidecar combinations.
£122/10. [5983

Padco,
STANLEY RUSSELL, Newport, sole Isle of Wight

agent for Radco ipotor cycles; delivery commenced
[5298

I TYRES i
5 SPECIAL ^
B Clearance Lines gM All g^oods sent on seven [nu

days' approval against
^ remittance. M
m COVERS. H
•H WELL-KNOWN MAKE. Our Ll<t

Ulli Price. Price nm
^ 26X2J Passenger Heavy, rubber h
rym __

studded 49/6 55/- H^ 26x2} Tourist Trophy,rubberstud. 39/- 44/6 lUJJ

26x2 1- Tourist Trophy 39/6 45(9
nni 26X2iX2j Tourist Trophy, rubber

H studded 43/6 50/-

mi ELITE-
H 2(5 X 2} Heavy, grooved 27/6 —
M GOODYEAR—
'H 2gX2^ Oversize for 28x2^ rims,
mil rubber studded 42 /- —
g 28 X2j diamond studded 45/- —
m 28x2 rubber studded heavy, O.S. 35 /- 44/-

PEDLEY—
H 26 X2i Heavy model 60/- —
[jm 26 X 2.J X2i Heavy model 69/- —
Sji 26X2i Medium 52/6 —
m AVON—

650 X 65 E.itra Heavy, 3-ribbed . . . 61 /- —
]]]]

650 X 65 Heavy, 3-ribbed 58 /- —
BATES-

^ 26 X2i Special Hea\-y 52/6 —

U WOOD-MILNE—
2 26 X 2i Keygrip, extra heavy 60/- —
TTTl 650 X 75 X 65 Keygrip, heavy 62 /- —
M 26 X2i Combination 84/- —

26 X2iX2j Combination 96/- —
JD 26 X 2t Combination 90/6

i SKEW-
^

M 26 X2.i rubber non-skid 68/6 —

ED GOODRICH-
26x21 Safety Tread 57 /S —

TTTl 28 X 3' Safety Tread 70/- —

TUBES.
^EW AND FULLY GUARANTEED
26x2} 10/- 11/-
26;-:2.\ 9/6 11 /6

26X2^ 9/6 11/-

28x2 9/- II /9
26 X2.VX2J lap-ended, butted .... 8/6 —

BELTS.
All makes in stock at special prices.

Belt, English make, lin. section, 6ft. lengths,
1 /8 per foot.

lin. section, ftft. lengths. 1 /4 per foot.

RETREADING
Extra Heavy 17/6 —
Heavy 15 /- —
Medium 12/6 —
We have a. large motor tyre stock
and shall be pleased to quote on
receipt of postcard.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

iTm

1 Q15 Kadco 2^h.i)., z-atiuke, splendid condition

;

-L*/ trial; 26 gas., lowest.— 9, Coombe Rd., Gravesencl.
[5720

JONES' Garage, special agents for Badco, Broiiu-
way. Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside rarfi'ip.

North Finchley. [0034

RADCO.—Special agents for Islington and Barnslmry,
Pritchett's Antoniohile Oarage, Park St., IsliuR-

ton, N.l. 'Phone: North 1596. [5453

RADCO 2-stroke, single and 2-speed models ; dt--

liveries now commenced- Book your 1920 mount
now.—Pritchett's Automobile Garage, Park St., Ifilinp--

ton, N.l. 'Phone: North 1596. [5454

RADCO, single-speed, new covers, lamps, generator,
aluminium footboards; £30, no offers.-Mercer, 8.

Richmond Park Crescent, Bournemouth- [X0916

Rex.

A TWIN Rex Motor Cycle, 6h.p., good, Bosch mag.,
few minor repairs necessary; £29, or near offer.—

Barrett, 4. Clifton Ed., Watford. [X1133

3ih.p. Rex, Amac, Druids, Bosch, engine just ovei-
2 hauled, good running order ; £25, or offers.—

Bradley, Temple Sowerby, Penrith. [4626

RES Combination, 1913 engine, Bh.p., 2 speeds.
handle starter, good running order; must sell: £58.

-Bales, 47, Willowfield Rd., Eastbourne. [5444

31.h.p. Rex, Bosch, B.B., T.T. handles, lamps, Klaxon.
2 long exhaust, tyres and enamel good; a snip, £35.

—Maynard, Woolhamptou, Reading, Berks. [5522

REX Combination, 4h,p. single, 3-speed Sturmey-
Archer. K.S., spare wheel, all interchangeable,

C.B. sidecar, enamelled mauve; book now; delivery
about January.—Below.

PRITCHETT'S Automobile Garage, Park St., Islins-
ton, N.l. 'Phone: North 1596. [5455

RES 6h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, clutch, handle
start, very powerful and smart; £65, or exchange

lightweight and cash.—57, K.enbury St., Coldhaxbour
Lane, Camberwell, S.E. [5649

LATE 1914 6-8h.p. Res Combination, 3-speed counter-
shaft, chain drive, clutch, Binks, Bosch, heavy

Dunlops. lamps, etc., splendid condition; £85.—Aley,
43, Studley Rd., S^ockwell, S.W. [X1130

RES 6h.p. Combination, 1913, 2-speed, K.S., com-
plete set lamps, horn, speedometer, C.B. sidecai.

hood, wind screen ; London : cash or solo exchanjie.

oSers.-Box 941, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X0901

RES 2h.p. Motor Cycle, accumulator coil ignition,

with footboards complete, ia good running order,

just overhauled; first £8 eecures.-W. Arnott, 5, Lime-
kiln Rd., Stevenston, Ayrshire, Scotland. [5382

1 Qll 5-6h.p. Twin Rex, 2-speed, handle starting, find
-Lt/ coachbuilt sidecar, ia good condition; exchange
for good lightweight 2-stroke and cash adjustment, oi

sell £43.—H. Knighton, Woodford, Thrapston, North-
ants. [S0824

Rex-Jap.

REX-J.A.P. 1913 6hjp. Combination, 2-speed, nearly
new coachbuilt Montgomery sidecar, accessories,

spares, splendid condition; £80.—Rubery, 49, Lonsdale
Rd., Wolverhampton. [5920

Rover.

ROVER, 3V2I1.P., 3-speed, clutch, new condition; £65.
—14, St. John's Rd., Boxmoor, Herts. [5871

1 <Q14 SVjh.p Rover Combination, 3-speed; £65.—Write
J-*y Stocken, 15a, Elsham Rd., Kensington. [5491

f on:NES*^

264 Vaaxhall Bridge Road.sw.
J Victoria. ^

Garage, special agents for Rovers, Broad-
wav, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Par;uli-.

.Vorth Finchley. [0035

ROVER 3V2h.p., 1919 T.T. model, mileage only 500;
£80 ; seen bv appointment.—16, The Parade,

Leamington Spa. [X0903

NEW Rover Combination, 6h.p., 3 speeds, etc., just
delivered.-Brown, Rover Agent, 3 and 7a, Parker

Lane, Burnley. Tel.: 194. [S1041

10 17 Si/oh.p. T.T. Rover, Philipson, absolutely ex-
it/ ^-ellent condition; £65, no offers.—Roddick, 31,
York Rd., Birkdale, Lanes. [S1047

ROVER Combination, 6li.p., unused, olive finish

;

£125.—Clifford Wilson Mfg. Co., 70. Royal Hos-
pital Rd.. Chelsea, S.W.3. [5819

ROVER 3y2b.p., 1919, T.T. model, just overhauled,
lamps, tools, snares; bargain, £92.-92, Park

, Rd.. S. Favuborough, Hants. [5809

OVER 3V2h.p., 1914, 3-speed, clutch, Bosch, gcod
oudition. lamps, bom; first chemie £45.—W. A.

Warwick, Rutland, Belvoir Rd., Bristol. [X1112

ROVER 1918 Combination, fully equipped; best
offer over £98 ; guaranteed not done 4,000

miles.—Powell,^ 91, Pimlico Rd., S.W.I. [5656

1 iChlB SVjh.p. Rover and coachbuilt sidecar, dynamo
Lt/ lighting set. in verv nice condition; £155.—Kinn
and Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge. [54S0

19^

R^

IRgBI IBli

9 5-6h.p. Rover, with coachbuilt sidecar, disc
wheel, lamp. horn, as new; £150.—Kiag and

Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St.. Cambridge. [54S1

ROVER 4h,p. Motor Cycle Combination, in Mnrvle-
hone; £50 net, or with accessories £55 net

—

Reply by letter to G. E. Neal, 11, Haymarket, S.W.l.
[5460

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. as5
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motor cycles for sale.
Rover.

ROVER 1919 3i,h.p., T.T., Philipson pnlley, nsw
July, done 1,000 miles, in first-class order; £90.

—

Staley, Woodside, Chell Green, Tunstall, N. Staffs.

[X1073
ROVER Single and Twin Models ; a limited number

available for next season.—Particulars of delivery
dates and prices from Lloyd and Sou, 29, Station St.,

Lewes. [9581

3ih.p. Rover, C.B. combination, 3-speed, clutch,
2 Bosch, lamps, tools, perfect condition, good

climber; £65.—14, Briscoe Lane, Newton Heath, Man-
chester. [X1080

TO 14 Rover Combination, sV^h-p., 3-8peed Sturmey-
-B-if Archer, new tyres, Binks (September), lamps, horn,
overhauled October ; £75 ; trial any time.—Birch, 48,
High (St., Uxbridge. [0918

"B Q 14 3V;;h.p. Rover, 3-speed, thoroughly overhauled
J-»/ and re-enamelled at cost of £15; any trial; £60,
lowest; undersluus' sidecar, £9 (no offers).—69, King-
^-ton Rd., New Maiden. [5537

ROVER 1917 3V.'h.p., T.T., Philipson, new electric
lamps, new belt, Lorn, toolbars, recently overhauled;

any trial; best over £60; after 6, or Saturday.-W.
Hirst, 50, Orchard kd., St. Margaret's, Twickenham.

[5725
ROVER., late 1915, S-speed gear box, 0. and B. drive,

new condition, complete with coachbuilt sidecar,
lamps, speedometer, spares, etc.; £110, or near ofler;
wew by appointment.—Fowler, 6, Alderbrook Ed., Bal-
l;am, London. [5406

3ih.p. Rover, 1919, 3-speed. and clutch, in excellent
2 condition, almost eaual to new, eciuipped with

speedometer, horn, electric head and tail lamps, tyres
perfect, and free from punctures.—H. E. Hall, Westnor
Tonbiidge, Kent. rX1122

IQ 16-17 Rover SVsh.p. Combination, 3-speed,
-*-*' countershaft, excellent condition, as new,
Major Canoeist sidecar, lamps, horn, and spares,
etc.; £90, first cheque secures.—Byrd, Jun., Hinstock,
Market Drayton. [5907

"1019 3V2h.p. Countershaft Rover, hand and foot-
-Ltf controlled clutch, solo and sidecar sprockets,
jiew belts and spare, electric lighting by battery,
Klaxon, spares, condition excellent; 100 gns.—Spen-
cer Parker, Mildenhall, Suffolk. [5680

Royal Ruby,
JONES' Garage, special agents for Roval Riibys,

Broadway, Mnswell Hill. N.IO, and ^yocdslde
I'arade, North Finchley. [0036

IQI7 Royal Ruby 2-stroke, with lamps, etc., condi-
--«/ tion guaranteed; £38, no offers.—Sergt. Downing,
R.A.F., Donibrititle, Fife. [S0665

ROYAL RUBY 1916 2-stroke, 2-speed, and free
( ngine, splendid condition ; 35 gns., or offer.—

15, Ran-ilagh Gardens, Ilford. [5803

"I Q19 (July) 8h.p. Royal Ruby Combination, small
-*-*^ mileage, lamps, generator, speedometer, wind
screen, side curtains, mirror, hoiij; kit of tools; £200,
or near offer.—Butcher, 2, Princes Parade, Church End,
Finehley. [5733

ROYAL RUBY, lato 1919, 'sh.p. J.A.P.. red and
black combination, 3-speed, hand clutch, 3 lamps,

mechanical horn, W.S.R. variable jet, mileage 2,000,
just overhauled, new rings, spring fitted, tyres 28x3,
perfect, special wide bars, very sporting outfit, fast,
wonderful on hills; rearest £170 accepted.—Ruby, 7,
Orleans Rd., N.19. [5539

Rudge.
CROW Bro3., High St., Guildford, Rudge agents,

supply at list prices. [X7948
16 S.i^h.p. Rudge Multi, T.T., foot oiler; £50;
bargain.— 7, Gibson Sq., Islington, N.l. [5576

RUDGE 3i;i.h.p., T.T. model; £45, for quick sale.—
57, Kenbury St., Coldharbour Lane, Camberwell,

S.E. [5650

"I
Q20 SVih.p. Rudge Multi, just delivered from the

X«7 makers, and still in crate; £90.~Stanbridg6, Cran-
brcok. [5501

-|Q13 Rudge, clutch, B. and B., C.A.Vy stored 3
Xft/ years, new tyre's, belt; £35.—E. Horn, Long
Buckby, Rugby. -{X0971

JONES' Garage, special agents for Rudge, Broad
way, Muswell Hill. N.IO, and Woodside Parade.

North Finehley. [0037

RUDGE Multi, brand new. just delivered, 3V'h.p.

;

first cheque for £90 secures this.—Philpots, 91,
High St., Ramsgate. [X1025
3ih.p. Rudge, 2 speeds, countershaft, new Amac car-

2 burelter. (rood tvres, in splendid running ord(=r

;

£35.-16, York St., Dover. , [5325
"1 Q19 Rudge Multi, syan.p., horn, perfect condition:
-i-t/ £88; Liverpool.— See Kwiksale advertisement,
Miscellaneous Sale column. [5529

RUDGE 1912 Clutch Model, nearly new tyres, belt,
piston rings and valves; ride away; £38, or offer-

loik*^.-Box 951, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X0839
WAUCHOPE'.S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.-

5-6h.p. Rudge Multi and sidecar, £87/10; also
Sl-'ah.p., £75; 3,1 2h.p. 1913 model, £45. [5981

SEPT., 1919, SVl'Ii.p. Rudge Multi, imnurabered, mile-
age 150, not usct], owner at school, all fittings;

89 gns,—Scott, Jndde House, Tonbridge. [5380
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JULIANS
of READING
'TheNoPremiumHouse'

W^e have at the present
time the finest selection
of 1920 models in En-
gland. Many Actual
OLYMPIA MODELS,
including most of the

followi ng

A.B.C.

A.J.S.

LEVIS

BLACKBURNE
TRIUMPH
NORTON

MATCHLESS
INDIAN

P. &M.
ROVER
ARIEL

NEW IMPERIAL
NEW HUDSON
ROYAL ENFIELD

ZENITH

BEFORE ordering your
1920 MODEL, call and
inspect eur grand
selection.

At the present time
we can offer " Early de-
livery" of some of them

JULIAN
84, 'Broad Street

?o^ READING
Biggest Dealers in tlie

Soutfi.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

"I Q19 Rudge Multi 3V2h.p.; Montgomery C.B. sidecar
-Ltf (new June), hood, screen, perfect oonditon; £100.
—Crick. Holmwood House, Longfleld, Kent. [X0944

I.CM. Rudge Multi T.T., very fast, in splendid con-
dition, with lamps, horn; £65, or exchange with

cash combination.—151, Globe Rd., Mile End. [5471

1Q19 Rudge Multi S'A'h.p. Roadster, only used for
-L*J a lew miles ; X 85 cash, or extended terms.—
Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av,, Camomile St.,

E.C.3.- [0066

3ih.p. Rudge Multi. late 1914, thornughly overhaulfed
2 by Rudge, tyres perl:ei;t. condition as new, lamps,

horn, etp. ; £75.—Apply, 25, AVarwic-k Rd., Clapton, E.5.
[No dealers.) [5589

TJUDGE I.O.M. 1916, fast machine, excellent condi-
-tt tion, usual accessories, owner having purchased
combination; £72; no offers.^W. Pouglas, 37, Sheep
St., Northampton. [5623

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, clutch, P.H. lamps, horn, tools,

2 etc., mechanical foot oiling, Senspray, C.A.V.,
with coachbuilt sidecar, in good condition; £95.—Adams,
58, Nantwich Rd., Crewe. - [X0910

1 Q19 Rudge Multi, 5-6h.p., with wicker sidecar (only
J-*^ done 427 miles, practically new), horn, rear lamp,
tools, and spare valves; £105.-E. Golightlv, Paragon
St., Stanhope, Co. Durham. [XO840

RUDGE Multi Combination, 5Vjh-V-, ooachbuilt side-
car, good condition : seen Williamson cycle agent,

Cupar, Fife: £85, no ofiers.—Streeter, 5, Rugby Ter-
rai-e. Brought? Ferry, ScotlancL_^ [X0919

RUDGLE Multi and Sidecar, in splendid condition,
ready to ride away, horn, lamps, speedometer;

£55, no offers; apply evenings 6 to 7.—May, 21,
Oseney Ct.. Camden Rd.. N.W. [5699

RUDGE Multi 1S15 3V:ih.p., with clutch and pedal
stai't, new Avon tyre on back, variable jet

carburetter, complete with lamps, horn, etc. ; £57

;

exchanges.—R. D. Varty, Thundersley, Essex. [5999

ALLEN-BENNETT Motor C<j.—Rudge. Earlie=fc

delivery, in strict rotation, at makers' prices
ruling at time of deliverv. — 9-10-11, Royal Parade.
London Rd., Croydon. 'Phone: Croydon 2450. [5936

1Q20 Model LO.M. Rudge jVInlti, clutch, starter,
-Lt/ equipped nicely, guaranteed not run 50 milee;
real reason for eale; £105, or exchange G.N. cycle Ciir,

cash adjustment.—Rudge, 75, Thorpe Rd., Norwich.
i;X0854

1 Q14 Rudge Multi, 3V2h.p., and sidecar, electric lamps,
-Ltf new piston, back tyre and tube, new tool kit, every-
thing complete, in good running order; bargain, £64,
including insurance policy until l^ov., 1920.—Box 6,131,
e/o The Motor Cycle. [5389

NOV. (1919) Rudge Multi, SVih.p.. semi T.T., Miller
head light torpedo rear lamp, Premier mechanical

horn, C.A.V., Senspiay, etc., a beautiful machine,
readv for touring; complete outfit £110, or best offer

over"—Adams, 58, Nantwich Rd., Crewe. [310911

RUDGE 1914 31/^b.p., fixed gear, little used until
this year, fast, powerful, perfect condition, beauti-

ful appearance, lighting set, accessories ; £43, lowest

;

will ride 50 miles to purchaser; any trial or test.—
Knowles, Denham House, Headington, Oxford. [X1108

Sarolea.

SAROLEA, SlJh.p. 3-speed, last; £45, or exchange.
—47, Canonbury Park North, London, N.l. [5843

6h.p. Sarolea Twin, Bosch mag., Amac carburetter,
lamp, horn, excellent condition ; £45, or reasonable

oiler.—Allen, 37, Oakley Rd., London, N.l. [5718

Scott.

COTT 3%h.p., 2-speed, kick start, B.B., Bosch; £42.
14, Ecclesbourn© Rd., Islington, N.l. [5605

EW 1919 Scott, 3%h.p., onlv done 200 miles; £ll5.
—Dr. Green, 59, Balby Rd., Doncaster. [XIO6O

EW 1919 Scott Combination; £165.—King and
Harper, 6 and 7, Bridge St., Cambridge. [5482

19 Scott, fitted with all accessories, grand condi-
tion; £110.-3, Parker Lane, Burnley. [X1040

1Q19 Scott (T.T.), new, delivered Nor. 26th, un-
Xt/, ridden; price £115/17/6.—Apply, Box 945, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X0844

SCOTT, 1920, brand new, just delivered, cost with
fittings £122 odd; best offer over £120.—Powell,

91, Pimlico Rd., S.W.I. [5657

SCOTT, solo, also combination, just arrived, brand
' new ; first customer secures at list prices.

—

Pepper, Market Hill, Royston, Herts. [5189

SCOTT Combination, in new condition, mileage under
under 2,000, Lucas accessories; bargain, £120.

—Bunting's. Motor Exchange, Wealdstone. [5774

SCOTT 3^4h.p., 2-speed, goes like the wind; £48,
or exchange for lightweight and cash.—57, Ken-

bury St., Coldharbour Lane, Camberwell, S.E. [5652

SCOTT Combination, believed 1913, good condition,
Cooper sidecar, Lucas lamps, Cowey ; ride pur-

chaser 70 miles home; £'65.-24, Stourport Rd., Kidder-
minster. - [5492

SCOTT 3^'4h.p., October, 1919, T.T. bars, mechanical
horn, long brass exhaust, aluminium discs, fitted

Rehnoc sporting coachbuilt sidecar, finished to match
machine, no lamps, combination as new, run 370 miles,

available after Christmas; price £160. West Riding
District.—Box L6,155, c/o The Motor CycU. [5631

N
N
19

A 36 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Motor Cycle

"HORNS"
As fitted to the latest and most

up to-date Machines. Sound, Strength,

and Finish of the best. A real Horn.

Manufacturers' Enquiries Cordially Invited

TOOL KITS
[n Leather or C nvas Case.

BRASS FITTINGS,
Taps, Grease Caps, etc.

CAT. NO. 2473 NICKEL PLATED.
CAT. NO. 2473a EBONY BLACK.

THE ROTAX MOTOR ACCESSORIES Co., Ltd.

WILLESDEN JUNCTION, LONDON, N.W.IO.

aWV"i."«'%v-»vni=»"\i-B"«--'^-%"i='t^i"-"^%".^-'" rm'V^^m'Vm'^m

PRICE

2/-
All Sizes.

In Sizes,

3// 7

"

I » 8 »

and 1"

I

THE "R. & H." PATENT BELT FASTENER
ADJUSTABLE UNDER TENSION. I

INSTANTLY DETACHABLE — SIMPLE — SECURE AND STRONG.
Can be ADJUSTED to meet your immediate need INSTANTLY and

without 'the use ol Sparc Parts.

MAXIMUM o£ Adjustment with MINIMUM of Gap between Belt Ends.

ALL PARTS IN BEST STEEL, HARDENED AND TEMPERED.

If you are unable to obtain locally, write direct, or send Name and Address of nearest Agent.

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

:

ROBERTS & HIBBS, Bank street Works. Droylsden, MANCHESTER.
Telephone : 623 Openshaw. Telegraphic Address :

" Roberhibs, Droylsden, Manchester^..

In answiHng t7ie.se advertisements H la desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'' ^-
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1

SPECIAL

OTORCYCL£
PRIVILEGE

B A free weekly copy of

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"
B is sent to every policy holder when
S the premium paid is £3 - 7 - 6or ovr
SBRMaaBBHBBBBHBBHBHaBHBi

Insurance Policy
(Subscribed by Lloyd's Underwriters oiUy).

COVERING MOTOR CYCLES or CYCLES and SIDECARS-USED FOR PRIVATE PURPOSES.

Complete Comprehensive Cover vexatious Restrictions.

RISKS COVERED.
THIRD PARTY. Complete indemnity up to an unlimited amount
against all legal liability. All law costs incurred by Underwriters' consent paid in

addition to compensation awarded. Defence of any police summons for driving

to the danger, of the public when an accident, as insured, is concerned free of

jeeal costs.

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE up lo luU value, mcludin:; side slip Reasonable

repairs up to £5 may be put in hand it once.

— Comprehensive Policy —
SCHEDULE OF PREMIUMS,

Motor Cycles not exceeding

3h.p. 4 h.p. 5 li-P- 6b.p. 8 h.p.

£2 IS £3 £3 10 £4 5 £4 10

Third Party, Fire, and Theft only.

£17 6 £1 10 £1 12 6 £1 IS £1 17 6

Occasional business journeys, 25% extra. Prorsssional purposes, 40% extra. Trade purposes 75% extra.

FIRE up to full value, including tyres and

accessories.

THEFT up to full value, mcludin-; tyres and

accesiiories when machine is stolen. Dama.^e througli

attempted theft included.

TRANSIT. ~ Accidental damage during transit by

road, rail, or inland waterway.

BONUS : 10% reducrion on
renewal premium if no claim.

If maker's list price, inc'uding all

accessories, naceeds ( loo, an extra
premium of 10/- is payable.

Cycle used without sidecar at-

tached ,to carry passenger on
pillion seat or luqgage carrier

—

60% extra.
If machine driven by any person
other than owner

—

10/- extra*
If named extra rider — 6 '-

extra.

REDUCTIONS.
To be taken o3 premiums in schedule only.

15% if Insured bears first £1 o! iili claims

25% ., , £2
33.^% .. ., £5
eO% „ , £10
Two cycles insurea—one out at one time25%

ACCIDENTS TO OWNER.
BENEFITS: Death, £250. Loss of two

limbs or sighL of both eyes, £250.
Loss of one limb or sight of one eye, £150,
Total disablement, limited to 26 weelcs each
accident, £3 per week.
Premium 25 - cycle?, 20 - cycles witb
^idpcirs.

Half Benefits -Half Premiums.

ACCIDENTS TO PASSENGERS.

BENEFITS AS FOR OWNER: 11

passenger speciSed by name, Premiun^. 15 '.

sidecars. Any passenger of not less than

16 or more than 55 years of age- Premiuni

20/- sidecars.

PROPOSAL FORM. K."c,X'

Make. H.l-
Date or

Make.
11 wilb

Sidecar.

Value (inc udia.; .Accessories).
S^egistered Letter
and Number.NEW Cost. Prei^ent Value.

(I) t fi

(2) £ ' £

Owner's Name (in full).,

Address

Occupation (if any)

Have you any physical defect or infirm ty ? Age

Will cycle to be insured be used solely for private pleasure purposes?

/ declare that tJte above ^taietnents are -rue •and compute.

„ Proposer's Signature

if not, please ^iye full particulars

Will cycle be solely driven by proposer? ....

Have you ever had your licence endorsed or ^uspeoded?..

Are you now, or have you ever been, ) ^
insured m respect of a Motor Vehicle?/

Has any Company refused to renew youcl
insurance or required an increased premium,?/

' ''

Date..

Immediate protection can be obtained by forwarding this Form, filled in, and remittance for first premium to

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" Insurance Dcpt., 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.4.
Teie^raras—"Cyclist, Fleet. London." leieplione—2848 City.

Branch Offices: BIRMINGHAM; Guildhall Buildings, Navigation Street. Teiepiione—22/3 Midland.

MANCHESTER: Century Buildings, 199, Deansgate. Telephone—620 City.

(At which personal enquiries will receive prompt attention).

A26
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WHY WAIT?

REALLY SOLID

BRITISH -MADE
|, MECHANICAL

HORN.

POSITIVELY
WEATHERPROOF
and
ADJUSTABLE.

Ramsay Bros. & Co.,

Immediate
T) e I i V e r tj

British Made

Motor Cycle

Horn. All Black

Price 21/-

Delivery at once

from Stock.

Oxford Circus House, 245,

Oxford Street, LONDON, W.l.
'Phone: Museum 3694.

/f

Bar Type Mica

5/-
of all Dealers.

<
"Uwo of the ^est >X « A

Plugs we have yet produced are the Sphinx Bar-Type

Mica and Bar-Type Ceramic, which possess peculiar

merit in the design of the firing points. These

SPHINX
plugs give excellent results at both high and low speeds

When the magneto is running slowly, and its impulse

is at its weakest, this form of firing point gives the

hottest possible spark. As the current voltage and

volume increase, it accommodates itself automatically,

always affording a minimum resistance and a maximum
area to the spark.

The Steatite Model is the general purpose plug, but

the Mica Insulated Type should be used where much
heat or vibration are involved.

Catalogue free upon request.

^

\i J
The^ Sphinx Manufacturing Co., Birmiivgham

Bar Type Ceramic

4/-
of all Dealers

^^ J'
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Art Catalogue post fres.

ARIEL WORKS LTD., 3, BOURNBROOK, - BIRMINGHAM.
In ansiuerina this aclvertisemcnt it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle."
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Greetings.

A
LITTLE over a year has elapsed since the

signing of the Armistice, and motor cycle

matters are once again assuming a more
normal aspect. Many of our readers have

been disappointed at being unable to

obtain new mounts, owing to the fact that mass

production has not yet got into its stride, and

that manufacturers have been held up by labour

troubles and shortage of materials. ' At this

season of the year it is opportune to remember

that our motor cycle manufacturers played an

enormously important part in the winning of the

war, and that many of them have experienced a

very difficult time in reorganising' their works for

motor cycle production. At the close of the year

we may look back on the past with satisfaction.

Never has there been such a demand for motor

cycles as at present. Never has there been such

promise of progress on sound and satisfactory

lines, and never have we known a time when
more^ large and important business firms have

turned their attention to satisfying the needs of

the motor cyclist.

It is the pleasant duty of The Motor Cycle

to be of service to rider and manufacturer alike,

and to help forward the motor cycle movement
by every means in its power, and it is satis-

factory to note that its campaigns for genuine

improvements always bear fruit, while the ever-

growing number of readers encourages us in the

belief that our efforts are appreciated.

Our heartiest greetings go alike to all those

interested in motor cycles. To manufacturers :

May your plans for producing our future mounts

be successful from every point of view. To
agents : May your efforts to sell be supported by

both manufacturers and public. You have an

almost limitless market if you can deliver the

goods. To riders : May you obtain the object

of your desires without delay, and may you

spend many a happy day on the chosen mount.

And to all our readers, at home, overseas, and

in foreign climes : A Happy Christmas.

Christmas Trials.

MOTOR cyclists who will .rise from their

Christmas festivities to participate in a

long distance trial are regarded as mad-

men by those who are less keen, but,

undoubtedly, such events help to make
the motor cycling movement what it -is to-day.

Reminiscences of the London-Exeter and the

Bristol-Land's End Boxing Day Trials are the

enthusiasts' chief stock-in-trade, and, while the

conditions are usually hard and trying, it is their

difficulty that makes the winning of a " gold,"

or an award of any kind, an honour worthy of

the effort. It is the question of pride of achieve-

ment that attracts the entry. Every man enter-

ing takes pride in the knowledge that the total

entry represents only about . i% (or one in every

thousand) of motor cyclists in' this country—to

be that one in a thousand is, in itself, some-

thing of which to be proud. This- year the

Boxing Day eyents show every sign of regaining

their pre-war popularity, which shows that the

present-day motor cyclist is in every way as keen

as his confrere of 1910-1913.

When all is said and done, we think the real

attraction of such events is love of adventure,

which has gone so far to make this country what

it is and which contributed so much to winning

the late war. It is an excellent thing to find

the young manhood of our country is inspired

with such a spirit, so awake and enthusiastic at

a time when one may reasonably expect an

attitude of apathy after the strenuous times

during the war.

As tests of machines these trials pale before

their severity as tests of men, yet a majority, will

come through smiling, with awards to their credit

which they will thoroughly deserve.

And who benefits by such trials ? The country

as a whole ; because they help to breed strong,

resourceful, hardy men who are not afraid of

discomfort to bring about an end, and motor

cycling posterity, because they help to breed

better motor cycles.

ySQ

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover.
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Steering Design.

TRIALS of a few 1920 models have again reminded
me of th§ marked variations which distinguish

the steering of different makes of motor cycle.

For example, during the past month I have driven
three machines which were terrors on gi'ease. As an
amateur critic I should ascribe their misbehaviour to

the following factors : A had an almost vertical rake on
the front forks ; B had its engine much too high up
(excessive road clearance is not without due penalties)

;

C had far too long a wheelbase. All three machines
were really mildly alarming even to a practised rider.

Some readers may have had occasion in the past to

straddle a frame which has been distorted by a head-on
biff or by several thousand miles with a badly fitted

sidecar. If so they will understand the sensations to

which 'I refer. Such trials actually suggest that a
frame is laid out by fifth-rate makers on the drawing-
board with sole reference to the dimensions of the
item.s which have to be housed within it, and without
consideration of the factors which render a mount
stable and pleasant to handle.

On Holiday.

AS the re.sult of bad attacks of Showitis, a colleague

. on the staff of a sister journal and myself are

spending a brief holiday in the wilds. He is

one of those opulent, indolent, corpulent, flatulent

people who drive cars ; whereas I—well, all veteran

motor cyclists have a lean, Aussie kind of look, due
to many years at the run-and-push start. In this rural

fastness, grease, corners, and gradients are the rule.

The other night we ran out of baccy. Nearest shop,

five miles. Weather^unfit for flying. We tossed up
who should go and. buy. I lost. As a consolation

prize he lent me his car ; having taken an awful purler

by daylight on a certain fierce bend, I was temporarily
off motor bicycles. The baccy being successfully

procured, I started for home, thanking my stars I

was snug inside a coupe, instead of perched like a

Al;o •

parrot on an unprotected motor bicycle amidst gales

and hail. Suddenly, the engine coughed to rest. No
petrol, I thought.

_
Investigated. Jones, always a

canny soul, had a spare tin in the boot. Trajisferred

it to the tank. Horrors. The car had a vacuum
feed. We, have not vacuum feeds on motor cycles

yet, but

—

Bad to "Worse.

N innocent motoy cyclist can hardly be expected

to know how to fill up a dry carburetter from
a dry vacuum feed.-. Brainwave No.' i . Removed

lid of float chamber. Sloshed juice in from a tin.

Replaced lid. Brainwave No. 2. Pushed car on a

'few yards lest spilt petrol should ignite. Engine still

reluctant to start, and radiator rapidly freezing.

Tackled ignition. No spark at front plug. No spark

at any' plug. No spark at distributer. Brainwave No. 3.

Remove switchwire. Still- no spark. Gentlemen, it

was pitch dark, and no lamp on the car could con-

ceivably be trained on the ignition details. I gave
it up. Fingered my A.C.U. " get-you-home " tickets.

Not much good on a lonesome road five miles from
a repairer. Brainwave No. 4. There is. a farm at

the foot of the next hill.
. Pushed to top of hill.

Freeled down it. Woke farmer. Yes, he has a horse.

No, he won't pull my car home, because his horse is

a shaft hor.se, and won't pull in chains. No, he hasn't

a stable where I can leave the car. Brainwave No. 5.

Attach trap to horse. Attach car to tail of trap.

Horse will then be in shafts, and will suppose that the

extra Aveight is merely the . fanner's wife. Trap
attached; car attached. Horse satisfied. " And so

Jiome. Colleague greatly dissatisfied. More dissatis-

fied next inorning when daylight proves that his mag.
has gone hopelessly dud. I disport myself lavishly

over the countryside on my motor cycle, while he tries

to extract nutriment from yesterday 's-Z'zf/'Zf^ow Gazeiie.

Said journal is principally interested in profiteering on
the part of manure dealers. Serves him right for

winning the toss overnight.
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Occasional Comments.

—

Speed Wobble.

SURELY Mr. Behren's Oxford don rathei- begged
the question which was put to him. Speed- •

man's wobble is obviously a question of
dynamics. Equally obvious is the fact that equili-.

brium tends to disappear when a bump is encountered
above certain speeds. But what we want to know
is why equilibrium is lost on certain machines at

speeds which are within our reach

—

e.g., I have a
machine which speed-wobbles at 52 m.p.h.—and irliy

other machines maintain their equilibrium up to their

speed limit. If this point is once" cleared up, ,we can
exorcise speedman's wobble for good and all. At
present some designers know nothing -at all about it,

and those who know will not tell.

Export Trade.
HAVE just read a savage letter from a New Zealand
garage, owner, denouncing British manufacturers
for their neglect of trade in his country. He

remarks that in fifteen years' experience he has seen
the British come along and oust the French, then
die away and relinquish their market to America. I

agree with every word he has to say anent pre-war
days. Everybody admits that most of our motor firms

lacked constructive imagination in that era. They
were content with small outputs, the bulk of which
were absorbed by the home market. If an overseas

buyer ordered a British motor, too often he bought
it at his own risk. Local " service " was often non-

existent, and the manufacturers, as a class, failed to

recognise the immen.se possibilities of overseas business,

keenly sought a;nd efficiently handled. Now comes
the tragedy of lost opportunities. The war has

changed our mental attitude. Most makers have
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formed grandiose plans lor nursing the overseas

market. But at least a year must elapse before these

plans can commence to bear fruit. The home demand
will sop up practically the whole of the output.

Financial handicaps intensify the difficulties, of com-

peting with America. The trader who has tardily

awakened to the opportunities which overseas cus-

tomers afford is doomed to sit helplessly watching,

whilst other nations step in where he once refused to

tread. For the moment, our overseas markets are

temporarily at the mercy of America. But I fancy,

nevertheless, that we shall not finally surrender them
without putting up a sound battle. Within a year or

two we shall be making far more motor cycles than

can e\'er be sold at home ; and the overseas customer

will then be given some tempting bargains, coupled

with superfine service.

Bad Testing.

MAVE all the D.R.'s found excellent jobs? I once
mused to myself that the afteiTnath of the war
would equip all the motor cycle factories with

an embarrassing selection of skilled testers. Yet I

hear to-day from a Biraiingham correspondent that his.

new machine was delivered with the belt pulley at least

half an inch out of line with the belt rim. Not being

accustomed to belt drive, he discovered the fault

through the rapid wear of the parts concerned. When
Ire returned the machine, the makers behaved sensibly,

and put things right. But on this occasion their fitter

mounted the two plates of the new fastener on opposite

sides of the ends of the new belt, so that the drive was
again a good half inch out of line. There is surely

no shortage of skilled riders for testing purposes? I

am perfectly certain that my 1919 machines were passed

for delivery by D.R. testers, for no C3 man could

have started them in the tune in which they reached me.

A31
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fl T6UR IN T/IE PEVflSWEP flREflS

A Posl-war Trip in

the Norlh of France
on a Motor Cycle
and Sidecar.

By MAJOR H. G. GUIN^ES^

HAVING seen three

years' active service

in France, it may
seem strange that on de-

- mobilisation we found
ourselves planning a motor
cycling tour in that

country; but, as photo-
graphic souvenirs are of

such interest, and other-

wise impossible to obtain,

we decided to take a
camera and tour the battle-

fields.

Fortunately our 4 h.p.
machine and sidecar of " We were in the devastated

well-known make were P'^'^'=^ °^ especial interest."

almost new, so, in spite of their comparative lightness,

we decided to use them. However, as our luggage
capacity was strictly limited, it was only possible to
attempt a ten days' trip of "some 600 miles.

Preliminary arrangements regarding triptych (for

passing the Customs), driving licence, etc., w^ere

quickly and ea.sily made by the A. A. and M.U., and
lists of the best routes and hotels that we might
require were prepared by that organisation.
The run from London to Folkestone was uneventful,

and next morning the Association's representative met
us on the wharf and attended to the embarkation of
the outfit.

A Useful Tip. '

As the boat arrived in Boulogne by 3 p.m., it was
decided to run on to Abbeville that night. Our
first experience of French pave was not to be pleasant,
as those who know Boulogne may well believe ; but,

much to our reHef, macadam replaced the cobbles
when we got clear of the town, and an average speed
of 14 m.p.h. was then maintained in spite of inevitable

stops at railway crossings. At one of these, however,
we were to learn something, for, as a despatch rider

drew up, we noficed his 26in. x 2j/^in. rims had on
28in.x3in. tyres, and he assured us that, although
they were an easy fit, they held on well if properly
inflated, and, naturally, gave a much smoother ride.

The next day our route lay through Amiens, and
the familiar lines of trees along the straight open roads
were passed more quickly than they ever were in war
days, when walking and lorj-y hopping were the only
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areas and wished to visit certain

means of transport avail-

able to us. Albert was
our resting place that

night, and we were
accommodated bv an old

British despatch rider and
his French wife-, Avho

have set 'up an accom-
modation house amongst
the ruins of that town
and give tourists every

attention.

Up to this point, only
''

well known roads had
been e'ncountered, but, ;

now that we were in

the devastated areas arid

wished to visit certain

places of especial interest, ..-

it was a question of

pottering along where
possible tracks existed

and walking the rest.

Our engine kept wonder-
fully cool considering the

miles of continuous second

and first gear work that

were inevitable under these circumstances.

From Albert we journeyed to Arras via Bapaume
and the many ruined villages lining the route, and,

on arrival, were glad of a comfortable bed and good
meal in one of the less damaged hotels. It was
interesting to note how specially prepared paper took

the place of glass in most of the window-frames, and
how plaster work, done by a clever workman, could

hide a multitude of holes—for Arras is rapidly bein
;

restored, • and good accommodation can be obtained

there.

The next day we passed over^ Vimy Ridge and on
towards Lens—one of the mpst wrecked towns in

Northern France—and^had miles of badly laid paic
to encounter, which forced us to keep down to an

average of 6 m.p.h. until Armentieres was reached.

This took us past such famous places as Loos,
Hulluch, La Bassee, and Neuve Chapelle ; but the

road was so poor that, unfortunately, we could not

give much attention to the countr)', and the passenger

also was thankful for the final stretch of macadam
to Poperinghe.

Normal Conditions Re=appearing.

Here things seemed almost normal, for harvesting

was in full swing,- and the hop-pickers were busy

getting in their crops. The town offered excellent

accommodation, and dinner in the garden of the old

hotel brought another day to a satisfactory end.

From here trips were made over the very indifferent

roads to local places of interest—Bailleul, Kemmel,
and Ypres—after which the Passchendele Ridge was
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for the surface was excellent, the scenery

pretty, and the German coastal defences
a ne^er-ending wonder. South of Ostend
was seen the large (German) naval gun
which shelled Dunkirk, some twenty-six

miles away. A small Belgian boy guided
us to the wood which was this Bertha's

(Left) We were accommodated by an old

Br]tish despatch rider and his wife, who have

set up an accommodation house amongst the

rums of that town."

(Right) "
It was this north and south rouJe

which was of such strategical value to the

Boche."

crossed and the old Menin-Roulers road tested. It

was this north and south route which was of such

strategical value to the Boche in the late war, enabhng

the rapid movement of troops- from one part of the

line to another. Our progress, however, was slow,

for one of the sidecar springs broke on the unspeak-

able pave, a local repair being necessitated. But

good time was made over the last stretch to Bruges

as we passed the low-lying but timbered country of

that part. This canalised district, with its docks

and ports, was of special interest ; the submarine

shelters and defences being very well worth" visiting,

while the stretch of asphalt road running through

the sand dunes to Ostend proved a delightful change,.

home, perching himself on the carrier and much
enjoying the ride. All the roads of this part and
through Fumes and Dunkirk were much better in sur-

face than those encountered further south, and the
run to Boulogne was accomplished without incident.

We had been fortunate to' accomplish this tour
without any tyre trouble or stoppage whatever, except-
ing for the broken spring, and put it down to neither
having attempted the impossible in the way of roads
or loads, nor having tried to average too great a daily

mileage. Of course, for the solo rider, difficulties are

greatly minimised, for the cinder and macadam foot-

paths along many of the pave routes offer an excellent

track ; and the phantom of a mangled sidecar frame

s. 1

Bapaume and the many ruined villages lining the route.

'
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A Tour in the Devastated Areas.—

never crosses his mind. Any passenger outfit attempt-
ing a tour of the battlefields may be sure of a thorough
testing, and it is not advisable for three people to try

it on an old 3^ h.p. machine and wicker sidecar

(as we saw attempted there by some sportsman), for

inevitably trouble must come, as a good deal of kit

and spares must be carried in order to ensure a satis-

factory run. It is especially on such tours that one

appreciates interchangeable wheels and large petrol

and oil tanks, for garages are not always within reach,

and, even then, do not always supply what is needed.

In conclusion, it may be said that if one does net

appreciate English roads, it does one good to experi-

ence a week of what the despatch riders have facetl

under far worse circumstances for four years ; and at

the same time make a permanent photographic

souvenir of one's life in France.

A Real Puncture Preventer,

Showing how the deflector in front of the rear tyre renders

harmless nails thrown up by the front tyre.

By ROAD

TYRES have been anathematised as the Achilles

heel of the skilful motor cyclist. Given a

good machine and , a good rider, nothing else

is likely to interfere with ' timekeeping, whether the

ride be undertaken in competition, on business, or for

pleasure. Pace Mr. F. L. Rapson, very little has

been attempted to safeguard our journeys in this re-

spect. Detachable wheels are hardly applicable to

solo machines. Butt-jointed tubes are still imperfect.

There is a'limit to the nail-resisting powers of covers;

the main difference between
an old and a new cover is

that, whereas ~ the new
cover will only surrender

to a big nail, the old cover

may admit entry to a tin-

t a c k or a small flint.

Various inventors have
tried fitting chains or

rubber shoes at a small

clearance to extract partly-

entered nails from the

tyres ; and the fact that

not one rider in a hundred
troubles to use such fittings

is a silent commentary on their uselessness.

A new invention which strikes me as being of very

great value, though it suffers from one obvious dis-

advantage of a minor character, stands to the credit

of Mr. M. M. Monie, who is the surveyor of soils

under the Board of Agriculture for the West of Scot-

land, and is compelled by his professional duties to

travel thousands of miles annually on a motor cycle

over roads which some of us know to be almost un-

equalled alike for their bad surfaces and their lone-

liness. In his-' first 11,000 miles, he sustained over

forty punctures. This aggravating experience set his

scientific mind to work, and he produced the device

described below. It is cheap and simple; since he
began to use it. he has covered upwards of 20,000
miles without any punctures at all. Inventors' private

trials are apt to be regarded sceptically, but Mr.
Monie's standing entitles him to a respectful hearing,

and he is not without the reinforcement of plausible

arguments.

Every rider knows that of a hundred punctures,

about ninety-five occur in the rear tyre, and only five

in the front tyre. It is generally supposed that this

distribution is ascribable to the fact that the rear

wheel takes drive and weight, whilst the front wheel
takes weight alone. If this supposition were sound,
we might expect the life of the two tyres to be in

somewhat similar ratio; and estimating the life of a

RIDER.

cover on the back Avheel at 2,500 miles, we should

almost expect to get— — miles (say 40,000) out

of the front tyre. In actual fact, we esteem ourselves

lucky if we secure 4,000 miles from a front cover.

If the mileage ratio between front and back tyres is

as 8 : 5', and the puncture ratio is as 19:1, it is

obvious that driving strains have little to do with the

incidence of punctures.

The real . explanation of the fact that front tyres

hardly ever puncture is set

in the subjoined sketches,

which are self-explanatory.

It is extremely exceptional

for a nail to lie in the

road with its business end
uppermost. It lies flat.

The front wheel of the

motor cycle hits it, and
tweaks it into an erect

position. Before it has

time to resume its repose,

the rear wheel runs full

tilt on its point, and a

puncture occurs,

system. He fits a small de-This is Mr. Monie's

flectorwith a tiny ground clearance immediately in

front of the rear wheel. The deflector is sufficiently

flexible to bend backwards when it touches any pro-

jection from the road surface. But it infallibly

sweeps aside any puncturing instruments which may
have been tipped up into dangerous attitudes by the

front wheel. In order to satisfy himself that the

deflector would enable him to continue using a motor

cycle satisfactorily, the inventor laid dow^n 80,000

nails on a hard smooth surface, some of them at right

angles to his track, some of them across it, and some
of them^higgledy-piggledy. He spent seven hours in

traversing these nails, and, so long as the deflector

was in position, not one of them so much as marked
his tyres. When the deflector was removed, punctures

began to come thick and fast.

The minor defect of the fitting, already alluded to,

is its obvious tendency to stir up the dust.

It is a simple matter to test the efficiency of this

preventer. Mr. Monie cut away the off side half of

his first experimental deflector, so that one side of the

tyre was left unprotected. He got several punctures

in the unguarded side, as against no trouble with the

protected side.

The device will shortly be advertised commercially;

in the meantime a few are on sale (los. 6d.) at " The
Broford," 360, Great Western Road, Glasgow.
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A TRAGEDY ©F THE WAITING LIST.

'Dancing is better than

proposing.

"

CHAPTER I.

In which the ardent Rupert discovers that the path
of true love rims smoothly if—

ONE, two, three—hesitate ; one, two, three

—

hesit—hang it all, dancing is better than pro-
posing. But no one can do both at once ; not

properly anyhow, and, as Rupert went to the dance
to prop., there was nothing for it to declutch and

go on full lock into the

gara—pardon, the con-

servatory.

Rupert felt fine and fit.

Did not a letter from
Cumfy Coachbuilts, Ltd.,

rustle in his pocket, telling

him he was number nine

hundred and sixty-four on
the waiting list ? Hope
deferred perhaps—but still

Hope.
" Gwendoline, will you

be mine ?
"

" Rupert, I cannot tell

a lie—I will. But stay,

as a proof of your love,

you must achieve success

;

you must
,

perform where

others promise
;
you must

show yourself a true cava-

lier. There is one little deed you must carry out.

Promise me that you will do what I ask, and the

answer is in the affirmative, as a lady M.P. (oh!

how I wish I were one) might say. Tell me, Rupert,

you will not fail ?
"

"My own, my ownest, I will do aught you demand.

I am rich. Diamonds are yours for the asking. The

choicest Chesterfields shall grace your parlour,

demobilised Waacs shall bring you early morning

tea,- twenty matinees a month shall be your lot, and

halls twice nightly in addition, anything
—

"

" Ah ! Rupert, you know not what you promise.

Mine is no ordinary request! Think, Rupert, think of

the great deeds of history. Think of all that Mark
'

Anthony essayed for Cleopatra—think of tlie wonders

shown to the Queen of Sheba—think of the Field of

the Cloth of Gold. Think of Philip of Spain and his

Armada—think of the conquest of India
—

"

"Gwendoline, do not mock mei"
" Can you equal these deeds, my Rupert?

'''

"All these shall fade in the shade at what I will

achieve for you ! For you I will annex the Adriatic

Coast, dispossess the Czecho-Slovaks, bring d'Annuncio

himself bound captive before you. Ahj Gwendoline,

you know not your Rupert—to dare all is to achieve

all—and Rupert undertakes to deliver the goods, to

bring home the pumpkin, to collect the ashes, to

achieve the impossible—you have but to command

!

But, hark, the Foxtrot—let us not tarry
!"

"Ah, Rupert, heardess that your are! Would
you go to the Foxtrot when you know not my com-
mand, That which I shall require of you is a far,

far greater job than you have ever done, and will

require fa:, far greater skill than you have ever

shown. Mark me well, Rupert. I like much your

fair protestations, but should you fail in that which
I enjoin—then I will have none of you ; instead the

suit of Sidney shall be favoured."
"Ha—ha!- Would'st mock me, loved one?

Would'st torment me with that horrid name ? Speak,

I pray thee. Say that which thou would'st have me
do. There is nothing I will not dare. A house
e\-en—have I not an aunt w-ho stands in the same
butter queue as an old man who has a house to let?

Did she not gi\'e him her extra ration once ? She
has but to demand a modest favour in return, and he
must let her have the house—he can do no less

—

GAvendoline, just think, married, and with a house."
"—Rupert, it is not of houses I would speak. A

house is easy beside the task I would set you to per-

form. Nerve yourself, Rupert, the suspense is killing

me. Rupert, I must have a sidecar. It must have
dinky cupboards, mirrors, screens, hoods, side

curtains, dressing cases, luggage carriers, electric

lights, detachable wheels, Triplex glass, cushions,

cloth upholstery—in short, it must be somS sidecar.

Ah, do not speak—I know full well that your order
has gone forth for such a. one. I know your great .

wealth has been expended vfith a lavish hand as a

deposit. All this I know, but when will it come?
Ah, no, Rupert, do not buoy me up with false

promises. Rupert, our union cannot be. I would
fate had willed otherwise. Alas ! Rupert, you must
go your way and I mine. Farewell, Rupert, Farewell

!

Sidney is nuniier one on the ivaiting list."

CHAPTER II.

In which the resourceful Rupert conceives a plot for

the undoing of unsuspecting Sidney, hut is him-

self very thoroughly undone.

Rupert reeled from the ferny alcove alone, and,

like one dazed, plunged through the ball room.
Those who could sufficiently extricate themselves

' Think of the Field of the Cloth of Gold."

from the Bunny Hug turned their faces to gaze
upon him, marvelling at his haggard look and wild

eye. But Rupert heeded them not. Straight on he
went—not even pausing at the bar. At high r.p.m.
his feet carried him on—on—on. Rupert had a plan.***-* it *

The sales manager of Cumfy Coachbuilts, Ltd.

(Tel. address. Mustard, Brum.), sat gazing at his

morning mail. Things were moving. Already the

waiting list (each with a deposit) was o?" a length

extraoiTlinary. Ferdinand Flivver calculated that, if

each waiting applicant were laid head to heeh in a

E3
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A Tragely ol the Waiting List.

—

" The sales manager of Cumfy Coachbuilts, Ltd.

"

Straight line, the line would be curved and would

stretch right round the confines of the local borough
council's domains and then have a bit left over to

begin all over again. " Sold out till 1924 !" Delicious

thought. And the deposits had , already multiplied

'

the assets of Cumfy Coachbuilts, Ltd., to a figure

which made Ferdinand Flivver feel as though he were

already a Napoleon of the sidecar industry.

In a word Ferdinand was pleased.

Life was good—his weekly salary was assured for

quite a bit. He drew forth the cigar box in which
reposed the choice Fumidoros kept as a bait for those

about to place their names (with deposits) somewhere
about in the third thousand of the w'aiting list. ' The
light danced merrily on the superb Oriental colourings

on the band -round the Fumidoro. The effect was in-

describably rich. It reminded Ferdinand of Cumfy
Coachbuilts' standard finish, as shown at Olympia.
Hang the expense. He took one—ah ! what's that ?

A knock on the door. Rupert entered.

Ferdinand blenched a little. He owed Rupert
certain moneys, a debt incurred at Nap when travelling

home after 1913 Olympia. Ferdinand hoped the war
had washed out the memory of that deal. He gazed

at Rupert's haggard look and turned the key in the

petty cash drawer firmly, but as one in a dream.
"Rupert T cannot pay! Cumfy Coachbuilts, Ltd.,
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are not war profiteers ; alas ! the rise in silver does not

do us a good turn."
" Ferdinand, it is not your money I want. I will

forgive all you owe if you will agree to one condition. '_'

" Name it, Rupert, name it, and I agree!
"

" Ferdinand, as perhaps you are aware, I am nine

hundred and sixty-fourth on the waiting-list of Cumfy
Coachbuilts, Ltd. Sidney Snaffle is number one.

Change our positions and all you owe me is a

write-off."

" Impossible. I wired Sidney yesterday to come
and take delivery. He is now in the works—he has
paid his cash. Ah, see, come to the window. He
starts. His engine fires. And look in the sidecar—
ah, Rupert, ivhat a girl

—

"

But Rupert had turned paler even than when in the
conservatory. He staggered forth—he forgot to

collect his debt. He must for ever be on the waiting-

list, waiting and watching. Waiting the long dreary-

years till the turn of number nine hundred and sixty-

four on the waiting- list of Cumfy Coachbuilts, Ltd.,
was reached—watching for something wherewith to

furnish the sidecar whenever it should be ready. But
1920 damsels wait not for sidecarless swains.

Moral: Ail dela^^ is dangerous. M.F.W.S.

' But Rupert had turned paler even than when in the conservatory."

THE MONOCAR.
-Some Reasons for its Limited Popularity and Suggestions (or Development.

PERHAPS one reason for the surprisingly re-

stricted popularity of such rnonocars as have

appeared is that the vehicles are quite a special

job, and their designer must woo success by putting

both cars and cycles clean out of his head. For
example, if a four-wheeler is intended, it is perfectly

hopeless to rely on standard wheels and tyres. Four
wire wheels, with 26m. x 2%m. tyres, will make too

big a hole in the available cash ; moreover, unless

they are
,
very widely spaced in the track, they will

not afford anything like the comfort of a motor
bicycle. On the other hand, if the gross Aveight of

the machine can be kept down to the standard of a

7-9 h.p. twin, and this load is to be distributed over

four W'heels instead of two, quite small tyres will

serve ; and perhaps wheels of large diameter would
modify the springing problem. Arguing on these

34
.

'lines would lead to some such scheme as 4oin. wheels,

shod with lin. tyres, which would only be possible

if disc vi'heels were pressed out of steel and heavily

perforated for lightness. Incidentally, this construc-

tion would raise the driver to a level at which passing

bullocks could not kiss him. These foolish suggestions

are not meant to be taken seriously. I merely wish
to suggest that there is a big potential market for

rnonocars ; that this market is very sensitive in the

matter of price ; and that a designer who attempts

to cross the motor cycle with the motor car may pos-

sibly combine the worst points of both vehicles.

Machines of the Carden type have obviously possi-

bilities for the all-weather soloist, yet for some
mysterious reason their sales have never even distantly

approached the presumed number of such riders.

Why is it? Road Rider.
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Write for

Catalogue.

Winter Riding.
THE keen enjoyment of motor cycling

with a B.S.A. on a winter's day is

without equal. The hard roads, winter
air. and the comfort and easy running of the
reliable B.S.A. all make for thorough enjoy-

ment. The sturdy construction of B.S.A.

Motor Bicycles and the searching tests to

which each individual machine is subjected
before finally leaving the B.S.A. factory is a
guarantee of the satisfactory service that

can be confidently anticipated from

MOTOR BICYCLES
For Solo and Sidecar.

B.S.A. CYCLES LIMITED, BIRMINGHAM.
Proprietors J The Birmingham Small Arms Company, Limited.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to inention " The Motor Cycle." B5
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A Message of Hope & Goodwill

to Every Motor Cyclist
The new " TAN-SAD " Motor Saddle loves Pot-holes.
The faster you go over Pot-holes the more it likes it;

The machine likes it too, and simply dances with joy.

Sec What Wc Save You
1 Absolutely all shock: An enormious

amount of repairs: Many more miles
to the gallon on rough roads: And,
lastly, you is^ill find a pleasure in
motor cycling that nothing has ever
given you before—you will love your
TAN-SAD and thank us for evermore.

Just as its marvellous springing system makes the
Rolls - Royce the acme of car perfection, so the
TAN-SAD Motor Saddle lifts motor cycling to an entirely

new^ plane of pleasure. Words can
only suggest the improvement. Ex-
perience w^ill confirm it to you.

So send for descriptive list and order quickly to ensure
prompt delivery. Price 38/-

Remember, also, the TAN-
SAD patent Pillion Seat
which makes Pillion riding
safe and comfortable.
Price , . 38/-

And the TAN-SAD patent
Rear Lamp w^hich can't

help lighting. Price 6/6
or 7/6 with number plate.

Sold by all Dealers. Write maw for full particulars to
Sole Makers :

"TAN-SAD" Works (f.h Hcadicy). 9, Freeman St., Birmingham

b6 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mentiort " The Motor Gycle."
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Some Legends
of the Road and
the Phantoms

use them.

IT
has been

said that the

mechanic ally

proijelled vehicle

has I'obbed the

roads of

romance. Rather

should it be said

that the motor
has revived it.

Before the ad-

vent of the motor
cycle and the

motor car, the

roads had merely
become byways
between villages—

The shade of Dick Turpin is supposed to haunt a hollow of the road near Wamngton

the great highways were the steel

rails upon which people travelled from place to place.

To railway travellers the country between home and
destination is miknown, and to them travelling is a

bore. All that is now altered ; with the aid of a

motor cycle, a holiday begins at one's very door, and
not least among the pleasures of a vacation are those

associated Avith the road along which the journey has

been made.
Almost every hamlet, village, and town in England

has its legend, whilst most districts can claim a lonely

stretch of road with

a history and a

ghost. At this time

of the year—in the

depth of Av inter
and with Christmas

about us—anything

appertaining to the

supernatural forms

an absorbing topic

in many households.

It is. perhaps, only

natural that this
particular season is

singled out as the

time for ghost
stories. During the

glorious weather of

the summer, itsdong

days, its flowers,

and its birds, one

would find it ex-

ceedingly difficult'

to conjure up a

suitable atmosphere
for the telling of a.

In Warwickshire, somewhere near the old Fosseway, a ghost carrying Us head

under its arm is said to run across the, road.

story in whicii

the leading figure

is a headless
horseman, a

hooded monk, or

the shade of a

murdered bride.

True, one
often hears such

stories during the

summer rambles

with the motor
cycle, but the re-

telling is reserved

for the dreary

winter evenings,

when chairs are

drawn up to a

blazing hearth.

It is not alto-

gether surprising

in view of this fact that the majority of ghost stories

are connected with the Christmas festival. Most
legends of this nature are timed somewhere between

midnight on Christmas eve and the same time on

Christmas night.

A Prolific Period.

Another remarkable feature is the fact that most

ghost stories are confined to the Elizabethan and Stuart

periods. In a few isolated cases we have knights in

shining armour, and at the other extreme side-

whiskered earls in

top hats and frock

coats, but one rarely

hears of Crusaders

or Roman soldiery

taking a part in

these tales of long

ago, which are sup-

posed to be reacted

for the 'benefit of

the present genera-

tion generally by

the spirits of de-

parted victims of

foul play.

Some Necessary
" Properties."

Doublet and
hose, r a 1 1 1 i ng
chains, highway-

men and gibbets,

dungeons deep,

skeletons, coffins,

swords and daggers

are some of the

B7
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most important " properties " ; the gliost story will

have to be properly staged. The early Victorian

period appears to be sadly neglected, for one seldom

hears of ghostly figures in crinolines and peg tops
;

hence, it can be said that this was a period dividing

the Old romantic days and the era of the steam age,

and that the latter killed most romance by diverting

the main traffic from the highways.

One of the most fascinating figures in romantic

history is Dick Turpin, who, but for his famous, even

if legendary, ride to York, and the death of his faith-

ful mare, would have been lost to fame with many
other rascals of the same ilk. To motor cyclists who
have competed in the London-Edinburgh run, Dick
Turpin's ride is particularly interesting, since he used

the Great North Road, but it is doubtful whether

any aspirant for an M.C.C. " gold " has ever been

asked to " stand and deliver " by the shade of a

masked horseman.

No doubt many of the legends of the famous high-

wayman rightfully belong to other robbers of that

period. Thus, we hear that other districts than those

through which the Great North Road passes claim

the distinction of ir connection with him.

The Spectre of DicK Turpin.
There is, for instance, a road turning off the Knuts-

ford high road
which leads to

Warrington. Some
little distance from
the high road there

is a wooded . hollow

w h e r e, tradition

says, Dick Turpin
waylaid ' anything

that came along.

This hollow is said

to be haunted by
the shade of the

highwayman duly
booted and spurred.

The sailor ghost

of Hindhead is a

popular supersti-

tion, probably kept
fresh in the minds
of the present
generation by the

stone which marks
the spot where the

said sailor, when in

the flesh, was done
to death. It is

said that the ghost

appears fairly regularly to passers-by on any night

that the sky is cloud-w-racked and a watery moon is

sailing. It is also reputed that it generally appears

from behind the stone that records the details of the

murder. The ghost appears with the plaited hair

and rice bag trousers of the sailor of that particular

period. It is satisfactory to remember that the mur-
derers were hanged on the hill just above this point.

Another well-known ghost is that which is said to

haunt St. Leonard's Forest. Nothing much is known
uf this spectre, and the reason of his restless wander-

Another road-haunting ghost Is thai oi a

parts of the Old Colwyn Road. Why

ing is shrouded in mystery. It is said to be tlie

spirit of a certain Captain Powlett, of the Horse
Grenadiers, and it is alleged to wander this forest

side with its head under its arm. According to his-

tory, Captain (or Squire) Powlett lived a most
exemplary life, and was certainly not beheaded, but
died naturally in 1746. One comes across legends
similar to this in many parts of the country. The
headless figure, carrying its head under its arm, lends

itself to artistic treatment on the tongue of the super-

stitious yokel. In Warwickshire, somewhere near
the old Fosseway, there is a picturesque farmhouse,
with an old church forming part of a barn. A little

distance away there is a coppice, and between this

and the ancient building a ghost carrying its head in

its hand is said to run on certain nights of the year.

A Personal Experience.
The writer has had one experience which may not

be out of place in this article. It occurred in the

Midlands while riding home on a motor cycle late

one jnoonlight autumn night. Having dismounted at

the top of a hill locally reputed to be haunted, but

by what has never been made clear, the shadow of

a gallows with something dangling from its arm was
distinctly seen on the road. It is to be confessed ho
effort was made immediately to investigate the matter.

Next day a return was made to the spot, but nothing

that would cast such

a shadow across the

road was to . be

found. Probably
there is a great dif-

ference between
what one sees, and
what one thinks one
sees. The know-
ledge that a par-

ticular place is re-

puted to be haunted

may have much to

do with the matter,

although the writer

cannot remember
thinking of this at

the time of the in-

cident alluded to.

Then there is the

legend of a ghostly

coach and four

which silently
passes along the
Old Colwyn Road.
The old stage .coach

makes a good set-

ting for a ghost

story, but, on the other hand, the monster railway

engine does not appear to figure in stories of the super-

natural. Neither is the up-to-date steamship called

upon to play the part of a phantom ship, but one

hears stories of the supernatural in which the motor

cycle or motor car is introduced. Such stories are

occasionally told at Christmas time—perhaps more to

keep alive the spirit of Yuletide and to bring it up-

to-date than with any intention on the narrator's part

to lead their listeners to believe that the stories are

true. Vedette.

coach and lour said to appear on certain

and wherefore tradition appears silent.
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The Zi h.p. Royal Enfield
Two-stroke Motor Cycle.

Described by Motor Cycling as being
*' Essentially a no-trouhle Mounts*

Speciiication includes the
Enfield two-speed and free

engine gear, all chain drive,

and the A.M.A.C. single

lever autonaatic carburetter.

Send for a copy of our
latest Motor Cycle Folder,

which coiitains illustrations,

price, and complete specifica-

tion of this model.

The Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Redditch,
and 48, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I.

D

In answering this adveriisemeiit it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The first of a series of advertisemen

features which combine to make tt

Sidecar Outfit in the World*

THE CLYNO ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
PELHAM STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON.

In nnswering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Mdtor Cycle."
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waling with the many and various

h.p* Clyno the finest Motor Cycle

Its Powet Unit
Our illustration indicates the very
neat appearance of the twin-cylinder
8 h.p. air-cooled

CLYNO
Engine. An entirely new leature in Clyno

practice is the equipping of tliis power unit

\villi Detaciiable Cylinder Heads. Again, an

unusually interesting point is its ingenious ex

haust lifter mechanism/ all the Bowden work

ing machinery being readily accessible outside

the engine, and easily removable for replace

ment. Each Sparking Plug is situated in a

pocket of its own directly over the inlel

port, the valve caps being thus unhampered.

Lubrication is by a vane-type mechanical

pump—the oil being driven from the tank

via a sight-feed regulator. From the pump
the oil passes to the front cylinder and thence

by splash to other parts. Plain bearings to

Mainshaft; four-row cage roller bearings to

connecting rods.

Our next advertisement will deal
with the Gear Box.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Sunbeam Motor Cycles ivith
Perfect Power Transmission.
The 1920 3-| h.p. Sunbeam possesses many Innovations and Improvements which
cannot be obtamed in their Entirety on any other Motor Cycles

1. The Wheels are instantly Detachable and Interchangeable.

2. The Transmission is Weatherproof and Trouble Free.

3. The Lea! Sprinj front fork is of Sunbeam patented design and manulacture.

4. The Gearbox is a " Sunbeam" Gearbox made at Sunbeamland exclusively

for the Sunbeam Motor Cycle.

lAf

5. The 31 h.p. Model will take a Sidecar anywhere.

6. The Bearings of Engine and Gearbox wear almost indeflnitely, and the
machine has earned the title amongst a large coterie of motor
cyclists as the "Rolls-Royce" of the Motor Cycle World.

Sjh.p. - ISOGns.

No. 1 _ 40 (^_-
Sidecar ^^ ViRb.

8 h.p. - 150 Gns.

- 48 Gns.No. 2
Sidecar

Jtf'

JOHN MARSTON, LIMITED, 11, SUNBEAMLAND, WOLVERHAMPTON.
London Showrooms : 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.I. 157, Sloane Street, S.W.I.

C.C. WAKEF1EI,D& CO., Ltd.

WAKEFIELD HOUSE,
CHEAPSIDE. LONDON, E.C.2

Just the weather
for

LEO-SCO patent
TUBE SAVERS.

N^
EVER were Leo-sco
Tube Savers as valuable
as now, the s'^ason of
wet, sloshy roads, the

season of dampness, the maker of
rust which eats inner tubes.
The Leo-SCO Patent Tube Saver
prevents the inner tube of the tyre
coming into contact with rusty
rims, and, in the case of wire
wheels, with spoke .heads. It saves
the tube from danger and destruc-
tion. It. assists to hold the cover
in its place, eliminates creeping an-d

does away with security bolts.

Obtainable trom all Agents,
Factors, or direct from the sole

Manufacturers and Patentees.

Price 5/- each. Postage 4d,

LEO SWAIN & CO.,
237-9, Deansgate, MAKCHESTEfi

Works & Garace : St. John St<

Telegrams
" Immaculate,
Manchester.

"

X

Teleplioe:
City

6180-1.
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THE STORY OF A
CREDULOUS SPEEDMAN.

T'

" Presently I sighted the rfust of a

big car, perhaps a mile and a half

ahead, and down went my nose on

the' lamp bracket.
*

HEs.s. Orient

Queen was

slowly bor-

ing her majestic

way through the

Eastern Mediter-

ranean with 2,000

assorted trciops on

board. Though

they were proceed-

ing homewards for

•demobilisation, the

passengers' feel-

ings w^ere some-

what mixeil. for

On the one hand,the night was Christmas Eve.

it was certainly good to have done with the Army

for ever, or. so they fancied, for yearnings after the

old khaki comradeship do not begin on the voyage

home. Yet for most of them, sailing orders had come

a good fortnight too late. Home in large doses is

apt to be boring; but few of the Oneitt Queen s

passengers had seen home for four years or more, and,

anyhow, home has a trick of pulling at one's heart-

strings towards Christmas time. There were scraps of

every fighting unit '-out East" below the decks; but

few were boisterous, even of those who did not feel

the return to heaving open waters after the peace of

the Suez Canal. In- fact, three officers, lolhng m a

small cabin, bore every appearance of bemg thoroughly

bored with life. The colonel was idly glancing over

a month old' copy of the Times, which had come

aboard- at Port Said. „•,,,,
" So Lord Mintshire's got his decree all right, he

drawded presently; '' Awful ,'. ,,

bad lot that woman must have

been. Did you read the butler's

evidence?
"

Majors ought not to interrupt

colonels, even if the colonel be-

longs to another regiment and

is half-demobilised at that. But

the major was not interested in

the ex-Lady Mintshire's morals ;

so he interrupted—with a yawn,

too.
" Queer place this to spend

Christmas," he said wearily.

The doctor knocked out his

pipe, with a grim reminiscent

smile.
" I've spent one in a queerer."

He spoke with a curious em-

phasis. The major looked up
quickly.

" Blenkinsop for a yarn," he

demanded.
The colonel reluctantly bade

farewell to Lord Mintshire'.s

D'you mind it the fellow s

armed?' he bellowed, as our engines

accelerated with a thunderous roar.

Not I,' I cried recklessly. So
we.got our noses down, and we fairly

ate up that straight white road."

"
. . . put up the best imitation of a speedman's

wobble I've ever seen. Goodness ! how he swerved

and wobbled ! He scared me stiff, I thought he'd be

killed."

m a t r i m O' n i a 1

miseries. " Let's

have it, Blenk

;

the drinks are on
you if it's a slow^

tale." So Blen--

kinsop began.
* » *

"My old dad
knew all there is

to be known about
wool, and precious

little about any-
thing else. S'pose
that -\vas why he
sent me to Cam-
bridge to learn

medicine. 'Varsity

ilid a lot for me. Played footer fairly well; owed
pots of money ; acquired original and expensive tastesm dress

; got a degree of .sorts ; but learnt no medicine.
Right at the finish—the very last week—there was
a ball. There may »be men who can share a punt
down the Backs by moonlight without making asses
nf themselves. I couldn't. Least of all with Dolly.
Any greenhorn would have found her irresistible.
Tremendous blue eyes. Slim little figure full of
twisty little wriggles. Laugh like a bell. Yellow
urls always blowing about and having to be patted
back into place. I proposed—there 'd been cham-
pagne, you understand. She accepted. I walked
home on air. Next morning snags developed. Her
papa fnghtfully rich; I just a raw young sawbones
with a fifth-rate degree and no particular prospects.

Decided I should go down to

_ ^Vinchester and interview her
papa, Avhilst her angry auntie
whisked her back to tOAvn.

" I decided to ride down on
my Triumph motor cycle.
Thought it might cool my head.
Got off early, and let her rip.

Began to feel better. An hour
or so blew the fumes of Dolly
and the fizz out of my noddle,
and I began to sit up and take

notice. Presently I sighted the

dust of a big car, perhaps a

niile and a half ahead, and
down went my nose on the lamp
bracket. I'd done perhaps a

mile at quite a tidy speed when
ihere was a roar and . a rattle

a 1 o n g s i d e, and some other

bicycle shot past as if I'd been
standing. AVell, my old 'bus

was only a roadster machine,

but she was in pretty decent tune

and game to toui.'h 55 m.p.h. on

B13
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the straight anywhere. I

was some narked, I can tell

you, but I'd hardly time to

wonder what had mopped
me up so easily when the

other fellow began to slow
down and shot out his left

arm across me as a signal

to stop. I thought it was
pretty cool cheek to mop up
a fellow like that without

giving me a chance to get

my own back, but I wanted
to spot what he was on be-

fore I challenged, so I

throttled down.
" As for him, he didn't

wait to slow his 'bus right

off. He jumped . down
when she was still doing a
cool twenty, I should think, and he had to gallop like a

hen to stop her dragging him over. I cocked my eye

at him as I came up, and I saw he was on a Brook-
lands Norton—they can do seventy, you know, so I

wasn't going to take him on any more. He looked
all right too. Grey flannel breeks, Norfolk jacket, a

club tie, big woollen scarf of some rowing' colours,

seemingly, and a decent cap. He was all flushed and
panting.

" ' Can you fight? ' he gasped, 'as I got off alongside.
" I began to think he'd broken out of an asylum.

"'Try me,' I said, looking for a soft spot to drop
my Triumph on.

" He was breathing so heavily he could hardly speak.
" ' No guff, old man,' he pleaded between his gasps,

'I'm not ragging. Did you see that big car on ahead ?

That's my governor's Rolls. It's been pinched.

Fellow nicked it out hi our garage while everybody

was at breakfast. I thought it'ud be pretty smart to

get it back while the police were gassing round doing

nothing! So I followed the tyre marks on the road,

and here we are. Come along and help.'

' This was a. lark with a

vengeance.
" ' I'm your man,' I said

eagerly, ' but my 'bus can't

hold yours. Fifty -five's

my limit, and you can put

a good ten on to that.'

"His face brightened

into one big merry grin when
he found I was game.

" ' That's all right,' he

stuttered, still gasping with

excitement, ' you're plenty

fast enough to hold the

Rolls—she's not in extra

tune.

'

" We were both in our

saddles again, quick as

lightning.
" ' D'you mind if the

fellow's armed?' he bel-

low^ed, as our engines
accelerated with a thun-

derous roar.

" As his language was beyond all barrack standards, we

shoved the end of the scarf in his mouth as a silencer."

"The Brooklands model does a pukka 70 m.p.h. at least,

if Bonniksoi spenlometers do not lie."
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" ' Not I,' I cried reck-

lessly. So we got our noses

down, and we fairly ate up
that straight white road.

" Presently we sighted

the grey dust-cloud again.

It had picked up a mile or.

two while we were talking,

but the scoundrel w^asn't

travelling particularly, and
we managed to gain on him
at a pretty tidy rate.

" Well, some ten minutes'

hard riding put us right on
the heels of the Rolls, and
rather to my surprise my
pal hooted at her (I thought

he'd have tried to slip past).

The thief in the car drew
in

. to his near s i d e

—

evidently he hadn't a notion

that we were after him. Both of us tore past, and
when we got, say, fifty yards ahead, my pal put up the

best irriitation of a speedman's wobble I've ever seen.

Goodness ! how he swerved and wobbled ! He scared

me stiff, I thought .he'd be killed. . The Rolls man
thought so, tod, for he.took'his foot off the accelerator.

I shut my throttle, while the Norton man was
apparently fighting to get control, of his 'bus. He
slowed her down right enough; but the slower she

.

went, the more she wobbled, and, at last, he crashed

off, with the bicycle lying right across the middle
of the road. I braked hard, dropped my feet, and
pulled up level with him, and the Rolls slid up
and came to a stop too. I looked at the thief,

and saw by his goggling, astonished eyes that he never

suspected us of being on his. track. But the instant

the Rolls stopped, the Norton man wriggled clear of

his fallen machine, and, shouting to me, fairly flew

at the Rolls driver. I'm not generally slow, but he'd

got the thief half throttled before I'd dropped my
Triumph and clambered on board the car. The cute

rascal was dressed in a chauffeur's livery to avoid

suspicion, too. We had him
trussed in no time ; the

Norton man's scarf came in

handy for that, and the

straps off the hood did the

rest. As his language was
beyond all barrack stan-

dards, we shoved the end
of the scarf in his mouth as

a silencer. Then the Nor-

ton man and I shook hands

and roared with laughter.

"'What's the next

item?' I asked. 'Take
this ruffian on to the next

police station, and then hey

for a drink !

'

" The Norton man's face

fell. ' Well, to be quite

frank,' he said, in rather a

pleasant voice—^he'd got his

breath back, now, you know—"^I'm particularly keen

on delivering the goods at
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home myself. Our local cop is a pestilent fellow

—

he's had me for furious riding more than once. Look
here. What d'you say to coming back to lunch

—

here's my card. Dad'll be awful pleased to make
your acquaintance. We can shove your Triumph in

the back of the Rolls, if you care to sample my 'bus.'

"Dolly rose up in my memory.
" I told Ashburton—that was the name on the card,

Edgar Ashburton, Coldford Hall, Yiewslip—that I

was due at Winchester to request the honour of a
lady's hand, but that I'd be charmed to put up with
his people the next night. Then we compressed our
trussed thief into part of the remaining space, and
covered him up with rugs. Then we bade each other a
fond farewell. Ashburton made tracks north-east with
the Rolls, plus the malefactor and my Triumph. I

burbled south-west on Ash-
burton's Norton, and
found the advertisements
are quite O.K. The Brook-
lands model does a pukka
70 m.p.h. at least, accord-
ing to the Bonniksen
speedometer reading.

" She ran so charmingly
that I forgot all about the

drink I had promised my-
self, and did not stop till

I got a little -anxious about
petrol.

" I found a garage,
dropped my feet outside,

and shouted. Nobody
came, and at last I pushed
the 'bus inside. A man
was speaking at the 'phone
inside a little glass office,

and I got quite cross before

he came out. When the

fellow condescended to

come and ask what I

wanted, he was uncon-

scionably slow about getting it, and I got rather riled.

While he was pouring the juice into my tank I started

to tell him what I thought of garages which treat motor
cyclists as beneath their attention. I'd just got fairly

wound up when a heavy hand fell on my shoulder. I

looked round and there were two enormous policemen,

one on each side. They pinched Ashburton's Norton
and they pinched me. Before I knew where I was, I

had been charged by an inspector fellow, and was
safely locked up for the night in cells, common drunks,

for the use of, one."
"But, good heavens, Blenk!" began the Colonel

in astonishment. "The charge, of course," explained

the Doctor, " was stealing one perfectly good Brook-

lands Norton motor bicycle."

"I don't quite get you," objected the Major.

The doctor proceeded.
" Next morning the charge was extended to include

the theft of one perfectly good Rolls-Royce, Edinburgh
model, with sporting body. I was hauled out of my
cell, and confronted with a pallid, much-bandaged,
but wholly irascible individual, whom I instantly

recognised as the scoundrelly rascal whom Ashburton

" While he was pouring the juice into my tank 1 started to tell

him what I thought of garages."
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and I had sandbagged on the Rolls. It transpired

that he was the lawful chauffeur. He was accom-

panied by—saving your presence, sir—the most

choleric, purply-cheeked colonel I have ever seen, to

wit, the bereaved owner of the Rolls.

" Then Ashburton ..." enquired the Major

intelligently.

"Exactly," murmured the Doctor admirmgly

;

"Ashburton, whose real name was somethmg quite

different, was undoubtedly the super motor thief of

his generation. He deposited the trussed chauffeur

in a deep and nettlesome ditch about a mile from the

scene of our joint outrage. He then disappeared off

the map at high speed.
ir ->..

" Of course, you were able to clear yourself ?

asked the Colonel.
^

^How could I ? " retorted the doctor testily.
_

' I

was not convicted of pinch-

ing the Rolls, principally

because they never found

it. But I was caught red-

handed with the Norton,

and they made no bones at

all about giving me twelve

months for that."
" You didn't serve it?

"

said the Colonel, incredu

lously.
'

' I served six and a

half months of it," replied

the doctor grimly. " By
that time immunity had en-

couraged the ingenious

Edgar to get rather tCK.)

fresh. The impudent
fellow actually opened a

West End mart to dispose

of his stolen cars. They
collared him at last in the

act of tooling off a Guards-

man's 27-80 h.p. Austro-

Daimler from the stage

door of the F r i v o 1 i f y.

When he saw he Was in for a good stretch anyhow, he

was sport enough to clear me. I went to see him at

Pentonville, when I received what the law is pleased to

call ' His Majesty's gracious pardon' for. a crime I

had never committed. He got the D.C.M. in Galli-

poli, and went west during the awful November bliz-

zard. Incidentally, it was the middle of January

when he cleared me. A man who has spent Christmas

in gaol may surely say there are worse places than a

troopship, eh ?
"

"By gad, yes! " agreed the Major.

The Colonel was elderly enough to prefer romance

to adventure.
" What about the fairhaired Dolly all this time

;

you were on the way to interview the obdurate parent

when you met Ashburton?"
" Dolly !

" said the doctor. ".Oh, she married Mint-

shire before they let me out. Mintshire was up at

Trinity with me.
"Lucky riddance for you," said the Colonel with

conviction. " I think the drinks are on me." And he

pressed the bell.

B. H. Davies.
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UNITED STATES NEWS LETTER.
Old Name to be Revived; New Make to be Introduced. Harley and Excelsior have New

Models wl.h Larger Engines. Smaller Diameter Wheels but Larger Tyres Favoured.

MOEE proof of the tremendous
awakening of motor cycle interest,

following the letuni of four million

men from Army service, and their desire

for out-of-door sports, may be
_
gleaned

from the fact that a machine of a

new make and another . that has
been off the market for five years will

soon be ready for delivery. The latter is

the Eagle, a motor cycle made in Brock-
ton, Mass., with a limited following.

The newcomer, which is being made m
Philadelphia, has been named the Ace.
It has been designed by 'William G.
Henderson, of four-cylinder motor-cycle
fame, and deliveries are promised about
February 1st. , Rumours are rite that

the Ace will create a furore when it ap-

pears. The Ace factory will not bring
out a yearly model, but will pattern
after automobile practice, and announce
new models as the need of improvement
in design becomes apparent.
The Harley-Davidson Co. ia experi-

menting with a larger motor. A very
fast and powerful Harley-Davidson has
been seen in local hill-climbs. It has a
piston displacement of over 1,100 c.o.

This motor, known as the C.A.B., has
been sold to dealers exclusively, and
only a privileged few at that. Possibly,
it is this motor, with lower compression,
that will be the Harley-Davidson con-

tribution towards larger engines.

Detail Imptovements.
The valve diameters of the Reading-

Standard have been iiicreased by a
quarter of an inch. This is the principal
change, the rest of the improvements
being along refinement lines.

Splashboards, introduced on the Ameri-
can market by Harley-Davidson, are
becoming popular with the all-weather
riders in the States, and, with a few
bends in the boards, or brace, that holds
the accessory to the motor cycle frame,
they may be fitted to any make.
The Harley-Davidson policy has ever

been to hook up the rider with the dealer
in more ways than merely selling motor
cycles or sidecars. These folk have a
complete line of riders' needs, from
gloves to sidecar robes, all carrying the
Barley-Davidson shield trade mark, and
Bold in their agencies e.xclusively. The
goods are all of the highest quality, and
adapted to motor cyclists' needs. The
co-t is reasonable at all times, and the
result is that this co-operation on the
part of the factory with the dealer and
rider has resulted in a vastly neater
garbed motor cyclist.

The Excelsior retains the familiar over-
head intake valve engine, that has been
refined and improved but little since it

first came on the road in 1912. The
motors will be made in two sizes :

1,000 c.c. piston displacement, with the
usual bore and stroke, and a newcomer
that will rate about 1,100 c.c, for it

carries a 101 mm. stroke. This fills a
demand for a more powerful motor for
sidecar work that has been insistent
among motor C3'clists since sidecars
leaped into popularity. Both of these
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motors, so it is rumoured, will be fitted

with larger diameter valves than in

the past. -

The well-known Excelsior. type of frame
will be retained, but the spring loop

front fork with bell cranks taking up road
shocks, that has been used on the
Excelsior since 191.2, will be discarded
in favour of the Henderson fork. The
later fork is of the castor or trailing

wheel type, with a rigid fork, sprung
fork, and rocker ai-ms carrying the axle.

Tha Henderson fork is made of heavy
foi'k side material that can withstand all

side thrusts and road shocks, and is of

ample width to take an oversize tyre and
set of Weed skid chains.

A Change in Wheel Sizes.

Henderson handle-bars will be used,

and this means the discarding of the rod

system of throttle and magneto control.

Rods will be used on tne handle-bar
clutch control, for this exclusive Excelsior

feature is one of the best fitments on
American -machines, affording absolute

mastery of the clutch without removing
the hands from the bars at any time.

All 1920 Excelsior motor cycles are to

be fitted tvith smaller rims, permitting the

use of 27x32in. tyres, with a resultant

lowering of the saddle position. This
will be hailed with delight by the Clan
Short-legged, for a few years back a
motor cycle with a low saddle /position

was as scarce as a special sale in a post
office, and machines were all made in one
leg length. Thus the customs change.
Another departure from standard is

rumoured in the matter of ignition and
lighting. With the 1920 models. Excelsior
is to be equipped with separate magneto
and generator, instead of both incorpor-

ated together as at present.' Trts hicn.

And now we come to the Henderson,
known by that shorter and more affec-

tionate term Hen. The 1920 Henderson
will be engined with the same type of

four-cylinder motor that always charac-

terised this mount as different. It is to

rate along in the neighbourhood of 76
cubic inches piston displacement, with
side-by-side valves and a lot of oversize
parts in the innards. The crankshaft
will be 3in. longer ; thei-e will be no off-

set in the connecting rods. The bearing
surfaces for the connecting rods will be
three-sixteenths larger, while wrist pins
will be one-eighth larger in .

diameter.
The motor will be longer in stroke and
shorter in bore than at present, and the
crankshaft will be hollow, with force feed
lubrication. That is making for positive

oiling of important parts, and is a real

step ahead in motor cycle design. Bear-
ings are of bronze, with white metal
facings.

A Revived Racing Engine.

The Henderson Eour, like the Excelsior
twin, will be equipped with 27x3giu.
tyres, which will give the Henderson the

' lowest saddle position of any of the big
machines now offered on the American
market.

For the 1920 campaign of dirt track

or speedway racing, the Excelsior is

experimenting with the well-known and
speedy Cyclone motor, that flashed across

th€ American horizon like a comet a few
seasons back. The Cyclone has plenty of

hop in it, and is an overhead valve
motor with valve mechanism actuated.lby

shaft drive to overhead cams. When the

Cyclone w'as in evidence on the track in

1914 or so, it was an amazingly fast

sprint machine over the shorter distances,

which is a mark of the overhead valve
engine. E.xcelsior engineers are putting
staying qualities into this rejuvenated
Cyclone, and it will be seen in action

in several speed events during the
coming year.

After lingering on the edge of oblivion

for several seasons, the Thor motor
cycle has gone to its rest. The Thor W£(S

one of the pioneer American makes,
and played a . large part in the early

history of the pastime, but since 1913
it has been losing popularity with the
riders. Made by a company that did not
have every interest tied up in the motor
cycle industry—for the makers of the
Thor are big producers of automatic
machinery—the design did not keep
closely to riders' wants, and although the
engine was powerful and material and
workmanship of the best, Harley-
Davidson, Indian, Henderson, Excelsior,

and Reading Standard outstripped the
Thor in appealing to the exacting
demands of riders. It was but a question
of time when the Thor would go off the
market. Now it has happened.

An Unhealthy Condition.

It is to be regretted that the American
market is being limited gradually. We
have six makes of varying popularity that
cater to riders' wants. There are four
twin-engined motors, one four-cylinder,

a. flat twin, and a two-cycle motor that
lets us out on engines. Cleveland makes

• the only two-speed machine ..on the
market, the rest all being three-speeds.
Controls will soon all be of wire, for
Excelsior is planning that change this

coming year. In frames, we have three
"keystone"—two loop and three duplex.
Going back to motors, tliere are overhead
intake and side-by-side valve motors.
Variety is the spice of life, they quot«
some wise bird as saying—well, the

. British motor cycle market may have
that spice ; obviously we Americans do
not get it.

And last, but not least^ one make of
carburetter takes care of the entire
American market. How's that for an
unhealthy condition of trade, and a dis-

couraging of advance in carburetter
design ?

You British riders do not know when
you are well off. You can pick anything
from a light T.T. model, stripped to the
bone for fast rolling, up to a de luxe
sidecar outfit, hung about with fitments
in such variety that it ig like a

Christmas tree on the morning of Decem-
ber 25th. E. B. HOLTON.
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Greetings.

A merry Christmas to one and all of

our- hundred thousand readers, and to the
several thousands over who have recently
become our friends.

Westward Ho!
Competitors in the London-Exeter run

should read A. E. W. Mason's account of
a ride over this road in " The Watchers."
It would add a. zest to their trip. By the
way, this author shows a nice appreciation
of roada in more than one of his books.

Prize Draw for Motor Cycle.

The winning number in the Eavens-
thorpe (Dewsbury) Ambulance Prize
Draw for a 2^ h.p. Metro-Tyler two-
stroke motor cycle is 24,287. The holder
of the ticket bearing this number should
communicate at once with the secretary,

'Mr. W. Ledgard, 42, Broomer Street,

Ravensthorpe, Dewsbury, Yorks.

Disposal of W.D. Machines.

A question was asked in the House of

Commons recently regarding the number
of motor cycles sold through the War
.Motors Association since August last.

The reply of Mr. Kellaway was that

484 machines had been purchased by the

Association mentioned, while the number
otherwise disposed of by the ilinistry

of Munitions (Disposal Board) was 6,011.

North-west London M.C.C.

We were recently informed by a

reader that he won two cups at the last

Brooklands meeting organised in 1914 by
the above club. Owing to the outbreak
of war, there was no distribution of

awards in that year, and consequently
the trophies are still unclaimed. Our
correspondent would like to get in touch
with any of the former officials.

Ibe Lighting Kegulations.
Errors m interpreting the rules regard-

ing rear lights are generally found on
vehicles propelled by human or equine

agency, but a few nights ago we fol-

lowed for some mjles a motor van which
displayed a bright white light to the
rear m addition to its red light. Such
lights are confusing !

While on this subject, may we ask why
it is that when a cyclist has no red -light

(this is, we are glad to say, becoming
less common), and is riding with a
friend who is properly equipped, he
almost invariably takes the outside posi-

tion ? One would suppose that common-
sense and the instinct of self-preservation

would suggest to him the advisability of

keeping next the hedge.

Since 1903.

This issue completes the twenty-third
volume of Tli(i Motor Cycle., which has
had an unbroken run for 874 issues.

Scare Headlines.
Apparently the end of the world, so

confidently predicted by some people to

take place last week, has, like a drought
once foretold for a certain summer in

Australia (which summer proved to be
the wettest on record), been postponed
owing to the inclemency of the weather.
Those of our readers who threw away all

their petrol as being dangerously inflam-

mable for such an occasion will have to

purchase fresh supplies.

The A.C.U. Paid.

One of the most useful facilities en-

joyed by motor cyclists who are members
of» the Auto-Cycle Union is ,that of free

legal defence and advice. A week or two
ago the Union fought a rather involved
case in the Courts on behalf of a motor-
cycling member. The case concerned a
cliarge made against a motor cyclist ot

riding an unregistered machine and dis-

playing false identification numbers, and
he was convicted by the magistrate on
both counts. The A. C.U., through its soli-

citor, lodged an appeal, and prepared to

produce evidence that the motor cycle
was registered, but the application was
dismissed as being frivolous, and the
£50 recognisance-s that had been paid
into court was accordingly sacrificed.

Had the motor cyclist not been a mem-
ber of the A.C.U. it is most probable
that he would have been involved in a
heavy pecuniary loss in connection with
the case, but in accordance witb its

_
invariable rule of championing what it

considered was a good case, the Union
bore the £50 loss involved.

Special features.

A TOUR IN THE DEVASTATED AREAS.

AMERICAN NEWS LETTER.

A QUEER CHRISTMAS.

THE CHRISTMAS TRIALS.

OF the two Christmas holiday events

which will be rmi this year, pro-

bably the London-Exeter run organ-

ised by the M.C.C, is the better luiowo.

It is as "classic" as the T.T. and the

A.C.U. Six Days, with which it may be

said to form the triangle of types of

motor cycle competitions. The first trial

was held on Boxing night, 1910, and was
the outcome of a suggestion which

appeared in 7'he Motor Cycle from the

well-known competition enthusiast, Mr.

W. Cooper.
The 300 odd miles rmi starts and ends

at Staines, and a 20 m.p.h. (approx.j

schedule is fixed as below, the times given

being those of the first competitor :

Time
Miles p.Tii.

Staiiies o . . 8
Bagshot 9i .. 8.31
Blaclnvater I5i •. - 8.46
Hartley Row 21.1 . . 9-5
Basiiig-'toke 29 . . 9.31
Andover 47i . . 10 . 37
Salisbury (arrive) .65 .. 11.30

(Sign check sheets. One hour stop at White Har;
Hotel.)

a.m.

Salisbury (leavel . . 65 . . 12 . 30
Shaftesbury 86i .

.

1 . 42
Sherbourne 104^ .. 2.36
Yeovil loSJ .. 2.55
(Petrol and oil replishments at Yeovil.)

Chard i25i . • 3-47
(Non-slop to top ot hill.)

Honiton 138} .• 4-33
Exeter 154S • 5-24

(Sign check chect-^. Breakfast at Bude Hotel.

RETURN JOURNEY.
a.m.

Exeter- 154^ .. 6.50
Trow Hill 1(59} .. 7.36

(Non-stop to top of hill. S.gn check sheets.

Lyme Regis 182 J .. 8. 17
" Bridport I92i .. 8.44
Dorchester 207 . . 9.28
Blandford 222i .. 10.15
Salisbury ~.

. 245! .. 11.21
(Sign check sheets. One hour sfop. Lunch at White

Hart Hotel.)
p.m.

Salisbury 245} .. 12. 2J

Andover 263 . . 1.16
Basingstoke 281^ .. 2.12
Blackwater 294! .. 2.51
Staines 3ioi .. 3.40

Although not so important in point of

number of entrarits, the Bristol Club's
trial to Land's End is probably more
strenuous- than the London-Exeter. To
include such hills as Porlock and Lynton,
to be climbed in the dark adds an element'

of uncertainty sufficient to deter even the
most hardened riders. The route, too, is

longer than the London-E.xeter trial, and
covers some of the most difficult main
roads in England, and, like the M.C.C.
event, will prove the efficiency or other-

wise of modern lighting systems, for in

this trial the competitors have no fewer,

than fifteen hours' riding in. the, daj;li;,,-—'
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TDURING is the most fascinating phase of motor cycling. For its full

enjoyment agreeable hotel accommodation is essential. Wherever

A.C.U. members tour they are sure to find this in the specially

appointed A.C.U. HOTELS. These are regularly

inspected by (he Union's Consuls and Headquarters

Staff, and in visiting them the A.C.U. member

may always be sure of efficient service, courteous

treatment, and reasonable charges.

Do not tour without the A.C.U. Badge on

your machine. It is the passport to the

best hotel service and " The Freedom

of the Road " everwhere.

Information Coapoi2
'ilu Secretary
AUTOCYCLE VNIOJS
83. PALL MALL,

LONDON. S.W.I

Please send me /urtlter pariiouiars regardinn Ike
advantages of becoming a member of the A.C.U-
U>getlier with Application Form for membership.

Name .,

Address _

"The Motor Cycle.'

10/. A.C.U.
ANNUAL

SUBSCRIPTION
TO THE

the following FREE Benefits :brings you

FREE 'GET-YOU-HOME" SCHEME, whereby in case

of accident or breakdown on the road practical assistance it

afforded you. FREE Legal Advice and Defence on all lech ical

motor cycling mBtlers. hREE Ass's ance ci the R.A.C. R ad
Guides. FREE Use of a Readin Rocm at the R.A.C. Head-
quarters. FREE Assistance in TcurinR and Foreifin Travel,

SPECIAL INSURANCE FACILITIES, etc., etc.

in aruwtnng this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B19
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1920 SEASON.

The Genuine Featherweight

Model "A"

The wonderful Model "Elite"

showing windscreen and petrol

cans in position.

..—:>«*

Our new "Wonder"
The Spring Frame Model.

'^^'t^-aJrtJS*^'

Write for Catalogue of all models and details to—

Aero Works, Fitzwilliam Street, Sheffield.
'Grams: "Aero," Sheffield.

'Phone: 3119 Centr-al.
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Water-cooling.

Owners of water-cooled Scotts, William-
aonE, and Humbers take warning ! If it

is freezing wlien the Christmas festivities

ooramence, empty your radiators. In the
whirl of Sir Eoger de Coverley^ machines
may be forgotten.

An Outdoor Journal.

Out and Awrii/ is called by the
publishers, Messrs. S. Heath Robinson
and J. Bircli, Ltd., a "posy of travellers'

joy," and the second number of this

entertaining journal is such indeed. The
whole atmosphere is motorish, and will

make appeal to all lovers of tlie open
country.

A Petrol -electric Possibility.

In America tliere is an electrically-

driven light car- which weighs less than
10 cwt., and which carries its own
charging plant in the form of a small
air-cooled engine. If this is possible,
then the petrol-electric 'motor cycle, with
infinitely variable ratio between power
plant and road wheel, is feasible.

Taxation.

This is the time of year when clubs
hold dinners, whist drives, dances, and
other social events. The Bath and West
of England M.C. is among the clubs
which held its annual dinner last week,
when the president of the club, the Rev.
F. Garfield Waterbury, referred at length
to future taxation, and suggested that
the club should register a protest against
any departure from the present means
of taxation, and state that, in its

opinion, the best form of taxation was
that on petrol at so much per gal'ou.

Powerful Two-strokes.

What began the other day as a mild
discussion on types of engine gradually
developed into a furious debate on the
advantage and shortcomings of two-
strokes. A lover of the type asserted
that the two-stroke • would eventually
oust the 'four-stroke, even for heavy side-

car work. What do readers ' think
about it ?

Eighty-four m.p.g. with Sidecar.

At the commencement of this year we
ran a chain-driven Triumph sidecar for
over 3,000 miles. 2,123 miles of this total

were run on benzole without decarbonis-
ing, in fact without using a tool. We kept
a very careful account of mileage and
fuel used, and the avei'age consumption
worlted out at 84 m.p.g., exactly the
average mileage obtained by H. Finch
when he drove the Triumph sidecar for
the A. A. 5,000-mile benzole test.

Standard Benzole.

The recent A.A. 5,000 mile benzole test

proves that benzole of standard quality is

not only a superior fuel to petrol, but
has absolutely no bad effects on any part
of the engine. The only doubt remaining
now is the question of obtaining
" standard " benzole—that is to say,
the same quality used by the A. A. The
motor cyclist's best safeguard is to buy
"National" benzole, i.e., fuel conform-
ing to the specification of the National
Benzole Association—a body of benzole
producers which is pledged to market
only fuel x>i a specification which has
been proved to have no deleterious: eii'ects

upon any of the interior parts of the
engine.

The Iver Johnson.

A statement was recently made infer-

ring that only one machine of the above
make existed in this country. A corre-

spondent writes and says he knows of

two or three Iver Johnsons near Tamiton.

Jack Frost.

This is tlie season when the majority
of motor cyclists have the advantage of

a brother wlio owns a car. No need
for the former to rise hurriedly from the

festive board in order to rush to the
garage to drain tlie water from the
radiator.

Newcastle and District M.C.

Tlie Newcastle and District Motor
Club will call a meeting of motor cyclists

early in February, when it is hoped to re-

organise the club and enrol many youth-
ful motor cyclists. The fact that the
Six Days Trials in 1920 may use New-
castle as the centre is responsible for
this sjiecial activity.

£200 Prize for a Name.
In connection with the campaign in

favour of an Anglo-American standardised
metric system, one thousand dollars

(£200) is being offered to the person
first suggesting the best name word
denoting U.S. America and Britannia.
The contest is open to all. Words to be
considered must be received by the World
Trade Club, 681, Market Street, San
Francisco, before May 1st, 1920. The
amount meptioned will be paid in the
currency of the nation from which the
best word is suggested to the person first

suggesting the best name, " Unitania
"

is the best word received thus far.

WHEELS AND SQUEALS. A study in progress. By Alfred Leete.

(Reproduced jrom "Qui and Attiay," puUislieU by 0. Healli Robi;isQll aini J. Birch, Ltd.)
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OVERSEAS SECTION.
A Commentary based upon Practical Experience and a Study of Overseas Opinions.

Overseas

Models at

Olympia.

merits.

Those buyers from abroad who visited

the 1 91 9 Olympia must have been im-

pressed by the many machines obviously

designed to suit their special require-

No longer can it be said that the British

motor cycle is unsuitable for Overseas, as the majority
of new machines appear to lean towards the
" Colonial." specification even at the expense of the de-

mands of the rider in the home counti-y. Since the last

Show the position has been reversed, and, while five

years ago, the Overseas buyer was expected to put up
with a machine designed for British roads, the 1920
motor cyclist, in many cases, will be running a motor
cycle developed in excess of his requirements. Few will

complain on this score, however, as it is recognised
that the average motor cyclist's requirements are better
met by a machine with large wheels and high ground
clearance than by the types in majority in 1913.

It) tj) [J]

Wheels and Chain drive is now almost universal on
Transmissions, heavy machines, and 28in. x 3in. tyres the

general rule. Among the many machines
so equipped may be mentioned the following: Arief,

A.J.S., Abingdon, B.S.A.,
New Imperial, Matchless,
British Excelsior, Rex,
James, Clyno, Sunbearg,
Enfield, and Royal Ruby.
All of these machines have
been designed 'vvith a view to

meeting the demands of

Overseas' buyers so often

urged in The Motor Cycle.

«i *
It is gratifying

for us to note

the abundant
results of our campaigns
in favour of points to place
the British motor cycle in a

better position to compete
in the markets of the greater

world. As a result of these

efforts, the British industiy

has been convinced of the

need for larger wheels,
stronger frames, chain trans-

mission, and, finally, spring

frames. While all this may
have been appreciated, the

average maker appeared
loth to embody such points,

while the home demand for

less ambitious machines
absorbed the main part of

his output. He now
knows, however, that, to

meet Overseas requirements,

does not necessarily mean
the production of an extra

model. For 1920 there will

be quite a large number of

spring frame machines, and,

B22

Other Over-

seas Needs.

although the majority are in the smaller types of

machines, there are many examples of the large twin

to show that the proposition has been tackled for

both soio and passenger work. Among the solo

machines may be mentioned the 3^^ Douglas, A. B.C.,

Royal Ruby, Precision, Paragon, Coulson, and Wooler

;

in the heavier types the Clyno, Matchless, and Royal

Ruby. Between the two types is the Raleigh flat

twin, eminently a dual purpose mount, which

answers the needs of the Overseas buyer of the

medium-powered spring frame machine. As a com-

promise between the rigid and spring frame, quite a

number of manufacturers favour the spring seat-pillar

and semi-spring frame. Among the former may be

mentioned the A.J.S., B.S.A., Ariel, Chater-Lea, Rex,

and the latter people include the Edmund, Bat, and
L.M.C., while the Barnes spring saddle as fitted to

Zeniths is an important advance.

Metal The need for' metal sidecars, too, has
Sidecars. been recognised and several makers are

now producing sidecar bodies in which the woodwork
is reduced to a minimum. Some makers are also

so designing the lugs on the
' motor cycle frame that

\ the sidecar may be fitted

on the right side of the

machine if required, while

attention has also been
paid to the fitting of luggage

grids sprung with the body.
Cj] [Jj tji

Interchange- Quickly de-
able Wheels. tachable and

interchangeable

wheels are becoming general

practice on sidecar machines
and several are equipped with

a spare wheel, which, inci-

dentally, is a point not yet

covered by American ma-
chines.

•Delivery.

HILL-CLIMBING IN ARIZONA
An American competition rider, H. C. Schefer, who

established a new record for the Three-flag Course (from the

Canadian border to Mexico) on a Harley-Davidson by covering

the distance (1.716 miles) in 64 hours and 58 minutes

On the point

of delivery there

appears to be evidence at

the present time that makers'

outputs will not be very

good until well on into the

New Year. For three months
or more the moulders have
been on strike, and, even
when their differences have
been settled, it ma£_lDe several

months before many makers
obtain delivery of castings,

which are so important in all

engineering productions. As
we write, -it may be said that

the whole engineering in-

dustry of Great Britain is

impatiently waiting for labour
to settle down to work again.
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iTCiliiM
The Winner
Gets the Rubber

and the rubber in Hutchinsons gets

the winners.

More successes at trials all over the

world, and including the T.T., have
been accomplished on Hutchinsons,

than on any other make of tyre.

That is Proof of

Superlative Quality.

Proved b by the Trials

HUTCHINSON TYRES,
70, Basinghall St., London, E.C.2.

Establislied 1850.

In answerinq this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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-UNION
21 h.p. Two-Stroke Motor Cycle.

THE WHOLE OF OUR OUTPUT FOR ,921 IS SOLD,
AND IN CONSEQUENCE WE HAVE BEEN OBLIGED
TO REFUSE HUNDREDS OF FURTHER AGENCIES. WE
ARE NOW BUSY PRODUCING THE MACHINES, AND
THEY WILL BE COMING THROUGH IN A FEW WEEKS.

HEED THIS WARNING - Order from your Agent NOW !

HUMPHRIES & DAWES, Ltd.,

HALL GREEN WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone : SHIRLEY 48 (Private Branch Ex.)

Telesrams: "HUVIDAW, BIRM NGHAM."
Coc'e ; A.B.C.. 5'h Edi'ion.

PRICE

:

GU!ineas.

I DUNHILL'S 1920 SIDECARS. |
= The Dunhill patent triangulated frame for ~
= sidecar chassis is the most scientific on the
= market. Its design combines maximum strength
= and rigidity, with minimum weight. There is

= no possibility of frame distortion.

= Three Models are available

:

^ The Underslung: Lightweight, suitable for

r= machines up to 3i h.p. _^ The Underslung Touring: Chassis, for ^^ machines up to 6 h.p.
_ ^z~ The Tandem and Colonial Mod I, suitable ^— for machines over 6 h.p. ^z

liiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

X/unhills
Equipment Headquarters

359-361, Euston Road, LONDON, N.W.I.
West End Branch : 2, Conduit Street, W.l.
GLASGOW : 72, St Vincent Street.

= A copy of our Sidecar List, and of any of

^ our lists on Motor Cycle Clotliing, Ligliting,

= or Tools, will be sent gladly on request.

r,i||||||||||||||||||||i|||||||i||||i||||||||||||||||{||{|||||||||||||||||||||||||||„,

S24 In aiistccriir/ t/ic-ii ni/iFifiseiiicnt-s

Dunhill Sidecar Body.

Model B 37.

Comfortable touring body with bulbous back,
opening to give ample room for lugg ge, etc.
Room for petrol tin under seat. Locker of
polished mahogany, for maps, etc ,in front facing
passenger. Standard colour dark green, uphol-
stered in best quality " Rexine" cloth.

Price of above, fitted to jri^ ct nA 36 chassis, complete X/32
Suitable for machines up to 5-6 h.p.

= EXTRAS
= Fancy colours

= Hood . i

ll= Apron

it is chsirahh to mention "The Motor Ci/cle."

- :ei 1

- £4 10

- £1 10
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A Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World
Trade Abroad.

"India," Allada Valley, Katary, Nilgiris, South India,
says :

" I do not think motor manufacturers at home know
what a bad turn British agents are domg them. Here, in
India, one of the most famous English outfits adver-
tised at £140 was sold (with the rupee at Is. 6d.) at an
equivalent of £202 5s. The rupee is now 2s., and the said
combination is still being sold at 2,700 (against 2,800 Es.
before), or at present equivalent to £270! American
bicycles and sidecars, developing much greater h.p., are
sold for much less. It is. all very well to say that British
machines will always be preferred. I refused an American
dming the war, and waited for a • British machine. I

got it, and could get no spares. I have tried for five

months, and written home three times. This make of

machine used to be the most popular in these parts, but
three men whom I have met tell me that they, too, have
had the following experiences : One got no answer to his

letters for spares. One got spares of the wi-ong size. The
third had to wait many months. A friend of mine at
home, whom I asked to tackle the firm, has just written :

' You evidently do not understand that they are full up
with orders for a year, and simply do not want to be
bothered with such orders.' Well, my machine is now oij

sale. I have bought a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson and sidecar,

and 'you bet' the H.-D. Co. will see their agents have all

the spares in stock.
" Of course, it is a very happy position to have orders

enough for a year_; but, meanwhile, British machines are

being driven out of their position of favouritism by the
prices British firms allow their middlemen to charge, and
the fact that spares are not always forthcoming.

" It is credibly reported here that one or more American
firms intend to cancel their agencies, because their middle-
men will not sell their motors at a fair profit. This seems
to be a point of view the British firms do not worry about

;

but if the Americans establish direct agencies, as it is

reported they are going to do, and sell tneir machines at

about half the cost of those from home, and of at _
least

equal power with the British, British firms will find at the

end of one. year or so of boom there are twenty American
motors and motor bicycles to one British on the ma'rket in

India."

10,000 Miles in Many Couatries.

"M.L.L.," of the Italian Economic Mission to the United
States, writes :

" The hope that your mail bag is not over

full with letters from British motor cyclists touring in the

States induces me to send you these experiences of mine,
extending for a distance of over 10,000 miles, and on roads

in England, Scotland, Ireland, France, and the U.S.A.
"Last March, on demobilisation, I bought a 1919 model,

chain-cum-belt 4^ h.p. B.S.A. motor cycle, which has been
my faithful companion ever since, and on which I have spent

the greater part of my time on the road.
" From March till July I toured England, Wales, and

Scotland, entering into every county in the first two, and
taking part in many competitions, including the classical

London to Edinburgh run.

"In July I went over to France, and passed a pleasant
fortnight on the roads between Boulogne and Paris and Le
Havre.

^
" In August I had a little hill-climbing fever, and visited

Wales and North Devon. I found my Waterloo neither on

BwIch-y-Groes nor at Lynmouth. I was then travelling with
a light sideca.r attached.

" September saw me cross over to Dublin and shake the
sidecar to pieces over the bad roads in the sixteen Southern
counties I visited. The glorious scenery in County Kerry
and the hospitality of the people went a long way to make
me forget the roads.

",0n the 18th I crossed over to Paris with my faithful

B.S.A. and stayed in the gay capital till it was time to get
the boat over to America. I rode to Brest and crossed the
herring pond. I have now been here in the States about
two months. Business has kept me oft' my machine a great
deal, but, nevertheless, I managed to ride to Indianapolis

and see the famous people there. I believe mine was the first

real British thoroughbred they had seen. They were very
pleased with the excellent ' service '—to use an American
slang for reliability given by the machine.

"Looking back over these 10,000 miles I see that my
troubles have been :

"(a) Oil freezing in the drip feed one very cold nig'.t

when on the 'Hog's Back.'
"(h) Three sooted plugs during the first 2,000 miles,

owing to too liberal lubrication and use of cheap plugs.
" (c) A broken kick-starter spring.
" (d) A broken valve lifter Bowden wire.

"(e) Two belt pull-throughs.

"(f) Punctures, etc., in great abundance.. In fact, my
only involuntary stoppages were from this cause. The bad
conditions of the roads and under inflation were the principal
causes of tyre trouble.

" The engine is in excellent condition and ready for 10,000
more miles, as I had occasion to see during the sea journey,
when I gave it a general ovei-haul. The whole arrangement
of the machine is excellent, and my only criticisms are :

"(a) The present 26x2^in. tyres are insufficient. 650

x

65 mm. would be much better also, in consideration of the
greater ease of replacement when out of England.

"(h) The present drip feed is inefficient. A positive

feed or an automatic lubrication would be better.

"(c) A handle-bar-controlled clutch would render the
macliine easier to drive in traffic.

" I will not mention such refinements as electric light,

etc., on American lines, because I am sure all progressive
British makers will include them in their 1920 models.
"I will end by saying that during the first 10,000 miles

the consumption was: (a) petrol. 114 gallons
; f'6^ oil, 11

gallons. I will add the usual disclaimer."

The Rover in France.

L. Delabre, of Messrs. L. Psalty and Delabre, motor
agents, Paris, in forwarding the photograph below,
says :

" You will probably be interested with the enclosed
photograph, which represents the Prince of Monaco, aged

The Prince of Monaco, agea 71 years, taking del.very ot i new
Rover sidecar in Paris.

71, taking delivery of a Rover Sg h.p. and sidecar, to be
used on the devastated land in the Departement de I'Aisne,
which is to be rebuilt under his control.

" If you can spare a little space in your esteemed paper
to remind English manufacturers that they are losing a
good chance in their leaving the French market without
any motor cycles you will oblige."

Direct Representation.

"An Englishman in Canada" writes on the question of

direct representation in the Dominion, and refers to the
Association of British Accessory Manufacturers, which is

opening a stores in Canada. " This is a step in the right
direction, but if makers of complete machines would set up
depots where spare parts could be obtained, there would be
some hope for them securing their share of the trade
Overseas."
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A Journey Through the Native
Reserves of bwaziland.

TO the majority of motor cyclists in this country

Lourenco-Marques is just a place on the map
which was mentioned in English newspapers

at the time of the Boer War. It is the chief port

of Portuguese East Africa, and, although it is only

three hundred odd miles from Johannesburg, one
seldom connects the two cities when thinking about
either place. Probably this is due to the fact that,

between the East coast of Africa and the capital

of the Transvaal, lies Swaziland, which, to the

average English mind, conjures up visions of

(Left) The dnve down Polana Peach
at Lourenco Marques.

(Right) Midst the Swaziland Mountains
over the Transvaal Mountains at Oshoek
From here the road drops 3,000ft. down
M'babane, a distance of eight miles.

big game hunting and unclothed

savages.

How often is the actual so

different from the imaginary. From
the photograph on the right,

it will be seen that Swaziland
might easily pass for a part of the

north-west of Scotland, or even
Central Wales

; yet until this year

B26

the 374 miles between Johannesburg and Lourenco

Marques had never been traversed by a motor cycle.

The honour of doing the first journey on motor cycle

and sidecar belongs to Messrs. Rose and W. S.

Thomas, of Johannesburg, who used an 8 h.p. Royal
Enfield outfit, and did the journey at an average

speed of i8 m.p.h.
Considering the very bad road conditions, 21 hrs.

20 mins. running time was extremely good going,

although, the frontiersmen appear to have been dis-

appointed that they did not succeed in reaching their

destination in two days.

We are advised that Mr. Rose found the road
fair all the way to Ermelo. Froni Ermelo to Lake
Chrissie the travellers report the road in a specially

J~-
^..1 -r

^l
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WRITE TO-DAY FOR PROSPECTUS:—

The Motor Union
Insurance Company, Ltd.,

10, Saint James's Street, S.W.I.
Telephone : Regent 2200.

Branches and Agencies
•• all over the World. ::
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1

LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN
1919

both A.B.C. Solo

Mounts and A.B.C.

Combination gained

GOLD MEDAL AWARDS.

THE

TALBOT
GARAGE,^
STOCKPORT,

Are the sole distributing

Agents for Lancashire and

Cheshire for the famous

DesI:

orics s

cie

Greatest engine efficiency and power lor

all purposes by air-cooled, flat

power unit.

twin

15% reduction in fuel consumption.

Luxurious riding comfort by scientific

eat springing. Greater resiliency by

30% lighter frame construction, with

100"o greater strength. Four-speed

?ear box. Automatic lubrication.

Send lor particulars and early deliveiy

dates, and secure your mount for this

season's riding.

'Phone ; 500, Stockport.

'Grams: "Talbot Garage,
Stockport."

A Tyre Maker's
Tern p tation
Yes, perhaps the mixture for the tread

could stand a little juggling with. The casing

made just one ply less. The Proofing used
need not be Para. Yes, thai would cheapen
things. But—a tyre so tampered with
would never give the mileage jhat a

FED LEY
will. It simply couldn't.

The secret of the Pedley

fame lies in the extra

quality and better work-
manship that's built into

these tyres.

J. PEDLEV & SON, Ltd.,

Oxford Works,
Great Charles Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

LONDON DEPOT:
Mr. 30, Holywell Lane,

^ Jjist Great Eastern Street,
Periect. London, E.C.2.

828 In answering these advertUements it Is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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From Johannesburg to Lourenco Marques.

—

bad condition, and from Lake Chrissie to Vlakfontein
encountered heavy sand. The travellers reported a

fine herd of blesbok about here, but saw no more game
during the rest of the trip. Blesbok are about the size

of small oxen, and are dangerous at times.

In Portuguese East Africa.

Vlakfontein to M'babane was good going, but hilly.

From M'babane to the Portuguese Customs House
at Goba (the border of Portuguese East Africa and the

Union), the road was in quite good condition. At
the Customs House (a small corrugated iron shed) the

travellers were given a pass for the motor cycle, which
had to be handed in on the return journey. They
found the officials quite courteous, but conversation

was difficult, as they knew very little English.

From the border there is a new " road " for over
twenty miles to Boana. This " road " is very bad,
and only consists of two trenches to mark the way
across the veldt : a typical South African road.

Messrs. Rose and Thomas stayed a few days in

Lourenco Marques, and then staited on the return

journey to the Rand. Two days were taken on the

'©KdPLE hi

trip up, with an actual travelling time of under nine-
teen hours.

Petrol consumption on the outward trip was seven
gallons and one gallon oil. Return, nine gallons petrol
and one gallon oil. The petrof consumption works out
at about 42 m.p.g. for the respective trips.

The following table gives an idea of the distances
and times of the trip to Lourenco Mar-ques :

Johannesburg to Springs '

Springs to Bethal
Betlial to Ermelo
Eriuelo to Lake CJirissie
Lake Chrissie to Oshoek
Oshoek to M'babane
M'babane to Bremersdorp
Bremersdorp to Stegi ...

Stegi to Portuguese Border
Border to Lourenco Marques

Total 574 ... 23 20
Jjess stoppages ; looking for pass.-

port, broken throttle, car-
buretter, and puttino- on
giiiter 2

Total 21 20

Miles. h. m.

31 1 ]

80 5 45
56 2 n
24 1 25
54 2 50
15 50
21 1 15
41 3 55
18 1 10
54 3 10

WINTER'S GRIP.
Even when the roads become snow and frost

bound they still possess a fascination for lovers of
the open, and not the least enjoyable runs are
made when the air is keen and the roads bone
hard with frost.

WHEN WINTER

IN
our young days, when our only dread lay in the

danger of one day acquiring by some mischance a

mount which had- no speed—which was, in fact,

too slow to catch a cold—none of the hazards of winter

riding had any terror to shake the soundness of our
hearts.

Now that the first flush of enthusiasm has given

place to those incipient twinges in the joints that at

once warn us of the season of the year and the passing

HOLDS SWAY.
of youth, the most ardent soloist may pause to allow

himself furiously to think..

And having thought and pondered on the state of

the roads, now aw'ash with rain, now smothered in

slime and mud, and anon treacherous with ice and
snow, he whose past experience teaches wisdom need
feel no shame if, believing discretion to be the better

part of valour, he hangs a sidecar on his mount until

the sun of spring smiles once again. Wharfedale.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters must he addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertlora Street. Coventry, and must be accompanied by the ivriter's nami and address.

FINDING A WINNER.
Sir,—He fiading a winner in reliability trials, there is one

method which, to my mind, stands out as a certain solution,
and al.so one which will be materially conducive to jjrogress
in every way. This is a fuel efficiency test on a ton mileage
basis. The speed at which machines are to be driven to
be limited between, say, 15 and 25 miles per hour, the
average touring pace. This limit would do away ^vith freak
performances, which have no value to the industry. For
ihe welfare of the industry generally—as opposed to com-
petitions being sporting propositions pure and simple, and
a test of men rather than of machines—the most economical
machine and accessories should, I think, be recognised as
the goal at which all makers are aiming, and, in fact, the
princip.il reason why these reliability trials are entered into
at a!l. I take your paper regularly, and follow with interest
the various discussions in vour Correspondence columns.

Brisbane, Queensland. " WILFRID PILKINGTON.

MOTOR SCOOTERS.
Sir,—I have just returned from an excursion around this

city (Bristol) on a well-known type of scooter, and, as you
are aware, there are some' very stiff hills in the town itself,

and after an enjoyable morning feel I would like to air my
views in opposition to JIajor Kennedy, though I will first

admit that I have not had much experience with scooters.

I have always been very interested in them, and certain
that they will become very popular with the public,
especially with women, provided they are handled properly
by those wIto sell them, and that they can be sold cheaper
than at present
Major Kennedy states that a novice has a great deal

of difficulty in starting these little machines; the one I am
lucky to possess is of British make, and will start from
cold in four to si.x walking paces, not rimning ; being new,-
it is a little stiff, so there is no need for a lady to look
undignified by hopping. A friend of mine, with a similar
mount, which has done hundreds of miles, beats me easily

in starting when cold.

Most novices have the idea of always improving things,
which is generally the starting of all troubles. Always
"let well alone" is the safest plan. Criving everything
plenty of oil is more than half the battle, coupled with
cleanliness.

My scooter scales 58 lb., less petrol and oil. The mi.xture

problem is surmounted by
^
a single ,leyer carburetter. I

have not as yet found a young lady wlio gets " fed up
"

after she has ridden a properly designed mount.
The automatic inlet valve and drip carburetter alluded to

are not found on the principal British machines. Has
Major Kennedy tried to adjust a magneto of the flywheel
type? If not, I can assure him it is a " nice job," especially

if it has to be done away from "home."

is ,0

I do agree with JNIajor Kennedy -that it is Aunt Jane
and little Dorothy who will have the say with the ultimate
scooter, and this is where the good "service" agent will

or should come in. He must advise and help his customers
as much as possible, and a carefully written little book
should be given with each macliine. T^is would help con-
siderably, and relieve the agent. Someone on the agent's
staff should have a good knowledge of the type of machine
he sells, a's I understand is the case in this city, and, of

course, many others. It will not be all profit and sunshine
to start with, and the public will have to be educated into

the scooter's inany really handy uses.

I fail to see how some motor scooteis weigh as much as

two-stroke motor cycles. ^ly last little Royal Enfield
weighed more than three times the scooter, though a
splendid mount. HAROLD SOLOMON.

Sir,-^I am somewhat at a loss to comprehend in what
spirit Major Kennedy's letter (December 4th) was written,
whether in solemnity or banter. His expression of grief

about the A.C.U. Scooter Trial savours of the latter. I

charitably suppose, also, that his claim to " a greater ex-

perience of scooters than anyone else in Great Britain
"

must also be taken in a Pickwickian sense, otherwise one
can only lament that so much experience should have pro-

duced so little knowledge.
On the other hand, as some readers may take the com-

munication seriously, it is well that one or two of Major
Kennedy's dogmatic- assertions should be contradicted.
He "assures" us that "those who favour a, seat on

scooters should abandon the idea right away." Yet I have
seen a scooter, with lady seated, go through a forty-mile

road competition at fourteen miles per .hour, schedule time,

inclusive of some toughish test-hills and a watersplash, some
very bad roads, and other features included by a club
competition committee bent on finding a sporting course.

Moreover, this scooter, seat included, made the best per-

formance of the day under absolutely equal conditions (ex-

cept 14 m.p.h. instead of 20 m.p.h.), against a fairly large
field for a club event, inclusive of some of the best competi-
tion riders in England

.

Major Kennedy talks of " lOin. wheels," "speedman's
wobble on a scooter," while his final comparisons regarding
tractive resistance, wind resistance, and weight are inaccurate.

He remarks that " tractive resistance is greater in the
scooter, wind resistance at least equal, and weight not much
less than in a motor cycle." This reminds me of the old

description of the lobster as a "red fish that walks back-
wards"; a good description, except that the lobster is jiot

red, nor a fish, nor does it walk backwards.
Similarly, the tractive resistance of a scooter is not

greater, the wind resistance at scooter speed is less, and
the weight is much less. FRANK WHITWORTH.
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"YITHEN the leaves are falling

and the autumn mists

make he roads sodden and

treacherous it's worth a lot to

know th;t you can trust your

tyres as you swing rcund the

corner and make lor hom?.

That's were the Dunlop rub'-er

studded motor cycle cover

scores as well as in its capacity

to give long and fa thful

service.

Don't the A.C.U. Six Days
Trials prove it, with 63.63% of

the gold medallists on them ?

iZW^

DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Founders of the Pneuouitio Tyre lodustrr>

Pora Mills, Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM. ,

LON ON: 146, Clerkenwell Road, E.G. 1.

Tcleohoae - - Sj7S «: 5376 Holborn.
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The detachable head
with its increased accessibility and ease of

decarbonising, has, for over seven years, been

a successful feature of the G.N., carried out,

too, in an extremely neat and effective manner.

The holding down nuts can almost be

unscrewed without lifting the bonnet, so

accessible is this go° vibrationless engine.

G.N.. LTD., EAST HILL, WANDSWORTH. S.WA9,

Prices are £184 and upwards according lo equipment

Teifgrams; Semloh.
Telephone ; City 4432.

OLME*
OOODSTi

Knee Grips for Winter Riding.

Our A.I Quality made of

Selected , Hides. Measuring
Overall, length yin. by 6jin.

deep. Pad 6in. by 410. Suit-

able for Triumph, Norton, and
machines with similar tanks.

Price 12/6 per pair,

MOTOR CYCLIST'S
HELMET.

Tuvaluable for cold
weather riding. Keeps
the ears and head free

from draughts. Made
frpm selected soft skins,

lined wool, and fitted

with Ear Rolls and
Goggle Slides as illus-

trated. Price 21 /-.

Made in dark khaki
green coloin: only.

For complete protection
we still supply the
Famons " All Weather "

Motor Suit at £4.
PaHiculars on Request

Ask your Agent for

aliove OF write actual
Manufacturers,

HOLMES & SON. 38, Albert St., MANCHESTER.

BRAND NEW MACHINES IN STOCK:

4 h.p. Douglas Combination, latest 1920 model, pribe £145
2} h.p. Solo, latest 1920 model .. .... .. .. „ £90
2} h.p. Levis. 1920 model • .. .. .. „ £60

24, Woodstock St. f"^*^:?"'), Bond St., W.I.
Talephone; Mayfair, esBB.

B32 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " 2'Ae Motor Cycle."
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THE LIGHTING REGULATIONS.
Sir.
—" Sivel's " letter in your issue of 4th December is

astounding, and malces one ' wonder whether " Sivel " has
ever done any night riding at all. .He states: "The onus
of avoiding accidents should lie with the overtaking vehicle.

It does not matter whether the ' obstacle ' is a cyclist,

pedestrian, vehicle, child, or ant/thing else." Naturally,
the onus lies with the overtaking vehicle, but does that
preclude the advisability of taking precautions to rendei

the risks of an accident as small as possible? If that is so,

according to "Sivel's" reasoimig, places where the road
is "up," or under repair, should not be marked by lights

at night—for this certainly comes under his category of

"obstacles."

It is not a far cry from that to doubt whether " Sivel
"

considers a railing necessary to prevent one falling over a

cliff when the road runs along its edge. The onus is on
the vehicle, he says, and his head light mu.st save him, or

else he must have been going too fast, and it is his own
fault! - -

If a pedestrian, even in daylight, falls down a coal shoot

left open and unattended, the court awards liim damages.
Why? When, according to "Sivel's" reasoning, head lights

are for the purpose of showing us what is in front, so that
we can avoid it, and, similarlj'. the pedestrian's eyesight
should have enabled him to avoid the accident.

Since my letter, published in your issue of 11th December,
was written, I have moved to the country, and now ride

two miles home from the station every night, along a road
practically destitute of lights, but much frequented by
cyclists and motor cars with glaring head lights. During
this short period I have become, if possible, even more con-

\inced of the necessity for a rear liglit for cyclists, both for

their safety and for my own, and I- cainiot conceive any
night rider thinking otherwise. .

Incidentally, I may mention that many of the local

pedestrians, obliged to walk in the road owing to lack of

pavement, carry lanterns~with them at night—for their own
safety from traffic, I am informed. And yet so far I have
met no one " I'oad hogging" it at night Iiere

!

C. TYERS.

Sir,—From the point of view of a push cyclist, I would like

to say that I agree entirely w'ith " Toleration." It is sur-

prising how close one may get to another cyclist minus a

rear light without being aware of it, even when oneself has
a good head lamp.

In the next letter. " Sivel," referring to the -rear lamp,
speaks of "its notorious unreliability, both as regards its

keeping alight and its value as a preventive of accidents."

As far as unreliability is concerned this may be due to two
causes—(1) design and (2) treatment.

In the first place, it is up to the purchase," to get a good
lamp, and in the second place, to look after it. How many
people one sees on the road with oil rear lamps having their

wicks turned up too much, air holes and chininey clogged
with soot, and the red glasses smoked so much tliat'they are

rendered almost invisible?

Such a lamp 1.5 unreliable both as regards keeping alight

and as a means of preventing accidents. If you buy a good
lamp and give it a little attention it will not go out, and it

will prevent accidents. Surely it is not too much trouble to

give an oil lamp a few minutes every week.
Leamington Spa. KNIGHTRIDER.

Sir,—I trust we disputants on the subject of rear lighting

are not absorbing more, than our fair share of space in your
valuable journal, but I am in the lists again in reply to the
letters, fx-om Messrs. Holland and Tyers, in your issue of

December 11th.

Mr. Holland alleges an absence of logic in my letters,

and then proceeds to demonstrate his own absolute lack of

that valuable commodity. A misquotation, Mr. Holland,
is a misquotation, and no amount of " e.xplanation " will

alter the fact. I submit that no one reading my letter in a
fair and intelligent manner would contend that I sug-
gested that '.all such impedimenta as were mentioned should
bear a red lamp. Further, in his letter, " lorwarth," re-

ferring to pedestrians, says, "These usually have the sense
to get out of the way," the inference being, obviously, that
certain other road users- have not that sense. I take leave
to doubt the statement that cyclists "often" display red'

*/5

lights in front and white lights behind ! I ride some hundreds

of miles at night during the year and have never seen

one yet.

I know that my escapes from being smashed up by pass-

ing motorists were not due entirely (mind the split infinitive

next time, Mr. Holland) to my rear light,' because on one

occasion I drove my machine into a grass bank to avoid

being run down, and on another .had my rear lamp bent

forward by some projection on a passing car. Does this

flatter the rear light enthusiast? My escape was due in

each case solely to such skill as I possess in driving, other-

wise I might now have been in a spot whence it would

be impossible to give those who need it the benefit of my
enlightened views on this subject.

I have been riding bicycles, pedal and motor, for thirty

years, and have probably done as much night work as most

cyclists, and have never yet run into anything, simply be-
.

cause I ride according to the condition of the road before

me as revealed by my lamp. I am as fond of a "bat" at

30 or 40 m.p.h. as most people, but on a clear road in day-

light, please, not at night when the best of lamps will not

always show up ever}' possible source of trouble. Let me
commend to the notice of the red lamp champions the query

oil page 765 of your issue of December 11th, under the head-

ing of " Cattle on, the Road," and the reply, more especially

the last three paragraphs of the latter.

Summed up, the argument appears to be ; "I can see

nothing in front of me, no red lights apparent ; ergo, there's

nothing there, and I can tear along in the dark -at any
speed.". This is the only logical conclusion from the con-

tentions of the supporters of the lamp, and I should zealously,

support any movement to do away with it, as I would, also,

the effort to suppress that other ridiculous regulation, the
" speed limit," made by tli>e amateurs who frame our laws.

"Riding to the public' danger" if you like, but not this

infantile provision! There are plenty of motorists who
would undertake to ride down the Strand during the day-

time at thirty miles ah hour with less danger to the general

public than would be involved by other road users travelling

at a tenth of that speed.

Apparently Mr. Holland's faculties al'e not equal to the

task of coining a phrase to point his argument (as I observe

he uses one of mine). Here's another one for him—the

cause that involves serious inconvenience to others without
real benefit to the general communitv is already lost.

London, N,
"

SIVEL.

GATHERING HOLLY.

A few miles run in the country at Christmas time will generally result

in a " find of holly il the passenger keeps a good lookout
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THE MUDGUAHDING PROBLEM.
Sir,—A few weeks ago I took delivery of a well-known

Coventry make of motor cycle, and had some hundred mDes
to ride to bring it home. It rained and snowed practically
the whole of the ride, and, much to my disgust and dis-

comfort, I was simply plastered from head to foot with
mud on my arrival.

One reads a lot about mudguarding, and several firms
have taken the matter to heart by fitting efficient guards.
This particular firm seems to forget the climatic conditions
that one has to contend with. The machine itself is almost
ideal.

' SOL.

Sir,—As a
_
medical man who has regularly used motor

cycles of various makes in his practice since 1901 (I have
owned twenty-one and ridden many others), I can state
definitely that I have never had one single machine which
was properly mudguarded. I have had to have special mud-
guards made for every machine I have owned. The majority
of motor cycles are mudguarded on the principle of the push
bicycle, which type of mudguarding is qjuite inefficient when
applied to a motor cycle. Tlie best mudguarded machine I

have owned was called, I believe, the Midget Bicar. This
machine had wide, flat mudguards and was fairly clean.
The faults of most motor cycles are :

(1.) Design of frame : Most motor bicycles are merely
heavy push bicycles with engine, etc., throvrn on. -

(2.) .Mudguards: After a wet ride mud is deposited in
quantities on the back of the rider (particularly on his neck)
and on his knees and boots.

(3.) There is not nearly enough clearance between the
mudguards and the tyres.

(4.) Too many projections of all sorts on the machine,
all of which collect dirt, etc.

(5.) Too many different sizes of nuts, bolts, etc.

(5.) No rear springing, in most cases.

(7.) Often inefficient spring forks (some well-known
machines suffer in this matter). ''

(8.) Too many twiddly bits on handle-bar.
(9.) Exhaust noise and valve clatter generally too pro-

. nounced.
(10.) Transmission, etc., on wrong side of machine (this

applies more particularly to machines used for sidecar work).

I have used my machines in all types of weather by day
and night, so. I think I can speak with some authority. At
present I am keeping my eye on The Motor Oycl'e with the

I
view to the purchase of a motor after my return from foreign

service. It seems, however, that I shall have to go in for

a small two-seater (three or four wheels), unless I can find a
really clean, dependable machine, with the above stated

faults eliminated.
_

M.D., R.A.M.G. (T.F.).

Italian Expeditionary Force.

COMPETITIONS FOR PASSENGER VEHICLES.
Sir,—The present position with regard to trials for

passenger vehicles appears to me to be wholly and entirely

'unsatisfactory, chiefly owing to the recent decision of the

authorities that all three-wheelers shall come under the

A.C.U., and all fom'-wheelers under the B.A.C., without
any exception or reservation.

The Auto-Cycle Union and the R.A.C. are organised, not
merely as independent, but as thoroughly water-tight com-
partments ; each assumes a magnificent unconcern in the .

proceedings of the other. One therefore assumes that,

although three-wheeled cycle cars will compete with side-

car outfits in competition, four-wheelers will be kept
strictly to themselves.
One cannot help feeling 'that this arrangement is likely,

to confer singularly little benefit either upon the industry

or the private motorist of small means.
What seems to me to be quite obviously wanted is a

trial, or rather trials, in which all passenger vehicles coming
within a certain price limit can run together. We want an
answer to the question as to whether it is possible to make
a cycle car that is as good as a combination for the same
selling price, and we want to know whether or not three

wheels are as good as, or better than, four. And that is to

instance only two of the points that trials for passenger
machines of all types can help to settle for us.

The cheajj passenger vehicle is in its infancy, despite the

assertions of advertisers, and our problem at the moment is

rather th« relative efficiency of types than the relative

efficiency of individual makes. Hence the present policy

of running various types apart instead of together appears
A34

to me to^ be futile. It is of little help to the private in-

dividual in search of guidance, or to the designer in need
of data.

I would emphasise the importance, of classification- by
price. The man who wants a decent motor vehicle at a low
figure does not care two straws whether it is a sidecar, a
cycle car, or a light car, provided that it is .efficient.' Nor
does he care much about weight, or about horse-power,
except in so far as these factors bear upon the question of
price. I would therefore suggest that tor the purpose of
cornpetition vehicles should be classified simply on ' a price
basis, and the organisation should be in the hands of^. the
R.A.e. and A.C.tj. jointly, an arrangement that should be
quite feasible, if only for this special purpose.
Wold Newton, Yorkshh-e. L. FRANCIS JONES.

AN INVALID MOTOR CHAIR.
Sir,—When visiting the Motor Cycle Show I saw in the

Hammersmith Road an invalid hand-propelled chair with a
motor attachment, the maker's name being placed at the
back .of the seat. ,

However, this chair was travelling so fast that I was
unable to read the address, and as I am particularly interested
in this class of machine, I wonder if any of your readers
could let me know the maker's name. JAS. COOPER.

SPEED WOBBLE.
Sir,
—

" Ixion," in The Motor Cycle of November
.
20th,

touches upon the phenomenon oi. " Spee4 Wobble." I

suffered once from this on a S h.p. machine, and quite luckily
finished my journey in the hedge by the roadside, but the
possibility of encountering a hard "brick wall next tiihe inade
me uncomfortable, and I shortly disposed of this machine.
Now I see that it is the fault not only of this machine but
of others also, and therefore this question becomes very im-
portant. As an engineer and air pilot, I know of an explana-
tion_ of similar phenomenon in some types of aeroplanes, and
I will try to explain it in case of a motor cycle. I should be
much obliged if "Ixion" would carry out experiments with
his machines to examine my idea, afld if he would let us
know the results. The enclosed sketch and explanation
will, I hope, be quite clear.

Illustrating Nicholas Olechnovitch's remarks on speed wobble.

1. Front Forh.—A A, axis of turning ; B, centre of front

wheel.
2. View from the top on the machine, with handle-bars

turned to the left.

Centre. B is out of the vertical plane, and therefore out of

line C C of movement of the centre of gravity.

3. Diagram of forces, which arise in case of left turn-

ing ; CO,' inertia of the centre of gravity ; B D; resistance

of the front wheel ; C E, side resistance of the back' wheel.

Now we can get three different results, depending upon
the position of Qie centre of gravity : • -

1. If centre of gravity is in the same horizontal plane as

the centres of the wheels, machine has a dead balance.

2. If centre of gravity is higher, machine declines out

from the centre of circle of turning, and therefore makes a

wobble. -
', .

3. If centre of gravity is lower, machine possesses an

automatic balance.

A good machine can be constructed if the centre of the

front wheel B will always remain in the line A A, or if the

machine possesses first or third position ot the centre of

gravity. NICOLAS OLEOHNOVITCH, Lieut.
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1200
SUCCESSES IN

THREE YEARS!

Did you secure at the Show a

copy of the ZENITH BUDGET
setting out this wonderful record

of successes? If not, write to-day

for a copy while the edition lasts.

Achieved by
riders of the ZENITH

MDTOR CYCLE with the GRADUA GEAE.

in al! paits

of the world.

The 1920 MODELS are

:

2 1 h.p. Horizbntally opposed twin—an
entirely new production.

5 h.p. Model C. V-twin (654 c.c.) known
as the Sporting ModeL

8 h.p. Model H. V-twin (988 c c.) with
Kick-starter and Clutch, known as the
Passenger Model.

All fitted with the famous Gradua Gear.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,
HAMPTON COURT
Wires : Zsnilh, East Molessy.

ENSLAND.
'Phons: Molessy, 169.

THE VERDICT OF THE

Mail
TUESDAY. NOViiMBEIl 25, 1919.

The motor-cycte of to-dav is, above aVl,

fclie result. of mdivMnal trial and personal

taste.
' One of the tinest, if not the finest,

side-cars in the show is the product of a
Manchester firm, the -Royal Ruby. It is a

.'irionuiQent of technical sliiJl corabiiied with
" a knowledge of vfhat the user wants. Leaf
I Gprings rear and front, leaf springs for the
t side-car, epare-wheel. carrier not a move
} Ujlt bnt part of the side-car chassis, spare

/ petrol tin carrier part of the luggage grid

i and- secured verv much after the style ctf the

J
exhaust manifold of a car,„cycle frame and

/ sidc^-car insulated conipleiiely from all road
\ Bhor;k.s--t,hes6 are but a few of its many
J-ijtiJitarian and technical points.

ON THERoyal nuB
Patent Spring
Frame and
Spring Wheel
Sidecar Chassis

THE RUBY CYCLE CO., LTD.,
CANNEL STREET. ANCOATS, MANCHESTER,

Manu!a:tUrers and Patentees ot the Royal
Ruby Cycles, Motor Cycles and Sidecars

In answering these advertisements it is ilcsiiable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A35
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Ililllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllll

/iDotors

"IRew imperial"
agents will be foun5
tn all towns ot tbe

"ClniteO Ikingboni an!)

all countries abroaD.

Hsft pour local Hgent
for particulars—If be
fails sou please write

us anb we will give

pou fullg illustrateb

particulars—we lay

ourselves out to give

\?ou every service

before anb after pur=
cbase:

is—©nr /IDotto,

jgour Safeguarb.

2|Xigbtirourl5t

64 ^ 72 guineas.

8 b.p. Combination

147 guineas.

—2)ou't tafte ris[?s-buy a =
" mew imperial." =

IRew Jmperial Cycles, Xtb„ Birminobam/ =

GARBURETTERS
HEAVYWEIGHT.

MADE IN LIGHTWEIGHT MODELS.

TWO-STROKE.
GIVE THE BEST RESULTS FROM YOUR ENGINE.

The favourite of both expert and novice.

BROWN & BARLOW, Ltd., Witton, BIRMINGHAM

A 36 in answerini} these adveTlisements it is desirable to mention " 7'Ae Motor Cycle."
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "Tlie Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor btreet, London, E.C.4, and whether intended for publication or not must be aci:oinpanieQ by a stamped addressea envelope for re^iy. Correspondents
are urged tc wiite clearl> and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked *' Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subiects-

M.oiaicil Lubrication.

Does a mechanical oil pump,

S
worked from the timing gear,
lessen the efficiency of the whole
engine as a power unit to so

,
great an extent that the improved

oiling would not warrant its use?

—

O.B.M.
A mechanical oil prunp of dimensions
suitable for a motor cycle engine does not
absorb sufficient power materially to
lessen the general efficiency.

Gear Ratios,

(1.) My 2| h.p. two-stroke
Counaught has a single speed, belt
rim 20in. diameter, and flywheel
pulley 4in. diameter. I have
fitted a two-speed gear ; the

number of teeth on clutch pulley of
the gear box is thirty-two. The belt
pulley on the gear box" is 6in. diameter.
Will you please state how many teeth
I shall require on the flywheel sprocket
to bring it to the same speed as it had
when smgle geared? (2.) On the same
question, to increase speed do I require
a smaller or larger number of teeth on
the flywheel sprocket?—W.S.

(1.) You will require a twenty-one tooth
engine sprocket. (2.) To raise the gear
you will I'equire more teeth on the engine
shaft sprocket.

Fitting a Dynamo.
I am desirous of fitting a

lighting, set to a 6 h.p. -military
model Clyno. Could you give
me any advice as to the best
means of getting an easy drive

for the dynamo ? There is a gin. nut
on the end of the magneto shaft, and
I thought to screw a drive on to that
projecting outside the chain case.

Would you consider that a practical
proposition? If so, what size sprocket
or pulleys ought I to employ to get the
dynamo working fast enough ? Specifi-

cation of dynamo states 800 r.p.m. (cut
in speed) to 3,000 r.p.m. It seems
impossible to get a drive either from
the engine or countershaft.—L.F.H.D.

We do not recomipend the driving of the
dynamo from the end of the magneto
shaft, since the magneto bearings are, not
designed for any extra load. You would
also require to gear up again, owing to

the fact that the magneto only runs at

half engine speed. Is it not possible to

fit an additional pulley on the engine
driving sprocket? If you can do this,

the diameters of the driving and driven
pulleys should be in the ratio of 3 to 2.

This gearing \Yill give you the most
suitable dynamo speed at normal engine
revolutions.

Castor Oil.

(1.) I should be glad if you
would advise me on the value of

castor oil as a lubricant for the

motor cycle cylinder, and how
would the cost compare with the

oils of usual practice? (2.) Can you
say whether the percentage of single-

cylinder overhead valve engines on the

market is low or reasonably high, and
do you consider the engine essentially

a "speed merchant '

' or touring type ?

—N.T.F.
(1.) As a lubricant for motor cycle

engines, a pure castor oil has not proved
satisfactory ; moreover, it would be
extremely expensive. If you are deeply
interested in this subject, we would
advise you to communicate with C. C.

Wakefield and Co., Wakefield House,
Cheapside, London, E.C.2. (2.") We
should imagine that the percentage of
such engines on the road is extremely
low, but they are gaining in popularity.
Hitherto the overhead valvepower unit

has been regarded as essentially of the
racing type.

An Untrained Horse.

While I was travelling by
motor cycle I overtook a horse
and trap driven by a farmer.
He was in the centre of the road,

allowing me plenty of room to

but, just as I was about to do
so, the horse (a young one) shied, and
plunged across the road directly in

front of me. I unavoidably ran into

the trap, and was thrown headlong
into some wood fencing, receiving con-

cussion of the brain. It will be some
time before I shall be fit for work,
whUe my motor cycle is badly damaged.
How do I stand for compensation ?

—

M.H.S. .

The driver of the horse and trap is not
necessarily liable for damage done through
his horse shying and plunging across the
road. You would have to show that

there was some negligence on the part of

the driver, and it was through his un-
skilful driving that hf did not keep the
horse under proper control. This would
probably be difficult to prove, and, if

you commence an action you ought to

have the support of some independent
evidence showing exactly how it occurred.
Even if the driver of the horse and trap
were guilty of negligence, you would not
be able to recover damages if you your-
self were going too fast. The best plan

to follow would be to write to the farmer
explaining the injuries sustained, and ask
for compensation. However, on the facts,

.it would probably be better to compro-
mise than to get involved in an action.

pass.

Timing a Douglas.

Will you kindly furnish me
with particulars of valve and
ignition timing for 2| h.p.

Douglas for fast running, so

that with the ignition retarded

the timing would become as normally

used with ignition almost fully ad-

vanced?—CM.
In timing the Douglas engine, a certain

amount of overlap of the valves must
occur. When the piston is at the top of

the exhaust stroke, the valve should be

not quite closed, and the inlet valve

should have commenced to open ; about

5 to 10 degrees of overlap should be

allowed, but we should advise you, if

you wish " to go into this subject

thoroughly, to obtain the instruction

book from the makers, as this gives

timing diagrams both for standard and
overlap cams. The maximum advance
of the ignition should not exceed 20 de-

grees before top dead centre, and this

should be with the ignition control in

the fully advanced position ; timing it in

the way you suggest would render start-

ing extremely difficult, and there would
be no advantage in running.

Heavy Consumption.

I have a 1919 Villiers two-
_

^1 stroke, which has run about
> 500 miles. Owing to popping
-2J back in carburetter (Amac) I

I thoroughly cleaned the cylin-

der, piston, rings and grooves, and
made certain of all joints on replac-

ing. It starts very easily, and two-
strokes well at all speeds. I set drip-

feed, so that the engine smokes very
shghtly, and use a good single point
plug, and it takes nearly full air with
24~jet. It is timed so that spark occurs
on top dead centre of stroke with
ignition fully retarded, but when fully

advanced the spark occurs when piston
is only ^in. from top of stroke. 'Will

you please inform me : (1.) What is

the cause of overheating and loss' oi

power on hills? (2.) Only doing 60
m.p.g., when previously it did over
100 m.p.g. with a larger jet? (3.) Is

ignition too far retarded ?—G.E.F.

(1.) The level in the carburetter may be
too high, also the sparking plug may be
of unsuitable design. In other respects
you appear to have effected all the ad-
justments correctly. We presume that
you have not by any charice replaced the
piston wrong way round. (2^-5.) A
poor consumption points to the fact th:it

the trouble lies in carburation. (4.)

The ignition- timing is correct, but the
advance seems unusually small.
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Philipson Pulley.

^_^ I shall be glad if you win
|n| give me your advice as to the
I >

I

working of the Philipson pulley.
LiJ The pulley does not seem to

expand on hard hill work, but
does so if firmly pressed or retarded
by the heel of the boot. I bought the
pulley to nt a 3| h.p. Triumph, and as
lar as I can see the gear has had very
little wear. How am I to lubricate
the working parts?—J.Y.C.

The PhDipson pulley you have appears
to be one fitted with a racing spring.
This does not work automatically, and
requires a good deal of pressure on the
periphery of the governor. If you re-

quire the pulley to work without control
you should write to the makers, who
will quote for the conversion of the
racing governor to the .touring type.
Personally, we prefer the former. On the
Triumph the pulley is self-lubricating
through crank case release in main shaft.

Tyre Sizes.
' I shall be obliged if you can^ give me the following informa-

> I tion. I have a Humberette light
-iJ car, which is at present shod

with Dunlop 700x65 mm. tyres,

which are a perfect fit, but are appar-
ently unobtainable now. I have tried

650 X 65 Voiturettes, which will not
attempt to go on. Will you please tell

me how tyre sizes are measured? No
one seems to know amongst my ac-

quaintances. I have a small run-
about,, with 650 X 65 rims, and I wish

' to get oversize tyres, in order to raise

the gear slightly. Are there oversizes

for these rims?—J.S.W-

Tyres are measured across the outside
diameter, and also by the diameter of the
section; thus a 28 x 3 cover is 28in.

extreme diameter across the wheel, and
3in. diameter in section. Oversize tyres

are made for most rims, thus 25 x 2,

2i and 2|, also 26 x 2^, for 2^, all fit

the same rim, the larger sizes being over-

size. The most suitable oversize covers

for your 650 x 65 Voiturette rims are

700 X 80. These will no doubt increase

your gear to the extent you desire. The
Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., Aston Cross,

Birmingham, will no doubt supply you
with a booklet giving much interesting

information on tyre sizes, if you will

apply to them.

Fitting Another Engine.

I have a small two-seater cycle
— I car fitted with 5-6 h.p. single-

^ cylinder engine a.o.i.v. Lately,
-SJ at a sale, I picked up a Riley

8 h.p. water-cooled V type twin
engine, in excellent condition. Can I

fit this to my car? My difficulties are
as follow: (1.) 'Riley engine has no
starting handle ; main shaft ending
flush with crank case. (2.) My old

engine revolved in an anti-clockwise
direction ; the Riley is clockwise. Can
I alter direction of engine revs, or

shall I require new gear box? Or
again, would it be possible to remove
entire rear axle and differential—only
the off side .back wheel of the car is

driven—and reverse it, making the neat
. side, tlie driving wheel?—H.C.B.

Without having the chassis and engine
before us it is almost impossible to give
vou much assistance. From your descrip-

tion we should imagine that the cost of

fitting will be very much greater than
you would expect on casual examination.
We should strongly advise you to sell

the cycle car and engine separately, and
invest in a more modern machine. In the
matter of reversing the gear bo.x or rear
axle, we cannot advise you, as we have
no details of the design, and if, for
instance, any parts are held by screw
lock rings, reversing them might tend to
unwind parts which would otherwise be
locked up.

Two-stroke Queries

(1.) My machine is a 2J h.p.^ two-stroke : I want to know the
> best way to time it. (2.) The
-IJ carburetter is a Senspray. What

size jet should I use for most
power? (3.) What is the best oil (light

or heavy) to use, and .what is the best
method of oiling a two-stroke, a con-
stant drip or a direct pump full?

—

-Novice.

(1.) Time, the ignition of your engine
as follows : Fully retard the control, and
rotate the engine until the piston is at

the top dead centre ; connect the magneto
drive when the contact breaker points are
just commencing to separate. (2.) Jet
No. 28. (3.) A moderately light oil will

suit your engine. A constant drip is

more satisfactory than a hand pump for

two-stroke lubrication.
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RECOMMENDED ROUTES.

CL.iPHAM Junction (London) to Hull.^
J.R.Y.

JIake your way straight across London,
as follows : Clapham Junction, Battersea
Bridge Road, Fulham Road, take the
third turning on the left, and go straight

up Queen's Gate into Hyde Park, make
your way straight across from there into

Oxford and Canibridge Terrace, cross

Edgware Road, and take the second
turning on the left (Lisson Grove) jnst

before reaching the Great Central Hotel,
then go -absolutely straight on into Wel-
lington Road, Finchley Road, Finchley,
Barnetr then up the Great North Road
through Hatfield, Stevenage, Baldock,
Biggleswade, Eaton Socon, Alconbury,
Norman Cross, Stamford, Grantham,
Lincoln Brigg, New Holland, by ferry

to Hull.

Lkic]lStj;k to Ltth.4!.i (.vxd to L.ake
District)'.—L.G.B.

Leicester, Melton ilowbray, GranthSm,
Newark, Retford, Tuxford, Bawtry, Don-
caster, Ferrybridge, Aberford, Bramham,
CoUinghara, Harewood, Otley, Ilkley,

Skipton, Gargrave, Settle, Clapham,
Benthara, Lancaster, Gai-stang, St.

Michael's, Elswick, Singleton, Kirkham,
Lytham. The above journey could be
done in one\ day, but woiAd suggest a
break at Skipton. Lytham being con-
veniently near the Lake District, you
might make a two days' trip thereto.

Lytham, Blackpool, Poulton, Garstang,
Lancaster, Carnforth, Burton, Milthorpe,
Lindale, Newby Bridge, Greenodd,
Coniston, Ambleside, Rydal, Grasmere,
Thirlmere, Keswick (break journey here),
Troutbeck, Dockray, Ullswater, Patter-
dale, Kirkstone Pass, Windermere,-
Bowness, Crook, Kendal, Kirkby-Lonsdale,
Ingleton, Settle, etc., back to Leicester.

Catalogues Received.

Engineering and Motor Utilities Co.,

Haslara and Stretton, Ltd., 11, Windsor
Place, Cardiff. A well got-up catalogue

listing all the principal motor cycle

accessories.

Leo Ripault and Co., 1, King's Road,

St. Pancras, London, N.W.I. - A -well

got-up catalogue . of Ripault^ sparking

plugs of various types, sizes', and
reaches. Ripault Oleo plugs are now
manufactured in Great -Britain. High-

tension terminals, plug testers, and com-

pression taps are also listed.

A booklet describing the system of

making remforced concrete roads, com-

piled by the British Reinforced Concrete

Engineering Co., Ltd., 1, Dickinson

Street, JIanchester, which gives some
^ interesting information as to the construc-

tion of these roads, and some informative

photographs showing the state of the

various roads before and after treatment.

The Leatheries, Ltd., Sampson Road
Nortli, -Birmingham. An attractive list

of leather goods of interest to the motor

cyclist. The Empire de Luxe saddles are

illustrated ; also an excellent range, of

toolbags, suit cases, and an expanding
valise to fit the standard carrier. Inci-

dentally the price of the latter shows

some variation from that given in our

report of the article when it was exhibited

at Olympia, and readers who are' inter-

ested are advised to write for full par-

ticulars.-to the above address.

The 1920 Levis Tank.

It is perhaps interesting to note that,

though the colour scheme of the 1920

-Levis tank apparently consists of black

panels Upon a grey background, it is not

really the case. The matter received very

careful attention, and it was decided

that the tank should receive first of all

a substantial coat of hard-wearing black,

the grey borders ,
afterwards being

applied, leaving the black panels. This,

therefore, gives an extra coat on the

edges, where the wear takes place.

Engine Lubrication.

We have lately been making a test,

with very satisfactory results, of. Nulsec
Oil, which is made by Mr. W. Blackwell,

Victoria Oil Works, Aston, Birming-
ham. We have used nearly half a gallon

in a small four-styjke twin engine
having mechanical lubrication, and have
covered upwards of 1,500 miles. An oil

consumption of well over 3,000 m.p.g.
must be accounted excellent on a motor
cycle, and we niver found that the
engine lacked oil at any time during this

test. No special effort was maae to

effect economy, and the results certainly

point to the fact that Nulsec Oil is able

to resist heat to an unusual degree,

otherwise it would liave been used up
more quickly. The oil is manafactured

.

in a varietj' of grades.
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E devote our page this Christmas week not

to call attention to our stock of new models

nor to announce our policy for the New
Year—the former you can see whenever you

are passing, the latter will be the same as in

the past ten years—but to simply, honestly, and sincerely

wish all our numerous friends

1:1
!i! i!i!i!i!l!i!i!Mi!i!ill!i!i

To our customers (whom we are pleased to know are our

friends) we desire to say how much we appreciate their

support in the past, and to thank those who have done so

much by their recommendations to extend our business.

The year which is drawing to a close has been a difficult

and trying one for the motor trade. But it has shown us

that Agents who play the game can alwa5'S rely on. everj-

consideration and encouragement from their customers.

That }^ou may have a good time this Christmas, and that

the New Year may bring you all you desire, with Health

and Strength to pursue the greatest of all pastimes, is the

Christmas wish of

!i!l

208, Gt. Portland St., London, W.l.

i!i!i!i!i!i!i

m

!lli!ilili!i!i!
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First l<s words or less 2/-, and 2d. for every

additioiial word. £acti paragraph is charged

separately, uame and address must be counted.

J3ries diseauacs, conaiuons, and si.eciai terms

;o regular (rale advertisers will be qvoted on
appU3atian.

Postal Oriers and Cheques sent in payn'entfor

advertise.nents should be made payable_.^—STcoT
to lUFfiS & SONS Ltd., and crossed_^—

»

Treasjry Notes, bein^ untraceai)le if lost in

traosit. shouli not be sent as remittances.

All dit'ar.isj.ajais in mis section should be

acBOJipaniel with remittance, and be addressed

to the oBees of "The Motor (jcle," lertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure irserlion letters

should be postel in time to reach tbe olTces of

"The iWotor Cycle," Coventry, or lontcn (20,

Tudor St., K.C.4), by the first post on fiiday

morning previous to the day of issue.

AU letters relating to advertisements should

quote the nunber which is printed at the itC of

each advertlse.nent, and the date of the issue

in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid raistaites.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adver'.i=erE, JeUers m<jy be

iddrKsed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle" OfBce.
vVhen this is desired, the sum of 6d.-to defray tlie cost of

regibtration and to cover postage on replies must be added
CO tbe aJvertisetnent charge, which must include the
•vord? Bo.^ onOj c /o " The Motor Cycle." Only thenumber
.vill appear ia tlie advertisement. All replies shoula be
iddressed No. 000, c/o "Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street,

E.G. 4. Replies^ to Box Number adveriisemetUs conlainmg
'emiilances should be sent by regisierea post, but in all such
'OSes it 's advisable to tnake use o) the Deposit System.

In the case ol motor cycles offered for sale vn^er a box
number, as tt Is unusual for these to be sold without first

iein'mspecteJ by the intending purchaser, advertisers will

lacilitate busiaass by embodying in their advertiseirents

lOne mention ol the district In which the machine
iffered may be seen and tried.

O 3W* DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

nay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
ilepoait System. If the money be depodted with *'The
.lotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
loods is three days, and if a sale is ejected we remit the
iraount to the seller, but, if not, we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions pp to £10,
leposit fee of i /- is charged; on transactions -over £10
ind under 1^50, the fee is 2/6; over jTsoand underjf75, 5/-;
Dver £75 and under jfioo. 7/C; and on all transactions
5ver £roo, i % All deposit matters are dealt with at

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.4, and cheques and money
orders jhould be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limitedi
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

Indication that the advertiser k willing to avail himself ol
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

lesirous, but have no'; advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to reeard the
-ilenee as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to
eacb one by post.

VAUCHOPEB

tP.

PAoeJPaoe. f^'bf sgaape
'^jTeef Sh-eet, B cfesfs and I
^ndon.CQ4. Ykfues- • I

MOTOR CYCLES
A.B.C.

FOR SALE.

A.B.C. — Book early mid prevent disappointment.
Specifio.ntion and full imrtioulars will be sent on

Our Stock includes the following Machines

NEW.
No. H.P. Machine. Year.

12154. z\ CLYNO 1920
12163. 4 BLACKBURNE and Sidecar .. 1920
12161. 8 NEW IMPERIAL and Sidecar . 1919

183. 4 DOUGLAS 1919
12209. 4j QUADRANT Combination .... 1920

212. 4i QUADRANT, solo 1920
197. 2I DOUGLAS 1919

2f DOUGLAS, 3-5psefd 1920
4 DOUGLAS Combination 1920

Price.

£63
£135 5

£105
£122 10
£95

£90
£145

MOTOR CYCLES
A.B.C.

FOR SALE.

A .B.O.— Option on A.B.C.motor cycle £10: £5 dpposit
ti- paid 15th April.— 57, Talbot Rd., Blackpool.

TONES' Garage,
'.'' Avay. Mnswell
Vortli Fiuchley.

4 .B.C.—Dsliyeries commencing alter the Show,^ you ordered'?—Prompt deliveries from
7, Mount Pleasant, Liverpool, [0021

you
Htorsman,

ordered'?
Ltd..

[S1419
special agents for A.B.C, Bioad-
Hill. N.IO, and "SVoodside Parade,

(0026

, Have
Victor

FANCOUET'S Garage, Stamfoid, for A,B.O.':
distributing agent for. Soke of Peterbor

. sole
Peterboro' and

< ountv of ButloDd; particulars and iUustrations on
legueat. [0056

SECOND-HAND SOLO MACHINES.

074. 6 ZENITH, Gradua gear .*. 1914 £84
J2059. 8 MATCHLESS, ?ingle gear ...... 1913 £72 10
12012. 3S CORAH-J.A.P. 1912 £48
12193. 4~ DOUGLAS 1919 £116

186. 2i O.K.-JUNIOR 1917 £55
11762. 35 RUDGE 1913 £45
12IJ2. 4' TRIUmPH 1916 £87 10
12156. 3<^ RUDGE-MULTI 1915 £75
12079; 2j TRIUMPH JUNIOR 1914 £52 10
12169. 3i N.S.U — £22 10
J2187. 3S TRIUMPH 1914 £57 10
12205. 2i CHATER-LEA 1914 £45
12206. 5-6ZENITH ......1914 £57 10

SECOND-HAND COMBINATIONS.
12166. 8 , ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1919 £167 15
12010. 7-9 JAMES-HOWARTH Comb. . 1914 £125
12120. 3i KERRV-ABINGDON Comb. .. 1914 £72 10
12082. 5-6 INDIAN Combination 1913 £125
12000. 7-9 INDIAN Combination 1913 £85
12184. 6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1917 £155
12207. 3^ DENE and Sidecar 1912 £45
12196. 4" DOUGLAS Combination 1919 £125
12101. 4 A.J.S. and Sidecar 1915 £130

11977. 8 WILLIAIVISON Combination .. 1914 £110
12159. 5-6RUDGE-MULT1 and Sidecar .. 1914 £87 10

12164. 4 Ltwin) ZENITH and Sidecar ... 1919 £145
I-'I34. 4 TRIUMPH and Sidecar 1918 £125
12104. 7-9 HARLEV-DAVIDSON Comb. . 1915 £150
12188. 6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1913 £87 10

12189 4' DOUGLAS Combination 1919 £120
12136. 3* RUDGE MULTI 1916 £130

168. ^'9 INDIAN Combination 1913 £77 10

11983. 6 ROYAL ENFIELD Combination 1913 £82 10

12204. 5-6INDIAN and Sidecar 1914 £80
12203. 6 ROYAL ENFIELD and Sidecar 1918 £165

4 TRIUMPH 1916 £84

SECOND-HAND CARS.

[35. - CARDENA Cycle Car, 7-9 b -p. Har-
ley-Davidson engine £145

199. 8 DUO Car, J..\.P. engme £150

SIDECARS.

Canoelet Minor. Royal Ruby.
Canoelet D4. " Wauchope's " No. 1.

Canoelet K4. " Wauchope's " No. 2.

Canoelet K3. Williamsons.

The Latest 1919
J.A.P. TWIN-CYLINDER

applicntinn.-
distributing

The Spalding Motor Co.,

agents for Lincolnshire
Ltd.. Spalding,

[0015

Abingdon,
Abingdon King Dick, brand- new T.T., Show3ih.p. „- „ .

2 model; £B0.—Harrods Motor Showrooms, 116-
118, Brornpton Rd. (opposite Main Building), London,
S.W.I. [6084

ABINGDON King Dick, S'/ih.p., splendid condition,
just overhauled, new tube, Dunlop heavy back

tyre, belt, piston rings; first cheque above 40 gns.
secures.—Comley, 59, High St., Falmouth. [6076

A.J.S. Snecii.
Walsall.

A.J.S.

lists and Agents : The Walsall Garage,
Tel. : 444. [9574

CROW Bros., High St., Guildford, AJ.S. agents
since 1912, accept no premiums. [X7943

A.J.S. Brand New 6b. p. Combination, screen, spare-

wheel, tyre.—Parker's, Eradshawgate, Bolton.
[X1115

A .J.S. Spares: engine and gear box repairs; prompt
delivery.-^yril Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wol

verharopton T.A. : Parts- [2237

countershaft,33h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, free engine,
4 hand clutch, lamps, mechanical horn; £45.

Wilman, 73, Orchard Rd., Darlington. [6013

WA'QCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, London; 1916 A.J.S,

4-5h.p mJ'chine. 3-speed and clutch and^juck

mnuf
liveries.

with coachbnilt sidecar; £150. [5991

E.veter Motor Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd,.

New

A.J.S. _
Bath Rd., Exeter, and 28, Tavistock Rd., PIv

Sole agents. booking lor earliest de-

[0061

6h.p. i.h.V. TWIN-CYLINDER ENGINES.

From Stock. Trade supplied. Terms on application
;

these include extras. 50 engines, for immediate delivery,

£37 10s. each.

Second-band Machines taken n Part Payment.
price allowed. Maker's guarantee.

Good

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, E.C.4.

'PhoHf.' Holhorn 5777
Grains. Opi/icer, Fleet, London,

DEPOSITS
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Tbe attention 01 Advertisers i& ca.led .0 che

fad that Deposits are now dealt witi it

20, Tudor St, London, E,C.4,

to which address ali communicatioos reiaua-*

to deposits should be directed

-|Q19 A.J.S. Combination (18/9/1919), spare whfiel,
X«7 et«., over £15 occessories; £195, or part pay-
ment 1920 Morgan; after 6.—64, Gladsmuir E4,, High-
gate, N.19. [6132.

A.J.S. Bh.p. Combinntion. 1919, M.M., 1915 A.J.S.
sidecar, Lucas lamps, horn, mirror. Klaxon, Tan-

Sad ; after 6 • £180 ; as new.—Beaton, 5, Banelagh
Gardens, Putney Bridge. [6122

1 Q18 A.J.S. Combination, complete -with hood, sfreen,
At/ storm apron, spare wheel with cover, Lucas horn,
and 3 lamps; price complete £165 for quick sale; no
offers, as machine is in splendid condition.*-VTortley
Lodge, Eurley-in-Wharfedale. [6112

ALLONS at

Alldays.
Gourlay's, Fallowfield, Manchester.

[2832

ALLDAYS Allon.—Early deliveries; secure now.—
Morriss and Co., 139, Finchley Ed., N.W. [6070

JONES' Garage, special agents for Alldays Allon,
Broadwnv. Mnswell Hill, N.'IO, and Woodside

Parade, North Finchley. [0027

LATE 1915 Allon 2-stroke, single speed, mileage
under 3,000, Lucas lamps, horn, excellent con-

dition, take two anywhere; £44.—Madeley Cottage,
Little Common, Bexhill. [X1225

ALLDAYS 25ih.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed, kick starter,

clutch, complete with lamps, etc., good condition
and appearance, and in good running order;
days, 21, Alma Rd., Slieerness.

£55.-All-
[X1410

Ariel.

ARIELS.—Gourlay. Agent. Fallowfield, Manchester.
[2833

ARIEL 3h.p., £14: offers.—Rathmell, 22, Warwick
Gardens, Harringay, N.4. [6015

/^ROW Bros., High St., Guildford, Ariel agents,
supply at makers* prices. [X7944

CYRIL WILLIAMS, for early delivery of Ariels.—
Chapel \six Depot, Wolverhampton. ." [X8625

A40 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the isstte.
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r "Manners make the man"
and "Grade"

makes the Motor Cycle.

^* COVENTRY- EAGLE ^'

Motor Cycles

are Al grade down to the

minutest detail.

London Agents—Godfrey's. Ltd.

The Coventry-Eagle Cycle & Motor Co.,

COVENTRY.

j-juile de I^uxe
(Call it Wheel de Loox.)

If you have a sidecar machine,

consider the economy
of buying a 5-gallon

drum of oil for your
season's requirements
—the saving is con-

siderable.

We have ready an
interesting, illustrated

lea^et showing how
you can pour oil from
a drum without spill-

ing a drop. Write for

this also.

The current Lists give the prices of Oils in drunr;- Please mention

this paper.

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, SWll

That is by no means an impossibility, or an unusual
performance, for the simpliest light-weight engine
ever built^the

DALM.
In design and manufacture it marks perfection
in a two-stroke. If you think in ones or in
hundreds, send for our descriptive booklet.

"A

touch

controls.

There are few
names associated

with greater bene-
fits to the Motor

Cyclist than that of " Bow-
den. Tyseley."
That name is closely allied

to the "Safety First" policy
of the discerning rider, be-
cause the " BowDEN. Tyse-
ley" Brake and Control
Fitments at all times secure
his perfect safety under all

normal and emergency con-
ditions.

The keynote of BOWDEN '

Service is Efficiency and the Works
of " BOWDEN Tyseley," replete
\\ith the most modern machinery
and methods, scientifically equipped
and organised for efficient, acceler-
ated mass production.

BOWDEN BRAKE CO.
Ltd.. Tyseley Birmingham

9P

%
In amwcrinq these adverlixcments it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.:'

E.H.S.
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Liverpool Reliance Cup
Open Trial Successes on

Th

Bonus Marks Secured.

The following awards were obtained by successful competitors
using Avon Tyres in the Liverpool Reliance Cup Open Trial :

Mead Martin Challenge Cup - - Mr. O. Wade.

Gold Medals - Messrs. O. Wade, W. H. Brown,
Eric Williams, W. B. Oibb, and
T. B. 0. Vale.

- Mr. H. Poole.

Messrs. K. H. W. Brown and K. Arnold.

Silver Medal

Bronze Medals

rir. O. WADE, one of the only three competitors in the Trial
to gain maximum marks, winner of the Mead riartin Challenge
Cup, Gold riedal, and one of the A.J.S. Team, who secured the
Silver Cup, writes

:

"You will, no doubt:, be pleased to hear that I was successful in gaining
a Gold ricdal in the Liverpool Reliance Cup Open Trial. Your tyres
behaved splendidly, and as usual I had no trouble. On Llangollen Canal
Hill, bonus marks were given for a clean ascent owing to the very treach-
erous and greasy surface, and my Avons secured these bonus marks for me."

rir. E. WILLlAnS, Gold Medallist

:

"The lanes they took us through could not have been in a worse condition
after the heavy rains on the previous day, but the excellent Avon Non-
skids gave me such confidence that I had not a moment's anxiety."

AVON INDIA RUBBER CO,, LTD., 19, Newman St., Oxford St., London, W.l.

Works (Est 1885) : Melksham and Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts.

Depots at Manchester, Glasgow, Birmingham, Bristol, Newcastle. Nottingham, Aberdeen, Leeds. Swansea, Dublin, Belfast

Printe<l and PiiMisliftd by the rro[irietnrs. Tltffe & Sons Limited. 20. Tndor Street. London. E.G. 4, and Cc
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